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InVERTTsEMENT CHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or more A^ertlsomonta

coming from the same advertiser, even •' ®e,,t ‘

different names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two word

i penny No single advertisement, oven II ac-

eompamed by others, will be ohargod at less than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpenoe.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries oh application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-

RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CAiil.

Tho Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement oir-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason lor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases boar the bona

fide name and address of the advertiser and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to tlie advertiMment

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Meet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements u"le®s

the previous issue, Pago and Column are stated by

the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE "CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments mada in advertisements, nor o

the bona-tides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ot our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

t —PROCEDURE.- Tito intending purchaser should

acini to lids office the amount of the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same lime be

sho '.Id eoihlimnieiWw with the seher stating " llj1,

is lie require*) sent on approval. Wo acknow lcd„c

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all eases

tho depositor should give Ids name and address, and

also that of tho vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2 -IiNl> Of TRANSACTION.—Tlic deposit is re-

tained by us irtltil we hour from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. If a sale has

been effected, Wo hand the amount deposited to the

seller If a sale has not been directed, we return the

amount to tho depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold the deposit.

3 -AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.

tor each £l, or fraction of £1, and it must he sent

at same time as tho deposit.

4 -IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must

decide Within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether he will keep or return the Same,

unless, that is, some other period ot approval (of

which wo must be advised) is agreed upon by both
"“

tips The depositor must at the same time notity

of the fact that he has returned the goods. If

11,0 roods are not returned Within the said lorty-

.. hours we reserve the right to send the deposit

the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will bo treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to tho depositor.

5 -A SATISFACTORY l’URCIIASE—Wlicn a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, both parlies must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

Its completion. The depositor must at the same

time iinstruct us to pay over tho deposit to the

Ct

6—GOODS ALREADY SOLD - If the goods are

noli) before our deposit rote readies the seller, or

if for any other reason he declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

no its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender alter the expirration Of three

J
7 -FRESH TRANSACTION',— in case no sale ,be

effected a deposit is available for purposes of a

iresli transaction, provided another deposit fee be

P!
R

d
—POODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey muet he borne by the seller. But

goods not approved of mu t he properly packed and

returned oy the same means as were used in sending

tll

fl -PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between

rho vend ir and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of damage. But

In the absence of other arrangements the iHirchaser

l, r, hie for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.
v
io.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is flnaL

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit,, We vem

dor will not be notified of its receipt until tne

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us. ...

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be a®®eP*®d

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

Write to UsTo-Day
and enclose 3 penny stamps to cover cost of

packing and pcotngo only, and we will send you

Samples of our Spanish Canary Seed, German
Rape, and also a sample of cither of our

PURE SWEET TASTELESS
RED PEPPER,

or our

CELEBRATED READY MIXED
COLOR FOOD.

Madei witli our Egg and Biscuit, pure Sweet

Red Pepper, and Finest Almond Oil, sufficient

to fedd a Canary for a week. Kindly state

clearly which you require.

During July and August
We are offering these unequalled Color Foods at

Per IL/O lb.

Double Weight.

TO FANCIERS ONLY.

all orders to the value
of 5/- and over entitles every purchaser to 21bs.

of Red Pepper or Color Food for the price of

11b. Order*) 10/- and over dibs, for the price

of 21b s., and so on in proportion. lull details

and samples will be sent by return of post.

Wliv not avail yourself ot this splendid and

bona-fide offer at once, which enables you to

get your Color Food at half-price and much

below actual cost.

NOTE OUR ONLY ADDRESS
(MOST IMPORTANT).

W. A. RUDD & GO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

Right opposite Liverpool Street Station, <EIhR.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly healthy.

SUPERIOR
ALUMINIUM

GIVING away ;
new sectional outdoor aviary ; stamp

rt-ply ;
37/0: Knight, York-st., Wakefield. (1704)

WHEN song required, use Roller water bubble

flut>eSj ,

p.o. 1/2 per set: Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd.,

Waistamstow. (1703)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and

foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, Kings-

lon-bv-Sea, Sussex. <®61)

COKERNUT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4/-, _6/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, 1/6/ 2/-

each : Pearson, Greenwich. (1664)

FIFTEEN good Norwich and Yorkshires, rack cages,

appliances, lot £5, worth £10; particulars: Woods,

20, Silton-st., lloston, Manchester. (1700)

THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return, from: C. H. Goodman
and Co., 24, Bedford-rd.. Kempston, Bedford.

CAGES, cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, and Border

Fancy show cages, 1/3 each, six 6/0, 12/- per doz.

;

McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
(1600)

MUST sell, moving: cages and accessories, and

Yorks, show cages and cases, any price, or ex-

change; seen any time: 20, Woolwich-rd., E. Green-

wich. .

(1704)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

and British, all 1/4 each, six, 7/6; dozeu, 14/-, all

well made, not rubbish; approval, list, stamp:

Ross. Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1700)

HIKDCATCHKRS send stamp for full printed list

of nets, lime, trap cages, net traps and every

description of catching appliances; I am actual

maker: W. Gore, Gooch-st„ Birmingham. (1/07)

BEAUTIFUL Palace aviary, 3ft. long, enamelled

white, ruby ornamented glass panels, loose parti-

tions, sand trays, seed hoppers, opal fountains, com-

plete, 15/6; large size, 4ft. x H x 3), 40/-; ap-

proval; illustrated list, stamp: Rose, Cage Works,

Forres, N.B. (1706)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and bird-room. These are

to be found in “{Nutshell No.. 9,” post free -Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.L. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft. high,

movable wire partitions, sand bottoms, perches,

10 /
G

• worth 40/-; approval; send two stamps for

illustrated price list; established forty years : Mc-

Keand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1640)

WORTH uotice ;
grand large Palace-shaped, tbree-

compartment drawing-room aviary, 4ft. long 3,-11.

high ISin. broad, close wired, for smallest foreign

birds, seed drawers, sand bottoms, two-wire mov-

able partitions, revolving perches, fancy glass panels,

price 40/- worth £5; send for drawing: McKeand,

Cage Manufacturer, Castfe Douglas.
,
(1

, {

OH VR \ STEED satisfaction; your money refunded

If not flight cages or breeders. 40 by 10 by 11,

I'idin- partition, sand trays, three ply back painted

, ml- varnished any colour;- 5/- each ;
two for 9/-,

.,m ... f, n pt correct size and colour, 1/3 each, 0 /-

t»'e half-dozen; -send stamp for list; the cheapest

in the trade: Putlaud, Cage Maker, Urquhart-st.,

for res, N.B.

BUNKER'S “IMPROVED" PUNCH BAR FRONT.

Vl7 ;, Mocked: 12 by 10, or 12. Sd.; 14 by 12, 3Jd .;

10 bY 12. 4J. : 13 by 12. 4’d.; 2d by 12, 5d. ; 24 by 14,

5-1 • otiie*- sizes equally cheap; seed hoxo., l,d.

.ocv batiis Cd and 7d. ; cages, etc. ; trade sup-

V.ction guaranteed : Buuner ami oons,

C^^MakVre; 27. CW Ptraa H.1-. V.verycol. <1616,

MARK YOUR BIRDS BE-

FORE PUTTING INTO

FLIGHT CAGES with the

MBAA acknowledged neatest, safest,

P& Sj rcfl 9b and best rings on the mar-

IdHI'B ket. 100, 2/6; 75, 2/-; 50, 1/6;

25, lOd. Distinctly numbered with or without flanges.

LEGLAIR, southbury
c
ro'ad, ENFIELD.

~ JOHN A. REECE
Metal and Wood Cage Maker awarded M medd.

and diploma*) ;
established 1870. Don

^he^asel*
old pioneer if you require show °U

ffee !

inventor and specialist in cage ^ ^Brrilol'
Jockey Wire Works. 8, Upper Maudlm-st., Bristol.

WHY NOT?

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
All sizes, also planed boards, wire fronts three-p j

cage sets, mills, seed hoppers all hinds 6la
c

s*f£
pots, and everything; see my

(1574)
logue ;

trade supplied : Pass, Hucknall, Notts. ( ^
)

BIRDCATCHERS' BIRDLIME—THE BEST
on the market, bar none; will not run in the sun

:

7 ,i iih • i/- Mb.' 1/8 lb.; postage free; Linnet

cai’l cages, 9d’; three, 2/- : Matt Hopkins, Bird

Specialist, 11, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (1/05)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

ablt tinned wire. 12 by 12 or 10. 3d.. 2/0 doz.
;

14

hv l
4) 3 J d 3/- doz.; 10 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz.; 18 by

12 i!d .
3/9 doz ? 20 by 12, 5d„ 4/2 doz. ;

24 by 12

or 14 6d. 5/- doz.; any odd size, 3d. per foot,

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nest-pans,

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

description and utensils, send for printed list,

post Free; 'owing to increased trade, have removed

to larger premises: J. Ashmore,19, London-st.,

Smethwick, Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1070)

(it can be done) teach your cock Canaries, what-

ever the breed, the Hartz Roller song by purchasing

the celebrated Hartz Mountain Flutes, 6d. ;
very

superior, 2/-, postage Id. Anyone can play them.

Full printed directions sent. Also supply Queck,

etc., machines.

Facts v . Fairy Tales.

99, Amiens-st., Dublin, August 18, 1913 r
Jiffehtf^

birdlime; please send two 1/3 tins. I am deligbttd

with it. It does not run in the sun

XXX (treble strength) Birdlime, 2d., 4d., 9d., 1/ ,

1/3
Reduce

P
your^seed bill by ueing "The Little

Wonder” Seed-cleaning and Husk-separating

Machine, saves cost in short time (registered).

S1

For
h
Aviaries, Cages, Appliances, send for Free

Money-saving Catalogue, which contains everything

for the cage bird fancier.

W. RUPP) Sp*eciariist, NORWICH.

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail largestimk»

L

,

,n
Ki?k

e
dâ 5rd

'

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-35, Kirkda e rd

Liverpool. Telephone 341:, Royal.
_

BIRD HOUSES. OUTDOOR AVIARIES.

SELECTED PLANED BOARD, CAGE SETS, &C.

Bird houses, 7ft. high, 5ft long, 3ft wide £1 18s ;

7ft. X 6ft. X 3ft. 6in., £2 6s.; 7ft. Jt 7ft. x Stt., £2

19s This house is the best value in my list. See

list’ for other sizes. Selected boards for cage-

making, planed both sides, 10in. 5s., 9in. 4/0, 8in.

8/10, per 50ft.; 10in. 2/9, Sin. 2/6. 8in. 2/2. per 251t

Three-plv wood sheets, 55 x 38, 1/7 per sheet, 5

sheets 7/-. Cage sets, 18 x 17 x 10, 2/4; 36 xl7 x 10,

4/6; stamp for list of cage sets and all birdroom

appliances: Orford, 105, CromweU-rd., Patncroft.^

boards, cages, cage sets
Boards, planed both aides and edges, 8in. 3/8, flin.

4 /- lOin. 4/8 per 50ft.; fin. oval perching, l/o 50ft.,

2/4’ 100ft • combination nursery cage bath.

1 /
each;’ stamp for list: Stanton, 33, Boothfield

Winton, Patricroft.

extrTTstrong birdlime

free: Thomas F-ewkes, 83, Curzon-st., Lciecsteiu^

MEALWORMS, with keeping directions, 1/3 1,000,

4/0 lb • Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

DANDELION .seed', 2/- lb.; white lettuce, 1/6 lb.

:

teazle, 4d. qxuart
;

peat free: Greaves, Bird Seed

Specialist, Ilfracombe. vl«»)

THI(
- Filup Y

roung Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return, from : C. H. Goodman

and Co., 24. Bedford-rd., Kempston, Bedford.

MEALWORMS, 1/3 1,000, 4/- lb. 18/- box

,

beetles, 150 1/-; alive ant eggs, 1/6 pint, 2/6 qt.,

all carriage paid: Pearson, Importer, Greenwich.

MEALWORMS, 650 1/-, 1,000 1 /6 , i-pmfc 2/- P*nb

3/4, quart 0/4; dried flies 1/9; ants eggs 1/3 lb.,

carriage paid: Pierpoint, 47, Hensliawret., Walworth -

MEALWORMS, now is the time to breed your own

and have them all the year round, no smell, no

trouble expense trifling; b>0 beetles, 1/-. post paid,

with printed instructions for breeding: Jones. Cran-

bourne-st.. Brighton.
. 7nfl

*•

2/.

.

MEALWORMS. 650, 1/-; 1,000, 1/6, 1,300., 2/ ,

pint. 3,4; quart, 0/4; ants' eggs, 3/4 and 1/6 b..

dried flies 2/- lb.: insectivorous food, 2/- Io.,

egg flake,

’

4 / 0
'

lb.; all carriage paid: Schmidt 93.

Mealworms, ’giants. Mr. J. Maudsley writes:

“I have had thousands of mealworms from dhfferent

advertisers, but yours are by far the best qualitj.

Sample boxes 1/-, 1.000 1/3; 4/0 lb. Best ants eggs.

° /G
-

P
flies, 2/0; yolk of egg. 2/6; best insectivorous

food 1/4 - Thrush food 7 lbs. 2/-, carriage paid;

millet sprays, 50 1/9; nesting busks, wired, ed. each,

1/6 dozen: Cottingham, 7 and 9, Peveril-st., >>

ham. 'Phone 5752. U

CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality cwt. 3/6, half-cwt. 2/3 ;

carnage paid

5? miles: Menzles Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

SAVE MONEY
by breeding your own mealworms, 100 bettles 1/-, 2M

callage paid, with full instructions: J. E. Hunt

72, Braud-st., Greenwich.

WALSH’S
Origin?.! Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in wet

or dry weather ;
does not run in the sun ;

packed

in lever lid tins Mb. 7d.„ -Jib. 1/-, lib 1/9; eample

tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and caH cage

combined 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, laige

2/6 - all post free. Dealers send for special quota-

tions; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn.

Garden Aviaries and
Bird-rooms, best material

and workmanship, from

32/6, carriage paid England
and Wales. Large illus-

trated catalogues, nets,

traps, snareo, poultry

houses, coops, etc., one

stamp.—YOUNG, Enter-

prise Appliance Works,

Crewkerne, Somerset.
(1703)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

Co., Grimsby.

To Cagemakens & Woodusers
Planed boards, cage sets, wire fronts, three ply tim-

ber any kind. any size; .testimonials received from

all ’parts ;try me: Cartwright. 83, VaUanoe-rd

Bethnal Green, Londom

GLASS GLASS
Feeder* and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade drily): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

ilook-st.. Liverpool.

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabhat apidiances

special illustrated trade price list free. Henry

Tams. Pottery Manufacturer, Warren st., Long oii

Stalls.
tlt44)

PARR NORTH R“’>0 P«5 BURSLEM
POTTERY APPUANGi%m FANCIERS.

NEST PANS, DRAWERS; RABBIT TROUGHS,

FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST EGGS,

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES^PATTERNS
-h • SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

I
ALIVE ants’ eggs, fresh gathered, Jib., 1/0, lib.

°/9 free- W. Johnson, St. John’s-terr., Niwt-on

I Abbot. ll,03)

^COLOUR FOOD
Pure tasteless 1/4, hot Natal m 'lb ;

megw*™?- 4 «

s wv'SA:*7^/i
evrif-'' zafTfrQ 2/6 a quart \

sent carnage paid. C. A.

Luer. ScUter-st ,
Bethnal Green-rd„ London,Js.

XL UEB FEED
,, v r Rod Feed is pure, tasteless pepper
Ernngton sX.L. Rea r ecu f

1/7 Send Id.
of the finest quality’. - v.

. 0f prizes offered
stamp for sam P' e a

, w Errington, The Reliable

^

<«»>

YouTike
HYDE'S

Bird Seeds!
Have you trlod their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale ot —
R, Hyde & Co., Ltda, Camberwell
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TROWERS
SEEDS AND FOODS

ARE TIP-TOP.
Frco Delivery London District

by own vans.
Carriage Paid to any Country
Station in England and Wales,

6d. bushel, 1/- cwt. extra.
Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace

Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
Tlia wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. Bd., fibs.

1/9 post free.

TRO/VIR'S USERMO CECTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbiils, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TflY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It

Is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.

All Post Free *

MEALWORMS, fine, large, 659 1/-, 1,000 1/6, pint 3/6,

quart 6/9.

ANT EGGS, fine. 1/6 lb, 31b. 4/-; Choice, 2/• lb.,

31b. 5/6; Extra Choice, 3/- lb., 3ib. 8/-.

DRIED FLIES, 2/- and 2/3 lb.

SILKWORM PUPAE, 1/3 lb., 31b. 4/-.

CHOICE EGG FLAKE, 1/6 and 3/- Tins.
GOLDEN BIRD GRIT, 3/- cwt., 1/9 i, 1/-

PLAIN SAND, 2/- cwt.; Fine Shell, 4/- cwt.;
FINE FLINT, 3/6 cwt.; carriage paid.

Country, 1/- cwt. extra.

Peck.
Giant Spanish Canary &/-
Largo Spanish Canary 4/6
Fine Spanish Canary 4/-
Good Spanish Canary 3/9
Turkish Canary 3/3
Rest Bold Hemp 1/9
Fine Riga ditto 1/6
Choice German Rape 3/-
Fine German Rape
White Millet, Beet

2/6
3/-

Iqjdian Millet 3/6
Finest English Linseed 3/-
Finest Giant ditto 2/9
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/3
Mixed Seed for Foreign Finches 2/6
Mixed Seed for Parrots 2/-
Wild Seed for Finches 2/-
Teazle 2/-
Nigcr or Ir.ga 2/6
Sunflower, Black, White & Grey 2/-
Maw Od. per lb.. Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d.,

Dandelion 4d. oz., Lettuce 2d., Mustard Id. oz.,

Cuttlefish. 6d., 9d., 1/- lb.; Sanitary Nest Pans. 1/6;
Wires. 9d. ; Felts, 9d. doz. ; Medicated Nest Bags,
6d. dozen, 5/- gross; Plain, 5d. dozen, 4/- gross.
A largo selection of Aviary Fittings. Millet Sprays,

60 per bundle, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Bhl.
19/6
’7/6
1 1 6
,46
13/-
6/S
5/6
11/6
9/6
11/6
12/-
11/6
10/6
8/6
9/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
9/6
7/6

Cwt.
38/-
34/-
36/-
28/-
26/-
16
14/9
22/-
18/6
22 /-

22/-
24/-
22/6
15/6
18/6
9/-

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.
Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given
free with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialisfs 9

43B, 438, 442, Caledonian Road
London, N.

Telephone

—

1320 North.

Liverine Limited.

pKlCCATEd

yolk.
’ OF

EGG

1

RUN TO YOUR
DEALER

AT ONCE—

Desiccated

Yolk ofEgg

WILL SAVE
YOUR AILING

YOUNG.
SELLING EVERYWHERE IN
2d. PACKETS AND (d. TINS.

LIVERINE UNITED,
SONG, grikssby.R Proprietors of

SING-

IL '

.v.raa

Ants’ Eggs, Mealworms, &c.
Ants' eggs, 8/4, 2/8. 2/2 lb.; clean dried Hies,

2/11 lb.; red ourrotmeul, fid. ib., 2ll>s. 1/4; silkworm
pupae, 1/3 lb., gibs. V.'/-.

- special cringe!, 8d. II).,

•Illis. 2/2; yolk of egg, 2/0 lb.; Hake egg, 4/0 lb.;
best, Insectivorous food, l/l) lb., 21bs. 3/8; I,ark ami
Thrmil food, Bid. lb., dibs. 2/fl; mealworms, 2oz.
llld., 4<>Z. V0, 11b. 2/8, Jill. 4/6; beetles. 120 1/-

;

nil carriage free : John William Ainlcy, 10, Dalton
Green, Huddersfield.

The finest tasteless Pepper on the market. Tested
and proved. Hot Nata! and another great colour-
producing Ingredient added. No oilier pepper can
give tlio wonderful colour. Bold in tins, 2/6 and
4/9; 5 lbs., 8/6; 7 lbs. and over, 1/6 per lb.- JUDGE
SILK, Whitstable.

Sum Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Sale 1913 a re-

cord. lib. sample 10d., or lib 1/6, 2lbs. 2/8, 2Slbs.
30/-. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates, 75, Shudehill, Manchester.

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour, lib. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;
51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

LACPH0S
THE NEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-
ing hens, and fine strong young birds. Moot
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting
seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.
Sold in tins 1/-, 2/-, 5/- each, post free.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

BOOKS.
FOR books on any variety of birds, see our adver-
tisements on page 16.

64 PAGE book about herbs and how to use them,
free: Trimnell, The Herbalist, 144, Ilichmond-rd.,
Cardiff. (848)
FOR sale, 18 parts, new, “Canaries, Hybrids, and
British Birds,” Cassell's : Onerton, Craig y Nos,
Winllan ave., Llandudno. (1706)
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 87G post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and O. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual," a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. Ail who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpenny-worth.
Tf you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price Od. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London
E.C.

|
MEDICINES.

OGDEN BROS.’ noted going-light cure, 1/6 per
bottle ; money returned if not satisfactory : Dudley
Hill, Bradford.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and, birdroom. These are
to be found in ” Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2-jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

"A1LTNG Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“ Nutshell No. C," an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore otir pets to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and
costa only 2?d. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet~°t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

WANTED, A TRIAL
We are confident our medicines give you satisfaction.

Ditchfield’s Medicines have been used for over sii

years by most leading fanciers, nnd are used at the
London Zoo. They are genuine remedies, which can
be given with perfect confidienco to all classes of
ouge birds. Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops are a guaran-
teed cure for soft moult, not singing, going light,

egg binding, feather plucking, and inflammation of
the bowels. In 7d. and (treble size) Is. Id. bottles;
special size 2s. Tins medicine is invaluable for young
birds jusit .getting on lwrd seed. For bronchitis,
wheezing, and hoarseness, get Ditehfield’s Special
Lung Tonic, also in 7d. and Is. l.d. bottles. The
grandest .medicine ever introduced for chest ond
lung affections in cage birds. For cases of consti-
tutional weakness and debility get Ditebfteld's
famous Revivo. There is nothing to equal it .for
giving new life and vigour to the birds. Revivo
is invaluable as pick-me-up for birds before and
after showing; sold in 7di. and lo. Id. bottles.
As an advertisement, we v.ill send two 7d. bottles
of any of the above medicines for Is., or two Is. Id.
bottles for IS. 9d. All medicines are sent post paid,
per return, at our risk. Also two valuable seed
retip,so, how to feed Linnets and Rollers tar song,
given free to all purchasers of our medicines.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.—Fivink Ditchfield,
Bird Specialist, Oldliaa. (1704)

|
BRITISH BIRDSTI

\ Hardbills. ~~j

BRITISH birds, from clean aviaries; list free: Miss
P.osey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1636)
COCK Bramblefineh, 1/6; hen Bullfinch, 1/6; or ex-

change two for cock: Pbair, Alresford. (1708)
FOUR hand-reared Bullfinches, feed alone, perfect

pete, SI- each : Travis, Bury St. Edmunds. (1707)

COCK Bramblefineh, exquisite plumage, can win in

any show, 2/-, worth 10/-: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
GENUINE selected 1914 Linnets, Sd. each, three

1/6, six 2/-; old red-breasted, II- : G. Frith, Crowle,
Lines. (1707)

COCK Bullfinches, full colour, 2 for 3/6 ; cock Gold-

finch, muier, fit for show, 5/- : Frank Hinder, Malmes-
bury, Wilts. (1706)

LARGE cock Brown Linnet, in cage, only 1/2;

three, 3/-; satisfaction guaranteed: Bannister, 24,

Pendle-st., Burnley. (1706)

TWO young hand-reared Bulliej, 6 weeks old, beau-

ties, first 4/- gets them: D. Robertson, Balnagown,
Kiidary, Ross-shire. (1702)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 2/6, champion contest bird: Proprietor,

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1646)

CATCH thousands, double compartment trap cage,

including two trained call birds, 1/9 complete: Mr.

Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (17(6)

FOR sale, good cock Hawfinch, finger tame, 7/6;
wanted, first-class British to moult : Bernard Robin-
son, Heathfieid-rd. ,

Webheath, Redditch. (1696)

COCKS, Linnets. 1/-; selected red-breasted, 1/6, 2J-

;

Bramblefinches, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Larks, 1/-,

1/6 : R. Trewhitt, 12. Jefferson-st., Goole. (JJ04)
EXHIBITION Siberian cock Goldfinch, grand size,

splendid blaze and colour, very steady, accept £1:

Geo. Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. ((1707)

LINNET, Linnet.—Cock brown Linnet, well on seed,

plenty in stock, 3/- dozen ; no waiting: post card sent
before birds: H. Oope, No. 13. Red-st.. Nottingham.
THREE Goldfinches, two Linnets, three years,

singing, 14 cages and fittings, 50/- or offer; write

or call after 4 : C. Bossey, 128, Shaftesbury-av., W.
(1703)

FINE nut brown cock Linnets, two for 1/-; siix

for 2/6; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each; satisfaction

guaranteed : Lambert, Southend, East Derehiam.
(1705)

LINNETS, red-breasted Cambridge cocks, war-

ranted, 2/0 dozen ; large picked birds, 3J- dozen

;

bens II- dozen : Rendle, 21, Bridge-st., Homerton.
(1706)

LINNETS, young brancher cocks, well on bard
seed, and guaranteed aa advertised, 3/- dozen;
plenty in stock; post card before birds: Flinders,

Newsagent, Sussex-st., Nottingham. (1680)

LINNETS, Lihnete, good healthy nut-brown cocks,

young birds, 2/- dozen
;

old birds 3/- dozen ; hens
Od. dozen; no waiting; plenty in stock: Wesson. 16,

Newmarket-yard, Finch-st., Nottingham. (1707)

HOUSE moulted specimens, perfect condition, will

moult winners; Goldfinch 10/-, Linnet 7/6, Green-

finch 7/6, Mealy Redpoll 5-; Lesser Redpoll 2/6;

approval': Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1707)

MUST sell immediately, fin.; trek Hawfinch, pair

Bullfinches, pair Chaffinches, Siberian Goldfinch, two
Kngli.-h Goldfinches (millers), cock Golden Pheasant,

young Leghorn cockerel (Barron's prize strain):

Howes, 30, Busby Park, Bristol. (1706)
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n T k0pt for P^asure and profit
if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No 2V- 5 d. post free, from Cage Birds, 154 Flcet-stL
mr°iviw' from our agents; see list).

outdoor aviaries
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' Oromwell rd kter:

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what U.‘°VFulljamcs says about them. “Nutshell No 13 ” o
i jpost free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From • Cack
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agentssee list on another page).

° ’

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feedin- andmanagement in captivity; see “Nutshell Nowhich also gives useful hints on sexing, moultin'-hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells youhow to train them to pipe tunes. 2-Jd. post freefro" 1 : Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-st., London, E C (11GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds .a found in "Nutshell No. 1 .” Feeding, handrearing and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2£d. post free, from: “Ca-eBirds,” 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. (2d. fromagents, list published frequently.)
LINNETS! Linnets ! ! Linnets! !!—Own eau-iit
trained contest singers, real stormers. A greatsecret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
.formers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
oveicome. Get that “ Uinnet Nutshell ” at once
No. 2, price 2jd. post free from "Cage Birds” 154

-

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

|
Softbills.

(

FOUR fine hand-reared Jays, in aviary. 3/6 each •

H. Phair, Alresford, Hants. (1708)
LITTLE Owl, feed from hand, splendid pet, 2/6- If
Panther, 67, Northall-st., Kettering. (1703)NIGHTINGALE cock, finger tame, with ca-e £"
F. E. Cox, 15, Pretoria-rd., Thrale-rd., Streatlmm',
S. VY. (1639)
SELECTED cock Skylark, in new string top, joiner-
made cage, only 2/-; two 3/6: Bannister, 24, Pendle-
st., Burnley.

(i 7oc)
HAND-REARED Jay. commencing to talk, splen-
did plumage, 6/-; approval, deposit: Holland, 9, St.
Philip-st., Cheltenham. (17C6)
TWO splendid hand-reared Owls, white bc.dv and

face, fit for exhibition, 10/- each: Collishaw Fair-
field, Se-acroft, Skegness. ’

( 1708 )

ABSOLUTELY one of the best song Thrushes evi r
caged; seen and heard nt any time; 15,-: Uundail
Parkhurst-rd., Tottenham. '

(1705
-

)HAND-REARED cock Song Thrush, sin-s duL
2/6; wasp grub packets, 1/-: David Mackwcll, Hair-
dresser, Lavvkholme, Keighley. '

( 1 70 -4 )TAME band-reared cock Starling, good talker, ex-
cellent plumage, can win in any show, 2/, worth
10/-: Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable. ' (lesi)
COCKS, good feather, tame Cuckoo, 2 /0 ; Flycatcher

5/-; Sedge-warbler, 5/-: Jenny Wren, 2/6; Wheat, ar
2/-; exchange: Fenu, West Row, Mildenhail, Suffolk!

i (1707)
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HEALTHY 1914- hand reared cock Blackbird ;
what

otters, cash or exchange Hardbills; letters only:

Occupier. 23, Alfred -ot., Shrewsbury. ( 70«
TO l,»rk fanciers, \er> loini sinning cock Skyl.uk,

Of, u<‘ heard 200 yards, good shop attraction or

contest l)ir<l, 1/0; approval anywhere: George Holt

Dmistublc. . . '
;

NOTICE; selected young cock barks, singing, ]/-,

cock Canaries, young, singing, 3/C ;
wanted Canaries,

all Minis British birds: Drain, Merchant, Aston,

Birmingham.
, , .

'
,i)

WILLOW Wrens, Wliitethroats, Redstarts, genuine

7914 1» dncll.itiart’il. A / > ea.c«h
;

exchange exhibition

Goldfinch, or Hybrid; offers: Ciooderhain, UJa, High-

lit., Stamford.
,

( 170°)

ONE of tlio loudest ringing cock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and gasliglit, 2/-,

worth, 10/-; seven days’ approval; Proprietor,

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1072)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark,

Thrush, or blackbird, on approval, cheap, please

send me your address; I will send to you by return:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1703)

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by U. J. Fulljnmes in "Nutshell No.

25,” which also deals with haml-rearlng, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2,d. post free,

from: "Cage birds." 154, 1'leet st., London, IS.O.

(2d. from ngento; see !i«t on another page).

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Null directions)

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition; together with directions for

hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will he found in "Nutshell No. 4," 2jd. post

free from "Cage birds,” 154 Elect ot.. London, li.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFT b ILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep t. lie larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the host of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 20,” by II. .1. Full-

Janice, it- is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner, foods and their preparation, and the

various styles cf cagce also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells .vgu

bow.’ Post f ree. 2jd., from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

„t., London. 15.C. Look at our list of agents; call on

tin- nearest and get. it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.

CATCH your own; large double-compartment trap-

cage and call bird, only two or three, 3/-: Bannister,

24, Pemtle-et., Burnley. (1700)

THU Kilup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, bv return, from: C. If. Goodman
and Co., 24, Bedford rd., Kcmpston, Bedford.

COCK Song Thrushes and Blackbirds, II- each;

cock Linnets, 4/- dozen; one dozen good mixed

birds, 1/-: W. Fenn, Beck Bow, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

(1707)

WARRANTED cocks. Linnets 2/9 do*.; Chaffinches

3 6 doz. : Greenfinches, 1/6 do/,. ; mixed birds, 1/-

doz. ;
exchange: J. Brightwell, Beck-row, Milden-

hall, Suffolk. '

.

(I™7 '

TWO pairs of young Blackcaps, 6/6 pair; one extra

big young cock. (!/-
;
young lien Hawfinch. 2/6 ; all

in splendid condition: Webber, Wonwell, Higbweek,
Newton Abbot, Devon. (1703)

BARGAINS. Babbit net, 80 yards, 7/C, new, cost

15/6) ;
pair Linnet nets, 6 yards, staffs, etc., four

decoy birds, three singing Linnets, also Mule cages,

only 12/-: Parr, Drake-st., Notts. (1707)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 31- dozen; cock

Chaffinches, 3/- dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/- doz.;

lien Linnets, 1/- dozen; 20 mixed birds, 1/6; selected

dozen. II-

:

Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs.
(1707)

JACKDAWS. Jackdaws, Jackdaws. Any quantity,

12/- dozen; few hand-reared, 2/- each. I have a

good stock of two-year-old Linnets, in full song,

1 /6 ; cock amber beaked blackbirds, singing, 1/6;

cock Hong Thrushes, hand-reared, 2/-: Herbert

Wallo, 1, Summerfield-st, Lee. Kent. (1706)

SELLING out:, no time. Genuine bargains, all

cocks, Yellow Grcenie, 2/-, good one; buff Grcenie,

1/C; Chaffinch,' 2/-, songster; well marked Corn

Bunting, 3/-; tame Yellowhammer, 2/6; lot 8/6:

Ward, 10, St. Thomae’-rd., Spalding. (1706)

EXHIBITORS, real good cock Siskin, fine size,

cap, bib. atul colour, 6/6; moneter yellow cock

Greenfinch, 3/-; cock Bullfinch, grand' size and

colour, 4/6: cock Linnet, extra large, good colour,

and pencilling, 3/6; Leaser Redpoll, cock, excellent

size, colour, bib and thigh lacing, 3/- ; hen Bullie,

a marvel, big as a Russian, 2/6; approval; cages

3d.: Ross. Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1706)

WADERS, pretty wild Drake, feed from hand, 4/-;

Green l’iover, 4/-; warranted cocks. Brown Linnets,

2 6) and 3/- per doz. Cock Greenfinches, I/- dcz.

;

mixed aviarv seed birds, 24 for 1/6; better mixed,

1/- dozen; Linnets, Greeufincheo, Chaffinches, Sky-

larks, 1/-’ pair; cocks 3 for 1/-; cock Blackbirds,

Song Thrushes. 8d. each; selected songsters, 1/-

each ; Fenn & Son, Bowers-lane, Isleham, Cainbs.
(1708)

J. FENN, ISLEHAM
Warranted cocks, Linnets 3.6 dozen, selected 4/

dozen; Chaffinches 3/0 dozen; Greenfinches 1 /- doz.;

20 mixed Hcedeaterj, 1/6; 12 brighter mixed, 1 •;

plenty in stock, well on food: J. Fenn, Bird

Specialist and Judge, Wcstcliff Villas, Isleham,
Gumbo. (1707)

GENUINE SIBERIANS
BULLIES GOLDIES GROSBEAKS CROSSBILLS
Lullies, rocks or hens, .I/O, 4/<$, fi/C ;

Goldies, 4/0,

6/4$; Crossbills, 10/0 pair; Grosbeaks, 4/0, 6/0 each,

cocks or liens, seven days’ approval; cash or de-

posit: R. Dally, 4;$, .Jalland-st., Hull. < 170i5)

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KING
Notice! I guarantee all my Rollers 1 send out

cocks. They are bred by myscif and tliero i« no

finer blood in England, and they are taught under

my well-known champion Canary. All cocks guaran-

teed, 4/6; a few singing nice, 5/6; travelling cages

3d. extra; Wiese Rollers won all before them last

year. Try one. Linnets, to moult out sure winners

ior tile bench, 2/- each ;
Linnets from the same

place ao tho champion Linnet of the world, 1/ and

1 /(1 ; a few singing grand, 2/-; these are, without

doubt tho largest and best singing Linnets in the

world. 1 had the pleasure of being at Cawood on

the 18th of July (this week), near Selby, where 1

caught tho champion Linnet of the world. 1 was
speaking to tlio farmer there and ho cordially in-

vited mo to his house. 1 have sung many hundred

oongs in tho village, and I am very well respected

there. Cawood for the Linnet is like Germany for

the Roller, and they are the largest Linnets 1 can

find, without a doubt, in England. Linnets taught

by tlio world’s champion, with new cage, and my
book of secrets, 3/6; a few with quality notes,

right for catching or contest singing, will sing any-

where, 4/6; they cull them musical boxes, and they

win all before them. Larko, singing nice and low,

1/- and 1/6; they are good birds. A few that will

make champions, 2/- ;
beautiful Lark cages, fit for

any room, l/fi; beautiful Linnet cages, 1/6 each, 16/-

a dozen. Real yellow cock Greenfinches, like paint,

sure winners for the bench, 1/6; young yellow

cocks, will moult out winners, 1/- each; cock

Brambles, 1/6; Redpolls, 1/6 pair; best Bird-lime in

England. 18 lb., I0d. half, 5<I. quarter; if you can

find better throw mine )aw'ay and I will return

your money. Best Linnet and Canary whittle in

England, 6d. My book of secrets is the best book

published of its kind; it tells you the proper rules

cf contest singing and how they.oing at contests,

and the proper time for each pair of birds to sing;

how much you pay entrance fee, and how much the

worthy I tost should add to it; how to make Linnets

sing at one another with their wings- down, and

how to moult them and how to train them for

contest singing; how to make Nightingales, Larks,

Tliruohes, and Blackbirds sing with full loud voice

in five davs; how to save the Siberian Goldfinch

and the English Feartree Goldfinch from dying. It

tells you the proper food for each bird : it has

saved thousands of birds their lives. This book

will lie sent by return for 1/-. Thanking you_a.ll

for your kind patronage : Harry Allen,

British Bird Champion, City Aviaries, 40

et., Leeds.

List of Agents for Cage Birds Books S “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers, Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tails you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to Know about a particular bird (or birua>.

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2id.

1 The Coltitinch. 18.— Budger.gars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.

3.

—The Skylark. 20— Waxbills.

4.

—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquarqim

The
Beekett-

(1707)

canaries!"}

CLEARING OUTDOOR AVIARIES
Must sell : few grand cock Chaffinches, Yellow Green-

finches, Linnets, Leseer Redpolls, Yellowbuntings,

Ortolan Buntings, 1/-, 1/6, 2/- each; grand ccek

Bramblefinches, 2/-, 3 -; cock Hawfinches 6/-; hens,

3 /. ;
mealv Redpoll, 2/-; few good lien Greenfinches,

Linnets. Chaffinches, fid., 9d., 1/- each; Lesser

WhiteUiroat, 2/6: grand cock Red-backed Shrike,

certain winner, 6,6; hen, 2,6; approval, deposit.

See Foreign: A. J. Underwood, Bird Specialist. _24,

Wellington-st., Kettering. (1705)

Blackbird.
5. The Canary.

6.

— Ailing Cage Birde and
How to Cure Them.

7.

—The Homing Pigeon.
8. - Fancy Pigeons.
9. The Disinfection of

Cages, Bircirocms, &c.
10. The Roller Canary.

Ths Bullfinch.11 .-

12 .

13.

14. -

15.

16.

17.

22. Siskin, Redpoll and
Twite.

23.—The Border Fancy.
24.—The Gregn Canaries.

25. - Tho Smaller Insecti-

vorous British Birds.

26.—The Larger Insect:-

•spJia qsilMB snoiOA
27.— Care of the Cat.

28 Profitable Pet Cavics.

How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds.
The Chaffinch.
Gouldian Finches.
The Greenfinch.
Avadavats.
The Grey Parrot.

30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
bits.

31.—Fishing in River,

Lnke and Pond.
32.—Care of the Dog.

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
CALIFORNIA, TORONTO & NEW YORK SUPPLIED
Gentlemen, if you want a real good first-class bird,

place vour order with me and you will not regret

it. If I fail to please you your money is returned,

or you may deposit cash with Editor. I give 7 days’

approval with every bird; longer if required. Look!
Cock Linnets, with wonderful long runs, real cham-
pions, only II- ami l/fi each ; one, a topper, 2/-.

These arc being taught under my undefeated cup
winner and champion of England. New Linnet sing-

ing cages, 1/- each ; hand-reared cock Larko, gems,

1/-, 1/6 each. I have a few real giant coek Linnets

readv for the coming shows, will win, 2 1- each

:

cock’ Chaffinches, 1/- each ;
young Canaries, as bred,

1/3 each. Last Thursday I sent 100 of these to

Toronto and 400 to California by the ss. “Celtic,”

ami ! am sending 200 to New York. White :no for

Foreigners. Last week I sent a second tot to East

Bark "Aviaries. Look < Mv book of secrets and bag

of mixture ]/-, post free. Mr. Plows, of Kippax

Linnet Club’, says: "Please send me another shillings-

worth of mixture. I won 1st and 2nd since wing
it " and now bp is always winning prizes. Please

try it- Fred Allen. Tinier -t. Aviaries. Hull. (1.08)

Border Fancy,
j

FOR sale, two grand 1914 buff cinnamon Border

hens, Patterson and Craig's strain ;
approval: Brown,

Burnside, Brampton, Cumberland. (1703)

HANDSOME lot of young Border cocks; yellows,

greens, and variegated, grand songsters, 3/-, two 5/-;

hens, 1/6: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham. (1702)

THE Fillip Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return, from: C. H. Goodman
and Co., 24, l!edford-rd., Kempston, Bedford.

SHOW perches, deep grooved, proper thickness;

see last week’s front page, trio of toppers; these

cracks all got my perches; give yours an equal

chance; a good grip ensures the 1.33 p.m. position,

jaunty action, and prevents open wings and tail; U-

per dozen pairs, post free: J. Steel, jun., 109, Huth*

st., Dalkeith.
••THE border Fancy Canary (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iioxV to manage these "wee gems dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to .select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; semd at once

for a copy, 2td. poet free, from "Cage Birds, lo4,

Fleet-et., London, H.C., or from any of our Nutshed

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

1
Crests and Crestbreds-1

FOUR splendid young Crestbreds, 12/-; also one.

good slim Yorkshire hen, 3/-: G. Sykes, Ealaftd,

Crowde. Linos, (1705)

LARGE young Crested and Crest-bred Canaries,

Jo,ye --Barnett strain, LI pair: Rev. G. Mullens

Chedzoy, Bridgwater.
THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

.full instructions, bv return, from: C. H. Goodman
and Co.. 24, Bedford-rd., Kcmpston. Bedford.

1914 HIGH-CLASS Crests: 35 years’ breeder ;
several

young that can win anywhere; l don t exhibit now;

1 breed for others to win; approval: T. Biliingtqn,

55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (Ifi70)

LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
Ily consulting these, symbols the riatve ol the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-

tained : *Hirds, Roods, Cages, and Uird-room Re-

quisites’, t bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not

birds; lllirds, and seeds and foods only ; § Seeds and
Roods only. Y Newsagents.

Alexandria.—*J. W. Bell. 164. Main Street.

Barnsley.— ’-Mrs. A. l’orrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Pooley, 31, St. Jain'o' Parade.
Batley *S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.

'

Belfast.—YJ- Donaldoon, 21, Gresham Street.

Birkenhead.—*J. T, Harding, 8, Hensou Street.

Birmingham.— til. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.

Bishop Auckland G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Siiaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.- * A. Haw-don, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheaouut Aviaries.

Blackpool.— .1. MeKierman, 62, Raiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyno. -§Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John Gostling, 158, llradshawgate.
Bradford.- J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds Rd.; *S.

Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Bur-don,

20, Gardner Street.
Bristol.—(Finch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 10, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—"IS. J. Davie-s, 48, Frederick Street.

Chariton.—P-edler, 262, Woolwich ltd.

Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25. G'.uman Gate.

Chcster-le-Street. - A. Clark, High Front Street.

Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.

Colchester.— It. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.

Cowes, I.W.—W. White. Park Street, Ka-st Cowes.
Crewkerna.—tSam Young. Misterton, S.O.

Crewe Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darlington.— t.T. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.

Derby.—*0. Bouofield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market
Hail.

Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.

Dewsbury.—Aspey's, Market Street.

Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.

Dublin.—YM- Honan, 25, Parliament Street.

Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—*J . Kean, No. 1, Fonntainbrid-ge.

FelLng-on-Tyne.—J. Croaby and Son, High St.

Gatrshead-on-Tyne.—§Jolm Crosby and Sons, 48,

Higli Street.

Glasgow.—nv. Wilson. 247. Ar.gyle Street: William

Holmes and Co.. Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettleston
;
W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood.— 11 A. Bentley, 13 and 15. Biackburn-rd.

Greenwich.- Pcdler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Tearing, 104, Burgees St.
Halifax.—*.!. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley,— E. S. Inoull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins, 65, Wineolnilee ; ‘Dearlovc and

Allen, Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-

ter Street; 'G. Gilson aid Son. 17, Craven Street.
Ipswich.—James Ruysiver, Dog's Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyns.—1 M. Henderson, 06, Walter Street;
T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street,

Keighiey.— tE. Phijlipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.- ;J. and B. Marsh, Market PL
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 A 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock. T. Rodger, 132. King St.

Kirkcaldy. JW. It. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth.—J. August, 67, Charlotte St.

Leamington Spa.—YE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh. »J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Bclgrave Gate.
Leeds.- 713. Smith and Son, 87, Woadliousc Lane.
Leek.—ijT. Metwham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.

—

*G. Frankhain, 45, Walton Lane; *J. IV.

Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick ltd.; IE. Roberts, Bird

Market.
Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton. -*E. Tains, Church Street.

London.—‘C. Palmer, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch ; 352,

Uppcr-st., Islington ; G. H. Hooper, 216, Forcst-rd.,

Walthamstow : 7C. A. Luer, 32, East <1., Walwortli-

nl„ S.E.; *D. Da Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-

ed.: 7.1. Manning, 111, Watcrloo-rd. : A. E. Worth,
4, Bishops-rd., Cambridge Heath; *S. V. Mower, 1,

Vardon-nL. Fulham. S.W.; A. UosoeU, Ladbroke-
gv., W. ; S. Filveridge, 6, Aldgate, li.C. ; *Wm.
Whiteley’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,

Ltd.. Holborn : J. Jeffrey. 209. York-rd., Batter-

sea; ^Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vauglian-ird'., fl.E..;

tjLcw-ir.) and Sons, 211, Garratt-lanc, and 280, York-

rd., Wandsworth: Johnson, 20. Cleveland-st., W.

;

T. W. Parkin, 52, East-st., Walworth,: Simpson

and Co., 137,’ High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. F
;
.

Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N.
;
W . and E.

Rolfe, 101, Bridport Place, Hoxton.
Manchester. * A. G. Davits, )10 k 112, Tib st.

;
*R.

Kremner, 104, T.ib-st. ; W. Jackson, 12, Liver st.,

Hu’.me; YJohn Hevwood. I-td.. Dransgate: *Dutr

tons, 51 & 53, Tib et. : *W. Smith, 93, Tib-st-

Mansfield.—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-

race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough. P. Corr, 5, Suffield Street.

Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley. 21. Grimshaw tape.

Miilom.— § W. T. JT. Cartwright, 7, St. Georges .Ter.

Macclesfield C. Cross, 17, Derby St.

Nelson.—tJobn England. 102,
_
Scotland Road.

Newcastle-on-Tyna.—4J . MacKcnzie. o9 and 61. High

Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,

and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Staffs *A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.

Newport, Mon.

—

T. W, Mitchell, 12. Upton Road.

Nottingham.—*W. Coltingham, Pevcril Street;

SArmitage Bros., Cast'.egate.

Oldham.—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw Street.

Ossrtt.— P. I meson. Bird Stores, Bank Street.

Openshaw.—F. Washbourne, 401. Ashton Old Road.

Oxford.—C. F. Holliday. 58, George Street.

Plymouth.—tR. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;

(W. H. EcKin, The Market.

Portsmouth.—II. Mam-field, 112, Fawcett Road.

Preston.—*.!. Sandiford, North Road; *Matt. Hop-

kins, 11. Fvlde Street.

Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon. Bird and Seed Stores

Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, 23, Havelock St, and

/Market Stall.

Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.

Sheffield.—*J. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lews, j0,

Ow'ler Lane. Pitsmoor.
.

Shettleston, Scotland.--§J. Ward, 178. Main fct.

Shitdon.—C. Sinclair, 26. Gnrbutt Street,

Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street

St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool P.oau,

St. Ives.

—

YFrank Lake, Tresenna Place.

Stoke-on-Trent.—*J. I’itcliford, 218, London Road.

Swansea.—tJlaggo Bros.

Tunbridge Weils.—Live Stock Co.. 34. Monson Ptoau.

Tunstall.—W. Watoon, 5. Paradise Street.

Wiaan.—T. Summers and Son. 63. Darlington . vee..

Walls^nd-on-Tyne.—*Wm. Cockburn, 166. High-st., E.

Worthing.—*F. Moore. South Farm Road.

Wrexham.—§K.-A. Hamlet, 7. Charleo St reef

.

YORKS.—J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aiiaries, 4.

Alexandra Street, Goole, Y’orks.

A <?ents wanted evervwhe*e ;
for terms write to

Publisher, “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E C.

Greens.
THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return, from: C. H. Goodman
and Co., 24, Bedford-rd., KCmpston, Bedford.

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality: how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24."

“ The Green Canary,” 2£d., post free, from: "Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d.; see list on another page.)

N orwich.

GRAND lot of young Norwich cocks, singing, 3/-,

two 5-; hems. 1/6: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham.
.1702)

DON’T read this: 34 1914 German Norwich (as

bred). 60/- the lot: lad-, 152, St. Michael's-liill, Bris-

tol. (1704)

NORWICH cocks, wanted
;

see deg -advert, under
Ken lie: column, page. 16 this issue: Bishop. Liver-

pool. (1673)

BRED from my winners, 1914 cocks, to moult win-

n.vrs, from 7/6 each: Particulars, Watson, Hail Croft,

Sh ipished, Loughboro’.
FOR sale, two good Norwich liens, 2/6 each; 2 good

hotter cocks, 5/- each, 14/- the lot: Pratt, Market-

st., Long Sutton, Lines. (1707)

1914 COCKS, 5/-, 1913 7/6; sex guaranteed: large

stock; inspection invited! : Halliard, 10, Lisrnore

Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W.
HANDSOME rich yellow and variegated young Nor-

wich cocks, splendid songsters, guaranteed, VJ-. two

5/6: Clarke, Britton, Yiewsley. (1693)

TWO Norwich cocks, 3 hens, house-moulted cock

Linnet, lot 14/-; healthy, would separate: Bridge-

ford. 27. N-ewcomen-rd., Wellingborough. (LO-t)

THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions,- by return, from: C. H. Goodman
and Co.. 24, Bedford-rd., Kempston. Bedford.

HAVING bought a gentleman’s stock, comprising

Norwich, Yorkshires, mostly winners; some good

British ;
particulars: Dawson, 185, Duke-st„ Glasgow.

EXHIBITORS, giving up fancy; few really good

ones, also excellent racks-, cages, and accessories

;

approval willingly : O/dham, Meadow.-, Burton-on-

Trent. ( 1706)

MUST sell, grand pail' Norwich, buff cock and yel-

low ben, 30/-, a chance in a lifetime for first-class

birds cheap: approval willingly: Morrison, 413, Lin-

thorpr-rd., M iddleshro'. (1699)

SMART muling cock Goldfinch and large yello’w

colour-fed Norwich lien, parents of Mules, 10/- the

pair, or 5/6 eaeli
;
grand colour-fed Buff Norwich lien,

7/6; good buff cock, 7/6: all 1913 birds and good
feeders : Taylor, Draper, Bideford. (1702)

Silk’sFamous Norwich
Have somp grand youngsters in first feather from
my champions. The finest strain of Norwich living;

approval. Note only address: Judge Silk, Whitstable.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser. — All VT. MANAGER/ " CACS BIRDS."

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
|

BREEDER S CARD,
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 351,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member U.lt.C.G.

Birds for sale, THE finest (-train in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, in song, 3,6, 4 6. and C/C, hens 2/-,;

Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. * (176’C)

EIGHT good songsters, 5/6 each, 10/- two: three

liens, 2/6 each, JL’2 2-s. the lot: Grant, County Hall.

Brecon. .0702)

HARTZ Roller Canaries, as bred, 1/6 each, six lor

6/-, twelve for 15/-: Mi.-;a Rose), Rosemary House,

Eastbourne. (L02)

HANDSOME young llartz Mountain cocks, guaran-

teed songsters, 3/-, two 5/-; hens, 1/6: Franklin,

Gould-rd., Feltham. (L0-)

YOUNG Roller Canaries, sex not guaranteed, any

quantity, 3/6 each, packing 3d. : B. Soanes. _9r,

Bevan-st., Lowestoft. <1/071

TJ1E schoolmaster you want, exceptionally good

gluek and hollow-roll bird, cheap, 15, : Thwaites. 63,

Pontefract-lane, Leeds. (1694)

PURE Seifert Roller, 1914, guaranteed cocks, com-

menced song, parents cost 30/- pair; ..j- each: lison,

34a. Hothain-rd., Wimbledon. (1706 1

ROLLERS.— Schoolmasters, full song, bat gains; also

wire training cages, dhow basket, cJicnp. 11 alton,

6 Cross Green-crescent. Leeds. (1<03)

PURE Randall Rollers, only four cocks left, -V-

eacli to clear; giving up the Fancy; bargains: .!.

Hill, 54 ,
itizhffeld-pl., Sheffield. (1705)

FREE cages and carriage, magnificent breeding

h indmasters 10’-, untried liens 3, : Miss Jackson,

Cowhilh llutlaml-rd., Harrogate, Yorkshire. (!6-S6|

THE Fillip Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, will;

full instructions, by return, from: C. II. Goodman
and Co., 24. Bedford rd.. Kempston, Bedford.

THREE nests of young 8eifcrts. 7 cocks, commenced
singing, 3/6 each, two for 6;-; and .i liens, 1/9 each,

to make roopi ;
bred from champion parents lett-cro

only: St rungward, 148, Marv-Jt-., BaLuli Heath. Bir-

luinghatn. " (li60)
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The ‘RUDD’ Bargains
»rc genuine. Urnee, there is no attempt to sell
Hon« for Cocks ufc impossible prices. “Human
Weeds'* arc now selling these under all kind, of
names to tlio “Pigeons waiting to l>r plucked.’’
19tS prize-bred Norwich and Yorkshire Cooks, hear
mg iny sox guarantee stamp, 4/ , 4 / 6

,
5/-, 5 / 6

, 6/6, 7/6
eacii. Hens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6 each. Pairs, 6'-, 7/6, 10/6.
Adult Cooks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up. Hens, 2/6, 3 6, 4/0
up, or three for 6/6, and good liens, too. Cages in
nil cases 3d. extra. For 'all others, see my Freo
Illustrated 1,1st.

COLOUR.— If you want, tile deepest producing Red
Colour, send for oainple of “Norwich Blend" and
pamphlet on Colour Feeding; stamp.

W. RUDD. i;;Ci5K, NORWICH.
\OUNO lipller cook Canaries, singing, 3 /-; two,

5/-; liens, 1/3; youngsters ns bred, 13/- dozen;
npeciai Seifert corks, clinging, 7,<i: 23, Cccii-rd.,
Corseinon, Swansea. (1704)
PURE Seifert ltollere, cold-room bred: young cocks,
coming nicely on song. 4/0 each; hens 2/0 each;
Roller singing cages, 1/0 ami 2 0 each; Walsh, Bird
Specialist. Blackburn. (1707)
J. H. WILLOWS, Draper. Wrdnesbnry, having

finished breeding, has for disposal few real good
cocks, suitable for schoolmasters, price 30/-, 40/-.
60/-, 80/- each; approval willingly. '

( 1693 )IMPORTANT notice ! Real St. Androasb. rg
Rollers, glorious songsters, beautiful beyond
description, only 5/0 each, including magnificent
ornamental parlour cage : Mr. Copp, W ardrobe
Stores, Dartford. (1706)
MAGNIFICENT stock young Rollers, from first

round : all strong, healthy, and perfect condition

;

•sox not guaranteed, but warranted sent out just as
received ; no cocks picked out

; two 3/-, six 7/0,
twelve 14/-; travelling cages 3d. extra; fresh
arrivals weekly: W. Gore, Gooch-st., Birmingham.

(1707)

TO DEALERS ONLY
1914 young Ilartz Canaries, as bred, 15/- dozen

;

Knock Power. Director Importer of German Canaries,
91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

TO DEALERS
Only. Overstocked. Roller Canaries, as bred, 12'-
dozen ; other birds equally cheap; send for weekly
wholesale list of birds, sundries and cages.
Insectivorous food, beot on the market, 1/3 lb,, free:
C. A. Lucr, 87, Sclater-st., Bethnal Green rd. Lon-
don, E.

FINEST HARTZ
MOUNTAIN ROLLERS
Price list free: special Canary house: E. Lehnich,
Brunswick, Germany, Kannengiesserstrasse 5 . (1589)

Yorkshires- ~j

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright- Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Chal'etige Trophy,
etc., etc. : 40, South Yieu-tTur., Sandv Lane, Brad-
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Dudley Hill,
Bradford.

YORKSHIRE cock Canaries, singing, 3/-, two 5/-;
hens, 1/6: 23, Cecil-rd., Goresinon, Swansea. (1684/
I HAVE lor sale Yorkshire cocks, 4/-; hens, 2/-;

breeding and siiow cages cheap: 62, Hawstead-rd.,
Cat-ford. «

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, 20 pairs, 15/-, 20/-, and
25/- pair: Smith, Tobacconist, (Jhapei-st., Lug.
rd., London. (1702)
THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, .....i

full instructions, by return, from: C. II. Goodman
and Co., 24, Bedford-rd., Ketnpston, Bedford.
YORKSHIRES; guaranteed yoiin" cocks from my

winning strain, singing nicely, 3/6 each
; approval,

cash or deposit: Taylor, Temperance House, Ossett.

FOR sale, one pair Yorkshire Canaries, .Toe Thomas’
strain and breeding cage, 15/-, worth double: room
wanted: Apply,- It. Bullock, Sherrards Green Gt
Malvern.

(1704)
'

OVERSTOCKED, promising young Yorkshires, bred
from my winners, cocks 6/6. liens 3/6; offers want d
for five pairs : Hanriaford, 65, St. Quintin-ave North
Kensington.

( 1704 )CLEARING out my Yorkshires; all for sale- one
or two good ones that can win in open shows-come and see them; stamp replv: Ramsden 19
Compton-crescent, Harehills, Leeds.

( 1707 )

GIVING up fancy, special- bargain, 21 Yorks 10
Nor., leur 3-eorr.oartment. three double breeders

Si'/m /' Sho* ?'a"es ' a "d fountains, etc!
I paid £2 to £5 for majority a pair ; £ 20 , or nearest
uli. i, not quarter the value; can be sen anytime-must sell: Mrs. Davis, 44, Howard rd., Mansfield
.NOUS.

(1701)

I Various Canaries.
a fe

T cock Canaries,
- must be in fullsong and cheap: Jones, 128, Plaistow-rd., West Ham.

YOUNG Canaries, 12 cocks, 8 hens, father York-
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i Border pair, 3 youn-Scotch Fancy pair; Norwich hen 2 young; pric^i

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

|

COCK Goldfinch-Canary hen, breeders, two cock
Mules from isnmo, 20 /- lot; giant mealy Redpoll,
2/0: Burch, Woodhridge. (1705)
COCK Linnet Mule, my own breeding, 1913 bird,
Linnet notes, 7/- : Charles II. Pickett, Romford
Common, Romford, Essex. (1705)
WANTED, three young cock Linnet Mules or Inst

year's Linnet Mule, jiuro Linnet song: -Measure*,
Grocer, Whcat-st., Leicester. (1700)
TWO cook Linnet Mulco, 7/6 each; 2 liens, 2/6;

click Goldfinch Mule, 6/-; piiir good Norwich, 15/-:
3. Corley, 2, Sydncy rd., Wutford. (1706)
THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return from: C. H. Goodman
and Co., 24. Bedford-rd., Ketnpston, Bedford.
HANDSOME light yellow vail'legi)ted Goldfinch-

Canary Mule, warranted cock, nearly C-pointed, 25/-;
lovely bird ; others, 6/6 each ; Sib cocks, same .strain
7/6 each: Rowley, Elston, Crcditoji. (1704)
NOTICE.— Brooding cock Goldfinch, 5/6; mother

of 8 Mules, 3/6; pair, S/C ; breeding exx-jr Linnet, 4/6;
mother of 5 Mules, 3/6; pair 7/6; warranted cock
Mules, 4/. each; cock Canary, full song, 4/6; ap-
proval: Baker, Maltster’s Arms, Philip-st., Bed
minster. O704>TWO cock Goldfinches, cock Linnet, hen Bullie hen
Greenie, all proved mulers, also 7 Sib. liens cock
Yorkshire, hen goldie Mule, 2 and 3-compartment
cages, by Pass, all pans, etc., grand start for novice
exchange for mounted £ 2-piecc, or useful exchange
cash: superior dress lengths, etc.: 51, Marlboro’-rd
Newport, Mon. (1704)
TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser- and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be
very useful: The Advertisement Sianagcr," ‘‘Cage
Birds." 154. FIcet-st., London. E.C.

[DOVES.
LOVELY Ring Doves, 3/6; white, 6 /- pair; Doves
purchased: Pearson, Dove Farm, Greenwich. (1696)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
WANTED a cock Redrump : Haroord, Lorton Park,

near Cockermouth. (1690)
(ALK1NG -Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, finger-

tame pet, 40/-: B J. Moore, 11, Lupus-st., Pimlco,
London, S'.W. (1707)
GREEN cock Budgerigars, 2/3, hens 2/9, yellow liens

3/-; Roller hens, 1/6; approval: F. Lajeocfe, Button
Mill, Keighley. (1701)
BLACK-HEADED Sibia, 30/-; Indigo Bunting, full

colour, 15/-; both cage-moulted: Otto Puck, Darenth
Lodge, Chingford. (1703)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, tame, talking, hardy, 40/-;
Amazon, talking, 30'-; Indian, 5J-: 23, Ceeil-rd.,
Gorseinon, Swansea. (1704)
PARROT, Indian Mountain, good talker, about

six years old, take £6: Johnstone, 65, Shepherd’s
Bush-rd., London, W. (1707)
COCK Budgerigars, most finger-tame, outdoor
aviary, 2/6 each: Miss Sirnpson, Westbourne House,
Avenue rd., Isleworth. (1702)
WHAT offers for six young Cockatiels, splendid

birds; sell separately 4/- each: W. Dodd, junr.

,

Staiford-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (1707)
NOTICE; bargain, grand new close-wired aviary
and 12 foreign birds, 40/-; easy payments arranged:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1685)
NOTICE; grand, lot Green and Yellow Budgerigars,

sure winners
;

prices low
;

easy payments taken

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1685)
BUDGERIGARS, fine, healthy, outdoor aviary bred
adults, breeding, 4/6 pair; young, 3/-; exchange
small Foreigners : Humphrey, Higli-st., Aylesbury.

(1704)
PARROT'S, all healthy, acclimatised birds, hun-

dreds of testimonials; trade supplied; list free:
White, Parrot Importer, 05, Coiporation-rd., Work-
ington. (1701)
NECKLACE Tanagers, 20/- pair; Violets, 16/6;
Sugar Birds, 20/-; Mongoose, 18/- pair; Crown
Cranes, Monkeys, etc.: Haytcr, Naturalist, South-
ampton. (1707)
WHITE-WINGED Farrakeets, 45/- pair; All-green

Parrakeets, 15/- pair; Golden-crowned Comires, 20/-

jiair
; Cactus Comires, 25/- pair: Rectory, Nash,

Stony Stratford. (1707)

BUDGERIGARS, pair giant Greens (nesting) and
yellow cock, in Palace aviary (36 x 14 x 36), lot
1-2/6: separate | air Greens, 5/-; yellow, 3/-; aviary,
6/-: Stuart. 51, May-st., West Kensington, London.

(1704)
PAIR Rosellas, hen Violet-eared Waxbill, pair
Peacfh-faced Love Birds, pair Black-beaded Gouldians,
cock Aurora Finch; wanted, mealy and rare Piarra-

kcets: Miss Clare, 194, Coombedane, Wimbledon.
(1703)

TALKING African Grey Parrot, no plainer spenkm
living, 6 years old. say almost anything, .sings,
whistles tunes, perfect mimic, £S 10/- ; exchange
Iioultry, bikes, gold jewellery: Swann, 85, Berwick-
st., Liverpool,
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metaj cage,
brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage ; weekly Instal-
ments accepted : 270, Groat Bridge-st., West Brom-
wicli.

( 995 )

ESTABLISHED 1

bird's.—Cock Jackson’s Whydali

;

pair Jlaya Weavers; oock Sipeke’s Weavers; cock
Hair-C.re.sted Bunting; pair Calandra Larks and Grey-
headed Sparrows; all privately imported: Page, Glen-
field, Graham avo., Mitcham, Surrey.
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, perfect condi-

tion, finger tame, rare talker and mimic, 70/-;
IndSan 'Sham a, perfect conditjion., rare songster,
45/-; true pair Shoreiarks, 15/-; grand lot of foreign
aviary birds; list free on application: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1707)

REDHEADED Finches, 20/- pair; Scaly-headed
Finches, 35/- pair; Rainbow, cocks, 30/- each; pair
aviary, bred chestnutt-breasted Finches, 25/-; odd
cock, 12/6; pair Silky Starlings, 12/6; odd cock,
6/-; pair Chinesc'-crestcd Mynahs, 12/6; odd cock,
5/6 : Cross. Menagerie, Liverpool.
HANDSOME Chinese Yellow Buntings, 3/- each;

cock Cordon Bleus, 2/6 each ; Orange-cheek Wax-
bills 2/6 pair; Ribbon Finches, 2/6 pair; Zebra
Finches. 7/6 pair; green Lovebirds, 3/6 pair; Bronze-
wings, 2/6 pair; Spicebirds, 2/- pair; Nuns', 2/. pair;
white Java Sparrows, 7/- pair; Bengalie.se, 3/6
pair; Crimson-crowned Weaver, showing colorr, 5/6;
Napoleon Weaver, half colour, 3/6; Black-faced
Gouldians, 32/6 pair; Longtailed Grassfinches, 32/6
pair; Paradise Whydalis, 4/6 pair; all jierfectly
healthy specimens: Clarke, 82, High-st., Sydenham.

U706)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, witli signed talking war-
ranty. Wc introduced tills system of selling
Parrots. (We lead, others follow.) All the best
Parrots in the Kingdom have come Irom these
aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of testi-
monials, with full names and addresses of de-
lighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
onr largo free book entitled “ Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post freo. Bankers’ reference:
Bank of Liverpool, Morecambc. Telephone, No. 40
Morecambe. Write at once for book and price list

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE.

GREEN Amazon Parrot, best and plainest talker
living, a real beauty, speaks night or day, answers
back when opoken to; list fully 200 words; sings
songs correctly

; whistles tunes, perches on finger
and talks to you; 3j years old; spells his own name,
"Polly,” counts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; heard talking, or sent
on approval before payment: Grindley, Hougliton-
st., Liverpool. < 1705 )

BARGAINS, 2 Talking Amazon Parrots (Jonah and
Talking Potcr), cause roars of laughter, 55/- each,
with cages. Testimonial—Chief Constable of Wey-
mouth writes :

“ Perfectly satisfied with Parrot ;

grand talker; it orders the bread from baker and
shouts ‘ Three cheers for the King.’ ” Remember,
I give four months’ talking warranty : Mr. Coup,
Wardrobe Stores, Dartford? (1706)
FROM outdoor aviary, all acclimatised; 70 Javas,
aviary bred, White 3/6 each; Grey, 1/6 each; 50
Budgerigars, aviary-bred, Adults Yellow 8/- pair;
Green 4/- pair; Young Yellow 5/4 pair, Green 3/9
pair; Mocking Bird, 17/-; cock Lovebird, 1/6; Blagk
Tanagers, 6 /- each ; Palm Tanager, 8 /- ; Black-and-
orange Caosique, 25/-; good Red-vented Bulbul, 9/-;
pair Bearded Recdlings, 12/-; pair Chinese Buntings,
20/-: Col. Routh, 2, Beecliworth Villas, Cheltenham.
ALL the following are acc-.Imatised, in the best

of health and feather; one pair Brown Parrakeets,
£6 ; two pairs Red-collared Parrakeets, £4 pair;
-three pairs of splendid' Red RoseHas, 40/- pair;
two pairs Mealy Roselias, 40/- pair; Australian
Cockatoos or Grey Parrots, 10/ each; -Ringneeks,
41- eacii

; large fine Indian Rock Parrots, 10/6, 12/6
each; Amazon Parrots, taking, 40/-, 60/- each; one
winning cock Waxwing, 25/-; Norwegian Thrush,
grand songster, 5/-; grand 'Siberian Bullfinches,
cocks or hens, 3/-. each; cock Siskins, 2/6 each;
splendid singing Linnet or Goldfinch Mules, 1913
birds, 5/6, 6/6 each; White Java Sparrows, 7/6
pair; a large quantity of small foreign birds, all
kept in outdoor aviaries : John Dav, The Aviaries.
Porter-st., Hull. '

(1704)
ONE Sulphury Seedeater, 12/6; 1 St. Helena

Seedeater, 5/-; 1 Angola Singing Finch, 10/6; 1

Rainbow Bunting, 35/-; Indigo Blue Bunting cock,
10 /-, hen 7/6; Red Collared Lories, 85/- pair;
Cordon Blues, 4/- pair; Green Singing Finches,
3/6 pair; Greys, 4/6 pair; Black and White
Bengalese, 4/6 pair; Fawn, 3/6 pair; Steel
Finches, 3/6 pair; Avadavats, Bronze-wings,
Napoleon Weavers. Paradise Whydahs, Orange
Bishops, 3/- pair; Orange-cheeks, Pink-cheeks, Wax-
hills, Cutthroats, Silverbills. Masked Weavers,
Bronze Manikins, Nuns, Javas, Spice Birds, Wax-
bills, Weavers, all 2 '3 genuine "pair; list free
from Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1707)
RED-FACED lovebirds, choice, 30/- pair; pair
Cuban Conures (Conurus enops), little rough, 50/-;
pair Cockatiels, 17/6; pair Brown-fronted or Little
Macaws, £7; Festive Amazon, 25/-: Bluefront, 35/-;
Halfmoon Parrakeet, 7/6: BIcosomhead, 25/-; Max-i-
millian’s Pionus, 60/-: Shama, singing, 35/-; Green
Bulbul, 35/- ; Lorry Thrush, Mexican, 20/- : White-
throated Jav Thrush, 27/6; pair Cuban ’Thrushes,
65/-: pair Black-crested Himalaya Buntings 50/--
Imligoes, cocks 12/6 , liens 10/6: Black-headed Sdhias,
15/- each

; pair Demoiselle Cranes, £6 10/- • pair
Egyptian Flamingoes, £7 : White Egret, large £5 •

pair Blue Egrets. £8: Sunbittern, £6 : Curasson!
£6 ; large Blue Galinahs, 70/- pair; Tinamon, 70/-
pair; a further consignment South American Ruddy
Flamingoes to arrive: Cross, Menagerie, Liverpool

R6 D-FACED
Lovebirds, 45/- pair: G Chapman, High-st. , Bir-

mingham. (1707)

ZEBRA FINCHES
Grand selection of choice Zgbra Finches, in finest

health and condition, 8/0 pair, hen 4/9 each: ap-
proval: G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1707)

BUDGERIGARS
FINE healthy Green Budgerigars, bred in outdoor

aviary from unrelated parents ; adults 5/6 per pair,
6 months old, 4/-: E. Brown, Sherburn, E.R., York-
shire. (1701)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk, 45/-;
easy payments accepted. (995)
HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

CLE/RING OUT AVIARIES
Must sell, approval, depcoit; grand pairs Cordon
Bleus, 41-

;

Senegal Waxbills, Orange-cheeked Wax-
bills, St. Helena Waxbills, Cutthroats, all 31- pair;
Javas, Nuns, 2/6 pair; Ortolan Buntings, cocks 2/-

each
;

grand cock Goldbreasts", 21- each ; following
all aviaTy bred: Grand pairs. Green Budgerigars
5/6, odd cocks 2/6; paTrs Yellows 6/6 , Fire Finches
4/6, Cutthroate 4/-, cock Zebra Finch, 31-

;

aviary-
moulted pair Whydahs, 6/6 ; see British: A. J.
Underwood, Bird Specialist, Wellington-st., Ketter-
ing. (1705)

EDMONDS AND EDMONDS, EASTBOURNE.
Edmonds and Edmonds, 20, Elms Buildings.—Trade
price list of British and Foreign birds issued weekly
to bona-fide dealers on receipt of trade card.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

PARRAKEET

J

One pair Browns Parrakeets, £0 10/-: 1 pair
Meyers, £7 10/-; 1 pair Redeollars, 85/-; 1 -pair
Cockatiels, 16/6, 'fiens 8 / 6 ; 1 pair Green Conures,
16/6; 1 pair Nandy Conures, 45/-; 1 pair Ringneeks,
12/6; Budgerigars, finest adults, 7 days’ approval,
our risk, 5/- pair, liens 3/- each: G. Chapman,
High-st.. Birmingham. (1707)

THE GLASGOW BIRO SHOP
Canaries, 2/- each. 3/6 pair; Greenfinches, 1 /-

•

polls, 1/ ; Green Budgerigars, large bird
, In perfect

p urnage, 5/6 pair flu pairs 21/-; Yellow Budgerigar,
7/6 pair

; 1 ctz * toriurc, finger tame, arid a bcaii’tv
\ Zebra Finches. 7/6 pair

; White Javas «/« nair-
-

Grey Javas, 2/6 pair; Madagascar Weavers 4 6 e;„|,'
rill! colour; Bengalese, 2/6 pair; Chinese Huntings
n/6 pair; Bibllriclies, 2/6 pair; White bead Nuns
pair- Orange-cheeky Waxbills, Cutthroat. 9 0 pair;
Golden-breasts. 3/6 pair; Cordon Bleus, 2/'- each;
Lavender Finches, show plumage, 7/6 pair; Silver,
b Bis 2/0 pair; Doves. 2/6 pair, etc.: Mrs. .Martin,
9j, Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. ( IG»<3>

BUDGERIGARS
Outdoor bred, unrelated, greens, 5/ • yellows 6/3 -

Cockatiels 20/-; Javas. 4/-
;
Lovebird -, 4/-: PaG-rson!

Gtenelg, Wellington, Salop. (1G9(»)

MISS ALICE ROSEY
«.'m,o

eri
i

g
?
rs

’ f!
nest PhSK'I’lc, outdoor tired, 5/• pair;

bVr.iv' o «/-
; yellows, 8/-; over 1,000

trom i« ,f!
from clean, well-kept aviaries,

House,
1/

Ia^r^!t ^ Mi“ ^
AFRICAN

Grey Parrots, finest selected talking birds c'i'-each
; Amazon Parrot, 100 of the finest Bliii-frontcd

nJr,i!°r !

n ffrand condition, very clean, health,,

i
y-!’

Cha“"\ng freo 'J'i 25 <h*eh; real good
talkers, 3a/- and 45/- each; splendid young Indian
Green Parroto, 6/6 each; other, commenced to
chatter, 8/0 each. Before purchasing a Parrot
send for our terms and particulars; finest selec-
tion in Europe; call and inspect, or send a uo-t-
card and we will forward list and terms: G. Chap-man, High-st., Birmingham.

( 170 .)

C. A. LUER
Long-tail Grassfinches, 25/-; Gouldian Finches 30 '-

pair; Shamaha, 40/- each; Dyal Birds, 40/- each
Black-headed Sibias 12/6 each; Crimson crown
Weaver Birds, showing colour, 6/- each; Napoleon
Weaver Birds, showing colour, 3/6 each; Virginia
Nightingales’, 25/- each; Chinese Yellow, Brown-
backed Buntings, 3/6 each; Quaker Parrakeet. 4 '6
each; White-headed Lovebirds, 2/6 pair; Avadavats
showing colour, 2/6 pair; Scarlet Madagascar
Weavers, 3/6 each; Violet Tanagers, 10/6 each;
Necklace Tanagers, 15/- each; Indigo Buntings 10 -

each; Red-headed Finches, 10/- pair; Combassou.-
suowtng colour, 2/0 pair; White Java Sparrows, 6 6
a pair; Zebra Finches, 6/- pair; Jamaica Troupials,
feed from hand, 20/- each; Silky Cowbirds, 4/6;
Bay do., 4/6 each; Ortolan Buntinga, 1/- each

’

Mexican Groebeaks, 15/- each; 1 Colins, 20'-; young
Ring-neck Parrakeets, 4,'G each; Black-throated" Rain
Quail, 51- pair; Blue-fronted Amazons, 25/- each;
Bronzewing Mannikins 2/6 pair; Orange-cheek Wax-
bills, 2/6 pair; Green Singing Finches, 3/0 pair;
Bengalese, 31- pair; Spice Birds, 1/6 pair; Cutthroats
2/6 pair; Black-headed Mannikins, 1/6 pair; Silver-
bills 2/6 pair; Senegal Waxbills, 21- pair; Grey Java
Sparrows, 2/- pair; Green Adult Budgerigars. 5/-
pair; ail birds in the beet of health and feather,
sent entirely at my risk on approval

; deposit with
Editor. Note address; C. A. Luer, 87, Sclater-st'.,
Shoreditch, London, E.

JOHN D. HAMLYN
The arrivals last week were two Cuban Humming
Birds, sold for £ 10 , and six Cuban Ruddy Flamin-
goes, sold for £82 10s. ; also the ueual small con-
signments from abroad

; 1 very fine show condition
Blackheaded Sugar Bird, 50/6; Violet Tanager, 12/6;
Necklace Tanager, extra fine, 20/6; Tricolour, 30/6:
Blue Tanager, 20/6; Hen Hooded Siskin, 30/6; Cock
Hooded, 20/6 ; Hen Spotted-billed Toucanettee, 40/6

;

Cock spotted billed, 40/6; Giant Greenhilled Toucan,
40/6: Australian Piping Crow, 40/6; show condition
Red Collared Parrakeet, absolutely perfect, living
outdoors, 32/6 each; 1 Browns, very fine, 60/0;
pair Scaly-breasted, 80/6; pair Cockatiels, 20/0; pair
Ringnecked Parrakeets, 20/6 ; pair Hall-nioons.
20/6; splendid Ceram Lory, 40/6; Feotial Amazon,
30/6; Porto Rieo Amazon, 20,6; Red Buff Macaw,
70/6; Hen-crested Currasow, 80/0; Caracara, 60.6; a
few Australian Finches left, three pairs Pectoralis.

20/6 pair; four pairs Yellow-rumped Finches. 20/0;
three pairs Longtailed Grass, 20/6; two pairs Masked
Grass, 20/6; 20 pairs Zebra Finches, 6/-. hens 4/6,

cocks 2/6, all in usual fine condition ; White Javas.
very fine, 6/6 pair; Grey Javas, 2/6; twelve African
mixed birds for 10/6 ;

Indigo, 15/6 ; Saffron. 4/-

:

beautiful Black Indian Mynah, sent on receipt cf

20/6; Whistling Chinese White-eyed Thrush, 20/6;
White-headed Thrush, beauty. List sent on applica-
tion. Telephone, 6341 Avenue; John Hamlyn, 221,

St. George’s-st., London Docks, East.

DE VON & CG.
Young Wagtails, 1/6; Black-headed Sibia, 12/6 pair;

Sealy-headed Finches, 21/- pair; Red-vented Bul-
buls, 6/- ;

Orange-cheeks and Waxbills, 2/6 pair, 9/-

dozen; Quaker Parrots, 4/6; hand-reared Jay,
3/6; Owl, 4/6; Saffron Finch, 3/6; Bleeding
Heart Pigeons, 50/- pair; Jerboas or Minia-
ture Kangaroos, 7/6; bushy-tail squirrels, 4/-; cavies,

all colours, 2/ -pair, 10/- dozen ; Ortolan Buntings,
1/6; Australian Yellow Rumps, 17/- pair ; Shrike 4/6;

Zebra Finches, 7/6 pair; hand-reared Raven, 25/-;

Avadavats, 2/6; Whitethroat, 3/6; Jamaican Trou-
pials, 20/-; Hooded Siskins, 35/- pair; handsome
Yellow-winged Sugar Birds, 20/- each; Bengalese,
3/-; adult breeding Budgerigars, 51- pair. Yellows
8/-; Alrican Rock Buntings, 201- pair; Tou-
cans, 30/-: Blue Fie, 25/-; Finch Larks,
very rare, 20/- Rer pair

;
thousands bright-coloured

Firicheo, 2/- pair, 9/- doz. ; Frogbit 6d. doz. ; Ameri-
can Water Fawn, 6d. portion. For all kinds of rare

and fancy fish, food and aquarium appliances, also

reptiles, see price lists; Hangnest, 15/-; Blue-
throated Warbler. 12/0; Carolina Docks, 30/- pair;

White Call Ducks, 14/- pair; Widgeon, 10/-;
Price lists : De Von, 114, Bethnal Green-

rd., London. ‘Phone, 5489 Wall. (1697)

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from
outdoor aviaries ; holder thousand testimonals, Jiear
names and address, many lovers of birds had birds

from us by our instalment system well satisfied

,

fortnightly instalment accepted. (1682)

HOPES. CT. BRIDGE ST.. WEST BROMWICH.
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VARIOUS BIRDS.
|

Will I K and Grey Java Sparrows. I.ovc IJird-,

Canaries, one Budgerigar, very cheap: Dcwe, (-lojJt

House., Abingdon. Y'
SAl.li or useful exrluingc, two pairs Bordiis, in. i

lug, six Canary-reared Linnets, three lannet

ail on set'll and liealtliy ;
cheap to deal. lit. i

Rutherford, 55, Waikrigute, Berwick on- 1 vvecd.^

GIVING up Fancy, owing pres

birds for tale, 1913 and 101.4,

accept reasonable offer lor lot-

poatua nl>: Mrs. Clemeuce, 151,

GIVING on: twenty outdoor aviary birds’, includ-

ing live Canaries (the e <yck.-), two
'lava"

ri-ar. I a o Goldfinch:-, Goldfinch Mur, While an,

Calibre,.its, Redpoll*. etc.; soine grand' uongsters;

US/- lot ;
a bargain : F. Hunt, 182, Westbourne-ay.,

Hull.
(.iaj'D

GUN VINE exhibition Slbcfiati cock Goldfinch, put

Norwich Iren to ne.-t jn.t now, in perfect bio.ihng

condition, clo.ir bill, sell 10/-! rtlM» Hull .Norwich

cock In full sung, .loo Tliunias strain, 1013 bred,

really good bird;, 10/-; William Mitchell, 1. Vi11 ®*

burn-pl., KilmurnccR. (

1

1 04)

snro of bn sine

at bargain price- ;

or part; rail; no
Lordship-lane, Hast

(1700)

WILL exchange champion Yorkshires and Norwich
for . -T.1 gold plate. Jewellery or cycle: Cheshire, at.

Crawl'ord-st., Bradford. (1706)

LXCII ANGl'l Yorks and Norwich Clears, also Greene,

for gun,, or cash; no rubbish: Spencer, Tubrid,

llrosna. Itoscn-a. Ircdand. (1708)

MlTIl'E. Want'd, all vnrietie-, Canaries; will give

good exchange in Norwich,, Yorkshire, or Border

show cages : MelC and, .Scahrisht, Castle Douglas.

13XCHAN GB high claso Norwich arid cages for

Nightingale on song, or hose pipes, or anything use-

ful: Middleton; Cricketers' Arms, Holhcck Moor,

Leed> ( 170r,)

TWO well bred Yorkshire cocks for sale, or ex-

change llollerfl on full song: Baehe, 150, Farnham-

|

id., llandsft'Orth. .

TWENTY joung Canaries, Yorkshires, mostly all

coming Into song, from 0/- to 7/C; my own breeding;

can hr t> cn any tim : Kent, Ilolmwood Stubbs,

i

Feipl -rton Grove, Hendon. (1703)

EXCHANGE good pair of Yorkshires for large 1011

Norwich bens, yellows, or cock Goldfinches j
ap-

proval ; no dealers : 11. Carroll. 18, Kobert-bt., Old-

ham-rd., Failswortb, Manchester. (170a)

K XCII \NGI1 high-class Yorks., Budgerigars, talk-

ing Parrots all varieties, for scrap braeo, copper,

block tin. gold, Jewellery, toy pilp.pU.f': oners,

stamp: Edwin North, 448, Manchester rd., BradfonL

\
WANTED.

|

OLIVER, !!, Bridport Place, llo.xton, will give Si-

lt couple for good large young Yorkshires.

WANTED, any live stock you wish lo clear,

write: IN arson's Menageries, Greenwich. <><W»

WANT I1D, Joung and old Canaries, state prices:

Manager, Bird Stores, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (I'm)

WANTUB good music, and pongs for cash; list

to; K. A. C., 9, Ivydalc-rd., Nunhead, S.fc. ho post-

*WANTED Edison Gramophone and records cheap

for cash; approval. F. Morris, Recreation, Chertsey,

Surrey.
. „ .

w ANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries huge

birds, also British and foreign birds; Mrs. Martin

8J, Covveaddciis-st., Glasgow. <h><b>

WANTED, Birds, Monkeys, Parrots, Pigeons, hats,

Dogs, Squirrels, Poultry ;
purchase or exclia.tigej

Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. WU7)
WANTED Yorkshire terrier hitch puppy for 5 Nor-

wich CalrnHc*. sell £1: J. Birch, Post Office, May-

tleld Ashbourne, Derbyshire. (1/01)

WANTED pair J2 yards dap nets, exchange Six

pure Black Minorca's, February hatched: William

Kparkco, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1/Oa)

WANTIID lady's or gentleman’s tricycle, carrier

tricycle, or Bath chair, cheap, or give talking Parrot:

S. Marshall, 1-1, Fishcrgate, Nottingham. (1703)

WANTED Canaries on song, also British birds;

honourable dealings only: Andrews, 10 and Itu,

llowiek st., Monkwearmoutb, Sunderland. (170."))

WANTED hand-re,;red Magpies, Jackdaws, and

Jays for spot cash, or exehango young holier

Canaries: W. Gore, Gooch st., Birmingham. (170,)

The Fillip Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post- free, With

full instructions, bv return, from: C. If. Goodman

and Co.. 24. Bcdford-nb. Kempston. Bedford.

WANTED, best dish offers tor a nest of four hand-

reared Bullfinches'. two months -old, liealtliy, will

perch on finger, etc. ; Coekram, Tatwort-h, Chard.^

WANTED, Crystal Pu'acc .
aviary ; exchange gent.’s

box calf tiroes, size 10, hand-made, misfit, price 25/-

:

E. Gan?. 136, Parkwood-rd., West Southbourne.

Biurncni-uth. (1/04)

NOTICE; will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich or

Yorkshire, colour-fed preferred : also wanted. Border

Fauc es, Crests, and scotch Fancies: McKeand, .Sea-

brigli Castle Douglas, (16S5)

B1RDROOM wanted, lean-to or span, about Gft.

wide, height and length not particular; rough

sketch stating price, please; I am a buyer jt>f

cheap songster Canaries: Wingate, 2, Middle-st.,

West Smithfiehl, E.Ci Of06)

1914
Canaries wanted, any quantity for cash : G. Chap-

man, High-st., Birmingham. (1707)

WANTED, 1914
Yorkshires and No'rwicli. any quantity; eiish de-

posited also Mules, British ;
state price, particulars,

stamp reply: Oliver, 2, Bridport-plaee, Hexton. (57)

WANTED
Clean, healthy, 1914 bred, Norwich and Yorkshire

Canaries, best price given, any quantity bought

for prompt casli : Cooper, 29, Junction-rd., Norwich.
(170C)

|SALE or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.
-5

EXCHANGE hen Hawfinch for Goldfinch or Bull-

finch. or will sell: A. Foley, 4, Picton-st., New
Boultham. Lincoln. (1703)

EXCHANGE fine pair of Greenfinches, 1912 birds,

cock proved muler, for fly rod and line: Banks,
Albert-rd., Evesham. (1704)

GOOD cock Goldfinch Mule, good cock Goldfinch
with rich blaze, 12/- the two, 1913 birds; exchange
good Yorkshire cock Canary, approval both ways

:

Goodman, Abbey-rd., Bourne, Lines. (1706)

Mainly Canaries.

|
Mainly Foreign. ~j

THREE Avadavats, fine Fire Finch in cage, .com-

plete, casli or no? l'u l exchange: Meadcn, Tisbury,

Wilts. (1704)

FOR sale, six 1913 Roller hens, 9/- lot; or exchange;
what offers : A, Hawkins, Rujher-hill, Cannock. (1703)
TWO large Norwich hens, and 3 Yorkshire .hens,

157- the lot: Greig. 29. Vale-rd., Finsbury Park, N-
(1704)

SIX Young Canaries, o il 22/-, or exchange Geyser
in good working order: F. Swain, 321, Upper-st.,
Islington. 1704)
NORWICH cock, three hens, clears, and large cage,

10/-, or useful exchange: Hutchins, 75, Whitworth-
ril., Northampton. . 1 1702-)

ONE Schoolmaster, 4 young cocks, muling Linnet
and lien, 25/-

;
part exchange : 30, Wellflcld-rd.,

Preston. Lancashire. (1704)

EXCHANGE Yorkshire cock and show cage for

cycle covers or baby carrier for cycle : Fowler, Wark-
st.. Cbester-le-Strect. (1703)
TWELVE Roller*, one 1913 cock, 11 young, as bred,

will exchange do fill barrel gun; approval : Higgins,

1, Mary st., Tyldi Hey. (1701)

FOUR Crcstbrcds, 1914 rung, two vari. Crest-bred
hens, 1913, IS/, worth double; exchange: J. Gillespie,

19, AUergate, Durham, (1702)

(
Miscellaneous.

|

SEVEN good Homing Pigeons, to sell for 5/6, or

exchange: E. Rowe, West St., Chatteris, Cuiubs.
(1705)

TALKING Quaker Parrot, cheap, exchange, anyt.hng

cycling preferred : Henson, \Vhyke-iane, Chichester.
t 1 7U4)

WANTI1I). gentleman's Sports .Suit or Jacket.cheap,

cash or exchange; letters only: W. B. C., ^88,

Azcnby-i’d., Beckham, London, S.E. (1707)

1’EhoiA-x kittens, males, orange, cream, bluest

,

10.:-,. or exchange Yorkshire dog: Hooker, Wiltesboro’,

Aehfoul. OtfiO.

HAND REARED cocj: Weed-Pigeon, braced for

pigeon shooting, 5/6: Knott, 91, Burghley-rd.,

Kentish Town. (1706)

EXCHANGE Canaries or British birds for -set ot

goat harness ; Lew goats for sale : Cooper, Princess-

et„ Mancli;ster. ,,
GOUD Norwich cock and cage, 7/-; 4 Flying Homers,

2/- pair; exchange anything useful; thickens wanted:

Sid es. Southwell. (1703)

NORWICH and British, also cages and three tins

mealworms, cheap
;
exchange Grey Parrot : 2o, .Bk.

Doris-grOve, Le'ctls.
.

X ‘ < ' IJ J

EXCHANGE cycle, in perfect running order, two

Brakes, for any sort of Canaries, tell 30/-: W. White,

IliUTtby Hill,. Crook. WPv)
EXCHANGE for Canaries, Budgerigars, or British,

pair cf men’o. strong boots, new ; tilers: Laker, 1,

W-atery-lanc, Preston. (1705>

EXCHANGE set Baiidow's developers ami exercise

chart for pair Norwich or Rollers; approval: vvalker,

5, Amanda-st., iiulwcU. .
Ujw.J

1 V, ILL exenange field glasses, compass inseiteo,

fnr istiiuip collection : Lucking, Hollycleft, King L<I-

waidVave., Ch.'lmsford.

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch Mule, full song; hen

Goldfinch, brooder ;
anything useful; approval: Bilk,

3, All Hallows, Worcester. (1698)

FINE tone Guitar Zither Harp, 10/-; J-plate hand-

fcamera, 5/- ;
bargain ;

exchange birds : Howland,

Bootmaker, Oekcndon, Essex. (1794)

ONE pair of 12ft. by 4ft. nets, all complete, to be

exchang.d for Li ds, or what ottered? : Mr. Power,

IS, l'awc-'tt-st., Manchester. ilC-99)

EXCHANGE lady's blur sergp costume, waist 24,

length 42, for Canaries; Williams, 40, Aliddieton-

bui 'dings, Iligh-st., Islington. (1701)

GENT’S cycle, running order, tE2, exchange

Canaries, good British, Foreign hirdo; offers : Martyn
Leigh, 89, Rifiimond-st., Brighton. (17C4)

STRONG aviary, in good condition, also Lark's

cage
;
exchange for Goldfinches or Bullfinchco

:

\V right, 201, Boxley-rd., Maidstone. (1704)

SPLENDID collection birds’ eggs, side-blown, two

cabinets, with divisions, brass blow -pipe, accept 3.,/-

lot : "B,” 136, Warton-st., Lytham. (1707)

NEST CWnary-rcared Brown Linnets, three cocks

guaranteed, 1/- each, lot 2/C; exchange anything:

Ernest Whiteley, Crovvie, Doncaster. ( 1707)

TWO brass hanging cage's. Roller singing cabinet,

three Lox cages, lot 10/-, cr exchange young Roller

cock: Booth, 3, Crew Nest, Burnley, (1702)

SPLENDID Gramophone (new), with six double

records/ sill 30.'-, or exehango birds, etc.: Jopson,

Juno-st., Newton Heath. Manchester. (1705)

EXCHANGE good Hunting crop, thong 7ft. long,

Malacca handle, for pair good Rollers and ecck Gold-

finch : Clue, Hyde l’ark-rd., SOuthsea. (1694)

EXCHANGE excellent cock Linnet Mule, full song,

for good singing Water Glucke Roller, bell 10/-:

T. Cocke, Grocer. YOrk-st., Cambridge. (1703)

WANUU, Edison Standard Phonograph; exchange

birds and cash; state particulars : Humphreys,
Brighton Vale, 3, Blundeilsands, Liverpool. (1707)

THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, with

full instructions, by return, from: C. II. Goodman
and Co.. 24, Bedford-rd., Kempston, Bedford.

1914 LINNET Mules, ’encko, 0/- each; child’s cycle

carrier, 5'-, exchange for boots, 8's, or suit, fit 5 x 0;

anything ' useful : Lugg, 15, Avenue-rd., Branksome,

Dorset. 1 1705)

I BUY, sell, or exchange birds or livestock for

others, or household goods, etc. ; honest trans-

actions: Jopson, Juno-st., Newton Heath, M_an-

chester. (1705)

TAME performing pet monkey, throws somersaults,

very amusing, 25/-
;
or exchange talking Parrot, Can-

aries etc.: Cooper's Emporium, Princess-st;, Man-
chester. .

U' 6-)

TWELVE high-class briar pipes, retail price, 5,

-

each • carved meerschaum and block amber pipe in

case, worth 8b/-; oilers wanted: Smith, 5a, Chapel-

st„ Edgvvare-rd. (1077)

GKNT.’S smart frock coat and vest, nearly new,

chest 39. length 42; exchange birds or anything

useful : Pettie, 136, Parkwood-rd., West South-

bourne, Bc.urncmcut.il. (1704)

IRISH terrier dog, 4 years, good house dog. fond

cf children exchange for Canaries value 15/-, or

something useful : E. Vickers, 2, Shrives Cottages,

Colne, Engaine, Essex. (1699)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 16

Club (Reports.
GLASGOW (East End) O.A.

Meeting, Mr. D, Harris chair. For the F.F.
show we had a very good entry. Mr. A. Stewart,
sen.j judged. SCOTCH FANCY : 1, 4, M c Roberta,
PLAIN MEADS: 1, Burnett; 2, 3, 4, 5, Scott.
BOR]).: 1, 4, Ji!eptt; 2, 5j Wilson, 3, Percy. After
Secretary had read over winners, Air. Harris moved
a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Stewart for his

voluntary services.— I). Burnett, See.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM OS.
Meeting at headquarters, .Marlboro Hotel, July 8,

a splendid gathering dealt with a fill! agenda; Mr.
W illmott chair. In submitting the fir.-t young bird
show report, the chairman said h? was pleased that
it had proved a splendid success. Although the
entries had fallen to 50 birdo, no loss had been
entailed, and he hoped that members would make an
effort to send a record lot for ‘the July show on the
18th. Mr. Baker ii to judge and more splendid
specials have been presented; entries close

afternoon of the show. Presentation of prizes and
sp.cials brought the meeting to a clone; the lecture

which had been arranged for the evening has been
postponed until August meeting.- J. Sheppard, Sec.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Meeting July 7. See. reported that the patronage

of the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League iiad been
secured. Schedule of the young bird : how on or
about July 22 was arranged. The chairman, Mr.
Vale, then gave the meeting a lecture on British
Buntings, He described the habits, etc., of the
five British Buntings, also their show points, and
gave hints on colour feeding and exhibiting them; bis

remarks were very interesting. At the conclusion
of Ids address .Mr. Vale acted as final judge in a
judging competition; only three birds were benched,
a Corn, ft Girl, and a Reed, and although the
majority of the members fancied the Corn, Mr.
Vale placed them: Reed 1st, Corn 2nd, Cirl

3rd, and Air. Whittomc was the only fancier
to get full points. Mr. Vale then explained why h'e

had ,so placed the birds, and easily satisfied the
members as to the wisdom of his judging.—A. K.
Coe.

ATTEHCLIFFE C.B.S.
Meeting July 9, Air. Havenhand presiding. Air.

J. It. Webster should have given us a paper cn col-

our-feeding, but we greatly regret he was unable
to attend. We had, however, several questions
raised which provided some very interesting discus-
sion. We also managed to rais'e enough cash to
secure a handsome cup; this was brought to the
meeting for our inspection. We have now five

cups, one each for members Yorks, members Nor..,,

novice Yorks, novice Nor., and British. There is

also a movement on foot, which I have no doubt
will be successful, to secure another for the best
bird, irrespective cf section, exhibited at the annual
show, to ba won tlirec times in succession or four
times iu all la- fora becoming the member’s own p.o-

perty. Surely, with six cups to compete for mem-
bers will make our annual show -a record cue. 4

consider that never in the history cf the society has
the outlook been more promising for a successful
future.—E. Johnson, See.

CITY AND SUBURBAN A.C.B.
Aleeting July 13, Church Institute, Paddington-

street, Mr. W. H. Shepherd chair, and 25 members
present. Correspondence wao read and dealt with.
Air. G. E. Robertson and Airs. llowiek were nomi-
nated for membership. The lion. see. announced
points gained for various cups at yoimg bird show:
Champ. Nor. Cup, F. J. Alartin, 29; Border, A. II.

Hcbden, 49; teapot for champion ladico. Airs.

Thyme, 74; teapot novice Ia/fcen, Airs. Hohden, 14;

Air's. Weston’s points cup. Air. Bcavington, S ;
Wynn

points cup, Air, T. Saver, 12. Prize-money and
specials won were presented. Voteo cf thanks vers
unanimously passed to donors of specials, to the
stewards lor assisting, and to our worthy secretary,

to whom the success of the shew is due. Mr. Mug-
ford addressed the meeting on “ Off the Beaten
Track.” His remarks were the rc-sult of his own
practical experience, and not theory. He objected

to the modern earthenware nest-pans as unhealthy,

and preferred wire or woed. and perforated wlro

bottoms, so as to ensure plenty of ventilation

through the nest; he believed in green-food for get-

ting birds into condition, a>3 seed and egg-food

made them too fat. This season he had reared

young birds entirely on green-foed. not giving them
egg-food until oeven weeks old. Ventilation of tluv

bird room was very essential; as a staple food

grass seed was preferable to canary seed; it was
not advisable to take more than two neats from

each pair
;
from two pairs of Borders this season

lie had 24 young birds, and they were again fitting

on nino eggs between them. From the remarks of

Alessrn. Curt's, F. J. Alartin, F. Knight, Ccbb, San-

ders. Shepherd, and Wynn, who joined in the dis-

cussion, they preferred 'to be “on” rather than
" off ” the beatefi track. Votes of thanks to Air.

Mugford and the chairman closed the meeting.—

Fred. Thynne, Assiot. Hon. Sec.

BRADFORD NATIONAL SHOW
GOSVJri/iiTTEE.

Our last meeting (Mr. II. H. Towers chair) was

very well attended, and much enthusiasm was

shown, which speaks well for the success of our

next annual show, December 4 and 5. The Loiter

cla’-silieation was discussed and a .vote of thanks

accorded to the Wakefield Roller Society for to

generously changing their date, and so leaving a

clear field for this great charity show. This action

on the part of Wakefield is appreciated very

highly, and I take this opportunity of publicly

thanking them for their splendid help on behalf

of charity. 1 believe they are the oldest provincial

Roller Society, and have held this date for a

considerable time, and are worthy of all the

thanks we can give them. The Foreign Bird classi-

fication was dealt with, and after reading a com-

munication from Mr. A. Silver, Secretary cf the

F.B.K.L., it was decided to provide seven classes

by dividing class 120 of last year to read as follows :

(1) Common and Green Avadavats, St. Helena, Grey,

Orange-cheeked and Zebra Waxbill.s, Cordon Bleus,

Lavender, Common, African, Fire and Zebra Finches;

(2) Grey and White Javas, Bengalese, 'Black-headed,

White-headed, Two-ooloured, Three-coloured,

Striated, Sharp-tailed, Spiv. Magpie and Brcnze

Mannikins, Silver-bills, Singing I inches, Common
Combassous, RlbJ/an and Saffron Finches, Orange
Napoleon and Rod-billed Weavers. The League very

generously guaranteed there two classes against

loss, and the League's diploma will he granted in

case of any new species appearing. Feints for the

four Sectional Cups will count at this exhibition. It

gave us great -pleasure to welcome Mr. C. It. Bullen,

of Bromley, Kent. He was at our last show, and
assured us of the desire of many fanciers in the

South to visit our show if only the railway com-

pany would put on an excursion, He took upon him-
self to call a meeting of Southern fanciers to
formulate winie scheme, and expressed his willing-
ness to do all in his power to persuade Southern
fahciel’S to exhibit, and thus return the compli-
ment to the Yorkshire men, pointing out that the
( Ty-,t a I Palace and 1,. C.B.A. shows would lose much
of their charm if it were not for the Yorkshire
exhibits and exhibitors. Any one interested in
the exclus ion should watch ('.'.on Ijmns l’or notice,
or cofnnujnicate with Air. C. R. Bullen, 43, Wal-
pole-rd. .Uroml.y, Kent.— S. Mhlgley, Hon. Sec.

NORTHERN BORDER & S.F.G.C.
Meeting July 1. W. F. Smith chair. Letter read

from Morpetli refusing the patronage after having
asked for it. Decided that Clamlington show be
awarded the patronage. Notice of motion was
given by Mr. Copie re counting of points for
judges at patronage shows. Table show next meet-
ing. Judges : Champions, Air. A. AIHett and Air.

W. 1’. Snaith; Novice, Mr. A. Montgomery.—AI. C.
Pott s.

DERWENT VALLEY C.B.S.
Meeting July 4, Co-operative Hall, Low West-

wood. Air. Win. Marsh chair. Very moderate
attendance of members. Schedule for annual -show
drawn ii)). Members elected: .Mr. J. It. Carr, Chop-
well ; Mr. D. Page, Lint/, Colliery and Air. It. South,
Blackball Mill. Will all members try and attend
our next meeting to consider a fund for purchas-
ing a cup. Subs, now due.—Jameson and Johnson,
Secretaries.

FARMWORM C.B.S.
F.F. show, July 11, Church House. About 50

birds wore stag'd. Judge, Mr. J. Hopkins, Bolton.
YORKS. YELL.: 1, 2, 3, Spiiby. BUFF: 1, 2, 3,

Rpilby. NO%. YELL.: ]. Dawson; 2, e, Lawton ;• 3,
vhc, lie, Mitchell. BUFF: 1, 3, Dawson: 2, vhe, c,
Aliu-h :f: he, Partington. ROLLERS; CL.: I. 2,
Kenweight. ROLLERS. A.O.V.: 1, 2, 3, Chappell;
vhc, i:, Ucrsfleid; lie, Hodgkinson. CAN.. A.O.V.-
I, Partington. UOLDF. : 1, 2, Mullineux. LINNET :

1, vhc, he, HuiniC ; 2, Partington
; 3, Chappell ; e,

ATullineaux. FOR.: 1 , Hodgkinson.—W. Dawson, See.

PORTH & RHONDDA VALLEY C.B.S
.Meeting headquarters, July 11, not a big attend-

ance, after the show. I hope ail members will at-
tend next meeting, July 25, tm prize-money will be
paid. Also a dub will be proposed for a trip to
tlie next Palace Show. Our show of July 9 was, on
the whole, not a bad success considering it was our
first f<how ; entries were. not large, but good birds
were exhibited. Mr. Castree judged. Air. ’I’. James
was very successful, securing several 1st prizes also
special for best Canary, and special lor beet bird in
show. Air. btonc and Robinson took special best
and second best Brit. Air. Baker’s York,-1

, were fine,

winning second best Canary in Show, and some 1st si

Other successful exhibitors were Hillman, Legg,
Evans, Smart, Jones, etc. I hope to see a good
meeting July 25. and that every member will try
to push the. society on by telling everyone about ft,

attending every, meeting, and giving all encourage-
ment to the novices. 1 am sure 'by palling together
we can make the Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.
one of th' best sceietico in Wales.- J. S. Jones,
See. (Please write on one side only cf each sheet
of paper.— E*ditor.)'

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of adi^eriiscihents must he fund for at
advertisement rates

,
three irords a penny.

KNQTTINGLEY.
Open time singing contest, at the White Swan,

July 19, 2s.. 6d. added to 3d. entry. (Now you time
ringers). Entries to be made to J. W. Pearson,

See., White Swan—(Advt.)

CASTLEFORD
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge Street,

July 11. 23 birds entered for four minutes’ time
singing for three prizes. 1, 2, Wainwrigllt; 3>

Brindley.—J. Brindley, See.

SHEFFIELD.
Open contest for time. Linnets to ring three min-

utes, July 12, Columbia Tavern. Fornham Street.

16 birdo sang for three prize's, given by Mr. J. W.
Schofield. 1. Spottswood, 50 sees.; 2, Ashton, 42;

3, Calligan, S9.—W. Bingham, Sec.

CORNFORTH.
Linnet Singing Society meeting will be held July

18, at 7. New members, elected: W. Kell, It.

Spencer, T. Pattison, G. Scorer, J. Stubbs, T.

Burke, N. Alerrngton.—W. Fairless, East Howie,
Ferryliill, Co. Durham.

PONTEFRACT.
Weekly Linnet contest, Woodman Inn. July 4. 27

birds entered for three prizes, and some goed sing-

ing was done; four minutes' time sing. 1. Proctor;

2, Nelson; 3, Beard. Open sing, July 5, 34 entered

for three prizes: 1, Beard; 2, Williams; 3, Proctor.

Club sing, July 11; 28 entered lor three prizes: 1,

2, Beard; 3, Proctor. Open sing, July 12; 29 enter-

ed for three prizes: 1, Proctor; 2, Scott; 3, Beard.

—S. Pugh, Sec.

KIPPAX.
Open Linnet contest for time, July 11, Headquar-

ters, Commercial Hotel, before a good company. 1,

Plows; 2, Cooper; 3, Bath. A. Bath field the win-

ning' position until tho hurt two birds were living,

when Plows and Cooper ran him into third place.

Timekeepers, J. Bath, O. Potter; trappers, A. Bath,

J. Wallis.—A. Tomlin, See.

LEEDS.
Contest for quality Linnet singing. Albion note],

Saville York Road, July 12. 19 <ung for three

prizes. 1, Hayes; 2, Farrar; 3, Stead. Judges,

Naylor and Lacy. W. Naylor, Hon. See.

Leeds Linnet and Canary Club contests, Plaster-

ers’ Arms, Skinner Lane, July 11. First contest:

j, Hayes; 2, 3, shared, Chippindale and Ward. 20

birds, second contest: Chippindale and Playforth

shared 1. 2, 3: 1C brds. A match was sung be-

tween Chippindale and Playforth, Chippindaiv; won.

Judges: J. Hargrehves and A. I.orriman. July 12,

match proved a success. 22 birds faced tho

judges. C. Lorriman, G. Johnson, and N. Solo-

man. 1, Bropliy; 2, Wtgfleld; 3, Chippindale.- -A.

Lorriman, Sec.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d,* 50 Gd, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.
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fsfle Sflows.
SOUTHPORT & DISTRICT C.B S.

show, .Inly 4, when a nice lot of birds far <1

the judge, Mr. W. E. Kb). There was a shoitagr <d

entries emnjiuri'd with former years, mini) rs unlj

liay lug had an ludilb-rent breeding mason. 8 tie

idea Norwich were on view. Y'm Lillies were more
numerous; many were dropping Into moult, hut

Mr. Kay handled them very palnsluKlngly had <111

elently.

VEIL. NOIL: 1. 2, 3, Sutton; vhr, hr, Cockson; e,

Johnson. CL. HUFF: I. 2, ;t, Sutton; vhc. he, pook
son; e. Johnson. VARIEG.: I. 2, 3, Sullon; vhe,

Cooltsoti ; he, Whit In ad. YORKS. VEIL. : 1, r.

Nixon; 2. Wright; 3, he'. T. Wright; vhc, Whitehead.
Cl.. BUFF: 1 . Nison; S, 3. hr. r, T. Wright; vhc,
Whitehead. V A1UKG. : I, 2. Nixon; 3, Hirst.

SUTTON IN-ASHFIELD CB.S.
Annual I'M', show Jill) 4. Entries did not turn

up very well, hut class birds wars' Die order of the
day. Mr. Sims Judged, and his olllce was no easy
one.
CHAMP. CL. Oil TKD. NOR. ; I, Shcphc'd; 2,

Vardy. V Alt. OK 1)K. YELL. . 1 , Shepherd; 2.

Ynrdy. Cl.. OR TKD. llll-'F : 1 , W. Keeling; 2.

Shepherd; 3, Vardy. VAltlEG. oi! DK. UlTl'I*'

;

1. Shepherd ; 2, 3, Vardy. CRIiST: 1, Osborn.
C.II. : 1. Osborn. RIUT. HARDBILL-. I. Adnitt;
2. 3 . Gnbbita-k. MI LK OK HYR. : 1

,
Ai'ui.t.

NOV. CL. OR TKD.: I. 3. Taylor; 2. Holland.
VARIED. OR Die, Yjai,. : 1. Holland. Ch. OR
TK1). H U i

1' 1*'
: 1. Reivers

; 2. A. Keeling; 3 . vhc,
Holland. VAR I KG. OR DK. I! ITT : l, Taylor; 2 ,

A. Keeling; 3 . llollond. Y'FLL. YORKS: I, 2.
Kobin.’on. Hi FF : l, ltohiuson. CREST : 1

Reivers ; 2, Whitehead. C.II.: 1 , Whitehead; 2 ,

Leivcrs. BRIT. II A It DBILL : 1 . 2. Mallatratt;
.3, vhc, Sankey; he, Wurdle.—Robin Hood.

GARSTON B.BA.
Annual NT. show July 4. Canaries were not up

to expectations, owing to some members being away
on holidays and a moderate breeding season, lint a
grand display of British was on view. Mr. W.
\oting (New Brighton) judged, and his awards
were well received. Most points throughout show,
Rothwell Cl, Lloyd 30, Rowe 27, Lonsdale 20. Sim-
moils 22. Mr. Rothwell leads with 21 points for
the late Cup, Mr. Rowe winning 'sp for be-t Yorks
.„
CL - 0R TKD YORKS YELL:' 1 , 2 . Lonsdale

; 3.
he, Rothwell; vhe, Rowe. BUFF : 1 , 2. sp Rowe-

vac, lie, Rothwell. GR. YORKS- i 9 r,>m/
well. MULE OR IIYB. : 1 , 2, Liovd. ’ GOLDF-
1, Lonsdale; 2 Rothwell; 3, Simmons: vhe, Lloyd'-

s ’ Hot w!ai
G

,

RfcE*F ’ : l ’ Simmons; 2, Lonsdale;
3. Rothwell, vhe. Jones. BULLF. : 1 , Rothwell-
7,
W

?’ „
UFET: J >

:• 2 . Lowe ; 3, Lone-

ETC’ -

Vh
|

0
’ Ml?'!’ o

C
’a
Pr

n
e

’ C| Jones - SISKIN,
• ,1’ Redpoll ; 2 , Jon-ci?, .Siskin-Rothwell Twite; vhc, Simmons; he, Hilton •’

c

Ilovd v;n
MJ

!

U-' ET
-
C ' : »• Vrko, bhafflneh ; 2 ',

Simmon^
V

r
mmer; *1 Roth 'reU. Chaffinch; vhe

Bramble •’ 9 ’ /•
one8: c > RotlixvoU. HEN : 1, Lloyd,u ramble

, 2, Simmons, Bulhe: 3. Price Bramble ;

vhc Jones; he, Lowe. A.O V : Hilton Rph’start; 2 , Lloyd, Hawfinch.
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NOlt., CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1 , Hannah- °
McLean. VAR. or GR. : l, Sp McLean- 2 Han

Rkchffi
hi

vin
UFf

^;
L ' <^TK^M2JlK

7in<
R tcble

- J
AR - or bit. : 1 , 2 , McLean. BORD

(10) . 1 , Campbell
; 2 , c, Donaldson

; 3 , vhc Mc-Rwan; he, McGowan. YELL.. VAR, or GR ( 13V
1 . Campbell; 2 . Wilson. BUFF.. CL. or TKD : Vep

't.
2 ,

T,^
:lml>be|

l i
S ’ be. Donaldson; vhe, McGowan’

c McEwan. BUFF., VAR., or GR.: 1, ’c Crow : 2 !McLean, 3, vhc, Campbell; he. McGowan CREST-
l SP'. Abrahams; 2 . Roxburgh. C.B - 1 Abra-hams. YORKS YELL.: l, McLean; 2, Hannah;
i*

C ’ s
ft

GIV vhc> Cameron; he, Clemson. BUFF*
MTTTPa

2
’

i*
'[bo- Hannah

; c. Cameron.MULES. 1 , (allies; 2 , 3, McGowan. HYB.- 1 ™
Roxburgh. GOLDF. : 1 , sp., Hannah. BULLF.- i
op. Hannah. LINNET: 1 , McLean. GREENF. : I

TMr’np ni'r'
Va?

' rr
SLS

,

KIN : 3 - McEwan. LESSERREDPOLL: 1, Hannah. CHAFF, or BRAMBLE: 1
sp.. McLean. SOFTBILL: 1

, sp. McLean FOR«OLDF or BULLF.: 1 . sp., Vnaldsbn. To.’FOR.: 1 , Donaldson. MULE: 1 , Hannah. HYB.
1, McLean.—A. H. McLean. Sec.

LEEDS C.B.S.
Members’ Show'. July 4. St. George's SchoolRooms, a great ouccess. taking into consideration

the very poor breeding results of the present sea-

5

S°?> birds being staged. Mr. A. Chew, Leeds,

n'-f
C<
i
Can?T s

/
and Mr. ,T. Ichcrwood, 'Wakefield,

British, and both gave entire satisfaction.
CT,. YELL. YORKS. (10): ), Rhodes; 2, Marsh-

3. Ramsden
; 4, c, Beckwith ; vhc, Sykes ; he Cham-

bers. TKD. or VAR. (9): 1, 2; Ma^^3. c, lVeck-
with; 4, vlic, Ramsden; he, Pyrali. CL. BUFF.
(U): L c, Hall; 2, Marsh; 3. Norton; 4 , Rhodes ;vhc, Sykes; he, Beckwith. TKD. or VAR BUFF
(10) : 1, 4. Beckwith

; 2, Pyrali
; 3, Norton

;
vhc,

Chambers.; lie, Sykes: c, Hall. CL. YELL NOP,
ai): 1. he, Wilson: 2, c, Too? ; 3, Livingstone; 4
vhe. Mennard. TKD. or VAR. YELL. (S) 1 3
Livingstone; 2

, Tose ; 4, Johnson: vhe, e, Wilson-'
he. Hall. CL. BUFF (12): J, Norton; 2, Wilson-
S, 1, Livingstone; vhc, Tose; he, Mennard; o. John-
son. TKD. or VAR. BUFF. (10): 1, 2, Tose; 3,
Wilson; 4, vhe, Johnson; he, Chambers; c, Living-
stone. A.O.V. CAN. (0): 1, 4, Mennard; 2. 3, vhc.
he, Hornby. LINNET (10): 1, 3, 4. vhc, Owen; 2,
he, Haighvc, Waind. GOLDF. or BULLF. (9 ): 1 ,

Pyrah , 2, 3, he, Haigh ; 4, Ov.en
; vhc, c, AVaind.

REDPOLL, ETC. (10) : 1, 4, Haigh
; 2, vhc, Owen

;

S, he. c, Middleton. GREENF. (7): 1. 3, he, c
Middleton; 2, 4, Haigh; vhc, Chambers. A.O.
BRIT. HARDBILL (7): 1 , sp, vhc, Haigh; 2 3. 4
he. Middleton; c, Owen. MULE or HYB. (S):,f
4, he, c, Middleton

; 2, Owen
; 3, Haigh

; vhc Cldn-
ham NOV., CL. YELL. YORKS. (8 ): 1. 3, vhc,
Featheratone ; 2, 4. he, Rood, Longlcy and Rc-cd: c,
Dobson. TKD. or VAR. (D) *. 1

, Simmo; 2, vhc,
Dobson; 3, Clapham. CL. BUFF (9): h vhc. Firth*
2, 3, 4, iReed, Longlcy and Rood; ho, Wadman * c
Dobson. TKD. or VAR. (0 ) : 1

,
o, Eimms; 2 , /

Rood, LongJey and Reed; 3, he, Dobson; vhc, VVnd-
man. CL. YELL. NOli (2) ;

1
, Lundy;. 2, fcummings.

TKD. or VAR. (ft)

:

1, 1, Lundy; 3, Gumming,h ; 2,

vim. Norwood CL. BUFF (I): I, 3. Cummin:^ ; 2.

•1. l.iTiuly. TKD. or VAIL (5): I, vhe, ('iimmjugo;

4, Lulldv
; 2, 3. Norwood. L udriM of the various

eoiiip ’f ition.M ure: Member/ ypeeials : llulgli 37,

Middleton 3>, Owen .*>:!. Section Med.il
,

Yorks.
Maroh 2.> f Bcekwitli 23, Ranuvhn Jii. Nor., To«<3

23, l.lvingstoiie 27, Wilbun 24. Brit., Haigh 37,

Middleton 35, Owen 32. Nov., Iteed, l.ofigley and
Reed 31, Dobson IS, CummingH K5. Bp. A.O.V. Can.,

Jiornhy 12, Miimard l). Rung Bird Cup, Tose 10,

Wilson is, Livingstone 17. Norton 17. Sp. for

l). <»t bird. preiN 'lit' <1 by Mr. W. liolton, Leeds,

was won by Mr. R. Jfuigli’s Yellow Hammer. If

any of the above results are not correct please

notify me. K. Norton, Hon. See.

CHOPP2NGTON (Scotland Gate).
First NT. show. Social Club Hall, Jilly 4, was a

great success. Mr. Thompson rent his team of

Foreigners, not for exhibition, and they wore the
alt ryct'cii of the show. The iirpiligi-iiK-nts were
ably carried out by Messrs. Turner. Scary, Paxton,
Grlillths, Dixon, and Donald. Mr. T. Bigg proved
u very capable sec. Mr. It. Rowell judged.
’ NOlt. YELL.: 1. vile, Griffiths ; 2, 3, Seely Bros.;
he. c, Paxton. BUFF: 1, 2. vhe, Seely Bros.; 3,

Charlton : he. Griffiths ; c, .1, Dixon. BoilD. YELL.:
1, T. Dixon; 2, vile, Paxton; 3, S -cloy Bros.; e. Tur-
ner. BUFF: 1. Six-ly Bros.

;
2. Oracketfc: 3. Donald.

A.O.V. CAN.: 1. 3, vhc, Seely Brds. GINN. NOlt.,
AND BORD. (2): 1, Dixon, Crest. NOV.: 1, vhc,
Gutterldge, yellow and hull Borders; 2, 3, Turner,
huff Borders, BRIT.; 1, Thompson; 2, Seely Bros.,
Greenfinches.

CHORLEY CBS.
Annual N.F. show, July 4. White I. ion notel, a

good room and well lighted. Mr. J. II. Welch,
lion. «*ec„ had things in good order. There is a
marked improvement in the quality of birds this
young society are putting doWn. Mr. 15. Ball
(Wigan) judged and Ills awardo gave general satis-
faction.

BUFF NOR. (II); 1, 2, Irving, 1st var., good
head and neck, very promising: 2nd rather older;
3, Welch. YELL. (8) : 1, 2, 3, Irving, 1st var., big
bouncing b* d, capi'A’l round head, good boxy
feather, 2nd close up BUFF, NOR. (4): 1, Welch,
big foul buff-green, broad skull and good front,
rare subs.; 2. Braid; 3, Worthington. YELL. (1);

1.

Foster, plenty of aize and full of col. YORKS,
BUFF (.')): 1 , Langton, good head and neck, level
col., well staged, should moult a champion

; 2,
Hatch, close up; 3, Worthington. YELL. (2):
1. 2, Hatch. BUFF: 1, Owens. LINNET: 1, Lang-
ton, good nut-brown, steady bird; 2, 3, Getnson.
GOLDF. (5): 1, Balshaw, splendid blaze and mark-
itg.'i and good feather; 2, Longton ; 3, Southworth.
BRIT HARDBILL: 1. 3. Langton; 2, Gent. SOFT-
BILL: 1. Turner. MULE OR HYJi.: 1, Welch; 2,
Braid ; 3, Worthington. FOR. (7): 1, Balshaw;
2, 3, Worthington.

WOOD GREEN F.A.
F.F. Show, July 4, Assembly Rooms. Entries

were fair considering we unfortuntely clashed with
another local society; Mr. J. Hcdder judged. Under
the management of Mr. A. W. Brand chairman, and
Mr. Tolfree show sec. we made a success of this
our sixth annual show.
CHAMP. YORKS.: 1, 2. Jones, fair buff. NOR.:

1, Pettitt, yellow, nice feather and size, fails head.
CREST: 1, Petitt, var. chest, wins; 2, Jones, fails

only crest; 3, Pettitt. C.B.: 1, 2, Pettitt, fair speci-
mens. BORD: 1, 2, Jones, winner nice yellow.
NOVICE YORKS.: 1. Tolfree, yell, cl., fine length
and style, wino special 2nd best in show ; 2, Tol-
free, very typical

; 3, he, Huggins, neat
;

vhc,
Everett. BUFF: 1, 2, vhc, Tolfree, leader grand
size, in moult, should make a topper; 3. Everett,
neat bodied bird; ho, c, Huggins. VAR1EG : 1. (3
specials) best in show, Everett, grand even mkd.,
stando well away: 2, 3, vhc, Tolfree, real good team,
2nd in moult, close fight. MULE : I. 2, Jones,
Goldie Mule leading. GOLDF. : 1, Shillito. LIN-
NET: 1. Pettitt; 2,' Tolfree. larger, loses in colour.
FOR.: 1, Jones, grand Siberian Goldie. Special
for best in Champion, Mr. I’ettitt’s Crest; best
Novice, Everett’o winning Yorks. Next meeting and
show, July 14.— T. Callegari, assist, sec.

EASTLEIGH C.B.S.
F.F. Show took place Boy Scouts’ room, Station

Hill, July 1. 51 birds were staged in a light and
cool room, well fitted for the occasion. Mr. W. G.
Fellows, Southampton, judged, and gave every satis-

faction. During the evening lie gave members some
very useful information and’ was ever ready to res-

pond to any question, and this was very much appre-
ciated by all. Tile sec. and committee worked
well.

NOR., UNFLIG. : 1. 2, Page, tkd., good birds; 3,

Alderslade. OLD BIRDS : 1, Page, good buff, grand
size, fine form ; 2, Cook, nice large bird, little out in

feather; 3, Lacey; vhc, Vale; he, Alderslade.

YORKS. UNFLIG.: 1. Thornbaek, very nice bird.

OLD BIRDS : 1, Thornbaek, rather small, but good ;

2, Alderslade, close up. A.O.V. UNFLIG.: 1. Alex-
ander, very smart Border, fine trim ; 2, Lees, Roller

;

3, vhc, Page, Border; he, Alderslade. MULES UN-
FLIG. : 1, Alderslade. Goldic-.Car,.. very smart. OLD
BIRDS : 1, 3, Hartnell, two grand light Goldie-Cans.

:

2, Page, Goldie-Can., well cut, splendid feather.

GOLDF.: 1. vhc, Vale, good blaze, well tapered, wins
easy; 2, 3, White, two good birds, not quite so

large as winners. BULLF.: 1, White, nice tap,

good col. ; 2. Alderslade, larger, but lacks col. ; 3,

Lees. LINNET: 1, White, fine big bird, well inkd.

;

2, vhc, Alderslade, splendid lacing, but fails size';

3. Woolgar; he, Cook. GREENF. or CHAFF. : 1,

White, fine Grecnf., grand col. and size; 2. Clark,

good bird, close on winner; 3, Vale; vhc, Woolgar;
he, Lees; c, Cook. REDPOLL; 1. White, fine Mealy,
well mkd. : 2, Lees, another good one, close on win-
ner; 3, Woolgar. well mkd., not so large. A.O.

HARDBILL: 1, Vale, fine Reed Bunting, well staged.
FOR. A good class and some nice birds: 1. Saffron
Finch in nice form and feather; 2, he, c, Case; 3,

Alderslade ; vhc, c, Thornbaek ; c, Lacey.—J. Alders-
lade, sec.

ff“PIGEONS
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR S FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subjects.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

GfilGes : M\q, Bradford, Yorks.

RUNCORN B.B.A.
Young show, July 4, lie^dqnar t* r Old Cocoa

Rooms. Nearly 50 were on view; quality wat> very
good and competition was very keen. In tin-

champ, section Mr. Boot , staged a grand team of
Voiko, and Mr. Hayes must bo copgratulafej on
lii. tram of Norwjch. Mr. Joo. Guy sent a lluo
tram of Ciiotfl and <11., which won him tin
cup. Tin- Novice section Were all then: fdr type
and quality. .Mr. Bate showed a line fnip ot
Norwich, wliieh only lost hjirt t|io cup by one
point. Tbe York a class had <-j;ne good birds. Mr.
lluhipeori (IVnkethj judg'd, und Ida awurds were
well recriw d.

CHAMP. YORKS. (7); 1, 2, 4, c, Boots; 3, vhc,
Suttbl); In-, J <>fies. NOR. (',)). 1, 2, Hayes; 3,
Guy ; 4, vhc, J. Guy; he, Joneo; e, Boots. NOR.
GREEN (3): I, 2, Hayes; 3, Cu.v. CREST OR
C. It. (7): 1, 2, 3, Vhc, c, Jos. Ggy; 4, jie, Guv.
NOV. VORKS (9): 1. c, Spruce; 2, vhc, W|iyte;
3, -1, he, Poole. NOR. (7j : 1, 2, 4, vile, Bate; 3,

lie, e, Faulkner.—E. Rode, See.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
F.F. Shifty, Tramway's Restaurant, July 9. Mr.

X. L. C'astree, Mountain Ash, judged, and li;<j awards
were well received. Mr. Jones is a most obliging
secretary, and although the society Is composed
chiefly of young blood, t)le future promises well
when wo find such experienced fancier*) as Messi-e.

Legg, Challenger, and several other experienced fan-
ciers taking an active part in the welfare of the
society. The Plain-head shown by MV. T. Jafncs

1

Is

a very promising bird, and well deserved its place
as beet Canary, also best bird In show. v Mr. llill-

tnan’o cap and wing marked yell. Yorks,
2nd best Canary in 'show, is u very stylish

bird, and should be beard of again. Mr.
.Stone’s Bullie also only want's careful handling 'to

hold its own in good company, and wejl-deoeryeil the
spl. for best British, -the same owner's Linnet, spl.

for 2nd best Brit-, with a fittle more size would be a
topper. The officer^ and committee arc a hardwork-
ing and painstaking lot of fanciers' of thd right, e/it.

At the close the successful exhibitors were presented

with medals, etc., and a very fair attendance of

visitors made up a neat and pleasant evening.

NOR., CL.: 1, sp, beet Canary, and best in show,
James; 2, Hillman; 3, Smart.

1 TKD., ETC.; 1, 3,

James; 2, Evans. YORKS., CL.: 1, Baker, TKD.,
ETC.: 1, sp, 2nd best Canary, Baker; 2, Hillman.

BORD. CL.: 1, 2, Evans. MKD., ETC.: 1, Evans
ROLLERS. MKD., ETC.; 1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, Jamco,

GR., ETC.: 1, 2, Hillman. MULE and HYB., Old

Birds: 1, Stone, 2, Legg.; GOLDF.: 1, Jones.

BULLF. 1, Stone; 2, Hillman. LINNET: 1, 2, 4,

Stone; 3, Legg. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, 2, Legg.

GREENF.. ETC.: I, Joneo.

WALTON (Everton) C.B.S.
First N.F. Show, headquarters. 111 birds were

staged a record for a night nest feather show- hire.

Mr. Fred Handley, and Mr. John Walker judged, and
everybody was satisfied. Quality Was well to the

fore, and there should be keen competition with the

novices later. We have got plenty of good specials,

the novices being well provided for. We sincerely

thank all the members who helped us in our first

venture. Messrs. Broadbent and Wilkins rendered

good service, while Mr. Parsons looked after the

exhibits.
CHAMP. YORKS. YELL.; 1, c. Skilling; 2, vhe,

Handley; 3. Algie; he, Tom Evans. BUFF: 1, 3,

Handley; 2, c, Tom Evans; 3, vhc, Algie; he, Skil-

ling. MKD. YELL.: 1, -Skilling; 2, 3, Handley; vhc,

Steinart. BUFF: 1, 3, Handley; 2, Algie; vhc, Skil-

ling. VAIUEG. YELL.: 1, J. F. Jones; 2, Parsons;

3, Handley: vhc, Draper. BUFF: 1, Handley; 2, J.

F Jones; 3. vhc, Roberts; he, Evans; c, Parsons.

GR. SELF YELL.: 1, Algie; 2, Handley; 3 ,
hi, Par-

sons ;
vhc, c, T. Evans. BUFF: 1, Algie; 2, he, 1.

Evans; 3 Handley; vhc, c, Parsons. FOUL YELL.:

1, Parson; 2, Steinart. BUFF: 1, lie, T. Evans;

2, 3. Paroons ; vhc, Algie ; c, Steinart. BORD.
YELL.: 1. Pullen ; 2, 3, vhc, How'croft. BUFF: 1,

3 Pullen; 2. vhc, Howcroft. NOV. YORKS. YELL.:

l’ c, Broadbent; 2, Lowe; 3, Draper; vhc, lie, Wil-

liams. BUFF: 1, YVilliams; 2, Douglao: 3, he,

Bush and Burns; vhc, Broadbent; c, Roberts. MKD.
YELL.: 1, Draper; 2, Broadbent; 3, Kewn; vhc,

Douglas. BUFF: 1, Roberts; 2, he, YVilliams; 3,

vhc, Broadbent. GREEN SELF BUTI : 1, 2,.Kewn.

FOUL BUFF: 1, Lowe; 2, Williams. GOLD!'.: 1,

2, Rothwell. BULLF. ; 1, Rothwell
; 2, Wilkins.

LINNET: 1 vhc. Rothwell; 2, Wilkins; 3, Lowe.

GREENF.: ’

1, Wilkins; 2, Rothwell; 3, -k°Y®-

BR AMBLE ETC.: 1, 2, Wilkins ; 3. Lowe; vhc, Roth-

weli siSMN, ETC.-! 1, 2, Rothwell; 3. YVilkins;

vhc Lowe.— Robinson and Burns, bon. secs.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
Annual N.F. show July 4 in the Foresters Hall,

an excellent, hall for such a function. Entries

totalled 148, which, under the general cry. Poor

breeding season! ” we consider good. Yolks made

a capital section, Norwich, if anything, proving

still better. British and foreign were grand. Mr.

E. C. Job, the popular .and energetic secretary once

a (rain proved bis worth, and along with Mr. R*

Colton of Mule fame, who knows exactly what is

required, they used the reins magnificently. Mr.

G/Fleteher was Here, there and everywhere, always

doing the right thing nt the right time. Two
great assets are >Mr. T. Dawn and Dr. Craig, chair-

man and treasurer. Mr. J. A. T. Woodall acts as

vice-chairman in a most able manner, and gives of

his best. Messrs. J. Milne and W. Baxby p.ayed

their part well as stewards. Special winners:—

Yorks, Spencer; Nor., Lawton; Crest, Richardson;

Hardb’ill, Walsh; Soft bill, Bearder ; For., Fletcher.

Mr. 3. C. Barnefi judged, and his awards were well

received.
CHAMP. YELL. Y'ORKS (7); 1, 2, vhc, he, sp,

Spencer; 3. c. Ridul. BUFF (7): 1, Ridal; 2, 3,

Spencer. VARLEG. (8): 1. 3, vhc, Ridal; 2, he,

Spencer. Y’ELL. NOR. (12): 1, he, sp, Lawton;

2 Tow; 3, vli’C, Matthews. BUFF: 1, he, Waters;
2’, 3, ditto. VARIEGi (18); 1, Waters; 2, Mat-

thews; 3, c, Richinson and Ibberson
;
vhc, llolt

;
he,

Lawton. CREST (1): he, Bagnall. C.B. (1): c,

Bagnall. GOLDF. (3): 1. Fletcher; 2, Bearder;

3. 41011011 and Dawn. BULLF. (3~) ; 1, Walsh; 2,

Fletcher; 3, Milne. LINNET (0): 1, Fletcher;

2, 3, Walsh; vhc, c, Bearder; lie Milne. GREENF.
(2): 1, Fletcher; 2. Colton and Dawn. REDPOLL,
ETC. (3): 1, 3, Milne; 2, Fletcher. A.O.YL (4):

1. sp.- Walsh ; 2, Milne; 3. Colton and Dawn.
SOFTBILL SMALL (3): 1, Waldi ; 2, Fletcher: 3,

Milne. LARGE (2): 1, 2, Boarder. WAYBILLS,
ETC. (9): 1, Hibberson ; 2. K uypers; 3, vhc, he,

Fletcher; c, Snape. PARROTS (i) : 1, sp, Flet-

cher; 2, Baxby ; 3, Fletcher. A.O.S. (9): 1, Kuy-
pers; 2, Baxby; 3. (>.uton and Dawn; vhc-, c,

Fletcher ; he, Hibberson. NOV. YELL. Y'ORKS
(8): 1, 2, Tow; 3, Cadman; vhc, he, Maynard; c,

Bevan. BUFF (12): 1, 3, c, low; 2, lie, Cadman;
vhc, Bevan. MKD. (0): 1 2, 3, Bevan; vhc, c,

Rcust.on, Y'ELL. NOR. (4) : 1, vhc, c, Rowland.
BUFF (2) : 3, vhe, Rowland. CREST (2) : 3, c,

sp, Richardson.
(Shows continued on page 12.)
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following list of gent!

Terms fur In

rotaries

willing

-ft ion

J. C. BARNES, 113 , Norlhlbh) Road, W ill,!

field. Judge or all varieties of o.igc bird,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ):d. J.bigil
Bradford. Judge of Cage Illrdi. Lopg a
tleal experience.

J. w. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all
of cage birds; Border and llrltfsh Bird ti

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115, Wndiingtori Street,
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties
Birds. Practical experience. Terms mod f

H. J. FULL,JAMES, 42. Lincoln Road, K. >
London, 8.E. Hp, ejalLt. Bri|i-li anil I

Lons

CEO. CA1IDNER, II, IJaver t

N.W. Judge of all kinds off
C. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, N
retired from busiiuss, can judg’
birds. 40 ycaTs breeder and
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield R

I’lgu

.

1.0

1

lloiid,

rtha'mpton. having
Canaries and eago
exhibitor. Terms

_._ad, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich
; terms moderate.

C. A. HOUSE, Briardc-nc, Idle. Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

JAMES KERR, 18. James Street, Perth. Any varj ty.

Specialist Norwich and British.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. f,S, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Y'orks. and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. R. MILES, Aviaries, ( Riche fa r Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich I’lainlicad Speci-

alist.

W. MUNDELL, c, Carlisle Place, Manningharn, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury I'o Cai -naiton.
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.
J. PATTERSON, Chirnsidb. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. YVide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. a. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Tcrrice, Pelfon I II,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl
1

., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Bird-.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TI C KELL, 22, Honey Street. Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 38, Aireville Road, Frizjnghall, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich Terms on application.

V/. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Hutjiwaite,

Notts.- Judge of all varieties; Specialist in Nor-

wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign. Mules.' and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain* Inn. Eccleshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington ltd.. Frizington. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life expedience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brigiiton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be tally PREPAID.

^-incli 2/“, i-i licit 3/«, 1 iiicli 6 -

Except to “Guaranfeed” Shows appearing in our

“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at Es.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more
columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to

“ Guaranteed" Shows, for which tbe charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

STOKE-ON-TRENT
Nest Feather Show, also British Birds, Saturday,

JULY 18th, Red Lion Hotel, Stoke. Show open

3.30 p.m. Admission 2d.—W. Bowyer, Leek, judge.—

J. Pitchford, Hon. Sec.

8 t; li KING'S L V N N
Mammoth show. Bank Holiday, AUGUST 3rd. Open

to Norfolk, Suffolk, and 50 miles’ radius. Entries

close July 27th. Cage Birds, 15 classes. Judge.

Mr E YYr . Smith, Downham. Schedules.— S. Denny

Hunt, G ala Office, Paradise Parade. King’s Lynm

HAZUfiMERE ANu QlST. (Bucks.)
Show, AUGUST 3rd. Bank Holiday. 9* Classes for

Cage Birds. Open to the County of Bucks ami 20-

miles air line. Entry 2/-. Prizes: 10/-, 5/-, 2/6.

Judge, G. H. Billett, Bsq. Entries for Cage Birds

only accepted until July 25th.—J. B. Bond, Hon.

Sec., Terriers, Wycombe.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

King’s Lynn F. and F.S.—Recreation Grounds,

The Walks, King’s Lynn, Aug. 3. Judge, E. YV.

Smith. 12 classes: Nor., 6; A.O.V. Young, A-O-Y .

Old, Cinn., Mule, Brit., and Sell., 1 ea. I rjzes lOs

5s., 2s. Cd.: fee Is. 9d. Ent. dose July 2/, to 6. D.

Hunt, 29, London Road.
Ystradgynlais (Brecon).—Public Park. Aug. p-

Judge, YV. Hooley. 3 classes: Y'orks.. Nor., Brit., 1

ea. Prizes, 8s., 4s., 2s. Fee Is. 3d. Ent. close July

29 to M. R. Downey, Cwmgiedd, ystradgynlais.

Northampton^—Abingdon Park, Aug. 5. G. Judge.

G. H. Billet. 5 classes: Nor. 2; A.O.V. Can. or

Mule, 1; Brit., 1; Sell., 1. Prizes, Fs., 4s., 2s. Fee

Is. Ent. close July 28, to Chick and- Curtis, Ouild-

hall, Northampton.
Hazlemere (Bucks and 20 miles of High YVy-

eombe).—Terriers House, Aug. 3. Judge, O. II

Billett. 9 classes: Nor., 2: Y'orks., 2; A.O.V., 1,

Brit., 2; Sell., 1; Gift, 1. Prizes, 10s., 5s., 2s. Cd.

Fee, 2s. Entries close July 18, to J. B. Bond, Ter-

riers. High YY'ycombc.

Nests 01 Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, espacial’y

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the. Red
Mite. Kills all ineects. Harodcos to cvei ything els«.
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twitterings.
Wo hear from Mr. G. Benrdall, sec., that

the show of the Alfroton C.B.S. is fixed for

Oct. 31.
.

Fanciers and friends are invited to the

ramble of tho Queensbury C.B.S. on July 19;

see under Club Notices.

Will all members of the Lancaster and Dtst.

C.B.S. assemble at the New Town Hall on

July 19, at 2 p.m., to take part in a ramble,

writes Mr. J. Bostock, hon. sec.

Tho Derby C.B.S. will hold a (irst feather

show at Belper on July 25. Arrangements

have been made to go by brake, and a favour-

able day is looked forward to by the rneni-

Cacjk Birds has always been my favourite,

and 1 can well understand its great popu-

larity, and wish it all the success it un-

doubtedly deserves.—W. J. Smith (Streat-

liarn).

The North Yorkshire and South Durham

Federation of C.B.S. will hold an amalgamated

F.l’. show on July 25 in tho club room,

Little Regent ” Inn, Regent Street,

Stockton-on-Tees. The sec. is Mr. J. W.

Lowes, 17, Canning Street, Stockton.

Our next evening show of all sections will

be held in St. John's Hall, Leeland Road,

West Ealing, July 18, at 7.30, writes Mr.

Freebrey, hon. asst. sec. Ealing and llanwell

F.S. All cups to be competed for in each

section. Fanciers always welcome.

On opening my Cage Birds this week I

was more than pleased to see the picture of

my Hawfinch. I have at present about 20

birds in an outside aviary ;
Siskins, Bramble,

Chaffinch, Linnets, and Bullfinch. I wish

Cage Birds every success.—J. Lovell (Mus-

selburgh). „•
The Committee of the Rochdale and Dis.

affiliated C.B. societies have arranged lor Mr.

Harrison, of Altrincham, to give a lecture at

the Littleburgh Coffee-house on July 21, at B,

on “Seeds, their Uses and Abuses.’ It is

open to .anyone to come, writes Mr. Wm.
Adams, sec., and we should be pleased to see

a good attendance. . .

Will members of the Northern Norwich

p if. Club, writes Mr. F. W. Laidlow,

secretary, please remember we are closing our

subscription fund towards cups and are hold-

ing a special meeting on July 22nd to select

same, also to consider a suggestion of altera-

tion of rules re champion trophy. Meetings

in future will be held at Pillar’s Cafe, Pink

Lane.
. .

The Green Canary Association, writes Mr.
|

Fred Handley, hon. sec., 23, Coventry Road,

Wavertree, Liverpool, has decided to con-

tinue its novice scheme this year. A cup has

been given by the champions, and already

several pounds have been given to further the

same. Reports from time to time will be

given; see Cage Birds. Rules will be ready

at next meeting, July 23. Radius this year

is open. Secretaries please communicate

As will be seen from the advt. and Review
of Schedule, tho King’s Lynn F. and F.S. is

providing 12 classes for cage birds at its show
on Bank Holiday, Aug. 3.

I thank you very much for the honour you

have done me in putting my even-marked

yellow Border on the front page of Cage
Birds. It was bred by myself. This is only

my second year in the Fancy with my even-

marked, and in 1913-4 1 had four lsts, two

3rds, one 2nd, and one 4th, along with Cage

Birds Diploma and Cash Special 10s. I

have derived great benefit from your two

books “Our Canaries’’ and Canary Breed-

ing for Beginners ”
;

I wish Cage Birds

every success.—J. C. Johnston (Midlothian).

Mr. Geo. Broome, sec. of Abort illery

C.B.S., writes that through taking up busi-

ness in another town, he is compelled to give

up tho secretaryship of the society, and the

offico is taken on by Mr. H. H. Mortimer,

Oaklands, top of Crook Hill, Cwmtillery, to

whom all communications in future must be

addressed. Also Mr. Parfitt has had to give

up the offico of chairman, which is now tilled

by the vi<*, Mr. J. Probert. Though these

two members aro removing from the town it

is encouraging to know that they aro still

continuing to be members.
The principal feature of the “ Avicullural

Magazine ’’ for July, t lie jofirnal of the Avi-

cultural Society, is an interesting article by

Mr. J. H. Symonds on the Yellow Wagtail,

illustrated with five excellent reproductions of

photographs by the author. Major llorsbrugh

communicates some notes by Mr. W. W. Cooke

on tho Cinnamon Teal. Miss Lilian Medland

sends an account of her tame Greater Spotted

Woodpecker which has juit died at the age

of 6j years. Miss Medland thinks this is a

record for the species, but we seem to re-

member that our friend Mr. Dewhurst, of

Kensington, had one for a considerably longer

period. Mr. G. A. Heumann writes of birds

of New South Wales which he has caught and

kept. Dr. Butler continues his “ Thirty-two

Years of Aviculture,” and Mr. H. D. Ast-

ley sends a further account of his birds.

Fanciers on Holiday.
Mr. W. A. Lott writes that Mr. David

Bentley, the well-known British bird fancier,

and oiie of liis old chums gave him a call on

Monday last on their way North, after having

enjoyed a fortnight’s ramble on the Conti-

nent. Mr. Bentley, who was looking bronzed,

hale, and hearty, told of the soaring of the

Eagle in the Alps, the Chaffinches in galore

that came in at the hotel windows for the

fallen crumbs, and, of course, the ever present

Sparrow. As far as his experience goes, he

has never heard so many Blackcaps singing,

or seen so many Golden Crested Wrens in the

immediate neighbourhood of the hotels.

A Loss to the Fancy.
I am sorry to inform you, writes Mr. J. u.

Wilmot, that Mr. Arthur Keech, of Fenlake,

Bedford’, has been obliged to part with most

of his birds. As a Norwich enthusiast and

exhibitor Mr. Keech lias been very successful,

having won numerous prizes, including the

silver challenge cup (two years in succession),

in connection with the Bedford Society, and

also the cup for the best young Norwich bred

by a member. He has taken this step cn

account of accepting a position of great res

ponsibility, which will necessitate his being

from home a great deal. We are hoping, how-

ever, that he will still keep in touch with the

Fancy, which lays very near to his heart.

Never Too Late to Lay.
A Mr. N. Dalby-Munton states that he has

kept a Grey Parrot in a cage for twenty years,

and a few days ago she laid an
egg for the first time.

Where Societies are Wanted.
L nave been a subscriber to and reader of

Cage Birds, both in Malta and Alderney, for

over two years, and am sorry to say there is

no C.B. Society in either of these islands.

—

Stalf-Sergt. W. Colquhoun.

Starling’s Long Journey.
A Starling ringed by H. W. Bowling,

assistant keeper, Skerries Lighthouse, Holy-
head, North Wales, at the lighthouse on Oct.

23, 1912, has just been reported to the Aber-
deen University Bird Migration Society from
Svendborg, Denmark.

London’s One=legged Pigeon.-
Three weeks ago one of the Pigeons at the

Bank of England had one of its legs broken
by a taxicab, the bone being severed. The
bird was taken home to Brixton by the driver,

and tended till the stump healed, when it

was released. Two days later it turned up
at its old haunts at the Bank, where it may
now be seen cheerfully hopping on one leg:

Under the Area Steps.
I was very much surprised, writes “E. A.”

in the “ Edinburgh Evening News,” to find

a Robin having a nest of young birds at this

time of the year under the door steps in tho

area, as they generally stay in the woods in

the summer. It seems to be very tame, for-

the door bell wire just pulls right across its

head, and it never moves when you pull. It

seems to have done all the work itself, as I

have never seen the male bird at all, and I

watched it building the nest some time ago.

Brechin Fanciers Doing Well.
I thank you very much for the honour you

have done me in putting the sketch of my
clear buff cock on front page of Cage Birds.

He is the best bird I have ever bred ;
he has

been three seasons on the show bench, has

won over twenty firsts, and has been three

times at the Palace. I have seven young
|

from him now, and the hen down again. I
j

have had a grand season, having 140 young

birds, and a lot to hatch this week. The
most of the fanciers in Brechin are doing

j

well, and when the show season comes round 1

they expect to keep up the name of the
j

ancient city. I wish your valuable paper i

every success.—John Craig, Brechin.

The PeacocK’s Adventure.
A caretaker, cleaning the offices of Messrs.

Bourdas and Co., in Craven Terrace, Lancas-

ter Gate, London, about six o’clock on the

morning of July 9th, went into the basement

for water. When he returned he was amazed

to see a Peacock with a magnificent tail stand-

ing on one of the writing tables. The bird

was placed in the area, where crowds of chil-

dren gathered io watch it. and was eventually

claimed by a keeper from Kensington Gardens,

who tucked it under his arm with the tail in

front and carried it away. It must have

walked some distance through the gardens,

crossed the busy Bayswater Road, and walked

up Lancaster Gate and Craven Street.

FRENCH BIRD MASSACRES.
Where the Swallows Go : Vineyards Lose

£ 1 ,600,000.

In Ills report on the trade of Bordeaux for

last year Mr. Consul Rowley has some inter-

esting comments on the results of tho whole-
sale massacre of birds in the South of France.
He states that the loss suffered by the vine-

yards in the. Department of the Gironde
through insect pests in 1913, estimated at

£1,600,009, is largely, if not entirely, attribut-

able to the absence of bird life. In seven
years the annual loss has doubled.
A law lias been passed providing for tlio

rigorous protection of insect-feeding birds at

all seasons, but, unfortunately, the chasse aux
petits oiscaux is one of the most cherished

Sunday and feast day recreations of tho
people, and any restrictions placed thereon
would be much resented.

The Consul adds :
“ The trapping of wild

birds for the market is a most lucrative trade.

Trapped birds are sold in the market on sticks

supporting a dozen of these small creatures,

plucked and ready to roast, and are worth
from lOd. to Is. per stick during the flighting

season and from 2s. 4d. to 2s. 9d. per stick

out of flighting season. They are much sought

after and appreciated as an article of diet.

“ The following figures, obtained from a
reliable source, furnish an idea of the whole-

sale massacres of these insect-feeding birds

which take place yearly throughout the

departments of the South of France : 28,000

kilos (say 28 tons) of small birds transported

by train in baskets from various stations in

the South of France during one season;

3,000,009 Swallows, 80,000 Robins, etc.,

caught and sold in one season. As for Larks,

it is impossible to state any definite figure,

but it is a common occurrence for a bird

trapper to catch as many as 200 to 300 dozen,

in one night during flighting season.
“ If it be allowed that one Swallow is able

to catch say 50 eudemis or cochylis moths in

one evening, not an excessive consumption for

these birds, and as it is known that the insect

descendants of two moths horn in the spring

of one year will at the vintage of the next

vear, say in a space of eighteen months,

number as many as 3,000,000. it is inconceiv-

able that the cause of the incalculable damage

done to crons is not more fully appreciated.”
—“Daily Telegraph.”

'

Moorhen® Join in the Oraze.
It is perhaps not generally known that

Moorhens are great, fighters. I have some-

times seen two male birds fighting fiercely,

almost on their backs, in the water, keeping

afloat with rapid swimming strokes of their

wings and slashing furiously at each other

with their sharp-clawed feet. A (Moor-

hen blind in one eve is npt- uncommon, and

its injury is possibly the result of a similar

encounter. That bird would probably never

attempt to fight again, for, once totally

blinded, it could only meet with a sad and

certain fate—death by starvation.—F. Wool-

ward (“Country Life.”).

IMPORTANT OFFER. -»«

Wo have decided again this year to accept

advertisements of First Feather (young bird)

ehows at the reduced charge of 3s. 6d. per single

column inch (2-s. the half inch). And we will

present a special prize of a bound volume of

••Bird World.” illustrated magazine, or two hand-

some specially mounted plates, to all societies

spending not loos than 10s. 6d. in advertising

their Young Bird Show in our columns.

Secretaries tfiking advantage of this offer

should state very clearly in their advertisements

the date, time, and place of the show. These

particularo put before our readers will, without

doubt, result in a much greater attendance at

these early fixtures, and the. making of new

members, while the “ gate-money” (whcire si

charge is made) will benefit, and the sale of

catalogues, too. This special cheap rate, of

course, only applico to First Feather shows.

Secretaries should note that we can print at

very favourable rates, show schedules, pesters

in colours, and ornamental prize-cards. Send

for samples and prices.

FIRST FEATHER SHOWS.

The following First Feather Shows have
_
been

arranged ;
we shall he glad to be notified of any

omissions’: July 18, Irvine and Dis. C.B.S. I^ndon

ami Counties A.C.B., Abertillery C.B.S., Windhlll

c B S Beamish C.B.S.. Birtlcy C.B.S. South Birm-

ingham O.S., Halifax O.S.. Coventry Godiva C.B.S.,

Stoke-on-Trent C.R.A.. Open^haw Gorton t.li

Chester-le-Street, Doncaster C.B.S.. Wolverhampton

C.B.S., Ealing and Harwell FS
’,,

Cl
r’ps

B
Texton

O.S., Shipley O.S., Grangemouth C.B.S., Leyton

C BA.: ’July 22, Clapham C.B. A., Windsor C.B.A.

,

July 23 ,
Bedford and Beda. C.B.S. ;

July 2a, - outh

Shields C.B.S.. Falkirk Good Intent. Derby C.B.S.,

Altrincham C B S.. N. Yorks, and S. Durham Federa-

tion of C BA Idle C.B.S.. Clay Cross tLB S ; Julv

SO. Upper Rhondda C.B.S. ;
Aug. 1, Pelton Fell

C.B.S. Sunderland C.B.A Edinburgh C.B.S., A.m.

4. Darvel C.B.S.; Aug. 8, Larkhall C.B.A. ,
Aug. 20

,

Dunfesmline C.B.S.

THE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies desiring the patronage of the ^flowing

clubs should apply to the respective secs, stating

date of show, number of masses and

Northern Border and S.F.G.C., M. G. rotts, •

Falmouth Road, Newcastle; Midland Counties

Y C C W. Wells, Helmside, Erdington, Birmingham .

Norwich P.H.C., F. Cunlilfe, 19, Lark Street, Burn-

lev ;
Northern C.C.. Geo. Dobson, 103, James Street

Blavdon-on-Tyne ;
Yorkshire and Lancashire British

Bird and M.C , T. H. Inman, Thornbury, Bradford ,

Northern Y.C.C., R. Tiudaie. 6, Gill Street. Benwell,

Newuastle-on-Tyne ;
Green Canary Association, r.

Handle v, 23, Coventry Road. Wavertree, Liverpool;

National Green-marked Y.C.C., J. Chambers, 22.

St Ann’s Mount, Burley Hill. Leeds: Fife and

Kinross Rlainhead Club, A. Dickson, .17, Adams
Terrace Ke’ty ;

closing date, August T. Yorks.

C.C. of Scotland, W. Priest, 6. Orchard Street,

Parlick ;
closing date August <i: Scottish P.II.

Club E Barron, 119,’ Montrose Street, Glasgow.

Crested CC.. J. Tyson. 169. Sloane Street, S.VV.

Northern Lizard Club, G. O. Davidson, 6, Eden

Vale, Sunderland.

PRIZES FOR NEW
VARIETIES

And the Breeding of British and
Foreign Birds.

T O encourage all readers to try wliat they

can do in the matter of evolving new'

varieties of the Canary, of producing new

kinds of Mules and Hybrids, and breaking

fresh ground in the breeding of
_

British and

Foreign birds in cages and aviaries. Cage

limns is adopting the scheme outlined below,

which we hope will commend itself to, and

stimulate into action, every bird-keeper who

can possibly join in it.

Cage Birds suitable and valuable

mementoes are offered to any breeder who

succeeds in

(1) Producing and rearing any new variety

of Canary, bred in either cage or aviary.

(2) Producing and rearing anv new variety

cf Mule or Hybrid, bred in either cage or

aviary.

(
3 ) Breeding and rearing in a cage any species

cf British or Foreign bird which has not

previously been so bred.

(4) Breeding and rearing in an aviary any

species if British or Foreign bird which has

not previously been so bred

The mementoes we offer take two forms :

(1) A large suitab Iy-intci ifccd silver ir.ua

in case.

(2) A hand-coloured certificate, suitable for

faming.
The choice will rest with the successful

breeder.
An additional orize cf £1 Is. Cash will be given

to the breeder of the Rarest British Scfibill in a

Cage.

This is presented by Mrs. E. Warren

1 Vernon.

Cash Prizes for the Best Written

Accounts.

In addition we shall award to each sender

of the best written essay in each of Sections

1, 2, and 4,

A Cash Prize cf £1 1$.

that is, three guineas in all. In Section 3

the sender of the best written essay will

receive

A Cash Prize of £2 2s.

presented by Mr. W. E. Teschemaker.
Rule 6, of course, applies also to the

awarding of all essay prizes, to compete

for which the essays must be of not lets than

1,000 words in length. In fact the explicit-

ness and helpfulness of the details given will

be the chief features taken into considera-

tion when making the awards.

The Governing Conditions.

(1) Claims for Cac.b Birds Breeders’ Prizes must
he lodged with Editor within ten daye of the young
birds being hatched; and an independent witness

Skilled with birdo shall certify to having seen the

young in the nest or with the parents.

(2) All young, excepting only Canaries and Mules

and Hybrids, must he entirely reared b.v their own
parents, hand-rearing not being permissible.

(3) To qualify fur Cage UlRlis Breeders’ Prizes

the young of Hardhills and Softbilln must live for

at least three weeks after leaving the nest, young

Quails six weeks, and the young Canaries or young

Mules or Hybrids until after their first moult.

By “ young ” is meant one. or more.

(4) bur definition of a cage is: A cage to eomn

within the scope of Section 3 must lie one that

can be easily moved, without being tuken to pieces,

from place to place by one person.

<r>) Written accounts of the breeding, for publica-

tion in Cack Birds, must lie lodged with us wit-bin

four weeks <28 days) from the date the young birds

leave the nest.
'

(0) The decision of the Editor of Cage Birds

will be final and binding in every ease and lie shall

have the right to call togetiu-r a committee of

expert bird keepere if need be to assist him in

vowing to tlic taid decision.
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The Care of Young Canaries
and Hybrids.

Hints by that Well-known Judge and Artist, Mr. H. Norman

M ANY n. fancier ono meets at this time

of the year will, when you enquire

about his success, unfold to you his

littlo “Tale of Woe.” It is very seldom

indeed, however, that wo hear of anyono

“throwing up the sponge” becauso ho has

happened to hit upon a bad time. He may

feel disheartened for the. time being, but

when t he shows como round and ho rubs

shoulders with his fellow fanciers, and hears

talk of present successes and future hopes,

the fever asserts itself once moro and lie is

keenly" anxious for another try.

The fancier I somehow always feel the

greatest sympathy for is not the man who

has failed to get young, but the one who

gets youn;’ .y.eit fails to bring tjiem to

maturity, and a few words upon the sub-

ject of the “ Care of Young ” may not he out

of place just now. Among the many thous-

ands of readers of Cage Birds, too, there

must be manv who never get quite in touch

with their fellow fanciers, and therefore

miss many opportunities of paining a little

knowledge in friendly chat, and it is to these

I particularly address my notes.

A very successful season frequently lias its

drawback, because in nine cases out of ten it

means overcrowding of the stock. In the

spring a fancier is so liable to put up an

extra pair or two, leaving practically no

room for tlie produce, that the time comes

round when he is at his wit’s end to know
what to do with his young stock. Undoubt-

edly overcrowding is a great evil; it means

fighting and quarrelling for food, and extra

dirt in the cages and on the perches. It

appears to me that it is far better to have

temporarv cages and risk being crowded by

these, rather than have a crowding of the

birds.

The Separation of the Sexes.

Grocers’ boxes can quickly be knocked

into shape and will do duty for a time to

house the commonest of the stock in, thus

allowing more snace for the most promising

of the batch. These, if kept separately, can

receive a '.little extra attention, and be

occasionally run into a show cage.

liven before the moult it always appears

to me advisable to separate the sexes. Young

cock Canaries are like young cock chickens—

greedy and quarrelsome. Consequently the

gentler sex get little of the good things

going, and in many cases are not allowed

to get near the egg-pan until the little lords

of Oanarydom have had their fill and appro-

priated all the choicest tit-bits. When the

sexes ape separated tluiy certainly agree

better in this way, and live upon more equal

terms, and so any less robust birds are fre-

quently able to 'catch up their! stronger

brothers and- sisters. Even with this separa-

tion we sometimes find one particular bird a

nuisance to his fellows
;
and for such birds

there is nothing but complete isolation.

A Failing of the Young
Cleanliness in growing stock is absolutely

necessary to success. Like all young things,

birds are wasteful, and egg-food and bread

and milk in a sour state lying about the

cage floor cannot be conducive to a healthy

existence. When three or four are housed

in one cage it should be cleaned out every

other day and the perches be scrubbed at

least twice a week. If possible have a

duplicate batch of perches always on hand

clean. The same remark applies to egg-pans

;

the least quantity of sour food left in the

corner of a pan quickly contaminates the

whole.
If one does not happen to possess a dupli-

cate set of pans the difficulty can be got

over in the following manner. Upon enter^

ing the bird-room remove all the egg-pans,

placing them in a basin (or pail) of water.

Leave them while attending to the seed and

water, etc. By that time they will have

soaked almost dean, and a good rinse round

will complete the job ;
then if they are laid

upon the table upside-down they require very

little wiping.

Fanciers will now be putting their stock

upon colour-food. I would advise the novices

to start early enough. There is no secret in

colour-feeding, and yet we seldom see the

birds moulted out by novices and amateurs

so rich in colour as they should be. Tn

many cases this is caused by not starting

In good time ; one does not, want to wait until

the moult has commenced before giving the

food. If so, the chances are that the

colour will be badly distributed or it will

be pale throughout. Then, again, the !

health and condition of a bird influences the

colour immensely, and 1 am inclined to think

this is the reason why birds moulted in largo

flights do so well. Exercise is conducive to

health, and if health means colour, then give

all the room possible to young stock, so as

to keep them fit, for moulting is a great

strain upon the system, and one does not

want to stunt the growth of the birds. To
do well they should never receive a check

from the time they leave the nest until

maturity.
Variety is Advisable.

Most fanciers are content to give their

birds plain canary seed during the moult,

but it does not appear to me that a. little

mixed seed twice a week is at all out of

place. The birds should live well during
this period and a varied diet should assist

development. When colour-feeding is once
started it should he continued regularly and
kept at the same strength ; we feel then that
we have done our best even if all the stock

do not moult out successfully.

Insect pests are particularly plentiful dur-
>ng t lie latter half of the summer months,
and fanciers should now wage constant war
against the red mite. Fresh air and clean

cages will assist immensely, but we must not

rest content at that. With a small painter’s

brush all cracks and crevices of the cages

should be painted once or twice a week with
a strong insect destroyer, such as paraffin or

turpentine, with a few drops of creosote in

it. This will not only kill the live mite: it

will also prevent them mnltiplying so rapidly.

It, seems almost impossible to clear red mite
nuite out when they have once established
themselves, hut there is no reason wliv they
sbonld not he kept well within bounds.
The bath is essential to growing stock, and

duffing tin© moult assists greatly in the

CLEAR-CAP
SILVER
LIZARD.

First prize at the
Horticultural Hall
Show for Mr. A.
Bradley (Glossop).

development of the new feathers. When
watching broods of young ones in the hedge-

rows it has always appeared to me that the

babies have feathered much more rapidly in

showery weather than when it has been hot

and dry; if I am right in this it is a proof

that dampness is conducive to feather devel-

opment, consequently a frequent use of the

bath should be a regular proceeding in our

rooms during the moulting period. Care, of

course, must be taken to give it on suitable

days only, and also to give it earlv in the

morning and not after mid-day. Birds are

particularly susceptible to catch cold : no

matter how healthy our stock may be, it is

scarcely so robust as the birds in the fields

and woods.
The Valoo of Bread and Milk.

Young birds, like other young things, are

liable to ailments, and of these the disease

known as “Going Light” is the most fatal.

The birds appear to be getting along famously

until some morning we notice one or two of

the batch looking a little bit- “t'' :ek.”

Upon catching th»ae we find they are almost

wasted to a skeleton—devoir! of flesh and

with very prominent breast-bone. It is

difficult to assign a cause or reason for this

wasting sicl<ness, although one naturally
thinks that the food has something to do
with it, and that it does not possess sufficient

heating or flesh-forming material. Some
fanciers give the weather as the harmful
agent, and affirm that some peculiar climatic
condition affects the well-doing of the stock,
pointing out that in some seasons the disease
is much more prevalent than at others. How-
ever that may be, it is certainly very fatal

when young birds are seriously affected.

As soon as one finds his stock afflicted with
this complaint, he should lose no time in

isolating the ailing birds. Let them have
bread soaked in hot milk, with a few drops
of cod liver oil efnulsion upon it. In bad
cases this should be given night and morn-
in?". with fairlv strong plain egg food at

rnid-dav. Be liberal with maw seed and give

them boiled water to drink. It requires care

and nerseverance to null them round, but it

can be done, and should he if the mvner
v='!ue« his stock. Brea'1 and milk nndouht-
prllv. forms on« of the finest foods for sick

birds that we have, and has saved the lives

of thousands, especially young ones.

KEEPING AND BREEDING FOREIGN
SEED-EATERS IN CAGES.
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S., Csc.

(Continued ft

T HERE is no necessity to abide by any
hard and fast rules as to the species of

birds to keep. As a guide we may
assume that where one species of a genus has

been bred in a cage there is a reasonable

prospect of the other species doing so, and
in like manner the species of other genera

having similar habits and demeanour. »•

The original heading to these articles was
“ Keeping and breeding foreign Finches in

cages,” hut I am going strictly to confine

myself to Finches, and shall include in the

various groups one or two species of Love-

birds, and instead of confining myself to

cheaply obtainable species, I can be a little

more comprehensive by grouping the species

under approximate values, using as far as pos

sible present market values. In the lists

given the asterisks indicate that the species

have already either bred or nested and laid

eggs in a cage.

Biros of Modest Price.

Species of a not greater value than 5s. per

pair : *Cordon Bleus, *Bengalese, *Avadavats,

Gold-breasted Waxbills, *Grey Java Sparrows,

Black-headed Mannikins, Spice Birds, Sharp-

tailed Finches, White-headed Mannikins, *Bib

Finches, ’Bronze Mannikins, *Cut.-throats,

•Grey Singing-Finches, ^Orange-cheek Wax-
bills, *Silverbilis, *Firefinches, Grey Wax-
bills, Green Singing-Finches. Striated Finches,

Tri-coloured Mannikins, Madagascar Love-

birds, etc.

Species of a not greater value than 10s. per

pair:-
—*Zebra Finches, * White Java Spar-

rows, Lavender Finches, *St. Helena Wax-
bills, ‘Magpie Mannikins, Green Avadavats,

‘Saffron Finches, etc.

Species of a not greater value than 15s.^ per

pair :—St. Helena Seed-eaters, Sulphur Seed-

eaters, Yellow-rumped Serins, etc.

Species of a not greater value than 20s.

per pair : — Yellow-rumped Mannikins

(Finches , ‘Long-tailed and ‘Masked Grass-

Finches’ ;
Pectoral, Chestnut-breasted, *Rufi-

eanda, *Red-headed, ‘Olive and ‘Cuba
Finches; ‘Yellow-rumped Serins, ‘Alar.io

Finch, *Cape Canaries, * Parson I inches,

Rufous-backed Mannikins, ‘Blue-winged Love-

birds, etc.

Species of a not greater value than 30s.

per pair;.
—“Black-headed Gouldian Finches,

•Crimson Finches, Scaly-fronled Finches,

oin t>axc 558.)

*Melba Finches, ‘Cherry Finches, ‘Diamond
Sparrows, ‘Bicheno’s Finches, etc.

Species of a greater value than 30s. per

pair:—‘Hooded Siskins, ‘Black-headed Sis-

kins, Sydney Waxbill, *Violet-eared Waxbill,

•Black-faced Waxbill, *Dufresne’s Finches,

•Red headed Gouldian Finches, “Peach-faced

Lovebirds, etc.

The values given are as near ns one can

estimate under present conditions ;
birds that

wer© quite cheap not long ago are rather

costly to-day, and vice versa. W ith one ex-

ception (Peach-faced Lovebirds) no species

named has a greater \alue than 60s. per pair.

I have not aimed at making the list inclu-

sive, naming the more general run of Finches

:

As they appear qn the market many others

will suggest themselves to the alert fancier,

and their adaptability may be gauged by their

affinity or otherwise to other species which

have bred or attempted to breed in cages.

The Field for Hybrid-breeders.

Hybridisation appeals to many, and forms

a. most interesting pursuit. Many foreign

species will inter-breed if not too distantly

related, and many again will readily cross

with the domestic Canary, especially of the

Serins and Siskins. The following have all

crossed with the domestic Canary :—Alario

Finch, American Siskin, Black-head Siskin,

Green Singing-Finch, Cape Canary (Grey-

necked Serin), Grey Singing-Finch. Hooded

Siskin, Mexican Rose-Finch, Purple Finch,

Saffron Finch. St. Helena Seed-eater, Serin

Finch, and Sulphury Seed-eaters, etc.

The Serin family is a large one, and almost

any of its members would sooner or later

give a successful result.

Species which have already successfully

crossed with the Bengalese:—bbli’p-tahed

Finch, Spice Finch, Striated Finch, Bib Finch,

Silverbill, Tri-coloured Mannikin, Parson

Finch, etc.
•

Have successfully crossed with the Silver-

bill :—Sharp-tailed Finch, Bengalese, Spice

Finch, Striated Finch, Bib Finch, Zebra

Finch. Grev Waxbill, Java Sparrow, Sydney

Waxbill, White-headed Mannikin, etc.

Of the Waxbills, which have been crossed,

mav be named the Grey and St. Helena;

Golden-breasted and Avndavat ;
Orange-

heeked and Grey; St. Helena and Cordon

Bleu; Gold-breast and FirefLnch; Grey and

Crimson-rumped
;

Orange-cheeked and St.

Helena; St. Helena and Sydney, etc.

Of Grassfinches the Cherry and Masked

;

Long-tailed and Masked
;

Parson and Long-
tailed ;

Crimson and Rufieanda
;
Zebra Fincn

and Silverbill; Zebra Finch and Bicheno’s

;

Zebra Finch and Bengalese ;
Red-headed

Finch and Cut-throat; Crimson and Long-

tailed ; also several species of Parrot Finches,

etc.

Of the Mannikins, the following have all

been successfully crossed, many of them also

with the parentage reversed, omitting those

already grouped above :—Bib-Bronze, Spice-

Bronze, Sharp-tailed-Striated, Striated-Spice,

Bronze-Magpie, Bronze-Rufous-backed, White-

headed-Cut-throat, etc.

The popular Zebra Finch has crossed with

the Bronze Mannikin, Bicheno’s. Silverbill,

Bengalese, Diamond Sparrow, St. Helena,

Waxbill, etc.

A Goodly List.

The following interesting crosses, some of

which are between British and Foreign

species, have all been successfully inter-bred ;

—Alario-Grey Singing Finch
;
Green Singing

Finch-Alario ;
Green Singing Finch-Goldfinch ;

Green-Grey Singing Finch ;
Green Singing

Finch-Siskin ;
Grey Singing Finch-Linnet

;

Saffron-Pelzeln’s Saffron Finch
;

Saffron

Finch-St. Helena Seed-eater ;
Serin-Green

Singing Finch
;

Greenfinch-Japanese Green-

finch; Siskin-Sikhim Siskin; St. Helena Seed-

eater-Grey Singing Finch ;
Black-headed

Siskin-Cape Canary; Siskin-St. Helena Seed-

eater; Siskin-Sulphury Seed-eater-; Black-

headed Siskin-Siskin; Totta Siskin-Siskin, etc.

The above will sufficiently indicate what,

species the hybridiser may pair together with

reasonable prospect of a successful result. I

may say en •passant that nearly all the Man-

nikin group, as well as all the Serin-tribe, are-

quite ready to cross, when a mate of then-

own kind is not available. Almost any species,

of the Mannikin group may be paired up with,

the Bengalese or Silverbill with a very reason-

able prospect of an interesting hybrid.

Even at the cost of repetition I would say

that Crimson Finches, Bicheno’s Finches,

Long-tailed Grassfinches, Cordon Bleus,

Orange-cheeked Waxbills. Firefinches, Zebra

Finches, Cut-throats, Bronze Mannikins,

Budgerigars, Blue-winged Lovebirds, Coeka-

teels, -etc., have all been successfully bred in-

cages; therefore, the task before the would-

be breeder is not a hopeless one, though his

(or her) patience may be sadly tried before

it be attained

In mv next instalment I shall deal with

food and general treatment, and then go oit

to recount one nr two representative successes.

(To be continu'd.)
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HOW TO BREED GOLDFINCHES
INDOORS.

By L. J. HIBBERT (Thornton Heath).

A
S a preface to tho following remarks

tho writer wishes to state that he

attaches great importance to tho

points where his treatment differs from

more orthodox procedure in bird-breeding.

To command .success the point primarily

to aim at is ns near an imitation of natural

conditions as it is possible to realise. This

goes without saying; but how is it done?

(Jet the birds into the best of health and

keep them there is another way of stating

the original problem.

Tho subject may bo divided into three

problems, to ho faced separately: hirst

diet, second exercise, and third environ-

ment. All these three factors bear directly

on tho bird’s health.

The Problems Considered.
Dealing with these problems in the order

named wo first treat of diet. During the

spring and summer, that is during tho

breeding season and up to the first moult

for the young, the food of the wild birds

consists almost entirely of unripo, i.o.,

green seeds, and a certain proportion of

live insects. Now, dry canary seeds do

not come near this natural regimen in any

respect.

In tho first place greon seeds (not. green

leaves, mind you) contain the essential oils

of the plant and have a fairly high fat

percentage
;
canary and rod (summer) rape

do not offer a high fat percentage taken

together. In the second place green seeds

contain nearly one-half their weight of

water; that is, water of formation—water

combined with tho other constituents of

the seed.

To provide a diet of green seeds is impos-

sible for most of us, so a substitute must

be found. Green food, such as lettuce,

cress, dandelion loaves, and groundsel, and

we will include apple, may be freely

obtained, and provides us with a food stuff

Advice Wanted on Bird-room
cage Backs.

Sir,—I am preparing a corner of a spare

room for my Canary cages (box pattern) and

am at a loss to know how to arrange racks

to hold them. The wall is papered and I

want to leave it so. I would like to place

racks an inch or two from the wall so as not

to damage the paper. If any reader would

kindly let me know the best plan to go on,

1 should feel extremely obliged. Et. S.

The Effects of Vibration on
Hatching Eggs.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. James Porter, in an

Article on unprolificacy, I quoted an identical

instance of Wagtails being reared under a

railway sleeper as refuting the prevalent idea

that vibration has a detrimental effect on in-

cubation, also another instance of good results

with Canary breeding, notwithstanding that

euly a 4jin. brick wail separated the birds

from the clamour and vibration of a powerful

ngine. In the latter case the effects were

very discernible on the cages. But a little

study of, say, a Sedge Warbler’s nest during

a gale is, I consider, fairly conclusive -.proof

*f the absurdity of the “ vibrapbobian ” idea.

That an unusual shock may cause the parent
bird to pierce or scatter her eggs I quite

admit. J. Steel.

The Midland Counties York-
shire C.C. Trophies.

Sib,—Permit me to again reply to your

Correspondent, Mr. G. Salt. I see he has
evaded my question of where he got the idea

of the cup from. Mr. S., you started the

correspondence, so be a man and for the

benefit of other members either prove your
assertion that there was a cup, or own up
as beaten. Harping on rules will not help

you, as no rule mentions a cup, as I stated

before. What do you mean by members not

competing for prizes? Nothing in my reply

to you mentions such a thing. Who is going

to compete if members do not? It is too silly

for words, and sftbvvs lack of intelligence on
tlio part of your instigator. (Yes, Mr. S., you
cannot deny this.) You were only expected
to pay your annual subs. ; there are no other
subscriptions. Donations were given

;
which

prove that we still have some sports left in

the club. As for our club not existing many
years, I for one should not expect it with
such dissatisfied members as you wanting that
which was r.ot put up for competition. As
for the secretary not replying to you, you
Would have had a reply in the first instance

had .you written him in a proper manner,
,r.nd I Jo not blame him for not replying to

of high water content but deficient in fats

and oils. Certain seeds, such as hemp,
red rape, maw, linseed, and niger all con-

tain largo percentages of fat and oil. Jlero

then is material to work upon.

Let at least one-half tho total weight of

food supplied to the. birds bo green food

and tho rest a mixture of seeds as specified

later, and wo have a non-animal diet that

is as noar to Nature as the town-dweller

can hope to get.

The Substitute for Insects.

Now for tho insectile portion of the food.

All living insects, like the green seeds,

have a high water content, dried insects,

then, are no use. Here let me point out

that dried insects plus water is a very dif-

ferent thing from the digestive point of

view to the same insects in a freshly-killed

stato with the water actually forpiipg part

of their tissues. The best substitute for

tho insects is egg.

It is not desirable for several reasons to

give egg raw, but hard-boiled egg will do

well. Crumble the yolk and white

together, as both parts are equally valuable

as a food.

A Warning About the Egg.

Now a word of warning. Don’t spoil

your egg and your chances of success by

mixing biscuit with the egg. The birds

get enough starcli (flour) in the canary seed

of their mixture, and the over-cooked stuff

in biscuits' is doubly bad for them.

you. I note your threat of getting the cup,

but don’t forget that others are lighting for

their honour and have as much right to up-

hold their assertions as you have. I am
enclosing, for our Editor’s kind perusal, the

only rules issued by the M.C.G.C.C.
W. G. Andrews.

[In the 4-page leaflet of rules^ sent us,

nothing is said about any cups.—Editor.]

How Linnet Singing Clubs and
Contests Should be Run.

Sir,—Allow me to help Mr. Coward re form-

ing a Linnet club. A president is. selected,

chairman and five committeemen, with secre-

tary and treasurer. Then choose as head-

quarters a place which has a good window,

where there is nothing passing by to interfere

with the birds. A slide is then made by a

joiner (some bird fanciers can make them) so

that it can be taken down after the contest is

over. Each member’s subscription is, say, 2d.

per week, with Is. entrance fee. Every mem-
ber who enters a bird for a contest pays 3d.

per bird. The money that is taken for entrance

fees is made into three prizes. Contests can

be held every week at very little expense

;

of course, it is all right if the landlord gives

some money to make the prizes more. The
secretary has a bag with ten checks in, num-
bered, and each member draws his checks for

as many birds as lie has entered. Then he

gets tickets numbered with same number as

checks he has drawn. These he places on his

cages and when lie puts his birds into ^he
window it must have a ticket on the cage,

or he is disqualified for changing checks. The
birds when placed in the window face each

other for one minute
;
then the slide is lowered

and they stop another three minutes. That is

called one minute spring and 3 minutes bluff.

Each bird to sing five seconds before it’couyits.

There are two time-keepers and two tappers,

which can be got out of the members, who
will, no doubt, take their turns. In this way
a singing contest for time can be held every

Saturday at a small cost. It will pass many
happy hours away. Arrange for open contest

singing, so that those who are not members
can compete

;
this helps to get new members,

besides getting a change of birds and bearing
them sing.

Linnet.

P.S.—I have known us to have a contest
when there have been only 6 members present
(with birds) just to pass a pleasant hour away.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received wo

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser.—AD VT. MANAGER. “ CACE BIRDS.”

To summarise : The diet should consist

of green food to the extent of one-half the

total weight supplied, and the seeds should
be well blended in something like the fol-

lowing proportions:—
Canary and teazle one quart each.

Jlemp, red rape and linseed half-pint

each.
Maw seed and niger about two ounces

each.

As to the quality of the seeds, the best
to be got is none too good.
Egg hard-boiled, and crumbled fresh,

should be given in the proportion of lialf-

a-toaspooni ul (level, not heaped) per day
per bird.

The Need and Benefit of Exercise.
If this diet be adopted then exercise as

described below must be provided. A
wild bin}, owing to the scattered nature of

its food supply, is' compelled to exercise
itself in the search for sufficient nutriment.
I his exercise keeps the bird iq good physi-
cal condition and also- enables it to escape
the more violent perils that threaten its

existence. Now, flight alone is an exer-
cise of such a nature as to pall for a large
expenditure qf muscular energy. This
demands a generous diet; and that we
have provided.
Now tho exercise, which combined with

this diet results in health and virility* may
be obtained by flight alone

;
but if the birds

are also compelled, by the abolition of fixed

A Swan with Nine Cygnets.
Sir,—-I see in Cage Birds that a corres-

pondent has seen a Swan with seven cygnets
on one of the reaches of the River Wey. I

would like to say there is a Swan here on
the river off Netley Abbey with nine cygnets,
and all very fine birds, making with their

parents a very pretty picture. I and others
have seen them every day for the past fort-

night. I shall try and get a snapshot of

them. I wish your valuable paper, Cage
Birds, every success. Wm. Perrin.

A Dispute at the Highgate and
Hampstead C.B.S.

Sir,—After my last two letters which you
were so kind as to publish, re the actions of

the officials towards me, and the silence which
they keep, it seems to me the charges which
I made against them must be true, or they
would have been only too pfleased to have
tried to prove otherwise.

I attended the young stock show on Satur-

day last in company with two friends, and
never in all my experience as an official did

I see men shown up so, for as soon as I put
my face inside the door and gazed on them

—

well, if only they could moult .their birds put
the colour of their faces ! Only one gentleman
bad the courage, and courtesy to come and
shake hands and pass the time of day, etc.

But I am npt impatient, as I realise delays
are not denials, but as a working man, not
having any money to throw away, if the
officials of the Highgate and Hampstead
C.B.S. do not see fit to let me bring my
charges against them in the clearing of my
own character, I shall be glad if they will

return the two shillings deposit I paid on the
understanding that my petition request was
going to be granted. Geo. IL Neal.

Clear Linnet Mules at Longton.
Sir,—I have delayed replying a week to see

what Mr. Perrins had to say to Mr. Tams,
but apparently he has decided to keep quiet.

He has a bad case, evidently. Judging by his

letter he lias never even seen the “ clear Lin-

net Mules.” All he has done has been to buy
the parents to sell again at a profit. No won-
der he is cross when Mr. Tams and myself

tell your readers what we think of the matter.

Mr. Tams has at any rate seen the birds, and
he very definitely states that they are no-

thing but “young yellow Canaries.” Surely
that is enough for Mr. Perrins—he knows
where the young birds are now, so why
doesn’t he get them and prove Mr. Tams
wrong? The breeder’s statement counts for

nothing in face, of Mr. Tams’ opinion. What
about the cases the Editor says he has en-

quired into this season—five of them !~—where
all tho birds have proved to bo Canaries and
not Mules at all? 1 expect tho breeders of

these were just as positive and would have been
just as ready lo sign papers f as Mr. Bown.
It is the birds that count

;
signed statements

are about as valuable as the uaper they arc

perches, to balance and grip when alight-
ing or leaving their perch it brings mus-
cles into play in the back and legs that
flight cannot make uso of. Give your,
birds, then, twigs fixed at one end only and
bushes of evergreen and furze, and place
them in a cage or aviary of such height
that the birds cannot reach the top except
by flying.

Another form of ex<I .ise that is most
valuable is the bath. Let the birds bathe
whenever they wish, summer and winter,
but never less than two hours before dusk.
Bathing gives exercise to the skin and is

a3 good as.massage to an athlete.

The Environment.
Light and air sums up in two words all

that may he written under this head. If

your birds are like the writer’s, indoors,

then remove a pane of glass from the win-
low and replace it with wire nefting. Seo
that the captives have plenty of sun, but
also the opportunity of finding shade when
they desire it. Let the room he cheerful
as regards paint and paper—do dark col-

ours, for instance.

Talk to your birds at all times. Make
friends with them till they will all take
seeds from your fingers; never frighten
them if you can help it, and never abuse
their confidence. If one must be caught,
make no pretence—don’t hold out tit-

bits and then grab wildly when the bird

approaches, but boldly follow the one you
want until you get your chance to secure

it.

Tho miter by carrying out the treat-

ment outlined above has succeeded in

rearing young Goldfinches in his indoor
aviary, and is confident that the measure
of success lie has enjoyed is due to this

method, which is itself the outcome of

serious thought as to the reason why the
more orthodox methods so ( ften fail.

written on. Mr. Perrins ought to know that.

It is easy to talk about my nom-de-plume.
What on earth does it matter whether I sign
my name or not ? The facts of the case remain
just the same.

.
Mr. Tams says he has seen the

“ clear Mules,” of which Mr. Perrins offered

to sell the parents, and he states that they are
yellow Canaries. Can Mr. Perrins produce
a really good judge to say that he has seen
them and considers them Mules? There was
a slight error in my previous letter, as it

should have read that my Longton correspon-
dent heard about it from a competent judge;
and that judge was Mr. Tams.

Interested.

Sir,—Seeing “ Interested ” was not man
enough to answer my letter or give the name
of the competent judge that pronounced the
young birds to be merely yellow Canaries, I

now take pleasure in answering Mr. E. Tams’
letter. I ask him if lie can prove that the
birds were jus't yellow Canaries and not Linnet
Mules, as I should like to know where the.
error occurred. Also I ask Mr. E. Tams to
correct your own statement that he is the
well-known judge; give honour where honour
is due. I now ask the gentleman who pur-
chased the young birds to come forward with
them, so that they can be proved to be genuine
light Linnet Mules and not Canaries, as the
competent judge called them. I have also

sent to the Editor the original paper to show
Mr. E. Bown did sign it for me. So now it is

up t»o you, Mr. Tams, to reply, and not give
it up the same as “ Interested ” and his com-
petent judge has done. G. Perrins.

[•Judging from Mr. Perrins’ letter, the words
we applied to Mr. E. Tams, junr. (viz., “an
exhibitor and well-known judge”) really apply
to Mr. H. Tams, senr. Needless to say we
are sorry there should have been this confu-
sion of identities. This makes no difference,

anyway, to Mr. E. "Tams’ ability to distin-

guish a clear Linnet Mule from a clear yellow
Canary, or to the point we raised that the
birds themselves would afford the best pos-

sible evidence of their parentage.—Editor.]
THE PAPER, SIGNED BY MR. BOWN.

I hereby declare that I had tired two light Linnet
Mules, 1 clear, l ticked on the head, and sold

the same to a gentleman nanied Botl, of the Meir,
also the parents of the Mules to G. Perrins, 2(1.

Lennox Road, Longton, Staffs, knowing the said

Mules to bo genuine Linnet Mules, not having kept
a cock Canary in my house this last five years,

having had the hen in my possession six weeks
before lining paired to the Linnet.

(Signed) EDWARD BOWN.
0. PERRINS.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccjiy to-day, or send or Eree Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” 12, Jlurh'b’h Street,

Strand. E.C., mentioning "(Ml."
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Bad Feeding Hens and Their
Cause.

Sin. In reply to Mr. A. Q. Cant, I have

experimented very extensively with a view to

ascertaining the reproductive powers of the

Canary, and in my article on unprnlificacy I

dealt with that question, quoting aji instance

of over 70 young produced from one cock bird

in a single season. Respecting liens, I have

selected robust specimens and tried purposely

(o exhaust their reproductive powers and feed

ing qualities by strenuous tasks during a sea-

son, yet though l took in some instances a

fourth nest (one hen. I may mention, had no

less than seventeen Mules, all reared by her

self). I found that given fairly generous treat-

ment and facility for exercise, from August,

to April was a sufficiently long recuperative

period to ensure a repetition o^ the perform

ance the following season. On the other hand,

an experiment I am at present conducting
c onvinces me that some hens (of Which kind I

have quite a few) are utterly unresponsive to

any method of management or material. The
maternal instinct lias simply deteriorated, that

being, as I have said before, a quality which
lifts no place in the high class Canary-breeders
lexicon. Apropos of this, I may state that I

have questioned every Scots Canary breeder

I have come in touch with as to whether he

endorses or otherwise a statement made in

these columns by a Mr. Logan, vis., that these

Canaries were as hardy and prolific, and quite

as good feeders as any other variety. Not a

f ingle one held Mr. Logan’s views. That the

noil-maternal behaviour of Scots Fancies and
Crests is notorious, is confirmative of the opi-

nion above expressed.

J. Steel.

The “Order of the Push” at
Abertillery.

Sin,—Kindly allow me space to give vent to

my feelings over the way in which I have
beeu treated by the officials and a few mem-
bers of the Abertillery C.B.S., of which I was
a member. On Jolv 8th they called a com-
mittee meeting, which six in all attended :

they put up a resolution to expel me from the
society, which was carried, 5 for, 1 against.

This recommendation of the committee was
brought forward at the monthly meeting on
July 11th (which was not advertised in your
columns as usual) when 13 all told attended.

The result was for the expulsion (by a show
of hands) 7 for, 5 against, 1 neutral. An
amendment was brought forward for a ballot

of all the members (I think there are about 25
to 30) but this was defeated. Now,
in face of this result the secretary moved that
1 should be asked to send iii my resignation.

Well, well ! He said he thought it a disgrace
to be expelled ! I will give the reasons for

•expelling me. As sole canvasser for the
Mclnery Trophy (which the Society now pos-
sesses), I have also been instrumental in

adding £6 11s. to the funds, which I am proud
to say are in a good sound position, in fact,

to cut the story short-, I am acknowledged
to be the hardest individual worker in the
Society. In a recent meeting a certain mem-
ber threw a sneer at me as regards mv know-
ledge of birds—that it was very little. Of
course, I retaliated. This arose through an
argument about a marked class and a bit of

jealousy attached, because I was elected to

judge (lie first feather show, which I am
pleased to say I did most satisfactorily, and
opened a, few of their eyes a little, instead of

them having a litfle fun, as they thought.
Now out ide the place where the meeting was
held, this same member said it would bo either

him or mo should resign at the next meeting.

Result, my expulsion. I therefore make an
appeal to brother fanciers fb express their

opinions to one w ho lias w orked hat'd to build

this Society up from the con.\. neenient, and
who is thrown out- in five minutes by a show
of hands. Is tbit justice, thrown out for

simjfly agitating to have equal rights and fair

play to one and all?

A. E. Mottle.

[We do not see that discussion in our col-

umns can servo any useful purpose. After

reading Mr. Motile’s explanation, jnc-^ho*- f

the Abertillery C.B.S. can, of course, take
whatever action they Wisn, in accordance \>..a

the rules of the Society.- Editor.)

Do Rooks Pair for Life ?
Sin,—I am much interested in the above

question, and have no doubt other readers

will enjoy the experiences below, which are

related by Mr. M. Forbes Tweedie in “Coun-
try Life.’’ The writer says :

—
“ Three years

ago my boy got a young Rook at school and

brought it home with him. It was clipped in

one wing at first, and lived here in the

garden, becoming quite tame. We shut it up

every night in a cage and let it out in the

morning. In the spring of the next year it

collected sticks in its cage by way of an
effort at nest making, and the next year the

same
;
but this last spring it took to going off

with the other wild Rooks for the day, always
coming home at night. Eventually it was
evident that it had mated, the mate coining

about the garden with it, and at length, in

some cold weather, was persuaded by our

llook to come and feed with it in front of our

windows, our Rook appearing to drive the

male up to the food, or, at all events, coming
behind it, perhaps to reassure it ffgainst

attack from behind. The mate did not feed

again from our Rook’s dish after the cold

weather, but was always here ready for him
when lie was let out in the morning. At
length our Rook took to Joeing away at night,

and eventually We discovered him with a nest

In a Rookery about a mile as the Crow flies.

All the time, however, he came here regularly

for food, and as the nesting season went on

lie took to carrying food away in the pouch
under his beak to an increasing extent, com-

ing ten or twelve times a day for it, and he

walks right into the kitchen and larder and
asks the cook for food. He will take nothing

but meat from the cook, but- on the other side

of the house, where he is fed by my wife, lie

takes anything. He is perfectly tame, arid

can be stroked or tickled by any of us. At
last—about the time the young' Rooks flew

finally—he came hack, as it were, for good

and all. and has been about again as usual,

except that instead of goine to roost- in his

cage he sleeps in the trees. He could be seen

here anv day
;
is a very fine specimen, talks,

by cawing, to my wife a. great deal, and is

always about a good deal with her when she

is gardening, and has quite returned to his

How the Yorkshire Canaries Looked to

the Costermonger.
Sir,—It is somewhat amusing to note the

peculiar—not to say extravagant—ideas of

many people upon the size and' length cf

objects they sometimes see. I was much
amused at the vivid description given mo of

some Yorksire Canaries by a London coster-

monger, who had been into the country on

holiday bent. This particular costermonger

is a keen dog fancier, and, strange to say,

particularly keen on a Yorkshire terrier. “I

have been on a bit of a flutter into the coun-

try,” ho said, “ a.nd I met a bloke who knows
you, Air. Gardner.” Of course, I was at once

interested ; one never knows whether ac-

quaintances are contemplating leaving one a

fortune! I said, “Well, and who was the

bloke? And what had he to say about me?”
“ He never spoke a word against yon,

guv’nor, not ’e. For you; not ’alf! Don’t

you forget it, he had some beautiful Canaries.

Never saw anything like ’em. Why, some of

’em were as long as that —(indicating about
a foot in measurement). I smiled. He said—“Straight-! Don't you believe me? How
do they get ’em as long as that ? As long as

whip handles and as -straight as a broom
handle.”

His face was alight with interest as he
rattled on—“ The bloke said he knows you,
guv’nor ! And when I told him I had known
you these last 20 years, he said, ‘ Tell him, if

yon see him, that I have got a few neat ’uns.’

And he had ’em in a special sort of rage. I

never see the likes afore. Why, the cages

stood as high as that (indicating another two
feet).”

He whistled and said, “Good morning; I

must be looking after these strawb’ries. I

told old Charlie, the banana bloke, that his.

Canary wasn’t in it with some I’d seen, and
he swore I was ‘ kidding ’

! I said ‘ kidding,’

you old fool, why it ’uct take you a week to

walk the length of one of ’em at the pace

you go !”

Small wonder there is an outcry against

excessive length in Yorkshire Canaries if

this is liow they strike a dog fancier, eh?
G. G.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOW
OFFICIALS SHOULD

USE OUR
special expertly prepared Judging Books. They save
inucii labour ami time. We have just issued a re-

vised and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this ho-jk lias over others is that

it lias 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help, and a double cheek for judges; while
there is always a slip free to he sent to the printers

ri the catalogue.

Prices:—1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.
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The Golden Oriole is one of the most beautiful of the occasional visitors to the British Isles, and
has been known to nest here. It is about the size of a Blackbird and in colour the male is a lovely

rich yellow with jet-black markings. The Golden Oriole has been but very rarely exhibited, being
temperamentally unsuited to life in a cage.

old life as in the past two years. The young
ttooks Were shot, I hear, in his Rookery,

about the time he came back for good, so to

say ;
but we have never seen the mate with

him here since the nest was built. It was a

very inexperienced sort of nest—too low

down and in a bad place, and badly built. I

have referred to him as a male because we
eventually made up our minds that lie must

be the cock bird. It seems, anyway, to rather

point to the fact that Rooks only pair for

the nesting season."
Peter Bain.

Did Birds Originate from
Reptiles ?

Sir,—Of course the real fact is that both

birds and reptiles, as we have them now,

originated from a common stock, which dur-

ing the centuries has split up into two (or

more) different branches, one of which is re-

presented by birds and another by reptiles.

In nearly all free libraries books can he found

that Will give a short and easy account of

the facts which tend to prove this. -

Mr. Hargreaves seems to have read his

Bible carelessly if he thinks the Bible contra-

dicts the evolution theory. The Bible is the

most wonderful and beautiful book we have,

but it was written by different men to teach

us something of
* more importance than

science. At the same time it does not at all

contradict the idea that different animals

may have had a common ancestor. Is it

monstrous that all the. varieties of Canary

are descended from a wild green one?

I did not know that Darwin tried to pro-

duce anything but a pigeon from a pigeon,

Mr. Hargreaves seems to have read Darwin
carelessly, too. Darwin’s theory was that it

took untold ages for animals to progress up-

wards, and that very little difference could

be detected during so short a time as the

life of a man. (Rev.) H. A. Soames.

Sir,—Mr. J. S. Hargreaves asks “ Did

Darwin get anything else than pigeons from

all his experimenting?” That great scientist

did not expect anything else but pigeons.

His experiments were only in the direction

of variety! Then Mr. Hargreaves interjects

“monstrous!” and seems to think that by

the use of this adjective the foundations of

the theory of evolution are removed. But

adjectives prove nothing
;
and I should like

to point out that monstrous things are very

often true, i.e., the back slums of our cities,

war, hungry children, etc. The process of

evolution is certainly monstrous. We are

proceeding now with the gradual struggle

upwards from the brute—“ Man’s inhumanity

to man,” and all it has entailed.

We are requested to read the first chapter

of Genesis. The first chapter of Genesis is a

very fine poem, and thanks to the translators

is told in very simple but beautiful language;

but what have the philosophic ideas of four

thousand years ago to do with the theory of

evolution? It is a geological fact that

climates change. England itself has passed

from arctic to tropic and back to arctic again.

We are now passing through a temperate

period. Fauna and flora which can gradually

become adapted to the changing conditions

survive ;
those species which resist adaptation

cease to exist. The different climatic condi-

tions compel a change in form and habit in
the survivors.

In prehistoric times many species of flying

reptiles existed
; but no feathered birds (refer

to geological works amd visit the British
Museum). As the climate and temperature
changed, some of the flying reptiles gradu-
ally (through hundreds of thousands of years)
became adapted to the changed conditions.
Many became extinct

; hut the most suitable
varieties slowly exmlved into our many and
varied modern birds. W. Chalcroft.

Sir,—I often think Carlyle was very near
the mark when he said that “ People were
mostly fools.” One of your correspondents
has propounded the question, “Did birds
spring from reptiles ? ” While admitting that
some of the facts in connection with evolution
are indisputable, there are other theories ad-
vanced which are an insult to reason and
common sense. Men from monkeys is bad
enough (by the bye, can any of your readers
who believe in that nonsense tell us what has
become of the monkeys’ tails?). And now,
forsooth, “ birds from reptiles ” is what we
are asked to believe. I shall not be surprised
if some fool or another asks us to believe that
the Sparrow produced the Eagle, or the mouse
the elephant, or the daisy the rose. Scientific
research let us have by all means, but upon
all such questions as “Did birds spring from
reptiles?’ let us use our common-sense (if we
have any?). J. C. Wilmot.

Sir,—-The evolution of the bird from the
reptile is obvious to anyone who knows any-
thing of the subject. Mr. Wells demonstrates
this beyond doubt. Mr J. I. Hargreaves’
ideas are certainly rather quaint. He
apparently imagines that evolution can be
accomplished in a generation or two. He will

probably be surprised to hear that even a
minor alteration takes several thousands of
years. His idea about the origin of man is

quite wrong. Man and apes were evolved
from a common ancestor, not one from the
other. This fact he will, of course, be dis-

posed to doubt ; but if he has seen the jaw-
bone of this ape-man side by side with those

of man and of a chimpanzee, as I have had
the privilege of seeing, he would no longer

doubt it. Also, is it not rather a curious
“ coincidence ” that man and the apes have
almost precisely the same form. The sen-

tences ending in “ monstrous ” show that he
has little acquaintance with natural

phenomena; if he had he would call nothing
“ monstrous ” in nature. Genesis was written

for people who were as children, and a deeper

meaning underlies its words. This is not my
own theory, but that of a clergyman. Re
Mr. Johnson’s letter, scientists do not expect

to have to convince men who “ have not had
the facilities or the advantages of a higher

education,” but men of their own knowledge
•and intellectual station. Others are not in a

position to question it.

R Maxwell Savage.

Several letters on the above topic held over.
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SHOWS Continued from page T.

GRANTHAM C.B.S.
N.F. show, headquarters, July 9, proved an eye-

opener to inanv after such a had breeding season,

'the entry was fair,' but quality good, and many a

promising youngster made its debut. Mr. F. Lock-

ton judged and his awards gave every satisfaction.

YELL. NOR.: 1. Ratcliff. BUFF: 1, Twillery ; 2, 3,

ltatclilt. NOV. YIOLL.: 1, 2, 3, Walton. BUFF:
1, Walton; 2, 3, vhc, he, (leeson.— If. Lowther, lion.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMOR-
LAND YC.C.

Second Annual Y.B. Show, July 8, Furnace lane

School Room, Maryport. Mr. Nixon, chairman,

judging, in the absence of Mr. Nicholson, woo was

appointed judge. There were 31 entries, very good,

considering the poor luck the members had with

their tiros round. CL. OR TKD. YhLL. : 1, 2,

Stewart, Whitehaven; 3. Tweedie. BUFF: 1,

Stewart; 2, Lyall; 3, Tweedie. NOV.: CL. OR TKD.
YELL.: 1. 2, Buchanan, Whitehaven ; 8, Rainier.

BUFF: 1. 2, Circen, Maryport. J. Huntington, Sec.

SUNDERLAND C.B.A.
N.F. show, July 4, Mr. Farrer judging. His awards

wero well received. Mr. Connerton gave a stone

of treed as spl. for most points, which was won by

J. ltiseborough. Thero was a good total of entries,

especially when considering the indifferent results

obtained by local fanciers. Perhaps with the next

Tound tho average may he higher, and so make our

last N.F. show on August 1 a bumper.

YORKS : 1. 2, 3, 4, Walker; 5, 7, Smith; C, Brown.

NOR.: 1, Proctor; 2, Rawson. LIZ.: 1. 2, 3, C,

ltiseborough ; 4, 5, 7, Proctor. ROKD. : 1, 3, 4, 5,

« Davison; 2, Smith. CRESTS: 1, 2, 3, IUse-

borough; 4. Rawson. CINN.: 1, 2, 3, 4, Kiseborough.

BRIT.: 1, 3, 4, Waters; 2, Brown; b, Owens.--J.

Peacock.

Ct YD BANK C.B.C.
Meeting and .

.

Show, at 81, Kilbowic-road,

July 4. Considering tho poor breeding
_

results we

Imd a good turnout, over 60 birds being staged.

During tho judging by Mr. J. Young, Rutlierglen,

we held a meeting, and allocated the specials.

CRESTS- 1 A Hay; 2. 3. 4, K. McNair. C.B.: 1,

2. Hay. NOR., CL. or T1CD. YELL.: 1, French; 2,

8. 5, Docherty; 4, Kane; (i. Morton. BUFF: 1, 3,

French • 2 Tawse; 4, Docherty; 5, Chambers; 0,

Morton. YELL., VAR.: 1, French; 2 Tawse; 3,

Chambers. BUFF: 1, Tawse; 2, F rencli ; 3, Kane

,

4. Chambers. BORD., CL. or TKD : 1 2, Tawse.

VAR.: 1, 2, 3, Brown. OR. or CINN.: 1, 2, Latng.

YORKS.,’ CL. or TKD. : 1, Itane
%

VAR., OR., or

CINN.: 1, 2. 3, K. McNair; 4, Kane
.
A -° V- ’

Tawse; 2. Chambers; 3, 4, 6, K. McNair. DARK
MULES: 1, 2, 3, Morton.

—

Wm. Kane, Sec.

COVENTRY O.S.
SSth Annual Young Stock Show, Headquarters, the

Sydenham Palace, July 11. Mr. T. Judd put down a

fine team of Norwich, also Mr. Dickinson. Mr. A.

J Smith and G. Peters put down some fine young

Crests. Mr. G. Hall judged, his awards being well

received. Mr. A. Green made a very obliging sec-

11

Cl' YI'LL. : 1. 3. Judd, leader grand type, nice

qual., we made excellent coloured buff; 2, Dickin-

oon. nice type, good head ar.b neck ; vhc, he,.Tun-ell

;

c Corrall BUFF: 1, Judd, good type, nice head

and neck ; 2, Peters, nice type, good col. ; 3, vhc,

Dickinson; he, Corrall. TKD. YELL.: 1, 3, Corrall,

tkd and varieg., both nice type and qual.: 2, he,

Dickinson, tkd. neck, nice type; vhc, Slaymaker; c,

/urrell BUFF: 1, Judd, mkd. right wing, lovely

type and qual., good col., with a favourable moult,

should be heard of again; 2, Dickinson, tkd head,

eves, and wings, nice qual. ; 3, Bell, heavily varieg ,

nice qual.. trifle smaller; vhc, Turrel ;
he, Rowley.

CRF.ST- 1, Smith, nearly green, only jive to six

weeks' old, but with large drooping crest nice neat

centre, a real good one; 2, 3 P^rs, both even

mkd. D.C., larger, nice veiny feathered Crest, but

hardly so massive, still a good one; 3, smaller.

C B. • 1, Rowley, large cl., looks to have plenty of

feathers ; 2. Smith, eye and wing mkd yell. . 3,

Peters, nearly green, good feathers ; vhc, Smith.

CINN.: 1, 2, Rowley, very young. A.O.V.. 1, 2. 3,

Rowley, grecri Yorks. MULE : I- Dickinson. BR

1, Dickinson, Greenf. ANY AGE NOR.: 1, 2. Butler ,

3 Dickinson; vhc, Rowley: lie, c, Bell. CREST or

C.B. : 1, Smith; 2, 3,- Gilbert; vhc, he, Kowlej.

a o V • 1 2, Green, nice Cinn., and a Yorks.

MULE:* 1.’ 2, Gilbert; 3, Dickinson °
+
r

BULLF. : 1, Gilbert. Bullf. A.O. SMALL: 1, Gilbert,

Linnet. LARGE: 1, Gilbert, Hawfinch.

NORTH LIVERPOOL C.B.S.

N.F. show, June 27, 147 birds facing the judges,

M-ssrs T Rovlands and J. AV. Metcalfe, who gave

every satisfaction. The show was well patronised

by Visitors. Mr. F. iRothwell won the gold-centre

medal for best champion Yorks; Mr Pye spl. best

Novice Yorks; Sir. Atherton spl. best Nor Mr.

]'. S. Broadbcnt won most pointe in Isovice \orks.

Members having unsold tickets or ticket money

will greatly oblige by returning same to me soon

as possible. . T. ,,

.

CHAMP. YORKS. CT, YELL: 1, epl Bothwell,

0 ski Hiu" BUFF: 1, Skilling; 2, Roth well. TKD.

YELL.: L Skilling. BUFF: 1, Skilling SELF.

YELL.: 1. Rotliwell: 2, Skilling. BUFF: 1. Roth-

well ; 2, Skilling. NOV. YORKS CL. YELL (9). 1,

2. lie,
’ Broadhent ; 3, Grice ; vhc. Woodcock ;

c,

McLaughlin. BUFF (8): 1, Broadhent; 2, Wood-

cock - 3 Pye ;
vhc, Grice : lie, Hammond ; c. Lead-

better.
’ TivD. YELL. (6): 1, Broadbent; 2 Ham-

mond ; 3. Nugent; vhc, McLaughlin; he, Wood-

cock; c, Blaylock. BUFF (8): 1, c, Broadbent

,

2. Woodcock; 3, Foxeroft; vhc, Leadbetter; he,

Blaylock. VARIEG. YELL. (4): 1, spL
)

Pyc ; 2

Leadbetter; 3, Foxeroft; vhc. Hammond BUFF
<5): 1 Bye; 2, Broadbent; 3, Leadbetter, vlic,

Foxeroft; he, Leonard. A.O.V. YELL.: 1, Pye.

BUFF' 1 Nowlan. GR. SELF YELL. : 1, Woodcock;

2. Foxeroft. BUFF (8): 1, 3, McLaughlin; 2, vhc,

Leadbetter; lie, Fcrcival : c, Nowlan. FOUL BUFF:
1 Grice: 2 I-'oxcroft; 3, Pye. NOR, CL. YEL.

<i>- 1 McCoy; 2, Atherton; 3, vhc, Eaton. BUFF:
12 3 McCoy ; vhc, Atherton. TKD. BUF'F : 1, 3,

Atherton. VARIEG. YELL.: 1. spl, Atherton.

J5UFF (7): 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, McCoy. A.O.V.

BUFF- 1 2, Eaton GR. SELF BUFF: 1, Eaton;

2. Leonard. FOUL YF.LL. :1, Eaton. BUFF: 1,

Atherton. BORD. VARIEG. BUFF: 1, McCoy.

j O V. YELL.: 1, Leonard. GR. SELF YELL.: 1,

McCoy! BUFF: 1, McCoy. GOLDF (9): 1, Hilton;

2 Simon; 3, Rothwcll; vhc, Leonard; lie, McCoy;

I-’ Percival. BULLF.: 1, Rothwell ; 2, Wilkins.

GREENF. (7): 1, Wilkins; 2, McCoy; 3, Nowlan;

vhc Williams; he, Rothwell; c. Hilton CHAFF,
fd-' 1 Wilkins; 2, Nowlan: 3, Hilton; vhc. Roth-

well; he, Williams; c, McCoy. BRAMBLE: 1,

Wilkins; 2, Simon. LINNET (6): 1, 3, Wilkin*;

2, <-, Hilton; vhc, Rothwell; he, Simon. REDPOLL,
ETC. (8): 1, Rothwell; 2, vhc, Hilton; 3, he, Wil-
kins; c, Simon. A.O.V.: 1, Hilton; 2. Wilkins;
8, vhc, Williams; lie, Simon. HEN: 1, Wilkins;
2, Hilton. MULE OR HYB. (6): 1, 2, 8, MeCoy;
vhc, Simon. 1914 MULE OR HYB. : 1, 2, Eaton.
—E. S. Broadbent, Hon. Sec.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE O.S.
F.F. Show, July 4. There was a good turn up of

birds and visitors at Headquarters, Albion-street.
Mr. \V. 10. Ulaydon judged and gave complete satis-
faction. NOR. YELL: 1, Phillips; 2, 4, lie, Foxall;
8, Marsland

; vhc, Storey. HUFF: 1. 2, 3. Mars-
lrwj- 4, vhc, c, Ivelsall ; he, Foxall. YORKS,
V ALL. : 1, 4, lie, Storey; 2, 3, vhc , Pye. BUF'F: 1,

2, 4, vhc, Storey; 8, he, Pye.—J. Whitehead, Sec.

BRISTOL (East) C.B.S.
Second N.F. Show, July C, Headquarters, Glass

House Hotel. Mr. Hiscox presiding. The meet-
ing was well attended. Decided to put up a silver

imp for competition in tho British section, volun-
tarily -subscribed for by the members. Mr. A'orke

judged and gave every satisfaction. The yellow class

of Yorkshires was well filled. YORKS, YELL.: 1,

sp, medal, Kendal; 2, F'reke; 3, Hodge; 4, lies; vhc,

c, Stale; he, Norman. BUFF: 1, sp, F’reke; 2,

F’look
; 3, Hiscox; 4, Lockhart. W. J. Norman, Sec.

SPRINGBURN, POSSIL PARK C.B.S
F.F'. show July 4. Entries were down from last

year owing to another show on same date, and also

to a scarcity of youngsters in this district.

NOR. YELL. UK.: 1, Braid; 2, 3, Robertson; 4.

Fyfe. BUFF: 1, sp., McLeod; 2, Braid; 3, Robert-

son; 4, Fyfe. BUFF, HEN : 1, sp., McLeod; 2. Fyfe;

3, Robertson ; 4, Braid. VARIEG. YELL.: 1, Mc-
Leod; 2, Fyfe: 3, Braid. BUFF: 1, Braid. CREST:
1, Lindsay. C.B. : 1. Lindsay. BORD. CL. YELL.
1. Penman. BUFF: 1. Morrison; 2, P.nman. YELL.
VARIEG.: 1, 2, sp., Morrison; 3, 4, Swan. BUFF:
1, sp. ,

Morrison. GR. OR CINN.: 1, 2, Swan. Best
ami 2nd best Nor., McLeod

;
best and 2nd best

Bord., Morrison.—T. Penman, Sec.

WIDNES.
F.F. show July 4, Conservative Club Assembly

Room; less than 30 young birds turned up, but
quality was good. Several old fanciers in this

district failed to turn their birds out, and in future

it would appear to lie to the young bloods to come
out stronger and make the F'ancy a greater success

hereabouts. Mr. Andrews, lion, sec., sticks it right

well, and the young fanciers should rally to him
and keep matters improving. Mr. C: Houlton
judged.
YORKS YELL.: 1, Lowe and Howard. BUFF': 1,

Lowe and Howard. NOR. YELL.: 1, 3, Abbott, fine

type and quality, good col. ; 2, Lowe and Howard,
fine head, nice feather, etc.; vhc, Potter. BUF’F
(8) : 1, Lowe and Howard, typical ; 2, c, Abbott,
varieg., very cobby, full of bloom and eond
Potter, cl., chubby type, nice qual.; vhc. Capper, he,

Hayes. NOR. GR. : 1, Capper. GOLDF.: 1, Hamp-
son, fine blaze, etc.

; 2, Jones, rare good colour,

blaze, smaller and paler body tan. LINNET: 1.

Jones. A O.V. : 1. Higham. good Bullf.; 2 Lowe am'

Howard, Bramble; 3, Hampson, Siskin. NOV. NOR.
YELL.: 1, Lowe and Howard. BUFF: 1, 2, Lowe
aim Howard ; 3, Popple

BIRTLEY, CHESTER-L E-STREET,
AND PELTON FELL (Amal.).

First Annual N.F. Show, July 4, Dun Cow Hotel,

Chester-le-st. Entries totalled 68, very good con-

sidering the very indifferent breeding season some
of our members are experiencing, others having birdo

breaking into moult, and some not ready yet. Mr.
H. Seely, Choppington, judged. NOR. YELL, (fi):

I, Redpatk; 2, 3, Robinson; vhc, e, Elliot. BUFF’
(6): 1, 3, vhc, Lindsay; 2, he, Robinson; c. Red-
path. A’ORKS, Y'ELL. (2) : 1, Robinson ; 2, Ward.
BUF’F: 1, Ward. BORD., YELL. («) : 1, 3, Red-
path

;
2, vhc, Robinson ; he, c. Walker. BUFF (7)

:

1, c, Dawson; 2, 3, Robinson; vhc, Redpath: he.

Ward. CRESTS (3) : 1, Redpath ; 2, 3, Bewicke.
C.B. (4) : 1, 2, Redpath ; 8, vhc, Bewicke. A.O.V.

:

1, Dawson; 2, 3, Bewicke; vhc, Walker; he. Robin-

eon; c, Ward. MULE: 1, Lindoay ; 2, Boyd . GOLDF.
or BULLF.: 1, Davison ; 2, Lindsay; 3, Boyd.
GREENF.: 1, 2, Lindsay. H.-M. LINNET (4): 1,

2, Davidson ; 3, Dawson ; vhc, Robinson. F.-M. (2)

:

1, Dawson; 2, Robinson. HARDBILL: 1, 2, David-

son; 3, Lindsay. SOFTBILL: 1, 2, Davidson. RED-
POLL. ETC.: 1, 3, Daweon ; 2, Boyd; vhc. Ward.
BUNTING: 1, Boyd; 2, 3. Davidson; vhc, Lindsay.

FOR.: 1, Dawson.' Second N.F. Show, Birtley, Sta-

tion Hotel, July 18, when a good turnout is expected.

R. Ward, Sec.

BOURNEMOUTH C.B.S.
Annual N.F. Show. July 8, in St. Peter’s Hall.

Entries came up fairly well, but several of the birds

w-ere well broken in their moult, which put them
back. Norwich were a good lot, and with a good
moult should make some toppers. Mr. H. Matthews
won challenge cup for beet young bird with a top-

ping el. buff, wonderful size, and good quality. Mr.
Howard showed some youngsters of grand merit.

Yorkshires were a good lot, many were quite up to

their work, and of great promise. Crest and C.B.

were a very nice collection, those belonging to Miss
Onslow were well up in size, but several very young,

and should make up well. In old birds -Mrs. Down-
ing-Farrar showed a grand team. Mr. Bousfleld’s

Yorks were n nice lot. as also were the British

and F’oreign belonging to Miso Bousfield. Mr. W.
R. Milee judged.
NOR.. CL. YELL.: 1, 2. 3. Howard; vhc. c, Mrs.

Downing-Farrar; lie. Mattiiews. TKD.: 1, Howard;
2, Allen; 3, Mrs. Downing-Farrar; vhc, c, Matthews;
he, Allen. BUFF: 1, cup, sp., best in show. 3, Mat-
thews; 2, vhc. Allen: lie. c, Howard. TKD.: 1, 2,

3, vhc, Matthews. YORKS., YELL.: 1. Yorke; 2,

3, Miss Bousfield. TKD.: 1, Eggerton; 2, Edwards;
3. lie. Fulford; he, Miss Bousfield. BUFF: 1,

Edwards; 2, Eggerton; 13, vhc, Fulford: lie, Y’orke;

c, Miss Bousfield. TKD.: 1, Miss Bousfield; 2, Ful-

ford; 3, Eggerton. CREST: 1, 2. 3, vhc, lie, e. Miso
Onslow. C.B.: 1, 2, 3, Miso Onslow; vhc, he, c,

Allen. MULES: 1, Goodland, Light Goldie: 2, 3,

Miss Bousfield. NOR., OLD BIRDS: 1, 2. 3, vhc,

Miss Downing-Farrar. BUFF: 1. 2, Miss Downing-

Farrar. YORKS: 1, 3. L. Bousfield; 2. Fulford; vhc.

H. Bousfield; he, Eggerton. BUF'F: 1, Eggerton; 2,

3, Bousfield; vhc, Edwardo. C.B. : 1, 2, 3, Miss Ons-

low. BRIT: 1, 2, 3. vhc, he, c. Miss Bousfield, a

wonderful team; c, Aitchison. FOR.: All prizes and
honours to Miso Bousfield, a fine lot.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

hive Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carrier#. Established 1879.

SHETTLESTON C.B.S.
F.F. show. Good Templars’ Hall, July ’ll. Entrjes

were hack from last year, but quality was good.
Mr. Young, Rutlierglen, judged, and gave every
satisfaction.
CRESTS: 1, Hood. C. B.: 1, Hood. NOR., YELL.:

1. Davidson; 2, 6, Irvine; 3, Houston; 4, Berry; (5,

Forrest. BUF'F’: 1, Davidson; 2, 5, Jackson; 3,

4, Irvine. BORD. YELL.: 1, 2, 1

1

own-boll ; 3, Ten-
nant; 4, Baird. BUFF: 1. Tennant. YORKS.
YELL.: 1. 2, 4, Wood; 3, Baird. BUFF: 1, 3, Baird;
2, 4, Wood.—A. Berry, See.

BARNSLEY C.B.S.
F.F’. show, headquarters, Clarence Hotel, July 11.

A very nice collection of youngsters were in corn-
petition. Mr. F’rank Race judged and his awards
gave every satisfaction.
YORKS. CL, YELL.: 1, Hinehliffe

; 2, Pilkington.
BUF'F’: 1, Toulson; 2, Pilkington; 8, Hinehliffe.
TKD. OR VARIEG. YELL.: 1, Toulson; 2, 3, Hindi-
liffo I’UFF': 1, vhc, Hinehliffe; 2, Pilkington

; 3, 4,
Toulson. NOR. YELL.: 1, vhc, Ileeley ; 2, 3, c,
Hall; he, Ibberson, BUFF’: 1, He.cley ; 2, Hall; 3,
Ibbenson. BRIT, HARDBILL: 1, 4, Toulson; 2, vhc,
Illingworth; 3, Hoeley—E. Toulson, Sec.

PUDSEY, STANNINGLEY C.B.S.
Second \ .B. show, July 11, Fleece Hotel, Stanning-

ley. Forty-three birds were shown, all Yorks. Mr.
J. A. Taylor judged in a very able manner. Most
points : VV. Winn 24, E. Marsh 23, II. Ilaistrick 16,
F’. Page 14. II. Taylor 13, Towler and Hargreaves 10.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (13): 1, 2, he, Marsh: 3, vhc.

Page; 4, Taylor; e, Ackroyd. BUF'F (16): l, 2,
Winn; 8, 4, Taylor; vhc, he, Allott; c, Page. MKD.
V ELL. (8) : 1, Marsh ; 2, 3, lie, Kaistrick ; 4, vhc
"inn; c, Ackroyd. BUFF’ (7): 1, Winn- 2 4
Towler and Hargreaves; 3, Page; vhc, Marsh; ’he!
Kaistrick

, c, I’atcbctt and Drake. W. Winn won
sp. "lost points.— II. Kaistrick, Sec.
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MANCHESTER AND N.C.O.S.
23th annual N.F'. show, St. Paul’s Schools, Bennett

Street. July 4. Entries numbered 1G0, and quality
was well up to the usual Manchester standard. The
show attracted a large number of visitors. Gold
medal for best team of four young Canari's was
vvon by Mr. F. Wilkinson with’ a grand team ol
Yorks. In British birds, the gold medal was won
by Mr. S. T. Oldham, with a team of exceptional
merit. Other specials were carried off by Messrs.
Cook, Brown, Drew, McTurk, Mitchell, James,
Massey, and Hope. Mr. W. Smith took premiei
honours in the foreign section with a grand pair oi

Red-collared Lories. All arrangements were well in

hand, anil all prize money was paid before close oi

the show. Mr. A. Wellings (Prescot) judged, and
his awards cave general satisfaction.
CHAMP. YORKS. CL. Y’ELL. (2): 1, 2, Broughton

BUFF: 1, Broughton : 2. 3. Wilkinson. TKD. Oil
VARIEG. YELL.: 1, 2. Wilkinson; 3, 4. Broughton
vhc, he, Hubbard. BUF'F: 1. 2, Wilkinson: 3
Broughton. NOR. CL. YELL.: 1. 2. Smith; 3, Vint
4. Cook. BUFF: 1, Vint: 2. 3, Hubbard. TKD. Oil

VARIEG. YELL.: 1. Cook; 2, Vint; 3, Smith
BUFF: 1, 3, Cook; 2, Smith: 4, Vint. BORD
BUFF: 1, 2. Coldbeck. A.O.V.: 1, 2. Raynes
AMAT., LIZ., GOLD: 1. Moorbey. SILVER: 1

Voorbey. YORKS., CL. YELL.: 1. Tansey; 2, Hum
phries

; 3, Wilson; 4, vlic, lie, Taylor; c. .Tones

BUFF: 1. 3. 4, Brown; 2. Wilson: vhc, Barlow; he
Jones. TKD. OR VARIEG. YELL. : 1, 3, Brown ; 2
Tansey; 4, Wilson; vlic, he, Taylor; c, Barlow’
BUFF: 1, 3. Brown ; Ji, Tansey; 4. Wilson: vhc
Humphries: lie, Barlow; c. Jones. NOR. -CL. YEI

1. 2. Lomax: 3. Drew; 4. Shaw. BUFF: 1, Drew
McTurk: 8. Lomax; 4. Wilkinson. TKD.
VARIEG. YELL.: 1. McTurk: 2, Drew: 3. Wi'l
son; 4, vhc, Ch-efhum. BUF’F : 1 3, 4 McTurk
Drew; vhc, Wilkinson. NOR. TKD. OR VARI1
BUFF: 1, James. CHAMP. AND AMAT. MU
OR HYB : 1. 2, 3. 4, vlic. he. c. Oldham. GOL]
OR BULLF.: I, Hope; 2, Smith; 3, Hubbard

:

Lewis. LINNET: 1, 2, Oldham. GREENF.: 1.

Lewis. SISKIN, ETC. : 1, 2, 3, 4. Oldham ; vhc,
Hope; he, Hubbard; c, Lewis-, F'OK.. AY..: 1..4.
lie. Smith; 2, 3, vhc, c, Hubbard. NOV., YOUNG
DARK MULE: 1, 2, Shaw; 3. Welch. MULE OR
HYB.: 1, Strafford. GOLDF. OR BULLF.: 1, 3,

Massey; 2, Fletcher. LINNET: 1, Fletcher; 2. 3,

Masoey; 4, Strafford. GREENF.: 1, Strafford. SIS-
KIN, ETC.: 1, 4, Fletcher; 2, 3, Strafford; vhc,
Massey. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE: 1, 3, Massey; 2.

Fletcher.—4'. Hayward, Hon. Sec.

SOWERBY BRIDGE C.B.S.
Second N.F’. show, July 11, Wharf Hotel. Mr. J.

If. Harrison, llebden Bridge, judged, and his awards
gave general satisfaction.

OPEN: CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS. : 1, 3, Wal-
ker; z, Sutcliffe and Higtioy ; 4, Sutcliffe. BUFF:
1, 3, Walker; 2, Sutcliffe and Hightiy; 4, Sutcliffe.

EVEN, Ac.: 1, 2, Sutcliffe; 3, Sutcliffe and Higb.v

NOVICE SECTION: CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. Hardy;
2. 3, 4, Twyoros-s. BUFF: 1. Hardy; 2, Twycross.
Spl. for most points, F. Walker, 12 points. — G.
Mitclwll, See.

ISLINGTON F.A.
Members’ show, headquarters, July 11. Mr. Geo.

Wainwright, tho lion, see., and liis excellent and
capable assistants, did all they could to get an
entry, but the “fail” of the breeding season and the
approach of moult defeated them. Mr. G. Gardner
judged. Special best bird was won by Mr. A. G.
Lagden, with a nice buff Norwich.
YORKS.: 1, 2, Neighbour; 3, res, Bateman, leaders

very smart upstanding yellows. NOR. : 1, sp, 2,

Lagden, buff and grizzle cap yell., nice shape, quat.
and col. ; 3, Bibb, varieg., good shape. IJNFLIG.
NOR.: 1, 2, Lagden, leader nice body, rare head
and qual.

; 2, scarcely so chubby, nice feather.

CAMBRIDGE AND COUNTY C B.A.
Annual Y.B. Show, Alexandra Hall, July 9. The

birds have not proved very prolific tlds season, and
as a result the entry was only fair. Mr. G. Langley
supplied winner of medal far Lest in show. Mr.
J. T. Palmer judged in lii-s usual satisfactory man-
ner, and the staging was superintended by Mr. W.
Kidgcon (lion. sec).
NOR. YELL.: 1 (second best bird in show), 2, Bis-

hop ami Son; 3, Nichols. BUFF’: 1, Hearn; 2, 8,

Manning. YORKS. YELL.: 1, 2, 3, Langley. BUFF’:
1, 2, Langk-y ; 3, Bishop and Son. BORD.: 1, 2,
Stiles. A.O.V.: Hart. NOR. (Nov.): Coojier.
In British Mr. Hart and Mr. Nichols were to the
fore.

WINDSOR C.B.f.
F.F. show, headquarters, July 8. -n. birds were

staged, and quality was very high, particularly
amongst the Yorks. Mr. King secured sp. for best
bird with a very fine buff Yorks. Mr. Burfoot
judged, and gave every satisfaction. The show was
in every wav a success.
NOR.: 1. 2, Tilly. YORKS. CL. OK TKD. BUFF:

1, sp., 2, King; 3, F’risby : 4, vlic, Turner; he, Mont-
gomery; c, Belcher. YELL.: t. Turner; 2, Frisby;
8, 4, c, King; vhc, he, Wilkins. VARIEG.: 1,

Clarke; 2, lie. Turner; 3, 4, Montgomery; vhc, c.

Frisby. BORD.: 1, 2, Bower. MULES: 1, Mont-
gomery ; 2, 3, Clarke, jun. ; 4, Tilly. NOR. YORKS.

:

1. 3, he, c, Higley; 2, 4, vhc. Watson. BRIT.: 1,

4, Tilly; 2, 3, Wilkins; vhc, Simms. It was de-

cided to purchase a silver cup, to be held by mem-
ber making the most points throughout the year, and
a hope was expressed that some friend of the

society would present us with one for competition

amongst the novices. A hearty vote of thanks was
given Mr. Burfoot.—H. W. Simms, Sec.

BURNHOPE C.B.S
Annual N.F. sliotf, July 4, in the Rifle Range,

and a bettor place for a show it- would be diffi-

cult to find, lofty and well lighted, and free from
draughts. Despite a moderate breeding season,

entries came up fairly well, close on CO birds being

staged, and quality was very nice, Norwich espe-

cially being a very typical lot. Specials for most

points in young bird classes was won by Mr. C.

Davison with a very nice team of Borders, that

were worthy of more competition ; medal, best

novice, Mr. H. Edgar, with a very smart Border.

The society is well favoured in the matter of

officials. Mr. J. Robson makes an ideal secretary,

and the manner in which he gets through his work

leaves nothing to be desired. Mr. AV. Reid (Sun-

derland) judged.
NOR. YELL., 1914 (4): 1, 2. Yctts, very cooo lv

built, -lovely colour and quality, 2nd. nice shape,

good col. and feather; 3, Robson. BUFF (4): 1,

And -rson, nice size, good shape, neat head and

neck, nice colour; 2, Hogg and Barron, plenty of

size, nice shape; 3, Robson; vhc, Davison. YELL.,

OLD BIRDS (4): 1, 4. Robson and Dawson, leader

varieg., good shape, full head and neck, nice col.

;

2. Anderson ; 3, Hogg and Barron. BUFF (3): 1.

flogg and Barron, cl., fine size, short, cobby body,

lovely quality; 2, Apdersoii ; 3, Davison. YORKS..
YELL- (3): 1, Harrison, cl., slim and finely drawn,

nice co-1. and quality; 2, Davison. BUFF’ (4); 1.

Harrison, line length and pos., well braced wings,

good col. ; 2, Ferguson, very neat ; 3, Hogg and

Barron; vhc, Rushton. BORD., YELL., 1914 (1):

1. Davison. BUFF (1): 1. Davison. YELL.. OLD
BIRDS (2): 1, Davison: 2, Edgar. BUFF (1): 1.

Davison. GR. OR CINN. (1): 1, Davison. A.O.V.

(3): 1, 2, Davison, leader, nice non-fed. Noi-., good

shape and- col., 2, yell.-green Border, good colour;

3. Crossman. MULES, ETC. (3): I, 2. Peart,

leader, well known Goldie-Grcenie ; 2. Siskin-Can.

;

8, no •name. GOLDF. (S) : 9. Mi,“.chell, good

col., nicely flushed face; 2, Rushton, nice size

and shape; 3. Edgar. BULLF. (2) 1, Robson and
Dawson, nice size/ and A'.ir.ipc

; 2, Blackburn.

GREENF*. (4) : 1, Peart, short and cobby, lovely

feather; 2. 3:. Rohson ; vhc, E<’|.-c. LINNET.
H M. (fi): 1, Robson and Dawson, nice size, well

pencilled, good col. and condition; 2, Hogg and
Barron, smaller, well pencilled, grand condition;

Si. Anderson, good col. and -pencilling: vhc. o.

Blackburn; he, Harrison. F.A1. (1); 1. Rolison

and Dawson. REDPOLL (3); 1, Robson and Daw-
son. nice Lesser: 2. Ferguson, Mealy, nice size,

well pencilled; 3. Edgar. A.O.V. HARD (3); 1.

i>,. - ft., sweet Siskin
; 2. Davison, Bramble, lovely

col., nice condition
.

3. Hogg and Barron. SOFT,
n i ; l. Nicholson. FOR. (1): 1, Robson and Daw-
son.—AV. Reid.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’. Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cago Bird Society says : "Dear Sir.—Glad to

say our members- are simply delighted with tho

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have over had.—Yours, etc., K.

Ball " Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, E.C.
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N.W. GLASGOW C.B S.
F.F. *how, Uljtliswoodi Halls, lit. Western rd..

July l. EthlbtbS were down from last year, but
quality wu good. Mr J. Swan Judged, and Ms
awards wero well received. Specials were kindly

given by the following members: Messrs. I’. Thom,
P. Houston, K. Taylor, It. U. Gibb, It. Brown, J.

G. Adams, J. Pinnoek.
(J. Olt T. NOll. : 1, P. Houston BUFF: 1. Hous-

ton; 2, spl, Phillips; 3, Brown. A.O.V. YELL.:
J. spl, Houston. BUFF: 1, Graham. YORKS., 0.

OR T. YELL.: 1, npl (2), 2. Pinnoek. HUFF: 1,

Plnnock ;
2, Nov. spl., Pinnoek. BORO.. l\ Olt T.

YELL.: 1. 2. spl. Phillips; .3, Brovtti. BUFF: 1, spl,

Brown. A.O.V. BUFF: 1, 2, Loan. .Members please

note next, meeting Aug, 27 ; business important.—
Win. Ixmn, See.

BOLTON WOODS C.B.S.
Second Y.H., July -I, Victoria Hotel. 43i birds

were staged : Mr. L. l>ykes judged, and* gave satis,

faction to all. Best in show was won by W, Good-
win; nov. sp., most points, Mr. J. Smith.
CL. YELL. (10): 1, Mason: 2, Bryant; 3. Spenoer;

4, Burgess; vhc, e, Fretwell; he, Goodwin. BUFF
(cl: 1. Goodwin: 2, Hall; 3. 4, Booth; vhc, Close.
TKI). YELL. (5): 1, 2. Bryant; 3, Spencer; 4, Good-
win; vhc. Aired. BUFF (9): 1. Hall; 2, Mason; 3,

Bloomfield ; 4, Boocock : vTie. Smith; he. Cotterill:
e, Burgess. MKD. YELL. (7): 1, sp, Goodwin; 2,

Mloomflold: 3, e, Fretwell; 4, Smith; vhc. Abbey;
he, Cotterill. BUFF (5): 1. Mason; 2. Goodwin: 3,
Bryant; 4. Cotterill: vhe. Close. FOUL MKD. (5):
1. Bloomfield: 2, Smith ; 3. Aired; 4, Fretwell; vhe,
Abbey.— H. Bryant, Hon. Sec.

EASTERN COUNTIES C.B.S,
Annual young bird, Ipswich Social Settlement,

July 4. The season has been a bad one all over
the country

;
in Ipswich fanciers cannot recall a

worse season during many years. The exhibits,
however, were in a great many instances of line
quality. Mr. A. Crane judged. Challenge cup
lor best bird, was won by Andrews Bros., with a
Glossy Starling, which was awarded the cup last
year. Messrs. Andrews have, therefore, now two
successive wins to their credit. The teapot for
'n«t Cinn. goes to Mr. J. Bevan, for a bird of
line type and quality, one of flic best specimens
seen at the members' shows for some time; while
the cruet for best Nor. was secured by Mr. A. K.
Tydeman. The special cash prize for best
Nor. goes to Mr. AV. Robinson. The secretarial
duties were again carried out iu a most efficient
manner by Mr. W. Barritt.

CL.. ETC., YELL. NOR.: 1, Tydcmaft, best
Norwich in show; 2. J. AV. Baker: 3, vhc, E.
Baker; he, Cook; c, •Clarke. BUFF: 1, 2, e, Scho-
field: 3, E. Baker: vhe, Tydeman: lie, J. W.
Baker. TKD.. ETC., YELL.: 1, Tydeman; 2, 3.
Clarke. BUFF: 1, c, E. Baker; 2. lie. Tydeman-
3, vhc, Clarke. GK. OR HEAVY-MKD.: 1 , E.
Baker; 2. Schofield; 3, Flatt; he, Clarke; c, Robin-
son. CINN. YELL.: l, 3. vhc, lievan

; 2, e,
look: be, E. Baker. BUFF: 1, 3, Bevan • 2
vhe, E. Baker. A.O.V.: 1, 2. 3, vhc, Hicks. NOV.’
,'' 1

. YELL.: 1, 3, Buxton; 2, Hammond; vhc,
Robinson; he, Flatt. BUFF; 1, (Inst in novice),
3. Robinson

; 2, Hammond
; vhc, Larter. TKD

ETC YELL.: 1. Flatt; 2, 3. Buxton; vhc, Haim
inond. BUFF: 1, Hammond: 2, Robinson- 3 lie
Flatt; vhc, Buxton. YORKS.. YELL.: 1,' Flatt-’
2. 3, vhc, Buxton; he, e, Wheeler. BUFF- ]’

Flatt; 2, 3, Hammond. DARK MULE Olt I1YB :

J. Flatt. GOLDF. : 1. 2, Cook; 3. Flatt: vhc
Tydeman. A.O.V. HARDBILL: 1, Flatt. SOFT-
'"LL: 1. Andrews Bros. FOR.. SMALL • 1, 2 3
vhe. Andrews Bros. A.O. FOR.: l, Andrews

PORTSMOUTH AND SOUTHERN
COUNTIES C.B.S.

5th Y.B. show. Long's Memorial Hall, St. Paul's
Square. Southsea, July 3. The lion, see., Mr. G. T.
Hall, with a good working committee, carried, out
the -arrangements 'll good style. Entries numbered
Jdl, and contained some promising specimens. The
Norwich and Yorks, ran close for pride cf place,
and many will be heard of later with the war paint
on and no doubt will give a good account cf them-
eolves. Mr. H. Young, Southsea, judged.
CHAMP. NOR. CL.: 1. sp., :i. Hill, bouncing buff,

nice qual. and type; 2, Fleming, good yell., close
run; vhe, Saunders; lie. c. King. TKD. OR UN

, A’ .•'-"•I >oi., ue, cuing; c, iviaunews
1 KD. OR UNEVEN: 1, Olding, tvpieal saddle mkd.
veil-, a gem; 2, Cooper, neat buff; 3, lie, Newman;
vhc. Matthews. BORD. : 1, sp., » 3 \hc
he, King, neat yell., tkd. buff, and veil.; c,
Parkes. MULE OR HYB. : 1, 3, sp.. 1914 bred
no name, good varieg. yell., even mkd. buff, small,
but good; -2. Hills, good self, in line feath-r.
GOLDF.: 1, Tout, good all round; 2,3, Mrs. Lewis,
two nice ones: vhc, Walker, good one. soft, or
would have been higher up. BTJLLF. : 1. Tout, good
in '-ap .arid wing bars; 2, 'White. GREENF. • 1
White

; 2, Tout. LINNET: 1, Hill, gem; 2. Tout,
another good one: 3 Walker, loses in wing carr.

;

vhc. Jic, Lewis. REDPOLL. ETC.: 1. 2. Tent, fine
Twite and a Redpoll; 3, Walker, Redpoll. BUNT-
ING: 1. Tout, fine Reed Bunting. A.O. HARDBILL:
I. sp., 2, Tout, good coloured Bramble and Chaf-
finch; 3, White, Chaffinch. SOFTBII.T,. SMALL: I,
sp., 2, 3, vhc, c, Tout, Gold-crest, Yellow Wagtail’
lteed Warbler. Swallow, and Sedge Warbler; he,
(2), Hall, Golderest. Willow Wren, good class all

lit to win. NOV. NOR. CL.; 1. 2, Medina. TKD.,
ETC.: 1, 2, Medina YORKS. CL.: 1, Nayl r, smart
yell., well staged; 2, Cooper, similar buff; 3. c,

Grist, yell., close up; vhc, Moore; lie. Stokes.
TKD.. ETC.: 1, Xayler; 2, vhe, Meore

; 3. Cooper;
be, Grist: c. Olford. A.O.V.: 1. 3. Moore; 2,

Coopvr. MULES AND HYB.: 1 Humby.

REDHILL C.B.S.
4th annual young stock show, Watkins’ Hotel, July

1. Under the secretarial guidance of Mr. A. W.
Baron, who received great help from some of the
members of the committee, the show was a great
success. Nearly 100 birds were staged, and amongst
l hem some exceedingly smart Border Fancies and
Yorks. Brit, also cams up well, and quality wao Al.
The room was unbeatable for light and airiness,
without draughts. Mr. Geo. Gardner judged, arid -his

awards seemed to give satisfaction. Tip re was a
good sprinkling of lady fanciers amongst the exhibi-
tors, and those who visited the show, a splendid sign

Wijfare Qf the cage bird Fancy in and around
Rcdiiill. Specials ~W£rf won as follows:—Best Nor..
Rev. 8. H. Phillips

; Yorks., Bacon
;
Bord., Martin

;

Boyd. Ur., Bacon; A.O.V.: Bacon; Brit., Bignai).
NOR. (2): 1, sp., 2, Rev. Phillips, leader very nice
soft aiid silky feathered tkd. yell., particularly good
head. YORKS., YELL. (7): 1, 3, Truclove, smart,
stylish bird, . well on tl>" leg for a baby, 3 hardly so
forward; 2. Miss Hard*, grizzled on wing, very good
quality and style i.'.vhc, Bacon j be,. Culver; c. Ram-
sey. BUFF (1,1); 1. sp.. vhc,. he, Bacon, very typical
varieg. buff, just breaking, but rare carriage and

feuther; 2, Miss Hatch, cl., stylish, and well propor

tlom-d
; 3, llnmscy ; c. Culver. BORD., YELL. (7):

1, sp., 2, Martin, leader tkd. thigh, nice model, very

Jaunty, particularly nice head, 2 tkd. wing, dapper
little bird, lovely feather; 3, be, Hewitt; vhe, Mar-
riott: <:, Neal. BUFF (12): A grand lot: I, he,

Martin, lovely little bird, tkd. on head, very Jaunty,

rare feather; 2, 3, Marriott, 2 very neat and nice,

3 varieg. charming feather, probably a hen; vhe, c,

Hewitt. Git. BORD. (5): 1, sp.. 2, vhe, Bacon,

winner the most typical; he, e, Martin. A.O.V. (14):

1, sp., 2, Bacon, gr. Yorks, and a Lizard; vhe, lie,

Miss Hatch. GOLDF. Olt 11ULLF. (4): 1, sp., 2, vliC,

Bignall, topping Bullie, an old face, ami a good
Goldie; he, Smith. GREENF. Oil CHAFF. (8): 1,

Smith, really good Groenie, well up iu feath r and
col.; 2, he, Marriott, lovely coloured and distinctly

mkd. Chaffinch; 3, Bacon, Groenie, good shape and
feather; vhc, Rev. Phillips; c, Bignall. SISKIN.
ETC. (7): 1, Marriott, very smart, lovely marked
Mealy Redpoll

; 2, e, Bignall, grand Siskin, rare bib

and good eol. and markings; 3, Bacon; vhc, lie,

Smith. A.O.V., including hens (5): 1, Marriott, very

smart Yellow Bunting, well up in eol.; 2, vhc, Big-

nail; lie, Smith; e, Bacon. NON-MEMBERS, CAN.
(f>) : 1, vhc, Montague, smart, gr. Yorks.; 2. Morse,

j

Lizard; lie, Tlckner; e (2). Mrs. G. Goodwin.
BRIT.: 1, Worslleld, very line Linnet; 2, Alias Why-
man, Goldfinch.

TREDEGAR C.B.S.
N.F. show of Yorks, headquarters, “Silver Grill,”

July 11.' Forty birds were staged, though the
exhibits were not quite so numerous ao last year

;

quality throughout was excellent, ami no donut »omo
of the exhibits will bo beard of during the show
season. Mr. G. Hale (Tredegar) judged, and had
not an easy task, but lie gave entire satisfaction.

NOVICE CL. YELL.: 1, 4, Llewellyn; 2, 3, Thomas.
MKD.: 1, Llewellyn; 2, Harris. CL. BUFF: 1,

Llewellyn; 2, 3, Harris; 4. Bennett; vhc, Thomas.
MKD.: 1, 2, R. F. Griffiths; 3. Liewellvn. CHAMP.
CL. YELL.: 2, Watkins. MKD.: 1, Watkins; 2,

.1. Griffiths; 3, 4, Bevan. CL. BUFF: 1, 2, .1. Grif-

fiths; 2, vhc, Watkins; 4, lie, Bevan. MKD.: 1.

Griffiths; 2, 3, Bevan.—W. B. Watkins, Hon. See.

ALFRETON C.B.S.
2nd N.F: show, Red Lion, Alfreton, July 11. wh n

a good number of birds faced the judge, Air. E.
Fox, Long Eaton, whose awards gave every satisfac-
tion.

NOR., CL., ETC., YELL.: 1, 2, Vard.v, Huthwaite;
3, AV. Shepherd, Huthwaite. BUFF: 1, 2, Vardy

;

3, Adnitt; vhc. Shepherd; he. Shepherd; e, Adnitt.
Glt. OR HEAVILY MKD. : 1, Shepherd. A’ORKS.,
Cl.. ETC., YELL.: I. lieardall. BUFF: 1,2, Va:dy;
3, Beardall. GIt. OR HEAVILY MKD.: 1, Abbott;
2, Beardall. AIULE OR HY“B. : 1, Adnitt; 2, Holt.
HARDBILL: 1, Adnitt; 2, Sankey and Lievers ; 3.

Herrott. FOR.: 1, Newton; 2, Cockayne. NOV.
NOR. YELL.: 1, 3, Holland; 2, Spencer. BUFF: 1,

3, Spencer; 2, Holland: 4, Cockayne. YORKS.
YELL.: 1, 2. Abbott. BUFF: 1, Sawer; 2, 3, Abbott.
—G. Beardall, Sec.

ARDWIGK & MANCHESTER C B-A
Sixth Annual F.F. Show, July 11, St.

Thomas's Schools, Ardwick. Considering that
many of the members have had a bad
season we had a capital entry, 335 birds being
staged, over 100 being young birds. Norwich classes
were well filled. Amateur claks contained 16 entries
and the Novice 14. Other classes averaged 9, and
some splendid specimens were staged ;

in fact, they
were the best we have ever had at any F.F.

show. Yorko were disappointing in numbers, but
of the best quality, the judge making special men-
tion of J. AIcTurlt's buff clear, a grand bird. British

came up fairly well, and Air. Oldham’s team of

Alul-es and Hybrids were a treat. Competition in all

classes was very keen, and the judge (name not
furnished.—-Ed.) bad his work cut out, although
his awards were well received and every satisfaction

given. Show was well attended. Specials most
points: 1, Oldham; 2, Vint; 3, Massey. Best young
Can., Boothman. Best Nov. Yorke, McTurk. Nov.
Nor.. Land. Amat. Brit. : Hope. Other specials

were won by Downing, Vint, Chilton, Fetcrs, Land,
Long, Boothman, Alasheder, Moss.
YORKS, CL. YELL. : 3, Bowning. BUFF: 1,

Downing. TKD. OR VAR. BUFF: 1, Downing. NOR.
CL. YELL.: 1,' Boothman: 2, Vint; 3, PeterS; 4,

vhc, Garbutt. NOR. CL. BUFF: 1. Boothman: 2,

3. Chilton; 4, Garbutt; vhc, lie, Vifit; e. Smith.

TKD. OR VAR. Y
rELL. : 1, vhc, Peters: 2, 3, Vint;

4, Smith; lie. Boothman; c, Spencer. BUFF: 1, 4,

Chilton; 2, Vint; 3, Thorpe; vhc, he, Peters. A.O.V.

CAN.: 1. 2, Thorpe; 3, vhc. Smith. NOV. YORKS.
CL. YELL.: 1, Moss; 2, AIcTurk. BUFF: 1, 3,

McTurk; 2, Moss; 4, Rcdfern. TKD. OR VAR.:
1 2, McTurk; 3, Moss. NOR. CL. YELL.: 1, War-
burton; 2, Saltham ; 3, Richards; 4. AVolstencroft.

BUFF: 1, 2, Land; 3, 4. Parish; vhc. c, AVolsten-

croft; lie, Robinson. TKD. OR VAIt.. YELL.: 1,

Land; 2. Walshaw; 3, AVotheropoon. BUFF: 1,

Hampson; 2, Robinson; 3, c, Richards; 4. vhc. AVar-

hurton. A.O.V. CAN.: 1, 3, Alasheder; 2, Walshaw.

BORD. YELL.: 1, Bennett: 2, 3. 4. Long. BUFF:
13 4, Long; 2, Bennett. OLD AIULES OR HYB.:

2,’
3, 4, vhc, he, c, Oldham. GOLDF. OR BULLI’.:

1* Hope- 2, Smith; 3, AVotlierspoon. LINNET: 1,

3. 4, Oldham; 2, vhc, c, Alassey ;
he, Redfern.

GREENF.: 1, Hill; 2, Redfern. CHAFF. OR
ItRAAlBLE: 1, Massey. LESSER REDPOLL: 1. Old-

ham- 2 Hill; 3, Massey: 4 AVolstencroft. MEALY
REDPOLL &c. : 3, 2. 3, Oldham: 4, vhc, c, Alaesev.

BRIT. HEN: 1. Alassey. FOR.: 1, Massey—J.

Spencer. Hon. Sec.

ABERSYCHAN C.B.S.
Y.B. allow held Juno 20. U1 bird* faced 1 ho

Judges, Mr. It. Cleaver and .1 Hillman, who guve
every satisfaction. NOR. YELL.: 1, 3, Sweeting; 2,

4, Vaughan. BUFF: 1, Vaughan; 2, 3, Sweeting: 4,

Workman. YELL. YORKS.: 1, 2, 3, 4, Parfitt.

BUFF: 1, 2, Parfitt; 3, 4, Cooper. BRIT.: 1,

Waters; 2, Vaughan: 3. Workman. Kp. host bird,

Parfitt; sp. beet 3rd bird, Sweeting; sp. best vhe,

Workman.
HUDDERSFIELD.

Monthly Table Show of Young llirdo, July 0, at

Headquarters ; 47 birds were staged; Mr. G. Cart-

wright; Huddersfield, judged. YORKS, CL. (14): 1,

Gledhill; 2, Sccdhouse
; 3, Buttle and Coupland; vhc,

Townend ; he, Cawtheray and Son ;
e, W. Sykes.

MKD. (21): 1, 8, vhc, F. Sykes; 2, Cawtheray .and
Son; lie, e, S. and A. Radley. CINN. MKD. (8): 1,

c. Rhodes; 2, Cawtheray and Son; 3, Buttle and

Coupland; vhe, Morris; lie, W. Sykes. NOIt. (4):

I, vhc, Cawtheray and Son
; 2, Alorris ; 3, Sharpe.—

A. Lawford, See.

(Owing to an enormous number of reports of First

Feather Shows again reaching us this week, several

have had to be held over until our next issue.)

IN IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete

in box,post free in the United Kingdom

Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from "Cage Birds

i, 3/6 ,i 6 m a »>

it 3,* ii 12 H ii ii

(any issue).
Postage paid by us.

These coupons must be posted to ua in the same en-

velope with remittance and name and address of

6cnder.
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CourttryStambtes

STANLEY (Victoria) F.F. & C.B.S.

The members bad their annual char-a-banc trip

on July 4, and left the Victoria Club at 7.45 a.m.

with a company of 33. Wo went by Rowlands Gill

to Blaydon, l'rudhoe, Hexham, Whitfield and Alston,

where we laid dinner at the Crown Hotel and a.

stroll through the highest and most ancient market

lo-.vn in England. We left by way of Physic Hall

Bank and Garrig'al on our right, through 18 miles- of

lovely country, and at High Parse visited the water-

falls and woods, reaching Bishop Auckland' at

7 p.m. We hud a substantial tea and landed home
at 10.30 p.m. AVo spent a most lovely day and all

enjoyed. U:e grand ride and scene. y. This society

is to be congratulated upon the progress made, all

the members being fanciers to the backbone.—AV.

Elliott, Sec.

GRANTHAM CBS
Second ramble July 4, when members cycled to

Uopsley Rise. Owing to holidays and other causes

members did net turn up so strohg as expected,

but all that went spent a most enjoyable time, as

th 9 woods looked beautiful, covered with all kinds

of wild flowers. Aiany birds were noticed: Yellow-

hammer, Chaffinch, Flycatcher, Wren, Blue Tit,' Lin-

net, etc. A large number of Jays were seen, and
these made on? wish they could stage one to look

as well while resting in the woods. Members men-

tioned bow they bad finished breeding. Mr. Barnes

has had a remarkable season, over 90 youngsters.

Mr. Jackson has- bred 40 Norwich, some very nice

ones among them. AV. AA’alton has 24 Norwich ;

Itateliff, 32 Norwich; Geeson, 34, chiefly Norwich;

P. Brewin. 24 Norwich, Mules, and Yorkshires;

Tebbutt. 35 Norwich and Rollers; T. Starkey has a

few Mules; regret to say our worthy chairmen,

AV. Twille.y and G. Mann, have only bred one or two,

and trust they will turn out good to make up for

loss of numbers. We are thinking of holding one

more otting to Belvior ;
should another society

round care to cycle and meet at Belvior, we shall

be pleased to try and make arrangements with

them.—W. Ratcliff.

COLINTON AND CURRIE
PARISHES O.S.

Second annual ramble through Riccarton (permis-

sion being kindly granted by Lady Gibson Craig).

We were joined ‘at Juniper Green by the members
of tlie Edin. C.B.S., our number being 34 in all. At,

the Corselet gates we were met by our guides, Air.

Haining (factor) and Air. Scott (head gardener). The
first find was by A. Bell, jun„ of Liberton, a AA’ren s

with four eggs ; a little further on we came to a

wall covered with ivy, which we thought would be

a good place for nests, but unfortunately it was

drawn blank. The bhoys on the other side among
the trees were more fortunate, Air. Brown locating

a Blackie with three eggs, and Air. Charlton a Thrush
with four eggs. A halt was called to must'er our

forces, and we left the woods for the gardens, where

Mr. Scott in a very able and kindly manner answered

many questions relating to the flowers, vegetables,

and fruit. The gardens were a treat to see. After

spending the best part of an hour here, we made
tracks for the woods, where we were met by our

kind host. Sir Archibald C. Gibson-Craig, and, after

the officials of the party had been introduced to

him, we had a tajk on birdy matters with him, and

he quite astonished a few of the party by his

knowledge of birds in general. Here Air. Begbie

took the opportunity of thanking Sir Archibald, and

asked him to convey to his mother. Lady Gibson-

Craig, the thanks of those present for their kindness

in granting permission to go through the beautiful

estate. Sir Archibald sail it gave both him and

his mother great pleasure to be of any little service

in enabling the fanciers of the district to study bird

life in its wild state, and he would be pleased to

grant permission for us to go through at_ any future

time. After thanking Sir Archibald for his kindness,

we took to the woods. Air. Michie was the only one

of the party to find nests with young. After getting

rhe party all together, we left our guides, but not

before, in a few well chosen words, Mr. Begbie had

thanked Air. Haining and Air. Scott for their kind-

ness; Air. Haining replied saying he hoped we would

come a little earlier next year, and we would pos-

sibly get more nests. Juniper Green was soon

reached, and we adjourned to the Co-op. Society's

premises, where tea was waiting for us. After

doing good justice to a splendid tea, we adjourned

to the Railway Inn, and called Air. Begbie to the

chair. Air. Begbie proposed toast of “Long Life and

Prosperity to Sir Archibald Gibson-Craig and Ins

mother, Lady Gibson-Craig,” thanking them for

giving us such a pleasant afternoon. Air. Brown,

Leitli O.S.. proposed “The Colinton and Currie

Parishes O.S.,” and thanked the members for ar-

ranging such a pleasant ramble, and Air. Charlton,

Edinburgh C.B.S., aiso thanked the members, and

especially the see., for the splendid arrangements

made. Mr. A. AV. Watson, president of Edinburgh

C.B.S., joined in thanking the Colinton and Currie

members for inviting the Edinburgh C.B.S. to join in

the ramble. Air. Begbie replied in a few words, say-

ing lie hoped when another ramble came round that

the members of the Edinburgh C.B.S. would again

join us. The evening was finished in song and story,

when Atessrs. J. Napier, Dickson, Charlton, Brown.

Dick, and Begbie kindly obliged with songs, all

being greatly appreciated, especially Air. Dick's ren-

dering of- “The AVedding Bells,” A3r. Charlton’s

"Mona,” and Air. . Begbie's “Herrin' Barns.” The
company broke up wi-tli the singing of Auld Lang
t,— - — —"* pleasant days

Colinton and

ananes
Can be obtained for

1/- DOWN.
Many people are making a

Splendid Income from Can-

aries—you can, too.
There is a great demand for liigh-class Canaries,

and those who know the secrets of breeding ami
rearing them are making a splendid income. Apart
from the big profits to be made, it is most fascinat-

ing to be able to develop the quality of your birds

in the .same way as the expert horticulturist im-

proves the beauty and value of his flowers and
fruit.

A Mine of Information about
Canaries.

Every detail of the wonderful art of producing

prizewinning Canaries is explained step by step in

“Our Canaries”—a truly magnificent work on the

subject. There are very full instructions on the

selection of the parent birds, mating, feeding dur-

ing incubation, and the feeding and aftercare of your

Canaries when fledglings, and during the moult.

There is also important information on the prepara-

tion of the birds for the show bench. In addition

to this there is a mine of information on countless

other matters, including the treatment cf Canaries

that are ailing, and how to prevent the loss that so

many experience among their young birds at tins

time of the year.

“Our Canaries’’ is easy to

secure.
In order that you may start right away making

more money with your Canaries, arrangements have

been made so that you can now secure “Our Can-

aries” at once for 1/- down. The balance joii can

pay in easy monthly payments afterwards. If you

reouire more information about this wonderful

volume fill in and send the coupon on this page

for an interesting illustrated booklet. It has^beeri

specially prepared for readers of “Cage Birds,” and

is quite FREE. In order to lose no time, however,

it is wisest to send postal order for 1 J- for Our

Canaries” at once.

One opinion (similar to many others w i ch

we have received) from a delighted pure! aier

No. 6, Co-operative Houses,
Brierley, near Barnsley.

Dear §ir

It is with great pleasure that I thank you for

sending me that most wonderful volume entitled

“Our Canaries.” I am sure it is worth every penny

you ask for it, and will certainly recommend it to

my friends.

It is a marvellous volume on the anatomy or Can-

aries alone. You can make any use you like of

this letter, because “Our Canaries’’ is a book that

needs circulating among Canary lovers. Thanking

you again, I remain, yours faithfully,
3 ° ’

THOS. S. AV ALLIS.

'CAGE BIRDS," 154, Fleet Street, London, EC.

company broke up with tnc singing oi

Syne, and so ended one of the .most pleasant days

yet experienced .in connection with the O

Cut round this Free “Brochure” Ticket dotted

lines Fill in your name, address and occupation,

put it inside a halfpenny stamped envelope, and
post it to-day.

To the Publishers, "Our Canaries,” 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address beiow a copy

of your 20-page Illustrated Brochure on "Our
Canaries,’

1

telling how I may obtain tliis fine

volume on first payment of only 3/-, balance

payable in convenient monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to the copy-

post Free as a reader of “Cage Birds.”
Yours truly.

Name

Address

Occupation
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Questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All question* must be dearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one t>i<le of paper, and con -

elude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym. . . .

(2)—Thc proper name and address in lull of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper
,

and cncloseil with the query.

(3)— Queries intended for different specialists must

not be written on the same sheet of paper.

( 4 ) Queries must not include or he included m ,

orders for boo let, instructions re advertisements,

or (ini/ other matter for publication.

(by The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the hit-hand corner of the query.

((!)—// an answer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries mast be posted to reach us by

Monday's first post ut latest.

(i)--If on answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, « postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query, rcluting to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be scut to the office (see

Post-mortems )

(8)—.41! who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must stute. groupds for doing so

clearly anil fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's " Poor

Children's Fund (Donjon).

(9)—All queries must be. addressed to the Editor,

" Cage ltirds,” ' l,
r
>4, fleet Street, London, E.I-.

Postcurds are not admissible.

T HE followin'’ gentlemen represent fxc.F, BIRDS

Stall of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries. Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,

and Hybrids H. Norman. Foreign Birds Wesley T.

Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird I-ife H. Norman.

Note.—

I

f an answer Is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,

Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary we shall, should the querist desire

ns to do so, he pleased to submit his questions

for answer to some leading specialist on the

variety concerned.

CAWAEY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

ERADICATING GREY LICE (B. S.).-I suspect

these particular birds are of a weakly constitution,

but, even so, the repeated washings should have

been effectual;' really you Washed the birds; too

often. The object of the repeated washings is to

eradicate any trash insects that may hatch out from

"nits” after tho first washing, and three washes

with an interval of a week between each should be

all that is necessary in any ease. I* or the affected

birds I would now advise you to scald all ne/st boxes

in strong soda, water, and see that all the nesting

material is free from contamination, and do not

mix up the appliances of this cage with any of the

others (live a hath twice a week in which you

have mixed a little sulphuretted' potash, in the pro-

portion of a teaspoonful to a pint ol’ water, and

continue these baths until all trace of the insects

lias disappeared. Also give a morsel of bread and

milk every second day for a fortnight or so, and

once each week add a dusting of flowers of suiphur

to it, and on each of the other occasions put on

two drops of ccd liver oil emulsion and sprinkle

with soft sugar. On the alternating day add 20

drops of Chemical Foo<l to the drinking water.

AILING YOUNG (II. UaTdisty).—Your feeding is

scarcely correct, and 1 think possibly you may take

the young away from the parents a little, too early.

You say you have not been able to detect whether

there is any diarrhoea, yet this should 1/e self-evi-

dent by the condition ol tee cage floor. If you have
any more young broods do not wholly separate them
until you' see that they are beginning to crack

canary" seed for themselves. Then give a staple

of plain canary, and place 1 a teaspoonful of summer
rape on top of it each day for the brood. Also

continue giving egg food (*r you may occasionally

substitute a little bread and milk for egg food as

a change) dally until they have taken voluntarily to

the dry seeds as their chief diet. Allow a heaped
teaspoonful of soft food at first between, every two
birds, and gradually reduce this quantity as you
notice the birds eat more freely of the seeds pro-

vided. Also give separately a similar quantity of

a mixture of cracked hemp and broken groats each
afternoon, and gradually discontinue this in the
same way as the egg food. Eventually bring them
on to a staple of plain canary seed, with a half tea-

spoonful of ’summer rape every second day, and on

the alternate days a similar quantity of a mixture

of hemp, niger, teazle, black rape, millet, and broken
groats twice each week, and on two other days a

like quantity of egg food. Keep a regular supply
of pure fresh water available always, and see that
all vessels are sweet and clean. You need only

withhold green, food for a few days after separating
the birds, and then give a few seed-heads of shep-

herd’s purse, plantain stalks, or seedy chiekweed,
about every second day. Adopt this system now
with the ailing birds, dissolve a crystal of sulphate

of soda the size of a pea in the water for two d'ays,

and then add 20 drops of Chemical Food daily for

a week or so.

BREEDS FOR SINGING (J. H P.)—As you want
only good songsters, I cannot advise you to go in

for fancy varieties as companions for the Rollers.
Well-trained Rollers arc far and away the best
singers of all the Canary tribe, and their associa-
tion with ordinary singing Canaries is practically
certain to result sooner or later in deterioration of
the quality of the Roller’s song. Therefore, your
best course is to have none hut well-trained Rollers
—St. AndreasbeTg or .Seifert, if you desire variety
in the song, or birds trained to excel in hollow or
glucke rolls if you prefer exceptionally long rolling
tours. But if you really wish some other variety
of Canary they may be placed in the following order
ns singers:—A first cross with Roller and cither
Border Fancy, Yorkshire, or Norwich: and pure Bor-
der Fancy: Yorkshire; Norwich; Ctresit or Cresb-
bred: all the rest on about the same level. For
singing keep the birds caged separately, one in each
cage.
GROWTH ON BEAK (C. E. n.).—Touch the

growth oncp with a match stick dipped \i tincture
of iodflue, and a few days after this begin to smear

it -slightly with sulphur ointment twice a week, and
continue this for a month if necessary, or you may
cease sooner if the growth scales off' in less time.

Possibly the bird is getting old, and these accumu-
lations are not uncommon in ugvd birds. No other
treatment should lie necessary.
WHAT RESULTS? (B. F. C. M. S.).- In the latter

portion of this reply tost week, the inversion of the
figures do crlbing the part ol "Our Canaries ” ad-

vised for reference made it appear im if Part II.

was adlvs.'d, where it was Part XI. Will querist

pteu'c note?
COLOUR FEEDING PARENTS WITH YOUNG

(C. A. 1!.). If only the sweet or tasteless pepper is

use(l, and not more than half strength, there is no
likelihood ol’ tlie young being done any harm by
adding the colour to the egg food which the parents
will he feeding the young with. But there is little

or notlimg to he gained l/y feeding the young in

the nest; and in addition there is the risk that
the. parents will not feed the young so freely on
tin' coloured food as they might on ordinary food,

and if tin' cock drops into moult deeply the half-

strength food will certainly not be sufficient to

colour him properly. Therefore, if there is any
likelihood of liiim moulting early you world do
best to separate him, and leave the hen to bring
up the brood by herself Otherwise, give the ordi-

nary egg food for the first week or so after the
young are hutched, assuming the cock does not
commence lo drop feathers, and then begin to add
a very little, colour daily, gradually increasing the
strength until it is up to not less than half full

strength, and coiitin.ie with this until the cock
begins to moult, when, whether the young are
reared or not, you will have to begin with full

strength colon’ food at once if you are to colour-
feed him properly, and for this purpose it is, of

course, necessary to cage litin by himself away
from the young.
OUTDOOR AVIARY (F. .1. W.).--As you have only

twelve square feet of lioor space, the aviary is in

reality only a good largo cage. The height is of
comparatively little moment, and you might almost
as well have made a division midway between top
and bottom, aiul thus made two cages with exactly
I In' same amount of lioor space, which would each
havio accommodated the/ flame number of birds as
this aviary as it now stands. If the aviary is
built in a fairly ..sheltered place, there to no neces-
sity for covered sleeping portion, uy the structure
is not really big enough to devote apace for this
purpose, hut the provision of a waterproof blind to
draw down in wet or very bad weather will he a
sensible idea, and tliis should be quite sufficient
protection for the inmates if the structure is not
very much exposed in position. One cock and three
lions is as much stock as it will accommodate if

you are to stand any chance at all of breeding, so
you had natter forego the idea of having a selection
of British birds as well as Canaries. Or you might
havo a cock Goldfinch and a cod; Linnet with the
three hen Canaries, if you preferred to try for
Mules, but on the whole you would do best to have
one cock Canary and this number of hens.
CAUSE OF INFERTILITY (A.C.).— It is by no

means uncommon for eggs to prove unfertile after
the birds repeatedly going through all the forms
of successful mating, but it would be impossible to
give a definite cause of this without a very full ac-
count of your treatment and general management,
and full particulars of the condition of the birds.
Indeed, even with all this evidence it would not be
possible to be dogmatic in all cases about the cause,
as the causes of infertility are by no means fully
understood. As the cock has failed with both hens,
it is most likely that lie is the faulty party, and
is probably not in breeding condition. You do not
even say whether he was in song, or in apparently
good health, nor give any particulars as to how
you have been treating them, so that it is impos-
sible to advise you on any particular point, and as
it is now too late to go on breeding further this
year, your best course will be to separate the
birds and give them as much space as you can for
exercise through the coming winter, and thereby aim
at getting them in a good hard, robust condition
for the next season. Atou should get a copy of
"Canary Breeding for Beginners,” and start treat-
ing your birds implicitly as therein advised.
SWELLINGS ON BIRD (Miss W. Harris).—Quite

possibly an injection of iodine would be the most
beneficial tiling, bub this, unfortunately, is a form
of treatment that I cannot advise you to attempt
yourself. Perhaps you could get your medical man
to make an injection and see result. Should this
fail to give the necessary relief, then operative
measures are the only remaining chance of curing
the bird, and this again I do not advise you to at-

tempt yourself. Your best course would be to
place the bird in the hands of a qualified veterinary
surgeon for this treatment.
YOUNG AND PROFIT (Crest).—(1) If the cock

was apparently quite well when you mated him,
there is no reason why you should not feel quite
justified in selling the young birds. If the cock’s
bronchial trouble was' of a chronic nature, or fre-

quently rectirring, then you might have some qualms
about it, but even in that case it is not certain
that the young would develop the same trouble if

they were well and properly cared for. The pre-

disposition, and the possibility of the birds becom-
ing affected fk, of course, there, but this does not
amount to a certainty that the trouble would be
developed if the birds were not unduly exposed to
exciting causes. (2) I am afraid ydH take the
wrong view of Canary breeding from a profitable

standpoint. The fact that you have been unfortun-
ate in your breeding experiments so far does not by
any means alter the fact that others may, and do,

make a very profitable hobby of it. But, as in

every other concern, there are attendant risks

which have to he taken, and which may either re-

duce profit, or obliterate it altogether in some cases,

and for some time. And then, profit in this con-

nection is very largely a question of skilled man-
agement, and a wise selection of stock. In your own
case, for instance, it seems clear to me that your
failure to make it a profitable concern is chiefly,

perhaps wholly, due to your stock birds not being

in that prime health and breeding condition essen-

tial to obtaining the best results. It is certainly

best to have a separate room for breeding, although
many make the hobby a success with only a living

room for their birds to breed in, and a separate
room without the necessary care and skill in man-
agement of the birds will not necessarily ensure a

greater amount of success. In short, the whole
thing turns itself into a question of management
and the possession of strong, healthy, and robust
birds, and to ensure the first of these essentials

you cannot do better than follow the advice in the
pages of the book you have. As regards the latter

points this is a question of judicious selection in

the first instance, and proper management after-

wards. Three pairs of birds is a fair number for

a beginner to start with until some experience has
been obtained. I do not remember whether your
birds are aged or not, but if they are past their

second season you would increase your chanc s of

better success ifext 6cason by clearing them out and

starting afresh with two or three pairs of first and
second season birds.

IRRITATION (E. J,ockliart).—The irritation

points so strongly to rod-mite attacks that although
\our care of the cage seems to preclude Ibis pest,

I would still advise you to examine carefully the

cage ut the points where the wires pass through
the cross-stays, probing any open joints or cracks

with a pin (in to a sheet ol' white paper, and see

if this reveals any trace of the pest. If so, take

the necessary stops to extirpate them. In addition

lo tills, thu 'bird is certainly moulting, which is to

some extent the cause of the irritation. Allow it

to bathe daily, if it will do so, and twice each week

for a time add a few drops of essence of quassia

to Hie wal or in the hath. Jn addition to the usual

soi d diet give a morsel of bread soaked in cold

milk, drained, slightly dusted with flowers of sul-

phur, and then sprinkled with soft sugar every third

day for a fortnight, and on the day following this

each time mid to the drinking water as much
chlorate of potash as will cover a sixpence, ami ten

drops of lemon juice. Give a spray of green food

in varietv daily. Ho not dust, the bird with any-

thing at" all. To do so with white precipitate

would be positively dangerous.
BALD ON HEAD (L’oiseau jeuna).- Hie birds

diet Is not sufficiently nourishing, anil tliis, coupled

with its palpably weak condition rnay not only lie

responsible for its bald condition, but also for its

failure to make a success of breeding. Give a

staple diet of n mixture of three parts canary to

one part summer rape. In addition to this for

the m xt month give a morsel of bread and milk

with sulphur, as advised to "K. Lockhart in this

issue every third day, ami on each of the following

da vs add also the potash and lemon juice to the

water, and on each of the remaining days, to fill in

the intervals, give a small teaspconl'ul of a mixture

of equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, am
chopped sunflower seeds. Give a little green food

daily, and allow bird to bathe as freely as it likes.

During the first fortnight you may slightly moisten

tin' bare skin with sulphur ointment twice in each

week, hut do not daub the plumage unnecessarily.

Keep bird fairly warm when it begins to moult in

order to encourage a quick and complete change of

plumage, and this treatment should enable It to

moult, out into perfect plumage.
UNFERTILITY (R. Jessop).— Thanks for your

totter giving further particulars about the treat-

ment of your birds. It is impossible to name a

definite cause for such a record of unftrtihty as

von have experienced. There may have been a

lack of affinity between the birds, or, as it is some-

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners" fid.)-. House's •“ Canary Manual’ (1/2);

Valtije's “Yorkshire, Canaries’’ (l IH)’, Houses Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); Westons “<S lock Booh (id.),

Ur. Clarke’s “Septic or Bird Fever’’ (id.); Ur. t.res-

well's “Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); A orman s

“ Aviaries ,
‘Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/S); Ramsdeii s
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times put, they did not "hit, /but this explains

nothing satisfactorily. There is also a chance

that- the birds were late hatched last season, and

were consequently somewhat /immature for b eeding

this season. There is nothing seriously wrong with

your feeding that can explain the matter, so I

would advise you to keep them in the flight during

t’re coming' winter, feed them as you are now
doing, with the exception of giving egg food only

once or twice a week after the moult is over, and

thus get them in a good/ hard robust condition for

the beginning of next breeding seasoD, when there

is no reason why they tiliould not| do much better,

and show an average degree of fertility.

BREATHES HEAVILY AND WHEEZES (F. H.
Dundas).—The hen. seems to be thoroughly out of

condition, and your treatment is mot likely to help

the condition you describe. If there are a few-

red mites in the feathers there arc doubtless hordes

of them .in the- joints and crevices about the cage,

and/ these you must first of all eradicate, as you

will have seen frequently described in these replies.

Next you must see that she is free from direct

cold draughts, and do not hang high up. ncor the

ceiling, nor near or over burning lights in the

evenings. Keep in a comfortable place, where the

temperature is fairly equable. In addition to the

6taple diet of plain canary seed, give separately

half a teaspoonful' of summer rape every second

day, and a morsel of bread and milk with two
drops of codr liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled

with maw seed, and on the alternate days give a

morsel of banana, or some green salad, and a pinch

of a mixture of equal iparts hemps, niger, millet,

teazle, linseed, and chopped sunflower seed's. In

the drinking water add 1 as much Epsom salts as will

cover a sixpence and ten drops of lemon juice for

two days and' after tliis gfvc twenty drops of

whiskey, five each of oxymef of squills and ipeca-

cuanha’ wine, and two of eucalyptus oil, well shaken
in the water two days in every three for a fort-

night. The bare places will probably become
covered! during the course of the moult, which will

very soon, take place now.
SWEATING HEN (W. Toovey).—The condition you

describe of the hen was due to excessive diarrhoea
in the young with watery evacuations. You might
possibly have saved the situation by adding a
teaspoonful of lime water to the drinking water
each day for a time, and adding a third part of

the usual quantity of bread or biscuit used in

mole in.j the egg food in stale bread dried in tho
oven until it was brown and' Ii aid, and then crushed
or ground in a seed/ mill, and used' in the making
of the egg food oach day. A small teaspoonful
of arrowroot might also have been added to a
tablcspoonful of the egg food. Tills might have
kept the lion feeding, and ip that ease would
certainly have set matters right with the young,

whoa all should have gone on in the usual course.
^Bce that the cage is kept scrupulously clean, that
all your foods are quite sweet and fresh, and add
the lime water lo the drinking wa^er as iiigiitioncd

above y lien the next brood is hatched, and continue
It lor a fc.v Ua}», ari(I you .should be able to avert
the some thing happening again.
SMALL CLUTCH AND AVIARY (B. Harris).—

(1) As the cock was so mischievous about the uost,

you certainly did quite right to remove him and
leave the lien to complete the clutch, if she would
have done so, and hatch and rear the young by
herself, and Hie fact of taking him away had
nothing whatever to do with the lien not laying

any more eggs after the first. She would have
laid no more in that clutch if lie had been left

wTh her. (2) A.- you are going to keep the aviary

indoors, you would have done better to leave out
Llic partition between the sleeping quarters and the

wire-fronted part, so that the birds could have had
tlie full space for exercise. As it stands, tho

sleeping quarters wilf not only be very dismal

from lack of light, but unless it is well provided

with ventilation, which I fail to see, it will also

be do,so and stuffy. I would advise you to cut

out at least 2ft. dins, from tho bottom of this

partition, leaving only the angular portion at ho

roof, which will provide all tho privacy and shelter

in ce.isary, arid make the whole aviary in uch moro

healthy ‘ and serviceable. You could keep from

29 to 24 Canaries, or birds of a .similar size, in It

without breeding; or, for breeding, one cook and

three liens would be sufficient to start any season

with, or if you removed the young as the season

progressed, two cocks and live or six lieus might

bo kept. Any breed of Canary should succeed

in it. (3) It is simply a matter of taste whether

you paint the inside white instead of distempering

it with colour. Faint or enamel wears best, and

some light tint can be made to look so much more

snug and comfortable than a cold, glaring white.

Personally, I should prefer a light tint of blue or

"ieen, and only a white if the aviary ihould have

to be plgced in a poorly lighted place. In the

latter case white would serve the useful purpose

of hclniag to brighten up the interior.

BEGAN TO SIT (E. M. T.).— If the hen was

mated with a cock some time before the c-ggs were

laid there is no Teason why these eggs should not

prove fertile, and you would do well in any case

to leave them to undergo the full period of incu-

bation. even if you add a few more eggs from

the mixed foreign aviary to them. Only the actual

test can prove whether it is any use doing tlie ‘

latter or not. As the aviary is a mixed one, it

s»ems to me very doubtful whether the eggs would

be likely to be fertile or not; the risk would

certainly be quite as great as in the case of tlie

hen’s own eggs. The foreign eggs would also need

to be of one of the Finch tribe, or a closely allied

species, to be reared by the Canary. A clutch

of common Canary eggs, or one of our native

Finches, would be a safer experiment. I cannot

even guess whether the hen is a Roller from the

sound -you say she makes. She is evidently out

of condition. See that she is free from draughts,

and treat her for a few days as you may sec in

many of these reples for a bird suffering from cold.

COLOUR FEEDING BUFFS (Greenhorn).—I am
not clear whether you mean half quantity or half

the strength of colour food that you are doubtful

about giving to your buff Yorkshires. But in

either case it would be incorrect. You should

give them just the same colour food, both as re-

gards strength and quantity as you give to the

Yellows. You need, not fear that by giving them

the same colour food y'oj viill turn buffs into

yellows. Tlie only thing that will happen, and

what you must aim at, is that the ground, or

under, colour of the plumage will be intensified,

but the “ meally ” white tips of the web of the

plumage will remain unaffected by the colour food,

and will in consequence of the greater intensity

of the ground colour, be shown up more prom-

nently. For fail strength of colour food add two

teaspoonfuls of colour to one egg and twice the

bulk of bread crumbs or crushed biscuit, and give

the birds a teaspoonful of the coloured egg food

each per day, to buffs as well as yellows.

ABOUT TWO HENS (J. B. N.).—No. 1 hen has

what can only be described as an abnormal cycle

of reproduction, the development of the ovaries

having stopped short at the egg-rroducing stage,

and as it is so late in the season, it is not at

all likely that she will do any breeding this sea-

son If she is sitting steadily you might place a

clutch of some other hen’s eggs under her, perhaps

a deserted clutch, and she will probably batch

out and rear the young the same as though the

eggs had been her own. This is also sometimes

followed by the lien going to nest on her own
account and producing a normal cycle. In the

case of hen No. 2 she has doubtless already pro-

duced all the eggs she wall do this season, and as

she has already had two broods you would do well

to cease any further attempts to breed again with

her this season. If she has not laid any eggk by

the time this reply appears your best course is to

take away the nest and all nestiug material, and

turn her into a flight where she can get a good

exercise before the moult commences. Add a pinch

of Epsom salts to the driuking water for two days

after taking away the nest. By stopping her

breeding now she will moult out better, aud be in

a much better condition for breeding again next

6G3 sOn
A SWOLLEN CLAW (A Beginner). -Catch tbo

bird and examine the toe closely to see if there

is a strand of nesting material twisted around it.

or if the swelling is in reality an accumulation

of dirt and sand which has adhered to the toe

and become dry and hardened. In either case re-

move tliis obvious cause, and if it is an accumu-

lation of dirt soften it by bathing before aUeinp-

<-

i

n o- (o remove it. Whether or not there is any

obstruction ns sjggested, bathe Uie foot for a

few minutes in a warm solution of boracic acid

a teaspoonful of acid in a sauccrful of warm

water. Gently cleanse the feet °.f '!

this as the bathing proceeds, nml then dry and

anoint the foot with Lanocyllin ointment once daily

for a few days.

“THE POULTRY WORLD
U

offices.

will tell you everything you want to know about poultry-keeping. It is quite a simple hobby and

The Pour ,try World is on sale at al/’iuavsagents' ld.T'or a sample copy may be hadfree

The booklet, “Poultry Appliances and llovvto Make Them," price Oil., or 7d. post I roc,

you exa ctly bow to make your own poultry ho use.

64 TIa® Poultry World,
154. FLEET STREET. LONDON. E C.
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BRITISH BIRDS,
1VZU1.ES and hybrids.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BLACKBIRDS WITH FITS (W. G. Tucker). Kits

ore mostly caused through Improper feeding, ul-

tlpugli birds will occasionally have them from
nervousness. Grow feeding birds that do not get

Ml indent exercise are also troubled with them.

Although you say in your letter that you are feeding

your bird on the best of food, you do not say what
it Lo. If it is the usual inseetilo food, it should

bo supplemented with plenty of fruit at this time

of the year, and I would also advieo you not to

be too liberal with mealworms and snails. Vary

his insect diet as much as pcostbje. Give him a

dose of eulphutc of soda in his drinking water, re-

peating in a eouple of days. As much as will cover

a sixpence ill an ounce of water is the correct

quantity. If this and the change of diet does not

improve matters, although it should do, you will

have to procure from the chemist a 10 per cent,

solution of bromide potassium; then, when ho has

an attack, give about 8 drops direct into the beak,

and mix a small teaspoonful in bis drinking water.

Let him liy in your very largest cage and give tile

bath on all suitable days.

MOULTING SKYLARK ("Foodieso").- There is no
reason why you should alter your method of feeding

your Skylark during tho moult. Ail you need do

is to improve it a little in quality. Unfortunately

you do not give me your bill of fare for him, but,

anyway, you cannot do wrong by adding a little

extra hard-boiled egg and also increasing his supply

of insects. Tho moult is a most trying time for all

birds, and a little extra nourishment is quite the

correct thing. When you are cleaning his cage

out on fine bright days, if you spray him lightly

with tepid water you will find it will greatly assist

hir Most birda go into moult during this month,
* tiie duraton of it depends on the health of

i bird and the climatic conditions. Each feather

es about eix weeks to grow to the full, but, of

i ,rse, there are many developing at the same time.

(1ULES AND HYBRIDS (Inquisitive).—Speaking

correctly, all crosses between different species of

birds are Hybrids, but fanciers have divided them
in the following manner : Where one of the parents

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Uoulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird

Hybrids” (7/C); Borman's “ British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Part 1

“Uardbills

"

(1/1), Part 2 "Soflbills”

(1/1); " Aviaric3, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Dr. Creswcll’s “ Hygiene of

Bird-keeping” (1/1); Dr. Clarke’s "Septic or Bird

Fever” (7d.); “ Colour-feeding "
(3jd.); or the "Nut-

shell” booklets (2fd. each); No. i "Goldfinch,"
.Vo. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 " Bullfinch,” No. 13
“ Chadinch,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Sibkin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 20 "Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

"Ailing Birds and How to CUrc Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc ,” No. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

ie a Canary they are mostly called Mules, and
where both parents are British birds they are called

Hybrids.
JAY FOR EXHIBITION (K. Kuightbridge).—-The

show cage for exhibiting a Jay in should be of the
box pattern, twenty-four inclieo long, twenty inches

high, and twelve inches wide, the wires should bo
stout and an inch and a half apart. The cage
should be fitted with two stout perches, about an
inch and a quarter in diameter. For exhibition

purposes a Jay should be large, that is somewhat
larger than the average bird, the colour of the
back rich, the blue in the wing bright and cleanly

marked, the ticking on the crest distinct, and the

black patch on the cheek dense and cleanly cut,

he should be clean and in perfect feather, frayed

or broken wing or tail feathers would put him back
considerably. To get him into show condition you
would have to feed him pretty liberally upon
insects, and about twice a week, he should have
a freshly killed mouse or small bird, this assists

greatly to put a healthy gloss upon his plumage.
Let him get used to the show cage, get him ac-

customed to seeing strangers, or he may be nervous
when exhibited.
CANARY OR HYBRID (Puzzled).—It is not at

all an unusual occurrence for pure Canaries and
Hybrids to be bred in the same nest. I have a

brood at the present time with two Canaries in it

and one Redpoll-Canary. The feather you send, is,

in my opinion, one taken from a Goldfinch-Canary.

It is rather unfortunate that he is the baby of the

family, as size jo such an important factor for

6ueceos in exhibiting. I would advise you to keep

the same pair together, as it is just possible they

may throw something good another time.

THRUSH WITHOUT FEATHERS (A. S. Ide).—
There may be two causes for your Thrush being

bare in places. It may be due to insects or to im-

proper feeding, unfortunately you do not say how
you are treating him, or I could possibly say for

certain where you are in error. You had better

catch the bird and examine him carefully for in-

sects, and if you find any, dust him well with

insect powder, repeating the operation in three

days. Let him bathe frequently, and put a little

quassia solution in the water. His cage and

perches should be thoroughly scrubbed, and kept

as clean as possible. When yop get rid of the

insects the feathers may not grow again directly,

but as the bird will be soon going into moult, they

will be replaced then. You should send for our

Nutshell booklet on the Thrush, it would assist you

in your management.
BULLFINCH-CANARY (E. M. T.).—If your Can

ary hen shows any signs of moulting it would be

useless expecting her to go to nest. If they are

Well and healthy another year you could try again;

although it is rather unfortunate that she is not

larger. I have seen a full-sized -Hybrid bred from

a very email Bullfinch hen, so if you are success-

ful you may get one decent bird
;
much depends

upon the way in which they are reared. The egg

you sent me is that of the Greenfinch, which are

usually very fertile, but if it was really the only

ono laid, I am not surprised that it did not hatch.

LINNET GREENFINCH (A. Noel Booker).—This

cross is about the easiest of all the British crosses

to produce, the birds to all appearance being very

nearly related. For exhibition purposes they are

not of much use unless you are possessed of an
extraordinary specimen. They have to be showm in

tho clast) for Hybrids between two British birds,

consequently they have to compete witli Grcen-

tiuch-BuIlfincb, Linnet-Bullfinch, Goldfinch Bullfinch,

and several other rare birds that are difficult to

produce. If you aro a member of a society I

would advice yoil to retain the larger of the two
birdo, as lie would lie useful to secure you a few

points against your fellow nu mbers. All Hybrids
grow very much the first year or two.

COLOUR-FEEDING HYBRIDS (Andrew Wilson).—
To colour-feed your Hybrid you should procure a

lb. of. tasteless pepper from some well-known vendor

and follow out tho instructions printed on tile tin.

You should commence to give it at once, before tho

bird gets heavily into tho moult. Givo it rattier

weak at first, or he may take a dislike to it, mix

it well with the soft food and let it etaml an

hour or so before using. (2) Yyu could use tho

same food for your Brambluflneli if you think lie

requires it.

SKYLARK MOULTING (1>. Cottano). No doubt

moving tiie bird from one residence to another was

the cause of him dropping into moult. The inot

tiling you can do is to keep him in an even tempera-

ture and feed him with good nourishing food. Pro-

cure some good insectile mixture and give him three

days a week, and offer a good supply of insects.

I would a loo advise you to put a small teaspoonful

of chemical food in his drinking water, boil tiie

water first or it will not mix.. If when you clean

out his cage jou were to spray him lightly witli

water it would tighten up bis plumage, but 1 rather

expect lie will go through witli hia proper moult

ilow as this is the season of the year for it.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AILING PEKIN ROBIN (V. F. B.).-Thc ailing

bird must be brought indoors at once if you have
not already done so. Bathe ito eyes witli a dilute

rose-water and zinc solution. Do not let tiie bird

swallow any. On receipt of this reply put one
teaspoohfui of Dimieford s Magnesia in the drinking

water for ono day, repeating the dose after an
interval of three days. After the soft food is

moistened spot over it 10 to 20 drops of cod-liver

oil (or the C. L. O. Emulsion) daily till the bird

is quite fit again. Get the following mixture

;

Ipecacuanha wine, oxymel of squills, and glycerine

in equal parts ; well mix. l’ut half-a-teaspoonful of

this mixture into the drinking wateq except when
giving the magnesia, till the trouble ceases. Keep
the patient in a warm place, but where it will get

plenty of sun and air, without draught, on all suit-

able dayo. Weather has been quite treacherous of

late for new acquisitions. Your soft food is hardly

good enough. Get -some good ants’ eggs and dried

Hies, and uoe one part each ants ’eggs, dried fiies,

crushed biscuit, and crumbled sponge cake, first

mixing them together and then lightly moietening

with boning water. Also supply Iruit and live in-

sects and about a teaspoonful of setd twice a week.
A' little milksop daily will be very beneficial at tbis

juncture. Make it pretty sioppv and supply vaiin.

Report progress about ten days hence.

AMAZON PARROT (J. E. H.).— So long as the

bird in kept out of draught and gets light and air,

tiie temperature of any ordinary room will suffice.

Bathe the nostrils once or twice daily with dilute

giyco-thymoline (1 in 10), sufficiently often to keep

the nostrils clear till tiie trouble ceases. Twice a
week add to the boiled maize (pour over) one tea-

spoonful of Dinnetoid's Magnesia and put a little

Chemical Food in the drinking-water every other

day. Supply ripe fruit and nuts regularly, also dry

crusts and pieces of biscuit, or you eau moisten

the two latter in sweetened Chemical Fcod and
water, but not in either tea, coffee or milk. Grit

(not sand), cuttlebone, and wood (piece of half-

rotten branch) should be continually in the cage.

The treatment of a Grey Parrot is similar to that

of an Amazon, but uuletu it be a very young one

it does net need boiled maize. The following will

cover ‘its needs; Seed mixture, ripe fruit, nuts,

plain biscuit, stale crusts, and continuous supplies

of grit, cuttlebone and wood, also water. Y’ou had
better get our Nutshell, “The Grey Parrot," 2)d.

post free, from our Manager. It will givo you

fullest details.

.GREY PARROT WEAK (E.C.).—That it is no
worse is a hopeful sign. Continue the treatment in

every respect as before, and in addition give lialf-

a-teaspoonful of Byno-phosphatee in the drinking

water, except on such days as you give the mag-
nesia. It would be well also to foment the ieg3 In

hot water daily (not hot enough for discomfort)

;

dry with a soft cloth and then paint with pToof

whisky. While the weather continues really warm
and cold winds are not prevalent, stand the cage
out-of-doors, in some sheltered position, between
11 a.m. and 5 p.m., but the cage must not be stood

where a current of wind will blow through it, or

Where the full rays of tile sun pour down on to

the unprotected top Of cage. I shall be better able

to tell whether cure ia possible or not if you will

report progress full in five or six weeks’ time.

COCKATEELS NOT HATCHING (A. Johnson).—

I

have never attempted hand-rearing, or rather,

mouth-roaring for that is what it amounts to, any

of the Psittaci, and consequently do not consider

myself the best individual to advise you. The
manner in which the old. birds feed them is exactly

similar to that of pigeons. The old birds take the

beak of their offspring in their own and disgorge

the partly digested food from their crops into the

beak of the squab, both keeping up a sort of pump-
ing motion during the operation. The first few
days will be the difficult time, and I rather doubt
anything of the type of fillup feeder being of much
use, but there is no reason why you should not

try. The best way will be to imitate the beak of

the parents with your thumb and first finger, and

the mouth of a fillup feeder between them, and

work the bulb or plunger of tho feeder with the

other hand. Soaked bread and biscuit, boiled

maize and soaked shelled seeds will .tie about the

best. For the first few days, a sort of thin (weak)
milk sop should meet the case, as the birds get

older they will take the prepared food simply from

hetween your thumb and finger and from your lips.

The latter is tho method by which young are

mostly artificially reared (study your book). Per-

sonally, I should he inclined to only make the at-

tempt with tw o or three, and the others about three

days before they are due to hatch put under their

parent—that is, providing they are incubating, and

the eggs thus coming off earlier should be hatched

out and the young reared. Provide the food named
above for them in the usual place from which they

take their foed.
WHAT PARROT IS IT? (G. Emmett).— I do not

care to commit myself to an opinion at present,

as you omit one or two essential points. You
state the colour of the top of the head, but make
no mention of tiie colour of tho sides of head and
throat neither do vou give the colour of tiie beak.

Please supply these' details, and I will try and give

you an answer in our next issue. Is the mauve on

chest of a light or dark hue?

CLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later tliun

'Tuesday morning’s post. specially printed Cluh
Notice Postcards may lie hud iiec up application to
uur Manager. Secretaries should always use tin in.

Alfrctou C.B.3.— Aug. 8, 7. Meeting of next week
postponed to Aug. 8. Business important. 0. Bear-
dull.

An.nthld Plain F.F. and C.B.S. July 18, Queen’s
Head, 7. Very important. ,M. Archer.

Arduvfck and Manchester C.B.A. July 21, St.

Thomas’ Schoolroom, entrance Chapel 8t., 8. Im-
portant business. -J. Spencer. *r

U.rtiord and Beds. United C.B.S. July 23, Rol e

St. Schoolroom, 0.30. Second N.P. show and general

meeting. Suggestions for annual show, Oct. 15. A.

Simons.
Birmingham South O.S. July is, Marllibro' Hotel,

3 50. Second young bird show; bilds staged 3.30.

Judge, G. Baker. Open 7; free. -J. Sheppard.
Bradford (City of) O.S. -July 18, Flying Dutch-

man, 3. 2nd members' show; judge, Mr. P. Mason.
Special will be given for most points, all birds to
count.—W. Helliwiill.

Chopwel! C.B.S.—July 18, Club Hall, 7.—W. Tom-
linson.
Clapbam C.B.A.—July 22, Clock House, Ctapham

Park Road. Young bird show; open at 8. Judge,
Mr. J. Robson.—T. J. Hose.
Clay Cross C.B.S.—July 25, Victoria Hotel, 3.30.

F.F. show. Mr. J. Adnitt, judge.—J. Griffiths.
Derby C.B.S.—July 18, Normanton Hotel, 7.45.

Special business.—F. W. Jordan, lion. S-cc.

Dubmire Workman's Club C.B.S.—Dubmire Work-
men’s Club, 7. Show and other important business.
Entri.s taken.—G. T. Lynn.
Ouiwich and Peckham C.B.S July 21, at Reindeer

Hotel, Rye Lane. Lecture, "Colour Feeding,” by
L. J. Richardson.—A. G. Cant, Hon. Sec.

Easleshiil C.B.S. — July 18, Fountain Inn, 2.30.
Second members’ show, July 18. Judge, Sir. J. A.
Taylor, Frizinghall. Entries till 2.30 day of show.—
S. Wileoek.
Grangemouth C.B.S.—July 18, Rechabite Hall, 3.

F.F. show.—.T. Woodhouse.
Halifax O.S—July 18, Plummet Line Hotel, 2.30.

I'i.F. show; judge, Mr. H. Mailiuson, of Hudders-
field. Entries taken before staging.—II. Clegg.

Idle C.B.S.—July 25, 'White Bear Inn, 2.30. Mem-
bers' F.F. show. Judge, Mr. J. A. Taylor. Entries
at meeting night, previous to show.—C. E. Hylton.
Lancashire and' Lizard F.A.—July 18, Newmarket

Hotel, Shudehilt, Manchester, 0.30. Discussion re
Messrs. Bradley and Stansflcld's offers of trophies,
etc.— J. Rukin
Leigh C.B.S—July 22, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Pay-

ing out prize money for N.F. show.—R. Cbarleson.

Leyton C.B.A. July 18, Grange Park Ha!
4 .’50. Young stock show. Judge, Mr. Join
— Forse and Son.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.S.

Dcarisgatv Hotel, 8. Open show Iuimiii -.

pro. tern.
Manchester, Salford Amalg. C.B.S

Robinson's, Carruthcri Ht., Aneoat-,
8.30. -A. Colley.
Middleton C.B.S July 20, Old Bo

Special meeting; all members bring in

and money without fail. Dates for
members invited. J. Huiton.

National Creen-Marked Y.C.C. July
Tavern, Bradford, 0. Competitions,
Other important business. J. Chamber
Northjrn Norwich P.H.C.—July 22, l'ill

July ?!),

Mam. hi

le

13 .

prize

Mr.
stir,

Ml, 8.

icket.s

;
new

iarke.

,
and

Cafe,
Pink Lane, 7.30. Selection of eilps and otlu-r very
important business.— I’. W. Laldlow.
North Manchester C.B.S. July 2-3, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8.30. General business
;
new mem-

bers and friends invited.— A. Colley.
Opcnshaw, Gorton C.B.S. July 24, Alhambra Club

Rooms, Higher Opcnshaw, 8’.30. Lectures on "Mating
and Pairing," by J. U. Schofield. 2nd annual F.F.
show, Sat., July 18.—A. W. Newton.
Queensbury C.B.S. July 19, ramble to Binglcy, via

Witsden. Leader, Mr. J. ii. Fowle; train leaves
Queensbury Station, 12.35. Fanciers and friends cor-
dially invited —W. Jagger.
Rochdale Affiliated C.B.S. July 21, Little Bcrgh

Coffe House, 8. Lecture by Mr. Harrison, Altrin-

cham, “Seeds; Their Use and Abuses.” A good at-
tendance. is requested to hear this excellent lecture.
—W. Adam;.
St. James’-the LCS3 F. A. (Bethnal Green).—July 18,

Men’s Club, St. James’ Road, N.E., 8.30. Evening
Show; judge, Mr. F. W. Aslam.— 'J'. G. Hransford.
Shipley O.S.—July 18, Victoria Hotel. Young bird

show; entries close Friday night; judge, I,. Dykes,
Bradford.— E. Grange.
Smalibridge C.B.S.—July 20, Mr. Coupe’s, Croft

Street, 8. Show business and judge for back-end
show.—J. T. Cheetham.
Sunderland C.B.A.—July 18, Headquarters, 7.30.

Usual business.— J. Peacock.
Tong C.B.S.—July 18, Hand and Shuttle Inn. Mem-

bers’ show: birds staged by 3. Judge, Mr. J. Bailey,
Bradford.—W. Walker.

Windhill C.B.S.—July 18, Blue Bell Hotel, 2.30.

Members’ F.F. show; judge, Mr. G. Mountain (Bail-
don) ; silver cup at this show (or best novice bird.

Entries Friday night, 8 to 11.—Taylor and Ellis.

Wingate F.S.—July 18, The Institute. 7. Election

|

of officers; members’ subs. due. Fanciers invited.

—

|

J. Burdett.
Windsor C.B.A.—July 22, Headquarters, 0.30. 2nd

J young bird show : schedules as last, with the addi-

j
tion of novice classes.— II. W. Simms.

FOR EXHIBITION (Dodd).—Of course, it all de-
pends on the classification, but a Red headed Goul-
dian Finch, Melba Finch, Violet-eared Waxbill,
Black-faced Waxbill, Parrot Finch, or some rare
Whydah—e.g., Jackson’s, or Crimson-ringed, or
Queen. The same applies to the Weavers, such as
Crimson-coloured, Yellow-backed, Abyssinian Bronze,
Grenadier, Speke's, or any other of the uncommon
specie®. Hooded and Columbian Siskins, Dufresne’s
Finch, and the rare Firefinches

;
but, of course, it’s

tiie condition and steadiness which wilt tell mainly

;

rarity will never compensate for this, and see that
your purchase is perfect in every part of its body

—

i.e., feet, toes, beak, etc., its plumage sleek and
silken; a frayed tail or flight and a broken feather
or short claw will spoil the chance of any bird,

however rare.

TO STOP GETTING A COLD (T. Berry).—Pre-
vention is certainly better than a cure, but the
only way to stave off ’ a cold is to see that tiie

bird is not kept where it will be subject to draught
or chilly atmosphere, and at tho same time get
light and air. To keep a Parrot healthy, it is

necessary to supply wholesome and the right kind
of food

;
provide against constipation by an occa-

sional laxative—Ditmeford’s Magnesia is as good

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners"

(1/1$); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (6d.);

Arthur's " Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7c?.)

;

“Aviaries, Birdrooms, and Cages” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ”

(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “ Septic

or Bird Fever” (7d.) ; Dr. CressWetl’s "Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping” (1/1);
“Colour-feeding ” (3Id.); or the

."Nutshell” booklets (2-jd. each) ;
No. 6 “ Ailing Birds

'and How to Cure Them,’’ No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”

No. 10 "Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.
18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20

“Waybills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,”

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

botii are a little less than the Rosella, but are
larger than the Red-rumps, which are not much
larger than Cockatiels.
ARE LOVEBIRDS PARRAKEETS (W. V. W.

Ross).—Lovebirds belong to the Parrot tribe, artil

are usually spoken of as Psittaci, under which are
grouped Lovebirds, l’arrakeets. Parrots, Cockatoos,
Macaws, Lories', Lorikeets, Hanging Parrots. Bud-
gerigars, Conures, Caiques, and Cockatiels. If tiie

Green Lovebirds you refer to are offered cheaply
they are Madagascar Lovebirds; in this species the
hen H ah green, but the cock has a grey head.
Tb) T "vebirils are. an easily kept group of birds,
but, like all others, you have to take the risk till

they become steady and acclimatised. Canary,
white millet,, millet sprays, a little apple and
greenfood for such as will take it. also grit, cuttle-
bone, and water about fills their simple bill of fare.

CAPE CANARIES (L. Leech).—These have not
shown themselves very free breeders in England,
but then, they have not come over in any great
numbers, at least are very infrequently on the mar-
ket, but other series nest readily enough, and there
is no reason why the Cape Canary (Grey necked
Serin) should not a'*o do so, especially if given
quarters in a natural garden aviary. It has b-wn
crossed witli the domestic Canary, and the hybrids
are sweet songsters and very pleasing.

POST 3VZORTE3YES.
Sir. O. Y’ates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. each bird

; for reply
direct, 2s. Gd.; analysis, 21s. Subjects lor post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the .fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it i3 cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed tho loss will be the sender’s.

as any. Also give a tonic at moult time, or when-
ever it appears to need it. Byno-phosphates in the
drinking water is as good as any.
PEKIN ROBIN AILING (E.C.).—Supply soft ripe

fruit in addition to what you are giving. It-

would be better to catch up this bird for a few
Weeks, then you can regulate the bath. Put half

a teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia into its soft

food till the bowels have been fairly well purged,

ajul then give 10 to 15 drops of cod-liver oil, also

in tho soft food for two or three weeks. Supply
soft ripe fruit liberally, give it G to 8 mealworms
per diem, also any spiders, earwigs, smooth cater-

pillars you can capture. As soon as it is properly

toned up again, return it to the aviary, so that it

may be properly settled there again before chili

weather is upon us. When you return it to the

aviary, you can put the cod-liver oil still in the

soft food for a week or two; this will do no hurt

to the other birds.

YOUNG BIRDS DISAPPEARING (F.B.M.).—
Though small Finchlike birds are sufficiently active

as a rule to keep out of the way of Waders, es-

pecially if there are one or two thick evergreen or

deciduous trees and bushes about, or other cover

they can retire to when pressed, young birds out

of the nest are very helpless for the first two or

three days, keeping rather low down, often amid

the grass, and at the feet cf the various trees and
bushes and fall an easy prey to any bird to whom
they appeal as a tit-bit. If all have disappeared,

it is evident they have been eaten, and if rats can't

get ill, then the Wade.rs are certainly the culprits.

If the young birds had been merely neglected by

their parents and died, some of the bodies at any

rate would have been seen about.

PARRAKEETS (J.li.H.).—You could add to your

present series a pair each of Black-cheeked, Mada-
gascar and Blue-winged Lovebirds, and also a pair

of the larger Parra'keets. You can choose the

latter from Rossclla, Moustache, liingnecks. Half-

moon, or lied-rnmps. I should not put in another

pair of Cockatiels. The Moustache mostly ap-

pears in books as the Banded, and the Half-moon

as the Golden-crowned ; (he latter are tho smallest.

W. Savage—Septic fever. I have not the slightest
doubt but what the birds were infected witli this
disease at time of purchase, for the lesions in tliis

case, from my experience, could not have occurred
under a month. You must expect to lose all your
remaining birds; in fact, if you have only a few
it would be better to destroy them. Disinfect
premise's, and give up birds for this season. Of
course, the birds may have been affected without
the vendor’s knowledge. It is certainly very bad
luck.

M. E. C.—Prolapse of the mucous membrane of

the cloaca brought about by straining, coupled witli

debility. It was in an inflamed condition, in which
the oviduct participated.

C. M. A. Bowring Congestion of the lungs due
to heat. Under similar circumstances removal to a

cool shady place and the administration of a saline

aperient in the drinking water. Of course, if

symptoms are
-
urgent a little brandy, but the inhala-

tion treatment seems to me too drastic.

C> R. Green.—Death from heat apoplexy, as

above. Both lungs were highly congested. In all

other respects the bird was quite healthy.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOlt.

H. Howick.—Many thanks; will utilise at tiie first

opportunity.

T. Townend.—Wiien you supply your correct name
and address With your queries our Canary specialist

will be happy to try and help you.

G. H. Neal.—If there is a rule giving the com-
miteee discretionary power to forfeit deposits, and
they have exercised this power, then you have no
claim to the return of your cash. With regard to
the other question, we are no* sufficiently well

versed in tiie facts of the case and in the law of

slander to venture upon an opinion. Consult a

eolicitot.
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Instructive Books for

Bird Lovers.
TIU) authors, all wall Known experts In their various

•ubiects, have in each case endeavoured to giIve m
an easily understandable manner, ths melhods to be

employed in reaching success In ‘ha* particular

branch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This>
list

comprises a set ol booKs ol unique value !»'

Keepers. Thero is all the experience ot Y«ar»°'
careful study at the disposal ol our readers. Tha

boohs are based on the hard earned Kn«« 1edKO ol

men who are recognised as the first authorities, and

they are ablo to toll In a conclusive manner all we
Interesting “ins and outs" In their respective sub-

Icottt.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt), lty II. Norman. Contains ten lovely full

page photographic plates. A practical guide which

deals thoroughly with the proper Building, r it

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird rooms,

and the making of Cages. /

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/15.-By II. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union}. Aliso

lutcly the very host Handbook dealing with the

Yorkshire and its sub varieties. Contains com
plcto Instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult

mg. and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In noth health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1. By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that ho needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, and ex

hibitor oi the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters

on " Forming a Stud," and " How to Produce the

Ideal " are worth the cost of the whole bcok.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREviOINU HE-

VEALED AND EXPLAINED. By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well known breeders nr* Messrs. It.

Colton W. H. Vale, C. lioulton, C. J. Ward, J

Ucswlck. G. Lander, T. 11. Kinch, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 6, is brimful of the most practical information

on tiie highly interesting .abject of Hybrid Breed

ing. Price 1/-., post free 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By

C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

tlio keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. it explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported spcci

menu, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIROS, 1/2. — By various leading ,

authors

Full information on the seeds suitable

tor all cage birds, their food values, uses

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep

mg of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene

ral management and breeding ot Canaries, deal

Ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Holier (oi

Singing) Canary. An illustration of eacli bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman ;
ex

• haustivc chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and

seeds - a compendium of knowledge.
BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka
teclse is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird keenm"
This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1*.—By XV

T. Page, F.Z.S . etc.. Foreign Bird expert to "Cag<
Birds." A highly instructive Manual. It con

tains a magnificent, coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

WANTill) Parrot, anything useful, exchange lawn

mower, new condition, Norwich Canaries, full song;

Meat Mincer, «uit butcher; Push Chair, .-ound ;
par-

ticulars: Pavier, 61, Ilemp.shill-lane, Bulwell. 0704)

Si: I.I., or exchange, three-seated settee, 10/-; pair

horns, 2/0: several boxes medical cigarettes, z/-

Ik.xcs for hd.; gramophone and records. i!l; PpcKe*

lamp, 2/-: Miss Ellis. 42, Ilastree, Bridgwater. (1701)

PEDIGREE Yorkshire dog pup, K weeks, grand coat

and marking!), 25/-; white rough-haired Fox Terrier,

7 months, sire winner, 15/-; offers, exchange , ap-

proval, deposit: Tabor, 7, Curric-rd., Northampton.

\VK buy, well, or exchange birds or live stock or

unv description for other live stock, wearing apparid

or household goods ;
honest, dealings only ;

"spec don

invited; established 50 years: Coopers Emporium.

Prlriceus-st.. Manchester.
TWO grand pens Dutch-marked Cavies, real gems,

17/(1 per pen ;
classical pair Dutch Rabbits, la/-

.

extra good pair Hnglioh, real spotted bcautwj, 17/ 1,

exchange Canaries or Mules, or talking P» rot or

gramophone records: Fancier, 40, fet. Maik^.^.^.

^Lo'vF.LY Collie puppies, pedigree Golden Sable,

char white collars, beautiful pets, ™“k'e
r

gr“nd

guards, from 12/0; cock Linnet and hen Canary

bred mules, ready ogam, with breeding cage. «/«

lot ;
easy terms arranged : Moore, Jl, Lambeth -nL.

Loudon. ... ,
' ‘

.

lUCUlTIFUL storocftcopic camera, with two good

(iouhie ' •plate lenses and 3 double dark slides .40/-

;

worth 50/-; or exchange young Parrot: one cabinet

portrait tenac, suitable for studio, £2 2/-. worth

double, or exchange talking larrot: no rubbish

offered or wanted: T. W. Vickers Yew lrcfl«-
race, Milltiridge, Liversedge, Yorkshire. t 1 ' 00 '

[

SITUATIONS,
j

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower’s turd seeds

.ind food*, good commission: Trovver, 442, Caledonian-

rd.. London.

Aquarium.
LARGE selection Snakes, Lizards, Frogs, Toads,

Tortoises, etc. : Pearson’s Snake Farm, Greenwich.

GOLDFISH, Rarefish. Snakes, Lizards, Frogs,

Tends, of many species. Plants, Weeds, Globes.

Aquariums, Rocks, etc., etc.: before purchasing send

for list, free. Catalogue of Aquaria and Vivaria,

Id.: L. Cura and Sons, Vinc-st., Clerkenwell-rd.,

London, 15. C. Fisheries: Carmiaro, Piacenza, Italy.

XV IIAX offera in exchange for Welsh Terrier bitch

pup, four months old : Gxvyther, 27, Castle-st., Mer-

thyr Tydfil. (1703)

LITTER dogs, pups, Retriever-Great Dane, n.ne

weeks old, 8/- each: Bradbury, 4b, Bleak llal 1,

Kirlthy, Notts. flGOC)

GOOD Norfolk Lurcher, bitch, catch and retrieve,

no time, take out, 12/C: Knott, 91, Burghley-rd.,

Kentish Town. t 17®67

BEAUTIFUL wire hair fox terrier dog, 12 months,

even-marked head, best ratter living, 17/C: Morton,

Waterloo, EUaml. (IC C)

LITTER crossed Bull Terrier and Terrier. 8 weeks,

gamest strain living; dogs 8/6 each: Mitchcll.WII-

ford-rd., Nottingham. (1706)

CRDAM Toy Pomeranian dog, 10 weeks, grandsire

'Tiny Boy, lovely emit, good home, 25/-: Mrs. Clul-

eott, Dcwllsh, Dorchester. (Q)

WANTED to sell, Fox Terries pup, 15/-, or exchange

for dinner service or any thing useful: A. Pitt 82,

Rushes-rd., Peters field, Hants. ' , *

LARGK powerful Airedale dog, 12 months, beat

guard living, would suit policeman or place of trust,

21/-: Morton, Waterloo, Klland. (16*6)

LURCHER puppy, parents fastest and cleverest

coursers living, catch hare single-handed, C/- ^Pro-
prietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (DIM)

BEAUTIFUL toy Yorkshire terrier bitch, from big

winners, highest of pedigree, 41 months, smart lady s

net, 21/-: Morton, Waterloo. Elland. (lCMi)

THREE Greyhound XVippets, bitches, pups, S weeks

old, good stulf, 7/6 each, or i-'l the lot : C.

Matthews, 31, Bush XValk, Worcester. d'Oi)

LARGE, powerful Bloodhound and Airedale dog, 18

months, good tracker and faithful guard and com-

panion, 25/-: Morton, Waterloo, Elland. (1™I

EXCHANGE pure White Toy Pom hitch, good

breeder, for Parrot, foreigners, fowls; sell 50/-;

offers: Higgs, C5, Wut-irjoo-st., Tipton. O'®3 )

STRONG Bull-Airedale puppies, .‘even wicks; dogs

7/0 bitches 5/9; make splendid guards or com-

panions: Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (1707)

GAMEST little dog living, face anything, real

good rat killer, sits true, 10/-; honestly worth

double: Richards, 7. Stafford-avenue, Bulwell. (1/08)

LADY offers " Vie," that smart Fox Terrier puppy,

sure winner, first 5/- gets same, securely packed,

worth £2 2s. : Proprietress, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable.

CHAMPION Dalmatian bitch, 2* years, well spotted,

follow carriage clean, healthy, grand specimen, ZO/-,

or exchange: Cooper, 103, Princess -st., Manchester

ROUGH red-coated Irish Terrier dog. 1, months

old, good yard dog, used to poultry, -sell 10/- ;
bar-

LOVELY Dalmatian dog puppy, 10 weeks, 7/6; Fox
Tcrrie* puppies, dogs '6/-, bitches 5/-; two months

;

citrly-eoated Black Retriever dog puppy, six -weekn

old, 6/6; exchanges entertained: Cooper, 163, Prin-

tess-st., Manchester. (.1702)

" CARE of the Dog." Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will Tind this

little booklet ot great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published

on page 4, or 2id., post free, from: "Cage Birds,”

164, Eleet-st., London, E.C.

Musical Instruments.
FOR sale, Gramophone and 36 double-sided rcco

cost £6; will accept £3; only purchased April;

ing through going ubroail: Erridge, 16, Hoad-r

Eastbourne. (1T0.<>

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Ktridivuriu.s, Cremona, 1690, ease and bow, £10

ou tilt ;
sacrifice 19/6; approval willingly: Mrs.

Tyler, 18. Rockinghain-rd., Uxbridge. (1704)

Mice.
PAIR tarne Japanese mice and cage, 1/- : Miss

Roscy, Rosemary Houec, Eastbourne. (1702)

1,000 exhibition mice from Gd. pair; rats from

1/.-. Pearson's Mouse Farm, Greenwich. (1687)

Photography.
50 {-plate cameras, 2/6 each, rare bargains, new

;

catalogue free: City Photo Works. Hope-place, Liver-

pool. 0691)

Olll, gUUU jrtiU UUe , uav'*
.

r J i
K! i .

gain: 11. XVagstaif, Victoria-st., Selston. Notts.

LOVELY litter Pom -puppies, slightly croMod, eigne
/• . _ . . l - . - n/l II rouinc •

Cats.

I Pigeons.
PIGEONS, every variety bought or supplied: Pear-

son’s Pigeon Farm, Greenwich. (17661

TUMBLERS, Homers, Tipplers. G.'-, 8/- dozen;
selected pairs, 1/6, 2/-: Brain, Aston, Birmingham.

PERSIAN kittens, from 3/G each: Particulars, Mrs.

Murdoch, Moulsford, Berks. (1702)

LARGE selection English kittens, from 2/6; Persians

from 5/-: Pearson's Cat Farm, Greenwich. (168/)

Cycles.

vu an ivLcycio ah 1'uit.i^ii xjiiuo.

BRITISH oiHD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound)

—

liy H. Norman: or may be had in two parts. Part11. 1YXX1 until . Wl lll/l.l 'V. VW. » V* I v-

1: " Hardliills." and Part 2; “ Softbills.” Either

Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains :

beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, /tb — By O. E. Weston. Ol
our invaluable “ Breeding Room Register ” a

well-known fancier lias said:—"It makes bird

breeding easy ” No breeder of birds can possibly

r.fford to be without it. It simplifies the opera
t ion s in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his

birds as tlic.v should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis

ters of simple and unique character, in addition

to useful account pages.

birds OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn. B.A.. F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all onr familiar British birds; their appear
ance and habits accurately described. With 12

beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift hooklllllrvl/lrlt-tv-fll-3 ' f * v ^ 1

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.--By Frank
Finn, B.A.. F.Z.S. Gives the correct method ol

housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;

all sorts of animals are dealt with— monkeys
does cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and othei
.

° e i ...i: i „ si.,- ; - „ t „ 4 :— j .

NO more punctures; sure remedy; proved; particu-

lars. 1/- post free: Domestic Supply Co., 6, Mit-

ford-terr., Old Ford, Bow, E. (1703)

GREAT bargain. Boy’s splendid cycle, 22fn. frame,

•26 x 1{ racing wheels, front brake, Bowden brake,

Brooke’s saddle (new), nicely plated, enamelled;

Clincher tyres, tubes, goed condition, accessories,

only 18/6; worth £2; Parr, Drake-st., Notts. (1705)

CYCLE COVERS AND TUBES
Palmer, Dunlop. Warwick, Michelin, Clipper, Avon
tyres, frames, wheels, speed hubs, and replacement
parts supplied by small deposit and 1/- weekly;

lists free: Rusticana Cycle Stores, 623, High-rd.,

oiliswick.

PAY AS YOU RIDE

Dress.
BOOTS.—Save nearly 50 per cent., buying factory

direct
;
agents wanted ;

send postage 2d. for large

illustrated list and particulars: British Boot Co.,

(30S), Portland Square, Bristol. (1611)

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, nexvlv soled and heeled, ladies 2/9: gents 3/C;

girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage

paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

j

Ferrets.

FERRETS, clean, quiet, healthy, from 3/-; stocks

purchased : Pearson's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1706)

• A a c o, iis-.nu..>, - ^ uiixj uuiri

fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift book.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS.—Complete bound in cloth.

7/6 carriage paid. This groat work is written
by Charles Houiton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years, as a leading
exhibitor and n leading expert and judge; (af»o-

cinte editors. J. K. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H. N'ormar. There are no less than sixteen

coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect fttudv of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of the’ beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing, and mating if the birds, feeding for con-

dition. the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,

egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likelv to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 31d By a. XV. Kamsden. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the

birds to get t • richest possible colour.
"CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.’

A wonderful sixpennywortli of birdy literature.

See special advt. on Page 543.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING Fanciers requiring bnal

ness notepaper. postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rate!

combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's

l-ame, address, and words of description as de-

sired, 250 5/-. 500 7/C. carriage paid.

(END YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager. “ Cage Birds,”

164, Fleet Street. London. E.C.

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FI

BLANCHARD'S PILLS

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

They are unrivalled for all J.ailics’ Ailments, &o. and speedily
afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocliia, Hitter Apple, £c.
Sold in boxes, 1/li, by Boots’, Taylor's, Timothy White's

branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTIN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs lor Exchange.

IRISH Terrier dog, Fox Terrier dog, kill; 10/- each;
Brain, Aston, Birmingham. (1687)

GRAND wire-haired Fox-terrier, 15 months, 12/6

:

Hurrell, Dudley-rd., Clacton. (1694)

LOVELY Bull puppies for sale, cheap: A. Pereivai,

Clarence-rd.. Hinckley, -Leicestershire. (1706)

FOX Terrier bitch, 6 months, offer, or exchange
Canaries: Thompson, 63, Wellington-st., Luton.
l’RIZE and pedigree Poodle puppies, not miniature,

from £1 Is.: Apply, Pergold, XVestbere, Canterbury.

BLACK Newfoundland male pup. two months, from

Orv/stal Palace winners, 25/-: Morton, Waterloo,

Elland. (1708)

ROUGH red Irish terrier dog, 1G months, house-

trained, accustomed to children, very affectionate,

splendid guard, sold for no fault, 21s., worth double

for guard alone
;
Mxppro.xMl, deposit:,; 8. Akeroyd,

Crossbills, Keighley. .’ (19/7)

LAJ V IhlJ L 1ILIA7I A VJ11I ®

*

weeks, pretty little foxy faces. Blacks and Browns

,

dogs, 6/6; bitches, 5/-; Pavier, 51, Hempshill-lone,

Buiweii. ... .

ON .Sale, Fox Terrier puppies, wires, by that great

sire, Greenbank Selection; very promising; bred

from the best of blood: Crabtree, 3, Broad-la.,

Rochdale. .
' v*/

FOUR pretty broken haired Terrier puppies, three

do"-s, one bitch; parents will tackle anything living;

dogs, 7/6; bitch, 5/-: Wright, Ironmonger, Maneon

Cross, Monmouth. (1/04)

IRISH Terriers, magnificent litter of grandly-bred,

deep rich red wire-coated puppieo, verv strong and

healthy, 2 months; dogs 10/6, bitches 5/6: Stephens,

West Drayton. (1/Oa)

PRETTY little Yorkshire Toy Teirier, male, rough

coat; parents silvery silky blue, 41‘bs. and 51bs.

weight • this pup is four months, on short legs, very

promising, sharp, fascinating little pvt, 12/6: Wa-
sher, 50, Poplar. Nottingham. (1704)

HANDSOME Whippet-Greyhound cross, bitch, catch,

kill retrieve, used ferrets., etc.; 15/-; 3 days’

trial ; exchange birds : E. Bamford, Crossley-_st.,

Ripley, Derbyshire. (1
.

7
,

0
,

7 )

WHO wants protection? Chance seldom met with;

must sell; largo powerful Bull-Mastiff dog, 18

months, best guard to person or property hying,

60/-: Morton, Waterloo, Elland. xyos)

PEDIGREE wire Fox Terrier pups, from •’>/-, a/luits

from 10/-; Schipperke dog, 15/-; Yoi kshires from

15/-; Aberdeen punpy, 10 /
- ; any breed .supplied:

Pearson’s Dog Farm, Greenwich. (1/06)

LARGE selection fox a/«d Inah tiermers from

10/-; pups from 5/-; Yorkshires from 20/-; cocker

spaniel dog, 15/-; brown retriever dog, good guard,

10/-: Pearson's Dog Farm, Greenwich. (1G96)

PEDIGREE Sable Pomeranian dog, 3 years old,

sell 20/-, or exchange Poultry; also good cross-bred

dog puppy, 7 weeks’, make fine guard, 4/-: George

Eves, 42, Cas/terton-st., Hackney, N.E. L 77®*’)

WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox ler-

rlers : also puppies bought, sold or excl anged

:

Walter Smith, Bird, Seed and Dog Specialist, 98,

Tib-st., Manchester. ’Phone, 1S1 City.

FIRST cross Spaniel-Whippet dog puppies, nine

weeks, even marked, black and white heads, sound,

healthy; make useful sportsman’s dogs ; 6/6; worth

double : Pavier, 51, Hemp.-hill-Iane, Bulwell. (1704)

BLACK Newfoundland male dog, from Crystal

Palace winners, 10 months; will save life, best water

dog living, dive into the roughest of seas, 42/-: also

dog pup, 2 months, 25/-; Morton, Waterloo, Elland.

DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass- studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-

dressee. 7d. ;
chains, Is.; Worm Powders, 9d.

;

Mange Cure, 7d. tin; post free: Young, Netmaker,

Crewkerne, Somerset. (1703)

GAME-bred puppies, 8 weeks, Bull-Airedale, make
601bs. weight, parents face anything. These pups

will make demons, very promising, well grown,

stout bone, police dog«, males 7/6, females 0/-:

XVilsher, 50, Poplar-st.. Nottingham. (1683)

CHAMPION Airedale dog puppy, aex’en weeks old,

by that great winning dog (Cranbrook Perfection),

long lean head, good bone and coat, make certain

winner, price with pedigree, only 17/6, worth three

times the money : Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,

Bradford.
HIGHLY pedigree bred golden sable and white

Collie dog, 6 months’ old, immense coat, frill, brush,

well carried ears and brush, over distemper, clean,

healthy, lovely /.specimen, 20/-; approval: printed

pecligree on application : R. Marshall, Hagxvorth-

Ingham House, Spilsby, Lincolnshire. (1707)

ORREL Park /Monarch (K.C.S.B. 106.879) for sale,

undoubtedly one of the finest and largest Bull-

Terrier dog pups in England, borne June 26th. 1913,

bred by that great dog (Imperator K.C.S.B.46oR.)

winner every time exhibited, grand sire Ch. Blooms-

bury Rex, great grand sire Ch. Bloomsbury Prince,

combining the blood of Kingdom Wild find Kentish

Wild; Notrom Daisy, Dam, out of Notrom Queen,

winner of over 30 first and specials, by that great

winning dog Retaliation (K.C.B.35, N.), combining

tile blood of Hampstead-Heathcrn. the great Cream
Cracker bitch. Kingdom Wild, Ch. Charlewood Victor

Wild, Ch. Woodcote Wonder, and Champion Blooms-

bury Prince ;
Monarch as a stud dog will go straight

to ’the front, it is almost impossible lor him to

fail to Sire great winners, becauso his registered

pedigree combines the blood of England « leading

champion dogs.: price £10 10s., cheap at £:>0 for

stud purposes, he can earn his cost any month ; stud

fee £2 2s. until sold; exchange for Norwich yellow

cocks and cash; approval; Bishop, 50, Endborne-rd.,

Orrell Park, Liverpool. (16,3)

Poultry.
PURE Anconas, compelled to dispose of 10 pivllnts,

laying, and cockerel; accept 27,6, worth 50/-:

Shirley, Sutton, Keighley. (1707)

Rabbits.
TEN pure-bred Himalayan rabbits, various ages;

sell very cheap; or exchange Budgerigars: I’hair,

Alresford. (1708)

FLEMISH Giant Belgian lop, English, Dutch.
... — . . . .1 .. 14 4 .a .—. i O/ . r .. n i, ( tv. O f rt
Angoras, adult from 3/-, young from 2/- pair:

Pearson's Rabbit Farm, Greenwich. (1690)

Sport.
ANGLERS Secret; no chemicals, oils, or drugs

used; 7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (1660)

ROACH FIStnING
Magnificent featherweight Roach rods, vtry light,

3s. fld. ; Greenlieart Trout Rods. 5s. ;
Pike Rods, 3s.

Cd. ;
Trojt Flies, 9d. dozen: hooks to gut, 6d. dozen;

rods, tackle, every description ; extraordinary bar-

gains
;

catalogue, stamp: /Midland Rod Co., lirding-

ton, Birmingham. (1671)

Squirrels.
SQUIRRELS, baby and adult, from 5/-: Tear-

son’s Squirrel Farm, Greenwich. (1637)

Various.
MONKEYS, large selection, from 20/-: Pearson’*

Monkey Farm, Greenwich. (1687)

USEFUL present, nickel pipe lighter, 2/C: John

Hinds, 31, Canterbury-rd., London, S.W.
_

(17CC)

YOUNG Japanese Macaque Monkeys, 17/6 each;

Cavies 1/- each: Lucr, 87, Sclater et., Bethnal Green,

road. London. ....
THE Filup Young Bird Feeder, 1/3, post free, xvilli

full instructions, by return, from: C. H. Goodman

and Co , 24, Bedford-rd., Kempston, Bediord.

MORRIS Dancers salve, absolutely removes corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned, 7{d., l/ll.

post free: 138, Marlboro-rd., Broughton Higher, Man-

chester. Agents wanted. (161a)

GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-

ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds

ammunition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition 1/4; all

post free: Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.

A PAYING AGENCY. -Men In regular employment

should apply for particulars of a spare-time agency

enabling them to supply Clothing, Boots, Drapery,

Jewellery, Household Requu-utes, etc., for cash or

credit: favourable terms to agent and customer:

John Myers and Co., Ltd., Box 19. 230. Westminster

Bridge rd., London. Established 100 year*.

MARMOSETS 95s.

G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (LO.)

ROARS OF LAUGHTER
At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny

jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 500 illustration.)

onlv 9d Sneeze powder, two bottles, /d.,

size’ 1/- Itch Powder. 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,

very strong, three boxes 7d Explosive ciparekcs

harmless great joke, packets id. and 1/1 ,
funny

voices, very chic, try it. only 4d., 2 for 7d. All post

free; good collection at 2s. Cd.: F. Young 5

Mistcrton, Somcwet.

Loans Sent by Post Privately Any Distance.

To working men, rarmers. Tradesmen, on simple

promise to repay. Cash sent Anywhere by Pott.

£5 Loan 4/- monthly. £50 Loan 60/- month/.

£10 Loan 7/- monthly. £100 Loan 90/- month y.

e^0 Loan 14 - monthly. £200 Loan £9 month y.

£30 Loan 20/- monthly £300 lam £»
Strict privacy guaranteed. All

prompt attention. Enclose stamped address toThe

Actual Lender. R. Cowen, 5, Dixon Street. Glasgow

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F CARI.. 154. Flee*

Street, by J- O. Hammond and Co., Ltd., lieet

Lane, Loodoo, lfi.C*
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HOW LOVELY FOREIGN BIRDS MAY BE BRED • **“

Read this Issue and take up this Fascinating Hobby.

////*

8*.

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries. Hybrids. British «, Foreign Cage «.Wild Birds

Tcle«rnr?is A vicultl^e. Loudon.

I’clephonc- Holborn 5220.

subscription Hate

WJ C/6 per am. uniVol XXVI No. 654 Price IdFor week ending July 23th, 1914. post tier.
Foreign—
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WINTER AND SUMMER

VISITORS.

THE BRAMBLEFINCH nests in Northern
Europe and visits the British Isles in the
winter and early spring.

THE GRASSHOPPER WARBLER nests in

the British Isles and winters in North-
west Africa and Southern Spain.

The Bramblefinch depicted is the notable specimen owned by Mr. A. C. Brotherhood (Wellington, Salop), winner of a remarkable number of
first prizes. The Grasshopper Warbler is the lovely example belonging to Mr. S. H. Mays (Kingscliffe). Both birds won Ists at the last

Crystal Palace Show also CAGE BIRDS £3 Cash Specials, for best British Hardbill and Softb 11 respectively, (Drawing by H Goodchild )

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C
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advertisement oharges.
6c! . for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

,

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d. H -/

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements

coming Irom the same advertiser, even it sent In

dillerent names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

ndvertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a scries, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cafies bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of £d. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ot announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS ”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bona-fides of either buyers or sellers

[n all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—Tlio intending purchaser should

tend to this ollicc Uic amount of tire purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at Lite same time ho

biro *.ld communicate with tire seller, stating wliat it

is lie requires sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2—END or TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we heal' from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. If a sale lias

been effected, we hand the amount deposited to the

seller. If a sale has not been effected, we return the

amount to the depositor, lhe transaction must he

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold the deposit.

3 .—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.

for eacli £1, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 .—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must

decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether he will keep or return the same,

unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which we must he advised) is agreed upon by both

parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie lias returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the said forty-

eight hours, wo reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will he treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

6.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a
transaction has been completed to the satisfaction

oi both depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller.

0.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are

eold before our deposit rote readies the teller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender after tho expirratiou of three

duye.
7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.—In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be

paid.
8—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller’s risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey muet he borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the sumo means as were used in sending

the same.
9 .—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between

die vender and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
in the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

la K .blo for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

] 0.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision Of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

Garden Aviaries and
Bird-rooms, best material
and workmanship, from
22/6, carriage paid England
and Wales. Large illus-

trated catalogues, nets,
traps, snarce, poultry
houses, coops, etc., one
stamp YOUNG, Enter-
prise Appliance Works,
Crewkerne, Somerset.

(1703)

gAI?R NORTH R9 WORKS BlIRSLEM
POTTERY APPUANCESfor FANCIERS,

NEST PANS, DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS,'
FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST EGGS,

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERNS
, SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.'

FOODS.
|

MEALWORMS, with keeping direction*, 1/3 1,000,

3/- lb.: Miss Rosev, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
MEALWORMS 1/3 1,000, 4/- lb., 18/- box; beetles,

160 J /-; all carriage paid: Pearson's, Greenwich.
ALIVE ants’ eggs, fresh gathered, Jib., I/O, lib.

2/9, free: W. Johnson, St. John’s-tcrr.. Newton
Abbot. (1703)
DANDELION seed, 9/- lb.; white lettuce, 1/0 lb.:

tea/le, 4d. qxuart; poot free: Greaves, Bird Seed
Specialist, Ilfracombe. ( 1008)
FOUR1

,
tons freshly gathered mixed wild seed;

sample and special prices to dealers ori application:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1718)

MEALWORMS, 050 1/-. 1,000 1/6, '-pint 2/-, pint

3/4, quart 0/4; dried flies 1/9; ants’ eggs 1,3 lb.

;

carriage paid : Pierpoint, 47, Henshaw-et., Walworth.
MEALWORMS. Grand lot in special Cd., 9d., 1/-

boxeis, lb. 4/6, 1 quart 0/4 ; all post paid ; ants’ eggs
1/6 lb.; dried flies, 1/0 lb.; Enoch Tams, Church-
st., Longton. <1714)
MEALWORMS, now is the time to breed your own
and have them all the year round, no smell, no
trouble, expense trifling; 150 beetles, 1/-, post paid,

with printed instructions for breeding: Jones, Cran-
bourne-st.. Brighton. (1092)

MEALWORMS, 650, 1/-; 1,000, 1/0; 1,300 , 2/-;

pint, 3/4; quart, 6/4; ants’ eggs, 3/4 and 1,0 lb.;

dried flies, 2/- lb.; insectivorous food, 2/- lb.;

egg flake, 4/0 lb.; all carriage paid: Schmidt, 93,

Lower Kloane-st., S.VV. (1272)

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly healthy.

GIVING away; new sectional outdoor aviary; stamp
reioiy

;
37/0: Knight, York-st., Wakefield. (1704)

LOOK, Birdeatchers ! Large net trap,’
1
J-lb. bird

lime, trap cage
;

lot for 2/- : Ross, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. (17,17)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and
foreign birds. Canaries, designs: L. Latham, Kings-

ton-hy-Sea. Sussex. (SOI)

TWELVE single breeders for sale cheap : Land, 3,

Linwood-grove, Swallow-st., Stockport-rd., Long-

sight, Manchester. (1713)

PAIR of clap-nets, almost new, full size, hand
made, fittings complete, 15/-; H. Gaut, Barnham,
Xhetford, Norfolk. (1714)

OOKERNUT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4/-, 0/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, 1/6, 2/-

each : Pearson, Greenwich. (1604)

PARROT ease, new, brass, 16-inch, S.F., latest im-

provements, lignum vitae perch and swing
;
photo :

Jones, 17, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1714)

CAGES, cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, and Border

Fancy show cages, 1,3 each, six 0/6, 12/- per doz. :

McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

SIX joiner-made double breeders, loose fronts,

zinc sand-trays, slides, fitting^, complete, clean,

2 6 each to clear: A. Whitmill, Grimsbury, Ban-

bury. (1716)

Gl' IXG up Fancy; large fancy aviary with stand,

new, and 7 birds, suitable bar or parlour, 30/-, bar-

gain; cost treble: Matthes, Braeton-rd., Rotlier-

hithe. (1717)

BREEDING, flight, show and box cages, Thrush
cages, seed boxes, baths, seed mills, 1/ each ;

illus-

trated list : Kippin, B133, Wilton-st., Lozells, Bir-

mingham. (1714)

BIRD-CATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. long, 8/-, 12ft. 4/-;

16ft. 5/-; all Cft. deep ;
poles, irons, pegs and pull

line, dozen braces and flirt peg sent with every set:

Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B. (1717)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

and British, all 14 each, six, 7 6; dozen, 14/-, all

well made, not rubbish ;
approval, list, stamp

:

Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1706)

HAND-MADE square j-inch clap-nets, properly

armed, complete, 3ft. by 12ft., 5/6; 4ft. by 15ft. 7/6;

5ft. by 20ft. 9,6; any size made, loose netting, etc.:

Jones, 19, Oak-st., Moston, Manchester. (1713)

GIVE me a trial
;

best material and workmanship
guaranteed; cheapest in the trade; my motto, small

profits and quick returns; send stamp for list: Put-

land, Cage-maker, Urqnhart-st., Forres. (1717)

BEAUTIFUL Palace aviary, 3ft. long, enamelled

white, ruby ornamented glass panels, loose parti-

tions, sand trays, eeed hoppers, opal fountains, com-

plete, 15 /G ;
large size, 4ft. x 1J x 3J, 40/-; ap-

proval; illustrated list, stamp; Rose, Cage Works,

Forres, N.B. (1706)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

Upon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No.. 9," post free 2Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

Irom our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft. high,

movable wire partitions, sand bottoms, perches,

1C 0; worth <0/-; approval; send two stamps for

illustrated price list; established forty years: Mc-

Keand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1646)

WORTH notice ;
grand large Palace-shaped, three-

compartment drawing-room aviary, 4ft. long. 31ft.

high ISin. broad, close wired, for smallest foreign

birds, seed drawers, sand bottoms, two-wire mov-

able partitions, revolving perches, fancy glass panels,

price 40/-. worth £5: send for drawing: McKeand,

Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

BIRD-CATCHERS’ BIRDLIME
The best on the market ;

it will not run in the sun

;

7d. J-lb., 1/- j-lb., 1/8 lb., postage paid; Linnet call

cages, 9d. each, three 2/-: Matt. Hopkins, Bird

Specialist and Cage-maker, 11, Fylde-st., Preston,

Lancashire. (1718)

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED’’ PUNCH BAR FRONT.

Sizes stocked : 12 by 10, or 12, 3d. ; 14 by 12, 3)d.

;

16 by 12, 4d.
;
18 by 12, 4’d.; 20 by 12, Sd. ; 24 by 14,

Cd. ; other sizes equally cheap; eeed boxes, Ijd.

each; baths 6d. and 7d. ;
cages, etc.; trade sup-

plied: satisfaction guaranteed: Bunner and Sons,

Cage Makers, 27, Copperas Hill. Liverpool. (1516)

FOR JOSH. UNMADE CAGES CHEAP
All sizes, also planed boards, wire fronts, three-ply

cage sets, mills, seed hoppers, all kinds of glasses,

pots, and everything ;
see my free illustrated cata-

logue ;
trade supplied: Pass, Hucknall, Notts. (1574)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

able tinned wire. 12 by 12 or 10. 3d., 2/6 doz. ;
14

by 12 3Jd., 3/- doz. ; 16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz.; 18 by

12, 4jd., 3/9 doz.; 20 by IS, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14, 6d., 5/- doz.; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,

linings, net traps*, clap-nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free; owing to increased trade, have removed
to larger premises : J. Ashmore, 19, London-st.,

Smethwick, Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1076)

BIRD HOUSES. OUTDOOR AVIARIES.
SELECTED PLANED BOARD, CAGE SETS. &c.

Bird houses, 7ft. high, 5ft. long, 3ft. wide, £1 18s.;

7ft. x Oft. x 3ft. Gin., £2 Os.; 7ft. x 7ft. x 5ft., £2

19s. This house is the best value in my list. See

list for other sizes. Selected boards for cage-

making, planed both sides, lOin. 5s., 9in. 4/6, 8in.

3/10, per 60ft.; lOin. 2/9, 9in. 2/6, 8in._2/2, per 25ft_.

Three-ply wood .sheets, 55 x 38, 1/7 per eiheet, 5

sheets 7/-. Cage sets, 18 x 17 x 10, 2/4 ; 30 x 17 x 10,

4/0; stamp for list of cage sets and all birdroom

appliances: Orford, 105, Cromwell-rd., Patrieroft.^^

CAGES, APPLIANCES,
Foods, Medicines, Rings, best and cheapest, can

be found in my Free Illustrated Catalogue. Egg and

Bread Mills, the verv best on the market, 2/6, post

free 3/-. Regulated New Seed Crushers, best seen,

1/6 each. XXX Birdlime, strongest in existence,

4d., 6ch, 1/- tins, post free. List. Trap Cages,

Nets, etc., Free.

WHY NOT teach your youngsters the Hartz
Mountain song by purchasing the genuine Hartz

Flute, imported by me. with full directions (no

knowledge of music required)
;

full printed instruc-

tions with each post free, 7d., 1/1, 2/1 each.

No connection with any others advertising in same
name.

'

W . RUDD. J.;*.
s
ir.'i HORWICH.

TO DEALERS ONLY
Punched Bars 5/- per gross; tinned wire 19/-6 per

cwt., 10/- haif-ewt.
;
Japanned metal seed boxes,

glass fronts, 2in. 12/- gross, 2-Jin. 13/- gross, 3in.

14/0 gross, 4in. 18/- gross; improved Seed Mills ID /

-

per dozen ;
special price for fronts. We are the

actual manufacturers: Pimm, Icknield Port-road,

Birmingham. (1663)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 8in. 3/8, 9in.

4/-, lOin. 4/8 per 50ft.; jin. oval perching, 1/3 50ft.,

2/4' 100ft combination nursery cage and bath,

II- each:' stamp for list; Stanton, 33, Boothfield,

Winton, Patricroft. (1680)

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

special illustrated trade price, list free: Henry

Tams, Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton,

Staffs. <1644 >

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike

;
good and reliable, will hold in wet

or dry weather ;
does not run in the sun ;

packed

in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d.„ jib. 1/-, lib 1/9; oample

tin 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage

combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, large

2/6; all post free. Dealers send for special quota-

tions ;
catalogue free : Walsh, Bird Specialist,

burn.

To Cagemakers & Woodusens
Planed boards, cage sets, wire fronts, three ply tim-

ber any kind, any size; testimonials received from

all
* parts ; try me: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd.,

Bethnal Green, London. (1572)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal ami crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook st., Liverpool.

PARROTSCAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers in the world:

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-35, Kirkdale-rd.,

Liverpool. Telephone 3412 Royal. (15/1)

REAL BIRDLIME
Not rubbish: won’t run in the sun; best in the

world- thousands testimonials, Jib. sample tin 7d.,

J-lb. 1/-, lib. 1/8: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston,

Lancs. 0719)

( 1085)

EXTRA STRONG BIRDLIME
I Will hold under most conditions, docs not run in the

i
sun, no getting off : lib. tins l/€, £lb. tins 9d., post

I
freei Thomas Fcwkes, 83, Curzon-st., Leicester,

j
(1/01)

BIRDCATCHERS
To be successful you must have good tackle. Every-

thing I sell is made by practical men, and every

article is sent on approval on the distinct under-

standing that the whole of the money is promptly

refunded if entire satisfaction is not given. Clap nets,

3yds. long, 5jft. deep, 4ft. fly, 4/- pair; ditto, 4yds.

long, 5/-; 5yds,, 6/-; 6yds., 7/4; 7yds., 8/-; 8yds., 9/-,

9 yds., 10/-; 10yds., 11/- per pair. All clap nets

consist of 2 nets to the pair, and each net is war-

ranted full measurement stated. Price includes all

fittings, ready for immediate use. Batfolding Spar-

row nets fitted on 15ft. bamboo poles, 5/6, ditto on

19ft. poles, 6/6 complete. Self-acting spring net

traps, 18 inches by 14 inches, lid. each, ditto 24 by

18 inches, 1/2 each, post free. These net traps are

most simple working and most effective on the

market, and can be baited for hard and softbills at

same time. Single trap cages Cd. each, double ditto

1/- each, treble ditto 1/3 each. All with separate

compartment for call bird in addition to traps.

Patent self-setting and self-acting trap cage (Reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each. Call cages,

all wire, soldered tops, 4d. each, 3/- dozen. Real

Japanese bird lime, guaranteed strongest lime made,
and hold any Hawk or Rook that flies, J-lb. 6d.,

J-lb. 10d., 1.1b. 1/6, sample 3d. post free. Loose net-

ting, specially knitted for bird netting, /-inch mesh,

7ft. deep 3d.' yard, ditto 9ft. deep, 4d. yard, ditto

12ft. deep Sd. 'yard; special strong netting for -ise

on rough ground, j mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free. Brace swivels, 12 for 0d., post free. Flirt

pegs 8d. each, post free. Italian: hemp )>ull lines,

free from snarl, and .strong as boat lines, 60yds long,

1/6 post free. Everything required by catchers al-

ways in stock. Rend stamp for full printed list,

which also gives hints on net making.

W. Gore, Net^aker. Gooch-st., Birmingham

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, hatf-ewt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzics Grit Works, Bcarsdcn, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poult-y Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1180)

COLOUR FOOD
purest best and cheapest on the market, tasteless

1/, hot 1/9 lb. ;
ants’ eggs, 1/0 lb. : dried flies, 1 9 lb.

;

mealworms, 1/6 1.000, 5/- lb.; all sent free; York-

shire show cages 1/6, Norwich 1/2, neamelled Canary

cages, 2 /-, 2 3, 2/6 and 2/9 each; wall cages, fitted

complete, 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9 and 2/- eaoh; all

brass cages, 7/-, 8/-, 9/-, and 10/- each; hygienic tin

cages, 3/-, 3/6, 4/6, 5/-, 5/6 each; all sent carriage

forward; note address: C. A. Luer, 87, Selater-st.,

Bethnal Green-road, London.

Ants’ Eggs, Mealworms, &c.
Ants’ eggs, 3/4, 2/8, 2/2 lb.; clean dried flies,

2/6 lb.; red carrotmeal, 9(1. lb., 21bs. 1/4; silkworm

pupae, 1/3 lb., 21bs. 2/-; special crissel, 8d. lb.,

41bs. 2/2; yolk of egg, 2/6 lb.; flake egg, 4.6 lb.:

best insectivorous food, 1/9 lb., 21bs. 3/3; Lark and

Thrush food, lOd. lb., 41bs. 2/6; mealworms, 2oz.

10d., 4oz. 1/6, jib. 2/8, lib. 4/6; beetles. 120 1/-;

all carriage free : John William Ainley, 1G, Dalton

Green, Huddersfield.

“THE IED FEED
I)

The finest tasteless pepper on the market. Tested

and proved. Hot Natal and another great colour-

producing ingredient added. No other pepper can

give the wonderful colour. Sold in tins, ?/« and 4/9,

5 lbs. 8/6; 7 lbs. and over 1/6 lb.; Judge Silk, W hit-

stable.

SAND IFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold all ready 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the

world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 21bs. 3/6, Mbs. 7/6,

141bs. 17/-; Hot Natal, ?/• lb., 21bs. 3/8, uibs. 8/3.

Established 50 years.

—

SANDIFORD,
Colour Food King,

Preston, Lancs.

XL RED FEED
Errington’s X.L. Red Feed is pure, tasteless pepper

of the finest quality, 1/3 lb., post free 1/7. Send Id.

stamp for sample and particulars of prizes offered

to users of same to W. Errington, The Reliable

Seedsman, Four Lane Ends, Bradford. (16u)

Sum Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity ami colour Sale 1013 a
ncxoc’k’U for purity aim ruium.

rd Jib. sample 10d.. or Hb 1/6, 21bs 2/8, -Slbs,

/.. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid

Samuel Yates. 75. Stnidchill, Manchester.

cord.
30/-
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SEND YOUR NEXT
ORDER FOR BIRO
SEEDS TV US

ond wo will supply you with the very finest

quality

SWEET RED PEPPER,
or our

CELEBRATED READY-MIXED
COLOR FOOD.
@ 1/6 per lb.

Double Weight.
Look HERE —
An order for Bird Seeds, etc., for 5/ and over

entitles you to 2lbs. of either of the above
for the price of 111). That is, you send (1/(1 in

all. 'bj- for Seeds and 1/(1 lor ‘Jibs, of Pepper.
If you can make us up an order for 10/- or

over you can have (lbs. of either for an addi-

tional 3/-.

You see tills is half-price and much below
cost, and a genuine attempt oil our part to
help you in the cost for feeding now that Can-
ary and many other seeds are so dear .

We will send you samples of our Bird Seeds
and New Price I.ist, also a large sample lied
Pepper or Colour Food. Sufficient, to feed a
bird for a week. (State clearly which you re-
quire.) Enclose three penny stamps to cover
postage and packing.

NOTE OUR ONLY ADDRESS—
(This is most important)—

W. A. RUDD & CO ,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.
(.1719)

RAMSDENS PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;
51b., 7/6, Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. AI! carriage paid.

LACPHOS
THE NEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-
ing liens, and fine strong young birds. Moot
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting
seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.
Sold in tins 1/-, 2/-, 5/- each, post free.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG &, PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
FOR books on any variety of birds, see our adver-
tisements on page 22.

(1-1 PA 015 book about herbs and how to use them,
free: Trimnell, The Herbalist, 144, Riclimond-rd.,
Cardiff. (348)
Sale, “Canaries, Hybrids, and British Birds in Cage
and Aviary,” hook cost 25/-, not soiled, 1:5/-; offers:
No. 23, Brown Fordsbank, Tunstall. (1715)
“ HARMSWORTH Encyclopaedia, ” complete, bound,

cost 70 A-, accept 40/- or nearest offer; approval,
deposit : Bouch, Moore’s-terr., Ingleton, Yorkshire.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at Half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 878 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find ttie little yellow book, “ Cage
.Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you hove not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. .from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. See special advertisement on page 21.

MEDICINES.
OGDEN BROS.’ noted going-light cure, 1/0 per
bottle : money returned if not satisfactory : Dudley
Hill, Bradford.
EVERY BlRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their e rad ’ca-
tion from cage, aviary, and. birdroom. Thes^bre
to be found in “(Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2/.d.,
from Cage Birds. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (li-t published frequently)
“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
Nutshell No. 0 ,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This win
save you much discouragement and money, ana
costs only 2jd. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154,
Fi£«t--t., London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-
quently published).

WANTED, A TRIAL
We are confident our medicines glvo you satisfaction.
Uitolilleld’s Medicines have been used for over six

year- by most reading fanciers, and are used at the
London Zoo. They are genuine remedies, which can
he given with perfect ronlldenee to all dames of
cage birds. Ditehficld’s Tonic Drops are a guaran-
teed cure for colt moult, not singing, going light,

egg binding, faultier plucking, and inflammation of
tile bowels. In 7d. anil (treble size) 1 h. Id. bottles;
special »ize 2-. This medicine is invaluable for young
birds Just getting on hard seed. For bronchitis,
wheezing, and hoarseness, get Dltgh field « Special
Lung Tonic, also in 7d. and Is. id. bottles. The
grandest medicine ever Introduced for chest and
lung affections in cage birds. For eases of consti-
tutional weakness and debility get Ditcliflcld's

famous Revivo. There is nothing to equal it for
giving new life and vigour to the birds. Revivo
is in \ a I liable as a pick-me up for birds before and
after showing; sold in 7d'. and Is. Id. bottles.
As an advertisement, we will send two 7d. bottles
of any of the above medicines for Is., or two Is. Id.
bottles for Is. 9d. All medicines arc sent post paid,
per return, at our risk. Also two valuable seed
recipes, how to feed Linnets and Rollers for .song,

given free to all purchasers of our medicines.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. -Frank Ditchfield,
Bird Specialist, Oldham. (1704)

NOW 18 THE TIME
to try V&ri-nice-to, for asthma, colds, etc., invalu-
able for inflammation in young birds during the
moulting season, post free, <;d. bottle: Miss Phea-
sant, Specialist, 93, Moffat-rd., Thornton Heath,
Surrey. (1710)

1
BRITISH BIRDS?)

|
Hardbills. ~j

H.M. Hawfinch cock, fine specimen, 5/-: Pearson,
Greenwich. (1718)
SINGING cock Linnet, 2/6: Miss Rosey, Rosemary

House, Eastbourne. ( 1715 )
BRITISH birds, from clean aviaries; list free; Miss
Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.' (1030)
COCK Bramblefineh, exquisite plumage, can win in

any show, 1/0, worth 10/-: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
(1715)

LARGE cock Brown Linnet, in cage, only 1/2;
three, 3/-; satisfaction guaranteed: Bannister, 24,
Pendle-st., Burnley. (1700)
FINE nut-brown cock Linnets, 2 for 1/-, 6 for 2/6,

dozen 4/-; satisfaction guaranteed: Lambert, South-
end, East Dereham. (1717)
ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 2/0, champion contest bird: Proprietor,
Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1040)
HAWFINCHES, grand cocks, from 5/- upwards,
hens from 2/-

;
approval (no post cards) : Davy,

Snelstou Gardens, Ashbourne. (1715)W IIITE-LEGGED Welsh cock Goldie, grand blaze,
twice cage moulted, full song, price 7/- : Hussey,
Baker, Kington, Herefordshire. (1718)
CHAMPION, early shows ; Russian cock Ortolan
Bunting, full feather, grand colour, markings, 5/6 r
Cooper, Judge. Lindley-st.. Norwich. ( 1714 )

SINGING cock Brown Linnet, very steadv, would
suit a catcher, with cage, complete, sacrifice, if-

:

Osborne, Dadley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1718)
CATCH thousands

; double-compartment trap cage,*
including two trained call birds, 1/9 postal order:
Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford (1718)
LINNETS, Red-breasted Cambridge cocks, warran-

ted, 2/0 doz., large picked birds 3/- doz., hens l/-
doz. : R-endle, 21, Bridge-st., Homerton. (1710)
30

;
- OR nearest offer for ten genuine finger tame

hand-reared Bullfinches
; week's approval

; cash or
deposit: Fearby, Murray-rd., Bedininster. (1719)
FOR sale, good cock Hawfinch, finger tame, 7/0;
wanted, first-class British to moult : Bernard Robin-
son. Heathfield-rd., Webheath. Redditcb. (1G9G)
LINNET, Linnet.—Cock brown Linnet, well on ,-eed,
plenty in stock. 3/- dozen ; no waiting

;
post card sent

before birds: H. Cope, No. 13, Red-st., Nottingham.
GRAND pair Hawfinches, kept in aviary, 7/0; good

singing cock Linnet, cage moulted, 4/0: Fuller, Oak-
hurst Lodge, Baleombe-rd., Haywards Heath ( 1714 )COCK Linnets, ]/-; selected Red-breasted. 1/0 if--
Bramblefinehes, 1/6; Chaffinches, Greenfinches’
Larks, 1 /-, 1/6: It. Trewhitt, 12, Jefferson-street,

CAPERN’S
HOLIDAY NOTICE

In order to give the whole of our stitff an

Annual Holiday, our Factory will be closed

as usual during August Bank Holiday Week—

from Saturday, August 1st to Monday, August 10th.

Will Trade Buyers please send their orders in

good time for dispatch before the Holiday.

F. CAPERN
Bird Food BDICTffll

Manufacturer DU 19 | UL

Cooie.
(1715)

COCK Goldfinch, H.M., steady and in perfect con-
dition, also lovely cock Bullfinch, finger tame, and
in perfect condition, 5/- each : O. Beach, Monnow-st
Monmouth. (1714)
LINNETS, cock Linnets, well on seed, 3/- dozen

;

plenty in stock: jxvst card when sending: Edward
Corke, (Birdcatcher, 4, Woolpack-court, Wool-
pack-lane, Nottingham. (1708)
DOUBLE breeding cage, 3ft., all utensils, six hand-
reared Linnets, as bred, 2)5/-; two young cocks, 5/-
each ; these will make contest .dingers

;
offers.—M.

King, Iligh-st., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. (1713)
LINNETS, warranted cock brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen; no waiting; postcard when
sending birds off ; satisfaction guaranteed : Thur-
man, 10, Richmond-st., Nottingham. (1713)
WEEKLY supplies warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 doz.

I can supply any dealer regularly with any quantity
right through season, all good healthy birds: Cross-
man, 9, Hampton-st., Northampton. (1718)

LINNETS, young brancher cocks, well on hard
seed, and guaranteed as advertised, 3/- dozen;
plenty in stock

;
post card before birds : Flinders,

Newsagent, Sussex-st., Nottingham. (1680)
LINNETS. Linnets; good healthy nut-brown cocks;
young birds 2/- dozen, old birds 3/- dozen, hens 9d.
dozen; no waiting, plenty in stock: Wesson, 1G,
Newmarket-yard, Finch-st., Nottingham. ( 1719 )

1913 cage-moulted cocks, large Goldfinch, splendid
blaze and colour, 10/-, one very tame, suit catcher,
5/-; very good singing Linnet, 4,-: Bullfinch, 4/-;
Redpoll 1/-: Everett. Goffs Oak, Chesiiunt. (1715)
AMUSING pets; ten genuine healthy hand-reared
Bullfinches, fly loose, Come on hand to feed, cocks
3 0, hens 2/0, honestly worth 5/- each; week's ap-
proval, cash or deposit: Fearby, Murray-rd., Bed-
minster. . ’

(1719)
THREE cock Goldfinches, tw:o white-legged, one

dark, good square blazes, 4/- and 5/- each: two cock
Cutthroats, one Grey Java, one Weaver, 5/6 the lot; i

approval, deposit : T. Sow tliain, Honeybourne, Wor- 1

cestershire. < (1710)
LINNET to catch with, singing hard, with new
cage and my book of secrets, and the best Linnet
whistle in England and a box of bird-lime, 5/6 the
lot: the lie-t ever offered: Harry .Allen, Aviaries,
Beckett-st., Leeds. " (1717)
SPLENDID singing Lark, cost 15/-, H.M. : Linnet,

bred Mules this season, cost 7 6, and Bullfinch, cost
5/-, all corks; sell lot for £1, or exchange good
Roller cock; no rubbish please: N. Haiti well.- 83,

Millet, > (iriuUpyd, Musiyhester, (1717)

VERY large cock Linnet, singing beautiful, taught
under my. undefeated champion of England, only
2 /-; also a few gems, make good ones, singing day
and gaslight, 1/- and 1/0 each; approval willingly:
Fred Alien, Porter-st., Aviaries, Hull. (1718)
SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit
if you follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 22,"
2}d. post free, from Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-st.,
London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

EXHIBITION Goldfinch cock, white legged, deep
ricli square scarlet blaze, grand moon and" buttons,
now in magnificent trim, won five lets, eight 2nds,
four 3rds last show season, accept 15/-; w'ortli trtuie
must sacrifice : Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Lc.vton-
stone. (1718)
LARGE white-legged cock Goldfinch, in song, also
F.M. ditto,’ grand large blaze, moult winner. 7/6
each ; handsome large cock Greenfinch, grand colour,
2/0; large H.M. cock Bullfinch, 2/6; splendid H.M.
cock Redpoll, 2/-, approval: Clarke, 62, Abingdon-
rd., Oxford. (1718)
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what 11. j.
Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these- birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see ‘’Nutshell No. 11 ,”
which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2-id. post free,
from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaiuabie informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds io found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2|d. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets!!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormera. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
.Britishers, which Will enable them to rear real
stunners. Linnet fanciers, there /-> a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
hahit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

1
Softbills.

|

TAME handreared Raven, 25/-; Jackdaw, 2/6:
Pearson, Greenwich. (1713)
GREAT Spotted Woodpeckers, tame, 15/- each, 30/-

pair : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1715)

NIGHTINGALE cock, finger-tame, h.m., 12/6, sing-
ing: G. H. Baggs, 344, WaUefield-rd., Huddersfield.

(1712)
HANDREARED Jay, in fine feather, finger-tame,

5/-: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Bromwich.
(1716)

NIGHTINGALE cock, finger-tame, with cage, £i:
F. E. Cox, 15, Pretoria-rd., Thrale-rd., Streatham,
S.W. (1039)
SELECTED cock Skylark, in new string top, joiner-
made oage, only 2/-; two 3/0: Bannister, 24, Pendle-
st., Burnley. (1700)
TWO hand-reared Magpies, hand tame, feed from
hand, hatched April, 2/6 each, cash: Busbridge,
Poundstock, Cornwall. (1715)
HANDSOME hand-reared chattering cock Magpie,

faultless plumage, price 4 6: A. Page, Swan Terr.,

Long Buckby, near Rugby. (1715)

TAME hand-reared cock Starling, make good talker,
excellent plumage, can win in any show', 2/-, worth
10/-: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1715)
HAND-JJFlARED cock Ring Ousel, .76: Song

Thrushes 2/6, . Skylarks 3/6.; wasp grub, pnekefs I/-:

Mackwell, Lawkholme, Keighley. (1717)
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lr°val : Joseph Anderson, 5.S,
Bedlord-st., Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire. (1715 )

„
S°FTRIL1S: tlle smaller species; full informationupon ..heir proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “Nutshell No.
.5, winch also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eg as, 2Jd. post free
from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.c!
(_d. from agente; see liet on another page).
THE Song Thrush and Blaekbird.-Full direction*
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition; together, with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4.” i\i post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-ot., London EC
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFXBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to bny and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the heat of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 20,” by n. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles cf cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells vou
how. Post free, 24d., from “Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agente; call on
tho nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
(

CATCH your own; large double-compartment trap-
cage and call bird, only 1/2, or three 3/-: Bannister,
21, Pendle-ot., Burnley. (1700)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen; cock Chaf-

finches, 3/- dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; lion
Linnets, 1/- dozen

; 2b aviary birds, 1/0 ; selected doz.
I/-: Gotobed Fen, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (171S)
GREAT bargains; rabbit net new 80 yards, 7/0;

pair clap nets. 0 yards, new', ail accessories, also
Goldfinch Mule, three handsome linnet?, at! sin",
ing; al.-o cages, .only U, 0 ; . l’arr, Di’akc-st,, t/s.

. (. ; (l-': -'

,
- - - i ; .
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SUCCESS MUST FOLLOW
if tlie hints and in»truction» given by our Canary Specialist In his uncomparable work,

Canary Breeding for Beginners

>iiigi<’

Point s

Perrin

The following give you some idea what It contains:—
Breeding.

To Distinguish Sex.

Food when Preparing for Breeding

First Principals in Mating.
Pairing lip.

Condition.
Help when Nest Building.

Making a Nest.
Incubation.

Removing Early Eggs.
What to do with the Cock Bird

Close of Incubation.
Testing Eggs.
Hatching Difficulties.

Dead in Shell, etc.

Second and Third Neste

Hot Weather Management.

Price Gd. (rom your newsagent or any ol our Nutshell agent", or 7d., post free from
’

•' CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON, E.C.

are followed out.

Cages.

and Double Breeders,

to Avoid.
t and other Fitments.

Seed and Watei Vessels.

Egg and Finger Drawers.

\i--t, Box or Pan.

Nesting Materials.

Thj Bird Room.
Furnishing. «
Temperature.
V, ntllatlon.

Egg Food.

To Rear Without Egg.
V Middle Course.

Egg Final .aid its Making.

Feeding the Young Canaries.
Sweating Hens.
Use of Foster Mother.
Tempting Dishes for Bail Feeders.

Leaving the Nest.

Milking and Marking Rings.

When Out of the Nest.

When Feeding Themselves.
The Moult.

Colour-Feeding.
Moulting Cages.
Importance of Exercise.

Fresh Air and Baths.
Toning Down tile Light.

Training for Show.
In fhc Show Cage.
Final Points.

II \ND m.VKEI) Magpies, 3;i); tinea Redpolls, Cd.

«urli, 1/- lot; Kced Bunting, 1/-, from outdoor

avi:ir> : Howdldge, Stone, Stalls.

.lOPSON’S Secret Song Toiiio, guaranteed tp letch

Bird- on .song within 7 days; contest* won all over

England with It: bottles, 7d., 1 /-, post free (regis-

tered) : Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1713)

EXHIBITORS: Ciamt Scotch Finches, specially

• e'eeted for keenest competition ;
cocks, Siskin, 5/-;

b'iii* Ineli 4,
;

lireenllnch, 2/6; Chaffinch, 2/6;

Redpoll. 2/6;' large lien Bullie, 2/-: Ross, Aviaries,

-ej, N.B. ,.
(1

.
717)

MOUSE moulted speoiniens in perfect condition;

three pairs Shore Larks IS,'-, three pairs Grey -Wag-

ia : L is/-: hand reared Skylark, grand: songster, US/-

;

Urown Linnet, inuler, 7/0; Goldfinch, Miller, 10/-;

Mealy Redpoll, 3/0; Lesser Redpoll, 1/0: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1718)

FROM outdoor aviaries, splendid lied Rosellas, 40/-

puir; Jamaica Troupials, 20/- each: 2 Mex Iran Bunt-

ings. 20/- each; Virginian Nightingale, 26/- ; monster

,-oek Waxwing, grand colour and markings, a sure

Minn r, 30/-; Rose Cockatoos, 10/- each; Amazon
Parrots, talking, -10/-. 00/- each; one Grey Parrot,

best talker living, .020;. all our young Parrots are

trained under this marvellous talker; grand Siberian

Bullllnelies, 3/-’ each; one can win, 5/0: cock Siskins,

2/0. to IS birds; cock Goldfinch or Linnet Mules,

Finch song, 5/0, 0/0 each: cash or deposit : - .lohn

!>n>. The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1713)

BRAIN. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Warranted cock Linnets, Cd. each, three 1/3; cock

Tanks, 1/-, three 2/0; young cock Canaries, hanging
cage, I/O lot

;
Chaffinches, 9d. pair ; Green Linnets,

od. pair; all selected; hand-reared cock Larks. 1/0,

•-', 0
; cock Larks, Linnets, 3/-: Day, 288, Iichfield-rd.

GENUINE SIBERIANS
BULLIES, GOLDIES, GROSBEAKS, CROSSBILLS
For prices, etc., see previous issues: It. Dalby, 43,

Jalland st., Uull. (1717)

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged: McKeand, Boa-

bright, Castle-Douglas. (1714)

HANDSOME lot of young 'Border cocks, yellows,

greens and variegated, grand songsters, 3/-, two
C;'-, liens 1/0: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham. (17)3)

BUFF cock, a var. hens, 3 young, good stock and
show birds, jtl ; cages, racks, good and well made,
cost over £5; oilers; exchange cycle, gramophone;
Govan, Aslibv, Melrose, N.B. (1715)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how lo select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; semi at once
for a copy, 2'd. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet.-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published -frequently.)

Crests and Crestbreds. ]

SIX pairs, good stock and show birds, champion
strains, .11 to A'2 pair; exchange good gramophone,
cycle : Govan, Ashby, Melrose, N.B. (1715)

BARGAIN to clear, buff green Crested-bred cock,

also clear yellow, (i/C each; very large massive speci-

mens; also large hen, winner 2nd, 0/-: Hawkes, 26,

Prctoria-ril., Leytonstone. (1718)

|
Greens.

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and
quality; how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24,”

"The Green Canary,” 2(d., post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London. E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d.; sec list on another page.)

Norwich.

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL' LINNET KING
Notice I l guarantee all my Rollers I send out
cocks. They are bred by myself and there in no
liner blood in England, and they are taught under
my well-known champion Canary. All cocks guaran-

teed. 4/6; a few singing nice, 5/0; travelling cages

3d. extra; these Rollers won all before them last

year. Try one. Linnets, to moult out sure winners
for the bench, 2/- each; Linnets from the same
place a« the champion Linnet of the world, 1/- and
1 , 0 ; a few singing grand, 2/-; these are without

doubt the largest and best singing Linnets in the
world. I bail the pleasure of being at Cawood on

the 13th of July (last week), near Selby, where I

caught the champion Linnet of tlie world. I was
sp; .iking to the farmer there and he cordially in-

vited me to his house. 1 have sung many hundred
clings in the village, and I am very well respected

i hero. Cawooil for the Linnet is like Germany for

the Roller, and they are tlie largest Linnets I can

liml. without a doubt, in England. Linnets taught

by t ho world’s champion, with new cage, and my
book of secrets. 3.G; a few with quality notes,

right for catching or contest singing, will sing any-

where, 4/6; they call them musical boxes, and they

win all before them. Larks, singing nice and low,

1/- and 1/6; they are good birds. A few that will

make champions, 2/-; beautiful Lark cages, fit for

any room, 1/6; beautiful Linnet cages. 1/6 each, 16/-

a dozen. Real yellow cock Greenfinches, like paint,

sure winners for the bench, 1/6; young yellow

cocks will moult out winners, 1/- each: cook

Brambles, 1/0; Redpolls, 1/6 pair; best Birdlime in

England, J 8 lb., lOd. half, 5d. quarter; if you can

find better throw mine away and I will return

your money. Best Linnet and Canary whistle in

England. Cd. Mv book of secrets is the best book

publi.-hcd of its kind; it tells you the proper rules

i f contest singing and how they oing at contests,

ami the proper time for each pair of birds to sing;

how much' you pay entrance fee, and how much the

worthy host "should add to it; how to make Linnets

-in" at one another with their wings down, and

how tu moult them and bow to train them for

contest singing: how to make Nightingales, Larks,

Tliruohcs. and Blackbirds sing with full loud voice

in five davs: bow to save tlie Siberian Goldfinch

ami the English Pcartree Goldfinch from dying. It

lulls vou the proper food for each bird; it has

saved" thousands of birds their lives. This book

will be sent by return for 1 . Thanking you all

for vour kind patronage : Harry Allen. The

British Bird Champion, City Aviaries, 40, Beekett-

Leeds. <.!<07)

YELLOW Norwich hen and 4 young, six weeks c’d,

sell 'JO/-: A. Beresl'ord, 27, York-st., Leek, Stall's.

(1714)

NORWICH 1913-1914 birds, cheap; wanted, boots,

size 8’s, trousers, new : Gardener, Tranmere, Old
Colwyn, Wales. (1713)

BRIZE-BRED pair Norwich, 15/-
;
exchange offers

entertained; first P.O. gets them; fl. Barber, West-
gate, Southwell, Notts. (1711)

1914 cocks, 5s., 1913 7/6, sex guaranteed; large

stock ;
inspection invited : Halford, 10, Lismore

Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. (1718)

LARGE buflLNorvvicli cock (Vardy), and rich yellow

variegated ten, 1913, 15/0: Lewis, 14, Ilcdson’s-rd.,

Godregraig, Glamorganshire. (1715)

GRAND lot of young Norwich cocks, good songsters,

yellow’s, buffs and variegated, 3/-, two 5/-, lens

1/6: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham. 0713)

HAVING bought a gentleman’s stock, comprising

Norwich, Yorkshires, mostly winners; some good
Britisli

:
particulars: Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow.

FOR sale, 1913 and 1914 bred marked or clear cocks,

5/- to 7/6; hens, 2/- to 3/-; can be seen any time:

T Gibbs, 14, Cottage-grove, Penrose-st., Walworth.
(1714)

BARGAIN, 2 clear yellow Norwich hens, O) 1st

Leyton last year, (2) Silk’s strain (1913): will moult
out beauties; 6/- each, or 10/C the two: Cclley.

18, James-lane, Leyton. (1713)

FOUR variegated rich yellow youngsters and one
clear, large and healthy, eight weeks’ old, 12/6 lot;

Roller cock, good songster and champion breeder,

10/-; pair Ring Doves, 2/-: Porter, Rock House,
Biileford. (1711)

CANARIES?!
Border Fancy.

GRAND selection choice Canaries, cocks, liens, ycl-

Ium. buff, variegated, perfect beauties, worth sewing.

Blackwood. 122, Queen's Drive. Glasgow. (EG)
BORDERS, some real good ones for sale, cheap

Vi 14 birds: Mr. Harrison, 4, Guion-rd., Parson Green

Fulham, S.W, (1 ‘15)

1914 young Rollers, as bred!, 1/-. each, sex- not

guaranteed : T. Hoyle, 134, Sapling-rd., Daubhill,

Bolton. (Elo)

BEAUTIFUL young cock Roller Canary, unapt

3 li, including cage, to nice home : Mrs. Jones, 7.

George-st., Aberystwyth. ,(
177'?)

GENUINE imported 1914 Hart/, cocks, splendid

songsters, 5/- each, two for 4/6, trade supplied:

Stephens. West Drayton. (.l713 )

ROLLER cock Canaries, on song, 3/6 each; Young
Roller Canaries (as bred), two, 3/-: Cooper,163,

Princess-st., Manchester. .
U'l4)

ROLLERS.— Schoolmasters, full song, bargains: also

wire training cages, show basket, cheap. 1\ alton,

6. Cross Grcen-cresccnt. Leeds. (G03)

FREE cages and carriage, magnificent breeding

bandmasters 10’-, untried hens 3/-: Miss Jackion,

Coivbill, Hut land-rd., Harrogate. Yorkshire. (1686)

FAMOUS NORWICH
The premier breeder and champion exhibitor,

grand exhibition and .stock birds always on sale:

approval : Judge Silk, Whitstable. (171S)

WICKS BROS. NORWICH
The famous house foy Norwich Canaries and all

other varieties; state wantis; approval; superb
youngstesr 1914, on sale. (1715)

|
Rollers <5 Singing^anaries]

BREEDERS CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Gluckc Rollers (pure Randall's). 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-,'-ea. Member B.K.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, in song, 3/6, 4/6, and 6/6, liens 2/-:

Ross. Canary Breeder, Forres. N.B. . (1766)

HAKTZ Roller Canaries, as bred, 16 each, six for

7 (;• Miss Roscv, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1715)

ROLLERS, cock. 2 lions, 7 cages, fiight, front, etc.,

for sale, cheap to quick buyer: Helm, Hatter, Padi-

liaiii. (1716)

TEN 1914 pure Seifert Roller cocks, commenced
song, bred from finest procurable, 3/ -each ; unsatis-

factory exchanged: Tyson, 34a, llotham-rd., Wimble-
don. (1718)

5/-; liens, 1/3; youngsters ms bred, 13/- dozen;

special Seifert, cocks, ringing) 7/0: 23, Cecil-rd.,

Gorseinon, Swansea. (1<04)

THREE hens, 1913 bred, capital feeders, 2/-

eneh; 4 young cocks, singing, 4 0 t.aeh; 2 yping

hens, 1/6 each: Randall’s; approval: Police.

Albriehton, Wolverhampton.
NOTICE; real St. Andreaaherg Rollers, perfect

musical boxes, beautiful beyond description. 5;6 each,

including ornamental glass-panelled parlour cage, try

one and be convinced ; Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores

Hartford.
i> V. ,,

FORTY young and old Rollers, mostly B.R.L.G.

rung, over half cocks, reasonable offer for lot, or

sell part; stamp for reply: no exchanges wanted;

inspection invited: flalliwc.ll, 83, Mill-st., Bradford.,

Manchester. .
'

,

1 E. STANTON. Cycle Stores. Alceste-r: member

B IIC.'O has for sale several 1913 .Seifert water

(liucko Rollers, bred from Manchester, Leeds, and

Grimsby winners, prices 12/6, 15/-, and Cl: particu-

lars, testimonials; approval: cash or deposit. (17 14,)

MAGNIFICENT stock young Rollers, from first

round; all strong, healthy, and perfect condition;

sex not guaranteed, but warranted sent out just^ as

received; no cocks picked out; two 3/-, six 7/6,

twelve 34/-: travelling cages 3d. extra; fresh

arrival.') weekly : W. Gore, Gooclrst., Birmingham.
(1767)

TO DEALERS ONLY
MM young llartz Canal lx. a* bred, 10/- dozen;

Knock "Power. Director Importer uf German Canaries,

91 . Selate-r-st.. Shoreditch, London, K.

TWO pairs high-class Yorks.. XI and 15/- pair, or

32/6 both pairs; Crook, 19, Raikes-rd., Preston. (1713)

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, lot 5,0: Lloyd.

23, Cxil-rd.. Gorseinon, Swansea. (17131

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, 20 pairs, 15/-, 20.-, and

2.V- pair: Smith, Tobacconist, Chapcl-st., Lilgwarc-

ril.. London. (1762)

YORKSHIRES. 8 young March and April liatchi-u,

winning strain: cocks 5/-, liens 2,6: Malian..

Barracks, Bodmin. (l-12f

1914 Yorkshires, cocks, from 5/-; lion, 3/-: from best,

strains; overstocked: Andrews, 133, Cordon-road,

Peckham, London, K.E. (1714)

1914 cocks, 4/0; liens, 2.6; unrelated pairs, 6/0;

several good feeding hens (1913), 2/- each, 3.6 two:

Young, 23, First-ave., Mortlake. (1. 15)

VERY handsome young Yorkshire cock ( auarnus.

very promising birds, splendid songsters, 3;-, tyvo

5/-, hens 1,6: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham. (17131

PEDIGREE Yorkshires, big buff cock, variegated

hen, five voting, sex unknown, 25/- lot; local sale

preferred : Ncrmanhurst. Canterbury-rd., Le.vt.on.

BARGAINS, six pairs liiifliglitcd Yorkshires, l wo
Clear yellows, two clear bull’s, cocks, 1913, my win- *

ners ; also few cheap liens, must be sold, nearest

offer lor lot. or separate; approval: Wills, Aviaries,

Wadcbridge. (171’)

CHAMPION Yorks., 1914 bred. Sex guaranteed, . <•.

8/6. 10/6 a pair ; cocks in song, and will be worth
double when moulted, winners. 1(1/-. 12,6 each, safe

delivery guaranteed: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,

Mnnchester-rd:., Bradford. U‘18)

YORKSHIRE CANARIES
Yorkshire Canaries; this year’s birds ;- cocks 7/6,

hens 4 - : Mrs. Wilkinson, The Vicarage, Canton,
Scarborough. (1711)

Various Canaries.

{
Yorllshires-

l

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C 29 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-gnima Chul’enge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 46, South Vicw-tcir., Sandy Bane, Brad-

ford.
OGDEN BROS.. Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of tlie best the world lias produced: Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

SIX 1914 .
Yorkshires as bred,

.

April-May hatched

17/u. of best offer: Shurmun, 5, Prince-xt., Long

Eaton, (Gil)

EIGHT liens, two cock Canaries, 14/- lot: Dobbins,

ilolmer. Hereford. (1711)

SEVEN healthy hell Canai-i. s, 25’- the lot: It.

Spencer, 2, Askbank-grove. Herne Hill, S.K. tl7I4>

FOR sale, twelve young Canaries, this season's-

birds and all outdoor bred; a bargain: Apply, l.ipp.

Grocer, Fochabers. (17191

Cock splendid singer, 3 hens, nearly mw binding
cage, ’complete, 21 - the lot. or near off i" Taylor.

Beacon Ledge, It-eigafce. iliU)

YORKSHIRE cocks, 4 6, 5 6: Norwich cocks,

r, -
: hens, 2/-; cocks, on full song: Cooper. 163.

Princess-st., Manchester. fl’14)

1914 ROLLER cocks, trained under noted o'hool-

niaster, 3/6 and -I/- each; genuine: Jopson, Juno-xt

Newton Heath, Mam-liiotcr. .... ..
< '' | i->)

GRAND lot of Canaries, Yorkshires, Norwich.

Rollers and Borders, cocks from 3, -. two 5, -, hens

1 r,: Franklin, Gould-rd. , Feltham. <l.U>

HANDSOME pair of Norwich (good breeili r-1, lff,(.

:

two \ nungst -: s of above, 12 weeks old I. • : holer

In n 1913, 3/-: 18/ lot: lsbcrwood, I., ndimlls. Mold.

19)3 No-wieh cock. 6/6, co.-t treble
j

twice II M.

cock Bullie, 3,6: five young \orks Rollers. 8 wiiks.

from best strains, 10/-: must sell; 1\ • lot: Smith.

«E "

’nert".*feidTlX 12/-. three 9/-.' four

\o.. two Muling Linnets, with >»no\v liens -

pair; X5 / • lot of fllUen lonUs or «»Cst <>th v

:

II- niK kt, yalcicw, Carelaze, Ft. Austell, I ornwall.
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Have on Approval
Genuine Birds. T do not attempt to sell Mens for

Cocks at impossible prices. “ Human Weeds" aro
now welling these under nil kinds of names to the
••pigeons waiting to lie plucked." Also, "as bred"
menus nil Hens; denial challenged. 1914 prize bred
Norwich or Yorkshire Cocks, henring my sex guar-
nntre stump, 6/-; 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, each. Hens, 2/ , 2/6,

3/6 each. Pairs. 6/6, 7/6. 10/6. Adult Cocks, 7/6,

8 6, 10/6 lip. Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6 up or three for 6/6,
and good hens, loo. Cages in nil eases 3d. extra.
For others, see f.ist.

COLOUR.— If yon want the deepest producing Ked
Colour, send for rumple of “Norwich Itlend” and
pamphlet on Colour Feeding ; stamp.

W. RUDD,8Tph8°ciaTir.t, NORWICH.

FOR sale large half Norwich cock Canary in full

song, 8 (I; slim yellow Yorkshire cock, very sweet
singer, 10/ti; beautiful slim Yorkshire green hen,
snaky back, 7/6: Holme, “6, Uillside-rd., Strcatlmm
Hill.

. (1714)
DKCUX 1 N'G fancy; green Norwich cock, also three

liens, cinnamon, green, and Yorkshire. Sib. Goldfinch,
Linnet, Redpoll, cocks; Kiillflnch, (Jreenlineli, hens;
both had eggs to Linnet and Redpoll: price 50/- lot:
Newman. Ilaltwhistle. Northumberland. (1711)
OVERSTOCKED, for sale, two J913 marked York

shire rocks, good songsters, 7/- each ; one 1014 varie-
gated Yorkshire cock, -ft/- : one 191.", clear Norwich
ben, of good size, '4/.; all in splendid condition, bar-
gains: Walters, 93, Frithville Cardens. Shepherds
Rush, W. fj714)

THE TALK OF HULL
Young Canaries as bred only 13 each. is/-, dozen;
1.300 in stock and on view’; selling Jikp -strawber-
ries ; hundred v of them singing

; approval willingly,
satisfaction guaranteed: Fred Alien, The Bird Spec-
mh-t. Hull. (1718)

CANARIES
Hartz "Norwich or Yorkshire cocks, 4/6, 6/6,

6 6 and 10,6 each; bens, 3/6, 2.6, 3/6 and 5/- each ;

all sent at my risk on approval; deposit with
Fditor; dealers should write for weekly whole-
sale list ; cheapest? house in the trade: C. A. Luer,
87, Sc!ater-st.. Bethnal Green-rd., London.

PRIZE BRED AND WINNING
CANARIES FOR SALE
Belgian pair and young cock: Border pair, 3 young:

Scotch Fancy pair; Norwich hen 2 young; prices
f_

—

. . m— «»• Vernon, * ”~

LAUGH flue Amazon Parrot for sale, talk*, whistles,
mimics; lady's pet; bargain; 27/6: White, HO, ('or-

poratlon-rd., Workington. (1711)
SLNLG \T, Parrot, good tulker, over 40 prizes,

latest, 1st Bournemouth, 1st Swindon, 3rd Piilucc;
offers: 130, Clifton-st., Swindon. (H17)
WANTF.I) hell Tovi Parrnkoct, acclimatised tame;

for sale, two young Cockiitlela, nviury bred, 10/- the
two: Mrs. Bomiiek, -Bast Monthly. (1718)
EXHIBITION house-moulted Urey Cardinal, red

eresit, aiplrshnw cage, 15/. or 10/-, ami singing Lark:
McAndrew. 146, W all gate. Wigan. (17KI)
NOTICE; bargain, grand new close-wired aviary
and 12 foreign birds, 40/-; easy payments arranged:
McKcand, Neahrighl, Castle -Douglas. (1686)
NOTH II

; grand lot Ureen and Yellow Budgerigars,
sure winners; prices low

; easy payments taken:
McKcand, Neabright, Castle Douglas. (1685)
WANTK1) pure white eoek Bengalese, for cash, or
would exchange for .nearly white lien: Calloway,
Fernville, Fortis Ureen, K. Finchley. (1717)
COCK Zebra, pair. Cutthroats, eoek Urey Java,
from outdoor aviary, 5/3 lot: Smith 142, Aicxandra-
rd

,
Wqllingborough, Northamptonshire. (1713)

EXHIBITION' young Budgerigars, 2/C each, 4/0 pair,
beautiful young Alexandrine Parrakoet, with large
cage, 12/6, pet; deposit : C. Head, llingley. (1716)
R" 'HJKItlUARS, guaranteed healthy birds, bred in
outdoor aviaries; Greens, 5/6; Yellows, 7,6 pair:
Gibbons. One Ash, Tlyj Orescent, Luton, Beds. (17L3)
YOl'N < 1 cock Alario. full song, 10/-; pair bul-

nhur Seed-eaters, breeding, egg in nest, 26/-; cock
Mountain Canary, 8/6: Thorpe, The Zoo, Worksop.

PERFECTLY tifnic, true pair Amazons, good
alkors and mimics, £5; Australia l Grey, fingcr-t

tame and talking, good cage, 15/
wich.

from : Mrs. Warren
AiTOehar, N.B.

Arroehar House.
(1677)

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

COCK Goldfinch, 6/6; muler, suit catcher; two buff
If "U Canaries, 2/6, bred .Mules: Richard'son, 6, Lower
Oreha-rd-st., York. (1717)
TWO Goldfinch-Canary, two Linnet-Canary 1914
cocks, 7/6 each: Norwich liens from, 2 6: Crook,
10 . Godfrey-st., Colwiek, Nottingham. (1714)
tiXHIUmoN, Uoklftneli, cock, igig winner, bred
with both.' Greenfinch and Canary; acce pt 15/-; t- .e

British Hardhilt column: Hawkes, "26, Prcstoria-rd.,
Leytonstone. (1718)
GRAND Goldfmch-Canr.ry Mule, Goldfinch song,
used to Finches, 1912 birds, 12, 6; voung Linnet
Mule, Linnet song, 0.'-; approval, deposit.—Cock-
ram, Tatworth, Chard. (1716)
HANDSOME light- yellow vard -gat -d .Goldfinch-

Canary Mule, warranted eoek, nearly 6-pointcd, 25/-;
lovely- bird : others, 6/6 each : Sib cocks, same strain
76 each: Rowley, Liston, Crediton. (170-1)
FOR sale two of the best Linnet Mules living,
taught by one of Air. Allen’s champion Linnets,
winner of over 50 1st prizes for quality contest
singing, in full song: right for catchers, 12/6 each:
Thomas Pickering, Grocer, 63, Albert-st., Preston.

(1714)
NOTICK.— Breeding eoek Goldfinch, 5/6; mother

of 8 Mules. 3/6: -pair. 6/6; breedvig cce) Linnet, 4/0;
mother of 5 Mules, 3/0; pair 7/1'; warranted eoek
Mules. 4/- each: eoek Canary, full song, 4/6; ap-
proval: Baker, Maltster’/ Arms, Philip-st., Bed-
minstev, ri704)
il ML. * trouble, and money -saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, wc \yill oend you poet free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the Tegular advertiser- and it- is the
regular advertiser that makes nioiiev, those will be
very useful: The Advertisement Manager," “Ca-e
Birds." 154. Fleet -st.. London. L.C.
MCLL breeders: July 12 I visited Samuel Sperry's
rooms 133 Curzon-st., Leicester, the light Mule
breeder, who bred Mr. Jones’ champion light Mule
Kitchener ; was pleased to see two six-point yel-

lows, one four-point buff, four light variegated splen-
did Goldfinch Mules; also 30 Sibs for light mulin'-
all 1914 birds; the right Sibs to breed light Mules':'
-H. Wells, Willstone-lane. Leicester. (1714)

j
DOVES .

T.OVLLY Ring Doves. 3/6: white. 6/- pai/; Doves
purchased : Pearson, Dove Farm, Greenwich. (1696)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
|

TWO cock Red-headed Finches for sale, cheap;
apply: J. Broom, 46, itoderiek-rd., Hampstead.

(1713.)
LED-FACED Love-birds, true pair, using nest,

L"2 10/-; approval: Moore, 11, Lupus-st., Pimlico.

GOOD young green Parrot and cage, 15 /. to quick
buyer, owner going away : Kowlev, 65, ( hureli-green
Keighley. (I717 JURL 1-IN cock Budgerigars, 2/3, liens 2/9, yellow liens

Boller hens, 1/6; approval: F. Layecvk. Sutton
Mill, Keighley.

( l701 )
A JhsTR AL1AN Grey .Parrot, tame, talking, 12 »:

-

Indian Green, 5/-; Amazon, 25 -: 23, Cceil-rd Gor-
zeinou, Swansea.

( 171 ")
BCDG FRIG ARK, outdoor, 5-; 2 pairs, 9 '-- 2

three-hole automatic feeders, i each- keilv ’

3 ’i"B
r
':|';

r
;!

vc ' (
l '

IB'l.lin.
(1713)

l/l-M-. young Amazon Parrot, talking, show con-
dition. first offer 30/- secures: Davis 2, William-
st., Hoiighton-Ie-Spring.

( 1713 )LARGE handsoino acclimatised Australian Grey
bird, talks and whistles, with round cage, lc, «•
Stephens, West- Drayton. ‘

(1713 )

Pearson, Green
(1718)

HOIJ-SL M0 I/T.TE I) cock Whydah. full plumage,
splendid condition. 5/-.; approval deposit: McNaugh-
ton, “Weald" College-rd., Wcaldston-e, Harrow
Weald. (1717)
ZEBRA Finches, adults, pairs 5/6: Budgerigars,

adults, pairs breeding 4/-, strong young 3/- pair;
outdoor aviary: approval deposit: Smalley, Kih-
worth, Leicestershire. (1713)
TALKING Parrots, magnificent Blue-fronted
Amazon, perfectly tame, .rust commenced talking, in
new cage, price 32/6 with cage; bed-rock bargain:
Eastwood. 179, I.ees-rd., Oldham. (1714)
WHITE-WINGED Parrakeets, 45/- pair; All-Green

Pa-rrak.-et-s, 1.4/- -pair; Blue-erowne<l C'onure, ‘14/6;
Cactus Cbnure, 12/6; Half-moon Parrakeets, 20/-
i-air: Rectory, Nash, Stony Stratford. (1713)
CHINESE Starling, 12/6; cock Madagascar Love

Bird, 2 -
: five Budgerigars, two liens, three cocks,

1Z/-6 the lot: all acclimatised-and perfect; approval:
Gloyns, 78. Hblmesdale-nL, Hampton Wick. ( 1711 )

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,
whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,
brass .mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-
ments accepted : -270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich (995)
PERFECT pair Peach-faced- Plumheads, pair Rosel-

la». Senegal Parrot, Cuban and Pileated Finches,
Gold-breasts; want Mealy Rosellas, accept offers
from private- aviaries: Miss Clare, 104, Coombe-lane,
Wimbledon. (1715)
PAIR Green Singing- Finches, large quantity wire-
netting lin. mesh, wire fronts, two small box
cages, nesting boxes for foreigners, various other
fittings. 15/- lot: P. Johnson, “Arnside,” Swinton,
Manehested. (1714)
CARROTS; reliable Amazons, suitable for any

company, 55/- each, including cages, 4 months’ talk-
ing, whistling and dancing warranty

; send immedi-
ately and save disappointment: Mr. Copp, Wardrobe
Stores, Dartford. (1718)MARA ELLOUS talking African Grey Ring Parrot,
good plain talker, whistler and mimic, 4 years- old
and thoroughly acclimatised

; price with large square
cage, nearly new, £1 10/-, cash or p-a.rt exchange-;
approval: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford.

( 17;5 )COCK Red- Sunbird, £3; also liens. Malachite and
Greater Double-collared Su-nbirds; Emerald Doves,
26/- pair; ii-lii-headed l-inches, 12/6; Magpie /Canni-
kins, 51- pair

; Pinch©. Marmoset, rare, 50/- : wanted
two pairs Siberian Bullfinches: Yeallaud, Bin-stead,
Wight.

(1718)

bird list free on application: Walsh, Bird’ Specialist'.
Blackburn.

(1718)
THtKfc is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian kiii-cli, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

must
from

.
ost free

pqueiit.lv Tiuhliohed).
TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, perfect plfmmcc',

four years old, magnificent talker, plain and dis-
tinct, every word understandable, speaks any time
when spoken to, speaks fully 200 words in long
sentences (list sent), perches on finger, kisses and
talk- to you

; to prove above will send approval
beiorc payment., or heard talking by appointment;
.63 15 -: Ashcroft, Eagle Chambers, T.-ve.rpool. (1713)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are -very
beautiful in plumage, liavo a fine r-ong, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some, very helpful in-
formation on tins variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19." tlie author of which i® Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it, at once. 2J-d. post free from “Cage
Birds,” 151. Flect-st.. London, Ii.C. fid. from out
ieenl.s (list published frequently).
NECKLACE Tanagers, 10/6"; .Sugar-birds, 10/6; few

Violets, little rough, 7/6: Yellow Troupial. 30/-; small
Parrakoet, 7/-; Amazon Parrots, 1-8/6; Mongoose. 10/-;
Marsh Cat, 30/-: large tame Baboon. 70/-; Mona
Monkey, 50/-; pair young Baboons, £5; large Chim-
panzee, play witli children, £40; Crown Cranes, £10
pair; Racoon and two babies, 90/: 40 Yorkshire Can-
aries, as bred, from gent.’s aviaries, £7: Ha.vter,
Naturalist, Southampton. (1717)
NICOBAR Pigeons, Red-crowned Pigeons, Hima-

I ’ van Snow Pigeons, Australian Bronze-wing Pigeons,
Triangular Spotted Pigeons, Grand Eolcctus, males
and females : Banded Parrakeets, Pennants Parra-
keets, in colour ; Rosellas, Brown’s Parrakeets, Red-
collared Lorikeets, Salmon-crested Cockatoo, Ba.ro-
eyed Cockatoos, Yellow-crested Cockatoos, Austra-
lian Pining Crows, large Hill Mynahs. Chinese Blue
Jays, Yucatan Jays, Cape Colies, Macaws, Glossy
Ibises. Brush Turkeys, Grey-headed Porphyrias (rare)
Albert Edward Jamrach,JS0, St. George’s-st. Last,
Tower of London.
WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,
(Bey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette. which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/C
a pair, there are few mere charming foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you . will follow the bints given by
Wosley T. Page, F.Z.8., in "Nutshell No. fiO," 2jd.
post free from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st.. London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents and gel it lor 2d.
(list frequently published).

WHAT THEY SAY

IN FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA
About “ CAGE-BIRDS ANNUAL.”

5, Errard Street North
,

Ballarat, Victoria, Australia.
May 28th, 1914.

I enclose Money Order. Please forward the “ Annual ”
to me. I always enjoy reading it.

W. MORRISON, M.A., M D.
"DURCHASE A COPY of the 1914 edition of "Cage Birds Annual" NOW
-l you will never regret it, for you cannot spend sixpence to greater
Profit. No matter wtiat variety of birds you keep, whether you arc a
novice or old hand, whatever the season, you will find information incage Birds Annual” of the greatest interest and use to you Now tho
birds are beginning to moult, you will find information in this big bird-
breeders’ budget, given by experts from practical experience, most helpful
during this trying time. Below is given a list of some of the articles
Just glance down them, and you will be sure to find something of the great-
est interest to you. For full list of contents see page 543 of the July 4
issue of "Cage Birds.”

MISTAKES BIRDBREEDERS MUST AVOID.
A most seasonable article. Alone worth the small amount asked for the whole
book. Mr. St. John’s thoroughness in answering queries on the subject of Canary
breeding is well known to the majority of our readers. This article, written in the
author s best vein, gives in detail mistakes in bird breeding which must be avoided
by all who would make the greatest success of their hobby. Besides this highly

instructive article, it also contains the following:—
STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP

BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS.

By F. Mcakin.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. R. Pippet.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—By F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By \V. Holden.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED
BUDGERIGARS.

By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF
BIRDCATCHING.
By J. \V. Steel.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.—By H.
Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDINC CANARIES.
By li. T. Sheppard.

£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE COUPON.
In addition to this wonderful budget of bird literature, this marvellous little handbook

also contains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known bird artist, Mr. H. Norman,

YOU MUST have: it.
(SMALL PRICE: BIG VALUE.

Ce.t.b.)

Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free,
direct from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

BUDGERIGARS. ADULTS, 4/- PAIR.

Wc bred 1st Palace, 1914, 1st and cup York, and
hundreds of other winning Budgerigars. Over 900
pairs on offer; special, one week only. Greens, guar-
anteed perfect and breeders, 4/-: Collingbourne,
and Co., East Sheen. Surrey, and at Sunbury.
(’Phone: 849 Richmond). (1715)

PERFECT SHOW AND BREEDING PAIRS.
All the following can win any show7

, and true
breeders :— Orange-breasts, 4/- ; Orange-cheeks, 3/-

;

Crimson-cheeks, 3/-; Ribbon Finches, 3/-; Cordon
Bleus, 5J-; Zebra Waxbills, 3/6; Steel Finches, 3/-;

White-breasted None,ttes, 3/6; Silverbills," 3/-; Grey
Java.s, 3/6; Black Mannikins, .2/6; Bengalese, nearly
white, 4/6; Black amt White Bengalese, 5/-; Saffron

Finches, 8/6; Pope Cardinals, 14/6; Crested Car-
dinals, 1.4/6 ; Yellow Budgies, 8/- ;

AU-grcen Couures,
21/-; Nanday Conure-s, 42/- (very fine); Emerald
Doves, 25/-, rare; Red-collared Parrakeets (perfect),

£4 10/- pair ; Siberian Bullfinches, 12/6 ; Sib. Gold-
finch cook, 10. 6 ;

fine show form ; all from extensive
outdoor orchard ami garden aviaries (no shops);
Zebra Finches, very line, 8/6: Collingbourne and Co.
(see above). We are always- open to exchange, or
buy up entire collection to any amount. Bankers’
references, L.S.W. Bank, East Sheen. (1715)

FINGER-TAME RED-FACED LOVEBIRDS.
A few grand pairs, ideal pets, 42/-; Madagascar?,

free breeders, 4/C pair; Blue-winged, 20,- pair: Col-
lingbourne and Co. (see abovift- ( (1715)

ACCLIMATISED Foreigners for sale from garden
aviary at bargain prices; cash or deposit; must sell

immediately; one genuine pair each, Cockatiels 12/-,

Budgerigars 5/-, Orange Bishops (in colour) 4/-,

Javas 3/-, Cuthroats 3/-, Bengalese 3/-, Bedbilled
Weavers 2/6, Black-headed Nuns 2/6; King Bros.,

Sneinton, Nottingham. (1709)

ZEBRA FINCHE3
Breeding, 8/6 pair; hens. C/6; Budgerigars, 6/-:

hens, 3/6: young, 4/6; yellows, 7/6; hens, 4/6; Tovi
Parrakeets, 20/- pair; Paradise and Pintail Whydalis,
full colour for showing. 7/6 each : Cordon Bleus, 5/-

|)-aiir:; Cutthroats, iNuns, iSpic, "birds, Javas, 3/6

pair; White Javas, 9/-, or 5/- each: Bibfinches, Ava-
davat-s, Bengalese, Silverbills. Tricolour Nuns, 4/6

pair; Grey Singing Finch cocks, 4/-, 6.6 pafr: Saf-

fron Finches, 10/- -pair : all birds been -in aviary from
six to twelve months; will’ exchange- other birds,

or clear aviaries: Sapsfc-rd, Stanley-rd., Tedding-
ton. (1717)

THE GLASGOW BIRD SHOP
Canaries, 2/- each, 3/6 pair; Greenfinches, 1/-; Red-

polls, 1/-; Green Budgerigars, targe hints, in perfect
plumage, 5/6 pair, five pairs 21/- ; Yellow Budgerigars,
7/6 pair; Petz’s C'onure, finger-tame, and a beauty,
30/-; Zebra Finches, 7/6 pair; White Javas, 6/6 pair;

Grey Javas, 2/6 pair; Madagascar Weavers, 4/6 each,

full colour; Bengalese, 2/6 pair; Chinese Buntings,

3/6 pair; Bibfinches, 2/6 pair; White-head Nuns, 3/-

pair; Orangceheeks, Waxbills, Cutthroats, 2/6 pair;

Golden-breasts, 3/6 pair; Cordon Bleus, 2/- each;

Lavender Finches, show plumage, 7/6 pair; Silver-

bills, 2/6 pair; Doves. 2/6 pair, etc.: Mrs. Martin.

9i, Coweaddcns-st., Glasgow. (1683)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, linger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk, 45/-

;

easy payments accepted. (995)
HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

EDMONDS AND EDMONDS, EASTBOURNE.
Edmonds and Edmonds, 20, Elms Buildings,—Trade
price list of British and Foreign birds issued weekly
to bona-fide dealers on receipt of trade card.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

BUDGERIGARS
Outdoor bred, unrelated, greens, 5/-; yellows, 6/3;

Cockatiels. 20/-; Javas, 4/-; Lovebirds, 4/-: Paterson.
Crlenelg, Wellington, Salop. (IG99)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Only six magnificent Red Collar Parrakeets left,

each one show condition, 32/6 each: one Brown's,
60/6; one scaiy-breasted, 40/6; ail living outdoors
together; large Black Indian Mynah, 20/6 ; Lead-
better Cockatoo, 50/6; Lemon-crested, 20/6 ; Blue-
red Macaw, 70/6; Festive Amazon, 25/0: Ceiam
Lorry, 40/6; Piping Crow, 40/6; Chinese White-eyed
Thrush, beautiful songster, 20/6; White-headed
Thrush, show condition, 20/6; Black-headed Sugar
Bird, rare variety, 50/6; pair Olive Cuban Fineh'e.-.,

show condition, 25/6; Zebra Finches, 6/- pair, 4/0
liens, 2/6 cocks; largest selection of birds in Great
Britain. Telephone: 6341 Avenue: John Hamlvn,
221, S-t. George’s-st., London Docks. (171")

DE VON & CO.
Black-headed Sibia, ISs. each ; pied Flycatcher,

5/6; Rose Cockatoos, 7/0 each. £6 10s - score;
handsome Blood-red Carmine Finches. 10/- each;
bird foods, etc., see price lists; rare fish and
aquarium requisites, &ee price lists ; cock Zebra
Finches, 3/-: Scaly-headed Finches, 21 - pair: Red-
vented Bulbuls, 6/-; Orange-cheeks and Waxbills,
2/6 pair, 9/- dozen: Owl, 4/6; Bleeding Heart
Pigeons, 50/- pair; Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos,
7/6; bushy-tail Squirrels, 4 -: Cavics, all colour-,
2/- pair, 10/- dozen; Ortolan Buntings, 1/6: Shrike.

4/6; hand-reared Raven, 25/-; Avada vats. 2 / 6 ;

Whitcthroat, 3/6; Jamaican Troupials, 20/-; flooded
Siskins, 35/- pair; Bengalese, 3/-; adult breeding
Budgerigars, 5/- pair. Yellows 8/-: African Rock
Buntings, 20/- pair; Toucans, 30/-; Blue Pie, 25/-;

Finch Larks, very rare, 20.- per pair; thousands
bright-coloured Finches, 2/- pair, 9/- doz. ; Hangnt-st,

15/-; Blue-throated Warbler, 12/0; Carolina Ducks.
30 - pair; White Call Ducks, 14/- pair; Widgeon. 10'-;

Price lists: De Von, Bethnal Grcen-rd., London.
Phone, 5489 Wall,
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PARROTS. PARROTS.
uf every d, seription on four wreU’ trial at our

risk before settlement, with «l(?n'|l trUkltiH n

unity. We Introilneeil tl.U system of MlIl'iK

I'liTots (We lend, others lollow.) All 1 18

Parrots in tin Kingdom have coms rom

aviaries. For full proofs un.l hundred. ot tM.

monlals, with mil mimes and a<Wi esses of tie

lighted customers, also Press Opinions, reml foi

our large tree book entitled f ‘irrot matt e,

with IM or Parrots lor sale. ClieapeHt and l^tst

in England Sent post tree. Bank, is 1 due nc .

llaiik or i.iverpool. Moreen,,, lie. Telephone, No.

MorecambG. Write at once for book and price Hot

PARROT AVIARIES,
morecambe.

EVilSS ALICE ROSEY
Budgerigars, Hurst possible, outdoor bred, a/- pawj

seleeted breeding imirs, 0/

hardy foreign birds, Iron,

from I/O pnlr; list free:

House, Eastbourne.

yellows, H/S over 1,000

lean, well-kept aviaries,

Miss Itosey, Rosemary
(1158)

REMEMBER

W ANTED Canaries, on song. Parrots, Persian kit-

tens, toy puppies, smull monkey; itate priees; An-
drews, id and l‘j Bh/wlck -t., Monkwearmouth, Nun
d.'rlinid. (1717,

WANTED, Canaries, all breed*, for cash :
good

priee for colour feed; honest dealings only:
_
H.

Allen, 8k, Knox rd., Wellingborough. U7I.IJ

TALKING Yellow-fronted Amazon, live years, 22/0

;

! two Yorkshires, three Border hens, 0 / * lot; offers

I song, ter
;
Wcedon, 10, l)oi>'. t-rt., Luton. (1711)

WANTED hand- reared Magpies, Juekdaws, and
lays for spot eash, or exchange young Holler

Canaries: W. (lore, Gooeb-st., Birmingham. ( 1707)

WANTED, eat, hers to send prices of Goldfinches,

Bullfinch: ,
I.inets and other birds; thousands

wanted: Bnlrstowo, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1717)

CHICK ET bag and leg guards, in txebangn for

Nurwieb. value 81)-; vours first: approval both

ways: Brougttor, 14, Heatb-rd., Clapbain. (1715)

WANTED to moult for .showing, 191-1 Finches and
Huntings,, from catchers; no Linnets: Geo, Ogle-

thorpe, Gorton, Cockorinouth, Cumberland. (1710)

NOTICE
;
will give <l/- per pair for good Norwich or

Yorkshire, colour-fed preferred
;
also wanted, Border

Fancies. Crests, and Scotch Fancies; McKeand, Sen-

brigl ;, C'astlo Douglas. (1085)

WANTED, 1914
Yorkshires and Norwich, any quantity; cash de-

posited- also Mules, British ;
state price, particulars,

stamp reply: Oliver, 2, lJridport-plnce, Hcxton. (j<)

send all my bird.* at my risk on approval; deposit

cash with Editor; Indigo Buntings HI,- each;

Mandarin Starlings, 111 - each; Crested Mynahs, «/«

each Jamaica Troupial, 20/- each; Golden Crowned

I 'Hilaries, is/ (I each; Sit,las, 15/- each ;
Shama is,

40 - each; Dval Birds, 40/- each; Silky

cowbirdx, 7/0 pair; Saffron Finches 0,0

pair; White-throated Finches, 7/0 pair; Violet

Tamigers 10/- each; Lavender Finches, 0,0 pair;

Grey Java Sparrows, 12/-; While Javas, 0,0 pair;

Napoleon Weavers, 2,0, in colour, S/- pair; Indian

.Black throated 1 Haiti Quail. 5/- invir ;
Crimson-

erown Weaver Birds 5/0 each; Zebra Finches, (-,0 a

pan - Quaker Parakeets, 4/0 each; Red-billed Weaver

Birds, 2/0 pair; Whydahs, 2/0, allowing colour, //0

pair; Cainimvan Masked Doves, 7/0 pair; Golden-

I,roasted Waxldlls, 8/0 pair; Gouldiun Finches, 30/-

p„ir; silver Bill.*, 2,- pair; Bronze-wing Mannikins,

2,0 pair; Black-headed Mannikins, 2/- pair; Green

Budgerigars, 4/0 pair ;
Longtail Grassfinchcs, 30/-

pair; Ortolan Buntings, 1/0 pair: Striated Mouse

Birds 20 - each; Spice Birds, 1/0 pair; Cord n

Bleus’ 8 0 pair; Fire Finches, 3,0 i>air; Avadavats,

»/,; pair • White-headed Love Birds, 2/0 pair :
Alex-

andrian Parakeets, young, 4/0 e«eh ;
Australian Urey

or Galah Parrots, 7/0 each; Blue-fronted Amazon

Parrot.*, talking, 50/-, other, 25/- each: Bengalese,

y/- pair; Orange-cheek Waybills, 2/0 pair; Green

and Urey Singing Finches, 3/0 pair; Pink-cheek Wax-
hills 2-- pair; St. Helena Waybills, £/« pair; Steel

Finches, in colour, 2/0 pair; Orange Weavers, 2/0,

in colour 5 - pair; Grenadier Weavers Birds, St-

ead,; Bay Cowbird.s, 4 0 each; Yellow Weavers, 4/0

pair ; Bib Finches, 3/- pair. Dealers should send

lor free wholesale list of cages, birds and sundries;

cheapest house in the trade: C. A. Luer, 87,

Sclater-st., Bethnal Creen-rd., London.

[sale or EXCHANGE.

j
Mainly British. J

Instructive Books for

Bird Lovers.
The authors, all well known experta in their various
subjects, have in oach case endeavoured to give in

an easily understandable manner, the methods to be
employed in reaching sucotss in that particular

branch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This list

comprises a set of books cf unique value to bird-

keepers. There is all tho experience of years of

careful study at the disposal of our readers. The
books are based on the hard earned knowbdgo of

men who Era recognised as the first authorities, and
they are able to toll in a conclusive manner all the

interesting '‘ins and outs” in their respective sub-

jects.

AVIAfllES, BIRD-DOOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth
gilt).— By 11. Nonna,,. Contains ten lovely lull-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thorougl ly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviuncs and Bird rooms,
and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, l/lj.-By H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Ahso-

3“Re SRows.
LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.

Second F'.F. show, July 11, Railway Hotel, Laister-
dyke, 57 being staged. Mr. W. A. Cowgill judged
and gave every satisfaction. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
(7): 1

,
he, Symes; 2, Glcdhill; 3, Hodgson;. 4,

Orme; vhc, Duckworth; c, Swaine. BUFF (ID:
1, he, Chippendale; 2, 3, Symes; 4, Orme; vhc,
Glcdhill, Duckworth. OR. (12); 1, Chippendale;
2, c, Glcdhill; 3, Hodgson; 4, Swaine; vhe, Symes;
lie, Duckworth. NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (11):
), 2, 3, vhc, Sykes; 4, Reeds and Longley; be,
Pownall; c. Lister. BUFF (8): 1, If, Sykes; 2,

'lie he, Reeds and Longley; 4, c. Lister. GR.
(INN. (!)): l, 4, Pownall; 2, 3, he, Reeds and
Longley; vhc, F'oster ; e, Lister.—W. H. Symes, Sec.

MIDDLETON C.B.S.
Fourteenth Annual Y’.B. Show, held July 11, Can-

aries were not up to expectation*., owing to poor
breeding results, but a grand display of British was
on view, including a nice Nightingale. A talkative
Parrot also attracted rpk-nty of attention. Mr.

lately the very host Handbook dealing with the
{

Schofield, Failsworth, judged," and gave satisfaction.

TALKING PARROTS
J all kinds on our four months' trial, signed talk-

ng warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from

mtdoor aviaries
;

holder thousand testimonals, bear

lames’ and address, many lovers of birds had birds

rom us by our instalment system well satisfied ;

ortnightlv instalment accepted. (1082)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

|
VARIOUS BIRDS.

ADULT Green Budgerigars, 5, li, young unsexed 4/-

;

.arks 3 -. pairs; Aviary 10.-, 15/-: G. P. K-, 2d, Turn-

)ike-lane, Hornsey.

COCK Canaries, 0/-; young, 3/0; hem*, 2,-: Bull-

ineli, prize bird, and hen, 12/0: Thomson, s4, \ie-

oriiv-aven., Southend.
.

THROUGH business- pressure, am disposing of my
ii, d* and cages; 10 Norwich hems, 2/- each; two

m Siberian Goldies, muleis, 5/-; BuTUe hen, 2/-;

0 double breeders, 2 - each: Thomas, Hairdresser,

'onypamly. (I'D)

MUST sell, house-moulted Linnet and hen Canary,

)/- the pair; Goldfinch and Finch Mule, 5/- each;

Linnet Mule, 0/-; Cape Rolling Finch and Cape

Janary, 5/- each; one good singing Linnet, 4 -

;

Hi good songsters: 44, YVilliam-st., Swansea. (1712)

PAIR Yellow Budgerigars* 7,0; large pair Nor-

vich 12 0: Lark-Linnet mule, Oth L.C.B.A., 10,0;

fork Yellow Goldie Mule, 10/-: Redpoll Mule, 10/-;

,11 cocks; cock Goldfinch, lien Redpoll, mated, 10/-;

Ircenfineh, Sib. lien, had one nest. 7/6; exchange

lieycle, field glasses: 130, Clifton-st., Swindon.

WANTED.
|

OLIVER. 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will give 5/-

a couple for good large young Yorkshires.

WANTED, any live stock you wish to clear,

write: Pearson’s Menageries, Greenwich. (1690)

WANTED, Jays, Jackdaws, Magpies, any live stock

bought: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1713)

WANTED, good music and songs for cash; list

to: R. A. C., 9, Ivydale-rd., Xunhead, S.E. No post-

cards.
CASH offer for 20 young Rollers, as bred, seen

any night: T. Hoyle, 134, Sapling-rd., Daubhill,

Sloltou. 11713)

WANTED almost all kinds of live stock, state par-

ticulars.- purchase or exchange: Barlow’s Aviaries,

Greenwich. (1718)

WANTED, all kinds of British birds, money by
return of post: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West
Bromwich. (1700)

WANTED, any quantity various breeds. Canaries
or Parrots: cheap for prompt cash: Franklin,

Gould-rd., Feltham. (1713)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

0J, Cowraddens-st.. Glasgow. (1505)

WANTED for prompt cash. Canaries and Mules,
either >cx: state lowest price to: Robinson. 33.

Besscn-st., New Cross, London. (1717)

HAND-REARED cock Thrush, full song, sing any-

where, «/-, with rage, or exchange; Cooper, 103,

Princess-st., Manchester. (1714)

EXCHANGE exhibition Highland cock Bullfinch,

grand type, lor singing. Linnet Mules; what otters:

Grant, 40, Huntly-st., Inverness. (1711)

GOOD cock Bullfinch, 4 -; Chaffinch, 1/6; Go d-

finch, 5/-; cock Greenfinch Mule, 4/-; also hen

Canaries, 2/- each; or exchange Foreigners: Perrett,

Grnv ,-rd., Richmond, Surrey. (1710)

THREE Canary-reared Browr. Linnet*, guarant ed

cocks, 1/- each; 2/0 the lot; four old winter-caught

in full song, suit catcher 2/- each ;
0/- the let;

exchange anything : Ernest Whiteiey, Crowle, Don-

caster.
' (1718)

EXCHANGE hand-reared ccck Joy and cage, four

month* old, sell 7/6; without cage 6/-; hand-reared

young cock Thrush and Blackbird, singing, sell 4/-

bird and; cage ;
without cage 2/0: Riley, 760,

Forest-rd. Walt-hUmetow. (1,17)

OWUINK cock Nightingale, splendid feather, 10/-;

handreared cock Skylark, full song, 5/-; black and

while cock Blackbird. 4,-; housemoulted cock Gold-

finch. bred nine mules this season, €/-, Ti the lot;

no approval, but a genuine bargain: Minikin, 115,

Bradford-st., Keighley, (1713)

Mainly Canaries,
j

CLEAR butt’ Norwich cock Canary, sell 7/0, or
exchange brass cage: Harris, 354, Berridg-’-rd., Cent,
Nottingham. • (1713)

1914 Norwich or Rollers, cold bred, 6/- pair, 4 pairs,

22/- ; exchange ; approval : Maw son, Charles-st., Swin-
ton, ltotcerham. (1710)

' CHANGE six pairs Canaries for carpenter's
tools, or offers, sell *3: Gazzard, 3, Kingston-bldgs.,-

Kingsclown, Bristol. (1714)

SALE or exchange books, anything, two York-
shire cocks, one hen, one Border hen : Powell, 102.

Eureka, Ebbw Vale. (1714)
WILL exchange champion Yorkshires and Norwich

for old gold plate, jewellery or cycle: Cheshire, 34,

Orawford-st., Bradford. (1700)

NORWICH and Yorkshire Canaries for sale, cheap
to clear, exchange anything useful: F. Gomm, 113,

Gordon-rd.. Higli Wycombe. (1712)

EXCHANGE pair 1914 Norwich Canaries for pair
football boots and leg-guards, sell 10/-: D. Dunlop.
28, High-st,. Irvine, Ayrshire. (1717)

'WANTED, good exhibition Britisher, for clear

yellow Yorkshire cock and buff hen Canary, sell 12/0:
Williams, 5, Clwyd-st., Ruthin. (1712’)

EXCHANGE four cocks, o hens, Yorkshires, for

carpenters' tools, sell JE2: William Word, £9, Clar-

ence-st., Mi-skin, Mountain A*h. (1715)
NOTICE.—Wanted, all varieties Canaries; will give

good exchange in Norwich, •Yorkshire, or Border
show cages: McKeand, Sebright, Castle Dougias.
PAIR prize-bred Borders. 12/3: exchange ccck Gold-

finch Mules, must have Finch notes; mutual ap-

proval: Museott. Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod, Wells.
TWO Norwich cocks, six hens, 1913 muling cock

Goldfinch, exchange anything : sell 34/- : sowing
machine preferred: Howard. High-st., Maldon.
EXCHANGE high-class Yorks. (1914), Budgerigars,

talking Parrots, for scrap brass, copper, block tin

(see adverts.): Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd..

Bradford. (1718)

GREEN variegated Cresthred cock and clear yel-

low ; also hen, winner two 2n<ls, 6/0 each : very

large massive specimens, or exchange: Hawke*. 20.

Pretoria-rd., Ley tonstone. (1718)

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1*.—By
T. Page, F.Z.S. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "C„

|
Mainly Foreign. I

GREEN talking Parrot and cage, sell 25./-, or useful
exchange: A. Edwards, 100, l’aulet-rd., Camberwell.
S.E. (1715)
rvc" ' voe pair Mannikins, 1st July, 4th only
time shown, for good cock Bullfinch: J. Balshaw,
Taylor-st., Ciiorley. (1713)

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, excellent talker,

perfect condition, 30/-, with cage, exchange Can-
aries: Cooper, 103, Princess-st., Manchester. (1714)

i For List of

Nutshell Agents,
See Pdire 4 Last Issue.

|
Miscellaneous.

}

A TWO compartment aviary, 8,0; or exchange:
Plumridgc, 1«9, Gladstone-ave., Wood Green. (1714)

EXCHANGE geed cycle for cock Canaries, birds
first, or offers: 19. Hope-st., Hanley, Staffs. (1715)

WANTED. Canaries, exchange show cages, cases,

etc., send for list : Ross, Cage Manufacturer, Forres,

N.B. 0717)
PAIR Linnet nets, 7 0; exchange pair tame Bull-

finches: Walters, Bergass-rd., Thorneywood, Notting-
ham. - (1715)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 32

Yorkshire and Its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In both health and disease.
NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.-By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder. aid ex-

hibitor ol flic Norwich l’laiuhead. The cl, a;, tcra
oj, “ Forming a Stud,” and ” How to Produce tho
Ideal ” are worth the cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders, Among the contribu-
tors are such well-known breeders no Messrs. It.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Honlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick. G. Lander, T. 11. Kindi, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches
by 5, is brimful of the ino't practical information
on the highly interesting .object of Uybiid Breed
im;. Price 1 /-., post fr.e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.-By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND V/ILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — liy various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep
i,,g of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

S’nging) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. 11. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds- ;, compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d— By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka
teels is recognised as one of the most p,
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird keen,,
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

W.
pert to "Cage

Birds." A highly inst»>ctive Manual, it con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of lil si -k and white ill,mirations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH oiRO MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By II. Norman: or may lie had in two parts. Part
]: " Hardhills." and Part 2: " Soft bills.” Either
Part, price Id. post free. Eacl, part contains r.

beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Un-todate in-

formation on the keeping cf British Birds.
THE STOCK BOOK, /d— By G. It. Weston. Of
our invaluable “ Breeding liootn Register ” a
well known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-
breeding easy ” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it- It simplifies the opera
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed Ids

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding. Young Bird, and Show Regis
lers of simple and unique character, in addition

to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all our familiar British birds; their appear
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 1)8 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift hook.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4— Cv Frank
Finn, 13. A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct method ol
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;
all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and othei
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another rbarndno gift book.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth,

7/6 carriage paid. Thi

by Charles Honitcn, an. authority with
reputation extending over 23 year* as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge: (aiea-

ciate editors, G. F. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist.

H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen

coloured n.,d sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing. .and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

dition. the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likelv to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 31d.—Bv j. W. Itampdcn. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the

birds to get t”. : richest possihle colour.
“CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.”

A wondeFfu! sixpennyworth oJ birtiy literature.

See announcement on Page 21.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING— Fanciers requiring bust,

ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. Wc are now In

a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fanciyr’t

name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 5/-. 3C0 7/0, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE. ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”
151, Fleet Street, London. E.C.

During til day ha gave' members lawful informa-
tion and explained the points and defects of the
exhibits. .

CL. YELL. YORKS.: 1, 2, Hulton. BUFF: 1, 3,

Burke
; 2, Wag-staffs. TKD., ETC. : 1, 2, Wagstaffe.

BUFF: 1, Wagstaffe. NOV.: 1, Mrs. Cockcroft ; 2,

3, 4. Walker. CL. YELL. NOR. : 1, Evans ; 2, Furniss.
BUFF: 1, Evans; 2, Furniss; 3, Cope. VAR. YELL.:
1, Evano; 2, Cope. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Cope ;

vhc, Evans.
A.O.V.: J, Furniss. HENS: 1. Hulton; 2, 3, Craighiil

;

4. Mrs. Cockcroft. GOLDF. : 1, Wood; 2, Oldham; 3,

Hulton. GUENF. : 1, Davies; 2, Hulton; 9, Evans.
LINNET, ETC. (16): 1, Burke; 2, Hulton; 3, Wood.-
Jus. Hulton, Sec.

HASTINGS & ST, LEONARDS C.B.S
F.F. Show. July 15th, Royal Oak Hotel, the lart.

Mr. J. Stevens judged. There was a very fair at-

tendance. Among those present were Mrs. Crofts,

Mrs. A. E. Godden, .Miss Kirk-Bullock (Hon. See.

;

and Treas.), and Mea/rs. W. Ellis, T. West, Morris,

I and If Morris, W. Turner, IT. Pennells, G. Cramp,
A. E. Godden, R. Cragg, and T. Yen-ess.

|

NOR. CL.: 1, French; 2, vhc. Turner; 3. Cramp;
I he, Mrs. Crofts: c, I’ennell?. TKD.: ), 3, Cragg;

j 2, Pennells. MKD. or VAR.; 1. Pennells; 2, French;

3, Cragg ; vhc, he. Turner. YORKS., CL. : 1, vhc,

Morrio and Son; 2, 3, Veness. TKD.: ) 2, Veness;
! 3, Morris and Son. MKD. or VAR.: 2, -Morris and
Son - 3 French. FOR., Young Bird*: 1, 2, Mrs.

Barrow". Many thanks to those members who at-
1 tended or sent birds from a distance. Mrs. 15ar-

I row and Mr. Wojt are new members, and it was

th '3 first tim 2 they had .shown. Mr. French is

also a new member, and his first exhibition here.

Members are reminded Sept. 2nd is the date fixed

i

for the annual oirting. Please keep that date * re^*

Final point prizes and young birds (York*). ,ind

Nor.) trophies’ competition, Oct. 7. I hope to s?e

I a vcr\ large exhibition. Business meeting Aug. 19.

i
Notices will bo sent out—Irene Kirk-Bullock, Hon.

Sec. and Treas.

PENCE C.B.S.
Very successful vexing bird show, held July S. at

Alexandra Hotel, Penge, where a large room had

ofitabie i been lent to tho society by t«e popular iandiore.,

Mr. Hutton. The entry was a good one, Yorks, in

particular making a fine display, ol r. 1 airman s

ticked yellow won comfortably in champions; lie is

a stylish bird with good length of wing and side.

Clears in novices drew an ent:y vif seventeen, Mr.

Pcingdostre staging the cream of the bunch. Nor-

wich were particularly noticeable for type and

quality cf feather, Mr. Whiffin winning in both

classes with thick-set chubby birds, tho clear being

very promising. A few Borders, Hybrids, and Brit,

made up a good collection. Tile show was welt

attended by visitors. Mr. Legg managed the show
in a very able manner, receiving valuable assistance

,

from Mr. and Mrs. Hutton, whoso tasteful arrahg-

|

ing of tl, 3 staging was very effective. Mr. Ii. Nor-

i man judged.
Y ORKS. CL. CHAMP. : 1. he, Fairman ; 3, vhe,

Hutton; 2, 4, c, Foxen. MKD.: 1, Foxen ; 2, Fair-

man: 3, Hutton. NOR. CL.: 1, 3, vhc, Whiffin; 2. 4,

Legs; lie, Halhead. MKD.: 1. 2, Whiffin ; 3, 4. vhc,

Halhead. NOV. YORKS. CL.: 1, 2, 3. 4, lie. Poing-

dostre; c, vhe, Last. MKD.; 1. Poingdcestre ; 2,

Powell ; 3, vhe, Fryett; 4, Last. BOR.D. CL.: 1. 2,

Last. GREENS, Etc.: 1, 2, 3, Last. HYBRIDS:
1, 2, 3, Gullie. GOLF.: 1, Legg; 2, Polgee. BULLF.:
1, 2, Hump lilies. LINNET: 1, Polgee; 2, Legg; 3,

Gufiess. GREENF. : 1, Soames; Guiles*. SIS-
KIN. Etc.: 1, 2, Uulless; 3, Soames. REDPOLL*: 1,

Gulless; 2, Polgee. HAWFINCH, Etc.: 1, Gullets;
2, Soames.

HiGHGATE & HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Seventh Annual Y’oung Stock Show, July 11,

Spencer Hall. Entries numbered 150, quality being
good throughout. Competition for cups presented

by Mr. J. T. Ayers was very keen. Beot Nor. was
won by Mr. Bailey, Mr. Kent best Yoiks., Mr.
Shakespeare won sp. for best bird, cup winners ex-

cepted, with a grand yellow capped Lizard, Mr.
Knight won sp., most points Brit., while several

of the members helped themselvee to valuable points

for the Points Cup presented by Mr. G. li. Weston
for 1914. Mr. F. Easterling judged, and his awards

great work is written
j
gave satisfaction. A good muster of visitors

” " ”•
crowded the hall in the evening, and the show wad
a decided success.
CHAMPION CL. NOR. (12): 1, Cowie; 2, Dann;

3, vhc, Lovegrove; he, Sparks; c. Bell. VARIED.
( tax : l. Sparks; 2, Byne ; 3, vhc, Cowie; he, c,

Lovegrove. YORKS. CL. (5) : 1, 2, 3, W. J. Kent; vhc,

lie. Bush. VARIES. : 1, W. J. Kent. BORD. (4):

1
,
2 Shakespeare; 3, vhe, Dann. MULES: 1, Dann.

A O V CAN.: 1, 2, Shakespeare. Lizards. AMAT.,
NOR CL (5): 1, 2. 3. the, Wakefield; lie, Walmsley.

VARIEGATED (0): 1, 2, Wakefield; 3, vhc, lie,

Hyde ;
e, Walmsley. NOV., CL. (16): 1. Bailey;

*> '

c Large ; 3, he. Milsom ; N’lic. Withers. VARIED.
(12)’: 1, 2, Wills; 3. Mrc. Wood; vhc. Day; he,

Milsom; c, Bailey. YORKS., CL. (15): 1, - 2, c.

Withers; 3, vhc, Johnston: he, Byrne. VARIED.
(,-. ) j Milsom; 3. Stratton; vhc, he. A. Knight.

MULES, YOUNG BIRDS (3): 1, Street; 2, 3, Car-

rington and Petty. OLD BIRD: 1, Day. A.O.V.

CAN.: 1. Milsom. GOLDF. (10) : 1, lie. Carrington

and P-.ttv; 2, Mil-son,; 8, Byne: vhe, J. M. Kent;

o, St-est! BULLF.: 1. Street :2, Alton M Jones.

OR TEN F (5): 1 Mound; 2, Day; S. A. Knight;

vhc, J. M. Kent; he, Alton M. Jones. LINNET
( 7 ). i vhe, Carrington and Petty; °

street’ 3. Shorter: lie, A. Knight:

Kent. ’ SISKIN, ETC (7): 1. 3,

Knight; 2 Bailey ; 'vhc. Mound ;
,

Kent,. BUNTING: 1. Alton M. Jone

(5): 1, 2, J. M

J.

FINCH
M. Jon
HENS; 1,

M. Jones.
A .0. FOR.:
Hon. Sea.

M.
A.
M.

A.O.

1 , 2, J. M. Kent; 3. Alton

vhc, Street ; he, A. Knight.

Monrnl : 2. 3. vhe, A. Knight: he, \H,,n

FOR FINCH : 1. Shorter; 2, Urawhiidge.

Drawbridge; 2, Shorter. J. Hyde,
1.
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MIDDLESEX O.S.
Young stock ami Klnch show, July 0, St. .lolin's

Schools, Southall. Mr. J. 1 1 ck! » I * r Judynl. and hl«

awards were well received. Messrs. Taylor und
Wright won »p. for last Yorks., with a clinker.

TMr. II. Burrows, host Brit., with a really nice

Chufliuch. YORKS., CL.: 1. sp.. vhc, Ta>lor «i:d

\V right; *J, il. White; he, ihtilyurd ; c, Crockett.
TKl). OK MUD.: 1, White; 2, lie, Jell rl-S 3. \hc.

c, Taylor and Wright. MI LE: 1, Buimird. CiOl UF.
OK BELLE.: 1. Burrows; 2. \in\ he. Cumhers; 3, c,

Banyan I . LINNET, ETC.: I. 3, vlu*. Burrows; *j,

Banyard; he. c, Cambers. GREENF.. ETC.: 1. |».,

Burrows; 2 Cambers. A.O. BRIT.: 1 Burrows; 2,

Cambers. .1. Jefferis, Hon. See.

GLASGOW (West of Scotland) O.S.
F.r. Show, July J, Nokjon Temperance Hotel.

Numbers were not up to former years, but quality
was good. Mr. ('. Campbell, owing to a sudden
bereavement,, was unable to judge, ami Mr. (I.

Smart, Curmyllle, kindly tool. Ills place. 11 is award.,
gave every satisfaction.

CRESTS and C.H. Cock: 1, 2, Nimmo. HEN'S: 1,2,

Ninuno . NUR. CL. YELL.: 1. Hutchison: 2, Wood;
S, Jardine. BUFF: 1, Hutchison; 2, Jnrdlne; :t,

Jackson. VAR, YELL.: 1, Hutchison; 2, Jackson; 3,

a. Irvine; 4. Jardine. BUFF: 1, Hutchison; 2,

Jackson ; 3, Jardine; 4, Irvine. CINN.; 1, Jack-
son. YORKS CL. YELL.: 1. 2, Martin. BUFF: 1, 2,

Martin. BORO.: 1. 2, Whitelaw; St 4, a, Bamurman.
— \Y. Hutchison. Sec

BURNLEY O.S.
Annual Y.B. show. Star Inn, Church-st., June 2".

Entries were not up to expectations, chiefly owing
to a poor season, but quality was of the best.

Mr. J. Hayluirst, Burnley, judged, and he had a

capable steward in Mr. J. Broxup. The Society's

challenge cup for best 3 young bird.- bred by ex-

hibitor was won by Mr. \V. Spencer, u novice.

Spl. kindly given by Mr. J. Baker, for best bird

bred bv a novice was won by Mr. It. Wainscotts.
NOR.', CHAMP., CL., ETC., YELL: 1, Baker.

BUFF: 1, Baker. TKl). OR VARIED. BUFF: 1,

Baker. NOV., CL., ETC., YELL.: 1, spl., Spencer:
2. Wainscotts; 3, Waddington : 4, vhc. Callow.
BUFF: 1, Pattison

; 2, Waddington. TKl). OR
VARIED. YELL: 1, spl., 3 Wainscotts; 2. C’atlow.

BUFF: 1, spl., 3 ispls., Spencer 2, West; 4,

Pattison. A.O. A’.: 1, Catlow. BRIT. HARD-
BILL : 1, 2, 3, 4, Holden.—0. Whittaker, Hon. Sec.

BATH.
Show, July 13, 1C, in conjunction with the

National Rose Society Show, in the Sydney Gardens.
Several first-class exhibits turned up. The exhibits
were well looked after and were nicely staged.

The Mule class was a good one, the much dis-

cussed “ White Rose " putting in an appearance
and topping the class. Messrs. Dutch and Thyer,
the energetic and capable Hon. Secs., had every-

thing in smooth working order, and were most
courteous and obliging. Mr. J. H. Payne judged.
NOR., BUFF (6) : 1, spl., vhc, Davies, grand

shape, lovely col. and feather, good front, wings
and tail, in nice order; 2, Capt. Collier, cap, neck
and wing mkd., rare size and shape, full front,

head and neck: 3, Davis, nearly gr., good col.,

nice size and shape, good back, head and wings.
LINNET, ETC. (8): 1, spl. Perrins, Linnet, good
size, shape and pencilling, nice col. and feather,

very steady ; 2, cup, Jones, Siskin, nice size and
shape, well laced flanks nice cap and feather; 3,

vhc, Partett, Linnet, well pencilled, aide col.,

good back and body leather; he, Russell; ,p, Hard-
ing. All'LE (!*) : 1. Parlett, Canary-Bullie, White
Rose, in magnificent form; 2, Collins, lightly mkd.
Greenf.-C’an.. good size, shape and feather; 3,

Gough, lightly mkd. Linnet-Can., grand feather,

nice shape; vhc, Muscott; he, Collins; c, Smith.
MEMBERS, YORKS. (4): 1, spl., 3, vhc, Russell,

1 cl. yell., straight as a pencil, jjood feather and
col., well braced wings and pipe tail, in good
form. 3 slim built- buff, nice feather and colour,

neat wings and tail; 2, Nash, yell., good iengtli

and pos., good flights and tail, nice col. GOLDF.
OR BULLF. (11) : 1, 2, vhc, F. Russell, Goldies,

nice coloured blazes, good feather and nice bars

;

3, Nash, Bui If.
,
good breast col., well cut cap and

bars ; he, Watson : c, Jones. MULES OR HYB.
(6) ; 1, spl.. he, Jones, varieg. Goidf.-Can., capital

feather, nice flush; 2, vhc. Watson, dark Greenf.

-

Gati.. good feather and col.: 3, F. Russell, Can.-

Bullf. ; c, Watson. A.O BRIT. (7): 1, 3, vhc, he,

Nash. Hawf., nice col. good bars and back, 3, nice

feathered Greenf. ; 2, F. Russell. Bramble, nicely

spangled back ,
good feather, pale breast col. ; c,

Taylor. FOR. (7): 1. spl., 3, Taylor- grand Amazon
Parrot, good .size, lovely col. and feather. 3 Lemon-
crested Cockatoo, in good feather: 2, vhc, he, c,

Mahoney, clinking pair of Green Budgerigars,

beautifully mkd., grand feather.

HORNSEY, WOOD GREEN C.B.S
Very successful F.F. show', both a.* regards num-

bers and quality, in the -splendid room at “The
Nightingale Hotel,’’ Wood Green, July 4. Mr. P.

P,rooks. the lion, sec., ably seconded by the excellent

president (Air. Day), and members of the committee,
had made most exemplary arrangements. Mrs. Day
followed her usual custom of preparing and dispens-

ing tea: the hospitality wa.s much appreciated.
Specials numbered 33, headed b.t a clock to be won 3
times before becoming the property of the exhibitor.

.Mr. P. Brooks won this with a topping little Iniff

Norwich, closely followed by Mr. Griffin witli a
bonny Norwich. Special for best rung bird was won
by Mr. Brooks. Dr. Huggins won special most en-
tries in novice. Mr. Stephens, best and second best
British. Miss Smith, best bird shown by a lady:
Mrs. Huggins, heist Foreign. Air. G. Gardner judged
CHAMP., NOR. C'L. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. 2, Alar-

tin. the- leader a nice feathered bird, good shane;
2nd good, but scarcely such a nice head: S, Griffin.

BUFF (9) ’..Good class: 1, sp, best in show, and 3
other spls.. 2, 3, Brooks, a fine team, the leader a
sweet bird; vhc, c, Griffin: lie, Alartin. VARIEG.:
+. 2 spls.. Griffin, one of those close glossy fea-
thered saddle-marked birds. AAIAT. -SECTION.

—

YORKS. C’L. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. 2, 3, Huggins,
leader a smart upstanding bird, giving pramise of
future excellence: vhc, Mrs. Huggins. BUFF: 1,

2 tpts., vhc, Huggins, the leader full of style, well

Ion the leg, ami full of work; 3, Mrs. Huggins, atylidi.

A \ If I EG I. Iluggiu . NOR. CL 01; TKl) fill,.:

J

I, 2 spls., 2, Harris, nice bead, well u cross the perch.
BUFF: I. 2, Harris, winner gold bodied. Jii-t a

trifle weak in head, rare quid. BOItl). YELL.: I.

Warner, shapely yell, green. III’FF: 1. spl, 2, War
Her, both green

.
tl

|
l- a I. lieu t head -. NOV. VOKKK.

CL. OR TKD. YELL : 1, In, Ewrett, smart and
stvllsh, good feather: 2. 3. Dr. Hoggin-. not much
to choose: 'll-

.
Mi-, smith. BUFF: I, 2 spls., Dr.

Huggins, fiery and upstanding, rare leather: 2. Ali.-i

Smith, ruey ; 3, vile, Billlngton. VARIEG.: i. Dr.
Huggins, oinn. varieg., very -malt; 2. Miss Smith.
Very nleely drawn, good feather. NOR, (,'L. OR
TKD. YE(,L. : I, I >r . Huggins, typical, rare qual.
BUFF: I. 2 spls.. Penn, bonny lieuil. good body and
feather; 2, 'lie. Day, grand qual., nine body, ju-t a
trill* weak in head, but a close race; 3, Miss Smith,
trifle too long in rudder. VARIEG.: 1, Penn, fair
goid bird. BORD., BUFF: 1, 2. Palmer, mat, nice
quality of feather. GOLDF.: A. gland class, very
hot : 1. spl, best British, Stephens, lovely face, rich
und Ml tanning, clean cut: 2, Gridin, very lustrous,
grand feather, not so rich in tanning; 3. lie. Waliloek;
'tie. Dr. Huggins; e, Day. LINNET: Fine class: 1,

Stephens, nutty, lustrous, grand shape and mark-
ings; 2, Dr. Huggins, just lost to leader in col. : 3,

hr, WutdocK; vhc, Hethcrington ; c, Cobden.
GREENF.: 1, Stephens, rattling Finch. BRAMBLE
OR CHAFF.: E 2 spls, 2, 3, Stephens, fine team,
leader a. charming Bramhling, magnificent feather,
like satin; 2, equally lustrous Chaffinch

; 3,. vhc,
Pettit: lie, Parish. SISKIN! 1. Stephens, nice col.,

lacks a bill. REDPOLL or TWITE: 1, 2, Stephens,
nobby . little Lesser, fine colour and cor.d.;

2nd. beautifully mkd. Mealy; 3. Bates, Mealy, nice
markings: vhc, Parish. BELLI'. : 1. Stephens, rare
breast and poll; 2. Pettit, not in the feather of
winner, nice breast and poll ; 3, Aim. Dav, nice
col.: vhc. Day. A.O.V. SEEDEATER: 1, Stephens,
bonnv Yellow Bunting, rare feather and colour.

FOR.: 1, Airs. Huggins, charming pair of Budgeri-

gars. MULE Or HYB.: 1. 2 epls, Atiss Smith, very
smart dark jonqu? Goldie-tan., good size; 2,

Griffin, stout buff dark Linnet-Can.

LANCASTER C.B.S.
Y.B. show, July 4. Some smart young birds were

staged. YVm. Pennington made his debut as a judge
with satisfactory results.

•NOR. YELL.: 1, Swain-on; 2, Alexander; 3, Wlial-
le.v. BUFF: 1, Whalley; 2, Hoyle; 3, Swainson.
YORKS. YELL.: 1, 3, C’afferty and Son; 2, Harrison
ami Son. BUFF: 1. Harrison and Son; 2, 3, Caf-
fertv and Son. CINN. NOR.: 1, 3, Swainson; 2,

Hoyle, BORD. : 1. 2, 3, Wilson. MULES: 1. 2,

Fisher: '3, Alexander. LINNET. ETC.: 1, Whalley;
2, Hoyle; 3, Fisher. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1, Bos-
tock; 2, 3. Alexander. A.O. II ARDBILL : 1, 2, 3,

Fislflr. SOFT IS 1 1.E : 1, -Alexander. NOV. NOR.
YELL.: 1, 2, Winn. BUFF: 1, 2, Winn. -J. Bostock,
Hon. Sec.

PAISLEY NOR., MULE, BRIT. AND
FOREIGN B,C.

F.F. show. Painters Hall. Causeyside Street, July
11. There was a good turnout of members, and a
record entry for a young bird show, all classes
being full, except Mules or Hybrids, which was can-
celled. Air. D. O'Hare pudged, and gave entire satis-
faction.
CREST : 1, Gemmell ; 2, Afaxwell : 3, AIcLerie.

C.B.: 1, Maxwell; ?, Gemmell; 3, AIcLerie. YELL.
NOR.: 1. 3, Sinclair: 2. Maxwell ; 4, Pratt. BUFF:
1. cup, Sinclair; 2, Pratt; 3. Maxwell; 4, AIcLerie.

YELL. BORD.: 1. Briggs; 2, 4, Cunningham; 3,

Potts. BL'FF: 1. Briggs; 2, S, Cunningham; 4,

Potts.
.
SMALL BRIT.: 1, AIcLerie; 2, Potts.—J.

Gemmell, Sec.

COLINTON & CURRIE PARISHES.
Second annual N.F. show, A'illage Hall, Juniper

Green, July 11. Owing to a moderate breeding
season the entries were not up to last ’far, but
the entry of 50 was considered very fair

;
quality

was well maintained, some very good birds being
forward, especially in buff Nor. Air. Steel, Dal-
keith, judged? and gave every satisfaction.

SCOTCH FANCY (2): 1, 2, Preston. CL. OR
TKD. -BORD. YELL. (12): 1, 2. Alichie; 3, Fergu-
son; 4, Elder; 5, Crabb ; 0, Dickson. BUFF (11): 1,

2, Alichie: 3, Elder; 4, 5, Napier; 0, Smith. A.O.
BORD. YELL. (8): 1, 2. Mechie; 3, Napier; 4, Camp-
bell; 5, McCrum; 0, Brydon. BUFF (4): 1, Dick-

son: 2, 3, 4, Napier. NOR. YELL. (1): 1, Smith.
BUFF (10): 1, 5. Smith; 2, Campbell; 3, 4, Elder;
6, Preston. MULE OR HYB. : 1, Campbell.—Jas.

Napier, Sec.

WIMBLEDON C.B.S.
Tenth annual Y.B. show, Queen’s Hall, July 13.

Entries w-ere 16 fewer than last year. Novices
were the largest exhibitors and made a really good
show in both Norwich and Yorks. Except for the
unexpected lack of support! in the chalnpjon
section, said to be due to the had breeding season,

the show was in every way a success, and a grand
array of really good quality birds were exhibited.

The arrangements were perfect, thanks to the
capable work of the Hon. Sec., Air. G. Griffiths,

and the attendance was extremely good. Air. J.

Robson judged.
CHAMP., YORKS.. CL. OR TKD.: 1, C'larke;

2, 3, vhc, c, Smith; he, Whittome. MKD. OR
VARIEG.: 1, Whittome; 2, 3. Smith; vhc, Clarke.

BORD., CL. OR TKD., EXCEPT GR. : 1, 3, Mar-
riot; 2, vhc, Pegg. MKD. OR VARIEG.: 1, Mrs.

Thynne; 2, 3, Pegg; vhc, Marriott. NOV., NOR.:
1 Randall: 2', vhc, Airs. Hobden ; 3, e. Snow: he,

Nash. YORK., CL. OR TKD.: 1, 2, Airs. Wilkes;

3, e, Bailey; vhc. Batten: he, Alexander. AIKD.
OR A'ARIEG.: 1, Batten; 2, Airs. Farlay; 3, Davis:
viie. Mrs. Wilkes: he, Bailey. BORD., CL. OR
TKD., EXCEPT GR. : 1. 2, Green: 3, vhc, Gossling.

MKD. OR VARIEG..: 1, Gossling: 2, Green,
CHAAIP. OR NOV.. BORD., SELF OR FOUL GR. :

1, 2. Airs. Thynne: 3, vhc, Hobden; lie, e, Pegg.
BRIT. : 1, 2, Simmonds, Yellow Bunting and
Greenfinch; 3, Davis, Goldfinch: vhc, he. Birch;
c. Ranchman. Champ, diploma, Clark: Nov.
diploma. Airs. Wilkes, also spl. for best bird In

the section, and best -bird shown by a lady : s.p. best
Nor.. Randall; be-st Yorks.,, (Clark ; Border.
Marriott; best mkd. bird, Mrs. Thynne; second
best in Novice, Green.

ORMSKIRK C.B.S.
F.F. show, July 11, King’* Arms Hotel an ad-

mirable room for tin purpose. I.ntrle weri below
tin' average, owing to tlio liulilferent results in

some of the members’ breeding rooms, but some
nlee Nor. and Border were staged. Air. T. John
son, Southport, Judged.

YI’I.L. NOR.: I, 3, Goring, big bird, mkd. eye,
nlee type, good wings, neat head, 3 inlul. bead, nice
type

; 2, no name, idee el., lovely type and qual.,
not quit-' the subs.; viie. Hunter; be. Hesketh.
III’I'T’* I, Goring, el., qlee type, good head, rare
tldek body, nice short wings and tall

; 2, Hesketh,
bigger el., idee type, good head anil ncik, close up;
3. lie, J. W. Johnson, nit. shape ;

'lie, Hunter.
YELL. BORD.: I, lb keth, el., beaut) for type,
nlee sill,' feather; 2 . Johnson, ri. again, trifle long,
otherwise good; 3, J. W. Johnson, back mkd., lovely
type and qual. BUFF: 1, vhc, e, Johnson, grand
el., lovely oval head, nie' feather and shape; 2, .1.

W. Johnson, exquisite leather and type, beaten in

bead: 3, Hesketh, nice go! • and type; lie. lb -keth.
BRIT. HARD.: I, .1. W. Johnson, Linnet, well-known
winner, big bird, lovely nutty eol, grand marks,
good big bead; 2, Johnson, Greenf., rare size, col.,

and shape, nice wing bars; 3. Johnson, jun., Goldie,
nice size and col. FOR.: 1, 2, 3, Johnson, jun.,

Orange Bishop arid Waxbills, nice corn), and col.

MI LE: I, 3, J. W. Johnson, varieg. Greenie-Can.,
well known, 1 jonque, in rare fettle; 2, Goring,
jonque Linnet-Can., nice size and eol.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S.
Annual N.F. show, Crown Hotel. Hill Street, July

1. Thirty three Norwich were on view, but not-

withstanding the splendid list of cash specials

offered, no Yorks., Crests, or Cinnamons were
shown, and five 2s. Oil. specials went begging: no
young Aluies, and only eleven British aid Mules
(old birds) staged. Mr. J. llastoek put down a fine

team, and took special prizes for best Yell., best
Buff, and best rung bird in champ, section. In

novices, Air. Jackson took sp. for best Yell. Nor..

Mr. Westwood best Buff, and Air. Berry best rung.
Medal for best British, Mr. Jeffrey. Mr. J. H. Roe
judged. Members are requested to note that owing
to next meeting date falling in holiday week it lias

been arranged to bold it a week earlier, viz., July
29, at 8.30, when open show business will be dealt

with, and a good attendance is desired.

NOR.. C'L, OR TKD. YELL. (4): 1, sp., 2, Bastock ;

3, Dipple; 4, Broadhurst. BUFF (5): 1, 2 sps., 2,

Bastock; 3, vhc, Dipple; 4, Broadhurst. VARIEG.
(5): 1, 4, Bastock; 2, 3, vhc, Dipple. NOIL, NOV.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (4): 1, sp., Jackson; 2, Shir-

ley; 3, Jones; 4, Westwood. BUFF (7): 1, sp., 2,

Westwood
; 3, 4, Derrv ; vhc, he, Shirley ; c, AVard.

VARIEG. (8): 1, 2, vhc, Jackson; 3, T. Jones; 4,

Shirley ; he. Tipper ; c, Westwood. MULES, OLD

:

1. Raby. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (4): 1, 2, 3, Baby;
4, Ward. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, 2,-Rnby; 3, J. H. Jones.
A.O. HAIiDBILL; 1, Ward. SOFTBILL: 1, sp., 2,

Jeffrey.—J. H. Jones, Hon. Sec., per J. H. de
Maillet.

NORTH LONDON G.B.A.
F.F. show, July 11. Entries totalled 126, a few

under last year. Mr. A. Trevallion, Novice, Nor.,
took spl. for best bird in show, and Air. W. \\.

Grounsefi, Novice, A’orks., 2nd best in Brit. Mr.
E. Stephens took spl. for best in section with a

Goldfinch, and Air. E. J. Pettet had the best

Field Moulted. This section was really the feature
of the show and contained some tip-top exhibits,

the Goldfinch class in particular being the best the
Association have ever had for quality, etc. In

Borders, Mrs. AV. J. Salter had the best, with
Mr. J. Bell close up. The Foreign section was an
improvement on last year. Mr. F. J. Casteli gave
a good account of himself as Show Manager, with
the able assistance of Messrs. T. Cawthorne, C. J.

Tolfree and C. J. AAllIiams. Air. J. Robson
judged.
CHAMP., NOR. CL. (3): 1, Cawthorne; S, 3,

Bell. TKD. (2) : 1, Bell ; 2. Cawthorne. MKD. OR
A'ARIEG. (5): 1, 2, res, Cawthorne: 3, vhc. Bell.

A’ORKS.: CL., (3): 1, 3, King: 2, Salter. TKD.
(2): 1. Salter; 2, King. AiKD. OR VARIEG. (2): 1,

King; 2, Salter. BORD., CL., ETC. (4): 1, 2, 3,

r, Mrs. Salter. MKD. OR A'ARIEG. (4): 1, 2, 3.

r, Airs. Salter. AMAT., NOR., CL. (1): 1,

Walmeslev. TKD. ( 1 ): 1, Walmeslev. MKD. OR
A'ARIEG.: 1. AValmesIcy. YORKS., CL. (4): 1, 2,

r, Tolfree; 3, Castell. TKD. (2): 1, Casteli; 2,

Tolfree. AIKD. OR VARIEG. (1): 1, Tolfree.
BORD., CL. (1): 1, Bell. AIKD. OR VARIEG (7):

1, 2, 3, he, c, Bell; r. vhc, Airs. Neighbour. SELF
GR. OR CINN. (4): 1, 2, 3, r. -Bell. NOV., NOR.
(8): 1, 2, 3, Trevallion; r, he, C. J. AVilliams; vhc,
e, Hammond. TKD. (2); 1, AA’illiams; 2, Dr.
Huggins. MKD. OR VARIEG. (7): 1, he, Grindtey;
2, 3, c, Williams; r, C. J. Williams; vhc, Ham-
mond. YORK., CL. (4); I, 2, Dr. Huggins; 3. r,

Madell. TKD. (4): 1 , Dr. Huggins: 2, r, Made!!;
3, Grounsell. MKD. OR VARIEG. (3): 1 ,

Grounsell; 2, Dr. Huggins; 3, Madell. GOLDF.
(10): 1, 2, he, Stephens; 3. r, Scheerer; vhc,
Fabian; c, Hammond. BULLF. (2): 1, Stephens;
2, Pettet. GREENF. (5): 1, Pettet: 2. Madell;
3, vhc, Hammond; r, Stephens. LINNET (5): 1,

3, Hammond; 2, r, Stephens; vhc, Madell. SISKIN,
ETC. (7): 1, 2, Pettet: 3, Hammond; r, vhc, he,
Stephens; c, Madell. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE (5):

1, 2, 3, vhc, Stephens; r. Hammond. A.O. FINCH
OR BUNTING (4): 1, 2, 8. Stephens; r, Madell.
SOFTBILL (1): Aladell. HENS (1): Stephen,',
FOREIGN (11): 1, vhc. '-Bell: 2, 3, r, he, Fabian;
c, Hammond.—P. AV. Jeffries. Hon. See.

NORTH MANCHESTER C.B.S.
N.F. show July 11, Balmoral Hotel Assembly Room.

Rochdale Road. A record entry for a young show
for the’ society, nearly 120 entries facing the judge.
Air. C. Houlton, who found a high-class lot of
youngsters present. Special fell to a novice Yorks,
for best young Canary (Ccop’er), also nov. Can. Best
Amateur Special Air. Iladfield with a pretty tkd. buff
Nor,, best British J. Robinson, good Goldf. Air. A.
Colley, lion, sec., with a very capable set of ycung
fanciers as stewards, had matters in grand order and
made things go promptly.
AAIAT. YORKS. CL. YELL.: 1, Jones, neat and

typical. BUFF (5): All Jones, very nice team of
medium size. TKD. YELL. : 1, 3, Deakin, pretty
varieg., grand style, pos., and stand; 2, Clarke,
nice length, well up, good feather. BUFF : 1, Jones,
thigh tick, fine type, etc,; 2, Clarke, shade smaller,
nice pos.. etc. CL. YELL. NOP,.: 1, 2, Hadfield.

1st fine type and size, grand head carr., col., and
qual., 2nd grand shape; 3, Deakin, good col., and
type, beaten a little in feather and eond. only: 4,

Slater. BUFF : 1, 2, Hadfield, fine pair, fine bold
I

bird, with rare head, etc., leading : 3, AYocds. rare

eol., good tvne. feather A1 ; 4. Deakin ; vhc, Slater

:

he. Firth. TKD. YELL.: 1, Slater, good type and
quality; 2, AVoods, nice type. BUFF (8): 1. Had-
field. grand all round; 2, 3, 4, vhc. lie. Slater, very-

strong team of typical birds: c, AVoods. BORD.
YELL.: 1, vhc. Hartley, grand jaunty mkd. bird, good
type, feather, carr. and eond. ; 2, 3, Howarth. both
Ai carr.. type and contour: 4. -he, Colley. BUFF:
1, 2 '3, Hartley, fine trio, especially winner: 4. Colley.

NOV. YORKS. CL. YELL. (7) Rare good lot: 1, 3,

.“THE POULTRY WORLD
will tell you everything you want to know about poultry-keeping. It is quite a simple hobby and

provides much enjoyment.
The Poultry World is on sale at all newsagents Id., or a sample copy may be had free from the

offices. The booklet, “ Poultry Appliances and How to Make Them.” price Gd., or 7d. post free, tells
you ex actly how to make your own poultry house.

“The Poultry "iVorld,”
’54, FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.C.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
J. C. BARNES, 113, Norlhflcld lloail, AVnlMey, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate,

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumlmrlnnd lid., I.idgft Green,
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-
tical experience.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and Brill b Bird specialist.
Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 1 1B. Washington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J, FULLJAMES, 42. Lincoln Road, 8. Norwood.
London, fblv. Specialist, liritisli and Foreign.

CEO. GARDNER, 11 , Haver: toi l. Road, London,
N.AV. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35, Queen's Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 4U years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich ; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Hriardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
JAMES KERR, IS, James Street. Perth. Any variety.

Specialist Norwich and British.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Brims-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, ami Norwich
;
terms moderate.

V/. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhcad Speci-

alist.

AV. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Ro"'I, Carshalton.
Surrey. All varieties c! Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.
J. PATTERSON, Chiriiside. Judge of Cage Birds: all

varieties. AVide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. H. PAYNE, 17,’ Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pcltori l'exl,

Co. Durham. A. A'., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longtqn, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

8. TIC KELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
J. TAYLOR, 36, Airevillc Road, Frizinghall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich Terms on application.

VV. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Piainlieads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge
Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign. Mules, and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Ecelcshill. nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Ud.. Frizingtqn. Cumber-
land. Judge ol Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25. Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID.

J-incli 2/-, ^-inch 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our

“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMt-NTS across two or mor«
columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to

” Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show
should applv for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIR DS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

EPW0RTH
Agricultural Show, August Bank Holiday. Judges,

H. and A Payne. Prize's, 10/-, 5/-, 2/-. Entry fee,

1/6. Enter from the following:—82, Canary, Norwich
Plainhead, clear, tkd., or unevenly mkd., yellow or

buff; 83, ditto, bred 1914; 84. Canary, Yorkshire,
clear, ticked, or unevenly marked, yellow or buff

;

85. ditto, bred 1914 ; 86, Canary, any variety, re-

stricted to the Isle of Axholme
; 87, British bird,

any variety ; 88, Foreign bird, any variety.
Show Ground near Station, Exhibits sent Satur-

day receive every attention. Prizes promptly paid.
— W. E. Burrows, Hon. Sec., Epworth, Doncaster.

I I ft ai til DOT 44th Annual Open Show,
L. I. M PS Ww It 9 I on Wed.. Aug. 26. Cage
Birds, 8 classes. Challenge cup and 3 other spls.
Judge, Mr. AV. Metcalfe, Liverpool. Also Pigeons, 7

classes
;

2 Challenge Cups and 7 other s-pls. Cats
(1), Rabbits (1). Entries close Aug. 18 . Schedules
(mention Pigeons or Cage Birds), from— J. R. Cham-
bers, Sec., Llanrwst.

4, Cooper, all good, little between them
; 2, vhc,

Howarth, carr., type and pos. capita!
; he, Allen,

BUFF: 1, 3, vhc, Cooper, good trio, 1st fine length,
-style and pos.; 2, Allen, nicely drawn, well up. clean
throughout; 4, AVhittaker; lie, Stone. TKD. YELL.
(9) capital lot: 1, 2, 3, Cooper, first best in show,
excels in all Yorks, properties; 4, Stoae; vlyc,

Howarth; he. e. Edwards. BUFF (12) Another
strong lot ; all the leaders are stylish and typical and
certainly above average novice merit: 1, 2. he.

Cooper, the right stamp, all in fine order ; 3, Hoiv-
arth, fine bold bird; rare style, etc. ; 4th pretty
varieg., in Al order; vhc. Stone; e. Hall. C'L.

YELL. NOR.: 1, Henson, fine all round; 2, Swin-
dells, quite a baby, very good type, etc. BUFF:
1. Henson, big bold bird, very flue head, back and
breast, grand carr..; 2, Jackson, shade smaller, lovely

feather, bloom and eond.; 3, 4, Robinsori, good type,

qual. and eond.: vhc, Swindells; lie, Cain. TKD.
YELL.: 1, 2, Cain;. 3, Coop. BUFF: 1, vhc. C'ain:-

2, Coope; 3, Swindells; 4, Colley: all very nice and-
even in both classes. GIL, ETC.: 1, Cain, Green.-
Nor. type. LINNET, ETC.: 1, 2, Robinson, Linnet,

and Greenf.; 3, Daly, Linnet; 4, c. Firth; vhc, he,:,

Dutton. GOLDF.: i. Robinson, spl. best Brit., nice

eond.; 2, Daly. REDPOLL. ETC.: 1. Dutton, nice

Redpoll; 2, 3, Firth; 4, Robinson. BULLF.: 1, Rob.
in^on: 2, Jackson. CHAFF.: 1, Firth, very neat,-

YOUNG MULE ; 1, Firth, fine young Creenf.-Can.

(Shows Continued oh page 28.)
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.

Mr, Walsli, Blackburn, tins been engaged

to judge Clitheroo Old Bird Show, Dee. 5.

Mr. M. Irvine, sec. East Perthshire I’. A.,

writes that Mr. .1. Adams (Dundee) has been

appointed judge for show on Nov. 21.

in view of the approaching Bank Holiday,
August 3rd, wo would- remind readers that

queries to which an answer is required m
our issue of Aug. 8 must he in hand not later

than Friday July 31. The offices of Cage
Birds will be closed from Friday evening,

July 31, to Tuesday morning, Aug. 4.

OBITUARY.
Fanciers in the North, writes Mr. James

Craig, Newcastle, will hear with regret of

tlm recent bereavement sustained by the

popular secretary of Newcastle O.B.N., Mr.

J. W. Reed, in the loss of his respected

mother. Having recently lost his lather, it

makes Mr. Reed’s loss all the more severe.

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. R. E.

Griffith, sec. North Wales C.B.S., -that 1 have

to inform you of the death of the wife of

our vice-chairman, Mr. George Jones. Mrs.

Jones suffered for over two years and passed

away in her 46th year on July 17, leaving

Mr. George Jones with a large family. All

fanciers will extend sympathy to Mr. Jones

ami family in their sad bereavement.

Mr. W. Garner.
Tt is with sincere regret, writes Mr. IV.

Stafford, Stockport, that 1 have to announce

the death of Mr. Walter Garner, brother to

the late Mr. G. Garner. Walter was best

known as a breeder and exhibitor of Nor-

wich. Though he was always cheerful in

company, we knew he was not in the best

of health ; still his death was quite un-

expected, he expired suddenly on Saturday

last, from heart failure. He leaves a widow

and daughter, to whom 1 am sure fanciers in

general will extend their deepest sympathy.

Mr. John Carter, Leigh.

It is with deepest regret, writes Mr. It.

Charleson, sec. Heigh C.B.S. ,
that 1 have to

announce the death, through an accident in

the coal mine, of one of our members, Mr.

John Carter. He was one of those members

that any society could be proud of
;
he never

had many birds to show, but when a show

was coming off he was always there ready

to put his shoulder to the wheel, a pattern

which every member would do well to copy.

He was only thirty years of age, and leaves

a wife and a daughter six years of age. To

them members of the Leigh (..B.b. give

heartfelt sympathy in this their hour of

trouble.

The Birds’ Gratitude.

I should like it to be generally known that

my gardener has proved that by placing

several basins of water in the garden the

birds have rewarded him by -not eating any

of the small fruit. — Jane Coode (St.

Austells) in “ The Western Morning News.”

. , At the .Vale of Conway Agricultural .So-

ciety's Show, held at Llnnrwst, A ug. 26. ,8

classCs w ill be provided for cage birds. , Mr.
J. W. Metcalfe, Liverpool, will judge. See

Review of Schedules.

Keeping and Breeding Foreign
Seed-eaters in Cages

An error crept into last week’s instalment
of Mr. Page’s article. In the third line of

the second paragraph ,f I am going ” should

read “
1 am not going.”

.

A (George?) Washington Story.
A Sparrow who found a bun in the grounds

of the White House, Washington, IJ.S.A.,

found by the time he had eaten hallway
through that it was impossible to back out,

and was forced to eat his way out at the

other side. He had just succeeded in getting

his head out when a policeman came to the

rescue and released him from the trap.

Cuckoo’s Strange Foster°mother.
Buss is not amicably disposed towards

birds, but an interesting case of a strange

friendship comes from New Malden. A cat

has taken a great fancy to a young Cuckoo,
which is being reared by hand. The cat

carries the bird about on its back and plays

with it as though it were a kitten. If any

other cat approaches it is immediately up in

arms.

Profiting by Pussy’s Misfortune.
It is somewhat unusual for a bird to profit

by the calamity of a cat. This took place in

a. village in Dorset. Two Tom cats met in a

garden. They could not agree upon some nice

point of honour, and, having decided to fight

it out, selected a polyanthus primrose bed as

their battlefield. The following morning the

primroses were dishevelled, and snowy locks,

belonging to one of the combatants, were

strewn in handfuls on the ground. A Sparrow

with a nest to build saw her opportunity, col-

lected a quantity of fur, and furnished her

line-roomed house with the hair of her family’s

hereditary foe.

London's Poisoned Birds.
An extraordinary tragedy in the bird lire

of the Villiers-street and Whitehall portions

of tho Embankment Gardens has been en-

gaging the attention of the officials for several

days past. When the gardeners went their

rounds in the morning of the 10th inst. they

were astonished to find a number of dead Spar-

rows on the grass. They came to the conclusion

that they had been poisoned. Subsequently

ten fine Pigeons, many more Sparrows, and a

Blackbird were found dead, and forty-five

birds are stated to have been picked v.p in one

day. A waitress at a tea gardens said that

a few days ago she was greatly startled by

a. pigeon falling from the tree almost on her

head'. No explanation' of the strange occur-

rence seems to be available. There are no

plants with poisonous berries in the gardens,

and though it would be possible for anyone

of evil disposition to feed the little creatures

with poisoned bread or seed, a careful watch

has failed to detect any act of the kind.

Whatever the cause, it is a regrettable iact

that whereas a few days ago a couple of hun-

dred Sparrows would gather_ round anybody

throwing crumbs in the gardens, yesterday it

would have been a trouble to find a score.

The Judge and (he Birds.
In the Shoreditch County Court last week,

in the course of hearing a case, Judge Cluer

remarked :
“ The first time you have a

homily delivered to you is when you are

arrested and charged with taking a bird. So
far its 1 am concerned, I wish more birds

were taken, and then they would not eat .any

fruit.”

An Address Wanted.
I received a postcard on July 15 from Mr.

J. ]J. Gay, of Louth, saying lie had not

received ply-wood, writes Mr. E. M. Stanton
(Winton, Patrieroft). As I have never heard
from this gentleman before (nor am I now
able to write, owing to no address being

given), I am at a loss what to do. Perhaps
he will see this in your valuable paper, Cage
Birds.

Across the Antarctic.
Sir Ernest Shackleton’s dogs arrived in

London from Canada on July 14, and on July

29 the Trans- Antarctic expedition ship, the

Endurance, sails for Buenos Aires. These
ninety-nine happy dogs are big-hearted

lovable creatures. Each is capable of draw-

ing a load of at least one hundred -pounds,

and they can travel forty miles a day, if

necessary. These half savage team dogs had
never tasted a biscuit until they started on

the voyage from Montreal to London, but

they consumed two thousands pounds of

Spratl’s “Meat Eibrine ” Dog Cakes by the

time they arrived, and are now confirmed

biscuit eaters. The late Captain Scott

admitted that his failure to reach the Pole

on his 190.1 expedition was due to the fact

that lie substituted stockfish for biscuits us

food for the dogs which accompanied him. on

his final dash. There is, however, no fear of

anything of this sort happening in connection

with the Trans-Antarctic Expedition, for Sir

Ernest Shackleton has made ample provision

for feeding his dogs on biscuits, the supply of

Sprat t’s Dog Cakes on board the Endurance

being sufficient to last throughout the Expedi-

tion.

Overheard in the Park."
Two little boys bound on a fishing expedi-

tion in St. James’s- park, London, stopped- to

watch those heavy comedians amongst birds

—

the Pelicans. “Bet yer caret tell wot birds

them is?” remarked the bigger boy.
“ ’Errins.” “Wrong,” “Stawks.” “I
don’t dink.” “Wot yer call ’em, then?”
“Why, Water- parrots, of course,” was tho

reply.

Murdering the Microbes.
A very clever and successful fancier ftiend

of mine makes an invariable practice of giving

all his birds a weak solution of permanganate
of potash to drink once weekly instead of

pure water, his idea in so doing being to

kill any bacteria lodging in the stomach and

intestines. Not being a bacteriologist. 1 can-

not say if such a procedure is scientifically

correct, but 1 know that the birds referred to

are a remarkably healthy lot.—R. Mauncring,

in “ The Bazaar.”

Twenty firsts in Two Seasons.
1 was pleased to see the sketch of my

cinnamon-marked yellow Border on the front

page of Gage Birds. I bred him two years

ago, and in two show seasons he has won
twenty firsts. 1 have bred a few very promis-

ing cinnamon marks this season, and 1 think

if some of our larger shows would include a

class for them it might induce more breeders

to take up this charming variety of the “ wee

gems.” f wish your valuable paper every

success.—John Nicholson, Haltwhistle.

postIBS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest ami licit. Read what, the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir,- (Had to

say our members are simply delighted witli 1 1n-

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever lia<l.—'Yours, etc., E.

Halt.” Send for samples and prices.-' The Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, E.C. .

(H IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete

in box,post free in the United Kingdom

Or for 4, -and 3 coupons cut from "Cage Birds

,, 3/6 ,,6 n i) u

a ,
3 ,

- ,, 12 „ it Is

(any issue).
Postage paid hy us.

l’hesc coupons must lie posted to ins in the same en-

reiopc with remittance and name and address of

sender.

To Society Secretaries, Adver-
tisers and Correspondents

generally.

It would much facilitate our work if Secretaries

and others would kindly write out thevr chub

reports, notices, etc., in the style ui which they see

them printed. Write on OMJ SIDE 0X1.1 of each

sheet of paper used.

Will ail correspondents, and secretaries and omciais

of societies in particular, please note that CAGE
BIRDS now goes to press on Wednesday afternoon,

so that all matter for publication in our issue of the

same week MUST reach us on TUESDAY TO Bfc

CERTAIN OF INCLUSION.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

July 25th, 1914.

‘CAGE BIRDS," 154, Fleet Street. Lcndon, E.C.

FIRST FEATHER SHOWS.

The following Firet Feather Shows have been

arranged • we shall lie glad to be notified of any

ommissions : July 25. South
,

Shields U.B.S..

Falkirk (iced Intent, Derby GILS., Altrincham

c B S N Yorks, and S. Durham Federa-

tion o'f C.B.S.. Idle C'.ll.S.. Clay Cross O.B.8.; July

30 Upper Rhondda C.B.S.; Aug. J,
, ) \

0 1

1

,

' <

0 15. S., Sunderland C.B.A.. Edinburgh C.B.S. : Aug.

4. Darvel C.B.S.; Aug. 8, Larkhall L.B.A.; Aug. 29,

Dunfermline C.B.S. . .

THE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies desiring the patronage of the following

clubs should applj to the respective sees., stating

date of show, number oi' classes and judges:

Northern Border and S.F.C.C., M. C. Potts, 52,

Falmouth Road. Newcastle: Midland Counties

Y C C \V Wells, ITelmside. Erdington, Birmingham ;

Norwich B.H.C.. U Cunlitfe, 19. Lark Street, Burri-

ley * Northern C.C.. Geo. Dobson, 103, James Street,

Biaydon-on-Tyne : Yorkshire and Lancashire British

Bird and M.C . 'I'. H. Inman. Thornhury, Bradford;

Northern Y.C.C.. K. TimUle, 6, Gill Street, Benwell,

Neweastle-on-Tyne ;
Green Canary Association. F.

Handley, 23. Coventry Road. Wavertree, Liverpool:

Fif, and Kinross P.U. Club, A. Dickson. 37, Adams
Terrace. Kelt' ;

closing date, August 1. Yorks.

C.C. of Scotland, W. Priest, <>, Orchard Street,

Partiik ;
closing date August (i. Scottish P.H.

Club, K. Barron, 119, Montrose Street, Glasgow,

('rested C.C . J. Tyson. 169. Sloane Street, S.W.

Northern Lizard Club. G. C. Davidson, 6, Eden

Vale. Sunderland. -[Will sees, kindly let us know
when their patronage list is full for the forthcom-

ing season. -(Editor)].

PRIZES FOR NEW
VARIETIES

And the Breeding of British and
Foreign Birds.

T O encourage all readers to try what they

can do in the matter of evolving new

varieties of the Canary, of producing new

kinds of Mules and Hybrids, and breaking-

fresh ground in the breeding of British and

Foreign birds in cages and aviaries, Cage

Birds is adopting the scheme outlined below,

which we hope will commend itself to, and

stimulate into action, every bird-keeper who

can possibly join in it. '

, ,

Cage Birds suitable and valuable

mementoes are offered to any breeder who

succeeds in

(1) Producing and rearing any new variety

cf Canary, bred in either cage or aviary.

(2) Producing and rearing any new variety

cf Mule or Hybrid, bred in either cage or

aviary.

(3) Breeding and rearing in a cage any species

cf British or Foreign bird which has not

previously been so bred.

(4) Breeding and rearing in an aviary any

species cf British or Foreign bird which has

not previously been so bred

The mementoes we offer take two forms :

( 1 ) A large suitably-inscribed silver medal

in case.
. .. . ,

.

(2) A hand-coloured certificate, suitable for

faming.
The choice will rest with the successful

breeder. ^ ... t

An additional prize cf £1 Is. Cash will be given

to the breeder of the Rarest British Scftbill in a

Cage.

This is presented by Mrs. E. W arren

Vernon. r—

Cash Prizes for the Best Written
Accounts.

In addition we .shall award to each sender,

of the best written essay in each of Sections

1, 2, and 4,

A Cash Prize cf £t Is.

that is, Ihrec guineas in all. In Section 3

the sender of 'the best written essay will,

receive
A Cash Prize cf £2 2s.

presented by Mr. IV. E. I eschemaker.^

Rule 6, of course, applies also to the

awarding of all essay prizes, to compete

for which the essays must be. of not less than

1,000 words in length.' In fact the explicit-

ness and helpfulness of the details given will

be the chief features taken into considera-

tion when making the awards.

The Governing Conditions.

(1) claims tor Cage Bums Breeders’ Brizes must
lie lodged wit.ti Editor within ten dayo of tiic young

),ir«ls being hatched ;
ami an independent witness

Skilled with Ilirdo shall certify to having seen the

young in the nest or with the parents..

(»)”' Alt young, excepting only Canaries and Mules

and Hybrids, must he entirely reared by their own
parents, hand-rearing not being permissible.

(3 ) To qualify for Cage Bums Breeders’ Brizes

the young of Mardbills and Softbille must live for

at least three weeks after leaving the nest, young

Quails six weeks, and the young Canaries or young

Mules or Hybrids until after their first moult.

By " voung ” is meant one, or more.

(41 Otir definition of a cage is; A cage to come

within the c ope of Section 3 must, be one that

,-an he easily moved, without being taken to pieces,

from place to place by one person.

(',1 Written accounts of the breeding, for publica-

tion in Cage Bihds. must he lodged with us> within

four weeks (28 days) from the date the young birds

le

(6) The "decision of the Editor of Cage Bums

will be filial ami binding in every ease and lie shall

>. aV e the right to call together a committee o.

expert bird keepers if need be to assist him m
coming to tin said derision. ».

<

BLOSSOM-

HEADED

PARRAKEET.

Second prize at Norwich

Show for Mr. S. T. ParKer

of Norwich.
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* THE SUCCESSFUL BREEDING OF
NORWICH PLAINHEADS.

A South-country champion exhibitor gives his views.
j

(Concluded from /mile .138.)

"% “t —| ^ in

A lecture by Mr. J. Rodder (London, E C.) before the members and
friends of the London and Provincial O.S.

S
OMEONE may ask the question; What is

the best, time to wean young birds otf

soft food? My answer is, not until

they are through the moult, because when

they reach the age of nine weeks in the case

of early birds, and eight weeks in later

hatched birds, they have to be put on colour

food and kept on” it for six or eight weeks

until the moult is over, -uml by that time

they will Wean themselves otf the soft iood.

1 suppose Nature tells them they have had

enough of it.

It is very necessary to keep a careful

record of how -all your "birds are bred. Unless

you keep a correct account of the pedigree

of every bird, you will soon go astray, as

there is a great deal more in pedigree breed-

ing than some think. To consistently breed

winners it is ot vital necessity to practise

careful and judicious inbreeding, but only

when you have the pedigree of every bird

before you so that you know exactly what you

are doing. I have heard of the health (jf

birds suffering because of carelessness in this

respect. If no records are kept and birds

ing plenty of bloom on the feather. Yet it

is of no use showing birds in a dirty condi-
tion

; even at the risk of washing away the

bloom they must he shown quite clean.

Many a good bird goes under because it

has not been properly staged. The man who
docs not take the pains to show his bird’s

properly stands no chance whatever against

the man who docs. 1 have seen inferior

birds put. over others solely because they were
shown in better condition. After all, this

is only to be expected, as a judge cannot give

a bird full credit for what he is if the

beauty of his plumage is hidden by dirt. 1

would strongly advise exhibitors to stage their

birds in the best, possible condition.

The Strain of the Shows.
What a strain the show season is on the

birds constitution, and what a lot of birds

wo notice go right out of condition, and in

many cases into soft moult, about the month
of November. We should do all in em-
power to combat the strain of a heavy show
season. Never Jet your birds return from a
show without giving them a tonic in the

A GREENFINCH’S

REMARKABLE
NESTING SITE.

Thi* Greenfinch built in an

old cap which hung from

the top of a stake in the

shrubbery at Hesketh Park,

Southport.

Photograph sent hy

Mr. T. Johnson.

are put together anyhow— well, what is to lie
|

form of tincture of steel or chemical food,

expected but disaster'/ also egg food and maw seed. You ni;»y have

Mistakes when Moulting.
Just a word or two on moulting. Some

fanciers are fond of moulting their best speci-

mens singly. I have proved this a mistake.

If moulted singly they do not come out so

good in colour as when moulted in hatches,

say of six or more. Sometimes when num-
bers of young birds are moulted together a

few develop the objectionable habit of pluck-

ing the feathers of their fellows. Tt is no

use trying to cure them with tving bits of

string or tape to the wires for them to pull

at. these things are not so palatable to them
as the end of the feather (I mean the quill)

just as it has been plucked from the other

bird. They are proper cannibals, yon know,

when they get the taste of blood. The best

. plan is to put them in with some old liens,

then let them try it on with these old hens,

they will soon get taught better manners and

leave off their bad habits.

When colour feeding I like to make the

colour food as deep in colour as beetroot. A
small teaspoonful per bird per day will suffice.

1 am no advocate of taking the seed away,
but if it is done it is best to do it at the

break of day for about an hour, when they

will eat readily of the colour food which you
have made with eggs, biscuits, and sweet

popper. Then leave the seed on the whole

of the day. If you moult them in hatches,

kept, in roomy cages, you will find they will

moult more quickly, and come a better colour

than if moulted singly, as I have already

stated. I have known birds that would

not touch the coffiur food when alone eat

it readily when caged with others.

Helping Plumage and Colour.
The more room you can give them tlie

better. Don’t be afraid to allow them free

access to the bath; it will help considerably

to riil them of the old feathers and put

polish on the new ones. The bath is a won-
derful conditioner. I consider when the

moult is about three parts through a very-

good way of binding the colour is to give

a little citrate of iron, sulphate of iron, or

chemical food in the drinking water, and I

am not adverse to a little hot pepper mixed
with the other, say one to ten or so.

a cold room, your birds are sent out on a

cold day to a show-room well heated, then
large numbers of fanciers visit the show until

the place becomes quite hot and suffocating.

The birds are packed up and sent out into

the cold on their return journey. Is it any
wonder they get out of condition and go into

soft moult? I am sure you will agree with

me when I say' you cannot take too much
care of the birds you are constantly sending

out to shows, and I am perfectly sure if tliev

were treated in the wav I have described,

after returning from each show, we should

have less of the troubles that cross the path

of exhibitors each year when the show
season is about half over.

It is advisable to keep the best birds dur-

ing tho show season separately in suitable

cages, and occasionally run them out into

their show cages for practice, but a well-

bred bird does not require much training ;
he

soon takes his perches correctly, and is on

show at every move and turn. Mr. Hodder
concluded : “Well, ladies and gentlemen, more
could be said about this most interesting

hobby, but T think I have now- taken up suffi-

cient, of your time, and thank you very much
for your most careful attention to what I

have had to say.”

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page olJ.I

U NLESS feeding trays are used, the bot-

toms of cages and flights must he cleaned

out frequently
;

for it would he dangerous

for the young birds to pick up the egg-food

that has been dropped and turned stale on

the cage bottoms. The use ’of feeding trays

is a labour-saving device, as they catch the

off she can be put into the flight cage, as

the strain of the moult will be adequate to

discourage any further desire to go to nest.

The treatment of the cocks at the close of

the breeding season will vary a little accord-

ing to the method that has been employed

___ _
in using them ill the breeding cage. With

waste food, and prevent- it from being scat- the cock that has only been allowed in the

tered to the bottoms of the cages. They are

made in the form of a narrow box lid, a

little shorter than the width of t.he cage,

witli the edges about one and a half inches

deep, and they must be sufficiently narrow to

pass easily through the cage door. One tray
1 food daily, and an occasional piece

will be ijuite sufficient for each flight, and
j

and milk. Ilall'-a-teaspoonful of

it can either be placed flat on the cage

bottom, or legs could be arranged under-

neath it. Another way of fixing is to put

two small wire staples in the back of the

cage, and two hooks to correspond in the

back of the tray, also two books in the front

of the tray to ledge on the front, or bottom

ail, and underneath the cage door.re. , .

The egg-food- should he placed i,a the egg-

food pans, and these placed on the feeding

7 v ... ... .. .
j
tray; this is better than scattering it direct

Never attempt to handle a bird just fining
j

on to the tray, as it would become fouled by

down after the moult. In nine cases out

of ten if you do you will find a number of

the new feathers in your hand. This is

most annoying just before the shows begin,

especially if your bird is a good specimen

the bird’s excreta. Remove tho tray and

throw, all waste food away each time fresh

egg-food is supplied.

Discou a^ing Late Laying.
If the hen has not commenced to mouit

breeding cage sufficiently long enough to fer

tilisc the, eggs the diet can be gradually cur-

tailed after tho hen has gone to nest with

the last clutch of eggs, until it consists of

plain canary and rape seed, a little green

iece of bread
egg food

may be given once or twice per week, but

this, and also rich mixtures of seeds, are

not necessary until the moult commences
;
then

it. would be beneficial to their future welfare

if they were allowed tho use of a flight cage.

If there is lack of other accommodation no

harm is likely to accrue should they be

allowed to fly amongst the old liens until

the spring of the following year.

The Male and the Moult.
Where the cock has been allowed to remain

in the breeding cage to assist the hen in

feeding the young ones it is obvious that he

must not be removed until the last round
lias been finished oft’, i.e., until Ibe young
ones can feed themselves. Then if ho has

already begun to moult he can be placed

If you are lor some reason obliged to catch i when the last round, of youngsters have been
i straight away into the flights, but where

removed from the breeding Cage a cooling
j

there are signs of the moult having com-

medicine may be advantageously given tor
j

mencod the best treatment is that advised

about three successive days before removing
j

above for the cock that is removed from the

tier to the flight, as it will have a. tendency
j

breeding cage immediately the hen'commences

to reduce, her - temperature and discourage
\
to sit. Tt would he unwise to place him

her from laying again. The. diet should be i immediately into the flight amongst the

plumage from getting soiled before the shows gradually .curtailed and made as plain as
j
others that are moulting, for being full of

begin.° but with la little forethought and
j

possible, to consist of plain canary and- rape
j

vim he would make himself obnoxious, and

care, such as covering them over with light
, seeds, a little green food daily, also an occa-

j

bully the other occupants of the flight,

muslin to keep otf dust and yet allow plenty [ sional snack of bread and milk, say once per
|

These old birds in the flights should have

them up to do it as quickly and expeditiously

as possible. Give them ample time to harden.

It is the wisest course not to wash them for

the first shows for the same reason.

I know it is most difficult in London and

other greet cities and towns to keep their

of light and frequent bathing, I think they
]

week. No egg food or rich mixtures of

can he kept clean for the first, shows. The seeds should he given until she breaks away
country fancier has a great advantage over

j

into the moult. When this occurs she may
the town fancier in that he can keep his he transferred to the (light cage and dieted

birds clean a whole season by means of the
J

through the moulting season as recommended
hath only, and so keep the bloom on his

birds. This is greatly to his benefit, as

with constant washing tho bloom is taken off

the birds, and, of course, this tells against
them when competing against birds still carry -

for the young liens.

Where the hen has commenced to moult

before the young ones can feed themselves,

the above precautions will not be necessary,

for immediately the young ones are finished

access to the bath-chilled when the weather

makes it necessary—for it will assist in the

shedding of the" old feathers, and bring

the new ones as clean as the proverbial new pin.

With the cock that has been used in tlie

breeding cage, and is afterwards required for

a tutor, it will frequently be noticed that

the bird that has not spent long periods in

the breeding cage will be the most suitable

for a tutor—of course, I am assuming that

in the meantime it has been kept, in a shutter

cage and seceived careful treatment- because
the -ong tone and delivery may naturally he

expected to be quieter and better than that

of the cock which has been allowed full day
light, and had access to unlimited quantities

of a rich diet.

After this bird has completed his services

in the breeding cage he should he taken in

hand at once with the view of getting the

song as steady as possible. Frequent doses of

sulphate of soda tvili be a useful agent
in helping to cool the body, but a little care

will have to be exercised so that the doses

are not given too large, or too often, so as

to cause or set up a diarrhoea. All articles

of diet—excepting a little green food, and an

occasional snack of bread and milk—should

be cut out gradually until the staple diet

consists of the best German summer rape.

Long intervals of full daylight must not

be allowed; as tv guide to this it will be

noticed that when the bird is first opened

to full light the song is delivered calmly, and
better connected ;

hut after a time, say when
fifteen or twenty minutes have elapsed, if

it is found that the bird is beginning to get.

excited, and bringing out an objectionable

sounding tour, or breaking away from its

usual style of singing, then it is time to

again close the shutters and subdue' die light.

Words of Caution.
1 would like to draw attention to the

fact that the methods of dieting that 1 have
now or previously laid down should be.

taken as meaning to apply generally, and in

some cases the fancier may have to use a

little discretion in dieting to suit his own
circumstances. For instance, in our own
islands in the autumn and winter months it

is much warmer: fin some parts than in

others, then there are those fanciers who live

abroad, where the heat of the climate would
render it useless, and maybe harmful, to give

any rich article of diet, except during the

breeding season.

So it will be understood by fanciers abroad

that their birds will not require such a

rich tor h<xit-ior;mi.ng diet as those that,

are kept in a cooler temperature, and it

may bo even advisable for the former to

endeavour to reduce the temperature of the

rooms by frequently sprinkling the floor with

water, or a solution of a liquid disinfectant,

and water, or by suspending a damp sheet,

or blanket across tlie room, renewing it when
t,he heat of the atmosphere lias withdrawn the

moisture*. Their birds should be fed on a

diet of rape seed, a little green food, or a

small portion of ripe fruit daily, with a

small piece of bread and milk twice a- week.

In a friendly birdy chat I had recently

with one of our oldest—and 1 should say one

of the most respected—of our Roller fanciers,

it came as a hit of a surprise to me to

learn that the following method of dealing-

with an unfertile cock bird during the win-

ter had not occurred to him. \\ ith e very-

breeding season we unfortunately hear rom-

pluints of some fancier finding one or more,

of his cock birds—and frequently tliev aro

the pick of the stock—failing to fertilise a

proper percentage of the eggs. Again, the

complaint with others is that they find young

birds in different stages, of formation dead in

the shells. Various reasons are advanced

as to the cause of this, one is that the stamina

of the stock has deteriorated through too

closely inbreeding.

{To be continued .)
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KEEPING AND BREEDING FOREIGN
SEED-EATERS IN CAGES.

P By WESLEY T. PAGE,
(Coni inuctl from f>m!c 0.)

F
OOD and treatment are really simple mat-

ters if we only bring the same amount
of intelligence and thoughtfulness upon

the subject as upon the ordinary details that

go to make the sum total of the “ common
round and daily task.” Of course, a beginner

must have a text-book containing general prin-

ciples, but he must apply them thoughtfully

and observantly, so that he may be able to

give a reuson for the various happenings,

favourable or otherwise, which will abound in

every experience. In other words, if one

slavishly follows the text book and does not

think for one’s self, there is no progress, and

one’s experience as a bird-keeper is stagnant.

Now as regards foods, whether seeds, meals,

or any others, all must be stored in the dry,

and in such receptacles as will keep them
free from dust- not very long ago 1 was look-

ing over the stores of an aviculturist (absent

on the occasion of my visit) and found a bag-

ful of biscuit meal all covered with mildew,

which was actually being i applied to the

birds, and though these were mostly coarse

feeders, there were losses
;

yet to him, in

spite of these losses, cause was not apparent.

Storing the food properly is as highly im-

portant as buying good, clean, sweet soeffij,

meals, etc.
;
there is not much use in buying

such unless they are kept so as to retain these

qualities so long as they last.

Giant Canary Seed Not Wanted.

In respect of seeds, vve have already noted

that only the best should be purchased ;
but

one other general remark ie necessary, and
this refers to canary seed—the writer does

not approve of giant seed for the majority of

the V axbill and Finch tribe
;

it is difficult

for them to crack as a rule; a medium-sized,
plump seed is just as good feed, and more
freely taken by the small ornamental Finches.

The staple seed dietary for the majority of

Foreign Finches will consist of canary, white
and Indian millet, and millet sprays

;
and as

one cannot litter one’s cages with half-a-dozen

hoppers, a mixture is the most convenient
form in which to supply it. This we may
well call the staple mixture, and it simply
consists of a quart measure (or any other size)

each of canary, white and Indian millet seeds,

and well mixed together.

There are supplementary seeds which can
best be given as a mixture, and for conveni-
ence's sake I will call this the supplementary
mixture, and it may well include all the fol-

lowing :

—

One quart wild seed mixture (any
good brand), one pint each golden pleasure,

German summer rape
;

half-pint each paddy
rice, teazle and linseed, one gill inga, {-lb.

each maw and mustard, loz. each dandelion,
cornflower, cabbage, lettuce, thistle and plan-
tain, the whole to be well mixed. During the
cold months of the year a little crushed hemp
and cracked sunflower seeds may be added to
ihe above.

If the reader make his own. self-feeding

seed-hopper the matter is quite simple, as if

it be six inches long it can be divided into
two parts, one four inches long and the other
two inches; the “staple mixture” to go into
the large division, and the “supplementary
mixture ” into the other, merely replenishing
cither one or the other as required.

The Green-food

Then there comes the question of green
food ; very little comes amiss, all kinds of the
seeding and flowering heads of wild grasses

;

dandelion (leaves, flowers and seed-heads), the
same as to groundsel, chickweed—not rank
growing, but that of somewhat stunted growth
and carrying both flowers and seeus; then
such as the seed heads of dock, thistle, teazle,

plantain, in fact any of our indigenous wild
plants that" are not of known, poisonous quali-

While on this topic I may state that

F.Z.S., €)c.

ties.

bunches of the seed heads of wild grasses,
dock, etc., may be gathered while they are in
plenty, tied up in small bunches, stored in
bags, and served up to the- birds when the
green supply fails.

If obtainable, a small turf of grass and
clover, about four inches across, may be put
in the cage, with the soil quite moist," but not
so wet that water will drain from it ; it

should be put in the cage two or three times
weekly, and will rest the birds’ feet from
always being in contact with dry, hard sand
and turfs.

Then comes the question of soft food.
Where only a few birds are kept this is best
bought ready mixed—several good mixtures
n re regularly advertised in our pages. On
the other hand, many prefer to mix their
own, this presents no difficulty; procure half-
a -pound each of best ants’ eggs and dried Hies,

finely crush a pound of Osborne biscuits, mix
all together anti, rtore in dust-proof fins in

any dry cupboard— it will keep indefinitely.

For use, take the required portion and make
crumbly moist (it must not be made into a
wet sticky mass) with boiling water, and then
stir in a little crumbled sponge cake.

Once or even twice a week, a little sponge
cake made into a sop, either with boiling milk
or condensed milk and boiling water should
he given- to all species of birds which will

take it, and this should he given daily to any
bird showing signs of internal inflammation
while the symptoms remain.

Live Food Very Help fill.

Then what about live insects? Most do
not associate these with seed-eaters, but in a
wild state these play a large part in the
“bill of fare” of most of the t'l ingillidae.

(Finches), whether native or alien species. Of
course there is the ever obtainable mealworm
as the stand by, and one or two per bird two
or three times a week, or even daily with some
species, will tend to their general well-being.

The fancier who has the well-being of his

feathered pets at heart will capture many a
spider, smooth caterpillar, small beetle, or
give a blighty spray from rose or fruit tree,

etc., to pander still further to the palate of the
feathered occupants of his cages, thus making
their little lives happy, contented and glad-
some.

I fear I have been rather verbose, and per-
haps intentionally so

;
for my aim is not to

lay down any hard and fast rules, but rather
to set my readers thinking-—certainly along
lines which I have found successful over a
period of some thirty-five years—and to pur-
sue their hobby so that their birds will ever
be in tight and silken plumage, and by song
and general demeanour fully demonstrate that
they possess to the full the gladsomeness of
living. Then the fancier will he amply repaid
for his t rouble^ and his leisure hours be filled

with interest and pleasure, as he tends or
observes his pets.

I find I 1lave neither referred to grit, cuttle-
hone, or the hath—all are essential to the
birds. As regards grit, f do not imply sand,
however excellent this may be, but grit, and
as town dwellers find such not easy to pro-
cure, they had better procure one of the excel-
lent flint grits on the market (see our advert,
pages) and sprinkle a little on the top of the
sand tray whenever the sand is renewed; it

is necessary to the well-being of the birds.
A piece of cuttlebone should hang continu-

ally in every cage
; not only are its properties

good for the birds, but as they peck at it

their beaks are kept trimmed, and hut few
cases of overgrown beak will occur where this
is regularly used.

Ihe hath should be of the type which hangs
over the open door of cage, and not he left
there continually. Supply it twice a day
during the warm months of the year, but once
a day will suffice during the cold period, and
durjug sharp snaps it had better bo omitted,
at any rate with some species.
My next instalment will cover : Deception

of new arrivals, breeding hints, a few homely
remedies, and some successful results.

(To be continued.')

Live Insect Food for Birds.

HQW TO OBTAIN IT.

L
IVING insects, in as great variety as

possible, form such a valuable addition
to the dietary of all insectivorous and

many seed-eating and frugivorous birds in
confinement that when obtainable during the
warm weather they should be supplied as
abundantly as possible. It is the one oppor-
tunity of the year to offer the birds a change
from the monotonous round of dried ants’
cocoons, mealworms, and gentles, excellent
though these things are as tit-bits during the
winter months.

Considerable quantities of insects may
sometimes be quickly collected with the
aid of a hand sweeping net, obtainable
from any entomologist’s. This appli-
ance (says W. L. in “ The Bazaar ”),
should he dragged along a hedge-bottom or
ditch-side quickly on a summer evening, and

Correspondence.
Training Linnets for Singing

Contests.
Sir,— I should like to thank “Linnet” for

his letter on running a singing club. Should
I be asking too much if he would give us
a few hints on how to train Ihe Linnets and
get them into condition for a contest?

Novice.

A Thrush Returns Home.
Sir,—Having read in last week’s Cage

Birds of a Bullfinch returning home after
having had its liberty, I thought the follow-
ing might be of interest. On the 11th of July
we held a members’ show at Ardsley and one
of our members had a Thrush entered, but
when he went into the bird room to put it

into its show cagfe it got away and, of course,
was soon out of sight. On the Sunday he
had a pleasant surprise however. About 7
p.m. he saw his bird on the house-top, and
on opening the door of the bird-room (which
is in the garden) the bird flew straight in,

and back into its own cage. We think this
very remarkable, as it is a this year’s bird.

H. COCKREM,
Hon. Sec. East Ardsley C.B.S.

The Clear Linnet Mules at
Longton.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. G. Perrins, I am
pleased he has corrected the statement re
“ Well-known Judge,” also I thank you for
your note under his letter. I may say in
passing that Mr. H. Tams (my father) and
myself, have been showing British birds and
Mules as Tams and Son for the past twelve
years. During the past year we have sold
out all our team of birds, so that Mr. H.
Tams may take up more judging appointments.
1 myself shall get together another team when
the show season comes round. I also think
that any dealer who buys and sells upwards
of 5,000 birds in one season, must be a well-

known judge or he would soon be stocked up
with clear Mules and their parents. I do
not know how the Canaries got into the nest,

but as the Meir, where Mr. Perrins says the
“clear Mules” now are, is only ten minutes’
walk from where Mr. Perrins lives, 1 should

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1S79.

advise him to go and see theni. .The parents
of the supposed Mules ,1 saw were a heavily-
marked (green) hen and a Linnet. I should
think, as the latter’s beak was quite white
and the bird in very poor condition, it could
not have bred Mules

; in any case not this
year. I am replying in a friendly spirit
only, and I hope to see Mr. G. Perrjns come
round as usual during the bird season and
pick out winners as before. I also should like
“ Interested ”

#
to sign his name to his letters,

so that we may see in what way he is

interested. * Enoch Tams.

How Linnet Singing Clubs and
Contests are Run.

Sir,—Allow me to help Mr. Coward re
forming a Linnet Singing Club. A president
is selected, chairman, and four or five com-
mitteemen. with secretary and treasurer. Then
choose a house where you know the landlord
or proprietor will let you have an upstairs
room, with a good window where nothing oan
startle the birds when being hung; Then
two boards are made, one foot (or eighteen
inches) long by five inches broad, one for each
side of the window—No. 1 and No. 2—then
a nail is driven into each board. You can
have a sing every week-end

; open to all, 1
mean. Then when you get a good muster of
competitors, that is the time to start your
club. Each member who joins may pay what
he likes—3d., 6d., and so on—until he has
paid up in full. Make a date for all members
to be fully paid up. This will do when the
club has been going on for a while—say 10s.
a member. Then you can get the proprietor
of the house to add to each paid-up member,
2s. to 2s. 6u. This is what has been done in’
Sheffield for the last eighteen years, during
which I have been singing. The way we sing
here is, get a man to mark the scores down
as they are called out, 1 and 2, also two
timers and two tappers. You can sing one
minute each way or one and a-half minutes,
or two minutes, each way. Get a piece of
writing-paper, and as the competitors enter
their birds write them down in line. When
you have all in, clip each name off. in strips;
double up each one and put the whole into a
hat. Let someone -draw them out one, at a time
and call the names out. You write them
down, say, Jones out first, No. 1 ; Brown out
second. No. 2. Then draw n, line underneath ;

and so on while they are all drawn out of

the hat. If there is an odd bird, this one will
meet tha-ffirst bird out of the cap, only the

(odd bird) being timed, hojvever, Tiiic'

its contents periodically emptied on to a shec-t
of paper spread on tfie roadside, and from
thence quickly tilted into a tin box with a
tightly-fitting lid.

Several small tin boxes should be carried ;

if possible, one for each sweep of the net.
Should it become necessary to open a box to
take in another batch of insects, knock the
bottom violently upon something hard so as
to cause any insects crawling up the inside
to fall to the bottom of the box, and thus pre-
vent their escape when the lid is taken off to
admit of the fresh lot; but even by adopting
this precaution several are bound to make
their escape, hence a supply of small boxes
is best. Furthermore, these small boxes may
very conveniently be opened as required and
placed in the cages or aviaries for the birds
to feed from.

Items from the Garden.
Green-fly (or aphis) is a most useful form of

insect life; so are small green smooth cater-
pillars. By shaking the branches of infested
plants and bushes over a largo cup or panni-
kin of water large numbers may be collected.
I he water may then be drained off and the
insects given to the birds.

Earwigs, as all dahlia growers know, rnav
be caught in inverted thumb-pots half filled
with moss or paper, arid placed on the tops
of stakes beside infested plants. The moss or
paper should be shaken out daily into a bowl
of water, or else into a smooth glazed feeding-
dish with perpendicular sides from which the
lively earwigs cannot escape quickly. They
arc liked bv many birds, and are a wholesome
article of diet.

Caterpillars (the hairy ones are useless) must
usually be collected in small quantities, and
by hand.
Fresh ants’ cocoons, really the most vain- '.7

able of all living insect foods for captive small
birds, are now on sale regularly during the/
season, and we can personally vouch for the-'
general excellence of the supplies. Only**
enough to last a few days—sav for not much
more than a week—should be purchased at a /

time, and they should be kept in a cool drv, •

place, in a large flat tin with plenty of venti’-..
lation holes. If stored in a narrow deep re-.~
ceptacle they soon become rancid and mil-'
dewed, and are in that condition unfit for
use.

seconds sing is counted
; under is not counted.

I don t think there is a man who has trained
as many winning Linnets as I have, and I
might say I have one that follows me all over
the house, and will sing anywhere. It is
eleven years old and the keenest judge living
would not think he was two years old.

E. Robinson-.

The “Order of the Pi s i” at
Abertillery.

^IR
> Mr. A. E. Moule has my sympathy.

A.s regards him being a worker, he "is worth,
in my estimation, a. dozen of such men as got
together to give him the “push.” Their
action only goes further to prove the jealous
and unsportsmanlike men they are. I think
discussion in these columns is quite necessary ;

it tends to keep the Fancy pure. If there is
no governing rule of the society (I have been
given to understand there is not) they cannot
throw Mr. Moule out unless they alter their
rules first, which can be done only in a meet-
ing specially called, for that purpose.

Ebbw Vale.

Sir,—It is a matter of much surprise to
myself and many others that the few officials

concerned should hava adopted such a harsh'
and unconscionable attitude towards Mr,
Moule, and in common with others I think
their action wnis actuated by spite, and not
from any desire to serve the best interests
of the societ,v. In view of the good work
done in the past by Mr. Moule, it is only
right that the matter should be referred to/

and dealt with by a general meeting.
Fair Play.

[“ Exhibitor ” aleo writes practicallv to

the same effect as “Fair Plav ” and “Ebbw
Vale,” in condemnation of the action taken
against Mr. Moule.

—

Editor.]

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

special expertly prepared Judging Book).. They save
,

much labour and time. We have just issued a re-

vised and up-to date

JUDGING BOOK.
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it has :i columns, for awards, and is therefore a,
great help, and a double oh-ek for judges, while
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of the catalogue.

Prices 1 Copy, Gd. post free.
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154, Floet Jtr t. London. E.C.
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The Treatment of Birds by
Railway Companies.

f
Sir,—A lot bus been written about the

' treatment of Jive stock by the railway compa

-

4

nies, but 1 think the palm can be awarded
the Great Eastern Railway. 1 have had four

| separate lots of birds by that line, and their

history is as follows : Boxes one and two,

I both delayed a. whole day unnecessarily, so
1 that birds were dead on arrival. Box three

was delivered ev.:*.ty, 'die box having been

smashed to pieces, fox four was not even de-

livered. It was completely lost. Of course,

compensation was demanded and expected, but

this lino refused to pay more than bs. a head.

Their claim, therefore, amounts to this they

claim the right to do as they please with any

birds sent on their line provided they pay bs.

|

a head ! Of course, they must not be judged

I
too harshly. If they paid proper compensation
for birds delayed, lost or smashed by them,
the sum paid might be sufficient to swamp
the salary of an American manager.

|

F. D. S. (Seaford.)

i [In cares where negligence can fairly he al-

leged, if these were taken to the County Court
we are of opinion the judge would hold that

|
the “5s. clause ’’ was unreasonable, and that

the proper value of the birds would be re-

covered. Railway companies most certainly

cannot claim the right to “ do as they please
”

at 5s. per head with birds consigned to their

care.—Editor.]

A Hatching Result which Should
Make Fanciers Think.

Sir,—

I

thought the following might be of

interest to breeders of all pure- bred prize

stock. At the commencement of the present

season I paired a cinnamon Border cock to

a clear yellow Norwich hen for the lirst round.

Whpn she laid her four eggs I set her and took

away the cock. She sat her time and hatched

\

three young, and I transferred these young to

a pair of Borders to rear. Then I paired the

j

Norwich hen to a Bullfinch cock. They ap-

peared to settle down all right, and she went
to nest a second time and laid three eggs.

About the fifth day I examined the eggs and

found two were fertile, when I naturally

began to think I was to get Bullie-Canary

Hybrids. However, when they hatched they

were both Canaries, and pink-eyed birds—one

, of them is a foul cinnamon and the other a

cinnamon-mark. Now it was exactly a month
from setting the hen for the first nest until

I set her for the second. I have seen what

i I thought to be a similar thing to this hap-

pen with me before, but I had not the same

opportunity of proving it as in this case. 1

1 would like to hear other fanciers’ views on

the matter. How long have they proved the

germ to have been carried by a hen ? I think

there may be a good deal of in-breeding done

in this manner without the breeder really

observing what he is doing with his stock.

Robert Young.

Heaton.

A Linnet with One Foot Breeds
Mules.

Silt,—1 would like to you to know of my
experience this season in muling. 1 bought

a Linnet in August and put him all the winter

with one of my favourite hens, a Yorkshire.

Then I bought a rabbit hutch for the sum of

Is. I took out fhe sleeping compartment door

and put a glass one in its place, and covered

the hole where the rabbit used to go in and

out of the run with a sliding partition. Next

I got two Roller wicker-work travelling cages,

took out one side of each, and hung them on

a dresser-hook, one in each compartment.

Next I got a windoweleaner to get me a couple

of old nests out of some ivy. He got me
four or five, for which I gave- him a trifle.

Then I whitewashed the whole concern inside.

In March I put in a seed-hopper, put an old

nest in each Roller cage, and put both birds

in the hutch together. They had a clutch of

5 eggs, and after letting the hen sit her time,

the eggs being unfertile, I took them away.

She set to work again, and laid four eggs, and

hatched out four young. When a week old

one died
;
the remaining three are over a fort-

night old, and have nearly all their feathers.

I have fed them on plenty of wild seeds and

the egg food I mentioned in my letter lo

Cage Birds of a short time ago, this being

made of wholemeal and eggs. The most re-

markable thing about my Linnet is that it

has a withered foot and claw, this not inter-

fering with the fulfilling of its work. On the

day the eggs were due to hatch we moved to

another house. I got a brother fancier to

help me carry the birds round. During the

journey the hen never left the nest. I left

the eggs as they were laid, and also left my
Linnet with her all the time ;

not an egg
was touched. This is my first attempt at

muling, although I have bred Canaries for

years. Will Mr. 0. George Edwin and Mr.
Boscawin kindly let me know how they have
got on with my recipe for egg-food (published

1 iu your grand paper on Feb. 21st)? If any

I

fancier is in doubt about my Mules they ran
/ see them by appointment; address from the
> Editor. Chiswell.
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DID BIRDS ORIGINATE FROM REPTILES?
in similar ways. Theories, speculations, mental
conceptions about the origin of birds, will ever
remain worthless unless they resolve them-
selves into the weh of life's experience. Mr.
Thomson is moro cautious in his contribution,

|

freer from the glamour and speculations of

dogmatic evolution. II is timely warning to
]

ornithologists will, I hope, be taken to heart.

Mr. Hargreaves also takes a rational view
of the problem, and his advice to Mr. Coe to

read the Creation story in Genesis may set

his mind at rest. Evolution can give us no-

thing better. Evolution is a fancy term; one
to conjure with

;
used too frequently by des-

tructive critics to deny creation from design.

It lias not enlightened us on the origin of

life. Birds have always been birds. Darwin,
Wallace, Huxley, Spencer, etc., have never
found or proved the bird to be other than a
bird, nor are Messrs. Coe and Wells likely to

sucoeed where they have failed.

A. M’Lean.

The “ Man-iike ’’ Apes have no Tails.

Sir,—The ridiculous opinions and assertions

of correspondents palpably unqualified to

touch upon this subject are not a little

diverting. The zenith of humour seems to

be reached when a correspondent seriously

asks what has become of the monkey’s tails,

apparently as a clinching argument that the

various evolutionary theories propounded are

all at sea. As the term must include the

anthropoid apes—the nearest “relatives” of

human beings—would it not have been better

had Mr. Wilmot ascertained whether this

class of monkey really has a tail or not? Let

me whisper this softly : There was a time in

the pre-natal stage of your correspondent’s

existence when he himself possessed a caudal

appendage, well and clearly defined. Truly, a

little knowledge is a dangerous thing with

which to enter such a controversy as this;

especially so when Carlyle’s definition of men

in general is tacked on to such arguments as

the' one in question ! Readers must be very

grateful for the spice of unconscious humour

introduced into the pages of Cage Birds by

some of its correspondents in this discussion.

A Looker Ox.

Experiments With the Young Cuckoo.

Sin,— I was also pleased to see Mr. A.

McLean’s and Mr. G. J. Johnsoffis letters on

the above subject. No doubt it takes some

courage to contradict the views of a professot

.

There° can be no doubt that birds existed

before the flood. I do not believe that a

majority of ornithologists have accepted the

theory that- birds have evolved from reptiles

but whether they have or not, it has never

been proved. I have discussed the subject

before, but there was no evidence produced

of a definite nature to prove that birds

sprung from reptiles. It would be much more

to the point if those who maintain that birds

evolved from reptiles would experiment with

the reptiles nearest to the birds, or the ones

they think produced the birds, and see

whether they could get birds or not. Mr.

Seebohm said “ Probably birds evolved from

reptiles.” But he also rejected the evidence

of those who saw the young Cuckoo ejecting

eggs and young birds from the nest. Rather
a strange way of reasoning!
When f saw it stated that the young

Cuckoo ejected eggs and young birds from
the nest 1 accepted it. When I saw it con-
tradicted,

1 procured some birds’ eggs and
put them into nests beside young Cuckoos,
with the result that the young Cuckoos threw,
them out. When I stated the facts I met
with great opposition. I discussed the point
'more or less for about two years, but all to no
purpose, my opponents even increasing, a!

though I was dealing with facts, and not
theory. I had some “heavy weights” against
me too, hut I stuck to my guns.^At last the
camera came to my aid, and I made a clean
sweep of my opponents. I got Mr. Peat Mil-
lar, photographer, formerly of Beith, and now
in Australia, to take a series of snap-shots
of a young Cuckoo, while still blind, in the
act of ejecting a young bird from the nest,
a bird which I had put in for the purpose.
This made a final and permanent settlement
of that vexed question.

Beith. John Ciiaio.

We wish we were at Blackpool.
Silt,— I see the Rev. H. A. Soames says I

have read my Bible carelessly if I think the
Bible contradicts the evolution theory. 1

would ask him to point out the evolution
passages. I am not one of those who believe
that man has been in existence eight or ten
thousand years

; I believe that man was
created by and had authority given him by
Our Lord over every living thing. Mr. Max-
well Savage says that if I had seen the jaw-
bone of this ape-man side by side with those
of man and of a chimpanzee I should no
longer doubt. I would ask any common-sense
person to go to Blackpool into the monkey-
house in the Tower

;
there you can see the

skeletons and the living chimpanzee. Look
at the length of its arms and compare them
with your own

;
its legs are short, nothing like

the legs of a man. Man is an upright being;

the monkey goes on all fours. I say again

that it is monstrous to assert that man has

descended from a monkey. I acknowledge
that my mind is not as bright and as sharp

as it might be
;

I acknowledge that I read

carelessly, but I believe in the Scripture

teaching. I do not dispute about the books

and the museums
;
but of what creed were a

number of the writers? J. I- Hargreaves.

(We have deleted a number of passages—most of

them quotations from the Bible—from Mr. Har-

greaves’ 'etter. Correspondents must remember that

Cage Birds is a journal dealing with birds and
bird-keeping; under no circumstances whatever can

we allow diecussion in its columns upon such matters

as the finality of, or the interpretation to be

placed upon, the Biblical word, and whether the:e

js, or is not, a God. Further, in our humble opinion

such questions need not arise out of a consideration

of " Did- Birds Originate from Reptiles? ” Is it

not a fact that most of the men of letters arid-

notable thinkers of our day, including high digni-

taries of the Church, accept the evidence for evolu-

tion, and see in it nothing inconsistent with Bibli-

cal teaching? Wallace—co-worker with Darwin and
equally distinguished as a .scientist—maintained that
even if the ape and man had in the remote past
a common ancestor, it required a creative act lo
change an ape into a man

;
proof, this, that he saw

that evolution could not displace the conception of
a Deity.—Editor, “ C.B.”|

The “Tails” of Mankind.
Sin, Mr. Wilmot misquotes Carlyle, but it

is fair to assume does not include himself

amongst the “mostly fools.” lie says he ad

nuts some of (ho facts of evolution. Certainly

he has -

a- perfect right to admit anything that

suits him, but that docs not alter the facts. He
then asks for information. He wants to know
if any of your readers can tell him “What
has become of the monkeys’ tails.” If by

that question ho wants to know what has be-

come of his own tail, this I can tell him : If

he has the misfortune during the next frosty

weather to sit down hard on the pavement,

or—equally unfortunate—lias a hob-nailed

boot applied to the proper spot, he will dis-

cover the joint left where his tail dropped
off

;
and it is still very tender and sensitive.

1 was going to say ns sensible as the other

end of his spine. A man is not necessarily

a fool because he does not see eye to eye with

Mr. Wilmot, and I bog to take exception to

Mr. Wilmot’s remarks.
Jxo. Allen.

Why it doesn’t Much Matter.
Fm ,—Mr. Mansfield Savage’s assertion that

scientists do not wish people to believe their

theories who haven’t had a classical eduea
tion, but those who are their intellectual

equals, is reassuring. I was under the im-

pression that they were trying to get their

theories into such tinpot heads as my own.
Anyhow, so tong as they are content that their

fads have no interest to anyone outside their

own select circle, then it doesn’t matter very
much; it amuses them and doesn’t do anyone
any harm. 1 see the daily press gives the in

formation that the British Association is go
ing to throw the Darwinian theory overboard.
Well, well! Those who were readiest to be-

lieve in the Darwinian theory will be the first

to embrace a new one. T. Johnson.

Evolution just a “Taney Term .” 1

Slit,—I make bold to challenge Mr. Wells's

assertions, which in essence are similar to and
quite as fatal as Mr. Coe’s. “ Proof is af-

forded,” he says, “ by the fact that the earliest

known bird .... by its fossil remains had
teeth in its beak, claws at the bend of the
wing, and a lizard-like tail with vertebrie such
as no modern bird possesses.” Now that fact,

if it be a fact, which is not proved, is no argu-
ment in favour of his assumption. He is pre-

senting us with a winged reptile, not a winged
fowl or bird. Does ivir. Wells wish to foist

upon your readers the delusion of would-be
evolutionists that a bird was not always a
bird, and that a wingless or winged-reptile
was the parent stock of birds.’ If so. it would
be a reflection on the general intelligence of

fanciers, as well as a contradiction of true
science, common-sense, and human experience.
He is no nearer the truth when he declares

that. “birds show their affinity with reptiles

by their methods of reproduction by eggs and
the scales on their legs.” What nonsense;
what a lame argument. There are reptiles
which do not reproduce by eggs, and birds on
whose legs there are no scales. As well say
mankind has descended from the ape, or any
other animal, because they produce their kind

Judging Norwich Plainh Eds to
the Standard.

Sir,—I am a lover of the Norwich Plain-

head, and iny ambition is to breed a typical

bird as near the Norwich Plainhead Club’s
standard as possible. I have been to various

shows to see, if possible, birds as near the

ideal as their owners can get them. Some of

the winning birds were beautifully ideal.

Others were just big, ugly creatures with no
pretensions whatever to be called Norwich
Plainheads

;
still, they were placed in front

of more typical birds. Now what I want to

know is, what stamp of a bird is a novice
to go for? If he breeds big birds he’s wrong,
and if he goes in for type he's wrong again

—

according to the differences of opinion of the

various judges. If the Norwich Plainhead
clubs have created a standard, why aren't

the birds judged by that standard, and not
allow personal likes and dislikes to influence ?

I think that club committees when appointing
judges should make it a stipulation that the

oircs staged must he judged according to ill

e

standard, and not according to the judge’s

individual fancy. When the show season

comes round and you receive your schedules

from the various secretaries, you’ve got to

first of all see who is the judge and place

birds before him that he likes, or otherwise

you throw your money away, besides getting

no satisfaction for your efforts. The reason I

write this is because I went to the Opcnshaw
and Gorton show on July 18th, and there

saw what the judge had placed as being the

best birds in show. I think if someone had
coloured a pigeon yellow and placed it in a

cage, it would have had a dozen special labels

on it. I trust that some abler pen. than mine

will take this matter up, as I think it is a

very important one indeed, concerning, as it

does, such a large percentage of the Fancy to-

day.
Norwich Standard.

What’s Wrong with Rugby’s F.

and F. Society ?
Sir,—It is with much regret I have to in-

form you that owing to insufficient entries

all bird classes at iour young stock show

(July 15) had to be cancelled. It must be

very disheartening lo have to cancel after the

committee has been to such a large expense.

No stones had been left unturned towards

making the show a success ;
the. exhibitors

had been studied in every way possible, but

yet they could not be tempted to show. There

were eleven classes, and only eight birds

entered all told. Surely it cannot be said that

the prize money was too small, 8s., 4s. and

2s. for a Is. entry, besides specials. This

is equal to the greater number of shows, and

for a. town like Rugby, which runs two so-

cieties, the support given does not look very

encouraging for the future. Unless the cage

bird members take up the question seriously

and make a bold move, and show some united

effort to bring about a much-needed change,

I feel bound to say that classes will have to

be excluded at our next show, although the

committee are by no moans daunted. They
will go into the fray with more vigour and zeal

than ever for the Oc*. show, when we hope

that the fanciers will give us a bumping
entry and help us out of the difficulty. Has

I any member new ideas to bring forward?
Ciias. H. Webb.

Prizes for New Varieties.

A Suggestion for a New Crest.

Sir,—As an old fancier—too old for experi-

mental breeding now—I have been interested

in your idea of “ Prizes for new varieties.”

In Mules or Hybrids this might be to any
extent, if encouraged, the obstacle being that

our judges will recognise nothing but
“British” Hybrids or British Bird and
Canary Mules. Why is there' no interest in

foreign birds (or semi-foreign) Hybrids ; or

why should all noticed Hybrids be Finch
Hybrids of sorts? But I am more interested

in new varieties of Canaries, and would like

to suggest one new variety that I think could

be accomplished with a fixed starting-point.

Many of us must remember the really beaut'

-

ful “clear body, dark crests” that used to

be shown before crests were developed into

monstrosities (pray, Mr. Editor, protect me
from the Crest men !). Could not the opposite

of this be accomplished?—the “ dark body,

clear crest.” It seems to me that a careful

crossing of Lizards with green or heavily-

marked Crests should lead that way, though

of course it would take a few seasons’ breed-

ing to get anywhere near perfection. Anyway,

I present the idea to younger fanciers, and

as 1 do not want to enter into a “ personal

correspondence, will sign myself
Was..

1

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled \\ itli KEATING’S POWDER, especially

s-ben hens are sitting. Don't forget to do tins just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Mi*o. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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SHOWS Continued from page 23.

LYSAGHTS.
«liow- held .Inly IS. YORKS : 1. ep, Kpicer; 2,

lluwxc; 0, vile:, Hughes; vlie, lie, Al. A. llill.

Ml l.l's- l. House; 2, Hlscoek; 3, Grccnhalgh ;

vtif. Hill. HR IT. : 1. 3, v he. Mover; 2, Hill. FOR.:

S, Uallear; 2, ltoy -tel' ;
.‘i, .Vulerson ; \ lie, Bridgwater.

ECCLESHILL C.B.A.
Second I'M 1 ', show, .Inly is, fountain Inn. Entries

v , r.i tlier hatter than last show, but still only

.small. Mr .1. A Taj lor (Frizinghall) judged, and

seemed to give satisfaction. CRASS X: 1, 2,

'-mirks- Stubbing* ;
I, AVllcock; vhe, Himouett ; lie,

Clioc i'l.tss 2: I, vlie. Spark-; 2, :i. Mtebblngf;

4 Pear on
;

lie. Wilcock; c Clow. CRASS 3. 1

Hluimiett. Cl, ASS 4: 1, 4. vlie, PonrSon
; 2, Simo-

jiett :
.'!, stebbings; lie. Close. CRASS 6; I, 3.

Villon; ”, Pearson. CRASS (I: l. Airton. CRASS
7: l, S'liionett ; 2, Airton. -Sum Wilcock, Sue.

TONG C.B.S.
SIiom lie-id July IS, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Dudley

llill; as birds were very well judged by Mr. J.

Bailey, of Bradford.
CHAMP. Cl,. OR TKl). YELL. (7); 1, Padgett;

", a, C. CiLsey; 4, (lledllill. BUFF (7): I, 3, Hodg-
- II, i'ii., %, l, Pfidfofet. MKI>. Y ELI,. (5): 1,

Padgett; 2, 4, Hodgfon, sen.; 3, (lledllill. BUFF
(Sj ; I, (lledllill; 2, 4, C. Casey; 3, Padgett. NOV.
CR. OR TKl). YURI.. (8): 1, 2, Wardman; 3.

AV right ; 4. Russell. BUl'K (11) ; 1, 3. Holt Bros. ;

2, Naylor; 4. Jowctt and Robertsliavv. MKD.
A I'’RR. (0) : l, A .'piii'ii Urns.

; 2, Wardman ; 3, Naylor;

4. Holt Bros. BIU*’P (fi): 1. Naylor; 2. Aspdcn
It now. ; 3, Wright; 4, llelliwell and Jackson -W.
AVulkor, Soc.

WINDMILL C.B.S.
’Second members' (P,P. show July is. Blue Bell

Hotel. Entries totalled 43 Yorks, unit some grand
youngsters were shown, which will no doubt do more
wimiing after I he moult. Mr. H. Frctwell w on
Novice Silver Cup with an extra good yellow.

Other sp. winners were F. AV. Goodwin, best bird;

.1. AV. Hills, most point- novice. Mr. T. Mountain
judged mid gave full satisfaction. Points up to

date are:— Nov. : fret welt 44. Kiln 20. Baxter 20,

A. Spencer 24, Booth 17. Champ. : Goodwin 53,

Mason 21, llalliduy 20, Garnett 15, Shepherd 5.

CR. A’KI.R. : 1. 3, Frctwell ; 2, Baxter; 4. Burgess;
i he. Ileocoek: he, ItooUi : e, Kills. BUFF : 1,

Goodwin; 2, Kretwell; 3, ('. Kilns; 4. Baxter; vlie,

jiq, Booth. TKD. YKI.L. ; !, Ellis; 2, A. Spencer;
3, Kretwell; 4, 11 Spenser. BCKK: 1, 2, Kllis;

3, liooeyek ; 4. Kretwell; vile, Goodwin. GR. MKD.
A ELL. : 1. Goodwill; 2, Fret well; 3, Garnett; 4, he,

A. .Spencer ; vhc, Booth. BUFF: 1, vlie, Goodwin;
2. Baxter; 3, Garnett; 4, Boocock

;
lie, Baxter; u, A.

Spoiled'. Taylor and Kllis,

CITY OF BRADFORD O.S.
Second members’ show July IS, Flying Dutchman

Hotel, Mr. P. Mason judged the 72 birds staged,
and gave sati.-faet.ion to alt. Sp. for most points

resulted in a tie between AV. Ileilhvell (open Yorks)
ami AV. 11. Svnics (nov. Yorks), 33 points each.
OPEN VOltKS CR. OR TKl). V KRR. (7): 1, 3, 4,

Helliwcll
; 2, llnr-lield: vhc, lie. Smith: e, Farrar.

IICKK (2): 1, IRIttwell; 2, Hor.-field. GR. (7): 1,

.Smith: 2, 4, vhc, llorslield ; 3, llelliwcll; he. Move-
ment; o, Farrar. C1NN. (5): 1. 3, 4, llelliwcll;

2, Morement ; vhc, Farrar. NOV, CR. OK TKD.
YF.RR. (S) : 1, 2, iSytnes; 3, e, Bowes; 4, vhc,
Bolton and Runn ; lie, Simonett-. BUFF (7): 1, e,

AVoad; 2. vile, he, Bolton and Runn; 3, 4, Sym es.

GR. (7): 1, 4. AVoad; 2, 3, Symes
; vhc, Simonett;

lie. e, Copland. CfNN. (3): 1. 2. AA'oad; 3, Bolton I

and Runn. OPKN NOR. Cl,. OR TKD. YELR. (7);
t, Plowright ; 2, 3, 4. Roe: vhc, he, c, Airton. BUFF

|

(.4): 1, 2. Plowright; 3, Airton; 4, Farrar. A.O.V.
(4); 1. 3. Roe; 2. Plowright; 4, Farrar. NOAT

. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. (2): 1, Kaberry

; 2, Jenkinson.
BUFF ((I): 1, 2, Kaberry; 3, 4. Lythell; vhc, he,
Jenkinson. .A.O.A’. (3): 1, Kaberry; 2, 3, Simonett.

AY. llelliwcll, See.

BUGLE F.A.
Second annual show. July 15, in good weather, and

we think the gate was a record one. Norwich came
up well, the winning huff being a gem. Young
stock classes were good, and the team shown by
Mr. Andrew were splendid specimens and are certain
with a good moult to b heard of again Yorks,
were not so strong, but the young birds shown by
Air. Boundy are champions, and will do the breeder
some goed. Mules and British were not over strong.
Air. A. Pearce, who took up ttie secretarial

duties again this year, appears to he making good
headway, and ably carried out his duties, well sup-
ported by a good chairman ami committee of good
fanciers. The secretary sent back 50 late entries,

it would be a good thing if all secretaries would
do tins, then we should not hear the old story about
short entries. Mr. T. J. Ambrose judged, and his

awards were well received.
NOR. YELL. CL. OR TKD. (fi): 1. Hill, el., Red-

ruth w inner, in grand form, easy win
; 2, 3, res, vhc,

Andrew, el., good cond., nice head and neck, good
eol.. 3rd el., better col. than 2nd. good head and
neck; he. e, .Stephens and Gavcd BUFF (9) i. sp.,

4'. Him, llayle winner, grand type and quad, lovely
wings and tail, good col.; 2, res, c, Andrew, good
h ad and neck, well carried w ings, good col. ; 3, vhc,
lie, Stephens and Gawd, good body, back and
wings, fails only in head. YELL. CR. TKD., 1914
(9) : 1. Uren, mkd. li 'iul and wing, Hnyte winner,
good col.; 2, vlie, Stephens and Caved, varieg., good
type and qua!., nice wings and tail; 3, res, lie, e,
Andrew, el., nice eol. and quid., we preferred res.
BUFF (Si): J, sp, 2, Andrew, wing and neck mkd.,
grand type and quid., good eol., 2nd cl., nice type
and quill, good wings and tail; 3, Hill, varieg.,
grand type and quid., lovely wings and tail. A’OUKS.
A Id I,. CR. OR TKD. (7); 1, sp., Julian, cimi., mkd.
bead, good legs, nicely; braced wings, good eol.

;

2, lie. Allen, el., well vip on legs, lovely back and
wings, close up; 3, vlie, Boundy, el., well braced
wiiias, nice tail and eol.; res, Andrew, nice head,
good wings and tail: e, Stephens and Gavcd. BUFF
(7): 1, he, Alien, el., lovely back, good wings and
tall, stands like a guardsman; 2, 3, Boundy, nice
piped tail, well earnest wings, well up on leg, 3rd
neat licail, neck and bark, good eornl.; res Andrew
YERR. CR. OR TKD. 1014 (II): 1. sp, 3, Boundy, el.. I

gem, grand back, wings .and tail, good round skull,
;;nl variegated, good skull, nice back, well drawn

;

2, re*. Thomas, clear, nice size, well carried wings,
good tail: vile, Julian; lie, Allen. BUFF (7): 1. 2,
Boundy, el., well up on leg. well braced wings, nio.o
piped tail; 2nd, varieg., good type, nice skull, grand
couple; 3, Stephens and Gavcd, mkd. head and wing,
nice wings and tail: res, vhc, Allen; he. Thomas;
e, Julian. A.O.A'. (4): 1

,
sp, 2, Collins, buff einn.,

grand type and quak, lovely eol.; 2nd red hot einn.
yell., nicely mkd., good type; 3, ros, Ivelynack, var.
C.B., good skull, well lashed, nice feather. MURK
OR HYB. (0) : 1, sp, 2, 3. res. Collins, dark veil.
Goldie, grand size and col.. good blaze, 2nd Go'.df.-

Greenf., grand size, well mkd. wings, 3rd el. Gold!'.,

nice size, moulting, which put him hack ; vtie, lie,

Stephens and Gaved. GOLDF. (fi) : 1, sp, 3, Stephens
and (hived, good undercut, well mkd. wings, good bill-

tons, leathers gone oil head; 2, Found, grand bird,
lovely blaze, good undercut, good moons and but-
tons, we liked for 1st; res, lie, Lobh

;
e, Nieliolls.

BUKRF. (I): Rowe and Richards, grand cap, good
idlest. LARGE BRIT. (5): 1, sp 2, res, vlie,

.Stephens and Gaved, AVaxwing, nicely mkd wings,
good eol., 2nd ( hough, ami Iluwllneh, good head,
eol., nicely mkd.; he, Collins. SMALL (fi) : 1, 2,

Rowe and Richards, Yellow Bunting, good col., nicely
mkd., 2nd Girl Bunting, wel'l mkd head, good cond-

;

3, Stephen- and Gaved, Lesser Redpoll, good bib; res,

vhe, lie, Collins. FOR. (3); J, sp, '2, 3, Stephens
and Gaved, AVeaver, Peach-face Kovebird, ami Dia-
mond Finch, all in good condition. LOCAL. GAN.
(fi)

: R sp, Hamlorcock, tkd. wing yell. Y'orks., good
bead, Imek, anil wings, nice tail; ’4, lie Counibe el.

butt good head niisi back, wings, and tail
; 3, vhe,

Sanders, cl. jell. Yorks., nice wings and tail, well
up on leg; res, Lucas.

KEIGHLEY C.B.S.
Show July 18, Ilar-p and Hound# Hotel; 74 birds

faced the judge, Mr. W. A. CowgiU (Bradford),
whose uwaids were received with general ^ at i -fac-
tion.

( b. OR TKD. YELL. : 1, J. Middleton; 2. K.
Middleton: J, Fawcett; vln, 81at<*r; ho, Crowtiier;
<• iHawloy. RUDF : 1, Trevcnar* 2, Mitchell

;

Middleton; vhc, Nelmcs ; he, Slater; c, Loach.
(JN1CVKN, FTC.: J, vhr, J. Middleton; 2, Loach;
J, Crowtiier; he, Seaife; c, F. Middleton. A.O.V'.:

1, vhc, .1. Middleton ; 2, Strife; .H, Trevenor; he,
Ascougli; o, Loach. NOV. CL. OR TKl). YFLL. :

1, 2, Moore
; .3, vh<\ Harrison: lie. Smith. 10FF;

1, 2, Mooiv ; 3. Harding; vlie, lie, Harrison ; c,

Farrar. A.O.V. : 1, 2 Moore; 3, Harrison; vhc,
he, Smith; c, Harding.—C. W. Town, Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
.Second F.E. show, July IS. hctu!iqii.irle:» ;

49 birds
were staged. Mr. S. Biuns (Cleckbeaton) judged.
A’ORKS OR. YELL (5): 1, ep best bird ill sliow.

Caw tlieray and Son; 2, Sykes: 3, Kllis; vlie, S. and
A- Radley; lie, Beaumont. BUFF (7): 1; 2, AVh.ite-

head ; 3. Sykes; vlie, Rhodes; lie, Buttle and Coup-
land ; e, S. and A. Radley. TKD. OR VARIEG.
YELR. (S) : 1, Oawtheray and Son: 2, S. and A.
Radley; 3, flaigh ; vhe, he, Sykes; o. Buttle and
Coupland. BUFF (14): 1, 2. Shinn; 2, S. and A.
Radlev; vhe, Morris; lie, Buttle and Coupland : c,

Beaumont. GIN. TKD. ETC. YELL, (fi) : 1. Kllis;

2. Cawthcray and Son; 3, he, Rhodes; vhe, Morris;
e, AY. Sykes. BUrF (3); 1. 2, 3, Rhodes. NOR.
A'ELL. (4): 1, ’Sharp; 2, Morris; 3, vhe, Karnshaw.
BUFF (2): 1. 2, Cawthcray and Son.—A. Lawlcud,
See.

BURTON-ON-TRENT C.B.S.
Summer show. Headquarters. July 18 ; about CO

birds being staged. Competition in the challenge
bowl class was very keen, some fine youngsters
being! staged, and quality all round was excellent.

Mr. (’. H. Walton- (Leicester) judged, and his

awards were well received.
NOR. CHALLENGE BOWL : 1, 3, Draper; 2. lie,

Crouch, 4. Ford; vhc, Elliott: c, England. Cl,.

A I LI,. : 1 . 3. Crouch : e, Elliott; vhe, Ford; lie.

Mason. BUFF: 1. 2. England: 3. Ford; vhc. Draper;
lie, Hathaway; e. Masoil. TKD. ETC. YELL.: 1,

Draper; 2. Ford; 3, Elliott; vhc, Smith; lie. Mason;
c, Hathaway. BUFF; 1, Draper: 2, England; 3,

Hathaway; vhc, AYcod; tie,, Mason; c. Emery.
HEAVY, VARIEG. OR GR. 1, vhc. Mason: 2,

Draper; 3, Hathaway: lie, Lee: -c, Emery. NOA’.
YELL.: 1, Freer; 2, Bond. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Bond.
BRIT.: 1. 2, Freer. FOR.: 1. 2, Fieer. HENS:
1, Elliott; 2. vhe, Ford: 3, England ; lie, Hathaway;
c, Lee. A. AVood, Hon. Sec.

READING C.B.S.
A’.B. show, Lodge Room. Palmer Hall. July 13.

Entries were not quite so numerous as last year,

the falling-off being in Crests and Champion Nor.,

and everyone, missed Mr. Acton’s famous foreign.

No doubt tlie champion members are holding tliiers

bark till November show. Sec. O. C. Smith put a

bird in each Norwich class, and had the honour
of winning sp. for best champion bird, a nice yellow
that should moult out a good one, as also riionld

Mr. P. IT. Chalker’® yell. Yorks, a beautiful bird

for a novice. Entries totalled 02. Sir. T. Yates
judged’ to everyone’s satisfaction.

CHAMP. YELL. NOR.: 1, sp best champ, bird,

0. C. Smith. BUFF : 1, O. C. Smith. YORKS
YELL.: I, vlie, he. Goldsmith ; 2. 3, Giles. A.O.A'.
CAN.; 1, 2, 3. Mcadoweroft. MULES, 1914 BRED :

1. sp, Colburn, Goldf.-Can. ; 2, 3. O. C. Smith, Linnet-
Canaries. GOLDF. : 1, sp best Brit.. Chubb; 2, O. C.
Smith; 3. Pyke; vhc, Giles. BULLF. : 1, Giles.

LINNET: 1. Chubb. A.O. BRIT.: 1 , 2, Giles; 3,

Egaleton. AMAT. NOR. YELL.: 1, 3. vhc, fp best
uniat.. Larkeom: 2, Smith: he, Colburn: e. Ammer-
son. BUFF: 1. Larkeom: 2. vlie. Frcwjii: 3, Smith;
lie, e, Emmerson. YORKS YELL.: 1, Miss Phileox.
NOA’. NOR. YELL. : 1, c, sp best novice, Einmerson ;

2. Mrs. Wright: 3. Monday: vhe. O. C. Smith; lie,

E. .1. Smith. BUFF: i. c Rout; 2 0 C Smith;
3. Colburn; vlie, lie, Kinmerson. A'O’RKS YELL:.'l,
2, Chalker : 3, Chubb. BUFF: 1. Chubb; 3, Chalker;
vhe, Mrs. Wright.—0. C. Smith, Sec.

WOLVERHAMPTON C.B.S.
Eighth annual N.F. show, July 18, Duke of A'ork,

an excellent room. Entries were down through poor
breeding and birds dropping into moult, but Norwich
made a capital section. A'orks. ami British were
only small. Mr. AV. Harrison, the new see., was early

at his post, and will soon prove his worth, being
well supported by a good lot of stewards In Messrs,
llepwnrth, Roach. Hampton, Crundt'll, and Gibbons.
Special best bird was won by .1. Gibbons with a

grand even einn. wing mkd. yellow Yorks., a bird

which with a little more length would make a

stunner ; sp. 2nd bust, F. J. AVeaver, clear bulf Nor-
wich; special for most entries, J. Gibbon:*, who
staged six youngsters out of one nest. Bound
volume o( "Cage Birds,” given, by J. Gibbons, for
most points was won bj Mr. AA'. Harrison. Mr. AV.

G. Andrews judged Yorks, and Brit.-, arid .Atr.'S. N.
Tailor, Nor., and gave every satisfaction,
NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. ; 1, Loach ; 2, 4, Hamp-

ton; Harrison : vhe. Garfield ; c. Robinson. BUFF:
1, spl, AVeaver; 2, Gibbous: 3, vlie, GaiTie-Uli ; 4, Robin-
son; lie, c. Loach. UNEVEN YELL.; I, Benda!! ; 2,

AVeaver; 3, Loach. BUFF: I. 2, Roach; 3, Ryivlei ;

4. Weaver. VARIEG. OR GR. YELL. : 1, Weaver.
BUFF: 1, Robinson; 2, Rowley. YORK'S. CL. YELL.:
1, 2, 3, Gibbons. Bl'FF: 1. 3, Gibbons; 2.
Tmsselle. UNEVEN YELLOW: 1, spl., best-

bird, Gibbons. VARIEGATED GR.: 1 , Gibbons;
2, 3. Ti us-sclle. A.O.V. CANN.: 1, AVeaver. MULE:
1. Hepworth. GOLDF. OR BUT.RF. : 1, Weaver: 2,
Kendall ; 3. Harrison. GREENF.: 1, Rowley; RED-
POLL, ETC : I, Rowley : 2, Harrison. A.O.B.: I.

Harrison; 2, Hepworth. FOR.: 1. Harrison. NOV.
BR.IT.: 1, He)) worth.

—

J. Gibbons, Press Corre-
spondent.

GLASGOW (West End) C.B.C.
Meeting and iiltli annual show of young birds,

July 11, Co-op. Hall, Kt. Georges' Cross. Entries
were not so numerous as ori former years owing
to the very bad breeding season, but want of
quantity was made up in quality, some splendid
birds being forward. Mr. R. Jeffrey, l’ollock-
shields, judged, and gave every satisfaction.
NOR. CR. or TKD. YEJVR.: 1, spl. best bird, and

spl.. Henderson; 2, G. Robertson. BUFF: 1. Hen-
derson. BUFF VARIEG.; J, Campbell. IIOKD.,
CR. or TKD. YELR.: J, 3, Campbell; 2, Robertson;
4. 5. Sellars. BUFF; i. Robertson; 2, spl., 3,
Sellar: 4, Mitchell; 0 . fi, 7, Lunn. YERR. VAR.; 1,

spl., Campbell; 2 , Sellar; 3, 4. 5, Robertson; fi,

Runn. BUFF: I. Campbell. SERF or FOUR
MKD. GR. or GINN.: I, 7, Sellar; 2, 4, 5. fi, Lunn;
3, Spl., Robertson. DK. MULE: i. 4. Mitchell; 2, 3
Henderson.—AV. K. Frourtfoot, see. and treas.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Fourth annual N.F. show, headquarters, July 18.

Owing to a poor breeding reason the fixture bad
been postponed Avni June 29, and 4 lie excellent
display of young birds proved that the. committee
acted wisely in altering the date. Entries were
not so large as usual, imt quality compared very
favourably with previous fixtures. Nor. classes

were well filled, some very promising youngsters
being staged. A'orks were not so numerous, but
ot excellent type and quality. British as usual
were quite an attraction. Mr. AA'. Bowyer, Leek,
judged.
Nutt. A'ELL. : 1, l.eese

; 2, Fox; 3, Roberts. BUFF:
1. 3, l.eese

; 2, vlie, Oil-man ; he, Bagxhuw; e,

Glover. YKI.L. MK1).: 1, Bugshaw; 2. (Hover : 3,

Roberts; vlie, Fox. BUFF: 1, Bagshaw; 2, Fox;
3, Gasman. YORKS’ YKI.L.: i, 2, Alcock

; 3, he,

I.awton: vlie. AValtou. BUFF: 1, vlie, Aleoek; 2,

3. c, Lawton; he, AValtou. YKI.L. MKD.: 1,

Alcock. BUFF; I, I.awton. MULE: 1, Davis.
GOLDF.: I’itchlord

; 2, 3, Davis; vhe. Hartley;
lie, Ousiniin. LINNET-: J, 2, Davis; 3. lie. Pitch-
ford; vhc, Ffoulks; e, Hartley. SISKIN, ETC.:
1, Hartley; 2, Davis; 3, Ffoulks. A.O. BRIT'.:
J, Ffoulks. NOR., ADULT": J, Fox; 2, Pitch-
lord; 3, vhc. Bagshaw. YORKS: 1 . Pitchl’ord; 2,

Lawton.—J; Pitcliford, lion. fee.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
A'.B. show at new .headquarters, Victoria Hotel.

Charterhouse Street, E.C., July IS; 49 exhibits were
on view, of which 44 were 1914 Canaries. Norwich
were fairly good' in entries, and of good quality, both
in champion and novice. Crests were not quite so
good. Nov. Yorks made a record show of 19. The
house being .so central, the show was well patronised.
Name.-: wtr • given in tjor nomination: Mr. AA'. AVard,
Mrs. F. Harrison, Misses F. Cullers and .At. Cullers;
these will come up at our next meeting, which,
owing to the holidays, will not. tie held until Aug. 17.

Mr. F. Easterling judged and gave great satisfac-
tion.

CHAMP. NOR. CL. fa): 1, Shakespeare
; 2, 3. vhc,

ho, Bel!. TKD. OR A'Alt. (5): 1, 2. vhc. he, Bell;
3. Shakespeare. OREST (4); 1, sp, 2, 3, vhc.
Pretty. A.O.V. (2): 1, 2, Shakespeare. NOA'.
NOR. CL. (3): 1. 2, Cullers; 3, Harrison. TKD. OR
A'Alt. (4): I, 3, Cullers; 2, vlie. Harrison. YORKS
CL. (10): J, 2, 3, he, two sps, Gilbert: vhe, sp,

Durham; e, Green. TKD. OR VAR. (9i : 1. 2,

Durham: 3, vlie. he. c, Green. CREST (2): 1, two
sps. Cullers. GREENE. : 1. Gilbert. LINNET: 1,

en, Green. Mr. H. Bell is the final winner of the
Catheart Cup.—W. Gilbert.

HALIFAX O.S.
'Second N.F. show July IS, Plummet Line Hotel.

Tlie fid entries were judged by Mr. n. Mailinson
(Huddersfield), whose award® gave every satisfac-

tion In champions Messrs. Btirdekin, Bros, and Mr.
D. A. MacT'her.son tied for .special with 15 points

each : also for special for most points in both
shows. lit novices Mr. M. I. Sharp wins with 11

points.

CL. OR TKD. YELL. A'O’RKS (13) : 1,-3. Lloyd

;

2, vhc. Sharp; lie, G elder; c, AV. Horsman. BUFF
(9): 1. Townsend:; 2, 3, he. Burdekin Bros.: vhc,

Gelder; e, AA' il kill son . EVEN. ETC., YELL. YORKS
(3): 1. AV. Hoisinan: 2. Crosslej ; 3. Dunn. BUFF
(fi) ; 1. Tmvnscnd; 2. AVilkinsoil : 3, F. Horsman;
vlie, AV. Hor.-man ; lie, AA'oodlicad ; c, Lumb. DK.
(7) : 1. he, Burd’iikiii Bros.: 2 , Sladdin ; 3, F. Hors-

man : vlie. Dunn; e, Holroyd. GR. YELL SELF OR
FOUL (4): 1. AA'oodlicad ; 2, Sharp

; 3, Scrutton

;

vhe, AVoodhead. BUFF (3): 1, Sladdin; 2. Sharp;

3, Scrutton. CL. OR TKD. YELL. NOR. (4): 1, 3.

Lord; 2, 4. Corncy. BUFF (4): 1. 2. vlie, Corner ;

3, Lord. MKD.: Corncy. BRIT. (6): 1. 2. 3.

tie. c. Maepberson ; vhc, Dunn.—J. Burdekin. A-siet.

Soc.

Y.C. AND C.B S. OF IRELAND.
.Sixth annual F.F. show, The Mills’ Hail. Merrion

Row, Dublin.' July 15. The hall is an ideal otic, hav-

ing good light, overhead and free from draughts,
and well situated. Entries were well lip on last

year, aid far better than was anticipated consider-

ing tlie- bad season which nearly everyone complained
of. The birda were wc-ll up to tile standard. Keogh
won “The Rowan" cup witn n very nice tkd. huff

cock, while steward ran up very' closely with a

good tkd. jell. cock. Dowling won the Hawkins
cup outright with a very nice tkd. butt lien, and
AYheatly was ruuncr-up with a buff lieu. The lion,

secretary, Mr. Lattimore, had everything in first-rate

order, well assisted by Mr. Dowling, tli • chairman,
and tin- committee Air Ollier, judged Canaries, and
Mr. Sholediee Slide and British, and their awards
were received with satisfaction.

YELL. CK. : 1. sp, e, Sholediee. nice one, well up on
legs, well cut, good style, shoulders, and wings;

2, Dowling; 3, 4, c, AYheatly ; vhc, Keogh. HEN:
1, s.p, 3 ,

Sholediee, nice neat lady, typical Yorks.,
good head, shoulders, uml nice pos. : 2, Dowling;
\hc, Keogh. BUFF CK.: 1, spl, e. McNally, nice

head, feather, pos., fine quak, good siz 1

: 2. Steward
;

3. Bengali ; vile, Keogh: lie, AYheatly. HEN : I. spl,

and runner-up for Hawkins cup, AA’heatij'. good
shoulders, Bead, anil flings, well up on leg. well
placed: 2. Holly: 3. Keogh; vhe, he, c, Tturienisliaw.

TKli. Y ELL. CK. : 1, sp., runner up for Rownn’s cup,
lie. Steward, nice one, tkd. neck and wing, good size

and pos., wins easily: 2, llolly; 3, Bengali ; vhe,
Keogh; lie, e, Sholediee. HEN : None shown. TKD.
BUFF CK.: 1, spl. Rowan's cup, Keogh, a real good
one, stands like a soldier, good wings, head, and neck,
W-eli up on legs, wills easily; 2, 3, AYheatly ; vhe,
Byrne; he, Reagan; c. Sholediee. 11EN: 1, spl.

Hawkins cup, Dowling, real good stylish lady, good
head, neck and wings, nice pos., well up on legs,
will be heard of later oil: 2, McNally; 3. Steward;
vlie. AV bitty; he. Power; c, Sholediee. NOIU: t. 2.

3, spl. AVaters, 1st a good type chubby, good subs.,
good large head. MULES; 1. spl, 3, Farrell, stylish,
Goldf.-Can., showing both parents well; 2. McDon-
nell. F.-.A1. GOLDF ; 1, spl, Dowling, nice bird, large
-square blaze, good nut brown breast, nicely but-
toned and jet black; 2, Bodkin. I-'.M. LINNET: I.

spl, S, Dowling, very good markings, well pencilled,
good brown, In One condition'; 2. AV aters.

Show continued on next page.

THIS GREAT
CANARY VOLUME

Sent/ for it To - Day•

It makes a
NOVICE AN EXPERT.

‘Our Canaries’
Can be obtained for I/- down.

Read below. ,

Many people are making a
Splendid Income from Can-

aries—you can, too.
There is a great demand for high-class Canaries,

and those who know the secrets of breeding anil

I

rearing them are making a splendid income. Apart
;

from the big profits to lie made, it is most fascinat

!

*ng to be able to develop the quality of your birds
in the same way as the expert horticulturist in.

j

proves tlie beauty and value of his Mowers and
fruit.

A Mine of Information about
Canaries.

Every detail of tlie wonderful art of producing
prizew inning Canaries is explained .step by step in

j

“Our Canaries”—a truly magnificent work on the
subject. There arc very full instructions on the

|

selection of the parent birds, mating, feeding dur
ing incubation, and tlie feeding and aftercare of your
Canaries when fledglings, and during the moult.
There is also important information on the prepara-
tion of the birds for the show bench. In addition
to this there is a mine of information on countless
other matters, including tlie treatment of Canaries
that are ailing, and hoW to prevent the loss that so
many experience among their young birds at this
time of the year.

“Our Canaries ’ is easy to
secure.

In order that you may start right away making
more money witn jour Canaries, arrangements have
been made so that you can now secure "Our Can-
aries" at once for 1J- down. Tiic balance you can
pay in easy monthly payments afterwards. If you
require more information about this wonderful
volume fill in and send the coupon on this page
for an interesting illustrated booklet. It lias been
specially prepared for readers of “Cage Birds,” and
is quite FREE. In order to lose no time, however,
it is wisest to -send postal order for 1 /- for "Our
Canaries" at once.

! One opinion (similar to many others which

we have received) from a delighted purchaser

No. C, Co-operative Houses,
Brierley, near Barnsley.

Dear Sir,

It is with great pleasure that I thank you for

sending me that most wonderful volume entitled

“Our Canaries.” I am sure it is worth every penny
you ask for it. and will certainly recommend it to

my friends.

It, is a marvellous volume on the anatomy of Can-
aries alone. You can make any use you like of

this letter, because “Our Canaries” is a book that
needs circulating among Canary lovers. Thanking
you again, 1 remain, yours faithfully,

THOS. S. AV AI.L1S.

Cut round this Free "Brochure" Ticket dotted
lines. Fill in your name, address and occupation,
put it inside a halfpenny stamped envelope, and

post it to-day.

FREE
To the Publishers, "Our Canaries,” 154, Fleet :

Street, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a ropy I

of your 20-page Illustrated Brochure on “Our :

Canaries,’’ telling how 1 may obtain this line :

volume on first payment of only J/-, balance :

payable in convenient monthly subscriptions, i

1 understand that I am entitled to the copy :

post Free as a reader ot “Cage Birds.”
Yours truly, :

Name

Address

Occupation

25 7/14
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ROTHERHAM C.B.S.
Second N.E. show July 11, Mall Coach Inn. • n-

Srit'o were back from the first show, but. quality was

very good. Mr. ItfoUmrtou won most points in

York* .null the “ Smallholder " s|>. for best bird.

Mr. Hagmll got most points in Norwich anil Mr.

Allot t in UrItUh. Mr. I
1'. <1 t-e-gory (Sheffield) judged,

ami his uwiuiIh gave every satisfaction.

CLASSES I ami 2 t AM A 1,(1. 1 : 1 2, :t, vbc. Urol her-

ton; 4, ho. BugneU. IK 1>. tilt MKD lit I t

YORKS: 1. 2, 8, 4. sp, Hrotlicl'toli. 4)1.0 YORKS:
1 a, Hrotlicrlon; 2 Bairuell. 01,. YULI,. NOIL:

1, 2, Tuvlor ; 4. vbc, Wall; 3, Webster. lit l
1'

b

1, Hague 11 ; 2, Wall; 3, 4, Griffiths. IK 0. OK MKI).

YELL.: I, 2, 3, liugiicll ; 4, Taylor. BUFF: 1,

Bugurll
; 2, Taylor; 3, Webster; 4, Griffiths. V ICLL.

NDIt (01,0); 1. ItU'Jliell; 2, Well ter; S, Griffiths:

4 ,
Taylor. BUFF: 1. Webster; 2, Bagn- 11. CLASSES

is p.i T ( AM ALU. > ; 1, 3, Allott: 2. Hrotberton ; I,

Hngne’ll. LINNET: I. Wall; 2, Brotherton ; 3,

Alb'tt.- -Taylor and Hailey, See.

IRVINE C B.S.
First. N.K. show July IS, Masonic Hall. Hank St.,

Irvine, an ideal bull tor a show We aid ieipated

a small turn-out of young birds- owing lo the

breeding season having been .-e> generally bad. but

bad unite « pleasant amprite- in receiving no loss

than 52 entries, the Holder e-lasses bring well lillrel

with hirels of markedly goetd quality. It is most
oncosi raging tiiat each s-y-c-eessiye .--how is- a moat
satis factory event. This is largely due to the able

guidance of our president, and the keen and

intelligent eo-oporotloni of. a ‘first-rate committee.

Mr. Robert Jeffrey (Olas'gow). assisted by Mr. J. R.

Steel (Glasgow) judged, and bis awards wc; e ic-

ceived with general satisfaction. In Norwich the

principal prlze-winnerh- y. 22-.- M. McKean ayfl W.
Savage.
BOKO. YELL.: 1, 2, Kilpatrieu ; 3, McKean; 4,

Andrew. HUEE: 1, 4, Kroe/ili : 2. 3. Gartland: a.

Nairn; <i, Kilpatrick. Y'AIMEG. YELL.: 1, Harvey;

2, Krce/.en : 3, Gartlacd. HU EE: 1, Kroezen ; 2,

Miller: 3. Niven. Git.: 1. 4. Rubio. ; 2. a, 6, Wil ui

;

;t, McColl; 3, Conway. C1NN.: 1, McColl: 2, Rubio;

3, .Muriay; 4. Miller 5, 0, Conway. YORES : l,

Andrew. MULE: ], Jeffrey. LINNET, ETC.: 1,

5. McKean: 2, Cairney : 3. McColl; 4, Jeffrey.

OltEENE.. ETC.: 1, 2, Andrew. EOU. : 1. 2. Mullen.
Mod point,--, J. Ruble; most entries, M. McKean.-—
H. M. F'erguson, See.

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
Annual Y.B. SlioV, July 14, Reindeer Hotel, Rye

Lane, I’ecUham. Air. J. ltobson judged. Entries
were a few below; last year, hut quality was good.

Many of the birdo promise to do well for their

owners at the autumn shows. There was a good
attendance of visitors, one making an application

for membership (hope to receive many more). Many
well-known fanciers and ladies were present. The
birds were nicely arranged around the room as

usual. .Mr. Cant, the sec., had the Iraeiness well

in hand, supported by Messrs.' Cole arid Tomsett.
CHAMP. NOR., CL. or TKi). : 1. 3, Cole; 2,

Touisett. MKI). or VAR.: 1, sp, 2, 3, Cole; 4,

Burton Bros. ;
vbc, c, Tomsett. YORKS., CL. or

TKJ). ; 1, sp, vbc, 1-airman; 2, S, 4, e, Clarke; lie.

Reeks. MKD. or VAR.:. 3. Reeks; 2, Eairman : 3,

Clarke. BORO.: 1, op. 2, 3, Burton Bros. NOV.,
NOR., CL. or TKD. : 1, sp. Draeup ; 2, Gardner;

3. 4, vlie, Whiflin ; be, Pratt. MKD. or VAR.: 1,

Gardner; 2. 3, 4, WliifTm ; vlie, Draeup; lie, Pratt.

YORKS.. CL. or TKD.: 1, 2, vlie. Gilbert; 3, he,

Pratt; 4, c. Cant. MKD. or VAR1G. : 1. sp, 3, -!,

he. Cant.; 2. vhc, Pratt. CREST or C.B. : 1. sp,

Taylor; 2, 3, 4, Cant. So., Champ. Nor.. F. Cole:

Yorks., J. S. Eairman : Nov. Nor., It. H. Draeup;
Nov. Yorks., A. <T. Cant;.Nov. Bord., Burton, Bros.;

Crest ami C.B., .1. YY. Taylor. -A. G. Cast, Hon. See.

KIRKINTILLOCH C.B.C.
F.E. Show, July 11, Temperance Hall; one of the

best young bird shows held ill the West of Scot-

land this season. Entries) were numerous, and some
grand youngsters were staged. The hall is- roomy,
lofty, well ii'ghted, and free from draughts. Quite

a good number of fanciers from a distance, put in

an appearance. Mr. Jac. Dick makes an efficient

sec., and carried out the arrangements in a very

pleasing manner, ably assisted* by Mr. J’errttt and

Mr. Chalmers. Mr. A. McFarlane, Glasgow, judged,

and his decisions were on the whole satisfactory.

CREST; 1, 3, Chalmers, Gr., nice oize, neat crest,

good centre, good feather; 2, 4, 3, MeClvmont. C.B.:

I, 2, Chalmers, Green, good size and subs., good

head, will improve; 3, 4, McClymont. NOR,, CL. or

TKD. YELL. : 1, C, Chalmers, el., nice size ami subs.,

trifle weak on bead; 2, 4, 3, Marker; 3, Donald.

BUFF: 1, 4, 5, Chalmers, good stamp, wins; 2,

Matliieson. YELL., VAll.: 1, 3 spin, best in ball, 3,

Martin, winner, nice stamp, goed head and neck,

nice type, and well balanced wings, a popular win;

2, 4, Donald: 5, Chalmers; <), Dick. BUFF: 1,

Matliieson, good stamp, likely to improve; 2, 3, 4,

Martin; 3. Pe-rrett: 4i, Chalmers. CINN. or GR.:
1

,
Martin, Yell. Gr., good exhibit, wins; 2 . 4,

Chalmers; 3, McClymont: 5, Perrett ; <>, Donald.

BORD.. CL. or TKD. YELL.: 1, Nairn, sweet one,

wing nikd., good bead and neck, well balanced wings,

and neatly tapered, a clear win; 2, Nairn; 3, 5, 6,

Reid; 4, Jamieson. BUFF: 1, 3, Nairn, 1st, wo
made a Yell.; 2, 4, 5; «, Aitken Brco. VAR.: 1, 2,

.Aitken Bros., leader, Var. Yell., bit soft when wc
went round. CINN. : 1, 2. 3, 4, Aitken Bros., good

quartette. GR. ; 1, 2, 4, 5, 6: Aitken Bros.; 3.

Nairn.: BORD., A.O.V. : 1, 2, Aitken Bros., Chin,

mkd nice taper, in good order: 3, 4. Nairn: 5. u.

Reid.' .MULES: 1, 2, 3, Hastings, good trio of

Coldf.-Can. ; 4, 5, o, Reid.

BIRKENHEAD.
V B show July 18. Co-operative Hall. Between

70 and 80 bird- 'faced Mr. C. Moulton, judge, and

though not quite so many as lost year, a line show

resulted. Yorks were of good qual.. and Yorks

Greens, too. A few gooil typical Nor. were shown,

also u very good lot of British seed-enters. Most

of the winners are fit for any -competition. .Mr.

Secretary .Morton did bis work as it should be

done, aiid all went smoothly. A line yellow given

Yorks won special for best novice bird (Simmons).
* YORKS CL. YELL. (8), line lot, led by 1. 2

, 3,

Ci catrix. 1st very large and i lean through at pi e-

sent, looks like making a big stock bird later: vlie,

Brow.-p; he. Curran; e, Stott. BUFF (8): 1. 2,

Greatrix, leader a. typical beauty, stands like a

soldier: 3, Browse: vlie. he. Scott: c, Adams. TKD.
YELL. (8): 3, 2, 3. Greatrix. a very smart trio,

leader a real beauty: vhc, lie. Shaw; e. Rtott.

BUFF: 1. Stott. Cinn. varies . line type and texture,
bit broken in moult, smart pos. ; 2. Morton; 3,

iCarran ; v-hc. Adams. OR. SELF YELL.: 1, Cooper,
lovely level col., line typo, good beak, legs and dark
.markings. fine cond. ; 2, Simmons, best nov. sp.
‘winner, very smart; 3, vhc. Browse. BUFF (7):
.1, 2, Benson, very strong in colour, 1st a big one,
both good type, etc.; 3, Cooper; vhc, lie, Borwserc,
Simmons. FOUL BUFF: 1, Browse, very good, foul

lull, tipo and colour all there; 2, Simmon-. N'OII.

CL V ELL. 1. Cain, line cobby bird, Al bead,

uni! mid eotid. ; 2, 3, Stott. TKD. BUFF: 1. Cain,

best nil round bird; 2, Phillips; 3, Harr. A.O.V.

:

I. Stott; 2, Grunt ri.v, both heavy vailug. Yorks.

Gill, HE. : 1, llarr, be.-t in blaze, tan and condition

In-day; 2. Barker; 3, Walton. GREENE : I, 3,

Harter a good trio, 1st and 2nd best, condition; 'lie,

Burr. 'LINNE’i : 1. Walton, grand cond-. ; 2, Stott;

Phillips. CHAFE, ETC.. 1, Curran, flood Chaf-

finch; 2 3, Barker, Bramble and Cliaflllieb. SIS

KIN. ETC.: 1. 2, Walton, grand Si-kin and n

topping Lesser Redpoll ; 3. Barker. MULE, I'- 1 4 • '

|

3 , Barker. oho of the wild caught l innet Gics-nflneli

hybrids, Al ooud. ; 2, 3, vhc. Phillip.). A.O. HR U'.:
]

1, lie, Walton, very smart Bullfinch leading, in \l

trim; 2, 3, vlie, Barker,

BEAMISH C.B.S.
Y.B. .-how, Bird Inn, July IS. Entries did not

come up very well, but some promising youngsters

were staged. Owing to illness < f the see., W. Elliott,

of Stanley, took bis plums amt be bad a grand Jot

of fanciers to help him. Mr. W. (lowland i chair-

man of the society, and Mcssi-. G. Hates-, S. Elliott,

W MeNay C- Davison, and .). Turnbull, were

stewards. 51 birds faced the judge, Mr. H. F?e!«y,

Chop 1

,
ington. whose awards gave every satisfaction.

During tlm -day a number of old fanciers visited the

show and we hear it was a big success.

NOR. YELL.: 1, Davison, medium .-I/-
1 nice bead,

fin - feather; 2, Walker; 3, Howland. BUFF: 1, (low-

land, grand tvp-?, neat head, goed feather: 2, Elliott;

3, MeNay. OLD BIRD; 1, s-p, Elliott, very big rule,

grand head and well kept wings; 2, MeNay. YORKS.
VE1.I. : 1. Davison, lovely head, lino drawn wings and
tail. BUFF: 4. Davison, very nice olft-, ger.d

travels well. CREST: J, Elliott, fine-, f-ize, goed *st.

nice wings and tail, well staged ; 2, D.-mou. C.ll.'.

1. Elliott, good bead and ell ot. BORD. YELL.; 1,

Walker, sweet bead 1 and nock, good wings, lovely

feather; -2, Elliott; 3, Turnbull. RUFF: I. Turnbull,

sweet head, goed back, well kept wings: 2, MeNay:
3, Elliott. (111.: 1, 2, Elliott, 1st n beauty, neat bead
and neck, well braced wings. ( INN.: I. 2, Bat s,

leader a grand one, sweet head, nice shane. very

good feather; 3, Elliott. BORD., Cj.D BIRD, V El L.

:

I. Bates, good bead and neck, rare feather. HUFF

:

1, Bates, good head, well -staged. MUTE: 1. 2.

Peart, leader Gold!'.-Can., geed blaze, grand feather
and condition, teeming with colour; 2, Goldf.-Cre-cnf.

LINNET, H.M.: 1, Bates, grand care, lovely 1: cl

.

good col., well pencilled. F.M. : 3. Bates, nice brown
col., good size, very slea.iy. G01.DF. : I, Gawlaed, -

grand blaze, good tan, goed shape: 2., MeNay.
GREENF. : X, Peart, nice one, good size, plenty cf
co-l., well staged. REDPOLL: X. MeNay,- Lesser,
good head, nice bib, well laced, grand colour 2".

Davison, Mealy. SISKIN OR TWITE: J. P-a-et. Sis- !

kin, sweet head, nice bib, good lacings, line liars, i

A.O. IIA1IDBILL: 1, Davison, Bramble, goed bead-, -

grand col. and cond.. lovely chest, well spangled I

down thighs; 2, MeNay. SOFTBILL: I. Davison,
]

Song Thrush, good one, well spotted, very steady.
FOR. : X, Davison, lovely pair Zebras.

LIVERPOOL B.B.A
Meeting and- night show, Old-llam Hall, July 5,

Mr. J. Abbot chair. One new member was nt ml-
nated. While. judging was taking place Mr. J. W.
Metcalfe gave the members a few hints on moulting
of birds, etc. -V vote of thanks was accorded lo
Mr. Metcalfe, and to Mr. W. Young and Mr. R.
Brothcrton for judging the birds, 3)5 birds were
staged. British have -been a feature of the N.F.
shows, with an .average of 50 British birds and
Mules in all. Some -excellent birds were shown.
Tne Mu:e elas-s had six entries, two hybrids, one

|

light mule, one Siskin mule, and two dark Goldf.
mules, any of which were fit to win. -Mr. G. Barker
showed- some excellent birds, including the rare
Cinnamon Skylark, which was greatly admired. A
vote of thanks was accorded to- the see. for having
up-to-date priz : cards.
YORKS YELL. (11): 1, T. Greatrix; 2, vhc.

Skilling : 3, Thos. Handley : lie. Rogers ; e, Hartley.
BUFE (XI): 3, 3, Skilling; 2. T. Handley; vhc, he,
Plunkett : c, Greatrix. YELL. GR. (7); i, Maxwell:
2, 3, Plunkett; vhc, he, Rogers; c. Skilling. BUFF
(7): I, 3, Maxwell; 2, Plunkett; vhc, Tims. Hand-
ley; he, -Rogers; c, Skilling. -NOR. YELL. (4): I,

Pierce
; 2. vhc. Woods; 3, Maxwell. BTIFF (4):

1. Plunkett; 2, 3. vhc, Woods. MULE OR HYB.
(6); 1, Mrs. Hartley 2. Metcalfe, wild caught Ued-
poll-Grccnf. : 3, -he, Lloyd ; vhc, Rohertshaw ; e,

Barker, wild, caught Linnct-Oreenf. GOLDF. (6)

:

X. vhc, Rothwell
; 2, 3, c, Mrs. Hartley; he, Rch-ert-

shaw. BULLF. (4): 1, Rothwell; 2, 3. Mrs. Hartley;
|

vhc, Robertshaw. LINNET (4); 1, 3, Rothwell;
2, vhc, Lloyd. GREENF. (5): l, G. Barker, n
topper; 2, he, Mrs. Hartley; 3, vhc, Rothwell.
SISKIN, ETC. (7): X, 2. Rothwell; 3. e. Mrs.
Hartley; vhc, he, Robertshaw. BRAMBLE OR
CHAFFINCH (6): J. Barker; 2, lie, Lloyd ; 3. vhc,
Rothwell; e. Mrs. Hartley. A.O.V. (6): X, 3. he,

G. Barker; 2, Robertshaw; v-hc, he, Lloyd. HEN
(ti) : 1. Robertshaw; 2, vhc. lie, Lloyd; 3, Barker;
e, Robert haw. Most points to date :—Canaries

:

Plunkett, 54; -Handley, 4<> ; Maxwell, 37; G catrix,

33. Brit. Chamn. : Rothwell, 120; Lloyd, 100.

Nov.: Hartley, 131); Robertshaw, SO.—J. Lloyd, See.

BIRTLEY, CHESTER.LE-STREET
AND PELTON PELL (Amalg.l.

Second amalgamated show July 18, Station Hotel,
Birtlvy, in a large room splendidly adapted for the
purpose. About 50 birds faced the judge, and the
majority being in first-class feather, they made a

very nice display. Crests and C.B. were best in

point of quality, Mr. It. S. Bewick staging a grand
team. British were not very strong numerically.

|

but. for quality they would be hard to heat, very

j

few of them not having held their own in the

|

keenest open competition. A splendid list of officials

work for the society, with Mr. T. Lindsay at the
head of allairs. As a secretary lie is quite ideal.

The chairman -is Mr. Win. Davidson, that grand
old British bird fancier, and others worthy of
special mention are M csss. Robinson, Ward, Wiiford.

i and Sam Lindsay, jun. Mr. W. Reid (Sunderland)
judged.
NOR. (5): 1. Robinson, neatly gr.. nice body and

col. : 2, 3, vhc, he, Lindsay, nice team. YORKS
YELL. (1): 3. Ward, nice length, shape and col.

HUFF (4): 3. 2, Ward, nice el. leading, good length
and style : 3, Walker; vlie, -Rob.insi n. BORD.
\ ELL. (2): I. Walker, wing mkd.. nice shape; 2,

Bewick. BUFF' (1): 1, Robinson, cap mkd..
! really nice Bord.. good eol. and shape. CREST
(3): 3. 2, 3. Bewick, good team, very no.it shaped
Crest leading; 2nd and 3rd bigger crests, but not
so well finished a- yet. C.B. (2); 3. 2, Bewick,
grand ones, bull' leading, grand- turnover. A.O.V.
CAN. (2): I, Walker, Cinn. Yorkie, lovely level col.,

nice shape and carriage: 2, Bewick, Lancashire
eoppy, very neat. MULES (2): X, Lindsay, nice
Goldie Mule, good .size . -and- col.: 2, Boyd, Siskin
Mule, nice eol. . .GOLDF’., ETC. (2) : X, Davidson,
good one all over, nivo level col. blaze, good col.

aud^tans; 2, Lindsay. GREENF. (4); 1, Wiiford,

lovely shape, good head grand eol and -raid.;

2, 3. Lind. ay.; vlie, n<> nume. LINNET, 11. M. GO:
1, Dawson, nice Inij.o, Jowly eol, and pencilling:

2, 3, Davidson. l'.M. (5): I, 2, lioyd, leader i .' cel-

lo col. undi pencilling; 3. Daw-on; \li.-, be, Wiiford.

li A li l)H 1 1,1, 1 4) : 1, 2, Davison, HawOm ln , finder

grand one a hi over, well known winner; 3, vlie,

Ljnd-hy. fiOFTBIIX (2): t, 2, Inn Id-on, well-

known Waxwing leading, grand feather and cond.
|

REDPOLL, ETC. (4): I, lioyd, Lc.-ser, lovely feather
and eouiL: 2, 3, Wiiford; vlie, Dawson. BUNTING I

(1); 1, Limi.uy, Yellow hummer, nice size, shape
j

and ol.

OPENS HAW, GORTON C B.S
S(.*i:oii(l sinmuil F.F. pJi-ow, July Itf, elub room*,

|

Alhambra Tluatrc, Higher Openshaw. Entries were
larger than last- year, and the judge, Mr. T. Ilarrl-

|

sen (Altrincham) coninien! cd upon the nice lot of

Norwich. Eleven specials were competed for, and
Mr. Chilton look four of the,«— tx-.it bird, beet

Nor., with a lovely Norwich, most points, and Ircat

British. -Mr. Dewar took sp. -best bird bred by n
novice and best Yorks bred by a novice. Mr. I

G.eeu won- sp. best Yorks bred by amateur. Mr.
Richards best Nor. bred by nov., Mr. Newton best

j

Bold., and Mr. Giles best Mule 1914: this bird was
|

very rear all w hite, arid the cage was- handled more
A !i an any.

A.MAT. CL. ETC. YELL. YORKS: I, 2, 3, Green,
'

Forth; vhc, Gilbert. BUFF; j. Green. YELL.
NOR.: 1. 2, 3, 4, c, Chilton; vhc, lie, Green. BUFE:

|

1. 2, 3, Chilton; 4. vhc, he, Green; e, Newton.
,

NOV. ETC. YELL. YORKS: I, 2, Dewar; 3. Wilkbi-

,..ii. BUFE: 1, 2, Dewar; 3, 4, Beddall
;

vlie, Wil-
j

k'.i: son. YELL. NOR.: 1. 2, Richards; 3, vhc,
j

Cain; 4, Giles HUFF: l. 3, lli-shards; 2. Cain; 4,

vlie, Giles. YELL. BORD. : 3, 2. Johnson; 3, Xew-
tcn. BUFF: X, 3, Newton; 2, 4, Johnson. GR.
BORD.: 1. Newton. 1934 MULE: 1, 2, 3. 4, Giles. I

111 ELF. : 1. Newton. SISKIN, ETC.: 1. Wcsh-
liourne; 2 . Johnson. GREENF, FTC.: 3, Chilton;
2. Newton; Wa.dibourre.—A. W. Newton, Hon.

j

fie.

abertillery C.B.S.
Y.B. show July 1.8, Cwm Assembly Rooms. Nearly

|

SO bird w-ere entered. Quality was gaod and com-
petition v iv keen, Mr. Pritchard- bein'; at the

!

front in the champion section with a fine lot of
Yorks, and Mr. Terrett did best among the nove-es.
hi Cl. or tkd. Yorks novice class, 14 entries, Mr.
Terrctt teak all tile prizes except the vlie. A few
nice Yoiks were also staged by Mcss:s. Russell,
l’arlitt, Morris and Ribbings. In the’ champ. Nor.

J

Mr. A. '.V. Hill showed a fine lot. Numbers were
(

small in Nov. Nor., but few nice birds staged by
j

Messrs-. Prc-bert, Morton and Selby. Bord. we e
small in h-timbers, but s' me wee gems were slag.d
by Mr. Cooper, who won sp. for most points in
Horde*.?. Other specials: Yorks, Pritchard; Nor,, !

Morton.; Males and Brit., Mortimer. Mr. Henry
Phillips, of Ebbvv Yale, judged, and gave every i

satisfact.'on.

CE. OR TKi). NOR. CHAMP.: 3. 2, 3. Morliimr.
MKD. OR VAR.: 3. 2, 3, 4, vlie, be, Hill. CL. OR

!

L’K-D. 770V.: 3, ep, 2, Morton; 3, Selby. MKD. i

OR YAH. : 1, 3, Selby; Morton: 4, vlie, lie, l’ro- '

bert. YORKS CL. OR TKD. CHAMP.: 3. e. Par-
Utt; 2, s; 4, vhc, he, Pritchard. MKD. OR VAR.:

j

t, sp. 4, vlie, c, Pritchard ; 2, 3, he, ftuzseil. CL. i

OR TKD. N-OY.: 1, 2, 3, 4, he, e. Terrett; vlie.

Ribbings. MKD. OR VAR. : 3. 3. Ribbings; 2,

Morris. BORD. CL. OR TKD. : 1, sp, 2, 3. Cooper.
MKD. OR VAIL: X, 2, 3, Cooper-. YOUNG MULE:
1, sp. 2, 3, 4, vlie. Mortimer. GOLDF. : 1, Probert.
LINNET: 1. Mortimer. A.O. BRIT.: I, Mortimer.
—H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL O.S.
Y'.B. show, Tli-e Raglan, July Id, Mr. Geo. Gardner

judged. 70 exhibits staged. A very goad entry,
the Nov. Nor. and Nov. ’ Yorks . being the largest
ciasees. Lancs., Lizards and Bords. were represented,
and there were some very nice Mules and foreigners.
President Mr. -Geo. C’rabb received a very warm
welcome on his return among us after his long
illness. Several members do not seem quite clear
ao to vvhat the society are doing in regard to the
autumn show. Tile L. and P.O.S. are giving their
support to Mr. Ramsden-’s Crystal Paiuse Show by
offering their six silver cups and giving 40 money
specials to lie competed for by members only, and
t-fis prize money is guaranteed by Mr. Rainsden.
It is hoped members will send in large entries
eo as to enable the specials to be won. as unless
there are three competitors in- each class where

'spc-cials are offered, the specials are withdrawn.
Those joining now are entitled to compete for all

fpee-ials.

YORKS YELI,. CHAMP.: I, Fairman; 2, Salter;
vlie, e, Clarke. BUFF'; X". 2, Clarke; vhc, Salter;
he, Fairman. BORD.; X, 2, -Mrs. Salter; vlie, Xew-
ley; he, c, Shakespeare. A.O.V. : 1. Shakespeare;
vhc. Crabb. NOV. NOR. YELL.: 1, 2, Taylor;
vhc, Harris. BUFF' : 1, 2, 3, Harris; vlie, lie, c,

Taylor. NOV. YORKS YELL.: 1. lie, Everett; 2,

Pratt; 3, Huggins; vhc. Gilbert; c. Ward-. BUFF:
1. Everett ; 2, vhc. Ward; 3, lie, c, Huggins.
CRESTS'. X, vhc, Mr. Culiere. YOUNG MULES

:

I. Mdme. Madewell. HARDB1LLS : 3, Mdme.
Made-well : 2, Law; 3, Crabb. OLD MULES: 1 ,

Law; 2, Crabb; vlie, lie, Taylor: e. Crabb. FOR.:
I, vile, Newley; 2, Mdme. Made-well; he, Mrs. Hug-
gin?. The L. and l’.O.S. silver medals, Fairman,
Hjirris, Mdme. Madewell, and Law. Bronze: Mrs.
Salter. Harris, and- New Icy. Most points specials,
Clarke, irth-ris, and- Mdme Madewell: s-ecouil most-
points, Mrs. Salter, Everett and Taylor. Law.

Mr. Geo. Couzcus (chairman), in presenting the
medals and special.?-, said- how pleased they all
were in seeing Air. Crabb amongst them after his
long absence th-rougli illness, and lie felt certain
all our absent numbers and friends would endorse
tlie-se feelings. He also remarked on the good
entry and- the fine quality of the birds, and on the
very large attendance of visitors.—C. YV. Law,
lion. See.

(Owing to an enormous r umber of reports of First
Feathar Shows again reaching us this week, sever.--:

have had to be held over until our next issue.)

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Ejjworth (Yorks), Aug. 3. Judges. H. and A.

Payne. (> open el. Nor. old. Nor 1914, Yorks old,

Yorks 11)14, Brit, For. 1 on. Prizes 10s.. &\, 2s (id.

Fe.e Is. (>d. Ent. close July 27 to \V. E. Burrows,
Epworth, Doncaster.
Llanrwst (Wales). Aug. 20. . Judge, Mr. -T. YV.

Metcalf, 8 el. Brit. 2, Yorks 4, A.O.V. Can. 1. A.O.YL

X. Prizes 7 e. Gd., as. 2o. Od. Fee Is. (id. Ent. close

July 31 to J. R. Chambers, Poplar Grove.
Howden-le-Wear (Durham). Aug. 8. Judge, Mr.

C. A. House.. 7 cl. Nor. 3, Yorks 1, Brit. 4, A.O.V.

3. X-rizeo 8s., 4j.?., 2s. Fee 3s. 3-.nt. close Aug. X

to YY. Turnbull, HowUen-le-YYcar S.O., Co. Durham.

Club Reports

.

NORTH LIVERPOOL C.B S.
Mu tiny lit UI July J f

VI r. Ifoldin |>n -d<lifitf before
a fair attcudaii'c. Meters. Plunk«*tt

f
Klcluirdaon,

and Mit'alb: r-brtfd /niiiibrrs. Mr. ft. McCoy**
name ba» bicn ormttid fro;n the cormnitti'e on
iruunlienitiip I'ard.-, ami Ihc <'hain|don . Vorkn cup
>liould read the "Mr-Coy idialk'iiifc cup"; member*
ideas'; note. Next niceUri^ August .0 at H, when
arrangcruiiit.'Y will lw made for the October bow.

LEICESTER C.B.S.
M

/
tin" at liradi|iiartef.s July ].% Mr. II i^liton

• !i»tir. I) •L
1 d< d l-ij bold our JaU; \.ft. f-bov. Any.

in.-'rad of J/'ali, and to have three elafriH. Mr.
Hul l w II jud^o . Mr. 1 ( ill c pive a mo-t, inU rc.stin^
Ifvtii n- on " Colour j'edin^,” from wliicli m o all
gibbered a few pointy-. At the «do<-*c bo answered
(|iie*tioiM to <-ver.vbody*K Mitisfaetion, and a hearty
' V e Of tli auk., was tendered to Mr. If — J. Hard-
battle.

CARDIFF C B.S.
Milting July 11, Mr. ft. Allsopp prr^jded. Prize*

money won at .voijiik bird -bow' was paid. Itesolved
to bold a i r

i *
r/ 1 ih* sIiom (let. V\ ,

b.'rd- to be . la|V<i
at 3.30, and to have .‘57 claves. See. was instrueteil
to w rite judg j ele< t , d re terms. Resolved to hold
annual pair .'how i)ee. 26. For tin elns#;fflcation of
open show', also other important husintes, i trust/
all members will attend, aa we want their help iu
preparing whedule. I shall he pleased to supply
with partieular ; any fancier who would eare to join
our society, ft. Thomas, 4-H, Craddoek .Street,

CHOPWELL C.B.S.
Meeting Club Hall, July IS, Mr. M. Simpson ehair*

and a splendid turn out of member*. Schedule foi
annual show drawn up. Mrs-.rs. 1{. South and \V.

Marsh, of Hlackhall Mill, elected members. Owing
to pressure of business, our ojc., Mr. \V. Tomlinson,
has been compelled to rewgn, and his duties have
been taken over by Mr. W. H. Christer, but Mr.
Tomlinson has agreed to stand as assist, sec. and
fcrea*. Decideil to only hold members’ show this
year. Will all members and intending members
to attend our next meeting, Aug. 15V Subs. 2s 6d.—
W. H. Christer, Sec.

LONDON C.B. A.
General meeting, **

Kl Vino,” July 14. Mr. R. ft.

Crisp chair. Owing to absence of etc., assist, see. Mr.
Wallington ably tilled his place. Several important
matters in connection with the annual show were
dealt w|th. Mr. Wallington presented the balance
duet oi the young bird show, and was accord- J
a vote of thanks, with Mr. Cook for the manage-
ment of sam*?-. Messrs. Payer, Wateharn, Easter-
ling, Dewhurst,* ana Johnston gave their varied
experiences during the breeding sea on, and it w as
apparent from their remarks tnat they have had a
good season. A committee meeting was held, ami
letters from the Lancashire and fti/.ard F.A., and
the British Roller Club wore read. Vote of thanks
to the chairman closed the meetmg.— Frederick
Knight, Frees Correspondent.

BURNLEY O.S
Mil-ling headquarters. Star Inn. July Hi, Mr. Spen-

cer chair, and a good- turn-up of mcinlxr?. Tlie

business was election of new reerctary and chairman,
owing lo the (f- g: ation of Mr. Wliittakcr, who was
prass-ed Irani to reconsider hi- decision. Mr. T.

Chadwick was elected fee., and Mr. H. Cat low chair-

man. YYhi shoiiM- like to nt a few new nitmhers in

our society, as there are plenty of fanciers outside,
and it would lie a groat advantage to them. The
suh. is only 4s. per year, and they would he made
welcome. Next fiat, w-e are having a ramble, con-
ducted- by the well-known British exhibitor, Mr. J.
Holden. YVc -are expecting to visit Holme Chapel,'
and lectures will be -given on wayside seeds and
habits of British birds. YVc hope to have a good
turn-up, as we are to have a treat. Meet at
headquarters 2.15. Next meeting Aug. 32, when
subs, are due. Members, turn up, as we arc pro-
posing a trip to the Palace Show,—T. Chadwick,
Sec., 42, Shale -Street, Burnley.

LANCASHIRE AND LIZARD F.A.
Meeting July 1-S, Newmarket Hotel, Manchester.

A fair number turned up, but considering the im-
portant business to he decided, it was on the whole
disappointing to find ouch a moderate attendance.
Mr. h. Fuller chair. Patronage granted to Sheffield
for Lancashire.?- and Idzards, and Eivert-ool for four
classes of Lizards. Decided to have club show at
Denton, Nov. 21, in connection with Denton mem-
bers’ show. A new- departure will Ire made in

regard to prize money, as Mr. Stan-sfield has guar-
anteed 4 Laura hire r.nd- 4 Lizard cock clas cs. Messrs.
J. E. Ollerenshaw and- Rukin 2 Lizard hen classes,

and Messrs. Fu'ler and Ridgard 'two Lancashire hen
clas-ses. 4s., 2s. will be paid, however small
the entries, and it now rests with the members
whether it will he a success or not. Mr. Stanslicid,

who is heart and -soul in his scheme, will see to
the staging, receiving, and packing of all exhibits.

Entry fee is. Judge will be selected later. The
classes at Liverpool arc being guaranteed by Messrs.
I. \Y, Metcalfe, J. E. OUereiishaw, and the L. and
L.F.A. Mr. Bradley’s scheme for providing a trophy
Value £10 10e. for Lizard Canaries was discussed,

Mr. Bradley generously offering £5 towards the

same. It- is proposed that the competition cover

a term of three years, the exhibitor gaining the
most points in that time to he the winner outright.

There is no doubt that the remaining ca-eh required

will he subscribed. The trophy will be put into

S

competition this coming season, and it. is to he

! hoped that all Lizard fanciers will give their hearty

support. Unfortunately. Mr. Bradley was unable

to’ attend, but it is hoped he will be present at the
I next meeting, to be held at the Newmarket Hotel,

Manchester, on Saturday, Aug. 35, to complete the

rules for governing tils competition. Subs, are now
due. Mr. Moorbey. Hroadbottom, was confirmed a
member and Mr. Hamblcton, Gloss-op, wao proposed.

Friend Teddy is having a wonderful time just now.

He, says he cannot stop them from breeding. VIost

i
folk have a job to start them. Members are re-

i minded that the colour for -show cages is now azure

blue lor both Gold* and Silver*, tho enamel sold

under the mime of \ lotory Brand to bo used. John

Rukin, Hon- Sec.

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

‘ CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas, Houlton. Price 7s. 6d.

•’CAGE BIRDS,’’ 154. FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.
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CountryGambles
SOUTHAMPTON C B.S.

Annual outing and rumble, July 15, when u party

of over 50 members and friends, under the leader-

ship or the lion, see., Mr. W. L. Page, were con-

veyed by brakes to Rufus Stone, New Forest. After

a splendid drive (about 12 miles), they did full

justice to the excellent tea prepared for them by

Miss Finery, of the "Sir Walter Tyrrell.” The
party then divided, some preferring to play cricket,

others rambling through the Forest in search of

bird life. Many who had never visited this part

before expressed their delight at the grand ©cenery.

The weather, which was dull at first, brightened ip

later, and at 8.30 a start was made for home,
everyone voicing the wisli that they could have

stayed longer. Members congratulated the sec. on

the excellent arrangements made for their comfort,

and home was reached about 10.45 p.m., after a most
enjoyable outing. W. F. Page, lion. Sec.

SOUTHAMPTON P.P. AND C.B A.
Outing July 8; about (10 members and friends

started in lino style for a brake ride. Over the river

at Redbridge and through beautiful forest scenery

to Hartley, then on to Paultons Park (thrown open

to us by the kindness of Capt. Stoane- Stanley). We
were met at the entrance by Mr. Prett, who has

charge of the poultry on the estate, and is a mem-
ber of our association. He got together a team to

pluv a cricket match with us. The match was very

evenly contested, a feature being the fine display of

Mr. A. II. Smith, who donned the white coat as

umpire for the fanciers, the Norwich wickct-kecping

was also good. The result had to be a draw as

the sun was setting and there was hardly enough

light to enable Mr. Home to photograph the party.

Another delightful drive and we were all too scon

at home with nothing left but memories of a thor-

ought v enjoyable outing.— G. J. Slade, C.B. Sec.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
Second ramble of the season, July 12, Derbyshire

being the district selected. Unfortunately, owing

to the unpromising aspect of the weather only a

small number (20) turned up at the station. Noth-

ing daunted, \vc took tickets for Dore and lotley

as arranged, and we had no sooner put foot on

the station platform than down came the. rain.

We had a wait at the station for about half an

hour, and then it .-eni-c-d to clear a hit. After

a council of war it was decided that we should

make the best of it, but the original route, which

was through woods and fields had to be given

up, and we had to l*e satisfied by keeping to the

roads. As it kept raining that fine raiu which we
know soon wets through, it was decided to make
for the Cross Scythes, and there wait to see if

there would ho any improvement. After another

half hour’s wait we began to see situs of the

clouds breaking, and .the blue sky coming into

view, and as it cleared we decided to proceed

through bye-lanes to Old Dore. The rain had now
left off entirely and we saw no more of it. At
Dore we made a halt for refreshments, and then
proceeded on our journey, the prettiest part through-
out the ramble. Taking a turn to the right we
dropped into Ryecroft Glen, and wended our way
homeward midst the evening hymn of the birds,

and the moths coming forth from their shady
bower

;
indeed a grand finale to a. day that was

anything but promising. Taking all into considera-

tion we all had a most enjoyable time.—J. A. T.
Wood-hall, Press Corresp.

Singing Contests.
KNOTTINGLEY.

Time contest (five minutes) for Linnets, July 11,

White 8wan Hotel, with a good entry and some
splendid singing: 1, Dyson, 102 sec.; 2, Rhodes,
s(i ; 3, Bartley, 45.—J. W. Pearson, Sec.

Singing contest for Kncttingley Club members,
July 25. Look out for big open singing contest,

on Bank Holiday. Special prizes promised for time

singing ;
make of note of this.

TYLDESLEY.
All England Linnet contest for time and quality,

open to all, at Queen Hotel, Tyldesley, Aug. 1.

Prizes according to entries. Fee, Is. per bird. Also
members’ contest, July 25, for time only, when we
hope to see all our members bring their birds up
for a trial ; we are expecting to have a tea after

contest, July 25.—F. Kennedy, Assist. Sec. (Advt.).
•

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing. Headquarters, Commercial Hotel,

July IS. 23 birds sang for three good prizes: 1,

Bath; 2, Wallis; 3, Plows. The singing was only

of a moderate quality, most of the birds showing
signs of the moult.—A. Tomlin, Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest. George and Dragon, Bridge Street,

July IS; 22 birds entered for four minutes’ time
singing for three prizes: Morley, 1, 118: Wainwright,
‘L 84: Brindley, 3, 63. July 19, 18 birds entered
or three prizes: .Morley, 1 and 2; Brindley, 3.—J.

Brindlev, Sec.
'

LEEDS.
Quality Linnet singing. Albion Hotel, Saville Green,

July 19. 17 sang for 3 prizes: 1, Johnson, musical
box; 2, Hayes; 3, Wood. Judges, Sissons and Nay-
lor.—Walter Naylor. Hon. Sec.
Quality singing contest for Linnets, Skinner’iy

Arms, Buslingthc*p j. We had a beautiful contest,
July 19, when 19 best birds in Yorkshire competed
for three good prjzes: 1, Binns; 2, 3, shared, Binns
and Ward. Judges, Messrs. C. Clayton and Dolton.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club qualitv Linnet sing-

ing. Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane, Leeds, July 18.

Some very nice singing was heard : 1, Chippindale

;

2. Wigfield ; 3, Gilligan. Judges, Sellers and Lorri-
man. Playforth and Lorriman’s match, which could
put the best Linnet notes together with the whistle,
caused much fun; no decision was given. July 10,

17 birds: 1, C'hippin'aie ; 2, 3, shared, Wigfield and
Gilligan. Judges, Lorriman Bros. All correspend-
-nce, V Lorriman, Sec., Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner
Lane, Leeds.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weigh! Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength," 12. Burleigh Street,

Ntfan<i ,

.
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Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten ) on one side of papir

,
and con-

clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5) The depart merit to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand comer of the query.

(G)
— If an answer in the same week's issue is de-
sired queries must bt posted to reach us by
Monday’s first post at latest.

(")— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped arid addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems )

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source rvill be
handed over in full to the “ Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)— All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“ Caffe Birds,” 154, Fleet Street , London, E.C .

Postcards are not admissible.

X Hli following gentlemen represent Cage Birds* staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.—Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,
and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds— Wesley T.
Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life— H. Norman.
Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the
proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,
Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety
of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire
us to do so, be pleased to submit his questions
for answer to some leading specialist on the
variety concerned.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

A SCALY LEG (Dan). -You ought to have de-
scribed the appearance of the leg as nearlv as you
could. Some birds naturally have coarser -scales on
the legs than others, and they ah>o become coarse
from age in some birds much earlier than in others.
But your bird is not old enough to have very
coarse legs from age yet, and having one leg quite
smooth may point to eomething being wrong with
the one that is ©o coarse. You may bathe the leg
twice a week in a warm solution of boracic acid

—

a tea-spoonful of the acid to a -saueerful of warm
water—for a few minutes each time, then dry, and
gently rub on and between the scale© a little sulphur
ointment, finally wiping off all surplus grease to
avoid the collection of dirt from the cage floor.
Continue this for a montlj or -so, and by the time
the bird has moulted it will probably have trimmed
off the undue coarseness itself, if nothing is seri-
ously wrong.
GETTING A LATE BROOD (Fredk. Jolinson).-

Sorry, but I cannot hold out any hope of your
succeeding in getting a brood- of young this -season.
It is quite- too late to ©tart, and the moulting
season is now getting -so near- that if you were to
make the attempt and the birds went to nest,
which is very doubtful, they would probably be
overtaken by the moult before they had reared
their brood, and in that case the ’ young would
a Invent certainly be deserted and left to die. You
ought to have put the birds together about the
beginning of April, or from then up to about the
end of May. If the birds are fairly young and
healthy, your best plan now is to keep them apart
until next .spring, and, if -still in good health, and
seemingly anxious to mate at that time, you may,
if the weather seems -settled and favourable, put
them together at the end of March or any favour-
able time thereafter, which will give you plenty of
time to get two or three broods from them next
season. It would be impossible to enter into de-
tails of breeding in these replies, but you ehould
get our manager to send you a copy of “ Canary
Breeding for Beginners,” post free for 7d., which
will give you all essential details concerning suc-
cessful breeding and management,.
HEN WITH DIARRHOEA (H. Downes). - Get a

piece of stale household bread and dry it in an oven
until it is lightly browned all through. Then
enxli it or pass it through an egg mill, and use
this in making the egg foot! in the proportion of a
third part of the bulk, and finally mix in it a tea-
spoonful of arrowroot powder to each tablespoonful
of the egg food, and sprinkle the whole with maw
seed. Also add a teaspoonful of I line *nter to the
drinking vessel each day. Continue thio as long as
there is any sign of the diarrhoea. You need not
fear that the young will take any harm from this

treatment.
MAKES A TICKING NOISE (B.- E„ B, t’.S.A.).—

The bird is doubtless suffering from bronchial
trouble, and the first step must be to remove all

the exciting causes of thio. See that the bird is

net exposed to any direct cold draughts, ©were
fluctuations of temperature, or foul heated air.

Do net allow it to hang in or very near a window,
near or over burning light.-- in the evenings, and do
not hang it high up near the ceiling. Keep in a
fairly comfortable and equable place, where it will

have plenty of frcch pure air without direct
draughts. Add as much Epsom -salts as will cover
a -sixpence to the drinking water for three consecu-
tive days, and after this give a morsel of bread
and milk with two drops of cod liver oil einu l.-ion

on it and -sprinkled with maw- seed every second
day for two or three weeks, and on the alternate
days give a morsel of banana and a pinch of

summer rape. Give a ©pray of green food each day,
and let the -staple diet consist of plain canary seed.

In the drinking water after the first three days
add 5 drops each of tincture of lobelia, syrup of tolu,

ipecacuanha wine, and oweet spirit of nitre every
second day for two or three weeks, as may seem
necessary.
BUFF ROLLER HEN (T. N. H.). 1 am not quite

sure v.b ther you mean that the third- clutch con-

si-.-t;d cf eggs no larger than a pea, or that these

eggs contained undeveloped embryos of about this
size. If the former is the ease, then I should
©ay that the lien is past her useful breeding career,
as the- reproductive organs have shown a marked
deterioration through the season, arid have not at
any time been in a normal condition. In this
ease it would be usvles© depending upon her any
Jonger, and your best course would be to discard
her altogether as a stock bird. On the other hand,
if the laot clutch contained embryos it is just
possible that she may be a late hatched bird of
last season, and consequently somewhat immature
during her breeding career this ©gasoil. In this
ease it i quite likely that she will succeed much
better next season. But it is too late to attempt

|
any further breeding this year, and your best plan
is to separate her at once. Turn her into a flight
where she can get plenty of vigorous exercise, feed
her fairly liberally during the forthcoming moult,
and aim at getting her during the winter Into a
good hard and robust condition to start next seaoon.
EFORTS AT SWALLOWING (V. I*.).— (1) I hardly

think there is anything -seriously wrong with the
bird. The action you describe may he nothing
more © -riou© than ii yawn, or the action which in

birds compares with the human yawn, and this

may be easily explained at this season of the year
by the approaching moult, the effect of which 1©

already b.-ing felt by many birds. You may try

the effect of adding as much chlorate of potash
as will cover a sixpence to the water every second
day for a week' or so. (2) Sorry your acquaintance
with the Bullfinch was ©o brief, but it is not always
the case by any means. (3) I have no personal

acquaintance with any place where pets are taken
care of during the holidays.
YOUNG PLUCKING EACH OTHER (Ignorant).—

It is not uncommon for young to pluck out each
other's quill-.' after the moult has commenced, and
this is what, is happening in your flight cage. The
only thing you can do to prevent it is to separate

the culprits: or the c-ulprit, as it is ©timetune©

only a single bird that has tiiis vice. But when
one lias acquired the habit, it very quickly spreads

among other© by force of example, and I fear it

has become almost general among your birds, in

which case your only course is to cage them al

up ©iriglv for the rest of the moulting time, and

until thi-v are all in perfect plumage again. If

there are only one or two culprits at present, you

may discover this on close observation, and you

mav find that these are themselves in the very best

plumage, having taken good care of their own skins

whilst flaying the others. In this case it may only

he necessary to remove the culprits and the most

badly plucked birds. It i-s essential to cage the

latter separately until they are in good feather

again, as their appearance will simply incite others
.
n
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' CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners" (7d.); House's “Canary Manual” (1/2);

Battye's “ Yorkshire Canaries

"

(1 1 Vi) l
House's ‘A or

-

wich Canaries ” (1/1); Weston's “Stock Book” Od.);

Dr. Clarke’s “Septic or Bird Beyer” (7 d.); Dr. Cres-

well’s “ Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); A orman’s

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3) ; Itamsden's

“Colour feeding” (3\d .) ; “Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 id. each):

No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. C “ Ailing Birds and

How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Boiler,” No. 23

“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea

are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

to do with this feather plucking, though they should,

of course, be kept at bay as much as possible at

all times.
VARIOUS (Stanley).— (1) The youngsters are cer-

tainly late in commencing to feed themselves, but

this 'is cf little moment so long as they are well

attended to bv the cock. Keep in the cage with

them a smali shallow box or saucer filled with

plain canary, and place on top of thio each day

a teaspoonful of summer rape. Besides this keep

in another saucer a little of the usual egg food

mixed rather on the dry side, and each afternoon

give a teaspoonful of cracked hemp. If these items

are kept available you will doubtless soon find the

youngsters helping themoelves. Do not take them
quite away from the cock until you see they are

beginning to crack canary seed nicely. (2) No, it

should not he necessary to take away the seed

hoppers for a few hours daily to compel the birds

to eat the colour food in order to get them a good

colour. If the food is made of pure peppers, and

palatable, practically all birds- will eat voluntarily

more than is really necessary to produce a good

colour Extra good colour is much more a question

of colour breeding as a preparation for colour feed-

ing, than one of forcing an unlimited quantity of

colour food upon them. (3) There is so little

advantage to be gained by colour feeding from

the nest that- I do not think it is very advisable,

and in any case it is too late in moot eases to

be°in now. It would be useless starting to colour

feed the voung in the nest after the plumage was

partly grown. (4) No, colour feeding does not

affect the song or throat of the bird in any way.

CLAWS AND EATING (Joey).— (1) You ought to

have treated the claws as soon as you noticed

that they were going wrong. You had better put

on imalf rings for a ohort time as the. initial treat-

ment now. To make these, cut off rather less than

an eighth of an inch from rubber tubing such as is

used on babies’ bottles. Pas£* the three front

toes through the ring, and, holding the hind toe

hack against the leg, pass it on up the shank until

it is nearly as far as the end of the hind toe

reaches. Then leave it there and allow the birds

to wear them for a fortnight or so. Then remove

them and put in the cage© thin and nearly round

perches, just a little thicker than an ordinary lead

pencil, and leave Nature to correct the deformity

by the aid of these perches, which may have to

bo left in the cage for several weeks. See that

they are conveniently placed, and secured firmly,

so that they do not wriggle about, when the birds

arc on them. (2) If the bird leaves only the husks

of the seed in the hopper and eats the kernels,

there is nothing at all to worry about. Many
bird© have this habit of dropping the husks as

they eat hack into the hopper. It is no indication

of ill-health. If they reject the kernels as well as

the husk, and you are -satisfied that the seed is

sweet and sound, give six drops of syrup of rhubarb

In the water for three consecutive days, and after

thi, i four drops each of tincture of gentian and

aromatic sulphuric acid for a few days.

CHANCING STOCK (Crest).—It is quite possible

that the two cocks have been in good breeding

condition, but this is hardly sufficient for success-

ful breeding. Tin- lieu is a very essential factor,

and unk-n >-he, too, is in the necessary -condition,

a good cock in only wasted upon her. There is no.

reason why these two cocks should hot do >cry
.

well for i -eat aeon’s breeding if they arc still

in the same good condition as now. But you would
certainly do well to replace the hens, and try to
get strong robust birds' bred early in 1914 or 1913
hatched. If you knew any fancier friend with a
strain of good feeding hens, it would be the wisest
plan to try to replenish your stock from such a
source, rather than to trust to chance to get good
feeders from unknown sources. From November to
February is the best time to buy stock.
YOUNG DYING (An Amateur).—There is some-

thing wrong with your feeding or food supplied, but
I cannot tell from your letter where the error lies.
What quantity of egg food do you give, and is it
given very moist or dry? It is probably some-
thing connected witli the egg food or the supply
ot hemp that is at fault. Has the hemp a milky-
white kernel, or is it stained brown? If tlie latter
you need go rio farther for the cause of the trouble.
Keep the cage© scrupulously clean, and also ail the
food and water vessels, and the food and water,
too. Give an unlimited supply of plain canary seed,
and place on top of it each morning for every
three bird© a teaspoonful of summer rape. For
the same number of birds give separately every
second day a heaped teaspoonful of egg food mixed
ratiier on the dry side, and on the alternate days
give a similar quantity of a mixture of equal part©
hemp, millet, niger, black rape, teazle, and broken
groats. No other supply of hemp is necessary at
the age of your birds. Give in moderation such
tilings as seed heads of shepherd’s purse, plantain
stalk©, se-dy chickweed, with an occasional spray
of watercress. If there is any, diarrhoea at present
give a morsel of bread and milk dusted with car-

bonate of bismuth for two or three days. The
yellow lumps at the base of tail you mention are
probably nothing more than the oil-gland, which is

a natural organ, and should riot he tampered w ith.

It probably lias nothing whatever to do with the
cause of the deaths.
SWELLINGS ON LEG AND WING (F. V.).-

I

cannot even guess what the swellings are from
the description you give. It would have been help-

ful had you enclosed a little sketch, no matter how
rough, to show the position of the swellings, and
you should also have described their appearance
as well as you could. Have the swellings only

developed in the last week or so? Try painting

them twice, with an interval of three day© between,
with tincture of iodine, and if this does not cause

them to disappear, write again, and give the above
particulars-, when I will advise you further. Apply
the iodine sparingly with a small camelhair pencil.

BREATHES RATHER HEAVY (M. Boon).—The
bird may be a little over-fed for one tiling, but

you sav nothing at all about your feeding. Try

the following treatment, and if not successful

write again in a month and repeat particulars, and
also -say how you have been feeding it hitherto.

First of all well ©oak the feet in a warm solution

of boracic acid—a teaspoonful of the acid in a

saucerful of warm water—and carefully remove any
clinging dirt or hardened accumulations of sand

whilst bathing. Then dry and anoint them with a

little zinc ointment, and if the claws are overgrown

cut them back to a proper length. For one week

limit the diet to plain canary seed with a liberal

supply of green food, and add to the drinking

water every -second day ten drops of syrup of buck-

thorn. After this give half a teaspoonful of sum-

mer rape every second day, and twice a week on

the alternating day© a similar quantity of a mixture

of equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, and

black rape. In the water after the first week add

20 drops of whisky, five each of ipecacuanha wine

and oxymel of squills, and two of eucalyptus oil,

well shaken together, two days in every three for

a week, and every second day for another week

afterwards. ....
HEN DYING (Anxious).—It is not possible to say

definitely the eauoe of the lien’s death. Only a

post-mortem could reveal that. But it looks very

suspiciously like septic fever, and in that case the

cock will have succumbed before this reply can

uppear, and nothing is likely to save it. Should it

die after this reply appears.^ and you have other

birds I would strongly advise you to ©end the

body to our Mr. Yates, as per rules under ”Po=t-

mortems,” as soon as possible after death, in order

to ascertain the cause of death without doubt, arid

at once remove t-he cage and all appliances that

)la ve ben in use in it from the vicinity of the rest

and thoroughly disinfect and cleanse them, exposing

well to the influence of sun and air before again

bringing into use. The eggs are probably useless

bv this time. The only thing you could have done

with them was to have placed them at once under

another hen about to sit on a small clutch; but if

the death occurred from a virulent type cl septoc

fever there would have been much risk in doing

this, ©o it is perhaps- best as it is. The nesting

material should have been burnt.

MAKES NO SOUND (A. P.).-The bird is probably

'xposed to cold draughts, damp, or some similar

^citing cause of this complaint, which' will na\e

to bo removed before you can hope to do the bird

anv good. Keep it in a fairly equable temperature,

which must be comfortable, but need not ba sjgrei-

lllv warmed at tins season. Do not hang It ®
ip' near the ceiling, nor near or over burning lights

n the -evenings, and strictly avoid the close prbx

mi tv of a window, though the position -'houWliea

>right and cheerful one. In addition to the slap
^

seed diet give separately every second day lor two

,r three weeks half a teaspoonful of. cjushed sponge

ake with three drops cf cod liver oil emulsion

nixed in it and sprinkled with gold of pleasure

leecl On the alternate days give a morsel of

Juliana, and add to the drinking water five drops

aeh of glycerine, ipecacuanha wine, and sweet

ibrit of nitre. Give a spray of seeding ehiekweed

;eed heads of dandelion, or the seedy heads of

shepherd’s purse each day. It not well in, .ay. a

+ n f,:i i ii and I will advise you further.

“PIGE0HS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show and
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The only Taper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard ter Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Aunwercd by II. N011MAN.

r FEEDING hybrids (L. Shaw).—Your letter

arrived too late for Insertion ill lust week's issue,

i and u> >ou did not semi jour address it* was im-

1 oosslhle to answer by post. 1 gather from your

letter that your hen was duet to hutch lust 1' rld.ty,

and il you have been fortunate enough to get young

ones 1 presume you have given the hen egg-food (us

used to rear jour Canaries), to feed them with.

If aho bus started to feed them with this it would

be a mistake to suddenly alter it to something dll'-

ft*renti so I would advise you to procure some best

quality ants’ eggs and add a spoonful to the mix-

ture, ilrs t soaking them in warm milk. At the same

time get some insectilo food as given to Nightin-

gales, etc., and after a day or two add a little of

tins to the egg and biscuit, gradually increasing

tlie. quantity as the birds tuke to it and the young

ones grow. If you have a garden, hunt round the

rose bushes for green fly and scrape these off into

an egg-pan and oifer them to the hen to feed with

;

if she takes them continue the supply, if not, just

drop a few into the open beaks of the young ones;

also tiny caterpillars and flies, and even the interiors

of mealworms would assists the little ones im-

mensely. Your supply of green-food should consist

mostly’ of seeding grass and other wild plants, do

not trouble about the green leaves, hut just offer the

seeding tops, both in a ripe and unripe condition.

A spoonful of soaked seeds about twice a week will

frequently induce the hen to continue feeding tho

young.
SEXING SKYLARKS (F. Johnson).— It is not an

rn.s; matter to sex young Skylarks, although 1 have
found that the largest and brightest coloured are

(generally the males. You will also fliid. that these
re the top birdsjn a nest full of young, if you
ave the room 1 would advise you to keep therr. all

until they commence to warble, which they do at

ia very early age.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (Quill).—You will havo

too difficulty with the birds you mention ; as a rule

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloulton's great work, “Cage-Bird
Jlybrids

"

(7/(i); Norman’s “British bird Manual’’

(3/3); or Part 1
“
llardbills'• (1/1), Part 2 "Softbills"

<1.1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);

“Seeds, Poods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); lir. Creswcll's “Hygiene of

Bird-keeping ” (1/1); Dr. Clarke’s “ Septic, or Bird

fever ” (7d.); “Colour-feeding "
(3Jd.); or the “Nut-

shcll " booklets (2Jd. each); No. i “Goldfinch,"
So. 2, “Linnet,” So. 3 “Skylark," So. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," So. 11 “ Bullfinch," So. 13
“ Chaffinch," So. 15 “ Greenfinch," So. 22 “ Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” So. 25 “Small Insectivorous

Birds," So. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” So. 6

“ Ailing Birds and /low to Cure Them,” So. 9 “Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” So. 12 “ How to

Moult British Bints." Ail thoroughly practical and
instructive.. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

they live together Very amicably; they may have

little differences occasionally over the seed dish, but
nothing very serious. If one of them should turn

out to be particularly pugnacious you can easily

remove him, but I do not anticipate jour having
any trouble.
PREPARING FINCHES (Miss Reeves).-There is

no secret about preparing birds for exhibition, the
main thing is to keep them healthy and in good con-

dition without being fat-. They should also be
trained to run into the show cage and bear in-

spection from strangers. Ho not be afraid to show
them to friends and visitors ;

handle the cage fre-

quently and move them from perch to perch with
the motion of the hand. This training should be
commenced while they are in the moult, as birds are
much more tractable at that time. As regards feed-

ing, a spoonful of good wildi seed mixture about twice
or three times a week, giving a little soaked teazle
and rape on other days, will bring them into con-
dition when required. Otter a liberal supply of sun-

flowers, particularly to the Greenfinch, but just

watch him to see that he does not put on too much
flesh

;
many a good bird has to stand' back by the

outline being spoilt in this manner. Now the bath
is essential to high condition, and if your birds
positively refuse to bathe you must spray them,
but before doing so I would advise you to turn them
into a good big flight with others, and then put in

a bath on the floor of the cage
;
some are sure to

take to it and frequently the others will follow
th: good example set them, when it Is just possible
you will have no more trouble. If you read your
copy of "Cage Birds” carefully you will see from
time to time hints upon exhibiting and preparing
for show, that/ will assist you. Our little Nutshell
booklet on "How to Moult British Birds,” would
possibly contain a little information unknown to you.
MORE FINCH QUESTIONS (C. L. F.).-I am sorry

I am not able to give you the information you require
respecting the close season, as districts differ, but
you can obtain the required knowledge from the
nearest police station, where it is usually posted up.
(1) Some Finches can be caught with a bait, but a
decoy birdYis usually used, and is much more re-
liable. A good decoy will call a flock of. birds down
that are flying over

; these would possibly pass if

you had to rely upon the bait only. (2) The sweep-
ings from barn floors are frequently used with suc-
cess. If you can find a spot where a corn stack
has been removed to be thrashed you will find scores
of Finches and Buntings frequent the place for
days, or even weeks, in the' depth of winter: clear a
spot and add a few fresh sweepings, and if you
have any’ skill you should manage to capture some.
The neighbourhood of water, where birds are known
to drink, is also a good place. (3) When first caged
the birds should be fed upon soaked rape, teazle,
and canary, with dried seeds, including a little

cracked hemp. Give them boiled water to drink. (4)
Young birds as a rule soon settle down, but old ones
are frequently too wild to manage ; these after a
fair trial should be given their liberty. (5) Your
catching should take place before Christina's, if pos-
sible, and, anyway, not later than the end of
January; the sooner they are taken after the moult
the better. (6) If "you have had no experience with
Finches you will not find it a very easy matter to
distinguish the sexes of Goldfinches. The cock as
a rule has a flatter head and stouter beak, is larger,
in blaze, and the wing butts are blacker and richer
in colour. The blaze is the most reliable point, it

should be expansive and go well past the eye. You
should procure our Nutshell on the Goldfinch.
LINNET FOR SONG (Ignoramus).—The red colour

on thei head and breast of the Linnet is the breed-
ing plumage acquired in the Spring of .the year; they

I
lose it again in the Autumn when t.liev moult. Bird's
moulted in captivity come into breeding condition
without getting red breast. There is really only one
Linnet commonly called t Ho brown Linnet. Very
aged specimens arc grey in appearance compared

to younger ones. These grey birds have the true

Unnet note, but are generally so wild that they are

failures as caged birds. If you ure fond of tin: Lin-

net’s song you should procure young ones and bang
them where they can bear good adult birds sing.

(2) Redpolls In a wild state are red on Hie crown
of thei head, hence tho name, "Redpoll.’’ This

colour they lose when moulted in captivity, the
crown of the head becoming slightly golden.

BULLFINCH LOSING FEATHERS (G. J. Jarvis).
—Dryness ol' leather Is not unusual among caged
birds, some being particularly Imrsli and lacking in

lustre. I note your remarks respecting fruit and
ygetuble matter, but I am sorry you omitted to
give mo your ,«eed diet. 1 do not think yon can do
anything for him at present, but I would advise you
to In> careful in your management of him during the
moult, which will soon take place. Rut him in the
largest cage you possess, so that he is able to take
plenty of exercise; give the bath frequently, which
should be rain water, if possible

; liis seed diet
should be as follows : Canary 2 parts, teazle 2 parts,
rape ami sound linseed! 1 part each, and sunflower
seedy dally; a little hemp, maw, and niger three
time* a week. Collect all the wild seeds you can,
such as dock, shepherd's purse, sow thistle, etc.,
and give a spray of ripe privet berries daily, or
blackberries (ripe and unripe), for a change. Dis-
continue the scraps from the table. Give a small
spoonful of Chemical Food in the drinking water
twice a week. Boil the water first.

COST OF KEEPING BIRDS (J. Joyce).-Sorry
I am unable to aoeist you to the cost of keeping
all the birds you mention. I am afraid I have
been rather remiss in keeping my bird expenditure
account. All I know is that it is always more
than it should be, as I am a believer in feeding
them well. I would advise you to commence in a
small way and add to your numbers as you feel

you can afTord it. You could not buy good insectile

mixture under 1/0 per lb. suitable for Warblers and
Nightingales. Larks, Blackbirds, and Thrushes
could be kept somewhat cheaper, although I do not
believe in stinting them. /It always pays to feed
well. (2) You could not buy a Nightingale at the
price you mention. You should add 10/- or 12/- to
your sum. If a ’Gale was caught now he would
have to be meated off properly with mealworms,
a rather expensive job, a dozen or two of which
are of very little use

;
they would only whet his

appetite for more. (3) Wire fronts are constantly
advertised in “Cage Birds.” Write to one of the
makers for an estimate. You would find it cheaper
and better than making them yourself. (4) The
cages you mention would be admirable for Thrush
or Blackbird. Two perches would be sufficient

fixed on the back of the cage, about 7 inches from
the floor. You could use sand for covering the
bottom.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGARS AND LOVEBIRDS (Topsey).—
As regards taming, you must exercise patience and
be very quiet and steady when attending to their

wants, and steadiness will come with the Budge-
rigars, but the Grey-headed Lovebirds are very

i wild as a rule, andi take a long time to steady

down. It would be better to separate them, and
then the Budgerigars will soon become fairly quiet.

It would; have to be a large cage for Budgerigars
and the Urey-hendo to breed In together. The
Budgerigars will .give but little trouble. 1’ut in

a couple of husks, supply them with white millet,

canary seed, and a millet spray—as much seeding
and flowering grass as they will eat while it is

in season—also regular supplies of grit, cuttle hone,
and water. Budgerigars in a state of nature bathe
by rolling amid wet grass and herbage, and if

you can give them a small turf of. longish wet
grass occasionally they will use it .as their bath.

The Lovebirds would do better if given a small
barrel, and you must supply them with leaves,

thin strips of bark, which they wi'l carry into the
barrel and arrange to their liking when in breeding
condition. The Budgerigars require no nesting
material. Your book will tell you all else. Bulbuls
are almost legion, and I do not know which species

you are referring to, but they do not breed freely

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “Foreign Birds for Beginners”

(l/li); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockaticls” (6d.)

;

Arthur's “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “ Septic

or Bird Fever ” (7d.) ;
Dr. Crcsswell’s "Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping" (1/1);
“Colour-feeding ” (3)d.); or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2 Id. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"

No- 10 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot , ” No.
18

“Budgerigars No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20

“Waxbiils.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

in captivity, not- even in large aviaries. The Golds

fronted Green Bulbul is a gorgeous bird and a line

mimic; it has not yet been bred in captivity.

Value about 50s. each.

To FLY WITH CANARIES (Chemist).—There are

quite a number of foreign species which should do
well with vour Canaries, flying loose in the room.

You must furnish the walls of the room with plenty

of twiggy branches as perches, rush nest, husk,

email boxes, and wicker travelling cages as nest

receptacles. Long-tailed Greenfinches, Gouldian

Finches, Gold-breasted, Orange-cheek, St. Helena,

and Grey Waxbiils, Grey and Green Singing Finches;

Ruflcanda. Zebra, Diamond, Alario, Cuba. JLb, Pec-

toral and Bieheno’s Finches, Bronze, Rufous-backed

and Magpie Mannikins, Common and Green Ava-

davate, Cordon Bleus, Firefinches and Bengalese.

You could put in from twelve to fifteen pairs. You
must add white and Indian millet and millet sprays

to the’ seeds you supply—these seeds will do the

Canaries no hurt if they take to them. Flowering

and' seeding grass is much appreciated by foreign

Finches generally as green food.

CHINESE AND JAPANESE BIRDS (M. A).-I
do not care to give these at such short notice; in a

catalogue birds of all nations are grouped together

under their respective order and genera. The e is

the Pekin Robin, Japanese Redbreast, the beautiful

little White-eye (Zosterops). Not very many birds

from the countries named find their way to the

English market, but I will give you a fuller answer

next week. In the meantime, write again, inform-

ing me whether you have menns of getting them
sent over or if you want merely approximate

dealers’ values.

PARROTS AND LORIES (Pretty Polly) — T am not

allowed to recommend any special dealer; you must
watch our columns or put an advertisement in

CLUB Al SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later tliun

Tuesday nioriiliig's post. Specially printed Cluo

Notice Postcards may bo had free on upplicutioii to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S. -July 20, Station Cafe, Al-

trincham, n. paper pn “Green and Cinnamon Bor-

ders, Mr. Middleton.—C. Bailey.

Barrington and Chopplngton C.B.S. July 25, Social

Club, 7.30. Final arrangements lor N.F. show.— 11.

Seely.
Barry F. and F.S.—Aug. 12, Headquarters, 8. Com-

mittee at 7.30.— II. P. Thomas.
Bingley O.S^-July 25, Assembly Rooms, 2.45. F.r.

show. Birds staged 2.45. Judge, Mr. B. C. Casey,

Bradford. — H. Shaw.
Birmingham (City of) C.B.S.—July 20, Crown Hotel,

Hill St., 8.30. Special arrangements for young stock

show and pay out prize money.—J. II. Jones.

Bishop Auckland C.B.S.—July 29, Y.M.C.A. Hall,

7.SQ. Special arrangements for annual show.— K.

^Blaydon C.B.S.— Aug. 1, Co-op. Library, 7.30. Fix

up classes for annual show.— G. Ilavver.

Bolton Woods C.B.S.—July 25, Victoria Hotel, 2.30.

Members’ show; judge, Mr. II. J. Chittenden. En-

tries Friday night from 8 to 10.— II. Bryant.

Bradford National.—July 29, Market Tavern, 8.

Important business.—S. Midgley.
Bramley and Dis. O.S July 25, Carnival Rooms.

Y.B. show. Entries close Friday night. Judge, Mr.

J. Lane.—F. Page.
Bulwell F. A.—July 25, S.—John Lord/—(Kindly note

that announcements must be sept in duplicate if

they are to appear both in Cage Birds and “The
Poultry World.”—Ed.).
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Open show business, etc.—Smith
and Lees.

East Ardsley C.B.S.—July 25, Black Swan, 7.30.

To arrange for ramble to Heazelwood.—H. Oockrern.

East Bowling B.F.A.—July 25, St. John’s School,

3. Meeting and show. Business important. Judge,

Mr H. A. Cowgitl.—J. Nicholl.

Eastleigh C.B.S.—July 27, Headquarters, 8. General

bus.—J. Alderslade.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Cairn's Memorial Hall,

Gorgie lid., 3. Y.B. show; classes: Nor. 4, Orests

and C.B. 1, Bord. 4, Scotch Fancy 2, A.O.V. 1, Mules
and Hyb. 4; birds staged 2.30; admission 2d. Judge,

Mr. J. F. Dewar.—J. C. Charlton.
Hornsey, Wood Green C.B.S—Country ramble

to Chorley Woods, July 26; meet at Finsbury Park
Station, 9.—P. Brooks.
Huddersfield O.S Aug. 17, Headquarters, 8. Meet-

ing postponed from Aug. 3rd to 17th; ramble post-

poned from Aug. 1st to 22nd.—A. Lawford.
Hebden Bridge C.B.F.A.—July 28, Ye tilde Brig

Pqfp o A lffihprtu

Idle C.B.S.—July 24, White Bear Inn, 8. Entries
for members’ show, July 25, 3 p.m. Judge, Mr. J.

A. Taylor.—C. E. Hylton.

National British Bird and M.C. July .'A,

"Feathers,” (It. Chapel St., Wi Minlnstcr, 8. Allotting

of patronage. J, 1*. Curr.
Newcastle-on-Tync East End C.B.S. July 29,

Leighton's School, Heaton lid., 7.80. General busi-

ness; table show; classes: Nor.. York*., Bord.,

Crest or Crest-bred, Chin., Brit. .1. W. Coutts.
North Wales C.B.S. Aug. 15, Assembly Rooms,

Market Xt., Carnarvon, 7.30.—R. E. Griffith.

Plumstcad and Woolwich C.B.S. July 24, Trinity

Schools, 8. Special meeting. II. T. Newnharn.
Poplar C.B.S. July 25 All Hallows Schoolroom,

East India Dock Road, Poplar. Young stock how,
open at 2.— F. II. Marnoff.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S. July 25, Tram-

way Restaurant, 7. To consider the forming of a
cluli for a trip to Palace show. Prize-money will he
paid for F.F. show; also other matters of import-
ance.—J. S. Jones.
Portsmouth and S. Counties’ C.B.S. July 29, Head-

quarters, Long's Memorial Hall, 8. Half-yearly re

port; payment of prize-money for young bird show

;

discourse by Mr. Bcckcl ori the Norwich f'lainlnad.

Members please settle for tickets for the recent
show as early as possible.— G. T. Hall.

Pelton Fell Amalg. C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Colliery Irin,

Pclton Fell. N.F. show; Mr. J. Kiseborough, Sun-

derland, judge; 21 classes; schedule as last year.

—John Robinson.
Provincial Roller C.C.—July 25, Old Boar’s Head,

Corporation-st., Manchester, 6. Annual show arid

other business.—A. Percival.
Radcliffe C.B.S.—Aug. 5, Wareing’s Dining Rooms,

8. Minutes of last meeting arid other business.—G.
Lord.
Rotherham C.B.S.—July 25, Mail Coach Inn, 8.

Open show business.—Taylor and Bailey.

Sandy Lane C.B.S July 25, Victoria Hotel, Sandy
Lane. Members’ F.F. show; judge, Mr. A. Whitley,
Bradford. Birds staged 2.30.— S. Moore.

Sheffield O.S.—July 27, Rose and Crown Hotel, 8.

Very important business.—E. C. Job.
Spen Valley C.B.S.—July 25, Commercial Hotel.

Young bird show, staged at 3 prompt. Judge, Mr.

H. W. Walsh, Halifax. Special for most points.— S.

B. Grayshon.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A.—July 28, Trinity

House, Shaw Heath, 8. General business.

—

W. Staf-

ford.
Upper Rhondda C.B.S.—July 25, Cardiff Arms

Hotel, 7.30.—E. Richards.
Vale of Leven C.B.C.—July 28, Village Schoolroom,

Alexandria, 8. Lecture on “Moulting.”—A. H. Mc-
Lean.
Wanstead F. and F. A.—July 27, Cambridge Park

Hall, Wanstead, 8. Cage bird show and general
meeting.—H. S. Lofthouse.
...West Bromwich C.B.S July 28, Dartmouth Hotel,
8.39. Receive prize-money, and general business.

—

W. G. Andrews.
Windhill C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Blue Bell Hotel, S. Ordin-

ary business and balance sheet lor July members’
show.—Taylor and Ellis.

Warrington C.B.S.—July 30, Blue Bell Sale Room,
8.—G. M. Nelson.

yourself as wanting them. Le Vailliant’s Amazon,
40s. upwards ; Purple-capped Lorry, 50s. to 60s.

;

Haw-headed, very seldom to be obtained, £8 to

£10; Yellow-naped Amazon, 50s. upwards. All are

robust species once they have got over importation
troubles. Re your Blue-front^ it really needs a

strong steel and iron aviary for these birds, but
there would be a reasonable prospect in a cage, say,

three feet square at base and from four to five feet

high, with a barrel Dung up in the top of same,,
and also several stout branches for them to climb
about on.
WILL THEY WINTER OUT OF DOORS? (E.C.).—

If your county is not a northern one, all the birds

you name should safely pass the winter out of

doors. Having a north aspect, your aviary would
be greatly improved by having some glazed shutters,

or even bass matting, placed against the ten feet

of flight front that adjoins the shelter, but this,

of course, would only ne required during tlie winter
months. The Ortolans ought to breed in such an
aviary, but none of the Buntings are free breeders
in captivity. The incubation period varies from
thirteen to fifteen days. Pleased to note the
Pekin 'has recovered.

MADAGASCAR LOVEBIRDS (J. AV.' Lloyd).—Put
one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia into the
drinking water daily till the bowels have been
well moved, but as eoor, as there is any sign of

the evacuations being watery, the laxative must he
stopped, and put- in the water half a teaspoonful

of Byno-phosphates dai.y till the birds become
normal. On all warm, sunny days put the birds

outside, but not in too exposed a position, either

as to wind or son. Put a millet spray into their

cage once or twice a week, and supply grit regu-

larly. In the aviary I found this species ready
to eat lettuce and seeding gross readily, but the

centre fleshy stem should be removed from the
lettuce- leaves.

BUDGERIGARS (H. E. A.).—Apple, paddy rice,

are quite wholesome for these birds, and It cer-

tainly will not hurt them if they take a little

pigeon corn. It is best to keep yip a continuous

supply of food for small birds; nevertheless it is

a good practice to let them eat supplies right up,

but within the hour the supplies should be renewed.

Get our Nutshell, “Budgerigars,” 2|d., post free

from our manager, and you should- then be in no
doubt as to dietary.

’ Give them as much seeding

and flowering grass as they will cat. If in any
part of the aviary there is sheet lead which they

fan get at. and nibble, this would account for the

trouble. The next similar death that occurs, send

the body to our Mr. Yates (see rules) for post-

mortem examination, with full particulars, then

when you get Dis reply cause should be apparent.,-

and we can suggest a remedy. Budgies are cer-

tainly ae hardy ns Sparrows.

AUSTRALIAN GREY PARROT (Novice, South

(Vales).—(1) No. (2) The Rose-breasted Cockatoo is

advertised By dealers as “The Australian Grey

Parrot.” It has the underparts mostly rose-colour,

the head and face white, blushed with pink
;
back

grey. (3) 1 have heard good talkers of this species,

but they are the exception rather than the rule ; the

majority do not talk much, many not at all; but,

if you get a young bird, and once it’s tame, pet

it and make a companion of it, and talk to it, etc.;

there is no reason ' why you should not succed in

training it into one of the few talented individuals

which occur among Roseates.

a supply regularly in the cage. Also supply biscuit,

stale crusts, ripe fruits, ad. lib., nuts in variety,

and keep continuous supplieo of grit, cuttiebone,

and pieces of wood for it to chew up, in the cage.

You must not use a metal drinker when giving

drugs, with the exception that every fourth day
will be sufficient for the magnesia, and on the in-

termediate days put half-a-teaspoonful of syrup of

phosphates in the drinking water. Persevere with

the treatment given in previous reply and report

progress in a month or six weeks’ time.

QUAIL EGGS UNDER PIGEON (M.B.L.).—No,

this is all wrong. The pigeon can’t feed them
;
they

run about like chicks as soon as hatched. A fillup

feeder will be no good. The eggs should be put,

under a Bantam hen (a Silky does as well), and she

should be allowed to brood them as she would her

own chicks—live and dry ants’ eggs, live gentles,

some good make of insectile mixture, and canary

and millet seed. The young soon develop; the

small coop and run containing the chicks should be

placed on grass if possible, and its position moved
almost daily.

, „ . .

DOUBTFUL GENDER (\V. J. G. ).—(!) Aon do not

say whether the supposed cock which you now

think is a hen has ever sung or not, or whether

there were any indications of sex during the

period of mating. 1 think it may be_ just ‘*s

likely that you were mistaken yourself in think-

ing the sexes were reversed, and that the one

you took to be the hen was really the cock. How-

ever, if you allow the bird to sit its full time it

should, together with the test of the' mating of the

other bird with the fresh cock, clear up matters.

(2) If the 8-year-old Yorkshire is in good sound

health and active, there is no reason why it

should not breed successfully with the hen that is

now sitting, or yot might mate the fresh Roller

cock with her, as you suggest after the other hen,

if such it proves, lias gone to nest.

POST MORTEMS,
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

cage birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird
;
for reply

direct, 2s. Cd,
;

analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and il

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

W. T. East.—Bird was impossible of examination

after dissection, it had undergone decomposition. If

you care to send another I will examine it.

Mrs. Ruby Shaw. — Acute inflammation of the

bowels induced by the ingestion of some irritant

material partaken of with the food. The bird was

otherwise healthy, with no suspicion of rnfectivity.

Mrs. M. H. Askham.—Fatty degeneration of the

liver and spleen very advanced. The heather had

nothing to do with its death ; it could not have

lived long under the circumstances.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOR.

GREY PARROT (Regular Reader).-This feather-

picking is a vice, and once the bird becomes) con-

firmed in it, the liabit is seldom entirely given up.

The sample mixture is a very poor one, unless you

sent us what the bird had already picked over;

it also contains some items the bird would he

better without. Get the following: One quart each

canary, white millet and oats, one pint each hemp,

dari, paddy rice, and sunflower ocede : lialf-a-pint

of pea nuts and a gill of chilies. \\ ell mix and keep

jacko It is not exactly common, yet at the same

time it is far from rare for Linnets in captivity to

moult out all white, or more or less white, in plum-

age. A large number of such instances are known.

Puzzled.—The bird is an Ortolan Bunting, a Euro-

pean species, sometimes found in England. Feed on

plain canary seed ;
for detailed reply see answers to

British bird queries next week.

J. Laveday AVe will have drawing made and pub-

lish it next week.
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Aquarium.

WANT ICO, good music and songs lor call
;

list

to: It. A. I'., u. lvydalc rd., Nunhead, H.K. No post*

uards.
GRAMOPHONE with 80 doublea-idcd records, IX)/-;

or would exchange anything useful; 27, Tattoiiast .

,

Halford.
“CAGE BIRDS" from March, 1011, to date
plates, what offers: J. Robinson, Peel Gardens,

Hebburn. " 0H1)
rWF. I,V lil compartment cage, 25-egg linenbntor,

letter press; oilers, cash or exchange: Norton, Win-
slow, Bucks. (17.1,0)

TIXCll ANGE for Canaries, Budgerigars or British,

pair of men’s strong boots, new; oilers: Baker, I,

Watcrj-lane, Preston. (1715)

POWERFUL bluoeul'r gloaocs sell £2; cod l!5;

ltm Linnet-Canary Mules, cocks, [>/: Bourne. 85,

Hot) line, Kurakin), stuffs. (1717)
ROLLERS and cages cheap, also 3fl-key Luchenal

concertina, exchange for duet concertina : 19, Pal

moiith-st., Hnnslet, Leeds. (1715)

GENT.’S cycle, free-wheel, two brakes, perfect eru-
dition, bargain, 10/-

;
exchange, stamp reply. Cooper,

MS, Prince,ss-st., Manchester. (1711)

LARGE Parrot cage, good condition; exchange pair
good Norwich or cock Goldfinches, Brovin Linnets:
Anyon, Victorla-rd., Workington. (1712)

TEN good double-breeders, three Parrot cages, sell

Cheap; exchange, best offer accepted, gold albert

preferred : II. 8 . Davies, J.landilo. (1715)

it AUd A I
N', six pure Black Minorcas, February

hatched; exchange pair twelve yards clap nets:
sinirkes, <1

, Tindnll-hino, Beverley. ( 171.'!)

(II. A/, I Bit’S diamond, value 15/-, new: exchange
OatKiries, foreign birds, or offers: Holding Decorator.
19, Brunswick Close, Loudon, H.C. (171G)

TO Bootmakers, Bradbury's patching machine,
fo.-t .CD : accept young Canaries, value XX or part
ash : Kimble, Horehatn-rd., Sussex. (1717)

'SPLENDID (iramopiione (new), with six double
•eeords, sell 110 /-, or exchange birds, etc, : Jopson,
lino-st., Newton Heath, Manchester - (1705)

i-.ltY old cello and how, over 150 years old,

beautiful tone, 51)/-; exchange old violin yr For-
eign birds: assj Carlton-rd., Worksop.
MEAT sale, perfectly new, large size, stands about

3ft., 10 0
;
exchange

;
cocks only, or oilers (letters

only): F. Chadwick, Tool Dealer, Wrexham. (1710)

COMPLETE loft racing pigeons, 22 birds, race and
show pen winners included, t.’i 10

,

-, or nearest offer;

H'digreos given : . 1 . Palmer, jmir., Ruderhy, Leicester,
\1715)

EXCHANGE gramophone records, also Plymouth
Kecks, for young Norwich or Yorkshires; large birds:
Reynolds, Nswliam Karin, Sithncy, Hclston-, Corn-
wall. (1718)

MAGNIFICENT Linnet Mule, »wbrd-stick, foun-
tain pen; wanted, gent’s watch. Kropps razor, birds,
anything: Banagan, Burnley-place, Chadderton, Old-
ham. /1 712)
WANTED, Grey or Amazon Parrot, acclimatised;
exchange jewellery (genuine), revolver, etc., with
cash added for good specimens' : IS, Merton-rd.,
Nonvielt. (1713)
TWO good lien Canaries, Norwich and Yorkshire,

i/a
; pair prize Dutch rabbits, nine months. 3/-;

Maidstone violin and ease, 10/-; or offers: Hardist.v,
Tavistock. (1714)
EXCELLENT 2-horse-power horizontal oil engine,
two tty - wheels, new condition: £S: exchange for
Parrots, Canaries, or Foreign birds : Brown, Cistern
Hill, Knaresbrougb. (1715)
GOOD toned lllgh ana's h Hat cornet, will sell. 30/-;
or exchange same value in 1911 bred Yorkshire
or Norwich Canaries : W. llowbotham, 1, Abbey
Ho.v-lam\ Cot-ton. Manchester. (1714)
WE buy. sell, or exchange birds or livestock of any
description, for others, wearing apparel, cr house-
hold goods, honest dealings only: Cooper’s Em-
porium, Prineess-st., Manchester. (1714)
SELL, or exchange, three-seated settee, 10/-: pair

horns, 2/0 ; several boxes medical cigarettes, 2/-

I'oxx for ikl. ; gramophone and records, £ 1
; pocket

lamp, 2/-: Miss Ellis, 12. Eastover, Bridgwater. (1701)
EXCHANGE English lever watch, nearly new, for

pair of Norwich Canaries and breeding cage, or
Offers in Yellow Budgerigars; no rubbish offered or
wanted : Wells, 40. Spooner-rd., Broombili, Sheffield.

(1715)
"OLE Canaries." good as new: Perfection oil

heater, complete and in good order; cost 17/0;
what offers British or large young Norwich liens —
Leonard Mann, 150, Portland-st., Walworth, London.
EXCHANGE "Canaries, Hybrids, and British

Birds,” just cost- 25/-, as good as new, for field or
opera glasses

;
approval liot-h ways: must Be goed:

Lawton, 159, Wcrrington-rd., Bucknolt, Stoke-on-
Trent.

,

’ (ins)
50-GALLON oil cabinet .Cl. good order: ino yards

wire m tt'ng, 0ft,, new ; pair of prize-bred- bald-
ii ruled pigeons. -4s.

; four March rabbits, 7s. ;
- ex-

change Burton, juu„ Greengrocer, Orchard-rd..
Southsea.

_ ( 1719)WHAT offers in Yorkshires or cages, for a cross-
bred Terrier-Spaniel, nice-looking dog, with gcod
coat and tail, all brown except black marking
around eyes, good ratter and guard, value 15 /-

:

Pope, Aston Hill. Tring.
TW KL\ E bautiful pure White Leghorn chickens,

t.. n weeks old. 15 -: two beautiful C-ampine cock-
erels. two Black Leghorn cockerels. February
hatch, d, 3.0 tacit; 21 - sitting eggs strain; exchange
Miything : Motley, Grocer. Pateiey Bridge. (1717)

AQUARIUM. plate glass, on table stand. brass
knobs, and limey cornets f15/-; 257, Camliei wcll-
rd., London. (1719)
LARGE selection .Snakes, Lizards, Frogs, 'Joaim,

Tortoises, etc. : Pearson's Snake Farm, Greenwich.
GOLDFISH, Ra relish. Snakes, Lizards, Frogs,
Tends of many species. Plants, Weeds, Globes,
Aquariums, Rocks, etc., etc.; before purchasing send
for list, free. Catalogue of Aquuria and Yivaria,
Id.: L. ('lira and Sons, Vine, t., Cldrkcnwell-rd.,
London, EC. Fisheries: Carmiaro, Piacenza, Italy,

till! AltltfMS, all aliout stocking aquariums with
plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21." 2Jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds," 151, Flect-st., London, U.C. (2J.

from agents, a lint of whom to published frequently).

Cats.

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
i s rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Gats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrels: Garden; Household: Kennel: Mice;
Music*, I Instruments; Natural History;

S
I Photography: Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; liaV
) bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.

PERSIAN kittens, from each: Particulars, Mrs.
Murdoch, Moulsford. Berks. (1702)

LAKBK selection English kittens, from 2 (1 : Persians

from a - Pt arson's Cat Karin. Greenwich. (1087)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting* Management, Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2<L, from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2 post free, from CAGE BIRDS, 154,

Fleet Street, London, K.C.

|

Cycles.

COUNTRY agents wanted Tor Trower's bird weds
«nd fooik-i, good commission: 1 rower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

“LIVE BIRD /LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE Rinnj," 154 rLEET
STREET. LONDON.

GENT.’S Now Hudson cycle, 25in. frame, perfect,

toiiiui, bargaip, £'2; approval; worth double: 91,

Mary-st., Balsail Heath, Birmingham. (1708)

LADV’S cycle, New Hudson, only ridden 100 miles,

3-.-peed gear, perfect condition, £4 10/-: part ex-

change 'live stock : .Miss Harris, IS, Victoria-rd..

Walthamstow. (1718)

CYCLE COVERS AND TUBES
Palmer, Dunlap, Warwick. Michelin, Clipper. Avon
tyres, frames, wheels, speed hubs, and replacement
parts supplied by small deposit and ]/- weekly;
lists free: llustlcana Cycle Stores, 523, Iligh-rd.,

Chiswick.

PAY AS YOU RIDE

Dress.

BOOTS.— Save nearly 50 per cent., buying factory
direct; agents wanted; send postage 2d. for large
illustrated list and particulars : British Boot Co.,

(305), Portland Square, Bristol. (1011)
UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf hoots and

shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9 ;
gents 3/G

;

girls 2/0: hoys 2/9; youths 8/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 30, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

FERRETS, clean, quiet, healthy, from 3/-; stocks
purchased : Pearson’s Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (17GG)

SPLENDID full-grown ferrets, good workers, guar-
anteed, 4/0: nice ones ready to work, 3/6; younger
ones, 3/-; ten days’ approval; cash or deposit

with Editor: Titos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (1715)

Household
PEACH’S Blouse Bargains. White Jap, heavy quali-

ties, wonderf rl satisfaction. Seize the opportunity;
3/11, 5 11, 7/11. Send for Clearance Sheet. Blouses,
linens. Curtains: S. Peach & Sons, 150, The Looms,
Nottingham.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosinq Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FR’

BLANCHARDS FILLS
'l bey are unrivalled for all Ladies’ .Ailments. Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin','.
They supersede Pennyroyal. I’il Cocilia, Litter Apple, <Vc

Sold in boxes, 1/1 J, by Coots’, Taylor's, Timothy White’s
branches and al! Chemists, or pest Lee, same p»W, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd, Chemists, 34, OALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Does for Sale.
Dogs lor Exchange.

TWO Spaniel bitch puns, 5/- each : Dobbins,
Holmer. Hereford. (1714)
GRAND ' wire-haired Fox-terrier, 15 months, 12/6 :

Hurrell, Dmlley-rd., Clacton. - (1694)
WANTED, dogs and pups; give cash cr exchange
George Iiolt, Dunstable, Beds. (1713)
VERY game Greyhound and Irish Terrier, young

dog, 10/- : Broad, Dentist, Ilkeston. (1718)
PRIZE and pedigree Poodle puppies, not miniature,
from £1 Is.: Apply, Pergoid, Westbcre, Canterbury.
BLENHEIM Spaniel, email, 7 months, sweet com-

panion, house trained, cheap : Bowt-rman, Burford.
' (1709)

SABLE Collie dog, 7 mouths, in/-; Irish Fox hitch,
11 months, 7/0: Savin, 25, Loa-rtL, Wait-ham Cross.

(1712)
BEAUTIFUL Black Toy Pug puppy, pedigree, par-

ticular.--: Stephen, 03, Ilaberdaslicr-st., EusJ-rd.. N.
(1717)

PEDIGREE Maltese female, all black points, liar-
gain, £2; good home: Carter, IBury, Huntingdon.

( 1709)
BLACK Newfoundland male pup, two months, from
Oryetal - Palace winners, 25/-: Morton, W aterloo,
Ellami. (1708)
PRIZE- and pedigree bred poed'-e pups and Sia-
mese kittens, from £1 1 /-: Pergola, West here, Can-
terbury.

(1714 )LITTER dogs, pups, Retriever-Great Dane, nine
weeks old. 8 /- each: Bradbury, 40, Bleak Hall,
Kirkhy. Notts. (1696)
W ANTED, targe size Airedale dog, also dog puppies,

3 to 6 months, must be large size: Cloke, 28, Elm-
grove, l’eckham. (1713)
HE A l "IIFCL wire-hair fox terrier dog. 12 months,
even-marked bead, best ratter living, 17/C: Morton,

| Waterloo, Etland. U0 -
6 )

VERY fast Whippet dog, kill, cany, 25/-; tCx-

change rabbits, birds, or anything: H. Wells, 1C.
Camel-si., Oxford. (1718)
STRONG Bull- Airedale (dog), demon house guard,

faithful companion, 15 months, no vice, 12/6, de-
posit: Gillett, Elisha w-lane, Winsford, Cheshire.

(1715)

PEDIGREE Pomeranians, toy sables, to clear, 25/-
eaeh : wortti double; sweet pets : Fo.xall, 2 U, Brae-
ton-rd., S. Bermondsey. (1717)
CREAM Toy Pomeranian dog, to work's, grandsire

'Tiny Boy, lovely coat, good home, 25/-: Mrs, C'hil-

cott, Drwlish, Dorchester. (1740)
LARGE powerful Airedale dog, 12 months, best
guard living, would suit, policeman or place of trust,
21 /-: Morton, Waterloo, EHand. (1686)
LURCHER puppy, parents fastest and cleverest
coursers living, catch hare single-handed, 6 .’

: Pro-
prietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1703)
BLUE Toy Pom, female, little white, ft weeks, from

Toy parents, splendid registered pedigree, 15/-, liar-

gain: Glide, Clmi'ch Green, Witney. (1715)

HANDSOME Bull Terrier dog, 18 months, cheap;
also 8 months Scottish Terrier dog : J0.scph, 36,

Firthville-gardens, Shepherd's Bush. (1742)
MISS BROGDKX inis puppies from her winning
Bloodhounds, also West Highland white Terriers
and Siamese cats : l.-coed, Fcrrysidc. (1712)
LARGE, powerful Bloodhound and Airedale dog, IS

months, good tracker and faithful guard and com-
panion, 25/-: Morton. Waterloo. EHand, (170ft).

CHAMPION Bull bitch (hrindle), 3/ years; no better
guard living; sacrifice 30/-: exchanges entertained;
stamp ropG : Cooper, 103, Princess-.-t., Manchester.

(1714)

THREE handsome Greyhound Deerhound puppies,
from champion parents, make splendid hare killers

;

dogs 6/-, bitch 5/-j bargains: Parr, Drake-st., Notts.
(1715)

STRONG lit.t r. Bull Airedale dog p-uppics, seven
weeks, dogs 7/6, bitches 5/6; make demon guards:
Jackson, Confectioner, Greeu-st., Bethnal Green.

(1718)
LO\ ELY even-marked Dalmatian bitch puppy, four
months old, perfect guard, clean and healthy , house,
Albargatn, only 5/6: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-
rd., Bradford. 0718)
BEDLI.NGTON Whippet puppies, off fastest and

cleverest parents living, puppies straight, clean,
healthy; dogs 6 / 6 ,

bitches 5/-; Pavier, 51, Hems-
hill-lane, liulwell. (1713)
WELL marked black and white, also liver and

wfiitc Spaniel puppies, S weeks
:

parents retrieve
tenderly; dogs 15/-, bitches 12/6: Leonard Tory,
Turnworth, Bbindford. (1711)
WHO wants, protection? Chance seldom met with

;

must sell
; large powerful Bull-Mastiff dog, 18

months, best guard to person or property living,

66/-: Morton, Waterloo, EHand, (1708)
LURCHER bitch, eight months, retrieve to hand
tenderly, also Welsh terrier dog, prize bred, six

months, sell either, 12 / 6 ; exchange entertained:
Bond: i/.amphoyt. PembrokbAmre. (1718)

PEDIGREE sable and white Collie hitcli. two years,
registered, exchange for pair Border Fancies and
breeding cage, or sell 15/-: .John Straughan, The
Manse. Alnwick, Northumberland. (1714)

WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fax Ter-
riers; al-o [Hippies bought, sold or ex cl .'Urged :

Waiter Smith, Bird, Seed and Dog Speei.Ui-t, 9S,

Tih-st,, Manchester. ’Phone, 181 City.
PEKINESE puppies and adults for safe, make

lovely show specimens or pets, champion pedigrees,
from three guineas: Miss Go-Hedge, 87, Gleneagfe-
rd, Streatham. 'Phone, 2139 Streatham. (1714)

PURE -bred smooth fox terrier bitch, white body,
even marked -head, 18 months, in whelp by -pedigree
smooth dog, splendid killer. 10/-; exchange: Lau-
rence, Stone-row, Coalville, Leicestershire. ' (1714)
BLACK Newfoundland male dog, from Crystal
Palace winners, 10 months: will save life, best water
dog living, dive into the roughest of seas. 42/-: also
dog pup, 2 months, 25/-: Morton, Waterloo, Elland.
FAWN, whjtp points. Whippet dog, six months,
retrieve to hand, make a good one, strong, healthy,
parents winners of sweepstakes, ci-evelr coursers,
sell 12/C: AY. AVchber, Collegc-rd., Camelford, Corn-
wall. (1719)

STRONG litter Deerhound-Greyhound -puppies, 8
weeks, off parents 24 inches and 30 inches, cleverest
hare and rabbit coursers living, -sound and healthy;
dogs 7,-, bitches 5-: Pavier, 51, Hempshiil-lane,
Bulweli. (1713)
DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1 't; plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d. ; chains, Js.; Worm Powders, Od.;

Mango Cure, 7d. till; post free: Young, Netmaker.
Crewkerne, Somerset. (1703)

NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure bred dogs,
large and small, chea-p for cash, or will give
goed exchange Canaries, prize -Viviens, or suit
lengths goo 1 tweed, value 25/- each: McKcand, S,a-
lir-iglit. Castle-Douglas. (1714)

RETRIEVER puppies, four dogs, one bitch, all

black, seven weens o;n : dam pedigree Labrador; sire

flat-co.ateui Retriever ; dogs. 2l)s.
; bitch. 15s.: ex-

change anything useful : Batten, Gam. keeper. I.ut-

wyche Lodge. Much . Wenlock, Salop. (171.7)

T. ARGF, selection Fox and Irish terriers from 10/-,
pups from 5/-; small black and tan dog, 15

Yorkshire dog, . 20/-, . hitch, 15 -
;
pretty Fox ter-

rier Pom dog, Mi/-; Skipperke dog, small. 20/-;
snlemlid cocker dog, 20 /-: any breed bought or
supplied: Pearson’s Bog Farm, Greenwich. (1718)
“CARE of th) Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one "who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. ' ft treats on feeding/
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom arc published
on page 4, or 2 ’d., post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
lGf, Flect-st., London, E.C.

Mice.

|NATURAL HISTORY}
NATURK study duriuv holiday#!—Lepidoptera col-
lectins, collecting* larva; collecting, all illus-
trated, 1 /- each; catalogue entomological apparatus
tree: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Dartford.

]
Pigeons.

PIGEONS, every variety bought or supplied: Pear-
kom .s IMgcon Farm,. Greenwich. (170G;TUMBLE BS, Homers, Tipplers, 0/-, 8 ’. dozen;

a.
6
/, , .

,,a." s
' V6 , Brain, Aston, Birmingham.

I A,llLK pigeons, good- breeding stock, C arucaux
Mondains Montaubaiio : M. A. French, Sheeo-Kt..
Winslow, Buck.

. (1711)

PIGEONS, HOMING 6c FANCY
)
>igcon keep. rs will find much Iielpful informationm two of our “Xutsheir*. Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8 .

which deal with these bird** in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

‘ 1 he Homing Pigeon’’; No. 8 , “The Fancy Pigeon,”
post, free 2 $d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fkctr
Strect, London, I5.C.

Poultry.
PRL I F Y Baulams. 3/6 pair; Black Rosecomhs, 6 /-

pair; Game, 5/- pair: l’c-araon’s Poultry Farm,
Greenwich, (1718)

Rabbits.
LOVELY Flemish giants, 8 to 18 lbs., from 4 --
youngsters from IS lb. parents, ,,a i r ; Belgian
lops, Dutch, English Angora, 2/- pair- adults

, J

|

>, -'ar'°" 4 Rabbit Karin, Greenwich. (1718)
1 roll table Pet Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. 30

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected witn profitable rabbit kecn-
' n

f
8 including Housing. Hutches. Feeding, ftreedin'-.

i fating, hearing, I'-'.Iii biting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents or 2 !d.. post free, from Cage Birds, 154 .
rleefc Street, K.C.

PET BABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE^
By George Gardner. A complete and practica*

guide to the proper management of Uabiiits, Uavics!
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up to-date, aud deals with the hous-
tng, teedmg. exhibiting, etc., of these popular .oets.xMany illustrations of champion rabbits. Price*
1/-, post free 1 / 1*

. from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fieet-
st„ London, E.C.

Sport.
ANGLERS Secret; no chemicals, oils, or drugs

used; 7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (1660)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond." AH who take an interest
in fishing should not niisa t his liiglily-inetrucfive
brochure, ft- treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, 'and how to
catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etr. Price
2d. from any of our Nutohell agents, or 24d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleetest., London, E.C.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
to send stamp for our Anglers’ Bargain C«ta-
logue. Superior Greenheart Trout Rods, 5/6: Sai-

• mon Rods, 10/6; -Pike Rods, 3/6: Roach Rods. 2,6;
special Trout Flies, 9d. dozen; Lines, H-ooks. Neta.
Reeis. Baskets, Bags: extraordinary bargains: Mid-
land Red Company. Erdington, Birmingham. (1742)

Squirrels.
SQFIBRELS, baby and adult, from 5/-: Pear-

son’s Squirrel Farm. Greenwich. Q.087)

Various.
i

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Miss
Rosey, Rosemary JTou.se, Kastbournc. (1702)
11)00 EXHIBITION mice from -Rd. pair: rats frx.ni

1 - pair; Jupaiic.-c vvalt/.iim mice. 2 /- pair; wiki
rats supplied : Pearson’s Mouse Farm, Greenwich.

(J 7 18)

FANCY and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 20, is nbw ready,
and all v. ho keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,

should not miss this hislily interesting brochure.
It deals fully with the Housing. Breeding, Matinc,
Feeding. Exhibiting, Manaucment, Diseases. Varie-
ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2 'd., post free, from (aud Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advcrtlsiments unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

adv. rtissr, AU.VT. MANAGER " CAGE BIRDS. ’’

MONKEYS, large selection, from 20’-: Pear-oil's
Monkey Farm, Greenwich. (1687)
THREE pairs Canaries, 0, - pair: Flemish Giant doe
and six young ones, 10,-: Davison, Crows’ Nest,
Hoddenham, 11 leks, (1715)

2d, BRINGS funny novelty; curious love-letter and
catalogue; special packet 7d. (adults): 1. Deale
Publishing Co., Clevedon. v'1714)

HANDWRITING character, my opinion; send l -

stamped addressed -envelope: Mis® Loraine, 14,
Solway-rd., E. I)uhvich-rd., 8 .E. (1711)

FOR sale, child's mail-cart, chair pat-torn, carpet,
seat, ruber tyres, foot rest, only used for throe
weeks, 3'-: llolme, 26, Hillsidc-rd., Streatham Hill.

( 1714 )

GIVE up work. We can furnish any recipe, trade
M-cr l or formula on the market, 1 /-, post free:
Domestic Supply Co., 0, Mitford-tgr., Old Ford, Bow,
E. (1713)

THE sure shot catapult with quantity of shot,
I post free; endle:.) fun and amusement, seven
latest wire puzzles, 9d., post free: Wicks, 20, Cattle
Market, Norwich. (1715)
MORRIS Dancers salve, absolutely removes corns,
warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned. 7-td., 1/1/.

post free: 138. Marlhorord., Broughton Higher, Man
Chester. Agents wanted. (1615)
GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-

ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition. 1/3: two 2/3: 500 ammunition. 1/4: nil

post free: Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.

ROARS OF LAUGHTER
At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 500 illustrations)

only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d. : large

size 1 1 toll Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,
very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,

harmless, great joke, packets Td. and 1 / 1 : funny
voices, very chic, try it, only 4d., 2 for 7d. All post-

free: good collection at 2s. 6d.: F. Young,
^

5.

Mi. tcrton, Somernet, (1*05)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Cxat.. 154. Fleet

Street-, l.t J. G. Hammond and Co., L’fD., Fleet

Lane, London. E.C.
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“CAGE BIROS AND BIRD WORLD," AUGUST 1st, 1914. THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL FEATURE :

CONDITION IN CANARIES: HOW TO GET AND KEEP IT .
1°

Read this Journal and take up a most Fascinating Hobby. * X
w/mm.

'///////

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries,Hybrids, Britishs, Foreign Cage aWild Birds

bubseriptlou Kate
C/0 per Hiii.mu
post free.

Foreign

—

HI- per annmt

Telegrams—A vjcuiture, London.

Telephone—Holborn 5229.

Registered at. the n.P O

Vol. XXVI. No. 655 For week ending August 1st, 1914. Price Id.

Buff Border Fancy, 1st prize at Penge First-Feather Show for Mr. Last (Purley) ; Ticked Yellow Yorkshire, 1st Penge F.F.S. for Mr. J. S.

Fairraan (London) ; Marked Yellow Norwich, 1st at Wimbledon F.F.S. for Mr. E. Randall (Kingston) ; Even-marked Border, 1st Wimbledon

F.S.S. for Mr. G. R. Gosling (Walton-on-Thames).

F. CARL,, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.



CAGE BIRDS
__________________

ADVERTISEMENT OHARGES,
6d. for ihc first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

'August 1, 1914.

IMPORTANT NOTE.- Two or more Advertisements

coming from Iho same advertiser, even it sent m
different names, aro reckoned together, and, atter

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, evonttao-

companietl by others, will be charged at loss than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlince, 1/-, 1/6 V-t 2/6, according

to Size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BV COR-

RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must bo sent as far as P®8® 1- 1®'

All moneys should be mado payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves ths right to retuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must In all ca9es bear the hona-

fido name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general na * ur®

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade aro inserted at the rate of Jd. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should he sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street London.

Terms l'or Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by

tho advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ot

the bona-tides of either buyers or sellers

in all transactions the adoption oi our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should

isend to this olllco the amount ol the purchase (our

deposit fee included), uiul ut tlio same time he

blio 'd communicate villi the seller, statin;; what it

is lie requires Kent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt ol the deposit to both parties. In all eases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also that ol the vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2 —END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. If a sale has

been elluc ted we' band the amount deposited to the

uuller If u sale lias not been effected, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. Wo merely

hold the deposit.

a -AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.

for' each 4il, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must

decide’ within forty-eight hours of tho receipt oi

the goods whether he will keep or return the same,

unless that is, some other period of approval (of

which’ wo must be advised) is agreed upon by both

parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the l'act that lie lias returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the oaid forty-

eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller 'alter the expiration of that period.

And should tile seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods hack again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

B—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction has been completed to tho satisfaction

of- both depositor and seller, both parties must at

onco return the deposit receipts as a guarantee ol

its completion. The depositor must at ttie same

time instruct us to pay over tho deposit to tho

6C

0.-G()ODS ALREADY SOLD.— If tho goods arc

cold before our deposit rote reaches the teller, or

if [0r ;lll y other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ip., its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender after the expirratiou of three

JU
7

5

-FRFS1I TRANSACTION.— In case no rale be

edected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

f

- ,*ii truusuctiou, provided another deposit fee be

^ 8 —GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller’s risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey must be borne by the seller. But

eoods not approved of mu t bo properly packed and

returned oy the same means as were used in sending

4

»—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

e-miv’e must be a matter for arrangement between

die vend jr and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carnage. But

in the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

(a I, ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods arc sent on approval and leturned, each party

pays the carriage one way. ,

10.—DISPUTES.-in case of a dispute, the de-

cision oi the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT,
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

ha3 been paid to us. ...

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially lorcign birds, be kept isolated from

established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly healthy.

|

APPLIANCES
LOOK, Birdcatehers ! Large net trap, £-lb. bird

lime, trap cage; lot for 2/-: Ross, Cage Works,

Forres, N.B. (1717)

GOOD joiner-made cages, flights and racks; flights

can ho made into nine separate cages: 70, Cleopas-

st., Liverpool. ' (1724)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and
foreign birds. Canaries, desigus: L. Latham, Kings-

ton-by-Sea, Sussex. (861)

COKERNUT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, l/(i, 2/-

t aeh r Pearson, Greenwich. (1664)

PARROT cage, new, brass, 16-inch, S.F., latest im-

provements, lignum vitae perch and swing; pho/o:

Jones, 17, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1714)

NOTICE to show sees.: For sale pigeon pens and
cage bird fittings; for particulars, imply: H. Amos,
bee., Ornithological Society, Hawick, Scotland. (1727)

CAGES, cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, and Border
Fancy show cages, 1/3 each, six 6/6, 12/- per doz.:

McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

JOINER-MADE aviary 4ft. long, 1, 2, or 3 com
partments, 3 single breeders, 3 smaller cages;

photographs and particulars free : Gamble, Royston,

Herts. (1725)

BREEDING, flight, show and box cages, Thrush
cages, seed boxes, baths, seed milks, 1/ each ;

illus-

trated list: Kifiin, B133, Walton-st., Lozells, Bir-

mingham. 0-714)

BIRD-CATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. long, 3/-, 12ft. 4/-;

ISft. 5/-; all Cft. deep; poles, irons, pegs and pull

line, dozen braces and flirt peg sent with every set:

Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B. (1717)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

and British, all 1/4 each, six, 7/6; dozen, 14/-, all

well made, not rubbish; approval, list, stamp:
Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1706)

HAND-MADE square |in. clap nets, properly armed
complete. 3ft. by 12ft., 5/C; 4ft. by 15ft., 7/6;
4ift. by 20ft.. 10/-; 5ft. by 25ft., 12/6; loose netting,

etc. : Jones, 19, Oak-st., Moston, Manchester. (1723)

WHY pay more? I sell the same cage. Show
cages, 1/3 each, 12/- dozen; training cages,

14x12x7, with sand trays, 1/9 each, two’for 3/-:

Rutland, Cagemaker, Urquhart-st., Forres, N.B.
(1725)

CLEARING out; pair clap nets, 14 by 4| feet

(Young’s), new condition, complete, 5/-; pair net
traps (Gore’s), 1/- the two; two double breeding
cages, as new, loose fronts, slides, 3/- each; 5/6
the two: J. Whiteley, Boston-rd., Holbcach. (1724)

BEAUTIFUL Palace aviary, 3ft. long, enamelled
white, ruby ornamented glass panels, loose parti-

tions, sand trays, seed hoppers, opal fountains, com-
plete. 15 0; large size, 4ft. x lj x 3), 40/-; ap-
proval; illustrated list, stamp: Roaa, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. (1708)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “ Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2id.,

! from Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-
partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft. high,
inovablo wire partitions, sand bottoms, perches,

10/6; worth (0/-; approval; send two stamps for

illustrated price list ; established forty years : Mc-
Kcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1646)

I WORTH notice
;
grand large Palace-shaped, three-

compartment drawing-room aviary, 4ft. long, 3ift.

high, 18in. broad, close wired, for smallest foreign
birds, seed drawers, sand bottoms, two-wire mov-
able partitions, revolving perches, fancy glass panels,

price 40/-, worth £5; send for drawing: McKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1685)

CAGES, APPLIANCES,
Foods, Medicines, Rings, best and cheapest, can

be found in my Free Illustrated Catalogue. XXX
Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/• tins,

post free.

W. RUDD, NORWICH.
BIRDCATCHERS’ birdlime

The best on the market bar none: will) not run in

the sun ;7d. Jl-b., 1/- Jib., Is. 8d. lb.; postage free;

Linnet call cages, 9d. ; three. 2/-: Matt Hopkins,

Bird Specialist and Cagemaker, 11, Fylde-st., Pres-

ton, Lancashire. (1723)

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.

Sizes stocked: 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 by 12, 3>d.

;

16 by 12, 4d. ; IS by 12, 4jd. ; 20 by 12, 5d. ;
24 by 14,

6d. ; other sizes equally cheap ; seed boxes, ljd.

each; baths 6d. and 7d. ;
cages, etc.; trade sup-

plied; satisfaction guaranteed: Bunner and Sons,

Cage Makers, 27, Copperas Hill. Liverpool. (1516)

BIRDCATCHERS

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SET
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 8in. 3/8, 9in.

4/-, lOin. 4/8 per 50ft.; Sin. oval perching, 1/3 50ft.,

2/4 100ft. • combination nursery cage and bath,

1/- each;' stamp for list: Stanton, 33, Boothfield,

Winton, Patricroft. (1680)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook-st., Liverpool.

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers in the world:

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-35, Kirkdale-rd.,

Liverpool. Telephone 3112 Royal. (1571)

REAL BBRDLSME
Not rubbish like treacle ; won’t run in the snn ; best

iQ th© world; have thousands testimonials; for

proof, drop a postcard ; 3 tons sold every years

;

Jib. tin sample, 7d., ilb. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;

established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist,

Preston, Lanes.

TO DEALERS ONLY
Punched Bars 5/- per gross; tinned, wire 19/6 per

cwt., 10/- half-cwt.
;
Japanned metal seed boxes,

glass fronts. 2in. 12/- gross, 2-)in. 13/- gross, Sin.

14/6 gross, 4in. 18/- gross; improved Seed Mills 10/-

per dozen ;
special price for fronts: We are the

actual manufacturers: Pimm, Ickuield Port-road,

Birmingham. (1663)

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike ;

good and reliable, will hold in wet
or dry weather; does not run in the sun; packed
in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d.,, £lb. 1/-, lib 1/9; sample
tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage

combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, Targe

2/6; all post free. Dealers send for special quota-

tions; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1707)

To be successful you mist have good tackle. Every-

thing 1 sell is made by practical meu and every

article is sent on approval on the distinct under-

standing that the Whole of the money is promptly

refunded if entire satisfaction is not given. Uap nets, .

3yds. long, 51ft. deep, 4ft. fly, 4/- pair; ditto, 4yds.

long, 5/-; 5yds., 6/-; 6yds., 7/-; 7yds., 8/-; 8vds., 9/- ,

9 yds., 10/-; 10yds., H/-- per pair. All clap nets

consist of 2 nets to the pair, and each net is war-

ranted full measurement stated. 1 rice includes an

fittings, ready for immediate use. Batfolaing opai-

row nets, fitted on 15ft. bamboo poles, 5,6, ditto on

19ft. poles, 6/6 complete. Self-acting spring net

traps, 18 inches by 14 inches, lid. each, ditto '24 by

18 inches, 1/2 each, post free. These net traps arc

most simple working and most effective on the

market, and can be baited for hard and softbills at

same time. Single trap cages Cd. each, double ditto

II- each, treble ditto 1/3 each. All with separate

compartment for call bird in addition t(? trap®.

Patent self-setting and self-acting trap cage vRco-

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each. Call cages,

all wire, soldered tops, 4d. each, 3/- dozen. Real

Japanese bird lime, guaranteed strongest lime made,

and hold any Hawk or Rook that flics, (-lb. 6d.,

1-lb lOd ,
lib. 1/6. sample 3d. poet free. Loose net-

ting, specially knitted for bird netting, 1-mch mesh,

7ft deep 3d. yard, ditto 9ft,. deep, 4d. yard, ditto

12ft deep 5d. yard; special strong netting for use

on rough ground, * mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free.
" Brace swivels, 12 for 6d., post free. Flirt

pe<r3 sd each, post free. Italiani hemp pull lines,

free from snarl, and strong as boat lines, 60yds long,

1/6 post free. Everything required by catchers al-

ways in stock. Send stamp for full printed list,

which also gives hints on net making.

W. Gore, N?tMak|r, Gooch-st., Birmingham

TROWER'S
SEEDS AND FOODS

ARE TIP-TOP.
Free Delivery London District

by own vans.
Carriage Paid to any Country
Station in England and Wales,

6d. bushel, 1/- cwt. extra.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace

Show, 1912.

TROWER'S WONDERFUL 80FTBIL0.
The wonder of the age for Larks, Bla®h

!

5
!

r,
Ji

®.

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold ny

4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. Ib. f
2lbs. 8d., Dos.

1/9 post free.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CECT0
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-

out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who nave

never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-

gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, w axfaitls.

ail small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,

1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDINQ.

TROWERS EGBISC0.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND. BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and

all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any

form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only

food worthy of the name.
Tcssmbics nothing else on the market. All users

clUighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. II

is prepared only by us, and can bs obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and

1/-. Special quotations for quantities.

AH Post Free*
MEALWORMS, fine, large, 659 1/-, 1,01)0 1/6, pint 3/6,

quart 6/9.

ANT EGGS, fine 1/6 lb, 3!b. 4/-; Choice, 2/- lb.,

31b. 5/6; Extra Choice, 3/- lb., 31b. 3/-.

DRIED FLIES, 2/- and 2/3 lb.

SILKWORM PUPAE, 1/3 lb., 31b. 4/-.

CHOICE EGG FLAKE, 1/6 and 3/- Tins.

GOLDEN BIRD GRIT, 3/- cwt., 1/9 i, 1/-

PLAIN SAND, 2/- cwt.; Fine Shell, 4/- cwt.}

FINE FLINT, 3/6 cwt.; carriage paid.

Country, 1/- cwt. extra.

EXTRA^STRONG BIRDLIME
Will hold under most conditions, does not run m th®

sun, no getting eft ;
lib. tins 1/6, jib. tins 9d., post

free: Thomas Fcwkes, S3, Curzon-st., Leicester.^

Garden Aviaries and
Bird rooms, best material
and workmanship, from
32/6, carriage paid England
and Wales. Large illus-

trated catalogues, nets,
traps, snarce, poultry
houses, coops, etc., one
stamp—YOUNG, Enter-
prise Appliance Works,
Crewkerne, Somerset.

(1703)

PARR north*? works BllRSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES^ FANCIERS,

NEST PAMS. DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS.

'

FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST EGGS.
AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERN5

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

Teck. Bhl. Cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary 5/- 19/6 38/-

Large Spanish Canary 4/6 17/ 6 34 -

Fine Spanish Canary 4/- 15/6 30/-
Good Spanish Canary 3/9 14'6 28/- -

Turkish Canary 3/3 13/- 267-

Best Boid Hemp V% f/S 16 -

Fine Itiga ditto 1/6 5/6 14/9
Choice German Rape )?/- 11/b 22/-

Fine German Rape ", fa 9/ fa 18/6

White Millet, Bent 3/" 11/6 22/-

Indian Millet, 3/6 12/- 22/-

Finest English Linseed 3/- 11/6 ~4,~

Finest Giant ditto 2/| 10/6 22/6
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/ 3 8/6 15/6

Mixed Seed for Foreign FincheS 2/6 9/6 18/6

Mixed Seed for Parrots 2/- 7/ b »/-

Wild Seed for Finches "/- Ub

Sunflower, Black, White & Grey 2/- 7/6

Maw 6d. per lb., Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d.,

Dandelion 4d. oz„ Lettuce 2d., Mustard Id. oz ,

Cuttlefish. 6d., 9d., 1/- lb.; Sanitary Xcst Pans. /6;

Wi-es 9d. ;
Felts 9d. doz.; Medicated Nest Bags,

6d. dozen, 5/- gross; Plain, 5d. dozen, 4/- gross.

A large selection of Aviary Fittings. Millet; Sprays,

50 per bundle, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Price List and Samples Free.

Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trovver. How to keep and feed every bird. Given

tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road
London, N.

Telephone—1320 North.

MEALWORMS, giants. Mr. J. Ufaudslcy writes:

“I have had thousands of mealworms from different

advertisers, but yours aro by far the best quality.

Sample boxes, 1/-, 1,000 1/3, 4/C lb. Best ants’ eggs.

-m
; flies, 2/C - yolk of egg, 2/6; best insectivorous

food, 1/4; Thrush food. 71bs. 2/-, carriage paid;

millet sprays. 50 1/9; nesting husks, wired, 6d each.

4/C dozen: Cottingham, 7 and 9, Peveril-st., Notting-

ham. ’Phono 5752.

|
FOODS.

MEALWORMS, with keeping direction®, 1/3 1,000,

5/- lb • Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

MEALWORMS 1/3 1,000, 4/- lb., 18/- box; beetles,

150 1/-; all carriage paid: Pearsons, Greenwich.

DANDELION seed, 2/- lit.: white lettuce, 1/0 lb.

;

teazle, 4d. qxuart; po«t free: Greaves, Bird Seed

Specialist, Ilfracombe. ...
TRY wasp grubs for Nightingales, Flycatchers,

Wrens, etc.; 1,000, 1/4: O. Mackvvell, Hairdresser,

Bradford-rd., Keighley. • '.'Al

DEALERS, dealers, dealers, freshly gathered mixed

wild seeds, perfectly clean, lewfc. liags. l/r ;
“Wt.

bags, 20/-: Walsh, Bird SpeciaUst, Blackburn. (1728)

MEALWORMS, 650 1/-, 1,000 1/6, 4-pmt 2/-. pint

3/4, quart 6/4; dried flies 1/9; ants eggs 1/3 lb.,

carriage paid: Pinpoint, 47, Heushaw-at., Walworth.

LARGE clean gentles, 1/- pint; mealworms, .6o0

1 /-, x-pint 2/-, lib. 5/-; finest insectivorous food,

1/4 lb., 71b. 7/6; all carriage paid : A. J. Under-

wood, Bird Specialist, Wellington -st., Lettering.

“ M.G.W. ’* CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 8/6, half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzics Grit Works, Bcarsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-,

on rail' Grimsby; cash with order: loultry Grit

Co., Grimsby.
(11S6)

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in tho

world For testimonials, drop a postcard. Vnu. .

pXv.:, Tt„i Colour Food, 2/- lb., 2lbs. 3/6, 51bs. 7/6,

Mlb*; 17/-; Hob Natal, 9/- lb., 21bs. 3/8, 51bs. 8/3,

Established 50 years. All carriage paid.-

sANDIFORD,
Colour Food King,

Preston^ Lancs,
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WALSH'S
Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper, Egg Broad, perfectly

blended with colour. Insectivorous Food, perfectly

blended with colour, All 1/6 lb., 3IUs. 4/-.

Hot Natal Pepper, 2 6 lb., 3lbs. 7/-. Pure Sulphate

of Iron, 9d. lb., 3lbs. 2,'-. Illustrated Catalogue Tree.

- WALSH, Bird Specialist. Blackburn.

“ THE RED FEED
”

The finest tasteless pepper on the market. Tested

and proved. Hot Natal and another great colour-

producing ingredient added. • No other popper can

give the wonderful colour. Sold in tins, 2/6 and 4/9,

6 lbs. 8/0; 7 lbs. and over 1,6 lb.: Judge Silk, Wlut-
stnble,

XL RED FEED
Errington’s X.L. Red Feed is pure, tasteless pepper

of the finest quality, 1/3 lb., post free 1/7. Send Id.

stamp for sample and particulars of prizes offered

to users of same to \V. Errington, The Reliable

Seedsman, Four Lane Ends, Bradford. (1073)

Sum Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Sale 1913 a re-

cord. jib. sample 10d., or lib 1/6, ‘Jibs. 2/8, SSlbs.

30/-. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates, 75, Shudehill, Manchester.

RAMSDEITS PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/•; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Uriginal tins (221b?.), 30 /• each.
Finest Hot Cnvenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

LACPHOS
THE NEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-
ing hens, nnd fine strong young birds. Most
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting
seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.
Sold in tins 1/*, 2/-, 5 /• each, post free.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
II, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of _____
R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

Liverine Limited.
- THE

IfSICCATEoS SECRET
YOIK

OF

egg
of it’s success will

BE FOUND
in every Packet

and Tin.

SELLING EVERY-
m WHERE IN

2d. PACKETS AND
t. j TIMCtd. TINS.

LIVERINE LIMITED,
Proprietors 6RIMSBY,

BOOKS.

01 PAGE book about herbs and how To use them,
free: Trlinnell, The llerbullst, 111, Itlehinond-rd.,

Cardiff. (818)

BOOKS on birds, poultry, nlso on every concclv-

able subject, second hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: V. and ti. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd„

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED In tho eago bird

hobby will find the little yellow hook, “ Cage

Birds 191-1 Annual,” n great help, nnd an

indispensable reference guide. All who have

seen it pronounce it a wonderful elJtpeimyworUi.

If you have not yet obtained your copy, got It at

once. Price Od. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cac.R limns, 154, Floet-st., London,

E.C. See special advertisement on page 37.

MEDICINES.
OGDEN BROS.’ noted going-light cure, 1/6 per

bottle : money returned ll not satisfactory: Dudley

llill, Bradford.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon 1 lie prevention of diseases and their erad-on-

tion from cage, nvinrv. and birdroom. These are

lo he found in ••Nutshell No. 9," post free 2Jd„

from CAGE Bum?, 15-1, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

“AILING Cage Birds nnd How to Cure Them,”
<• Nutshell No. G,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

save vou much discouragement and money, ana

costs only 2!d. post free.-From ‘'Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-at.
, 'London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published) .

WANTED, A TRIAL
We are confident our medicines give you satisfaction.

Ditchfield's Medicines have been used for over six

years bv most leading fanciers, and are used at the

London' Zoo. They are genuine remedies, which can

be given with perfect confidence to all classes of

cage birds. Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops are a guaran-

teed cure for soft- moult, not singing, going light,

egg binding, feather plucking, and inflammation of

the bowels. In 7d. and (treble size) Is. Id. bottles;

special size 2s. This medicine is invaluable for young

birds just getting on hard seed. For bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, get Ditchfield’s Special

Lung Tonic, also in 7d. andi Is. Id. bottles. The
grandest medicine ever introduced for chest and
lung affections in cage birds. For eases of consti-

tutional weakness and debility get Ditchfield’s

famous Revivo. There is nothiing to equal it for

giving new life and vigour to the birds. Revivo

is invaluable as a pick-me-up for birds before and
after showing; sold in 7d’. and 1-'. Id. bottles.

As an advertisement, we will send two 7d. bottles

of an.v of the above medicines for Is., or two Is. Id.

bottles for Is. 9d. All medicines are sent post paid,

per return, at our risk. Also two valuable seed

recipes, how to feed Linnets and Rollers for song,

given free to all purchasers of our medicines.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.—Frank Dit-chfield,

Bird Specialist, Oldham. (1704)

FOR books on any variety of bird?, sec our adver-
tisements on this page.
64 PAGE book about herbs an# how to use them,
free: Trimnell, The Herbalist, 114, Richmond-rd.,
Cardiff.

BARGAINS: ‘‘Our Canaries” (bound, 2 vols.)',

"Secrets ’ Hybrid Breeding;-” “Cage-Birds Hybrids,”
(8 parts), “Yorkshire Canaries, “Npywich Canaries,”
lot W/c- v:! sepSra*'

.
H. Dawson, 50, Walcott-

-
.
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\
Hardbills.

j

BRITISH birds, from clean aviaries ; list free : Miss
Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1636)

NORTH-countrv cook Linnets, 8d., or three for

1/9: R. Hall, 52, City-rd., Manchester. (1723)

COCK Brambleflnch, exquisite plumage, can win in

any show, 1/C, worth 10/- : Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
PAIR Goldfinches, have nested in outside aviary

this season, price 7/6: W. Rudkin, Eagle Yard,
Witham. (1722)

PURE yolk of egg, 2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-; special quota-
tions to dealers for quantities: Walsh, Bird Special-

ist, Blackburn. (1728)

COCK Siskins, 2/0 each, three 5/6; cock Bullfinches,

2/- each, three 4/6 ; mixed Finches, 2/6 dozen : Ross,
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1727)

WEEKLY supplies real cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen;
2/- half ; approval anywhere : Rathbane, 28, Hors/e-

market, Northampton. (1723)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district. 2/6, champion contest bird: Proprietor,
Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1646)

FOUR large selected 1914 cock Draw-waters, 8/-

ench; suit exhibitor to moult; approval: Ernest
Sadler, Sheringham, Norfolk. (1726)

SEVERAL selected cock Redpolls, in good con-

dition, from outdoor aviary, Gd. each, three for 1/-:

Bowdidge. Stone, Staffordshire. (1720)

STRONG healthy cock Linnets, six for 2/-, 3/6
dozen; post-card before birds: Fairey, Corn Mer-
chant, 21, Duke-St., Kettering. (1726)

COCK Linnets, 1/-; selected Red-breasted. 1/C, 2/-;

Rramblefinehes, Reedbuntings, 1/6; Larks, 1/-: R.

Trewhitt. 12, Jeffersor.-st., Goole. (1724)

CHAMPION, early shows; Russian cock Ortolan
Bunting, full feather, grand colour, markings, 5/6:

Cooper/ Judge, Lindley-st., Norwich. (1714)

SELECTED cock Linnet, grand markings, and in

good song, 1‘- each, 3 for 2/0; cages 3d. : Edwin
North. 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1728)

WARRANTED cocks. Linnet, 2/-; Greenfinches. 1/-

dnzf-ii ; 20 mixed seed birds, 1/6; brighter, 1/- doz.

:

E. Fern, Hives Drove, Isieham, Cambs. (1729)

LINNETS, red-breasted Cambridge cocks, war-
ranted, 2/C doz.; large picked birds, 37- doz.; liens,

1/- doz.: Rendle. 21, Bndgc-st., Homerton. (1727)

LINNET, Linnet.—Cock brown Linnet, well on seed,
plenty in stock, 3/- dozen: no waiting; post card sent
before birds: H. Cope, No. 13, Red-st., Nottingham.
FALCONERS’ rare chance; 3 Peregrine Falcon
Hawks, hand-reared, 25'- each; perfect health:
Gainford, Gamekeeper Calder Bridge, Cumberland.
LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautiful, 1/- each, 3

for 2 / G ;
a few that will moult out winners for

the bench, 2j- each : W. Johnson, 55, George-st.,
Leeds. (1725)

LINNETS, cock Linnets, well on seed, 3/- dozen;
plenty in stock: post card when sending: Edward
Corke, (Birdcatcher, 4, Woolpaek-court, Wool-
pack-lane, Nottingham. (1708)

Y'OUNG Goldies, beautifully mooned and but-
toned, 2/G each, 4/6 two; Linnets, hand-reared, 1 /-

cacii ; twice house-moulted Goldie, 4/6: Brown,
22, Alma-rd.. Weymouth. (1725)

WARRANTED cock Linnets. 3/- dozen: cock Chaf-
finches, S,'- dozen; cook Greenfinches, 1/- doz.; 20

mixed birds, 1/G: selected doz., 1. : Gotobed Fenn,
The Pitt, Isieham, Cambs. (1723)
LINNETS, warfanted cock brown Linnets, well on
bard seed, 3/- dozen; no waiting; postcard whet:
sending - birds off; satisfaction- .marant •. I: Thu-
man. 19; Ricbmond-st.. Not ’oghsin. (171;:

LINNETS, young braneber cocks, well on bard
seed, and guaranteed os advertised, 8/- dozen;
plenty In stock; post card before birds: Flinders,

Newsagent, Bussox-st., Nottingham. (1080)

LINNETS, Nut-brown cocks, on hard seed, !</•

dozen; only strong birds sent; guaranteed safe

delivery
;
immediate dispatch on receipt of order

:

Weldon, 9. Oldham-ot., Nottingham. (1726)

WEEKLY supply, warranted cock Linnets, 3/C doz.

I can supply any dealer regularly with any quantity
right through season, all good, healthy birds:

Crossman, 9, Ilarnpton-st., Northampton. (1729)

LINNETS Linnets, good healthy nut-brown cocks,

young birds, 2/- dozen; old birds, 3 /• dozen; liens,

Bil. dozen; no waiting, plenty In stock: Weafon, 10,

Newmarket Yard, Finch st., Nottingham. (1728)

VERY largo cork Linnet, singing beautifully,

taught under my undefeated champion of England,
only 2/-; also a few gems, singing day and gaslight,

1 /- and 1/6; approval willingly; Linnet singing cage,

]/-: Fred Allen, Porter st. Aviaries, Hull. (1729)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can lie kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,”

2Jd. post free, from CAGE Birds, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; sec list).

SEVEN good cock Linnets, on song, caught Feb.,

1/6 each; big young cocks for moulting out, 9d.

each; picked cocks, 4/G dozen; No. 1 Greypates, 2/6
each; cocks .guaranteed; Rednolls for bench, 1/-

cnch; ordinary, 3d. each: W. Brown, Ightfteld,

Whitchurch, Salop. (1125)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. j.

Fulljames says about llicni. “Nutshell No. 13," 2!d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From : Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).
BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see “Nutshell No. 11,"

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2jd. post free,

from : Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormere. A great

'secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

ztormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2, price 2-id. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.
~

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, the one and only old

firm, can supply the genuine Southdown birds, hav-

ing a roaming commission over the Winchester,

Portsdown, Petersfield, and Goodwood Downs,
range of 45 miles, lovely scenery, lovely birds, and
the sweetest songsters in England, grand nut-

lirown cocks, six for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned; beware
of imitations; same address 23 years: G. Smith
Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth.

(1726)

BRAIN. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Warranted cock Linnets, Cd. each; three, 1/3; cock

Larks, 9d. each; three, 2/-; young cock Canary,

hanging cage, 4/6 lot; Chaffinches, Green Linnets,

8d. pair; hand-Teared Larks, 1/6, 2/6; cock Larks,

Linnets, 31- dozen; list stamp: 288, Lichfield-rd.

(1724)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETG.
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by

every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has Been scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds

of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight

from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English 1913 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 21- each,

three 4/-, six 71-

;

extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/-

each, three 5/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens

1/-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/6, six 2/6; Greenfinches, Cd. each, three 1/3; cages,

for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-

Seed grinding mills, 1/6. Send for catalogue of every-

thing. Established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs. ;
also 89,

Sciater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Softbills. (

HAND-REARED Magpie, in good condition, 5/-/:

T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Bromwich.
(1728)

NIGHTINGALE cock, finger-tame, with cage, £2
F E. Cox, 15, Pretoria-rd., Thrale-rd., Streatham

S.W. (1839)

FOR sale, large barn owl, splendid plumage and

tame, 5/6,’ packed free: Fisher, Fox Inn, Ashdon,

Essex. (1727)

PIED cock Blackbird, three parts white, full song,

25/-, or nearest offer: Martin, Fells-ide, Hexham-
on-Tyne. (1723)

WHAT offers for hand-reared Cuckoo in perfect

condition?—B. Brewer, 32, Southern-rd., Basing-

stoke, Hants. (1723)

TAME hand-reared cock Starling, make good talker

excellent plumage, can win in any show, 2/-, worth

10/-: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1715)

LARKS, Larks, warranted cock Larks; young
runners; in nest feather; 4/- dozen: William
Wright, Tarleton, near Preston, Lancs. (1726)

GREAT Black Woodpecker, fine specimen, 40/-

Great Spotted, 15/-; Golden Orioles, adults, 20_/-_

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1725)

FINE cock Waxwing, big bright bird, with show
cage, 15/-; large hand-reared hen Thrush and

show cage, 10/- : Gibson, Sunniside, Hexham. (1725)

ONE of the loudest singing cock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and gaslight, 2/-,

worth, -10/-; seven days’ approval: Proprietor

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1672)

THbSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

Thrush, or Blackbird, on approval, cheap, please

send me your address; I will send to you by return:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1703)

PEDIGREE smooth fox terrier puppies, three

months, by Dusky Diver, ex bitch by Ch. Defacer,

£2 2s. each : or exchange Skylark or offers
;
mutual

approval: B., 106, Chevening-rri.. Kilburn. (1727)

SPECIAL!—Select singing cock Skylarks, can be

heard 200 yards, good shop attraction and contest

l,
: rds ; been caged 12 months j 1/C; approval any-

r >.;-r- - -.-at arid see what }'<5U are buying :! George

’.foil i?*J •t’lV.c, Beds. ’ (1724)

nstructive Books for

Bird Lovers.
The authors, all well known experts in their varlout
subjects, have In each case endeavoured to give In

an easily understandable manner, the methods to be
employed In reaching success In that particular

hranch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This list

comprises a set of books ol unique value to bird-

keepers. There Is all the experience ot years of

careful study at the disposal of our readers. The
books are based on the hard earned knowledge of

men who are recognised as the first authorities, and
they are able to tell in a conclusive manner all the

Interesting “ins and outs” In their respective sub-

jects.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CABE8, 2/3 (cloth
gilt).—By H. Norman. Contains ten lovely lull-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird rooms,
and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1 J By H. W. Battys
(Past President of the Yoikshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with tha
Yorkshire and Us sub varieties. Contains com-
plete Instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also bow to treat
In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.—By C. A. House. Tells
the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-
hibitor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters
on “ Forming a Stud,” and " How to Produce tha
Ideal ” are worth the cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among tile contribu-
tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. It.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick, G. Lander, T. H. Kinch, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 6 is brimful of the most practical information
on tne highly interesting .object of Hybrid Breed-
ing. Price 1/-., post fr,c 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of tha
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly Imported speci-'

mens, and cures for their varioos ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of tha

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with tlie breeding, etc., of every member
of t^ie Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d—By C. P.
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teel3 is recognised as one of the most profitable
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1J—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to “Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H. Norman ; or may be had in two parts. Part
1 : “Hardbills," and Part 2: "Softbills.” Either
Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up to-date in-

formation bn the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston. Of
our invaluable “ Breeding Room Register ’’ a
well-known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-
breeding easy ” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his
birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, arid Show Regis-
ters of simple and unique character, in addition

to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all our familiar British birds; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographio
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—Ey Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct method of
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;
all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys,
dogs, cat3, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large Section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift bodft.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Honlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years a9 a leading
exhibitor and a- leading expert and judge; (asso-

ciate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H. NorniaD. There are no less than sixteen
coloured arid sixteen art plates in thi? work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

ditio’n, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 3£d By J. W. Ramsden. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the

birds to get the richest possible colour.
“CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.

A wonderful sixpennyworih of birdy literature.

See announcement on Page 21.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.-fanciers requiring bust-

cess notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's

name, address, and words of description as de-

sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

END YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”
15 J, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, In eon«,

lor show* and contest singing. Leurn how to Ob-

tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 8 tells

lou. 2J <1
.
post free from Cage Birds, L>4, I leet-

Jt,., London, B.C. 2d. from agents (li»t frequently

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management In cap-

tivity. i» given hy If. J. Kulljames m Nutshell No.

23" Which also deals with hand rearing, and do-

ecrlbea the collection of ante* eg v.&, 2Jd. post free,

from: “Cngo Birds, 154, 1‘ leet-^t., London, L.C.

(2d from agent**! sen li«t on another page).

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.- h ull directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition ; together with directions lor

hand rearing the young and the selection of show

birds, will he found in "Nutshell No. 4," 2Jil. post

free from “Cage Birds,” 134 Fleet et., London, E.C.

2d! from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILL keep ere. take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous bird*. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets In the heat of health. This ad-

vice is uttered in "Nutshell No. 26,” by II. J. Full-

lumen It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most 'varieties in a highly Interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods mid their preparation, and the

various stylos of cagoo also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet, tells you

taw. Post f'ee, 2|d., from “Cage Birds, 154, I* loot*

et., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

CHARLES ROEHL
is now offering the following rare British birds, iu

tmlcndid condition and plumage: Black Redstarts,

cagc-nioulted, Hoopoes, Nuthatches, Nightingales,

Unger tame, Redstarts, Great Sedge Warbler, quite

tame, and Marsh Warblers, in a<lditlon to a large

assortment of well acclimatised foreign birds; prices

on application: 400, Edgware-rd., W.

BORUER8, a few nice hens for calc, buff and
variegated, cheap to clear: Young, Hayford-sq.,

Cimbusearron, HUrliftg. ' (1728)

BORDERS, giving up; 00 high-class birds to part

with, including last) season's winners, cheap to clear;

also ishow cages, carrying eases, breeding and stock

cages, rack, etc.; approval: B. Aitken, ilO, ABison-

bt., Ayr. _ (3727)

" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage tliesc “wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to fHjlcefc ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; c-end at^onec

for a copy, 2Jd. poafc free, from “Cage Bird*,' 154,,

Flcct-fct., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell

agents ( Lists published frequently.)

Miscellaneous.

THREE Norwich' hens end cock Goldfinch, 8/C the

lot or otters: llourne, Oxford st„ Ripley, Derbyshire.

SECRET song tonic, guaranteed to fetch birds on

song in 7 days; bottles 7d.: Jopson, Specialist, .1 'mo-

st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (17-?-t)

LARGE exhibition' cock Greenfinch, 3/6; also large

Siberian Bullfinch hen, 3/0; and fine Hybrid, 5/0;

11 /- the three: Day, 77, l’orter-st., Hull. (1726)

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1/0 each,

three for -!/-: BnlKinches ditto; young cock Larks,

nest feathered, 9d. each, three for 2/-; Linnets

ditto; cages for the above I;- and 1/0 each; lists of

Parrots, Canaries, foreign birds, post free, anything

alive bought, sold, or exchanged: Bairstow Bros.,

Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1725)

GRAND cock Greenfinches, .Chaffinches, Linnets,

Redpolls, 7d.
,

9d., 1/- each; hens, 6d. each; trap

cages, singles 7d., double 1,2': grand Lesser White-
throat, 2/0; Tree Pipit, 2/6; grand cock Rcd-
backod Shrike, 5/-; hen, 2/6; cock Ortolan Bunt-
ing, 2/-; cock Brambleflneh, 2/-; cock Hawfinch,

5/0, hen 3/-; approval, deposit : Underwood, Corn
Merchant, Wellington-st., Kettering. (1725)

GENUINE SIBERIANS
BULLIES GOLDIES GROSBEAKS CROSSBILLS
Bullies, 8/6, 4/6, 5/6; cocks or liens, Goldies, 4/6,

6/6 each; Grosbeaks, 4/6, 5/6; cocks or hens. Cross-

bills, 15,6 pair; seven days’ approval; cash or de-

posit: It. Dalby, 43, Jalland-st., Hull. (1727)

|
Crests and Crestbreds 1

GRAND 1014 Crested cocks 7/6, hens 5/-, Thoma*’

strain: Tibbitfl, Callington, Cornwall. (1721)

VMUHGATED Crcstbrcd cock, Palace winner, X'5

;

another winner, 65/-: another cock, 14/-; pair 25/-;

Jeffries, Hartl'ortb, Richmond, Yorks. (1728)

j
Greens.

|

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality; how to breed these; sec "Nutshell No. 24,”

“ The Green Canary,” 2Jd., post free, from : Cage

Birds," 154, Elect Street, London, E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

Norwich. |

The Genuine Article.
Prize-bred Yorkshire Cocks, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6.

Hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-. Pairs, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6 up. Travelling
Cages, 3d.

COLOUR.—If you want the deepest producing Red
Colour,, send for .sample of "Norwich Blend” and
pamphlet on Colour Feeding; stamp.

W Plinn The Bird
. riUUU, Specialist, NORWICH.

1/3 EACH. ROLLERS, NORWICH, YORKS
Border type Canaries, lots singing, any quantity at
above prieo; sex not guaranteed, packing 3d.: B.
Soanes, 92, Bcvan-st., Lowcstoff. (xl728)

TO DEALERS ONLY
1914 young ITarte Canaries as bred, lo/r dozen;
Knock Power, Director Importer of German Canaries,
91, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

THE TALK OF HULL
Young Roller Canaries, as bred, 1/8 each, 14/- dcz.

;

try one as sample. Mr. Murgatroyd, York Place,
Leeds, writes: “Canaries -to hand; quite satisfied;
will want more later.” Satisfaction guaranteed:
EYed Alien, The Bird Specialist, Hull. (1729)

OUR " NUTSHELL ” SERfES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES.
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., -EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tell* you "In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2&.

1.

—The Goldfinch.

2.

—The Linnet.

3.

—The Skylark.

4.

—The Song Thrush and
Blackbird.

5.

—The Canary.

18.

—Budgerigars.

19.

— The Pekin Robin.
20— Waxbills.
21.— The Aquaripm.
22 Siskin, Redpoll and

Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them.
7.—The Homing Pigeon.
«8.—Fancy Pigeons.

9.

—The Disinfection ot
Cages, Birdrooms, &c.

10. The Roller Canary.

11.

—The Bullfinch.

24.

—The Gresn Canaries.

25.

—The Smaller lnsectl>
vorous British Birds.

26.

—The Larger Insectl-

-spjifl qsiiua snoioa
27. Care of the Cat.
28 Profitable Pet Cavies.

12.- How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

30.

—Profitable Pet Rab-
fcits.

31.

—Fishing in River,
Lake and Pond.

32.

—Care of the Dog.

[
YorKshires

"

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KINO
Notice I l guarantee, all my Rollers I send out
jocks. They are bred by myself and there io no
finer blood in England, and they are taught under
iny well-known champion Canary- All cocks guaran-
teed, 4/6 ; a few singing nice, 5/6 ; travelling cages
8d. extra; these Rollers won all before them last

year. Try one. Linnets, to moult out sure winuers
for the bench, 2/- each ; Linnets from the same
place ae tho champion Linnet of the world, 1/- and
1/6; a few singing grand, 2/-; these are without
doubt the largest and best singing Linnets in the
world. I had the pleasure of being at Cawood on

the 13th of July last), near Selby, where I

caught the champion Linnet of the world. I was
speaking to the farmer there and ho cordially in-

vited me to his house. 1 have sung many hundred
eongs in the village, and I am very well respected

there. Cawood for the Linnet is like Germany for

tho Roller, and they are the largest Linnets I can
find, without a doubt, in England. Linnets taught
by the world’s champion, with new cage, and my
book of secrets, 3/6; a few with quality notes,

right for catching or contest singing, will sing any-

where, 4/6; they call them musical boxes, and they

win all before them. Larks, singing nice and low,

I/- and l/6;»they are good birds. A few that will

make champions, 2/- : beautiful Lark cages, fit for

any room, 1/6; beautiful Linnet cages, 1/6 each, 16/-

a dozen. Real yellow cock Greenfinches, like paint,

sure winners for the bench, 1/6; young yellow

cocks, will moult out winners, 1/- each ; cock

Brambles, 1/6; Redpolls, 1/6 pair; best Birdlime in

England, 1/8 lb., lOd. half, 5d. quarter; if you can

find better throw mine away and I will return

' your money. Best Linnet and Canary whietle in

England, 6d. Mv book of secrets is the best book

published of its 'kind; it tells you the proper rules

of contest singing and how they eing at contests,

and the proper timo for each pair of birds to sing

;

liow much you pay entrance fee, and how much the

worthy host should add to it : how to make Linnets

sing at one another with their wings down, and

how to moult - them and bow to train them for

contest singing ; bow to make Nightingales, Larks,

Thruehcs. and Blackbirds sing with full loud voice

in five davs ; how to save the Siberian Goldfinch

and the English Pearlree Goldfinch from dying. It

tells you the proper food for each bird; it lias

saved thousands of birds their lives. This book

will be sent by return for 1/-. Thanking you all

for your kind patronage : Harry Allen, The
British Bird Champion, City Aviaries, 40, Beckett-

st., Leeds. 0707)

SPLENDID Norwich cocks C/C, hens 3/6: Tibbits,

Callington, Cornwall. A17,

2
,

1 '

1914 COCKS, 5/- each; 1913 butt hen, 3/0; double

breeders, 3/-; genuine bargains: Slacara, 447, New
City-rd., Glasgow. (1722)

19 X4 cocks, 5s., 1913 7/6, sex guaranteed; huge

stock ;
inspection invited : Halford, 10, Lismore

Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. 61718)

PAIR Plainhcads, 18/-; variegated butt ben, 40/-;

show bird, butt cock, well-known big winner, £5 :

jetfries, Hartforth, Richmond-, Yorks. {17230

BARGAIN, 8 good Norwich hens, hook ("Our

Canaries”), 51b. weight, price £1 Is.: Tonge, 20,

Meredith-st., Great Lever, Bolton, Lancs. (1/25)

TWO yellow cocks, 8 weeks, one ticked wing,

grand type, good heads, Baker’s strain. 10/0 each,

£1 the two; bargain: G. Harri-s, Jtyde, Wight. (1728)

WIIAT offers?— Giving up owing to removal; 10

young and stock birds, ten. coeks, nine liens, prize

bred' 22, Ueath-st., Cheetham Hill, Manchester.
(1724)

TWO largo Nor. liens, 3 and 2 compartment

breeders, handsome band-made aviary (new) ;
ex-

change songsters : Kiddington, Mafeking-tcrr., New-

market. *1726)

GIVING up Norwich; two cocks, 5/- each; three

yellow hens, 2/6; oue variegated, 2/-; what offer

for lot?—M. Lomer, “ Ashdcnc,” Regent’s Park,

Southampton. .
0«24)

TICKED yellow cock, 7/6; four clear hens (yellow

and buff). 3/6, 4/- each; one variegated hen, 2/6;

cock Goldfinch, 6/6, muler: Sargent, Wentworth,

Parkstone-on-Sea. (1724)

OWENS, Pispah, Grocelon, Carnarvonshire, breeder

of the noted' ’four-pointed) 2nd. Palace; all stock for

disposal; pairs related above, few large youngsters,

good type, heads, cic (1724)

NOTE', only about 16 (1914) left for sale, cocks 4/-

eacii, liens 2/-
;

call and see them for yourself, or

write; sex guaranteed; no postcards: Mrs.

Clemence, 151, Lordship-lane, E. Dulwich. (1729)

BREEDERS’ CARD3.
BAILEY, winner outright Y’.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View -ten'., Sandy Laue, Brad-
ford.

OCDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, 20 pairs, 15/-, 20/-, and
25/- pair: Smith, Tobacconist, Chupel-st., Edgware-
rd., London. (1702)

A FEW good young Yorkshires, from prize stock,

4/- each to make room: T. H. W'riglit, All Saints'-

st., Stamford 1

. .
n/23)

TWO long stylish Yorkshires, cock coining on
song, 7/6; hen, 2/6; good breeder: Chessum, 87,

Tadiow-rd., Wrestlingworth, Beds. (1723)

YORKSHIRES, clear yellow cock, 7 inches, 10/-; 1

yellow, 2 buff hens, 3/- each; lot 15/6; no dealers;
Williams, 862, Pennistonc-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield.

THIRTY Yorkshire cocks, 5/0 and 0/6; liens, 2/6,

3/-, full length, splendid birds
;
also 20 Hartz Roller

cocks, 5/-, all singing: Williamson, 92, Wcstfield-rd.,
W. Ealing. (1726)

Various Canaries.

PAIR Canaries, accept 5/6, first P.O. buys: "Con-
fectioner,” 63, Wellington-st., Luton. 11725)
SELL one pair Yorkshires, two Roller hens, cages,

no reasonable offer refused : T. Morris, 26, Sullivan
et., Longsight. (J23)
1914 COOK Canaries, good singing strain, 5/- each
carriage paid: Mrs. Jacobs, Onkleigh, Bcniiill-av.,

Sutton, Surrey. (1721)

1914 YORKSHIRE, Norwich cocks, 4/-, hens 2/-;

double, single breeders, cheap, or exchange: 6,

kempton-rd., New Ferry. (1726)

1914 ROLLER cocks, trained under noted school-
master, 3/6 and 4/- each; genuine: Jopson, Juno-st.,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (1705)

TICKED yellow cock, foul green buff lien, 1913,

COCK. Goldfinch, 5/-; good yellow Norwich hen, i large, good birds, 12/0; pair foul greens, 1914, 10/0:

4 /- parents of Mules; typical buff Norwich hen, I Simon, Mayo- at., Cockermouth. (1724)

7/6 cost £1; buff Norwich cock, 5/-: all 1913 . NORWICH.—Six yellow, three months old (four

birds and breeders: Taylor, Draper, Bideford

TWO nearly even marked large yellow Norwich
coeks, 12 weeks old, moult out winners, 8/6 each;

the two, 15/-; marked buff nen/ same nest. 5/6;

lot 20/-; cage included: Lewin, 58, Marlborougb-rd.,

Oxford. (1723)

FAMOUS NORWICH
Tlie premier breeder and champion exhibitor,

grand exhibition and stock birds always on sale;

approval: Judge Silk, Whitstable. (1718)

Prize-bred Norwich Cocks, bearing my sex guaran-

tee stamp, 5/-, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, each. Hens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6

each. Pairs, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6. Cages, 3d.- For others,

see List.

W. RUDD, Sp
h
eciai‘ st. NORWICH.

canariesT)

|
Border Fancy. 1

BORDERS, some real good ones for sale cheap,

191-1 birds: Mr. Harrison, 4, Guion-rd., Parsons

Green, Fulham, S.W. (1725)

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders for show or .song,

prices low, easy payments arranged : McKcand, Sea-

prigbt, Castlc-Douglas. 11714)

j
Rollers <5 Singing Canaries

bREEDER S CAHD,
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s). 151,

South Avenue, Southend -on-Sea. Member B.It.C.C.

Bird.s for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

HARTZ Roller Canaries, as bred, 1/6 each, six for

7/6: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.(1725)

TEN 191-1 pure Stifert guaranteed cock Rollers,

commenced song, unsatisfactory exchanged, 3J- cacli

:

Tyson, 34a, Hotham-rd., Wimbledon. (1728)

ROLLER cock and hen, 1913, 10/- the pair; cocks,

6/- each, full song, grand singers, beautiful colours:

Mrs. Nock, Longdon Rectory, Wellington, Salop.

WHAT offers (training cages- preferred), for three

hens and one 1913 cock, all B.It.C.C. rung, cock

8/6, liens 3/6 each, tho lot 18/-: Gill, 50, C&stle-st.,

Skipton. (1727)

Young Roller cock Canaries, singing, 3/-; two,

5/-; hens, 1/3; youngsters as bred, 13/- dozen;

special Seifert cocks, singing, 7/6: 23, Cecil-rd.,

Gorseinon, Swansea. (1704)

TWO cocks, 3 hens, large aviary, 6 all-wire cages,

2 show cages, 1 double, 1 single travelling cases;

lot of fronts and fittings, first 30/= gets lot, bargain:

96, South Lambeth-rd., Vauxhall, S.W. (1721)

ONE Roller cock, 3rd prize for Randall, cost £3;
one Ncugebeau cock, 4 Humphries liens, cost 7s. Gd.

each, accept £3 10s. lot; exchange offers, dogs,

etc. : Harper, 37. Whitton-st., Darlaston. (1725)

NOTICE, real St. Andreasburg Rollers, glorious

songsters, beautiful beyond description, only 5/C

each, including ornamental glass panelled parlour
cage; try one, be convinced: Mr. Copp, Wardrobe
Stores; Hartford. (1728)

MAGNIFICENT stock young Rollers, from first

round; all strong, healthy, and perfect condition;
sex not guaranteed, but warranted sent out just as

received; no cocks picked out; two 3/-, six 7/0,

twelve 14/-; travelling cages 3d. extra; fresh

arrivals weekly: (V. Gore, Gooch-st., Birmingham.
(1707)

cocks), yellow hen, Roller cock, about lOlbs. gian't

canary, iilhs. rape, 51bs. hemp; cash offers lob or

separate: Hayes, 48, Morden-rd., Newport, Mon.
TWO cocks. Canaries, one 1912 and 1913, four hens,

all big, healthy, birds, Norwich-Yorkshires cross,

double breeding, and one single cage, joiner-made,
to clear, 15/- the lot: Wiisher, Bagthorpe, Jackdale,
Notts. (1725)

YOUNG cock Canaries, every one guaranteed 1 sing-

ing; Rollers, 3/6; Yorkshires, 4/6, 5/6; Norwich,
5/-, 6/-; hen Cacaraes, 1/3, 1/G each; young Cana-
ries, as bred, 3/- per couple : Cooper, Breeder and
Importer, Princess-st., Manchester. (!?24)

GIVING up fancy. Three Norwich, 2 Creeit-breds,

2 Border and Norwich cross, 0 Borders, one C-com-
partment cage, 2 two-compartment cages, 1 single

breeding cage, £4 10 f- the lot; offers accepted:
Write, 8. Mitchell, 2, Stock Beck Cottages, Kendal.
LEIPZIG Roller, 15/-, green U-'rkshire cock 15/ :

,

variegated yellow ditto 25/-, grand bird ; another
smaller, 10/-, and pair prize-bred colour-fed Norwich,
20/-; all adult birds; also Grey Parrot, good talker,
with large cage, £10 : Tobacconist, 97, Salusbury-rd.,

West Kilburn, London. (1722)

AND WINNING
FOR SALE

PRIZE BRED
CANARIES
Belgian pair and young cock ;

Border pair, 3 young

;

Scotch Fancy pair; Norwich hen 2 young; prices

from : Mrs. Warren Vernon, Arroehar House,
Arrochar, N.B. (1677)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
THREE Dark Linnet Mules, as bred, 0/6 the t.hree,

cash or deposit: Bourton, 19, Waller-st., Learning

ton Spa. (1722)

QUANTITY healthy Linnet Mules for solo, cold

room bred, guaranteed : Matton, 110, High-st.,

Atherton, near Manchester. (1723)

SIX grand cock Goldfinch Mules, 4/- each; four

hens, 1/- each, bred from clear prize- Norwich, four

Norwich cocks, 3/- each, all ten weeks old : William
Brown, Barnw ell-lane, Ororoford, Matlock Bath,
Derbyshire. (1726)

GIVING up Fancy; yellow Goldfinch Mule, win-

ner, 12/-; another, for club shows, 7/6; Twite Mule,
will make w inner with adult moult, 10/- ; Redpoll-

Twite Hybrid, big bird, 5/-; winning Twite, muler,

6/-; muling Redpoll, 2/G; three very large muling
bens, last year’s birds, 3/6 each, 9/- the three;

two Linnet and one Redpoll Mules, young birds, sex

unknown, 9/- the three : David Knox, 8, Station-rd.,

Keith. (1722)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser. -AUVT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS."

Birds.
13.- The Chaffinch.
14. - Gouldian Finches.
15.— The Greenfinch.
16.—Avadavats.
17.—The Grey Parrot.

LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL ” NUTSHELL’*
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature of the

business curried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : "lards. Foods, Cages, and Bird-room Re-
quisites; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds; \Birds, and seeds and foods only

; § Seeds and
Foods only. ^ Newsagents.

Alexandria.-*.!. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—*Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Pooley, 31, St. James’ Parade.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.

Belfast.— li.I. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham.—

I II. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.

Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgatej
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street. .

Blackburn ’Ll. Bawdon, S5, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. Mckierman, 62, Itaiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne. -§Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—’John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.--J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds ltd.; *S.

Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—*n. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,

20, Gardner Street.
Bristol.— TFinch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standish Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.

Charlton.

—

Pedler, 202, Woolwich ltd.

Chesterfield,

—

*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.

Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.

Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.

Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.

Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street-, East Cowes.
Crewkeme.—tSam Young, Mlsterton, S.O.

Crewe Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darlington.

—

tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby *G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree ltd. and Market
Hall.

Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist. Duckwork St.

Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.

Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milhank Street.

D'lb'in.—YM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.

Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne ami Co., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
FelLng-on-Tyne.—J. Croeby and Son, High St.

Gatashead-on-Tyne.—§John Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Gl-s row.

—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street; William

Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Slicttleston ;
W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood.— T, A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Brackburn-rd.

Greenwich.

—

Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Ycaring, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*.!. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. In.-xill, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—/Tom Perkins, 55, Wintolinlec ;

*Dearlove and

Allen, Porter Street ; John Day, City Aviarke Por-

ter Street; *G. Gilson aid Son. 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich Janice Raymer, Dog’s Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyne.—* M. Henderson, 06, M alter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley.—tE. PhLlipaon, 41, Market Place.

Kingston-on-Thames.— );J. and B. Marsh, Market 11.

Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Wellington

Street.
Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132. King St.

Kirkcaldy. 1W. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth.—f. August, 67, Charlotte be,

Leamington Spa.— T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.

Leigh.—*J. Cavanagli, FL Firs Lane.

Leicester.—A. Shaw, 23H, Bclgrave Gate.

Leeds.—JB. Smith and Son. 87, WoodhousC Lane.

Leek.—§T- Mceeham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.

—

+G. Fiankhain, 4.
r
>, Walton Lane ;

_W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick ltd.; IE. Roberta, Bird

Liversedge.

—

Norman Haley. Lower Hall, Hightown.

Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.

London. —*0. Palmer, Selater-st., Shoreditch; 3a2,

C""cr-st., Islington : G. H. Hooper, 216. Foreat-rd.,

Walthamstow; JO. A. T.uer. 87, Selater St., Wal-

worth-rd., S.E.; *D . l)o Von & Co., 114, Bethnal

Green-rd. ;
J. Manning, * 11, Watcrloo-rtL ;

A. b.

W<
' ' — • *“ ”

1,

Whiteley’s, Ltd.. Westbouriic-gv. ; *A. W. Damage.

Ltd., 11 ol born : J. Jeffrey. 209, Vork-rd., Batter-

sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Yaugban-wL, fl.E.

;

tj Lewis and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280. York,

rd Wandsworth: Johnson. 20. Cleveland-**.. W.;

T W Parkyn 52, East-st.. Walworth,: Simpson

,
and Co., 13?; liigh-st., Camden Town, N.W ;

E. R.

Wilson, 407B, West Green ltd., N.: YV. and E.

- Hollo, 101, Bridport -place, ltoxton : C. BfK-M. W,
Edgwafc-rd. ; 0. A. Bond and t o., -A7. High-

rd.: Willcaden Green; J. H. Morris Co., 5.0

and 642, Jlarrow-rd.; Miss lonikins, 11, Hignru.*

MMChMter.—*A? "(1 . Davies. 110 & 112. Tib st, ; *R.

Krcmner, 104, Tib st, ; W. Jackin, 12 LlvereK,

Holme; IfJohn llcy wood. Ltd.. Deansgatc, Dut-

tons, 51 & 53, Tibet.; »W. Smith, 98, lib-st.
'

• - M—
* tO 4*18

Green-rd.
;

J. Manning, • 11, WatcrloorU. ;
a. w.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Canib. Heath
;
*M. V. Mower.

L Wardon-rd„ Fulham, S.W. ; A. Dossett, Ladhroke-

gv., W.; S. Silveridgo, C, Aldgatc, E.C.; Wm.

Agent? wanted everywhere; for terms write -
PubllehJr. " Cajw Birds,” 164, Fleet St.. London. IfiO,
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TIME, trouble, and money saved! lljion re-

ceipt of Id stamp, wo will send yon port, frro one

down advertisement' forms, nhd one dozci) addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser and It is the

regular advertiser that makes money,—these will ha

vrry uieful: The .Advertisement. Manager,’ "Cugo

birds." 154. Fleet, si.. London, E.C.

DOVES.
SEVERAL pair of young Ring Doves for sale, also

young cock; MIS-s Ethel Pimm, 5, I avistock -rd .

,

llarlesden. <1723 >

|
FOREIGN BIRDS.

pair, tamo Crested Mynahs, splendid condition,

15 ;. • ready to broedi Pcarion. Greenwich.

AFRICAN tlrey, excellent talker, four years old.

£7 JO/-: 65, Corporation-rd., Workington. (1226)

FIVE young aviary hred cockatiels, 4/- each: W.

Dale, "Wlstaston,” Kodbourno Green, Bwmdom
^

AFRICAN CJrev Parrot., rod tail, tame and talk-

ing. £3 15/-: Moore, 11, Lupus-sl., Pimlico, I-ondon.

GRAND Ecleetus hen for sale; wanted hen 1 -. a-

nioud Dove; Hebb, Rrooklea, Downs, Luton, Reds.

JAMAICAN Troupial, lino whistler and mimic, out-

door cage all summer, SO/-: Martiu, FeUside, Hex-

liam-on-Tyne.
, . . “I,,

>

GOOD talking Grey Parrot and cage, £4 10 /-,

cage cost £1 1/- few weeks since: Eaves, 38, East

CHtfe, Lytbam.
BUDGERIGARS, good healthy birds, greens, 6 /-

pair, yellows, 8 /- pair: R. Senrab, 75, Burns-rd.,

Harlesden, N.W. .

AMAZON Parrot, young, good talker, very tame,

large brass cage, cheap! what offers: B., 84, Oxford

Gardens. London. '

PAIR green Rudgcrlgars, can win, 7/-: pair yellow

budgerigars, 8 /-: Orlando Haynes, 8 ,
Tamworth-st.,

i ay, Stalybridge. .
0(2C)

PEACH-FACED lovebird, perfect, lias nested, ready

to nest, thoroughly acclimatised, £4: A. Smyth,

40 Davenport -rd., Catford, 8 .F.. (172j)

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, tinge; tame, very

plain talker and whistler ;
a bargain, 80/- : White,

85, Corporation-rd., Workington.

AFRICAN Grey with red tail, finger tame, talking;

come and see it; £3 10/- and cage : T. Green, 22,

St. Michael-st. ,
West Bromwich. fi'-W

A GRAND pair Red ltosellas. living in outdoor

aviary, 40/-; or separate; exchange entertained

:

Day,- The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1720)

NOTICE ;
bargain, grand new close-wired aviary

and 12 foreign birds, 40/-; easy payments arranged:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. < 168o>

NOTICE; grand lot Green and Yellow Budgerigars,

eure winners; prices low; easy payments taken:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.
V,

PAIR Rosellas, very fine, 40/-; pair Necklace

Doves, 20/-; Diamonds, 25/-; all bred here: Win.

Shore Baily, Boyers House, Westbury, Wilts.

NOTICE, Grey coloured Parrots, begun talking, 25/-

each, with c&gc i fortnightly payments taken to suit

working men: Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores. Dartford.

WANTED, cocks; Cherry Finch, Indian Silv.rbill,

Pelzyn- Saffron, Grey Singing; lien Jacanne Saf-

fron ; or 6ell cocks : Bainbridge, Thorpe, Surrey.
(1 i 28)

INDIAN Sliama, perfect specimen, grand singer,

.45/-; true pair Shorelarks, 15/-; true pair Grey Wag-

tails, 15/-; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

Burn. x (
17“ )

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, two years old,

excellent talker, laughs, whistles, sings; accept

.30/-; or exchange: Cooper’s Emporium, Princess-st..

Manchester. (1724)

OUTDOOR aviary-bred Green Budgerigars aud

White Java Doves, 2/3 each; Australian Crested

Pigeon 10/-, or exchange Foreign birds: Walsh,

Knaresbnrough. (1719)

EXCEPTIONALLY fine Green Budgorigars, 6

months old, 4/- per pair, adults 5/6, from unrelated

parents in outdoor aviaries: E. Brown, Sherburn,

E.R. Yorkshire. .
f 1 790)

RED and Grey Parrot in grand health and feather,

commenced talking, 15/-; with square brass-mounted

cage. 20/-; or part exchange anything useful: Day,

77, Porter-st., Hull. (1726)

INDIAN cock Sliama, singing, slightly rough 111

feather, 20/-; American Mocking Bird, same, 7/6,

cash or exchange anything useful: Edwin North,

443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1728)

FIVE Green Budgerigrs, bred' outdoors from un-

related parents, 5s. a pair; pair Cockatiels (the cock
a fine imported bird), splendid condition, 17 /6j
Turner, Tremadoc, Newton Abbot. (1727)

EXCHANGE for Foreign singing Thrushes, a won-
derfully tame Hunting Cissa, can fie handled like

a dog, flies loose in room : Mrs. Warren Vernon,
Arrochar House, Dumbartonshire, N.B.
WANTED, Grey or Amazon Parrot, acclimatised

;

exchange jewellery (genuine), revolver, black ribbed

morning coat andi vest, etc., with cash added for

good specimen: 18, Merton-rd., Norwich. (1723)

HEALTHY Grey Tarrot (African), talks, mimics,

can handle like kitten ; Gouldian Finch (red head),

Cockatiel, Budgerigars, Crimson Weaver, quantity
show and stock cages : Rose, Crescent, Bromsgrove.
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks.

Whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21 /-, bird and cage : weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (995)

PAIR red Sunbjrds, £5; young sun-eyed Parrots,

35/-; three Egrets, £'10
;
hand-reared Hoopoo, 25/-;

Spanish-blue Magpies, 20/-; pair Melba Finches, 60/-;

Yellow-backed Lories, 40/-: Ycalland, Biustead,
Wight- (1728)
TALKING African Grey Parrot, four years old,

says hundreds of words, mostly 'dong sentences,
laughs, sings, whistles, perfect mimic, £0

,
worth £ 20

;

approval, deposit system : Swann, 85, Benvick-st.,
Liverpool. (1726)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, red tail, good talker and
whistler, with large rage, a bargain, £3, this is

genuine acclimatised bird, not rubbish, can be seen
any time at: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (1728)
PAIRS Peach-faced Love Birds, Rosellas, Plum-

liends, Cuban and Pi liated Goldbreasts, oock Pekin
Robin ; cheap ; wanted, splendid Mealy Rosellas and
other birds from private aviaries : Miss Clare, 194,
Uoombe-lane, Wimbledon. (Q)
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14,’’ trom
•’Cage Birds, '‘ ;

J?4, Flcebst., London, E.C., post free
Jor 2ld. FroBMf8«nt 8 (see list frequently published),

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. (Wo lead, others follow.) All tho beet

Parrot* In the Kingdom have come Irom these

aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds ot testi-

monials, with full names and addresses of de-

lighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our largo free booh entitled “ Parrot Prattle,"

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and host

in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference;

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambc. Telephone, No. 40

Moreoambe. Write at once for book and price list

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE.

SELL pairs Diamond Sparrows, 25/-; New Holland

Honey-eaters, £7; young Pennants, £3 10/-: Mala-

chite Sun,birds, garden aviary one month, £7 ;
hen

Malachite, £2; eight young California Quail, offers,

cocks, young Alario, 7/6; St. Helena Reedeatcr, 7/-;

lien Grey Singing, 2/6; Red-headed Finches, aviary

bred, 20/- pair: Bainbridge, Thorpe, Surrey. (1728)

THOUGH they can often bo purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will he found in "Nutshell

No 19.” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,

F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2’d. post free from ‘Cage

Birds.” 154, Fleet-st.. London. K.O. 2d. from oui

agents (list published frequently).

NONPAREIL Buntings, cocks 25/-, hens la/- ;
1

Virginian, 25/-; Red-collared Lories, 80/- pair; Browns
Parrakeets, £7 pair; Meyer’s, £8 pair ; all Greens,

16/6 pair; Cockatiels, nesting, 16/6 jiair
;
hens, 8/6

;

African Red-faced Lovebirds, 45/- pair ; Zebra

Finches, 8/6 pair; hens, 5/- each; Cordons, 4/6 pair;

Green and Grey Singing Finches, 3/6 pair: G. Chap-

man, Hlgh-st., Birmingham.
, , ,

WAXBIlLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-checked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreignera.

Thev can bo successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Weeley T. Page, F.Z.S. , in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2Jd.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for -d.

(list frequently published).

SEVEN Comoro Parrots, 4 Preslm Parrots, 6

Ecleetus, 5 Brown's Parrakeets, 14 Red-collared

Lorikeets, 12 Indian Banded- Parrakeets, 1 Senegal

Ring-necked Parrabeet. 2 Yellow-headed Amazons,

1 Salmon-crested; Cockatoo, 7 Piping Crows, 1 pair

Nicobar Pigeons, 2 parrs Red-crowned Pigeons, 1

pair Bronze-winged Pigeons, 3 Triangular-spotU'd

Pigeons 1 pair. Snow Pigeons, 2 Icnnants Parra-

keets in full colour, 3 Pennants coming into colour,

5 hen Rosellas 1 pair Half-moon Parrakeets, 1 pair

Purple-headed Starlings 1 pair Cyanopohus

1 CseTUlean Raven, G Glossy Pluses, 1 cock BruJn

Turkey, 3 Green-winged) 'Porp|iyrios,

Ducks Fulvous Tree Ducks, etc., etc.: Albert Ed-

ward .Tamrach! 180, St. George-st, East, Tower of

London.

talking blue
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk, 45/-,

easy payments accepted. onnMWICH
hope, gt. bridge street, WEST BROMWIGH.

FDMONDS AND EDMONDS, EASTBOURNE.

Edmonds and Edmonds, 20, Elms Buildings.—Trade

price list" of British and Foreign birds issued weekly

to bona-fide dealers on receipt of trade card.

WHOLESALE ONLY,

MISS ALICE ROSEY
Budgerigars, finest possible, outdoor bred, 5/- pair

selected breeding pairs, 6/-
;
yellows 8/- vaJMM

hardy foreign birds, from clean well-kept aviwies,

from 1/6 pair; list free. Miss Ro y* c

House, Eastbourne.

~TAUkTncTpARROTS
Genuine talkers, over 400 Parrots actually on view,

including Indians, Australians, Brazilians, African,

etc. absolutely the finest selection talking Parrots

in England ; call and inspect, or send a postcard to-

day for our price list and terms; we have some very

cheap lines in this week: G. Chapman, High-st,,

Birmingham

FEMALE GRAND
Ecleetus, Lories, Psittacus Grandis, 35/- each;

Golden-crowned Conures, 12/6 each; Grey Parrots,

good all on hard seed, 50/-; 1 talker, 80/- each

;

Galla’h’s Australian Grey Parrots, 7y6 each; Blue-

fronted Amazons, Parrots, 25/- each; Pennants,

Parrakeets, 35/- pair; Indigo Buntings, male or

female, 10/- each; Mandrian Starlings, 10/- each;

Shamahs, 40/- each; Silky Cowbirds, 4/6 each;

Saffron Finches, young birds, 6/6 pair; White-

throated Finches, young birds, 7/6 pair; Necklace

Tanagers, 15/- each; Lavender Finches, 6/G pair;

Grey Java Sparrows, 2/- pair; White Java

Sparrow's, 6/6 pair; Napoleon Weavers, in

colour, 51- pair; Zebra Finches, 6/6 pair; Quaker
Parrakeets, 4/6 each; Red-billed Weaver Birds, 2/-

pair; Whydahs, in colour, 7/6 pair; Masked Doves,

7 /6 pair ;
Zebra Doves, 7/6 pair ;

Golden-breasted

Waxbills, 3/6 pair; Silver Bills, 2/6 pair; Bronzewing
Mannikins, 2/6 pair; Black-headed Mannikins, 2/-

pair; Green Budgerigars, 5/- pair; Ortolan Bunt-

ings, II- each, 1/6 pair; Spice Birds, 1/6 pair; Cordon
Bleus, 3/6 pair; Avadavats, showing colour, 2/6

pair; White-headed Love Birds, 2/6 pair; Fire

Finches, 3/6 pair; Alexandrian Parrakeets, young,

4/6 each
;
Bengalese, fawn and white, 3/-; black and

white, 5/- pair; Orangecheek Waxbills, 2/6 pair;

Green Singing Finches, 8/6 pair ; Grey, 3/6 pair

;

Pink-cheek Waxbills, 2/- pair; Orange Weavers,
showing colour, 5/- pair; Grenadier Weavers, 5/-

eacn ; Indian Black-throated Rain Quail, 5/- pair

;

Indian Sharp-tail Finches, 2/- pair; Crested Chinese
Mynahs, 6/6 each; Longtail Grass Finches, 25/- pair;

cock Gouldian Finches, 15/- each
;

Black-headed
Sibias, 15/- each; Chinese Brown-backed Buntings,
51- pair; Red-headed Finches, 10/6 pdir; Steel

Finches, 2/6 pair; Bay Cowbirds, 4/6 each; Cut-

throats, 2/G pair; all birds sent at my risk on ap-

proval, deposit Editor. Dealers write for weekly

wliolefcaidyfejt of cages, sundries, and birds; cheapest

hoifse' fappMArade : C. A. Luer, 87, Sclater-st., Beth-

WHAT THEY 5AY

IN FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA
About •* CAGE-BIRDS ANNUAL”

S, Errard Street North

,

Ballarat, Victoria, Australia.
May 28th, 1914,

/ enclose Money Order. Please forward the “Annual”
to me. / always enjoy reading it.

W. MORRISON, M.A., M.D.

P URCHASE A COPY of tho 1914 edition of “Cage Birds Annual” NOW
you will never regret it, for you cannot spend sixpence to greater

profit. No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether you are a
novice or old hand, whatever the season, you will find information in
“Cage Birds Annual” of the greatest interest and use to you. Now the
birds are beginning to moult, you will find information in this big bird-
breeders’ budget, given by experts from practical experience, most helpful
during this trying time. Below is given a list of some of the articles.
Just glance down them, and you will be sure to find something of the great-
est interest to you. For full list of contents see page 543 of the July 4
issue of “Cage Birds.”

MISTAKES BIRDBREEDERS MUST AVOID.
A most seasonable article. Alone worth the small amount asked for the whole
book. Mr. St. John’s thoroughness in answering queries on the subject of Canary
breeding is well known to the majority of our readers. This article, written in the
author’s best vein, gives in detail mistakes in bird breeding which must be avoided
by all who would make the greatest success of their hobby. Besides this highly

instructive article, it also contains the following:

—

SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS.

By F. Meakin.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. R. Pippet.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—By F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED
BUDGERIGARS.
By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF
BIRDCATCHING.
By J. W. Steel.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.—By H.
Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.
By E. T. Sheppard.

£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE COUPON.
In addition to this wonderful budget of bird literature, this marvellous little handbook

also contains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known bird artist, Mr. H. Norman,

YOU MUST HAVE IT.

(SMALL PRICE BIG VALUE.
Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free,

direct from “Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

BUDGERIGARS
Outdoor bred, unrelated, greens, 5/-; yellows, 6/3;

Cockatiels, 20/-; Javas, 4/-; Lovebirds, 4/-: Paterson,

Glenelg, Wellington, Salop. (1699)

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from

outdoor aviaries ;
holder thousand testimonals, bear

names and address, many lovers of birds had birds

from us by our instalment system well satisfied

;

fortnightly instalment accepted. (1682)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

VARIOUS BIRDS.
YOUNG Jackdaw, 2/6; 4 hen Canaries (2 cinna-

mons), 7/-; 1913 birds, bred 42 young, 191'4 : Butler,

Plumber, Southwell.
.

(1.2i)

'(•FEES fine coqk Goldfinch, paired with groen

Border hen, nesting, dark mulers: Sheppard, 2,

fcport-rd., Bishops Stortford. (1723)

FOUR hen Canaries, 1/6 each; cock Greenfinch

(mnler), 1/6; two Goldfinch hens, breeders, 3/-:

Chapman, Longlield-terr., Wakefield. (1726)

1913 COCK Linnet, bred) mules, cage moulted, 2/-;

hen Budgerigar, 2/6; both outdoors; outdoor large

cage, cheap : Perks, 173, Sumatra-rd., West Hamp-
stead. (1725)

LARGE Buff Norwich hen and Norwich show cage,

4/6; large young cock Bullfinch, single trap cage,

and hen Canary, 7/-: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terrace,

Kenilworth. (1725)

H.M. COCKS, Goldfinch, grand colour, 5/6; Linnet,

well marked, 2/6; both finishing moult; one Nor-

wich, one Yorks., 1913 cocks, good songsters. 6/6
each, or exchange : Dclf, 40, Coop Terrace, Newsham,
Northumberland. (1724)

|
WANTED.

|

WANTED, Canaries, Mules, e^c. : Day, The Avia-

ries, Porter-st., Hull. (1726)

OLIVER, 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will give 51-

a couple for good large young Yorkshire®.
WANTED, any live stock you wish to clear,

write: Pearson’s Menageries, Greenwich. (1696)

WANTED, a few large Bullies and Goldfinches,

either sex, for resale.—Fanciers’ Provider, Station-

rd.. Manor Park, Essex. (1726)

WANTED, weekly supply Linnets,* Goldfinches, from
catchers

;
state lowest price : Day, 50, Oakland Park

Avenue, Higb-rd., Ilford. (1723)

WANTED, a decent Gladstone bag, second hand;
will exchange Norwich to value; approval both
ways : T. Southam, Honcybournc, Worcestershire.

(1723)

WANTED. Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

94, Cowoaddens-st., Glasgow. (1505)

WANTED, Birds, Dogs, Parrots, Pigeons, Rats,

Monkeys, Squirrels, etc. ;
purchase or exchange

:

Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (1729)

WANTED, birds or anything; exchange grand
chocolate toy Pom. dog. 5 years, 31b. weight, p“di-

groe, sell 30/-: Peters, Little-Hulton. (1725)

WANTED hand-reared Magpies, Jackdaws, and
Jays for spot cash, or exchange young Roller

Canaries: W. Gore, Gooch-st., Birmingham. (1707)

WANTED, catchers to send prices of Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Linnets and other birds; thousands
wanted: Bairstowe, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1717)

NOTICE
;
will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich or

Yorkshire, colour-fed preferred; also w-auted. Border

Fancies, Crests, and Scotch Fancies: McKeand, Sea-

brig! t, " Castle Douglas. (1685)

1404.

Canaries wanted : Chapman. High-st., Birmingham,

WANTED, 1914
Yorkshires and Norwich, any quantity; cash de-

posited
;
also Mules, British ;

state price, particulars,

stamp reply: Oliver, 2, Bridport-place, Hoxton. (57)

SALE or EXCHANGE.

|

|
Mainly British,

j

WILL exchange, two cage-moulted Linnets, for

yellow Yorkshire cock or Goldfinch cock: Elphick,

16. Springfleld-rd., Eastbourne. (1726)

THREE nests hand-reared Linnets, cocks, 1/6 each;
old 1913 cocks, singing, 1/- each : G. Frith, Crowle,

Lines. (1729)

HIGHLAND Mountain Twites, some well laced

cocks, good size and colour, from 1/G; Grant, 40,

Huntly-st., Inverness. (1727)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch Mule for two steady

hen Bullfinches : Mr. C. Hodson, 54a, Spring Gaf-

den-rd., Longton, Stokc-on-Trent. (1722)

EXCHANGE exhibition cock Chaffinch, cock Twit*-,

for three good Border show cages ;
approval; yours

first : Strowier, Bridgend, Bathgate. (1727)

WILL exchange cocks. Linnets and Larks, any quan-

tity; anything useful; approval anywhere: Rath-
bone, 29, Horsemarket, Northampton. (1723)

YOUNG cock braneber Larks, 5/- dozen; old cock
Larks, 3/- dozen; or exchange for Linnet cages:
Thomas Donaldson, 25, Keelmau’s Hospital, City*

rd,, N.C. (1727)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 48
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Greater Pleasure—More Profits

from Your Canaries

Cut round this Free Brochure Ticket dotted lines.
^

Fill

in your name, address and occupation, put it inside a

halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.

To the Publishers,

“OUR CANARIES,"

154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,
. r

Please forward me at address fcelova a copy of your 20-page

Illustrated Brochure on '‘Our Canaries” telling how I may obtain this

fine volume on llrst payment of only 1/', balance payable In convenient

monthly subscriptions. .... . _ „„ ,
I understand that I am entitled to this copy post rce as a

reader of "Cage Birds."
i curs truly^

Name *• - -

Address

Occupation

Coloured Plates Illustrations.

True to Life)

What Two Delighted Purchasers Say-

" Worth Double the Price
Dear Sir, 149, Marston Road, Stafford.

I received the volume, “Our Canaries,”
last Saturday morning, and I am very pleased

with same. From what I have already seen

of it, it appears to me to be the very best

Volume ever published on the subject. The
coloured plates are all that could be desired,

and the print excellent for reading. The
Volume, in my opinion, is worth double the

price asked, and I think every fancier should

grasp this opportunity of getting one on the

terms offered.

Yours truly,

EL1E ORRILLARD.

(t Sure it is Honestly Worth
the Money. 1*

902, Penistone Road,
Owlerton, Sheffield.

Dear Sir,

I received Volume yesterday, with thanks. 1
consider it a fine book

;
it is just the thing

for the novice, as it contains much useful

advice. I am sure it is honestly worth the

money you ask for it. I will show it to my
friends that are in the Fancy.

I remain, yours faithfully,

J. W. KELK.

lbs.

Weight.

FREE

Coupon.

OUR Canaries" is the most re-

markable money-making and
success - bringing guide to

Canaries ever produced. Every page is

crammed with information that you
have been long wanting to know about
the shortest cuts to big Profits and
Prizes. It would take you years to

acquire even a small portion of the

wonderful knowledge you will learn

from “Our Canaries," because it was
written not by one man alone, but by
one hundred of the greatest living

Canary Experts.

SAVE YOUR YQUMG BIRDS.

J
UST now,when the young Canaries are leaving their

parents is a most critical time. Hundreds of birds

are lost at this season owing to the lack of knowledge
of their owners. “ Our Canaries " tells you hew to

recognise any serious symptoms that may develop in

your young birds, and how to quickly restore them
to health again. Delays are dangerous, so be wise
and have “ Our Canaries " near at hand to consult at once. “ Our Canaries

"

gives you all the most successful and profitable information about

Canaries, from the nest to the show bench that it is possible to know.
Everything is clearly explained and easy to understand.

You can have “Our Canaries" at once for 1/- Down.

It is very easy to have the valuable use of “Our Canaries" at once 1

Just send a Postal Order for l/- and the volume will be forwarded to you
by return- You can then pay the balance in small monthly payments. It

is wise to send for the volume at once, but if more information about ‘‘ Our
Canaries" is required, fill in and post the coupon on this page for an inter-

esting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been specially prepared for readers

of “ Cage Birds." Apply NOW while you are thinking about it.

A Part of the Big List of

Subjects in

“ Our Canaries.”

1. The Wild Canary and its Descendants.
2. Enllighted Yellow Yorkshire.
8. Green Crest Bred
4. Yellow Norwich Plainhead.
6. Clear Buff Nor. Flainhead.
6. Self Yellow Cinnamon.
7. Lancashire Coppy.
8. Cinnamon Ticked Buff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.
8. Clear-body Dark Crested Norwich.

10. Even marked Yellow and Buff Border
Fancies.

11. Clear Capped Gold Lizard.
12. Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy.
IS. Clear Yellow Crested-bred and Crested

Canary.
14. Self Yellow Grfeen Yorkshire.

15. Wing marked Dark Crest.

18 . Buff Cinnamon.
17. Buff Self Green.
IS. Clear Buff Yorkshire.

18. Dutch Frill.

20. Green and Cinnamon Border Fancies.

21. Jonqne London Fancies.

22. Buff Green Marked Yorkshire.
23. Vellow Belgian.
24 Self Green Crest.
25. Variegated Norwich Yellow and Buff.

20. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard.

27. First-Cross Yorkshire Belgian.

£8. Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies.

20. Foul-markyl Scotch Fancy.

80. Cinnamon-Crested Canary.
31. Lancashire Plainhead Canary.
82. Types of the Holler Canary.

1. Mating.
2. Nesting Appliances.
3. The Quality of Eggs.
4. Hatching.
6. Aviaries.
6. Incubation.
7. Breeding for Markings.
8. Breeding Stock Birds.

9. Show Birds.

10. How to Exhibit.

11 . How to Judge.
12. Preventing Diseases.
13. Training Birds. „
14. Crossing.
15. Technical Points of a Bird.

16. Best Markings.
17. Modern Exhibition Crest.

18. Travelling Cases.
19. Practice in Washing.
20. Canary Diseases (alphabetically).

21. Tobin’s VentHlatory System.
22. Cutting Over-grown Beaks
23. now to Give Medicines.

24. Bings for Canaries.
25. How to Cut Claws.
2C. Moulting Cages
27. How to Isolate
28. Humouring the Lady.
29. Frills without Curls.

ORDER NOW.
Edition Rapidly being Exhausted.
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Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be f>aM for at
advertisement rates, three words a f>enny.

BUSLINGTHORPE.
Quality singing contests held Old Uinl House,

Skinners' Arms, July 2d. IV sane: 1, Blnn*; 2, It,

Shared by Sellers and Word. Judges Messrs.' C.

Clayton and Granger.—C. Clayton, lion. sec.

KIPPAX.
Members' sing, Commercial Hotel, July 25, with

only n moderate entry. 1, Cooper ; 2, l.ightfoot—a

new member, this being bis Itrsb win; 3, Potter.—
A. Tomlin, See.

CASTLEFORD.
T.innet contest, tle.orge and Dragon, Bridge Street,

July 25, for I minutes' time singing. 1, Morley ; 2,

Brindley; 8, l.iversedge. July 26, 18 birds entered, for

8 minutes' time singing. 1, Morley; 2, Wainwright

;

3, Brindley.—J. Brindley, Sec.

PENDLEBIJRY AND SWINTON.
The Pcndlcbury and Swinton C.B.R. has decided

to hold an open Linnet contest shortly, for time

and quality. This will he advertised in Cage Burns.

So Blackburn and I,?loir, Wigan, ctr., fanciers, keep

your eyes on ”C.B.' —A. Donnelly, See., 295,

Swinton Hall Bond, PcniUebury.

LEEDS.
Contest for quality Linnet singing, Albion Hotel,

Saville Crceit, July 26. 1C birds sang. 1, 2, T.

Stead; 3, Richardson. Judges, Naylor and Lacy.

—

W. Naylor, Hon. See.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club, quality Linnet con-

tests, Plasterers' Anns, Skinner Lane, July 25. 16

entered. H. Playforth’s noted 12-vears-of-age bird

w on ; his turns and form, from a> critic’s point, were
beautiful, but being so old he hasn't much length;

2, Johnson; 3, 11. Wigfield. Second contest, 8 birds.

1, Wigfield; 2, Playforth. Judges, N. Roloinan and
S. Butterfield. Jtlly 26, 19 entered, and some ex-

ceedingly good singing was heard. 1, Wood; 2, Wig-
field; 8, shared by Jim Chippindale and Jack Chip-

pindale. Judges, Bros. Lorriman and N. Soloman.
—Alf. Lorriman, She.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Biggar (Scotland).—Aug. 13, judge C. Small. 8

classes: Bord. 5, Nor. 1, Brit. 2. Prizes, 10s., 5s.,

2s. Cd. ;
fee. Is. Ent. close Aug. 3 to, Jas.

Boa, Main St.

Club {Reports

.

BINGLEY O.S.
Show, July 25 Assemhly Rooms, Mr. L. C. Casey,

Bradford, judged. Class 1 : 1, 2, 3, Butterworth
and Hardy; 4, Craven. Class 2: 1, Craven

; 2,

Allen; 3. 4, Townley. Class 3: 1, Bailey; 2, Town-
ley. Class 4 : 1, Butterworth and Hardy

;
2,

Priestley ; 3, Craven.—H. Shaw, Sec.

STANLEY (Victoria) F.F. & C.^.S.
Meeting, July 19th. Decided that we nominate

our secretary, Mr. W. Elliott, for a eeat on the-'

Board of Management of the above, club ; voting
will take place on Friday and Saturday nights,

July 31st; and August 1st, and Sunday morning,
August 2nd. I hope all members will attend and
record their vote, as our secretary is running in

the interests of the society.— Pv. Peart, Chairman.

NORTHERN NORWICH P.C.
Meeting, July 22; Mr. R. Tindale presided. New

members made: H. D. Pypian, West Hartlepool; J.

Stephenson, and W. Priestley, Boldon Colliery. De-
cided that champion cup be won twice in succession
or three times in all before becoming the property
of exhibitor. Sec. was instructed to purchase
young bird cup from Fattorini and Sons. We are
civing a novice trophy to be won outright in one
year, also medal for second most points, two highest
birds only to count for novice trophy, so here is a
good opening for any novice who cares to join us.—F.
W. Laidlow, Sec., 55, Colston Street, Benwell, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, July 25; Mr. Massey presided over an

average meeting. Patronage in the form of medals
was again granted to Bradford, Wakefield, and Bol-
ton Shows. Annual contest fixed for Nov. 27 and 28.

probably in Manchester. Enquiries are being made
for a suitable hall. The meeting appointed Messrs.
Warning', Massey, Kilshaw, and Tomlinson, to judge
at Annual Show. It is gr.eatly to be regretted that
so small an interest in the affairs of the P.R.C.C.
seerps to be creeping over the members, when such

. Important business as the Annual Show is left to
be discussed by eight members, all of whom tra-
velled some distance. It is hoped that in future
members will make every possible attempt to be
present.—A. Pcrcival.

NATIONALGREEN-MARKED Y.C.C
Meeting July 18, Market Tavern. Bradfofd, Mr.

W. A. Cowgill chair. Messrs. H. Chew (Leeds), J.

E. P.vrah (Morley), A. Whitley (Bradford), and W.
Bingham (Sheffield) elected members. Prizes for
the various competitions during the coming season
were arranged as follows: Open competition, 1st
prize the N.G.M.Y.C.C. trophy value £10 10s., and
club medal value £1: 2nd the W. A. Cowgifl trophy
value £5 5s., and club medal value 12s. ; 3rd the
Edward Clegg trophy value £3 3s., and club medal
value 8s. : 4th pair boots presented by Mr. J. Chip-
pendale; 5th special value 10s. Od. presented by Mr
H. Hill, special (value to be arranged later) fo
most points with 3rd birds, Mr. J. W. RamsdenV
special; money specials as last year for 4th and

vhc birds. Amateur competition (for members who
have not won three firsts in open clauses) special

value JL'l Is, presented by Mr. L. Dyketf
;
2nd value

16s. by Mr. 14. tlattcrsh'y ;
3rd value 10s. fid. by Mr

J. Bailey. Junior competitions Tor novice mem-
bers: Prizes competed for in novice classes at all

V.U. shows where Green marked classes arc pro-

vided; 1st spl. value £1. 2nd value 1.3s
,
3rd value

10s. presented by the club. Decided flint the N
mfirk for novices in the Year book now in prepara-

tion bo omitted. Intending members should send In

their names at once lor Inclusion in same—J.

Chambers, lion. boc.

ROTHERHAM C.B.S.
Meeting, July 25, Mail Coach Inn, Mr. B. Bailey

chair. Decided to have 8 Yorks., 8 Nor., 4 Brit,

classes, 2 Selling, 1 For. Mr. White, Tinsley,

elected a now member. It Is to be Imped that

members will turn up to- the meetings better than

they did at this meeting, as wo oluill have plenty

of work to do now to get ready for open .show, and
to make it a success. Everyone will have a chance

to do a little toward it.—Taylor and Bailey, Secs.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
Meeting, July 25, at- headquarters. A good muster

attended and a good amount of business was got

through. Mr. J. II. Baker was elected a member.
Decided that See. keep a record of members that

attend meetings and register same. A club a!©o

formed for a visit to the next Crystal Palace show

;

members wishing to visit same can do so by pay-

ing a small subscription each w’oek. Next meet-

ing headquarters, Aug. 8, at 7.—J. 8. Jones, Sec.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
At last meeting, July 2, it was decided that owing

to so many members being away on their holidays,

the August meeting be abandoned. Next meeting,

therefore, Sept. 3, when wc hope all will endeavour
to be present. Points gained for the points cup

:

Champ., Burton Bros., 105; J. S. Fairman, 98; F.

Laccohre, 57; C. E. Gunnell, 32; Rev. H. A. Soames,
23- W. A. I! all

,
21. Novice: J. Fuller, 130; H. J.

Joplin, 78; W. II. Gardner, 63; A. Weston, 59; W. G.

Martin, 45; T. ICay, 41; J. W. Ford, 34; H. C.

Humphries 33; J. Williams, .30; P. Cooper, 28—Bur-
ton Bros., Hon. Sec.

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
Meeting, July 21, Headquarters, Reindeer Hotel,

Rye Lane. Mr. L. J. Richardson, chairman, gave a

lecture or, colour-feeding. He particularly pointed

out that it was necessary to give the birds a pre-

paration before commencing colour-feeding, so as to

clear their system. Hot Nataly pepper was not

necessary until half way through the moult, as in his

opinion young birds’ stomachs are not strong enough
to stand it. Olive oil he uses when mixing the food,

which keeps a fine sheen on the bird’s plumage.
Shutting down is a great thing amongst many breed-

ers, but he thought darkening the window was equally

as good, as the birds get air, and are subjected to

more natural conditions of the room. Many mem-
bers took part in a discussion which followed, and
there were not many who feed alike. A hearty vote

of thanks to the chairman was carried unanimously.
Mr. Richardson replied, and a very pleasant meeting
closed. (No meetings in Aug.).—A. G. Cant, Hon.
Sec.

tTfie Sfiows.

SMALLBRIDGE C.B.S.
Young Bird Show, July 4, Mr. A. Howarth

judged. LIZ. : 1, 2, Coupe. CL. YELL. Y'ORKS. : 1,

2, 3, vhc, Coupe ;
4 Blackburn. BUFF : 1, Black-

burn ; 2, 3, Coupe; 4, Bamford. TKD. BUFF: 1,

2, Coupe; 3, Bamford; 4, Howarth. TKD. BUFF
NOR.: 1, Howarth; 2, Lord. YELL.: 1, 2, Lord;

3, Howarth. A.O.V. : 1, spl., Tonks; 2, Weadle.
BRIT.: 1, ©pi., 3, Weadle; 2, Hartley.—J. T.

Cheetham, Sec.

BEDFORD.
Second N.F. show, headquarters, '

July 23, when a

very nice lot of young Norwich faced the judge,

Mr. H. Markham. Special mention must be made
of Mr. Osborn’s four first prize birds, which are a

great credit to the beeedcr. CL. BUFF NOR.: 1,

Osborn, verv typical, good size, and rich col.; 2,

4, Corrie; 3, Gentle. YELL.: 1, 2, Osborn, very

Lypina!, lovely qual. and col. not much between; 3,

vhc, Corrie; 4, Notify; he, Beanland. MKD. BUFF:1,
4, vhc, Osborn, mkd. head and wing, excellent

model; 2, Notley; 3, Hunter; he, e, Corrie. YELL.:
1, 2, Osborn, nice short, good headed birds, rich

qual.; 3, Gentle; 4. Beanland; vhc, Corrie. MULE
OR HYB. : l, Notley, very smart Siskin Mule, good
col.; 2, 3, 4. vhc, Wright and Mayo, all dark Goldf.

Mules. NOV. YELL. NOR.: 1, 2, Valentine, stylish,

nice col. and qual.; 3, Crawford; 4, Hudson. BUFF:
1, 2 4. Valentine, stylish, good head and nice body;

3. h’c, Hudson; vhc, Crawford, many fanciers thought

this bird should have won; c, Simons. JUNIORS:
1, 2, Thompson.
COVENTRY (Godiva) C.B.S.

Young stock show July IS, Plough Hotel, Queen
Victoria -Road, when 192 -birds were put through
their pac£S by the judge. Norwich were well up to

the average in numbers, not forgetting size, shape
ami quality, and a few of these will be heard of

inter on. Yorks went down in number, but there

were some nice youngsters on view, hut Cinnamons
looked as if they lnad been to a suffragette meeting.

The A.O.V. class was a good lot; 1st and 2nd were
two typical Cinnamon mkd. Nor., 3rd being a cl-ear

Crest-bred. The old bird classes were well filled,

and the birds were looking well after doing their

duty for t-lio season ;
we noticed' one old 1 clear

yellow lien which we have known for more than
ten years looking as well, if not better than some
of the young ones to-day. She has successfully
bred again this season. British were few. Mr. T.

Gilbert (Coventry) judged, and gave entire satis-

faction.
NOR. CLAPS 1 (9) : 1. 2, Rowley

;
3. vhc, Wright

;

he, c, Saunders. CLASS- 2 (11): 1, Shirley; 2, Cox;
3 Saunders; vhc,. Wright; lie, Roycroft; c. Rowley.
CLASS 3 (14): 1, 2, Wright; .3, Arundell

;
vhc,

“THE POULTRY WORLD
1 T

will tell you everything you want to know about poultry-keeping.
provides much enjoyment

nti i-vi/iaiti v> tmi.i; is oil sale nt fl”

office

'It is quite a simple hobby and

Tite POU.ttiv Wontn is on sale at all newsagents Id., or a sample copy mnv be had free from the
es. I he booklet. Poultry Appliances and ITow to Make Them.” price fid.", or 7il. pyou exactly how to make your own poultry house.

pest free, tells

“Tlie IPotaltry 'World*”
FLEET STREET,.. LONDON. KC.

Shirley; he, Fincher; c, Himmler*. CLASS 4 (17):

1*2, 3, Roycroft
;

vhc, Wright; he, Arundell; e,

Shirley YORKS CLASS fl (2): 1, Rowley; 2, Saun-
ders. CLASH 7 (4): 1, 8, vhc, Rowlrv; 2, Suundcr*.
CINN. (0): I, Wright-; 2, vhc, Rowley; 3, Roy.
croft; he, Wills, A.O.V. 1, 2, vhc, Royefbft;
B, lie, -Rowley; c, Shirley. YELL. AGED: 1, 8,

Vhc, Wright; 2, Saunders ; he, Roycroft; c, Itowley.
BUFF: 1 ,

lie, Rowley; 2,3, Wright; vhc, Buckley;
c, Saunders. HKN:'l, 2, Wright; 3, vhc, lie, Row-
Icy; c, Adkins. BRIT. H Alt I). ; 1, Wright; 2,

Adkins; 3, Rowley. BO! TRILLS: 1, Rowley; 2,.

Adkins.

SHIPLEY O.S.
Young bird show, duly 1\ Headquarter**, Victoria

Hotel. Air. L. Dykes judged, and gave every Mitln-
factlon. CL. YELL.: 1, Harrison; 2, Long; 3, Tom-
IlftBgn. BUFF: 1, 2, Harrison; fi. Rhodes Bros.: vhc,
Grange • he, c, Tomlinson. TKD. YELL.: 1, It nodes
Bros.; 2, 3, Long. BUFF: 1, Long; 2, Armstead;
3 he, Rhodes Bros.; vhc, Hudson; c, Cooper. OR.
MKD. BUFF: 1, Armstead; 2, Rhodes Bros.; 3, .

Hudson. ('INN. MKD. YELL.: 1, Grange; 2, Hud
son. BUFF: I, 2m Harrison; 3, Hudson. FOUL
MKD.: 1 , Rhodes Bros*

; 2, Grange.—E. Grange, Sec.

NOTTINGHAM (Permanent) O.S.
F.F. Show at headquarters, July 11. A nice rhow,

considering that members have bred hardly any
youngsters this season, very good birds turning up.
Norwich seemed to be a failure. Mr. W. Harris
judged, and gave every satisfaction.
YELL. NOR. : 1, Bunn. YELL. CREST : 1, Bos-

tock. BUFF : 1, 2, Goode; 8, 'Bostoek
; 4, Bowers;

5, Mais; 6, Bowers. C.B. : 1, Goode; 2, Wood;
3, 4, Bostoek; 5, Mair. MULE OR 1IYB., OLD:
1, 2, 3, 4, .5, Hayter. UNFL1G. : 1, Widdowson; 2,

Bunn. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1, Bunn
; 2, Bowers.

LINNET, ETC.: 1, 3, Hayter; 2, 4, Wood.
GREENF., ETC.: 1, Beers; 2, -Bowers; 3, Bunn.
A.O.V., BRIT.: 1, 2, 3, Hayter. NOR., NOV.: 1,

2, Widdowson. A.O.V. CAN. : 1, Beers; 2, Bunn.

—

J. Bunn, Sec.

BOLTON WOODS C.B S.
Third F.F. show, July 25, Victoria Hotel, with

a good entry of 57. Mr. H. J. Chittenden judged
and gave satisfaction to all. Spl. best in show
won by Mr. P. Mason. Season’s, points up to date
are—Champ. : Mason 55, Goodwin 53, Dykes 34,

Bloomfield 31, Boocock 17. Nov. : Fretwell 39,

Bryant 37, Smith 28, Hall 24, Spencer 24.

CL. YELL. (7): 1, 4, Dykes: 2, he, Fretwell; 3,

c, Boocock; vhc, Mason. BUFF (11): 1, spl.,

Mason; 2, Shaw; 3, Goodwin; 4, Fretwell; vhc,
Ellis; he, Myers; c, Hall. TKD. YELL. (8): 1, 4,

Dykes; 2, Burgess; 3, Mason; vhc, Ellis; he,

Myers; e, Spencer. TKD. BUFF (12): 1, Boocock;
2, Goodwin; 3. Hail; 4, Mason; vhc, Bloomfield;
he, Ellis; c, Smith. MKD. YELL. (6.1: 1, Bloom-
field ; 2, Goodwin ; 3, Fretwell ; 4, Bryant ;

vhc,

Smith
;

he, Spencer. BUFF (7) : 1, Dykes ; 2,

Spencer; 3, Goodwin; 4, Cotterill ; vhc, he, Mason;
c, Bryant. FOUL MKD. (5): 1 ,

Bloomfield; 2 Shaw;
3, Dykes; 4, Goodwin; vhc, Fretwell.—H. Bryant,
Hon. Sec.

HUTHWAITE C.B.S.
Table show, July 18. Mr. J. W. Burton i© the new

Sec., and a good entry of birds .rewarded him for

his labour. Mr. Platts of the Shoulder of Mutton
Hotel, gave a special for most points in Champion
classes and Mr. Vardy one in Novice classes. Mr.
Marshall judged.
CHAMP., CL. OR TKD. YELL. NOR. : 1, 3,

Vardy
; 2, Shepherd. BUFF : 1, Keeling ; 2, 3,

Vardy. VAR. OR DK. BUFF: 1. Shepherd; 2, 3,

Vardy. MULE OR HYB..: I, Keeling. BRIT.
HARDBIhL : 1. ppl., 2, 3. vhc, he, e, Gabbitass.

CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS. : 1. Pickering. VAR.
OR DK. YELL.: 1, Pickering; 2. Vardy. CL. OR
TKD. BUFF YORKS. : 1, 2, 3, Vardy. VAR. OR
DK. BUFF : 1, 2 Pickering. NOV., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. NOR.: 1, 2, Sankey and Lei vers ; 3, Holland;

vhc, Williams. VAR. OR DK. YELL. : 1, 2, Holland.

CL. OR TKD. NOR. BUFF: 1, Sankey and Leivers;

2, Holland. VAR. OR DK. BUFF: 1. 2, Holland:

5, vhe c, Sankey and Leivers; he, Williams. MULE
OR HYB.: 1, Mallat-ratt. BRIT. HARDBILL: 1, 2.

3, Mallatratt : vhc, Sankey and Leivers ;
he, c,

‘Holland. Sankey and Leivers and Holland tied for

Novice spl.—Robin Hood.

DONCASTER C.B.S.
2nd F.F. show held Black Bull, July 18; 47 birds

were staged. Mr. G. A. Pogmore judgid, and gave
every -satisfaction. Total points to date for Sell's

challenge cup: W. Blanchon 26, G. Evans 24, Twine
22, J. Simpson IS, G. Bescoby 16, Ball 15, T. Truman
and G. Hunt 13 each, H. Tonkinson 12, A. Norman
10, E. Simpson 8, Whitington, J. B. Flint, and A.

Smith C each, G. A. Pogmore, S. Knowles, and C.

Presley, 5 each, H. Lumby 4. Points for Mr. A.

Haynes' sp.: G. Evans 36, Truman 27, Twine 22, W.
Blanchon 15, G. Hunt- 13, A. Norman 10, E. Simpson
8 Whitington, Flint, J. Simpson, and Ball C each, S.

Knowles 5, A. Smith and Lumby 4 each, Poppleton 2.

Anyone r.ot finding above correct, please let me
know at once.
YELL. YORKS.: 1, 3, Blanchon: 2, lie, Hunt; vhc,

Truman; c, Knowles. BUFF: 1, Hunt; 2, Blanchon;

3, Truman ;
vhc, c, Knowles ; he, Lumby. YELL.

NOR.: 1, Twine; 2. vhc, Evans; 3, E. Simpson; he,

J. Simpson. BUFF: 1, Twine; 2, c, Truman; 3. vhc,

Evans; lie, J. Simpson. MULE OPv HYB. F.F. : 1,2,

Evans; 3, lie, Bull; vhc, c, H. Bates. GOLDF. OR
BULLF.: 1, Ball. GREENF.: 1, Presley; 2, Cook.
LINNET: 1, Bcscohv : 2, Ball. SISKIN, ETC.: 1.

Cook; 2, Bescoby. A.O. HAItDBILL: 1, Simpson; 2,

vhc, Bescoby; 3, Presley; he, Ball.—G. Hunt, Hon.
Sec.

POPLAR C.B.S.
Young Stock Show, All Hallows' -School Room. East

India Dock Road. July 25. 102 birds faceil the judge.

The attendance was -small during the afternoon, but

became brighter later. The Mule class was the

largest (19). Mr. J. Robson judged. Sp. best bird

went to Mr. Wyatt.*
CHAMP. NOR. BUFF: X, sp, nunt Bro9. ; 2, 3,

Leech: vhc, lie, Perry. VARIED. BUFF: 1. 2, L»ecl):

3 Hunt Bros.: vhc, Perry. YORKS., YELL.: 1, sp,

sp Wyatt; 2, vhc. Plumb; 3, Bunt Bros.; vhc,

Wyatt. TKD. or VARIEG. BUFF: 1, 2. Plumb; 3,

Hunt Bros.; vhc, Wyatt. NOV., NOR. YELL.: 1, -sp,

Marhoff: 2, Bloomfield; 3, Barber. BUFF: 1. Barber;

2. B-raithwa-ite ; 3, Bloomfield
;

vhc, Marhoff.

\'ARTEC. YELL.: 1, Lang; 2, Braithw-aite ; 3,

Stopher- vhc, Taylor. BUFF: 1, ?-, Marhoff; 3,

Bloomfield; vhc, Stopher; lie. Taylor. YORKS.,
YELL.: 1, sp, 3, Marhoff: 2, Earl; vhc, Lang; ho,

c Snow. BUFF: 1, 3, Marhoff; -2. Snow. VARIEG.
YELL.: 1, Lang; 2, Earl; 3. Snow. BUFF: L. Snow;
2.' Marhoff; 3", Lang. MULES, OLD: 1. Snow.

MULES. 1914: 1, sp, cup, Peeling: 2, Walker: 3.

Pino: vhc, .lover
; he. Pine: c, P , ling. GOLDF.

:

1. Pine. GREENF. and CHAFF. : 1. w;

vhc. Stophrr. LINNET am! SISKIN : 1. Snow:

2, Woodcock. A.O. FINCH or BUNTING: 1, l- J-

Snow
; 2, N. A. Snow. SOI* i’ll) 1. 1, : 1. 2, V. oc ilcock

FOR.: 1, sp, 2, Woodcock.--! . II. Mil" lb

See.
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JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention or Show Secretaries I: directed lo the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

J. C. BARNE9, 113, Northfb-td Road, Walklcy, Rln-f.

Odd. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience 'Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, it, Cumberland ltd., Lldget Green,
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-
tical experience.

J. W. bruce, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird tpe^allfet.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Glrling-

ton Bradford. Judge of ail varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J, FULLJAME3, 42, Lincoln Bond, S. Norwood,
London, S.E. Specialist, British and Foreign.

GEO. CARDNER, 11, Haverstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G, HOBBS, 85, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. fl. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, idle, Bradford, Judge of

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
JAMES KERR, 18. James Street, IVrth. Any variety.

Specialist Norwich and British.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. C8, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Y'orks. and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich l’lainhead Speci-

alist.

W. MUNDELL, C, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Bird?.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury ho?.'!, Carsnatton,

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds ;
all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. A. PAYNE, 17, Nortbgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton led,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Lcngton, Staffs

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizirighall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich PI ainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. •'. ,I
5
*Ke

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshill. nr.

Bradford. Judge oi Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Rd.. Frizington. Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W YOUNG, 25, Grosvehor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate. ______SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must be fully PPEP A I D.

i-incli 2/-, £-iiicli 3/-, 1 inch 6-
Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in opr

“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 5s,

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or mors

columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to

” Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series o. not less

than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteemi" a Show

should applv for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

wifinunetnsnii’e Agricultural Society,

T0WYN
Fri., Sept. 4th, 1914.

Judg<> Mr. Clem Watson, Oxhev, Watford.

Cage «irds (open); Poultry, Pigeons (open to

YVales). Prize-money, 10/-, 5/-. Entries finally close

Aug. 26th. Schedules and entry farms from—Robt.
Roberts, Secretary.

uPIGEONSff

The only paper dealing 90lely with Show and
Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

FOR ft FEATHER
*!

The only Paper devoted to these subject©.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard (or Specimen.

Sffrsep ; MK Pratfforrt Yorks.

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

‘6JSI MMraw
i the STANDARD WORK CM THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Boulton.- Pripc ,7a. Cel.

AGE BIRDS."' If" FLEET1

-ST., /LONDON. .E.ft
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and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
50,000 readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Telegrams— ‘ Aviculture, London." TeL No. 53J9

Hoiborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. provided un addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort wilt be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one Side of paper only

^Twitterings.

Wo have still two vacancies for our patron*

nge, writes Mr. J. Huntington, sc'c., Cumber-
land and Westmorland Y.C.C.A., IS), Nelson
Street, Maryport. Sees, please apply early.

Mr. J. VV. Dal/.cll writes that ho has re-

moved from 4, Ormerod Street, Oldham, to

96, Barker Street, where ho has opened in

the Bird and Seed Trade, and will bo pleased

to soo old and now friends.

Mr. Bert Bouton, East Palestine, [Ohio,

U.S.A., who is a lover of Canaries and
Canary breeding, would be glad if Mr. David
O’Brien, of Sail Francisco, would send full

address, so that he might correspond with
him.
Members please note, writo Messrs. Jame-

son and Johnson, Secs., Derwent Valley
C.B.S., wo are postponing our meeting of

Aug. 1 to Aug. 8, and hope that all mem-
bers and intending members will be present
at same. Subs. duo.

Mr. J. Nieholl, 327, Bowling Hall Road,
Bradford, writes that ho has taken over the
secretaryship of Bowling and Dis. B.F.A.,
and will bo glad to hear from anyone wish-

ing to join. The society is moving to new
headquarters, the Napoleon Hotel, Wakefield
Road*

1 should like to know the address of Mr.
Frank Ball, writes Mr. G. H. Ball, 39, Percy
Road, Woodford liaise, near Byfield, North-
ants. About two years’ ago he lived in Hart-
ley Road, Radford, Nottingham, and was a
bird fancier. Could any Nottingham bird

fancier oblige?

Mr. Alex. Donnelly writes that he has
taken over a business at 295, Swintou Hall
Road, Pendlebury, and says: “I have sold

all my Canaries, but am still keeping on with
Linnets, and I will still keep up my interest

in the Bird Fancy. „ I have no room for my
cages in my new business premises.”

Will all those who have received schedules

for the Woodlands Show, Aug. 3, note, writes

Mr. G. Hunt, hon. sec., Doncaster C.B.S.,

that an error has occurred in same, re cup
rules, viz., for the best Canary or Mule, or

Hybrid bred 1914, confined to members of

the Adwick-le-Street, and Doncaster and Dis.

C.13.S.

We have received the year book for 1914
of the Provincial Roller C.C. It contains a

list of officers, balance-sheet for 1913, which
shows a loss of nearly £12 on the year, the
balance of £25 18s. 2d. brought forward be-

ing reduced to £13 18s. 6d. cash in hand,
the rules of the club, members’ names and ad-

dresses, and the judging standard.
Messrs. Liveriue Limited, of Grimsby, the

proprietors of Desiccated Yolk of Egg, write

that they wish, through Cage Birds, to thank
the many fanciers who have sent them kind
words and wishes. One large breeder writes

this week : It fills a long felt want and will

do all you represent it to do at a minimum
cost. The proprietors add that they have an
output for the white of the egg, and that

unless this was so the price of the Desiccated

Yolk of Egg would be double. It will bring

the birds through the moult, producing at the
same time a brilliant plumage. The process

of fanciers boiling their own eggs is now out

of date.
“ Bird Notes,” the journal of the Foreign

Bird Club, appears now in a new cover, bear-

ing pictures of various foreign birds. The open-

ing article in the July issue is a short ac-

count, by Mr. H. Whistler, of the Rufous-
hellied Niltava in its wild state. Mr. S. Wil-

liams continues his account of his Weavers
nnd Whydahs. Mr. W. Shore Baily tells of

the breeding of Hybrids between a British

Greenfinch and a Sikliim Siskin, and gives a

photograph of the nest and eggs. Other in-

teresting breeding accounts are of the Alex-

andrine Parrakeet, by Mr. Baily, the Blue
Rugarbird, by Dr. Lovell-Keays, the Mealy
Rosella by the Rev. G. H. Raynor, and Ros-

eate Cockatoos by the Marquis of Tavistock,

the latter in the continuation of the Articles,
“ Some Experiences of Cockatoos.” Mr. W.
T. Page continues “An Easter Tour Among
Members’ Aviaries,” and Mr. Whistler, the
•* Birds of the Jhelum District,” illustrated by
a drawing of the nest of the Purple Sugar-

bird. Some nice photographs embellish an

interesting issue.

Mr. George Riddown, hon. sec. Ilkeston

C.B.S., writes that hia society has been com-
pelled to alter its show date from Nov. 28-30,

as originally announced, to Dec. 6-7.

£2 for Lost Parrot.
A reward of £2 has been offered for the

recovery of a Grey Parrot which escaped

from tho houseboat River Home, moored in

the Thames Ditton reach of tho Thames.

A New Hybrid.
In the Editorial Notes of the July issue of

“Bird Notes” thero is an account of tho

successful pairing of a cock Fieldfare with a

hen Missel Thrush in Major Johnson’s aviary

nt Hove. Two fertile eggs were laid the first

time, but owing to an accident to the nest

they were not hatched. Tho eggs are de-

scribed as being “ a complete mixture of the

egg of the two species.” At the second at-

tempt throe eggs were laid and one chick was

hatched.

A Cheering Message.
In connection with the serious illness of

tho veteran judge, Mr. J. E. Hills, of Sud-

bury, recently reported in Cage Birds, on

tho initiative of Mr. J. F. Dewar, of Edin-

burgh. Mr. G. Crabb lias sent to Mr. Hills

a joint letter of sympathy, and of hope for

recovery. This letter was signed by nearly

50 of bis personal friendls in tho Fancy,

composed mainly of the older fanciers. (We
have heard from a friend that Mr. Hills was

greatly delighted and cheered by the mes-

sage.—Editor.).

Two Cases of Fertile Mul»s.
In the July issue of “ Bird Notes,” the

Editor, Mr. \V. T. Page, records that two

lady members of the Foreign Bird Club have

records of fertile Hybrids. Miss E. F.

Chawner reports that she lias a Grey Singing

Finch-Linnet Hybrid cock, the mating of

which with a hen Linnet has resulted in the

production of two young birds which arc now
fully fledged ;

and Miss Smyth had one young

bird from a Red-headed Finch cock and a lien

of the Red-headed Finch-Cutthroat cross; this

young bird, however, lived only three days.

OBITUARY.
Master Herbert Ludbrook.

It is with great regret, writes Mr. W.
Helliwell, Sec., City of Bradford O.S., I

hear of the sad loss our most esteemed trea-

surer, Mr. F. Ludbrook, and his wife, have
sustained in the sudden death of their son,

Herbert. They have the full sympathy of

every member of our society in
.
their great

sorrow.

Mr J. W. Turner, Grantham.

It is with deepest regret, writes Mr. H.
Lowther, Hon. Sec. Grantham C.B.S., that I

have to announce the death of our respected

member, Mr. J. W. Turner, better known as

“Bert,” who died at his home in Grantham,
July 23. I offer, in the name of his brother

fanciers of the Grantham C.B.S., our sincere

sympathy to his sorrowing wife and relatives.

He was a keen fancier and loved a good speci-

men of ~any variety, and at all times wrought

hard in the best interests of the society.

Through the Cage Bars.
Giving evidence at Steeple Ashton in

regard to a charge of keeping young Gold-

finches in captivity, an inspector of the

R.S.P.C.A. related how he saw three young

Finches in a small cage, and while question-

ing the defendant observed two adult Finches

in the vicinity of the house. First one and

then the other bird approached the cage and

passed morsels of food through the bars to

the expectant fledglings. He learned that the

young birds were taken from a nest in a tree

in view of the cage.

Sparrow re^Ks a Tax'=cab.
A Sparrow at Higliam, near Gloucester, has

been responsible for a serious taxi-cab acci-

dent. In a ditch seven feet deep were found

a. wrecked' taxi-cab and its dazed driver.

When able to speak the driver said that all

he could remember was receiving a severe

blow in the eye. Inquiries led to the dis-

covery of a dead Sparrow at the bottom of the

steering-arm, and the only explanation of the

accident is that the Sparrow flew into the

driver’s eye, rendering him insensible, with

the result that the cab swerved and ran into

the ditch.

To Society Secretaries, Adver-
tisers and Correspondents

generally.

It would much facilitate our work if Secretaries

and others would kindly write out their chib

reports, notices, etc., in the style in which they see

them printed. Write on ONE SIDE ONLY of each

sheet of paper used.

Will all coirespondants, and secretaries and officials

of societies in particular, please note that CAGE
BIRDS now goes to press on Wednesday afternoon,

so that all matter for publication in our issue of the

same week MUST reach us on TUESDAY TO BE
CERTAIN OF INCLUSION.

Mr. H. Howlck of Midhurst, and his noted Canary Bullfinch Hybrid with some of the fine trophies it

has won him ' The bird was bred by Mr. Howlck, and an account of its wonderfully successful career

on the show bench will be found in a letter from him which is published on page 42.

Fancier and CracK Rifle Shot.
It may be of interest to your many readers

to know that Mr. Jas. L. Dewar, who won
the King’s prize at Bisley, is also an enthusi-

astic bird fancier, and a member of the Col-

inton and Currie Parishes O.S., writes Mr.

Jas. Napier, the Sec. Crests and Norwich
Plainheads are his favourites. I am sure all

bird fanciers will join the members of the

above society in congratulating Mr. Dewar on

his splendid win.

Massacre of Sea Gulls.
A correspondent of the “Yorkshire Post”

says that after a recent destructive hailstorm

in the estuary of the Tees, lie counted 300

dead Gulls within a quarter of a mile of

Redcar jetty, lying in groups of from six to

twenty. They had been slain by “ lumps
of ice,” most of the birds having wounded
heads and broken wings. It has since been
found that thousands of Sea Gulls were de-

stroyed by the enormous hailstones.

TRAINING AND CONDITIONING BIRDS FOR
EXHIBITION.

A lecture by Mr. B. Clegg before the ArdwicK and Manchester C.B.S.

Meeting and lecture by Mr. B. Clegg- held

in the St. Thomas’s Schools, Ardwick.
_

A
large number of members and friends being

present, Mr. Boothman in chair ;
usual busi-

ness was gone through previous to lecture.

The lecturer expressed his pleasure in com-

ing before the members of the Ardwick and

District C.B.A. I was asked to give a lec-

ture, he said, the subject was to be How to

get Birds in Condition for the Show Bench.”

I was pleased to ' know the nature of the

lecture was selected and not left to me, and

I will now do my best to handle it. I will

start on the moult. You are all aware the

best conditioned' bird is one which has had

a good moult, and while it is going through

the hopes of every fancier run high, antici-

pating- a good moult for the young birds, and

the good fortune of having something that

will bring credit to him when the show’s come

round ;
even with the older birds he is look-

ing forward to them having even a better

moult than they had the previous year.

You must at all times carry out the moult

under the best conditions, not as a good many

do, that is, put them altogether in a flight

cage and moult and colour them. He
strongly advised those present to select the

best birds they would require, as these should

have more attention than the others. After

the second week of moult cage them off sep-

arately, as in colour-feeding you will have

to shade the light. Some darken tho cages

with paper, others darken the window or run

a blind across the racks. It does not matter

which method you adopt so long as you do

shade the light after selecting those which

you will need for the early shows.

A Racine for a Tonic.

Probably about this time you may find some

of your birds are down in condition, now you

must study your birds and try to ascertain

the cause of them going out of sorts. Per-

haps a tonic will pick those ailing birds up.

There are several tonics which fanciers use,

but a very simple and' good one which I have

used for *20 years is the following: Saffron

twTo pennyworth, cochineal two pennyworth,

sweet nitre -g-oz., honey -jr-lb.
,

tincture of

capsicum i-oz., rum or whiskey 8 ozs., water

up to throe pints. This tonic would last the

season through, as only a little is needed in

the drinkers, and it would also keep good ;
he

had found this to be very beneficial in almost

any case of birds being down.^ Some used

sulphate of iron, others tincture of gentian.

tormentil root after the moult was also a good

pick-me-up. Birds are the same as our-

selves, one medicine is good for one and not

for another. Of course, wo must study thorn

and experiment until we found out which

was tho best to use.

Getting the birds ready for exhibition, he

stated, was a very serious matter, as some

birds needed more training than others and

unless a man has plenty of time it is of no

use going in for some of the varieties.- With
Yorkshires, for instance, a man would have

to spend a lot of timo training thfjjtt, run-

ning them into tho show cages to get them
steady and also getting them in that position

which takes a judge’s eye so much. You
must get them well up and strengthen their

legs by careful training. A good method

is to tie a piece of string to the top of the

cage or even a sprig of dandelion or water-

cress, by this you will not only get position,

which means that half the battle would be

won, but you would also get better wing and

tail carriage. This would make the Yorkshire

what it is noted for, viz., a bird of position.

The Norwich was more a bird of type and

colour, and did not need the same training as

tho Yorkshire, as its position seemed more

natural to the breed. This variety seomed

more for the working man as it did not need

the time. Other birds of type and' colour

mentioned were the Lizards and Cinnamons,

but he was sorry to say they seemed to be

sinking, for they were birds which gave a

lot of interest to those who took them up and

they were not expensive.

Showing Brings in £2 Weekly.

The lecturer said that if a man wished to be

successful he should belong to a society’ which

was composed of working men, as he believed

they gave more attention to the breeding and

showing of bird's and had made the Fancy

what it was; still he could not do without

the moneyed man, as we needed these to buy

our stock, and we should encourage the capi-

talists to come into our societies so as to

assist us to get along. He knew an exhibi-

tor who made £2 per week showing birds he

had bought from working men. If W;® did

happen to have a bird worth £6 or £/ ne

would advise us to sell it, as it would assist

•is as well as the purchaser. (There is a cer-

tain amount of risk and should ,
anything

happen ho could better afford to lose than us.)

Regarding showing, he did not believe in

doiim too much with one bird ; he thought

three times during a season was enough,

especially in Manchester where the air is so

dirty. Some fanciers were able to moult

i. bird clean and show it without washing,

but this he had found to bo impossible in

Manchester. The wash was one of tho mam
things, and he was a great believer m wash-

ing demonstrations to educate the members.

To improve tho sheen on the birds he advised

ns to use a small quantity of glycorino in

the water; of course, this would need ;»

tot of practice to get to know the quantity to

nut in. For washing purposes ho had found

Sunlight soap, with a little borax in tho

watci\ and glycerine in the rinsing water to

meet all needs, but he always made a practice

of ’’rooming bis birds with a silk lianoker-

chief. This, he thought, brought that beau

tiful sheen and that closoness of feather

which we all so much admire. After touch

ing on several British birds and giving some

good hints tho lecturer concluded, leaving

us a short timo for questions. Several were

asked and answered in an able manner, and a

vote of thanks ended a very instructive and

interesting lecture.- R. Booxn 1
Press Corresp,
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'Getting and Keeping Canaries
in Show Condition.

By J. HODDER, London, E.C.

Hints From One of Our Best-Known Exhibitors.

1
THINK it will bo admitted by most
breeders of Canaries that however good

in show points a bird may be, if it is

shown out of condition it is not likely to do

its owner iifttch service on the show bench

;

ono cannot help noticing early in tho show

season some exhibits possessing all tho char-

acteristics necessary for tho make-up of win-

ning specimens, and yet they are passed, and

why? Solely because they are out of condi-

tion, and do not show themselves to advan-

tage. How frequently we hear at shows such

remarks as those: “Ho appears down in

condition,’’ “Hugs his perches,” “Does not

move well,” etc. Now all this is summed up

in tho ono word, Condition ;
these birds lack

condition, and to remedy this should be tho

exhibitor's earnest effort.

Why the Birds Are Late.

Let us briefly examine a few of tho causes

why birds do not answer tho requirements of

their owners early in the show season, and to

do so it will bo necessary to commence with

early spring. Wo will suppose the show sea-

son is over, we may have had all our spare

time for months taken up with the shows,

exhibiting tho birds and following up their

doings; possibly wo have not met with tho

success we anticipated, and we have become
a little disheartened. Then oiu- fervour is

diminished, and our interest wanes perhaps,

so the birds aro left to themselves a little

more than usual. Of course, we attend to

their ordinary daily wants, but we may not

be so keen as we ought to be, so wc give the

birds less time and thought ;
and this just

at a period of the year when we should dis-

play greater enthusiasm
;
and so time passes

along
;
pairing-up time approaches, the birds

are paired, but we arc not at all satisfied

with results
;
then we become dissatisfied with

opr stock, and perhaps resolve to dispose of

all and make a fresh start. Yet all the time
the birds have not been to blame, but our-

selves only, and the trouble dates back to

that day on which our enthusiasm abated.

Believe me, the successful exhibitor is the

man who devotes all his energies to getting

his birds into the highest condition by the

time the show season begins. In the manage-
ment of his stock before pairing, during breed-

ing operations, and after, he should be keep-
ing in his mind tho possibilities of a success-

ful show season, for it is there and then the

true fancier reaches tho summit of his ambi-

tions when lie sees tho reward of his labours

— possibly a beautiful specimen exhibited, tho

admiration of his brother fanciers, his toil

and plodding has brought him unbounded
happiness in tho knowledge of tho fact that

ho lias produced a bird which has brought
him credit, and given pleasure to others.

Therefore keep up your interest throughout
all tho year; you will be amply rewarded for

all your trouble.

Another cause of disappointment during
tho show season is lato breeding when the

second week of July is with us. I do not

consider it a wise course to allow the birds to

continue breeding. I know some will say,
“ But you see 1 have had a poor season up
till now, and there is yet a chance
of hatching and rearing a few,” but
from personal knowledge I gather that
tlio possibilities of making good a poor
season are at this time of year remote ; the

birds aro now tired, and if anything is

hatched the chances aro that there will

bo difficulty experienced in rearing it. Even
if reared, late hatched birds are generally

puny and weak, at least this is what I have
found, so is it worth the risk of breeding
from your best specimens when they ought
to be resting, and gathering strength for the
moult ?

Ending the Breeding Season.

I prefer to let all nests where young are
hatched by middle of July get fully reared,

and not allow any hen to sit again after that
date

;
part all the pairs one by one as the

young commence to do for themselves, placing
the hens in batches, say, of six or more, ac-

cording to cage room at your disposal, but
cage off all the cocks singly; the liens will

generally agree well, but the cocks will not
agree until tho moulting sickness seizes them,
then they can be removed into moulting
cages in batches and kept on colour food until

the completion of the moult. All birds that
are intended for show should be kept to-

gether, if possible, during the moult.
Late breeding often proves disastrous; what

frequently happens as a consequence of late

breeding is this : The birds get so thoroughly
tired and worn out that many valuable birds
die towards the end of July. The first symp-
toms of the approaching trouble are that they
mope about the cage, pick over the seeds,

eating but lit tle : they appear as though there

is little life left in them, then we begin to

administer restoratives in tho form of some
tonic or something else, hut to our dismay
wo suddenly discover one day that ono or More
have gone to the great majority. Then per-

haps wo become angry with ourselves because
wo were not sufficiently observant to have
avoided such a catastrophe. Be it remem-
bered that 1 am dealing with causes why birds

aro not in show condition when tlie time
arrives for tho exhibitions to begin.

.

' The successful exhibitor always has his

thoughts concentrated on tho future as well

as tho present, and so handles his stock at all

times that the best results aro obtained at

any period of the year, whether it be breed-

ing time or showing time.

Assuming that wo have the right stock, the

earlier the moult the better, i.e. , if we have
an ambition to score at early shows all birds

should be showing signs of the approaching
moult by the middle of August, and those

that are not should bo helped with cochincai

or saffron in drinking water. We arc all glad,

or should be so, when the moult starts early,

and if the birds have the necessary reserve

of vitality to carry them through it expedi-

tiously we shall soon see the feathers leaving

them in large and still larger quantities
;
this

augurs well for a speedy and successful moult,

and upon this depends very largely the hi irg-

ing of the birds into condition for showing
at the proper time.

The Moult and Colour.
When birds have a protracted moult they

are nearly always flat in colour and down in

condition just at the time when you require

them for exhibition. I consider that birds

should never be handled during the moult,

for if handled much the moult is retarded

;

while if they are allowed to remain in abso-

lute quietness they will come through the

ordeal much more quickly.

Assuming the moult is over and the birds

are beginning to “fine do^n,” as we say,

then you will need to watch them most care-

fully
;
some birds give trouble to their owners

at this time my dropping some of the new
feathers. If detected in time this trouble can

soon be overcome by giving some kind of

blood-cnriching tonic in the form of iron in

the drinking water, this also serves to bind

the colour. When these symptoms have

vanished, just modify the diet a little, and

instead of colour food every day give a little

ordinary egg-food with, say, 4 drops of cod

liver oil emulsion and a few drops of chemical

food mixed with each small teaspoonful, also

a little maw seed sprinkled over it. This

simple treatment speedily brings about n

marked improvement in their condition, and
puts a lovely sheen oh the surface of the plu-

mage.

Tho careful fancier will soon sec when this

kind of treatment must bo discontinued by
tho general appearance of the birds so
treated ; of course care must be exercised not
to overdo it at this period, but the strain of

tho shows will soon tell its tale bn their con-

stitutions, then it will be timo again for you
to resort to your mode of special treatment.

Some fanciers bring their birds into condi-

tion with mixed seeds only, but I prefer to

practice both methods.
I make up a mixture of gold of pleasure, a

little linseed, a little niger (inga), rnaw seed,

best German summer rape, and a little hemp ;

about a teaspoonful of the mixture is given
on the days when the egg food and emulsion
and chemical food are not given, not forget-

ting a little ripe apple. You will, with this

treatment, soon have your birds full of life

and go, and ready for the shows.
The “Soft-Moult ” Nuisance.

In a recent lecture I dealt briefly with the
appearance of soft moult about November,
and sometimes later, but perhaps a word or
two here again may be appropriate

;
one can-

not help noticing at some shows the number
of birds which are down in condition and cast-

ing their feathers when the show season is

about half over. This is most distressing,

both to the birds and their owners. There is

no doubt that the trouble is brought about
by frequent showing or the varying tempera-

tures to which the birds are subjected, and I

notice that it is the novice birds which suffer

most in this direction.

Now I have only one object in mentioning
this, and that is to help and encourage the
novice, therefore I would toll him that if ho
will only anticipate this trouble another sea

son, and treat his birds in the simple way I

have described, i.e., after every show give

his birds some kind of tonic in the form of

tincture of steel, syrup of hypophosphates, or

chemical food in drinking water, and also

feed for a day or two as advised for birds

finishing the moult
; if this mode of treatment

is persevered with, a sT)ft moult will never

be a cause of trouble again.

Let us always remember that soft moult is

injurious to the birds’ constitutions, as it im-

poses an additional strain on them, besides

ruining them for shows for weeks, or per-

haps the remainder of the season, and I would
further state that in my own experience I

have never known of a hen being of anv use

in the breeding room during a season follow-

ing that when a soft moult had occurred. I

have found syrup of hypophosphates. as men-
tioned above, a most excellent remed” for all

birds showing signs of the wear anu tear of

much showing. I trust these remarks may
prove of some assistance to the amateur or

novice, and that by following out the advice

here given success may be achieved.

eight -feet from the ground, very compactly
constructed of moss lined with fine grass and
a few feathers. The four eggs were light

blue, with a few black spots on the larger

end, and were much larger than those of our
Siskin, the one in my cabinet measures .75 x
.58 in.

The four young were hatched on th6 25th
April and flew on the 6th May, on which day
I brought one into the house and made the

following note on its plumage :
“ Crown and

back buffish, each feather with wide central

dull brown stripe, giving a mottled appear-

ance ; cheeks light brown ; over eye and under
cheeks, chin and throat pale chrome ; wings
blackish, greater and lesser coverts margined
with buff

;
anterior base of all primaries and

secondaries bright yellow, forming a bar
across the wing ; a wash of dull grey on ends
of secondaries

;
tail blackish-brown

;
all tail

feathers with buff margins; breast pale

chrome, boldly streaked wTith brown ; abdomen,
and under tail-coverts light- chrome ; beak
and feet pinkish.”

Shelter Ignored.
The other pair, which had wintered in the

breeding aviary without any shelter whatever,
went to nest about a month later and laid

three eggs, of which I took one. They hatched
and reared the remaining two. The nest was
in the fork of a Pinus insignis about three

feet from the ground. The male of this pair

went into the moult on the 1st June, but had
completed his moult and was singing again

by the 5th July. By the 1st July the young
of the early nest were changing colour rapidly,

showing much more yellow on the throat and
forehead, especially the young males.

The song of the Sikkim Siskin is not of

much value
;

nevertheless it is bright and
cheerful, and' heard throughout the year, and’

the bird itself is not only brilliant, but in

perpetual motion, and is in every way suitable-

for aviary life. I can quite believe that the

young could he reared on seed alone
;
never-

theless, I supplied groundsel for the first brood

and the second brood were largely reared on
the roots of grass.

My friend and neighbour, Mr. P. F. Wolfe,

saw the second brood in the nest on the 24th

May, and Mr. C. Harrison, of Tiverton, hack

seen both broods flying and independent.

B
EFORE giving a few notes on the recent

nesting of this charming species, the

Sikkim Siskin (Chrysomitris spinoidcs),

in my aviary, perhaps I may be permitted a

few words of explanation, which may make
my object more intelligible. In the first place

I should like to point out that I am not com-
peting for any of the medals or prizes which
our Editor has so generously offered. This is

not because I in any .way undervalue the hon-

our of winning one—and more especially the

first one—but simply because those of us who
try to interest others in that which is best in

aviculture must be careful that our own mo-
tives are above suspicion ; I may add that I

have also refused all the medals which the

Avicultural Society has kindly awarded me
during the past two years.

For the above reason the rules "with regard

to giving notice and as to the length of the

written account have not been observed, but
all the other rules have been complied with,

and especially that with regard to adding the
corroborating testimony of a witness, which I

regard as very necessary and valuable—in-

deed, I may add that I myself suggested it.

Without wishing to say anything disparaging

about other records, I have always held tlie

opinion that without corroboration there can
be no real record ;

in fact I may go further
and say with great regret that I fear that one
at least of such “ records,” which I per-

sonally investigated, was simply a flight of

the imagination.

Breeding Birds in Cades.
Whilst on this subject I should like to make

it quite clear that the idea of giving a medal
for species bred for tlie first time in a cage

must be credited entirely to Mrs. Warren
Vernon ; I merely passed it on to our excellent

Editor, recognising its great possibilities, not

only in view of the fact that so very many
bird-lovers have no space for aviaries, but

even more because tho general public, though
generally ready to admit that birds are happy
and contented in large aviaries, refuse to be-

lieve that cage-life can be even tolerable. If,

for instance, we tell them that more than
half-a-century since the Nightingale was suc-

cessfully bred in a cage, they would probably
refuse to believe us. My hope is that we
shall now be able to give them definite proof

The Breeding of the Sikkim
Siskin.

By W. E. TESCHEMAKER, B.A.

An interesting first occurrence in English Aviculture.

of what can be done even with delicate insec-

tivorous species in cages. If the excellent

scheme of Cage Birds achieves this result,

every aviculturist in the land will be under
an obligation to it.

Far away up in the Himalayas, where the
stately deodar rears its noble head and the

great silent forests ring with the weird laugh-

ter of the White-crested Jay-Thrusli, you
may see the Sikkim Siskin flitting from tree

to tree—a gleaming flash of gold against the

dark background of the gloomy conifers—and
you may hear its clear piping call-note. Then
perhaps other little gleams of gold come into

view, not quite so brilliant these, their breasts

streaked with dark brown—one, two, three,

four, a family party. Though some writers

on avicultural subjects indulge in verbal rhap-

sodies in their efforts to depict the beauty of

a bird on the show-bench, we cannot get away
from the fact that, to realise the real beauty
of any bird, one must see it in its natural

surroundings. Let us go to Nature
;
and let

us observethat, whereas we have only a few

types of cages, in Nature almost every species

has a quite different and characteristic back-

ground. We shall not be far wrong, I think,

if we associate this particular species with the

deodar, because Hume tells us (“Nests and

Eggs of Indian Birds”) that this tree forms

its favourite nesting-site.

I have had one or two ('out not always a

pair) of these Siskins in the aviary ever siuce

19C8, but they have done no nesting until

this season. Perhaps the clear sunny days

and very cold nights of this exceptional spring

have supplied tho something that was lacking

in tho conditions of their captivity, for I hear

that in at least one other aviary a hen Sikkim

Siskin has nested this season, having paired

with a cock Greenfinch and reared one Hy-
brid. In this connection it may be not unin-

teresting to remind our readers that, when
discussing this species under the heading of

“Recent Arrivals from Abroad,” I pointed

out the similarity of its note to that of our
Greenfinch, and also suggested that possibly

the reason that a certain proportion of those

imported had not done well was that they

missed the bracing air of their homeland.
However, iE am hoping that a breeding

strain lias now been established, for both my
pairs have reared all their young this season,

and have reared them without the least diffi-

culty; it would be very satisfactory if one
could say definitely that a new and really

suitable species had been added to the number
which will prosper and breed in our aviaries.

The more I see of aViculture the more con-

vinced I am that we should try to breed in

captivity more of the birds which aviculture

requires.

Eclipses Onr Own Beauty.
This Sikkim Siskin is a far more beautiful

bird than our European species. The whole
of the forehead, throat, rump, breast and
underparts of the male being a brilliant golden

yellow, the wings widely banded with old

gold, and the flights most artistically tipped

with a clear grey-blue. The female is very

similar, but duller. In its homeland this Sis-

kin is said to breed quite late in the year

(July and August) ; but quite early in Janu-

ary I saw .he male of the pair in the winter
aviary displaying, crouching low on a spare

bough with his wings and tail extended to

their utmost span, in which position he looked

very like some gorgeous tm’-'t-al bi’Her.flv.- A
charming little nest was built at the end of

February in the top of a euonymus, about
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KEEPING AND BREEDING FOREIGN
SEED-EATERS IN CAGES.

By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S,, 6c.
(Continued

N
O matter liow few birds are kept, there

should always bo several reception

cages, all of tho box type for the recep-

tion of now arrivals. The first to transfer the

birds to (L am speaking now of birds not

larger than a Canary) should only bo about

12 inches long, 9 inches deep, and not more

than 12 inches high; here tho birds may
abide for about seven days, to rest after the

troubles of importation and tho subsequent

land journey. Put in the cage suitable seed,

with only a light sprinkling of sand over the

cage tray, and a tin of warm milk in lieu of

water ;
the milk can be diluted with boiling

water to give it the required temperature

(three parts of milk to one of boiling water)

;

add one drop of brandy to the fluid ounce,

and then leave your birds alone for a couple

of hours at least. The temperature of the

room they are placed in should be rather high

and dry,' but the atmosphere must not be

stuffy.

A Period of Rest.

The next day water can be given the birds

just tepid, and containing half-a-teaspoonful

of Dinneford's Magnesia to the fluid dr,nee of

(water; in the afternoon give milk again as

above, and then follow on with water con-

taining a little Byno-phosphates till the birds

become established, but it will be an advan-

tage to let them have a drink of milk as

above, in the afternoon of most days for the

first week. This first week is to be a period

of rest, and the birds had better be left undis-

turbed, save when attending to supplies and

cleaning cage.
, ,

At the end of the week transfer them to

a cage a little larger, say eighteen to twenty

inches long, the other proportions about as

in the small cage ;
here the^ may spend

another week, being gradually introduced into

a lower temperature, and given plenty of

fresh air but they must be kept clear of chill

winds and draughts. Here they may remain for

a week or ten days, being gradually brought

on to the full diet for the species. By the

time this period has elapsed they shoiild be

ready for the cage that is to be their home,

which has already been described earlier in

this article. During this resting period they

will have acquired activity, the full use ot

loin {itinc 26 .)

their, wings, a,nd also confidence; and all

should go well with them.
Formidable as this may seem while leading

tho directions, it really means very little

trouble in practice, and many a bird will be

saved by proceeding on some such lines -birds

are not fit for a really roomy cage when first

taken out of the travelling box, they ore

scared and weakened by the journey, and
still moro badly scared if put straight away
into a really largo cage

;
they huddle away

in corners, and only the strongest survive.

An Incident in Proof.
I can illustrate my point by quoting an

instance; I received this week some l'urple

Sunbirds, the day after their arrival in port,

and still in thofr travelling cage, each bird

bong in a small compartment. They were
cleaned and fed, and left in their travelling

cage for another day. Then they were trans-

ferred to other cages and treated on the

lines given above, for the same treatment

applies to both soft- and hard-bills, and now
every bird looks like living, and all are

becoming really smart; yet, when first run

out of the travelling cage they were cramped
and scarcely able to walk.

With some species, i.e., if they appear very

badly scared, it is well to hang a piece or an

bid lace curtain in front of their cage for the

first few days, till they settle down a bit. In

the case of any sudden collapse, put them
into a small cage, with a soft cloth or a little

hay on tho bottom of cage, and place them

in dry heat, even 80 degrees or more is not

too much, and keep them there till properly

revived ;
then gradually, not suddenly, bring

them back into ar lower temperature. To
write further would be superfluous, and I pass

on to our next section.

Breeding Hints.

When birds are noticed to be building, they

should be left to themselves as much as

possible and the necessary attendance

carried out as unobtrusively as possible

it will be quite possible to___ observe

them from a little distance, and if one sits

without much movement, observation can be

kept sufficiently close for all the doings of the

birds to be distinctly visible.

Birds are mostly secretive in a state of

nature when engaged in family cares, and if

we can keep up this fiction, or get as near
to it as we can in our cages, it makes success-

more probable. Therefore surround the nest

receptacles in the cages with sprays of heather

or broom that will give the idea of a retreat,

and you will find that many hens will not

leave their eggs while food supplies are being

put in or even while the cage is being

attended to. Even Canaries avail themselves

of such retreats, if given the choice of a

screened or an unscreened nest-box.

When young are hatched, it is of the first

importance that a liberal dietary be supplied.

Even with such a free breeding species as

the Zebra Finch, which will rear its young on
seed and greenfood alone, it is wise to bo

more liberal, for many young Zebra Finches

have been lost for the lack of a little live

food at this period. We mast bear in mind
that tiiough seed eaters, tho young of the

Fringitliibz are almost entirely raised upon
insect life, especially in the early stages.

Many are so situated that insect life is not

easily obtained
;
well, live ants’ eggs, gentles,

as well as mealworms are all to be obtained

from bird-food providers; the mealworm
always, the others in their respective seasons,

which is mostly when they arc most wanted.

However there is another substitute which is

always with 11 s, that is preserved ants’ eggs

;

procure the best ants’ eggs obtainable, and

steam the required quantity just before sup-

plying to the birds. I have reared numbers
of Cutthroats and similar species upon pre-

served ants’ eggs so treated.

Half-ripe and Soaked Seeds.
Greenfood' again is an important item in

the rearing of many Fringilline species, and
it should be supplied fresh at least twice daily

if possible. I have dealt with kinds in a pre-

vious instalment, but if these be procured
with the seeds in a half-ripe condition, such
should be largely supplied to the birds.

Soaked seeds are also a help, especially

with pairs which are bad feeders
;
but it must

be borne in mind that such soon ferment
and become sour, so that only immediate re-

quirements should be so treated. It will

suffice if the required quantity be put into a

dish over night, and sufficient boiling water

poured over them to well immerse the whole

;

the following morning all water should be

drained off and the seeds shaken about in a

clotln so as to dry them sufficiently to pre-

vent the seeds clogging together into a mass.

The- average incubation period with the

Fringillidee is 13-14 days, but this is a. little

variable, and so as to be all covering it may

An Object Lesson in Wild
Seeds.

gIR ,
Owing to removing from Rothesay

I have had several letters delayed from socie-

ties, etc., wanting to loan my collection of

wild seeds. Those who have not heard from

me should kindly communicate with me at

253 Thorn Place, Blackness Road, Dundee,

when I will send on the collection by return.

I wish Cage Birds every success.

Jas. B. Clarke.

Never Say Die!

Sir,

—

Reading Cage Birds, I got to page

nine, where it is mentioned about young fan-

ciers, when a stroke of bad luck conies, throw-

ins the sponge up. Well, now, that struck

me as very funny. This is my first year,

and I have had five nests, some with clear

e™ s and others with young, which did

not come out of the shell. At last I thought

that I would buy a few youngsters, just to

satisfy mvself. 'Believe me if two of them

did not get away. I captured one with a

sack which I had in my hand The other

flew away into a tree. I climbed the tiee,

then just as I got up he flew on the top of a

house. I went up on the roof and got

scratched all over, while the wife called me

all the monkeys she could. Don t you think,

fanciers, that I have had a bad start . But i

don’t intend to give up; I am going to tig

again, and hope to have better luck next

time.

Railway Clearing Houses for

Derelict Birds.

gxn —In seaport towns birds in cages are

often left in railway station parcels rooms

and not called for again. Possibly the re-

turning traveller’s joy at reaching home

again oversteps the limit, and he forgets all

about it until he reaches his destination,

and then does not trouble to write for it. The

birds are kept for three months, the same as

everything else. For ten days they are^kept

in the parcels room at the station, and after

this time are kept in the store. Birds, by

the wav, are the only live stock that railway

companies will take in as parcels. J he birds

are put up for sale for what they will fetch,

at the quarterly sales of derelict parcels, but

as these sales are not advertised very widely

they oc*"eoJ much attended • v the go- ral

Correspondence.
public, and the birds and cages go for .a I

mere song, being often sold as an item in

some lot that includes most incongruous ar-

ticles. The Post Office also handles many
derelict birds in the course of a year, though

as a rule for short periods only. This is due

to some accident with the labels during tran-

sit, as birds will not be accepted for trans-

mission unless they are properly labelled. The
birds are invariably claimed by the owners

when their absence has become known
through non-delivery at their destination. In

the East End of London is what is known as

the “Russian” market. This may be said

to be the clearing house for derelict birds, as

birds of all descriptions picked up at furni-

ture ,sales, and >in many other ways, are

offered for sale here each Sunday, on which
day the market- is at its busiest. The amount
of haggling that takes place over a sale is

surprising. Neither the sellers or the pur-

chasers seem to be well posted in the value

of the birds, and the business resolves itself

into one asking as much and the other offer-

ing as little as they dare. The purchasers
are usually women, who are adepts at
“ cheapening ” goods.

D. J. Ricard.

Training Linnets for Contest
Singing.

Sir,—In reply to “ Novice ” on how to

train Linnets for singing contests, if he looks

through the adverts, in Cage Birds he will

find plenty of those who advertise ^books on
training Linnets. I would also advise

“Novice” to get your “Nutshell” booklet
on Linnets and their treatment, for it is a

real gobd book. “ Novice ” will find that to

get Linnets fit for contesting he will have to

spend a lot of time with them and try various

kinds of seeds, as one seed will bring one
bird on fierce song and not another. If

“ Novice ” will put his name to bis letters

I will send him a seed recipe worth having,
though I don’t wish to publish my name on
account of trade. T am winning every week
with my bird* with 'lie seeds 1 use. and what
I £-4 elsewhere to feed them on (from other
seed dealers}.

Linnet.

The “Order of the Push” at

Abertillery.
Sir,—I thank those gentlemen who last

week kindly gave their opinion, but should

have liked to have seen the names of those

who were writing the letters. -Still, perhaps

they have done best, or they, too, may get

trodden on. I do not intend to let the matter

drop. Any reasonable person can see that I

have been treated worse than a dog. Most of

the members have seen my appeal, and I hope

in the near future to have this matter thor-

oughly gone into. A. E. Motile.

Sir,—As Secretary of the Abertillery

C.B.S., please allow me to defend the society.

Fanciers at large have heard only one side of

the case. I shall state the other side, and

the truth. Mr. Houle says that there were

only six in the Committee meeting of July 8;

[ wish to tell li iriii that there were eight, and

that seven voted to expel him, and one was

against. (Not five to one as he stated.
)_

Also

there were 14 in the monthly meeting of

July 11, when eight vbted to expel him, four

for' him to remain, and two stood neutral.

(Not- seVen to five and one neutral, as he

stated.) I think we should speak the truth

when it is published in the Fancy Press. I

can give every name of the members present,

also who voted for and against. He says

he was thrown out in five minutes ;
I can

prove it has taken about three months. Now,
fanciers, the reason Mr. Moule was expelled

is this : The Society has not been able to

have a meeting when Mr. Moule has been

present, without it has been all of an uproar

from beginning to finish. We picked a depu-

tation on April 24 to see Mr. Moule as re-

gards his conduct at tho meetings. He pro-

mised the deputation he would act differently.

This promise he failed to fulfil, except at the

first meeting after they waited on him; this

meeting being the only one the chairman lias

had the chance of ruling as it should be ruled,

f may say that when a member addressed

the chair and was on liis feet speaking, Mr.
Moule would interrupt, and would not listen

to the chairman. It- had come to this : Mr.
Mpule behaved so i - tlm meetings that 1 gin

so » at lc; ten m ('!
,

• 'mid he- tefijjie

be put as 12-16 days; climatic conditions

affect the period to some extent. In my
aviary I have found 12 days the usual period

in moist, hot iveather
;
extreme dry heat ap-

pears to slightly lengthen the period, and in

some instances to spoil the eggs.

Homely Remedies.
I am not going to treat of bird ailments

here, but often taking a slight ailment in

the beginning will check serious trouble, and
save many valuable birds. Anything more
than this must be treated as for individual
cases, and not in a general way. The follow-

ing may well have a place in the’ fancier's

medicine cupboard :—Dinneford’s magnesia,
byno-phosphates, Friar.’s balsam, whisky, and
a mixture of ipecacuanha wine, oxymel of

squills and glycerine in equal parts.

A close watch should be kept upon caged
seed-eaters against constipation, and at the
first sign of this a little Dinneford’s magnesia
should he put into the water to adjust mat-
ters. Dinneford’s magnesia may also be used
as required as a check upon obesity, but in

no case must it be used of sufficient strength

or so frequently as to set lip a state of chronic

diarrhoea. For birds needing a little toning

up use the byno-phosphates, half a teaspoonful

to the fluid ounce of water will suffice for the

Finch tribe. This can be given regularly so

long as the birds require it. Friar's balsam

is useful in the case of accidents, or neces-

sary amateur surgery, a' little applied with a

camel-hair brush will soon stop bleeding.

Whiskey or brandy in a little warm water

is a good stimulant to birds suddenly requir-

ing such—one or two drops in a teaspoonful

of water is sufficient. For slight colds the

mixture named above usually gives relief pro-

viding the case is taken in time—one part of

the mixture to ten of water I have found

about right for the class of birds we are con-

sidering. Of course there are many others

which can be used for the same object, but

I have found those named to answer the pur-

pose admirably, and no good purpose would

be served by enlarging the list.

Keeping Trouble at a Distance.

With ordinary care, cleanliness, sweet and

wholesome food, thorough ventilation without

draught, and a close watch upon the birds

during the period of the moult, will mostly

suffice to keep disease at bay. When slight

indisposition occurs it will be at once ap-

parent to the real bird-keeper, and a use of

homely remedies, as above, at once, will

usually meet the case.

My concluding instalment will be “ A few

representative successes.”

(To be concluded.)

society if Mr. Moule had not been expelled.

What would other societies have done with

an individual upsetting the meetings and ridi-

culing the chairman? On behalf of the

Society, I remain,
H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

[A letter from Mr. Broome, the late lion. «c.,

bearing out Mr. Mortimer’s remarks, is unavoidably

held over—Editor.]

Sir,—-“ Ebbw Vale” has rightly stated the

case when he says that Mr. Moule is worth

the whole lot left. Mr. Moule has at various

times collected something like £20 in cash,

which, I am sure, means work, and to work
like this means that he is interested. Mr.

Moule is a fancier of sterling worth of whom
any society might well be proud, but, un-

fortunately for him, is of an inquisitive turn

of mind. He asked a lot of questions, and I10

liked to probe things to the bottom. Now
I think all will admit this is an Englishman’s
right especially in this democratic age. I

am sorry to say Mr. Moule is not the only

fancier that has had the “ Order of the Push”
from this Society, whether from the same
cause or not I am not prepared to say. But,

Mr. Editor, if we are not prepared to act

above board, it is time to close any society

and write upon its tombstone “ Ichabod.”
A Well Wisher.

The Great Career of a Noted
Canary-Bullfinch Hybrid.

(Sea photograph on page 40.)

Sir,—As I think this may prove of some
interest to the many readers of Cage Birds,
I enclose a photo of my noted Canary- Bull-

finch and myself, together with some of (I 10

trophies the bird has won in this last two
years. I must say lie has been very success-

ful on the show bench. He lias taken twenty
firsts and four second's in twenty- six times

out, including 1st at the Crystal Palace in

1914; also a £1 cash special at the Crystal

Palace, 10s. cash special at the Portsmouth

and Southern Counties show, and a diploma

lof honour in Cage Birds’ Championship

Competition, with only three coupons. He
has also won twenty other specials, including

the Portsmouth fanciers’ 25-gr.inea challenge

cup, tho Guildford C.B.S. cup, and tho

Chichester C.B.S. cup, all three for best cage

bird in each show. Many thanks for hints

from Cage Birds, and 1 wish your paper all

the honour it so honestly deserves. The
photograph is Ly 0. T. Spring (MirihmrtJ.

Aj id hurst.
'

]

.

H. HowiCK.
V
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From Field to Aviary.
Sir,—-The other day whilst out for a stroll

1 came across a nest of young Greenfinches,

about tea to twelve days old. 1 caught

the old hen and took her and the young homo
with luo. 1 put them all into an aviary.

They had not been in above half un hour

before the old hen began to feed them. She

is feeding them yet, and ull are doing well

and look as if they are contented.
W. Sunt.

A Linnet that Returned Home.
Sir,—Reading in last week’s Cage Birds

of a homing Thrush, and the previous week

of a homing Bullfinch, perhaps the following

case of a Linnet returning homo* might be of

interest. On Wednesday afternoon last

(July 22) whilst feeding two Linnets I keep

on a window-sill outdoors. 1 had the misfor-

tune to leave one of the doors open and one

of the birds flew off and, of course, f gave

it up as lost. The next afternoon a neigh-

bour called my attention, much to my sur

prise, to a bird flying round the cage of the

other Linnet. I looked out and saw it was

my lost one returned. I put out the cage he

had been kept in, and within ten minutes he

went in by himself and never moved whilst

T opened the window and shut the cage door.

I think this very remarkable for a Linnet,

seeing it was a "field-moulted specimen, and

I consider one of the difficult birds to steady

down to cage life.”

F. J. Sxow.

Mortlake.

Judging Norwich Plainheads to

the Standard,
Sir,—I was rather amused when I read in

the correspondence columns (which are most

interesting) the complaint of “ Norwich
Standard.” At the same time I felt some-

what sorry, saying to myself :
“ Here is an-

other disappointed exhibitor,” and had he not

signed himself “ Norwich Standard,” I should

have come to the conclusion that he had ex-

pected to see a Border Fancy Society’s Nest

Feather Show ! He is undoubtedly either a

raw novice or is trying to have a rap at the

judge. I was a visitor to the show, and I

can tell him that if he has any Norwich

smaller than the largest he saw at Gorton, he

must not build any hopes of getting very high

up the ladder of fame in the birdy world with

them. If anything beats a good little one

it is a good big one ;
and don’t forget that

young are like a. flower in bloom—there and

gone in a few days. With several fanciers

that have had a life time experience, I passed

a remark about the shortness of the “ un-

gainly creatures,” that our friend has called

these leading birds. I am sure the typo and

quality throughout were something for the

society to he proud of, and only in one class

would I have changed tho decision of the

judge. But never mind lad, have another try,

and don’t mix the Borders with the Norwich.

Size, Type, and Quality.

How’s this for Hybrid Breeding ?
Sir,— I have had sixteen eggs from a cock

Goldfinch and hen Greenfinch this year; four-

teen eggs were fertile, one was clear, and one

she dropped from the perch. 1 had ten young

ones hatch out from the fourteen eggs, but

through bad feeding hens l have only reared
]

four. Two of them are on the perches, and

the other two doing well in nest. 1 have

never possessed a Goldfinch in all my life until

last November, and for him 1 gave the sum

of 3s.
O. H. Ball.

Cage Birds in the Army.
Sin,—Soldiers on homo stations are not

permitted to keep singing birds in barrack

rooms. Birds “that are not classed as song-

sters ” may be kept provided permission to

this effect is obtained from the commanding

officer, but the question as to what birds

this clause can refer to is such a difficult one

to solve that it is still a subject for specula-

tion. On foreign stations this regulation is

not always strictly observed and many bar-

rack rooms boast birds in cages. This regu-

lation does not refer to the married men. In

the married quarters cage birds are plentiful.

This state of affairs is responsible for the

stock saying in the Army if a man is going

to be married “ He’s bought the Canary.

And as a fact it is generally one of the first

presents the newly-married soldier makes to

his bride. Nine out «f every ten canteens

have a bird or two in cages, though the condi-

tions (the tobacco smoke in particular) are

not really “suitable for birds. On foreign

stations Parrots are Often seen in cages. No
soldier in home quarters would dream of

requesting leave to bring a Parrot into bar-

racks! These regulations refer equally to

officers or men. “ One of the supposedly

hardest tasks of the batman who serves the

sergeant-major and who is popularly credited

with having an easy time, is to “clean^out

Missus Sergeant-Major’s bird cage.” This

remai-k has led to fisticuffs before to-day.

Lett Wheel.

W/UrJ.SCOT

ADVICE ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CAGE RACKS.
I

Sir,—Your correspondent, “R.S.,” seeks

advice on Bird Room Racks, and I enclose

sketch which I hope will assist. Let l)im

(or her) secure strips of wood f inch thick

by lj inches wide, and from 5 to 6 feet long.

If the wall is of lath and plaster, find the

joists, and screw strips to wall with 2^ inch

screws, countersinking the heads; if wall is

stone or brick it will be necessary to plug

the same before screwing. Having procured

sets of “Girder Brackets” nine to ten

inches long, let him screw the shorter side

of tho brackets to the uprights on tho wan
at such distances in height, as will suit the

height of his cages. He will be able hv Li's

means t"o remove any single cage at will.

This will enable him to get three tiers of

cages on a 6ft. upright—the bottom of the

upright resting on the top* of the wainscot.

Next let him screw two strips of batten on

each of the brackets, the length of these ac-
cording to requirement, and drive into these
cross strips four flat headed nails for each
cage, so that they stand § inch, out of the
wood. Cover these nails with vaseline, and
stand one cage on each four nails. No red
mite will ever pass from cage to cage. One
§ inch floor-board will cut four strips of
batten. “Girder Brackets” cost me 5d. per
pair. They should never be more than three
feet apart, nor more than three to four
inches from the end of the strips, or the
strips are liable to warp. Be sure and secure
those brackets that are almost square inside,

and avoid having the screws in the upright
directly under the screws in the bracket, or
you will find great difficulty in fixing brackets
at proper heights or intervals. The cages
will be two inches from the wall and three

inches from each other.—C. B. Joliffe (Rev.).

DID BIRDS ORIGINATE FROM REPTILES?
An Appeal for “ Missing Links.”

Sir,—I must have hit Mr. J. Allen pretty

sharp, as he indulges in cheap sneers instead

of producing facts. If there is a sensible an-

swer to my query, “ What has become of the

monkey’s tails? ” Why not give it, Mr. Allen,

and settle the question by sound argument?

The fact is evolutionists are asking us to be-

lieve things which have never been proved,

and even some of the greatest scientists of the

day honestly admit that many of the theories

propounded by evolutionists are very doubtful.

Supposing then, that birds did originate

from reptiles, it is surely reasonable to sup-

pose that that process of evolution is still in

operation ; if so, then it ought to be possible

for someone to procure something in thei

intermediate state, viz., half reptiles, half

birds, or in other words to procure the missing

link, and until this missing link has been

found either between “ monkeys and men,” or

between “reptiles and birds,” evolutionists

must not be surprised if just a few use their

common sense upon the question, and refuse

to accept every theory advanced.
J. C7 Wilmot.

[The anthropoid (or “manlike”) apes do

not possess tails. Mr. Wilmot can verify this

at any museum, or at the London Zoo. And
these apes are the nearest living “link”

’twixt monkey and man known to evolution-

ists.—

E

ditor.]

Is this a Reversion to an Ancestral
Characteristic ?

Sip.,—With reference to this correspond-

ence, “Did Birds Originate from Reptiles?”

it may interest your readers to learn that I

liive just bred a young Norwich Plainhead

cock with three claws growing from the butt

of its right wing. The claws, with three

short feathers growing from their bases,

stand out almost at right angles to the bird’s

body. They are quite hard, and similar to

the claws on its feet, only smaller. The bird

is at present four weeks old, and is a typical

marked buff Norwich in every other respect.

-I do not think that any scientist claims, that

birds are descended from reptiles, but I be-

lieve it is unanimously acknowledged now that

birds and reptiles are descended from some
common ancestor, at present unknown. A
diagram of a modern bird’s wing (see “ Bird
Life,” by Pycraft). shows that a bird’s wing
is composed of its arm bone^ and index

finger, with the remains of two other fingers.

I assume that my little bird lias the rudi-

ments of the two missing digits as well, with

claws attached, and also a claw growing from

the thumb. I will gladly show the little

bird to anyone wishing to see it, if they ap-

ply to you, Mr., Editor, for my address.

(Bournemouth).
I should advise anyone interested in the

descent and structure of birds, and who has

not yet studied the subject, to invest Is. in

Mr. Pycraft’s little book “Bird Life” (which

is a summary of his larger work. “ The His-

tory of Birds”), and acquaint himself with

the opinions of scientists on the subject, and

their reasons for forming these opinions, be-

fore ignorantly condemning them wholesale.

Violet Boxer.

A Defence of Evolution
Sir,—In reply to Mr. McLean’s letter I

may say that I do indeed wish to “foist”

upon the readers of Cage Birds the idea

that birds were descended from winged rep-

tiles, winged reptiles from wingless ones, and

men from animals, which, though not to be

found in any Zoo, we should, if we could see

them alive to-day, unhesitatingly describe as

monkeys. I will even go further, and at the

risk of Mr. McLean making an application

to have me confined as a dangerous lunatic,

state that I believe that man, monkeys, rep-

tiles, and insects, are all descended from
minute jelly-like creatures, such as the micro-

scope reveals to us in a pool of stagnant

water.

Mr. MeLean being so firm a disbeliever in

the theory of evolution, presumably considers

the science of geology as so much “bun-
kum.” If he did not, he would be aware

(hat certain formations of rock are known to

be older than others and to give a date to

the animal and plant remains found in them.

In the oldest of these rocks we get the re-

mains of shellfish and strange creatures dis-

tantly related to modern lobsters and crabs,

but no bones of reptiles, birds, or beasts.

Later, we find the remains of fishes and rep-

tiles, but not of warm-blooded animals,

which, when they do appear, show by their

bones that they were simple in structure and

reptilian in character and generally of small

size. With the appearance of mammals on

the scene the task of the evolutionist be-

comes easier, and the development of, for

instance, the modern horse from a curious

little five-toed animal the size of a dog, is

obvious to anyone who has had the chance of

seeing the skeleton of the ancestral form side

by side with that of the modern one. and all

the various “ missing links,” of which a very

complete chain has been discovered. Mon-
keys do not make their appearance until quite

a late stage in the history of the world and,

as one would expect, the bones of the earliest

monkeys show them to have been “simple

forms, probably of low intelligence and very

inferior to the higher (ta-il-less) apes.

But to return to the birds, Mr. McLean
says that in my reference to the “ arch-

aeopteryx ” I have described a winged reptile.

1 have certainly described a creature uncom-

monly like one, but I omitted to mention that

the fossilized mud in which the remains were

found, contained the clearest imprint of that

peculiarly avian-characteristic, feathers, as

anyone who has visited the original speci-

men in a Continental museum, or seen the

cast of it at South Kensington, may observe

for himself! Mr. McLean says that there

are some reptiles which do not reproduce by

eggs, and some birds which have no scales

on their legs. With all deference, I can

positively state that there is not a single

reptile in existence whose young are not

hatched from eggs, though, as in the case

of the viper, these may never actually leave

the body of the parent. I must confess, too,

that I cannot, for the moment, call to mind

any bird whose legs and feet are entirely

without trace of scales ;
but even if such

are to be found, they are so exceedingly few

in number that I cannot see that my argu-

ment is weakened.
The suggestion made in another letter that

experiments should be conducted with the

more bird-like reptiles does not take into con-

sideration the fact that changes like that from

reptile to bird do not take ten years, nor a

hundred years, nor a thousand years, but a

period of time so vast that the human biam

is incapable of properly realising it. Very

likely, too, the conditions of the world oi

to-dav are unfavourable to such a change, for

even winged reptiles—the first step in the

evolution of the bird—have been extinct for

untold ages.

In one point I do, however, agree with Mr.

McLean. He says that evolution does not

explain the origin of life. That it can never
do, any more than it can tell us at what pre-

cise period in man’s upward progress the
Creator saw that man had attained to the
degree of intelligence essential to the proper
comprehension of His Being. For all that,

there is, to my mind; nothing in the theory
of evolution which conflicts with those por-

tions of the Bible which are neither allegorical

nor founded more or less entirely on human
tradition. K. Wells.

Was the Doctor Wrong ?
Sir,—Mankind has always resisted with

marvellous and inexplicable fury any disturb-

ance of settled belief. It was against this

spirit that the pioneers of the evolution theory
had to battle. “Man is an upright being:

the monkey goes on all fours,” says one of

the writer’s last week. Was it ever thus? I

was reminded very forcibly a short time ago
of “ our old family tree in Zanzibar.” A
friend had been operated on for appendicitis.

The doctor was explaining bow a certain organ

had to be removed ; it was, he said, a useless

one. “You see,” he exclaimed, “only if

you get like this (on all fours) does the organ

"become one of utility.” And though a re-

ligionist the doctor expressed his belief that

in some remote period man went about on
all fours. Was the doctor wrong?

I hold no brief for evolution, yet in my
study of birds I see a case for evolution. All

our authorities assert that the many varie-

ties had a common ancestor. Where are all the

variations which the Canary has passed

through in its development into the forms

now existing? We cannot produce the “ miss-

ing links.” Is this a denial of our many
authorities’ conclusions ?

R. Southward.
They Would, Without a Doubt

!

Sir,—I was pleased to see at least one sen-

sible letter on the above subject; I am
referring to tho one written by Mr. John

Craig. As he puts it, we should deal with

facts, and not theory. I would like to remind

some of those professors that you are offering

handsome prizes to those who produce any new

variety of mule or hybrid, and no- doubt same

would be awarded to auv person who pro-

duces a bird from a reptile, or shall I say

a cross between a bird and a reptile ! W hen

someone does that then we can do no other

than fall in with the views of those who

would have us believe that such was the

origin of birds.
Percy A. Thurley.

(Continued on next page.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continued from Overleaf,

Another Upholder of the Rep-
tilian Origin of Birds.

Sir,—

M

r. 1'. Johnson entirely misquote*

my letter. What I said was, I believe,

“ Scientists do not expect to liavo to convince

men who have not,** etc. Taking a different

example, supposing a man had some new
theories to propound about, say, locomotives,

would he usk a committee of small grocers to

decide it? No, of course not. He would ask

railwaymen to hoar him, men who could with

true knowledge criticise and approve of them.

Then why in the name of goodness should a

scientist ask a few men who know nothing

whatever about it, and who merely oppose

scientists because they are more learned than

themselves, to consider a question of great

and deep scientific interest?

I saw in the daily press that the [British

Association was going to hear someone who
rimed another blow at the Darwinian theory.

This, according to Mr. Johnson, means its

death ! A poor sort of world if everyone and

everything gave in at every blow I If the

British Association “throws the Darwinian

theory overboard,” I will be ready to accept

that body’s dictum. Tho word of those most

competent to judge is enough for me. To Mr.

J. I. Hargreaves I may reply that man and

monkey arc relatod, whatever evidence Black-

pool Tower may offer, a fact which “ A
Looker On ” illustrates better that I could.

Size is of no consideration—a man of 6 feet

is as nearly related to one of 3 feet as to

one his own size, and disparities of proportion

in man are by no means rare.

HALIFAX C.B.S.

A Discussion on the Management and
Breeding of Canaries.

A discussion on the management and

breeding of Canaries was held recently

at our headquarters; chairman, Mr. E.

Btobart, was appointed, to set tne ball rolling

and he gave his ideas in the form of a short

paper as follows : At the outset of the breed-

ing season I give my birds a little egg-food,

which I make in the following manner. I

boil an ©gg twenty minutes and when cold

put it through an egg machine along with a

islice of white bread three-quarters of an inch

thick, then mix well together and add a pinch

of maw seed. I give one and’ a half tea-

spoonsful three times a week, also a little

mixed seed and a spray of watercress or dan-

delion, fresh young leaves two or three inches

long, on alternate days before pairing up my
birds. I usually pair up about March 21,

I then give the hens a little niger seed and

place a piece of cuttlefish bone in the cage

wires. When the hen lavs I take the eggs

away until the third is laid, replacing with

pot ones as each is laid, and returning them

on the evening of the third day, well dusting

the nest with Keating’s insect powder.

If I should have a hen that is egg-bound I

get a jug of hot water, covering the top

with a piece of muslin tied over the top,

leaving a hollow place something like the

inside of a nest. I hold the hen with the

vent over this to catch the steam. I also

warm some olive oil and drop one or two

drops into the vent from the end of a darn-

ing-needle and one or two drops into the

beak. I then put her back into the cage,

place the cage in a warm place, and covering

it over
;
by this method I have always got

the egg safely' away. During the period of

incubation I give the hens nothing but plain

seed and water. On the twelfth day I hang
on a bath, for if she goes in it will tend

to enable the chicks to get out of the shell

easier. On the thirteenth day I put a little

egg-food, crushed hemp, and rape seed in

the cage, but I do not give any green-food

until the morning of the third day from tho

young being hatched.
Hens Vary a Great Deal.

I find that the hens vary a great deal in

the way on feeding
;
some will feed on one

thing and some on another, and when I find

that a hen lias a preference for a particular

kind of food I give a liberal supply of that

kind, as it is no use trying to force them
to feed your way

;
you must let them have

their own ; it is better to do so than lose young.

If I have a hen that will not feed’ I try her
with different kinds of green-food, and soaked

rape seed, and I have even got some to feed

with mixed seed. When the young are three

weeks old, and the hen is showing signs of

going to nest again, I take them away and
run the cock in to the hen, giving the young
ones egg-food moistened’ with milk or milk-

sop, crushed hemp, rape, and canary seed,

and if any are not picking for themselves I

put them back at night to the hen ; I find she

will usually fill them up. I give the young
ones water but only half-fill the glasses.

Mr. It. Well*’ letter was quite correct, but

he omitted one very important point about

the Archwopteryx. This creature had a

double row of feathers down its tail. Now,
feathers are possessed by no other animals

save this Archieopteryx and the birds,

and all birds have them. Is it not,

therefore, even without other evidence,

sp.fe to assume that this creature is,

anyhow, remotely connected with the birds?

But it has also undeniable affinity with the

reptile. As it is related to both groups of

animals, it is surely evident that each is re-

lated to one another. Alas, for further proof,

the pygostyle in young birds is still composed

of several vertebras, thus showing its descent

from a lizard-like fleshy tail.

To refer to Mr. Hargreaves' letter again

;

Man was not intended for an upright being

;

his whole anatomy shows his upright bearing

to bo artificial ;
his digestive apparatus would

work much better were he to adopt a quadru-

pedal attitude. If man had been intended

for an upright pose there would have been

bones or some protection round his abdomen,

for this part is inevitably exposed to attack

in his present upright position, but would be

shielded by the ground in his former pose,

his bony and well protected back being ex-

posed instead. Mr. Craig labours under the

delusion, which I thought was long since dead,

namely, that one man could produce some-

thing fundamentally different in a lifetime.

Such an idea is ludicrously absurd. The long

process of evolution takes many, many

thousands of years. The rest of this gentle-

man’s letter is given up to a highly interest-

ing and instructive account of Cuckoos

;

although fascinating, this, however, is hardly

evolution.
R. Maxwell Savage.

Some Hens Are Guilty,

Some hens are guilty of plucking the young

ones, and I think there is no cure when once

they start; they seem to get worse as they

get older. If I have one that is plucking

tho young I take them away and hang them in

a Yorkshire show cage on to the front of the

breeding cage, with the water hole to the

cage front, taking out the porch nearest that

end so that they have to stand in the bottom

to be fed ; the 'hen then cannot get to pluck

them, but is able to feed them through the

wires, and' most liens will continue to feed this

way until the young can feed themselves.

Then I put them into a roomy cage, hanging

on a show cage for them to get used to, for

I find if you do not train them when they are

about a month old they get very wild, and it

is almost impossible to tame and steady them

for the show bench. At this period I give

them plenty of opportunity to bathe, as

I think it is most beneficial to the feathers

and also helps to keep them clean for the

nest feather shows. I continue to give

crushed canary seed until they can crack the

whole seed for themselves. They will gradu-

ally wean themselves off the soft food, but

I still continue a little milk sop once a week

until they start colour-feeding. To my
mind there is no special method of breeding

Canaries, but the breeder to be successful

most study the birds he has together, their

wants, and peculiar ways. If anyone has a

method by which he is doing well let him
stick to it by all means.

Other Items Discussed.

The following methods were also discussed'

:

Whether to put one cock with two hens

is the best proceeding ;
this was favoured by

the majority. On egg-binding the opinion

.was that we were too premature, and that in

nine cases out of ten the hen was not egg-

bound at all, although looking rather bad,

but if she had been left alone would have

passed the egg in the same time without any

treatment at all ; in a real case of egg-binding

there are not many that could safely pass

the egg. One member had only two of what

he called' real cases, and lost his hens in both

cases. As to the use of castor oil, more

especially inwardly, it was said that many
good birds had been ruined by its use, and

they were never any further good as breeders ;

the safest plan was to use olive oil, both

inwardly and outwardly. Another point was

that not many eggs were hatched that had-

been smeared with oil, as the pores of the

egg were undoubtedly sealed ; the meeting

was unanimous on this. Clear eggs were

discussed and the opinion was that the birds

were in too good a condition because of the

use of egg food and too good seed food at

the same time. The best method was to

allow the birds to come into condition

naturally. The case of single-breeders and
double-breeders was brought forward and
members were divided as to which was the

better. Several other points brought- forward
were disposed of to the advantage of all ; but
the evening was too short altogether for a

meeting of this description. Everyone
present had benefited by his attendance.

—

A.
Sutcliffe,

3n tfte Courts.

Drunken Cruelty to a Linnet.

On July 22, at the Clerkenwell Police
Court, Robert Bums, a traveller, of Frewell
Buildings, 'Bourne Estate, E.C., was sum-
moned at tho instance of the R.S.P.C.A. for

that he did on the 10th July cruelly ill-treat

a Linnet by throwing it, in a cage, from a
balcony to the ground.

Lily Gibbs said that defendant lived on the
same landing as herself. On the evening of

the day in question she saw defendant with
a cage containing a live bird, and lie threw
the cage with the bird over the balcony. The
balcony was the third floor. The bird was
picked up and died a few minutes afterwards.

Defendant also threw a leather chair over tho

balcony, and a number of children were plav-

ing in the courtyard below. Witness thought
the man had been drinking.

William White, inspector, said that when
he spoke to defendant he replied, “ It is my
bird, and I can do what I like with it. I

am very fond of birds, and I can see no
cruelty.”

Defendant pleaded that he had drink on
that day and was excited.—Defendant’s wife

said that the cage went over by accident.

—

Mr. d’Eyncourt : What about the chair which
went after the bird?—Witness : He was so

cross at the bird going over that he threw

the chair. Ho was drunk, and did not know
what he was doing.

Mr. d’Eyncourt said he thought this was
the explanation. He did not think Burns
meant to be cruel. He -fined him 10s. and

10s. costs.
—

“ Islington Gazette.”

THE SHOWS.
(Continued from page 39.)

SOUTH SHIELDS C.B.S.
Young bird flio^y, July 25, clubroom, Cyprus Hotel

-a beautifully adapted place for the purpose. We
were sorry to hear that several of the members
have experienced the most shocking luck in the

breeding rooms, in some cases two and three young-

sters being the results of the whole season’s work,-

and an entry of 60 birds must be considered very

satisfactory. ‘ Quality was very good, and quite up

to the high standard usually seen at this society's

shows. Th© genial sec., Mr. W. E. Smith, had
everything well in hand, and was ably assisted by

Mr. \V. Duke. Messrs. J. Richardson, Coppock, and
Winter, jun., acted as stewards, and got through
their work well, while all were glad to see the

grand old chairman, Mr. W. Thompson, looking so

hale and hearty. Some nice cash specials were
forthcoming, some of the members acting very

generously in this matter in providing them. Win-
ners of specials: Best Nor.., Richardson; Yorks.,

Baxter; Cinn., Winter and Son; Crest or C.B.,

Winter and Son; Brit., Woodbouse; most points-

Brit., Woodbouse; 2, Ridley and Curry. Mr. W.
Reid, Sunderland, judged.
NOR. YELL. (5): 1, ?, S, Coppock, nice team,

leader medium size, nice -shape, col., and quab; vhc,

he, Richardson. BUFF (10): 1, ep., Richardson, cl.,

good oner nice shape, good, sound col. and qual.,

neat head; 2, Tucker; 8, vhc, Coppock; he, c, Fail.

YORKS. YELL. (8) : 1, 2, Hutler, leader cinn. mkd.,
nice length, and pos., well rounded; 8, Baxter.
BUFF (4): 1, sp., 2 Baxter, nice length and -pos.,
good qual., neat wings; 3, Wemyss

; vhc, Hutler.
BORD. YELL. (3) : 1, Hlrons, grand shape, neat
head, good col. ; 2, Scott ; 8, Wcmyss. BUFF (4 ) :

U 2, Scott, nice ones, both neat and typical, leader
excels in col.; 8, vhc, Wcmyss. CINN. YELL. (1):
I. sp.. Winter and Son, good shape and col. BUFF
(2); 1, 2, Richardspn, nice ones for col., leader wins
on size. CRUST (3) : 1, sp., 2, Winter and Son,
medium si/.e crests, neat and shapely, leader wins
on finish; 8, Weinyss. C.B. (I): 1, Wcmyss, foul-
tairgreen, nice si/.e, neat skull. GOLDF., ETC. (4):
1, vhc, Curry and Ridley, beauty for col., nice size,
grand col, blaze, lovely tanning; 2, Woodhouse;
3, Thompson. LINNET (8): 1, Ridley and Curry,
monster for size, grand shape, nice col. and pen-
cilling; 2, 3, Woodbouse; vhc, Winter and Son; he,
llowden ; c, Thompson. FINCH, A.O.V. (5) : 1,

Woodbouse, Grccnf.. big one, grand shape and col.,

rarer head, neck, and chest; 2, vhc, he. Smith; S,

Ridley and Curry. REDPOLL, ETC. (3): 1, Wood-
house. Lesser, grand one all over, good size and
col., grand- bib, lovely polish and pencilling; 2,
Scott; 3, Curry and Ridley. MULE (1): 1, Wood-
house, nice Greenf . Mule. SOFTBILL (1) : I, «p.
best Brit.. Wocdhouse. Redstart, nice cond. and
feather.

EALING, HANWELL F.S.
Show July 18 St. John’s Hall, W. Ealing. Judge

Mr. Ilorke.

NOR.; 1, epb, 2, he, Phipps; 3, c. Miss Burton;
res, vhc, Cape. YORKS.: 1, 2, 3, Boffin. — It.

Bamber, sec.

G.E. RAILWAY F.A.
Successful show in Mechanics’ Institute, Strat-

ford, July 14; several very promising youngsters
were staged. Mr. A. Skinner Judged.
OLD BIRDS: 1, Fisli; 2, Wilkins and Son. BORD::

1, spl., 2, 3, Fish. YORKS.: 1, 2, 3, Wilkins and
Son. NOR.: 1, 2, Cann.—W. G. Rogers, hon. sec.

FALKIRK (Good Intent) C.B A.
Fifth annual F.F. show, July 25. Forty-four

birds entered. Some really good young Norwich and
Borders faced the judge. Mr. David Buchan, and
his awards gave every satisfaction. Sp. for best

bird was won by Mr. John Oorrie with a promis-

ing yellow P.H. cock, of which more will lie heard.

NOR., YELL. ; 1. sp., sp. best bird, Gorrie; 2, sp.,

Marshall; 3, Clarkson. BUFF; 1, Marshall; 2. 3,

sp. Gorrie. BORD., YELL.: 1, 3, sp., Reid; 2,

Cunningham. BUFF: 1, sp., sp. 2, Reid; 3, Cun-
ningham. CRF.ST: 1, sp., McDougai; 2, 3, Why-
toek. C.B.: 1, Whytock; 2, sp., McDougai. FINCH;
1. 3, Muir; 2, sp., Hunter. A.O. BRIT.: 1, sp. t

Penman; 2, Muir. FOR.: 1, sp., Muir ; 2, Leish-

man.—Walter Clarkson, Sac.

PLYMOUTH & W.C.O.S.
N.F. show, Oddfellows’ Hall, July 22 . 65 bird3

were staged, quality, especially in Yorks, and Nor-
wich, being excellent. Judges: Yorks., Mr. T,
Pope; Nor., Mr. F. Snell; Mules and Brit., Mr. J.

E. Rowe. Winners of cups and medals for most
points in three shows: Yorks, cup, Mr. F. Snell;

Nor., Mr. T. Pope; Crest, Mr. J. Bavage; Cinn.,

Mr. A. Brown; A.O.V., Mr. J. E. Bow'e
;

Mules,
Mr. A. Rapson; Brit, and For., Mr. A. E. Cheney.
Novice medals: Yorks, Mr. Pcathy Johns; Nor.
Mr. J. Ough; A.O.V.

,
Mr. J. Bailey; Mules, Mr. J.

Hambley; Brit., and For., Mr. W. Smale. Novioe
cup: Mr. W. Hutchings.
YORKS.. YELL. (8): 1, 2, Snell; 3, 4 5, Craven;

C, Luscomb. BUFF (7): 1, Craven; 2, 4, Snell;

3, Luscomb. NOR., YELL. (8): 1, 7, Pope; 2,

Rowe; 3, 4, Ough; 5, C, Deakin. BUFF (7) : 1, 2,

Pope; 3, C, Deakin: 4, 5, Ough. CREST (2): 1, 2,

Bavage. C.B. BUFF (2): 1, 2, Hutchings. YELL.
(2) : 1, 2, Brown. CINN., BUFF (2): 1, 2, Brown.
A.O.V.: 1, Rowe. MULES, LIGHT (4): 1, Ough 4

2, Rapson; 3, Wills; 4, Hamley. DK. (3): 1, 2,

Rapson; 3, Hamley. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (5): 1,

2, Cheney; 3, Wills; 4, 5, Smale. LINNET, ETC.
(5): 1, 2, Cheney; 3, Wills; 4, 5, Smale. A.O.
S-EEDEATERS (3): 1, 3, Cheney; 2, Wills. FOR.
(3) : 1, 3, Hutchings; 2. Wills.—T. Pope, Hon. See.
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EAST HAM F.A.
F.F. show, July M. .ftidifr. Me. J. A. Palmer.

YOUK8. YELL.: I. Boshftr ; 2, 8, Wadsworth: res,

Totter. NOR.: 1. 2, 'turner; 3. Wadsworth; vlie. he,

Wells. A.O.V.: 1, Itosher; 2, Wells; 3, Potter; vile,

Wadsworth. (111. BORO.: 1. 2,3, Daws. MULL: 1,

2, Turner.—W. Kite, lion. See,

BOWLING B.F.A.
F,F. Show, Kt. John's School. July 25. Mr. W. A.

Cowglll judged, and gave entire satisfaction.

CHAMP., CL. or TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1. Casey;

2 Padgett; 3, Robinson; 4, Thompson. RUFF: 1, 3.

Padgett; 2, Robinson; 4, ltleayard. OR., MKD.
YELL. YORKS.: 1, Padgett; 2, Robinson. HUl'l:

l, Casey; 2, 3, Padgett; 4, Thompson. NOV., ( L.

«r TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1. 2, Wurdman; 3, Wood
and Mlrtleld; I. Pownell. RUFF: 1. 3, Wood and

Jlirlleld
; 2, Nleholl; 4, Wardman. OR. MKI). YELL.:

1, 3, H. Hodgson: 2, A. Wurdman. HUFF: 1. Ward-

man; 2, Hodgson: 3. 4, Pownell. ' J. Nicholls, Sec.

Please wrlto on ono side of the paper only.- (Ed ).

BOOTLE C.B S.
N.F. show. July 4. 90 birds faced tlio judge, and

Koine really good youngsters were among them.

There were some nice specials to light for, which

mode competition a bit keen. Mr. It. Algie won
most points in show, and is well ahead for the cup

presented by the see.; Mr. Skilling won sp. for best

bird with a very uieo yellow. Ollier winners of

specials were Algie, Handley, Plunkett, Vogel, and

Croft. Mr. J. W. Metcalfe judged, and gave full

satisfaction. CLASS 1 (13) : 1, 3. c. Skilling ; 2, he,

Plunkett; vhc, Soutliwood. CLASS 2 (151: 1, 2, he,

e, Algie; 3. Handley; vhc, Skilling. CLASS 3 (3): 1,

S, Algie; 2, Hamilton. CLASS 4 (4): 1, 2, Handley;

3. Algie; vhc. Skilling. CLASS 5 (14): 1, Algie; 2,

Cooper ; 3. Plunkett; vhc. Cooper; lie, Hamilton; e,

Handley. CLASS 6 (14): 1, 3, Algid; 2, Handley;

vhc. Skilling: he. Evans; c. Plunkett. CLASS 7 (2):

1, Vogel; 2, Handley. CLASS 8 (8): 1, 3. vhc, Vogel;

2, Algie- he, Handley; c, Coop -r. CLASS 24 (4): 1,

Vogel- 2, J. W. Handley; 3. T. Pye; vhc, Croft.

CLASS 25 (8): 1, Pve; 2, 3, vhc, Croft; lie, Vogel; c,

W. Handley. CLASS 29 (3): 1. Pye; 2, 3. J. W.
Handley.—L. S. Hamilton, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Show of young birds and British, headquarters,

Marlboro’ Hotel. Small Heath, July 18, over 60

birds being staged, the excellency of the Yorkshires
being very noticeable and much commented upon
by the nidge, Mr. G. Baker, whose awards gave
every satisfaction. Great praise is due to .Messrs.

Yardiey, J. Hughes, Willrnott, Constable, ltaby,

and Sec. for the way arrangements were carried
out .also thanks to Mr. William-son for use of room
and the splendid tea provided. Sp. winners, most
points at tlio two shows under cup rules, Mr. Hughes,
also most points at the last show. Silver medal best
Nov. Yorks., Mr. Thompson, with charming mkd.
Yorks. ; best bird, Mr. Burke, excellently staged
young yellow Yorkie, one of the best seen from this

breeder’s room for some vears. Points towards
cups: Hughes 15, total two shows, 29; Cowley 13,

total 2(1; J. Burko 17, total 25: Bavliss 9, total 14;

Constable 4. Brit, cup : Rabv 13, Johnson 8.

CHAMP. YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (0) : 1, sp.,

Burks; 2, Hughes; 3, Bayliss. BCFF (6): I, Cow-
ley; 2, Hughes; 3, 4, Burke. A.O.V. (9): 1. Burke;
2. Bavliss; 3, Hughes. BORD. : 1, 2, 3, Constable.
NOV. YORKS. (10) : 1, so., Thompson ; 2, 3, Rees.

MULES, LIGHT. 19.14; 1, Raby; 2, 3, Willrnott.

GOLDF. OR BULLK. : L Raby; 2. Willmett. A.O.V.

:

1, 3, 4, Raby ; 2, Johnson.—J. Sheppard, Sec.

CLAPHAM C.B. A.
Y.B. show, “The Eagle,” Park Place, Clapham,

July 22. Entries were very short all round, owing
doubtless to the lateness of the show, but some very
line specimens were shown, indicating that Clapham
fanciers will have to be reckoned with at coming
open show's. Mr. J. Robson judged, and Mr. T. J.

- Hose again proved his great value to the association
in his secretarial capacity, and it is a pity be was
not better supported in entries, as only CO birds
were staged.
NOR. CL. NOV. (3) ; 1, 2, 3, Taylor. A.O.V. (7)

:

1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, Taylor. YORKS. CL.. CHAMP.
(9): 1, 2, c, Warley; 3, vhc, he, Whittome.
A.O.V. (5): 1, 2, 3," Whittome; absent, Clarke
(2). CL. NOV. (5): 1, 2, 3, Phillips; vhc, he, Hum-
phries. A.O.V. (3) : 1, 2, Phillips

; 3, Humphries.
HYB., OLD (6): 1, 2, Vale; 3, vhc, Taylor; he, c,

Cooper. GOLDF. (2); 1, Coe; 2, Cooper. BULLF.
(1): 1, Cooper. LINNET (1): 1, Cooper. GREENF.
(1): 1, Coe. BRAMBLE (1): 1, Vale. CHAFF. (1);

1. Colo. SISKIN. ETC. (3): 1, Coo: 2, Cooper.
LESSER REDPOLL (2): 1, Coe; abs., Vale. REED
BUNTING (1): 1, Coe. A.O. BUNTING (1); 1. Coo.

F.M. (3): 1, 2, Coe; 3. Cooper. INiSECTIV., SMALL
(1): 1. Vale. LARGE (1): 1. Vale. FOR. SEED-
EATING (2): 1, 2, Cooper. INSECT1V. (1): 1, Vale.
—A. R. Coe, Reporter.

CARDIFF.
2nd young bird show, July 15, at Naish’s. Entries

again not so good as expected. Some of the cham-
pions are having sorry times, losing quite a num-

- ber after the birds have been doing for themselves.
What is the cause? Novices here are gaining
ground, and somo of the older hands must buck
up if they want to retain their position. Once more,
not a single Britisher was in evidence, while only
one solitary young Mule (Allsopp) graced the benches,
a very promising ionque Canary-Bullfinch, which
should be heard of again. Mr. Allsopp staged also

a clinking cl. yell. Nor., and won Mr. Bank's 10s. sp.

for best in show. Mr. Charles’ Yorks., which gained
the honour last time, was just beaten on condition
(moulting), but managed to secure sp. for best
novice shown in champ, classes. Most pts. nov.'

Nor.. Merry; nov. Yorks., Charles; most pts. Bord.,
Wiseman. Sec. Mr. Thomas, now quite an adept at
his work, together with the stewards, had every-
thing well in hand. Cards were up in quick time,
and no grumbling was heard. Judges, Mr. E. J.

Banks (Yorks.) and Mr. E. J. Davies (remainder).
NOR. YELL.: 1, Allsopp, cl., grand size, type, col.,

and qual. BUFF; 1, Allsopp, eye mkd., tine size,

good qual. YELL. VAR.: 1, Phelps, fine subs., nice
head and neck, lovely qual.; 2, Allsopp. BUFF: 1,

Townsend, grand full chest and neck, nice in wings
and tail

; 2, Merry. NOV. YELL. : 1, Phillips, cl.,

nice subs, and col., trifle long; 2, 3, Merry. BUFF:
1, Phillips, cl., good size and col., fine neck ; 2,

Phelps. YELL. VAR.: 1, Phelps, heavily mkd., extra
cobby, lovely col., nice head and neck; 2, Jepson

;

3, Merry. BUFF: 1, Townsend, grand subs., col. and
qual., trifle browed; '2, 3, Phelps; 4, Merry. YORKS.

. YELL.; 1, vhc, Dugmore,' splendid wing tkd., good
head, legs and tail, wings over bit at times, other-
wise good; 2, he, c, Brown; 3, Stockin

; 4, Gooding.
BUFF; 1, sp., Charles, the wonderful buff described

. lust show; 2, Brown; 3, Dugmore. YELL. VAR.: 1,

Brown, good big fellow, head and wing mkd., grand
qual., with good moult should, prove a winner.
BUFF: 1, 4, Brown, cinn. mkd., good head, neck,
and

.
position, but not over long; 2,, Dugmore; 3,

Stockin, NOV. YELL.; 1, vhc, Charles, cl-, good
length .and style, neat hcasl, well i braced wings ; 2,

Palmer ; 3, Stockin
; 4, Deere. BUFF :- 1, 3, vhc,

Charles, good body. tkd. on check, graud qua], and

position; 2. Stockin; 4, Deere; he, c, Gooding.

YEI.L. V A It. : l, Decro, head and wing mkd., nice

length, erect position good one; 2, l'ulnicr; 3,

Stockin. BUFF: 1, l’almcr, very neat, good length,

back, and flights, ulco pos. ; 2, vhc, Deere; 3,

Stockin; 4, Charles. BORD. YELL.; 1, 3, Wiseman,
el., regular little swjjll, grand feather and eyes, nice

taper: 2. 4, Merry. BUFF: 1. 2, Wiseman, lovely

and stylish cl., grund col. and qual.; 3, 4, vhc, Merry.

VAR.: 1, Poarce, charming col. und qual., nicely

staged; 2, 3, Merry. A.O.V. BORD.: 1, 2, Wiseman,
1 hull cinn., fair col., very shapely, neat head, line

qual.; 3, Pearce. MULE, 1914: 1, Allsopp, very

sweet yell., Can.-Grccnf.. lovely qual., col., and
cuud., wonderful wing margins.

MANSFIELD C B.S.
Table show, July 25. A record entry lor a table

show was the result, ami Judge Marshall had by
no means un easy task. Yorks, turned up in

good numbers und the birds of Mr. Cantrell and
Mr. Toplis were a credit to tho owners. British

classes were well filled and some good birds were
well staged.
CIIAM1*., CL. OR TKD YELL. NOR: 1, Shepherd;

2 Vardy. BUFF: 1 Shepherd. VAR. OR DK.
BUFF: 1, 3, vhc, Vardy; 2, he, Shepherd. CL. OK
TKD YELL YORKS.: 1, Pickering. BUFF: 1, 2,

3, vhc, Vardy; he, Pickering. VAR. OR DK. YELL:
1, 2, Pickering. BRIT. HARDBILL: 1, 2, he,

Gabbitass and Son: 3, c, Vardy; vhc, Hare. MULE
OR 1IYB.: 1, 2, 8, Hare. NOV., CL. Oil TKD.
YELL. NOR.: 1, 2, Taylor, 3, vhc, he, Holland.

VAR. OR 1)K. YELL.: 1, 2, 3, Holland. CL. OR
TKI). YELL. YORKS.: 1, 2, Cantrell; 3, vhc, Wor-
ton; he, Toplis. BUFF: 1, 8, Toplis: 2, vhc, John-

son; lie, Worton; c, Cantrell. VAR. OR DARK
YELL.: 1, Johnson ; 2, 3, Cantrell. 'BUFF: 1, 2,

Cantrell; 3, vhc, Toplis; he, c, Worton. CREST

r

1, Norwood. C.B. : 1, Norwood. BRIT. HARD-
BILL: 1, 3, vhc, Mallatratt: 2, c, Sankey and
Leivcrs; he, Blythe. MULE OR HYT3. : 1, Malla-

tratt.—Robin Hood.

ALTRINCHAM (Open) C.B.S.
N.F. Show, July 25, Rigby Memorial Schools. En-

tries were not so large as expected owing to somo
members being away on holidays, however, some very

good young birds were staged. Mr. J. Critchlcy

judged, and gave entire sataisfaction. There was
a good attendance, and the show was very success-

ful: A class for cottagers’ pet birds was very well

patronised, having 13 entries.

YORKS., CL. or TKD. YELL.: 1, Hawkins; 2. 3,

Jackson; 4, Hickson. BUFF: 1, Hawknis; 2, Hick-
son; 3, Farmvorth. VAR. YELL.: 1,- Jackson; 2,

Hickson; 3, Jackson. BUFF: 1, Hickson. GR.,
SELF, or FOUL: 1, Hickson; 2, 3, 4, vhc, Heatley.
A.V. YELL., OLD B.: 1, 3, Hallworth ; 2, Jackson.
BUFF ; 1, Hickson

; 2, 4, Hallworth ; 3, Hawkins ; vhc,

Jackson. BORD, CL. or TKD. YELL.: 1, Wakefield.
BUFF: 1. Foster; 2, Wakefield. GR., SELF, or
FOUL: 1, 4, Wakefield; 2, 3, Harrison. YELL., OLD:
1, 2, Harrison; 3, Foster. BUFF: 1, 2, Harrison.
GOLDF.; 1, Drinkwater; 2, Broadbent. BULLF.: 1,

Leicester. GREENF.: 1, Drinkwater. CHAFF, or

BRAMBLE.: 1, Drinkwater. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1,

Drinkwater. MULES or HYB., 1914-: 1, 2, Broad-
bent. COTTAGERS’ PET BIRD: 1, Mrs. Boydeil,

Yell. Bord.; 2, Derbyshire, Yorks. Buff; 3, Clough;
4, Johnson; vhc, c, Steele; he, Bailey.—Chas. Bailey,

Hon. Sec.

DUBLIN (South Co.) C.B.A.
F.F. Show, July 25, Town Hall, Kingstown. Entries

far exceeded the expectation of the committee, as

there were over SJ) birds staged. The Town Hall is

an ideal place for a show, as it is so conveniently
situated, and this, together witli a large list of cash
and other specials, brought out some good ones.

Another great feature of the show was the juvenile

section, and the committee thought it advisable to

give three classes British to recruits and 24 en-

tries were received. The committee gave six cash
prizes in each of these sections, as an encouragement
to bring them along to join the. older ranks. It was
amusing to see the happy faces when the winners
first cards were placed on the cages, and we wish
them, every success. The Norwich section was very
good, and some fine birds were staged. Yorks, as

usual, were the special feature. Messrs. Beegan,
Sholedice, McKeone, and Graham won the spls., and
Mr. Beegan also won sp. for best bird with a very
good Buff hen. Foster and Waters won tho spls. in

Nor., and Foster also won spi. for best bird. There
was a fine class of Mules. Foster and Ward won
spls in this section. Mr. Smyth, the hard-working
See., had everything in apple-pie order. Mr. Barclay-

judged Canaries, and Mr. Carrol Brit., and their

awards gave every satisfaction. Lynch won diploma
f<i;- best bird in juvenile section.

YORKS, YELL. CK.: 1, sp, vhc, Beegan, well up
on legs, good flights, size and wings, nice bird; 2, 3,

Sholedice; he, Clery; c, Waters. HEN: 1, 2, sp,

Sholedice, pair of nice ladies, neat heads, good wings
and c.arr., fine legs; 3, lie, Beegan; vhc, McKeone.
BUFF CK.: 1, sp, Sholedice, very stylish, good cond.,

nice head, wings, and stood well up ; 2, 3, Beegan

;

vhc, he, McNally; c, Clery. HENS: 1, he, sp, sp. for

best bird, Beegan, perfect Yorks., wins easily, very
.stylish long wings, .straight as a pole, good head and
neck, fine size; 2,

McKeone; 3, Sholedice; vhc, Clery;

c, Reilly. TKD. CK.: 1, vhc, sp, Beegan, nice head,
neck, wings, and stood well up ; 2, 3, e, Sholedice ; he,

Graham. HEN : 1, sp, vhc. Beegan, very .neat lady,

nice style and pos. good lengthy flights, well up on
legs; 2, Graham; 3, c, McKeone; lie, Sholedice. NOR.

;

1 sp, sp. for best bird, 3, c, Foster, leader, very
chubby, good size, nice wing earr. ; 2, Waters ; vhc,

he, Waters. MULE: 1, sp, Foster, good Goldf.-Mule,

good size, nice Goldf., wings and head, when moulted
will be hard to beat; 2, 3, vhc, lie, c, Ward.
JUVENILE, A.V. FINCH: 1, sp, 3, K. Graham,

Greenf., good feather and col., nice size ; 3, hen, very
good cond. aud feather; 2, vhc, he, F. Graham,
Goldf., good square blaze, nice buttons, 'good moons

;

c. Brougham. LINNET : 1, sp, Pierce Bros., good
size, well pencilled, nice cond.; 2, Broderick, richer
than winner, but not so well pencilled ; 3, Goodwin,
nice Brown, good markings, hut rather small

;
vhc,

Halligan ;
lie, Graham; c, Byrne. A.O.B.: 1, 3, dip.,

best bird in juvenile: Lynch, two very good Redpolls,
tight in feather, good qual., well staged : 2, vhc, K.
Graham

; 2, good Siskin, nice bib, good feather, but
small.

POST

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure Inncrthm in 1

1

1 1st column, a guarantee
that the show will he advertised In "C.B.” to the
extent of at least 26/- inuot ho «cnt to our manager.
Ploaflo note that wo only insert thooe that guar-
antee, «o our list ie a bona-fide one.

England.
Oct. 3.- Longton C.B. 8. -(P. E. Barker C, Prospect

Place.). J.W.M., W.U.
Oct. 7, 8.—Watford C.B.S. (W. Raekley, 9, Holywell

Road.)
Oct. 10.- Leeds C.B.S. (15. Norton, 11, Kdgwaro PI.,

Bayswater Bid.). W.M., G.H., J.M.
Oct. 10.- Crewe O.S. (N. L. Croft, 38, Cemetery Rd.)

C.H.
Oct. KM4. Plymouth (W.C.O.S.). (T. Pope, 98,

Embankment Rd.)
Oct. 14 15,—Clapham C.B.A. (T. J. nose, 5, Wells

Crescent, Camberwell, S.E.)
Oct. 16-17. Burnley C.B.S.— (G. Wharton, 84, Ox-

ford Road.) J.C.B., C.A.H.
Oct. 17,- Burton-on-Trent. - (A. Wood, 10, South Oak

St.)

Oct. 21.—Abertillery C.B.S. (G. Broomg, 30, Powell
St). J.R.

Oct. 21.—Torbay O.S. Paignton. (J. N. Jeffery, Sar-

tor House. Winner St., Paignton). J.H.P.
Oct. 21-22.— Brighton and Hove C.B.A.—(W. H.

Gibb, 19, Bond St., Brighton.) G.G., H.N.
Oct. 22.

—

Oxford C.B.S.—(C. F. Holliday, 58, George
St., Oxford.). J.R.

Oct. 22 — Hanley C.B.S.— (C. Beckett, 46, Woodliead
Rd., Birchcshead, Hanley.)

Oct. 23-24.- Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,

Brunswick Rd.). W.M., W.A.O., J.C.B.,
C.H., G.L.

Oct. 20-24. Newcastle-on-Tyne.— (J. W. Reed, 218,

Lad.vkirk Rd.)
*

Oct. 24.— Middlesboro and Tees-side C.B.S.— (J.

Swinsco, 125, Ayrescme St.) T.D., T.B., F.M.
Oct. 27-28-29.— Crystal Palace Autumn Show (J. W.

ltainsden, 11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton.

S.W.)
Oct. 28.— Windsor C.B.A.— (H. W. Simms, 34, Bexley

St.). H.N.
Oct. 30-31.—Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (F. Hayward,

21, Marlborough Avenue, Manley Park, Man-
chester).

Nov. 3-4.— Barnstaple and N. Devon C.B.S.— (J. D.
Horrill, 17, King Edward St.) D.A.L.

Nov. 3-4.—Wimbledon C.B.S.— (G. Griffiths, The
Yews, Morten Park, (Surrey). J.R., H.N.,
H.P.

Nov. 4-5.

—

Cheltenham C.B.S.— (A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terrace.) J.R., W.B., D.A.S.L.
Nov. 6 7.—Leicester Hand-in-Hand.—(A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon St-.) J.T., H..T.C.

Nov. 6-7.'— Sheffield O.S.— (E. C. Job, Wincobank).
J.R:, W.M., H.W.B., J.C.B., J.B.

Nov. 7.— Winsford C.E.S (S. S. Brooks, 165, Station

Rd.). C.H.
Nov. 7.— Hartlepools C.B.S.— (T. E. Pyman, West

House, Grange Rd., W. Hartlepool.)
Nov. 10-11.

—

Bournemouth C.B.A.— (Bousfield and
Jones, Show Managers, 68, Southbourne Rd.)
J.R., H.N.

Nov. 12-13.

—

Leyton C.B.S.—(Forse and Son, 31,

Thornhill Rd.)
Nov. 13-14.— Hull C.B.S (L. Heseltine, 48, Manvcrs

St., Newland Avenue.)
Nov. 13-14.

—

Warrington C.B.S.— (G. M. Nelson, 466,

Knutsford Road.) J.C.B., J.H., J.D.L.

Nov. 13-14.

—

Nottingham and Notts O.S.—(J. G.

Roycc, 29, Tennyson St.). T.H., W.V.,
H.S.C.

Nov. 13-14.— Blaydon-on-Tyna C.B.S.— (G. Havver, 1,

Theresa St.).

Nov. 17-18.— Hastings and St. Leonards C.B.S— (Miss

Kirk-Bullock, 6, Holmesdale Gardens, Hast-
ings.)

Nov. 38-19.

—

Southend and S Counties O.S.—Deer
and Cundy, 22, Rayleigh Avenue, Westcliff-on-

Sea).
Nov. 18-19.—Portsmouth and S. Counties C.B.S.—

(G. T. Hall, 54, North End Grove.) J.R.,

H.N.
Nov. 19.—Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.— (J. Pitcliford, 218,

London Rd.)

Nov. 20-21.—Preston O.S. (W. H. Cottam, 202, Aque-

duct St.).

Nov. 20-21.— Haltwhistle C.B.S.—(W. Tallantyre,

South View.) W.C.D., T.C.C., A.H.

Nov. 20-21.—Halifax O.S.—(H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St-

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., W.V.
Nov. 20-21.—Rotherham C.B.S.—(Taylor and Bailey,

26, Tusmore St., Effingham St.). J.C.B.

Nov. 24-25.—Bristol C.B.S.—(Mrs. B. L. Pool, 37,

Manor Rd., Bishopton, Bristol). G.G.

Not.
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Nov.

Nov.

Dee.
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Dec.

Dee.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.
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Dee.
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Oct.
Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.
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Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
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Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
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Dec.
Dec.
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Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Oct.

Dec.

Dec.

26, 27, 28. London C B.A. (Jas. Bray Jim.,
67, St. Due >thot Rd., Hamm rsnflth.) J.*r,
E.J.R., A.C., H.L.C., F.K., J.U., A.8.,
O.P., J.D., A .J.M.

26. Crantham C.B.8. (U. Lowtlicr, 44, Cam-
bridge St.) W.P.H.

27 28. Sale C.B. 8. (n. Whitney, 10, Brook Rt.)

A. II., E.B.
28. Stookebndge and Di*. C.B.S. (Sampson
and Moore, Grackcn Moor, Decpcar.) J.C it.

28.—Alnwiok C.B.S. (W. A. Broadlcy, 12, Clay-
port St.)

2. Bishop Auckland. (R. Elliott, 1, Diamond
Terr., Butterknowle.) W.M.

2-3. City of Birmingham C.B.S. (J. 11. Jones,
169, Church Lane, Aston.) J.R.

3. Ahereyohan C.B 8.- (K. Sweeting, 22, Oara-
doc St., Pentwyn, Ahersyehan), If.W.Il.

1-5.- Bradford Nat. C.B.S- (8. Midgley, 19,

Victoria St., Clayton, Bradford.)
4 5. Old Shildon Workmen's Club C.B.S. T.
Purnaby, 14, Dent St.).

5. Cramlington C.B.S.—(J. R. Chestncy, Quarry
Oott.) A. II., J.J., T.D.

6T.— Ilkeston C.B.S^-(G. Siddown, 45, Lower
Granby St.) W.V., C.H.

9 10.—Portsmouth F.S.—G. J. Kirton, 110, Lon-
deshoro’ Rd., Houtlisea).

10. Selby and Dis, C.B.S. (J. Cliff, 78, Brook
St., Selby.)

12.- Burslem C.B.S. (L. James, 48, Croft St.)

18-19.- Gateshead C.B.S. (W. Curry, 6, Roxburgh
Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.).

9.— Doncaster C B.S.— (G. Hunt, 19, The Cres-
cent, Balby ltd.) H.W.B., J.M.

21-22.—Wolverhampton C.B.S. - (W. Harrison,
45, 'Darlington St.) J.R.

Scotland.
10 - Loehgelly C.B.S.—(R. Muir, Station Rd.).
W.D.H., E.B., J.F.D., R.L., R.W., J. McL.

16-17.- City of Glasgow O.A.— (Scots Fancy and
Belgians, J. Young, 76, Burn ltoad, Rutber-
glen ;

remr., R. Heggie, 27, McLennan Street,

Mt. Florida, Glasgow'.)
24.—Dysart C.B.S.— (J. Logan, 23, High St.)

31.— Buckhaven C.B.S,—(W, Foster, 105, Ran-
dolph St.)

31.— Kirkcaldy C.B.S. (T. Arnott, 14, St. Clair
St.)

31.—Forfar C B.S.—(D. Kerr and J. Robertson,
15, Green St.)'.

31 .—Ayr C.B.C.—(R. Aitken, 30, Allison St.)

7 — Bo’ness.—(T. Cameron, 7, Ash Terrace
Grangepans, Bo’ness.)

7.— Brechin C.B.S.—(J. Crabb, 120, Montrose
Street.) E.B., J.H., C.S.

14.—Hamilton Cadzow Oak.—(W. Haipilton, 25,

Orchard St.)

14.— Kelty and Blairadam C.B.A.— (A. Dickson,

37, Adams TerraCe.) T.M., H.W., J.R., J.V.,

J. A., J.S.

20-21,—Glasgow C.B.A,—(W. Hutchison, 103,

Hospital Street.)
"*

21—Arbroath C.B.S.—(O. M’Ardie, 38, Sydney
St.).

. 21 —Cowdenbeath C.B.S—(A. Robertson, 56.

Arthur Place) G.C.T.H., D.H., C.M., J.L.,

A.F., J.H., J.M.
21.

—

Blairgowrie E. Perthshire O.A.— (M. Irvine,

17, Brown St.) J.A.
Law,-(Andrew

Ewart, 19, Duthie St.,

28.—Dundee (City of) C.B.S.

177, Blackness Rd.)
5.

—

Thrums C.B.S. (J.

Kirriemuir.).

19.—Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 4-2, Fifth St.)

31-Jan. 1 .—Scottish National (Edinburgh)— (J.

R. Mcikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)

1.—Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
4 ,

—

Towyn,— (R. Roberts, Rhydygarnedd,
Towyn'.). C.W.

4.— Kidwelly P.P. and C.B.S. (C. Price, “ Velin-

dre,” Kidwelly.). J.H.P.

1S-19. -Cardiff C.B.S.-CE. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.).

25.

—

Pontypridd F. & F.S.— (A. A. G. M’Lucae,

48, Ro-sser St., Maesycoed, Pontypridd.)

3 —Upper Rhondda C.B.S—(E. Richards, Car-

diff Arms Hotel, Treorehy.)
12.—Llanelly C.B.S.—(D. John, 9, Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

Ireland.
27-28.—Leinster O.S.—(C. Holley, 66, Fitzroy

Avenue, Dublin.)

45.—Newtownards C.B.S.—(W. Montgomery,

165, Mill Street.)

9-10.

—

Dublin S. County C.B.A.—(D. Smyth, 14,

Tivoli Terr. N., Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and beet. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says; “Dear Sir,—Glad to

say our members are simply delighted with tho
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., B.~

Ball." Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept,, “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, EC.

EAST HAM C.B S.
F.F. show, Town Hall, July 25. Yorks, were th

outstanding feature in numbers and quality, but a

Norwich shown by Mr. C. R. Evans took the priz •

for best bird in show. Borders took second place

in numbers, and some very nice Greens were exhibi-

ted. The show was poorly attended, probably owing

to Poplar being on the same date. Stewards were

Messrs. Daw, Ferridge, Webb, and Potten.—F.

Onslow, hon. sec.

From catalogue received we gather that the prin-

cipal winners were: AMAT. YORKS. : Parker, Farmer

NOV YORKS.: Baxter, Thomas, Smith, CoHinge,

Blackman, Ballard. AMAT. NOR.: Evans, Dalton,

Parker. NOV. NOR.: Burrows, Ferndge, Wads-

worth. AMAT. BORD.: Potten. NOV. BORD.:
Kybert, Daw. A.O.V.: Park and Webb. MOLDS:
Manning, Park and Webb, Mrs. Ballard. BRIT..

Parker, Dalton, Park arid Webb, Wadsworth.—

NORTH YORKS. AND S. DURHAM
FEDERATION.

First annual F.F. show, July 25, Clubroom cif the

Stockton-on-Tees C.B.S. An entry of 101 in 11

classes. The two champion Yorkshire classes num-

bered 31, and Norwich 25 in two classes. Mr. J.

Hill, of Thornaby, judged, and gave every sausiac-

U
°YORKS. CL., ETC.: 1 Taylor; 2 c, Pymon ,

3

Mays and Allinson ; 4, vhc, he, Carlisle. MKD. OR
VARIEG. : 1, Taylor; 2, Chesworth ; 3, Carlisle; 4,

lie, Pymon; vhc, e. Mays and AUinson. NOR. CL.,

ETC. : 1, vhc, Watson ; 2, Mays and AUinson ; 3,

Carr: 4, Rand; lie, Barrett; c, Pymon. MKD. OR
VARIEG.: 1, Watson; 2, 4, Angell; 3, he, Carr

;

vl*\ Swincoe; c, Mays and AUinson A.O.V.: 1,

Yeates; 2, Angell; 2, 4, Lowes and Son. LINN El:

1, Cook; 2, c, Wright; 3, Clark; 4, Mallory; vhc,

Yeates; he, Lowes and Son. A.O. BRIT.: 1,

Wright; 2, 3, Lowes and Son. MULE OR HYB.: 1,

; Mays and AUinson; 2, 3 , -Hind; 4, J. G. Cook.

YORKS NOV.: 1, Robinson; 2, Pymon; 3, Graham;

4 Cook; vhc, Curneli; he, Dodsworth; c, Wilson.

NOR.: 1. 3, 4, Bibbv
; 2, 6, Thornton; vhc, Pymon;

he, Waraker. A:O.Y.: 1. Graham.-—J. W. Lowes,

, Hon. Sec.

DERBY C.B.S.
N.F. show, July 25, at Belper, the members going

in brakes. On arriving, birds were quickly st
?g€K

*

and a fine show of young birds was Judged by

Messrs. J. Pegg and J. H. Drakely. Mr. Tapping

won the draw for singing bird and caga, with ticket;

947. Mr. G. Elkins, Belper, was in charge ot the

arrangements, and carried them out- witj complete

satisfaction. _ . n «

>

CL. OR TKD. YELL. NOR.: 1, Hudson; 2, W.
Twells. BUFF: 1, Morreil; 2, 3, Parnell; vhc. Smith.

LIGHTLY MKD. YELL.: 1, Smith; 2 Twells- 3,

Hunt; vhc, Mockeridge. BUFF: 1, Jordan; 2, vhc.

Tongue; 3, he, Mockeridge; c, Hunt. Gil. OK
HEAVILY MKD. NOR. : 1, 2, Tongue

; 3, Hunt. CL.

OR TKD. YELL. VORKS. : 1, vhc. Wood; 2, Pass;

3, Barton; he, York; c, Coekeram. Btfl: 1. «,

Cockeram; 3, he, Smith; vhc, Pass; c, York. A.O.V.

YORKS.: 1, vhc, lie, Elkins; 2, Barton; 3, Cockeram.

MULE OR HYB.: 1, 3, Parnell; 2, Jordan. BRIT.:

1, 2, 3, Thompson; vhc, lie, Bousfield.—F. W. Jor-

dan, Hon. Sec.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

special expertly prepared Judging Books. They savd

much labour and time. We have just issued a re-
' vised and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The ’advantage this book has over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help, and a double check for judges, while

there is always a slip free to be sent to tho printers

of the catalogue.

Prices:—1 Copy, 6d. post free,

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A sample page on application to “CAGE BIRDS,”
- VUt Fleet Street, London, E.C.



CAGE BIRDS August 1, 1914.

Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

uy—.Vl questions must be clearly written in Me
(or typewritten ) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

12)— The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet ol

vapor, an d enclosed with the quern.

(8)—Queries intended for different specialists must

not he written on the same sheet of paper.

(4) -Queries must not include or be included in

orders for hooks, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication

.

(5) The department to which the queries refer must

he stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(A)
—if an answer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries must he posted to reach us by

Monday's first post at latent.

(7)— // an answer by pant in desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pony any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either cane.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office {see

Post-mortems .)

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must stale grounds for doing no

clearly anil fully, and enclose a Ice of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Iicferee's ” Poor

Children's fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“ Ctigo Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage limns

Staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.- Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,

and Hybrids H. Norman. Foreign Birds—Wesley T.

Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life H. Norman.

Note—

I

f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,

Crests Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary, wo shall, should the querist desire

us to do so, be pleased to submit his questions

for answer to some leading specialist on the

variety concerned.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

CANARY WITH DIARRHOEA (A. M.).—You

ought to have said how you are feeding the bird.

See that all the foods and water supplied! are

quite sound and sweet, and that tiie vessels con-

taining them are also 'kept scrupulously clean.

If your dietary contains any material quantity

of iinseed, this must be dropped out altogether

for the time being. Give a staple of plain cahary

seed, and, in addition, give separately every second

day a small teaspoonful of scalded summer rape,

and- on the alternate days give a similar quantity

of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, teazle,

and broken groats. Stop giving green food at

present, and give instead a morsel of banana every

second or third day. In the 'drinking water add

ns much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence for

one day, and after this give six drops each, of

tincture of gentian, and tincture of catechu daily

until the looseness is stopped. Keep cage floor

as clean as possible while the looseness lasts.

A NOISY ROLLER (Whistler, Asliton-under-Lyne).

—(1) Is the whistling which you liken to the noise

of a cricket produced consciously by the bird as a

kind of whistle, or is it more like a bronchia!

wheeze? If the former, I am afraid it is merely

n deterioration of the song, which might have come
about spontaneously, or ns the result of the bird

being kept within hearing of common singers,

or of other birds, some of whoso notes it has

acquired. In this case there is practically no
prospect of you being able to cure the bird of the

habit. The' best thing you could do would be to

keep it in the company of one or two good singers

from the time it ceases to sing for moulting until

it resumes its song, then keep it in a closed song

box near the singing birds for a time, and now
and again open the box for an ' pur or two to

give it n chance to sing a little and show whether

It has improved any from the tuition during its

moult, closing it again as coon as the fault appears

in any way pronounced for a while longer, and then

giving it another trial. In this way you may
improve the bird, but it is by no neatis certain,

as the bird is far too well established in the fault,

I fear, to break it. If the trouble is likely to be

of a bronchial nature you had bettor white again

and sav where you keep the bird and how you

feed it.' (2) The noise which the cock makes may
not have had anything at all to do with the lien

laying unfertile eggs. The causes of this are so

many and varied that it is useless speculating

about it without having the fullest particulars to

go upon. (3) A good and well-trained hollow

Holler would probably suit you, but I caimot name
any strain as being the best quality singera and
having good feather and symmetry. It is rather

a question of training and the receptive powers
of the pupil than one of strain. Individuals vary
in every strain, and if you want the. best in song
you must be a little blind to such fancy points

ns feather and symmetry.
LIES ON PERCH (Enquirer, Bank Quay).

—

You
are probably keeping the bird in unhealthy sur-

* roundings, and in its inactive state it is also prob-
ably a little over-fat, so that the lump appearing
oTi its chest is not unlikely an accumulation of fat.

Keep it in a bright and healthful place, free from
cold draughts, hut well ventilated with fresh pure

HEALTH & &TKENGTH
Beals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wreslling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to«day, or mid or Free Specimen to

1 Tealth and Strength," 12; Burleigh Street,

Sir I :
. C . . mentioning "C.E."

air, and as equable as possible. Do hot bang It

near or over burning light* In the evenings, nor

near the window. For the next fortnight give a
diet of plain canary seed only, and once u week a

morsel of bread and milk, and on two other days
half a tcnspoonful of summer rape. Give a liberal

supply of green food daily. In the drinking voter
for tiro first week add us much Epsom suits as will

cover u sixpence and ten drops of lemon juice every

oecond day. In the next week give instead twenty
drops of Chemical Food dully. In the next fort-

night after this give half is teuspoonful of crushed
sponge cake with, four drops of sherry and two of

cod liver oil emulsion mixed in it, and on tbo
alternate days add to the water twenty drops of

whiskey, five each, of oxyinel of squills and ipeca-

cuanha wine, and two of eucalyptus oil, well shaken
together.
WHITE COATING IN MOUTH (IT. G.).-The

young birds seem to have suffered' from diphtheria,

and the parents also must have had a milder form
of tlio same complaint. It might have been im-

ported with impure water or tainted sand or food.

You could ihavo done nothing at all with treating

birds so young, but you should have promptly
isolated them all, together with tho cage they
occupied, if you have other birds, as the disease

is Infectious. If tlio parents appear to lie at all

ulleoted by tho trouble now, get ,a chemist to mix
you ten drops of pure carbolic acid and thirty drops
of spirits of wine, in half an ounce of cinnamon
water, and add fifteen drops of this mixture to
tho drinking water two days in every three for a
week, and after this make the water slightly pink

with a few drops of solution of permanganate of

potash every second day for a week or two. Add 1 a
litllo bread and milk to tlio diet four times a week,

and on each of tlio remaining days give a pinch of

maw seed. Thoroughly clean and dinisfect tlio

cage before returning it to the vicinity of any
other birds you may have.
SITTING IN NEST (Still Learning).—(1) There

is no reason why the lien should not be quite a
serviceable breeder next season, but one cannot go
eo far as to aa.y she will or she will not witli

certainty. Only the actual trial will prove the
matter. Your best course is to take away all

nesting material and other inducements to continue
nesting

;
Jurn the ben into a good-sized flight,

where she can get plenty of vigorous exercise, and
if she has a few comoaniona to hustle her a little

rind- thus prevent her moping, so much the better.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners ” (7 d.); House’s “ Canary Manual" (1/2);
Battyc's,‘‘Yorkshire Canaries" (1 / 1 J) ;

House's "Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Weston's "Stock Book ” (7d.);

Hr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Dr. Cres-

vicll's "Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); Norman’s
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Bamsden's
“Colour-feeding

"

(3J,<i.)
;
“Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2Jrf. each):

No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quOtea

are post free, from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

Then feed on a rather plain but -wholesome diet
through the winter months, and get her into a

good hard condition ready for the beginning of

next season (2) Although you seem to have had
a very bad season, I do not think it would be

]

correct to say that the season had been a bad one
generally There are others who have done excel-

lently. As your own failures have coincided exactly
with a change of food for rearing the young,
perhaps you had better return to that with which
you have succeeded so well in previous seasons,

or at least try the method' with only a portion
of your stock untiE-you find you can succeed with
it as well as your old method. Personally, I have
not a good opinion of a soft food containing a
largo proportion of oatmeal.
SWELLING ON CHEST (Anxious).—I am strongly

inclined to think that the swelling which you
say is like a, piece of fat is in reality an accumu-
lation of fat. Try giving a diet of plain canary
seed only for a month, supplementing this only
with half a teaspoonful of summer rape twice each
week, and a liberal supply of green food daily.
In the drinking water add as much Epsom salts as
will cover a sixpence and ten drops of lemon juice"
every second day for a week. Then miss a week
and repeat the doses again in the third week. If
not better at the end of a month’s treatment,
write again, and repeat particulars.
BLINDNESS AND FATNESS (M. O. W.).—(1) Yes.

unfortunately, there can be no doubt that the bird
is becoming blind in the other eye. The greyness
you describe is, I take it, the pupil of the eye
showing a milky-white disc. It is undoubtedly a
ease of cataract, and nothing you can do will be
of the least avail in saving the bird’s eight. It
will live healthily and happily enough in its own
way, but ou the whole it would do better in a
cage by itself than in the aviary, .as in the latter
position it is apt to be somewnat at tiie mercy
of any bullying inmate there may be among the
occupants. Some blind birds, however, manage to
take good care of number one, and are capable of
acting the bullying role themse.ves at times. (2)
The hen that is sleepy and puffy is meet likely in
an overfed condition. If she is in the aviary she
is probably monopolising the good things in the bill
of fare to a certain extent, and you cannot treat
her properly in that position. Your best course
is to cage her alone for a month or so in a good-
sized cage in which she can get plenty of exercise,
and treat her the same as advised to “ Anxious ”
in this issue. You might do worse than add a
tea spoonful of Epsom salts to half a pint of drink-
ing water for all the birds in the aviary every
second day for a week.
HAND-REARING YOUNG (Mrs Basil —

Reduce tho ordinary egg food to tiie consistency
of thick cream with a little water, and "ive this
by mans of the "fill up” feed r von hav- „
as much, .as the youngsters will gope for eagerly
about every hour, beginning soon after sunrise anil
continuing until dusk in, tiho evening. For about
three hours during the morning, and 1 again for a
similar period in, the afternoon, mix with tiie food
in the feeder a little .finely minced 1 green salad.
When about a fortnight oldi make the food n little
firmer in consistency and add a fourth part of the
bulk of soaked summer nape seed. Allow the
latter to soak overnight, and crush' it in the morn-
ing, at the same time removing as many of the
husks- as will come away conveniently before mixing
it with tho egg and bread' or biscuit mixture, ns
the ease may be. When rape is added to tlio food
it causes it. to become sour «r©r-y! quickly indeed,

k> you must mix only sufficient at one time f to

last for an hour or two, according to the prevailing
conditions of weather. At this period you inay
also add a little liemp freed from the husk, as

you suggest, if you have patience to perform this

tedious task But it Is not essential to do so,

and1 you may defer giving hemp until the young-
sters can pick over tho seed, which you have
slightly c-raukcd for them, and thus help themselves.

With these additions to the food and being also

rathor more solid, it may clog the feeder and pre-

vent it working. In this case, trim a tiny strip

of wood! to a spatula shape, and place the food in

convenient morsels with tills, well back in the
throat as they gape.
YOUNG AND MOULTING (E. M. T.).-(l) You

make no mention of green food in the dietury of

tlio young, and if you arc giving tills, it is just

possible that a slight reduction in tlio quantity given

would bo all that is required to stop tiie loose-

ness. You might also try adding ei dusting of

powdered cuttlefish in tbo egg food in place of the

bismuth. It is best to leave drugs and chemicals

of all descriptions alone when they can be done
without. I think if you make your egg food of

equal parts bread crumb, arrowroot biscuit, crushed

soaked rape, ami egg yolk you will find 1 the trouble

with tiie young disappear without the use of any

remedial agent of any other kind. If your pre-

sent food differs very materially from this, begin

with it gradually, giving only a few feeds with it

the first day. l)o not cram them too much. Give

only as much at each feeding time as they will

gape for eagerly. It is quite right to keep a

light cover over them until tiny aTe nicely feathered.

(2) The sudden and excessive shedding of feathers

is certainly the rapid- onset of the moult, and is

not at all a bad sign. Feed the birds rather

liberally, and see that they are well protected

from cold draughts, and all will go well. (3) The
young Gold Lizard is clearly a weakling, and
would doubtless do you the .greatest service by
joining its fathers. Anyway, give a staple diet of

plain canary seed, and, in addition, every second

day a teaspoonful of scalded rape and a morsel

of banana, and on the alternate days a small

teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with three

drops of cod 1 liver oil emulsion -well' mixed with it,

and sprinkled with maw seed, and also give on

these days a pinch of a mixture of equal parts

hemp, niger, millet, teazle, broken groats, and

chopped sunflower seeds. Give a hialf-ripe plantain

stall; daily. Keep it caged' alone, and treat thus

for a month at least. In the drinking water add

twenty drops of Chemical Food every second day

for a month. „ , ... , .

RESTLESS BIDDY (Cyclops).—The habit of fly-

ing on to the wires of the cage and pecking at

the feet is merely a restless habit to help to work

off the surplus energy which most healthy unmated

birds are full of just now. Some birds will be

continually pecking at the wire, or perches, or

nibbling the paint oft the sides or lack of cage;

and' many other little schemes miy be noticed in

which they endeavour to work off their energy.

There is nothing whatever wrong with the birds,

neither is it due to parasites, ns you fear. The

same remarks apply to the presence of curled

feathers in the tails of the two birds. This .is

caused by the birds frequently drawing the feather©

through the beak and nibbling at the ends. Vou
may straighten them by soaking them in warm
water for a minute or two and then drawing Them
gentlv through the Anger tips. Add a crystal of

sulphate of soda the size of a small pea to the

water of those birds daily for a week. This will

cool them and help to stop the restlessness.

LAYING FROM PERCH (A New Starter).—I am
afraid you can do nothing at all more than you are

already doing with a hen that refuses to lay in

a nest and drops her eggs from the perch. That is,

if her typical qualities make it worth while, to cover

the cage floor with sawdust or oat-busk to prevent

damage to the eggs, and having saved them so far,

place them under otljer hens to be hatched and the

young rea'-d II on ' a common hen of no par-

ticular quality, she is not worth troubling with,

and I -should discard her altogether as a breeding

bird. You say nothing about her building traits.

If it is that she has an abnormal twist and wants

to nest in some particular place other than the

one you select, you should humour her, even if it is

to a'llow her to have the nest-box or pan on the

cage floor. By doing so she may lay in the nest

and iffeubate the eggs after the manner of any

other self-respecting hen. But you cannot persuade

her to lay in the nest if she prefers doing otherwise.

NON-SINGER BREEDING (Amethyst).—If the

bird is in good sound health and active, there is

really no reason why he should not breed success-

fully^ even though he does not sing. Such cases are

not infrequently met with, and they are tho excep-

tions which go' to prove the rule, as there is no

getting away from the fact that the ideal condition

for a breeding male- is prime health and full song.

These two essentials generally go together, as the

average male in good health usually tries, at least,

to make himself heard. In addition to the staple

seed diet, give half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge

cake with half the quantity of a mixture of equal

parts maw, sesame, and gold of pleasure mixed in

it every second dav for a week or two, and on the

alternate days give a pinch of -a mixture of equal

ports hemp, niger, millet, and teazle. Give two crisp

young leaves of dandelion daily. If really in good

'health this should have the effect of bringing him

out in a week or two.
AVIARY ACCOMMODATION (E. E. Taylor).-

(1) As I understand your sketch, the outdoor

aviary contains only j*i,'Out twenty square feet of

floor space, in wTiich ease you have far too many

birds in it to have -a fair chance of breeding.

Four hens and two cock Canaries would be ample,

or you might have five hens and one cock Canary

and one cock Goldfinch. Eight or nine nesting

sites should be put up for this number of liens.

The management is much - the same as you will

find in cur handbooks for breeding indoors, except

that- you may be rather more liberal with such seeds

as rane, lir-mp, etc., and broken goats or egg food.

You would find full details of outdoor breeding In

tiie first three numbers of "Out Canaries.” .(2)

Tiie C.P. aviary would answer very nicely to brood

in with a pair of Rollers, provided it is not kept

in a direct draught. Yes-, it is advisable to

separate the birds witli tbo wiro elide for a day or

two to allow them to become acquainted with

each other. ,

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS,

Answered by H. NORMAN,
FEEDING A CUCKOO (Majestic).—In m.v opinion

the Cuckoo is a very unsatisfactory cage bird, and
scarcely worth tiie trouble and expense of keeping.
They arc particularly messy in habit, get bedraggled
and dirty looking, no matter how well one attends
to them, and they are the roost difficult birds I

know of to keep in perfect plumage. For some un-
known reason any new feathers get frayed and
broken before they have fully developed. In addi-
tion to . these troubles, they seldom live for any
length of time in a cage. Hand-reared specimens
are exceedingly difficult to get to feed themselves;
some will rather starve than do so. > As regards
food, they are not difficult birds to cater for. They
will swallow almost anything that is offered them.
At the same time I would advise you to give your
bird a better class food than you are using at the
present time. Procure a pound or so'of good in-

seetile mixture, and to this you could add the same
quantity of thoroughly soaked “Melox” or puppy
biscuit, mixing enough for tlio day’s consumption,
or, if you preferred it, you could give him the in.

nectiie food alone, adding a little hard boiled egg,
chopped lettuce, or watercress; a little shredded
meat would he acceptable, such as beef, mutton,
fowl, or rabbit flesh. He must have insect life-
beetles, caterpillars, grubs, flics, mealworms, and
well scoured gentles. Discontinue the use of snails;

they arc not at all suitable. Use an absorlicnt cover-

ing for the draw-hoard of the cage—sawdust or
sifted peat moss, and dean out daily.

WHAT BIRD? (Puzzled).—Your bird is an Ortolan
Bunting, a bird of little value, but one which is fre-

quently sold as a Nightingale. The latter bird, as

everyone knows, is the king of songsters, whereas
the Bunting scarcely sings at all. (2) Both sexes
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are very much aiil^e, the hen being a bit paler in

colour, the throat and foreneck streaked with

brown. By your description, I should feel inclined

to think that your bird is a hen. (3) Canary seed

is tho staple food for them, and they will eat very

little of any other, but you should offer a few oats,

rape, cracked hemp, maw seed, and a little wild-

seed mixture. Keep in a good largo cage bo that

she can take exercise, or she will certainly get over

fat
LINNET WITH BROKEN LEG.—You appear to

have managed to operate on your Linnet very suc-

cessfully. By the time you read this in print, tho

fracture should be united, and you could therefore

remove the bandage. This must be done very care-

fully or you may injure it again. If you ever have

another case, you will find a strip of court plaster

answer the purpose equally as well as the splints,

and much more easily applied. It is put on damp,
and when thoroughly dry acts as a splint and
binding combined, and is easily removed with warm
water. (2) You had better give the bird a little

extra maw and hemp. This will assist him to put

on flesh. Birds should not be in poor condition just

as they are going into moult; they had better be a

little bit the other way.
WHAT BIRD? (On the Borders).—I am sorry I am

unable to identify your bird from your description.

The Greenfinch is the only green bird I know of

with a Finch beak. If it is not this, it is just pos-

sible it may be an escaped Greenfinch-Canary

hybrid. If you do not know the cross, possibly you

may be able to show it to some fancier friend who
may assist you. Such birds are not particularly

scarce, and should a fancier lose one of a batch, it

would live for some time during the summer, as they

are fairlv hardy. An ordinary specimen would be a

shade lighter in the beak than a Greenfinch, with

wings and tail longer, and hardly so much yellow

about the body, and on the wings. Its general ap-

pearance would be a shade more slim and some-

what smarter.
BLACKBIRD NOT SINGING (E. T. Seedly).—By

your description I should think your bird is a cock,

hut is one of those nervous specimens that refuse

to sing properly. This kind of bird is not at all

uncommon, I have had Blackbirds', Thrushes, and
Skylarks just the same, but as soon as they aro

given their liberty they sing at once. The only

advice I can give you is to try change of position,

hanging him outside in the sunshine for an hour or

go each day, preferably in the early morning or

evening. You make no mention of your treatment,

but you should feed him well, mixing a little hard

boiled egg with some good insectile food ;
offer fruit,

and all the insects you can collect for him. If

you have not been feeding him very liberally tins

cliango and the freoh position may cause him to

break into song.' A cock Blackbird is jet black

witli yellow beak and' eye core; if lie is a first-year

bird tiis wing feathers will lie tinged with brown

A THIRSTY BULLFINCH (C.E.).'—You have noth-

ing to be alarmed about in your bird drinking more

than usual in the summer months, although 1 can

quite understand it causing him to Ire somewhat

looso in his motions. If you give him boiled water

to drink it would probably check it, but I would

advise you to put ten drops of dandelion juice in

his drinking water every other day for a week, then

follow this up with a small teaepoor.fiil ol chepiic al

food, using boiled water or it will not mix. Your

feeding appears to lie fairly correct, although one

part teazle added to your stock mixture would be

an improvement. _ , . ,,

GOLDFINCH PUFFED OUT (IT. Davies). ’V on

omitted to send your address with your query, will

you kindly put it on n post-card. Ilie samples of

seed sent arc good and aro not responsible for the

Illness of yonr bird. You make no mention of wild

and preenfood, arc you u-t'inp any? I he sc arc

IS essential to the well doing of a captive bird as

dry s- oils. First- of all give. an aperient, as mneli

Glauber salts as will rover a sixpence in two table-

spoonfuls of water, repeat tiie do^o In a 'ouph* oi

days’ thru), follow t’ up with a tiny plnvttj.Ot
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try all you cun to get him back into good health

lu lovo ho drops into moult. Iluve you our booklet

on tho Goldfinch? If not 1 would advise you to
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The catching season will soon bo here, and this is

tho time to obtain your stock of Finches for next
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keep them in I may say there is no proper oize

mlo is to give them as much room as> you can

if you arc going to make some stock ca^ts

soli for single birds you will find that somo niado

16 inches long, 12 high, and 10 wide very useful,

they would do well in these with an occasional

tlv ’in a large (light or aviary. As regards, colour-

teediii" 1 think vou would do better to add three

of the*biscuit to one egg. ao it is not required quite

so strong for colour-feeding as for rearing. Xo

«"«*teaapoonful of this mixture add two spoonfuls of

colour-food, but do not mako it this strength to

start with, add a little at first and gradually

it. or you may have somo trouble to get them to
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it was a Greenfinch. No doubt you will ' ult
.

again when you should, take particular not ce

lhe nosilion shape, and materials the n et is built

of
6
abcTthe" Lining; the eggs, too, should come under

observation, "and full particulars of eliape and

inarkiu" both distinct ana faint, written down on

the snot The Siskin is a rare breeding bird with

us, and does so mostly in Scotland, the nest being

placed high up a fir tree, and consequently difficult

to locote. If you 'think of hand-rearing ony par-

ticular species, I shall be pleased to assist you.

I do not know of any book dealing exclusively with

the matter, although there are frequent, references

mid instructions given in 'the “British Bird Manual,

obtainable from tills office. _ 1KirL1 tn
FEEDING GREENFINCH AND BULLFINCH (G.

W.v. I gather from your letter that you have

been feeding your birds on hard seed only, as you

sav nothing whatever of green food. By your oe-

scrip'tion I fancy your Bullie is likely to develop

asthma, if you are not careful. Give her an aperient

«t once. Dissolve as much Glauber Salts as will

cover a sixpence in her drinking water, and give

when cold. Let her have it one day, and tnen miss

one, and give another dose. In addition to ihe

seeds you are giving, soak some teazle and rape,

and let her have a li’-ttle daily. You should gather

all the wild food you can, dandelion leaves and

seed pods, seeding groundsel, chickweed. shepherd’s

purse, and others as they come in season. Be

liberal with* these, and let her bathe frequently.

(2) They do not as a rule eat mealwormb.

FOREIGN ESESS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

WHAT PARROT? (C. E.).—Regret I must ask you

to wait till next rnsue for a final reply.

MEYER’S PARROT (N. S. A.).—I rather doubt

asthma being the trouble. Do- not give any more
of the sop. Give one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s

Magnesia in the drinking-water till the bowels have

been well moved, then use half a teaspoonful of

Byno-phosphates in lieu of the magnesia. Bathe

the nostrils with dilute glyco-thymoline (1 in 10),

using a mop camel-hair brush. Take a piece of

stale bread, biscuit, or plain cake, whichever the

bird fancieu most; very lightly moisten with hot

water, then allow to soak into- it five drops of

cod liver oil. Give this daily till the bird is in

condition again. You can oiler nuts, cither shelled

walnuts or shelled Barcelona nuts are best. I pre-

sume you are supply grit and cuttlebone ;
if not

keep a piece of cuttlebone continually in the cage

and sprinkle a pinch of grit over the sand in cage

tray whenever the sand is renewed. Keep the bird

in your warmest room and in a warm position, yet

where the air is good and there is no draught. It

has probably taken a slight chill, owing to the

variableness of recent climatic conditions. If the

above treatment does not show signs of giving

relief, sav, in seven days, repeat query with full

details. Thanks for your remarks re Amazon.
Pleaded to note it has recovered.
BUDGERIGARS (XI. E. A.).—It is an understood

condition that Budgies in cages, or any other birds

for that matter, lacking the vigorous exercise of

aviary or wild birds, are apt to get gross and
overfat (many birds are lost from this cause), unless

a watch be kept upon them, and whenever they

are found dull and mopy should be examined, and

if really plump the diet should be modulated aDd
a laxative given twice weekly till their condition

becomes more normal. A varied diet is all in

the birds’ favour, but when a bird is .seen to be

too fat then the most feeding items of the dietary

(oats and rice) should be omitted for a time, or

only given occasionally. Apple, and almost any

kind of fruit they will take, is certainly good lor

Budgies, also all the Parrot tribe. As you are

going away from home for a time leave a mixture

of two parts Canary seed and one part of white

millet well mixed together. Give also seeding and

flowering grass as long as it lasts, but when early

frosts begin to appear it should only be gathered

about noon. Lettuce is quite safe, but for cage

birds the thick, fleshy middle stem should be cut

away. Give one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Mag-
nesia every fourth day, but if the voidings become
really loose, then only give it once a week. The

mild laxative could well be continued for $. couple

of months. I presume you are supplying grit and

cuttlebone; if not. keep the latter in the cage

continually, and also procure some good make of

grit (not sand) and put a little over sand tray

whenever the sand is renewed. A more roomy
cage ie the best preventive of the trouble. You
must not keep cages where the full power of the

eun can shine on to the top of them.
BIRDS IN CONSERVATORY (V. D.).— (1) About

twelve pairs would look - very nice flying about,

without much detriment to the plants. The rockery

could also be at any rate partially cleansed

periodically with a round bass brush about 1 to

1J inches in diameter, such as are used in lavatories.

(2) Y’ou must cover the whole of the glass with

wire netting on the inside, this will also, to a large

extent, prevent the wood of the sashes getting

fouled. (3) I am afraid those which would do so

ire rather large for a mixed series. (4) No; but

part of the roof should ho shaded by an outride

blind during extreme heat ami thorough Mutila-

tion without draught provided for. (•>) ,,rcfnfo®^
run either bo kept fresh by being put In bottle*

filled with water or wet sand. It water alone bo

used then the neck of the bottle, after tho weeds

are placed in it, must !n> packed with cotton wool

to prevent tho small birds getting in. " h.v not

grow woods, grass, lettuce, canary seed, etc.. In

pots and seed pans, and let tho birds help them-

selves? (General.) You could keep such birds

as Waxbills, Avadavats, Whitc-cyus (/.Obtrrop#),

Cordon Ulcus, Flrcflnches, and if you could con-

veniently increase the temperature during the

winter months to 40 or 50 degrees F., you could

keep a pair of Yellow-winged Hugar Buds. You

do not give me uny Idea of what kind of birds you

fancy. .Sugar Birds arc quite easy to keep. 1 do

not think you need fear red-mite in such quarters.

The atmosphere should not he made too moist by

too frequent syringing. Soiled foliage can be washed

with a soft fiat brush, the leaf lying on the flat

of the hand, with the stem of leaf between the

lingers, during the operation. If the plants or

trees were done one or two at a time ns they

bccomo a little unsightly the task is, not very

heavy See that there are no perches over tho

plants. These must be fixed alsewhere and should

he natural branches (twigs), and placed vertically,

horizontal perches arc not needed in -such a place.

PULLS ITS FEATHERS (Orchard).—I expect you

have wrongly fed it, and your not informing me
how you have fed and treated it generally makes

it impossible to give you a really helpful answer.

I can only say : Confine its diet to seed mixture,

dry crusts, biscuit-, fruit and nuts, uith grit,

cuttlebone and water continuously ;
but, in making

any change, you must not let it really want for

food as some' birds will sulk at a suddenly changed

dietary. So long as the voidings are not watery

loose, put one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia

in tho drinking water every fourth day, and on

the intervening days put half a teaspoonful of

syrup of phosphates in the drinking water. Give

a little flour of sulphur daily, either dusted on to a

piece of slightly moistened bread, biscuit, or plain

cake, whichever the birds will
.

most readily take.

Spray once or twice weekly with a tepid quassia

solution, choosing a warm, genial day for the

purpose. Feather-eating is as much a vice as a

disease, and almost incurable once a bird becomes

confirmed in it, and you will have to persevere in

the treatment. Follow out the above and report

progress with full details in two or three months.

BUDGERIGARS (R. H. W.).—Pleased to hear of

your success and regret to hear of your disaster,

which may have arisen from two causes, viz., tne

bird flying against unprotected glass and causing

internal hemorrhage, or a pure and simple internal

rupture, but I think, the former was the cam* of

death. All glass must be covered with, wire netting

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s “Foreign Birds for Beginners’’

nm); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and CocltaUels (oa.);

Arthur’s “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7<L);

“ Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s ' Septic

or Bird Fever’’ (7 d.); Dr. Cresswell’s ‘ Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping’’ (1/1); “Colour-feeding” <3J<I.); or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2Id. each); No. 6 Ailing birds

and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Canes, Bird-rooms ,
etc.,” No. 14 ** Gouldian b inches.

No. 10 “Avadacats,”- No. 17 “The Grey Barrot No.

IS
“Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin, Ao. -0

•’Waxbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,

154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

CLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

Inserted free. It should reach us not later than

Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club

Notice Postcurds may be had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Annfield Plain F.F. and C.B.S— Aug. 1, Queen’s

Head, 7. Kchedulu uud Judge for members' show,

etc. -M. Archer.
Ardwiek and Manchester C.B A. Aug. 4, St.

Thomas Old Schoolroom, Entrance Chapel St., 8.

Unsold tickets for F.F. riiow to be returned or

paid for; nomination of Judge for annual show.—.1.

Spencer.
Ashton-u Lyno O.S.— Aug. 1, P.S.A. Rooms, Albion

street. F.F. -show 3, W. E. Blaydon judge. Aug. 2,

picnic to Altrincham, meet at Crown Point, Den-

ton, at 2; fanciers invited.—J. Whitehead.
Ashton-u-Lyns O.S.—Aug. 4, P.S.A. Rooms, Allnon

Street, 8. (Results and prizes for F.F. show;

ordinary business.—J. Whitehead.
Barnet F.F.S.—Aug. 5, Co-operative Stores, 8.

Schedule for annual show.—W. J. Cartwright.

Bradford East O.S.—Aug. 4, Park Chapel Schools,

8. Arrangements for open show and other busi-

ness.—W. Cruise.

Brandon Colliery C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Social Club 7.

Schedule for open show and other important busi-

ness ;
new members invited.—G. Kecdi.

Bolton C.B.S.—Aug. 4, Joiners Arms, 8—J. Ger-

Bridlington and Driffield C.B.S.—No meetings dur-

ing August.—J. Chadwick. .

Burton-on Trent C.B.S.—Aug. 3, New Inn, 8. Prize

money for N.F. show.—A Wood. ,

Chorley C.B.S.—Aug. 5, White Swan Inn, 7.30.

Important business.—J. H. Welch.

Crewe O.S.— Aug. 4,’ Burton Hotel, 8. Open show

arrangements.—M. L. Croft.
,

City of Bradford O.S.

—

Aug. 1, Flying Dutchman,

8. Ordinary business.—W. Helliwell, 11G, .Mill Lane,

^Clapham C.B. A.—Aug. 4, The’Clock House, Clap-

ham Park Itoad, 8.30. Distribution of prizes won

at F F show.—F. J* Ho&e. _ T ,

Clay Cross C.B.S.-Aug. 8, Victoria Hotel, 7. Wash-

Ing exhibition by Mr. J. Sincdley, Tibshelf.-J. Gut-

^Cirtheroe C.B.S.—Aug. 3, Bennett’s Tea Rooms, 8.

-J. Southworth. . - . . c

Cumberland and Westmorland Y.C.C.A.—Aug. 5,

Mr. Nixon’s. Wood Street, 8. Business important.

-

J

Doncaster
t0
C.B.S.-Aug. 8, Black Bull. 7 30 Clas-

sification for open show and other important busi

ne
|rith

G
F S*—Aug. 5, West Street School, 8 15. Bal-

ance-sheet; young stock ohovy arrangements ;
other

8. Usual business; taole show A.V. Brit.

Goth,

Hyde C.B.8.-Aug. 3, 8t. Georges School 8 • Elec-

tion of delegates for amalgamation, etc. 11 . Allsop.

Laiaterdyke B.F.A.-Aug. l>. Railway Hotel, 8.

General business.—W. H. Symes.

Leigh C.B.S. Aug. 0. Railway Hotel, 7.4... fable

N.F. ahow business.— R. Charlcaon, \L, Lloyd bt.»

Ligii.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.^.

DtsosglU) Hotel, 8. Open show business

kinoon. _ ,

Middleton C.B.S. -Aug. 3. Old Boars

Special meeting, balance-sheet for half-j*

date* for lectures, alterations for back-end

liulton. _ . , _
Middleshro and Teeiide C.B.S. — Aug. 1. Crown

Hotel, 7.30. Review of open show schedule and

table 'show dates—J. flwinsco.

Middlesex O.S.-Aug. 6, 8t. John s Schools. South-

all, 8. General business, 'lhcrc will be no table

show.—J. Jefferis. „ „
Morpeth C.B.S.— Aug. 1, Earl Grey, i.M.

ness important.—W. Hummers.
Ncwca&tle-on-Tyne C.B.S.—Aug. 6, Purus

Clayton Street, 7.30. Open «liow business,

money for N.F. show tickets, table show, sub*, over-

due.—J. W. Reed. „

Northern Border and S.F.C.C.—Aug. 5,

Cafe, 7.30. Table show, four daeae*. yell » hull,

green, cinn.; judges A. Allleck, W. P. Smith, A,

Montgomery.—M. C. Potts.
. r r

Northern Norwich P.H.C -Aug. «, Purvis s Cafe,

Clayton Street, 7.30. Table show, usual classes.,

ludge, F. W. Laidlow.—F. W. Laidlow.
’ Northern Yorks. C.C.-Aug. 6, Furvm s Cafe. Clay-

ton Street, 7.30. Table show, usual classes; judge,

Mr R. Hutler.—R. Tindale.
. „ , _ , ,

N.W. London F.A.—Aug. 0, Stags Head Hotel,

Hawlcv Road, N.W., 8.30. Prize money and spec-

ials will be given out re the summer show; import-

ant business' will be to hand.-W. Sutton, assist.

Aug. 10,

.— F. Wil-

nead, 8.

car; alr.o

show.—J.

Busi-

Cafe,
eceivo

*ec. „ „ ... . .

Oxford C.B.S.-Aug. 5, Welsh

8
-PerWranreoX

“ -A /' ^’law

Pony,” George St.,

Fifleld.

-Aug. S, Laidlaw’s

Rennie.
Fife C.B

'’business and further subscription

—3. C'ordery

on the inside, and if you lacked sufficient air a

portion of it could easily open or
#
slide up and down

like ordinary window sashes. -Do not let the

cock mate up with one of his daughters, procure

an adult hen from somewhere for him.

WHAT IS IT? (H. H.).—It is a Swainson s or Blue

Mountain Lorikeet ( Trichoglossus novae-hollandxae).

The main dietary should be milk-sop and ripe Iruii.

Keep a small tin of canary seed in the cage so

that it may take What it chooses. They are also

fond of seeding and flowering grass, also lettuce,

but the fleshy centre stem or rib should be cut

away. They are hardy and vigorous and only need

protection from draught.
^ CHINESE BUNTING (M. A.).-This is known best

as the Red-backed Bunting, and has a typical

Bunting song. The cock is deep rufous brown above

and eulphur-yellow below, and is a very Ple»sln 8

bird. It can be kept in a cage, either singjy or m
pairs. The Pintail Nonpareil (or better Pm-tailed

Parrot-Finch) is very variable as to price, rather

dear just now-say, 10s. 6d.—as very few have been

in the market of late, and they are not easy birds

to establish, many “ shuffling off ’ very .soon.alter

arrival; but once established they are not trjf8jls-

GREY PARROT (T. W. J.).—You are now reaping

the fruits of the “ bit-of-everything diet, and as

it has been going on for so long a cure is really

doubtful. Get our Nutshell, Grey Parrot, 2^d

nost free from our manager, and bring your diet,

gradually into line with that given therem Anoint

the back of the neck twice a week with euiphur

ointment (from any chemist), but do not i.se

sufficient to run about the body. It may not do to

stop tho sop too suddenly, but gradually BjYe less

ami less till you are able to cease giving it alto-

gether but while you are still giving it dust It

regularly with flour of sulphur. Every foupth day,

Z loS a. the voidings are not watery-loose, put

one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the

dr'mking water, and on tho intervening days put

in half a teaspoonful of syrup of Ph°'I’h^s
.

lieu of the ‘magnesia. Y’ou should be able to g

an amplv varied diet when confining it to the

following - Seed mixture, ripe fruit, nuts, dry crusts,

bi” and Plain cake. Grit, cuttlebone and

water to be continually in the cage. J^ere can-

not be a rapid improvement in such a case. Report

Dro°ress two or three months hence.
.

.

A FEATHER PULLER (P. J. C.).-I am afraid a

bird that has been pulling its feathers for over

two years is confirmed in the habit, and that

it is next to impossible to -break it of the vice

Aim at keeping it occupied by one means or another

We it a little exercise outside its cage if tarn®

enough) daily, according to convenience. In addi-

1, .Supper Room, Nm I

Kelty, 6.

p
ry

’anrl F S —Aug. 1 Blue Bell Hotel, 6.30.

Monthly meeting, important business . Election o

aiid°otlter uoLfange^
retary. Wm. Stockton, Middle Road House, Sheriff

H
gV

G
H
a
orton

a
G0od intent O.S. - Aug. 1. Grange

School Dirkhill, 7.30. Lecture on Colour reed-

ins?” bv Mr. T. Tid«well.—A. Firth.
, „

SSawfcK
Mules and Hybrids.—W. H“^his°"’ ck o S.— Aug. 5,

•issr^;S5n
8
.
]

aaf’
<»*«•*

"'"T”

i

PlSaet Lin. Hotel. ?•».

K,ns

Room, Leonard Str^t, 8.—J. S»mth
x ber

Preston O.S.—Aug. 4, Tokio Cafe, 8. jsovemoer

show: Judges, room for the Nov. show, and othe

Important business.—W. H. Cottam.

tiueensburv C B.S.—Aug. 1, Granby notel. w™
bere' sl^ Judge, Mr. A- M. Craven, Bradford.

C.B.S.-Au
S
|
er

4. Swan Hotel, Bacup.

7
Reading !B .S?-^No meefci'ng'tiU* Sept . 3 on account

of the holidays.—0. C. Smith.
_

Redhill C.B.S.—Aug. 5, Watkins Hotel, 8. lay

out prize money and arrange for annual show. A.

WR.Se Good intent C.B.S -Aug 5 Temperance

Club, 8. General meeting, balance-sheet, etc.

A
Runcorn B.B.A.-Aug. 7, Headquarters, Old Cocoa

Room. 7.30. Show business.-K. Rone.

Shipley O.S.-Aug. 5, \ letoria Hotel, f .- E. Grange.

South Shields C.B.S.—Aug. 1. /.SO.-W. L- Smu-iu

c—.iih.irioo r. R.s.—Aug. 4. Headquarters, 8. Back
Smallbridge C.B.S.-Aug, 4 .

Headquarters,

end show business.—J- 1- Chectham.

Spen Valley C.B.S.-Aug. 3, Commercial Hotel, 8 .

Arrangements for N.F. show and balance-snect for

last show.—S. B. Grayshon
Sunderland C.B.A.-Aug. 1, Headquarters. C.30.

Last N F show, entry 3d., staged 6.30, Mr. Conner-

ton (Empire Aviaries) gives 1-stonei seed

points; meeting afterwards; last night for pay men

0 ,

Sto
U
okion

J
on
P
Te
a
e

C

s°

C

C.B.S.-Aug. 6 ,
Little Regent Inn,

8
T0°nrc B°S^l

J
ug.

W
i; Hand' and Shuttle Inn,. Dud-

y Flfl!. Members' show, ^birds. staged^ J, judge,

Mr
l 0

r. H.' h. Clark, Dudley Hill-—W. Walker.

Wibsey C.B.S.—Aug. 1, Horse and Groom 8 .

Monthly
7
business ;

‘please note sec’s, new address —

W Chapman, 18, Halton Place, Little Horton, B.ad-

f

°wigan C.B.S.-Aug. 1, Legs of
^

:in

FV° Bal 1

W
'-sheet for July members’ show and ordinary

ance*<
business

;

subs, due.—Taylor and Ellis.

in the drinking water and -
put half a teaspoonful of bjno-ph^p - „p
drinking water. Get a bottle^ t7er0« itu aceord-
cura,” and «w»»t »«» ^^enever the weather

say, be-

tween 10 a.m .nnd 4
"-nowder is quite

exposed Potion. ^ ^ cuttlebone,

and
U
wood^onrin^ily tnthe cage. Report progress

about six weeks hence.

tion to^the usiiai seed mixture, keep a tin of canary

and white millet (equal parts) in the «age Su^y
rine fruit daily, any kind it will take. The ouier

dipt, vou name may all be continued.
items of diet you name may an ne touvmueu.

Keep the water in the cage continuously. Every

fourth dav so long as the voidings are not watery

loose, put one teaspoonful of Dinneford s Magnesia

Neets of Birds. Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especial y

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

nrovious to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Ui»o. gin<> all insects. Harmicas to everythin* else.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr G Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har

row, Middlesex, will examine ami report upon dead

cage birds for a fee of is. 6d. each bird
;
for reply

direct, 2s. 6d. ;
analysis, 21s, Subjects for port

mortem examination must bo sent packed in a dox

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter beiug kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post ; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender s.

J. S. Carlile.—Rupture of a pulmonary blood vessel

induced by congestion. Birds so affected- are often

in extra fine fettle -before this occurs, blood pres-

sure is high, and- th-o delicate capillaries of the

lungs readily rupture.

Mrs A. M. Neale.—Pulmonary hmmorrhage result-

ing in death from exhaustion, similar to case de-

scribed- above.
E G. Watts.—Muco-Enteritis, an inflammatory af-

fection of the bowels, induced- by irritant matter

partaken of in the food.

Erp.—In the subcutaneous tissues under the skm
on the left side of the breast was a contusion with

a large quantity of congealed- blood, evidently the

result of an injury. Prevention, of course, was

out of the question, whilst diagnosis during life was

not possible, so treatment could not have been

carried- out.
.

R. E. Hope.—Broncho-Pneumonia was cause ox

death, originating in a cold, with extension to the

lung tissue. Temperature variation is the most,

probable cause.

M. W. B.—Ptomaine poisoning due to the forma-

tion of ptomaines or poisons generated in the loom

There was a general enteritis complicated writ

pneumonia, and engorgement of the fl'cer. eom

monlv called the milt, akl indicative of ptomaine

poisoning. Scrupulous cleanliness must be obrtr-ved

with regard to feeding utensils at this season oi

the year.

g-enerai*.
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.
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CAGE BIRDS JU'GTTST I, 1.9T4.

UAND80MR haiKl-ro.irwl oock Nightingale, 1918.

very tame, will feed from +and, 85/-; al«o three

Wild reared cock Goldfinches, 4/0 and fl/6; approval

willingly '1 deposit, or exchange for poultry^—

Uallett ftlirublands, Sin ithybrid go, bancs. (1728)

1'AIll Rosceomh Itantams, 1914, exhibition parents,

10/6' following picked exhibition hybrid pairs, cocks,

Uriimbieflnch, Unnet, Mealy Redpoll; hens, 1913,

monster Greenfinches, 10/-, 7/0, 5/-, lot 80/-; ex-

change monster Norwich hens; offers; stamp: Alex-

ander Affleck, Heiton, Roxburgh. (1724)

|
Mainly Canaries.

EXCHANGE, big Yorkshire cock for Roller or Nor-
wich cock.- ltlllington, 21, Holt-st., Wrexham. (1724)
NORWICH cock and single breeder, sale 4/0; ex-
change anything: Hutton, 7, Low Fold, Churwell,
Leeds. H724)
GOOD pair Yorkshires, long bull cock, smart yellow

hen, lire sling condition, la/.; approval; exchange
anything useful; U Teat, Ancastcr, Grantham.

(1723)
HKLGIAN Scotch Fancy cock, Roller hen, value

15/-; exchange good mclodcon : T. McLaren, Fin-
tona, Tyrone. (1720)
EXCHANGE pair of good Cinnamon or cloar bor-

ders, for good Border show cages: Wiseman, 29,
Radnor rd., Cardiff. (1725)
EXCHANGE pair good Norwich, for two good

11. M. cock Goldfinches ; approval.—8. Corby, 2,
ftydney-rd., Watford. (1724)
1914 Yorkshire Canaries for salo, or exchange for a
good English concertina: Mr. John Bell, No. 5, Ox-
ford-st., Spennymoor.

(1725)

WILL give this year’s Canaries to value for good
rabbit; approval both ways; no rubbish: Mulligan,
a combe, Salcombe. (1725)
ROLLERS (Randall’s), 8/- pair; parent birds, 12/-
pair; exchange tubes, tyres, anything useful; yours
first : Harris, Eceles, Maidstone. (1723)
THREE Roller cocks, one schoolmaster; exchange
gramophone records; offers.; sell 15/-; yours first:

3lt. Wcllfleld, Preston, Lancashire. (1720)
CANARY-REARED cock Linnet, and 00 "Cage
Birds” for Magpie, or anything useful.—J. Mac-
donald, N, Hamilton-rd., Long Eaton. (1724)
NOTICE.—Wanted, all varieties Canaries; will give
good exchange In Norwich, Yorkshire, or Border
show cages : MeKeand. Seiibright, Castle Douglas.
EXCIIANFE high-class Norwich for hose pipe,

Nightingale, or portmanteau, anything useful: Mid-
dleton, Cricketers’ Arms, Itolbeck Moor, Leeds.

(1727)

EXCHANGE pair Norwich Canaries, for good ex-

hibition Goldfinch, or Roller Schoolmaster, on ap-

proval- William Clarke, 69, Addison-rd., Fleetwood.
(1724)

SELL one cock and three hen Canaries, or.c cock
Greenfinch, for 9/-; or exchange for pair Haw-
finches or Siskins : H. Lock, Rayno Lodge Cottages,

Braintree. (1723)

WANTED, Twite to moult, good markings and
size; exchange Bull' Sib. Yorks cock, 7/C; approval;
stamp; own noted strain: Alexandra Park Cottage,
Brydekirk, Annan. (1723)

WHAT offers in roller shutter cages for five all

green Rollers, four young and mother, as bred, or
sell, splendid strain: Boughton, 165, Farn-ham-rd.,
Handsworth, Birmingham. (1724)

GENTLEMAN’S silver lever watch, 33/-; wool tra-

velling rug, 20/-; tweed suit, 30/-, chest 36, 65;
silver cigafote cane, 21/- exchange British; Canaries:
George Parker, 30, Bentoow-rd., Hammersmith,

ONE yellow cook, 3 huff and variegated hens, one
buff cook, 1 yellow Norwich hen, three flights, 1

do"h!e and 1 single breeders, with utensils; no rea-

sonable offer refused: Waller, 87, Wedderburn-rd.,
Barking. (1726)

[~Main)y Foreign.
(

CLEARING outdoor aviary 20 Budgerigars, 4 Cut-
throats, 4/-, 21- couple; or exchange other foreigners
—96, VVindsor-rd., Southport. (1728)
COCK Alario, full song, 10/6; hen Bengalese, 3/6;
lot 12/6; exchange cycle tyres or parts; Porter, 8,
Devonshire-st., Worksop, Notts. (1723)

J
Miscellaneous.

|

ALL Black Cocker Spaniels, 12 months; sell or
axchange prize Yorkshires: Graham, Ballybrack.

(1728)

BOOK, Canaries, Hybrids, British, cost 25/- new

;

exchange anything, sell 12/6: F. Roberts, 7, Rhodes-
st., Castieford. (1727)

EXCHANGE 4 old and 10 young rabbits, chiefly

white, for Goldfinch or Bullfinch: Prentice, Plus
Machynlleth. N. Wales. (1726)

ANGE 2 pairs breeches, as new, for 1 pair
show Norwich, value 30/-, or sell 20/-: Wabl, 4,

Kensington Palace Cardens, W. (1723)

I BUY, sell, or exchange all kinds of livestock,
household goods, boots, suits, etc., given: Jopson,
Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1.7«<)

LARGE pair of hand-mode clap nets (new), about
10 yards by 2 yards, price 12/-; or exchange biros

;

oilers: George, 519, Harrow-rd., London. (1725)
WHAT offers? Two young cub foxes, three months

old, very tame, sale or exchange birds to value.—
Chris. Hatton, 31, Richmond-sit., Brighton. (1723)
PURF.-BRED Old English Sheep bitch ; exchange

poultry. Pouters, Wire-haired Terrier
;
other offers;

•sell 25/-: Tatty, 10, Squarey-st.. Tooting. (1725)
FREE your birds from Red Mites by using Mytex,

fid. bottle makes one gallon of bird-wash : Mytex
Laboratory, 29, Baliol st., Barnard Castle. (1720)
TWO joiner-made Thrush cages, 12 Yorkshire show
cages, good condition, complete; best cash offer or
exchange Canaries.—Cawson, Alexandra-st., Goole.
WANTED, lady's or gentleman’s tricycle, or carrier

tricycle, or good gramophone, give talking Parrot
or English lever watch: 14, Fishorgate, Nottingham.
“ OUR Canaries,” new, unbound, Finch show cage,

eliding front, few loose fronts, coloured plates and
annuals, tot C/6: Williams, 21, Copper Works-id.,
Llanelly. (1727)
COLLECTION British birds’ eggs, valued 30/-;
glazier's diamond, 22 /6 ;

wanted foreign, British
Ilardbilb: Morrison, Stone-lane, Millfleld, Peter-
borough. (1724)
JEXCHANOE Fox Terrier puppy bitch, worth 15/-,
for British Canaries or show cages; sell 10/-; gen-
uine; particulars: Percival, 11, Victoria-rd., Elles-
mere Port. (1725)
YORKSHIRE terrier bitch, 91bs. weight, good

length, black and tan coat, 8 years old, 20s. ; ex-
change well bred Fox Terrier or Canaries : Gilmore,
•fettlesworth. (1728)
WE buy, eell or exchange birds or livestock of any

description for others ; household goods, or wearing
apparel, cycle tyres, etc. : Cooper's Emporium, Prin-
•cos-st., Manchester. (1724)

7/ONOPHONE, splendid, £4 10s. machine, S3 double
records, cost £4 to. Gd., now perfect condition,
accept £4 10/-; exchange Canaries, Rollers preferred;
approval : Jackson, *7, Canal-st., Conglcton. (1734)

EXCHANGE high class Yorks., 1914 bred, Budgeri-
gars or talking Parrots, or pedigree puppies, for
scrap brass, copper, block till, or gold Jewellery:
Edwin North, 413, Mancliestcr rd., Bradford. (1728)
NOTICE. Will exchange good Black Terrier bred

dog, six months, for good singing cock Canary or
Jien Bullfinch, pair GreenfiiChos, and hen Canary

:

Clias. Ilcndry, near Clmrcli, liaroh.vm Market.
(1724)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks,
Greenfinches, fid. each; throo for 1/6; half dozen,

2/-; half-dozen mixed cocks, 2/; mixed seed birds,

1/- dozen: J. Brightwcll, Beck row, Mildcnhall,
Suffolk. - (1726)
THREE double cages. 6/-; cock Greenfinch, 2/,-

;

Redpoll, 1/0; Linnet 1/-; pair Canaries 6/-; young
Pigeons Oil. each ; auto-harp, 6/6; hornless gramo-
phone and records 17/- : Miss Ellis, 42, Eastover,
Bridgwater. f1710)
HELL or exchange for birds, two of Edison’s re-

producers, model C, two minuten, and' H, four min-
utes; practically new; also full-sized punchbnll,
good condition, for any variety: Hurtles, 25, Brigh-
ton-st , Seacqmbe. (1726)

TAME, performing pet monkey, throws somer-
saults, drills like a soldier, plays with (logs, cats,
foxos, etc.; aecopt 25/-, or exchange; can be seen
In our shop window daily, talk of Manchester:
Cooper's Emporium, Princcss-st., Manchester. 0721)
EXCHANGE /pair prize-bred 1914 Yorkshire Cana-
ries and breeding cage, for 8 yards clap nets
complete; G-year house-moulted Linnet, 6/-; Slbs.

of bird lime, 4/6; or exchange Linnet Mule, pure
Linnet song; charlock and fat hen eeed mixed, 1/4
s’one: J. Whittaker, 79, Churchdanc, Snlton, Hud-
dersfield. (1726)

BEAUTIFUL Amazon Parrot and cage, perlectly

tame, and good plain talker, £6 10/-; Goldfinch-

Canary, splendid singor,' and cage, 17/6; magic lan-

tern and quantity coloured slides, perfect, £2 lot;

motor cycle, 3 h.p. Bradbury, in perfect condition,

ready ride away, £7; Great Danes Harlequin bitch,

in whelp, brindle dog, perfectly sound and straight,

champion pedigrees, £6 each, or £16 pair; medical
coil battery, 7/6: Webb, Ashford, Bakewcll. (1724)

MULING cock Linnet, with hen Canary, bred
mules, ready again, with breeding cage, 8/6; pair

Yorkshire Canaries, cock prize bred, with breeding
cage, both ready for nesting, 14/6; cock Budge-
rigar, five weeks old, very tame, if taken in hand
now will make a talker, 5/6; beautiful Golden
Sable Collie puppies, clear white collars, make good
house protectors and pets, from 10/6; cash or easy
payments arranged: Moore, Specialist, 22, Lambeth-
rd., London. (1725)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography ; Pigeons ; Pigs

;
Poultry ; Rab-

bits ; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

[
Aquarium ,

AQUARIUM, large, on table 6tand, brass knobs
and fancy corners, 65/-; smaller one, 45/-: 257, Cam-
berwell-rd., London. (1728)
GOLDFISH, Rarefish. Snakes, Lizards, Frogs,

Toads, of many species. Plants, Weeds, Globes.
Aquariums, Rocks, etc., etc.; before purchasing send
for list, free. Catalogue of Aquaria and Vivaria,
Id. : L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd.,
London, E:C. Fisheries : Carmiaro, Piacenza, Italy.

Apartments.
LOWESTOFT, two comfortable bedrooms, also sit-

ting-room to let, near the sea and park: 108, High-
st. North. ' (1728)
MRS. CALDWELL, 74, St. James’-st., Penzance.

Cornwall, holiday apartments; terms moderate: 74,

St. James’-st., Penzance, Cornwall . (1726)

[businesses.
THROUGH death, a naturalist business for sale,
been established for 25 years, the only one in City:
Apply, Mrs. Parkineon, 22, Nelson-st., Newcastle-on-
Tyne. (1724)

FOR sale, a thorongh genuine bird store*, situated
best market position in the town; established years;
genuine buyers write for full particulars: Honesty,
c/o “Cage Birds” Office, 154, Fieet-st., E.C. (1728)

Cats.
JUST Out l Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutslieli

agents, or 2jd., post free, from CAGE BIP.D9, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
GENT. ’8 B-S.A. cycle, 24 frame, perfect, sound

bargain. £2 ; approval ; worth double
; money wanted

:

91, Mary-st., Batsall Heath, Birmingham. (1728)

CYCLE COVERS AND TUBES
Palmer Dunlop, Warwick. Michelin, Clipper, Avon
tyres, frames, wheels, speed hubs, and replacement
parts supplied by small deposit and 1/. weekly

;

lists free: UustIcana Cycle Stores, 523, nigh rd.,
Chiswick. A*--

PAY AS YOU RIDE

Dress.

BOOTS. -Save nearly 60 per cent., buying factory
direct

;
agent* wanted

;
send postage 2d. for large

illustrated list and particulars: British Boot Co.,
(306), Portland Square, Bristol. (1611)
UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and

shoe's, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;
girls 2/C; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; ail sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, SO. York st., Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

FERRETS, clean, quiet, healthy, from 3/-; stocks
purchased : Pearson's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1706)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; nice youngsters,
3/-; ten days' approval, cash or deposit with
Editor : Thos. Wannop, Khort-st., Carlisle. (1726)

Ouns.
RIFLE, 3-bore garden rifle, almost new condition,

accept 15/-; approval willingly: F. Jenson, 6, Clif-

ton-terr., Kenilworth. (1725)

FDR sale, double-barrelled 16-bore gun, with
cartridges, genuine bargain, 30/-: C. E. May, St.

John's-rd., Mortimer, Berks. (1723)

Household ..Furni ‘ure.

Utensils, etc.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They aro nnrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, drc. mid speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all snfferin«.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pll Coehja, Litter Apple, &c.

Sold in boxes. IT*, by Jioot?’, Ta>?or*s, Timothv White's
Pranchus and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 3+. RALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs lor Sale.
Dogs i or Exchange.

WANTED, dog, also puppies, pure or crossed:
Dutton, Dunstable. >1721)
BLACK Toy Pomeranian, age 2-J years: Apply
Mr. V. H. Stott, 06, Wellington-rd., Oldham. (1726)
BLACK Newfoundland ma.e pup, two months, from
Crystal Palace, winners, 25/-: Morton, Waterloo,
Etland. (1708)
WHAT offers in exchange for Irish Terrier hitch

pup, five months oldi: Thomas Cole, 77, Butclier’s-
lane, Cradley. (1728)
VERY fine black whippet pup, 3 months old

;
ex-

change anything useful, or sell 10/-: Ross, Victoria
Orescent, Elgin. (1723)
BEAUTIFUL wire-hair fox terrier dog, 12 months,
even-marked head, best ratter living, 17/6: Morton,
Waterloo. Elland. (16S6)
TWO Toy Pomeranian puppies, four months, choco-

late female, 15/- ; black tan male, 17/6 : 100, King
Edward-rd., Swansea. (1722)
WIRE haired fox terrier dog, champion pedigree,

8 months old, accept 27/-, or exchange: Cooper, 163,
Prineess-st., Manchester. (1724)
BULLDOG. Golden Brindle, two years old, sell

45/-; approval, deposit: T. Smith, 292, Radcliffe-
rd., Darcy Leven, Bolton. (1726;
DOG lovers,* pedigree Pomeranians, females, lu/-

cach, over distemper; black tau male terrier, 10/6;
bargains: A. Burt, Totton. (1724)
LARGE powerful Airedale dog, 12 months, best
guard living, would suit policeman or place of trust,
21/-: Morton, Waterloo, Eilaud. (16 6)
CHAMPION Wire-haired Fox Terrier, five months,

15/-, cheap at 30/-; approval tor cash: Roberts,
Tap Room, Man nvst, Denbighshire. (1725)

LARGE, powerful Bloodhound arid Airedale dog, 18

months, good tracker and faithful guard and com-
panion, 25/-: Morton. Waterloo. Elland. (17'’- '

PEKINESE, beautiful Red female, three months
old, magnificent coat, champion pedigree, three
guineas: Dr. Mossop, New Romney, Kent. (1725)

HANDSOME rich red Irish terrier, male, 11 months,
house trained, fond ladies, children, highest pedi-

gree, 15: Sinclair, 44, Windmill-lane, Stratford.
(1723)

GRAND Sable bitch, 18 months old, rough rented,
handsome companion, !o»l oi children, good nouoe
dog, 13/6: Barton, Church-lane, Chapel-en-le-Frith.

(1727)
THREE handsome Greyhound-Deerhound puppies,
from champion parents, make splendid hare killers;

dogs 6/-, bitch 5/- ; bargains : Parr, Drake-sC., Notts.
(1715)

TWO powerful Bult-Alredale- dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch, 5/6; make demon guards:
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.

,
(1729)

GRAND Airedale dog puppy, rich black and tan,
will make winner, extended pedigree, 9 weeks old,
only 10/- : Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (1728)
FOR sale, a good pedigree Irish Terrier dog, tho-
roughly tame, 15/-; or escchange a good pair of
1913 Yorkshire Canaries: J. Howard, 30, Barry-st.,
Liverpool. (1726)
LOVELY toy Pomeranian hitch. Jet black, 15
months old, accept 21/-; exchange Canaries; no
dealers: Jepson, 18, Elmswood-avenue, Moss Side.
Manchester. (1724)
DELIGHTFUL companion, black and white Shet-

land Sheepdog, good home essential ; affectionate,
42/-; apply photograph: Miss G. Ambler, Heaton
Mount. Bradford. (1720)
BEAUTIFUL Yorkshire puppy, 11 weeks, small,

off blue and tan parents, with long flowing coat ;

healthy; 10/-: Miss Pavier, 61, H-empsliill-lane, Bul-
well, Nottingham. (1726)
WHO wants protection? Chance seldom met with;
must sell; large powerful Bull-Mastiff dog, 18

months, best guard to person or property living.
60/-: Morton, Waterloo, Elland. (1708)
MASSIVE, healthy, robust, well-grown bnll-Aire-

dale pups, 8 weeks, stout bone, make COlbs., very
promising dog, 7/6; bitch, 6/-; exchange Canaries:
Wiltshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1724)
WANTED. Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox Ter-

riers; also puppies bought, sold or exchanged:
Walter Smith, Bird, Seed and Dog SpecU'Ut, 98,
Tib-st., Manchester. ’Phone, 181 City.

' FIBRE puppies and adult-s for sale, make
lovely nhow specimens or pets, champion pedigrees,
from three guineas: Miss Colledge, 87, Glrneagie-
rd, Strenkbam. 'Phone, 2139 Strcatharo. (1714)

BLACK Newfoundland male dog, from Cryst
Palace winners, 10 months ; will save life, best water
dog living, dive into the roughest of seas, 42/-; also
dog pup. 2 months, 26/-: Morton,. Waterloo, Eljand.
SMART Aberdeen puppy, 12/6; handsome wire -fewe

ter ic-r j.uippy, 6/-; splendid Dalmantian dog, 20/-; fox
and Irish terriers, from 10/-; Blenheim spaniel, 30/-;
any variety bought or supplied: Pearson, Dog
Farm, Greenwich. (1728)
DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass 6tuds, name
and address on, 1/4; plateq only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d. ; chains. Is.; Worm Powders, 9d.;
Mango Cure, 7d. tin; post free: Young, Netmgker,
Crcwkcrne, Somerset. (1703)
NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure bred dog6,

large and small, cheap for cash, or will • give
good exchange Canaries, prize pigeons, or • suit
lengths good tweed, value 25/- each: McKcand, . Se-
bright, Castlc-Douglas. (1714)
PEDIGREE BRED golden sable and white Collie

dog, 5 months old, lovely coat, frill, brush, well
carried ears and brush, clean, healthy, lovely sped-.
men, hull's companion, 10/-

; approval : R. Marshall,
Hagworthingliam House, Spilshy, Lincolnshire. (1728)

“ CARE of tha Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2Jd., post free, from: "Cage Birds,”
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tamo Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Miss

Kosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1702)
FVNCY and I’ct Mice. Nutslieli No. 2fl, is now ready,
am) all who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,
should not miss this highly interesting brochure.
It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varie-
ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2(d., post free, from Cace Birds, 154,
Fleet Street. London. E.C.

Pigeons.
TUMBLERS, Homers. Tipplers, 6/-, 8/- dozen;

select'd pairs. 1/6, 2'-: Brain Aston. Birmingham.
HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers,
adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 26 pair, three pairs
4/-, 6/6 dozen ; approval anywhere

; testimonials
filed for inspection : Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant. Gt.
King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find mneh helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets. No*. 7 and 9.
which deal with these birds in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
“The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 2jd. each from " Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-
Street, London. E.C.

Poultry.

TWENTY-NINE Leghorn cockerels, abont 20 White,
remainder Black ones, 30/-; seven White Leghorn
pullets, laying, and cockerel, 20/-; all healthy;
bargains : Shirley, Sutton, Keighley. (1725)

Rabbits.
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. SO,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep- >

inir I nol II/I ill n TLmieinn lTn4,.l> n „ TP 1 TV j- .

agents, or 2±d.. post free, from Cage Birds. 154.
Fleet Street, E.C.

Sport.
ANGLER’S Secret; no chemicals, oils, or drugs

used ; ,7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (1660)

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest

in fishing should not miss this highly-inntruetive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to

catch them ;
the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nut-shell agents, or 2Jd. post

free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

Various.
2d. BRINGS funny novelty ; curious lOTC-Ictter and
catalogue; special packet 7d. (adults): 1. Deale
Publishing Co., Clevcdon. >1714)

FOR dogs, puppies, cats, foxes, monkeys, goats, or

any other live stock, consult Cooper. Dog and Animal
- avalist. Prineess-st., Manchester. (1724)

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutdly cures corns,

warts, seggs, Ininions, or money returned; no cjt-

ting, 7}(L, 1/1 Jd., agents wanted: Marlboro’-rd.,

Hightown, Manchester. (1720)

GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-

ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 60 rounds

ammunition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4; all

post free: Young, Netmaker, Crevvkcrne, Somerset.

GOOD-BYE red-mite; Preservitc, 'Washable, 8«ui-

tary Distemper ; it is non^poisonous and is a disin-

fectant of a powerful nature; can be washed im-

mediately after the application has become dry ; fills

up cracks as hard as stone; once used, always used;

can be bad in any colour tint: card and price* free:

I,e<mard Mann, 150, Portland-st., Walworth, London,
8.E. 1 1727)

ROARS OF LAUOHTI

R

At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 600 illustrations)

only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d. ; large

6izo 1/-. Itch Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Etlnk Bombs,
very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,

harmless, great joko. packets 7d. and 1/1; funny
voices, very chic, try it, only 4d„ 2 for 7d. All posh

free; good collection at 2s. 64. : F. Young,
_

6,

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. K Carl. 154.
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“CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD,” AUGUST 8th, 1914. WE TELL YOU ALL ABOUT

A PLEASURE-GIVING AND PROFITABLE HOBBY ;

o.

TWO
SPLENDID

NOVICE HYBRIDS.

Lightly Variegated Greenfinch-Canary, 2nd prize at the Crystal Palace Show for Capt. B. Evans, of Warrington; Uneven-marhed Goldfinch-

Canary (lower figure), 3rd prize at the Crystal Palace for Mr. M. Richards, of Llandilo. Both birds were in the novice section.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMBNT OHARGES.
6d for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.-Two Or more Advertisements

coming from the name advertiser, even I .sent tn

different names, are reckoned together, and, •

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words

a nonny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than

tile minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-

RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

Ml moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves the right to refuso any

idvcrtisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning

tny reason for so doing.

Advertisements must In all cases bear the bona-

Bdo name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar plaoe of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general na?“ r
?

and not connected in any way with the Cage Biro

Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received We

sannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by

the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor oi

the bona-fid.es of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ot our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1 —PROCEDURE—The intending purchaser should

iten'd to this olhce the amount of the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same time lie

slio-id communicate with the seller, statuig "hut it

la lie requires sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both purties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly

uml distinctly.

2 -END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we bear from both parties that

the transaction has been completed. It a sale lias

been effected, wo band the amount deposited to the

seller If a sale lias not boon effected, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We rneiely

bold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Gd.

tor each £1, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor muet

decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether be will keep or return the same,

unless, that is. some other period of approval (of

which we must he advised) is agreed upon by both

narties 'The depositor must at tile same tune notily

us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the oaid forty-

eicht hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to° the seller aftfcr the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods hack again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

B,—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return tiio deposit receipts as a guarantee of

Its completion. The depositor must at (lie same

time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the

cellar

0 — GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are

eold before our deposit note readies the seller, or

If for any other reason lie declines to do business,

he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reservo the right to return the

deposit to the sender ul'ter the expilratiou of three

da
7

J—FRESH TRANSACTION7 .—In ease no sale be

effected a deposit is available for purposes of a

iresli transaction, provided another deposit fee he

^-GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey muet be borne by the seller. But

goods not approved of mu.t he properly packed and

returned by the sumo means as were used in sending

tl'a —PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

earria"e must be a matter ffft arrangement between

die vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. Rut

in the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

la 11 hie for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision Of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

•specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

•stablisbed stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heal, fiy.

APPLIANCES
ONE pair of Linnet clap-nets, 13 yard* by 2 yards,

handmade', price 14/-: 10, R'egan-st., BoIton-le-Moors.

BOX cage, 14 x 12, 1/3 complete, nothing better

made, only wants seeing: Tullocb, S3. Hylton-rd.,

Sunderland.
LOOK, Birdcatchers! Large net trap, >-lb. hud
lime, trap cage; lot for 2/-: Ross, Cage Works,

Forres, N.B. (1117)

COKliRNUT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, 1/0, 2/-

each : Pearson, Greenwich. (1G64)

CAGES, Cages.—Norwich, Yorkshire, <wd Border

Fancy show cages, 1/3 each ;
six for 6/6: McKesajid,

Cage’ Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

BREEDING, flight, show and box cages, Thrush

cages seed boxes, baths, seed mills, 1/ each; illus-

trated list : Kiffin, B133, Walton-st., Lozells, Bir-

mingham. ri 1 14)

DEALERS: 9in. Finch cages, open wire sides, wood

top'S, fountains, seed boxes, perches, sand slips,

complete, 4/9 dozen, two dozen S/6: Ross, Cage

Works. Forres, N.B.
BIRD-CATCHERS' nets, 9ft. long, 3/-, 12ft. 4/-;

18ft, 5/-; all 6ft. deep; poles, irons, pegs and pul!

line, dozen braces and flirt, peg sent with every s_et

:

Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B. 11717)

DEALERS; Linnet cages, flinch, only 4/C dozen;

store cages, 2ft. long, only 1/6; show cages, all 1/3

each, 21/- dozen; flights or breeds, 40 x 16 x 11,

only 5 - : Puttand, Cagemaker, Urquhnrt St., Forres,

N.B. 0732)

TEN single and double breeders (Norwich), num-
bered, varnished, enamelled, racks, flight, best

makes by Ormerod, Feclc-s, with access, value £6

10/-; clearing owing to removal, £3 16/- lowest: 18,

Bamford-rd., Didsbury, near Manchester. (1732)

BEAUTIFUL Palace aviary, 3ft. long, enamelled

white, ruby ornamented glass panels, loose parti-

tions, sand trays, seed hoppers, opal fountains, com-

plete, 15/6; large size, 4ft. x li x SI, 40/-; ap-

proval; illustrated list, stamp: Rose, Cage Works,

Forres, N.B. (1700)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints

Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2)d.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft. high,

two wire movable partitions, sand, bottoms, perches,

complete, 10/6; worth 40/-; approval

,

;
«od two

stamps for illustrated price lift; established forty

years : McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Doug.

\as.
(17oo;

OLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border and

British, all 1/4 each, six 7/6; cheaper make 1/- each,

six 5/- : sold by others at 1/3 each ;
box cages, 14 x

11 x 7 1/6 each, three 4/- ;
fancy hanging cages,

Ihlijn.. ’enamelled white, Iruby glass panels, opal

fountains, 2/6 each, three 5/6; list stamp: Ross, Cage

Works, Forres, N.B.
THE most practical Parrot and bird cages, with

china inside feeders, obtained gold medals, etc.;

new arrangement, whereby the food and water is

kept perfectly clean, preventing impurities, thereby

keeping your birds in good health and ensuring long

life- outside feeders are simply death-traps to bird

life: The Inventor. 176b, High-st., Camden Town

Tube Station, London.

FOR JOINER.MADE CAGES CHEAP
• all ftizee, also planed boards, wire fronts, three-ply

rve sets, mills,- seed hoppers, oil kinds of glasses,

pots, and everything, see, roy free illmtrarixl cata-

logue
j
trade suppliedj. Pass, Euckfioll, Notts. (lo/4)

EXHIBITORS note.—Show cages, strictly club

pattern, best quality and finish, as supplied by

us for years. Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy,

2/-, three 5/-, six 10/-; cases for 2 cages, 3/6; 3

cages, 4/6; any size made; large, close wired

Crystal Palaoe aviary, 4ft. long, 4ft. high, 18ms.

wide, fitted movable partitions, sand trays, seed

hoppers, revolving perches, glass panels, 40 /-, car-

riage paid; approval; photo sent: Martin, Cage

Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (R34)

BUY FROM THE MAKER.
^

Punch-bar fronts, best maker, 4d. foot.; Yorkshire

show cages, 1/6 each, 16/- dozen; Norwich, 1/6

each; bath cages, in green and white enamel, Sd.

and 1/- each, 7/- and 10/- dozen, movable" glass-

fronted seed hoppers, 4x3, 2d. each, J / 9 dozen,

16/- gross; all goods carefully packed: Thomas

Smith 27, Swete-st., Plaistow, London. (1734)

boards, cages, cage sets
Boards, planed both sides and edges. Sin. 3/8,Jm.

4/-, lOin. 4/8 per 50ft.; (in. oval perching, 1/S 50ft.

,

2/4’ 100ft. • combination nursery cage and hath,

II- each;’ stamp for list: Stanton, 33, Bootlifieid,

Winton, Patrdcroft. (1680)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook-st., Liverpool.

BUNNER'S “IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.

Sizes stocked: 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 by 12 ,
3/d.;

1G by 12 , 4d. ; 18 by 12, 4(d. ; 20 by 12, ad.; 24 by 14,

Gd. ; other sizes equally cheap; seed boxes, l ad.

each; baths, Gd. and 7d. ;
cages, etc. ; trade sup-

plied : satisfaction guaranteed: Buinierand Sou®,

Cage Makers, 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpoo,. (lolG)

~TO~DEALERS only
Punched Bars 5/- per gross; tinned wire 19/6 per

cwt 10/- half-cwt.
;
Japanned metal seed boxes,

glass fronts. 2in. 12/- gross, 2^in. 13/- gross 3in.

14/6 gross, 4in. IS/- gross: improved Seed Mills 10/-

oer dozen; special price lor fronts. Me are the

actual manufacturers: Pimm, Icknield Port-road,

Birmingham. U603)

CAGES, APPLIANCES,
Foods, Medicines, Rings, best and cheapest, can

be found in my Free Illustrated Catalogue, aaa
Birdlime, strongest in existence. 4d., 6d., V- tins,

post free.

—

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

REAL BIRDLIME
Not rubbish like treacle : won’t run in the sun ;

best

In the world; have thousands testimonials; for

proof, drop a postcard; 3 tons sold every years:

(lb. tin sample, 7d., (lb. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free

,

established 60 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist,

Preston, Lancs.

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers m the world

:

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-oo, Kirkdale-rd.,

Liverpool. Telephone 3412 Royal. . (lor £j

EXTRA STRONG BIRDLIME
Some may be as good, better impossible. Will hold

ander most conditions, does not run in the sun, no

getting off
;

lib. tins 1/6, J-lb. tins 9d., post tree

:

Thomas Fewkes, 83, Curzon-st., Leicester. (1732)

BIRDCATCHERS
To be successful you must have good tackle. Every-,

thing I sell is made by practical men, and every

article is sent on approval on the distinct under-

standing that -the whole of -the money is -promptly

refunded if entire satisfaction is not given. Clap nets,

3yds. long, Sift, deep, 4ft. fly, 4/- pair; ditto, 4yds.

long, 5/-; 6yds., 6/-; 6yds., 7/’-; 7yds., 8/-; 8yds., «/-;

9 yds., 10/-; 10 yds., 11/- per pair. All clap nets

consist of 2 nets to the pair, and each net is war-

ranted full measurement stated. Price includes all

fittings, ready for immediate use. Batfolding Spar-

row nets fitted on 15ft. bamboo poles, 5/6, ditto on

19ft. poles, 6/6 complete. Self-acting spring net

traps, 18 inches by 14 inches, lid. each, ditto 24 by

18 inches, 1,2 each, post free. These net traps are

most simple working and most effective on the

market, and can be baited for hiird and softbills at

same time. Single trap cages Gd. each, double ditto

1/- each, treble ditto 1/3 each. All with separate

compartment for call bird in addition to traps.

Patent self-setting and self-acting trap cage (Beg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each. Call cages,

all wire, soldered tops, 4d. eacli, 3/- dozen. Real

Japanese bird lime, guaranteed strongest lime made,

and hold any Hawk or Rook that flies, J-lb. Gd.,

|-lb lod., lib. 1/6. sample 3d. post free. Loose net-

ting, specially knitted for bird netting. J-ineh mesh,

7ft. deep 3d. yard, ditto 9ft. deep, 4tl. yard, ditto

12 ft. deep 5d. yard; special strong netting for 'ise

on rough ground, £ mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free. Brace swivels, 12 for €d.. post free. Flirt

pegs Sd. each, post free. Italian: hemp pull lines,

free from snarl, and strong as boat lines, 60yds long,

l.C post free. Everything required by catchers al-

ways in stock. Send stamp for full printed list,

which also gives hints on not making.

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in wet

or drv weather; does not run in the sun; packed

in lexer lid tins, (lb. 7d.„ (lb. \l-, lib 1/9; sample

tin 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage

combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, large

2/6; all post free. Dealers send for special quota-

tions; catalogue free; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Back-

burn.

NORTHV WORMS BURStEM
POTTERY APPLIANCESfd«FANGIERS,

NEST PASS. DRAWERS, RABBIT •TROUGHS,

S^FOUNTAINS. BATHS, NEST EGC5,
AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS. 60 SIZES & PATTERNS

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

FOODS.

W. Gore, NelMakcr. Gooch* st., Birmingham

MEALWORMS, 1/3 1,000, 4/- lb.; beetles, 150 1/-;

all carriage paid : Pearson, Grcnwich. (1734)

MEALWORMS, with keeping instructions, 1/6 1,000,

5/- lb.: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

YOLK of egg. guaranteed pure, 2/6 lb., 3 lbs 7/-

;

dealers send for prices and sample: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn.
HARDHEADS; Britishers’ natural food, 500 1/-;

dock seed, large parcel 1/-, post free: Kite, Bedford-

st., St. Neots, Hunts. (1732)

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works. Bcarsden, Glasgow.

XL RED FEED
F-rrington’s X L. Red Feed is pure, tasteless pepper

of the finest quality, 1/3 lb., post free 1/7. Send Id

stamp for sample and particulars of prizes offered

to users of same to W. Errington, ihe Reliable

Seedsman. Four Lane Ends, Bradford. (zo,oj

Instructive Bocks for

Bird Lovers.
The authors, all well-known expepts in their various

subjects, have in each case endeavoured to give in

an easily understandable manner, the methods to be

employed in reaching success in that particular

branch ot the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This list

comprises a set of books of unique value to bird-

keepers. There is all ths experience ot years ot

careful study at the disposal of our readers. The
books are based on the hard-earned knowledge of

men who are recognised as the first authorities, and

they are able to tell in a conclusive manner all the

interesting “ins and outs” in their respective sub-

jects.
AVIARIES, BIRD-ROQMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gill).—By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,

and the making of Cages.
YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/11—By H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with tho
Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete Instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-

ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1—By C. A. House. Tells

tho fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor of the Norwich Pluinhead. The chapters

on “ Forming a Stud,” and “ How to Produce tho

Ideal ” arc worth the cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED—By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. R.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houiton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick, G. Lander, T. H. Iiinch, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pagan, 7 inches

by 5, is brimful of the most practical information

on tile highly interesting ,ubjeet of Hybrid Breed-

ing. Price 1/-., post fr-e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d—By
C. P- Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of ncxvly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, us® s <

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1 / 2 —By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, anu

seeds—a compendium of knowledge.
BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, Gd—By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-

teels is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep, feed, breed, tame-s, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1(—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to “Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds..

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound)

—

By H Norman; or may he li^d in two parts. Part

1
- “ Hardhills.” and Part 2: “ Sof thills.” Either

Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerouv
illustrations of birds and cages. Undo date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK. 7d—By G. E. Weston. Of
our invaluable “ Breeding Room Register ” a

well known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-

breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly

afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-

tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, • even the veriest novice, to breed his

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding. Young Bird, and Show Regis-

ters of simple and unique character, in addition

to useful account pages.
,

BIRDS OB THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4—By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all our familiar British birds: their appear-

ance and habits accurately described. With 13

beautiful coloured plates, and 118 pbothgraphio

illustrations. A charming grit hook.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—By Frank
Finn B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct method ol

housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;

all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys,
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other

fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted

to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift book.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete hound in cloth,

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written

by Charles Houiton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading

exhibitor and a leading expert and judge: (a.wwi-

eiite editore, J. E. Weston and C. A. House).

Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,
jj‘ Borman. .

There are no less than sixteen

coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect etmlv of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

dition the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,

egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

voun" colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
— . , ti . . r Ilf 13 n ... ,,/l ,111 M’ol 1 e von no viz

JLUUn rccuiivu «
•

,

BIRDS, 3jd Bv .1. W. Ramsden. 'I ells you how

to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the

hirds to get the richest possible colour.

“CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.”
A wonderful sixpennyworth of birdy literature.

See announcement on Page 51.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING— Funders requiring bust-

ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc,

should write us for a quotation. We are now In

a position to supply these at spccla ly. low rate*

combined with first-class work Artisllo memos

S “SU! ss usr.rtVfr-r/r

® BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO
Tho Manager, “ Cage Birds,”
1110

161. Fleet Street, London, E.G.
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CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oystor Shell, Absolutely frco from dust

or dirt sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-

;

on rail Orlmsby; cash with order: l'oultry (lr|t

Co., Grimsby. (1180)

WAL8H’S
Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Poppor, Egg Bread, perfectly

blended with colour. Insectivorous Food, perfectly

blended with colour. All one price, 1/6 lb., 3lbs.

«/-, 1 1 lbs. 17/6.

Walsh's Moulting Mixture. Invaluable for assist-

ing birds to moult, 7d. per bottle post free.

Hot Natal Pepper,' 2/6 lb., 3lbs. 7/-. Pure Sulphate
of Iron, 9d. lb., 3lbs. 2/-. Illustrated Catalogue
Free.—WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1743)

SAN DlFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS
Best in the World.

Bold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in tho
world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:
Koval lied Colour Kcod,2/- lb., 21bs. 3/6, Gibs. 7/6,

mbs. 17/-; Hot Natal, 2/. lb., *2U>s. 3/8, 6lbs. 8/3.

Established GO years. All carriage paid.

—

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King. PRESTON, LANCS.

“THE RED FEED’’
Tho finest tasteless pepper on tho market. Tested
and proved. Hot Natal and another great colour-
producing ingredient added. No other pepper can
give the wonderful colour. Sold in tins, 2/6 and 4/9,

6 lbs. 8/A
;
7 lbs. and over 1/6 lb.: Judge Silk, Whit-

stable.

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical bints
Upon the prevention of dlsea- o< and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found In " lNuL.-IkTI No. 9,” post free 2}<L,

from Caoi: Hums, 154, Fleit-ot., London, K.C. 2d.

from our agent* (ll>t published frequently)

“AILING Cage lilrds and llow to Cure Timm, ’’

"Nutshell No. (I," an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list ol

medicines to restore our peta to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and
costa only 2Jd. post free. From ' Cage Birds,” 154,

Flcet-“t., London E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

GOING LIGHT
Wanted, a trial. -We are confident our medicine^
will give you satisfaction. Ditchfleld's Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for not singing, going light,

soft moult, feather plucking, and inflammation of

the bowel* ; in 7d., 1/ 1 ami 2/- bottles. This mediano
is invaluable for young birds just getting on hard

seed. For bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness get

Litchfield's Special Lung Tonic, also in 7d., 11\, and 2/-

bottles. The grandest medicine ever introduced for

chest and lung affections in cage birds. As an ad-

vertisement we will :* nd a 7d. bottle of each medi-

cine for If-, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, all post frea

per return; also two valuable seed recipes free;

satisfaction guaranteed : Frank Ditchfleld, Bird

Specialist, Oldham. (1782)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills. !

JRAMSDEN’S PURL
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

LAGPHOS
THE NEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-
ing hens, and fine strong young birds. Moat
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting
seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.
Sold in tins 1/-, 2/-, 6/- each, post free.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Jbsephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

Sum Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for puritv and colour. Said 1913 a re-
cord. £lb. sample 10d., or 11b 1/6, 21bs. 2/8, 2Slbs.
SO/-, Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates. 75. Shudehill. Manchester.

You like

HYPE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG &, PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
1

FOR books on any variety of bird*, see our adver-
tisements on page 50.

64 PAGE book about herbs and how to use them,
free: Trimnell, The Herbalist, 144, Richmond-rd.,
Cardiff. (848)
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, ‘‘Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
6een it pronounce it a wonderful eixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. See special*advertisement on this page.

THE BRITISH WORKMAN
AND HOME MONTHLY.

Twelve large pages in pictorial wrapper.
Illustrations by Leading Artists. Id. Monthly.
This world-famous (Magazine is still in the front,

and most popular of all high-class Penny Monthlies.
Ask your newsagent to get veu a copy or send to

the publishers—S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., Ltd., 21

& 22, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

For List of

Nutshgll Agents,
,/r

Page 60.

BRITISH birds, from alean aviaries; list free: Miss

Rosey,. Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1636)

SINGING cock Brown Linnet ajid largo singing

cage, complete, only 1/3: Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wol-

verhampton. (1735)

OOCK Goldfinches, 1/6 each, picked birds, 2/- each,

pairs 2/- ;
dozen mixed birds 1/- : R. Fenn, The Pitt,

Isleham, Cambs. (1735)

COCK Siskins, 2/6 each, three 5/6 ;
cock Bullfinches,

2/- each, three 4/C; mixed Finches, 2/6 dozen: Ros_s,

Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1727)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 2/6, champion contest bird: Proprietor,

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1646)

SELECTED cock brown Linnet, in new cage, only

1/3, three 3/6; satisfaction guaranteed: Bannister,

24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (1729)

HOU&E-moulted Goldfinch, rising three. yeaTS, floe

muler, 7/6 cash: flracewell, Coach and Horses,

London-rd., Manchester. (1733)

LINNETS. Larks, young and old mixed, 3/- dozen

;

selected, three 1/-; plenty in, stock: Silcock, Welling-

ton-rd., A sh to-n -u rider-Lyn e. (1735)

PERFORMING Redpolls, most amusing pets alive,

complete with cage and apparatus, 3/- each, two

5/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
CHAMPION, early shows ; Russian cock Ortolan

Bunting, full feather, grand colour, markings, 5/6:

Cooper, Judge, Lindley-st., Norwich. (1714)

BOX cages, the beat to keep British bird* in;

13in. long, llin. high, 1/- each.; catalogue free;

trade supplied: Pass, Hucbnall, Notts. (1733)

LINNETS, Red-breasted Cambridge cock*, war-

ranted, 2/6 doz. ; large picked birds, 3/- doz.
;

hens,

1/- doz.: Rendle, 21, Bridge-st., Homerton. (1734)

LINNET, Linnet Cock brown Linnet, well on seed,

plenty in stock, 3/- dozen ;
no waiting

;
post card sent

before birds: H. Cope, No. 13, Red-st., Nottingham.
LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautifully, 1/- each,

3 for 2/6; a few that will moult out winners for the

bench, 2/- each: W. Johnson, 55, George-st., Leeds.
(1732)

TWO laTge hen 'Hawfinches, can win hen classes,

3/- eaoh
;
hand-reared Greenies. 9d. each; approval;

wanted, large hen Bullies : Police, Albrighton, Wol-

verhampton. (1733)

LINNET'S. Linnets: Good/ healthy nut-brown cocks,

young birds, 2/6 dozen, old birds 3/- dozen, hens

9d. dozen: no waiting, plenty in stock: Lane, 3,

Stanhepe-st., Nottingham. (1736)

LINNETS, warranted cock brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen; no waiting; postcard when
sending birds off ; satisfaction guaranteed: Thur-
man, 19, R:ichmond-st., Nottingham. (1713)

LINNETS, young brancher cocks, well on hard
seed, and guaranteed as advertised, 3/- dozen;
plenty in stack ; post card before birds : Flinders,

Newsagent, Sussex-st., Nottingham. (1680)

COCK Linnet, beautiful songster, sing anywhere,
2/- : also a few gems, singing day and gaslight, 1/-

and 1/6 each; cash or deposit; approval willingly:

Fred Allen, Porter-street Aviaries, Hull. (1734)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,”

2ijd. post free, from CAGE BIRDS, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents ; see list).

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljamcs says about them. ‘‘Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. Prom : Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-^t., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).
BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see “Nutshell No. 11,”

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2jd. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, 'Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-
tion concerning tills most popular of our -British
birds io found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding,vhand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 104, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

LINNETS! Linnet*!! linnets !!!—Own caught,1

1

trained conteat .singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

‘‘Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

ctorniers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
"

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets -may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.
'

No. 2, price ’2-jd. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, the one and only old

firm, can supply the genuine Southdown birds, 'hav-

ing a roaming commission over the Winchester,
Portsdown, Petersfield, acid Goodwood Downs, a
range of 45 miles, lovely scenery. lovely, birds', and
tlfe sweetest songsters in England, ’grand nut-
brown cock -

.
:.ix for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen ; sex and.

satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned : beware 4

of imitations ; same address 23 years : G,'‘Smith,
Central Bird Store*. Chariot te-st.. Iurtsmouth. i

WHAT THEY SAY

IN FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA
About “CAGE-BIRDS ANNUAL.”

5, Errard Street North

,

Ballarat, Victoria, Australia.
May 28th, 1914,

1 enclose Money Order. Please forward the “Annual”
to me. I always enjoy reading it.

W. MORRISON, M.A., M.D.

P URCHASE A COPY of the 1914 edition of “Cage Birds Annual” NOW
you will never regret it, for you cannot spend sixpence to greater

profit. No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether you are a
novice or old hand, whatever the season, you will find information in
“Cage Birds Annual” of the greatest interest and use to you. Now tho
birds are beginning to moult, you will (hid information in this big bird-
breeders’ budget, given by experts from practical experience, most helpful
during this trying time. Below is given a list of some of the articles.
Just glance down them, and you will be sure to find something of the great-

est interest to you. For full list of contents see page 543 of the July 4
issue of "Cage Birds.”

MISTAKES BIRDBREEDERS MUST AVOID.
A most seasonable article. Alone worth the small amount asked for the whole
book. Mr. St. John’s thoroughness in answering queries on the subject of Canary
breeding is well known to the majority of our readers. This article, written in the
author’s best vein, gives in detail mistakes in bird breeding which must be avoided
by all who would make the greatest success of their hobby. Besides this highly

instructive article, it also contains the following

:

—
SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP

BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS.

By F. Meakin.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. R. Pippet.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—By F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED
BUDGERIGARS.

By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF
BIRDCATCHING.
By J. W. Steel.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.—By H.
Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.
By E. T. Sheppard. ‘

£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE COUPON.
In addition to this wonderful budget of bird literature, this marvellous little handbook

also contains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known bird artist, Mr. H. Norman,

YOU MUST have: it.
SMALL, PRICE, BIG VALUE.

Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free,

direct from “Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
(E.T.B.)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds

of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week

to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight

from the field; all we well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English 1913 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each,

three 4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/-

each, three 5/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens

I/-

!

Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/6, six 2/6; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/S; cages,

for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-.

Seed grinding mills, 1/6. Send for catalogue of every-

thing. Established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,

Sciater-st., Shoreditdh, London.

Softbills. 1

GODLEN Orioles, 20/-
;
Nuthatches, 5J-: Miss Rosey,

Rosemary House, Sastbourne. (1734)

REDSTART cock, good size and colour, steady,

6/-: Macready, Jeweller, Stranraer. (1734)

NIGHTINGALE cock, finger-tame, with cage, £2:

F. E. Cox, 15, Pretoria-rd., Thrale-rd., Streatham,

S.W. (1639)

LARKS cock Larks, young runners, 6d. each, three

1/3, six 2/3: Tom Wright, Fairclough-row, Tarleton,

Preston, Lancs. ( l735JWHAT offers — All ihand-reared ;
3 Greater Spotted

-Woodpeckers, 2 cock Thrushes : Doc-kree, 19, Ana-

toia-rd., H.ighgaie.
.

(1732)

SELECTED Cock Skylark, tn new string top,

polished cage, only 2/-, two 3/6: Bannister, 24,

Pendle-st., Burnley.
TAME hand-reared cock Starling, make good talker,

excellent plumage, can win in any show, 2/-, worth

10/-: Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable. (I/la)

LARKS, (Selected runners, clean moulted, coming

nioely on ®ong, 2/6 each, three for 6/- ;
approval

:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1734)

ONE of the loudest singing cock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and , gaslight, 2/-,

.worth,,
1

107- ;
seven days’ approval: Proprietor,

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1672)

THREE hand-reared Song Thrushes; ditto, two
Missel Thrushes, two months, old, 2/6 each, 10/- the

lot : W. Evans, Idloes-terrace, Ljanidlocs. 31733)

THOSE requiring a genuine ' singing cock Skylark,

Thrush, or Blackbird, on approval, cheap, please

send me your address
;

I will send to you by return :

Mrs. Duffton, Dunstable. - (1703)

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species: full information

upon tlicir jn-oper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in "Nutshell No.
25,” ' which al'O deals with • hand rearing, and de-

scribes the Collection of ants’ eggs, 2(d. post free,

from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., ' London, E.C

(2d. from^agenta ; see list ou another page).

SPECIAL select singing cock Skylark, can be heard
200 yards, good shop attraction and contest bird,
been caged 12 months, no fresh-caught rubbish, 1/6;
appro.

; 2/6 for two
; secret of feeding free : George

Holt, Dunstable, Beds. (1733)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in ©ong,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 2jd. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-st., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the heat of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-

Jamee. It is a wonderful little work, dealing -with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and th«
various styles cf cages also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2jd , from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on
the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous. |

NOTICE : ^-compartment dble. trap cage and trained
Finch call-bird, sacrifice 1/3 the lot : Osborne, Dudley-
rd., Wolverhampton. (1735)

WILD seed! Wild seed! To the trade only, 1 cwt.
bags 12/-, 2 cwt. bags 20/-; sample free: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1734) .
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen: cock Green-

finches 1/- dozen,, 20 aviary birds 1/6, selected dozen'
1/-: Gotobcd Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (1736)
CATCH your own

;
large double-compartment trap

cage and call bird, only 1/3, three 3/6; splendid Lin-

net, in new' cage, some prices: Bannister, 24, Pendle-
st., Burnley. (1733)

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each,
three for 4/-; Bullfinches ditto: young cock Larks,
nest feathered, 9d. each, three for -2/-; Linnets
ditto; cages'for the above 1 - and 1/6 eacli

;
lists of

Parrots, Canaries, foreign birds, post free; anything
alive bought, sold, or exchanged: Bairstow Bros.,

Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1725)
STRONG, healthy cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Red-

polls, 6d., 9d.,‘ 1/- each, hens 4d. ; cock Bullfinches,

cock Goldfinches, 1/C, 2,'- each, hens I/., 9d each ;

cork Branibleiflnches, 1/-; Yellow Huntings, 1. • ; cock
Ortolan B anting, 2/-; young cock Yellow Wagtails,
.2 hens 1/-; Pied Wagtails, 2/-; grand cock "Night-

ingale, 10/-; cock Whinchat, 2/6; grand pair
Shrikes, 7’-

; cock Redstart. 5/-; approval, deposit:

A. ,T. Underwood, Corn Merchant, Welliiigtoi f .

Kettering. ( -‘•i*’.

«
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GENUINE S1BERIAN3
BUILIE3 GOLD1E3 CROSSBILLS

Criiv-.bdls 10/0 pair; for prlcrs of utile r Wrds see

previous issues; It. Halliy, 43, Jsilhimt-st., Hull. (L.U)

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Warranteil cock Linnets, Larks, (id. each, three 1/3.

mx '
; ( halllnclK s, l.irinets, Green Linnets, Hd. pair,

«11 selected ; 288, Llchftoid.-rd. (I7:ii)

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KING

THE FINEST ROLLERS IN ENGLAND
»t the money, everyone delighted with them.

Notim i l guarantee all my Hollers l send out

cocks. They are bred by myself and there it> no

liner iilood in England, and they are taught under

my well-known champion Canary. All cocks guaran-

teed, 4/0

1

a few singing nice, 0 /0 ;
travelling cages

fid. extra; these Hollers won all before them last

year Try one. Linnets, to moult out sure winners

for the bench, 2/- each ;
Linnets from the same

nlaeo no the champion Linnet of the world, I/- and

l/(i; a few singing grand. 2/-; these are without

doubt tho largest and best singing Linnets In the

world I hud the pleasure of being at Cawood on

the lath or duly last), near Selby, where 1

caught the champion Linnet of the world. I was

speaking to tho farmer there and he cordially in-

cited me to his house. I have sung many hundred

songs in tho village, and I am very well respected

there. Cawood for the Linnet is like Germany lor

I,ho Holler, and they are tho largest Linnets I can

find, without a doubt, in England. Linnets taught

l>v tlm world's champion, with new cage, ami my
book of secrets, 3/0 ;

a few with quality notes,

right for catching or contest singing, will sing any

where 4 /fi; they call them musical boxes, and they

win all before them. Larko. singing nice and low,

1 / and I/O; they are good birds. A few that will

make champions, 2/-; beautiful Lark cages, lit lor

imv room, 1/0; beautiful Linnet cages, 1/0 each. )«/•

a do/.en. Heal yellow eoek tlreelillnehes, like paint,

sure winners for the bench, 1 / 0 ;- young yellow

cocks, will moult out winners, 1 /- each; cock

brumbies, 1/0; Redpolls, 1/0 pair; best birdlime in

England, 1/8 11)., lOd. half, 5d. quarter; if you can

find hotter throw mine away and I will return

vinir money. best Linnet and Canary whittle m
Knirlaml, r.d. i\lv book of secrets is tho best book

imblished of its kind; it tells you tho proper rules

of contest singing and bow they ointf at contests,

and the proper timo for each pair of birds to sing ;

lu.w much you pay entrance lee, and how much the

. worthy host should add to it; how to make Linnets

sing at one another with their wings down, and

how to moult them and how to tram them oi

contest singing: how to make Nightingales, Links,

riiruohes, and blackbirds sing with full loud voice

ill live dins; bow to save the Siberian Goldfinch

and I lev English Peartroe Goldfinch from 'lying. It

tells vou the proper food tor each hint, it has

Miv.d' thousands of birds their live*. . This booh

will he sent by return lor 1 /-. IhanLing jou all

for your kind patronage: Harry Allen, The

British bird Champion, City Aviaries, 40, bcekett.

gt .
Leeds;

[

canariesT!

NORWICH liens 2/- each, time for another nest,

from the*' splendid feeders ;
exchange, cocks: Carter,

Ironmonger, SouthwOld. * <1731)

1014 cocks, .to., 1013 7/(1, SCX guaranteed ; large

(dork
;

inspection invited : llalford, 10 ,
l.i.stnore

Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. ( 1 7 1 H)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or s.ug;

many winners; leu- i!) able ; eu.-y payments arranged.

MeKeand, H.ahi'glit, Castle Douglas. t1783)

FAMOUS NORWICH
The premier breeder and champion exhibitor,

grand exhibition and stock birds always on I'njo;

approvul : Judge .Silk, Whitstablc. ^

|
Rollers 6 Singing Canaries!

bREEDER S CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glurkc Hollers (pure Haiidi'H’s), 151,

goetli Avenue, HoiKliend-on Pea. Member b.lt.C.C.

lilnU for sale, THE finest .train In England.

Winner 1st and sliver cup Inter. Show 1313.

ROLLER cocks, 3/0, 4/0, 5/(1, hens 1/3; approval:

Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.l).

TWO young Seifert Roller cocks, 7/0 encli
;
guar-

anteed pure breed : E. Wilson, 5, Station-terrace,

Ripley,, Derbyshire. (17.13)

1014 Roller cocks, singing, 8 /-; two, 5/-; liens,

1/-; special Seifert eoek, full song, 7/(1: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseincn, Swansea. (L32)

YOUNll Seifi'it Roller rocks, commenced song, bred

from finest procurable, 3/-; unsatisfactory exchanged:

Tyson, 34a, llotham-rd., Wimbledon. (1734)

IMPORTANT, real St. Andreasburg Rollers,

glorious songsters, beautiful heypnei description,

only 5 /C each; including ornamental glass-panelled

parlour cage; secure immediately, he convinced:

Mr. Copp. Wardrobe Stores. Hartford. (1734)

TO DEALERS ONLY
IBM young Jlartz Canaries, a,s bred, 10/- dozen;

Knock’ Power, Director Importer of German Canaries,

31, Selater-st., Shoreditch, London, li.

KING African Grey Parrot, tame and lalking,

58 (!: G. Chapman, Higli-st., Birmingham.
OUTDOOR aviary Cockabiels, 16/0: F. R. Thomp-

son, J 34 ,
Chathani-rd., Wandsworth Common. .1730)

1’Allt young outdoor aviary-bred green Budgerigar,

price 4 /-: Miss Clutterbuck, Putteridgc Park, I.uion.

(1730)

FOR sale a pair admit Coekatiels, reared young out-

door aviary, tain
,

17/(1: Mrs. Bonniek, East Hoathly.
(1735)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-; Australian Grey,

7/0; Indian, 23, Cecil-ru., Gor..einon, Swansea.
(1733)

BUDGERIGARS, 150, finger tame, 4/-, breeders 5/0

pair
;
healthy, from outside aviaries: F. Hill, South-

wold. (1788)

HEALTHY Budgerigars, 4/ pair, 2 pairs 7'-; breed
all winter: Hails, Claremont, Cornard, Sudbury,
Suffolk. (1732;)

j
Yorkshires-""}

|

Border Fancy-
SIX young also parents, cock, two hens, 20 the

a t, room wanted: Macpherson, 23, St. Albans Avenue

Halifax.
, . .,7

20 TYPIC AL Borders, old and young, as bred, 2/-

tiU-h. 8/9 couple; clearing: Dawson, 185, Duke-st

Glasgow. , ,

BORDERS, some really good ones for sale, cheap,

IIE4 birds: Mr. Harrison, 4, Gnion-rd., Parsons

Green, Fulham, S.W. (1732)

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders for show or song,

prices love, easy payments arranged: MeKeand, Sea-

i.right, Castle- Douglas. G7U)
TWO typical Border hens, splendid mothers, S/6

two: time for another nest: exchange Norwich cock:

‘•art T. Ironmonger, Southwold. (.1/34)

GOOD 1914 Borders for sale, hens 3/C, cocks 5/C,

pairs 8 C: also few stock birds, 1913 pairs, 9/-, ap-

proval, deposit: H. Wakenshaw. 02, Plessey-road.

New Dclaval. New sham, Northumberland. (1732)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains full v irow to manage these "Wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to .select ideal pairs, and the geneial

management of this popular variety; send at once

for a copy, 2 \ d
.
poot free, from "Cage Birds,' 154,

Fleet-fct., London, E.C.. or from any of our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

» Lancashires. ]

WANTED, two pairs Lancashire Coppies ;
-write,

tatiug price: Ford, 70, College-rd., Bromley, Kent.
(1729)

BREEDERS’ CARD 3.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Chul'enge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South A'iou-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS.. Breed- rs, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world lias produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford. -

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, 6/0 lot : 23,

Cecii-rd., Gcr.einon, Swansea. (1733)

NOTICE.—Grand- lot Yorkshires for ‘how or snug;

prices reasonable; easy -payments arranged: Mc-

Keand, Soabright, Castle- Douglas. (1733)

THIRTY Yorkshire cocks, 5/0 and 0/0; liens, 2/0,

3 /. full length, splendid birds; also 20 Hartz Roller

cocks 5/., all singing: AVilliamson, 92, Westfield-rd.,

xV. Ealing.'
-

, ,

(

,V
2<,)

TWO” champion Yorkshire cocks, one clear yellow,

otb r clear bull' marked head, both lit for show, 7/0

each: four h.-iw, it- eaeh ;
three-compartment hr<v:d -r,

51- exchange: G. Tykes, E-aiand, Orowle, Lines.
i 1735)

Various Canaries.

Cinnamons.
THROUGH business pressure am selling all my birds

Bud cag.ix, about 90 birds. Cinnamons, Norwich.
Yorkshires, Borders, one pair cf Orests and about

W breeding cages: can be -seen any time: Howartli.

), Rjdal-rd., Blackburn. (1734)

|
Crests and CrestbredsT~{

GRAND 1914 Crested cocks 7.6, Imus 5/-, Thomas’

strain: Tibbits, Callington, Cornwall. (1721)

FIRST R.O. 10/6 gets following : Fair Yorkshires,

Roller hen, cock full song: E. Gallagher, 20, She_ep-

st., Skipton. (1732)

1914 ROLLER cocks, trained under noted school-

master, 3/0 and 41- each; genuine: Jopson, Juno-st.,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (1705)

PRIZE BRED AND WINNING
CANARIES FOR SALE
Belgian pair and young cock ; Border pair, 3 young

;

Scotch Fancy pair; Norwich hen 2 young; prices

from: Mrs. AVarren Venjpn, Arrochar Bouse,

Arrochar, N.B. (.1(37/

)

The Genuine Articles
wmBIHBSBKBaoKaHmBanaaBBBBBcaB
Prizs-brcd Norwich Cocks, bearing my sex guaran-

tee stamp, 5/-, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 each. Hens, 2/-, 2/6,

3/6 eacl). Pairs, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6.

Prize-bred Yorkshire Cocks, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6.

Hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-. Pairs, ‘6/6, 7/6, 10/6 up. Cages

3d. For all others send for current price list.

W. RUDD, s
T
p
h
c
c
c,ahst, NORWICH.

MULES—HYBRIDS.

Greens.
NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and
piality : how to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24,”

The Green Canary,” 2?.d., post free, from: "Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on. our

igcnts and get it for 2d.; see list on another page.)

Norwich.
SPLENDID Norwich cocks 6/6 , hens 3/C: Tibbits,

Callington, Cornwall. (1721)

ONE pair of Norwich, 1913, and two good feeding

hens, lot 7-: Brewer, 19, Guppy-st, Rodbourne.
Bwindon. AVilts. (1731)

THREE bens, good feeders, C young on seed (sex

unknown), 23,'- lot, giving up: 18, Bamford-jd.,

Didsbury, Manchester. (1732)

SONGSTERS, Bullfinch, Canary and Goldfinch Mule,

with cages : 10, AYindsor-hd., AVeslcIitt. (1731)

COCK Greenfinch Mule, yellow, 7/0; cock Lmnet-

'lvvite. Hybrid Linnet notes, 0/6: AVm. Lyall, Au'd

Brigg, Ayr.
,

FOUR young dark cock Goldfinch Mules, two months,

41- each, sex warranted, and healthy: Alfred Spicer,

Berkhamsttd-rd., Chesharn, Bucks. .
(l/3o)

LORY, Swainsc-n x Garr Hus Hybrid, aviary bred,

unique, han-lome, tame, condition perfect, 40/-:

Hartley, St. Helen’s Lodge, Hastings. (1732)

GOLDFINCH Canary Mules, warranted cocks, 4/-

cach, handsomely variegated cocks, warranted, 0 /0 ,

7 6 . 8/6 each; dark lions 1,- each: Rowley Elston.

Crediton. (1732)

GOLDFINCH Canary Mules, 10 weeks, cocks .i
,-

each; Linnet Mules, cocks. 5 - each; 191-1 ccck Bull-

finches 3/- each; approval: Groom, Longnor lull!,

Shrewsbury. (L32)

TIME, n-ouhle, and money -saved! 1 pon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will «end you po«t free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To tiie regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,- these will he

very useful: The Advertisement Mauagci, Cage

Birds," 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

AMAZON Parrot, young, good talker, very tame,
large brass cage, cheap! what offers: B., 84, Oxford
Garden*. London. (1726)

PARROTS, Parrots, talkers, and pets, cash or

weekly# payments, suitable for all : Mr. Copp, AVard-

robe Stores, Hartford. (1731)

ONE pair Blue-winged Lovebirds, (how plumage,
1

-1 /0 ;
one Red -collared Lory, 227-, worth treble

:

M-iss Bruce, 00a, Dudley-<,t., Birmingham.
AUSTRALIAN Grey Parrot, talker, 2 years ac-

climatised. splendid health and feather, bargain,

14,
,
particulars: Coward, Bay, Gillingham, Dorset.

0732)
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, good talker,

linger taine, grand plumage, and. g:od cage, 35/-;

not a screamer : Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton.
(1733)

ONE pair of Nandav Contires, 35/*
;

12 young Green

Budgerigars, 2/- a pair if taken altogether; 4 AVIiite

Java Doves, 2/0 a pair: Owner, Eoiigeinont, Itydc.

(1732)

NOTICE: African Grey, fine bird. 47/- ;
Amazons

.'talking), 30/-; Australians, 12/6; Love Birds, 3/-;

White, Naturalist, 85, Corporation-road, Working-

ton. (1733)

WHITE-WINGED Parrakcets, 35/- pair; Half-Moon
Parrakeets, 15/- -pair; Pctj’s Comires, 29/- pair

;

Lir.-oolated Parrakcet, IS/-: Rectory, Nasli, Stony

Stratford. (1735)

EXCHANGE for Foreign singing Thrashes, a won-

derfully t ime Hunting Cissa, can be handled like

a dog, flics loose in room: Mrs. AVarren Vernon,
Arrochar House, Dumbartonshire, N.B. (1735)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., AVest Brom-
wich (995)

INDIAN Blue Pic, 30/-; pair Virginian Cardinals,

05/-; Baltimore Hangncst, 20/-: all in splendid health

and conditipn, and thoroughly acclimatised, from
outdoor aviary : George Low, 14, Royal Terrace East,

Kingstown (1731)

PAIRS Peach-faced Love Birds, Rose-lias, Plum-
heads, Cuban and Filiated Goldbrea-sts, cock Pekin

Rohm; cheap; wanted, splendid- Mealy Rosalias and

other birds from private aviaries: Miss Clare, 194,

Co-ombe-lane, Wimbledon. (Q)

FROM garden aviarv, in excellent condition: One
pair of Budgerigars, 4/0; 1 -pair of Java Sparrows,

2/0; 1 pair of Cut-throats, 2/6; 1 pair of Bengalese,

2/6; I pair of Red-bill Weavers, 2/-; 1 pair of Black-

beaded Nuns, 2/-; or 15/- the lot: King Bros.,

Sneinton Market, Nottingham. (1731)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than trie

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, -is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must

follow fhe hints given in "Nutshell No. 14,” trom

"Cave Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. Loudon. E.C., poet free

f-.r 2’d From agent' («cp li‘t fremientl'' ’-"tdi#'!-'"'

'

LOOK.—Necklace Tanagcrs, 10/-; Violets. 1 U /
-

pair; yellow Troupial, 39/-; Amazon Parrots, 20/-;

Mongoose, 18/- pair: Marsh eat, 39/-; Russian blue

cat. in young, 15/-; big tame yellow baboon, 70/-;

pair good Mangabevs. £4; pair young baboons, £4

JO/-; pair brown Cranes, £15; Toucans, etc.

Hayter, Naturalist Importer, Southampton. (1734)’

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make

id.-nt ca^e or aviarv birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on tins variety will he found in "Nutshell

No. 19.” the author of which i« AVcs'.ey T. Page,

F Z.S. Get if at once. 21d. post free from “Cage

Birds.”' 154, Fleet-si.. London, E.C. 2d. from out

agents (list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,

Grey ami St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-

tette’. which can he purchased *5 from 2/6 to 7/0

a pair, there are few more charming foreigner*.

Thev can he successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if von will follow the hints given hv

Wesley 'T. Page, F.Z.S., in •'Nutshell No. 20, 2-,-d.

post free trom “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. Tendon,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it lor -d.

(list frequently published).

'BLUE-WINGED
Lovebirds, full wings, very fine specimens, 14/0 pair;

R< d-faced Lovebirds, 42/0 l>air ;
Budgerigars, adults,

5/- pair: G. Chapman, Bird Dealer, Birmingham.

ZEBRA FINCHES.
Grand a<lult brooding Zebra Finches' 7/6 pair, hen*
4/0 each,, thoroughly acclimatised, living outdoors:
G. Chapman, Higli-st., Birmingham.

GENUINE
TALKING PARROTS

Grand African Greys, Amazons, Australians, Indian
Greens, etc., ovor 400 genuine Parrots actually on
view, call and inspect or send a post card to-day for

terms andi priors, th?ee months guarantee with all

genuine talking Parrots; wo can supply a first choice
genuine talk r at lowest ]K>ssible prices; every bird
imported direct: G. Chapman, Pariot Importer, Birm-
ingham.

BUDGERIGARS
Outdoor bred, unrelated, greens, 5/-; yellows, 0/3;

Coekatiels, 20/-; Javas, 4 /-; Lovebirds, 4/-: Paterson,
Glenelg, Wellington, Salop. (1099)

MISS ALICE ROSEY
Budgerigars, finest possible, outdoor bred, 6/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, (>/•
;
yellows, 8/-; over 1,000

hardy foreign birds, from clean, welf-Uept aviaries,

from I/O pair; list free: Miss ltosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1153)

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from
outdoor aviari s; holder thousand lestimonals, bear
names and address, many lovers of birds bad birds

from us by our instalment system well satisfied

;

fortnightly instalment accepted. ( 10S2 )

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

[Various birds,
PAIR Bordera, 5/- pair; six young cocks, Norwich,

»/. each; two liens, 2 /- each; four young cock

Goldfinches, 1/3 each; two hens, Gd. each; 30/- lot:

I’robert, Ncwbridge-on-Wyc. (1733)

THREE cock Greenfinches, on - Redpoll, one Linnet,

5 /
2

;
cock Goldfinch, 5/-; two cock Canaries and one

Norwich lien, 7/6; cages, cheap; auto-liarj), 5/6:

Ellis, 42, Eaiitoun, Bridgwater. (17c9)

|
WANTED.

|

OLIVER, 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will give 5/-

a coiijile for good largo young Yorkshires. (1729)

WANTED, any live stock you wish to clear,

write: Pearson’s Menageries, Greenwich. (1690)

WANTED, small Linnet rages and German Canary
travelling cages (wicker) for cash: J. AVhrteley,

Boston-rd., Holbeach. (1,34)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

91. Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. ’ (1505)

WANTED, 50 March-hatched pullets, Buff Oiping-

ton or White AVyandotte; approval, deposit; Leak,

70, Canklow-rd., Rotherham. \
1,3

r>
WANTED Canaries or house-moulted Goldfinch, in

exchange new disc records, suit length, black: Lewis,

26, Pretoria-rd.. Leytonstone. '

WANTED, Canaries cr house-moulted British,

good .exchange offered, see Miscellaneous column:

Lewis, 20, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (1729)

DEEKE'S pay best prices for live stock; wanted

weekly supplies cag: birds; bankers, London 'South

Western, AVestow Hill, Crystal Palace. (1732)

WANTED, catchers to send prices of Goldfinches.

Bullfinches, Linnets and other birds; thousands

wanted: Bairstowe, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (ldd
WANTED birds, monkeys, Parrots, pigeons, rats,

squirrels, dogs, poultry, dtc.
;

purchase or ex-

change other varieties: Barlow’s Aviaries, Grecn-

' WANTED Goldfinch Mule and cock Goldfinch and

Hawfinch, good singers, essential, will give in ex-

change Canaries, cages, etc.: Rawdon, Wcybourno,

LARGE pair 1913 Yorkies, muling lien. 19 Goldie

Alules, 7 Linnet Mules. 1914 '’irils, lvgl.est cash

offer, seen any time after six: Ernest badler, Bn r-

ingliam. Norfolk..* .
1

NOTICE.— Will give «/- P«r l> air f°r
, .

8«ki

N orwich or Yorkshire: colour-feil prefe red . also

w int“d. Crests. Borders, and fceotcu I'ancire at

rc. i
coii able prices: MeKeand, S-abright*. Caste

Douglas.

WANTED, 1914
Yorksliires and Norwich, any quantity: «Jfh de-

posited- also Mules. Britisli ;
state price, particUau.

stamp reply : Oliver, 2, Bridport-placc, Hoxton. (a)

[sALEor EXCHANGE.

Mainly British. J

PARRAKEETS.
Australian Red Collars, 42/-each : Brown’s Parra-

keets, 70/- each: Meyer’s, 70/- each; Rod-laced Dove-

birds 42/0 pair; Coekatiels, adults, 16/(5 pair: liens,

8/6 • Blue-winged ' Lovebirds, 13/6 pair ; Pennants

Parrakcets, 55/- pair: G. Chapman, Iligh-st, Birm-

ingham.

Pheasants.

COA'EA’S of partridges, suitable for aviary or turn

down, 11- each: .Mrs. Murdoch, Moulsford, Berks.
(1732)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, (alks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months' trial, my risk, 45/-;

eusv payments accepted.

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

EDMONDS AND EDMONDS, EASTBOURNE.
Edrnonds and Edmonds, 20, Elms Btiiidmgs.-lrade

prim* ii it of British and Foreign birds issued weekly

to bona lido dealers on receipt of trade card.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

VIRGINIAN NIGHTINGALES.
n
i/- cadi • Nonpareil Buntings, full colour, 25/- each

:

Blue Indigo, 7/0: Pope Cardinals, 7/6 cadi; Green

hinging Finches, 3/0 pair; Orange-cheeks, Availuvats,

8 iih”erbjUs. Cutthroats, Spice Birds, AYeavers, Com-

bassous, Waxbills, 2/6 pair: Napoleon Weavers,

Orange Bi-bops, Whydahs, Black aiul W lute l>cn-

gab-'so, 3/0 i>air :
Zebras, 7/0 pair, hens, 4/0; Grey

.lavas, 2/0 pair; .Sulphury "Seed-eater, 10/-; 5t. Helena

Seed'-eator, 5/ ;
Angola Singing Finch, 10/0; safe

arrival guaranteed: G. Chapman, Iligh-it., liirniing-

Uam.

AYILI,
V
exchange high-class British, for Yorkslikca

and Norwich: Harry Allen, Aviaries, Bcckrtt-sU

TWO nests hand-reared Limj-.-ts. cocks 1/0 each,

u*lortod 21/-; hand-fed Larks 1/0; exchange: G.

^EXCHANGE’ cock Greenfinch, inn Redpoll, paired

for muling, Linnet, or 1 young Linnets: Robson.

Exeter-st., West. Hartlepool. r/ !/,
THREE GTemfinehes and two ID dpolls, a/- Jot.

i xcliange two hand-reared Lark* or show cage: Rob-

ertson, 4. Ilosefieid-rd.. Abeideen. - (»/»>

EXCHANGE hand-reared cock Jay and eagi , foui

hi In i tl i s
’

ol<l sell 7/6, witliout cage 0/- ;
young eoek

Blackbird aiid cage, sell 4/0, witliout cage 2/0: hoth

birds in splendid condition: Rdcy. -Ofi, forest nl.,

Walthamstow.
1

|

Mainly Canaries,
j

LONG bufT Yorkshire cock* yellow hen, 1913, 12/(5;

exchange good Glucke Roller, in song: ICO, Bedwas-

rd., Caerphilly* Glam.
TWO good pairs Yorkslure.s, 12/-; also odd eoek,

5 j. (Shaekletan’s), oxehangc Seil'. it Rollers: J>.

Akroycl, Sowood, Stainland, Halifax. QtM)

"advertisements'
Conliuucd on page 60
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6tub {Reports.

CODNOR PK. & EASTWOOD C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 1st Tlir.v Tunis Lustwnod. with u

very poor attendance Not miK'li cm ouragrmvnt
for tliJ> secretaries who urc doing their h i for

the society. Wo have a good society, plenty cf
members, and nice bulunc at the bank. We hope
for a better «ttendance at next meeting. Aug. 15,

)d, at 7. - Smith and L jointThroe Tuns, Kastw

POPLAR C.B.S.
Minting headquarters, All Hallows School lloom

Mast India Dock Hoad. July .'.0. After the genera
Imsins'ss Mr. Took gave a lecture on the York hin
Canary, afterwards inviting the members to usl
questions and give him a stiff time generally, whiel
they did. with the result that those present pro
Uteri greatly. In last week’s report of the youiij
stock slidw the champion lfnff Yorks, ela,;;s v, a
omitted, this living (6): 1. Hunt Bros.; 2, 3. Plumb
vhc. Wyatt.— I'. II. Marhofi.

BLAYDON-ON-TYNE C.B.S..
Met ting w ith a fair turn out of members, win

passed a vote of sympathy with Mr. Jas. Jladdison
who has recently lost his wife. Decided to hav.
all the old classes iu the schedule for annual show
and in addition an uiillighted novice class, both ii

Yorks, and Norwich sections, also a novice clas
.. caoh for Crests ami C.B., and two classes instear
of one as before for cinnamon, namely, yellow,
and buffs, making a total of fll classes— a goo<
classification.—Geo. Havver, lion. Sec.

KIDWELLY P.P. AND C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, July so, Councillor Cole pre

siding. Our_ balance in bank from last show i

Very good, £7 10s., and we hope our next show veil
go even better. Deckled that membership he oper
to five miles radius from Kidwelly Town Hall ; fei
2s. Od. per member, and Is. entrance. Intendin'
members please send on before Sept. 5 as wv intend
increasing our classiftcation for open show, Ncv. -l

All welcome to our next meeting, Aug. 15, at 7.30
lie'll Hotel, Kidwelly; we are then going through tile
classification.—Chas. Price, lion. sec.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE (East
End) C.B.S.

Meeting and table show July 29, Leighton’s School
Heaton Hoad, Mr. Hutchinson chair. We had c
very interesting application for membership fron
Mr. ,1. K. Cox, late of VVallsend, now of Soutl
Alnca, who was elected unanimously. Norwich am
Border classification was left over until next meet
ing. Sept. JO. Decided to hold another table shownext meeting : special for best bird, also mosl
points, young birds. Mr. Hutchinson judged table
show. I' Oil. : 1, Matthewson

; 2, 3, Uii’iilian - 4

CRFS’fs
V
“i’ n

011
!;

1
/ 1 h5’ Morrison

: C, E rider

i:
Kushton- 2, Morrison; 3, RushtonnOUH.. 1, Rusluon.—J. W. Coutts, sec.

Gm!EN n e
ANARY ASSOCIATION,

Me, ting Oldham Kail, Renshaw Street, Julv 35M.. .1. \v Metcalfe chair. The business cf tinevening chiefly dealt with patronage; this wa-granted to Liverpool O.S., Oct. 23 and 24; Judges'Messrs. Mundell (Yorks.), Barnes (Nor.), La"rg,

w' Booth fnH
h£

T
Ste-’,°Ct ’ 30 ‘31

’ Messrs - »-' House
Booth, and J. Johnson. Bradford West (cock-and hens Nov 21, Mr. Cowgill. Bradford National

m r Aow' 11L Gateshead (Borders only)
Halace, 1915, G.C.A.. ful

classification; G.G.A specials will be competed foi

2,L™b sll.°'v - Providing Green classes are put onThe committee will be pleased to consider furthe;
^°r Sl^*tabl© dates. The novice schemt

vyas put forward, and the following patronage decided upon: L.O.S., judge, Mr. Mundell; LBB Ajudges He dwell and Brunskill; Walton, Nov "l4

mtfi’rn'
(
,-

gU“n 15
-
ros ’ lVext .meeting drill be a speciameeting tor novice arrangements. Mr. Handley wa<unanimously elected president of the society

'

fTfie §flows.
CAMBRIDGE.

Only three classes stood in the cage bird sectiof this show on Bank Holiday. Mr C \ Henjudged. FOREIGN (11;: 1, 2 , ep , Mrs Dunk*very handsome pair of Burmese Parra keels, grandmarked, beaiuiful col. and feather; 3, he Milortereue, very handsome Bluc-k-farJd- Love Bh
VhC

’ ^au^i-c.'orde
1

-Viij.u LA>. (/): 1, two f^xs res. Brook- xe
«
n
tn

y
wur

Dutc1
.

1
,

Frin - rare shape and feathc

Nor 3 ‘wtS
5 ’ r

.

lchl floured, nicely feathered yc

m?
r

'

\,
3

’ nK:e shapely, sound coloured Cinr

•Harl
?• Shep!,aTd

7 ,
MULE (3): 1, challenge cu

S“ rt
’.

S
?»’-

P

3nd feaU'ered. lightly mkd. Greentan., Williams. very promising young v-aricCrreeme-Can lovely colour and feather
; S. Brool

stylish, neat feathered buff Goldie-Can.

WALLSEND IV3ID-TYNE G.B A
s
.

!low - Station Hotel, with a record entry
104 birds, and some very promising youngstei
Mr. Robson (Newcastle) judged and gave eve
fatisfaction. Competition was very keen M” igglesworth won cup and gold medal with t-h-r-
York, hires, Mr. Johnston, runner-up. medal, wi
three Borders, and Mr. Couchman silver medal fthird most points, three Norwich, also silver m.d
given toy Mr. Jc-kueon for most points in British.
NOR. \ LLL. : 1, Newton: 2, Hymens: 3 KnotBVFF: l, Coachman; 2„ Craig; 3. he. Hvmere; vh

Scott; c, Mathewson. ‘MKD. YELL.: l, Scott-
Couch-man; 3. Mathewson; vhc. Newton- 'h
Doughty. BUFF: 1. Hymers; 2. Couchman;
Doughty; vlic, Mathewson. YORKS JTFLLW igglesworth : 2, vhc, R. Studhr.lme; 3. W Stu
holme. BUFF: 1, 2, R. Studholme; 3, \v' Stu
holme. MKD. YELI,.: 1. Wigglesworth :

’ 2 V
Studholme. BUFF : Wigglesworth » R str
holme. BORD. TKD, YELL : 1. .he, Whittake
2. MeDougall: 3, Blakey; vhc. Craig. Bl'FF
Chaig: 2, Couchman: 3. he. Whittaker; vhc Blak -

c. MeDougall. MKD. YELL.: 1. 2, Smith-''
Whittaker. BUFF: 1, 2, Smith. 3. Corchm-’i
vhc Greenwc'.I; he., Matfln; c, Whittaker. Gj
YELL.: 1, Grc-enweH : 2. Johnson ; #3. M.u'fln- vh
Couchman ; he. Doughty: c, Parker. BUFF:
Johnson; 2. 3, c. Greenweil; vhc,. B’.-k y- 1-

Parker. CIN. : 1, MdDs-ugall ; 2, .1, -hnijn

:

Matfln ; vhc. Simpson; he, Paflter. NOR. CfXN.
1, 2, !{, Ht-slop : vlic, Doughtv; he. c. Rov 112
1, 2, Heslop. A.0.Y-. : 1, Roy'. GOLDF.: I iv-rk.i
2, Scott; 3, Mast rman : vhc, Simpvon. G'i-.EK’.’F
1. 3, Ccurhmau; 2, Crepnwell: vh. -, Sh r:i 1 - a lj
NET: 1. Co'urhmaa; 2, 3, Simpson; vhc! ho.

”

1

Studhnhnc. CIIAFF. AND BUAMBLI-F : 1. Couch-
nwn; 2. 3, Slmproii. SISKIN’, ETC.: 1, 2, Master-
mu a ; 3, Simpholi; vlic, Couchman. G. Gru-nw ell,

GRAGHEAD C.B.A.
N r. frll-OW •it 11! ok 11 rm.-O, IVcar Crag head, u

grand room. well l.ifbted. and w i .1. fur ‘Mi)

bird ;
. ) • u u the entry, a poor entry, -me |

an.toahly

to the lutCliH:*X-V Of the (111.

Mill. : 1, 2, Law on, !<-.ider wins on co lour ; 3,

Audi r-<HI. UOUIL YELL. : 1. 3, D:i\\ -oa
; 2, re-,

vhc, I.. iwj-mi P. 1 1 l-’U : 1. BaU g: ii id a in; ami
tail, a good1 win; 2, Law eon. BUR i). <:II.I): 1,

Bute -, good yell. A.O. hDIM). 1 Hat< elnn.
veil., broken iu moitlt, hut wiriis; 2, Law (Oil. BRIT. :

J, Daw«on. l-’Ott. : 1. Dav i.Hin. LIN NET. 11 . M . :

1, 2. i:1 l\\ 740 ! l. F.M. ; 1, 1, U;aw. Oil.
* GK liliNF.

:

1, Anderson.

TONG C.B.S.
Show, August 1, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Dudley

Hill, Mr. 11. 11. Clark, Dudley liill, judged, and
gave every satisfaction.

CHAMP., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (10): 1, 3, Casey;
2, Hodgson, sen. ; 4, Padgett. BUFF (8): 1, Pad-
gett ; 2, Gledhill ; 3, 4, Baker Bros. MKD. YEI.L.:

j, 2. Padgett. BUFF (l>): 1, 3, Casey; 2, GledhUl;
4, Budget t. NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (8): l, 3,

Wardmun; 2. llu.-aell; 4, Wright. BUFF (9): 1,

Jowett and Robertshnw ; 2, 3. Holt Bros.; 4, Rus-
* sell- MKD. YELL, (f.) ; 1, Aspden Bros.; 2, Rus-

sell; 3, N avlor f 4, Jowett and Robcrtshaw. BUFF
(«) : 1. 2, Naylor; 3, Wardmun; 4, Russell.—W.
Walker, Sec.

INVERNESS O.S.
Young Bird Show. July 25, Washington Hall.

Entries were very encouraging, Borders and Yorks,

holding tlie record for quality and quantity. British

were on the whole only a fair show^lor the "Capital

of the Highlands." Mr. John Connochie, Sec. had,

as usual, everything in A1 order. Mr. J. Young
judged, and gave entire satisfaction. Sp. best Nor.,

McDonald; best Brit., Harcombe; best in largest

class. Connochie; best Bord., Simpson; Crest or

C.B., McGregor; Yorks., Junor; most entries, Con-
nochie. The show was well patronised.

CREST OR C.B.: .McGregor. YORKS., YELL.:
1, Junor; 2, 3, Clumas. BUFF: 1, 2, Junor; 3,

.Clumas. BORD. YELL.; I. sp., Simpson; 2, Smith;

3, Falconer. BUFF: 1, 2, Connochie; 3, Simpson.

VA1UEG.: 1. Connochie; 2, Simpson; 3, Harcombe.
NOR., YELL.: 1, sp., 3, McDonald; 2, Hutchison.

BUFF: 1, 2. Hutchison; 3, McDonald. MULE OR
HYBRID: ]. Smith; 2, Junor. BRIT.: 1, sp.. Har-

combo (Goldfinch); 2, Junor (Linnet); 3, Grant,

jna., (Bullfinch).—R. Duncan, Reporter.

GATESHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting, Wednesday, July 8. Mr. Hoiden presided

over a large attendance. Letters were read from
the secs, of the following specialist clubs, granting
their patronage for our open show: Northern
Norwich, Northern Crest, Northern Yorks.,
Northern Brit.. Mule and F.B.C. Decided to hold

a table show at meeting August 12th, same classes

as previously. Mr. Butler was elected to judge,

in connection with meeting, a successful show was
held. 60 birds being staged. Nor. CL.: 1, 3, vhc, c,

Laidlaw
; 2, 4, WiUs-bury

;
he, Currv. MKD.: 1,

Laidlaw; 2, c, Lawson; 3, 4, Peirson; vhc, Liddell;

he, Pettersson. YORKS.. C'L.: 1, Fullerton; 2,

Rowan; 3, 4, Gregory. MKD.: 1. 2. 3, Rowan; 4,

c, Cromarty; vhc, Fullerton. BORD.: 1, 2, llen-

nold. MULES: 1, McGuire. LINNET, ETC.; 1, he,

c, Davidson; 2, 4, McGuire; 3. vhc, Pettersson.

GOLDF., ETC.: 1, MeNay ; 2, 3, McGuire. A.O.V.:
I, 2, McGuire; 3. he. Davison; 4 V Mc-Nay ; vhc, c,

Pettersson. FOREIGN
; 1, 2, 3, Pettersson.

J. McGuire won c’a&e of spoons given
by Sir. Tindle for most points; spl. given by Mr.
Holden for second most points, c, Pettersson. A
vote of thanks to Mr. Tindle for judging brought a
grand meeting to a close. The following were elected
members: Messrs. Gregory. Fullerton, Jarrow;
Hawkes, Gateshead. Subs, are due.—W. Curry, Sec.

PELTON FELL C.B.S.
N.F., Aug. 1. Colliery Ir.n ; GU birds were staged,

and some good ones amongst them. All were
nicely arrange!, but there was not a good attend-
ance. There was a great discussion on the any-
variety closs. Some thought all three prize-winners
might have been ‘‘wrong-classed.’’ There is a
hard-working committee, with Mr. J. Stanger os
chairman. Mr. J. Robinson makes a very good
secretary indeed for a novice. Mr. J. Riseboroug’h
judged.
NOR. Y’ELL. : 1. 2, Stanger, koder cl. BUFF:

1. 2. Stanger, clrs., grand colour; 3, Robinson.
YORKS BUFF: 1. 2. Ward, winner grand cl.: 3,

Robinson ; vhc, he, c, Wilford. YELL. : 1, Walker,
grand length, good feather: 2, Stanger; 3, Ward.
YELL. TKD. ETC. BORD.: 1. Dawson, saddle mkd.,
grand cot., but might be bigger; 2, Robinson: 3,

Walker. BUFF : i, 2. Robinson, Birtle-y winner,

grand feather; 3, Stanger ; vhc, Bewick. CRESTS:
1, Red-path, mat crest, very young, will improve;
2'. 3, vhc, Bewick. CLASS 8: 1, 2, Bewick. Birtley

winners 1st vitrieg. huff, grand s
: ze; 3, vhc. Red-

path. A.O.V. : 1, Walker, Birtley winner, grand

einn., might ihiav-e been wrong-classed at both

shows; ”, Stanger, oinn.-mkd. . also might b’e marked

“wc”; 3, Bewick. MULES: 1. Boy-d, Gre.-nf.-

Can. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1. Davidson. Gel Hi..

Birtley and Chester winner in grand' trim. LIN-

NET. H.M. : 1. 2, Davidson. Birtley winners re-

versed, leader wins on size and colour; 3. Dawson.

F M. : 1. -Dawson, grand type and col.: 2. 3, Boyd. 1

REDPOLL. ETC.: 1. Boyd, noted winner: 2. 3,

Wilfrid: vhc, he, Davison. OREEXF. : 1. 2. Wil-

frid, grand size, fine feather, well put down ; 3,

Boyd.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

special expertly prepared Judging Books. They save

much labour ami time. We have just “issued a re-

vised and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has orer others is that

it has -3 columns for awards. a”d is therefore n

great help, and a double ch -ek for judges, while
there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers
of the catalogue.

Prices:—1 Ccpy, 6 d. past free.
6 C'pi'3 278 post free.
12 Cepits 4/6 post free.
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ASTON-UNDER-LYNE O.S.
Second Y.II. Khow, August 1. Mr. W. E. Dlay-

dou judged, uml gave every entbfarlion to the
crowds who again favoured us with their pre encc.
YORKS., YI-.LL.: 1, 2, I t. hells; 3, Ferns; 4,

Green; vhc, he, Storey. IK FF: 1. 2, Etched -
; 3,

c, I've; 4. vlic, he, Green. NOR YELL.: I,

Phillips; 2, he, Fnxull
; 3, Smith; 4, Blorcy; vile.

Kcb.aU ; lie, Maryland. IK I I I, 2, Kcball ; 3,
vhc, he, Maryland; 4, Fo.vail. J. Whitehead Sec.

IDLE C.B.S.
Second N.F. Show, Ang. 1, White Hear Inn. Num-

bers were a little in advance of last niiow, and
quality was much to the fore. Mr. J. A. Taylor
judged, and gave entire sati fjiction. Mr. 1-'. Studd
gained most points.

CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. 4. Chippendale; 2. 8,

studd; vhc. Sparks; he, Pitts; c, Baxter. Ii t FI- :

I, 2, 3, Studd; 4, Thomas; \he, e, Cliippendale

;

he, Sparks. A.O.V. : 1,3, Pear on ; 2. Chippendale ;

4, Tnomas; vhc, he, Baxter; 0, Studd.— C. E.
Hylton, See.

BRAMLEV O.S.
Second V . II . Show’, July 2.5, Carnival Rooms, Mr.

J. Lane,, Bradford, judged, and gave every satis
faction. Fifty birds were staged.
YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (7 ; : 1, 3, Vhc, Mit-

chell; 2, Page; he, -Steel; c, Thornton. BUFF (8):
1. Steel; 2, 3, c, Baldwin; vhc, Page; he, Mitchell.
EVEN, ETC.: 1, 2, c, Page; 3, vhc, Steel; he, Bald-
winson. NOR., CL. TKD. BUFF (1): 1, Jones.
EVEN, ETC. (3): 1, Moore; 2, Jones; 3, Steel.
G'OLDK., ETC. (8): 1, 3, Will-on; 2, he. Jones; vhc,
he, Etheriiigton. LINNET, ETC. (8): awards not
sent. A.O. BRIT. (9): 1, vhc, c, Jones; 2, 3, Will-
son ; he, Ethcrington.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
Show, Aug. 1, in Club-room, High Street. The

entry was much smaller than usuaT, but quality
was very good, several promising birds were staged.
Mr. P. Mason, judged, and gave every satisfaction.
CL. YELL. Y'ORKS.: 1, 2, Peace; 3, Lister and

Hudson; 4, Midgiey; vhc, Firth; lie, Lingard ; c,

Hartley. BUFF: 1. Shackleton ; 2, Liligard; 3,

Emsle-y. TKD. YELL.: 1, Lingard; 2. Midgiey; 3,

Lister and Hudson; 4, Hartley. BUFF: 1, Firtli;

2, Lister and Hudson.- 3, Lingard. GR. MKD.
YELL.: 1, Peace; 2, 3, Middle,v. BUFF: 1, Peace;
2, Lister and Hudson; 3, Snaekleton; 4, vhc, Hart-
ley Most points champ.: Midgiey. Nov.: Peace.
Mr. II. Bennett gave two specials, which were won
by Messrs. Emsley and Hartley.—J. Holroyd, Sec.

KING’S LYNN.
Eighth annual show, Aug. 3, in connection with

the Fete and Gala on the Walk’s Field, under the
management of that well-known fancier, Mr. Denny
Hunt, ably assisted by Messrs. Harrod and
Edmonds acting as stewards, both of whom did
their work Well. Entries came up well, exceeding
previous years, and were well up to the standard
usually seen here. Mr. Williamson won spl. most,
points in open with his Cinnamons, Mr. Harrod spl.
most points local members, his winning unflighted
buff being a real good one. The feature of the

1

show was a Waxwing shown in
-
faultless condition.

Mr. E. W. Smith, Downliam, judged, his awards
given after most careful attention, gave every
satisfaction. NOR. CL. BUFF: 2, Watts; 3,
Rodgers. YELL.: 2, Dunham; 3, Watts. VARJEG.:
2, Bennall; 3, Y'oung. BUFF, 1914: 1, Rogers; 2,
Hail ; 3, vhc, Tombleson

; he, Williamson
; res.,

Youngs, C. Watts. YELL.: 1, Bennell ; 2. Dun-
ham; 3, Rodgers; vhc, Youngs; be, Hall. TKD.
OR VARIEG. : 1. Harrod; 2, Watts: 3, Bean; res.,

Y’oungs; vhc, Hall; he, Bird. C1XN. : 1, spl., 2,
res., vhc, Williamson; 3, Hall. BRIT.: 1, vhc,
Johnson, 1st lovely Waxwing; 2', Bell; 3
O'Donoghue Humphrey; he, Miss Rildsdale.

BARRINGTON & CHOPPINGTON.
Annual show, Aug. 1. Entries were up to the

average of previous years, and quality excellent.
Spl. best Nor. or Bord. was won by Seely Bros.,
with a good yellow Nor.; best A.O.V. T. Dixon,
good Linnet. The show' arrangements were ably
carried out by Mesrs. Paxton, Turner T. Dixon
J. Dixon, Fuller, and J. Douglas. Mr. H. Seely,
the sec., had everything well in hand. flr. T.
Sanderson judged. NOR. Y’ELL. : 1, 2, spl., Seely
Bros., good yellows, grand type and qual. ; 3,

Douglas; vhe, Paxton; he, J. Dixon. BUFF: 1, 2.

vhc, Seely Bros., grand trio, leaders mkd., good
shape and col.; 3, J. Dixon, should make good one;
he, Fuller; c, Dixon. BORD. YELL.: 1, 2, Gut-
teridge, good ones, grand jaunty style; 3, Fuller;
vhc, T. Dixon ; he. Turner : c, Seely Bros. BUFF :

1, vhc, Seely Bros., good one, nice style, good
qual.; 2, Paxton, nice bird; 3, Gutteridge; he,
Fuller. A.O.V. CAN. OR MULE : 1. vhc, Seely
Bros., yell. Cinn., leading, grand Nor. type, good
col. andJqual; 2, Fuller, good yell. Yorks., stands,
like a soldier; 3, T. Dixon, C.B. NOV.: 1, 2, 3,

Turner, 1st yell. wing-mkd.-Nor., looks like a hen,
a good one; 2nd, clr. buff Nor., good bird; 3, Cfnn.
BRIT.: 1, spl., T. Dixon. Linnet, grand col.; 2,

Seely Bros., Greenf.
; 3, Fuller.

WALTON, EVERTON, C.B.S.
-Second N.F. Show. Fmmanuel Church Schools, Mill

Road. An entry of 84 faced the judge. Mr. John
Walker, who gave entire satisfaction under trying
circumstances, as a lot of the birds were breaking
into moult. The Society is pushing ahead, and.
membership will scon reach the 100. The cups and
spls. for -season's points were on view. Novices have
more provided for them than champions, which
should be an incentive for novices to join the club:

the undersigned will he pleased to receive names
for membership. A vote of thanks was passed to

Mr. Walker for judging.

YORKS.. YELL.: 1. he, Rothwcll : 2, c. Algie: 3,

vhc. Handley. BUFF : 1. Algie: 2, Evans; 3, vhc,

Handley. TKD. YELL. : 1. Handley
; 2. Algie.

BUFF:" 1. 2, 3. Rothwell: vhc, Algie: ho, Evans;
c. Handley. VARIEG. YELL.: 1. 2. -Roberts ;’S,

Handley. BUFF: 1. Handh-v; 2, Roberts; 3, Par-

sons. VEIL. GR.: 1, Brindle
; 2, 3. Algie: vhc. he,

Evans ; c, Parsons. BL'FF: 1, vhc. Algie: 2, 3,

Evans: he. Parsons: e, Handiev. FOFL BUFF: 1,

Evans: 2. Algie; 3. Parsons; vhc. Handley. NOR.:
E Rev. Pink. BORD. YELL. OR.: I, Pullen: 2,

Williams. BUFF: 1. Pullen: 2, 3, Williams. NOV.
votiks. YELL.: 1. Broadhent; 2. Roberts; 3. vhc,

Williams. BFI-’F: 1. Williams; 2. Roberts. TKD.
YELL.: 1, Broadhent: 2, Rev. Pink. BUFF: 1.

Broadhent; 2. Williams. Y’ELL. GR.: 1, 2. 3.

Roberts. BUFF: J, Williams; 2. Jones. FOUL
tvt’FF- 1 Rev. Pink: 2, Roberts : 3. vlic, Jones.

GOLDF. AND BULLF.: 1. 2, .3, Rothwcll. LIN.:
,

1, 2, 3. vhe, Pothwell. BRAMBLE OR CHAFF.:
1.' 2. 3. Rothwell.—Robinson and Burns, Hqii,.8ecs„

and 9, -herald Street., Brunswick Road.

{Shews continue. cl on aase 53A
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JUDGES OF CAGE 21XRDS
Tfir* attention of Show S •< retarl -8 ii rJIrf-ctorl fo tho

|
following list of gf’iitleim’ji willing to art ; judge*.

Term* for insertion on application.

J- C. BAHNES, 11.3. Nortlilkhi Hoad, Walhlcy, 8lnf-
Ih'hJ. Judge of all varieties of cage hirdx. Long,
practical experience, Ternm moderate.

|

T. BENNETT, J 4 . Cumberland lid., Cidget Croen,
Bradford, Judge of Cage Birdi. Long and prac-
tical experience.

J. V/. BKUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and Britrdi Bird rpetiali-l.
ieririH moderate.

W. A. COWGILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling
tori Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cago
Bird*. iVnctirnl experience. Term* moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 41. Lincoln Boa d. 8. Norwood.
London. S.i; Specialist, British and Foreign.

CEO. GARDNER, 11. Haver: toek Bond. Louden,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Bird-.

c. hopbs, .v., < in. Hoad Kdrtha n pton, I

refrin i from f* i ini . » an judg ( ;• nai i pud cage
hirds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and (.’age Birds; specialist in
Norwich; terms moderate.

C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

JAMES KERR, is. James Street. Perth. Any vari ty.
Specialist Norwich and British.

J. V/. METCALFE, tfork.-diire Aviaries, 68, Bruns-
wick Hoad. Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Piainhcad Speci-
alist.

V/. MUNDELL, G. Carlisle Place, Mnnningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Kyrle, Salisbury C<n>ha!ton,
Surrey, All varieties ci' C age Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds : .all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. H. PAYNE, 17, Northgatc Street, Oloucerter,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Krnsworth, Hants. Judge
of all variety's of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pclton Foil,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Birds.

Twent.vfive years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.
S. Tit KELL, 22, Honey Street. Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties: specialist Norwich. Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
J. TAYLOR, 30, Aireville Road. Frizingliall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires
and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, ITucknall ITutliwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich riainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judea
Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign. Mules, and Hybrids.
J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. EccIesluH, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington ltd.. Frizington. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules. Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience ;
terms moderate.

V/. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

shows:
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PF1EPA I O,

4-incli 2/-, 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, whiph are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADV KRTISEMi-NTS across two or more
columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to

" Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not lest

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show

should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

Merionethshire Agricultural Societg,

T0WYN
Fri„ Sept. 4th, 1914.

Judge, Mr. Clem- Watson, Oxhey, Watford.
Cage Birds (open); Poultry, Pigeons (open to
Wales). Prize-mon-ey, IIP-, 5/-. Entries finally close

Aug. 26th. Schedules mid entry farms from— Robt.
Roberts, Secretary.

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

. Colcured Plates a Special Feature.

The- Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

“FUR & FEATHER”-
The only Paper devoted to these subject)).

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard for Specimen,

Offices: Idle. Bradford. Yorks.—
EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

‘ SHE BSRfi HYBRIDS
1

THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.
By Chas. Moulton. Price 7s. 6d. i

"CAGE BIRDS," 154. FLEET ST., LONDON. E.C.-
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eage Birds
arid Biid World.

A OuaranteeJ Circulation amongst
SO,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Flelt Street, London, EC.
telegrams—"Aviculture, London 1 *L A o.

Hoiborn.

The Cdilor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed euvelo [>*,

sufficiently stamped, accorn panics same, t

effort will be made to return unaccepted cont

tions promptly, but he does not in any case

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on ono side of paper only •

twitterings.

Margate cage bird show is fixed for Nov. 4

and 5. Mr. VV. C. J’oolc, Stratford on Avon,

judge.

We have read the quarterly statement of

accounts of the City and Suburban A.C.B.,

from which it appears that the cash in bank

and in hand amounts to the substantial sum
of £30 2s. lid.

We have changed the name of the Ber-

mondsey and Rotherhithe F.A. to the South-

Bast London F. and F.A., and the head-

quarters to 71, Albany Road, Old Kent Road,

S.K., writes Mr. R. Jackson, sec.

The open show of the Wiveliscombe and

l)ist. F.A. will bo held Nov. 26. Mr. J. R.

Houghton judge. The bon. secs., Messrs, llill

and Cook, Wiveliscombe, Som., will be. pleased

to communicate with anyone interested.

Allow me to congratulate ycUr artist upon

the lifelike drawing ol our “ wee gem ” on

the front page of Cage Birds this week. This

being only our first year of breeding high-

t lass birds, the honour added to the success

we have so far attained nr the shows is ver>

gratifying to both my wife and self. I wish

Cage Birds continued success.—E. C. Last,

Purley.

OBITUARY.
I regret to inform you, writes Mr. W.

Curry, lion sec. Gateshead C.B.S., of the loss

lustained by the well known fancier and

judge, Mr. James Maddison, in the death of

bis beloved wife, who passed away, July 17,

ifter a short illness. Mrs. Maddison was
aighly thought of by fanciers paying Jimmie
t. visit, having always a kind word for every-

one. The funeral took place on July 19, when
a good number of fanciers were present. The
sincere sympathy- of fanciers will be extended

to Mr. Maddison in this sad blow.

Mr. J. A. Muir, Glasgow.

Tt is with deep feelings of regret, writes

Mr. Jas. Ward, that I have to announce the

ileal h of John A. Muir, on July 29. at 131,

Main Street, Bridgeton, Glasgow’. He con-

tacted an internal trouble some few months
igo, which gradually brought about his end.

rfe was buried in Rutherglen Cemetery, Aug.
1. The funeral was attended by many of the

Glasgow East End fanciers, and the members
of the Freemasons Lodge (of which he was
a prominent official) turned out in great num-
bers to pay their last token of respect. Mr.
Muir was for many years a keen admirer of

the Scots Fancy. Canary, and a member of the

East End Society, taking an active part in

.lie management. His attachment for hie birds

remained till the end. His presence will be

much missed, ana all fanciers will join in deep

sympathy with his wife and daughter in their

sad bereavement.

It came as an agreeable surprise to me to

see such a beautiful illustration of my Bra'in-

ble on .the front page of last week’s Cage
Birds. As your remarks imply, he has had

a wonderful career on the show bench. He is

now veiy busy fitting himself up with a new
suit of the same pattern and quality as for-

merly. and his prospects are very rosy

towards annexing a few more firsts during

the coming show season to his already long

list —Arthur C. Brotherhood (Newport).
“ British Birds ” for August, Messrs.

Witherby, High Holborn, Is. monthly, is

largely occupied by a very interesting article

by Miss Best on the Breeding Habits of

Avocets, the article being illustrated by some
beautiful photographs by the author. Mr.

Witherby details the method of ringing birds

in Hungary; Mr. T. II. Nelson gives a

graphic account of the remarkable destruction

of sea birds caused by a cyclone accompanied

by a terrific hailstorm, a photograph showing

more than forty gulls lying dead in one spot.

The rest of the issue is taken up by notes

from various observers.

Champion of the Birds
A lady attended at Highgate Police Court

on July 2 and laid a dead Blackbird on the

clerk’s desk. She said she lived behind a

nursery, and the nurseryman had an air-gun.

Whenever lie was on the ground he had the

gun, and as soon as he saw a bird he shot it.

The police were instructed to inquire, and

the lady was thanked for her action.

Queen Alexandra’s Doves.
It is interesting to recall that when, many

years ago, Queen Alexandra visited Ireland,

she received on landing a present of a white

l)ove as an emblem of peace and goodwill.

On her return to London she bought it a

mate, and provided a homo at Sandringham,
where the pair raised a numerous progeny.

The present inhabitants of the Queen’s Dove-

house are direct descendants of the original

pair, being white, with eyas resembling pink

coral.

Wild Birds in *he Oldham District
The Ashton, Oldham, and District Wild

Birds Protection Associations are appealing to

the Lancashire County Council for an exten-

sion of the Wild Birds Act. Under the order

now in force in the county, the Act applies

from March 1 to August 31, inclusive, and in

addition certain birds are protected through-

out the whole year. The association asked

that the protection should be extended to all

wild birds and their eggs during the whole

year in the district referred to. The Oldham
Corporation has made an order for its own
district, and it is said that the County
Council will make a similar order for that

portion of the district under its jurisdiction.

Nesting=boxes for Gardens
and ParRs.

Some years ago the Selborne Society,

through the generosity of one of its members,

was able to put up a number of nesting-boxes

in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens. The

Office of Works as a result was able to re-

port an increase in the number of Tits. The

boxes used w’ere those made from natural

logs, and have been perfected in the Brent

Valley Bird Sanctuary. The Selborne nesting-

boxes are manufactured in England, and are

more natural looking than those of Conti-

nental origin, while offering facilities for the

examination of the nests and their removal

at the end of the season. Information con-

cerning them can be 1 bad at the offices of the

Selborne Society at 42, Bloomsbury Square,

London.

When Wild Birds Die.
The bodies of the dead birds are disposed

of by flies, moths, and the sexton or bury-

ing beetles. These latter account for a great

many dead bodies of small animals as well as

of birds. Four of these beetles have been

known to bury as many as fifty bodies in

twelve days. All the insects mentioned lay

their eggs in the bodies, and their laivie

soon eat up the flesh. Carrion Crows also

account for a number of the larger birds, on

whose flesh they live. When birds are dying

thev always retreat into the undergrowth in

out-of-the-way places, where they are hardly

ever found. When in the dying state, they

are always alone. Rarely, if ever, is a bird

of their own kind near when they meet a

natural end.-B. W. Strike in the “Express.

The Understanding Parrot.

The following anecdotes of a Parrot will

tend to show that these birds do understand

what they say—at any rate, the Parrot ot

which I w’rite does. This bird, a small giey

one, when asked if he would like to go to

Jersev, replied promptly: “Yes, mum. His

mistress objects to his using bad language,

so when vexed he says “ You—you—you
i” till she leaves the room, and then^iie

relieves his feelings by saying heartily " You

devil 1
’’ He will not have water kept in his

cage, but w’hen thirsty asks for a drink,

which is given him in a little tin. He takes

it carefully in his claw, drinks and then

throws the tin down. The other day he

said: “Give me some bird-seed.

Our Society : And Our Duty
Towards It.

A paper (condensed somewhat by us) read by Mr. Thorpe before the
ArdwicK and Manchester District C.B.A.

Ne«ts of Birds, Poultry, etc., should he regularly

prinklcd with KEATING'S POWDER, especial'?

• hen hene are silting. Don't forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mi'». KitU 'lfteet* DirmUas to everything eisc.

THERE are several sides to all societies.

* There are the mutual side, the financial

side, the official side, and the social side. It

is the latter that I want to base my remarks
upon in as brief a way as possible, as 1 hope
there will be a healthy discussion at the close.

From information (or course, I am only a

young recruit) that I can gather, this society

was formed in 1909 with a small membership.
Like all other societies, it has had a varied

experience, and had it not been for the de-

voted and persistent perseverance of its offi

rials and individual members, we should not

be in the happy position of having such a

sound and prosperous society as we have

to-day.

Now, I gather from the heading (society or

association) that we are a body of persons

(this will, of course, include the ladies) united

for the promotion and welfare of the small

feathered tribe, and while it is most essen-

tial that we' should have lectures, debates,

washing competitions, exhibitions, -etc.,, to

reach, if possible, the ideal stage of perfec-

tion, there are other issues that are equally

important if we are to be healthy and vigor-

ous.

Laying a Sound Foundation.
Our aim should be to see that our society

is upon a sound, unsbakcable foundation
;

this can only be accomplished by the hearty

co-operation of every member. Our society

must be self-supporting. We cannot work

successfully without the necessary financial

aid. Our flag must not be set at half-mast

;

we must never rest until it flies right at the

very top. To attain this we must be a live

society. Now, we can only become such by

a continual climb. It may mean some self-

sacrifice ;
but was there ever an ideal reached,

or victory won, without it? Healthy com-

petition is one of the finest schools that we

can enter. Ps there any honour in winning a

prize without competition. And the keenex

the competition, the more valuable become

the prizes.

Duty is one of the first steps to success,

and if we as members (here I include myseit)

did our duty and even stopped there, it

would indeed be a great relief to our worthy

secretary, upon whose shoulders a great re-

sponsibility rests. If we can lighten his

burden (and we can), by so doing we shall

indeed have accomplished something. 11 we

have to go out of our way. rememher we

cannot do good without receiving good. Let

us do all in our power that will in any way

help the successful working of our society—

not just within our own immediate circle, but

outside Whenever we come in contact with

other fanciers, let us exchange our views and

thoughts about the Fancy, which has be-

come the object of our ambition. Let us

speak about our own society, not merely as

a society, but as the best and most up-to-date,

making it a living reality. At the same

There

happened to be none in tlie house. Vainly

his mistress offered him his favourite dainties

;

he refused them all. demanding bird-seed,

and would not be pacified till it was procured

from the nearest shop for him.—G. Welburn,

in “Country Life.’’

time, do not allow ourselves to speak dis-

paragingly or disrespectfully of other societies.

If we have nothing good to say about them,
leave them alone.

While 1 am on this topic, I should like to
refer to the correspondence that springs into
daylight through the medium of the Fancy
Press. We can by its means be a source of
real help arid benefit, if the spirit of our
correspondence shall tend to the uplifting of
our feilow fanciers. We may differ in our
views and methods, and yet still treat each,

other with due respect.

Wherever there is a society formed, what-
ever it may be called, there is always an
object in view, and it is not merely to breed
birds, to hold fortnightly meetings, shows,
etc., but for tlie blending together of experi-

ences and experiments, of information that

we have been able to gather, which will en-

able us to rise to the full extent of our

ambition. Our object should be to cleanse

our society from anything and everything

that would in any way hinder our progress

or mar our prospects. May our motives ever

be high and lofty, never resting satisfied

until otir efforts are crowned with success.

You may say that it is impossible for us to

reach the high-water mark that I have out-

lined Do we think it is impossible to breed

Palace winners? Not a bit of it. This, has

already been accomplished by some of our

members, and what has been done can be

repeated.

Reaching the Top of the Ladder.

ITow are we, then, to scale the ladder to

climb until we have l'eached the top? This

can only be accomplished by binding our-

selves together with a set purpose, sifting

out anv jealousy or ill-feeling, and uniting

in one' body with a determination that no

stone shall be left unturned that will in any

way help on our work.

Before closing, 1 would like to refer to

what I consider one of the best, and most

fruitful sources of a society’s work, and that

is a- social in its real sense.
_
flake, for in-

stance, our last two socials. Not on.y do we

get the best out of our own members bv such

united effort, but we gather from without

that social element that helps to strengthen

and knit us together as fanciers generally. By

this means we make many friends by coming

in contact with members, of other societies,

as well as those who are bird-lovers, although

not belonging to any society..

I would urge every member to do his best,

to lift the social side of our work, so that

we may enter into the exchanging of thoughts

and ideas with freedom and brotherly feel-

ing Thus shall our banner fly higher and

higher—an association worthy not only of the

name that we bear-the Ardwick and Man-

chester District C.B.A.—but of the aim and

object we have in view.

THE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies desiring the patronage of the following

clubs should apply to the respective sees., stating

date of show, number of classes and judges:

Northern Border and S.F.C.C., M. C. Potts, 52,

Falmouth Road, Newcastle: Midland Counties

Y C (' W Wells, Helmsidc, Erdington, Birmingham ;

Norwich P U.C.. F. Cunlifi'e, 19, Lark Street, Burn-

ley Northern C.C.. Geo. Dobson, 103, James Street,

uia'\ don-on-Tyne ;
Yorkshire and Lancashire British

Bird and M.C . T. II Inman. Thornbury, Bradford;

Northern Y.C.C.. R. Timlale. 0. Gill Street, Benwell,

New castle-on-Tyne; Green C.A., F. Handley, 23,

Coventry ltd., Wavertree, Liverpool. Scottish P.H.

Chill, K. Barron, 1 19. Montrose Street, Glasgow.

Crested C.O., J. Tyson, ICO. Sloane Street, S.W.
Northern Lizard Club. G. C. Davidson, (j, Eden
Vale, Sunderland.—(Will secs, kindly let us know
when their patronage list is full for the forthcom-

ing season. -(Editor!].

PRIZES FOR NEW
VARIETIES

And the Breeding of British and
Foreign Birds.

T O encourage all readers to try what they

can do in the matter of evolving new

varieties of the Canary, of producing new

kinds of Mules and Hybrids, and breaking

fresh ground in the breeding of British and

Foreign birds in cages and aviaries, Cage

Birds is adopting the scheme outlined below,

which we hope will commend itself to, and

stimulate into action, every bird-keeper who

can possibly join in it.
, , ,

Cage Birds suitable and valuable

mementoes are offered to any breeder who

succeeds in

(t) Producing and rearing any new variety

tf Canary, bred in either cage or aviary.

(2) Producing and rearing any new variety

of Mule or Hybrid, bred in either cage or

aviary.

(3) Breeding and rearing in a cage any species

cf British or Foreign bird which has not

previously been so bred.

(4) Breeding and rearing in an aviary any

species if British or Foreign bird which has

not previously been so bred

The mementoes we offer take two forms :

(1) A large suitably-inscribed silver medal

in case.

(2) A hand-coloured certificate, suitable for

faming.
The choice will rest with' the successful

breeder.
An additional prize cf £1 Is. Cash will be given

to the breeder cf the Rarest British Scftbil! in a

Cage.

This is presented by Mrs. E. Warren

Cash Prizes for the Best Written
Accounts.

In addition we shall award to each sender

of the best written essay in each of Sections

1, 2, and 4,

A Cash Prize tf £1 Is.

that is, three guineas in all. In Section 3

the sender of the best written essay will

receive
. r „

A Cash Prize cf £2 2s.

-presented by Mr. W. E. Teschemaker.

Rule 6, of course, applies also to the

awarding of all essay prizes, to compete

for which the essays must be of not less than

1000 words in length. In fact the explicit-

ness and helpfulness of the details given will

be the chief features taken into considera-

tion when making the awards. •

The Governing Conditions.

(1) Claims for Cage Bums Breeders’ Prizes must

he lodged with Editor within ten day* ot the young

lords being hatched; and an independent witness

Skilled with birdu shall certify to having seen the

young in the nest or with the parents.

(’) All young, excepting only Canaries and Mules

and Hybrids, must he entirely reared hy their own

parent'*, hand-rearing not being permissible.

(3) To qualify for Cage Bums Breeders Prizes

the young of Hardbills and SofthilU* must live fur

i ]ca -t. three weeks alter leaving the nest, young

(mails six weeks, and the young Canaries or young

!
Mules or Hybrids until after their first moult,

i Bv “ vomit; ” is meant one, or more.

(41 Our definition ot a eage is: A eage to earns

! within the eeopc of Section 3 must lie one that
1

, .,n I," easily moved, without being taken to pieces,

from place to place by one person.

(V) Written accounts ot the breeding, for publica-

tion in C \g r limns, must he lodged with us witlnn

j

four weeks (2.S days) from the date the young bird*

leave the nest.
1 oj) The decision of the Editor of Cage Bums

,
will he final amt binding in every ease and he shall

i have the right to call together a committee

I
expert bird keeper*! if need he to assist tain iu
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KEEPING AND BREEDING FOREIGN
SEED-EATERS IN CAGES.
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S., 6c.

(ConcluileU from Page i'~.)

I
N reaching the concluding portion of this

series I can only hope that I have made
all points clear, or, rather, sufficiently so

to enable my readers to go forward on think-

for-myself lines ; and it now only remains
for me to quote a few successes, and c/i

passant to state that what I have written

applies generally to all species of seed-eaters,

whether indigenous or alien.

Bengalese
(
Urolonc/ia domestic//).— In the

*la\s of yore, as a youth, the writer had no
aviary, but kept numbers of British and
foreign birds in cages, ami one of the earliest

species so kept was a pair of the quaint and
interesting Bengalese. Canary, white millet,

ana green-food formed the* sole menu, and,
though they throve exceedingly, no attempt
at nesting was made the first year

;
only an

ordinary Canary nest-box was supplied, and
this they used only for roosting purposes,

sleeping side by side on the edge of same.

The following year a box was hung up,

open entirely at the front 'except for a

narrow strip of wood, one inch deep, along

the bottom. In this they constructed a

domed nest of hay, lining it with a few of

their own feathers. In due course four eggs

were laid' and steadily incubated, the birds

frequently sitting side by tide in the nest

;

only two of the eggs hatched out, one being

infertile and the other containing a dead

chicle. All went well, and the young were

fully reared, no soft food of any kind being

supplied (now 1 should certainly supply a

little soft food). A second brood was

brought off the same year, of which only one

reached maturity.

Humble but Acceptable Quarters.
The cage was a grocer’s empty, about 24in.

by I5in. by 12in., with a wire-netting front

and no draw-tray, merely a hinged strip for

cleaning purposes. The nest was not ex-

amined till the young had emefged—during

summer days the cage was always out of

doors
;
during rain a piece of oil-cloth, with

half a brick to keep it in place, kept out the

vain. In similarly constructed cages, and

with similar treatment, 1 reared Goldfinches,

Greenfinches, and Bullfinches.

With Java Sparrows [Munia ori/zivora)

the details as to cage, etc., were the same as

in the preceding account, except that a small

Hartz travelling cage formed the nest re-

ceptacle. For over three years I tried to

breed this species, but failed, till, losing mv
hen, a white hen was presented to me, which

soon paired up with the Grey cock, and in

due course brought off a brood, only one of

which was a pied bird, the others being ordi-

nary Greys, though perhaps a little lighter

in hue. In these days I did not study cause

and effect, and consequently it was left to

others to deduce, and bring to public notice

first, that a free breeding strain could be

raised by such mating.

The young were no trouble at all to rear,

the supplies, being canary, white millet,

crushed groats, and green food. River sand

was used for the cage bottom, as I was able

to get this from a small river running past

the bottom of the garden. It was rather a

pretty sight watching the family party

parents and three young—when the young

emerged, caressing each other, or the old

birds feeding the young and preening then-

plumage ;
all too soon was the juvenile ap-

pearance lost, for at a little less th.vi three

months old, they donned their adult gar-

ments and had to be removed to another

A Domed Nest of Hay.

Only hay was supplied as nesting material;

but they used portions of their green-food

to line the bottom of the nest ; it was domed,

but so loosely woven that the incubating

bird, and the young later, could he seen

through it, and I was able to watch them

whenever leisure permitted, both during in-

cubation and when they were feeding then-

progeny. Silverbills, Bronze Mannikins, and

other similar species have been bred in cages

under similar conditions.

At a later stage I acquired a pair of Zebra

Finches (Taeniopi/f/ia castanoli* ), and though

this was many years ago, when they cost

double their present price, I am able to

recall the fascination with which I watched

them, when I released them in a. largo box

(packing case), which I had converted into a

cage by simply covering the front with wire-

netting and inserting two or three doors. I

thought this cage a huge one in those days

;

it was 24 by 24 by 18 inches deep, and always

stood out of doors, the top covered with oil-

cloth, and a canvas curtain to cover up the

front at night. I have never tired of this

species, not even to this day, and have never

been without them for long together.

In one corner, at the top of this cage, I

hung a wire flower pot basket, the kind with
a flat back to hang on walls. A handful of

bay was thrown in, which proved to be in

short lengths, and did not fully meet the
requirement of my now birdy acquaintances,
and as 1 had no more hay at the tiino, 1 put
in some, straw, coarse wheat straw, full

length with ears attached. Mr. Zebra
hauled tlieso up to the nest, getting one end
into the nest, and then, with Mrs. Zebra’s
help, hauling it up, ben-ding it this way and
that, weaving it into form, till the hay base

already formed was completely roofed in and
a coarse domed structure was complete.

I can remember now how I marvelled at

the strength of these little feathered pigmies

as they laboured, and also at their ingenuity

in .adapting such incongruous material to

their requirements. But they wore not satis-

fied, and though a clutch was laid, and in-

cubation began, Mr. Zebra was always forag-

ing for material, so more hay vvas supplied,

and with this he speedily filled up the inter-

stices of his little abode, and when his task

was completed his little castle was the stout-

est and strongest I have ever seen a. Zebra

Finch construct, and I’ve seen a good many.
Several broods were reared in this cage, and

at the end of the season it was occupied by

some fourteen individuals.

The Bill of Fare.

The menu upon which they reared their

young and supported themselves consisted of

canary, white millet, Indian millet, and

green- food. A little dry, crumbled sponge

cake was also supplied, and to this they

seemed rather partial. The attraction of

this charming species has never entirely lost

its hold upon me, and I am seldom long

without this cheeky, impudent, but pleasing

species, and at the present time a. pair occu-

pies my mixed aviary. The species lias been

bred many times in a “Crystal Palace” type

cage, and is quite one of the best for a be-

ginner to commence with.

I am not intending to confine these notes

to my own experiences, and shall now quote

successful instances of ether bird-keepers.

Dr. Hetley tells the story of his success

with Crimson Finches (
Xeochmia haton) in

Bird Notes, Vol. VII., and from this ac-

count I am extracting as follows:
—“They

were purchased in April and. put into a cage

in the sitting-room, where they began trying

to build a nest the next day. After filling

two boxes with bay they took no further

inteiest. Being moved into a larger cage

(5 by 2g by l£ft.) in another room, the cock
built a very compact flask-shaped nest of
hay, imitation cowhair, and feathers. The
hen laid two eggs, one on the floor and one
in the nest. They sat on this single one for
about a fortnight but it was not fertile, and
after awhile they deserted it. Nothing-
daunted, the cock commenced re-lining the

nest, and after some days we found them
sitting again, this lime very closely, and
about a fortnight later we heard young ones
‘cheeping.’ In thvee weeks’ time five young
ones came down, and for two or three days
the parents fed them very well, then the cock
commenced chasing them furiously, so was
removed, but the hen, though occasionally

feeding them, also started attacking them in

a very violent manner. The little ones

being quite unable to feed themselves, we
put them into a large cage, divided in two,

with a wired space in the partition, with ‘.-he

bars just wide enough to admit of the

parents feeding them through the wires.

This they fortunately condescended to do,

and the birds are now fine, healthy little

creatures. All the family seem of a most
quarrelsome disposition, chasing and fighting

all day long, though they never seem to do
each other any harm. . . . The young
were fed principally on insectivorous food,

mealworms, ants’ eggs, white and spray

millet, with lettuce and flowering grasses.”

The above is a most interesting record,

but I believe it still stands, after a period

of six years, as the only case of Crimson

Finches being reared in a cage. In the

aviary it is also found that while the family

-party will agree together, as soon as the

young males don adult plumage separation ;s

imperative.

Dr. Hetley also suceeded in rearing a
brood of Bieheno’s Finches

(
Stictoptera

bichenovi) in a large cage under similar con-
ditions to those given to the preceding
species, in his dining-room. Their first at-
tempt resulted in one young bird leaving the
nest, but it vvas not fully reared. At the
second attempt complete success crowned
their efforts, four young birds being reared
to maturity. The young were reared princi-

pally on insectivorous mixture, seed and let-

tuce.

Under similar conditions success was all

but achieved with Painted Finches (EmblCma
picta), but complete success has yet to come,
and there does not appear much prospect of

their appearing on the market again if one
is to judge by the unfulfilled requests which
have been sent in to likely sources.

Details Gone Astray.

Mr. H. Robbins succeeded in rearing a

brood of Long-tailed Grassfinches (Poejmila
aculicauda) in a roomy cage in his room-
no full details have been published, and un-

fortunately I have test the correspondence ;

possibly, if he sees this note he will oblige

with the details ; but, relying upon memory,
the young were reared upon insectivorous

food, insects, seed and green-fooo'. At any

rate, success should be very probable with

any of the Grassfinches under the conditions

I have given.

Now I think my task is done, and I will

merely remark in conclusion that with

patience, accommodation somewhat on the

lines laid down herein, and a spirit of keep-

at-itiveness, ultimate success could be looked

for with most of the fvingilUnce, and also

many ploceine species.

fine rendering of that rich, round and deep-

toned hollow roll, that deep, evenly delivered
“ hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo ” of a well rendered

schoekel, a splendid hollow bell, and a fine-

bass tour
;
together with that desideratum in

our Glucke singers, a well connected delivery,,

or to put the same meaning in other words

—

an unbroken sequence of the song tours.

By the way, what is becoming of that deep-

toned hollow Glucke tour that we frequently

used to hear? There are, I am fully aware, a

few fanciers who have retained it
;
you will

recollect when I described this tour that I

said it was a for’gettable one, especially where-

a bird that sings it cannot have assistance

from others singing the same' tour. I advise

you to breed for it, to keep several bird*-

together that are singing the tour, then you

will be in the way of retaining this splendid'

and desirable tour. Don’t be apathetical,

open your eyes, and what do you its? That

where the few have retained the tour, others

have lost it. Others, in addition to their

hollow Glucke, have introduced, in their desire

for new tours, the bell Glucke, which is so-

liable to deteriorate in value.

Music in Words.
At the time of writing I have beside me a

yearling cock that closely resembles the

hollow roll type of singer. This bird is giving

to a school of youngsters their preliminary,

education, this is a description of the song tins-

yearling cock has just sang : Commencing on

a mellow and moderately deep-toned hollow,

roll, in a few moments it gradually falls about

a semitone, continuing in this key again for

a few moments it gradually rises and completes,

the roll in the original key. This constitutes

a good falling and rising hollow roll, as the

length of time occupied is approximately the

same before, on, and after the fall, hollow-

jng with a- good toned bell roll, which breaks

into a bell tour, without a raising of the

voice, it gradually falls into a deep-toned

schoekel that becomes slower and drawn out

towards its close, to fall again into a deep-

toned bass roll, with a slightly raised voicfc

)

Continued on next naco.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe

By J. TOMLINSON.
How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and

profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 25,1

{
HAVE had no personal experience of this

deterioration, although I inbreed

when 1 have a definite object in doing

so but I have met with this lack of vitality

in’ imported high-class Rollers, and my
method has been to give them a moult and

a winter’s fly in the largest space available;

and diet them generously,' yet judiciously.

In several cases where a cock has failed

to fertilise the eggs from more than one hen

at the commencement of the breeding season,

I have transferred them to a large flig i

for a couple of months, then taken them

back to the breeding cage for the last round,

and the average results have been exceeding y

satisfactory.

While I recognise the uselessness of this

transferring to- the flight in the event of a

bird being sterile, the foregoing is sufficient to

prove that beneficial effects will be obtained

from the bird that through lack of stamina

is unable to fertilise the eggs properly. I

am also conversant that where such a bird

is required for the show bench (as our shows

are usually held from November to February)

a winter’s fly is out of the question, yet a

moult in the* flight could be easily arranged,

to follow with another fly immediately it is

no longer required for show purposes.
^

Reverting to the ordinary treatment of the

birds now in the flights, if they are treated

and dieted as I have recommended they

should come through the moult in good order.

In the event of any showing that the moult

it- putting an undue strain upon them, they

should be isolated and allowed half-a-teaspoon-

ful of egg food daily, with a little mixed

I seed, and condition seed eiven on alternate

days. In a clean glass or earthenware

drinker mix half-a-teaspoonful of Parrish s

Chemical Food, fresh daily (small quantities

of this can be obtained at a chemist’s).

When the bird is showing signs of improve-

ment-, gradually reduce the diet again to the

ordinary one, and place five drops of tincture

of gentian in the drinking water, in lieu of

the chemical food. On the bird resuming its

normal condition it can be put back again in

the flight. Medicines and tonics should not

be put into metal drinking fountains.

Training the Yeung Cocks*

There are many items that may come
under this heading, some important, others

of interest. There is so ^much to be

told, that if I should wander from the

beaten track I beg forbearance. When the

young cocks are progressing with the moult,

our thoughts will naturally turn to that

important and necessary process, their educa-

tion. A process, so to speak, of burnishing

the raw material, a polish, or a- tuition under

a good singing schoolmaster. , The good

example given by the tutor assists the young-

sters to sing the various song passages in an

approximately desired length, also the

ascending or descending the scale with a har-

mony and modulation that are only fully

appreciated by a musical ear. The hollow

roll strains often possessed this beautiful

sequence of song tours
;
some, it is true, were

more perfect than others.

Reader, in tile course of your experience

you will no doubt hear that the hollow roll

strains were monotonous singers. Some were,

and sang in a mechanical kind of way. Yet

thev possessed other sterling Qualities : tha
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Tills is turned into a straight water roll, to

turn and slowly ascend the scale barely an

octave on the same roll. Turning again, the

voice is brought down by easy stages into

the straight water roll, to conclude with four

(lute notes. It is hardly necessary to say that

the singer has completed his song in less time

than it has taken to describe it, and in com-

mon with the best of songsters will sometimes

omit a tour from a delivery, yet from the

commencement to the close there has not been

the slightest sign of a break in the delivery I

have illustrated.

The Song to Please a Judge.
One of the desired objects in the Roller’s

jong is to obtain a well connected delivery,

and from a competition point of view the

song 1 have described, well connected and

conTposed of tours and rolls of a desired

equable length, will please a judge better

than a disconnected song. The reason for

this is apparent. The number of entries at our

exhibitions, is sometimes huge, as many as

ninety birds having been known to compete

in one class. What a contrast to the classes

at shows held for the other varieties of

Canaries

!

When we consider that the judge has to

wait and value each bird’s song the reader

will understand \vhy a bird with a well-

connected delivery will find favour and be

appreciated over one that sings two or three

tours then breaks the sequence, probably to

bring the same tours again, adding another,

only to break again. This is the style of the

majority of our present-day contest singers.

This inclination for more variety, i.e., the

Cllucke and water tours, has set an arduous

1 *d< on our judges, and many birds that have

a pleasing variety of tours often go cardless

simply 'because they do not sing all they

know when they are being judged. It would

be unjust to blame the judge for this, for he

cannot wait all day lor the birds to sing.

I will give an illustration of waiting for a

bird to sing all it knows. I was recently

judging at a local show, and as length of

time was of no consequence to myself, I gave

the birds “plenty of latitude” to bring all

their tours. After several attempts on the

part of a few of the birds, ! got all that I

supposed they could sing. For others I had

1 to wait longer, and in some cases I waited

for two hours. At intervals during this

period one bird treated me with only a pro-

longed bell tour, another refused to sing,

while the third, although having a good
variety of tours, would not touch on the

hollow roll.

J do not wish it to be understood by this

illustration that the judge is to assume that

a bird should sing any given tour, yet this is

one of those extenuating circumstances where
we reason that a contest bird with a good

variety of tours and rolls, similar to the one

in question, should sing a hollow roll. Neither

was my reasoning at fault, for the bird

eventually touched on the roll, sufficient for

me to have done my duty to all concerned.
“ General Eftect ” and Its Value.

This subject, duty, has been the subject of

many debates; some fanciers, upon reading

a judge’s award sheet—1 do not refer to any

particular individual— will point out that cer-

tain birds have obtained a good number of

points for some of the tours, yet only a small

number has been allowed for the general

effect ;
this is considered to be wrong, and it

is assumed that if the birds can sing tours

worthy of such a good number of points, they

should have more allowed for the G.E. Per-

sonally, I am not in favour of an elaborate

number of points where not deserved, or, as it

were “playing to the gallery”; experienced
fanciers can form a good opinion of the value
of their bird’s song, and it is liable to mislead
the novice, or one .who exhibits his bird to
learn the value of its different song tours.

In the matter of G.E., the points are
allowed for the style, and the pleasing way
the bird connects and delivers the whole of

its song ; and although some birds sing good
tours, they may, and do, deliver the whole of

their tong in a manner that does not justify

a large number of points being given for the

G.E. As an illustration, I will say that

should a bird sing five good, or fairly good

tours, without .pausing or breaking the

•succession, of those tours, that bird is worthy
of more points for G.E. than a bird would
he that sang, say, six or seven such tours, yet

broke the sequence of those tours. Or, to put

it in another way, sang two tours, then

stopped, to start again and sing two or three

.tours, to stop again, and finish the remainder

of its song at flhe third attempt. Of course

this is only an illustration, yet typical of

many birds to be met with, an'd the latter

description constitutes what T have previously

described as a disconnecte'd delivery.
(To be continued.)

MY CAPE SPAMKOWS By the
Rev. C. D. FARRAR.

This article is No. 46
page

SOME years ago when I was in one of those bird shops

in which at that time I spent much of my spare time,

and all my spare money, I was offered some birds with

which i was quite unfamiliar. The dealer told me they

were Cape Sparrows. At first I was inclined to doubt his

word, as 1 thought he had caught some common or garden

Sparrows, and was trying to pull my leg; but on looking

more closely—remember it is not very easy to see a birds

colour in ti dark bird-shop—I noted that these birds had

lovely white waistcoats, quite different from the grimy

denizens of ofir streets.

There were five of them altogether, and as the price was

not heavy I secured the lot, hoping I had cornered the

market. Later, I discovered that a few more had come, so

now the only thing remaining was to be the first in the

field. They were about the wildest, birds I had had for a

long time, and dashed against the bars quite after the

manner of our garden Sparrow when first caged.

I put them into a big box-cage, and thinking they would

like a 'rood tub, I placed for their use a small jam pot,

thinking it would give them a better chance of a good

“ vvesh.” It was very unfortunate that I did so as the event

proved, for on coming back to look at them some hours

later, I found that one of the birds had in some way lost

fits balance, and the consequence to him was that he had

become what Mr. Mantalini called “ a demned mmst

unpleasant corpse,” and I, sitting on his body, decided, as

a mediaeval jury once did, “That he had acted by the

temptation of the Devil.” This at any ™d
vp^

remove all responsibility from my shoulders. To pi event

further “accidents” I carefully removed the cause of offence

,

for those unfortunate happenings have ere now brough

many “ to the demnition bow-wows.”

So' far I had not ventured to take a good look at my

new purchases. These were, I could see, as handsome birds

as any bird-lover could desire to set eyes on even under

the disadvantageous circumstances under which I first set

eves on them; but it is as urifair to judge a bird as he

appears in a dealer’s cage as it is to reckon up the

attractions of a pretty woman when she is wrapped m a

sheet and in the hands of a hairdresser.

When I came back to examine them, after the unpleasant

little incident I have briefly referred to, I was decidedly

pleased with jmy new acquisitions. They were, to use a

vulgar expression, as handsome as paint. The cock is a

bold and striking looking bird, rather bigger and shorter

than our English Sparrow. He has a beautiful black mask

and bib. a white ear patch, extending over the eye, and a

long white waistcoat. His neck, shoulders, and back are a

beautiful chestnut bay, his wing coverts delicately pencilled,

as also is his tail
;

his legs dusky flesh colour, and his beak

bluish. The hen is altogether smaller, her patches are

brownish, her waistcoat buff, and all her colours duller. The

sexes are as easy to tell as in the common House Sparrow.

The only thing that troubled me about the birds was their

uncanny wildness. I put them into a big compartment of

one of my outdoor aviaries, and they went banging about

like shots' from a catapult, frightening all the other bird3

into fits, and running an imminent risk of dislocating their

own necks against the windows. That is the worst of intro-

ducing new birds into a new place, they always cause more

or less of an upset. I felt that if I stayed watching them

anv longer I should break out into a cold perspiration, so

I went off and left them to take their luck. When I came

back in the afternoon they were not quite so rampagious,

though a very slight movement on my part Was enough to

give them fits; still I was glad to see that the other inmates

of the aviary were beginning to regard them merely in the

light of “ necessary evils.”

It took some three days or so for_ these birds to settle

flown ;
during the first few days their innate timidity caused

them agonies of fear before they would venture to the seed

trav, and they had no time for other things. At the end

of "a week thev somewhat recovered their equanimity, and

began to take an interest in their surroundings. The cock

Gape Sparrow and a vicious Saffronfinch developed long-

threatened divergencies, and the hen Passer areuatus came to

her mate’s rescue with beak and claws. As the result of

this scrap I had to indulge in a little practical surgery, by
sewing on U>e Saffronfinch’s scalp as neatly as I could with

a • die nun cotton, and I flatter myself it was a very neat job.

of the new series of personal birdy experiences (continued
557), entitled “ Through a Birdroom Window.”

from

Where these Sparrows were confined, the nesting arrange-

ments, I flatter myself, were well nigh perfect. There were
cosily-placed boxes cunningly concealed by furze, monster

cocoa-nut shells, German travelling cages, and little logs

—

all things dear to the heart of a nesting bird. The Sparrows

were not long in selecting a place for their future family,

but of course it was the most awkward and inaccessible site

that could be found in the whole place. A nest-box savs

too much or too little, and is as easy to cross examineras it

is to decipher Hittite inscriptions on Greek palimpsests by
the light of nature. I could do nothing ; all I knew was

that the birds always disappeared at a certain point.

To get a ladder and examine the corner was an obvious

suggestion
;
to do so, I knew, would be the work of a fool.

The birds would desert incontinent, and as I thought of

how I should have to contain my soul in patience I heaved

a sigh as deep as the Atlantic Ocean.

I forgot to say that I only enlarged a single pair of the

Sparrows, as long experience has taught me that birds in

their little nests do not agree, pace Dr. Watts, especially two

hens. I kept my other birds in reserve in case of accidents

(which latter generally happen in aviaries, though we usually

call them something else). Having prepared my readers for

a catastrophe, I may as well tell them that I one morning

found the cock with his head fast in a German mouse-trap,

which I had thoughtlessly left uncovered on the floor ;
and

it is pleasant to relate that, as in another case in mediaeval

times, where the body of a man struck by lightning was

first found by his wife, the jury expressly exonerated her,

saying she was not suspected of having dpne it ;
so it was

here. It was clearly a case of accidental death!

Luckily, I had a second string to my bow, though I must

say I didn’t deserve my good fortune. I went and fetched

him and let him loose; and that hen eyed him for all the

world as though he had suddenly developed horns and a tail,

when all tHe time he was only a very handsome specimen

of her own kind. In a few days, like other lovers, they

made up their differences, and settled down to married life,

and a quiet complacency overspread my face like stealing

sunbeams ;
but suddenly I pulled myself up.

.

A pretty

building I’m making,” I said to myself, “ without either

bricks or mortar. I’m up in the_ garret already, and I

haven’t as much as dug the foundation.

A Sign of “Business Meant.”
But one morning I was charmed to see a long untidy straw

sticking out of a box, and that I felt meant business.'

Nobody but a Sparrow would be so untidy. Are not our

English Sparrows the same at nesting time? Clearly the

lady had found consolation. She was like the widower who

inscribed on his wifels tombstone “ The light of my life has

gone out,” and excused himself to his successor by adding,

“But I have struck another! ” A few more days and the

nest was evidently finished, and the hen remained most of

her time within, only coming off at rare intervals to feed.

Then ensued a period of suspense
;
but one morning when

I went to feed, I saw on the floor a little naked squab,

kicking feeblv and looking decidedly uncomfortable, beneath

the box where the nest was. If I had not, been a priest,

I think it would have been helpful to say things
;
as it was

I could only look them and think them.

The cock sat on a branch, opening and shutting his mouth

—beak. I mean—like the whale preparing to swallow Jonah.

I rushed away, got a short step-ladder, and after well warm-

ing the squirming morsel in nry hand for a few minutes,

mounted, and dropped it into the nest.
,
I could not put it

in, as the hole was too small, and I was too frightened of

scaring the hen. and making her forsake the nest. It was

an unfortunate accident," and yet it had its consolations; for

it told me what T wanted' to' know so badly, that the eggs

had hatched. Still it was quite on the cards that if the

squab bad fallen awkwardly the hen would fail to find him,

and he would rapidly go bad. and she would forsake.

Having learnt that, the young were*liatehed. I knew that

the only thing was to keep them going bv a liberal supply

of live food. Accordingly I placed two dishes on the food

tray, one containing fresh ants’ eggs—the season was July—
and the other a tasty but decidedly strong-smelling assort-

ment of gentles. The bill of fare evidently suited the

parents, for they spent the whole twenty-four hours in

making rapid visits to the dishes in turn. These Gape
Sparrows at the time of incubalioh are like so many other

birds, purely insectivorous, and it is hopeless to expect them
to rear young unless you supply their natural requirements.

Day by day the sounds within the box became louder and

louder, exactly, in fact, like the cries of a lot of hungry

young English Sparrows
;
and the old father was as proud

as a cock on the wall. To see him descend to the food disb

The Abyssinian Ground Hoinbill is a member of that curious family of

birds distinguished by the extraord nary development of their bills.

In the species depicted it appears almost as though a small beak had
been superimposed upon a large one.

and gather up a beakful of maggots was a sight for the gods,
and the look on his face was for all the world as though
he said “ Its all for your good,” like ringing a pig! If he
failed to come back at the right moment, his wife told him
what she thought of him to-day, what she had always
thought of him, and what his innocent babies would think of

him in time to come.
One morning I noticed a strange little bird sitting on a

branch near the nest, a little brown, undistinguished-looking

thing, and I knew, with a quickening of the pulse, that I

saw before me the young Passer areuatus. In a day or two
the rest emerged, and in a few days my interest in them
waned, and my fickle fancy turned to newer and more
exciting doings.

Then interest once more revived, for I noticed that the

Sparrows were nesting a second time; but it was not long

before I saw something was amiss. The birds would not

enter the nest, for scftne reason. I got the steps Co find

out the cause, and to my disgust there was a great fat doe

mouse with her litter inside. You all remember the story

of the little girl who was found leaning against a sun-dial

and watching (he movements of a fly upon the dial face.

“ Ickle fly,” she whispered, “ who made ’oo ?” “God,” she

whispered, giving question and answer. “ Ickle fly, does

'oeflove God? Ess? Ickle fly, would ’oo like to go Co God?

Ess? Den go.” I’m afraid I said something like that to the

old mouse and her offspring. At any rate they found them-

selves in a bucketful of water.

The great drawback in keeping softbilled birds is the

nature of their food when they arc rearing young. Gentles

are high smelling, though I' think their odour is decidedly

healthy. It always reminds one. of “ Scrubbs’ Ammonia,”

which wo are told' is so good for p’utting iu the bath. Some

people are so particular. I once kept white mice. I simply

adored them. The rest of the family alluded to my adored

ones in no measured language and in the rudest wav as

“stinking little brutes.” I went so-far as to sprinkle them

with eau de cologne. Even this did not satisfy. They

could stand one odour, they told me, but two together was

out of all reason.
.

I think there is only one safe way of keeping birds that

rear their young on gentles; you must keep them out of

doors—that" is to say, if you value your domestic peace. In

- the house, as most of us married men know, it is co qu>

femme veiilt ! It isn’t pleasant to be watched all day with

the tragic front of a Cassandra, lhnhk gor.dne s
. 1 haven t

got one; but some of my brothers are not so happy.
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Correspondence.
A Linnet Problem.

Sin,—This year some friends of mine have

caged several nests of Linnets. They have

been very numerous and nested in nearly all

the allotments near the town. One nest was

hatched in a sprouting broccoli, and four

young ones were caged and the cage put in

the broccoli. They were left with the old

ones to feed for about six -weeks, and plenty

of mixed seeds from penny packets were put.

in the cage for the young to peck at, while

during the time they were caged plenty of

mixed seed was placed on a board for the old

ones to feed from and give to the young.

Two nests were served in a similar way.

After the young were taken from the old ones

and brought home, they were all kept together

for a time, put out of doors in the day-time

and at night placed in a barn to keep them
from cats, etc. As soon as these birds were

parted and given away and had been kept

indoors for a few days, they all died, with the

exception of one, which the/ man who origin-

ally caged them kept for himself : and this

one was out of doors daily and in the barn at

night. All were fed on the same seeds, and

given the same green food, yet died in two or

three days. These two lots were under my
own and mv neighbours’ eyes. T wonder
why they died on being brought into the

house? I have not known such a thing hap-,

pen before, and have kept them for years,

and raised dozens in this way.
Nimrod.

Judging Norwich Plainheads to
the Standard.

Sir,—With reference to “Size, Type and
Quality’s” reply to my letter of July 25, I

personally cannot see any reason for him
being amused

;
perhaps he is blessed with a

superabundance of humour. It is to me a

subject too serious altogether for amusement.
However, his letter only goes to prove my
statement, that there is a great variety of

opinion on what the standard ought to be.

It. is not like a political question to be twisted

and turned to suit one’s own perception—it is

an ideal. It is there for all to see, as plain

as the proverbial pikestaff. I am neither a

novice nor a disappointed exhibito*-
; nor am

I even a citizen of Manchester, where this

show was held. I do know what a good bird

ought to be, and whatever “ Size, Type and
Quality ” may think about it the birds in

question were undoubtedly long-sided birds,

especially the yellow. However, I did not

intend to enter on any discussion as to the'

merits or demerits of those birds. All I

desired was to call the attention to the state

of affairs existing to-day that ought certainly

to be readjusted. I hope that selection com-

mittees when appointing judges for their

back and shows will give the matter their

most earnest consideration. They will thereby

indirectly assist the good work of the Nor-

wich Plainliead Club. Whilst I am on the

subject I' might 'suggest that the N.P.C. take

the matter up, and let it be distinctly under-

stood that their standard must be strictly

adhered to, and not allow a matter like {his

to fizzle out as the result of pettv bickerings.

Norwich Standard.

Did Birds Originate from
Reptiles?

Sin,—Are we not fast going into “ Cranky-

land ” when we try to make believe that

birds originated from,- reptiles? According to

my reading, reptiles embrace the tortoises,

lizards, serpents, crocodiles, etc., or in other

words many animals which have a shell-like

covering. Do supporters af this theory .of

evolution wish to convey to the uneducated

that shells have transformed .into feathers?

What tommyrot ! The reptiles as, a class are

mostly of aqhatic habits. Birds in themselves

are classified, according to the demands of

the “Battle for Existence,” as aquatic and

terrestrial and not only are they so, but were

—at the Creation—made so. I note Mr. R.

Maxwell Savage in his letter refers to man
not being intended for an upright being

;
his

whole anatomy shows (he says) his upright

bearing to be artificial—his digestive ap-

paratus would work much better were he to

adopt a quadrupedal attitude. Now I should

like him to prove the latter. I know that

people bend their heads when they wish to

be relieved of an overloaded stomach ! If the

quadrupedal form is the original, then a man
bent like a bow through overwork or rheu-

matism is an ideal being 1

I note that Mr. Percy A. Thurley states

that when someone produces a cross between

a bird and a reptile, we can do no other than

fall in with the views of those who would

have us believe that such was the,origin of

birds. I will go one further. Mr. Thurley

(though I agree with you so far) in that I

would insist upon a production from that

cross and another reptile ' before I would

accent science as against Creation. My advice

to bird fanciers is to keep on studying the

best way of producing the ideal exhibition

specimens and keeping them alive-p pci haps

with reptiles, en?— “ Lizard Canaries

excepted. J- Kershaw.

[The question really is, whether birds and

reptiles are descended from the same

ancestral stock- one branch from this pre-

historic common stock evolving into the birds

as we know them to-day, and the other into

the reptiles. Believers in evolution do. not

claim that birds originated from reptiles;

they claim that a study of the fossilised re

mains of such extinct creatures as bear upon

the point justify the assumption that birds

and reptiles had in the remote past one

common source of origin. The two branches

have, of course, in the countless ages that have

elapsed, diverged in very diflerent directions,

so that no obvious resemblance remains to

connect them, either one with the other, or

with this common ancestral stock. The idea

that modern birds and reptiles could inter -

breed is too grotesque to merit even mention.

—Editor, “ C.B.”]

SIK —Mr. Wells might have saved himself

a lot- of time and writing if he had omitted to

introduce so much matter that is irrelevant

to the question under discussion. The ques-

tion is not one on which speculation will

count. It is a- scientific question, and any

attempt,to solve it on theoretic evolution will

assuredly fail. For over forty .years evolution

has been a particular study with me- Inde-

pendent thought, observation and examina-

tion have eliminated much of the fine-spun

theories connected with the problem and

tempered the optimistic opinions I once held,

like Mr. Wells. What I desire him to do is

to prove by exact knowledge within the living

experience' of man that a bird was not- always

a bird ;
to inform us of that, intelligence

which was conscious of and witnessed the

physical transition of the reptile into the bird,

and to tell us by direct testimony that the

physiology and anatomy of a bird were ever

different from what is familiarly known to

our modern experience. There is an eternal

gulf between theory, speculation, assumption,

itc., and fact established by science. Science

beino- organised experience knows nothing ol

reptilian origin. It has never come withm

the scope of its experience, and until we Lav e

sucli knowledge and experience science can-

not accept the theory. Further, will Mr

Wells be bold enough to affirm oil scientific

authority that there are no reptiles which do

not reproduce by eggs and no birds extant

whose legs are free from scales^
McLe^t

.

The “Order of the Push’’ at

Abertillery.
Sm—If the writers of last weeks letters

are members it would be more in place if they

were to bring tlieir grievances before the

society. Now Mr. Moule made a disturbance

at our annual meeting because he was not

put in office (these are his own words at this

meeting, and I have other members to prove

it). He was nominated for three offices, but

was not elected. He lias attended about four

meetings since, and has made disturbances at

three of them, ignoring the Chairman and

telling different members that they are no

good to the society. We picked a deputation

to wait upon him, and he promised to be dif-

ferent.. but has not fulfilled liis promise.

Several members wished me to call the com-

mittee together,, with the result that they

passed on a recommendation to the monthly

meeting to expel him, which was carried. I

notice he states there was a bit of jealousy

about him being elected to judge our First

Feather show, and that we thought to get a

“ bit of fun.” I would like him to prove

these statements. I was the one who nomi-

nated him for judge, and I will defy him to

prove I nominated him for fun. As regards

jealousy, personally I don’t know who should

have reason to be jealous of him. What oc-

curred between himself and a certain member

outside the meeting has nothing to do with

the society. Mr. Moule slated before leaving

the meeting that whichever way the ballot

went he would shake hands freely with every

member. Is this«Jlie way you do it, Mr.

Moule-, by running to the Press, making com-

plaints? There are certain men it is im-

possible to do anything with in a society un-

less they hold the reins, and I am sorry .to

have to say, Mr. Moule, that in my opinion

you are one of these.

Geo. Broome (late Secretary).

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for ehippinp:, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.

Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Ckxse, London, EC

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established i*ro. *

Four Birds Out of Three Eggs.
SfR,- Being a constant reader of Cage

Birds, 1 should like to know if any reader
has had the same fortune as myself. I set

a Canary hen on three eggs on the 13th of

July, and on the 26th she hatched out two
birds, ami yet she still had two eggs! I know
for certain she had set her time out on three

eggs, as two days before her time was up I
|

had the nest-pan out and had a look at the

eggs. The other two eggs hatched out the

next morning, so that I have been fortunate

enough to get, four birds out of three eggs,

and all the birds are doing well.

W, II. Jackson.
[A number of cases of two birds hatching

out of one egg have from time to time been

notified in our columns.—

E

ditor.]

Never Say Die!
Sir,— I see in Cage Birds a certain gentle-

man saying “Never say die” when you are

Canary breeding. 1 am very pleased he has
such good faith, as I myself am of the same
opinion. This is my first year of breeding
Roller Canaries (well. Canaries of any kind).

My father bought me a grand Roller cock for

15s. about two years ago, which has been a

very fine songster. 1 had a Roller hen given

me by a friend who does a little breeding for

a hobby and for sale. Well, I paired them up
and got four nice young birds. I paired them
up a second time, and also got four young—
each time out of four eggs. But the third

time I paired them up I got five young birds

out of four eggs, which, it being my first year
of breeding, surprised me i&ry much. Then
I paired up again, and have now got another
nest of four young. All these young have
been bred by the same cock and hen, and all

have been brought up by the hen alone. I

take the cock bird away when the third egg
is laid. I had another hen which I paired to

the same cock, and got three young out of

four eggs, one being dead in the shell. The
latter hen has got. four more eggs, which she
is sitting on. So 1 thought I would like you;-

readers to know of my first year’s breeding
as a novice. I should very much like to know
if this is not a nice record for a novice with
one cook bird and two hens in one season up
to July 31? I have 20 young, and 4 eggs sit-

ting at the present time. Starting a novice,

I give the credit for nil my rik-i'pka to your
valuable paper, Cade Hi iu>«, and tin grand
hook by Claude St. John, called “Canary
Breeding for Beginners.” It is not only a
pleasure to read them, hut they are perfect
guides to all (not only the novice) in all things
concerning ('unary breeding. I wish your
paper all success, arid hope to continue in the
same way of good management by the help of
Cage Birds. ( should like to mention that
although breeding strongly with my cock bird
he is still in full song and health.

Fred Wm. Growth kr.

Sir, 1 have been reading the letter undet
“ Never say die,” and with your permission
I would like to give you my experience of my
first season’s Canary breeding, thinking per-
haps it might be of interest to others just
starting and who are inclined to give up at
the first piece ol had luck. I started with one
cock and two hens. One hen went to nest
and laid five eggs, and brought out five healthy
chicks, but gave up feeding on the 6th day.
J3he went to nest again and laid one egg; next
day I found her dead, egg-bound. The other
Hen went to nest and laid three eggs and
brought out and reared three very healthy

,

birds, two cocks and one hen—the cocks arc
singing now. This hen went to nest again,
and again laid three eggs and brought out
two chicks (the other was dead in shell). She
fed these birds very well for five days, when
she suddenly took ill and died the next day.
I had no other hen to give the chicks to, so
they were lost. Thus out of three nests I

have three birds. But I am as proud of those
three as some, no doubt, would be of three
dozen, and I intend, in spite of my bad luck,
to try again next season. The Fancy teaches
one patience. I wish Cage Birds every suc-

cess. Wm. Perrin;

The Catching of Goldfinches.
Sir,—Would any of your numerous readers

kindly tell me the best place to catch a few
Goldfinches? I intend to have a few days in

the country. I have been a reader of your
grand paper since its birth.

Working Man (Morpeth).
[We think our friend will be well advised if

he leaves the catching of Goldfinches until, at

least, the first week in October.—Editor.]

HOW LINNET SINGING CONTESTS 8 CLUBS ARE RUN.

Sir,—r will try and tell how we in Lanca-
shire carry a club on. Some districts have
a contest for time singing only

;
that is, the

bird wins that sings the. longest time in a

period of time agreed on—say half a minute
face to face, and five minutes of what we call

“behind screen.” Some have a minute face

to face and eight minutes behind screen, just

as the members agree to sing. The prizes

are according to the number of entries.

Others, such as Blackburn Linnet Club
(which is the oldest and best club in Lanca-

shire) hold contests for quality only, with

three judges, one being picked for final judge

out of the three Leigh, near Wigan (an-

other good club of its kind) has prizes for

time singing, and also for quality singing.

It would pay other societies to follow the

example of Leigh.

Now all the club sings and open sings are

sung on what we call “the wood;” that is,

a kind of shelf put straight across the win-

dow, level with the sash. You get in your

entries of birds, and the entries never close

before the last three pair are left to go up

;

that means about a quarter of an hour before

the contest will be over. Any man or woman
(we have one, at least, here interested in

Linnet singing) can enter as many birds as

they wish, but can only win one prize with

one bird (unless stated to. the contrary be-

forehand). When you make a start, you put

your shelf up to the window. You then want

a slide 'to go between the cages: anything

will do so long as the birds cannot see each,

other when put up. It must not be touch-

ing the cages, and botli sides must be a tike

(not one side red and the other sice white).

Just a plain piece of wood is best, made to

stand up by itself. Yon want a minute man

;

t.lpit is, a man to keep bis eye on the watch

to see when the half minute is up. He puts

the slide between the birds when the half

minute ends, whether the bird is singing or

not; then he keeps his eye on the watch for

the other four and a- half minutes. l’he

best way for him is to get five matches, or

eight as the case might be, and drop a match

every minute ;
otherwise he will lose count,

no matter how clever he is. Then you want

two timers (that is, in time singing) to count

the seconds that each bird sings. You also

want two tappers. So you have two men

for each bird. One has to keep his eye on

the watch, the other on the bird. Sings do

not count if the bird sings under three, or

1

five, seconds, as may be agreed to. The
i tapper keeps his -eye on the bird, and. when

|
he secs the bird' oil his side singing he

squeezes the timer’s arm or leg, to let him
count the seconds that the bird sings. No
one is allowed to move in the room when
singing is on. The timer books down on
« slip the time his tapper has given him,
such as 7, 9, 4, etc. No one must tell what
any bird has done until the contest is over.

Every bird, after it has sung, is given to a

bird keeper. He takes your bird off you, and
it is locked away out of hearing of the other

birds that have to sing in the contest. It

is in safe keeping, and it ensures that you
cannot sing the same bird twice in one con-

test. Of course, all the cages are numbered,
and you draw lots which bird shall sing

first. We will say 30 birds are entered. I

draw number 29; the next man draws 2. Our
two birds sing together, and the first pair

out of the hat sing first; second pair next,

and so on. I like to leave the counting of

the seconds to the secretary. He always in-

vites anyone to count the sheets up, if he
wishes, before he (the sec.) reads the winners,

out. Of course, every member understands

that his bird must be covered up when he is

in the contest room ; that- is, when his num-
ber is called as one of the next pair, he puts

a cover over his bird’s cage until the minute-

man gives him the word to put it in the win-

dow with the bird he has drawn against-

When time is up the minute-man stamps/

his foot, and says “up.” If there is any-

one who does not understand this description,

let him pay a visit to Blackburn or Leigh,

and he will soon see ;
and if he tells the fan-

ciers where he comes from he will not go-

hungry or dry! After the contest is over,

and the winners are drawing their prizes

(which are always given as soon as possible-

after the contests) you will hear the boys-,

say “Don’t forget the cap.” The winners. ^
always give a little towards an entertainment

fund. So when all is settled, and all have

their birds back, we usually get up a little-

sing-song and let the birds see how men can

sing. It is good sport for anyone interested

in birds; of course, it would be slow toothers,

especially if it happens that a. good few birds

don’t sing. I only wish we had contests

oftener ;
and if Blackburn and other clubs

would try time and quality they would get

more members. I do not mean always, but

at open contests such as Leigh have now and

again. I hope to see all local fanciers in a

Pendlebury contest shortly ;
but understand

it is only a cottage window where we have

the singing. Still, it is the same for one as

for the other.
Alex. Donnkm.v.
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CORRESPONDENCE.'
Continued from Overleaf,

Preparing Linnets for Contest
Singing.

Siu, In reply to “Linnet” re preparing

Linnets for contest singing, I have the “ Nut-

shell ” booklet on the Linnet, but I am only

a novice, so if “ Linnet ” could give mo any

special seed mixture, etc., for use for contest

singing, 1 would put him on to a special sing-

ing cage. Any special information will be

thankfully received.

J. Houghton.

The Annual Show of the Bristol
Fanciers’ Association.

StR,- The Bristol Fanciers’ show on Sept.

30th and Oct. 1st will not be held at the

Bristol Exhibition, as originally arranged. A
winding up order was made against the Com-
pany on the 20th July, and at present the

Exhibition is being carried on by the Re-

ceiver. The Receiver (Mr. Sedgwick) in an

interview with our Chairman stated that he

could not guarantee that the Exhibition vAll

remain open up to that date. I had received

many promises of support from others than

our own members, prizes, cash and specials

to a value of over £400 being offered, and

shall therefore be glad if you will insert this

announcement that we have arranged to hold

the show on the same dates at the Bristol

Coliseum, and that it is hoped with their per-

mission to carry the show through with no

other alteration than that of venue. Particu-

lars will appear in your advertising column in

due course.

G. T. H. Magos.
Secretary, Bristol F.A.

A Goldfinch Fertilises Thirty-
seven Eggs.

Sir,

—

Could any of your readers tell me the

greatest number of Mules a Goldfinch has

been known to bo the father of in one season?

My reason for asking is this: I have a “ Pep.-

throat ” Finch which I purchased last No-

vember as a house moulted bird. I had four

hen Canaries which I bought, knowing how
they were bred, with the idea of breeding

light Mules. I decided to run the Finch with

the four hens in single box cages, passing him
on from one hen to the other as the hens

went to. nest'. My idea in running him with

the four hens was to weaken his breeding

power so that he was only just in condition

to fertilise the eggs, as my opinion is the

Finch plays an important part iff Light Mule
breeding, and that light Mules are mostly

bred from old Finches, or one only just able

to fertilise the eggs. Up to the present he

has fertilised 37 eggs. I krve five to hatch

now. and 28 have hatched, while four young

died in the shell. Two of the young were

quite clear, and 6 very light. I am now run-

ning the Finch with the last hen for this sea-

son. I should like to know if anyone has bred

so many from ono Goldfinch?
F. Groom.

Singing Contests

.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be f>aid for at
advertisement rates ,

three words a penny.

TYLDESLEY.
Linnet contest. Queen Hotel Linnet Club, open

to all England, for time and quality
;
there was

onlv a poor entrance, only 29 birds faced the

judges. Judges for quality, W. Barnes and W.
Cain: timekeepers, G. Partington and Disley

;

tappers. T. Robinson and J. Sitherland ; birdman,

J Tate. Quality: 1, Fairhurst : 2, Barnes; 3,

Cain- 4, Knowles. Time: 1, Harrison. 124 secs.

;

2. Darby-hire, 109 secs.: 3, Donnelly. 100 secs.; 4,

Knowles, S3 secs.—F. Kennedy, Assist. Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing for Linnets, Old Bird House,

Skinner's Arms, Busfingthorpe, July 31st. Nine-

teen birds competed for three prizes. 1, Binns;

8, Ward: 3. Rosindale. Judges, C. Clayton,

Granger.—C. Clavton. Hon. Sec.

Le.ds Linnet and Canary Club quality singing

matches. Plasterer's Arms, Skinner Lane, August

1st Fourteen birds entered. 1, Ward, a -nice

scraping and reeing bird: 2. Tom Chippindale: 3,

(shared: Plavforth and WigfieM. Judges, Sellers

and SolOman. August 2, only 1« birds entered. 1,

Playforth: 2. 3. (Shared) Wood and J. Chippindale.

Judges. \. Lorriman and N. Boloman. August 3,

lfi birds. 1. WigfieM ; 2. 3, Playforth. Judges, P.

Madden and Appteyard.

THE SHOWS.
(Continued from page 53.)

SOUTHPORT C.B.S.
Second N.F. shows, Aug. 1. Norwich were again

down in numbers, but a stormer was otaged by

Mr. Button, a cl. yell, that with luck should moult

out a wonder, if it doesn't develop too much
feather. Yorks, were out in greater force, and

tome nice youngsters were staged. Mr. W. O. Kay
judged. YELL. NOK. : 1, 2, Sutton; 8, H. John-

son; vhc, Johnson; c, Fawcett. BUFF: 1, 2,

Sutton: 3, Fawcett; vhc, Johnson. VAR. BUFFS.:
1 2, Sutton; 3, II. Johnson. YORKS., YELL.: 1,

vhc, Nixon; 2, Whitehead; 3, he, Linakcr; c, Wright.

BUFF: 1, vhc, c, Linakcr; 2, 3, Wright; he,

Nixon. VAR. BUFF.: 1, Wright; 2, 3, he, c,

Nixon; vhc, Whitehead. A.O.V. : 1, lie, Johnson;

2, Sutton.

EDINBURGH C.B.S.
Third annual Y’.B. ohow, Aug. 1, Cairns

Memorial llall, Gorgle Road. About 90 young

birds were on the bench. Mr. J. F. Dewar, Edin-

burgh, judged, and his awards were very cordially

received. NOR. CL. YELL.: 1, 3, A. Brown; 2,

M’Ointy • 4 sp., Watson; 0, Chariton. BUl'r. 1,

Grant; 'i, Brown; 3, MeUinty; 4, Frier; 0, Staines

;

(i, Morrison; 7, Stormont. Git. OR VAR. YELL. .

] 5 Thomson j 2, Staines; 3, Frier; 4, McGinty

,

o’ Dale. BUFF: 1, Grant; 2, Thomson; 3, Watson;

4 Dale’ 6, Morrison; 0, McGinty; 7, Hunter.

CHEST OR C.B.: 1, 2, Seffrie; 3, Morrison. liORD.,

CE (lit TKD. YELL.: 1, Brash; 2, 4, Spittal; 3,

Napier; 9, Weir; «, Michie. BUFF: 1 Brown; 2.

Murray; 3, Brash; 6, Michie; t>, 7, Spittal. A.O.

COE. YELL. : 1, 3, Michie; 2, Spittal; 4, Murray;
r
i Weir’ 0. Hay. BUFF: 1, Brash; 2, Spittal; 3,

Murray;’ 4, Napier; 5, G, 7, Hay. SCOTCH ELY.

YELL.: 1, 2, Steel. BUIF: 1, Steel; C iNIL . 1 .2,

Watson; 3, 5, Charlton; 4, Thomson. HYB. OR
I/I\ MULE: 1, Watson. VAR. MULE : 1, Gor-

mont; 2, Bell, junr. GOLD OR LINNET MULE
(DK.) : 1, Dick; ^ Bell, junr.—J. C. Charlton, sec.

BEAUMARIS.
Eleventh annual show, August 3, in glorious

weather. The birds made a grand display of

uood f>pecinK.*ns in all varieties. Yorks, held their

>wn well in number and quality, Norwich making

icadwav in numbers, the veterans well to the tore

ind hard to* beat. Several promising youngsters

vers also on vie|W, well through tlie moult ,
others

hat will make a name for themselves later on.

\ good class of Finches and Mules camo forward,

dr Hughes made an efficient sec. Mr. W. H.

Williams won special most entries and most points,

dyde's sp., Mrs. Jones. Mr. L. R. Roberts

udged very satisfactorily.
.

YORKS. YELL. (9) : 1, Nolan, wing tkd., nice

en^th good shape and col., very fit, on good

egs; 2, J. Jones, cl. yell., good length and pose,

shapely ; 3, Gallichan, cl., slim and tight, very tak-

as: res., Mrs. Jones; vhc, H. Jones. BtFt (5).

L Nolan, grand, cl., shapely and stylish, well

Moulded, straight, boxy feather, welRknown; 2,

Herbert Jones, uneven mkd., grand length and

ityle, good pos., little to choose; 3, GalUchan, cl.,

nice length, shapely, on good legs; vhc, Roberts

Pros. NOR., YELL. .(5): 1, 2, 3 W. H. Williams

grand trio ot the first water, leader, cl., yell., good

rxidy ,
shape and sub., rich c-ol.; 2, 3, clears, typical

youngsters, former best head and neck, wjll be

heard of again, grand qua!- ; res-. Ferries. BUI I

fR\. i 9 be W. H. Williams, winner- four-pointed,

added’ another win to his long list, rare specimen,

often noted, 2, cl. Buff, grand size and qual., good

head and neck; 3. res., J Jones, vaneg nice qual

good wings and tail, shade lighter; vhc, A. E. Fer-

ries. GOLDF. (4): 1, res., W. H. Williams grand

size and shape, good flush face, rare tan, and mark-

ings 2 3 E. Jones, 2nd, excellent coloured blaze,

nice’ tan, 3rd, shapely, good size, blhzc and col.

MULE OR HYB. (5): 1, 2, 3, Hughes Bios., six-

pointed Goldfinch-Canary, nice size and qual.. won

2nd Dark Buff Goldfinch-Can., good size, rich blaze,

a dk. Linnet Mule; res., Humphreys KELLI,,

ETC (3) • 1 2, be. Green, rich coloured Bullf. lead-

ing. good size, grand cap ; 2, Griffiths, «ood Bu
v”|j;

great size, good cap, beaten col.; 3, W. H.

liams large, nice col.; res., Hughes. EOR. (0)

.

13 Harrison. Alexandrine Parrakeet excellent

condition, 3rd, Diamond Sparrows; 2 Gnffitfe, ^ood

lorikeet’ he, Green. BRIT. (3). l, Jxpian, wax

wing, good size, superb markings, excellent form

,

2. Griffiths, good sized Wax wing, not so fit, 3 .
J.

Tone= Chaffinch, good col., unsteady yet. BOLD,

'm i. H Jones/ cl. buff, shapely jaunty car.,

nicelv clothed: 2, Miss Hughes, neck mkd. yell.,

good tJTe and feather; 3, Nolan, Cmn. mkd., neat

youngster; he, Green. ^
REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Troon and Loans (Ayreshire).—Aug. 29. Judge, A.

"Meeking. 21 cl., Scotch Fancy 2, Nor. 2, Bord.

Local Can. 1, Brit. 9 (2 Local), For. 1. Sell 1, Gift

Prize 3 ,
10s., 6s., 2s. 6d.; tee, Is. 6d. Entries

ose Aug. 25, to R. Wallace, 56, Portland Street,

roon.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

\Vi«an Cage Bird Society says: ‘’Dear Sir,-Glad to

say° our members are simply delighted . with the

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc. L.

Ball ” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, 'E.C.

“THE POULTRY WORLD"
will tell you everything you want to know about poultry-keeping. It is quite a simple hobby and

provides much enjoyment.

Thf P a ltry World i? on SzMe at all newsagents ‘Id., or a sample copy may be^nau free from the

offiev'. Tlu* booklet, “ Poultry Appliances and How to Make Them,” price €d., or 7d. post free, tells

jou exactly how to make your own poultry house.

“Th® Poultry W'orldl,”
154, FLEET STREET, LONDON. E.C.

(Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1 )
—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of papjr, and con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(.2)—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper
, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet, of paper.

(4) Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(5)—Thc department to V)hlch the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(0)
— If an answer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first post at latest.

(7 )— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists
,

a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems.)
(S)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must' state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)

—

All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“ Capo Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds

staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries—Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,

ancf Hybrids—H. Norman. Foreign Birds— Wesley T.

Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life— H. Norman.

Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,

Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary,* we shall, should the querist desire

us to do so, be pleased to submit his questions

for answer to some leading specialist on the

variety concerned.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

A REPORT (W. H.).—Many thanks for sending

result of the treatment, which I am very glad to

know has been successful so far, and trust recovery

will soon be quits complete.

CAUSE OF PARALYSIS (iS. A. M. James).-As the

bird was palpably weak and delicate from the

beginning it is more than likely that the condition

you took for paralysis was nothing more than pro-

gressive weakness which took away the power of the

bird to maintain its bold upon a perch. It is not

unusual for these very -delicate, anaemic specimens

to lose the power of perching before the end arrives,

but only a post-mortem could reveal the actual

cause ol the condition with any degree of certainty.

This should always take place as quickly after

death as possible, and would be useless in this

particular case after this lapse ol time oven if you

wished for it to be done.
AN ILL-KEPT CANARY (Harvester).—Insects

may probably have been the cause of the bird’s

condition in the first place, but I do not think they

are likely to be any trouble now, so, beyond giving

a bath in which you have added a few drops of

essence of quassia about twice a week for. a few

weeks, you need trouble no further about these

pests. Treat the bird as follows and it will no
doubt moult out into good plumage. Give a staple

diet of plain danm-y seed. Every second day give

separately half a teaspoonful of summer rape, which

you may scald now and .again for a little change,

and on these days give also a little green salad

of .some kind. On the alternate days give a similar

quantity, of mixture of equal parts of hemp, niger,

b'laek rape, linseed, teazle, and broken groats.

Three times a week for the next month give a

piece of bread and milk the size of a hazel n.ut

dusted with flour of sulphur and then sprinkled

with soft sugar, and each time add on the fol-

lowing day as much chlorate of potash as will

cover a threepenny-piece to the drinking water.

Slightly smear the hare places twice a week for a
month with sulphur ointment, hut do not daub the-,

plumage unnecessarily. Allow the bird to bathe a.s

often as it like?.
„ .

AFFECTED BY MOULTING (Hampstead).—It is

rot at all unusual for birds to be affected more

than usual by the moult vhen. they have left their

youth behind them, and I do not think there is

much the matter with your bird other than the

natural effect of the moult. I think it will come

all right if you take due precautions to protect

it from direct colS draughts, and feed it rather

liberally. Add to its diet a morsel of bread soaked

in cold’ milk, drained, two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it and sprinkled with soft sugar three

or four times a week, and three times a week add

20 drops of Chemical Food to the drinking water.

The scaly kgs. and feet are probably duo to the

bird's age, and the tenderness is undoubtedly due

to the moult. Bathe them once a day for a few

days in a solution of -borucic acid— a t.-uspoonful of,

the acid in .a. saucerful of .warm water—then dry,*

and anoint them gently with sulphur ointment.

The difficulty of getting -ahWit the perches may he

due to overgrown claws. If the bird’ is troubled

in this way cut tlie claws 'back 'to a proper length

with a sharp pair of rail or embroidery scissors

after bathing them clean.

.BREEDING QUERIES (J. S. do Freitas).-- (1)

Minor noises of any ordinary nature, such as

V‘poking ttie fire," etc., whilst ’hens are sitting,

will have no effect whatever in preventing the

eggs hatching, but it is possible . that sudden
sharp noises, such as the violent slamming of a

door anywhere near the cages may be responsible

for chicks being dead in shells. It is best to

avoid extraordinary disturbances of the latter

nature at all times, -but especially when eggs arc

getting near t lie time for hatching; but you need
not fear any ordinary domestic noises doing liann.

(2) I would not go so far as to say it is ab-

solutely escntiul to give green food during the
breeding season. because 1 have known fanciers

breed successfully who never, or very rarely, sup-
plied any green food. But I do say that it is

mast advisable to give it, and by doing so your
chances of success, particularly with shy feeding
hens, are very considerably increased. I do not
consider either apple or banana is a quite efficient
substitute for crisp young gft-en salads when
breeding, though banana may be given in addition
if desired, or as a quite temporary substitute.
Apple I should avoid at that season. (3) I have
not myself used the food you name as a com-
plete substitute for egg, so cannot speak from
vxperienco. I believe others have succeeded with
it.

A CEREAL FOOD (A. A. S.). Honestly, my opinion
of the food of which you sent sample and pre-
scription is that ^ith a little less salt in it it

might make a a serviceable meal for rearing chickens
or ducklings, but for young Canaries 1 should expect
only the fittest and strongest to survive, in spite of,

rather than in virtue of this food. The author in

question was undoubtedly a man of experience, but
nevertheless 1 doubt whether he ever reared many
birds on this food. It contains too much salt, and
far too much free oil from the linseed and hemp.
The fact that only one of your birds seem to care
for it should suffice to condemn it as a substitute
for egg-food In your case. It is utterly useless ex-
pecting to succeed in rearing young with a food
wnich the parent birds Tefuse to eat freely. If you
want a substitute use the biscuit and desiccated egg
which has been given in this column several times
In the last month or so.

MORE SEED SAMPLES (E. B ).—The Canary is

a trifle small, but is very clean, bright and sweet,
and of excellent qualify. Rape No. 1 is a good
quality of English rape often sold as cole. When
a good usable quality of summer rape cannot be
got, -it forms a tolerable substitute. Rape No. 2
is genuine summer rape, but is very dull, small,

and besprinkled with foreign substances, as though
it had been not too well stored. A staple of
equal parts canary and summer rape, with e
rather more frequent supply of soft food, and
otherwise the same a.s other varieties, is the way’
to feed Hollers when breeding. You should look
up the series of articles on the Roller which have
been, appearing in our columns during the past
few months.
BAD PLUMAGE (W. H. C.).—Examine’ the bird’s

cage well for red mites, and if any arc found,
take the necessary steps to exterminate them.
Allow frequent opportunities for bathing in fair

weather. Do not worry about mating her until

she is in quite good plumage again. Give a staple
mixture of two parts canary to one part sum-
mer rape. In addition to tide, give separately
every second day a piece of bread the size of a
hazel nut, soaked in cold milk, drained, lightly

dusted with flour of sulphur, and finally sprinkled
with soft sugar. On -the alternate days give a
pinch ot a mixture of equal parts inga, millet,

linseed, teazle, and broken groats. Also give a
young growing stool of dandelion daily. Continue
the above feeding for three or four weeks, and
during the first week add ten drops of glycerine

and ten of lemon juice to the water every second
day. The rapP of which you sent sample is

winter rape. Get summer rape of a mild nutty
flavour, and limit the use of the sort you 6eiul

to seed mixtures for occasional use.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's "Canary Manual

”

(1/2);
Baltye's "Yorkshire Canaries’’ (1/1$); House’s "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s “Stock Book" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Dr. Cres-

well’s "Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); Norman’s
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); Ramsden’s
“Colour-feeding” (3$d.) ; "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2j<f. each)

:

No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. G “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy." No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

CEASED SINGING (0. R. K.).—It Is not very un-
usual for a cock which was in good vigorous song
to cease singing when mated. Therefore, as both
your birds appear to be quite fit in all other re-

spects, I do not suppose there is anything at all

wrong with them, so you can only let Nature follow

the usual course. You certainly mated the birds

too early, so you must not be surprised to have
found the clutch of eggs of low fertility.

STILL TIPPLING (Ayrshire).—You should see

that your seeds and other foods, especially the

hemp, are qiiite sound and good. Stop green food

for the present, and do not relax your efforts to

keep the cage floor and perches as clean as possi-

ble. Every second day give a small tcaspoonful of

a mixture of equal parts hemp, teazle, maw, and
crushed plain biscuit (dry), and on the alternate

days give a morsel of bread and milk dusted with
ourbonato of bismuth. In the drinking water add

six drops of tinetuiyi of gentian and lour of tinc-

ture of opium daily until the looseness stops. Con-

tinue this treatment for a week or fortnight, as may
seem necessary.
TWO YORKSHIRES (Cannibal).—(1) You must

first remove all the exciting causes of bronchial

trouble, such as cold draughts, dfisty or impure
air, sudden fluctuations of heat and cold, etc. Keep
bird in a moderate temperature, fairly equable,

and do not hang it high up near the ceiling nor

near or over a burning light ,in the evenings. Give

a morsel of bread and milk with two drops of cod

liver oil emulsion on it, and sprinkled with maw
seed every second day for a fortnight, and on tho

alternate days give a little green food in variety.

Add a pinch of Epsom salts to the water for one

day, and afterwards five drops each ot syrup of

squills, ipecac, wine, and tincture of lobelia every

second’ .day loro, fortnight or three weeks, as may
seem necessary. (2) There must have been some-

thing very wrong with the youngster, for* the hen

to kill and half eat it at sixteen days old. At
this age the young should have "been getting very

nicely Hedged, and getting nearly ready to leave

the nest, and altogether a tJagh morsel for Ha
mother to hall cat. If she had been neglecting

it previously, so that it was not properly ’grown.

,try the method of' feeding advised to "Laurence

Connell,” in this issue, with the next brood, and
if the cock was taken away this time, fiy leav-

ing him in the next time. If she then begins to

ill-treat the young, «t once transfer them to a

foster mother, if one is available. Socking a

morsel of lean beef on tire end of a perch for tho

lien to peek at has been advised for this vice, but

1 have no personal experience of its efficacy, and
ir mediate transference is the best Tomnitv.
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BRITISH BIRDS,
MCUI.ES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
MANY QUESTIONS (K. Spinks).- Young birds of

j

nil kinds clioull Imve a certain quantity of .-oft

jl tuod, such' us hard-boiled ore mixed up with ground
i

1 biscuit or broad crumbs, then as they grow give
soaked sor'd and tin y aeMto llglrtly crooked, split

(|j
groats, and later ordinary seed with a little green

f

lood ond weeding tops ot gross, ohloliweed, etc. (2)
If you aro interested in Canaries, I would advise

ij you t-o obtain our book, " Canary Breeding for
Beginners.'’ Tills will give you all t ho Information

:
you require on tho subject. (S) Young Buntings
should be fed in the tame manner as other young

I
birds, but you Mill find ns they begin to crack
seeds that they will eat much more conory than
any other, ami they will also consume u fair quan-
tity of insects, botli «s babies and when grown up.

<4) Ttie host crosses for a beginner aro Linnet-
Canary, (JrcenlluchCumiry. and Goldfinch-Canary,
in each case the Canary to he tile hen. (5) Cock
Ureeotl noli and hen Canary is the easiest cross or
any. (6) Almost as easy. (7) Have been bred
this way. ^8) Genuine crosses between Buntings

j

ond Canaries have not yet hern produced. (0) The
admirers of each variety think theirs is the best.

I' (10) Tho Norwich is tho best for crossing. (11)

Canaries will live during tho winter under the

|

conditions you mention
;

they are quite hardy if

properly attended, to.

BIRD FOR AVIARY (Goldehaif).-Your aviary
will not be large enough to contain many birds';

tlio pairs that you suggest putting in would bo
ample. In tact, if you thought of trying to bleed
with them, you had better not have the Chaffinches.

When birds are at all crowded they are sure to
get. into mischief, so that clutches of eggs and nicely

built nests arc generally destroyed.- The birds you
mention would mate with their own species, if they
did. at all, and if they reared tho young you would
hove nothing very choice, although, of course, veiy
interesting. You suggest that you may get
something in Hybrids, but I would advise you to
try for them properly by turning in, say, three
Bullfinch hens, a cock Uoldie, a Linnet, and a

Greenfinch or Redpoll, as your chances of success
would bo much greater. It is natural for birds

to mate with their own kind, and it is only by
excluding their proper partners that cock birds

will pair with other species. In feeding birds in

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloulton's great work, " Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7 / G) ; Norman's “ British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Part 1

“
llardbills” (1/1), Part 2

“
Softbills

"

(1/1); ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
‘‘Seeds, Foods

, and ll'ihi Plants" (1/2); ‘‘Secrets o)

Hybrid Breeding” (1/2)'; Dr. Crcswcll's ‘‘Hygiene o/

Bird-keeping

”

(1/1); Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird
Fever” (7d.) ;

"Colour-feeding ” (3id.); or the "Nut.
shell " booklets (2jd. each); No. i “ Goldfinch ,’’

No. 2, “ Linnet,” No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 ” Bullfinch,” No. 13
“
Chaffinch ,” No. 15 '‘Greenfinch,” No. 22 ‘‘Siskin,

Redpoll, and Tu'ite,” No. 25 ‘‘Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

j

“ Ailing Birds and llow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ HoW to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “ Ccge
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

I

'

;

an aviary, one must feed, for the choicest subject.
If, for instance, a Goldfinch is turned in with
Linnets, a certain quantity of hemp and sunflower
must be given to all for the benefit of the Goldie;
lie would not thrive on the canary and rape that
the Linnets could live on. If you make up your
mind what birds you intend to keep, I shall be
pleased to assist you. I might mention that the
autumn would be a good time for you to procure

young birds of the year suitable to breed hybrid!

I

witli next season. #

LINNET MOULTING (S. Clifford).—If your Linnet
went through a soft moult in the spring lie should
have his proper moult in the autumn, although it

would not be a very unusual thing for a cage bird

to miss a monlt. As you want him for exhibition

purposes, X should advise you to encourage him to
cast his feathers. Try first of all a change of

position and temperature, and If this is not suc-

cessful, place him in a nice quiet corner of the
bird room and partly cover up his cage with a

pieee of thin calico or muslin, covering' up a little

more of it every day, at the same time put a few

shreds of meadow siffron in the drinking water.

Another way would be to turn him into an outside

aviary, if he has been kept inside in a small cage;

the extra exercise and fresh air would no doubt
start him. I would suggest you try this way if

you have the convenience, as tho (bird would be

more likely to come through in good condition.

When ho has once started, do not move him from

-place to place, or you will probably check the

growth of feathers, and run the risk of hie catching

cold.
HEN GOLDFINCH CANARY (W. S. Parsons).—

' The bird of which you send such a good descrip-

tion is evidently a hen Goldfinch-Canary. Unfor-

tunately such hybrids are not of much use except

as pets, although if they show any inclination to

go to neat will often make good foster mothers for

rearing other birds of more value. Feed on canary

seed, witli a little mixed seed two or three times

a week, and a spray of green food, or seeding

chickwced, shepherd’9 purse, etc.

HANDREARING CHAFFINCHES AND GREEN-
FINCHES (Beginner).—The latter birds are not

at all difficult to handrear; they can be safely

brought up on hard-boiled egg and biscuit made
rather sloppy at first, and given every hour on

the end of a stick, or 'by means of a “Fillup''

feeder. Chaffinches are scarcely so robust, and

require a little more management. Do not take,

the youngsters too early, let them be until there

aro signs of them opening their eyes. Crush a

couple of Osborne biscuits and beat up a hard-

boiled egg, with a fork, and mix with it. Take .a

small quantity and make fairly moist with a little

new milk, or diluted condensed, if you have not thj

other handy. Be careful that the food is per-

fectly sweet and made fresh at least once a day.

Feed from early morning until late at night, feed

every hour, but do not cram them, just fill the
crop nicely, ao that tlufy are ready for more
when the next feeding time comes round. In addi-

. tion to this food, cut up' some small mealworms
and drop into the open beak, first dipping them
In the milk. As the youngsters grow, add a pinch

I of good insectile food to the egg and biscuit, also

a little soaked rape seed
;
this should be soaked in

cold water, and kept just damp in a warm corner,

until It begins to sprout, when It la ready for use.

When they begin to peck up, give t lie soaked

rape, maw, cracked hemp, canary, and later some
Sunflower, still

,
giving them a little Insectile food

fresh daily, until they are well oil to seed. When
you mix your -egg and biscuit, you should occa-

sionally add a plnoll of line grit to aid digestion.

II you manage to secure your brood of Greenfinches

and Chaffinches at the same time, they could both

bo reared upon the same lood, as although the insect

life is not absolutely necessary to tho Urccnlcs, It

would assist thorn, and help to mako finer specimens.

MAGPIE MATTERS (Undo l’hil), Botli sexes of

Magpies, Jays, .and Jackdaws will talk, but, like

liumuns, some so muoU belter than others. In

making a selection from a brood, choose the largest;

t,hey are ;tlio most likely to make allow birds. '(2)

I know there is an idea Hint we have two kinds of

Magpies, tho Tree and tho Hedge bird, hut 1 am
inclined to think that such is imaginary. Tho Mag-

pie will build in a tree, and frequently in a ball

hedge, and even u bush, and ljom ‘this no doubt

lias arisen the idea that we have two distinct birds.

1 have seen young ones reared that wore token from

both places, and could detect noi real difference.

You will find that locality lias more cffec't upon tho

size than the situation of the nest.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AVIARY QUERIES (ltetlaw).—Aj’iary No. 1 will

suffice for tho Budgerigars both for summer and

winter quarters and you could include with thorn

pairs each of Black-cheeked, Blue-winged and Mada-
gascar (Grey-headed) Lovebirds, which require tho

same treatment as Budgerigars—the only difference

being that tire Lovebirds require' some dead leaves,

thin twigs, arid strips of bark as nesting material.

(A) Yes. (B) 1 should keep a saucer of dry bis-

cuits (broken up) in the aviary when they are

feeding young and supply greenfood plentifully. (C)

No, the aviary i-s too small for them to agree

together. The Quakers might agree with tho

Rosalias, but the risk of the experiment must be
your own. If you try the Quakers you must
-supply some twiggy branches, such as are used in

the making of birch-brooms, for them to build with*

JACARINI FINCHES (Alvara).—Jacarini Finches

is the common name and when on the market they
are offered as such. They are seed-eaters, but are

the better for occasional insects—If you care to send

a stamped and addressed wrapper -per the- Editor I

will send you a short sketch of them, which I wrote
some years ago.
AILING AMAZON (H. E. S.).—You ought not to

have left- the mouth unattended for nearly twelve
months, it will now be very difficult of cure. Get
a box of honey and borax, put a little on the end
of a stick, and as ishe Is cross she will bite at

the stick, and so Lake the mixture ; do this twice

or thrice daily till the mouth is clean, but the
stick must be well cleansed after

t
©ach operation.

You could also spread a little of it thinly on a

crust of bread, 1 that has first been slightly mois-

tened with water. Do not give the tabic scraps,

unless these are simply bits of bread and cake, and
do not soak the toast in tea, use a mixture of

syrup- of phosphates and tepid water—one part of
the former to three of the latter—as the moistening
medium. All the other items you name can be
given. Give Dimu-ford's Magnesia—one teaspoonful
in the drinking water—every fourth day so long as
the voddings »je not watery loose, and on the
intervening days p-ut half a teas-poonful of syrup
of phosphates in the drinking water. If other
adverse symptoms develop write again at once with
full details.

AILING GREY PARROT (G. W.).—You must con-
tinue to give the milk-sop until the bird takes to
the seed again, but also regularly offer fruit, slightly
moistened biscuit, and plain cake, also nuts in

variety, such as shelled pea, Barcelona and walnuts.
On reoei-pt of this reply put half a teaspionful ol
tasteless castor oil into the milk-sop, till the bowels
become quite loose, when this occurs put half a
teas-poonful of cod liver oil emulsion into the sop
daily for a fortnight, and fifteen drops of syrup of
phosphates into the drinking water daily for about
one month. You would do well to get ou-r Grey

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's ‘‘Foreign Birds for Beginners

”

(1/11); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockaliels” (Gd.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7d.);
“ Aviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cuges ” (2/3) ;

“ Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.); Dr. Cresswelt’s “Hygiene of
Bird-Keeping” (1/1);

“Colour-feeding” (31d.l; or the
“Nutshell'’ booklets (2 Jd. each); No. C “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them.” No. (i

“ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. ]4 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “ The Grey Parrot,” No.
18 “Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The rekin Robin,” No. 20

"Waybills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free fg)in “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Parrot “ Nutshell,” 2jd. post free, from our manager/
it would help as to general treatment. Keep the
seed mixture continually in the edge, and as -soon

as she takes to this again gradually discontinue the
sop.
A FEATHER PULLER (J. Chance). —You will

have to continue tire treatment, it is always very,
tiresome checking this vice, many individuals never
entirely give it up after having once acquired it.

Give the magnesia as often as you can without
setting up a -sort of chronic diarrhoea. If there are
any bare places rub in a little Spratts’ Ponnacura,
but do not use .sufficient to grease the plumage.
Get a piece of a branch, with the bark on, two inches
or more thick and fix it in tho cage, running from
bottom to top, fix it at an angle allowing a slope,
and the bird may amuse itself climbing about tills

and biting off the bark instead of abusing ite
plumage, at any rate to some extent. Report pro-
gress about two months Tience.
MORTALITY AMONG HENS (M.C.L.).— (1) It

would need a long article to fully deal with this
matter. The causes are mostly climatic. Then,
again, the character of the subsoil is another im-
portant factor, clay being very bad. chalk or sand
very favourable. Locality, and whether the aviary

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of ail kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of -Health, Diet, Arc., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
“Health and Strength,” 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand, E.C.. mentioning “C.B.”

CLUB A. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of uny forthcoming 8odcty meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later tlian
Tuesday morning's post. Upcciully printed Club
Notice Postcards may be bud tree on upplicutlon to
our Manager. Secretaries should always uso them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S. Aug. 12, Station Cate,
8- io minutes’ papers on novice experience*
(luring breeding season by Messrs. Broadbent, llcat-
ley and Leah. -C. Bailey.
Altreton C.B.S.— Aug. 8, 7. Schedule for annual

open show, Oct. 31. G. BeardaU.
Atterclitto C.B.8.— Aug. 18. Horse and Jockey

Hotel, 8. Lecture by Mr. T. Hemming.- E. Johnson.
Ayr C.B.C.—Aug. 11, Wallace Tower Hall, 7.3b.

Appointing See.; classification for open show. K.
Altken.

Anntiuld Plain C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Mr. Hanagan’e
7.30. Important business.—W. Thompson.

Bolton Roller C.S. Aug. 11, Joiner's Arms, 8.

Show business.— J. Kilshaw.
Brighton and Hove C.B.A.—Aug. 12, Head-

quarters, 8. Annual show business, etc. \V. H.
Gibb.

Bedford & Beds. United C.B.S.—Aug. 11, 26, Pre-
bend Street, 8. Committee meeting

;
arranging

classes for annual oliow, Oct. 15, etc.- A. Simons.
Birmingham South O.S.—Aug. 12, Marlboro’ Hotel,

8.30. Pay specials and prize money ; autumn pro-
gramme.—J. Sheppard.

Bristol East C.B.C.—Aug. 10, Glasshouse Hotel, 8.

General business N.F. show; half-yearly subs. due.
— VV. J. Norman.

Britieh Roller C.C.—No meeting in August.—J. W.
Norrio.
Buckhaven C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Free Gardener's Hall,

6.30. Special business.—W. Foster.
Burnhope C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Colliery Inn, 7. Schedule

for annua! show and other show bus.- J. W. (Robson.
City and Suburban A.C.B.—Aug. 10, Church In-

stitute, CO., Paddington St., 8.15. Competition on best
ten minutes’ lecture. Result by ballot.—V. Wynn.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Aug. 15, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Open show business, etc.

—

Smith and Lees.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— Aug. 8, Lumpkinons, Goth, 7.

General business.—A. Robertson.
Crystal Palace & Penge C.B.S.— Aug. 12, Alexandra

Hotel, Penge, 8. Egg food competition.—H. Lpgg.
Cardiff C.B.S.—Aug. 20, Haskell's Hotel, 8. To

decide classification Car open show ; other important
show business must be settled.—E. Thomas.
Derwsnt Valley C.B.S.—Aug. S, Co-operative Hall,

Low Westwood, 7. Annual show business.—Jame-
son and Johnson.
East Ham C.B.S Aug. 13, cancelled. See “Cage

Birds’’ for further notice.
Eccleshill C.B. A.—Aug. 15, Fountain Inn, 8. Please

note change of date owing to holidays. F.F. show
reports, and arranging for old shows, etc.—S. Wil-
cock.
Farnworth C.B.S.—Aug. 12, Church House. Church

Road, 7.30. Ticket money and paying prize money
F.F. show.—W„ Dawson.
Gateshead C.B.S. — Aug. 12, Headquarters, 8.

Table show,, classes as last. Judge, Mr. W. B.

Butler.—W. Curry.
Great Horton O.S.- Aug 8, Butcher’s Arms, 8.

Special business.—J. Holroyd.

is a sheltered or exposed one, are also points of im-

portance. Con over your mishaps in the light of

above, and see if you can't spot cause and effect in

your individual case. Many aviaries suffer from hav-

ing either too small a shelter, or else it is ill-lighted.

It should be roomy, and as weil lighted as a living

room. If you think locality and subsoil aro against

you, then take your hens indoors from October to

end of April. The article, "Dry Heat for Ailing

Birds,” which ran through our pages, should help

you in treating any cases you get. (2) In addition to

the foods you name, I should supply dry ants’ eggs,

live ants’ eggs, .
caterpillars, well scoured gentles,

and a few mealworms, when the birds you name are

feeding young. Your aviary is very narrow, only

20 inches deep. This is the most probable cause of

most of your mishaps. In rainy weather, the rain

would be driven right to the back of it, and during

gales of wind the conditions .would be equally un-

comfortable for the birds. With such a narrow aviary

the birds would be better in cages in a birdroom dur-

ing the worst month—sexes kept separate. (8) Ava-

davats are very variable, and almost always chang-

ing, though they should wear the fiery scarlet hue
for a brief time at any rate. 1 opine the hardships

which so narrow an aviary engenders lowers their

ton© and accounts f6r the conditions you name—dark,
melani-stic specimens are very numerous among this

species. This species takes readily to cage life, arid

even under these conditions the male usually retains

his fiery garment during the breeding season. Repeat

query upon any points not made clear.

AMAZON PARROT (E. Greenaway).—The dietary

appears to be quite in order, but you make no men-

tion of cuttlebone or grit. These are essentials,

aud the bird should have continuous access to

them. Also keep a piece of half-rotten branch

(fairly stout) in the cage for it to cut up and

exercise its mandibles upon. Every fourth day in

lieu of the Parrish’s, put one teaspeonful of Dir.nc-

ford's Magnesia in the drinking water, and con-

tinue this for some time. These birds do not re-

quire coddling, so long as they arc not subjected

to draught; heat is not required. Continue to give

the greenfood; it's quite in order. You could also

give tufts of grass ifith the mould attached. Dur-

ing the summer months, except, perhaps, when the

wind is in the north and east, stand the turd out

of doors for a good portion of the day, of course,

not where the cage will get the full force of the

sun’s rays, nor yet in the direct line of a current

of wind. It’s best to place the cage against some
building, which keeps the wind from blowing

through it. Not much wrong, only a little cut of

tone apparently.
YOUNG GREY PARROT (J.W.).-keep quiet and m

as even a temperature as possible— about CO degrees

F. or more. Continue to give Dinneford’s Magnesia

—one teaspoonful magnesia to two tablespoonfuls of

chilled water is a good strength—so long as the

voidings do not reach the watery-loose stage, give

the above as the daily drinking water; when undue

looseness sets in, only give the magnesia water

every fourth day. Owing to the fact that Parrots

are often entirely deprived of water during im-

portation. it is necessary to only give them a little

at a time till they have become accustomed to it

again : if allowed free access, they would over-drink

to their own hurt. After pouring all water away

from the boiled maize, add six to eight drops of cod

liver oil before supplying it to the bird; continue

bhifc and the magnesia water till things are recti-

fied. Supply any kind of ripe fruit it will eat,*also

pieces of biscuit, plain cake, and
_

shelled nuts

(walnuts, Spanish and pea): keep a piece of cultle-

lione in the cage continually. Give a liltb- grit,

but you must take the same precautions with tins

as with water. You bhve full directions as to seed

C E.R, Fanciers’ Assoc. Aug. II, Mechanic*' In-
stitute, Stratford, 8. Arrangement and classifica-

tion for young stock show; selection of judges.
W. G. Rogers.
Gulebrough Priory. Aug. 8, Weir's Room, 7.30.

Arrangements! for open -how and other business of
Importance.—W. Wurakcr.

Keighley C.B.S.-~Aug. 11, Hare and Hounds Hotel,
7.30. General business,— C. W. Town.
Kent County C.B. A. -Aug. 12, 86a, Knargatc St.,

Dover, 8. General; patronage. Secretaries who wi ll

tor patronage please apply before Aug. 12. H. Wood.
Lancaster C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Market Hall Coffco

Tavern, 8. Most Important business. J. Bostock.
Larkhall C.B.A.-Aug. 8, Y.M. Halls, 5. Young

bird show.—Allan Thomson.
Leeds C.B. 8.—Aug. 8, Lockhart’s, Briggnte, next

door to Hope Ilroo , 7.30. Open show business. Dis-
cussion on colour-feeding opened by Mr. U. J. Men-
nard.— li. Norton.
Leicester C.B.S.— Aug. 12, Hare and Pheasant, ftA0.

Late N.F. show. Nor. Buff; ditto Yellow; Mule or
Hybrid. J. Hardbattle.
Leicester Hand-in Hand C.B.S Aug. 11, White

Swan, 8.30. General business.—A. Freestone.
Linton & Woodhorn C.B.S.— Aug. 8, Social Club,

7.30. Business important.

—

J. Anderson.
Liverpool B.B.A.—Aug. 13. Oldham Hall. 7.80.

N.F. night show. Judges, F. Handicy and G.
Barker.—J. Lloyd.
Newton le-Willows F. and F.S.—Aug. 13, Pied Bull

Hotel, 8. Prize money, picnic, etc.—H. A. Wadding-
ton.

"Oldham C.B. A.—Aug. 11, Textile Dining Rooms,
8. General and other important business. J. Cope.
Pelton Fell C.B.S.—Aug. 14, Colliery Inn, Pelton

Fell, 7. Business important, table show as well—
Cinn. Yell., Bord. Buff, Yorks. Buff.—J. Robinson.

Partick C.B.C Aug. 7, Forresters' Hall, 8. Pay-

ing monthly points specials and general business.

—

J. F. Park.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.— Aug. 8, Head-

quarters, 7. Show business and other matters of

importance.—J. S. Jone-s.

Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Aug. 10, Fleece Hotel,

8. General business.—II. Raistrick.

Scotland Gate C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Social Club, Chop-
pington, 7.30. General.—Thos. lligg.

Spen Valley C.B.S.—Aug. 8, Commercial Hotel.

Show, staged 3. Judge, Mr. J. Chippendale, Idle.

Entries close Friday night.—S. B. Grayshon.
Swansea C.B.S.—Aug. 11, Market Coffee Tavern,

8. General business.—S. D. George.
South-East London F. & F.A. (late Bermondsey

and Rotherhithe F.A.).—Aug. 10, 71, Albany Road,
Old Kent Road. General meteing.—K. Jackson.
Tong C.B.S.—Aug. 11, Hand and Shuttle Inn, 7.45.

—W. Walker, Sec.

Walkley C.B.S.—No meeting till Sept. 10 on ac-

count of holidays.—A. Lawton.
Wallsend, Mid Tyne C.B.A.—Aug. 12, Station

Hotel, 7.30. Report of F.F. show and prize money
paid. Annual show business. Subs, over-due.—G.

Greenwell.
Walton Everton C.B.S.— Aug. 12, Priory Grove, 8.

Most important.—Robinson and Burns.

West Stanley C.B.S—Aug. 8, Com. Hotel, 7.60.—

W. Elliott.

Wigan Roller C.C Aug. 8, Queen's Head Hotel,

7. Business important.—P. Greenall, Sec.

mixture and proportion of various kinds in the

Nutshell. After persevering with the treatment for

from 7 to 10 days please report progress.'

MAKING FOREIGN BIRDS PAY (Mow-gll) —
Weavers are the most precarious of breeders even

under good conditions, though several species reared

young in' aviaries last year. The two which have come
into colour are -cocks, and if the other two do not

come into colour they are hens, and whatever their

species the cocks may pair up with them. Foreign
species are best left to hatch out their own ciggs,

except some Doves. Bib Pinches are fairly free

breeders, and. yours should duly hatch out. Tho
"Scarlet Bishop,’’ from your description, would be
Crimson-crowned Weavers. Newly imported Zebra
Finches should soon get over the hardships of im-
portation, and once thoroughly fit-, should soon settle

down and go to nest.

PARROT LAYING EGGS (Llandough).—Such case!
are by no means uncommon, though in this cose
the number is rather abnormal. These Parrots are
bred -without difficulty iu roomy aviaries, suitably
furnished with stout branches and logs and barrels

as nest receptacles. The reason they are not more
freely- kept and bred in aviaries is the low price

they command on the market, but they are interest-

ing and entertaining, though if you live in a town
neighbours would probably object to the voice ot
the Parrots, which certainly make considerable noisi

during the excitement of the nesting period.

BUDGERIGARS (H. M. Pratt).—Your idea is onl)
partly correct. A pair of Budgerigars will ulti-

mately settle down and nest, but they ore a gre-
garious species, and breed most freely when several
pairs are kept together. It is early yet, and as

Budgerigars, once they make a start, breed nearly
ail the year round; there is no undue haste. Your
birds, if fit, will ultimately go to nest, and onco
started, there will be no further difficulty. You
have only to possess yourself with patience during
the settling down process. As soon as you can get it

free from frost, in addition to the seed diet, give
unlimited supplies of flowering and seeding grass.

SEX OF ORANGE BISHOPS (Puzzled).—These
nirds have a summer and winter plumage, but
while the hens always retain t he brown striated gar-

ment, in the nesting season, the cocks put on a
gorgeous robe of fiery orange and black. When
out of colour, there is not much difference between
the sexes, but the cock is a little larger, and
usually bolder, and the darker areas of his undress
plumage, more distinct and blacker than those of

the lien. The eye-streaks of t lie male are also dis-

tinctly washed with yellow, while those of the hen
are pale brownish buff, with scarcely any yellow
tinge. Thus from the above you will readily recog-

nise that both your birds were cocks.

GREY PARROT (Parade).—You had better get our
Nutshell, "The Grey Parrot,” 2jd. post free from our
Manager, and persevere in your attempts to get the
bird to take a more varied dietary on the lines you
will find given therein. Keep a separate tin of

canary and whits millet oeed in the cage for the
present, and ultimately the bird will take a little.

Give it the cod liver by dipping the end of stick

that you have smashed up a little, und by tapping
the point of tho beak with the stick the bird is

almost certain to playfully bite the end of the stick

and thus get the oil. Do this -several times during

the day. Continue the u-se of the phosphates as

already directed, and give, no often as may be re-

quired, one teaspoonful of Dinneford's Magnesia in

;

the drinking-water, so as to keep the bowelo moving
freely but not watery -loose. Outtleborffc should lie

eonli'minlly in the cage. Treat ns above for a few

]

weeks, and thou report progrees with fx!i details*.
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OUR ‘'NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREICN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH, BY POST 2jd.

1.- The Goldfinch. 18.- Budgerigars.
2.- The Linnet. 19. The Pekin Robin,
3.- The Skylark. 20. Waxbills.
4,~ The Song Thrush and 21. The Aquarqim.

Blackbird. 22. Siskin, Redpoll and
5.--The Canary. Twite.
6. Ailing Cage Birds and 23. The Border Fancy.

How to Curo Them, 24.- The Gregn Canaries.
1. The Homing Pigeon, 25. The Smaller Insecti-

8. Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

9. The Disinfection of 26. Tho Larger Insecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds,

10. The Roller Canary. 27. Caru of the Cat.
11. Tha Bullfinch. 28. Profitable Pot Cavios.

12. How to Moult British 29. Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30. Profitable Pet Rah-
13. The Chaffinch. tits.

14. Couldian Finches. 31. Fishing in River,
15. The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
to. Avadavats. 32. Care of the Dog.
17. —The Grey Parrot,

LIST OF ACENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL"
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature 0/ the

business curried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained :

* Birds
, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room lie-

guisites : 1 Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds-, IBirds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only. II Newsagents.

Alexandria. 'J. \V. Roll, 104, Main Street.
Barnsley. Mrs. A. PoTiill, 8, Doncaster Road.

*

Rath.—u. Dooley, 31, St. Jamea’ l’arade.
Batley. ' S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon. \V. V. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast. 1: J. Donahlean, 91, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.— *.l. T. I larding. 8, Jlemsr.n Street.
Birmingham. : II. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.

Bishop Auckland.- Cl. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
.Tolui Slmw, 74. Newgate Street.

Blackburn. A. Raw don, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool. .1 MeKierman. 02, llaiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne. -§WaIter Mi loan. Ltd., Church St.

Blyth. -Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.-- John Costling, If,8, Rradsliaw gate.
Bradford. .1. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds) ltd.; *8.

Torpy James Street; jjj. Enington, Four Lane
Ends'.

Brighton.—*H. T. Gilib, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.— t Finch and Godwin. Redclirt Wire Works.
Bromley.— • W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standicdi Street; ‘W.
Davy, 23. Church Street..

Sardiff.—*E. J. Davic-a, *18, Frederick Street.
Charlton Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*\\ . Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chestcr-ie-Street. A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cress.— J. Smith. High Street.
Colchester. -It. ,1. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Coins.— A. Wilkinson, 103, Cotton Tree.
Gowes, I.W.—W. White. Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Misterton, S.O.
Crewe. -Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-
gan, S3, Victoria Street.

Darlington.— 1 J. Reynold'?, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton. T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby 'G. Bouefleld, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwan. -E. .Topson. Chemist. Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—.1. Green, 27, Milhank Street.
Dublin. HM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. J.. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Ro.ad.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Coilingboume and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh. - "J . Kean. No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyna.—J. t reshy and Son, High St.

Gatesbead-on-Tyne.—§Johu Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Glasgow.— \Y. Wilson, 247. Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; .1. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettleston ; \V. Crawford. 192, Salt-
market.

Ct. Harwood.— 1! A. Bentley, 13 and 15. Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.
Grimsby.—F. Y caring, 104. Burgess St.

Halifax *J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Ineull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.— Tom Perkins. 55, Wincoimlec; ‘Dearlove and

Alien, Porter Street; John Day, City Aviarke. Por-
ter Street

; *G. Gilson a id Son. 17, Craven Street.
Ipswich.—James Raymcr. llog'e Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.—fM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay. 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.—tE. Phillipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.— 5J. and I!. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Mr elIington

Street.
Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132, King St.
Kirkcaldy.—jW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth J. August. 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.— If E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.—’J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.— A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds—JB. Smith and Son. 87. Woodhousc Lane-
Leek.— f T, Metv'ham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—Mi. Frankham, 45, Wa.lton Lane: *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; JE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley. Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—®E. Tams, Church Street.
London.— *('. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch : 352,

1

Unper-st-.. Islington: G. 11. Hooper, 216, ForeM-rd..
Walthamstow; 1C. A. Luer, 87. Selater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Grecn-rd.

; J. Manning, 11, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.
Worth, 4. Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath ;

*S. V. Mower,
1. Wardon-rd„ Fulham, S.W.

; A. Dos9ett. I/adbroke-
gv.. W.: S. Silvcridgc, 6, Aldgatc, E.C.: *Wm.
M'biteley's. Ltd., Westbourne-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,
Ltd.. Holhorn: J. Jeffrey, 209, Vork-rd., Batter-
sea; § Lid wards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan -aid 1., S.E.

;

tLewi,' and Sol:.', 211, Garratt-lanc, and 2S0. Vork-
Td., Wandsworth: Jolmson. 20. Clevcland-et.. W.;
T. W. Parkyn. 52, liast-st., Walworth,: Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W. ; E. E.
Wilson. 40711, West Green Rd., N.: W. and E.
Rolfe, 104, llridport -place, noxton : C. Roelil, 400,

I'dgware-rd. ; C. A. Bond and Co., 217. Iligh-

rd., Willcoden tlreen
;

J. H Morris and Co.. 570

and 642, Harrow rd. ; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,
Willesden Green.

Manchester.—* A. G. Davies. 110 h 112, Tib-st. ; *R.
Kremner, 104. Tib-et. ; W. Jackson, 12. Liver et.,

Huiine: •'John Ileywcod. Ltd., Deansgate ; ‘Dut-
tons, 51 & 53. Tib-st.: *W. Smith, 98, Tib-st.

Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to fhe

Publisher. “ Cage Birds," 154.- Fleet St.. London. E C.

YORKSHIRE cock and hanging cage, sell 12/-, or
exchange, Linnet Mule preferred, or oilers; yours
first: C. liaigh, Clerk Green, Batley. (1732)

YORKSHIRE, also Roller, cheap, splendid song-

sters, or exchange anything useful: W. Joynson, 22,

Delamcrc-rd., ITIxton, near Manchester. (1731)

EXTRA largo varieg. buff cock, clear yellow hen, six

grand youngsters, what offers in exchange, gold

albert wanted; B. Wright, 26, Gibbons-square, Gains-

borough. ( 1731

)

WILL exchange silver watch, 12 new gramophone
records, or suit length black cloth, value 30,'- each,

for Canaries or' British: Lewis, 26, Pretoria-rd.,

Loytonstone. (1729)

WANTED, ail varieties Canaries; give good ex-

change, Yorkshire, Norwich, or Border show cages
or suit lengths tweed, value 25/-; or Indies' dress

lengths, value 12/6: McKcand, Seabright, Castle

Dougins. (1733)

|
Mainly Foreign.

FINE Orange Bishop, coming fast into colour, 8/6;
exchange pair small foreign : R. Robertson, 4, Hose-
field rd., Aberdeen. (1734)
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, three years old,
and cage, 36/-; shakes hands; exchange Canaries or
Mules: Underwood, Mctheringham, Lincoln. (1736)

Cycles.
GENT'S B.8.A. cycle, 24-in. Toadstcr, perfect bar-
gain, 35/-; approval, worth double: 23, Winifred-
grove,. Wenman-st., Balsatl Heath, Birmingham.

(1734)

CYCLE COVERS AND TUBES
Palmer. Dunlop. Warwick, Michclin, Clipper, Avon
tyres, frames, wheels, speed hubs, and replacement
parts supplied by small deposit and 1/- weekly;
lists free; Rustic-ana Cycle Stores, 533, Higb-rd.,
Chiswick.

PAY AS YOU RIDE

Dress.

RftOTS.—Save nearly 50 per cent., buying factory
direct; agents wanted; send postage 2d. for large
illustrated list and particulars: British Boot Co.,
(306), Portland "Square, Rristol. ( 1611 )

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/0;
girls 2/6; boys 2/9: youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

(
Miscellaneous.

|

FOR sale 18 good homer pigeons, 14/-, or exchange
cycle preferred; yours first: 84, Mainst., liaverigg,
Millom. ' (1732)
WHAT offer.? in Canaries, cages, etc., for fine

painting by "Muller," signed, value £5: H. Smith,
93, Portland-rd., Hove. (1733)
8 DAY silver watch, L'l ; exchange birds. Mules
preferred; approval: David Wallen, 10, Salop-st.,
Caerphilly, near Cardiff. (1731)
GENT'S mackintosh, quite new, cost 25/-, ac-

cept 12/0; exchange for two cock Canaries: Cooper,
163, l’rincess-st., Manchester. (1735)
1 BUY, sell, or exchange all kinds of livestock,
household goods, boots, suits, etc., given: Jopson,
Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1724)
WANTED, lady’s or gentleman’s tricycle, or carrier

tricycle, or good gramophone, give talking Parrot
or English lever watch: 14, Fishergate, Nottingham.
GOLD-CASED hunter. 12/0; swordstiek, 5/6; foun-
tain pen; Linnet Mule; wanted, Waltham lever,
offers: i’onagan, Burnley pi.

,
Chadderton, Oldham.

(1733)

WE buy, sell, or exchange bird's or livestock of any
description for others, "wearing apparel, household
goods, tyres, etc.: Cooper’s Emporium, Prineess-st.,
Manchester. (1735)

EXCHANGE Nuns 36/- a pair; Jacobins, 40/- a
pair; bald cock, V •

; red self hen, 5 •-. lor Canaries
Bullfinch cock; anything: G. Macdonald, 152b,
High-st., Forres. >.1734)

GOOD full-sized old violin and bow, rich tone;
also pair of opera glasses in case; exchange for

household goods, value about 30s.*: Markwick, 94,

Lees-rd., Grotton, Oldham. (1733)
GRAND rough fox terrier bitch, 5 months, 10/6;
new kennel, 3ft. by 2, £ wood, 10/6; exchange either
for Goldfinch Mule cock, ot other live stock: 133,

Coke-st., Mansfield, Woodhouse. (1734)
WANTED Canaries or house-moulted British in ex-
change 12 new gramophone 10-inch records, gent’s
silver hunter watch, equal new, suit length, black
vicuna cloth, value 30/- each : Lewis, 26, Pretoria-
rd., Loytonstone. (1729)
TW O double-breeding cages-, convertible- flights, 36

inch, joiner-made, loose fronts, partitions, new con-
dition 3/- each, cost 7/6 ; bow-fronted Lark cage,
red, 1/-: singing box cage, 6d.; British show cage,
1/- ; Hedge net for Blackbird catching. 52 pockets,
2/3: two Dig Norwich hens, 1913, 5/6 the two: G.
Whiteley, Boston-rd., Holbeach. (1734)

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and foods, good commission : T rower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
J

GOLDFISH, Rarefish. Snakes, Lizards, Frogs,
Tends, of ninny species. Plants, Weeds, Globes.
Aquariums, Rocks, etc., etc.: before purchasing send
for list, free. Catalogue of Aquaria and Vivaria,
Id. : L. Cura and Sons, Yine-st., Clerkenwell-rd.,
London, E.C. Fisheries: Carmiaro, Piacenza, Italy.

Apartments.
MRS. CALDWELL, 74, St. Jameis’-st.. Penzance,

Cornwall, holiday apartments ; terms moderate: 74,

St. James’-st., Penzance, Cornwall . (1725.)

|

Cats.
|

1 TVELY Persian kittens, from 3/6; adults from
19/-: Pearson’s Cat Farm, Greenwich. (1734)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from tur Nutshell
agents, or bid., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

j

Cavies.
CAVIES. 1,000, all ages, from 9d. ; stock pur-
chased: Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1734)

j

Ferrets.
|

FERRETS, clean, quiet, healthy, from 3/-; stocks
purchased : Pearson’s Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1706)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; nice youngsters,
3/-; ten days’ approval, cash or deposit with Editor:
Thos. Wannop, Short -st., Carlisle. (1731)

|

Household
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K, pj enclosing Id. stamp forea& Is lisa vtesr valuable booklet,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS FILLS
liioj are unrivalled for all Ladies Ailments, <tc. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin''.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Litter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1 /1 *, by Boot?', Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

K. f* ft TV f—d°6s for Sale. Itacimei Uogs lor Exchange.
|

WANTED, ddg, also puppies, pure or crossed-
Dutton, Dunstable.

,1721 )LURCHER dog, good worker, night or day sell
15/-: nauna-m, oampfiey, Pern. (1/35)
BRIN DEE bulldog pup, also golden brindle bitch

pup, cheap: Percival, Clarence-rd., Hinckley,
Leicestershire. (1734)
SABLE and white collie dog, 8 months, 15/-: ex-
change for Britishers or Canaries: Savill, 25. Bea-
rd., Waltham Cross. (1732)
LARGE powerful Airedale dog, 12 months, house

trained, faithful guard and companion, 17/6: Mor-
ton, Waterloo, Elland. ( 1735 )

STRONG bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each; bitch,, 5/6; make demon guards: Barlow,
Tobacconist, Greenwich. >1734/
DOG lovers, pedigree Pomeranians, females,’ 15/-
cach, over distemper,- black tan male terrier, 10/6;
bargains: A. Burt. Totton. (1724)
FOX terriers, from 10/-; lovely Dalmatian dog,

20/-; Yorkshire dog, 20/-; bitch, 15/-; -pups from
5/-: Pearson's Dog Farm, Greenwich. (1734)
TAME pet dingo wolf, thoroughly domesticated,
plays with children, accept 35/-, or exchange: Jop-
son. Juno-st., Newton Heath. Manchester. ((1735)
LOVELY deep cream Pomeranian bitch, 5 months,

sable pedigree, good carriage, fine hone, cheap,
good home : Mrs. Ciiilcott, Dewlish, Dorchester.

(1734)
BLACK Newfoundland male pup, 2 months, 25/-;

also one 4 months, 32/6; from well-known Crystal
Palace winners: Morton, Waterloo Kennels, Eliand.
TWO handsome first-cross greyhound and deer-
hound puppies, strong and healthy, look very pro-
mising, dog 6/-, bitch 5/- : Richards,, 7, Stafford-
avenue, Bulwell. (1735)
DELIGHTFUL companion, black and white Shet-

land Sheepdog, good home essential; affectionate,
42/-; apply photograph: Miss G. Ambler, Heaton
Mount, Bradford. (1720)
TWO Bedlington whippet dog puppies, 4 months;
extra good shape, over all troubles, 876 each; bar-
gain, warranted as represented: 51, Hempshiil-lane,
Bulwell, Nottingham. (1735)
LOVELY litter crossed Pom. puppies, 8 weeks,
clean, healthy, pretty little mites, nice coats and
tails, bitches 5 /-, dogs 6/6: Pavier, 51, Hempsliill-
lane, Bulwell, Nottingham. (1735)
WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox Ter-

riers; als-o puppies bought, sold or exchanged

:

Walter Smith, Bird, Seed and Dog SpecuUst, 98,

Tib-st., Manchester, ’Phone, 1S1 City.
PEKINESE puppies and adults for sale, make
lovely show specimens or pets, champion pedigrees,
from three guineas: Miss Golledge, 87, Gleneagle-
rd, Streatham. ’Phone, 2139 Strcatham. (1714)

HANDSOME litter, four puppies, nine weeks,
Yorkshire Pomeranians; sharp, fascinating little

mites; parents not 51bs. : 7/C each ;
exchange Cana-

ries: Wiltshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1733)

DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/J; plates only, names and ad-

dressee, 7d. ; chains, Is.; Worm Powders, Od
.

;

Mange Cure, 7d. tin; post free: Young, Nctmaker,
Crcwkerne, Somerset. (1703)

NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure bred dogs,

large and small, cheap lor cash, or will give

good exchange Canaries, prize pigeons, or suit

lengths good tweed, value 25/- each: McKeand, 8gv
bright, Casile-Douglas. (1714)

TWO highly pedigree-bred tricolour collie puppies,

12 weeks old, immense coats, frill brushes, well

carried ears and brushes, white collars, clean,

healthy, lovely specimens, sure winners, dog 15/-,

bitch 10/6; approval; printed pedigree on applica-
tion: It. Marshall, Hagworthingham House, Spilshy,

Lincolnshire. (1735)
“ CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2jd., post free, from: "Cage Birds,"
ICE Flcet-st., London. E.C.

Musical Instruments.
VALUABLE violin, marvellous 60I0 tone, property

late violinist, labelled Stradivarius, 1690, case, bow,
£10 10/- outfit, sacrifice 19/6; approval willingly:
Mrs. Tyler, Roekingham-rd., Uxbridge. (1732)
GREAT 6aerillce 12 new D.D. 10 -in. gramophone
records, beautiful selections, accept 10/6, carriage
paid, cost 35/-; also 10 double-sided 12-in., accept
10/-: Lewis, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. ( 1729)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, If-

;

Mils
Itos-ey, Rrfsemary House, Eastbourne. (1702)
JAPANESE waltzing mice, and cage, 2/6 pair;
tame mice from Cd. pair; rats from If- pair: Pear-
son's Mouse Farm, Greenwich. (1734)
FANCY and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 29, is now ready,
and all who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,
should not miss This highly interesting brochure.
It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varie-
ties, etc., etr. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2-jd., post free, from CAGE Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

TUMBLERS, homers, 4/-, 6/-, SJ- doz.
;

selected
pairs, 1/2, 1/6: Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birmingham.

HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers!
adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 pair, three pairs -

4/-, 6/C dozen
; approval anywhere

; testimonials
filed for inspection: Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, Gt.
King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell’’ Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,
which deal with these birds in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
'The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, “The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 2;d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Poultry.
FOR sale. Buff Orpington (Cass), White I/ghcra

(Tootill), lliack La Bresse (Mrs. Longevillc’s strain).
March-hatched; deposit, cockerels; Leak, 70, Cank-
low -rd Rotherham. (1732)

Rabbits.
RABBITS, all varieties, from 3/-; young from l/-";
Pearson’s Rabbit Farm, Greenwich. (1734)
"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154.
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
Bv George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to tlie proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing. feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free 1/l.j, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fieet-
st.. r on<lon. E.C.

I
Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
Diver, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highlv-inetructivc
brochure. It treats fuliv on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angfer’s outfit, ground baito, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2*d. post
free from' “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
to send: stamp for our Anglers’ Bargain Catalogue.
Superior Gneenlicart Trout rods, 5/6; Salmon Rods.
10/6; Pike Rods. S/6; Roach Rods, 2/6; special
Trout Flies, 9d. dozen; Lines, Hooks, Nets, Keels,
Baskets,. Bags; extraordinary bargains: Midland
Rod Company, Erdington, Birmingham. (1712)

Various.
FOUR. Abyssinian guinea pigs, 1 boar, 3 sows, in

kindle, price 10/-: Owner, liougemont, Ryde. (17321
MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned : no cat-
ting, 7id., l/ljd., agents wanted: Marlboro’-rd.,
Hightown, Manchester. (1720)
GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-

ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
'ammunition! 1/3; two 2/3: 500 ammunition. 1/1; all
post free: Young, Netmakcr, Crewkerne, .Somerset,

ROARS OF LAUGHTER
At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 5u0 illustrations')

only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d. : large
size 1/-. Itch Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs.

I

very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,
1 harmless, great joke, packets 7d. and 1/1 ; funny
I voices, very chic, try it, only 4d., 2 for 7d. All post
free; good collection at 2s. Cd. : F. Young. 5.

Misterton, Somerset. (1705)

asPISTOLS
Complete with 100 dynamite Cartridges,
6/6. Kilt dead 50 yards. No noise, no
license. List of latest Pistols and Rifles

free.—CLYDE (.Dept. C.B.), 73, DUN
LOP STREET CLASCOW. (1723)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Carl. 154, Flee*

Street, by J. O. Hauuosd and Co., Ltd., Fleet
Time.. London, E.C,
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The Belgian Canary is, as its name implies, prime favourite with the fanciers amongst our allies in gallant little Belgium. It is bred chiefly for its curious pose, well depijes

in our drawing. Many Canary lovers in Great Britain also keep and exhibit this variety. Our fancier friends in France are keen lovers of the Parisian Frill Canary, the

disposition of the plumage into queer frills and curls being accounted its chief beauty. Our illustrations of side, lack and full-front poses are taken from cur continental

contemporary “Chasse et Peche.” The perfection of the “frills,” we may add, not infrequently owes something to the artful aid of the owner cf the bird.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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advertisement oh ar g e s .

6cl. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or more Advertisements

coming trom the same advertiser, even it sent In

didcr! nt names, are reckoned together, and, alter

the first Eighteen word3, are charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, even il ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footiincs, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to relusc any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all caecs bear the bona-

fide name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will bo inserted il addressed to a receiv-

ing ollicc, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements ol a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate ol Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements eloso Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CACE BIRDS, ir.l. Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application?

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ol announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bona-/ides of either buyers or sellers

in all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should

lend to this ollicc the amount of the purchase (our

deposit lee included), and at the same time he

slio 'd communicate with the seller, stating wliat it

is lie require** sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to hotli parties. In all eases

I he depositor should give his name and address, and

ulso that of tlie vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2.— END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained hy us until we hoar from both parties that

the transaction has been completed. If a sale lias

been elfcctcd, we band the amount deposited to the

.Filer. If a sale lias not been efiected, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must he

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold tlie deposit.

3 .
—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.

for each i'l, or fraction of .Cl, and it must be sent

at same time as tlie deposit,

4 . IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of tlie receipt of

tlie goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which" we must be advised) is agreed upon hy both

parlies. The depositor must at tlie same time notify

us or tlie fact that lie has returned tlie goods. If

the goods are not returned within tlie eaid forty-

eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to tlie seller after tlie expiration of that period.

And should tlie seller fail within three days to notify

us of tlie receipt of liis goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and tlie deposit wilt

be returned to tlie depositor.

6.-A SATISFACTORY PUKCHASE—When a

transaction lias been completed to tlie satisfaction

of botli depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return tlie deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. 'Tlie depositor must at tlie same
time instruct us to pay over tlie deposit to the
ceilcr.

<;.—COODS ALREADY SOLD.— If tlie goods are

sold before our deposit rote reaches tlie teller, or

if lor any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve tlie right to return tlie

deposit to tlie sender after tlie expirratiou of three

days.
7. FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

i,.,,„li transaction, provided another deposit fee be

paid.

8.— GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit arc at

tlie seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tlie journey must tie borne by tlie seller. But
goods not approved of mu t be properly packed and
returned oy the same means as were used in scuding

tin same.
9 .—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between

die vender and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes alfeetiug questions of carriage. But

in tlie absence of other arrangements the purchaser

la K .hie for tlie carriage of tlie goods, and if tlie

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays tlie carriage one way.

10 .—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision ol the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

DURING the WAR
Our Customers may rely on

us that

We shall still continue

to supply our Goods
at Old Prices with a.

few exceptions.
MHBBPMBREJMDRMWMBBMHIII 111— I

Supplies are not likely to he

seriously interrupted.

Write us your wants and

they shall have our

attention.

best

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
Iheir condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal. iiy.

|

APPLIANCES
THREE flight cages, new last year, 44 hy 22 by

11, 0, - cadi: E. Gilbert, 30, Browning st., Leicester.

(1738)

BOX cage, 14 x 12, 1/9 complete, nothing better
madig only wants seeing: Tulloch, 33, Hylton-rd.,

Sunderland. (1734)

MARVELLOUS rcults when song required; Roller

flutes, P.O. 1,2 per set: Herbage, :), Cranbrook-

rd., Walthamstow. (113-7)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses for British and
foreign birds, Canaries, Pigeons: L. Latham, King-

son-by-Sea, Sussex.
IF wanting cage fronts, show cages, or cage bird

fittings, look up or send, for my priee list: Enoch
'Tams, Oiiure.li-it., Long ton, (1738)

COKERN UT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, 1/6, 2/-

caeh : Pearson, Gic-cnwich. (1664)

CAGES, Cages.—Norwich, Yorkshire, end Border

Fancy Show cages, 1/3 each; :i x for 6/6: McKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1733)

BREEDING, flight, show and box cages. Thrush
cages, seed boxes, baths, seed mills, 1/ eaeli

;
ill- js-

brated list : Kitiin, B133, Walton-st., Lozells, Bir-

mingham. (1714)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon tlie pi eventton of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and bird-room. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 24(1.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, EX'. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace nilaped lliree-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft. high,

two wire movable partitions, sand bottoms, perches,

complete. 10 6; worth 40/-; approval; send two
stamps for illustrated- price list; established forty

years : McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Doug-

las. (1733)

THE most practical Parrot and bird cages, with

china inside feeders, obtained gold medals, etc.;

new arrangement, whereby tlie food and water is

kept perfectly clean, preventing impurities, thereby

keeping your birds in good health and ensuring long

life; outside feeders arc simply death-traps to bird

jjfe : The Inventor, 176b, High-st., Camden Town
Tubo Station, London.

>

(1735)

FOR JOINE t.M 4DE CAGES CHEAP
nil since, also planed boards, wire fronts, three-ply

cage sets, mills, seed hoppers, fill kinds of glasses,

pots, and everything, see my free .illustrated cata-

logue ;
t; ado supplied : Pass, Hucknall, Notts. • (1574)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, Sin. 3/8, 9in.

4
1

-, lOin. 4 8 per 50ft.; ;in. oval perching, 1/3 50ft.,

2 4 lOCft. • combination nursery cage and bath,

1 /. each;' stamp for list: Stanton, 33, Booftifieid,

Winton, Patricroft. (1680 )

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook st., Liverpool.—
TO DEALERS ONLY

Punched Bars ol- per gross; tinned wire 19/6 per

ewt 10/- half-cwt. ;
Japanned metal seed boxes,

glass fronts. 2in. 12/- gross, 2.’ in. 13/- gross, 3in.

Vt 0 cross, 4 in. 18/- gross; unproved Sera Mills 10 /-

per dozen': special price tor fronts. We are the

actual manufacturers: I'imm, Icknicld Pert-road,

Birmingham. uooj)

If previous Failures
to get what you require and good value in aviaries,

cage*), foods, medicines, and all requisites, send for

my Free Illustrated Catalogue. Birdlime, strongest

in existence, 4d., 6rf., 1/- tins, post free.

W. RUDD.sSS, NORWICH.

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers in the world:

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-35, Kirkdale-rd.,

Liverpool. Telephone 3412 Royal. (1571)

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in wot
or dry weather ; does r.ot run in the sun ;

packed
in lever lid tins, ^ib. 7d.„ |lb. 1/-, lib 1/9; sample
tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage

combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, large

2/6; all post free. Dealers send for special quota-

tions; catalogue free; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1707)

EXTRA STRONG BIRDLIME
Some may be as good, better impossible. Will hold

a rider most conditions, does not run in the sun, no

getting off; lib. tins I/O, I-lb. tins 8d., post free:

Thomas Fewkcs, 83, Curzon-st., Leicester. (1732)

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as tlie best" value;

\ they work faster, easier, last
v

longer than any others, have

ZL collapsible poles for folding

up, for 8d. set; extra best,

thread, best colour, best

everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; )2ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; ISft. hy 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft. , 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; -36ft. by Oft., 18/-.

40 sizes
;

jointed poles, 9d. extra . Beet Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., j-lb. 6d. i-lb.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow.

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and ail vermin traps and

book on trapping, snaring, se elarge illustrated

book; stamp for postage.—YOUNG, Practical Net

and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1/88)

TROWEft & GO.,
Bird Food Specialists,

442, Caledonian Road,
LONDON, N.

Telephone; 1320 North.

WALSH’S
Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Taateless Pepper, Egg Bread, perfectly

blended with colour. Insectivorous Food, perfectly

blended with colour. All one price, 1/6 lb., 81bs.

4/-, 141bs. 17/6.

Walsh’s Moultir.g Mixture. Invaluable for assist-

ing birds to moult, 7d. per bottle post free.

Hot Natal Pepper, 2/6 lb., 3lbs. 7/-. Pure Sulphate
of Iron, 9d. lb., 3lbs. 2/-. Illustrated Catalogue
Free.—WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1743)

Buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, I am determined not to raise the prices

of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say how long tills

stock will last, intending purchasers are advised to

place their orders as toon as possible to avoid

increase in price. Single trap cages, 6d. each, 5/-

dozen; double ditto, 1/- each, 9/- dozen; treble

ditto, 1/3 each, 12/- dozen, all with separate com-

partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated

;

patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (rcg.

No. £3-927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each; self-act-

ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most

effective traps on market, catch and hold uninjured

any sized lord, 2-1 by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto, 18 by

14 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

'oldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each; 3/-

dozen; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

Gd each, 5/- dozen; clap nets, made from super-

fine thread netting, specially knitted for bird net-

ting, yin. mesh, 3 yards long, 5jft. deep and 41 1.

tty, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6/-; 6

yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9 /-; 9 yards,

10/-; 10 yards, 117- per pair. All eiap-ncU con-

sist of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all

fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard

;

9ft. deep, 4d. yard; 12ft. deep. 5d. yard: special

strong netting, -j- mesh, 16ft. deep, 5d. yard, ail

post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed

to stand all weathers and hold any bird from wren

to rook, -Jib. 6d„ ilb. 10d., lib. 1/6; sample, 3d.,

all post free. Absolutely everything required by

catchers in stock, and ail guaranteed brand new
goods ;

send stamp for full printed list, which also

givc-s hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in tlie Kingdom uses my artielos,

and I guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-

tion or return his money in full. During the term

of the war many people will probably have spare

time; to what better use can they put it than

to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what is required

for successful catching. Every article sent cut

by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

and exactly same quality as supplied to my own
catcherS

- (1740)

W, GORE, 131. Goccli-sl.. Birmingham

FOODS.]
MEALWORMS, 1/3 1.000, 4/- lb.; beetles, 150 1/-;

all carriage paid : l'carson, Grcnwich. (1734)

MEALWORMS, with keeping directions, 2/6 1,000:

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1739)

SHEPHERD S Purse seed, a few pounds tor sale at

4/- per lb. : A. Harvey, 39, - ?ilgin-.-d., C< wclen-

beath, N.B. 0738)
HARDHEADS, 600 1/-; all kinds wild seeds, large

parcel 1/- p-ost free: II. Lawrence, t)ucen-et_,

Cogg-esh-all, Essex. (1787)

YOLK of egg, guaranteed pure, 2/6 lb., 3 lbs. 7/-

:

dealers send for prices and sample: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackbu-rn. (1734)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous

Colour, lib. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/
•

51b., 7/6. Original tins (2211)*.), 30/- earn.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

LAGPKQS
THE HEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-

ing hens, and fine strong young birds. Moot
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting

seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.

Solti in tins 1/-, 2/-, 5 /• each, post free.

J, V/. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

SylMFeed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Sale 1913 a re-

cord. lib. sample 10d., or lib 1/6, 21lis. 2/8, 2Slbs.

30/-. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates, 75, Shudehill. Manchester.

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bcarsden, Glasgow.

“THE RED FEED”
The finest on the market, sold in tins, 2/6 and

4/9; .Mbs., 8/6: Judge Silk, Whitstabie

XL RED FEED
Errington's X.L. Red Feed is pure, tasteless pepper

of the finest quality, 1/3 lb., post free 1/7. Send Id/

stamp for sample and particulars of prizes ottered

to users of same to W. Errington, The Reliable

Seedsman, Four Lane Ends, Bradford. (1675)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 ewt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poult ry Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1186J

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Go., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
FOR books on any variety of birds, see our adver-

tisements on page 64.

04 p.\GIS book about herbs and how ro use them,

free TriinncII, The Herbalist, 114, Richmoiidrd.,

Card ill.
««>

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conuoiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 2j

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, dialing Cross-rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need or practical hint#

upon tlie prevention of disca/e* and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and. birdroom. These are

to bo found in “ Nutshell No. 9,” post Ireo 2-id.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. „d.

from our agents (11.- 1 published frequently).
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GOING LIGHT
Wanted, a trial. We are confident our medicine*
will nlve you RiitUfactJon. Ditolitle Ill's Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for not singing. going liiclit.

soft moult, featller plucking, and inflitniiuailon of
the bowels; in.7d., 1 I und 2 bottles. Till* uudicllie
is Invaliiulde for young bird* just getting on hard
seed, l or bronchitis, wheezing. and linur.-ener . aid.

Dltehfielil’s Special Lung Tonic, u1m> in 7d., 1/1. and 2
(Kittles. The grandest medicine ever Introduced for
chest und lung affection* in cage birds. As an ad-
vertisement we will and a 7d. lad tie of each medi-
cine for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, all post free
per return; nho twn valuable seed recipes free;
satisfaction guaranteed: Prank Dttchfleld, Bird
Specialist. Oldham. (17.12)

|BRITISH~BIRDS.
]

Hardbills.
j

REDPOLLS, 2/- dozen, three for 1 /-
; Linnet? Cd.

eoch ; Enoch Tam,-, Church st., I/ongton, Stall's.

(17.38)
L1XXKT-S.- Herts cocks, 8/- dozen, fix 1/9;

dialers wanted: S. Cumberland, 2S, Edwarrt-at.
Luton, Beds, (1738)
tilt AND young Linnets, cocks guaranteed. S • for

11: F. Maidens, Uirdcatclier, 119, Prince Albert-rd.,
Hartncj. Portsmouth. (1738)
HERTFORDSH1RH cock Linnets, every bird war-
ranted a cock; six, 19; dozen, 3/-: Horace (Vote,
90, North-st.. Luton. (1738)
1101 SK-moulted Goldfinch ,

rising three years, fine
nruler, 7 0 cash : liracewell, Couch und Horses,
London rd., Manchester. (1733)
HERTFORDSHIRE Brancherj, cock Linnet.", war-
ranted. 3 • dozen; dssilers write: Arthur Coote,
102, North-st., Luton, Beds. . (1)38;
NOTICE

;
warranted cock Linnets, Larks, Cd! each,

three 1/3: cage birds list, stamp; Brain, 288, Lich-
tleld-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1738)
CHAMPION, early shows; Russian cock Ortolan
Bunting, full feather, grand colour, markings, 5/6:
Cooper, Judge, I.indley-st., Norwich. (1714)
PER dozen cocks; Linnets, 3/-; Chaffinches, 3/-;

Redpolls, 2,0; Greenfinches, 1/-; Goldfinches, 12/-:
Fean. West Row, Mildcnhall Suffolk. (1738)
BOX cages, the hc«t to keep British birds in;

loin, long, 3 1 in. high
. 1/- each ; catalogue free;

trade supplied ; Pass, Hucknall, Notts. (1733)
ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, I/O; worth 10 -
; champion contest

liiril: Proprietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1738)
LINNETS, redbreasted Cambridge cocks, war-

ranted, 2, 9 doz. ;
large picked birds, 3/- doz.

;
hens,

]-- doz.: Rendle, 2], Bridge-s.t., Homerton. (1739)
LINNETS, Hertfordshire, caught young, red-
breasted cocks, 1/- doz., six 1/9; dealers supplied:
Bert Ccote, 10, Windmill-st., Luton, Beds. (1719)
BCLLFINCHES, young liens, l/o- cocl.s, 2/-. 2 o

;

nil birds well on seed before -ent out
,
numerous

t stimanials : Oliver Ratxon, 10, Tho.ro s st , Leices-
ter (1737)

COCK Linnets 1/-, selected 1/C: cock Twites 1 /-,

selected 1/C, 2/-; large Lesser Redpolls (id., 9d.

:

James Rice, Faughiletra, Flurry Bridge, Co. Armagh,
Ireland. (173C)
LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautifully. 1/- cncii,

three for 2,0; a few that will moult out winners
for the bench, 2/- each : \V. Johnson, 55, Gtctge-
fet.. Leeds. (1738)

COCK Linnets, 3,'- dozen; yellow Greenfinches,

2/- dozen; branchers. Larks, 5/- dozen: no hens
sent out; hundreds on hand: Darby, 41a, Spon-
lane. West Bromwich. (1739)

WEEKLY supply. Warranted cock Linnets, 3/0
doz. I can supply any dealer regular every week
with any quantity; every bird warranted cocks:
Crossman, 9, llainpton-st., Northampton. 11740)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular, of our Britisti

birds i-j found in “Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-
rearing. and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

alt fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London,’ E.C.. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

REDPOLLS. Redpolls. Large stock on hand, 6

1 '(; -, dozen, 2/0; 2 dozen, 4/6; cock brown Linnets,

all straight birds, and warranted cocks, 0, 2/-; 3/0
dozen: Gardner, Garstang-rd., North Wesham. r.r.

Preston. (1740)

BIRD nets, ail complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-. 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft.

by 4ift. 5/-, 24ft. by Oft. 7/0; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer.
Crewkerue, Somerset. (1738)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets Lincolnshire, war-
ranted cock Linnets, well on seed. Three 1/3,
six 2/8; dozen, 4/-: four dozen, 15/-; lien Linnets,
1 - dozen: hundreds testimonials: Charlie Cubley,
Godne.v, Holbeach, Lincolnshire. (1740)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive
little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the Lints given in “Nutshell No. 22."

2 Id. post free, from Cage Birds. 154 Fleet-st.

,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents : see list).

NO advance in price of our special singing mix-
ture, 1/- per laige package, pc.;t free, sends
Linnets and Finches mad on song, invaluable for

freshly caught birds: woran a ton of common
packet mixtures: C-ooper, Bird Seed Specialist,

Princess-st., Manchester. (173?)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what II. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” '2J d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

BULLFINCHES, anil all about their .feeding and
management in captivity; see “Nutshell No. 11.”

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 23d. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.; London, E.C. (2d.

LINNETS! Linnet-si! Linnets'! !! -Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stornie'ro. A great
secret is 'laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
.-tormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ;‘ there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet- Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 2,;d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet 'Street. London. E.C.
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, the one and only old

firm, can supply the genuine Southdown birds, hav-
ing a roaming commission over the Winchester,
1‘orisdown, Petersfield, and Goc-dwood Downs, a
range of 45 miles, lovely scenery, lovely birds, and
tlie sweetest songsters in England, grand nut-
brown cocks, six for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned; beware
of .imitations

;
same address 23 years.: G., Smith,

Central Bird Sturos. Cbarlotte-et., Portsmouth.

WARRANTED English cock Goldfinches, 1/u, three
4/-, nix 7/-; selected, to moult for ihowing or
muling, 2 ’-, 2/<i each, three !>/•; liens, 1/- each;
warrant ml cock Linnets, lid., three 1/3, six 2 /-, 8/0
dozen

;
specially selected to moult for showing,

muling or contest singing, I/-, three 2/-, 4/0 dozen;
hen Linnet*, 1/3 dozen, young Brancher cook
Larks, I -, 1/0, 2/- each ; cock Greenfinches. Oil.,

three I -; selected. 1 each; cages for I In- above,
(id., 0(1., 1/- each; trap cages, 0(1., Oil. each;
double trap cages, 1/ - cadi; ail on approval; cash
or d-'posll, and money returned if not satisfied;
travelling cages, 3d.: Thomas Hughes, Bird Mer-
chant, 'Saltloy rd., Birmingham. (1740)

f Softbills.
j

GOLDEN' Orioles (on Blackbird stock food), 12/-

each : Miss ltosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1739)

TWO hand reared Jays, in good condition, chat-
tering, 4 /• each: Draper, MB, Belgrave Gate,
Leicester. (1739)
HAN D-KKAKI J) singing cock Tliru.h, singing as

if in its wild state; 2/0; worth 15/-; Sira. Dutton,
Dunstable. (1738)
SEVEN hand-reared Jays, some talking, first of
three neats, 3 0 ouch, 21/- lot; Holland, St. Phillips-
st., Cheltenham. (1739)
MAGNIFICENT Kestrel Hawk, finger tame,

wanted, cash offers: 1. King, North Lodge, Sud-
brook, Grantham. (1738)
V HAT offers — All 'hand-reared; 3 Greater Spotted
Woodpeckers, 2 cock Thrueiies : Doikrec, 19, An-a-
tola-rd., High gate. (1732)
LARKS!—Cock Larks, young runners, Bu. each;

three, 1/8: six, 2/8: Tom Wright, Fairclough-row,
Tarleton, Preston, Lancs. (1738)
LARKS, -selected runners, dean moulted, coming

nicely on song, 2/0 -each, three for 6/-; approval:
Walsh. Bird Specialist. Blackburn. (1734)
LONGTAILED Tit, feeds from hand, 3/6; Wood-
pecker, fine specimen, can win, 8/0: Staines, 219,
Ravenscroft-rd., Beckenham, Kent. (1739)
HANDSOME young cock Blackcap, properly
meated off, extra good, accept 5/-: Vernum,
Naturalist, 298, Liilie-road, Fulham. (1740)
ONE of the loudest singing cock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and gaslight, 2/-,
worth, 10/-; seven days’ approval: Proprietor,
Land) Hotel, Dunstable. (1072)
WARRANTED loud singing cock Skylarks, 1/0
each; satisfaction- guaranteed; no fresh-caught
rubbish sent out : Coo-p-er, 163, Princess-.it., Man-
ch-ester. • (1738)
ADULT cock Ringousel, 15/-; Song Thrush, 2/6;

hand-reared Spotted Flycatchers, 7/0 each; wasp
grubs, 1,000 1/4: Clias. Muckwell, Hairdresser, Brad-
ford-rd., Keighley. (1739)
LARK Fanciers.—A few' of my special co-sk Sky-

larks left, 1/- each
;
on approval; been caged- 12

monthe: contests won- ail over the country with
my birds; try one: George Holt, Dunstable. (i 7SS)

1 HAVE three grand- singing cock Skylarks singing
incessantly day and gas light; been in- my posses-
sion since last January; 1/- each; worth 7/G each;
compelled to sell: Woods, Cross-st., Dunstable.

(1738)
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species: full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “NirUhell No.
25,” which also deals with haed-rcaring, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2;d. post free,

from: "Cage Birds," 154, Ficct-st., London, E.C.
(2d. from a scuts; see Ii«t on another page).
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 2!d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 15-1 Fleet-ot., London, E.C.
2d. from 3gents (list published frequently).

Some Secrets of the

.. Hybrid Breeder
The breeding of Hybrids is a fascinating study,

full of failures, yet brightened by remarkable suc-

cesses—successes in many cases perhaps unexpected
—bringing pride, joy and fame to the breeder. No
other side of the cage bird hobby offers eo much in

return to the person wiio elects to take a little

trouble with it. or holds out to the novice so many
opportunities for opringing into fame. The mag-
nificent work, entitled

written by Mr. Charles 'Houlton, a man who lias a
long list of successes to his name, and edited by
the well-known fanciers, Messrs. G. E. Weston and
C. A. flouoe, should be in the hands of everybody
interested in the hobby. In this wonderful book
Mr. Charles Houlton lias laid bare the secrets of
Hybrid breeding, and in a mamdlously interesting
and astonishingly clear manneP^riiao given informa-
tion of tile utmost value to the would-be Hybrid
breeder. The,whole work is written in easily under-
standable language, and its illustrations 'form one
of the most remarkable collections on the art of

Hybridising that has ever been eeen.

No less tiian 10 unique plates in colours. 10 art
plates, and over 00 sketches, combine to make thio

volume the most remarkable of its kind. Each plate
is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

This magnificent volume may be had for 1/-,

carriage paid, 'and 3 monthly payments of 3/-, or

for one payment of 7/0.

“CAGE BIRDS,”

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WHAT THEY SAY

-OFF AUSTRALIA
About “ CAGE-BIRDS ANNUAL."

5, Errard Street North,
Ballarat, Victoria, Australia.

May 28th, 1914.
I enclose Money Order. Please forward the “Annual”

to me. 1 always enjoy leading it.

W. MORRISON, M.A , M.D.
TJURCHASE A COPY of the 1914 edition of "Cage Birds Annual" NOWA you will never regret it, for you cannot spend sixpence to greater
profit. No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether you are *
novice or old hand, whatever the season, you will find information t*
“Cage Birds Annual” of the greatest interest and use to you Now (ho
birds are beginning to moult, you will find information in this big bird-
breeders’ budget, given by experts from practical experience, most helpful
during this trying time. Below is given a list of some of the articles
Just glance down them, and you will be sure to find something of tin- great-
est interest to you. For full list of contents see page 543 of the July 4

issue of "Cage Birds.”

MISTAKES BIRDBREEDERS MUST AVOID.
A most seasonable article. Alone worth the small emount asked for the whole
book. Mr. St. John’s thoroughness in answering queries on the subject of Canary
breeding is well known to the majority of our readers. This article, written in the
author's best vein, gives in detail mistakes in bird breeding which must be avoided
by all who would make the greatest success of their hobby. Besides this highly

instructive article, it also contains the following:

—

SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS.

By F. Meakin.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. It. Pippet.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—By F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED
BUDGERIGARS.

By VV. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF
BIRDCATCHING.
By J. W. Steel.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.—By H.
Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.
By E. T. Sheppard.

£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE COUPON.
In addition to this wonderful budget of bird literature, this marvellous little handbook

also contains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known bird artist, Mr. H. Norman,

YOU MUST HAVE IT.
SMALL PRIG®: BIG VALUE.

Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free,

direct from “Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
(E.T.R.)

SOFTBII.L keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the -beet of health. This ad-

vice is offered in ‘‘Nutshell No. 20.” by II. J. Full-

Jamee. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a I ighlv interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and (heir preparation, and the

various styles cf cages also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells ycu
how. Post free, 2sd., from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agent»; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

|
Miscellaneous.

PIPING Bullfinch, Jackdaw, and Song Thrush, to

good homes cheap: 10, Windsor PiOad, Westcliff.
(1737)

WILD seed ! Wild seed ! To the trade only, 1 cwt.

bags 12/-, 2 cwt. bags 20/-; sample free: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1734)

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1/0 each,

three for 4/-; Bullfinches ditto; young cock Larks,

nest feathered, 9d. each, three for 2/-; Linnets

ditto; cages for the above 1/- and 1/0 each; lists of

Parrots, Canaries, foreign birds, post free; anything
alive bought, sold, or exchanged: Bairstow Bros.,

Ormskirk-rd.. Preston. (1725)

WAPiP.ANTED cock Linnets, 3 - dozen; cock
Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; 20 mixed birds, 1/6;
brighter dozen, 1/-: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isle-

ham, Cambs. (1740)
WARRANTED *©cii8, Linnets, 2/6 dozen; selected.

3/- dozen; Chaffinches, 3/- dozen; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen; Greenfinches. 1/- dozen; 2C mixed seedeaters,
1/6; 12 brighter mixed, 1/-; selected for show,
cocks, Bramblefinch, 2/0; Linnet, Redpoll, Green-
finch. Chaffinch, 1/- each; pairs in stock, plenty in

stock, well on food : J. Fenn, Bird Specialist and
Judge, Westcliff Villas, Isleham, Cambs. (1740)

I

HAVE YOU NOTIQED
that I have not previously advertised li-ritish Birds

this season? My reason for this is that, although
1 have had a large stock for some considerable

time, I would not place them upon the market
until ail birds were thoroughly on hard seed. I

now otter a splendid lot of genuine Worcestershire

cook Goldfinches, all in pink of health and condi-

tion, at 1/0 each, three 4/-, six 7/-; specially se-

lected larger cocks, for moulting for e-how, and
varranted in free song, 2/- each, three 5/-; two-
year-old cock Goldfincn, 2/0; hen Goldfinches, 1/-

each, three 2/6, six 4/-; splendid lot- cock brown
Linnets, in superb condition, 8d. each, three 1/6,

six 2/6, twelve 4/-; special picked cocks, for show,

muling or contest singing, and now in song, 1/-

each, three 2/6, six 4/-; handsome lot of young
cock Skylarks, 1/- each, three 2/-; cock Green-

finches, 6d. each, three 1/-, six 1/6; travelling

cages, 3d. per 3 birds extra. Kindly note ail birds

are warranted properly netted in county of -Wor-
cester, by catchers employed solely by myself, are

guaranteed feeding freely, and well on usual seed

mixture, before sent out, and are sent ‘on approval

on distinct understanding that unless every satis -

1

faction is given, birds_have only to be returned and
the whole of yosr money is promptly returnen.

For past- 23 years I 'have been a continuous adver-

tiser, and have never done business on any other

terms tiian these.

W. GORE. 131
,
E00 Cll-St., BMMIMGHAM

11741P

[
canariesT]

Border Fancy.
|

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders for show or srog,
prices low, easy payments arranged : McKeand, tnk
bright, Castle-Douglas. ” (17111

BORDERS, a few nice hens for sal?, buff and
variegated, cheap to clear: Young, Uayford-sq.,
Cambuscarron, Stirling. (17»)
"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing tile breeding season, lion to keep thorn in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, from “Cage ’Birds,” 154.

Fleet-st., London, -E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Greens.
NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type anil

qynlity; how to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24."

“The Green Canary,” 2Id., post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d.; see list on another page.)

I

Norwich. |

1914 NORWICH cocks, singing, 3/- each
; large

liens, 1/- each; must sell,* away from home:
Horne. 34, Stanley-rd., Herne Bay. (1737)

HAVE to dispose of breeders, champion Norwich,
through being called, up to save country. Show
and stock birds, also 30 young, some toppers among
them, all bred from birds purchased from me.

Grand youngsters, 6 - each; some Well in moult, or

in one lot cheap: Judge Silk, Whitstable.

REPEATING ‘ ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements uniess the

previous ts:ue. Page, and Column are st :ted by the

advertiser. A.DVT. MANAGER, " CAGP ' RpS.'
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NOTICE Grand lot Norwich for show or song;

nuiiy winners; ica.«.m>blc: car? paymout# uira.itir.l :

WcKrainl, 8eabrij$lit* Ccu»tl« Don girt 8.

FINISHED breeding- C

jow hen, good head, pi>

cap-marked yellow hen,

»t/rt dear buff hen, beauty, .

variegated yellow lien, 6/0; vuriegated yellow cock,

jl C, all 1913 bred,

winners ;
bargains:

Long Hutton, Lines

(1733)

spare large, clear yel-

c, cost 20 /•, accept 7/0;

rare type, quality, only

buff hen, beauty, champion breeder, 0/0;

mi, o/fl; varlegat
breeders, and bred from cup

(too. Cublcy, Lutton Oowts>,
(1740)

I Rollers 6 Singing Canaries 1

breeders card.

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water GUickc Hollers (pure Randall's), 161,

South Avenue, Southend on bea. Member B.R.C.C.

lllrda for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1918.

ROLLER Canaries, as bred, 1/9 each, 8 for 4/0:

Miss Roaoy, Rosemary Hou.se, Eastbourne. \17S9)

HOME of 1913 and 1914 Yorkshires for sale, from

7/0 upwards; scon any time; stamp reply: Mel-

lows, Bedtord-st„ Devonport. O7;;0)

ENOLIHH-brcd 1 Rollers, cocks (full song), guaran-

teed, 4 1- each; hens, 2/-; stamp reply: Cooper,

103, I’rinccs.s at., Manchester. (1738)

HIM Seifert Roller cocks, commencing song, bred

Loin finest obtainable, 8/-; unsatisfactory ex-

changed: Tyson, 15, Hayifons-rd.. Wimbledon. (1741)

til V lN(i up Fancy: Rollers, young cocks 3/0, hens

13 ;
breeding and box cages sold cheap, nothing sent

by rail; inspection invited: T. Bent, 97, Hamilton-st.,

Rochdale-rd., Manchester. (1730)

NOTICE! Lovely St, Andreasberg Rollers, glorious

songsters, beautiful beyond description, 5s. Od. each,

including ornamental glass-panelled parlour cage:

Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1740)

YorKshires-

BREEDERS’
BAILEY, winner outright

Cup,

CARDS.
Y.C'.C. 20-guinea dial

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Dudley llill,

Bradford.

THREE 1914 Yorkshiies, two cocks, 0/0 lot
: _23,

LVcil-rd., Uprscinon, Swansea. (1735)

FOR sale, in one lot or separate, all my stock of

birds and cages: Mitchell, Stocks Bank, Mirtlcld.
( 1737)

YORKSHIRES for sale, cocks from 5/-, hens 2/-,

giving up Fancy; exchange small foreign birds:

Dowell, Potton, Beds. (1730)

TIC yellow cock, 1913, grand stock b',rd>, 8;0; few

foul greens, 1914, cocks 5/0, liens 4/0: Simon,

Mayo-st., Oockermouth. (1738)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show' or song;

prices reasonable ; easy payments arranged: Mc-

Kcand, Hoabright, Castle Douglas. (1733)

THIRTY Yorkshire cocks, 5/0 and 0 0; hens, 2/6,

3 full length, splendid birds; also 20 Harts Roller

pocks 5/., all singing: Williamson, 92, Wcstfieb

W. Ealing. (1726 >

Various Canaries.

PRIZE BRED
CANARIES

AND WINNING

FOR SALE
Belgian pair and young cock

;
Border pair, 3 young

;

Seotrh Fancy pair; Norwich hen 2 young; prices

from- Mrs. Warren Vernon, Arrochar House,

Arroehar, N.B. U677)

Canaries! Canaries!!

BLACK-CIIEEK Lovebird, tired last year, 20/-:

Cummings, 10, Promenade Villas, Cheltenham.
(1710)

CACTUS Conurcs, 20/- pair; All-Own Parrakeets,

14/- pula; Lineolatedi Parrakcct, 17/0; I’etz’s

Conurcs, 30/- pair, ooclimatlsed : Rectory, Nash,

Stony Stratford. (1739)

FINEST possible outdoor Budgerigars, 8/- pair;

selected breeders, <1J- pair; yellow, 8/-; foreign aviary

birds from 1/0 pair; list free: Miss Bosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1739)

BUDGERIGARS; one pair Giant Greens (nesting),

one cock Yellow in Palace aviary, 30 by 24 by 30,

lot 10/6; or wilt sell separately; C. Stuart, 61,

May-st., West Kensington. (1737)

PAIR of White Java Sparrows and their four

young, also Ribbon- Finches and young; Norwich

cocks for sale: approval, deposit: T. Sow! ham.

Honey-bourne, Wcrcestcisliiic. (1738)

PAIR very fine Rosellas £2; Giant- Abyssinian

Weaver, Black Weaver, 10/0 each; full exhibition

plumage, hen Cape Sparrow, 7/0: Wm. Shore-Bally,

Bogers House, Westbury, Wilts. (1737)

FOR disposal, Budgerigars, cage-reared, four cages,

throe-compartment, 40 in. long, loose front, com-

plete, 2/0 each; pair Yellow, 0/-; Green, 4/-; or

offer separate: Meyrick, Baker, Penrhiwcelber. (1737)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridgc-st., West Brom-

wich. (995)

KING (Grey). Parrot, brought from Nigeria by a

skipper six months ago; thoroughly healthy and

acclimatised* ;
over yocir old; talks, *ind trtnv©

;

and £1 for good cage; can bo fioon by rious

buyers; letters llrst: B. D., 4, Charing Cross.
(17o /

)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, liowever, is very

dilllcult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must

follow the Hints given in "Nutshell No. 14, from

"Cage Birds,” 154, Klect-st., London, E.C., po>st free

for 2jd. From agents (see list frequently puhhehein

HOOK! -Necklace Tanagers, 10/0; Voflefcs, 16/- pair;

Yellow Troupial, 30/- ;
Aerial Toucans, spotted

beaks, 25/-; Amazon Parrots, 20/-; Mongoose, Im-

pair - ferrets, 4/- each; Crown Cranes, £15 pair;

Russian Cat, 10/C; Marsh Cat, 30/-; large Yellow

Baboon, 70/-: fine Calatrix, 25/- pair; Alan gaby, £4

pair; young Baboons, £4; young Grey Parrot, 32/-

,

40 line Yorkshire Canaries, cheap: Hayter, Natural-

ist, Southampton.
1”'

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a due song, and make

ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will he found in Nutshell

No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley X. Page,

F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2)d. post free from Cage

Birds',” 154, Fleet.-st.. London. K.O. 2d. from oui

agents (list published frequently).

TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, Blue-fronted

Amazon King Bird, four years old, marvellously

free, fluent speaker, answers back when spoken to,

every word understandable, never tires of talking,

singing and laughing, at it all day ;
real cham-

pion; exceptionally tame with ladies; worth 100/-;

jell with cage, 70/-; may be had approval ;
picks

up all ho hears; requires no teaching ; dealers

ignored: Brown, 17, Houghton-st., Liverpool. (1730)

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette’, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/0

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

Thev can be successfully kept, too, wita little

difficulty if VOU will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2*d.

post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Flect-st. London,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for -d.

•(list frenuent.lv published).

NONPAREIL Buntings, full colour, N. American,

25/- each; Red-faced Lovebirds, 42/6 pr.; Blue-

winged Lovebirds, 12/6 pr., full wings; Red-col-

lared Lories, 75/- pr. ;
Browns, 65/- each

;
Meyers,

65/-- pair all Greens, 16/6; pair Cockatiels, nest-

ing,’ 16/6 ;
Pope Cardinals, 7/6; Virginians, 25/-

each :
Budgerigars, 5/- l>r. ;

Lovebirds, 3/0 pr.

;

thousands Finches, from 1/9 pr.; list tree: Chap-

man, High-st., Birmingham.

MUST clear, healthy 1934 cock Canaries, sweet
songsters, 4 /- each; large Norwich hen Canaries,

3/0; breeding condition; muling cock Goldfinch,

4/-; Siberian ben Bullfinch, a monster, 12/-: Tay-
lor, Draper, Bideford. (1740)

1
WANTED.

|

give 5/-

(1729)
OLIVER, 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will

a couple for good large young Yorkshires.
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

9J, Cowcnddens-st., Glasgow. (1505)

WANTED, catchers to send prices of Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Linnets and ottier birds ;
thousands

wanted: Bairstowe, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1717)

WANTED: Price list cages, wholesale; Canaries,

Mules, British, cocks or hens; state prices, par-

ticulars; stamp reply: Hobbs, 141, King's rd., Cam-
den Town, London (1738)

NOTICE.—Will give 0/- per pair for good

Norwich or Yorkshire; colour-fed preferred; also

wanted, Crests, Borders,
_

and'

reasonable prices : MoKcand,
Douglas.

Scotch Fancies at

Seabright, Castle
(1733)

WANTED, 1914
Yorkshires and Norwich, any quantity ;

cash de-

posited • also Mules, British; state price, particulars

stamp reply: Oliver, 2, Bridport-place, Hoxton. (5i)

[sale or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.
{

full song,
approval

:

LARGE white-legged cock Goldfinch,

7/6; exchange combination fishing rod

Clarke, Robe-maker, Abingdon-rd., Oxford. (1740)

SELECTED cock Brown Linnets, grand markings,

guaranteed on hard seed and in full song, 1/- each

;

cages 3d.—Edwin North, 443, Manehester-rd., Brad-

ford. (1740)

EXCHANGE young hand-reared cock Jay anil

cage, or sell 7/6, without cage 6/-; hand-reared

cock Blackbird and cage, 4/-, singing; both birds

excellent condition: Mr. ltiley, 760, Forest-rd
(1740)

m
Walthamstow.

Mainly Canaries.

Best and cheapest
songster*). List free.-

Norwicli.

in the world, including loud

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist,

MULES—HYBRIDS.
GOLDIE Mule, nice young bird, dark, warranted

cock ,
in lull song, tell 0,-: G. Ford, Bridgetown,

Tolues. (1738)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be

very useful: The Advertisement Manager,” "Cage
Birds," 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C.

BUDGERIGARS
greens 4/6, yellows 6/-; Cockatiels, 20/-; Javas^ 4/s
Lovebirds, 4,

ton, Salop.

exchange: Paterson, Glenelg, Welling-
(1736)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
)

PARROT, young, brilliant plumage, make a talker,

3;-: Vcrnum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1740)

PARROTS, lovely pets and talkers, cash or weekly
payments: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (1740)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-: Australian Grey,
f, 6; Indian, 6,-: 23, Cecii-ru., Gor ;einon, Swansea.

(1733)

BEAUTIFUL pair Cockatiels. lovely condition, 15s.;

very tame Australian Grcv, 10,-: Pearson, Greenwich.
(1740)

MR. R. EARL' has for sale seven young aviary-

bred Red Rosellas, 17/C each: Eat sham Houee,

Bungay, Suffolk.
.

(1737)

THREE pairs adult breeding Budgerigars, with

husks, 6/- per pair: McGregor, 8, Land-st., Keith,

Banffshire, N.B. (1736)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, talking and whistling, six

months in England, 50/-; approval: Edwin North,

443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (1740)

BARGAIN.—Three fine young aviary-bred Budge-

rigars, 12 weeks old, including wire aviary, 3S/6:

JL Smith, 93, Pcvtlond-rd., Hove. (1737)

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, tame and talk-

ing, acclimatised, 30/-; large cage 8/0; new: Edwin

North, 443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (1740)

BLUE.FRONTED Amazon and cage, talks, cheap;

Cockatiels. 5, - each; adult Budgerigars, 2; 3 : Mrs.

G/ltert. Blind grooms. Shadoxhur.-t, Kent. (L37)

BLUE FRONTED Amazon Parrot, (good talker,

(Inner tame, grand plumage, and g od cage, 35/-;

not a screamer: Jones, Cranbournc-st., Brighton^

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months* trial, my lisk, 45/-,

easy payments accepted. ( fl95)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114 Bethnal Green-rd., Loudon. Rose Cockatoos,

fi/o each, £6 score; Parrots, foreign and British

birds; write for price lists; busks, wired, 5d. each;

unwired, Od. doz.: Indian millet, 4/- stone, 20/-

cwt. ;
oval glass feeders. Id. each, 4d. dozen, 3/-

gross : De Von.

LARGE bulf Norwich cock and clear yellow hen,

exchange Mule or Roller: Whatley, No. 1, Warlow-
st., Merthyr. (1737)

WILL exchange a .good pair of Crests, valued

15/-, for British, Goldies preferred, genuine; ^ap-

proval; offers: Evans, 76, Brook-st., Penygraig. (1738)

TREADLE sewing machine, on stand, equal to

new, cost £6 18s. 6d. ;
exchange Canaries, Mules,

Foreign birds: Miss Lanham: 30, Walcot, Bath.
(.1737)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, British, talking Par-

rots, for scrap brass, copper, block tin, gold,

jewellery: Edwin North, 443, Manehester-rd., Brad-

ford. (1740)

COCKS, Goldfinches 1/3, hens Od.
:
young Norwich

cocks 3/-, hens 2/.- ;
exchange pair Borders for

cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch song: l’robert,

Newbridge-on-Wye. (1739)

GRAND buff Norwich Crestbred cock, extra large,

excellent songster ;
two cock Linnets, lot 20/-, ex-

change, Pom bitch preferred ;
send colour, weight,

age, to: T. Cooke, Grocer, York-st., Cambridge.
(1737)

WANTED, all varieties Canaries; give good ex-

change, Yorkshire, Norwich, or Border show cages

or suit lengths tweed, value 25/-; or ladies’ dress

lengths, value 12/0: McKcand, Sea-bright, Castle

Douglas. (L33)

Mainly Foreign.

TALKING Parrot and large cage, Indian bird, 14/6,

or exchange: North, 443, Manchestcr-rd., Bradford.
(1740)

EXCHANGE for small Softbills, Black-headed
Sibia, splendid condition, also Green Singing Finch:

377, Coldharbour-lane, Brixton, London. * (1739)

AFRICAN

("Miscellaneous.

A TWO-compartment aviary, 9/-; or exchange, not

birds: Plumridge, 169, Gladstone-av„ Wood Green.
(1731)

EXCHANGE 9 wire fronts, 11 x 20, 8 seed tins,

1 bath, for cock Canary: 32, Victoria-rd., Nether-

field, Notts. (1738)

POLECAT (buck) 5 months, healthy, good worker,

for a good pigeon training basket, hold 6 ;
otters

:

Sparks,
;

Westcott, Dorking (1737)

GIVE good exchange in Canaries for gent's cycle,

no scrap, stamp reply: Jopson, Decorator, Jauo-st.,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (1738)

WANTED, offers in birds in full song for COlbs.

brass, copper and rubber mixed: Steele, No. 23,

Lord-st., Hulme, Manchester. (1737)

WHAT offers in British for two Norwich hens,

two Yorkshires, good birds., sell 12/-; approval:

Evans, 76, Brook-st., Penygraig. (1738)

EXCHANGE 6 ivorine handled knives, and 6 tea-

spoons, for 1 cock or 3 hen Canaries, or 3 dozen

Greys, grand selection fine, healthy talking birds,

at 42/- and 45/-; 2 splendid tame talking King

birds, 55/- each; Amazons, 240 of the finest Blue-

fronted Pernambuco Amazons ever imported, on

hardseed and water. 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, and 50/-

eaeh, real grand selection; also grand selection In-
. , _____

dian and Australian Parrots; secure our price list
| cock Linnets: Marsden, 1.5, St. Philips-id., Sheffield.

.ar.fl (Arms of Parrots: 3 months’ trial before set- (1740)

EXCHANGE, Army riding breeches, nearly new,

gold nib fountain pen: wanted Roller songster,

flight cage, compartment: 33, Clifden-rd., Clapton,

n.e. (J739 )

EXCHANGE six racing homers, five flown, for 1914

Yorkshire cock, fit to win, or offers; no rubbish

offered, wanted: J. Watson, jnnr., Briggabe, Knares-

bro’. • (1738)

GENT’S 22in. cycle, nearly new, Palmers, free

wheel, perfect condition, £2 10/-; exchange pair

Norwich to value: Pedder, 149, North-st., Luton,

Beds. (1739)

EXCHANGE for birds in song, or sell saddle,

bridle, new silver curb bit, new driving reins and

13-stave step ladder: Steele, 23, Lord-st., Hulme,
Manchester. (1 737)

and terms of Parrots; 3 months’

tlemcnt; largest selection of Parrots m Europe:

G Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

m.m parrots
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from

outdoor aviaries
;

holder thousand testimonals, bear

names and address, many lovers of birds had birds

from us by our instalment system well satisfied ;

fortnightlv instalment accepted. (1682)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., W€ST BROMWICH.

|
VARIOUS BIRDS.

HAVING given up the Fancy
and show cages very cheap: P.

ficld-rd., Ba'.ham, S.W.

have lot of stock
Harris, 127, Drake-

0737)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on next page

Instructive Books for
Bird Lovers.

The authors, all well-known experts in their various
subjects, have in each case endeavoured to give in

an easily understandable manner, the methods to bo
employed in reaching success in that particular
branch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This list

comprises a set of books of unique value to bird-

keepers, There is ^11 the experience of years of
careful study at the disposal of our readers. The
books are based on the hard-earned knowledge of

men who are recognised as the first authorities, and
they are able to tell in a conclusive manner all the
interesting “ins and outs" in their respective sub-
jects.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth
gilt).—By H. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,
and ttie making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/11.—By H. W, Battye
(Fast President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely tlie very bebt Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire und its sub varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding. Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In botll health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1,-By C. A. House. Tell*

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor of t tie Norwich Plainhead. The chapter!
on “ Forming a Stud," and " How to Produce the
Ideal ” are worth the cost of the whole hook.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. R.
Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick, G. Lander, T. H. Kindi, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inchc*

by 5, is brimful of the most practical information
on the highly interesting .ubject of Hybrid Breed-
ing. Price 1/-., post fr.-e 1 / 2 .

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. it explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2 -By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of tlie Canary family, including flic Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

tlie master Canary artist, Mr. U. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, anil

seeds— a compendium of knowledge.
BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of tlie most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1*.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound)—

.

By H Norman; or may lie had in two parts. Part

1 :
" Hardhills.” and Part 2: " Softbills.” Either

Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerottl
illustrations of birds and capes. Un.to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston. Of
our invaluable " Breeding Room Register ” a
well-known fancier has said:—"It makes bird-

breeding easy ” No breeder of birds can possibly

afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even tlie veriest novice, to breed his

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Y’oung Bird, and Show Regis-

ters of simple and unique character, ill addition

to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 6/4. —By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all our familiar British birds; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 13

beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.- By Frank
Finn, B.A.. F.Z.S. Gives the correct method ol

housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;

all sorts of animals are dealt vv i Lh—monkeys,
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large section devotee!

to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photograph* Another rliarmlnp girt- hook.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS.—Complete bound in cloth.

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written

by Charles Houlton, an
.

authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading

exhibitor and a leading expert and judge: (asso-

ciate editors, •}. E. Weeton and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

EL "Norman.’ There are no less than sixteen

coloured a. id sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect otudv of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d.-By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of tlie beginner. Deals very fully with tlie choice,

sr-xing, and mating -if 1 lie birds, feeding for con-

dition, the cages and their fittings, tlie bird-room.

eg"-fo’od. nest-building, rearing and moulting the

voung, colour-feeding, training for show, and ail

tlie difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 3)cl B.v J. W. Kamsden. Tells yon how
to mix the toiour-food, and how to moult tha

birds to get the richest possible colour.

"CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.’
A wonderful sixpennyworth of birdy literature.

Sec announcement on Page 63.

FANCIERS' PRINTING.— Fanciers requiring bust-

l ess notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write os for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rutei

combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,

witli block of any desired bird, nil fancier s

nunc address, and words of description as de-

sired
'

"50 5/-. 500 7/0, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”

161, Fleet Sheet, London, E.C.



August JO, CAGE BIRDS
DUAWIXCI ItOOM aquarium. EDIii. x 201n. Klin.,

mahogany, plate glass, fountain, plpi
.
tap, i mptles

itself ; rxrhunge < ommoii foreigner
,
value 4-’

; Car-

tor, Wehh -t., llorwieh, lloltun. (

1

7K7

>

PAIR clapnets l.'i yards long, Sft. tin. high, new
last year, Imnd-nmde, with now pack; ivory thine

complete, 2 A
.

•
; or exchange fre-h caught Gobi

llnohos : Crossin.au, 9, Hampton-st., Northampton.
il74G)

FIV I’ Goldfinches, Canary reared, seven Green-
finches, (’.miry reared, also two coi'k Thrushe .

over moult; above birds arc in good condition;
offer* in exchange: Stevens, Woodlands, Kenil-

worth. (1748)
TAM K pet Monkey 25/'-, fame pet Vox 21'-. tame

I»ot Wolf 45 -, baby Alligator, 40 Inches, 18 (1; talk-

ing Parrots from 10>V; icxclifi npen pnterf|Ni:cd ;

(stamp replv : Cooper's Emporium, Princess st., Man-
chester.

’

« (17118)

I'OREIGX and Itritish birds, seedeaters and Soft-

hi Is, wanted in exchange lor ILK. A. miniature
rifle, W.O. pattern, perfect condition, cost 4,1/-. box
of cartridges included : I-'. Ci. Iligglnbottom, High-
bury, llenton Mersey, Manchester. ,1738)

PIGEONS, x ale or exchange: winner Altrincham.
Cristiil Palace, Newport, 10 •; winner Derby, Mat-
lock, Dnrlcy, 7 6: 3 youngsters from above, 5/-

cach : one flew Guernsey. Rennes. 7 li; others cheap:
Fawley. Darley Hillside, nr. Matlock. (1738)

-

ft 2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT

j Is the rale charged for ail advertisements
El not relating to hirilkeepiug. The following
V| beading are available: Aquarium; Business;
3 Cats: Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

1} Ferrets; Garden; Household: Kennel: Mico;
5( Musical Instruments; Natural History;
3 / Photography: Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
')) bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower's bird seeds
and food-s. good commission; Trowcr, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding ami management of the oieupauts,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21." 25 d. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

|

Cats.
|

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing. Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 21d., post tree, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

|

Cavies.
1.000 EXHIBITION Cavies from 9d., all varieties;

Pearson's Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1740)

Cycles.
GENT’S good cycle, 24-inch (Challanee), easy run-

ning order, plating, good brakes, Dunlop tyres,
tubes, splcndd condition, lamp, pump, bell, etc.,

only 21/-, worth doubld: Edward, Middle-st.,
Nottingham. (1739)

CYCLE COVERS AND TUBES
Palmer, Dunlop, Warwick. Michelin, Clipper. Avon
tyres, frames, wheels, speed hubs, aud replacement
parts supplied by small deposit and 1/- weekly;
lists free: ltustlcana Cycle Stores, 523, High-rd.,
ohiswick.

PAY AS YOU RIDE

Dress.

BARGAIN : Pair brown brogue shoes, size 8, cost
ID -, only worn once, sell 10/45, or nearest offer;
money wanted, cash or deposit: Box 200, “Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
BOOTS.—Save nearly 50 per cent., buying factory

direct; agents wanted; send postage 2d. for large
illustrated list and particulars: British Boot Co..
(30(1), Portland Square, Bristol. (1451 1 >

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/0;
girls 2/0; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 3(5, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

J

Ferrets.

CLEAN, tame, healthy working Ferrets, from 2/C:
Pearson's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1740)
SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6 ;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/0 ; nice youngsters,
3 -

; ten days approval, cash, or deposit with Editor:
Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (1739)

|
Household

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILL!
4 'ey ore unrivalled for all Panics Ailments ,tr, ami sneci'u

afford relief, ami never fail to alleviate all . ufferin"They supersede Pennyroyal, I'll Ceel.ia. r.jurr Apple, He
Bold in boxes. 1 li. by bools'. Tailor’.-. Timothy M Idle

,
al1 Chemists, or post free, same p-i-e, from

LFSLIE MkRTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34-, DMSTON LANE. LCNDC

Kennel Doga (or Sale.
(Jogs lor Exchange.

PEI). Black Puma, 4 months, 3 bitches 15/- each,
dug 20/ ;

oiler hit: Hall, 39, I Ivei. croft id, Dul-
wich. (1739)
be. 1.1, or exchange, fawn Pug bitch puppy, gtaml
pedigree, sell A2, or useful exchange : W. M j l r , 30,
Helen-A.) Arbroath. (1734)
LARUE power! u| Airetlali (log, 12 month, house

trained, faithful ;ruar,( and companion, 17,0: .Mor-
ton, Waterloo, Elluiul. (1735)
FUR Dogs, Puppies, Cats, Foxes, Wolves, Goats,

or other live stock (exchanges made), write Cooper’s
Emporium, Prlncers-st., Manchester. ,'17.')H)

PEDIGREE Yorkshire female puppy. 4- months,
ljili. weight, 20 exchange wanted, Roller cock,
schoolmaster: Ward. Castle-st.. Chester. (1739)
PEK1NIS9E, beautiful Red female, three month,

old, magnificent ccat, champion pedigree, three
guineas : Dr. Mossop, New Romney, Kent. (1725)
BLACK Newfoundland male pup, 2 months, 25 ;

also one 4 months, 32/(5; from well known Crystal
Palace winners; Morton, Waterloo Kennels, Eltami.
LARGE Airedale dog, good guard, 12 months, 12 o,

kennel 5/0; exchange. Goldfinch Mule cock, birds,
nr rabbits : 133, Cokc-.' t., Mansfield, Woodhou.se.
TWO powerful Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/(5 each : bitch 5/d. make demon guards :

J aid;eon, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.
THREE very handsome tiger brlndle pure whippet
male puppies, from champion racing parents, only
5/6 each; bargains; Edward, 1, Middle-st., Not-
tingham. (1740)
DELIGHTFUL companion, black and white Shet-

land Sheepdog, good home essential; affectionate,
42/-; apply photograph: Miss G. Ambler, Heaton
Mount, Bradford. (1720)
BLUE roan cocker Spaniel bitch, two years, splendid
pedigree, also her six puppies, live weeks old,
together or separate, what offers : H. Newman, The
Harrow, Tring, Herts. (1737)
CHAMPION wire-haired Fox Terrier dog, pedigree,

18 months, splendid guard, win win in good com-
pany, 25/-, or exchange; approval: Jopson, Juno-st.,
Newton Heath, Manchester. (1738)
HANDSOME Fox Terrier dog puppy, also bitch
puppy, nicely marked heads, fashionably docked,
clean and healthy; dog 5/-, bitch 4/-; bargains:
Richards, StalFord-avenue, Buiwell. (1740)
FIRST cross Bedlington-Whippet puppies, off fast-

est, e'everest rabbit-coursing parents living, war-
ranted sound, healthy, dogs 5/-. bitches 4/-: 51,
Hemp Chi Il-lane, Buiwell, Nottingham. (1738)
WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox Ter-

riers; also puppies bought, sold or excl anged

:

Walter Smith, Bird, Seed a,; I Dog Specialist, 93,
Tib-st . , Manchester. 'Phone. 131 City.
FOR sale, fawn Greyhound dog. 29in. high, very

fast, catch hare and rabbits on their own ground,
o0-. or exchange donkey harness or offer; letters
only : Bliss, Cab Office, St. John's Station. Dept-
ford.

(1737)PRETTY little Silvery Silky -Blue-coated Yorkshire
lutch, null tan, on short legs, 18 months 7ibs„-
gooil mother, six Hast time, pedigree, 15/-- ex
change Canaries.; Wiltshire, 8a, Hermit-st„ Notting-
ham.^

(1738)DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-
dressee, 7il. : chains. Is.; Worm Powders 9d •

Mange Cure. 7(1. tin; post free: Young, Netmaker.
Crcwkerne, Somerset. (1703)
NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure bred dogs,

large and small, cheap for cash, or will give
goc-d exchange Canaries, prize pigeons, or suit
lengths good tweed, value 25/- each: McKeand, £ga-
bright. Castle-Douglas. (1714)HIGHLY pedigree bred tri-colour collie dog puppy
12 weeks old. immense coat, frill, brush, well cur-
ried ears, white collar, clean, healthy, lovely speci-
men, 15/-: approval: printed pedigree on applica-
tion: R. Marshall, Hagworthingham House, Spilsbv
Lincolnshire. •

“CARE of the Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready Every one who keeps a dog will .find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines!
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d from anv
of onr Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2-5-d.. post-free, from: "Cage Birds"
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, !/-• Miss
Rosey. Rosemary Houoe, Eastbourne. (1702)JAPANESE waltzing mice, and cage, 2/6 pair-
tame mice from 6d. pair; rats from 1/- pair: Pear-
son’s Mouse Farm, Greenwich. ’

(1734)

J
Pigeons.

TUMBLERS Homers, 4/-, O'- doz., selected pairs
J A

.

Brain, Aston, Birmingham. (173S)HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers
adults or youngsters. 1/0. 2/-. 2 6 pair, three pairs
4/-. C/C dozen ; approval anywhere: testimonials
filed for inspection: Win. Tyner, Bird Merchant Gt
Kmg-st., Birmingham.

(1725:)

Sport.
TROUT fishing

Fishing Rods.—Magnificent greenheart trout rods,
5s. €d. each; roao-h rods, 2s. 9d.; pike reds, 3s. Cd.

;

trout flies, 9d. dozen; tackle,. every description, ex-
traordinary bargains; catalogue, stamp.—Midland
Rod Company, Erdington, Birmingham. (1739)

Various.
i

MORRIS Dancers’ isalve abs’oluMv cures corns
warts, _seggs, bunions, or money returned : . no crU
ting, 7/d., l/l-Jd., agents wanted: Marlboro’-ru
Hightown, Manchester, ^ (1720)GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-
ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with .50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3: two 2/3: 500 ammunition, 1/4; all
post free : Young. Netmaker, Grew kerne, Somerset.

ROARS OF LAUGHTER
At parties/. theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles,- etc. (over 5u0 illustrations)
only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d.; large
size 1/-. Itch Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,
very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes!
harmless. *gn at joke, packets 7ii. and l/l ; funny
voices, very chic, try it, only 4d„ 2 for 7d.‘ All post
free.; good collection at 2s. Oil.: F. Young, 5,

Misterton, Somerset,, (.1705)

OUR "NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREICN BIRDS, &c

,
EVER

PUBLISHED
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2jd.

The Goldfinch. 18
The Linnet. 19,

The Skylark. 20
-The Song Thrush and 2t.

Blackbird. 22.
The Canary.
A ling Cage Birds and 23
How to Cure Them. 24.
Tile Homing Pigeon. 26.
Fancy Pigcans.
The Disinfection of 25.
Cages, Bi'drooms, 8-c.
The Roller Canary. 27.

—The Bullfinch. 28.
—How to Moul! British 29
Birds.
The Chaffinch.
Couldian Finches.
The Greenfinch.

•— Avadavats.
—The Grey Parrot.

30.

32

Budger.gars.
The Pukln Robin.
V/axbills.
The Aquaripm.
Siskin, Redpoll and
Twite.
The Border Fancy.
The Cregn Canaries.
The Smaller Insecti-
vorous British Birds.
The Larger Insecti-
vorous British Birds.
Care of the Cat.

—Profitable Pet Cavies.
Fancy and Pet Mice,

—Profitable Pet Rab.
fits.

Fishing in River,
Lake and Pond.
—Care of the Dog.

LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL “ NUTSHELL ”

HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD
BOOKS OF OURS:—

Btf consulting these symbols the rlat'jje of the
business carried on by these agents can hr ascer-
tained: * Birds, Foods

, Cages
, and Bird-room Re-

quisites, t Bird-room requisites, seeds
, etc., but not

birds;
!j. Birds , and seeds an l foods only; § Seeds and

l oods only. If Newsagents.

Alexandria—*J. W. Bell, 104, Slain Street.
Barns.ey.— 1

‘Sirs. A. Port-ill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Poolcy, 31, SI. James' Parade.
Batley.— *S. Slorlimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bsdwns, Mon,—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—1,1. Donaldeou, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—M. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham—+H. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. SI. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. MeKierman, 62, Raiks Road.
Blaydon-onTyne.-J Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Slarket Place.
Bolton.—‘John Gostiing, 358, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. 'l’arhotton, 556. Lcedo ltd.; *S.
Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Endo.
Brighton.—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFineli and Godwin, Reck! iff Wire Works
Bromley.—"W. Dell. 15, Slarket Square.
Burnley.—«D. Greenwood, 10, Standieh Street; *\V.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick -Street.
Chariton—Pedler, 202, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*\\ . Slarriott, 25, G/uman Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark. High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester— It. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne,—tSam Young, Slisterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.

; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83. Victoria Street.

Darlington.—fj. Reynolds, 105. Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54. Manchester Road.
Derby.—"G. Bouafield, 70, Pear Tree ltd. and Slarket
Hall.

Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Slarket Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Slilbank Street
Dublin.—YSI. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. -L. Mayes, 2, Slansfieid Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Coliingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*,!. Kean, No. 1. Fountainbridge.
Feiling-on-Tyne—J. Croeby and Son, High St
Gateshead-on-Tyne.—§.lohn Crosby and Sons, 48.
High Street.

Glasgow.—*W. Wilson. 247, Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Slitchell Street; J. Ward. 178,
Slain Street, Shettleston; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-
market.

Ct. Harwood—fA. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blaekburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.
Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Ine-ull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins, 55, Wincolmlee; *Dearlove and

Allen, Porter Street
; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-

ter Street; *G. Gilson aid Son, 17, Craven Street.
Ipswich—James Raymer, Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.—isr. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.—tli. Phillipson, 41, Slarket Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.—JJ. and B. Marsh, Slarket PL
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132, King St.
Kirkcaldy.—tw. R. Cibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—«[ E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 230, Bcigrave Gate.
Leeds— J1S. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhonse Lane..
Leek.—JT. Slctwham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane: *J. W.
Metcalfe, 08, Brunswick Rd.; JE. Roberts, Bird
Slarket.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hail, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.
London.—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 352,
Unper-st., Islington

; G. II. Hooper, 216, Forest-rd..
Walthamstow; fC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wai-
wortb-rd., S.E.

; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.

;
J. Slanning, 11, Waterioo-rd. : A. E.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Slower,
1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.

; A. Dos sett, Ladbroke-
gv., W.; S. Silveridge, G, Aldgate, E.C.: *Wm.
Wlute’.ey’s. Ltd., Wostbourne-gv.

; *A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn: J. Jeffrey. 209. York-rd,, Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 100, Vaughan-ird'., S.E..

;

§ Lew io and Sons, 211. Garratt-lane, and 280, S'ork-
rd.. Wandsworth; Jolinson. 20, ‘ Cleveland-et.. W.

;

T. W. Parkyn, 52, East-st., Walworth,: Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.
Wilson, 407B, West -Green Rd., N. ; \V, and E:
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-placc, Hoxton ; C. Roelil. 400,
Edgware-rd.: C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
rd.. WUleede'n Green; .1. H. Sforris ' and Co., 570
and 642, Harrow-rd. ; Miss Tomkins, 11, Higli-rd.,
Willesden Green.

Manchester.—*A. G. Davies, no fc 112, Tib-st.: *R.
Kreniner. 104, Tib-st.; W. Jackson, 12. Livel-et.,
Hitlnic; TJohn' llevwood. Ltd.. Deansgate : *Dut-
ten.a, 51 & 53, Tib-st. ; *W. Smith, n.s. Tib-st.
Agents wanted evarywhsre

; for terms write to file

Publisher. " Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C,

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The all ntfon of Show Secretaries Is directed lo tK#
following list, of gentlemen willing to ael as judges.

Term for Insertion on application.

J. C. BARNES, 113, Norlhlleld Road, Walk ley, 8hef.
field. Judge of nil varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate,

T. BENNETT, 14, Cimfliciland Rd., Lfilgct Green,
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-
tical experience.

J w. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and liritl-ii Bird specialist.,
lorink moderate.

W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington street. Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of nil varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Road, S. Norwood,
London, S.E. Specialist, British and Foreign.

CEO. CARDNER, II. Haverstock Road, Loudon,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35. (Jm-eti’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, call judge Canaries and eago
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Term*
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21. Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in
Norwich ; terms moderate.

C. A. HOUSE Jiriardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

JAMES KERR, is. James Street. Perth. Any variety.
Specialist Norwich ami British.

J. V/, METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.- Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Ptainliead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6. Carlisle Place, Mnnningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries arid Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Carsna’ton,
Surrey. All varieties cf » age Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Cllirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

yarn- tier. Mil: j-.ractu tl experience Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. rl. PAYNE, 17, Nortligate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emswortli, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton Fed,
Co. Durham. A.V., SpL, Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries. Britisli and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years' Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street. Bodmin. Judge of
alt varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.'

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires
and Norwieii Terms on application. -

VV. VARDY, The Aviaries, II nek nail Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge
Cage Birds, ail varieties; specialist British,

Foreign. Mules, and Hybrids.
J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington Rd.. Frizington. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Termj
moderate.

SHOWS.,
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPA I D. I

4 -inch 2/-, ^ -i ncli 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in ouf
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or mor*
columns 7/6 per inch, lolumn width, except to
"Guaranteed" Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Scries o* not lees
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Shovr|
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

Merionethshire Agricultural Society,

Friday, Sept. 4th, 1914.)
Judge, Mr. Clem Watson, Oxhey, Watford.

Cage Birds (open); Poultry, Pigeons (opeife, t*
|

Wales). Prize money. 10/-, 5/-. Entries finally tloso
Aug. 26th. Schedules and entry forms from— Robt.

j

Roberts, Secretary.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best'
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball." Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.C.

“PIGEONS"
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

“FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subjects.

Every Friday Id, Send Postcard for Specimen,

Offices *. Idle, Bracffordj Yorks.
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Stoppag'e of “Bird Life.”
Mrs. Comyns=Lewer’s Gallant Struggle Ended by the War.

“CAGE BIRDS” AND
THE WAR.

\N APPEAL TO CAGE BIRD FANCIERS.

'X'HK present time is one of grave national dan-

X ger, but it must be accepted by all of us in

tlie spirit of resignation and confidence. There is

not the slightest reason for panic, and all disloca-

tion ol ordinary business routine is only assisting

the enemy and injuring ourselves. We make an

urgent appeal to all our readers to continue their

hobby as usual, to defeat as far as lies in their

power any proposals re the abandoning ol shows, N

and to accommodate themselves to the situation

with the utmost calm. The price of bird seed,

etc., should be sufficiently regulated by the fact

that all exports of bird seed are forbidden, and that

the Mediterranean route is now open for our

vessels. The need for cheerfulness in the home

was never more pressing, and it is the worst pos-

sible economy for folks to abandon their little

feathered pets at a moment when they can bring

such joy and brightness into life, and by their song

and merry ways gladden our sorrowing hearts. Only

this week I have had a letter from a fancier in

Belgium who asks me to continue sending his paper

to him, because, although all his family have gone

off to the front, he still has his birds; he would

feel lost without it, and the risk of not getting his

paper is a small one compared to the others with

which he is surrounded. Let ns take a lesson

from this brave old man, and where by physical

disability or age or sex we are unable to actively

interest, ourselves in military or naval defence, we

can help to bring about normal conditions by carry-

ing on in our usual way, following our peaceful

hobbies, and thus help to provide a wholesome

ant idote to depressing or exciting news from the

seat of war. We shall have something to say

next week as to a proposal to provide all the tem-

porary hospitals now being arranged for with sing-

ing Canaries free of charge.

A FTER a nearly nine years’ battle for success with

“Canary and Cage Bird Life,” Mrs. Cdmyns
Lewer lias found the difficulties confronting her

in connection with the war so serious as to cause her

to stop its publication. Last week’s number contained

a “Farewell” notice of so interesting a character that

we reprint the following extracts from it :
—

With this issue “Bird Life” ceases. “The least

said the soonest mended,” and consequently we shall not

waste much time; or space in stating a very obvious fact.

The conclusion has been very much precipitated by the

War, in which all Europe is now involved. Already

the difficulties of getting suitable paper for printing and

despatching copiejs when printed are assailing all newspaper

proprietors, and as it is very important that “ The Fea-

thered World” should not suffer in any way, we have

decided definitely to stop publishing “ Bird Life.”

W’c at all events retire from the field knowing that we

have done our utmost for the fancy, and that it is the

fancy that lias failed us. Perhaps some day they may
recall our words and regret the poor support they have

given us.

To those who—unfortunately in the minority—have

done all they could to help the paper we return our most-

heartfelt thanks.

We have made arrangements to have queries on cage-

birds answered in “ The Feathered World, but unfortu-

nately the pressure on our space there is so great that we

cannot do more; but at all times Mr. Robson will be

glad to give advice and help in any way he can.

Nothing now remains but to again say

FAREWELL !

”

W© cannot let this occasion pass without putting on

record our sincere regrets at Mrs. Lewer’s non-success.

We say this without humbug or cant. Her methods in

competing with Cage Birds have always been straight-

forward and stimulating, and we feel that in her very

failure there is a note of dignity that is characteristic of

the woman and her work. Few other persons in the

publishing business would for so long a period have faced

such disappointing results week after week, year after

year. Her determination was never for an instant

weakened by set-backs that would have made others of

the opposite’ sex abandon the attempt long ago. And it

is only now when faced by overwhelming and insuperable

odds entirely outside anyone’s ability to cope with that

she is forced to abandon* her attempt. Such an adver-

sary as this is worth meeting, and we could have wished

her a better reward.

Mrs. Lewer in the past has had some hard things to
say about Cage Birds and its founder, and no doubt
Cage Birds and its founder have in the course of con-
flict had some hard things to say of Mrs. Lewer and
“ Bird Life.” But this is uot the moment for raking
up old sores. Rather would wo shake hands and let

hy-gones he by-gones. In no spirit of patronage, but
that of honest admiration, we applaud unstintingly the
woman who has done as much for the bird Fancy as
anyone living, and who has, natheless certain human
weaknesses, no superior amongst us for honesty of pur-
pose, highness of aim, and inflexibility of spirit.

In the present state of the country a,11 petty trade
rivalries and competitions sink into oblivion. Mrs.
Lewer has given her only son for the service of his
country, arid one of her daughters, too, has taken a post
of danger. The whole cage bird world will join with
us in wishing them both God speed on their missions of
defence and mercy and a speedy and safe return to their
mother’s arms.

A Confiding Kingfisher.
The following incident was told me by Mr. Aldridge, of

Iladleigh, Suffolk On August 5 he was fishing with a friend
in the river Brett below Layman Mill. He had just caught
an eel, which was trying to unhook, when his friend
called to him: “Look here!” As the eel took up all his

attention he did not look up till his friend called to him
again a moment or two later. Theii he looked and saw a
Kingfisher perched on the second joint of his friend’s rod,

which he was holding in his hand. The bird stayed there
for a minute or so and then flew off.—T. II. Dipnall in
“ Country Life.”

Bird Protection in New Zealand.
It is interesting to hear of the formation in New Zealand

of an organisation entitled the Forest and Bird Protection
Society, with headquarters at Wellington. The objects
are (a) the conservation of wild nature by inculcating among
the public, especially the children, an interest in the native
flora and fauna, and the protection and preservation thereof

;

(li) the conservation of any forest growing on roadsides, on
the banks of rivers, and on other public lands, and the pro-

tection of the same as far as possible
;

(c) the setting aside

as public reserves any privately owned forest lands which
are in danger of being destroyed

; (d) assisting any move-
ment taken for the purpose of protecting any area of

land covered with forest
;

(e) assisting any movement for

the protection of any native birds or animals.

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Office?: 154, Fleet Street. London, EC.
telegrams—

“

Aviculture ,
London.” 1 el. Ac. 5229

Holborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope ,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions prom ptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one Side of paper only

tTwitterings.

The annual show of the Welsh Northern
Counties F. and F.A. will be held at Llan-

dudno on Nov. 7.

Please noUfy my change of address from

Desmond Street to 10, Longwood Avenue,
DuWin, writes Mr. Arthur J. Whitty.
The secretary of the Torbay (Paignton) O.S.

writes that they will not hold their annual

open and members’ show on Oct. 21st.

Please make it known through Cage Birds
that Guisborough Priory lias cancelled its

open show date for the present.—Wni.
Waraker, Sec.

At a meeting of the Cumberland and West-
morland Y.C.C., held Aug. 5, writes Mr. R.

W. Peareon, Treas., our secretary resigned

owing to pressure of business, and J. Head
was appointed. All business in connection

with the society in future must be addressed

to J. Head, 12, Mill St., Maryport.
Ramsden s peppers for the present season

(samples of which have just reached us) are

once again superlatively good. The tasteless

pepper we have never seen excelled for depth

and brilliancy of colour, while its purity is

guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act

its wholesameness, indeed, is apparent to both

taste and smell. Birds should thrive on it,

and that they will moult out the requisite

“ red-hot” tone, of colour goes without saying.

The hot Natal pepper is also a wonderful

sample for colour properties, and will come as

a boon to those who favour its use. For

prices consult our advertisement columns.

ALL FANCIERS who wish to moult out thsir Cah-

ari“s in the highest possible condition and fit them

lor* tin? show-bench should close with the offer

appearing on page 72 this week.

Users of colour-foods, writes Mr. J. \V,

Ramsden (11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton,

S.W.) had better at once secure the stock they

will require to last through the season, as

owing to the present state of affairs it seems

that °it will not be possible for me to obtain

more from the growers, and my own stock,

thanks to -the excellent demand there has been

for my peppers, is already getting very low.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Harry Allen, Leeds.

We regret to hear from Mr. Fred. Allen, of

eds, of the death of his father, Mr. Harry

len, who died on Sunday last, after only

ree* days’ illness. Mr. H. Allen has long

en known as an expert in all matters

pertaining to Linnets, especially in respect

singing contests. When he was taking an

tive part in these contests his Linnets were

mous throughout the Leeds district, but

tterly he had practically confined Ins ener-

es to dealing, and had acquired a good repu-

tion among owners of all kinds of British

id foreign birds and Canaries.

Mr. W. J. Veasey, Rugby.

It is with deepest sympathy, writes Mr.

H. Webb, that I have to announce the

jath of Mr. W. J. Veasey, the late sec. ot

i© RuHiv C.B.A., who passed away on Aug.

aiter° a* prolonged illness. His death has

ist a gloom over the whole district. Mr.

easev was a very valuable and energetic

ember of the Rugby C.B.A. The a-ssoaa-

on has not only been indebted to him tor

is services as secretary, but also for his ready

nd experienced help so ungrudgingly given

l the Fancy ;
he was always willing to aesist

novice. I know I am voicing the senti-

lents of all fanciers in tendering to his sor-

awin°' widow our heartfelt sympathy in hei

ad bereavement. Mr. Veasey was interred

t New Bilton Aug. 8. A floral tribute was

snt by the members of the society, and the

ociety was represented by Mr. P. G. Salte

nd myself to pay the last respect to one

re can ill afford to lose.

Deal in Rollers.
It may interest you, writes Mrs. Nellie

;son, to know I have purchased the whole

x-k of Hartz Roller Canaries lately owned

Mrs. Taylor (Wimbledon) taking over the

iuse and ail the aviaries This, with, my own

ack of over 200, I think will be the largest

ock of English bred Rollers in anyone s

mds in England^

The Avicultural Magazine, the journal of
j

the Avicultural Society, for August, opens
j

with an article on Flamingos by the Editor,

Mr. II. D. Astley, who also concludes “My
Birds at Brinsop Court.” The first portion

j

of the Flamingo article mainly consists of an
j

extract from Sir H. Johnston’s book on the

Uganda Protectorate treating on the Flam-
ingos, estimated at a million, which find their

home on Lake Hannington
;
this is illustrated

with a beautiful coloured frontispiece, and
two fine photographs. In the latter part

Mr. Astley writes of his own Flamingos at

Brinsop( Court. Dr. Butler continues his

“Thirty-two years of Aviculture,” the Mar-
quis of Tavistock “ Some Hints on Parrot

Keeping,” and Dr. Hopkinson “ English

Names for the Parrots” Other articles are

“Notes on My Birds” by Miss Peddie Wad-
dell, “ Gannets in Confinement” Mr. J. If.

Gurney, and “Notes on Wading Birds” Mr.

H. L.’Sich.

Birds as Prisoners of War.
Describing the scenes witnessed on the ar-

rival of refugees in Liege, a correspondent of

“ The Daily Telegraph ” says :
“ A stout

gentleman, with a pointed grev beard, was

inconsolable because his ‘ collection of little

birds ’ had been left behind at the mercy of

the Germans.”
Border Fancy Canarv Club.
As the time is now wearing round towards

the show season, writes Mr. W. B. Smart.

Hon. Sec., 13, High St., Loanhead, will all

intending members please let me have their

names a/nd full postal address by the 26th

inst., as the list must be in publisher’s hands
by the end of the month at the latest.

Searchlights and Migratory Birds.
What will be the effect upon migratory

birds of the searchlights from the war vessels

now guarding our coasts? Possibly when the
war is ended we shall learn from naval officers

of puzzled birds wheeling round the watchful
ships, dashing wildly after the dazzling

beams. Strong white lights from light-

houses and lightships lure many birds to de-

struction
;
will these ’powerful flashing lights

confuse them even more? There is little

chance of systematic observation hy those

whose attention is riveted on such grave

issues, but trivial incidents often make an

impression on the mind of those who are most
anxious or absorbed. During the Boer "War

one gallant officer, now,- unfortunately, no

more, made many useful notes on the South
African fauna, says tho •“ Manchester Guar-

dian.’'’ The naturalist, even in the presence

of death, cannot entirely forget his interests.

A Young Bird’s Triumphs.
Permit me to thank you for your courtesy

in illustrating my young ticked yellow York-
shire. Since winning at Penge under Mr.
Norman the same bird secured 1st and sp.

at Dulwich and Peckham, Mr. Robson judg-
ing, and 1st and silver medal at the L.

and P O.S. show, Mr. Gardner, placing the
awards.—J. S. Fairman (London, S.E.).

Shooting Outgoing Pigeons.
A City man advises farmers and others in

the. Eastern Counties to shoot outgoing
pigeons, which, he considers, are now the

only means of communication between Eng-
land and Germany. It is well known that

in the German secret service Carrier Pigeons

are used, and it will be remembered that last

week a German trawler, seized by a British

warship off the Orkneys, had Carrier Pigeons

on board.—“ The Standard.”

The Green C.A. Campaign.
Our next meeting is Aug. 25, at Oldham

Hil;l, Renshow St., Liverpool, writes Mr.

F. Handley, the sec., 23, Coventry Road',

Wavertreo, Liverpool. It is specially for

allotting patronage in novice section. Will

novices please note. W© have several appli-

cations already. Any further applications

should he in before the above date for either

champion or novice sections. We have many
specials to allot in both. Green Canaiy

! fanciers please rally round ;
the show season

|
is close at hand. Any information as to

membership, etc., can be had from me.

A Curiou*> Coincidence.
On May 22, 1911, I marked with rings two

adult ,
Razorbills on the Island of Rosevere,

Isles of Seilly, writes “H.W.R.” in a con-

temporary, those two being the only ones 1

succeeded in capturing. One of the rings

bore the number 31,310. On May 19 last I

visited the island for the second time, and

although assisted by two boatmen could

only capture one adult Razorbill, owing to

the depth of the rock holes. This bird was

under the same rock as was the one I marked

there three years before ;
not only this, it

was the identical bird, for it bore upon its

leg the ring numbered 31,310. The central 3

-nfe worn away, and the ring was almost off,

for the bird had got the overlap undone, and

it came off tho leg quit© easily, go easily

that it is a wonder the bird had not got it

off itself. It is indeed curious that of tho

hundreds, if not, thousands, of Razorbills

nesting on this island the only one to 1>©

captured should be one of the two I marked

there three years all but three days before ! I

replaced the ring with one numbered 32.WU.
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J Young Canaries : Their Sexing, Moult-
j

ing, Colour Feeding and Training.

£ By
iW************ i

A. THOMAS (Frlmley).

I
THINK I had been breeding Canaries

two or three seasons before 1 could

select the young cocks with any cer-

tainty and even now 1 have to admit mak-

ing a mistake occasionally. Last year

out of siXty-five birds bred I judged two

wrongly; and strange to say, they were

both cocks that l had sold as hens. Of

course my customer was very pleased and

1 have since heard both birds (now on lull

*oug) singing his house down.
Picking Out the Young Cocks.

Generally speaking the cocks have bolder

eves, deeper colouring on top of the head,

saddle and wing butts; also a kind of

‘ eyebrow’’ of richer feathers is to be

seen in the cock birds. If the young-

birds are examined whilst young in the

nest, before the feathers grow, you can

take it for granted that the birds with the

largest “ear-holes” are cocks.

If you watch closely you will see the

cocks trying to sing when a few weeks old,

and if you see the throat swelling out

and pulsating it is another good sign.

Some, of course, will not attempt to sing

until after the moult, so don’t be in too

big a hurry to say “That bird is a hen.”

The cocks "are also usually the biggest,

boldest, most dominant and pushful birds,

but the subtle distinctions are very hard

for a novice to recognise. There is a

plate in “ Our Canaries” (that grand hook

obtainable from Cage Birds offices)

which shows' you how to sex Canaries;

you should get it and study it, also the

ether valuable information in this volume.

Do not allow your hens to have more

than three nests' in a. season, unless you

w ant to lose- some of your hens in the

moult. I like my hens to be finished by

the end of July, so that they will he strong

when the moult commences and during

its progress.

When Ignorance is Folly.

The. moult is the time when many Can-
aries are found to go wrong generally

either through ignorance in feeding or

taking insufficient care to guard the birds

from draughts and fluctuations of

temperature. Birds when moulting may
be compared to a man standing at his gar-

den gate on a cold night in his shirtsleeves.

They have only part of their feathers on
and for this reason must be allowed plenty

•f exercise, either in large cages or, better

still, be turned loose in a spare room or

an aviary.

When the nights are long I keep a light

burning in my bird room until about eight

o’clock so that the birds can see to feed

and drink. I again turn the light on by

seven in the morning, if it is not already

.light. I consider that in mid-winter, for

instance, when it is dark by 4.30 p.m. and
remains dark till about 7.30 a.m. the birds

arc kept too long without food (15 hours).

The food should be more nourishing, too,

during the moult and winter than at any
other time of the year, I look round to

see -which birds are suitable for colour-

feeding. Those with feather of a nice

soft silky texture show its effects best. 1

place the cocks in a large flight and the
hens in another. If I see one of the cocks
getting too disagreeable I cage him alone.

Those birds that are not being colour-fed I

place in the largest cages I have.
They all get the same staple diet, viz.,

best Spanish canary seed, with every other
day a teaspoonful per bird of summer
rape, and twice a week a tcaspoonf ill of a

mixture of two parts each hemp and niga,
one part each black rape, linseed and mil-

let. half part maw. Twice a week I give
a little egg and bread (or biscuit) sprink-
led with maw seed and a pinch of Demerara
sugar. Once a week I give a little castor
oil in their egg-food, and occasionally 1

give the birds milk sop instead of the egg-
food.- *

Colour-feeding and Its Effects.
I have often been asked if I thought

that colour-feeding was injurious to the
birds. My reply is, emphatically, No. I

have Colour-fed a bird at ten years old
and lie was as lively as a cricket all

through, taking the colour well. It is

seldom I have-, to record a death in my
birdroom and I know 1 have not had more

colour-fed birds dio than “natural” fed

ones.

Hero is my method : 1 make my egg-food
in the Ordinary way of one egg, one slice

of bread half-inch thick (or the equiva-
lent in biscuits), and about four teaspoon-
fuls' of pepper. The latter is mixed in

well. It consists of one part hot Natal
to eight parts of tasteless (or “cold”)
pepper. I remove the seed twice daily for

an hour to ensure them eating it all up.

1 put no bird in the colour-feeding
cages until I see signs of approaching
moult. This can usually be told by the
bird appearing listless and drowsy; some-
times it will have its head under its wing
in the daytime. Plenty of loose feathers
will be seen in the bottom of the cage when
the moult proper starts. 1 continue
with the same strength colour-food from
start to finish.

If “Stuck” in the Moult.
Should I find a bird stuck in the moult

I remove it from the position it is then in

and either put it higher or lower or to
some other side of the room. > This gen-
erally starts him off again. The colour-
fed birds also get milk sop once a week and
this is sprinkled with maw seed, when the
birds cat it more readily. A little sul-

phate of iron (about the size of a pea)
should be given in the drinking water.
It is a good tonic and fixes the colour.

A piece of beef suet will help to tighten
up the plumage and a lillle boiled carrot
is much enjoyed. For “green-food” I

give a little sweet apple or banana. I

always gather a lot of ripe plantain stalks
during the season and I find they all like

them. These little “tit-bits” will be
well repaid in the breeding season by the
extra good condition of your pets, for a
bird out of condition is no use to any-
body. .

Don’t forget the bath on all suitable
days. It produces that beautiful sheen
we all so much admire. Give cold water;
it is better for them. I always draw the
blind in my birdroom dining the moult,
but leave the room so that the birds are
able to see and feed. A yellow blind is

the best.

Training for the Show Bench.
Having got the best birds sorted out and

caged separately, we should proceed to
hang a show cage on the front of the stock
cage, so as to get the bird used to it.

This can be done by a few small hooks made
from ordinary cage wire. Try to get the
bird to run fom one cage to the other with-
out handling, using, if necessary a small
stick inserted through the wires of the
cage. Most birds if you place a little egg-
food in the show cage, will run into it as
soon as they see it hung on the stock cage,
expecting, of course, to get a “tit-bit.”

It Is cpiite impossible for anybody .to

judge a bird that seems to try to kill

itself by dashing against the wires of the
cage immediately the judge approaches it;

hence you must get it steady. There
is only one way of doing this. You must
gain the bird’s confidence by talking to it,

and every time it sees you your hand should
contain something the bird is very fond of.

Talk to the bird each time you offer it this

“tit-bit” and" you will be surprised at the
difference in a few days time. The bird
will be glad to see you coming.
You must be very careful to keep the

birds clean. Offer a bath every day, so

that they may go to at least two shows
before having to be washed. At the same
time, do not send a dirty bird; you will

be wasting your entry fee, carriage, and
everything else.

If your bird gets a bit down in con-
dition during the show season give him
every other day a teaspooufnl of the fol-

lowing : Linseed, niger, gold of pleasure,
and maw seed mixed in equal parts. On
the days you are not offering this seed
mixture give a little milk sop.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE Rinr*S ” 15„ FLEET
STREET, L0NDQM-
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THE
BLACK-
FACED
SERIN.

A dainty little

Finch which

stand* high in

favour amongst

lovers of foreign

birds.

HOW TO CHEAPEN THE FOOD BILL.

Hints that may be useful to Bird-keepers during the present War crisis

By G. E. WESTON.
•

I
HAVE met many fanciers recently

(“ birds of a feather”
;
you know the

rest), and for once in a way our conversation

has not been entirely monopolised by tales

of our birds. We have talked mainly—need

I say it?—about the War. It is a truly

terrible business, and none can tell when
or in what it will end.

But we can all strive to be optimistic

—

thank goodness I was born that way !

—

indeed, it is our bounden duty to ourselves

and to our neighbours to look in the pre-

sent crisis upon the bright side of things.

Conunend me to the British race to pull

through in double quick time when “ up
against it.” And the Cage Bird Fancy
and its followers will sure enough pull

through too.

I hope that the officials and members of

societies which hold open shows will not

get into a “panicky” condition, and see

a need for cancelling their fixtures when no

such need in reality exists Railway traffic

was bound to suffer disorganisation under

the stress of moving troops and war stores.

But this will quickly settle down. It will

not be long before life in this country re-

sumes its normal course. And it will not

be long either—please God—before the

triumph of our allied forces comes to pass.

Let us “ Keep Cool.”

Show officials should not be hasty to

act. Let ns “keep cool.” Let us also

remember that Cage Birds stands ready

to assist us in every possible way to hold

our shows if there is the least glimmer of

hope that the fixtures can be successfully

gone through with.

I am wandering from my subject, how-

ever. This was suggested to me by the re-

marks of my fancier friends. While they,

one and all, were confident as to the Fancy
emerging as strong as ever from the pre-

sent upset, almost without exception they

said :
“ What a pity the price of seed, and

especially canary seed, should have been so

high, and is now certain to go up still

higher!” ^
Economy, of course, should he the rul-

ing note at this juncture in all our domes-

tic affairs. And so it occurred to me that

a few' notes on how bird-lovers can econo-

mise in the up-keep of their pets might

not come amiss. 1 may have no important

message to convey to the “old hands” (I

ani fast getting an “ £>ld ” hand mys'elf) but

to others I hope to be able to point out one

or two ways in which they can bring down
the food bill of their pets, and without, I

promise them, any sacrifice of health or

condition in the birds.

An item which' at the present moment
affects many of us is that of colour-feeding.

At the best of times one hears it condemned

as being “ unnecessary and costly.” With
t.He first count ill this indictment I have no

concern. I do not “set the fashion.” Asj

regards the question of cost, however, I»

think much can be said on the other side.
]

Even those birds which have the misfor-

tune to be born into the world w orthy of no
better description than “songsters” can
be enhanced in value by being colour-fed,

and enhanced to a degree which leaves a
fair margin of profit when the cost of the
pepper and the trouble of administering
it have been taken into consideration.

Ask any dealer which “songsters” take
j

the customer’s eye — the non-fed or the!
colour-fed. Both dealer and customer will

always pay more for the latter. But all

this is by-the-way.

When Eggs Spell Money!
One of my friends told me that he was

half-a-mind to give up colour-feeding this

season: “Look at the price of reliable,

eggs,” he said, “ and I’ve got so many 1

birds, too.”
“ Well, why use eggs?” I asked him. Hej

looked surprised and replied: “Don't]
you?”

I told him that I had not used eggs,

(meaning new-laid, hard-boiled eggs) over
a period of several years, either for colour-

feeding or for rearing my Canaries and
Mules and Hybrids. And neither is it

necessary so to do. The making of colour-

food fresh every day with hard-boiled eggs
is just one of many processes, hallowed by
tradition, from which fanciers seem afraid.1

to depart, notwithstanding the trouble andi
expense involved.

One of the most successful breeders and
exhibitors of Norwich Plainheads of mv
acquaintance uses simply moistened bread
as the vehicle to convey the colour into

his birds. His birds are excelled by none
in depth of colour, or in the sheen they
carry on their plumage. Of course, he also

breeds for colour, and he is careful to geti

a reliable colour-food—points, these, of
j

vastly greater importance than many seem
to realise. !

Now there can be no cheaper, and few
easier, methods than the above

;
and seeing

that it is so successful in his case, there can
be no reason why others should not adopt
it with satisfaction.

He cuts the necessary quantity of bread
from a good-quality white loaf, three or
more days’ old. He sw eetens with common
brown sugar (known, I believe, as “moist”
sugar; demerara, of course, could not be;

beaten), sufficient comfortably-warm water
to w'ell soak the bread. The soaked and
sweetened bread he places in a clean

towel and squeezes as dry as possible. Ho
then mixes in the colour-food and proceeds:

to feed his birds. They eat it as readily

as my two “young hopefuls” devour
“creamy” toffee!

l*u be continued.
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Correspondence.
The Gathering of Thistle Seed.
Sir,—As there are thistles in great, quan-

tity about here, I should like to learn from
some of your readers the best way 'to take
the seed out. Is it possible to get a small
machine to do it?

T. Wells.

Preparing Linnets for Contest
Singing.

Srn,—If Mr. ,J. Houghton will let you
publish his address, or will send samo direct
to me, I will forward him a, seed mixture
which is supposed to bring Linnets forward
for contest singing. 1 may say I have not
tried it myself, as I -have not kept Linnets
for singing, only keeping Canaries, so 1 do
not care to publish the recipe in “C.B.”
owing to not having given it a trial myself.

My address is with the Editor.
A. W. II.

Can a Clear Mule be Bred from
a Hen Goldfinch and Cock

Canary ?
Sir,—During my experience in breeding

mules and Hybrids I have throe or four

times tried' the cross of yellow cock Canary
and hen Goldfinch. I have got Mules from
this crossing, hut never one good enough to

make a show bird, nearly all of them have

been very ordinary dark ones. This might
have happened because I used only ordinary

yellow cocks. Had I used a strain which had
been in-bred for a few years the results might

have been different. This is my view of my
non succet-s

;
perhaps some of your readers

may have had different results, if so I should

very much like to have their views of this im-

portant subject. The season will soon be

over, so some will bo ablo to chronicle their

experience. Perhaps some of your Scotch

readers might have been successful. My
opinion is that oven if you did get a clear

Mule, it would not be so largo as one bred

in the usual way; i.e., Goldfinch-Canary, not

Canary-Goldfinch. ,

Goldie.

The “Order of the Push’’ at
Abertillery,

Sip.,—I crave a small space against the un-

manly attack on the officials of the Abertillery

C.B.S. I think it would have been more to

your correspondents’ honour if they bad heard

both sides first, but they formed their ideas

an Mr. Moule’s statements, which our worthy

secretary refuted last week. I have tried the

whole of this year to find out what Mr. Moule
is dissatisfied about, and I must admit that in

the meetings and when talking to Mr. Moule
when it comes to facts I have failed to find

any grounds for his conduct. He has had

just the same fair play in the meetings as

everyone else, but he is always thinking there

is a certain number always against him. The
officials of the Society understand their work
better than those who are writing against

them. When you have men coming about six

miles to a meeting and then finding one mem-
ber upsetting everything, well »what were our

officers to do? There seems only one thing,

and that is to make Mr. Moule secretary, and
that will put things right. Justice.

Sir,—In reply to the defender of the Aber-
tillery C.B.S., I beg to make an apology for

the little error when I stated the numbers at

the meeting mentioned. I may say that I had
these numbers given me by a member who
attended both, so the error was not on my
part. He remarks that I was not thrown out

in five minutes; that it took three months.
On this point I consider he has given the
secret away, and brings my rpmark true about
there being a clique. One word about the
deputation that was picked to see me about
upsetting their meetings. What a shame!
They came to ask me to resign, or not disM

turb the meetings, because I told them to
their faces that there was a clique in the
meetings. They chose three to see me, the
defender being one

; but he did not have
enough courage to come. His remark that
the meetings I attended were not ruled as
they ought to be, does not speak well of the
chair, does it? He does not speak correctly
when he states that I ridiculed the Chair-
man and that I interrupted the speakers. If

this is the other side of the affair, so much
for it, as “ Well Wisher’s ’* statement that I

like to probe things to the bottom is quite
right. The defender says that I upset their
meeting? from beginning to end. Let us have
the truth. What I had to say I generally
left to t.he last, and what I did say
upset a few. As 11 Well Wisher” says, let us
have business above board and things would
be much better. This is1 the root of all the
trouble. I myself do not make the disturbance
at the meetings, but those who are against
me. “Well Wisher” states that I am not
the only one. that lias had the “ push ” from
th» A.C.B.S. That is quite right ; there are

some 1 know who have left because there was
not any fair play. About my expulsion : There
is no rule to justify it. There is a rule that
says that if a member is accused of slandering
another outside the meetings, if he cannot
provo to the contrary he shall be expelled.
Mow what 1 have said has been said at the
meetings. What more can I do than say it

to their faces?

A. E. Moule.
|
One or-two sentences have had to be de-

leted.—Editor.]

Net Making Made Easy.
Sir,—Nrnv the catching season will soon bo

here, and at various lime readers are asking
how to make bird nets, I will try to explain
how the knot is tied. First, get a piece of
string about 2tt. Jong, and tic the ends to-

gether, so as to make a loon marked A, then
hang it on a hook or tie it. round the hack
of a chair so that you can reach it comfort-
ably sitting down. Then fasten a thread to
loop A, place your mesh B straight along,
bring thread over the top of mesh and round
under third' finger, marked C, and under
mcrli B. J’lacc thread under thumb J), then
throw thread out so as to make a loop over
loop A. Bring it round again under mesh B,
and round little finger E. Now pass the
needle over the top of second finger F, but
under thread, also under mesh, so as to bring
it out between mesh and thread G, and
through loop A. Having done this you can
let thread off third finger C, also under thumb
D, but keep tho thread tight on little finger

Mr. Bunting's Method of Making Nets.

E
;
this is the only one you need trouble about,

as the knot will not tie until you let it go, so

keep your mesh up close to loop A and then
pull thread, and let it slip off little finger,

and pull it up tight
;
you will find you have

tied the knot in loop A. Continue doing this

until you ‘have put on as many stitches as

you require, and then slip out mesh, and you
will find all loops along on loop A which
you will be able to elide along. Now start

again and pick up the first loop and continue

all the way along, and when yon have got to

the end slip out mesh again. You will find

it rather awkward at first, but with a little,

practice you will b® able to knit it like a

woman knitting a cock. I have made a

rough sketch ;
where the lines are not joined

together shows where they should go under,

not over. I hope readers will be able to fol-

low it, and I wish Cage Birds success.

W. Bunting.

Undaunted Enthusiasm at
Sheffield.

Sir,—In the interests of the Fancy and
exhibitors at large, I should like to mention

the success of the Sheffield Ornithological

Society in connection with specialist club

patronages, every one applied for having been

granted, as follows: — Cinnamon Marked
Yorks. C.C., Yorkshire C.C., National Green-
marked Yorks. C.C., Norwich IhC., Open
Norwich P.C. (the Club Show). Border Fancy
C.C., Lancashire and Liz. F.A., Yorks and
Lancs. British Bird and M.C., National Brit.

Bird and M.C., Foreign B.C.. Foreign Bird

Exhibitors’ League (with guarantee of special

class for Green Budgerigars). We are only

waiting now for the members of the above
dubs and exhibitors generally to give us a

bumping entry, and we shall do the rest. Full

prize-money paid in every class, and specials

for all sections.

John A. T. Woodall, Press Corresp.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all Kinds of athletics, including Foot-,
hall Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing'
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet. &c., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere
Get a ccpy to*day, or srnti or l'rea Spcoirncriro
“Health and Strenglh,” 12. llurlyich Street,

Strand, K.C., mentioning “C.B. 1 *
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Another Wonderful Case of a
Bird’s Return Home.

A Linnet Roams the Fields and Woods
during the Daytime, and at Might goes

into its Cage.
Hut,- ’I he following was written Ja.st week

by “A. N. S.” to “The Scotsman. ” It
shows very plainly what wild birds think of
their cruel captors and their prisons !

“ Our
household pets include a Goldfinch and a

Linnet. These were caught in the country,
hiit both have moulted in the house. The
Linnet contracted a disease we could not
cure, and, after days of discussion, it was
decided to give the bird its liberty. It was
our view that, being a wild bird, it might
be able to secure some natural remedy for
its trouble. Whether we were right in this
must he left to surmise, but anyhow, we
opened the cage on Sunday last (June 21st)
and the Linnet disappeared. This would be
about noon. During the afternoon one of
our family said he thoughHie heard the Lin-
net’s voice in the avenue. As we live in the
country, little h'eed was given to the remark,
Linnets being seen in our neighbourhood any
day in the year.

On Monday and Tuesday more direct evi-

dence was received of the Linnet’s presence,
and our family as a whole concluded that our
house-bird was actually hovering in the
vicinity of our doorstep. On fine mornings
we hang out the Goldfinch’s cage. On Wed-
nesday morning the Linnet was on the ridge
of our door-porch, calling loudly, while the
Goldfinch answered back in his own language.

Strange to say, there is a distinct resemblance
between these two birds’ call-notes.. In a

’
-V

will state this is not so,* but perhaps the 7
birds having been so long together the one i

had come to imitate the notes of its mate.
After an hour or so tho Linnet disappeared, >

and was not again observed until well on in f

the afternoon. It had taken up a command- <
ing position on a stone wall skirting the pub- t

lie road. A great deal of motor and other ¥

traffic passed within a few yards of its site, i

but it was quite unconcerned. Later in the
day it roamed the woods round about the
house, hut by six o’clock we could hear it

whistling in a birch tree within a dozen
yards of our door.

We decided to hang up the empty cage by
the doorway, and we did this about seven
o’clock, at the same time taking the Gold-
finch indoors for the day. We were sur-
prised to see the Linnet, settle on a small
climbing plant near the cage, and by a series
of short flights at last enter the cage, and
immediately begin to feed. Wc had omitted
to put water inside, so one of the family
approached and replenished the dish. The
Linnet kept to its perch meanwhile quite un-
concerned. It was decided to leave the door
of the cage open. After remaining for about
half-an-hour, the bird once more flew away.
An hour later it reappeared, evidently intend-
ing to take up. its quarters in the cage
for the night. Once more, however, we
missed it, and for the rest of the evening it

was not seen. Before breakfast time on
Thursday it was again in the vicinity of the
cage, and as I write it seems quite evident
that this bird, although wild by nature,

intends to make its old cage its roosting and
feeding resort, although allowed to fly outside

at its own sweet will. A. McWatt.

HOW DID' BIRDS ORIGINATE ?

Nt Evidence of Definite Nature.
Sir,—'I am pleased to see Mr. J. I. Har-

greaves does not believe in evolution, and I am
glad to see he has quoted the highest authority
on the subject. There are different interpreta-
tions of the Bible account of the Creation, but
I have no hesitation in saying that Mr. Har-
greaves’ interpretation is the correct or.e. I

have discussed this subject before. My main
opponents were Dr. Butler and Mr. Allen
Silver, but I have proved over and over again
that I am streets ahead of them as a reliable

Ornithologist. >1 maintain that species are
special creations. Our present knowledge of

birds is that every species produces its own
kind (it has never been proved otherwise) when
paired to its own kind. If all the birds on the
face of the earth evolved from one pair their
song and nests would all be practically the
same, but that is not the case. The late Mr.
Wallace, who was a strong evolutionist, main-
tained that birds build their nests by imita-
tion, which goes dead against his own theory.
How on earth could birds build their first

nests by imitation when, there were no nests
to imitate? Birds build their nests instinc-
tively. which goes dead against the evolution
theory. I don’t know how evolutionists get
over these difficulties. Although Mr. K. Wells
has proved that a reptilian-like bird existed
at some remote period, there is no evidence
of a definite nature to prove that birds
evolved from reptiles.

Beith John Craig.

The Evolution Theory Upheld.
Sir,—As an evolutionist I have been greatly

interested in the above discussion. A bird
coul-d not be produced from a reptile directly,
but 1 quite expected to see some of the inter-
mediate forms of bird, animal and reptile life

instanced. Take the common Bat; it has a
mouth, not a beak, and is absolutely feather-
less, its outer covering, eepeciaBy the wings,
resembling the web of a. frog’s foot. The
Owl, too, can hardly be callect a true bird.
There are numerous kinds of birds which can-
not fly, although possessing wings. ’There
are some very much, like a efuek with very
small wings and a covering of fur. There
are evidences which go to show that all had a
common origin. Some of your correspondents
poke fun at the idea, which surely is not
harder to believe than that all humanity
descended from two originally created
parents. I grant that there are still some who
believe the latter even in these enlightened
days, but certainly none of • our university

professors or highly educated men generally.

If Mr. J. C. Wilmot had only a rucU-

mentary knowledge of anatomy and evolution

he would not ask what has become of “tails.”

He would know that none of tho anthropoid
apes (which arc merely big monkeys) lias a

tail, while in all humans the spinal column
finishes with a point like a tail, which is

turned inwards, and in many cases the

muscles for moving a tail aro present, but for

lack of use have become rudimentary. The
evolutionist does not compare a monkey with
the highest form of man, a being whose mys-
terious and innatp^dcsire for -improvement
has been working slowly but surely for count-

less ages by the refining influences of spiritual
culture. No, he compares the highest form
of ape with the lowest forms of humanity.
Will Mr. J. C. Wilmot tell me whether the
Aborigines of Australia were humans or not,
and, if not, what were they? They wore no
dress, had no language, were incapable of
lighting a fire, and were not equal to somo
apes intellectually or in many other ways.
The Tasmanians, considered to be the lowest
form of humanity ever known, are now ex-
tinct, “ crowded out ” by higher forms of
life. W. Watson.

Up Against the Scientists.

Sir,—Mr. Wells’ imaginative conjecture is

that we are all descended from minute
jelly-like creatures—how credulous some
people are ! Mr. Wells seems to write as if

he were certain that no animal but birds
has feathers for a^covering. Has he ever
examined some of the larger moths? Some of
them are covered by feathers which can be
seen by the naked eye ; and as I have never
seen it stated that they are in anyway con-
nected with birds, I don’t see why the
“archaeopteryx” should necessarily be the
missing link between birds and reptiles
because there was an Imprint of feathers in
the fossilised mud.
Mr. Savage is evidently one of those people

who think that the man in the street is in-

capable of thinking for himself, and mentally
grasping the nature of the theories pro-
pounded by scientists; and regards their un-
believing interference as an intrusion. He
might just as well dis burden his mind of the
thought, because there are many men who
haven’t had scientific training who are
capable of asking themselves questions about
the different theories; while he convicts him-
self of allowing others to think for him when
he says that he. will he ready to accept the
British Association’s dietuVn on evolution. Ho
unwittingly and unconsciously knocks a tack
in the coffin of the evolution theory when ho
says that “ if a man had been intended for an
upright pose there would have been bones or
seine protection round his abdomen.” When
we consider the thousands of years that man
has inhabited this earth in an upright posi-

tion, isn’t it an argnment against evolution

when the Creator—or whatever is supposed to

cause evolution—lias not seen fit to provide

the human frame with this protection, seeing

that Mr. Savage says we should be able to

digest better? Not that we have anything

to complain about in the way of digestive,

organs. T think the human animal cranages

to live as long as most, and rather longer than

some, which doesfi’t, speak badly for our

anatomical construction. I had wished to

make a few more observations on the subject,

but seeing that so many correspondents have

interested themselves in the controversy, and

they all want space, I will leave them for a

later date.
T. JonNSON.

. . i i j

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should he regularly

rpfinklcd with KEATING'S POWDER. cspoeJal'y

vhen liens ary silling. Don't- forget to do this just,

previous to the egg- hatching, to destroy the Red
Ui'c. Kills VI insects. liarirUvis to everything else
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This very clever fancy costume (contrived from "Cage Birds" coloured plates) won second prize

in a Carnival against close on 100 competitors. T he top of the umbrella was also decorated with

bird pictures. See letter on this' page.

A. Successful Fancy Dress.
Sir,—

E

nclosed please find photos, of my
daughter, 10 years old, who won a second

prize at the Naileworth horse show and

sports, in the fancy dress carnival. She was

dressed in a home-made costume, to represent

Cage Birds. The entries altogether for the

carnival numbered about a hundred. We
took the idea from seeing a picture in your

paper. The dress was made from the cut-out

pictures from your coloured plates, and looked

grano in the sun. The hair was dressed to

represent a nest with eggs in it (note back

view). C. J. Dauncey.

Good Results from Use of Egg
and Bread Substitute.

Sir,—Seeing that Mr. Chiswoll was usking

for any results of the use of his egg food,

the recipe for which he gave through Cage
Birds in February, perhaps he would like to

know that I have had very good results. My
hens have fed better with this food than with

the ordinary egg and biscuit. One hen which

refused to feed last year has this year been

one of the best of mothers, and I say it is

the use of Mr. Chiswell’e food that has made
her feed. After having given this food a

trial, I told a friend of mine, who was having

bad results through his liens not feeding, to

try it, and I am pleased to say his hens have

fed very well indeed. I also told two other

fanciers, but am not able to say how they

have got on with it, as 1 have not since seen

them to ask for results.

A. W. Howarth.

this strange freak, if so I should very much
like their ideas. Since then she lias laid

again and the eggs were the normal size for

a Goldfinch. She was caught as a young
|

bird just left the nest two years ago; she is

a fair size for a hen Goldfinch. There is

nothing that I can think of to account for hex-

laying such small eggs, and the eggs being

fertile as well. One would expect them to be

dear. When I have previously liaa small

eggs laid by any birds, Canaries or Finches,

I have always sat them to test them, but

have found them clear ;
such experiments as

these I always like to try. If I could have

raised them I expect they would have turned

out midgets and worthless, but I should cer-

tainly have liked to see the results from such

freak eggs. Anon.

How Is This From One Hen
Canary?

Sir,—I have one pair of Canaries which

have hatched and reared 19 young from four

nests (three fives and a four), all of which are

doing well. I may say the first nest hatched

out on March 6, and the fourth on July 10.

I have now the same hen sitting again on five

eggs. So I think this will take a lot of beat-

ing from one pair. I have gathered most

of my knowledge from your valuable paper

Cage Birds, and wish it every success.

Wrexham. Edwin Jones.

Cuckoo’s Eggs in Finch Nests.

Softbills Found to be Favoured.

[The recipe was as follows :—Take lib. of

the finest ground whole wheat-meal. Make
a stiff dough of it with as many fresh eggs

as the meal will absorb. Bake it for three

hours. Grate it and dry it in an oven ;
or

cut it in slices and grind it in a machine

or with a Tolling pin. This dry egg-food

keeps for years' and is always ready for

use. Of this egg-food you may give half-a-

teaepoonful every day, after having been

moistened with a little water. In this ogg-

fbod (or egg-bread) are from six to eight

eggs per lib. of whole-meal, according to

size of eggs. No water or any other fluid

is used when making the dough. This egg-

food you may make in the spring when eggs

are cheap and fresl). I have useu -t or many

years.

—

Thos. Chiswell.]

Fertile “Peas.’’

A Novelty (nearly) in Hybrid Breeding.

Sir,—

A

novelty has occurred this year

which might interest your numerous readers,

for I very much question anyone having had

the same experience. I have had a cock

Canary up with a hen Goldfinch, which laid

normal eggs last year, when not put up with

any other bird
;
no doubt had she been paired

up with a cock of her own species she would

have raised some young in a cage. The
hen was lent me this year for me to try and

breed from heT. The cock Canary paired

well with her, and she built several nests in

different parts of the cage bottom, and' at

last she laid in one of the old-fashioned

wooden nest boxes. Now the strangest part

is site laid three eggs which were the smallest

I have ever seen ;
no larger than small peas.

At first I thought it would be useless letting

her sit upon them, as the eggs would be

clear, but as I always like to try experiments

1 let her sit upon them the full time. As
they did not hatch out I broke them and
found that each one was fertile, but the

embryos had dieo' at about ten days. Ter-

tians some of vour readers may account for

Sir,—As one who has lived in the country

most of my life, and always been fond of

nesting and watching the ways and habits of

wild birds—-particularly so in the [nesting

season, I can say that during my experience

I have only once found a Cuckoo’s egg in a

Fincli nest. That Finch was a Chaffinch

;

but whether the Chaffinch ever raised that

Cuckoo I am not able to say. All the

Cuckoo’s eggs which I have found have bee>n

deposited in Soft-billed birds’ nests, that is

if you take the Buntings as Softbills, which

you might do so to a certain extent. I

should not like to say that the Bullfinch would

not raise a young cuckoo. In my time I

have raised many a young cuckoo and nothing

seemed to come amiss to it as regards food ;

it would eat nearly everything, and was

always crying for more. Long after they

could feed themselves they wanted' me to feed

them. Only once have I found a nest with

two Cuckoo's eggs in it, and that was a

Robin’s nest, but only one Cuckoo lived, the

other was thrown out of the nest when young.
Nimrod.
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Secretary of the Southern

Border F.C. Leaves for the Front
Sir,—1 shall bo glad if you will allow jne a

little space to explain to members of the

Southern Border Fancy Club who have written

mo and have not received a reply, that it is

not for want of courtesy on the part of the

secretary. During the terrible crisis this

country is passing through my patriotism com-

pelled me to offer my services to King and

country, and without the slightest warning

my regiment has been ordered away to an

unknown destination. 1 regret it was impos-

sible to notify any of the officials or com-

mittee of the club, and the suddenness of the

need must bo the excuse for any seeming lack

of courtesy on my part. I hope it will not

be long before 1 am again among fancier

friends. Meanwhile any correspondence ad-

dressed to me at 126, Lee Road, Lee Green,

will be attended to, and I will straighten up

arrears as soon as possible. I intend at an

early date to call a committee meeting to

appoint a secretary pro tem., and any further

business can then be discussed. I hope all

members have had a good season, and that, in

spite of all, there will be shows held as usual,

where we shall once again be able to test the

merits of each other’s birds.

Geo. Burton.

The Hlness of Mr. J. F. Hills,

the Veteran Judge.
Sir,

—

I am glad to find that our old friend,

Mr. J. F. Hills, has been cheered by the

letter of sympathy, recently sent him, signed

by a number of his old comrades in the

Fancy. I hope all the fanciers who put

their names to the letter will kindly consider

this as an acknowledgment. G. Ceabb.

Dear Mr. CTabb,—I have seen Mr. Hills

this morning, and he asked me to write you

and express hie deep gratitude to yourseli

and all the kind friends who recently sent him

the letter of good wishes ;
he had hoped to

have written you personally, but lino's he is

unable to do so. This proof of the good

feeling of so many old friends came so

utterly unexpected that he is unable to ade-

quately express his great appreciation of the

kindly thought that has so cheered him. 1

am giad to say I found him very cheerful aim

happy to-day. Charles H. Row.

Long Melford.

August 1, 1914.

fTfie Sfiows.
HAZLEMERE AND TERRIERS

(Bucks) C-B.S.
Third annual show held in grounds of

Terriers House, by permission of R. C.

Priestley, Esq., Aug. 3. OPEN ^^R-, CL.

OR TKD. : 1, 2. 3, res, Bowler. \ 011Kb.

,

CL. OR TKD. : 1, 3, Spring; 2, res, Bond.

BRIT. : 1, 2, sp., Bowler, Goldf. ; 3, Spring,

Hawfinch. MEMBERS’ NOR. : 1, 2, vhc,

he, Pennal; 3, Putnam. A.O.V. : 1, Pennal,

Bold.; 2, Bond, Bord.; 3, Eaea'en. BRli :

I, Bond, Goldf.; 2, Aldington, Goldf. ; 3,

Morrell, Grecnf . Mr. G. H. Billett, Read-

ing, judged, and gave general satisfaction.—

J.°B. Bond, Hon. Sec.

REDCAR C.B.S.
Second, N.F. Show, Crown and Anchor,

Redcar, August 1. Mr. Yeates (Stockton)

judged, and his awards proved satisfactory.

Entries totalled 40. Yorks were a splendid

lot, but the Norwich classes bad to be can-

celled, as our members have done very badly

with this variety. „

CHAMP. YORKS, CL., ETC. (7): 13,
Bray 2, lie, Harvey; 4, Dixon; vhc, Mal-

lory ;
c. Metcalf. TKD. or VARIEG. (7):

1 he Bray ; 2, vhc, Harvey ; 3, 4, Metcalf

;

c Mallory NOV. YORKS., CL., ETC. (9):

1 2, vhc, Curnell ; 3, he, c, Eastgate ; 4,

Smitlieyman. TKD. or VARIEG. (6): 1, 2,

Robinson; 3, Elwick ; 4, Smitheyman;. vhc,

Curnell; he. Clarke. MULE or HYB. 2):

1 Harvey, Greenie Mule; 2, Mallory, Goldie

Mule. LINNET (4) : 1, 3, Clarke ;
2 Mal-

lory ; 4, Smitheyman. A.O.V. (5): 1 vhc,

Mallory, Chaff, and Goldf. ; 2, 3, Bray, Goldf.

_ _ A . A +
T

C. L. Mallory, Sec.

LAISTERDYKE, BOWLING AND
TONG.

T ,

First F.F. show, Aug. 8, Railway Hotel,

Laisterdyke. Entries were very small, owing

perhaps to the short notice, but as members

should have schedules for next two shows,

entries thereat should ho better. I have per-

suaded Mr. Uttley to act as president of

the combination, and if any member has any-

one to propose as vice-president I should be

glad to communicate with him. Mr. Cowgill

judged and gave satisfaction. We would like

all who are intending to be members to pay

their 6d. to the secretary of their own so-

cieties, or to J. E. Hudson, Hon. Sec., 95,

Brompton Ed., Bowling. Bradford.

CHAMP. CL. or TKD. YELL. : 1, zi,

Casev ; 3, vhc, Riley ; 4. Robinson. BUFF :

1, Robinson; 2. vhc, Padgett; 3, Rilcv ; 4,

Casey; he, Gledhill. EVEN, ETC., Bl IE:
1, 2, 4, Gledhill

; 3, Padgett : vhc, Casey ;

he, Robinson. NOV. CL. or TKD. \ ELL. -.

1, 4, Wardman
; 2, Russell; 3, be, Jbvvctt

and Robcrtshaw
;
vhc, Holt Bros. BEEF: 1,

Jowelt and Robert,shaw
; 2. 4, Holi Bros.;

3, he, e, Naylor; vhc, Russell EVEN. ETC.,
YELL: 1, Russell; 2, Jowelt and Robert-
shaw. BI FF: 1, Jowelt and Robert -ha.v ;

2, Wardman; 3, Russell.—J. E. Hudson,
lion. Sec.

TREDEGAR C.BS.
Second N.F. show of Yorks, the Silver

Grill, Aug. 8. Some extra good biros were
staged, and competition keen, merit being ><»

high that many of them ought to make a
name for their owners at the autumn shows.
Mr. 15. Taylor judged, and gave every satis-

faction.

CHAMP., CL. YELL. : 1, 2, Bevan.
MKJ). : 1, Watkins; 2, Bevan. CL. BUFF :

1, Griffiths; 2, Watkins; 3, Bevan; 4, Grif-

fiths. MK1). : 1, 3, Watkins; 2, Griffiths; 4,

Bevan. NOV., Cl.. YELL. : 1, Llewellyn ;

2, 3, Thomas. MKD. : 2, Llewellyn. CL.
BUFF : 1, 2, Llewellyn; 3, Thomas. MKD. ;

1, Griffiths; 2, Llewellyn.

RUABON.
42nd annual show Aug. 3, in Wynnstay

Park, by kind permission of Sir \\ atkin W.
Wynn, Bart. Entries were higher than hu t

year, and some nice birds were staged. Mr.

Richards, sec., had everything well in hand,

ana was well assisted by a fine band of

stewards. The weather was ideal arid made
the event a complete success. Mr. 1. Stretch

judged.
HEN CAN. (5) : 1, Clarke, Yorks, yell., on

point of moult; 2, Williams, yell. Yorks.,

nice lean body, good form, must have ran 1st

closely; 3, Roberts, yell. Yorks. COCK (12) .

1, 2, Clarke, Yorks, yell., 1st good lean body,

good sound col., carries wings well ;
2no,

little thicker set; 3, Roberts. GOLDF. (/) :

1 3, Williams, leader nice blaze, racy in type,

nice tanning and buttons; 2, S. Robeits,

bright blaze, good front, very steady, httle

rough in tail. MULE (5) : 1, Mason, Da/I<

Goldf., good front, neat square blaze, well

shown ; 2, S. Roberts, Goldf. ;
-S, .Roberts.

A.O. BRIT. (3) : 1, 2, Blaze, both Linnets,

nut-brown, little to choose; 3, Edwards, Lin-

net. _ _ _SUNDERLAND C.B.fl.

Third N.F. show, Aug. 1, headquarters,

Mr. Farrer Judge. Mr. Connerton gave a

special (seed) for most points, which was

won by Mr. Smith.

NOR.: 1 2, 3, 4. 5, Rawson. TORES.

:

1 2 3, 5,’ Smith; 4. 6. Gray. BORD.: 1,

2, 3, Smith. CREST: 1, Smith. LIZ.
;

1,

2,, 3, 4. Riseborough. BRIT. : 1. Smith

CINN. : 1, 2. Riseborough. Medal for most

points over all three N.F. shows was \> on by

Mr. J. Riseborough, but the winner has de-

cided not to take the medal, and the value

of same is to be given, at his request, to toe

Lizard classes at our open show. Total num-

ber of points: Riseborough 95, Smith di,

Davison 43, Rawson 35. Proctor 33. Waters

30, Walker 22, Swan 11, Brown 8. Johnson

7, ’Gray 6. Owen 3. Arrangements have br<n

made with Messrs Keenlvside to supnly col-

our food to members at Is. 4d. per lb. (not

less than lib.); it can only be obtained by

giving name and address at the time of nur-

chase. Prize money for N.F. shows will he

paid out at our next meeting.—J. Peacock,

DONCASTER C.B.S.
Third annual show, Aug. 3, in conjunction

with the Woodlands Horticultural Society,

with a very good entry for the time of the

year. 97 in 20 classes.
‘ Yorks, were weii to

the front in numbers. Hemsworth fanciers

had a regular field day, taking all the firsts

and special. In Norwich some excellent birds

were staged by Messrs. Twine, Smith. Evans,

Graham and Flint, Mr. Twine taking sp.

most points, and cup (presented by Mr. F.

Barker) for best young bird confined to Wood-

lands and Doncaster. Special winners, classes

1 to 4, Yorks., Tavlor; Nor., Twine: Crest

and C.B., Twine; Brit.. Blanchon. Pogmore,

and Bescoby. Mr. Mundell, Bradford, judged

and gave general satisfaction.

YORKS. CK. (6): 1. 3. Taylor: 2, Whit-

tington; vhc, he, Truman; c, Govier. HEN
(4): 1, Kendrick; 2. 3. Truman; vise. Lam-

ley. YELL. YOBKS.. 1914 (9): 1. Taylor;

2, Blanchon; 3, Hunt: vhc', Truman- lie,

Poppleton ;
c, Wade. BUBF (16): 1. Had;

2, Poppleton; 3. Whittington; vhc, Tavlor;

he, Wade: c. Hunt. NOR.. CK. (10' : 1.

Simpson ; 2. vhc. Smith : 3. Twine; he. T-hnt;

c, Truman. HEN (5) : 1, Graham : 2. 3. ; rr,-

man; vhc, Twine; he. Smith. YELL. NOR.
1914’ (6): 1, Twine; 2. Kendrick: 3. he. c,

Evans : vhc. Smith. BUFF (6) : 1. Twine : 2.

Flint ; 3, e. Truman ;
vhc, he, Evans. CREST

or C.B. (2): 1. Twine. DO.. 1914: 1. Twine.

MULE or HYB. (2): 1. Blanchon: 2, Cooper.

DO.. 1914 (4): 1, Blanchon; 2, vhc, Evans;

3, Cooper.

Shows continued on next page.
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HOWDEN-LE-WEAR.
A nice little collection of birds turned up

Aug. 8, and quality was good. Nicely staged

in the tent devoted to the needle-work and
arts section, they wore a great attraction.

Mr. W. Turnbull made an excellent sec., and
the stewards, Messrs. Bateman, Vnrty,
Trotter, Sample, Corner, Forster, Collier,

Luck, English, and Sanderson, had all the
arrangements well in hand. Mr. C. A. House
judged.
NOR. (5): 1, res., vlic, Brownson, grand

shaped clr. yell., rare col. and feather, nice

style; 2nd withheld; 3, he, Rutherford, very
nice feathered varieg. yell. YQRKS (0) : 1,

3, Wearmouth, 1st very smart, slim, shapely
yell., lovely col., rare style, 3rd longer wing
tkd. yell., very stylish and close in feather;

2, lie, Brownson, grand shaped 1914 buff,

beautifully cut away, looks like making a
topper; res., Nattras; vhc, c, Forster.

A.O.V. (3) : 1, 3 withheld
; 2, Rutherford,

rich coloured, grandly feathered Red-wing
1'arrnkeet

;
rs, VYilcock, nice varieg. CU It.

LIN N FT (5) : 1, 2, Davidson, rich sound col.,

grand feather, nicely mkd., 2nd larger and
better shape, not so rich in col. or neat in

marking; 3, Wiloock, shapely and nice col.,

not so distinct in marking: res., vhc. Ruther-
ford. A.O. BRIT. (4): 1, 2 withheld; 3,

Davidson, grandly marked llawf.
;

its,

Rutherford; lie, Wilcock.
UPPER RHONDDA C.B.S.

Second F.F. Show July 30, Cardiff Arms
Hotel. Mr. Brown, Cardiff, judged, and his
awards were received with every satisfaction.
Entries did not come up as expected, many
members not having birds to show, and
others only a few, but what was lost in quan-
tity was gained in quality. The hon. sec.,

Mr. E. Richards, who was unable to attend
through an illness, was much missed', but wo
hope that ho will soon be on the road to

recovery. Some splendid specimens were
staged. Total entries 56. Mr. H. Watts
won rose bowl most points with four rung
birds, also diploma for best Yorks.

;
Mr. F.

Bees diploma for best Mule or Hybrid;
Messrs. Curtis and Son - diploma best Brit,

with a very fine Waxwing.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS. (7) : 1,

Watts; 2, Jones; 3, 4, Richards; vhc, he,

Curtis and Son ; c, Bees. BUFF (8) : 1,

Watts ; 2, 3, 4, he, Richards ; vhc, Bees.

MKD. OR VAR. YELL. (5) : 1, sp„ 4,

Watts
; 2, Curtis and Son ; 3, Bees. BUFF

(9) : 1, 3, Watts; 2, c, Curtis and Son; 4,

he, Jones; vhc, Richards. BORD. (5) : 1, 2,

Watts; 3, Richards. MULE OR HYB. (6) :

1, sp., 2, Bees; 3, 4, vhc, c, Davies. GOLDF.
Oil BULLF. : 1, 2, Davies; 3, Bees; 4,

Curtis and Son; vhc, Jones. LINNET,
ETC. : 1, 2, Davies; 3, Jones; 4, Bees. A.O.
BRIT. *( 1) : 1, sp., Curtis and Son. FOR. ;

1, Jones. GR. YORKS. (4) : 1, 2, 3, 4, Cur-

tis and Son.-—P. Curtis, Assist. -Sec.

Giub {Reports.

DONCASTER C.B.S.
Meeting, Aug. 8, Black Bull, Mr. Blan-

ehon presiding. Decided to have following

classes at open show, Jan. 9 : Yorks. 14,

Nor. 11, Crest and C.B. 4, Liz. 4, Sell. 3,

Mules and Hyb. 3, Brit. 11, For. 3, Total 53.

ALso decided to hold annual members’ show
separately in November.—G. Hunt, Hon. Sec.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
Meeting Aug. 8, headquarters

;
not many

attended, owing, no doubt, to the state the
country is in over the war, which I hope will

soon be over. Mr. A. H. C. Legg offered to

give a lecture on British Birds, which I am
sure every member will be pleased to hear.

I hope other members wi-ik give lectures or

do something to put 'ife in the society. I

am sure all members will ge delighted to
learn anything that may help in any way the
Forth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—j. S.

Jones, sec.

ABERTiLLERY C.B.S.
Veeting held Aug. 8, Prince of Wales’s

Hotel, Mr. Probert presiding. Decided that
sec. get books for collecting. Mr. Newell
was elected a member. Decided to have same
rules for the next open show as last. Mr.
Prichard, treas., reported that he had sent
on the presentations to Mr. J. Parfitt, the
late chairman, and Mr. G. Broome, the late

sec. These were framed photographs of the
members of our society, with engraved silver

plate attached. We are expecting a few
applications for membership at next meeting,
Aug. 22.

—

H. H. Mortimer, hon. see.

MIDDLESBROUGH & TEES-SIDE.
Meeting Crown Hotel, Aug. 1. Mr. Wat-

son presided over a good number and a good
deal of business was got through. Schedule
for open show was revised to read as follows :

Yorks, classes 8, Nor. 8, C re. t or C.B. 1,

Selling classes 4. Mules and Hybrids 2, Brit.

B. Foreign 1, with several classes added, in-

r
1

g field wilted in British. These are

all open classes, and we have taken off all

members’ classes at open show. There are
also 1 Yorks., 1 Nor., 1 Brit., 1 A.O.V. and
1 A.V. Canary hon open to novice members
of the South Durham and North Yorks.
Federations. We have taken St. John’s Hal!
for show; it is large and well lighted and
heated. Points for cup tind medal: Canary
cup and medal, Mr. Rand, 52 points ; British.
Mr. Sinurthwaite, 113; Mule and Hybrid
modal, Mr. Wells, 30; novice medal, Mr.
Appleyard, 96. The meeting ended with
questions, etc., and Mr. Bean was elected a
member; there is room for more. —J. Svvinco,
see.

HASTINGS & ST. LEONARDS C.B.S

Farewell Garden Party by the President.

On July 29lli the members of the society
were entertained to a garden party, kindly
given by the president, the Rev. J. M. Pater-
son and Mrs." Paterson. There was a larg^
number present, including Mrs. Hartley, Mrs.
Kirk -Bui lock (V.P.), Mrs. Croft, Mrs. Slack,
Mrs. Ellis. Mrs. Stevens, Miss Lumlcy, Miss
Lawrell, Miss M. Vale, Miss 0. Dawson, and
Messrs. F. Slack (V.P.). C. Douch, T. West,
W. Turner, 7’. Sherwood, J. Stevens, T.
Veness, A. E. Godden, K. Olio, W. Ellis, H.
Pennells, and H. Watford. Everyone re-

gretted the unfortunate absence of the Mayor
(Councillor E. Armitage Hocking) and Mr.
Conway' Wertheimer (both of whom are
V.P.’s) and all felt the deepest sorrow and
regret that shortly the society would lose its

president, and to most of those present it was
their filial farewell. Mr. Paterson has proved
the finest president the society has yet had,
and he will indeed be a severe loss.

The members wandered round the beautiful
grounds and visited the various aviaries in
which still remain some lovely specimens of
foreigners. There was great excitement over
the games. All thoroughly enjoyed and ap-
preciated the kindness and hospitality of Mr.
and Mrs. Paterson. After the speeches a
very warm vote of thanks was carried, and
the proceedings came to a close. There was
great enthusiasm when the president made
known his ambition to send over birds that

have not yet been seen in England. The
President took the opportunity of showing us

all the elegant and beautiful cup which he is

so generously giving to the society, and which
was greatly admired. It must, indeed, have
brought home to us all the sad reality that

our Pr-rt>i'J«nt is soon going, and thus he will

not this year compete for the Foreign cap at

our
|
annual ishow. Members (please wotte,

there will be a special general meeting Aug.
19; keep that date .free.—I. Kirk-Bullock,
hon sec. and treas.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates

,
three zcords a penny,

LEEDS.
Leeds L. and C.C. contests. Plasterers’

Arms, Skinner Lane, Aug. 8, 8 entered : 1,

Wigfield
; 2, Playforth. Aug. 9, 10 birds

:

I, Playforth; 2, 3, shared Soloman and Wig-
field. Wood and A. Lorriman, judges.—A.
Lorriman, sec.

LEIGH.
Globe Inn L.C. annual consolation contest.

Aug. 8, when all members received a good
prize. Time, 1, Statham, 118; 2, Disley 100;
3, Knowles, 41 ; 4, Amison

; 5, Hilton ; 6,

Cowburn. Quality, 1, Jones
; 2, Page : 3,

Darbyshire
; 4, Holcrof't

; .,5, Statham; 6,
Whittle. Timers, R. Statham and R. Hol-
croft

; minutes, J. Whittle; judges for
quality, Gibbons and Jones. Annual feed.
Sat. ‘Sept. 5, for members and intending
members and their wives. All who intend
to take part are requested to attend a special
general meeting, Aug. 23, at 1 prompt. 'Those
wishing to take part in the feed who cannot
attend the meeting must notify the sec.—R,
Disiev lion. Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
Contest, Aug. 1, George and Dragon,

Bridge Street; 16 birds entered for 4 min.-
time singing : 1, Smith, 82 ; 2. Brindley. 62

;

3, Wainwright, 36. Aug. 8, 14 entered : 1.

Morley, 88 ; 2. Smith, 64; 3, Brindley, 57.

—

J. Brindley, Sec.

K1PPAX,
Last special members’ sing for 1914, head-

quarters, Commercial Hotel. Aug. 1; '33 com-
peted. Mr. R. Plows, who has been a tryer
for two years with but little success, was at
last rewarded for his perseverance by win-
ning 1st. 2nd and 3rd. J. Liversidge, our most
successful member, taking 4th, ,7th and 8th.
J. Bath. 5 and 6. A. Cooper 9

,
7). Wallis 10.

The prizes presented after the sing by trea-1
surer Air. J. Wallis gave the winners" every
satisfaction. Open sing, Aug. 8: 1. Bath, and
al o 3rd, after a. dead heal with J. Wallis,
who won the decider by 3secs., a near tiling.

—A. Tomlin, S'ec.

-

Questions and
Answers.
DOUBTS AND mFFICULTIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

For Rules sec Last Week's Issue.

"TT Ill', following gentlemen represent C’ack Bikds
start of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries. Clauda St. John, isritish Birds, Males
and Hybrid - H. Norman. Foreign Birds Wesley t!
Page, E.Z.S. Wild Bird Life H. Norman.
Koi i:. If an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,
Crest.;, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety
oi (unary, we shall, should tile querist desire
ns to do so, he pleased to submit hi- questions
tor an-wor to some lending specialist on the
variety concerned.

Cia-HiUtTr QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

EVE TROUBLE IN YORKSHIRE. (J. H.
I’.).—Glad to learn the eye is better, and, as
tlm trouble does not appear to be cataract,
I have nil doubt the lotion, if persevered
with, will quite restore the eyesight, but as
progress seems to be very slow I think you
may do well to try the effect of the following
ointment for a fortnight or so, discontinuing
the lotion meanwhile, and note effect. Get
a chemist to mix for you five grains of yellow
oxide of mercury in a quarter ounce of sper-
maceti, and put a tiny piece of this—about
the size of a pin’s head—in the eye each
evening. Hold the bird for a few (moments
and assist the ointment to flow around and
beneath the eyelids as it melts. Watch the
effect, and if improvement is more rapid, con-
tinue with it until eye is quite cured

;
other-

wise go back to the lotion at end of fort-
night, and persevere with that as long as is

necessary. *

A PITIFUL NOISE. (Devonian).-—You
should have described the noise as nearly as
you could. Some of the most “ pitiful noises ”

I have heard were perfectly natural- notes of

the birds making them. Try a. diet of plain
canary seed only, with a pijich of summer
rape on top every second day. Give a tea-

spoonful of mixed seed once a week, a morsel
of bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar
twice a week, and a little green salad of some
kind daily. For three days add twelve drops
of syrup of buckthorn to the water, and after-

wards 20 drops of whisky, and five each of

tindture of lobelia, ipecacuanha wine and
glycerine every second day for a fortnight. See
that it is not allowed to hang near or over
burning lights in the evenings, nor exposed
to direct cold draughts or extremes of heat
and cold.

FEET AND SEED (Amadis).—(1) The bird
has relaxed hind toes, and the following

treatment will doubtless set matters right.

But you should first of all se§ that the perches
are made of a nice soft wood, and of a proper
size for the bird to grip comfortably, and
securely fixed in the cage. Place two saucers
side by side, fill one with quite cold water
and the other with water as hot as you can
comfortably bear your little finger in some
little time. Catch the bird and hold the feet

immersed in the hot water for a minute or
two

; then remove them and at once place
them in the cold water for a’similar period;
then back

,
into the hot for another similar

period : and so on until they have been in

both waters five or six times, being careful

to finish up in the cold water. Then dry them
and gently rub on them a little of any stimu-
lating embrocation, such as Elliman’s. Re-
peat this once a day for a few days until you
see that the bird begins to grip with them.

(2) The cause of the perpetual moulting is

either exposure to cold draughts, rapid ex-

tremes of heat and cold, or damp. Remove
any or all of these exciting causes, keep the

bird under healthful conditions, and it will

doubtless be free from this trouble when it

has moulted in the ordinary way. which it

will doubtless do very soon. (3) The sample
of seed you sent appears to be quite all right,

and is of very fair quality all round, but a

mixture of this kind is only suitable for occa-

sional use as a treat, and not as a staple diet.

At the same time giving this seed mixture for

a few'dnvs is not sufficient to account, for the

death of the bird in the way you describe.

Whether the seed was contaminated with any
injurious substance only an analysis could

determine. ' A post-mortem on the bird would
have revealed the 'cause of (heath, which no
amount of speculation could do satisfactorily.

SWELLING ON ABDOMEN. (E. V.).—It
is not possible to be dogmatic about the
cause of the swelling without seeing it. though
I am inclined to Think it is due to some
ovarian trouble, probably some abnormality
in the production of the eggs. If a valuable
bird it would bo the wisest course to ask a
veterinary surgeon , to. look at it and advise
yo Put h on a diet of bread and milk, to

which you should add three 'drops of cod liver
oil emulsion each day, and sprinkle the whole
freely with maw seed. Offer a little scalded
summer rape daily, and also a morsel of
banana, and let this suffice for the diet until
the acute symptoms have passed away. Then
you may give access to a supply of plain
canary seed, but continue the above items for
a week or two afterwards. In each two
tablespoonfuls of drinking-water add twelve
drops of syrup of buckthorn for one dav only,
and after this give instead thirty drops of
brandy in the same quantity of water each
oay until better. Warmth, stimulation, and
a light, easily digested diet are the only
things likely to be of any service in such a
cose as this.

HEN GETTING BARE. (Mrs. P. D. Alair).
' See that the cage is thoroughly cleared from
insects in the first place, and keep bird in
a fairly warm temperature, but do not over-
heat it.^and do not expose it to direct cold
draughts, rapid extremes of heat and cold, or
damp, and do not hang it near or over burn-
ing lights in the evenings. Allow bird to
bathe as freely as it desires, and touch the
joints of the door, ends of perches, and any
joints or cracks about the cage with a small
brush dipped in a strong solution of quassia
twice a week for a time, but there should be,
no necessity for continuing with the quassia
baths. Give a diet of plain Canary seed as
staple, and in addition give separately half
a teaspoonful of summer rape and a morsel
of banana every second day. and on the alter-
nate days a morsel of bread and milk, lightly
dusted with flour of sulphur, and finally
sprinkled with soft sugar, and also a little
green salad of some kind. Twice a week you
may give a pinch of a mixture of equal parts
hemp) niger, millet, maw, and broken groats.
On each of the days following those on which
you give the bread and milk add to the
drinking-water about five grains of chlorate
of potash and ten drops of lemon juice. Con-
tinue this treatment for a month. Do not
put anything at all on the skin unless the
grease you have used appears to have made
the skin sore, in which case you may anoint
it slightly twice a week during the month
with sulphur ointment, but do not daub the
plumage unnecessarily.

CANARY QUERISTS ~~

should consult St. John's 11 Canary Breeding far Be-
ginners" <7d.); House's "Canary Manual" ( 1 / 2 );
lialti/e's “Yorkshire Canaries" (1 l.'.l; Houses "Wor-
u-ich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's “Stock Hook" (7d.l;
Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever" (7il.); Dr. (res-
well's “ Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1): Wurman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2 3): Batnsden's
"Colour-feeding ' (HUI.); "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2): or the "WuUhell" booklets (-,(1. each):
Wo. 5 "The I’et Canary" Wo. (1 "Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them." Wo. 9 “ The Disinfection c

f

Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.," Wo. 19 "The Boiler." Wo. 23“
'the Border Fancy," Wo. 24 “Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Friees quoiea
are post free, from "Cage Birds," 134, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

TO REAR AND TAME A CANARY. (E.
Richards).—For detailed particulars about
hand-rearing young Canaries see reply to
“Mrs. Basil Higgins’’ in our last issue. If
you take the young you wish to rear from the
parents when about twelve days old you
should have no difficulty in rearing it safely,
and by being kept away from its parents it

will grow up naturally tame and fearless.

There is practically no secret whatever in
taming them when they are brought up by
hand apart from the parents, beyond con-
stant attention, a quiet manner, and fre-

quently giving them little tit-bits of food or
green salad, seeds, etc., from the hand as
soon as they show signs of beginning to try
to feed themselves. Offer all such dainties
from the fingers, and give free access only to
the staple diet of plain canary seed j culti-

vate*a quiet methodical manner, and avoid
sudden movements or noises when attending
to them, or too frequent attempts at hand-
ling them. You will find that as they leave
the nest and grow up they will rapidly acquire
.ill the familiarity of habit with you that you
could wish, but they will show some resent-

ment to bring taken in the hand, and it is

best to encourage all their advances, but
avoid frequent handling at first. They will

gradually lose their natural resentment, and
grow not to mind being tifken in the hand,
and soon show much .greater fearlessness than
if you attempted to force your caresses upon
them premat lively. Be patient, kind, gentle,

and attentive, and you will find that nothing
else is required to make the bird as chummy
as any you may have seen.

YOUNG YORKSHIRE MOPY. (A. R.

Daniels).— Most birds have their dull and list-

less moods more or less when they are moult-

ing, and I do not suspect there is anything

else wrong with your bird, beyond the

natural effect of the moult. But you should

not hang it quite near a"*\vindow, as, even if

it is not exposed lo cold draughts, it is prac-

tically certain to bo exposed to great fluctua-

tions of temperature, which are quite as had.

Keep it iu a bright and healthy (dace where
the temperature js fairly equable, though it .

need not be vet) warm, neither should it bo
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quite cold. A moderate warmth will expedite

the moulting process, aild thus help the hird,

Hive a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled

with soft sugar every second day for a fort-

night or so. and on the alternate days add to

the water 20 drops of
_
whisky, and the, of

syrup or saffron during the first week and
afterwards substitute 20 droj) doses of

Chemical Food two or three times a week for

a month. Instead of watercress give a half-

ripe plantain stalk each day whilst moulting.

1 do not think anything else will be neces-

sary. but if the bird shows no signs of im-

provement in two or three weeks write again,

and repeat particulars, and 1 will advise you

further.

WILL NOT SING, ETC. (E. Lockhart).—
(1) I think if you Jiave a little patience the

bird will resume song all right when it is

quite recovered from its late condition. It

is not of any import that it remains silent

for perhaps a few weeks at this time. Cer-

tainly 1 would not advise you to invest in

toy instruments to try to incite it to sing. If

you could place it where it would hear a good

free singer for a week or two that might be

of some practical use. and help to bring it

out a little sooner than it would otherwise

begin, but trying to bring it out by making
unholy noises, or with toy instruments is

quite useless. (2) See that its perches are

made of a nice soft wood, of a proper size,

and well fitting. Then bathe its inflamed foot

in a warm solution of extract of wych hazel

—a teaspoonful of the extract in a saucerful

of warm water. After bathing for a few

minutes dry gently, and if there appears any

soreness anoint the foot all over with Lano-

cyllin ointment. l)o not leave any surplus

grease about the foot to collect sand and dirt

from the cage floor. Repeat bathing once

daily for a few days as may seem necessary.

BEITltSH BIEBS,
RHUUSS iLXtfB HYBEIBS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BIRDS DYING (W. C. Coombs).—I am

afraid your interference with the oil gland

situated on the rump of your birds, did harm
rather than good. This gland becomes at

times somewhat swollen in some birds, but

it should be looked upon as a symptom of

some more serious trouble. In your case the

swelling and discoloration of the abdomen in-

dicates internal trouble, possible inflamma-

tion, and if you have any more birds affected

in a like manner, put them on a diet of

bread soaked in hot milk ;
take all their

seed away and give a pinch of maw
seed only, feed them in this way for two or

three days, then give a little soaked seed and
gradually get them back on to their usual

diet. In bad cases, paint lightly the affected

part with EllimaiYs embrocation, diluted

with the same quantity of salad oil, it is too

strong to use as it is on a delicate bird.

The fact of your having several birds affected

is a proof that there is something quite wrong
in your management. You say you are

feeding them according to our Nutshell book-
lets, but- although these excellent publica-

tions give general direction for treatment, one
has to use a certain amount of discretion,

someone I recently visited had a cage stuffed

with groundsel, some of it hanging in the

water tin, and some in a decayed condition,

he explained that the Nutshell had told him
to give groundsel. Now perhaps if you look

round your birds and carefully consider your
method of feeding them yon may be able to

see where you are in error. See that all seed

is in sound condition, and quite free from
dust, give seeding green food in small quan-

tities, and fresh daily, let all the drinking

water be boiled before giving it to the birds.

SHOW CAGE FOR HAWFINCH (F.G.).

—A useful show cage would be 14 inches long,

12 inches high, and 6 inches deep, the colour

should be a fairly dark, but rich green. If

.ycfew are painting the cage yourself get a

laurel leaf and imitate the colour as nearly

as you can. Do not take one (^Lthe fresh

ones of recent growth as these "are a shade

too yellow, find a nice even coloured one.

The same colour will do admirably for a Bull-

finch, although I prefer to have it just a shade
richer, as this forms a greater contrast to the

red breast of the Bullie, and also shows up
the darker markings.

EXHIBITING GOLDFINCH - CANARY
(Derby Lad).—Dark Goldfinch-Canaries fre-

quently show a light patch on the lower part

of the body. If 1,hc dark feathers finish off

abruptly, and the light feathers are white,

the bird is a variegated. In some the dark
feathers flow into the lighter ones almost
imperceptibly, and these light feathers are

not white but incline to yellow or cream ;

such birds arc frequently exhibited in the

dark class. By your description I ' should
think your bird would be eligible in the dark
class, but the unfortunate part about it is,

that some judges will accept a. bird that

others will disqualify. (2) I would advise you

to colour feed him. Non fi d Hybrids do not

as a rule stand much chance of getting to the

top of the class, mm tiie feeding, if clone

properly, may darken the light feathers you
mention. (3) Ho should by now bo dropping
into moult, if not, try a fly in a large flight

or aviary
;

this change from a small cage

usually has the desired effect.

SEXTNG GOLDFINCH MILES (C.

Smith).—You cfo not say if your Hybrids are

adult or young birds, if they aro this year's

produce l am afraid 1 cannot give you any
information that would assist you to decide

with any certainty the sex of your light and
dark bird. If you had a whole brood of

them the size and richer colour would help
you to pick out the cocks, hut where you
have none to compare it makes it somewhat
difficult, although an expert could probably
make a correct guess. If your birds are

adult and have consequently attained their

full plumage, the light one. if a cock bird,

should show some trace of blaze on the face,

and rich colour on the wings. The hens, as

a rule, are very pale throughout, and quiet

in manner compared with ebeks. In dark
birds the cock’s blaze is generally rich in

tone, although perhaps not very expansive,

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult IIoul ton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/0); Xorman's “ British Bird Manual

”

(2,3); or Bart 1 "Hard bills'
1

(1/1), Bart 2
“
Soflbills

”

(1 1); “ Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages "
1.2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Mild Biants'’ (1/2); “ Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding

''

(1/2); Dr. Creswcll’s “ Hygiene of
Bird-keeping'’ (11); Dr. Clarke's “ Septic or Bird
Fever'' (7d.) ; "Colour-feeding "

(3Ad.)
;
or the “Nut -

shell " booldets (2-id. each); Xo. 1
“ Goldfinch

"

Xo. 2. “ Linnet ," Xo. 3 “ Skylark ," Xo. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird Xo. II “ Bullfinch ," Xo. 13
“ Chaffinch," Xo. 1.') “ Greenfinch Xo. 22 “ Siskin,

Bedpoll, and Twite," Xo. 2.3
44 Small Insectivorous

Birds,*’ Xo. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” Xo. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," Xo. 9 " Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," Xo. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 134, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

and there is a nice bar of yellow on the edge
of the wing feathers, while cocks are brighter
in colour throughout than hens. The blaze
of a hen is usually inclined to be of an orange
or yellowish tone, the wing bars are faint and
narrow, and the colours throughout dull and
wanting in tone. The cocks are grand
singers and this alone should show their sex.
If you are in doubt you had better keep them
until after the moult, when, if cocks, they
would soon commence to sing if well fed.

GREENFINCH AILING (R.S.).—It does
not appear that there is much the - matter
with your Greenfinch

;
the moult affects birds

in different ways, and I expect yours is feel-

ing the strain. I would advise you to give
him boiled water to drink, putting a small
teaspoonful of chemical food in it twice a
week. Discontinue the linseed and give a
good pinch of maw seed daily. Do not be
too liberal with green food, select 'the seeding
tops, rather than the green leaves of the wild
food you collect. (2) The birds you lost were
probably sickening for the moult, and as they
are very susceptible to cold at that time it

may have carried them off; a little stimu-
lant given, in time might have saved them,
the bath can be given right through the
moult, but must be used on suitable days
only, and then in the morning so that tiie

birds dry .quickly, and are quite fit befone
roosting time. The bath greatly assists birds
to throw off the old feathers, and encourages
the growth of new ones. Birds will bathe
almost as freely in cold wather as in warm,
and come to no harm providing they o'o it

fairly early in the morning.

FOREIGN BIRDS,
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGARS (X. Y. Z.).—I am afraid
the case i6 nearly hopeless, but as you have
bad it some time you will doubtless like to
try to effect a cure. Put one teaspoon fi-.l of
Dinncford's Magnesia in the drinking water
daily till the bowels have been well moved

;

when this occurs only give the magnesia once a
week, and on other days put half a. teaepoon-
ful of syrup of phosphates in the water. If
you can handle the biro' without unduly
scaring it, give it two drops of cod liver oil

direct to the beak daily till it is in condition
again. Anoint the bare parts lightly with
sulphur ointment, but do not use sufficient to
make the plumage greasy. Give the bird as
much seeding and flowering grass as it will
eat, also grit, cuttlebone, and the usual seeds
(canary, white millet, and a millet spray). If
you have gas in your cellar kitchen the bird
must hang below the level of the gaslights.
MARKING BUDGERIGARS (T. F.

Sami).—This should have been done while
they were nestlings, when they should have
been rung, just the same as Canary breeders
do. However, if you procure some aluminium
rings which pull open, and press these round
the log, it can be done now. By procuring a.

number of different coloured rings you could
distinguish the young of respective pairs and

early and late broods. Moat breeders leave
the aoxes together during the winter, especi-
ally when they are in roomy outdoor aviarice

;

however, if you have the convenience, catch
the biros up and keep the sexes separate.
This prevents attempts at breeding during the
winter months, and enables you 'to regulate
the season, to that very prolific pairs do not
exhaust themselves with too many broods.
3 allows and greens can he kept together, but
thp yellows and greens interbreed, with the
result that the bulk of the progeny are greens,
but such yellows as keep separate will throw
good stock, though if you lot them go on
commingling, the yellows would bo ultimately
lost, or what remained be so marked ano'

tinged with green as to be worthless. You
should get the Nutshell “ Budgerigars,” 2^d.
post free, from our manager.
AILING GREY (E. C. M.).—Continue to

give the cod liver oil emulsion daily, and put
one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s magnesia into
the drinking water daily till the bowels have
been well moved

; then once a week will be
often enough to give the magnesia. Get the
following mixture from your chemist :

Ipecacuanha wine, oxymel of squills, and
glycerine in equal parts—take one teaspoonful
of the mixture, put it in a bottle and add six
teaspoonfuls of water—give the bird three
drops of this twice daily till the breathing is

easier. Examine ite mouth, and if this is at
all unclean or slimy, put a little honey and
borax in the mouth once or twice a day, smear-
ing on the tongue from a short piece of stick,
but so long as you get it ineido the beak the
bird will absorb it. Keep the cage standing
in a warm situation, yet where the air is fresh,
hut there must be no draught, and it will help
if the temperature is rather high. If un-
favourable symptoms develop, write again at
once with full details.

BUDGERIGARS (Ruth).—You should send
to our manager for the Nutshell “Budgeri-
gars,” 2^d. post free; it will tell you more
than can be crowded into hhis reply. There
has been a series, “ Keeping Foreign Seed-
eaters in Cages,” from my pen in recent issues
of Cage Birds

;
if you are a new reader the

Editor would send you the parts containing
them. If you handle Budgerigars they bite,

and their beaks have needle points, so that
they usually draw blood—but it is not serious,

little more than a pin prick. They must be
fed on canary and white millet seed

;
give

them a millet spray occasionally, and keep
cage bottom covered with sand andvgrit. Also
green-food, especially seeding and flowering

grass while in season. The minimum size for

the cage should be 24 by 18 by 12 to 15 inches

high. They are hardy birds, and if you have
a spare room, and could give them a large

box with a wire-netting front, they would be

more interesting ; in any case use natural

twiggy branches for perches.

WHAT IS IT?* (W. B. C.).— It is an
Orange-cheeked Waxbill: it is a seed-eater.

Diet : Canary, white and Indian millet seed,

millet sprays, green-food, grit, cuttlebone, and
water. The Nutshell “Waxbills” would tell

you all about it. The Pekin Robin is as large

as, and very like, our Robin, except in colora-

tion, as you’ll see from the figure on book
cover.

PLANTS FOR AVIARY (Psittacus).— It

is practically no use planting trees and bushes

in an aviary containing Parrakeets and Love-

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISI'S

should consult Page's “Foreign Birds for Beginners"

(1 / 1 i) ;
Arthur's " Budgerigars and Cockatiels” (Gc/.)

;

Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7d.);
“ Aviaries

,
Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); "Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s "Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) ; Dr. CrcsswcU’s “ Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping” (1/1); “Colour-feeding" (3 Jd.l; or the
“Nutshell” booklets (2 Id. each); .Vo. 0 "Ailing Birds
and IIow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10 “Avadavals," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot,” No.
IS

“ Budgerigars No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20

"Waxbills.’’ All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from ” Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, 11. C.

birds
; the kinds most likely to resist their

ravages longest are common broad-leaved
laurel and rhododendron. You can, however,
make a Parrakcet aviary look very nice by
planting firmly bead trees and bushes, and
covering the ground area with grass, herbage,
and cereals ; as a rule, such flourish and are
very effective. I should say the hen Cockatiel
is either moulting or her mate is plucking
her a little, more probably the former.

WHAT ARE THEY? (M. E. W.).—Mada-
gascar or Grey-headed Lovebirds, the all-green

bird is the hen. Give them a bath. Canary
white millet, a millet spray, green-food (seed-

ing and flowering grass as long as it is obtain-

able), grit, cuttlebone, and water, will meet
their simple requirements. The mixture does

not contain enough .canary seen'; mix your
own, the canary and white millet to be in

equal parts. Give them a large husk or small

barrel for a nest receptacle, and they will

require a few thin twigs, strips of bark and
leaves as nesting material. They will want a

large cage il they are to breed.

CLUB A. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONK XOTJCK of any forthcoming Society meeting
biHcrtc'J free. It hhouhl reach ijm not later than
I'm? <Juy moinln«’d poht. Specially printed Cluh
Notice Rontea nl.i may he had free on application to
our .Manager. Hccrctarlcs should ulwa)i> u»c them,

Abertillery C.B.8.—Aug. 22, Prince of
Wales Hotel, 7.30. Collecting books to be
given out, ano general bii«jne«a.— H. H.
Mortimer.

,
Birkenhead C.F.A.—Aug. 18, Ablott's

Gale,, 8. f auna of Birkenhead and Dis-
trict.” Meeting open to all.—G. Morton.
Bradford City O.S.—Aug. 15, Flying

Dutchman, 8. General business.— W. Ilelli-
well.

.
Chopweu. C.B.S.—Aug. 15, Club Hall,

6.30. Show business and choosing of cud.
etc.—W. H. Chrieter.
Clapham C.B.A.—Aug. 18, 8.30. Special

meeting to make arrangements for annual
show.—T. J. Hose.
Clydebank C.B.C.—Aug. 20, 81, Kilbowie

Road, 7.45.—W. Kane.
Darlington C.B.S.—Aug. 19, George

Hotel, 7.30. Classification for open show and.
other important business.

—

H. Todd.
Garston B.B.A.—Aug. 20, Club Room. 8.

—A. T. Mullock.
Halifax C.B.S.—Aug. 20, Trafalgar Inn,

King Cross, Halifax, 8. Open show and
other business.—A. Sutcliffe.
Hetton-le Hole C.B.S.—Aug. 15, Colliery

Hotel, 7.30. Important business.

—

(j.

Vipond.
Huddersfield O.S.—Aug. 17, White Hart

Hotel, 8. Monthly table show F.F. birds.
Judge, Mr. C. /Morrison, Brighouse. Three
classes Yorks., and two Nor. Ramble Aug.
22.—A. Lawford.

Ilkeston C.B.S.—Aug. 15, Rutland Arms
Hotel, Bath Street, 7. Class making and
other important business.—G. Sundown.
Kelty and Blairadam C.B.S.—Aug. 13,

No. 2, Goth, 6. General business.—A. Dick-
son.

Lancashire and Lizard F.A.—Aug. 15,
Newmarket Hotel, Shudehill, /Manchester,
6.30. General business

;
good muster re-

quired.—J. Bukin.
Leigh C.B.S.—Aug. 19, Railway Hotel,

7.45. Table N.F. show
; judging at 8, no

birds accepted after. Mr. E. Clare judge.

—

R. ’Charleson.

London and Counties A.C.B.—Aug. 15,
Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse Street, E.C.,
8. Electing new members

; special business
on autumn show, prize cards, etc., for young
bird show.—W. Gilbert.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.S.

—Aug. 17. Deansgate Hotel, 8. Open show
question. Business very important.—E. WA-
kinson.

Metropolitan C.B.A.—Aug. 20, Kelvedon
Hall, Walham Green, 8. Annual show,
whist drive, society business.—H. F. Bow-
ring.

Newcastle C.B.S.—Aug. 20, Purvis! Cafe,
1

Clayton Street, 8. Special meeting’ to con-

sider whether we shall hold a show this year
under the circumstances of war, etc.—T. C.

Crawhall.
South Moor C.B.S.—Aug. 15, South /Moor

Hotel, 7. Schedule for annual show and
other important business.—C. Davison.
Sunderland C.B.A.—Aug. 15, headquar-

ters,. 7. 30. Patronages, schedule, payment of

prize-money, etc.—J. Peacock.
|

Watford C.B.S.—Aug. 17, Conservative

Hall, Clarendon Road, 9. Extraordinary

special general meeting. To discuss show com-

mittee’s recommendation to abandon open

show owing to present crisis.—W, Rackley. 1

WHAT IS IT? (C. Einmett).—An Amazon,
very probably a young bird: it is rather diffi-

cult to name' from written descriptions, and I

really can’t make your description exactly fit

any of them. If, as I suspect, it is a young

bird, then some of the missing colour may
develop later and solve the difficulty. I arr

keeping your description by me, and the first

time I am in London I will look through the

skins at the Museum, and possibly among

some of the immature specimens I shall find

one to fit yours.

POST BSO/aTEIYIS.
Air. O. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Hoad, Bar

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. each hird; t'er reply

direct, 2s. (Id.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel pest. Arsy bodies sent to

Hie offioe of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed file loss will he the sender’s.

G. GREENOP.—Death occurred from ex-

haustion following internal hcemorrhage re-

sulting from injury.

Answered b.v Tllli EDITOR.
FRED SMITH.—The plant sent is one of

the Stellaria (doubtless jfhe Lesser Stitch-

wort), to which group the Chickweed belongs.

Its seeds would not be harmful to either

Canaries or British and Foreign seed-eatiag

birds.
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This Great Volume AH
About Canaries.

M \KK profits ns well n« get pli usure out of your Canari's. You carp Here is the way. fi nd

l only for "OUR CANARIES," ami How to Make Them Pay. 'I his wonderful illustrated

Voluiii" repeals breeders' and i .vhihitors' secrets. It tells you how your birds can add a big

sum regular!) to your income.

There is priceless information in “Our Cararies
”

Veonle are nst-onisln d at the prie.-l •:.« Information "OUR CANARIES" c< ntains. They say to

themselves • “How l v.i-li I had i-nt for thi. splendid guide to Canaii- : liefor-.'." "OUR CANARIES"
inak • prolltiihV C.imu \ keeping as easy as A.B.C. It prev. nts you making mistakes. It show*

you rigid in d hods. It mak von uieee (1. Everyone who keep.. Canaries should have "OUR
CANARIES" always at hand. The niurunt ef moneymaking information it contains is enormous

—

dot-nil' Hut it is absolutely e.-sential every Canary-lover should know.

You can have “Our Canaries’’ at once for 1/- Down.

It is very easy to have the valuable use of "Our Canaries” at once-

Just send a Postal Order for I - and (he volume will be forwarded to you

by return- You can then pay the b '.lance in small monthly payments while

actually making money from your greater knowledge of how to make
Canaries pay- It is wise to send for the volume at once, but if

Cut round this Free “ Brochure ” Ticket. Fill

in your name, address and occupation, put it inside a

halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.
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To the Publishers.

" OUR CANARIES,”

154, Fleet Street, *-

London, E.O.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a copy of your 20-page
UJustra'ed Brochure on ‘‘Our Canar es,” telling how I may obtain this

fine volume cn lirst payment of only l/-r balance payable In convenient
monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post IPree as a
reader of “Cage Birds."

Yours truly,

Name.

Address.

Occupation.

fl (Uetach Hare) I

more information about
“ Our Canaries ” is required, fill in and post the

coupon above for an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been
specially prepared for readers of Cage Birds.” Apply NOW while you
are thinking about it.

Just a Few of the Wonderful in “Our Canaries.”
The Wild Canary and its Descendant"

TJn dig hied Yellow Yorkshire.

Green Crest Bred
Yellow Norwich Phiinhead.

Clear Buff Nor. riainhead.

Self Yellow Cinnamon.
Lancashire Coppy.
Cinnamon Ticked Buff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.

Clear bodv Dark CreeT.<1 Norwich,

liven marked Yellow and Bull Border

Fancies
Clear Capped Gold Lizard.

Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy.

Clear Yellow Crested bred

Canary.

and Crested

14. Seif Yellow Or&en Yorkshire.

15. Wing- marked Dark Crest.
16. Huff Cinnamon.
17. Bull Self Green.
IS. Clear Buff Yorkshire.
19. Dutch Frill.

20. Green and Cinnamon Border Ff.ncles.
21. Jonque London Fancies.
22. Buff-Green Marked Yorkshire.
z'i. Yellow Belgian.
24. Self-Green Crest.
25. Variegated Norwich Yellow and Buff.
20. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard
27. First-Cross Yorkshire Belgian.
2S. Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies.
29. Foul-marked Scotch Fancy.

50. Cinnamon-Crested Canary-
51. Lancashire Plainhead Canary.
32. Types of the Boiler Canary.

1. Mating.
2. Nesting Appliances.
3. The Quality of Eggs.
4. Hatching.
6. Aviaries.
6. Incubation.
7. Breeding for Markings.
8. Breeding Stock Birds.
9. Show Birds.

10. How to Exhibit.
11. How to Judge.
12. Preventing Diseases.

13. Training Birds.
14. Crossing.
15. Technical Points of a Bird.
10. Best Markings.
17. Modern Exhibition Crest.
IS. Travelling Cases.
19. Practice in Washing.
20. Canary Diseases (alphabetically).
21. Tobin's Ventillatory System.
22. Cutting Over-grown Beaks
23. How to Give Medicines.

24. Bings for Canaries.
25. How to Cut Claws.
20. Moulting Cages.
27. now to Isolate.

28. Humouring the Lady.
29. Frills without Curls.

fl % rkS
i mJPiufP

Illustrations.

Coloured Plates

(True to Life)

Words of Praise for
“ Oar Canaries.”
“TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.”

19, Coldsmith Avenue.
Manor Park, E-sex.

“ .... I must take the opportunity of say-
ing how pleased I am with 'OUR CANARIES.' It
fulfils in every way all that you say of it, and' is
truly worth the money charged for it."

(Signed) B. W. THAI.ER.

“A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
Bourne Cottage, Totwiek.

“ .... I received ‘OUR CANARIES’ quite
safely, apd am delighted with it. It is a most
wonderful volume, and is worth double its value.
No Canary breeder should be without it.”

(Signed) W. DYE.

Start at Once Making

Big Money from

Canaries.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F Carl, 154, Fleet Street, by J. G. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet Lane. London, EC.
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BIRDS OF THE BULLDOG BREED.

Clear Norwich Cock. 1st prize at Tonbridge Show lor Mr. S. Hunt, of Tonbridge ;
Uneven-marled Bull Norwich Cock, 2nd prize at the Crystal

Palace Show for Mr. W. Crawshaw, of Accrington ,* Variegated Buff Norwich Hen, 1st prize at the Scottish National Show for Mr. J. 1 aylor, c iccim,

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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At-gust 22 , 1914.ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.
Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even if sent in
different names, are reckoned together, and, alter
tho first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-
companied by others, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, vie., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/8 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

I he rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
R
n
CT REM|TTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.
All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.

Tl,° *>roPr 'Gtor reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

ndo name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154

, Fleet Street, London,
•terms for Display Advertisements on application.

ALWAYS USE

DEPOSIT
“CAGE BIRDS”

SYSTEM.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated bytho advertiser.

We are not responsible for the state-
ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-fulei of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
tsend to this olllco Lite amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time he
shodd communicate with the seller, stating uliat it
Is lie requires sent oil approval. Wo acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to both purtics. In all cases
the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2.-1SND OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-
tained by us until we hear from both parties that
the transaction lias been completed. If a sale lias
been effected, we hand the amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
bold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-Tlie fee is 6d
for eacli LI, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within l'orty-eigbt hours of the receipt of
the goods whether lie will keep or return the same
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that lie has returned the goods If
the goods are not returned within (lie eaid forty-
eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period
And should ttie seller fail within three day's to notify
us of the receipt of liis goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit win
be returned to the depositor.

6 .-A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.-Whcn atransaction lias been completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor and seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of
its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to tho
seller.

®

C-GOODS ALREADY SOLD.-If the goods arc
oold before our deposit rote readies the seller or
If for any oilier reason lie declines to do business
he must at once return the deposit nole to us Fail’
ing its reeeipt, we reserve the right to return the
deposit to the sender after the explication of Three
dayfl.

7

.

—FRESH TRANSACTION.—In ease no sale be
effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be
paid.
R.—GOODS IN TRANSI7 .—Goods in transit are at

the seller’s risk, and any damage or loss sustained
on tho journey must bo borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu t be properly packed and
returned oy the satno means as were used in sending
til 3 same. B

B.-l’AYMENT OF CAR.U AGE.-Tlie payment of
carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
Clio vend ir and depositor. We do not undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In tire absence of other arrangements the purchaser
Ib !; .bio for tlie carriage of the goods, and if tho
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays the carriage one way. 1

10.—DISPUTES.— In case of a dispute, tho de-
cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.-lf the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient phis the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will
Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

W. A. RUDD 8 CO.’S

Bird Seed £r

Bird Foods.
Kindly Note—
Wo still supply our Celebrated GOLDFINCH

MIXTURE, LINNET MIXTURE, and PERFECT
LARK FOOD at the old prices.

4d. lb., 7lbs. 2/3, post paid 2/9.

A few kinds of Seed* have advanced, but we
shall continue to supply as long as we possibly

tan our Seeds and Foods at old prices

Write for List and Samples.
FINE SPANISH CANARY,

GERMAN SUMMER RAPE,
EXTRA BOLD LINSEED

SWEET SOUND HEMP.
Also remember, the best thing on the market,
RUDD’S READY MIXED COLOUR FOOD,

1/6 per lb., post paid 1/9.

Only Address-
180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

0719)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 ewt. 10/--
on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poult-y Grit
Co., Grimsby. - (1186)

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heahiiy.

APPLIANCES
BIRDCATCHER'S outfit, night Lark net, poles-
Hatton, George-st., Brighton. '

( 1744 )BIRD Baths, Cage Fronts, Pottery, Glass, Tin
Bird Cage Fittingo: see price list: Enoch Tams,’
Cnurcn-st., Longton.

( 1747 )OU1DOOU Aviaries, Bird Houses, cheap wood
portable hospital bedsteads, from 5/-: E. Latham
Kingeton-by-Sea, Sussex. •

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and
British, all 1/4 each; six 7/6; Canaries taken: Ross,
Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1746)
COKE11N UT husk nests, double wired, 2/-, 4 /-, 6/-;

giants, 12/- dozen; box and log nests, 1/3, 1/6, 21-
tach : Pearson, Greenwich. (1664)
CAGES. Cages.—Norwich, Yorkshire, and Border
Fancy Show cages, 1/3 each; -six for 6/6: McKeand-,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1733)
BREEDING, flight, show and box cages, Thrush

cages, seed boxes, baths, seed mills, 1/ each; illus-
trated list: Kiffin, B133, Walton-st., Lozells, Bir-
mingham.

. , /1714)
CAGE fronts, 12 x 12, 3/- dozen; 16 x 12, 4/-;
18 x 12, 4/6 dozen ; for pottery, show cages, stock
eages, bird baths, see price list: Volunteer Wire
Works, 20, King-st., Longton, Staffs. (1744)TWELVE joiner-made breeders and patent rack,
fitted complete, cost £2 15s., 25/- ; nine breeders and
rack, 18/-; deliver free inside ten miles: Tom Smith,
Jackson Bridge, Newtnill, nr. Huddersfield. (1741)
ROLLER training cages, with sand trays, 7/6 doz.

;

all-metal cages, 18/- doz.; lOin. box cages, 11/6;
Linnet or Bullfinch cages, 4/6; Lark cages, 4/C and
«/•; trade supplied:, Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolver-
hampton. - - U746)
BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, Oft. 3/-, 12ft. 4J-, ISft. 5/-,

all 6ft. deep
;
poles, irons, pegs, pull line, flirt peg,

and dozen braces sent with every set; send stamp
for illustrated list and samples of netting, etc.

;

cheapest and best: Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 21(1.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleetest., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-cOtn-
partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft-. high,
two wire movable partitions, sand bottoms, perches)
complete, 10/6; worth 40/-; approval; send two
stamps for illustrated 1 price list; established forty
years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Doug-
las. (1733)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE 8ET3.
Boards planed both sides and edges, 8in. S/8 , Sin.

4/-, lOin, 4/8 per 50 ft.; stamp for list: Stanton,
S3, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft. (1745)

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
all sizes, also planed boards, wire fronts, tbree-ply
cage sets, mills, seed hoppers, all kinds of glasses,
pots, and everything, see my free illustrated cata-
logue ; trade supplied : Pass, Huckniall, Notts. (1574)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,
fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
•tamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook *t., Liverpool.

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers in tlie world:
Flanagan and Son. Wire Workers, 33-85, Kirkdale-rd.,
Liverpool. Telephone 3412 Royal, (1571)

Buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, I am determined not to raise the prices
of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-
hausted. As it is impossible to say how long this
stock will last, intending purchasers are advisTed to
place their orders as soon as possible to avoid
increase in price. Single trap cages, 6d. each 51-
dozen; double ditto, 1/- each, 9/- dozen; treble
ditto, 1/3 each, 12/- dozen, all with separate com-
partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated-
patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg’
No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-
mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each

; self-act-
ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most
effective traps on market, catch and hold uninjured
any sized bird, 24 by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto, 18 by
14 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,
soldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each, 3 /-
dozen ; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,
6d. each, 5/- dozen; clap nets, made from super-
fine throad netting, specially knitted for bird net-
ting, Jin. mesh, 3 yards long, 5Jft. deep and 4ft.
8y, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6 /-; 6
yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8 /-; -8 yards, 9/-; 9 yards,
10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. All clap-nets con-
sist of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all
fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,
same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard

;

9ft. deep, 4d. yard; 12ft. deep, 5d. yard; special
strong netting, f mesh, 10 ft. deep, 5 d. yard, all
post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed
to stand all weathers and hold any bird from wren
to rook, rib. 6d., Jib. 10d., lib. 1/6; sample, Sd.,
all post free. Absolutely everything required ’by
catchers in stock, and atl guaranteed brand new
goods; send stamp for full printed list, which also
gives hints on net making. Practically every pro-
fessional catcher in the Kingdom uses my articles,
and I guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-
tion or return his money in full. During the term
of the war many people will probably have spare
time

;
to what better use can they put it than

to have some real good sport in bird catching,
and at same time augment their income by dis-
posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this
they must have serviceable articles made by a
man who thoroughly understands what is required
for successful catching. Every article sent out
by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested
and exactly same quality as supplied to my own
catchers.

0740)

W. GORE, 131, 6ooch-st., Birmingham

If previous Failures
to get what you require and good value in aviaries,
cages, foods, medicines, and all requisites, send for
my f ree Illustrated Catalogue. Birdlime, strongest
in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tins, post free.

W. RUDD, 8p"L»iiS, NORWICH.

REAL BIRDLIME
Not rubbish like treacle; won't run in the sun; best
in the world; have thousands testimonials; for
proof, drop a postcard ; .3 tons sold every year - -Mb
tin sample, 7d„ Jib. I/-, lib. 1/8, all post free ; estab-
lished o0 years; Sandiford, Bird Specialist Preston
Lancs.

EXTRA STRONG BIRDLIME
Some may be as good, better impossible. Will hold
ander most conditions, does not run in the sun no
getting off

; lib. tins 1/6, J-lb. tins 9d„ post free

:

Thomas Fewkes, 83, Curzon-st,, Leicester. (1732).

WALSH’S
Holdfast BirdlimeOriginal

Is always alike; good and reliable, will bold in wet
or dry weather ; does not run in the sun

; packed
in lever lid tins. Jib. 7d.„ Jib. 1/-, lib 1/9; sample
tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage
combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, large
2/6; all post free. Dealers send for special quota-
tions; catalogue free; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1707)

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last
longer than any others,’ have
Collapsible poles for folding
up, for 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft
by 4ft., 8 /-; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.
10 sizes; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Beef, Birdlime,
hold anything any weather, box 4d., J-lb. 6d. J-lb.
10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird
Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and
book on trapping, snaring, se elarge illustrated
book; stamp for postage.—YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1738)

WALSH’S
Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper, Egg Bread with colour.
Insectivorous Food with colour, all 1/6 per lb., 31be.
4/-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot Natal Pepper, 2/6 lb., 31bs
7/-; pure Sulphate of Iron, 9d. lb., 3ibs. 2/-;
Large Cuttlefish Bone, clean and dry, 1 /- lb., 3lb«
2/6; pure Yolk of Egg, 2/6 lb., 3ibs. 7/-; Special
Graded Biscuit, invaluable for use when colour-
feeding 4d. per lb., 71bs. 2 /-. Walsh’s Condition
Seed, 6d. lb., 7lbs. 3/- Peeko, the perfect condi-
tioner for Mules and British, 2/- lb.; freshly-
gathered Mixed Wild Seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon, 37-

peck ; large mealworms, 650 1/-, 1,300 2/-, 5/- lb.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.

WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

FOODS.
|

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Bird*. Marvellous
Colour. 11 b. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister,, 5/ ;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- eaen.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

LACPHOS
THE NEW FOOD.

Keeps birds fit, ensures fertile eggs, good feed-
ing hens, and fine strong young birds. Moot
valuable through the Breeding and Moulting
seasons. The greatest strengthening and
strength maintaining food yet discovered.
Sold in tins 1/-, 2/-, 6 /• each, post free.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

WASP cake, large package, ]/-, post paid: Enoch
Tams, Cliureh-st., Longton, Staffs. (1747)
MEALWORMS, 1/3 1,000, 4/- lb.; beetles, 150 1 /-•

all carriage paid: Pearson, Grenwich.
(1734 )WASP Grubs, alive or baked, 6d., ]/-, 2/-, 3/- 4 /--

packages free; all wants supplied: Torpv)
Naturalist, Bradford.

( 1745 )HARDHEADS for Goldfinches and other British
birds, 1 /- for 1

,000 ; carriage paid: Little, School-
master, Faverdale, Colne, Lancs. ' (1743)
HARDHEADS, fresh gathered, 600 1/- ; dock,

plantain, shepherd’s purse, large parcel 1 /-; post
free: Kite, Bedford st., St. Neot’s. (1744)
TRY Wasp Grubo for Nightingales, Treeereepers,

Wrens, etc.; 1,000 1/4, 2,000 2/6, post free: Chas.
Mackwell, Hairdresser, Bradford Road, Keighley.

(1746)
LIVE or cured Wasp Grub, grand large grubs. 2/-

lb., 51bs. for 8/0 , large boxes 1 /- each: all carriage
paid: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford.

(1747)

“M.G.VV.” CAGE BIRD 8AND8
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit AVorks, Bcarsdcn, Glasgow.

PARR r? works BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIAN C ES for FAN Cj ERS
NEST PANS. DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS. 7

FOUNTAINS, BATHS. NEST EGGS.
AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 6Q SIZES & PATTERNSsend for ILLUSTRATED lists.

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the
world. For testimonials drop a postcard. Prices:
Royal lied Colour Feed, 2 /- lb., 21bs. 3 / 6, 51bs. 7/6,
)41bs. 17/-; Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 2Ibs. 3/8 , 61bs. 8 / 3 .

Established 50 years. Ali carriage paid.

SANDIFORD, Coteur Food Km*. PRESTON. LANCS.

Sym Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Sale 1913 a re-
cord. Jib. sample 10d., or lib 1/6, 2lbs. 2/8, 281bs,
30 /-. Hot Pepper, 2 /- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates. 75. Shudehill, Manchester.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
|

FOU books on any variety of birds, see our adver-
tisement* on C4 last Issue.
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O A G E BIRDS To

Cl PAGE book about licrbl nml bow to uso them,

free: 1'rlnnU. Tbo UorbalUt. HI, lUabinonclrU.,

|.|y

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every eoni-clv-

aid ' fubJcct. Bccoiia- blind, .it half prices; now 25

per eent: discount. Catalogue No »70 post free,

state wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur

(•based: W. and U. Foyle, MI. t baring Cross rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias hoed- of practical hints

unon tbo prevcntlgm of disea.-es and tliolr crad.oa-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. Xbese are

to be found In " N utshell No. 9. post free 2}d..

from CAGE BlltDS, 154, Fleetest., London. E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently)
lt

“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,

“Nutshell No. G.” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pete to health. Tilts will

save you much discouragement and money, ano

eoste only 2Jd. post free.-From “Cage Birds, lo4,

Fleet -t.. London, EC. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

GOING LIGHT
Wanted, a trial. We are confident our medicines

will give you satisfaction. Litchfield's Tonic Drops

are a guaranteed cure for not singing, going light,

soft moult, leather plucking, ami inflammation ol

the bowels; in 7d., 1/1 and 2 - bottles. This medicine

is invaluable for young birds just getting on bard

seed. For bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness get

Litchfield's Special Lung Tonic, also in 7d., 1/1, and

bottles. The grandest medicine ever introduced for

chest and lung affections in cage birds. As an ad-

vertisement we will ;» nd a 7d. bottle of each mcdi-

cine for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, all post free

per return; also two valuable seed recipes

satisfaction guaranteed : Frank Ditclifield, Bird

Specialist, Oldham. (U3-)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
j

GIIAND cock Linnet, in full song, 1/-; cage Stt.

:

North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1747)

WARRANTED Hertfordshire cock Linnets. 3/- doz.,

6 1/9. 3 1/-; well on seed: Seal, Hedley-rd., St.

Albans. (174G)

CLEAN, healthy, warranted cock Linnets, 2/6 doz.,

4 doz. 9 /-, deposit Editor: Wiseman, 142, Farley-rd.,

Luton, Beds. (1745)

CONTEST Linnet, 4th only time sung, young bird,

with good cage, 7/0; genuine; approval: 19, Montreal

Buildings, Poplar, E. (1746)

BERVIE Brown Linnets, cocks lOd. each, 3 2/-,

caged 1st August: James Moir, C, School Wynd,
Bervie, Kincardineshire. (1746)

HERTFORDSHIRE cock Linnets, warranted red-

breasted and browa, six 1/9, dozen 3/-; Horace

Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (1745)

GOLDFINCH, just finished moult, suit early show;

also one started singing, suit catcher, 8/6; Linnet,

3/C: Enoch Tams, Churcli-st., Longton. (1740

GRAND young Bullfinches, breaking into colour,

well on seed, perfect condition, cocks 2/-, hens 1 /-

each: E. White, Chacewater, Cornwall. (1743)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 1/6: worth 10/-; champion contest

bird : Proprietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (173S)

LINNETS. Red-breasted Cambridge cocks, war-

ranted 2/6 doz. ; large picked birds. 3/- doz. ;
hens

1/- doz.: Jtendle, 21, Bridge-st.. Jlomerton. (1746)

CASH or cock Goldfinches, for 3 splendid cock

Chaffinches, 2 young ditto. Canary-reared, 3 large

cock Greenfinches, millers: Weaire, Snodland, Kent.
(li4C)

LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

hard seed, 3/- dozen; plenty -in stock; postcard be-

fore birds: Thurman, 19, Richmond-st., Nottingham.
(1746)

LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautiful, 1/- each,

8 for 2/6 a few* that will moult out winners for

the bench, 2/- each: W. Johnson, 55, Georgo-st.,

Leeds. (1744)

BULLFINCHES, young hens, 1/6; cocks 2/-,- 2/C;

all birde well on seed before sent out; numerous

testimonials : Oliver Barson, 10, Thomas-st.,

Leicester. (1(44)

PROUD Linnets for catching, moulted, 4/- up-

wards ; cock Goldfinch, bred Mules, 7/- ,
4 ben

Canaries, 1/6 each: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia_st.,

Scarborough. (1745)

REDPOLLS, 2/- doz., three 1/-; Linnets, Od. each.

Bullfinches, hens Cd., cocks 1/6, 1/-; Goldfinches,

cocks 1/6, 2/-; hens 9d: Enoch Tams, Chureh-et.,

Longton. Staffs. (1747 ^

WELSH Goldfinches, cocks 2/-, hens, ready tor

catching purposes, 1/-; year-old call bird, used

catching, 5 /- ;
Redpolls 3d. : Muscott, Mount

Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (U4b)

BULLFINCHES, pair aviary-moulted, nested this

year, 4/6; young cocks, 1/6, 2/-; hens 1/-, 1/6; also

other British; please state wants; plenty in stock:

Gay, Moor-st., Quinton, Birmingham. (1744)

REDPOLLS, large stock, 6 1/6, 2/6 dozen, 2 dozen

4/6- grand performers ;
cock Brown Linnets, 6 2/-,

3/6’ dozen; hens 1/- dozen; all cocks are warranted:

Gardner, Garstang-rd. North, Wexham, nr. Preston
(1747)

NOTICE to dealers. I can supply any dealer with

1 to 20 dozen cock Linnets weekly at 3/6 dozen

;

good, strong, hfealthy birds; satisfaction guaran-

teed J. Earl, Wholesale Bird Dealer, 28, Green-

st., Northampton. (1/ 43)

BIRD nets, ail complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft.

bV .
41ft. 5/-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed
;

fist Id. : Young, Net Manufacturer,

Crewkerne, Somerset. (1738)

PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and

apparatus, 3/- each, two 5/-, six 12/-, grand selling

line; - wholesale illustrated list aviaries, portable

buildings, cages, nets, etc., stamp : Ross, Cage

Makers, Forres, N.B. (1746)

LINNETS, Linnets! Warranted cock Brown Linnets.

I have some grand young early birds, well on seed

for show or song ;
plenty in stock ; no waiting

;

postcard before birds, 3/- dozen: Harry Cope, 13,

Red-st., Nottingham. (1745)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 21d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful -keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E-C. .(2d. from agents

see list oh another ogee).
.

,
,. ,

LADIES' Pots. Eight genuine healthy haud-

reured Bullfinches, very amusing, fl.v loose.
.

w 111

come on hand to feed: these pre genuine bird**;

cocks 4/ . hens 8/ ,
week's approval willingly ; cash

or deposit: Fearby, Murray rd.. Bedmlnster. (1745)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. llu-se attractive

little Britishers can be kept for plcusuro und profit

H V0 I1 follow the hints given in Nutshell No.

oi(j, pout free, from CAGE BlitDS, 151 l lectbt.,

London, E.C. (‘id. from our agents; so© lint).

Til RLE big young cock Goldfinches, 21 each;

urund young cocks, 1/0 each; few monster well-

pencilled Welsh cock Linnets. 1/- each; one out-

standing cock, 2/-J clear, picked cocks, 4/0 per

<|oz.; Redpolls, 3d. each; eliow specimens. 1/- each .

W Brown, lglitfleld, Whitchurch, Salop. (1744)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldtlnehes ;
lnvuluablc informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds iti found in “Nutshell No. I.” Feeding, hand-

rearing. and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free from: Cage

Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London. R.C. (2d. fiom

agents, list published frequently.

)

lull LF1NCHE8, and all about their feeding and

management in captivity; see "Nutshell No. 11.”

which also gives useful liiuts on sex. ng, moulting,

hand-roaring, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you

how to train them to pipe tunes. 2jd. post free,

from- CAGE Birds, 154, Flcet-st,., London, E.C. (2d.

OOC-K Siskins, 2/G each; specially selected for ex-

hibition, 3 6; cock Bullfinch, marvellous- size and

colour, certain winner, 4/6 • cock Bramb efindi, a

marvel for size, colour, and spangling, 3/6 ,
Lesser

"otk Redpoll, big as a Twite, rare colour, bib, and

lacing 2 6- cock Greenfinch, enormous size, rich

colour, 2/6; monster British hen Biillie, big as a

Russian, 2/6; approval; cages, 3d.: Ross, Aviaries,

Forres N B. (1746)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets! !!—Own eauglit,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit which your pets may have, which must be

overcome.

*

C

Get that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.

No. 2, price 2jd. post free from “ Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.

LINNETS, Linnets. Linnets, the one and only old

firm, can supply the genuine Southdown birds, hav-

ing a roaming commission over the Winchester,

Portsdown, Petersfield, aDd Goodwood Downs, a

range of 45 miles, lovely scenery, lovely birds, and

the sweetest songsters in England, grand nut-

brown cocks, six for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen; sex and

satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned; beware

of imitations ; same address 23 years : G . Smith-

Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth.

Feed all Cage Birds

ON

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
Warranted cocks ;

Linnets, 6d. each, three 1/3, six

2/-; cocks, Goldfinches, 1/6 three, 4/- selected: 288,

Liehfield-rd. ( 1744)

CAPERN’S
BIRD POODS

Sold by Agents in every town,

in packets only.

F. CAPERN Bird Food
Manufacturer Bristol

GENUINE LINCOLNSHIRE LINNETS
Properly netted, brought carefully on seed ;

sent out

in clean healthy condition; large selected cocks,

guaranteed, 3/- dozen, six 1/9, three 1/-; h*-"
,

Lm '

nets, cock Greenfinches, mixed aviary birds, 1 /- doz..

Gafikson, Bird Catcher, Washingboro’, Lincoln. (1742)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by

every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials tor

birds we have suplied. which have bred hundreds

of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week

to pick from. We don't send out birds straight

from the field: all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English 1913 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each,

three 4/-. six 71-

;

extra picked for muling, 2/6,

each, three 5/-, six 8/6 ;
cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens

1/-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/6, six 2/6 ;
Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3; cages,

for any of above, from
'

6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-.

Steed grinding mills, 1/6 ; send for catalogue of every-

thing. Established 50 years: Sandiford. Bird Special-

ist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger. species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-

jamca. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styles cf cages also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tellsyou

how. Post free, 2)d., from “Cage Birds, 154, lieet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

j

Softbills. 1

CHAS. ROEHL
is now offering the following rare British birds, in

splendid condition and plumage: Black Redstarts,

ca<*e-moulted, Hoopoes, Nuthatches, Nightingales,

finger tame, Redstarto, Great- Sedge Warbler, quite

tame and Marsh Warblers, in addition to a large

assortment of well acclimatised foreign birds ;
prices

on application: 400, Edgware-rd., W.

M iscellaneous.

GOLDEN Orioles (on Blackbird stock food), 10/-:

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1744)

HAND-REARED singing cock Thrush, singing as

if in its wild state; 2/6; worth 15/-: Mrs. Dutton,

Dunstable. , i„ji„
SELECTED cock Skylark, in new etring-top joiner-

made polished cage, only 2/-, two 3/6: Bannister,

24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (1(46)

LARKS. Cock Larks, young runners, 6d. each,

three 1/3, six 2/3: Tom Wright, Fairclough-row

Tarleton, Preston. Lancs. (1744)

AVIARY-moulted Redstart, 4/-; grand Le^.®r

Whitethroat, 3/-; big Corn Bunting, 2/6; Blue Tit,

1/6: Lewis, Hallwood-rd., Kettering. (1745)

SPECIAL select singing cock Skylark, been caged

12 months; approval anywhere, 1 /-; good shop

attraction: George Holt, Dunstable. (L44)

TWO young pock Blackcaps, one young cock

Greater Whitethroat, 7/6 the three: Webber, Won-

well, Highweek, Newton Abbot, Devon. (1745)

WARRANTED loud singing cock Skylarks, l/b

each; satisfaction guaranteed; no fresh-caught

rubbish eent out: Cooper, 163, Princess-St., Man-

Chester.
(1744)

ONE of the loudest einging cock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and gaslight,

worth, 10/-; seven days’ approval: Proprietor,

Lamb Hotel, Dunstable.

1 HAVE three grand- singing cock Skylarks sin 0mg
incessantly day and gas light ;

b-een ini my posses-

sion since last January; 1/- each; worth <50 each;

compelled to sell: Woods, Cross-et., Dunstable.

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full informUtion

upon their proper feeding and management m cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in Nutshell No.

25,” which also dea ' 3 wHti hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2sd. post free,

from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

("d from acente; see list on another page).

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in eong,

for showe and contest singing. Learn how- to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3
’ tells

you 2jd. post free from “Cage Birds, lu4, Fleet-

st-., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published). .... „ ,•

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show

birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. .4“ 2sd. post

: free from "Cage Buds,’.’ 154 Fieet-et., - London, E.C,

I
2d:, i-froin ,«ist,.p!)b!jsjjed frequently).

CATCH your own. Large double-compartment trap

cage and call bird complete, only 1/3, three 3/6:

Bannister, 24, Pendle-st., Burnley.
.

( 174f>>

To dealers only. Freshly-gathered mixed wild seed,

natural food for British birds, 2cwt. sacks, 20/-;

lewt. sacke, 12/-; sample, 281b. bag, 4/-: Walsh,

Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Kj7V)

WARRANTED English cock Goldfinches, 1/6; three

* /. S ix 7/-; selected to moult for showing or muling,

2/-’ 2/6 each, three 5/-; hens 1/- each; warranted

cock Linnets, 6d„ three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/0 dozen,

specially selected to moult for showing, muling, or

contest singing. 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen; two-year-

old cock Linnets, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each, hen

Linnets, six 9d„ 1/3 dozen; young Brancher cock

Tsi’rks 1/- 1/6 2/- each; cock Greenfinches, Cd.,

three' I/-;’ selected 1 /- each; cages for the above

6d. 9d., II- each; trap cages, 6d., 9d. each, double

trap cages, 1 /- each ;
all on approval ;

cash or

deposit, and money returned if not satisfied

;

travelling cages 3d.: Thomas Hughes, Bird Mer-

chant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham.

HAVE you noticed
that I have not previously advertised British Birds

this season? My reason for this is that, although

I have had a large stock for some considerable

time I would not place them upon the market

until’ all birds were thoroughly on hard seed. I

now offer a splendid lot of genuine Worcestershire

cock Goldfinches all in pink of 1

1

=i4cfa 1 fy
“
se"-

tion at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six //-, specially se

lected larger cocks, for moulting for show, and

warranted in free song, 2/- each, three 5/-, two-

year-oki cock Goldfinch, 2/6: hen Goldfinches, 1/-

each. three 2/6, six 4/-; splendid lot cock brown

linnets in superb condition, 8 d. each, three 1 / 6 ,

six"’ twelve 4/-; special picked cocks, for show,

muling or contest singing, and now in son 1 /

each three 2/6, six 4/-; handsome lot of youu„

cock’ Skylarks, 1/- each, three 2 /-; cock Green-

finches 6 d. each, three 1 /-,' six 1 /6 ;
travelling

cages; 3d. per 3 birds extra. Kindly note all birds

are warranted properly jietted in county of W or

c-ester by catchers employed solely by myself, are

guaranteed feeding freely, and well on usual seed

mixture before sent out, and are sent on approval

on distinct understanding that unless every satis-

faction is given, birds have only to be returned and

the whole of yosr money is promptly returned.

For oast 03 years I have been a continuous ;,dV- r
‘

User and have never done business on any other

terms than these

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-, hens 1/-; Red-
breasted cock Brown Linnets, 9d., 3 for 2/-; selected

cock Skylarks, 9d., 3 for 2/-; Redpolls, Green-

finches and Twites, 6d. each, 3 for 1/-; true pair

Shorelarks, 15/-; true pair Grey Wagtails, 15/-;

bright mixed aviary birds, all seedeaters, 6/- doz.:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1747)

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each,

three for 4/-; Bullfinches ditto; young cock Larks,

nest feathered, 9d. each, three for 21-

;

Linnets

ditto; cages for the above 1 /- and 1/6 each; also a

few large White-legged Goldfinches, on song, price

3/-, 3/6, and 4/6 each; lists of Parrots, Canaries,

Foreign birds, post free; anything alive bought,

sold, or exchanged: Bairetow Bros., Ormskirk-rd.,

Preston. ^ 17^
4
j

WARRANTED cocks. Linnets 2/6 dozen, selected

SI- dozen; Chaffinches, 3/- dozen; Goldfinches, 12/-

dozen; Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; Redpolls, 2/6 dozen;

20 mixed seedeaters, 1 /6 ;
12 brighter mixed, 1 /-.

Pairs Goldies, 2/-; Linnets, Chaffincheo. Green-

finches, Redpolls, 1/- pair; cocks selected for show,

Goldfinch 2/6, Bramblefinch 2/6, Chaffinch, Green-

finch, Redpoll, Linnet, 1/- each ; well on seed

;

plenty in stock: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, Westchff

Villas, Isieham, Cambs. (1747)

COCK GOLDFINCHES AND BULLFINCHES
1/6, 21- each; hens 9d., 1/-; cock Linnets, Chaf-

finches, Greenfinches, 6d. each, 6 for 2/- ;
hens 4d.

each; cock Ortolan Bunting, 2/- each; cock Red-

backed Shrike, 3/-; hen 1/6; Pied Wagtails, Yellow

Wagtails, cocks 2/-, hena 1/-; also grand stock

of Canaries and Foreign birds for sale; approva ,

deposit: A. J. Underwood, Corn Merchant, Wel-

lington-st„ Kettering. (1744)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
Cock Linnets, singing day and gaslight,

under my undefeated champion cup winner, 2/-, 2 /6 ,

and a few can win anywhere, 3/6 each. I have a

nice lot, with extra loud voices, right for catching

or time singing, 1/- and 1/6 each; real giant Norwich

type cock Linnets, can win under any judge; these

stand alone for colour, markings, and size, 2 /- and

2/6 each; giant English Peartree cock Goldfinches,

on full song, will make stormers, 1 /6 ,
2 /-, 2/6 each

;

one, a real gem, 3/6; cock Canaries, emging beauti-

fully, 4 /6 , 5/6 each; birds sent per return, cash or

deposit: only honest dealing and satisfaction

guaranteed: Fred Allen, British Bird Champion.

Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. cure)

CANARIES.!

W. BORE, 131, Gaocii-st.
:U710'

|

Border Fancy
NOTICE : Grand lot Borders lor show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged : McKeand, bea-

bright, Castle-Douglas. (1744 *

BORDERS, a few nice hens for sale, butt and

variegated, cheap to clear: Young, Hayford-sq..

Cambu-scarron, Stirling.
.

48
!

GIVING up Borders. Some champion ID 13 and

young* for sale, very cheap, or exchange anything;

several winners included: Short, 328 , Highest.,

Cheltenham. . . i1
',
44 '

HENRY BEXNET, Border Fancy Aviaries, Kelso.

Havili" had a record breeding season offers guaran-

teed singing cocks, 3/C, 4/-, and 5/- each; pairs,

cock and hen, 6/G to 10/6; stamp, approval (1743)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell he. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems dur-

in>' the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and one. how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety: send ^t once

for a toi-v. 21 d. poot free, from' Cage Biro--. 154.

Fleet-st. London, <E.C„ or from any of our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published freque-ntii'J
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Crests and Crestbreds/j

LARGE young Crests and Cresthreds, Joyce-

Harnett strain, JLl pair: Rev. G. Mullens, Chodzoy,

Brld*wotor. HIM)
lllull CLASS Crests, early young, through moult.

Now is the time »r year to get a good young lord,

last Mood in England; approval: T. JliUlngton, 55,

Col wick id., Nottingham. ( 17 4 -

r
»>

|
Greens.

SLIM green Yorkshire hen, snaky hack, only 5/6:

Holme, 20, Hillside -rd., Streatliam Hill. (1744)

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality ; how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24,”

“The Green Canary," kid., post free, from; "Cage
birds,” kit, Fleet Street. London, E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d. ;
see list on another page.)

|
Norwich. |

PA I It Norwich Canaries, 7/0. or will accept 5/- for

cock, 3/ hen: J. Robinson, Lisconibe, Leighton Buz-

sard (1743)

FREE. Hen Canaries to purchasers took Canaries,

a/- each; all 1913 Norwich; room wanted: Murray,

Munnors-st., Ilkeston. (174<l)

MUST sell; 39 birds, muling pairs, champion fed

Norwich, i'5; winners nnuingst them: R I*. Wil

bains, High-st., Penrhjndeudraeth. (1713)

SPI.EN DID yellow eoek and throe good hens,

proved breeders, 10/0 the lot; clearing out:

Spencer, Uuulton, Alvaston, Derby. ( 1744)

NOTICE.—Grand lol Norwich for shew or song;

many winners: reasonable; oaoy payments arranged:

Mekcsuid, Seabrlght , Castle Douglas. (1733)

PLAIN'll EADS, llodder strain, 3 eocko, 2 liens, 5

young ones, 17 cages, | Palace Aviary; also 5 young
Guinea Pigs, good: Coombs, 7, Turner’s rd., Burdett-

rd., E. ( 1747)

HAVING been laid up for the past eleven months,

and having to go into hospital again, am obliged to

sell all my birds; all prize bred and a bargain to

anybody. Norwich eoeks, Vo, Its; Vs, 10; ditto hens,

15; ditto young, 13; Yorkshire cock, 1; ditto hens,

3; Yorkshire young, 2; 0 Goldfinch Mules, dark; 2

Goldfinches, inulevs; cock Chaffinch, Greenfinch,

Siskin, Linnet, Redpoll, Bullfinch hen; two travelling

easo cages, 2 four, l two, show cages, 18 1).

Breeders, 0 single, 1 4ft., 2 3ft. Gin. nights; N. show

cages, "20; 2 Yorkshires; Finches, 0; all brand new;

nest pans, 3 dozen perches, egg pans, baths, par-

t it ion, i, colour foods (Ramsden’s), cage brackets,

scales, mill, odd cages, and all accessories; take

4720; seen any time: A. lleavington, 97, llartham-

rd., Islewortli, Middlesex. (1743)

|
Rollers & Singing Canaries

BREEDERS CARO.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Clucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 131,

South Avenue, Southeml-on .’-ea. Member B.R.C.C.

lairds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9; bens, 2/-; Ross,

Canary Breeder, Forres, X.B. (1740)

ROLLER Canaries, as bred, 1/9 each, 3 for 4/0:
Miss Rosev, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1739)

ROLLERS. 10 Cocks, 4 liens, 1914, 5/-, 2/-; otter

for lot: F. Burden, 08, Hall-tit., Hlakenhall, Wol-
verhampton. (1744)

ROLLERS, young Cooks, S/C ; liens 1/-; breeding

and box cages cheap: Bent, 97, Hamilton-sfc., Roeli-

dalo-rd., Manchester. (1745)

WARRANTED Roller cocks, full song. 4/-; hens

2/-; Yorkshire cooks, 5/6; hens 2/-: Cooper, 163,

Princess-st., Manchester. (1744)

FIRST-CLASS Roller, scored four points for Water
Glucke, his wife and two youngsters, month old,

20/-, bargain : Porter, Rock House, Bideford. (1743)

SPECIAL offer. Deep Glucke schoolmaster, 10/-;

Glucke bens, 2/0; winning strain; approval:

Barker, 5, Gladys-rd., Bearwood, Birmingham.
(1743)

j
Yorkshires-

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinca Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-gtiinea Challenge 'trophy,

etc., etc. : 46, South Vicw-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS.. Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world lias produced: Dudley Hill,

llradford.

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocky, 6/6 lot
:
_23,

Cccil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1735)

EIGHT Yorkshire show cages, equal new Is. each;

also Norwich cocko for sale: Dyer, Castle-st., Tliorn-

hury. (1746)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song;

prices reasonable; easy payments arranged: Mc-
Keund, Keabright, Castle Douglas. (1733)

PRIZE-BRED 1914 Yorkshires, cocks 4'-, upwards;

hone 3/-; approval, deposit: John Radley. 259,

King-st., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1744)

Various Canaries.
EIGHTEEN Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries, also

six breeding cages; finished breeding, £'2 the lot:

West, 1, Normand-rd., West Kensington. (1745)

BIG new flight, 15 good young cock Canaries,

singing, lot hens, good flight and cages; apply:

Kendrick, Coachman, Monument Hill, Weybririge.
(1744)

WAR news! Captured, another regiment of Ger-

man Roller Canaries; no panic prirto; grand cocks,

.singing, 3,6, 4/- each: J'opson, Juno st., Newton
Heath, Manchester. (1744)

HANDSOME rich yellow Yorkshire eoek. very

ywet singer, a real bargain. 12,6 ;
also large Nor-

wich huh cock, a magnificent singer. 8/6; approval:

Holme, 26, Hillsidc-rd., Stroathani Hill. (1744)

PRiIE BRED
CANARIES

AND WINNING
FOR SALE

Belgian pair and young cock ;
Border patr, 3 young

;

Scotch lar.cy pair; Norwich hen 2 young: prices

from- Mrs. Warren Vernon, Arroehar House,

Arroehar, N.B, !36i7)

ONLY 500 COPIES LEFT
OF THAT BIG BIRD BREEDERS’ BUDGET,

“CAGE-BIRDS” ANNUAL
For 1914.

D O not delay any longer. Send for your copy at once, or you may be disappointed; they are
selling out fast, only 500 copies remain of the original stock of 10,000; that means, there uro
9,500 lucky fanciers who in time of trouble with their birds will have by them an encyclopaedia

of a most helpful nature. No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether novice or old band,
you will find information contained in “Cage Birds Annual" of tho greatest help to you. Each article

is written by an ( Xpert from practical experience. Below is given a list of the contents. Study
them, and you are sure to find something of the greatest interest and help to you.

Mistakes Birdbreeders Must Avoid.
By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

A most seasonable article alone worth the small amount asked for the whole work

STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP &
BEAUTIFUL FOREICN BIROS. By F.

Meakin..

HYBRID BREEDINC IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. R. Bippet,

SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.

HOW TO PFi* FITABLY BREED BUDCERI-
GARS. By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF BIRDCATCH-
ING. By J. W. Steel.

A REVIEW OF THE 1913-11 SEASON.
With names of Principal Winners, Norwich
Plainhcads, Yorkshires, Greens, Cinnamons,
Rollers, Whites, Border Fanciers, Crests,
Lancashires, and Lizards, Scotch Fancies and
Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British
Birds, Foreign Birds.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.
By H. Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDINC CANARIES.
By E. T. Sheppard.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—By F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

Calender, 1914-15.—Monthly Calender and
Diary, with Hatching Tables; Postal Guido
and other useful information ; Rates for

Railway Parcels; Cage Birds League; Par-
ticulars of Objects, Membership, etc.: Al-
phabetical Directory to Cage Bird Clubs,
Associations, ets.

;
Bird Trade Directory

;

Standards and Seales of Points of Exhibition
Birds.

£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COUPON.

In addition to this wonderful budget of
birdy literature, this marvellous little hand-
book also contains numerous sketches and
art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, byt the

well-known bird artist, Mr, H. Norman.

YOU MUST HAVE IT.
(SMALL. PRICE BIG VALUE.
(E.T.D.)

Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free,

direct from “Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

Canaries! Canaries!!
Best and cheapest in the world, including songsters,
l ist free.—W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

GOLDFINCH-Canary Mules, warranted cocks, 4/-

eaeli, 21/- half-dozen; hens 1/- each: Rowley Elston,

Park-st., Creditor!. (1744)

FOR sale, two young cock Goldfinch-Canary Mules,
singing, 4/6 each; also two Siberian and one Brit,.

Goldfinches, house- moulted
;

satisfaction guaran-
teed, 7/- each: Little, Schoolmaster, Colne, Lancs.

(1743)

TO Hybridisers. A grand lot of young hen Bull-

finches, 8d., 10d., 1/-; cocks 1/-, 1/3. 1/6: house-

moulted fierce Linnets, through moult, right for

catching or contests, 3/6, 5/-: G. Perrino, 26, Lennox-
road, Longton, Staffordshire. (1745)

TWO variegated cock Goldfinch Mules, win any-

where, 10/6 each ; another 7/6 ;
Linnet Mules, cocks

5/- each; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; also cock Grey-

pates, special selected, 1/6 each ;
approval: Groom,

Longnor Hall, Eongnor, Shrewsbury. (1744)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser—and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be
very useful: ’the Advertisement Manager," “Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
\

COOD pair adult Coekatiels, out-door one year,

12/6: Tomlinson, lnvere.sk, Midlothian. (1746)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-; Au-trnlian Grey,

7/6; Indian, 5:-: 23, Cecil-ra., Gor.einon, Swansea.
(1733)

TWO pairs fine outdoor aviary-bred Budgerigars,

5/- pair, or 9/- the lot; approval: W. Hurd, New-
port, Salop. (1744)

BARGAIN, yellow Xapod Amazon arid cage, .started

talking, must sell, 35'-, or best offers: Cavvson,

Alexandra Street, Goole. (1743)

PAIR Pc kin Robins, good cage, perfect condition,

acclimatised, 5/6; approval, deposit: Mrs. Wilson,

2. Hove.-.terrace, Worthing. (744)

WILL buy cocks, Gold-breasted Waybills, Cordon
Bleus, St. Helena Pink-cheeks; send price, number:
Cutbbert, St. Augustine's, Briotol. (1743)

PAIRS Diamond Doves, 25/-: Jerdon’s Accentors,

12/-: cock Mocking Bird, 10/-; wanted hen Wax-wing:
Tc-schemaker, Ringmore, Telgnmouth. (1745)

FROM garden aviary, perfect Scarlet Tanagcr,

30 / ;
pair Pectoral Pinches, 25/-; or exchange

Foreign: .Steed Tobacconist, Sudbury, Suffolk.

(1744)

PEACH-FACE Lovebirds, aviary bred, two nests, 3
and 2, 50/- each, or £12 the five; all strong, healthy
birds: Webb, Brooklea, Downs, Luton. Beds. (1742)
PARROTS, real talkers and pets, with or without
cages, 4 months, living and talking warranty, cash
or fortnightly instalments accepted: Copp, Wardrobe
Stores, Dartford. (1746)
COCK American Mocking Bird, singing, slightly
rough in plumage, 7/6; pair Yellow Budgerigars,
prize-bred, 7/6, or exchange Goldies: North, 443,
•Manchester -rd., Bradford. (1747)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair:

selected breeders, 6/- pair; yellc-ws, 8/-; foreign
aviary birds, from 2/- pair; list free: Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1744)
AMAZON Parrot, two years old, good plain

talker, finger tame, perfect condition, acclimatised,
bargain, 35/-, or exchange

; stamp reply : Cooper,
1(21, Princess-st., Manchester. (1744)
TALKING African Grey Parrot. 5 years old. one
of the best and plainest talkers living, sings,
whistles tunes, champion mimic, £6; worth £15;
approval, deposit: Swann, 85, Berwick-st., Liverpool.

0745)
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large nictul cage,
brass mounted, 21/. bird and cage; weekly instal-
ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (995)
GRAND Amazon Parrot, perfect plumage, good

talker and mimic, two years old, with large cage, a
bargain, only .C2, or exchange fresh-caught Goldies,
Bullies, and Linnets; North, 443, Manchcstcr-rd.,
Bradford.

( 1747 )

ALEXANDRINE cock Parrakeet, perfect- plumage
and certain winner, in tho best of company, and
a real good talker, can say over 100 words, with
large square cage ; a real bargain, 55/- ; approval

:

North, 443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (1747)
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
arid the variety kept successfully. But yon must
follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14,” troin
“Cage Birds,” 151. Fleet-st,.. London, E.C., pott free
for 2)d From agents (see li-t frequently miblitihedl

THOUGH they can often lie purchased for the
modett half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
idea! cage or aviary bird®. Some very lielpftil in-

(oimaiion on tins variety v, ill be found in "Nutshell
No. 19.” (lie author of which i® Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at oficr. 2.Jd. post free from "Cage
Birds, ” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from on I

Demis (h-r. published frequently).
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-
tette. which can be purchased rt from 2/6 1o 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can be (successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S. , in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2Jd.
post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling
Parrots. If Parrot should dio during trial, we re-
place it free of charge. Other dealers offer
similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.
All the best Parots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of
testimonials, with full names and addresses of
delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference:
Bank of Liverpool, Morccatnbc. Write at once for
book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE.

CACTUS Conure, 9)6; Lineolated Parrakeet, 17/6;
Blue-crowned Parrakeet, 15/-

;
pair All-groen Parra-

keets, 14/-; all outdoors: Rectory, Nash, Stony
Stratford. (1747)
FOR sale, pairs Rosellas, Peach-faced, I’ileatcd,

Cuban, and Gold breasts, Senegal Parrot and cock
Pekin Robin ; wanted orders for painting horoee,
dogs, birds, from life or photograph; proceeds for
War Fund: Miss Clare, 194, Coombc-lane, Wimble-
don. (1746)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, larks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four mouths’ trial, my risk, 45/-;
easy payments accepted. (995)

HOPE, CT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

PARRAKEETS
Browne, 05/- each; Meyers, 05/- each: Red-collared
Lories, 35/- eaeli

;
Nandays, 25/- each: All-greens, 8/6

each
;
Quakers, 0/- each ; l’ingnecks, <;/- each ; Coeka-

tiels, 16/6 pair, liens 8/6; Blue-winged Lovebirds,
full wings, 7/6 each; Red-faced Lovebirds, 21/- each;
Green Adult Budgerigars. 5/- pair; Lovebirds, 3/-

pair: G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1747)

ZEBRA FINCHES
Finest adult Zebras, in grand condition, living out-
doors, real first choice birds, 8/6 pair, bene 5/-

;

Nonpariels, full colour, 25/- each; Indigo-blue Bunt-
ing, 6/6; Pope Cardinal, 7/0; Crested, 6,6; Masked
Weavers, 3/6 pair; Orange Bishops, 8/0 pair:
Napoleons, 3/6 pair; Grenadier Weavers. 3/C each;
Green Singing Finches, 4/- pair

;
Orange-cheeks, pink

cheeks, Silverbills, Cutthroat-?, Weavers, Steel
Finches, Avadavats, Bengaleoe, Mannikins, Bronze
Wings, all 2/6 genuine pair: (J. 11. Chapman, High-
st., Birmingham. (1747)

AFRICAN GREY PARROTS
Acclimatised, guaranteed to learn anything

;
talk,

laugh, sing, etc., price 30/- each ; only four left

out of twenty; real beauties; established 50 years;
Saadiford, Bird Specialist, Preston; also at London.

AFRICAN GREYS
Grand selection of lovely African Grey talking Par-
rots, in finest health and plumage, 30/- and 40/-

eaeb
;
some real splendid talkers, 45/-, 55/-. and G0/-

each ;
1G0 of the finest Amazons imported at 20/-,

30/-', and 40/- each ;
very clever talking King

Amazon, talks, sings, whistles, mimics, and laughs,

sits on one’s linger and talks, 50/- : also grand
selection of Australian, Indian, and Central American
Parrots; send a postcard to-day for our piice list

of genuino talking Parrots; over 400 Parrots
actually on view; 3 months’ warranty with all

Parrots: G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (.1747)

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from
outdoor aviaries

;
bolder thousand testinionals, bear

names and address, many lovers of birds bad birds
from us by our instalment system well satisfied

;

fortnightlv instalment accepted. (1082)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

|
VARIOUS BIRDS.

AVIARY. Small Foreign birds, also aviary,

Canarieo, Goldfinch Mule, and other songsters, sell

cheap: 10, Windsor-rd., Westclilf. (1744)

AT half value, Red Kosella. 15/-; Pennant Parra-

keet, 12/0 ;
band-reared 1913 Thrush, ditto Black-

bird
;
both full song, 7/0 each ; monster cock Wax-

wing, oure winner, 25/-, cheap at 50/- ; Siberian ben
Bullfinch, 3/-; Roller, Norwich or Yorkshire eoeks,

4/0 each; hens 10/- dozen; two band-reared eoek
Larks, 2/- each, and a lovely little Marmozet
Monkey, nice tame little pet, 12/6; Amazon Parrot,

talking, 35/-; Australian Grey, says few words, 10 -

:

Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1740)

|
WANTED

1

OLIVER. 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will give 5/-

a couple, for good large young Yorkshires. (1729)

WANTED Mules, also Goldfinches, eoeks or bens;

state price; cash deposited: Hobbs, 141, King’s-rd.,

Camden Town, London., (174.i)

WANTED birds, anything useful, in exchange for

Cavieo, Dutch marked; self reds, etc.: Honevmaii,

Butcher, Ship-st., Barrow-in-Furness. ( 1743)

WANTED, hen Canaries cheap, for cadi, any

quantity, old or young; .-tale price and breed L.

Bruce, Blackfriars-rd., Halford, Manchester. 0714)

WANTED offers in eoek Canaries for pedigree Fox

Terrier bitch, 3 years, good mother and house

trained; good home essential : S. Parkyu, 18, South-

ampton-st., Fitzroy oquare, W. ^ 17-17)

WANTED Yorkshire, Norwich. Border, Crest

Canaries, also Mules, Siskins. Bullfinches. Linm-to,

Twit •« Goldfinches; send lowest prices to A. l.eiteh.

Hast End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate. Glasgow.

NOTICE.— Will giro «/ per pair for good

Norwich or Yorkshire; colour- fed prefe. led, itrno

wanted,, Crests, Borders, and S-rcHr-h 1’nnciefl at

reasonable prices: McKcand, Seabrlght, t «»tlo
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CAGE BIRDS

\\ ANTED anv variety ot cage or young pul-

lets. large breed, In exchange for cuge» or loose

fronts, any size made; state offers utul wantn:

Leigh,’ 37, liverton-terrace, Liverpool. (174.',)

1914
Canaries Wanted. Good prices. -Chapman, Ulgh-st.,

Birmingham. (I<l,)

500 CANARIES WANTED.
\\ ill give 111/- a dozen for Yorkshire or Norwich

ben : Rutherford. Bird Importer, Lcytonxtonu.

Cash or deposit with Editor. (174.
r
>)

|SALE or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.
J

THRUSH, 8/-; Robin, 2 6 ;
Blackbird, 3/- ;

warranted
cocks; pair Java Sparrow.', exchange anything: Win.
Roper, 109. South-st., Keighley. (1749)

EXCHANGE cock Bramble-finch, winner, and coils

GoldHnch Mule, for coal stove, or sell 11/-; Joseph
Argyle, Brook st. , Codnor, Derbyshire. (1744)

EXCHANGE lioiioe-moulted Goldlltieh and two
young cocks for cock Goldfinch Mule, 1913. or 1912

bred, must have pure Goldfinch song: I’robert, New-
bridge on\Vye. (1740)

]
Mainly Canaries,

j

WANTED, dozen cock Linnets for 3 hen Norwich
Canaries; no rubbish: J. Hall, SO, Ulverserof-rd.,
Dulwich. (1744)

EXCHANGE four large hen Canaries and two
young ones lor poultry: Bcvan, 23, Victoria-road,
Cambridge. 1742)

YORKSHIRE and Norwich Canaries for sale, from
10/C pair, or exchange ; no live stock : 34; Bcechfleld-
rd.. Doncaster. * (1445)

HENS, 1 Crest, two Yorkshires, two Rollers, 10 /-

lot. or exchange lor pure bred poultry ; G. Sykes,
Ealand. Crowley Lines. (1745)

WANTED, good working ferret; will give yellow
Yorkshire cock, on full song; approval: Dean, High-
gate, Glusburn, Keighley. (1744)

NORWICH cocks and hens. One Roller cock; oilers

air gun. spring or clap nets; dealers: Hayes, 21,

Jackson-place, Newport, Mon. (1743)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, British, Talking Par-

rots. Waep Grub, for scrap brass, copper, block tin,

gold, jewellery: North, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (1747)

-WANTED, all varieties Canaries; give good ex-

change, Yorkshire, Norwich, or Border show cages
or suit lengths tweed, value 23/- ; or Indies’ dress

lengths, value 12/6 : McKeand, Scabright, Castle

Douglas. (1733)

NORWICH, yellow eoek, £1 ; buff 15/-; variegated,

12/-
;

yellow hen, 8/6 ;
buff, 12/6 ;

two variegated

buffs, 8/6 each; exhibition Linnet, Bullfinch, Red-

poll and show cages, £T 10s. ; wanted automatic

pigeon clock, genuine ;
approval : Weedall, 110, Higli-

st., Winefqrd, Cheshire. (1747)

|
Mainly Foreign.

AUSTRALIAN Grey Parrot, acclimatised, started
talking, will come out on hand, also splendid cage,
sell 30,-, or exchange birds or oilers: ltceves, 519,

Harrow-rd., Queen’s Park, London. (1743)

(
Miscellaneous.

(

LARUE seed crudilng machine, hnnd or power, 3

dome Palace aviary, and a large hr I. studded

bulldog collar, all new; exchange birds; approval:

Steele, 23, I mil s t,, Holme, Manchester. (1743)

EXCHANGE bov’s good cycle, 221 n. frame (“1(01)111

Hood"), free wheel, rim brakes, easy running order,

new Warwick t.vrcs, tubes. Brook Huddle, new

mud guards, accessories, sell, only 17/6; great bur

gain : Edward, 1. Miildlc-st., Nottingham. ( 1740)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading arc available: Aquarium :
Business;

Cats; Cavlos; Clothing: Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel ; Mice

;

Mnslckl instruments; Natural History;

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs: Poultry; Rub-

hits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|

SITUATIONS.
|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trowcr'a lord cards

and foods, good commission : Troivcr, 442, Caledonian

rd.. London.

[businesses.
I

SEED and Naturalist business for sale through

death; old-established, 30 years; the only one in

city ; no reasonable offers refused ; Apply Mrs.

Parkinson, Nelson-St., Newcastle. (1744)

Cats.
HANDSOME smoke male Persian kitten cheap.

S03 St. Anno Well-rd., Nottingham. (174a)

Cycles.

BARGAINS, lady’s, gent’s cycle (B.S.A.), perfect

running order, enamel plating as new. nm brakes,

tvres tubes, grand condition, lamp, pump, bell, etc.,

gent’s 22 6 lady’s 25/-; worth double: accept easy

payments: Edward, 1, Middlc-st-. Nottingham.(l(4,

)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and

shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;

girls 2/6: boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage

paid: Underwood. 36. York-st., Hnime, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

CLEAN, tame, healthy working Ferrets, from 2/6:

Pearson’s Ferret Farm, Greenwich. ( i74U >

TEN fine healthy young ferrets, bred from
f
ot~

line workers; no rubbish: Tlios. Rhodes,

^SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6

,

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; nice youngsters

2/6 3/-; ten days’ approval! cash or deposit with

Editor: AVannop, Short-st., Carlisle

SPLENDID field glasses, 10 achromatic lens, sling:

AVeaire, Snodland, Kent. (1740)

HANDSOME feathered young Shellduck, 2/- each;
offers exchange : Alfred Jackson, Aokliam-in-Furness.

(1742)

SIX Border show cages, case, pair razors in case;
otlo.1; a-Ro Botders cheap: 41)4, Blandford-rd.,
Beckenham, Kent. (1744)

WHAT offers in birds for “Our Canaries,’’ four

valuable reading books, all new: No. 23, Lord-st.,

Hulme, Manchester. (1743)

MOTOR lamp. 7/6 :
gramophone £1 ; several Canaries

also bird cages cheap; sell or exchange: Ellis, 42,

Eastov'er, Bridgwater. (1742)

TO curio dealers, large meerschaum pipe, with

inlaid pearl stem: exchange birds: Steele, 23, I.ord-

st., Hulme, Manchester. (1743)

EXCHANGE silver watch and chain, value £1-10/-,

for fowls or chickens; yours first: A- 11. Lewis, 17,

New-rd., Madeley, Salop. (1744)

PAIR Canaries, 7/6; Norwich show cage, 1/6;
hanging cage, 2/6; approval; stamp: Sparks, 88,

Dunriding-lane, St. Helens. (1743)

SALE or exchange, 10 Dutch rabbits, one breed-

ing doe, 9 half-grown, 10/-, or silver albert : Glew,
Doncaster-rd., Ferry Bridge. (1745)

CANARIES for sale very cheap, or exchange any-

thing ;
wanted, cocks Goldie, Goldfinch Mule, and

Siskin; Rawdon, Weybourne, Norfolk. (1743)

GENT’S cycle, free wheel, two brakes, perfect

running order, bargain, 21/-; exchange, birds:

Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1744)

EXCHANGE strong Parrot cage for boots, 3’s,

Kropp’s razor. Linnet Mule, go-chair, anything:

Banagan, Burniey-place, Chadderton, Oldham. (745)

PURE bred bob-tailed sheep bitch, 2 years, good
house or yard dog, 15, -, bargain; exchange birds;

any thing useful : Tutty, 10, Squarey-st., Tooting.
(1744)

FIVE new double breeders and appliances, pair

Norwich, Siberian Goldfinch, Rollers, lot £3, or ex-

change : Wynne, Painter, Boothstown, Manchester.
(745)

EXCHANGE one flight, two breeding, six single

cages, need mill and all appliances, for good hanging

cage: Joseph Winterbottom, 521, Manchester-road,

Shaw. (1741)

NEW mackintosh overcoat, never been worn, fit

young man 17, value 30/- : what offers in singing

cock Canaries : J. Jones, 35, Belle Vue. Trecvnon,

Aberdare. (1745)

TYPICAL trio 1913 Modern Blaek-red Game Ban-
tams, pure Ainscoughs, winners, sell 30;-, or ex-

change Budgerigarf), British, Canaries: West,
Britannia-st., Aylesbury. (1744)

WHAT offers for house-moulted Welsh cock Gold-

Finch, dark Linnet Mule (Linnet note), 2 hen York-
shires, 1 Norwich hen: will separate: Percival, 9.

Acacia Grove, Aintree. Liverpool. (1747)

EXCHANGE new safety razor in case, with blades,

value 7/6, amber cigar-holder and case, new 6

fountain pen, exchange the i t for good tbldpg'Ht':

T. Towers. 15. On ’ avcl-st.. • nfcklcy. ' rTTitn

Garden,
j

19-INCH lawn mower, new. with grass box, splen-

dW quality? 16. .: Biggs, 45, Horatam-avcnue, Fnern

Barnet, London, N. ^ 1 ’

Household Utensils, etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp (or

_ VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FKtt

BLANCHARD S PILLS
They Are unrivalled for all Ladies Ailments. Ac. end speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Til Cocilia, Bitter Apple, au.

Sold in boxes, 11L by Coots’, Taylor's, Timothy y lutes

Branches and all Chemists, or post free same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34 . DAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Does for Sale.
‘Does for Exchange.

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
COD LIVER OIL

CAGEBIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to the old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. Il is much more

efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much, longer. It is far

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a) For feeding during the Moult. (b) Aa a

medium for giving Colour Food, (c) For feather producing, (d) For weakly

birds requiring a Tonic, (e) For Winter-Feeding of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:—

7=lb. Bag, 3/2; 344b. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; 3d. Tin, 6d.
j£?

TO ENSURE A RICH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATT’S
RED COLOUR FOOD

1 lb. Packets!/? Post Paid falso in Tins, 8d., 1/3 and 2/IQ Post Paid.

Special Quotations for larger quantities.

We shall be pleased to send you samples of various Foods, aho 6d. Book on Canaries or

British Birds, on receipt of three penny stamps to cover cost of packing and postage.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24/2S
- e

h
c.

street

LARGE powerful Airedale dog, 12 months, house
trained, faithful guard and companion, 17

y 0: Mor-
ton. Waterloo, Elland. (1735)

BLUE roan Field Spaniel bitch, 10/- ;
black and

white flecked, 12/-, or exchange: Munday, 17,

Gregory-st., Northampton. (1745)

GREAT Dane bitch, monster, 18 months, due in

season, sell £1, or exchange: Jopson, 12, Juno-

st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1744)

PEDIGREE Irish Terrier dog, 12 months old,

hause trained, good companion, 15/-; approval, ^de-

posit: Wood. Cheapside, Cleckheaton. (1745)

WIRE-HAIRED fox t -.Trier bitch, by Champion
Rose-collar Boy, for sale, or exchange fer Grey

Parrot, talking: 100, Westgate, Cleckheaton. (1746)

BLACK Newfoundland male pup, 2 months, 25/-;

also one 4 months, 32/6; from well-known Crystal

Palace winners: Morton, Waterloo Kennels, Elland.

FOR sale, four lurcher pups, two months old, 5/-

each, or exchange for Canaries, Ferrets,- or any.

tiling useful: E. Nish olio, Lizard, Wymondharn,
Norfolk. 0744 >

SELL or exchange two Fox Terriers, dog and

bitch, good pedigree, £2 the pair; or exchange

poultry to value, Aneonas or White Wyandotte?,

pullets: Whalley, 2, Montague-st., Middlesbrough.

SPLENDID cross, jet-black Retriever-Pointer

bitch. 11 months, now for breaking. 12/6: exchange

anything; honest bargain: Laurence, Stone-row.

Coalville, Leicestershire. (1715)

WANTED. Airedales. Irish. Scotch, and P:»x Tor-

rn-rs; aho puppies bought,, sold or eve! ringed :

Waiter Smith, Bird, Seed a.: 1
” '2 'Tuci.i'i-t, 98,

,
Tit, : . Manchester. ’Phone. 1M City.

THOROUGHBRED Fox Terrier pups, dogs 10/6,

bitches 7/6; exchange anything useful to value 12/6;

black and tan, evenly marked: English, 9, Cladstone-

terrace, Usworth Station, Oo. Durham. (1744)

CLEVER Lurcher bitch, 21 years, will catch, kill

hare or rabbit, water, retrieve to hand, day or

night; extra with ferrets and nets, only 10/6; Mee,

53, Hcmnshill-lane, Bulwell, Nottingham. (1744)

HANDSOME litter of Irish terriers, 6 weeks,

fashionably docked, not rubbish, good pedigree

;

do «s, 12/6, bitches 10/-; money returned if not as

advertised: Richards. Stafford-avenue, Bulwel!. (1746)

DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-

dressee, 7(1.; chains. Is.; Worm Powders, 9d.;

Mange Cure, 7d. tin
;
post free: Young, Netmaker,

Crewkerne, Somerset. (D03)

NOTICE : Wanted, all varieties pure bred dogs,

large and small, cheap for cash, or will give

coed exchange Canaries, prize pigeons, or suit

lengths good tweed, value 25/- each: McKeand, Sia-

bright, Castle-Douglas. (1714)
,

LADDIE, large clever jet-black Retriever-Spaniel

dog, 2 years, water, carry, splendid watch to person

or property: can do almost anything; faithful,

clean, healthy, handsome animal, 17/6, bargain: H.

Wilkshire, 8a! Hermit-st., Nottingham.
_

(1745)

FOX terriers for sale, smooth dog pup 25/-, also

sister, 15/-; exchange fowls or gramophone; several

show ’

dogs, winners, wire hair, from £2 10s. ; all

full pedigree stud dogs and bitch, must be sold;

a rare chance for a good dog at your own price:

II. B., Bell Inn, Toddington, Beds. ( 1744 )

HIGHLY pedigree-bred golden sable and white

collie dog, 7 months old, immense coat, frill, brush,

well carried ears and brush, white collar, over dis-

temper, excellent shepherd with sheep or cattle,

clean, healthy, lovely specimen, perfect companion,

20/-; approval; printed pedigree on application; 1-.

Marshall, Hagwortliingham House, Spilsby, Lincoln-

shire.
;

I Pigeons.
HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers,
adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 pair, three pairs

4/-, 6/6 dozen
;

approval anywhere
;

testimonials
filed for inspection : Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, Gt.
King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

Rabbits.

Musical Instruments.

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, property

late violinist, labelled Stradivar’us 1690, ease, bow,

£1-2 outfit; sacrifice 19/6; approval: Mrs. Tyler, IS,

Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. ( 1<43)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Miss

Roscy, Rosemary Houoe, Eastbourne. (1/02)

fNATURAL HISTORY
YOUR opportunity: study natural history: “kepi-

doptera Collecting,” “Larvae Collecting/ ‘ Bird-

stuffing Illustrated.” V- each; catalogue naturalists

requisites free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works

Partford.
^‘Ifi)

•qLIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

YOUNG first-cross Flemish-English, 9d., Is. each:
Weaire, Snodland, Kent. (1746)

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavits,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free 1/1$, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., T ondon, E.C.

Sport.

SHOPKEEPERS, DEALERS
Wanted” agents, dealers, shopkeepers, to sell our
celebrated Fishing Tackle

; Greenheart Trout Rods,
3/11; Roach Rods, 1/11; Trout Flies, 8d. dozen;
Rods, Tackle, every description ; wholesale catalogue
one stamp.—Fred Kings & Co., Manufacturers,
Erdington, Birmingham. (1744)

Various.
A NEW Singer’s eewing machine, plated banjo, a
Japanese fiddle : Mise Hardy, 10, Boss’s Gardens,
Brighton. (1744)

5s. PARCEL artistic Stationery Goods, wonderful
value, costs 1/-; 144 popular quick-selling Id. Lines,

Is. €d.; samples free: Manager, 9a, Gordon iioad.

Finchley, London. (1743)

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned; no cit-
ting. 71d., 1 / ljd., agents wanted: Marlboro’-rd.,
Hightown, Manchester. (1720)1

GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-
ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition. 1/4; all.

post free: Y’oung, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.

ROARS OF LAUGHTER
At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 5u0 illustrations)

only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d. : large

size 1/-. Itch Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,
very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,

harmless, great joke, packets 7d. and 1/1: funny

voices, very chic, "try it, only 4d., 2 for 7d. All post

free
;

good collection at, ,2s. 6d. : F. Young. 5.

KUterton, Somerset.
,

(17053
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SCALE ol CHARGES, which must fee fully PREPAID.
• - 1
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Cage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
so , 000 readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Street, London, EC.
lelegrami—** Aviculture ,

London•" Tel. No. S 23 9

Uolborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches .
or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelo pe,

mf ficientl y stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only

STwitterings.

-j -inch 2 /-, •>- -• •

Exceot to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our

Si Fixed" Column, which are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more
‘KO

columns

V
7/6 per inch, eo.umn width except .0

• Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made tor a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing a Slow

Merionethshire Agricultural Society,

Mr. A. Green, honorary secretary, writes

that the annual show of the Coventry O.S.

will be held on Nov. 14.

Mr. T. E. Barker, sec. of^ Todmorden
C.B.S., has removed from 15, Watty Terrace

to “ Oakdene,” Walsdon, nr. Todmorden.

We are informed' by the General Secretary

that the show of the Vale of Conway Agricul-

tural Society is postponed until next year.

We hear from Mr. C. Davison, See. South

Moor O.B.S., that there will be forty-one

classes at the annual show, including a Novice

class in each Canary section.

I am. sorry to inform you, writes Mr. A.

T. Bellinger, hon. sec. Bromley and W. Kent

F.A., that owing to Government requiring

the Drill Hall wo shall be unable to hold our

annual, show on Oct. 14 and 15 as arranged.

We are sorry to hear from Mr. A. Beaving-

ton, of Ieleworth, that after eleven months

of illness he is compelled to go into hospital

for the second time, and must therefore dis-

pose of the whole of his birds and appliances.

These will he found advertised in one lot

under “ Norwich.”
We have received notification from the res-

pective secretaries that the following societies

have decided not to hold an open show this

year : Middlesbro’ and Tees-side C.B.S., Dy-

sart C.B.S., Wakefield Roller C.C., and Wim-
bledon C.B.S. The young stock show of the

Islington F.A., fixed for Sept. 26, is also can-

celled. Wimbledon C.B.S. will hold a mem-
bers’ show early in the new year to decide

the destination of the cups.

In “Bird Notes,” the journal of the

Foreign Bird Club, for August, Mr. Wesley

T. Page continues his account of “An Easter

Tour,” the Marquis of Tavistock contributes

an interesting story of his Bankxian Cockatoos,

and the Rev. J. M. Paterson, M.A., tells of

the breeding of Hooded Siskins, and a cross

between an English and a Himalayan Gold-

finch. Among the other contributors are Mr.

W. Shore Baily, Major Perreau, Mr. S.

Williams, Mr. J. floodchiId, Capt. J. S.

Reeve, Mrs. E. S. Gardiner, and the Hon.

Mary Hawke.

Watford’s Sensible Attitude.
Watford C.B.S. held a special meeting on

Monday last, writes a. correspondent, to con-

sider a recommendation by the Show Com-

mittee, “ That the open show, in view of the

crisis, he abandoned.” After considerable

discussion the members decided to adjourn

for a week to see if there was any chance of

holding the show, as they were somewhat

reluctant to adopt the abandonment too

hastily.

Scaring the Wood=pigeons.
Wood Pigeons are most difficult to scare

away from a field to which they have once

taken unless one is prepared to allow some-

one to ho in the field all day. The Wood-
Pigeon takes very little notice of anything

that ho cannot see, but I would suggest that

you try an automatic gun, an affair worked by

clockwork, that fires off blank cartridges at

regular intervals. Any implement agent

should lie able to obtain one for you, and this,,

qoupled with a fairly realistic scarecrow,

should keep them away.—W. M. T. in tho

“ Fancier and Stockbreeder.

The Augury of the Storks.
'I’lie ancients were devout watchers ot tlie

movements of migratory birds, and the Roman
“ augurs * were nothing more than official

bird-watchers, basing their forecasts on orni-

thological observations. Without doubt there

was much of quackery in their business, but

probably also a strain of real wisdom—in the

early days of the profession, at least. A hun-

dred and two years ago a forecast of uncom-

mon importance was made, and neglected.

Tho Storks that autumn were noticed to leave

Europe long" before the usual date, and this

was accepted by the natives of Russia as the

certain sign of a severe winter. I ho atten-

tion of Napoleon was drawn to the iwet, but

he laughed at it '; the campaign against Russia

was opened
;
and, as we know, it was the un-

precedented severity of the year that broke

his army and contributed towards his fall.

Starving Sea Birds.
The war in Europe has not been without

its effect upon bird life, and in the North

Sea, a friend writes me, says “ W.C. in the

“ Manchester Dispatch,” some remarkable

sights are to be seen around the fishing boats

operating within sight of land. Tho with-

drawal of the trawlers from the Dogger Bank

has meant that thousands of sea birds are

starving, for they have practically existed

upon the offal cast back into the sea by the

fishermen.

Now the food supply is stopped, and thou-

sands of Gulls are starving, whilst huge flocks

of the birds have flown towards land and in

the far north they are inland scouring the

newly-ploughed hillsides for an existence. 1

believe the birds have not appeared on the

coasts in great numbers for many years, ihe

small rocks at low tide now seem to be swarm-

in» with desolate-looking birds, and the cap-

ture of a small fish or some garbage is the

signal for a general battle for possession.

SINGING CANARIES FOR

SOLDIERS’JIOSPITALS.

I
T lias occurred to us that many of

the temporary hospitals and con-

valescent homes now being brought
into being for wounded soldiers might
be glad to have for the benefit of

inmates and nurses a singing Canary.

We therefore invite each ot our readers

who keep Canaries to set apart from
their stock one singing cock Canary in.

a small travelling cage. We do not

require these birds to be sent in to us.

All we ask is that the following

promise should be given.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any lime

during the next twelve months, to

supply free of exist one singing cock

Canary and small travelling cage, to be

presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same.

Name

Address (in full)

Date.

To the Editor. Cage Birds,
154, Fleet Street, London.

Friday, Sept. 4th, 1014.
judge Mr. Clem Watson, Oxhey, Watford.

Caec Birds (open); Poultry, Pigeons (open to

Wales). Prize money. 10/-, 5/-. Entries finally close

Aug. 26th. Schedules and entry lorms trom Robt.

Roberts, Secretary.

BUSINESS IN PLENTY CAN
STILL BE DONE.

“ Please thank, through CAGE BIRDS, thes?

who sent fjr Finches, as ! am sold out. I

have had 50 letters beside 12 postcards fjr a

sixpenny advertisement.”-—J- KING (Gran-

th

^l' must thank CAGE BIRDS far the wonder-

ful success I got f/om my advt I got 30

enquiries far my Hawfinch, and had to part with

two more birds I was going to keep far myse f.

Now I shall have to get more birds. ! wish

CAGE BIRDS every success. —BERNakli

ROBINSON (Redditch).

When we have received the neces-

sary number of promises, we will then

ascertain how many hospitals and

homes for wounded soldiers require

these gifts, and we will deal with all

applications and gifts in the order in

which they arc received. All promises

will be acknowledged in the columns of

Cage Birds, and the ultimate destina-

tion of each bird will also be announced

as soon as possible.

Headers who cannot make any defi-

nite promise at the present moment
may mark their promise “ if possible.”

We should like to make it clear that,

we are not asking for Canaries which

are up to exhibition standard; all that

is needed is that they shall be healthy,

good songsters, and not too old (the

sex, of course, readers will be careful

to guarantee).

To Correspondents generally.

t would much facilitate our work if Secretaries

and Others would kindly write out their club

revolts, notices, etc., in the style in which they sec

them printed. Write on OSE SIDh OMA of each

ihcct of paver used. .

Will all correspondents, and secretaries and officials

M societies in particular, please note that CAGE

BIBOS now goes to press on Wednesday afternoon,

so that all matter for publication in '*?,ue ° f the

same week MUST reach us on TUESDAY TO BE

CERTAIN OF INCLUSION.

THE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies desiring the patronage ol the following

clubs should apply to the respective secs., stating

date of show, number of classes and judges:

Northern Border and S.F.C.C., M. C. Potts, 52,

Falmouth Koad, Newcastle: Midland Counties

v c (' W Wells, Helmsidc, Erdington, Birmingham;

Norwich P.U.C.. F. Cunlitle. 19. Lark Street, Burn-

ley Northern C.C.. Geo. Dobson, 103, James Street,

Blavdon-on True : Yorkshire and Lancashire British

Bird and M.C . T. It. Inman, Thorn! I ry, Bradford;

Northern Y.C.C.. R. Tindale. 6, Gill I,red, Benwell,

Newca-th on-Tyne; Green C. A., F Handley, 23.

,'ovcntr' ltd.. Wanrtrco. Livcrpor,. Scottish I H.

dub I Barron, 119, Montrose fit reef. Glasgow.

Crested C C J. Tyson, 109. Sloane Street, S.W.

Northern Lizard Club, U. C. Davidson, (1, Eden

Vale Sunderland. Cumberland and Westmorland

Y C <’
. J. Head. 12, Mill Street, Mary port. [Will

sees. Kindly let 11 s know when their patronage list

is lull for the forthcoming season. -(Editor)].

Why not Sparrows as Food ?

Considering the enormous amount of

damage done to the corn at this time of the

year by Sparrows, would this not be a good

time to make a determined effort to lessen

their numbers? It is only prejudice that pre-

vents Sparrows from being used as food. Why
should not a start be made now when meat is

becoming so costly to the poor ?

—

A. Shield, in

“ The Standard'.”

A Plague of Parrots.
Society is suffering just now from a plague

of Parrots, says a writer in the “Manchester
Dispatch.” If you take your walks about

the squares of Mayfair and .Belgravia you
will be startled by horrible shrieks and

screams emanating from my lady’s Parrot,

and the creatures may be seen at every other

house, either cagexl in the windows or perched

on the railings in front. One goes to tea

and finds one’s hostess has only two preoc-

cupations, and nothing short of a megaphone

is of any use for conversation. i apping

round your legs is her toy pom or her Peking-

ese. Immediately behind your back is the

Parrot, who screams insulting remarks just

hs you have balanced your teacup at the

right angle. If you kick the dog you have

committed social suicide; if you fail to join

tho admiring chorus round the Parrot and to

accept with proper meekness a finger viciously

pecked you are regarded as an outsider, and

will probably be “cut ’ in the park. A man

I
1 ,met to-day) was talking of starting an

Anti-Parrot League, and I was able to assure

him that members, including the husbands- of

soimi of the owners, would pour m»

PRIZES FOR NEW
VARIETIES

And the Breeding of British and
Foreign Birds.

TO encourage all readers to try what they

can do in the matter of evolving new

varieties of the Canary, of producing new

kinds of Mules and Hybrids, and breaking

fresh ground in the breeding of British and

Foreign birds in cages and aviaries, Cage

Birds is adopting the scheme outlined below

,

which we hope will commend itself to, and

stimulate into action, every bird-keeper who

can possibly join in it.

Cage Birds suitable and valuable

mementoes are offered to any breeder who

succeeds in

(1) Producing and rearing any new variety

of Canary, bred in either cage or aviary.
_

(2) Producing and rearing any new variety

of Mule or Hybrid, bred in either cage or

aviary.

(3) Breeding and rearing in a cage any species

cf British or Foreign bird which has not

previously been so bred.

(4 ) Breeding and rearing in an aviary any

species tf British or Foreign bird which has

not previously been so bred

The mementoes we offer take two forms;

( 1 ) a large suitably-inscribed silver medal

°
(2) A hand-coloured certificate, suitable for

f aming.
, , ,

The choice will rest with the successful

breeder.

An additional prize cf £1 Is. Cash will be given

to the breeder of the Rarest British Scftbill in a

Cage.

This is presented by Mrs. E. Warren

V«.runa

Cash Prizes for the Best Written

Accounts.

In addition we shall award to each sender

of the best written essay in each of Sections

1, 2, and 4,

A Cash Prize cf £1 Is.

tliait is, three guineas in all. In Section 5

the sender of the best written essay will

receive

A Cash Prize cf £2 2s.

presented by Mr. W. E. Teschemaker.

Rule 6, of course, applies also to tho

awarding of all essay prizes, to compete

for which the essays must he of not less than

1.000 words in length. In fact the explicit-

ness and helpfulness of the details given will

be the chief features taken into considera-

tion when making the awards.

The Governing Conditions.

(I) Claims for -Cage Birds Breeders' I’rizee must

be lodged with Editor within ten days of the young

birds being hatched; and an independent witness

skilled with birdo shall certify to having seen tho

young in the nest or with the parents.

(>) All young, excepting only Canaries and Mules

and Hybrids, must be entirely reared by their own

parent's, hand-rearing not being permissible.

(3 ) To qualify for Cage Birds Breeders’ Cnzcs

the young of Hardbills and Softhillo must live for

at least three weeks after leaving the nest, young

Quails six weeks, and the young Canaries or young

Mules or Hybrids until after their tlrst moult.

Uv voting " is meant one, or more.

M) Our definition of a cage is: A cage to ‘onie

within the ecopc of Section 3 must be one flint

ran be easily moved, without being taken to pieces,

from place to place by one person.

(.',) Written accounts of the breeding, for publica-

tion in Cage Birds, mnst.be lodged with us within

four weeks (28 days) from the date the young birds

leave the nest.

j
The decision of tlic Kditor of ( AGE Linns

will be final and binding in every case and he shall

hivo the light to call together a commit too of

(Xpert bird keeper** if need he to assist him u>

.nminu to the said decision.
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All About the Bullfinch : Its Keeping,

Moulting and Exhibiting.

By ERNEST A. BUSH (Worlhing).

T
il K Bullfinch, 0110 of Ilia most beautiful

of our British Finches, is a prime

favourite with a good many bird-keepers.

As a wild bird his food consists chiefly of

the following: Privet and blackberries,

buds of tho plum tree and gooseberry and

currant bushes, also tho following wild

seeds, dandelion, groundsel, shepherd’s

purse, dock, ragweed, various thistles, and

the seeds of the ash treo, known as “ ash

keys.”
There is no difficulty at all in dis-

tinguishing the sexes, for the hen lacks the

beautiful crimson breast ol the cock bird.

The Bullfinch nests in tho month of May,

and the site chosen is often tho middle of

a thick blackberry bush, where they are

safe from intrusion. The nest is composed

of fine twigs, roots aiul hair. I he lie 1

does all the building. The eggs arc usually

four or five in number, and are of a

greenish-blue colour, with purplish-brown

markings. They take fourteen days to

hatch out, and the young Bullfinches before

they aro feathered are very ugly, looking

nearly all head i They are ready to leave

the nest at threo weeks old. Until t.ie

first moult there is hardly any difference

between the sexes.

Hand-Rearing Easy.

Bullfinches are fairly easy birds to baud-

r -ir, and can be reared on ordinary egg

food (as is given to Canaries); after a lew

days add a little soaked rape, and give

them as many of the small wild seeds as you

can obtain. The hand-rearing of Bullfinches

however, is h: idly necessary, as they are

the easiest of our British Finches to steady.

Fresh-caught birds, with careful handling,

will soon lose their wildness, and get tame.

As to the catching of the Bullfinch, that

is no hard matter, for they are one of the

easiest of birds to trap. All you need is

a double trap-cage, with a Bullie in the bot-

tom compartment, and a few black or

privet berries (failing these, a handful of

hemp, and sunflower seeds will be suffi-

cient). Leave the trap cage on the top

of a hedge, and if there are any Bullies

within call, they will answer your bird ni l

come- to see who the intruder is. When
they seo the bait, they will usually bop
down inside. Be careful to see that the

berries in the trap are placed right down,

as the Bullie is a very artful bird, and

won’t jump down if he can reach it by

craning his nock. They should never be

caught in the spring, as they are setting

up housekeeping then.

Feed fresh caught birds on soaked seed,

also all the suitable wild seeds you can find.

1 always put them into ft small outdoor

aviary when first caught, as they are not so

likely to damage their feathers then as in

a cage.
An Apt Scholar.

The Bullfinch is not much of a song-bird,

though some will pipe very sweet and low,

but is very intelligent, and some bird-

keepers take advantage of this by teaching

them to pipe tunes. Young hand-reared

birds are best for this purpose. The tune

which you want them to acquire must be

Whistled over to them every time before

feeding. When they begin to whistle a

few notes they should be encouraged, and
the best way to do this is to give them a

few “tit-bits.” With perseverance they

can be taught several tunes; but let them
learn one thoroughly before starting on
another. The whistling should be kept up
for several months. Be careful not to stop

it in the moulting season, as this invariably

leads to their forgetting what they have
already learnt.

Tho Bullfinch begins to moult about the

end of July. The best way to moult them
is to put them in an outdoor aviary, for

they then get plenty of exercise and fresh

air. But where a bird lover lias not the

advantage of an outdoor aviary, the next
best thing is a large, roomy cage, which
should be hung outdoors on every avail-

able opportunity. But never put them in

the direct rays of the sun, as this helps to

“kill” the colour. I never advise the

moulting of a Bullfinch indoors, as I think
they come out very much duller in colour.

The birds should have plenty of black and
privet berries', as these are Nature’s own
colouring agents; also give them as many
wild seeds as can be found. Artificial

colour food does not seem to do them much
good

;
the wild berries pre ten times better

for them, but when I say give them berries,

I don’t mean one or two sprigs a day, but
as many as the bird will eat. Privet ber-

A CAGE RACK THAT WILL STAND ALONE.
(See Mr. Loveilay's letter on page 81.)

ries are very useful, as they will last quite
|

a long while, if put in a glass of water, I

or stuck into damp earth. When the birds

are moulted, it is a good plan to catch

them and cage them for a few weeks, to

give them the opportunity to steady down.

Tbe Points of an Exhibition G-rsk

For exhibition purposes a Bullfinch

should be a shapely, thick-set bird, short

and cobby, with a bold, well-filled breast,

broad skull, and broad shoulders, neck and

throat full, short, and well filled in, close

fitting wing, nice easy carriage, cap clean

cut and glossy, breast rich and bright in

colour, the crimson running right down to

the thighs. The back should he of a sil-

very grey colour, while the light wing bar

should be showing prominently, likewise

the white rump feathers. The tail must
be neatly folded, and legs and feet clean

and free from scales. The main point to

consider is perhaps colour. It is not much
good showing a bird failing in this respect.

A bath should be given at least once a

day, as the Bullfinch is very fond of bath-

ing. This is all that is needed in the way
of “getting-up” a Bullfinch for show'. The_

best colour for a show cage inside is either

a dark holly green, or a pale blue (I prefer

the green), wdiile the outside should be
enamelled black. Do not exhibit your

birds' too many times in a season, as re-

peated long railway journeys very often

prove too much for them.
As regard the feeding of the Bullfinch,

this is no hard matter. A good stock mix-

ture can be made of the following: Two
narts canary. 2 narte teaale . A iia*t »ub-

'trower, f part mrww, f part ymr-. n iar w
German rape. Do not give much hemp,
except as a “tit-bit.” In the moulting

season it is as well to stop the hemp alto-

gether. With the above-named mixture,

and the berries and wild seeds, clean water

and a bath every day, our bird rvill not

go far wrong. The Bullfinch is a splendid

bird for a beginner, as it is hardy and
healthy, providing it is properly kept.

The hen Bullfinch is now almost as valu-

able as her mate, as since Hybrid breeding

has become the fashion, the hens have been

in large request. Strange to say the cock

Bullie has never yet been known to father

a Hybrid, but doubtless in time ho will

become a parent of Hybrids. The lien has

been crossed with a good many different

birds, such as the Canary, Goldfinch,

Linnet, Greenfinch, and Redpoll. If any
Bullfinches are picked out for Hybrid
breeding, do not let them mix with any of

their own opposite sex, as an attachment
may be formed, and in an instant the hopes

of an owner would be dashed to the ground.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 55.)

1
0 revert to the training, I said my year-

ling bird was, if necessary, a preliminary

tutor
;
circumstances compel this, the final is

to be given by an old bird now ynoulting that

sings a similar style of song, excepting that

where the yearling cock descends on the

water roll to a straight toned water roll, the

old cock turns it into a water Glucke, then

on to a set of flutes. Should these flutes be

good the bird will end its song, but on the

other hand, if they are delivered high or

lie contrary to the usual principles of train-

ing, hut the fact should not be lost sight

of that both birds sing a somewhat similar

style of song, and young birds will endea-
vour to copy the song of the second tutor

when the first is removed. Further, the

pupils are the offspring of both tutors, and
the rudimcntal song is learned from the

yearling. 1 do not advocate a tutor that

sings a different style of song to that bred
e.tner nano, u cney are uenveieu nign

, t i , ,,

sharp, the song drops afterwards into a deep- !
m the youngsters, neither do I advocate the

bubblino'-water-tour, often given in two ways,
|

use of two tutors conjointly that have dit-

to turn and finish with a good set of flutes. ;

ferent styles of song, for this would have

Small Faults Not Fatal. I

lhe tendency to set up a confusion of ideas
;

If the reader wonders why I have described

this old bird's song, he will now understand

that there is something to be learned from it,

because from an exhibitor’s point of view the

song is of more value when the bird sings its

faulty flute notes. During its show career,

und under several judges, it has been

penalised one point for this fault, and been

awarded two, or three, points for the

D.B.W.T. ;
so in either case afterrthe penalty

had been deducted the bird had one or two
j s^0J)o.

points more to its credit .than would have

been the case did he not sing the faulty

notes. This bird also lias a well connected

delivery, and usually sings its tours in a

regular order, and it goes to prove my con-

tention of a well-connected singer when T say

that this bird has only been out of the money
prizes once in a show carter extending over

two years.

Although T do not like* faulty tours, there

seem extenuating circumstances in some in-

one youngster might follow the song of one
tutor, another the song of the, second tutor,

while again others probably would flounder

between the two.

Not Excellent all at Once.
Neither will tuition, however good, make

fine singers of some young birds, nor the
mating of the stock birds always produce
such in the first cross. Home insist on tak-
ing tlie wrong turning, headstrong, voice-

and notwithstanding their “blue
blood” and good tutor, tend to mar rather
than to uphold tho reputation of their

breeding room. These degenerate singers

have sometimes been described as untrained
singers

;
from one point of view they are

untrained; they cannot be trained to sing

a song of sufficient merit to class them
among the trained singers. They will

bring one tour too prolonged, another too

short, singing a few tours intermingled
stances that would make it appear to be

j

with call notes, or other ugly interjections,

unwise were we to endeavour to breed or
! (,r in a thin toned voice, giving one the

train out a- small: fault. This method of ! impression that the birds are lacking in

using a preliminary tutor may appear to stamina, will skip from one of the lowest

tours to the highest one it is possible for

them to bring, prolonging it and complet-

ing the song with another faulty tour.

Other kinds of “ragtime” deliveries could

be indicated, but this will be sufficient to

show what a good singer should not do.

The above remark, “Always produce in

the first cross,” may need a little explana-

tion. In all cases the quality of the young-
sters’ song will be gradient, the worst I

have just explained, others will he of suffi-

cient merit to warrant their use as stock

birds', while, again, others may he fit to

compete at the shows. Again, cases will

crop up in some matings, where the off-

spring on the whole are not such capable

singers as might reasonably be expected

;

and where tuition has been properly given

by a suitable schoolmaster, one explanation

remains, the blood of the parents has not

“blended,” or “hit.”

How td Perpetuate the Best.

I would advise that young hens produced

from such matings should in the following

year he mated to their sire, and should his

capabilities as a. singer be of sufficient

merit he should be used as a tutor for the

young cocks produced from these matings.

After taking into consideration that in-

ferior specimens will always be cropping

up, this preponderance of the cock’s blood

in the youngsters' should enable them to

produce the song qualities of their sire.

We proceed with the training by remov-

ing the young cocks from the breeding

room, in order that they shall not he sub-

jected to the baneful influence of faulty

singing stock cocks, or it may he a singing

hen. Many of the latter are capable of

producing a good tour, or roll, but there

are few' that do not mar it by singing some-

thing objectionable.

Another stage in the training is taken

when we place the youngsters under the

tuition of a schoolmaster. Many inexperi-

enced fanciers treat the matter of a school-

master very Kiilitly, and from the number

of applications received for schoolmasters

this may be an opportune time to throw
some light on the dark path many appear

to be travelling. The following is char-

acteristic of these inquiries for a tutor:

“Can you supply me with an inexpensive

B.R.C.C. rung schoolmaster, one that

would be fit to train my young birds?”

An experienced fancier will in a

moment notice the defects in this applica-

tion, others not so well versed in Roller

matters would see nothing wrong in it. In

tho first place expense is gradient, in ac-

cordance wdth the “depth of one’s pocket
’

and individual temperament. It is stipu-

lated that the schoolmaster should bear the

B.R.C.C. ring, for the fact that a bird

wears this ring is a guarantee that it has

been bred at home, and not in Germany,
but it adds no value w hatever to the birds’

qualities' as a singer.

The essential part of the app lication is :

“One fit to train my young birds.” There

are some fanciers wdio cannot name all the

tours their birds sing, but there should bo

few—in view of the advancement that the

Roller is making—that could not name a

few of the tours, and describe whether they

are given straight, or rising, or falling.

The best of tutors cannot put in all that

the breeder has left out in the foundation.

I do not mean by this that it is essential

for the schoolmaster to sing an exact re-

production of the song that is sung by the

parents of the young ones, hut to obtain

the best results it should he at least somc-

w'hat similar.

To be more definite, if you use a tutor

that sings a hollow glucke, or water glucke,

and neither of these tours are bred in or

sung by the parents of the youngsters, the

chance is remote of the tutor inducing the

youngsters to sing these two tours. Diffi-

culties would arise in the rising and falling

hollow roll; the rising and falling (hollow

bent, now' being uncommon) schoekcl, also

the rising, or rising and falling water roll.,

(To be continueiLX
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HOW TO CHEAPEN THE

FOOD BILL.

Hints that may be useful to Bird-

keepers during the present
War crisis.

By G. E. WESTON.
(Continued from finHe 89.)

A
COItUESPONDENT writes that the

method I detailed last week of using

soaked bread as a colour- feeding

medium, reminded him of another old and

very successful Canary breeder ami exhibitor

who used “bread and milk pudding with

remarkably good results for rearing and

“ weaning ” his young Canaries.

This particular “old hand put slices oi

stale bread', thinly spread with butter, into

«i -pie-dish, covered thorn with sweetened milk,

then baked the whole until nicely browned

on top. The quantities of milk and bread were

regulated so that the result was a jellified

mass when cold, and pieces of this were

served to the birds.

A Very Useful “Pudding."

The above was first tried as a sort of in-

termediate food for young birds, i.e., from

the time they commenced to perk until they

could safely he said to bo on hard seed. Prov-

ing such a great success, it was adopted as

the chief food for the hens when breeding,

a no' turned out so thoroughly satisfactory

that, to use the words of my correspondent,

“ Tilere was one more ‘ no-egger ’ besides

yourself in the world ;
and 1 have made a

third. The food keeps well (better by far

than ordinary bread and milk), the hens feed

well, practically without exception, and the

young thrive well ano grow into splendid

birds.”
Now, could any breeder wish himself better

things? Snd this goes to prove my words

of last week that it is not necessary to use

hard-boiled eggs (expensive items to many,

and troublesome) to successfully breed Can-

aries. The butter could be omitted—though

I consider its use sound from the dietetic

point of view—or “ nut butter ” (margarine)

substituted ; condensed milk could replace the

new milk, if necessary, and, of course, would

not need sweetening ;
while an egg or two

could be beaten up and cooked in the “ puo-

ding” by those whose fancy leans that way.

Something for Nothing.

To turn to another side of our hobby,

keepers of insectivorous birds can at this time

of the year provide live food' without the out-

lay of a penny-piece, thus postponing the

mealworm-bill until late autumn, and cutting

down expenditure in ants’ cocoons (unless,

that is, they can gather their own supply of

ants’ “eggs” fresh from, the nest). The
familiar “ blue-bottle ” fly helps us to this

economy. The modus operand i is as follows :

Select any old lid-less tin or box that is

free from holes; a nice size is about 10 to 12

ins. long, by 6 to 9 wide, and 4 to 6 deep.

Put at the bottom a 2 to 3 in. layer of dry

river sand (or silver sand) or even dry garden

mould will do; or bran is cheap, and this

is about the best of all. On top of this lay

the body of a dead bird-—two if you like—or

a piece of rough meat.
Thus prepared, place the box- in a corner

of the garden or yard, or of an out-house, or

in any available disused attic or room where
it will not be a nuisance and the window
can be left open, or on a roof. Other likely

spots will no doubt occur to my readers, the

point to observe being that the “ blue-bottles
”

must have access to the box. The latter will

soon “ blow ” the carrion, and their egg6 de-

velop into squirmy and' oft-times smelly tit-

bits beloved of soft-bills and knowfi as

gentles.

Cremation Superseded.
The gentles quickly develop, and in number

simply surprising. I recently^ found a young
Blackbird dead in my garden, and the quan-
tity of gentles its body has provided me with
is hardly believable. They leave the body
(the skeleton is “ picked ” quite clean) and
enter the sand (or bran, or dry earth, etc.)

in the bottom of the box from which they
can readily be picked. Or the box can be
put direct into an aviary and the “picking”
be left to the birds.

It may be thought that this method of

breeding gentles is open to objection on
account of the “ stink.” But I have fol-

lowed it for a considerable number of years

and can truthfully say that I have not found
it so. The small birds, or pieces of meat,

I use are gone (eaten) almost before they

have time to become putrid; of course, if

one used large birds, etc., the case would be
different.

Putting my boxes out in the garden, I have
to guard against the appetite of cats, rats,

etc., and against heavy rain. A piece of

small mesh wire-netting bent in semi-circular

Correspondence.
How and Where to Set Flue

Nets.
Sir,—Would any of your readers kindly

tell me how and where to set flue nets?

Any information respecting the same would
be thankfully received.

Novice.

The Cock Chaffinch as a Muler.
Sir,— I should much like to hear that this

bird lias been used extensively this year as a

Hybrid producer. I believe that it was used

last year successfully, but that the young
bird has cine© died, so we shall not be able

to learn more about this case, but I hone
others will have been stimulated to try the

cross, to that we may see a good living speci-

men on the show bench. The hen, Chaffinch

lias done her share and made a name with the

Bramblefinch. Perhaps the gentleman who
was so successful with the cock Chaffinch will

give us more particulars as to how h© fed

it, and what eggs were fertile. Some years

ago I tried every way 1 could think of every

means suggested to me to get this bird to

breed with a Canary. I hand-reared nest

after nest, so as to get good, steady cocks,

and curing the breeding season I gave them

also kinds of wild seeds and insects. I was

advised by some to give them a stimulant

in their water, which I did by giving them

very weak solutions of both whisky and gin,

as I then thought this must bring them for-

ward for pairing. Many a time I thought

copulation had taken place, but after the

eggs had been sat noon I found they were

cfear. The late Dr. Greene, I believe,

offered' anyone £5 in these days (the eighties)

for a Chaffinch- Canary cross, as he declared

it was imoossible. I never pould quite see

it in that light, and don’t now ;
I- still

believe it can be done, and that is why I hope

others have been trying ; it will, I hope, yet

be done if only with a novice, as they gener-

ally get the best of luck in the fascinating

hobby of Hybrid breeding. Years ago it was

always drilled into me that Chaffinches paired

in the air—-so it was not likely they would

pair in a cage. The success with hen Chaf-

finches has knocked that delusion on the head.
Hybrid.

The “Order of the Push’’ at

Abertillery.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. Broome. Suppose

for the sake of argument I admit that 1 was

put out because I was not elected for an

office. Why? Simply because there were

certain members elected for office that, had

not the slightest interest in the Society as

regards finance and progress, while I had

proved myself interested and willing to wrork

hard. His statement about me saying to

different members that they were no good to

the Society is not correct, but I admit tell-

ing one only. Mr. Broome accused me of the

same thing' at the last meeting I attended.

I offered to give 10s. to the Society if they

could prove that I said it to more than one,

and my challenge was not taken up. In the

face of this he still accuses me ;
how is this

for fair play, “Justice”? His remark re-

garding having a bit of fun at my expense

re judging, was brought to me by two

members who said it was the talk of certain

officials, but I am quite aware that Mr.

Broome was not one of them. What occurred

between me and a certain member outside the

meeting was the cause of my being expelled,

not, as Mr. Broome states, “ nothing to do

with the Society.” His own words were that

either he or I should finish, and, not being

one of the clique, I had to exit. No, Mr.

Broome. I have no wish to hold the reins

of any Society, but you admitted to me that

I was deserving of an office.

A. E. Mould.

Sir,—In Mr. Moule’s letter in Cage Birds

of Aug. 15 he accuses one member of the

deputation that was to wait upon him with

not having enough courage to see him ;
as a

matter of fact, ,the said member was annoyed

because we went without him, and told us

about it, but the night we waited uf«n Mr.

Moule was very wet, and, the said member

CHEAPENING THE FOOD BIEL ; continued.

fashion and either securely nailed to the wall

or to a rough framework, covers the former
contingency, and a piece of tin, or board,

fixed at the top keeps out the rain.
" Should the gentles bo not properly

“scoured” (clean)—i.e., be smelly and have

dark streaks in them—put them for a few

days in a glass jam or pickle jar partly filled

with sand or bran, and they will be fit for

use. For us# with very small birds they can

be killed by scalding '(steam is best) before

being fed to them.
In my next I will discuss the possibility of

economising in the use of that excellent, but ,

deny, food, canarv-seed.

{To bn conTiMied.)

living a long way off, we went without him.

f gee Mr. M. still keeps on about the clique.

Why does he not say through the press what

he means by the clique? If he remembers

when he was asked by the deputation what he

meant by it, he said he did not mean to say

there was anything underhanded going on,

only a certain member was always about town

with another member, and eo and so with an-

other. So much for the clique. I see that

he says what he had to say he generally kept

till last, and also that he is not guilty of

ridiculing the chairman. Now, Mr. M., let

me draw your attention to one meeting only.

Do you remember we were going to have a

question meeting, and when the meeting had

opened did you not got up and charge certain

members with something you had been told,

and when asked by the writer if you could

prove it, your answer was No? Did not the

chairman many times ask you to sit down !

Dio not the chairman close the meeting and

leave the room ? What became of the ques-

tions that night? Mr. Moule, if, as you

state, you keep yours till the last, and all

through something which you said you could

not prove, surely your meipory is not so bad

that when you send to the press you forget

these things? If you write again, let us have

facts, and then we shall understand one an-

other. Now, Mr. Moule, I have written this

without any malice towards you, and I chal-

lenge you to refute one sentence of the above

truthfully. Wm. Cooper.

Cage, Bird Shows and the War.

Why Not Look Upon the Bright Side?

Sir,—Engrossed as our people are in the

present state of war, it is temporarily diffi-

cult to get them to pay any heed to the

ordinary ©flairs of life. When we meet

brother fanciers the war is the topic of con-

versation, and our birds are forgotten for

the present. I shall expect to hear that many
fanciers have been compelled to leave their

birds, and, much worse, their homes and
families in answer to the Nation’s call to

arms, and I shall not be at all surprised to

learn that some of our shows are cancelled

during the coming season. Indeed, I have

already heard of secretaries having summoned
their committees to discuss the situation, and

to consider the advisability or otherwise of

holding a show. And here I would like to

offer a word of advice to secretaries and com-

mittees. Do not be too hasty in deciding to

cancel your show. Though the country is

not likely to return to us normal state for

some considerable time, yet we should ie-

member that the present disorganisation of

the railways is due chiefly to the rapid

mobilisation of the Army and Navy, and

when this has been accomplished I see no

reason why our railway traffic shall J'.ot

return to' its normal conditions. At any rate

let us wait and see, and not rush into a

hasty decision which we may afterwards

regret.

I would also suggest to fanciers that they

should continue to colour feed and prepare

their birds for the autumn shows in the

usual way, except that they should practice

economy, where necessary, on the lines sug-

gested by Mr. Weston in last week’s issue

of Cage Birds, which suggestions I am glad

to see are to be continued, as no doubt many
will find them useful in these times of stress.

Besides, as Mr. Weston has already ex-

plained, wye shall find a much readier sale,

and obtain better prices when the need arises,

if our birds are colour- fed and in good con-

dition.

Barnstaple. F. Collins.

la-breeding and Chance as
Producers of Light Mules.

Sir,—Has in-breeding been the cause of
present-day splendid specimens of birds (Can-
aries and Hybrid's) ? Years ago, long before
any birdy papers reached the country dis-

tricts or were even published, many, like

myself, had bv chance taken birds lip as a
pleasure and hobby. I heard of several

varieties of Canaries that I had not got
;
for

instance, one was the “turn Crest.” I won-
dered what that was. It was explained to

me as a Canary with a crown, or crest, on
its head. I was told, too, that the owner
was going to pair it with its sister. Oh, how
I did laugh at this, as I always was given

to understand that relations paired would
produce cripples ! At that time, of course,

the crest on a Canary was well advanced—
to these in the know, but not to country

people. On going to a farm to see a friend

who had some choice cattle, lie related to me
the breeding of some (they were Shorthorns).

He said that to keep the blood pure they

had inbred, them. I began to think that

if it would do with cattle surely it would do

with birds, and I followed, it out with my own
1 birds, and must say I have had good results.

In-breeding, with sense and discretion, is the

great secret of success at the present time
with cadi variety, and especially so with
Mule and Hybrid breeding. There is no-

thing liko getting the blood set ;
then you

can introduce any other bkyd to attain any
particular object you are aiming fdr. At
the same time, "when in-breeding only the

strongest and fittest of the birds must be used.

Yet any weaklings on the hen Canary side

might be used for Mules—i.e., light Mule-

breeding. As an example, when in-breeding

with Canaries for several generations I paired

some to a Goldfinch, and produced some ex-

cellent young Mules, nearly clear. This

was my first start in Mule breeding, when I

had to “feel in the dark ” in birdy matters.

How things have changed since Cage Birds

has been published. What have I not paid

for secrets (so called) in birdy matters which

at the nresent time we know amount to no-

thing at all. Even now, with all our knoiv-

ledge, a great manv of our best Mules and

Hybrids are really' bred by chance, and by

novices who put pairs together and trust to

luck. „
An Interested Breeder.

How Did Birds Originate ?

—No longer need we wrestle with the

“ Origin of Species,” the mutation theory,

the segregating or non-segregating factors

of Mendel, or any otheT theories oi the

scientists, past or present. For, behold, a

new mentor has arisen! One who has^ naa

the unparallelled advantage of having dis-

cussed this subject before,” and who, with

an assurance that should immediately con-

vert all doubting Thomases, “ has no hesi-

tation” in pointing out to us the right path,

to follow. ,

Listen, therefore, all of ye, to the prophet

of Beith. Let mo remind anyone who may

dare to question this authority, that Mr.

Craig has “ proved over and (Tver again

that°he is “streets ahead” of his puny oppo-

nents. It would have been somewhat better

to have said “ years ahead,” as then we

could have assigned the date of his dogma,

to a time perhaps contemporaneous with

that of his authorities ;
somewhere about

bc 1000 or 2000, shall we say? Darwin,

Wallace, Mendel, de Vries, Lamarck, even

these as far “ahead” as Aristotle, all and

sundrv, all stand confounded. No need tor

further correspondence, Mr. Editor; the con-

troversy is at an end ;
Mr. Craig has spoken ,

’nuff said. v S- PANT0N -

Sir,—Hr. Watson surely does not think a

bat is a bird ? I thought that idea was long

dead except amongst those most ignorant ot

Nature. Also, why on earth is an Owl not

a true bird? Many birds have hairlike fea-

thers, but none possesses fur or hair. Mr.

Johnson displays surprising ignorance it be

thinks moths have feathers like birds! 1 fie

microscope knocks that into pieces, and what-

ever Mr. Johnson thinks, any scientist will

tell you that any living animal possessing

feathers is a bird. I say the man in the street

is capable of thinking for himself, but not

capable, without scientific training, of argfi"

in 0, against years of scientific knowledge. - r.

Johnson, no doubt, thinks otherwise. -Man

has not been in a*i upright pose long enough

for any protection to have formed, but this

very fact shows his ancestry. We have much

to comulain of in our digestive organs. Aie

any dyspeptic animals found like those people

who suffer in the human race? Very few ani-

mals suffer from indigestion ;
very few people

are ignorant of it.

E. Maxwell Savage.

CSTERS
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What is the Most General
Sliding Scale?

Sir,—

I

would bo glad if any of the readers

of our most valued paper, Cage Birds, could

enlighten me as to how tho various eliding

scales are arranged by show committees. They
eeem to have many ways, and details of the

one mostly in vogue would bo appreciated' by
Novice.

Advice on the Construction of

Cage Racks.

See Illustration on page 79.
Sir,—Seeing in our paper, Cage Birds,

that advice is wanted on the making of cage

racks which will stand by themselves away
from the wall, and obviato damage to tho

wall paper, I am sending you a sketch of a

rack which answers well. My own is 8ft.

3ins. long, ar.d is made of two- inch batten

Jin. thick. It will stand alone anywhere, but

if four pieces of battening be fixed to the

four short uprights as shown in the sketch

these may be screwed to the floor and the

rack will" be perfectly rigid.

J. Loveday.

Novice Classes Wanted at

Liverpool.
Sir,—Now that the show season will soon

be with us I would like to suggest to the

worthy secretaries of the Liverpool O.S. the

desirability of putting on more novice classes

at their open show. There are no novice

classes for unflighted birds, and it is rather

unfair that we novices should have to show
our young birds against the champions, or

keep them at home (which Is not good for

the show)., I know for a fact the novice

classes at this show are the best filled of any,

about 36 in a class. I am now writing of

Yorkshires. I hope the secretaries will take

this suggestion in the spirit in which it is

meant. The unsettled state of affairs in Eng-
land will somewhat diminish the long dis-

tance entries at shows, and I think by hav-
ing more novice classes the shows will balance

things by more entries from local breeders.

I would like to hear what Liverpool novices

think of the suggestion.

Geo. Rawsthorxe.

Judging Norwich Plainheads to
the Standard.

Sir,—I really don’t see why your two
correspondents should have engaged them-
selves in an impassioned harangue over the

typo of Norwich Plainheads which .were ex-

hibited at a first feather show. If “Norwich
Standard” is a. breeder of long standing, and
has done much exhibiting, he must know that

as, a rule the birds which win at neet feather

shows are not the ones to win when moulted.

Of course, there are exceptions, but I am
speaking generally. Young Norwich are like

colts, they sometimes develop out of all recog-
nition ;

and the judges at nest feather shows
are bound to give the prizes to those which
are tile best on the day in preference to a

potential winner. I don’t think “.Norwich
Standard ” need trouble much about tho ten-

dency of present-day Norwich, nor about the

ideal. It is difficult to transfer the ideal

from paper into one’s mind, especially as the

ideal in the year book of tho N.P.C. is not

printed life size.

While the ideal has not been bred yet,

“ Norwich Standard ” will find some of tho

best Norwich in England in the Manchester
district. Let him wait until the M. and
N.C.O.S. show in October, end then give us

his opinion on tho winners there. I rather

think he will be satisfied with the progress we
are making towards the ideal—an ideal that

combines the qualities of size and type.

Now, 1 should say he is passing through that

phase which we all have passed through, a

phase in which, our minds seem to grip an

ideal of the medium typo, an ideal that it is

possible to bread in every nest.

Quality itself is the easiest point to secure

;

type alone can be bred in dozens ;
size also is

comparatively easy to get ; head points are

more difficuit. But to get all four compo-

nent parts into one specimen is almost as

hard as to get gold from sea water, and when

accomplished the breeder begins to feel as if

there is still some balm in Gilead. That is

why size, combined with quality, is looked

upon with approval by judges.
“ Norwich Standard ” finishes his letter

with an appeal to the N.P.C. to take the

matter up. The N.P.C. committee is com-

posed of fanciers who know the meet difhcult

points to breed in a Norwich, and they have

set up a standard accordingly. In any case,

the N.P.C. committeo arc impervious to corre-

spondence written over a ' nom-de-plume.
1 ‘ Sub Rosa.

Stuck in the Moult, and the
way out.

Sir,—

I

have at times received many useful

hints from our most useful paper, Cage

Birds, so for the interest of the Fancy I

trust you will give the following space. Take

one pennyworth each of sweet nitre and

saffron : boil saffron in one pint of water down

to a gill, and when cool add two tablespoon-

fuls of rum. Give a teaspoonful twice a week

in drinking water; this will set any kind of a

bird off again.
F. Stotiiard.

Secretary of the Southern Bor-

der F.C. Leaves for the Front.
Sir,—

I

am afraid by the way the sub-

Editor censored my letter, which appeared

under the heading of “ S.B.F.C. Secretary

Leaves for the Front, ’ lie has got the war

fever very badly, and imagines lie also is at

the front censoring the letters for home. By
altering- certain words lie lias entirely altered

the purport of the letter, and made it appear

as if it was I who had gone to tho front,

whereas I wrote to say it was my brother,

F. W. Burton, secretary of the S.B.F.C.,

who had gone, and on whose behalf I wrote to

explain to members of the S.B.F.C. the reason

for the delay in answering letters, etc. In

spite of what the sub-Editor says, it is obvi-

ously impossible, if I was at tho front. I could

answer letters addressed to me at 126, Lee-

road', or call a meeting of the members, and

I should therefore take it as a favour if you

would make it clear in your next issue that

any correspondence relating to the S.B.l’.C.

addressed to Geo. Burton, 126, Lee-road. Lee

Green, Will be immediately dealt with. I am
very sorry the alterations were made, and I

think this is the first time the blue pencil has

been used in any of my correspondence to

good old Cage Birds.
Geo. Burton.

[This mistake unfortunately occurred

through Mr. Geo. Burton referring to F. W.
Burton as secretary, while lie himself was

described as a secretary on the printed beading

of the memo, upon which the communication

was written, and also because in the hand-

writing the “ Geo. ” of the one resembles

curiously the F.W. of the other. At the same

time, we regret the error, and any inconveni-

ence caused thereby.—Editor Cage Birds.]

* * *
THE
GREY
WAGTAIL.

This charming example of

a charm'ng tpecies was ex-

hibited at the Crystal Palace

Show by Messrs. J. W. and

W. L Drabble, of She field,

and secured second prize

for them.

^ ^

Woodcock Nesting in the Isle

of Man.
Sir,—I would like to know if any of your

readers have known- of a Woodcock nesting

in the BritislT Isles, as there was one. found

in Glen Itoy, Sonan, Isle of Man, this

season. It was found on July 20, and

visited daily till the 25th, when the four

young ones hatched out and left the nest the

same day. I have seen the shells of the

eggs.
W. Boddan.

[Although the Woodcock is a migratory

bird, many remain with us all the year-

round, and there are many records of its

breeding in England and Scotland.—Editor.]

A Bad Time for the Red Mite.
Sir,—Many are the ways and means of

exterminating red mite, but the following will

kill any kind of insect. Of course, the birds

must not be left in the cages during the pro-

cess, but one application will be sufficient, no

matter how strong a hold the nrites have got.

You may experience a little difficulty in ob-

taining it, but if you are prepared to sign for

it, there will be no particular trouble ;
the

cost is about one shilling. Spirit of turpen-

tine, 4 ozs. ;
alcohol, 4 ozs. ;

corrosive sub-

limate, 1 oz.
;
gum camphor, 1 oz. Bottle,

shake well before use, and apply sparingly

with a brush.
F. S.

“A Goldfinch Fertilises Thirty-
seven Eggs.’’

Forty-six the Record this Week.
Sir,—I am sending you a list of Goldfinch-

Canary Mules which 1 reared from four hen

Canaries and a Goldfinch, which I picked

out of about two dozen caught by myself in

Blacklion, Co. Cavan, in 1911. All the hens

are splashed birds, and all the young Mules

are dark. The Goldfinch was never with

any lien more than three days, and in some

cases lie had only a day.

No. 1 ben : 4 eggs in January, unfertile;

5 in April, all reared ; 4 in May, all reared ;

4 in June, 3 reared; 4 on July 15, hen still

with these. No. 2 hen : 2 in April, 1 died;

3 in May, 1 dead in shell, 1 died at three

weeks; July, 2 reared. No. 3 hen: June,

4, young, ail died', her, refused to feed ;
July,

3 reared. No. 4 hen : July, 2 young; Aug.,

2 young, still in nest. Totals : 35 fertile

eggs, 27 young reared, 8 dead.
. Jas. Morrison.

UPIGEONS

Sir,—In renly to the enquiry of F. Groom
in Cage Birds" of Aug. 8, I write to say

that I put a Goldfinch and Bullfinch to-

gether this season, and the Bullfinch has laid

21 eggs. I have three young two weeks old'.

The same Finch has been running with five

Canaries, and he lias fertilised 43 eggs from

them ;
that makes 46, and by the look of him

he would like to be fighting for England at

present.
Joseph Potter.

Singing Contests,
Announcements of forthcoming contexts in the

nature of advertisements mast be fraul for at

advertisement rates, three wonts a penny,

LEEDS.
Quality singing contests, Old Bird House,

Skinners’ Arms, Buslingthorpe, Aug. 16. 1,

Binns; 2, Blackburn; 3, Ward. Judges,

Messrs. C. Clayton, J. Grainger.—C. Clay-

ton, Hon. Sec. '

LEEDS ALBION.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing,

Albion Hotel, Saville Green, York Road,

Aug. 16; 14 birds* sang for 3 prizes : 1, W.

f Sissons : 2, Richardson ; 3, Sissons. Judges,

Offices : idle, Bradford. Yorks. '

Stead and N-aVlor.-Walter Naylor, Hon. Sec.

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Pigeon3.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The RabUt, Cat and Cavy Paper.

FUR & FEATHER
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

fTtie Sflows.
CROYDON F.S.

Young Stock Show July 29, St. Michael’*
Hall. Mr. H. Norman judged. NOR.
YELL. (2): 1, Gunnell; 2, Soper BUFF
(10): 1, Soper; 2, Harvey 3, Gunnell; vhc,

he, Halhead
;

c, Harvey. YORK., YELL.
(10): 1, spl., vhc, Mudd; 2, Soper; 3. Last:

be, True-love. BUFF (9) : 1, 2, be, Mudd ; 3,

Soper; vhc, Last. BORD., YELL. (5): 1, 2,

3, spl., Last. BUFF (5): 1, 3, vhc. Last;

2, he, Rev. Soames.

NORTHERN BORDER & S.F.C.C.
Meeting and Table Show, Aug. 5. Mr. W.

P. Snaith in the chair. The notice of motion

wag left over until our next meeting, to allow

Mr. Espie to appear. Awards of table show ;

CHAMPION, YELL. : 1, 2, W. Smith.

BUFF : 1, Smith. GR. : 1, 2, Smith.

GINN. : 1, 2, Smith. NOV., YELL. : 1, 3,
1

Snaith; 2, 4, T. Smith. BUFF : 1, 2, T.

Smith
; 3, Snaith ; 4, Rinder. GR. : 1, Rinder.

GINN. : 1, 2, Snaith. A hearty vote of

thanks to the two judges, Mr. T. Robson and

Mr. A. Montgomery, brought the meeting to

an end.—M. C. Potts.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Table Show, Aug. 17, Headquarters. There

was only a poor turn out of birds, 19, a!!

Yorkshires, being staged. Mr. C. Mormon,
Brighouse, judged. GL. YELL. BUFF (10) :

1, Whitehead' ; 2, c, Seedhouso ; 3, Sykes -, vhc,

Cawtheray and Son ; he, Rhodes. TKD. OP,

MKD. (5) : 1, he, Sykes ; 2, Cawtheray and

Son; 3, vhc, Rhodes. GIN. MKD. (4) :

2, 3, vhc, Rhodes. Principle points : Cham-
pions, 1, S. and A. Radley, 50 points ; 2, Law-

ford and Son, 42; 3, A. Morris, 37 ; 4, W. S.

Skinn, 23. Novices, 1, Cawtheray and Son,

110; 2, R. Rhodes, 103; 3, F. Sykes, 78; 4,

W. Sykes, 45; 5, M. Radley, 44.—A. Lawford,

See
PENMAENMAWR.

Annual Horticultural and Cage Bird Show,

Aug. 12. Entries were very fair: and quality

was of a high standard. Mr. W: Nolan had

quite a field day, his well-known Waxwing
being awarded special for best bird. Mr.

R. J. Lewis and Mr. T. R. Bailey were cap-

able secretaries. The show was well

patronized. We think the Committee would

be well advised to consider a few additional

classes and advertise the show for the benefit

of the Society and fanciers in general. Mr.

R. W. Roberts judged and gave satisfaction.

YORK., YELL.: 1, W. Nolan, wing tkd..

good length and shape, slim and leggy, grand

col., 1st Beaumaris; 2, L- R- Nolan, cl.

hen, good length and pose, grand flights and

tail, nice cond.
; 3, J. C. Jones, cl., good

length, upstanding, starting moult; res, John-

son : vhc, he, c, j. Jones. CAN. 1914 : 1, 3,

W. Nolan, neck-mkd. buff, good length, head,

carr., pos. and outline, very promising, 3rd

cinn. mkd. Bold., good type and qua!.; 2,

L.. R. Nolan, cl. yell., nice qual. and pos.,

feathered like wax. splendid cond.; res, vhc,

he, J. Jones. BRIT. : 1, spl., IV . Nolan,

Waxwing, immense size and qual., good crest,

distinct markings, good wax and tips, excel-

lent cond.. very deserving win; 2, L. R.

Nolan, Goldf., good size, square blaze, in

good order, very promising ; 3, Tli.omas,

Goldf., good size and blaze. LOCAL : 1, 2,

J. Jones.

LARKHALL C.B.A.
F.F. show Y.M. halls. Aug. 8. The show

was a great success, although members have

not been blessed with a good breeding season.

Borders were a nice lot, Norwich pre-

dominated in point of quality, several really

classical birds being
.

staged. Yorkshires,

although a new variety for our members,

seemed to be the right sort. The show was

well attended. Mr. llobert Houston, Haiml-

ton judged Very satisfactorily.

YELL. BORD : 1, Gibb, cl. yell., in grand

cond..; 2, Adams, cinn. mark, seemed a

little upset; 3, Rundell, nice cl. yell., in

moult; 4, Allan; 5, Pollock; 6, McGhie.

BUFF : 1. Allan, nice Border, just a bit weak

at neck; 2, Campbell, fine cond.; 3, Marley,

cl., nice stamp, our fancy; 4. Kennedy; 5,

Marley
; 6, Gibb. YELL. NOR. : 1. Perrie,

tkd. yell., good feather; 2, Rundell. heavy ir.

moult, should finish well
; 3, Kennedy, beauty

in good bloom: 4. Allan; 5, McEwan; 6,

McGreggor. BUFF : 1, Allan, short coiiby

one, correct type, outstanding bird; 2, Run-

dell. good one, heavy in moult; 3, Rundell;

4, Kennedy: 5, Perrin: 6. Allan. YORK.:
1, Marley," ideal yen., good cond.; 2. (name

Omitted Ed.), very stylish buff, fails m
head. A.O.V. : 1, Allan, nice buff cinn.

MULE: 1, Thomson, Yell.-Greenie,
_

grand

col • 2, Kennedy. Yell. -Goldie, good size and

col., should moult well; 3, 'Yhomscn, buff

Green.—A. Thomson, Sec.

Nr^ts of THrds! Poultry, etc., should be regularly

.nrirkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especial y

then hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

nXioSs to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

tee Kills all insects. Harmlaaa to even tincn el so.
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Club {Reports

.

WAKEFIELD ROLLER C-C.
Mooting Aug. 10; Mr. Heeling presided'

over an average attendance. After a long

discussion it was decided, owing to the

national crisis, to abandon the annual show

for 1914.—H. Roebuck*, Hon. Sec.

ANNFIELD PLAIN C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 8, Mr. R. Hutchinson chair.

There was a good turn up of members, and

We had a good meeting. Decided to have
* few open Canary classes at annual show.

Don’t forget to turn up when next meeting is

called and discuss the (matter.—W. Thomp-
son, Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 15, with a good turn out of

members. Schedule arranged for annual

sfaow with 41 classes, including 3 novice

classes, 1 in each Canary section. Ndw
members made: Messrs. W. Lindsay, R.
Bewick, W. McNay, J. Turnbull.—C. Davi-

son, Sec.

SWINDON F. AND F.A.
Special meeting Central Hotel, Regent-st.,

Aug. 12. Present: Messrs. 11. R. Halliday
(chair), A. Ireland, T. Wilkins, J. Hutch-
ings, E. Ireland, W. Greenwood, J. Tanner,
L. Lewis, A. C. Moekridge, W. Judd, J.

Tarrant, D. Hoare, E. Wullington, T. Rivers,

T. Bennett, E. Jefferies and W. J. Moran.
Decidod, as all the halls in the town were
engaged by the Government, that we post-

pone indefinitely our annual, show, and cancel

our monthly meetings for the present.—W. J.

Moran, {Sec.

WELSH C.B.C.
General meeting, Ship and Bell, Merthyr,

Aug. 17. Mr. G. T. Jones presiding. Present,

Messrs. G. T. Jones, G. L. HaTber, E. Powell,
F. H. Cook, J. H. .Jones, and A. E. Brown.
Mr. J. Llewellyn, of Tredegar, was made a
member. Patronage given to the following
societies : Cardiff, Tredegar, Upper Rhondda,
and ' ntrebach. Upon a suggestion of running
the Club show in connection with Tredegar
open show, Mr. Powell was instructed to place

this matter before the Tredegar Society, and
ascertain terms, etc., and submit same to the
Sec. for the Committee to deal with. Several
members have not yet paid their subs., and
I should like to receive them without further
delay, to enable me to make a report con-

cerning the running of the Club show, and
also for the making up of a financial state-

ment, and I appeal to all in arrears to give
me their kind assistance by sending sub.

early. I shall also be pleased to enrol new
member’s ; sub. 3s. per ann.—A. E. Brown,
66, Clare Street, Merthyr.

ALTRINCHAM OPEN C.B.S.

Experiences During the Breeding
Season.

Meeting Aug. 12, Station Cafe, Mr. T.
Harrison presiding. Three 10-minutes
papers were given on “ Novice Experiences
During Breeding Season,” by Messrs. Leah,
Broadbent, and Heatley, and were extremely
interesting and occasionally amusing. No. 1

paper stated how the novice, having three
British birds, and hearing of a proposed cage
birds society to be formed in the district,

decided, to become a member. Then pur-
chasing two supposed hen Canaries, he de-
cided to try his fortune at breeding some
Mules. Soon these supposed hens showed
signs of house keeping, and on being sup-
plied’ with nesting material, set about busi-
ness in good style ; result, three fertile eggs,
all Canaries, much to our novice’s surprise,
but the hen failing to feed them they died in
two or three days. The hen Canary was
then mated with a Linnet ; result, three more
eggs, one only being fertile. This young
Mule at the end of three weeks surprised
its owner by its power of flight, in escaping
through the window. - Two more nests of
Mules were obtained, three and two nestlings
being the result, which have since died,
leaving our friend with hopes for better luck
next season, and' still determined to succeed.
No. 2 paper : This novice fancier is the
possessor of an aviary, and was more suc-
cessful. He wished to breed some Hybrids
as well as Mules and Canaries, and has suc-
ceeded in rearing four very fine Siskin-Red-
poll Hybrids from the first nest, and at the
end of three weeks, the hen going to nest
again, produced six eggs, which were all

fertile, only one of these being reared', and
this by a Canary hen. Four Linnet eggs
placed with a Canary hen resulted in four
fine nestlings, but from two eggs of the Cirl
Bunting he was not so fortunate, the eggs
being punctured. From pairs of Goldfinch-
Bullfinch and Chaffinch-Canary, he had no
result, eggs being clear

; in two cases the
eggs were eaten. Our friend has also been
troubled with mice

; however, he has ended
the season with a total of 25 nestlings

—

Canaries, Mules, Hybrids, and British, and
attributes some success to the uso of min
Water for dri'nkrfi«vand’ bathing.- and to. licit

starting -tod iga'rlS’ iOZ b'yeediiag: ’ 'No. 3 piper

Questions and
Answers.
doubts and dxffxctjltxbs
solved; by SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be Wear!;/ written in ink
(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name, and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet of paper.

0 )—Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be staled on the left-hand corner of the query.

(0)—If an answer in the same week's issue is de-
sirea queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first post at latest.

(1)— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems

)

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must stute grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a lee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “ Referee’s ” Poor
Children's fund (London).

(9)—Ail queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“ Cage Birds,” 154, fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds
stafF of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.—Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,
and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds—Wesley T.
Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life—H. Norman.
Noth.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the
proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,
Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety
of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire
us to do so, be pleased to submit his questions
for answer to some leading specialist on the
variety concerned. „

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

IS SEA-SAND SUITABLE? (S. A. M.
James).—If it is collected from a clean and
unpolluted section of beach, sea-sand is a very
suitable and beneficial covering for the cage
floors at all times, not only during the moult.
When it can be readily procured it may al-

ways be used in preference to ordinary sand.

BORDERS AND COLOUR BREEDING
(F. E. H.).— (1) The parental instinct varies

more or less in every breed, but, taken as a

whole, the Border Fancy is an excellent parent
and will rear its own young without the slight-

est trouble or assistance. (2) Although you
wish to breed clears I would not advise you to

begin with two quite clear birds. This method
would certainly give you the greatest possible

number of clears in the young, but the natural

depth of tone of the colour would be very apt
to deteriorate, and the clears become faded
and washy in colour. It would be much better

to have one clear and the other a slightly

ticked, or a bird with light eye-marks only.

From such a pair you should get a very nice

proportion of clear birds, and the rest more or

less ticked, and probably none would be very

much variegated. A certain amount of the

green, or dark, blood is a very important fac-

tor in keeping up a rich, deep tone of colour in

the clears, though it is not essential to have

the dark blood so strong that the great

majority of the young come ticked or more or

less heavily variegated. -

BOWEL TROUBLE. (A Reader of

“ C.B.,” T. T. G.).—I suspect there is some

internal derangement or ovarian disease which

is the real cause of the swelling around the

vent, but it is impossible to dogmatise on

this point without seeing the swelling. If

it is a valuable bird your best course would

be to show it to a veterinary surgeon for his

advice. In any case I very much doubt the

bird being of any "further use for breeding.

As she is now on colour food treatment is

somewhat hampered. You may, however, try

the following course for a month or so, and

BREEDING SEASON EXPERIENCES—Continued.

stated the writer had had very good re-

sults from the first Tound, but, ‘being a
novice, had not obtained, what was possible

from the following rounds ; from experience
gained he would be better prepared' next
season. He had 29 nestlings (Canaries) from
four pairs of birds ; 19 were alive and doing
well. He had obtained the best results from
egg and bread as against any other soft food,

and had also paid great attention to

cleanliness. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to the three members for their

very interesting accounts. Next meeting
Wednesday, Aug. 26, Station Cafe. Paper
on G'oen and Cinnamon Borders by Mr.
Middleton

;
a good attendance is requested.

—Ghas. Bailey, Hon. Sea. ,,, k . , ,

then report result, when I will advise you
further if necessary. Continue your present
dietary, except that you should cut out all

hemp, groats, crushed oats, or oatmeal that it

may contain. Give a half-ripe plantain stalk
daily, or, when this is not available, a spray
of watercress. In the drinking-water add six

drops of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of

sulphate of soda the size of a small pea every
second day for a week, and in the next week
dissolve in the water a crystal of sulphate of

soda as above, a crystal of sulphate of iron

half as big, and add six drops of diluted

sulphuric acid every second day. In the third

and fourth weeks repeat this in the same
order. Do not interfere with the swelling in

any way.
CLAW HANGS LIMP (S. D. C.).—If

only the claw is affected—that is, the hard,

horny part at the tip of the toe—it has prob-.

ably been torn out at the base by being

caught and' held fast in a wire or something
rtnd the bird struggling to release itself. In

this case the claw will slough off in the course

of a week or two, and you cannot do better

than avoid all interference and leave the cure

to Nature, only keeping the bird as quiot as

you can, avoiding all unnecessary fluttering,

and see that the perches are well fitting, of a

proper size, and firmly and conveniently

placed in order to make it as comfortable as

possible for the bird to got about on one foot

curing the interval.

A “ BELGIUM ” CANARY (R. G. Judd).—I presume you mean a Belgian, which is

the name usually employed in this country.

It will be quite correct to feed it during the

moulting period just as you would a Nor-
wich Or any other variety which was not
being colour fed. As a staple diet give a

mixture of three parts canary to one part
summer rape, and in addition give separately

about every third day a small teaspoonful of

a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet,

teazle and broken groats, and on the inter-

vening days give first a morsel of some green
salad, and next Half a teaspoonfnl of egg-

food or an equivalent quantity of bread and
milk well sprinkled with maw seed. Keep
bird In a fairly equablo and not quite cold

temperature, allow it to bathe as freely as it

likes, and when it has nearly finished rnoult-

ing, which you may know by the new quills

beginning to show about the head and neck,

add 20 drops of chemical food to the drinking
water four times a week until the moult i3

quite complete.
A WHEEZING ROLLER (Hopeful T.vro).

—You do not say how long the bird lias been
affected, and as the medicine you are giving

is the best you could possibly use, I rather
suspect the case is a chronic one, which may
be relieved only, but not cured. Try file

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7d.)-, House's “Canary Manual’’ (1/2);
Battye’s “Yorkshire Canaries ”

(1/1$); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Weston’s “Stock Book” (7d.)

;

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird fever” (7d.); Dr. Cres-
well’s “Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); Norman’s
“ Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3) : Ramsdcu’s
“Colour-feeding’' (3Jd.) ; “Seeds and foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 )d. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Roller,” No. 23
“ The Border fancy,’’. No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoteu
are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, fleet Street,
London, E.C.

following for a month or so. Keep the bird
in a moderate temperature, free from cold

draughts, dust, or the fumes of burning
lights. For one week give a diet of plain

canary seed only with a spray of green-food
daily, and every second day add to the water
six drops of syrup of rhubarb and a6 much
sulphate of soda as will cover a sixpence.
After this give a staple of two parts canary
to one part summer rape, and eveTy third

day a piece of bread and milk the size of a
hazel-nut well sprinkled with maw seed

;
on

the intervening days first a spray of green-

food, next half a teaspoonful of a mixture of

equal parts hemp, millet, niger, and teazle.

Begin again with the chlorodyne mixture you
have been using, and give 20 drops in the
water two days in every three for a week,
and every second day for two or three weeks
afterwards as may seem necessary.

SIT ALL IN A HEAP (Roller).—It seems
hardly likely that the birds have quite

finished the moult at twelve weeks old. Possi-

bly the moult has been checked by some
means. Keep them in a comfortable tempera-
ture, give a staple diet of a mixture of two
•parts canary to one part summer rape, add as

much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence to

tho water for ’fhreo consecutive days, and
after this treat as you will see advised to
“ R. G. Judd” in this issue., but before you
begin to give the chemical food add six drops
of tincture of gentian and four of aromatic
sulphuric acid to the water for two days.
The seed mixture of which you sent sample
is a very good one for occasional use, but it

will not be necessary to give this whilst you
are using the mixture named' in the reply to
which I refer yojt. • ...

:
...

FIR AND ACCOMMODATION (T. J.).—
(1) No, I do not think that nibbling the tips
of the fir branches will be at all harmful to
the birds. If it is objectionable in the way
of causing the branches to require too fre-
quent renewal, you might perhaps largely pre-
vent it by giving a bunch of seed-heads of
grasses, plantain stalks, and such like things
for them to amuse themselves with, which
would help to divert their attention from the
fir branches. (2) By keeping the floor well
sanded, arid renewing this as it shows signs
of becoming fouled, you could keep from 60
to 65 birds the size of a Norwich Canary in
the wired-off space. .

UNSTABLE NORWICH COCK. (The
Downs).—-Sorry, but it would be impossible
to say with any degree of certainty what is
wrong with the bird without seeing it. I
rather suspect that the substance you men-
tion is due to some displacement of the
internal organs, but it may possibly be
nothing more serious than an accumulation of
fat. The latter, however, should not affect
its ability to get about to such an extent as
seems to be the case with the bird now. Try
what the following treatment will do for it,

and if no better in, sav, a month, write again
and repeat full particulars, and also say what
is the colour and general appearance of the
swelling. As staple diet give a mixture of
three parts canary to one part summer rape.
In addition to this give a morsel of bread
and milk sprinkled with maw seed every
third day, and on the intervening days give
first a spray of watercress, and next' half a
teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
millet, black rape, teazle, and broken groats.
In the drinking ’water add twelve drops of
syrup of buckthorn every second day for a
week, and follow this with four drops each
of tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba,
and dilute sulphuric acid every second day
for a fortnight. Keep the bird in a com-
fortable temperature, and see that its cage is

fitted with fairly large perches, which it can
grip 'quite comfortably and strongly, and see

that they are firmly fixed so as not to wriggle
about as the bird moves about on them.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS,

Answered by H. NORMAN.
TROUBLE WITH BLACKBIRD (A. B.

C.).—I am very much inclined to think that
your bird is a hen, as you have had it twelve
months and it has not sung. Further, you
sav his beak is partly yellow, whereas a cock
bird in spring and summer would have a beak
all yellow, i'ou should have no difficulty

whatever in deciding the sex at the age it is,

for a cock bird is quite black all over ; a hen
would be dark in colour, and have a mottled
throat and breast. If it is a hen I would
advise you to give it its liberty before t-he

summer is any further advanced and while

food is plentiful. If it is a cock bird, and
you decide to keep it, treat it in the following
manner. First give it an aperient, as much
Glauber Salts as will cover a sixpence dis-

solved' in two tablespoonfuls of "water; re-

peat in a couple .of days, then make an entire

change in the diet, procure some good insec-

tile food, and mix it with scraped raw carrot,

chopped lettuce, or other green-food. Offer

fruit of all kinds, bananas, grapes, pears and
partly decayed apples, also plenty of insects,

many of which you can now collect in the

open. As a change, occasionally give a little

bread or biscuit soaked in hot milk, or

crushed puppy biscuit with some gravy
poured over it. If you feed him in this

manner all through the moult he should come
through quite perfect in plumage. Have you
our Nutshell booklet on the Blackbird? If

not, I would advise you to procure one at

once, 2J>d., post free, from our publisher-
.

FEEDING BIRDS IN AVIARY (Gold-

chaff.—With the birds you intend to put in

your aviary, there is not much chance of

crossing, although this does take place some-
times whon least expected. I think you
could do with one more pair, and would sug-

gest that you have Siskins, these are capital

aviary birds, and their greenish colouring

with black markings, makes a good combina-

tion with 'Goldies and Chaffinches. You
should have either separate seed hoppors, or

a self filling hopper with two compartments,

one for canary seed and the othor for summer
rape. In addition you will have to supply

mixed seeds ;
more particularly for the

Goldies, which cannot, as a rule, go very long

without a 'change of diet. Make a mixture

of four parts teazle, two parts hemp, and
one of linseed. Give them some of this three

times a week, say half a teaspoonful to each

bird, and on alternate days tho same quan-

tity of wild seed mixture, this you can pur-

chase iu packet form ; see that it is com-

posed of wild seeds only, not a mixture of

canary, rape, hemp, etc., with a little wild

seed added. A few sunflowers daily will

be useful, particularly during the winder. If

all your birds arc in good .Iq'/jJt.h, ,t hey should

slaud the ,cold weather, duj/ing
,
tin; winter
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months, providing you keep them wellIn p-

L'lio<| with fowl and water. During treaty

weather empty the water vessels at window n

and fill with ’tepid water in the early morn-

ing. Keep them well supplied with bundles

of seeding wild food, ami' during the winter

a little sprouting seed. An apple suspended

from the roof will amuse the more active m-

DESIGN FOR AN AVIARY (C.G.H.).—

1 have cnrofullv looked through your design

and 1 think it should do admirably. 1 note

you bavo arranged for plenty of light in tho

insido portion, which is quite correct, 11 too

dark the birds will seldom go into it. I

would advise you to always feed thorn in

there; your skylight should be raised an men

or so from the level of the roof, or I tear

you will have some difficulty in keeping it

water tight. You should make a lobby just

inejdo the door to prevent the escape of birds

when entering the aviary for feeding or clean-

• ing purposes. If you do not think of ha\nvg

a lobby I would suggest that you reduce tho

height of your door and have a window or a

strip of wire netting above it, this would

enable you to drive the birds away from the

door on entering. (2) Give all the fresh an

you can so to harden them for removal out-

side later on, whieh should be done as each

one finishes its moult. If you intend to keep

your birds simply for amusement I have no-

thin-"' to say against your collection, but if

you “are trying "to produce young ones, then

yon have too many cock Linnets, and I would

snn-^est that you only put in one of them, and

have a cock Goldfinch and hen Bullfinch in

place of them. „ _ ,

COLOUR FEEDING LARKS (F.W.B.).—

The present method of colour-feeding is not

considered to be detrimental to the health of

captive cago birds. Good quality colour fqod

is simply composed of vegetable matter, and

birds eat it without any troubie. If you

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Moulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird

Hybrids” (7/C); Norman's “ British Bird Manual

(2/3); or Part {"IlardbilU" (1/1), Part 2 "SoftbiH.”

(],]) ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms , and Cages c-

"Seeds, Poods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “ Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Dr. Creswcll's "Hygiene of

Bird-keeping" (1/1); Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird

Fever" (7d .) ;
“ Colour-feeding

’’
(31d.); or the -\ur.

shell" booklets (2id. eacli): No. 1
“ Goldfinch

,

So. 2, "Linnet," So. 3 " Skylark," No. i, Soil 0

Thrush and Blackbird No. 11 “ Bullfinch ,
Ao. 13

“ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 Siskin,

Bedpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds,” No'. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No.
J)

“ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 ‘ llow to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and

instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from Cage

Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C,

STOCK MIXTURE FOR FINCHES
(Finch Lover).—Glad to bear your Goldie is

doing well, and hope lie will liavo a good

moult. It is a rather difficult matter to give

a stock mixture for all Fi lichee as they in-

quire different treatment, but you may bo aide

to manage them in tho following manner.

Make up these mixtures :
—No. 1, canary 3

parts, teazle 3 parts, rape and linseed 1 part

each. No. 2, hemp 2 parts, liiger 2 parts, maw

1 part, Also purchase a good blend of wild

seeds which some firms put up in packets.

Feed all your birds on No. 1 mixture as a

staple food, then give the Goldfinch a spoon-

full of No. 2 every other day, and on alter-

nate days a spoonful of the wild seeds.
r

J ho

Siskin could have No. 3 twice a week and No.

2 occasionally, but if at all droopy during the

moult it could bo given fairly often. lhe

Linnet, Redpoll, and Twite would do with

the* wild seeds twice a week. No. 2 could

he given later on if you wanted to got them

into song. Of course, you would supply

them all with seeding grass, etc., while you

arc able to get it. A good stock cage for

Finches is 14 inches in length, 7 inches deep,

and 11 inches high, the front bar should be

3J, inches deep with the two perches fixed

from the top of it to the back. 1 think our

British Bird Manual, Part 1, Hardbills, would

be particularly useful to you.

THRUSH WITH FITS (Anxious One).—

I expect you arc not treating your bird pro-

perly, but as you do not tell me how you are

feeding it I am unable to point out your error.

Yon had better give him as much Glauber

salts as will cover a sixpence, dissolved in

twTo tablespoonsful of water, and repeat in

two or three days. Get a pound of good

insectile food and feed the bird on this mixed

with scraped raw carrot. After a time you

can vary it with crushed poppy biscuits (best

quality) soaked in gravy or hot water. Let

him have fruit of all kinds, and all the insects

you can procure for him. Fits usually occur

through faulty feeding, so if you follow out

the above you1 should soon pull him round,

if not, please write again, giving* full parti-

culars. I would advise you to get our Nut-

shell booklet on the Blackbird, 2-^d. post free,

from tli is office, or 2d. from your local news-

agent, it would assist you greatly in your

management.

WHY IHD THEY DIE? (Gran).—You
give me no details as to what kind of quar-

ters they are kept in, whether in a cage, in-

door or outdoor aviary. Either the respective

pairs quarrelled and the young got thrown out

in tho scrimmage, or injured while in the nest,

or the trouble may have been that from the

beginning they were deficient in some respect.

Your diet is quite satisfactory, but in future

cut all tho stalk out of tho lettuce leaves be-

fore supplying to the birds. Have you only

two husks hung up? If so, put up another

two at least, four would be better, then there

will be no quarrelling for quarters for tho

second brood. It is always best in such cases

to send one of the bodies for post mortem

examination (see rules), as no diagnosis by

other moans can be entireily satisfactory

;

though from full details a shrewd deduction

may be made—regret I cannot be more oefi-

"‘gREEN AVADAVATS, ETC. (J.W.).— (1)

The song of the Green Avadavat is very simi-

lar to that of tho Common, or Rod, Avadavat,

but is not so constantly uttered ;
it is, how-

ever, distinctly heard, especially during the

nesting season. (2) Canary, white millet,

millet sprays, and green-food suffices. All

these small ornamental Finches thrive fairly

well on the same treatment. (3) The treat-

rnent given in the Nutshell “ Waxbills will

suffice for the Cordon Bleus, though these

birds are rather fond of an occasional mcal-

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s “ Foreign Birds for Beginners"

(l/li); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels’’ (Gd.);

Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit
"

(7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ’’ (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “ Sejific

or Bird Fever" (7d.); Dr. Crcsswell’s ’Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping" (1/1); "Colour feeding" (3\d.); or the

"Nutshell" booklets (2pl. each); No. € “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms ,
etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,’

No 16 "Avadavats,” No. 17
“The Grey Parrot," No.

IS "Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Robm," No. 20

"Waxhills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

CLUB A SOCIETY NOTICES
(INK NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

liuscrtci] free. It should reach »* not later than

fuemlay morning'* pout. Specially printed Cluh

Notice Pofttcard* may he had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should alway* u*o them.

Ahkrsychan C.B.8.—Sep. 5, Queens Hotel.

Important business concerning annual show,

and fixing classes for schedule. 1‘aneiers wish-

ful to join kinoly send their names to trio

secretary or attend the meeting.— 1'. Sweeting,

Hon. See., 22, Caradoc Street, I’entwyn, Aber-

eychan. (Time not stated.—Editor.)

Ashton-ijndek-Lyne O.S.—Aug. 25(rP.S.A.

Rooms, Albion Street, 8. Amalgamation

meeting
;
business important.—J. Whitehead.

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Aug. 26, Sta-

tion Cafe, Altrincham, 8. Paper on Green

and Cinnamon Borders, Mr. Middleton. G
Bailey,

.
...

Beamish C.B.S.—Aug. 22, Bird Inn, High

Hold, 6.30. Schedule for annual show and

other important business; new members in-

vited.—J. H. Elliot. ’<

Bishop Auckland C.B.S.—Aug. 26, Y.M.

C.A. Hall, 7.30. Annual show business.— It.

Elliott.
,

Bonnyrigg C.B.S.—Aug. 29, Foresters

Arms, 7. General business.—J. Stirling,

Bowling B.F.A.—Aug. 26, Napoleon Hotel,

7.15. Business important.—J. Nicholl.

Brighton & Hove C.B.A.—Aug. 26, Head-

quarters, 8.30. Adjourned committee meeting
• 1 - J • L. II 1 4 *9 f non r*Dl 1 1n (T finon
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mix it with the bird’s soft food, commencing

to give it in a mild form, ano’ increasing to

full strength, it is certain to have an influ-

ence upon his plumage, but so much, depends

upon the health of the bird while casting its

feathers. In addition, dark plumaged birds

do not show the effects of the colour food,

so much as lighter ones. (2) It makes the

bird richer in colour, and therefore somewhat

better for exhibition purposes, although size,

shape and markings would count for. more

than, colour. (3) The colour food should be

given some time before the bird commences

to drop into moult, and should be mixed with

the soft food, as before mentioned- (4) The
Crested Lark is rare in the British Islands,

but is somewhat common upon the Continent,

particularly in the central and southern parts.

(5) At this time of the year you should give

your Nightingale as few mealworms as pos-

sible, because one is able to collect live ants’

eggs, caterpillars, flies, gentles, etc., that are

of greater food value, and not so liable to

interfere with his digestive arrangements ;
of

course, during the winter months when other

live food is unobtainable mealworms should

be used, but even then if his soft food is of

Kood quality and he eats it freely, he should

not have more than four to six per day.

MULE IN MOULT (W. Berry).—Your
bird is evidently moulting, quite a natural

occurrence at this time of the year. I am
afraid you were hardly careful enough about

him, and allowed him' to hang in a draught.

This prevents the proper growth of the new
feathers, and in some cases entirely stops the

moult. Keep him in an' equable temperature

as far as you can, and quite away from strong

currents of air, but at the same time let the

room be ventilated. If he is not shedding

his feathers, partly cover the cage with a

thin cloth and put a few 6hreds of meadow
saffron in his drinking water with ten drops

of whiskey. His seed should be three parts

canary, two parts teazle, one part hemp, half

part eqch of linseed and rape, give sunflower

seeds three times a week, also a daily supply

of seeding grass, chickweed, shepherd s

purse, and ripe plantain. Let him bathe in

the morning on fine days. In about a fort-

night’s time give him a t£aspoonful of chemi-

cal food in his drinking water (first boiling it,

or it will not mix) three days a week. A little

hard-boiled egg occasionally will assist him.

With this treatment lie should get through the

moult safely and commence to sing again.

Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

HOW TO TELL (F. Lackey).—Not easy

to writ© up, but an acclimatised Grey should

be steady (of course an acclimatised bird in

bad condition, apart from steadiness, might

easily be passed by the tyro as a new arrival),

in good feather, and will never be cheap,

except in very exceptional circumstances. It6

very demeanour bespeaks its acquaintance

with cage life and domesticity. New arrivals

are more or less wild, have a scared demean-

our, and are dull and lifeless when left to

themselves—they are feeling the re action of

the voyage and seem to have no joy in life.

If you are offered a Grey cheap as an accli- i

matised bird, you can be sure either it is a

comparatively new arrival that has been

slightly steadied ; it has some vice which

makes it objectionable to its owner; the ven-

dor, through stress of circumstances, is com-
pelled to sell at once ;

or he is quite ignorant

about birds. Do not accept the two latter con-

clusions without proof. A Grey Parrot that

is acclimatised and steady, which does not

scream, and has begun to speak a few words,

has a minimum value of five pounds.

CONSERVATORY AVIARY (Miss D.).—

(1) You could keep at least 60 birds comfort

ably. I would not include Doves, and I think

I would leave out Green Singing Finches. To
the others you name you could add Zebra

Finches, Alario Finches, Cape Canaries,’ Rufi-

cauda, and Melba Finches, and Diamond Spar-

rows—all seed-eaters. (2 and 3) Do not have

the oil-stoves, it is too risky ;
the least neglect

or carelessness of a maid on any night would

mean the loss of your birds and the spoiling

of your plants. If you have pots full of grass,

growing canary seed, etc., standing about, also

bundles of seeding and flowering grass, etc.,

the plants may not b© damaged much, and

they are easily renewed. A large bay tree or

two would be useful and look well, also one

or two eucalyptus plants. You could keep the

Yellow-wing Sugar Bird at the temperature

you name, but you must not allow the milk sop

to remain frozen for long together in severe

periods ; I would not put the bird^ out- -ill

next spring. Your method of having the

birds in the house in a cage during the winter

is practised by many. (4) I have kept Sugar

Birds in as low a temperature as you name-
36 to 38 degrees. They have not yet been

bred in captivity, but success is sure to be

attained in the end. (6) Se© reply to 2 and 3.

(7) Not if the cages are kept below the level

of the gas-lights. (8) Any local builder would

let you have some old mortar rubbish irom

time to time. (9) I think you’ll be wise not

to include tho Green Singing Finches*

worm, or small insect. These also have a

pleasing little song, bv.t it is not so frequently

uttered as that of the Common Avadavat.

INDIAN PARROT (G.A.S.).—If your

all- wire cage is an ordinary Parrot-cage it

should be strong enough to resist the Par-

rot's beak, but an ordinary all-wire cage, such

as is usually used for Finches, would, of

course, soon be bitten to pieces. Stick a piece

of a branch, with the bark on, from bottom

of cage to top—it can slant right across cage

if needful—the said branch can be about as

thick as one’s wrist, replace it when cut to

pieces. All Parrots climb about their cages,

and exercise their beaks on the wires, but if

yours is an ordinary Parrot cage it should

have a fair life against such attacks. If your

bird is a new arrival it will steady down as

it becomes accustomed to its quarters ano

general surroundings.

INDIAN GREEN PARRAKEETS (J. H.

Fowler).—They are a true pair, or young

would not be found in the shell. Usually

the cock feeds the hen on the nest. Please

repeat your query in full next week and state

whether they are kept in a cage or aviary.

If the former is the case it may be lack ot

exercise, etc., which causes them to cease

incubation just before eggs are due to hatch.

These birds have reared young in more than

one instance in outdoor aviaries this season.

If you will give me full details of their quai-

ters, including nest receptacle, I shall prob-

ably then be in a position to assist you.

WHAT IS IT? (J. W. Davies).—A bird

three or four times the size of a Rose-ring

would be something approaching a small fowl.

I think your bird may be the Eupatorian

Parrakeet, a species of large Rose-ring or

Rin<r-neck. some Alexandrines look as large

again as a Ring-neck, and your bird may be

that species
;
your description would fit either.

If you could give me in inches the length of

the bird from tip of beak to tip of tail, also

separate measurement of tail, state whether

the bird is all green apart from the neck ling

and wing patches, and say if there is any

other variegation elsewhere, I can give you a

definite answer.

fost mortems.
Mr G Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

case birds tor a fee of Is. 6d. each bird ,
for reply

direct 2s. Gd.
;

analysis. 21-s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead ’ bird. Send by letter-post ; it is Reaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies *ent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender s.

B jf.G. — Exhaustion following internal

hemorrhage, the result of violence. The body

cavity was full of blood, but all organs were

perfectly healthy.
, ,

SUDLEY.—Inflammation of the bowels due

to the ingestion of irritant matter. I can

searcelv think that moths can have any effect

in this way. I should advise a cessation of

the linseed during the warm weather, and a

UlUU ICLd) J ^ “
to consider advisability of cancelling open

shows, also general business, etc.—W. H.

G ibb
Charlottkvillf, F. & U.S.K.S.—Sept. 17,

St. Luke’s Institute. Breeders’ stock show,

stock to be penned by 6. Cups for most points

in each section, also medals for runners-up

for monthly shows from Sept, to June, 1915.

—C. H. Pope.
Crewe O.S.—Aug. 25, Burton Hotel, 8.

Open show, European crisis.—N. L. Croft.

East Ardsley C.B.S.—Aug. 22, Black

Swan, 7.30. General business.—H. Cockrem.

Eastleigh C.B.S.—Aug. 24, Headquarters

7.30. Schedule of classes for annual show and

other special business ;
important.—J. Alder

-

Grangemouth C.B.S.—Aug. 26, Rechabite

Hall, 8. Important.—J. Woodhouse.

Glasgow North-West- C.B.C.—Aug. At,

Blvthswood Hall, 8. Classification for annual

show ;
all members are expected to be present.

Wm. Loan. ^ . nc-

Glasgow, Queen’s Park, C.B.S. Aug. Zb,

Marie Stuart Halls, 8.—R. Heggie.

Glasgow & W. of Scotland O.S.—Aug. ao,

Masonic Halls, 100, West Regent Street, 8.

Business important.—A. K. Chalmers,

Linton & Woodhorn C.B.h>. Aug. ZZ,

Social Club, 7.30. Important.—J. Anderson.

Midland Counties Y.C.C.—Aug. 27, Crown

Hotel, Hill Street, Birmingham, 8.30. Allot

patronage for 1914; elect members; arrangi

prizes.—W. Wells. »
,

Midland Roller C.C.—Aug. 27, new head-

quarters, Seven Stars, John St., 8. Show

business ;
members please note new head-

quarters—T. J. Smith. »
oc u i

North Manchester C.B.S.—Aug. 25, Bal-

moral Hall, Rochdale R-oad, 8.30.
_

General

business ;
members and friends invited, A.

Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Aug. 26, Al-

hambra Club Rooms, Higher Openshaw, 8.30.

General business, etc.—A. W. Newton.

Portsmouth & S.C. C.B.S.—Sept. 2, Head-

quarters, 8. To discuss the situation in re-

o-ard to the annual show. Will members en-

deavour to attend?—G. T. Hall.

Poplar C.B.S.-—Aug. 27, All Hallows, East

India Dock Road, 8. General business and

questions and answers.—H. Marhoff.

Sheffield O.S.—Aug. 25, Rose and Crown

Hotel, 8. All England show.—E. C. Job.

St. Quintin Park, Kensington & Dist.

F. & F.S.—Aug 27, 235, Portobello Load, W.

—A. J. Foy,
»

Stockport & Hazel Grove B.F.A^—Aug.

25 Trinity House, Shaw Heath, 8. General

business.—W. Stafford.

Vale of Leven C.B.C.—Aug. 2t>, Village

Schoolroom, Alexandria, 8. How to stage for

exhibition.—A. H. M Lean.

Watford C.B.S.—Aug. 24, Conservative

Hall, 9. Aojourned special general meeting,

to consider resolution. “ That tho open show

be abandoned.”—W. Rackley.
, .

,

Wanstead F. & F.S.—Aug. 24, Cambridge

Park Hall, 8. General meeting, discussion on

young stock show.—H. S. Lofthouse.

Warrington C.B.S.—Aug. 27, Blue Bell

Sale Room, 8. Mr. J. D. Leigh will demon-

strate how to prepare colour food ;
open show

business.-—-G. M. Nelson.

little Glauber salts in the drinking water

every alternate day for a week.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOR.

F STOTHARD.—Many thanks for the

useful hints, for your kind wishes, and for

your helpful action of sending Cage Birds

to U.S.A. weekly after you have read it.
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Here it is

—
Yours for 12 Pence.

This Great Volume All

About Canaries.

M AKE profits UP well as got pleasure out >f your Canaries. You can, Here is the wa.y. Send
I, ('lily for “OUR CANARIES,” and How to Make Them Pay. This wonderful illustrated
\ olumo reveals breeders* and exhibitors* secrets. It tells you how your birds can add a big

•um regularly to your income.

o
S
55

Q

Cut round this Free “ Brochure ” Ticket. Fill

in your name, address and occupation, put it inside a
halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.

To the Publishers.

“OUR CANARIES,"

154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me
Illustrated Brochure on “Our
fine volume on first payment
monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post Free as a'
reader of "Cage Birds,"

Yours truly,

at address below a copy of your 20-page
Canaries,” telling how I may obtain this
of only iA, balance payable In convenient

“V
!

Name

There is priceless information in “ Our Canaries.”
People :i rc- astonished at Iho priceless Information “OUft CANARIES" contains. They sav to

themselves: "How 1 wish 1 had sent for this splendid guide to Canaries before." "OUR CANARIES"
makes prolltalile Canary-keeping as easy as A.U.C. It prevents you making mistakes. It shows
you right methods. It makes you succeed. Everyone who keeps Canaries should have "OUR
CANARIES" always at hand, 'ihe amount of money-making information it contains is enormous

—

details that it is absolutely essential every Canary-lover should know.

You can have “Our Canaries” at once for 1/- Down.

It is very easy to have the valuable use of "Our Canaries" at once.
Just send a Postal Order for l/- and the volume will be forwarded to you
by return- You can then pay the balance in small monthly payments while
actually making money from your greater knowledge of how to make
Canaries pay. It is wise to send for the volume at once, but if
\t

r?

Address

Occupation

1 I I I (Detach Here) I I I B

more information about “ Our Canaries" is required, fill in and post the

coupon above for an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been
specially prepared for readers of “ Cage Birds." Apply NOW while you
are thinking about it.

Just a Few of the Wonderful Subjects in “Our Canaries.”
1. The Wild Canary and its Descendants.

2. Unflightcd Yellow Yorkshire.

6. Green Crest ^Bred
4 . Yellow Norwich Plainhead.

6. Clear Buff Nor. Plainhead.

6. Seif Yellow Cinnamon.
7. Lancashire Coppy.
8. Cinnamon Ticked Buff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.

8. Clear-body Dark Crested Norwich.

10. Even marked Yellow and Buff Border

Fancies.

11. Clear Capped Gold Lizard.

12. Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy. '

18. Clear Yellow Crested-bred and Crested

Canary.

14. Self Yellow GrSen Yorkshire. SO. Cinnamon Created Canary.
15. V\ ing-marked Dark Crest. 31. Lancashire Plainhead Canary.
16.. Buff Cinnamon. 82. Types of the Roller Canary.
17. Buff Self Green.
18. Clear Buff Yorkshire. 1. Mating.
19. Dutch Frill. 2. Nesting Appliances.
20. Gre^n and Cinnamon Border Ff.ncies. S. The Quality of Eggs.
21. Jonque London Fancies. 4 . Hatching.
22. Buff-Green Marked Yorkshire. 6. Aviaries.

6. Incubation.
24. Self Green Crest. 7. Breeding for Markings.
25. Variegated Norwich Yellow and Buff. 8. Breeding. Stock Birds.
26. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard B. Show Birds.
27. First-Cross Y’orkohire Belgian. 10. IIow to Exhibit.
2S. Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies, 11. IIow to Judge.
29. Foul-marked Scotch Fancy. 12. Preventing Diseases.

13. Training Birds.
14. Crossing.
15. Technical Points of a Bird.
16. Best Markings.
17. Modern Exhibition Crest.
18. Travelling Cases.
19. Practice in Washing.
20. Canary Diseases (alphabetically).
21. Tobin’s Ventillatory System.
22. Cutting Over grown Beaks
23. Flow to Give Medicines
24. Bings for Canaries.
25. IIow to Cut Claws.
26. Moulting Cages
27. IIow to Isolate.
28. Humouring the Lady.
29. Frills without Curls.

5lbs.
Weight.

Start at Once Making
Big Money from

Canaries.

Words of Praise for
“Our Canaries.”

Illustrations.

Coloured Plates

(True to Life)

“ TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.”
19, Goldsmith Avenue,

Manor Park, Essex.
“ .... I must take the opportunity of say-

ing how pleased I am with ‘OUR CANARIES.' It
fulfils in every way all that you say of it, and is
truly worth thf money charged for it.”

(Signed) B. W. THALER.

“A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
Bourne Cottage. Totwick.

" .... I received ‘OUR CANARIES’ quite
safely, and am delighted with it. It is a most
wonderful volume, and is worth double its value.
No Canary breeder should be without it.”

(Signed) W. DYE.
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"CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD," AUGUST 29th, 1914

HAVE YOU PROMISED A CANARY? * T
BIRDS WANTED TO SOLACE OUR WOUNDED. " JL

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries. Hybrids. British* Foreign Cage&Wild Birds

Telegrams - Avia i.ti»e

Telephone- Holborn 52

bubseription Itatc
6/C per am.nm

post free.

Foreign—
it/- per annum

^ \ ol XXVI No. 659 Fop week ending August 29th, 1914. Price Id,

w

The Red-spolted Bluethroat spends most of the year among the mountains of

Norway. It occurs in England as an autumn passage-migrant, and occasionally

rs a spring visitor. It is a bird favoured by Scottish judges, but most south-
country judges pass this Warbler as not being eligible for British bird classes.

The Lapland Bunting, which ranges during summer throughout the Arctic

regions, is a more frequent visitor than the Bluethroat to our shores in autumn,

recently more regularly than in older times, but it is still to be reckoned among

the rarer British birds, and generally takes a high place on the show bench.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT charges
6d. for the firs, eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or more Advertisements

coming Irom the same advertiser, even it sent in

different names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, arc charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will bo charged at less than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves thy right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a scries, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all oases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements ol a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

‘Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, mid should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertis ments unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
tha advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are noi veiponubls for the state-

ments inv.l3 in advertisements, nor oi

the boiui-iidej of either buyers or sellers

In all transaction 3 the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULE3.

1.- PltOClSDUUlJ.—Tlio intending purchaser should

send to this office* the amount ol the purchase (our

deposit fee included), mid at the same time lie

slio M communicate with the seller, stating "lint it

Is lie minin’*) sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt oi the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also tli lit of the vendor, und must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2 _UND OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we bear from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. IT a sale bus

been cllectud, we band the amount deposited to t be

seller If tv sale lias not been elleeted, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

bold the deposit.

3 —AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.

for each 11, or fraction of 11, and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

I —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor muet

decide' within lorty-eiglit hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return (he same,

unless that is, some other period of approval (of

which’ we must be advised) is agreed upon by both

unties The depositor must at ttie same time notify

us of the fact that he lias returned the goods. If

the roods are not returned within the *>aid forty-

ei'dit hours we reserve the right to send the deposit

to” the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, mid the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

5.- A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE!.—When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must at the same
time iiietrufct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller

0 . GOODS AI.lt RADY SOLD.— If the goods are

sold before our deposit rote readies the teller, or

If for any other reason he declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

1 , 1
,, it s receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender alter the expirratiou of three

?*
1

|,|t 10SH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

,-, -h transaction, provided another deposit fee be

Pi

8

d
—GOODS IN TRANSIT.-Goods In transit arc at

the seller's risk, mu! any damage or loss sustained

on the journey inu«t be borne by the seller. Hut

eoods not approved of mu t be properly packed and

returned o> the same me;.. is as were used in sending

l

'V—p'tYMRNT OF C A It .if A (JR.- The payment of

carriage must be a matter Tor arrangement between

tiie vend tr ami depositor We do not undertake to

sett e disputes affeeliiig questions of carriage. Hut

in tiie absence of other arrangements the purchaser

Is V btc for the car-iagc of the goods, and if the

goods arc sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

10.—DISl’UTRS.— Ill case of a dispute, the de-

rision of the Lditor is finat.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission doss not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not ba notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus tha extra postage incut red

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

(specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
sstablished stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly Ileal- tty.

APPLIANCES
BIRD bath
rage fittings

Longton.
OUTDOOR Aviaries, Bird

portable hospital bedsteads,
Kingt’ton-by-Sea, Sussex.
CLUB show cages, Norwich,
British, all 1/4 each; 'six 7,0

Cage Works, Forres, N.B:
CAGES, Cages.—Norwich,
Fancy show cages, 1/8 each

cage fronts, pottery, glass, tin bird
vc price list: Enoch Tams, L’huivh-st.,

(1754)
Houses, cheap wood
front 5/-: E. Latham,

Yorkshire, Border, and
Canaries taken: Ross,

(1746)

Yorkshire, end Border
six for 0/0: Me lieand,

Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1733)

BREEDING. Might, show and box cages, Thrush
cages, seed boxes, baths/ seed mills, F/ each; illus-

trated list: Kitlin, B133, Walton-xt., Lozells, Bir-

mingham. v'1714)

LINNET cages, soldered wire "tops or Leeds pat-

tern, 1/- each, 5/- ball-dozen; dealers supplied;

established 8 years: Hardcastle, 31, Durham-strvet,
West Hartlepool. (1750)

CAGE fronts, 12 x 12, 3 - dozen; 16 x 12, 4 -
;

18 x 12, 4/0 dozen ; for pottery, show cages, stock

cages, bird baths, see price list ; Volunteer AA'irc

Works, 20, King-st., Longton, Staffs. (1744)

BOARDS lor cage making, planed both sides, flin.

2/7» lOin. 2/10 per 25ft.; 9in. 4,9, 10:n. 5/4 per 50ft.;

8-ply wood, 55 x 38, 1/9 per sheet, a sheets 7/9:

Orford. 105, Croniwe!l-rd.. l’atrieroft. (1754)

VERA' strong birdlime, best in England, won’t run
in the sun, lib. 1 4. Ji:>. id.; sample tins 4d. free.

Notice.—Good cock Brown Linnet and cage, box of

birdlime, 2,-: Haywood, 3, Neville-grove Meadows,*
Nottingham. (1753)

B1RDC ATCUERS’ nets, aft. 3/-,. 12ft. 4 -, 18ft. 5/-,

all Oft. deep ; poles, irons, pegs,' pull line, flirt peg,

and dozen braces sent with every set; send stamp
for illustrated list, and samples of tutting, etc.;

cheapest aud best: Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B.
BIRD pottery, nest pan-, egg drawers, non-splash

baths, aviary fountains, aquarium ornaments, laiibit,

pigeon and. covey troughs; illustrated list free;

largest and cheapest manufacturer: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staf-

fordshire. (1751)

GREAT bnrgtin; pair new fine hand-made dap
Pits, 13 yards each side. alt., deep, new staffs in

sockets, lines, irons, store-box; also Goldfinch Mule,

three sir sing Linnets three (a-coy biles', cages, etc.;

lot only 29 -
: worth 50, -; in.-ptetien invited : Ed-

ward, 1, Middle- st., Notts, (Eel)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical bints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and bird-room. These are

to be found in “ Nutshell No. 9," post free 5{d.,

from Cage Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. 2d.

front our agents (list published frequently).

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal PaV.ee shared thrce-com-
partment drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3it. high,

two wire movable partitions, and bottoms, perches,

complete, in 0; worth 40/-: approval: send two
stamps for illustrated price lit: e tablislud forty

years: McKiand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Doug-

las. (1733)

NOTICE TO CAGEM&KERR. BRS* OERS. &c.
Timber, all kinds, cheap and g od: nVined b-ards,

cage sets, bcot fronts, wire, three pl.v; no rubbish:

Cartwright. S3. Vallance-rd.. Bethnal Green, London.

FOR JOINER.MADE C»GE8 EHE* *

nil size -, also pYinc-1 hoard*. v.-> fronts, three-ply

rage sets, mills, ’red hoppers, oil kinds of g'nx.-<s.

pots and e . < r> hire:. - * - n-y tue rim t:at<d cata-

logue; Pads uppl.ed : Pass, lluvkn.’.ll, Notts. (1574)

PARROT CAGES
Wholesale and retail, largest makers in the world:

Flanagan and Son, Wire Workers, 33-35, Kirkdale-rd.,

Liverpool. Telephone 3412 Royal. (I5il;

REAL BBRDLIME
Not rubbish like treacle

;
won’t run in the -sun

;
best

in the world ; have thousands testimonials ;
for

proof drop a po-stcard ; 3 tons sold every year ;
jib.

tin sample, 7d„ Mb. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free ; estab-

lished 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston,

Lanes.

Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts.

Made from best tinned wire and bars; stock sizes,

12 x 12, 6d. each, 5/- doz. ;
15 x 12, 7(1. each, 6/-

doz. ; 18 x 12, 9d. each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each,

10/0 doz.; any 'size- or. shape made to order;

punched bars, any mesh, 4Sin. long, 1/- doz, 8/6

gross; best tinned wire, 4th lb„ 71bs. 2/-, 14 lbs.

3/6; enamelled tin eeedboxes, with loose sliding

fronts, 2in. 2/6, 2{in. 2/9, 3in. 3/- 4:n. 4/6 dcz.

;

enamelled tin baths, 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/6 each; illus-

trated list free.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, BLACKBURN.

If previous Failures
to get what you require and good value in aviaries,

cam.’, foods, medicines, and all requisites, send for

my Free Illustrated Catalogue. Birdlime, strongest

in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tins, post free.

W. RUDD, s™tiaT£ NORWICH

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook st., Liverpool.

ATC
PDTTER7 APPIiIANCES>««FANG1ET15
" ^PANSflDRl^l^RAM^'"'

Buyers, PSea.se Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, 1 am determined not to raise the prices

of goods until my present extensive .stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say bow long this

stock will last, intending purchasers are advised to

place their orders as soon as posed;. e to avoid

increase in price. Single trap cages, Od. each, o/-

dozen : double ditto, 1 - each, o - dozen; treb.e

ditto, l.'3 each, 12/- dozen, all with separate com-

partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated
;

patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/0 each ;
self-act-

ing spring not traps, easiest working, and most

effective traps on market, catch und ho.d uninjured

any sized bird, 24 by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto, 13 by

!4 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

soldered tops and wood bottoms, Id. each, »/-

dozen ; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

0d each 5/- dozen; clap nets, made from super-

dim thread netting, specially knitted ior bird net-

ting, fin. mesh 3 yards long, Gjl'C. deep and 4fo.

i tty," 4,'- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 0/-; 0

I yards, 7'-; 7 yards, SJ -
;

8 yards, 9/-; 9 yards,
'

pi - )0 yards, 11/- per pair. All clap-nets eon-

|
rift ’of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all

i fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

i
same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard;

! 0ft. deep. 4d. yard; 12ft. deep. 5(1. yard; sped.)

I strong netting, $ mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed

to -‘and all weathers and held any bird from wren

to rook {ib. 6d., fib. lOd., lib. 1/6; sample, 3d.,

i all post free. Absolutely everything required by

i catchers in stock, and all guaranteed brand now
goods: send stamp for full printed list, which also

"ives hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in the Kingdom uses my articles,

and 1 guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-

t . o*i or return his money in full. During the term

rf the war many people will probably have spare

time- to what better use can they put it than

t to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what Is required

for successful catching. Every article sent cut

l,v me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

-tl.y same quality as supplied to my own
catchers.

(1740)

iilRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
Thsse are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the bast value

;

they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible nolet for folding

up, for 9<L set; extra best

thread, best colour, best

everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/- ; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 38ft. by Oft., 18/-.

40 sizes; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Beet Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., {-lb. Gd. {-lb.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and
book on trapping, snaring, se elarge illustrated

book; stamp for postage. YOUNG, Practical Net

and Trap Manufacturer, C.ewkeriu, Somerset. (1735)

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold iri wet
or dry weather; does not run in the sun; packed
in lever lid tins, {lb. 7d.,, {lb. 1/-, lib 1/9; cample
tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6; trap and call cage

combined, 1/6; spring net traps, small 1/6, large

2/6; all post tree. Dealers send for special quota-

tions; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1707)

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBiLO.
The wonder of the age tor Larks, 8lackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers.' 4d, lb., 2tbs. 8d., Jibs.

1/9 post free.

TROWERS IMPROVED CECTO
6tands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good «ood. Unequalled for Nightin-
gale j, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,

1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free. „»

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISGO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION l GG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, apd
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
iorm. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it willt any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us, and can be obtained ol all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations tor quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3lbs. 4/6, clictee

2/-, 311)8. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/6; Dried F.ies,

2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupas, t/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-;

Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 Lew!., 1/- {-cwt.;

Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,

4/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, to/- cwt.; 14lbs., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.

G.S. Canary
L.S. Canary
F. S. Canary
G. S. Canary
Turkirh Canary 3/6

B:st Bold Hemp
Fine Hemp
Choice German Rape
Fine German Rape
Best White Millet

Indian Millet It-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6

Ditto Foreign F. .

Ditto Parrots

Wild Seed for Finches
Teazle
Niga or Inga
Sunflower, Black, White, Grc

Maw Gd., Golden Pleasure

Dandelion and Thistle, ci. oz.
;

Mustard

Cuttlefish 6d., 9d.
,

1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles

58, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Civen

tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Sir J Food Specialists,
436, 4iS, 442, Caledonian Road

London IV.

Telephone— 1320 North

LIVE or cured wa.'p grubs, grand large grubs,

2 - lb.. 5 Hi. for 8/0; large boxes, 1/- each: all

carriage paid; the largest- stock in England .

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1754)

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt-, 5/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works. Beursden. Glasgow.

Peck Bshl. cwt.

19/6 38/-

.4/6 -17/6 34/-

...4/3 16/6 32/-

....4/- 15/6 30/-

...3/C 14/- 28/-

-1/9 6/6 16/-

..1/6 5/6 14/3

...3/- 11/6 22/-

..2/9 10/6 20/-

11/6 22/-

... 21 - 12/- 22/-

..2/6 9/6 19/6

....2/6 9/6 18/6

... 21 - 7/6 18/6

... 21 - 7/6

7/6

• 2/6 9/6
’ 2/6 9/6

4d., Sesame 4d. lb.;

Id.

GAGS BIRD GRIT
Flint- ami Oyster Shell, absolutely free front dust

dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt.,

on rail’ Grimsby; cash with order:

Co.. Grimsby.

5 cwt. 10/-

;

l’oult-y Grit
( 1 ISC)

FOODS.
WASP cake, grand lot, fid., 1/- boxes, post paid:

E Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1754)

.WASP Grubs, aiive or baked, (id., 1/-, 2/-, 3/-. 4/-;

wants supplied : Torpy,
0745)

or Docks,
e, Queen-

(1752)

b. : Plantain, 1,0 Hi.; enrr-

-ale: Rc.ec, Tynedale Villa.

(1753)
00 1 8,

packages free : all

Naturalist, Bradford.
HARDHEADS, 000 1 /

•

large parcel, 1, - post

st.. Cogg-e ball, Essex.

HARDHEAD reed, 2/-

paid.; only tOPlb-. for

Carterton, Clanfield, Oxen
LARGE Scotch hardhead

Plantain, Thistle,

flee : If. Lawrcne

fresh gathered,

W. GORE, 131, Goosli-st.. Birminuham *

'couri! V«Tib firXiV

THE RED FEED
Rccird «alc of the finest ta-tcless pepper on the

market, hot Natal added, 2,0 and 4,9 tins: Judge

Silk, Whitstable.

EASMDIFwRD’S
noted color feeds

Best in the World.
Sold already 8 tons, to all lending exhibitors in the

world. For testimonials drop a postcard. Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 2lhs. 3/6, -albs. 7/6,

1411,3 17/.; Hot Natal. 2/- lb.. 2!bs. 3'S, 51bs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid.

SANDIFO D, Colour Food King, PRESTON, LANCS.

WALSH’S
MatcMes* Cofiowr Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper. Egg Bread with colour, and

lnseetivoious Food with (dour, all 1/0 per lb., Mix’.

4 /., 14 lhs. 17/S. Hot Natal Pepper, 2/C lb., 3 lhs.

7 /-; pure Sulphate of Iron, 9d. lb., 31b.s. 2/-;

Large Cuttlefish Bone, clean and dry, 1/- lb.. 31b-.

2/6; pure Volk of Egg, 2/6 lb., :llbs. 7/-; Special

Grad'd Biscuit, invaluable for use when colour-

feeding Gd. per lb.. Tilts. 2/-. Walsh's Condition

Seed, 6d. lb.. Tibs. 3/- Pecko, the perfect condi-

tioner for Mutes and British, 2/- lb.; fcrshlv-

gath .Ted Mixed Wild Seed. Gd. quait. 1/9 gallon. 3/-

peck* large mealworms, (»aO 1/*» 1 330 2/* &/- **>•

live White Gentles. 1.0007*. 2/0 IK: Ants' Eggs

and Dried Elite, 2/6 lh.; Insectivorous I- rod. 1/6 lh.

Crissel. 4d. lb.: Silkworm Pupil-. 1/0 lb

Meal, lOti. lb.; Pea Meal, Biscuit Meal. I

Bean Meal, and Kibbled Groat

1 /.. Illustrated Catalogue Fro

WALSH, Bird Specialist.

all

('« rrot

iiv M «':il

,

2 Id. lb.. .Mbs.

BLACKBURN.
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RAMSDENS PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Curb Bird*. Marvellous
Colour. 111). Canister, 2/* j 311). Canister, 5/-|

Sib., 7/6. Original tins (22tbs.), 30/. eueli.

Finest Hot Cuyeiwu, 3 /• II). All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton. London.

Sum Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Sale 11)13 a re-

cord. Jib. sample IQd., or 111) 1/6, 2lhs. 2/8, 28lbs.
30/-. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., nirrl'uc paid.

Samuel Yates, 75. Shudchill. Manchester.

You iike

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale ot

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

1
BOOKS.

FOR books on any variety of birds, see our adver-
tisement on page tit Aug. 15th issue.
64 PAGE hook about herbs and how to use them,
free: Trimnell, The Herbalist, 111, Uielimoud-rd.,
Cardiff. (s-iS)

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Hooks sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: \V. and 0. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
Loudon.

MEDICINES.
"VERY BIRDREEPER lias need of practical hints
upon the prevention of disease; and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “'Nutshell No. 9,” post free ?;d.,
from Caci; Birds, 154, Fleetest., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently)

WANTED A TRIAL
We are eonikleist our medicines will give you satis-
faction. Diteh&eld's bird medicines are used by all
leading fanciers, and are supplied to the
London Zoo. !)*.tr !; field 's Tonic Drops are a guaran-
teed eu:e for soft moult, not singing, going light,
feather plucking, and inflammation of the bowel?,
in 7d. and treble-size bottles 1/1, special size 2/-.
For young birds just getting on hard seed and for
moulting birds, this medicine is invaluable. Far
bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness, get Ditchfield’-s
Special Lung Tonic, the grandest medicine ever
introduced ior chest and lung affections in cage
birds: aLo in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. For weak-
ness and debility, and- « genuine pick-me-up for
cage birds, get Ditchfield's Famous "Revivo, in 7d.
and 1/1 bottles. As an advertisement, we will send
two 7d. bottles of any of the above medicines for

1/-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles for.1/9, three
for 2/6. All medicines are past free per return at
our risk. Also two valuable seed lecipce, how to
feed Linnets and Rollers for song, given free to all

purchasers; satisfaction guaranteed.—Frank Ditch-
field, Bird Specialist, Oldham. (17 51 y

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

I Hardbills.
j

COCK Linnets, 2/- dozen ; any quantity ; cash with
order: G. Wilson, Beachland Farm, Hythe, Kent.

(1754)
LOVELY 1913 hcuse-moultedi cock Goldfinch, 5/-;
ditto Bulltinch, 1/G; approval: J. Goodchild, Clare,
Suffolk. (1754)
COCK Linnets, red-br-eastcrt- and brown, six 1/9,
dozen 8/-; liens. 1 - dozen: Horace Coote, 90, North-
st., Luton. (1752)
BULLFINCHES; healthy young cocks, well on hard

seed. it~, 2,6 each: K. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terrace,
Kenilworth. (1752)

MOOR cock Brown Linnets, ,3/- dozen; gems, three
for 1/9; same address: P. C a wood, 2.5, Britannia-st.,

Scarborough. (1751)
WARRANTED Hertfordshire cock Linnets, 31- doz.,

6 1'9, 3 1/-; well on seed: Seal, 20, Hedley-rd.,
St. Albans, Herts. (1754)
LINNETS, Linnets, young red-breasted cocks, 31-

dozen, six 1/9; hens, 8d. doz.: Bert Coote, 16, Wind-
mill-st.. Luton, Beds. (1755)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 per doz.; weekly

supply guaranteed : William Worboyo, 57, Bruns-
wick-st., Luton, Beds. (1750)
SACRIFICE 2 /-, fine hand-reared young cock Gold-

finch, bred by Canary ; moult winner : Harry Taylor,
Wcstbury, Leigh, Wilts. (1753)
CATCH thousands; double-compartment trap cages,
including two trained call birds, 1/9 complete: Co; p.
Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1754/
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnet!).—Warranted cocks, 3,/-

dozen ; all orders receive prompt attention: Arthur
Coate, 102, North-st., Luton. (1752)
LINNETS direct from catcher: red-breasted cocks,
warranted, 2 'C dozen : large picked birds. S'- dozen;
hens,/,, dozeru Kindle. 21, Uridgc-st., Homorton.

'
'

(1738))

BULLFINCHES; handsome young ooeka, showing
colour, well nn *eed, 2/- each; young ben-s, 1/-: E
White, Cliaccw ntcr, Cornwall. (1753)

PER dozen. Cock Linnets 8/-, Chaffinches 3/-,

Grc-.-ufinchei 1/-; licnn of above, fid. dozen: Fenn,
West Bow. MU den hull, SufTotk. (1754)

WELSH cock Goldttneliea. 1/#; n-lcctcd 2 ; cock
call bird, used eutebing, 5/-; hens Od. ; Muscott,
Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1755)
CAMBRIDGE cock Linnets, 3 for 1/. 3/ dozen;
cock Greenfinches, 1/fi dozen; cock Larks 3/- doz.:
Casey, 19, Coldham-lane, Cambridge. (1754)

ONE ot the fastest singing cock Cballiiiehe in

tills district, 1/0: worth 10/-; clmmpton contest
bird: Proprietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1738)

WANTED dealers who can take large or small
nupBtit.ies of Linnets and all kinds of British weekly:
Cli: is. Hatton, 31, Uiehmond-st., Brighton. (1754)
GOLDFINCH EH, selected young cocks, warranted us
advertised. 2/- each, three 5/-: Ellis, Boot Manu-
facturer, Welshpool. Same address 20 years. ( 1754)
COCK Linnets 2/fi, doz.; Redpolls 2/fi doz.;

Chatlinchos 3 : dozen; one dozen of well mixed
blrda 1 : W. Fenn, Beck-row, Mildenhali, Suffolk.

(1754)
MIXED wild seed, charlock, rape, plantain, etc.,

for Linnets and 'Finches, 5/- cwt. ; 2/9 half-cwt., on
rail, exchange: Turner, 4, Southgate, Sleaford,
Lines. (1752)
LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautifully, 1/- each,

three for 2/(1; a few that will moult cut winners for

the bench, 2/- each ; W. Johnson, 55, George-st.,

Leeds. (1751)

WANTED offers in Goldfinch and Bullfinch cocks
for pedigree Fox Terrier bitch, 3 months, sell 20/-

;

allow specimen : S. Parkyn, 18, Southampton-st.,
Fitzroy-sq., \\\ (1754)

YORKSHIRE cock Bro/vn Linnets, largest in Eng-
land. 3 0 dozen ; fine clean moulted boxed Linnets
in full song, 6/- each : Fred EUerington, Tindail-
lan.-, Bl verify. (1753)

LINNETS.—Warranted cock brown Linnets, well

on hard feed, 2/fi dozen; selected. 3/-; plenty in

stock
;

postcard before mrds : Tnurman, .19, Rieli-

mond-st., Nottingham. (1753)

NOTICE. Dealers and fanciers. Large quantity
of cock Linnets for sale, well on seed; warranted
cocks, 2/fi dozen ; approval : if not satisfied money
returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (1754)

REDPOLLS, large stock, G 1/6, 2/6 dcz„ 2 doz.

4/6; cock Brown Linnets, 3/fi do/.., 6 2/-; every
bird warranted a cock or money returney : Gardner,
Garetang-rd. North, Washam, nr. Preston. (1755)

GOLDFINCHES. Fine large Greypates, cocks 1/6,

hens 1/- : three extra good ones, 2/8 each ;
will

moult winners; all birds separately caged and well

on seed: Goddard, 13, Victoria-rd., Emswortli (1754)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-
ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, lift,

by 4/ft. 5/-, 24ft. by Cft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction
guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crcwkerne, Somerset. (1738)

LARGE selected cock Linnets, in full song,- 9d.
each, 3 for 2/-; cages, 3d.: I have the finest
stock of selected birds in England and all guaran-
teed cooks, not rubbish : Edwin North, 413, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (1754)
BIRD-catchers, spoil sports cannot touch you now.

I have invented after many trials a movable stuffed
decoy, actually moves on flirt stick; Linnets, with
fittings, 2/fi each: no waiting; sole inventor; Fiyett,

Taxidermist, Be-cdes, Suffolk. (1752)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

— I have some grand- young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no w'aiting;

postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1751)

LOOK, Look, Look.—Linnets, Linnets, Linnets.—

I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South, war-
ranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 dozen; all kinds cf
British always in stock; dealers supplied: Chris.

Hatton, 31, Richmond-st-.. Brighton. (1754)
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what II. .1.

Fulljamcs says about them. “Nutshell No. IS,” 2ld.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cac.p.

Bibbs, i 54 , Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
SISKIN?. Redpolls and Twites. Those attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,”

2)d. post free, from Cage Biicds, 154 Flect-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets. Warranted cock
Linnets, well on seed, best in England, three 1/3,
six 2/3, dozen 4/-

;
four dozen 15/- ; hen Linnets 1/-

doz.. five dozen 4/-; cock Greenfinches, 1/C doz.,

six lOd. : hundreds testimonials (unsolicited):
Charlie Cubley, Gedney, Holbeach, Lincolnshire.

(1754)
BULLFINCHES, jind all about their feeding and
management in captivity; sec “Nutshell No. 11,”

which also gives nseful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2Jd. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

1913 HAND-REARED cock Thrush, splendid song-
ster, ditto Blackbird, both on -full song, 5/- each

:

with new joiner-made cages, 7/0 each; cage-moulted
cock Linnet, full song, suit catcher, with cage, 4/C;
Siberian hen Bullfinch, 3/-; Ring Doves, 2/- pair;

approval with pleasure; cash- or deposit: Day, The
Aviaries, Port-er-st., Hull. (1751)

COCK Siskins, 2/6 each
;

specially selected for ex-
hibition, 3/6; cock Bullfinch, marvellous size and
colour, certain winner, 4/6; cock Bramblcfinch, a

marvel for size, colour, and spangling, 3/6; Lesser
cock Redpoll, big as a Twite, rare colour, bib, and
lacing, 2/6; cock Greenfinch, enormous size, rich

colour, 2/6; monster British hen Bullie, big as a

Russian, 2/6; approval; cages, 3d.: Ross, Aviaries,

Forres, N.B. (1746)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets!—Southdown -birds;

cliano® of a lifetime; thebe lovely songsters make
good winners in contest singing, also in field-moulted

classes; selected nut-brown and red-breasted cocks,

Norwich type, well on reed and carefully packed for

any distance, six for 2/- or 3/6 dozen; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed- or money returned; same
address 22 years: G. S-rnitih, Central Bird Stores,

Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1752)

BRAIN, ASTOIM BIRMINGHAM.
Warranted cocks; Linnets, Gd. each, three 1/3, six

2/-: cocks. Goldfinches, 1/6 three, 4/- selected : 288,

Lichfield-rd. . (1744)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, REDPOLLS
etc. Large 1914 .English cock Goldfinch, 1/6, three
4 specially Large, selected for showing, 2/6, 3/-,

three 4/6: Lancashire cock Linnets, 7d.. three 1/6,
six 2/3, 4 - dozen; Redpoll?, ix 1/6, 2/3 dozen:
best birdlime, will not run in the sun. 7-d. jib.,

1 /- i!b„ 1/8 lb., postage free: Matt Hopkins Bird
Specialist and Cage-maker, 11, Fyldc-st., Preston.'
tiincnMiir; . E.-t. : 95. (1751)

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
COD LIVER OIL

CAGE BIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to ihe old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. It is much more
efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much longer. It is far

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a) For feeding during the Moult, fb) As a
medium for giving Colour Food, (c) For feather producing, (d) For weakly

birds requiring a Tonic, (e) For Winter-Feeding of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:

7Ah. Bag, 3/2 ; 3£=lb. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; . 3d. Tin, 6d.

70 ENSURE A RICH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATT’S
RED COLOUR FOOD

1 lb. Packets 1/9 Post Paid; also in Tins, 8d., 1/3 and 2/10 Post Paid.

Special Quotations for larger quantities.

We shall be pleased to send you samples of various Foods, also 6d. Book on Canaries or

. British Birds, on receipt of three penny stamps to cover cost of packing and postage.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24/2S
- K™?C

E
H
C
STREET

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
We arc patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Cry ttal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
uiir reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for
birds we have suplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.
Real English 1913 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 21- each,
three 4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, *2/6. 3/

each, three 5/-, six 8/6 ; cock Bullfinches, 2 -, hens
1/-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d.. 1J- each, three
1/6, six 2/6; Greenfinches, Gd. each, three 1/3; cages,

for any of above, from (id., fld., 1 -, 1/3, 1/G, and 2 /-.

Seed grinding mills, 1 6 ; send for catalogue cf every-

thing. Established 50 years : Sandiford, Bird Special-

ist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

SoftbillsTl
FINE upstanding cock Skylarks, 1,0 half-dozen:

King, 03, Kingsbury-terr., Dun-stable. (1752)

HAND-REARED singing cock Thrm-h. singing as

if in its wild state; 2/6; worth 15/*: Mrs. DuUon,
Dunstable. (1 . 3B)

WANTED two adult cock Blackcaps, not- hand-

reared ;
also hen Waxwing : Teschemaker, Ringmore,

Teigiimoutb. (1752)

EXHIBITORS, cock Grey-backed Shrike, fine speci-

men, properly cn food, should win, accept 4/0: Ver-

ruim. 293, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1754)

-SPECIALLY selected singing cock Skylark, been

caged 12 months, good shop attraction and contest

bird, 1/-; approval anywhere: George Holt, Dun-

stable. (liai)

EXHIBITORS. Hand-reared Spotted Flycatcher,

with show cage, 10/6; cock Ring Ousel, 12/6; wasp

grubs, 1/- packages: Mackwell, Hairdresser, Brad-

ford-rd., Keighley. 0754)

OXE of the loudest singing cock Skylarks ever

heard singing incessantly day and gaslight, 2/-,

worth, 10/-; seven days’ approval: Proprietor,

Land) Hotel, Dunstable. (1672)

1 HAVE three grand- singing cock Skylarks singing

incessantly day and gas light; been in my posses-

sion since' last January; }./- each; worth 7/6 each;

compelled to sell: Woods, Cross-et., Dunstable.

SOFTB1LLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity is given by H. J. -Fulljames in "Nutshell No.

gk," which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2Jd. post free,

from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Flect-st., London, E.C

(2cl. from agente; see lint on another page).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec

tivoroue birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets iri the heat of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full

James. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and instnic

five manner Foods and their preparation, and Uie

various styles of cages a!-o receive fall attention

Can you breed Mealworm This booklet tells vci:

l how. Post E-mr. 2'd . from “Car- Birds.” h i. Meet

! st..' London. E.P. Look at our list of agents; call on

i the nearest and get' it for 2d

Miscellaneous.
Y’OUNG cock Blackbird, tame and properly meated

off, 2/-; three hand-fed tame cock BulIJnches, readv
to teach pipe tunes, 2 6 each; Vernuin, 293, Lillie-
rd., Fulham.

, (1754)
TO dealers only. Freshly-gathered mixed wild

seed, natural food for British birds, 2cwt sark-
20,-; lewt. sacks, 12/-; sample, 281b. bag, 4 /-:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1747)
WARRANTED cocks. Linnets 2/6 dozen ; selected

S/- dozen ; Redpolls, 2/6 dozen ; 20 mixed seedeaters.
16; 12 brighter mixed, 1-; well on food: plenty
in stock: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, Westcliff Villas.
Isieham, Cambs. (1755)
COCKS, well on seed. Linnets 2 6 doz.; Redpolls,
1/9 dozen; Greenfinches, 1/- doz.; cock Blackbirds
and Song Thrushes, 8d. each; mixed aviarv birds,
cocks and hens. 1/- doz., 2 doz. 1/C: Fenn '

&

Son.
Bowers-lane, Isieham, Cambs. (1751)
ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-, hens 1'-: Red-
breasted cock Brown Linnets, 9d., 3 for 2 -

; selected
cock Skylarks, 9d., .3 for 2/-: Redpolls, Green-
finches and Twites, Gd. each, 3 for 1-; true pair
Grey Wagtails, 15/-; bright mixed aviarv birds
all seedeaters, 6/- doz. : Walsh, Bird Specialist’
Blackburn. 0717)
GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each,
three for 4/-; Bullfinches ditto; young cock Larks,
nest feathered, 9d. each, three for 2'-: Linnets
ditto ; cages for the above 1/- and 1/6 each ; also a
few large White-legged Goldfinches, on song, price
3/-, 3/6, and 4/6 each: lists of Parrots, Canaries.
Foreign birds, post free; anything alive bought!
sold, or exchanged: Bairstow Bros., Ormskirk-rd .

Preston. (1744)
WARRANTED English cock Goldfinches, 1/6; threw

4/-, six 7/-; selected to moult for showing or muling.
2/-, 2/6 each, three 5/-; hens 1/- each; warranted
cock Linnets, 6d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3, 6 dozen

;

specially selected to moult for showing, muling, or
contest singing, 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen ; two-year-
old cock Linnets, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; lien

Linnets, six 9d., 1/3 dozen; young Brancher cock
Larks, 1 ”, 1/6, 2/- each; cock Greenfinches, 6<l.,

three 1/-; selected 1 - each: cages for tiie above,
6d.. 9d., ]/- each; trap cages, Gd., 9d. each; double
trap cages; 1/- each; all on approval; cash or
deposit, and money retained if trot satisfied :

travelling cages 3d.: Thomas Hughes, Bird Mer-
chant, Saltley-rd„ Birmingham. (1747)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
Cock Linnets, singing day and gaslight, running
like German Rollers, taught under my undefeated
champion of England, only 2. - and 2/6 each

;
a few

specials, will win under any judge, will sing any-

where, Vc each : cock Linnets, with extra loud

voice®, suit catchers and time singers, 1 - and 1/G

;

real giant peartree cock Goldfinches, the right

stamp and size, sure winners, 2 -, 2/6 each, and
one, a stormer. 3/6; giant Norwich-type cock Lin-

nets, well pencilled, good colour, ready for show
awl can win, 2/- and 2/0 each: this class or bird

won all before it last season; slim, lengthy York

shire cocks, winners and in full song, :/ . 7

cac li ;
please state wants; correspondence a

pleasure: satisfaction guaranteed- or n re-

turned: Fred Allen. Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1755)
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BRAIN, ASTON. BIRMINCHAIW.
Warranted cock Linnets, Od-. each, Uim 1/8. w*

II twelve 3 o- r.M-k Goldlliiehe-'.. i n: Uiallln.liis,

Yollowliamracis, Green Linnets: eight pairs
Redpolls
young Canaries 3/<i pair ;

(*
l<‘< '

'

1 1 : 288. Lichfield -rd.

(1752)

GENUINE
Hullie*. Gold!

prtV'iOUH If'HlH';

SIBERIANS
Crossbills ;

for prices, etc.,

A. Dalliy, 43, Jullnnd-st., Hull
t.1754)

JOHN MACE
Warranted cork Linnets, 4 • dozen, six for 8/0, Od.

Oiililllm'lws. 1 IS < iii-li, l.i/ - dozen, Inns

ad .’aeli C. dozen; Lurks, Greenfinch- •«, Redpolls,

eoeks od’. cueli; Linnets', Mules, anil Goldfinch Mules,

fuel i ; all other birds ill stork : lk>t

N nt ura list .
Exchang-rsl., Sheffield

ft i John

Mae i

Mow

WARRANTED English bred Roller cocks, full eons,

4/- <* acli ; liens 1/9 eiutli
;

pairs 5/0: Cooper, 103,

Prlnonss-st., Manchester. (1752)

OWING to my liusliand being called away "ill sell

Roller eoeks from 7,0, hens 3/0 j
Randall’s strain:

Mrs. timid, 5, Prince* st., St. Paul's. Bristol. (1750)

BA hi; A IN, Amlreasburg Rollers, glorious songsters,

beautiful beyond description, 5/9 each, including

glass panelled parlour cages : Copp, Ward role’ Stores.

Hartford. (.1754)

YorKshires-
|

PARROTS. PARROTS. TALKING PARROTS

THE HALLMARK
of quality In bird trade is the, name of Gore,

ever small your purchase you have the satisfaction

of knowing that it is guaranteed; exactly as deseiibcd

and that unless you get perfect satislaetum the

whole of your money is promptly returned. 1 now
|

bold a very large stock of warranted genuine Wor
» csitTsiiiri' rid-k (loliHim* lies, in pi’Tlt-et Im-uIIIi uml

condition, nt 1/d cavil, ihrvi*. •!/•. s i* '/*• twflvc 1 -7 •

x,„’( ially picked iargir corks, lor
t

moulting lor miow

or muling, -7 each, thi c * r>/-, six 8/0, twelve H>/*

,

lien (Joldlinchc-s, 1/ cncli, three 2/-, six B/<*» twelve

i\i
;
cage moulted white-logged cock, splendid catcher,

i . grand lot cock brown Linn-ebs, every one guar-

anteed red breasted, kd. each, three 1/0, six 2/0,

twelve '!/
;

specially selected large cocks, for show,

milling, or contest singing, 1/ each, three 2/0, six

4/.- splendid ’lot young cock Bullfinches, !/-, 1/0, and
•_>/. each; nestling lien Bullfinches, I/- each ;

eoek

Greenfinch s, Od. each, three 1/ ,
six 1/0; lew very

yellow l eaeli; eoek barks, Oil.. 9d., and

1/ fiieli; magnificent hand reared eoek .lay, eliatteVs

nell and finger lame, .'1/0; splendid I wo year-old eoek

.laekdaw, plain speaker, runs loose, and warranted

lo sit on sliou’d i', 4/-; two exceptionally large finger-

tame eoek Magpies, in superb condition, 3/(1 eaeli;

one small t, '.Mi; travelling cages, 3d. per three

birds extra. Please note, 1 guarantee sex in every

instance, so yon need not fear of getting hens for

eoeks, and I also guarantee all birds to be "ell

aged and thoroughly on hard seed before sent out.

All sent on approval on the distinct undertaking

that unless they give you perfect satisfaction they

inly have to be returned and back comes the whole
of your money. I have been a continuous advertiser

for past 23 years, and during that time have never
traded’ mid -r other conditions. See appliance column
for cages, etc.

W. GORE, 131, Gooch-St., BIRMINGHAM

j
CANARIEST]

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, "inner outright Y.C’.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guim'ii Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South View-ten’., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

'B1IR EE 1914 Yorkshires, two eoeks, C/0 M : 28,

Oidl-rd., tiorseinon, Swansea. (1735)

t’irli dale, good Yorkshires, bred from winners, line

large birds: It. Hines, 15, Thoinas-st,, Burnley.

1914 COCKS, 5/-: ’liens, 3/-; Ambler's, Bailey's

stwin ; three nests ten: ofi'ers : Andrews, 133, Gor-

don-i'd., Peck-barn, London. (1751)

NOTICE.—(fraud lot Yorkshires for show or song;

price* rcjiMinubic ;
easy payments arranged : Mc-

Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1733)

CHAMPION Yorks, over moult, 1914 youngsters,

in full Song: eoeks 5/- upwards, hens 3/- upwards,

pairs guaranteed 7/li upwards; 7 days’ approval:

Edwin North, 44.’i, Manehester-rd., Bradford (1754)

Various Canaries.
COCK Canary, in

in breeding cage,

i; pair young Canaries,
eral cages cheap: Miss

j

Ellis, 42, Eastover, Bridgwater. (1749)

(SUPERIOR healthy cock Canaries, now in full song.

4/- each
;
house-moulted eoek Bullfinches, 2/- ;

breed-

ing lieu Canaries, 1/9 ;
bargains : Taylor, Draper,

Bide,lord. (1/ 53)

NORWICH eoeks, 1914, singing, Yorkshire cocks,

hens, two good flights, for ealc: seen any time;

clean, healthy: Kendrick, Coachman, Monument
il/ill, VV-eybridge. (1(51)

Canaries! Canaries!!
Best anti cheapest in the world, including songsters,

j.ist free.—W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

MULES-HYBRIDS.

Border Fancy.
|

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders for show or song,

prices low, ea-y payments arranged: MeKeand, Sea-

bright, Castle- Douglas. (1714)

MOULT your own winners.— Having had a record
breeding season, ran supply winners of my champion
strain, winner of “ Cage Birds ” Championship, alto

championship diploma,-'' at Crystal Palace; over 409

to select from: state wants; approval; stamp:
George Bennet, Bowmont Villa, Kelso. (1751)

|
Crests and Crestbreds. j

• LARGE young Crests and Crestbreds, Joy c-e-Barnett

strain, £1 pair: Rev. G. Mullens, Chedzoy. Bridg-

water. (1752)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, early young, through moult.
Now is the time of year to get a good young bird,

best blood i:i England; approval: T. Billington, 55,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1745)

GOLDFINCH Mules, cocks, 5/0 each; ted Norwich

hen, 4 -
;
Norwich hen, 2;-: Furness, 32, Onslow -rd.,

Layton, Blackpool. (7(51)

< ; 0 LDI'l NCH -Canary Mules, warranted cocks, 4,

-

each, 21/- half-dozen; hens, 1/- each; eoek Canaries

in song, 4/-: Rowley, Elston. (D-*-)

GOLDFINCH Mules, -4/-; Linnet Mules, 5/-; guaran-

teed cocks, commenced singing
;

4 hand-reared cock

Linnets, singing, 2/9 each: H. Baker, 2, Upper Ivy-

road, St. Denys, Southampton. (1750)

TIME, trouble, and money saved 1 Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be

useful; Tlie Advertisement Manager,” “Cage

of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

ranty. \Vc introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers otter

similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,”

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Mdrecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. c.'i

PARROT, Giey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal

meets accepted; 270, Great Bridgc-st., West Brom-

wich. (995)

EIGHTY large adult Hedgorigars, breeding, ;>/-

pair; young ones from 3,Ji upwards per pair; bred

in outdoor aviaries, or exchange other kinds of

foreign birds: John Fla veil, Sunny Aviaries, Quin-

ton, Birmingham. (1752)

PAIRS Malachite Sunbirds, outdoors 2 month©;
also lien, caged, all perfect condition; New Holland

Homycatcrs, outdoors; Young Pennants, imported

June • Diamond Sparrows; approval willingly: Bain-

bridge, Thorpe, Surrey. (1750)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular (louklian Kindi, which, however, is very

difficult lo establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must

follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 14,” trom

“Cace Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, K.C., post lice

for aid. From agents (see list frequently imbliolwo

'

FIVE Rcd-readed Finches (one pair on eggs), on©

pair Cutthroats, on© pair Waybills, one pair W hy-

dahs (full colour), one Madagascar Bishop (coining

in colour), one pair .Silverbills, one pair Weavers,

one young Green Singing Finch and Canary hybrid;

40 /. lot; all the above birds are in perfect
_

health

and plumage, and have been in outdoor aviary IS

months : Lady Malden, Great Bookham, Surrey.

GOOD pair Cockatiels, 10/9; three pairs yellow

Budgerigars, 9/C the pair; tine Senegal- Dove,

reel;,' 2/9: all adult and good acclimatized, birds;

five young variegated and green Canaries, 2/9 each;

adult pair Norwich, clear yellow cock, cinnamon

marked’ yellow hen. have nested and reared young

M|U season, 15 9; also a few good young Norwich

cocks, 7/9 each: Miss Peddle Waddell, Balynhat-

stone, Slumiumnun, Stirlingshire. ( 1|,)J 7

of all kinds on our four months' trial, signed talk-
ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from
outdoor aviaries

; holder thousand testimonals, bear
names and address, many lovers of birds had birds
from ns by our instalment system well satisfied;
fortnightly instalment accepted. (T662)
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, Hngcr-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk, 45/-;
easy payments accepted. (995)
HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

AFRICAN GREY PARROTS
Acclimatised, guaranteed to learn anything; talk,
laugh, sing, etc., price 30/- each ; only four left

nut of twenty; real beauties; established 50 years:
Kandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston; also at London.

[
various birds.

ONE cock Canary, four good hens, eoek Linnet ;

olfers; stamp reply: Dochcrty, 37, Kvelyn-rd., West
Silvertown, London. (1751)

FOUR cocks, Norwich, two hens, three cock
Goldfinches, one hen, 1914: accept 25/-; bargain; or
separate: Tcggin, Newbridge-on-Wye. 0751)
LARGE variegated Norwich cock, vhc Cambridge,

15/-; h.m. Goldfinch, 4/-; Green Border lien, 3/-;

Yorkshire hen, 8/C: Sheppard, Stort-rd., Bishop's

Stortford. (1751)

very
Birds 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C.

|
Greens.

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and
quality : how to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24,”

“The Green Canary,” £)d., pest free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet street, London, E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

[doves.
BEAUTIFUL pair pure white Doves, nearly moulted,

4/-; approval, cash or deposit; genuine: Gibboiis,_95,

Peel-terr., Stafford. (1754)

FOREIGN BIRDS.

BUDGERIGARS
live yellows, two greens, 13/- lot ;

Cockatiels,

Lovebirds, 4/- pair: Paterson, Glenelg, Wellington,

Salop.

£ 1 ;

(1752)

SPECIAL OFFER— BARGAIN PRICES
For cash with order, to reduce dieavy stock; all

from outdoor garden aviaries and been out all past

wint“r in perfect show form and guaranteed true

breeding pairs: Orange Cheeks, 1/6; Orange Breasts

21- crimson Checks, 1/9: Mannikins, 1/6. Zebra

Fin'.-lKw Of: SilverbiUs, 2/-; Bronzewings, 2/-; Cut-

throats, 1/9: Avadavats, 2/-; magnificent, show and

breeding Green adult Budgerigars (same 1st Palace,

1914, 1st and cup York winners we bred and sold),

only 3/9 pair: odd cocks, win anywhere, 1/9 each;

adult yellows, 5/- pair
;
order early to secure these,

cannot lie replaced at the. price ;
Pope Cardinals, 4/9

each, 3/9 pair; Crested, 4/9 each, 8/9 pair: Colling-

Ixuirne and Co. ('-phone S49 Richmond), East Sheen

Aviaries, East Sheen. (1754)

OUTDOOR ^AVIARIES ONLY
Adult breeding Budgerigars, 5/C pair: four pairs,

20/-; Yellows. 7/-; Green Comires, breeding. 18/-

pair; Lovebirds, 4/9; Cutthroats 4/-; Avadavats,

4/-; Zebra Finches, 8/9; African Parson Finches, 5/-;

|
Norwich.

SPLENDID young birds, cocks from 5/-, hens 2/-;

pairs 0 0; genuine bargains: Taylor, St-. Michael’s,
Bridport, Dorset. (1754)
FINE, this year bred, Norwich Canaries, cocks 9/9,

liens 3 9 each: H. Parkinson, Oakworth, Marsland-
avemii-, Wakefield. (1749)
'FOUR heavily variegated- young Norwich cocks,
lovely type, 7. C each; also cheap songsters: Dyer,
l’astle-st.. Thornbury. (1753)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song;
many winners; reasonable; easy payments arranged:
MeKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1733)

HANDSOME rich yellow Norwich cock, magnificent

singer, real bargain, 10/-; two Norwich liens, 3/-

csich ; Isherwood, Leadmills, Mold, North Wales.
(1751)

HAVE some grand Norwich coming through, birds

which w ill win in keenest competition ;
state require-

ments: owing to the war will take weekly payments
or for cash; approval: Judge Silk, Whitstable.

{
Rollers G Singing Canaries

!

BREEDERS CARD.
ARTHUR CH1LLC0TT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4,9, and 5,9; liens, 2/-: Ross,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1749)

ROLLERS. 10 Cocks, 4 liens, 1914, 5/-, 2/-; offer

for lot: F. Burden, 58, Hall-et., Blakenhall, Wol-
verhampton. (1744)

ROLLERS, young cocks, 3/fi ; hens 1/-; breeding

and box cages cheap: Bent, 97, Hamilton-st., ROch-

dalo-rd., Manchester. (1745)

BEAFTIFLL Roller Canaries, cock and hen, 1913,

cock lovely songster, 9/- the pair: M re. Nock. Long-

d'jM, Wellington, Salop, (1(51)

HANDSOME cock Minah Bird, accept 9/- for him:
V-ernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1754)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-;. Australian Grey,

7 9; Indian, 5/-: 23, Cecil-ra., Gor.-einon, Swansea,

BUDGERIGARS, line, healthy, outdoor aviary bred;

adults 4 '6; young, 3f pair; Humphrey, High-st.,

Aylesbury. (1752)

ONE pair of outdoor av’ary-br-ed Cockatiels, 19/9:

F. R. Thompson, 104, Chatham-rd., Wandsworth,
Common, S.W. (1753)

H. IT AY TER, Naturalist, Southampton, for Parrots,

monkeys, snakes, mongoose, ferrets, Canaries, Tana-

gers, all chca-p.

ONE pair Jeudaya Conures, £3; young Adelaide

Parrakeet, £2; all outdoors; perfect condition:

Pulsford, Paignton. (1752)

WANTED for cash. Parrots, Parrakeets and
Macaws

;
good prices given : offer to Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn.
ADULT Yellow Budgerigars, 7/6 pair; cock Cocka-

tiels, 7/- each; all in finest condition: J., Orotava

House, Ore, Hastings. (1750)

FINE healthy young Green Budgerigars, outdoor

bred, 3/0 pair; cash or deposit: Green, Shclbrooke,

Kibworth, Leicestershire. (1750)

REMOVAL sale, Budgerigars, 5]-; Larks, Linnets,

Buntings, etc., 3/0 pair; outdoor aviaries, 10/-, 15/-:

36, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey. (1754)

SALE, pair adult Cockatiels, outdoors. 12/-; pair

Ringneeks, adult, 10,9; wanted hen Tovi: Mrs.

Bonnick, East Hoathly, Sussex. (1750)

PARROT cages, new, brass, 16in.. square and

round, second-hand, -cheap ;
all in good condition

:

Jones, C’ranboume-st., Brighton. (1752)

PARROTS, real talkers and pets, cash or fortnightly

payments, four months’ talking warranty, be con-

vinced: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1754)

BEAUTIFUL Cockatiels, 6/- each; Budgerigars,

2/-; lovely Amazon Parrot, talks, and cage, 35/-:

Mrs Gilbert. Blindarooms, Shadoxhurst, Kent. (1752)

BLUE-CROWNED Parrakeet, 15/-; All-green Parra-

keets, 14/- pair: Lineolated Parrakeet, 15/-; Cactus

Conure, 9/9; bargains: Rector, Nash, Stony Strat-

ford. (1/54)

AMAZON Parrot, perfect plumage, good talker, 3J

years old, 63/-; African Grey, splendid talker, finger

tame, seven years old, £8 8/-: Brown, 193, Snargate-

st., Dover. (1751)

LOVELY pair aviary-bred Diamond Sparrows, lull

coloured, 35/- pair; also aviary-bred Orangecheeks,

2/6 each; eoek Zebras, 2/- each; approval: J. Good-
child, Clare, Suffolk. (1754)

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, 9/-; yellows, 8/-; foreign

aviary birds from 2/- pair: list free: Mies Ro.-ey,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1751)

Cordon hen, 2/6; Saffron hen, 4/9; -Silverbill hen,

2/-; Golden-breasted hen, 2/-; Arlington cock, 3/-;

Pintail Whydah, full plumage, 7/9; one out of

colour. 3/-; pair hybrid Bengalese, /
/;

i
||-o high-

elaes Canaries, Norwich cocks, 6/ and 6/fl, hep..

2/c and 3/-; Cape hen, 4/-: all been m aviary

twelve months
;
picture of health : Sapsford, Stanley

Rend, Teddington. __J_

ENOCH POWER TO DEALERS ONLY

On receipt of trade card. Australian adult Green

Bud<rci’iaafs, 4/3 pair; Blue and Yellow-fronted

Amazon Parrots, all chattering, 25/- each; Scarlet

Weavers, in colour, 2/9 each ;
Magpie Mannikins, 2/6

each ;
Madagascar Lovebirds, 10/0 dozen .

Orange-

Vh-ceks Waxbills, 10/9 dozen; Pink-cheeks. Wax! alls,

y/. dozen: Cutthroats. 9/- dozen; Renlmi leavers,

I/C pair ;
Bronzewings, Mannikins, 21- pair

,
cock Km

nets, 4/- dozen; full grown cavies, 12/- dozen (halt-

grown, 8/- dozen: Enoch Power, Direct Importer, .1,

Sclat©r-st„ Shoreditch, London, E.

C. A. LUER
INDIGO Buntings, 15/- each ;

Mandarin Starlings,

10/ each; Jamaica Troupials, 20/- each ;
Pennant s

Parrak«ets, 40/- pair; Shamahs, 40/- each; Java Spar-

rows 2/ pair; White Java Sparrows, 9/6 pair;

Napoleon Weavers, showing colour, 5/- pair
;

cock

Z- lira Finches, 3/- each ;
Quaker Parrakeets, 4/6 each,

Red-billed Weavers, 2/C pair; Whydalis, in colour,

Paradise, 7/9 pair; Masked Doves, 7/0 pair; Zebra

Doves 5/- pair; Bronzewing Mannikins, 2/C pair;

Ortolan Buntings, 1/- each; Spice Birds, 1/0 pair;

Avadavats, showing colour, largo 3/6, small 2/C pan ,

\\ bite-headed Lovebirds, 2/9 pair ;
young Alexandrian

Parrakeets 4/9 cacti ; Bengale-se, fawn and white, •>/-

;

Black and White, 5/- pair; Amazon Parrots, com-

mencing to talk, 35/- each ;
Orange Cheeks, Waxbills,

2/C pair ;
Pink-cheek Waxbills, 2/- pair; Steel Tincheo

2>/0 pair" Crimson -crowned Weaver Birds, coming into

colour 5/- each; Golden-crowned Conures, i &/0 each;

Itc-i’k Mynahs, 20/- each; Red- Macaw, 00/-; grand

Eclectus Parrot, 40/-; Canary-wing Parrakets, 12/0

each; Indian Bronze Mannikins, 1/9 pair; Rain Quail,

9/9 pair; Crested Mynahs, 5/9 each; Eongtf.il Gras*

Finches, acclimatised, 2-5/- pair; Black-headi d Sibias,

12/9 each; Red-headed Finches, 10/9 pair; Baywing
Cowbirds, 4/9 each; Cutthroats, 2/9 pair: hen Yellow

Weavers, 3/9 each; Magpie Mannikins, 4/9 eaeli; coeli

Linnets 1/- each; liens, Od. each. Remember, all iny

birds are sent out at iny risk, on appioval. Dealers

should write for w-eekly wholesale list of cages, sun-

dries. and birds; cheapest house in the trade: C. A.

Luer, 87, Sclater-st., Bethnal Grecn-rd., London.

[
WANTED,

j

OLIVER, 2, Bridport Place, Hoxton, will give 5/-

a couple for good large young Yorkshires. (1729)

WILL purchase any kind and any quantity of Can-

aries lor prompt cash: Stephens, West Drayton.
( li u2)

WANTED birds, dogs, Pairots, rats, monkeys, fer-

rets, purchase or exchange: Barlow's Aviaries,

Greenwich. (1754)

WANTED weekly supply Goldfinch -s, from catcher,

will give 12/- dozen cocks, 5/- dozen liens: Kcndle, 21,

Bridge-st., Hornertou. (1754)

WILL give IS/- dozen for Norwich, Yorkshire

hens; cash or deposit with Editor; Rutherford, Bird

Importer, Ley tonstene. • (1752)

WANTED l.i-n Canaries, Yorkshires, Norwich, Bor-

ders, and common liens
;

. tatc lowest price : Perkins,

207, East-st., Walworth, S.E. (1752)

WANTED setter dog, suitable for gun, price re-

quired, or ferrets in exchange, difference paid : Mars-

hall Wicken Lode, Cambridge. (1754)

WANTED hen Canaries, old or young, cheap for

casli : state price and breed : Edward Bruce, Brough-

ton Aviaries, Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester.
(1751)

NOTICE, wanted, Yorkshire, Norwich, Border Can-

aries, also Mules, and all kinds of British; Apply at

once, to Hollinshead, Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st..

Stockport. (1754)

WANTED any quantity any breed hen Canaries for

snot cash
;
give -particulars and lowest price ; honour-

able dealings guaranteed: W. Gore, 131, Gooeli-st..

Birmingham ( 1754)

WANTED any kind of lien Canaries, will give 1/3

each for good birds, also will give 4/0 pair for good
Norwich or Yorkshires: Enock Power, 91, .Sclater-st.,

Short ditch, London.
WANTED Yorkshire, Norwich, Border, Crest

Canaries, also Mules, Siskins, Bullfinches, Linnet©,

Twites, Goldfinches; send lowest prices to A. Leitch,

East End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow.

NOTICE.—Will give 0/- per pair for good

Norwich or Yorkshire; colour-fed preferred; also

wanted-, Crests, Borders, and Scotch Fancies at

reasonable prices: MeKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (1733)

WANTED
10,900 pairs young Norwich and Yorkshires, 4/fi'pair,

liens 1/9 each: Howard A. Son, Largest Live Stock

Exporters, 10, Huntingdon-buildings, Bethnal Green,

London, list. 53 years. (1747)

500 CANARIES WANTED.
Will give 15/- a dozen for Yorkshire or Norwich

hens: Rutherford. Bird Importer,

Cash or deposit with Editor.

Ley tonstone.
(1745)

| SALE or EXCHAN GET!

Mainly British.
[

EXCHANGE exhibition cock Jay and cage, 4 months
old, sell 7/0. without cage 5/9: Mr. Riley, 799, Forest-

rd., Walthamstow. (1754)

HAND-REARED cock Thrush, on full song, 0/-.

with cage; exchange anything: stamp reply:

Cooper, 193, Prineess-st., Manchester. (1752)

IN aviary since- January, four good coloured cock

Bramblefinehes, two lien Chaffinches; -exchange other

birds: Rhodes, 273, Stretford-rd-., llulm-e, Manchester

TWO h.m. Goldfinches, one reared from nest last

year; exchange for one good thick-set Norwich 1014

bred, must have broad skull: Bond, Lamphey, Pem.

H \ND-lt EARED cock Skylark and cage, Linnet-

Canary cock Mule; what offers in Goldfinches, Lin-

nets or Canaries; no rubbish; yours first: John Dm

-

lenty, 28, Percy-st., Fleetwood.

Mainly Canaries.

A YOUNG Roller cock for 7/9; or exchange -for a

good Yorkshire cock: E. Wilson, 5, Station-terrace.

Ripley, Derbyshire. (1752)

WANTED offers for two cocks and live lien York-

shire Canaries; approval: Kaye, 3, Jvy-st., Croslnnd

Moor, Huddersfield. (17.-3)

HAVING 40 Canaries for dispo.nl, "ill exchange

for brass, copper, lead, rubber to value: Thorpe,

3, iKk-y-e- alley, Square, Halifax. (1.51)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous issue. Page, and Column are statedl -the

advertiser. ADVT . MANAGER, “CAGE BinDS.
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EXCHANGE 1 rock. 2 liens (Gore's), Hollers, l

milling lien, over moult, for Collie* Dog pup T. I...

2S, Cohden-st., Jiirrow-ou T vni'. C 1750)

EXCHANGE lovely little Block Toy I’mn. bitch
for Canaries; hornless gramophone; binoculars, < II

So, : 8(1, Prlnccss-rd., Leicester. ( 1 7.
r
>0)

BARGAIN, Uelglnn-bred cock, in/-; Holler hen,
8 (1; Yorkshire hen, f>-; cnees ; exchange : T.

McLaren, Fintoim, Co. Tyrone. (1754)

WANTED offers in ferrets for pen of winning Hun
tains, cock, two Inns, unit six clucks, exchange or
Sell la' : Nash, 13, Oastlest., IVntroliuoli. f 1 754

>

WAN IK I), ail varieties Canaries; give gnrd ex-

change. Yorkshire, Norwich, or Border show cages
or mit lengths tweed, value 85/-: oi Indies' dress

lengths, value 12, (i: McKouml, Senbrlght, Castle

DOBgloo. (1788)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires, Norwich,
Budgerigars, Talking Parrots, puppies, wasp grub,
for scrap brass, copper, block tin, or gold jewellery;
see other adverts. ; North, 443, Manchester-! d..

Bradford. 0 754)

OWING to the war T have reduced the price of my
Gluckc and W.G. Boiler liens from 7/C to 4/- each;
hresl from cooks that have won live cups, numerous
medals, all li It.C.C. rung; exchange any thing ; cocks

readv shortly : A. Harper, 2, Cooper-st., Bilste.n,

Stalfs. ' (1758)’

f~~ Mainly Foreign.
f

Nl'NS. Javas, Cutthroats. Whydahs, pair cadi,
splendid condition, (it to show

; exchange all or part
for ci.ck Linnets or cheap Fancy Pigeons, Muffed
Tumbler- preferred; offers: Aliisoli, Hairdresser,
Blyth, Northumberland. (1751)

(
Miscellaneous.

A TWO-compartment aviary, 9/-, or offer, not bird;:
Ptimridge, lull, Gladstone-ave., Wood Green. ( 1754)

ALL-BLACK Coekeis, 12 months old; sell cheap
or exchange prize Yorkshires: R. Graham, Bally-

brack. (1751)

HANDSOME young feathered Shellduck, 2/-; ex-
change Creyduck; offer*; Alfred Jackson, Askam-
in-Euruess. (1754)

WANTED live stock, any kind, in exchange for

cutlery and plate, etc.: Write, Smith Bros., 47, Fear-
et„ Sheffield. 0753)
EXCHANGE three double trap cages, Jib. bird-lime,

for Roller cock or Goldfinch Mule: J. Mitchell, 35,

Leslic-st., AbtraVon. (1753)
:ji by 24 hand camera, good condition : exchange
spring grips

;
offers : Smith, Railway-terrace, Shield-

row, Stanley. Durham. (1752)
WANTED offers for two 1014 Norwich cocks, and

one cock and four hen Yorkshires; approval: Cattnn,
Meltham, Huddersfield. (1753)
EIRST-CASS suit length of dark tweed, cost-

26,'-. .for Canaries, etc.: Jopson, Juno-st., New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (1754)

EXCHANGE 10 records for large pair of Norwich,
young birds; yours first: Reynolds, Newham Farm,
Sithney Helston, Cornwall. (1754)
PAIR new clap nets, all complete, 12 ft. by 4 ft. :

exchange for poultry or cage birds: Sheppard, 8,

Portskcwett, Newport, Mon. (1752)
FIELD-GLASSES, in sling ease, 15/-; approval; ex-

change cock Mules, Goldfinches. Canaries, etc.:
Traveller, 25, Gicndish-rd., Tottenham. (1752)

EXCHANGE winning Dutch. Himalayan#*, Angora
doe pen, tortoise, white cavies, for British lints,
cages: George Ge.rratt, Torryburn, Fife. 0753)
CYCLE tyres, boots, shoes, clothing, household
goods, etc., given in exchange for Mints, etc.; stamp
reply: Cooper, 1113 Priucess-st., Manchester. (1752)

BRAMPTON'S roller ekates. extension pattern, cost

15/-; exchange Siberian Bullfinch or Goldfinch cock .-

C. Weils, 40, Spooner-rd., Broomhill, Sheffield. (1751)

GOOD pair 1013 Norwich, fawn Whippet dog pup
five months, young polecat buck, good worker; lot

LI, or useful exchange: Sparks, Westcott, Dorking.
(1753)

SYPHON gas hygienic stove, Clark’s, copper
columns, suit bird room, 25/-; part exchange 1913

yellow Yorkshire cock, songster: Wills, 91, Crescent-

lane, ClapMin Park. (1752)

FOR the War Funds.—Yeung, white Angora rabbits,

from 2/0 pair; tame; charming pets; also talking

Indan Hill Mynah, handsome bird, 40/- : T. W., Den-
ham Court Cottages, Uxbridge. (1714)

22-EGG size, Hcarson’s Principle incubator, com-
plete less tin rmometer, seli 20/-; Goldfinch or Lin-

net Mule, 1913, pure notes; yours first: Williams,
Berthlwyd, Gwynfl, Idangadock. (1752)

NEARLY new' cage, 38 by 24 by 24, two partitions,

two small cages, lien' Canary, 1913 rung, seed anil,

large number glasses, egg pans, etc., Iff -, v.rrtli

double. Claydon, 130 Chureh-rd., Wilicsden. (1751)

DOUBLE treectiloauer gun, pinfire, 2/5; dog ferret,

4/-
;

retriever bitch, 15/- ; three , Bull Terrier pups,

(•I- each: exchange Great Dane, cr anything useful:
Taylor, 30, Benton's-lan, West Norwood. Letters.

(1755)
FOR sale, cheap, three pairs Yorkshire Caflaries

and cages, four show cages, gramophone and 50
records, stuffed fox and quantity. stuffed birds; ex-

change Parrot or Budgerigars : Bottomley, Boot-
maker, Keighley, (1751)

WANTED, CANARIES
In exchange for boots, clothing, blankets, sheets,
curtains, carpets, cutlery, elcctro-plate, tools, etc.:
stamp for quick reply; stocks purchased: Exchange
Co., 355, London-rd., Sheffield, Estab. 1900. (1751)

1 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets: Garden; Household: Kennel: Slice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography : Pigeons; Tigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS,
j

COUNTRY ncrenUs wanted for Ttower’s lord d*
WhJ food***, good commitf-sio’.i : Trower, 442, Caledonian
rd.. London.

{
Cats.

HANDS0S1E smoke male, Persian kitten cheap:
k03, St. Ann’s Well-rd., Nottingham. (1745)

JUST Out! Nut. hell ,No. 27, "The Care of the Cat."
A li if: 111 v Intereil lug and Instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with Hie Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from c ur Nutshell
agents, or 2J<L, post free, from i von limns. 154,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

Cavies.
OVKI’STOCKLI). Uundoomo Guinea Pigs, tor

toiseshcli
,
3d. and 0d. ohcIi, according to colouring

and size: Challcn, 49, (ligh-st-., (Jodulining. (1700)
CAV Y-Koepers Note! Nutsholl 28, “Profitable Pet

(’a virH (or Guinea Pigs),” is now reud.v. Deals fully

with the Housing, breeding, Mating, Hearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents
or 24(1., post free, from CAGE limns, 154, Fleet
Street. London, 10. C.

("Cycles.

BARGAINS, lady's, gent's cycle (B.S.A.), perfect
running order, enamel plating, as new, rim brakes,
tyres, tubes, grand condition, lamp, pump, hell, etc.,

gent's 22.6, lady's 25/-; worth double: accept easy
payments: Edward, 1, Middlc-st., Nottingham. (1747)

|

Dress.

CNDI'K WOOD’S champion box* calf boots and
shoes, ie*\vly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/(>

;

girls 2/0; boys 2/9: youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, SO, York-st., IDiIrne, Manchester.

Ferrets.

TEN fine healthy young ferrets, bred from good
line workers

;
no rubbish : Thos. Rhodes, Bourne,

Lincolnshire. (1740)

BIX ferrets, eleven weeks old. 3/- each; grand
working strain, or exchange Border Fancy Canaries
to value: R. Gilleland, How Mill, nr. Carlisle. (1752)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers guaranteed, 4/0;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/0; nice youngsters,
2/0. S'-; ten days’ approval; cash cr deposit with
Editor: Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (1752)

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

LADIES Should WRiTE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailment?, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cxxhia. Litter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/14, by Loots’. Taylor’*, Timothy White's
Branches and all Chemist?, or post free, same pn,*e from

LESLIE MARTY‘1, Ltd, Chemists. 34, DAI STON LANE, LGNDOf!

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WHAT offers in water Gluckc Rollers for Airedale
pups, dog and bitch; S. Beard, 2, Bright-st., Black-
burn. (1752)
TWO pedigree Red Pekingese, black masks, 25/-

eaeh
; 8 weeks, ideal specimens: Basil, 55, Roupell-

t>t., Lambeth, London. (1748)
FOX Terrier dog, good pedigree, six months old,

kill anything, 10/6; or exchange: Cooper's Emporium,
Princess-st., Manchester (1752)
EXCHANGE good Pom bitch, black and white, six
months, for birds or poultry, or sell £ 1 : Fletcher,
457, Abbeydnle-rd., Sheffield. (1751)

CROSS Airedale and Irish Terrier dog puppy, 5
months, exceptionally good guard, 15/-: Head Keeper,
Zoological Gardens, Maidstone. (1754)
WOLF-DOG hybrid for sale, 35/-, or exchange
Canaries, etc.; quite good guard: Jopson, Juno-
st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1754)
-GRAND little Pekinese bitch, 4 months, beautiful
coat, fine head and bone, champion pedigree, £3 10/-

;

Hawkins, Tovil Court, Maidstone. (1754)
WANTED Airedale, Fox, Scotch, Yorkshire, Welsh,

Irish Terriers bought, sold or exchanged ; anything
glive: S. Goldin, 120, Tib-st.. Manchester. (1747)
LOVELY Silver-haired Y'orksiiirc Terrier bitch, good
pedigree, 12 months old. real gem, accept £1; cr
exchange: Cooper. 103, Princess-st., Manchester.

(UG2)
TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch, 5/0; make demon guards;
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.

(1754)
SELL champion bred Yorkshire Terrier bitch,
weight 4ibs., good pedigree, age two years, £3: Wil-
liam llyding. Knob Hail Lane, Marsluide, South
port. (1752)
POMERANIANS, champion pedigrees, must sell,

from 30/-; exchange gramophones or jewellery;
stamp reply : Foxall, 20, Bracton-rd., S. Ber-
mondsey. (1754)

BLACK Newfoundland male pup, champion breed,
25/-; bitch, 15/-; also large rough Airedale dog, 12
months, 15/-: good guard, bouse trained: Merton,
Waterloo, Ell and. (1755)
HANDSOME champion pedigree tri-colour Collie

female, loving companion, good guard, cheap: also
champion puppies, soon, or stamp: Button Ledge,
Heston, Hounslow. (1755)
LOVELY big handsome St. Bernard-Collie dog pup,

six weeks, make devoted guard, trustworthy com-
panion, 15/-; exchange; Mae, 3, Church-lane, Stern-
tiall-st.. Walthamstow, (1752)
FOR sale or exchange, two black and white
Pnma., females, medium size, 7/6 each: R.
Buckley, 10, Church Road, Wrackwardine Wood,
near Wellington, Salop. (1754)
GRAND Welsh Terrier bitch, good guard and
companion, perfectly healthy and clean, good
ratter, used to ferret, a bargain, 0/0 : North, 443,
Manchester-! d., Bradford. (1754)
WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox Ter-

riers; also puppies bought, sold or exchanged:
Walter Smith, Bird, Seed ar.l Dog Specialist, 98,
Tib-st., Manchester. ’Phone. 1S1 City.
DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-
dresses?, 7d. ; chains. Is. : Worm Powders, 9d.

;

Mange Cure, 7d. tin
;
post free: Young, Nctmaker.

Qrewkernc, Somerset. (1703)

GET YOUR COPY NOW
OF THAT BIO BIRD BREEDERS’ BUDGET,

“CAGE-BIRDS” ANNUAL
For 1914 before it is too late.

H AVE you sent for your copy of "Cage Birds’’ Annual yet? If not do so at
once, for the stock is rapidly being reduced, and if you do not order now you
may be disappointed. No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether you
are novice or old hand, you will find information contained in "Cage Birdu”

Annual of the greatest help to you during the trying .seasons of bird breeding
Every article is written by an expert, and in their experiences of successes and
failures YOU will find the way to the top rung. Below we give a list of the content:,
study them, and we feel sure you wilt find something there that will interest you.

Mistakes Birdbreeders Must Avoid.
By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

A most seasonab’e article and alone worth the small amount asked for the whole work.

STARTINC A COLLECTION OF CHEAP &
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS. By F.

Mcakin..

HYBRID BREEDINC IN OUTDOOR CACES.
By G. R. Pippct.

SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobclen.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERI-
GARS. By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF B1RDCATCH-
ING. By J. W. Steel.

A REVIEW OF THE 1913-11 SEASON.
With names of Principal Winners, Norwich
Plainheads, Yorkshires, Greens, Cinnamons,
Rollers, Whites, Border Fancioe, Crests,
Lancashire^, and Lizards, Scotch Fancies and
Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British
Birds, Foreign Birds.

A YEAR V/ITH THE WILD BIRDS.
By H. Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDINC CANARIES.
By li. T. Sheppard.

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES,
AND THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF
BRITISH BIRDS.—Bv F. Terrv.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE
BIRDS.

Calender, 1914-15.—Monthly Calender and
Diary, with Hatching Tables; Postal Guide
and other useful information ; Rates for
Railway Parcels ; Cage Birds League : Par-
ticulars of Objects, Membership, etc.; Al-
phabetical Directory to Cage Bird Clubs,
Associations, etc.; Bird Trade Directory;
Standards and Seales of Points of Exhibition
Birds.

.£1,000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COUPON.

In addition to this wonderful budget of
birdy literature, this marvellous little hand-
book also contains numerous sketches nod
art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by th®
well-known bird artist, Mr. 11. Noririan.

YOU MUST HAVE IT.
SELLING OUT FAST. DO NOT DELAY.

(E.T.B.)

Price 6d. from your newsagent or local Nutshell Agent, or 7d. post free, direct from

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure bred dogs,
large and small, cheap for cash, or will give
good exchange Canaries, prize pigeons, or suit
lengths good tweed, value 25/- each: McKeand, Sia-
bright. Castle-Bouglas. (1714)

BEAUTIFUL litter Pom. puppies, slightly crossed
blades and browns, lovely coats and tails, pretty-

little mites with foxey faces, 8 weeks, sound healthy
dogs, 0/6; bitches, 5/-: Bonser, 10, Lime-st., off

Commercial-rd., Bulwell. (1752)
EXCEPTIONALLY game bred pups, Bull Airedale,

8 weeks, make useful animals as guards for protec-

tion to person or property, well grown, (tout Lone;
dogs, 7/0; bitch, 0/-; exchange Canaries: Wiltshire,
8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1753)

LADDIE, large clever jet-black Retriever-Spaniel

dog, 2 years, water, carry, splendid watcli to person
or property; can do almost anything; faithful,

clean, healthy, handsome animal, 17/6, bargain: H.
Wilkshirc, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1745)

GRAND heavyweight Buii Terrier dog puppy, by
rj;-mipion White Noel, dam big winner, certain win-

ner in good company, 9 months old. good ears and
one cf the longest faced puppies living, not deaf,

regist red, £3 10/- cash, or part exchange small Toy;
honestly worth £10: North, 413, Manchester-rd..
Bradford. (1754)

“ CARE of th> Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little- booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 21-d., post free, from: "Cage Birds,"

104, Flect-st., London, E.C.

Rabbits.
"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No 3<

just out. All up-to-date booklet, treating full v o
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit lieer
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshei
agents, or 2jd.. post free, from Cacu Birds, 154
Fleet Street, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Miss
Rose) ,

.Rosemary House. Eastbourne. (1751)

FANCY and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 29, is now ready,

and all who keep mice, cither for pleasure or profit,

should not miss this highly interesting brochure.
It deals fully with the - Housing. Breeding, Mating,
Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varie-

ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any cf our Nutshell

agents, or 2/d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. London, E.C,

Sport.
ANGLER'S secret; no chemicals, oils, or drugs
used, 7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech. (1752)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest
in fishing should not inis-s this highly-ineitructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them

; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 24d. post '

free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Flect-st., London, E.C.

WANTED. 5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rods, tackle, at manufacturers’ prices;
wholesale catalogue one stamp; extraordinary bar-
gains; saves pounds: Midland Rod Company, (104)-

Erdington, Birmingham. „ (1751)

Various.

Pigeons.
i

HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers,
adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 pair, three pairs

4/-, 6/6 dozen ;
approval anywhere : testimonials

filed for inspection: Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, Gt.

King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, IKOIVliNG & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell" Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the big!) road to eiiccoss. No 7,

'Tiie Homing Pigeon"; No. 8. "The Fancy Pigeon,"

post free 2£d. each from " Cage Birds," 154, Fleet

Street. London, E.C,

FREE, pocket .
rubber stamp of your name and

address, also particulars of money-making, opare
time employment: The lliehford Works, Snow Hill,

London. (1748)
MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned: no ert-

ting. 7|d., l/ljd., agents wanted: Marlboro'-rd.,
Hightown, Manchester. (1720)

GRAND sport. Powerful pocket Catapults, power-
ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition. 1/4; all

post free: Young, Netmaker, Crew-kerne. Somerset.

FUN FOR SIXPENCE
Venlri!oqui?t's double throat, /its rocf cf mouth,

astonishes, mystifies, sing like a Canary, v.hine like

a puppy, neigh like a horse, and imitate all kinds of

birds and beasts of the fields and forests, 6d. each,

four for Is. : Ideal Novelty Company, Strode, Cleve-

don. (1751)

ROARS OF LAUGHTfR
At parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny
jokes, catches, puzzles, etc. (over 6u0 illustrations)

only 2d. Sneeze powder, two bottles, 7d.
;

large

size' 1/-. Itcii Powder. 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,
very strong, three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,

harmless, great joke, packets 7d. and 1/1; funny

voices, very chic, try it, only 4d., 2 for 7d. At! post

free; good collection at 2s. 6d. : F. Young, 5.

Misterton, Somerset. (1705)
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JUDGES or CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries Is directed to the

following list of gentlemen willing to act as judges.

Terms for insertion on application .

i), c. BARNES, 113, Northflcld Road, WalKlcy, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,

practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ltd., l.idget Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, tong and prac-

tical experience. . „ „

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all va, ‘ “
,

of cage birds ; Border and British Bird spec .

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Wrung

ton Bradford. Judge of ull varieties of Cage

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Hoad, 8. Noiwoo ,

London, 8.13. Specialist, British and I'orcig .

CEO. GARDNER, 11. llaverstock ltoad, London,

N.W. Judge of all hinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen's Hoad, Northampton, paving

retired from business, cun judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. lei ms

J. 'r.

1

HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Hoad, Clom'cstcr;

Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Brlardeno, Idle, Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other Cage Birds.

JAMES KERR, 18, James Street, Perth. Aliy variety.

Specialist Norwich and British. _
J. W METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, OS, Bnins-

wick Hoad, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Buds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms model ate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of al

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plaiuhead Sped-

W. MUNDELL, C, Carlisle Place, Manningliam, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Buds.

H. NORMAN, Tne Lyric, Salisbury Hog--, cusnaUon,

Surrey. All varieties cl Cage Birds. .specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. .

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Buds, all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
, .

j. H. PAYNE, 17, Nortligate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Hmsworth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Felton H.i,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stalls.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Buds.

Twenty-live years’ Breeder and exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Los.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 38, Aireville Hoad, Frmugliall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yoikslmes

and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Mr-

wich I’lainheads. Life experience, terms moderate,

j. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist BUtish,

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.

I WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Ecclesmll, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington ltd.. Fnzington .
Cumb -

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, But.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvcuor Hoad, .New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Term;

moderate. ___SHOWS.
ADVERTISEIViEINlTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID

j-inch 2/-, i-inclt 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in cur

“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per inch, tolnmn width, except to

” Guaranteed” Shows, (or which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks,

Secretaries desirous of ••guaranteeing*' a Show

should applv for guarantee form to our Manager.

GAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

LOCHGELLY C.B.S.
The show that was to be held on Oct. 10, 1914, is

reluctantly

CANCELLED
R. Muir, Station Road, Lochgelly.

Gage Birds
and Bird World.

A GuaranteeJ Circulation amongst
so,ooo readers weekly

Offices : 154, Fleet Street, London, E C.

Telegrams— *' Aviculture
,
London. 1

* Tel. No. s 329

U olboru.
The Editor is always glad lo receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope ,

sufficiently stamped
,

accompanies same ,
every

effort will be made to return unaccepied contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only

Twitterings

.

The Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S. is

holding its annual open show on Nov. 21,

writes Mr. A. Smith, Sec. Mr. E. Fox, of

Long Eaton, will judge.

Pendlebury and Swinton C.B.S. have de-

cided not to have a contest this season, writes

Mr. A. Donnelly, See., as they consider it too

late, and as trade is so bad in the district.

Radcliffe and Dis. C.B.S. will hold its an-

nual show in the Conservative Club, Church
Street, Radcliffe, the first Saturday in De-

cember, writes Mr. G. Lord, Sec. Judge, Mr.
Lomax, St. Helens.

f national IReltef %

t |
+ +
> THE PRINCE TO THE >
+ PEOPLE.

*
1*

4- Buckingham Palace. -4

“At such a moment we all >.

+ stand by one another, and
it is to the heart of the

4- British people that I con- 4"
*1* fidently make my most >
4- earnest appeal.” * 4-

* EDWARD P. •>

4" Subscriptions must be "t”

Y addressed to— ***

> II.R.H.The Prince of Wales,

CANARIES FOR
THE HOSPITALS.

I
T has occurred to us that many of

the temporary hospitals and con-

valescent homes now being brought

into being for wounded soldiers might
be glad to have for the benefit of

inmates and nurses a singing Canary.

We therefore invite each of our readers

who keep Canaries to set apart from

their stock one singing cock Canary in

a small travelling cage. We do not

require these birds to be sent in to us.

All we ask is that the following

promise should be given.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any time
during the next twelve months, to

supply free of cost one singing cock

Canary and small travelling cage, to be
presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same.

Name

Address (in full)

Date.

To the Editor, Cage Birds,
. 154, Fleet Street, London.

f

To Correspondents generally.

It tcou/d much facilitate our work if Secretaries

and others would kindly write out their club

rrnorts notices, etc., in the style in which they see

thon printed. ITrite on OhE SIDE 0?\LY of each

iheet of paper used.
.

Will all correspondents, and secretaries and officials

of societies in particular, please note that CAGE
BIRDS now goes to press on Wednesday afternoon,

so that all matter for publication in our issue of ths

same week MUST reach us on TUESDAY TO BE
CERTAIN OF INCLUSION

THE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies desiring the patronage of the following

clubs should apply to the respective secs., stating

date of show, number of classes and judges:

Northern Border and S.F.C.C., M. C. Potts, 52,

Falmouth Hoad. Newcastle: Midland Counties

Y.C.C., W. Wells, Helmside, Erdington, Birmingham
;

Norwich P.H.C., F. Cunliile, 19, Lark Street, Burn-
ley ; Northern C.C.. Geo. Dobson, 103, James Street,

Biaj don-on-Tyne ; Yorkshire and Lancashire British

Bird and M.C., T. H. Inman, Thortibury, Bradford;
Northern Y.C.C., It. Tindale, (J, (Jill Street. Benwell,

Newcastle-on-Tyne ;
Green C.A., F. Handley, 23,

Coventry Bd., Wavertree, Liverpool. Scottish P.H.
Club, E. Barron, 119, Montrose Street, Glasgow.
Crested C.C., J. Tyson, 109. Sloane Street, S.W.
Northern Lizard Club, G. C. Davidson, 6, Eden
Vale. Sunderland. Cumberland and Westmorland
Y.C.C.. J. Head. 12. Mill Street. Maryport. [Will

secs, kindly let us know when their patronage list

is full for the forthcoming season.—(Editor) ].

News for c

The General Purposes Committee of tne

Yarmouth Town Council have decided that

the Linnet is to be protected under the

VViDl Rirds Acts

Buckingham Palace,
London. ^

Jill letters may be sent ***

post free. 4'

+ ***+*1*4-v4- **.- v4-v4v4v4
We hear that the following societies have

decided not to hold an open show this year :

Longton C.B.S., Lochgelly C.B.S., LJanrwst,

Hanley C.B.S., Mumbles F.S., Watford
C/B.S. The annual show of the Manchester

and N. Counties O-S. is “postponed indefi-

nitely.”

Death Before Dishonour.
Mr. G. W. Swain (the Vice-Chairman of

Watford C.B.S.) reported at the meeting the

other evening that on his return from work
that day he found his best Norwich Plain-

head had drowned itself in a bath. He
thought that it was a case of deliberate

suicide, as lie had put it entirely upon Ger-

man rape.

Business as Usual.
After a day of tension in the City, -writes a

correspondent to the “ Spectator,” I had the

great pleasure last evening of watching with

my glasses for an hour a Kingfisher calmly

fishing from the eyot at the junction of the

Regent’s Park and Grand Junction Canals,

which is overlooked by the garden of my flat.

Although within four hundred yards of the

’buses of the Edgware Road and forty of the

tra.ms of Harrow Road, his motto was obvi-

ously “Business as usual.”

The Wax:wing as a Bird of 111 Omen.
In many parts of Scandinavia, Germany,

and Austria the Waxwing in olden times

bore the names “famine bird” and. “war
bird,” for its sudden appearance was held to

foretell great social upheavals. The 1913

immigration covered the whole of northern

Europe. Naturalists can gfve no
_

reason

beyond the pretty safe guess, that it is ail a

question of food
;
wars themselves are said

to arise in the first instance from similar

causes, and one cannot help wondering if

there is not after all some real connection

between the two phenomena. One docs not

need to be a very extensive reader to search

the memory fov many other cases in history,

legendary or otherwise, of bird movements
in connection with wholesale human strife.

When wo have received the neces

sary number of promises, we will then

ascertain how many hospitals and

homes for wounded soldiers require

these gifts, and we will deal with all

applications and gifts in the order in

which they are received. All promises

will be acknowledged in the columns of

Cage Bums, and the ultimate destina-

tion of each bird will also be announced

as soon as possible.

Readers who cannot make any defi-

nite promise at the present moment
may mark their promise “ if possible.

We should like to make it clear that

we are not asking for Canaries which

are up to exhibition standard ;
all that

is needed is that they shall be healthy,

good songsters, and not too old (the

sex, of course, readers will be careful

to guarantee).

An Excellent Response from
Readers.

The response to our appeal of last week
has been immediate and generous, as we had
anticipated. Offers began to come in on.

Friday, and must have been posted imme-
diately on sight. Many of the promises are

accompanied by an appreciative letter, and
from among these we select the following:—

It is a nice thought of yours to provide

singing Canaries for the sick soldiers. Please

count on the very best one I have, or two
if necessary.

Worcester. (Mrs.) E. M. Sabgeant.

I much appreciate your good ide$, and
will be pleased if you will accept one of my
Roller Canaries, bred from my winner of the

B.R.C.C. Challenge Cup and London Team
Challenge Cup, when they are in full song,

and that will be in a month’s time.

London, N.W. M. Neugebauer.

I was exceedingly pleased to see the appeal

which you are making for singing Canaries

for hospitals. I think it is a splendid idea.

It is a well-known fact that a very great

number of our Tommies are lovers of birds,

and I am sure they will fully appreciate the

brightness and cheerfulness which the birds

will bring into the hospitals. I am enclosing

coupon, and I hope that your appeal will

meet with a tremendous response. Wishing

you all success in this and every other venture.

Halifax. H. Johnson.

I think it is a splendid idea of yours re the

supplying of Canaries to our temporary hos-

pitals and convalescent homes. I feel sure

there are many readers of Cage Birds who
will be only too pleased to help in this small

way to cheer up our wounded soldiers and

sailors. It will also. I feel sure, add to the

number of Cage Bird fanciers.

Haslemere. G. W. Saunders.

A. Generous Offer.
Sir,—We note in this week’s issue of Cage

Birds you announce a scheme for providing

singing Canaries for Soldiers’ Hospitals. We
shall be very pleased to send free to each

hospital receiving a Canary a sufficient supply

of our seed and fruit mixture with egg flake

to feed the bird for at least three months,

and shall be glad to hear if you c-are to

include this offer in the announcement of your

scheme. F. Capern.

[We have K&d the utmost pleasure, of

course, in accepting Mr. Capern j? ofter made

oil behalf of his firm, and fanciers will

thank him for so generously seconding their

efforts to provide some measure of solace for

wounded sufferers from the war.

—

Editor.]

We Live and Learn.
“Dalesman,” in a contribution to the

“Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury,” says:

“ Coasting down a steep incline I saw, flying

over the hedge, a small bird which at a

o-lar.ce eeemed not unlike a hybrid between

the common Sparrow and the Yellowhammer.

Its gold-grey pate marked it conspicuously in

the flock of Sparrows. I got no more than

a glimpse, however, and the bird might only

be a first year “Yammer.” But hybrids

between these races are occasionally to be

found.” (!)

Ramsden’s Autumn Show.
We hear from Air. Ramsden that the pro-

jected Autumn Show at the Crystal Palace

will have to be abandoned, and that he has

been obliged to send out post cards as

follows*
.

Dear Sir,— I regret to have to inform you

that owing to the outbreak of War I lia\e

found it impossible to complete the neces-

sary arrangements for above Show. I have

therefore no alternative but to cancel same.

J. W. Ramsden.

B-'rds and Flving Machines.
In more ways than one the activity result-

ing from the preparations for war which the

country has lately seen has had a disturbing

effect upon bird life. The flying machines which

have been daily rushing through the air in

certain centres have quite nonplussed the

birds in the locality. The other evening the

Starlings had assembled by thousands in some

tall elms preparatory to flying off to their

customary roosting-pla.ce, when the familiar

burr of a monoplane was heard in the dis-

tance. Presently it came nearer and made

straight for the elms. The Starlings had

been chattering noisily, but the buzz of the

whirring motor overhead filled thorn with ter-

ror, and not a sound was heard from the

avian throats. Then, as if by word of com-

mand, the birds all took to wing. The
thousands of Starlings, Tiding simultaneously,

darkened the air for a moment. Off they

flow, out of the track of the monoplano, an<i

were soon lost to view.—“ Bristol Observer.

100,000,000 Airuric-in Robins.
Approximately 2.026,000,030 native field

birds, exclusive of Sparrows, inhabit the U.S.

east of the groat plains States, accord-

ing to partial returns announced of the first

bird census now being made by the U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture. Apparently the

most numerous of these birds is the Robin,

Turdus mjgratorius, of which, it is estimated,

there are 100,000,000 east of the Mississippi

River. They average fifty pairs to the square

mile, while all field birds average 1,000 pairs

to the square mile, after omitting land plan-

ted in crops where there are small chances

for birds to nest, and timber land. The most

extensive census of birds in forest land, which

supports a mucin smaller population than an

equal area of farm land, comes from Montana,

where the careful counting on nearly a thou-

sand acres showed an average of one pair to

each three acres.

The Owl as * Friend.
It is a lamentable fact that a bird so useful

to the farmer, and of such interest to tho

naturalist as the Owl, is rapidly diminishing

in numbers, owing to the unrelenting and un-

reasoning hostility displayed towards it by

keepers and game preservers. This is more

especially the case with the Brown or Tawny

Owl. the largest Owl indigenous to Britain,

[n truth, so fast is this species disappearing

under the stupid persecution of the ignorant

that our descendants will have to refer -to a

few stuffed specimens in tho natural history

museums to gain a knowledge of this bird as

it once existed. Along with, and in a great

measure because of, tho destruction of this

useful bird come complaints from all over the

country of the damage done by hordes of de-

stroying rats. In some parts it seems quite

impossible to diminish their numbers. They

overrun fields, hedges, find buildings, nnd de**

strov an immense amou nt of farm produce.— "yy 1 — ’
*-

v P*ts of Birds. Poultry, etc.. should Pc regularly

•prill hied with KEATINGS POWDER, espeeinl'y

,

l

1C n Ilf-116 are bit-tins- Don't forget to do tins just

,
51-cvlous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

tij'o. Kills all inoccts. HaruKees to everything else.
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FUTURE OF THE BIRD FANCY.
PROSPECTS EXCEEDINGLY BRIGHT.

NATIONAL SHOW CERTAIN TO BE HELD.

C
AGE bird fanciers seem to have set their teeth

and to have determined that so far us they

are concerned Britain’s motto, “ Business us

Usual ” shall be their watchword, and though a few

societies have found themselves compelled by force

of circumstances to abandon their fixtures, on the

whole a laudable determination to face whatever

difficulties may be presented is the prevailing spirit.

We are in a position to assure our readers that

under any circumstances short of the gravest

national danger the National Bird Show will be lielfl.

Mr. Rumsden has unfortunately been compelled to

indefinitely postpone his autumn fixture, and Man-
chester Show authorities, we believe, are in very

much the same frame of mind. But as against

this there is a big movement on foot to run a huge

amalgamated London Show under the joint auspices

of the London Cage Bird Societies, and there is

every prospect, so we are informed, of the various

associations sinking their friendly rivalry for the

moment and combining their resources for the bene-

fit of the Cage Bird Fancy.
No Insurmountable Difficulties.

Whether this London show will be confined

entirely to Metropolitan fanciers, or be open to a

wider area, is- a matter that, of course, will come
under discussion, but we are confident that there

are no difficulties that can be suggested by the timor-

ous that cannot be overcome by a little ingenuity

and perseverance.

It behoves every bird lover who has the interest

of the bird fancy at heart to set his shoulder to

the wheel and do whatever lies in his power to pre-

vent the interest in the fancy from being sus-

pended, even temporarily.

We do not. of course, expect the able bodied

young men who are better engaged in defending

their country to interest themselves actively in such

matters as bird culture, but for those who unfor-

tunately are compelled to keep out of the firing line,

or are prevented by circumstances from taking their

proper share in the protection of our country, the

carrying on of the commercial interests of the coun-

try m exactly the same way as usual should be their

chief duty, thereby helping to steady the nation as

a whole.
Let us consider for a moment what would be the

result if we did not. If in a feverish state of panic

at the warlike state of the country we abandon
all those peaceful pursuits which we have followed

in days of prosperity thousands of people will be
deprived of their means of living, and destitution and
idleness will be the forerunners of famine and pes-

tilence.

These may seem terrifying words to use in such a

connection as the culture of birds, but in view of

the fact that the hobby has provided a source of

income for many years to thousands of poor people,

and has supplemented the income of a great many
people who receive insufficient pay, they are not so

out of place as they might on first thoughts be con-

sidered.
We tender advice and help.

We should feel obliged if every secretary who finds

himself in doubt or difficulty as to the holding of

a show- would communicate with us and place his

individual position clearly before us and ask for our

advice and help. Whatever assistance we can
afford a society to hold a show is at its disposal.

In former years we have had far too many shows
being held on the same date, with the consequence
of insufficient support to each individually, and it

may be that with fewer fixtures the individual

rewards of societies v ill be more commensurate with
their labours.

We would suggest to the larger societies in con-

nection with the alleged difficulties of transport

that they obtain representatives in different parts

of the country to personally convoy the exhibits

to and from their exhibitions.

The value of the shows to the fancier cannot be
overestimated. They enable bird breeders to put
into comparison the results of their season’s work.
They provide valuable material for future breeding

THE BEST YOUNG HEN AT THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL SHOW.

Thils excellent Scotch Fancy Canary (a buff piebald hen) was
exhibited by Mr. G. T. Ca-npbell, of Glasgow. She was awarded

1st prize and the special for best young S.F. hen in the hall.

operations, and a very useful market for surplus

stock in cases whex-e it is essential that the stock

should be personally examined. They have a big

educational effect, and are very instrumental in

increasing the number of recruits to the bird fancy.

Should any of our readers have any suggestions

to make, or opinions to express on the vital ques-

tion to us all of preserving the interest in the bird

fancy, we should be glad to consider and publish

them.

Bravo! Liverpool O.S.
Sir,—

A

t a fully attended meeting of the

Liverpool O.S., held Aug. 20, it was unani-

mously decided to hold an Open Show on
Oct. 23 and 24, in spite of the war. We
are sure that all exhibitors who have sup-

ported us in the past will do so this year,

as our method is to have all railway birds

away, so as to reach home on Saturday night.

There are only a dozen of us, who will stand
or fall by the result of the show, but we
have the help of all the fanciers in Liverpool

in packing up, and so we shall carry on
the good work which has been achieved in

the past. We decided to put on 18 novice

classes, which includes two unfliglited classes

for clear, etc., Yorkshires; this will answer
Friend Rawsthorne. Also there 'are two
novice Green classes outside the G.S.A.
competition, and we are reviving the Lizard
section again.

Metcalfe and Green, Hon. Secs.

Joint Members’ Shows Sug-
i gested on the Tyne-side.

Sir,—A special meeting of the Newcastle
C.B.S. was held at Purves’ Cafe on Aug. 20,

to consider our position with regard to hold-

ing an open show. There was a moderate
attendance of members, who discussed the

question in all its bearings ; several sugges-

tions were put forward, and the decision de-

ferred till the September monthly meeting,

when it is hoped there will be a full attend-

ance of members, and a wise and careful de-

cision arrived at. We are unable to get the

Cambridge Hall this year, as it is a military

hospital. A suggestion was to abandon the

open show and confer with the Tjmeside
societies to see if a joint members’ show could

he held in conjunction with the Northern
Specialist Clubs. Another was that we should

curtail our schedule and hold a show on a

smaller scale than usual, without members’
classes, but giving specials for members in

the open classes (if thev can be got), thus
limiting our liabilities. The Co-operative Hall
was mentioned as a likely place, and the vice-

chairman asked to see if it is vacant for our
date. There was a decided feeling against

abandoning the show altogether, so that it

seems as though the decision will rest be-

tween holding a small open show and that of

holding a combined members’ show, with as

many other societies as will join us.

T. C. Crawhall. Vice-chairman.

THE POSITION TO-DAY : VIEWS OF
LEADING SOCIETIES & FANCIERS.

How Clapham C.B.A, Meets the
Case.

Sir.—An extraordinary general meeting of

the members of the Clapham and District

C.B.A. was held Aug. 18 to decide whether
or not an open show be held this year. The
Secretary having reported that the hall we
had secured had been seized by the authorities

for an indefinite period, it was at first sug-

gested to have only a Members’ Show. A
proposition was however eventually adopted,

after much discussion, to make the show open
to all who will bring their birds, it being the

general opinion of the majority that whilst

plenty of open shows would he abandoned in

the country it would be possible to get to-

gether quite a decent show confined more or

less to Londoners. The schedule for this show
was fixed, and the entry fee decided at Is.

per cage with an addition for expenses of 6d.

per entry form for members and Is. for non-

members. Prize money on sliding scale.

A. R. Coe.

18, Caldervale-road, Clapham, S.W.

Exhibitors will Regret any
Cancelling of Shows.

“ Think Well,” advises a well-known
Exhibitor and Judge.

Sir,—I notice that Wimbledon C.B.S. has
cancelled its show, and is going to run a

Members' Show instead. I am sure a num-
ber of exhibitors will regret this. As a mem-
ber, I believe myself they would have had
a good show and gate, and I think the en-

tries would have been up to the average,

seeing that there were less than 200 birds

that possibly came by rail last year, and this

could easily have been made up if we all did

our best and persuaded other fanciers to

enter some birds. I see it is very probable
that the Dairy Show will take place, and
if they can undertake such a large show as

tins surely Cage Bird Shows ought to con-

tinue. I, like F. Collins, would say do not

be too hasty in cancelling your shows, parti-

cularly in and around London, where there

are so many exhibitors who would only be
tco pleased to make an additional entry or
two to make them a success. Watford’s sen-
sible action in not deciding at their first

meeting to cancel their show, but to adjourn
so that they could think oyer the matter, I
very much appreciate, and if they should de-
cide to run their show I will do my utmost
to help to make it a success, not only by
my entries, but in trying to get others. I
only hope that other secretaries and commit-
tees will think well before cancelling their

shows and, if possible, run them to

brighten up fanciers in this^sad time by
allowing us to be able to make entries and
chat with one another over the awards.

T. Easterling.

Events Prove Too Much for the
Watford C.B.S.

Sir.—An adjourned special general meet-
ing of the Watford C.B.S. was held on Aug.
24 at the Conservative Hall to consider the
Show Committee’s recommendation that “ the
open show for 1914 be abandoned in view of

the war.” The adoption of the recommenda-
tion was moved by Mr. J. Goodall, seconded

by Mr. Watts, and tbe matter was fully dis-

cussed. The views advanced were that the

L. and N. W. Ry. had intimated that at pre-

sent they could not deal with any live stock,

and such would be liable to delay in transit.

Another was that they were standing at a

considerable expense, and as they had to

depend a great deal locally for the gate, and
the working people were only on half-time,

they would be liable to a big loss ; their funds

were not sufficient to face a deficit. The
motion was eventually carried nem con. A
Members’ Show will be held later in tbe year.

R. J. Pretty, Chairman.

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

S

IISE BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Ciiaa. Houlton. Price 7S. Od.

“CAGE GIRDS,” 154. FLEET ST., LONDON. E.C.

A Comprehensive Survey of
the Situation.

Sir,—To-day the Cage Bird Fancy is in

the cuttlefish grip of war, from which it

cannot escape uninjured, though its wounds
may be merely superficial and temporary.
Already so-me Societies have arrested their
stream of energy to be diverted—where?
Already we have derelict stocks, or studs of

cage birds which has enjoyed, up till now,
the loving care of skilled fanciers, but which
will now experience~what ?—and go

—

where?
’Tis well whep suddenly thrown in dark-

ness to dwell therein just long enough to dis-

cern more easily the ways and means which
lead to sutishine and to safety, any panic or
rush from the inky gloom is dangerous and
must be discouraged. Thousands of fanciers

are situated as I am, already past the age
limit as fixed by an indulgent Government,
and considered past the prime for the stern
necessities experienced in the fighting line,

though we be willing, ready, and anxious to

answer the roll call.

The Extent of Our Fancy.

Very few fanciers, I fear, realise the enor-

mous extent and ramifications of our Fancy.
Just tell a pal the Cage Bird Fancy is an
asset of which John Bull is proud, and can
ill afford to lose; and I expect he would wink
his eye, remove his hat, and significantly

touch his head upon a spot, and make cer-

tain pointed suggestions of your having got

it badly, etc. But it is very true, as I

will show you.

£100,000 per annum is a very conservative

estimate of the turnover in birdseed and
other bird-foods consumed in the LTnited

Kingdom, for it must be remembered that,

about one householder in every three main-
tains a Canary or other cage bird as a house-

hold pet; therefore, the value of bird seed in

packets, altogether outside of the “ Fancy,”
annually consumed is enormous, and perhaps

in itself could easily be reckoned at the round'

figure I have mentioned.
This amount does not include the enormous

and increasing exportation of bird seeds and
foods to our colonies and other countries.

Then must be reckoned the cage-making in-

dustry, the turnover of which, especially if

is included cage fittings or furniture, is quite

a handsome sum. Also must be included

i (Continued on next Pa2e.>
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t lie wages of thousands of people who are

engaged in divers ways in connection with

tlie Fancy, and who are puid, and indeed

must live upon I he wages received in so doing.

Look at the cash that our Fancy, during the

show season, puts into circulation. The rail-

way companies, of course, would say the car-

riage of thousands of birds to and from shows
is Hardly worth their bother, but don’t you
believe it, for again it is a handsome sum.

I could dwell for some time in this way,
but rather would I ask you to fix your at

tenlion upon the fact that John Bull's turn-

over in the Fancy is surely not less than

£250,000 per annum.
Fancy a cool quarter of a million sunk each

year hi « quiet, peaceful hobby, and in main-
taining a ray of sunshine in one home in

every three. How much of this do you in-

tend John Bull to lose?

No thoughtful fancier can close his eyes to

the fact that doings during the coming winter
will be exceedingly quiet, and money tight;

but please do not take too gloomy a view.
The fancier not actively invoked in the war
can lie relied upon to do his share of holding
the l

1 nncy together, and this may best he

done by dismissing all thoughts of parting with

his stock.

Not so easy of solution is t lie position or

the average and younger breeders, who can-

not drown the call of duty, or whose liveli-

hood is already threatened. Then what of

those who rely upon their surplus birds to

keep them through various struggles, and
there are many such? Already it seems their

avenues of sale are closed, and hopes of a

month ago are blasted.

A Demand wo can fill.

Yes, Ibis is the picture that partly fills the

canvas with the brush bandied by the Kaiser,

lv.it, please God, 1 can see something more
Than black and red, and I hasten to point

out that with co-operation and patience a

but ter future lies ahead for the Fancy and
John Bull. No one will buy Canaries this

coming winter say you. What? Do you not

know of the lucrative trade Germany has
built up of late years in the exportation of

singing Canaries to every civilised part of

the globe? Do you think her breeders bred

such hosts if there was no outlet for them?
Are the Germans in a position to supply the

demand this year?

There will surelv be an overseas demand.

Is this not one of the grandest opportunities

the Fancy over had of supplying the world

genera 11v with an English-bred musical-box?

If we capture this business it will mean a few

thousands of pounds for John Bull. Remem-
fcer after forwarding the birds, we shall for-

ward cages, bird seed, and other necessities,

and this will mean employment and pros-

peritv.

Societies cancelling their shows, I fear, is

inevitable here and there, hut to disband and

not. regularly meet as of yore would be cow-

ardly.' Is a birdy pal and his stock at the

first’ touch of adversity to become derelict?

Is there nothing you can do. no helping hand

to stay his downward course, or hold his

stock of birds, which presently may be

changed to bread? What if we cannot pro-

cure °a hall to hold a meeting as usual? Has

no one a backyard, a scullery, or washhouse,

The “Order of the Push” at I

Abertillery.
Sir—In reply to “ Justice ” I .say to begin

I

with he is not very manly, or lie would come I

out of the bag arid let me know who he is.
1

One has to be careful whom he is correspond-
i

ing with in these days of strife. He has,
J

I may add, a very powerful appreciation of

the capabilities of the officials. His remarks

that they know their work better than those

who are writing against Haem are question-
j

able, and his statement about my having fair
]

play in the meetings is untrue. He admits

lie lias attended the meetings, therefore I
j

consider he is acting on behalf of the officials.
|

His statement that my being Secretary would
put things right was meant and taken for a

|

sneer. One to you, Mr. “ Justice,” until

we meet.
A. E. Moure.

Novice Classes Wanted in the
Liverpool District.

Sir.— I notice with some satisfaction tlie

Comments of Mr, G. Rawsthorne in last

week’s issue of Cage Birds re the need for
j

classes in unflighted birds for novices at the
j

Liverpool O.S. shows. I fully endorse his
j

remarks, hut I would like to go further

and say what to my mind would he even

more satisfactory in these classes. Instead
;

of paying a fixed prize-money award, pay on

the sliding scale; prize-money down to the

eighth bird in each class. Deduct 3d. per
j

bird in each class for working expenses,

which is quite sufficient on a well-managed
j

show, run by practical fanciers. We should

a parlour, or drawing room, or stable, or

somewhere in which a dozen or two deter-

mined fanciers can meet to help rescue a pall
’C-< not let us have any more of this “meet

mgs postponed indefinitely.” Again, do not

part with your stocks loo easily, every song-

ster to spare will he, required ; every one,

remember, is likely to he a singing advertise-

ment for the old country. Have the goods

ready, good honest goods, and let us discuss

how our stocks may he cared for, and how we
can best get the grip of lucrative business,

once held in the mailed fist of the Kaiser.

If is indeed unfortunate that the long-ex-

pected and patiently-waited for drop in values

of Canary seed is not likely to materialise.

From Morocco we have had during the past

three or four weeks a few hundred hags of

new crop Canary seed
;

hut arriving to a

practically hare cupboard it has not gone
round very far, Spain is practically the only
source of supply at present, and if wo secure

her whole crop, it is a mere bagatelle in the

world’s needs, and being the best, of course,

it is dearest. Turkey has a splendid crop,

all harvested, and much ready for shipment,

and shillings cheaper than Moroccan or

Spanish, hut the prospect of our getting any
supplies is poor.

Items to Press into Service.
If she becomes embroiled I expect it will

he good-bye to our Turkish seed, leaving only

the Argentine to cope with the shortage,

which slie cannot do before January next.

Possibly we may get a small supply of Dutch,
but the chances may he slender. Our paper

Cage Birds is already making valuable and
economical suggestions in the management of

feeding, and it behoves every breeder, rich

or poor, to husband his seeds. Fortunately,

with the winter shortly due, such items as

crushed oats, Quaker or rolled oats, or oat-

meal, even flaked maize, stale bread soaked

in milk, and dozens of other items can be

pressed into service at more economical a

price than Canary seed.

Fanciers also should not forget the thresh-

ings or screenings. A sack or two may he

secured fairly easily and cheaply, in fact ever

so much can be done to hold the Fancy to-

gether, hut not by disbanding ourselves and

stocks. Hold meetings more often if pos-

sible, tell each other how you are trying to

manage. In the event of a pal becoming- a

fighter, don’t pass his cherished stock to the

world for a mere song; rather divide them
amongst yourselves, maybe only a couple or

so for each to look after, and what better wel-

come back than proof of having stood by a

pal?

We must awake to the fact that we have

one of the finest hobbies in the world for

working good and no evil, a hobby which

should hind us in a common bond of brother-

hood.
Now for suggestions to hold ns together.

What about a fund to help needy fanciers?

If we cannot hold our annual shew let us

turn the cash we have to the best account.

If some societies have little, well, spend some

energy in trying to make more. If a cwt. of

seed can he* bought cheaper than in pecks,

and it generally can, then hold your meetings^

put your cash together and get- the cwt.

All this will help to wallop the German
monster, and if, like myself, you are too old

to march with the musket, remember we

are not too old to fight silently and unseen.

E. W. Allsopp.

then see what sort of youngsters there are

about; it would also be doing good to old

breeders who" are champions, by -selling the

noviges some young show birds. Rumours

are abroad about cancelling a lot of shows

on account of the war. This is absolutely

unnecessary. I would suggest to show com-

mittees to adopt the following plan, namely,

pay all prize-money on the sliding scale.

Keep down the expenses of showrooms,

stationery accounts, etc.
;

judges’ fees for

this year should be reduced. Advertise in

Cage Birds your show and let all exhibitors

apply for schedules and entry forms.

Novice Green. •

THE POULTRY
WORLD. . .

The up=to=date, efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra*
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In*
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

EYIRY FRIDAY. ONE PENNY.

Ad Yertiserr.ent ! orm? bug ail mionriat ion Don

‘•POULTRY WORLD,
_ 154, Fleet. St., London, E.C"

What is the Most General
Sliding Scale?

Sin, In reply to “Novice’s” question,
the most general sliding scale is, I believe,
that in which the entry fees in eacli class ure
divided into 6 portions, the first prize winner
Inking 3 portions, second 2 portions, and
third l portion. Thus, supposing the show
committee in drawing up rules say “ The
entry fee shall he 2s. for the first entry and
Is. for each entry afterwards.” The first,

shilling on each entry form is deducted to pay
for the expenses of the show

;
9 entries would

give 9<. prize money, Which would he divided
j

into 4s. 6d. 1st prize, 3s. 2nd, and Is. 6d.
3rd

; 15 entries would give 7s. 6d. 1st prize,
5s. 2nd, 2s. 6d. 3rd : 8 entries, 4s. 1st prize,
2s. 8d. 2nd, Is. 4d. 3rd, and so on through
out the show.

'J'. J. Hose.

A Young Sparrow Makes Him-
self at Home.

Sir,—The House Sparrow as a rule is not
disposed to be very intimate in its friendship
with human beings, hence 1 thought the fol-

lowing, sent by “ R. K. C.” to the “Scots-
man,” would interest your readers also. He
says: “About a fortnight ago a young Spar-
row flew in at. our kitchen window (which is

on the top flat of a tenement in town) and
perched on the outside of ,a. Canary’s cage
which was hanging in the window. He was
very faint, arid eagerly took from our hands
both food and water. He became quite
friendly, hopping and flying about the room
and in and out of the window all day. We
noticed that he had the use of only one leg,

the other being shrivelled and powerless. He
finally went off for the night, leaving us
wondering if we had seen the last of him.
He was, however, at the window next mor-
ning, and 'has been back regularly since.

There are flower boxes outside the window,
and he sometimes alights on them, first of all

lo reconnoitre, and then hops iri past the
flowers on to the kitchen sink. At other
times he flies right in at the window, and at

once makes himself at home, taking bread-

crumbs from our hands at meal times, or

making .straight for a dish of canary-seed

which has been placed handy for him. Until
lately he would not go to a cup of water and
take a drink for himself. The cup had al-

ways to be presented to him. But. iwithin
the last few days he has taken Loth a drink
and a bath for himself. He seemed to enjoy
the latter immensely. It was very Hot one
morning, and he bathed and dried himself in
the sun alternately every little while. Yes-
terday we were surprised to notice that he
had lost the claws from his cripuled lee, and
had only a stump left. The loss did not
seem to affect him.”

Jas. MW ATT.

Is the Novice Coddled Over-
much ?

Sir,—Mr. J. Locke is really a bit of
“young stuff.” I congratulate him not only
for having survived the nipping effects of
what I have written, but for his series of
pertinent and sensible questions, which surely
betray a desire to at once get down to bed-
rock. If every beginner paused and enquired
what constituted a successful breeder’s stock,
and how long it took to breed a really out-
standing specimen, we should not have so

many in our midst to-day who are neither use
nor ornament to the Fancy

;
for so long as

they are under the impression that only a few
bircls and cages are necessary, and that the
services of “ Mary Ann ’”cah he requisitioned
upon frequent occasion, so long will their

efforts result in certain failure.

As to how, and from whom, I have pur-
chased stock, I may say that whenever I

have needed new blood (it must of necessity

be fairly frequent in a limited stud of six or

seven pairs, and not being a whole-hogger for

inbreeding) I have secured it in divers’ ways,
though always honestly. My sheet anchor is

perhaps local purchases, for then I know
something of the breeding of the particular

bird I require, and other truly essential

features. In this way I have drawn upon
both novice and champion stock, though in

the case of the former my purchases have been
mainly confined to a useful bird or so which
was originally bred in the room of another

and more successful breeder, of whose stock I

already had some knowledge, and perhaps
myself possessed some of' the same blood. It

is because of this that I find it impossible to

impartially direct credit where it is due, as

it must be obvious that though of late years

my stock consists mainly of birds of my own
breeding, yet nevertheless in them is blesd

drawn from various quarters, and where the

good work of the other breeders ends (if it

really does) and where my own good, bad, or

indifferent work commences I cannot say, par-

ticularly as I have in mind the peculiar and
subtle law of reversion. Certain it is that I

realise the reul help I have enjoyed at others’

hands. £3 3s. is the highest figure 1 have
ever paid for a l’lainhead

;
£3 my highest

for a pair; also I have never purchased &
Plainliead for show purposes nor ever been in
the first three at a leading ail-England show
with a purchased l’lainhead.
“ Y\ elsh Queen ” represented three seasons’

v. o-.-k on the maternal side, four on the
paternal, counting from time of introduction
oi new blood, and if you divide twelve
guineas by three and a-half, it is not much
per annum if yon want to look at these things
in a mercenary manner, which I don’t.
\\ hen 1 commenced in the Fancy I plodded
for four seasons before I produced a youngster
fit to look out of a show cage, and win at
Plymouth. To-day if some of the novices do
not produce an eye-opener the first season
they spend the next at the picture palace, or
pouring out invective upon those who do
not deserve it.

Jo maintain size in your slock, secure a
cork which is not only of massive build and
heavy in bone, but also consistently bred
from such stock. The farther he is removed
from Crestbred or coppy blood the better, for
both crosses destroy the true l’lainhead
character and temperament. When you have
such a bird—well, stick to him, for I can-
didly confess though there be many other
pebbles upon the beach, neither love nor money
can always secure this stamp of cock.

Iri conclusion, I trust my correspondent
will fully realise that a fair measure of
success does not necessarily come through the
avenue of a deep pocket, a luxury con-
sistently denied me—in fact for some time
during my existence I was even denied a
pocket at all, though I am not blaming any-
body for it

!

E. W. Ai.issopp.

How Did Birds Originate ?
Sir,

—

Mr. Savage is emphatic in his denial
that some of the moths have feathers for a
covering. My acquaintance with the science
of entomology doesii’t warrant my posing as
an authority. All 1 can say is that recently
I caught one of the more uncommon moths,
and I took it to a naturalist friend who has
made a lifelong study of entomology, and he
named it, and explained that its covering
was a kind of feather. So, when scientists
disagree, who’s to referee ? Mr. Savage says
that man has not lived long enough for the
anatomical change to have taken place. That
is the answer that all evolutionists give when
cornered. They know that nobody can dis-
prove that statement. All the same, it is a
very weak argument. How does he know
that animals do not suffer from indigestion?
And what makes him say that few humar.s
arc immune from the complaint? My con-
tact with my fellow men, and my appraising
of the sturdy forms and healthy visages of
the coming generation impresses me with the
opinion that rot more than ten per cent, of
our population suffer from indigestion. School
clinics, district nurses, the inclusion of gym-
nastics and other sports into our educational
system will do away with the necessity of an
anatomical alteration in the human frame.
Now, sir, I am aware that we are rambling
from the subject; but I would like to claim
your indulgence while I ask Mr. Savage a
few questions on 'evolution. We are told
that the horse was once an aquatic animal
with cloven hoofs. Will Mr. Savage tell me
what his theories are in regard to the horse,
how it has evolved itself into the glorious
animal of to-day, and why the hoof lias be-
come the solid substance it is now?

T. Johnson.
[We are glad that our correspondent real-'

ises that in asking questions ns to the evolu-
tion of the horse he is getting outside of the
scope of such a journal as Cage Birds. We
have no doubt that- Mr. Savage could answer
the questions, but we ask him mercifully to
refrain from doing so.—Editor.]

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-dat

'

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book lias over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to, and a double check fur judges, while
there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers

of the catalogue.

Prices:— 1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Capias 4/6 post free.

A sampl" nag" on aunlication to "C«fiE BIRDS,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

FOSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and best. Head what the .secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Hear Sir. Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with (he
posters and prize earns. They say tiny are the best

and cheapest they have ever had. Vours, etc., K.

Ball.” Send for .samples and prices.- The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.C.
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THE MOULTING AND EXHIBITING
OF MULES AND HYBRIDS.

By E. COLLINS (Barnstaple).

A GREEN CANARY OF NORWICH TYPE.
This very typical specimen has done well for its owner, Mr. F. Handley, of Liverpool, winding up

the season by securing second prize at the Crystal Palace Show.

IF

H
I,

/^NK'S brain does not work on birdy

|
linos just now. Our thoughts are of

|! f.ho war and its awful possibilities, and it

I* is difficult to concentrate them upon any

(I other subject. I can think of no other

l! occasion when I have found it so difficult

j

to bring my mind to bear upon the sub-

ject in hand.

A short time ago it 'was my privilege lo

write a series of articles on t lie Fascinat-

ing Pursuit of Mule and Hybrid Breed-

ing, and feeling that such a series is not

complete without a chapter on the Moult

-

.
ing, Training, and Exhibiting of these

i|
birds, I once more take up my pen to add

ji a few notes on those last stages, as it were,

in the development of the young mule or

ji hybrid, for such birds cannot bo considered

i to have reached maturity until the first

moult is completed, nor can they he placed

i
before the judges in these days of keen
competition with much hope of success

I unless they are steady, well-trained, and
shown to the very best advantage.

A Long Career Likely,

ji Having successfully reared our mules or

I

i hybrid™, there is yet much to be done

|
before the young birds are ready for the

show bench. The approach of the moult-

|
ing season is a very critical period in the

j

life of all cage birds, and much depends
1 upon how the young birds arc steered

| through their first moult. If they moult
out into strong and healthy specimens,

they are likely, in an ordinary way, to live

through several show reasons, provided
they are not over shown. 1 have in my
birdroom at the present time two hybrids

||

which are now passing through their ninth

I

moult, and which have won nearly a bun-
dled prizes, yet both are in the best of

health, and I am looking forward to yet
another successful season with them.

See that your birds get a good supply
of sound, wholesome food, plenty of exer-

i

cise, and free use of the bath, and keep
i your cages scrupulously clean and free

from red mite. Attention to these matters
will make all the difference in the bird’s

j

health, and will probably considerably
' lengthen its days. The cages should he
1 thoroughly cleaned and disinfected at the
commencement of the moulting season,
and should be overhauled at least once a
week during the moult. The water-vessels

! .should be rinsed out every day before giv-

ing a fresh supply, and during the hot

weather fresh water should be given three

or four times a day. The seed supplied

should be of the finest quality, and should

he sifted once a week regularly.

It is scarcely necessary for me to say

that if any winning is to be done without
mules and hybrids, they must lie colour-

fed. It is nol my intention here to dis-

cuss the pros and cons of colour-feeding.

There are ninny well-known cage-bird fan-

ciers who are opposed to it, and have not

hesitated to condemn the practice, while

others maintain that no harmful effects re-

sult from the use of pepper, and that the

birds are greatly improved by its aid.

However, “ Those who live in Rome must
do as the Romans do,” and if we are to

exhibit our birds with any hope of suc-

cess, we must resort to edour-feeding. The
non-fed bird, will stand a very poor eliance

against its more highly-coloured rivals.

The Unwisdom of Barring Pepper.
Many birdkeepers and cage bird

societies have attempted to put colour-

feeding out of court, in various ways. But
these fanciers forget that even though
societies' might make laws prohibiting the

use of pepper as a colouring agent, many
of our more experienced birdkeepers
would be able to continue to colour-feed

their birds, with discretion, of course, in

such a manner that the judges would have
great difficulty in distinguishing between
the natural-coloured specimen, one which
had been bred for colour, and the bird of

poorer colour, but whose colour had been
improved by the judicious use of pepper.

Especially would this be the case with
British birds, mules and hybrids, and in

my opinion it would be almost impossible

in many cases to distinguish between the

good natural-coloured bird and the colour-

fed specimen. Under these circumstances,

even though I would be glad to dispense
with the use of pepper, I think it would
be unwise to make any rules to prohibit

its use as a colouring agent.
Colour-feeding then must form part of

the scheme in the production of the ex-

hibition hybrid. Whether we agree with it

or not does not matter. The fact remains
that we must either colour feed our birds

or take a back seat.

When procuring your colour-food get it

direct from a reliable dealer, and use only

pepper of the finest quality. ‘ To every

•libs, of tasteless pepper add .’lb. of hot

Natal and ^lb. of castor sugar. This

should be thoroughly mixed and put into

tins ready for use, and kept closed. Many
breeders add a certain quantity of olive

oil to the pepper, but I think that the

peppers as supplied by most dealers con-

tain quite sufficient quantities of oil.

Preparing and Giving Colour-food.
When preparing the colour-food for my

Mules and Hybrids I add one teaspoonful

of pepper to three or four teaspoonfuls of

egg-food, supplying one teaspoonful of this

mixture to each bird. Do not commence
at this strength, but begin with a very

small proportion of pepper and gradually

increase the amount till the full strength

has been reached.

Do not wait until your birds begin to

drop their feathers before commencing to

colour-feed them. All old birds should be

put on to the food by the end of June, so

as to get it well into the system before the

moult commences, while all young birds

should be started when they are about

seven or eight weeks old. The colour-food

should be given regularly, and it is im-

portant that the amount supplied each
day shall be eaten up, otherwise your birds

will not moult out a good even colour.

You will find it necessary in. some cases

to remove the seed boxes until the birds

have finished their soft food. My own
plan is to remove the seed vessels at night,

and replace them on the following day
when the birds have finished the colour-

food.

Continue the colour-food until the birds

are well through the moult, and then grad-
ually decrease the amount and put back
the seed vessels a little earlier each day,
so as to avoid a sudden change of diet.

Even after the birds have quite completed
their moult it will be advisable to give your
exhibition birds a little colour-food once
or twice a week during the show season, as

they are apt to lose feathers from various
causes, especially when travelling and at

the shows.

(To be continued.)

HOW TO CHEAPEN THE FOOD BILL.
Hints that may be useful to Bird-keepers during the present War crisis

By G. E. WESTON.

I

IContinued /

\ NOTHER useful item of live-food

Jm. which many keepers of soft-billed

i birds can obtain with very little effort,

j

and practically for the asking, is the cock-'

' roach (“black-beetle”). These creatures

! are usually very plentiful in bakehouses,
! and are easily caught in traps sold for the

j

purpose at a few pence by ironmongers,

etc. 1 kept my supply in tins, amongst

|

sacking.
Small black-beetles were always “ smash-

's ed up” and eaten with gusto by most of

my Wagtails, Tits, Robins, Nightingales,

Redstarts, Skylarks, etc.
;
while such birds

as Jays, Magpies, Thrushes, and Black-
birds 1 simply gloat over them, and the big-

ger the better from their point of view. I

have also found Woodpeckers, Hoopoes,
and Golden Orioles partial to a meaty
black-beetle, to say nothing of various for-

eign species, such as Cardinals, Blue Jays,

etc.

A Killing Wrestler !

Black-beetles with my birds have always
proved safe and good food items, and I

should never hesitate to supply them (using-

discretion . for obvious reasons, in the mat-
ter of the relative size of bird and beetle)

to all likely species, whether British or

Foreign.. To see a tame “Jenny” Wren
having a cateh-as-eatch-can match with a

black-beetle, the cage floor being the
arena, is one of the most joyous and mirth-

|
provoking sights imaginable, especially

when he gets a “toe-hold” and treats his
' opponent to such a series of falls as must

out pant 80.)

surely violate every known rule of wrest-

ling!

The Robin, however, is an easy first at

this business
;
lie treats his opponent to the

“flying mare ’’ in most skilful fashion,

then bangs him forcefully to the ground,
not, I regret to say, always on his back,

according to rule, but as likely as not on
his belly ! Still, maybe this doesn’t matter,
for the cockroach is! then generally in such
a condition that the subsequent proceed-

ings Interest him no more.

Owners of Thrushes should remember
j

that they are very fond of common garden
snails, pests that are only too plentiful

this season in. my own neighbourhood.
Put a piece of stone, or a portion of a

brick in the cage for tho bird to smash the

shells on.

A correspondent remarks that I did not

mention my own method of colour-feeding

and how 1 mixed my colour-food. I did

not intend to touch on the latter topic

(just now, at any-rate) as the method of

using the food is so well understood novr-a-

days; directions are issued by all who sell

'colour-food, and the general process is

described in all books dealing with Canary
breeding, frequently, too, in the pages of

Cage Birds.
To administer the food I use a plain cake

almost exactly like the madeira cake sold

by confectioners. Any house-wife can bake
one at home. In the ingredients, how-
ever, I use a little extra fat, i.e., so that

it is; when baked, a little mere fatty in

character than the average madeira cake.

If one is in the habit of adding oil to the

pepper, this extra fat should he omitted.

This cake is crumbled up and the colour-

food well incorporated with it. I arrange

to have made at one week-end sufficient to

last me until the following week-end, and
I keep the “mixed food” in one of the

glazed earthenware jars which all general-

stores stock at a low price.

A Real Time-Saver.

This method is not so cheap a one as that

which I detailed the other week, but it is

much cheaper than where fresh eggs are

used each day, and as a saver of time it

would be difficult to beat. All one has to

do is measure out the daily supply. There

is no risk, either, of disaster to the birds

owing to the food going bad. The pepper,

too, gets thoroughly blended with every

particle of cake. My birds come out a

grand colour, as rich as I see anyone’s on

the show-bench.
This question of colour-feeding cheaply

evidently interests many, judging by the

letters I have had concerning it. An old-

time friend of mine, Mr. Geo. Hobbs, of

Northampton—he is one of oiv oldest fan-

ciers, and I am pleased to say ts well and

hearty—writes to tell me that in the days

when the birds exhibited by the late Mrs.

Hobbs were carrying all before them (I

well remember the wonderful Blackbird

which was one of the team) they had mixed

into their food a lot of hard, stale crusts,

which had been soaked in water.

Mr. Hobbs states that he got the idea of

using the stale bread from a very old book

on bird-keepiing, which came into his own
hands as many as 40 years ago. The

I author wrote that this “tip” was “worth

a guinea” to anyone keeping birds. And
I Air. Hobbs tells me that to him lie certainly

considers it has been very full value for a

guinea. The soaked bread, of course, is

left in as friable (i.e., not pasty) a state au

possible.

Potato When Colour-Feeding.

As regards colour-feeding, Mr. Hobbs is

this year trying mixing the pepper with

cold boiled potato a day old. He passes the

potato through a fine sieve and mixes in

the pepper, then passes the whole through
the sieve once more. He says that his

birds are eating this freely, appear to be

doing well on it, and are coming out a
grand colour. The final result he kindly

promises to communicate in due course. It

is, anyway, another method that leaves

hard-boiled egg and biscuit far in the rear

in the important matter of cheapness.

With regard to economy in seeds, the

fancier should on no account omit to profit

bv the feeip Dame Nature will afford him
if he is in a position to gather from her

plentiful store of wild seeds. The only ex-

pense she will put upon him is the expendi-

ture of spare time in the gathering;

though some, maybe, will be called upon to

disburse a few coppers in tram, etc., fares,

getting to the country lanes. For some of

the most useful wild-seeds it is rarely neces-

sary to travel far. Thistle and hard-heads
are common enough, while shepherd’s

purse is with us everywhere, and such

items as groundsel, duckweed, dock, and
the like are very plentiful. These are a

few of the things which at this time of the.

Near should help to lighten the seed-bill of

every bird-keeper
(To be 1 onlinued.)

“ LIVE BIRD’’ LABELS
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Club {Reports .

NORTH LIVERPOOL C.B.S.
Meeting, August 5, Mr. Holden presiding

over ft moderate attendance. Our next show

has been arranged November 7. Messrs.

Cattle and Lloyd were elected members. Mem-
bers please note there will be no meeting on

September 2.

—

E. S. Broad bent, Hon. Sec.

CLYDEBANK C.B.C.
Meeting Aug. 20, 21 Kilbowie Road. Mr.

McCown presiding over a good^ attendance.

Sec. read a letter from sec. of Vale of Leven

C.B.C. acknowledging receipt of letter re

open show, [t was agreed to make up classi-

fication for the annual show at next meeting.

One new member proposed and elected.

—

W.
Kane, see

PELTON FELL, ETC. (Arralg).

Meeting and Table Show, Aug. 15, Colliery

Inn. YORKS., BUFF : 1, 2, 3, vhc, Stanger.

BORD., BUFF : 1, 3, vhc, Stanger ;
2, Red-

path. Members subs, must bo paid before

or at the last meeting prior to Annual Show.

Next meeting and Table Show, Chester le-

Street, Dun Cow Inn, Aug. 29. Linnet or

Twite; Siskin or Redpoll, Softbill, not larger

than Thrush ;
Buntings.—J. Robinson, Sec.

GATESHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting, Ang. 12. Mr. Holden presided.

Letter was read from Sec. of Lizard O.O.

granting us the patronage. In connection

with meeting, a table show was held. Mr.

Holden judged. NOR., CL. : 1, 3, dls-

bury ; 2, Lawson ; 4, Liddel. MKD. : 1,

Lawson; 2, Rennolds ; 3, Liddel. YORKS.,
Cl. : l, 2, Witherley. BRIT. : l, 2,

McGuire. Members please turn up at our

next meeting; important business re open

show.—W. Curry, Sec.

N.W. 'LONDON F.A.

Meeting Aug. 7, Stag’s Head Hotel, Haw-

ley Road, N.W., 30 members present. P*oze-

money and specials were given out. The

young stock show will take place September

19, at headquarters, and the annual show at

the Prince of Wales’ Baths, Dec. 5. We
should be glad to hear from any society that

would care to co-operate with our annual

show ;
full particulars will be sent on re-

ceipt of post card. Next meeting September

3, headquarters, 8.30.— VV.- Sutton, Assis.

Sec., 66, Camden Mews, N.W.

LOCHGELLY C.B.S.
Meeting held Drill Hall Aug. 18. Owing

to war crisis, with its dislocation of trade

throughout the country, it was decided to

cancel open show, fixed for Oct. 10. The

committee take this opportunity of making

their decision known to all fanciers and

friends who have so heartily given their sup-

port in the past, and trust to come up smiling

to take their place in the Fancy at a more

opportune time. They also beg to extend

'their sympathy to all fanciers who are feeling

the stress of circumstances at this critical

period.—R. Muir, Sec.

FELLING-ON-TYNE F. AND F.S.
Meeting, Aug. 22, Blue Boll Hotel. Messis,

J. Kay, J. Hall, G. Bradley, O. McRobie, J.

Ridley, G. Thirlwell, J. Musgrove, G. Daw-

son, Howe Bros., and T. Addison were elected

members. We also elected six junior mem-
bers : J. Mann, R. Burrell, G. Garbutt, C.

Stockton, J. Witherley, T. Burrell. Mem-
bers please note that through early closing of

licensed houses, our meeting and table show,

September 5, will have to commence early

;

it was decided that judging begin at 6.30.

The above new members are entitled to show

if they wish. Mr. S. Burrell, of Windy
Nook, will judge.—W. Stockton, Hon. Sec.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Meeting Aug. 15, headquarters, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse-street. Mr. R. J.

Pretty presided over a good attendance. Mr.

T. W. Ward, Mrs. F. Harrison, ana Misses

F. Cullers and N. Cullers were elected mem-
bers. Autumn show was fixed for Nov. 7.

Eight half-crowns to be drawn from the

society for same as eight special prizes, as

the society had a good balance in hand. No
further subscription cup is to be given, only

a donor’s cup, to be won three times, not in

succession. There was considerable discus-

sion on Rule 9 in show rules as to when
novice should go up to amateur, and so on.

Special was presented to Mr. H. Bell by the

chairman, ana' cards, etc., for young bird

show were given out. The show produced a

profit of 10s. Hearty vote of thanks given

to the chairman brought a very pleasant

evening to a close.—W. Gilbert.

Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)— All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten ) on one aide of papjr, and con-

clude. with either the correct ua me or a

pseudonym.
(2)— The proper name and address in full of querist

must ulways be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.
(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must

not be written on the. same sheet of paper.

(4) Queries must not include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(Q)—If an av.awer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday '8 first post at latest.

(7)— If an answer by post is desired from our 8}>eci

-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must nevom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-)nortcms
)

(8)— All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “ Referee's ” Poor
Children'8 Fund (London).

(0)

—

All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
** Cage Birds/* \~A, Fleet Street, London, E.(\
Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds
staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.—Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,
and Hybrids- H. Norman. Foreign Birds— Wesley T.

Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life— H. Norman.
Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the
proper mating, etc., of Norwich. Yorkshires,
Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety
of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire

us to do so, be pleased to submit hi? questions
for answer to some leading specialist on the
variety concerned. #

i . ,, , . ? . ..

.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

MAKES NOISE IN THROAT. (A. Tink).

—You ought to have mentioned what treat-

ment you have been giving, or sent a cutting

of previous reply, as I cannot decide from
•your letter which reply you refer to. Try
what a month of the following treatment will

do for the bird, and if not quite successful

write again and repeat full particulars. Give
a staple diet of plain canary seed only. Every
second day give separately half a teaspoonful

of summer rape, and on the alternate days a

morsel of bread and milk, no larger than a

hazel nut, with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it and sprinkled with maw seed.

Give a little green food daily. Limit the diet

to this. In the drinking-water add five drops

each of glycerine, tincture of lobelia,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirits of nitre

ABERTILLERY C.B.S.
Meeting, Aug. 22, Prince of W ales' Hotel,

Mr. Probert presiding. A vote of sympathy
was passed' to Mr. Bibbings, who had the mis-

fortune of losing his birds. He had left

the window open about S inches at the top, as

usual, for ventilation, and his own cat

squeezed her way in- at the window, and
killed every bird except one old hen. Mr.
Bibbings is a raw novice, and he had a few
good young Yorkshires, which he thought to

exhibit after the moult. The society will

consider at the next meeting what course they
will take to help Mr. Bibbings. Messrs.

W. Saunders and A. Hyde were elected mem-
bers. The secretary was instructed to for-

ward photographs to the Editor of Cage
Birds for reproduction. Anyone wishing to

join the society can have particulars from H.
H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec., Oaklands, Top
Crook Hill. Cwmtillerv.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deal- with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

hall Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet. &c.. to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a ccpy today, or send or i n Specimen to

“Health and Strength," 1.’. I'.urh-igii Street,

Strand. ICC., mentioning "0.1!"

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates , three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD-
Linnet contest, Aug. 15, Georg© and

Dragon, Bridge Street, for fou.r minutes’

time singing. I, Morley, 96; 2, Wainwright,
74; 3, Smith, 47'. Aug: 22. 1. Morley, "93;

2,. Smith, 73; 3. Wainwright, 52. General
meeting after sing, Aug. 29.—J. Brindley,

Sec.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing,

Albion Hotel, Saville Green, Aug. 23. Four-
teen sang for 3 prizes. 1, 3, W. Sissons ; 2,

Richardson. Judges. S. Hardcastle and
Naylor.—Walter Naylor, Hon. Sec.

Quality singing contests, old bitd. house,
Skinnors’ Arms, Buslingthorpe, Aug. 23. 19

competed. 1. Ward
; 2, Binns ; 3. l!ofcndale.

Judges. C. Clayton, J. Smith.— C. Clayton,
Hon. See-

every second day for a week, then omit it for

a week, and give it again for another week.
Report result at the end of the month’s treat-

ment.
MAKES' PECULIAR NOISE (W. G. T.).

—I do not think there is anything seriously

wrong with the bird. It is probably troubled

only with a little ennui, such as many birds

show signs of at this season, when the moult
is in progress. Sec that it is protected from
direct cold draughts, extremes of heat and
cold, and do not expose it to the fumes of

burning lights in the evenings. You may
give a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled
with soft sugar every second day for a week
or so, and on the alternate days ado' to the
drinking water 20 drops of whiskey, and five

each of oxymel of buuills and ipecacuanha
wine, and two of eucalyptus oil, and shaken
well together.

A TRIPLET (A. R.).—(1) I should say

that a young Canary that was very wheezy at

14 weeks old had either been very improperly
treated, or had inherited the disease from
tainted forbears, and is not likely to be of

much service for anything. Keep the cages
|

very clean, avoid extremes of heat and cold, or

draughts, and do not expose the bi<is to the I

fumes of burning lights in the evenings. In
j

addition to the staple seed diet give half a !

teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four
|

drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil
|

emulsion mixed in it every third day, and on I

the intervening days give first a pinch of

maw seed and a morsel of banana, and next
a spray of green food, and add to the drink-

ing water five drops each of oxymel of squills,

tincture of lobelia, ipecacuanha wine, and
spirit of sweet nitre. Continue this for a

fortnight or eo. (2) It is not correct that all

young- birds moult from eight to twelve

weeks old. Some may begin even younger,
and others will be older than the latter age
before they begin. Your birds are doubtless

moulting very gradually, and will be all

right, although they will take longer over it.

They may, however, start away more rapidly

at any time now. (3) Young birds that are

singing now may reasonably be supposed to

be cocks, but this cannot by any means be
taken as an infallible sign. It is quite possi-

ble for some of the birds that are now making
quite brave attempts at singing to turn out

to be liens, and, on the other hand, there are

many cocks that have not yet made any
serious efforts at singing.

DAMAGED BEAKS (W. R. McG.).—As
both the birds are affected in the same man-
ner, I would advise you to look carefully into

the wire-holes through which the birds get

their food and water, and also examine the

edges of the food and water vessels, to see if

there is any jagged end of wire, or rough edge

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners" (Td.); House’s “Canary Manual" (1/2);

Battye’s “Yorkshire Canaries" (1/1$); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's “Stock Book" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever" Fid.); Hr. L res-

welCs “Hygiene of Bird-keeping (1/1); Norman's
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3): Hamsdcn's
“Colour-feeding ’’ (S\d.)\ “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell" booklets (2 Ul. each/:

No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
llow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 1(1 “The Holler." No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,’’ No. 24 “ Greet

j
Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea

are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

of the vessels, which is likely to cause injury

by friction or otherwise, and, if so, remove
this cause, and the effect will soon disappear.

If there is no such likely cause, paint the sore

areas once with a small feather dipped in

Friar’s Balsam, and after this anoint them
about every second day with Lano’cyllin oint-

ment for a week or two until they are well

on the road to a healthy condition. Add a

pinch of Epsom salts to the water for two or

threfc days, and give a fairly liberal supply

of green-food to keep the bowels rather free

for -a week or two.
TROUBLE WITH BEETLES (J. Young).

— 1 f your house is infested with beetles to

such an extent that they invade the cages in

any number, the only rational plan is to ex-

terminate them from the house as far as

possible. If not actually fraught with fatal

results, and it may easily liaTe this effect,

their presence will be most detrimental, and
give rise to frequent panics and other un-

desirable results. Yon should he careful to

leave no scraps of waste food of any descrip-

tion about the house, and keep a "Demon”
beetle trap or two set regularly every night,

baited with a little stale beer, and transfer

the contents each morning to a vessel of boil-

ing water. If you carry on this warfare con-

sistently. you will gain the upper hand in the

end, and bring them to the point of harm-

lessness. if not absolute extinction. The
beetles thus captured and destroyed would

form a valuable item of food for the larger

soft-billed birds you or any fancier friend

might keep. If the stock is not reduced by
some such means as this, T ece no practical

way of making the cages proof against their

inroads other than keeping them on a rack

which stands about an inch away from the

wall, Tias no direct contact with the ceiling,
and with the bottom tier of cages raised about
twelve or eighteen inches from the floor, ana'
the legs protected with bands of thin zinc or
tin sheets tacked closely all round each leg of
the staging.

YOUNG DYING, AND MOULT (M. E.
J.).— (1) Sorry, but without some particulars
about your general treatment, and thp con-
dition of the birds, and the age at which the
young died, I cannot hazard a guess at the
cause of the young dying. You may, how-
over, be quite assured that it was not canted'
by the young being kept in the same room as
the parents, nor to the cock neglecting the
hen. The most probable cause is that the hen
did not attend to the young properly after
rearing the young from the second round,
but it may also be that your feeding was
largely, if not solely, the cause. Your best
plan is to get a copy of “ Canary Breeding
for Beginners,” post free, for 7d., from this

office, and be guided by the instructions in

its pages for the next scacon. (2) You do not
say whether von wish to colour feed them or
not, but I assume not. In that case give a
staple diet of plain canary seed, and in addi-
tion give separately every second day a half

teaspoonful of cummer rape and a morsel of

banana, and on the alternate days a similar
quantity of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
niger, millet, black jape, teazle and broken
groats, and a spray of green-food. Twice a
week give ca< h bird' a. small teaspoonful of

egg-food, or an equivalent quantity of bread
and milk sprinkled with maw seed. When
the new quills begin to appear on the head
and neck add 20 drops of chemical food to the

water three times a week for two or three
weeks. Nothing else should be necessary.

(3) As a rule, Canaries do not sing whilst they
are moulting, but there are exceptions. The
best method' of getting the young cocks on
song is to let them hear a good free-singing

cock for a few weeks when the moult is draw-
ing to a close; this will induce them to com-
mence as soon as the effec ts of the moult have
passed off.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AID HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
TROUBLE WITH LINNET (E.M.T.).—

I

should say your young Linnet lias had an
accident at some time and injured its foot.

You cannot d-o better than treat it in the way
you are doing, and when you are handling

the bird massage the toes, for a few minutes,

so as to keep them pliable. I would also

advise you to give him several perches, each

one of different thickness, the smallest about

the size of a lead pencil. Give an aperient

occasionally, such as a teaspoonful of Dinne-

ford’s magnesia in three tablespoonfuls of

water. Keep the cage floor and perches per-

fectly dean.
MOULTING A LARK (W. Cawson). — I

quite agree with you that you should trjr

to get your bird to moult this autumn ;
in

fact, I think it absolutely necessary for him

to do so. I have known birds to miss one

moult and to all appearance be none the

worse for it, but to miss the second one is

usually fatal. Give it a change of tempera-

ture and extra exercise ;
if this fails gradually

cover the cage with a thin cloth until the

bird is almost in darkness, this, a.s a rule,

throws him into a moult ; to assist him put a

slued or two of Meadow Saffron and 15 drops

of whisky or rum in his drinking water. Do
not be impatient, try the first remedy thor-

oughly, and if we should happen to experi-

ence a change of weather this will no doubt

help to effect the desired result. If you

have a small aviary you can turn him into

I think you will find it “ do the trick. I

have found this to be one of the best ways

to moult the Woodlark, which is a notoriously

bad moulter in captivity; the extra exercise

seems to work wonders. When you ha\e

managed to get him to commence his moult

do not move him ;
keep him under the same

conditions until he has finished. Lot his food

be particularly good and Nourishing, and

nice him all tlie insect life you can collect.

TROUBLE WITH GREENFINCH (Mrs.

M. King).—Greenfinches as a rule aro par-

ticularly strong and healthy birds, and if

treated on rational lines live for years in

captivity without any serious ailments. I

think you aro treating your bird too liberally,

and in addition you are giving no green food.

I have no doubt that it' you were to handle

him you would find ho is very fat. Make up

the following mixture, 2 parts canary, 1 each

rape and teazle. This will be his staple

food. Give half a dozen sound sunflower

seeds every other day, or if you can get

some safflower seeds he may have same quan-

tity every day. Collect fresh wild focal daily,

seeding grass’, duckweed, groundsel, shepherds

purse, plantain, etc. ;
there are plenty about

just now and theee are much better than

dry hard seeds. Occasionally soak a little

teazle and rape and give just a cube of bread

soaked in hot milk. Db: ontiunj*
J
he cough,

mixture lor a few days, but it* \o(i It !>; be"
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omtiling troublesome you hud better give

it on alternate (lays. He should have a

good big cage and bo allowed to bathe on all

suitable occasions.

GOLDFINCH CANARY WITH DE
FORMED FOOT (L Kcevil).— If 1 under-

stand your letter rightly your bird hoe prac-

tically lost the use of one of its toes, and 1 ;

also presume it is the hind one. To remedy
]

this is not a very difficult matter; what you
|

must do is to fasten it back to the leg and
keep it there for a few days when you will

probably find it has come hack into place.

Procure a strip of court plaster and after

damping it bind it round the leg and hind

toe, and hold the bird in the hand
1

until it
j

is quite dry. When you wish to remove it all

you haVo to do is to soak it in warm water.

Your perches should be on the small side,

so that the bird can easily grip them. (2)

It is impossible for me to tell you the value

of your bird without seeing it. If it is a

small, badly-shaped specimen it would only

he worth the price of a songster, but a large

shapely bird of good' colour may be worth
several pounds. I would advise you not to

part with it until you have shown it to some-

one able to give you some idea of its proper

value. Hybrids as a rule grow considerably

after the first moult, and it may therefore

pay you to keen him for another year.

MORE QUESTIONS (Inquisitive).—The
bath is good for all birds and as a rule they

are the best judges about when to take it,

but in captivity it is as well to limit it to

fine days, and' to give it early in the morn-

ing and rgmove it at mid -day, whether they

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houltou's great work, " Cage-Bird

Hybrid* ” (7/6); Norman's “ British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Burt 1 “Hard bill*

'

(1/1), Bart 2 "Soft hills"

(11); “ Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);

Seeds, Foods , and Wild Biants (1/2); "Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); l)r. Crcswcll’s "Hygiene of

Bird-keeping” (1/1); Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird

Fever ” (7d.); “Colour-feeding
’’

(aid); or the "Nut-
shell” booklets (2!d. each): No. 1

" Goldfinch”
|

No. 2, "Linnet,” No. 3 "Skylark,” No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 "Bullfinch,” No. 13

“ Chaffinch,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin,

Bcdpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 "Small Insectivorous

Birds,” No. 20 “Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 0 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ llow to

Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

have made uee of it or not. (2) Hybrids
(

bred from say cock Bullfinch and hen Green-
j

finch would not be of more value than those

bred in the usual way, that is, cock Green-

finch and hen Bullfinch. A good specimen
of this cross or Goldie Bullie is as handsome
as one could wish, and if you bred birds

from the cock Bullie and placed them beeide

these specimens 1 am doubtful if even experts

would know the difference. Anyway, there

is no harm in your trying to produce them .

from the -Bullfinch cock. (3) The Chaffinch-

Bullfinch has not been producers, but the
Greenfinch-Bullfinch and Linnet-Bullfinch are

exhibited yearly. (4) The Greenfinch-Chaf-

finch is the latest addition to the liet of

Hybrids, so therefore we must presume it is-

the most difficult, but as all are difficult it

would be as well to call it the most rare. Of"

the Canary crosses the Bullfinch Canary is the

most troublesome to get; failure from pairs

put together to produce these handsome birds

is quite common.

FOItmCrM BIK.ISS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

WHAT IS IT? (A.H.E.).—Your descrip-

tion is very vague, and in the absence of lo-

cality it camo from, it is impossible to make
any definite pronouncement as to its species

;

it is very probably a, young bird, -and if so will

alter materially in its colouration during the
next twelve months. It appears to me, how-
ever, that it is either a young or a female'

Ring-necked Pavrakeet. I am sorry, but ra- I

less you can give me moie details I cannot bo I

more definite.

AILING GREY (H. Van. D.).—Of
course if the bird does not eat it I

can’t recover, and you can’t do much to .

alleviate the trouble till it is eating ' again,
j

Full as your details are, it is difficult defi-

nitely to diagnose the trouble, but it is

evident that the mouth or throat is affected,

and an examination should be made as soon
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as the bird will permit it. In the Raino way
as you got the bird to take the castor-oil,

give « little honey and borax twice daily so

long as yon find the mouth or throat furred

or slimy. Till the bowels have been thor-

oughly moved, the drinking-water should

consist of equal parts of water and Ditnie-

ford’s Magnesia ;
follow this by a course of

phosphates,* half a teaspoonful of syrup of

phosphates to the ounce of water. Offer

milk-sop, fairly still', till you see the bird

Liking its food again ;
put in the sop one-

third of a teaspoonful of cod liver oil emul-

sion. As soon as the bird is taking its

ordinary diet again the milk sop can be

gradually discontinued. The ordinary diet

should consiAt of seed mixture, ripe fruit,

nuts, biscuits, stale crusts, and of course,

cuttlcbone, grit, and water. Shall be pleased

to hear how the bird progresses.

AVIARY QUERIES (H. A.).— (1) As I

read your- plan, the area covered by A. B.

J. H. is to consist entirely of solid walls

and a covered roof
,

save for lighting ar-

rangement. Both the sleeping compartment

and the covered flight must be made as light

as a living room, or the birds will not use

them, and all glass must be covered with

wire on the inside. B. C. E. G. to be wire

netting stretched on light wood framing,

roof also of this, all to consist of wire-netting ;

but from B. to K. all round this part of the

aviary the first 18 inches above ground

should be match boarding, witli wire-netting

above this and over the roof
;

this protection

is necessitated by the N.W. aspect. (2) The
most effective treatment for all exterior wood-

work (walls of shelter and covered flights

and framing) is two coats of dark brown
“solignum,” picking out doors and windows

in pale sea-green. The interior of shelter

and covered fligfTT must not be stained with

solignum, but distempered with Hall’s wash-

able distemper—pale sea-green. The stain-

ing and distempering should be done before

wire is stretched on
;

the wire should be

painted with Brunswick Black, or bicycle

black varnish. (3 and 4 included in No. 2.)

B. to K. ground area should be planted

with euonynius, laurel, auctiba, cypress, and

such creepers as wild clematis, ivy and

Virginia creepers, and rambler roses, the

space between the bushes to be grass and

herbage.
BUDGERIGARS (L. A. W.).—I am

assuming that you have double as many
husks or other receptacles in aviary as you

have pairs of birds ;
also that there are

several seed hoppers so that all are not com-

pelled to gather round one vessel. Accommo-
dation being correct, it is difficult to account

for such mishaps, other than the idiosyn-

crasies of individual pairs, aided and abetted

by climatic conditions, and at the end of

the season a sort of tiring off, and again

possibly the presence of parasites in the

cocoamit husks. During recent weather

husks under a glass, roof would he almost

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Vage's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”

( 1 / 1 i ) ;
Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cochaticls’’ (Ijd.);

Arthur's “ Barrots for Blcasure and l'rnft (Id.);

“Aviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3): “Seeds.

Foods and lfild Blunts ”
(1/2); Dr. Clarke's " Septic

or Bird Fever” (Id.); Dr Crcsswell's “Hygiene of

Bird-Keeping

”

(1/1):
“Colour-feeding ” (V.d.); or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2 \d. each); No. -6 " Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them.'' No. 0 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 ” (lonldian l inches,

flo. Ki “Arudavuls," No. 17 "The Greg Barrot No.

13 "Budgerigars,'' No. IP "The Brkin Rohm, Ao. 20

"Waybills." All thoroughly practical and i-'struclivt.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,”

154. Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

unbearable and quite sufficient to account

for the trouble. 1 suggest the thorough

ventilation of the apex of the glass gable,

without draught of course, and whitewashing

the glass uurine the summer months of the

year. Also in the open part, of flight a 12m.

board being put all round the netting roof

at right angles with the wood framing, and

under this to hang several husks. During

the summer months it is better to encourage

(he birds to nest in the open flight, but of

course you must put something to throw rain

off the top of husk.
GRE7 PARROT (Cun).—Paddy rice is obtainable

from any of tit large seed merchant,:) advertising

in our pages, but wliat you are giving will suffice.

1 have carefully read your details, and lor the

present yon had better continue on the lines cf cur

pi- viou?) reply (1 suggested piossible causec). As

soon as weather is more settled, open-air treatment
will do more for it than anything else, but do not

subject it to chill wind.' while it is out of condition,

five it som., cod liver oil. ten to twenty drops,

soaked into a piece cf bread, biscuit, or plain cake,

whichever the bird will take, daily for a time. The
breast bone can always be felt, but when a bird is

emaciated then it appears to have a knife-edge and
almost to be cutting its way through, and the body,
instead of being rounded, is more cf the shape of

a letter V. Instead of the old cane wa s-t--paper
basket, put a stoutish semi rotten branch in one
corner for him to wittle at and climb about on.

BxsrcuM outside Ids cage is good for him, and the
attacks should get less and less in severity and
gradually 'cease. Shall be pleased to hear how the
bird progresses.
WHAT BIRD? (.1. W.F.L- Your bird is < ith r thy

Green singing Finch or the St. Helena Sccdeatcr,

very similar in plumage., but the latter is much
the larger of the too, and also the yellows in its

CLUB Al SOCIETY NOTICES

Accrington C.B.S.— Sept. 3, Crown Hotel,
8. Date for annual show and selection of
judge.—D. Harwood.
Ardwick and Manchester U.B.A.—Sept.

1, St. Thomas Old Schoolroom (entrance
Chapel Street), 8. Open question night.

Election of judge for annual show.

—

J.

Spencer.
Ashton-under- Lynk O.S.—Sept. 1, P.S.A.

Rooms, Albion Street, 8. Preparations for

final table show, etc.—J. Whitehead.
Ayr C.B.C.—Sept. 1. Election of sec.

Classification for open show, etc.— R. Arthur,
(Time not stateo.—Ed.)
City of Birmingham C.B.S.—Sept. 2,

Crown Hotel, Hill Street, 8.30. Open show
business.—J. H. Jones.

Bootle C.B.S.—Sept. 1, St. Andrew’s
Hall, 8. Members please rally, as Mr. Hamil-
ton has been called on active service. Impor-
tant business.— S. Hamilton.
Birtley, Chester-lk-Street, and Pelton

Fell (Amal.).—Aug. 29, Dun Cow Hotel,
Chester-le- Street, 6.30. Table show and other

business. Linnet or Twite, Siskin or Red-
poll, Softbil), Bunting.—R. Ward.
Bradford East O.S.—Sept. 1, Park Chapel

Schools, 8. Open show business. Very im-

portant.—W. Cruise.

City of Bradford O.S.—Aug. 29, Flying
Dutchman, 8. General business.—W. Helli-

well.

Bradford National Show.—Sept. 2, Mar-
ket Tavern, 8. Important business.—S.

Midgley.
Bramley O.S.—Aug. 29, Carnival Rooms,

8. Important. All members must attend.

—

F. Page.
Bridlington and Driffield C.B.S.—Sept.

1, 20, Prospect Street, 8. Arrangement for

annual show.-—J. Chadwick.
Bristol C.B.S.—Sept. 2, City Hotel, 8.

Table show of voting birds and British.

—

B. Pool.
Blaydon C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Co-op. Library,

7.30. To consider whether we should have
our annual show and other important busi-

ness. Members please attend this important
meeting.—G. Havver.
Bolton C.B.S.—Sept. 1, Joiners’ Arms, 8.

—J. Gerraro.
Burton-on-Trent C.B.S.—Sept. 1. New

Inn, 8. Schedule for open show.—A. Wood.
Chorley C.B.S.—Sept. 2, White Lion Inn,

7.30. Important business.—J. H. Welch.
Clapham C.B.A.—Sept. 1, Clock House,

Clapliam Park Road, 8.30.—T. J. Hose.

Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Sept.

5, Three Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Important.

—

Smith and Lees.

Coventry O.S.—Sept. 2, Sydenham Palace,

8.30. Important business. Re open show
and classes.—A. Green.
Derby C.B.S.—Aug. 29, Normantol Hotel,

7.45. Election cf visiting committee. General

business.—F. W. Jordan.
Dulwich .and Peckham C.B.S.—Sept. 1,

Reindeer Hotel, Rye Lane, Peckham, 8.

—

A. G. Cant.

plumage a little more intense than those of the

former. If you are acquainted with the G. Singing

Finch, and know its .size, and your bird is larger,

then you'll he safe in assuming youTs is a St. Helena

Seedeater ;
both are Serin*# and crosses from both

species have been reared with the domestic Canary,

and vou should ultimately succeed.

VI ILL THEY BREED? (Canadian).—Bib Finches

have bred on more than one occasion in a cage,

and there is no reason why they .-hould not breed

with yon. (Jive them a cage to themselves, not

smaller than a Canary double-breeder with all

the partitions removed. Put a rush nest at each

end of the cage, and fix a twiggy branch in front

of them. A Canary nest-bag will answer for nest-

ing material. Diet; canary and white millet seeds,

an occasional millet spray, green food, grit, cuttle-

lame. and water for drinking and bathing. As re-

gards Grey .lava Sparrows, these have bred in a

cage, and the treatment is similar to above, bit

even in an aviary the Grey is a shy breeder, but

the White variety is much more free.

POST MORTiEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road. Hat

row Middles x, "ill examine and report upon dead

rage birds for a fe • of Is. (id. each bird; for reply

direct 2s. ( d. :
analysis. 21s. Subjects for post

mortem cxaminaG's-i must lie sent packed in a hex

direct to Mr. Yates, with the f-o, this and any

accompany hie letter being kept from contact with

th • d-ed ' bird. S un! hi letter-most : it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel pest. Any bodies ssnt to

ih' offirc of Ibis papar wi:i be thrown away, and if

a fix- is enclc «! the loss will be the sender’s.

MRS. ROBERTS.—It is a pity you did not

explain the circumstances when you first

wrote me ;
it would have saved time and

trouble. The bird died as the result of

bowel trouble. You should read carefully the

rules as laid down in Cage Butrs.

GENEEAL
.Answered by THE EDITOR.

BIRD-CATCHING (G. Page) : A reply was
sent by post to the address which you gave,

and has been returned marked “ not to be

found.”

East Ham K.S.—Sept. 3, Earl of Wakefield,
8. General meeting to complete arrangements
for young stock show. Intending members
can obtain foil particulars from lion, sec.,

W. Kite, I7 . Bailie Avenue, East Ham. or
B. H. Jackson, hon. assist. -sec., 256, Halley
Road, East Ham.
Edinburgh Non. and M.B.S.—Sept. 3, 142,

High Street, 8. K.K. show settlement, annual
show arrangements, and general hut-iness.- J.

Stormont.
Highgate, Hampstead and Djst. C.B.S.--

Owing tc many members bring on their holi-

days, meeting fixed for Aug. 31 has been ran-
t-oiled.—J. Hyde
Hornsey, 'Wood Green C.B.S.—Sent. 1,

Nightingale Hotel, High Road, Wood Green,
8.30. Questions and answers.—P. Brooke.
Hyson Green C.B.S.— Sept. 1, headquar-

ters, 8. Show arrangements.—A. E. Moult.
Idle and Di.st. C.B.S.— Sept. 2, White Bear

Inn, 8.30. Important businet-s.—C. E. Hyl-
ton.

Laistf.rdyke B.F.A.— Sept. 2, Railway
Hotel, 8. Stewards for Oct. show, and
general business.—W. H. Symes.
Larkhall C.B.A.—Sept. 5, Y.M. Hulls, 7.

Classification for annual show.—A. Thomson.
Leicester Hand-in-Hanr C.B.S.—Sept. 1,

White Swan, 8.30. Lecture by Mr. E. H.
Hulse.—A. Freestone.
Long Eaton C B.S.—Sept. 5, Sawley Road

C. Schools, com. 7, members 7.30. Important
business. A full attendance is desirable.—G.
Baines.

Macclesfield C.B.S.—Sept. 3, Daybrook
Street School, 7.45. Washing exhibition and
selection of judge for back-end show.

—

H.
Hall.

Manchester and N. Counties O.S.— Sept.

7, Deansgate Hotel, 8. Open question night
and debate. Make a special effort to attend.
•—F. Wilkinson.
Middlesex O.S.—Sept. 3, St. John’s

Schools, Southall, 8.—J. Jefferis.

Morpeth C.B.S.—Aug. 29, Earl Grey
Hotel, 7.30. Important.-—W. Summers.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.S.—S'ept. 3,

Pnrves’ Cafe, Clayton Street, 7.30. lie hold-
ing open show. Full attendance is requested.
Receive money for N.F. show tickets.— J. W.
Reed.
New Cross C.B.S.—Sent. 3, headquarters,

7.45. Questions and answers, also very im-
portant business connected with annual show.
—Bui'tor, Bros.

Northern Border and S.F.C.C.—Sept. 2,

Pillar’s Cafe, 8:—31. C. Potts.

Oxford C.B.S.—Sept. 2, “ Welsh Pony,”
George Street, 8. Committee meoting, im-
portant; open ehow business.—A. F. Fifield.

Forth and Rhondda Valley C. and C.B.S.
—Aug. 29, headquarters, 7. Very important
business left over from last meeting, re

diplomas and other matters.—J. S. Jones.
Provincial Roller C.C.—Aug. 29. Old

Boar’s Head, Corporation Street, .Manchester,
6. Important show business.—A. Pereival.

Queensbury C.B.S.— Sept. 3, Granby
Hotel, 8. Very important.—W. dagger.

R.adcliffe C.B.S.—Sept. 2, Wareing’s

.Dining. Roome, 8.—G. Lord.

Reading C.B.S.—Sept. 2, Palmer Hall, 8.

Is it advisable to hold annual show? Mem-
bers earnestly requested to attend. If un-

able to attend, please write secretary stating

if, or if not; in favour of holding show.

—

O. C. Smith.
Richmond (Surrey) C.B.S.—Aug. 31, St.

John’s Hall, Richmond, 8. Pay out prize-

money F.F. show.—W. Nichols.

Rochdale and Dist. Affiliated C.B.S:—
Aug. 29, Rochdale O.C. Club, Clarke’s Place,

7.30. Lecture on points judging bv Mr. R.

Blincoe : a. good attenoance is requested.—

VV. Adams.
Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S.—Sept. 2

Temperance Club, 8. General business, show-

business, etc,—W. Adams.
Rossendale C.B.S.—Sept. 1. Swan Hotel,

Bacup, 7.30. Completing of schedule for

annual chow.— H. M antling.

Rotherham C.B.S.—Aug. 29, Mail Coach
Inn, 8. Show business.—Taylor and Bailey.

Runcorn B.B.A.—Sept. 4, headquarters,

Old Cocoa Rooms, 7.30. Show br.einc: s.— E.
Rone.
Sunderland C.B.A.—Aug. 29, handquar-

ters, 7.30. Schedule for open show. Will

markers please bring in their lists at this

meeting.— J. Peacock.
Sheffield C.B.S'.—Sept. 3, Wentworth

Cafe, 8. Lecture by Mr. L. Faliding, and
important business.—A. Hobson.
Skelmanthorpe C.B.A.—Sept. 1, Liberal

Club, 8. Making arrangements for open

ehow.—F. Hampshire.
Stockton-on-Tees C.B.S.—Sept. 3, Little

Regent Inn, 8. Important.—J. W. Lowes.
Shipley 0> S.—Sejit. 2, Victoria Hotel, 8.

Open show.—E. Grange.
Southampton P.P. and C.B.A.— Sept. 2,

Bedford Hotel. 8. Consider advisability of

abandoning open show: pass revised niles.—

-

G. J. Slade.

Windsor C.B.S.—Sept. 2, Star and Garter

Hotel, 8.30. Re the annual show.—II.

Simms.
0
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Yours for 12 Pence,

This Great Volume All

About Canaries.

MASHES
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There is priceless information in “ Our Canaries.

.(•.nation “OUR CANARIES" contain?. They .sav to

lemlid guide to Canaries before. • OUR CANARIES
, rc. it prevents you making mistakes. It snows

ivcrvoiic who keeps Canaries should have ‘OUR
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To the Publishers.

“OUR CANARIES,”

154, Fleet Street,

London, £.C

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a copy of your 20-page

Illustrated Brochure on “Our Canaries," telling how I may obtain this

fine volume on lirst payment of only l/-, balance payable in convenient

monthly subscriptions.
, , , . „

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post * **ee> as a

reader of “Cage Birds.”
Yours truly,

Name

Address.
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more information about “ Our Canaries ” is required fill in and post the

coupon above for an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that *?as been

specially prepared for readers of “Cage Birds.” Apply NOW while you

are thinking about it.

Just of the Wonderful Subjects in “Our Canaries.
jy

j. The Wild Canary and its Descendants.

2.’ Uuflighted Yellow Yorkshire.

8. Green Crest Bred

4 Yellow Norwich Plninhead.

s! Clear Buff Nor. Flainhead.

8. Self Yellow Cinnamon.
7. Lancashire Coppy.

8. Cinnamon Ticked Buff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks,

fl Clear-bodv Dark Crested Norwich.

Mi Even marked Yellow and Bull Border

Fancies.
,

11 Clear Capped Gold Lizard.

10 Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy.

18. Clear Yellow Crested-bred and Crested

Canary.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

2G.

27.

28.

29.

Fr.ncies.

Self Yellow Green Yorkshire.

Wing-marked Dark Crest.

Buff Cinnamon.
Bull Self Green.
Clear Buff Yorkshire.

Dutch Frill.

Green and Cinnamon Border
Jonque London Fancies.

Buff-Green Marked Yorkshire.

Yellow Belgian.
Self-Green Crest.

Variegated Norwich Yellow and Bun.

Clear-Capped Silver Lizard

First-Cross Yorkshire Belgian.

Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies.

Foul-marked Scotch Fancy.

30. Cinnamon-Crested Canary.

81. Lancashire Flainhead Canary.
32. Types of the Boiler Canary.

1. Mating.
2. Nesting Appliances.

3. The Quality of Eggs.

4. Hatching.
Aviaries.

6. Incubation.
7. Breeding for Markings.
8. Breeding Stock Birds.

9. Show Birds.

10. How to Exhibit.

11. How to Judge.
12. Preventing Diseases.

13.

14.

15.

10 .

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Training Birds.
Crossing.
Technical Points of a Bird.

Best Markings.
Modern Exhibition Crest.

Travelling Cases.
Practice in Washing.
Canary Diseases (alphabetically).

Tobin's Ventillatory System.
Cutting Over-grown Beaks
now to Give Medicines.

Rings for Canaries.

How to Cut Claws.
Moulting Cages.
How to Isolate
Humouring the Lady.
Frills without Curls.

SEND
Start at Once Making

Big Money from

Canaries.

Words of Praise for

“Our Canaries/*
TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.’

Goldsmith Avenue,
Manor Park, E.-mox.

“ .... I must take the opportunity of say-

ing how pleased 1 am with 'OUR CANARIES.' It

fulfils in every way all that you sa.v of it, and is

truly worth the money charged for it."

(Signed) B. W. THALER,

A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
Bourne Cottage, Totwick.

“ I received ‘OUR CANARIES’ quite

safely, and am delighted with it. It is a most
wonderful volume, and is worth double its price.

No t'anarv breeder should be without it.”

(Signed) W. DYE.

133
Illustrations.

Coloured Plates

(True to Life)
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Weight.
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The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

ssries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must bo sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fido name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted il addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trado are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, ami should he sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

ALWAYS USE

DEPOSIT
“CAGE BIRDS

SYSTEM.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

We are not responsible lor the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ol

the bona-fides of either buyers or sellers

[n all transactions the adoption ot our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RfULES.

1._

r

rock DU It II. The Intending purchaser should

.lend to tills office the amount of the purchase (our

deposit l'co included), and at the same time lie

sliodd communicate with Lite seller, stating what it

|s he require* sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt oi the deposit to both parties. In all cases

(lie depositor should give ins name and address, and

ulso that of the veudor, and must write same clearly

ami distinctly.

2.- END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

‘lie trausao-tlou lias been completed. If a sale has

.en elicited we hand the amount deposited to the

biller if a sale has not been cheated, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold the deposit.

a —AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-The fee Is Cd.

for each LI, or fraction of f 1, and it must he sent

at same time as the deposit,

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor muet

decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless that is, some other period of approval (of

which' we must be advised) is agreed upon by botli

parties. Tlie depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie lias returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the said forty-

eiglit hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

5,—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—Wiien a

transaction has been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, both parties must at

(nice return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

Its completion. The depositor must at the same
lime ' instruct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller.

11. GOODS ALREADY SOLD.—If the goods are

cold before our deposit rote readies the seller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt , we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender after the expirratiou of three

day*.
7 FRESH TRANSACTION.— In case no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

transaction, provided another deposit fee be

Pl
» —GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or lose sustained

on the Journey muet he borne liy the seller. But

E00ds not approved of mu t be properly packed and

returned oy the same means as were used in sending

Up —'payment 0|p CARAiage.—The payment of

carriage must be ft matter for arrangement between

the vendrr arid depositor Wo do not undertake to

sett c disputes affecting questions of carriage. But

In tiie absence of other arrangements the purchaser

la L ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way. ......
10.—DISPUTES.— In case of a dispute, the de-

rision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us. * .

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the
world. For testimonials drop a postcard. Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 2lbs. 3/6, 51bs. 7/6,

14lb«. 17/-; Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 21bs. 3/8, Olbs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid.

SANDIFOSD, Colour Food King, PRESTON, LANCS.

RAMSDENS PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-J 31b. Canister, 6/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (22lbs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carnage paid.

tl. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London;

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
llieir condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly healthy.

APPLIANCES
PLOVER Net for sale, 22 x 18ft.: W. B. Allister,
ThrockenhoXt, Wisbech. (1756)
QUICK’S bird organ, perfect condition, latest pat-
tern, 4o/- : Johnson, 3, Plymouth Grove West, Man-
chester. (3761)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
eton-by-Sea, Sussex.
BIRDC'ATCHER'S large spring net trap, trap cage,

and store cage, 1/3 the lot, two lots 2/-: Boss, Cage
Work?, Forres, N.B. (1761)

CLUB show cages', Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and
British, ail 1/4 each; six 7/0; Canaries taken: Ross,

Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1746)

NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, 6/0 for six: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer,. Castle Douglas. (1760)

BIRD Hive, grand stuff; sample box 3d., (lb., post

oaid, 7)d., lib. 2 /-; trade supplied with 2d., 6d.

boxes: Enoch Tams, Cliurch-st Li.ngton. (1701)

BIRD baths, show cages, cage fronts, all pottery,

glass, tin cage fittings, box cages, breeding cages;

see price list; trade suppled : E. Tams, Chuich-st.,

Longton. (1761)

LINNET cags^, soldered wire tops or Leeds pat-

tern, 1/- each, ol- half-dozen; dealers supplied;

established 8 years: Hardcastle, 51, Durhani-street,

West Hartlepool. (1750)

CAGE se-ts. 15in. by 16in. by ®in. 2/-; 30in. by 16in.

by Oin., 3/LU 5-8in. oval perching. 1/3 per 50ft.;

stamp for list of appliances : Stanton, 33, Booth-

field, Winton, Patricroft. (1701)

START bird catching now. Complete outfit and
7d. book of catching secret*) for 1/2, post paid

;

money returned if not satisfied: Dickinson. 10.

Victoria-rd., Holbeck, Leeds. (1758)

CAGE fronts, 12 x 12, 3/- dozen; 16 x 12, 4/-;

18 x 12, 4/G dozen ;
for pottery, show cages, stock

cages, bird baths, see price list: Volunteer Wire
Works, 20, King-st., Longton, Staffs. (1744)

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides, Oin.

2/7, lOin. 2/10 per 25ft. ; 9in. 4/9, lOin. 5/4 per 50ft.

;

3-ply wood, 55 x 38, 1/9 per sheet, 5 sheets 7/9:

Orford. 105’, Cromwell-rd., Patricroft. (1754*

VERY strong birdlime, nest in England, won’t run

in the sun; lib., 1/4; (lb., 9d.; sample tin. 4d.

free. Notice.—Good sound cock Brown Linnet, call

cage, box, strong "birdlime, 2/-: Haywood, 3, Neville

Grove. Meadows, Nottingham. (1700)

BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

all Oft. deep; poles, irons, pegs, pull line, flirt peg,

and dozen braces sent with every sot
;
send stamp

for illustrated list and samples of netting, etc.;

cheapest and best: Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B.

NOTICE.— Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary,' three feet long,

three feet high, fitted with two movable partitions,

sand bottoms, perches, etc., 10/0; worth 40/-;

approval: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle

Douglas. (1700)

BIRD pottery, nest p*n=. (gg drawers, non-splash

baths, aviary fountains, aquarium ornaments, rabbit,

pj.,eon and caw troughs
;

illustrated list free ,

largest and cheapest manufacturer: Henry Tams,

Pottery Manufacturer, Wamu-st., Longton, Rtaf

fordshire.

NOTICE TO CAGEMAKER8, BREEDERS, &c.
Timber, all kinds, cheap and' good ;

planed boards,

cage sets, best fronts, wire, three ply; no rubbish:

Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal Green, London.

Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts.
Made from best tinned wire and bars; stock sizes,

12 x 12, 6d. each, 5/- doz.
;

15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/-

doz.; 18 x 12, 9d. each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1 /• each,

10/6 doz.; any size or shape made to order;

punched bars, any mesh, 4Sin. long, 1/- doz, 8/6

gross; best tinned wire, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 14 lbs.

3/6; enamelled tin eeedboxes, with loose sliding

fronts, 2in. 2/6, 2Jin. 2/9, 3in. 3/- 4in. 4/6 doz.;

enamelled tin baths, 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/6 each; illus-

trated list free.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, BLACKBURN.

Anything & Everything

required for the birdroom and aviary will be found

of cheapest and best in my free Illustrated cata-

logue. XXX Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d.,

6d., 1/- tins, post free. One trial will test truth of

this claim.

W. RUDD, s™,38 ,

KCRW1GH

Buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, X am determined not to raise the prices

of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say hew long this

stock will last, intending purchasers are advised to

place their orders as soon as possible to avoid

increase in price. Single trap cages, 6d. each, 5-'-

dozen; double ditto, 1/- each, 9/- dozen; treble

ditto, 1/3 each, 12/- dozen, all. with separate com-

partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated

;

patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each ;
self-act-

ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most

effective traps on market, catch and hold uninjured

any sized bird, 24 by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto 18 by

14 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

soldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each, 3/-

dozen- Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

6d. each, 5/- dozen: clap nets, made from super-

fine thread netting, specially knitted for bird net-

tin", Jin. mesh. 3 yards long, 5 P lt. deep and 4ffc.

flv.° 4."- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6/-; 6

yards, 7'-; 7 rards, 8/-; ’8 yards. »/-; 9 yards,

Co/- ;
10 yards, 11/- per pair. All clap-nets con-

sist of
2 'nets to the pair and price includes all

fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. jard;

m, deep, 4d. yard; 12ft, deep, od. yard; spocia

strong netting, I ffiesh. 10ft. deep. 5d. yard, al

post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed

to stand all weathers and hold any bird from wren

to rook, 41b. Cd., -Jib. Hid., lib. I/O: sample, Sd.,

all post free. Absolutely everything required by

catchers in stock, and all guaranteed brand new

goods ;
send stamp for full printed list,, which also

gives hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in the Kingdom uses my articles,

and 1 guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-

lion or return his money in full. During the term

of the war many people will probably have spare

time; to what better use "can they put it than

to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what is required

for successful catching. Every article sent cut

by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

aiul exactly same quality as supplied to my own

catchers.

EVERY 81 RDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and, birdroom. These are

to be found in “ Naitshell No. 9,” post free 2id.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

Ssi Id Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER).

Unexcelled for purity and colour. Rale 19l3 a re-

cord. Jib. sample 19d., or lib 1/6, 21bs. 2/8, 2Slbs.

30/-. Hot Pepper, 2/- lb., carriage paid.

Samuel Yates. 75. Shudehill, Manchester.

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums ; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

PARR »c«T, t. BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES™ FANCIERS
NEST PANS. DRAWERS, RABBiT TROUGHS

*

‘ FOUNTAINS’ BATHS. NEST EGGS.
. .UARIliM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERNS

SEND FOR ILLU5TRATE0 LISTS.

FOODS.
CLEANED gentles, 9d. half-pint, 1/0 pint, all car-

riage paid, better than mealworms: Geen, 7U, Dil I-

wyn-rd., Sydenham. (1758)

WASP Grubs, alive or baked, 6d., 1/-, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-;

packages free ; all wants supplied : Torpy,
Naturalist, Bradford. (1745)

“M.G.W. ” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 8/6, half cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Benrsden, Glasgow.

FOR books on any variety of birds, see our adver-

tisement on page 04 Aug. 15th issue.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd„

London.
. ,, . ! .

EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find the little yellow hook, “Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an

indispensable reference guide. All who have

seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.

If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at

once Brice 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cage Birds, 1.54, Fleet-st., London,

E.C.

MEDICINES.
EVERY B1RDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their erad'ea-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “ Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd

.

from CAGE Birds. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them, .

“ Nutshell No. 0,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our peto to health. This will

save von much discouragement and money, -auo

costs only 2Jd. post free.—From “Cage Birds, 1»4,

,
London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list ire*

quenlly published).

•' WAR DECLARED ”

with asthma, inflammation, etc., use Veri-mce-.to,

and ensure victory; post free, «d. : Pheasant. 93.

Moffat-rd., Thornton Heath. (1 / o9>

(1751)

REAL B3RDLSME
Sot rubbish like treacle; won't run in the cun; best

in the world; have thousands testimonials; for

proof, drop a postcard; 3 tons sold every year ;
,1b.

tin sample 7d., Jib. V-, lib. 1 8, all post free: estab-

lished 50 years: Sandiford, Bird specialist, ProstoD,

Lane*.

(1740)

31, Gooch-st., BirminghamW. GORE,

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike, good and reliable; will hold in wet

or dry weather; does not run in the sun. Packed

in level lid tins, Jib. 7d., Jib. 1/-. lib. 1/9; double

trap cages. 1/4 12/- dozen; trap and call cages.

1/4 12/- dozen; spring net traps, small 1/C, large 2/6;

Redpoll cage, 9d., 6/6 dozen ;
Linnet and T/irfc cages,

1/- each, 9/- dozen; Goldfinch cages, 1/6, 13/- dozen:

WALSH, Bird Specialist. Blackburn.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-

;

on .rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1180)

WALSH’S
Hfafchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper, Egg Bread with colour, and
Insectivorous Food with colour, all 1/6 per lb., 31 bo.

4 /-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot Natal Pepper, 2/6 lb., .'libs.

7/-; pure Sulphate of Iron, 9d. lb., Slbs. 2/-;

LaFge Cuttlefish Bone, clean find dry, 1/- 11)., 3!bs.

2/6; pure Yolk of Egg, 2/6 11).. .Tibs. 7/-; Special

Graded Biscuit, invaluable for use when colour-

feeding 4d. per 1b., 71bs. 2/-. Walsh’s Condition

Seed, 6d. lb., 71hs. 31- Pecko, the perfect condi-

tioner for Mules and British. 2/- lb.; freshly-

gathered Mixed Wild Seed, 6d. quart. 1/9 gallon, 3/-

peek ;
large mealworms, 500 1/ ,

1,000 2/-, 5/6 lb.

live White Gentles, 1,0007d., 2/6 lb.; Ants’ Eggs

and Dried Flit?', 2/6 lb.; Insectivorous Food, 1/6 11).

C r j s -,el, ad. lb.; Silkworm Pique, 1/6 lb.; Carrot

Meal 10t». lb.: Pea Meal, Biscuit Meal. Rice Meal,

i Bean Meal, and Kibbled Groats, all 2Jd. lb., Slbs.

I 1/-. illustrated Catalogue Free.

—

I WALSH, Bird Specialist, BLACKBURN.

GOING LIGHT
Wanted, a trial. We are confident our medicines

will give you satisfaction. Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops

B re ,a guaranteed, cure for not singing, going light,

toft moult, feather plucking, and inflammation of

Cue bowel* in 7d.. 1/1, and 3/- bottles. This

medicine is invaluable for young birds, just getting

on hard soed. For bronchitis, wlwsezing, and lfoarse-

I ne-'» get Ditch,field's Special Lung Tonic, also in

7d. 'ill, rind 2 /- bottles. The grandest medicine

ever introduced for chest and lung affections in

birds. As an advertisement we will tend a

7d° bottle of each medicine for 1/-, or two 1,1

bottles for 1/9, all post free per return; also two

valuable reed recipes free; satisfaction guaranteed .

Frank Ditchlldd, Bird, Specialist. Oldham. ( 1,( ’ n

|
BRITISH BIRDS,

j

1 Hardbills.
}

YOUNC, cock Bullfinches, 1,3 each, 3 3: Holland,

St. Phillip-st., Cheltenham. (1758)

WARRANTED cock Linnets. 2/- dozen: Wilson.

Beachlands Farm, Hyt.hc, Kent. (1759)

LARGE Welsh cock Grcypates, 10 each: three -

:

Lloyd. Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1700)

NORTH-eountry cock Linnets 8d. ca»h or three

for 1,9: R. Hall, 52. Oity-rd., Newcastle. (1,.,S)

BIRDCATCHERS great invention; stuffed decoys

movable, on flirt stick; Linnet*, 13: Goldfinches.

1/9; sent by return: Fryett, Taxidermist, Bro.doB.
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ri l'FORMINO Redpoll, complete with cuge ami

fitting*, 3/ each, two 6/-; approval: Rosa. Aviarim..

Kories, N il.
’

MOOR rock Ilrowti T.innets, r. • dozen
:
_g‘ mis, Him

for i'll 5 deatur* supplied : l’. Cawood, 2a, Ill'll a mi I li-

st., Scarborough. „ . , ,

WANTED, uii in to take oil kinds Brili-li l> r.N

;

write; pilco Hal: V Webb. Bird Catcher. HiNi« mg-

ton Quarry. Oxford. ^

SPLENDID red-bri asted eoek Linnet-. <ux 1

dozen :t deafen snppl.ltd weekly: Horaee < -®ote

.

0(1, North-st., Luton. ( , a«)

YORKSHIRE Wold cock Brown Linnets, .1 n doz.

,

fer*« picked birds. Hirer for 10: Murk ll'xon 111..

Ncl-m-st,, Scarborough. U,
II K. n I'OR IIS II IRK. codls Linnets, 2 • <» dozen. l.'«

half-dozen; cash with order: S. Cumberland, -8 .

KilwnnUt.. Luton. Beds.

W \RH ANTED healthy cock I.innvts, - <> dozen,

six I li; cult or til poedt ;
genuine : Wiseman, .14-,

Fill' I .i -td., Lulmi. Beds. .*

HAWFINCHES; nine pair for immediate m tlisi

postal order for a • Rets them: Darby, 19, Uallwt.,

Old - win ford. Stourbridge. (1
‘V

\V \KRANTED cock brown Linnet* (lull -jong),

make .-on test birds, 1 - eaeli. three a/C: Coopei 163.

^OVKLY ‘rose
1^^.! eoek Linnets, 3/ dozen,

six 1 9. three 1 safe on rail: Bert l oote 10

Win tm 11- 1.. Luton, Beds.

WELSH Goldttnch-cs cocks, l, u: selected, - Jun

6d. : well on seed; call bird, 4/-: Miucott, Mount

Plea -ant. Lamth-indiOd "ells. -m -' i*'
I INN I TS Linnets, Linnets! Warranted cocks, 3,

rtoie,.: nil orders receive prompt attention-. Arthur

(Mole. 102. Nortll-st,.. Luton.

LINNETS. warranted elean. healthy ccek Linn ,:
.

,

a 0 and dozen: satisfaction guaranteed: b. Wiirf-

man, Lknield-rd.. Leagrave, Bed*. Y'^
LINNETS for exhibition or nulling, pu K . a tar,.t

f.train z eoek*. these candot be beaten, four lot SO.

H^’tvmiL • Swain, d, Wt-iilock-ft.. Luton. v

Till' old firm; warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen

,

he? Lhrnete l/C dozen; new clap nets for sale

John Boxall. 5, tavender-st.. Brighton ( j1

p ..pr.ii thousands; double compartment trap

cages^ including "two trained- call -birds. 1/9 com-

plete- Conp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. 1171 -

0\'K of the fastest singing eoek Chaffinches- in

thte district 1% : worth 10 - :
champion contest

bird- Proprietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (!'*)

GOLDFINCHES, selected young cocks. wa*anted . s

r?V(17S

V
l«OK. Yorkshire cock, brown Linnets Norwich

type largest in England, 3.6 dozen, cash oi de
j

posit: Fred Kllerington, Tindalo Lane, Beverley,
:

PU i ’TIP-TOP exhibition Welsh Goldfinches, deep,

wile exin i ivc b’l.ze, 36.-: new gramophone with

W new records, 23.-: Roberts. Tap Room. Lla.rrwst,
,

*FSSFx"' Grey Linnet- Od each or five for 2/ :

wananted cock Goldfinch Graypates. w>U ma .c show
,

birds, 2 - each or three for a/-: English, 0, ml

b'inrnc-fd., Walthamstow. • i1"-'

GRAND young Chaffinches and Linnets (co-eks), •

t»n*co 1 / 3 ;
on seed: real beauties, as k pie

sented : sa/e delivery: F. Stowe, British Bird Expert,

Cornwell Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire. (1
Vr

Goldfinches/ Fine large Greypates, cocks v
ir

hens V-- few extra flood ones. 2/o each «i

moult winners: all birds separately caged and well

Aurlnrd PI Vietovia-rd., Emswortll (l/»4)

'nOTICE to fancier^.—Champion quality contest

sin" in Linnet, staging with it- wings down can run

like a German Canary, and can scrape any len„th ,

urns*tn **".» rtsstfwxo/fi dozen: approval: u not saxrsueu,
.

turned: trade supplied : Dickson, Upper ImonA.

^GTAGF -For sale; dealers «nd fanciers; large

rBSaffii
if net satisfied, money returned. Dixon, D‘d^|w

witl. extra loud
Fred Alien,

singing cage, 1 /- ,
'L’n 01

(1762)

s,n

, seed '* for sh^or'song, plenty in stock no wading;

pbstcard before bird ; 2/6 dozen ;
selected, 3/- . Harry

Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. _ , T .

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets! -Southdown

chains- of a lifetime; three lovely roiiv-l'

birds
inn ki

lilt Lilli. .
VII. '* »v#v,., —

gixiil winners in i oiiI.i 'I alliglng, uLxo In fteld-moulti I

I
., , ,

... „i|,i'|,ed nut-brown n ml red bria-led eick-. i

Norwieii Ivpe, well on i-eed and carefully parked for

any dial an**:’, six for 2;- oi 3/(1 dozen: ;ex and

,. ,tMartiiui Ruorautecd or money returned; same :

iwtilress 22 year.: G. Smith, Central Bird Store-.

Cli-.irlotte-st., Portsmouth. (

1

'

LINNET’S! l.lnnek»U Linnets!!! Own caught,,

t rainr.d couteol. uMiigers, real stormew. A grout

recriV la liihl bare to lovers of these popular
[

llrltUhers, wlihh will cp.iible them to rear real

atormers. Linnet fanciers, there it a matter -hat

requires dealing with caution ;
there is a veiy bart

h-il.it, which voiir pets may have, which rrnwt be i

overcome. Get that ” Linnet Nutsbell at ,once.
|

No. 2. price 2Jd. |iost free from Cage Birds, U4,
j

Fleet. Street, London, E.C.

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
Warranted eoek Linnets, Gd. each, three 1/3,.six

2 -, twelve 3/6: 233, Liehfteld rd. (liGO)

SOO SELECTED COCK
GoldBnelies, 1/6 each; summer birdlime, guaranteed

to bold any bird, 1/- per tin: R: Madden, Fethard,

Co. Tipperary. < 1757 >

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

We are patronised, and have been for -10 years, by

evert leading Cryutal Palace judge ami exhibitor, 60

our reputation stands 2nd to nmm. Editor of I ns

journal has seen scores of original testimonials lol

birds we have suplied, which have bred hundreds

of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week

to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight

from the field; all are well on seed
;
guaranteed.

i;, ill English 1913 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each,

three A!-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, --/G. 3/-

eiu-h three 5/-, six 8/6; eoek Bullfinches, lr. Inns

1/-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 3d., 10d., 1;- each, three

16, six 2/6; Greenfinches, Gd. each, three 1/3, cages,

for any ol’ above, from Gd., 9d.. X i/3, 1/6, and12/-.

Seed grinding mills, 1/6; send tor catalogue of every-

thing. l',.-tabiished 50 years: Sandiford Bird Special-

ist and Judge, Preston, Lanes.; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

Softbills. |

gnam. , . .

YnnVT’ -hook » Look 1 Linnets, Linnets. Linnets

.

doz??

»

*»Sd
e

;
«U ktad

3R

.o^Bnfeh ^
^pxv-T IsH Pe'artrce cock Goldfinch, a gem, on song.

Covers of 'chaffinches Should read What, H.3.

Fulljames says about them. ^^^AGernnig
i\

0S
\,

f

meess
:

ul ke
y
epta" of* these birds. From: CAGE

BmpsJ lD l'ieet st .
Loiidon, E.C. (2d. from agents,

S

|%KlN3
n
RedpoTis anf Twites. These attractive

tittle Britishers can be kept for Pcasure and^profit

•f

i ^P™r- e m' .“i exhibiting, and tells you

how-to 'train tfiein'to pipe tunes. 2jd Pf
t free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, l'leet-st., London, LC. .

COLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning tlita most popular of our British

bfrds ta found in ’’Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding,. hand-

rearin" and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

lu fuliy dealt with. 25 d. post free, from : ’’Cage

Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London E.C. (-d. Horn

agents, list published frequently.)

OITAIITY sjngu.g cock Linnet-, learim under y

undented ctempion of England, will sing «n*

„'hfrP d-iv or gas light, the proudest and best

Linnets ever liken to a contest, 8/- and 2/6; one

ran run “ reeing ” any length, 3/6; contest cages,

l/-; approval willingly: Fred Alien, Linnet King,

Portor-*t. Aviaries, Hull. ~

HAND-REARED talking Jay, with good cage, 5/-.

Holland, St. Phillip-st., Cheltenham. (l/a»)

COCK Linnet-, 2/- dozen; one dozen bright mxed

seed bird.-. 1/-: William Fenn, Beck-Raw, MiHKn-

GoGNbIlL for sale, very tame, perfect specimen,

35/-; Magpies, 5/-; Jackdaw, 3,6: Keotoiy, Nash.

B

THRf1e
I

ymjng’ Jays, 1914, have been caged weeks,

p™ Iffi'each- Charles H. Pickett, Rom lord Com-

"\VA IuIaNTEd/ cage-moulted cock S
'?x

lark
,

#
;

•

full loud song, 1/6 each, not fresh caught rubb.Mi

Cooper 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (luG

ONI) 'of the loudest singing cock Skylarks ever

heard singing incessantly day and gaslight, 2/ ,

worth, 10 1- ;
seven days’ approval: Proprietor

^^TOthrw”® inging cock Skylarks singin*.

incessantly day and gas light; been in my passCo-

sion since last January; 1 /- each; worth i/b each

,

i compelled to sell: Woods, Cross-st., Dunstable.

I SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in -song,

for shown and contest singing Learn how to ob-

’ tain them and keep them. Nutshell No. 3 teiL

1 you 2-d post free from Cage Birds, 1*>4, 1 Let-

st.,' Loudon, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

'soFTBILLS : the smaller species; full iriforniation

upon their proper feeding and management m cap-

S- is given by H. J. Fulljames in • NuUhel! No.

25 ,” which also deals with I, ard reanng, and de-

scribes the collection of ants eggs, 2|d. post .ree,

from: "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, L.C.

(2d. from agents; see list on another page).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

-cedin" to buy and keep the larger species of Insec.

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the heat of health. I lus ad-

vice la offered in "Nutshell .No. 26,” by II J. Full.

iamca. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and nustium

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styles cf cages also receive full, attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you

bow
J

Post free, 2jd., from ' Cage Birds, lui, I ject-

st., London, E.C. Look at our last of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
god liver oil

CAGEBIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to the old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. It is much more

efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much longer. It is lar

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a) For feeding during the Moult, /b) As a

medium for giving Colour Food (c) For feather P*.oducin«\
,^ Birds'^*

*

birds requiring a Tonic, (e) For W.nter-Feedmg of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:—

7=lb. Bag, 3/2 ;
3l=Ib. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; 3d. Tin, 6d.
&

JO ENSURE A RICH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATT’S
RED COLOUR FOOD

1 lb Packets 1/9 Post Paid; also in Tins, 8d-, 1 /3 and 2/10 Post Paid.

Special Quotations lor larger quantities.

r,*d ^%%
SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED,

24 - 2S
- K^fc

"c
5TREET’

CATCH bird* in spare time; double compartment

trep cage call birdf small tin lime, 1/3: three tote,

3 / 6 ; Skylark in new string top cage, 2/-, two, 8/6,

A* J.' UNDERWOOD, 24, Wellington-st., Kettering,

sends all birds on approval, cash or^kpoeit d

cock Goldfinches, BuUnnches, 1 , 6, -/ - enc .

Miscellaneous.

COLDFINCHES, LIHRETS, LARKS

dozen; hen Goldfinches, • A y
v breasted, 6d., three

warranted cock Linnets a»J^«asted, ^
1/3, six 2/-, 3 / C dozen.

^ ' contest singing,

lf%lmee
n
’?/- V/^'d^ln - two year-old cock Linnets,

X /•> three
,e0ehl . hen Linnets, s-iix 9d„

WA^dozen- large’ clear moulted cock Larks, 8d^,

1/3 dozen, *
dozen: few cock Larks »n

three 1/6, •« 2 / 6

^
4 - d

Gmm!incheS Od-, three

60ns ’ 1/ -’ 1t willow cocks. X/-. three
2/J

Redpolls

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/-; picked, 2, 6 doz.

;

Chaffinches 3/- dozen.; Greenfinches, 1/- dozen;

Redpolls, 2/-; 20 mixed birds, 1/0; selected dozen

1 /-: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Islcliiliu, t amhs^^^

GUARANTEED cocks, Goldfinches Bullfinches, 1/6.

>/. three 4/-; Chaffinches, Larks, Linnets, 9d., 1/-,

three 2/-; Mules, Canaries, 5/-, 7/6; young ones,

2/J- Pareots; 10/-; birdlime, 6d„ 1/-: Irwin’s

Docks' w'eH on seed; Linnets, 2/6 dozen: Red-

polls 1/9 dozen: Greenfinches, 1 /- dozen ;
Blackbirds,

•Song Thrushes, 8d. each; mixed aviary birds, cocks

and- hens, 1/- dozen; two dozen, 1/6: Fenn and Son,

Bow: ers-lane, L-leham, Ca.mbs. '

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 2/- hens

1 /-;’ Radbreasted cock Linnets, 9d., 3 for 1/ 9 1
c°^k .

Chaffinches, 1/-; selected cock Skylarks, 9d., 3 for^

1/9- cock Yellowhamrners, I/-; Redpolls. Green-

finches and Twites, 6d., 3 for 1/3; Barbary Doves,

2 at; pair Grev Wagtails, 1/- pair; bright mixed

aviary birds, all seedeaters, 6/- dozen; list tree

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1 , G-.)

GUARANTEED English cock Goldfinches, 1 6 each,

three for 41-

;

Bullfinches ditto; young cock Larks,

nest feathered, 9d. each, three for 2 Linnets

ditto; cages for the above 1/- and 1/0 each, also a

few large White-legged Goldfinches, on song, price

3/- 3/0 and 4/0 each; lists of Parrots, Canaries,

Foreign’ birds, post free; anything alive bought,

sold, or exchanged ; Bairsfow Bros., Ormskirk-rd.,

Preston.
(1,44)

l6
^U 3

^s'l?
'doz°-

C

cag^' for’the" above." 6d.; 9d.

It^6
each;’trap cages. L. 9d. each ;

double trap
deposit,

satisfied

;

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements re.ceived we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Is’ua Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser. ADVT. MANAGER, “CAGE BIRDS.”

JOHN fV8ACE
Warranted cock Linnets, 4 - dozen, six for 2, 6 fid.

each: cock Goldfinches. 1/0 each, 15 - dozen: Inns

3d. , ac-ii, 6 - dozen; I/trV, Greenfinch :c. Redpolls,

cod.-, 'fid! each; Linnets. .Mule-, and Goldfinch Mules,

5 0- each'; all other bird’s in stock; li-t free. Jolm

Mace, Naturalist, Exclunigc-st.. Sheffield-

Wepchant, Saltleyjrd.Jirrnmgham^ ^— THE hallmark
of fi«auty in Mtd
ever small your Pf^bas

- ^ €xa<;tly as described
of knowing that it

21? wrfect satisfaction the
and that unless jou fig'1

returned. I now-

whole of you-r mon«y
> warranted genuine Wor-

hold a very large stock of warranreo B
an<J

cestershire cock Goldfinches, m ^criccr,
_

condition, at 1/6 each three h
lt

'

iirg t
-

or show
specially vutei large

t twelve 16/-;

or milling. 2/- each, thre- / i

3/6 ,
twelve

twelve

dreenfinches, 6d each three 1/-, si : l 0 ,
te»

' J

£Wmu**jgpi«rjs
cocks, and 1 a.is«

caged and thorou

for' nast'^'S 'cars and during that time have never

{faded unde/ other conditions. S c appliance column

W GORL 1 3 1 ,
GOOCll-st., BIRM^GHAM

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS
Redpolls, etc., 1914 English cock Goldfinches, 1/6,

three 4/-, six 7/-; specially selected, 2/-, 2/6, three

4/6, six 8/-; hens, six 3/-, a/- doz.; Lancashire

eoek Linnet, 7d„ three 1/6, six 2/3, 4/- doz.:

large cock Lark, 8d., three 1/6, 4/- doz.; Redpoll,

six 1/6, 2/3 doz.: best birdlime, 7d. Ilb-, 1/- Alb—

1/8 lb postage free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist

and Cagemaker, 11, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire.

Est. 1895. ( " |C0)

HARRY ALLEMHTORIGINAL LINNET KING

BUSINESS CARRIED ON AS USUAL
(

[ have the finest stock of Hiltlsli ever seen. Beau-

tiful cock Goldfinches, right for catching, 2/6 and

3/-; a few for the show bench, will make sure

winner*, 3/6: beautiful cock Linnets, sure winners

for the Bench, 2/-; Linnets from the same place as

the Champion Linnet of the World; they make the

earnest Linnets ever carried to a contest 1 /- ond

1/6 Notice.—I am the only dealer in England that

can get this class of bird. Linnets taught by the

Champion Linnet of the World, with new cage and

my book of secrets, 3/6 the lot. I defy any J^Ier
in the world to supply the same for the money.

Beautiful cock Larks, singing low 1/- anc11/0,

beautiful yellow cock Greenfinches fit for the show

bench, 1/6 each; my book of secrets, which tells you

how to moult, how to train Linnets and Larks for

contests, 1/- each; best Linnet ^dj/anary whistte,

6d. each; best bird lime in England, 2/-

send to the old. original firm, Harry

Specialist and Judge, City Aviaries, 40, Beckett

st., Leeds.
1

[CANARIES?!

I

Border Fancy, j

of high-class clear cinnamon andNINE pairs oi uigu-v.i««» - -----

marked Borders from 7/6 pair; offers exchange.

Pearce, 231, Cathedral-rd., Cardiff. (liOO)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

son" ;
prices low; easy payments arranged ,

appro-

val'- McKeand, Sea-bright, Castle Douglas. (1/60)

HlfeH CLASS Borders, many well-known winners

amongst them; must clear immediately, owing to

my husband being called to the front;
,

cock
^

fl<7n

4/ to 6/- each: hens from 2/- to 4/-, approval.

Mrs. C. Lloyd, Chapel-on-Leader, Earlston, Berwick-

S'"U,

rHE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

iToti?. i ffuarantee 111
„

*T qnfT ^on*7 . how to isgicCd lut-ai -»
, .

,

you I^d not fear of getting hens for this popular "Ei^Bkds ”

I -il^o guarantee all birds to be wel
- copy, 2Ad. poot fiee, fron

K , it i hellj

borough on hard seed before sent out. London. K.C., or from any of oui Nat.Iicu.

approval on the distinct undertaking ^fnfc3 q,i sbs published f rec,iieittl S .) —

J

‘ 1 1
. . . atiJucfinn tihOV ——————

I

an^ Crestbreds.

LARGE young Crest

-

strain £1 P«ir : Rev

water.

and Crestbreds. Joy ct -Barnett

C: Mullens. Chcdzoy, Bndg-
(IfCO)

\
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j
Greens. ~|

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality; how to breed these; see ‘Nutshell No. Z4,

** The Green Canary," 2id., post free, from : Cuge

Birds " 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C'. (Cull on our

agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

|

Norwich. |

A FEW prize-bred Norwich, cheap to clear : 22,

lleatti-st., Checthain Hill, Manchester. (1700)

LADY MURIEL DIGIIY can spare few 1913 l’lain-

headed Norwich hens from 1/(1; ulso cocks: Cliul-

mington, Dorchester, Dorset. C 1 7.
r
)7

)

CANARIES.—Twenty gland Norwich birds, as bred

Ids year; offers for lot or singly; would exchange:

Burberry, West Molcsey, Surrey. (1;01)

TWO Norwich cook Canaries, 7/0 each; lien, .1/0;

two breeding cages, 10/-; also 19M birds; what

offers?: R. W. Brooke, BeaconSflcld. (1701)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song;

prices reasonable ;
approval ;

easy payment** ar-

ranged. McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1700)

NORWICH Canaries, four cocks, full song, 5/-

each ;
two liens, good feeders, 5 /•; exchange con-

sidered ;
stamp reply: A. Brown, 88, Mill-rd., Wei-

lingbofongh.
, ,

SALE.—Twenty prize-bred Norwich, tlx 1918, rest

1014
;

portable house, large Right, Jin. wire, about

12 by o by 3, supports, etc. ;
perfect; best offer:

Ingleton, Barnlwmi, Bognor. (1700)

FOURTEEN Norwich Canaries, aviary, live double,

three single brooding cages, appliances: sell £4 10s.;

exelnan-g© for gent.'s three-speed bicycle, Boehm
clarinet, 'cello, viola or camera : Campbell, 9, Kings-

ley Villas, Ramsgate.
,,, ,,

NORWICH Canaries, 1/ 1 1, by C. A. House. I ells

the fancier all that ho needs to know to enable,

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on

"Forming a Stud," and "How to Produce the

Ideal,” are worth the cost of tho whole book

many times over; "Cage Bird**," 154, Fleet-street,

Loudon

|
Rollers & Singing Canaries

BREEDERS CARD.

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke hollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.

Dinks for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9; hens, 2/ : Ross,

Gauar v Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1746)

SIX ‘line Canaries; sacrifice 7/6; approval: Ban-,

nist or. 24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (1760)

ROLLERS (pure Randall), 2 cocks, 5/- each: 1

hen, 2/6, splendid feeder: J. Hill, 54, Highfield

Place. Sheffield. (1759)

ROLLERS. Warranted young cocks, 3/6, 4/-;

breeding and box cage©, 1/- : Bent, 97, Hamilton-st.,

Rochdale-rd., Manchester- (1757)

NOTICE. Grand, lot Rollers for day and gas light

tinging ;
prices reasonable; easy payments arranged 1

:

McKeand., Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

EOR sale, young songster Canaries, 4/6 and 5/-

ca-cli
;

six guaranteed and. Goldfinch Mule, 8/6:

Arthur M links. Mans,field. Woodhouse, Notts. (1760)

FREE delivery, magnificent bandmasters, 10/-;

contest trained, 14/-; young cocks, 6/-.: Miss -Tack-

eon, Cowhill, Rutland-rd.. Harrogate, Yorkshire.
(1759)

j
Yorkshires-

CANARIES
Splendid lot Norwich and Yorkshires now ready

to send out; list free, with the " hen trick ” ex-

posed. Beware of the dirty " tricksters " that for

a miserable existence will stoop at this critical

period of our history to hard-heartedly Impose on
innocents; experienced fanciers, of course, arc not
caught by the lies of such nonentities.

W. RUDD, 8p
h
ec£u.t, NORWICH.

WANTED cycle, not scrap; exchange three Nor-
wich marked cocks. Midgley’s and Vardy’s, fed, also

large cock Bulllc and side net: F. B. Cook, Pem-
briilge. (1761)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
BARGAIN, two 1912 cock Goldfinch Mules, Gold-

finch notes, 6/6 each; suitable for birdcatelier

:

Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1762)

SIX-pointed Buff Goldfinch-Can ary Mule, ?.ix weeks
old, 15/-; variegated cocks, 6/-, 7/6, 10/- each;
dark cocks, warranted, 4/- each; hens, 1/- each

:

Rowley Elston, Crediton. (1760)

DARK Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, cocks 5/-,

Canary-reared cock Chaffinch, suitable breed, with
Greenfinch 15 months old, 5/0 ;

Crystal Palace
aviary, 8-compartment, new 6/-: Groom, Longnor
Ball, Shrewsbury. (1757)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will .send you poat frtje one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be
very useful: The Advertisement Manager," "Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

REDUCING stock of Sibs., owing to ill-health.

Breeder of, two clear yellow, one two-point yellow,
five four-point buffs, and many very light mules

;

1914 liens, 20/-; cocks, 15/-; pairs, 30/-; Lancashire
Norwich ; money returned if they fail to throw
light mules; one 1911 yellow, one 1912 buff hens,
throws light mules in every nest, 25/- each; orders
taken in rotation; birds supplied directly over
moult; few cocks, lightly marked, 10/- each: F, G.
Bartlett, 32, Royal York Crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

(1758)

BREEDERS' CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Dudley Bill,

Bradford. -

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, tw o cocks, C/6 lot
: _23,

('cc il-rd., Gorecinon, Swansea. (1735)

SELL 12 young healthy Yorkshires, winning strain,

5 cooks amongst them, bargain 30/- : G. Oakley,

Cheddleton, nr. Leek, Staffs. (1758)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song;

prices reasonable; approval; easy payments ar-

ranged : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

GRAND pair of Yorks, £'l ; 7 young, cocks 7/6,

hens 3.-: Thomas strain; approval, cash: Wood-,

burn. Ivy Cottages, Backhand v, near Ulverston.^
(1/ 58)

HAVE for sale all the stock of G. Mellows, York-

shire breeder, some real good birds cheap; stamp
particulars : 2, Bedford-street, Ford, Devonport.

(1758)

TWO pairs high-class Yorkshires, cost 65/- and

41 sell reasonable; also a few unflighted, includ-

ing 2nd and 3rd Inverness young bird show
: _

H.

( Innas, Lethen-rd., Auldearn, N.B. (1701)

HANDSOME, rich yellow Yorkshire cock for sale,

very sweet singer, slim, typical shape, 2 years old,

splendid breeder, 12/0 only; approval: Holme, 26,

Hillside-rd., Streatham Hill, S.W. (1758)

GRAND colour-fed 1914 Yorkshires, winning strain,

first round youngsters now ready ;
cocks, jn full

rong, 5/6 upwards, hens 3 - upwards, pairs guaran-

teed 7 6 upwards; 7 days’ approval: North, Breeder,

443, Manehestef-rd., Bradford. (1761)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/H, by H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;

absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its -nil 1 varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting: also bow to treat in both health and
disease: "Cage Birds,” 154, Eleet-st., London, E.C.

Various Canaries.

FOREIGN BIRDS.

ONE cock and 2 hen Canaries, 6/- the lot, re-

moving: "Confectioner," 03. Wellington-st., Luton.
(1759)

EXCHANGE Canaries for new caught Linnets, or

otlii r wild liriti-h bird,: Win. Roper, 109, Soutli-st.,

Kcighlev. (1761)

FOR talc, 4 cocks, 3 liens. Canaries; what offers

in cash
:
yours first ;

ad -ouud, clear yellows and

gj i -'ii ; Fred Cooper, Bclpc r
. (1759)

NORWICH. Yorkshire, or Roll r cocks, all clean

moulted, and on full song, 5/- each, hens '-i'-:

Cooper, 163, Prinress-st., Manchester- (1761)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. Wc introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don’t replace, when they die.

AM the beat Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,"

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, JVlorecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. <ir®

ACCLIMATISED Foreigners; African Grey Parrot,

rare talkers, 80/-, 100/-, 120/- each; Green Amazon
Parrots, talkers, 50/-, 60/-, 70/-; White-fronted
Amazon Parrot, rare, 60/-; Cockatiels, 12/6 pair;

Budgerigars, Green 0/6, Yellow 9/- pair; Indian

Shama, grand songster, 45/-; bright mixed aviary

birds, all scedcaters, 3/- pair, 6 pairs 15/-; list free:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (17(52)

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formal ion on this variety will be found in "Nutshell

No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2£d. post free from “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. ' 2d. from oui
agents fltst, published frequently).

A. J. UNDERWOOD, 24, Wellington-st., Kettering,

lias following for .sale from outdoor aviaries, ap-

proval, deposit : Grand aviary-bred Cutthroats, 3/-

pair ; cock Zebra Finch, 2/6 ;
Silverbills, Orange

Cheeks, Senegal Waybills, 3/- pair; Jovas, Nuns, 2/6

pair; cock Tri-coloured Nun, 2/-; grand adult aviary

bred cock Green Budgerigars, 2/6 each :
pair Yellows,

6/6; Firefinoh.es, Avudavats, 4/- pair; Lovebirds, 4/.

pair. (1761),

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-; Australian Grey,
7/6; Indian, 5/-: 23, Cecil-ra., Gorseinonr Swansea.
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, commenced to

talk, etc., 27/6, bargain: B. J. Moore, 11, Lupus-st.,
Pimlico, London. (1758)
FINE healthy young Green Budgerigars, outdoor
bred, 3/0 pair; cash or deposit: Green, Shclbrooke,
Kibwortli, Leicestershire. (1758)
PARROT, red and grey, started talking, finger-
tame, 15/-; bargain: H. Field, Dairy, '2, Sixth-av.,
Bush Hill Park, Enfield. (1755)
H. HAYTER, Naturalist, Southampton, for Par-

rots, Snakes, Monkeys, Mongoose, Ferrets, Tanagars,
Canaries, Cranes, Dogs, etc. (1759)

BUDGERIGARS, five yellows, two greens, 11/- lot;
divide; Cockatiels, £1; Lovebirds, 4/- pair: Pater-
son, Glenelg, ’Wellington, Salop. (1759)

NOTICE, my celebrated Parrots say “ Three cheers
for the King,” talkers and pets; cash or fortnightly
payments: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (1762)

A PAIR African Large-collared Doves, from outdoor
aviary, 16/- pair; seven Californian Quail, three
cocks, four hens, lfl/C each: Mrs. Sproston, Nant-
wich. (1762)

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; foreign
birds from 2/- pair; list free: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1766)

THREE Egrets, £10; Yellow-backed Lorys, 40/-

each
;

Violet Tanagers, 5/6 each; hen Olive Finch,

7/6; Sidney Waxbill, 12/6; many others cheap to
clear: Yealland, Binstead, Wight.

, (1763)

CHAMPION Green Amazon Parrot, perfectly accli-

matised, healthy, strong, brilliant plumage, splendid
talker, whistles, sings clearly; £2: Wright, Brd.m-

freld Park-lone, Old Basfo-rd, Notts. (1758)

AMAZON Parrot and cage, 45/-; good talker,

finger tame ; owner gone to the war and left wife

and four children
;
must be sold

;
money wanted

badly : 4, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1758)

OUTDOOR aviary; Cockatiels, 20/- pair; Green
Budgerigars, 2/- each; Yellow, 2/6 each; hen
Lavender-headed Lovebird, 1/6; Java Sparrow, 1/-:

Miss Greemll, Carlton Scroop, Grantham. (1760)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-. bird and cage; weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (995)

THOSE who have bought or those who arc about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get "Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2£d. post free, but the tips it gives are

priceless; from: "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., Lou-

don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-

lished frequently).
GUARANTEED acclimatised; approval. Pairs Vir-

ginian Cardinals, £3 10s. ; hen (nested this year)
£2 10s.; Canaries, 7/6: young cocks, 3/6. Cocks,
Cuban Finches, 7/6; Cordon Bleus, 4/0; Parrot
Finch, 60/-; various British very cheap: prices on
application: Ratt-igan, ISettley Cottage, Brocken-
hurst. (1757)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,

and tlie variety kept successfully. But you mutt
follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 14,” from
"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.O., poet free

fr.r 21(1. From agents (see li-t. frequent ""l.'lic l ’-'l 1.

HEN Browns Parrakect, 70/-; hen Meyer’s, 70/-;

Cockatiels, 16/6 pair; liens, 8/6: Blue-wing Love-

birds, full wings, 12/C pair; Red-faced Lovebirds,

4 .V- pair; cook Nonpareil Huntings, full colour, 25/-

eaeh ;
Pope Cardinals, 0 0 each: Zebra Finches, 8/0

pair : lien-, 5/-: G. Chapman, Hi.gh-st., Birmingham.
(1761)

WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette. which can he purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can be e uc/v.ss fully kept, too, with little

difficulty if .'on will follow the hints given by

W<fhy f. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2/d.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet -t. , London,

E C. Call at any of Our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

‘DEALERS
requiring good healthy Amazons, Greys, Rosas, In-

dian Greens, should send for our prices; over 500

actually in stock : G. Chapman, High -at., Birming-

ham. (1761)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months' trial, my risk, 45/-

;

easy payments accepted. (995)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

AFRICAN GREY PARROTS
ACCLIMATISED, guaranteed to learn anything;

talk, laugh, sing, and finger tame, price 25/- and
30/- each; with large size square Parrot cage, '5/-

extra
;

real beauties
;

established a century

:

Powers and Russel, 10, Granby-place, Bethnal
Green, London, E. (1761)

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd.. London. Telegraphic ad-

dress, “ Oiseaux, London." Telephone, 5489 Wall.

Gentles, 2/6 quart; Wasp Cake. 2/6 lb.; Indian

Rock Mynah, finger tame, 18/-; Shamah, 25/-;

Han guest, 14/-; Amazon Parrot, 25/-; Indian Parrot,

5/-; Guinea Pigs, 1/- each, all colours; Indian Blue
Pie, grow tail 24in., 20/-; Wild Pigeons, 6/- pair;

Bleeding-heart Pigeons, 50/- pair; Dormice, 2/6
pair; Coloured Mice, 1/- pair, with cage; hand-fed
Raven, 25/-; Hawk, 2/6; White .lavas, 8/- pair;

Blue, 2/6; Ortolan Buntings, 1/6 pair; Rose Finches,

8/- each; Bullfinch cock, 3/0: De Von. (1762)

WANTED, Birds, Dogs, Monkeys, Parrots, Ferret*,-
Rats; purchase or exchange: Barlow’s Aviaries,
Greenwich. (1762)

WILL purchase for prompt cash any quantity
and any variety of Canaries; send particulars at
once: Stephens, West Drayton. (760)

WANTED, hen Canaries, Yorkshires, Norwich,
Borders, and common hens; state lowest juice: 207,

East-st., Walworth, London, S.E. (1759)

WANTED two 1914 common hen Canaries, ex-

change adult Dutch doe rabbit: Fox, Cleveland
Houoe, Fair Green, Mitcham, Surrey. (1758)

WANTED, to liurchase, young, healthy band-
reared cock Bullfinch, must be hand-reared : Mis#
Gunning, 88, Wavendon Avenue, Chiswick. (1759)

WANTED hen Canaries, old or young, cheap for

easli
;
state price and breed : Edward Bruce, Brough-

ton Aviaries, Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester.
0751)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets, and all kinds' of British

weekly: Chris. Hatton, 31, Richmond-fit., Brighton.
(1758)

NOTICE, wanted, Yorkshire, Norwich, Border Can-
aries, also Mules, arid all kinds of British: Apply at
once, to Hollinshcad, Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st.,
Stockjiort. (1754)

WANTED any quantity any breed hen Canaries for

spot cash :
give particulars and lowest price ;

honour-
able dealings guaranteed: W. Gore, 131, Gooch-st.,
Birmingham ( 1754)

WANTED, cock hand-reared Linnet, or small
foreigners, or hen Canaries, in exchange for racing

homers, flown 200 miles; approval: Eastwood, 20.

Seymour-rd., Bath. (1759)

WILL givft 6/- per pair for good Norwich or York-

shires, colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,

Crests, -and Scotch Fancies; cheap: McKeand, Sea-

bright-, Castle Douglas, (1760)

WANTED, Canaries, Goldfinch, etc.; exchange 5

Dutch does, 4 months, 2 blues, 3 blacks, one blue

doe, 12 months, all nicely marked, Lawson's strain

:

Allen, Abercorn-st., Barrow, Furness'. (1759)

WANTED Yorkshire, Norwich, Border, Crest

Canaries, also Mules, Siskins, Bullfinches, Linnet©,

Twites, Goldfinches ;
send lowest prices to A. Leitch,

East End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow.

AFRICAN GREY
Parrot, grand 1 selection very fine birds, whistle,

mimic, chatter, at 30/- each; 'real good free talkers,

40/- and 50/- each; 180 or the finest Blue fronted

Amazons in- Europe, all on hard seed and. water,

young birds, 21/-; chattering bird®, 25J-; real good

free talkers, 30/ and, 40/-: one very clever talking

King Amazon, teal champion, 50/-; grand selection

of Indian and Australian Parrots; before purchasing

a Parrot send for our price list and terms; tlire-o

months’ warranty with all talking Parrots
;
cheapest

in England ;
.largest selection : G. Chapman, IDgli-

Pt.. Birmingham. (1 1 Cl

)

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from

out door aviaries
;
holder thousand testimonals, bear

names and address, many lovers of birds had birds

from ns by our instalment system well satisfied

;

fortnightly instalment accepted. (1682)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

{
VARIOUS BIRDS.

WE supply birds, animals, cages for cash or easy

terms: list stamp: Lambeth Aviaries, 22, Lambeth-
rd., London. (1759)

AVIARY, containing British birds, sell cheap:

ditto Foreign, also Canary songsters; write for

particulars : 10. Windsor-rd,, Westcliff. (1758)

LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautifully. 1, - each;

throe for 2/6; a few that will moult out winners

for the bench, 2/- each; Roller cooks, singing, 7/-

cuch; they are taught under a good schoolmaster;

try one: W. Johnson. 55, George-st„ Leeds. (1759)

LIVE and cured wasp grub, large boxes, 1/-.,

2 /- lb., 5lbs. tor 8/6, carriage paid: selected cock

Linnets, in full song, 9d. each, 3 for 2/-; cock

Bullfinches, 2/-; cock Greypate Goldfinches, 2/-;

t pair Ydlo.w Budgerigars, winning strain, 7 -
:
cock

Canaries, in full song, 4/0. hens 2/6; young Talking

Amazon Parrot, 22/6: Taffing Grey, 60/-: Edwin
North, Bird Specialist, 413, Manehester-rd., Brad-

ford. 4 (1761)

WANTED
10,000 paii* young Norwich and Yorkshires. 4 6 pair,

bens 1/6 each: Howard A Son, Largest Live Stock

Exporters, 10, Hiintingdon-bnildings, Bethnal Green,

London. Est. 53 years. (1<47)

CANARIES
wanted ;

anv quantity 1014 Canaries, any breed ;
good

prices; cash by return: Chapman, High-st., Bir-

mingham. (1.61)

WANTED ANY QUANTITY
Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders, Canaries, hens, will

give 18J- dozen for them, cash on delivery, or de-

posit with “Cage Birds”: Powers and Russell, 10,

Granby-place, Bethnal Green, London.

WANTED
FIVE HUNDRED Yorkshire and Norwich hens

and Goldfinch Mules, 18/- dozen for Canaries. 1/-

each mules: Rutherford and Sons, Bird Dealers,

High-rd., Leytonstone, London. (1758)

WANTED CANARIES
Any quantity of Norwich and Yorkshire©; will give

4/6 pair; also will give 1/3 each for any kinds of

lien Canaries: also will give 12/- dozen for cock. Gold-

finches and 5/ dozen for hen Goldfinches ;
guaranteed

prompt payment, banker’s references if required, or

Editor Enoch Power. Largest Importers, and Ex-

porters in Great Britain, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch,

London, E.

ISALE or EXCHANGE^

Mainly British.
[

FOR sale, good pair Linnet nets, complete, or ex-

change good strong gent's bike: Wing, Chapc-I-st.,

Wisbech. (L5S)

WILL give genuine cock Goldfinch Mule for 13

fresh-caught cock Linnets-; Silvester, 27, Retcar-tt.,

Highgate, N. '
, ,

(L60)

TAME 1914 hand-reared cock Skylark and cage,

what offers in cock Goldfinches or hardbills
;

no

rubbish; yours first: Woollard, The Links, Shrews-

bury. (1/62)

EXCHANGE a good Magpie, say# a few words,

make a splendid talker, for working men a clothes

or offers: R. Rolfe, 33, Shepherd’s Lane, Bcacons-

field, Bucks 1

. ,, ,

I 1
!
00 '

THREE Norwich lions, Linnet Mule, two

Chaffinches, three Linnets, cocko, exchange poultry,

anything useful; oilers: Lawrence, 141, Coulsdon-

rd.. Caterham.
.

(DoS)

WANTED good secondhand wired cycle tyre or

new tube, 28 x H, exchange British birds from out-

door aviary ; list sent: Booth, 140, Dianiond-av.,

East Kirkby, Notts. (1760)

EXCHANGE two band-reared. 1914, Song I brushes,

two ditto Missel Thrushes, one young Greypate.

for two hen Norwich, 1914 birds; sell 5/- or offer:

”\V. Evans, 3, Idloes-terr., Llanidloes. (l,.i.l)

SINGING Mealy Redpoll and cage. 2/ : Goldfinches,

cocks, 2/6; hens 1/-; Linnets, cocks 131: hens Od.

each; bred me Mules and Hybrid! this scaoon:

Middleton, SO, Northgate, Canterbury. (D.>.D

FINAL lot: Siskin, nearly through, can win. 1.. •:

7 Goldfinch Mules, as bred, two nicely variegated <.

cocks) 35/-; exchange gramophone, silling poultry,

dog, anything: Metcalfe. The How. Sedgcly irk.

Manchester. _ . , . ,

EXCHANGE for a pair stock Onnanrs, Nor'uch,

the following cocks: one Brambhdlm n, • Redpoll,

R.cd Bunting, Mannikin. Orange-cheek, two J.in-

i, „t , and also the following hens: one Redpoll,

Orange-cheek, llramblefinch, Linnet : Ml outdoor

aviary and fine birds: Robinson, 113. Eldon st

Darlington.

|
WANTED.

|

OLIVER. 2, Uridport Place, Hoxton, will give 5 -

a couple for good large young York -hire*. (1729)

Mainly Canaries,
j

EXCHANGE young Yorkshire cock for hoy's nit,

size 7: II. Payne, Emyvcll-st., Warminster. (1759)

EXCHANGE good Yorkshire cock for cock Gold-

finch Mule or yell'd/-: Collins, Mon hard Bishop,

N. Devon. (1769)

EXCHANGE pa' r young Yorkshire for anything

useful, or clothes, boy (11); ho ,-ubl>i-li: 57. Duckett

-

rd.. Barring iy, (l.a9)
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ONE pair Cannrlos, breeding cage for mi I e or *' x

change anything ««>f«l: »#«V J ’ TayRr, (_»rr

(into, Now Mill, nr. Huddersfield. O'")
WANTED offers six Yorkshire cocks, pair Nor-

wich, Norwich cook, Seifert cock: Lverltt, 61,

Rovalrd.. Victoria Docks, London. O'/™)

NOTICK. Hive good) exdwngo in 1 orK s-

1

1 i i o

,

w'ieli, or Border show cages for Canaries, any breed :

McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.^^

GIVING up; six good cock Canaries and seven

good hens, i'2 5/- the lot ;
exiduingo cycle, no

rul)l)ish offered, none wanted: L. Pratt, Markit-st.,

Long Sutton. Lines.
.

I'Xl'll YNGK high class Yorks, Norwich, l innets,

Goldfinches, Bullfinches. Talking Parrots, ete.. for

scrap brass, copper, block tin: North, 40 ,
Man

cliester-rd., Bradford. '*
,

)

WANTED oilers for live cocks, four lien Canaries,

Norwich and Boilers, one Goldfinch Mule hen, one

double breeder, three singles, two show cages, twe

brass banging cageo: Uillctt, 09, Bedford-rd„ (.rays.

Essex. t 1 '"))

LARGE Norwich eoeks, yellow 1 !>/-. cost t.i;

variegated buff. (1/6; seven 1914 Norwich. 20/- lot;

two large butf liens, C /- ;
tour odd liens, i/o. Aork-

shire buff cock, two yellow liens, la/ ; cost SO/-

,

two Goldfinches. Siskin. Greenfinch, eoeks, 10/- lot,

exhibition Goldflneii Mule, C /•; rack, <sx single,

three treble breeding cages, complete, -/•• < > }"

ston, 39, Salisbury-rd., Maidstone. (

l

‘ l>') )

Mainly Foreign.
j

SMALL Foreign birds for 'sale, good health; ex-

change for acetylene bike lamp or small variety

out of: Howell, l’otton, Beds. (1758)

AFRICAN Orev Parrot, good talker, linger tame,

acclimatised, ba’rgain, 32/0; exchange, stamp reply:

Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1761)

Aquarium.
Ai)DAItIBM9, all about stocking aquarium* with

plant*, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice

on tim feeding and management of the occupants,

will ho found in "Nutshell No. 21." 2Jil. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet st., London, It C- (2d.

from agents, u Hot of whom published frccjuently).

[businesses.]
ONK of the host livestock businesses in the trade

for sale; very large stock: there are lx good talk-

ing Parrots and other animals ;
selling it because

losing my limbs: 163, Waterloo-rd., Lambeth. (1762)

Cats.

Miscellaneous.
(

JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, BreediiigyMating,

Hearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2Jd., post free, from Cace Burns, laf.

Fleet Street, London, E.C,

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)," is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. feeding, Mating, Hearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc’, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2-jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and Fox Ter-

rier* ; also puppies bought, sold or exchanged:
Walter Smith, Bird, Seed a,. I Dng Specialist, 98,

Tibet., Manchester. ’Phone, 181 Oily.

MAGNIFICENT pure prize-bred golden, ‘able and
v. ini. Collie pupplc , 10 week old, lot ely coat*,

frills and brushes, permit marking, white collars,

grand heads, clean, healthy, printed pedigree; male

20/., female 12/6; approval: Frank Marshall and
you, Hagworthlugliam, Kpil-by, Lincoln. Idle. (I7C1)

"CARE of ths Dog." Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps u dog will find this

little booklet of great use. -It treat* on feeding,

housing, exercising, div-a.es, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming etc. Price 2d. from any

of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom ale published

on page 4, or 2J<L, post free, from: “Cage Birds,”

10), Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and rage, !/•: Mfa*

Rocey , Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1 7.>1)

FANCY and Pet Alice, Nutshell No. 29, Is now ready,

and all who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,

should not liiiss this highly interesting brochure.

It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Feeding. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varie-

ties, etc., ete. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 2Jd., post frre, from CAGE Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

YOU CANNOT SPEND
SIXPENCE

TO GREATER PROFIT

[natural history

A TWO-compartment aviary, 9/-, or offer, not birds:

Plimridge, 109, Gladstone-ave., Wood Green. (17»4)

EXCHANGE brand licw boots, lady's, gent, s, for

male dogs or puppies: Manager, Furniture Stores,

Totton.
i.l/tiU)

HAND&OME young feathered Shcllduck, 2/-; ex-

change Greyduck; offer*: Alfred Jackeon, Askam-

in-Furness.
, , \r

lbi

SIX homing pigeons, good bird*, parents Sown

over 200 miles, 9/-; or offers any exchange: Wilkin,

Hathersage, Sheffield. (17a9)

ROLLER organ, new condition, exchange tor

Pom. bitch, Pekingese, or Parrot ; offers . Jones,

Park-st., New Park, Harrogate. ()/•'«)

EXCHANGE well-bred Fox Terrier bitch, four

months, for Norwich Canaries; or sell 12/6: Geo.

Wilson, Corriencesan, Aberfoyle. (libO)

OFFERS wanted in exchange for good cycle

trailer, good condition, for birds: Jones, 40, Brails-

l'ord-rd., Fallowfleld, Manchester. ,t|.7a7 >

WILL exchange Tor anything useful, 5 Goldfinch

.Mules and pair Canaries, or sell £!: Chas. Har-

rison, Alrewas Mills, Aohbourne. (1/MJ)

CENT'S second-hand suit, navy blue, nearly new,

waist 44 leg 32; exchange cock Canaries, singing;

offers: Tomson, 111, High-rd.. Willesden Green. (1701)

NOTICE birds of any variety or large pullets

taken in
’ exchange for cage or lov se fronts, any

(size made: Leigh, 37, Everton-terrace, Liverpool^

FIRST-CLASS Banjo, five strings, 20/-; Yorkshire

cock, two hens, finishing moult, 17/0; exchange

anything useful: Marsden, 26, Shadsworth, Black-

burn.
(lm)

TWO pairs Green, 1 pair yellow adult Budgerigars,

1 pair young, sell cheap; exchange silver watch,

anything: Porter, 8, Devonshire-st., Worksop,

Notts. .

'

OFFERS wanted in -Foreign birds or Canaries lor

rare book, cost 12/6, also waistcoat pocket pistol

and eome ammunition: Harris, Hairdresser, Weston-

super-31? re.
.

SPLEN >ID bred Shepherd Bitch puppy, foui

months' from best working parents living, i/G;

exchange anything: Line, 263, Belviour-rd., Coal-

ville, Leicestershire. .r'
GRAMOPHONE, and 15 double-sided records, all

the latest, perfect, as new cost £3 10/-, accept 25/-,

exchange birds. Parrot, etc.: Jepson, 18, Elmsiwood-

a venue, Moss-side, Manchester A 1™1 '

CLEARANCE. 15 stock or moulting cages, 20 x la x

7- three-ply backs, 3/- each, 35/- lot; single

breeders and double breeders; particulars, stamp

reply: Cawson, Alexandra-st., Goole. O'60)

NINE good Roller hens, 1JQ each; goed Black

Pom dog, C weeks old, nice coat, 25/-; new oak

gramophone and 12 records, value £3; what offers

Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester (1761)

WHAT offCTS in Canaries, cage birds, lor book un-

used Colonial and foreign stamps, including 1st

issue New Hebrides, U.S.A., pictorials, etc., cata-

logued, 70.'-: Ward. 135, Oxford-rd., Manchester.

R ACING Pigeons, twelve splendid April hatched

voungsters, some tit to show, 2/- each, 3/6 two;

• lot £1; pedigrees given; exchange for Canaries,

Mules, anything uoeful : J. Palmer, jun., Bnderby,

Leicester
^ ^ )

KODAK cartridge camera, 35/-, cost £e 5/-,

Christv safety razor, 2/0; diamond glass cutter, i/o,

Yorkshires, Border Fancy, Lizards; exchange young

Roller cock? or hens, British, N.orwieh hens : Collins,

Brookside, Woodgreen, Wednesbury. (1'00)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT

is the rate charged for ail advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium ;-*Busim^
;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice,

Musical Instruments; Natural History ;

Photography ;
Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry, Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps ;
and Various.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box caif boots and

shoes, newlv soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/G

;

girls 2/0: boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all- sizes; carriage

paid; Underwood, 30, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

SPLENDID ferrets, go-cd wo:kers guaranteed, 4/6;
excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6: younger, 2/0,

3,'-; ten days’ approval; cash or deposit with Editor:

Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (1760)

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

PEACH’S LOOM OFFERS; save, money
;
send for

Buyers’ Guide ; blankets, quilts, linens, hosiery-

underwear, effrtains, direct from looms ;
encourage

home industries ; write : Sami. Peach and Sons, 150,

The Looms, Nottingham.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamg for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and Ff—

BLANCHARD'S PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments. Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Coehia, Hitter Apple, Arc.

Sold in boxes. I lk by Hoots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White’s
Branches and all Chemists, or p^st free, same p»ice, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34-, DAI STON LANE, LONDON

BIRDS’ EGGS
Birds’ eggs ;

special prices during war
;

12 different

shore and sea bird?, 2/6: 60 beautiful Japanese egg?,

30 kind?!, 10/-; ail sijie blown, correctly named;
post free; catalogues: Jefferys, Naturalist, Bath.

Pigeons.
L
TUMBLERS, homers, tipplers, 1/6 pair: Brain,

Aston, Birmingham. See British Birds. (1760)

HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers,
adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 Pfiir, three pairs

4/-, 6/6 dozen ;
approval anywhere ;

testimonials

filed for inspection: Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, Gt.

King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"

post free 2jd. eacli from " Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet-

Street, London, E.C.

Poultry.

ROOM wanted; six- White Leghorn pullets and

cockerel, 1G /
-

;
eight heavy cross-breds, 16/- ; all

1913 birds, found and healthy; bargains: Shirley,

Sutton, Keighley.' - (1762$

Rabbits.

ormruol Dogs for Sale.
Dogs tor Exchange.

WANTED litter of puppies,- pure or crossed,
prompt cash: Dutton, Dunstable. (1760)
FINE Collie dog pup, four months; exchange poul-

try hens: Jones, 5, Mauritius-rd., Greenwich. (1760)

COLLIE puppy, male, make good one, two months
old, accept 10/-; bargains: Pratt, Long Sutton,
Lines. (1762)

|

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds

Imd foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-

rd.. London.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received vie

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous, issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.—ADVT. MANAGER. " CAGE RIRDs."

WHAT offers in cage birds for Sheep Dog pup,
three months old : Gwyther, 27, Castle-st., Merthyr
Tydvilt (1762)

GREAT Dane bitch puppy, 5 months, well bred,

pedigree, brindle, £1 to good home: Greenwood,
Coleshill, Warwick. (1756)

FOX Terrier dog for sale, 2 years, capital guard,
affectionate and smart, price 10/-; apply-: K., Rive-

lin, I’inner, Middlesex.
TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, , seven
weeks, 7/6 each, bitch 5/0; parents tackle any-
thing : Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (1762)

TWO tiny Pomeranian dog puppies, three month?,
from good parents, grandsvre, Dainty Chocolate, £2
each ;

approval anywhere : Chas. Bacon, Me’xboro',

Selston, Notts. (1760)

WANTED, all varieties pure-bred dogs, large and
small, cheap for cash; or give good exchange win-

ning pigeons or Canaries: McKeand, Seabright,

Castle Douglas. (1760)

CREAM Pomeranian (dogs), 17 months, good pedi-

gree, splendid coat and tail, accept 25/-, worth £5;

exchange birds, stamp reply: Cooper, 163, Prineess-

st., Manchester. (1761-)

BLACK Newfoundland male pup, champion breed,

25/-; bitch, 15/-; also large rough Airedale dog, 12

months, 15/-; good guard, house trained: Merton,
Waterloo. Elland. (1755)

LOVELY big handsome St. Bernard-C'ollie dog pup,

six weeks, make devoted guard, trustworthy com-
panion, 15/-; exchange: Mac, 3, Church-lane, Stern-

hall-st., Walthamstow. <1752)

LOVELY’ litter of tiny Yorkshire puppies, eight

weeks, slightly crossed, exceedingly handsome pets;

healthy dogs, 6/6; bitches, 5/-: Pavier, 51, Hemp.a-

hill-lane, Bulwell, Nottingham. (1760)

BEAUTIFUL litter of Bcdlington Whippet puppies,

eight weeks, off the fastest and cleverest parents

living; these puppies are straight, clean, found and

healthy: dogs, 6/6; bitches, 5/-: Mee, 53, Hempshill-

lan-e, Bulwell. *(1760)

SMART game Bedlington Fox Terrier dog, 17

months, take iris death at anything and enjoy -kill

vermin, water, carry, trained guard and companion,

with plenty good dog sense, 12/6 : Wilkshire, _8a.

Hennit-st., Nottingham. (1760)

TWO handsome Irish Terrier puppies. 7 weens,

good pedigree, fashionably docked, look very

promising ; dog 12/6, bitch 16/-; also two pedigree

Fox Terrier bitch puppies, nicely marked heads,

'•k::r wide bodies- 4

.

each; approval: llichnrd?.

I .afford- 'u.. Bui? . it.
n7,’“‘

Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully oi

all subjects connected witn profitable rabbit keep
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting. Management, Diseases,

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 23d.. post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET TaBBITS^ CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,

and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-

ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1/-, post free 1/1), from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., 1 ondon. E.C.

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest

in fishing should not mis-s this highly-inotructive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to

catch them; tne angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 21d. post

free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Fish-in" rods, tackle, at manufacturers’ prices;

wholesale catalogue one stamp: extraordinary bar-

gains; saves pounds: Midland Rod Company (104),

Erdington, Birmingham. (1759)

Various.
1

FREE, pocket rubber stamp of your name and

address also particulars of money-making, opare

time employment: The Richford Works, Snow Hill,

London. (1748)

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or'money returned: no cat-

ting. 7)d., l/l)d., agents wanted; Marlboro’-rd.,

Hightown, Manchester. (1720)

than by purchasing a copy of

the 1914 Edition of

CAGE-BIRDS
ANNUAL

H
AVE von sent for your copy of “Cage Birds”
Annual yet? If not, do so at once, for the

stock is rapidly being reduced, and if you do
not order now you may be disappointed. No matter

what variety of birds you keep, whether you are

novice or old hand, you will find information con-

tained in "Cage Birds” Annual of the greatest

help to yen during the trying seasons of bird breed-

ing. Every article is written by an expert,
^

and in

their experiences of successes and failures YOU will

find the way to the top rung. Below we give a list

or the contents. Study them, and we feel sure you

will find something there that will interest you.

Sign the coupon at the foot of this advertisement,

enclose 7d.. post to ” Cage Birds." 154, Fleet St.,

London, E.C., and get your copy now.

CONTENTS

:

MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID.
By Claude St- John.

A most seasonable article, alone worth the cost of

the whole book.
STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP AND
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIROS. By 1. Meakui.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
Bv G. R. Pippet.

SEEDS AND THEIR USEb. By W. Hobden.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERIGARS.
By W. H. Gibb:

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF B! RD-CATCH ING.

By J. W. Steel.

A REVIEW OF THE 1913-1914 SEASON.
With names of Principal Winners, Norwich Plain-

heads, Yorkshires. Greens, Cinnamons, Rollers,

Whites, Border Fancies, Crests, Lanr.ashires, and

Lizards, Scotch Fancies and Belgians, Dutch mils,

Hvbrids and British Birds, Foreign Birds.

A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.
By H. Norman.

MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.
By K. T. Sheppard.

-

A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES AND
THEIR USES.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF BRITISH
BIRDS.

By F: Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.

Calendar. 1914-15; Monthly Calendar and Diary with

Hatching Tables; Postal Guide and other Useful

Information: Rates for Railway Parcels; Cage Bird*

League; Particulars of Objects, Membership, etc..

Alphabetical Directory to Cage Bird Clubs Associa-

tions, etc.: Bird Trade Directory; Standards and

Scales of Points of Exhibition Birds.

£1 000 ACCIDENT IaSU ANCE COUPON
In addition to this wonderful budget of bird}

literature, this marvellous little handbook also con-

tains numerous sketches and
c
arld a so

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-knowa

bird artist, Mr. H. Norman.
#

A Tribute from

FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA.
5, Errard Street North,

Ballarat, Victoria,

Australia.

May 28th, 1914.

/ enclose money Order. Please forward

the “Annual." I always enjoy reading

W. MORRISON, M.A., AID.

Send Eor your copy NOW, 7d. post £ree-

from our offices, cr (Sd. from your newsagent

FUN FOR SIXPENCE
Ventriloquist's double throat, fits roof cf mouth,

astonishes, mystifies, sing like a Canary, whine like

a puppy neigh like a horse, and imitate ail kinds of

birds ami beasts of the fields and forests?, Cd. each,

four for 1? : Ideal Novelty Company, Strode, Cleve-

don. < 1751)

roars of laughter
At, parties, theatres, in trains, etc. Hundreds funny

i 0kes catches, puzzles, etc. (over 5u0 illustrations)

only 2d Sneeze powder,, two bottles. 7d.
;

large

size r-' Itch Powder, 3 boxes 7d. Stink Bombs,

vm'V strong, ’three boxes 7d. Explosive cigarettes,

harmless, great joke, packets 7d. and 1/1: funny

voices, very chic. "try it, only 40. , 2 for 7d. All post

free; good collection at 2s. 6d. : F. Young, 5,

Misterton. ScuureoL (UO.i)

To the Publisher,

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154. Fleet St.,

London, E.C.

Please send me copies

of “Cage Birds*’ Annual, for wf.ich I*

enclose

Name ;

Address
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To Correspondents generally.

It would mm 'll facilitate our wort. if Secretaries

u ikI other* would kindly write out their chib

court* notice*, etc., in the style in which they sec

hem printed. Write on OSK SIDE ONLY of each

Ueet of paper used. . _ ,
.

Will all correspondent* and secretaries and officials

it societies in particular, please note that CACE
iipDs now pocs to press on Wednesday afternoon,

10 that all matter tor publication in our issue ot the

ante week MUST reach us on TUESDAY TO BE

CERTAIN OF INCLUSION.

rHE PATRONAGE OF SPECIALIST
CLUBS.

Societies deidrliiK tlio patronage of tlie following

•lii to should apply to the respective sees., stating

illlte of show, number of classes and judges:

Northern Border and S.P.tEC., M. (J. J’otts, 62,

Falmouth Jtond, Newcastle; Midland Counties

i .C.C., W. Wells, llclinsidc, Kriiington, Hirriiinghuiii
;

Norwich IMI.C., K. Cunlillc, II), Lark Street, Burn-
e j ;

Northern « (Jco. Dobson, 103, Janies Street,

Bhi’vdon on-Tyne ;
Yorkshire and Lancashire British

lliril and M.C., T II Inman, Thornbury, Bradford;
Northern Y.C.C., I! Tindalc, t), Gill Street, llenwell,

Newcastle on T.ynu; Green C.A , V. Handley, 23,

'oventry ltd., Wavertrec, Liverpool. Scottish l’.ll.

•luh, K. Barron, 110, Montrose Street, Glasgow,
•rested (’.ft, .1. Tyson, 169, Sloune Street, S.W,
Northern Lizard Club, 0. C. Davidson, 0, Kden
’ale, Sunderland. Cumberland and Westmorland
’.C.C .

J. Head, 12, Mill Street, Maryport. [Will

ees. kindly let us know when their patronage list

i full for the forthcoming season,— (Editor)].

JUDGES or CAGE BIRDS
Hie altt'iifion of Show Secretaries is directed to the

olloMinjj list oi gentlemen willing to net as judges.

Terms for insertion on npplication.

I. C. BARNES, 113. Noi t lilichl Rond, WalKley, Shcf

Held, judge of all varieties of cnee birds. Long,

prin t leal experience. Terms moderate,
r. BENNETT, 14. Cumberland lid., Lidgcfc Green,

Bradford. .Itid go of Cage Birds. Long and prac-

tical experience. * .

I. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds ; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. cow GILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Road, S. Norwood,
London, 8. 10. Specialist, British and Foreign.

2EO. GARDNER, 11. Havcrstock Road, London,

N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, ar>, (jueen’s Road, Northampton, having

retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

I. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;

judge of Canaries and Cage Birds;, specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other (.'age Birds.
JAMES KERR, 19. James Street, Perth. Any variety

Specialist Norwich and British.

I. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, f.8, Bruns-

wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-

alist.

W. MUNDELL, 0. Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, Tile Eyrie, Salisbury R fV » L Carsna'ton

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Spccmast

Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Bonier Fancy Judge. .

J. .4. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

D. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Kins worth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton 1‘Osl,

Co. Durham. A.Y.. Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TIC KELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aircville Road, Fri/.inghall. brad-

lord. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorksmres

and Norwich Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,

Nott". Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor

with Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate,

j. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshill, nr

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington Rd., Frizington. Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Urosvcnor Road, New Brighton,

judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Term:
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHANGES, which must be fully PREPA I

D

J-inch 2/», ^-iiieli 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our

"Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADV LRTISEMLNTS across two or more
columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to

" Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series ot not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeim-” a Show

thouWi applv for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

LOCHGELLY C.B.S,
The show that was to be held on Oct. 10, 1914, is

reluctantly

CANCELLED
R, Muir, Station Road, Lcchgelly.

Cage Birds
and Bird IVortd.

A Guarantee.! Circulation aroongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices; 154, Fleet Street, London, K C.

/tlegiam*—" Aviculture, I.ouUon.” 'itl. A'o. 5229

11 olborn.
The Editor is Always glad to receive and consider

suitable contribution*, whether articles, sketches ,
or

photographs. Provided ttn addressed envelope ,

sufiideally stamped, at com parties same, every

effort will be made to return tmaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he dors not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ

ten or typed on one side of paper only

{Twitterings.

The Midland Holler C.C. have decided to

hold their annual open show as usual. 'Die

date is fixea for November 5 and 6. -—T. J. ,

Smith.
Mr. F. Carlin line been elected president

and Mr. J. Inman vice-president of the Clay
1

Cross C.B.S. ;
our late president, Mr. G.

Hescoby, having resigned. J. Griffiths, sec.

As will be seen from the advertisement on

page 101, Messrs. Spratt’s- Patent are making
no advance in tlie prices of their well-known

Cod-liver Oil Food and lied .Colour Food.

A general meeting of the Scottish British

Bird and Mule Club will be held at 1*42, High
Street, Edinburgh, on Sept. 19, at 4, writes

Mr. J. Allan, sec. Clubs applying for patron-

age should have their application in, along

with fee, not later than Sept. 12.

The directors of E. Griffiths Hughes
(Kruschen), Ltd., desire to make it known
that there is no German or Austrian capital,

no German or Austrian labour, and no person

of German or Austrian nationality connected

or interested in any shape or form with

Kruschen Salts. The whole of the staffs and

employees are being retained, and business

will be conducted as usual.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Fletcher Nicholson.

It is with the deepest sorrow, writes Mr. J.

Nicholson, of Maryport, that I have to inform

you of the death of our eldest brother,

Fletcher Nicholson, on Aug. 27, after a long

illnees and much suffering from the dreadful l

disease cancer ;
aged 57 years. He had been

a very keen naturalist and fancier all his life,
i

and at the time of his death had a nice stock
|

of Yorkshires, in which he took keen interest
j

right up to his death. Although he had not
^

been exhibiting for a good many years, many ;

of your readers will remember the firm of
j

Nicholson Bros., Flimby. He leaves a widow, 1

two sons, and four daughters, also five

brothers and two sisters, to mourn his loss.

We hear that the following societies have,

decided to cancel their open shows : East

Perthshire O.A., Frome F.A., Morpeth C.B.S.

,

while those of the following have been post-

poned indefinitely : Brighton and Hove

C.B.A., Markinch P.P. and C.B.S. It is

gratifying to be able to gather from the small

number of notices of abandonment that the

large majority of societies are endeavouring

to hold their shows as arranged. Many
societies are coming to a decision at their

next meeting, as will be seen from our Club

Notices column, and it is hoped that these

meetings will be largely attended so that the

question of abandonment or non-abandonment

may have full consideration. ,

A Well-Known Cage Bird
Judge to the Front.

Owing to having been called up with the

Territorial Force I shall be unable to attend

to judging engagements, and shall have to

cancel same. Secretaries might write me to

following address : Sergt. J. W. Bruce, No.

3 Com., 5th Iv.O.S.B., Tillicoultry, Clackman-

nanshire.

Six Additions to Scottish Avifauna.
The “Report on Scottish Ornithology in

1913” records the fact that during 1913

several new birds were added to the Scottish

list, “ one of them being also new to the

European avifauna,” while in addition a

great many uncommon visitors were re-

corded. The additions to tire Scottish birds

comprise the Dusky Willow Warbler, P/i.i/llo-

scopus f uscal us, found in Auskerry (the first

recorded appearance in any part of Europe) ;

the lesser Grey Shrike, Ha tans minor,

procured on Fair Isle; the melo-

dious Warbler, ITypoluis ]>ohjfjotta ;

the Indian Stonechat, Sttx'tr.olu tort) tin Ia

Indiea.

;

the Gull-billed Tern, Sterna niloticn

;

and the Scandinavian Lesser Black backed

Gull, Luru* fun-its fiiscus.

CANARIES FOR
THE HOSPITALS.

I
N our issues oi Aug. 22 and Aug. 29

appeared a suggestion to our

readers that they might individually
(

and with little cost help to ameliorate

the condition of the brave soldiers who
would be sent hack wounded from the

war. Time alone will show ^the

number of our heroic defenders who
will be incapacitated; they arc already

being brought back to the land which

they left in high spirit only a week or

so ago, and even if the war into which

we have been forced should continue

but for a little while, the first hatch

of sufferers will inevitably be supple-

mented by hundreds of their com-
rades.

With the true spirit of British

soldiers, the wounded men make light

of their injuries, and the’ demeanour
of those who have not been hurt

beyond the power of demonstration

would suggest rather that they were

returning from a picnic rather than

from a bloody struggle against over-

powering numbers. Nevertheless, into

hospital they have to go, and the hopes

of many of them that they may have

another bout with the enemy will be

long of fulfilment. In the meantime,
quite apart from their sufferings, they

have to experience the monotony of

a sick bed, and this monotony would
be materially lessened by the presence

in the ward of a singing Canary.
Many of our Tommies ” are bird

fanciers, and the song of one of their

favourites -would make them forget

their sufferings, while there are few
indeed whose, tedium would not be

j

relieved by the music of the birds.

We knew we should not make the

appeal in vain, and the response has

fully met. our expectations. Lady
readers, as might have been antici-

pated, are conspicuous among the

senders of promises, and their coupons
are in many cases accompanied by
sympathetic letters.

Generous as the response has been,

there still remain many of our readers

who have not ygt signified their inten-

tion of helping to minimise the tedium
of the hospital ward to our heroes who
have been laid low in an heroic

struggle, and we reprint the coupon
for their signature.

Sept. SOth & Oct. 1st
ALL PROFITS GO TO RED CRO/S SOCI --TV, Also
10 per cent of T.ckcts sold. Schedules ready

Bept 7.h. Entries Close Sept. VSth.— G. T. H. MAGG8, Sec.
BRISTOL

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any time
during the next twelve months, to

supply free of cost one singing cock
Canary and small travelling cage, to be
presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same

Name

Address (in full)

Date.

To the Editor. Cage Birds,
154, Fleet Street. London.

Headers who cannot make any defi-

nite promise at the present moment
may mark their promise “ if possible.

”

When we have received the neces-
sary number of promises, we will then
ascertain how many hospitals and
homes for wounded soldiers require

these gilts, and we will deal with all

applications and gifts in the order in

which they are received. All promises
will be -acknowledged in the columns of

Cage Birds, and the ultimate destina-

tion of eqel) bird will also be announced
as soon as possible.

PARS FROM THE POST-BAG.
We have space for a fey only of tho many

kind letters received, and these arc taken at
random as follows :

—

Sin,—I think your idea its a noble one and
worthy of the support of every fancier. I

have much pleasure in adding my mother e

as well as my own name to your list.

Robert Young.
Newcastle.

Pass Your Spare Coupons Along.

Sir,—Will be very pleased to forward a
bird

;
your idea is good. 1 gave my spare

coupon to a friend, and you will find it filled

up herewith.
4. E. Brand.

Brechin.

Will Give Two.
Sir. 1 have much pleasure in offering two

good singing Canaries to he given to the hos-
pitals. You can let me know when you are
ready for them and 1 will send them off.

A. Leiich.
Glasgow.

A Pretty Letter from a Little Scotch Girl.
Sir.

—

1 am just three and a half years old,

and 1 like to hear the birds singing very
much, so will be very pleased if you accept
one of my birds for the sokiicrs who are
doing so much for our country.

Margaret G. B. Udall.
Aberdeen.

Sir,— It will be my pleasure to give a sing-

ing cork Canary for your splendid scheme for

our brave wounded soldiers, and will send it

when and where you please, and will also

see that it is no disgrace to the sender. Wish-
ing your scheme that success which 1 am sure
it deserves.

John Farrar.
Bradford.

Helping with Both Hands.

Sir,— I would like to add another bird to

help cheer up the wounded. I had already

promised my best bird to be sold for the Wrj-
Relief Fund, but have other very nice birds
coming on. I should have sent before but
did not get my Cage Birds for two weeks, so
did not see your appeal until now. I enclose
the coupon anti hope that the cheery little

messenger will fulfil liis mission when he is

needed.
(Miss) M. Evans.

High Wycombe.

One of the Best.

Fir,—I shall be pleased to send a cock
Roller Canary fit to be put on any show
bench. One that I have bred myeelf from
one of the finest strains in England. Young
Boilers are not quite in condition yet for

song, but if you want one soon I will send
my best bird in.

W. F. Buffin.
London.

Judge Silk Will Give “Two or More.”

Sir,—Glad to give you two or more Nor-
wich, which would help cheer the wounded.
They will be colour-fed and look well and
sing well. No doubt it would interest your
readers to know that I have sent birds to

Wales and Scotland since the war started,

and they got through in good time. This

goes to prove that the railways are still in

good working order. Fanciers should get

good results from your "Hints on how to

cheapen the food bill.”

A. E. Silk.

Too Much of a Good Thing!
In 1863 a number ol English Skylarks

imported by the Royal Zoological and Accli-

matisation Society of Victoria, were liberated

in the neighbourhood of Melbourne, while

other consignments were received and turned

out in 1857, 1870, 1872 and 1873-4. A num-
ber were also liberated near Sydney in 1870.

Of late years these birds have much increased

in the districts around Melbourne, where,

according to a communication in the July
number of the “ Victorian Naturalist,” they

have been causing considerable loss to mar-

ket gardeners and horticulturists generally

by destroying seedlings and young plants of

cabbages, cauliflowers, radishes, turnips, and

lettuces That Larks were the culprits was

fully demonstrated by an examination of the

crops of some that had been killed. These

were found to ho crammed with seeds and

other vegetable matter, and contained no in-

sects, though the latter at the time were

unusually numerous. As the communication

referred to is signed by Mr. C. trench, tho

Government entomologist, it may be regarded

as thoroughly trustworthy.

Nccts of Ulicis. Poultry, etc., should lie regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S l'OWDEIt, especial’*

when hens arc sitting. Don’t forgot to do till* jm,t

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied

Ui'e. Kills all Insects. Harmless to everj thing c.lso.
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Correspondence.
How Can Slugs and Snails be

Trapped ?
1 Sir, I have plenty of slugs or garden snails

in my garden; the marks of their wanderings

miring lire night are plainly visible, but all

my efforts to prodme a trap to catch them
have failed. Can anyone advise?

R. V. Wagner.

A Soldier’s Birds to be
Dispersed.

Slit. I am sending herewith an advertise-

ment from Mrs. C. Lloyd, Ohapel-on Leader,

Farlston, who wrote mo some days ago to try

to dispose of her husband’s entire stock of

high-class Borders. She states that she

knows little or nothing about them, and

thought it belter to part with them while in

condition. 1 called on Saturday and selected

one or two which 1 will keep until Mr. Lloyd

returns home (let us hope amongst the vic-

torious), and I am sure that nothing will

please him better than a look at even these

few from his stock, from which he has been

so suddenly separated. In his spare mo-

ments. which I expect wijl be but few just

now, he will sec every one in his mind’s eye

along with his wife and children at home.
J. Patterson.

[The advt. appears under “.Borders.”—Ed ]

A White House Sparrow.
Sir,—1 have been a reader of Cage Birds

for a considerable time, and I am sending

you the following, which may interest your

many readers:—In my garden here a couple

of ordinary .House Sparrows elected to build

a. nest in the high branches of a plane tree.

The young hatched out over a fortnight ago,

and I was astonished to notice one of the

hatch to be white in colour. To encourage

the birds to remain about the place, I scat-

tered every morning a plentiful supply of

canary and hemp seed, as well as wheat and
bread, the latter soaked in milk. When I

observed that the white youngster was doing

for himself I got made a cage 6ft. long 3ft.

wide and 2£ft,. high. I tilted thff cage about

six inches (just as boys do with a riddle) and

led a strong edrd to my bedroom, 25ft. away.

For_a whole week 1 got out of bed at four

in the morning and patiently watched until

ten o’clock, but my white friend would not

venture inside. Dozens of others went in

freely, but not he. However, my patience

has been rewarded, and the bird is now in

mv aviary, in company with 50 or 60 other

feathered friends, and he is quite happy.

The bird is as near as possible to being as

white as the paper on which f an) writing.

There is not a 'brown or shaded feather on

his body, wings, or tail. The feather quills

are pure white. His eyes are beautiful
;
they

resemble a rich soft ruby, almost blood red.

His beak is yellow, not such a deep yellow as

a male Blackbird, and bis legs are white. I

have written of the bird as being a male,

but 1 cannot tell Hie sex. I am only a

novice and keep the birds for the purpose of

instilling in my children a love ot animals

and birds.
‘ William Watt.

How Did Birds Originate?
Sir,—No reply having been made by Air.

Wells to my letter I conclude he has either

been called away from his ordinary duties in

the present crisis, or, unable to acquire the

necessary evidence, has abandoned his dog-

matic position, conscious of defeat. If the

former, surely some one of those who re-

flected his views and shared his belief in rep- i

tilian origin might -have had courage enough

to advance to his standard. W hat is the i

truth ? Not one single proof on the barest

shred of evidence that could carry the slight-

est influence on the open mind of any of your

readers. No attempt has been made to eii-
j

lighten us on the law or agent at work in

the physiological transformation of his winged
j

reptile into the bird. He has not told us

how that physical change took place, who wit-

nessed it, or if it ever came within the know-

ledge and experience of mankind. He has

not given the name of any reputable and
|

responsible scientist who will prove that a

bird ever evolved from a reptile. Still less

can he name an authority who accepts as an

established fact the theory that -all variations

in type had one common ancestor. l<or his

assertion that life as we know it existed in

the materials of a stagnant pool I have the

utmost contempt. Profuse in assertion,

liberal in self-conceit, but painfully barren

in substantial facts he has no argument. His

winged' reptilian theory has a place only in a

mentally arrested development. A bird has

ever been a bird so far as human knowledge is

concerned. A reptile has never been other

than a reptile, and no law or agent known to

man can ever make them otherwise. WTiat

is the last word on the question ? Prof. Bat-

son, a few days ago in Melbourne, showed

how the Darwinian theory was dwindling

before the advance of modern research and

declared “ that variation, therefore, now stood
out as a physiological event,” anil gave ex-

amples to show that there was no proof that
domestic animals had been developed from
wild types, that modern research lent not
the smallest encouragement to the view that
evolution arose by the transformation of
masses of individuals. I am not as Mr.
Wells thinks a “ oisbeliever in the evolution

theory.” As a working theory it may have
served a purpose philosophically, but as theory
is not science, and never can he, it has no
place in the verified testimony of exact truth.

So the theory of “ Bird Origin ” will remain
a. theory, an intellectual quagmire into which
Mr. Wells and Co. have fallen, and are

unable to extricate themselves. A. M’Lean.

The Fertility of Goldfinches.

A Record Which Will be Hard to Beat.

Sir,—Reading in Cage Birds about the

fertility of Goldfinches reminds me of la.

Goldie 1 caught some years ago at a place

called Colli well, or Collihole, about four

miles from Crediton, a week before Christ-

mas; he was a. very late bird, and had not

finished hie moult. He bred the following

season very early ;
in fact, he beat my tried

old birds in starting. He fertilised 37 eggs

the first year, and out of these I had 36

young. The 37th egg was pulled out over

the nest just on the point of hatching. The
next season I had 65 good eggs ;

1 did not

take a note of the number that hatched out

of them. This was the best Finch I ever

had for breeding, and I have had a few good

ones in my time. Is this the record ?

R. Elston.

How to Cheapen the Food Bill.

Sir,

—

lie the cheap feeding of birds at the

present critical moment, Canaries as well as

|

Softbills will eat greedily gentles prepared

in the way Mr. Weston advocates. A paunch

is as prolific as anything for breeding them,

and if afterwards covered with bran there

is no smell ;
the gentles fall to the bottom

;

as they ripen, and clean themselves in the

j

bran. My birds will eat- hawthorn berries

;

I

also I take some fine biscuit meal and scald

it, and when cold I add a good handful of

barley meal and sharps mixed, a handful of

j

gentles, a hard-boiled egg, and some chopped

!
onion (the green ends or any kind, chopped

i
fine), some lettuce, or chickweed, dandelion,

|

groundsel, apple, potatoes, carrots, peas, or

just what is to hand, and this is devoured
i bv all the birds, Cuckoos included, only these

have more egg and a good piece of chopped

raw or cooked beef. The big heads of sun-

flowers are now ripening, and elderberries

TO ABANDON OR NOT ABANDON?
SOME VIEWS ON THE QUESTION.

An Abertillery Fancier Votes for the Prince of Wales’s Fund.

Why the Manchester & N.C.O.S.

Show was Postponed.
Sir,—I have read with great interest the

letters published in Cage Birds on the show

question. I may say that at the last two meet-

ings of the M. and N.C. O.S. the question has

been very freely discussed, with the result

that we decided to postpone our show in-

definitely. When discussing the question of

holding * a large open show this season we

must "take into consideration the fact that

the majority of exhibitors are working men,

few of whom are at present in full employ-

ment. The question arises, will these ex-

hibitors be in a financial position to support

the shows with good entries? Then again,

there is carriage of the birds to be considered.

We cannot say at present what the railway

companies will be able to undertake in live-

stock carrying. This is of the greatest im-

portance to the Manchester show, as exhibits

are sent from all over the United Kingdom.

Unfortunately, the societies connected with

the cage bird fancy have not, as a rule, a

large banking account, and therefore cannot

*THE POULTRY
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Leicester Hand-in-Hand
Unanimous in “Carrying On.’’

Sir,—Owing to the national crisis a special

meeting of the Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.

was held at the White Swan Hotel, August
28th, to consider the advisability of having

an open show. It was unanimously decided

we should adhere to the nation s motto :

“ Business as Usual,” therefore -our open

show will take place on Friday and Saturday,

Nov. 5th ami 6th. The classification will be

as previous show and novices will be well

catered for. There will be no classes can-

celled or amalgamated and prize money will

be guaranteed. We are confident that the

fanciers who have supported us in the past

will again respond to the call and help to

make this well-known fixture a success.

A. Freestone, Hon. Sec.

Bristol F.A. Will Give All Its

Profits to the Red Cross Society.
Sir,— I ehall be glad if you can snare space

for this explanation of delay in issue of

schedule of our show fixed for Sept. 30 and

Oct. 1. Our hall was for a time actually in

the occupation of the War Office, and I sup-

pose the fashionable course would have been

for us to cancel. But our view was that

the show work such as printing schedule,

etc., penning, staging, and other matters, all

involve the employment of much labour, and

we felt it to be our duty not to throw this

out so long as there was hope. We have,

therefore, been meeting at short intervals to

watch developments,, and the hall is now free,

and the printer hard at work on the sclie-
,

dales. I hope these will be ready by Sept.

7 . entries will remain open until Sept 19 (five

days’ later than the usual date), and I hope
. exhibitors will as a result enter promptly.

All profits are to lie handed to the Red
Cross Society, and so that there shall be some-
thing to hand over whether we make a profit

or not, we intend to give the Red Cross
i Society ten per cent, of amount received for

tickets sold prior to the show.
G. T. H. Maqgs.

CLEAR YORKSHIRE COCK.
1st at Leyton for Mr. E. T. Bush, Tottenham.

afford to run shows at a loss. No doubt the

cancelling of these exhibitions will have some

effect on the fancy, but I feel sure that our

hobby is strong -enough to stand the strain

of one bad season without any fear of ex-

tinction. Mr. Allsopp brings forward the

question of societies disbanding, and offers

some very good suggestions, which 1 hope fan-

ciers will take note of. I may say that, with

the object of keeping our members interested,

the Manchester N.C.O.S. are holding an open

question debate on September 7. when all

fanciers are invited to attend. I hope that

secretaries of societies and those interested in

the running of shows will accept the his-

pitalitv of the columns of Cage Birds, and

give their opinions on this important matter

for the benefit of the fancy.

F. Hayward,
Hon. Sec. M. and N.C.O.S.

For the National Relief Fund.
Str.—

I

heartily join Mr. Allsopp ni his

efforts to hold the Fancy together during the

dark times we are passing through, owing to

this iniquitous war which has been forced

upon as by Germany. The cage biro hancy

has sent many a. member to the front to up-

hold the glory of our Empire, and we all

find it hard to go about our daily work while

out thoughts are with them. During this

terrible time the horror of war must be always

uppermost in our minds. It is those at

home who have to bear the suspense and un-

certainty. and those are all more or less cow-

ards who would throw away any chance of

added enjoyment which >nay help to cheer and

break such dark thoughts. In the fiist place

let us wish that the war may come to a

speedy end, and let us have our loved ones

home again amongst their own hobbies and

pleasures. Those at the front will never

wish other fanciers to sit with doleful faces

and idle hand's, and see the Fancy and shows

in oeneral thrown over for this season. Socie-

ties which have any funds in hand at all

and can at all see their way clear ought in

fairness to go on with their shows as for-

merly and no one will thank them more fer-

vently than our brave Tommies at the front.

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

CUE BteO HYBRIDS’
THE STANEARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Houlton. Price 7S. 6ct

“CAGE BIRDS.’’ 154. FLEET ST., LONDON. E.C.

and privet ;
the two last can generally be

found growing wild ;
also plantain is in

plenty just now, and blackberries are coming

on apace, and flowering grass. My birds

also eat savoy or any kind of cabbage, and

will strip one to a skeleton when other green-

food is short. Slices of dry bread are ac-

ceptable, or for a change milk may be poured

over them, and maw seed or a little sugar

sprinkled over. (-Mrs.) E. M. Sargeant.

We as fanciers ought to do all within our

power to see that the shows are carried

through successfully by giving a helping hand

financially where required. I am very

pleased to read Mr. Crawhall’s letter wherein

he states that the Newcastle society had a

decided feeling against abandoning the show

altogether; this is just what one would expect

from the Newcastle fanciers, who are true

sportsmen. As a further inducement for

them to go on with their show as usual,

if they agree to accept an offer from me, I

will provide the prize money for a class on

behalf of the National Relief Fund ;
all birds

entered to be sold by auction and advertised

in local papers before show. This, 1 am sure,

would bring a good entry from fanciers; and

a large number of visitors, as nearly every-

one is taking a deep interest in above fund,

and all households are anxious for a Canary.

With every wish for the success of our fan-

ciers and army at the front. J. Patterson.

A Vote for the Prince of
Wales’s Fund.

Sir,—While I was looking over Cage Birds'

last issue I was very much surpaused to

find that a number of societies are abandoning

their open show this season, because cf tm>

present crisis. Now, Mr. Editor, I con-

sider that each society lias a splendid oppor-

tunity to make its existence known and to

make patrons Ifor the future, "'ho undo

ordinary circumstances are very difficult to

obtain, especially so in towns where the hobbv

is not so very popular. I must admit that

my idea will mean a little sacrifice as regards

each societies' funds, and each member wou.u

have to work a little more. My suggestion

is this, that each society run their show as

usual and give the entire profit to the Prince

of Wales’s Fund. Of course, I know that

under ordinary circumstances evoi y show does

not pav, but I have no bs«4ation
fc
in saying

that every society would have this year a

handsome return because it would bo ioi a

good cause. My qlea is for every member

to have a book and collect as much as he

can and I consider he would have no trouble

to ^et a large amount, for I am sure the tickets

would go like fire. As. for special prizes

know that every patriotic tradesman would

willingly give, and these would be an extra

draw in the way of entries. Now,

Editor. I should like to have your opinion on

this matter as well as that of other fanciers:

|
and exhibitors. A. E. Moule.
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The Marvel of the Cuckoo’s Egg.

How They are Slowly Changing, the Better to Deceive
the Fcstar-parents.

By JOHN CRAIG (Beith).

I
N a certain issuo of Cage Birds, Mr.

S. Baker said: “It should bo under-

stood that in the c-aso of the evolution

of tho Cuckoo’s egg, Nature is working

much as sho works in other cases. Evolu-

tion hero only means tho elimination of

the unfit; creation is tho result of de-

struction, and tho result of perfect adapta-

tion is attained by tho slow but sure

elimination by the foster-parents of thoso

eggs which contrast most distinctly with

their own. It is not the Cuckoo which

evolves a perfectly adapted egg, but tho

foster-parents, which gradually eliminate

the types of Cuckoo’s eggs that are so ill-

adapted as to attract their notice. By
this means those strains of Cuckoos which

lay tho most ill-adapted eggs gradually die

out, whilst thoso that lay eggs most like

those of tho fosterer are enabled to per-

sist.”

Now it is said that the Cuckoo had the

same habits in tho second century as it has

now. Has it, then, really taken the Hedge
Sparrow eighteen hundred years to elimin-

ate the so-called unfit? Rather a lengthy

time; and it has not even managed it yet.,

I believe tho Cuckoo is just as great a

“favouritel” with the Hedge Sparrow at

the present day as it was in Dr. Jenner’s

Lime, a hundred and twenty-six years ago,

and is always likely to be, whother the

eggs are matched or not.

The general opinion amongst those who
believe in the matching of Cuckoos’ eggs

is that the Cuckoo can colour its egg to

those of the nest-owner. It wpuld be in-

teresting to know how this works. Does

the Cuckoo convey to its descendants the

colour of the foster-parents’ eggs it is try-

ing to match? Or does it leave them to

make the best of it? The eggs of other

species vary in colour, as well as those of

tho Cuckoo, notably the Tree Pipit, and

the latter has no motive for this variation,

which is said to be the case with the

Cuckoo.
But I do not believe that the Cuckoo

can colour its eggs to resemble those of the

chosen foster-parents'. I maintain that

tho variations mainly begin with indivi-

dual birds; and all the Cuckoos’ eggs are

very variable; in fact, this egg is one of

the most variable I know. I think, in-

deed, that it is owing to this variability

that tho eggs often match those of the

nest-owner, and I don’t dispute that the

Cuckoo often seems to show considerable

skill in selecting a species which lays an

egg similar, or somewhat similar, to that

of its own.

If tho Cuckoo could really colour its

egg to resemble that of the nest-owner,

the blue Cuckoo egg would be the general

rule in the nests of Hedge Sparrows in-

stead of the exception. If the change of

colouring of Cuckoos’ eggs with a view to

matching thoso of the foster-parents was

slow and gradual, eggs partly blue would

be met.

As a rule birds that lay white eggs take

more care to conceal them than birds that

lay spotted or marked eggs, which neems

to go to prove that birds know the colour

of their eggs before they are laid. I ex-

pect soon to see 500 Cuckoos’ eggs from

India with the accompanying clutches of

the owners of the nest. These may throw

some more light on the “matching” of

Cuckoos’ eggs.

I may add that it took ten years from

the time I made my first experiment with

tho young Cuckoo (referred to in your

issue of July 25th) till I made a final

settlement of the question as to the bird

ejecting the young of the foster-parents,

although the' first experiment was final

enough so far as I myself was concerned.

Roughly I walked about two thousand

miles in the time above referred to—of

course, I am only counting ten weeks in

each year, as the adult Cuckoo is only here

(North Ayrshire) about eleven weeks in the

year. I have walked thousands of miles

looking after birds, their nests, and eggs

generally, and I have practically settled

several other disputed points about birds.

An ounce. of practice is worth tons of

theory.

i.e., when mated white to white, they could

never throw hack to any previous ancestor

—hut would always produce white again.

That being so, 1 determined to graft (so

to speak) the dark colouring on to the

white bird, so as to got at once a true type,

breeding true to eolour. If a White Can-
ary is crossed with a coloured Canary
(green, yelloiv, or cinnamon) all the young
of that pair will be coloured, no whites

appearing at all; but all these coloured

young will be capable of producing whites

themselves, if mated brother to sister, or

to a white bird. In the former mating
(i.e., brother to sister) the proportion of

Whites in the nest will probably be 1 in

4, but in the second mating (i.e., one of

these young coloured birds to a white bird)

the proportion of Whites to be expected in

the nest is 50 per cent., i.e., one White for

White Cock

I hope that this new variety may gain

favour and be considered worth the trouble

of having been established. At present all

my own birds of this variety are more of

the Yorkshire type, but it should be easy
for any fancier who is interested in this

pretty new Canary to establish it in any
other typo, and probably by careful se-

lection and crossing, the blue and black

shades in the present birds may be deep-

ened and improved, and the lighter grey

and brown shades be bred out, in the same
way as the colour and markings in the
yellow, green, cinnamon, and Lizard

varieties of the present day liavo beci
greatly improved by careful breeding.

An Instructive Table.
The following table may be of use to

fanciers intending to breed these new Can-

The Last Word in Canary Breeding.
Mrs M S Martin of New Zealand tells how she succeeded in producing

Black Canaries.

D
URING mv experiments with breed-

ing White Canaries in the last six

years, I have noticed that the W hite

birds frequently have black, grey, or

biown markings on them. I therefore de-

termined three years ago to try and so

breed for these markings as to obtain a

perfectly dark bird, hoping it might prove

more or less black. I have been so far

successful as to breed ^hiring last season

(1913-14) three of these dark birds, each

without a single white feather anywhere,

one of which I now send for your inspection

— it is 5 months old, being the youngest

of the three. (Up to the present the bird

has not reached us.

—

Editor “C.B.”).

A Dream in Lizards.

I have also bred many more dark birds

having some w hite markings on them, but

the latter I consider blemishes, although

many birds so marked are extremely

pretty. 1 have one hen in particular who
has a perfect cap, snow-white, and much
resembles a Lizard in general appearance,
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having black spangles on a bluish grey

body. [Such a bird would surely make a

beautiful new variety.—Editor.] The

general colour of these Canaries is bluish-

grey, with black spangling and black wings

and tails, and some brown pencilling, this

latter colour being much more pronounced

in the hens, the bluish-grey colour also not

being so bright and deep as in the cocks.

As in all dark Canaries, there- is a tendency

to become lighter on the under parts, be-

low the breast, but; I have some birds that

continue the same- even blue colour right

under to the tail.

What the Young are Like.

The young are quite brown in the nest

(as brown as Linnets) with black wings and
tails, but they get the bluish grey plum-

age with the first moult, and improve in

depth of colour with the second moult.

Some birds are considerably brighter and
darker than others, this probably depend-
ing on whether they are buffs or jonques.

I think that this bird which I now send

for your inspection is as near to a Black

Canary as we shall get by systematic cross-

ing and breeding, but, of course, a black

sport may arise as in the case of the white

sport—it is then to be hoped that the lucky

possessor will fix the type.

This present new (Black) variety is quite

different from anything seen in Canaries

before, and I think it is a really pretty and
attractive bird, and should lend itself to

show purposes.
After this preliminary description I

should like to give your readers some idea

as to how I arrived at the conclusions on

which I based my experiments for breed-

ing, if possible, a Black Canary, or as near

to the Black Canary as might be. The
establishing of my White Canaries was, as

I think your readers know, the direct re-

sult of breeding according to Mendel’s
laws of heredity. The Whites, I discovered,

were what is known as .true “reccssi.ves.”

every coloured. Those Whites, so pro-

duced, in their turn again breed true.

Blacks in the Making.
My object was to get from my first cro^s,

if possible, a self green bird, bred from a

White, therefore being capable in its turn

of again breeding White (as well as

coloured birds), though probably on ac-

count of its own green plumage the Whites
so bred would not be clear, but would be

heavily marked, or might even be seifs.

The dark markings on the White birds are,

of course, the equivalent of the green

marks on the ordinary yellow and buff

birds. My original white sport, having a

grey cheek mark, was bred from a pair of

buffs, both green marked.
It is well known that if you cross a Cin-

namon hen with any other coloured bird,

the result will be that most of the young
will be green, or heavily marked with

green. So I determined to use a Cinna-

mon hen for my first cross, choosing a

jonque hen, as all my own Whites are.

double buffs, and I was anxious to breed

jonques in this cross’, as I felt sure that

the black birds for which I was trying

would be more handsome if -they were

jonques than if they were buffs.

The System Described.
Therefore at the beginning of the season

1911-12 I mated a White cock to a jonque

Cinnamon lien, and bred, as I had hoped,

three green birds (also some yellows), one

buff green cock, one buff green hen, and

one jonque green ben, all unfortunately

having white tails and some light ticks.

The following season, 1912-13, I mated
the buff green cock to the jonque green

hen, and the buff green hen to a White
cock, with the result that I had in each

nest some of the hoped-for ‘‘Black ’ Can-

aries, as well as some whites, greens, yel-

lows, and cinnamons, which wore all to

have been expected according to the laws

of Mendel. These young “Blacks” of

1912-13 all had, without exception, some

white feathers, either in the tail, wing,

body, or cap, so I did not consider them
perfect, although I was very pleased to

find that all the nests contained what I

had bred for.

The next season, 1913-14 (i.e., our last

season) I mated the same greens together

;

also a young “Black” cock to a young
“Black” hen bred the year before, these

themselves having white marks. The re-

sult was that I got from each nest one self

“Black” Canary—one of which I am now
sending to you,—-and also some “Blacks”

with white marks about them.

The “Blacks” mated together gave

nothing but “Blacks” in the nest, al-

though it is quite possible that they may
give also Whites, as well as Blacks marked
with white, and white marked with black,

but they will never throw back to the

green, yellow, or cinnamon, ns tho “Blacks”

are really White Canaries with the dark

grafted on, and therefore will breed true

to white or “black.”

In the latter part of this article T am
using the term “black” for convenience

sake, as the birds are really bluisli-grey,

as before stated, with black spangling and
wings and tail, and more or less brown

I neneilling- ^

d Generation.

In this table tho young birds of the 2nd
generation, marked white, green, cinna-

mon, and yellow (in smaller type) may also

appear in the nest with the “Blacks” (and

some of them certainly will), but they will

probably be no good for breeding “Blacks,”

although some only of them might do so,

probably two out of a nest of four. B.ut

in tlie 3rd generation, mating “Black” to

“Black,” you will never again get yellow,

green, or cinnamon.

Where the Greens Come In.

In the 2nd generation, mating green to

green, the proportion of white or black to

be expected is. one bird in four. To get a

greater proportion of Whites or Blacks a

2nd generation green bird may be mated
to a White bird, and, in that case, al-

though you will get 50 per cent. ^Vliite or

“Black”' birds, tho chances are against

them being self “Blacks,” as they are more
likely to be variegated Whites.
The nestlings may be distinguished as

soon as hatched by the colour of the skin.

The Whites will be pale pink with white

Huff. The “Blacks,” dark purplish skin

and dark lluff, and the greens and yellows

will, of course, have the normal yellow skin,

with dark or light fluff.

If you cross with a white hen instead of

a White cock, all the chicks will he born

with pale pink skins, but those which are

going to be coloured will show the colour-

ing under the skin at about the 4th day.

This last fact I only discovered last year,

and found it held true also with White
hens mated to Finches for milling pur-

poses.

The yolks of all eggs laid by White hens

are of the very palest shade of yellow.

I hope these notes may be of interest to

all lovers of Canaries and to those trying

to establish new types, and particularly to

any one who may feel inclined to obtain

this new variety, which, as it has been pro-

duced and established first in New Zea-

land, may perhaps be aptly called the New
Zealand variety.
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SOFT-BILLSAS CAGE BIRDS
A practical article upon the keeping of some of our most popular

Soft-bills. By

The best Novice Linnet at the Crystal Palace, exhibited by
Mrs. G. Edwards, Leominster.

O
N account of its hardiness ami tame-

ness, the Song Thrush is undoubtedly

the most popular of the “Soft-billed’’

cage birds. Given n fair amount of room,

a Song Thrush will live for ten or twelve

years in « cage. I say “Song” because

there are two kinds, similar at a glance.

“Turdus musicals,” our bird, is smaller

than “T. viscivorus,;’’ or “Missel Thrush.’

The latter is not such a good songster, its

note being much more shrill, and lacking

the melody of the former. It is also much
wilder, and therefore less suitable for the

cage.

Before we speak of the Throstle’s eago

life, let us have a look at his domestic

affairs. When the spring is fairly mild,

the nest may be found during the last

week in March, but the time varies three

weeks either way, according to the

weather. The nest is a very strong struc-

ture, being composed of roots, straw, and
hay, cemented inside with mud mixed with

rotten wood, without any other lining

whatever. I have found them half-full of

water during wet seasons. Hedges seem

to be the usual building place, but hollies

and trees over-grown with ivy are also

selected. The eggs, which usually number
five, are sky-blue in colour, spotted with

black.

In about fourteen days the youngsters

appear, and look rather uncomfortable

without a feather bed upon which to lie.

When about three weeks old they -are prac-

tically fledged and soon dash out of the

nest if interfered with. They are fed by
the parents chiefly on insects, grubs, etc.,

until they can look after themselves, when
the old birds do a little spring-cleaning

and prepare for a second brood, two nests

of young being usually reared in a season.

How the Wild Thrush Lives.

The food of the Thrush is mostly of an
animal nature, snails, slugs; worms, etc.,

forming the chief menu. Fruit and
berries are also eaten, the berries of privet,

mountain ash, and hawthorn being eagerly

sought after. During winter, when
animal life is scarce, they may be seen

round corn stacks pecking at the ears of

corn. Holly berries are also eaten, but not
before everything else .has gone; they seem
to be the last resource on the frostiest

days. Practically all the year the Thrush
is in song, but during spring and early

summer it is at its best. As soon as the
sun is up, one may hear the cock bird say,

in high pitched tone, “Stick to it,” “Stick
to it,” “You’re beat,” “You’re beat,” as

if to encourage the hen to stick to her
task.

“Old Hand.’’

Hand-reared birds are by lur the most

suitable to keep, as* they are much steadier

than caged old ones, so we will go into the

process of bringing them up. '1 be best

time to take the brood is just as the

feathers begin to break. If taken later

they will sulk and refuse to gapo, and
therefore die of starvation. The nest

should be taken with tho youngsters there-

in, and placed in a small box, just large

enough to keep it upright.

The food which I have used with success

is the following : stale bread, about one-

third of a slice, soaked in boiling water,

and left to get cool. Strain off most of

the water, leaving just enough to make it

sloppy. Chop up finely half the yolk of

a hard-boiled egg, and crush enough hemp
seed so that when the kernel is sifted from
the husk, there is a teaspoonful. Mix
together and feed as follows : an old pen-

holder or piece of wood, shaved off each

side to look like the blade of a knife, forms
an excellent feeder. Get the tiniest mor-
sel on the end of it, and touch the edge
of the nest till the young birds gape.

Drop the food into their mouths as long

as they will take it, and give a drop or

two of water after feeding to prevent

them choking. Do not give too much food

at once or too big pieces. About three

pieces seem to be enough for one feed, not
forgetting the drop of water.

Keep on Doing It.

“Little and often should they be fed,

early and late the time.” The first feed

should be as early as possible, the last be-

fore going to bed. Never handle them, as

this seems to be fatal to them. The nest

should be kept quite clean, removing the

droppings as they appear. I found an old

teaspoon very useful for this- purpose, and
always kept it in the box. Make the food

fresh every morning, and keep it just

warm, not too warm, or it will go sour.

Scald all utensils every morning before

using them, for if they are sour the birds

will probably get diarrhoea. When they

get a few feathers, a few ants’ eggs and

a sprinkle of fine sand in their food helps

them on considerably. The great secret

in rearing birds is early feeding, cleanli-

ness, and non-interference.

When they get fairly well feathered the

nest should be put into a fair sized cage

with sand on the bottom. The youngsters

will soon find their way out of the nest and

try to pick for themselves. The food

should then be placed inside the cage near

the wires. They will soon call out when
hungry, and come to the wires. Poke

the stick through the wires into the food,

and then into their mouths; ’when they

have had enough, they will return to the

nest to sleep. They will soon find out

where the food is, and begin to peek them-
selves. When this happens, shake hands
with yourself, for success is coming fast.

As They Get Older.

Do not alter the food all at once, but put
some egg-food made less sloppy, and some
packet food made according to directions,

in separate dishes. Put also a shallow

vessel of water in the cage for drinking

purposes. Gradually withdraw the egg-

food and place a few pieces of cut-up

worms, snails, or meat in its stead. When
these are eaten freely the birds may be

separated and put into cages by them-

selves.

The food now should be some good packet

mixture or Barley meal mixed crumbly

moist, not sloppy, and a few pieces of cut-

up snail, worm, or meat. Hang some food

on the outside of the cage as well as in-

side, so that they may learn to pick from

that. As soon as they are seen to eat the

food which is outside, withdraw that which

is inside. Place a fair sized stone inside

the cage and give a snail or two occasion-

ally. These the bird will soon pick up and

crack their shells against the stone to get

at the dainty morsel within.

The cocks are not easily distinguished

from the hens, hut are usually tho
brightest marked ones, and very often

the smaller of the two. The hens are not
much used except for exhibition purposes,

and may as well be let go to furnish some
one else with a brood later on. If the
cocks can be hung within hearing of a wild

one they will soon begin to pick up a few
notes, and by the time they are a year old

they sing fairly well, but the second year
is the time to hear them at their best.

My cages are of the box pattern, and
are three feet long, twenty inches high,

and fourteen inches from back to front.

A little greenstuff—lettuce, boiled carrot,

or sweet apple—should he' given to keep
the liver in order. Boiled carrot I like

very much, as I think this helps to keep
the plumage nice and tight. Berries

should also be given, such as the mountain
ash, or rowan, privet, or hawthorn The
best way to store berries is to gather them
when ripe and dry, and place them in a
box full of dry sawdust or cork dust.

Caterpillars, small slugs, etc., are greatly

relished, and should be given them when
found. Variety of food is the chief object,

and this is the secret in keeping any cage
birds. Do not hang them within sight of

each other, or instead of singing they will

simply warble to each other.

(To be continued .)

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe

By J. TOMLINSON
How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and

profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page "0.1

T HIS water roll is uncommon, and is

appreciated by those hearing it for

the first time. It is rather a difficult

passage to sing, and is heard in its best

form when the bird with a slowly ascending

watery rolling voice turns again and des-

cends to the starting point of the roll. I

believe that when this roll becomes more
widely distributed it will become very popu-

lar. Its foundation should be laid in the

breeding cage; young birds from some
strains would learn to rise on the roll,

while others would only occasionally des-

cend to the starting point; again, others

would ignore both these styles and com-
mence at the highest point, continuing and
finishing in the same key. Given in this

style it has a resemblance to a bell roll,

but a quick ear will notice that the voice is

too forced, sometimes the watery rolling

can be distinguished, while again it is in-

distinct. in both cases the beak is partly

opened.

The deep du-du flutes, and the deep bass

roll, are not learned by tuition alone.

Granting the fact that the Roller is very
imitative, we have to consider first

whether it is purely imitation when they
follow the tutor in a tour which is not
sung by their parent, or whether the tour
or tours have been imminent, and tuition

has brought them to the surface
;

to be

rendered in the song.

Such applications for schoolmasters tend

to show that “more light” is needed on

the subject. The progeny of stock birds

singing different styles of song should not

he bunched together and placed under one

tutor. Those similarly bred, or those bred

from the tutor, would be capable of pro-

ducing a portion, or may be the whole of

the tutor’s song, while others would make
a hash of it. Some young birds are very

free singers, and such birds will often come
into full song before others that may be a

little older. Should these free singers not

follow the example offered by their school-

master. but bring a style of song that is

not desirable, they should be removed from

the training room to prevent others copy-
|

ing their style of singing.
|

Birds that take the Wrong Turning.

I believe it is the desire of all Roller

fanciers to produce tho best possible ren-

dering of the Roller's song, even though
exhibiting should not appeal, and in view

of this fact, I say again that it is not

advisable to introduce into the same train-

ing room two or more tutors that sing

different styles of song, for where birds of

different types of song are kept together,

there is a danger of the best type deterior-

ating. All Rollers will learn a faulty

style of song sooner than a good one, and

they seem to take a pleasure in repeating

anything detrimental.

In some cases, birds would retain then

own style of song, others only a portion

of it-, and intervene a part of another

one’s. In instances where the whole of

the song is retained, many may, apart

from their own song, learn to sing a por-

tion of that belonging to another bird, and

if this is an easier production than then-

own, the birds will favour it, and, ulti-

mately bring their own song less fre-

quently

Mingle the Good Qualities.

Where new fanciers have birds singing

different styles of song, and where such

have not become intermingled one with the

other, I would advise them to limit the

number to two, choosing the best, and en-

deavour to cultivate and blend the good

qualities of both in this way. 1 ake a cock

from one strain, or type of song, and mate

with a hen from the other, and vice veisa,

choosing liens 4iat are the closest related

to, or those that' breed the best singing

codes
;

a. few good hens may also be kept

in reserve. By this first cross the quali-

ties of both strains will be blended in the

same bird, and these youngsters should be

tiained under the beat singer of the two

old birds (or, if a more classical one could

be procured, that would be suitable, so

much the better, but so little reliance can

be placed on this, just when they are

needed, that it is only a forlorn hope).

In the event of the first cross not being

successful, take the best singing old cock,

and mate to those of his daughters that

come from the same nests as the young
cocks which are the most accomplished
singers. The young cocks produced from
this second cross will have a preponderance
of their sire’s blood, and should be able to

produce his style or song. Young cocks

produced from the first cross, could be
mated with the hens that have been kept
i:t reserve, some of these will be sisters to

their sire. Use one cock with one hen for

cue nest, and try a different lien for die

next nest, in order to find the blood that
“ blends properly.” Don’t inbreed exten-

sively unless you have a definite object in

doing so. All birds must be healthy,

strong, and the' deeper the voice tone the

better will be the results.

The Care of the Tutor.

The choice of the tutor is equally as im-

portant as procuring well-bred stock birds,

and it is very unwise to delay the selection

until the bird is actually required for

training purposes. If the selection is to

be made from the fancier's own stock, the

tutor should be chosen before commencing
to feed up for breeding purposes. The
selected bird should receive a careful diet-

ing, in order to keep its song to the normal
tone. If cocks arc fed for breeding pur-

poses with egg' food and other nutritious

diets, and have been for intervals of a

week or more in the breeding cage through

the breeding season, they will not be sing-

ing in their best style. The song will

come in short wild bursts, and it is un-

likely that they will return to tlieir-

oiigmal style of song until after the moult,

and to regain this careful management is.

required, as I have previously described-

{To be continued.)
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Qlub (Reports.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.
Meeting held Aug. 26, adjourned from Aug.

12. It was unanimously decided to postpone

the open annual show indefinitely owing to

the niesont crisis.—W. II. Gibb, Hon. bee.

MORPETH C.B.S.
Mooting Aug. 29, Mr. Seely presided over

an average attendance; after a long discus-

sion it was decided owing to the national

crisis to abandon the annual show for r914.

\V. Summers, Iron. sec.

ROTHERHAM C.B.S.
.Monthly' meeting held Mail Coach Inn. It

was .decided to adjourn meeting until Sept.

5 to give sec. time to p.o. all member** to see

if it be possible to run open show or not,

owing to the present conditions of the war.

—Taylor and Bailey, secs.

SHETTLtSTON C B.S.
Meeting held Johnston s, Aug. 12, Mr.

Wood* presiding over a good turnout of mem-

bers. We fixed the date of our annual show

for December 12, in Hill Street Hall; judges

Mr. Chalmers, Kirkintilloch; Mr. Martin,

Glasgow; and Mr. Craig, Tollcvoss. Next

nieeing Johnston’s Hall, Sept. 9, at 7.30. Jo

make op classification for annual show.—A.

IVtARKINCH P.P. AND C.B.S.
Special committee meeting held in Listers

Rooms, Aug. 25; Mr. Geo. Mitchel presiding.

See. read letters from both proprietors a 1 the

halls stating that they had been command-

eered as hospitals for an indefinite period.

Tho committee had no alternative but to

postpono the annual show which they very

much regret, and they all hope that the war

will have a. speedy arid successful cno1 lor the

Allies.—John Lindsay, sec.

LEIGH C.B.S.
Second of three table shows, Aug. 19, for

N.F. birds. Entries did not some up-to-

expectations owing to most of the young birds

being in the moult, but what were there were

very
0
good. Mr. E. Clare, of Leigh, a former

member of the society, judged, and his awards

gave every satisfaction. NOIL : 1, Oldish

;

2, Dawson. YORKS. : 1, 2, 3, vhc, Spiby ;

he, c, Hamer, MULES : 1, 2, 3, Taylor.

R. Charles on, sec.

DERBY C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 29, Normanton Hotel, Mr. J.

Sharman ^presiding. After a long discussion

it wuis unanimously decided to purchase a

silver cup for competition for Yorkshire class.

The club will now have two cups for com-

petition at the annual members’ show, the

other being for Norwich, Visiting com-

mittee elected : Norwich class, Messrs. Mor-

rell, T wells, Sharman, Thompson. Yorks.,

Messrs. Cockeram and Wheldon. Crests,

Mr. W. Stevens. Agreed that members’

show take place in November.—F. W. Jordan,

hon. sec.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY
C. AND C.B.S.

Meeting August 29, headquarters, Mr. Legg

chair ;
good muster present. I am glad to

see the members sticking together and try-

ing to help one another ; it shows we have

the right sort. of fanciers, and men that will

work to help the Fancy. The way in which

they gave all prize money won at F.F. shows

is a true sign that we have good sportsmen as

well as good fanciers in the society, and with

men like these- the society is sure to pros-

per. Decided not to have diplomas for last

F.F. show, but those who want one can have

one by paying for same. Next meeting Sept.

12, headquarters, 7 ;
show business and other

matters of importance.—J. S- Jones.

BURNLEY O.S.
Meeting headquarters, Star Inn, Church

Street, Aug. 12, Mr. Catlow chair; arid a

good turnup of members. A proposition

was carried that in future any member who
wins one first in open novice or three firsts

in our members’ show must afterwards com-

pete in champion section. Decided to post-

pone the Palace trip for a time to see how
trade improves, as nearly all our members are

out of employment ; but we are hoping things

will have improved by the time the next

meeting is called. A hearty vote of thanks

was accorded our late sec., Mr. Whittaker,

for past services. After business a late mem-
ber, Mr. Stackhouse, and a few of his friends

who are expected to go to the front, called to

see us before they left Burnley, and a right

good time we all had. (Of course, we all wanted

them, if possible, to bring a few Belgians

back.) Next meeting Sept. 9, hoping to have

a gooo turnup as we are doing very well.—T.

Chadwick, sec.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.

Will members please note that a meeting

will be held at headquarters. The Guildhall,

Wandsworth Road, September 14. Members
who can possibly do so are requested to at-

tend, as the business is most important.

Owing to several of the patronage shows hav-

ing been cancelled, it will be necessary to

consider bow the points competition, etc.,

shall be conducted, and as it is probable

there will only be about three shows left, I

should like to hear from the provincial com-

mittee what they would suggest should be

done. It would also bo interesting to hear

what other specialist clubs are going to do in

like cases. Don’t forget the date, September

14.—Geo. Burton, See. pro tern.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,

Swimming, &c., &c. (Jives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet, &e., to all readers.

EVER V THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a ccpy to.tlay, or send or free Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” I”, Burleigh Street,

Strand. F 1 ’.. mentioning ”C.B.”

SCOTTISH CRESTED C.O.

Meeting Net Ison’s Temperance Hotel, Glas-

gow, Aug. 22, Mr. John McLay presiding.

Present : Messrs. Lambie, McNaughton, Mc-
Laren, Noble, Smart, Sbillinglaw, and secre-

tary. Letters read from Messrs. Adamson
and Whittam expressing regret at being un-

able to attend. Applications for club patron-

age were considered, and following granted :

City of Glasgow, Lochgelly, Cowdenbeath,

and Scottish National. The question of club

show was discussed, but owing to the grave

crisis which the country is passing through

it was thought desirable to allow the matter

to stand in abeyance. Revision of club rules

was gone into very carefully, secretary being

instructed' to get game into printer s hands as

early as possible. Messrs. D. C. Murray
(Haddington), William Watson (Uphall),

James Hood (Shettloston), and Alexander

Macmaster (Dundee) were elected members.

Vote of thanks to chairman brought meeting

to a close. Subs, are now overdue, and should

be sent on at once.—John Young, Hon. Sec.

S. LONDON COLUMBARIAN & F.S

Business as Usual.

Meeting at headquarters, August 27. a

large number present. Chairman, Mr. Geo.

Munday, .explained that the meeting had

been called to consider, in view .of the fin-

settled state of the country, the advisability

of holding our annual show. He pointed out

that, although it was only a members’ show,

it was one of the largest in the country, and

the expenses were always very heavy. He
was fully aware that fanciers generally would

not have the money to spend on their hobby,

as in the past, and entries were almost cer-

tain to suffer
;

in fact, there might be a loss

on the show. At the same time he was of

opinion that we all wanted something else to

think of besides the War, and he thought it

would be nothing less than a calamity if the

old South London—after holding a show,

through good times
,
and bad, for 40 years

—

should show the white feather now
;

he

thought ive should all try to live up to the

country’s motto, “.Business as Usual.”

Several members strongly supported the

chairman, and thought it advisable, in the

interests of all concerned, that the show
should be held and that we should not give

way to panic. Others—and among these

were some old and experienced fanciers

—

were of opinion that the show ought to be

abandoned ;
they pointed out that money and

work would be very scarce ;
fanciers would

have to get rid of their stock, and the public

would not want to visit shows. After further

discussion, in which everyone took part, a

vote was taken, and there were loud cheers

when it was found the majority were in

favour of holding the show. Promises of help

were forthcoming from all over the room, and,

to clinch matters, those who had voted

against the show all promised to do their best

to make it a success. This is the right sort

of spirit; it will do no one any good to look

on the black side of things ;
we have all got

to suffer in some way, and we must all try

to make it easier for each other. If every

member will do his or her best there ought

to be no reason why we should not have a

good show. A further meeting will be held

in conjunction with the pigeon show on Sep-

tember 10th, 1914, and I want all members
who can do so to attend, as there, will be im-

portant matters to debate.—G. Burton, Sec.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing, August 29, at headquarters,

Commercial Hotol, with only a very moderate
entry : 1, Plows

; 2, Cooper. This closes

our singing season for 1914.—-A. Tomlin, sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing contests Skinner’s Arms,

Buslingthorpe. Aug. 30. 19 birds competed
for three good prizes : 1, Ward; 2, 3, slj,ared

by Binns and' Rosindale
;
judges Messrs. C.

Clayton and Granger.— C. Clayton, hou. see.

Questions and

(Answers.
,
DOUBTS AND) DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—Alt questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2)—The proper name and address in lull of querist

must always he written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.
(8)—Queries intended for different specialists must

not be written ou the same sheet of paper.
(i)—Queries must, not. include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions re advertisements,
or any other mutter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)— // an answer in the. satne week's issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’3 first post at latest.

(7)— If an answer by post is desired from ovr speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must, accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

slumped and addressed envelope in cither case.

Dead birds mast not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems ) .

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this .source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(0)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Case Birds,” 154, Fleet Rtreet, London, F.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds

staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.— Claude St. John, British Birds. Males,

and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds— Wesley T.

Page, Y.Z.S. Wild Bird Life—H. Norman.

Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,

Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire

us to do so, be pleased to submit bis questions

for answer to some loading specialist on the

variety concerned.

do not use a very sharp flinty grit on the
floors. Reduce the proportion of boiled rape
you are giving by about one-third, using,

say, two-thirds of a teacupful to the one and
half teacupfuls of soft food, and in this

quantity use two teaspoonf uls of sugar in-

stead of three, and add a teaspoonful of maw
seed. Give the cracked hemp twice a week
only, and only give the sulphate of iron to

those birds which are' nearing the end of the

moAlt. Give a spray of watercress daily,

and for the next week add to the water for

the affected’ birds each day a crystal of sul-

phate of soda the size of a small pea. and ten

drops of lemon juice. This should suffice to

clear the system and quite prevent the

trouble.

•A QUESTION OF TEMPERATURE
(LeagueQ.—If the birds have been bred and
reared under natural conditions of tempera-

ture I would noj advise you to begin the use
of unnatural conditions as regards tempera-

ture, especially as you appear to bo a tyro

at tho game. If housed in snug, dry quar-

ters, free from cold, cutting draughts the

use of artificial heat is quite a superfluity,

and apt with a novice to do far more harm
than good. Where it is used, a temperature

of about 45 degrees is what you should aim

at during the winter months, and this should

be maintained' fairly regularly, not allowed

to run up and down by fits and starts. A
system of hot-water pi pes with the heating

apparatus outside is about the best means of

applying heat, but I cannot say what is the

cheapest method, as this doubtless varies

tremendously according to one’s locality and
position. The cheapest form is doubtless al-

ways the most riskv and dangerous.

CLAW BENT BACKWARD (J. C.).—As
the deformity" is of such old standing, ntv

.. advice is to leave it severely alone. Having

only one claw affected the bird will manage
comfortably enough with it as it is, and any

attempt to rectify it will probably' only im-

pose suffering upon the patient with exceed-

ingly little chance of any benefit accruing

therefrom.

i H

CAIAEY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

ROUGH AND MOPY (H. G. Hr).—The
bird’s position in the window is probably the

cause of its condition. Move it further into

the room in a bright, airy', but not draughty'

position, where the temperature . is fairly

equable, and do not allow it to hang near or

over a burning light in the evenings. Give a

staple diet of a mixture of three parts canary

to one part summer rape. In addition give

separately every third day' a morsel of bread

the size of a hazel nut soaked in cold milk,

drained, two drops of cod liver oil emulsion

on it, and finally sprinkled with soft sugar,

and on the intervening days give first a spray

of some green salad, and next a small tea-

spoonful of the seed mixture you now use as

staple food. In the drinking water dissolve

a crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a

small pea every second day for a week, and

after this give instead 20 drops of chemical

food every second day for two or three

weeks.
HIRING BIRD ORGAN (A. Hopkins).—

Sorry, but I cannot tell you where or whether

you could hire a bird organ for the purpose

of teaching your young birds to sing.. You
could buy them, but I doubt whether you

could get one on hire for the season when it is

most required. Your best plan would be to

insert a small advert, in our prepaid columns

inviting offers, or write to one or two of the

large dealers who stock the instruments and

ask if they were open to let out one on hire.

A QUESTION OF MATING (A Lover of

Song).—It is quite too late to think of

mating birds this season. You must now I

wait until the end of next March or the be-

ginning of April. The results of mating a

good Roller cock with a good Crested lien
l

would be the production of crossbred young- i

sters, of which the cocks would be fair song- I

sters, but considerably' inferior to good pure

Rollers, and of no use as stock birds for i

either breed. It would in short be wasting
;

the energies of two good birds. If ,
as your :

pseudonym suggests, singing qualities are

your chief aim, you should mate the Roller

cock with a Roller hen of a good singing

strain, and train tho youngsters under a good

songster. If you want the best in song, you

must sacrifice appearances.

TROUBLE WITH FEET (Constant

Reader).—I should say the young birds are in

rather gross condition of body through living

too exclusively on a diot that is too rich for

them, and, perhaps, th/e perches
^

.are not

quito the proper shape and size. The sam-

ple of perch you mention did not reach me,

so it was probably lost on the way, or over-

looked in sending tho letter. See that they

are of such a size that the birds can grip

them quite comfortably ;
neither too large,

nor so small that the claws meet underneath

as the birds stand on thorn. Keep them, and

also tho eaee floors, as cT n as possible, and

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding lor Be-

ginners" (7d.); House's “ Canary Manual ”
(1/2);

Battye's "Yorkshire Canaries" ( i 11); House's '"Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); IVestoa’s "Stock /look’ (7d.);

Dr. Clarke’s "Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Norman's
" Aviaries ,

Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2 '3): Ramsdens.
“Colour-feeding'’ (3*

(

I.) : "Seeds and Foods for Cage

Bh'ds" (1/2); or the' "Nutshell" booklets (2 \d. each):

No. 5 "The Pet Canary," No. fi “ Ailing Birds and
llow to Cure Them." No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird.rooms, etc.," .\ o. 10 "'The Boiler, ' No. 23

"'the Bonier Fancy,' No. 24 “Gre.ni Canaries .” All

thoroughly practical and instructive
._

Prices quote«

are post free,' from "Cage Birds/’ 154, Fleet F-lreet ,

London, F.C,

DEFORMED FOOT (Christie).—No treat-

ment is likely to be of any avail after this

lapse of time, and as it would also inflict

needless suffering upon the bird to interfere

now, it is in no way warrantable to do so.

Therefore my advice” is to leave it severely

alone. Having only bne foot affected, the

bird will get along comfortably enough as it

is, and it will be no detriment at all to it,

unless it is a show bird, when it would, of

course, hamper it in competition.

SORE FEET (W. Clayden).—See that the

perches are made of a nice soft wood, and

keep them as clean as possible. Also keep

the cago floor as clean as possible for the

time being, and it will assist materially in

attaining this end to strew the floor liberally

with clean, dry sawdust and renew it fre-

quently for a time. Catch the bird and bathe

the feet for a few minutes daily in a solution

of boraeic acid—a teaspoonful of the acid do-

solved in a saucerful of warm, water. After

bathing, dry carefully, and gently anoint the

whole of each foot with zinc ointment, but do

not leave any surplus grease about them to

collect the dirt from cage floor. Dissolve a

crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small

pea in the drinking water every second day,

for a week.
LOSING USE OF LEGS (Crest) —I can

only suggest three probable causes of the loss

of the use of the legs in the young Chest :: 1,

You might have accidentally injured the back

in catching and returning it to the nest ; 2,

it may have been already affected with severe

constipation when it left the nest, and the

bowels have become blocked and inactive ; 3,

or the toes might have been strained by its

first excursion on to the perches, winch caused

the hind toes to be turned forward and be-

come useless. The latter cause seems to

me to be the most likely, and n this is the

case vou can now only put on rubber bands

for a
-

fortnight or so, and then give it rather

thin perches, which should be placed in tho

most convenient position possible, and fixed

securely in the cage. The method of putting

on these bands, and the subsequent manage-

ment of the perches you will see given in de-

tail in this column many times m the Jast few

months. In the second event add a little

extra succulent green salad to its parents die-

tary, and in tho first named case you can

only allow it. to rest as quietly as possible to

rri VO UQ-tUTe C* cllrtllCO tO TOpfUr tilt* lVllbChlCI*
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BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BULLFINCH WITH DIFFICULTY IN

BREATHING (Puzzled).—I am afraid that

your Bullfinch has at some time or other been

over fed and over shown. You had better

discontinue giving linseed in his seed mixture,

as this is hardly necessary during the summer
months. Supply liberally all kinds of wild

seods, fruit and berries. If he is to be of

any use to ydu as an exhibition bird during

the coming season it is quite time he com-

menced to moult. 1 would, therefore, advise

you to encourage him to do so by change of

temperature or by partly covering up his

cage. Let him still continue to bathe, but

be sure it is on fine days only, and then dur-

ing the morning. To relieve the breathing
give the following in his drinking water :

Carbonate of ammonia 3 grains, tincture of

squills 3 drops, pure glycerine 5 drops. This
should bo given fresh twice' daily in a glass

or china drinker. You can ask vour chemist
to make up sufficient for one week, when it

should be discontinued. When he is well in

his moult I would advise a course of chemi-

cal food, say a small teaspoonful in his drink-

ing water, first boiling the water, or it will

not mix properly.

THE RED BREASTED LINNET (For-

rester, Longton).—If your question is a ser-

ious one I .am afraid your knowledge of birds

must be very limited
;

it simply amounts to

this: “Is a Linnet a Goldfinch?” If you
saw the two together you would not hesitate
in pronouncing them to be quite different-

species. They are both Finches, but the
Linnet is a brown bird with white on the
edges of the large feathers of the wings.
The Goldfinch has a sharper beak, a red face

arid yellow wings with black tips. In the.
early part of the spring the brown breast
of the Linnet commences to assume a ruddy
tone, and as the spring advances this in-

creases in depth, until the breeding season,
early summer, when it is quite rich crimson,
in some specimens almost vivid.

YELLOW-HAMMER FOR EXHIBITION
(F. G.).—Judges differ somewhat- as to the

most important point in the Yellow Bunting.
According to the published standard fifty

points are given for steadiness, but I am
inclined to think the head markings would
bear more weight with most judges than any
other characteristic. A bird poor in this

point would be at once handicapped. Gene-
rally speaking the less black about the head
the better, although during the show season
there is sure to be some which diminishes as
the spring advances. The markings should
be clean cut, and from the forehead to the
back of the head should extend in the form
of the letter V. Richness of colour upon the
back is desirable, and the spangling clear and
distinctly defined. Size and condition, rich-
ness of yellow, and, of course, steadiness,
are all important points, and receive due con-
sideration by a careful judge. (2) A little

soft food during the moult is very useful if

the bird will eat it, also a few mealworms
or other insects. Just a p j^h of colour food
in the insectiie mixture is used by most exhi-
tors. This should on no account be over-
done, only sufficient given to enrich the plum-
age.

ABOUT A HEN BULLFINCH (Jas.

Reeves).—I am sorry you have not given me
more particulars respecting the treatment of
your Bullfinch, because, as a rule, these little

ailments are caused by injudicious feeding.
Your seed mixture may consist of something
•quite unsuitable to a Bullie, although possibly
the correct thing for one of the other Finches.
I would advise you to send for one of our
little Nutshell Booklets on the Bullfinch,
which you

_
can procure post free for 2^d. In

the mean time make up the following mix-
ture :—Two parts canary, one part each of

teazle and summer rape, this will be its staple
food. It may also have a few sunflowers
daily, and a spoonful of good wild seed mix-

• ture; twice a week. In addition to this col-

lect seeding tops of groundsel, chickweed,
shepherd's purse, plaintain, dock, etc., and
give the bird a daily supply together with
blackberries and other fruit. Let it bathe

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealin" solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Col-cured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Faper.

“FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subjects.

Every Friday id. Send Postcard for Specimen.

Offices : Idle. Bradford, Yorks.

freely on lino days, and give it a big cage

to exercise in. If you treat the bird in this

manner it should soon bo in good condition

without the use of medicines. It should now
be going into moult, so keep it in an* equable

temperature and away from strong currents

of air, as birds easily catch cold at this period.

FOREIGN BIRDS,
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

MIXTURE FOR ROSELLA (J. H., New
Reader),—One quart each canary and white

millet, one pint oats, half a pint each hemp
.and' sunflower seeds, the whole to be well

mixed, will meet the requirements of those

birds so far ae seed is concerned, but you
must also supply fruit, green-food, grit, cut-

tlebone, and water for drinking and bathing.

GliEY PARROT (M. Sunn).—Whenever
the swelling becomes abnormal it would bo

well to prick it with a sharp needle and so

allow the escape of air—the needle or lance

should be well cleansed’ for each occasion.

For the next fortnight put 15 drops of tinc-

ture of lobelia into the bird’s drinking water

daily—one ounce of which should be suffi-

cient in a suitable vessel, not a metal 6ne. Do
not supply any clear water during this period.

Supply the usual seed mixture, also fruit,

nuts, and biscuits if it cares for them, and

about a couple of tablespoonfuls of milk sop

daily. Keep it in a room where the tempera-

ture is fairly even, as a fluctuating tempera-

ture will only aggravate the trouble. Report
progress a fortnight hence.

YOUNG BUD.GER1GARS (Budgerigars).

—Y'ou can only settle this point by persistent

observation, as it arises from one of two
causes, viz., mice or other adult birds in the

aviary, not necessarily their own parents,

though it is quite possible the latter may be

the culprits, but whoever the culprits are,

they should be discovered by close observa-

tion, and when discovered, caught up and

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “Foreign Birds for Beginners

”

(l/li); Arthur’s “Budgerigars and Oockatiels" (Gd.)\

Arthur's “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit’’ (7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms
,
and Cages’’ (2/3); “Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarice’s “Septic
or Bird Fever’’ (7d.)

“Colour-feeding
”

(3-id .) ; or the

“Nutshell” booklets (i\d. each); Xu. G “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them,’’ No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”

No. 1G “Avadavats,” No, 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.
18 “Budgerigars,” No. 1!) “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20

“ Waxbills All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

given their liberty, as you would not wish to

sell them and occasion similar trouble in some
other aviary. If

‘ the parents are maiming
their own young they must be got rid of, as

they will exercise their malice upon other

broods than their own ultimately.

AFRICAN GREY PARROT (Pollie Per-

kins).—Parrots are social creatures and object

to being left alone, and usually give vent to

their displeasure by some such method ; be

thankful yours does not scream at such times.

I had a Parrot which shouted itself hoarse

when left alone, but it shouted out one of our

names which it had learned. The best remedy
is, of course, to carry the cage into the sitting-

room when the kitchen is likely to be un-

occupied for any period. Paying it a visit and

gently chiding it, a Parrot is rather quick to

recognise such, will tend to break it of the

habit. It evidently has heard shrill whistles

in its previous quarters, and acquired calls

and words are not easily unlearned. Many
London Parrots—I am acquainted with

several—mimic motor horns and the cab call

whistles in a most realistic manner. Your
best course will be to leave it alone as little

as possible, and to gently chide it whenever

it utters the whistle in your presence ; if this

fails, try covering it up for short periods

whenever it’s too noisy.

HAND-REARING BUDGERIGARS (A
Novice).—The book you refer to is not from
my pen, and I must confess to not having

read it. You will find your experiment a

very troublesome one : they must be fed very

eariy. and at short intervals during the day,

and of course must be given fairly warm
quarters. Most certainly follow the direc-

tions given in the book, and though you may
try it, I rather doubt the “ fill-up ” being of

much use. as these birds are fed quite differ-

ently to Canaries. An avicultural acquaint-

ance has just hand-reared some Lovebirds
which had been forsaken by their parents, and
her method was as follows : Their first food

was very sloppy, consisting mostly of Osborne
biscuits, mtyed with crushed wheat and milk

—varied with soaked “ Uveco ” and crushed

wheat—they were fed at first from a teaspoon,

simply pouring the food down their throats,

and they soon learned to feed from the dish,

but they were a terrible lot of trouble at first.

The same method should answer with the

Budgerigars, but I advise you only to take in

hand two at first, and those about seven days
old should answer your purpose. After ex-

perience with these, you can commence with

younger birds next time.

AILING GREY PARROT (H. B. If.).— I

note your remark that you have had four die

similarly ; in such case I would ask you,

have they all occupied the same cage? if hi,

it is ixxifiihle they have caught the infection

from the cage. A cage in which a newly-
imported Grey (I take you are referring to

newly-imported birds, though you give no de-

tails) has died should be thoroughly sterilised

before being used for another bird. If you
can handle the bird, foment or souk its legs

and feet in fairly hot water, dry with a soft

cloth, and paint with neat whiskey. You
say nothing as to how you are treating this

bird, but if it will take it, give it one or two
tablespoonfuls of milk sops daily, to which
add' half a teaspoonful of cod liver oil emul-

sion. Also put one teaspoonful of Dinno-

ford’s Magnesia in the drinking water every

fourth day, and on the intermediate days half

a teaspoonful of syrup of phosphates. Keep
the bird warm, and where it will neither be

subjected to draught nor sudden fluctuations

of temperature. Full details as to acquisition

and treatment should always be given with

such queries. You must not U6e metal

drinkers while giving drugs. Report progress

with full details a fortnight hence.

CLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

Inserted free. It should reach us not later than

Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club

Notice Postcards may be had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Sept. 9, Station

Cafe, 8. Discussion on members’ show ;
very

important.—C. Bailey.

Attercliffe C.B.S.—Sept. 10, Horse and

Jockey Hotel, 8. Arrangements for annual

show.—E. Johnson.
Barnsley C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Clarence Hotel,

7.30. Very important.—E. Toulson.

Bolton Roller C.S.—Sept. 8, Joiners’

Arms, 8. Show business.—J. Kilshaw.

Bradford West and Manningham C.B.A.

—Sept. 7, Shoulder of Mutton, 8. General

business, open show.—H. Grange.

Barry F. and F.S.—Sept. 9, headquarters,

8. Discussion re second members’ show.

Nine new members enrolled at last meeting.

—

H. P. Thomas.
Birmingham South O.S.—Sept. 9, Marl-

boro’ Hotel, 8.30. Young stock show ar-

rangements ;
special lecture on birds for show.

—J. Sheppard.
Brighton and Hove C.B.A.—Sept. 9, head-

quarters, 8. Musical evening and social in

place of table show. Members and friends

cordially invited.— W. H. Gibb.

British Roller C.C.—Sept. 8, The Royal

Mail, Noble Street, St. Martins-le-Grand, 8.

Monthly meeting as usual.—J. W. Norris.

Burnhope C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Colly Inn, 7.

Schedule for annual show, and other very im-

portant business.—J. W. Robson.

'Clay Cross C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Angel Hotel,

8.—J. Griffiths.

Clitheroe C.B.S.—Sept. 7, Bennett’s Tea
Rooms, 8. Making schedule for December

show.—J. Southworth.
Crystal Palace and Pence C.B.S'.—Sept.

9, Alexandra Hotel, Penge, 8. Schedule, etc.,

for annual show.—H. Legg.

Derwent Valley C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Co-

operative Hall, Low Westwood, 7.—Jameson

and Johnson.
Doncaster C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Black Bull,

7.30. Classes for members’ show, date, judge,

etc.—G. Hunt.
East Ardsley C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Black

Swan, 7.30. General business.—H. Cockrem.

Eccleshill C.B.A.—Sept. 5, Fountain Inn,

8. Arranging winter shows, etc. Please

come and bring a friend ;
something special.

—S. Wilcock.
Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Sept. 7,

Abbeymount Halls, 8. Annual show arrange-

ments and general business.—R. S. Spence.

Farnworth C.B.S.—Sept. 9, Church

House, Church Road, 7.30. Important.—W.
Dawson.
Fellinc.-on-Tyne F. and F.S.-—Sept. 5,

Blue Bell Hotel, 6. Meeting and table show
judging 6.30. Don’t get the war fever, but

give me a record entry instead. Judge, Mr.

S. Burrell, Windy Nook.—W. Stockton.

Glasgow W. of Scotland O.S.—Sept. 5,

Nelson Temperance Hotel, 7.30.—W. Hut-

chison.
Grantham C.B.S.—Sept. 7, Brewers’ Arms,

8. Business of utmosfr importance.—H. Low-

ther.

Gt. Hop.ton Good Intent O.S.—Postponed

from Sept. 5 to Sept. 12, Grange Schools, All

Saints Road, 7.30. Arrangements for Oct.

3rd show, etc.—A. Firth.

Guisbrough Priory C.B.S.—Sept. 5,

Weil’s Room, 7.30. General business.—W.
Waraker. /

Halifax O.S.—Sept. 5, Plummet Line.

Hotel, 7.30. Open show business.—H. Clegg.

Hartlerools C.B.S.—Sept. 9, St. George's,

8. Consider open show.—Pyman and Thorn-

ton.
Loanhead C.B.S.— Sept. 12, Masons' Arms

7.30. Arrangements for annual show.—AY . B
Smart-

lrJ7

Leeds C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Lockluirt’* (next
door to Hope Bros.), Briggate. Tabic show
of young birds; judge, Air. H. Chew. Fob
classification see syllabus. Open show ar- 1

rangemerits.—E. Norton.
Leeds Roller C.C.— Sept. 5, Lockhart’s,

7.30. Show businees.— H. Best.

Leitii O.S.—Sept. 12, Liberal Club, Hope
Street, 7. Show and other business.—G. W. .

Brown.
LiTT’LEiHiROUOH C.B.S.—Sept. 9, headquar-

ters, 8. Balance-sheet F.F.S. Business for

back-end show. Members and intending
members please attend.—J. R. Windle.
Liverpool B.B.A.—Sept. 10, Oldham Hall,

8. Schedule for old show and elect delegates
for arnalg. show.- -J. Lloyd.
London C.B.A.—b'ept. 8, El Vino, 3, Picca-

dilly Place, 8. Lecture on Crest Breeding by
Mr. A. J. Watcham. Visitors cordially in-

vited.— F. Knight.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Sept. 5,

Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse Street, 8.30.

General business.—W. Gilbert.

S.E. London F. and F.A.—Sept. 7, 71,

Albany Road, Olo' Kent Road, 8. General
meeting. Special businees re September show.
—R. Jackson.
Longton C.B.S.—Sept. 8, Roebuck Hotel, •

8.30. Diecussing particulars of society’s in-

terests and other important items.

—

P. E.

Barker.
Manningham C.B.A.—Sept. 5, headquar-

ters, 8. General business.

—

H. Grange.
Middlesbro’ C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Crown Hotel

7.30. Usual business.—J. Swinsco.
Nottingham and Notts O.S.—Sept. 8,

Mechanics’ Institute, 8. To discuss the ad-

visability of holding our open show.

—

J. G.

Royee.
Newton

-

r.E-

W

illows F. and F.S.—Sept.

10, “ Pied Bull ” Hotel, 8. Club business.

—

IJ. A. AA^addington. (Notices must be sent

in duplicate if they are to appear both in

Cage Birds and the “ Poultry World.”—Eo.)

Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Sept. 9,

Alhambra Club Rooms, Alhambra Buildings,

Higher Openshaw, 8.30. General business

till 9, and Mr. Giles’ season’s experiences on

Mule Breeding, with discussion.—A. W. New-
ton.

Portsmouth F.§.—Sept. 7, Star Hotel,

Lake Road, 7.30. The war in relation to

annual show.—G. J. Kirton.

Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Sept. 6,

Fleece Hotel, 8. General business.— H. Rais-

trick.

Perth City and County O.A.—Sept. 7.

Laidlaw’s Rooms, Leonard Street, 8. Im-

portant business.—J. L. Smith.
Rawtenstall F.S.—Sept. 8, Mission Room,

Hall Street. 8. Evening show.—H. Kershaw.
Sandy Lane C.B.A.—Sept. 8, Victoria

Hotel, Sandy Lane, 8. Completing of schedule

for winter shows.—S. Moore.
Sheffield O.S.—Sept. 8, Rose and Crown,

8. Special committee meeting ; show busi-

ness.—E. C. Job.
South London Col. and F.A.—Sept. 10,

Royal George, Tanners Hill, Deptford', 8.

Very important business connected with an-

nua] show.—G. Burton.
Stirling C.B.S.—Sept. 12, McDonald’s

Hotel, 8. Show business; important.—J.

Gillies.

Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.—Sept. 7, Red Lion

Hotel, 8.30'. Open show business.—J. Pitch-

ford.

Scotland Gate C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Social

Club, Choppiagton, 7.30. Special business.—
T. Rigg.
Southampton C.B.S.—Sept. 7, headquar-

ters, 8.30. Discussion re open show and the

difficulty of holding same owing to the Drill

Hall being required by the Government.—W.
L. Page.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.—Sept. 10, Wharf

Hotel, 8. Extempore night.—G. Mitchell.

Stanley, Empire Workmen’s Club F.F.

C.B.S.—Sept. 6. Club Room, 6. Usual show
business, etc.—W. Robinson.
Stratford and E. London F.S.—Sept 9,

“Eagle,” Chatham Road. Show of cage

birds. Certificates for best in each section.

Special for most points. Entries close Sept.

9.—A, AVasey,

S. Shields C.B.S.—Sept. 5, Cyprus Hotel,-

7.30. Show business.—AY. L. Smith.

Tong C.B.S.—Sept. 8, Hand ana Shuttle

Inn, 7.45. Classification for open show.—W.
Walker.
AVakefield Roller C.C.—Sept. 7. Elephant

and Castle Inn, 8. Ordinary business.— H.

Roebuck.
AVallsend and Mid-Tyne C.B.A.—Sept. 9,

Station Hotel, AVallsend, 7.30. Very impor-

tant show business. Please members attend

to see what you are going to do about our.

annual show.—G. Greenwell.

Walkley C.B.S.—Sept. 10, Westmorland
Street Mission Hall, 8. Colour food com-

petition. Also important business re show.

—

C. Tomlinson.
West Stanley C.B.S.— Sept. 5. Com.

Hotel, 7. Schedule for annual show.—W.
Elliott

Wibsey and Dist. C.B.S.— Sept. 5. Horse

and Groom, 8. Show arrangements.—

W

N
Chapman.
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Here it is

Yours for 12 Pence.

This Great Volume All

About Canaries.
Send

itrated

an add a bigM ARK- profits as well as get pleasure, out of your Canaries. You cun. Here is tin. way.

1/

K
on v lor "OUR CANARIES,” and Mow to Make Them Pay. Ibis wonderful lllus

Volume reveals breeders’ and exhibitors’ secrets. It tells you how your bird® can add

sum regularly to your income.

There is priceless information in Our Canaries.

People are astonished at Use priceless Information "OUR CANARIES"^contains They say to

themselves: "Mow 1 wish I had sent for this splendid guide to Canaries before. OUR CANARIES

makes profitable. Canary-keeping as easy as A.B.C. It prevents you making mistakes.. It ^hows

vou right methods It makes you succeed. Everyone who keeps Canaries should have OUR

CANARIES" always at hand. The amount of money-making information it contains is enormous—

retails that it is absolutely essential every Canary-lover should know.

You can have “Our Canaries” at once for 1/- Down.

j t |

;

s very eaSy to have the valuable use of “Our Canaries” at once.

JustBsend a Postal Order for lb and the volume will be forwarded to you

by return- You can then pay the balance in small monthly payments while

actually making money from your greater knowledge of how to make

Canaries pay. It is wise to send for the volume at once, but if

Cut round this Free “ Brochure ” Ticket. Fill

in your name, address and occupation, put it inside a

halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.

To the Publishers,

“OUR CANARIES,"

154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a copy of your 20-page

Illustrated Brochure on “Our Canaries,” telling how I" may obtain this

fine volume on first payment of only l/-, balance payable in convenient

monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post Free
reader of “Cage Birds.”

Yours truly,

Name.

Address.

Occupation

I (Detach Hare) I

more information about “ Our Canaries is required, fill in and post the

coupon above for an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been

specially prepared for readers of
4 Cage Birds, Apply NOW while you

are thinking about it.

Just a Few
1. The Wild Camtry and its Descendants.

2. Unllighted Yellow Yorkshire.

8. Greeu Orest Bred
4. Yellow Norwich Plainhead.

6. Clear Buff Nor. Plainhead.

6. Self Yellow Cinnamon.
7. Lancashire Coppy.
8. Cinnamon Ticked Bull and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.

#. Clear-body Dark Crested Norwich.

10. Even marked Yellow and Buff Border

Fancies.

11. Clear Capped Gold Lizard.

12. Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy.

18. Clear Yellow Crested-bred and Crested

Canary.

of the Wonderful
14. Self Yellow Grfeen Yorkshire.

15. Wing-marked Dark Crest.

16. Buff Cinnamon.
17. Buff Seif Green.
18. Clear Buff Yorkshire.

19. Dutch Frill.

20. Green and Cinnamon Border Fancies.
21. Jonque London Fancies.

22. Buff-Green Marked Yorkshire.
23. Yellow Belgian.
24. Self-Green Crest.
25. Variegated Norwich Yellow and Buff,

26. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard
27. First-Cross.. Y’orkobire Belgian.

28. Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies.

29. Foui-marked Scotch Fancy.

Subjects in “Our
30. Cinnamon-Crested Canary.

81. Lancashire Plainhead Canary.

82. Types of the Roller Canary.

1. Mating.
2. Nesting Appliances.

8. Ths Quality of Eggs.
4. Hatching.
6. Aviaries. ^
6. Incubation.
7. Breeding for Markings.
8. Breeding Stock Birds.

9. Show Birds.

10. How to Exhibit.

11. How to Judge.
12. Preventing Diseases.

Canaries.’
’

13. Training Birds.

14. Crossing.
15. Technical Points of a Bird.

16. Best Markings.
17. Modern Exhibition Crest.

18. Travelling Cases.

19. Practice in Washing.
20. Canary Diseases (alphabetically).

21. Tobin’s Ventillatory System.
22. Cutting Over-grown Beaks
23. now to Give Medicines.

24. Rings for Canaries.
25. How to Cut Claws.
26. Moulting Cages,
27. How to Isolate.

28. Humouring the Lady.
29. Frills without Curls.

Words of Praise for

“Our Canaries.”

5 lbs.

Weight

“TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.”
19, Goldsmith Avenue,

Manor Park, Essex.
“ .... I must take the opportunity of say-

ing how pleased I am with ‘OUR CANARIES,' It
fulfils in every way all that you say of it, and is
truly worth the money charged for it.”

(Signed) li. W. TRALEE.

“A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
- Bourne Cottage, Totwick.
" .... I received ‘OUR CANARIES 1 quite

safely, and am delighted with it. It. is a most
wonderful volume, and is worth double its price.

No Canary breeder should he without it.”

(Signed) W. DYE.

133
Illustrations.

32
Coloured Plates

(True to Life)

Start at Once Making

Big Money from

Canaries.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F Caul, 154, Fleet Street, bjr l. G- Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet Lane, Loudon, E.C.
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WE WANT CANARIES FOR OUR SOLDIERS' HOSPITALS
tf
SEE
THIS

B ISSUE.

nd BIRD WORLCi. The LEADING
Devoted to Canaries, HYBRIDS, BRITISH& FOREIGN CAGE *WlLD

Telegrams—A vicill.TURE. London.

Telephone- Holborn 6220.

aiin.'cni'Cioii i4.n,c

WY? C/(; per miimiiii

pos-t free.

(\\ Foreign—
h! per annnrii

Fop week ending Sept. 12th, 1914 rice
Desisterei! nt the f) PO

mMlM

JSi

MEALY REDPOLL: Second prize at the Annua! Show of the

Clapham C.B.A. for Mr. E. Stephens (London, E C.).

F. CARL,, Publisher, 154,

YELLOW BUNTING: First prize at the Crystal Palace, 1914,

Exhibition for Mr. R. H. Crompton (Manchester! •

ElFleet Street, London, E,
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ADVERTISEMENT OHAR.GES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisement*

coming from the same advertiser, even it sent in

dillerent names, aro reckoned together, and, alter

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than

the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED OY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will bo Inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements ol a general nature

and not connected In any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate ol jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements closo Tuesdays llrst post in eacli

week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bona-iides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1._PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should

.send to this office the amount oi the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same time lie

should communicate with the seller, stating what it

Is lie require,* sent on approval. We acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all eases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

ulso that of tlie vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2.— END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed, if a sale lias

been cllected, we baud fbe amount deposited to ttie

seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the

amount to tlie depositor. The. transaction must be

conducted by tlie parties themselves. We merely

hold tlie deposit.

3 .—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—Tlie fee is Cd.

for each £1, or fraction of ill, and if must be scut

at same time us tiie deposit.

4 .—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of tlie receipt of

tlie goods whether lie will keep or return tlie same,

unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which wo must be advised) is agreed upon by both

parties. Tlie depositor must at tlie same time notify

us of tlie fact that lie lias returned tlie goods. If

tlie goods are not returned within the auid forty-

eiglit hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should tlie seller fail within three days to notify

us of tlie receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and tlie deposit will

be returned to tlie depositor.

6.—A SATISFACTORY PORCH ASK.—When a

transaction lias been completed to tlie satisfaction

of botli depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. Tlie depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller.

0.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If tlie goods ure

oold before our deposit note readies the teller, or

il lor any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender after the expirratiou of three

duye.
7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale De

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

, transaction, provided another deposit fee he

'"s!— GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit arc at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tlio journey must bo borne by tlie seller. But

goods not approved of mu t be properly packed and

returned oy tlie sumo mca.is as were used in sending

till same.
9 . PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between

die vendir and depositor. We do not undertake to

6ett;e disputes affecting questions of carriage. But

In tlie absence of other arrangements tlie purchaser

is V blc for tlie car-iage of the goods, and if tlie

goods arc sent on approval and returned, eacli party

pavs the carriage one way.

10.—DISPUTES.—In case ol a dispute, the de-

cision ol the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— II the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TRQWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age lor Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7ibs.

1/9 post free.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CEGTO
stands unbeaten in pries and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous bird3, British and Foreign,

1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISGO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food wurthy of tlie name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with It.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3lbs. 4/6, choice

2/-, 3lbS. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/6; Dried Fiies,

2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-;

Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 j-ewt., 1/- j-ewt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
II la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

•specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal, By.

APPLIANCES

Anything & Everything

TSIRDCATCIlElt'S outfit, night Lark net and poles:
Hardy, 10, Boss’s Gardens, Brighton. (1767)
GIVING away, new sectional outdoor aviary, 34/-;

stamp: Knight, York-st., Wakefield. (1767)

BARGAIN, Rabbit Net, SO yards, lined, been used
oiLe, 6/6, cost 15/-: Edward, 1, Middle-tit., Notts.

„ (1765)

BIRD lime, sample box 3d.; large tins, 6d., 1/-

post paid; trade supplied: Enoch Tains, Church-
st., Longton. (1766)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
yfcou-by-Sea, Sussex.
CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and
British, all 1/4 each; six 7,6; Canaries taken: Ross,

Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1746)

NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, 6/6 for six: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1760)

START Birdeatching now
;
complete outfit and Cd.

hook of instructions, 1/2 post paid; money returned
if not satisfied : Dickinson, 16, Victoria-rd., Hol-

beck, Leeds. (1764)

LINNET cages, soldered wire tops or Leeds pat-

tern, 1/- each, 5/- half-dozen; dealers supplied;

established 8 years: Hardcastle, 51, Durham-street,
West Hartlepool. (1750)

CAGE sets, 18in. by 16in. by Sin. 2/-; 36in. by 16in.

by Sin., 3,11; 5-Sin. oval perching. 1/3 per 60ft.;

stamp for list of appliances : Stanton, 33, -Booth-
field, Winton, Patricroft. (1761)

CAGE fronts, 12 x 12, 3/- dozen; 16 x 12, 4/-;

15 x 12, 4/0 dozen ; for pottery, show cages, stock

rages, bird baths, see price list: Volunteer Wire
Works, 20, King-st., Longton, Staffs.

.
(1744)

BIRD pottery, nest pans, egg drawers, non
:
splash

Mths, aviary. fountains, aquarium ornaments, rabbit,

pigeon and cavy troughs
;

illustrated list free
;

largest and cheapest manufacturer : Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staf-

fordshire. (1751)

WANTED, first week October, six racks, two or

three tiers, to stand on floor away from wall,

painted, to hold any sized cage up to three feet in

length; particulars to Mrs. Bourke, Gate House,

North Berwick. (1768)

VERY strong, birdlime, best in England, won’t run

in the sun; lib., 1/4; Jib., 9d.
;
sample tin, 4d. free.

Notice.—Good sound cock Brown Linnet, call cage,

box, strong birdlime, 2/-: Haywood, 3, Neville

Grove. Meadows, Nottingham. (1765)

EXHIBITORS.—Strictly club pattern show cages.

Best quality and finish. Norwich, Yorkshire, Border
Fancy, 2/-, three 5/-, six 10/-; sliding front Finch

show’ cages, 2/0. Cases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6.

Aviaries and cages of every description. State re-

quirements: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. «. (1767)

NORWICH and Yorkshire show cages, two for

3 6. six for 10/-; cage fronts, 12 by 12. 5/- dozen;

16 by 12, 6/-; 18 by 12, 7/- dozen; seed boxes, 2/-,

3 1
- dozen; Probat Pump Sprayer, complete, 2/6;

rubber pipe and ball spray, 2/- post paid; see my
price list for show cages, baskets, all cage fit-

tings; Enoch Tams, Cnurch-st., Longton. (1768)

BIRDCATCH ERS’ nets, Oft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

all eft. deep; poles, irons, pegs, pull line, flirt peg
and dozen braces sent with every set. Loose net-

ting, J mesh, 7ft. deep, 25yds. C /-, 50yds. 10/6; )8in.

spring net trap®, 9d., six 3 /•; clutch bird lime,

1,3 lb. Sib). 3/-; Din. F'inchcs cages, 5/- dozen;
enamelled )2in. box cages, six 5;-: send stump for

Illustrated list and samples netting: Ross. Cage
Work* Ferres, N.B. .1767)

required for the birdroom and aviary will be found
of cheapest and best in my free Illustrated cata-

logue. XXX Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d.,

6d., 1 1- tins, post free. One trial will test truth of

this claim. Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD, Specialist, NORWICH

TWO Yorkshire show cages, also two Norwich in

travelling show baskets, also case with four Nor-
wich cages; accept 7/6 each; also case with two
cages, 5/-: Hawkes, 26, Pr.etoria-xd., Leytonstone.

(1768)

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shapedi three-com-
partment drawing-room aviary, three feet long,

three feet high, fitted with two movable partitions,

sand bottoms, perches, etc., 10/6; worth 40/-;

approval : McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle

Douglas. (1760)

NOTICE TO CAGEMAKER8, BREEDENS, &C.
Timber, all kinds, cheap and good ;

planed boards,

cage sets, beat fronts, wire, three ply ; no rubbish

:

Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal Green, London.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical bints

upon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2id.,

from Cage Bikds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

able tinned1 wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/6 dozen ;
14

by 12. 3jd., 3/- doz. ;
16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz. ;

18 by

12. 4^d., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or' 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free; owing to increased trade, have removed

to larger premises; J. Ashmore, 19, London-st.,

Smethwick, Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1676)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums ; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook-st., Liverpool. -

Buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, I am determined not to raise the prices

of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say bow long this

stock will last, intending purchasers are advised to

place their orders as soon as possible to avoid

increase in price: Single trap cages, 6d. each, 5/-

dozen; double ditto, 1 /- each, 9/- dozen; treble

•ditto,. 1/3 each, 12/.- dozen, all with separate com-
partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated;

patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each ; self-act-

ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most
effective traps on market, catch and bold uninjured

any sized bird, 24 ' by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto, 18 by

14 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

soldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each, 3/ ;

dozen; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

6d each; 5/- dozen; clap nets, made from super-

fine thread netting, specially knitted for bird net-

ting, |in. mesh, 3 yards long, 5jft. deep and 4ffc.

fly, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6/-; 6

yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9 /-; 9 yards,

10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. All clap-nets con-

sist of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all

fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard;

Oft. deep, 4d. yard; 12ft. deep, 5d. yard; special

strong netting, g mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed

to stand- all weathers and hold any bird from wren

to rook, jib. 6d., ilb. 10d., lib. f/6; sample, Sd.,

all post free. Absolutely everything required by
catchers in stock, and all guaranteed brand new
goods; send stamp for full printed list, which also

'gives hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in the Kingdom uses my articles,

and 1 guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-

tion dr return his money in full. During the term
of the war many people will probably have spare

time ;
to what better use can they put it than

to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what is required

for successful catching. Every article sent out

by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

aiid exactly same quality as supplied to my own
catchers.

(1740)

W. GORE, 131. Goocli-st., Birmingham

REAL BIRDLIME
Not rubbish like treacle

;
won't run in the sun ; best

in the world ; have thousands testimonials ;
for

proof drop a postcard; 3 tons sold every year: jib.

tin sample, 7d., gib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free ; estab-

lished 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston,

Lancs.

WALSH’S
Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in

wet' or dry weather ; doevS not run in the sun

;

packed in lever lid tins, ilbt, 7d., £lb. I/-, lib.

1/9; sample tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6;

trap and call cage combined, 1 / 6 ; spring net

traps, small, 1/6, large 2/6; all post free. Dealers

send for special quotations ;
catalogue free

.

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

4/- cwt.
;
Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt.; 14lbs., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.
Peck Bshl cwt.

G.S. Canary 19/6 38/-

L.S. Canary 4/6 17/6 34/-

F.S. Canary 4/3 16/6 32/-

G.S. Canary 4/- 15/6 30/-

Turkish Canary 3/9 ...15/- 29/-

Best Bold Hemp 1/9 6/6 16/-

Fine Hemp 1/6 5/6 14/9

Choice German Rape 3/- 11/6 22/-

Fine German Rape 2/9 10/6 20/-

Best White Millet 3/- 11/6 22/-

Indian Millet 3/6 12/- 22
/-*

Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6 9/6 19/6

Ditto Foreign F 2/6 9/6 18/6

Ditto Parrots 2/- 7/6 18/6

Wild Seed for Finches 2/ 7/6

Teazle 7/6

Niga or Inga 2/6 9/6

Sunflower, Black. White, Grey 2/6 9/6

Maw 6d„ Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d. lb.;

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ;
Mustard Id. oz.

;

Cuttlefish 6(L, 9d., 1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles

50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-,

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given

free with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists

,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,
London. N.

Telephone— 1320 North.

“M.G.W. ” CAGE BIRO 8ANCS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

POST free, 500 hardheads, 1/-; 300 large thistle.

1/3: Clarke, 0, Lower Orchard-st., T’ork. (1767)

WASP Grubs, alive or baked, 6d., 1/-. 2/-, 3/-, 4/-;

packages free; all wants supplied: Torpy,

Naturalist, Bradford. (1745)

WASP Cake and Mealworms, large boxes, 1/-,

post paid; Ants’ Eggs, 2/-; Dried Flies, 2/- lb.:

Enoch Tams, Church'-st., Longton. (1766)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/ ;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poult-y Grit

Co.. Grimsby. (1186)

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the

world. For testimonials drop a postcard. Prices :

Royal Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 21bs. 3/6, 51bs. 7/6,

141bs. 17U; Hot Natal, It- lb.. 21bs. 3/8, 51bs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON, LANCS.

RAMSDEN'S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding ' Cage Birds. Marvellous

Colour. Ilb. Canister,' 2/•; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
tl, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

WALSH’S
[Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper, Egg Bread with colour,

and Insectivorous Food with colour, ail, 1/6 per

lh., 3ibs. 4/-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot Natal Pepper,

2/6 lb., dibs. 7/-; pure Sulphate of Iron, 9d. II).,

3ibs. 2/•; Large Cuttlefish Hone, clean and dry,

1/- 11)., Mbs. 2/6; pure Yolk of Egg, 2/6 lb., 3llis.

7/-; Special Graded Biscuit, invaluable for use

when colour-feeding, 4d. per lb., 'lbs. 2/-.

Walsh’s Condition Seed. 6d. lb., 7lbs. 3/-. 1 ecko,

the perfect conditioner for Mules and ltiitif-h,

21- lh.-; freshly-gathered Mixed Wild Seed, 6d.

quart, 1/9 gallon, 3/- peck; large Mealworms,

.500 1/-, 1.000 2/-, 5/6 II).; live White Gentles,

1.000 7(1 . 2/6 if).: Ants’ Eggs and Dried Flics,

2/6 lb.; Insectivorous Food. 1/6 lb.: Crissel, 4d.

lh.; Silkworm Pupae, 1/6 11'.: Carrot Meal, lOd.

Hi Pea Meal, Biscuit Meal, lficc Meal. Bean

Meal, anil Kihhled Grots, all 2£d. lb., 5Ibs. 1 /-.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, BLACKBURN
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W.A. RUDD U CO.'S
BIRD SEEDS

ANO

BIRD FOODS
We aro #till supplying our Celebrated Goldfinch
and Linnet Mixture, at 4d. lb., Tibs. 2/3, post
[laid, 2/9. Also our

Wonderful Lark Food.
4d. lb., Tibs. 2/3, post paid 2/9.

Finest Spanish Canary Gorman Rape, etc.

Write for List and Samples. Note only ad-
dress :

—

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.
- (1T<K>)

You like

HYDE S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
FOR books on any variety of birds, sec our adver-
tisement on page 64 Aug. 15th issue.
ROOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-band, at lialf prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow bock, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,”, a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price Cd. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

MEDICINES.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in ‘‘Nutshell No. 9," post free ?'.d.,
from Cage Birds, 354, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them.”

“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, ana
costs only 2id. post free.—From ‘’Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet-"!., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-
quently published).

WANTED A TRIAL
We are confident our medicines will give you satis-
faction. Ditchfield’s bird medicines are used by all
leading fanciers, and are supplied to the
London Zoo. Ditchfield's Tonic Drops are a guaran-
teed cure for soft moult, not singing, going light,
feather plucking, and inflammation of the bowels,
in 74, and treble-size bottles 1/1, special size 2/-.
For young birds just getting on hard seed and for
moulting birds, this medicine is invaluable. For
bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness, get Ditchfield’s
Special Lung Tonic, the grandest medicine ever
introduced for chest and lung affections in cage
birds: also in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. For weak-
ness and debility, and n genuine pick-me-up for
cage birds, get Ditchfield’s Famous Revivo, in 7d.
and 1/1 bottles. As an advertisement, we will send
two 7d. bottles of any of the above medicines for

1/-, three for 1/6. or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three
for 2/6. All medicines are post free per return at
our risk. Also two valuable seed recipee, how to
feed Linnets and Rollers for song, given free to all

purchasers; satisfaction guaranteed.—Frank Ditch-
field, Bird Specialist, Oldham. (1751)

MEDICINES.
Magnet Tonic Drops, the only cure for Soft

Moult and Going Light. Magnet Asthma Cure,

the best and safest remedy for Asthma, Colds,

and all affections of the Throat and Lungs.
Magnet Inflamation Cure, specially recommended
for young birds just weaning, it has no equal.

Magnet Moulting Mixture, starts birds that are

stuck in the moult, ensures a quick and perfect

change of plumage. Used by all the principal

fanciers. All one prjee, 7d. per bottle, post

free. —WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

1
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

E Srlardbills.

YOUNG cock Cofdftnch, cock Bullfinch, 3/-: II.

Jones, Pwll, Desert, Welshpool. (1766)
LARGE Welsh cock Grcypates, 1/6 each, three 3/-;

Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1706)

WANTED a large quantity of British birds
;
best

price given: Barnes, Bird Stores, Merthvr Tvdvil.
(17CC)

LINNET, house-moulted, suit catcher; in full song,
3

'6 week’s approval: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,
.
Lcjhgton. (17CS)MpgtdiE

FIERCE singing cork brown Linnet and large top
cage, only I/- the lot: Oiborne, Dudley-rd., YVc?i«rr-

haiiipton. <,tS3)

THE famous Kent Linnets now ready : cocks, 3/

doz., l ii half; special, 1/- each: John Sliiers, Swan-
Iry, Kent. (1702)
REDBREASTED eock Linnets for eontest singing

or show, six 1/9, dozen 3/-: Horace Coote, 96, North
8t., Luton. (I7C.3)

PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with cage and
fittings, 3/ each, two 6/-; approval: Ross, Aviaries,

Forres, Nit. (1761)
MQOR eock Brown Linnets, 5/ dozen, gemo, 3 for

1/9; dealers supplied: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia st.,

Scarborough. (1765)

COCK Linnets, 2/- dozen: one dozen mixed birds,

well mixed, 1/-: William Fenn, Beck Row, Milden-
hvtl, Suffolk. (1769)

LOVELY rose red-breasted eock Linnets, 3/- doz.,
six 1/9, throe 1/-: licit Cmite, 16, Windmill-street.
Luton, Updo. (1766)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 doz., 5 doz. 12/-,

genuine; cash with order: Wiseman, 142, Farley-rd.,

Luton, Beds, (1767)

COCK Goldfinch, muler, 5/
- ; cock Goldfinch Mules,

4/-
;
three Norwich liens, 2/- each: Lewis, 65, Leti-

tia-st., Middleshro’. (1765)
GOLDFINCHES, selected cocks, warranted, 3 4/-;

liens, 3, 2/-; approval, deposit, cash : Win. Cook, 66.

Kitchencr-ial., Ipswich. ( 1768)

COCK Greenfinch, eock Linnet, both house-moulted;
Hartz. Canary hen, 2/6 lot; exchange for cock Gold-
finch: Rymer, Pickering. (1766)

1913 COCK Goldfinch Mule, Finch song, suit catcher,
C/C; exchange 2 doz. fresh-caught Linnets; Day. The
Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1766)
GRAND young Linnets, 3/- for 13; cocks guaran-
teed : F. Maidens, Birdcatcher, 119, Prince Albcrt-
rd., Kastney, Portsmouth. (1769)
FOUR Redpolls, 2 Chaffinches, cage moulted; ex-
change for British birds; what offers: Church, 7,

New-st., Sudbury, Suffolk. (1766)
MIXED wild seeds for Linnets, and Finches, 5/-

ewt., 2/9 $-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (1763)

LINNETS. Cock Linnets, well on seed, 2/6 d_gz. ;

plenty in stock: postcard before birdo: A. Gagg,
Bird Catcher, 127. Alfreton-rd., Nottingham. (1766)

LINNETS, warranted clean, healthy cock Linnets,

2/6 and 3/- dozen; satisfaction guaranteed; S. Wise-
man, Itknicl'd-rd., Letagrave, Beds. (1758)

THE old firm; warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen;
lien Linnets, 1/6 dozen; clap neto for sale, all sizes:

John Boxall, 5, Lavender-st., Brighton. (1765)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 1/6; worth 10/-; champion contest
bird : Proprietor, Lamb Hotel, Dunstable. (1765)

LOOK, look; large Yorkshire cock Linnets, will

supply now war on at 3/- doz., approval, with
pleasure: Sparkes, 6, Tindall-Iane, Beverley. (1767)
NOTICE. 3-compartment double trap cage and a
trained Finch call bird, only 1/3, honestly worth
double: Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1768)

BIRDCA’fCHERS, great invention, stuffed decoys,
movable on fiirtstick. Linnets, 1/3; Goldfinches, 1/9,

sent by return: Fryett, Taxidermist, Beceles. (1768)

WARRANTED, cocks. Linnets, 2/C doz.; Chaf-
finches, 3/- doz.

;
Greenfinches, 1/- doz. ; 20 mixed

birds, 1/6 : Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs.
(1768)

RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, full song, l/’^each;
cock Goldfinches, 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; 'hens,
1-; hand-reared qpek Thrush, 1/6; cages, 3d.:
North, Specialist, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford.

(1768)

NOTICE, catch thousands; double-compartment
trap cages, including two Finches, trained call

birds, 1/9 complete: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dart-
ford. (1768)

LOOK ! Look ! the same address for 27 years. York-
shire cock Linnets, largest in England, 3/- dozen,
cash or deposit: Fred Eilerington, Tindall-lane,
Beverley. (1766)

LINNETS. Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well
on seed, 2/6 dozen ; selected, 3/- dozen : satisfaction
guaranteed; postcard before birds: Thurman, 19,

Richniond-st., Nottingham. (1766)
LINNETS. Cock Linnets, well on seed. 2/6 doz.;
picked 3/-; plenty in stock: postcard before birds:
Edward Corke, Bird Catcher, 4, Woolpack-court,
Wcolpack-lane, Nottingham. (1766)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/C, 2/-; picked one for

showing, 2/6; hens, 9d. ; Bullfinches, 1/-, 1/6, cocks;
hens, 9d. ; Redpolls, 61J.; Linnets, €d. ;

price list free:

Enoch Tams. Church-st., Longton. (1768)

GOLDFINCHES, fine selected English cocks, well
on seed and separately caged, 1/6 each ; few es-

pecially picked for showing and muling. 2/6 each,
or 16s. doz.: Goddard, 13, Victoria-rd., Emsworth.

(1760)
BARCAIN, dealers and fanciers, large quantity of
cock Linnets for sale, sex warranted, well on seed,
2/- dozen; approval; if not satisfied money returned;
trade supplied: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable.

(1767)

LINNETS, Larks, Goldfinches, • warranted red-

breasted cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen, large picked birds
SI- dozen

; cock Larks 3/'- dozen ; cock Goldfinches
1/6 each, three 4/-: Rendle, 21, Bridge-st., Homer-
ton. (1165)

LINNETS, Linnets, selected redbreasted cocks,

6d. each, 2/- half doz., SI- doz.; singing cock Grey-
pates, 1/6 each, three 4/-; yellow Greenfinch cocks,
2/- half doz.: H. Welsh, Cornstall Buildings, Stam-
ford. Lines. (17G7)

NOTICE. For sale. Dealers and fanciers. Large
quantity of cock Linnets for sale, warranted cocks,

well on .seed, 2/- dozen; approval; trade supplied;

ff not satisfied money returned: Dixon, Old New
Inn, Dunstable. (1766)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets (full song) for

show or contest. 1/- each; few specials, trained
under my well-known champion, winner of over 100

contests, 2/- each; satisfaction guaranteed: Cooper,
163, Princcss-st., Manchester. (1765)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

—I have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird ; 2/6 dozen

;
selected, 3/- : Harry

Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1751)

BIRDCATCHERS note, 8 proud cock brown Linnets,
singing, grand sure stoppers, used to nets, with wire
cage, 2/3 each ;

How to make Linnets fierce to sing

with wings down, price 6d.i Harry Shaw, 7, Poplar-

terrace, Zoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1768)

LOOK, look. look. Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South, war-
ranted cocks, well on seed, 3,6 dozen; all kinds of

British always in otoek. Dealers supplied : Chris.

Hatton. 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (1767)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds i« found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing. and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2£d. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fieet-st., London. E.C. (2d. from
agents, list pul ’ bed frequently.!

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
COD LIVER OIL

CAGE BIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to the old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. It is much more
efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much longer. It is far

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a'i For feeding during the Moult, (b) As a
medium for giving Colour Food, (c) For feather producing- (d) For weakly

birds requiring a Tonic, (e) For Winter-Feeding of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:—

7=lb. Bag, 3/2 ; 3!=lb. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; 3d. Tin, 6d.&
TO ENSURE A RIGH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATTS
RED COLOUR FOOD

I lb. Packets 1/9 Post Paid; also in Tins, 8d., 1/3 and 2/10 Post Paid.

Special Quotations for larger quantities.

JE/

We shall be pleased to send you samples of various Foods, also 6d. Book on Canaries or

British Birds, on receipt of three penny stamps to cover cost of packing and postage.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24/25,
londonI' e!c.

steee*

LARGE cock Linnets, singing beautiful, 1/- each,
3 for 2/6 few that will moult out winners for

the bench, 2/- each ; beautiful cock Goldfinches,
singing, 3/- each; they cannot be beaten: W. John-
son, City Aviaries, 55, George-st., Leeds. (1766)

COCK dark. brown Linnets, 3 for 1/6, 6 2/9, 5/- doz.;

these are the original' songsters that win all before
them ; Redpolls, 6 for 1/6, 2/6 doz., 4/6 two doz ;

the old linn for quality singing, remember, only the
best: Gardner, Garstang-rd. North, Wisham,
Breston. (1769)

LINNETS, Linnet, warranted Leicestershire cock

brown Linnets, 6d. each, three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/6 doz.;

cock Goldfinches, 1/6 and 2/- each; picked birds for

show, 2/6 and 3/-; Chaffinches, Redpolls, Larks,

etc. : Chigg Smith, 243, Belgrave Gate Aviaries,

Leicester. (1763)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljames says about them. ‘/Nutshell No. 13,” 2^d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From : Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

CAGE-MOULTED contest Linnet, same strain as

my undefeated champion of England, will sing any-

where, only 2/6 ;
also a few with extra loud 'voices,

suit catchers, 1/; and 1/6; singing cages, 1/-; ap-

proval, cash or deposit: Fred Allen, Linnet Cham-
pion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

EXHIBITORS, selected birds, to moult out win-

ners, superb in size, shape, colour, and markings,

Goldfinches, 3/6; Linnets, 2/6 Twites, 2/6; Red-

polls, 1/-; Skyiarks, 2/6; Woodlarks, 5/-; Grey Wag-
tail, 10/-; Chaffinch, 6/-; Greenfinch, 2/6; approval:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,”

21d. post free, from Cage Birds, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see “Nutshell No. 11,”

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,

hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you

how to train them to pipe tunes. 2*d. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

LINNETS, Linnets !—Southdown birds, lovely song-

sters, grand rich nut-brown and red-breasted cocks,

champions, well on seed, six for 2/- or 3/6 dozen;

also six Peartree cock Goldfinches, fine birds, 2/-

each: three for 5/-; sex guaranteed ; the old firm:

G. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-street,

Portsmouth.
GIANT Scottish Finches. Exhibitors and Mule
breeders— if you want something really good try

some of the following, all of which have been care-

fully selected for exceptional size, richness of

colour and well defined markings, etc.
;
Cock Siskins

and Bullfinches, 4/6; Bramblefinches, 3/6; Green-

finches, 2/6; Redpolls, 2/-; monster hen Bullie, 2/-:

Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1767)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which ' will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter ^that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit, which your pet3 may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “ Linnet .Nutshell ’’ at once.

No.»2, price 2-Jd. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154,

fleet Street. IcjhdonivEsC. i.
, j.i-i- • J-'

ENGLISH Peartree cock Goldfinch, fin ger tame, on
song, 2/-

;
another, cannot be beaten, extra broad

head, and size, 3/-; giant cock Redpoll, well laced,
marvellous colour, win anywhere, 2 -

; Norwich type
cock Linnet, steady as a rock, perfect in size,
colour, and markings, will also sing day or gas-
light, 2/-; cash or deposit; approval willingly--: Fred
Allen, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.
ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2J-, 3 for 5J-, 16/- doz.;
hen Goldfinches, 1/-, 3 for 2/6, CJ- doz. ; redbreasted
cock brown Linnets, fid. each, 3 for 1/6, 4/0 doz.;
Redpolls, Greenfinches, and Twites, 6d. each. 3 for
1/-, 3/- doz.; cock Skylarks, 9d. each, 3 for 1/6. 4/-

dqz.; cock Woodlarks, 2/6 each. 3 lor CJ-

:

Ring
Doves, 2/6 pair; bright mixed aviary birds, 6/- doz.:
Redpoll cages, 9d. each, 6/6 doz. ; Linnet and Lark
cages, ]/. each, 9/- doz.

;
Goldfinch cages, 1/C each.

13/- doz.
; two-hooked tin drinkers, 8d. doz..

gross; catalogue free on application: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

WANTED, COCK LINNETS
Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, fit for showing or singing competition, 3/-
dozen, or 4 dozen for in/-

; special picked birds, fit

for showing or muling, 1/- each, 3 for 2/0; lien
Linnets, 1/- dozen. Dealers write for price list

:

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-p!., Bethnal Green,
London. (1767)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
qur reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for
birds we have suplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British
birds, buy from hs, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2!/- each,
three 4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6. 31-

eacH, three 5/-, six<g/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens
1 /-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three
1/6, six 2/6; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3; cages,
for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/C, and 2/-.

Seed grinding mills, 1/6; send for catalogue of every-
thing. Established 50 years: Sandiford. Bird Special-

ist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclater st.,

Shoreditch, London.

|
Softbills. [

FINE young cock Skylarks, 1/6 half-dozen : King,
63, Kingsbury-terr., Dunstable. (1705)

HANDSOME young cock Brook Thrush, commenced
singing, nicely, accept 2/-: Vernum, 298, Lillie-rd .

Fulham. (1768)

MAGNIFICENT cock white Wagtail, properly on
food, fine specimen, 2/6; bargain: Vernum, 298,

Lillie-rd.. Fulham. (1768)

LOVELY' young cock Thrash, very tame; exchange
for good Goldfinch or Bullfinch, or offers; Wills,

Easthill, Rudden, Frome. (1765)

ONE of the loudest singing eock Skylarks ever

heard, singing incessantly day and gaslight.. 2/ .

worth 10/-; seven days’ approval: Proprietor. Lamb
Hotel, Dunstable. (U65J
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aged
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LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been <

l” month', 1/ :
»is<> young liami-reqrcd cock,

apprmul: George Holt, Dunstable.
';{»(• k Kcdsturt, house. moulted, Oj)e pltiuiage,

tame. t«, ditto cock Bla -keap, 4/-: P. Staines. 211),

Itavi nscroft id.,

WARRANTED
loud song, VO ennh ;

n<

Cooper, w::;. Princess st.,

A UK AN l> NiKhtin«ttlc

Beckenham Kent,

cage moult-il coek

(17001

Skylarks, full

fresh rubbish tent out:
Manchester. (1705)

for sale, coek, grand show

hud 12/0 In good condition; also 2 Wryneck cocks,

l,/ each; real tame birds; deposit; approval:

Welch linker West End, Southampton. (170.i)

1 jiaVk three grand singing coek Skylarks i

incessantly day and gaslight; been in my pos:

since last January ;
1/- each; worth 7/0

pelted to «ell, or 2/0 the three: Wood
Dunstable.
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy s|

for show*, and contest singing,

tain them and keep them

ikiging

icssion

ach ;
com-

0ross-st.,

(1705)

imens, in «ong,
beam how to nh-

Nutshell No. 3" tells

,ou. 2|d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 104, Fleet-

»t., bornlon, E.C. 2d. from agents (liat frequently

'the Song Thrush and Blackbird. Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition ;
together with directions for

band rearing the young and the selection of show

birds, will he found in "Nutshell No. 4, 2{d. post

free from "Cage Birds," 154 Fleetet., bondon, b.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in NuUdiel No.

U” which also deals with hand rearing, and de-

scribes the collection <>r ants’ eggs, 2J,d. post

from: "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet -st., London,

#2d. from agent*; see li«t on another page).

GOFTUll.l/ keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceedin'’ to buy and keep Ibc larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping jour pets in the hi\->t of health, llus ad-

vice is offered In "Nutshell No. 2d," by 11. J. Full-

la mcs. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in n highly Interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

venous styles of cages also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? ’i his booklet tells you

bow Post free. 2Jd .
from “Cage Birds. 154, Meet-

et., London, 15.0. Look at our list or agents;

the nearest and get it for 2d.

tree.

B.C.

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS
I have on hand extra large stock of Worcestershire

Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed; warranted

cocks, 1/C; three, 4/-; six, 7/-; 12/- dozen; two

doz.n, 23/-; specially selected lor singing, showing

or muling, 2/*. 2/3 each; three, 5/-: six, 8/3, 13/-

dozen
;

hen Goldfinches, 1 / -, three 2/-, 6/- dozen;

wan anted cock Linnets, all r<d-br< astcd, 3d., throe

1/3, s-ix 2/-, 3/0 dozen; tpecVilly selected coek Lin-

nets, to moult showing, milling, or contort singing,

1/-, three 2/-, 4/0 dozen; two-year old nock Linnets,

in song, 1/0, 2/-, 2/0 ouch ;
h-'-n L tin-els, eiix Oil.,

1/3 dozen; large clear moulted' cock balks. 8d.,

three 1/0, six 2/0, 4/'- dozen; few cock Larks in

son-» 1/ .
1/0, 27- each; cock Greenfinches 3d.., three

I/- selected yellow cocks, I/-, three 2/-! Redpolls

3d three 1/3, 3/3 doz. ;
cages for the above, 0d., Od.

and’ !/ each; trap ca-ges, (kl . Od. each; double trap

cages I/- each ; all on approval, cash or deposit,

unit 'money returned if not perfectly satidled

:

3d. each : Thomas Hughes, Bird

(1701)
travelling' cages.

Merchant, Saltlcy-rd., Birmingham.

Yorhshires-

CANARIES.

call on

Miscellaneous
allOFFERS, 3 Yorkshires, 2 Goldies, 3 Linnets

cock', full song: 20 cages: 3!), Melford-rd , Plaistow.

GU \K VNT15KI) cocks, Goldfinches, bullfinches, 1/3.

,e 4/-: Chaffinches, Larks, Linnets, 9d.. 1/-,

three •_>/- Mules Canaries, 5 /-, 7/0; young ones,

Parrots, 10. -; birdlime, 0d., V-

:

A 1

'.!! UNDERWOOD, 24, Wellington-st., Ketterin"

sends all birds on approval, cash or deposit;

cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/- each;

1 l ;
Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, 3d., Ja„

ock Ortolan. Buntings, 1/0 each ;
sin g.ng

cock Canaries and fancy cage, 10/- each ;
hen

Canaries, 2/- each; cock Robin, 2/-; lien Redstart,

Border Fancy.
|

BORDERS, cocks, 3/0; hens, 1/0, 2/-; all colours;

matched pairs, 5/-; Norwich cocks, 5)-: Douglas

Bridgc-st., Brechin. 0‘6b)

BORDERS and Norwich, young prize-bred birds,

approval, or call, all cheap: Davidson, Clyde-sdale

House, Mossend, N.ll.
.

< 4 rGo)

CLEAN hardy Borders, well tired, 5/6 pair; ap-

proval or deposit: John Dalgety, 10, River-st

Brechin, Forfarshire, N.ll. (1738)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song; prices low; easy payments aviangeil; appro-

val : McKcand, Scnbright. Castle Douglas. (LOO)

THREE buff cocks, fit for show, 5/- each; threo

self cinnamon liens, 2/0 each, 2: buff one yellow ;ap-

proved, cash or deposit: Coult-hanl, Station nul,

Wigton. Cumberland. or*“THE Border Fancy Canary (Nutshell 23),

explains fully how to manage those “wee gems dur-

in <. the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to .select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; send at once

for a copv. 2-/(1. post free, from Cage Birds, lot.

Fleet-fit., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshe.l

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

BREEDERS' CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-gulnea Chal-

lenge Cup, tlie-Y.U. 30-guinea Chal'engc Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View ten1

., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

THREE RI14 Yorkshires, two cocks, C/C lot: 23,

Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1735)

1914 YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, 6/6 to 15/-; liens,

3/0 to 7/0; cages, free: Olford, 14, Martlia-st., Ports-

mouth. (1764)

GRAND Yorkshires for show, moulted and fed,

som > clinkc-rt', sell clma*i ;
approval: T. Billington,

55, Col wick id., Nottingham. (1705)

NOTICE. Grand lot Yorkshires for show or unrig

;

prices reasonable ;
approval, easy payments ar-

ranged : McKcand, Seuhrigiht, Castle Douglas. (1700)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, this yt'ar’s winners,

through moult ; now is the time to secure show or

stock birds: Craven, Yelverton-terrace, Plymouth.
(1703)

TWO line cock birds at 5/0 each, 10/- pair: I cin-

namon-marked hen, wing splintered, a bargain at

2/ : G. Powell, 12, Uigli-st., Abergavenny, Mon.
(1700)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, sure winners, cocks, 7/6

each, cheap at 20/-; hens, 4/0; ten days’ approval

at my risk: W. Powick, liastfleld Cottage, Dewshury,

Yorkshire.
“

' 0767)

CHAMPION Yorks; some grand 1914 youngsters

now ready; cocks, full song, 5/6; hens, 3/-; pairs,

o upwards; wi nn.crs for members’ shows or open

competition: from 12/0 to 3:4; all colour fed to

perfection; seven days’ approval: Edyvin North,

Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1708)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1 1, by H. W. Battyc

(Past President’ of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and

its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upoit pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting ;
also lioyv to treat in both health and

disease: “Cage Birds,” 154, I’leet-st., London, E.C.

grand
liens

9d.,

1>:

JOHN MACE
Warranted cock Linnets, 4/- dozen, six for 2/0, 6d.

eacu, coek Goldfinches, 1,0 each, 15/- dozen; hens

8d. each, 0. dozen; Larks, Green fineh- a, R'-dpoU:'

cocks, Od.

5/0 each; all

Mace, Naturalist, Exchange-si.,

dozen; Larks, urecimiieu'-a, iw™»,
aeh Linnets. Mules, and Goldfinch Mules,

all other birds .in stock; li t f.ce. John
Sheffield.

|
Crests and Crestbreds. \

HIGH-CLASS Greets, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington. 55

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (173d)

|

Belgians. 1

A FEW CHOICE Belgians to be sold, closely re-

lated to Palace winners; excellent strain: Salter

Nevill-st., Abergavenny. (1733)

Greens.
SEVEN

35/- lot.

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KING

Linnets from the same place as the champion Lin-

net of the world, only 1.0; all the oldest and best

fudges aeknorvledge they are the best singing birds

in tlie world; they make the gamest Linnets ever

carried to a contest; they make champion catching

birds, and for size they stand alone; beautiful cock

Linnet, with new cage, anu tny Book of Secrets,

3/0 the lot; show Linnets, 2/- each; they are real

Norwich type; Goldfinches, the largest in England,

•>/. each; a few right for catching, 2/0 and 3/-;

Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Yellowliammers, fit for

eneh, 10 and 2 /-; 1 have the finest strain cf

Rollers in England, young, cocks taught

under m\ well-known champion, 0/0 and 7/6; they

are the real blood; my Book of Secrets, 1/- ; best bird

lime in England, 1/8 lb.; all the above are in the

pink of condition, so write to the old firm : Harry

Alien, Bird Specialist and Judg

Beckett-st., Leeds.

the bei
German

City Aviaries, 40.

(1708)

Yorkshire Greens, 4 cocks and 3 hens,

or offers: Higgins, 1, Mary-st., Tyldesley.
(1768)

CHOICE young Yorkshire Greens for sale, bred

direct from the best possible strain obtainable

.

Salter, Nevill-st... Abergavenny. (1706)

YORKSHIRES, Green, pure-bred, bred and moulted

outdoors, closed rings, sell or exchange portable

shed; appointment: Barnett, 29, Deansfield-rd.,

Eltliam. (17CG )

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality; horv to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24,’

“ The Green Canary,” 2|d., post free, from :
“ Cage

Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London. E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d.; see list on another page.)

HALLMARK

grand CHANCE
Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, etc. 19)4

English coek Goldfinches, 1/0, three 4/-, taxi/-,

large, specially selected, 2/-, 2/6; three 4/6; six

S/6; liens 9d„ 5/- doz.; cock Linnets id., three 1/6,

six 2/3, 4,- doz.; large eoek Larks, 0d., three 1/3,

six 2/-
' 3 0 dozen : Redpolls, €d., six 1/6, 2/3 dcz.

;

best birdlime, 7d. >lb.. V- *lb„ 1/8 lb. :
postage

free- Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist and Cage

Maker, 11, Fyldc-st., Preston. Lancashire. (1<C01

THE
of quality in bird trade is the name of Gore. How-

< \er small >our purchase .you have the satiilaetion

of knowing that it is guaranteed exactly as described

and that unless you get peilect sati-faction the

whole of your money is promptly returned. I now

hold a very large stock of warranted genuine Wor-

csstvrshire* ec-xk Goldfinches, in pc-rkct health and

condition, at 1/0 each, three 4/-, six </-, twelve 12/ ,

specially picked larger cocks, for moulting for show

or muling, 2/- each, three 5/-. six 8/6, twelve lx*/- ,

hen Goldfinches. 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/0, twelve

(; i. eagc-moulti d white-legged cock, splendid* catcher,

grand lot cock brown Linnets, every one guar-

anteed red-breasted, 8d. each, three 1.0, six 2/0,

twelve 4/-; sp rially selected large cocks, for allow,

muling, or contest singing, 1/- each, three 2/0, six

4/-; splendid lot young cock Bullfinches,.!/-, 1/0, and

2/- each; nestling hen Bullfinches, 1/- each; coek

Greenfinches, Od. each, three 1/-. six 1/0: few very

yellow J
'- each ;

coek Larks, (id., 9d., and
1/- each; travelling cages, 3d. per three

birds extra. Please note, I guarantee sex in every

instance, so you need not fear of getting hens for

cocks, and 1 also guarantee all birds, to be well

caged and thoroughly on hard seed before sent out.

All sent on approval on the distinct undertaking

that unless they give you perfect satisfaction they

only have to he returned and hack comes the whole
of your money. I have liccn a continuous advertiser

»or' past 23 vears, and during that time have never

traded under other conditions. See appliance column
for cages, etc.

W- GORE, 131, Goocll-St.. BIRMINGHAM

N orwich.

BREEDER’S CARD.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14,

Pugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for

sale, also fine big year-old cocks and liens, at to

xvin ;
stamped inquiries solicited.

TWO 1914 Norwich cocks, 4/- each, or 7-/6 the

tyvo; genuine, cash or depo.it: "Confectioner,'' 63,

Wellington-st., Luton. (17C6)

GRAND Norwich, moulted, large, grand type, good

heads, some winners, cheap ;
approval : T. Billington,

55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1705)

NOTICE.—Grand iot Norwich for show or song;

prices reasonable ;
approval ;

easy payments ar-

ranged.—McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

FOURTEEN Norwich Canaries, aviary, five- double,

three single breeding cages, appliances; sell £4 10s.

;

exchange for gent.’s three-speed bicycle, Boehm
clarinet, ’cello, viola or camera : Campbell, 9, Kings-

ley Villas, Ramsgate. G'®*)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/lj, by C. A. House, tells

the fancier all that be needs to know to enable

him to- become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhcad. The chapters on

"Forming a Stud." and "How to Produce the

Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book

many times over: "Cage Birdo,” 154, Fleet-street,

London

Rollers £) Singing Canaries |

Various Canaries.

PAIR large crested Norwich, cost 25/-, price 11/-

also pair Golden Lizards, 8f0: H. Smith, Portland

rd., Hove.
OWING to war, I have fancier’s

of Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders,

etc., 70 birds, at any price to clear;

them: Dodd, Victoria, Southwold.

(.1707)

limb-class stock
British, cages,

first orders have
(1708)

j

CAWftRJESj
Don’t be deluded by persons, practically unknown

in the Canary world, offering clean-moulted cocks

on full song—it’s a LIE, and they only make fools

of themselveo by the statement ! denial challenged.

I have a splendid lot Norwich (of first round) and

Yorkshires now ready to send out. Cocks, singing

nicely (but full song not possible). List free; three

months approval.

W. RUDD.fi.r NORWICH.

MULES—HYBRIDS, |

HANDSOME 6-pointed Goldfinch-Canary Mule, 7

weeks old, 15/-; dark cocks, 4/- each; heus 1/- each:

Rowley, Elston, Crediton.
.

(1705)

SELECTED cock Goldfinches, with muling hen

Canary. 4/- pair; good Norwich, 0/- pair: Tucker,

04, Clarke-rd., Northampton. (1700)

FOR sale, several Crested Rollers, Goldfinches,

Mules, and Norwich, as hatched this -season ; cheap

to clear: J. Mainwaring, 24, Llancais-st., Bargoed.
(1705)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,- these vvill be

very useful: The Advertisement Manager, “Cage

Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London. E.C.

BREEDER S CARD,

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s). 151,

South Avenue, Soutliend-oii-fjea. Member B.R.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9; hens, 2/-: Ross,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.ll. (1740)

ROLLERS. Warranted young cocks, 3/0, 4/-;

breeding and box eageo, 1/-: Bent, 97, Hamilton-st.,

Roclidale-rd., Manchester. (1757)

YOUNG Roller cocks, 4/-; Budgerigars, 3/0 pair;

Whiteheaded Lovebirds, 3/0. outdoor: Ca!in,_18,

Brunswick-st., Leigh, Lancs. (L07)

MAWTTOOD, breeder, exhibitor; Glucke Rollers,

cocks from 7/6. hens 2/6, 1914 B.R.C.C. rung: 26,

Walton Lane, Nelson, Lanes. (1765)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers lor day and gas light

-inging :- prices reasonable: rsijy payments arranged:

ALLGREEN Parrakeet, 6/-; Pctz Conure, 14 0;
Talking Leadbcater Cockatoo, 50/-; tame Spoonbill,
35/-: Rectory, Nash. Stony Stratford. (1768)
17 GREEN Budgerigars, 25/- the lot, or 4/0 a pair;

fine pair Cockatiels, 15/ ; wanted, 2 hen Bronze-
wing Mannikins: Turner, Treinadoc, Newton Abbot.
PAIR adult Budgerigars, 4/0; three good adult

bens, 7/-; four grand young yellows, 9/-; all out-
door aviary bred; exchange: W. Hurd, Newport.
Salop. (1707)
FINE large Blue fronted Amazon Parrot, splendid

talker, whistles, laughs, etc., 3 years old, will ac-

cept 35/-, worth double: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-
st„ Hull-. (1706)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; Yellows, 8/-; Foreign
birds from 2/- pair; list free: Miss Itosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (760)

BEAUTIFUL Green Indian Parrot, says Wiiat-lio,

L’retty Poll, Carlo, and several other words, whistles,

mimics, coughs, and salutes, Parrot and cage, sacri-

fice AO/- : Spain, Mullingar. fl7C8)
YELLOW WINGED Sugar Bird, 19/-; Baltimore
Hungriest, 16/-; Virginian Cardinal, 18/-; all most
perfect health and condition and thoroughly acclima-

tised : George Low, 14, Royal-terr. East, Kingstown.
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,
brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich (995)

THOROUGHLY acclimatised, pair Golden .Spar-

rows, 12/0; pair Saffron Finches. 8/0; eoek Ruddy
Finch, hi -

; wanted, pairs Lavender and Olivo
Finches, cock Cordon Bleu (acclimatised) : Bower-
man, 12, Wellington-st., Swindon. (1764)

TRUE pair, aviary-bred adult Green Budgerigars,
beauties, one pair Madagascar Lovebirds, in hand-
some drawing-room cage, revolving perches, etc.,

cage a novelty, cost 12/6, lot 15/-; exchange Can-
aries; Wilkshire, 8a, Hormit-st., Nottingham. (1767)

YOUNG cock Bicheno, 8/6; large Brazilian Hang-
nest, 39/-; Queen Whydah, full tail, 27/6: Black-

faced eoek Lovebirds, 25/ ;
pair Swainson’s Lorri-

keets, cup winners, all birds tame, acclimatised,

beautiful plumage; particulars: Herne, 20, Water-
loo-rd., Bedford. (1760)

THOSE who have bought or those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get "Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2)d. po«t free, but Hie tips it gives are

priceless; from: “Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., Lon-

don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-

lished frequently). .
—

Extraordinary talking Grey Parrot: Cross. Liver-

pool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 25,-,

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-. Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted. Parrot

Cages: Cross, Otterspool HoTise, The Direct Im-

porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THERE is no more lovely seed-catcr than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to e&tablisli. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14," Iron;

"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., poist free

for 2(d. From agents (see list frequently nublifhcd'.

WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-checked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette. which can.be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/0

a fiair. there are few more charming foreigner*,.

Thev can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow tiie hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in •’Xiituhell No. 20,” 2’d.

post free from "Cage Birds,” 154. Floct-st., London,

E.C. Call at any of our ageuts and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird*. Some very helpful in-

formation on tins variety wiM be found in “Nutshell

No 19,” the author of which i« Wesley T. Page,

F. Z.S. Get it at once. 2)sl. post free from “Cage

Birds.” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from our

agents (fist mihli'hed frequently).

AFRICAN Grey Parrots, talkers, 90,-. 120/- eaih;

Blue-fronted Amazon, 50.-; White-fronted Amazon,

50/-; cock Shama, grand songster, 45/-; Cockatiels,

cocks or hens, 7/0 each; true pair Paradise Why-
dahs full colour. 10/-; true pair White-breasted

Nonettes, 7/6; cocks, Napoleon Weaver, Red billed

Weaver, and Grev Singing Finch, all 5/- each ;
Javas,

Waxlnlls, Mannikins, Avadavats, all 3/6 pair: all

acclimatised, and in show condition: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk, 45/-;

easy payments accepted. (995)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

i DOVES.
DOVES, genuine
Porter-st., Hull.

pairs, 2/- pair: Day, Aviaries,
(1730)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
ORANGE Waxbill, fine; cock Nutmeg Finch; Tiger

Finch 3/6 lot: Vernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1738)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-; Australian Grey,

7/6; Indian, 5/-: 23, Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea.

HEALTHY' young Budgerigars, greens, 4/- pair;

yellows, 5/6 pair: Wigram, Frensham, Farnham.
( 1762)

MR. R. EARL has for sale young aviary-bred Red
Rosellas, 17 6 each: Earsliam House, Bupgay,

Suffolk.
' (1705)

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, commenced to

talk, etc., 27/6, bargain: B. J. Moore, 11, Lupus-st.,

Pimlico, London. (1758)

AMAZON talking Parrot. 25/-, with nearly new
cage, 30/- cash, too cheap for approval: Jones, Cran-

bourne-st., Brighton. (1767)

COCK Budgerigars, 2/6 each: liens, 3/-; very tame,

outdoor aviary: Miss Simpson, Wcstbourne House,

Avenue-rd., Islewortli. (1766)

COCKATIELS, 2 cocks, 3 hens, 30/-; pair of Yel-

low and Green Budgerigars, 5/- pair, aviary bred

:

Kemp, Thu Avenue. Yeovil. ^

^

SIX pairs of good Budgerigars, adults, 4,6 pair;

4 Cockatiels, 3/0 each ; all bred in outdoor aviary

:

E. Haggle, Boarsllill, Oxford. (1764)

PAIR Green Budgeitgars, one odd yellow, pair

Lovebirds, pair Java Sparrows, 10/- lot: Mrspair

Waters. Church Path, Woking. (1766)

. .
-pric

McKcand, Seabrgbt, Castle Dpug.as- (1731))

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless ilia

previous Issue, Page, and Column are staled by the

adv:rtiscr. — ADVT, MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS."

AFRICAN
ACCLIMATISED,

GREY PARROTS
guaranteed to learn anything;

talk, laugh, sing, and finger tame, price 25; and
80/- each; with large size square Parrot cage, 51-

extra.', real beauties; established a century:

Powers and Russel, 10, Grauby-place, Bethnal

Green, London, E. (1731)

Business as Usual During Alterations to

the Map of Europe.

All birds bought from this establishment are

housed in open gardens, and for the mist part kept,

outside day and night; 1 brilliant Maximillians

Parrot, exhibition plumage, £4; 1 coek Blossom-

head Parrakeet, 35/-; Adult full-coloured Adelaide

Parrakeet. £3 10/-; pair llrown-fronted or little

Macaws, £5; 1 Red, Blue, and Yellow Macaw, £5;

Great Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, £1 ;
Bare-eyed

Cockatoo, £1; Alexandrian Parrot, £1; 1 pair Red-

faced Lovebirds, 45/- ;
lrnligo Finches, cocks 18/-,

liens 8/6; Nonpareils, 17/6; 1 pair Himalayan llhu-k-

crcsted Buntings;, very rare, 50/-; Bebra Finches,

White Javas, Quakers, Cuban Thrushes. Sorry

Thrushes, White-breasted Jay Thrushes, Keel buds

or Indian Black Cuckoos; finger-tame talking

variety Rock .Mynah, 25/-; Green winged Doves a«ul

other varieties. Please note new address: CROb5>»

Naturalist, Otterspool House, Liverpool.

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk.

jn„ warrantv. also acclimatised Foreign birds from

outdoor aviiirii s ;
holder thousand tcstimonals. bear

names and address, many lovers of bird- had liiiils

from ns by our instalment system well .satisfied:

fortnightly instalment accepted.

HOPES, GT. BRIDCE ST., WEST ER0MWI0H.
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PARROTS. PARROTS, [sal E or EXCHANGE.
of rvory dehcrlptioii on four’ weeks’ trial at our
risk before actt Unirnt, with feigned talking war
rarity. Wo in trod need (Ids *>.stern of boiling

Parrots. If Parrot nhould di • during trial, wo it

place it free of charge. „ Other dealer^ oiler

feiiuiiar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

AH the best Parrots in the Kingdom have coma from
Ougq aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds ot

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our Jargo free book entitled "Parrot Prattle."

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and beat
in England. Sent post free, hankers' r. ferencc

:

hank of Liverpool, Moreeatnbe. Write at once lor

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. cm.-)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
20 all-green J’.irra keels, 711,-, or •! - each; a Ring-
neoks, 20/-. or a - each; 0 Hallmoon Parrakuets,
vary tin*. 7,0 each; 1 hull Rrowus, 00,0; 1 cock
IVnnaiit, prize winner. -11). 0 ;

pair . Scaly-breasted,
10,0; pair Ucil Collated, very line, S0.fi; pair Cocku-
t ids. 20 0 ; Zebra Finches. 8/0; Masked Grass,
27> «: Longtail Grass, 24/0 ; Yellow -runipcd, 25/0;
Cuban Olive, 25.fi; cock Yellow-winged .Sugar Bird,
25 0; pair Senegal Parrot.), full colour, 40/0; talk-
ing Macaw. 7l) C ; Amazon Parrot, calls "Otto,
Otto,’ 20 0; Circen Cardinal, 40,0; Virginian Car-
dinal, 25,0; handonjc Black Mynah. 30/6: Trou-
pial, 25 C; Burbot, tame, 25 0; Scarlet Bishop,
10 0: Yellow-backed Win dab, very rare, 40. 0; cock
Tcucanette, 30/0: large Toucan, very ‘fine, 40/45

;

Loadbettcr Cockatoo, 50/0 ; Lcmon-crc.-ted Cccka-
loo, 25,0: \\ bite-crested Thrush, 25 C; \V4iite-

breasted Thrush, 25 Up Chinese Whistling Thrush,
24,0; Ceram Lorry, very line, 40.0; largest selec-
tion of birds in Great Britain. Telephone 0341
Avenue: John llamiyti, 221, St. George’s-st., Lon-
don Docks. To arrive shortly.—Laughing Jackass,
Australian Magpies, Regent Birds, Satin Bower
Birds, Jiinus, direct from Australia.

[VaRIQUS~RIRDS.
|

INDIAN Green Parrot and cage, 10. G; exchange
11. M. Goldfinches: P. Proflidfoot, Church-rd., Lowe-
stoft. (1704)

Mainly British. ~{

MILL exchange four cock Linnets for four hen
Mules or three hen Canaries ; ll.dyar, 55, Patinos-
id., North llrlxtoil. (17lit!)

i:\Cll VNGE six cock Linnet, for lour hen Goldfinch
mule- or three lien (JuiMrrirs : ,1. flower, 14, I'ouanl
row, Bethnal Green rd., London. _ (170/)
IT) I'll cock Goldfinches, pick of s-ix dozen, showing

blazes well, very large and well on song; caught
three weeks; accept 2,0 each or 7,0 the four: 5,

i f pcraiito-tcrr., Cherryhinton, L’liinhiidgc. (1704)

Mainly Canaries,
j

’ —-—

«

FOUR gocxl bens, one cock, Rollers for sale, offers
exchange, stamp: Doehcrty, 37t LvcJvn-nJ./ West
bilvertown, Lon 'Ion.

( 1705)
l Oil •sale, 4 cocks, 3 hens, Norwich Canaries,

.\oinig birds, '24/-; exchange anything: W. Smith,
Urove-st., Ka umls, WcllingbozV. (I'Hi-l)

NOTICE.—Give g-cod> exchange in Yorkshire, Nor-
wi; h, or Border bhow cages for Canaries, any breed :

McKcaml, Cago Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

;
"

1 1 7GO)
GRAND Norwich Crcstbrcd cock, extra large, real

beauty, 2 Linnets, in song; exchange anything; also
4 selected cock Goldlinchoe, 3.- each: Ccckc, 50,
York-st., Cambridge. (ITC.s)

ROLLER cock, 4 0; Norwich cock, 4/0; Canary
cocks, 4 /-; Cutthroats and Spice Birds, 2/- pair;
exchange for foreigners, anything useful: Tcllord,
Crossgates; Eife*shire. (1708)

lUM MALE l>ull fn.ihtid bitch, pedigree, reliable
guard, clcuu habits; ixciiangc lor genuine Boll r

Canuri ii, or s II \L, near oiler; approval willingly,
no dealers: 12, Leigh st., lim lem. (hi.'u
UK A MO I* J I ON L ami lo double . iiled record

,
all

the iutest, cod t J 10/-, good an new', s II 40, ;
<\

change bird , etc.; no rubbish waut.d, or (Hired;
btnmp: f’ooper, 103, I’riiue I., Manchester. (1705)
BANTAMS, cock and two lieu

.
Black Pekin

,

pair White Rosecomb*. TJ ; White Pekin
cock, </<$; exchange lor «age bird

,
jewellery,

watch, anything; Robb, U«irdrc;i t, (do gate
,

Fife. * (

1

W A NTED, first class field or marine glu s ;
ex

change winning Norwich or Fairy Swallow., from
my winners at Palace, <

-
1

« . or pincha - for cash;
offers, approval : Mackintosh, I inksview, Pi ter
head. (1707)
WE buy, soil, or exchange birds or live .dock of

every description lor other.', or for. household goods,
boots, clothing, cycle tyre,
only • stamp reply: Cooper’,
Manchester.

etc. ; lion st dealinj
Emporium, Pi ine; .• - I:

,

(

1

7<J5

)

WANTED.]
WANTED, privet b.rrjesx \V. Woods, Pioneer Cot-

tas:-, Sinnington, Yorks. (17GG)
WANTED, Linnets, Larks, Goldfinches, etc.; state

pnci'sj Haigh, Inf, Kirkgate, Wakefield. il7(i«)
V, ANTED. Roller organ

;
write, stating price, to:

l'\ lv'aine, G9, Diindee-rd., Etruria, Staffs. (1766)
OLIVER, 2, Bndport Place, lioxton, will give 5 -

a couple for good large young Yorkshires. (1729)WANTED, birds, rabbits, dogs, monkeys. Parrots;
purchase or exchange: Barlow's Aviary, Greenwich.

‘
(1709)

M ANTED, reliable dealer to take a few dozen Lin-
nets and other British weekly : WSlsh, 42, Reform-
at., Stamford. (17G7)
WANTED, any quantity of 1914 Canaries, also
cock Greypates; state price: Hoyt on, 47, Camber
Well Netv Road.

, (1704)
WANTED, breeding pair Budgerigars, give fox

terrier dog, 5 weeks, prize-bred; yours first: Jordan,
Henry-st., Londonderry. (1764)
M ANTED, Canaries, all varieties; raoii, or ex-
change cages, any description: Martin, Cage' Manu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas. • (1767)^
UNFLI(lHTEl) English Roller, coming on full
song; approval, deposit; state price: P. Powell,
47, Thomas-st., Clonmel, eo. Tjpp. (17<>4)
NOTICE; wanted, singing Canaries and Mules, and

ail kinds cf bird., weekly; apply: Holiinshead,
Cheshire Aviaries', Hovvard-vt., Stockport. (1769)
WANTED, Canaries, Pinches, exchange gent's silver

chain, with sovereign purse. 10 gramophone records:
V, VuAoria-rd., Wandsworth, Birmingham. (17G5)
BICYCLE, racer or parts, cheap, give part ex-
change two hen- Norwich, value 5/-, or sell; full
particulars: T. Lorry, ,‘i, Plymouth-rd., Penarth.

(17K)
WANTED, dealers wlio can take large or small
quantities of Linnets and ali kinds of British
weekly: Chris. Hatton, 31, Itichmond-st., Brighton.

(1707)
WANTED hen Canaries, old or young, cheap for

casli ; state price and breed: Edward Bruce, Brough-
ton Aviaries, Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester.

(1751)
WANTED any quantity any breed lien Canaries for

siot cash; give particulars and lowest price : honour-
able dealings guaranteed: W. Gore, 131, Gooch st.,

Birmingham ( 1754)
WILL give 6 - per pair for good Norwich or York-

shires, colour-fed preferred; also wanted. Borders,
Crests, and Scotch Fancies.; cheap : McKeand. S: a-

briglit. Castle Douglas. ,U7fi0)

WANTED, Yorkshire, Norwich, Borders, and com-
mon liens, Canaries and Goldfinches, JIules; I buy
any kind of birds; state lowest price: W. Perkins,
207. East-st., Walworth, London, S.K. (1762)
WANTED Yorkshire, Norwich, Border, Crest

Canaries, also JIules, Siskins, Bullfinches. Linneto,
Twites. Goldfinches : 'send lowest prices to A. Leitcli,

East End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow.

CANARIES WAITED
Will purchase for prompt casli, any quantity and
any variety: send full particulars to: Harris, Higli-
st., Yiewsley. (17CG)

CAP*!AIR8ES WANTED
Wanted, any quantity Yorkshire and Norwich liens,

1/6 each: Goldfinch Mi.'.-s, hens, 1 - each: Rutli-r-
ford. High-rd., Leytonstone, Essex. (1765)

WANTED ANY QUANTITY
Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders, Canaries, hens, will
give 18/- dozen for them, cash oh delivery, or de-
posit with ‘‘Cage Birds’’: Powers and Russell, 10.
Granhy-place, Bethnal Green, London. (1761)

j
Mainly Foreign,

j
Al hlCAN Grey Parrflt, red tail, goocT talker, mimic,
aecnmaUsed, suerifiee 55/ :

; exchange birds, etc.:
Cooper, 163, Prineess-st., Manchester.

TWO large yellow Yorkshire cock 1

-, 4 hens
;

1 large
Norwich cock and 3 liens, 28/-, part exchange toy
Pomeranian hitch; offers, yours first; no rubbish
wanted or offered: Mathers, 36, Wcllfield id., IT s-

toti, Lancashire. * (1767)

"NLWBOI D Emerald”; this long, flat-head d Irish

terrier bitch, square fonTace, pi nty whiskers, good
ears, legs, body, and coat, grand shower, can win.
excellent pedigree, sacrifice 25/-, cost LV> 3/-; ex-

change gramophone or Parrot offers: Crompton. <t.

Spruce-st., Rochdale. (1765)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements ;

not relating to binlkeeping. The following
i

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; (Nothing; Cycles; Dress;

1

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice; 1

Musical Instruments; Natural History;)
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Bab-,
hits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to th: number of announcements received ivc

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless tho
previous Isius, Page, and Column arc stated by' tl”
advettisor. ADVT. MANAGER. "CAGE EEROS.

”

|« Miscellaneous.
1‘ G L 1. 1914 cock Linnet Mules, 2 - each

;
pair chip

nets, ten yards, 6,-: Kenctie, zi, Bridgc-sc., jiomer-

E.YCTIANGE good gent.’s cycle for racks and cage/
also cycle frame complete with wheels: Hess /
Brydon-st., Ardwick. (17G7;DuftH buck, black and white, nine months, sure
winner, 5/-, or exchange: L'ouichard, • Station Hill
Wigton, Lumberlaml. (,1/GGi
A PRETTY smooth fox terrier pup, 5 months, 7/6,

or exchange Goldfinch or Go.dmicn Mule: Hyde’
Han-dud House, fiuiitii. u/GS)
"OUR. CANARIES,” cost 22/-, practically new, ex-
change for binoculars, rills, tevoiver: Simpson, 21,
Lee?-st., Shaw, Oldham. (176,)
WANTED, otfero in Canaries; exchange one pair
Scotch woollen blankets, full #ize, va.ue 25/-: Daw-
son, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. (1167)THREE whippet and greyhound puppies, 11 weeks
old; sale or exchange Canaries,- or Go.dfinch Mules:
A. Davis, Bridge-st., Ledbury. (.1/65)
NOTICE, sell, exchange 2 dress lengths, 23/-, for
gramophone, Parrots, or poultry; yours first:
Bradley, Prospect-st., Alfrcton. (1765)
EXCHANGE G young high-class Jlorders (uneven
marks), for good staple collie: R. Thomson, 39,
Prinlaws, Leslie, Fif'eshirc, N.B. (1766)TAME performing pet monkey, throws somersaults,
drills like a soldier, very anrusmg, 30/-, or exchange:
cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1765)
l'UR sale, or part exchange, household goods to

value, Yorkshire anu Norwich Canaries from win-
ners: Harradence, Cemetery, Wisbech. (1767)
VIOLIN, bow-, case,' high-class instrument, P2;

quantity music; exchange .Canaries, Budgerigars,
any offers: 65, Ewart-rd.-, Nottingham. (17<ii)
PAIR new clapnets, 0 yards x 6ft. deep, hand made,
cock Goldie, sell 15/-; exchange gent's cycle; ap-
proval: Beales, Kelling Heath, Norfolk. (1765)
12 BORE converted gun, 15/6; also 22-bore rifle,

12/6 exchange Canaries, Budgerigars, chicken,
offers: Criddeford, Lapford, N. Devon. (1704)

WANTED, Canary For deg: exchange gent’s fawn
Harris tweed coat and vest, -suit small man, nr
youth, value 6. -: Hutton, Churweli, Leeds. (1766)
WANTED, pair Norwich Canaries; exchange for

Collie dog, live months old, good guard ; '•yours
first : Soutur, Fetterangus, Aberdeenshire. U768)
CATCHER’S outfit, with birds; wanted, young
gun-trained retrieving spaniel, also cartridge leading
outfit-; approval: Compton, Preston, Yeovil. (1765)

CANARIES, ete., 5 cocks, 5 liens, Goldfinch Mule,
39;-, or offers; 2 Linnets, 1 Bullfinch, 2 Green-
finches, 12/-; must sell: Kemp, The Avenue, Yeovil.

(1764)
WANTED, gent.’s second-hand suits, good; ex-
change lady’s or gent.’s new best boots, any sort,
to measure : Roberts, 13, Broad-st., Northampton.

(176S)
EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, Norwich, British,
talking Parrots for scrap brats-, copper, block tin:
Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchcster-rd., Brad-
ford. (1768)
SIX dark oock Goldfinch Mules, 4/- each: 8 liens,

1 - each
;
parents of above, 6/-

;
exchange early pul-

lets : Alfred Spicer, 392, Berkhamsted-rd., Clieshani,
Bucks. (1767)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle tyres,
musical instruments, etc., for all kinds of live -stock;
genuine: Jopsop, 12, Juno-st., Newton Heatii, Man-
chester.

. t (.768)
FAWN greyhound whippet bitch, 2-1 inches, in sea-
son, good worker, T i : exchange Canaries, Rollers
preferred, or Bcdlington puppy : .Joseph, ^Maylord-st.,
Hereford. (1767)
LOVELY little Black Toy Pom. bitch, sacrifice

37/6; exchange ordinary Canaries, hornless gramo-
phone, drapery, etc.; offers: 89, Prineess-rd.,
Leicester. (1764)
PAIR hand-made clapnets, 10 yards, as new, com-

plete, 2 Linnets, Greenfinch, Siskin, Chaffinch, and
cages, £1, or gramophone : Worrell, Church-st., Ann-
liaJd Plain. (1765)
KING HR treadle sewing machine in good working

order, price 25/-: or exchange Grey African Parrot,
Canaries or British birds: 'G. Gardiner, No. 6,

Brook-st., Carlisle. (1763)

WANTED, Canaries |in exchange, new bound
volume “ Our Canaries-;” gent.'s 'solid silver hunter
watch, gramophone and records: Lewis, 26, Pro-
toria-rd.. Leytonstone/ - t]76S)

CflCK Goldfinch, cock Linnet (father 8 Mnlo tiiN
-season), 2 Linnet Mules, 3 lien Canaries, one la.ge
cage. 4Sin. x ,35iri. ; exchange D.B. gl.fl or offer-:
Fletcher. Ca,stle-rd.. Bedford, (1/65)

SITUATIONS.
CnDNTliY agents wauled for Troivcr’s ,bird seeds
.md foods*, good coirimissio:, : T rower, 442, Calcdonian-
rd.. 1 ondan.
PUPIL-PARTNER exceptional opportunity exists to
join intensive expert starting a new business; 1111

i rnited scopes letters only to 247, White Eorse-rd.,
Croydon. (1767)

Aquarium.
\()UA IUUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

planffl, rockery and lish. and much helpful advice
on the feeding anti management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21.” z£d. jipst free,

from “Cage Birds,” 154, Flcet-st., London, 11. C. (2d.
from agents, a Ii«#t of whom is published frequently).

Cycles.
REAL, genuine bargain, gent’s up-to-date cycle,
guaranteed perfect running order, enamel plating,
ns new, free wheel, rim brakes, tyres, tubes, splen-
did condition, all accessories, only 18/6; inspection
invited: Edward, 1, Middle-st., Notts. (1765)

Cats.
JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2Id., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Dress.
i

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6

;

girls 2/0: boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 30, York-st.. Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

FOUR white working ferrets, healthy, 2/6 each;
pair good Norwich Canaries, 5/-; breeding condition:
Sparks, Westcott, Lurking. (1767)

KPLEXDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;
excellent ones, ready to \york, 3/6; younger, 2/6,

8/-; ten days’ approval, cash or deposit: Thos.
Wannqp, Siicrt-st., Carlisle. (1766)

Household u^nTulT/.c.

5hou!d WRITE TO-DftY
enclosing Id. stamg lor
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FR

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Lanies* Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
, They supersede Pennyroyal, Til Cochin, Hitter Apple, <t-c.’

Sold in boxes. 1 by 'liootb', Taylor’s. Timothy White’s
branches and all Chemists, or post free, same pvu-e, frojn

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, OA! STOM LANE. LONDOIJ

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WANTED, litter of puppies, pure cr crossed,
prompt cash: Dutton, Dunstable. (1765)
WANTED, dog, any - breed; exchange all-brass
drawing-room cage, 7/6: Hutton, Churweli, Leeds.

(1760)
TWO powerful Bull- Aire tale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; Ditch, 5.6; make demon guards:
Jackson, Confectioner, Grecnst., Bethnal Green.

U763)

I’O.M FT. VNI A \H. pair lovely black pedigree p'«>
id’s, 21 each: l.ittlchuver-. Bi-Imps btertford.TAG hand one Hlaghound and Greyhound pure
I'll’, hr.-d to make imre cour.err ; 4 - each* 7
Htalford-av., Bulwcll. (lVokj
A Bl. I; DI. I-. '. .VuUi'li terrier, champion prdigre,

splendid young dogs, from 39/ ; black hitch, cheap:
Blair, \\ ood-ide, Ab I.- , n. 1176.;
KING Charles pujipi eight week-, flat face,

black and tan, no white, champion pedigree, 3gn-.
each: Mrs. llelyar, 65, t’atmos-rd., North Brixton,
b.

. (17<j8 »

WANTED, nil vari tic-, pure bred dogs, large oml
imall, cheap for ca.-li ; or gh. good exchange ’win-nmg pgeons or Canaries: Me E; and. 8 -abriglit.
b;i-tlc Doii^br

( 17C0>LOVELY b!.; handsome St. B'-nard-Collie dog pup.
six v.e k-, make devoted guard, trustworthy com
P" "ion, 15 -; exchange: Mac, a, Chureli-lane Steru-
hnlJ-st., V.'altP.amstow. ’

< 176 jy
iff. If LI NO I ON whippet dog, 1- months, dead game

find rabbit., anywhere, hunt land or riv aside kill
hedgehog, tarry like spaniel, 12, : Wilk-hire’ oa.
Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1767)
i.(l\ i-.IA^ litter of tiny Yorl: hire puppies, eight,

vvi k-, .‘lightly crossed, exceedingly liondsome pels;
h- althy dog-, 6 6: hltn’i ., 5 •: Pavicr, 51, Htrnp.s-
fidl-lane. Bulwell, Nottingham. (1760)
WANTED, Airi dales, Irish. .Scotch, and Fox Ter-

riers; al-o puppies hough l , -old or excl-anged :

Walter Smith, I! rd, S.’-.d a.. I ri g -p. • ra'i.-t, os,
j’di-st.. Manchester. 'Phone. 181 City.
BROWN curly Retriever bitch, nix months, well
bred, goed temper, make good yy'orkcr, demon
guard; fell 15 - or exchange poultry, birds; ap-
proval: Pugh, Church Bank, Llandovery. (1763)
GREYHOUNDS for sale, b .t blood possible,
a<luU> and puppies, giving up, s 11 cheap; exchange
anything tm'ful, good gun or rifle wanted; approval
with pleasure: Kenworthy, Long Bennington.
Grantham. (1705)
LOVELY Yorkshire bitch. IS months, extra good

tan, steel-blue back, about Clbs., good mother,
sure breeder, 12 6; also a silver-coated Yorkshire
bitch, 2 i ears, extra good brood hitch, lovely coat,
about 5!lb.., 12/0; Pa.vi r, 51, Hempshiil-lane, Bul-
well. (1766)

“ CARE cf thi Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom arc published
on page 4, or 2/<L. post free, from: "Cage Birds,”
161, Flgct-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tarns Japan?.?-:* mice and cage, 1,-; mice, 2.^

do:: n : Miss Uoscy, Koocmary House, Eastbourne.
FANCY : i:d Pet Mice. Nutshell No. 29, is now ready,
and .all who keep mice, cither for pleasure or profit,
should not miss this highly interesting brochure.
It denis fully with tlm Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Feeding. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varie-
ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of cur Nutshell
agents, or 2kl., pest free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

NATURAL HISTORY]
BIRDS’ EGGS

Bird.;’ eggs
; special prices during war

; 12 different
shore and sea birds, 2/6; 60 beautiful Japanese eggs.
SO kindo, 10/-; all side blown, correctly named;
post free; catalogues: Jefferys, Naturalist, Bath.

"

Pigeons.
TUMBLERS, homers, tipplers, 16 pair: Brain.
Aston, Birmingham. See British Birds. (1760)
HIGH flying 'performing Tumblers or Horners

adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2 6 pair, three pair.-

4/-, 6/6 dozen ; approval anywhere
; testimonials

filed for inspection: Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, (It.

King-st., Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much Helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8.
which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set tlie fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

‘Tlie Homing rigeon"; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon."
post free 21d. eacli from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connect _d witn profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding. Breeding.
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, ete. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd , post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

Various.
THIRTY Canaries, 40 cages to clear, for less than
cost price, giving up: W. Kay, 25, Doris Grove, liur-

mantofts, Leeds.
. (1766;

AVHAT offers, 4 Enfield rifles, 2 swords, a single-
barrel sporting gun, ditto double-barret Hatton,
George-st., Brighton. (1767)
NEW bound volume of “ Our Canaries,” accept
Vi/-, east 22,6; given away: A. L. Hawkes,
Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (1768)
•BORDER Fancy hen and cage, 13 volumes Farm
and Garden, with coloured plates, sell or exchange-
Coupcr, Mount Pleasant, Edgwcrth, Bolton. (1764)
COLUMBIA gramophone, 12/-: photo accessories,

5/-; gramophone, 19/-; self-inking printing press,
12 -: Ellis, 42, Eastover, Bridgwater. (1764)

FREE, pocket rubber stamp of your name arid

•address, also particulars of ‘money-making, opare
time employment: Tlie Riehford Works, Snow Hili.

London. (174S)
MORRIS Dancers’- .salve absolutely cuts corns,

warts, seggs; bunions, or money returned: no cit-

ting. 74d., l/ljd., agents wanted: Marlboro" -rd.,

Higlitown, Manchester. (1720)

SIXTEEN grand Yorkshire Canaries, as bred.

62: tov Pom. dog puppy and mother, 25/- each;
from winners; pedigree and photo sent: approval:
James Jefferies, 27, Sherbourne-st , St. George,

Bristol- (17CS)
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Exccpt to •‘Guaranteed- Shows appearing in our

“Dates Fixed” Column, which ara charged at 5s.

per Inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more

columns 7/0 per inch, column width, except to

Guaranteed" Shows, tor which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width. ...
A reduction will he made tor a So/ioa ot not less

than Nino Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of "guarantceim a Snow

.lion III apply (or guarantee form lo our Manager.

CAGE BirtPS, 154, FLEET STHEET, LONDON.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed lo the

following list of gentlemen willing to act. as judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

J. C. BARNES, 11,1, Nortlilli’ld lloifd. WiilMcy, Sliof-

IlHil. Judge of all varieties of cage Birds. Long,

practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ltd., I.ulget Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-

tical experience. „ ,,

J. W BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all vai n ti< s

of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist

Terms moderate.
. r,.

W. A. COWGILL, 115. Washington Street. Gliiuu

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties ol ca„.

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Bond, S. Nonxoou,

London, S.U. Specialist, British and >'°ro, 8'1

;

GEO. CARDNER. II. Uaverstoek Load. London,

N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds. •

G. HOBBS, Ha, (pieen's Load, Northampton, l av n^

retired from business, can judge Canaries anil '

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. lum-

moderate. _ . iww..*« r *

I». R. HOUGHTON, 21, Ilatlleid Load, Glomest

judge Id' Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist

Norwich; terms moderate. n ,

C. A. HOUSE. Ilriardene, Idle. Bradford. Jnd 0t oi

Canaries and other Cage Birds
•

,tu
JAMES KERR, is, James street, Perth. Any xaruty

Specialist' Norwich and British. „
j. w. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. <‘8, >}*“ *

xviel; ltoad. Liverpool. Judge oi Cage Beds.

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms modeiatc.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of a 1

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich IMainhead > l
1

W. MUNDELL, fi. Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, 'The Eyrie, Salisbury .-J
Surrey. All Valletta* cf - age Buds. bpeeiaust

Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Cliirnside. Judge of (age Birds, all

varieties. W ide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Talley Judge.

J, ,4. PAYNE, 17. Northgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries. British and foreign (age bit

•

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Kmswortli, Hants. Ji.d^e

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life exporieno.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton H
Co. l)u: ham. A.V., Spl., Nor. ami ( r.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, I.ongton, St. i s.

Judge of Canaries. British and I'oreigti Bud-

Twenty- five years' Breeder ami Lxhibitoi

S TICKELL, 22, llom-.v Street, Bodmin. Jml„e .1

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Chin, and Liz.

Long practical experience. 1 eras model ate.

J. TAYLOR, 3(5, Aireville ltoad. lnzMighall. Biad

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist \oiKsi.iils

•mil Norwich Terms on application.

W VARDY The Aviaris, Hueknall Huthwaite.

Notts. Judge of all varieties: specialist in Nor

xv i ell PlaiWIieads. Life experience. I ernis modei atc.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackbuin. JujU

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist Bntisli

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.
. ...

J WILCOCK, The Fountain inn. I.eeledidl,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds all varietiesi

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington ltd.. Frizington Cnn

land. Judge of Mules, Brit.. For. Specialist, But..

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W YOUNG, 2.j, Gro^vciior Road, n liNgnton.

judge of Cage Birds. Rife experience. lerr.:'

moderate.
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Holborn.
The Editor is always xlad to receive and consider
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every
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tions promptly, but he does not tu any cose ho

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended lor publication must be writ

ten or typed on one side of paper only

A special meeting of the Wei tern Counties

O.S.. l’iyvnouth, was held on Sept. 1 to con-

sider the advisability of holding tire annual

open shoxv arranged for Oct. 13. 14 writes n.

Thos. Pune lion. sec. A postcard poll of the

members resulted in 13 voting for holding t ie

show and 37 against, and it was consequently

decided not to have open show this year, but

to hold a members’ show on Nov. 25, at which

ail members' challenge cups wilt be competed

°T

The Avicultural Magazine, the organ of

the Avicultural Society, for September con-

tains a delightful account by Mrs. K. Surrey

of her tarns Bullfinch. Dr. Butler coniL.de.v

his “ Thirtv--two Years of Aviculture, the

verv useful “ English names for the Parrots

ie continued by Dr. E. Hopkinson, ano

amongst the other contents are some most

interesting “ (Slimnses of South American

Ornithology ” by Eord Brabourne.

A most interesting item in the Septembe-

issue of “ British Birds,” Messrs. Witherby,

Hi <>h Holborn. is a record of the first visit to

our’ shores of the Rupnell’s Warbler. It is

sad to note that the unique visitors (theic

were two of them) were chot on sight. -A

photograph of one of the victims as set up

bv the taxidermist is given, and the plumage

oi' old and young is fully described bv Mi.

H F Witherby. The opening article is A

Report on the Band-rail Inquiry. by

H O. Alexander, and the usual monthly

Notes ” arc especially inter asl.inz.

{Twitterings.

Mr 1’. (treenail, hon. sec. Wigan Roller

Canary Society, 2, Short Street, Pemberton,

Wigan, asks that secretaries of Roller Clubs

should send him the dates of their open con-

tests.
. ,

1 got a, pleasant surprise on Friday morn-

ing when 1 raw niv unfiighted yellow Gin

nanioti cock on the front page of Cage

Birds, writes Mrs, Tvveddle. 1 thank you

very much.
We hear that no less than 40 members

of the staff of Messrs. Spratt’s Patent, Ltd.,

have been called to the front. The firm is

generously paying half salaries while they

are away, and keeping their places- open.

Mr. J. Fairgrieve, sec. of the E. Lothian

C.B.S., writes that it has been decided to

hold the annual show as usual. A report of

the meeting appears in our Correspondence

column. •
.

' The Drill Hall being required by military

authorities, and no other large hall available,

writes Mr. A. Wallver, hon. sec. I oifouny l1 •

and F.S., we are compelled to cancel our

show on Oct. 15, but hope to hold a members

show later on.

As a special meeting of th«* Windsor and

Dist. C.B.A., writes Mr. H. W. Simms, sec.,

if, was decided, owing to the War, to cancel

uur open show arranged for Oct. 28. W e

shall, however, hold a members’ show on the.

m me’ date, and anyone joining previously to

Oct. I will be eligible to show as a member.

Our radius is 25 miles, and sub. 2s. 6d. per

gince our last issue, news is to hand of

th v cancellation of the following shows: Tor-

quay F. and F.S.. Burnley C.B.S,, South-

ampton P.P. and C.B.A.. Windsor C.B.A..

Upper Rhondda C.B.S., Crewe O.S., Bishop

Auckland C.B.S.. Western Counties O.S.,

Ayr CBC„ Leeds Roller C.B.O., Ports-

mouth and S. Counties C.B.S. .
Burton-on-

Trent C.B.S., Blaydon-on-Tyne C.L.S.,

Leeds C.B.S.. Newcastle-on-Tvne C.B.S..

Sheffield O.S., Southampton C.B.S. Many
societies are coming to a decision at their

next meeting, as will be seen from our Club

Notices column, and it is hoped that those

meetings will be largely attended so that the

question of abandonment or non-abandon-

ment may- have full consideration.

A Tlmelv Tooic
The members of the City and Suburban

ACC. are having a discussion at their

14 meeting, on how to economically

feed Cana’ies. etc. (See “Club Notices

this week.) It ought to Drove interesting

and valuable. Visitors will be welcomed.

“ Business ’S
T, Q

The annual show of the New Cross C.B.S.

will be held as originally fixed, and the shov*

of the Northwood F A. (M’ddlesexL

for Nov. 11-12. will be. partly open, extra

members'’ classes being added. Colinton

and Currie Parishes O.S. also decided to

hold the annual show arranged for Nov.. 7.

The above arc in addiUon. to the societies

letters from “-h*-
' 'ivies appear in our

correspondence columns.

LMt'fx Ow « n 'f* Pe-.lfcvers.

A South Chr.'hir* keeper state;; that just

before c'osing up liis pneasant chick coops

on the -evening of .Tune 2 he sav; a Little

Owl swoop down and pick up a small chick

and dash it on the grass. He rescued the

chick, and found it badlv cut on the back

of the neck. The next day he rifled a nest

of owls, .and wrung the neck of the female

bird. Near bv he found the bones of seve-

lal small birds, but whether of Pheasants

and Partridges he was unable to state- A

f ec o.id keener near M-nlpas tells me that in

June he shot a Little Owl which had iusl left

the body of a pheasant chick. There is

fit'lo doubt that the Little Owl is destruc-

tive lo game, though not in a manner which

warrants wholesale sla.nghi. i$r..— M •• C.,.in the

“ Manchester Di,-patch.
”

CANARIES FOR
THE HOSPITALS.

THE past week lias seen a further grati-

fying response to our request for

promises of singing Canaries for
|

resenta-

tion to the War Hospitals which have been

established in various parts of the country.

Equally gratifying have been the kindly

comments which have reached us concci n-

ing our scheme, a selection from which is

appended.
There must be many more of our readers,

however, who are anxious to do something

to brighten the period of convalescence ol

our brave fighting-men, and we appeal to

them to sign and neturn to us the coupon

at foot without delay, so that we may know

at the earliest possible moment the number

of birds likely to be available for distri-

bution. All gifts will be acknowledged in

our columns, and the destination of the

birds announced as soon as possible.

We may repeat that we do not ask for

gifts of Canaries of high exhibition stand-

ard—we leave that to the giver—the main

points are that the birds shall be young

and healthy and free singers. Now, J

readers, let us hear from you this week

certain. Jt isa cause than which none could

he more worthy, and a pleasing method

of expressing the sympathy of the bird-

breeding fraternity with their stricken

brothers in arms.
Messrs. Capfern (Bristol) have generously

offered to co-operate with fanciers by sup-

plying free sufficient of their noted seeds

to last each bird for at least three months.

bo much appreciated by them, and I sin-

cerely' trust that you will have a generous

response from our many faniciers to your
thoughtful appeal. You can rely on me to

supply you a British Roller Club songster.

A. Gooding.
West bo ume Park.

A Khaki Canary Promised.
1 think it a grand idea of yours to try

and brighten the dull hours of the sick

and wounded soldiers with a lively little

pet, and 1 shall bo pleased to send a nice

Cinnamon Norwich, and two if they are

required. C. A. Parker.
Stratford.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any Time

during the next twelve months,' to

supply free of cost one singing cock

Canary and small travelling cage, to be

presented as a gift to any

Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same. ,

Name.

Address (in full)

Date. 1 .

To the Editor, Cage Birds,

154, Fleet Street, London.

PARS FROM THE POSTBAG.
British, Not German, Roller.

t was delighted to see your request in

Cage Birds for song birds to cheer up our

wounded soldiers in hospital. I am cer-

tain that the little messengers of song will

Will Keep in Reserve.
1 have enclosed coupon lrom ( age Birds

and will keep a fine singing cock Canary
in reserve, and will send same on at once

free of all cost as soon as I get your order.

E. S. TAVI.bR.

Chatteris.

One Or More From a Noted Stud
A proposal worthy of every fancier's sup-

port. Will give one, -or more if neces-

sary, when in full song.
J. Tomlinson.

Newcastle, Stall's.

Cage, Bath, and All Complete.
I shall he pleased to present a Canary,

cage, bath, and hanging chain. As J am
near to the Herbert Hospital, Woolwich. I

should like to take it there if they will

accept it.

G. Peck:.

Da rtfoi d.

A Nurse Will Give of the Cost.

It gives me great pleasure to respond to

your call for singing- Canaries. I will

send you one, or, if necessary, two. of the

best birds 1 have in my bird-room, Rol-

lers of the finest strain, and trust they

may bring many bright moments to the

wounded soldiers *who have done so much
for their country. I» think it should he

clearly understood by applicants for Can-
aries that they must not be kept in the

travelling cages.
Nurse Belsikn.

Newport. Mon.
(We shall, of course, make arrangements

for the supply of cages in which the birds

may be permanently kepn.—

E

ditor.)

Another Promise of Two.
I shall have much pleasure in sending

when called upon two cock Canaries for our

fighting brothers.
H. Bill.

Lyndhurst.

Friends Will Help If They Are Asked.

1 have pleasure in sending the enclosed

coupon, also one which I have got a friend

to fill upi.

B. Hill.

Harponden.

Crystal Palace and the War.
I have just had notice that the Admiralty

have taken over the Crystal Palace for a

recruiting centre and training ground, writes

Mr. J. W. Ramsden. All fixtures will prob-

ably have to be postponed in consequence ot

this.

Welsh m°n to Ihe Front.
Mr H. Watts, sec. pro. tern, of the Upper

Rhondda C.B.S., writes that as many mem-

bers -are at the front and many more going

it was decided at the last meeting not to

hold an open show this season. A. vote of

sympathy was accorded to Mr. Richards, the

hon. tec., who is lying ill.

The Chou to in Ireland.
It is satisfactory to know that Choughs

arc still fairly numerous in many of their

old haunts across the Irish Channel, in spite

of their steady diminution on this side.

Pairinn- for life, like he Crow o'r Raven, the

Chough rarely forsakes a well-chosen nest-

in 0- site even when robbed of its -first clutch.

Solitary clefts, fissures Inaccessible from

above, the roofs of water- worn caves, ami

other similar well-concealed haunts are used

year after year in these same suitable c-liff

stretches which their predecessors have occu-

pied for centuries, but the nests arc rarely

less than a mile apart where they have room.

G-od News for P geo-> Fa-cie^s.
Owing to the war all traffic in lix'-e pigeons

has been stopped, the. railway companies hav-

ing been inc-tinctcd by the War Office not to

accept thorn for conveyance^ This severe

restriction on an important industry practi-

cally stopped the buying and selling of tam-y

pigeons. Mr. C. A. Home, who has been

i n°C'0 iTefinon dci ) ce with the authorities m Lon

don on the matter, first Of all obtained pei-

miosion for pigeons to be accented for transit

to shows. That concession not being enough,

he has this week paid a visit to London person-

ally and has secured' further concessions, heme
breeders of pigeons will now be able to buy
and sell as formerly by using a special label

franked by the C.I.D. of Scotland' J aid.

Such labels may be obtain. -;l f 10111 Mr. C. A.

House, “ Pigeons,” Idle, Bradfoixl, but they

will only be issued to known breeders, and

a guarantee will have to b? given that the

birds will not be used for any improper

purpose or be allowed to enter into the pos-

session of countries with whom we are at

xv a r.

Newcastle’s Decision.
At a meeting of the Newcastle l age Bird

Society, vve am informed that il was decided

not to hold a show this year, but to endeax -

our to raise 100 Canaries and other pet cage

birds to be fold for the benefit of the local

fund being raised by the Lord Mayor.

W-M War M«v tiring Us.
Early autumn is (lie great time of migra-

tion of our winter' visitors, and it is not

tco much to think that, owing to the tur-

moil ,011 the Continent and on the North Sea.

we may this winter see some strange visi-

tors. Birds are undoubtedly endowed xvilh

Oner perceptions than xve humans, and many

will avoid the area of air disturbed by ex

plosive and poisonous gases, and deflect- fur-

ther westward than usual. The Continental

suli- Varieties of our Blackbirds and Iln-'nlus

may in par i n 1 a r he looked for, as this is

the time of the moving ot great flocks of

these birds. Even among the smaller birds

which re-ort to our woods and gardens one

may expect etrange visitors, and one hopes

that careful notes "ill be made of all the

peculiarities of any fresh bird so discovered.

J

Dalesman ' in the ” Liverpool Post.
’

POST U$ YOUR PROMISE OF A CANARY TO DAY.
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THE MOULTING AND EXHIBITING
OF MULES AND HYBRIDS.

By E. COLLINS (Barnstaple).

(Concluded from /><ige !>5.)

T
HOU(!H I <lo not recommend the use

of green food during the moult, the

ripe seeds of kna| word, shepherd's

purse, and pla'intain may be used freely,

and with beneficial results, as they will

afford a welcome change of diet, and will

assist to improve the colour and general

condition of the birds. 1 hese seeds a ill

be found in plenty at this season of the

vear, but care should be taken that only

the really ripe seeds are gathered. A
little experience will soon enable you to

select the ripe specimens. 11 would be

advisable to lav up a store of knapweed

and plantain for use during the winter

months.
In addition to the ordinary seed diet,

give vour birds a liberal supply of linseed

during the moult, and, as with the colour-

food, continue its use until the birds are

well through the moult, as this will give

lustre and polish to the feather.

As the show season draws near, it will

be necessary to keep a strict watch for

birds that are not fond of the bath. Such

birds must be sprayed frequently, in order

to bring about that tightness and polish

of feather so essential in a show specimen.

If your birds bathe freely, however, there

will be no need to spray them -until a few

days before sending them out to a show,

when all birds should be treated in the

following manner.

The Use of Bath and Spray.

Allow your birds the use of the hath

until five days previous to the show, then

gently spray -fcnem on the two following

mornings. Then step both hath and spray,

as this will give the birds time to tighten

up by the time the show day arrives. For
the purposes of spraying' it will be best

to run your birds into an old show cage.

About five or six .weeks before the show
season commences you should carefully I

trim the claws and beaks of each bird. You
will "thus avoid the necessity of handling

your birds just before a show, and pos-

sibly damaging 'their plumage. 1 well re-

member that during one of my visits to

the Crystal Palace Exhibition, as 1 steed

admiring that wonderful specimen of the

Goldfinch-Bullfinch cross exhibited by the

late Mr. Williams, of Livqj-pool, so well

known to cage-bird fanciers as the Mule
King, the proud owner of the bird came
up to me and asked the loan of a pair of

scissors to trim the bird’s claws. He said

he preferred to carry out such an opera-

tion after', rather than before the import-
ant Palace event.

Another very • important matter in the

preparation of our birds, and one to

which a great many exhibitors do riot give

sufficient attention, is their training. Dur-
ing the summer and early moulting sea-

son, the birds should he kept in large

cages, with the porches as far apart as

possible, so as to give them plenty of exer-

cise. But if our birds are to do them-
selves justice at the shows, it will be neces-

sary to get them thoroughly used to their

show cages, and you will find it a good
plan to run the birds into these frequently
during the latter paid of their moult, so

that they may be quite accustomed to

them when the time arrives for them to be

sent to the shows.

Train the Birds Regularly.
For mv own part I never allow my birds

to lose the habit of moving freely from
stock cage to show cage, and vice-versa.

There is never a ipeck in the year when my
birds do not spend some time in their show
cages. Every week each stock cage is thor-

oughly overhauled and cleaned, and dur-
ing these operations the bird is transferred
to its show cage, and the cage placed in a

show case, which, of course, is left open.
If this is done *egu)arly, you will have no
difficulty when the show season arrives.

It will also lie advisable when the shows
are in progress, to give the -birds the same
hop from perch to perch as they get in

their show cages, and it is also important
that the 'perches in the respective cages
should be similar in size and shape, as these
precautions will prevent any clumsiness in

taking the perches.
When paying a visit to a show it is easy

bo discover the hiids which have not re-
ceived this training. I have frequently

seen birds put low down and even out of

the prize list owing to this lack ol training

and consequent had carriage. In some
cases, especially with Britishers, the birds

even refuse to take the perches, prefering

to run to and fro on the cage-bottom, or to

spend a large portion of their time cling-

ing to the front wires. With proper train-

ing, however, these faults 'may he reme-

died, and the birds will thus stand a

much better chance of getting into the

award list.

When the time arrives for sending your

birds to the shows you will find that this

part of your hobby furnishes yet another

instance of that “glorious uncertainty”

which makes hybrid breeding such a fascin-

ating pastime. Here again, however,

much can bo done to enhance your chances

of winning.
Show your birds to the very best advant-

age. No matter how good a specimen you
may possess, it will look better and smarter
in a suitable cage than in an ugly cage,

where it cannot he seen to the best advant-
age. Send out your birds, then, in pro-

perly fitted show cages of the latest pat-

tern, and stage them as faultlessly as pos-

sible. I send out all my birds in cages of

the British Bird and Mule Club pattern,

with exteriors enamelled black, and wires

and interiors either holly-green or mid-
green. The outside of drinker should be

black.

Pay a visit to one or two of the larger

shows, and learn for yourself how the big

winners stage their exhibits. I have paid
several visits to the great Crystal Palace

show, and have found these visits an edu-

cation in themselves. I hope on some
future occasion to write some reminiscences
of these Palace visits.

I am not in favour of overshowing one’s

birds, and unless one possesses a big team
on which to ring the changes, I consider
six or seven shows enough in any one sea-

son, which means sending out your team
about once a fortnight.

Assist the Secretaries.

Enter your birds early,- as late entries

are a source of great annoyance to sec-

retaries, causing inconvenience and mis-

takes. Before sending off your team to

a show see that your cage labels are tied

on firmly and correctly and that each
bird is put into its proper cage according
to class and number. Always forward
them by such trains as will enable them
to reach the hall the night previous to the
show, as this will give them time to settle

down before judging time arrives.

I would warn young beginners not to

expect too great results from their early

efforts. it should be remembered that
“Rome was not built in a day,” and the
successful exhibition of birds is only
achieved by long practical experience.

Learn to take your wins and losses in the
same good spirit. We should not he too

hasty in our criticisms of the judge’s
awards, nor should we assume that we
know all his motives. By all means criti-

cise his awards if you think lie has made
mistakes, hut let your criticisms he fair,

and at least give him credit for having
done his work honestly and conscientiously.

Judges, after all, are merely human, and
like the Mayor of Slocum-on-Mud, they
sometimes make mistakes, Above all show
your birds honestly. Do not let your
desire to finish on top lead you to act

ii audulently.

In conclusion, if there are any among
my readers who are in search of a hobby
I can thoroughly recommend Hybrid breed-
ing as a delightful pastime, extremely fas-

cinating. and one which will provide
plenty of healthy and enjoyable excite-

ment. You will (find in the pursuit of

it plenty to amuse, to interest, and to

instruct you, and when at iast you have
reached the goal of your ambition, and the
living hybrid stands before you— a result

of all your labours—your joy will be such
as is never known to the man who buys his

winners.

Xeets of liiids. Poultry, etc., slion'i! tie regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial'

v

' hen liens are sitting. Don't forget to do this jn&t
prerious to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied
SdU*e. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else

A LADY’S WINNING CRESTBRED CANARY.
This fine specimen was exhibited at Norwich Show by Miss H. E. Moore, of Gt. Yarmouth, for whom

it won ii, st prize.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
proiit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued frtm patfe 1(5.)

I
T may appear to be a little peculiar,

but many birds will sing better at a

certain period of the day; some will

sing their best in the morning, others in

the afternoon or evening, while! there ap-

pears to be a settled condition with all

birds, that is, they will sing quieter and

steadier in a subdued light.

There appears t-o be no end to the

different ways of bringing the tours. I

recall to mind two birds that sang in one

style quite classical deliveries Che first

one commenced "with a bass roll, hollow roll,

hollow bell Schoekel, Glucke, water roll,

and flutes, yet when it became excited it

would soar away from the Schock el to a

piercing bell, and terminate- with sharp

flutes. The second bird was a steady

singer in its normal coudkion, taking the

succession of the tours calmly and evenly,

but upon hearing the shrill challenging

call notes of another bird it would break

the sequence. and flounder with the remain-

ing portion ol’ the song.

Faults Almost Inevitable.

Others will be found that will sing their

faulty tours in or about the middle of their

song, while again others will commence
well and end badly, that is, they bring

their faulty tours ait- the end of their song,

and this is the least objectionable way a

fault can be delivered. It will be a very

difficult matter indeed to obtain one that

lias a good variety of tours and rolls and

does not sing something faulty, but see to

it that the mellowness of tone— a condition

not always confined to the deep-toned

singer—the number, and quality of the

good tours compensate for the faulty pas-

sage or passages.

It is hardly necessary to say that it is

desirable the tutor should have a well-con-

nected delivery, for youngsters endeavour

to copy their tutor’s style of singing. That
all do not “make good” in this respect is

evident from the number ol incoherent

songsters to-be met with, even on the show

bench. Should it be desirable to pur-

chase a tutor, the best time as a rule will

be after the show season has commenced,

that is, in the autumn and early winter

months. The early bred youngsters will

then he forward with their song, and a

year old or an old bird will then be easier

to procure than at the approach of the

breeding season, there being always n

ready sale for all well-bred stock. An old

or an over year bird is more reliable than
a youngster, for it is not an uncommon
occurrence for the latter to leave out of

its song one or more tours; sometimes this

will occur while under tuition.

I am only able to quote one instance of

youngsters not being placed under tuition

until the schoolmaster had gone through
the moult. hi this ease the old bird had
been used verv freely in the breeding cage,

and was not singing in its best form just

at the required rime. Bather than allow

the youngsters to hear this song, the
owner preferred to wait until the bird had
moulted, and tuition did not commence
until October, when the bird’s song was
steadier, and not so loud .as previous to

the moult.
Naturally the • youngsters were rather

late in attaining their full song, hut the
forbearance on the owner’s part was amply
repaid, as it proved one of the best years
he experienced on the show bench. With-
out further evidence it would he very diffi-

cult to say whether it would he wise t >

follow the plan generally, but that the
pupils turned out well in this ease was
proved from the fact that, after being on
rail for over twenty hours, they were well

up in the prizes at the provincial show
held at Belle Vue in 1910.

I believe that youngsters should be

placed under the schoolmaster early utter

leaving the breeding room, and, as 1 have
previously intimated, it will be advan-
tageous to the pupils should the tutor re-

tain his song during the moulting season.

He should be placed, for preference, in a

low position, or underneath the youngsters,
so that his song will be easily recognisable

to them.

The Place for the Tutors.

It is advisable that the tutor should be

kept in the song cage and cabinet, or in a
shutter^cage. Whether he should remain
constantly in the training room must
necessarily be left to each fancier’s con-

venience. Perchance some are away from
home all day and in such a case I w^nld
advise that the tutor’s cage be opened for

a short period in the morning for, say,

about half-an-bour, and again in the even-
ing, and -that between these intervals he
be removed from the training room, his

cage doors kept closed. If one of the

members of the household can be prevailed
upon to repeat the operation about mid-
day, it would be beneficial.

Where convenience will not allow the
above instructions to be followed, the bird

must necessauly remain in the training-

room constantly, and be opened to full

daylight when convenient, but this method
would tend to have a detrimental effect on*
the old bird’s song. The calls of the young
cocks offer an inducement for it to com-
mence singing, thus causing it to sing more
than is necessary.

(To be Continued .)

‘ LIVE BIRD ’ LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM CAGE B'nnS
,

> 15 „ FLEET
STREET. LONDON
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Correspondence.

i

to
1

It will be
Gage Birds

A Ringed Bullfinch Caught.
Sui, I liiivo to day caught a young cook

Iiullfiiicli with a ring on one of its logs,

make the wording and number on ring

he: “Aberdeen M UMV 228

interesting to know through

where t lie bird was rung.
F. L. Rvmi.r.

Pickering, Yorks.

Sons and Whole of Staff Gone
to the Front.

Sin,—Would it ho asking loo much for

you to kindly intimate that my cage-making,

etc., works are closed, the whole of my
employees, including my two .sons, having

gone to (ho front. I offered my own ser-

vices, hut although a trained man, my ago,

63, was against me. I trust you will oblige

mo, and 1 hope to advertise again in better

days.
John A. Reece.

Bristol.

To Trap Slugs and Snails.
Sin,

—

In this week's Cage Birds 1 notice

a correspondent wants to know of a trap for

slugs and emails ;
here are two :

—

Place some
cabbage leaves flat on the ground at night

with a little bran sprinkled under them.

Those garden posts will he found under the

leaves in the morning, and can be disposed of.

Another way is : Bub some lard or dripping

on one side of cabbage leaves, and then place

them on the ground, turning tho rubbed side

underneath. I think these will bo found

satisfactory.

piissj S. G. Ruby.

All Appeal to Stand Firm.
Sir, -The panic that is overtaking some

societies is regrettable. Can’t they sec that

they are playing into the enemy’s hands in

postponing and' abandoning their fixtures ! If

the enemy can see that he has made such an

impression as to cause the entire overthrow

of our domestic system, it will give him and
his army as big a fillip, and be as good a

tou'c to them as a good substantial feed of

real cow beef. *Do, for goodness sake, let

us go on as if nothing were happening. Let

us show him that we are so confident of suc-

cess that we are rot abandoning our hob'-

bies. It will bo as big a blow to him as if

he were hit by a shell from one of his own
siege guns. If the wholesale abandoning of

fixtures is going to be persisted in. fanciers

will sell out, and the Fancy will receive

such a blow that it' will be years before it

recovers from the wound. Manchester’s de-

cision is to be regretted. Can’t its mem-
bers in their wisdom conceive some way out

of the impasse?
T. Johnson.

How Did Birds Originate ?
Sir,— I am afraid that Air. Johnson takes

rather much on himself when he assumes I

am cornered'. It would take much better

arguments than thcee put forth by Mr. John-

son to “ corner ” me. But, might I ask

Mr. Johnson, now that he has heard some of

the arguments for evolution, to prove that

birds and reptiles are not related? After he

has done this, I will be pleased to give him a

few more reasons for evolution. If animals
suffered from indigestion natural selection

would weed them out. Also, is not ten per

'cent a very large percentage as compared with
the lower animals ?

R. Maxwell Savage.

Sir.—If it will suit Mr. H. Panton better

I will alter my remarks to the following: “I
have proved over and over again that I am
years (instead of ‘ streets ’) ahead of Dr.
Butler and Air. Silver as a reliable ornitho-

logist.” I agree with Mr. Panton that my
letter in your issue of August 15th should
give the evolution theoi’y its death blow, as

my information was taken from the highest
authority on the subject, and it confirms

my own observations. Mr. Panton’s remarks
are highly complimentary to the power of

my obsei rations.

John Craig.
Beith.

Sir,—Mr; AIcLcan sums the controversy
up in a nutshell. The theorists have not
advanced an argument in favour of their be-

liefs, and have made a poor show indeed.
It is a matter of faith to them—the scientists

have spoken, and it is so! But with me it is

not sufficient for a scientist to say a thing
is so. I want to know how* he has formed
his impressions, and when liis theories fail

to satisfy legitimate curiosity, he can’t blame
us for being sceptical.

I am sorry you saw fit to ask Air. Savage
to, refrain from answering my questions on

- the evolution of the horse.' Both yon and
he mav hire thought (hat it was an exhibi-

tion of ignorance on my part, but I intended

it to be. I am quite aware of the accepted

theory, but it has always seemed a funny

thing to me how different species- -which the

scientists tell us sprang from one common
stock—should he living today under ex-

actly the same circumstances, yet one has

adapted itself to those circumstances and

the other has not. I could go farther with

this argument, but, in face of your dictum,

I have no other course but to refrain.

T. Johnson.

THE FANCY AND THE WAR.
HOW THE SITUATION IS BEING FACED.

Many Societies will undauntedly hold their Shows : The Abnormal
Conditions prove too much for others.

Sir, Darwin maintained that all the birds

on tin' face of the earth were descended from

one pair or a few pairs of birds. This is not

“ after their kind.” Now it is .stated that

birds evolved from reptiles; neither is this

“ after their kind.” The above is also

another change of front. It is amusing to

hear some of the ideas of evolutionists. An
evolutionist told me that it took a million

years to make a species, and when the Cuckoo

began to deposit its eggs in other birds’ nests

it had three toes before and one behind
;

it

turned -one of the front toes to the back, and

then it reduced the si/.e of its eggs. Another

evolutionist said there was no such thing as

species
;
and yet another stated there were

millions of species.

I endorse Mr. A. McLean’s remarks that

theories and speculations about the origin of

birds will ever remain worthless unless they

resolve themselves into the web of life’s

experience, and that Darwin, Wallace,

Huxley,. Spencer, etc., have never given us

anything better than the Creation story in

Genesis, nor as good.

I am well aware that evolutionists maintain

that it takes many thousands of years to make

big changes in living creatures. I am not

disputing whether it takes a long or a short

period to make supposed fundamental changes

in reptiles or birds. So I am labouring under

no delusion. My conteritifm is that it has

^never been proved that birds evolved from rep-

tiles. I would like to point out that coloured

figures of birds, geese, Hoopoes. etc.,. have

been found on frescoes discovered in an

Egyptian temple that must be nearly 5,000

years old, and that they are faithful represen-

tations of the species at the present day.

I was also pleased to see Air. A. Thurley’s

remarks on the subject. W7hen I read the

editor’s prize scheme for the. encouragement

of fanciers to produce new varieties of

Canaries. Hybrids, etc., I wondered if he

would give further prizes to those who
.

may
have a notion to try and breed varieties

between a Hvbrid and any other species, or

to produce varieties between two Hybrids.

However. I consider the Editor’s offer the

best he has ever made, and I hope Re will

extend it over future years.

John Craig.

“Business As Usual” at
Reading.

A Slander Repudiated.
Sir,—It has reached me that some one in

London has been reporting that I am a Ger-

man. I should like to sav that I am not.

I belong to an old Devonshire family. Aly

father was in the British Navy, and my grand-

father, his father, also served 40 years in the

British navy, and was chief gunner on the

H.AI.S. Excellent for many years. Refer-

ence to an old Navy list would prove this. I

think it is a dirty, low down trick to say such

a thing at these times. If you would' kindly

publish this I should be glad.

James Yealland.

Binstead, I of W.
Portsmouth’s Secretary will

Brighten Local Hospitals.
Sir.,— I am pleased to think that your

Hospital Canary scheme will be a success, and

when I can find time to tackle our Canary
members I trust to get a few birds for our

local hospitals. I might say that unfortu-

nately we have been obliged to convert. two
of our secondary schools into Army Hospitals,

besides having the fixed Army Hospital on

Portsdown Hill, which covers roughly forty

acres, and the local infirmary for th^ most

severe cases. You see we are a base for both

Army and Navy, and only last Sunday yve

had two special trains of wounded come in.

G. T. Hall.
Hon. Sec. Portsmouth and Southern

Counties C.B.S.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Cadges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and lic.-t. Head what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Ilird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Clad to
say our members are simply deli chted with the
posters and prize earns. They say they are the he t

and cheapest tluy have ever had.- Yours, etc., K.

Ball." Send for >• ample* and pries. - The Manager,
Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don. E.C

Sir,—At the meeting of the Reading and
Dis. C.B.S., held last Wednesday, it was
decided to hold open show as usual, so we
hope fanciers will keep November 11th in

their mind, and give us ;v much support as
they can. We are also willing to spend 13

1

5s. in advertising same in Cage Birds, su

you can put it in tho list of shows fixed.

O. C. Smith, See.

Brandon Colliery C.B.S. ” With-
out Fear.”

Sir,—At a monthly meeting held in* the
Workmen’s Social Club, Sept. 5, it was de-

cided to' still run our open show, which is

fixed for Jan. 23.. With the good support
we have offered us we shall pull through
without fear. Three of our members have ;

joined the Colours, vi /.., Wm. Ba'sey, chair-

man; Win. Hunter, junr.
;

and M. Bailes.

they have left their birds in the care of other
members until their return. Our best wishes
be with thorn all.

Geo. Reed, Sec.

No Halls Available in Glasgow.
Sin,—We very much regret to inform you

that the executive of the City of Glasgow
Ornithological Association, owing to the war
crisis, have decided to postpone their annual
(61st) show indefinitely. This decision was
only arrived at after great reluctance and
consideration, but in view of the fact that
all suitable balls in Glasgow are reserved for

Government purposes, no other course was
left open. Thanking you for past kindnesses
and favours, we are,

Thomas Thomson (President),

Young & HeggiE (Joint. Sees.),

City of Glasgow O.A.

Barton on-Treiit C.B.S. Will
Come Up Smiling.

Sir,—At a meeting held Sept. 1, New Inn,
Mr. Hathaway presided over ’ an average
attendance. After minutes and correspondence
the question arose as to the advisability of

holding the open show, and after a very
lengthy discussion it was decided to cancel

the show, owing to the present crisis. Seeing

that Burton is the mobilising centre for the

Midlands, and the railways are used at week-
ends for Military purposes, the Committee
had no alternative, which they very much
regret, but if opportunity presents itself later

they will endeavour to come up smiling and
try to carry out the country’s motto

—

“ Business as usual.”

A. Wood, Sec.

An L. and P.O.S. Show for the
Fanciers of London.

Sir.—The London and Provincial O.S., at

a special committee meeting held last Thurs-
day, decided to hold a show the last week
in October or the first week in November,
with competition open to all fanciers who
can deliver and fetch their birds to and from
the show by hand

#
or carrier. In consequence

of information given by the railway compa-
nies they (the committee) cannot accept the
responsibility of dispatching birds by the

London railways. A special effort is, being
made to secure a ball on a route well served

by trams and motor ’buses. Packages are

carried on the trams on the drivers’jolatforms,

and this convenience should help exhibitors.

.1 W. Ramsden.

Bradford National Charity Show
An Appeal to Local Fanciers.

Sir.—-At our last meeting it was decided
to call together all the fanciers in the Brad-
ford district to see what steps should be
taken with regard to this year’s National
show, in view of the present crisis. Those
present seemed to he of the opinion that

the public would have so many calls for sub-

scriptions to relief funds that our subscrip-

tions would fall olt considerably, and the
working-man fancier yvould not be in a finan-

cial position to support the show with good
entries. Then there is the question of carri-

age of birds. Will the railway companies be

able io undertake live stock carrying? How-
ever, it rests with the fanciers, and we hope
to hy.ve a good gathering on Wed.. Rcpt. 16.

at the Market Tavern, at 8 p.m., when all

will have aii opportunity of expressing an

op : nion. Those unable to be present would
greatly oblige if they would send a post-card

expressing their views.

R. MidcTley, ITor. Sec.

i
10, Victoria Street. Clavton. Bradford.

Kelly’s Secretary Called Up.
Sir,—The open show of the Kclty and

Bhiirudani G.B.A. has been postponed through
the condition of the country, and also through
my.- elf being called up with the Home Hos-
pital Reserve. I am at present stationed at
Glnncorse, and likely to be for some time.
Any communications to me should be ad-
dressed-—

Pte. A. Dickson.
Military Hospital,

Glencorse, Midlothian.

The Excellent Scheme of the
Clapham C.B.A.

Sir,—At a meeting of the Clapham and
Dis. C.B.A.. held Sept. 1, it' was announced
that the Chairman had secured Strathblane
Hall, Clapham Junction, tor the autumn
show, to be held on October 14 and 15. The
schedule will contain about 45 classes. The
object of this Assbciation in extending the
hospitality ef its organisation to all who
will bring their birds is to secure for London
fanciers, at any rate, another opportunity to
exhibit their birds, and although all indica-
tions point to a possible logs, t lie Associa-
tion is prepared to face that loss in an en-
deavour to advance thp interets of the Fancy.
I should like, however, to urge all members
who have not attended the meetings lately
to send their contributions to, the special
prize list to the secretary without -delay.

A. R. Coe.

Portsmouth Hope it is Post-
ponement Only.

Sir,—At a special meeting of the Ports-

mouth and Southern Counties Gage Bird
Society, it was decided to abandon the
annual open show for 1914, and at a later

date to consider the feasibility of having a
show early in the New Y'ear. The War was
the sole reason of the abandonment, and tho*o

fanciers who reside in garrison towns will

realise more fully perhaps than others .the

impossibility of holding shows whilst the War
lasts. We hope, however, to have a scries of

table shows in order that the members may
keep in touch with the Fancy, and it is fully

recognised that only by keeping together shall

we be able to have a bumper show next. year.

We have one committee-man doing his bit-

on the “Fearle^” in the North Sea, two

others on active service in the Army, and two

other members called up. Personally, I am
working from 6.15 a.m. till 9 p.m., Sundays

included, and I have been obliged to liberate

some of the more delicate softbills that I had

succeeded in obtaining this last season.

G. T. Hall, Hon. Sec.

An Appeal to Newcastle
" Fanciers.

Sir,—At a meeting held on Thursday the

members of the Newcastle C.B.S. decided to

cancel the open show fixed for Oct. 23 and 24.

We have quite a number of very good

reasons for doing so. We decided to hold a

show «later on. There was a suggestion put

forward for each member to give a Canary

to be sold for the benefit of the Lord Mayor’s

War Fund. I shall be pleased to receive

promises from anyone, whether members of

our Society ,or not. We wish to get ICO or

more. Now, Newcastle fanciers, rally round

and let us do something to help to relieve

the sufferings of those dear ones whom our

braYe lads have left behind. Remember, they

have gone to fight for you an-d all ;
aye, for

the very existence of our nation; and we

who cannot be with them must do something,

however little, to assist their wives and

children. My Assistant Secretary, Mr. J.

§THE POULTRY
|
WORLD. . •

The up=to=dat«». efficient

poultry journal. Every
S number grandly illustra =
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articles by experts. In=
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154, Fleet. St., London, E.C.
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THE
GREY
WAGTAIL.

This charming example of

a charming specie* was ex-

hibited at the Crystal Palace

Show by Messrs. J. W. and

W. L. Drabble, of Sheffield’

and secured second prize

for t! e n.

* * *

Craig, lias been called upon to join his old
regiment, 1st Cameron Highlanders, and is

now abroad on active service. His birds are
all for sale, and ho has some grand ones.

Mrs. Craig would be greatly assisted if some-
one requiring good birds was disposed to pur-

chase a few or all of them. I trust the
appeals I have made will not be in vain.

218, Ladykirk-rd., Newcastle.
J. W. Reed, Sec.

E. Lothian C.B.S. Unanimous.
Sib,—A special meeting of the East

Lothian C.B.S. was held on Sept. 4 to consider

whether we were to hold our open show, not-

withstanding the national crisis. After some
discussion it was unanimously decided' to hold
our annual open show as usual on Oct. 17,

hoping that fanciers who supported us in the

past will do so in the future. The next meet-
ing will be to appoint another judge in room
of Mr. Bruce (Coldstream), who has been
called up for active service.

J. Fairgrieve.

Manchester Will Hold a Show.
Sir,—I beg to inform you that at a meet-

ing of the Manchester and N.C.O.S., on Sept.

7, the question of our postponed Open Show
came up for discussion. It was decided that

we hold an Open Show on a smaller scale than

usual, viz., a one-dav show in a smaller hall

and with reduced classification. To avoid

clashing with any other Society we purpose

holding this show on Oct. 31, one of the days

previously fixed for our show. Further par-

ticulars will be announced later. T hope fan-

ciers will do their best to support this show.
F. Hayward,

Hon. Sec. M. and N.C.O.S.

3n tfie Courts.

RATS!
A Tale That Didn’t Wash.

Joseph Saunders and Benjamin Saunders,
his brother, were summoned at Bromley on

Aug. 24 for using a net for the purposes of

snaring wild birds in a field, contrary to the

Wild Birds Protection Order (Aug., 1912). Jos-

eph Saunders pleaded not guilty. The other
defendant did not appear.—P.C. 178P stated

that while on duty at Ruxley Hill he was
informed that two men wore in a brickfield

near by acting in a-suspicious manner. Wit
nees went to the field, and one of the men
ran away : the other said he was only catch-

ing a few rats. At the station he admitted
he was catching Linnets. Witness after-

wards saw the brother and told him he would
he reported for a summons. He replied, “The
nets are not mine, but my brother’s.”—Pris-

oner denied having said that he was after

Linnets. He was trying to catch rats. The
Chairman (Mr. J. W. Wheeler-Bennett) : But
the nets are the kind used for catching birds.

Defendant: Yes, 1 admit that; but they arc

as good for catching rats as birds. The
Chairman said the Bench believed that the
defendants were in the field for the purpose
of catching wild birds. If they were sum-
moned again they would be eeverelv dealt
with, but in this case they would only have
to pa.y the costs— 8s. in the case of the first

defendant, and lOe. in the case of the second.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all hinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight -Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of ail hinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Clives free advice on ail
questions of Health, -Diet, &c„ to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength,” 12. Burh-ign Street,

Strapd Il f . m nlionj-m "0 IV"

Club {Reports.
COLINTON & CURRIE PARISHES.
Meeting, Village Hall, Juniper Green,

Sept. 5. President (Mr. Begbie) in the chair.

It was unanimously decided to go on with
annual show as usual on Nov. 7. Mr. Gibson
was present and kindly presented us with a
cup. Mr. Begbie, on behalf of the Society,
thanked Mr. Gibson for his kindness, and it

was decided to give the cup for the best bird
bred by a novice, a novice to be one who has
never won a first prize. Decided to drop the
old bird classes this year, and Mr. Begbie
hoped members would get as many specials as

possible. Next meeting Oct. 3.—Jas. Napier,
Sec.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters Sept. 3, Mr. H. C.

Humphries presiding over a good number of

members. After discussion it was decided to

hold the annual show as arranged, and the

drawing up of the schedule was proceeded
with and a number of specials promised. The
rest of the evening was given up to ques-

tions and answers, which proved very enter-

taining and instructive. At next meeting,

Oct. 1, there will be a Washing demonstra-

tion and competition, and we hope members
will bring a bird even if they don’t intend

to go in for the competition.—Burton Bros.,

Hon. Secs.

BLAYDON-ON-TYNE C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 5, with a good turn-out of

members, who fully discussed whether to

hold an annual show or not. It was ulti-

mately decided that owing to the uncertainty

of getting hall (the hall having been pro-

mised, if needed, for the wounded soldiers

or sailors), and also the likelihood of not

getting the usual support that we abandon
the show for the present season. I may
say that there is great disappointment among
the members as to the way that things have
turned, as there was every prospect of a

record show.—G. Havver, Hon. Sec.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Meeting Sent. 7. Decided that points for

tea service and medal competition should be
counted in separate classes where possible.

Mr. F. W. Alcoelc leads with 16 points

;

Messrs. Leese and Davis tie for second place

with 13 points. The open show fixed for

Nov. 19th came up for consideration, and
after a, thorough discussion it was felt advis
able to abandon it this season. A sugges
tion was made that we try to arrange a
series of inter-club shows amongst the mem-
bers of the four North Staffordshire societies
and with this object in view the secretary was
instructed to ascertain the opinion of the
local clubs on the matter.—J. Pitchfor.d.

LANCS. AND LIZARD F.A.
Special meeting, Newmarket Hotel, Man-

chester, one of the best for some time. After
ordinary business was gone through, we had
Mr. Bradley’s scheme up for discussion. It

was decided that in face of the present crisis

it was not advisable to put the trophy up for

competition for this season, as it would pos-
sibly be a big struggle for some of the mem-

,

hers to show at all, and they, would be put
under a big disadavnntage beside their more
fortunate brethren. It teas, however, decided

j

that the points gained in 1915 and 1916 and
\

1916 and 1917 be counted, and the member
with the highest number of point-; win the

j

trophy. There will also most likely be a good
prize for second and third points. It had

j

originally been intended for the trophy to

be in the form of a gold watch, value £10 10s.,

but as Mr. Bradley said it, was quite possible
the prize

.
might be won by a member who

would prefer the value in cash, it was left

open for the winner to have the choice of
cash or a trophy, and instead of one prize the
£10 10s. will be divided into three prizes,
which will be decided upon later. Our
members will be sbrry to hear that besides
Manchester it has been decided to abandon
Sheffield show as well, so that means two of
our patronage shows going down. Liverpool,
I am pleased to hear, intend going on with
their show, and as our spangled beauties are
once again being catered for, it is to be
hoped that members will reward the pluck
of the officials with a humping entry. It was
left in the hands of the See. to call a meet-
ing if required, but up to the present there
is no necessity for same.—John Rukin, Hon.
Sec.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE C.B.S.
General meeting, Sept. 3, Purvcs Cafe,

with a splendid turn-out of members. Mr.
T. C. Crawhall chair. Correspondence read
from Mr. G. Curry re Cambridge Hall for

open show. We cannot get the use of this

hall owing to it being made into a military
hospital. Letters were read from the judges:
Messrs. J. Robson, J. F. Dewar, G. Brown,
A. Holden and J. Stewart. After a discus-
sion we reluctantly came to the conclusion
to cancel the open show this year; it was
decided to hold a members’ shove", the date
to be fixed later, and to ask the Northern
Specialist Societies to grant their patronage.
It was suggested by Mr. Tindale that the
members be each asked to contribute a Can-
ary towards the Lord Mayor’s War Fund.
I shall he pleased to receive promises from
anyone, whether members or not

; the birds
will be sold, and the each received will go
to swell the War Fund.—J. W. Reed.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
Meeting, headquarters, Rose and Crown

Hotel. Sept. 1, Mr. T. Dawn presiding.
Unfortunately the business of the evening
was not of a very pleasing character, owing
to the European crisis. Instead of making
arrangements for an all-England show we
had to consider whether it was not advis-
able to proceed with arrangements or cancel
the fixture for 1914 altogether. Eventually
it was unanimously decided that we aban-
don the fixture for this year. The Govern-
ment have taken over the Corn Exchange,
the hall taken foe the show, and are using it

for a recruiting station, and I hear after-
wards going to fit it up as a hospital. We

J

trust that the specialist clubs and our pat-

|

rons will all rally round us in 1915, when
we hope that the country will be in a more
settled state and things will work smoothly.
Apologising to the Fancy at large for the
disappointment we shall cause by taking this
step.—J. A. T. Woodall, Press Correspon-
dent.

NORTHWOOD F.A.
Annual general meeting, club room, Max-

well-rd., Sept. 3. Owing to the war the meet-
ing was not fully attended. Sec. read report
for the year, which showed the Society to
be in a pood position, with a balance in hand
of £3. The annual show, held at Park Farm
on Nov. 26. was the finest show they had yet
held, both in numbers and onality. Thanks
are due to Messrs. Everitt, Brickell. Carter.
Coller, Sparks and Franklin, who worked hard
to make the show a soccers

;
also to the

ladies who kindly provided refreshments, etc.

It was resolved to hold the next annual
show at Park Farm on Nov. 11 and 12, but
that it would be policy, owing to the pre-

sent crisis, to make it only partly an open
'how, and to add more members’ classes.

Several l#Ws were rend end the Sec.

advised to deal with same. The usual votes

of thanks concluded the meeting. Annuel
membership subserintion. 2«. fid —P. J.

Barnes. Hon. Sec., Maxwell r<T . Nnrt’nwood.
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YOU CANNOT SPEND
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TO GREATER PROFIT

than by purchasing a copy of

the 1914 Edition of

CAGE-BIRDS
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H
AVE you sent for your copy of “Cage Birds ”
Annual yet? If not, do so at once, for the
stock is rapidly being reduced, and if you do

not order now you may be disappointed. No matter
what variety of birds you keep, whether you are
novice or old hand, you will find information con-
tained in "Cage Birds” Annual of the greatest
help to you during the trying seasons of bird brood-
ing. Every article is written by an expert, and in
their experiences of successes and failures YOU will
find the way to the top rung. Below we give a list
of the contents. Study them, and we feel sure you
will find something there that will interest you.
Sign the coupon at the foot of this advertisement,

enclose 7d., post to "Cage Birds,” 154, Elect St.,

London, E.C., and get your copy now.
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:

MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID.
By Claude St. John.

A most seasonable article, alone worth the cost r.f

the whole book.
STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP AND
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS. Ily F. Meakiri.
HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.

By G. R. Pippct.
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By J. W. Steel.
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By H. Norinan.
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By 15. T. Sheppard.
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CLUB REPORTS Continued from overleaf.

RUNCORN B.B.A.

Meeting held ut headquarters on Sept. \
Mr. Jos. Guy in the chair, and a large at-

tendance of members. It was decided to

hold a members’ show, Dec. 5th, Mr. Leigh,

Warrington, to judge.—E. Rone, beiri

SOUTHAMPTON P.P. AND C.B.A.

Meeting hold Bedford Hotel, Sept. 2, My-

Stables chair, ltevised rules passed lor print-

inrr After full discussion it was unani-

mously decided to abandon the open show

this year: principal causes being, hall nee

boon taken by military, railway continually

liable to bo held up, and general local dis-

tress-—G. J. Shwlo. _ _
FIFE AND KINROSS N.P.C.

Members please nolo that 1 wrote to the

President wlien I was called up, explaining

my position. Ho lias replied saying ho does

not think there is any need for the club this

year, with which 1 agree. 1 expect be wt

call a meeting shortly, when you can all

give your own opinions of what to do in llio

matter. I will look for further instructions.

[Wishing you all well.—Pte. A. Dickson,

Military Hospital, Glencorse, Midlothian.

NATIONAL BRITISH BIRD 6c M.G.
Mooting July 30. Patronage was granted

to the following shows : Bristol, Watford,

Newcastle, Manchester, Wimbledon, Chelten-

ham, Sheffield, Leyton, Nottingham, lorts-

mouth, Southend, Stoke, Bradford, Gates-

head, Scottish National, Doncaster, and

Llanelly.—J . P. Carr, lion. Sec.

[Since the above meeting, notice of which

has only just come to hand, some of the

shows to which patronage has been granted

have been cancelled.—Ed. C.B.
I

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
Meeting held Sept 1-14, at headquarters,

Reindeer Hotel, Rye Lane, Peckham, Mr.

Frank Colo in the chair. This fixture was

for a lecture on the Yorkshire, but unfortu-

nately no one appeared available for tins

date. The Chairman suggested that some

member should give us a few words, and

Mr. A. J. Clarice kindly consented. His ad-

vice to a novice was very striking, and he

gave some valuable hints as to the best

methods of obtaining good birds, also as to

Suitable cages and general management. A
discussion followed, many taking part, and

some good arguments resulted. A vote of

thanks was accorded Mr. Clarke for kindly

volunteering his remarks, and a pleasant

evening closed.—A. G. Cant, Hon. Sec.

Questions and

Answers,
DOUBTS AND DXFFICUI.TIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1 )
—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one hide of pupjr, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(.2)
—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(5) The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(G)
— If an answer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by

Monday's first post at latest.

(7)— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in cither case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems )

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully , and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9) All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards arc not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds

stair of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.- Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,

and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds

—

Wesley T.

Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life— H. Norman.

Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,

Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire

us to do so, be pleased to submit bis questions

for answer to some leading specialist on the

variety concerned.

fTfis 8Rows.
LEEDS C.B.S.

Third of the four table shows for the Hat-

terslev cruets, Yorks, and Norwich sections,

Sep. '5. Entries did no* come up to the

Usual standard, owing to the birds being

deep in the moult. Mr. H. Chew judged,

and gave entire satisfaction.

YORKS. (5): 1, 3, vlic, Norton; 2, 4,

Baldwinson. NOR. (7) : 1, .2, Baldwinson

;

3, Norton; 4, vhc, he, c, Wilson. The

leaders for the above specials are: Yorks,

section : E, Norton. 32 pts.
;
Reed, Longley

Reed, 18 ; J. Sykes, 14. Norwich, W.
A. Wilson, 29: T. Baldwinson, 26; J. Liv-

fagstone, 25.—E. Norton, Hon. Sec.

DOUGLAS N.B.
Show held under the auspices of the Doug-

las Horticultural Society, Public School,

Sept. 4. The bird fancy has gone down a

good deal since the winter show was al-

lowed to lapse, and wo are pleased an

effort is being made to revive the interest

again. The entry was not very large, but

quality was superior throughout. Mr. Thos.

Ritchie, Lesinahagow, judged, and
^

bis

awards were well received. SCOTCH
FANCY: 1, Watson, rare good cl. yell.,

good top end and drive, excellent style.

HEN: 1, Watson, cl. yell., nice subs., good

shoulder and drive, full of qual. BORD.,
CL. OR TKD. CK. (5) : 1, 2, Watson, 1st

good cl. buff, nice head and size, very fit.

2nd good tkd buff, good type, nice cond. ;

3. Arncil. HEN (3) : 1, 2, Watson, sweet

cl. buff, excellent shape and cond. ; 2, yell.,

charming type and feather. A.O.V. (7): 1,

Gibson, neat head, buff, jaunty carr., nice

cond. ; 2, Arncil, unev. yell., very good

type and carr., nice head and cond. ; 3, Wat-
son, unev. buff wkig mkd.. excellent style

and quality, close up. BRIT. : Cancelled.

A.O.V. : 1, 2, Telfer, 1st well-known Pc-kin

Nightingale, in perfect order, 2nd charming

Grenadier Weaver, in full blaze of colour.

BRYNSIENCYM.
• Third annual show Aug. 29, in rather wet

weather, still the attendance was better than

expected. President, Mr. E. T. John, M.P. ;

treasurer, Mr. J. Williams; hon. secs.,

Messrs. J. Williams and W. Pritchard

Mr. W. Nolan judged very satisfactorily.

YORKS. (4) : 1, 0. Jones, good length and

style, shapely, nice shpulders, not quite

seady j 2, not in catalogue, nice lengf ard

CAWAHY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

ACCOMMODATION (S. T. Jones).—The
height is not sufficient to bo of any value in

your case. The floor space is all that should

count, and if you have the flight made Ilia,

wide it, will accommodate from eight to ten

birds the size of a Norwich Canary. If 16in.

wide you may keep from twelve to sixteen.

In either case you must see that the floor is

kept clean and well sanded, or covered with

a layer of clean pine sawdust.

WILL THEY BE FIT? (Dickie).—(1) You
do not give enough particulars about the

Yorkshire cock to make it sure what is the

trouble with him. It would have been useful

pos., good col. and feather; 3, J. Jones.

NOR. (2) : 1, not in catalogue, good size and
shape, nice head and neck, rich col. ; 2, G.

Jones, typical, nice size, good wings arid tail,

close up. MULE (3) : 1, J. 0. Roberts, good

size and col. Goldie-Bullie ; 2, J. Hughes,

well known Goldie Mule; 3, R. Hughes, good

Linnet, often noted. GOLDF. (3) : 1, E.

Jones, good size and col., Tich flush face,

grand width of skull, nice tan and markings

;

'i, Lewie and Pritchard, nice size, good body

and tan, -rich blaze, sound Finch ; 3, R.

Thomas, typical, nice face, bars and buttons.

A.O. BRIT. (1) : 1, Lewis and Pritchard,

good Yellow Bunting, capital size, rich col.

LOCAL (3) : 1, J. Hughes; 2, Mary E.

Jones ; 3, Blodwen Jones.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at

advertisement rates, three words a penny.

LEEDS.
Quality Linnet contest Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road, Sept. 6. 19 birds

sang for three prizes. 1, Sissons ; 2, Stead ;

3, Richardson. Judges, S. Hardcastle and

W. Naylor.—W.- Naylor, Hon. Sec.

Quality Linnet singing contest, held Skin-

ners’ Arms, Buslingthorpe, Sep. 6. We had

friends from outside districts to hear some
very good singing. 1, Ward; 2, Laycook

;

3, Binns. Judges, C. Clayton and J. Dolton.

—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

BRISTOL F.A., Oct. 1.—The Coliseum;

judges: J. Robson, D. A. S. Longden. 36

classes: Crests, 2; C.B., 2; Nor., 5 (1 Nov.)
;

Yorks. 9 (2 Nov.); Bord., 4; For.. 2; Mules,

3; Brit., 7; Sell., 2. Prizes, 10s., 5s., 2s.

6d. Fee, Is. 6d. Ent. close Sept. 21, to

G. T. H. Maggs, 9, Trinity St., Newtown,

B i'stoL.

if you had said whether he was in a plump
or emaciated condition. Try what a week or

two of the following treatment will do for

him, and if not considerably better in, say,

a month, write again and repeat all particu-

lars, and give the above information. See that

ho is not exposed to direct cold draughts, nor

tho fumes of burning lights in the evenings.

See that the perches are of a proper size and

well fitting, and examine his claws to see

whether they are overgrown, and if this is

the case cut them back to a proper length.

In addition to the staple diet of plain canary

seed give half a-teaspoonful of summer rape

every other day. and on the alternate days

give a similar quantity of crushed sponge cake

with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion and

four of sherry mixed in it and sprinkled with

maw seed. Give a little green food, or half

ripe wild seeds daily. In the drinking water

act'd as much Epsom salts will cover a six-

pence, and ten drops of lemon juice daily

for three days. After this give instead five

drops each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha

wine, and sweet spirit of nitre every second

day for a fortnight. (2) Yes, the young cocks

that were bred in June last will be quite- fit

for breeding next season if they keep in rood

health and are robust. The fact that they

do not yet sing is of no importance provided

they arc really cocks. Many young cocks make
no serious efforts at singing until the end of

the following January after they are hatched.

A QUESTION OF DIET (A. M. J., Crick-

lewood).—(1) Liberal feeding during the moult

is not very likely to do any harm. It- is later

on, during the winter months, that it is more

likely to prove detrimental, on account

of the birds having no particular drain or tax

ou the system at that time. When the moult

is over give a staple diet of plain canary seed

only. In addition give separately every sec-

ond day an allowance of half-a-teaspoonful. of

summer rape per bird, and on the intervening

days give once a week a- similar quantity of a

mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet,

and teazle, and on one other day a small

teaspoonful of egg-food per bird, or an equiva-

lent quantity of bread and milk, or other soft

food. As iong as the weather is mild arid

open give a spray of watercress, or other

green-stuff, three times a week, and at other

times substitute a morsel of banana, sweet

apple, or raw or boiled carrot. Give as much

space’ as vou can for exercise. Hens may

be kept in groups in large flights. Glad to

hear the advice given last spring has proved

so successful to you. (2) As regards treat-

ment of injured bird, you wou-ld doubtless find

what you require at either of these places

M. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road,

Harrow ;
Mr. II. Gray, M.R.C.Y .S.. 23, Upper

Phillimore Place, W. ;
or Mr. H. V ale, Nor-

wood Junction, S.W.
A TENDERFOOT (E. Lockhart).— (1) The

tender feet are probably a natural effect of

the moult. Keep the perches as clean as

possible, and see they are of a proper size

and shape and of a nice soft wood. Catch

bird, and bathe feet daily for a few minutes

in a warm solution of boracic acid a tea-

spoonful of the acid in a saucerful of warm

water—then dry gently' and anoint with zinc

ointment. Add a crystal of sulphate of soda

the size of a small pea, and ten drops of lemon

juice to the drinking water for three consecu-

tive davs, and afterwards substitute 20 drops

of chemical food every second day for a fort-

night See that bird is kept under healthful

conditions. (2) It does not follow that be-

cause a bird eats all one kind of seed and

rejects other kinds that it ought to have

only the kind it eats given it. Your staple

diet is correct. You should make it eat more

canary by not renewing the supply as soon

as all the rape has been picked out. Let it

remain until at least a good portion of the

canary has been consumed. See reply to

“A.M.J.,” Cricklewood, and feed the bird

the same, minus the separate supply of rape,

and retaining your present staple of canaiy

and rape mixed together.
, _ ,

.

PICKS HIS FEATHERS (Dick, Preston).

j am strongly inclined to think that the

bird is troubled" with red mites, notwithstand-

ing what you say about his apparent freedom

from them. The fact of his being on full

6on<* is not by any means a criterion that he

is not troubled with this pest. Thoroughly

examine the cage, especially about the perch

ends, and in any cracks or open joints that

may bo about it. probing them with a pm on

to a sheet of white paper if necessary. it

anv mites are found see that they are thor-

oughly exterminated in the first instance.

Tb-n treat the bird for a month in anticipa-

tion of the moult, the same as advised to

“ H. R.” in this issue, when the bird will

probably come through the moult in good

plumage an-d condition.
,

HEN SINGING, ETC. (F. E. Mather):—

(1) There was nothing at all unusual in tlve

cock refusing to assist in the building of the

nest or in incubation. This is the usual

thing, though exceptional specimens will

sometimes “ lend a baud ” more or less. Liu

should have tried leaving the cock with the

hen again for the third brood this" season,

when she refused to feed the second brood
without him. (2) It is a little unusual for a

hen to sing so well as you say yours has

begun to do, but it is not very rare. There
are very exceptional cases where the hen will

rival some cocks. (3) If singing qualities are

your aim you cannot do better than get Seifert

Rollers to mate with your own birds, and pre-

ferably of a strain which is bred and trained

to sing a similar type of song. Thus, if your

bird in trained to excel in deep, .hollow rolls,

you should introduce only birds from n strain

excelling in this type of song, and so on with

other eong tours.

BALD AND SCURFY HEN [A. A., St.

Lukes).—The hen seems to be in a bad way,

and is probably thoroughly run down, or

played out. See that she is kept in health-

ful and bright surroundings, free from direct

cold draughts, extremes of heat and cold, or

the fumes of burning lights in the evenings,

and see also that the cage is quite free from

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult Sc. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners "
(7 d.); House’s "Canary Manual" (1/2);

tlutt.ye's "Yorkshire Canaries" (1/11); House's "Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Stock Book’ (7d.)‘.

Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird fever” (Id.)-, Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Hamsden's
“ Colour-feeding

”

(3id.); "Seeds and foods for Cage

Birds ” (1/2): or the “A utshell" booklets ('lid. each):

.Vo. 5
“ The l’et Canary,” No. 0 “ Ailing Birds arid '

How to Cure 'them,'' No. 0 “ The Visin']ection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Holler," No. 23

"The Bonier fancy,' No. 24 “Green Canaries.” Alt

thoroughly practical and instructive, trices quote's

are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, fleet Street,

London, li.C.

red mites, and keep it well strewn with clean,

gritty sand. Stop feeding on soaked seed.

Dor tho next fortnight give a staple diet of

three parts canary to one part summer rape,

and every second day give half a teaspoonful

of crushed sponge cake with four drops of

cherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion well

mixed in it, and sprinkled with maw seed,

and on the alternate days give a spray of

watercress and add to the drinking water 20

drops of whisky, and five each of ipecacuanha

wine and eucalyptus oil, and shake well to-

gether. At the end of this fortnight’s treat-

ment go on to the treatment advised to

“H R.” in this issue, and continue this for two

or three weeks, but in your case omit the

saffron and substitute instead ten drops of

fluid magnesia. This will give the bird the

best chance of moulting out into good condi-

tion. Stop putting anything on the skin.

The substance near the ©ye may ultimately

develop into a tumour, or it may disappear

under the treatment advised. In any case

do not interfere with it.

SEED SAMPLES [W. C.).—Only one

sample of seed reached me—the summer rape,

which is of good size, and has the appearance

of being well matured, but its very palpable

infestation with mites did not tempt me to

test its quality beyond external appeal ances.

I have referred to this form of infestation

many times in the past in Cage Birds, but

.have not met with a case for some time now.

I consider the seed totally unfit for feeding

any class of Canaries. 1 have been looking

for enecimens of this particular mite for some

time, and should be obliged if you would be

good enough to forward me a small quantity

of the most “alive” portion of the seed,

through the Editor, packed in a small box to

prevent it being battered in transit. 1 ®r-

haps if you enclosed a sample of the seed to

the vendor with a polite note drawing his at-

tention to its condition he might meet you in

gome wav.
MAKES CHUCKLING NOISE (H. R.).—

As you say the bird has shed only a tew

feathers it has evidently had its moult check-

ed, which might easily explain its condition.

Keep it fairlv warm, but do not overheat it,

and allow it to bathe as freely as it likes.

Give a staple diet of plain canary seed only.

In addition give separately every third day

a morsel of bread and milk the size oi a

hazel nut, soaked in cold milk, drained,

dusted with flowers of sulphur, and finaHy

soft sugar. On the intervening days give

first half a teaspoonful of summer rape and

a morsel of banana, and next a similar quati-

tity of a mixture of equal parts millet, nigei,

teazle, broken groats, and maw, and a little

o-reen food. In the drinking water add every

second day for a fortnight as much chlorate

of potash as will cover a sixpence, and live

drops of syrup of saffron.

BRITISH 1SHDS,
MULES A.N3J HYBRIJJS,

Answered by II. NORMAN.

THE RED LINNET (Barney, Lougton).

The “ Red Linnet ” is simply the ordin-

ary Linnet with a red breast. This colour

it acquires during the breeding season. J he

plumage of all birds undergoes a change in

the spring; in some species if is much more

decided than in others. In the case of the

Linnet he not only puts on a crimson breast

but bis beak changes from a litrhL oinlosh
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tinge to a dark bluo grey. When moulted
in captivity, tho Linnet only becomes a little

richer in plumage as the spring advances,

and docs not assume tho red breast, allhough

the beak changes colour in ihe same way as

when tho bird is at liberty. The Linnet is

a distinct species, and is one of the Finches.

LINNET MATTERS (Cannabina). —
Although n heated kitchen is hardly the most
< 1os i ruble place to keep a Linnet in during
both winter and summer, there are many of

them living under such conditions. What you
must do is to hang the cage as low as possi-

ble so that tho bird gets plenty of light from
the window, and is not affected by the upper
air of the room when it ie rendered impure by
the burning gas. If you can manage to hang
him outside during the summer months it

would certainly bo healthier for him, and
even on mild days in the winter, if away
from any very rough winds. (2) I Have
examined your two seed samples and find the

mixed seed to be tho better of the two, the
only objection I have to it is that it con-

tains a rather big percentage of English rape,

but you ran improve it by adding more
canary. I would therefore advise you to use
this Finch mixture for stock food, and to

every pint of it add a quarter of a pint tf

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids

"

( 7 / G) ; Xorniau's " British Bird Maiiual"
(2,3); or Part 1

44Hard bills ' (1/1), Part 2 "Softbills"
(1,1);

44 Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages "
(.2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants "
(1/2); ** Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke’s " Septic or Bird
Fever'* (7d.); "Colour-feeding "

(3|d ); or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (21d. each)-, No. i “ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2,
44 Linnet ,"

.Vo. 3
44 Skylark No. 4,

44 Song
Thrush ajid Blackbird ," No. 11

44
Btillfinch," No. 13

44
Chaffinch " No. 15

44
Greenfinch " No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 23
44 Small Insectivorous

Bird's," No. 2G
44 Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

44 Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9
44

Dis-
infection of Cages. Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ Hoto to
ht cult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from 44 Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

beet canary you can procure. You do not
mention wild food. At this time of the year
you should be giving the seeding tops of
many wild plants, such as plantain, grouno-
sel, shepherd’s puree, grass, and a host of
others that are now full of seed. Collect a
fresh supply of these daily, it will improve
the health of the bird, and lessen your food
bill. If you have any more trouble with loose-

ness of the bowels, purchase an ounce of
citrate of iron and ammonia from the
chemist, and dissolve as much as will cover
a sixpence in three tablespoonfuls of water.
You will have no trouble to get the bird to

drink this. (3) If you are keeping your bird's

solely for song, I would advise you to have
one in each compartment, with a board
between so that they are unable to see each
other

;
you could purchase two or three next

month, and keep the most promising.
FEEDING FINCH AND SOFTBILLS.

(Sam).—You appear to be feeding your young
Mules fairly well, excepting that I do not
think you are wise in giving the soaked rape
so frequently. I am not so fond of using it

myself, and much prefer germinated seeds.

I-f you make a mixture of rape, teazle and
canary, and keep it damp, it will soon com-
mence to sprout, when it is ready for use.

Seed treated in this manner is much easier
to digest than dried seeds. If you make this

alteration in your feeding and give an occa-
sional pinch of good maw seed, I think' you
will stop the looseness. Boil the drinking-
water and give a small teaspoenful of
chemical food in it three times a week ; dis-

continue when he improves in health. A
good stock mixture later on would be the
following : Canary 3 parts, teazle 2 parts,
rape 1 part, hemp and linseed J,. part of each.

(2) During such weather as we are having, I

would certainly advise you to keep your
Blackcaps outside. The air and exercise they
get in an outside aviary assist their moulting.
If well fed, these birds will live and do well
outside all the year round

; I have had them
in song in the coldest weather. (3) You should
have no difficulty hi distinguishing the sexes,

the cock, as you probably know, has a black
crown or cap, that of the hen being brown.

(4) Your birds are both cocks, and as soon
as they are through the moult the young one
will break into song ; he will warble quietly
at first, and gradually get stronger, The
song you get from them will be regulated a

good deal by the manner in which you treat

them.

COLOUR FEEDING CANARY MULE
(Delta).—You should have no difficulty in

colour feeding your two-year-old Goldfinch-
Canary, but I am afraid you have • left it

rather late. The food should bo given just
previous to his dropping into moult, so as
to get the colouring matter into the system
before the new feathers begin to grow. If you
purchase the food from a well-known vendor
you will find instructions for feeding sent with
it. Tho method is quite simple. A little of
thei- colour food is mixed with some kind of
soft food, and a teaspoonful siren to the bird

daily. The quantity of colour is gradually
increased until the full strength is reached,
and is continued right through the moult.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

W HAT ARE THEY? .LAY K : -Your
birds are Common or Red Avadavats (Kpice

Birds are larger and have blackish beaks and
no red in plumage at all). Our Nutshell,
“Avadavats," 2£d. post free from our
manager, would tell you all about them. The
males when in full colour have the whole of
the plumage scarlet or suffused with the same
colour and thickly spotted with white—the
Intensity of the scarlet varies from a deep
coppery-red to rioh scarlet, and some speci-

mens are more or less splashed with Hack
on the abdomen. The hens have brown-grey
upper plumage, red upper tail coverts with'
the under plumage more or less pale yellowish-

buff, and only a few spots, and they retain

this plumage al! the year round. Djet :
,

Canary, white and Indian millet, millet

sprays, greenfood, grit and water. They have
been bred fairly frequently in roomy outdoor
aviaries. I do not consider it light to keep
them with Budgerigars or Lovebirds, as they
have not a “fighting chance’’ if “scrap-

ing" occurs. Even though left alone for a

time, sooner or later you would be picking

them up with bitten wings, legs and feet, or

otherwise maimed, not always the result of

malicousness, but more often from Budgerigar
mischievousness.
AILING GREY (J.T.W.).—From your

remarks I gather tnat present conditions have
been going on for twelve months, and conse-

quently have become more or less chronic,

and before I can give you anything like a

helpful reply you must’ answer me the follow-

ing queries : (I) Full details of its dietary
; (2)

as near as you can tell, arc the falls the

result of weakness? (3) Are there any
symptoms of fits? In the meantime, on three

successive days put one teaspoorrfnl of Dinne-

ford.’s magnesia in the drinking water. Boil

a little of the maize till soft, drain off all

water and then allow half a teaspoonful of

cod liver oil emulsion to soak into it—give this

daily for the present. Keep cuttlebone and

grit in the cage, also a piece of a thick branch

with the bark on, fix it in one corner of the

cage, securing it top and bottom, at a good

slope-up, for the bird to climb about on. If

it is tame, exercising outside the cage when-

ever convenient will greatly benefit it.

AFRICAN GREY PARROT (Perplexed).—

I should advise putting this bird in another

cage while the present one receives a thorough

cleansing. Paint the cages inside and out with

neat paraffin, thoroughly searching all crevices,

then, after a few hours, well scald it out with

boiling water then wash with cold water, and

leave in the open, under cover, to dry. When
dry it should be distempered inside and

enamelled on the exterior according to taste.

Give the bird one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s

magnesia daily in the drinking water till

the bowels have been well purged, after this

has been achieved only give the magnesia

once a week, and on the intermediate days

put half a teaspoonful of syrup of phosphates

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's 44Foreign Birds for Beginners"
(1/1^); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Coclcatiels" (6d.);
Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

44 Seeds
,

Foods and Wild Plants "
(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s

44
Septic

or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding "
(3-\d.); or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2 },d. each); No. G "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them,*’ No. 9

44 The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms , etc.," No. 14

44 Gouldian Finches "

No. 10 "Avadavats " No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20
44 Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from 44 Cage Birds "

154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

in the drinking water. Biscuits and dry
crusts are quite wholesome, as are occasion-

ally such tit bits as pieces of maderia cake,
sponge cake and any other plain cake avail-

able. Many Parrots are very fond of bread
and jam, and such in moderation should do
them no harm. The Nutshell, “The Grey
Parrot," 2£d. post free from our manager,
would help you greatly as to general man-
agement.
INDOOR CAGE (C.E.A.).—Whether you

use the cage a£ a breeder or merely as a

stock cage for a mixed series ;
t would be well

to make it a foot longer; this addition to he
all wood, excepting on the side where it joins

on to cage and in lieu of the wire netting

put a screen of twiggy branches between the

open cage and the added shelter, the birds

passing through the twiggy branches to

shelter. It would also be well to put souse

rebated strips at- equal intervals along one
side of the cage so that you could slide in a

square of glass, entirely covering up one of

the 3ft. sides ; this would not obscure the

birds, vet would prevent wind or draught

CLUB & SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming 8oclcty meeting
Insetted tree• it should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning 4

* pout. Specially printed Club
Notice Ponteurd* may lit* had lice on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should ulwav* use them.

Adektii.lf.ry C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Prince of
Wales Hotel, 7.30. Important.— il. 1L .Mor-
timer.

Ai.fkf.ton C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Red Lion
Hotel, 7. J'ixing specials and other im-
portant busmens for annual show Oct. 31.—G.
Beardail.

Ardwkjk and Manchester C.B.A.—Sept.
15, St. Thomas Old Schoolroom (entrance
Chapel Street), 8. Important; committee’s
report.— J. Spencer.
Bedford anp Beds. United C.B.S.—Sept.

11, 26, Prebend Street, 8. Allotting specials
for annual shew Oct. 15, etc.—A. Simons.
Birkenhead Canary F. A.—Sept. 15,

Ablett’s Cafe, 8. Schedule for old show.
Election of delegates for amalgamated Show.
—G. Morton
Bonnyrigg C.B.S.— Sept. 26, Foresters’

Arms, 7.30. Arrangements for show. —J.
Sterling.

Bradford National Show.—

S

ept. 16, Mar-
ket Tavern, 8. To consider what to do about
annual show.

—

S. Midglcy.
Bradford West C.B.A.—Sept. 12, Shoul-

der of Mutton, 7.30. Lecture by Air. J.

Thomas, Otley ; friends cordially invited.

—

W. H. Kilburn.
Cardiff C.B.S.—Sept. 17, Maskell’s Hotel,

8. To decide if we shall bold open show.—
E. Thomas.
Cinn. -Marked Y.C.C.—Sept. 12, Market

Tavern, Bradford, 7. To consider our peti-
tion in regard to our competition, as sonic
societies who lnd our patronage have decided
not to hold a show this year.—R. Garnett.
City and Suburban A.C.B.—Sept. 14,

Church Institute, 60, Paddington Street, W.,
8.15 p.m. Discussion on “ Feeding Canaries
Economically,” which Air. G. E. Weston hr.e

promiced to open.-— V. Wynn.
City of Bradford O.S.—Sept. 12, Flying

Dutchman, 8. Special business regarding
holding an open snow. All please attend.—
W. Heiliwell.

Clapham C.B.A.—Sept. 15, Clock House,
Clapham Park Road, S.W., 8.30. Special
meeting to arrange details ox show.—T. ,1.

Hose.
Clay Cross C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Angel Hotel,

8.—J. Griffiths.

Coventry O.S.—Sept. 16, Sydenham
Palace, 8.30. Open show c'cliodule; to dis-

cuss whether we shall hold same.—A. Green.
Darlington C.B.S.—Sept. 16, George

Hotel, 7.30. Very important.—H. Todo.
Denton C.B.S.—Sept. 14, headquarters, 8.

Amalgamated show and other special busi-
ness.—W. Hopwood.
Dttbmire Workmen’s Club C.B.S.—Sept.

12, Dubmire Workmen’s Club, 7. Important
—G. T. Lynn.
East Ham F. A.— Sept. 17, Earl of Wake-

field, 8. Final arrangements and schedule
for young stock show.—IV. Kite.

Edinburgh C.B.S.—Sept. 15, Cairn’s
Memorial Hall, Gorgie Road, 8. Financial
report of F.F. show and other important
business

; classification for October show
; un-

sold tickets and monies for F.F. show 1/j bo
in scc.’s hands meeting night.- J. C. Charl-
ton.

Garston ILB.A. —Sept. 17, Club Room, 8.

—A. T. Mullock.
Glossop, Hadfield C.B.S. Sent. 15, Air.

W. Watson, King Street, Glossop, 8. Im-
portant.—E. Thompson.
Leigh CLB.S.- Sept. 16, Railway Hotel,

7.45. Open discussion.—R. Cha rleson.
Great Horton O.S.—Sept. 5, Butchers’

Arms, 8. Special business.

—

J. Holroyd.
Halifax C.B.S.—Sept. 17, Trafalgar Inn,

King s Cross, Halifax, 8. Onen show busi-
ness; important.—A. Sutcliffe.
Hetton-le-IIole C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Colliery

Hotel, 7.30. Selection of judge for animal
show.

—

Geo. Viporid.

Huddersfield O.S.—Sent. 14, White Hart
Hotel, 8. Special meeting re holding open
show

;
very imnortant.—A. Lawford

Ilkeston C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Castle Inn,
Cotmanhey Hoad, 7. Very important. Dis-
cussion re open show,—O. Siddown.

Leicester' Hand-in Hand C.B.S.—Sept.
15, White Swan, 8.30. Important show busi-
ness.—A. Freestone.

Llanelly C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Greyhound.
Hotel, 7.30. Very important re matters of
our next show.—D. John.
Manchester North C.B.S.—Sept. 15, Bal-

moral Hotel, Rochdale Road, 8. November
show business. Friends invited.—A. Colley.-
AIetropolitan C.B.A.—Sept. 17, Kelvedon

Hall, 8. Questions and answers.— H. F.
Bowring.

AIiddleton C.B.S.—Sept. 14, Old Hoar’s
Head, 8. Show and general business ; elec-
tion of judge, etc.—J. Hulton.
North London C.B.A.— Sept. 16, head-,

quarters, 8. Discussion on Alule-breedinc.—..

P. W. Jeffries.

Portii and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—Sept.
12, headquarters. 7. Show business and other
matters.—J. S. Jones.

Southern Border F.C.—Sent. 14, Guild--
hall, Wandsworth Road, 7.45. Very impor-
tant.—G. Burton.
South AIoor C.B.S.—Sept. 12, Ah-. Oxley’s

Hotel, 7. Business important, including elec--

tion of new sec., Air. C. Davison having
joined the Army.—G. F. Bates.

Stanley (Victoria) F.F. and C.B.S.—
Sept. 13, Club Room, 6.30.—W. Elliott.

UprER Rhondda C.B.S.—Sept. 16, Cardiff
Arms,- Treorchy.—H. Watts.

Wigan Roller C.S.—Sept. 12, Queen’s.
Head Hotel, 7.30. Important.—P. Greenall.

Windhill C.B.S.—Sept. 26, Blue Bell
Hotel, 2.30. Alembers’ show; judge, John
Broadley. Entries Friday night, 8 to 11.—?
Taylor and Ellis.

York C.B.S.—Sept. 14, All Saints' School-
room, 8. Lecture on the Norwich Canary,
by Air. A. Humphreys.—V. G. F. Zimmer-*
man.

blowing through the cage. (1) Alter cage as

above, do not put in more than three pairs,

and hang up half a dozen rulfli nests. A
pair each of Zebra and Bib Finches and- Silver-

bills would ue good birds to commence with.

For variety you could add a pair of Avada-
vats, these are small and pretty, and if they

did not attempt to breed would not interfere

with the others. (2) Alter cage as above,

put up as many rush nests as you can without

blocking up cage too much, and put in not

more than eighteen small birds, such as

Gouldian, Bib, Zebra, Longtail Grass, Grey
Singing and Alai'io Finches, Avadavats, Grey,

Gold-breasted, Orange-cheek and St. Helena

Waxbills, Silverbills, Bengalese and Bronze

Mannikins. Do not use any straight perches,

put in only twiggy branches. Recently a

series (in six parts, I think), “ Keeping and

Breeding Seed-eaters in Cages." appeared in

Cage Birds. The Editor would send you the

parts if you have not got them.

POST MOUTEMS.

Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har
row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. each bird ;

for reply

direct, 2s. Cd.; analysis, 21s. Subjeets for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any-

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the Head bird. Send by letter-post ; it is cheaper
and qjiicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

Ihs office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

EVAN T. EVANS.—The maw seed was a

fair sample, and had no connection with the

discoloration observed, which was the result

of rapid changes in decomposition. The cause

of death was congestion of the lungs following

on debility and contributed (o by the warm '

weather.

G. DAKIN.—Ptomaine poisoning, due to

the ingestion of poisonous products generated
in the food

;
a common cause of trouble in the

warm weather. Feed a little sparingly for a
time, lessen quantity of egg food, and prepare
same fresh at each feed. Give a saline aperi-s

ent in the drinking water occasionally to pre-
vent further loss.

JAS. CRAIG.—Septic fever, the serious im-
port of which 1 suppose you will understand.
You had better destroy remaining birds, for

they are sure to die, thoroughly disinfect, and
givevup bird-keeping for at least three months
until the infection dies out.

E. D. BLACKER.—Hepatitis, inflammation
of the liver, probably caused by irritant, or

poisonous matter taken in with the food, or it

may be of specific origin
;
in any case isolate

affected birds from healthy, as if due to the
latter case the" excretions become a medium
of contagion. Examine closely the seed, and
if in doubt get a fresh supply. Give daily

for a fortnight a fey grains of sulphate of

soda in the drinking water.

AIRS. R, PETTER —Congestion of the liver

with traces of fatty degeneration. It is evi-

dent that your birds receive a too varied and
plentiful supply of food'. Try a more restricted

diet in future, and allow a liberal supply of

green food.

GENERAL.
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

JAALES JEFFERIES—We are much
obliged for the photo, which shall be repro-

duced in duo course. By the way, you forgot
to give your address; will you let us have
this? Congratulations on your success in

breeding.

GALE.—We have no addresses by us at the
moment. A small advertisement in our col-

1 umns would no doubt put you in touch with
1 persons having for sale the birds you want.
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Here it is

Yours for 12 Pence.

This Great Volume All

About Canaries.

M Volum-f
secrets. It tells you how your birds can add a big

6'ani regularly to your Income.
• fj

There is priceless information in “ Our Canaries.

People are astonished »t
V* ,Vt ‘ ror° 1 1>I

s

"s^lo'ndld° g u UU-
U
”> (bfiiaii"' ^ioT^'pVR CANARIES"

tbem-'elves : Tlow 1 wish u l
;

v A ll (' It prevents • vou making mistakes. It shows
makes p roil table Canary keying s easy as

^Vcrwiie who keeps Canaries should have “OUR

CAN a'rVES
,

”
U
ahvuy s at hand The amount of money-making information it contains is enormous

Setails 'hat it is absolutely essential every Canary-lover should know.

You can have “Cur Canaries’
1

at once for 1/- Down.

Itiis very easy to have the valuable use of “Our Canaries” at cnee-

JustFsend a Postal Order for i/
;
and the volume will be forwarded to you

bv return. You can then pay the balance in small monthly payments while

actually making money from your greater knowledge of hew to make

Canaries pay. It is wise to send fer the volume at once, but if

m
Cut round this Free “Brochure” Ticket. Fill

your name, address and occupation, put it inside a

halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.

To the Publishers,

“OUR CANARIES”

154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

ONLY

DOWN

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address telow a copy of your 20-page

Illustrated Brochure on “Our Canar es ” telling how I may obtain this

fine volume cn lirst payment of only 1 /-, balance payable In convenient

monthly subscriptions.
,

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post ree as a

reader of “Cage Birds.”
Yours truly,

Name.

Address

Occupation

( Detach Here) I

more information about “ Our Canaries ” is required, fill in and post the

coupon above for an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been

specially prepared for readers of “Cage Birds” Apply NOW while you

are thinking about it.

Just a Few of the Wonderful Subjects in “Our Canaries.”

Coloured Plates

(True to Life)

Tbe Wild Canary and its Descendant*.

Fnllighted Yellow Yorkshire.

Orecn Crest Bred
Yellow Norwich Plainhead.

Clear Buff Nor. Plainhead.

Sell Yellow Cinnamon.
,
Lancashire Coppy.
Cinnamon Ticked Buff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.

.Clear body Dark Crested Norwich.

Even marked Yellow and But! Border

Fancies.

Clear Capped Cold Lizard.

. Clear Yellow Scotch Fancy.

Clear Yellow Crested bred and Created

Canary.

14 .

16.

IP.

17.

15.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25
20 .

2
'

23.

29.

Self Yellow Green Yorkshire.

Wing-marked Dark Crest.

Bull Cinnamon.
Butt Self Green.
Clear Bull Yorkshire.

Dutch Frill.

Green and Cinnamon Border Fancies.

Jonque London Fancies.

Buff-Green Marked Yorkshire.
Yellow Belgian.

Self Green Crest.
Variegated Norwich Yellow and Buff.

0. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard

7. First-Cross Yorkshire Belgia

Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies.

Foul-marked Scotch Fancy.

13.

14

15
1C

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Training Bird*.

,
Crossing.

. Technical Points of a Bird.

. best Markings.
Modern Exhibition Crest.

Travelling Cases.
Practice in Washing.
Canary Diseases (alphabetically).

Tobin's Ventillatory System.
Cutting Over-grown Beaks
Dow to Give Medicines

Pangs for Canaries.
How to Cut Claw3.
Moulting Cages,
How to Isolate
Humouring tbe Lady.
Frills without Curl3.

TO-DAY
Words of Praise for

“Our Canaries.”

5ms.
Weight.

30. Cinnamon-Crested Canary.

31. Lancashire Plainhead Canary.

82. Types of the Roller Canary.

1. Mating.
2. Nesting Appliances.

S. The Quality of Egga.

4. Hatching.
5. Aviaries.

6. Incubation.
7. Breeding for Markings.
8. Breeding Stock Birds.

B. Show Birds.

10. How to Exhibit.

11. How to Judge.
12. Preventing Diseases.

IT
Start at Once Making

Big Money from

Canaries.

“ TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.”
19, Goldsmith Avenue.

Manor Park, Essex.

I must take the opportunity of say-

ing how pleased I am with ‘OUR CANARIES.' It

fulfils in every way all that you say of it, and i»

truly worth the money charged for it."

(Signed) B. W. THALER.

“A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
Bourn© Cottage, Totwick.

” I received ‘OUR CANARIES’ quite

safely, and am delighted with it. It is a most
wonderful volume, and is worth double Us price.

No Canar v breeder should be without it.”

(Signed) W. DYE.

133
Illustrations.

Printed for tbe Proprietor, Mr. F Caul, 154, Fleet Street. by J. G. LLaumond and Co., Ltd., Fleet Luue, Londou, E.C.
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PET BIRD KEEPING SWELLS YOUR INCOME

:

READ
THIS
PAPER. i

V/////W///////,

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries.Hybrids. British* Foreign Cage aWild Birds

Telegrams -A tici:i.tu»e. Londo'

Telephone- Holborn 5229. ^ Vol. XXVI No. 662 Fop week ending Sept. 19th, 1914
Foreign

BORDER

FANCY . .

CANARIES.

- 4 •
,

UNEVEN-MARKED YELLOW
j CLEAR YELLOW HEN : Second

B0
[
F COCK ' P

J COCK : Second prize for Mr. J,
Auld,

j rize , Mr . W . Halliday, of Lauder,
for Mr. A. Campbell, of B.ggar. f

o[ Bannockburn.

Exhibited at the great &{ew Year Show held by the Scottish thCational C.B.S in Edinburgh.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street London, t-C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UN DISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE

DEPOSIT
“CAGE BIRDS’

SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bom-fules of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It (3 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

ispecially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
istablished stock tor a week or ten days, until by
.heir condition they establish the tact that they are

thoroughly heal.hy.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds, Canaries : L. Latham, Designer, King-
it-on-by-Sva, Sussex.

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and
British, all 1/4 each; six 7/6; Canaries taken: Ross,

Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (177(1)

NOTICE.

—

Urand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show edges, l/S each, C/0 for six; McKcaml, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1700)

TWO ilight cages, 4ft. long, 4/- cafli ; one ditto,

Joins., 3/-; one breeding cage, 2/-; or lot 12/6 ;
par-'

titulars : Dymock Prcstfelde, Shrewsbury. (1774)

VY,ILL sell’ very cheap, rack, single and double
breeders, stock ntndi show cages, and few Norwich,
will exchange: Whittle, 7, Junction-st., Barnsley.

(1773)

CAGE fronts, 12 x 12, 3/- dozen; 10 x 12, 4/-;

18 x 12, 4/6 dozen; for pottery, show cages, stock

cages, bird baths, see price list: Volunteer Wire
Works, 20, King-st., Longton, Staffs. (1744)

BIRD pottery, nest pans, egg drawers, non-splash

baths, aviary fountains, aquarium ornaments, rabbit,

pigeon and cavy troughs; illustrated list free;

largest and cheapest manufacturer : Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staf-

fordshire. (1751)

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, three feet long,

three feet high, fitted with two movable partitions,

sand bottoms, perches, etc., 10/6; worth 40/-;

approval : McKcund, Cage Manufacturer, Castle

pouglas. (1760)

FOR sale. 34 while pottery water fountains, 11

white pottery egg drawers, 12 nest pans with wire

hangers, 9 cage fronts (22in. long by 14), 9 cage

fronts (22in s. long by 17), 9 cage fronts (22ins. long

by 15), 6 cage fronts (2ft. 9ins. long by 18), the lot

for 15/- cash : A. F. Morrison. Herston House, Svvan-

sge, Dorset.
. QVf)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroopi. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from Cace BIRDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

Horn our agents (list published frequently).

NORWICH and Yorkshire show cages, two for

S O. six for 10/-; cage fronts, 12 by 12. 5/- dozen;

16 by 12, 6/-; 18 h* 12, 7/- dozen; seed boxes, 2/-,

8'- dozen; Prohat Pump Sprayer, complete, 2/6;

rubber pipe and ball spray, 2/- post paid; see my
price list for show cages, baskets, all cage Jit-

tings: Enoch Tams, Chureh-st., Longton. (1776)

EXHIBITORS, strictly club pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire. Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5 -, six 10/-; sliding front Finch show cages,

beauties, 2/6 each; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/6,

8 cages 4 6. 4 cages 6/- ;
aviaries and cages of every

description. Note: No cheap rubbish made: state

requirements : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, CasHe-
Douglas. 11776)

BIUDCATCHERS’ nets, Oft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, ISft. 5/-,

all 6ft. deep ;
poles, irons, pegs, pull line, flirt peg

and dozen braces sent with every set-. Loose net-

ting, | mesh, 7ft. deep, 25yds. 6/-, 50yds. 10/6; 18in.

spring net traps, 9d., six 3 /-; clutch bird lime,

1/3 lb. Bibs. 3/- ;
9in. Finches cages, 5/- dozen ;

enamelled 12in. box cages, six 5/-: send stamp lor

Illustrated list and samples netting: Ross, Case

Works, Forres, N.B. (1776)

NOTICE TO CAGEMAKERS, BREEDERS, &r.
Timber, all kinds, cheap and good; planed boards*,

cage sets, beet fronts, wire, three ply; no rubbish:

Cartwright, S3, Vallancc-rd., Belbnal Green,. London.

Anything & Everything
required for the birdroom and aviary Mill be found
of cheapest and best in my free Illustrated cata-

logue. Show Cages, for immediate use, 1/6 each.

XXX Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d., 6d.,

1/- tins, post free. One trial Mill test truth of

this claim. Thousands* W^timontala.

W. RUPP, iSia NORWICH,

buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, 1 am determined not to raito the prices

of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say how long this

stock will last, intending purchasers are advised to

place their orders as soon as possible to avoid

increase in price. Single trap cages, 6d. each, 5/-

dozen ;
double ditto, !/• each, u/- dozen; treblo

ditto, 1/3 each, 12/- dozen, all with separate com-
partment, for call bird, In addition to traps stated;
patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each; self-act-

ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most
effective traps on market, catch and hold uninjured
any sized bird, 24 by IS inches, 1/2; ditto, 18 by

14 Inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

foldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each, 8/-

dozen ; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

(>d. each, 5/- dozen; clap nets, made from super-

line thread netting, specially knitted for bird net-

ting, jin. mesh. 3 yards long, 5.Jft. deep and 4ft.

fly
, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6 /•; 6

yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-; 9 yards,

10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. All elap-ncts con-

sist of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all

fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard;

Oft. deep, 4d. yard; 12ft. deep, 5d. yard; special

6troug netting, § mesh, 10ft. deep, 6d. yard, all

post free. Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed

to stand all weathers and hold any bird from wren
to rook, }lb. 6d., ^lb. 10d., lib. 1/6; sample, Sd.,

all post free. Absolutely everything required by
catchers in stock, and all guaranteed brand new
goods ; send stamp for full printed list, which also

gives hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in the Kingdom uses my articles,

and 1 guarantee every purchaser fullest satisfac-

tion or return his money in full. During the term
of the war many people will probably have spare

time
;

to what better use can they put it than
to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, but to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what is required

for successful catching. Every article sent out

by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

and exactly same quality as supplied to my own
catchers.

(1777)

W. GORE, 131, Goocti-st., Birmingham

BRITISH birds kept in health; privet berries, 100

large bunches, 7d. ; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. bc>x

;

teazle beads, 1.6 100; teazle seed, 7d. quart, 2/C
peck, all carriage paid: X. Y’oung, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1775)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust
or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit
Co., Grimsby, (H86)

“M.G.W." CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/0, half cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

60 miles: Meuzles Grit Works, Btarsden, Glasgow.

Special Graded Biscuit Meal for
Canaries is used

by all the leading fanciers when colour-feeding.
Cheapest and Best. 4(1. per lb., 71bs. 2/-. 141bs. 3/9.

WALSH, Birdfood Specialist, Blackburn.

BOARDS, GAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, Sin. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, lOin.

6/9, 50ft. ;
cheaper quality, 8in., 3/8, Pin.. 4/-,

lOin. 4/8 50ft.
;

5/8in. oval perching, 1/3 50ft. ;
cage

sets, ISin. by 16in. by lOin., 2/2, S6in. 4/3; stamp
for list: Stanton, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

(1771)

Walsh s Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in

wet or dry weather; does not run in the sun;
packed in lever lid tins, tlb., 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib.

1/9; sample tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6;

trap and call cage combined, 1/6; spring net
traps, small, 1/6, large 2/6; all post free. Dealers
send for special quotations; catalogue free:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1769)

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding

tip, for Sd. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. bv 4ft., 6 /-; 18ft. by 4ft„ 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8 /-; 24ft. by 4ft„ 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

10 sizes; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Beet Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., ^ Ib. 6d. ilb.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and
book on trapping snaring, see large illustrated

book;, stamp for postage.—YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1738)

;

mA.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, rage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-

nall, Notts. U"c >

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

ablo tinned wire. 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12. SJd., 3/- doz. : 16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz. ; 18 by

12. 4-id- 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.: 24 by 12

or" 14, 6d.! 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, ncstpans,

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

]K>st free; owing to increased trade, have removed
to larger premises: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st.,

Smethwick, Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1777)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

.stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook st., Liverpool.

FOODS.

RAMSDENS PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour, lib. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/.;
51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. Ail carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSEEN,
_ 11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

ANOTHER VICTORY
Vcri-nicc-to lias proved very efficacious for asthma,
inflammation, etc.

;
post free 6d. : Pheasant. 93,

Moifat-rd., Thornton Heath. (1775)

WANTED A TRIAL
We are confident our medicines will give you satis-
faction. Ditchfleld’s bird medicines are used by all

leading fanciers, and are supplied to the
London Zoo. Ditclifleld’s Tonic Drops are a guaran-
teed cure for soft moult, not singing, going light,

feather plucking, and inflammation of the bowels,
in 7d. and treble-size, bottles 1/1, special size 2/-.

For young birds just getting on hard seed and for

moulting birds, this medicine is invaluable. For
bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness, get Ditehficld’s

Special Lung Tonic, the grandest medicine ever
introduced for chest and lung affections in cage
birds; also in 74., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. For weak-
ness and debility, and « genuine pick-me-up for

cage birds, get I) itch field’s Famous Revivo, in 7d.

and 1/1 bottles. As an advertisement, wo will send
two 7d. bottles of any of the above medicines for

1/-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three

for 2/6. All medicines are post free per return at

our ri:k. Also two valuable seed recipes, how to
feed Linnets and Rollers tor song, given free to all

purchasers; satisfaction guaranteed’.—Frank Diteh-

ilcld, Bird Specialist, Oldham. (1773)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Walsh’s Matchless Colour Foods
Pure Tasteless Pepper, Egg Bread with colour,
and Insectivorous Food with colour, all 1/6 per
lb., 31bs. 4/-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot Natal Pepper,
2/6 lb., 31 bs. 7/-; pure Sulphate of Iron, 9d. lb.,
31bs. 2/-; Large Cuttlefish Bone, clean and dry,
1/- lb., SIbs. 2/6; pure Yolk of Egg, 2/6 lb., 31bs.
7/-; Special Graded Biscuit, invaluable for use
when colour-feeding, 4d. per lb., 71bs. 2/-.
Walsh’s Condition Seed, 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-. Pecko
the perfect conditioner for Mules and British!
2/- lb.; freshly-gathered Mixed Wild Seed, 6d.
quart, 1/9 gallon, 3/- peck; large Mealworms,
500 1/2, 1,000 2/-, 5/6 lb.; live White Gentles,
1,000 7d., 2/6 lb.; Ants’ Eggs and Dried Flies.
2/6 lb.; Insectivorous Food, 1/6 lb.; Crissel, 4d.
lb. ; Silkworm Pupae, 1/6 lb.

; Carrot Meal. lOd.
lb.; Pea Meal, Biscuit Meal, Rice Meal, Bean
Meal, and Kibbled Groats, all 2id. lb., 51bs. 1/-.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, BLACKBURN

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wiiolesaie of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

1
BOOKS.

THISTLE seed, freshly gathered, 3/6 per lb.: W.
Clark, 59, Dyke-rd., Brighton. (1776)

CURED wasp grub, 1/9 lb., post paid: Edwin
North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1777)

WANTED for cash, any quantity of thistle seed,

offers to: Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn.
WASP Grubs, alive or baked, 6d., 1/-, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-;

packages free; all wants supplied: Torpy,
Naturalist, Bradford. (1745)

GIANT privet berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural
food

;
110 large ripe bunches. 1/- post free : Mrs.

Teat, Anoaster Heath, Grantham (1773)

HARDHEADS, 500, 1/-; plantain (stalks, 300, 1

dock and shepherd’s purse, largo parcel, 1/-, post

free: Kite. Bedford-st., St. Neots. (1775)

•CANARIES, Hybrids, British Birds,’’ 25'- volume,
absolutely new, accept 20/-; bargain: Kendal!, 60,
Market-st.. Hyde. (1773)
BARGAIN'S, "Our Canaries” (bound in two

volumes), 10/6: “Cage Birds Hybrids” (8 parts), 3/-;
few cheaper books, cash: H., Dawson, 50, Walcott-
et.. Hull. (1769)

BOOKS oil birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
"per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle. 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. Ail who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price' 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London,
E.C.

MEDICINES.
|

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINE?.
Moult, Going Light, and General Weakness. Mag-
net Asthma Cure, the best and safest remedy for

Asthma, Colds, and all affections of the Throat
and Lungs. Magnet Inflamation Cure, specially

recommended tar young birds just weaning, it

lias no equal. Magnet Moulting Mixture, starts

birds that are stuck in the moult, ensures a
quick and perfect change of plumage. Used by
all the principal fanciers. All one price, 7d. per
bottle, post free.—WALSH, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1769)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be

.

found in ” Nutshell No. 9,” post free ?jd.,

from Cage BlWDS. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (li t published frequently).

“AiLING Cage Birds arid Mow to Cure Them.”
“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore_ our pete to health. This will

save yon much discouragement and money, and
cost* only 21d. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-“t.. London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fie-

quentiy published).

1 Hardbills.
[

OFFERS, 3 Yorkshires, 2 Goldies, 6 Linnets, all

cocks, full song; 20 cages: 39, Melford-rd., Flaistow.
WHAT offers for a dozen young Bullfinches: M.
Matthews, 19, Hadham-rd., Bishops Stortford.

(1772)
LARKS, 2/6 dcz., guaranteed cocks ; apply : J.

Riinmer, 81, Shellfield-rd., Marshside, Southport.
(1775)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- dozen, and other
British birds: G. Wilson, Beachlands Farm, Hythe,
Kent. (1772)

THE famous Kent Linnets now ready; cocks, 3/-

doz., 1/6 half; special, 1/- each: John Shiers, Swan-
ley, Kent. (1762)

PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with cage and
fittings, 3/- each, two 5/-; approval: Ross. Aviaries,

Forres, N.B. (1776)

MOOR cock brown Linnets, 4/6 dozen, gems, 3 for

1/9; dealers supplied: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st.,
Scarborough. (1774)

LOVELY rose red-breasted cock Linnets, 3/- doz.,

six 1.9, three 1/-: Bert Coote, 16, Windmill-st.,
Luton, Beds. (1773)

GENUINE red-breasted cock Linnets, 6d. each

;

three, 1/3: 3/6 dozen; two dozen, 6/6: G. Frith,

Crowle, Lines. (1777)

SELECTED Linnet cock} for show, song, and mul-

ing, 6d. each, 6 for 2/6: H. Welsh, Cornstall-build-

ings, Stamford. (1774)

BROWN Linnet cocks, used nets, good stop birds,

1/6; others 8d., 1/-, caged month: H. James, Kir-

ton-Lindsey, Lines. (1775)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen; genuine;
hens, 1/- dozen; cash or deposit: Wiseman, 142, Far-

ley rd., Luton, Beds. (1772)

GOLDFINCHES,, selected cocks, warranted, 3 4/-;

hens, 3, 2/-; approval, depo’sit, cash: Wm. Cook, 66,

Kitchener-rd., Ipswich. (1776)

HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches. Bullfinches, 2/-

each ; Hawfinch, 5/-; Linnets, 1/-: Miss Rcsey, Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne.
MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches, 5/-

cwt., 2/9 half cwt. on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (1776)

LINNETS for exhibition, muling, singing, picked,

large, strong cocks, extra good, 4 for 3/-, deposit:

Swain. 6 Wenlock-st., Luton. (1774)

GOOD healthy Linnets, 3/- 13; Larkf, 3/6 dozen;

cocks guaranteed' : F. Maidens, Birdcatclier, 119,

Prince Albert-rd., Portsmouth. (1777)

LOOK 1 Look I the same address for 27 years. York-
shire cock Linnets, 31- doz., cash or deposit: Fred
Ellecington, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1773)

SEVERAL large cock Linnets for contest singing,

1/-: few specials, 1/6; singing cages, 9d.; approval:

Kirk, 16, Morlev-avcnue, Edmonton.
WARRANTED fierce singing cock brown Linnets,

1'- each, three 2/6; good Lipnet cages, 6d. extra:

Cooper, 163. Princess-st., Manchester. (1776)
.

NOTICE, two proud contest singing Linnets, will

sing anywhere, and used to catching, price 5/6, 7/6

each: A. Butler, 11, Cameron-place, Leeds. (1775)

CHAMPION Brarnblefinch cocks, colour fed, superb

markings colour, size, stianglings, win keen competi-

tion, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-: Cooper. Judge, Norwich. (1775)

GOLDFINCHES. Linnets, Larks, cooks, Linnets, 8d.

each ;
Goldfinches, l/’fi; Larks, 8d.. selected, in song:

Brain 288, Lichfteid-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1774)

LINNETS. Cock Linnets, well on seed, 2/6 doz.

;

plenty in stock; postcard before bird*: A. Gagg.

Bird Catcher, 127, AHTeton-rd., Nottingham. (1773)

ONE of the fastest singing cock Chaffinches in

this district, 1/6; worth 10/-; champion contest

bird : Proprietor, Laniti Hotel, Dunstable. (1773)

THREE guaranteed cock Linnets, hand-reared 1

,
per-

fect feather started singing, will moult winners,

1/6 each: Harry Taylor, Wcstbury Leigh, Wilts.

CATCn your own!—Large 3-con partment double

trap cage and trained Finch call bird, lot 1/3;

Jxu gain : Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton.^
^

WARRANTED cocks, Linnets, 2/-; Greenfinches,

]/-; Chaffinches, 2y0 doz.; 20 mixed seedcaters, 1/6;

brighter, II- doz.: E. Fenn, Coats Drove, Jsleham.

Canibs. (1776)

BIUDCATCHERS’ great invention, stuffed decoys,

movable, on dirt stick: Linnets, 1/3; Goldfinches,

1/9; exchange British birds: Fryett, Taxidermist,

Beetles. _. . ,

CONTEST secrets, how to make Linnets -and Larks

fierce 1 to sing with wings down at empty cage, re-

ceipt 7d. : Harry Shaw. 7, Poplar-terrace, Wolver-

hampton. ^
. j

THE Old Firm now started for season; warranted

cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen ; lien Linnets, 1/0 dozen ;
new

idap net i for sale, all sizes : John Boxall, 5, Laven-

der-st,., Brighton. „
LINNETS. Cork Linnets, well on seed, 2/6 (loz.;

picked 3/-; plenty in stork :
postcard before birds:

Edward Corke, Bird Catcher, 4, Woolpack-conrt.

Woolpack-lane, Nottingham. (1773)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/6, 2/-; picked’ one for

showing 2/6; lions, 9d. : Bullfinches, 1/-, 1/6, cocks;

hens, 0d. ;
Redpolls, fid. : Linnets, fid.; price list free:

Enoch Tams, Chureh-st., Longton. 0"<8>

LINCOLNSHIRE cock Linnets, clean moulted, well

on seed, 2/6 dozen, six 1/6; healthy birds, not rub-

bish; Corn Buntings, 1/- each. Cl- doz.: Jackson,

Birdcatclier, Barducj. Lincolnshire



SliTTEMBEU 19, 191-1 UAGE BIRDS IT

WANTED, one or more UulltlncU hone, Siberian*,

tor cash: or exchange splendid Siberian cock

Bullle Tor hen ditto; write: .T. Cllngo, 201, St. Bcno-

dict«-rd., Small Heath. Birmingham. (1/71)

TWO hand-reared cock XliiilOnchc*, -1 months, Just

changing feather, make nice nets, 2 hens, hand-

reared same age, cocks 111/* each, hens 3/- each
;
ap*

uroval: Day, Diamond Cottage, Ncttlcstead, Kent.
(1 no)

EXHIBITORS, moulted specimens, ready for Imme-

diate condition, also selected birds to ' moult out

winners, superb in si/e, shape, colour, and markings,

list on application: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

bum. (1777;

DEALERS and fanciers, largo quantity of cock

Linnets for sale, well on seed, warranted- cocks,

dozen ; trade supplied ;
approval ; If not satlelled,

"money returned : Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dun-

stable. .
(

1

“

LINNETS, Larks, Goldfinches, warranted red-

breasted cook Linnets. 2/0 do/.; largo picked birds,

3/- dozen ;
cock Larks, 31- dozen ; cock Goldfinches,

1/0 each, three for 4/-: Handle. 21, Bridge^t.,

linmertoii.
,

BIRD nets, ail complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; Oft. bv 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. B/-, 15ft. by

4Sft. 5/- 24ft. by Oft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed ;
list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,

Crewkerne, Somerset.
. „ r

,

'

'LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnete.

—1 liave some grand young early birds, well on

seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting

;

postcard before bird ; 2/6 dozen ;
selected, 3J- : Harry

Cope, 13, Red-st.. Nottingham. (1"<>)

LOOK: Look: Look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South, 3/0

do/., warranted cocks, well on seed, all kinds of

British always in stock; dealers supplied: tnns

Hatton, 31, Richmond st„ Brighton.

COCK Goldfinches, 1/6 each: picked 2/- each, hens,

Gd. each; cock Goldfinch-Greenfinch hybrid 7/-;

cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 8d. each; cock Chaf-

finches, 3. - doz. ; cock Linnets, 3/- doz. ;
Redpolls.

o/6 do/.: R. Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. flnC)

~C0CK dark brown Linnets, 3 1/6, 6 2/9, 51- doz.,

these are not the light brown Linnets as you can

get for 2/6 doz., but straight, upstanding cocks,

every bird warranted
;

Redpolls, 6 1/6, 2/6 doz., -

doz.' 4/6: Gardner, Garstang-rd. Nth., W exham nr

Preston.
(i<

LINNETS Linnets,—Warranted Leicestershire red-

breasted" cocks, six for 2/- or 8/6 dozen; also cock

Goldfinches, 1/6 -and 2/- each ; few extra large birtEs

for show 2/6 and 31- each; Chaffinches, Bullfinches,

Larks, etc. : Chigg Smith, 243, Belgrave G'ate Aviaries

Lfticestcr .
^

CAGE MOULTED contest Linnet, same strain as

mv undefeated champion of England, will sing any-

where onlv 2/6; also a few with extra loud 'voices,

suit catchers, 1/- and 1/6; singing cages, 1/-; ap-

proval, cash or deposit; Fred Allen, Linnet Cham-

pion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.
.

(17 < 7 )

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds ie found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from; “Cage

Birds,” 154, Fieet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from

agents, list published frequently.)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what a. J.

Fulliames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13, 2Jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From : Cage

Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

If you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,

2id post free, from Cage Birds, 151. Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and

management in captivity; see "Nutshell No. 11,"

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,

hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you

how to train them to pipe tunes. 2Jd. post free,

from; Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

LINNETS. Linnets !—Southdown birds, lovely song-

sters, grand rich nut-brown and red-breasted cocks,

chaniftions, wed on seed, six for 2/- or 3/6 dozen;

also six Peartree cock Goldfinches, fine birds, 2/-

each; three for 5/-; sex guaranteed; the old firm:

G. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-street,

Portsmouth.
ENGLISH Peartree cock Goldfinch, finger tame, on

song, 21-
;

another, cannot be beaten, extra broad

head’, and size, 3/-; giant cock Redpoll, well laced,

marvellous' -’our, win anywhere, 2/-; Norwich type

cock Linnet, teady as a rock, perfect in size,

colour, and rkings, will also sing day or gas-

light 2/-; casn or deposit; approval willingly: Fred

Allen, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1777)

WELL on food cock Brown Linnets, 2/6 doz. ; Red-

polls, 2/- doz.; Greenfinches, 1/- doz.; cock Song
Thrushes, Blackbirds, 9d. each; selected songsters,

1/- each; Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Red-

polls, Tree Sparrows, fid. pair; Blue Tits, Oxeye

Tits, Robins, 1/- pair; mixed aviary seed birds, 1/-

dozen; 24 for 1/6; Fenn and Son, Bowers Lane,

Isleham, Cambs. (1777)

ALL red-breasted Linnets, 3/6 dozen :
quantity cock

Larks, 4/- dozen ; red Linnets, 3/6 dozen
;

Redpolls,

3/6 dozen
;

Yellow Greenfinches, 2/- dozen
;
jump

cages, 4/6 dozen ; double-barred, round-top cages, 4/6

dozen ; double traps, round top in middle, trap each
end, 1/- each, or 10/- dozen ; all breeds pigeons, 2/-

pair ; for shooting, 9/- dozen ; wanted Mules, meal-
worms, tin fountains and bird lime ; exchange any
above, or cash; W. Darby, 41a, Spon-lane, West
Bromwich. . (1772)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormere. A great
secret is laid hare to lovers >of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
liabit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2, price 2)d. post free from “ Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet. Street. London. EVC.
ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 3 for 5/-, 16.'- doz.

;

hen Goldfinches, 1/-, 8 for 2/6, 6/- doz. ; redbreasted
cock brown Linnets, fid. each. 3 for 1/6, 4/6 doz.

;

Redpolls, Greenfinches, and Twites, 6d. each, 3 for

1/-, 3, - doz. : cock Skylarks, 9d. each. 3 for 1/6, 4/-

doz.; cock Woodlarks, 2/6 each, 3 for 6/-; Ring
Doves, 2/6 pair; bright mixed aviary birds, 61- doz.;
Redpoll cages, fid. each, 6.6 doz.; Linnet and Lark
cages, 1/- each, 9/- doz.

;
Goldfinch cages, 1. 6 each,

13/- doz. ;
two-hocked tin drinkers, 8d. doz., oTi'

gross; catalogue free on application: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1777)

THE rTgHT STUFF
Linnets, the best obtainable anywhere, 1/- each

;

with new cage, 2/G; others, toppers, for the bench,
’ 2/- each

;
first-class Goldfinches, beauties, singing,

£ 6; I defy competition, and all guaranteed cocks;
Guaranteed Roller cocks, trained under unbeatable
schoolmasters, only 7/6 each; the finest out, will

please anywhere,, so send to: W. Johnson, The Bird
I’a-oc :nd Emporium, 55, Georg'-st., I/eed«.

For all Bird Ailments
USE

j

CAPERN’S
BIRD MEDICINES
CAPERN’S BIRD TONIC

Invaluable during Moulting and as a general tonic

CAPERN’S VITALIZED OIL
An effective remedy for Asthma and Wheeziness

CAPERN’S PARROT TONIC
Excellent for all Parrot Ailments

CAPERN’S LUNG TONIC
A reliable cure for Colds and Chills

CAPERN’S THRUSH TONIC
For Thrushes, Blackbirds and Larks

USED BY FANCIERS FOR 35 YEARS
If your bird does not sing or is out of condition, write

for free advice, enclosing stamped addressed envelope

F. Capern
Bird Food

Manufacturer Bristol

Warranted Cock Linnets
Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, fit for showing or singing competition. 3/-

dozen, or 4 dozen for 16/-; special picked birds, fit

for showing or muling, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; hen

Linnets, 1/- dozen. Dealers writ© for price list;

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-pL, Bethnal Green,

London. (1767 >

GRAND CHANCE
Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, etc., 1914 Eng-

lish cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, sax 9/- ;
specially

selected for showing, muling, singing, 2/-, 2/6, three

4/6 six 8 ; hens, 1/-, three 2/6 ;
Lancashire cock Lin-

nets, 8d.' three 1/6, six 2/3, 4/- dozen; selected cock

Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6; cock Larks, 6d., three 1/3, six

2/-, 3/6 dozen ;
Redpolls, Cd., six 1/6, 2/3 dozen

;
best

birdlime, 7d. jib., 1/- J-lb., 1/8 lb.; postage free;

Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist and Cagemaker, 11,

Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (1"3)

Softbills.. 1

GRAND young cock Skylarks, 1/6 half doz.; King,

G3, Kingsburv-terrace, Dunstable. (1773)

FOR sale, two hand-reared hen Blackcaps, 5/-:

Lawes, Perranwell Station, Cornwall. (1773)

SKYLARKS, large selected cocks, well on food, 2/6

doz., six 1/6; hens, 1.3 doz.: Jackson, Birdcatcher,

Bardney, Lincoln. .
(I" 5 )

HANDSOME young cock, Brook Thrush, just com-

menced to 6ing nicely, accept 21-

:

Vernum, 296,

Lillie-rd., Fulham. P/, 7

NOTICE lovelv cock Jay, real pet, lovely whistler,

soon talk, what offers (no cards); James, Steens

Bridge, Leominster. ( 17 ‘ 4
]

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged

12 months, 1 / - ; also a young hand-reared cock, 90.;

approval: George Holt, Dunstable. (
, ,

'

ADMIRATION of all judges. Blue-throated Warbler

cock, grand blue throat, perfect condition, certain

cup winner, £1: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (i"°i

SPOONBILL, extremely tame pet, suitable tor

lawn, 35/-; Hooded Crow, hand-reared 10/6; Jack-

daw 3'6: Rectory. Nash. Stony Stratford. (17(7)

TREMENDOUS sized Waxwing cock, marvellous

coloured wings, tail, and tips, cage-menlted, tame,

unbeatable, £2 10/-: Cooper, Judge. Norwich. (17, o)

LARKS, warranted cock Larks, large healthy young

birds 2/6 doz., three doz. 7/-; hens, 1,6 doz.; satis-

faction guaranteed: William Wright, Tarleton, nr.

Preston, Lancs. . „r 'V/

-

ALL cocks. Nightingale, 10/-; Garden M arbler,

6 -; Lesser Whitethroats, 5/6; Yellow Wagtails,

51-

;

Reed Warbler, 7/6; young Redstarts, 5. -: K.

C. Tout, 135, Queen-st., Portsea, Portsmouth. (I,i2)

I HtVE three grand singing cock Skylarks singing

incessantly day and gaslight ;
been in my possession

since last January ; 1 - each ;
worth 7/6 each ; com-

pelled to sell, or 2/6 the three: Woods, Cross-st.,

Dunstable.
(L

EXHIBITION Softbills. Wood Wren, feed from

hand, 25/-: Grey Wagtails, 6/6; young cocks 4 6;

Longtail Tits, 3/- pair. lo. - doz. birds; \\ heatears,

3/-; Whinchats, 3/- each; Dewhurst, 52, North End-

rd., West Kensington, W.
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No o’ tells

you 24d. post freS from “Cage Birds. Ia4, Fleet-

st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, P^ge, and Column are stated by the

advertiser. ADVT MANA' -ER, “ CAC.C BfRDV

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition ;
together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show-

birds. will be found in “Ndtshell No. 4,” 2jd- post

free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-et., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulijames in “Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes tfie collection of ants’ egg3, 2£d. post free,

from: “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

(2d. from agents; see list on another page).

SOFTBILL" keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the heat of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-

James. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. B’oods and their preparation, and the

various styles of cages also receive full attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells yon

how. Post Dee, 2Jd., from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fieet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

JOHN NIACE
Warranted cock Linnets, if- dozen, six for 2/6, 6d,
each; cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each, 15/- dozen; hens
8d. each, 6/- dozen; I/irks, Greenfinches, Redpolls,

cocks, Od. each; Linnets, Mules, and Goldfinch Mules,

5/6 each; all other birds in stock; Ii>t free.—John
Mace, Naturalist, Exchatige-st., Sheffield.

HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KING
Linnets for the ahow bench, real Norwich type, 2/-

each ; Linnets, taught by the champion Linnet of

the world, 1/6 and 2/-; beautiful singing Linnet,

with new cage- and my hook of secrets, 3 '6 the lot;

Yellowhammers, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls,

fit for the show bench, 1/6 each; real English Pear-

tree cock Goldfinches, a few right for catching, 2/-,

2 6; and a few that will make real show birds, 3/-;

a few moulted birds, can win in any contest in

England, 10/6 each; real Cerrnan Rollers, ttie real

blood, 6 '6 and 7/0; and real toppers at 10/0 each;

all the above are in the pink of condition, so write

with confidence to the old original firm: Harry

Allen Bird Specialist and Judge, The Only City

Aviaries, 40, Beckctt-st., Leeds. (1776)

THE HALLMARK
of quality in bird trade is the name of Gore. How-
ever small your purchase you have the satisfaction

of knowing that it is guaranteed exactly as described

and that unless you get perfect satisfaction the

whole of vour money is promptly returned. X now
hold a very large stock of warranted genuine Wor-
cestershire cock Goldfinches, in perfect health and
condition, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/ f

specially picked larger cocks, for moulting for show
or muling. 2/- each, three 5/-, six 8/6, twelve 16/-;

hen Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/6, twelve
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;
cage-moulted white-legged cock, splendid catcher,

6/- ;
grand lot cock brown Linnets, every one guar-

anteed red-breasted, 8d. each, three 1/8, six 2/6,

twelve 4/-; specially selected large cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, If- each, three 2/6, six

4/-; splendid lot young cock Bullfinches, 1/-, 1/6, and
2/- each : nestling hen Bullfinches, 1/- each ; cock
Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/-, six 1/0; few veT.v

yellow 1/- each; cock Larks, 6d., 9d., and
1/- each; travelling cages, 3d. per three

birds extra. Please note, I guarantee sex in every

instance, so you need not fear of getting hens for

cocks, and I also guarantee all birds to be well

caged and thoroughly on hard seed before sent out.

All sent on approval on the distinct undertaking

that unless they give you perfect satisfaction they
only have to be returned and back comes the whole
of your money. I have been a continuous advertiser

for* past 23 years, and during that time have never
traded under other conditions. See appliance column
for cages, etc. (1777)

W. GORE, 131, Gooctl-St., BIRMINGHAM

Miscellaneous. ]

MIXED birds, cock and hens, 1/- doz.; better

sorts, 2/- doz.; hen Linnets, 8d. doz.: Jackson, Bird-

catcher, Bardney, Lincoln.

HAVE a number of pairs of British, and foreign

birds for sale ; prices on application ; in good con-

dition : H. Longland, Carrfield-av., Long Eaton.

TWO grand cock Goldfinches, 2 marked hen Can-
aries, Ortolan Bunting, Greenfinch, 3 Redpolls, all

avdarv moulted, 14/-, or separate : Ferriday, Chemist,

Oakengates. (1772)

GUARANTEED cocks, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,

2/-, three 4/-: Chaffinches, Larks, Linnets, 9d., 1/-,

three 2/-; Mules, Canaries, 5/-, 7/6; young ones,

2/6 ; Parrots, 10/-; birdlime, 6d., 11-

:

Irwin’s

Aviaries, Lurgan. (1761)

CATCH birds in spare time; large double-compart-

ment trap cage, call bird, small tin lime, lot 1/3,

three 3 6; Skylark, in new cage, 2/-, two 3/6; Sing-

ing Linnet, new cage, 1/3, three 3/6: Bannister, 24,

Pendle-st., Burnley. (1769)

CANARIE3, BRITISH, FOREIGN BIRDS
Large stock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches,

Greenfinches. Linnets, Yellow Buntings, Ortolan Bunt-
ings, Canaries, and Foreign birds, for singing, show-
ing, or aviaries; please state wants; dealers sup-

plied: all inquiries answered: A. J. Underwood, Corn
Merchant, 24, Wellingt-on-st., Kettering. (1773)

GOLDFINCHES^LINNETS, LARKS
I have on hand extra large stock of Worcestershire

Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed
;

warranted
eocks, 1/6: three. 4 -

;
six, 7/-; 12/- dozen; two

dozen, 23/-; specially selected for singing, showing

or muling, 2/-, 2/6 each; three, of-; six, 6/6; 16/-

dozen; hen Goldfinches, 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen;

warranted cook Linnets, all red-breasted, 6d., three

1/3, six 2/-, 3 6 dozen; specially selected coci> Lin-

nets, to moult showing, muling, or contest singing.

If-, three 2,-, 4 6 dozen; two- year-old cock Linnets,

in song, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; hen Linnets, six fid.,

1/3 dqzon : large clear moulted cock Larks, Sd.,

three 16, six 2/6, 4'- dozen: few cock Larks in

sonz, 1/-. 1/6, 2 - each; cock Greenfinches 6d.., three

1/-; selected yellow cocks, 1/-, three 2/-; Redpolls

6d. three 1/3, 3/3 doz.
;
cages for the above, 6d., 9d.

and’ 1'- each: trap cages, Od.. 9d. each; double trap

cages 1/- each; all on approval, cash or deposit,

and monev returned if not perfectly satisfied

;

travelling caffes, 3d. each : Thomas Hughes, Bird

Merchant. Saltlev-rd., Birmingham. (1777)

Border Fancy. ^

TYPICAL Borders, few nice hens, ready, -41- and
51- each: Hislop, Baker-st., Stirling. (1774)

BORDERS and Norwich, young prize-bred birds;

approval, or call, all cheap; Davidson, Clydesdale

House, Mossend, N.B. (1765)

HAVING had a good season with Borders, I have
all varieties for sale, cheap: Robert Lambie, The
Aviaries, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. (1773)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song; prices low; easy payments arranged; appro-

val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

SPLENDID lot from my champion strain, winner
of principal prizes at Crystal Palace ; cocks, 5/-

;

hens, 2/6: George Bennet, Bowmont Villa, Kelso.
(1772)

HIGH-CLASS 1914 clear yellow cock, has taken a

local first, 8/6, or with equally good buff hen. 12/-,

worth 20/- : Pennal Totteridge, High Wycdmbe.
Bucks. (1775)

BORDERS, fit for show, clear yellow and buff,

single or pairs, latest wins Kirkpatrick two lsts,

two 2nds, one 3rd. and sp. six entries: .state wants,

prices reasonable: Alex Gibson, 30, Mains-st.,

Lockerbie. (1775)

“THE Border Fancy Canhrv” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; send at- once

for a copy, 24d. poet free, from “Cage Birds,
-

154.

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Crests and Crestbreds. j

HIGH-CLASS Crests, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington,_55.

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1774)

|
Greens.

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality ; how to breed these ;
see "Nutshell No. 24.”

“The Green Canary,” 2Jd., post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London. E.C. (Call on our

agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

Norwich.
1

BREEDER’S CARD.

FRANK F. LAV7 SON, Norwich Specialist, 14,

Pugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for

sale, also fine big year old eocks and hens, fit to

win ;
stamped inquiries solicited.

NORWICH cock and brass cage, fine songster,

10/-- Foxton, 125, Roundwood-rd., Willesden. (1777)

NORWICH cocks from 4/-; cock Linnet Mules from

4 - : cash or deposit system: Booth, Thorne, Don-

caster.
’

( 7 '

T
74 *

I BREED for hobby; 1914 buff and yellow Nor-

wich cocks, 6/6, hens 3/-: King, 12, Carisbropke-

rd., Walthamstow. t1 ' 72 '

TEN pairs large Norwich, moulted, 1914, breeding

cages, complete, 6/6 pair; offers lot: Richards, 36

New-st., Exmouth. „ .
.I1." 3 '

LADY MURIEL DTGBY has few 191? Norwich hens

from 2/6; also eocks, hatched 1913 and 1914: Chal-

mington, Dorchester.
. ,

' 177
f'

IMMEDI ATE; disposal, stock comprising 26 Nor-

wich, mostly 1914; room wanted; hens, 2/-; e°rts.

4 6 each; some worth treble: Hunt, Rivvr-st., rriffo.
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GRAND Norwich, moulted, large, grand type, good

heads, fiomo winners, cheap; approval: T. Willinjjton,

U>. t olwick id., Nottingham. w
(17 ' 4 '

NORWICH cock, clear yellow, oO; buff Inn, a/-,

house moult cock Goldfinch, /• ;
approval, deposit.

F,dv\ > Boesle.v, Walk, r st.. 01.11mm.
.

0" 4 >

FOUR Him young prize In. .1 Norwich, w,| l bleed

winners next year, lot *2: J. Hamilton, Oxford-

place, (/arcloelilieuil, l) u 1 1

1

bn iloUBli ire. <1"U
Til Ill'll'! cock Norwich, three ditto liens, clean,

healthy birds, accept 25/- the lot, or separate
;
cash

or deposit: It. Teggin, Nevvbrulgc-on-Wyc. < 1772 >

CANARIES, twenty Norwich, bred this year, A-

5 ' the lot as bred, or cocks 1/-, hens 2/-; would

exchange: burberry, West Mole soy, Surrey. (17,h)

\OTirH. (iraml lot Norwich for show or song;

prices reasonable; approval; easy payments ar

ranged. McKcand, Seabrigbt, Castle Douglas. (1700)

Hid puff hen, grand bond, show condition, 4th War-

rington, 19111; 25/-; three yellow green hens, for

muling, 10/-; approval: Johnson, 111, Ileysliam-rd.,

Southport. (177,'i)

MARTIN COOK, Norwich specialist, HO, Purhcck-

i,| ,
Itouriicniouth, wishes to dispose of 150 grand

Norwich unlllghtcd and year old, any colour, in-

cluding cinnamons, cock 7/0 upwards, hens 3/0 up-

wards; will accept i‘25 for 100; seen any time; ap-

proval, deposit.

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1), hy C. A. House, Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainliead. The chapters on

"Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the

Ideal,” arc worth the cost of the whole hook

many times over; "Cage DinUv” 154, Fleet-street,

I,on.Ion

JUDGE 8II,K’S champion Norwich, my name and

fame as breeder of Norwich Plainlveads is so well

known to every fancier, that my birds need no

paper recommendation ;
birds sold by me have won

at all principal shows, most of the leading cham-

pions have been bred from my noted strain, winch

stands unrivalled; now ready; grand -specimens from

10;., pairs from 15/-; state requirements and price

prepared to pay; approval, and all risks taken on

rail; business as usual: Judge Silk, Wllitstable.
(1774)

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
I I have now ready a grand selection of 1914 birds,
1

over moult, and in grand form, grand colour-fid

cocks, in full song, at 5/6, C/C upwards; grand racy

hens, feather liko silk, at 3/-. 3/C upwards; pairs at

7/0 we upwards; birds for immediate exhibition

from 12/C to £4, cocks or hens, 7 days’ approval:

Hdwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchcster-rd., Brad-

ford.
(1777)

Various Canaries.

1 Rollers <5 SingingCanaries
BREEDER 8 CARD.

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glneke Rollers (pure Randall's). 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.lt.C.C.

llinks for sale, THU linest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. 'Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9; liens, 2/-: Ro_ss,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (177C)

PURE Randall Rollers, cocks singing, 57- each, real

bargains, giving up: J. Hill, 54, Highfield place,

Sheffield.
'

< 177 <>)

WARRANTED English-bred Roller cocks, on lull

idling song, 5/- and C, - each: Cooper, 103, lTincess-

nt., Manchester. ( 777e )

M \W HOOD, breeder, exhibitor
;

Glneke Rollers,

corks from 7/C. hens 2/6, 1914 B.lt.C.C. rung: 26,

Walton Lane, Nelson, Lanes. (17C5)

HOLLERS, young cocks, singing, 4/-, liens 1/C;

cages, cheap; inspection invited: Bent, 97, Hamil-

ton-st. .
Rochdale-rd., Manchester. i' 777 )

NOTICE.—Grand lot -Rollers lor day and gas light

singing; prices reasonable: easy payments arranged:

McKcand, Seubright, Castle Douglas. (1700)

OWING to my husband called for the war, will

sell 2 Roller cocks, 1914, 7/C each: 2 lions. 1913, 3.6

each. Randall's strain: Mrs. Hudd, 0, Princes-st.,

St. Paul's, Bristol. (17.4)

ROLLER Canaries, etc. ; bargains : must sell six

pure English-bred, young Leipzig Roller cocks, com-

menced singing nicely; price 3/6 each; seven days

approval ou receipt of p.o.—Wesson, Ada-rd.,

Smethwick. (To.)

CANARIES for sale, young birds, very cheap;

apply. Arrow, llillcrest, Gui.ilown, Guildford. (1771)

BARGAIN, large Crystal Palace aviary, containing

4 codes, 5 ben Canaries, 27/C: 11. Smith, 93, Porlland-

rd., Hove. (17iJ)

GIVING up, Canaries, 111 cocks, 14 liens, for sale,

Forks and Norwich, cheap: AV right, 14, Koscvale-

st., Particle. (L70)

THREE young hen Canaries, two bred 1914, one

1913, 4/C lot, guaranteed healthy: A. Davcy, An-

astcr, near Grantham. (1773)

YORKSHIRE or Norwich cocks, full song, 5 /-

judi, pens 2/- each ;
sent any distance: Cooper’s

Emporium, Prinoess-st., Manchester. (1770)

SELLING out; guaranteed' healthy Canaries, singer,

two liens, double breeding cage; oilers invited:

Smith, 92, Fearn’.cy-st., Armley, Leeds. 0777)

FIFTEEN young cocks, singing, liens, flights ler

sale; exchange pair good Yorkshires for goed bred

diar'p small house ‘ dog: Kendrick, Coachman,

Monument Hill, W'cybridge. (
)-
7
‘i!;

ONE Norwich, two Crested, one Yorkshire, light

miller, 1913 birds, 3/- cadi, or 10/- the four ;
or ex-

change to value gramophone records or show cages:

J, Ahlerslade, C4, Dcsboro’-rd., Eastleigh.

FROM Palace winning strain, young buff hen, 35/-;

jijl;i buff hen, 10/-; also a few others at lowest -pos-

sible prices, all through moult and colour fed, ready

for show ‘ H. Radley, Dale-st„ Skelmanthorpe Hud-

dersfield. .

' 17 '”'

TWENTY Yorkshire Canaries, 00/-; chattering Par-

rots, healthy, 17/C; Violet Tan-agers, 14/- pair; Crown
Oranc-s pedigree Aberdeen pup, 20/-; Mongoose, 18/-

pair; ferrets, 3/-; Marsh Cat, 80/-; Snakes, Monkeys,

cheap: Haytcr, Importer, Southampton. (1773)

SELLING OFF
The following high-class Canaries to clear through

business pressure :—Four Yorkshire cocks, seven

Yorkshire liens, all good type and colour, two Nor-

wich cocks, four hens, show specimens; one Roller

cock, full song; four good- feeding liens; 24 breeding

and banging cages ;
offers wanted :

approval any-

where, deposit; or exchange pullets: Ilallett, Shrub-

lands, Smithybvidge, Lancs. (1777)

RELIABLE
Norwich and Yorkshire cocks, 5/G> 0/0, 7/0, 8/0;

liens, 2/-. 3/-, 4/- up; cages, 3d.; beware of tho

low-priced mongrel hens offered as cocks. bee

how hens are being advertised for—and for what

reason '! Surely it is elear enough. 1 am now book-

ing orders for exhibition Norwich Plainlieads,

('rests, Yorkshires, Lizards, Scotch Fancies: W.
Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich. (177G)

MULES—HYBRIDS.

Yorkshires- ]

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinca Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,,

etc., etc.: 46, Soutli View-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.
,
_

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, 0.6 lot: ^23,

Cecil-rd., Uorseinon, Swansea. (1777)

ONE pair good Yorkshires, sure winners, take

15/-; worth double: R. Hines, 15, Thomas-st., Burn-

ley, Lancs. (1771)

THIS is a bargain; matched pairs at 8/C; satis-

faction or cash returned: Olford, 14, Martha^st.,

Portsmouth. N (1771)

TWO grand voting Yorkshire cocks, good strain, on

full song, sell 10 '6 : A. Blakenan Cheddletoii, near

Leek, Staffs.
' (1™)

YORKSHIRES, open rung, cnlour-fcd, few grant!

cocks, 6.6 each, no dealers: Williams, S62, Penistone-

ril.. Owlerton, Sheffield. (1776)

GRAND Yorkshires lor show, moulted and fed,

,omy clinker..', sell cheap; approval: T. Billington,

55, Colwiek-rd., Nottingham. (1765)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or eong;

prices reasonable; approval, easy payments ar-

ranged-: McKettnd, Seubright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

EINK Yorkshires, guaranteed cocks, from my win-

ning strain; lull song; 5/- each; hens, 3/-; leather

like silk; cash or deposit with pleasure: Radley,

13. Ban'k-st., Ossett.
. „

(7777 )

MASTER called out; twelve Yorkshires for sale,

10 - pair, or exchange a pair for a pair of field

glasses, will sell others: Mrs. Muggeridge, Albicn-

terrace. Horsham. Sussex. i
177M

SIXTEEN prize-bred Yorkshires for sale, old and

\oung. all colour fed and through moult, several

have v on in strong novice classes, 8 cocks, 3 hens,

£4 'the lot : C. Baker, 15, Marlow-rd., Aneriey. (1775)

SELLING off, all my stock, including my winners,

i:a, Yorkshires, Cinnamon, and Green Marks,

.speciality, or exchange for 3)-h.p. motor cycle: R.

Rhodes, ' 53, Thorn-rd., Thornton Lodge, Hudders-

field. ,/.
7 ' 777

YORKSHIRES for show, chance for exhibitors,

grand upstanding cocks, from 8/6: liens, 3/-; would

accept unsellable ofler to- about 30 birds; disposing

nwiiig to illness: Apply, “Merton Hall,” Hartington-

plaeiR Brighton. (1773)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), by H. AV. Battyo

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the Inst handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and

its eub varieties, Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

, xhibiting : also bow to treat in botli health and

disease i "Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet-st., Loudon, E.C.

COCK Goldfinch Mules, singing, moulted, 5/-:

Thompson, 197, Bradford rd., l'Ti^inghall, BriUlforcL

CATCHERS, 1914 cock Goldfinch Mules, variegated,

C/6; dark buff. 6/-, Goldfinch song, week’s approval:

Bryant, 4, Wilson-grove, Garston, Liverpool.
_

(l(7o)

17 Goldlincli-Oanary Mules, 12 variegated, 5 dark

;

offers, cash, lot; 9 Canaries, warranted cocks, a/-

cach. fine clear birds: Rowley, Elston, Oreiliton,

Devon. (1773)

TIME, trouble, and money -saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,- these will be

very useful: The Advertisement Manager, Cage

birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

FEACHFACE Lovebirds, 40/- each; strong healthy
young birds; one bon Redlace Lovebird, 20/-; ona
Wax will" 10/-: Hebb, Brooklea, Downs, Luton, Beds.

(1775)

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs. 6/-; yellows, 8/-; foreign

birds from 2/- pair: Miss Roscy, Rosemary House,

Eastbourne.
OVERSTOCKED, fine Budgerigars, breeding, 4/0

pair; young, 3.6 pair; Canaries from 2/- each, all

bred in gurilen aviaries; exchange, approval: John

FlavcII, Woodgata Post Office, Quinton, Birming-

ham. ,

(1774)

THOSE Who have bought or those who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get '‘Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2)-d. po«t free, but the tips' It gives are

priceless; from: "Cage Birds,” 151, Flcet-st., Lon-

don. E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-

lished frequently).
FOR sale, several young White Java Doves, 1 cock

Bleeding Heart pigeon, perfect condition, 1 pink and

grey Parrot, paired with White Java Cockatoo, yel-

low' and white ; these last have been three years in

outdoor aviary, aro in perfect condition. (oee

Hartwell, Aylesbury. (1769)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than tile

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome.

«nd the variety kept successfully. But you must

follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14,” iron:

"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C., post- free

for 2)<1. From agents (see list frequently imWioN'd

'

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-

tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, thcra are few more charming foreigner*.

Thev can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutolic’.l No. 20,” 2’d.

post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,

E C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published)

PAIR Red-sided Kclectiis Parrots, winners numer-

ous prizes ;
two Red-headed- Gouldian Finches, win-

ners
;

pair Red-coll- 1 n-d lxirr i keet-; -also all my
winning Mules, Hybrids, land- Canaries; particulars.

Muscott, Mount Pleasant Llandrindod- Wells. (In')

COCK Yellow-headed Marsh- Biid, perfect show

condition, 50/-; pair Zebra Finches, guaranteed uu-

rc’.ated, 6/-: R. Bug-gilt-, Suggitt’s Lane, Cleetliorpes.
(lii()

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make

ideal cage or aviarv liird-s. Some very helpful in-

formation oil tins variety will be found in “Nutshell

No, 19,” the author of which is Wc«iey T. Page,

F.Z.S. Get it, at once. 2)d. post free from “Cage

Birds,” 154, Flcet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from oui

Agents (list miblisbed frequently).

AFRICAN Grey Parrots, talkers, 90/-, 120/- each

;

Blue-fronted Amazon, 50/-; White-fronted Amazon,

50/-; cock Sliama, grand songster, 45/-; Cockatiels,

cocks or liens, 7/6 each; true pair Paradise Why-

,lahs full colour, 10/-; true pair Whrte-breasteo

Nonettes, 7/0; cock Grey Singing Finch, 4/6; hen

Zebra Finch. 4/6; .lavas, Waxbills. Mannikins, Ava-

davats, all 3/6 pair : ali acclimatised, and in shovi

condition: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1/7/)

talking blue
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk. 4;C-:

easy payments accepted. (L/6)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

WANTE®, acclimatised African Grey Parrot, must
be talking, cash, ..or exchange winning Yorkshires:
North. 443, Manchcster-rd., Bradford. (1777)
WANTED, Canaries, or offers; exchange gent’s

free-wheel cycle, sell 21/-
;

or cages, any descrip-

tion : Martin’s Cage Works, Castle-Douglas. (1776)

WANTED, offers anything useful, several pairs

muling Canaries and British birds, wanted good
sewing machine: AVoodrulf, 19, Donald-st., Cardiff.

1 1775)

NOTICE. Wanted for spot cash, all kinds of Cana-
ries, Mules, Foreign birds: Apply at once to Hollius-

licud, Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st. ,
Stockport,

(I77i)

WANTED lien Canaries, old or young, cheap for

• ash; state price and breed: Edward Bruce, Brough-
ton Aviaries, Blackfriars rd., Salford, Manchester.

(1751)

WANTED, dealers, who can take large or o'mai

l

quantities of Linnets and all kinds Of British

weekly: Chris. Hatton, 31, Eichmond-st., Brighton.
(1775)

NORWICH wanted for cash, large or small quan-

tities, must be big birds and colour fed ; send full

particulars and price to: J. Taylor, 36, Aircvilie-jd.,

Friziughall, Bradford. (17/5)

WANTED, a reliable catcher to supply me with

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, and all kinds of British

birds; state prices to: \V. Illingworth, Naturahst.

4, l)ean-st., S. Shields. f 1 , 4

>

WILL give 6/- per pair for good Norwich or York-

shires, colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,

Crests, and Scotch Fancies; cheap: McKcand, Sea-

bright. Castle Douglas. (1/60)

WANTED, Yorkshire, Norwich, Borders, and com-

mon liens, Canaries, and Goldfinches, Mules: T buy

any kind of birds; state lowest price: At. Perkins,

207. Kast-st., Walworth, S.E. (it. 4}

DEAI.ERS wanted to take birds through season,

mixed Linnets, Yellowhaiumers, Greenfinches. Black-

birds Thrushes, and any other varieties caught;

prices offered to: Nash, Kukby, Sleaford. (»{<<)

WANTED for export! any quantity, and variety

of Canaries, good prices given, will deposit cash

with Editor: send full particulars and stamp lor

reply: n. Glcdliill, Flcct-lanc, Quecnsbury. Brad

ford.
(1775)

WANTED to exchange Canaries, Norwich. York-

shires Rollers, Yokohama pullets, Wyandotte Ban-

tams, ’or pigeons, for camera, typewriter, duplicator,

hi

la

smres noiivi s, , r— - • •

. ,

tarns, or pigeons, for camera, typewriter, duplicator,

bird organ, or anything useful: AAalkdrn, 8, Kitkhall-

lanc, Lcigli, Lanes. __]/

WANTED—BIRDS, RABBITS, D8SS
Monkeys, Parrots, purchase or exchange ;

estab-

lished a centurv : Powers and Russell, 10, Granny-

place, Bethnal Green, London.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
BUDGERIGARS, green adult, 4/6, pair young 3/6,

cock 2/-: Mansfield, Kibvvorth. (1770)

AMAZON Parrot, talking, 20/-; Australian Grey,

7/6; Indian, 5/-: 23, Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea.

NAPOLEON Weaver, neat, perfect .show condition,

7/6, 1st last year Bristol: Cuthbert, St. Augustines,

Bristol. (1775)

BUDG E_RIG AltS, 4/-; breeders, 5/- pair, linger

tame; offers for 100 from outside aviary: F. Hill,

Soutlivvold. (1771)

PARROT, Indian rock poplar, talks, whistles, very

tame, large cage, lot 30/- : Buttle, 13, Shafton-view,

Holbeek, Leeds. a
»

LARGE cage, 29 x 24, pair Budgerigars, pink of

condition, breeding husk, lot 10/-: Watchmaker,
Windmili-st., Beighton. 717747

FINE healthy young Green Budgerigars, outdoor

bred, 3/6 pair, cash or deposit: Green, Shelbrookc-,

Kibvvorth, Leicestershire. (17(4)

BUDGERIGARS wanted, in exchange for 6 nice

Yorkshire hens, good colour, seen any time: 109,

Walton-st.. Chelsea, S.W, (1774)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, 6 years,

30/-; young Red and Grey Parrot, 20/-; exchange:

Bird Stores, Eastwood, Notts. (.17/4)

PIXK and Grey Parrot, tame, healthy, cominence-

ing to talk;
2

'
years acclimatised, 10/-, bargain:

Coward, Bay, Gillingham, Dorset.
.

7 |f
71>

AMAZON Parrot, acclimatised, good plain talker,

finger
1 tame, bargain, 30/-; or exchange: Coopei s

Emporium, Princess-st., Manchester. (J 7, ', '

BUDGERIGARS, white Doves, 1/9 each, Ring Dove,

1/6 ;
Australian Crested Pigeon, 9/- ;

outside aviary

,

overstocked: Walsli, Knaresborough. (1774)

HANDSOME young Indian Hill Parrot, beautiful

plumage, commencing to talk, accept 7/-, a bar-

gain: Vernum, 298. Lillic-rd., Fulham. (1770)

GENUINE pair Orange-breasted Senegal 1 allots,

thoroughly acclimatised, i.3 the pair, a bargain

:

Illingworth, Naturalist, 4, Dcau-sl., S. Shields (17(4)

GREEN Budgerigars, outdoor aviary bred, 5/- parr;

vellow ditto, 7/6 pair: also grand hen Cdckatiel, 8/-

:

lluttcr, Mar.chester-rd., Lostock Gralam, Luesture.

CUBAN Finch (rare), grand condition, 7/6; Masked

Weaver, full colour, 4/-; Magpie Mannikin cock,

magnificent 4.6: Vcruum, 298, Lillie-id., Fulham.
(17i6)

PARROT, Crcy and Ited. perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cago; weekly Instal-

ments accepted : 270, Great liridgo-st., West Bioin-

wkW ‘ 17(6)

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
for keen fanciers to obtain first class birds at rock

bottom prices; about 100 splendid -specimens ot

British and foreign birds, thoroughly acclimatised

and aviary bred for disposal owing to owner mov-

ing; stamp, full particulars: F. F. Cox, 15, Prctona-

rd., Thrale-rd., London, S.E.

King Birds of Paradise
A perfect pair for disposal, £40; also immature

mule, showing colour, £20; one pair each ot Du-

mont’s Grackle.s, Crimson-fronted Lories (l.

Seintillatus) and. Blue-streaked Lories (T. Reticu-

lata) at £7 10/- pair; very fine tame Blue-headed

Rook Thrush, £3 10/-; young Fairy Bluebird, X’3

10/-: several pairs •Purple und Amethyst-rumped

Sunbirds at £2 10/- pair; one pair each Indium

Chinese', and African Zostei op.s,_ acclimatised, to

lot; few pairs Chinese Painted Quail at 30/- pair:

Frost, 13, Fairlawn-av., Chiswick, London.

TALKING PARROTS
of all kinds on our four months’ trial, signed talk-

ing warranty, also acclimatised Foreign birds from

outdoor aviaries; holder thousand testimonals, beat-

names and address, many lovers of birds had birds

from 'us by our instalment system well satisfied:

fortnightly instalment accepted. (1776)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

CANARIES WANTED
Wanted anv quantity Yorkshire and Norwich hens,

l/il each’; Goldfinch Mules, liens. 1,- each: R<ith"r-

l’ord, High-rd., Leytonstone, Essex. (if-4)

WANTED ANY QUANTITY
Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders. Canaries. Inns, will

»ive 18 - dozen for them, cash on delivery, or de-

posit with "Cage Birds" : Powers and Russell 10,

Granby-place, Bethnal Green, London.

WANTED, CANARIES
1.000 Norwich and Yorkshires, hens, Canaries, will

<dve 13 each; also hen Goldfinch Mules, l - each;

prompt payment guaranteed : apply : Lnoek

Largest Importer and. Exporter of British and

Foreign Birds in Groat Britaiu, 91, Sclafcr-st.,

Shoreditch, London, E.

Wanted! 40,000

purchasers to send for my New Illustrated TA& of

this and last season’s Canaries of every \anctj.

W. RUD D, s
T
pe
c
ci°lut. Norwich.

SALE or EXCHANGE^

Mainly British.
|

SPECIAL notice to exhibitors, fanciers; I vrf.l ex-

change all kinds of British for show, muling, con-

test singing, for any variety of Canaries ami Mulct

,

approval both ways; stale wants to Holniishcad.

Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st., Stockport. !.E69)

give u

(1729)

WANTED.
1

OLIVER, 2. ISridport Place, Hoxton, will

a couple for good large young Yorkshires. ,

AVANTED, all kinds of British birds and Canaries,

best prices given: Baines, Aviaries, Merthyr TydfiL

WANTED any quantity of 1914 Canaries, also cock

Grey pates, state price: Hoyton, 47, Camberwell New-

rd. (177.,)

WANTED, good typical Norwich, must be healthy,

state lowest price : Scott, 22, Harcourt drive,

Glasgow. (1777)

WANTED cock Mule, in song. Linnet or Greenfinch,

no fancy price: Rhodes, 273, Stretford-rd., llulnie,

Manchester. (1773)

EXCHANGE, good Crest and C.B., for gents or

boy’s cycle, or offers; removing: Spriggs, 76, Grove-

rd., Hitchin. (1774)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries, large colour-fed, for

cash; alto Borders; state price: Mains, (..>, Shields-

rd , S.8 Glasgow. (I777)

AVANTED, birds, dogs, monkevss, rats, rabbits.

Parrots, etc.; purchase or exchange: Barlow’s

Aviaries, Greenwich. (1776)

WANTED, Norwich ami Yorkshires, in largo or

small quantities: state price; approval: Vance, 6,

Stirling-st., City Glasgow. , (1777)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or. small

quantities of Linnets weekly: Thompson, Notting-

ham House, High-st., Skegness. (1775)

WANTED offers in Canaries, exchange lady's solid

silver watch, practically new, value 23/-: Andrew
Dawson, 185. Duke-st.. Glasgow. U772)

Mainly Canaries.

BORDER. Fancies. 3 cocks, 4 hens, pair Grey Javas,

cock Goldfinch, 18/6 lot: Miss Webb, Milliugton-rd..

Cambridge. (1773;

TWO high-class Border liens, green, buff. 3.6 each;

exchange Blackcap, Thrush, Blackbird, Goldies,̂ or
offers: 31,'Wilcox-rd., S.W. (1777)

EXCHANGE good strong white bull-terrier dog,

12 months old, for any sort of Canaries, sell 20.-:

AV. White, Rumliy Hill, Crook. 0“5)
PAIR Norwich Canaries, 8.6; exchange cock Lin-

net Mule, cock Bullfinches, or Goldfinches: I.ca, 55,

Waterloo Square, Camberwell, London. (177.3)

ROLLER cock Canary, 5.-; Norwich cinnamon-

marked lien. 4 -
;
exchange cock Goldfinches: Grif-

fiths, The Aviaries, Long Sutton, Lines
,

(1774>

TWENTY good Norwich liens for exhibition

British or best offer, good birds wanted and ollered .

Drovvley, jun., 127, Ma.vhurv id.. Woking. (1774)

YOUNG pedigree fox terrier bitch, make winner,

25/-
' also voting wire dog puppy, .1*1; exe-hango

Canaries: Hodges, Saffron -rd., High Wycombe. < 17< .

)

NOTICE.— Give good exchange in Yorkshire, Nor-

wich. or Border show cages for Canaries, any breed:

McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas*

( 1 . 60)

Mainly Foreign. "}

WANTED, good breeding Budgerigars in exchange

for good pair of Yorkshires, or sell J2 - ; or 1 have

a few gooti breeding cages to dispose of; yours first:

England, 7, Huish, Yoovil, Soul. ( 1774)

TWO pairs high-class Jacobins (Reds) for Cocka-

tiels, or Red-ercstt'd Cardinals, sell 20/- the pair,;

no rubbish offered or wanted; deposit. Editor
: _

1>.

Montgomery. 85. Paik-av., Sydenham. Belfast. (1. .6)
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SALK or exchange, Ring Necked Parrukect mid
new ( u««*. soli It •; and Rose d Cockatoo and
cjiko, X'i, and good talker**: Geor^o Larmoutli,

Pliillipaon'o Building, Flint Hill. Uipton, Co. Dvr

ham. (1771)

Miscellaneous.

Aquarium.

f» V I It tumo Jupunesc mice and cage, 1 ; mice, 2 6

do/..: Mins Rose). Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

W ANTED Canaries, exchange g**nt.’s solid silver

curb albert, lozs., value 33/-.* Andrew Daw son, 1«5,

L)uke-st., Glasgow. " 1 1772)

i:\CH \NUE white ferret, well broken in for young
Uoldllneh Mules, pure wild note, or sell 7.6: Nash,
Queon-st., Lydney. (1773)

WHAT offers good Yorkshire terrier dog, 5 months,

good bouse dog, quiet with children, suit, lady:

French, Holsworthy. (1774)

SALE, a whippet t Trier dog pups, 5/ each, 8

weeks; or exchange for pullets: .Matthew, CHpston,

Finedon. Northauts. (17 . 3)

EXCHANGE, good Yorkshire hen, also good

foster hen, lor cock Uoldllneh; sell 4.6: Ilatonian,

5, Chequer-st., Luton. (1771)

EXCHANGE 6 young Norwich for Leghorns, C pul-

lets and cock or Minorca*, or sell to value: Lewis,

Brook-lane, Ormskirk. ( 1774)

EXCHANGE hand-reared Snow; Owl, three pairs bln -

homers, gun preferred, cock Linnets, 3/- do/.: Col-

lishaw, Seaeroft, Skegness. (E75)

WANTED, olfero in Canaries; exchange one pair

Scotch woollen blankets, full size, value *23/-: Daw-
son. Is3, Dttke-st., Glasgow. (1767)

PIGEONS (good), pair featlierlegs, one pure white

fantaii, for cork Goldfinches or cock Larks: Samiu'l,

10. Spring Gardens, Llanelly. (1771)

WANTED, good air gun or camera; exchange Nor-

wich Canaries or Pigmy pouters: Wilkines, 22.

Gladstftne-rd., Ware, Herts. (177 1)

TWO hand-reared cock Blackbirds, 2 - each
;
pocket

camera, 10,'-; exchange 2 Norwich cocks: Bishop, 12,

Pelhani rd., South Woodford. (17/5)

WANTED, clap-nets, exchange two leather head-

stalls. good collar, driving bridle and reins, brushes,

etc.: Turner, Silyer-st., Sway. (DjO)

EXCHANGE fawn greyhound dog pup. 6 months,

for 2 Mules or British Finches: Boyles, 3, Rohm
Hood-rd., WIneohank, Shcllleld. f 17/4)

EXCHANGE Graves double-sided records, slightly

used, one record for three hen Goldfinches : Bryant,

4 Witson-grove, Garston, Liverpool. ( 1773)

TWO tine German cocks, singing, one hen and one

Yorkshire hen ; exchange for child's tricycle : Sit-

coek, Weltington-rd., Ashton-u-Lyne. "(1777)

WANTED, 2 young exhibition Goldfinches, will ex-

change pair good field glasses, value 13.-: Greaves

and Richards, 88, Kichards-st., Mardy. (1 m4)

WANTED, back cycle wheel complete, 25 x H, also

saddle- exchange two Norwich cocks, fed. Midglev s

and Yardv's strains: F. Cook, Pembridge. (1;'T)

PAIR Itenshaw inner tubes, as new, pair wired

overs, size 26 x lj. exchange %>irds, anything:

Porter’, s, Devonshire 4., Worksop, Notts. (1773)

200 CYLINDER phonograph records, new. unbreak-

able. 4 9 per dozen, useful exchange, offers (letters

onlv): F. Chadwick, Tool Dealer, Wrexham. (1773)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, or Norwich, win-

ning strain, for scrap brass, copper, block tin:

Edwin North 443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (177-7)

GRAND cross Irish setter and spaniel bitch, 11

months, now for breaking, 13'-; exchange poultry or

anything useful: Schofield, 317, Rochdale-rd., Shaw.
(l<rl)

SPLENDID Irish Airedale do , one year, quiet, ex-

change Border Canaries, anything useful, sell £1:

Watt, Church-buildings, East Calder, Midlothian-
(1772)

EXCHANGE double-barrel muzzle loader gun, per-

fect condition, splendid shot, kill any distance, sell

10/6, worth double; Edward, 1, Middle-st., Nott>^_
(1773)

SIX-COMPARTMENT breeding or- moulting cage,

with fittings, removable front.-, 15.-; exchange pul-

lets, good laying strain: Clarke, Rcbemaker, Abing-

don-rd., Oxford. (l/io)

GRAND pedigree Airedale bitch pups, 10 weeks,

•>o,'- each • otters in Canaries or anything useful en-

tertained’: E. Watson, 26, Primrose-terrace, Mill

Hill, Blackburn.
. ,

(1//4)

Y'OL'XG powerful Bull- Airedale bitch, also cross

dachshund-wire haired terrier dog pup; exchange

Canaries, show cages, anything: Hemswcrth, 3.

Silverdale, Rosinead-st., Hull.
. Pl'V

PURE Black Hamburgh cockerel, April hatched,

for Goldfinches or Budgerigars, al-o Ascol acetylene

lamp for Parrot or good dog: yours first: J- Car-

penter. Dawfleld House, Holsworthy, (1<<1)

EXCHANGE pair new* football boots, size 5. value

f.'K, lor Yorkshire Canaries or general fishing red

and tackle, anything useful: approval both ways:

Curtis. 76, Gladstone-st., Hebburn-cn-Lyne. (1771)

THREE splendid cocks, two Crested, one Yorkshire,

6 G cacti :
very good retriever and greyhound dog,

four months old, 10, -
;
exchan-ge five pullets for each

bird, 8 for dog: G. oykes, Euland, Crowle, Eiucj/.^

LINCOLN Jefferies’ latest air rifle and target, cost

£3/4/8, sell 4.3/- cash; exchange Canaries, nets. British

birds, gramophone; offers;- Villa cup football team,

outfit, Jersey- green, nicks white, cost £4: exchange

as above* Bennett, dee View, Hig'uley, Bridgnorth.

- ' 1T7
V,

THREE valuable books for sale, “Our Canaries.’’

rost 23(6; al.-o “Canaries, Hybrids, and British

Birds,” bv T.ewer, cost 25/-: and “Harmswortli’s En-

cyclopaedia,” complete, 40 7d. parts, accept 10/- each,

or offeis : "Til exchange birds or anything useful

:

Holden. 19, Cranberry-st., Oldham. (1772)

GRAND new American white wood stained hand-

made flight cage, 3ft. long, 134tn. high, lOin. back

to front, nev'-r been used ; exchange for good cock

Roller, or pair good Yorkshires; other cages, larger

and smalier. exchange for good birds: J.\( ., 5,

AQUARIUMS, all about slocking aquariums with

plant#, rookery and llsh, and niueli helpful advice

on tbu feeding and management of the occupants,

will be found in ’’Nutshell No. 21," 21d. po-t free,

from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet st., London, R.C. (24.

from agents, u li«t of wliom is published frequently).

Cycles.

REAL bargain, grill', good cycle, guaranteed,

feet running order, enamel platlug. a- new. s

dl/1 tyres, tubes, lamp, pump, bill, etc., only

guaranteed as represented , inspection invited :

ward. 1, Middle-st.. Notts. (

CYCLES. — Lady's and gentleman's 1014 Mode
Luxe, purchased March last, latest itnprovem
including 3-speed IIS. A. gear, accessories,

eases, perfect; reason explained, £1 10. each
proval willingly; 3, Ailbeit Park, Highbury,

don, N. (

per-
plen- I

17 6,

Ed-
1773)

1 de
cuts,
gear

;
ap-

Lon
1776)

Cavies.
CAV Y-Kecpers Note! Nutshell 25, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2Jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Cats.

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2Jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 134,

Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;

girls 2/6: boys 2/9; youths. 3/-; all sizes; carriage

paid ; Undenvood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent- ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger, 2/8, 3/-;

ten days’ approval; cash or deposit with editor:

Thos. AVannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (1773)

|

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp (or

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARD S PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin::.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple Ac.
Sold in boxes, l'lt, by Boots’, Taylor's, Timothy White’s

Brandies and all Chemists, or post free,- same price, from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, CAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
'Dogs for Exchange,

Cordon-terrae.: Lea-rd., Waltham Cross, Herts.
( 1774)

2 WOHDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available : Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice; 1

Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography ; Pigeons ;

Pigs : Poultry ; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS, i

COyNTli.-y egen.!^, .wanlfel fcr/J'-roiver’s bird wc/lj
•Bid food >.' good toinmiasioh : Ti'owtr, 442, Caledonian-
fd . T i /'.;!/.

WANTED, litter of puppies, pure cr crossed,
prompt cash: Dutton, Dunstable. (1773)
PURE-BRED Irish setter for sale, 30;'-; exchange
Canaries: Hooton and Son, 34, Old Park Lane, South-
port. (1775)
SALE liver and white Cocker Spaniel bitch, S

months, partly broken to gun, 12/6, bargain: Green,
6, Hermit-rd., Plaistow. (1775)
A FEW toy Porn, puppies, slightly crossed, lovely

little pets, dogs 7 6, bitches 5/•: Mrs. Oates, 23,

Stanley-terrace, Kirkwhitc-st., Nottingham. (1777)

TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7,0 each; bitches, 5.6; make demon guards:
Jack-on, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.

(1770)

VERY tame pet- dog fox, IS months old, goes out
on lead like a dog, excellent companion, accept
'21'-; exchange: Cooper, 163, l’rineess-st., Manchea-
ter. (1776)

WANTED, all varieties pure-bred dogs, large and
small, cheap for cash; or give good exchange win-
ning pigeons or Canaries : McKeand, Seabriglit,

Castle Douglas. (1760)

FOR immediate disposal, that high-class smooth
Fox Terrier, Rutland Belle, also her 5 months puppy,
a good one, sell cheap, useful exchange: Wilson,
Plumber, Filey. (1773)
FOR sale, extra fast ar.d clever killers, lurcher
dog and bitch, used to cart, carry to hand. 13.- deg,
12/6 bitch: F. Oates, 23, Stanley-terrace, Kirkwhite-
st., Nottingham. (1777)
STUD, highly bred Pekingese and miniature Poms.,
10 6, half usual fee, 2.0 from each given to Relief
Fund; puppies from 10.6, great bargains: Miles,

Aviaries, Chichester. (1777)

FINE, ui ilium black-spotted Dalmatian dog, Is

months, will follow carriage, weight between 50 and
OOlbs.. price £1, or nearest offer: Humphrey, 20,

Alfrrd-st., S. Shields. (1774)

SPORTSMAN’S clever lurcher, large dog, 2 years,

kill hare or rabbit, retrieve to hand, land, water,
broke to ferret, only 12.6: Alee, 53, Hempshill-lane,

Bulwell, Nottingham. (1773)

BEDLINGTO.N whippet dog, 13 months, dead game,
find rabbits anywhere, hunt land or riverside, kill

hedgehog, carry like spaniel, 12/-: Wiltshire, 3a,

Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1787)

WANTED, Airedales, Irish, Scotch, and F:.x Ter-

riers : also puppies bought, sold or cxelangcd:
Walter Smith, Bird, S- * d and Dog Specia'Ht, 9S,

Tib-st., Manchester. ‘Rhone, 181 City.

TYPICAL pur -bred ri is. golden hrindle bull dog.

35'ibs., 20 months, ir.a.-.-ive li -:ul. e-mail ro-e i .i*--.

small s-rew tail, faithful, eh ;ii». 37. -: cxihaie.* g * •!

lever witch : Wilkriiire, sa, Hermit-st., Nottingham.
(1775)

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
COD LIVER OIL,

CAGE BIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to ihe old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. It is much more
efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much longer. It is far

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a'l For feeding during the Moult, lb) As a
medium for giving Colour Food, (c) For feather producing, (d) For weakly

birds requiring a Tonic, (e) For Winter-Feeding of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:—

7=lb. Bag, 3/2 ; 3|=lb. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; 3d. Tin, 6d.

TO ENSURE A RICH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATT’S
RED COLOUR FOOD

1 lb. Packets 1/9 Post Paid; also in Tins, 8d., 1/3 and 2/10 Post Paid.

» Special Quotations for larger quantities.

&
We shall be pleased to send you samples of various Foods, also 6d. Book on Canaries or

British Birds, on receipt of three penny stamps to cover cost of packing and postage.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24 '25
* SgSKf

C
E
H
c
STREET

DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-

dresses, 7d. ; chains, 1/-; worm powders, 9d. ; mange
cure, 7d. tin; post free: -Young, Netmaker, Crew-

kerne, Somerset. (1/03)

HANDSOME lurcher bitch, fast and clever, re-

trieves right to hand, sensible worker, 10/-
;

also

Bedlington and fox terrier bitch, geed worker, house

f.ained, 5'-; two good working ferrets, 9/s, bargains:

Richards,’ 7, Stafford-avenue, Bulwell. (177/)

“CARE of tile Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any

of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published

on page 4, or 21d., post free, from; “Cage Birds,’

164, lrieet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
F\NC’Y and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 29, is now ready,

and all who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,

should not miss this highly interesting brochure.

It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varie-

ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of cur Nutshell

agents, or 2»d., post free, from Cage Elans, 154,

Fleet Street, ’London, E.C.

(natural history
BIRD-STUFFING, illustrated. Animal Stuffing, Egg

Collector’s Guide, all illustrated, 1.- each; bargain

lists slutted birds, etc., free: Messrs. Davis,

Museum Works, Dartford. (Hie)

I Pigeons.
HIGH flying performing Tumblers or Homers,

adults or youngsters, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 pair, three pairs

4/-, 6/6 dozen ;
approval anywhere ;

testimonials

filed for inspection: Wm. Tyner, Bird Merchant, (It.

King-st„ Birmingham. (1722)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, “The Fancy Pigeon,”

post free 2Id. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

Street, Loudon, E.C.

Rabbits.
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully or,

all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating. Rearing. Exhibiting. Management. Diseases.

Vari-ti.-s, etc. Price 2d . Atom any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2’cl . po-t free, from Cage Bir.DS, 154,

Fleet Street. E.C. .

PET BABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practica;

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals yvith the hous-
ing, feeding, extiibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free l/t£, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., T ondon. E.C. i

Sport.
HOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. “Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-inetruetive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rods, tackle, half-price; superior rods, 2 9
each; tackle, every description; illustrated cata-
logue, one stamp ; extraordinary bargains ; saves
pounds ;

shopkeepers supplied ; Midland Rod Com-
pany, 105, Erdington, Birmingham.

Various.
ONE Remington typewriter, requires slight repair
£2: Mansfield, Kibworth. (1770)

TWENTY-FIVE pure Leghorn and crossbred pul-

lets, 1913, at 2/- each ;
all perfectly healthy : Shirley,

Button, Keighley. (1776)

FREE, pocket rubber stamp of your name and
address, also particulars of money-making, epare
time employment: The Richford Works, Snow Hill,

London. (I74S)

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned; no ert-

ting, 7jd., 1/1-Id., agents wanted: Marlboro’-rd.,

Hightown, Manchester. (1720)

GRAND sport. Powerful pocket catapults, power-
ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4; all

post free: Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.
GRAMOPHONE, 20-guinea handsome, hornless, in-

laid Sheraton cabinet, height 4ft., record cupboard,
completely enclosed, on wheels; purchased April;

with records, Co 10/-; approval willingly: 3,

Aubert Park, Highbury, London. (1776)

HOW TO WRITE A SMALL
ADVERTISEMENT.

By An Advertising Expert,

An extremely useful booklet for all those who do
business through the medium of small advertise-

ments.

-

Instructs how to choose media, how to prepare copy,

gives Samples of good and bad advertisements, 'tbo

uses of headlines, etc.; in fact, everything that th»

advertiser needs to know to get the best value for

outlay.

Pris Girl, post (rze, from:
BTiOVYNBER & CO., 35, Meeting Housa LaiJ *,

e xr
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BRISTOL. Sept. 30 & Oct. I
\TTTe ".....ling ll.it. isltow from a wuse of duty. We appeal for your «.i PlKtrt ^

prompt and
. i. nn uni /'

i

...
1

1

liow 1 s. are open to all. Review : 1 , (>.»». isoi. <> (.1 inov.i, xoikb,
1

^H.r'joh'i Itobson" Tor. 'i! For. S. Mules lt.it. 7, Sell. 2; Judge, U. S. A. Longdcn.

2/0; tee 1/6- Entries extended Sept. 23.
Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, ii«, «« >/» - — -- __ m 4

At! Profits to Rod Cross Society
c. T. H. Maggs. 9, Trinity Place, Bristol.

Ain. .ml Show of Scotch Fumy.
I ftli /»

/EJ N M/1
NATIONAL DERBY Cage Birds

ornitholoqical association
eill III' held on Saturday, Sept. 19, ill Grand

national Hull, Main Street, Uorlmls, Glasgow.

I imIu.-s -. Mr. \V. Carlow, Falkirk; Mr. W. Itoil tier,

Colintn.i; Mr. J. Fleming, Glasgow; Mr. Mc-rur-

Ihiic whitcinch. Admission from ll.iish of judging.

M„ during j.idging Is. Conn and mo Urn cream of

tlm season's breeding.— A. M. Bn.rd, Sec,, 23,

Wnlston Hoad, Paisley.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

(CALt ol CHAltCES, which must ho fully PREPAID
J -inch 2/-, A inch 3/-, 1 hich 6/-

Excep't to "Cuaranreed" Shows appearing in our

"Oates Fixed" Column, which aro charged at 5s.

per inch and pro rata.

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or mors
columns 7/0 per inch, column width, except to

Guaranteed" Shows, lor which the charge is

C /- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made lor a Scries ot not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeing" a Show

iliould apply (or guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS 151. FLEET STREET, LONDON.

JUJ3&E3 OF CAGS BIB.DOS
I'lte u Mention of show Secretaries is directed to the

following list of gentlemen willing to act as judges.

Terms for insertion or. application.

d. C. BARNES, I IS, No. tl.lield ltoad, Walkley, Bhel-

Held. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,

practienl experience. Terms moderate.
T. BENNETT, It, Cumberland ltd., T.idgct Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cago Birds. Long and prac-

tical experience. .

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of eago birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate. .

W. A. COWGILL, ll.
r
>, Washington Street, G. rlmg-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage

Birds.' Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J, FULLJAMES, 42. Lincoln Hoad, S. Norwood,

London, K.E. Specialist, British and Foreign.

CEO. GARDNER, 11, Ilaverstoel; Road, London,

X.W. Judge Of. all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having

retired from business, eau judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. terms

moderate. „
J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucestei ,

judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate. ,

C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
.

JAMES KERR, IS. James Street, Perth. Any variety.

Specialist. Norwich and British.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. (IS, Bruns-

wielv Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Spcei-

w! MUNDELL, <>. Carlisle Place, Mauntngliam, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Kyrle, Salisbury Road, Caisnauon,

Surrey. All varieties of Luge Birds. Specialist

II \ brids and British Birds. ..

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; ail

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge. ,

J. ,4. PAYNE, 17. North gate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Rmsworth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Felton fed,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stalls.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, ‘22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 30, Aireville Road, Fnzinghall, Brau-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Hutlnvaite,

Nolls. Judge of all varieties; specialist ill Nor-

wich Pbullheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign. Mules, ami Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Ecclcshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

D WILSON, 14. Frizington lid .
Frizington. Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W YOUNG, 25. Grosvenor Road, New Brighton,

judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

motif ra to.

*THE POULTRY*
WORLD. . .

The up=to=date, efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra®
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In=
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

IVfcM FRIDAY^ ONEJPENNY.

Advertisement forms andall information from.

‘POULTRY WORLD,
154, Fleet St., London. E.C

>

id Bird World.

A GuaraiilecJ Circulation amongst
so,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154 , l'lEtr Smr.tr, London, KC.
Ielcgrams—" Aviculture, London

l

ei. A o. 5 22$

Uolbottt.
The Editor is always Kind to receive and consider

suitable contributions, ivhcth'r articles, sketches, or

photograph*. Provided nn addressed envelope

,

suitideally stamped, accorn ponies same, every

effort will it made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he. does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended /or publication must be ivrit-

ten or typed on one side of paper only

twitterings.
Messrs. For.so and Son, secs. Leyton

C.B.A., write that their show fixed for Nov.
12-13 will be for members only.

In tlie review of the schedule of the Bristol

F.A., published last week, (he date of the

show was stated as Oct. 1. This should be

Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, as in the advt.

1 am pleased to say, writes Mr. W. J.

Norman, hon. see. Bristol East C.B.S., that

Mr. Davis, of Bodmin,ster, Bristol, is recover-

ing from a very severe operation, and we hope
to see him present with us again shortly.

Would secretaries who have written, or

intend writing me re lectures, etc., writes Mr.
J. Steel, Dalkeith, please understand that my
duties as Quartermaster of D.A.D. Red Cross

and teacher to a large company in ambulance
work are too manifold to permit of my under-

taking any further engagement.** this season.

The dates of the four old bird shows of

the Bradford East O.S., are Sept. 26; judge,

Mr. S. Wilcock ; Oct. 20, Mr. A. Cooper;
Nov. 17, Mr. L. C. Casey; and Dec. 15.

Mr. L. Dykes. At each show there are eight

classes in champion section, and eight in

novices, together with two selling classes.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Jas. Keir, Perth.

It. is witli. deepest sympathy, writes Mr. J.

L. Smith, that 1 have to announce the death

of Mr. Jas. Keir, the late secretary of the

City and County of Perth O.A., who passed

away very suddenly on Sent. 8. He leaves a

widow and family of seven. I offer, in the

name of his brother fanciers, our sincere sym-

pathy to his sorrowing wife and family. He
was a well-known fancier and lover of Nor-

wich. Plainheads and British Birds, and at all

times wrought hard for the society.

Mr. T. F. Cook, Bristol.

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. Wm. J.

Norman, Sec. Bristol East C.B.S., that I

have to announce the death of our respected

member, Thomas F. Cook, who died at his

residence on Sept. 2, after a serious opera-

tion. He was a very keen fancier, his favourite

being the Yorkshire Canary, and had won
many prizes in the past eight years. A wife

and two children vyho are left to mourn his

loss have the sympathy of all the members
of the Bristol East C.B.S., many of whom
attended the funeral.

We have received information that the fol-

lowing societies have decided to abandon their

annual show for this season :•—Nottingham
and Notts. P.S., Hartlepools C.B.S., Barn-
staple and N. Devon C.B.S., Cheltenham
C.B.S., Leyton C.B.A., Rotherham C.B.S.,

West Bromwich C.B.S., City of Dundee
C.B.S., Irvine C.B.S., Bo'ness F.A. The
show of the Grantham C.B.S., fixed for Nov.
26, is postponed.

We have received the year book of the

Yorkshire Union of C.B. Societies. This, well

got up annual contains the names and ad-

dresses of the officials of and delegates to the

Union, portraits of the President, Mr. Wm.
Cruise, and the Sec., Air. H. Hill, the general

rules, the show rules, list of societies affiliated

to the Union, with names and addresses of

their members and schedules of some of their

shows, together with much other useful infor-

mation. The secretary to the Union is Mr.
Horatio Hill, 15, Settle Terrace, Thornton

Lane, Little Horton, Bradford.

A Belated Cuckoo.
A Full-grown young Cuckoo Iras been seen

flying about St. Fagans (near Cardiff) as late

as August 29. This, it is said, is tho latest

date in the year a Cuckoo has been recorded

to have been seen in this country. Afraid' to

go abroad, possibly, owing to the war 1

Post Your Promise

To-day.
We Want More Singing Canaries

for the War Hospitals.

G ENEROUS though the response from
readers has already been, we aro

asking for further promisee of sing-

ing Canaries to cheer the period of convales-

cence of our gallant fighting men in the

numerous war hospitals which have been
established throughout the country.

We are sure bird-lovers will not desire

that tlie demand should exceed the supply.

May we ask you, kindly reader, to send

•YOUR promise to-day? You have only to

fill in and poet the appended form.

Bird-keepers of all classes have promised
singing birds ; in to-day’s post we are glad

to note a form from Lord Poltimore (Polti-

moro Park, Exeter). Follow this generous

lead in so good a cause. Post your promise

at once.
By the kindness of Messrs. Capern. (Bris-

tol) the birds will be fed free for at least

three months on their noted seeds.

PARS FROM THE POST-BAG.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am xvilling, if called on any time
during the next twelve months, to

supply free of cost one singing cock

Canary and small travelling cage, to be
presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same.

Name

Address (in full)

Date

To the Editor, Cage Birds,
154, Fleet Street, London.

Fanciers in the Glasgow district should re-

member that the show of the Scotch Fancy
National Derby O.A. is on to-day (Sept. 19),

and assist the officials by visiting the hall

(note advert, vn this page).

The yz.v book of the Southern Yorkshire

C.C- is to hand. It contains a list of officers

and committee, rules of the association, scale

of points with description' of desirable quali-

ties, bye-laws, members’ names and addresses,

details of cups and other specials, and the

balance-sheet for 1913-14. The latter shows
an income of £30 7s. 6d., and an expenditure

of £29 9s. Id. The cash in hand, which was
£4 5s. 9d. in 1913, is now £5 4s. 2d., and the

association has, besides, a challenge cup
valued at £10 10s. The hon. sec is Mr. J.

W. Rennie, Junction Hotel, Andover.

Grey Wagtail’s Eggs in August.
A farmer in the Manchester district recently

found a nest containing eggs of a Grey Wag-
tail on the thatch of a hay rick. As the

stack was only thatched about tlie third week
in July the birds had undoubtedly built since

that time. The eggs, however, were cold,

and had been deserted.

Over 300 B.F.C.C. Members.
I have now completed the Border Fancy

C.C. list for publication, writes Mr. Walter

B. Smartj the sec., so I may say that there

is a slight falling off in membership from last

year, owing no doubt to the terrible crisis the

country is passing through. Still, we have

turned the 300 mark. I hope to be able to

send out the lists to members by the end of

next week.

Protests Against Cancelling Shows.
Cancelling shows on account of the war has

not met with approval in very many quarters,

unless the venue for the show is required for

military purposes. Mr. W. Watmough,
writing in “ Pigeons,” says many show com-

mittees have been hasty and unwise in the

action they have taken, and thinks that those

who have not cancelled their fixtures should

run their events as usual, and reap the reward

which will be theirs. Other correspondents

in the same journal also offer protests against

cancellations.

Now, Exhibitors, Rally Round.
It becomes the duty of all fanciers to sup-

port to the full extent of their powers what-

ever shows are now being held. Remember
that they are being gone through with solely

out of a desire on the part of the various

executives to assist the cago bird Fancy to

maintain a live, healthy condition. Evidence
your appreciation, exhibitors, by entering all

the birds you possibly can ; do your best to

ensure that deserving societies shall not be

faced with a loss.
" At Bristol show (see

advert, this week) entries are extended until

Sept. 23rd. There is a good classification,

two excellent judges, and all profits go to the

Red Cross Society*

I quite agree with you in calling to arms
all bird fanciers. 1 have a Goldfinch-Canary
Mule you can have as soon as it is through the
moult. Nothing would please me more than
to hear one of my pet birds singing if 1 was
lying in a hospital wounded.

\Ym. Gladwin.
Darlington.

1 shall be very pleased to give one or two
cock Norwich Canaries for the hospitals, as 1

think your scheme a good one, and hope it

will get all the support it so rightly deserves.

Birds are on colour feed and will be ready in

a fortnight if required.
G. A. Dowell.

Yeovil.

Congratulations on your noble scheme ior

supplying hospitals with singing birds. 1 uni

sure they will bring a ray of pleasure to those

who are called upon to suffer in the Empire s

cause. I shall be delighted to supply one of

my singing Rollers at any time you call upon
me for same, one of my own breeding, Ran-

dall’s strain.

G. H. Donald.

Ashton-u-Lvnc.

Nothing could give me greater pleasure than

to respond to your thoughtful appeal to supply

a songster to help cheer th.e hearts of our

unfortunate heroes. I think the scheme an

admirable one, and worthy of a hearty re-

sponse.
A. C. Brotherhood.

Newport, Salop.

In answer to your call. I am more, than

pleased to offer you one of my birds to help

chdfer and comfort our brave soldiers who

have had to fight for our rights. I think

it is only the duty of every fancier to do

the same, and hope you will get a good re-

sponse.
W. H. PrniTS.-

Islcworth.

I shall be pleased to send two singing Can-

aries in support of your effort to cheer our

brave wounded soldiers in our hospitals. I

think your io'ea splendid and worthy of every

breeder’s support. Birds will be ready in

about three weeks.
J. H. Garbutt.

Stockport.

It is a very nice idea to give a singing

bird to the hospitals, etc., and I shall be

pleased to send' a Green Crested Canary.

It £in°‘s verv mettiiy now, and being tins

year’s bird will' prove to he a good singer.

Gertrude E. Mi. ad.

Torquay.

It wives me the greatest pleasure to ofior

you a singing Canary. I think it is as

little as we can do for our brave country-

men.
At.debt Vi hi trey.

Bradford.

Nothing will give me more pleasure than

to give a good singing cock Canary lor anv

wounded soldiers’ hospital in England. 1

will forward carriage paid to tlie nearest

station one that will be no disgrace to the

sender. I think your scheme of trying to

find something to cheer up the wounded

soldiers who have answered to their coun-

try’s call a splendid one.
J R. Husband.

Cleveland.

Ncets of Birds. Poultry, etc., should tie regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial y

when liens are sitting. Don't forget to do this juet

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

VIRe. Kills all insects. HarmLaas to everything else.

AN IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete

in box,postfreein the United Kingdom

Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from "Cage Birds"

„ 3/6 „ 6 „ .» •»

„ 3/- „ 12 .. >•

(any issue).

Postage paid my us.

These coupons must lie posted to no in the same en-

velope with remittance and name and address of

twpdei'.

“CAGE BIRDS”

WATCH COUPON
Sept. 19th, 1914.

"CAGE BIRDS." 154, Fleet Street, Lcruton, EC,
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Correspondence.
A Ringed Siskin-Canary Mule

Caught.
Sir,—

A

friend having caught a bud of the

above breed has sent it to me. If the loser

.will send the correct number on the ring lie

can have the bird restored to him.
Wm. Jeffrey.

44, Dundee Street, Edinburgh.

A Slander Repudiated.

Sm,—Whoever issued the invention as to

Mr James Yealland being of Herman

nationality must be either extremely spiteful

or very ignorant; probably the individual is

both one and the other! There is nothing

about the name that has a German sound m
it. and most certainly • nothing in the owner

of the name that savours of the Leulou m
any way whatever. Anybody more distinctly

English 1 never met, being moreover an

Englishman of a quiet unassuming type, be

sides being absolutely honest and just m all

his dealings. Those who know him will not

be influenced by any mischief-making.

Straightforward and well mannered is James

Yealland, of Binstcad.

Hubert Delaval Astley,
Editor, Avicultural Mag.

Notes on the Fancy in New
Zealand.

The shows out in New Zealand, I

think, are making headway. 1 have been

out in New Zealand twice; have been two

years there this time, and have come home

for a trip, returning on September 25. My
friends and myself have formed a cage bird

association, and it is named after the bav on

which l live, that is the Poverty Bay ( age

Bird Association, Gisborne (300 miles from

Auckland). Gisborne is a very nice place. We
breed our Canaries out of doors and keep

them out all the year round, so you will see

it is a warm place. I may say our members

are taking Cage Birds to read, though it is

not easy to get in New Zealand. I know

that some, including Mr. F. Redfern, late

of Huddersfield, send to your office direct for

Cage Birds. We pay 10s. a year for our

membership. Hist of officers President,

Mr. A. F. Gardner; vice-pres., Messrs. Jas.

Johnstone (late of Glasgow), W. H. Lmdley

(of Yorkshire), and F. Redfern (late of York-

shire) ;
treas.. Mr. L. T. Moore (of Australia) ;

committee, Messrs. A. Warren, G. IT. Ansel I

(of London). 1). Blackburn, J. Alexander, A.

Fraser, and L. T. Moore. Auckland Show

was held on July 24 25. Mr. Tom Brown

their Yorkshire judge, is lute of Halifax, and

Mr 0. R. Duncan, the Norwich judge, is of

New Zealand. Mr. J. G. McFarland won

die silver cup and gold medal for the North

Island championship for Yorkshires, and Mr.

('. Robinson in Norwich. Gisborne Show

was held on July 18, judge Mr. W. Bailey

(late of Birmingham). Tills is the first show

that Gisborne has had.
W. H. Bindley.

Late of Wombwell, Nr. Barnsley.

Tips on Soldering.

Silt,—I should he very glad if any fanciei

would' kindly furnish a few tips on soldering

punch bar cage fronts and holding the wires

in position.

» Stanley L. Iuthill.

Cages and Birds on Warships.

Sir,—One of the profitable pastimes of

many a naval man is making bird cages,

and 'in the naval seaports there is a ready

sale for them. These cages are made of

wicker. Birds are not allowed on war ships

except when the ship is leaving a foreign

station for home at the end of her commis-

sion, when they may be carried. The rum

is that no man may have more than one bird.

If this rule were ever to be followed liter

allv it is safe to say that this unwritten per-

mission would be speedily withdrawn, for the

number of birds would be too much for the

easiest first “luff” (lieutenant) possible to

put. up with. But there is no danger of

this happening. The men who make tho

ean’cs purchase the birds, and, with the as-

sistance of their pals arrange matters satis-

factorily. A man has half a dozen cages

He hands the cages round, and six men each

take over one. „ . ,

In many foreign ports the smallest and

meanest of cages are used for selling oiids,

and the sailor gets the birds at- a slight

reduction by not having the cages. very

are at. ingenuity is shown by the men in the

cages they make; some are really works ol

art. Very many more cages would no

doubt be made were it not for the difficulty

of not having anywhere to keep them. The

sailor is moderate in his demands, and

is satisfied to accept 7s. 6d. or so for a cage

that lias taken several days to make, and a

bird that cost 3s. or 4s. Petty officers and,

at times, officers purchase them to make pre-

sents, whilst residents in the ports are fre-

ej unlit ly glad to obtain them. The cages

when occupied are sometimes kept covered

over with a light cloth or handkerchief,

whilst on board, to prevent the singing of the

birds interfering with the sleep of the night

duty men,
D. J. RlOKAKIL

The Passing of “T’owd Mule,”
Sir,—We, tho members of the Leigh Linnet

Club, have lost one of the best bird friends

we ever had, in Mr. T. Statham’s Linnet

Mule, commonly called “T’owd Mule.” He
would have been 14 years old next May, and

he has been all over the North of England,

both catching and singing, for friends of ours

in Yorkshire, Westmorland, and Lancashire.

1 think that all our friends from the singing

clubs will be sorry to hear that this bird is

deao'. I think it is not “self praise” (be-

cause Mr. Statham is a member of our club)

when 1 say that he was one of the best birds

in this country on quality song. Mr. Sissons,

from Leeds, and Mr. 1 opping and Mr. Lob-

eon, of Blackburn, will eay the same. We
(the Leigh Club) will send you a photo of

“T’owd Mule” singing in full vigour

R. Disley, Sec.

A very typical Lesser Redpoll, which took third

prize at the Horticultural Hall Show for Mr. J. W.

Ford, of Swansea. The bird has won many prizes.

The London and Provincial O.S.
Autumn Show.

Kir,— I ehould like to mention that the en-

trance fee will bo Is, per entry, and that all

entrance fees, without any deduction for ex-

penses whatever, will be paid out as prize

money. As our country members will bo
unable to show, owing to railway difficulties,

our cups cannot be offered for competition, nor
.can special prizes be given from the fund*-, of

the Society. But donations towards tho

special prize fund will be gratefully accepted

and acknowledged by me.
The sole object of this show is to try and.

help the Fancy and trade generally, there

fore I trust the London fanciers will sup-

port us and by so doing help to minimise the

loss which must naturally occur under the

circumeta rices. The name of hall and full

particulars will appear in your next issue.

C. W. Law, Hon. Sec.

Paying Prize Money Promptly.
Sir,—Now that the show season is near at

hand may I suggest, for the benefit of the

Fancy in general, something that in our

society has occurred to us as very simple, and

yet far reaching. The idea came to me
last year, and arose out of the way in which

we pay our money on the sliding scale at the

evening shows ; no sooner are the cards on the

cages than we have it reckoned up how much
each exhibitor has won. Last year, while

secretary of the Ornithological Society, I paid

one man his money before four o’clock, he

having satisfied me that he was the winner ;

he had motored down from Luton to the show.

The rest was paid out to the members at eight

o’clock tho same evening, leaving me with

only one exhibitor to post money on to, and

he had' his next day. Wliat relief I found

afterwards ! No running round to catch mem-
bers in, and worrying whether everybody was

satisfied. I hardly knew we had had a show,

except 'when I met a member as pleased as

could be at the idea of not having had to

wait for his money, as is the case with a

great many shows. It hits this wav, too.

We’ll say a man has little cash to spare, and

is certain he can win. If he has to lay out his

money on entrance fees, and cannot expect

it back again for some weeks, it dampens his

amour. Whereas if he gets it back in tin*

same week he will fill every cage he has. I

have recently heard of a man whose exhibit

was claimed for £2, and who didn t receive

his money for some months, and had to buy

another in the meantime. This is scandalous,

and with a working man too.

Arthur Simons.

Hon. Sec. Bedford and Bed's. United C.B.S.

A Turn In the
good news for exhibitors from

MANY QUARTERS.
Socielies that^Refuse to be Dismayed.

Forfar Gives Scotch Exhibitors
a Chance.

gut,—Kindly let the readers of Cage

Birds know that our Forfar Show is going

to be held on October 31st, the same as

usual, and being about the fiist show in

Scotland this year we hope to have a good

entry from fanciers.

-

D. Kerr & J. Robertson, Secs.

15. Green Street, Forfar.

Oxford Will NOT Cancel.
gin,—The Oxford and District C.B.S.

have decided NOT to cancel their open

show. It will therefore take place as

previously arranged on Thursday, October

22nd. It was decided to issue a number

of tickets, half the proceeds of which are

to be handed over to the local Relief Fund.

As this will mean a loss to the society

it is hoped fanciers will rally round us

with entries, and so help to make the show

a success.
A. F. Fifield.

Press Correspondent Oxford C.B.S.

Halifax Decides to Hold Its

Open Show.
Sir,—The Halifax C.B.S. li as decided to

hold its open show, under Yorkshire Union
of C.B.S. Rules, on October 3rd, as

arranged. I have no doubt that you will

have some correspondence from Mr. H. Hill

(the Union Secretary) ro prize money aud
paying same. Full prize money will be

paid in all classes with 15 or more entries
;

five entries and under 13 will be paid on
the sliding scale. No money specials will

ho given, but sectional specials in goods
will be given throughout the show. We

ask for the support of the Fancy. Our

show room will be very comfortable, and

any fancier sending exhibits can lest

assured that they will have every atten-

tion at the hands of capable fanciers so as

to ensure them a safe return. Schedules

are now ready, and will be sent on appli-

cation to me.
A. Sutcliffe, Sec.

46, Hammond Street, Hopwood Lane,

Halifax.

Abertillery Will Hold On.
Sir,

—

At the meeting of the Abertillery

C B S- held September 12th, at the Prince

of Wales’s (Hotel, Mr. Probert presiding, a

discussion took place whether we should

run our. open show or not; and it was

decided to hold the show on our old date,

October 21st. Mr. Newell was selected as

show manager, Mr. Cooper as judging

steward, and Mr. Terrett and Mr. Russell

as chief stewards. Will members please

turn up at our next meeting, to-day, Sat-

urday, September 19th, to make final

arrangements.
H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

Rossendale’s Good News for
Roller Fanciers.

Sir -At the monthly meeting of the

Rossendale Roller Canary -Club held Sep-

tember 1st, the society decided to hold

their annual Roller Contest ou November

20 and- 21. 1914. So as to give ample time

for judging and full credit to every exhibit

we have decided to have three judges,

namely: Mr. J. B. Hesling (W akefiejd),

Mr. J. Tomlinson (Newcastle), and Mr.

G. Waiving (Bury). We hope that Roller

fanciers will give us a hearty response.

Will secretaries kindly note our dates and

save clashing.
H. Wantling, Sec.

32, Corporation Street, Bacup.

Keeping the Flag Flying.
Sir,

—

At the Bradford East O.S. meet-

ing, held September 1, it was decided that

we go on with our open show, as previously

arranged on October 10. Will fanciers

jilea.se keep this date in mind, and help

as much as possible, as we shall need all

the support we can get to make it a splen-

did show, and keep the Flag flying.

Wm. Cruise, Hon. Sec.

The Welsh Northern Counties F.

and F.A. Sets a Grand Example.
Sir,—

M

ay I trespass upon your valuable

space to announce the fact that the seventh

annual show of the above associa-

tion, fixed for November the /th, at Jjlan-

dudno, WILL take place as arranged. 1

hope to have the schedules ready in about

a week, and shall be glad to send a copy to

North Wales Fanciers, if they will kindly

apply. My committee met to consider

whether it was advisable to cancel the fix-

ture in consequence of the war, but unan-

imously decided to proceed with the

arrangements of the show, as they consid-

ered it the duty of all fanciers to carry on.

G. E. Cragg, Sec.

Rocklands, Rlios, Colwyn Bay.

Brechin’s Enterprise Deserves
Its Reward,

Sir,—

A

t a meeting of Brechin C.B.S.

held September 9tli it was unanimously

agreed to go on with the annual show as

usual, and it was also decided not to ask

for subscriptions this year in view or the

many calls on every class in consequence of

the war. This means that unless fanciers

rally round ns with their entries we shall

be faced with a- considerable financial obli-

gation. If others would take a leaf out

of the Brechin fanciers’ book there would

bo fewer cries of poor entries, for it is a

well-known fact that at any show in Scot-

land Brechin fanciers’ birds are well repre-

sented. We are sorry to have to state,

1 however, that many fanciers do not sup-

port Brechin show in the way it deserves,

out we trust that this year will prove an
exception, and that Brechin members will

be rewarded with a bumper entry for their

enterprise. J. C’rabb, Sec.

Wallsend’s Members’ Show
Unanimously Decided Upon.
Sip.,—At the meeting held in the Station

Hotel on September 9th, with Mr. Heslop
in the chair, before a grand attendance,

The most important item on the agenda,

was our annual show, November 7. It was
decided unanimously to hold the show ;

so

please, members, pull together and let us

have a grand show. Anyone wishing to

join our society can do so by sending name
to me, or by coming to our meeting on
October 14. Subs, must be paid a month
before show to enable members to compete
at same; subs, are now due.

George Gh ken well. Sec.

17, George Road, Wallsend.

A Chance for Bedfordshire
Bird Lovers.

Sir,—You will be glad to know that wo
are not cancelling our show on October
15. We are giving all our gate and ticket

money to the Prince of Wales’s National

Distress Fund (the local Mayor’s list).

The Mayor lias kindly consented to present

the prize money and specials at 8 o’clock

the same evening (October 15th). Owing
to Bedford being made a base for Terri-

torials and the lines being often taken up
by the military, it was not thought advis-

able to hold an open show to all England
for this season, but to make an extension

of our local classes, and open tlieyi to

Bedfordshire. Our motto is “ Business as

Usual.” Arthur .Simons,

(Hon. Sec. Bedford aud Beds United

C.B.S.)

90, Coventry Road, Bedford.

Correspondence continued on next page.
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THE DANGER OF CANCELLED SHOWS.
A Well-known Exhibitor Suggests a Method of Avoiding It.

Sib,—I have been very much struck the

last few weeks at the number of open fixtures

that have been abandoned for this season on
account of the present crisis. This is very
much to be regretted, as I feel sure in my
own mind that the Fancy will suffer, and not

only at the present moment, but aft<y the war
is over, inasmuch as many fanciers will drop

out of our ranks, especially the novices, by

having so few opportunities to exhibit their

pets. Personally, 1 believe that so far as

the railway companies are concerned, the word
is over as regards the traffic, which means

that we shall be able to trust our exhibits

in the hanos of the railway companies with

little more than the ordinary amount of risk.

There are some important tbwns which no

doubt will be handicapped by irregular rail-

way service for some little time, and to which

places it would bo risky to send exhibits lrom

a distance; and no doubt some of these places

will also experience great difficulty in finding

suitable rooms in which to hold shows.

Under those conditions an Apcn show would

doubtless be out of the question. Rut to my
way of thinking we can keep the ball a-roll-

ing by organising district, or confined shows,

that is several adjoining counties, as for in-

stance Staffordshire, Cheshire, Shropshire,

Warwickshire, and Derbyshire. 1 don t sec

why a good show or even more than one could

not be run with success, confined to exhibitors

resident in these counties (of course the same

idea applies to other groups of counties

throughout the country). There are many

good' Cage Bird Societies in these five counties

HOW DID BIRDS ORIGINATE— Continued.

and establishes an impossible gulf between

him and the apes, and everything below the

apes.”
Another distinguished scientist has recently

stated that “ the latest discoveries in geology

contradict Darwinian evolution, and show

that the most ancient man whose remains

have been discovered in the records of geology

was not descended from the ape, but if there

be any relationship between the ape and man
it is entirely of the opposite kind, and the

former is an offshoot of some lower type of

humanity rather than the progenitor.” Ac-

cording to the above Mr. Savage is wrong

and Mr. Hargreaves is right.

Beith. John Craig.

(Several letters on this topic held over.)

with a fairly strong membership, likewise
there are many exhibitors who belong to no
society. Here lies the backbone of my
scheme. Get as many of these societies a«
possible to combine to run the show (or

shows) by each society guaranteeing its share—-pro rata of its membership—against any
loss.

What about those exhibitors who belong to
no society, and exhibiting members of socie-

ties that do not join hands with the .others

;

arc they to run no risk ? 1 fancy I can hear
this question being asked. My answer to
this is, levy each exhibitor who does not be-

long to any of the societies which have com-
bined to run the show, to the extent of say
twopence or threepence (or something like

that) for each class that he enters in—not so
much on each entry that lie makes in any one
class, because if that were* done I fancy in

some cases an exhibitor might only make one
entry in a class on account of having to pay
extra for each entry, whereas if the levy was
for each class he would enter more, when
after his first entry he could enter as many
more in that class as he choose at the usual

fee.

I would suggest that any profits made on
the show go to one of the many deserving
war funds, such as the lied Cross Society, the
Prince of Wales’s Fund, etc. ; let this fact

lie well known and advertised in the district

where the show is held, and 1 have no doubt
that there would result a nice littlo subscrip-

tion towards the worthy object, aim' no neces-

sity to fall back on the guarantee of the

societies that are running the show.

I don’t see why at least two good shows
could not he held by those counties I have
mentioned. They are all in close proximity

atm' well served with railways. As Stafford-

shire is the most central of these five counties,

is it not possible for one show to be held say

at Stoke, which is in the midst of many fan-

ciers, and another say at Wolverhampton or

Birmingham? Any of these towns are within

easy distance of all the above-mentioned,

counties. Well, there you arc, brother fan-

ciers, I have given you a few broad ideas

which you may take for what they are worth,

but which, I "think, are quite workable. It

would, at any rate, be better than having to

keep our exhibits at home, and gaze moodily

at them behind dosed doors, because there are

but few shows.
Arthur C. Brotherhood.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from Overleaf).

Yorkshire Fanciers Have the
Best of it at Southampton.

Sir,—The majority of the members of the

Southampton C.R.S. have no cause to grum-
ble at their luck during the 1914 breeding

Season, as the following results show :

—

Yorkshires : J, Hayter 69, G. Gamble 64, S.

White 61, C. Egerton 49, E. Etheridge 48,

H. Grant 36, E. .Snowden 36, A. Winter 19,

(i. Pack 32, Gentry 12, C. Snellgrove 30 Hol-

lers. Norwich : W. J. Hartnell 17, W. Mel-

huish 4, A. G. Washer 18, J. Ixive 8, S.

Foyle 19, W. S. White 30, W. G. Fellows 30,

H. Schneider 17, and your humble servant

23. There is no doubt that the Yorkshire

breeders have had the best season, but taking

things all round members have no reason to

complain. The above list does not comprise

the whole society, but only those present at

our last meeting.

W. L. Page, Hon. Sec.

How Did Birds Originate ?
Sir. I see in Gage Birds the question is

still asked : How did Birds Originate? I

spent some time in looking up the Scriptures,

but it was time wasted ; l gave you many
passages of Scripture, both of birds, beasts,

creeping things and man, but it was time

thrown away. You did not think fit to pub-

lish my letters, though you could' publish

others to a great length. I have come to the

conclusion that you are one-sided, and favour

trie more than another, and that is the reason

1 have not written more.
J. I. Hargreaves.

[We are sorry that our correspondent should

apparently think that other readers of Cage
Birds have not a sufficient acquaintance with

the Bible to be familiar with the account of

Creation given therein. We ourselves thought

it unnecessary to print columns of extracts

therefrom ;
further, we considered that any

discussion as to whether the Bible account of

the Creation was final or otherwise to be

outside the scope of our journal.—Editor.]

Sir,—Readers who have been interested in

this correspondence and would like to learn

what the evolution theory really is, might

read a book (quite small and easy to under-

stand) called “ Evidences of Organic Evolu-

tion, ” by Romanes. It is probably in many
Free Libraries. Anyone who reads it care-

fully will, I think, "feel that the theory is

practically proved. If there is any small,

sensible book that tries to prove that there

was a separate creation of each species I

should be glad to know the name of it, as I

should like to see any arguments in its favour.

Perhaps Messrs. Johnson, Craig and Co. will

tell us? Would they at the came time say

if they believe that the different varieties of

Canaries were separately created or have they

been evolved from one kind?
(Rev.) H. A. Soames.

Sin,—la answer to the Rev. H. A. Soames,

the late Rev. Dr. Talmugo, of America,

says :
“ I place the Bible account of how the

brute creation was started opposite to the

evolutionist’s account. You know the Bible

tells how the birds were made at one time,

and the cattle made at another time, and

the fish made at another time, and that each

brought forth after its kind. A species

never develops into anything but its own
species. In all the ages and in all the

world there has never been an exception to

it.” 1 agree with the above, which confirms

Mr. •). I. Hargreaves's interpretation of the

Bible account of the creation.

Mr. R. Maxwell Savage says: '‘The evolu-

tion of the bird from the reptile is obvious
to anyone who knows anything of the sub-

ject. Mr. Wells demonstrates this beyond
doubt.” If it is to be the resemblance of

one species to another that is to he decisive,

let Mr. Savage try to produce a Carrion Crow
from a pair of Rooks. If lie cap manage
that it will favour his argument. Mr. Sav-
age’s account of the origin of man is quite

different from that of the Bible, which is the

highest authority on the subject. Dr. J
Boll Pettigrew, Ohandos professor of anatomy
and medicine at St. Andrew’s University, is

of the belief that man need not claim kinship
with the ape. In his new work “ Design
and Nature.” which was issued about six

years ago, Dr. Pettigrew, in dealing with
the “ Origin and Career of Man,” says :

—

“ If the authority and teaching of the Old
Testament, and the possession by man of an
extraordinary nervous system and brain be
set aside, the preponderance of evidence,

many are inclined to believe, is in favour of

a lowly origin—that is, a .savage or semi-

savage origin. I am not of this way of think-

ing. There is. it appears to me, no proof that
man is directly descended from the ape, and.
indirectly from the mollusc or the monad.
The unchanged condition* of physical man for

the last nine, or more, thousand years is

wholly opposed to such a. conclusion.”

‘‘The brain of man in volume, complexity,
and quality,” continues Dr. Pettigrew,
‘‘transcends that of every other living form,

Touching the clear body Dark Crest and
the even wing-marked Dark Crest, it would
appear to me that if the breeder devotes

sufficient attention to constantly producing

these, the Crest itself must as a natural

consequence suffer in some way or other

;

I do not think so much in formation as in

length of feather. Mv own personal ex-

perience convinced me of this when I used

to think the clear body Darks, or the wing-

marked, to be the only ideal birds, and
consequently devoted the majority of my
pairs to produce these. I found the

Crests began to diminish in size and the

birds generally to get a little smaller.

I suggest this as being the reason : —We
will say you breed a pretty little Dark
Crest, clear bodied, hen that greatly

strikes your fancy. You pair this to a

Dark-cap Crest marked [this description is

as given in the typed copy sent.—Editor]

cock, which lias been bred from an even-

marked Dark Crest. You could be pretty

sure what the progeny from this pair would
be; but have you not in the meantime for-

gotten that the pair of birds lacked size,

if even to only a small extent? And it is

more than likely others from the same
parents as these were much larger, but
being green or variegated birds you have
been willing to dispose of them in prefer-

ence to your even-marked birds'.

The Effect of the Ancestry.

I may mention that I still succeed in

breeding a certain number of them, not

from any set purpose, but simply because

my strain of birds' is likely to produce

them; but, for fear you may consider 1 am
contradicting myself, please let mo repeat

I do not pair with this object. Perhaps it

may be that young of this class are more
generally produced than a few years since,

and I think we have to look to the grey or

grjzzle Crest for the reason. When I come
to run my birds over in my mind I can
trace the greys for some years back'.

In breeding the Crest, as with other
varieties, you wifi agree Unit it L not
sufficient to use-only selection or pedigree,
or both; they must be used in conjunction

with brains. That is to say, it does not

suffice only to pair a young lien from some-
one’s famous Crest lien to a two-year-old

cock bred from another fancier’s winning
cock, and imagine the trick is done and
that fame is won. I think you would bo
more likely to meet with disappointment
than success, not that I wish to bo under-
stood to convey that it is not possible to so'

breed a show bird, but I do think you will

more likely have to control your impatience
and await the results of your future pair-

ings, hence my contention of “brains.”
Just here I should like to be forgiven

for saying that as a body 1 think we fan-

ciers are a little prone to consider our own
views and opinions to be the only light

ones—we forget that each meets with dif-

ferent experiences and is apt to place dif-

ferent construction on the same point.

The Advantages of Yellow Blood.

Now let us just pass a word on ycllmv

Crests and the advantages to be gained
from the use of them—apart from treat-

ing them as a sub-variety. First and
foremost we obtain a great improvement
in quality of feather from their occas-

sional use, that is to say they arc invalu-

able for refining the feather of birds that
have become coarse from continual double-

buffing. Further than this, if your birds

are lacking in vein—that essential feature

which we all so much admire, the judicious

introduction of the yellow will greatly aid

you in your object. Unless you are desir-

ous of breeding yellows as part of your
stud, it is not advisable to use them oftener

than every third season. The principal

reason for this lies in the fact of the
feather of the yellow being of lunch more
silky texture than the huff, consequently
its continual use would perhaps detract

from the width of the webbing of your
huffs and apparently cause your birds to

lose a little in size. But I myself think
by tiic gain you attain in the other direc-

tion you are more than compensated for

the loss of tins feature.

(To hr roulinued.)
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A FEW FACTS ON CBESTS AND
CREST BREEDING.

A lecture given before the London C.B.A,

on September 8th. • • • • « •

By

ARTHUR J. WATCHAM.
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and for argument sake we will say that
you adopt the beautiful drawings of an
“ideal” Crest which we have sometimes
had presented to us, then I say you are
right in your contention, and I will further
say that I am glad of it, for we are thereby
left with the necessity of still devoting
our energies and gaining further pleasure
in our hobby in the endeavour to produce
such perfection. I would like to suggest
that once a perfect ideal is produced with
any certain frequency, the hobby will die a
natural death, or if you like, from senile
decay.

The Price of Crests.
Speaking of the value of the crests, the

exalted prices sometimes asked for them
are frequently quoted as a deterrent to
their being more generally taken up by
fanciers. Mel I now, if one requires a really
first-class Crest or CrestJrred one must
be prepared to pay the jfrice. But then,
isn’t it better for the novice or the begin-
ner to purchase a pair or two at a reason-
able price from a known breeder and en-
deavour to breed his own exhibition speci-
mens? How much more pleasure will ho
derive when he takes honours with a bird
of his own breeding than with one ho has
purchased. I feel somewhat convinced that
the time is near at hand when ail birds
competing for club cups or specials wiJ
have to wear a ring, and lie bred by the
exhibitor. Then the gentleman who, lov-
ing a good Crest, cannot resist buying it

(and it will lie an ill day far the fancy wdien
lliis gentleman ceases to exist) must be con-
tent- with taking the 1st prize and the
specials other than those offered by the
club*

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen,

I don’t know what possessed our presi-

dent to ask me to give a paper on the

Crest; still less do I know whatever pos-

sessed me to accept the task of doing so.

However, having given my promise I have
endeavoured to put together a few facts as

I have met them in the course of my some-

what extended breeding of the bird in ques-

tion. It is quite likely that some of the

views 1 here express may not quite coincide

with the experience of yourselves, in which
case I crave your indulgence and would ask

you to please let me down as lightly as pos-

sible.

The Crest, as you obviously all know, is

a conceived variety of the Canary—that
is to say, it has been evolved from the

ordinary little green bird we know' as the

original wild Canary, the same as the Nor-
wich and various other kinds have been,

but I think you will grant that the variety

has necessitated a great deal more study

and selection in its producing than other

varieties, more especially when you con-

sider the formation of the head feather of

the Crest.
It is possible—in fact, probable, that the

first ( i ('M was nothing less than a sport,

anti in itself was without doubt something
of a shocker, but it evidently occurred to

someone that here was material for a new
variety, and T would ask you just to con-
sider for a moment the amount of per-]
sistent plodding that lias been required to
bring tlie Crest to the perfection in which !

v. e see it to-day.
I use the word perfection only in a

figurative sen \ as many of you would con-
tend that nei L 1

1

ion has not been reached. .1 HAVE YOU;"’. PROMISED A CANARY YET?
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Club (Reports.
PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY

C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 12, Headquarters. Decided

not to hold a Table Show until later as moult

seoms later this year owing to the weather.

Our Chairman, Mr. A. 11. C. Legg, kinaly

promised to give an exhibition and lecture

on British birds at next meeting, Sew > t. 26, at

headquarters ; and Mr. Challenger will give a

lecture on Yorkshire Canaries a fortnight

later. Members should try to attend, as 1 am
sure we shall all be able to learn a hint or

two ; we shall welcome visitors. Our brother

fancier, Mr. S. Stone, has joined the Army,

but we hope he will be with us again in the

very near future.—J. S. Jones, Sec.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.
Meeting headquarters, Sept. 14, Mr. Nor-

man presiding over a fair attendance. It is

a pity members who only live a short distance

from the hall will not attend the meetings

and do their share of the work instead of

leaving it to those who live at a great dis-

tance, and who always attend, often at great

inconvenience. Local members please $ee

what you can do in future. It was proposed

that during Mr. F. W. Burton’s absence the.

secretarial work be carried on by Mr. G. Bur-

ton, who agreed to do his best. In the matter

of the patronage shows, it is greatly to be

regretted that almost all of the societies we
gave our patronage to have had to cancel their

shows. Members went fully into the matter,

aided by letters from several of the provincial

committee, and it was ultimately decided to

withdraw the cups and other point specials

from competition this year, and, providing we
can get four societies (two London and two
provincial) to accept our patronage and give

us a fair classification, to offer, as an induce-

ment to members to show, cash specials and
spoons for each show. If secretar ies of socie-

ties washing to avail themselves of our patron-

age will write me at 126, Lee Road, Lee

Green, S.E., ! will give them any further par-

ticulars they may require. Redhill C.B.S. are

showing the way, and are offering us a full

classification, which we hope to avail ourselves

of. Another meeting wiH be held as soon as

possible, and members are. requested to watch

the “ Clul) Notices ” column for the date,

and turn up in forge.—Geo. Burton, Sec. (pro.

tern.).

EAST HAM C.B.S.
Washing exhibition and prize distribution

Town Hall, East Ham, on Sept. 10; there

was a good muster. It was unanimously de-

cided to hold our annual show as usual during

alterations to the map of Europe. I ho prize-

money, etc., for young stock show were then

handed out by the chairman, Mr. G. Perry.

Two birds were then washed by Mr. Perry

and Mr. C. R. Evans, giving the novieo mem-

bers a good idea of washing birds for exhibi-

tion ;
afterwards, Mr. .A. W. Farmer gave

bis opinion of the process with a few timely

hints and advice. The members present

heartily agreed to have messages cent by the

secretary to absent members who are serving

with the King’s forces. A vote of thanks to

llie chairman concluded the business.— F.

Onslow, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH LONDON COL. AND F.A.
General meeting headquarters, Sept. 10,

Mr. G. Monday presiding over a very large

meeting. Letter read from the South Metro-

politan^'. A. respecting the invitation ( lasses

they are putting on at their evening shows.

Several members expressed their willingness

to send exhibits, and see. was instructed to

write to that effect. The members present

unanimously endorsed the committee s de-

cision to run the annual show, and many

specials were promised. V arious suggestions

were made, and sec. was instructed to cut

down any unnecessary expense, and to act in

any way he thought beneficial to the club.

Committee meeting headquarters Sent. 24, at

8, to draw un the schedule. Will members of

the committee note this, as it will be the only

intimation, and do please attend.—G. Burton,

Hon. Sec.

YORKSHIRE UNION “OUT FOR BUSINESS.”
Council Desires all Fixtures to be Held, and Forrnulates a

Working Scheme.

The Council of the Yorkshire Union met

on Sept. 12 at the Market Tavern, Bradford,

ilr. Will. Cruise (president) presiding over a

capital attendance of delegates, every society

hut two being represented. A letter from

Mr. H. II. Towers re fanciers helping the

War Fund was allowed to stand over, as was

the Shipley Society’s notification to abandon

its open show. In respect to a defaulting I

member reported by the latter society, it was

left in the Union secretary’s hands to make .

the necessary enquiries whether he had given

verbal information to the late secretary as to

his intention to resign.

The main item on the agenda was the likeli-

hood of the Union programme of open shows

being interfered with owing to the war inter-

fering with trade and railway facilities. It

was discussed which was the best scheme to

adopt in order that this most trying ordeal

may be safely negotiated. The council was

out for business, and a scheme was not long

forthcoming which to all appearances seems

to cover, to some extent, the responsibility

which the societies felt in holding their open

shows.
The scheme is that of paying prize-money

on the sliding 6cale for classes whose entries

range from 5 to 14, inclusive. These are the

. classes which cast a heavy burden on the re-

sponsible officials and run away with a good

amount of the balance which should certainly

accrue between the total prize-money and the

amount received in entry fees if shows are to

be a success. This is the only feasible scheme
which could lessen the financial responsibility

and enable societies to run their shows with

the possibility of a heavy loss reduced to the

minimum. The council gave this scheme

great consideration, and passed a unanimous
resolution that all 1914-15 Union shows should

adopt the above method of paying out prize-

money. All classes with 15 entries or more
shall have the usual prize-money, namely, 10s.

1st. 6s. 2nd, 4s. 3rd, 2s. 4th.

The council feel compelled to adopt this

system in order to encourage societies to go

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage tills bool; has over others is that

it has .1 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to, and a double check for judges, while

there is always a slip free to be scut to the printers

of the catalogue.
Prices:— 1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A cample page on application to “CAGE BIRDS,"
154, Fleet Street. London. E.C,

forward with their open shows and thus allow

all the Union and Yorkshire specialist clubs’

competitions to go on as usual. Exhibitors

will kindly bear in mind that every Union
show will pay the same scale of prize-money.

The entry fees in all cases will stand as al-

ready announced in the printed schedules. In

some cases where societies have a reduced

entry fee for their members, the basis of

prize-money will be paid on the Is. 6d. entry

fee only. The council adopted the principle

of deducting Id. per Is. from entry fees, to-

wards working expenses, in classes from 5 to

14 entries inclusive. All societies are thus

assured that they cannot have a deficit from

the entries received to the total prize-money

paid out. The usual number of money prizes

will be given in every class, namely, 4. A
resolution was also carried that no specials be

given, and that those already promised should

be acquired by the members of the society

holding the show, or otherwise be put to-

wards the society’s funds.

As the majority of societies have published

their schedules in the Union Handbook, I

wish to draw the attention of all intending

exhibitors that whatever prize-money is an-

nounced to be paid at the respective Union
shows, is all cancelled in favour of the scheme

as passed by the council.

Only one society up to the present has signi-

fied its intention of abandoning its show,

namely, Shipley, and the council expressed'

the hope that owing to the proposed scheme
they would reconsider the question. The
Union shows as arranged are as follows :

—

Judges.

Oct. 3 Halifax; W. Stables

,, 10 Bradford East W. A. Cowgill

,, 17 Skelmanthorpe F. Allen

,, 24 Shipley O.S. (might recon-

sider abandonment). ..W. Mundell

,, 31 City of Bradford R. Halliday

Nov. 14 Tong ...H. W. Battye

,, 21 Manningham and Bradford
West ...P. Mason & H. Sutcliffe

Dec. 12 Huddersfield J. Robson
Jan. 2 Windhill, Shipley O.S.

H. J. Chittenden

,, 9 Great Horton A. Hirst

It is the council’s express wish that ‘socie-

ties will run their fixtures as already ar-

ranged, and I trust that members and ex-

hibitors alike will do their utmost to give the

shows every possible support in their power,

as they are without doubt the life and soul

of the Fancy to which we are all proud to

belong. The Union Handbooks were dis-

tributed to the respective societies at this

meeting, and all members desiring one imme-
diately should apply to the secretary of the

society to which they belong.

H. Hill, Secretary Y
T
.U.

ORMSKIRK C.B.S.
Meeting King’s Arms Hotel, Sept. 7, Mr.

E. A. Walker presiding over a poor attend

-

aaice. The chief business was the election

of Secretary, and on the proposition of Mr.
It. Hunter, it wue decided that Mr. T. John-
son, junr., he Secretary for the remainder of
the year. All members please attend next
meeting to decide whether to hold annual
show.—T. Johnson, junr., Hon. Sec.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
-Meeting Sent. 10, Mr. Haverihand presid-

ing. Decided to postpone our annual show
business until next meeting, when I hope all

members will attend. Mr. Perry was elected

to judge the Table Show on that date, Oct. 8,

and T trust members will see to it that we
have a good show. As we had a paper pre-

pared by Mr. Hemming, which we had left

over, we had this read, and a very interest-

ing paper it proved. How Mr. Hemming had
contrived to get so much sound information

in liis paper I hardly know. A very hearty

vote of thanks to him concluded the meeting.

—E. Johnson, Sec.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 11, Mr. Furness chair, and

a very good number present. Table Shows to

be held on the October and November meet-

ing nights were suspended, but we are antici

pating two good meetings. We arc suspend-

ing the Table Shows, because it was unani-

mously decided to have our 'annual Members’
Show on the date fixed, viz., Nov. 28. Any
profit on the show will be handed over to the

Lord Mayor’s Relief Fund. We want our

members to concentrate all their efforts and

make it a big success. The object is o 1)e we
can all work for, and we hope to hand over

a good sum. Classification as in the syllabus.

Prize money, 4s., 2s., Is., for 6d. entry. The
Society’s cups, seven in number, will be up

for competition, in addition to numerous other

specials. In the gift class we want at least

a score, these to be sold to help the Fund.

Tickets will be ready for October meeting.

Will all members kindly do their best to sell

them ?—J. Woolhouse, Assist. Sec.

NATIONAL GREEN-MARKED Y.C C
Meeting Sept. 12. Market Tavern, Brad-

ford. Mr. W. A. Cowgill (president) in the

chair. Owing to three of our patronage shows

being cancelled secretary was instructed to

try and get some of the Y.U. shows which

have not applied for the patronage to do so,

and to this end the following resolution was

passed :
“ That the club’s patronage be given

to any other Union Show that will put on the

necessary four green-marked classes irrespec-

tive of whether the said show pays full prize-

money or prize-money on the sliding scale.

As it is in the best interests of the Fancy

generally that the shows and the competitions

of the Yorkshire Specialist Clubs should go on,

it is to be hoped that we shall at an early

date receive applications for patronage, and

thus be enabled to hold our various competi-

tions, and at the same time help the shows

with our entries. Members please note that

the first two Union shows, viz., Halifax and

Dis., on Oct. 3, and Bradford East on Oct.

10 are both patronage shows.—J. Chambers,

Hon. Sec.

HULL C.B.S.
Meeting, Oddfellows’ Hall, Charlotte St.,

Sept. 7, Mr. D. D. Longhorn, chair. De-

cided to leave the matter of the open show

over until the October meeting, when we

should have a better attendance. The Chair-

man then called upon Mr. Chapman to give

us his lecture on the feeding and rearing of

birds in aviaries and cages, in conjunction

with birds in the economy of nature, their

usefulness, birds usually kept, and obseiva-

tions of bird life in the fields. Mr. Chap-

man, who has been a keen naturalist and orni-

thologist for 35 years, dealt with the mattei

at great length ; he had with him a very large

assortment of wild seeds, about 200 varieties,

and fully explained all the best seeds, etc.,

for feeding and rearing British birds and

Hybrids from the nest, also the habits of

British birds in the fields. He also showed

us the different utensils he had for collecting

the lapvae of insects in summer and winter,

and the most likely places of finding same.

He also explained the value of aphides

(black and green), ants .cocoons, and the way

to gather them. After this followed scores

of questions from the members, Mr. Chapman

answering, and fully explaining them in a veiy

able manner, thus bringing to a close one of

the finest lectures our society has ever had.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Chapman was carried

with acclamation.

—

J. L. Heseltine. Hon. Sec.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,—Glad to

say our members are simply delighted with the

posters and prize cards. They say they arc the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.

Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,

Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, E.C.

YOU CANNOT SPEND
SIXPENCE

TO GREATER PROFIT
than by purchasing a copy of

the 1914 Edition of

CAGE-BIRDS
ANNUAL

H
AVE you sent for your copy of "Cage Birds"
Annual yet? It not, do «o at once, for the
stock is rapidly being reduced. No matter

what variety of birds you keep, whether you are
novice or old hand, you will find information of the
greatest help to you. Every article is written by an'
expert, and in their experiences YOU will find the
way to the top rung.

Sign the coupon at the foot of this advertisement,
enclose 7d., post to “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St..

London, E.C., and get your copy now.

CONTENTS:
MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID.

By Claude St. John.
A most seasonable article, alone worth the cost of
the whole hook.
STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP AND
BEAUTIFUL FOBiilGN BIRDS. By F. Mcakin.
HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.

By G. R. Pippct.
SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERIGARS.
By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF BIRD-CATCHING.
By J. W. Steel.

A REVIEW OF THE 1913-1914 SEASON.
A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.

By H. Norman.
MY METHOD OF BREEDINC CANARIES.

By E. T. Sheppard.
A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES AND

THEIR USES.
THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF BRITISH

BIRDS.
Bv F. Terry.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
Calendar, 1914-15; Monthly Calendar and Diary, with

Hateliing Tables; Postal Guide and other Useful

Information; Rates for Railway Parcels; Cage Birds

League; Particulars of Objects. Membership, etc.;

Alphabetical Directory to Cage Bird Clubs. Associa-

tions. etc. ;
Bird Trade Directory ;

Standards and
Scales of Points of Exhibition Birds.

£1.000 ACCIDENT INSURANCE COUPON.
In addition to this wonderful budget of birdv

literature, this marvellous little handbook also con-

tains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known

bird artist, Mr. H. Norman.

A Tribute from
FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA.

5, Errard Street North,

Ballarat, Victoria,

Australia.

I enclose Money Order. Please forward

the “Annual.” I always enjoy reading

it.

W. MORRISON, M.A., M.D.

Send for your copy NOW, 76. post free-

from our offices, or 6d. from your newsagent

To the Publisher,

-CAGE BIRDS,” 154. Fleet St.,

London, E.C.

Please send me cop^

of “Cage Birds'' Annual, for wtich I

enclose

Name -

Address *

fp.T.n.l

NORTHERN BORDER & S.F.C.C.
Meeting Sept. 2. Mr. W. P. Snaith chair.

Mr. Espie’s motion re, counting of points for

judges left over until annual meeting. Mr.

Espie will give us a lecture next meeting.

M. C. Potts.

CITY OF DUNDEE C.B.S.
Meeting, Doig’s Rooms, Sept. 2, Mr. A. R.

Towns presiding. Agreed to cancel the open

show owing to the state of the country, but

to hold Club Show if a suitable hall can be

o-ot the Gymnasium being converted into a

hospital for the Red Cross Society.—Andrew

Law, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting, Sent. 12, Messrs. Geo. F. Bates

and A. Dawson were elected Secretary and

Chairman respectively. Messrs. J. Stanger

and J. Robinson Were elected members. \Ve

are having an open Linnet class with 8s., 4s.,

2s., Is. prize money for Is. entry lee.

Schedules from Geo. F. Bates, 7 Rose Avenue-.

South Moor, Stanley, Co. Durham.
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CHESTER-LE-STREET, B1RTLEY,
AND PELTON FELL (Amal.).

Meeting and table show, Dun Cow Hotel,

Cheater -le Street, Aug. 2G. Mr. J. Stanger

judged. ......

LINNET or TWITE : 1, 3, he, Wilford;

2, vhc, Davison. REDPOLL or SISKIN :

l’ 2, 3, Wilford; vhc, Davison. BUNTING:
1, 2, Davison. £OFTBILL: 1, 2, Davison;

3, Wilford. Next meeting at Birtley at 6

n.m.
;
table show; classes; Nor. Buff, Yorks.

Yell., Crests, A.O.V. Can.—R. Ward, Bee.

Chester le-Street C.B.S.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C-
Meeting, Sept. 5, at Lockhart’s, Briggate,

with a full attendance. Unanimously de-

cided to abandon our annual show on Nov.

1314; it was the general opinion that under
the circumstances we had no other option.

This is very disappointing, as we were

looking forward to a record snow. We had
engaged the best room in Leeds for the pur-

pose, and also some of the most capable

judges in the Roller Fancy, who we hope
will oblige at some future date.—II. Best,

Bee.
LONDON C.B.A.

General meeting held at the El Vino, prosi-

lent Mr. R. L. Crisp in the chair. Mr. J.

Houghton was elected a member. Several

important matters were placed before the

meeting in connection with the proposed an-

nual show. Mr. Arthur J. Watoham gave a

most interesting lecture on Crests
;
Messrs.

Shepherd, Crisp, Dewhurst, Walling-ton,

Sayer, and J. Robson ably assisted in the

discussion which followed. A vote of thanks

to the lecturer for the valued services ren-

dered to the association by his lecture was
unanimously carried. Mr. Watcham suitably

replied.—F. Knight, Press Corresp.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
General meeting Sept. 7th. Decided to

cancel our open show, as the hall engaged
was required by the Government, and South-

ampton is a town which will be hit very

hard through the war. It was decided to

send one guinea to the Mayor of Southamp-
ton for the War Relief Fund started by him.

A members’ show will be held upon the

same date (Dec. 2nd) as the open show was
to have been held, and seven members of-

fered special prizes for same, and the Society

will give a special prize for the best bird

in the show. Prize money upon the sliding

scale, and 29 classes will be provided. At
our last members’ show we had 150 entries

(not bad for a society fust formed) and I

hope we shall be able to eclipse that total.

The cancelling of open shows is bound to

affect the Fancy, but I think if societies who
cancel their shows hold a members’ show on
a large scale in place of the open show it

will help to keep societies together. The
interest must be kept up, and there will

then be no reason to talk of societies dis-

banding.—W. L. Page, Hon. Sec.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be Paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

LEEDS.
Quality Linnet singing contest Albion

Hotel, Saville Green, York -road, Sept. 13. 16

bird's sang for three prizes. 1, Johnson; 2,

Sissons
;
3, shared by Stead and Richardson.

Judges. Hardcastle, Jennings, and Naylor.

—

Walter Naylor, Hon. Sec.

Quality singing contest held Old Bird
House, Skinner’s Arms, Buslingthorpe ;

19

birds competed. 1, 2, shared by Ward and
Hayes; 3. Laycock. Judges, C. Clayton and
Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
HALIFAX C.B.S.—Liberal Club, Haugh

Shaw Road. King Cross, Halifax, Oct. 3;
judge, W. Stables. 24 classes : 12 Champion
Yorks. (4 Green mkd.), 2 Sell.’, 8 Nov. Yorks.,

2 Nov. Nor. Under Yorks Union rules.

Prizes :—5 to 14 entries on sliding scale ;
over

14, 10s.. 6s.. 4s., 2s. Fee, Is. 6d. Ent. close

Sept. 29 to A. Sutcliffe, 46, Hammond Street,

Hopwood Lane^

“PIGEONS”
liie only paper dealing 90lely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Featura.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard for Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.

.... — 1 Y

Questions and

Answers.
DOUBTS AMD DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BT SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

CiLNiLRY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE BT. JOHN.

SITS ON FLOOR (Mrs. Hamilton).—Ex-
amine the bird’s eyes closely to see if they
are normal; also the claws are not excessively

overgrown. If nothing seems wrong in these
respects the bird is doubtless run down with
the moult, and the following treatment for a

month should set matters right. Give a
staple diet of three parts canary to one part
summer rape. Every second day give a spray
of watercress and a morsel of banana, and on
the alternate days give a morsel of stale bread
the size of a hazel nut soaked in cold milk,
drained, two drops, of cod liver oil emulsion
on it, and finally sprinkled with soft sugar.

Twice a week give a small teaspoonful of the

seed mixture you are now using. In the
drinking water add six drops of syrup of rhu-

barb and a crystal of sulphate of soda the
size of a small pea every second day for a
week, and' after this give 20 drops of chemi-
cal food two days in every three for a fort-

night or three weeks. Keep bird in a bright,

healthy place, but do not expose it to cold

draughts nor the fumes of burning lights in

the evenings.

DIFFICULT BREATHING (W. Black).—
It is possible that the bird may have caught
cold on the journey, but’ it is not unlikely

that its condition is simply due to some tem-
porary effect of the moult. Treat as follows

for a month or so. Keep in a moderately
warm place, and do ,not expose to cold
draughts or fumes of burning lights in the
evenings, and allow it to bathe about every
other day. Give as staple diet a mixture of

three parts canary to one part summer rape.

Give separately every second day half a tea-

spoonful of a mixture of equal parts millet,

niger, teazle and maw, and either a morsel of

banana or a spray of watercress, and on the
alternate days give a piece of bread and milk
the size of a hazel nut with two drops of cod
liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with
soft sugar, and a half ripe plantain stalk.

In the drinking water add as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and ten drops
of lemon juice daily for three days, and after

this give 20 drops of chemical food every sec-

ond day for a month. The sawdust has no-

thing to do with the trouble, but you should
see that the bird is supplied with grit in a
small vessel for digestive purposes.
LOST HIS SONG (E. P. H.).—The moult

is probably overtaxing the bird a little. See
that it is free from cold direct draughts, sud-

den extremes of temperature, and do not hang
it in a window, nor high up near the ceiling.

Give a staple diet of plain canary seed only.

In addition give separately every second day
half a teaspoonful of summer rape, and a
morsel of banana or a spray of some green
salad, and on the intervening days give a

piece of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut
sprinkled with maw seed, and half a teaspoon-

ful of a mixture of equal parts millet, niger,

teazle, and broken groats. Continue this

feeding for a month, allow the bird to bathe
freely, keep its cage strewn with clean, gritty

sand, and add 20 drops of chemical food to

its drinking water every second day for a

fortnight or so. See if the claws are much
overgrown, and. if so, trim them back to a

proper length, but do not otherwise interfere

with the legs or feet

SWELLING ON NECK (Anxious F.).

—Without more definite information as

to the nature and appearance of the

swelling it is difficult to advise .you.

The swelling may be simply an air-sac,

in which case carefully puncturing it

with a clean needle would cause it to dis-

appear, or it may be an abscess which could

only be properly treated by incision and
evacuation, which should only be performed
by a skilled hand. Try painting the swellipg

with a feather dipped in tincture of iodine

three times, with an interval of three days
between each time, and meanwhile add to the

water every second day as much Epsom salts

as will cover a sixpence, and ten drops of

lemon juice. If this does not cause the swel-

ling to be absorbed it will do no harm to

carefully prick it and press out any contents

that come away readily, and then wash dean
and anoint the spot with boracic ointment
for a day or two. Place the food inside the
cage for the time being.

A DEFORMED FOOT (Stanley).—If the

foes appear rigid in the bent position my ad-

vice is to leave them severely alone. As only

one foot is affected the bird will get along
very well, and will not be very seriously

hampered, unless, of course, in competition,

if a show specimen, by the deformity, and
after this lapse of time any interference is

only likely to result in inflicting unnecessary
pain. If the toes seem to be fairly supple
you may try the effect of putting in the cage
a thin and nearly round perch, about the size

of a lead pencil, for a few weeks. Beyond
this I do not advise you to go.

WAGS HER TONGUE. (T. H.).—I do not
think there is really much the matter, but
you do not give sufficient particulars to help
much. You appear doubtful about the swell-

ing about the throat and head, and I think
this may be simply due to the plumage being
somewhat puffy. Keep in a fairly warm posi-

tion until the moult is over, and do not ex-

pose to cold draughts or extreme fluctuations

of heat and cold. Continue to give a staple

of plain canary seed, but give only half a tea-

spoonful of the seed mixture every second
day. Also omit the linseed altogether, and
substitute an equal quantity of teazle. Give
a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled with
maw seed three times a week, and a spray of

watercress every second day. In the water
add 12 drops of syrup of buckthorn for two
days, and after this give instead Jive drops
each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine,
and sweet spirit of nitre every second day for

a week or fortnight as may seem necessary.

GET THIN AND DIE (Cymro).—If you
continue to lose birds you would be well ad-

vised to take an early opportunity to have a

post-mortem on the body of one of them, as

there is a likelihood of the deaths being due
to some bacillary disease. You ought also to

have mentioned the composition of your colour

food and the strength in which you are using

it, as this may possibly be a contributing

cause. Treat as follows for a. fortnight and
if the birds are not considerably better, write

again, and give the fullest particulars. Keep
cages, perches, and all seed and water vessels

CANARY QUERISTS

cessive cold owing to radiation-. This is the
course I advise you to adopt instead of alter-

ing the aspect to a northern one.
VARIOUS (E. M. T.).—(1) If your Lizards

are Silvers now they will be Silvers after the
moult. Neither the moult nor any amount of
colour food will turn a Silver into a Gold. It

is not a very material question whether you
use a Gold cock and a Silver hen in pairing
the birds for breeding, or vice versa. Either
mating produces both Golds and Silvers, but
other things being equal the former way will

give a slightly larger proportion of Golds.
Mate rich Gold cocks with your young Silver

hens next season. (2) Cannot say whether
your colour food is too hot, as you omit to

say how it is made. But you will get no
advantage by giving it extra strong because
you began to give it rather late. The colour

of the droppings simply shows that the bird

does not absorb all the colour you give, so

that the extra strength is being practically

wasted. Reduce it to normal strength now,
and you will find the bird colour just as well.

Add a pinch of Epsom salts to the water for

two days, and afterwards 20 drops of chemical
food for three or four days. (3) Glad to know
the Yorks, and Lizard pair have benefited by
previous advice. Give the old hen a piece

of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut,

lightly sprinkled with flowers of sulphur, and
then sprinkled with soft sugar, every third

day for a month
;
the day following add as

much chlorate of potash as will cover a six-

pence to the drinking water ; and the next
day give five drops each of oxymel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre.

(4) Certainly, the wild seeds you gather must
be dried before you shut them up in a tin,

otherwise they will become musty, and unfit

for use at all. Either dry the ripe heads as

you gather them in the sun, or hang them up
in paper bags until quite dry, when you can
separate the seeds and store them altogether

in tins, or cardboard or wood boxes. Give
a small teaspoonful per bird two or three

times a week, but if the supply is unlimited

you may give it much more freely.

should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's "Canary Manual” (1/2);
Battye's "Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/1|); House’s "Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Tgeston’s "Stock Book” (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever" (7d.); Norman's
“Aviaries

,
Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3): Bamsden's

“Colour-feeding ” (3)<Z.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds ” (1/2); or the “Nutshell’’ booklets (2\d. each)'.

No. 5 "The Pet Canary,” No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

as clean as possible, and strew cage floors

with clean, gritty sand. Continue the staple

diet of plain canary seed, and in addition give
separately every second day half a teaspoon-
ful of a mixture of equal parts millet, niger,

rape, teazle, and broken groats. On the al-

ternate days give a pinch of maw seed and
a morsel of banana or spray of watercress.

Allow a small teaspoonful of soft food with
the colour food per bird daily. Limit the

diet strictly to this, and allow the birds to

bathe freely. In the water add six drops of

syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate of

soda the size of a small pea for three days,*

and after this add to the water instead a crys-

tal of sulphate of soda as above, ditto of sul-

phate of iron half as big, and six drops of

dilute sulphuric acid every second day for a
fortnight.

BORDER HEN RUFFLED UP (Idwal).—
I do not think there is anything seriously

wrong with the hen except that she seems to

have a little difficulty in breaking away into

moult. Keep her fairly warm for a while,

but do not overheat her, and feed her the
same as advised to “ Cymro ” in this issue,

but give the soft food every second day only,

and sprinkle it with maw seed each time. In

the drinking water give five drops each of

syrup of saffron and sweet spirit of nitre every
second day for a week. Glad to hear that
the former advice was so successful.

OUTDOOR BIRDROOM (J. H. N.).—You
mention nothing about the structure of the
building, of what, material it is built, nor
whether it is of single or double walls, and
these points considerably affect the suscepti-

bility or otherwise to climatic changes. The
area of glass in the front would also make it

very susceptible to excessive fluctuations, and
if tiie other parts of the structure arc properly
built, this alone is doubtless the cause of the

variability. It is not good policy, however,
to turn the front towards the north when you
have the advantage of a southern aspect. A
much better "plan is to cover the major por-

tion of the glass in front with “summer
cloud,’’ the same as greenhouses are some-
times treated in the summer to break the

force of the sun’s rays. Later on, when the

weather is lik'elv to become severe, you could

make movable shutters of wood, or felt on
wood frames, to put up over at least two-
thirds of the glass in the front, which would
still leave you plenty of light, and prevent ex-

BRITISH BIRDS,
ivzui.es and hybrids.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
SEX OF LINNET-CANARY (Stanley).—

ft is difficult to assist you in sexing your
L/innet-CanaTy. If you had several you might

manage to pick out the cock birds by select-

ing the boldest and richest coloured, but as

you have only a single specimen you cannot

lo better than keep him until he is clean

moulted, when, if a male, he will soon sing

lustily. The fact of your bird commencing

Zo warble now is a hopeful sign ; if he is the

right sex his song will increase in volume

daily, especially if you feed him fairly well.

(2) Make the following mixture for stock :

Canary three parts, rape and teazle one part

3ach, and' give a spoonful of mixed seeds

twice a week ;
or you can procure a packet of

Finch mixture put up by some reliable firm

;

use this twice weekly. A little crushed hemp
occasionally will assist in getting him into

song, but do not overdo it, as hemp is very

stimulating.

BLACK REDSTART AND OTHERS
(Softbill).—If you look after your Black-

start properly, you should have no difficulty

in keeping him through the winter. Your

having several Softbills makes me think you

have had some experience, which, of course,

would be helpful. The food you mention is

quite good, and for insect life you will have

to rely upon mealworms, but you should' not

neglect any opportunity that may occur to

secure other live food. In addition make free

use of fruit, ripe pears, and grapes, as long

as you can get them, after that bananas will

be useful. He would do very well in an un-

heated room in the house. (2) The same food

would do for the Goldcrest, but the meal-

worms should be small, or should be cut up

for him. A little extra preserved yolk of egg

would not be out of place during the coldest

weather. He is so tiny that he feels the

changes of temperature, and should have a

lar^e cage so that he is ahle to take plenty

of exercise. He could be kept under the

same conditions as the Blackstavt, but should

be covered over on cold nights with a woollen

shawl or rug, and during the long nights it

would be a. good plan to put a light in the

bird-room for an hour just before retiring, to

allow him to feed. He is fono’ of bathing

and should be allowed tudo so all the year

round, care being taken that he goes to roost

quite dry. (3) The staple foAd for vour Coal

Tit would be the same as the others; this

could be mixed with a little boiled potato or

scraped carrot. He should also have a piece

of suet suspended) to the wires of his cage,

and a few sunflower or hemp seeds ; a nut

now and then will be beneficial, and keep

him amused, so will a meat bone that has not

been scraped too clean. (4) 1 would not :ijl-

viso you to place all these birds m your aviary

together; leave out the Tit, none of the
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family can be trusted with weak nr ailing

birds, and you cannot bo certain of nil llio

others keeping quite fit.

GREENFINCH WITH GROWTH ON
BEAK (Groenie).-r-The growth on the book,

or rather at the base of it, requires a little

surgical operation, and if you can manage to

get a medical man or clover chemist to re-

move it for you, it will be the best thing;

but, failing this, try painting it with iodine.

Do it carefully with n small camel-hair paint

brush, just covering the spot and not putting

any elsewhere. Mix as much Glauber Salts

as will cover a sixpence in his drinking water

for one day, and give him a good allowance

of greenstuff and wild food. He should com-
mence to sing as soon as ho is through the

moult
;
many do so before they have quite

finished.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Anxious
Novice).—Your bird is suffering from asthma,

and requires vory careful treatment. A most
important point is his feeding ;

ho should be

kept in good condition, but not fat. I would

advise you to omit the linseed and hemp.
Continue the supply of fruit and green-food,

see that all seeds are thoroughly free from
dust; in fact, to secure this it would be as

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloulton's great work, “Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/6); Norman’s "British Bird Manual

”

(2/3); or Part 1
“Hardbills" (1/1), Part 2 "Softbills”

(1/1); “ A viaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (.2/3);

“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants” (1/2); “Secrets o/

Hybrid Breeding

"

(1/2); Clarke’s “Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.); "Colour-feeding

’’

(31d.) ;
or the "Nut.

shell ” booklets (2!d. each): No. L “Goldfinch, 1 '

No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13

"Chaffinch,” No. 15 " Greenfinch," No. 22 "Siskin,
Hedpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ How to

Motilt British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from " Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

well to rub them in a slightly damped cloth

to thoroughly clean them. About three times

a week offer a cube of bread soaked In hot
milk, with two drops of cod liver oil emul-

sion on it. Keep him in a large cage in an
airy room free from draughts, and away
from any vapours from either the fire or gas.

To relieve the breathing give five drops each

of paregoric, syrup of squills, and glycerine

in his drinking water, only using this occa-

sionally when the symptoms are especially

pronounced. (2) Your hybrid may not be

troubled with red mite, but he may have grey

lice ; these live on the bird and eat away the

feathers, particularly round the neck. If you
find any, give him a good dusting of insect

powder and roll him up in a cloth, for ten

minutes before returning him to his cage.

Repeat in three days. Make an infusion of

quassia chips and put a few drops in his bath-

ing water. If no signs of insects, give him a

cooling aperient, a teaspoonful of citrate of

magnesia in three tablespoonfuls of water, for

two or three days in succession. If he has

not yet finished his moult the neck feathers

will quickly grow again. (3) Your young
Gold finch-Canary is no doubt a lightly marked
one, probably a hen. It may be worth keep-

ing for another year if it is bred from good-

sized parents, as all hybrids make up a lot

between the first and second moults.

iil-TIvi'r oil emifldon *oal

sponge-cake, or anything el

bird take. Rut

1 into ft little

similar that the
half a teaspoonful of

syrup of phosphates in the drinking water

daily, except one day per week, when in lieu

of the 'phosphates give one teaspoonful of

Qinneford’s magnesia iii the water. J tot li bird

and cage must be rid of the parasites, or they

pass from one to the other. Fir-tree oil, an

horticultural requisite, makes a good insectide

for washing out cages, etc. ;
directions on

bottle.

INFLAMED EYE (S. Potter).—Give half

a tea-spoonful of Dinneford’s magnesia in the

drinking-water daily till the bowels have been

well cleared
;
then only 'give this once a week,

and half-a-teaspoonful of syrup of phosphates

on tho other days till the bird is properly

toned up again. Bathe the eye- with a rose

water and zinc eye solution daily till the

inflammation yields. Keep strictly out of

draught, yet in some well ventilated position.

Diet the bird on canary and white millet and
green-food—grit and cuttle-bone, of course.

GREY PARROT (A Bird Lover).—You had
better send to our manager for Nutshell,

“The Grey Parrot,” 2^d. post free; this will

give you full details as to diet and tell you
what to avoid". The only thing 1 can suggest

as to stopping it biting its tail feathers is

to have a light metal (zinc) punchinello sort

of collar made to fit the bird’s neck—the
collar can be made in two halves and wired

together, then the bird cannot get it off; but

you must have the collar so made that it will

not chafe the neck
;
your local plumber should

be able to make one for you. Provide the

bird with a thick branch, with the bark on,

one that will stretch from bottom to top of

cage
;

fix it in a fairly steep slope upwards.
Every fourth day put one teaspoonful of

Dinneford’s magnesia in the drinking-water, so

long as the droppings are not watery loose.

Twice a. week put half-a-teaspoonful of syrup

of phosphates in the water. Do not give any
kind of animal food whatever, and all tea,

coffee, or milk sops should be strictly taboo.

AILING GREY PARROT (A. J. Coe).—
Dissolve five grains of bromide of potassium
in a little syrup and give this quantity in

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “Foreign Birds for Beginners”

( 1 / 1$); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cockatiels” (6d.);

Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit
”

(7d .)

;

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
“

Seed's

,

Foods and Wild Plants ”
(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “Septic

or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding
”

(3$d.); or the

"Nutshell” booklets (2\d. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”

No. 16 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.
18

“Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20

"Waxbiils.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

FOREIGN BIROS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AILING CAIQUE (N. S. A.).—The seed

mixture should contain a large bulk of canary

seed, in fact it would be well to make the

following : One quart canary seed and one
pint each white millet and Parrot mixture

;

,w"ell mix and keep a tin in the cage, even
while supplying soft food. Continue the soft

food as directed, also the cod-liver-oil emul-

sion The mixture you ask for is laudanum,
spirit of camphor, tincture of capsicum,

essence of peppermint, and tincture of

rhubarb
;

get your chemist to put a penny-

worth each of the above in a bottle, well

shake so as to thoroughly mix, and put five

dri^ps of this mixture in the drinking-water

daily till the troimle disappears. Keep this

bird in a well ventilated part of the room, yet

away from all wind or draught. You must
continue to give the soft food till you notice

it eating heartily of the seed mixture again.

Continue the C.L.O. emulsion on the sponge
cake till the bird has recovered condition.

When you cease giving the mixture in the
drinking-water, put the bird on a course of

syrup of phosphates for two or three weeks,
half a teaspoonful in the drinking-water about
four times a week will be sufficient. Shall

be pleased'to hear how the bircTprogresses.

BLUE-FRONTED AMAZON (A. P.).—You
must persevere with the insect powder, and
also give the bird a wash with tepid quassia
solution once or twice weekly. Personally I

seldom have to
-

use an insectide, but when
need arises I dust under the wings and any
parts, where the parasites congregate, with
Keating’s insect powder. This bird will do
yvith a little toning up. Five drops daily of

CX.UB &, SQCIiET'Sr NOTICES

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

Inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may ho had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

S.— Sept. 19, Prince t

Special show business.

the drinking-water once a week (only give

very little'more water than the bird will con-

sume in the day, and if any is left let the

bird have its morning daink belore changing

it). Every fourth day give one teaspoonful

of Dinneford’s magnesia, so long as the void-

ings are not -watery loose. Boiled maize should

not be necessary, but do not stop this too

suddenly
;

of course you supply only what it

will consume in the one day, and the

potassium mixture could be soaked into the

maize after all the wafer it was boiled in has

been drained away. If there is any evidence

of an attack coming on, give a dose of the

potassium at once. Treat as above, and re-

port progress a few months hence. You
would do well to get our Grey Parrot Nut-
shell, 2^d. post free, from our manager, and
carefully read this as to management, but in

changing the items of a bird’s dietary, such

change should be a gradual one. I should

confine the nuts to peanuts (monkey nuts),

Barcelona nuts and walnuts, the two latter

would be better supplied already slielled.

PENNANTS’ AND BUDGERIGARS
(Psittacus).— (1) Young Pennants are mostly
green, but there is some red in their plumage,

the quantity being variable in respective

broods. (2) I do not quite gather the purport

of this query, but the nestling plumage of the

sexes, so far as my observation goes, is

similar. ,(3) Pennants are not what may be

called free breeders as a whole, though many
aviculturists have bred them, but once a good
breeding pair is acquired they are fairly

prolific. Pennants’ are rather
_

intolerant oi

the presence of other Piatycerci in the same
aviary. (4) It is'oifficult to assign a. reason,

but I know severai who complain of poor re-

sults this season, and again others who have
had good results. If the “ dozen or so other

birds’’ are not interfering with the Budgies,

I should be inclined to change some of the

AILING PARROT (0. Hsinsworth).—You
must keep up the treatment in the hope that

the biru will ultimately give up this vice, for

it is more of a vice than a disease. Spray it

once or twice a week with a tepid quassia

solution. Get a piece of a thick branch with

the bark on, and set this up on end ; it should

reach from bottom to top of cage and have a

pretty steep incline upwards. Renew it as

often as the bird cuts it to pieces. If it is
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Wales Hotel, 7.30.

H. H. Mortimer.

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Sept. 23,
Station Cafe, 8. General business, and loc-

ture on “ Seeds and Other Foods : Their Uses
and Abuses,” by Mr. T. Harrison.—C.
Bailey.

Ashington and Hirst C.B.S.—Sept. 19,
Linton Hall, 7.30. Annual show, etc.—W.
Hall.

Barrington and Choppington C.B.S —
Sept. 19, Social Club, 7.30. General bus.

—

II. Seely.

Bonnyrigg C.B.S.—Sept. 26, Foresters’
Arms, 7.30. Arrangements for show, etc.-—
J. Stirling.

Bradford East O.S.—Sept. 22, Park
Chapel Schools, 8. Special meeting; arrange-
ments for open show

;
very important. Union

handbooks ready.—W. Cruise.

Buckhaven C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Free Gar-
deners’ Hall, 6.30. Special meeting. A full

report of finance will be given.-—W. Foster.

Chopwell C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Club Hall, 7.

—W. Tomlinson.

Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Sept,

26, Portland Arms, Jackdale, 7. Open show
business. Friends invited.—Smith and Lees.

Cragiiead C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Mr. R. Law-
son’s Black House, 7.30. Show and other

important bus.—A. Dawson.

Cumnock C.B.S.—Sept. 26, Town Hall,

Auchinleck, 7. To settle whether we should

go on with show, and, if so, settle business in

connection -with 'same.—Alex. Wy-per.

East Ardsley C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Black

Swan, 7.30. Important.—H. Coc-krem.

East Ham F.A.—Sept. 24, Earl of Wake-
field, East Ham, 8. Special general meeting,

cage bird washing exhibition, and lecture.

—

B. Jackson.
Eastleigh C.B.S.—Sept. 21, headquarters,

8. Very important business.—J. Alderslade.

Falkirk Good Intent C.B.A.—Sept. 26,

Oddfellows’ Hall, 7.30. Very important —
Walter Clarkson.

G.E. Railway F.A.—Sept. 22, Mechanics’

Institute, Stratford, 5. Third young 6tock

show open at 5. Members earnestly requested

to make all possible entries. Admission 3d.—
W. G. Rogers.
Lancashire and Lizard F.A.—Sept. 19,

Newmarket Hotel, Shudehill, Manchester,
6.30. Important.—J. Rukin.

Linton and Woodiiohn C.B.S. Sept. 19,

Social Club, 7.30. General bus.

—

J. Ander--
eon.

London and Counties A.C.B.— Sept. 19,

Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse Street, E.C,,
8.30. Debate on staging birds for show bench.
—W. Gilbert.

Manchester and Northern Counties.—
Sept. 21, Deanggato Hotel, 8. Open show
business

; very important.—F. Wilkinson.
Midland Roller C.C.—Sept. 24, Seven

Stars, 8. Show business.—T. J. Smith.
National British Bird and M.C.—Sept.

24, “ The Feathers,” Gt. Chapel Street,
Westminster, 8. Important business.—J. P.
Carr.

Newcastle-on-Tynf. East End C.B.S.—

»

Sept. 30, Leighton’s School, Heaton Road,
7.30. Table show for young birds : Nor.,
Yorks., Crest or C.B., Lord., Linn., Brit.

Sp. best bird, also for most points. Recon-
sideration of Norwich and Border classes for
annual show.

—

J. W. Coutts.
Newsiiam C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Willow Tre6

Inn, 7. General business for annual show.—
C. Snowdon.
Oldham C.B.S.—Sept. 22, Textile Dining

Rooms, 8. An open debate to be opened by
Mr. J. Sharpies (Oldham). Fanciers welcome.
—J. Cope.
Openshaw Gorton C.B.S.—Sept. 23,

Alhambra Club Rooms, Alhambra Theatre,
Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Lecture on the Nor-
wich Plainhead by H. Boothman. Members
and intending members please attend.

—

A. W.
Newton.
Poplar C.B.S.—Sept. 24, Allhallows, E.

India Rock Roao', Poplar, 8. Mr. P. Pine
will deal with the British birds.

—

S. H. Mar-
lioff.

Rochdale Affiliated C.B.S.—Sept. 19,

Textile Hall, Bury C.B.S. headquarter, 7.30.

Lecture on “British Birds” by Mr. R. Blen-

coe, of Rochdale.—W. Adams.
South London Col. and F.A.—Sept. 24,

headquarters, 8. Draw up schedule for an-

nual show.—G. Burton.
Stratford and E. London F.S.—Sept. 23,

“ Eagle,” 8. Complete arrangements for

Y.S. show. President’s lecture on “ Men-
del’s Laws.”—A. Wasey.
Wakefield Roller Club.—Sept. 21, Ele-

phant and Castle Inn, 8. Important.—H.
Roebuck.
Warrington C.B.S.—Sept. 24, Blue Bell

Sale Room, 8. Decide re open show. Table

show of Norwich and Borders.—G. M. Nel-

son.

West Bromwich C.B.S.—Sept. 22, head-

quarters, 8.30. Making schedule for mem-
bers’ show; open show cancelled.—W. G.

Andrews.
Windhill C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Blue Bell

Hotel, 8. Important open show business j

applying for more patronages, etc. Union

handbooks ready.—Taylor and Ellis.

sufficiently tame, liberty outside its cage for

a portion of the day will help to keep down
ennui. Apart from the above I cannot add

to the directions previously given. Such
cases are not quickly cured, and call for much
perseverance and persistence

;
you must not

be discouraged by occasional lapses, but begin

the treatment again when such occur.

HEN PARROT (A. R. P.).—Your bird is

Roseate (Rose-breasted) Cockatoo. I should

put a lit "e briar’s Balsam on the wound, and,

if you can, hold the Bird till it has dried in,

but you must look out for its beak, as the

balsam will sting a little when first applied :

the balsam will soon check the bleeding, and

it should soon heal il the Jiird does not open

the wound again. Lightly anointing with

zinc ointment might relieve the soreness after

the balsam has dried in. If you treat and

iiefc the bird as advised in the Nutshell it

will meet the case perfectly, but you can with

advantage add a small quantity of maize to

the mixture. Every fourth day for a month,

put one, teaspoonful of Dinneford's magnesia

in the drinking-water, and after that only

give it once a week. It will be well to well

cleanse the wound with tepid water before

applying the balsam. -It is no use applying a

bandage as the bird would tear this off at

once. In the end \ou 11 prevail, but a

scratched or bitten wnn>-><l lingers long.

AFRICAN GREY (B. G.).—You muofc induce the

bird to eat or sheer weakness will do the rest, and

you will speedily lose it; at least, I am much afraid

that is what will occur now. As you have only had

it five weeks you will not be able to handle it, so

anything you give must be in the water and on the

food. Keep the eecd in the cage and tempt it

with biscuit, crusts of bread, and plain cake or

sponge cake. On either of the above give 8 drops

of eod liver oil twice daily. Continue to offer fruit

at intervals; it will ackuire the taste yet. Keep

cuttlebone in the cage continually. By means of a

small stick put a little honey and borax on its

tongue twice daily. While the bird is eo weak give

it a little milk-sop daily till the weakness passes.

Prepare the milk sop so: Take half a teacupful of

boiling water, stir in three drops of brandy, one

teaspoonful of condensed milk, and quarter tea-

spoonful of cod liver oil. Add sufficient biscuit and

sponge cake, in pieces about size of hazel nut, to

partiaUy absorb the milk. Give this so long as the

P. . _ waalr but as soou as it begins

where it will get light and air. You must not use

a metal drinker while giving drugs.

POST 3VEOB.TE1VES.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. 6d.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and aRy
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead 'bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

W. WALKER.—Inflammation of the

bowels, resulting from ptomaine poisoning.

Yout food' is evidently at fault ; the latter

you have not described, so cannot make any
suggestion regarding this.

MR. W. E. CUTHBERT.—The symptoms
you describe are indicative of pain, and arise

from a gastro-enteritis which I think must be

connected in some way with the feeding. I

should certainly advise a fresh supply of a

seed as a possible preventive, and to feed a

little sparingly for a time. The addition of

a few drops of infusion of gentian to the

drinking water will tone them up and assist

them in warding off the trouble.

bird remains thin and weak. — —
, , ,

,,

to pick up and Cat the seed heartily. _then gradually

discontinue tho *9°P* Keep the bird warm, yet

Live Bird Lab
invaluable for the safe despatch of live birds by

rail, etc. They are printed in red on paper gummed
at bach, and of most convenient size, 5$ins. by 4ins.
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Yours for 12 Pence.

This Great Volume All

About Canaries.

M AKE profits a-- well as got pleasure out of your Canaries. You ca^. Here is the way. Send

1 /. only for “OUR CANARIES," and How to Make Them Pay- 'litis wonderful illustrated

Volume reveals breeders' and exhibitors' secrets. It tells you how jour birds tan add a big

sum regularly to your income.

There is priceless information in “ Our Canaries.”

People are at touMird at the priceless Information "OUR CANARIES" contains. They say to

themselves • "llow I wish I had scut for this splendid guide to Canaries before." “OUR CANARIES"
makes profitable C.marv keeping as easy as A. ICC. It prevents you making mistakes. It shows

von right ned hods. It makes yon sneered. Everyone who keeps Canaries should have OUR
CANARIES" always at hand. The amount of moncj -making information it contains is enormous—

details that it is absolutely essential every Canarj-lover should know.

You can have “ Cur Canaries” at once for 1/- Down.

It I is very easy to have the valuable use of ‘’Our Canaries” at cnce-

Just send a Postal Order for l/- and the volume will be forwarded to you

b7 return. You can then pay the balance in small monthly payments while

actually making money from ^our greater knowledge of how lo make
Canaries pay. It is wise to send fer the volume at cr.ce, Lut if

Cut round this Free “ Brochure ” Ticket. Fill

in your name, address and occupation, put it inside a
halfpenny stamped envelope and post it to-day.

To the Publishers,

“OUR CANARIES,”

154, Fleet Street,

London* E.C,

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a copy of your 20-page
Illustra’ed Brochure on ‘‘Our Canar es,” telling how I may obtain this

fine volume on first payment of only i/-, balance payable in convenient
monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to this copy post Free as a
reader of “Cage Birds."

Yours truly,

Name.

Address.

Occupation.

(Detach Hare)

more information about “ Our Canaries” is required, fill in and post the

coupon above fer an interesting Illustrated FREE booklet that has been

specially prepared for readers of ‘‘Cage Birds.” Apply NOW while you
are. thinking about it.

Just a Few of the Wonderful Subjects in “Our Canaries.
yy

1. The Wild Canary anil its Descendant...

2. llnfliglited Yellow Yorkshire.

8. Green Crest llred

4 . Yellow Norwich Plainhead.

IS. Clear Buff Nor. Plainhcad.

6. Self Yellow Cinnamon.
7. Lancashire Coppy.
8. Cinnamon Ticked fsuff and Cinnamon

marked Yellow Yorks.
8. Clear-body Dark Created Norwich.

JO. Even marked Yellow and Duff border
Fancies

11. Clear Capped Gold Lizard.

12. Clear Yeliow Scotch Fancy.
13. Clear Yellow Crested-bred and Created

Cunary.

14. Self Yellow GrCen Yorkshire. 30. Cinnamon Created Canary
15. Wing-marked Dark Crest. 31. Lancashire Piainhead Canary,

16. Bull Cinnamon. 82. Types of the Boiler Canary.

17. Butt Self Green.
18. Clear Bull Yorkshire. 1. Mating.
19. Dutch Frill. 2. Nesting Appliances.

20. Green and Cinnamon Border Fr.ncie». 3. The Quality of Eggs.

21. Jonque London Fancies. 4. Hatching.

22. Buff Green Slacked Yorkshire. 6. Aviaries.

g:t. Yellow Belgian. 6. Incubation.

24. Self Green Crest. 7. Breeding for Markings.

25. Variegated Norwich Yellow and Butt. 8. Breeding Stock Birds.

26. Clear-Capped Silver Lizard 9. Show Birds.

27. First Cross Yorkshire Belgian. 10. How to Exhibit.

23. Clear Yellow and Buff Border Fancies. 11. Ilnw to Judge.

29. Foul-marked Scotch Fancy. 12. Preventing- Diseases.

13.

14

15

16
17.

13.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

2C.

27.

h'.

29.

Start at Once Making
Big Money from

Canaries.

Training Birds.
Crossing.
Technical Points of a Bird.
Best Markings.
Modern Exhibition Crest.
Travelling Cases.
Practice in Washing.
Canary Diseases (alphabetically),
Tobin’3 Ventillatory System.
Cutting Over-grown Beak*
How to Give Medicines.

Bings for Canaries.
How to Cut Claws.
Moulting Cages
How to Isolate
Humouring the Lady.
Frills without Curls.

DAY
Words of Praise for

Our Canaries.”
, .

“TRULY WORTH THE MONEY.”
13, Goldsmith Avenue,

Manor Park, Essex.
" .... I must take the opportunitv of say-

ing how pleased I am with ‘OUR CANARIEV it
fulfils in every way all that you say of it, and is
trulyworth the money charged for it."

"**'•"

(Signed) B. W. THAtER.

A MOST WONDERFUL VOLUME.”
Bourne Cottage, Totwick.

“ .... I received ‘OUR CANARIES’ quite
safely, and am delighted with it. It is a moss
wonderful volume, and is worth double its price.
No Canary breeder should be without it."

(Signed) W. DYE.

Illustrations.

Coloured Plates

(True to Life)

Weight.

I riulcc* tor the 1 loprictor, .Mr. L Caul, ijl, Fleet Street, J. C*. LiAMiio^D axd Co-, Lid., Fleet Luuc, London, L.C.

)
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“CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD," SEPTEMBER 26th, 1914.

HELP OUR WAR HOSPITAL SCHEIHE;
GIFTS OF BIRDS AND DACES ARE NEEDED AT ONCE.

READ
THIS
PAPER.

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries.Hybrids. British*, Foreign Cage*Wild Birds

Telegrams—Aticultdke, London.

Telephone—Holborn 5229.

Reeisterert at. the fi.PO.

Subscription Kate
6/6 per annum
post free.

Foreign—
V/- per annum

For week ending Sept. 26th, 1914,

CREST-BRED CANARY : A grand specimen which secured

2nd prize at the Horticultural Hall Show. The property

of Mr, G. A. White, of Nottingham.

CRESTED CANARY : A highly promising young bird which

was awarded 2nd prize at the Crystal Palace Show.

Owned by Mr. Geo. Colledge, of Derby-

j

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, tfleet Street, London, E.C.
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advertisement charges,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTS.—Two or more Advertisements

coining Irom the same advertiser, even It sent.
In

dilferent names, are reckoned together, and, alter

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words

a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will bo charged at loss than

tho minimum price, vie., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, aocording

to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Ordors must be sent as tar as possible.

All monoys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves tho right to refuse any

advertisement, or to oancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear tho bona-

fide name and address of the advortiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 164, Fleet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS '

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor of

the bona-tides of either buyers or sellers

in all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon
RULB6 .

L—PROCEDURE.—The Intending purchaser should

send to tills ollleo tho amount of the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same time ho

sho dd communicate with tho seller, stating what it

is lie requires Sent on approval. Wo acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

aleo that of tho vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—Tho deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

the transaction has been completed. If a sale lias

been clfectcd, we band the amount deposited to tho

seller If a sale lias not been effected, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must bo

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold the deposit. •

3 .—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.

tor eacli £1 , or fraction of £1 , and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decido within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether he will keep or return the same,

unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which’ we must be advised) is agreed upon by both

parties The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the said forty-

eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to*” the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the' .trans-

lation will be treated as ended, and tho deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

5.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE—When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

Its completion. The depositor must at the same
time iinstruct us to pay over tho deposit to tho

seller.

0.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD—If the goods are

Bold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or

if lor any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

in" its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to tlte sender uftei' tho expirration of three

days.
7 —FRESH TRANSACTION— In case no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

ircsli transaction, provided another deposit fee be

Pa
g

i<

!lGOODS IN TRANSIT—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tho journey must be borne by the seller. But

goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and

returned oy the same means as were used in sending

th 3 surne.

0 _PAYMF.NT OF CARRIAGE—The paym.cnt of

carriage must be a matter (or arrangement between

the vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes, affecting questions of carriage. But

In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

Is U ble for the car-iaae of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

10.—DISPUTES,—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and' fine numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heal. ily.

APPLIANCES
BIRDLIME, the best that can be got, 7d. carriage

paid : A. Leitch, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (1783)

A FEW large 22in. breeding cages from 2/6 for

sale: Boulter, 32, Palmerston-rd.. West Hampstead,
N.W. (1780)

CASE containing six Norwich and British show
cases, 10/-; several others cheap: 130, Clifton-st.,

Swindon. (1784)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and

foreign birds, Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-

»ton-by-Sea, Sussex.

NOTICE—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border

show cages, 1/3 each, 6/6 for six: McKeand, Cage

Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. - (1760)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

British at 1/4 each, six 7/6; Canaries and Goldfinches

taken: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1784)

HEDGE or Sparrow nets, on 16ft. poles, 6 yards

of net, as new, 6 /-; Linnet Mule, Finch song, 7s.—

Warrell, Church Street, Annfield Plain. (1782)

REAL bargain ; 100 straight tinned wires, 30in. long,

12 planed! pine bars, drilled- 9-16in., 36in. long, 30ft.

of perching; lot for 1/6: Os-borne, Dudley-rd., Wol-

verhampton. (1785)

FOR sale, perfectly new metal “domed” cage,

close wires, cost 11s. 9d., take 5s. 10 d., only used

six days by healthy bird—Miss Gunning,
_
88 ,

Wavenden Avenue, Chiswick. (1780)

BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, Oft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

21ft. C/6 , all Cft. deep, poles, irons, pull line, pegs,

and dozen braces sent with every set; send stamp
for illustrated list and sample of netting : Ross,

Net Makers, Forres, N.B. (1784)

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped- three-com-

partment drawing-room aviary, three feet long,

three feet high, fitted with two movable partitions,

sand bottoms, perches, etc., 10/6; worth 40/-;

approval : McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle

Douglas. (1760)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No., 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

CLEARING entire stock of cages, practically new ;

8 double breeders, 30 by 12 by 9, 1/6; 12 single

breeders, 15 by 12 by 9, 1/-: one 3-compartment,

48 by 18 by 12, 2/-; 8 wire breeders, 9d.
;
8 wooden

stock, 1/-; 6 British show, 1/-; yellow pine case and

4 British, 6 /-: Allan Thomson, Croft-pl., Larkhall.

HAVING disposed of all birds, I offer the whole of

my breeding, show cages, and utensils, without re-

serve, all in good saleable condition, ready for use;

apply any evening or appointment Saturday, leaving

this address 28th next: Lilley, 62, Ramsden-rd., Bal-

aam, London.

NORWICH and Yorkshire show cages, two for

3 6 . six for 19/-; cage fronts, 12 by 12. 5/- dozen;
16 by 12, 6 /-; 18 by 12, 7/- dozen; seed boxes, 2/-,

3 - dozen; Probat Pump Sprayer, complete, 2/6;
rubber pipe and ball spray, 2 /- post paid; see my
price list for show cages, baskets, all cage fit-

tings: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1776)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, Sin. 4/4, Oin. 6/1, lOin.

6/9, SOft.; cheaper quality, Sin., 3/8, 9in. 4/-,

lOin. 4/8 soft.
;

5/Sin. oval perching, 1/3 SOft. ; cage

sets, lgin. by ICin. by lOin., 2/8, 36151. 4/3; stamp
lor list: Stanton, Boothfield, Wihton. intricroft.

EXHIBITORS, strictly club pattern show cages,

|
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading

' exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 10/-; sliding front Finch show cages,

beauties 2/6 each; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/C,

3 cages 4 /6 , 4 cages 6/-; aviaries- and cages of every

description. Note: No cheap rubbish made; state

requirements : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. (1784)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONT8
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d., 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12, 3Jd., 3/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz. ; 18 by

12, 4£d., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14, Cd., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwjck,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1784)

REAL BIRDLIME
Not rubbish like treacle; won’t run in the sun; best

in the world; have thousands testimonials; for

proof, drop a postcard; 3 tons sold every year; Jib.

tin sample, 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free
;
estab-

lished 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston,

Lancs.

ABSOLUTE ECONOMY
By using my registered "Little Wonder” Husk-
Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed, 6/10

and 8/10, or particulars free. Show Cages, for im-

mediate use, 1/6 each. XXX Birdlime, strongest in

existence, 4 d., 6d., 1/- tins, post free. One trial will

test truth of this claim. Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD, WS, NORWICH.
FOR JOINER.MADE CAGES CHEAP

Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling eases, and ail appliances
;

illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
nali, Notts. (1776)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nons-plash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

special illustrated trade price list free : Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer. Warren-st., Longton, Staffs.

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912

.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, cto. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7lbs.

1/9 post tree.

TROWERS IMPROVED CECT0
stands unbeaten In pries and quality; with or with-

out egg flake. An eyc-openor (or those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-

gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign!

1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGEISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only

food worthy of tho name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. -All users

delighted with It.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us, and can bo obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1 /-. Special quotations for quantities.

Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3!bs. 4/6, choice

2/-, 3lbs. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/6; Dried Flies,

2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pup®, 1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-;

Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 J-cwt., 1/- i-ewt.;

Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,

4 /- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt.; 14lb8., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.
Peck Bshl.

G.S. Canary 5/- 19/ 6

L.S. Canary 4/6 17/6

F. S. Canary 4/3 16/6

G. S. Canary 4/- 15/6

Turkish Canary 3/9 15/-

Bast Bold Hemp 1/6 6 / fi

Fine Hemp 1 1/6 5/6

Choice German Rape 3/- 11/6

Fine German Rape 2/9 10/6

Best White Millet 3/- 11/6

Indian Millet 3/6 12/-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6 9/6

Ditto Foreign F 2/6 9/6

Ditto Parrots It- 7 / 6

Wild Seed for Finches V- 7/6

Teazle - 2/'

Niga or Inga ••• 2/6 9/6

Sunflower, Black, White, Grey 2/6 9/6

Maw 6d., Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d. lb.,

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz.; Mustard Id. oz.;

Cuttlefish 6d., 9d., 1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles

50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given

tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,
London, N.

Telephone— 1320 North.

cwt.
38/-

34/-

32/-

30/-

29/-

16/-

14/9

224-

20/-

22/-

22 /-

19/6
18/6

18/6

Buyers, Please Note
Despite the heavy advances in the price of raw

materials, I am determined not to raise the prices

of goods until my present extensive stock is ex-

hausted. As it is impossible to say how long this

stock will last, intending- purchasers are advised to

place their orders as soon as possible to avoid

increase in price. Single trap cages, 6d. each, 5/-

dozen; double ditto, 1/- each, 9/- dozen; treble

ditto, 1/3 each, 12 /- dozen, all with separate com-
partment for call bird, in addition to traps stated;

patent self-setting and self-acting trap cages (reg.

No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically reset im-

mediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each ;
self-act-

ing spring net traps, easiest working, and most
effective traps on market, catch and hold uninjured

any sized bird, 24 by 18 inches, 1/2; ditto, 18 by

14 inches, lid. each, post free; call cages, all wire,

soldered tops and wood bottoms, 4d. each, 3 /-

dozen; Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, and Lark cages,

6d each, 5 /- dozen; clap nets, made from super-

fine thread netting, specially knitted for bird net-

ting, Jin. mesh, 3 yards long, 5Jft. deep and 4ft.

fly, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-; 5 yards, 6 /-; 6

yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8 /-; 8 yards, 9/-; 9 yards,

10/-; 10 yards, 11/ - per pair. All clap-ncts con-

sist of 2 nets to the pair and price includes all

fittings ready for immediate use. Loose netting,

same as used in above nets, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard:

9ft. deep, 4d. yard; 12ft. deep, 5d. yard; special

strong netting, 5 mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all

post free. Genuine Japanese bird liine. guaranteed

to stand all weathers and hold any bird from wren
to rook, Jib. Cd., Jib. 10d., lib. 1/6; sample, Sd.,

all post free. Absolutely everything required by
catchers in stock, and all guaranteed brand new
goods; send stamp for full printed list, which also

gives hints on net making. Practically every pro-

fessional catcher in the Kingdom use3 my articles,

and 1 guarantee evefy purchaser fullest satisfac-

tion or return his money in full. During the term

of the war many people will probably have spare

time; to what better use can they put it than

to have some real good sport in bird catching,

and at same time augment their income by dis-

posing of their surplus catches, lint to insure this

they must have serviceable articles made by a

man who thoroughly understands what is required

for successful catching. Every article sent out

by me is guaranteed to have been properly tested

and exactly same quality as- supplied to my own
catchers. (17S4)

W. GORE, 131, Goocii-st.. Birminuliam

|
FOODS.

Walsh s Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike

;
good and reliable, will hold in

wet or dry weather ; does not run in the sun

;

packed in lever lid tins, Jib., 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib.

1/9; sample tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6;

trap and call cage combined, 1 / 6 ; spring net

traps, small, 1/6, large 2/6; all post free. Dealers

send for special quotations; catalogue free:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1785)

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

v which are noted throughout

/ jSiSSBtla Vs. the world as the best value

;

/ j. ' \ x, they work faster, easier, last

\ longer than any others, have
%

, / collapsible poles for folding~7~~
up, for 9d. set; extra best,'

V. fiSSSSSH /

/

thread, best colour, best

\ everything, 9ft. by 4ft.
,
each

'•ESSazafiS^ net compictc, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6 /-; 18ft. by 4ft,., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8 /-; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 3Gft. by Cft. 18/-.

10 sizes
;
jointed poles, 9d. extra. Beet Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., i-lb. 6d. 5U>.

I0d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and

book on trapping snaring, see large illustrated

book; 6tump for postage.—YOUNG, Practical Net

and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (liJ8 )

state price to

paid

:

Edwin
(1786)

MEALWORMS; wanted, a few lbs.;

Enoch Tams, Church-st. ,
Longton.

CURED wasp grub, 1/9 lb., post

North. 477, Manchester-rd., Bradford
.

POST free, 500 hardheads, 1/-; 300 large thistle.

1 / 3 - Clarke, 6
,
Lower Orchard Street, York. (1,82)

BAKED wasp grubs, 6d„ 1/-, 2/- packages, free; one

of the largest stores in Europe: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford
MEALWORMS, large English mealworms, sixpence

hundred, postage paid :
Stapleton s, 17 ,

Spa-rd..

Bermondsey, London.
GIANT privet berries, Bullfinches grand natural

food, 120 large ripe bunches, 1/-, post free: Mrs.

Wavenden Avenue, Chiswick.
V.,rrHARDHEAD seed, 2/- lb.; Plantain, 1/6 lb., i un-

paid; 1,600 hardheads in a lb.: Rose, Tyucdale

Villa. Carterton, Clanfleld, Oxon.
.

BRITISH birds kept in health; Pr»yet berries, 100

lar"e bunches, 7d. ;
dock, plantain, thistle, ,d box ,

tearie heads, 1/6 100; teazle seed 7d. quart. 2/6

peek, all carriage paid: T. Young, Netmakcr, Criw-

kerne, Somerset.

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/0. half cwt. 2/3: carnage paid

miles: Mtiizies Grit Works. Bcarsden, Glasgow.
50

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, tOO lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET
STREET. LONDON.

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

Best in the World.
Sold already S tons, to all leading exhibitors in tho

world For testimonials drop a postcard. 1 rices:

Royal lied Colour Feed, 2/- lb., SIbs. 3/6, Mbs. 7 6,

141 )33 . 17 /-; Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 2ibs. 3/8, albs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON, LANCS.

RPSSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
Fcfr Colour Feeding C(igo Bird*. MnncUous

O^fglnaf''tin*
' (221bs.),

a
’'30/- ’each’.

Finest Hot Cayenne.,
3,-J^

All carriage paid.

11. Josophino Avemio, Brlxton, London.
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CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Slioll, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, Bliurp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 6 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Oriuisby ; rush with order: 1‘oultry (lilt

Co., Grimsby. (1180)

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG &, PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Cam berwell

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, secondhand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1014 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who liavo
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Pric# Cd. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
K.C.

MEDICINES.
1

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has i*ed of practical hints
Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “ Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2jd.,
from Cage birds, 154, Fleetest., London, K.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”

“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, and
costs only 2)d. post free.—From "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-»t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

Use DITCHFIELD'S Famous Bird

Medicines as supplied to the London

Zoo.
Ditchfield's Bird Medicines have been used for over
six years by most leading fanciers, and have been
proved to be the most reliable. We have over 2,000
testimonials, and are receiving letters every day
from fanciers, telling us of the marvellous results of
our Bird Medicines: Mr. A. Ezra, London, writes:
"I find your Tonic Drops excellent.” Mr. Hatton,
Atherton: "Your Tonic Drops are excellent; they
have cured me four birds in soft moult. They are
now in full song.” J. Duncan, West Brae : “Have
used your Tonic Draps and Lung Tonic for over two
years; they have never failed to cure.” Mr. Hutton,
Holbeach: "I shall never be without your Revivo
again.” Major B. Horsbrough; “Your medicine is

magnificent stuff.”
NOTICE.—When ordering medicine, kindly mention

for what complaint, as in some cases an extra
bottle is required, which we enclose free. Ditchfield’s
Tonic Drops are a guaranteed cure for Soft Moult,
Not Singing. Going Light, Feather Plucking, and In-
flamation of the Bowels. In 7(»., 9d., 1/1, and 2/-
bottlcs. This medicine is invaluable for birds during
the moulting season, and for young birds just
getting on hard seed. For Bronchitis, Wheezing,
and Hoarseness, get Ditchfield’s Special Lung Tonic,
the grandest medicine ever introduced for chest and
lung affections in cage birds, also in 7d., 9d,, 1/1,
and 2/- bottles; For constitutional weakness and
debility, get Ditchfield's Famous “Revivo.” There’s
nothing to equal it for giving new life and vigour
to the birds. A splendid Tonic after the moult. 7d.,
9d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. To advertise our medicines,
we will send two 7d. bottles of any of the above
medicines for 1 /-, three for 1 / 6 ,

or two 1/1 bottles
for 1/9, three for 2/6. All medicines- are sent post
paid per return, at our risk. Two valuable seed re-
cipes, How to Feed Linnets and Rollers for Song,
given free to all purchasers of our medicines.

—

FRANK DITCHFI ELD, Bird Specialist, OLDHAM.

|
BRITISH BIRDsT|

j" Hardbills. ~j

BEST selected cock Linnets, Norwich type, 3/-
dozen : Edmonds, Naturalist, Eastbourne. (1781)
BROWN Linnet, clear moulted, ready to ehow, real
toppeT : Price from Enoch Tams, Church-st., Long-
.tofii. (1784)
PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and

fittings, SI- each; two 5/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres,
N.B.
(BULLFINCHES, splendid lot, cocks 1/6, 2/-, 2/C;
hens, 1/-, 1/6: Gay, Moor-st., Quinton, Birming-
ham. (1732)
1914 COCK Coldfinchee, caged off four weeks, 2/6
and 3/- each: F. Balmforth, 7, Roberts-sq., Cleek-
heaton. (1778)
FIERCE' singing cock Brown Linnet and cage, only
1/-; worth double: Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolver-
hampton. (1785)
THE famous Kent Linnets now ready ; cocks, 3/-

doz., 1/6 half; special, 1/- each: John Shiers, Swan-
ley, Kent. (1762)
LARKS, 2/6 doz., guaranteed cocks: Thrushes, 6d.

leach: J. Rimmer, 81, Shellfleld-rd., Marshside,
Southport.

(1783 )

GENUINE cock Linnets. 2/6 doz., hens 1/- doz.,
cash, or deposit: R. Wiseman, 142, Farley-nl

’

-Luton. Rods. 7*1.782)

AVOID UNNECESSARY
TROUBLE and EXPENSE

by rearing your birds on

SPRATT’S
COD LIVER OIL

CAGE BIRDFOOD
THERE IS EVERY REASON WHY you should use this Food in

preference to the old-fashioned egg and biscuit preparation. It is much more

efficacious. It is more easily prepared and keeps sweet much longer. It is far

less expensive.

IT IS INVALUABLE (a
-

) For feeding during the Moult, (b) A» a
medium for giving Colour Food, (c) For feather producing, (d) For weakly

birda requiring a Tonic, (e) For Winter-Feeding of Adult Birds.

POST PAID PRICES:—

7=lb. Bag, 3/2 ; 3i=lb. Bag, 1/9 ;

6d. Tin, 9d.; 3d. Tin, 6d.
jG>

TO ENSURE A RICH DEEP COLOUR GIVE

SPRATT’S
RED COLOUR FOOD

I lb. Packets 1/9 Post Paid; also in Tins, 8d,, 1/3 and 2/10 Post Paid.

Special Quotations for larger quantities.

We shall be pleased to send you samples of various Foods, also 6d. Book on Canaries or

British Birds, on receipt ol three penny stamps to cover cost of packing and postage.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24/25
’ S?n"ehcstreet'

LOVELY rose red-breasted cock Linnets, 31- doz.,

six 1/9, three 1/-: Bert Coote, 10, Windmill-st.,
Luton, Beds. (1784)

Sl’LENDID Red-,breasted cock Linnets, five 1/6,

dozen 3/-, four dozen 10/- : Horace Coote, 96, North-
st., Luton, Beds. (1785)

BULLFINCHES, hand-reared cocks, 2/-, hens 1/-,

these are finger tame, good birds : Steward, Oulton,
Aylsham, Norfolk. (1781)

MOOR cock brown Linnets, 4/6 dozen, gems, 3 for

1/9; dealers supplied: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-
st., Scarborough. (1781)

BROWN Linnet cocks, used nets, good stop birds,

17$; others 8d., 1J-, caged month: H. James, Kir-

ton-Lindsey, Lines. (1775)

FOR, sale, dark cock Goldfinch Mule. 7/6; singing,

Goldfinch notes ; week’s approval : Hairdresser, Hill-

st., Rhymney, Mon. (1779)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, well on seed, 2/6
a dozen ;

13 to dojen : W. Morley, 23, Bexhill-rd.,

Eastbourne, Sussex. (1781)

LOOK.—Yorkshire cock brown Linnets, 3/- dozen;
satisfaction given, or money returned.—Sparks, 6,

Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1783)

GOLDFINCHES, seieeted cocks, warranted, 3 4/-;
hens, 3, 2/-; approval, deposit, cash: Wm. Cook, 60,

Kitchener-rd., Ipswich. (1776)

WARRANTED Hertfordshire cock Linnets and
Chaffinches, 2/6 dozen; Redpolls, 2/-: Seal, 20,

Hedley-rd., St. Albans. (1785)

COCK Linnets, 2/- dozen; Redpolls, 2/-; one
dozen well mixed birds, l/-_: William Fenn, Beck-
row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (1786)
WARRANTED fierce singing cock Brown Linnets,

(steady as rocks, 1/- each, three 2/6: Cooper, 163,

Princess-st., Manchester. (1784)
GOLDFINCHES.—Selected young cocks, 2/- each;

three 5/-; all birds warranted cocks: E. Elk's, Boot
Manufacturer, Welshpool. (1785)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- dozen, and other
British birds, cash with order : Wilson, Beach
lands Farm, Hythe, Kent. (1781)

MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches. 5/-

ewt„ 2/9 half-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (1779)

HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2/-

each: Hawfinch, 4/-; Linnets, 1/-: Miss ltosey,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1781)

TWO cock Greypates, just getting colour, 2/- each

;

or exchange anything useful : B. Wilson, Taxider-
mist, 53, Albert-st., Spalding. (1780)

GRAND clean-moulted L’nnets, 3/- dozen; Larks,
3/6 dozen; cocks guaranteed: F. Maidens, 119,

Prince Albert-rd., Portsmouth. (1785)

BULLFINCHES, pair reared this season, cock
colouring nicely, 2/6; hen, 1/3, 3/C the two: Row-
sell, Hornclilfe, Berwick-on-Tweed. (1783)

SEVERAL large cock Linnets' for contest singing,

1/-; few specials, 1/6; singing cages, 9d.; approval:
Kirk, 16, Morley-avenuc, Edmonton.
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen; cock
Greenfinches, 1/- dozen: selected dozen, 1/-: Goto-
bed Fenn. The Pitt, Isleham, Combs. (1734)

LINNETS, Redbreasted cocks, warranted, 2/6 dozen;
large picked birds, SI- dozen

;
20 mixed aviary birda

1/0: Rcndle, ' 21, Bridge-st., Hornerton. (1784)

LOOK, look.—Yorkshire cock brown Linnets,
largest in England, 3f- dozen, 2/- half, cash or
deposit: Fred Ellerington, Tindall-lane, Bevcrk-v.

(17SI)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets, all well on hard
seed, no fresh caught rubbish sent out, 4/- dozen:
Coopers' Aviaries, Princess-st., Manchester. (1784)
HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher; muler of
fierce singer ; clean moult; in full song; full week’s
approval : Enoch Tams, 'Church-st., Longton. (1784)

COCK Goldfinch, cock Linnet (father of 8 mules
this season), 2 Linnet Mules, 3 hen Canaries ; ex-
change d.b. gun : Fletcher, Castle-rd., Bedford.

(1785)
CATCH your own.—Extra large 3-compartment
double trap cage and Finch call bird, only 1/3;
bargain ; Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton.

(1785)

WARRANTED cocks. Linnets, 2/-; Greenfinches,
J/-; Chaffinches, 2/6 doz.; 20 mixed seedeaters, 1/6;
brighter, II- doz. : E. Fenn, Coats Drove, Isleham,
Cambs.
WANTED, Weekly supply of Linnets, Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, and other British birds.—Write, stat-
ing terms, to Thos. McCrystal, 16, Langlands-rd.,
Govan. (1782)

NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for ehow or song; prices low, easy pay-
ments taken

;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Ca-stlo

Douglas. (1781)

REAL Jonque selected cock Linnets, for exhibi-

tion, muling, etc, 9d. each, 3/- half-dozen; ap-
proval known fanciers: Welsh, Comstall Buildings,
Stamford. (1782)

SELECTED large Forfarshire hot coloured Linnets,
show specimens, finished in moult, price o/-, 6/6,
7/6 each; approval : Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st.,

Arbroath. (1781)

REDBREASTED, clean-moulted cock Linnets, 2/6
dozen, six 1/6, properly netted, well on seed, not
half-dead rubbish.—Jackson, Birdcatcher, Bardney,
Lincolnshire. (1782)

B IRDCATCHERS . — Great invention, stuffed

decoys, movable, on flirt-stick; Linnets, 1/3; Gold-
finches, 1/9; exchange British, anything: Fryett,
Taxidermist, Beceles. (1731)

BROWN Linnets. Linnets, warranted cocks, hard
on seed, red-breasted, plenty in stock, now wait-
ing, 3/- dozen, 2/- half; dealers supplied: Hoskiu,

5, Archer-tetrace, Plymouth. (1782)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/0, 2/-; picked one for

showing, 2/6; hens. 9d. ;
Bullfinches, 1/-, 1/6, cocks;

hens, 9d. ; Redpolls, 6d. ;
Linnets, Cd.; price list free:

Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1784)

IF you require British of absolute reliability,

write for prices and secure good birds; all birds

in beautiful feather : F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Corn-
well, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire. (1781)

EXHIBITION large highly coloured and perfectly

marked opeeimens: Cock Siskin, 5/-; Bullfinch, 5/-;

Greenfinch, 3/- ;
Bramblefmch, 3/- ;

Lesser Redpoll,

2/6; approval: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1784)

VERY handsome Siberian cock Bullfinch, almost
through moult, won four prizes last season, in per-

fect health and colour, lame and gentle, will sell

as pet, 10/-: Porter, Rock House, Bideford. (1780)

CHAMPION secrets for feeding Linnets and Larks
into fierce singing; they wj|} ring with wings down
at empty cage, etc., price -7d.: Harry Shaw, 7,

Poplar Terrace, Zoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1781)

NOTICE.—Fanciers and Dealer .—Large stock of

cock Linnets for sale, well o:i \ warranted cocks.

sen; approval: if not sat led, oney retu l
'

— id on, 1' 'per Union-st.. Dtui .dablt, Beds. (1785)

Instructive Books for
Bird Lovers.

The authors, all well known experts in their various
subjects, have in each case endeavoured to give in
an easily understandable manner, the methods to be
employed In reaching success in that particular
branch ot the cage-bird hobby dealt with. This list
comprises a eet of books ol unique value to bird-
keepers. There is all the experience of years ot
carelul study at the disposal of our readers. The
booke are based on the hard earned knowledge of
men who are recognised as the first authorities, and
they are able to tell in a conclusive manner all the
Interesting ”lns and outs” in their respective sub-
jects.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth
gilt).— By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-
page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals tliorougl ly with the proper Building, Fit-
ting, and Management ot Aviaries and Bud-rooms,
and tlie making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, I/1J. By H. W Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire arid its sub-varieties. Contains corn-

I

plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult- I

ing, and successful Exhibiting, also bow to treat
In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.- By C. A. House. Tells
the fancier ail that lie needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and ex-
hibitor of (tie Norwich Pluinliead. The chapters
on “ Forming a Stud,” and ” How to Produce the
Ideal ” are worth the cost of the Whole book

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED. By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-
tors arc such well-known breeders as Messrs. It
Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.
Beswick, G. Lander, T. H. Kinch, T. Smith, etc.
This Handbook, which contains 212 pages., 7 inches
by 5 is brimful of the most practical information
oil the highly interesting -ubject of Hybrid Breed-
ing. Price 1/-,, post fr^e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex
these birds, the treatment of newly imported sped- •

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable
for all cage birds, tiieir food values, uses,
etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the
wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.
House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including flic Roller (or
Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-
haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds— a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d—By C. P.
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Coeka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitabts
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1 / 1 i.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to “Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations Indispensabl#
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman; or may be had in two parts. Part
1: "Hardbills," and Part 2: “ Softbills.” Either
Part, priee 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds. /

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d—By G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable "Breeding Room Register” a
well-known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-
breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his
birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis-
tors of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life
of all our familiar British birds ; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographia
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct method of
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet-
all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys'
dogs, cats, lizarts, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift hook

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton, an authority with i

reputation extending over 25 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (a;»o
ciate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A/ House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate i9 a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of tlie beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,
sexing, and mating of the bird s, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, trainiug for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.
COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 31d—By J. W. Ramsden. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the
birds to get the richest possible colour.

“CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL.”
A wonderful sixpennyworfh of birdy literature.

See announcement on Page 63.

FANCIERS' PRINTING—Fanciers requiring bust-
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. We are now In

a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s
name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIES
BY A PGST.U ORDER, TO

The Manager, "Csia Birds,”
151, Fleet Street, London, B.O.



CAGE BIKES Sei^ieaibeu 2C, 1914 .

UULLFXM.'HEB, pair hand reared, good large

Urdu, lovely plumage, feeds fnoci hand, 7/6; also

x cocks, house-moulted, 6/- the two: W. Allen,

’i ho Lodge, Uoliiiwood Park. Holmwood, Surrey.

A SPLENDID cock Goldfinch with show cage com-
plete, 4/0; also Goldfinch-Bullfinch hybrid, can win,

with «how cage 10/C, worth double; first order gets

them; approval: John Day, The Aviaries, Porter-

»t., Hull. (1783)

BARGAIN.—Fanciers amt Dealers.- Large quantity

«>f cock Linnets for Mile, warranted cocks, well on
•cod, 2/- dozen; approval; if not satisfied, money
returned; trade supplied: Dixon, IWdi New Inn,

Dunstable. (1785)

AVI ARV moulted grand cock Goldfinch, fit show,

5/-; hen Bullfinch, nested aviary, 1/-; pair Chaf-

finches, ditto, 2/-; approval; exchange poultry,

largo pigeons: Waters, 31), Culverden Avenue, Tun-

bridge Wells. (1781)

LINNETS, Larks, Redpolls, Od. each, S/6 dozen;

Chaltlnehes, Greenfinches, 1/- pair; any of the
•hove specially selected for show or singing, 1/-

each : Bert Onions, Bird Dealer, CO and 67 Upper
Rusludl-st., Walsall. ' (1781)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing hag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 6/-, 15ft. by

4jft. 5/-, 241t. by Oft. 7/0; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Orowkorne, Somerset. (1738)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

I have &omo grand young early birds, well on

seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;

postcard before bird; 2/0 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Rcd-st., Nottingham. (1781)

1<X)C It genuine hand-reared Bullies, 2/- each; tak-

ing 4 , 7/-; fresh caught ones, 3d. each; good cock

Canaries, 4/- each; hens, 1/0 each; cock Linnets,

4d. each; 2 lien Linnet Mules, 1.-/• each; approval,

deposit: Cockram, Tut worth ,
Chard. (1781)

LOOK l LOOK I LOOK 1 Linnets, Linnet's, Linnets.

1 have the finest stock of Linnets in the South,

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- dozen; all kinds

of British always in stock; dealers supplied : Chris.

Hatton, 31, Richmoml-st., Brighton. (1783)

SPECIAL djnek Goldfinches, the pick of my
catch, 2/- each; two toppers, 31- each; ordinary

cocks, 1/S; hens, Od. ;
few monster Welsh cock

Liuncts, 1/- each; Redpolls, can win, 1/- cacti:

W. Brown, lghtlleld, Whitchurch, Salop. (1781)

EXHIBITORS.—House-moulted British cocks, all

In perfect condition, and ready for bench; three

Bramblcfinches, 3/0 each ; two Chaffinches, 3/0 each

;

two Twites, I/O each; one Mealy Redpoll, 3/6; one

hen Reed Bunting, 2/0: Bert Onions, 00 and 67,

Upper Itushall-st., Walsall. (1781)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds ie found in "Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleot-st., Loudon, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

EXCELLENT outdoor birdplace or flight, about 9ft.

long by -1ft. Oin. by 51't.., useful for keeping birds in,

moulting, or hybrid breeding (optional centre parti-

tion), well fitted, built in movable bolted sections,

only £2, bargain to London fancier: G. E. Weston,

42, Lewi,sham-rd., London, N.W.
CAGli-inoultcd contest Linnet (learnt under my un-

defeated champion); will sing anywhere; only. 2/6;

with singing cage, 3/0; also five call birds, caught
hundreds, 2/- each; cages Gd. extra; not rubbish;

approval willingly, cash or deposit: Fred Allen,

Lumet Champion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1784)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be. kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 22,”

2)d. post free, from Cage Birds, 151. Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see "Nutshell No. 11,”

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,

hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2)d. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Flect-si., London. E.C. (2d.

LINNETS, Linnets !—Dark Brown red-breasted

cocks, throe 1/6, six 2/0, 4/- dozen; Redpolls, grand
performers, six 1/6, 2.6 dozen, two dozen 4/6; these

birds are caught in the Fylde district by myself;
all on hard seed ; satisfaction guaranteed : Gardner,
Garstang-rd. North, Wesham, near Preston, Lancs.

(1785)

ENGLISH peartree cock Goldfinch, in full song, 2/-;

another, with extra broad head, real giant, will

make big winner, 3/-; giant Norwich type cock
Linnet, perfect in size, colour and markings, through
moult, 2/G; algo gem Redpoll, can win anywhere,
2/-; approval willingly, cash or deposit: Fred Allen,

150, Porter-st., Hull. (1784)

LINNETS, Linnets!—Our Southdown birds are the
best songsters in England

;
grand nut-brown cocks

in pink of condition, six for 2/- or 3/0 a dozen;
hens )/- a dozen: dealers supplied : all birds are
carefully packed for any distance; the old' firm; 14

years same -address: C. A. Paine, The Bird Stores,

Choriotle-st., Portsmouth. (i785)

WELL on food; cock Brown Linneta, 2/6 dozen;
Redpolls, 2/- dozen: Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; Black-
birds and Song Thrushes, selected songsters, 1/-

each; Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaffinches,
Robins, Blue Tits, Oxeye Tits, 1 - pair ; bright mixed
aviary birds, II- dozen; 24 for 1/6; exchange

:

Fenn and Son, Bovvers-lane, Isleham, Cambs. (1785)

HERE we are again. Now started for the sea-
son. Shall be pleased to serve my old and new
customers. I can supply you with warranted
cock Linnets. 3/- dozen: hen Linnets, 1/0 dozen;
warranted cock Larks, 4/- dozen; cock Green-
finches, 1/6 dozen; post card before birds: no
Waiting: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-st., Brighton.

I
(17S2)

' EXHIBITORS.— I have the largest stock of
moulted British in North Staffordshire, now ready
for the early shows; hot fed Bramblefineh, 10/0;
Goldfinch. 10/6 r Linnet, 10/0; Bullfinch, 10/0;
Lesser Redpoll, 7/0; field-moulted Bullfinches,
cocks, 1/-, 1/0; one extra good, 3/6; hens, Od., 1/-:

G. Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd., Longton, Staffordshire.
(1732)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, Southdown birds,

best songsters in England, all clean-moulted, red-
breasted cocks, fit for exhibition, grand markings,
six for 2/-, or 3/6 doz. ; why pay more; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned, also
few splendid cock Goldfinches, nice colour, war-
ranted 2/- each, three for a/-, all birds well on
seed; same address 22 years: G. Smith, Central
Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1784)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!-- Own caught,

trained contest wingers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
•tormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which_your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell” at once.
No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from " Cage Birds,” 154,

fleet Street, London, E.C-

BR AIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Cock Goldfinches, 1/0, hens 9d. ;

cock .Linnets, Od.,

hens 2d. ; cock Chaffinches, Green Linnets, Redpolls,

0d., hens 2d.; cock Larks 9d., three 2/-, selected:

288, Lichfiold-rd. (1779)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Linnets, the beet obtainable anywhere, 1/-

eoch, with new cage, 2/0 ;
others, toppers for the

bench, 2/-; first-class Goldfinches, beauties, sing-

ing, 3/-. I defy competition and all guaranteed
cocks, guaranteed Roller cocks, trained under un-

beatable schoolmasters, only 7/6; tho finest out,

will please anywhere, so send to W. Johnson, the

Bird Expert and Emporium, 65, George-st., Leeds.
(1784)

WALSH’S BRITISH BIROS
English cock Goldfinches, 2/-. three for 5/-; hens
1/-, three for 2/-; Red breasted cock Brown Linnets
Od. each, three for 1/0; Scotch Thorn Linnets 2/-,

three for 5/-; cock Skylarks 1/-, three for 2/-; cock
Twites 1/-, three for 2/-; Redpolls and Greenfinches,
Od. each; giant Scotch Redpolls 1/-, three for 2/0;
cock Woodlarks 2/0, three for 6/-; bright mixed
aviary birds, all seed-eaters, 0/- dozen; Barbary
Doves, 2/0 pair; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Spe-

cialist, Blackburn. (1786)

GRAND CHANCE
Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, etc. ; 1914

English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-;
specially selected for showing, muling, singing, 2/-,.

2/0, three 4/0, six 8/-; hens 1/-, three '2/0; Lanca-
shire cock Linnets Sd., three 1/6, six 2/3, 4/- dozen;
selected cock Linnets 1/-, three 2/0; cook larks Od.,

three 1/0, six 2/-, 3/0 one dozen; lied [Kills Od.,.

six 1/0, 2/3 one dozen; best birdlime, Jib. 1/-, Jib.'

1/8, postage free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist,

and Cage Maker, 11, Fyldc-st., Preston, Lancashire.
(1785)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC-
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intefld buying British
birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don't send out birds straight
from the field

;
all are well on seed

;
guaranteed.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 0/- each,
three 4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/-

cacli, three 5/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, liens

1 /-; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/6, six 2/0 ;
Greenfinches, Cd. each, three 1/3; cages,

for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-.

Seed grinding mills, 1/6; send for catalogue of every-

thing. Established 60 years: Sandiford, Bird Special-

ist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

GOLDIES, LARKS, LINNETS, CHAFFINCHES
l have on hand extra large stock of Worcestershire
Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed, warranted
cocks, 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/- doz., 2 doz. 23/-;
specially selected cock Goldfinches for singing, show-
ing, or muling, 2/-, 2/6 each, three 5/-, si? 8/6,
16/- dozen; hen Goldfinch 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen.

I have a large stock of Larks, Chaffinches, and Red-
breasted cock Linnets, alf warranted! cocks, 6d.,

three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/0 dozen; specially selected

Larks, Chaffinches, and Linnets for showing or con-

test singing 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen; two-year-old
cook Linnets in jong 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each: hen Linnets
and hen Chaffinches Sd. each, 1/3 dozen ;

cock Green-
finches 0d., three 1/-, 2/-' dozen; selected yellow
cock for showing 1/-, three 2/-; Redpolls 6d., three

1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected, 1/- each; cages for the
above, (id., 9d., 1/- each; trap cages, 6d., 9d. each;
double trap cages, 1/- each; all on approval, cash
or deposit, and money returned, if not perfectly

satisfied
;

travelling cages, 3d. each : Thomas
Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham.

|
Softbills.

j

THREE fine young Jays, hand-reared, 3/6 each: H.
Phair, Airesford, Hants. (1785)
COCK Dipper, 12/6; Grey Wagtail, 7/0, hot pied;
Black-headed Mannikin, I/O: W. Roper, 109, South-
st., Keighley. (1784)

FINE' cock yellow Wagtail, rich colour, and tame,
fine plumage, 2/0: G. Staines, 219, Ravensoroft-
rd., Beckenham, Kent. (1783)

HAND-REARED cock Thrush, in full loud song,

1 16, with new cage, sings anywhere; exchange:
Cooper, 103, Princess-st., Manchester. (1784)
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged

12 months, 1/-; also a hand-reared young cock.
9d. ;

approval: George Holt, Dunstable. (17S2)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
on approval cheap, send me your address; will

send immediately : Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1783)

NOTICE, several grand cock Blacks, Thrushes and
Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken;
approval : "McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.
HAND-reared cock Lark, singing beautiful wild

notes, only 1/6; with bow front Lark cage, 3/- lot;

worth 7/0; approval willingly: Fred Allen, 156,

Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1784)
r ARKS, warranted cock Larks, large, healthy
young birds, 2/6 dozen; tliree dozen, 7/-; hens,

1/3 dozen; satisfaction guaranteed: William
Wright, Tarl-eton, nr. Preston, Lancs. (1781)

LARGE selected genuine cock Skylarks, clean-

moulted, 2/6 dozen*; six, 1/6; hens, 1/3
^
dozen;

grand lot Corn Buntings, 6/- dozen, 1/-* each:
Jackson, Birdeatcher, Bardncy, Lincolnshire. (1782)

COCKS.—Nightingale, hand-reared, splendid condi-
tion, 10/0; Lesser Wliitetliroat, 4 /-; Nuthatch, 5/-;

Flycatcher, 2/6; pair Wheatears, 4/-; pair Greater
Whitethrqats. 4/-: gentles, 1/0 pint: Green, 70,

Dillwyn-rd., Sydenham. (178l)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in eong,
for showo and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3" tells

you. 2jd. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Flcct-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
SOFTBIIL keeper.?, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You Will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by II. J. Full-

james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles c.f cages al«o receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post f r ee, 2’d . from “Cage Birds,” 154, Flcet-

»t., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d,

Miscellaneous. j

HEALTHY aviary birds, nicely mixed cocks and
hens, 1/- dozen; better variety, 2/- dozen: Jack-
son, Birdcatcbcr, Bardncy, Lincoln. '1732)

GUARANTEED cocks. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/0,

2/-, three 4/-; Chaffinches, Larks, Linnets, od., ]/-,

three 2/-; Mules, Canaries, 5/-, 7/6; young ones,

2/0; Parrots, 10/-; birdlime, 0d., 1/-: Irwin's
Aviaries, Lurgan. (1701)

EXHIBITION moulted specimens, ready for im-

mediate exhibition, also selected birds to moult,
out winners; superb in size, shape, colour, and
marking; list on application: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1785)

CATCH your own: Large double compartment trap
cage, call birds, and small tin lime, 1/3; singing

Linnet and cage, 1/3, three selected cock Sky-

lark, new cage, 2/-; Redpolls, 2/0 dozen, half 1/0,

picked Od. ;
Linnets 3/- dozen, half 2/-, picked 6d.

;

mixed birds 3/0 dozen; six Hartz Canaries 7/0: Ban-

nister, 24, Pcndle-st., Burnley. (1784)

THE HALLMARK
of quality in bird trade is tlia name ol Gore. How-
ever small your purchase you have the satisfaction

of knowing that It is guaranteed exactly as described
and that unless you get perfect satisfaction the
whole of your money is promptly returned. I now
hold a very large stock of warranted genuine Wor-
cestershire cock Goldfinches, in perfect health and
condition, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/ ,

specially picked larger cocks, for moulting for show
or milling, If- each, three 5/-, six 8/6, twelve 10/-;

hen Goldfinches, 1/- each, three £/-, six 3/6, twelve
6/-; cage-moulted white-legged cock, splendid catcher,
6/- ;

grand lot cock brown Linnets, every one guar-
anteed red-breasted, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,

twelve 4/-; specially selected large cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, 1/- each, three 2/6, six

4/-; splendid lot young cock Bullfinches, 1/-, 1/0, and
2/- each; nestling hen Bullfinches, 1/- each; cock
Greenfinches, Od. each, three 1/-, six 1/0; few very
yellow If- each; cock Larks, 0d., 9d., and
If- each; travelling cages, Cd. per three
birds extra. Please note, I guarantee sex in every
instance, so you need not fear of getting liens for
cocks, and I also guarantee all birds to be well
caged and thoroughly on hard seed before scut out.
All sent oil approval on the distinct undertaking
that unless they give you perfect satisfaction they
only have to be returned and back comes the whole
of your money. I have been a continuous advertiser
for past 23 years, and during that time have never
traded under other conditions. Seo appliance column
for cages, etc. (1784)

W. GORE, 131, Gooch-st., BIRMINGHAM

CANARIES.
Border Fancy,

j

TYPICAL Borders, few nice hens, ready, 4/- and
5f- each : Hisjop, Baker-st., Stirling. (1774)
NINE hen Canaries, three 1913 and six 1914;
what offers: Quinton, 62, Sistova-rd., Balham.

(1782)
FOR high-class Lord era, exhibition or stock, cheap-

est in Great Britain, see my list; approval: Rudd.,
Specialist, Norwich.
BORDERS and Norwich, young prize-bred birds;

approval, or call, all cheap: Davidson, Clydesdale
House, Mossend, N.B. (1765)
GIVING up Cinnamons, 5/6 pair, some can win;

16 British mixed, 10/-; exhibition specimens; stamp:
Alexander Affleck, Heiton, Roxburgh. (1781)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or
song

;
prices low ; easy payments arranged

;
appro-

val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

BORDERS that will win; cocks, from 4/-, hens
2/-; clears, marked, or Greens; approval: Harri-
son, 4, Guion-rd., Parson’s Green, Fulham. (1780)

ABOUT 40 real good Borders, outdoor bred, from
3/- upwards; grand stock and sho-v birds, to suit

the most fastidious
;

you positively cannot buy
better ;

call 'Saturday or Sunday, daylight, and
inspect; approval given with each bird: Plank, 10,

Guion-rd., Parson's Green, Fulham. (1782)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage tlie&e "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, lion to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; eend at onee
for--a copy, 2!d. prxst free, from “Cage Birds," 154.

Fleet-st., London, E.C'., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

{

FOR best and: -cheapest Crests and Crestbreds, see
my list before deciding elsewhere : Rudd, Specialist-,

Norwich.
HIGH-CLASS Creels, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington, 55,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1780)

ONE Crested cock, two Crestbred cocks, 8/C
each, through moult, large healthy birds: Yalden,
S-. Nicolas Rectory, Guildford. (1781)
HIGH-CLASS young Crests and Crestbreds, abso-

lutely healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, £1 pair:

Rev. G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (1782)

i
Greens.

EXCELLENT Yorkshire Greens, bred from a noted
strain, for sale; close relationship to Palace win-

ners: Salter, Nevill-st., Abergavenny. (17S0)

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, - of type and
quality; how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24.”

"The Green Canary,” gid.. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London. E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d.; see list on another page.)

|
Norwich.

|

BREEDER’S CARD.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14,

Pugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for

sale, also .fine big year-old cocks and liens, fit to
win

;
stamped inquiries solicited.

FEW 1914 cocks, to clear, 3/0 each; bens, 1/6:

"Confectioner," 03, Wellington-st., Luton. (1781)

BUFF cock. 1913, 7/- ;
three 1914 cocks, 5/- each

:

Alex. Dickson, 137, Lumley-st., Grangemouth. (1778)

LARGE pair Norwich, 1914, with breeding cage,

6/6 ;
good Hawfinch, 10/-: Richards, 30, New-st.,

Exmouth. (1780)

A LOVELY clear yellow large 1913 cock, 10/-; very
cobby buff hen, 7/6, worth double: Porter Rock
Hoiloe, Bideford. ’

(. 1780)
GRAND clear huff hen, ready for tho bench, nest

sister to Palace winner, 42/-; approval: Miles.
Aviaries, Chichester. (17S4)
GRAND Norwich, moulted, large, grand type, good
heads, some winners, cheap; approval: T. Billington,
55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1780)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song;
prices reasonable

;
approval

;
easy payments ar-

ranged.—McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1700)
CHAMPION unfliglilcd Buff Norwich, grand size,

rare head and chest, silky feather, clean moulted;
bargain; £3 8/-; irare chance for novice: Messrs.
Amblers, iKington Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough.
Yorks.
MARTIN COOK, 30, Purbcck-rd., Bournemouth,
winner at principal shows

;
offers

;
actual winners

of cups and specials; also youngsters, bred from
them; genuine Norwich Plainheads, not Crestbreds,
cocks 7/0 upwards, hens 3/0 upwards; majority
colour-led ; opportunity for anyone requiring win-
ning strain. (1780)
NORWICH Canaries, 1/1 J, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
"Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the
Ideal,” arc worth the cost of the whole book
many times over: "Cage Birde,” 154, Fleet street,
London
NORWICH.—Having removed, and not sufficient
accommodation, must clear about 14 birds, Allan
Chalmers’ strain, all related to my winners at
Kirkintilloch First Feather show

;
yellow cocks

only; Buffs, cocks and hens; singles from 7/-,
pairs 12/6 ;

all colour led, and well through the
moult; state wants: Mathcwson, Station House,
Dumgoyne, Stirlingshire. (1782)
JUDGE SILK’S champion Norwich, my name and
fame as breeder of Norwich Plainheads is eo well
known to every fancier, that rny birds need no
paper recommendation; birds sold by me have won
at all principal shows, most of the leading cham-
pions have been bred from my noted strain,- which
stands unrivalled; now ready; grand specimens from
10/-, pairs from 15/-; state requirements and prico
prepared* to pay; approval, and all risks taken oa
rail; business as usual: Judge Silk, Whitstable.

(1782)

BREEDERS CARD,
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, eel*
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-fJea. Member B.It.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cock Canaries, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; h'cns, 2/-;

approval: Rosa, Canary Breeders, Forres, N.B. .

(1784)
ENGLISH bred Rollers; cocks from 61-

;
hens, 2/6

each : J. Waight, 65, Dupont-rd., Raynes Park,
S.W. (1786)
ROLLERS. 1914 English bred, guaranteed singing

cocks, 5/-; good strain; hens, 2/-: Bull, 005, Higli-

rd., Tottenham. (1783)

FOUR 1914 Norwich Roller cocks, singing nicely,

5/6 each, 20/- lot; approval: C. Woodhouse, 21,

Millgate, Newark. (1780)
TWO Roller cocks, 0/0 each; four hens, 2/- each;
through moult-; strong healthy birds: L. Yalden, S.

Nicholas Rectory, Guildford. .(1781)

A VERY good Roller cock, 10/-
;
hen and one young-

ster, two months. 5/-; cock alone worth more:
Porter, Rock House, Bideford. (1780)

TWO green Roller cocks and garden frame, 5jft.

x 4ft.; exchange clear Rollers, gcod stuff: Bach,
159, Farnham-rd., Handsworth. (1782)

ROLLERS, young cocks, singing, 4/-, hens 1/C;

cages, cheap; inspection invited: Bent, .97, Hamil-
ton-st-., Rochdale-rd., Manchester. (1771)

THREE young Seifert Roller liens, 1/6 each; 1918

hen. 2/-; 1913 Norwich Roller hen, 1/0; approval:
Crabtree. 10, Canning-st., Burnley. (1780)

NOTICE.—Grand, lot Rollers lor day and gas light

singing; prices reasonable: easy payments arranged:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1760)

MY own breeding and. learnt under my champion
Roller young Rollers oil grand song, 4/6. 5/6, 7/6

each : Fredl Allen, B.B.C., porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

(1784)

SINGING Canaries, five young cocks, 8.6, 4/6 each,

four hens, 2/-; also 1913 Norwich cock, 6/-; 10 Red-

polls, 2/6; offers lot: Smith, 4, Chapel-st., Long-

ridge. Preston, Lancs. (L83)
ROLLER schoolmaster, Randall’s own breed, 27

points International Show, water Glucke and cell

Glucke, £2 in/-; 3 of his voting cocks, £1 each: liens.

7/-; all B.It.C.C. rung; bird organ, 27/0; approval:

Sauter 41. Rosemary-rib, Peekham. S.E. (1785)

GENUINE bargains; four pure English-bred, Leio-

zig Roller cocks, cold room bred, now practically

over moult and sommoneed singing nicely, but not

yet in full £-ong: 3/6 each; sent on seven days’ ap-

proval on receipt of postal order or deposit with

Editor, " -C.B.” Rules: Wesson, Ada-rd„ Smethwick.
(1,85)

Yorkshires-
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright V.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, have some clinking exhibition and stud

birds; reasonable; winners of thousand* of prizes

at leading shows ; four times special for best in

&how, Crvtal Palace, including Palace 191-1: Lang-

ton Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world lias produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

YORKSHIRES. Five pairs grand birds, cocks all

singing, 25/-: Thompson, 80, Howard-st., Bradford.

^

SIX prize-bred Yorkshires, four cocks; best cash

offer gets them: Graham, Ballybrack, Dublin.

YOUNG Yorkshire greens (as bred), 81- each; 50

"Cage Birds” to date; offers: 21,- Sebert rd., Forest

Gate. (1<84)

BU.El) from winner; few good young birds, cocks,

binging, ii/0; hens from S/C: Olford, 14, Martha_st.,

Portsmouth.
,

(1..9'

YORKSHIRES, open rung. cnlour-fcJ. few’ grand

cocks, 0/6 each, no dealers : Williams, 802, Pcnlstonc-

rd.. Owiorton. Sheffield 117761
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GRAND Yorkshires for allow, moulted nnd f
i

«l
l

sonn* clinker*, aoil dump; approval : T. BillingUjff,
CHAMPION Yorkshlros, for exhibition or song,
cocks from 5 (l, lions from .*), -: nprovul : Ernest
Cheshire, 8*1, Cruwford-st., Bradford. (1786)
M, Colwlck-rd., Nottingham. (I7W))
FINE Yorkshires, colour-fed, pairs fioni 7,11 up

ward-, singers 6/* each; satisfaction guaranteed : .1.

Beaumont, Hepwortli, Nr, Huddersfield. (17(C)
7in. CINNAMON marked hull Yorkohlre ln-n, win

nor 1st, prize, 17/0, vulile £2 ; approval, deposit:
Davies. I'Vrndale House, Craven Arms. (17(C)
NOTICIC.- (fraud lot Yorkshires for * how or »:>ng;

prices reasonable : approval, eas.t payments ur-
ranueil : MeKouml. So.ihrijflit, Castle Douglas. (17(10)
II l(J II -CLASS Yorkshires, this year's winners,
through moult; now is the time to secure show or
Block birds: Craven, Yelverton terrace, Plymouth.

* (17(13)
HEAVILY variegated 1913 hull cock, very good,

long, racy bird, 10/-; good yellow lien, 5/-: two
prettily marked young, a/- each ; ail worth more:
Porter. Rock House, Ilideiord. (1780)
VERY handsome racy Yorkshire coek for sale for

10/il, or would exchange for two small 1913 Norwich
yellow liens; no rubbish wanted or ottered: Holme,
-<L Hillside-rd., Streathnm Hill. (1782)
SEVENTEEN Yorkshires, mostly cocks, Hennett's

strain, two double, four (ingle cages, and appli
anees ; removal cause of sale, .£'1 or nearest offer;
bargain: Shreeve, 43, Quoen’s-rd., Upper Norwood.

(1778)
RETIRING from fancy; my whole valuable stock

of Yorkshires, (10 in number, some well-known win-
ners, also show cages, breeders and flights, will ac-
cept. £20 the lot to clear, or separate, or exchange

:

particulars, apply: \V. Cooper, Tailor, Carisbrooke,
I-W;

- (1783)
EXCEPTIONAL bargain. Outdoor aviary, colour
ml Yorkshires (several first prize winners), ’(! cocks,
•
r
> hens, cock Goldfllieli, coek Linnet, cock Mule:
cages: 1 drawing-room, -1 show, and 1 travelling
case, feeders, all splendid condition, £4, cash or
deposit: Turley, Evesham. (17S0)
YORKSHIRES! Yorkshires!! Yorkshires!!! Prize
bred, cheapest and best in England. See prices,
cat., or detailed list free; all approval. Don't be
deluded by the 2 cock*, and hen for (is. ; they are
all liens, and mongrels at that; denial challenged:
Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1J, by H. W. Batt.vc

(last President of t lie \orkshire Union); absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire anil
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting: also how to treat in both health and
disease: “Cage Birds,'' 154, Fleeisi"‘London,' E.a

ERS have, just finishing the moult,MESSRS. AMBLEuts nave, just finishing wie inomi
a few real clinking exhibition and. stock Yorkshires
many bred from our Palace champions of 1914, in-
cluding exhibition unflighted buff, perfect model,
feather like wax, GO /- ; another gem

, wonderful
quality, 30,-: unflighted yellow, gem, full of style,
£2 2/-; rare chance for novice; approval, cash or
leeposit : L'.mgton Lodge, Scotton, Knures-borough,

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
J have now ready a grand selection of 1914 birds,
over moult, and in grand form, grand colour-fed
cocks, m full song, at 5/6, 6/6 upwards; grand racy^.feather like sil1'* at 3 3/6 upwards; pairs at
./(J, 3 « upwards

; birds for immediate exhibition
troiu 12/G to £4, -cocks or hens, 7 days’ approval

:

Edwin ^orth, Breeder, 477, Mancliester-rd., Brad-
ford.

( 1.777)

J. TAYLOR
Some grand Yorkshires now ready, either for ex-

hibition, stock birds, or .songsters. All through the
moult, and in the best of condition. Colour-fed to
perfection, and natural colour. All cold-rooms* bred.
Lengthy typical cocks, on song, at 0/-, 71- 8/0 10 (i

each, hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, fi/fi, 8/- each; pairs, properly
matched for breeding, at S/fi, 10/0, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- per

,

ear
?t ,

t“*!
<!d - green-marked, and cinnamon-

marked. Exhibition specimens, very reasonable
State requirements. Illustrated price list post-free
Travelling cages. 3d. extra. All on seven days’ ap-
proval at any risk Only and old address: J. Taylor,
36, Aireville-rd., Frizingliall, Bradford.

1 Various Canaries,
LARGE healthy young singing Canaries, 5s. each:

‘•J,
ako tew prize-bred Norwich; reasonable-

Ta>loi, Draper, Bjdctord. C1781)MACKIE, Bigrigg, Cumberland, has a few "ood

2/
0

-

W
na'iU

an
r
d
c “!n

ders *° disP°se ot ’ cocks 4/C, hens
*/ » pairs «).€, all on 4 days approval.FORTY good Canaries, various breeds, and several

ofllr/-»
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!l guaranteed: Collins, Brook-side, Mood Green, Wednesimry. (1785)
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n,y selection >* 5/6 lot; pair's, 6/£
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Scotcl > Fancies, Mules: w!Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS
|

WANTED, Mules and Hybrids, for cash, good

burn
5 Paid

’ 0ftt'rs 4,0 Walsll
>
Bird Specialist, Black-

1 W ELI E Goldfinch Mules, as bred (outside) ”ofn«

XKj v«W8t’ “- f-i

pnusiar
Calder Bridge, Cumberland.
COCK Goldfinch 'Muleo, singing, 1914 5/. each

-

Eagl^cfttn»e
Ch,
wni

appr5va1 ’ deposit :’\Y. Rudkin’Eagle Cottage^, Witham, Essex. n78-^FOUR cock Goldfinch Mules 2/6 each *?i\ 1914 Ynr
n
Ich

.
c°ek Canaries, 2/G each; cock thmet Mult. 2/-

[

Rcndle, 21, Bridge et., Ilomerton. (1781

1

GRAND lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for -liow°r kong; prices low. easy payments arranged - ap-proval : McKeand, Seahright, Casl
: Done! , t/iCOCK* Goldfinch Mules, singing,

. v - i. -
,

Norwich co,-l:s. 4/6; all bred BflL cojoui-fcd '

-i

/'

plovah Dir! 34. Vernon. si V„,xh ntrotou. /uil,

LARGE ilark cock l.iunct Mule, clean moulted, pure
Lililiet Ming, 12,6, worl h 211/ lor contents or cutcli-
Ing; young coek Linnet .Mule, Hinging, 6/ : Brown,
IS, Duck itt tie, Burking. (\7b'U)

i’l.ME, trouble, and money -saved! rpon re-
ceipt of id. titump, w c will wild you pov»t in*e one
do/.i u ad vei l Hcincnt forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To tlie regular advert-bjer mid it i* the
regular advertiser that makes money, these will be
very useful: Tito Advertisement Manager, ” 'Xuuc
birds," Joi. Fleet- st., London, E.C.

1
FOREIGN BIRDS.

[

WANTED, 199 Budgerigars, for hospital aviary,
cheap: IVarson, Greenwich.

( J 785)HEALTHY young yellow and green Budgerigars,
clicap

; over stocked: Miss Wigram, Frenshani, Farn-
ham. ,

]781)WANTED, young hen Cockatiei, finger-tame, must
be tame, bird first; Miss Leon, I’onsonby, Tor-
fijioy-.

(1786)HEN lilack-hcad Gouldian, IS months in England,
in perfect health, wlmt offers'/: U. Phair, AIrcsford,
Uantr.

/ j

SPECIAL finger-tame, chattering' Silver-grey Congo
Parrot, with red tail, 50/-, worth £4: Crces, Mena-
gerie. Liverpool.
STRONG, healthy, out-door, 1914 Green Budgies, «

i'?
1

',
11

,

8 1/3 eacil: Rev. G. Raynor, Hazeleigli
Rectory, Maldon.

(1781)NAPOLEON .Weaver, nearly perfect chow condition,
i,6: supplied 1st Bristol last year: Cuthbert, St
Augustine’s, Bristol. (1782)
A ROSY-BREASTED Cockatoo and a Green Ring-

net-Iced Parrot, long tail, and cages: G. Sale
Broughton, Kettering. (178 s )LAItGE cage, 2;9 x 24, pair Budgerigars, pink of

~fe
ad

!

tl0
n' ,

b™edlng husk, lot iu/-: Watchmaker,
Windmill-st., Brighton. (1774)TAME talking Rock Mynah, 25/-, lovely specimen;
tame Australian Grey, 20,-; Moustache Parrakeet,
5 -: Pearson, Greenwich.

( 1785 )FINE healthy young Green Budgerigars, outdoor
.-
r
-i

’
4 ? P

r
aT’ eash or deposit: Green, Shelbrookr-,

Kibworth, Leicestersliire. (IT74)ZEBRA Finches, outdoor, English-bred pairs, 10/6
or single; Golden Pheasants, cheap to clear: Wynd-
ham, Nexv Clifton, Bristol.

( 1*779)NOTICE, all varieties Foreign iiirds at low prices
gnd easy payments arrange!

; .state wants: McKeand,
Seabnght, Castle Douglas. (1781)TWO Indian Green Parrots, and 1 new cage, owner
gone to front, £1 lot, or exchange for cock Mules •

Beck, 27, West Hill, Hartford. nrgoj
BEAUTIFUL Green Barbets, 8/6; hen Shama, per-

fect, 30'-; large finger-tame Hill Mynah, the talk-
ing kind, 35/-: Cross, Liverpool.
RARE red-backed, blue-winged, green Amazon

Parrot, talks; also Blue-front; cages; particulars:
Mrs. Gilbert, Shadoxhurst, Kent. (1782)VERY fine Rosella Parrot in grand health end
feather, 10, 6 with cage, worth double: or exchange
Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1783)LARGE stock of genuine talking Parrots from 20/-;
exchanges entertained

; stamp replv
: Coopers' Par-

rot Aviaries, Princess-st.. Manchester. (17S4)

-.J
V 5fT.

K Java Boves, White-fronted Violet Dove,
.Mottled Tumblers, also Almonds, cheap: Mrs.
Paget Steavenson, Hurworth, Darlington. (1779)OUTDOOR aviary-bred Green Budgerigars, 5/0 per
pair, 3 pairs 15/-; splendid condition; sex guaran-
teed: G. Pilsworth, Netherton-rd., Worksop. (1782)WANTED Zebra Finches and Foreign birds ex-
change pure-bred clear Norwich Canaries: W.
Huckle, 31, Gordon-rd., Kingston-on-Thames. (1781)

|

GREEN Budgerigars, outdoor aviary bred, 51- pair •

yellow ditto, 7/0 pair : also grand hen Cockatiei, 81-
’

Rutter, Manchester-rd., Lostock Gralam, Cheshire.

WHITE-WINGED 1’arrakeets, tame, perfect! ^‘lS/-
pmr; Blue-crowned Parrakeet, perfect 17/0 • r.et
Spoonbill, 40/-: Rectory, Nash, Stony Stratford.

BUDGERIGARS, finest outdoor, adults 4/C pair! two
cocks 1/9 each; two young cocks*, bit rough 2/G -

must sell or exchange: Hillaby, Middle-st.,. Driffield.

NOTICE. Parrots, real talkers, never swear,
lovely pets, bargains ; cash, or fortnightly payments
accepted: Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford.

PURS. Bronze-wing Doves, 40/-: Diamond Doves!
20/-; Necklace Doves, . 15/- ; very fine pair Rosellas
30/-: \\m. Shore Baily, Boyers House, Westbury,
Wilts.

(1780)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair;
\ ellows, 8/- pair; Foreign birds from clean aviaries
from 21- pair: Mi^s Rosey, Rosemary House East-
bourne. '

(1781)GENUINE pair Adult Red Rooeilas, £3 lOs., show
condition

, also 14 Green and Y’eliow Budgerigars,
20/-, or 4/6 a pair; all outdoor aviary bred: Stevens!
Hazelmere, Paignton. (1781)
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,
brass mounted. 21/-, bird and cage; weekly, instal-
ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wicli.

(1785)THREE Redheads, 2 Zebras, 2 Weavers, 2 Cut-
throats 2 Bengalese, 4 Silverbills, l Green S. Pinch 1

Canary, 1 Mule, 2 Waxbills, 2 Whvdahs. The 22 biuU
will be sold to best otter; also 1 pair Gouldians (per-
fect), 40/- : Lady Malden, Gt. Bookham, Surrey.
THOSE who have bought or chose who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “Nutshell No. 17,”
it only costs 2 /d . poet free, but the tips it gives are
priseless

:
from: “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet s>t„ Lon-

j

don. E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub
lislied frequently).
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Goulduin finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. Ibis trouble can be overcome,
and t he variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. J4,” trerr.
“Cage Birds,” 15-1, Floet-st., London E.C po^t free
for 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently imblmhcd i

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,
Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;
Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, aec’iimatped sav-
ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cage.*: Cross, Otterspool Rouse, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.
A FEW varieties for disposal, bargains, acclima-

tised true pairs : Grand Delectus, Bourkc's Parra-
keets, Azure-winged Magpies (Cvanopica Cook's)
Himalayan Redheaded Bullfinches (P. Fn-throl
cephala), Common Parrot Finches, at .to per

'
pair •

West Indian P i:i u;a Twits, Hooded St-kins. at £3
10/- pair; Red-fae.*i Lovebirds, £2 1(1/ -

: raid recks
New Guinea Mynah, i. Yallimit'e Barbct liaii-ui
Blue-headed Rock Thrush, and Red flank -d I’u-h
Robin, at P3 lo.- each: Frost, 13, Fairlawn A*,e!,
r-.hietomk. Loudon, (itka

WAXBILL8 (Goldi'li hri iuted, Orange i liecki-d

m*'
lba " "ID liilcrcstlngquai-.’
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t ‘‘ <l <'0 | tared Lories, 75/-; on Browns 65 •

' onurea, it/.; pair all green . u
;tockath-ls read) to nest, hi/o

; ,,dd hens, 8/«;
1

lilui -winged Lovebirds, 16; |»ol,e Cardinal 7 6
.Suiphur Seed,‘liter. 7.6; st. Helena Kc-dent.-r I

:

(Ock Angola Singing Finch, 10.6; pair Gr ell Budgi.
^rangcchrt'ks and CJrcy Waxbills Kllvcrbill.-
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OVERSTOCKED; must clear. Green Budgerigars

l(V
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|,al '/’ 1

9

; Yellows., 7/-; three pairs,

fj;‘
lovc^Kls, breeding, 3/6; White Javan, on

Jf.b
' •>/•’ Orey, 3/6; Green Singing Finch, full song,

3/6 each 6/- pair; Cutthroats, on eggs, 3/6; Zebra
l'iHdies, 8/0; Ortolan Bunting, full -song, 2/6, pair
4/6; Nuns, 3/-; Magpie, 3/6; Crested Cardinal 0 6Black ianager cock, twelve months in aviarv, winanywhere, 10/- ; Ringneck cock, sure winner, 10/- •

j
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I,air ;
"'01-th double;

1 intail Y ! 1 yd alls, full colour, long tails, 6/0 each •

S/"’ 1
!
arrakeet

* 8/-; Golden Crest, 2/0!
|bap.. fold, Stanley-rd., Teddington. (17si) i

YOU CANNOT SPEND
SIXPENCE

TO GREATER PROFIT

e

H“ ,VATE LAD/ BREEDER
Offeis for sale, a grand collection of Zebra Finches,her own breeding, been out all winter, 0/- pair, or
4 pairs tor 2! -, mostly now nesting: Green Bud-
p™6!*

rs
'r

a?”^s
' *’ air (CollingbourneV .“train):Ioston Lodge, 14, Christchureh-rd., East Sheen

0785)

talking blue
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy

somu-c n r
,’

cl,aUrS ’ " ,im,cs> sings
’ finger-tame!squ.uc metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk 45 /-

easy payments accepted. ’(1785)
H0P E * GT - ERiDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

,

OUTDOOR ORCHARD AVIARIEs!
1'inest show and breeding specimens living noabsurd prices asked; adult Green Budgerigars, winanywhere (1st lalace 1914, l cup York), wc bredand supplied, 4- pair, young 3/- piirTzebw| inches, 6, Cutthroats, 2 6 pair; Orange Cheeks-

V(' m
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l

,

°
'r m

S
’ 2 Bish°P cocks, full colour!

ri t.
e
fn

: &»|vcrbills. nesting, 2/-; Iled-naned Lor-ru
?,. 6*V-, pair ; Xanday .Conures, 30 '- pair • Ilin*>-

necks, 6 - pair; All Green, 6,6 pair, etc.: Collin”-bourne and Co., Fast Sheen. (1785)

SPLE^DiO OPPORTUNSTY
for keen fanciers to obtain first class birds at rockbottom prices; about 100 splendid -specimens ofBritish and foreign birds, thoroughly acclimatisedand aviary bred for disposal owing to owner mowmg ;. stamp, full particulars: F. E Cox 15 Pr-tori-i
id-, Thrale-rd., London, S.W.

’ ’ iutoria '

AFRICAN GREY
very fine selected talking birds, in finest

lU.dtli, good plumage, real champion birds 40 -

one very free talking Grey, oil seed and water, very
!

h,T<k, 50
,

Alnaz
2
n Parrots, real good trainedUlk.rs, 30/-, 40, -, and oO, - each ; Indian Green

lairots, nice young birds, chattering freely t/-
eacli: write for particulars: G. Chapman High-st
Birmingham. ’ ° ’

I ban by purchasing a copyof
tlie 1914 Edition of

CAGE-BIRDS
ANNUAL
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1 foot Of this advertisement,

London, E.C. /and get youf cop^now.
1’4, Ilcet &t '’

CONTENTS

:

MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID
,

By Claude St. John.

ti,..

m0
f" ,

seaso".abl“ article, alone worth the cost of
urn.* whole book.
STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP ANDBEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS. By 1. Me a kilnhybrid breeding in outdoor caces.

R.V O. R. I’ippet.
SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By \V HobdenHOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERIGARS

„„ By W. H. Gibb.SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF B I RD-CATCM ING
.

By \V. .Steel.
A REVIEW OF THE 1913-1914 SEASON.
A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.

By II. Norman.
MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.

By E. T. Sheppard.
A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRD MEDICINES AND

THEIR USES.
THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF BRITISH

BIRDS.
By F. Tcrrv.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.
Calendar, 1914-15: Monthly Calendar and Diary, with
Hatching Tables; Postal Guide and other 'Useful
Information; Rates for Railway Parcels; Cage Birds
League ; Particulars of Objects, Membership, etc •

Alphabetical Directory to ( age Bird Clubs. Associa-
tions, etc.; Bird Trade Directory; Standards and
Scales of Points of Exhibition Birds.

£1.(100 ACCIDENT I.'SU ANCE COUPON.
In addition to tills wonderful budget of birdy

literature, this marvellous little handbook also con-
tains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE
of the two best birds of the year, bv the well-known
bird artist, Mr. H. Norman.

Sind for your copy NOW, yd. pest free
from our offices, cr 6d. frem ycur newsagent

WALSH’S, FOREIGN
All true pairs ; Cockatiei.-- 12 8; yellow Budgeri-

f.*TSj 9./-: Greens, 0/6; White Javas, 9/6; Blue, 3 0;
hite-Bellied Nonettcs, 7/6; Saffron Finches 7 6-

Golden Sparrows, 12/6; Tri-coloured Mannikins, 4-;’
Bishops, Waybills, eto., all 3/0 pair; cock Sliama
4o/-; cock Ruddy Finch, 7/6; cock Russ’s Weaver

cock Grey Singing Finch, 5/-; Talking Grey
Parrots, 100/-, 120/- each; Blue-Fronted Amazon,
o0/-; \V lnte-Fronted Amazon, 60/-: bright mixed
aviary birds, 15/- dozen; bird list free: Walsh.
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1785)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
p
e
„
V
i

ei
M n

ery
.,

ni
^
C Aastralian Rosellas, 20/. each; 8Red Collared Parrakeets, show condition 40/- each*

2 ScaEv-breastad, 40/- each; 20 Cockatiels, hens
Jo/ 6 * cocks / 8 each ; 2 Ceram Lories, 40/- each;
1 Quaker, 10/6; 7 Half-moon Parrakeets, 10 0 each

’

1 Browns, -supposed hen, GO 6 : all the above are
living together in one cage outdoors; 2 Canary-
winged, 10/6 each; 2 Red-fronted Amazons, perch
on finger, 40/6 each; 3, young Levalliaiits, 40 6
each: 1 very fine tame Grey, perch on finger, sure
talker, GO/6; very large Black Mynah, 30 0* Trou-
pial, 25/6; Pagoda Mynah, 10/6; Chinese Thrush
25/6: White-crested Thrush, 25 0 ; ail to he seen
outdoors; 1, Green Cardinal, '82/6; 2 Virginian
Cardinal®, 25,6 each: Yellow-winged Sugar Bird
30/6; Yellow-backed Whydah, 40/6: White Javas
6/0; Grey Javas, 0/6; Budgerigars, 6/-; Yellow
Budgerigars, 7/(5; Zebra Finches, 8 0 pair ; largest
variety in Great Britain; telephone, 6341 Avenue*
John Hamlyn, 221, St. George’s Street, London
Docks.

amis, mints:
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling
Parrots. If Pgrrot should die during trial, we re"
I’lace it free of charge. Other dealers offer
similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.
AH the best Parrots in th3 Kingdom have come from
thes“ aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of
testimonials, with full names and addresses of
delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sail*. Cheap -.-.t and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:
Bank of Liverpool, Moivcumb: . Write at once for
book and price list to: —

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBS. llrK

To the Publisher,

•‘CAGE BIRDS,” 154. Fleet St.,

London, E.C.

Please send me copi
y

ol “Cage Birds’’ Annual, for wlich I

enclose

Name

fF.T-B.)

VARIOUS BIRDS.
|

AVIARIES, cages, and all livestock supplied, cash
or easy terms; list: Lambeth Aviaries, 22, Lambeth-
rd., London. _ (17Si;

[wanted,
j

WANTED, surplus stock, any quantity or kind,
cash or exchange: Pearson, Greenwich. (1785iWANTED, up-to-date .single-barrelled shot gun, .12
bore, must be cheap; apply: Rehoboth Ballantrae
Ayrshire. (1784)WANTED Roller organ, must be in good order;
state price ami particulars: J. Scott, Higher Hex-s-
ham, Morecarnbe. "

(1780)
WANTED to purchase Roller organ in good con-

dition; write to: J. Brett, 14, Lanceiot-place,
Brompton-rd.. S.W. (1""8)
WANTED, Mule Goldfinch, song, exchange 1913 cock
Bui lie, side net, poles and irons complete: F. Cook.
East-st., Pembridge. (1783)
\x ANTED, Canaries, all kinds, heaithv - birde

; semi
lowest prices to A. Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 520,
Galloxvgate, Glasgow. (1783)
WANTED a pair Green Avadavats. a pair Violet-

eared Waxbills, lien lticheno, hen Lavender Finch:
Mrs. Snroston. Nantwich. (I77S>
W ANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,
9), Coxvcaddcns-st., Glasgow.
WANTED, offers Canaries; exchange trio Silver
Sebright Bantams, winners, sell 20/-; approval: Mar-
tin. Show Secretary, Castle-Douglas. (1784)

-- W ANTED, acclimatised African Grey Parrot, must
be talking, cash, cr exchange winning Yorkshires

:

North, 477, Mancliester-rd.. Bradford. (17t6)

"advemisemekts'
^ rinUmizcd cii f:3jga 144
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JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
I'lio attention of Show Secretaries is 1 Ul °

bllowinu llbt of •'t ut W hich willing t.o Ml J
UUS •

Terms for insertion on application.

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

| C. BARNES, UK, Nor) liii. UI ltoail, w «lkU*J ,
Sll IT

Held. J uduo of all WU'jcties or ciiuo Wills. LoIlt!

practical experience. 'J c-rnis
. r on

r BENNETT, It, l Timber ami Ru., l.Ulgct i.rtci .

Bradford. Juilue of Cage Bird*. Long and pruc

tlcnl experience. . u ics
i w BRUCE, Cold stream. Jmlgo of all

1

'of cage birds; Bolder and British Bird spcualist.

'i’ornis moderate. nirilna-
W. A. COWGILL, 115, Waslnmttim sl ut

V,

ton Bradford. .lodge W all vanct <'*<’> La.e

Birds, l’ruet icftl experience, i crii.s inodti alt

». J. FULLJAMES, V. Lincoln Koatl. b. 'to

London, K.K. Specialist, British and
f

ouisn.

JEO. GARDNER, 11. Ilavcrstocli Ho.iil, Lon

NAV. Judge of all kinds of I'auo Kb’4
{•’•

. in .,

C. HOBBS, tpiruii' Road, Northaniptini; • ’

retired from business, can judge 4 '

'i'cr ,ns
birds, tu years breeder and exhibitor.

j

J 'r! HOUGHTON, 21. HotlU l.i Uoail,
j

judge of Canaries and l age Buds, *d
.

Norwich; terms moderate. of

C. A. HOUSE, Briardeno, Idle. Bradford. J °

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
i v

JAMES KERR, IS, James .street, lerlh. AllJ xa> J
J

Specialist Nora it'll and British.
.

j

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. <18, B*
wick Road. Liverpool. Judge o»

Specialist Vorks. ami Norwich: terms model a
I

w ‘ n MILFS Aviaries, Chichester. Judge of •

Vanities CiTge ill Nortviel, 1'lainhead Speei-

W.'muNDELL, U. Carlisle Place. VI ann.nghaiii, 1-: ad-

ford. Judge of Canaries ami 1
ua'ton

H. NOIIMAN, Tile iljl'le. Sali-lmi'V ., c - U^

Surrey. All vaiielies it .age Buds. pcc.auso

tly hrids and British Rinls.
birds; all

J. PATTERSON, Chiviislde. Judge **
*

t

vari, lie s Wide, praetieal experience. Specialist

Border ^ney Judgo^^ih^to lf Gloucester. I

Judge or Canaries. British and !• ori 'riM -Jo 1
- ,’

|ul 0
0. E. SILK, The Aviaries, l.mswort i,

1

of all varieties ot i asm I’"' 1 '. 1
;'

1

{>..i,
( , n ].\h1,

JAMES STANCER, 5'J, Grange leiiajt, ellon
,

Co. Durham. V.V., »1>L. Nor. and U.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard
Birds: I^vte

C ^'^lrtt^nd
m
Uu.itou

!

Long praetieal experience. U I
j
"j'/i-D ol I . Brad-

wns r
hTh,

T™h;"t«>r«f='
:

Notts Judge of all vaaielics; spee.al.st .w Nor-

"id! 'pii.il, heads, Life experience„ °3 trfiW
J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. w
J
Cage Birds, all varieties: specialist Blitteb.

Iforcign. Mule*. ami U> t)ri<Ks. ...
Iir

J. w ILCOCK, The Fountain lull Leolcshlll,

Bradford. Judge of (ago JB'ds. •
' Cmnhe--

r WILSON. 11. IrizingUin Ld.. 1 1 u m„tqn . o
C
laml Bulge of Mules. Brit.. For. SpcmBst, But.,

\i nil's; i iir f

\

periemie : t'.i ms inCKltM utc.

w YOUNG 'J Grosvent.r Road. New Brighton

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience.

moderate.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
so,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 151 * Pi. f.et Sireet, London, EC.

telegrams—" Aviculture, London." 'lei. iso. 5- 2 9

Hotborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, ichet/rr n/tidcs, sheldies, or

photogra phs. provided an <uld rested enve op e,

sufficiently stumped, accompanies same,

effort will be made to return unaccepted con
y

*

tions promptly
,
but he docs not in any case >o

himself responsible for their safely.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one Side of paper only

OUR READERS’ GIFTS TO WAR HOSPITALS
AND CONVALESCENT HOMES.

Scheme Approaching Completion : Hurry Up and Be In It.

twitterings.

Mr. Henry Tams, Longlon, is engaged to

judge at Wigan Show, Dee. 5.

We arc ashed to remind members of the

Newcastle East End C.B.S., of the table show,

(o be held Sept. 30.

At the monthly meeting of the Leith O.S.

it was deekird to hold our annual show as

usual on Nov. 14, writes Mr. Geo. W . Brown,

Mr. All'. Wcllings (Presoot) has been en-

gaged to judge d ho Lizards at Liverpool

show, write .Messrs. Metcalfe and Green,

sees.

Air. John Greaves has been appointed'

judge of the Great Horton O.S. October

.Members’ Show, writes Mr. J. Holroyd, the

lion. eee.

The judges for the show of the Glasgow

and Western Counties C.B.S., to be held on

Jan. 9 next, are : Canaries, Air. G. Arnott,

Kirkcaldy ;
British, Air. J. Stradian, Bath-

cate.

;
EXHIBITORS : SUPPORT THE|

• SHOWS.

Remember that the societies are doing their
(

f

best under circumstances of unusual difficulty

to help fanciers and ths Fancy.

Do YOUR Part by Sending
Them Entries.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE Of CHARGES, which must be fully PREP A . D

J -inch 2 /-, y -inch 3 1 mcli 6 -

HALIFAX and DISTRICT C B.S.
Hinder Yorkshire Union of C.B.S. Rides anil the

patronage of the Y.C.C,, Ogdens 1 rophy. JUunsilen s

Cup ''ttna tear and .innhir Novice Competitions, and !

tbo'N G M.Y.t'.t:., ami the f.M.Y.C.t' ) First Grand
j

Annual Kxhhution of Canaries (open to the Untid
|

Kint£<loni) will he -held m the Liberal Club, lldUMJ
|

Slaw ltoail. King Cross, Halifax tthree nunutes

walk from St Paul's G.N.U. Station, and easy ateess

from Halifax At V. Station, electric cars pass

within one minute's walk of exhibition every few

minute*) on Saturday, Oct. 3rd, 1914. Judge. \\ m

.

Stables 1 W^t Bowling, Bradford. Entries

positively close on Tuesday September^

Union rules). Schedules ready, appb to. ajc *» A *

Sutcliffe, 46, Hammond St., Hopwood Lane, Halifax

CLAPHAM and DIS.
CB.A.

Annua’, Show to be held at Strathblanc Hall, Clap-

lmm Junction, on Thursday, Oct. 15,

f Robson Kmc. Allen Silver, KiiC Schedules on ap-

iiiStion to; T. J. Hose, Hon. Sec., 5, Wells Cres-

cent, Camberwell, S.E.

Wo have a stock of British bred meal-

worms, write Messrs. A. W. Gauiage, Ltd.

(l-folborn, London), which we may acd are

larger and much superior to the German
mealworms generally used for the English

market.

Since our last issue we have received notifi-

cation that the following shows liavm been

abandoned for this season :
—Ilkeston G-B.S.,

Southend C.B.S., Stockton-on-Tees C.B.S.

,

Cardiff C.B.S., Selbv C.B.S., Kirkcaldy

C.B.S., Arbroath C.B.S., Portsmouth F.S.

Air. A. Sutcliffe, Hon. Sec. of the Halifax

C.B.S.. writes that the patronage of the Cin-

namon marked Y.C.C. ,
has been accepted for

the show of the society to bo held on Oct.

3, and that four open classes, in Cinnamon
ticked or variegated have been added in

order to comply with the rules : V ellow \ orks

cock. Buff cock, Yellow hen, Buff hen. 600

schedules have been s&nl out, and anyone

overlooked should apply to Air. Sutcliffe at

46, Hamoiond-st., Hopwood-lane. Halifax.

Our Hon. Sec., W. Hodgkins, has joined

io “l’als” Battalion of the Liverpool Regi-
_ .. J i.. r f <*!/->+ Al 1 mt'lf oo

T
HE arrangements in connection with our

scheme to supply singing Canaries to War
Hospitals find Convalescent Homos lor

wounded soldiers and sailors are approaching

completion. Wc hope to be able in a very

short time now to gel away the first batch

of birds; we are not desirous of doing so, of

course, until they have had some chance of

recovering from the effects of the moult.

Although we now have in band a goodly

number of promises of birds, wo are still open

to receive more; as we stated last week, we

are sure readers would not wish there should

be any possibility of the demand exceeding

the supply. .

We have during the past few days received

from leading bird-dealers, etc., a liumbei of

offers of living-cages, to house the birds when

they reach their destinations. These, need-

less to sav, are just what is wanted, and we

thank the donors for their generosity. J os-

sibly there will also be many other kindly-

disposed readers who have suitable living-

eaces they could well spare for this £°pd

cause. If so, we shall be glad if they will

communicate with us, and fill in the form .

printed below.
These cages may be of wood (box pattern)

or open wire. They need not necessarily be

new, so long as they are in a quite clean,

sound condition : we would ask, however, that

they be of fair size and provided with the

necessary fittings. The cage or cages we

should ask donors to send carriage paid, ana

adequately packed, to such hospital or hos-

pitals as we shall notify to donors m due

course. Alav we ask your generous co-opera-

tion? The idea- is, we. think you will agree

a happy and worthy one, and Its successful

completion will redound to the credit of the

' Cage Bird Fancy. Gifts of one cage will be

j

welcomed equally as warmly as a larger num-

' Vhe names of all donors, whether- of birds

or cages, will be published in Hack Hires.

Further, we shall arrange for an ascribed

card to be sent with each bird and ca^c,

giving the names of the donors oi the bird,

Hie cage, and the food. etc.
.

By the kindness of Messrs. Capern (Bristol)

the ‘ birds will be fed free for at least tin ee

months on their noted seeds ;
while Messrs,

Trower and Coy. '(Caledonian Road London,

NA have generously offered to supply lice tin

the same period, or longer if needs be, leu

well-known bird-grit, for use on the caD

fl

°The offers of cages referred to above hayc

come from J. Day, City Aviaries, Hull two,

or more, and with birds if needed J.

AlcKeand, Castle Douglas. N.L.

Thomas, Amblerthorn (two), F
;

_Ditdiai d,

Nugget Street, Oldham (two), E. North, Alan-

ch ester Road, Bradford (two), -L Mi™,
Castle Douglas, N.B. two), Mrs H. Martin,

Cowcaddens Street, Glasgow; G. Osborne

Dudlev Road. Wolverhampton; E- Al. htan

ton, Boothfield, AVinton. Patricroft, and Brain

and Son, Lichfield Road, Aston.

PARS FROM THE POST-BAG.

I possess a splendid singing cock Canary

a, year old, and when clean moulted 1 will

despatch at once when called upon for the

good use you intend putting it to.

Joseph N. ALu'n.

Tranent, N.B.
.

Am enclosing coupon and think that all

fanciers should respond. I am sure the soL-

ilie.rs lying in the hospitals and healing the

hirdis sjug will feel very grateful to the

donors, and I hope you will have u great

response to your call.

W. L. Pace,

Southampton.

Will send one singing Canary when called

on' J think it a good idea of yours. 1 should

have sent before, but have been waiting tor

forne fancier from Bannockburn to take, the

lead, and I hope this will bring them along.

John Koksyth.

Bannockburn.

I shall be pleased to send you one Border

eoek for hospitals, as soon as you like, after

they are through the moult, which will soon

be over.
E. J. Burch.

Faversluun.

You can add my name to your list of sub-

scribers for singing Canaries. My birds are

a liit behind this reason, as I missed my
first round

;
but I will send one. of the very

best. (Randall's Strain) Rollers- 1 have ready
when the call comes, and I feel sure it will

not disgrace myself or Caoe Biros. 1 think

this is the best of all the many brilliant

ideas that have appeared in your paper.
AY. Hoyle.

Grimsargh.

the

C.B.S. Open Show,

Thursday, October 22.
*

i i . 14 , ... V swhihit.n
Schedules will hi-L.-nt to last JoavV exhibitor

Others appb : C. F. Holliday, 53, Gaorge Si.

MKftHlen C.B.S.
Show will he lull! on Wed., Oct 21st, in the Gym-

nasium Hall. Judge Join.
. '^ r

‘ "
‘g

|

Sel'itdiiU s. ' appIvV H. H. Mortimer,’ Hon. Sec, Oak-

lands, Top Crook Hill, Cwmtillery.

ment. ar.d is now in training at Ifooton, writes

Air. G. Benson, lion, see., pro tern., of Wal-
lasey C.B.S., and we are therefore compelled

to seek a new secretary. \\re have other mem-
bers who have been called up to join their

regiments, both R.H.A. and R..F.A. It is

needless to say we wish them good luck and
a safe return ticket to Berlin. We are hold-

ing our members’ show as usual on Nov.

7, Air. E. Brunskill judge.

The opening article in the September issue

of “Bird Notes,” the journal of tbs Foreign
Bird C'lut), is “A Sunbirds’ Aviary,” by Air.

Wesley T. Rage, and is an account of the

unique collection of Sunbirds in the posses-

sion of Air. A. Ezra. The Alarquis of Tavis-

tock continues his entertaining “ Experiences

of Cockatoos,” and Air. Pago goes on with

his “ Easter Tour Among Alembers’ Avi-

aries.” this month’s instalment being illus-

trated by pictures of the commodious aviaries

at Poltimore Park (Lord Poltimore’s). Atiss

A. B. Smyth tells of the breeding of hybrids

between the Red- vented and Red-eared Bul-

i bids, and among the other contents is^ the

beginning of a description, by Air. W. Shore

Bally, of a journey across tlic Sierras of S.

California.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any time

during the next twelve months, to

supply free of cost :

—

*One singing cook Canary and small travel-

ling cage.
sOne suitable living cage, with necessary

fittings. •

to be presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same.
("Strike cut one item if you are not pre-

senting both.)

Name.

Address (in full)

Date

To the Editor, Cage Birds,
1‘4, Fleet Street, London.

1 was very pleased indeed to see my Megy

Redpoll on the front page oJ
,

last Friday. Alany thanks for the great

honour. 1 might say he was novel' beaten

by a Mealy Redpoll. The- sketch does your

well-know artist. Mr. H. Norman, gieat

credit. I wish your grand paper every suc-

cess As there are to be fewer shows this

season, owing to the war. we shall look to

Cage Birds to keep fanciers together, to

keep the old flag flying m the Fancy. One

of your many well wishers, Kdward Stepliei s
?

Hon. Assist.' Sec.. N.B.B. and M.C

I renret to tell you that our sec., Air. 0. C.

Smith” has lost his little son, aged >5 voirs 6

months, after a brief illness, writes Air. \V.

H Fyke Members and friends ot the ltc^n

ini- C.B.S. will, 1 am sure, unite in phernig

their sympathy to him and Ins wife in tneir

sad bereavement.

GDs’ow Fanciers Airl War Fund.
The members of the Scotch l'anev National

Derby P.A., met on the morning ot the snow,

held Sept 19, and unanimously agreed to de

vote I he whole of their prize money to the

War relief fund.

& Oot, 1.
Fntrie" practically Nil ! ! ! Must accept up to

Saturday. PROFITS TO RED CROSS.- MAGGS, New
town, Bristol.

Migrants in London. -

A Willow Wren and a hen Redstart,

writes a correspondent to the ' Saturday Re-

view ” are breaking their .journey south in

the gardens at the back of the King’s Road,

Chelsea,, quite undisturbed by the racket oi

the traffic twenty yards or so away. Just- a

vear ago l heard and saw for some days a

Willow Wren and a Garden Warbler in the

gardens at (he back of Paulton Square, a

Tittle way down the King’s Road.

Sending Birds by Rail.
AYe understand that some cases have arisen

1 where railway companies have expressed

' reluctance to accept parcels of live birds for

transit, owing to difficulty of guaranteeing

reasonably prompt delivery at their destina-

tion, as the authorities have “commandeered
’

|

so many of their horses and vans, banders

and dealers can easily overcome this objection,

however, by arranging with customers that-

i the birds shall be consigned “ to be called

for,” the birds, of course, ' being fetched from

i
the station by the buyers.

The London and Provincial
O.S. Show.

The L. and P.O.S. Show has been arranged

for Oct. 28 and 29 (Wed. and Thins.) al the

I Lambeth Baths, Lambeth Road, London. S.E.

The hall is a fine one. and very easily nccessi-

! blc. The show will be open to all fanciers

| a bi c, to deliver and collect their own birds to

and from the hall, or who make arrangements

'for collection and delivery, the officials not

undertaking to despatch any birds b\ rail at

the conclusion of the show. The L. and P.O.S.

hooc that all fanciers in the Metropolitan

area wilRsupport the show
;

their own mem-

|

bers in turn will support, as far as possible.

the shows of any other London society. All

! entry fees will be returned in full as prize-

money; no deduction whatever for expenses.

The ‘lion, sec., Mr. C. W. Law. Burnley

House, Woodhim.se Road, North binchlry. wi.l

be glad to send further particulars. I he

judges arc Messrs. J. Hoilder (Nor.), T. Heath

fall' other Canaries). A. Silver (Brit.), H. J.

Full ja ncs I For, end Novice Brit.).

Vpfis „( Birds. PoiilM'!’. etc., should lie refit hi rly

upriti kit'd "HI* KEATING’S I'OWDKIt. espcrial'y

\ hen heps are sitting. Dor-'t forget to i! > Hus just,

, ri.v|nu* to the <k;:s lljtclllllf. to ilcsl M*v I'll I

Ui'c. Kills all iiieccts. llanrluss to eVcrylluUfi cia
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Correspondence.
Offer of a Novel Show Attrac-

tion.
Sir,—

T

he London and Comities A. C.B. is

aldo to offer a pure white Belgian Hare on
Joan for exhibition to any society holding
an open show within a radius of about 10
niilre from Gharitig Cross. This should be
a great attraction, as it is (we believe) I he
only one of i.ts kind alive. A pen will bo
provided for it. The only condition is that
a collecting box ho placed on its pen, the
money subscribed to go to the Belief Fund
for the Belgian Refugees.

W. Gtlbisut, Sec.

42, Cow-cross Street, London, EC.
An Appeal to Members of the

Long Eaton C.B.S.
Sir, Owing to the war 1 know various

calls are being made upon us all at the
present, but as secretary of the Long Eaton
Society l would like to appeal to all mem-
bers to continue to take the same interest
in the society as, L am very pleased to say.
was given before the war. At our next
meeting we hope to arrange the classes, etc.,

for our annual members' show, and it is most
important that all members should attend.
1 maintain the work should not full on a. few
but all members should take a part in making
a society a success. 1 am sorry to notice
societies cancelling their shows and sincerely
hope that the fancy in general will give
lull support to those shows that ate to be
Imld. Most of our members have had a good
season with their birds and we look forward
to having a good show,

(!. Baines, Hon. Sec.

A Good Word for the Wood-
pecker.

Sir,- I read the other day the following
appreciative notes on the usefulness of the

had to dip very heavily into their pockets to

save the reputation of the society. The same
classes were again given with the same “ liber-

al’
1
’ support from exhibitors, whose prize, money

once more came out of the pockets of (lie

members. This, of course, hint to he altered,

with tin' result that in 1913 for the first

time in its career the society made a little

" profit” on its annual show.
1’lcaro don’t think it was “profit” that

made the members of the C. C.B.S. come to
the decision they did in regard to their open
show this year. Nothing of the kind. It

was the birds themselves and the question
as In the railways—Would they deliver and
despatch birds as usual? However, there

* seems to he such an abandonment of shows
that 1 consider something should be done
at once to " .Stop the rot.” Some opportu-
nity must be given to fanciers to show their
birds as usual. 1 would suggest that a- Welsh
National Show be arranged to be held in
Cardiff, say during the second or third week
in- .January. There is plenty of time to get
going and if the secretaries of the many dif-
ferent societies in Wales will get into com-
munication with the sec. of Cardiff C.B.S.,
Mr. Thomas. 48, Craddock Street, Cardiff, a,

meeting could he arranged early next month
at which all societies should he represented
and the matter thoroughly gone into. I

feel convinced from what I know of Welsh
fanciers that such a combination would more
than likely make a Welsh National Show an
annual, event. It seems to me that so far
ss this season is concerned it will ho about,
he only opportunity that most bird-lovers
here will have of showing their birds and
viewing what ought to be the largest and
most successful show ever held in Wale#
Let us hear what our fancier friends at Swan-
sen, Llanelly. Merthyr. Pontypridd, Mid
Rhondda, Abertillerv. and otherWoodpeckers and hope you will print them

| to”abontT WeSi v“ have
so they may catch the eye of any amongst

\

*

your readers who may think them more
harmful than good :

“ Amongst the few wild
creatures which the forester is in two minds
about are Woodpeckers, of which eight species
occur in Central Europe and three in Britain.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century
they were considered hurtful by picking holes
in trees which were sometimes sound ones,
a reward of 2d. per head being offered for
their destruction. A little later, however,
opinion veered to the other extreme, consid-

tional Show
- E. J. Banks.

Stormy Petrel Killed by Tele-
graph Wire.

Some of your readers mav he in-
terested in the following somewhat, T think,
rare occurrence. While out cycling about
twelve miles from litre (Workington), near the
beacli at Allonby I saw a bird fluttering about
the ground near a, telegraph nost. I at once
went and got it, but it died in my hands. I

How Did Birds Originate ?
Sin - Mr. Savage asks, “ Now that Mr.

Johnson has heard come of the arguments
lor evolution, will lie prove that birds and
reptiles are not related? I can't prove that
they arc not related, neither can he prove
that they are

j so I think we can cry quits.
Then on indigestion in animals lie asks, “is
not ten per cent, a very large percentage
as compared with lower animals?” I. can’t

f«y,
"imply because I don t. know nor does

he—-what the percentage is among the lower
animals.
The Rev. So, linos asks if we believe that

Iho 'different varieties of Canaries were sep-
arately created, or that they have been evol-
ved fi om one kind.'

1

To answer that question is
not going to solve the evolution theory, nor
Strengthen their argument. Whether thev
have evolved from the wild Canary or not,
they are still Canaries, not some other ani-
mal altogether. Further, the differences in
colour and construction are the mailt, of
man’s skill in breeding and selection, not the
handiwork of Nature. I am rather sur-
prised at that question being asked.

'1'. Johnson.

Sir,—-I second all that the Rev. Soanies
says referring to evolution, and I think that
Darwin’s “ Origin of Species ” might he added
to his books. I am aware Unit some of his
ideas arc now modified, but they are rightm tile main, ft has struck me that many of
the correspondents know nothing whatever of
what they are writing, and do not take any
pains to conceal their ignorance. Betides this,
tney w ill not, .be taught. At least four times
it has been stated that it takes many thou-
sands, even millions, of years for evolution
to act, yet here is another who asks me to
produce a Carrion Crow from a Book ! 1 ap-
peal to Air. Craig’s common sense in the argu-
ment which I a in about t 0 set forth. Surely
Air. Craig will admit that animate are not
born exactly alike? Take the case of, say,
a Sparrow. A young Sparrow is hatched'
whose tint varies a little from the general run
of Sparrows. Let us suppose that this tint
harmonised more closely with the earth, so
that it cccapecV while others suffered at the
claws of a Hawk. Then this Sparrow would
live to have young. Its young would have a
tendency to inherit the dark tint, and there-
fore a breed of darker Sparrows would be
slowly evolved, us others of lighter tint would
be slowly exterminated. By altering this pro-
cess a trifle it is easy to see that almost any
alteration, given time, could come about. On

I

or peculiar. Af

of himself win
trad icts a clei

I man is mac ter

I
afraid Mr. (

views of relat

father is no re

not, claim, i’iii.i

ancient mail . .

from the ape
hoot of otto

had never seen a bird like it before, but mv i Mr. Craig’s theory, 1 presume that animals

*<BUSINESS AS usual:

eiing Woodpeckers as extremely active in des-
, . i vr d t • , . , .

i

, , . ,

troying wood boring larvae and imioriim their i

1 ' iv ' L*"-un of British bird fame, .who
!

"'oulo be created everywhere where it was
propensity for making holes in trees "since

*’as w
-

nle at the at once told me that
j

suitable. Why, therefore, are there no am-
then both opinions have been expressed and if'

"?lS a Stormy 1 have sent it to a
|

phibians,. or ten-ostial mammals, on oceanic

Woodpeckers cannot be acquitted of destroy I „
1 gentleman to mount. I wish Cage

!

islands, where the conditions are suitable?

ing useful insects, but, one authority actually !

BlBD '6 cvcr
-v succ'es3 - Yct «mmals which can fly (bats) are found m

placed in the scale their aesthetic value in
-T Walker. abundance and are very frequently endemic

enlivening the forest and pleasing the eye.
and the great balance of modern opinion con-
siders that the utility of Woodpeckers out-
weighs any harm they may do. They can-
not be acquitted of eating forest seeds, peck-
ing holes in saplings, and in sound trees,
and even m telegraph poles, but undoubt-
c ty they destroy many injurious in'sects in
the wood and bark of trees, and ako on the
ground -surface. Their nest holes may be
injurious to trees, but these are chiefly made
either in soft-wooded species of little value
or m old and rotten hard woods. The dam
ago thus done is not very great, and the
holes are afterwards utilised "for nesting inby n variety of insectivorous birds. Although
it is not.the custom of British woodmen "todestrw Woodpeckers, it is as well that they
should be made aware that such singularly
attractive birds are more useful than harni-

, Strathspey.
A Suggested Welsh National

Show.

r. Craig has a very high opinion
n he, I presume a layman, con-
gy mail's statement. Surely :i

of bis own profession? 1 am
./mig lias rather unorthodox
kinships since ha says that a
-latioii to his son !

“ Man nceil

ihi/i with the ape," “ the most
. discovered was not descenoed

. . . the former (ape) m un off-
lower type of human it //. . •

’

It. Maxwell Savage.

j

Sin, lii view of the “death blow” given
to all evolutionary theories by Messrs. Craig,
Johnson, Hargreaves and MeLeau, it in emi-
nently desirable that these gentlemen should

;

clearly set forth their theory, and, if only for
the sake of convenience, assume some definite

! title by which those of their school of thought
might lie known. For instance, their theory

i might be called the Adamian theory, or they
|

might be known as the ' Edenites.” It would

j

probably, irom obvious reasons, be mere Waste
of time to enter into arguments to try and
convert the Edenites to any evolutionary
theories, Darwinian or otherwise. Might I
suggest, therefore, that tin’s school produce
their tact-, for beyond giving us quotations

j

from the scriptures they have advanced no

j

evidence against the reasons (mostly founded
I
on geological discovery) which the evolution-

j

ists have brought forward.
Before I am converted to the Adamian

j

theory I shall want a whole heap of informa-
i

lion, such as: How? Noah could have had an

j

ark capable of holding the innumerable spe-
cies of animals as we know them to-day;
how he. collected and how he fed them (espe-
cially the lions and tigers)

;
how he managed

to import kangaroos from Australia
, and

Howler Monkeys from South America (which
otherwise must all have been drowned in the
Hood)

; and whether the ark was heated in-

side for the benefit of those that needed it,

and, if so, whether the Polar bears were
kept outside on the roof. Also, where did
the negroes come from? for it is oi.lv the fool

evokitioivsts who would suggest that black
men- could be descended from the same stock
ns white. All these questions are most perti-

nent. To return to recent views on the con-
troversy. I wish Air. McLean would he
more explicit. tie wanders round the sub-
ject with negative verbosity. He quotes Prof,
Bateson in support of his views. Will he
answer a plain question? Is lie a Aiendeliai^,

or what school of evolutionists does he siin-

po;9: or are his views bused sol elv on his
own researches? It is a pity Air. Craig did
not fake the trouble to learn something about
the fertility or sterility of Hybrids before
emhogging himself in this snbiect. That
hi the worst of these amiable Edenites: they
think they can run before they can walk.

Tf. Paxton.

More Societies Courageously decide to go ahead.

Ardwick Society Provides Man-
chester with an Open Show.

Cardiff Fanciers’ Proposition to “Stow
the Rot.”

meeting of the Cardiff Cage
Bud Society on Sept. 17 it was unanimously
decided to abandon the annual open show this
year. Such a decision create# a record in the
history of this the ‘oldest C.B. Society in
Wales, and though such a step will undoubt-
edly be most keenly- regretted by all who
associate themselves with this most popular
fixture, I am bound to cay that under the
present circumsta ncos it was the onlv t lii j 1

°-

to do,
“ °

I have been a member of the C'. C.B.S. for

Sir,—The management committee of the
Ardwick and Manchester District C.B. A. gave
very careful consideration, seeing that this

would be our first venture, to the question of

an open fixture. Manchester authorities do
not like to guarantee that a. hall will be at

your disposal for any fixed date. However,
the committee decided to hold a two days’
show at the St. Thomas Schools, Ardwick, oil

|

Jan. 8 and 9. The. profits, if any, are to be
j

j

given to the War Fund. The show will be

j

worked under the guidance of several who
have had experience of open shows. Arrange-
ments arc well in hand, and when thcy.inie

arrives exhibitors can rest- assured that every
care will be taken of their birds. We shall

try our best to create a reputation worthy of

a. continuation of their support at any of out-

future fixtures.

J. Spencer, Hon. Sec.

Sale Open Show Will Cater for

Exhibitors.
Sin,—Aly committee have decided not. to

cancel their open show, which will take place
as previously arranged on Nov. 28 and 29
next. We ask for the support of the Fancy,
as we shall used all their help, We have one
of the best show rooms in the district, and

nearly littoon years, during which time wc
1

fanciers may rest assured that tlieir exhibits
had seen many ups and downs in its eareei
(rather more downs than ups, [ am afraid.).
The society up till last year always sustained
;.. big loss on each show', and this in spite of
the fact that full prize-money was guaran-
teed in all classes. Even with only two en-
tries in a chics the full amount as awarded by
the judge has been over and over again cheer
Lilly paid. I remember quite well there
being a loss on one :.hov, of over for/i/ /lonn/le.
ami t.his.v-a# all ua:d off by the members, who

Coventry O.S, Will Try to Benefit
the Relief Fund.

Sir,—We have decided to hold oiu- annual
show as usual on November 14, and have also

decided to give the whole of the profits to

the Prince of Wales's Fund. AVe hope
brother fanciers will note this and send us

a good number of entries so as to enable
us to hand over a substantial amount.

A. Green, Hon. Sec.

56, Arden Street; Earkdon, Coventry.

Berwick Fanciers Support the
War Relief Fund.

Sir.—At the last meeting of the Berwick
and District Canary Club held September
17 it was decided to give every penny of

the gate money to the War Relief Fund,
j

Having received so much support in previous 1

years from the local public, the members
considered they could not go on with the I

show tliis year and ask for further support
without doing something to alleviate the dis- i

tress caused by ttie war. So it was agreed *

to sacrifice a certain amount of prize money
by handing the entire gate over to the War
Fund. " A. Hay, Sec.

A Cheery Message from
Nottingham.

Sir,—The Nottingham and District Per-
manent. O.S. has decided to hold its open
show on Goose Fair Saturday. October 3,

despite the crisis the present Avar lias created.
We are sure other societies would be better

Huddersfield O.S. to Hold
Show as Usual.

Sir,—

W

ill you kindly state that the Hud-
dersfield Society have decided to hold their
annual show as usual, the prize money to bo
paid on the sliding scale?

A. Lawford. Sec.

Croydon’s Programme to
Continue.

Sir.—The committee of the Croydon and
District F.A. have decided to carry out their
original programme, therefore the Fifth
Annual Members’ Show of Cage Birds, etc.,
will he held on November 4. , It was
decided to give 10 per cent, on sale of tickets
to the National Relief Fund. Fanciers are
eligible for membership who reside within
12 miles of the Croydon Town Hall, the
subscription being 2s. 6d. per annum. Gen
eral meeting September 30, at 8.30 p.m.. at
Ruski n House, Station Road, West Croydon,
to approve schedule and to elect new mem-
bers. All fanciers welcome.

F. W. Capeix. Hon. Sec.

will receive every care at tin- hands of capable
|

off in the end if they would only keep their
fanciers, so as to ensure their safety. 1 hope
exhibitors will remember our promptness in

paying out prize money in the past, and will

help us to make this show a record one.
Horace Whitney, Asst. Sec.

Sale and Dis. C.B.S.
P.S.—The Society is open to anyone wish-

ing to become - a member, and to be able to
compete for members’ special#. Subscript ions
4s. per annum.

heads above water and not be downhearted.
We are. giving our usual full prize money,
also special prizes as usual. We have
selected a good judge, M r. W. Vardy (lTuth-
waite), and we hope fanciers will rally round
and not look on the dark side of things.’
Schedules are ready on application to me.

J. Bunn, Sec.
81. Ena Avenue, Sneintou Dale, Netting

ham.

AN IDEAL PRESENT;
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete
in box,post free in the United Kingdom
Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from "Cage Birds”

M 3/6 ,, 6 ), ,, ,,

„ 3/- „ 12

(any issue).
Postage paid hy us.

These coupons must he posted to lie in the same en-
velope with remittance and name and addles.; of

sender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

Sept. 26th, 1914.

"CARE biros,” 1*4. Fleet Street. London, EC
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I A few facts on crests and I

! CREST BREEDING.
r |

|
a u— CB A

: i !
1 on September C— ^
4 B to lit it would ‘•,'Wf ' l“‘ Ve 1'','“' d

rather erratic and contrary to the prin-

ciples of the breed.

Now you have no doubt by this time

come to the conclusion that I mhst be full

of admiration for the Crest. Well, 1 must

admit I am. I have at various times tried

inv hand with the Norwich, Yorkshires,

and British, but these side lines have never

lasted Ions- Want of enthusiasm in me,

perhaps. But 1 do not think I suffer

from isolation in this admiration. 1 am

sure I a in quite right in saying this is also

true of my fellow fanciers present, and

please do not think me in the least unwil-

ling to grant each their own love of then-

individual fancy. With these few remarks

1 will close, and if this little paper has

interested you in the least I am fully com-

pensated.

there
of

he, due
featlie.

s to size, it would height to say that

the frame of a big Crest is no large

than that of a big Norwich .
put

bido by side when fully leathered, what a

apparent difference would

3 nly, of course, to the lengtl

0t,

rhere 'is the question of double-cresting^

WMrit are the benefits to bo gained by so

doing and what are its disadvantages

think myself that you shou d luum a speci-

tic ohieet in view in using two Ciests, ail

that the greatest care should he exercised

the choice of birds for the purpose,

q'his is amply borne out by the fact *ha a

considerable number of ( rests so bred .

no pretensions whatever to proper touna-

Zn so that -t should be very clear how

easily harm may he introduced into one s

®tud by injudiciously pairing two Crests

to ether which have not suitable proper-

“ or are not properly balanced ... then-

points. It is the easiest possible way to

perpetuate bad faults m your
^

L

- For instance, l should not advise the

(use of Crests with such faults as bad

centres split sides, or with those gkumg

S’ 1

Rather would I prefer to use

two comparatively small Crests providing

they wore good in contour. Again, you

St have a round Crest on one side and

an^elliptical one on the other, but always

bear in mind to see that they possess good

tack-crests; those 1 mean that finish well

down the neck with a natural fall from the

centre. I am not a lover of the C rest that

resembles a round table top I mean

those that arc not finished at the back with

what I think is termed a cowl. Quality of

#he feather should be fully considered and

another very essential point is the small

beak A large beak detracts greatly Horn

the appearance of an otherwise good speci-

men. In fact, all the good points ot the

This Japanese Redbreast (Snthaous «^ •**•**

»'ere
C
is

a

more
g

than a Mtt.e similarity In oolccr and markmgs.

SOFT-BILLSAS CAGE BIRDS
A practical article upon the keeping of some of our most popular

Soft-bills. By “Old Hand.”

(Continued from page 105.)

Wild ones rarely settle down, they dash

A
LTHOUGH not such a general favour-

ite as the Thrush, the Blackbird is

nevertheless a great pal of nnne.

This bird, which is practically silent all

day long, pours forth its melody as the sun

goes down. The flute-like notes, I think,

excel those of the Thrush, for while the

song of the latter suggests predominance,

the Blackbird’s is a calm, peaceful note

and at times inclined to be mournful; or

course, to hear it at its best we must seek

1 it in its natural state. To the hedgerows

s* S * '“k -
as lies in one’s power.

Double-Crest as a Corrective.

It is a good plan to use a bird bred from

double Crests when you find you are breed-

in a greater percentage of Crestbieds.

This acts as a certain corrective. As a

point : From one Crestbred hen this yeai

I o-ot three Crestbreds in the first nest

and one in the second, hut no Crests.

Now, if I use this hen again next year .1

should run her with a Crest that has been

bred from double Crests, and the same

applies to her offspring. I very much

like Crestbreds bred from two Crests, and

I have got some very good birds that way,

but I have not found that you succeed in

getting many of them. One yellow so

bred I sent to Plymouth. He won, but

foolishly enough I omitted to notify on my

entry form that he was eligible lor the

C.C.C. Special, and this consequently went

to the second prize bird, and I lost the

only opportunity I have yet had of having

the coveted honour of taking a special ot

our Specialist Club.

I have brought with me this evening a

Crested cock and two Crested hens. I

would not hesitate myself to run him with

either of these hens with the. object ot

double cresting. Last season 1 invested

in a yellow Crest cock with the sole object

of running him with what I consider my

best Crest hen. From them I have a

Crestbred I feel proud of.

Don’t Under value the Crest-bred.

Now the Crestbred : There is no doubt

‘a great deal more rests with the Crestbred

than some have anv idea of. I now allude

principally to the novice. It must have a

good wide.entrance and be quite free from

anv suspicion of running away behind the

eye. Many a bird having feather turning

well over beak end has been spoilt by this. I

should not despise a Crestbred for breed-

ing purposes because of being a little slioit

in head feather, providing that other essen-

tials were present—such as, and princi-

pally, densitv and rise of skull. Such a

hire! is invaluable to mate with a Crest

•H, nnv r. -Unce (f a long frontal, but
"

a- • thin »< -s of feather or flat- !
* °

P hod ‘--on-,' of bringing one e* two
|

are th

About the end of March or beginning

of April, according to the weather, the

nesting operations commence. The nests

are built in various places, some in hedges,

others in hollies and some on the low

branches of trees overgrown with ivy.

They are about the same size as that ot

about and break their feathers, and are a

source of anxiety and disappointment.

The method of rearing young ones is simi-

lar to rearing Thrushes, as described in

the chapter on the Thrush. Do not gorge

them or they might choke, about three

pieces are enough for each bird at once.

Always give a couple of drops of watei

after each feed to wash all the food into

the crop, so as to make sure of them not

I

choking. 1

.
,

The nest should he kept quite clean, and

|
all droppings removed as they appear. I

' found an old teaspoon very useful for this

purpose and always kept one near the nest.

ble, for they sleep much and lie much

warmer in the nest than in a eoinei of

the cage. l)o not coddle them at all, hut

keep them in a cool place out of the

draught. When they begin to feed give a

few pieces of cut up worms, snails or meat.

As they get on gradually withdraw the

egg-food and replace it with some reliable

packet food, made according to directions.

. Educating the Young.
The young birds are not easy to sex, but

the cocks are usually a bit darker than the

liens. As soon as the plumage changes

the cocks are easily distinguished, for the

beak gets lighter, which is not noticeable

irt the liens. The hens may as well be lib-

erated, for they are no good as songsters.

If possible cock birds should he hung

where they can hear the song of the wild

bird, so that they may learn the natural

note. Of course, they will utter a few

notes without teaching, hut it is only a

jumble and cannot be compared with that

of the original. If an instrument such

If the lining

wavs kept one near tne nesi. ^ -*
, ,,

should get wet remove the
|

as a flute or whistle be played constantly
• i liosi vi n or tllPV Y\ ill DICK UP «X

birds and throw out the old material or

thev will get cramp. Put in the nest

some fresh hay, and roll a hot egg or some-

tiling round inside to shape it. Give a

within their hearing they will pick up a

few notes, hut this is not a song. They

will learn a little ditty if one has the

patience to teach them, but such notes

Thev are about the same size as xnax ui i nmvder and replace I do not care for like the wild ones.

-2^««—JIS I fc/,, „«!, «, r—
one day and barley meal another, mixed

just sufficiently moist to make it crumbly;

also slugs, worms, snails, etc., and ber-

ries and fruit in season.

(To be Continued .)

grass and moss. This is cemented inside

with mud mixed with touchwood, hut un-

like the nest of the Thrush is lined with

fine grass.

The eggs, which usually number five, aie

of a greenish colour, spotted and blotched

with brown. The young ones hatch out

in about fourteen days and look a little

more comfortable than young Throstles.

Thev soon grow, and are not much unlike

young Thrushes, only darker ;
they retain

their Thrush-like plum&ge until the first

moult As the plumage changes to a

glossy black, so the beak changes to an

orange colour.

In the Merry Springtime

By the following spring, when they are

thinking of courting, the beautiful orange

bill shows up conspicuously against the

shiny black coat. The hen, as with most

hens is more soberly clad, and is sooty

brown in colour, and her beak is ot a

brownish-black colour. The food ot the

Blackbird is similar to that of the Thrush,

chiefly slugs, worms, grubs, etc. ;
berries

and fruit are also relished, especially ash,

privet and hawthorn. The bird is much

persecuted in some localities' on a charge

of stealing so much fruit, but 1 do not

think he has much more than his share,

seeing the good that he does by desti oy-

ing grubs, caterpillars, etc.

To hear the Blackbird sing at Ins best

one must be out in the fields on a sum-

mer’s eve, where, perched on the bough

of a tree, the “Merle” may be seen.

“ Wet morning,” “Mot morning,

“ Fortv-eight,’" “Forty-eight,” will soon

catch the listener’s ear, and if he keeps

quiet he will soon hear the rest of the

flute-like notes of the Blackbird’s song.
! rv 1 ,, rmiiV.-wivY E H 1/1(1 -l’CUVC (1 OUCS

them. Handle them as 1 little as possi-

ble, as the heat of the hand soon upsets

them.
Do not stop hand-feeding until you

are satisfied they swallow what they pick-

up, for possibly they are only learning.

Leave the nest in the cage as long as possi-

Hybrid Breeding Experi-

ments at the Zoo.

Mr. R. I. Pocock, of the London Zoo-

logical Gardens, writing to “The Field,

savs: “On June 27 I gave an account ot

our attempts to breed from a cock Javan

Jungle-fowl (Callus varms) and hens that

are hybrids between that species and the

Red Jungle-fowl, G. gall us or ban lava, and

also with hybrids of the latter crosspaired

inter se (amongst themselves). The re-

sults showed that there was a certain

degree of fertility in each case, but more

in the former than in the latter.

More recent trials have given prac-ti

horty$ californica) was paired with a cock.

Douglas Quail (L. dourjlasi), with’ the

result that a number of hybrids were

reared. The two species are obviously

nearly related, differing somewhat in col-

our and the form of the crest, and they

crossed readily enough, Ml the eggs being

fertile and producing strong chickens:

It occurred to me that this was a good

opportunity of tryiug some Mendelian ex-

periments with species hybrids if only these

should prove to be fertile, which I expected

they would be, seeing that the two parent

forms appeared to be more nearly allied

to one another than were the two species or

Jungle-fowl before mentioned.

A large number of eggs was laid, and

twenty of these were placed, together with
t-dIIv +hp same result. A hybrid hen run

. lVvuuty A ^

fling with the pure Javan cock laid nine ten eggs of the pure Douglas Quail, ^n an

rgs which she incubated herself, five incubator.

as thev are much th*- mor. • E

moved ciear,° and four were fertile, but

the eliicks were too weak to hatch, and

all died in the shell.

In the case of hybrids paired together, a

hen sat on eleven eggs, ten of which proved

to be unfertile and one fertile, the embryo

being weak and dying in the .shell.

The weakness of the embryo in both eases

may possibly be due to the parents being

related, and such experiments carried out

on a larger scale with unrelated birds

might perhaps result in some amount Qt

s. An experiment similar to the

second of the e has been tried with Quads,

ear a hen Californian O.tyfyi] UjOp-

The latter hatched well, but

every one of the hybrid eggs was perfectly

clear, showing no sign of fertility.

Such results are most difficult to under-

stand, especially when one considers that

another group of gallinaceous birds, the

Pheasants, produce fertile hybrids. I Me

Gold and Aniherst Pheasants, for instance,

or the Mongolian and Chinese, would seem

to he at least as distant from one another

as are these two Quails, yet the offspring

of their interbreeding will themselves breed

inter sc. Or take another group, the

Ducks, and we find that shell did met

s-K-cies as the Pintail and
_

Mallard will

readily pr* puce fertile oil sjjri ne.
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SCOTLAND’S GREAT NEW YEAR SHOW WILL
BE HELD.

Details of Classes and Judges: The Novices Well Looked After.

.Report of Scottisli National C.B.S. annuul
and committee meetings, Feb. 14 to April 9,

inclusive. Members were present in good
numbers, Mr. J. Winter (l’res.), in the chair.

Financial statement submitted and approved,
showed nett gain on last show of £8 9s. lOJd.
Votes of thanks wero heartily accorded Miss
l’eddie Waddell, Mr. Hoyle, Honorary Pro-
vincial and Working Committees, for the
splendid assistance given at our exhibition

;

and to Messrs. J. F. Dewar and P. Green for

services as auditors. Office-bearers for 1914-
lb : H]on. President, Lord Provost R. K.
Inches (Edinburgh)

; Hon. V.P., Coun. A.
Stevenson, J. Brown, A. C. Dandie (Edinb.),
Baillie F. A. Watt (Banff), A. G. Cameron
(Kelso); Hon. Provincial Com., Messrs.. R.
Jamieson, jun. (Linlithgow), P. McQuiston
(Ayr), G. Mitchell (Brechin), P. Arnott (Al-
loa), J. Young (Rutherglen), W. Bishop (Stir-
ling), T. Adamson (Kirkcaldy), IT. Jamieson
(Hawick), J. B. Richardson (Dumfries), T.
Krskine (Glasgow), H. Be'nnet (Kelso), R.
Bald (Bathgate), J. Patterson ‘ (Chirnside),
W. Allison (Aberdeen)

; Pres., Mr. J. Winter
(Edinb.); Vice-P., Mr. S. iBuglass (Edinb.);
Show Manager, Mr. R. Craig (Edinb.); Set:.,
and Treas., J. R.. Mcikle, 22, Brougliam-st.,
Edinburgh ; Committee of Management,
Messrs. A. Rodger, W. R. Finnie, T. Todd,
J. G. Easter. J. Gourlay, S. May, R. S.
Spence, W. Turnbull, D. Morris, J. Charl-
ton, W. Allan, A. Paterson, P. McNiven, A.
Weston, IT. Norton, A. Bowie, L. J. Arrighi
(Edinb.), W. Carson, G. W. Brown, P. Mur-
ray, M. Petrie (Leith), A. Hoyle, C. Sykes
(Musselburgh), W. B. Smart (Loanhead)

;

auditors, Messrs. J. F. Dewar aud P. Green.
Date of show fixed Dec. 31, 1914 and Jan. 1,

1915. The splendid hall, “The Cornmarkct,’’
Edinburgh, has again been taken. Classifi-

cation: Nor., 20 classes including three
Limit and two novice

; Crest, 9, including 2
Lim. and 1 Nov.

;
Scotch Fancy, 18, includ-

ing 4 Lim. and 2 Nov.; Belgians, 2; Bord.,

23, including 3 Lim. and 2 Npv. ; Yorks., 8,

including 1 Nov.; Liz., 1 (guaranteed by Mr.
J. F. Dewar) ; A.O.V. Can., 1 ; Mules, 10,

including 1 Lim. and 1 Nov.
;

Brit 22, in-

cluding 1 Lim. and 2 Nov.; For., 9; extra
stock, 1 ; Hydes, 2. Prize money, 1st 15s.

2nd 10s., 3rd 5s., 4th 3s., 5th 2s. Gift class
prize money, 1st 6s., 2nd 4s., 3rd 3s., 4th 2s.,

5th Is. The committee call attention of
novices to additional classes given, and hopo
they will make them a thorough success.
Judges: Nor., Messrs. A. Maxwell (Particle)

and W. N. Turner (Manchester)
;
Crests, Mr.

J. Brotlierton (Bolton); Scotch, Messrs. J.
Watson (Glasgow); A. Leslie (Thornton); —
Hannay (Dumfries), A. Livingstone (Paisley)

;

Borders, J. Johnston (Wallsend) and J. Pat-
terson (Chirnside)

; Mules, P. McQuiston
(Ayr); Brit., J. Livingstone (Bathgate); For.,
C. Sykes (Musselburgh); Belg., Yorks, Liz.,
and A.O.V., J. F. Dewar (Edinburgh). Com-
mittee desire to convey to all who showed
at last exhibition their most sincere thanks
for the very fine support, and hope to be
accorded as grand support at the next show.
We are going to do our best to make this the
best year tin the history of the Scottish
National.

J. R. Meikle, Sec.

Club (Reports,
ROTHERHAM C.D.S.

Adjourned meeting, Mail Coach Inn, Mr. W.
Brotherton chair, and a good attendance to
consider whether we should hold our Open
Show Ah Nov. 20. It was decided, after a
fair discussion, not to hold the Open Show,
but to hold our annual Members’ Show on
that date. The reason for not holoing Open
Show is because of the general local distress.
•—Taylor and Bailey, Secs.

LOANHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting Macon’s Arms, Mr. A. Jardine,

president, in the chair. Medals were con-
sidered, a-nd secretary instructed to order four
gold medals, one for each section. Agreed to
get prize cards from “Leith Observer” Office,
and that we do not canvass for outside sup-
port this year owing to war; to try and get
specials from friends who have not been
affected by the crisis. I have again secured
Masonic Hall for Saturday, Oct. 10, for show.
.Walter B. Smart-, Sec.

IRVINE C.B.S.
Meeting “ Golffields,” Irvine, Sept. 12. Mr.

John Nairn presiding. Present, Messrs.
Spratt, Garlano', Savage, McKean, Young,
Murray, McColl, and Ferguson. After very
careful deliberation it was decided that for
this year our open show be not held. Meet-
ings of the society are to be held, as usual,
either in the Masonic Hall, or at Golffields.
The re-election of office-bearers will take place
in November, when new members will have an
opportunity of enrolling. Members’ subscrip-
tions should be paid to secretary as early as
possible. There will be a bird-washing
demonstration given by an expert at an early
date, and as many as possible should witness
this—either to learn therefrom or to criticise.
In regard to the abandoning of our open show,
there were expressions of regret all round, as
everything in connection with the society had
been progressing very favourably.—H. M.
Fergr.son, Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Meeting at headquarters, Marlboro’ Hotel,

Sept. 9. A good attendance faced chairman
Willmott, and another new member was
elected. This, said the chairman, was most

I

encouraging’ to all, especially in these serious
times, but if all members would only try and
attend in full muster it would keep up inf
terest in the Fancy. Decided that the young
stock show be held Nov. 7 at 3, Mr. Wells to
be invited to judge. A lengthy debate took
place, in which all members joined, on the
best way to increase membership and bring
the society more to the public eye. Mr. Cow-
ley remarked it was a surprise to him to find

that 40 good fanciers resided in and around
this district, and all members of the S.B.O.S.
He had Tesided in this district over 30 years,
and thought perhaps about 10 or 12 members
would be the limit. It went to prove that by
having interesting lectures, washing exhibi-
tions, and more table shows, and getting these
well advised in the Press, the society should
have no difficulty in doubling this number.
The chairman thought that members should

make some interesting notes, if only a few
lines, on their line of fancy, and send to the
see., who would make it into an interesting
article for the leading Birmingham paper.
The idea was taken up by all present. Wash-
ing competition at next meeting.—J. Shep-
pard, Sec.

CLYDEBANK C.B.S..
Meeting Sept. 17, Mr. Robb presiding. Sec.

read letters from Dumbarton C.B.C. and Vale
of Leven C.B.C. in connection with proposed
open show. It was ultimately agreed that we
should not proceed with it this year, but
hope to carry, it out next year. Owing to the
small attendance it was agreed to postpone
classification for members’ show till next meet-
ing.—Wm. Kane, Sec.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.
Members and friends held a musical even-

ing at headquarters, Sept. 9, which proved
very enjoyable. Mr. H. James, the chair-
man, thanked the following for their ser-
vices : Miss G. Mantell, songs and piano

;

Miss Parsons, songs; Mr. and Mrs. Pazel,
gramophone selections; Mr. E. Loonies,
songs; Mr. G. Absolon, songs; Mr. B. Bur-
den, comic songs; Mr. W. H. Gibb, violin
solo. Miss G. Mantell acted as accompanist
with Mrs. G, Absolon. Another of these
social evenings is arranged for Oct. 14, to
which all fanciers in the district and their
friends aro invited.—W. H. Gibb, Hon. Sec.

LEYTON C.B.A.
Meeting, Grange Park Hall, Sept. 7. A

good muster pregen t to hear Mr. G. King 0n
“The Management of a Birdroom.” The
lecturer opener! his remarks by impressing on
those present the need of a system. A stock
that was not managed systematically would
do no good in the long run. A stock book
properly kept was an absolute necessity, -and
Mr. King explained in detail how his own
book was kept. He also gave a number of
other useful hints that were appreciated by
all, and afterwards answered all the questions
put to him. The members accorded Mr. King
a hearty vote of thanks for a most interesting
paper. The latter part of the evening was
taken up by a discussion as to the advisability
of running an open show. Bearing in mind
the fact that two-thirds of our entries come
by rail, and that some of the lines in and
around London are being closed for a day or
more without notice by the military authori-
ties, the members were unanimously of the
opinion that the annual show should be con-
fined to members only. A motion to this effect

was carried.-—A. W. Farmer, Hon. Assist.

Sec.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
\cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they havo ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept,, “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street Lon-
don. E.C.

KIRKCALDY C.B.S.
Special meeting Sopfc. 16. Decided to

postpone annual show, fixed for Oct. 31, till

Oct. 30, 1915. Secretaries please note to avoid
clashing.—T. Arnott, Sec.

STANLEY (Victoria) F.F. &. C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 19, Mr. R. Peart chair, and

a splendid turn-out. Decided' to havo an
open Linnet class on schedule for our annual
show Dec. 5 and 6. Prize-money paid in

full, 8s., 4«., 2s., Is.
;

Is. entry. We hope
Linnet fanciers will give us a good entry, as
we havo engaged a popular ‘judge, Mr. W.
Reid (Sunderland).—W. Elliott.

MIDDLETON C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, Sept. 14. Decided

to hold our 15th annual show on Dec. 5.

Election of judge at next meeting, Oct. 12,

when Mr. Schofield, of Failsworth, who
judged' our young bird show, will give a very
interesting lecture on “ The Canary in

General,” and wo hope to have all fanciers
and friends present; new members will be
enrolled at this meeting.—Jas. Hulton.

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
Committee are unanimously agreed to hold

members’ annual show on November 24. We
hope country members will be able to get
some birds through. There will be 59
classes. I shall be pleased to recruit new
Border Fancy members

; there are five

classes offered. Prize money on sliding
scale ; many specials promised.—-A. G. Cant,
Hon. Sec. (30, Henslowe Road, East Dul-
wich)

WINDHILL C.B.S.
Special meeting Sept. 19, Blue Bell Hotel.

Unanimously decided to accept N.G.M.
Y.C.C. patronage for our open show Jan. 2.

These classes will now read : Class 13, Yel-
low, Green Mkd. Coek; Class 13a, Buff ditto;
Class 14, Yellow Hen ; Class 14a, Buff Hen.
Also decided to increase members’ entry fee

to Is. 3u'. (instead of Is. as in previous years).

Don't forget our members’ show Sept. 26.

Special prize of a cock chicken given for

hottest fed bird shown by a novice. Also
other* cash specials for both sections.—J.

Taylor, Sec.

NORTH LONDON C.E.A.
Meeting at headquarters Sept. 16. De-

cided to hold a one-day show at Library Hall,

Church-street, Stoke Newington, on Oct. 24.

Mr. J. Robson judge, in lieu of original date
fixed. Also that next meeting be held at

headquarters Oct. 14 instead of 21st. Mr.
G. Mortlock gave an interesting paper on
“ Mule Breeding.” His knowledge ana ex-

perience in this direction are well known
throughout the Fancy, and the attention

given him by members is proof of the eeteem
we hold for our worthy chairman.-—P. W .

Jeffries, Hon. Scc. #

WEST STANLEY C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 18, Mr. W. Creswell chair.

Schedule for members’ show drawn up : 8

Nor., 2 Cin., 2 Crest and C.B., pairs for

breeding, 8 Yorks., 8 Borders, 1 A.O.V., 2

Linnets, Goldie and Bullie, Greenie, Mule or

Hybrid, Redpoll, Siskin or Twite, A.O.V.
Hardbill, Softbill, and! Foreign. The show
will be held in Victoria Hall Nov. 7 and 8.

At next monthly meeting Oct. 3 there will be

a table show. Classes : Nor. Cock or Hen,

Yorks., Border, British; 3d. entry; birds

staged 6.30 at Corn Hotel ; new members will

be enrolled at this meeting.-—W. Elliott, Sec.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Meeting Sept. 19, headquarters, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse-street, E.C. Mr. R. J.

Pretty presided over a fair number. The
society very much regretted to hear that Mr.
Shakespeare was on the sick list. Owing to

his not being able to attend tile meeting to

open the debate, the members present de-

cided to draw up the schedule for autumn
show. Specials from Messrs. Cullers, Dur-

ham, Harrison, and Gilbert, and the eight

half-crown specials were allotted, and a

special prize for the best bird shown by a

lady member. Next meeting Oct. 3, with

a table show, ‘and a judging competition of

Norwich and Yorkshires. Fanciers will re-

ceive a hearty welcome. Mr. T. Wright, of

Watford, was elected judge for the autumn
show.—W. Gilbert, Sec.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Meeting, Markells Hotel, Mr. Allsopp,

chair
;
the chief business was to decide if we

should run open show this year. After some
discussion it was decided, owing to the war,
and to the hall we had engaged being in the

hands of the Military, to abandon our open
show for this year. It was resolved to hold
a members’ show on Nov. 21, when we hope
‘to have a real good show. A discussion took
place, re holding a Welsh National show,
and this will be dealt with through the press.

I trust members will make an effort to at-

tend next meeting, as it is unfair to leave
the affairs of the society to the faithful few.
Please come along- and show your grit

; turn
up at the meetings, for if we cannot hold a
show there is plenty of useful work for you
to give a helping hand in. We intend to
have a washing exhibition at the next meet-
ing.—E. Thomas.

THIS GREAT
CANARY VOLUME

1/-
Send for it To - Day

.

It makes a
NOVICE AN EXPERT.

‘Our Canaries’
Can be obtained for 1/* down.

Read below.

Many psople are making a
Splendid Income from Can-

aries—you can, too.
There is a great demand for high-class Canaries,

and those who know the secrets of breeding anti
rearing them are making a splendid income. Apart
from the big profits to be made, it is most fascinat-
ing to be able to develop the quality of your birds
in the same way as the expert horticulturist im-
proves the beauty and value of his flowers and
fruit.

A Mine of information about
Canaries.

Every detail of the wonderful art of prednet.
prizewinning Canaries Is explained step by step >

“Our Canaries”—a truly magnificent work on U
subject. There are very full instructions on Ik
selection of the parent birds, mating, feeding din-
ing incubation, and the feeding and aftercare of your
Canaries when fledglings, and during the moult-.
There is also important information on the prepara-
tion of the birds for the show bench. In addition
to this there is a mine of information on countless
other matters, including the treatment of Canaries
that are ailing, and how to prevent the loss that so
many experience among their young birds at this

time of the year.

‘Our Canaries” is easy to
secure.

In order that you may start right away making
more money with your Canaries, arrangiments have
been made so that you can now secure “Our Can-
aries” at ones for ]/- down. The balance you can
pay in easy monthly payments afterwards. If you
require more information about this wonderful
vo’ume fill in and send the coupon on this page
for an interesting illustrated booklet. It lias been
specially prepared for readers of "Cage Birds,” and
is quite FREE. In order to lose no time, however,
you will be wise in sending postal order for 1/- for
" Our Canaries ’ at once.

One opinion (similar to many others which

we have received) from a delighted purchaser

No. 6, Co-operative Houses,
Brierley, near Barnsley.

Dear Sir,

It is with great pleasure that I thank you for

sending me that most wonderful volume entitled
• Our Canaries.” I am sure it is worth every penny
you ask for it, and will certainly recommend it tc

my friends.

It is a marvellous volume on the anatomy of Can
aries alone. You can make any use you like of

this letter, because “Our Canaries’’ is a book that
needs circulating among Canary lovers. Thanking
you again, I remain, yours faithfully,

THOS. S. WALLIS.

Cut round this Free “Brochure” Ticket (lotted

lines. Fill in your name, address and occupation,

put it inside a halfpenny stamped envelope, and
post it to-day.

FREE
To the Publishers, “Our Canaries,” 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me at address below a copy
of your 20-page Illustrated Brochure on “Our
Canaries,’’ telling how I may obtain this fine

volume on first payment of only 1/-, balance
payable in convenient monthly subscriptions.

I understand that I am entitled to the copy
post Free as a reader of “Cage Birds.”

Yours truly,

Name

Address

Occupation

26/9,14
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,
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<rfie SHows.
birtley, ghester-le-street,
AND PELTON FELL (Amal.).

Table show Station Hotel Sept. 12. NOR.

BUFF: 1. 3. 4, Stanger ; 2, Redpa-wi.

CltEST : 1 2, 3, 4, Red path. YORKS.,

YELIj. : 1, Stangor. A.O.V. : 1, 2, Stanger,

—S. Lindsay.
GLASGOW DERBV O.A.

Show, Grand National Hall, Main-st., Gor-

bals. Judges, J. Pijco, Barrhead and J.

Watson, Glasgow. YELL. C. (5) : 1, 2, Muir ,

3 Stewart; 4, Ronwick ;
vhc, McRoberte ;

no,

Blue; c, Scott. BUFF (10): 1, Craig ; 2,

Muir; 3, Renwick ; 4, Gray; yhc. Blue ;
he,

Stowart; c, Wilson. YELL. HEN (16) : 1,

Swanson; 2, Stewart; 3, 1- niton; 4, Mi111
;

Vhc, Gray ;
he, Mcltobcrt, ;

c, Verna 1. BU F F

(14) : 1 Jardine ; 2, Gray ;
3, 1 niton ; 4, b,

Mel 1wain ;
he, Fhillipe ;

c, Stewart.

SCOTCH FANCY NATIONAL
DERBY O.A.

'Annual show, Sept 19, National Hays

Mains St., Gorbals, Glasgow. Entries were

about normal, and quality above the avera^.

The genial president, Mr. James Hogg, Uak-

ley, was unable to be present owing to an

attack of sciatica, and Ins cheery word and

warm hand-shake were much missed by the

many fancier friends who made kindly in-

quiries regarding him. Let us hope -lie will

soon be about again his usual se

judges, Messrs. Carlaw, Rodger, Fleming,

and McFarlane, discharged their duties

well They had a rare struggle to tind

the cup winner, which was a fine specimen

of the bird of circle, belonging to Mr. John

Dalgleish, Edinburgh. The runner up was

a Cl Yell, hen, a grand bird, the property

of Mr. Andrew Allardice, Overtown

At a meeting of the members, held on

morning of show, before judging started, it

was unanimously agreed to give the prize

money to the War Relief F und.

YELL. CK., CL. OR FOUL: 1, Morrison;

2 Hope; 3, 6, McClure; 4, Muir; 5, Strat-

hearn
; 7, Fulton. PIED OR GR : 1, cup,

Dalgleish ; 2, 3, Brown ; 4, Allan
; 5, Ren-

wick. BUFF1

,
CL. OR FOUL: 1, Allardice;

B, Campbell; 3, 7, Brown; 4, McClure; 5,

dray
;
6, Allan. PIED OR GR, : 1, McClure ;

2, Morrison; 3, Craig; 4, Brown; 5. Allan;

6, Jackson ; 7, Wilson. YELL. HEN, CL.

OR FOUL: 1, Allardice; 2, Higgans ; 3,

Stewart; 4, Campbell; 5, Brown; 6, Morri-

son ; 7, Muir. PIED OR GR. : 1, Allardice

;

2, Grey ; 3, Campbell ; 4, McClure ; 5, Brown ;

6, Stewart; 7, Morrison. BUFF HEN, CL.

OR FOUL: 1, Morrison ; 2, Jardine; 3, Muir;

4, Jackson ; 5, Wilson ; 6, Hope ; 7, McClure.

PIED OR GR. : 1, Brown ; 2, Dalgleish ; 3,

Gray; 4, Ferguson; 5, Jackson; 6, Watson;
7, Allan. __________

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be f>aid lor at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest George and Dragon Hotel,

Bridge-street, Sept. 19, for three prizes for

four minutes’ time singing. 1, Nelson; 2, 3,

Wainwright. General meeting Sept. 26 ;
busi-

ness important.—S. Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club opening

match Plasterers’ Arnis, Skinner-lane, Sept.

20. The match was of a very tame nature,

the birds being only just over the moult. 18

entered ; 1, Brophy; 2, 3, shared Brophy andi

Bamfield. Judges, Wood, Smith and Lorri-

man.—Alf. Lorriman, Sec.

Quality Linnet Singing Contest, Albion

Hotel, Saville Green, York Road, Sept. 19.

14 birds sang for 3 prizes : 1, A. Richardson

;

2, Stead ; 3, Hoilingworth. Judges, Wigfield

and Bott. Sept. 20, 18 sang for 3 prizes :

- 1, T. Johnson; 2, Sissons; 3, Richardson.

Judges, Lacy, Bott, Naylor.—W. Naylor, sec.

Quality Singing Contests, Old Bird House,

Skinners’ Arms, Buslingthorpe, Sept. 20. 29

birds competed for 4 prizes
;
the birds were

in splendid condition, and some very good

singing was heard. 1, Ward; 2, Laycock
; 3,

Binns; 4, Appleyard. Judges, Messrs. C.

Clayton and J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, sec.

Questions and

Answers.
DOUBTS AND B IFFXCUI.TXES
S0I.VED;33Y sfxjcxaxxsts

questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper ,
and con ’

elude with either the correct name or

pseudonym. . t

(2)
—The proper name and address in full of queu

must always be written on a separate sheet oj

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists muse

not be written on the same sheet of paper.

-Queries must not include or be included i

n

orders for books ,
instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left hand corner of the query.

If an at>*wer in the same week's issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by

Monday's firct post at latest.

If an answer by post is desired from our speci

(4)-

(5)-

(G)-

(7)

alists, a postal order for sixpence must, aecom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds

,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office ( see

Post-mortems .) .

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source wnl be

handed over in full to the “ Referee s 1 oor

Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the auitor,

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, LA .

Postcards are not admissible.

oi course, ue sum. w — -

maries.—Claude St. John, British Birds Mules,

Hybrids—H. Norman. Foreign Birds—Wesley T.

T HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds

staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,

of course, be sent to the Editor.

Can;
and E„ —
Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life—H. Norman.

Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, \ orkshircs.

Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety

of Canary wo shall, should the querist desire

us to do Vo, be pleased to submit his questions

for answer to some leading specialist on t

variety concerned.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUS

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

ft has 3 collimns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to. and a double check for judges, while

there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers

dt the catalogue.
Prices:— 1 Copy, Gd. post free.

C ' s 2/6 post free.

1i C:-i-s 4/6 post free.

•J sample oafM on rppli-otimi to BlftDj,”

164, Fleet Street, Lcndotl, c.u.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

CAUSE OF YOUNG DYING (Nelsoner) —
(1) I think that the cause of the young birds

deaths was practically certain to be due to

some error of feeding after the young were

taken away from their parents, but you do

not give enough details for me to say de-

finitely where you went wrong. You make

no mention of green food, nor how you fed

the birds after they were on% their own. As

is is quite too late to try again this year,

the best advice I can give you is to separate

the birds now, and keep them apart until

next March or beginning of April, and mean-

time get a copy of “ Canary Breeding for

Beginners,” which our manager will send you

for 7d. post free, and well digest its con-

tents between now and then. (2) The parents

were not too old to breed successfully, this

is self-evident from the results you obtained

from them. Neither will they be too old

next season, provided they still keep active,

and in good health.

TUTORING EN MASSE (Crest).—No, I’m

afraid you could not hope to get high-class

results 'from training your young birds all

together in the flight. With the tutor caged

separately the youngsters would undoubtedly

acquire a good ordinary type of song, but

for pure or high-class singing this method

is quite out of the question. You may, of

course, keep the young - in the flight until

they are beginning to record their song nicely,

but they should then be caged up separately

for a few weeks at least to finish their train-

ing. As your youngsters are now beginning

to sing softly, it is just time that you should

cage them up to complete their tuition.

MAKES NO SOUIkD (W. Worth).—The
loss of voice may be only temporary owing
to the moult, but you should make yourself

sure that the bird is not exposed to cold

draughts, damp, nor sudden and extreme
changes of temperature, or the fumes of burn-
ing lights in the evenings. Your feeding

also is unsuitable. Treat as follows :—For
staple diet give a mixture of three parts

canary to one part summer rape. Every
second day for a fortnight give in addition

a piece of bread the size of a hazel nut soaked
in cold milk, drained, two drops of cod liver

oil emulsion on it, and sprinkled with maw
seed. Twice a week give a small teaspoon-
ful of a mixture of equal parts henip, niger,

teazle, millet and broken groats, and on
three other days give a morsel of green food,

or a little banana, sweet apple, or carrot as

a substitute. In the drinking water add five

drops each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha
wine, and sweet spirit of nitre every second

is to eliminate the conditions that cause it

direct cold draughts, damp, or unwholesome
fumes. A cold position will not necessarily

cause it if it is free of these conditions, pro-

vided the birds have not been removed direct

from a heated room to such a position. You
must also remember that at this season the

moult may be responsible for a bird losing

Ltq voice, which is quite different from hoarse-

ness caused by unhealthy conditions, and

needs no treatment. If moulting is not the

cause in your case treat the bird the same as

advised to “ W. Worth ” in this issue.

COLOUR FEEDING (Dickie, Rochdale).—

You are mixing the colour feed considerably

too strong for one thing, and you omit to

say whether you refer to pure tasteless pep-

per, or a mixture of tasteless and sugar,

with or without a proportion of hot pepper.

In any case it will be sufficient if you mix

one good teaspoonful of colour with four

teaspoonful of the egg food, and give this

in equal shares to the five birds each day.

Sprinkle it lightly with maw seed when giving

it, and if there is nothing but tlie pure pep-

pers in the colour, add_ four ounces of soft

brown sugar to one pound of the pepper, and

well blend it together. Then, I think you

will experience no further difficulty in get-

ting the birds to eat it freely. They would

also take it better if caged in couples. k

EVIL COMMUNICATIONS (Hawk,

Leeds).—You can do nothing at all to cure

your Roller of the fault of “chopping,” now

its song is fixed and mature. It is also

practically certain to corrupt the song of any

other Roller that you may introduce into the

room with it, sooner or later. It all depends

Upon the individual bird ; some picking up

faulty notes much quicker than others. Un-

less your neighbour’s bird is heard very dis-

tinctly in your birdroom I should hesitate to

blame it for the fault in the Roller’s song, ,

which might have deteriorated even if it had

never heard another bird at all. If you

want to breed for song alone, ana the York-

shire is heard only somewhat indistinctly, I

think you might safely try another Roller

cock, after clearing out the one you now

have. But if song is not your special object

then it would be as well to be on the safe side

by beginning again with any breed you may
fancy in which song is not of paramount im-

portance. *

ABOUT THE WHITES (D.S.).—The
White Canary certainly seemed to have lost

a little ground last season, but still there were

some offered for sale in our prepaid advt.

columns last spring, and if you watch them
at the beginning of the New Year you will

very likely see some offered again. I have

sent you addresses by post. No definite

price can he named, as this varies consider-

ably.

A QUINTETTE (Stanley).— (1) You can

only breed cinnamon ticked Norwich by mat-

ing" birds with cinnamon blood in their veins

on both sides, as in the case of the York-
shire. It is not essential for both birds of a

pair to be actually marked with cinnamon
colour provided the blood relationhip is there.

If you have a choice of specimens, for in-

stance, the best pair for your purpose would
be a cock lightly variegated, or lightly

marked on wings with cinnamon, mated to a

clear hen, bred from cinnamon marked birds,

which you would know by the hen having
pink eyes. The sexes may be reversed, but
in that case you must be quite certain that

the cock is really bred from cinnamon parent-

age. Also you could use two, very lightly

marked or ticked birds, but to aim at getting

marked specimens you should avoid as far as

possible using birds with patches of colour on
the neck, breast, shoulders, and bade. (2)

Y"ou will get green ticked Norwich easily

enough- by mating a ticked, marked, or

lightly variegated buff cock with a clear yel-

low hen, or vice versa, or a ticked, etc., yel-

low cock with a clear buff hen, or vice versa,

in each case the marking being of the green
type. In this case it is not advisable to mate
two ticked birds, as the marking is *pt to run
darker than the parents. (3) Treat this bird

to a vapour bath. Place it in an open wire

cage on the table, place a mug of nearly boil-

ing water near the cage, and cover all—cage

and mug—over with a woollen wrap or shawl
to confine the steam. Leave it so for a
quarter of an hour, then remove the water,

but leave the cage covered for half an hour
or so. Then return bird to its own cage, and
keep a light cover over it for a time to pro-

tect it from a chill. Keep it rather on the

warm side, continue giving the bread and
milk with the flour of sulphur for a fortnight,

and add to the drinking water on the alter-

note days five drops each of syrup of saffron

and sweet spirit of nitre. (4) Enamel is cer-

tainly the most durable, and will bear a
greater amount of washing than paint, and
distemper is the least durable, and generally

requires renewal at least once every year.

F'or all practical proposes one is as good as

the other if used with average skill, and
sufficiently often. (6) No, it is not good
policy to. use bread and milk or other soft

foods as the staple diet of Canaries. The.
staple food should consist of dry seeds, and
soft foods be reserved as luxuries.

TO EXTERMINATE RED MITES (H.
Smith).—The failure of your efforts to rid the
cage of red mites is most, likely duo to
you overlooking the surroundings when treat-

ing the cage. If it is a hanging cage the
cord, hook, bracket, etc., on or by which it

hangs, should be given just as careful atten-

tion as the cage itself, as these are often the
recruiting stations from which the newly
cleaned cage is re-infested. In the case of a
back cage hanging on a wall, the wall should
be thoroughly cleaned, and any loose or
cracked areas of wall-paper carefully ex-

amined and repaired. If you pay attention
to these points at the same time as you over-
haul the cage itself you will certainly suc-

ceed in exterminating the pest. If the cage
is not too ldrge, immerse it in a copper of
boiling water for a few minutes. Otherwise
well ljaturatc it over again v/ith the fluid you
will find mentioned in the book you say you
have.

SITS HUDDLED UP (A. V. D.).—Give
the bird a vapour bath as advised to “Stan-
ley (3)” in this issue ; keep it rather on the

day for a fortnight. R-
ment- is quite useless unit?;

exciting causes.

TO REMOVE HOARSE
The only, rational wav to

>er that treat-

you remove the

1SS (Jcllicoe).

—

nove hoarseness

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (id.); House's ‘‘Canary Manual” (1/2);
Baltyc’s ‘‘Yorkshire Canuries ” (1/1-1); House’s ‘‘Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); IVcslon’s "Stock Book” (id.);

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” (id.); Norman’s
“Aviaries, Bird-rogms, and Cages” (2/3): Rarnsden’t
“Colour-feeding

”

(3J</.) : “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2): or tlie “Nutshell" booklets (21d. each):
No. 5 “1’he Pet Canary," No. € “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,’’ No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “The Roller ,” No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea

are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

warm side, but do not overheat it, and see

that it is not exposed to extreme fluctuations

of heat and cold. In addition to the staple of

plain canary seed, give half a teaspoonful of

summer rape and a morsel of banana every
second day, and on the alternate days a piece

of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut
lightly dusted with flour of sulphur and finally

sprinkled with soft sugar. Continue this for

a fortnight, then give the bread and milk,

minus the sulphur, twice a week only, and
fill in the other days by giving half a tea-

spoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
millet, niger, teazle and broken groats. In
the water add 20 drops of whisky, five of
syrup of saffron, and as much chlorate of
potash as will cover a threepenny-piece every
second day for a fortnight. Give a- spray of
watercress three times a week.

RED MITE DESTROYER (A'. R. Millard).

—Only a thorough overhauling of the cages
will rid them of red mites once they become
infested, and where there are a 'number of

cages they should all be done systematically

at the same time. Remove the birds to tem-

porary cages, well clean and scrape all soilure

from the infested cages, and burn it immedi-

ately. Then saturate them well inside and

out with a solution of camphor in either

methylated spirit or paraffin—an ounce to a

pint—the spirit being quite the best, but it

will spoil the varnish on the cages, if any,

and necessitate re-varnishing, staining, etc.,

as the case may he. Use a- small paint brush

and work the fluid well into the joints, cor-

ners and cracks. Stand in the open air to dry

and next day repeat the operation, and when
dry this time re paint or distemper the in-

sides, touch up the outsides as may be neces-

sary, and when quite dry the birds may be

returned. When treating the cages with the

fluid, do not forget to deal in the same way

with all appurtenances and staging, shelves,

etc on which they have been kept. After

returning the birds dip the ends of the perches

in the fluid once a week for a time.

‘THE POULTRY WORLD
will tell you everything

oflic

you want to know about poultry-keeping

provides much enjoyment.

The Pori.tp.y World is On sale at all newsagents Id., or a sample eopj m-
.

Poultry Appliances and How to Make Them. P r
|

<,c <ja '>

you exactly lipw to make your own poultry house.

It is quite a simple hobby and

The booklet,

be had free from the
it 7d. post free, tolls

e e
f*.e Poultry ’World,”

r LONDON. EC.FLEET STR1



September i!b', iy!4. CAGE BIRDS
BRITISH BIRDS,

MULES and hybrids.
Answered by H. NORMAN.

SHOW CAGE FOR WAXWING (F.G.,.— A suitable show cage to exhibit a Wax-
vnng would be one made of light pine, about
16 inches long, 14 high, and 8 wide. The
outsido should be enamelled black, the front
bars and interior light blue, not too bright,
but inclining somewhat to grey. If you
mix the colouv yourself you should purchaso
a lb. tin of good quality light blue, and mix
with it a small quantity of red and yellow
ochre. Take a little of the paint on a
piece of glass and mix the red and yellow
(very little yellow) with a knife until you o-e t
the required shade, then imitate this in The
bulk adding the red first, mixing it thor-
oughly, and then the yellow ochre? If the
icd jou use is of a dull tone you may not
require any yellow at all. The perches

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
sjioiiM consult Boulton’s great work, “Cage-Bird
Hybrids 0/0); Borman’s ” British Bird Manual”

or Port 1 Ilardbills

“

(1 / 1 ), Part 2
“
Softbills ”

(I/ l); Anaries, Bird-rooms, and Cpgcs ” (2/3)-
beeds toods, and Wild Plants ”

( 1 / 2); •• Secrets ofHybrid Breeding ’’

(1/2); Clarke’s ” Septic or Bird
‘‘Colour-feeding ”

(3Jd.) ; or the “Nut.
v „ *°r°

7clets
(2*d - each): No. 1 “ Goldfinch,”No 2, Linnet,” N0 . 3 “Skylark,” No. 4, “Song

7.,
r
,

u$l‘ a
’!

ti Blackbird,” No. 11 " IS tillfinch,” No. 13

nZi.
a

,,"
Ch

’ ~0 -. 15
,

“ Croatfinch,” No. 22 “Siskin,
^odpoU, and Twite,’ No. 23 “ Small Insectivorous
‘liras, No. 2e Large Insectivorous Birds,” No 6
Ailing Birds and IIow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from "Cage
birds, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

should not be very large, as the Waxwing
has rather small feet, half an inch diameter
would be suitable. Have them just large
enough for the bird to grip.
BIRDS FOR SMALL AVIARY (A.H.A.).—ihe following birds would suit your pur-

pose, they would be interesting, and there
would be a possibility of some of them nest-
ln
f

next summer, a pair of Goldfinches, Lin-
nets, and Siskins, a Bullfinch and a Green-
finch both hens. A cock Redpoll, and dur-
ing the summer months a strong cock Canary
I would advise you to purchase them as soon
as possible, and turn them into the aviary
before the winter sets in. Be careful tohang your seed boxes so that mice cannot
get at them, and place the drinking fountain
in a sheltered corner, so that any slight frost
does not freeze the water. In very severe
weather^ this should be changed every two

mniwl ŵ er being slightly warmed.FEEDING A IcELLOW BUNTING fW.
• Dalton) The Yellow Bunting is not a

difficult bird to feed when in captivity. Can-ary seed is the only one that appeals to theBuntings • in fact, it should be their stockseed Few of them will eat any quantity
of others though it is as well to give themoccasmn&Uy a spoonful of wild seed

8
mixture,

also 7YtT’ cracked ilernP’ and maw seed,

Rn? L w coarse oatmeal or shelled oats.But to keep them in the best possible eon-

ofT little
enc"u™ged t0 Partake

hve anti
f ^od ' 0ffer them a fewne ants eggs, if procurable, and failingthese dried ones soaked in new milk; afte?a time these can be mixed liberally with aspoonful of good msectile food, made slightlymoist

; until they partake of both. In addition to this food they should have, mea

J3E h""c!
- «"»•. ."/.toured

Sen, ' t i " «We lo procuretnem. It fed in this way, kept perfectlv
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d
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r< B®d^IioU -Ca nary

“

C

you°wjRt get any brilliant colour upon hims .v: T%:% -S. b i»

:

corn flour and stir again till properly incor-
porated. In addition supply the regular seed
d,et

> et
£,y

and also keep a millet spray in thecago 1 he milk sop can be continued till tho
bird has recovered condition, and should then
be gradually discontinued. Keep the bird fairlywarm keep cage very dean, and there should
soon be an improvement. As soon as the diar-
Uioea yields, cease giving the mixture andput half a teaspoonful of eyrup of phosphates
n
iinncrni^in^61' in lieu of same.BUDGERIGARS (B.C.P.).-Note : thecage must stand below the level of the gasburners in your kitchen, and should have a

pfi ;!

n<
\

ai 7’ but
,

not d *aughty, position.Give tiie bird one drop of pure salad oil,
dnect to the beak from a quill, every three
hours, till the bowels have been well moved.
- s soon as this occurs, or in conjunction with
the above put 5 drops of laudanum in a little
tyriip, and when thoroughly dissolved put five
drops into the drinking-water daily for a
week, or instead of putting it into the wateryou can give one drop direct to the beak twice
daily tor the same period. Follow this by a
course of hypophosphites in the drinking
water to tone the bird up a little. With all
caged birds a watch should be kent against
constipation—-in fact it is better to keep the
bowels properly regulated by a weekly or fort-
nightly dose of Dinneford’s Magnesia (one
teaspoonful) in the drinking water. Tf the
swelling does not yield’ in the course of a few
days paint with neat whisky, but the bird mustbe kept in quite warm quarters while this Is
being done. In the case of further adverse
symptoms write again, at once, with full de-
tails. Do not omit to keep grit and cuttlebone
in the cage.

AILINGAMAZON (J. Bell).—In addition
to the boiled maize, give this bird a seed mix-
ture of canary, white millet, oats, hemp', sun-
flower seed and shelled nuts, about equal
paits of each—well mix and keep a supply inthe cage. Cease giving the bread soaked in
tea, but you can give either crusts or biscuit
moistened with chemical food and water.
Outtlebone and grit must be continually in

<< a •

Get tFe mixture as advised to
A.M. in this issue, and put four drops

daily in the drinking water till the diarrhoea
ceases. As soon as this occurs put half a tea-
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FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z SAILING BUDGERIGAR (AM)'p-,
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FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
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F°-reian Birds for Beginners”
..n * ,

Budgerigars and Coclcatiels” (6d.)Arthurs Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7d.)’-Aviaries Bud-rooms, and Cages” (2/3)- "Seeds’Foods and Wild Plants ”
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Cure rhem ’’’ No - 9 “ The Disinfection of

No ic
No ’ 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”

No ’ 17 The GrcV Parrot,” No.
, u ,

No • 19 The Pekin Robin,” No. 20Waxbdls. All thoroughly practical and instructive
?r!
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J a/e Post free from “Cage Birds/
154, fleet Street, London, E.C.

*

spoonful of Byno-phosphates in the drinking
water every other day while the moult lasts
As soon as the diarrhoea ceases offer rice fruit
dsuly, any kind it will eat that is in "season.
Keep the cage very clean, it would be wise
to remove the droppings at once while the
aian ncea lasts, and for preference burn them
Keep the bird warm, yet in an airy but not
draughty position. Report progress a month
hence.

BUDGERIGARS (Paul).—By the time you
receive this second Teply the salad oil should
nave taken effect. I have carefully considered
both your letters, and I can only advise you to
give a little milk-sop, not sloppy

; prepare so :

I hree pieces of sponge cake about as large as
walnuts, one-thiro' teaspoonful of cod liver oil
emulsion, half-teaspoonful of condensed milk
and a table spoonful of boiling-water, or a
little more if necessary. It will be better
perhaps, to mix the liquid first and then add*
the sponge-cake for this species. If she will
take this it will feed her up nicely, but if she
Will not, then you must give her one drop of
the cod liver oil emulsion direct to the beak
twice daily, but it is certainly desirable to
catch her up as little as possible, especially
if tins distresses her at all

; therefore if she
does not touch the milk sop the first day sup-
ply it for two or three days, so as to give her
a lull opportunity of doing so. If the bird
does not struggle in your hand you could
easily push its beak into the sop and it would
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then be certain to suck in a little, therTZhil/
it is in your hands, give it one drop of the
cod fiver oil emulsion before returnino- it tocage

; afterwards it will probably help itself
to the sop. It wiU certainly benefit the bird
to keep it quite warm, in a position near the
fare, but not facing fire light, even if thismeans caging it separately for a time. If the
bird cues it would be well to have the body
sent lor post mortem examination, so as to
ascertain -definite cause
WARTY GROWTH (J. W.D.).—The warty

giowth by the side of beak will ultimately
break away Lightly touch the growths occa-
sionally with tincture of iodine, but vou must
not get it into either the bird’s mouth or eyes.
Give a laxative twice a week so as to keep the
bowels moving quite freely, at the eame time
there must not be the appearance of chronic
diarrhoea—one teaspoonful of DinneforG’s
Magnesia in the drinking water is about the
beet. On other days put half a teaspoonful of
syrup ot hypophosphites in the water, and
give three or four drops of cod> liver oil emul-
sion daily or a crust, piece of cake, or any-
thing similar the bird will eat. Besides water,
gut and cuttlebone, the bird’s dietary should
cover seed mixture, nuts, and ripe fruit regu-
larly. Any of the following may be given as
extras : Biscuit, plain cake, crusts, dry potato
raw carrot, green cereals—if the bird insists
on having any of these moistened, do not use
tea, coffee, milk, etc., but keep a mixture of
chemical food andi water by you for the pur-
pose. Do not give general table scraps, slops,
or animal food of any kind whatever. If it
has been accustomed to boiled maize, this
can be continued, though not necessary for
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and
<?intinue for a nlonth at least.Get a box of honey and borax and put a little

in the bird s mouth once or twice daily—ifyou cannot handle the bird smear a little on

hirdtk °f
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‘!l
and Push this against theb d s beak near the gape, the bird will mostly

bite at the end, of the stick and so get the" a “r
f-

Dietary : Seed mixture, ripe fruit,
nuts, dry crusts, biscuit, plain cake, greenfood (some Amazons are fond of boiled maize,
bat H 18 "ot to this it need not be
S ), with, of course, the other essentials,
viz., water, grit, cuttlebone and wood to bite
up. Keep-warm and out of draught, yet whera
it will get light and air.

Answered by TIIE EDITOR.
SMITH.—We will have a drawing-
your sketch and utilise it in due

TED
made of
course.

E. J REYNOLDS.—Thanks for the
tine, which wa wm Drint if space p. ,

cut-
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WANTED two monkeys, young, will give good

exchange *hi SM. % U“
CnWO X “ri»8». Modern make, In good

condUlon, in go^uhleS B&&
Stf?V^Wd Bird

WANT 1C I), dealers ^ ® "
in7 0j British

TSSSTSAp^.

change other varieties: Harlows Aviaries, Green-
(1786)

»n wm-a 'S&jSttsJs
i,'i™ »',p“?> jsj 5sjsri%swi5

dealings: Kobiuson, Heatimeiu iu.,

ditch

’(1781)

%u give «/• per Parlor good Norwich orjork-

colour-fed preferred . ri»
p .

Mclicarul^ 8en-

and com

•hires,

Crests, and Scotch I1ant

l

Bo^cr. ^
mon hen Canaries and ^u"°

aV lowest price: W.

«£ ™
WANTED

Any quantity of Canaries and Mules,

cash by return: G Chapman, liign-st.

pood prices,

Birmingham.

Wanted for Export

5,000
Canaries & Nulcs.

rSk& a
ffl\or

1;c?M
l

oUl.», Fleet Lane, Queens-

bury, Bradford.

49.009 Want
To send ior my Free DeUiled inustrated List of

Canaries, all Variety^J^st World.
birds on approval.

W. RUDD. SZSXk Norwich.

fsALE~or EXCHANGE.

I Mainly Canaries. |

SELL or exchange 8 Canaries, 2 Goldfinch Males:

BXCliAKTr^p^”^ Border hen* tJhor-
Daniel Agnew, 216, Tarbrox,

(

Lan-

“oyTor exchange pair of Yorkshires, 10/6 J
cock

and 2 hens crossbred, 10/0: Davis, Troughtomrit.,

L
w

e

iLL
0
give a good Norwich cock for good singing

Roller; yours first : Hinton, 110, Greenhili-rc
., ^

7xc H Sw"tX'ree West Highland bitch, value

£3 to good'pafr of Yorkshires (Grecns pre-

ferred): Bruce, Station, Bonar Bridge (im)

NOTICE Give good exchange in York ..hire,

udrh or Border show cages for Canaries any breed :

McKeand Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

“house VIOCLTED cock Thrush, fine finger, and

Kings, Essex.

1
Mainly Foreign7~1

ATTRTR, \LI A.X Parrot; exchange for a good talker,

vrill give a little cash also for good one: Beveridge,

MeEvans Build, Crossgates, Fife. *- ' '

Miscellaneous.

16 good Norwich Canaries, sell or exchange fowls:

Abbott 4 ,
Brightest., Peterborough. (£781)

WILL’ exchange" 2 pairs Borders for small nfle,

camera, or anything useful: Hunt-cr, Castle-st.^San-

WpPET Irisli Terrier dog pup, 5 months, 7/6, ex-

change poultry, or offers: Matthews, 4, Mfilbrook-

6
pURE -BRED sable and white Collie, good clean

house dog, IS/-; exchange Canaries: Carr, 59, Hay

don’s-rd., Wimbledon. „ ,
u 00 '

SINI/OW’S spring grip dumbells (unused), cost

12/6, exchange for Norwich or Yorks: Sims 10o,

'ye C X <J

'

cock o'olden end Common Fheasant, sell or

cx< hang-' other varieties or Manadann ducks . ^H.

^L ADI ES'
r

^eUk'b'lo^iscs
*,

5

erram or white, 10/6 ea^;

exchange Canaries ;
offers : SUepperton, 141, Lt) t^n-

r <l West Ham, London.
,

a" ROUGH HAIR Terrier for sale; or ^change any-

thing useful, birds preferred: F. Gooch, La%°™
Cross He. bridge, Maldon. ( 17 5

u '

F\( II YNGE prize bred Norwich or songsters for

waterproof coat, gmt.’s. oft. loin., 40m. chest:

^UANGE
S

V iarge^*' Parrot cages and »
co^ncWor young cock Canaries: Gear, Rose Cote

I ibrarv-rd., Parkstonc.

VVcHANGE yellow Bord r cock, Roller hen, oil

stive 7 /6 ,
as new, for foreign seedcatcrs ;

yours

^yOIl^’
f

HRE^or
<>

Muling ^British, for gold brace-

let or locket and chain: letters only: F. Morgan

nr pinfold Gate. Lougliliorough. 1 * ' ° /

FXCIfANGE foabriglit Bantams, two hens and

oSk: through moult, laying. for Bnt sh herds,

I 2^1 ; or Rollers, sell 10/-: Hughes, Penyard, Neath

W WH1PP 483, Rochdale Road, High Crompton,

Shaw, wants breech-loader gun, will exchange lazard

Canaries, 1914 bred, fot'.good one.

GRAMOPHONE and records for ealc, ,*0
. Robin

change rabbits or pullets; oilers, anything. Robl

son 140, Broadway West, Hendon.

LARGE aviary, with six 1014 Englt^-brcd Sxdfert

Rollers, as bred, 20/-, or exchange camera to value,

itnii rdr, Hich-rd.. Tottenham, N. t 1™'
B.R.C.C.’ Roller Canaries, steam engine, eo'ncra,

silver watch ;
exchange cycle gram, records, poulby .

Bentley, 35, Broughton uv., Blackpool. y ' >

FIELD GLASSES in sling ease to/' ;
approval ex-

change singing cock, Mules, Canaries, GoldUnchefl.

Traveller, 25, Glendish rd., Tottenham. V'
8-'

EDISON Gem phonograph, lar8e ^
HSs h"!.n ’

St“"
1

three dozen records in case, sell 30/-, or offers, any

thing ; West, Hrltannia-st., Aylesbury.
.

EXCHANGE Red and Grey Parrot for 24in. cycle,

also 7 young Rollers and mother for anytMng use-

ful I Barrutt 8 ,
Broad Lye, Stafford.

’exchange fine healthy outdoor pvlary-brcd Bud-

gerigars, for field-glasses, air-gun, or hand-

camera : Humphrey, Uigh-st., Aylesbury. (1785)

CIRCULAR knitting machine, perfect com!h ’

cost £7, exchange Yorkshires or Rollers. Engineer,

as Luaid st., Ovlcdoman-rd., London, N. (1783)

"two Ail dale Fox Terrier cross dog pups, make

good ratters, house dogs, 5/- each ;
exchange birds

133 Coke-st., Mansfield Woodliousc, Notts. (1783)

I WANTED a good Yorkshire cock Canary, exchange

small cobby smooth Fox Terrier bitch. 9 months.

Owen .Tones, Foundry-rd., Wellington, Salop. (1783)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, or Norwich win

ning strain, for scrap brass, copper, block tin.

ldwln North, 477, Manchester-rd. Bradford. (1736)

EXCHANGE 6 ivorine handled knives and C tea

spoons, for 1 cock or 3 hen Canaries, or dozen

Linnets: Marsden, 175, St. Philips-rd., Sheflleld.^

CLAP nets 10 yards, complete, as new, hand-made,

caB birds and cages sell or ^hange gran^phonh,

or anything: Worrell, Chureh-ft., Annheld Plain.^

EXCHANGE elx-chambered' plated revolver, guaran-

teed perfect condition, also 20 cartridges, sell 12/6 ,

cost 25/-; bargain: Edward, 1, Middle-st., Not*^
81)

VIOLIN, complete, splendid instrument, quantity

music, £2
;

hoy’s violin, 5/-; tutor,

txchange Canaries; offers: Co, hwarterd., Nottmg-

FXCH WOE four pairs Canaries Tot good cycle,

yours first ;
Collie puppy dog and Norwich cock;

exchange anything : Pratt, Market-st., Long Sutton,

’oUYRTER-plate hand camera and accessories, 5/-;

cross-bred terrier dog, 4 months, make good guard

of raXitr 4/-; exchange; Howland, Ockendon.

E
NEW Clean bold thistle seed, exchange for Nor-

wich cocks or hens, Canaries, or cock Greypates,

sample sent: Porter, Windsor-grove, GrovchiU,

’WlLL 'exchange J-plate hand camera, for pair of

good Yorkshires and Roller cock, or .sell'for -3/- ,
no

rubbish accepted: R. Gill, 15, Bndge-st., Tow I.aw,

Co. Durham.
,

..... . ,7.
MUST clear, trio Black Leghorns, utility strain, 7/6,

White, Brown and Black Leghorn cockerels, April

hatched, 2/6 each; all perfectly healthy: Shirley. Sut-

ton, Keighley.
. , ,

FOR immediate disposal, that high-class smooth

Fox Terrier, Rutland Belle, also her 5 months puppy,

a good one, sell cheap, useful exchange; Wilson,

Plumber Filey.
(boo;

LABRADOR Retriever dog, partly broken, good

guard, 25/-, or exchange fowls or incubator, also

6 good working ferrets, exchange fowls: Abbott, 4,

Brightest., Peterborough.
GENT'S dark melton overcoat, with capacious

pockets, 40in. breast, good as new, suit cat
^}j®

r °r

poacher, accept 12)6, or exchange birds: Cooper,

163, Princess-st., Manchester. .'•otc
7

STACK of cages (12), and flight, as new; six Sib.

h»ns, 1 cock ;
breeding Linnets, Goldfinch, hen Bull-

finch, Greenfinches, exchange bike anything use-

ful; Worrell, Church-st., Annfleld Plain. (178-)

NOTICE.—Linnet and Lark cages, 4/- and j/- per

dozen ;
loose fronts, 4d. per ft.

;
any size made,

exchange pullets or cage birds, state offers. and

wants: Leigh, 37, Everton-terr., Liverpool. (17^3)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle tyres,

musical instruments, indoor games, etc., for all

kinds of livestock, honest dealings; stamp reply.

Jopson, 12, Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester.

CYCLE tyre (wired), 28 x If, good make, large

1/6 bell (slight repair), 16in. celluloid pump, pair

plated handlebars, tool bags, levers, spanners oil-

can, 51- lot; exchange birds: Mills, o-i, Sutton-rd.,

Wallasey. .

SIX Bantam cockerels, O.E.G. and Duckwing, fit

for show, exchange same for catcher outfit, bird

nets, etc., also good Linnet call birds, or sell 5/-

each; wanted no rubbish: R. Davidson, Cupar-rd.,

Kennoway, Fife.

LOOK ! Look ! I will give a dozen clear moulted

Norwich type, Yorkshire cock brown Linnets, for

children’s left off clothing Or Serfert Roller and cage,

or Mule and cage, in full «6ng ; no rubbish : Ellenng-

ton Tindale-lane, Beverley, Yorks. (b»l)

WANTED, cock Canaries on song and cages in ex-

change for boots, blankets, sheets, curtains, carpets,

cutlery, tools, suits, overcoats, macks.: stamped en-

velope will ensure quick reply: Exchange Co., 3o5,

London-rd„ Sheffield. Established 1900. (1783)

Aquarium.
(QUAR1UMS. all about stocking aquarium* with

planta, rockery and flsb. and much tripM a'te'C®

on the feeding and management of the occupants,

will bo found in •’Nutshell No. 21, 2jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleetest., London, H.C. CM.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cycles.
CYCLES.—Lady’s and gentleman’s 1914 Model de

Luxe purchased March last, latest improvements,

Including 3-speed B.H.A. gear, accessories, gear

cases, perfect; reason explained, £4„?0^'
ea<;h

proval willingly: S. Aubert Dark, Highbury,
^

Lon

BARGAINS seldom obtained, lady’s gent’s cycle,

guaranteed perfect running order, enamel plating,

as new, rim brakes, tyres (Dunlop), splendid condi-

tion, lamp, pump, bell, etc. ;
lady s, 25/- ; B®*1*- >

22/6; inspection invited; accept easy payments. Lu

ward, 1, Middle-st., Notts.

Cavies.
1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 9d.:

Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. u'‘™j
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, Profitable let

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents

or 2*d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

DOG collars, best bridle leather, bran studs, name
and addrees on, 1/4; plate* only, name* and ad-

dresses, 7d. ;
chains, 1/- ;

worm powders, 9d.

;

cure, 7d. tin; post tree; Young, Netmaker, Crew-

kerne, Somerset. (1703)

GRAND black Pom. dog, 6ire Champion Young

Nipper, 17 months old, 4ilbe. weight, grand pet or

stud dog, 50/-, or exchange blankets w anything

useful, no live stock: MalLinson, 8L Copley-ave.,

Pye Nest, Halifax. ( 17*V
HANDSOME white bull terrier dog, 10 months old.

over all trouble*, grand guard, and a good pal

dog, full pedigree, and can win; a bargain at

£3 10/-, worth £10; North’s Kennels, 44S, Man-

chestcr-rd., Bradford. (li»6 )

OVERSTOCKED, must sell dark sable min. Pom.,

by Tiny Boy Sunbeam, due season next month; *I30

female Orange puppy, 3 months, by Honey Fly Sun-

beam • price and quality will surprise you: Apply.

Miss ’George, Dunns, Mumbles. (1782)

GUARDS, companions, litter lovely big handsome

pups, tire magnificent immense imported Highland

Collie dam beautiful Retriever, parents wonderfully

Intelligent, dogs 12/6 ,
hitches 7 /G ;

exchange: Roy.

3, Cliurch-lane, Sherrihall-st., Walthamstow. (1784)

HIGHLY pedigree bred Golden Sable and Whit*

Collie bitch puppy, ten weeks old., immense coat,

frill, brush, well carried ears and brush, white

collar; clean, healthy; lovely specimen; sure winner;

12 / 6 ;
approval; printed pedigree on application: R.

Marshall, ilagworthingham House, Sp fishy ,
Emcoln-

sliire. »

|

Mice.

|

Cats.

JUST Out ! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing. Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Disea.es

Varieties; etc., ’etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutsbe 1

agents, or 2Sd„ post free, from cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

EXHIBITION mice, 6d., rats, 1/- pair, all colonra

Pearson’s Mouse Farm, Greenwich. U7t»)

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, X/-; rancy

mice, 2/G dozen: Miss Rosey, Rosemaxy House, E/uste

bourne. ,

L

FANCY and Pet Mic«, Nutshell No. 29, !s now rea<
Jy»

and ail who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,

should not miss this highly interesting brochure.

It deals fully with the Housing Breeding, Mating,

Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varie-

ties etc etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents or aid.: nost free, from Cag. Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C. _________

|

Ferrets.

100 QUIET healthy working ferrets, from S/-: Pear-

S

SPLENDID ferrets,

G
good

W
workers ,

guaranteed, 4/6;

elSfonJ! read’y
g
to work, 3/6 :

younger, ;

note terms: 10 days’ approval: Wannop, sio"-s^
Carlisle.

Pigeons.

Household Utens ils, etc.

HOMERS, Tumblers selected pairs, 1/6, 2/-: Brain,

288. Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham.

PIGEONS, HOMING A FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful Infoitnation

in two of our ’’Nutshell” Booklets, hoe. 7 andIB.

which deal with these bird* in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8 ,

’Tl^ r?f“
c,

1 rI
ig
S?feV

post free 2(d. each from Cage Bird 6, 154, Eleev

Street, London, E.C.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and Fk. — -

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are nnriyalleil for all Parties' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They snDersede Pennvroyal. Pil Cocliia, Bitter Apple, Ac..

SoMin boxes, 1/14, "by Boots', Taylor's, Timothy Wlutei

Branches and all Chemists, or post tree.same Paretrom

LESLIE MARHK, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE, LONDON

Rabbits.

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs lor Exchange.

UNDERWOOD’S REAL ARMY BOOTS.

VC 4 !- 4)6 ;
newly repaired, suitable for heavy

work also champion box-calf boots and shoes,

lady’s 2/9, gent's 3/6, birl’s 2/6, boys 2/9, youths

3/-,' all sizes, carriage paid. „, UPU«TFn
UNDERWOOD, 36, York-St., Hulme, MANCHESTER.

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT

is the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress,

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;

Musical Instruments; Natural History,

Photography: Pigeons; Pigs Poultry , Rab-

bits; Sport’; Stamps; and Various.

“Profitable Pet Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. 86 .

lust out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on

all subjects connected wltn profitable rabbit keep-

in CT including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,

Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from an7 of our Nutshelf

agents, or lid., post free, from Caq* Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

|

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower s bird seeds

and food-s. good commiflsiou : Trower, 442. Caledonian.

SIKH’KEEPERS, send for my wholesale price list

nf Birds notterv glass, tin ware, cage fronts, all

cage fittings, bird baths, etc.: Enoch Tams, Ch ur<ffi-

6t., Longton. ll7S4)

WANTED litter puppies, pure Or crossed: Dutton,

Dunstable.
. J

VERY SMART Welsh Terrier dog puppy, 10/-,,
3

months: Pearson, Greenwich / Vs?'
SALE, black curly Retriever bitch, M: months, 15/-.

White, 20, Douglas-st., Newtown, Wigan. (1781)

LITTLE Belgians; Miss Yarde, Torcllffe, Torquay,

has a few of these tiny dogs for sale, healthy, best

pedigrees
PEDIGREE white West Highland terrier bitch,

by Highland Leader, cheap, 35/-: Bruce, Ste^n,

Bonar Bridge.
. ,

FINE sable and white Collie dog. champion pedi-

gree, full grown, fond of children, 30/-: F. Roebuck

Paris, Holmfirth. (1/83)

GRAND Welsh terrier bitch, good ratter and

clean house dog, a bargain, only 5/6: North 443,

Manchester-rd., Bradford
.

£1/86)

FOR dog and puppies of any description, prices

reasonable, stamp reply: Cooper, Dog Specialist,

163. Prmeess-st., Manchester. ..

GOOD short-coated sable- Collie dog, 9 months, 10/-,

or exchange for pair Norwich Plainlieads : Caretaker,

Bridge House, Waltham Abbey.
.

U7°3)

TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven

weeks, 7/G each, bitch 5/6; make demon Buar(I?'

Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. U/»o

BLACK Newfoundland male pup. from Ciystal

Palace winners, 2 months, 25/-; make future win-

ner: W. Morton, Waterloo Kennels, Eliand.

THREE slightly crossed Pomeranian male puppies,

real toys, parents under 5lbs. weight, blacks. 6/-

each: Richards, 7, Stafford-avenue, Bulwell. (1786)

TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven

weeks. 7/6 each; bitches, 5 /6 ;
make denion guards

.

Jackson, Confectioner. Green-st., Bethnal Green.

WANTED, all varieties pure-bred dogs, large and

small, cheap for cash; or give B^d exchange wm-

ning pigeons or Canaries: McKeand, Seabright,

^FOUR
1

hamisome pure Wlfippet fr

“J
clever parents, these are sure to make stormers

,

dogs 5/fi ;
hitches, 4/6; worth treble: Edward,̂ 1,

M
FOR Jale

N
‘a ‘ Bcdlington terrier hitch, 15/-, will

hunt hedges, fields, kill anything, fond of children

and water, k very, good bitch all round: 0. Sale

ri'VuTU'T'L liver white Spaniel female, 17 months

tre/ncn/lous e^rsl nice' feather carries tenderiy good

nose, clean liouse dog, fit to show, la/, ha g>

Wilkshire, 8a, Hcrmit-st., Nottingham.

TWO very good Scotch Terrier bitches, five m ,

10/ each; two Fox Terrier bitches, one live months,

otic r twelve months, 7/6 each, or cxcliange. •

Onions. Bird Dealer, 66 and 67, Upper KushaU_*t..

'smVr't litter Tledlington Whippet, puppies, 8 w< eks,

strong! healthy, oil fastest, cleverest parents living,

sure to make workers nnd' coursers, dogs,

hitches, 51- Pavier, 51, Uempshfil-lanc, Bui well, N^-

tinebarn, '

PET BAB8ITS, CAVIES AND MICE

By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies.

and Mice. The information given m this handbook

is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the bous-

ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these PO.P ular Pet»-

Many illustrations of champion rabbits Price

1/-, post free l/li, from “Cage Birds, 154, lleet-

st,, rondon. E.C.

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. "Fishing In

River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest

in fishing should not mis* this highly-inetructive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunt*, and how to

catch them ; the angler's outfit, ground bait*, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Ntitehell agents, or 21d. post

free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Heet-st.. London, L.G.

Various.
TAME fox on chain, beautiful specimen, 2;. -: Peax-

&

SM ALL* tame* Rhesus monkey, very healthy, Site:

'rH^Kai'eri'Jla^JwilT,’ humorous reading, IJd! post

f?eo,\geute7d!
a
doz.: Dickinson, Publisher, l^Vjg

1

FE\V ^ l'argJ^coek GoWfinches, good equare blaze

SS m«r

akjr4«
time employment : The Richford Works, Snow^HUI.

L
STORT tiie Sure Shot Catapult, with quantity of

ting, 'Ld., 1/lid., agents wanted: Marlboro riL,

*U RAN d"

'

eimrte'^Ptwcrfnl pocket catapults power-

ful for rabWts rats, pigeons, etc., wit « 50 rounds
11

Wr, inn i V two 2/3; 500 ammunition, hi, all

Pt free: Young. Netmaker. Crewkernc. Somerset.

Aubert Park, H ighbury, London. (1,<°

'street ‘J T* * toThS"XSt
Lauo, London, E.C.
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BEAUTIES FROM FAR-OFF CLIMES.
Theta dainty little birds are seed-eaters, easy to keep, and thrive admirably in the British Islet.

THE DIAMOND FINCH, found solely In Australia, is a bird of

striking plumage and indulges in a quaint “ love dance.” Its

general colour is grey, with velvety-black breast and flank

markings, the latter spotted with pure white ; the beak and

lower part of the back are vivid red.

THE COMMON AVADAVAT is found in India, Boms,

Malay, etc. This tiny sprite is carmine-red in colour, and covered

with pearl-white spots
;

the beak is coral-red. Its vivacity

and curious song, together with its cheapness and readiness to

breed, have made it a great favourite with bird-lovers.

F. CARL. Publisher. 154. Fleet Street. London. E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d. *

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIROS"

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments mala in advertisements, nor of

the boua-lides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of cur

Deposit System should b9 insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must Me sent as- tar as possible.

All moneys should be mada payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reservoe the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a scries, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will he inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of cail.

Small prepaid advertisements of a genera! nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade aro inserted at the rate ot id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Rules, see last week's issue.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heat.hy.

APPLIANCES

ABSOLUTE ECONOMY.
Iiy using my registered "Little Wonder" Husk-
Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed, 6/10

and 8/10, or particulars free. Show Cages, for im-

mediate uso, 1/6 each. XXX Birdlime, strongest in

existence 4d., Cd., 1/- tins, post free. One trial wiir

test truth of tills claim. Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

PUNCHED ]BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10. .'id.. 2/6 dozen ;
14

by 12, aid., »/- doz. ;
10 by 12, id., a/4 doz.; IS by

12. 4 ill.. 3/0 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wiic, baths, nestpans,

linings, net traps, clap nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free: J. Ashmore, 10, London-it., Smethwick.

Birmingham. Late of Hcath-st. < 1 7K4

>

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade onlyj: Dean and Sou, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

“AVIARY FOUNTAINS
-

Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, Dcst pans; largest

manufacturer
;

bird, pigcoii, rabbit appliances

;

special illustrated trade price list free : Ileriry Tams,
Lottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Lougton, Staffs.

BIRDLIEV3E. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; won't run in the sun; best

in tlio world; have thousands testimonials; for

proof, drop a postcard; 3 tons sold every year; Jib.

tin sample, 7d„ 41b. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;

single trap cages, lOd.
;
double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6; established 50 years; Sandiford, Bird

Specialist, Preston, Lanes.; also at London.

BIRDLIME, the best that can be got, 7d. carriage
paid ; A. Leitch, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (1783)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds, Canaries ; L. Latham, Designer, King-
aton-by-Sca, Sussex.

TO wire front makers, large quantity of tinman’s
colder. 1/- lb., 41bs. for 3/6, carriage paid: North.
443, Manehoster-rd., Bradford. (1796)
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/6: McKcand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

ONE pair clap nets, 145ft. x 4ft. x | mesh each net,

with lines in good condition ; sell or exchange any-
thing useful: J. Kecvil, Stourton, Wilts. (1788)

REAL bargain, 100 straight tinned wires, 30in.

long, 12 planed pine bars, 3Cin., drilled 9-16, 30ft.

of perching, lot 1/6; Osborne, l)udley-rd., Wolver-
hampton (1795)

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges, 8in. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft. ;

8in. 3/10,

Pin. 4/6, lOin. 5/-. per 50ft.; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38, 2/-

yer sheet: Orford, 105, Croniwell-rd., Patricroft.
(1794)

BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

24ft. 6/6, all 6ft. deep, poles, irons, pull line, pegs,

and dozen braces sent with every set; send stamp
for illustrated list and sample of netting: Rose,

Net Makers, Forres, N.B. (1792)

FOR disposal, a quantity of breeding cages, also

Yorkshire, Norwich, and Crest chow-cages to be
cold cheap ;

also nest pans and wires for came, and
nest-boxes, specially made for Crests; apply: G.

Slade, 61, Lavender Hill, London, S.W. (1795)

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped, three-

compartment, drawing-room aviary, 3ft. Jong, 3ft.

high, fitted with sand bottoms, perches, 2 wire mov-
able partitions, etc., 10/6, worth 40/-; approval:
McKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be -found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from C.vge Birds. 134. Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

EXHIBITORS, strictly club pattern show cages,
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 10/-
; sliding front Finch show cages,

beauties, 2/6 each ; carrying eases for 2 cages, 3/6,

3 cages 4/6, 4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every
description. Note: No cheap rubbish made; state
requirements: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. (1784)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

BOARDS. CAGE8, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, Sin. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, lOin.

6/9, 50ft.; cheaper quality, Sin., 3/8, 9in. 4/-,

lOin. 4/8 50ft.; 5/Sin. oval perching, 1/3 50ft.; cage
sets, 18in. by 16in. by lOin., 2/2, 3Cin. 4/3; stamp
for list: Stanton, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

(1763)

FOR JOINER,MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, ^liow cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free ; trade supplied : Pass, Huck-
nall, Notts. (1776)

12 BY 12 OR lO CAGE FRONTS
8/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, 6/-;

non-splash baths and frames. 5/6 doz.; birdlime, 2d.
boxes, 1 /4 doz. ;

Cd. 4/- doz. ; seed boxes, 1/6. 2/-

doz. ; Y’orkshire Norwich 6how cages, 17/- doz.,

British 20/- doz.: box cages, IS/-; wholesale price

list post free: Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King-st..

Iiongtoa. (1786)

WALSHS ORIGINAL HOLDFAST BiRDLIUE
Is always alike; good and reliable, will hold in

wet or dry weather; docs not run in the sun;
packed in lever lid tins, Jib., 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib.

1/9; sample tin, 3d. Double trap cages, 1/6;

trap and call cage combined, 1/6; spring net
traps, small 1/6, large 2/6; mouse traps, 1/-

d<y,.
;
rat traps, 4/6 doz. ;

all post free. Dealers

s<md for special quotations; catalogue free:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1796)

FOODS7]

Maw Stylo N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch

N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-

out you have a proper Show Cage, so send to one

who knows what is required, having shown and

visited more shows than any other Cage Maker in

the ’Fancy. We have won 3,000 prizes with all

varieties this last 20 years, including the N.P.C.

Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal

Palace Show no less than 6 lsts were secured in 8

Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show

Cages. Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-

anteed perfect, Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Egg

Tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-. lhe

proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/*, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve '17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/-,

three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern

Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green;

Show Cages for Linnet-s, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Twites, Mules, in all

different shades and sizes to suit each specie-s, 2/-

each, three 5/6, six 10/-. • Grand Show Cages, for

Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

price 4/- each, beauties. Note, every Cage made by

practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,

CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire, British, or

Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.

Send for catalogue. Established 50 years.—SANDI-

FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

BUSSMESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak; there's no

question of cutting down quality to price. My one

aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at

prices consistent with highest quality; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fact I send everything I sell on approval on the

understanding that if the article is in any way mis-

represented by me, or that a better article may b©

purchased elsewhere at anything like the same

money, my goods may be smashed up or destroyed

in any manner, and I- undertake to refund the whole

of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from

superfine Jin. meish netting, 3 jards long, 5, feet

deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-,

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-,

9 yards, 10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the. pair, each net guaranteed of

above measurement, and are fitted complete with

pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.

Loose netting, specially knitted for bird catching,

game ms used in above nets, fin. mesh, 7 fc>et deep,

Sd. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.

yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough

ground, and making Sparrow nets. Jin. mesh, 10 feet

deep 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net

traps, 24 by IS ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.

each, post, free. Please note, my net traps have no

old-fashioned board arraugement about them, they

are by far th© most effective traps on the market,

can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,

and, call-bird may be used inside them if desired

;

single trap cages, Cd, ; double ditto, 1/- ;
treble ditto,

1/3 each; the above trap cages all have separate

compartment for call bird in addition to traps

stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically

reset immediately eaeli bird is caught, 1/6 each;
genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime

made, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to

Rook size in every weather, Jib. 6d., Jib. 10d., lib.

1/6. sample 3d. ; all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19

feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete; flirt pegs, £d. each,

post free
;
absolutely everything required by catchers

always in stock; send stamp for complete, list, which
also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his

living witli articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following letter will show:—“Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept. 9.—
Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cock Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the Season, and every bird was caught in nets sup-

pliedi by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,

hut they are useless compared with yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I

can in anv other I liavo (and 1 have several makes)
In a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds

like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, -so I require th© best. Yours are

the best that are made, and not only best but
cheapest. 1 shall want another in about a week.—
Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), .so h© certainly knows what lie Is

talking about.—W. Gore.) Tb© above letter may he
inspected her© at any time, and I offer L10 to any-

one that oan prove that this or any other testi-

monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited.

W. Gore, N^aker, 6ooch-$t., Birmingham

CURED wasp cake, 1/9 lb., post paid : North, 443,

M anchester-rd., Bradford. (1796)
UNTIL cleared, sunflower seed, Jcwt. 13/6, 25/-

cwb. : Taylor, 39, Iioward-st., Bradford. • (1769)
MEALWORMS, witii keeping directions, 1/6 1,000;

5/- lb. : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1794)

BAKED wasp grubs, Gd., 1/-, 2/- packages, free
;
one

of til© largest stores in Europe: Torpy, Naturalist,
Bradford. (1784)

WANTED for cash, mealworms, wasp cakes, thistl©

seed and knapweed : Offers to Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1796)

LIVE white gentles, invaluable for all soft-billed

birds, 1,000 8d., 2/6 lb., post free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1796)

HARDHEADS 500, Plantain Stalks 300, 1/-; Dock
for Bullfinches, large parcel, 1/-; post free: Kite,

Bedford-st., St. Neots. (17S9)

GIANT privet berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural

food, 130 large ripe bunches. 1/- post free: Mrs.
Teat, Ancaster Heath, Grantham.

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3 ; carriage paid

60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bcarsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1186)

NOTED COLOUR FOOD
Sold already 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the

world. For testimonials drop a postcard- Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed., 2/- lb., 21bs. 3/6, 51bs. 7/6,

141bs. 17/-- Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 21bs. S/S, 51bs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid: Sandiford,

Colour Food King, Preston, Lancs.

RAMSDOI’S PORE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. Ilb. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each,

Wfaest Hot Cayenne, S/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Joseplwne^^venuej^JSrlxto^^

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of __

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the picventiion of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9," post free 2Jd.,
fioin Caisj; BlflDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

KEL80’8 BRONCHGLIA.
Positively cures asthma, bronchitis colds, wheezing,
etc., in cage birds; never fails; bottles, 7d. and
1/1, post free: Kelso and Co., 49, Western-bill,
Durham. (1795)

MA.GNET MOULTING MIXTURE
Starts birds that are stuck in the moult, ensures
a quick and perfect change of plumage; nothing to
equal; used! by all the principal fanciers; 7d. and
1/2 bottles, post free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1796)

BOOKS' on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, seeoiid-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,’’ a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7<l. post
free direct from Cagb Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London,
E.C.

|
MEDICINES.

|

KELSO’S Broncholia, the old established remedy
for asthma, bronchitis, colds, wheezing, hoarseness
in cage birds, never fails, 7U. and 1/1 post free:

Kelso and Co., 49, Western Hill, Durham. (1786)

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pete to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and
cost* only 2'd. post free.- From “Cage Birde," 154,

FK>et~»t., London, E.C. Or 2U. from agents (list fre-

quently published!.

Use BUCHFIELD'S Famous Bird

Medicines as supplied to the London

Zoo.
Ditchfteld's Bird Medicines have been used for over
six year* by most lending fanciers, and have been
proved to be the most reliable. Wo huve over 2,000
testimonials, and are receiving letters every day
from fanciers, telling 113 of the marvellous results of
our Bird Medicinee. Mr. A. Ezra, London, writes:
“I find your Tonic Drops cxcellept.’’ .Mr. Hatton,
Atherton: “Your Tonic Drops aro excellent; they
have cured me four birds In soft moult. They are
now in full song." J. Duncan, West Brae: "Havo
used your Tonic Draps and Lung Tonic for over two
years; they havo never failed to cure." Mr. Hutton,
Holbein h: “X thall never be without your Revivo
again.” Major B. Horsbrouglu “four medicine ia

magnificent stuff."
NOTICE.—When ordering medicine, kindly mention

for what complaint, as in some cases an extra
bottle is required, which we enclose free. Ditohfield’s
Tonic Drops are a guaranteed enre for Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather Plucking, and In-

flaniatiou of the Bowels. In 7d., 9d., 1/1, and 2/-

bottles. This medicine is invaluable for birds during
tho moulting season, and for young birds just
getting on hard seed. For Bronchitis, Wheezing,
and Hoarseness, get Ditchfieid’s Special Lung Tonic,

the grandest medicine ever introduced for chest and
lung affections in cage birds, also in 7d., 9d., 1 / 1 ,

and 2/- bottles. For constitutional weakness and
debility, get Ditchfisld’s Famous “Revivo.” There's
nothing to equal it for giving new life and vigour

to the birds. A splendid Tonic after the moult. 7d.,

9d>, 1/1, and 2/- bottles. To advertise our medicines,

wo will send two 7d. bottles of any of the above
medicines for 1 /-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles

for 1/9, three for 2/6. All medicines are sent post

paid per return, at our risk. Two valuable seed re-

cipes, How to Feed Linnets and Rollers for Song,

given free to all purchasers of our medicines.—

FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird Specialist, OLDHAM.
(1791)

|
BRITISH BIRDS,

j

Hardbills.

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, state lowest
prices: Palmer, 352, Upper-st., Islington, N.

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/- to 5/-; liens, 1/- each:
W. Woods, Pioneer Cottage, Siunington, Yorkshire.

(1790)

FIERCE singing cock Linnet and cage, sacrifice 1/-,

worth double; Osborne, Dudlcy-rd., Wolverhampton.
(1795)

LOOK, Look
;
large Yorkshire cock Linnets, SI- doz.

;

approval, deposit: Sparkes, Xindall-lane, Beverley.
' (1790)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- dozen ; cash with
order; G. Wilson, Blaeklands Farm, Hythe, Kent.

(1789)

PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and
fittings, 3/- each; two 6/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres,

N.B- (1792)

1914 COCK Goldfinches, caged off four weeks, 2/6

and 3/- each: F. Balmforth, 7, Roberts-sq., Cleck-

heaton. (J778)

TWO good boxed Linnets, ready for catching, fierce

singers, price 6/- each bird: Haigb, 53, Roundliay-
rd., Leeds. (1795)

CAMBRIGE cock Linnets, 3/- doz., or three for 1 -
;

mixed, 1/- dozen; on rail for P.O. : Rutter, Dealer,

Littleport. (1-791)

THE famous Kent Linnets now readv; cocks, 3/-

doz., 1/6 half; special, 1/- each: John Shiers, Swan-
ley, Kent. (1762)

RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, everyone warranted
a cock, 5 1/6, dozen 3/-: Horace Coote, 96, Nortli-

st., Luton. (1795)

LINNETS.—Best seleoied Norwich type. 3/6 doz.:

Edmonds and Edmonds, Wholesale Naturalists,

Eastbourne. (1794)

WARRANTED cock Linnets. 2/- for 13; cock Green-

finches, 1/- dozen: Hobden, Ivy Cottage, Winchelsca-

rd., Eastbourne. (1792)

GOLDFINCHES, selected young cocks, 2/- each, 3

for 5/- ; all birds warranted : Ellis, Boot Manufac-
turer, Welshpool. (179,6)

BULLFINCHES, hand reared cocks, 2/-, liene 1/-,

these are finger tame, good birds: Steward, Oullon,

Avlsham, Norfolk. (1781)

BRAIN ASTON, Birmingham, 285, Lichfleld-rd.—

Cock Goldfinches 1/6, cock Linnets Sd., six 2/6, cock

Larks, ringing, 1/-.

COCK Goldfinch, 3/-; cock Linnet, house-moulted,

full song, 3/-; cages included ;
worth double: Day,

77, Porter-st., Hull.
.

(D90)

RICH coloured cock Linnets, splendid lacing, grand

whites, 6d. each, half dozen 2/C: H. Welsh, Cornstall-.

buildings, Stamford.
'
1,®V

MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches, a -

cwt., 3/9 jewt. on rail ;
exchange : Turner, 4, South-

gate, Sleaford, Line.
... 2/

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks, 16, 2/-,

and 2/6 each; hens, 6/- doz.: Win. Cook. 66,

Kitchencr-rd., Ipswich. (l<9a)

CASH or cock Goldfinches exchange, 3 grand cage-

moulted and 2 Canary-reared cock Chaffinches:

Wcaire, Snodland. Kent.

LOVELY Rose Bed breasted cock Linnets. doz.,

six 1/9. three 1/-; hens, 9d. doz.: Bert Coote, 16,

Windmill-st ,
Luton, Beds. (l'»-)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, as caught, no picking

the best birds out: 2/6 doz., 4 doz. 9/ : E. Kempson,

142 Chapel-st., Luton. Beds.

DEALERS note; cock Linnets, every one war-

ranted, S/- dozen; regular supplies from Arthur

Coote. KVA* North-st., Litton.

COCK Bullies, 1/-; hens, 6d. each; well on reed

;

4 haml- roared cock Brown Linnets, ”/• each, lancinK

nicely: J. King, North Lodge, Sudbrook, Grantham.
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H ANDSOME Devonshire cock BiilMnelic*, 1/8 e»eh

;

l»rje, healthy hens, 1/- ;
carefully packed: Nelson

Brown, Kingskerswell, Devonshire. (1782)

COCK Lionets In grand condition, In song, perfect

feather, Sd. each, three l/», six S/•: l'\ Stowe, Bird

Expert Cornwell, Chippiug Norton. (1778)

SEVERAL largo cock Linnets for contest singing,

1/-; few specials, 1/0; singing cages, 0d.; approval:
Kirk, 16, Morley-uvenue, Edmonton.
HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches end Bullflnelies,

2/- each; Iluwflnohcs, 5/-; Linnets, 1/-: Miss

Rosey. Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (179-4)

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, Bullfinches; well on
seed; cocks, 1/3, 1/6; hens, Ud. arid 1/- each; good
birds: Alcock; 62, Pearoe-rd., Ipswich. (1781)

WARRANTED cock brown Linnets, full song, for

show or contest, 1/- each, three 2/6: Cooper, Bird

specialist, Princess Street, Manchester. (1784)

LOOK, look; Yorkshire cock Brown Linnets, 3/-

dor.cn, 2/- half ;
largest in England ; cash or deposit

:

Fred, Ellerlngton, 'i’tndall-lane, Beverley. (1780)

GRAND house-moulted Bromhlc, colour fed, splen-

did hood and spangling, perfect condition; can win:

4/6 : ,1. Clarke, 82, Ulgh-st., Sydenham. (1784)

CHAMPION contest secrets, etc., making Linnets

and Larks Uene singing, with wings down, price

7d. : Shaw, 7, Zoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1705)

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets.—Wanted, catcher's price

for same; tfcekly supplies, large or small lots:

W. Gardner, 67, St. Stephen 's-rd., Preston. (1794)

NOW then, yon Linnet buyers; warranted cock
Linnets, well on seed, 2 /- dozen, 13 to dozen: W.
Morley, 23, Bexhill-rd., Eastbourne, Sussex. (1782)

CHAMPION Bramblellnch cocks, colour-fed, superb
markings, colour, size, spanglings, win keen competi-
tion, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-: Cooper, Judge, Norwich.

CATCH your own, 3-co'mpartment double trap cage
and trained Finch call-bird, only 1/3, honest bar-

gain: Osborne, Dudiey-rd., Wolverhampton. (1795)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or small
quantities of Linnets or Greenfinches weekly: J.

Stewart, 21, Walkergate, llcrwick-on-Tweed. (1788)

GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, grand lot, well on
seed, cocks 16/- dozen, hens 6/- dozen; cock Linnets,
41- dozen: Walsh, Bird' Specialist, Blackburn. (1796)

HOUSE-Moulted Scotch cock Linnet, suit catcher,
3/- ;

grand cock Bullfinch, 2/- ;
hens, 1/- ; 1014 Cock

Thrush, 2/-: North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford.
(1796)

THREE bond-reared cock Brown Linnets, 1914,
singing; accept 6/- each; 15/- ttiree; exchange:
Jepson, 18, Elmswood-av., Moss Side, Manchester.

(1794)
FANCIERS and novices—a good, proud, contest
singing Linnet, will sing with its wings down at an
empty cage, price 10/6: A. Butler, 11, Cameron-pl.,
Leeds. (1792)
NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets, for ehow or song; prices low, easy pay-
ments taken

;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (1781)

SELECTED large Forfarshire hot coloured Linnets,
show specimens, finished in moult, price 5/-, 6/C,
7/6 each; approval: Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st.,
Arbroath. (1795)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/-; Chaffinches, 2/6;
Redpolls, 2/-; Larks, 3/-; Greenfinches, 1/-; 20
mixed seed birds, 1/6: E. Fenn, Coats Drove, Isle-

ham, Camhs. (1794)
VERY fine Australian Cockatoo,, say few words, in

6plendid health and feather, 12/6
; 2 pairs Norwegian

Doves; nice pets, 2/6 pair: Day, The Aviaries,
Porter-st., Hull. ’ (1790)
BROWN Linnets, Linnets, warranted cocks, hard on

6eed, Red-bTeasted, plenty in stock, now waiting,
31- dozen 2,1- half ; dealers supplied : Hoskin, 5„
Archer-terr., Plymouth. (1780)
COCK Linnets, 2/- doz. ; one dozen, good mixed

birds, 1/-; Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Lin-
nets, Yellowhammers, 6d. pair: William Fenn, Beck
Row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. . (1795)
LINNETS, Linnets; warranted cock Brown Linnets,
2/6 doz. ; selected Redbreasted. 31- doz.; hen Linnets,
9d. dozen; satisfaction guaranteed: Kendrick, 42,
Goodhead-st., Nottingham. (1790)
MRS. TOLLEY offers following: British hand-

reared cocks, two Greenfinches, two -Chaffinches, 1/6
each; also two Bullfinches, cocks, 3/6 each; bargains:
Highlands, Woldingham, Surrey. (1786)

BARGAIN, fanciers and dealers, large quantity of
red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, 2/- dozen, well
on seed ; approval, if not satisfied money returned

:

Dixon, Old New Inn, Lunstable. (1796)
WHITE-LEGGED house-moulted cock Goldfinch,
muler, grand caller; also large cock, nearly full

coloured, perfect Health : offers (letters please)

:

Woollard, The Links, Shrewsbury. (1795)
COCK Goldfinches, 1/6; hens, 6d. each; cock

Chaffinches, 3/- dozen; large fine cock Goldfinch-
Greenfinch hybrid, 6/-; dozen mixed* birds, 1/-:
R. Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cam-bs. (1794)
MOOR cock Brown Linnets, 4/6 dozen; gems, 3 for

1/9; dealers supplied; matched pairs, cock Goldfinch,
hen Canary, 4/-; cock Linnet, hen Goldfinch, 2/-:

P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st., Scarborough. - (1792)
NOTICE, dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,
2/- dozen ; approval, if not satisfied money re-

turned: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable, Beds.
(1796)

WARRANTED cock Linnets. 2/-: picked 1

, 2/G doz.;
cock Chaffinches, 3/- dozen;, cock Greenfinches,
1/- dozen; Redpolls. 2/- dozen; selected- dozen
mixed, 1/-: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isle-ham.
Camba. (1794)
LINNETS, enormous stock, grand red-breasted
cocks, none better in the South, 3/- doz., 5/0 2 doz.,
10/- 4 doz. : corks guaranteed

;
immediately dis-

patched : F. Maidens. Birdeatcher, 110, Prince
Albert-rd., Portsmouth. (1795)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
— I have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st„ Nottingham. (1789)
LOOK, Look, Look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets! J

have the finest stock of Linnets -in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- dezen : all kinds
of British always in stock

;
dealers supplied : Chris.

Hatton, 31. Richmond-st., Brighton. (1790)
TWENTY-SIX real good cock Goldfinches, 1/4 each,
few special picked cocks 3.1- each, hens Gil. : exhi-
bition Redpolls, 1/- each, ordinary 3u. ; Linnet, August
caught, cocks Cd. each, big tip-top specimens 1 /-

each: W. Brown, Ightfleld, Whitchurch, Salop. (1701)
LINNETS, Linnets ! Warranted Leicestershire Red-
breasted cocks six for 2/- oi 3/6 dozen ; also cock
Goldfinches, 1/6 and 2/- each: few extraMarge birds
for show, 2/0 and 3/- each; Chaffinches, Bullfinches,
Larks, etc.: Chigg Smith, 243, Belgravc Gate Aviaries,
Leicester. (652)
CATCH your own, large double-compartment trap
ca? 1

, call Finch, small tin lime, lot 1/2, three 3/-:

etagifig Linnet, new cage, 1/2,. three 8/-; selected
,

Skylarks, new cage. 2/-; cock Linnets 8/G dcz., half

; pickqd, Gd. ; Redpolls ,2 -6 doz.. half 1/6; se-
lected Cd.

; mixed Linnets, Redpolls Larks, etc., 3/0
doz., 6 for 2 - ; 4 Canaries €/• : Bannister, 24, Pendle-
6t., Burnley. '*

(1795)

GOLDFINCHER, rocks, 1/6, 2/- each; one extra
good, full colour, 3/6 ; liens, 9d. each, 6/- dozen ;

Linnets, cocks, 6d. cavil, 4/0 dozen; specialty se-

lected, 1/-, l/o each ;
Redpolls, Gd. each, 2/- dozen ;

J. Pltchford, British Bird Expert, London-rd., Stoke
on-Tront. (1793)
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds la found In ‘•Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can he kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,"

2(d. post free, from CACIi BliiDS, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what II. J.

Futljames says about them. ‘'Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).
BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; sec "Nutshell No. 11,"

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you
how to train them to pipo tunes. 2Jd. post free,

from: CAGE Birds, 164, Fleet-st., London. E.C. (2d.

NOTICE.—Goldfinches, 1/-, 2/-: Red-breasted Lin-
nets, Chaffinches, Redpolls, Skylarks, cocks 6d.

each, six fo 2/-; Greenfinches, 3d. each; Thrushes,
Blackbirds, J/-, 1/6; above hens half-price; birds
selected for showing, full song, 6d. extra ; approval,
deposit : G-ould, Birdeatcher, HoRlford-rd., Wetton,
Birmingham. (1794)

THE old firm has the largest stock of Linnets in

England. I can supply dealers with warranted cock
Linnets, 3/- dozen, or 3 dozen lor 8/3, or 5 dozen for

12/6; well on seed; hen Linnets, 1/C dozen; warranted
cock Larks, 4/- dozen

;
cock Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen

;

handsome lot Twites in stock ; postcard before birds

:

John Boxall, 5, Lavender-st,., Bayswater. (1791)
LINNETS, Linnets !—Dark Brown red-breasted

cocks, three 1/6, six 2/0, 4/- dozen; Redpolls, grand*
performers, six 1/6, 2/6 dozen, two dozen 4/6; these
birds -are caught in the Fylde district by myself

;

all on hard seed ; satisfaction guaranteed : Gardner,
Garstang-rd. North, Wes-ham, near Preston, Lancs.
CAGE-MOULTED contest Linnet, same strain as
my undefeated champion of England, only 2/6, will

sing day or gaslight in or outside, also a few extra
loud voiced Linnets, suit catchers, or time singers,

1/- and 1/6 each ; Book of Secrets, 6d. ; approval
willingly: Fred Allen, Linnet Champion, Porter-st.,

Aviaries, Hull. (1795)

LINNETS, Linnets!—Our Southdown birds are the
best songsters in England; grand nut-brown cocks
in pink of condition, six for 2/- or 3/6 a dozen;
hens 1/- a d-ozen; dealers supplied ; ell birds are
carefully packed for any distance; the oldi firm; 14

years same address : C. A. Paine, The Bird Stores,

Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1795)

GIANT Peartree cock Goldfinch, in full song, 2/-

;

also a gem, showing deep square cut blaze, will

make a stormer, 3/-; Norwich type cock Linnet, per-

fect in size, markings, and colour, finger tame, 2/6,

will win anywhere; also gem Redpoll the best F.M.
under wires, 2/-; approval, cock or deposit: Fred
Allen, 156, Porter-st., Aviaries, Hull. (1705)

EXHIBITORS: Large cock Siskin, grand colour cap
and bib, 5/- ;

cock Bullfinch, a topper for size and
colour, 5/-; monster yellow cock Greenfinch, 3/-;

cock Bramblclineh, immense size, splendid colour

and spangling, 3/6; Lesser Redpoll, big as a Twite,
rieh colour, tip-top bib and flank lacing, 3/-; mon-
ster yellow hen Siskin, 2/- ;

approval ; cages 3d.

:

Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1792)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, Southdown birds,

best songsters in England, ail clean-moulted, red-

breasted cocks, fit for exhibition, grand markings,
six for 2/-, or 3/6 doz.’; why pay more ; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned, also

few splendid cock Goldfinches, nice colour, war-

ranted 21- each, three for 5/-, all birds well on
seed; same address 22 years: G. Smith, Central

Bird Stores, Charlotte-st.. Portsmouth. (1784)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !.' ’--Own eaught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
baldt, which yonr pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “ Lirnet Nutshell" at once.

No. 2, price 2-jd. post free from “Cage Birds," 164,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-;

dozen 12/-; Linnets, gd., 1/-, dozen 4/-; Larks, Cd.,

dozen 3/- ;
Mules, Canaries, 5/- ;

show specimens

;

Siskin. 5/-: Yellow Hammer, Greenfinch, Chaffinch:

Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan.. (1794)

GOLDFINCHES, LIN (VETS, &c.
50 grand cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each; large, selected

birds, 2/-, 2/6 each : liens, 9d., 1/-
;
grand cock Linnets,

Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls,' Cd., 9d., 1/- each

;

hens, 4d.
;
cock Reed Buntings, cock Yellow Buntings,

1/- each; cock Pied Wagtail. 2/-; Yellow, 2/-; Block-

head Gull, 2/6 ;
singing cock Canaries, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6,

10/- each ;
hen Canaries, 2/-, 2/6 each

;
approval,

deposit: A. J. Underwood, Corn Merchant, Welling-
ton-st., Kettering. (1790)

SPLENDID BARGA5NS
Linnets, the best obtainable anywhere, 1/- each,

witli new cage 2/6; others, toppers for the .bench, 2/-;

first-class Goldfinches, beauties, singing, 2/6. I defy
competition, and all guaranteed cocks. Guaranteed
Roller cocks, trained under unbeatable Schoolmaster,
only, 7/6, the finest out, will please anywhere: so
send to W. Johnson, The Bird Expert and Emporium,
55, George-st., Leeds. (1702)

GQLBiZS, LARKS, LIMNETS, CHAFFifJCsiES
I have on hand extra large stock of Worcestershire
Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed, warranted
cocks, 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/- doz., 2 doz. 23/-;

specially selected cock Goldfinches for singing, show-
ing. or milling, 2/-. 2/6 each, three 5/-, sift 8/6,

10/- dozen; hen Goldfinch 1/-, three 2/ r ,
6/- dozen.

I have a large stock of Larks, Chaffinches, and Red-

breasted cock Linnets, all warranted cocks. Cd.,

three 1C), six 2/-, 3/6 dozen: specially selected

Larks, Chaffinches, and Linnets for showing or con-

test Kinging 1/-, three 2/-. 4/6 dozen: two-year-old

cock Linnets in jong 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; lien Linnets

and hen Chaffinches 3d. each, 1/3 dozen: cock Green-
finches Cd., three 1/-, 2 /- dozen ; selected yellow

cock for showing 1 /-, three 2/-: Redpolls ad., three

1/8, S/S dozen ; selected, 1/- each: cages for the
above.’ Cd., 9d„ l - each ; trap cilgcs, Cd., 9d. each;
double trap pages, l/ : each;' all on approval, casj)

or deposit, and money returned if not perfectly

satisfied
;

travelling cages, 3d. each : Thomas
Hushes, Bird X reliant, 8 ..Uev-rd- Birmingham.

WARRANTED COCK LINNETS.
Linnets.—Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
seed, fit for showing or wincing competitions, 8/-
dozen or four dozen for 10/-; special picked birds,

lit for showing or muling, 1/- each, three for 2/6;
hen Linnets, 1/- dozen; English cock Goldfinches,
in full colour, 10/- dozen: special selected, birds,
full song, 2/6 each or three for 6/-; hens, 8/-
dozen ; no Irish rubbish ; dealers write lor lists

:

Powers and Russell, 10, Granhy-pl., Bethnal Green,
London. (1794)

GRAND CHANCE
Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, etc. ; 1914

English cock Goldfinch, 1/6, three 4/-, six 7,'-
;
specially

selected for showing, muling, singing, 2/-, 2/6, three

4/6, six 8/-; hens, II;, three 2/0; Lancashire cock
Linnets, 8d., three 1/6, six 2/3, 4/- doz.

;
selected

cock Linnets for allowing, 1/-, three 2/6; cock Larks,

6d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/0 dozen; Redpolls, Cd., six

1/6, 2/3 doz.; birdlime, 7d. ilb., 1/- Jib., 1/8 lb.;

postage free: Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist and
Cagemakcr, 11, Fylde-st.

,
Preston, Lancashire. (1791)

WALSH’S BRITISH BIRDS
English cock Goldfinches, 2/-. three for 5/-: hens
1/-, three for 2/-; Red-breasted cock Brown Linnets

Od. each, three for 1/6; Scotch Thorn Linnets 2/-,

three for 5/-; cock Skylarks 1/-, three for 2/-; cock
Twites 1/-, three for 2/-: Redpolls and Greenfinches,

6<l. each; giant Scotch Redpolls 1/-, three for 2/6;
co-ck Woodlarks 2/0, three for 6/-; bright mixed
aviary birds, all seed-eaters, 6/- dozen; Barbary
Doves, 2/6 pair; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Spe-

cialist, Blackburn. (1785)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original .testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don't send out birds straight

from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 31- each,

three 5/-, six 8/6 ; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens 1/-

;

Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 11- each, three

1/6 'six 2/3; twelve 4/-; cock Larks, Cd., 8d., lOd.

;

caged off, sing Ug, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/-; three

1/4, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked, 9d.

and 1/-, six 1/6, twelve 2/6; cock Chaffinches, 9d.,

1/-, and 1/6 each; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3;

cages, for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills 1/6; send for catalogue

of everything. Established 50 years: Sandiford,

Bird Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds sold by me are

guaranteed to he exactly as described, and are sent

on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
and give perfect satisfaction thry have only to be
returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-

tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large

stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in

perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,

two dozen, 22/-, or £3 per gross; specially selected

larger cocas, for shows or muling, and guaranteed

now in song, 2/- each, three 5/-, six 9/-, twelve 16/-

;

few extra special clean moulted cocks, in full colour

and superb condition, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each ; hen

Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/-, six 4/-, twelve 7/-, or

00/- per gross : magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,

all guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown backs

and rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,

twelve 4 /•; specially picked larger cocks, for show,

mulirtg. or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/- each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please

rote, these Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds, but warranted caught
_

by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendii lot, clean moulted

Redpolls, cocks or hens, Cd. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-
;
picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each

;

splendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d'. each, three- 1/6, six

2/6; specially selected steady cocks, for singing,

1/-, 1/6. and 21- each ; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each,

three 1/6, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; cock Greenfinches, 6d.

each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;

cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-

teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-

nebs. Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1/•

per pair ;
travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.

All birds are guaranteed to have been properly

netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself

In county of Worcestershire, an! none are sent out
until feeding freely and wgll on the usual seed mix-

tures, no soaked seeds being renuired, nor do pur-

chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-

tection Act, as no "recently taken” birds are sent

out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all cases. (See

appliances' column for advt.).

W.GGRE, GOOCH STREET, BIFf^INGHAKI.

|
Softbilis. {

LARKS, cocks 2/- doz., selected four 1/-: Howard,
Barbers Moor. Croston, Lancashire.
TRKESPARROWS, grand (joung and old), perfect

feather, II- pair: Stowe (see Hardbills). (1778)

SPECIAL select young cock Skylarks, 1/6 half

dozen: King, 63, Kiiigsbury-terr., Dunstable. (179!)

BLACKBIRDS (in moult), gland cocks, 9d. each,

three 2 guaranteed on food: Stowe (Hardbills).
' b

(1778)

FOUR hand-reared Jays, warranted, every bird a

talker, 3/- each, lot 10/-: Mallard, 9, St. Phillips-st.,

Cheltenham. ( 1700)

SALE, splendid young cock Brook Thrush, just
• ’•mneneedi ringing nicely, accept 2/-: Ycrnum. 208.

Lifiie-rd., Fulham. (1796)

GREY Wagtail, cock, perfect specimen, properly

fttrat'd off, almost sure to win, accept 6/6: Vernum.
208. Lilik-rd., Fulham. (1795)

TWO hand-reared Kestrel Hawks, tamest creatures

living, what cash offers; perfect feather: C. Pepper-

dav, Barrowden, Stamford. (1795)

EXHIBITORS, handsome cock Pied Wagtail, extra

coed, well c-n food, should make winners, price 2/6:

Vernum, 203,. Lili-ic-rd., Fulham. (1796)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to tbs number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column arc stated by the

advertiser. ADVT. MAMAf T, “ CAG’' TS.”

CHAMPION *how condition Pled Wagtail cock,
moneter alee, perfect feather, real winner, great bar
gain, 3/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1791;

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged IX

months, 1/-; aleo hand reared young cock, 9d, -

.approval: George Holt, Dunstable. (1791)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing coek Skylark
on approval cheap, send rne your address; wil*

send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. ,1789;

NOTICE, several grand cock Blacks, Thrushes and
Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken,
approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.
HAND-REARED cock Lark, singing beautiful wild

notes, 1/6; with how front cage, 3/- lot; worth 7/6;
approval willingly: Fred Allen, 166, I’orter-Pt., Hull.

LARKS, warranted coek Larks, large healthy young
birds, 2/6 doz., three doz. 7/-; hens, 1/3 doz.; satis-

faction guaranteed: William Wright, Tarleton, neat
Preston, Lancs. (1791)

LARKS, Larks, English cocks 2/0 per dozen, 1/6
the half dozen, or Cd. each; extra selected, fit for
show; all birds carefully selected before sending;
note, no deception: R. Coulton, Gorsc-lane, Tarleton.
near Preston, Lancashire. (1792)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain, them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 8” tells

you." 2jd. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full direction*
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition ; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will he found in “Nutshell No, 4," 25d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet «t., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by U. J. Fulljamcs in “Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hard-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ egg3, 2jd. post free,

from: "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C,
(2d. from agent*; see list on another .page).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the heat of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by n. J. Full-
jamce. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles cf cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2jd., from ‘‘Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on
the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous. ]

LINNETS,, warranted red-hreasted cocks, 2.- doz.,

picked birds 2/6 doz. : one doz. mixed birds, includ-

ing Goldfinch, 2/6: Rendle, 21, Bridge-st., Homer-
ton. (1795)

SEED-DRESSING machine, will clean all kinds of
seed, sell 6/-; cocks, Linnets Sd., 3 1/6, selected 1/- 3.

2/6; wanted. Goldfinches from catchers: Charles
Lee, 79, North-st., Stanground, Pet-erboro. (1792)

EXHIBITORS moulded specimens, ready for im-

mediate exhibition, also selected birds to moult,
out winners ; superb in size, shape, colour, and
marking; fist on application: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1785)

RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, 3 for 1/-, 3/6 dozen

;

Goldfinches, Goldfinches, cocks 2/-, 3 for 5/- ;
hens,

9d. eacli ;
Thrushes, Blackbirds. 3 for 2/0 ; the old

firm; quality as usual: J. Whiteley, Birdeatcher,

Boston-rd.. Holboach. (1791)

ADULT cock Blackcap, nearly through moult, C/6;

C.M. cock Linnet, nearly fine, 1/3; C.M. hen Gold-

finch. through moult, 1/3; grand Y'orkshire hen, bred

mules, 2/3; Hartz hen, ditto 2/-; new double flight

cage, complete, loose fronts, trays, one-piece back.

E6in. by 29in. by llin., 0/6; new outdoor cage, loose

front, waterproof, 3ft. 6in. by 2ft. by 1ft. Sin., 4/C:

Perks, 173, Sumatra-rd., W. Hampstead. (1790)

IMPORTANT NOTSCE
Having purchased the whole of H. Raven, Esq.’s,

collection of British birds, I (an offer exhibitors

the cream of the country. Hawfinches, Goldfinches,
Linnets, Twites, Redpolls. Siskins, Corn Buntings.
Wheatears, Redstarts, Blackcaps, Blue-throated
Warblers, Bullfinches, Chaffinches, Yellowhammers,
they are all in the pink of condition and ready for

immediate exhibition : W. Cottingham, 7 and 0,

Peveril-st., Nottingham. 'Phone, 5752.

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Thousands coming in to pick at, and I have sold

more first prize-winners than any man alive, includ-

ing winners at Crystal Palace. Scottish National,
Manchester, etc., cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches,
specially picked for moulting one winners, 3/-, 4/-.

6/- ;
coek Linnets, 1/6, 2/- : cock Chaffinches, 1/6,

2/-; Redpolls, 1/-; cock Siskins, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-; Green-
finches, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-; Larks, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-: largo mul-
ing Sib-bred Canary hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each.
Latest new style British show cages, 2/-, 3 5/0.

See back numbers for winning testimonials in hun-
dreds, send for the originals, or write Editor, who
has se-e-i the originals. Have some in for birds
supplied this season. Winning every time shown:
Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston. (807)

canariesT] *

Border Fancy.
)

TYPICAL Borders.' class hens S -. 7/0, in/- each,
cocks 7/C, 10/- each; approval: Hislop, Baker-st.,
Stirling. (1701)
BORDERS, large number, moulted, show or stock

birds, from this noted strain; approval, stamp : C:alg,
High-st., Brechin. ’ (1790)
FOR high-class Borders, exhibition or stock, cheap-

est in Great Britain, see m.v list
;
approval : Rudd,

Specialist. Norwich.
BORDERS, cocks 3 6. hens 1C, 2/• : matched pairs,

5/-; all colours; Norwich cocks, 5/-: Douglas,
Bridge-st. , Brechin. (1796)
FEW grand yellow and buff cocks and hens, grand

exhibition trim and condition; approval: C. Cubby,
62, Lcwion-rd., Carlisle. (1704)
SIXTY prize bred Borders, exhibition or stock cocks
from 5.-. liens 2 6: J. Campbell, 279, Main-st., Alex-
andria, Dumbartonshie. (1700)
GOOD Borders for sale, hens 2'-, cocks 4 1 yellow,

huff or gr ’ n : approval: Harrison, 4, Guion-rd.. Par-
son’s Green, Fulham, S.W, .

(1790)

NOTICE —Grand lot Border Fancy for - show or
eons, prices low, easy payments taken; appro - : I

:

McKeand, feabright, Castle Douglas. (17. ‘
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EXHIBITION specimens, 1914 bred, clear buff hen,

A>;6; butt green cock, 10/6; buff grocn hen, 7/-;

(tamp reply; Service,,.Jl, Williainsburgh, Paisley.
(17(8)

CB A Ml’ ION Borders; tills strain docs not require

taper talk ; stock or show birds now ready; re it son

-

able; stamp reply: I). Jenkins, 71, Argylc-at.,

Iwansea. (1704)

BORDERS, buff variegated cock, yellow lien, 0/6;

yellow cock, buff variegated hen, 7/6; 11 yellow, 3 buff

ikens, 2/6 each; the lot 23/6; Rea, 1, Hill-rd.,

Arbroath. (1700)

STOCK typical Borders, Ycdlow cock 1st, Huff cock

Cud local sltow, 10/- each
;
buff or yellow cocks from

*/-; ditto hens from 3/• each; approval; llonnyman.
East Abbcy-st., Arbroath. (1701)

ROBERT I,A M B1H, The Aviaries, Whitburn, Lin-

lithgowshire, has 60 Borders for wale, green an<l

cinnamons front 7/0 pair; clears from 6/6 1
also 30

cages, cheap to clear; approval'. (1704)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage theao "wee gems" dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to isclect ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety ; send at once
for a copy, 2Sd. poet free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

ITeot-et., London, H.C., or from any of our Nutshell
tgents. (Lists published frequently.)

Cinnamons. ^

SELLING out, through business pressure, all my
iteek of Cinnamon.1

! and Norwich, including Crystal
Palaco winners and other winners; show and breed,
ig cages and bird-room appliances ; must be cleared

;

litre’s a bargain: Proctor, 60, Oswald-st., Black-
burn. <1795)

|
Crests and“Crestbreds. j

FOR best and cheapest Orests and Crest!)reds, see
my list before deciding elsewhere : Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.
DARK Crested variegated licn«, Ley’s strain, 1914
bred, bargain at (i/C; George Cubley, Button Gowts,
Long Sutton. (1794)
NOTICE. - Grand lot Orests and Crest-breds, prices
low, easy payments taken; approval: Mclveand, Sea-
briglit, Castle Douglas. (1791)
HIGH-CLASS Greets, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington, 55,

Colwick rd., Nottingham. (1780)
HIGH-CLASS Crests and Crestbreds, alvsolutely

healtliy, ,1 oyce-Barnett strain, £1 pair: Rev. G.
Mullens. Chedzoy, Bridgwater. 0792)
GRAND heavy variegated buff Crestbreel cock and

thick stout-bodied j/rey Crest hen lovely crest, pair
£3, 1913 birds ; heavy variegated yellow Cre-stbred
ben, 12/6; all honest and through moult; approval,
cash or deposit; Walter Radley and Son, Paradise-
square, Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1790)

j
Greens.

|

EXCELLENT Green Yorkshire hen, from a winning
strain: exchange for Norwich hen, yellow or bull':

Mills, 10, High-st., Lees, Oldham. (1792)
NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and
quality; how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24,"
"The Green Canary," 2id., post free, from: "Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

NORWICH, 6 e(JCk,s, 8 hens, and cock Redpoll and
breeder, to clear, 45/, worth double, 10/- pair;

Thonms, 121, Ncw-rd., Overend, Cradlcy, Staffs. (1790)

GRAND young yellow Norwich cock Canary, evenly
marked, for sale: Dixon, 17, Norwich-rd., Cambridge..

(1789)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1J, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that ho needs to know to enable
him to become successful as n breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich I’lalnhcad. The chapters on
"Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of tho whole book
many times over; “Cago Birde,” 154, Fleet-street,

London
CHAMPION Norwich, show or slock birds; can
wparo large typical clear yellow 1 en, mre head,
chest und type, only 10/6; monster clear big-

headed buff hen, 12/0; ticked yellow hen, real

topper, only 11 / G ;
massive variegated huff hen,

certain to win best shows, 15/-; two champion
yellow cocks, four buff coeke, will win any leading

show, regular slashers, prices 21/- to £3 each;
above all 1914 bred and are in best of form

;
cannot

ho beaten ; George Cublcy, Lutton Gowts, Long
Hutton. (1794)

PURE NORWICH
Crystal Palace, Manchester, and all leading show

strain, cocks, yellows and buffs, from 6/-, 7/-, 8/-,

10/ ,
1.2/-; .show specimens, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-; liens,

same strain, 4/-, 6/-, ft/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/- ;
for show, 15/-,

20/-; any on approval; a 20 years’ noted winning
strain; breed 30 years; Siandiford, Canary Specialist

and Judge, Preston, Lanes.

|
Rollers 6 Singing Canaries

)

|
Norwich.

BREEDER’S CARD.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14,
l’ugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for
sate, also line big year-old cocks and hens, fit to
win; stamped inquiries solicited.

BREEDERS CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Gluekc Rollers (pure Randall’s). 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.lt.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

WANTED, a large quantity of Rollers for export

;

state- price, cash ; Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1792)
ROLLER cock Canaries, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-;

approval; Rosa, Canary Breeders, Forres, N.B.
(1792)

ROLLERS. 1914 English bred, guaranteed singing
cocks, 5/-; good strain; liens, 2/-: Bull, 505, High-
rd., Tottenham. (1792)

NORWICH Rollers, cocks, through moult, singing
grand, C/- each; approval, deposit: W. Gretton, 18,

Forest Houses, Blaenclydaeh, Glam. (1789)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low’, easy payments taken
;
approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-class

Rollers ; have some grand cocks on song, 4/0, 5/0, 6/ft,

hens 1/C each; approval willingly: John Day, 77,

Porter-st., Hull. (1790)

MY own breeding, and taught under my champion
Roller, young Rollers, on nice song, 4/ft, 6/ft, 7/6, and
a few extra good, 10,0 each: Fred Allen, B.B.C..
Porter-st., Hull. (1795)

CONTEST Rollers, cold-room bred cocks, 10/C, 12/6,

hens 5/- ;
pairs scientifically inat-ed, 12/6, 15/- : ap-

proval with pleasure; Squire Gommersall, Bank
House. Birstall, Leeds.
BARGAIN, deep Gluck and Watergluck Rooler, first

and special champion young birds Edinburgh for

Mr. Neugbauer, also two sons, 10/- each; two high-

class cocks, B.R.C.C.13, 20/^ each ; YYantling, 11a,

Mount Pleasant, Stacksteads. (1799}

BE .patriotic andi patronise English breeders.—

I

must sell three or four more of my young English

bred- Leipzig Roller cocks, now practically over
moult and commenced singiug nicely, 4/- each; 7/-

for two; seven days’ approval on receipt of P.O.

:

Weescn, Ada-rd., Smethwick. (1795)

WANTED, a large quantity of Norwich for ex-
>ort; state price: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1792)
NORWICH cocks 4/6, C/6, 7/6, and 10/6, hens S/-,

4/-, 5/-; approval: Rosa, Canary Breeder, Forres,
N.B. (1792)
NORWICH, large cocks, in song, 1914 cold-room
bred, 5/-; liens, 2/-: Moore, 39, Cranleigh-rd., Totten-
ham, N. (1792)
AIRS. TOLLEY’ offers Norwich, grand cock and two
dear hens, for 10/6; genuine bargain: Highlands,
Woldingham, Surrey. (1766)
LADY’ MURIEL DIGBY7 can spare few large 1913

Norwich cocks and hens, also 1914 cocks: Chelming-
ton, Dorchester, Dorset. (1792)
GRAND Norwich, moulted, large, grand type, good
heads, some winners, cheap; approval: T. Billington,
65, Colwiek-rd., Nottingham. (1780)
SELLING out. cheap to olear; cocks, 5/-; pairs, C /-

;

Crested cocks. 7 two Roller hens for 2,6: Taylor,
St. Michaels, Bridport, Dorset (1790)
TWELV K Norwich cocks, guaranteed songsters, </-,
hens 2/-; pair clapnets, 4/-; exchange cycle lamp:
Carpenters’ Arms, Gt. Ircliester. (1778)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Me-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

EXCHANGE silver English lever watch and chain
for two good pairs Canaries, Norwich preferred;
approval both ways : Shaw, 27, Victoria-st., Paignton.

(1790)
NORWICH pair; moulted yellow cock, thick-set,
cinnamon green hen, 9/-; approval, deposit: Chow,
Hairdresser, 101, Handcroft-rd., West Croydon.

(1794)
ALL my Norwich for sale, including winners, one

lot or saparate, 3 Borders, Crest, pair Yorkshires;
also cage*, utensils, etc.: Muscott, Mount Pleasant.
Llandris«5od Wells. (1794)
LEAVING Lewes; must reduce stock: offer at u„.i
prices last year’s winners, also splendid young from
came, colour fed; winner Palace, Brighton. Lewes,
Hastings; approval: Oiley, 18, Dorset-rd., Lewes.

, . (1789)
AIR. C. W. SILK can offer a few of his champion
winning Norwich, file finest strain in the Fancy.
One large clear yellow cock, winner 3 firsts 2 seconds
last season in the hottest competition in the .South,
now ready for the show bench, 50/-; approval with
pleasure; many others ready in a few days; state
requirements: Glenrosa, Emsworth. (1791)

JUDGE SILK'S champion Norwich, my name and
fame as breeder of Norwich Plainheads is so well
known to every fancier, that my birds nerd no
paper recommendation

; birds sold by me have won
at all principal shows, most of tho leading cham-
pions have been bred from my noted strain, which
stands unrivalled; now ready; grand specimens from
10/-, pairs from 15/-; stato requirements and price
prepared to pay ; approval, and all risks taken on
tall; business as usual: Judge Silk, YVhitstable.

REAL B.R.C.C. ROLLERS
Foulds’ championship strain, also ethers trained
under Randall's and one of best organs, price 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/- ; 100 trained, all guaranteed) and on
approval, hens,’ 2/6, 3/6; best lot Rollers In Eng-
land ; proper Rtrfier box cages, enamelled sand
drawer, etc., 2/- ;

with sliutte-rs, beauties, 3
j

-
; esta-

blished fifty years ;
thousands of testimonials

;
for

proof write Editor, who has seen the originals ; send
for catalogue; Sandiford, Canary Breed -r and Judge,
Preston; also at 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

|
Yorkshires-"

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y\U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vicu-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad
ford.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire
breeders, have some clinking exhibition and stud
birds; reasonable; winners of thousand-# of prizes
at leading shows; four times special for best in

show, Crvtal Palace, including Palace 1914: Lang-
ton Lodge, Seotton, Ivnareuborotigh, Yorks.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, singing, lot 7/-:
Lloyd, 23, Ceeil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1791)
YORKSHIRES, grand singing cocks, 5/6; four true

pairs for 20/-: Taylor, 30, Howard-st., Bradford. (1789)
WANTED, a large quantity of Yorkshires for ex-
port; state price: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1792)
Y’ES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
SPLENDID pair of prize-bred Yorkshires, really

first-class birds, 12/6; approval, deposit: Manager,
5, Mount-st.. Welshpool. (1796)

MAGNIFICENT Yorks, cocks, -show eondition, 7/6,

10/6, 12/6, worth more than double, genuine offer:

Pitt', Chemist, Barnstaple. (1778)
HANDSOME young Yorkshire cocks, singing, 6/6;

hens, 3/6; make good stock birds; approval: Olford,
14. Martha st„ Portsmouth. (1778)

GRAND Yorkshires for show, moulted and fed,

some clinkero, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington,

55 Colwick-rd. . Nottingham. (1780)

GRAND pair Yorkshires, best strains, 25/-, cheap;
also 1914 yellow hen, 3/6: V. Lomcr, Ashdene,
Regent's Park, Southampton. (1792)
YORKSHIRES, splendid clear yellow cock, open
rung, colour fed, 7/6, good bargain : Williams, 862.

Penistone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1792)
NOTICE. —Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Me
Keaud, Seabright, Castio Douglas. (17911

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition or song,
cocks from 5/6, liens from 3/-, nproval; Ernest
Cheshire, 34, Cruwford-st., Bradford. ’ 0785)
FINE Yorkshires, colour-fed, pairs from 7/0 up-
wards, singers 5/- e acli ; satisfaction guaranteed; J.

Beaumont, Hepworth, Nr. Huddersfield. (1783)

Y'ORKSHIIIE cocks, 0/-; hens 3/-; related to
winners; also cages, cheap; giving up; Wilkes, 1,

Joubert-st., Latehmere Estate, Battersea. (1789)

SPLENDID buff cock, fine type, yellow hen, make
good stock pair, accept 15/-, last pair; approval, de-

posit; Longtiurst, 28, Wilmot-rd., Leyton. (1787)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, liigli -class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit; St. George’s terrace, Newcastle-on-Tync. (1788)

YORKSHIRE, unflighted, winner only time shown,
10/6; two splendid buffs, 1913, ready for showing,
9/ each: Apply, 16, Hartington-pl., Brighton. (1789)

MOLE BROS, have a few champion Yorkshires for

disposal, Dyke’s and Od gun's. strain; cocks from 6/-,

litns from 4/- upwards : Church-st. Aviaries, Blaina,

Mon 41791)

FOURTEEN birds, 20 single and 3 double breeders,

2 flights, show cages, cases and utensils; what offers:

Apply, W. Mitchell, 12, Airgusta-st., Pendleton, Man-
chester. (1792)

THREE grand 1914 pure Y’orkshirc cocks (yellow),

0/- each; also three buff liens, ditto, 3/- each, or 26/-

tho lot,' for immediate sale; approval, deposit:

Stevens, 4, Victoria-avenue, Chard. (1787)

SEVENTEEN Yorkshires, mostly cocks, Bennett's

strain, two double, lour .angle cages, and appli-

ances; removal cause of sale, £4 or nearest offer;

bargain: Sbreeve, 10, Polwerth-rd., Streatham Com-
mon. (1778)

UNFLIGHTED bargains; monster buff cock, feather

tight as wax, grand position, ready for immediate
showing, with show cage, 15/-; four-pointed buff

cock, 10/-; other cocks, 8/6 each; approval: Gibbon,

142, High-st., Stourbridge. (1791)

CHAMPION unflighted buff Yorkshire cock, 30/-;

unflighted yellow cock, 20/- ;
unflighted buff marked

ben, 20/-; few cocks, 0/- upwards ; liens, 4/- upwards;
approval, deposit: John Radley, 259, King-st., Skel-

manthorpe, near Huddersfield. (1791)

’CHAMPION Yorkshires; I have now ready a grand

selection of 1914 birds; big racy hens, feather like

Silk, 5/- upwards; cocks, 7in. long, 7/6 upwards;
exhibition birds from 15/- to 50/- ; 4 days’ approval

:

Clarence Beaumont, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, near

Huddersfield. (1790)

YORKSHIRES! Yorkshires!! Yorkshires!!! Prize

bred, cheapest and best in England. See prices,

cat., or detailed list free; ail approval. Don’t be

deluded by the 2 cocke and hen for 6s.; they are

all hens, and mongrels at that; denial challenged:

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
CHAMPION prize-bred Yorkshires, clean moulted

and colour-fed to perfection, cocks in full song at

5/6, ft/6, 7/6 each; grand racy hens at 3<\ 0'6, 4/-

eacli
;
pairs at 8/-, 8/6, 9/6; dealers supplied

;
write

for terms; approval, cash or deposit: Edwin North,

Breeder. 44.3, Mancliester-rd., Bradford. (1790)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), by H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breedir-j;, moulting, nnd successful

exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and

disease: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st-.. London, E.C.

WINNING Yorkshires for sale ;
not having time to

exhibit this season, I have the following now ready

for sale-: Ticked yellow cock, 1914 bred, red hot

colour, Tin. long, as straight as a rush, certain

winner, 45/ ;
uneven marked yellow cock, 1914 bred,

can win anywhere, 60/- ;
cinnamon marked yellow

cock, 1912 bred, won, in novice a few tames, better

than ever, 55/-; ticked buff hen, lovely type and
quality, nice size, can win. 17/6: clear buff cock, red

hot colour, nice size, 17/C; a fe v others from 12/C

upwards: state wants; 6 days approval; cash or de-

posit Editor: Edwin North, ‘43, Mancliester-rd..

Bradford. (179C)

PURE YORKSHIRES
Crystal Palace, first prize strain, guaranteed

;
some

lovely specimens, clean moulted cocks, yellows or

buffs, from 5/-. 6/-, 7/6, 8/fi, 10/-, 12/-, 15/- each ; hens,

yellows or buffs, 4/-, 5/-, 0/-, 7/6, 8/S, 10/- each : any
on approval; I guarantee to please you, as scon as

yen see them. Cages, 2/- each. Breeder 30 years:
.Sand-ford, Canary Specd'a-lisij, Prwston; also 89,

Sclater-st., Sh-oreditch, London.

DYKES’ YORKSHIRES
Winner of Yorkshire Challenge Cup, also Green-
marked Trophy, open competition, 1913-1914. 1 havo
some good birds now ready, and with so many shows
cancelled shall not require so many teams this season.

Can now supply winners for keenest competition at
about half usual prices, also somo grand pairs from
10/6 upwards ; inspection Invited at uny time, or
kindly .state wants; satisfaction guaranteed: L.

Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods,
Bradford. (1759)

J. TAYLOR
Rome grand Yorkshires now ready, either for ex-

hibition, stock birds, or songsters. All through the
moult, and in the best of condition. Colour-fed to
perfection, and natural colour. All cold-rooms lir.-d.

Lengthy typical cocks, on song, at CI-, 7. -, 8/6, 10/C

each ; liens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/6, 8/- each: pairs, properly
matched for breeding, at 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-. 20/- per
pair. Clears, ticked, green-marked, and cinnamon-
marked. Exhibition specimens, very reasonable.
State requirements. Illustrated price lust post free.

Travelling cages. 3d. extra. All on -seven days’ ap-
proval at my risk Only and old address: J. Taylor,

36, Aireville-rd., Frizingliali, Bradford.

Various Canaries.

QUICK sale, 1 -Yorkshire, 1 Norwich Canary hens,
2/9 each, 5/- pair: J. Overton, Atlas-st., Canklow,
Rotherham. (1791)

CANARIES, Norwich, also Rollers, to clear, cheap;
double and Single cages: W. Kay, 25, Doris Grove,
Burmantofts, Leeds. (1790)

PRIZE-BRED Canaries, cocks on full song, 5/- each,
liens 2;-; grand opportunity: Jopson, 12, Juno-st.,
Newton Heath, Manchester. (1790)

CLASS Yorkshire cock and hen, 6/6; 3 Norwich
nocks and 6 liens, 1/- ; offers gramophone records

:

36, Wil!field-rd., l’reston, Lancashire. (1791)
WANTED, largo Norwich Canaries, Yorkshires,

colour fed preferred; also British; stale price:

Mains, 65, Shlelds-rd., S.S. Glasgow. (1794)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless (ho

previous Issue, Poge, and Column are stated by ths

advertiser.— A D VT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS.”

YOUR eyo to business, the moment has arrived to
secure the best, from 3J-; convince yourself by call-
ing Saturday or Sunday; daylight: W. Blank, 10,"

Giiion-rd., Parson’s Green, Fulham. (1792)
GIVING up breeding.—Three cock Yorkshire*

(clear buff), 5/0 cacti; two cock Norwich (Clears),
7/ft and 10/6 each

;
two cock Rollers, 5/- and 8/6

each; three hen Yorkshires, 2/- each; all 1913
birds and class; bargains for cash: H. Pawson, 66,

Walcott-st., Hull. (1764)

FEW. pairs smart Yorkshires and Norwich Can-
aries)’' oolour-fed, 10/- and 12/6 pair; also 1 largo
Lancashire Crest lien, exhibition specimen, 6/-; and
3 lengthy Yorkshire hens, 4/6 each; approval any-
where if deposit, or exchange for indicts: Hallett,
Shrublands, Smithybridge, Lancs. (1796)

WA INITED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- doz., 1/- each
lien Goldfinches, Mules: cash or deposit with * 'Cag*
Birds” : W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd., Lcytonetonc.

(1792)

ALL READY
Greatest bargains ever known, taking into con-
sideration the quality. Prize-bred Norwich, York-
shire. or Borders, cocks, 6/-, 5/0, ft/6, 7/6, 8/6; liens,

2/-, .'!/-, 4./-; throe hens (colours, my selection), auv
above breeds, or mixed, 5/6 lot ; very exceptional
bargains; pairs, 6/0, 7/6, 8/6, 10/0 up; cages, 3d.;
In ware of tho low-priced mongrel hens offered as
cocks. Exhibition Norwich I’lainneads, Crests. York-
shires, Lizards, Scotch Fancies, Mules

;
some excep-

tions at pair prices: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist,
Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WANTED for cash, Mule and Hybrids, all varie-

ties: Offers to Walsh. Bird) Specialist, Blackburn.
(1796)

1914 cork Goldfinch mules, 5/6 and ft.'C; 2 variegated
Norwich cock Canaries, 6/6: F- Stevens, 4, Gloucester-

st., Aberdare. «1760)

LIGHT Goldie Mule, Siskin-Grecnie, Redpoll-

Grcenie; winners: Muscott, Mouut Pleasant, Llan-

drindod Wells. (1794)

FEW Yorkshires and Goldfinch Mule cocks to dis-

pose of cheaply, also foreign birds: 10, Wind or-_rd..

Westcliff, Essex. (1788)

17 Goldfinch-Canary mules, 11 variegated, 6 dark;
otters cash lot; 6 Canaries, warranted cocks, 24/-;

Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1790)

WELSH Terrier bitch puppy, pedigree, sell or ex-

change exhibition cage birds: Rowlands, 112, Dum-
fries-st., Trcorchy, Rhondda. (1791)

FYBK1DISKRS, hen BulLfinc-hes, 9d., 1/-; one
extra large, 1/6; cocks, 1/-, 1/6: G. Terrins, 2ft,

Lennox-rd., l.ongton, Staffordshire. (1794)

FEW splendid cock Goldfinch Mules, pure Finch

notes, suit catchers, 7/6 each; exchange Finches;

stamp: Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1794)

GRAND lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, for show
or song; prices low, easy payments arranged; ap-

proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Dongles. (1781)

SIX colour-led cocks, Goldfinch Mules, through
moult-, pure Goldfinch song, 5/6 each ; two liens, 1 /-

each; what offers: Stubbs, 23B, Well-st., Wins fond.

Cheshire. ( 1796)

GOLDFINCH Mules, 6 cocks. 4 hens, sell or ex-

change for exhibition British, field or cage moulted

;

mutual approval; all letters answered: W. Daley, 2,

llaro.i-st., Kochdale-rd., Manchester. (1792).

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, nnd one dozen addressed

envelopes. 'Fo the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be

very useful: The Advertisement Manager,” "Cage
Birds.” 154. Fleet-st., London. E.C.

DOVES.
LOT White Java Doves, 3.6 pair; offers: Turner,

la, Albcrt-rd., Oswestry. (1791)

1
FOREIGN BIRDS.

(

WANTED foreign birds: Pearson, Greenwich, Lon-
don. (1795)
FINE cock M:inah, sell 6/-; bargain: Vcrnuni, 286,

Liilie-rd., Fulham. (1796)
ONE yellow Weaver, in colour, 5/-; one green Love

bird, 2/0: Bail) and Ron. Hc-athlield, Sussex. (1788)
COCKATIELS, u pair 16/-, male says a few words;
with cage, 20,'-: T. Brett, 62, Cantwell-rd., l’limistead.

(1790)

FOR sale, -6 very large, deep yellow Budgerigars,
prize winners; write: Barrett, 17, Duke-st., Chelten-
ham. (1788)

WANTED. Parrots in good health and feather,

whether talking or not, for cash: Harris, High-st.

,

View-sley. (1790)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, strong and
healthy, j/9 each to clear; Kerr, l’resthury-eourt,

Presthury, Gins. (1792)

COCKATOO, lemon-crested, 2J years, acclimatised,

good talker, healthy, line specimen; Hairdresser, 206,

Cluirch-rd., Wille-sden. (1780)

NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices

and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKeand,
Reabrigiit, Castle Douglas. (1781)

PARROTS, real talkers and pets, never swears:
bargains, cedi or fortnightly payments: C-opp.

Wardrobe. Stores, Hartford. (1795)

WANTED for cash, all kinds of Parrots, lharra-

Ic’ets, and acclimatised foreign birds: Offers to

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackb irn. (1796.)

WANTED, yellow Budgerigars, Zebra Finches or
foreign birds; exchange prize-bred young Modena
Pigeons: Smith, Mount st., Bingley. (1791)

NOTICE. -Wanted, for spot cash, all kinds of

Canaries, Mules, foreign birds: Apply at once to

Uodkin.-on, 4, Handy-lane, Stockport. (1795)

FINE outdoor bred 1914 Longlail Grassflncli, sex nob
guaranteed, 12/6; approval, deposit; no dealers:

Watts, Rows] oy-a venue, Hendon, N.W. (1789)

MCE adult Budgerigars, breeding, 4,'fi pair, bred
in garden aviaries; approval, exchange: John Flavoll,

Woodgate Post Ollleo, Quinton. Birmingham. (1792)

GREEN BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 4/.

pair; selected breeding pairs, 5/-; yellow ditto, 7/-:

Rutter, Mancliester-rd., Lostock Gralam, Cheshire. .

(1791)

AMAZON Parrot, good talker, acclimatised;

accept 59 -; exchange Canaries, Goldfinches, Pom.
puppies, etc.: Cooper, 163, Princess Street, Man-
Chester.

,, ,

0794)

BUDGERIGARS, finest- possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;

yellows, 8/-: foreign birds, from clean aviaries,

[rom 2 /- pair: Miss Rosey Rosemary House, East-

bourne. (1794)
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THREE Parrot*, tamo tnlker, purple winged,

Amazon, 70/ti lot; om> worth more; exclmitge ; l.illi

pollan aquarium Capps, 2/0 dozen: HI, Mountvernon
r<l.. Liverpool. C 1700)

PROM out-door uvlury, Budgerigars, green adult,

fi/6, young 4/0 pair, yellow adult 7/0, young 0 pair;

Pekin Nightingales, -I/O pair; Madagascar Love-Birds,

corks 2/- each: Perry, 17, Warren rd., lthyl. (1791)

PA it ROT, Urey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, largo metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal

menta accepted: 270, Great Bridge st., West Brom-
wich. (1795)

LOOK I grand Amazon Parrots, 20/-; two grand
Bon Snakes, 50/-; six Violet Tanagera, 24/-; two
Silky Starlings, 8/-; Marsh Cat, 25/-; 2 pairs Crown
Cranes, £20; Squirrels, 3/C: Hayter, Naturalist,
Southampton. * (1789)

REUTAH, African Grey talking Parrot, thoroughly
acclimatised, property of National Reservist expect-
ing to be called up; no liner G-roy in England; rea-

sonable price accepted for this grand bird and cage,
shown willingly: "Parrot," 65, Church-st., Gains-
borough. (1795)
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow tlie hints given in “Nutshell No. 14," Iron:

"Cage Birds," 154, Fleet st.. London, E.C., post free

for 24d From agents (see list frequently KuhttalM"

EIGHT grand aviary-bred pairs Ribbon Finches, 3/-

pair; ditto pair Zebra Finches,. 7/C; odd cocks, ;l/-;

pair Javas, 2/6; pair Nuns, 2/6; hen Silverbill, 1/6

;

pair Spice Birds, 2/6; Senegal YVaxbili, 1/0: 0 adult
Green Budgerigars, 2 0 each; yellow, 31-

;

from out-
door aviaries; approval, deposit: A. J. Fnderwcod,
24, Wellington-st., Kettering. (1700)
EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, linger-tame, acclimatised, say-
ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cages : Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

MEMBERS’ shows will be strong this season; the
best will be required to win. I have a few foreigners

that can win in open competition: Lovely pair

Budgerigars, 10/-; lovely pair Love Birds, 7/6; Para-
dise VVydah, 10;'-

;
Pintail Wydah, 10/- ; Retl-billed

Weavers. &J-; Fire Finch, 3/-; also Blackcap and
Yellow Wagtail, 7/6, 5/-; Goodall, Market-st., Wat-
ford, Herts. . (1791)

PAIR Red-collared Lories, 75/-; one Browns, 05/-;

pair Xanday Cpnures, 45/-; pair ail greens, 15/-; pair

Cockatiels, ready to nest, 16/6 ; edd hens. 8/0 ;
pair

Blue-winged Lovebirds, 12/6; Pope Cardinal, 7/6;
Sulphur Seedeater, 7/6: St. Helena Seedeater, 4/-;

cock Angola Singing Finch, 10/6; pair Green Budgies,
5/-; Orangccheeks and Grey Waxbills, SHverbills,

Rronzewings, 3/6 pair: C. Chapman, High-st., Birm-
ingham.
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
moueist half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on tins variety will be found in "Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which i» Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2J<I. post free from “Cage
Birds.” 154, Fleet-st.. London. K.C. 2d. from oui

agents (list published frequently).

PAIR Blue-streaked Lories (rare), £7 10/-
:

pair
Yellow-hacked Lories, fine, £5; rair Redfaced Love-
birds, £2 10/- ; hen Black-cheeked Lovebird, 20/-

;

pair New Guinea Mynahs, £6: pair Azure-winged
Magpies, £3 10/-; also cheap lot of birds from out-
door aviary, mostly bred here; viz., 16 Redheaded
Finches, 4 Magpie Mannikins, 3 S. African Reek
Buntings, pair Masked Grassfmches, 3 young Crested
Cardinals. £7 10/- the lot: Frost, 13, Fairlawn-ave.,
Chiswick, London. (17S6)

WANTED, in perfect condition. Long tailed Grass-
finch, Black and White Bengalese, St. Helena Wax-
bill. cock Combassou (full colour) cock Fi refinch,
cock Green Avadavat; hens: Common Saffron Finch
(genuine), Coekatiel and Ribbon Finch

;
for sale,

or exchange acclimatised Lavenders, Cordon . Bleus,
Goldbreasts, Singing Pekin Robin, pure White Javas,
Bronze Mannikins, Orange Cheeks, Great Hill
Mynah (exceptional specimen); hen Blue Sugarbird

:

Allen Silver, 303, Streatham High-rd., S.W, (1790
WHOLE of my foreign birds, must sell, volunteered

for service; pair Red-headed Cardinals, on eggs,
brought up six young this year; 2 pair aviary-bred
Grey, one White hen. Java Sparrows

;
pair Bishops,

cock Nutmeg, paired to hen Cutthroat, cock Cocka-
tiel, cock Zebra Dove, pair Chaffinches, Greenfinch,
Red paired to cock Redpool, cock Yellowhammer,
cock Lovebird, all outside about two years, nearly
all finger-tame : seen any time by appointment

; ap-
proval, what offers : Cornwell, South Bank, Yorks.

TALtCIWQ BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk. 45/-;

easy payments accepted. (1795)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

AFRJOAi* GREY
Parrots, very fine selected talking birds, in finest
health, good plumage, real champion birds, 40/-;
one very free talking Grey, on seed and water, very
tame bird, 50/- ; Amazon Parrots, real good trained
talkers, 30/-, 40/-, and 50/- each; Indian Green
Parrots, nice young birds, chattering freely, c/-

each; write for particulars: G. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham.

WALSH’S FOREBGAI B.RDS
AU true pairs : Cockatiels, 12/0 ;

yellow Budgeri-
gars, 9/-; Greens, 6/6; Wh, ° Javas, 9/6; Blue, 3/6;
White-Bellied Nonettes, 7/6\ ’affron Finches, 7/6;
Tri-coloured Mannikins, 4/-

;
Bishops, Waxbills, etc.,

all 3/6 pair; cock Shama, 45/-; cock Ruddy Finch,
7/6; cock Grey Singing Finch, 5/-; Talking Grey
Parrots. 100/-, 120/- each

;
Blue-fronted Amazon

50/-; White-Fronted Amazon, 60/-; Indian Green
Parrots, 10/-, 15/-, 20. - each ; bright mixed aviary
birds, 0/-, 9/-, 12/-, and 15/- per doz.

;
bird list free;

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1796)

DE VOsM & CO.
114. BeShnal Green-rd., London; telephone 5489
Wall; telegraphic address, Oiseaux, London. Black-
beaded Sibia, 18/-; Hangnest. 15/-; tame Reek
Mynah, 25/-; Javas, 2/6 pair; White, 8/-; beauti-
ful rare Carmine orjtose Fincli, seldom imported,
10/- each; Jamaican. Troupial, 25/-; Mountain
Buntings, from Transvaal. 20/- pair; African
Finch Larks. 20/- pair: various Doves, from 1/6
each: Russian rock Bullfinches, 7/C; Flycatcher.
3/6 ; Owls, 3/6 ; handsome Pied Wagtail, 3/6 ;

Wild
Pigeons, 6/- pair; Guinea Pigs, 1 - each; large
Goldfish. 9d. to 1/C each: Paradise Fish, 21- each;
plants, snails, rocks, etc. ; insectivorous food. 0d.
and 1 1 U». ; .Cuttlefish. 4 I : Dormice, 2,6 pair;
tame - . uvfc,. 2=

; priot sa. (1794)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk In-Tore settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, wo re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don't repluee when they die.

All tha bost Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
thesa aviaries. For full proofs mid hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference;
Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for

book and price 4ist to:—

PARROT * AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. C742>

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Thun tills interesting quar-
tette, which can he purchased at from 2/0 to 7/0

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can he successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Woslcy T. Page, F.Z.S. , in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2(d.

post free from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

1
WANTED.

|

WANTED, surplus stock, any quantity or kind,
cash or exchange : Pearson, Greenwich. (1795)
WANTED mealworms, snails, state lowest cash

price: Palmer, 352, Upper-st., Islington, N.
WANTED, Canaries in song, also bens for export;

Linnets, Larks, GoldfineHes : Manager, Bird Stores,
Wakefield. (1790)
WANTED exhibition mealy Redpoll, in exchange for
1914 Goldie Mules: Apply, R. Haigli, 53, Rc-undhav-
rd., Leeds. (1795)
WANTED-, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, etc.; state

price: Thomas Hughes, BiRd Merchant, Saltley-rd.,
Birmingham. (1792)
WILL buy for cash, hen Canaries, 1/- each : hen

Goldfinch Slides, 1/-: Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd., North
Brixton, S.W. (1795)
WANTED, two good Linnets, call birds, must be
on full song for catching: Heaps, Grocer, Ribbleton-
lane, Preston. (1791)
YORKSHIRES, Norwich, Mules, any quantity, send

or off- r; established 50 years: Safldiford, Bird Speci-
alist, Preston. •
I WILL give 1/3 each for co-mmOn hep Canaries,

also British birds wanted: Spark, 23, Adelaide Cot-
tages, Hanweli. (1795)
WANTED, Canaries, all kinds, healthy birds; send

lowest prices to A. Leiteh, East. End Bird Mart, 520,
Gallowgate, Glasgow. - (1783)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshires ip large or small

quantities; state price; approval: Vance, 0, Stir-
ling-st., City Glasgow.
WANTED, Norwich and Y'orkehire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds : Mrs. Martin,
91. Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow.
OFFERS in large Canaries, exchange gent.’s solid

silver level watch, value 35/-; yours first: Andw.
Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. (1798)
WANTED, dealers, who cam take large or small

Linnets, 2/0 doz., ]/- hens, all kinds British birds:
Fisher, 125, West-rd., Shoefcuryness. (1786)
WANTED, offers Canaries; exchange trio Silver
Sebright Bantams, winneos, sell 20/-; approval: Mar-
tin, Show Secretary, Castfe-Douglas. (1794)
WANTED birds, dogs, monkeys. Parrots, rabbits,

fcrr.ts, squirrels, etc., purchase or exchange other
varieties; Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwich. (1796)
WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnet's, all kinds of British weekly

:

Chris. Hatton, 31, Eiehmond-st., Brighton. (1790)
WANTED, one or two pairs squirrels, male and

female, must tic young and tame; write stating
particulars: Stanley Steel, St. Michaels, Reigate.
CANARIES, bantams, dogs-, adults and puppies,

*q*iirrels, ferrets, Parrots, Parrakeets, etc. : Jack
Daley, Tithebarn-st., Liverpool. ’Phone, 5400,
Central. (1794)
NOTICE.—Will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich
and Yorkshires, also wanted Crests, Border Fancy,
Mules; good prices given: McKeand, Seabright,
Castle Douglas. (1791)
WANTED, 28x11 outer cover, wired edge, Dunlop or
other good make; will exchange C.F. Norwich cock
or Linnet Mule, yours first: Patterson, 141 Airton-
fit., Stockton-on-Tees. (17S9)
WANTED, Yorkshires, Norwich, Borders, and com-
mon hen Canaries ; I buy any kind of birds and live
stock; state lowest price: W. Perkins, 207, East-st.,
Walworth, London, S.E. (1791)
WANTED, for export, 50 pairs large, colour-fed
and natural coloured Cinnamon Canaries, Norwich
type; state quantity for sale and lowest prices, on
approval: Geo. Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton.
GENT’S cycle, latest improvements, coed condi-

tion, 24in. frame ; exchange smooth Fox Terrier,
winner, and In whelp to Sunrise, winner Edinburgh,
etc., or exchange Canaries, or sell £4 : H. Redgrave,
20, Manehester-rd., Little Halton. (1787)

Wanted—Binds, Bogs, Poultry
Monkeys, Parrots, Canaries, purchased or exchanged,
will deposit with Cage Birds: Powers and Russell,
10, Granby Place, Bethnal Green. London. (1794)

wanted”
Any quantity of Canaries and Mules, good prices,
cash by return: G. Chapman, High-st., Birniingham.

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries& Mules
Wanted, for Export, any number of Norwich, York-
shires, Crests, Lancashircs, Scotch Fancies, Border
Fancies, Cinnamons, Rollers, Lizards. Any variety
cock Mules. Good prices given. Will deposit cash
with Editor. S?nd full particulars and stamp for
'reply.

—

H. Gledhiil, Fleet Lane, Queensbury, Brad-
ford.

ADVERTISEMENTS
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Club {Reports.
BRIDGETON EAST END OS.
Meeting Sept. 15, Mr. A. McMillan [ire-

siding over a fige turn out. After business,
which included very important matters, had
been gone over, the president asked Mr.
Stewart, senr., Cathcart, to begin bis hand-
washing exhibition, which he had voluntarily
come to do for the benefit of members. Mr.
Stewart gave a fine exhibition, which inter-
ested the members very much. The pre.’i-

dent moved a hearty vote of thanks, and
thanked Mr. Stewart very much for his ser-
vices.—D. Burnett, Sec.

ALTRINCHAM OPEN C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. ,23, Station Cafe, Allrinc.,

the proposed classification for members’ show
was discussed, no decision being agreed on,
it was left in abeyance. Mr. T. Harrison
gave a highly interesting lecture on “ Seeds
and other foods,” their uses and abuses,
which was much appreciated’, and it is to be
regretted that there was not a larger attend-
ance of members. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded Mr. Harrison. Next meeting
Oct. 7, Station Cafe, Altrinc., “ Washing De-
monstration,” by Mr. Hickson.—C. Bailey,
Hon. Sec.

LARKHALL C.B.A.
Meeting in Y.M. Halls, Sept. 19, Mr. Pun-

dell presiding. Slight alteration was made in

schedule for annual show on Oct. 31 : Canary
section—5 classes Nor., 5 Bord., 2 Yorks., 1
Common, 1 A.O.V.

,
1 Crest or C.B., 1 Sell.

Judge, Mr. W. G. Muir, Kilmarnock. 2
classes Mule and Hyb., 9 Brit., 1 Mule or
Hyb. Selling, 1 For., 1 Gift. Also Green-
finch hen class and class for best decorated
cage for boys and: girls under 14 years (open).

Judge, Mr. P. McQuiston, Ayr. Next meet-
ing Oct. 3, in Y.M. Halls at 7. Members
holding cups for last year are asked to bring
to next meeting. Schedules ready.—Allan
Thomson, Sec.'

WALKLEY C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 10, annual show business

;

decided to hold show at usual date, viz.,

Nov. 14. Classes were somewhat reduced,
leaving 5 members’ Yorks., 5 members’ Nor-
wich, same novice in both sections. Old birds :

Yorks 3 classes, Norwich 3, British 4. Prizes
3s., 2s. , Is. ; rule relating to members being
financial to be strictly enforced. Show opens
at 1 o’clock, close 8 o’clock. Birds can be
brought Friday night 8.30 to 10 o’clock; each
member to be responsible for two tickets. A
letter of goodwill was sent to Mr. Lawton,
Association Sec., who has left to join his

regiment. Mr. Tisson was appointed to his

place. A colour food competition followed,

and very interesting it proved ; 1st T. Ridal,
2nd C. Tomlinson. Members rally round next
meeting, Oct. table show, 10 classes.—C.

Tomlinson, sec.

YORKS. AND LANCS. B.B. & SVLC.
Meeting Sept. 23, Market Tavern, Godwin-

street, Bradford, Mr. W. A. Cowgill chair,

and a fair turn-up of members. We had the
pleasure of making five more new members,
namely : Mr. H. Walsh, Accrington

;
Mr. G.

Fletcher, Sheffield; Mr. A. Cuss, Ripon
;
Mr.

W. Waind, Leeds; and Mies Pickering, Scar-
borough. This meeting being called to dis-

cuss what was to be done in regard to patron-

age, there seemed to be no other alternative

but to cancel the few patronages we had left,

seeing most of them had abandoned their

shows, and it was agreed . unanimously that

the -patronages be abandoned this year. De-
cided to give, for members of the Y. and
L.B.B. and M.C., 3s. and bottle of wine value

Is. 9d. for 1st and- 2nd most points in British

and Mules, at Bradford West and Manning-
ham, 3s. 6d. at Doncaster, and 3s. 6d. at

Manchester Northern Counties O.S. Decided
that all subs, and) adverts, that are paid stand

for next year. The war has upset nearly

everything, but we must hope for the best and
more shows next year. I hope members will

show as many birds a6 they can at the shows
mentioned. Bradford National Show is run

in conjunction with Bradford West and Man-
ningham for the benefit of the Cinderella

Fund (three shows in one). The dates are :

Bradford West and Manningham, Nov. 21

;

Doncaster, Jan. 9.—T. H. Inman, Hon. Sec.

LANCASH2RE & LIZARD F.A.
Meeting, Newma-rket Hotel, Manchester,

Sept. 19th. The chief business was in regard

to show patronage, as the secretary had to in-

form the meeting that Nottingham and Shef-

field had both decided to abandon their

shows. However, a little brightness was
brought into the matter when it was given

out that Manchester and N.C.O.S. had de-

cided to try at least a one-day show, and
even had it under discussion about a two-
days’ show. The L. and L.F.A. gave them
their patronage, and promised to try and
make the Lancs, and Lizard classes a success.

Decided to have 6 classes for Lancasliires and
6 for Lizards, as follows :—Yellow Coppy,
Clear or Ticked Buff ditto, Yellow Plainhead
ditto, Buff do., Lancs. Hen, A.V., and Lancs.,
Bred 1914. Lizards: Gold Clear Cap, Silver,

The Best Book
of the Year.

CAGE-BIRDS
^

ANNUAL ,Sr4 .W ^
It gives you information of the greatest
value, no matter what kind of birds you

keep.

It benefits both novice and old hand,

EVERY ARTICLE WRITTEN
BY AN EXPERT.

LOVELY COLOURED FRONTISPIECE

CONTENTS

:

MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID.
By Claude St. John.

A most seasonable article, alone worth the cost of
the whole book. ;

STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP AND
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS. By F. ileakin.
HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.

By G. R. Pippet.
SEEDS AND THEIR USES. By W. Hobden.

HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERIGARS.
By W. H. Gibb.

SOME SIMPLE METHODS OF BIRD-CATCHING
By J. W. Steel.

A REVIEW OF THE 1913-1914 SEASON.
A YEAR WITH THE WILD BIRDS.

By H. Norman.
MY METHOD OF BREEDING CANARIES.

By E. T. Sheppard.
A HANDY GUIDE TO BIRO MEDICINES AND

THEIR USES.
THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF BRITISH ‘

BIRDS.
Bv F. Terrv.

DIRECTORY OF THE JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.
Calendar, 1914-15; Monthly Calendar and Diary, with
Hatching Tables; Postal Guide and other Useful
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League; Particulars of Objects, Membership, etc.;
Alphabetical Directory to Cage Bird Clubs. Associa-
tions, etc.; Bird Trade Directory; Standards and
Scales of Points of Exhibition Birds.

£1.C00 ACCIDENT IASUJANCE COUPON.

In addition to this wonderful budget of blrdj
literature, this marvellous little handbook also con-
tains numerous sketches and art plates, and also

A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE

of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known
bird artist, Mr. H. Norman.

Send for your copy NOW, yd. post free

from our offices, cr 6d. frem ycur newsagent;

To the Publisher,

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154. Fleet St.,

London, E.C.

Please send me copies

of “Cage Birds’* Annual, for which I
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Name » —

•

Address *

i C. . F- AV . 1 I

Gold Broken Cap, Silver; hens, Gold Lizard,

A.V., Silver, A.V. Mr. John Swalwell, Old-

ham, judge. Sec. was instructed to ask Mr,
F. W. Baker, the once famous Lizard exhibi-

tor, to judge the annual Club Show, in con-

nection with Denton Show, Nov. 21st. It ia

to be hoped that we shall be successful in

getting this gentleman to judge, as his ex-

perience in Lizards should tend to bring out
a good entry, and many fanciers will be
pleased to once again see him amongst the
“ dark-’uns.” A little bird whispered the
news that under the supervision of Teddy
Fuller, the Rogues’ Den Prince Albert Fund
is an enormous success. Will members kindly
note that subs, are now due, and send same
on to me as early as possible. Next meeting
Newmarket Hotel, Manchester, Oct, 17.-
John Rukin, Hon. Sec.

PELTON FELL (Amalg.) C.B.S.
Meeting Pelton Foil, Colliery Inn. Sept 26,

Mr. J. Stanger chair. A discussion was heki’

about including a few open classes at the
annual shows, but members think there would
not be plenty of support. Air. J. Stanger
was appointed to judge the birds staged.
BRAMBLE AND CHAFF. (8) : 1, c. Davi-
son ; 2, 3, vhc, he, Wilford. GREENF. (5) :

1, he, Davison; 2. 3, vhc, Wilford. A.O.
FINCH (2): 1.' Wilford; 2, Davison.
GOLDF. (1) : 1, Davison. Next meeting at

Chester-le-Street, Dunn Cow Inn. Oct. 10, at

6. Preparation of schedule for first annual
show.—J. Robinson, Sec.

CLUB REPOSTS—Continued on naze 153.
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JUDGES OF CAGE B IELDS
Tlio attention of Show Secretaries Is directed to tho

follow i »(,' list of gentlemen williiiK tff act as judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

I. C. BARNES, 118, North(lelll Hoad, Walkley, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Bong,

practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, U, Cumberland lid., Lidget Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Bong and prac-

tical experience. . „ . ...
|. w. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds
;

Bolder and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate. , _. ..

W. A. COWCILL, lir., Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of nil varieties of Cago

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Bincoln Head, H. Norwood,

London, 8.10. Specialist, British and Foreign.

6EO. GARDNER, 11, llaverstoek lloiul, Bonuon,

N.W. Judge of all hinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having

retired from business, can judge Canaries aml cago

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. lei ms

B R.
1

HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Bond, Gloucester

Judge of Canaries and Cago Birds; specialist in

Norwich ; terms moderate. . .

B A. HOUSE, Brinrdeno, Idle, Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other Cage Birds.

I. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries OS. Bruns-

wick Bond, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge ol all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead bpeci-

a list.

W. MUNDELB, fi, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, 'Pile Eyrie, Salisbury Bond, v-arsnaKon

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. ,

J. PATTERSON, Chiriiside, Judge of Cage Birds ;
all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
,

.

J. rl. PAYNE, 17, Northgatc Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, limsworth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

IAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Rclton KM,
Co. Durham. A.V., Sjil., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stairs.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty live years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

6. TICKELL, "2, Honey Street. Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 80, Aireville Road, Frizinghall, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hueknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate,

j. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties: specialist British,

Foreign. Mules, and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Tnn, Eccleshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties.

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington lid., Frizingtqn Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, llrit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cago Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate.

SHOWS.
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The Editor is always glad to receive and consider
suitable contributions, whether articles ,

sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped
,

accom panies same ,
every

effort will be made to return unaccepled contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only •

,Twitterings

.

Mr. Horatio Hill, Settle Terrace, Bradford,

writes tiliat after Oct. 5 his address will bo

3, Thornton road, Thornton, Bradford.
The dates of the show of the Salo C.B.S.

are Nov. 27-28, not Nov. 28-29, as stated in

our last issuo in the letter from Mr. H. Whit-
ney, asst. sec.

1 was very pleased to seo in Cage limns
that our great Scottish National New Year
Show is to be held, writes Mr. W- B. Smart,
the hon. sec. of the Border Fancy O.C.
As 1 have had a few applications for sche-

dules of Loanhead and District C.B.S. Show,
writes Mr. W. B. Smart, Hon. See., would
you announce that it is a Members’ Club
Show.
Will members of the Forth and Rhondda

Valley C. and C.B.S. and others note that my
address in future is cj o. Mrs. Davies, The
Aviaries, 66, Pontypridd-road, Forth, writes

Mr. J. S. Jones, Sec.

We should be greatly obliged if you would
kindly notify in your next issue that our show
is only open to those exhibitors who will bring

their exhibits to the show and take them away
after, writes Mr. T. J. Hose, Hon. Sec. Clap-

ham C.B.A.
In place of the open show for 1914, which

I am soTry to state is cancelled, the Coventry
Godiva C.B.S. is holding a members’ show on
the same date, Oct. 24, when we hope to have
a good muster of birds on view.—H. Saun-

ders, Hon. Sec.

An invitation is given to all fanciers of

Iio8com.be and District to jjttend the meeting
of the Boscornbe and District C.U.A., held

at the Railway Hotel, Holdenhurst Road, on
Oct. 13, at 8, writes Mr. E. T. Hames, lion.

Sec. All members joining on this night will

be able to show at our members’ show in

November; there will be 26 classes and good
specials. We intended running our second
open show this year, but owing to the

national crisis find it impossible, local halls

being booked on behalf of the Government.
This society will in future be known as the
“ Boseombe and Dist. Fanciers’ Association.”

Spangles of “Silver arid Gold.’’
The “ Toronto Sunday World,” of Sept. 6,

tells its readers that the Lizard Canary “ is

spangled all over the breast, shoulders, and
back, with spots of silver and gold.”

A Message from the Front.
Am glad to let you know that I am quite

well, writes Mr. “ Bob ” Orton (corporal,

R.A.M.C.., British Expeditionary Force), and
am hoping still to see many more fine speci-

mens illustrated in Cage Birds, three num-
bers of which I have beside me. My wife

will show my favourites, the “ wee gems,”
for ine in this my second season.

Fancier’s Son Saved.
Mr. C. Cattell, the Yorkshire enthusiast,

of Wingrov© Road
,
Newcastle on-Tyne, had

a son on the H.M.S. Hogue, one of the three

cruisers recently torpedoed by the German
submarines off the Hook of Holland. Fortu-

nately he was one of the caved, but Mr. and
Mrs. Cattell endured many hours of great

suspense and anxiety till they got his wire

to say be was safe. They wish to thank
all who have made kindly enquirios^.as it is

impossible to write to everyone.

New Secretary for Richmond C.B.S.
Mr. Nicholls having resigned the secretary-

ship of the Richmond and District (Surrey)

C.B.S., I have been elected to fill the vacancy,

writes Mr. S. Birch, and I trust that the

present members and other fanciers in this

district will rally round the club and make it

a success. We 4iave solid silver cups in com-

petition. An extra special general meeting

will be held Oct. 26 re annual sho.w, at St.

John’s Hall, Richmond. All communications

in future should be addressed to S. Birch r

Bonner Hill Stores, Bonner Hill-road, King-

ston-on-Thames.
~

SINGING CANARIES FOR
WAR HOSPITALS.

Severe pressure on spare this week admits
of only brief notice of our scheme. This
progresses towards a favourable conclusion.
We should still be glad, however, . of pro-

mises of suitable living cages (vide notes in

our last issue). Mr. Kremner (Tib Street,

Manchester) generously offers 6, Mr. H. Or-

ford (Patricroft) 2, and Messrs. J. W. Met-
calfe (Liverpool), S. Young (Crewkerne), H.
C. Perks (West Hampstead), F. Allen (Hull),

Burton Bros. (Lee Green), F. Schofield (Mid-
dleton), and E. J. Reynolds (Seven Kings) 1

each, the three latter aleo kindly offering a

bird each in addition.

Lord Pqltimore (Poltimorc Park, Exeter)

has made the welcome and generous contribu-

tion of 12 singing
J

Canaries ;
while Messrs.

Capern (Bristol) will provide the seed and
Messrs. Trower (London) the .sand for a
period of at least three months, free.

BRADFORD EAST
6th Annual Show, October 10, 1914. Under York-

shire Union rules, patronage of Y.C.C..N.G.M.,

“Y.C.C., and C.M.Y.C.C., will he held in Park Chapel
Schools. New Cross Street. 33 Classes. There are 8

Unsighted Classes at this show. The rosebowls

classes for the best unflighted bird is Nos. 5 and 6.

The judge n ;
pointed is W. A. Cowglll, Esq. En-

tries close positively Tuesday, Oct. 6 . For Schedules

apply: Win. Cruise, Bootmaker, 104, Gaythorne Rd.,

West Bowling, Bradford, Yorks. (1791)

Mllery C.B.S.
Show will be held on Wed., Oct. 21st, in the Gym-
nasium Hall. Judge, John Robson. Review of

Schedule: Nor., 8 Champ., 3 Nov.; Yorks., 8

Champ., 3 Nov.; Border, 2 Champ., 1 Nov.; Mules
and Hyb., 3; Brit. 7; A.O.V. 1; Sell. 2. For
Bchedules, apply: H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec., Oak-
lands, Top Crook Hill, Cwmtillery.

OXFO

EXHIBITORS : SUPPORT THE

SHOWS.

Remember that the societies are doing their

best under circumstances of unusual difficulty

to help fanciers and the Fancy.

Do YOUR Part by Sending
Them Entries.

Canaries for the Hospitals

1 am willing, if called on any time
during the next twelve months, to

supply free of cost :

—

"One singing cock Canary and small travel-

ling cage.
*0ne suitable living cage, with necessary,

fittings.

to be presented as a gift to any
Hospital or Convalescent Home apply-

ing for same.
(•Strike out one item if you are not pre-

senting both.)

Name..

Address (in full)

Date

To the Editor, Cage Birds,

164, Fleet Street, London.

C.B.S. Open Show,

Thursday, October 22.
Judge, J. Robson, Esq.

Schedules will be sent, to last year’s exhibitors.

Others apply: C. F. Holliday, 58, George St.

October 23
Judges: Mundell, Cowgill, Welling*, Houlton, J. C.

.Barnes, and Geo. barge. 20 Novice Classes. Sche-
dules sent to previous exhibitors at Liverpool and
Manchester shows. Others kindly apply this time:
Metcalfe and Green, 68, Brunswick Road.

A chance for exhibitors. J'ifth Annual Show will be
held in Masonic Hall, on Saturday, Oct. 31st, 1914.

»onular Judges, Cup and Medals. Schedules from:

terr and Robertson, Secs., 15, Green Street.

We are informed that the following socie-

ties have abandoned their proposed open

shows for 1914 : Cowdenbeath C.B.S., Buck-
haven C.B.S., Kidwelly P.P. and C.B.S.,

Norwich Alliance C.B.A., ' Coventry Godiva
C.B.S., Border City (Carlisle) O.S.
Mr. Martin Cook, Hon. Sec., Boseombe

Fanciers’ Association, having resigned through
over pressure of business, all communications
for the society in future should be addressed

to his successor, Mr. E. T. Hames, “ Fair-

holme,” 30, South Road, Bournemouth.
The West Stanley C.B.S. holds a Table

Show to-day (Sat., Oct. 3) in the Commercial
Hotel, writes Mr. W. Elliott, the sec., and
the monthly meeting will be held same night.

Will all intending members please attend, as

this is the last meeting before annual show.

Owing to the secretary of the Bradford

West C.B.A., Mr. W. H. Kilburn, having

been called up to serve his country, the duties

of secretary have been taken over by Mr.

F. P. Terry, 180, Lumb Lane, Bradford, to

whom all communications for the society

should be addressed1

.

We are open, writes Mr. Ceo. Burton, sec.

pro tern, Southern Border Fancy Club, 126,

Lee Road, Lee jGreen, S.E., to give our

patronage to two London and two Provincial

societies who will give us a fair classification,

as we do not want to drop all competition this

season, in spite o.f the unsettled state of

things.

We are pleased to hear from Mr. S. Wil-

cock, lion. sec. Eccleshill C.B.A. ,
that the

society is holding its shows as originally ar-

ranged. The three shows yet to be held are

fixed for Oct. 17, Nov. 21, and Dec. 19, and

at each there are 12 Yorks classes (6 novice),

and 6 Norwich. Mr. Wileock’s address is

6, Back Manor Street, Eccleshill, Bradford.

Bradford East open show Oct. 10 has been

granted the patronage of the Cinnamon-
marked Y.C.C. The numbers of the added
classes will be 30, 31, 32 and 33. Will fan-

ciers please no.te this and let us have as good

a show as possible in the present crisis ! writes

Mr. WTn. Cruise, See., 104, Gaythorne road,

W7est Bowling, Bradford.

OBITUARY.
MR. JAMES HOGG (Oakley, Fife).

The death of Mr. James Hogg, Postmaster

and General Merchant, Oakley, or as he Was

familiarly called “ Jimmy ” Hogg, will come
to manv as a great shock. He has been ail-

ing for the last two years, but latterly he

seemed to have got over his trouble, and was

as spry and cheerful as ever. He could not

be present at the National Derby at Glasgow

as ho had an attack of sciatica. Though in

bed with this he was quite cheerful, and fully

expected to be going about in a few days’

time, bub alas, on Wednesday last he took

a slight shivering, and in a few minutes his

spirit had fled. The Scottish Fancy is greatly

the loser by his death. His was one of

those genial natures, the most sociable, kind-

hearted of men, and he was ever held in

high esteem. His knowledge of his favourite,

the Scotch Fancy Canary, was second to none,

and for over 30 years he has been in great

request as a judge at the principal shows in

Scotland, where his judgments were always

well received. By his demise one of the

most prominent figures in tho Cage Bird

Fancy of Scotland has passed away. He was a

member of various public bodies, member
of the School Board for 24 years, and was
chairman at the time of his death, Parish

Councillor and Governor under the Culross

Educational Trust, and President of the

‘‘Scotch Fancy National Derby” for some
years. He is survived by a widow, a son,

and two daughters. I am sure, writes Mr.
Jas. F. Dewar, who sends these notes, that

your readers will join with me in offering

them our sincere sympathy. His funeral took

place on Sept. 26, and was attended by many
fanciers who had come long distances -to pay
their respects to their late comrade.

MR. JOHN BROWN, Edinburgh.

It is. with deep regret, writes Mr. Jae.

Winter, that I have to announce the death

of one of Scotland’s oldest and most respected

fanciers in the person of Mr. John Brown, of

Edinburgh, which occurred at his native

town, Auchterarder, on Sept. 25, after a long

and serious illness. John, as he was popu-

larly called, fell into bad health three years

ago, but throughout all the pain he suffered

he remained his bright and cheerful self until

the end. His was a somewhat complex

nature. Without veneer, lay always spoke his

mind, but beneath the exterior lay yi heart of

pure gold. He was always ready to, do a

kindly action,’’ and many were the fanciers

who were proud to call him friend. IIis

record as an exhibitor was as honourable as

it was lengthy. He first exhibited at Auch-

terarder when he was a boy of 14 years, and n
pursued his hobby untiringly up to the end, I

his last show being ' Bathgate of this year.

During the 55 years he won -honours at all

the principal shows in the United Kingdom,

and as he travelled along with his birds he

was a well-known figure, and loved’ by aR.

He always held a strong hand in Britishers,

especially large Softbills and Bullfinchefi, and

as a judge he was in great demand, owing to

his strict integrity, and a terror to evil-doers.

His memory "will live long in the hearts of his

many friends in the cage bird Fancy.

His remains were followed to their
^
last

Testing place in Newington Cemeterj', Edin-

burgh, on Sept. 28, by a goodly number of

fanciers. Our old friend John was tru1\ a

rough diamond of great worth, and the wholo

Fancy will assuredly extend to his sorrowing

widow and family heartfelt sympathy.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.—Oct. 15, Strathblane

Hall, “The Plough.” Clapham Junction;

judges, J. Robson, A. Silver. 50 classes:

Nor. 8 (4 Nov.) ;
Yorks, 10 (5 Nov.) ; BorcL,

9 (4 Nov.); Nov., Crest, or O.B.. 1; Sell., 2;

Mules, 3; Brit., 11; For,, 6. Fee, 2s. first

entry Is after. Prizes on sliding scale. Ent,

close Oct. 8, to T. J. Hose, 5, Wells Crescent.

Camberwell. Birds to be personally delivered

Oct. 14 by 9 p.m.

LIVERPOOL O.S.—Oct. 23-24, St. Mar-

tin’s Hall, Scotland Road, Hawley Street

entrance ;
judges, Messrs. Mundell and Cow-

crill Yorks. ;
J. C. Barnes, Nor. ; A. Wellings,

Liz • C. Houlton, Blit, and For. 78 classes :

Yorks., 12 (6 Nov. or Amat.) : Nor. 10 (4

Nov. or Amat.); Green Nor.. 8 (2 Nov. or

Amat) ;
Green Yorks., 12 (4 Nov. or Amat.) ;

Green Boro’., 4 ;
Bord., 7 (2 Nov. or Amat.) ;

Liz., 5; Cinn., 4; Sell.. 4; Mules, 2: Brit.,

8 ;
For., 1 ;

Gift, 1. Prizes. 10s., 5s., 3s., 2s.

Fee Is 6d. Ent, close Oct. 19, or first post 20,

to Metcalfe and Green, 68, Brunswick Rond,

Liverpool.
,
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The Moulting of Canaries.
One of the “ Ten Minute Lectures ”

given at a recent meeting of the City
and Suburban A.C.B.

By
F. J. MARTIN

(Battersea).

%%%%%%«%%%%%%«

FANCIERS:— I have selected this sub-

ject for my few minutes’ address,

since it is one that must at the mo-
ment be uppermost in our minds. During
the past months it has been a case of our
birds doing their best or worst for us. Now
the tables are turned, and wo must do our
very best for the birds, or it will be a poor
season indeed.

I would impress upon you* that it is

better to see in the fancy paper a record
in this wise: “No. 12, Jones, an exhibit
grandly fed and beautifully staged,” than
tho more bald statement: “1st, Jones.”
Whoever is fortunate enough to merit the
first named honour has indeed mastered the.

most difficult art of Canary culture.

Most of my hearers breed birds that
have to be colour-fed, and no doubt they
have at some time or other asked them-
selves what is the host vehicle they could
employ to carry to the birds the pepper in

tho best possible manner. Most of you
doubtless have concluded that egg and bis-

cuit having answered such a good purpose
during the breeding season, you will stick
to the servant that has served you so well.

I am not going to quarrel with you over
such a decision, but I will submit an al-

ternative that in my judgment has several
advantages over the egg and biscuit.

An Expense Avoided.
Egg and biscuit at this time of year is

an expensive item. ft has to be made
fresh daily. The preparing of such a food
occupies some little time. If the usual at-
tendant is away in the middle of the moult
there is a. difficulty for the family to give
the colour food in the precise strength to
which the birds have been accustomed

;
and

tho white, of the egg does not, in my mind,
take the colour as well as is desirable.
These several objections can be smashed

by the aid of madeira cake. This cake is

easily made, is' appreciated by nearly
everybody, and is certainly much cheaper
weight for weight than egg and biscuit.
Speaking from several years of experience
I commend it to you as a cheap and suffi-

ciently nourishing food to be used as a
medium for colour-feeding Canaries. Per-
sonally, I get several made up, put them
through the mill, mix the pepper, and then
fctore in tins ready for use.
By this method the colour-food is always

ready for use in perfectly equal strength,
and the colour evenly distributed, and the
required quantity can be given to the birds
by a school lad with confidence. Should
the food at any time require a little mois-
ture, water will answer the desired pur-
pose.

I give the pepper twice daily. With the
afternoon portion I mix a little maw and
gold of pleasure

; this obviatps the use of
jinsoed, which I have not found Canaries
to appreciate. As the birds finish their
moult I discontinue the morning feed and
substitute a little maw and rape.

Something for the Legs.
I do not consider any egg food in the

breeding season complete without the ad-
dition of ground cuttlefish bone, nor colour
food complete without carbonate of iron in
tho proportion of 1 oz. to a pound of pop-
per. Some fanciers say iron in this form
delays the moult, but such a statement is

as absurd as to say you are able to stop
tho leaves from leaving the trees iii the
autumn.

Additional economy can safely be se-
cured by giving colour-food every other
day until the1 birds’ are well broken into
moult. When the adult birds are put up
for moulting I always rub their legs with
sulphur ointment : this I have found keeps
their legs youthful and healthy in appear-
ance.

.TVhere there is a difficulty in getting
birds to moult I have found spraying them
daily .with warm water, and giving a little,
syrup of buckthorn in their drinking water

“ LIVE BIRD 7 LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 IGd.

Always use them whan sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.
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to biing about tho desired result. Young
birds go easily into moult when the proper
time arrives

;
this can bo detected by their

body becoming in appearance as if it had
been sprinkled with Hour.
The bath should be freely used. Adult

birds, however, like Weary Willie, shun it.

These should be sprayed a little every other
day. It helps the birds to rid themselves
of their old feathers, and prevents the new
ones from becoming soiled—a very import-
ant point; for I am satisfied that where
new feathers are allowed to become really
soiled, no amount of washing will ever get
them so nice as they would otherwise have
been. Further, dirt destroys the sheen
that it is so essential for a show bird of
merit to carry. Type is necessary to win,
but sheen f really think is more so; there-
fore, assist your birds in every way to get
it and to keep it, so that upon visiting the
shows you can spot your exhibits by the
colour and polish of their jackets.
Some of you may find the family stock-

ing getting depleted owing to the many
raids you have made upon it to keep your
birds going; do not be down hearted, but
be determined to secure a good moult, and
I am sure your birds will by their wins and
sales return you the outlay with interest.
I hope, friends, that perchance I have said
something that may be the means of help-
ing to secure for you a success that ex-
ceeds your expectations.

TWO BONNY YORKSHIRE CANARIES.
Wing-licked, winner of 1st prize at Kingstown

(Ireland) show for Mr. J. Keogh, of Dublin.

Clear, 1st prize in the novice section at Clap-

ham Show, for Mr. A. Hawkins, of Battersea.

SOFT-BILLS AS CAGE BIRDS
A practical article upon the keeping of

some of our most popular Soft-bills.

BY
“OLD HAND.’’

(Continued from fane 140.)

T HE best method of storing berries is to

gather them ripe and dry and place

in a box; then cover them with saw-
dust and store in a dry place. Given
plenty of sand and a bath on bright days
they should do fairly well if provided with
a good sized cage. My cages are of the
box pattern, with a door in the front at
eacli end, three feet long, twenty inches
high, and fourteen inches from back to
front. I like box cages best, for they
keep out the draught, and prevent cats

getting at the birds.

Sand-drawers are much more conveni-
ent than putting the sand on the cage bot-
tom, for when the birds bathe they make
such a splash. Remove the drawer before
the bath is put in, so that all that is spilt

can run out through the opening.
Replace the drawer as soon as the cage
has drained, thus the sand is always dry.

Thrushes and Blackbirds are best bung
outside all tho year round unless the
weather be very severe, when they may
either be covered up with an old sack or
put indoors in the cool out of draught. I

have a. piece of corrugated iron on the tops
of my cages to keep out the wet and draw
an old sack over the front at night to

prevent cats getting at them.

Ths Skylark’s Grand Song.
The Skylark, although such a grand

songster, is not kept nearly as much as
the Thrush, possibly because its’ wants
aro slightly different. The green grass
which is so essential to its welfare is rather
scarce in towns, so to see or rather hear
it one must journey across the country
glades. In spring it is one of the first

birds to sing in the morning. It will rise

from the ground and commence to sing
immediately. Higher and higher it will soar
in small circles, singing all the time, till

almost lost to sight. Down it will come,
just as steadily, still singing, till within a

few feet of the earth, when it suddenly
ceases, and darts to the ground.
The domestic affairs of the Skylark gen-

erally commence in May, but I have found
its nest during the last week in April. It

is chiefly composed of grass, becoming finer

towards the centre, and is always placed on
the ground. Some are built uuder a. tuft
of grass, others among corn, while some
are placed in a slight depression on the
bare land without any protection what-
ever. I once found a nest over which was

built a canopy, possibly because the young
rye in which it was built had been cut

down. The eggs are very similar in colour

to the earth, and when the nest is built on
fallow land are easily overlooked. They
usually number three to five, often not

more than three:

The young birds are fed on insects and
grubs, which are usually rather plentiful

amidst the surroundings. If cage birds

are wanted it is best to hand-rear, as old

birds do not settle down like the former.

When the feathers begin to break is tho

best time to take them, and as the nest is

not easily removed whole place them in a
box on some hay. Feed as advised for

the Thrush and Blackbird. I do not give

any hemp, for I think young Larks are

about the biggest gluttons going. Con-
tinually feeding them on food containing
hemp makes them very fat.

Love to “Hustle in Sand.”
When they get a few feathers, a little

grated carrot and a pinch of sand mixed
with the food is very beneficial to them.
The carrot helps to cleanse the liver with-

out scouring them and the sand aids diges-

tion. Always keep plenty of sand on the
floor, as Larks do not use water in their

toilet but hustle iu the sand like fowls.

A few cut-up worms, caterpillars and small

pieces of meat should be mixed with the

food, which should be made less moist as

they pick up. When they feed fairly

well the diet should be gradually changed

to the following. One part meat, meal,

one part ants’ eggs to four parts ground
puppy biscuits, made just crumbly moist

with grated raw carrot or a little water.

Do not be in too great a hurry to separ-

ate them, for they are very sulky birds by
themselves, and should they show signs of

this after being parted put them together

again for a few days. The cock birds are

usually distinguished by being the largest

and boldest lof the youngsters, bracing

themselves up into various attitudes not

noticeable in tho liens. A piece of greeu

turf should be put into the cage at least

twice a week, for they enjoy picking

among this, and, in fact, it almost seems a

necessity to keep them in health and con-

dition. When they are finally separated

the hens may as well be liberated, for they

are of little value.

The bow-fronted cage is ns good as any,

and into one of these each of the cock

birds should be put. The stock food now
should be some good insectivorous packet
food, or the following — One part meat
meal, one part ants’ eggs to four parts

puppy biscuits or barley meal. In slim-

mer middlings may be substituted for

barley meal, as this is not so fattening.

Mix the required quantity crumbly moist,

not too wet or the birds will leave it, as

they do not like anything that sticks to the

beak. Give a piece of green turf about
twice a week or oftenor if possible.

(To be continued.)

MORE BIRDS OF PARADISE
ARRIVE.

Mr. W. Frost Makes Another Successfu.

Trip to New Guinea and the Aru Islandsl
The London Zoological Society's stock of

Birds of Paradise having gradually diminished

and become reduced to some four or five

specimens, none of which were of species

carrying the characteristic flank plumes so

coveted by the plume hunters, it was
thought desirable to try to obtain more
specimens if possible, and with this object in

view it was arranged between the Zoological

Society and a few private avicuiturists to

send out Mr. Wilfred Frost for these and
other rare, birds. Mr. Frost sailed last

autumn for New Guinea and the Aru Islands,

where he hoped to obtain the Paradise birds,

and perhaps on his way be able to arrange
for some Argus Pheasants and other rare
Malayan species to be secured, so that ho
might pick them up on the return voyage.

Hilled for «b«ir PP mcs.
He was very successful in Aru, where he

secured a number, of specimens of the greater

Pil’d of Paradise (Paradisca apoda) and the
King Bird of Paradise (Cicinvurus re.r/iu.?),

while in South-west New Guinea ho obtained
tho Lesser Bird of Paradise (P. minor). Ho
found both the Aru species common, but the

numbers of the former consist almost entirely

of immature birds. It appears, as Mr. Walter
Goodfellow also found, that every full-

plumaged male is killed for its plumes, which
are grown when it reaches some four or five

years of age, and that only the young males
which commence to breed when two or three
years old, are left to propagate the species.

The 'voyage home in a* Dutch boat was not
without excitement, for after the declaration
of war the ship was constantly stopped by
cruisers and her papers examined. The
captain’s intention was to proceed direct to
Amsterdam, but the ship was detained at

Portsmouth, and Mr. Frost allowed to dis-

embark there with his collection. Very great
difficulty was experienced in obtaining fruit

for the birds on the voyage, most of it hav-
ing been bought up hv the ships detained iu

the ports, and the collection suffered in con-
sequence. Besides Birds of Paradise, the col-

lection contains a number of other interesting
birds.

—

R. I. I’ocock, iu “The Field.”
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Correspondence.

F

How to Breed Mealworms ?
Sir,—-I should be very glad if any fancier

would kindly give mo a few hints on how to

breed mealworms.
Peter Thomas.

Uncommon Birds in London.
8m,—Seeing that a correspondent mentions

the Redstart and Willow Wren, I may say

that I saw on Sept. 23 at mid-day a wild

duck cross Church Street, Chelsea, from some
ardens. It flew not more than 10ft. high.

Iso had a Golden Crested Wren brought to

my shop on Sept. 20 by two gentlemen,
who said they caught it in Kensington Gar-

dens, and wanted a cage to put it in! These
two birds may, of course, have escaped.

E. Vernctm.

Local Shows to “ Keep Things
Alive.”

Sir,—I am very sorry so many of our open
shows have been abandoned through the war
crisis. I think that instead of having no

show, it would be much better to have local

shows with a less classification and reduced

prize money, etc., exhibitors to bring their

birds to the show. I am sure such shows
would pay all right, and would help to keep

our hobby alive. This method' would at

least lot us know who have the best birds,

which would give some satisfaction in return

for the trouble and expense of maintaining

one’s stock. 1 wish Cage Birds the success

it so well deserves.
Dan Hamilton.

Hamilton, N.B.

A Rustic Superstition.

Do Parent Birds “Poison” Their Young?

Sir,—I lately came across another survival

of the old superstition that the parent birds

will poison their young if the latter are put in

a cage near the place where they were
hatched. I wonder how many of your readers

who have tried! this method of getting young
British birds reared have experienced this

I have had auite a number ofpoisoning
nests reared in this way myself without any
mishap whatever, and I naturally consider the

story all nonsense.

The writer “R” says:-
—“‘M.S.S.’ brings

up an old superstition that if young birds are

taken and put in a cage near the place they
were reared, the parent birds will seek them
out, try to release them and, failing, will de-

liberately feed them with poisonous food', so

that they die. In the most remote country
places this is firmly believed, and in some
cases that I knew about as a lad, the young of

Blackbirds, Throstles, and Linnets so exposed

were attended by the old ones until they were
dead, which was in a few days after being

caged. It was saia' the old birds used poison

berries from the hedges and the yew tree.”

Jas/ Parsons.

Tips on Soldering.
Sir.—

I

n reply to Mr. Tuthill, re making
wire fronts, I make all my wire fronts for the

cages I have sold since I won the gold medal
at the Crystal Palace for double breeders.

You want a board 2ft. long by 18 inches high.

Tack a strip of wood, about lin. wide and
the thickness o.f the punchedi bar, along the

top of the board, and have ready a second

strip about the same as the top piece. Cut
the number of wires you want, all of one

length. To ensure this tack temporarily the

loose strip, according to the required length

of wires. Then hold the wires up to the

strip, and cut off with a pair of flat-nosed

plyers, holding the plyers at the edge of the

board'
;
by doing this you must get them one

length. Take up the strip and take two of

your wires and lay each end of the board ;

then tack the strip tight up with the two
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wires in between. Thread all the wires

through the three punched bars, leaving out

tlie door wires, also four for the fixing to

cage, and for the drinking holes. Lay your
front in between the strips, push the top and
bottom bai’6 close up to the stripe, guage the

centre one to where you require it, and solder

with broken spirits of salts with a hot iron.

Rut the spirits on the front with a smail

brush. When soldered, fit in the long wires,

and those with the seed' holes, and you will

get a good square front quickly made. Any
other question re f routs I shall bo pleased to

answer.
G. W. Cripps.

A Lark Food that Will Keep.
Sir,—Can any roader oblige me with a

recipe for a staple food for Skylarks which
will keep any length of time? I would like

to make an ordinary biscuit-tin full, but don’t

know the proper ingredients to mix so as to

ensure it not going bad.
W. Freeman.

The Suggested Welsh National
Show.

Sir,—I was very pleased and interested to

read the letter from Mr. Banks, Cardiff, in

last week’s issue of Cagb Birds re a sugges-

tion of holding a national show. I think it

is time that something should be done
towards this end. Why should not Wales
h^ve a national show as well as England and
Scotland ? If we, as Welsh fanciers, put our
shoulders to the wheel, we shall have one of

the finest shows possible. I hope that this

opportunity will not be allowed to pass.

D. Jenkins.

Grangemouth C.B.S. Proposes a
Joint Local Show,

Sir,—The postponement of many shows in

this district is through the military occupy-
ing of most of the suitable halls, and to a
good few fanciers not being in & position to

support so many fixtures this year. I am
calling a meeting for Saturday, Oct. 3, at

7.30, at the Oddfellows’ Hall, Falkirk, to see

if three or four of the local societies cannot
have a joint members’ show this year (say at

Falkirk, being the most central). I have
written to a few societies, and most of them
have offered their support, so I would like

to have a good attendance of local fanciers.

Falkirk and Dis. C.B.S., Grangemouth and
Dis. C.B.S., and Bannockburn C.B.S. have
decided to join hands in the above scheme.

John Woodhouse.
Sec. Grangemouth C.B.S.

Cowdenbeath decides on a
Club Show.

Sir,—At a special meeting we decided to
postpone our annual open show arranged for
Nov. 21, and to have our club show on the
same date, when all cups will be competed for.

Only members within the local cup Tadius
eligible to compete. Next meeting Oct. 3,

Waverley Rooms, 6. Classification for club
show.

A. Robertson, Hon. Sec.

An English Fancier Honoured
in South Africa.

Sir,- Enclosed 1 beg to hand you copy of
a resolution which was

" passed in South
Africa, and has been sent home to my son,
who is in England for a holiday. My son
takes a very keen interest in the Fancy in
South Africa, as he did in England before
he went out there.

Bodmin. ft. Tickell.
SOUTH AFRICAN CAGE BIRD CLUB.
At the meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee held at the R.S.T. Stores, Johan-
nesburg, on June 29, 1914, the Hon. Treas.,
Mr. W. G. Tickell, tendered his resignation
on account of leaving for England. It was
carried unanimously :

“ That a hearty vote
of thanks be given to Mr. Tickell for the
able and unstinted manner in which he has
performed the duties of Hon. Treas. to the
Club, and also to wish him. bon voyage and
a very pleasant holiday in Europe, though
we trust that Europe will not fascinate him
to such an extent as to keep him there, as
the Fancy in South Africa can ill afford to
lose such a worker, and a conscientious and
upright judge of Mr. Tickell’s type.”
Mr. Van Niekerk, on behalf of the Rand

Poultry Club, paid tribute to the able man-
ner in which Mr. Tickell had executed his
duties as judge at the Central South
African Championship Show, Johannesburg,
on the 5th and 6th of June, having had the
arduous duty of judging, single handed, the
largest number of cage birds (viz., 264)
ever staged in South Africa, to the entire
satisfaction of all exhibitors, which in itself

should be something to be proud of.

On behalf of the members of the South
African Cage Bird Club Mr. Tickell was
presented with a silver cigar case, suitably
inscribed, as a token of their high esteem
and great regard. Mr. Tickell, in a few
well-chosen words, thanked the members,
and said that during the seven years he
had been with them he had the honour of

judging the Central South African Show
(the Crystal Palace of the country) on four

occasions, and he was pleased to hear that
he had given them satisfaction. The present

they had given him that evening came as a

great surprise, and it was one that would

always be treasured as coming from right
down honest fanciers. He trusted the Club
would prosper and continue still to look
after the interests of the Fancy.

(Signed) William Fair,
Hon. Sec. S.A.C.B.C.

A Scheme for a Combined Show
of Northumberland Societies.
Sir,—A meeting of the Ashington C.B.S.

was held on Sept. 19, when the suggestion of
a federation of local clubs for the purpose of
holding an annual show was discussed, and a
resolution passed to forward a rough idea of
the scheme to the Fancy press which could
serve as a basis for discussion for other clubs,
and stimulate the idea. We could afterwards,
perhaps, arrange a conference of delegates
from different societies to consider the whole
question. The following societies were men-
tioned : lily th

,
Newsham, Morpeth, Chop-

pington, Cramlington, Cambois, and Delaval,
with Bedlington as a centre.

Suggestions :—1.—That the committee of
management consist of one delegate elected by
each society, who shall elect chairman and
secretary.

2.—That each society pay an annual sub-
scription of 5s.

3.—That the show be held on the 1st

January.
4.—That societies show their birds in teams

of six.

5.—That a cash special be given in each
*

class to the society gaining highest points.

6.—That the entrance be Is. per cage, to be
paio' by exhibitor; and the prize-money be
20s. per class.

7.—That eaoh society take their own en-
trance money, and forward to district secre-
tary one week before the show.

8.—That judges be elected by ballot, each
society having the right of nomination.
Assuming that six societies joined the

federation, take as example, say, Class I.,

yellow Norwich. Under the suggested Tules, -

each society showing a team of six birds, an
entry of thirty-six at l,s. would mean 36s.

per class, and, allowing for general expenses
and cash specials, prize-money of £1 per class

could be paid. A show organised on the
above or similar suggestions would be a great
success not only from the number of entries,

but also from the interest which it would
create by one club competing with others for

special prizes and for the honour o.f scoring

the greatest number of points for the club and
the district which it would represent. A
great saving would also be effected in printing

and advertising and postage, as eaoh dub affili-

ated would supply the schedules to its own
members and arrange the entries for its own
district.—Signed' on behalf of the Ashington
C.B.S., Jos. Miles,

Thos. Thompson.

<( BUSINESS AS USUAL”
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Darvel’s Club Show Will Be
Held.

Sir,—A general meeting of the Darvel and

Ditrict C.B.S. was held Jft the Town Hall

on Sept. 18, and it wae decided to hold the

annual club show on Saturday, November 14.

Any member who was not present will re

ceive full particulars from me.
J. Fairful, Sec.

Eastleigh C.B.S. Undaunted.
Sir,—At the meeting of the Eastleigh and

District C.B.S., held Sept. 21, it was decided

not to cancel our show fixed for Nov. 25 and
26. It was pointed out that we stand in a

good central position, with the best railway

service possible. It only remains for fanciers

to give us a bumping entry, as we are allot-

ing 30 per cent, of the tickets sold to the War
Fund. We have a number of specials offered

at present, and there is a possibility of more
to come. Fanciers desiring a schedule should

write, and I shall be pleased to forward one

as soon as printed.

J. Alderslade.

64, Desboro’ Road,
Eastleigh.

Cumnock C.B.S. to Help the
Relief Fund.

Sir,—At the meeting of the Cumnock
C.B.S. holdi on Sept. 26 at the Town Hall,

Auehinlsck', Mr. J. Hainey in the chair, and
a large attendance, among which were a few
new members, the first business was the

consideration of the wisdom of holding show
under present war crisis, but after considera-

tion of circumstances and moans at our dis-

posal, it was carried unanimously to go on
with show and give the surplus of same to

the Relief Fund. Mr. Andrew Wilson was
elected vice-president in the place of the Into

respected vice, Mr. Arthur Tannoch. The
other business in connection with show, viz.,

the fixing of stewards, sub-committee, door-
keepers, etc., was carried through and a

pleasant meeting broke up with a yole of

1 thanks to chair. As this is our last meeting

before 6how I take the opportunity of re-

minding members and intending members of

the silver cup for most points in any section

;

also a splendid gold badge for eaoh section

for most points. I hope that every member
will do his best under the present circum-

stances to make the show its usual success by
giving us a bumping entry.

Alex. Wyper (Sec.).

Bedlington Will Go Ahead.
Sir,—The Bedlington C.B.S. has decided to

hold its open show on Oct. 24. 1914, despite

the crisis the present war has created. We
are sure other societies would be better off

in the end if they would only keep going,

and not be down-hearted. We are giving

12 open classes, and 17 members’ classes,

with Mr. J. Stanger, Durham, and Mr. J.

Hands, Ryton-on-Tyne, as judges. We hope
fanciers in the north will rally round and
not look on the dark side of things. Sche-
dules on application to me.

Charles E. Fuller.
Smith’s Buildings, Bedlington.

The London C.B.A. Courageously
Decides on Great Show.

An Endeavrut* to Benefit the British
Red Cress Society.

Sir,-—At a special general meeting held at

the El Vino, 3, Piecadilly-place, on Oct. 23,

president, Mr. R. L. Crisp, in the chair, it

was unanimously decided, with the valuable
assistance of the National British Bird ?.nd

Mule Club and the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’
League, to hold the twenty-sixth annual show
at the Royal. Horticultural Hall, Westmin-
ster, on Nov. 26-27-28, the dates originally

fixed. The classification will be practically

the same as last year’s, and seven money
prizes will be guaranteed in each class. The
show will be under the able management of
that experienced show manager, Air. John
Tyson, and the whole of the profits arising
from the show will be handed over to the
British Red Cross Society.

In existing circumstances the undertaking
is as gigantic as it is generous, and exhibitors
should endeavour to make the show a huge
success, with the view of benefiting the funds
of the Red Cross Society, and at the same
time as an appreciation of the public spirit of
the three associations who are making them-
selves responsible for the show. Provincial
exhibitors should not hesitate to send their

most valuable exhibits, as arrangements will

be made to collect the birds by special vans
before the show, and to deliver them after-

wards at the various railway termini.
Prospective exhibitors would greatly assist

the management by sending a postcard to the
undersigned fqr schedule, which will be ready
shortly, 64, Chaplin-«oad, Wembley, Middle-
sex.-

F. Knight (Press Corresp.).

Clapham’ s Forthcoming Show.
Sir,—The Clapham and District C.B.A.

Show, on Thursday, Oct. 15, is open to all

fanciers who will deliver their birds to the
show and take them away afterwards.

Schedules can be obtained of Mr. T. J. Hose,

5, Wells-crescent, Camberwell. There are

about 50 classes. Immediately Jfter judging
the show will be open to the public. The
hall is the Strathblane Hall, Plpugh Hotel,

Clapham Junction, and as the printing ex-

penses have proved to be unexpectedly high

we cpn only hope for a good gate.
’ A. R. Coe.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage Jlds bool; lias over others Is that

it lias 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to. and a double cheek for judges, while

there is always a .slip free to be sent to the printer*

jf the catalogue.
Prices: 1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/S post free.

12 Copies d/6 post freo.

A sample page on application to “CACE GIRDS,

"
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A Great Autumn Show for London.
The Horticultural Hall Exhibition to be Held Conjointly by the

London C.B.A., National British Bird and M.C., and
Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League.

ALL PROFITS TO THE BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY.
We have received the appended communica-

tions from the. secretaries of the N.R.B. and
M. C. (Mr. Carr) and the F.B.E.L. (Mr. Sil-
ver), conveying the decision of their dubs
to join with the L.C.B.A. in the lidding of
the Horticultural Hall Exhibition on Nov. 26,

andi 28. We are sure that f/t%aiers through-
out the British Isles will learn the news with
considerable satisfaction and congratulate the
societies ooncerned on the plucky attitudo
thoy have taken up, also, what is of even
greater importance, support them generously
with entries when the time comes round.
Mr. Allen Silver writes:—“Although it

has been found inadvisable to maintain the
very exhaustive classification that you were
good enough to publish for the Foreign Bird
Exhibitors’ League early in the year, the
League has made arrangements for, consider-
ing all tilings, a fairly exhaustive collection
of classes, and it is to be hoped that the
number of entries will be a large one. Keepers
of foreign birds are asked to do. all they can
to support this fixture, because the L.C.B.A.,
N. B.B. and M.C., and the League have
agreed to derive no pecuniary benefit from
the show in the event of a profit, but to hand
all proceeds, over and above working ex-
penses, to the funds of the British Red Cross
Society. Schedules and entry forms will be
available on or about November the 1st, and
1 shall be only too pleased to furnish anyone
with particulars regarding the exhibition,
which, all being well, will take place on
November 26, 27, and 28 at the Horticultural
Hall.

Country exhibitors need have no fear with
regard to sending their birds (provided there
is at. the time no general disorganisation of
traffic), because special arrangements have
been made, to collect and despatch birds at
the several London termini. The address of
the show manager (from whom schedules,
etc., will be obtainable) will appear later in
the show advertisement columns of Cage
Birds. '

The League appeals to everyone who keeps
foreign birds to send as many as they can,
because every bird entered or sold will be
something on the way to a profit, and as this
joint arrangement has been made possible in
the interests of the Fancy, the Fancy, it is

hoped, will come forward in an enthusiastic
manner and make the project p. success. Then
it will be possible for tho bird-keepers of
(treat Britain to say that whilst sustaining
the interest in their own hobby during trying

time, .it tho same time they carried out their
programme with a worthy object in view. I

may add that those societies who have ob-
tained the League’s patronage, and who are
still holding open fixtures may conclude that
the patronage still holds good.—A. Silver
(Hon. See. F.B.E.L.), 303, High Road,
Streatham.”

Mr. Carr also sends a stirring appeal on
behalf of the N.B.B. and M.C., and gives
similar details to Mr. Silver, and the latter

we have not thought it necessary to repeat.
He adds :

J ‘ The very exhaustive classification

we had previously proposed to give would,
under the circumstances, stand but little

chance of filling, so the N.B.B. and M.C.
have provided a smaller one, which, however,
lays claim to being fair in arrangement and
pretty extensive. As these classes are open
to all, and conditions still apply, our esteemed
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. T. R. Trowev, has
decided to allow his original offer to stand,
viz., 5s. for the most entries in each class for

a member or non-member, and a silver medal
in each clas3 for the most points. If a non-
member of the Club gains most points the
exhibitor can take the same by becoming a
member of the club.

The club hopes that all who exhibit British
birds will make this section a success by
entering as many birds' as they can. This
will be.one of few great open events that may
stand good this year, and as it is being held
not only for the benefit of fanciers who have
moulted and prepared birds, but also for a
good cause, may I count upon the support of

the British, bird-keepers of Great Britain.

Everyone cannot make a big entry, but every
entry counts, and every sale counts, and if

the enthusiasm of the Fancy is equal to the
occasion, there is no reason why the funds of

a deserving object should not be considerably
helped.—J. P. Carr, Hon. Sec. N.B.B. and
M.C., 45, Overdale Road, South Ealing.”

The full classifications considerations of

space prevent our publishing
; they will be

found, of course, in the schedules issued in

a few weeks’ time. Briefly the N.B.B. and
M.C. offers 22 classes for British birds (13 for

seed-eaters, 8 softbills, 1 albino), 1 Con-
tinental class and 10 for Hybrids, including
a matched pair class. The F.B.E.L. offers 31
classes, covering 10 for Parrots and Parra-
keets, 11 for Finches and other seed-eaters,

8 for softbills, 1 Doves, Quails, etc., and 1

Albinos and Hybrids.

VALE OF LEVEN CB.C.
Meeting, Village School Room, Alexandria,

Sept. 22. Mr. A. W. Donaldson, chair.

The principal item of interest was the in-

timation that the hall engaged for Annual
Show had been commandeered by the military
authorities. A general discussion having
taken place, it was brought out that nearly
every hall was in the same position, however,
the final agreement was that if any suitable
premises can be had the show should go on,

and a strong committee was appointed to go
thoroughly into the matter and report same
at next meeting.—A. II. McLean, Sec.

PORTH & RHONDDA VALLEY C BS
Meeting, Sept. 26, at Headquarters, a poor

attendance; Mr. Uegg in the chair. It was
regretted that more members were not pre-
sent, as it seems a pity for a paper such as
Mr. Legg’s to be read before a poor at-

tendance. After business Mr. T. James was
asked to take the chair, and Mr. Legg gave
his most helpful and instructive lecture on
British birds and the effect sunflower seed
has on same. He also gave many other useful
hints, but as time was getting on we had
to draw the meeting to a close with a hearty
vote of thanks to Mr. Legg for the way he
gave his lecture. Next meeting October 10,
at Headquarters, when Mr. Challenger will
give a lecture on Yorkshires. All members
are requested to attend, as subs, are due.—J.
S. Jones, Sec.

[Mr. Legg’s lecture will appear in a later
issue.—Editor “ C.B.”J

CITY AND SUBURBAN A.C.B.
Meeting Sept. 28, Church Institute, 60,

Paddington Street, Mr. W. A. Shepherd
chair, and 25 members present. The chair-
man announced that Mr. V. Wynn, our popu-
lar sec., was enjoying a fortnight’s holiday in
the North of England and Scotland. A judg-
ing competition in Norwich Plainheads was
the feature of the evening, members staging
27 birds in two classes, 12 yellow and 15 buff,
and quality was above the average, which
augurs well for keen competition at our an-
nual show in November. Mr. G. Gardner
fteted as final iudee. and evidently gave satis-

faction, as our expert critics did not question
his placing the awards. The judge fully ex-
plained his Teasons for placing the various
birds, and impressed! on members breeding
for exhibition the necessity of persevering to
eradicate little faults. Members accorded
Mr. Gardner a very hearty vote of thanks for
acting as judge, and also for his very in-

structive remarks.—F. Thynne. Asst. Hon.
Sec.

*

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.C.
Meeting Sent. 26, Mr. George Wareing

chair, and a good number in attendance. De-
cided to hold the annual contest on Nov. 27
and 28 at the Old Boar’s Head, Corporation
Street, Manchester. Classes : Champ. Young
Birds, Nov. Young Birds, Open Champion.
Amateur and £2 Limit will be provided.
Messrs. Wareing, Massey, Kelshaw, and
Tomlinson were elected judges. Owing to
some of the shows not taking place this season
the points competition will be withdrawn.
The feeling of the meeting was totally against
the judges’ names and the classes they were
to take being printed in the schedule.—A.
Percival, Hon. Sec.

BUCKHAVEN C.B.S.
Owing to the Society having reluctantly to

abandon their animal open show on account
of all the halls being taken up by Territorials,
the annual general meeting took place on
Sept. 19. Our worthy President, Mr. A.
Peters, resigned office (owing to indisposition).
Mr. W. Foster^late See.) was elected in his
room, with George Paterson, 20, Taylor’s
Buildings, Wellesley Road, Methil, as Sec. ;

other office-bearers re-elected. If a suitable
hall can be got a club show will be held on
an extensive scale early in the New Year.
The open show of 1915 will in all probability
be held on Oct. 30. Seeing we claim to be
the premier society in the County, neighbour-
ing societies are requested to note date.

—

Geo. Paterson, Sec.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regular!?
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial's
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
tht«. Kills all insects. Haririeas to everything else

CODNOR PK. &. EASTWOOD C.B.S
Meeting, Portland Arms, Jiuksd.ile, Sept.

26, when a good number turned up and busi-
ness was got through in fine style. Mr. L.
Parsons and Mr. I*. Potts were selected as
stewards for the open show. It was decided
that each member should receive a special on
points for the open show and that members
must pay their subscription at next meeting,
Oct. 10, at Eastwood, to eomjiofce for same.NORTHAMPTON GOOD INTENT

P. &. F.S.S.
Special meeting Sept. 7 to consider the

advisability of holding the All England show,
announced to be held in the Jubilee Hall,
~ ranklin s Gajxlens, Oct. 7. The members
felt it would be unwise to hold the show as
arranged', but diecided to hold one on a
smaller scale one month later, in the old Oo'd-
fellovvs Hall, Nov. 4 and 5. Any tickets
distributed for the show previously an-
nounced will be available for the one now ar-
ranged.—G. Hobbs, Treasurer and Collector.

REDCAR C.B.S.
Meeting Crown and Anchor, Sept. 23. Mr.

Bray presided over a good muster. Decided
to ho.la' a young stock show Oct. 10, at the
Crown and Anchor, and the following classes
were fixed : Champion Yorks. Yellow, Buff,
and Marked or Variegated Yellow or Buff,
Novice Yorks, ditto, Norwich Yellow, Buff,
A.O.V. Canary, Mule or Hybrid, Linnet,
Goldfinch, and A.O.V. British, and we hope
to have a good show. Will those members
who are behind with their subs, please settle
before the show according to rule.—C. L.
Mallory, See.

BORDER FANCY C.C.
Will members note that Mr. D. Jenkins,

71, Argyle Street, Swansea, is now a mem
ber? Most of the club lists were out before
I got Mr. Jenkins, so will members please
fill in his address in their list. I hope they
will not forget with entries the L.C.B.A.
Show, which has the patronage of the club.
I should also like to draw attention to a mis-
take of my own in not forwarding Mr. W.
Hy. Wright, 35, London Road, Carlisle’
whom I trust members will add to any lists
sent out without him. As an encourage-
ment to Haddington for carrying on their
open show the club has granted them a novice
medal. Any society who intends holding
its open show, and which has not already
been granted a novice medal, should now
send in an application. The meaning of
novice under B.F.C.C. rules is one who has
never won a medal.—W. B. Smart, hon. sec.

EDINBURGH C.B.S.
Meeting Cairn’s Memorial Hall, Gorgie-

road, Sept. 15, with a good turn-out. Presi-
dent, Mr. A. W. Watson, gave report as dele-
gate to the West of Fife League, in connec-
tion with the travelling facilities of birds
during the show season, which was highly
satisfactory. Sec. gave report of F.F. show
held Aug. 1, showing a balance of about 13s.,
which was quite satisfactory. Annual show
business then came up for discussion. It was
agreed that we ask the Leith Printing Co. for
estimates for classification forms and cata-
logues, the same firm to supply posters and
prize cards. Sec. was instructed to write sec.

of Edinburgh Western O.S. re use of staging,
and' terms of hire for same. Classification

for table show Oct. 20 came up for discussion.
It was agreed that we have the following
classes : Norwich, 2 colour-fed and 2 non-fed ;

Crest or C.B., 1; Bord., 3; Scotch Fancy, 2;
A.O.V., 1; Mule or Hybrid, 1. Fee, 2d. per
bird.—J. Charlton, Sec.

HALIFAX O.S.
Meeting Sept. 26, Plummet Line Hotel.

Mr. R. E. Hell i well gave an exhibition of
washing before an interested company to the
number of about forty. After he had put
a couple through the tub, and explained his

method, four of the novices present had a

competition amongst themselves for a silver
medal, kindly given by the President, Mr.
F. Townsend; Mr. H. Crossley won. Mr.
F. Lee proposed a hearty vote of thanks tc
Mr. Helliwell for his demonstration, and was
glad to see some of the raw novices present,
several of whom said they had not seen a
Canary washed before. " Mr. Crossley
thanked the donor of the medal, and said
he would not be satisfied until he had won
a gold one. Mr. Helliwell briefly replied,
and said if anything he had done had helped
anybody he was amply repaid. Will mem-
bers make a special effort to be present at
next meeting, Oct. 3, so that we can do some-
thing about the Open Show, which will be
our twenty-fifth.—H. Clegg.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cago Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,— Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Ficct Street, Lon-
don, E.C.

instructive Books for
Bird Lovers.
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YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/11.—By IT. W Ratty*
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HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

mi manaS?ment end breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully wjtii the breeding, etc., of every member

,
Cana| y family, including the Roller (or

Binging) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-
nau stive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and

compendium of knowledge.
BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P.

1]le breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitableand pleasure-giving sides of foreign hird-keeping.
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
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' and teach t!l“ to talk.FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/11.—By W.

n’i-df
Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage

Birds. A highly instructive Manual. It con-tams a magnificent coloured plate ami a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.
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1: Hardbills. and Part 2: ” Softbills" EitherPart price 1/1 post free. Each part contains
"

beautnul and life-like coloured plate and numerous'
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in- 1

formation on the keeping of British Birds.
CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth

7/6 carnage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houston, an authority with

“

reputation extending over 25 years as a leadin-
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge- (a=»o
ciate editors. •!. E. Weston and C. \ House)
Magnificently illustrated hy that great bird artist"
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work Faeh
plate is a perfect study of an individual HvbridCANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d— By"

Claude St. Join). A Practical, up-to-date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice
sex ing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all
the difficulties likely to confront the breeder

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, S)d—Bv J. W. Ramsden. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the
birds to get the richest possible colour.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.—Fanciers requiring bus!
nes9 notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc

*

should write us for' a quotation. We are now in
a' position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s
name, address, and words of description as de
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/0, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”
161, Fleet Street, London, E.C

fTfte §flows.
BRADFORD EAST O.S.

Members’ show, Park Chapel Schools; 68
birds laced the judge, Mr. S. Wilcoek, xvho
gave general satisfaction. A good many of
the exhibits seemed to he requiring a little

more time to look at their best.

YELL. (3): 1, 2, Midgley; 3. Wilkinson
Bros. BUFF (2) : 1. Northrop

; 2, Midglev.
UNFL1G. YELL. (II) : 1, Laycock

; 2, vhc,
Wilkinson Bros. ;_3, he, Farrar; 4. c, Cruise.
BUFF (5): 1, Laycock; 2, Farrar; 3, vhc,
Northrop

; 4, Birbeck. EVEN, ETC. (3)

:

1, Wilkinson Bros.
; 2, Northrop

; 3, Farrar.
HEN (4): 1. Cruise; 2, Northrop; 3, Farrar;
4, Birbeck. BUFF (8) : 1, Farrar

; 2, 4. Wil-
kinson Bros.

; 3, vhc, Laycock; he, Northrop;
c, Midgley. EVEN, ETC. (2): 1, 2, Farrar.
TELL. IvOV. (2): 1, Walker; 2, Wilkinson
and Son. BUFF (3) : 1, 2, 3, Wilkinson and
Son. UNFLIG. YELL. (2) : 1. Bousfield

; 2,
Taylor Bros. UNFLIG. BUFF (4) : 1. 2,
Wheelwright

; 3, Wilkinson and Son ; 4, Wroe
EVEN, ETC. (5) : 1, 3, 4, Bousfield

; 2, Tay-
lor Bros.

; vhc, Spencer. YELL. HEN (5)

:

1, Spencer; 2, 4, Wroe: 3. Bousfield; vhc,
Walker. BUFF (2) : 1, Taylor Bros. ; 2. Wal-
ker. EVEN, ETC., HEN (3): 1, Wroe; 2.

Wilkinson and Son
; 3, Wheelwright. SELL. :

1, Midgley. SELL. HEN (2): 1, Birbeck; 2,
Midgley.—W. Cruise, Sec.

Shows Continued overleaf.
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WANSTEAD
Young stock show,

F. AND F.S.

Sept. 17. Mr. Dalton

judged." CHAMP. NOR.: 1, 2,3 4 ,

Taylor YORKS.: 1, 2, King. YORKS.
VARiEG : 1) 2, King. NOR. VARIEG. : 1,

I 3 Taylor. A.O.V. 7 1, 2, 3, Taylor. NOV
NOR. : 1, 2, Marsh. YORKS.: 1, 2, 3,

Purdav. CREST: 1, Pike. GOLDF. or LIN-

NET: 1, 2, Pike. A.O.V. : 1, 2, 3, Pike.

Annual show is fixed for Nov. 19.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.

Members’ show, held at the Granby Hotel,

Sept. 26. ;
47 birds were entered ;

Mr. R. E.

Helliwell, Halifax, judged.

CL. or TKD. YELL. YORKS. CK. : Void.

BUFF: 1, Rolfe; 2, Blagbrough ; 3, Allatt;

4
,
Hudson; vhe, Sugden; he, Farrer; c,

Fowle. MKD. YELL.: 1, Fowle; 2, Hoyle.

BUFF: 1, Hoyle
; 2, Sugden. UNFLIG. Ck. :

1, Blagbrough; 2, Hoyle; 3, Williams; 4,

Wood and Sharp; vhc, Farrer; lie, Hudson ;

c, Wood and Sharp. CL. or TKD. YELL.
HEN : 1, Williams; 2, J. and F. Haggis; 3,

Allatt; 4, vhc, Rolfe; he, Hoyle; c, Sugden.

BUFF: 1, vhc, Ambler; 2, Wood and Sharp ;

3, he, Fowle; 4, J. and F. Haggis; c, Blag-

brough. MKD. YELL. HEN. : 1, Hudson;

2, Blagbrough ; 3, Hoyle ; 4, Sugden. BUFF

:

1, Hoyle; 2, 4, Allatt; 3, vhc, Hudson.—Wu).
dagger, Sec.

HALIFAX C.B.S.

Members’ Show, Sept. 26, King Cross Band

Room, King Cross, Halifax. Mr. C. Pickup,

St. Horton, judged, there being an entry of

43 birds, including some good specimens

which should be heard of again at the open

shows. The awards were satisfactory to all.

OPEN. CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS. CK.

:

l, Stobart. BUFF: 1, Savile. UNFLI.,
YORKS CK: 1, Savile; 2, Lumb ; 3, Stobart;

4, Priestley. YELL., HEN: 1, Savile; 2,

Priestley
; 3, 4, Lumb

;
vhc, Stobart. BUFF

:

l, Priestley; 2, Stobart; 3, Sutcliffe. EVEN,
ETC., Y ELL. CK. : 1, Savile; 2, Priestley.

.NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS. CK. :

1, Gelder; 2, Ilolroyd. BUFF: 1, Senior;

2, Mitchell ; 3, Sladdin and Baldwin ; 4,

Johnson. UNFLI. Y'ORKS. CK. : 1, 4,

Oe’.der
; 2, Mitchell; 3. Senior; vhc, Johnson;

he, Crowther
;

c, Sladdin and Baldwin.
YELL. YORKS, HEN: 1, Mitchell; 2,

Gelder; 3, Senior. BUFF: 1, Senior; 2,

Mitchell. EVEN, ETC., YELL. YORKS.
CK., 1, Corney ; 2, Johnson. BUFF: 1,

Holroyd. NOR. -CK. : 1, 2. 3, Corney. HEN

:

1, 2, 3, Corney.—A. Sutcliffe, Sec.

TONG C.B.S.
Members’ Show, Sept. 26, Hand and

Shuttle Inn, Dudley Hill. 71 birds were

judged, to the satisfaction of all, by Mr. W.
A. Cowgill, Girlington. CHAMP., CL. OR
TKD. YELL. (9) : 1, Gledhill ; 2, Casey ; 3,

Atkinson and Firth; 4, Hodgson, jun.

BUFF (10): 1, Atkinson and .Firth; 2,

Pacey : 3, Padgett
;
4. McLaughlin. MKD.

(7) : 1, 4, Gledhill; 2, Hodgson, jun.; 3,

Pacey. UNFLIG. (6) : 1, Atkinson and

Firth; 2, Gledhill; 3, Bedfo.rth
; 4, Pacey.

YELL, HEN (4) : 1, 4, Casey; 2, Pacey; 3,

McLaughlin. BUFF (5) : 1, Bedforth

;

2, Ramsbottom ; 3, Atkinson and Firth

;

4, McLaughlin. NOV., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. (2) : 1. Russell; 2, Aspden

Bros. BUFF (5) : 1, Wardman ; 2, Holt

Bros. ; 3, Jowett and Robertshaw ; 4, Naylor.

MKD. (5) : 1. 2, 3, Russell; 4, Naylor. UN-
FLIG. (5): 1, 3, Jowett and Robertshaw;

2. Aspden Bros. ; 4, Wardman. YELL. HEN
(4) : 1, 2, Jowett and Robertshaw; 3, Holt

Bros.
; 4, Aspden Bros. BUFF (8) : 1, Rus-

sell
; 2, Jowett and Robertshaw ; 3, Naylor;

4, Asnden Bros. MKD. HEN : 1, Jowett

and Robertshaw.—W. Walker, Sec.

CITY O? BRADFORD O.S.

Third Members’ Show of season, Sept. 26,

Flying Dutchman. Mr. H. J. Chittenden

judged the 75 birds staged, and gave every

satisfaction.

OPEN YORKS, CL. OR TKD. YELL.
CK. (3): 1. Smith, 2, Horsfield; 3, Hunter.

BUFF (5): 1, Elsegood ; 2, 3, Helliwell; 4,

vhc, Horsfield. A.O.V. (7): 1, Elsegood; 2,

c, Moremant; 3. vhc. Smith; 4, Horsfield;

he. Helliwell. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN
(3) : 1, Elsegood; 2, Smith; 3, Horsfield.

BUFF (5) : 1, vhc, Elsegood ; 2, 4, Helli-

well
; 3, Smith. A.O.V. HEN (5) : 1, Helli-

well; 2, 4, Horsfield; 3, vhc, Morement.
NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (5): 1,

Symes; 2, Bower; 3, Woad; 4, vhc. Simonett.
BUFF (5) : 1, 3, Bolton and Lunn ; 2,

Svmes
; 4, Woad; vhc, Simonett. A.O.V.

(1) : 1, Pyrah. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN
(2) : 1, 2. Symes. BUFF (7) : 1, Bolton and
Lunn

;
2. \hc, Symes; 3, Woad; 4. Bower;

he, Pyrah. A.O.V. (4): 1, Symes; 2, Woad;
3. Bolton and Lunn; 4, Pyrah. OPEN NOR.,
CL. OR TKD. CK. (4): 1, 2, Airlon ; 3. 4,

Plowright. A.O.V. (1) : 1, Plowright. UN-
FLI. CK. : (4): 1, 4, Plowright; 2, 3, Airlon.

UXFLL HEN (3): 1. 2, 3, Plowright. NOV.,
CL. OR TKD. CK. (1) : T. Sfmonctt. UNFLI.
(4) ; 1, Simonett ; Kaberrj "

, 4, Betts.

Questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND E IFF2CUZ.TXBB
SOLVED. BV SViZICXAIiISTS

For Rule*, see last week’sE issue.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDli ST. JOHN.

CURE FOR DIARRHCEA (E.V.).—(1)

Keep floors and perches as clean as possible,

and to assist in attaining this object strew

the floors well with clean pine Sawdust for

the present. Stop all green food, and cut

all linseed out of the dietary until the loose-

ness is removed. Give a staple of three

parts canary to one part summer rape, and

in addition givo half a teaspoonful per bird

daily of a mixture of equal parts broken

groats, crushed arrowroot biscuit and maw
seed. A piece of banana may be given three

times as a substitute for green food. In

the water give as much Epsom salts as will

cover a threepenny-piece for one day only,

and after this give daily four drops each

of tincture of gentian, tinct. of opium, and

dilute sulphuric acid until the droppings re-

sume a normal consistency. (2) Treat the

hen that has a difficulty in breaking awgy
into the moult to a vapour bath, and treat

generally the same as advised to “ Stanley

(
3

)

” in last week’s issue.

A TAIL WAGGER (Villager).—Beyond
saying that the tail is always on the move
you give no symptoms to lead one to form

an opinion as to what is wrong. Does tho tail

move in unison with the breathing, or is it

a kind of jerky movement at intervals? And,

is there any difficulty of breathing? Try the

following, and if the bird is not well in a

fortnight, write again and give full particu-

lars of all symptoms shown, and 6ay how
you feed and where you keep it. See that

it is free from cold draughts, and extreme,

rapid fluctuations of temperature. In addi-

tion to the usual seed diet give a morsel of

bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar

every second day, and on the alternate days
a spray of watercress or some other green

salad. In the drinking water add a crystal

of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea
and ten drops of lemon juice for three con-

secutive days, arid after this give instead 20

drops of whisky, five each of oxymel of

squills and ipecacuanha wine, and two of

eucalyptus oil, well shaken together, every
second day for the remainder of the fort-

night.

TUTORS WITH FAULTY NOTES
(S.A.M. James).-—If the birds introduce the
undesirable notes into their song regularly I

am afraid you can do nothing but discard

them, if you do not wish to keep them in

song boxes, and cannot move them out of

ear-shot of tlie young birds. It may be that
the faulty notes are only very prominent at

certain times, such as the early morning or

at night, or when the birds are over-excited
or stimulated, and in that case you could
manage very well with them, by keeping
them either in a closed song box, or in an-
other room where the youngsters cannot hear
them, and only introduce them to the young-
sters as tutors at the times when the song
was least objectionable. You do not men-
tion what the objectionable notes consist of,

but if the song is only too shrill and high
pitched you might do something by feeding

the birds chiefly on good summer rape, with a

fringing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid lor at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

GASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon Hotel,

Bridge St., Sept. 26. for 4 minutes time sing-

ing: 1, Nelson; 2, Wainwright; 3, Morley.

—

S. Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club quality sing-

ing match, Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane,
Leeds, Sept. 27 ; 17 competed. The judges
had no difficulty in finding the winner, M.
Brophy’s bird, being a young bird, has the
making of a champion. 1. 2, Brophy

;
3,

Plavforth. Judges, E. Wood and J. Smith.
—Alf. Lorriman, Sec.

Quality singing contests, Skinners’ Arms,
Buslingthorpe

;
.19 sang far 3 prices. 1,

Binns; 2, Ward; 3, King. Judges, Messrs.
C. Clayton and J. Sellars.—C. Clavton Hon:
See.

Quality Linnet contest Albion Hotel,
Saville 'Green, York Road, Sept. 26; 20- birds
sang for four prizes. 1, Johnson

; 2, Richard-
son

; 3, 4, Brophy. Judges, Clark, Wigfield,
and Bolt. Sept. 27, 18 birds sang for three
prizes. 1. Johnson; 2, Stead': 3, Richardson.
Judges, A. Jennings, S. Hardens'. !e.-—W.
Naylor, Hon, Sec.

pinch of canary daily, and a little egg food’

twice a week, and a scrap of green food on

the days when egg is not given.

SEEDS EXAMINED (T.O.H.).—The can-

ary seed is very small in size, appears as

though the bulk from which it caine is very

dusty, and it is also musty, and a very un-

desirable seed for feeding Canaries. The
rape appears a nice sample of summer rape,

of good quality, but it has the appearance

of Being a little infested with mites, and
there is also the characteristic odour of tliese

mites perceptible when the seed is rubbed
between the fingers. I should regard it with

suspicion. The niger is a nice clean sample,

of good average quality. The maw also is of

good quality. Considering that the two first-

named seeds form the bulk of the birds’ diet

it is not improbable that they have something

to do with your losses, and you would do
well to make a change at once; of the canary

seed in particular.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding lor Be-

dinners " ( id.); House's “ Canary Manual ” (1/2);

Ualtye's “ Yorkshire Canaries "
(1/1)); House's "Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s "Stock Hook” (7d.);

Dr. Clarke’s “Septic or Bird Fcvbt” (id.); Norman's
“Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Ramsdcn’t
“Colour-feeding ’•

(3 )d.) ;
"Seeds and Foods lor Cage

Birds " (1/2); or the “Nutshell ” booklets (2)4. each)

:

No. 5 "The Pet Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea

are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

London, E C.

MOPING AND NOT MOULTING
(Grocer).—If the bird was bred in 1913 it

would be quite natural for her not to sited

any tail or flight feathers at the last moult.

Cage her separately, give three vapour baths,

with an interval of four days between each,

and otherwise treat her the same as advised

to “ A.V.D.” in last week’s issue. In that

issue you will also find details for giving

vapour baths mentioned in reply to “ Stanley

(3)
.”

A TRIO (S.A.M.J.).— (1) No it will not

harm the birds to put them in a sunny posi-

tion for a time in the afternoon, and then
return them to a cool room at night. It is

not wise, however, to expose them to the
full power of the sun for any great length

of time on very warm days.
(2 )

I would
not advise covering the backs of the cages
with serge, as it would afford too secure a
harbour for red mites. If the room is free

from draught and damp, no such cover is at

all necessary. A light muslin or linen cover
thrown over the cages at night in very
severe weather in winter would do no harm,
but is not really essential. This can lie easily

douched into boiling water in the morning
now and again as an effectual means of de-

stroying any stray mite that may be pre-
sent and take refuge upon it after the night’s
foray. A mixture of equal parts hemp,
niger, black rape, linseed, and broken groats,
will serve the purpose you wish in very cold
weather. Give a small teaspoonful per bird
two or three times a week. (3) Crested birds
are themselves not wholly free from the habit
of pulling each other’s crests, though they
may, perhaps, be a trifle less addicted to it

than plainheaded varieties. Y’our best course
would be to remove the Y orkshire that is the
culprit.

BREEDING QUERIES (T. Sommers).—(I)

No, no. It is too much like counting one’s
chickens before hatching to attempt to advise
you as to the number of stock you will re-

quire to breed a stated number of cocks each
year. It is possible to produce your desired
number of ten cocks from a single pair of

birds, but, mark you, it is very, very highly
improbable. To stand a reasonable chance
you should run two trios each of one cock
and two hens. You must not overlook the
fact that among the number of young you
breed hens may be a very awkward problem.

(2) For two trios you could manage nicely

with your present stock df cages, plus a sing-

ing cage to transfer one cock to when not
engaged with the liens; the centre of the
three-compartment cage answering for the

other. And you would want one or two flight

cages for the young, and a -Sufficiency of

smaller cages for caging the cocks separately

whilst completing their tuition. (3) In case

you want to train a number of birds, it is

advisable to keep a tutor for singing only,

though it would do no material harm to mare
him for a round of young in, the early part

of the season. (4) I think the plan of run-

ning one cock with six hens is seriously over-

working the cock, and is far less likelv to be

successful for any length cf time. It is quite

sufficient to run one cock with two hens. (5)

It depends upon the position, locality, etc.,

of the room whether the best results are

chained from heated or cold rooms. But if

you have healthy, robust birds and a room

free from extreme fluctuations, damp, etc.,

heated rooms are neither necessary nor

desirable. (6) For general detailed informa-

tion you cannot do better than get “ Canary

Brcedirg f r Be inner*,” which our Manager

i vill si ud you foi 7d., post free*

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (H. Jones).—

(1) If you introduce a hen Greenfinch into

your aviary where the cock Greenfinch and
the Canaries are, she will be more likely to

pair with him than with any other. Cases
are on record where a bird has refused to

mate with one of its own kind, preferring the

attentions of another species, but such doings

are quite the exceptions. A house-moulted
hen Goldfinch would be a very useful bird

for Hybrid breeding. You should introduce

her to a Linnet or Greenfinch and let them
fly together during the winter months. (2 )

For your aviary I would advise the follow-

ing : Cock birds, two Goldfinches, a Linnet
and a Twite

;
hens, one Bullfinch, Greenfinch,

Siskin, and Redpoll. You would also have
room to introduce a couple of nice yellow

Norwich Canary hens, which would im-

mensely increase your chances of producing
young ones ; an extra hen or two would be
an advantage as it is probable one or other

of the British hens would not go to nest, or

only in a half-hearted manner. (3) The Bull-

finch hen is used more in Hybrid production
than any other, and seldom refuses to nest,

if properly treated, and run with a partner
ehfl talroc in

SEEDS FOR MIXED AVIARY (Red-
start).—In an aviary composed of mixed
birds it is a rather difficult matter to feed
with a seed mixture suitable to all. The
best plan is to watch the more tender sub-
jects and feed them correctly, allowing the
others to take their chance. Or if you see

any signs of one of them bemg a bit seedy,
catch him up and treat him separately for

a time, until he is sufficiently recovered to

return. For general use make up the fol-

lowing seeds: Canary 3 parts by measures,
teazle 2 parts, rape 1 part. Another mix-
ture, to be given three times a week, would
be the following : Hemp 3 parts, niger 2
parts, maw 1 part. In addition to this they
could have a little wild seed mixture twice
a week, and sunflower seeds daily. AI30
supply green food and bunches of seeding
plants, which are just now very plentiful on
all waste ground, and along the road sides.

You could collect the seed pods of many of
them, lay them out to dry in the sun, or in

an airy room, and store for winter use. These
are very much appreciated by the birds, and
are a grand pick-me-up for seedy ones.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should .consult Houlton’s great work, " Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/G); Norman’s “British Bird Manual "

(2/3); or Part 1 "Hard bills" (1/1), Part 2
"
Saflbills

”

(1/1); “ Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" i2/S):
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird
Fever" (7d.) ; “Colour-feeding ’’ (3)d.); or the “Nut-
shell" booklets (2)d. each): No. 1 "Goldfinch,''
No. 2, “Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," Nc. 13

“Chaffinch," No. 15 "Greenfinch.” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 23 "Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 0
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them." No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds." 154, Fleet Street^, London, E.C .

BIRDS REFUSING TO BATHE (Stanley).

—One occasionally gets a bird or two in a

collection that never appear to be at all in-

terested in the bathing arrangements. They
are generally birds that have been frightened

or are of very nervous dispositions. The
most simple method is to place them in a
large flight with known bathers, when they
will generally follow a good example. An-
other way is to keep the bird in your smallest

cage for a few days, and then turn him into

a large one, giving a bath at once, he gener-

ally commences to straighten out his plumage
and finishes up with a good dip. This
change of cage should be managed if possible

on a sunny day. Another method is to

catch the bird, disarrange his feathers with-

out breaking them, and give the bath when
he is returned to his cage.

FEEDING A THRUSH (Claud F.

Vaughan).—The Song Thrush is not a very

difficult bird to keep in health and condition,

if one attends to him regularly. ne will

exist on very simple fare, but to get the best

out of him it is necessary to feed him well,

j

The food you mention is. in my opinion, hardly

1

nourishing enough for a staple diet, hut can

be given occasionally for a change. Procure

some good puppy biscuits, break them up and

soak in hot water or gravy ; another day soak

a little chicken meal (best quality) in the

!
same wav, and mix a spoonful of meat meal

in with it. Buy a lb. of good insectile food

i and give him a feed of this about twice a

j

week, mixing it with scraped carrot or boiled
1

potato. Offer scraps from the table, a piece

of suet pudding,lean meat, vegetables, etc.

Give fruit in season, and ally insect you can

procure, but not too many snails, they are

rather relaxing for birds in captivity, \ou
should procure our Nutshell booking on the

Thrush, it will give you a lot mo'rC inforrn*-

1 tioa.
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BIRDS FOR AVIARY (G. C. C.).—Your
out-door aviary os described would do nicoly
for a few birds. If you only want them as
ornaments to tho garden, your selection would
do admirably, but if you thought of trying
to breed with them next season I would
advise you to have a pair of Greenfinches or
Linnets in place of tne Bullfinches, or you
could put in a Bullfinch hen with a cock
Greenie or Linnet. The reason I suggest this
is because the cock Bullfinch seldom does any
good as a breeder in captivity. It is rather
too late now to turn out Canaries unless you
can manage to get a pair that were bred
outdoors; if not, you had better \«iit until
the spring before putting them out. The
others could bo put in at once, the earlier now
the better.

TROUBLE WITH THRUSH (Numquam).
—Your bird has evidently taken cold, which
has affected his voice; in addition to this you
are not treating him properly, or he would
not have the growth you mention. I am
sorry you did not tell me how you are feed-
ing him. I could have then pointed out your
error. Anyway, kindly read the advice’ given
to “Claud F. Vaughan’’ for general treat-
ment

;
but for time feed him on insectile

food, and plenty of fruit. Before changing
his food, give as much Glauber salts as will
cover a sixpence in two tablespoonfuls of
water, for one day only. Make the following
mixture, and put thirty drops in his drinking-
water every other day for a fortnight : Equal
quantities of whiskey, glycerine and fresh
lemon juice. With this treatment he should
soon be in good health.

FOREIG-W BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGARS ON SHOW BENCH
(W. M. S.).—The birds should be large but
shapely, that is fairly slim. The colours
should be pure and intense, and the markings
sharply and cleanly cut. The blue and also
the black spots on sides of lower face should
„rtand out sharp and clear. It is needless to
say that beak must be clean, not scaly, nor
yet overgrown. Feet and claws must be
perfect, and the plumage clean, silky and
perfect in every respect. Providing it is not
definitely stated otherwise in schedule, either
a pair or a single bird can be exhibited in
a cage, but if two are shown in the same cage
they must be male and female. Of course if

you Lave two birds perfect in every respect
and fulfilling above conditions, then stage
both of them, but it must be borne in mind
that if one is faulty it penalises the other,
perhaps perfect bird, in other words unless
the pair are equally perfect it is better to
only stage the male, though of course with
such a class of Budgerigars most judges would
put a perfect pair before a single bird. These
are very erratic in captivity. Some pairs
begin quite early in the year, almost ahead
of spring, others much later—the proper
breeding season in this country may be said
to be from early spring to the moult. Many
pairs will breed all the year round with only
a short pause for the moult, but such is very
exhausting.

WHAT SHALL I GET? (A. H. A.).—Zebra
Finches and Budgerigars are about the most
certain and regular of Foreign birds to breed,
and you could not do better than begin with
either a pair oLZebra Finches, or two pairs of
Budgerigars, but unless you get them by ad-
vert. from some outdoor aviary where they
have been out all the summer, you must not
put them out till next spring. I do not con-
sider Zebra Finches ana' Budgerigars would
agree together for any length of time in your
aviary, so you must make up your mind to
keep one or the other. “Foreign Birds for
Beginners,” Is. l^d. post free, from our man-
ager, would help you.
"BLACK MYNAH (Novice).—The main

dietary -will be live insects, fruit and insec-
tile mixture. You can supplement this with
table scraps, cooked vegetables, boiled rice,

etc., while as to insects nothing will come
amiss, beetles, mealworms, flies

;
you can give

it every garden pest it will eat. We have not
yet issued any Nutshell on this species. The
value is 30s. to 50s., according to condition,
but clever talkers, of course, commend a fancy
price. They are almost as large as a Rook,
but a more shapely bird, ana' need a cage not
less than 30in. long, 15in. deep and 18in.
high, and as they are large eaters the cage
seeds frequent attention to keep it sweet and
clean. As cage birds they make nice pets and
become very tame, but are mischievous, indul-
ging in such pranks as putting their bill
through a lace curtain and enjoying the tear-
ing sound as they open their beak. They are
not vicious, but of course must not be associ-
ated with small birds, and' it would not be
wise to let them have liberty in a room in
which small birds were kept in all-wire cages.
MADAGASCAR LOVEBIRDS (A. MyOTs).
(1 and 2) Canary, white millet and millet

•sprays, with once or twice a week a few oats ;

green food, grit and cuttlebone. (3) The male
bas a green body and a grey head and neck,

CLUB Al SOCIETY NOTICES
Alfreton C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Red Lion

Hotel, 7. Important, annual show business,
Oct. 31.—G. Beardnll.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.-i-Oct. 7, Station

Cafe, Altrincham, 8. General business and
washing demonstration by Mr. Hickson.—C.
Bailey.

Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—Oct.
6, St. Thomas Old Schoolroom (entrance
Chapel Street), 8. Lecture by Mr. J. W.
Cutmore, Liverpool : "Pcdigroc Breeding and
Heredity, and tho Mystery of the Hybrid.”
Fanciers and friends welcome.—J. Spencer.
Ashton-under-Lyne O.S.—Oct. 6, P.S.A.

Rooms, Albion Street, 8. Ordinary business.
Final table show Oct. 10

;
birds staged 3.

Judge, W. E. Blaydon.—J. Whitehead.
Attercliffe C.B.S.—Oct. 8, Horse and

Jockey Hotel, 8. Table show; arrangement
for annual show.—E. Johnson.
Ayr C.B.C.—Oct. 6, Wallace Tower Hall,

7.30.—R. Aitken.
Bolton C.B.S.—Oct. 6, Joiners’ Arms, 8.—

J. Gerrard.
Barnsley C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Clarence Hotel,

7.30. Discussion of judges for members
6hows.—E. Toulson.
Birmingham South O.S.—Oct. 7, Marl-

boro’ Hotel, 8.30. Final arrangements for
young stock show, judge, specials.—J. Shep-
pard.

Border City (Carlisle) O.S.—Oct. 7,

headquarters, 8. General business. New
Year’s show.—J. C. Bell.

Burton-on-Trent C.B.S.—Oct. 6, New
Inn, 8. Important show bus.—A. Wood.
Bootle C.B.S.—Oct. 6, St. Andrew’s

Parochial Hall, 8. Extraordinary meeting

;

very important.—A. E. Huyton.

the female is all green of varying shades. (4)

Madagascar Lovebirds an<i' Budgerigars will

agree together in the same aviary providing
the space is sufficient—you give me no idea of

size of your aviary. (5) Irregular, but from
early spring to late autumn. (6) A box or
barrel would be the better as they cany in a
lot of leaves, strips of thin bark, dry green-

food, etc.—you must supply these—with which
to make a nest. If the above is not clear, you
must say of what you are still in doubt and
give full particulars of situation and size of

aviary.

PO&T MOETEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. fid. each bird; for reply
direct, SJs. fid.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if
a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.
M.B.—Siskin died of pneumonia, affecting

both lungs, and probably arising as the result
of a chill owing to recent weather changes.

E. SOUTHWOOD.—Post-mortem examina-
tion of Lirmet revealed extensive enteritis
complicated with pneumonia, the result of the
ingestion of ptomaine or poisonous products
in some form. It is not an infectious
nature, but has arisen ini each case from a
common cause. The intestines were most
acutely inflamed along their whole extent.
The causal agent must have been of a very
virulent type.

J. TRINER.—The birds I examined were
in first rate condition, there being no sign of
disease except that the lungs were highly con-
gested, and in one case haemorrhage had oc-
curred as the result. The birds, in my opin-
ion, died from fright, either by mice or by
your other birds.

MISS V. F. BLANDFORD,—Acute
enteritis, no liver trouble as in last case, but
due in my opinion to a common cause. I do
not think you will lose all your birds, but
think it advisable to segregate your birds for
a time

; improvise another aviary or room
temporarily, whilst thoroughly disinfecting
your aviary. It can become contagious by
contact, direct or indirect, but is not infec-
tious. Get a fresh supply of seed, and give
in the drinking-water daily for a week a few
grains of sulphate of soda, followed by a
course of some tonic such as infusion of gen-
tian, five drops to each bird in drinking-water
daily for another week ; this may be
sweetened with a little sugar or simple syrup
if the birds show any disinclination for it.

MR. B. C. PAUL.—The Budgerigar died of
liver disease of some standing

; this organ was
very .much enlarged, giving a swollen appear-
ance to the body. The generative organs
were quite sound.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOR.

J. W. Yarwood.

—

We will have made a reproduc-
tion of your sketch and utilise it fn a future issue
Thanks for your useful letter.

Burnley

—

The external appearance of the seed is
good, but we do not care for the look of the kernel
which seems powdery and dry, as though artid
cially (kiln) dried. Try a change of seed, by all
means, and see if this helps the birds.

Bow lino B.F.A.—Oct. 6, Napoleon Hotel,
8. Important.—J. Nic.holl,
Bradford Fast O.8.—Oct. 6, Park Chapel

Schools, 7. I .iking ol entries for open show
up till 11. Please attend and help.—W.
Cruise.

Burnjiope C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Coll. Inn, 7.
Annual show business; very important.—J.
W. Robson.
Burnley O.8.—Oct. 7, Star Inn, Church

Street, 7.30. Important business
; classifica-

tion for annual show.

—

T. Chadwick.
City of Birmingham C.B.S.—Oct. 7,

Crown Hotel, 8.30. Open show bus.

—

J. II.
Jones.

Cheltenham C.B.S.—Oct. 7, Lamb Hotel,
8. Members’ show business; paper on
foreign birds.—A. S. Treasure.
City of Dundee C.B.S.—Oct. 7, Doig’s

Rooms, 8. Classification for club show.

—

A.
Law.
Clapjiam C.B.A.—Oct. 6, Clock House,

Clapham Park Road, 8.30. Annual show
business.—T. J. Hose.
Clitheroe C.B.S.—Oct. 5, Bennett’s Tea

Rooms, 8.—J. Southworth.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Oct.

10, Three Tuns, Eastwooo', 7. Open show
business; members must pay their subscrip-
tions at this meeting to enable them to com-
pete for specials.—Smith and Lees.
Crewe O.S.—Oct. 6, Burton Hotel, 8.

General bus.—N. L. Croft.
Derwent Valley C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Co-opera-

tive Hall, Low Westwood, 7. Consider altera-
tion of show date.—Jameson and Johnson.
Dulwich and Peckham C.B.S.— Oct. 6,

Reindeer Hotel, Rye Lane, Peckham, 8.30.
Washing competition

; members bring their
own birds.—A. G. Cant.
East Ham C.B.S.—Oct. 8, Town Hall, 8.30.

General meeting
; schedule for annual show.

Very important.—F. Onslow.
East Aedsley C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Black Swan,

7.30. General bus.—H. Cockrem.
Eastleigh C.B.S.—Oct. 5, headquarters, 8.

General bueiness.—J. Aldcrslade.
Eccleshill C.B.A.—Oct. 3, Fountain Inn,

8. General business, arranging for show
(final), new member to make.—S. Wilcock.
Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Oct. 5,

Regent Halls, Abbeymount, 8. Important.

—

R. Spence.
Falkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannock-

burn C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Oddfellows’ Hall, Fal-
kirk, 7.30. To arrange a combined show.
Interested fanciers are requested to attend-

—

J. Woodhouse.
Great Horton Good Intent O.S.—Oct. 3,

Grange Schools. Members’ show, birds
staged by 2.30; judge, J. A. Taylor.—A.
Firth.

Guisbrough Priory C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Weir’s
Rooms, 7.30. General bus.—W. Waraker.
Halifax O.S.—Oct. 3, Plummet Line

Hotel, 7.30. Annual open show. Business
important.—H. Clegg,

Hornsey, Wood Green C.B.S.—Oct. 6,

Nightingale Hotel, High Road, Wood Green,
8. Table show, and lecture by Mr. G. Gard-
ner.—P. Brooks.
Hyson Green C.B.S.—Oct. 6. head-

quarters, 8. . Final arrangements for Oct.
show.—A. E. Moult.
Laisterdyke B.F.A.—Oct. 7, Railway

Hotel, 8. Rules for washing competition,
etc., steward' for show, and general business.

—W. H. Symes.
Leeds C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Lockhart’s (next

door to Hope Bros., Briggate), 7.30. Table
show of British birds, ana' lecture on “ Pre-
paring for Exhibition,” by Mr. J. Chambers.
—E. Norton.
Leeds Roller C.C.—Oct. 3, Lockhart’s,

7.30. Business in connection with members’
show.—H. Best.

Leicester C.B.S.— Oct. 7, Hare and Phea-
sant, 8.30. First night show of season ; Nor.
Buff Cock Unflig., Open, and ditto Novice.

—

J. Hardbattle.
Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Oct. 6,

White Swan, 8.30. Special show bus.—A.

>
Freestone.
Loanhead C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Masons’ Arms,

7.30. Final arrangements for show, specials,

,
cup-holders return cups, entries from mem-
bers.—W B. Smart.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Oct. 3, Vic-

toria Hotel, Charterhouse, E.C., 8. Table
show and judging competition ; final judge,

Mr. W. Shakespeare.—W. Gilbert.

Leith O.S.—Oct. 10, Liberal Club, Hope
Street, 7. Final arrangements for show.

—

G. W. Brown.
Middlesbro’ and Tees-Side C.B.S.—Oct.

3, Crown Hotel, 7.30. Important bus.—J.

Swinsco.
Manningham C.B.A.—Oct. 3, headquarters,

8. Open show. Y. Union Hanobook ready.

—

H. Grange.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.S.

—Oct. 5, Deansgate Hotel, 8. Open show
business ; very important.—F. Wilkinson.
Midland Counties Yorks. C.C.—Oct. 7,

Crown Hotel, Hill Street, Birmingham, 7.30.

Abandonment of patronage for 1914 owing to

majority of Midland shows being cancelled

or postponed indefinitely.—W. Welle-

Northern Yorkshire C.C. Oct. 7; pjj.

!?
r P*1^’ Fink Lane, 8. Important lnus.

—

K. Lmdale.
Northern Border and S.F.C.C.—Oct 7

Pillar’s Cafe, 8. Lecture by Mr. W. Es’pie!—M. C. Potts.

t

Northern Norwich PC. -Oct. 7, Pillar’s
Cafe, Pink Lane, 8. Important bus.’—F. W.
Laidlow.
Newsham C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Willow Tree

Inn, 7. Business for animal show Oct. 24.—
C. Snowdon.
North Liverpool C.B.S.—Oct. 7, head-

quarters, 8. Classifications for old show,
Boxing-day.—Edgar S. Broadbcrit.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Oct. 6, Bal-

moral Hotel, Rochdale Iload, 8. General
business for November show. .Members and
friends kindly attend.— A. Colley.
Oldham C.B.A..—Oct. 6, Textile Dining

Rooms, 8. Washing exhibition.—J. Cope.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Oct. 14,

Alhambra Club Rooms, Higher Openshaw,
8.30. Schedule, table show, judge, etc.

;

subs, due.—A. W. Newton.
Perth City and County O.A.—Oct. 5,

Laidlaw’s Rooms, Leonard Street, 8. Club
show classification.

—

J. L. Smith.
Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Oct. 5,

Fleece Hotel, 7.30. Lecture by Mr. II. Halli-
day, Shipley :

“ Hints to Novice Canary Fan-
ciers.” Friends coroially invited.

—

H. Rais-
trick.

Radcliffe C.B.S.—Oct. 7, Wareing’s Din-
ing Rooms, 8. General bus.—Geo. Lord.
Rossendale C.B.S.— Oct. 6, Swan Hotel,

Bacup, 7.30. Lecture by W. Adams, Roch-
dale, on the “Advantage and System of
Amalgamated Societies.”— H. Wantling.
Reading C.B.S.—Oct. 7, Palmer Hall, 8.

Final show arrangements.—0. C. Smith.
Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S.—Oct. 7,

Temperance Club, 8. General meeting
; will

all members make an effort to attend as we
are holding our show, and we want the sup-
port of all.—W. Adams.
South-East London F. and F.A.—Oct. 5,

71, Albany Road, Old Kent Road, 8. General
meeting

;
paying out prize-money and specials

won at September show.—-R. Jackson.
Southend C.B.S.—Oct. 7, 5, Priory

Avenue, Prittlewell, 7.30. „ Washing exhibi-
tion by Mr. Claude.—G. Deer and F. Cundy.
South Shields C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Cyprus,

7.30. Show business.—W. L. Smith.
Southampton C.B.S.—Oct. 5, headquarters,

8.30. Show business and discussion re pur-
chasing of challenge cup.—W. L. Page.
South London Col. and F.A.—Oct. 8,

Royal George, Tanner’s Hill, S.E.
,

8.'

General meeting and) poultry show ; fanciers
invited.—Geo. Burton.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S,—Oct. 8, Wharf®

Hotel, 8.—G. Mitchell.
Shipley O.S.—Oct. 7, Victoria Hotel, 8.

Open show bus.—E. Grange.
SkelmanthoRpe C.B.A.—Oct. 6, Liberal

Club, 8. Open show business.—F. Hamp-
shire.

Spen Valley C.B.S.—Oct. 5, Commercial
Hotel, 8. Distribution of Union Handbooks,
etc.—S. Grayshon.
Sheffield O.S.—Oct. 6, Rose and Crown

Hotel, 8. Members’ show bus.—E. C. Job.

Scotland Gate C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Social Club,
Choppington, 7.30. General bus.—T. Rigg.

Smallbridge C.B.S.—Oct. 6, headquarters,
8. Business important and urgent.—J. F.

Cheetham.
Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.—Oct. 5, Red Lion

Hotel, 8.30. Arrangement for inter-club

shows.—J. Pitchforo’.

Stanley Empire F.F. and C.B.S.—Oct. 4,

6.30. To elect sec. pro. tern., as Mr. W.
Robinson, our esteemed sec., has been called,

up with the Yeomanry. There is other im-
portant business.—R. Peart, Chairman.
Walsall C.B.S.-—Oct. 7, White Harte

Hotel, 8.30. Annual show business : impor-
tant.—F. Price.

Walkley C.B.S.—Oct. 8, Westmorland
Street, 8. Table show, 9 classes ; nomination
of officers 1915. Fanciers invited.— C. Tom-
linson.

Watford C.B.S.—Oct. 7, 20, St, Albans
Road, 8.30. General bus.—C. Rackley.
West Stanley C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Com. Hotel.

Table show, Yorks., Nor., Bold., Brit.
;

staged 6.30. Schedule for annual show.—W.
Elliott.

Wigan C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Legs of Man Hotel,
8. Old show business.—E. Ball.

Wimbledon C.B.S.—Oct. 5, 6, The Broad-
way, Wimbledon, 8. “ Questions and
Answers,” and juoging competition, British
A.V. ; final judge, Mr. F. Easterling. Nor. ;

final judge, Mr. P. Rorke. Will members
kindly bring birds. A prize will be awarded
for best bird in each class containing not less

than eight entries.—G. Griffiths.

Windhill C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Blue Bell Hotel,

8. Ordinary business and balance-sheet for

members’ show. No meeting on Oct. 3.—
Taylor and Ellis.

Windsor C.B.A.—Oct. 7, Star and Garter
Hotel, 8.30. Arrangements for member*’
show.—H. W. Simm*,
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SALE or EXCHANGE^]

|
Mainly British, ~|

WiI\T offers in Wild British for black png dot

pup, i-2: Blackett, 2. l'oolo-st., New North Roaff,

1

|:X

<

Cl'l ANOE two cock Linnet Mule*, one with Linnet

.ong, for field moulted British, or sell: Uobeon.^92,

M
SEnVcTlfii)

k
cocdU, Linnets, Larks. Chaffinches, Bd.

.leMriluSnpi A. Foley, 4, Plcton-et. New

B
l?vcH Ali aii" 4

° l

cock Gold(inches, aviary bred, for

S^NdiBlueh M uU's
L

on eong, or cell 3/- each: 0 reeve.

and Greenfinch mules

line.

|

Mainly Canaries.
|

WHAT offer* for 4 young variegated Holler Hens, or

sell, 6/-: 21. Arthlngton-sl., Hunslet, C 17®®)

CLEAR Norwich cock and 2 variegated heps, 12/6,

cash or useful exchange: Harris, 354. lierrkige-rd.,

TWO
1

CnTuries, and cage, will exchange for poul-

try or rabbits: Robinson. 17 Uaudrlnghain-rib,

V

V'u ii.

k
o( '"very

'
good Yorkshires, bred brown and

whlteo.ms this year. 8/-: exchange young poultry

Svki^ Enland Doncaster. , , f

EXCHANGE,’ varnish, paint, enamel, ami paint

brushes, for rabbits or pullets; offers: Lobin-son,

Builder, 1-10, Broadway, Hendon.

EXCHANGE pair Norwich, Yorkshire cock, 2 hens,

I young Norwich, 2 young Yorkshires, for overcoat

to "measure, anything useful : cash i2'10/- ; a Plir
°Y®J;

Crawshaw Kpworth, Doncaster. i
i

EXCHANGE selected pair of Border?, typical

birds for Unger-tame hand-reared cock Bullfinch,

approval: Finch first: also Borders lor sal©: Pcgg,

i I’etcrboro’ \ illas, Fulham, S.W.
_ ,T t

V OTIC l-:. Will give good exchange in Yorkshire,

Norwich, and Border show cages for Canaries or

Mules, (loldiliichc-s, or Bulllinches, or loreign birds.

McKcarid, Cage Manufacturer, Cattle Douglas. (1<91)

Mainly ForeignT~|

AFRICAN Grey Parrot and cage, grand talker,

whistler, and dancer, 30/-; part exchange: Ross, 161,

iSowan-st., Arbroath. (1788)

SEVEN healthy young Cockaticls. very promising

birds, -l each: offers: W. Dale, " Wistaston,” Rod-

bourne Green, Swindon. (1/92)

|

Miscellaneous,
j

l-l’I, ATE stand camera, sell 40/-, or exchange:

Apply , 39 Moss-st., Chadsmoor, Cannock. (1790)

GRAMOPHONE wanted, in good condition; exchange

tor Budgerigars, Gay, Moor-st.. Quinton, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 12 white rats, for bitch ferret, or

anything useful: Lewis, 37, Tunnel-rd., Llanelly.
(1794)

BLACK hitch Retriever pups, champions in pedi-

gree, 21, or exchange Goldies: T. Malpass, E s.scr.de n,

Herts (1792)

GOOD Lurcher dog, sell £ 1 ;
exchange powerful air-

gun or bicycle: Cole, 515, Clifford Villa, I oxhall-rd.,

Ipswich. . „ ,
( 1 ‘°®)

DON'T miss this; will exchange 4 pair Borders for

Black Leghorn pullets, or cash: Elliot, Castic_st.,

Sanquhar. (1/90)

NOTICE,- large' brass topped Parrot cage, a® new,

cost 15/0, will accept G/-: Knowles, 10, Princess^t.,

Dukinfield.
,

, i .

17

I \ DIE'S bicvclc, free wheel, rim brakes, good tyres,

exchange" Norwich, foreign, or toy dog: Jones.

Vaynol. Harlech. „ , y.,v/
(3 . 1*. aviarv, pair .lavas. Siskin Mule, Goldfinch Mule,

2 hen Canaries, 15.-; exchange: Mayes, /3, Ebenezer-

tt. Langley Mill.
,

(1790)

TWO pairs gent's breeches (34 waist), good, warm,

hard-wearing cloth, 5;'-, exchange birds: Mills, 34,

Sutton-rd., Wallasey. (D9-)

SABLE Collie bitch, 14 weeks, 6/-, or exchange

Pigeons, anything useful : \\ . AUsopp, 2, Queen s-rd.,

Carcroft, Doncaster. . r
l
f'l

EXCH ANGE fishing rod, new, 16ft., cost 9.6, tor

Norwich show cages: Westwood, Hairdresser, VVit-

ton-rd. Birmingham. ,
y' 8 ''

WANTED pair Held or marine glasses, exchange

healthy Roller Canaries: F. Ayscough, .42, Thoinyille-

rd. West Hartlepool. (i/n-)

EXCH ANGE new razor for two cock Linnets or two

lien Goldfinch Mules; yours first: Soutar, tetter-

nngus, Aberdeenshire.
, 'ry.,'

EXCHANGE, 2, splendid English rabbits, tortoise

doe and black buck, for cock Canary and cage : Hod-

son, AVise-st., Longton. (*< „'

TWENTY Ring Doves, for sale, or will exchange

rabbits or pigeons, worth 3.6 a pair: L. Wynne,

Vpton. Southwell. Notts.
, ,

'

ABERDEEN pups, three months, dogs 20,-, bitches.

12;-, exchange poultry, birds; offers: Davison, Crows

Nest Haddonbam, Bucks.
(J

79
,

2 '

YORKSHIRE Terrier dog. 18 months, B.lbs., 2a/-,

wanted. Canaries, bike, offers: E. AA hit©, 38, Green

Head. Crook, Co. Durham. te!
91 '

SELL or exchange for cage birds, gent, s eilver

watch or lady's, and chain: E. J. iaylor, 7, Cor-

poration-st., Merthyr Tydvil. .
( 1790 >ll-SU, MCI LUJl

,

-

3'; MINERVA motor bike, wants accumulatoi, it,

exchange gent. 'a cycle or birds: Griffiths, ^The

Axlarics, Long Sutton, Lines.
,

U79P
THKKE good hen -Canaries,- gont. s black waten,

eight bagatelle balls, exchange: Dochcrty, 3/, Evelyn-

rd.. West Silvertown, London.
EXCHANGE lady's lever wristlet watch, perfect

order new, cost 17/6, for birds: Jopscn, 12, Juno-st.,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (l'90)

WANTED, 36in. Canary lirccdmg cages, loose, fit-

tings ;
exchange Old English Spangled Game Ban-

tams: McNaughton, Alne, Yorks.
,

EXCHANGE rough Terri r dog, splendid rat,

rabliltcr, good house dog, for fowls, anything ; sell,

10/6: Boggis, Raync rd., Braintree.

Six joinor-made double breeders and rack, nearly

row exchange bitch or pup, large breed: Hickson,

Greenhill-lane, Alfreton. Derbyshire < 1790 >

EXCHANGE two Goldfinch Redpoll Hybrid*, hens,

for cock Grevpate* or clap net* : Melvin, 35, Cam-

m-than st., Stonehouse, Lanarkshire. (1788)

HIGH-CLASS Dutch marked cavie*. *cll cheap, or

exchange Yorkshire Canaries or British : Mathers,

White House*, Mytholmroyd, Yorks. (‘(SB)

BEAUTIFUL white Bantam cockerel and two whit©

Bantam pullets, April hatched, K)/6; exchange any-

thing: Motley, Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (1791)

EXCHANGE revolver, 20 cartridge*, cost 81/-, for

Norwich show cages and travelling case: Westwood^

Hairdresser, Witton-rd., Birmingham. ,,”787)

WANTED, March hatched pullets; exchange Border

fancy pairs, even marked strain; approval:

Brunnyan 26, Lochend «t., Motherwell. (1790)

EXCHANGE 6 nearly new Lark cage*, runner*, com-

plete, cost 10/-. for cock Goldfinches: Sowerbutt*.

Maiisford-st., Bethnal Green, London, E. (1791)

GRAND Lop rabbit doe, 2i4x6, mated if required;

sell, 20/-; exchange good singing bird; offers:

Weatherill, Burbaiik-st., West Hartlepool. (1790)

SELL or exchange palour billiard table, complete,

almost new, accept £4 or part birds or poultry; E. J.

Jones, 12, Corporatlon-st., Merthyr Tydvil. (1790)

WANTED, good singing Roller©, for a good Aire-

dale-Irish dog, 2 year*, good all round dog, or sell,

24/-: Williams, 24, Park Hill, Tredegar, Mon. (1791)

EXCHANGE four pairs- Norwich Canaries, show
birds, colour fed, for good gent.’s cycle, or offers:

Apply, Abel, The Grove, Necton, near Swaffham.^

SO-UOUR American bracket clock, in good order,

3/6; phonograph and 10 records, 7/6; or exchange

for Canaries : Middleton, 96, Northgate, Canterbury^

EDISON home phonograph, 160 record*, £2 10/-,

offers poultry, Canaries, foreign, cage*, cycle, any-

tliing useful: China Store*, Ferry Bridge, York-

shire. (1792)

WILL exchange new volume of "Canaries and
British Birds" for good air rifle, or sell, best offer;

cost 25/-: J. C. Davies, 39, Pontmorluis, Merthyr
Tydfil. (1789)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks, or Norwich for scrap

brass, copper, block tin ;
winning strain

;
see adverts.

Yorks. : Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (1796)

WIRE Fox terrier bitch, good pedigree, 25/-; her

4 pups, 7 weeks old, 7/6 each; offers for lot; ex-

change: Arthur Street, Edward-st., Hemsworth,
Wakefield. ' (1792)

LARGE huff hen, 1913, not tried (Green blood),

parents shield winners; exchange laying pullets: H.
Clayson, 7, Melton Villa*, Barroweli Green, Winch-
more Hjll. 11788)

YORKSHIRES, one cock, three hen*, two large

breeding cages, etc. ;
exchange gramophone or

oilers; no live stock: Fish, Bank-rd., Crumpsall,
Manchester. (1795)

ONE pair hemmed bed sheets, one honeycomb quilt,

six white Turkish towels, value 30/-; exchange cock

Canaries, no dealers: 18, Bamford-rd., Didsbury,

Manchester. (1795)

EiGHT long-distance pigeons, 2 Goldie Mules, ex-

hibition Greenies; exchange for good Terrier bitch,

broken to ferrets : Colburn, 1, Raynor-st„ Bound-
hay-rd., Leeds. (1795)

SEVERAL grand Norwich from my winners, 15/-

pair; will exchange jewellery, anything useful, or

Black Pomeranian dog pup: Lambert, 122, Northum-
berland-st., Norwich. (1789)

WANTED, new or good second-hand motor cycle

tyres, will give good value in Yorkshire or Norwich
Canaries; approval: Radley, Paradise-square, Skel-

inanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1790)

GRAND Eclectus, pair Red-collarel Lorrikeets,

two cock Red headed Gouldians, perfect, all win-

ners, cheap, for immediate sale: Muscott, Mount
Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1794)

VERY large powerful Airedale dog, 2 years, typical

all points, 40/-. worth his weight in gold for gmwd

;

exchange anything; pedigree lost: Laurence, Stone-

row, Coalville, Leicestershire. (1790>

ONE Border, one Yorkshire, one Norwich, hens, also

Muling Goldfinch, fit for show bench, sell £1; ex-

change entertained; no rubbish offered or wanted:
Bond, Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (1790)

EXCHANGE pair new football boots, size 8, value

8/6, for Yorkshire Canaries or general fishing rod

and tackle, anything useful; approval both ways:

Curtis, 76, Gladstone-* t., Hebburn-on-Tyne. (1771)

WHAT offers in breeding Budgerigars or Yorkshires

for handsome fawn Whippet ' bitch, 2 years, very

fast and clever, can catch on own ground easily,

sell 20/-: Stephenson, Brooms, Stone, Staffs. (1790)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle tyres,

jewellery, watches, musical instruments, etc., for

any kind of livestock or birds, etc.; Jopson, Ex-

change Stores, 12, Juno-st., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (1790)

SINGER’S treadle "sewing machine, in splendid con-

dition, and good working order, when new cost

£7 10s., sell 45/- ; exchange Goldfinch, Mules, Can-

aries ;
offers: Pain, 519, Harrow-rd., Queen's Park,

London. (1792)

GRAND all white Bull Terrier dog, game and grand

guard, full extended pedigree, bred from winners,

£3 10/- cash, or exchange colour-fed Norwich ; a

bargain at £10; approval: North, 443, Manchester-

rd., Bradford. (1796)

DOUBLE barrel 12-bore central fire breech loading

gun, splendid killer, quantity of cartridges, latest

improvements, sell 45/ or offers Mules, Canaries or

Goldfinches value 50/-: Walters, 40, Creyhound-rd..

Kensal Green, London. (1790)

WANTED, cock Canaries on song and cages in ex-

change for boots, blankets, sheets, curtains, carpets,

cutlery, tools, suits, overcoats, macks.: stamped en-

velope will ensure quick reply : Exchange Co., 355,

L'ondon-rd., Sheffield. Established 1900. (1783)

HAND camera, six-chamber revolver, pin fire, also

"ood pair Norwich yellow-green cock, clear buff hen,

worth £1 the pair, sell 30/- the lot; exchange enter-

tained; also exhibition Goldfinch, reared from nest

this year, through moult, 7/6: Bond, Lamphey, P_em-

brokeshire. (1790)

MOTOR cycle accessories, 15/-; diamond glass-

cutter 5/-; hollow ground razor, 2.6; safety razor,

2/0; letter case, 5/-; Crimean sword, 15/-; sword

bayonet, 7 6; French bayonet, 10/-; eexhange Can-

aries and British: Collins, Brcoksidc, Wood Green,

Wednesbury. (179J)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
fa the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycle*; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;

Musical Instrument*; Natural History;

Photography ;
Pigeons ;

Pigs ; Poultry ; Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower’* bird seed*

and food©, good commieeiou: Trower, 442, Catedonian-

rd.. Loudon.

Aquarium.
tQUARIUMS, all about itocklng aquarium* with

plant*, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice

on the feeding and management of the occupants,

will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2Jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a liet of whom l* published frequently).

SMART Fox Terrier dog, 12 month*, oven-marled
head, till* all vermin, houee trained. 6/- ; bitch, •
months, nicely marked head, clear white body, 6/-:

Richards, 7, Stafford Avenue, Bulwell. (1796)

BEAUTIFUL Fox Terrier dog, 12 month*, evea
marked black and tan head, clear white body, smart
cobby, house traiued, love* children, site up, beg*,

etc.; extra good pedigree; best health, condition;

particulars: Pavier, 61, Hempsliill lane, Bulwell, Not-
tingham. (1786)

BADEN, strong built Airedale Iriah terrier doe,

clean, healthy, 17 month*, wire coat, keen guard,

game as tiger, hold his own, quiet till set on, faith-

ful pal to his owner, kill, face water, seneible, good
all round, smart looking dog, 17/6, exchange Can-

aries: Whilkshaw, 8a, Hermit-st.
,
Nottingham. (1792)

HIGHLY pedigree bred golden sable and whit*

Collie bitch puppy, 10 weeks old, immense coat,

frill, brush, well carried ear© and brush, white col-

lar, dean healthy lovely specimen, sure winner.

12/6; approval; printed pedigree on application: R.

Marshall, Hagwortliingham House, Spilsby, Lincoln-

” CARE of the Dog," Nutshell No. 82, I* now
ready. Every one who keep* a dog will find th*»

little booklet of great use. It treat* on feeding,

housing, exercising, disease*, varietiea, medicine*,

rearing, washing, grooming etc. Price 2d. from any

of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published

on page 4, or 2Ld., post free, from: " Cage Birds,

164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

4

Cycles.

CYCLES.—Lady’s and gentleman's 1014 Model de

Luxe, purchased March last, latest improvements,
including 3-speed B.S.A. gear, accessories, gear

cases, perfect; reason explained, £4 10/- each; ap-

proval willingly: 3, Aubcrt Park, Highbury, Lon-

don, N. ^ (1776)

BARGAIN, seldom obtained in Cage Birds; good

gent. ’a cycle, 24in., guaranteed perfect running order,

enamel plating as new, free-wheel, rim brakes,

splendid tyres’, tubes, lamp, pump, bell, only 21/-

;

approval, deposit ;
accept easy payments : Edward

Parr, 1, Middle-st., Notbs. (1791)

Mice.

Cavies.
1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 9d.:

Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1795)

CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 29, “Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2|d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Cats.

Pair tame Japan**© mice and eag*. 1/-; dormice,

2/6 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1794)

EXHIBITION Mice, 6d.; rats, 1/- pair; all colour*;

dormice, 3/6 p.s»ir: Pearson’s Mouse Farm, Green-

wich. .
(17®5)

FANCY and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 29. Is now ready,

and all who keep mice, either for pleasure or profit,

should not miss this highly interesting brochure.

It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, V arie-

ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 2Jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Pigeons.
HIGH flying performing rolling tumblers, 2/6 pair:

Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1798)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, No*. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birde in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,

post free 2^d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, FleeV

Street, London, E.C.

JUST Out 1 Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from tur Nutshell

agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Ferrets.

100 QUIET healthy working ferrets, from 3/-: Pear-

son’s Ferret Farm, Greenwich.
SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger, 2/6, 8/-

;

ten days’ approval: Thos. Wannop, 2, Shortest.,

Carlisle. (1/89)

Household Furniture.
Utensils, etc.

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FI.— —

BLANCHARD'S PILLS

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for__ VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocliia, Bitter Apple. Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/14. by Boots', Taylor’s, Timothy '\ bite’s

Brandies and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34. DA1ST0N LANE, LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange,

j

Rabbits.

'Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 88,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully om
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing including Housing, Hutches, Feeding. Breeding.

Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Disease*.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 2^d.
,
post free, from Cage Birds, 154.

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE

By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavie*,

and Mice. The information given in this handbook

is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-

ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Prie*

1 /-, post free 1/li, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., 1 on<ion, E.C.

I
Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 81, "Fishing la

River, Lake and Pond.” Atl who take an interest

In fishing should not mis* this highly instructive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunt*, and how to

catch them; the angter’s outfit, ground bait*, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2Jd. post

tree from "Cage Birds,” 154, Flcctet., London, E.C.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.— ADVT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS.

UNDERWOOD’S REAL ARMY BOOTS.

3/6, 4/-, 4/6; newly -repaired, suitable for heavy

work, also champion bov-ealf boots and shuf®*

lady's 2/9, gent's 3/6, Girl's 2/6, hoy's 2/9, youth s

3/-, all sizes, carriage paid.

UNDERWOOD, 36, York-st., Hulme, MANCHESTER.

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

CASE BUD 1YBBIBS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Hculton. Price 7s. 6d.

"CACE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

WANTED litter puppies, pure or crossed: Dutton,

Dunstable. (1789)

WILL purchase litters of pure and cross-bred pups

for cash: Harris, High-st,.. Yiewsley. (1790)

FOUR handsome pure whippets, puppies, dogs 7/6,

hitches 5/--. H. Gilmour, 31, Double Row, Kilwinny.
(1795)

NOSELESS Brindle Pekinese puppy, Aldebourne

strain, 25gs. : Dr. Laurence, 40, Uxbridge-rd., Ealing.

,
11796)

SALE, two crossed Pom. Yorkshire pups, dog 6/-,

bitch 5/-: White, 20, Doug!as-st„ Newtown. Wigan.

FOR Terrier puppy, male, 4 months, 7/6; or birds

to value 10/-: Dowding, 23, Drayson Mews, Kensing-

ton, W. _ (1778)

LITTLE Belgians; Miss Yarde, Torcllffe, Torquay,

lias a few of these tiny dogs for sale, healthy, best

pedigrees.
,

(1786)

FOUR splendid Bull-Airedale puppies, 7 weeks, (logs

6'-, bitch 4/-; not rubbish: Laurence, Stone Row,

Coalville, Leicestershire. (1790)

TWO powerful Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven

weeks, 7/- each; bitch, -5/6 ;
make demon guards:

Barlow ,
Tobacconist, Greenwich. (1796)

GRAND litter; perfectly shaped Irish terrier, pedi-

grcc puppies, make winners, dogs 8/(>,
‘ bitches 5/-;

bargains: Stephens, West Drayton. (1791)

II \N DROME smooth Fox Terrier bitch, 12 months,

even marked, good guard, keen ratter, pedigree, 10/-:

Goodwin, GIcIm: Farm, Awsworth, Notts. (1/^9)

SiPLFNDll) fox terrier bitch, six months, nicely

marked, splendid house dog. trained, pedigree, 10/-;

exchange birds: Cooper, rriiiLusa-^l. MancheH-

ter.
(If 04)

NOTICE. -Almost any variety, pure breed dogs and

puppies can be had at low price* and easy pay-

ments taken; state wants: MoKcand, Sen bright,

Castle Douglas, (1/91)

fishing rods, tackle, at manufacturers’ prices;

wholesale catalogue one stamp; extraordinary bar-

gains; saves pounds: Midland Rod Company (104),

Erdington, Birmingham.

Various.
FOR sale, 7 dozen Guillemot eggs, 1/6 do*.: J.

Howard, 59, Kirkgate, Bridlington.
•

CAGE bird sand for sale, £cwt.» carnage paid, "/»•

Robinson 140, Broadway West, Hendon.

PRINTING press, metal type, accessories, 10..-;

bargain ^particulars: W. Webster, 291, Norrnanton-

1

LARGE "twelve-compartment cage, S prize Angora

rabbits, tame Jackdaw: offer*, cash or exchange:

Norton Winslow, Bucks. ... -

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely cures corns,

•varts seggs, bunions, or money returned: no sit-

ting, 7 Jd., 1/lid., agents wanted: Marlboro rd..

Highlown, Manchester.

GRAMOPHONE, 20-guinca handsome, hornless, in-

la d Sheraton cabinet, height 4ft.. record cupboard,

completely enclosed, on wheels; purchased April,

with records, £5 10/-; approval wtlllnglv.

Aubert Park', Highbury, London. (Itenj

THE KAISER’S
r ., s t will and Testament; very laughable :

post free.

I'd agents, 7d dozen: Publisher, 16, Viotorla-rd.,

HolhecU, Leeds.

i i inti d for tht Pi’i prii tor, Mr F l 1 !<

Street, by J. G. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London. E.C.
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SAVED FROM DISASTER BY BIRDS: rT 1
AN INTERESTING EPISODE OF THE PRESENT WAR CRISIS.
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-
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8
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Subscription Rate
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Foreign
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SCOTCH . .

FANCY . .

CANARIES. .

Buff Green Cock, 1st prize at the Scottish National (Edinburgh)

Show for Mr. Jas. Clark, of Portobello.

Favourite Birds of

many breeders ayant

the Tweed.

Buff Green Hen, likewise 1st at this great New Year Exhibition

for Mr. William Wilson, also of Portobello.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, fc'leet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRCS ”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-tides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should bn insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must bo sont as far as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trado are inserted at the rate of Id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

neelt, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London,
terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Full Rules, see issue of Sept. 26.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

'specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
istablished stock for a week or ten days, until by
:hcir condition they establish the fact that they are
horoughly heal.hy.

APPLIANCES
CAGES for sale cheap, all sizes; looee fronts:
lliea, 229, Caledonian-rd., London. (1800)
BIRDLIME, the best that can be got, 7d. carriage
»aid: A. Leiteh, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (1783)
DEALERS; 9in. Finch cages, Open wire sides, wood
ops, 4/0 dozen: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B.
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
orcign birds, Canaries : L. Latham, Designer, Kiug-
ton-by-Sea, Sussex.
SACRIFICE eight cages, including breeding and
light cages, also nests, etc., the lot 15/-: Ellis,

2, Bastover, Bridgwater. (1801)
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and, Border
show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
GIVING up; show and breeding cages for sale,

cheap, all good condition ; removing shortly; par-
ticulars: Rice, Clayhilhe, Cambridge. (1807)
BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and

edges, Sin, 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft.; Sin. 3/10,
Sin. 4/6, lOin. 5/., per 50ft.; 3-ply wood, 55 X 38, 2/-

per sheet: Orford, 105, Oromwell-rd., Patricroft.
(1794)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border and
British, all 1/4 each, eix 7/6; enamelled drinkers 9d.
dozen

; travelling cases for two cages 3 three 4/-,

four 5/-: illustrated list, stamp: Ross, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B.
LINNET and Lark cages 9d., box cages 1/-, breed-

ing cages 1/6, glass drinkers 8d. dozen, wire holders
3d. dozen: Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.
RACK of 12 cages and fittings, as new, 18 x 18 x 10,

21/-; 20 other cages for sale, cheap; giving up the
Fancy : Howarth, 22, Lancashire-st., Newton Heath,
Manchester. (1804)
FOR disposal, a quantity of breeding cages, also
Yorkshire, Norwich, and Crest ehow-cages to be
sold cheap; also nest pans and wires for same, and
nest-boxes, specially made for Crests; apply: G.
Slade, 61, Lavender Hill, London, S.W. (1795)
NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped, three-
compartment, drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft.

high, fitted with sand bottoms, perches, 2 wire mov-
able partitions, etc., 10/6, worth 40/-; approval:
McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2jd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
EXHIBITORS, strictly club pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-, six 10,'-; sliding front Finch show cages,
beauties, 2/6 each

;
carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/6,

3 cages 4/6, 4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every
description. Note: No cheap rubbish made; state
requirements: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castie-
Douglas. (1805)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

BOARDS. CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, 8in. 4)4, Bin. 5)1, lOin.
5/9, 60ft.; cheaper quality, 8in., 3)8, 9in. 4/-,
lOin. 4)8 50ft.

;
5/8in. oval perching, 1)3 50ft.

; cage
sets, 18in. by 16in. by lOin., 2/2, 36in. 4/3; stamp
tor list: Stanton, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

(1790)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, In opal and crystal glass,
fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool

ia MV 12 OR to OAOE FRONTS
«/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4/-; 1* by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, «/- ;

non-splash baths and frames, 5/6 doz. ; birdlime, 2d.
boxes, 1/4 doz.

;
«d. 4/- doz.

;
seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-

doz. ; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,
British 20/- doz. ; box cages, 18/-

; wholesale price
list post free: Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King-st.,
Longton. (1786)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
Ail made by practical workmen, with best unrust-
ablo tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d., 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12, 3Jd., #/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz.; 18 by
12, 41d., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 6*1., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;
for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,
linings, net traps, clap-nets, arid cages of every
description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1807)

Walsh’s Original Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lover lid tins, Jib. 7d., Jib. 1/-,

11b. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

EGG AMD BREAD MILLS
will grind eggs, bread, biscuits, carrots, liver, fruit,

etc., as fine as canary seed ; 1/6, 2/6, and 3/6 each;
Walsh’s all-metal seed mill will .grind pint of hemp
or canary seed in three minutes; 1/6 each; dealers

send for wholesale prices ; Walsh; Bird1 Specialist,

Blackburn. (1805)

AViARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

Bpecial illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffs.

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at

prices consistent with highest quality ; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fact, I send everything I sell on .approval oh the

understanding that if the article is in any way mis-

represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goodie may be smashed up or destroyed

in my manner, and I undertake to refund the whole

of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from

superfine fin. mesh netting, 3 yards long, 5) feet

deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-;

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 6/-; 8 yards, B/-;

0 yards, 16/-
;
10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of

abovt© measurement, and are fitted complete with

pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.

Loose netting, specially knitted for bird catching,

same as used in above nets, fin. mesh, 7 feet deep,

3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.

yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10 feet

deep, 6d. yard, .post free. Self-acting spring net

§raps, 24 by 18 ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.

each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,

and> call-bird may be used inside them if desired;
single trap cages, 6d.; double ditto, 1/-; treble ditto,

1/3 each; the above trap cages all have separate
compartment for call bird’ in addition to traps
stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each;
genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime
made, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to
Rook size in every weather, fib. 6d., fib. 10d., lib.

1/6, sample 3d. ;
all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19

feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete; flirt pegs, 8d. each,
post free ;

absolutely everything required by catchers
always in stock

;
send stamp for complete fist, which

also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his
living with articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following letter will show:—"Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wis.bech, Sept. 9.—
Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cock Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the season, and 1 every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied) by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,

but they are useless compared with yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I

can in any other I have (and I have several makes)
in. a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds

like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, ®o I require the best. Yours are

the best that are made, and not only best but
cheapest. I 6hall want another in about a week.

—

Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted! for its catchers

(Lincolnshire), so he certainly knows what he Is

talking about.—W. Gore.) The above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and X offer £10 to any-

one that can prove that this or any other testi-

monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited. (1806)

W. Gore, nS Maker, Gooch-st., Birmingham

FOODS?]
CASH offers, 61bs. ripe privet; berries only: Wesire,

Snodland, Kent. (1805)

MEALWORMS; wanted, a few lbs.; 6tate price:
Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1796)
GOOD English thistle seed, 3/9 lb.; stamp sample:
Saxton, The Leghtnings, Conisbrougih. (1800)
POST free 500 hardheads, 1/-; 300 large thistle,
1/3: Clarke, 6, Lower Orchard-st., YOrk. (1800)
HARDHEAD seed, 2/- lb., Plantain, 1/6 lb. : T.

Rose, Tynedale Villa, Carterton, Clanficld. (1806)
LIVE white gentles, invaluable for soft-billed hiTds,

1,000 8d.. ; 2/6 lb., post free : Walsh, Bird Specialist,
Blackburn. ,(1805)
GIANT privet berries. Bullfinches’ grand natural

food, ISO large ripe bunches 1/-, post free: Mrs.
Teat. Ancastex Heath. Granthanp 11800)

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWER S WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. «d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7lbs.

1/9 post free.

TROWER’S IMPROVED CEGTO
stands unbeaten In price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbilts, and
all small Insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
t/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

Try these and compare with other
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION !N FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
acknowledged the CHAMPION • EGO

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and "is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with It.

Do not confuse It with any other preparation. It
Is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6tf., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3lbs. 4/6, choice

21; 3lbs. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/6; Dried Flies,
2/-, 2/3 lb. j Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3!bs. 4/-;
Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 x-ewt., 1/- x-ewt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.j fine flint, 3/6 cwt. j finer still,

4/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10 /- cwt. ; Tubs., 1)6.

BIRD SEEDS.
Pock Bshl. cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary ... 6/- 19/6 38/-
Large Spanish Canary ... 4/6 17/6 34/-
Fine Spanish Canary ... 4/3 16/8 32/.

Spanish Canary 4/- 15/8 30/-

Turkish Canary 3/9 16/- 29/-

Best Bold Hemp 1/9 6/6 16/-

Fine Hemp 1/6 5/6 14/9
Choice Summer Rape .... 3/3 12/6 25/-

Fine Summer Rape 3/- 11/6 24).

Best White Millet 3/- 11/6 22/-

Indian Millet 3/6 12/- 22/-

Mixed Seed tor Aviaries 2/6 9/6 19/6

Ditto Foreign F. 8/- 11/6

2/6 9/6 18/6

Wild Seed (or Finches ... 2/-

2/6
2/6

7/8
9/6

9/6

...

Niga or Inga
Sunflower, Bfiack, White, Grey 3/- 11/6

Maw 6d., Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d. lb.;

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ; Mustard Id. oz.

;

Cuttlefish 6d., Sd., 1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles

60, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1/- extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given
free with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,

436, 433, 442, Caledonian Road,
London, N.

Telephone— 1320 North.

BAKED wasp grubs, 6d., 1/-, 2J- packages, free; one
of the largest stores in Europe : Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (1784)

FRESHLY gathered1 mixed wild seed, natural food
for all British seed-eaters, 6d. quart, 1)9 gallon

:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

FRESH gathered wild' seeds, ^valuable for Lin-

nets, Finches, etc., 2/- per stone; sample, 3d.:

Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SAND8
Rare quality, cwt. 3/G, half-cwt. 2/3 ; carriage, paid

60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby. ' (1186)

RAMIN'S FURS
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-J 31b. Canister, 5/-j

61b- , 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/. each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3 /- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, -Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

["books,
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, secoud-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpeunyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Burns, 154, Fleetest., London,
E.C.

MEDICINES.
|

SEND for free booklet of “ The Vap’rin ” Asthma1

Machine; awarded diploma at Crystal Palace: Wil-
Bon, 233, Argyle-st., Glasgow. (1806)
PANNASS1NA prevents and cures wheezing, colds,
diarrhoea, loss of song, grand winter tonic ami
during moult; tins, ?d. and 1/2; forty years' repu-
tation : Hammond, 1931k, Ardgowan-rd., Catford,
London. (1«05)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in "Nutshell No. 9,’’ post tree 2fd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d,
from our agents (list published frequently).

’’ A ILTNG Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
" Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles uhicbl
beset captive birds, with the treatment and .list oi
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, and
costs only 2jd. post free.—From "Cage Birds, ” 154,
Fleeted., London, E.C. Or 2d. from ageuts (list fre-
quently published).

KELSO’S BRONCHOLIA
The famous old-established remedy for Asthma',
Bronchitis, Cold’s, Wheezing, Loss of Voice, etc., in
cage birds; never fails fails to cure; bottles, 7d.
andi Is. Id., post free, with complete directions and
special dietary : Kelso and Co., 49, Western Hill,
Durham. (1803)

SOFT MOULT : NOT SITING
We have the grandest medicine over introduced for
the above complaints, and can with confidence
recommend it for all classes of cage birds. Fan-
ciers, we want a trial, and if our medicines fail

to give you the utmost satisfaction, we guarantee
to return you every penny paid* Ditchfield’s Tonic
Drops are a ’guaranteed' cure for 6oft moult, not
singing, going light, dullness, feather plucking,
and inflammation of the bowels. 7d., 1/1, ,and 2/-
bottles. This medicine is invaluable for birds
stuck in the moult. For 'bronchitis, wheezing, and
hoarseness, get Ditchfleld’s Special Lung Tonic, the
most reliable medicine ever introduced for chest
and lung affections in -cage birds, 7d., 1/1, and 2/-
bottle3. For cases of constitutional weakness and
debility, get Ditchfield’s famous Revivo, a wonder-
ful pick-me-up for birds after the moult; also in
7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. N.B.—The 1/1 bottles
ate treble the 7d. size. As am advertisement, we
wilt send two 7d'. bottles of any of the above medi-
cines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 lottles foe.

1/9, three for 2/6. All medicines are sent per
return post, post free at our risk. Also two valu-
able seed recipes, How to feed Linnets ,and Rollers
for Song, given free to all purchasers of our
medicines : Frank Ditehfield, Bird Specialist, Old-
ham (see last week’s advertisement). (1804)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

]

\
Hardbills. ]

WANTED, British: Pearson, Greenwich.
FOUR good cock Goldies, 6x8, 2/- each; T. Rose,
Tynedale Villa, Carterton, Clanfield. (1806)
SPECIALLY select young cock Larks, 1/6 half-

dozen : King, 63, Kingsbury-terr., Dunstable. (1800)
H.M. COCK Bullfinch, pair extra largo Redpolls*

lot 3/6: F. Jenson, 6, Clrfton-terrace, Kenilworth.
(1802)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- doz., cash with
order: G. Wilson, Beechlands Farm, Hythe, Kent.

(1805)/

.’SIX cock Bullfinches, monstera, 1/3 each : S.
Clarke, Churchgate, Hartest, Bury St. Edmunds.

41804)

WANTED, cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch note,
used to field : Hyde. Hundred House, BuilUl, Wells.

(1804)

PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and
fittings, 3/- each; two 5/-; Ross, Aviaries, Forres,
N.B.
SCOTCH IJnnets, size, colour, and typical, 1/- each,

throe 2/6: Alexander Chalmers, 21, Kyd-st., Arbroath,
Scotland. (1805)

SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens. 9d. ; caged
month ; send nearest station : Green, Baxtor Row,
Bevcham. (1802)

RARE hybrid cock Brambleflnch-Clia flinch, just

over moult, 60/- or highest over: F. Maecttll, Slan-

st-ed, Essex. (1800)

WARRANTED Essex cock Linnet®, fit for show,

five for 2/-; all singing: English, C, Fouibourne-rd..

Walthamstow. (1806)

TWO good cock Goldfinches, two hens, 4/- lot;

kx warranted: I’. Jcnner, Eastorn-rd., Haywards
Heath, Sussex. (1801)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, well on seed, 2/-

dozen of 13 : Alf. Hurd, 6, Poplar Villas, Firle-

rd., Eastbourne. (1803)

WARRANTED cock Linnets and larks, 2/6 doz.,

genuine, cash with order: R. Wiseman, 142, Farlcy-

rd.. Teuton . Beds. (1805)

TWO hen. Bulls., laid in cage: cock Greenfinch •,

all houso-moulted ;
exchange Finches : Price, Daue-

st., Mcrthvr Tydvil. (1803)

GOLDFINCH cock, house-moulted, 4/-; lien Canary,

2/-; cock Goldfinch Mule, 7/6; full song: J. Good-
child, Clare, Suffolk. (1806)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received w*

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by tht

uluartliar.— ADVT, MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS.”
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WARRANTED Hertfordshire cock Wnnet* and

Chafflnchoa, 2/6 dozen ;
Redpolls, 2/-: Seal, 20, Hod*

loy-rd., St. Alban*._
(uvo)

Warranted cook Linnet*, well on «oed. 1/0 «

IS to dozen : W. Morlcy, 23, Bexhlll-rd.,
dozen.

tttSft »nd*ready to show, Goldfinch. Linnet,

and a Une Redpoll; price from; Enoch lams,

(1700)

Churcll-st., Longton.
i;n

17
^

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks, 1/0, 2/-,

and 2/0 each; hens, 6/• doz.: Wm. Look, 00,

COCK "
Linnets! wn rrunted best selected Norwich

type, 8/- dozen : Edmonds find Edmonds, Wholesale

Naturalists, Eastbourne. ('°°3
',

LINNETS, splendid lot to select from, 1.0 each, 2

for 2/0; satisfaction guaranteed; Dewar, K IMean

Cottage, Prlprd., Stirling.
, . ,J

W>)

MOOll cock Drown Linnets, 4/0 dozfn ;
gems, three

/or 1/9; satisfaction guaranteed : P. Cawood, 25,

Britannia-st., Scarborough. WW
MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches, 6/-

ewt. ; 2/9 Jialf-ewt.; on nail; exchange: Turner,. 4.

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines,

FEW extra largo .cock Brown Linnets for snow

contest or muling; * ull song; 1/- each: Cooper,

163 Princose-st., Manchester. (
}f”^

FINE January caught cock Brambles in oxiary,

1/8 each ; 2/- couple; good hens, Cd. : Steele, Jd,

Park-pl., Hulrne, Manchester. ( 180y
TWICE house-moulted hen Goldfinch, ditto cock

Redpoll. 2/-; bargain; room wanted: George Gib-

bons, 95. Peel-tcrr., Stafford. <1802;

MOOR cock Brown Linnets, S/0 dozen: beoutaes,

three for 1/6; customers delighted: Mark Dixon,

116, Nelson-'st., Scarborough.

BIG Yorkshire cock Brown Linnets, field; moulted,

Norwich type, 3/6 dozen; cash oi deposit; Eller-

ington, Tindall-lnne. Beverley. f 18”-''

LOVELY rose -rad breasted warranted cook Linnets,

SI- dozen, six 1/9; hens, 9d. dozen: Bert Coote,

16, Windmill-st., Luton, Beds. (1804
i

SPECIAL notice, I have a few exceptionally good

young cock Goldfinches for sale, 2/6 each: Ellis,

Boot Manufacturer, Welshpool. (.1807)

QUALITY singing Linnet, 2nd Leeds, kettle winner

Blackburn, mad proud, 15/-; approval; Cain 4

Bsickley-st.. Clayton, Manchester. (U99)

REDPOLLS, 2/- doz., full colour; hen Goldfinches,

«/- doz.; cock Linnets, 4/- doz.; Larks, 41- doz.;

Enoch Tams, Church-st.. Longton. U7«t>)

H.M. Goldfinch cock, foreign, and show cage, 7/6,

H.M. Linnet, cock, muler, and show cage, 4/6

:

McDonald, 25, St. Peter-st-., Dundee. (1802)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- for 13; hens, 1/-

Bozen ; cock Greenfinches. X/- dozen: Hobd-en, Ivy

Cottage, Winchelsea-rd., Eastbourne. (1800)

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, Bullfinches, well on

ceed ; cocks 1/3, 1/0: hens, 9d. and 1/- each; good

birds; Aleock, 52, Pearce-rd., Ipswich. (1802)

BULLFINCHES, some hand-Teared cocks, 1/6, 2/-;

hens, 1/-; approval; or exchange, offers: Jobbings,

Longridge Gardens, Berwick-on-Tweed. (1799)

CHAMPION contest secrets, etc., making Linnets

and Larks fierce singing, with wings dowD, price

7d. : Shaw, 7, Zear-st., Wolverhampton. (180/)

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants, 2/- each, three

lor 5/-; Red-headed Scotch Redpolls, 1/-, three for

2/-: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

REDPOLLS, Redpolls!—6d. each, three for 1/-, 3/-

dozen; selected birds, 1/- each; Redpoll cages, 9d.

each ; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher, muler or

singer, price 3/6; bargain; on full week’s ap-

proval : Enoch Taras, Church-st. Longton. (1/96)

CHAMPION Brambleflncli cocks, colour-fed, superb

markings, colour, size, spanglings, win keen competi-

tion, 5/-, 7/6. 10/-: Cooper, Judge, Norwich.

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher; muler of

fierce 6inger; clean moult; in full song; full week s

approval: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1790)

SELECTED Goldfinches, to moult out winners;

Brand lot; will make real champions; 5/- each;

approval : Walsh, Bird .Specialist, Blackburn.

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, warranted cocks,

splendid Norwich type, 2/0 dozen ;
dealers supplied

:

Thompson, Nottingham House, High-st., Skegness.
(1/98)

~COCK Goldfinches, 1/6 each; hens, 8d. each; cock

“innets, 2/6 doz.; cock Chaffinches, 3/- doz.; Red-

polls, 2/- doz.: R. Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs.

EXHIBITION Linnets, laTge picked, cocks from

aviary, well pencilled, four .for 3/-; deposit; ex

change cutlery : Swain, 6, Wenlock-st., Lutom^^

COCKS, Linnets, 2/-; Larks, 2/6; Greenfinches, 1/-;

Yeliowhammers, 3/-; Redpolls, 1 2/- doz.; 20 mixed

eeedeaters, 1/0: E. Fenn, Coats Drove, Ifileham,

Oambs. (.806)

LOOR ! Yorkshire cock Brown Linnets, con-

test singing birds, 3/6 dozen, 2/- half; satisfaction

given or money returned : Elterington, Tindall- lane,

Beverley. .
<1803)

NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets, for show or song; prices low, easy pay-

ments taken • approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas.
, ,

CLAP nets for sale, new pair, 9. ynTds long. 6ft.

high, 13/-; new paif 12 yards long, 6ft. high, 18/-

:

all fin. square mesh : John Boxa-11, 5, Lavender-st.,

Brighton. .
(1863)

SELECTED large Forfarshire hot coloured Linnets,

show specimens, finished in moult, price 6/-, 6/6,

7/6 each; approval; Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st.,

Arbroath. _ , .

BAND-REARED 1913 cock Hawfinch, splendid

bird, through moult; sell or exchange young mule

or hybrid; must be fit to win: George Potter, 29,

Broseley, Salop. (1802)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, not hens, 3/- dozen,

hens 9d. ;
mixed aviary birds, 1/- doz.; cock Green-

finches, V- dozen; Reeve, 100, Highland-rd., East-

ney Portsmouth. (1807)

LINNETS, Linnets !—Red-breasted cocks, 9d. eacli,

three for 1/6, 4/6 dozen; selected birds, 1/6 each;

Linnet cages, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. i(1805)

WINNERS.—Cleon moulted, ready for immediate
exhibition; Chaffinch, 20/-; Twite, 10/-; Lesser Red-

poll, 10/-; Bramble-finch, 20/-; approval; Walsh,

Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
BROWN Linnets; Linnets; warranted cocks, bard

on seed ; all red-breasted ;
plenty in, stock : now

waiting; 3/- dozen; 2/- half; dealers supplied:

Hoskin, 5. Archer-terr., Plymouth. (1800)

LOOK, Look!—Will supply large Yorkshire cock

Linnets, 3/- dozen, or will exchange cock mules or

Rollers; satisfaction guaranteed; approval, deposit:

William -Sparkes, 6, Tin.dall-lane, Beverley. (1802)

HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches and Bullfinches,

2/-; Linnets, 1/-; Hawfinches, 5/- each: Green-
finches, 1/-; Yellow Buntings, 2/-; Corn Buntings,
8/- pair: Miss R-oeey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(1803)

BRATN. Aston, Birmingham, 288, Lichfield-rd.

;

warranted cock Linnets, singing, 1/-; fresh Linnets,
three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- doz.; cock Goldfinches, 1/6;
cages cheap; Chaffinches, 1/- pair; list 6tamps:

(1799)

PAIR Zebra Finclicfl, like pnlnt, 18 month* In

open uvlury, 10/0; also Goldfinch Mules, splendid

birds; 10 yards {In. wire netting cheap: John
Bullock, Ghurnwood-terr., Tecs Bridge, Stockton.

(1802)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/-; picked, 2/6 doz.;

cock Chaffinches, 3/ doz.; cock Ycllowhuniincra, »/-

dozen • cock Greenfinches, l/- dozen
;

picked cockH,

1/ each: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Islehum, Cuinbs.
(1800)

BARGAIN, dealers and fanciers, largo quantity of

rod-breasted cock Linnet* for sale, 2/- dozen, well

on seed; approval, if not satisfied money returned,

trade supplied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
(1807)

NOTICE, fanciers and dealers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,

2/- dozen
;
approval, if not satisfied money returned,

trade supplied: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable.

HANDSOME yellow cock Wagtail, fit for showing,

6/6 ; also pied cock ditto, 3/-; extra large cock

Linnet, should win, 1/6; line cock. Song Thrush, 2/-;

exchange any Canaries or offers; Vcrnum, 298, Lillie-

rd., Fulham. (1806)

RED-BREASTED Linnets, three for 1/-, 3/0 doz.;

Goldfinches, cocks, 2/-, three for 0/-; hens 9d. each;

a pied Linnet (white and brown), house-moulted,

cock, big, 6/-: J. Whiteley, Bird Catcher, Boston-

rd„ Hoibeach. A j
(1804)

LINNETS.—Red-breasted cocks, warranted, 2/-

doz'en
;

picked 'birds, 2/6 dozen; cock Goldfinches,

1/3 each; six for 7 /-; one dozen mixed ayiary

birds, including Goldfinch, 2/6; Rendle, 21, Brid-ge-

et., Homerton. (1802)

GOLDFINCHES, very handsome pair, 2/-; Linnets,

very handsome pair, 1/-; Chaffinches, very hand-

some pair, 1/-; warranted male and female in each

pair; address, Bird Stocker, 4, Alma-rd., Shorn-

cliffe Camp, Kent. (1803)

BIRDCATCHURS' nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

all 6ft. deep; poles, irons, pull line pegs, flirt peg,

and doz. braces sent with every set; send stamp for

sample of netting and illustrated list: Ross, Net
Makers, Forres, N.B.
ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each ;

hen

Goldfinches, 1/- each, three for 2/6; cock Twites,

1/-; hens, 6di.
;

cock Greenfinches, 9d., hens 6d. ;

bright mixed aviary birds, 6/- dozen; Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

LINNETS, enormous stock, grand red-breasted

cocks, none better in the South, 3/- doz., 5/6 2 doz.,

10/- 4 doz.; cocks guaranteed; immediately dis-

patched; F. Maidens, Birdcatcher, 119, Prince

Albert-rd., Portsmouth. (1795)

C. PRIOR wiB part with the following choice

house-moulted specimens, ready for immediate ex-

hibition: Goldfinch, Linnet, Siskin, Lesser Redpoll,

Greenfinch, Chaffinch
;
state wants, enclosing stamp

:

Hill Farm, Ropley, Hants. (1797)

CATCH your own, large double-compartment trap

cage and Finch call-bird, 1/3; good singing Chaffinch

and cage, 1/-; selected cock Linnet and cage, 1/-

;

Redpoll and double-compartment trap, 1/-; Osborne,

Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1806)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

—I have some grand young early birds, well on

seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;

postcard before bird ; 2/6 dozen ;
selected, 3/- : Harry

Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham.
.

(1789 )

LOOK look, look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets! I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South; war-

ranted cocks; well on seed; 3/- dozen; all kinds of

British always in stock; dealers supplied : Chris.

Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (1K1)

COCKS, brown Linnets, 2/- doz., 2 doz. 3/6; Red-

polls, 2/- doz.; 2 doz. 3/6; Skylarks. 2/6, 2 doz. 4/6;

Chaffinches, 3/- doz., 2 doz. 5/6; above all cocks

guaranteed ;
mixed aviary birds. 1/- doz., 24 for 1/6:

Fenn and Son, Bowers-lane, Isleham, Cambs. (1806)

LEEDS Linnet and Canary Club -have another

batch of house-moulted Linnets, sale or exchange;

quality, time, muling, catching, splendid house

birds; guaranteed; purchasers of last lot satisfied:

Annlv Secretary Lorriman, Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner

lane, Leeds. (1801)

THE pick of my season’s catch : five tip-top

specimen Linnets 1/6 each; nine grand true type

cocks, 9d. each; No. 1 exhibition specimen Goldies,

3/- each; 27 good coloured- cocks, 2/- each; ordinary

cocks, 1/4; Redpolls for bench, l/- each: W
Brown, Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (1801)

LINNETS, Linnets, dark brown red-brea«ted cocks,

3/6 doz., 2 doz. 6/6; Redpolls, 2/6 doz., 2 doz. 4/6;

all extra large birds and in perfect feather, and
caught with nets (not birdlime) ; satisfaction guar-

anteed, plenty on hard seed : Gardner, Garstang-

rd., North Wesham, nr. Preston, Lancashire. (1307)

CONTEST Linnet, cage moulted, same strain as

my undefeated champion of England (cup winner),

2/6- singing cage, 1/-; also a few singing day and

gas' light, with extra loud voices, sing in or out

doors, 1/- and 1/C; approval with pleasure: Fred

Allen, Linnet Champion, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1807)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds la found in "Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2^d. post free, from: "Cage

Birds,” 154, Eleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from

agents, list published frequently.)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 22,”

2^d. post -free, from Cage Birds, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. 3.

Fulljames says about them. "Nutshell No. 13,” 2$d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From : CAGB
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity; see “Nutshell No. 11,”

which also gives useful hints on sexing, moulting,

hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tells you

how to train them to pipe tunes. 2Jd. post free,

from : Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

NOTICE, cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-; red-breasted

Linnets, Chaffinches, Redpolls, Tit Larks, Skylarks,

nocks 6tl. each, six for -2/-; Greenfinches, 3/-;

Thrushes, Blackbirds, 1/-, 1/6 each ;
hens of above

half-price
;
birds selected by me, rest sold to dealers

;

approval, deposit: Gould, Birdcatcher, Holdford-rd.,

Witton, Birmingham. (1897)

LINNETS. Linnets '.-^Our Southdown birds are the

best songsters in England: grand nut-brown cocks

in pink of condition, six for 2/- or 3/C a dozen;
hens 1/- a dozen; dealers supplied; all birds are

carefully packed for any distance; the old firm; 14

years same address : C. A. Paine, The Bird Stores,

Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. . , (1795.)

CATCH your own.—Large double-compartment trap
cage, cali Finch, small tin lime, 1/2 lot, three 3/-;

singing Linnet. Chaffinch, Greenfinch, Larks, or

Redpoll, in cage, 1/-, three 2/9: finest cock Linnets,
3'-, six 21-', hen Groenfinches, 1/6 doz.; Skylarks, 8/-,

six 2/-; Redpolls 2/6 doz., 1/6 half; mixed lots, 8/-

doz., all cocks; no waiting: Bannister, 24, Pendle-st.,

Burnley. (1803)

GIANT Feurtroe oock Goldfinch In full song, 2/-;

also a Rood call bird, caught a great number, only

1/0, and a real gem, with deep square cut blaze, a

stormer, 3/-: Norwich type cock Linnet,' perfect In

colour, markings, and size, linger tame, win any-

where, 2/0; approval willingly, cash or deposit:

Fred Allfin, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1807)

THE old firm has tho largest stock of Linnets In

England. I can eupply dealers with warranted cock

Linnets, 3/- dozen, or 3 dozen for 8/3, or 5 dozen for

12/6; well on seed; hen Linnets, 1/6 dozen; warranted

eoek Larks, 4/- dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen;
handsome lot Lionets in stock ; postcard before

birds: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-st., Brighton. (1791)

EX IIIBITOltH !
—Yol lowdi-a miners, Reed Buntings,

Chain riiclics. Linnets, Redpolls, Greeiiflnclies, 1/-

pajr
;

specially selected large cocks with perfect

markinge for allow, 1/- and 1/6 each; two house-

moulted Ilramblefinclies, one Chaffinch, one mealy

Redpoll, 3/6 each; approval, deposit: Bert Onions,

Bird Dealer, Upper Rushall-st., Walsall. (1803)

LINNETS 1 Linnets! 1 Linnets!!! Own eauglit,

trained contest singers, real 6tornicr«. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there Is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from “ Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

LOOK! -The best treble trap cage ever seen; for

catching Linnets, Goldfinches, Chaffinches ;
ull sol-

dered punch bar tops, made to catch birds, not a
toy; single, 8d. ;

double, 1/3; treble, 2/-; send

cash after you see one; North-country dock Lin-

nets, picked from scores and properly on seed and

water, three for 2/-; customers, the old terms;

I wilt exchange any of above for 410 or 28 bore

shot cartridges : Ashton, 5, Mufeking-st., Gateshead.

LINNETS, "Linnets, Linnets! Southdown birds; the

nicest lot ever caged; all clean moulted and in rung;

without a doubt the best in England ;
grand Red-

breasted cocks, nutty brown backs, well spangled,

six for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen, three dozen for 9/-
;
also

few large Peartree cock Goldfinches, full briilmnt

colour, 2/- each, three for 4/6; hens 7/- tiercn;

all well on seed; sex and satisfaction guar.xutted

or money returned : H. Smith, Central Bird Stores,

Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. <1307)

C. NICHOLLS, 41, Claaendon-road, Crumpsall, Man-
chester, offers the following; they are perfect speci-

mens, guaranteed descriptions : Field-moulted Goldie,

good in every detail, a real topper, 20/-; house-

moulted Bramble, marvel fop isize, colour and lacing,

can trouble the best, 25/-; fiield-moulted Redpoll,

large and full of quality, perfect markings, 15/-;

house-moulted Siskin, extraordinary colour, size, a

winner, not yet quite ready, 15/- ;
the above are

correct Norwich type and will make big winners

;

wires preference. (1804)

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds cold by me ar«
guaranteed to be exactly as described, ami are eenl
on approval at my risk on the di tinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
and give perfect satisfaction tli y have only to be
returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-
tion or comment. I liav > an exceptionally large
stock of genuine Worcestershire eoek Goldfinches in
perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
liard seed, at I/O each, three 4/-, six 7/-. twelve 12/-.

two dozen , 22/-, or £5 per gro- specially selected
larger cocas, for shows or muling, arid guaranteed
now in song, 2.1- each, three 5/-, six 9/ ,

twelve 16/-;

few extra special dean moulted cocks, in full colour
and su|>erb condition, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each ; ben
Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/-, tlx 4/-, twelve 7/-, or
60/- per gross ; magnificent stock COCK brown Linnets,
all guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown hacks
arid rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,

twelve 4/-; specially picked larger cocks for show,
muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please
note, those Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds, but warranter] caught by my own rnen iri

county of Worcester. Splendid lot, clean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or hens, Cd. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each;
splendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six

2/6; specially selected steady cocks, for 6inging,

1 /-, 1/6, and 2/- each; cork Chaffinches, 8d. each,
three 1/6, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; cock Greenfinches, cd.

each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;
eoek Yeliowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-
teed truo pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-

nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1 /-

per pair
;
travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.

All birds are guaranteed to have been properly-

netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself
in county of Worcestershire, an 1 none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro
tection Act, as no “recently taken” birds are sen!
out. Sex is fully guaranteed In every instance, anc
customers a (1 vised of despatch in all cases. (fte<

appliances column for advt.). (180Gi

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

|
Softbills.

|

BRAIN, ASTON,
Birmingham, 285, Lichfield-rd; cock Goldfinches, 1/6;

cock Linnets, 8d., six 2/6; cock Larks, singing. 1/-.

(1790)

0/6 THE LOT
Giand true .pairs Goldfinches 2/6, Linnets 1/-,

Chaffinches 1/-, Greenfinches 1/-, Redpolls 1/-;

Yellow Buntings 1/6; separate, or 6/6 the lot;

approval, deposit: A. J. Underwood, Corn Mer

chant, Wellington-st., Kettering. (1803)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-;

dozen 12/-; Linnets, 8d., 1/-, dozen 41-

;

Larks, 6d.,

dozen SI- ;
Mules, Oanaries, 5/- ;

show specimens

;

Siskin, 6/-; Yellow Hammer, Greenfinch, Chaffinch:

Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (1794)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Linnets, no better obtainable, 1/- each; with cage,

2/6; toppers for the bench, 2/-; grand Goldfinches,

2/6, cocks guaranteed-; Lesser Redpolls, big birds,

rich colour, good bibs -and flank lacings, 2/- each;

those requiring high-class Norwich or Yorkshires,

stock or show birds, should send to ine; same
strain as ray winners at all leading shows : W

.

Johnson, the Bird Expert and Emporium, 55,

George-st., Leeds. (1802)

TO DEALERS
Warranted red-breasted cock Linnets, all hard on

seed, 3/6 doz., 4 doz. 12/-; warranted cock Gold-

finches in massive colour, hard on seed, 18/- doz.

;

no waiting, plenty in stock: Enock Power, 91,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

Warranted Cock Linnets
Linnets.—Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, fit for showing or singing competitions, 3/6

dozen or four dozen for 12/-; special picked birds,

fit for showing or muling, 1/- each, three for 2/6;

hen Linnets, 1/- dozen; English- cook Goldfinohea,

in full colour, 1-6/- dozen: special selected birds,

full song, 2/6 each or three for 6/-; hens, 8/-

dozeo ; no Irish rubbish ;
dealers write for lists

:

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-pl., Bethnal Green,

London. (1794)

GRAND CHANCE
Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, etc., 1914

English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, six //-,

specially selected for showing, muling, singing, 2/-,

2/6, three 4/6, six 8/-; hens, 1/-, three 2/6, 6/-

dozen ;
Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., three 1/6, six

2/3, 4/- dozen; selected for -showing, 1/-, three 2/6;

largo cock Larks 6d., three 1/3, aix 2/*, 3/6 dozen;

Redpolls 6d., six 1/6, 2/6 dozen; -best birdlime

7dt. Jib., 1/- 1 1-b., 1/8 lb.: Matt Hopkms, Bird

Specialist end Cage Maker, 11, Fylde-st., Preston,

Lancashire. (1801)

GOLDIES, LARKS, LINNETS, CHAFFINCHES

I have on hand extra large stock of Worcestershire

Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed, warranted

cocks, 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/- doz., 2 doz. 23/y;

specially selected cock Goldfinches for singing, show-

ing, or muling, 2/-, 2/6 each, three 5/-, sipt 8/6,

16/- dozen; hen Goldfinch 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen.

I have a large sto-ck of Larks, Chaffinches, and Red-

breasted- cock Linnets, all warranted co-cks, Cd.,

three 1(3, six 2/-, 3/6 dozen; specially selected

Larks, Chaffinches, and Linnets for showing or con-

test singing 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen; two-year-old

cook Linnets in $ong 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each
;
hen Linnets

and .hen Chaffinches 3d. each, 1/3 dozen; cock Green-

finches Cd., three 1/-, 2/- -dozen; selected yellow

cock for showing 1/-, three 2/-; Redpolls 6d„ three

1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected 1

, 1/ .each ; cages for the

above, Cd., 9d., 1/- each; trap cages, 6d., 9d. each;

double trap cages, 1/- each; all on approval, cash

or deposit, and money returned if not perfectly

satisfied; travelling cage 8d. < ’Oh : Thomas
Huehes. Bird Merchant, r -vr-rd. >minEhum.

EIGHT Devonshire Woodlarks, 12/- the lot to cleai

—Rowley Elston, Crediton, Devon (1803
LAlUvS, cocks 2/- doz., selected four 1/-: Howard
Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.
SELECTED cock Thrushes, 9d. each, half-dozei

3/-: Wright Pen, 108, Shelifteld-rd., Southport.
(1502;

COCK Thrushes, 31- half-dozen ; selected Thrushei
Blackbirds, 1/- each : William Wright, 54, Shell-

field-rd., Marshside, Southport. (1803)

THE loudest c-ock Skylark ever heard ; been caged
12 months, 1/-; also a hand-reared young cock, 9d.;
approval : Georg© Holt, Dunstable. (1800)

WANTED, hen Nightingale, hand-reared preferred;
condition must be faultless; reasonable offers to

O. Puck, Danenth Lodge, Chingford. (1799)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
on approval cheap, sefid me your address

;
will

send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1799)

NOTICE, several grand cock Blacks, Thrushes and
Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken;
approval McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.

LARGE cock Magpie, clean moulted, good mark-
ings, perfect condition for show, will win, very

steady, 30/-: Alpe, Provision Merchant, Norwich.
ADULT cock Ring Ousel 12/6, Spotted Flyeatchei

7/6, win anywhere, Dipper 10/-, Jenny Wren 4/6, Grey
Wagtail, 7J-: Mackwell, Hairdresser, Bradford-rd.
Keighley. (18051

SKYLARKS, Skylarks !—Cocks. 6d. each, three foi

1/-, 8/- dozen; selected birds, 1/- each; Lark cages,

1 /-, 1/6, and 2/- each: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1805)

LARKS; warranted cock Larks! large healthj

young birds, 2/6 dozen: large or small lots; satis-

faction guaranteed ; William Wright, Tarleton, neat

Preston, Lance. (1800:

GREY Wagtail, wiDner several firsts, also Fire

Crest, what offers Roller Canaries ; also Wrynecks,
several 1st and special prizes, 20/-: Jeffrey, 1,

Vicarage-rd., Harborne, Birmingham. (1807)

GIANT finger tame cock Lark on song, beautiful

notea, 1/6; with how front cage, 3/-; also cock

Thrush on low song, make a stormer, 2/0; approval
willingly : Fred- Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1807)

COCK Blackcap, fine songster, 10/6; pair Red-
starts, 10/6; cock Nightingale, good songster, but

not a show bird, 7/6; all been in outdoor aviary 15

months: Rev. Raynor, Hazeleigh Rectory, Maldon.
(1805)

MAGNIFICENT well-marked Black Redstart, clet

moulted, steady, -perfect, sure win, 70/-; cage-

moulted Waxwing, good, 30/-; fine pair Grey Wag-
tails, 12/6: -Frost, 13, -Fairlawn-av., Chiswick, Lon-

don. » (1807)

LARKS, Larks.—English cocks, 2/6 per dozen, 1/6

the half-dozen; or 6d. each; extra selected, fit for

show; all birds carefully selected before sending.

Note.—No deception : R. Coulton, Gorse-lane, Tarle-

ton, near Preston, Lancashire. (1801)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3’’ tells

you. 2jd. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directione

how to keep these favourite .songsters in the best

po-as’ible condition ; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show

birds, will be found in "Nutshell No. 4," 21d. post

free from “Cage Birds," 154 Fleet-at„ London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; ful! iriformatioa

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given bv H. J. Fulljames in "NuKshell No
25,” which also 'deals with bard-rearing, and de

scribes the collection of ants’ eges, 2jd. post free

from: "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C

(2d. from agents; sec list on another page).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

This ad-keeping your pets in the be-st of liealtl

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by II. ,T. Full-

jameo. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and iu.striic*

tivc manner. Foods and their preparation, and t.n*

various styles of ca?<« also receive tall attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tell- yon

bow. Post Dee, 2)d , from "Case Birds.’ 154, 1-leet-

st. London, E.C. Look at, our last of agente; cali on
- .-are - ‘ d get ft 9oL
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BULLFINCH cock, 2/- ;
another beauty, size, khapo,

otour mi re winner, <1/ .
including ;

ap-

proval • a to few cock Canaries, fingfng, 8/6 to

S/n- si n

i

1 1 1 , 4, ClmpcLst., Longridge, Preston,

Lancs. . I180-)

DEALERS, notice next weeks prices lor grin.....:

Iiealtliy <•<><•!< birds: Linnets, Hr; Chaffinches, it/-;

Skylarks, 2/C; mixed aviary birds, 1/ ;
butter, 2/-;

all per doz. : Jackson, Professional Mirdcii teller,

Bardney, I-ineoliasliiro. (1807)

BRITISH BIRDS WANTED
Wanted Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Chaffinches,

lirumblcjl itches. Linnets, Siskins, Skylarks; state

quantity lor disposal and price to: Joe Thomas,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Having purchased the whole of U. liaven, Usq.’s,

eollcetion of British birds, 1 (an offer exhibitors

the cream of tho country. Hawfinches, Goldfinches,

Linnets Twites, Redpolls, Siskins, Corn Huntings.

Whcatcurs, Redstarts, Blackcaps, Blue-throated

Warblers, UulUlnehcs, Chaffinches, Yellowhammcrs,
they are all in the pink of condition and ready for

immediate exhibition: W. Cottingham, 7 and 9,

I’everil -st., Nottingham. 'Phone, 0752.

canariesT]

KVINS BROTfl HUS—a grand lot of Crests and
Crestbreds to be sold at bargain prices; tills cham-
pion strain lias been at tho top for years; 'en-

quiries invited; approval: 259, lligh-st., Exeter.

Border Fancy.
TYPICAL Borders, class hens 5/-. 7/0, 10/- each,

cocks 7,0, 10/- each; approval: Ilislop, Baker-st.,

Stirling, (1791)

BREEDER’S entire stock and appliances for sale,

Borders, Norwich: Ritchie, Dental Surgery, 023, Gt.

Eastern rd.« Glasgow. (1707)

SEVENTY Borders, winners and fit to win: cocks
from 5/-, lions 2/(1; approval: J. Smith, Spring-

lleld-lane, Weybridgc. (1800)

SIXTY prize bred Borders, exhibition or stock cocks

from 5/-, hens 2/6: J. Campbell, 279, Main-st., Alex-

andria, Dumbartonsliie. (1790)

FIVE pairs of high-class Borders, 8/6 per pair; best
oiler for lot; approval, deposit: Collins, lirookside,

Woodgreen, Weduesbury. (1806)

BORDERS; one dozen cocks, Bulls and Yellows,

from 5/-: matched pairs from 7/6: Thos. Hale,

Lindal-iii-Furness, near Live reton. (1800)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken ; approval

:

McKeand, Scabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

TWO yellow cocks, 1911, buff cock and yellow hen,

191;!, house-moulted Linnet, make good' show bird,

.IT the lot: Boyd, 1, Glenpark-terr., Eostfleld, Cam-
buslang. (1801)

BORDERS, few choice show specimens for disposal,

from my well-known strain, cheap, stamp: Con-

stable Brown, Newcastieton, Roxburgshiro (late

Chirnside). (1799)

YELLOWS and bulls, clears and marks, grand
typical specimens of Borders, ready for the show
bench; stock pairs at bargain prices: W. E. Plank,

10, Uuion-rd., Parson’s Green, Fulham. (1805)

THIRTY pairs Cinnamon Borders, purchased from
well-known breeder; cocks, 5/6 and 8/6 each ;

hens,

2/6 and 4/6; approval, deposit; stgto wants: Wil-

son, " Scotland’s Largest Naturalists,” 233, Argyle-

et., Glasgow. (1806)

•'THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23>,

explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing tile breeding season, bow to keep them in health

and song, bow to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety ; send at once

for a copy, 2jd. poet free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,

Flect-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell

(gents /Lists published frequently.)

CHAMPION Borders; owing to alterations must
Jispose of some of my high-class exhibition and
stock pairs of Borders; all varieties much below

usual price; cocks from 5/- to 30/-; hens, -3/- to

30/-; stock pairs, 7/6, 10/-, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-; approval;

my strain is one of the oldest and most reliable,

and needs no further recommendation than a fair

trial : Patterson, Grocer, Chirnside, Berwickshire.
(1804)

Cinnamons,
j

SOUND coloured Buff Cinnamon cock, winner three

prizes, splendid breeder, 20/-; yellow hen, unrelated,

good size, best strain, 10/6, 27/$ pair; bargains:
Porter, Rod; House, Bideford. (1801)

SELLING out, through business pressure, all my
stock of Cinnamons and Norwich, including Crystal
Palace winners and other winners; show and breed-
ing cages and bird-room appliances ; must be cleared ;

here's a bargain: Proctor, SO, Oswald-st., Black-
burn. *1795)

Crests and Crestbreds. |

Greens.
1

GOOD Norwich greens’ for sale, show or stock;
some grand birds : 8. Woods, 2-19, City-rd., St .

Helens. (1801)

NORWICH greens, yellows and buffs; fit to show in

any company; approval: Jenkins, 82, Church-st.,
Whims. (1800)

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type ami
quality; how to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24,”

“The Green Canary," 2Jd., post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 151, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call oil our
agents and get it for 2d. ; sec list on another page.)

Norwich.

MY champion Crests and Crestbreds ready for

early shows, cheap: C. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. (1807)

FEW nice Crested cocks, mostly yellow, from 8/-;

strong, healthy, 1913 : 178, Moseley-rd., Birmingham
(near Highgate Park). (1801)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Crests and Crcst-breds, prices

low, easy payments taken; approval: McKeand, Sea-

bright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

HIGH-CLASS Croats, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington, 55,

Oolwick-rd., Nottingham. (1799)

T. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, has grand show
birds and excellent stock birds, over moult, yellows

and buffs; inspection invited. (1804)

FOUR pairs high-class Crested Canaries, 15/- pair;

honest bargains; approval, deposit: Payne, 3,

Ormondc-rd., Holloway, London. (1801)

1914 LARGE healthy two crested' hens, 6/- each;
yellow crcsthred cock, singing, 7/6; the thTee 18/-:

Alt. Otlien, Westend, Southampton. (1802)

LARGE young crested and Crestbred Canaries,
Joyce-Barnett strain, absolutely healthy, £1 pair :

Rev. G. Mullens, Chcdzoy, Bridgwater. (1800)

BARGAINS, high-class Crests and Crestbreds, froiq

winning strain, Crests, 7.6 each, pairs 10/- and up-
wards : approval willingly : F. Comber, 65, Lumley-
rd., Horley, Surrey. (1798)

1 HAVE a few Crest and Crestbred cocks, also
Yorkshires, the property of an old breeder, will be
sold at very reasonable prices for quick sale; call:

Attridge, West llill, Old Wandsworth London. (1807)

LARGE green Crest and Crestbred, 1914 cocks,

10/6, 12/6; small liens, same parents, 3/6; would
exchange for yellow Crestbred cocks or hens,

wanted cinnamons and Roller cock: Jas. Edwards,
25, Glo'uccster-rtf., Bisbopston, Bristol, (1707)

BREEDER’S CARD.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
diplomas of honour, silver Clips and incdals, etc.

;

some lino birds ready at prices to suit all; ap-
proval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke.s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14,

I’ugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for

sale, also line big year-old cocks. and hens, lit to
win; stamped inquiries solicited.

WANTED, Norwich: Pearson, Greenwich.
FIVE Norwich hens, aviary bred, 2/- each: E. W.
Poster, 35, Uigh-st., Huntingdon. (1799)
WANTED, six Norwich show cages; price, includ-

ing carriage, to: 36, Garth-terrace, York. (1798)

SELLING up, a few good Norwich left, cheap for

cash: 22, ileath-st., Chcetham Hill, Manchester.
(1804)

NORWICH cocks 4/6, 6/6, 7/6, and 10/6, hens 3/-,

4/-, 6/- ;
approval : Ross, Canary Breeder. Forres,

N.B.
MU-ST sell, two large Norwich Canary hens, '2/C.

each, 4/6 tho pair: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-tcrrace,

Kenilworth. (1802)
11 Y. HUGGINS lias some choice birds, yellow and

bull cocks and hens, from 10/-; approval: 40, Tabor-
-st., Burnley. ' (1803)

COCK Canaries 4/-; cock Mules', 5/-; Goldfinch-

Canary, breeders of 29 Mules, 7/0: Talbot, East-rd.,

Parkstone, Dorset. (1S01)

FORTY Norwich, large cocks, in song, 5/-, 6/-;

hens, 2’/-, 2/C; healthy birds; Pidgeon, 109, Fair-

bridgo-rd., Holloway.
NORWICH-YELLOW ’buff cocks and bens, several

local winners, show breeding flight cages : Barker, 43,

Boundary-rd., Merton.
_

(1801)

WANTED, offers cash for six good Norwich hen
Canaries, one cock Goldfinch Mule : Pearce, Crinnis-

Par Station, Cornw all. (1801)

LADY'S handsome pure yellow Norwich cock Can-
ary, fine singer for sale; what offers: Case, Gold-
bridge, Newick, Sussex. (1797)

GRAND Norwich, moulted, large, grand type, -good
heads, somo winners, cheap; approval: T. Billington,

55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. • (1799)

YOUNG Norwich Canaries, C.F. yellows and buffs,

cocks, in song, from 6/6, hens 3/-: Warburton, 98,

Crawford-st., Newton Heath. (1801)

MY noted Norwich, few ready for early shows,
cheap; state wants; approval: C. Roberts, Stanna-
hey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1807)

GRAND buff hen, good head, neck, wing carriage,

winner 1st prize, 12/6; card sent; approval deposit:

Davies, Ferndale, Craven Arms. (1801)

TWENTY Norwich and' Norwich Roller, 1914, sing-

ing, somo colour fed, 7 /6 pair
; useful exchange

:

Woodhouse, 21, Mitigate, Newark. (1800)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

FOR eale, Norwich and Borders, for show or stock,

cheap; must clear before going to front; approval,

deposit: 22, Fullerton-place, Gateshead. (1805)

PRIZE-BRED Norwich, -Davies, Hodder, Baker
Strains; splendid stock pairs; 15/-, 17/6, 20/-; from
winners ;

approval : ‘Burgess, Eastover, Bridgwater.
(1800)

TWO Norwich cocks, 1 hen, fed buff cocks, 15/-

each; hen 5s.; lot 30/-; off winner; stamp, reply:

Furness, .32, Onslow-rd., Little Layton, Blackpool.
(1804)

A. FLEET, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class

Norwich, has a few good birds for disposal; cocks
from 10/-; hens from 4/-: 10, Kings-rd., Upton
Park. (1801)

BIG buff cock, 15/-; good quality yellow cock,

10/- ;
grand variegated yellow hen, 10/- ;

buff hen,,

5/-; all fed; approval, deposit: Pepper, Dunmow,
Essex. (1798)

SPLENDID pair of Norwich 1912 yellow cock, 1913

buff hen, have bred some fine quality birds from

them this season, 30/-, or sell separate: E. Butcher,

Eastover,, Bridgwater. (1798)

WANTED, two Norwich hen®, yellow green, must
be large birds, and on approval; for muling, - 1914

birds ;
apply : Thos. Hardie, 8, Mary’s-st., Lauries-

ton, Falkirk,, Stirlingshire. (1799)

I HAVE had a good season, bred some extra large

typical Norwich; my birds all on approval; won 70

prizes open competition; 10/-, 15/- upwards: Lam-
bert, 122, Northumberland-st., Norwich. (1801)

BIG bold pair of Norwich, 15/-; cock worth
the money ; approval ; nest of three hand-reared

Linnets, hen mule, Crested hen Canary, 6/-; hen

Goldie, 1/-: Brown, 22, Alma-rd., Weymouth. (1802)

LEAVING Lewes; must reduce stock; offer at half

prices last year’s winners, also splendid young from
same, colour fed

;
winner Palace, Brighton. Lewes,

Hastings; approval: Olley, 18, Dorset-rd., Lewes.
(1801)

TWO var. yellow hens, 10/- each; var. buff cock,

10/-; var. buff cock, good type, £2; clear buff hen,

£1 ;
clear buff cock, 12/- ;

clear yellow cock, 12s. ;.

approval: E. Blake, 24, Forcst-rd., Cheshunt, Herts.
(1894)

MR. C. W. SILK, breeder and exhibitor of cham-
pion Norwich PLaiahead® ; winner of cups and 1 special

prizes at all the leading 6hows; has some grand

birds for disposal; state requirements; all birds

/enl on approval: Glcnrosa, Emsworth. (1800)

MARTIN COOK, Norwich Specialist, 30, Pur-beck

Road, Bcurnemceth, offers 150 high-class Norwich
matched pairs or single birds, all on approval;
cocks from 7/6; hens from 3/6; also a few exhibi-

tion British, owing to business pressure; genuine
bargains. (1803)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/J J, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful ns a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
"Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the
Ideal,” arc wortli the cost of tho whole book
many times over; "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-street,

London,

CHAMPION buff hen, big winner, 30/-; unflighted
j

liulf cock, rate shape, grand head, 84/-, can win in I

good members’ shows, unflighted buff hen, real gem, l

all over, 30/-; clear liulf hen, sister to my diploma I

winner, 20/- ; now in grand show trim ;
approval,

all risks taken oil rail: Judge Bilk, Whitstablb. (1806)

GOING on military work; must dispose champion
Norwich, largo typical buff cock, year old, 1st,

special, challenge cup, Oxford, 40/-; grand typical
unlliglitod liulf cock, also yellow cock, bred from
mine, cun win; these cost 21/- each; show cages,

2/-; maswlvo marked buff 'cock, winner valuable
stock bird, improving size, 21/-; large marked
yellow cock, full colour, 15/-; unflighted liens, 5/6;
approval receipt P.O. : Lewin, 58, Marlborough-id.,
Oxford. (1800)

TO NORWICH FANCIERS
Being reluctantly compelled to glvo up the Fancy,
tho whole of my Norwich are for sale. Among
them arc many young birds now lit for the keenest
competition; yellows, 'bulls, and even marked, and
bred from last season’s winners; tho whole are
offered at prices to effect a speedy sale

;
birds of

this quality can seldom be bought at moderate
prizes

;
it would pay any intending purchaser of

Norwich to give mo a visit (by appointment);
breeding, showing, and travelling cases at clearing
prices; also u grand 'Siberian hen Bullfinch for
hybrid breeding. Wanted, a good dog cart, suiting
email pony : Taylor, Draper, Didsl’ord.

f Rollers <5 SinginglCanaries
|

BREEDERS CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
Sodth Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.K.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

WANTED, Rollers: Pearson, Greenwich.
ROLLER cock Canaries, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-;

approval: Rosa, Canary Breeders, Forres N.B.
(1792)

ROLLER Canaries, healthy songster®, from 4/6, for
Relief Fund, two for. 7/6: 17, Surrcy-rd., Bisbopston,
llristol. (1796)
IF you have any Roller* show cages you don’t
want send particulars to Thwaites, 63, I’ontefraet-
lane, Leeds. (1800)
TWO pairs Rollers, two cock Coldfinches, 23/- lot, or
useful exchange; cash first: W. Pearce, lluscot,
LeehUale, Glos. (1804)
ROLLER cocks in full song, 0/6; hens, 2/-; also

six Goldfinch Mules, 6/6; or offei'3 for lot: Bushby,
Hecne Croft, Wortlung. (1800)
SEIFERT Roller®, cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens,

2/-, 3/-; approval, deposit: Reynolds’ Supply Stores,
Walberswick, Southwold, Suffolk. (1798)
PAIR Roller Canaries, cocks, full song, no harsh
notes, good colour, 1913; 9/- pair: Mrs. Nock,
Longdon Rectory, Wellington, Salop. (I860)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Scabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
HARTZ mountain Roller, cocks, English bred, clean
moulted, in .song, 7/6 each, hens 2/- each: John
Thomas, 19, A!bert-st., Canton, Cardiff. (1852)
HIGH-CLASS .St. Andrcasburg Roller cock, trained
by winning Schoolmaster, splendid songster, 7/6: Tom
Jackson, loo, Southampton-rd., Farcotton, Northamp-
ton. (1801)
INTERNATIONAL Gluck and Water-Gluck strain,
four young cocks, 6inging grandly, 7/6 each, hens
2s. Cd. ; exchange anything useful : Taylor, 71, Thurs-
by-rd.. Burnley. -

- (1804)

CONTEST Rollers, cold-room bred cocks, 10/6, 12/6,

liens 5/-; pairs scientifically mated, 12/6, 15/-: ap-
proval with pleasure: Squire Gommcrsall, Bank
House, Hirstall, Leeds.
GENUINE ; 3 pure English-bred Leipzig Roller

cocks, bred this year, practically over moult, com-
menced singing nicely. 4/- each : 7 days’ approval
on receipt of P.O. : Wesson, Ada-rd., Smetbwich.

(1806)

MY own breeding and learnt under iny Champion
Roller; young cock Rollers coming into long hollow
roll®, not rubbish, 6/6, 7/6, and a few to make
schoolmasters, 10/6, 12/C each: Fred. Allen, B.B.C.,

Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1807)

NOTICE.— Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castlo Douglas. (1791)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition or 6ong,
cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/-; aproval : Ernest
Cheshire, 31, Crawford-st., Bradford. (1897)
FINE Yorkshires, colour-fed, pairs from 7/6 up-
wards, singers 5/- each; satisfaction guaranteed: J.
Beaumont, Hcpwortli, Nr. Huddersfield. (1783)

j
Yorkshires."

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc. : 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

MESSRS, AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire
breeders, have some clinking exhibition and stud
birds; reasonable; winners of thousands of prizes

at leading shows; four times special for best in

show, Crvtal Palace, including Palaco 1914: Lang-
ton Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough, Y’orks.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

WANTED, Yorkshires: Pearson, Greenwich.
THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, singing, lot 7/-;

Lloyd, 23, Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1804)

YORKSHIRES 6/6 a pair, cocks 4/6, hens 2/-; also

cages cheap: 11, Walter-st., West Gorton, Manches-
ter. (1802)

THREE splendid cocks, 7/6 each (clears) ; also 3

clear hens, 2/- each; cash: H. Dawson, 56, Waloott-
®t., Hull. (1800)

Y’ES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arborctum-rd.,
Worcester.
THIRTY high-class Yorkshires, 0/- a pair; hen®

3/-, or exchange for Rollers: P. PowelL, 47, Thomas
st., Clonmel.
PRIZE-BRED Yorkshire cocks, splendid songsters
and good stock birds, 6/6; hens, 3/6: Olford, 14,

Martha-st., Portsmouth. (1799)

UNFLIGHTED, buff hen, 7 ins., good feather, two
yellow hens, 7/6 each : Crawhall, 121, St. Gcorgo’s-

terr., Newcastle-on-Tyno. (1802)

TWENTY Yorkshires for sale, colour fed, cocks

7/-, liens 3/-, to clear: Winter, 42, Thackeray-rd.,

Portswood, Southampton. .(1799)

GRAND Yorkshires for show, moulted and fed,

somo clinkers, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington,

55. Colwick-rd ., Nottingham. (1780)

SIX grand Yorkshire Canaries, 3 coeks, S liens, 3

double breeding cages, and fittings, 30/- secures: G.

Rowbottom, Kirton-in-Lindsey. (1801)

FIVE pairs of high-class Yorkshires, 8/6 per pair;

best offer for lot; approval, deposit: Collins, Brook-

side, Woodgreen, Weduesbury. (1806)

IUG1ICLASS Yorkshires; cocks from 5/-, liens from
8/-; approval, cash or deposit: D. Radley, Savillc-

rd., Skelmantborpe, Huddersfield, (1803)

IDI U.'
(

1; A UllallL/Ti Ilf iu/ 4 14 lUl/j Cllv |i.|J . J. m . , ,

Brownlow-rd., Now Southgate, London, N. (1807)

FOR sale, unflighted buff Yorkshire cock, feathered
like feilk, ready for show, yellow lien, 15/- pair; bar-

gain: Wriglit» 10, SliellfieUl-rd., Southport. (1801)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, feathered like wax; cocks
from 6/-, hoius from 3/-; stamp particulars- A.
Taylor, 43, Highileld-rd., Hcmswortn, Wakefield. (1800)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, somo good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit :~Nt. Gcorgc’s-terracc, Xcwcastle-on-Tync. (1788)

SPLENDID yellow Yorkshire »cock, 1914, coloured,
lino type, bred from winners, mako rare show or

stock bird, 15/-: E. Butcher, Eastover, Bridgwater.
(1798)

FOR sale cheap, several high-class, colour-fed York-

shires, cocks and hens, also single and double breed-

ing cages: BuUock, Sherrard’s Green, Great Malvern.
6

• (1803)

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshire cock and four Irens in good

condition, also two show cages in travelling caec,

21/-: Mr. Adams, 238, Elizabeth-st., North Wool-

wich. .

(1709)

YORKS, cocks 7/6, liens 3/-. matched pairs from

10/6, own breeding ;
also picked cock Linnets 1a.,

cages free : Topliss, 27, Frcdcrick-t., Mansfield,

Notts. .
(1803)

MUST sell, two Yorkshire Canary liens, 2/C each,

4/6 the pair; two young crossbred Canaries, a® bred,

3/6, or tho lot 7/-: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terrace,

Kenilworth.
. ,

GRAND colour-fed Yorkshire cock®, prize bred, m
full song, 4 '6

;
grand Rough liens, 2/6; pairs, 0/6;

cages, 3d. extra: North, Breeder, 443, Manchcster-

rd„ Bradford.
,

(1807)

WINNING Yorkshires, cocks from </G, hens front

5/- upwards- approval, deposit (see show reports

Halifax): Allen Radley, 205, King-st., Skelman-

thorpe. near Huddersfield. .i
18

„
YORKSHIRES bred from winners; cocks, 7,0 up-

wards;” hens, 5/- upwards; largo stock birds, la/-,

20/-, 30/-; approval, deposit : John JLadicy. MO,

King-st., Skelmantborpe. near Huddersfield. (1806)

LADY lias 30 beautiful Yorkshire Canaries, 1913-

1914 long slim birds, over moult, cocks singing,

perfectly healthy, from own aviary cocks 6;-, hen a

3/-, or useful exchange: 4, Irton-rd., fa°uthp°rt^|^

FOR sale, 4 pairs prize-bred Yorkshires, flight

moulted, good colour, 10/- per pair; one pair grand

Norwich, 10/-: thermal bath cabinct, not used l7/-,

book on Our Canaries; approval willingly, 12/-.

Rea!, 123, Camcron-rd., Normanton, Dcrb). (usual

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/H, by H. W. Battyc

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing witli the Yorkshire and

its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting and succeseful

exhibiting; also bow to treat m l)oth
r

I*c
'f ^ Tf (

?
disease: -'Cage Birds,” lo4, 1-leetst., London. E.C.

AMBLERS’ champion Yorkshires, winm'rs.for

keenest competition and slashing stock, ^birds clean,

moulted, wonderful length and f^Uicrea .ko ^x
r.'iir® 15 /- 29/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/-, single cocas

or liens, proportionate ;
the finest strain in exist-

ence; seo winnings of thousnnds of
j

prms and

championships at leading shows these last 30 jear^

our champion yellow, special lor best m
_

snow

Crystal Palace, 1914, was acknowledged the bird of

borough, Yorks.

DYKES’^ YORKSHIRES
Winner of Yorkshire Challenge Cup also Gn*n-

marked Trophv open competition, 1913-1914. I na^o

“omo good birds now ready, and with so many shows

cancelled slnilL not require so many teams this season.

Can now supply winners for keenest competition at

Bradford.

SHOW AND stock
Yorkshires now ready, and all through the mult

and in first-class condition. S^’^g
W6 each!

extra g^d^e hens, it 3/-, 4/-,’ 5/-', 6/-. 7/-, 8/6

6 each in cleam! ticked, green marked and

cinnamon marked; matched pairs for producing

SS it 8 «; 10/6, 12/0. 15/-, 20/- per pair,

colour-fed or natural colour, and all

exhibition specimens in cocks and hens that cau

win it, Members or small shows at 10/6, 13 / ioj ,

20/- each; also some that can win in the keenest)

open competition at very reasonable prices;

:

tion invited anv time without appointm-.nt ,
lllue

[rated /rice last post free; travelling cages 3d.

extra; all birds on 7 days approval at jy _k to

any part: only and old address: J. A -)lor, SG,

Aireville-rd., Frizingliall, Bradford.

|

Various Canaries. ]

CAN ARIES 1011; 2 dozen as bred, healthy, over

monuf a^ each to clear: B„ 38, Fant-lane, Ma«l-

b

THREE lien Canaries and ^net.

lot; approval: F. Burbidge, 50, Applereu^aw-,

"GRAND Yorkshires or Rollers, cocks (full song) 4/-,

5/-, liens 2/- each: Cooper, Breeder and Exhibitor,

^KLL IN
G

'

' o^ff Ow/nfT" to change of occupation,

. . ,
x I.-,- .... ,oii jny time, I flin selling eff oil

mv
K
i.ird* «nd have some real beauties going cheap;

v/ri .l.i™ cock very handsome racy rich yellow

hi1'" 10
threo'wu

r wide, ff^’ly new,

8/-; or the lot for £3; approval: Holme. .0, Hill

6ide-rd„ Strcatliam Hill. v

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.

Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisement* unless the

previous
8

issue, Pago,
ace Bird's ”

advertiser.-ADVT. MANAGER. ’’CAGE BIRDS,
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CAGK BIRDS m
CHAMPION

YORKSHIRES
and NORWICH
Some frnl good birds now
rt'udy. Urnntl lengthy York-
shire rocks, well on song,

6/-, 7/6, 10 /- up; crrrt, racy
hong, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each up;
matched breeding pairs, 10/-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair; smart, thick-net cobby Nor-
wich ut same price as Yorkshires. Exhibition Nor-
wich and Yorkshires, from m.v well known strain of

winners, now ready. Prices from 10/- to 100/-.

Writ© stating wants, I have also a largo selection

of British Rollers, Crests, Borders, etc., etc. Send
a P.C. for free illustrated catalogue. Every bird

on 111 days’ approval at my sole. risk. Travelling
cages, yd. extra. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JOE THOMAS,
Ambler Thorn. Halifax,

WANTED, 1*1EN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- doz., 1/- each
hen tloldllnches, Mules; cash or deposit with ‘‘Cage
Birds": W. Rutherford, 033, High-rd., Lcytoustone.

(1801)

WANTED
3,000 Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries and Goldfinch
Mules; best prico given for good birds; cash or
deposit with Editor; stamped envelop© reply: Enoch
Power, 91, Seluter-s-t., Shoreditch, London, 15.

PLEASE READ THROUGH
Observe following out of many received during past
week “ Hornsey, N„ Oct. 4lh, 1914. —Bird arrived
safe. Very pleased with same; been singing most
of day. You Lave our best thanks. We learn
wisdom as we live, by dealing with honest people;
wo shall know whore- to come to in future, and
certainly recommend you whenever opportunity
presents itself.—A. L. Storey to W. Rudd." N.B.—
X have a splendid .collection of first round, selected
songsters in Norwich, Yorkshires, home-bred Hartz
Mountain Rollers, etc., 7/6, 8/C, 10/C; cages 3d.;
approval. Greatest bargains ever known, taking
into consideration the finality. Prize-bred Norwich,
Yorkshire, or Borders, cocka, 5/-, 5/0, C/C, 7/C, S/0;
liens, 2 ’-, 3/-, 4/-; throe liens (colours, my selection),

any above breeds, or mixed, 5/6 lot
;
very exceptional

bargains; pairs. 7/0, 8/6, 10/6 up; cages 3d.; exhibi-
tion Norwich Plainheads, -Crests, Yorkshires, Lizards,
Scotch Fancies, Mules; some exceptions at most
reasonable prices; detailed list free; W. Rudd, The
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

|

WANTED, Mules: l’cnrson, Greenwich.
TWO cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/- each; Linnet Mules,

7 6 each: Linnet song, suit catcher: 55, Letitia-st.,

Middlesbro. (1803)

COGK Goldfinch Mules, 5/6; Goldfinch song; cock
Linnet Mules, 5/-; Sib. hens, 7/0 each; Groom,
Longnor Hall, Shrewsbury. (1800)

TWO 1914 Goldfinch mules, cock, 7/- each; one 1912

cock, 10/-, Goldfinch song ;
two 1914 Greenfinch mules,

6 6 each: Fleet, 10, King’s-rd., Upton Park. (1801)

GRAND lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, for show
or song; prices low, easy payments arranged: ap-

proval: McKeand, Seahright, Castle-Douglas. (1781)

GRAND lot Linnet Mules, clean moulted, cook in

full song, with pure wild notes, 10/-, 12/0, 15/- each;
hen Mules, 1/6 each; approval ; Walsh, Bird Special-

ist, Blackburn.
WINNERS: perfect condition; can win in keenest

competition : Goldfinch-Bullfinch, perfect, £5; dark

Burt Linnet ‘Mule, 35/-; will soon win back coat;

approval ; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
HYBRIDISERS; lien Bullfinches 9d„ 1/-, rocks 1/-,

1/0; Goldfinches 2/-, 2/6, -extra good specimen, clean

moulted and ready for show, 5/- ; house moulted Gold-

finches from 10/-: G. l’errino, 26, Lcnnox-rd., Long-

ton, Staffordshire. (1805)

GOLDFINCH Canary mules, warranted cocks, 4 -

each
;
few hen Canaries, bred light mules, 10/- each

;

cocks to match, 7/6: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1803)

LOV ELY Goldfinch Mules, cocks 5/-; house-moulted
Goldfinch (muler), with Norwich lien, 5/-: hen
Hawfinch, 2'-: Chetwood, Eison, Ellesmere, Salop.

(1800)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,—these will b©
very useful: The Advertisement Manager,” “Cago
Birds.” V>4. Fleet-st., London. E.C.

REDUCING stock of Ribs owing to ill-health

;

breeder of two clear yellows, on© 2-point yellow,

five 4-point buffs, and numerous light Mulea; 1911

vellow hen, throws light Mules in every neet, 25/-;

1914 -hens, 25/-; cocks, 20/-; pairs -from 30/-;

money returned if they fail to throw light Mules;
two pairs, not quite as much inbred-, 21/- pair;

grand birds for brooding-in-, massive : F. G. Bart-

lett, 92, Royal York Crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

(1803)

WANTED, 500
cock Goldfinch Mules, must be in song ; state lowest
price: Enoch Power, 91, Sclater-st,, Shoreditch, Lon-
don, E. (1797)

[doves.
LOT White Java Doves, 3/0 pair; offers: Turner,

la, Albert-rd., Oswestry. 0791)
BEAUTIFUL White Doves, 4/0: Ring Doves, 2/C

pair : Pearson's Dove Farm, Greenwich'.

|
FOREIGN BIRDS.

WANTED, foreign birds : Pearson, Greenwich.
PENNANT Parrakeet, in good condition, believed
hen, only 35/-: Goodall, Market-st., Watford. Herts.
WANTED, talking Parrot, cheap for cash; no

dealers; Kcc-cli, 20, Kastvflle-rd., Southend, Bedford.
(1806)

PARROT, Grey colour, bargain. 10/-; Amazon,
talking, 20/-; Lloyd, 24, Cecil-rd., Qorseiuon, Swun-
*e.a. (1804)
BEAUTIFUL tame talking Indian Mynah, perches
on finger, feeds, from hand, SO/-,; Pearson, Green-
wich

GRAND Grey (Rosy breast, neck) talking Parrot,

good square cage, i’4 ;
particulars: Wcalre, Knrwl-

land, Kent. 0805)
GREENS, lovely pair adult breeders, giant birds,

o : ,1. Cliugo, 201, St. Benedlet’s-ril., Small Hcntli.

Btriniiiglmm. (1798)

PARROTS wanted for cash,. whether talking or not,

must be health} ami in good plumage: llarri-. High

st., Ylewsley. 0802)
YOUNG Parrot, juot commencing to tn.k ; ex-

change Yorkshire Terrier or offer- : Fred Aden, ,56,

Forter-Kt., Hull. 0867)
EXCHANGE talking Parrot and cage for birds, or

puppies, sell 25/- ; stamp reply : Cooper, 163, l’rin-

ccso-st., Manchester. * ,
TWO grand pairs young Green Budgerigars, 9/-f

or offers exchange; approval: VV. Hurd, <12, Upper
liar, Newport, Salop. (1500)

REAL Indian Millet, natural food for small
foreign birds, 14!bs. 3/-, 21/- per cwt. ; Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

MIXED foreign birds for aviaries; acclimatised;

12/-, 15/-, 20/- per dozen; approval : Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1805)

NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices

and easy payments arranged
;
state1 wants: McKeand,

Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (1781)

WANTED, ‘‘cheap for cash, African Grey Parrot,

three .years, full particulars to: Lathan, White Lee

Grove, Mexbro", Rotherham. (1799)

PARROTS wanted, good talking African Grey, ac-

climatised, no rubbish or dealers, for prompt cash:

Jones, Cranboiirne-st., Brighton. (1790)

BLUK-crowned- Comire, rare, 20/-; Betz's Conure,

15/-; Panama Amazon, talks, mimics, very tame,

60/-: Rectory, Nash, Stony Stratford. (1807)

WHAT offers for acclimatised cock sennet
Tanager, or w ill exchangee for -small Softbills

;

Itowerman, 12, Wollington-st., Swindon. (1803)

TALKING healthy African Grey Parrot, square

rage, cost £1, £5 10/-; part exchange Yorkshire

Canaries* Eaves, East Cliffe, Lytliam. (1799)

WANTED, many coloured Parrakeets,, for indoor

aviary, not troublesome with small birds: Mrs.

Paget Steavenson, Hurworth, Darlington. (1799)

PARROTS; talk, -whistle, donee, turn somersaults,

don’t swear; cash or fortnightly payments; cages if

required : Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1S07)

THIRTEEN young aviary-bred Cockatiels, nice

birds, and iii pink of condition, 5.-6 each, or best

offar for lot: James Mair, Chureh-st., Buckie". (1798)

GREEN BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 4/-

pair; selected breeding pairs, 5/-; yellow ditto, i/-:

Rutter, Maiichestcr-rd., Lostock Gralam, Cheshire.

WHAT offers in British Finches, cocks, for 4 Adult

Green cock Budgerigars, also two pair ditto?: N.

Collins, 18, Avenue Gardens, East Sheen, Surrey.

FINE cock -Red-crested Cardinal, from outdoor avi-

ary, show form, sell 10/6, "or offers in cago birds;

approval: McKinnel! and Son, Mill-st-., Dalbeattie.

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair,

yellows 8/-, foreign birds from clean, aviaries frmn

2/- pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

HEALTHY cock Black-headed Gouldian, acclima-

tised, my possession 14 mouths, 15/- ;
exchange for

good light fishing rod and reel : Albert Thornes, 151,

Town-at., Armley, Leeds. (1799)

LOVELY Yellow Budgerigars, White Java Doves,

White-fronted Violet Dove, Tumbler Pigeons,

almond bred, red and yellow mottles, cheap: Mrs.

Paget Steavenson, Hurworth, Darlington. (1799)

TWO cock Paradise Whydahs, full plumage, pair

Black-headed Mannil as, 1 Bengalese, eighteen

months, outdoor aviary, 15/- ;
exchange large Nor-

wich youngster: Scott, waterside, Liphook. (1/99)

BLACK-HEADED Sibia, cage moulted, in show

condition, 35/-; Indigo Bird, 15/-; St. Helena Seed-

eater, 10/-; both out of colour; caged over 12

months: O. Puck, Darenth Lodge, Chingford. (1799)

ACCLIMATISED true pair Diamond Finches, 35/-,

cocks; Cutthroat, 2/-; Halfmasked Weaver, 4/-; Wax-

bill, 1/6; Orangecheek 1/6; hen Goldbreast, 2-;

Silverbllls, 3/- pair: Cherry, 4, Peel-st., Luton, Beds.

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

-histles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

rass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly tnstal-

lents accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brorn-

f'icli .
—(1795)

AFRICAN Grey Parrots, finger-tame, perfect

alkers 100/-, 120/- each; White-fronted Amazon,

ery rare, tame, good talker, 60/-: Green Amazon,

erfeet talker, 50/-; approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist,

tlackhurn. .
(1805)

MAGNIFICENT Budgerigars, two pairs, 4/0 pair;

odd cocks, 2/- each; Zebra Finches, two pairs, 7/

-air; 1 cock, 3/-; 1 Cockatlel, 3/6; 1 White Java

Iparrow, 4/6; all bred in outdoor aviaries: E. Hag-

;ie, Boarshill, Oxford.

FAIR. Parrakeets, tame, in fine feather, _onur «/-,

eparate 5/- each; Australian Cockatoos, i/6 each,

ock Goldfinch mules, finch song, 3/6, hens 1/- each;

ranted Goldfinches and Bullfinches: Day, The

Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull.

ACCLIMATISED Cockatiels, cocks or liens, 6/6

ach 12/6 pair; hen Ringneckcd Parrakeet, perfect,

0/-;’ Green Budgerigars, 6/6 pair; Yellows, 91-

iair ;
Lavender-headed Love Birds, 4/6 pair: Walsh,

lird Specialist, Blackburn. (180.>)

C. NICHOLLS, 41, Clarendon-road, Crumpsall, Man-

hester, offers following acclimatised birds, in per-

ect feather and fit to win : Paradise Whydali, a gem,

,5/-; pair of Orange Bishops, full colour, 8/-; pair

>f Napoleon Weavers, full colour, 8/-. (1804)

FOR -sale, 3 Zebra Finches, 2 old and 1 young one,

L pair Avadavats. 1 pair Golden Breasted Waxbdls,

1 cock Green singing Finch, all aviary bred birds, and

(fill stand any kind of weather; the lot for 10/- cash;
u-n-rienn Tipr-ston House. Swanaee. Dorset. (1801)

THOSE who have bought .or those who arc about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get "Nutshell No. 17,'

it only costs 2)d. poet free, but the tips it gives are

priceless; from: "Cage Birds," 154, Flcet-st., Lon-

don. E.C. (2d- from agents, a list of whom is pub-

lished frequently). '

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird©. Some very helpful in-

formation on tins variety will be found in “Nutshell

No 19.” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,

F Z S. Get it at once. 2)d. post free from “Cage

Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from out

agents (list published frenuently).

RARE foreigners for exhibition or aviary ;
true

pairs of Lesser Egrets, fine condition, £10; Blue-

streaked Lories, rare, £7 10/-; Yellow-backed Lories,

£5 ; Peach-faced Lovebirds, adult breeders, unre-

lated, £6; ditto Red-faced, £3; ditto Black-checked,

£2; New Guinea Mynahs, rare, £6; Himalayan Red-

headed1 Bullfinches, rare, £6; Silver-cared Mesias,

£0- Banana Quits, £3 10/-; African, Indian, and

Chinese Zosterops, -at 30/-; Black-headed Gouldians,

aviary bred, perfect, 50/-; ditto Diamond Sparrows,

50/-; Pectoral Finches, .30/-; Scaly-crowned Weavers,

30/-; Emerald Doves, email, tame, 30/-; African

Rock Buntings, 20/-; Red-headed Finches, 15/-;

Magpie Mannikins, 7/6; also cock Levaillants Bnrbet,

£3 10/-; Indian Redffank Bush Robin, £3 10/-;

three cook Chinese Painted Quail. 10/- each: Front,

- 13. Fa.irlawo.av. Chiswick. London, (1807)

WINNERS ready for Immediate exhibition.—True
pairs, White-bellied Nonottcs, 12/0; true pair Saf-

fron Finches, 12/6; true pairn of Ribbon Finches.
true 1pair M Minikins, 0/- : cock Bull <!> 1 'inch,

10 /
-

; crcl\ Shall la, 70/- ; all perft•ct s ru rirmTiv

;

U1MM o \ u 1

:

Wal.-'h, Blrd S| leeialist, 111acUburn.
there Ig no more lo vely seed eatu-r than the

populm G oiiUliiin Finch, which, ho 1 ever , Is very
difficult to esl a hi i all. 'll,* , Double < a n lie oven:oinc.
and dm v arlcty kept sinrccssfully. lint you mu at

foil)"I'M (be hints given in "Nutshell No. 1 f iron:

“Ca go Bin Is •’ 154 . Fleet s'L. London, K.<* p(*t irco

tut 2(d !’lorn aginils (sec list frequent lv i 'ii fil ir *

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: < ro-s,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

nine- fronted Amazon. Huger tame, acclimatised, say

ing a few words, ;
Younger bird, 25/ , all out

doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cagc«: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

OWING to change of residence must sell following

acclimatised birds from garden aviary : pairs, Pink-

browed Rose Finches, 50/
;

Jacarini, 20;-; aviary-

bred Red-iicaded, 14/-; California Quail, nearly full

colour, 14/-; lJlue-breastcd, 22/0; St. Helena, (!/-

;

Grey WuxbilU, 3/0; White .lavas, 7/C; Ilronzewings,

4/6; Bengalese 4/-; caged young Pennants, £1 each;
bare-eyed Cockatoo, with cage, £2: llainbridge, at

The Hermitage, Moukton-t'ombe, Bath. (1799)

TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, magnificent plum-

age, four years old, finest, plainest speaker living,

speaks fully 200 words and long sentences, amusing
mimic, sings " Oh Dear,” “ Boy Blue,” whistles

Polly Perkins,” bugle calls, counts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

spells Poll y, perches on finger, kisses you, con-

verses with you; heard talking or sent approval

before payment; £3 10/-, or oirers: Stanton, Eagle

Chambers, Liverpool. (1802)

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St.' Helena). Than tills interesting quar-

tette. which can be purchased »t from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow tiie hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutshell No. 20," 2id.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C, Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

REAL AFRICAN GREY
Parrots, very fine selected talking birds, direct

from Congo,' West Coast of Africa, in the finest

health and plumage, real champion birds, 35/-

eaoh; also Blue and Yellow-fronted Amazon Parrots

in splendid condition, real good talking birds, 30/-

each: Enoch Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch,

London, E.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London; telephone 5489

Wall; telegraphic address, Oiseaux, London. Black-

headed Sibia, 18/-; Hangnest, 15/-; tame Rock
Mynali, 25./-; Javas, 2/6 pair; White, 8/-; beautiful

rare Carmine or Rose Finch, seldom imported, 10.'-

eacli ;
Jamaican Troupial, 25/-; Mountain Buntings,

from Transvaal, 20/- pair
;
African Finch Larks, 20/-

pair; Russian cock Bullfinches, 7/C; Flycatcher, 3/fi

;

Owls, 3/6; Wild Pigeons, 0]- pair; breeding adult

Budgerigars, 6/- pair, yellows 8/-: large Dalmatian
Lizards, 3/6: Turtle Dove, 1/6; Guinea Pigs, 1/-

each; Paradise Fish, 2/- each; plants, snails, rocks,

etc.; insectivorous food, Cd. and 1/6 lb.; Cuttlefish,

4d. lb.; Dormice, 2/6 pair; tame Raven, 25/-; price

lists. (1794)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our

risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots in the Kingdom have come from

these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,’

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambc. Write at once tor

book and price list to:

—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. (1742)

[
VARIOUS BIRDST

PAIR Cockatiels, 1913, pair Norwich, 2 pairs Water
Gluck Rollers, Fouhl’s and Randall’s, outdoor, cheap

:

S. Huggins, Caister-on-Sea. (1805)

BARGAINS, must clear; cock Goldfinch Mule, Finch

note 5/-; cock Greenfinch-Norwich hen, bred Mules,

7/0; ’pair big Norwich, 10/-; winners: Dodd, Y’ic-

toria, Southwold. (1806)

|
WANTED.

|

W'ANTED, Birds, Dogs, Parrots, Monkeys, Rabbits,

etc. ;
purchase or exchange.—Barlow’s Aviaries,

Greenwich. (1506)

WANTED, two large cock Goldies, will give two
pairs large Norwich ;

offers wanted : Richards, 36,

New-st., Exmouth. (1803)

DEALERS wanted to takei from one to twenty

dozen cock Linnets weekly : Write Horace Coote,

96, North-st., Luton. (1806)

WANTED, cycle tyres, 28 x 1), exchange buff cock

Midgley’s, cock Builic, scrap brass, lead: F. Cook,

East-st., Pembridge. (1803)

WANTED, Canaries, all kinds, healthy birds; send

lowest prices to A. Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 520,

Gallowgate, Glasgow. (1783)

WANTED, feathers, mole, rabbit skins, hair, metals,

rubber, wools, rags; price list free: Atlas Co., Cm-
frevillc-rd., Harringay. (1802)

WANTED, 15/- for six good hen Canaries, and 5/-

for (0 good Yorkshire cock, full song : Pratt, Market-

st., Long Sutton, Lines. (1806)

WANTED, good working ferret, will givo a yellow

Yorkshire cock, on full song; approval: Dean, High-

gate, Glusliurn, Keighley. (1803)

WANTED, Norwich, Yorkshires; large birds; colour

fed preferred; state price; also Linnets: Mains, 65,

Shjelds-rd., 8.S., Glasgow (1806)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkebire Canaries, largo

birds, also British and foreign WWs: Mrs. Martin,

9), Cowcaddens-st,., Glasgow*

OFFERS in large Canaries, exchange gent.’* solid
(diver level watch, value 85/- ; jour* first: Andw.
Dawson, 185, Dukest., Glasgow. (1798)
WANTED, large colour-fed Norwich for export;

will give 9 a pair for largo birds: J. Taylor, 36,
Airevllle rd„ I rlzingliull, Bradford. (1790

>

WANTED, Canaries, cock Goldfinches and Mules;
cadi or cxcliurige

;
cage*, any dc-cription: Martin,

Cage .Manufacturer, Castle Bought:.. ( 1S05>
WANTED, real g.p,«| i, Mow Yorkshire rt rk ; ex-

change genuine Edison ft 4 Standard phonograph

,

new: Moil! gome: y, High !., Stalin . (1800)
WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnet*, all kiln!, ol Brill h. vet III) :

C 1 1 r- . Ilation, 81, Richmond. -t., Brighton.
WANTED, good ouMight.nl Norwich, anything tie-

fill; give p digri •• Greyhound, i ; month* old; ell

30/- : Kenwortliy, Long Bennington, Grantham.
WANTED, Yorkshire's, Norwich, Borders, and

common ben Canaries
;

will buy any kind of live

stock: Perkin
, 207, East -.1., Walworth, London,

S.E.

WANTED to purchase Roller schoolmaster, mil t
be young bird and well trained, on approval; state
price and particulars: .1. Scott, Higher Heyehain,
Morecambc. (1800)
NOTICE. Will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich
and Yorkshires, also wanted Crests, Border Fancy,
Mules; good prices given: McKeand, Seahright.
Castle Douglas. (1791)

SINGING Canaries, any variety, also Mules, Border
Fancies, Yorkshires, Norwich, and house-moulted
British birds; state price and particulars: Wilson,
“ Scotland’s Largest Naturalist©,” 233, Argylc-st..

Glasgow. (1506)

WANTED, any quantity lien Canaries, nil breeds,
for spot cash ; or exchange selected Britishers for

show ; state breed arid lowest price ; also wanted,
show cages in exchanfjf! for Britisher*) ; strictly

honourable dealings guaranteed: W. Gore, G’ooch-

st., Birmingham. (1805)

WANTED
For olde»t established shop litre. Canaries singing,

cocks, liens for export; Linnets, Larks, Goldfinches,

Monkeys, Fowls, Parrots, Squirrels, Guinea Pigs,

White Mice, foreign birds, etc.; state prices: Man-
ager, Bird Stores, Wakefield.

Wanted—Birds, Dogs, Poultry
Monkeys, Parrots, Canaries, purchased or exchanged,
will deposit with Cage Birds: Powers and Russell.

10, Granby Place, Bethnal Green, London. (1794)

WANTED
a reliable all-round bird-catcher, one from Sher-

bourne, Dorsetshire, preferred : Write Knocii

Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
of hen Canaries, Norwich, Yorkshires, and Borders,

and. light hen Goldfinch Mules, cash or deposit.

Cage Birds; Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London.

WANTED
500 Norwich and Yorkshires and common hen Can-
aries, will give 18/- doz. ;

also will give 4/- each for

cock Goldfinch Mules, in full song, stamped erv

velope, reply : Knock Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shore-

ditch, London, E.

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries& Mules
Will give 7/- per pair for large Colour-fed Norwich,

10/- per pair for Crests, 5/- each cock Goldfinch

Mules, 4/- each cock Linnet Mules. I also require

Lancashires, Lizards, Borders, Scotch Fancies,

Yorks., or Norwich Greens and Cinnamons, and

Rollers, Good prices given. Will deposit cash wi*;

Editor. Send full particulars and stamp for reply.—

H. Glcdhill, Fleet Lane, Queensbury, Bradford.

[SALE or EXCHANGE?
Mainly British.

|

SALE or exchange cocks and hen Bullfinches, Gold-

finches preferred: T. Parker, Wharf-rd., Stamford.

SELECTED cocks, Linnets, Larks, Chaffinches, _8d.

each, or will exchange: A. Foley, 4, Picton-st., New
Boultham, Lincoln.

,

EXCHANGE hybrid pair, Greenfinch and Goldfinch,

proved breeders, for Linnet call bird, hop cages,

anything: Robson, Excter-st., West Hartlepool. (18021

EXHIBITORS: Will exchange Redstart (b.r.) for

good Goldfinch; atso Yellow Norwich lien for Bull-

finch; or offers British: Evans, Grey-st., Middleton,

Manchester. (1804)

Mainly Canaries.

-SELL four pairs Canaries, 0/- pair, or 20/- lot; must
clear: Ernest Barker, Bongate, Hclmsley. (1802/

PARROT'S cage, large square, good order, exchange
Cinnamon Borders: Johnstone, Hairdresser, Leslie.

YOUNG Roller cock, cash 0/-; exchange for Brown
Linnet Mule: E. Wilson, 5, Station-terr., Ripley,

Derbyshire. (1806)

EXCHANGE silver Waltham lever watch for two
good Roller cocks on song; approval: Clarke, ^59,

Addison-rd.. Fleetwood. (1799)

WHAT OFFERS in Linnets for 2 pure Roller hens.

1913 (good mothers), or sell 7/-: Burman, 23, Albert-

terrace, Newport, Mon. (1798)

EXCHANGE four Norwich show cages, used once,

for cock mules or Canaries; yours first: Harwood,
Victoria-st., Gt. Harwood, Lancs. (1802)

EIGHT prize-bred Yorkshire Canaries for pedigree

top Pom. bitch, anything useful: James Jeffries, 27_,

Sherbourne-at., St. Georges, Bristol. ( 1804,

ROLLERS. Four pure Seifert hens, 1913, exchange

pair each Yellow, Green Budgerigars, or give pair

Norwich: Hy. Bingham, Long Sutton, Lines. (1300)

MONSTER" Norwich cocks, 10 6; prize Cinnamon
Borders, pairs. 7;0; exchange any for wire-netting;

offers; approval: Alexander Affleck, Heiton, Rox-

burgh.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 168
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ft. Mtu tin's Hull, Siotlniul Itoml, October 23 and 24. 20 Novice Classes. The Show of th© Season.

SiR'ilillst .Indues. Hood prize money. Magnificent Specials. T1 Is. most points. Semi for u Schedule

if you have not room'd one. Kailway birds away by 6 p.m.- Metcalfe and Green, 08, Brunswick Rd.

EAST LOTHIANOiKlW 'A
taken over by mllll try authoritle

U, Hope Street, Haddington.

Fairgriove,
(1798)

Atertillsi 1.1.1.
Show will be held on Wed., Oct. 21st, in the llym-

misitim Hall. .Indue. John ltobson. Itevi w of

Schedule: Nor., 8 Champ., 8 Nov.; Yorks,, 8

t hemp :i Nov.: Ilorder, 2 Champ., I Nov.; Mules

and Htb., II; licit. 7; t.U.V. I; Sell. 2. for

Schedule w apply: H. H. Movtimor, Hon. Sec., Oak-

lands, Top Crook Hill, CwmtlHery.

1 1 F i R
C.ll.S. Open SIio\y,

Thursday, October 22.
Judge, J. Robson, Esci.

Schedules will be sent to la-t year's exhibitors.

Others apply : C. F. Holliday, 58, George St.

«®y N 82 fiP (T*1 HR Open Show, October 28.

If 15 Classes. Best lighted

hall in Kastern Counties. Prize Money paid prompt.
10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entries 1/6. Schedules from C. Ward,
Kilmorie, Wisbech. Entries close Oct. 19.

L. & P.0.8. Show
at Lambeth Baths. Kcnnington Road, 8.1?., on Wed.
and Tliurs., Oct. 28 and 29. Judges, Messrs. T.

Heath. .1. Hodder, Allen silver, and H. J. Fulljames.

58 Classes. Kntry fee 1/- per wage. Entries close

Saturday, Oct. 24. Schedules ready shortly, apply

G. W. Law, Brimley House, Woodhouse Road, f4.

Finchley, London, N. Competition limited to ex-

hibitors that can arrange for delivery and collection

of their exhibits to and from the show.

MUIRKIRK SHOW October 31st. Fanciers
assist patriotism. Proceeds for War Relief Fund.
9 Open Border Classes. 4 Open British Bird Classes.

Judge, Mr. Hugh Uedttcs, Dumfries. Schedules from

See.: James G. Torbett, Smallburn, Muirkirk.

vmm

Gage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guarantee.! Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154 , Fleet Street, London, EC.
feltsiams—" Aviculture,' London” 7*1 . A'o. 5229

Hoiborn.
The Editor is nhvnys glad io receive and consider

tuttable contributions, -whether articles
,
sketches, or

Photographs, Provided an addressed envelope

,

tuf/it icully stamped, accom patties same, every

effort 7vi/l be made to ret inn Jiucu copied coni f i bu-
ttons promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten cr typed on one Side of paper only

Ifwitterings.
Wo hear that Mr. F. W. Nelson will judge

Stockport and Hazel Grove members’ show,
Nov. 14th, at Co-operative Hall, Hazel Grove.
Respecting Lark foo^l, if your correspon-

dent, .Mr. W. Freeman, will write me I will

give him the information required.—John C.
Riley, Royal Cottage, Sough Road, Darwen.

I .have taken over the secretarial duties of
the Stanley Empire Club F.F. and Gage Bird
Society in place of Mr. Robinson, who has
been called up for active service, writes Mr.
W. Elliott (15, Fairfordl Terrace, West Stan-
ley, S.O.).

It has been found impossible to hold Luton
open show this year, writes Mr. E. Bloomfield,
the Hon. Sec., as we are unable to procure a
hall for certain, they being at present in the
occupation of the military authorities. We
shall try and arrange for a members’ show
later to keep things going.
s We hear from Mr. J. Ainsworth, 15, Vaug-
han Street, Shildon, the new hon. sec. of the

Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S., that the
date of the open show of the society has been
changed from Dec. 4, 5, to Nov. 13, 14. All

club correspondence should in future be ad-

dressed to Mr. Ainsworth, at the address

stated.

THE GREAT NATIONAL
A chance for exhibitors. Fifth Annual Show will be
held in Masonic Hall, on Saturday, Oct. 31st, 1914.

Popular Judges, Cup and Medals. Schedules from:
Kerr and Robertson, Secs., 15, Green Street.

CAGE BIRD SHOW
WILL BE HELD ON FEB. 5, 6, 8 & 9, 1915

ll^ ! mm®
NOVEMBER 7th.

Seventh Annual Show (confined to Welsh Northern
Counties). Judge of Cage Bird Section, Mr. A. G.

Davies, Manchester. Ten Classes. Prizes, 6/-, 3/-,

1/6. Fee 1/-. Special to each class, and Cap for

best bird in show. Entries close October 28th, to:

G. E. Cragg, Rocklands, Rlios., Colwyn Bay.

MARlGHESTEft & RLG.0.8.
In aid of the Relief Fund. Judges: House, Swal-
vvell, and Moulton. Schedules ready shortly. Any-
body overlooked, apply to: F. Hayward, 21, Marl-
borough Avenue, Manley Park, Manchester.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ot CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID

^ -inch 2/-, £-inch 3/», 1 inch 6-
Except to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at :s.

per inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADV LRTISEMLNTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to
“ Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

SI- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series ot not less
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing" a Show
ibould applv tor guarantee form to our Manager.
CACE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage tills bo-j]; lias over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to. and a double check for judges, while
there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers
tf the catalogue.

Prices: 1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.
12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A sample page on application to "CAGE BIRDS,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

We are going to try to hold a members’
show on the date originally fixed for open
shovq viz., Dec. 5, writes Mr. J. R. Chest-

ney, hon. sec. Cramlington C.B.S., with the
object of keeping our members interested in

the Fancy, and keeping up their enthusiasm
for another year, when it is hoped things

will again be normal.
We have received the Year Book of the

Southern Border Fancy Club. It contains

a list of officers, rules and by-laws of the

club, a full description of the club’s standard
Border and scale of points, members’ names
and addresses, and balance-sheet for 1913.

The latter shows cash in hand £4 17s. iOd.,

and outstanding 3s. 6d. The lion, sec., pro
tem, is Mr. Geo. Burto.n, 126, Lee Road, Lee
Green, S.E.
Owing to the hall we had engaged for our

open show being commandeered by the

military authorities, we have postponed our
show, writes Mr. J. Fairgrieve, sec. East
Lothian C.B.S. We are in view of a suit-

able place, which is hardly ready yet, so the
committee thought it would be better to put
back the show for a week or two. The date

will be advertised in Cage Birds when
decided.

I would like to draw the special attention

of members to the next meeting of the Gates-

head C.B.S. on Oct. 14, writes Mr. W.
Curry, as it concerns a question which all

should come to the meeting to vote upon
(not leave it to about six members). My
own personal opinion is that an open show
on a smaller scale than our usual show will

pay all right, as fanciers round about here
will be keen to have their birds tried.

Kindly let secretaries know that I have re-

moved from Shernhall Street to 168, Wood
Street, Walthamstow, writes Mr. W. Wilson.
I might tell you I have had a good season,
both in quantity andi quality. I purchased
some of Mr. Binns’ stock last year, and I

might- say that that gentleman treated me
I grandly. I cannot sa-y more about him than

I
that. I am only too sorry to think a fancier

j

like himself should unavoidably be compelled
I to leave the Fancy.

Mr. W. IT. Christer, hon. sec., Chopwell
C.B.S., has removed from 7, Clyde Street, to

22, Mersey Street, Chopwell.
At the annual show of the Kirkintilloch

C.I3.C. there will be 10 added classes open to

all ; note Club Report this week.
Schedules of the Liverpool O.S. show have

been posted, write Metcalfe and Green, hon.
secs., 68, Brunswick Road, Liverpool. Any-
one overlooked kindly apply at orite.

Wr have decided on 27 classes, 21 for Can-
aries and 6 British, writes Mr. J. Ainsworth,
hon. see. 01d#Nhi!don Workmen’s Club C.B.S.
Prizes will be 10s., 5s., 2s. 6d., Is., lor a fee

of Is. 6d.
'

At the show to be held at Muirkirk on Oct.
31, the proceeds will bo given, to the War
Relief Fund. In the cage bird section there
are 13 open classes, full particulars of which
nro given under the heading “ Review of

Schedules ” in this issue. »

Birdlovers in the metropolitan area should
remember that Clupliam show is held Thurs-
day next, Oct. 15; a visit from them -will
be appreciated by the officials. The hall

(Slrathblane Hall, “ The Plough ”) is within
a few yards of Clapham. Junction Station,
and on the tram and ’bus routes; open after
mid-day.

OBITUARY.
MR. WALTER SIMPSON (Halifax).

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. Harry
Clegg, sec. Halifax O.S., that I have to in-

form you of the death of one of our mem-
bers, Mr. W. Simpson, who died on Sept. 28,

at the residence of his sister, Mrs. Water-
house. He' had not enjoyed good health for

some time, but his sudden death came as a
surprise to the fanciers. His chief hobby was
Yorkshire Greens, and ho was successful on
several occasions at the leading shows of the
country. The Liverpool fanciers, I feel sure,

will join with the Halifax fanciers in mourn-
ing his loss.

% SIR A. C. GIBSON CRAIG, Bart.

It is with a sense of the -deepest sympathy
and regret, writes Mr. J. Napier, hon.
sec., Colinton and Currie Parishes O.S. that
I have to announce the death of one of our
Hon. Vice-Presidents, Sir Archibald C. Gib-
son-Craig, Bart., of Riccarton, Currie, who
has been killed in action in the Battle of the
Aisne. Sir Archibald was a Lieutenant in

the H.L.I. He took a great interest in the
doings of our society, and' himself studied bird

life on his estate a good deal. The kindly
welcome he gave us and the members of the
Edin. and Dis. C.B.S., on the occasion of our
recent ramble through his estate will not
readily be forgotten, either by us or the Edin.

and Dis. members. Sir Archibald had pro-

mised to come to our show this year. I am
sure the sympathy of both societies, and fan-

ciers in general, will go out to his sorrowing
mother. Lady Gibson-Craig, in her sad be-

reavement. She will feel the loss all the

more through having lost her eldest son in

the South African War. v But both died
noble deaths.

Kxira Specials at Clapham Show.
At a meeting of the Clapham and Dist.

C.B.A. held Oct. 6, the secretary announced
that ho had received several special prizes

which were too late for inclusion in the

schedule, and also that the National British

Bird and M.C. were, offering two diplomas.

The sec , Mr. T. J. Hose, 5, Wells Crescent,

Camberwell, will receive entries up to Satur-

day next, 10th inst.

Success at Halifax.
Prize-money in connection with our open

show on Saturday last has been paid, writes

Mr. A. Sutcliffe, Sec. Halifax C.B.S. All

not paid on Saturday at the show was posted

to-day (Monday). Anyone overlooked, please

inform rue. 1 wish to thank all exhibitors

and patrons for their kind support, which
made our show the success that was desired.

I also thank all our members, and especially

our chairman for the help that has been

given to me ; without such willing and ener-

getic workers, success would not have been

ours. Every bird had left for home by

7.30 p.m.- •

This Year—and Last.
A comparison between the. opening York-

shire LTnion fixture of 1913 and that of this

year is interesting. Last Saturday the

Halifax Society received 283 entries in 28

classes (1 void) from 99 exhibitors; and the

officials were, we understand, very well

satisfied with this result, under the prevail-

ing conditions. The new scheme of the Y.U.

resulted in a profit of (roughly) £1 14s. from

the entry fees, after paying the prize-money.

The first Y.U. show last year was held by

the Great Horton O.S., who had 365 chivies

in 29 classes from 120 exhibitors. So Halifax

this year were 82 entries behind this, and

had 21 less exhibitors. The chief drop was
in the Novice section, the 8 classes at Halifax

bringing 97 birds, against 155 found in 1913

at Great Horton—a drop of 58! The balance

of the deficit is made up of 17 birds in the

champion section, and 7 in the selling classes.

FOR BIRO-KEEPERS JOINING
THE COLOURS.

Generous -Offer by a Well-known Lady
Bird-lover.

A lady offers a temporary home for the pet
bird or birds of men called away owing to the
War. The birds will be fed and looked
alter free of charge by skilled fanciers until
the end of the War. Any kinds will bo
taken in (Parrot tiibe only excepted)
insectivorous and fruit-eating British or
foreign species having preference, though
there will be room for seed-eaters and a cer-
tain number of Canaries as well.

A formal receipt; will be given in exchange
for eafh bird left or sent, which will have
its owner’s name and address attached to its

cage, and the. birds will be given up ou pro-
duction of the receipt at anj time.
Anyone intending to forward birds to be

looked after is requested to send a postcard,
stating kind of bird or birds it is proposed
to send, and whether they have been kept
in a cold or a warm room

; and immediately
they receive an answer to say there is still

accommodation available, the birds can be sent
or brought to The Hon. Mrs. Bourke, 75,
Gloucester Place, Portman Square, London,
W.

SINGING CANADIES FOR
WAR HOSPITALS.

1I1E have this week the pleasant task of
Inf heartily thanking readers of«CAGE Birds* for the splendid support they have
given to our echeme to provide singing Can-
aries to help brighten the convalescent homes
and hospitals wherein our gallant fighting-men
are recuperating from injuries received at the
front. So generous has been the support that
we have to announce that no further promises
of birds are required

;
we have sufficient, wo

think, to meet all requests fo.r them. Their
sprightly song will, we trust, very econ be
bringing a note of cheerfulness and a new in-

terest into the enforced “leisure” of many
gallant lads—lads as a body remarkable for

their devotion to pets of every kind.

We should, however, like to have by us a
few further promises of house-cages for use
of the birds when they arrive at their destina-

tions. No doubt there are still many kindly-

disposed readers who have suitable living-

cages they could well spare for this good
cause. If so, we shall be glad if they will fill

in and post to us the form printed below.

These cages may be of wood (box pattern)

or open wire. They need not necessarily be
new, eo long as they are in a quite clean, sound
condition ;

we would ask, howeveT, that they
be of fair size and provided with the neces-

sary fittings. The cage or cages we should

ask donors to send carriage paid, and ade
quately packed, to such hospital or hospital

as we shall notify to donors in due course

Gifts of one cage will be welcomed equally

as warmly as a larger number.
Readers who may have no cage for dispose

are not debarred from participating in the

scheme ;
they may, if they so desire, promise

to purchase and forward a suitable cage and

fittings if they are called upon by us withii

the specified 'time.

The names of all donors, whether of bird:

ot cages, will be published in Cage Birds
Further, we shall ’ arrange for an inscribec

card to be sent with each bird and cage

giving the names of the donors of the bird

the cage, and the food', etc. .

Two well-known firms are generously co

operating with bird-keepers in this scheme

Messrs. Capern, Ltd. (Bristol) having pro

mised to supply sufficient seed to last ever;

bird at least three months, and Messr.]

Trower and Co. (London) the necessary bin

sand over a similar period.

Canaries for the Hospitals

I am willing, if called on any time

during the next twelve months, to
j

supply free of cost :

—

Ons living cage, with necessary fittings,

suitable for a singing Canary,

to be presented as a gift to anx

Hospital or Convalescent Home apply|

ing for same.

Name

Address (in full)

Date

To the Editor, Cage Bjrds,

164, Fleet Street, Loudonl

lined

uton
Additional societies that have abumR

their open shows for 1914 are LM1 ' 1"' 1

C.B.S., Inverness O.S.. Cramlington CM 1*-®-*

Wiveliscombe F.A., Bournemouth CB-UA .
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The Sunflower and its Value
to British Finches*

With some useful hints on feeding the

birds. A lecture given before the Forth
and Rhondda Valleys C.B.S.

By
A. H. C. LEGG

(Porth).

M R. Chairman, Ladies', and Gentle-

men: By request of our secretary,

1 have pleasure

experience of tho
in giving you

my experience or xno feeding values

of sunflower seed, to some of our

British Finches'. I am going to

give you my own personal experience

extending back some ten years, and I do

not want you to think my way the only

proper and right way to feed the British

birds I shall mention this evening. Differ-

ent fanciers liava different ways', and every

fancier thinks his way to be right.

But for my esteemed friend, Mr. John
Challenger, I don’t think I would ever

have been a British bird fancier; he

started me off by giving me a beautiful

Goldfinch, ahd whenever I visited his bird-

room he had something new in British

birds. I “made haste slowly” to catch him
up, and eventually I did so, and many a,

battle we have fought at the shows.

If the novices present will give my way
of feeding a fair trial, I am quite sure

they will not go wrong. I will now pro-

ceed with my subject. The sunflower : its

growing and feeding values to the five

British birds I shall name this evening,

namely, the Hawfinch, Greenfinch, Chaf-

finch, Goldfinch, and Siskin.

Why not in England?
The sunflower is grown in various parts

of the world as a field crop, notably in

Southern Russia and France. It seems
to me a pity that the English farmer does

not take this up, seeing the good market
there is for the sunflower seeds. The bird

fancier who only glows a few sunflowers in

his garden for the birds, should, after ex-

tracting the seed, dry the stalks and heads,

and burn them, then save the ashes, and
throw this about the flower beds, as the
ashes contain a very high percentage of

potash. The flowers of the plant are very
rich in nectar, and very large numbers of

bees may bo seen upon them.
Although the sunflower is a native of

tropical America, it is very hardy. The
seed should not be sown before the third
Or last week in April, while if the weather
is wet and cold, planting should be de-
layed until the first week in May. There
are several varieties, but the white seed
I favour most, and pick out the largest
seed I can get hold of. I always save my
own. Tim White Russian and Black Rus-
sian ard the largest, and I have found
that the Russian white contains a larger

amount of seed than the black or the

striped.

There are two kinds which stand out

from all others, the giant and the dwarf.
I advise you to grow two rows of these.

Sow the dwarf in front of the giant, with
two feet between the rows. Plqiit the seed

18 inches apart, and one inch deep. If

possible, let your rows face due south. Re-
member that Ah0 sunflower is a great

feeder, and you need to dig in deeply

plenty of manure. If you have a hedge
as a background the sunflowers will look

simply grand
;

the dwarf will grow to

3 feet and the giant G to 8 feet; the one
I have this evening was 8 feet 1 inch
high, and 10 ins. across the flower. They
will grow anywhere from 8 to 12 inches in

diameter, and the heads as you see are one
mass of seed. In dry weather, always re-

member the water-can.
A Great Colour Producer.

In my opinion freshly gathered sun-
flower seed is' a great colour producer,
especially with the Hawfinch, Greenfinch,
Chaffinch, Goldfinch, and Siskin.

The [Hawfinch is to me the king of the
Finch tribe; he is a rather heavy feeder
and a good roomy cage is essential

; my
own arc 3 feet by 16 inches high and 11

|

inches wide, with the wires of the front
1 inch apart.
As an exhibition bird, the Hawfinch is

getting very popular with British bird ex-
hibitors, and a good one is almost sure of

that first and special. In selecting a Haw-
finch get one with plenty of size, of good
colour, a. good large head, the cap) on the
head, and the V bib, as defined as pos-

sible, and clear cut as you like to see

the edges of a good exhibition Goldie’s

blaze. The hen is smaller and less bright
in colour, and easy to distinguish from
the cock.

I feed mostly with sunflower and saf-

flower. I put these into a separate food

vessel to the other seeds, which are com-

j^)sed of 2 parts Canary, 1 part rape, 1

part hemp, | part linseed. This is lus

winter diet, ami in the summer I give as

much sunflower fresh gathered as will fill

an egg-cup. or I cut a head of sunflower

into 4 or 6 parts, and’ give one part each

day, in addition to his ordinary seed. You
will find feeding on sunflower seed, fresh

gathered, will put a beautiful colour and
bloom upon the feather.

(To be continued .>

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 115.)

sign which often foretells a good -.ingcr,

but some in their studies will bo cods] icu-

cus. by the way they frequently open their

beaks, and this often predicts faulty tours.

A third type are those that appear to be

too full of vim to maintain one )>osition for

many moments, for after a short song they

suddenly break, and will do anything that

is detrimental to their progress in their

studies. A little patience should be exer-

cised with this type, for there is a possible

chance that they may settle down in tho

song, cage, and their early removal from
the flight may have a beneficial effect to-

ward this end. Personally, I have feund

the majority of this type to turn out dis-

connected singers, as their early demean-
our in the flight predicted.

The caging off from the flight cages

into the wire song cages or shutter cabi-

nets, makes another step in tho process of

training. The reader will recollect that

as a general rule an appropriate time to

do this will be when the warbling is gradu-

ally fading away,’ and the tours and rolls

commence to become distinguishable.

A Bird that “Barked.”
It will not be unusual for some of the

birds, in their endeavour to sing some of

the tours, to utter queer and maybe ob-

jectionable sounds. These birds will re-

quire watching, as sometimes these sounds

will establish themselves into a faulty

tour, while with others the objectionable

sound will gradually fade as the voice gets

stronger, and a good tour will be estab-

lished. I recollect an instance of this

that is not entirely devoid of humour, a

fancier informed me that one of his young
birds was trying to imitate the bark of his,

dog, and he wondered if it was about to in-

troduce a new tour. As the tour de-

veloped it proved to be the [Hollow-Glncke,

and not a “bow-wow” as my friend anti-

cipated.

A method employed by some fanciers

after transferring the young to tho wire

song cages is to place the cages side by side

on a tier of shelves', until the birds are ac-

customed to the seed and water glasses.^

The cages are then separated by inserting,

pieces of cardboard between them, and

after a little while they are placed inside

the cabinets.
(To be continued .)

T HERE is little opportunity of prevent-

ing young birds' picking up a bad

tour of a tutor along with his good

tiAi-s, unless the fault is sung at the end

of ’ the song. In whatever part of tho

song a fault is brought this is the least

objectionable, for it gives the fancier a

chance of dodging it. The fancier must
make himself thoroughly conversant with

the bird's song, so that he knows the pre-

cise moment when it will break off from its

good tours to the faulty one. 'When the

bird has sang all its good tours, and is

about to break away to the imperfection,

gently but quickly raise the hand to the

front of tho cage, this will cause the bird

to stop singing.

Good, though Rather Tedious.

After singing a few times the bird can

be removed from the room, and the pro-

cess repeated as convenient. It is obvious

that where this' procedure is strictly fol-

lowed the young will only hear the best por-

tion of the tutor’s song. I am fully cog-

nisant that this modus operand i is rather

a tedious one
;
I recommended it in Cage

Birds in 1912. How many fanciers adopted

it I am unaware, hut it is pleasing to note

that one gentleman afterwards wrote me
saying. “Your a4vice was opportune. I

had my youngsters under a faulty singer,

so resorted to your advised method, and
managed to turn out a»few faultless ones,

these were amongst my winners at the

first International Show.” This fancier’s

birds were also amongst tho winners at

the second International Show.
A peculiarity in 'some young birds that

cannot be either accounted for or ex-

plained, is that even where they are bred

from a faulty singer and tiained under it

they do not sing his faulty tour, and it is

often found in such a. circumstance they

will also leave out of their song one or

more of their sire’s and tutor’s good tours.

Such birds are rather the exception than

the rule.

“Good Form” in the Young.
Reverting to the training, a difference

is soon recognisable in the demeanour of

the young cocks when they are put in the

flight cages. Fanciers like to see their

youngsters sit, or stand, quietly with closed

beaks, rehearsing their immature song, a

How the Birds Saved the Bridge
An Episode of the Great War Crisis.

EnglishHE was a funny little chap'. Spidery red

legs ;
long, hooked wings ;

brown,

whitish-waistcoated body about the size of a

Thrush ;
and thin skewer of a beak. He was

in very truth a mud-larlc, a hauiiter of the

treacherous ooze of the estuary, a snatcher-up

of trifles, a traveller of great distances, a

telescopic-eyed marvel, a sharp-tongued poker

into other people’s business—a Redshank.

You beheld him running about on the mud-

flats, a lump of mud to look at, what time the

first thin clutching fingers of the rising tide

began to creep and twine up the deep chan-

nels, and the boom of the sea on the “ bar ”

rose an octave as token, and the day faded

put even as you looked.

Now lie would stop and aim at some marine

worm, drawing his beak back and forth, as a

fencer with a rapier, and then there was not a

worm left. And next second he was up, had

flung himself on wing, hurled aloft, whistling

“ Tyop ; Tyo ! Tyo.-o !” at the top of his voice.

The Sleepers Awaken.
Up went the heads of the sleeping Gulls.

Up went the heads of the probing Curlews.

Up went the heads of the searching Plovers.

Up went the heads of the foraging Shelducks.

All the estuary for half a mile or more was

put on the alert.

“ Who goes there?”
Every whistle of the Redshanks, every in-

quiring eye of the alarmed birds, seemed to

be saying it. Then: “He-oh! He-oh! as

up went the big Herring-gulls, one by one.

“Peewit! Pee-e-wit!” as the wading Plover

flung aloft. “Cra-ank ! Cra-ank !” as the big,

lean, old Heron slowly got under way. Cour-

lip 1 Cour-lip !” as, one after the other, the

fine curved-beaked Curlew threw themselves

upwards in a string.
,

,

“Hang!” muttered the old Wildfowlei,

liftin'1' his head from his hiding-place among

the long, glaucous stems of the bent grass

alongshore. But nqt at him was the Red-

shank, the spirit incarnate of the

estuary, challenging afar out over the silent

flats. He was following the movements of

something else along one of the dcep-cutjpain

channels, something the old Wildfowler could

not see upon the shore, something that was

moving, invisible, towards the railway-bridge

over the channel to a mud island not five hun-

dred yards from the mainland, which had

assuredly done more to assist, and is doing

more to assist, in the making of our great his-

tory than any other island in the world.

The Danger In the Boat.
“ Ach !” snarled the crouched form in the

flat-bottomed gunning-punt, as he slid his craft,

paddling cautiously with one arm over side,

up the main channel—a lane of darkness now
in the all-but-extinguished light—towards the
railway-bridge and its single shivering sentry.

But the unceasing warning “Tyo! Tyop!”
of the indignant Redshank,- who refused to

leave the object of his alarm, never ceased,

and never left off coming nearer.

Suddenly the sentry faced round. Realisa-

tion seemed to come to him in a flash. When
he was on leave he was accustomed to go wild-

fowling with a crazy muzzle-loading gun in

Norfolk, where his home was. He knew the

meaning of that shrill bird note. Something
was coming up the channel, and it was against

the law.
“ Who goes there?”
The sharp human words rang forth clearly

over the waters, and the Redshank yelled

anew. “ Bang !” The heavy report of the

.503 rifle seemed to run and butt and shatter

the silence all over the harbour, and eomo

back again, but there was no need of a second

shot. The man crouched in the body of the

punt gave an odd cough, squirmed, kicked,

said “ Mein Gott !” and was still—quite dead.

And so the railway bridge waa sivei. The
guard found enough explosives in that punt

below to blqw up two bridges —“ Answers.”-
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Correspondence.
To Be Or Not To Be at

Gateshead.
i Sih, A meeting of the Gateshead and Dis-

trict 0.15. S’., will be iu'ld at Lockhart's Cafe,
Jligh Street, Gateshead, on Wen net-day, Oct.

14, at 7.30, when all members arc requested
to attend, as the principal business will he a

discussion upon the advisability or otherwise
of holding an Open Show this year.

W. Cukuy, Sec.

An Appeal to Newcastle and
Tyneside Fanciers.

Sin, -Three weeks ago 1 made an appeal for

100 Canaries for the Lord Mayor of New-
castle's War Fund. 1 have also sent out over
130 circulars. Let me say, fellow fanciers,

that, this appeal is not only to members of the

Newcastle Society, it is to, every fancier in

the district. 1 shall he pleased to receive pro-

mises from anyone. Let me ask again those
who have not signified their intention of giv-

ing one or more Canaries to think the subject
over again. Remember, it is for a noble
cause ;

spare one bird to help to relieve the
sufferings of those whom our brave soldiers

have left behind whilst they have gone to

light for the very existence of our nation. I

hope ibis poor appeal will awaken every true

fancier to a sense of duty.
J. W. ItEKD, See. N.C.B.S.

218, Ladvkirk Hoad, Newcastle.

The Breeding of Mealworms.
Sin, Seeing that a correspondent wants to

know how to breed mealworms, 1 may say that
l have a large tin of very nice ones which I

have bred myself. 1 will do my best to show
him how I bred them. It is very easy, only
you want to have a bit of patience and wait
for lliem to breed. I got a biscuit tin about
12 inches square, and bored a lot of holes in

the top. Next I got Is. 6<1. worth of meal-
worms (1,000) ns advertised in Cage 15iiids.

Then I bought 21b. of bailey meal, also got

some okl stocking feet. 1 mixed the meal and
flocking feet together and put them in the
tin. Then I put the mealworms into the tin.

Some nioro stocking feet (old rags or anything
woolly will do) I put on top, inside the tin.

After putting the lid on, I placed the tin

in a warm place and did not touch them again
for about three months. Don’t put them
where it is too warm. If your correspondent
will follow my instructions he will have more
mealworms than he will ever want to use. I

wish Cage Biros every success ; I find it very

i a] liable to me.
Jonathan Brooks.

The Suggested National Cage
Bird Show for Wales.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Jenkins re a Welsh
National show, I would like to make it clear

that the Cardiff C.B.S. do. not want to run
this -show. The idea belongs to Mr. E. J.

Banks, St. John’s Square, Cardiff, and he
would he pleased to hear from any fancier,

giving their views. The idea roughly is for

every society in Wales and Monmouthshire to

discuss the matter and to elect a representa-
tive to attend a meeting, -when the secretary
could be appointed. If ail societies take the
matter up, the financial part could be easily

arranged. Let it be clearly understood that
this is to be a Welsh National Show. My
suggestion is that after the committee have
selected a town to hold the show in, they
invite the local society to help in the staging,

unpacking, and other general work in connec-
tion with a show. Mr. Lloyd James has
written to me offering a subscription, also

promising a silver cup for the British sec-

tion. Now, fanciers, let us have your news.
1 should like to hear from Messrs. Longden,
Nicholas, Tedstone, O. T. Jones, Maggs,
Ditchings. Heal, Jeffries, Richards (Narbeith),
also all the secretaries of cage-bird societies

in Wales and Monmouthshire. Something
must be done to “ stop the rot.”

E. Thomas.

Support from Swansea.
Sir,— T see that the Cardiff C.B.S'. intends

abandoning the annual show this year. Such
a proceeding is incomprehensible to me, as I,

and the majority of Welsh Canary breeders,
have always considered the Cardiff society
r.e practically tho “ hub of the wheel,” and I

am sure that this step will occasion universal
regret. Thanks to the magnificent efforts

of the officials, with Mr. E. Thomas at the
helm, and the co-opcraliorT of its nemoers,
Cardiff show of last year was unsurpassed,
and in the Canary section was even ahead' of
the Palace show, hence my keen disappoint-
ment at its abandonment.

I have much pleasure in congratulating Mr.
Banks, regarding his suggestion of a Welsh
National Show. The idea is truly a splendid
one, anil 1 trust that all cage birds organisa-
tions in Wales will amalgamate and come to
an early division, so as to prevent deteriora-
tion of the Fancy here. I would like to em-
phasise the need of an early decision, as there

flight, instead of colour-feeding thorn. This
would inevitably be the case, should there be
no prospect of a show

; in fact, I know of a
few such eases here already. I will render
alt possible aid to the cause, as well as contri-

bute to the list qf “ specials.”
fu the case of the suggested Welsh National

show, so as to effectively guard against the

possibility of losses, the date should be very
judiciously chosen. Exhibitors do not belong
to the leisured' classes, but are pre-eminently
working men, and consequently the date
should be fixed t<> suit their convenience.
Midweek fixtures have proved a continual
failure, times out of number ; so why not try

a week-end show, either on a Friday and
Saturday, or a Saturday and Monday? Very
little extra expense would he incurred by such
an arrangement, and' as the majority of ex-

hibitors generally terminate their week’s
duties at noon on Saturday, they would natur-

ally attend the show, which I unhesitatingly

venture, to predict would prove an unparal-

leled success. 1 would further suggest that

the date be fixed to correspond with that of

a good football match or some notable event

;

thus fanciers could travel at greatly moder-
ated prices by excursion trains. If the time
and financial positions of the exhibitors are

duly taken into consideration, we need 1 fear

no deterioration in the Fancy, but can look

forward to the Welsh National Show as an
immovable institution.

Swansea. At.f. Ditchings.

A Reminder from Llanelly.

Sir,—Re the letters from Mr. E. J. Banks
and Mr. D. Jenkins, I am quite in accord'

with them, but believe that it is too late for
this year. An important matter ie the date.

I see in Mr. Banks’ letter the second or third
week in January suggested. I hope that he
has not overlooked Llanelly show, which is

booked for January 12. I am calling a meet-
ing of my members for next Saturday to de-
cide if our show is to be carried on as usual.

I do not believe that tho “rot” has set in

with our Society ; the Llanelly fanciers, whose
show is one of the largest held in Wales con-

fined to cage bird's only, I think are game
enough to carry on the business as usual. It

lias been named the great one-day interna-

tional show of Wales, and we have the pat-

ronage of the Southern Border Fancy Canary
Club, also the British Bird and Mule Club.
We have it on the agenda for this meeting
to give the proceeds, after paying all ex-
penses, to some fund most needy at the time.

Daniel John.
Hon. Sec.', Llanelly C.B.S.

Gsncrous Help Soon Forthcoming.

Sir,—I was particularly pleased to read the
letter from Mr. D. Jenkins, of Border Fancy
fame, and I know that he will do all he can
in and around Swansea to promote a Welsh
National show. Mr. E. Thomas has also han-
ded me a splendid patriotic letter from that
enthusiastic British bird fancier, Mr. W. F.
Lloyd James. Just fancy, a subscription of

two guineas and also a silver cup to be com-
peted for; why, it is only necessary to have
a dozen offers like this and the Welsh Na-
tional show is an assured success. If every
cocicty in Wales would subscribe two guineas
towards the show fund it would create that

personal interest among the members which is

so necessary in a national movement.
I should like to review the working, of such

a show, but I consider it would bo far better

to discuss this matter at a meeting when all

societies interested could speak for themselves
and then co-operate, with the Welsh National
Show Committee, which should be representa-

tive of all societies in Wales. It is very ne-

cessary at tho present moment to rouse Welsh
fanciers from the state of lethargy into which
they seem to have fallen. Some fanciers con-

sider that a Welsh National show is “ too big

a thing to tackle.” Well, all I can gay is that

such a show will never take place with such

lukewarm enthusiasm. I would remind these

fanciers that they owe it as a duty individu-

ally, not only to Welsh cage bird breeding,

but to the Fancy generally, to help all they
can the idea of a Welsh National Show.

E. J. Banks.
(Copy of Mr. Lloyil James’s Letter.)

Dear Mr. Thomas,

—

I think the idea of a Welsh
National Show an excellent one, and we should oil

j

do our utmost to further is. Providing a suitable 1

place can bo obtained, I feel sure that with good
classification, especially in the British Section, and
with full prize money guaranteed, no cancelling of
classes, end qualified judges, it would1 be a big

fuccies anil an annual event. I regret that i

live so far away ns to be unable to give my personal
services and attention, ond I feel that the only
thing I can do is to offer £3 2s. as a subscription

to the National Show (or 1 will guarantee any two
classes that may be unpointed). 1 will also .give a
silver cup to be competed- for as J ehall arrange
later. I trust to hear from you on the subject
and that the matter will be successfully discussed
in the columns of Cac.e Birds.

VV. F. Lloyd James.

October 10, 1914.

A Cure for “Going Light.”
Sir,— I shoidd be very glad if any fancier

would kindly give me a certain cure for Can-
aries and' British birds “ going light.” I have
lost a number of Britishers last year, and
have tried all sorts of “ cures,” but all failed.

G. Robson.

Notes on the Rock Thrush.
K8ee Illustration, page 183.

Sir,—It is with great pleasure I comply
with your request to send you a few notes
about my Roek-Tlirush, a likeness of which
by that skilled artist of bird-life, Mr. Good-
child, is to be reproduced in this week’s issue
of Cage Birds.

T think it was in 1086 when I exhibited' my
first Rock Thrush at the Westminster Aquar-
ium

; this bird' unfortunately came to grief
through someone (out of kindness) giving it

a piece of cheese to cat, and it was not until
last year, when travelling on the Continent,
that I espied in a dealer’s shop the object of
these notes.

Caniiola, Montenegro, Bosnia, Turkey, and
the Western part of India, are the home of the
Rock-Thrush, and in these countries be lives
in company with the Blue Thrush in the lonely
crags and valleys, of the mountains, and is

often found among old ruins.

His solitary life makes the bird rather shy,
and adults take sometimes two. years before
they become really tame, whereas young birds,
hand-reared, and obtainable in July and
August, niako excellent pets, and become very
steady and much attached to their keeper.

In Austria Rock Thrushes are frequently
met with as cage birds, and it is a pity that
they are not more frequently imported into
this Country, as not only ie the beautiful con-
trast of colour in their plumage (a bluish grey
head and neck, carrying off well the bright
orange coloured breast) a- great recommenda-
tion, but they are easily catered for, as they
will well on the usual food for Thrushes.
Their song is very sweet, and not too loud
for the room. They are splendid imitators
of other birds’ songs, which they mingle with
their own notes, and I once had a bird who
gaye the call of the Chaffinch to perfection.
There is one matter in their keeping' which

requires great attention, and that is the feet.

As they spend nearly all their time on the

ground, they should have a piece of rock
or stone at the cage bottom to stand on, and
the perch they mostly rest o.n should be cov-
ered; with Paris piaster, as wooden perches
seem to keep their feet too warm, and make
them tender. Very often a bao' condition
ol the feet is tho result, of too rich a diet,
and, unless the bird is in song, meal-worms
should be given sparingly. » *

» Otto Puck.
Combined Show of Specialist
Clubs Suggested for Scotland.

Sir,—Seeing so many societies in Scotland
have abandoned their annual open shows for
the season, cither through inability to procure
a, suitable hall, or disinclination to risk it

from the financial point of vio.iv, the idea has
struck mo that the various specialist clubs in
Scotland might combine and have a central
show in, say, Edinburgh, at some date in No-
vember. 1 am sure that if a meeting were
called, and delegates sent from every speci-
alist club, a very successful show could be got
up, with advantage and pleasure to all fan-
ciers. Exhibitors, like myself, must feel like
fishes out of water under the forced inac-
tivity that lies before us. Another point is

that while no shows are being held, we cannot
be. certain how far a variety has progressed
or gone back ; wo want a few shows where
this season’s champions meet, along with last
year’s winners. 1 am afraid that each variety,
and the faneiets who breed them, will suffer
in consequence. It is well known that all

cannot take, an active part in fighting our
country’s foes, and much as one wov.ld wish
to be in the thick of it, age and other infirmi-
ties compel many to stay on in their usual
employment. Therefore if we cannot help our
country by giving our services, let us do the
next best thing possible as fanciers, and hold
as many shows as possible. All monies over
working expenses should be given to the
Prince of Wales National Fund. Those of us
who could afford it would no doubt give all

prize money as well. I am sure that all would
act a part to help a show of this kina' carried
to a successful issue. I will be at Loanhead
and in Edinburgh all this week-end, and will

be happy to meet with anyone who may join

in with my suggestion.

Clurnside. J. Patterson.

“BUSINESS AS USUAL.”
Leinster O.S, Hopeful of Hold-
ing Show in the New Year.
Sir,—At a meeting of my committee held

on Tuesday last, it was unanimously decided
to postpone our sho.w until after the new year,
when if all goes, well we shall hope to hold it

at the end! of January or early in February.
Our contract, to spend tho 25s . in advertising
will be adhered to by my committee.

C. Holley.

A Chance for Scotch Fanciers.
Sir,

—

At a meeting of the Edinburgh Or
nithological Open Association, held Oct. 3rd,
it was unanimously agreed to go on with our
annual sho.w on November 21st. Wo hope
that fanciers throughout the country will sup-
port us. The following judges have agreed
to officiate : A. Paterson, Edinburgh; J. Car-
son,' Easthouses

; G. A. Stewart, Glasgow; G.
Park, Govan, and P. Kean (for Belgians).

R. File, Sec.

15, Argyll Terrace, Edinburgh.

Cockermouth Upholds Cumber-
land’s Reputation.

Sir,—At a special meeting of the Cocker-
mouth F.S., held last week, it was unanimously
decided to hold an open show on November
28th. So far as is known, we appear to be
the only society in Cumberland willing to ven-
ture. Wo recognise the risks, and by a gradu-
ated scale of prize money wc ask exhibitors,

for whom we cater, to share them. Through
the courtesy of our previously selected "judges,

whose fees were high, we have been enabled
to cancel their engagements and obtain the
services of competent local men at low figures

—in some cases bare expenses. We also have
to submit a reduced classification, but .hope

nevertheless to have a first-class show.
G. W. Oglethorpe, Chairman.

Halifax O.S. Going Ahead with
25th Annual Show.

Sir,—The members of the Halifax Ornitho-
logical Society, at their meeting on Oct. 3rd.

at the Plummet Line Hotel, decided to hold
their annual open show, which will lie their

semi-jubilee, at the Friendly and Trades
Hall, on Nov. 20 and' 21, the dates previously

decided upon, and there will bo no amalgama-
tion with any other Society. ^Thoy also de-

cided upon their classification : Eight open
Yorks., eight open novice Yorks., six open
Nor., four open novice Nor., three Brit., and
twq selling classes. The prize money will be
10s., 6s., 4s,, 2s. and Is. 6d. (five prizes) and
all prize money guaranteed.

Harry Clegg, Sec.

15, Melrose Street, Lee Mount, Halifax.

Falkirk Good Intent Holding On.
Sir,—At a meeting of the Falkirk Good

Intent C.15.A., Sept. 26, it was decided to go
on with our annual sho.w to be held! Dec. 12.

As the season is getting On, I should be glad
if intending members would kindly forward
their contributions at their earliest conveni-
ence (books still open). Next meeting Oct.

31. New members admitted up to 15 miles
radius.

Walter Clarkson, Sec.

130, Victoria Place, Falkirk.

The Manchester and N.C.O.S.
Out to do its Best.

Sir,—The Manchester and N.C.O.S. have
engaged the Co operative Hall, Downing St.,

for their show on Oct. 31st. This hall is

within easy reach of all railway stations, and
will be far more comfortable, for both birds
and exhibitors, than the room at Belle-Vue,
Schedules will be ready by the 10th inst., and
will he sent to alt known exhibitors. We have
decided 'to band over any profits on the show
to the Relief Fund, so I hope that fanciers

will do their best to make the show a success;

We have a show committee of keen fanciers

who will do their Litmost for the welfare of

the exhibits and to keep up the high standard
of efficiency of tho “Pioneer” Manchester
Society.

F. Hayward, Hon. Sec.

21 , Marlborough Avenue,
Manley Park, Manchester.

Abersyckan’s Record Meeting
Decides to Hold Show.

Sir,—

A

t the Abersychart and Dist. C.B.S.
meeting held Oct. 3, when a record number
of members turned up, it was decided that
the open show should be held on the day
fixed. Dee. 3 next. We ask for all the sup-

port fanciers can give us. We have one of

the best halls in the district, and fanciers

can rest assured that their exhibits will

receive every care at tlio bands of capable

fanciers. Wo have secured the services of

that well-known judge, Mr. H. W. Battye, so

we hope fanciers will rally round and make
jLhis show a great success. The society is

open to all, and they can compete for mem-
bers’ specials; entrance foe Is., 6d. per

month subs.

Fred Sweeting, Hon. Sec.

22, Caradoc St., Pentwyn, Abersyclmn,

Nceta of Birds, Poultry, etc., should ho regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S I’OWDER. cspccUI'y

when liens are sit tins. Don't forget to do tills Just

previous to the eggs Iintehlng, to drstroy ttie Red
tide. Kilts all insects. Harmless to everything elso.
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HALIFAX GIVES YORKSHIRE UNION SHOW
SEASON A GOOD START.

First annual open show, Oct. Srd, in the Liberal

Club, King Cross. Tbo room is ideal for a show

being well lighted and free from draughts.

Entries came up very well considering the state

of a (lairs at present. Thu total numbered 283, In

27 classes, un uverugo of nearly 11 per class. Q,uul|ty

considering it to bo tho opening show, was quite

up to tho standard. Several of lust seasons

winners were to be seen, and are likely to hold

their own this year. Tho outstanding feature or

tho show was tho management. Tho way in which

tho work was done reflects great credit upon the

workers. The show itself seemed to give satis-

faction to everyone present. The unflighted classes

were the strongest, as usual. The following won

specials: Messrs. E. Stobart, Morrison, Corney,

Priestley, Thomas, Colder, Sluddin and Baldwin, llol-

royd, Savillc, Senior, Child, Wild, W alsh and

G elder. Halifax C.B.S. has found a good Secre-

tary in Mr. A. Sutcliffe. and he was ably assisted

by Mr. E. Stobart, Chairman. Show stewards

were : Messrs. Priestley, Savillc, W ild, ®00^“»
Walsh, Cundcll, Speak and Child. Mr. W. Stables,

Bradford, judged and gave general eatislaction.

Tho prizoYiioney was paid out at the show to all

the winners who attended. This1 is the way to give

satisfaction to ail. Tho gate, which seemed to be

very good, and tho several claims would go to

make the show a success. The packing and send-

ing off was done in a most business-like way.

everyone got away in good time.

CL. YELL. YORKS. (13): 1, Pickup and Son,

grand length, good head and neck, well braced

wings, best of legs, rare qual., well benched ; 2,

Sutcliffo and Son, neat bead, well placed wings

and tail nice col., grand qual., not quite so long

,

3, Bennett, standard length, lovely qual ; 4, Dykes

;

vhc, Stobart; he, Hartley; c, Ram«len. BU1'1<

(12) • 1, Allen Radley, extra length, rich col., nice

shaped bead, well filled neck, grand wings and tail,

good legs, feather and pos. A1 ; 2, Stobart, lovely

qual., nice shape, neat wings and tail very stylish,

close up; 3, Arthur Radley, rare qual., soimd col.,

good wings and tail; 4, Thomas; vhc, Ramsden
he, Chittenden; e, Towers. TKD. YELL. (5): 1,

Caisey, tkd. neck, lovely qual., correct pos., nice

round head, good shoulders and wings, on best

of legs, put down in fine 6tyle; 2, Dykes, slightly

grizzled on head, nice shape and length, feathered
® « rm ^ 4-lr.rl xtopv dim and

slight tick on neck, lovely qual., full of bloom,

nice shaped head, wings and tail, correct, A1 pos.,

fine condition, a gem ; 2, Helliwell, head tkd.,

wonderful length, good head and neck, wings ami

tail, well carried, stands up well; 3, Hall, wing

tkd.,. nice shape and style, grand qul„ pale in col.

;

4 Liimard vhc, Sheard; he, Lister and Hudson,

c, Clegg. UNFL1G. YELL. (12): 1, Atkinson and

Firth, el., grand cond., sound col., plenty of

length, rare qual., stands up well on good legs

and feet, well braced wings and tail, a good one;

2 Lingard, cl., lovely qual., nice shape and style,

rich col. ; 3, Arthur Radley, uneven mkd., very

slim and stylish, grand qual., stands well; 4, Ben-

nett;' vhc, Ogden Bros.; he, Binns; c, Dykes.

BUFF (17): 1, Allen Radley, cl., beautiful qual.,

level col., good head and neck, well braced wings,

pipe tail, A1 pos., grand cond., wins; 2, Dykes,

cl. longer than 1st, nice shape and style, stands up

well, fails to winner *in head; 3, Lingard, cl., very

straight and slim, neat head, wings and tail, not

quite ready; 4, Bennett; vhc, Burdekin Bros.;

he, Helliwell; c, Arthur Radley. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. HEN (15): 1, Casey, cl., feathered like

glass, nice round head, well filled neck, grand

shoulders and back, wings and tail, well placed,

stands correct, gem
; 2, Clegg, cl., wonderful length,

rare qual., very slim and stylish, shows well; .1,

Sutcliffe and Son, wing tkd., lovely qual. and style,

not quite as steady • 4, Ogden Bros.
;
vhCjTowns-

end
;

he, Hirst; c, fcickup and’Son. BUFF (12):

1 , c, Dyeon, mk. on back, grand length, feathered

like glass, nice head, neck well filled, wings and

tail well carried, shows well; 2, Dykes, cl., beauti-

ful feather and shape, very slim and stylish, close

up: 3, Clegg, cl., stylish, shade stout, grand

qual., will do better; 4, Self; vhc, Townsend; ho,

Sutcliffe and Son. GR. MKD. YELL. (11) : 1,

Dykes, mkd. eyes and wings, wonderful length,

rich col., good round head, full neck, splendid

shoulders, level back, wings and tail, correct, A1

qual., stands well up, last season’s noted winner;

2, Lister and Hudson, mkd. eyes and wings, stan-

dard length, nice shape and style, well placed

wings and tail, lovely qual., sound col., shows

well; 3, Sheard, even mkd., plenty of length,

nice shape and style; 4, Savillc; vhc, Morrison;

he. Hall; c, Priestley. BUFF (9): 1, Bennett, mkd.
eyes and wing, beautiful qual., rare length and
shape, good head and neck, neat wings and tail

;

2, Morrison mkd. on head, eyes and wing, stands

well up, nice qual., very stylish, rather pale In

Col., will improve; 3, Hartley, mkd. head, cheek

and wing, very stylish ; 4, Thomas
;

vhc, Hall

;

he, Priestley; c, Dykes. GR. MKD. YELL HEN
(6) • 1, Ogden, mkd. eyes and wing, good head

ami shape, wings and tail, well carried, very slim

and stylish, shown in best of condition ; 2, Charles-

worth, mkd. eyes and wing, grand col., stands

correct, feather beautiful, neat wings, pipe tail,

close up ; 3, Thomas, mkd. on wings, plenty of

length,, nice shape and style, not quite ready; 4,

Priestley; vhc, Hartley. BUFF (9): 1, Morrison,

mkd. eyes and wing, beautiful qual., shows a little

breed, grand head, neck, wings and tail, best of

legs, grand cond. ; 2, Dykes, mkd. eyes, head and
wing, plenty of length, good shape and style

; 3,

Lingard, mkd. eyes and wings, lovely qual., very

stylish, neat wings and tail; 4, Savillc; vhc. Mason;
he, Hall; c. Craven. NOVICE (Limit £5 5s.),

CL. OR TKD. YELL. (9); 1, Chapman, cl., rare

length, rich sound col., grand head and neck, plenty

of nerve, nice back, and wings, lovely qual., stands

well; 2, Warburton, cl., standard length, level col.,

very stylish, hardly as steady; 3, Boulton, cl.,

grand shape and style, lovely leather, shows well

:

4, Wheatley; vhc, Senior; ho, Quarmhy; c, Studd.

BUFF (15) : 1, Sladdin and Baldwin, cl., nice

length, silky feather, good wings and tail, on good
legs, best of cond., sound col., shown in fine

style, wins; 2, Taylor, cl., plenty of length, grand

shape and style, rare qual., not yet steady; 3,

Marshall Bros., good shape, nice length, neat wings

and tail, will improve; 4, Quarmhy: vhc. Harney;
He, Senior ; c, Studd. CL. or TKD. YELL. HEN (9)

:

1, Studd, cl., wonderful length, feather perfect,

Hell braced wings and tail, best of legs and fett,

wins; 2, Haggis, cl., nice length, very stylish,

rather fails in neck; 3, Boulton, cl., good shape
and style, slightly lashy, stands Well, not through
moult; 4, Famish, cl.,; vhc, Pacey ; he, Oates; e,

Warburton. BUFF (14); 1, Fisher and Dyson,
ipleudid length, sound col., lovely feather, good

head, well filled neck, well carried wings and

tail, shown well; 2, vlie, Sharpe, cl., nico length,

correct posi., rare qual., rather pale; 3, Clough,

cl lovely qual., nice shape ami style, wings and

tail, well placed; 4, Peace; he, Pownull; c, Oates.

UNFLIGH. YELL. (12); 1, Crowthcr, wing tkd.,

plenty of length, grand head, neck and shoulders,

well braced wings, beautiful qual., rich ool., A1

pos.; 2, Roberts, cl., nice shape and style lovely

feather, only fails in length; 3, Smith, el., rare

long bird, stands well up, level col., neat wings

and tail; 4, Geldcr ;
vhc, Famish; he, Wilman,

c, Marshall Bros. BUFF (13) : 1 Ge der, cl., nice

length, grand head and neck, well filled all round,

feathered like glass, stands well up on good legs,

full of bloom, gem, claimed; 2, 4, Ward, cl.,

beautiful qual., grand shape ami style, not as long

as 1st; 3, Edwin Radley, cl., grand qual., plenty

of nerve, well carried wings, pipe tail-; vhc, Mar-

shall Bros.; he. Senior; c, Fisher and Uyson.

GR. MKD. OK. (11): 1 Holroyd, buff, mkd head,

eves and wings, grand length, rich level col., full

of qual., well drawn out, wings and tail perlect,

A1 pos., staged well; 2, McLoughlin, buff, mkd.

eves, neck and wings, shade longer, nice style and

shape, good wings and tail, not quite as tight in

feather; 3, Studd, huff, mkd. head and wing, rare

length, neat wings and tail; 4, be,
TP.V*
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Sladdin and Baldwia; c Corney. HEN 04). 1,

Clough, buff mkd. eye. and wing, rare length levc

col., rich, silky feather, nice shaped head, well

filled up all round, wings and tail well Placed,

gem • 2 McLoughlin, buff, mkd. head and cheek,

beautiful pos. and style, nicely feathered, shown

well; 3, Dibb, yell., mkd. eyes, cheek and Wing,

feathered like glass very slim and s -yltsh3 4,

Marsh- vhc, Holroyd; he, Hird , c, Baker Bros.

MUR CK. (7): 1, 2, Kaberry, cl. buff, very shapely,

stands well across perch, plenty of subs., good

head and breast, well balanced, well shown, 2 cl.

bull splendid head and breast, nice shape, very

close up; 3, 4, Corney, cl. buff, nice shape, good

head and breast failsabitin subs. *‘“8 *

he Wild: c. Rolfe. HEN (5). 1, o, KaDerry, ci.

huff plenty of subs., rich level col., very shapely,

graVquaL, steady, 3 yell., nice fape and bU1 id

good breast, not as good head, 2, 4, Corney, cl.

buff rather less, nice shape and qual. ,
vhc, Roue-

PEN OIN. MKD. BUFF YORKS. (10) : 1, Hud-

son, mkd. eyes and wings, grand qual., well placed

wings and tail, stands on good legs, jery stylish

shown well ; 2, Chittenden, mkd. cheek, head and

vrings, plenty of length, lovely qual., full of bloom,

wings and tail, correct, stands on best of legs

some preferred this; 3, Mason, mkd. head and

SI rare length and style rich ^vel ^.tand.

Bfnns;%,
A
RhodTs

n
YELL. HEN (6): 1, Morrison

mkd
‘

’eves and wing, very slim, grand col., neat

wings and tail, lovely feather, well up on good

legs
8
and feet, nicely staged; 2, Towers, mkd. eyes

and wings, beautiful qual., nice shape and style,

shade stout; 3, Priestley, mkd. eyes and wings,

very stylish wings and tail, well placed; 4, Atkin-

son and Firth ;
vhc, Chittenden ;

he, Gledhill.

BUFF (9) • 1, Meadoweroft, mkd. both eyes and

one wing, ‘plenty of length rare posi. and style,

well braced wings and tail, stands up well, 2,

Binns, mkd. eyes, cheek and beautiful

feather, nice, shape and style , 3, Casey, mkd

eyes and wings, lovely shape and style very

breedy, shade less; 4, Momson; vhc. Towers, he,

Bennett ;
c, Atkinson »nd Firth

annfield plain c.b.s.
Meeting, Sept. 26, Mr. Hutchinson chair, and a

poor turn up of members to decide on w " p _

annual show'. Open Canary classes knocked off

;

Open Linnet class to stand as before.
f

lu'nk *'

wo cannot cefc more members to turn up at our

meeting's the show will fall through this season

This would be a shame, aa we have always had a

good show.
6
There are two grand cups to show

for. Do turn up at next meeting, to keep the

thing going om— ^hompson,
q

6

g

^ufsion on the.advteabSity of _holdingJ,he show

BURNHOPE C.B.S.
Meeting October 3, Colliery Inn. Decided to

have our unnual show in January instead of

October 24, as arranged. Thirty-two classes

Canaries, Brit., and For.—J. \V. Hobson.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Oct 3, Lockhart’s, Briggate. Resolved

that, instead of the annual open show, we hold a

members’ ebow at headquarters! November 14, and

invite the members of the Wakefield Roller Club

to send their birds to try and make it as big a

success as possible. The Leeds members’ cup will

also he competed for. Members please note. Mr.

Roebuck, Wakefield, Mr. Walton, Leeds, will judge.

-If. Best, Sec.

ACCRINGTON C.B.S.
Annual meeting, October 1, with a good atten-

dance. The officials were re elected ; the balance

sheet was passed, and it was decided to have the

members’ show in November, and also to hold an

open show on a small scale; further particulars will

he announced later. The society is in a healthy

condition, and we hope those fanciers in the dis-

trict who have not yet joined us will come along,

and then we can make things better.—L. Har-

wood, Sec., 39, Craven Street, Accrington.

WALLASEY AND DISTRICT C.B.S.
Meeting, headquarters, Oct. 1. Mr. W. Young

gave a highly instructive washing exbibtion m his

usual way, and afterwards a competition between

the novices present proved exceedingly interesting.

Mr. F. Stott won 1st and Mr. P. Simmons 2nd.

It is only fair to mention that owing to the birds

not being quite dry, those that were washed last

were handicapped. Owing to our secretary, Mr.

W Hodgkins, joining the colours, Mr. Geoff Ben-

eon, 7, Sandboys Road, Liscard, has been elected

secretary for the remainder of the jear, and all

communications should be addressed accordingly.

Geoff Benson, Hon. Sec.

NEWCASTLE (East End) C.B.S.
Meeting and table .show, Sept. 30, Leighton’s

School, Heaton Road, Mr. Young presiding over a

good attendance. Following members elected

:

Messrs. Espie and Smith, Gosforth, Studholme,

W alleend, and Studholme, Low Walker, which

brings our membership up to 99. A few mem-
bers not having paid their sub. yet, the sec. would

be glad to receive same. The Norwich and Border

classes were considered, and it was resolved to let

them stand as drawn up, with the addition of

two novico classes for Borders. Also decided to

add two classes to Yorks, section.

Mr Wigglesworth was elected to judge a very

successful table show, 29 birds being staged. NOR.
(18); 1 2 McGinn; 3, 4, he, Matthewson ; vhc,

Coutts;’ c, ’Morrison. CINN. (3): 1, 3, Caisley; 2,

Coutts. BORD. (4): 1, Coutts; 2, 4, Young; 3,

Rushton. CREST (4): 1, Rushton ; 2, 3, 4 Mor-

rison. Mr. McGinn won sp. best bird, and Mr.

Coutts sp. most points.—J. W. Coutts, Sec.

.
. da()Ag fixed was entered into. Some mem

bws werl of opinion that the show should b<

held as advertised. A proposal to postpone th<

dates until tho end of January was put_ toJhe

BLAYDON-ON-TYNE C.B.S.
At tho monthly met ling tlicro wck a good tuii*

out of r.s, who decided that in place of

a iimml jshow (which wo were reluctantly compelled
to cancel) wo have a member*' fchow on Dec. 12,

and that there lx; 88 cla--< Including a gift oIom,

for which eight member* have promised cock Uaha-

rlcH. Member# sub#, aro now due, and I will bo

phased to receive same at earliest convenience.—
() o. Havvtr.

H GHGATE & HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Meeting Spencer Hull, Kept. 23, Mr. II. T. Dann

ohair, and a good muster of member* and friend*

present. Air. .(. Sutherland was elected a member
Questions and answer* were the business for th«

evening, many knotty problem* being raised, whick

caimcu some very lively discussion, and ;t most

enjoyable evening was spent. Decided to hold our

annual show on Nov. 20 and 21, the date-, originally

fixed, and it is hoped that all members and friends

will rally round and support the society in their

efforts to kerp the cage bird Fancy forging ahead

through the crisis which we arc now passing t/>

brighter days in store.— .1. Hyde.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE C.B.S.
General meeting Oct. 1, Mr. R. Tindalc chair.

Letter read from Mr. J. Craig, who is with hi*

regiment, 1st Cameron Highlanders at the Iront

Decided to hold a members’ show Nov. 14 iri Co-

operative Hall, under the patronage of the North-

ern Specialist Societies, with 66 classes Nor. 10,

Cinn. 4, Crests 8, Yorks 9, Scotch fancy 3, Bord.

12 A.O.V. 1, Mule and Hyb. 4, Brit. 11, For. 4.

We hope that every member and also members of

specialist societies will advertise this show and

make it a success. Special meeting wall be held

Oct. 15, 7.30, Shields Cafe, Bigg Market. Please note

change of meeting room. Let us have a good

meeting. Judges wi'l he selected for members

show. Lot me make another appeal to those mem-

bers who have not informed me of their intention

to give one or more Canaries for the benefit of tho

Lord .Mayor’s Fund. Subs, now overdue.— J. W.
Rgcd Sc'C •

GREEN CANARY ASSOCIATjON.
We have arranged to continue our season’* com-

petition! as in previous years. We are giving three

silver cups—Green Yorks, Green Nor., and Green

Bords. ;
these aro subscription cups. Also goui

medals for runners-up and medals third most points

in each section. The novice competition will be

continued this year. We have obtained the patron-

age of nine local shows. A cup will be given for

most points, together with five handsome specials

in each section. Cards will be in the hands of

members by the time this announcement appears.

We hope thos-o interested in this variety will hear

this in mind and help 113 in our eftorts to keep

abreast of the times. Members please note subs,

are now duo, and we are asking each member to

help us aa for as possible by enclosing a amali

amount towards specials.—F. Handley, Sec.

Some Big Classes at Bristol Show.

nTeeting^and carried unanimously. The hon. scere

Srrssa- svyws
LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B
Meeting, Oct. 3, at Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse
MtLuiig, «

> pretty presided. The

soefetv was very glad to have the attendance of

Mr F Green who has joined Kitcheners Army;

£!
r

' L °
u
r

s

ee
a’ visit, as he was up for a few days

woPrn Anine awav Thirteen members took part

SSysrafisafgagg
thought they would do their owners credit at the

rr &££?v°m rtt/'re
society and promised to give a washing demon

Sion and act as judge for ^shm^compietR.on

lA
n
n
eX
4iterf^ll receiv"’a hearty weleome.-W.

Gilbert.

Twenty-fourth annual show of the Bristol F.A.,

Coliseum, Sept. 30. and Oct. 1. Considering the

situation caused by the war and the earliness of

the season, the Committee arc to be congratulated

on the result. Many exhibits were not quite through

moult, yet on the other hand many were quite

tightened up. A few classes had to bo cancelled

Yorks, made a grand display, and Norwich came

up well, the unflighted class being a strong one

Borders made some nice quality cl:is»es. The

whole of the exhibits were nicely staged. M hen we

lav that Mr. Grecnslade was the show manager

and that he was supported by the usual band of

willing workers, it is almost superfluous to add that

each exhibit had every care and attention. Mr.

J T H Maggs again held the Secretarial reins,

and *
as usual, handled them with conspicuous

ability. Mr. J. Robson judged Yorks., Crosts and

Nor • Mr. D. A. S. Longden the remainder.

CREST A V. : Cancelled. CREST, BRED 1914

(13) •1, cup, 3. vhc, Colledge, mkd. wings, good

droop and radiation, nice back crest and neat centre,

IeX feather? In pipe, 3 mkd. wings, nice droop

and finish neat centre, not so expansive crest a-

winner- 2 Evins Bros., mkd. wings and tail, large

round, ’well formed crest, good spread not quite

the droop; 4, Laun; he. Bale; c. Bell. NOR. iftLo-

no)- 1 Houghton, good size and shape, grand level

col!
‘
full of qual., nice neck, back and wings, wins

well - 2 Tristem, good col. and feather, nice back,

loses’ in sS?"to tfee winner;:
S. Banbury good size,

col. and shape, nice flights and tail , 4, Hutton vhc

Cook; he, Pope ;
c, Silk ;

No. 19 and ^ _

wrong

classed as buffs, hard lines. BUtr (14) . 4, *>

Hou"hton, winner well up on size, grand shape and

anal full front and wide shoulders, capital col.

and nicely frosted ; 2, c Cook, good col nice: bead

neck and chest not so tight in feather, 3, Tri-tem,

hot coi., nice feather, neat wings ami tad good

sliancd body; vhc, Lewin ; he, Banbuo

.

rnv-l "Stubbs Bros., sound coloured shapely

tel
'

nice neck and chest, 2 cl. buff, lovely shape

cran’d ' coT tight fitting jacket of good qual., nice

nmhts and tail nice round head, wc liked much

;

bu

YELL. (10) :

h
V, Thompson, long raking

I
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feather ; 2, Thomas ami’ Durham wing mkd huff

nill shape, " short flights and tai I ; 3. Gough ainc

Loach, cl. hull, good shape,, bit slack on b^ck

YELL
W

affi- ’-—m ,

V
onfrakinfbir°d

R
grand

ffijMAW’jesjgrLS icSgth- p«i.;

built, neat head and iaped tail, nice pos., not m>

tiaht: 3 Dykes, capital feather, neat tail and well

braced nights, good stand; 4, Grecnslade, slim built-,

well on leg, good position, grand feather, clean

cut, we liked' much
;

vhc, Lovell; he, Vorke; c,

liousfield. BUFF (17): 1, Dykes, grand po*., lovely

feather, full of qual., nice pipe tail, close fitting

wings, neat head, grand back ; 2, Helliwell, head

tkd., nice feather, neat tail, good qual., not quite so

straight; 3, Easterling, good feather, full ot qual.,

stands well on good legs, well braced wings and

pipe tail; 4, Kendall; vhc, Parker; he, Buckingham

;

c, Harris. NAT. COL.: Cancelled. NOV. YLLL. (1/):

1 Troke, good stand and style, lovely leather, clean

cut, good wings and tail, nice level col.; 2, Davies,

good length and style, hardly ready; 3,_Hiscox, good

pos., well on leg, grand feather, wings and tail, -well

packed, we liked; 4, Huggins; vhc, Frisby ; hn
Walter; c, Charles. BUFF (17):. 1, Walter, neck

tkd., neat head, good back and wings, bit short on

leg; 2, Everett, wing and neck tkd., capital feather

and pos., good wings and tail, well on leg, our

choice; 3, Frisby, neck and wing tkd., good feather

and pos., nice back flights and tail; 4, Davies; vhc.

Mellows, Troke; he, Huggins, Matthews; c, Hiscox.

BORD., CL. OR TKD. YELL. : Cancelled. BUtF
(13) : 1, 4, Madagan, gems, grand feather, type and

col., neat wings and tail and jaunty carriage, grand

cond ; 2, 3, Pratt, smart shapely exhibit, nice feather

and style, paler in col. and not quite fit, 3 better

col., nice body, just beaten in neck; vhc, Martin;

he Jones; c, Cooper. A.O.V. (8): 1, Elston, two
pointed cinn., mkd., superb feather and cond., nice

shape, neat head, tail and wing, smart exhibit;

2 vhe, Jones, self-buff cinn., lovely col., well filled

neck and back, grand feather ; 3, Martin, left wing

mkd buff, good s-liape, feather and style; 4. Bobbetb

and Wall; he, Hocking; c. Cooper. HEN (9): 1,

he, Philpott, grand feathered and shapely cl. buff,

lovely feather, neat wings and tail, in nice form; 2,

Hocking, ci. yell., nice feather, neat tail, good

carr ,
fails to winner in neck; 3, 4, Madagan, buff,

good shape and feather, beaten a bit in wing

carriage ;
vhc, Elston ;

c, Martin. Classes 311 to

317 cancelled. FOR., MULES AND HYB., GOLDF.,

BULLF. • Cancelled. LINNET (9): 1, Parlett, large,

bold, shapely hird, well mkd., grand col. and

feather, in fine order; 2, Jeffreys, another good one,

bit heavier in markings, hardly ready ; 3, Lockett,

nice cond., just beaten in breast markings; 4, Ban-

croft; vhc, W. Davis, H. J. Davies; c, Perrins

SISKIN ETC. (11) : 1, 3, Heal, mealy Redpoll, grand

shape, col., feather and markings, nice bib, in

clinking form, 3 fane, bold and shapely Twite, full

of work, will improve; 2, Jeffreys, lovely Lesser

Redpoll, well laced, good bib, grand col. ami cond.;

4, Crawford, very neat feathered huff Siskin ; vhc,

Parlett - he, Burrows; c, Andrews. A.O. H ARD151LL,

(9)- 1, Heal, Corn Bunting, good size, lovely col.,

full of work, very steady, wins; 2, Parlett, fine,

bold and shapely Hawfinch, lovely col., good bib and

hood, well mkd. wings; 3, Nicholas, nice largo

Bramble, clean cut hood, well spangled back, good

flanks, grand col.; 4, Lugg, very nice hen Haw-

finch, lovely feather; vhc, e. Heywood; he, Jeffreys.

Clifte hc
d
F?!e? BRED 1914 (35):’ 1, cup,’ he’,

HcUiwcU
’ long slim-built yell., capital stand, nice

good

S‘A.t£ P
back,

St
w?ngs

and tail Sands well up, not ^smooth underneath

;

YFLL
r

HEN
V
(U)

’

l

l Parker,’ slim "built, grand pos^

TERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

W iaan Cage~B ird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to— Rimnlv deni’ll

iheapest

say our members "are simply delighted with the

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., 8.

Ball ” Send for samples and prices. The Managgi^

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet StreeVJa*

don, E.C,
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ROTHERHAM C.B.S.
Meeting held Sot., 2ftth, Mail Coaeb Inn, Mr.

Brotherton chair, and a good attendance. Claseea

were made for members' show to bo held on open

show dote, Nov. 21. Mr. J. C. Barnes to Judge.—

J. IS. Taylor, Sec.

Dn tfie Courts.
Ignorance of the Law Pleaded.

Questions and
Answers,

STANLEY (Empire Club).
Meeting Oct. 4, Mr. R. I’eart chair, and large

turn-out. As the see., Mr. Robinson, lias been

culled up for foreign service, W. lSIllott was elected

in hie place. A lot of business was done, and many
specials promised for our annual allow.—W. Elliott.

KIRKINTILLOCH C.B.C.
Meeting Temperance llall, Oct. S, Mr. D. I’lrret

presided. It was proposed by Mr. Allan Chalmers

that in view of the scarcity of open shows wo give

n few open classes nt our annual stiow to be held

Nov 7 Prizes on the sliding scale, entry Is.

judgo for Norwich, J. Caldorwood, Kilmarnock

;

Borders nnd llrlt., 1). Hamilton, Hamilton. Open

clafl-ps will be 4'rest nnd C.B. 2, Nor. ft, Hords. 2,

Hard-billed llrlt. 1. For further particulars apply

James Dick, Glasgow Bridge, Kirkintilloch.

CHESTER C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 20, Boot Inn, Mr. II. C. Parker

chair Schedule was adopted for annual show,

Nov 21. Judge. Mr. H. W. Battyc. Classes, Nor.

lit, Yorks 1.1, Ilord. 2, Pairs 1,. A.O.V. 1, Sell. 1,

Mule 1 Brit. U. Pour cups will again bo Offered

to bo won outright in Nor., Yorks, Brit., nnd

Nov., by members gaining most points In each

aeetlon with four nominated birds. No^ bird to

be shown in two or more classes.—L. Cavanagh,

Uon. Sec.

PAISLEY, TANNAHILL O.S.
Meeting at .Mr. A. White’s, 2, St. James-st.,

Dot. 3, Mr. Robert Neil chair, and a poor attend-

ance. Office-bearers were elected for ensuing year:

Mr. A. Ferguson, pres.; Mr. T. Hamilton, vice-

nree* Mr. .1 Stewart, sec. and treas. ;
Messrs.

A McDonald nnd H. Powell, auditors; Messrs. H.

Powell nnd ,1. Allison, amalgamation delegate.

A specially summoned meeting will be held Oct.

E4. Entries are requostcdi to be in at this meeting

for annual show.—John Stewart, See.

FALKIRK, GRANGEMOUTH AND
BANNOCKBURN (Combinedl C.B.S
Meeting Oct, 3, Oddfellows’ nail. Agreed to hold

» joint members’ show Nov. 28. Mr. I). Smart

sleeted chairman; treas., Mr. W. Robertson, ass.

Bees. Mr. J. Woodhouse, Grangemouth, nnd Mr.

I>. Wilson, Bannockburn. Agreed to adopt Falkirk

PBS. class list with the addition of four Scotch

Fancy classes, and to take ns members fancera

within the radius of cither club. Next meeting,

Oddfellows’ Hall, Oct. 17, at 7, when, we hope to

have a good 1 turn-out. Intending members in

Grangemouth nnd Bannockburn can get all parti-

cularfhy aPPl>i"S to their local sec.-Gen., Sec.,

R. Rennie.

EDINBURGH (Western) O.S.
Meeting in, Rie-go Street Hall before a fair BathCT-

Ing. Sec. reported having procured the Artillery

Hall in Grindley Street. A letter from the Edin-

burvih Club requesting the use of fercens was read,

nnd^it was agreed to grant this request as usual.

Keo reported having procured the patronage of theK.? which in itself should prove a good

attraction. iSeveml names were handed m as a

' guarantee of specials, and according to reports of

birds bred the show this year should a 0am, be up

to the highest standard. Sec. was instructed to

write the Editor of CAGE Birds regarding criticism

of show.—Clias. Grant, Sec.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.
Committee meeting held) Headquarters, Oct. 6 , to

eonside? question of revised list of patronage shows.

Secretarv was instructed to write the societies with

reference to classes, etc. The list of specials as

printed in the yearbook has been withdrawn, and a

new special list drawn up; full particulars

will appear in this column shortly. The

committee, regret the time, was too short to

allow of patronage being given to C lapliam .
and they

hope that London members at least will gire them

a bumper entry. They also hope members will sup-

port all societies who put on classes for our variety,

with or without the club’s patronage, for this year,

more than any other year, societies expect thai

every fancier will do his duty.—G. Burton, Sec. pix>.

tem.*

BORDER CITY (Carlisle) O.S.
General meeting, headquarters. Sept. 2, with a

fair number present. Correspondence was duly dis-

cussed. The most important item on the agenda

was the annual show. Owing to the present Eurcs

rean crisis each member had been sent word that,

the committee would like his opinion on the ques-

tion of continuing or cancelling the show. After a

long discussion it was proposed we hold the show

on a smaller basis. An amendment was proposed

that owing to the uncertainty of delivery of stock,

and to the number of fanciers who were giving hedp

to the Armv and Navy, that the show l« cancelled

for the present year. The amendment was carried,

only the proposer and seconder of the original

motion being against. Decided that subs, be re-

duced for the present year to 2s. 6d. It was decided

to hold a show at the New Year if possible.—J. C.

Bell.

W1NDHILL C.B.S.
Members’ show, Sept. 26, Blue Bell Hotel, with an

entry of 62 Yorkshires. Mr. John Broadley judged

to the satisfaction of all. Season’s points up to

date arc Champions : Goodwin 64, Garnett 25,

Hall iday 24, Mason 21, Shepherd 8. Novices: Fret-

well 62, Baxter 53, Ellis 41, Spencer 24, Wilman 20,

Walker 15. Starred Birdi .Section : Fretwell 42, Good-
win 41, Baxter 32, Spencer 22, Ellis 21. Cock
chicken given for hottest fed novice bird was won
by B. Baxter, who also won cash special for most
points in novice; champion special mojt points, E.

W Goodwin.
OHAMP., CL. YELL.: Goodwin. BTTFF: Sutcliffe

and Son. TED. BUFF: Gairnett. UNFLIG. YELL.:
1. Goodwin : 2, Sutcliffe and Son. BUFF: 1, Good-
win. CL. OR TKD. YELL. nEN : 1. 2, Shepherd.
BUFF: 1, Halliday; 2, 4, Garnett; 3, Sutcliffe and
Son. GR. MKD. CK.: 1, 3, Goodwin; 2, Garnett.
CINN. MKD.: 1, Garnett. OR. MKD. HEN: 1,

Goodwin: 2, Garnett. CINNAMON: 1, Good-
win. NOV. YELL. CK.: 1, Baxter: 2, Fnetw'el!

;

R, Harney. BUFF: 1, Baxter; 2. Walker; 3, Hop-
wood; 4. vhc, Hamev. YELL. HEN: 1, he, Wilman;
2, Fretwell: 3, 4. Ellis; vhc. Walker. BUFF: 1.

Baste; 2 . Wilman; 3. vne, Fretwell ; lie, Harney
; 4,

Raxter; e, Wilson UNFTJ. YELL.: 1, Wilman; 2,

Walker: 3, he, Baxt.xr; 4, Dawson ; vhc, Ellis
;

c,

Fretwell . BUFF: L Baxter; 2, 4, Ellis; 3, Dawson.
OR MKD. CK.: 1, Ba f r; 2, Harney; 3, Fretwell;
4. Ellis HEN 1, W n. Cl 'N MKD. HEN ’

Wallow — -l 'ir r d So'

At Hinckley, on Sept. 24, a Leicester man
named William Sheriff, was summoned for
using certain nets for taking wild birds, con-
trary to the regulations, at Stoke Golding,
on Sept. 23.

Sorgoant Craddocks said ho 6aw Sheriff in

a field near to. Badlington with a dress basket.
In defendant’s possession were ten live Gold-
finches, three dead Goldfinches, cages, two
clap nets, one tin of birdlime, and one bottle

of paraffin. Defendant also had a decoy bird
with line.

Defendant said he was not aware the by-
laws prohibited him from taking birds at this

time of the yoar.

The Chairman, Alderman Hurst, remarked
that the Goldfinch was a beautiful bird which
they ought to protect in every way possible.

The Bench orderedi defendant to pay 2s. for

each bird caught, and costs. They ordered
the capturod bird's to be thrown up and the

nets, etc., to be confiscated and destroyed.

Defendant asked that he might be allowed
to keep his decoy bird, but the Chairman said

that must go also.

EXHIBITORS : SUPPORT THE

SHOWS.

Remember that the societies are doing their

best under circumstances of unusual difficulty

to help fanciers and the Fancy.

Do YOUR Part by Sending
Them Entries.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Llandudno (Welsh Northern Counties F. and F.A.).

—Nov. 7, at Hippodrome, Llandudno; judge, A. G.

Davies. 10 classes: Nov., 2; Yorks., 2; Bord., 1;

A.O.V. 1; Mule, 1; Brit., 2; Sell., 1. Prizes, 6s., 3s.,

Is. 6d. Fee, Is. Ent. close Oct. 28, to G. E. Cragg,

Cayley Estate Office, Colwyn Bay.
Muirkirk.—Oct. 31, Temperance Hall, judge H.

Geddes. 13 ooen classes : Bird. 9 (1 sell.), Brit. 4.

Prizes 8 s., 4s., 2s. ;
fee, Is. 6d. ; ent. close Oct. 27 to

J. G. Torbett, Smallburn, Muirkirk.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be f>aid for at
advertisement rates , three words a fenny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Brldge-st.,

Oct. 3. 1, Wainwrightj 2, Caddy; 3, Cooper.—

a

Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing contests, Old Bird, House, Skinners’

Arms. Nineteen birds sang. 1, Ward; 2, 3, Binns.

Judges, Messrs. Sellars and Blackburn.—C. Clayton,

Hon. Sec.
,

Leeds Linnet and Canary Club, successful qtality

Linnet singing match, Oct. 4, Plasterers’ Arms,

Skinner-lane. Twenty-three entered, and singing was

of the highest quality, the winning bird being the

best Linnet we have heard since Tolly Soiirman’a

(Derby winner), which won 4 championships In two
days. 1, Chippendale; 2, Brophy; 3 4, Lorriman.

Judges, A. Bryant, J. Smith, E. Wood.—A. Lerri-

man, See.
Quality Linnet singing contest, Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road, Oct. 3; 22 sang: 1, John-

son; 2, Ward; 3, Brophy. Judges, Sissons, Jerfnings,

Lacy. Oct. 4. 19 sang: 1, Johnson- 2, Richardson,

Jackson. Judges, Sissons, Naylor, Lacy.—W. Nay-
lor, Hon. Sec.

• LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM “ CACE 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

il IDEAL PEESEHT:
•‘CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete

in box,post free in the United Kingdom

Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from “Cage Birds”

,, 3/6 H 6 j , i> i) •

n 3/* ii 12 ti ii ii

(any issue).
Postage paid toy us.

These coupons must be posted to pa in the same en-

velope with remittance and name and address of

sender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

Oct. loth, 1914.

BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street. Lc.-idon, E.C.

DOUBTS AMD 1} IFFXCULTIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written In ink
(or typewritten ) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in
orders lor bool:s, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)
— 'The efepartment to which the queries reler must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(0)
— If an answer in the same week’s issue is de-
sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday's first post at latest.

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems.)

(8)—All mho desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must stale grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
Ail the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “ Ileferce's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries mast be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

T HE following gentlemen represent Caoe Birds
staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.—Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,
and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds—Wesley T.
Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life—H. Norman.
Note.—

I

f an answer is required concerning the
proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,
Crests, Borders, Scotch, or any other variety
of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire
us to do so, be pleased to submit his questions
for answer to some leading specialist on the
variety concerned.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

RED LIGE ON CANARY (H. Collins).—The in-
sects are the red mite, which do not live upon the
bird, but harbour in cracks, holes, open joints, etc.,

about the cage by day, nnd come out to feed
upon the bird at night. Unless a cage is very
badly infested, they are not often seen upon the
birds by day. Your only plan is to remove the
bird temporarily to another cage and thoroughly
overhaul the one it now occupies, saturating it

with some good insecticide, and- then repainting or
distempering at afresh if necessary. For full

details, eee reply to H. Smith in our issue for

Sept. 26th. Space is too precious to repeat just yet.

NOISE LIKE TEDDY BEAR (Bosco, Watford).—
I think the former query you referred to was
replied to under heading “ -Young Yorks : -Mopy
(Jack, Watford),” in our issue of July 4th. I do
not remember another likely one. The noise you
describe as like a “teddy bear's” growl rather
beats me, as I confess I have never yet heard a
Canary, however broncliially affected .it may be,

make a noise bearing any resemblance to any toy
bruin I have beard. Such a sound would, I fancy,

be more likely to result from a system blocked up
with superfluous fat. Try the following for a
fortnight, and if not better, write again, and give

the fullest particulars you can, especially of its

breathing when fluttered about a little. Keep in

a fairly warm jilace, quite free from sudden and
extreme fluctuations, dust, and impure, heated
fumes. Give a staple diet of plain canary, and
only add to this a small teaspoonful of a mixture
of equal parts niger, millet, rape, and teazle once
a week. Give a good-sized spray of green salad
daily. In the drinking water add as much Epsom
salts -as will cover a sixpence, and ten drops of

lemon juice every second day for a week, and in

the second week give instead twenty drops of

Chemical Food every second day.
NORWICH AND CROSSBRED (Just a Beginner).

—(1) The Norwich has left -his youth well behind

him. That is -the significance of the scaly lege

and long claws. The latter are easily remedied.

Bathe feet in warm water until quite clean, wipe

dry, and 1 hold up in front of a strong light and
look for a narrow pinkish streak extending a little

distance down the centre of the claw beyond the

fleshy part of toe. This is the vein, or “ quick.”

Snip off the surplus nail growth with a small pair

of scissors just a little beyond 1 the extreme end- of

the visible streak, and all will be well. Unless

the scales on legs arc troublesome, they are best

left alone. Soaking the legs well in warm water
for a few minutes three times a week for a week
or two at end of moult will enable -bird to reduce

them itself to all reasonable, limits. (2) The
crossbred may very probably prove to be a cock,

though this is not quite certain. But whatever the

sex, "if it keeps in good health and condition

there is no reastn- why it Should not make- a very

useful stock bird for breeding singers next season.

If really a cock, the song will develop more fully

in a few weeks’ time.

TO PICK OUT THE COCKS (S. Bowen).—It is

by no means an easy task for the novice to eex

his birds with certainty except when the cocks are

in full song. Even then mistakes are often made.
The external differences of sex have been so com-
pletely obliterated in the Canary that it is more
by a kind of intuition, which cowes only from

experience and close observation-, that -a fancier

readilv and with confidence sexes his birds. There-

fore you had better get a more experienced hand

to go over the stock with you a few times, and

keep them under close observation yourself mean-

while. Where you may look for greatest differ-

ences are; The cocks have a bolder, more defiant,

nnd jaunty demeanour than the hens; the voice

Is more full and liquid; the head- is more cobby

In fihapf or wider between the /yea, and the eyes

have a' larger and more bolting appearance. in

non-fed- birds the colour on the rump,, wing butts,

and throat in often of a richer tone. The coejo

are also generally better filled in on the under

tail coverts, giving m more graceful sweep from
abdomen to end of tail. Finally, good unbroken
vigorous eong is the sheet-anchor far the tyro.

' *

SEEDS EXAMINED (T. J. II.).—No. 1 canary is
rather small and thin, and of rather poor quality.
It is, however, quite clean and sweet, and gives no
cause for suspicion of causing serious harm. No. 2
canary is of good size, ripeness, and sweetness,
and of A1 quality all round. No. 3: The seed mix-
ture is composed- of seeds which all seem of fairly
good average quality, but the proportions are in-
judicious. There is about treble too much of lin-
seed, and half th-e quantity of gold of pleasure,
and double as much maw would be better. As re-
gards the deaths you should have given some details
of your treatment generally, and full particulars of
any symptoms exhibited before death. In any case
you haw done well to send a body to our Mr Yates
for postmortem.
CAN’T SING YET (D. M. A.).-You ought to

have said how you are feeding the bird. I think,
probably, it only needs a little more time. Sec that
it is not affected by direct cold draughts or sudden
extremes of temperature. In addition to the staple
seed <Het, give a morsel of bread the size of a hazel
nut soaked in cold milk (drained), two drops of cod
liver oil emulsion on it, and finally sprinkled with
soft sugar every second day for a fortnight. On the
alternate days give either a morsel of banana or a
spray of some green, saladl, or a half ripe seed-head
of plantain. In the wattr add a crystal of sulphate
of soda the size of a small pea, and te-n drops of
lemon juice every second day for a week, and in
the next week give instead four drops each of tinc-
ture of gentian, tinct. of calumba, -and aromatic
sulphuric acid every second day.
POOR RESULTS (Perplexed).—You omit mention

of two rather important details, i.e., the size of
the house itself, and whether you have had the

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners ” (Id.)-, House’s "Canary Manual" (1/2);
Baitye’s "Yorkshire Canaries" (1 /lj); House’s "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s “Slock Book" (Id.);
Dr. Clarke’s "Septic or Bird Fever" Cid.); Norman’s
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Hamsden’s
"Colour-feeding" (3id.); "Seeds and Foods for Caoe
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 Id. each):
No. 5 "The Pet Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection cf
Cages, Bird-looms, etc.," No. 10 "The Holler,’’ No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,’’ No. 24 "Green Canaries." Alt
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoteu
are post free, from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

birds in cages or fljjng loose in the house. In the
last named event it is easy to discover the cause 1

of your failures during the breeding season, which
were due to an excessive proportion of males
among the stock. Two hedthy, vigorous cocks to

’

every five or -six hems are ample to breed with under
these conditions. As regards the depletion of stock
and trouble with moulting, this might be due to
widely different causes, but the lack of definite de-
tails of management makes it impossible to tell
what may be the cause in your case. Is the house
subject to extreme variations of temperature, or
affected by damp? If so, these defects must be
remedied. For the present treat the survivors as
follows, and meanwhile you bad better send along
full details of your management, when I will en-
deavour to help you further. Give plain canary seed
only as staple diet. Separately, give about half a
teaspoonful of summer rape and a morsel of banana
per bird- every second day; on the alternate days
give a similar quantity of ‘bread and milk, lightly
dusted with flowens of sulphur, and sprinkled with
maw. Omit the sulphur after the first week. On
these days give also a little green food—watercress,
half-ripe plantain stalks, or seed-heads of shepherd's
purse, mouse-ear, chick-weed, etc. Twioe a week
give a small teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, niger. millet, teazle, and broken groats. Limit,
diet solely to this. In the water for the next week
add 20 drops of whiskey, five of syrup of saffron,
and ais much chlorate of potash as will cover a
threepenny-piece* two days in every three.
SAMPLE OF RAPE (W. C.).—Thanks for sample

now sent which reached me dn better condition. Of
course you must see that the friction of transit
through post, wrapped duly in folds of paper, is
apt t-o dean a sample infested only on outside with
a delicate foreign body, so that its appearance is
often quite altered. As regards the dealer, even
should he refuse to meet you, do not classify all
alike. There are plenty of good responsible firms
who would quote you prices according to sample, so .

you can always "change your shop.”

BRITISH BIRDS)
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
MANAGEMENT OF SOFTBILLS (Blackcap).—You

should add to your bookshelf one or two of our
books on birds, they would assist you greatly in
your management; there are several little hints in
them one is not able to give in these short,
answers. (1) Instead of using sawdust for the
bottom of your cages, you would do better to pro-
cure some coco-nut fibre, and slightly damp it, or
keep it in a damp place, which will answer the
same purpose. As a staple food for the Nightin-
gale and Blackcap you cannot do better than pur-
chase some of the insectdle mixtures advertised in

our columns. These mixtures are mostly put up
by experienced aviculturists, who have made a
close study of feeding softbills in captivity. If you
make your own food you will find fairly soft
biscuits, not too sweet, as good as any. A little,

hard boiled egg given occasionally is good for
them, but it must not be given in any great
quantity, as some birds have a special liking for

it, gorge themselves, and sit huddled up for an
hour or so trying to digest .it. (2) Softbills as a
rule are very fond of bathing, and should he
encouraged to do so; another bird having a dip

in an adjoiuing cage Mill frequently cause them
to do the same. If you have tio bird that bathes
freely, set a simple trap in your garden and catch
a Robin. After a few days ho Mill bathe all day if

you let him. You can give him his liberty when
ho has accomplished your purpose. If your birds

arc shy of the lmth you should take away their

Mater glass and leave the hath on for them to

drink from. (3) Insecttte food should he mixed with

some vtgetabie matter; scraped earrot is certainly

the best, hut boiled potato makes a nice change,

and could he used occasionally.

SEX1NG GOLDFINCH MULES (S. Bowen). To
sex young Goldfinch-Canary Hybrids is a mo.-V diffi-

cult matter for beginners, and the only really safe

plan is to keep them until their song provova their

sex. As a role the cock Mule is brighter in plum-

age than the lion, lias a richer, blage ami Ming.;, is

bolder nnd more ulert nnd mischievous. One should

-aL

.si.
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It gives you inFortnation of the greatest

value, no matter what kind of birds you

keep.

It benefits both novice and old hand.

EVERY ARTICLE WRITTEN

BY AN EXPERT.
LOVELY COLOURED FRONTISPIECE
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MISTAKES BIRD BREEDERS MUST AVOID.
By Claude St. John.

STARTING A COLLECTION OF CHEAP AND
BEAUTIFUL FOREIGN BIRDS. By F. Mealun.

HYBRID BREEDING IN OUTDOOR CAGES.
By G. R. Pippet.
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HOW TO PROFITABLY BREED BUDGERIGARS.
By W. H. Gibb.
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By J. W. Steel.
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A LOVELY COLOURED PLATE

of the two best birds of the year, by the well-known

bird artist, Mr. H. Norman.

Send for your copy NOW, 7d. post Free

from our offices, or 6d. from your newsagent

arc mostly written by men who htlvo had consider-

able experience in the keeping of Finches ;
hut I

think you will find that although the writers may
Oilier In the exact quantities of need advised, the

general treatment, of eacli species Is tho name.

In regard to the Bullfinches I have found the follow-

ing treatment successful. As staple food : Two parte

canary, oiro each of teazle and summer rape. Hemp
seed should ho given very sparingly; In fact, it

need i.ot he usod at all if the bird Is allowed a

few sunflowers daily. A spoonful of a good brand

of wild seed mixture given once or twice a week
Is very acceptable. So milch for hard Feed, but
I always think that tho Teal success of keeping tho

Bullfinch in health and condition Is in the free use

one is able to make of tho wild seeds and fruits

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Uoulton’t great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/C); Norman’s “ British Bird Manual"
(2/8>; or Part 1

“
llardbills" (1/1), Part 2 "Sol thills’’

(1/1); “ Aliianen, Bird-rooms, and Cages” t.2/3)

;

"Seeds, Poods, and Wild Plants

"

(1/2); “ Secrets o/

Hybrid Breeding’’ (1/2); Clarke’s “ Septic or Bird

Pcocr " (7d.); "Colour-feeding ’’ (31d.); or flic "Nut.
shell ” booklets (2)d. each): No. I "Goldfinch,"

No. 2, " Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," Ng. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 " Bullfinch , ” No. 13
“
Chaffinch No. 15 "Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 2.1 "Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

" Ajling Birds and Ilow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ Ilow to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

gathered in the open. Just now the following are

plentiful and are greatly relished. Shepherd's purse,

groundsel, chickweed, sow thistle,
,
dock, thistle,

grass, etc., also berries of black bryony, rowan,
blackberries and privet. The latter can be col-

lected and kept in water or wet sand for several

days, and a spray of them given the birds daily.

The Bullfinch should be kept in a cage not less than
lg'inches in length, and should be allowed to bathe
frequently.
THE SINGING LINNET (A. Thompson).—If you

are anxious for your young Linnets to have the
Linnet song only it is necesary for them to hear
a good bird of their' own species. Linnets, like

the majority of our song birds, will mimic any
bird they hear, and I understand that purity of

song is one of the chief points in birds used for

contest singing. I fear you will have some difficulty

in getting an old tutor just now, as most birds are

in moult. I think your best plan would be to buy
two or three wild caught birds, keep them in fairly

small cages, and let the young birds hear them.
They may not sing much for some time, but if they
do only a few notes it will assist the young ones
to keep to the wild s.ong. The Mule should be taken
right away from them out of hearing, so as to give

them the opportunity, of forgetting his spng entirely.

(2) Make the following mixture for staple food :

Three parts canary, 2 parts teazle, 1 part each of

rape and linseed. Make another mixture of gold

of pleasure, niger, plantain, sesame and thistle,

2oz. of each : give a teaspoonful three times a week.
A little lightly cracked hemp twice a week will

soon bring them into song.

CLUB & SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

Inserted flee. It should reach us not later than

Tuesday morning's post. Bpeclully printed Club

Notice Postcards may ho had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always uso them.

>1

.1

To the Publisher,

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154. Fleet St.,

London, E.C.

Please send me copu,

of “Cage Birds’’ Annual, for which I

enclose *

Name *

Address * *

fC.'E.W.l ————— ——
not have much difficulty in making a good guess

at the sex of birds from the same nest, but from

a batch bred from different parents the difference

in colour is no sure guide, the birds from one nest

being frequently much richer than from another.

If you keep them ov^* the moult their song and

general appearance should assist you in making

your selection. As a rule with Mules cock birds are

'“sVngInT'biRDS FOR AVIARY (D Christopher-

con) —The following birds would be suitable to turn

into your aviary; Cock Goldfinch, Linnet, Siskin,

Chaffinch, Yellow Bunting, a Linnet or Goldfinch-

Canary Mule, and during the summer months a.

stout cock Canary. You could also add a couple

of Singing Finches, or one or two of the blighter

coloured small Forqipji «,eed eaters. You would get

nlentv of song from the British birds and hybrids,

so that you need not trouble about your foreign

birds being singers. All you would require is to

make sure that they are seed eaters. Do not over-

crowd. You will have better results with the

^TeED 1NG
C
L I NNET C A NA RY MULES (Bosco,

Watford).—Make up the following seed mixture for

your Linnet-Canary Mules : Canary 3 parts, teazle -

parts, rape 1 part, linseed ] part. Give a few

cracked sunflowers twice a week, and should they

at any time be a bit backward in song, a spoonful

of cracked hemp occasionally will be of great assist-

ance. Do not forget to supply them with green food

and the seeding tops of any wild plants you can

procure, the favourites are shepherds purse chick-

weed, sow thistle and groundsel. (2) If you

make a mixture of equal quantities of and and

roughly cut sawdust I think you will find it will

answer your purpose. If (the sand is just the

slightest bit damp it will prevent the sawdust from

being thrown out of the cages. Another material

Is slightly damped cooo-nut fibre, which you can

purchase from the florist’s, but whatever you use

you are sure to have some litter
;
you can prevent

it in part by stretching muslin across the lower

part of the cage front.

FEEDING A BULLFINCH (Gunning). -The fact

that you find books giving advice upon the feeding

of Bullfinches vary should be a proof to you that

Ciere U no “ proper method,” because the article*

FOREIGN BIF„3JS.
'Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

SICKNESS (E. E.).—It is most difficult to deal
with such a case by post, and the beet course for

you to take is to let your local vet. see it, though
personally I consider the kindest proceeding would
be to have it painlessly destroyed—your chemist
would chloroform it for you. It is evident the
bird’s internal system is all wrong. It is really a

case which one needs to see before attempting to

prescribe any treatment, and as the bird is not
well enough to undertake a journey, these are the
only two courses open to you as stated above. The
eye trouble is, I think, merely consequent or part of

the ear trouble. Of course It ie possible that upon
being examined the case may not be so serious as

appears to me from your letter, and the vet. may
be able to give the bird immediate relief, and
prescritfe curative treatment. I am sorry I cannot

give you definite help, but the probability is one

would only complicate matters by treating per

post. You were not entitled to a reply per post,

as you will see by reference to the rules; but as

the case is urgent, a reply has been sent you.

GREY JAVA SPARROWS (R. Keer).-(l) Canary

and white millet deeds, green food, grit, cuttlebone

and water. A littie paddy .rice and crushed oats

may be supplied in a separate tin. (2) Dissolve 10

grains of sulphate of soda and 2 grains of sulphate

of iron, in three ounces of distilled water (your

chemist will mix for you). Get a glass drinking

vessel, holding about one ounce of water, and put

half a teaspoonful of the above mixture into the

vessel and fill up with water (other water, i.e.,

plain water, not to be supplied), this to form the

bird's drinking water for the next fourteen days,

of course renewing the supply daily or oftener if

required. Follow this by putting 10 drops of

syrup of hypophosphates into the water daily for

three weeks or a bit longer.

LEAVING OUT OF DOORS (H. C.).—Providing

your county is not a northern one, and the base

of the aviary is reasonably dry, all the birds you

name should safely pase the winter out of doors.

Of course, if the whole of your roof, except the

screened end, is open netting, it will be better to

tack felt over the roof and keep it there till mid-

April, and also to treat the east end and three

fact of the front adjoining the east end in the

same manner. You can easily keep the felt in

position, by laving it in position and screwing a

length of thin laths over it at suitable distances;

It is then easily removed when spring comes round

Barry F. and F.S.—Oet. 14, Headquarters, 8. Fix

ing date uml classification of members’ show. Pro-

fits to War Fund. Cage bird rnen please attend.-

II. P. Thomas. _ „ „ _
Beckenham F.A. Oct. 15, Coop. Hall,

Special general meeting. Annual show.—t. Shorter

(Time not stated.- Ed.) .... „
Bolton Roller C.S.—Oct. 13, Joiners Arms, 8.

Show business—J. Kilshaw.
Bradford National Show Committee. Oct. 14,

Market Tavern, 8 p.m. Important show bus. Good-

attendance' desired.—S. Midgley.

City of Bradford O.S.—Oct. 10, Flying Dutchman,

8 prompt. Open show business. Election of work-

ing committee.—W . llclliwell.

Boidon Colliery C.B.S. Oct. 10, The Institute, 6.30.

Special meeting; open, show business, etc.- We give

fanciers in 5 mile nadius a hearty iuvitatiju to

join; suhs. 2/6.—J. Stephenson.
Bradford West C.B.A.—Oct. 10, Shoulder of Mut-

ton, 8. Important.— F. P. Terry.

Brighton and Hove C.B.A.—Oct. 14, Headquarters,

7.30. Musical evening. Members, fanciers, and

friends invited.—W. H. Gibb.

British Roller C.C.—Oct. 13, The Royal Mail, Noble

Street, St. Martins-le-Urand, 8.—J. W. Norris.

Cardiff C.B.S.—Oct. 15, Maskells Hotel, 8. Make
arrangements for members' show.—E. Thomas.

Chester-ls-Street, Birtley, and Pelton Fell (Amal ).

-Oct. 10, Dun Cow Hotel, Chester-le-Strcet, 0. Ke-

view of schedule for annual show and tabic snow,

Classes; Nor. Yell.. Ginn. Buff, Bord Yell., Goldie

or Bullie F.M. ;
Siskin or Redpoll F.M.—R. Ward.

Chopwell C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Club Hall, 7.—W. H.

Chrisfcer
Chorley C.B.S.—Oct. 14, White Iron Inn, 7.30. Final

arrangements for show in November, and other

business.—J. H. Welch, 13, Devonshire Road, Chor-

1C

Clydcb'ank C.B.C.—Oct. 15, 81, Kilbowie Road,

7.45. Classification for annual show, and other im-

portant bus.—Wm. Kane.
Coventry Godiva C.B.S.—Oct. 12, Plough Hotel,

Queen Victoria Road, 6.30. Important show bus—

F. Green.
Dubmire Workmen’s Club C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Dub-

mire Workmen’s Club, 7. Special business. G. 1.

^'Darlington C.B.S.—Oct. 14, George Hotel, 7.30.

Important bus. for local show.—H. Todd.

Denton C.B.S.—Oct. 12, Headquarters, 8. Annual

show and other special business. Members please

try to attend this meeting, as show is Nov. 22— w.

H
Famworth C.B.S.—Oct. 14, Church House, Church

Road, 7.30. Fixing date for old bird show, etc. W.

Dawson „ , . - or>

Gateshead C.B.S.-Oct. 14 Headquarters ,
7 .30.

Important show business. Subs overdue—W. Curry.

Grangemouth C.B.S.—Oct. 11, Reid s, 16, Kelvin

Street, Grangemouth, 3. Most important, cup busi-

ness—J. Woodhouee.
, , , . a

Great Horton O.S.-Oct. 10, Butchers’ Arms, 8.

~
Haitfax°CL9—Oct. 10, Plummei Utoe H°tel, 7.

Members’ .show at Plummet Line Hotel. Kims

staged at 7. Judge, Mr. E. Clegg, - Dewsbury (all

°H(mghton-le-Spring C.B.S.—Oct. 17, White Lion

Hotel, 7. Important.—R. H. Dixon.

Huddersfield O.S.—Oct. 12, Headquarters, 8. Table

show. 6 Classes Yorks, 2 Norwich. Judge, Mr. C.

Morrison, Brighouse.—A. Lawford.
. .

Hyde C.B.S—Oct. 13, St. George s School, 8. An-

nual and Amalgamation show bus—T. AUsop.

.1

ial anu Aniaigamawv.. - — I—*'
Idle C.B.S—Qct. 10, White Bear Inn, 3. Members

show ;
judge, Mr. J. Reid. Special^ best vhc birds.

Entries" Friday night, 8 till 10-C. E Hylton.

Ilkeston C.B.S—Oet. 10. Bridge Inn, Awsworth

Road, 7. Important—G. Siddown.

Keighley and Dis. C.B.S—Oct. 13. Hare ana

Hounds Hotel, 7.30. Stewards for show—C. W.

Town.

Lalstordyke B.F.A—Oct. 10, Railway Hot
First old feather show; birds staged 2.30. Jud(

Mr. W. Morement.—W. H. Hymen.
Leigh C.B.S. Oct. 14, Railway Hotel, 7.45. R.

Churleson. . .

Littlehorough C.B.S. -Oct. 14, Hcadauartc
Show bus. Rose bowl on view for back-end

Subs, due — J. K. W indie.
j

Llanelly C.B.S Oct. 10, Greyhound Hotel, 8. To
decide If show is to be carried on, and other ini-1

portunt matter*.—D. John. I

London and P.O.S.—Oct. 15, Tho Raglan, Alders-

j

gato Street, 8. Washing demonstration by Messrs.
|

j. W. Kamsden and J. Hodder, also competition for

members. Medals given. All welcome; admission

free.

—

C. W. Law.
London C.B.A.^Oct. 13, El Vino, 3, Piccadilly

Place, 8. General business; washing exhibition by

Mr. W. H. Cook, and washing competition. F

Knight.
London Fed. of C.B.S—Oct. 9, Hie LI \ ino, 3.

Piccadilly Place, 8.15. Ordinary bus., and arrange

programme for sefison.

—

J. C. Birch.

Metropolitan C.B.A. -Oct. 15, Kclvcdon Hall. 8.

Washing exhibition, and business of annual : how.

Members please forward subs, that arc now overdue.

—H. F. Bowring.
, _ , . ,

Middleton C.B.S—Oet. 12. Old Boars Head, 8.1

Special meeting re back-end show. Election of

judge, also lecture by Mr. Schofield on The Canary)

In General. Fancfcrs welcome.—J. Hutton. ,

Nelson, Colne C.B.S.—Oct. 13, Mr. Fulton?, 117,

Every Street, Nelson, 8. Old show, etc.; important.)

Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.S.—Oct. 15, Shield’s Cafe, I

Bigg Market, 7.30. Special meeting, members show

business. Selection of judges, etc. Subs overdue..

Note change of meeting room— J. W. Reed.
.

Northern C.C—Oet. 14, Lockharts, 65, Grainger,

Street, Newcastle, 7.30. Granting of patronage tov
members’ shows applying—G. Dobson.

North London C.B.A—Oct. 14, Headquarters, 8.

Washing competition. Please note alteration of ad-

dress.—P. Jeffries, C, Holmdale Road, Stamford Hill,

Nottingham and Notts O.S.- Oct. 13 Mechanics-

j

Institute, 8.30. To receive sub-committees report

on holding an amalgamated societies’ members
j

Sl

Openshaw Gorton' C.B.S—Oct. 14, Alhambra Club-)

rooms, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Schedule, table,

show, judge, etc., subs, due.—A. W- Newton.

Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Head-,

quarters, 7. To consider the Welsh National Rhow.j

A lecture will be given by Mr. J. Challenger. J. 8..

J
°Raivtenstall and Dis. F.S.—Oct. 13, Mission Room,!

Hall Street, Rawtenstall, at 7.30. Cage bird showj

Fanciers cordially welcomed, and invited to become]

members.—H. Kershaw.
. . tt n \

Skinton C.B.S—Oct. 12, Friendly Societies Hall,

I

8. Arrangements for November show—E. GdL

South Moor C.B.S—Oct. 10, Mr. Oxley 3 Hotel, 7.)

Important. Schedules ready—G. F. Bates. v

Sawerby Bridge C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Wiiarfe Hotel. 1

Show for unflighted birds. Birds staged 7. Judge,]

Mr. W. Spencer, Hcbden Bridge—G. Mitchell.
j

Stanley (Victoria) F.F. and C.B.S—Oct. 11, Club-1

room, 6.30. Schedule for show, and a pen meeting]

at
Springburn

h
possil Park C.B.S—Oet. 1-1, Reid HalT.v

8. Lecture on British Birds by Mr. M. Crai 0 ,
andj

annuaT show business.—T. Penman.

Tong C.B.S—Oct. 13, Hand and Shuttle Inn, r.45.

,

Open show business. Open show subscription cards]

tn Vyp> hroueht in.—W. Walker.

Walton, Everton C.B.S.—Oct. 14, Priory Grove,

v

8
' W^n

Sh^W.le^ta?loc^
b
t°V-n’s

B
Tad, 7.30.]

Elephant and Castle,

Inn, 8. Subs, now due—H. Roebuck. . .

Wallsepd Mid-Tyne C.B.A—Oct. 14, S-ation

7. Very imnortant show business; member., please

come early as we have to be out at 9—C. G-recnwell.
J

V'ibsey C.B.S Oct. 10, Horse and Groom Inn 6.,

First old bird show. Judge, Mr. W. Taylor, Halifax.
;

Birds sta»ed at 6—W. Chapman.
Wingate F.S—Oet. 10 The Institute. 7. \ erj’im-

portant business regarding the show
,

ail fanciers

-within six miles’ radius please attend—.!, ourdett.

Yorks C B S Oct. 12, All Saints Schoolroom, 8.

Social'meeting, to try and arrange for an open:

show. Members please attend—V. Zimmerman

once more, when it can be rolled up, and, together

with the laths, stowed away for another winter s

US
ZEBRA DOVES (Notts County)—The description

of the male is sketchily as follows
;

^°nt p:

^
rt

head and throat, ashy-grev ;
hind part of

and head, reddieh (vinous). Tho general body

uPIGEONS
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeon9.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR & FEATHER
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen,

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners

nil 1 )’ Arthur’s "Budgerigars and Cockatiels^
fid.),

Arthur’s " Tarrots for Pleasure and Profit
_

('d ) ,

"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages (2/3) ,
Seeds,

Foods and lth'id rianls ” (1/2); Dr. Clarice s SeP ( 'c

or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding (3-ad.) ;,or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2Id. each): No. C ‘ Ailing Birds

and Ilow to Cure Them." No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

C^cs°Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 ” Gouldian Pinches,’’

No. 16 "Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot, N.
18 "Budgerigars." No. 19 "The Pekin Robin, No. -0

"WaxbiUs." °AU thoroughly practical “fd ’-sfraclmc;

Prices quoted are post tree from Cage Birds,

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
.

Colouring is brown and brownish-grey, more or less

barfed with narrow black lines, mostly confined to

the upper parts; breast, pale vinous, abdomen, pale

huffish-white. The hen is a little smaller than

the male and her hind head is less reddish than

GREEn'^AMAZON (G. Hille)—If the bird is

tame the sore at the side of the mouth should be

washed with a weak tepid s“lutl?" '^ then
Fluid, dabbed dry with a soft "

Imhtlv anointed with a little zinc ointment. l ut a

litrie honey and borax into the bird’s mouth once

or twice-daily ;
this can usually be done by putting

a little on the end of a stick which the bird m l

generally bite at when placed
ac-

but you’ll be able to arrange method yourself ac

cording to the demeanour of your particular bird.

Whatever is used it must be cleansed each time

before being put Into the paste. For three con-

secutive davs put one teaspoonful of Dinnefords

Magnesia in the drinking water, and then after a

week’s interval repeat the treatment ,
follow this

latter by putting half a teaspoonfulofhypophos-

nhates in the water daily for a montn or to

Diet- In addition to the seed mixture, supply such

extrao as shelled nuts, ripe fruit, stale crusts, bis-

cuits. Grit and cuttlebone must be continually

'n
W FLAT BIRD? ETC. (R.H.M.S.).— (1) It Is most

probably either a hen Weaver or Mbydah, or may

'»

DO&siblv be a young male out of colour. The

of many species of Weaver are so near

alike that they are very difficult to place, and,

almost impossible to define by a

unless such be of a very careful and compete

character. (2) Yes, it is now too late to put bird;,

outside and leave them out, unless they have come

from some outdoor aviary, where they have been

out all the summer. If birds (foreign species) are

put out later than mid-July, it is taking u^ue

risks to leave them out during the firet winter,

though if it be a mild one, they may survive.

POST MOMEMS,
Mr G Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-,

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon flea®
'

birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird; for reply,

direct 2s. 6d. ;
analysis, 21s. Subjects for post)

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with:

the dead bird. Send by letter-post ;
it is cheapen

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to|

ihe office of this paper will be thrown away, and lfi

a fee is enclosed the loss will bo the sender 3- ,

E. D. Ballard—Impaction of the proventiculus

and' bowels. Do not feed the parent birds on small

seed only :
give a little coarse oatmeal, white millet,,

and only very sparingly of canary seed. Allow plenty,

of coarse gritty sand. The trouble must be due t»

some aTor in feeding. ......
T H. Hartford—Bird was in perfect health, noS

slightest evidence of disease. Death occurred from

an injury to the head Under the black mark / ou
mentioned was a largo clot of blood, and the skull

was indented, both ante mortem occurrences.
,

J. C. O—Pneumonia, very acute. The liver waA
to a slight degree in a condition of fatty degener/

ation. Owing to tho necessity of careful examinav

tion, it would have been useless to you for the pur-i

pose required

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including. Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, &e„ to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a ccpy to*day, or send or Free Specimen to

"Health and Strength,” 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand. S.C., mentioning "C.B.”
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PEDIGREE pair Liverpool Oriciis 25/-, cxchungc
iliput Aquarium carps, 2/(1, a/0, do/,.; Monstre rat,

pair mice and cage, 1/-: 10, Mouq$vcrnon-rd..
Liverpool. 11801)

FOUR pure fired Ilrlndleil Greyhound puppies, 3

dogs, 1 'hit Hi. exchange Cnharhs ; sell 7/- each, 8

recks: 1. Need, 3, HmiUiVpa age, oil King-sl.,

r’enton, Mail (ihoi)

TWO Crcsthrrd cocks, also Crest, cock and Inn,

ood breeders; exchange either pair for E Mat

oprano cornet or sell £1 per pair; approval: 22,

I’xeter-st,, Taviotork. (1803)

HALF GALLON Oak Barrel, hrnss hoops, brass tap

'.it-li stand, complete, <'Xehafige Norwich or York-

, hires;
1 approval both way- William Mitchell, 4,

GtlUburn place, Kilmarnock. (IsOd)

.81,ASHING yellow variegated Norwich cock, grand

. a.i and neck, SO/-; model bull variegated hen, all

nullity . 12/; exchange detachable poultry house or

ajultry food: Laldlaw, Painter, l.anghohn, (180a)

NOTICE. Will give good exchange in Yorkshire,

-orwiefi, ami Border show cage- lor ( anurirs or

lilies, Goldfinches, or Itulltlnelus, or Foreign birds:

MeKei'iiid, (’age Manufacturer, thistle Douglas. (1701)

WHAT oilers in colour-red exhibition Yorkshires

or gent’s cycle in good running order, free wheel,

three speed gear, nice handle lairs; birds on appro

val first: Kinnear, Shoemaker, lluckhaven, Pifeshire.

Scotland. (1803)

SA 1,1*1 or exchange lovely spaniel bitch fo% good Sing

nig Yorkshire cock Canary, colour-fed pr f " red
:

.itch formerly belonged to colliery manager; Canary
•1 rst ;

approval; sell 12/0: AY ebb, Chapel-lane, C"

liflnith, Moll. (1£01 )

Mainly Foreign.
EXCHANGE beautiful King Blue fronted Amazon
Parrot for pony harness, or sell L‘3 with cage: Booth,
49, Bernard st., WoodviUe, Drrbv-'-hire. (180-1

)

FOR kale or exchange, hand-reared Jay, in full

feather and lit for show, ami cage, warranted talk-

ing, 10/ : English, 0, Fuulbourne-rd., Walthamstow.
REAL' good acclimatised Indian Parrot and cage,

.ood plumage, whistles, etc., 15/-, or -exchange any-
lung useful for motor cycle: Minikin, 115, Bradford-

t., Keighley. (1805)

HEN Blossom headed Parrakcet, 10/-; pair Califor-

nian Qufiil, 20/ ; three White, two Grey .lavas, 77-

:

three young cock Californian Quail, 4/- each; pair

Madagascar Lovebirds, 2/0; pair Ooekatiols, 10/-; 10

Yellow Budgerigars, •)/• pair; paiV Green, -L-: all citt-

loors, perfect, most of them he bred; what offers

n cash; or exchange, anything useful: Plumps, Boat
Builder, Bye, Sussex. (1801)

Miscellaneous.
’WO pairs Yorkshires, two Yorkshire hens, for

uiniature rifle: Palmer, Langford-rd., Wcston-super-
fare. (1804)

PAN ABIES, sale, or exchange anything useful;

high-class; no cards: Dean, 24, Chester-terr.,

Brighton. . (1805)

I’WO dozen pigeons, varieties, exchange good gramo-
phone and records: Morrison, Joiner, Factory Entry,
i.angholm. * (1805)

YOUNG Crossbreds, two cockerels, two pulleto,

mo Hamburgh, 8/C; exchange 'anything: Hutton,
Holbeaeb. (1S01)

SALE or exchange Canaries or other birds, baga-
telle table, gdod condition: Manager, Bird Storeo,

Wakefield. (1803)

ONE haralsojne pure Whippet pup, sell 7/0; or ex-

hango pair white ferreto: Gilmour, Double Row,
Kilwinning. ( 1802)
EXCHANGE smooth-coated sable Collie dog for

omraon poultry or cage birds: Savill, 25, Lea-rd.,

Waltham Gross. (1802)

EXCHANGE pedigree jet black Pom. for gent’s In

yclc; anything useful; sell £2: G. Walker, 55,

pieen-st.., Banbury. (1801)

EXCHANGE Canaries for oil stove or pair of scales,

ood condition only: Jopson, 13, Juno-st., Newton
Heath, Manchester. , (1802)

WANTED. Canaries, Budgerigars, or Parrots; ex-

hange i-plate stand camera, small hand ditto: 30,

ifmpire-rd.. Sheffield. (1806)

SIX years’ "Cage Birds Annuals,” twenty plat, s,

• irds perfect, -3. C lot; exchange: Pilbeam, 13, Garden-
,d„ Tunbridge Wells. (1802)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks or Norwich, for scrap
brass, copper, block tin : North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. ' (1807)

BROWN -horned Owl, reared from nest this year, in

-plendid condition, 10/-, or offero; exchange: Wilkin.
Hathersage, Sheffield. (1804).

EXCHANGE two new foreign show cages in case for

two hens, Norwich, or pair Borders: Huxtable, Car-
ington-ter., Barnstaple. ' (1801)
WINCHESTER air rifle, new, sale or part ex-
exchange bike: Worrell, Chureh-st., Anntield Plain.
26, Bridge st., Ledbury. (1804)

EXCH ANGE Belgian Hare doe (Swalesward’s noted
strain) for clap nets or sell 7/(5; approval: Glithro
Bros., Yaxley, Peterboro’. (1801)
WANTED, Roller or singing Canaries, good exchange

given with Black Magpie pigeons: Jas. Dodd, 25,

Devonshire-st., Sunderland. (1801)
EXCHANGE exhibition Snow Owl, very rare, for
two cock Mules, Canaries, or good Goldfinches

:

Oollishawr, Seacroft, Skegness. (1798)
22-BORE rifle, new condition, sell 12/0; exchange
pair yellow cock Siskins, large caps and bibs: Good-
fellow, Boots-buildings, Bervie. (1805)
EXCHANGE set dolls’ swinging boats for young
ock Canary; doll’s house for young roller cock:
Dimblely, Austin-st., Stamford. (1S02)

PLATED flve-cbambered revolver, 100 cartridges, cost

30/-; exc-hange Canaries, poultry, anything useful:
Harry Teat, Aneaster, Grantham. (1801)

LADIES' silk blouses, cream or white. 10/C; ex-

change Canaries or other live stock : Shopperton,
.41, Leyton-rd., Stratford, London. (1S0G)

LARGE Canary, full song, exchange gramophone
records; white rate, 4/- dozen: hedgehogs, I,'-: Pcrci-
val, 46, Burgess-st., Great Grimsby, (1801)

WANTED. B.R.C.C. Holler cock in song: exchange
pedigree Whippet bitch, grand specimen, winner:
Thomson, IOC, Mai fant-st.. C"'d :

rf ( 1 cn”1 '1

CHILD'S new liigii chair, oojiverlr, into rocker and
I

moves in msiCons : •'eh:'->m' him' : Shim” , " , l.
I

•s Ct., 6 H .. Weedon-st., Sheffield. ' (1807)
COCK Chaffinch, 2 cock n.mo.is, .3 trap .

- tore cays, f, ; exchange Goldies or Siskins:
Appleton. Wakefield -st., Gravesend. (1800)
EXCHANGE lad.v’o lever wristlet watch, perfect
imekecpi r. new, vain - 17/0. for birds: Jopson, 12,

Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1802'
RIPPINGII.LK’S Oil Oven, cost 25/-; Gladotone bag
vltb lock, key and 2 clasps ; exchange for birds,
ash. carp nter’s tcols: Mills, Crundal

,
Canterbury.

.14)0 II Norwich cock and cage, 7/-; exchange
poultry: good Roller, in song, anything useful:
Aides. 1. Chatbam-et., Southwell, Notts. (1790)

EXCHANGE six ivorino handled knivea ond six tea-
spoons, lor one cock or threo hen Canaries; nppro-
i.tl War-dcn, 175. St. Philips rt!., fibefllolo. (1807/

EXCHANGE Canaries ami Cage Birds book, now
condition, for pullets, non sitters, or sell 12/0; yours
llr-t: Revitl, Church Grcsley, Burton-on -Trent. (1800)
STACK of 12 eages and flight, as new, six sib

liens, cock (pink eyes). Goldfinch, Linnet, £2 10/-; or
exehanc byke ; Worrell, Church st., Annflcld Plain.

.
-

(1804)
B.S. A. Air Rifle. No. 2, kills 00 yards, sell £2 2s.;

or i xchangc Gouldlun Finches or other good Foreign,
approval both ways: George, 808, Hitehin-rd., Luton,
Beds. (1800)
ONE strong skip, suitable for football club, almost
new; also ono black and tan toy bred Pom. pup,
female; what oilers: Barlow, Railway Cottages, Con-
glcton. (1803)
TAME toy performing soldier monkey, £3, or
exchange Canaries or Aberdeen Terrier dog or
Manchester Terrier: Goldin, 120, Tib-st., Man-
chester.

1

(1800)
MILLER’S acetylene cycle lamp, cost 12/0; six-

chanihcred revolver; exchange Borders, good birds:
Warburton, 78, Ellcsmere-rd., Lower Walton, War-
rington. . (1803)
EXCHANGE lifgh-elass Y’oikdiires, Rollers, or

Brill'll for scrapbras**, copper, lend, etc.: W.
Wl/ifcley, Buck Wood Cottage, Thftckley, near
Bradford. (1801)
SEVERAL good 1014 Yorkshire cocks, 7/0 each;
wanted 2 silver watches, dress length, phonograph
and records; exchange: llallctt, 2, Whippingham-st.,
Brighton. (1709)
EXCHANGE combined chest expander and wall exer-

ciser, also pair of spring grip dumb-bells, for exhibi-
tion lizards or Yorkshires: Sntt.on, 41, Bennett-st.,
Long Eaton (1801)
INV1CTA Heating Stove, half-gallon size, good
condition: wanted steady Small Softbills or eage-
moulted Finches: Bennett, 253, Putney Bridge-rd.,
Putney, S.W. (1799)
EXCHANGE black Retriever bitch, 14 months, good
guard, quiet with children, for Roller cocks or Lin-
net nude cocks, or sell 15/-: John Morris, 29, Mont-
rosc-st., Blackburn. (1803)
PAIR of Roller Leipzig Cinnamon Canaries and two
compartment breeding cage, 10/0; or four pullets,

April hatched : T. Smart, 38, Haunchwood-rd., Stock-
ingford, near Nuneaton. . (1802)

SALE or exchange gent’s new 3-speed gear bicycle
for Norwich or Yorkshire Canaries, or cell £7 ; ap-
proval

;
particulars write: Sellars, 0, Guildford-st.,

Fairfield, Hebden Bridge. (1S00)

DRAWING room banging cage, new', cost 15/-; ex-

change cock Canaries ; two Crimean War medals, ex-
change for cock Canaries : Shufllcbotham, Royal Oak,
Hollingworth, near Manchester. (1805)

EXCHANGE exceedingly pretty Manchester terrier,

bitch, tw'o years, rich golden black tan, no white
markings, house trained, lovely companion, no vice,

sell, 12/6: Parr, 1, Middle-st., Notts. (1801)

WILL exchange a pen of White Wyandottes, April
hatched, good strain, three pullets and one cock-
erel. for outdoor bred breeding Budgerigars: Lister,

47, Southficld-ter., Addingliam, Ilkley, Yorks. (1803)

WILL exchange one pair of gent’s or ladies’ Sun-
day boots, or one suit length or dress length for

two cock Canaries in song, or five old hens or 12

hen Goldfinches : Cummings, 4, Richmond-ter.., Leeds.
SELL or exchange cock and three hen Canaries,
brass hanging’ cage, 22 Winchester rifle, powerful
air-gun, aleo smaller one, £2 10/- the Jot; or separate:
Harris, '33, Boughton-st., • St. Johns, Worcester.
WORTH notice: All (56) parts Cassell's “Canary
and Cage Birds,” illustrated,, very interesting ; 'aleo

all (51) parte “History of the World,” Harmsworth’s

;

exchange anything ; .
offers : T. Howarth, 43, Kirk-st.,

Bolton. (1804)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle tyres

and parts, jewellery, air rifle®, suits, etc., for all

kinds of livestock, birds, etc. ; genuine, honest deal-

ings only: Jopson, 12, Juno st., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (1802)

PAIR of clap nets, 15 yards by 6ft. Gin.; Lark net,

30 yards by 14ft., also clinking Black Whippet-Grey-
hound hitch, 4£ months; no time to train her; ex-

change for scrap metals or offers: F. Green, Cleaver-

lane, Ramsgate. (1800)

TWO white ferret®. 3/6 each ; brass mounted indes-

tructible Parrot’s cage, 7/-: brass Canary cage, 3/-;

five prize flying homers, rung, 7/6; wanted Gold-

finches, pure bred w'hippct: Rogers, Carming-st.,

Harwich, Essex. (1804)

EXCHANGE gent's silver albert, ladies’ ditto,

physical culture books, massage chair, gent's oxo-
dized watch, revolver and cartridges, pin fire, for

birds, pigeons, rabbits, fowls, any variety: Bannister,

24, Pendie-st., Burnley. (1803)

SALE or exchange thoroughbred wire-haired Fox
Terrier bitch, 18 months, exceptionally good finding

lost golf balls, price 50/-, worth £5 ; field, marino
glasses, or double-barrel gun wanted; approval wil-

lingly: Lilly Winthorpc, Skegness. (1798)

OLD-FASHIONED walking stick air cane, very

powerful, 35/- ;
breech-loader, 20-bore, splendid

workmanship, £1; exchange cock Canaries; offers,

approval; 2 pair® Black Magpie pigeons, 5/-; ex-

change .small F’oreign Seedeaters: Davies, 23,

Stafford Road, Newport, Salop. (1800)

WANTED cock Canaries, or anything useful, in

exchange for black retriever dog. 9 months old, used
to poultry and children, very sensible and under
control: A. Hibbins, 31, Prospect-st., Horbury Junc-
tion, near Wakefield, Yorkshire. (1798)

SELL or cxchango Master’s Voice gramophone and
records, gent's silver lever, violin, bow and ease,

stand camera, hand camera, 5 prize-bred Bantams,
for common chickens, rabbito, puppies, or anything

:

Gordon. Lighthurn, Shettleston, Glasgow. (1805)

T VRCIE buff Norwich cock, cost me £2; exchange
pair Scotch Fancies, auto-harp, two dozen golf balls,

repointed fishing rod, brass reel, old pewter teapot,

and four pewter measures; exchange singing cock
Canaries, any breed ; approval: 1>. Murray, Watch-
maker, Dingwall. (1798)

BADEN, strong built Airedale Irish terrier dog,

clean, healthy, 17 months, wire coat, keen guard,

game as tiger, hold li is own, quiet till set on, faith-

ful pal to his owner, kill, face water, sensible, good
all round, smart looking dog, 17/6, exchange Can-
aries: Whilkshaw, 8a, Hcrmit-st., Nottingham. (1792)

HEN Canaries. Doves, Parrakcet; offers, tweed
coating wanted: Murnlav, South-st , Axminster.
SALE or exchange Angora doe, all white, in kindle

for Belgian buck, and sale, show English buck and
2 does ;

exchange birds, Linn- 1, or Roller, cr Nor-
wich, and Ring-nocked Parrakect. new cage, com-
menced to talk, sell 14/-; yours first: George Lar-
rnouth, Plullipsons-buiUUngs, Flint Hill, Dipton, Co.

Durham. (1799)

UNDERWOOD'S REAL ARMY BOOTS.

3/6, 4/-, 4/0; newly repaired, suitable for heavy
work, also champion box-calf boots and shoes,
lady's 2 9. gent’s 8/6, birl’s 2/6, boy’s 2/6, youth’s

8/ . all sizes carriage paid.

UNDERWOOD, 36. York-st.. Holme, MANCHESTER.

COUNTRY ngente wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
snd foods, good commission : Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd T'nn/l-m

SHOPKEEPERS, send for my wholesale priee list

of birds, pottery, glass, tin ware, cage fronts, all

cage fittings, bird baths, etc.: Enoch Tams, Chtircb-
st., Longton. (1766)

Aquarium.
|

IQU'AKIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with
plants, rockery and fish, and much he pful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will he found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2id. post Have,
from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet st., London, ICC. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cycles.
WIIAT offers, gent’s cycle, Dunlop tyres, splendid

condition, sell £ 2 . complete: F. Fry, Hcpetoun House,
St. Werburghs, Bristol. '

(1803)
BARGAIN, seldom obtained, gcod gent’s bicycle,
guaranteed perfect running order, plating, enamel,
has new tyres, tubes, grand condition, .accessories

;

only 15/6, worth treble: Parr, 1, Middle-st., Notts.
(1.801)

j

Cavies.
1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 0d.:
Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1800)
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2£d., post free, from Cage Bums, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cats.
LOVELY pale blue kittens, 3 months, 15/- each,
or offer; approval, deposit; sire, Suffolk Rob Roy:
Guyott, Fordingbridge.
HANDSOME Blue Persian kittens, 2 months, ex-

tended pedigree, clean and healthy, like balls of wool

;

males 21/-,- females 15/6: Hunt, 270, St. Anns Well-rd.,
Nottingham. (1S05)

SMOKES for sale; Little John, 18 months old,
sired by Vanny of the Cottage ex Noah Darlint,
also his four kittens, copper eye®, all beautiful
coats, to good home; what offers?—Abbotsford,
Norbtlry-av., Thornton Heath.
JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A liignly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from eur Nutshell
agents, or 2id., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

j

Ferrets.

100 QUIET healthy working ferrets, from 3/-: Pear-
son's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1800)
TWO good young white, 3/C each; one adult bitch,
good worker, 5/-; approval: Norman, Carisbrook
Castle, Isle of Wight. (1804)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent ones ready to work, 3/6; younger,- 2/6, 3/-;

ten days approval; cash or deposit: Thos. Wannop,
Shortest., Carlisle. (1803)

I
Household - Furnl,ure*

Utensils, etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FF

BLANCHARDS FILLS
They are unrivalled for all Lauies' Ailments. Arc. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferim,'.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Pirrer Apple, Arc.

8old in boxes, 1/14. by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy \N hite’s
Branches ami all Chemist*, or pnst free, same pMe’e, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, OALSTON UNE. LONDON

Kennel Does for Sale.
Dogs lor Exchange.

WANTED litter puppies, pure or crossed: Dutton,
D unstable. (1799)
NOSELESS Brimlle Pekinese puppy, Ald.bournc

strain, 25gs. : Dr. Laurence, 40, Uxbridge-rd., Ealing.
( 1796)

WANTED. Toy puppies and adults with skill

ilioca.xc ; cheap for gash: W ilk-haw, 8a, lfoirnit-st.,

Nottingham. (1802)

RETRIEVERS, two healthy bitches, cheap, 18
weeks: Mrs. Molineux, Uight-st., Brotherton, Ferry-
bridge, York. (1804)
WIRE purchase litters of pure bred pups, also

crossbreds, and full grown dogs for immediate cash:
Harris, High-st., Ylewsley. (1802)
WANTED, exchange thoroughly broken Sheep Dog
to gun. .-beep, etc.; particulars,: E. Kcech, 20, Kast-
iille-rd.. Southend, Bedford. (1800)
MONSTER Newfoundland retriever puppies, two
months, make grand guards and companions; dogs
12 / 6

,
bitches 7/6: Stephens. West, Drayton. (1801)

TWO lilack Pom. dog puppies, four months, cham-
pions in pedigree, 30/ each, or part cash and ex-
change: ltollins. 252. Wolvcrhampton-rd.. Walsall. i

TWO jiowcrfuf Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each, bitch 5/6; make demon guards:
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-at., Bethnal Green.

(1806)
I OR sale, 5 crossbred Retriever dog puppies, 6
weeks old, 0/- each, worth double the price : Wilkes,
Hilly Fields No. 12, North Wingfield, near Chester-
field.

_
(130C)

NOTICE. Almost any variety, pure breed dogs and
puppies can be had at low prices and easy pay-
ments taken; state wants: McKcand, Scabrigtit,
Castle Douglas. (17!Tl)
TWO handsome pedigree Irtah-Tcrrior Bitch puppies,
bred from winning parents, approval anywhere, 15’*
each; exchange clothing, anything: Richards, Staf-
ford-aven., Bulwetl. xisoi)
RED and White Pekinese, 7 months, magnificent

co>t, lovely eyes, level mouth, real bargain, 50/-;
small Sable, 4 guineas; black l’orn. puppy, 10/6;
several toys cheap : Miles, Aviaries, Chichester. (1: 01 )

HIGHLY pedigree-bred tricolour Collie, bitch puppy,
10 weeks old, immense coat, frill, brush, well carried
cars and brush, white collar, clean, healthy, lovely
specimen, certain winner, 10/6; approval: printed
pedigree on application : R. Marshall, Hagworthing-
ham House, Lincolnshire. (1806)

" CARE of tin Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nut-.h II ngeflts. a list of whom are published
on page 4, dr 2(d., post free, from: " Cago Birds,”
161, Flee-t st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame -Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; dormico,

2 6 pair: Miss Ilosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1803)

EXHIBITION Mice, Cd.
;

rats, 1/- pair; all colours;
dormice, 3/0 pjair: Pearson’s Mouse Farm, Green-
wich. (1S00)

NATURAL HISTORY)
BIRD-STUFFING and Mounting, If-; Animal and
Fish-Stuffing, 1 / - ; illustrated catalogue; artificial

eyeta, taxidermist’s requisites, -stuffed birds, skins,
eggs, free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Dart-
ford. (1805)

Pigeons.
HIGH flying performing rolling tumblers, 2/0 pair:

Brain, 28S, Lichfield rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1798) •

WOOD Pigeons wanted, one or two steady birds,
apply : A. I). Reed, 95, Frant-rd., Tunbridge Wells.

(1807)
LOVELY” Fantailo from 2/- pair; fable pigeons:
Carneaux, Mondaines, Montaubons, etc., from 5/-;
Pearson/s Pigeon Farm, Greenwich.

PIGEONS, ' HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
"The Homing Pigeon" ; No. 8, "The Fancy rigeoa,”
post free 21d. each from " Cage Birds," 154, Fleete
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
RABBITS, any variety bought or supplied

; young,
sters wanted : Pearson’s .Rabbit Farm, Greenwich.
DUTCH rabbits : Having to leave our premises we
otter for sale eight does, splendid markings, black
and white, 12 months, by Hardnut and Gaybov, 51-

cach ;
will eend on approval on deposit system ; buyer

pay carriage both way®
;
pure black and pure breed

Lawson strain : Goad and Cunliffe, 20, Shakespearc-
st., Barrow-in-Furness, Lancashire. (!808)
“Profitable I’e.t Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30.

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2*d., post free, from Cage Bikds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with (lie hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1 /-, post free 1/l.j, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st.. T ondon. E.C.

Various.
PUBLICANS and others. For heel and cheapest

dart hoards write: Dutton, Dunstable. (1799)
TAME performing pet monkey, twelve months on
English music-halls, 25/- : exchange Parrot, anything

;

stamp reply: Cooper, 163. Princess-st., Manchester.
PHEASANTS for sale: Pair of Swinlioe’s, SO/-; pair

of Silver's, 20/-: Amherst cock. 10/-; two Golden
Pheasants, 20/-: Lewis, Corstorphine, Kydo, 1 of W.

(1804)

FREE, pocket rubber stamp of your same and
address, also particulars of money-making, spare
time employment: The Kichford Works, Snow Itiil,

London.
MORRIS Dancers' salve absolutely cores corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned: no c it

ting, 7
' cl

. ,
1/l.jd., agents wanted: 135, Marlboro’

-

st., E., Highto’wn, Manchester. (1799)

MOST handsome Flying Fox, a child can handle it.

with new large solid metni cage, 32/6; or exchange
birds; catchero please send your prices: Hobbs. 141,

King's-rd., Camden Town. N.W. (1802)

GRAMOPHONE: 'JP-ginnea handsome. ihornle-H.

inlaid Sheraton -cabinet, bright 4ft., record cup-
board, completely enclosed, on wheels; purchased
Apil; with records, £5 10/-: approval willingly:

3, Auliert Park. Highbury, London. (1802)

Primed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Carl, 154, Fleet

Street, by J. O. II.uimond and Co., Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London, E.C.
.
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GERMAN BUSINESS fob BRITISH BIRD BREEDERS:

THE POPULAR NORWICH PLAINHEAD CANARY.
THREE NOTABLE PRIZE-WINNING SPECIMENS PORTRAYED.

Variegated Yellow Hen, 2nd prize at Norwich

All-England Show, exhibited by Mr. J. J. Smith,

of Norwich.

Unflighted Buff, 1 st prize at Dover Show
for Mr. F. Pilcher, of Walmer.

Variegated Buff, 1st prize at the Crystal Palace

for Mr. J. McAndrew (Wigan), and claimed

at £7 7s.

|

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words

6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made iu advertisements, nor ol

the boiia-iides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ol ojir

Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should ba made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

lido name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate ot Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should he sent to the .advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, Lon (Ion.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Full Rules, sec issue of Sept. 26.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
istahlished stock for a week or ten days, until by
dieir condition they establish the fact that they are
horougltly heal, iiy.

APPLIANCES
HOT WATER coil, gas or oil, 8/6; bargain: Joseph
iawkea, 30, Dcacon-st., Walworth. (1810)

THREE doz. standard Border Fancy show cages,

Id. each: 140, SaltwcE rd., Gateshead, (1813)

BIRDLIME, the best that can be got, 7d. carriage
paid: A. Leitch, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (1783)

DEALERS; Sin, Finch cages, open wire sides, wood
tops, 4/0 dozen: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B.
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds,' Canaries : L. Latham, Designer," King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex.
A LOT of breeding cages, various sizes, from 8d.

to 2/0, or an oiler for lot ;
no approval : G. Slade,

61, Lavender Hill, London. (1816)

200 double-compartment trap cages to clear at
reduced prices; only 9d. each, 3 for 2/-.—Osborne,
Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1817)

INCREASE your income; bird-catcliing outfit com-
plete, 1/2; 6d. Book of Secrets free: Dickinson, 10,

Victorian!., Holbeck, Leeds. (1810)

NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1 3 each, six for 0.6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border and
British, all 1/4 each, eix 7/6; enamelled drinkers fid.

dozen; travelling cases for two cages 3/-, three 4 /-,

four a,
1

-; illustrated list, stamp: Ross, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. (1813)

RACK of 12 cages and fittings, as new, 18 x 18 x 10,

21 •; 20 other cages for sale, cheap: giving up the
Fancy : Howarth, 22, Lancashire-st., Newton Heath,
Manchester. (1804)

BARGAIN parcel—SO straight tinned wires, 30in.

long, 12 planed pine bars, 36in.; drilled 9-16, gift,

perching
;

the lot for 1/6: Osborne, Dudley-rd.,
.Wolverhampton. (1817)

BOX cages, fancy cages. Roller cages, breeding
cage, cage fittings, egg mills, seed mills, show
cages, seed boxes, cage fronts wire, punched bars

;

see my price list
;

trade supplied : Enoch Tams,
Church-st., Longton. (1811)
NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped, three-
compartment, drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft.

high, fitted with sand bottoms, perches, 2 wire mov-
able partitions, etc., 10.6, worth 40/-; approval:
McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

Upon the prevention of disaases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
from CAGE I’lilDS, 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

EXHIBITORS, strictly club pattern show cages,
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 3.'-, six 10/-; sliding front Finch show cages,
beauties, 2/6 each ; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/0,

3 cages 4/6, 4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every
description. Note: No cheap rubbish made; state
requirements: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas. (1817)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire : Cartw right, 83, Yallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
mll, Notts. (1776)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS.
Best hand-planed boards. Sin. 2 4, 9in. 2/8, Iftin.

3/-, 25ft.; Sin. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, loin. 6/9, 50ft.;

Cheaper quality, Sin. 3/8, 9in if-, loin. 4/8, 56ft.;

cage sets, 18in. by loin, by loin 2/2, 36in. by
16in. by lOin. 4/3; oval perching, 1/3 50ft: stamp
for list all appliances: Stanton, Bootbfield, Win-
ton, Patricroft. (1816)

«J ABSOLUTE ECONOMY.
By using my registered "Little Wonder" Husk-
Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed, 6/10

and 8/10, or particulars free. Show Cages, for Im-

mediate use, 1/6 each. XXX Birdlime, strongest in

existence,'4d., 6d., 1/- tins, post free. One trial will

test truth of this claim. Thousands testimonials.

Catchers, Note This:

"Northampton, Oct. 12, 1014. Send mo another

tin of Birdlime, as I found other much better than

any I have ever used previously; it is much stronger

and cleaner.— L. Crigg.” (Cun you have better

proof than this? One trial will convince any user.

—W.R.)
W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

12 BY 12 OR lO CAGE FRONT8
3/. dor..; 16 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, 6/-;

non-splash baths and frames, 5/6 doz. ;
birdlime, 2d.

boxes, 1/4 dor..; 6d. 4/- doz.; seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-

doz. ; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/-; wholesale price list post free:

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King st., Longton. (1811)

(1814)

PUNCHED .BAR CAGE FRONTS
All made by practical workmen,

-

with best unrust-

able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/0 dozen ;
14

by 12, SJd., 3/- dor..; 10 by 12, 4<L, 3/4 doz.; 18 by

12, 4 J d . , 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.
;
24 by 12

-or' 14, tld., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

lor punched bars, tinned wire, baths, ncstpans,

linings," net traps, clap-nets, and cages, of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free: .1. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. ( 1617

)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (tnu(e only); Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

Walsh’s Original Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, jib. 7d., Jib. 1/-,

11b. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1817)

Punch Bar Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts have many imita-

j

tions, but no equals
;
wire fronts, 12 x 12, 6d. each,

•5/- doz. ; 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/- doz. ; 18 x 12, 9d. '|

each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.; any size

or shape mads to order; best quality punched bars,

48in., If- doz.; tinned cage wire, cut in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 141bs. 3/0; solder 1/- lb.;

round or fiat nosed bending pliers, 1 /-; cage-maker’s
wirecutters, 2/-; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2in. 2/0,

2Jin. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6 doz.; tin baths, 6d., 9d.,

1/-, 1/6 eaeli
;

tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6/- gross; zinc

drinkers, 1/- doz., 8/- gross; egg and bread mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; metal ^eed mills, 1/6; trade sup-

plied; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. ’ (1817)

PARR NORTH R? WORKS BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCESFDRFANGIEftS,

NEST PANS, DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS.'
FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST ECCS,

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS. 60 SIZES & PATTERNS.
,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

1
FOODsTj

THISTLE seed, freshly gathered, 3/0 per lb.: W.
Clark, 69, D.yke-rd., Brighton. (1815)
ALIVE white gentles, 1,000 3d. post paid ; alive

insectivorous food, 1/- pound, post paid: Stapleton’s
Bermondsey. (1812)
FOR sale, splendid bird colouring, sis. used for Nor-

wich birds, price 3j- a lb.; apply: C.M.A., Thedding-
worth, Rugby.
GIANT privet berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural

food, 130 large ripe bunches 1/-, post free: Mrs.
Teat, Ancaster Heath, Grantham. (I860)

BAKED wasp grubs, 0d., 1/-, 2/- packages, free; one
of the largest stores in Europe: Torpy, Naturalist,
Bradford. (1784)
LIVE White Gentles, 1,000 8d., 2/6 lb.; new
cleaned Ants’ Eggs and Dried Flies, superior quality
2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-; Walsh’s Insectivorous Food for all

delicate, Soft-bills, 1/6 lb., Slbri. 4/-; Lark and Thrush
Food, 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-: Walsh, Bird Specialist,
Blackburn. (1817)
FRESHLY gathered wild seeds ;

Rowan berries,
large boxes, 1/-; Hardheads, boxes containing about
300, 1/-; Maple Seed, Teazel, Charlock, Plantain,
Dock, and mixed wild seed, all 6d quart, 1/9 gallon,
3/- peek. . Pecko. the best conditioner known for
all British aeedeaters. 2/• lb., sample 2d. : Walsh;
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1617)

“M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD 8ANDS
Rare quality, ewt. 3/G, half cwt. 2/3; carriuge paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bcarsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 . cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit
Co., Grimsby. (1186)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER.
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b, Canister, 2/-j 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (22Ibs.), 30/. each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixtcn, London.

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

special illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-'st., Longton, Staffs.

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at

prices consistent with highest quality ; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fact, 1 send everything I sell on approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-

represented by me, or that a better article! may be
purchased elsewhef© at anything like the same
money, my goods may be smashed up or destroyed

in any manner, and 1 undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase . money. Clap nets, made from
superfine Jin. mesh netting, 3 yards long, 5/ feet

deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-;

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards. 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-;

9 vards, 10/- ;
10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of

above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lanes, ready for immediate use.

Loose netting, specially knitted for bird catching,
same as used in above nets, Jin. mesh, 7. feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 18 feet deep, 5d.

yard" Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10- feet
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net
traps, 24 by IS ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.

each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard, and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may be used inside them if desired

;

single trap cages. 6d.; double ditto, 1/-; treble ditto,
1/3 each ; the above trap eages all have separate
compartment for call bird in addition to traps
stated. Patent self-setting and .self-acting trap
cages (peg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/0 each

:

genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime
made, guaranteed to catcli and. hold any bird to
Rook size in every weather, Jib. 6d., Jib. KkL, lib.
1/6, sample 3d.: all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete ; flirt pegs, 8d. each,
post free ; absolutely everything required by catchers
always in stock

; send stamp for complete iist, which
also gives hints oif net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his
living with articles supplied by me, and wliat they
think of them the following letter will show:—“Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept 9.—
Sir,—Last season 1 caught 400 cock- Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the season, and every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied by you. T have had other nets for 16 years,
but they are useless compared with yours.• I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I

can in any other I have (and I have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours aro
the best that are made, -and not only best but
cheapest. .1 shall want another in about a week.—
Yours, J.'C. Bail.” (Mr. Ball claims to he the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), so ho certainly knows what ho is

talking about.—W. Gore.) The- above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer £10 to any-
one that can prove that this or any other testi-
monial T have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited. (1817)

W. Gopg,

N

et*Maker. Gooch-st., Birmingham

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
|

“CANARIES, Hybrids and British Birds.” by John
Robson, cost 25/-; weight 51bs., as new; .accept 15/-,
or good Roller Canaries; must be singing: McEwen.
SOS, Barking-rd., Plaistow. (1813)
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 87G post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

[medicines.
I

MAGNET Asthma Cure: the most’ reliable cure
for Asthma, Wheezing, Colds, and all affections of
the throat and lungs, 7d. bottle, post free: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. * (1817)
PANNASS1XA prevents -and -cures wheezing, colds,

diarrhoea, loss of eong, grand* winter tonic and
during moult, tins, id. and* 1/2; forty years’ repu-
tation : Hammond, 193b, Ardgowoti-rd., Cat-ford,

London. (1805)

DITCH FIELD’S MEDICINES
are perfectly safe, and can be fully relied upon;
they aro used by most leading fanciers, and are
supplied to Lite London Zoo; we guarantee to re-

turn full money if our medicines fail to do as we
advertise; Ditchlield’s Tonic Drops, are a guaran-
teed cure for -soft moult, slow moult, not singing,

going light, feather plucking, and inflammation of

the bowels, 7s., 171, and 2J- bottles; Ditchfield's

Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis, wheezing, and
hoarseness, the most reliable, medicine for chesL
and lung affections in cage birds, 7_d., 1/1, and 2,-

bottles; Ditchfield’s Famous ltevivo, for constitu-

tional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic for

birds after moulting, 7d . 1 /-, and 'll- bottles;

special offer: wo will send two 7d. bottles of any

of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or

two 1/1 • bottles for 1/9, three for 2/0; the 1/1

bottles aro treble the 7d. size; all medicines post

freo per return ; also two valuable* tseed recipes,

How to Feed Linnets and Rollers for song, given

free to purchasers of our medicines; Frank Ditcli-

Qcld, Bird Specialist, Oldham, ftKUJl

|
BRITISH BIRDST]

\
Hardbills. ]

WARRANTED cock Linnets, If- dozen; Larks, 2/<r;
John Biggs, London-rd., Dunstable. 1811)
WANTED, Goldfinches and* Bullfinches by the doz.:
T. L r<7*n . 22, St. Michael-st., West IJromwich. (1815)
GOLDFINCH, Linnet, Redpoll, dear-moulted, ready
to show; price: E. Tams, Church-st., Longton." (1811)
SCORCHING hot-led Greenfinch cock, show cham-
pionship quality, 7/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich.

(1814)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets 3/- doz.; hens, 1J-\
no waiting lor P.O. : Rutter, Dealer, Littleport.

(1814)
GOLDFINCH, pick of over 100, a beauty, 51-

;

also
line Bullfinch 2/G: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Long-
ton. (1811)
PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and

fittings, 3/- each; two 5/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres,
N.B. (1813)
SIBERIAN Mealy Redpoll, cage moulted, big size,

finely laced, certain winner, 7/6: Cooper, Judge,
Norwich. (1814)
SCOTCH Linnets, size, colour, and typical, 1/- each,

three 2/6: Alexander Chalmers, 21, Kyd-st., Arbroath,
Scotland. (1805)
SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6; h£hs, 9d., caged

•month; send nearest station: Green, Baxter-row,
Dereham. (1815)

FORFARSHIRE cock Linnets, 8d. each, four for

2/-; selected birds, 1/- each: C. Boath, 34, Prior-

id., Forfar. (1813)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, well on seed, 1/9 a
doz., 14 to doz: \V. Morlcy, 23, Bexhill-rd., East-
bourne, Sussex. (1815)
WARRANTED cock Linnets and Larks, 2/6 doz.,

genuine, cash with order: R. Wiseman, 142, Farley-
rd., Luton, Beds. (1816)

WOODLARKS, as caught, 18/- per dozen; two inu

song, 2/0 each; approval, deposit: Squire, 2, Dia-
mond-rd., Exeter. (181*4)

TWO hen, Bulls., laid in cage; cock Greenfinch;
all house-moulted; exchange Finches: Price, Dane-
st., Merthyr Tydvil. (1803)

LOOK, Look! Large Yorkshire cock Linnets for.

show or contest, 3.- dozen: William Sparkes, 6,

Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1815)

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks, 1/6, 2/-,

and 2.6 each; hens, 6/- doz.: Wm. Cook, 06,

Kiteheuer-rd., Ipswich. (1795)

BUGG. Birdeatcher, lloibeach ;
red-breasted Lin-

nets, well on seed, three 1/-, 3/- dozen, no waiting,
same address 48 years. (1817)

COCK Goldfinch, full colour, real gem, 2/6; house-
mouited cock Goldfinch, breed Mules, 3/6: Mc-
Naughton, Alne, Yorks. (1815)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 13 to dozen, 2/-; cock
Greenfinches. 1/- dozen: Hobden, Ivy Cottage, Win-
chelsea-rd.. Eastbourne. (1811)

LINNETS", splendid lot to select from, 1/6 each, 2
for 2/6; satisfaction guaranteed: Dewar, Kildean
Cottage, Prip-rd., Stirling. (1796)

COCK Goldfinches, 1/6 each ;
hens, 6d. ; cock Lin-

nets, 2/- doz.; cock Chaffinches, 3/- doz.: R. Fenn,
The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (1818)

COCK Goldfinches 2/- each; hen Goldfinches 9d.

;

two cock Linnets, hen Bullfinch, 9d. each: Exton.
Newtown, Easton, Stamford. (1817)

EXTRA large double-compartment trap eago and
trained Finch call-bird, the lot only 1/3: Osborne.
Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1817)

MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches, 5/-

cwt., 2/9 half ewt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (1814)

NEST of four grand Hawfinches, April hatched,
12/-; parents of same, 6/-: Mills, London-rd.,
Downham Market, Norfolk. (1815)

THREE exhibition H.M. Lcssers, what offers 1914

birds, 2 Twites, F. and H. moulted: MacC'allum,
Fort. Willianj, Inverneishire.’ (181ST

COCK Linnets, warranted best selected Norwich
type, 31- dozen: Edmonds and Edmonds, Whole-
sale Naturalists, Eastbourne. (1815)

COCK Linnet, hen Bullfinch, 2/-; cock Greenfinch,

hen Bullfinch. 16; cock Bullfinches, 2.’-; liens*, 1/-:

Renter, Undercliffe, Pickering. (1812)

SPECIAL notice, 1 have a few exceptionally good
young cock Goldfinches for sale, 2,6 each : Ellis,

Boot Manufacturer, Welshpool. (1617)
' CONTEST secrets to make Linnets and_ Larks fierce

sing anywhere, with wings down, price 7d.: Shaw, 7.

Poplar-terrace, Zoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1618)

ENGLISH Goldfinches, cocks as big as Russians,

2/-, 2/6 each; hens, 1/- each, 3 for 2/-; on approval:

W. Gardner, 67, St. Stephens-rdV, Preston. (1818)

CHAMPION Brambleflnch cocks, colour-fed. superb

markings, colour, size, spanglings, win keen competi-

tion. 5/-. 7/6, 10/-: Cooper, Judge, Norwich.

LOVELY nutbrown rose red-breasted cock Linnets.

SI- dcz., six 1/9. 4 doz. 11/-; hens, Od. doz., postcard

before birds: Bert Coote, 16, Windmill-st., Luton,

Beds. (1813)

"WARRANTED cocks, Linnets. 2/6; Chaffinches,

3 /-; Yellowhammers, 3/-; Redpolls, 2 Green-

finches, 1] doz.; Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham,

Cambs. (1818)

BULLFINCHES,— Bullfinches, Bullfinches, well on
seed, and plenty in stock; cocks, 1/3, 1/6; hens, 9<L

and 11- each; good birds: Alcoek, 52, Pefirce-rd.,

Ipswich. (IKIj)

NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets, for chow or song: prices low, easy pay-

ments taken; approval: McKeand, Seabnght, Castle

Douglas.
. T -

TWO lino specimens of ionque F.M. cork Linnets,

\1 .size markings, colour, tractable birds, a/- each,

bird first; approval: 69, Rawson-rd., Scaforth.

Liverpool.
(1814)

TO catchers: Two 1I.M. Linnets, 4/- each, two

H.M. Goldfinches, 6.’- each; variegated Goldfinch

Mules, Finch song, 7/*: Worrell, Cliurch-st., Anjji-

' GOOD Goldfinch call bird and two-compartment

trap cage, 1/9 the lot : cock Chaffinch or cock Lin-

net? and trap cage, 1/6: Button, 130, Hythe^L,

CATCHERS^ double compaTtmertt trap cage, call

bird i/ Linnet, Redpoll, Greenfinch, with cage,

i /. each;’ good call birds: Smith, 232, Grango-rd.,

PI i i stow Essex, (lpi'ij

EXHIBITION Brambleflnch, excellent bird, colour-

foil fit for keenest competition; also Mealy Redpoll;

approval; stamp, particulars: Sergeant ‘’orstcr

Cockerton. Darlington.
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Nightingale, finger-tame,

sting well before moult, will take anything from

hand, ’price? 26/-
: .

F-_ Bent, Confectioner, 8, Glass-.

>z.Y ^Linne t s', 'Red poll s ,
Greenfinches. Yellow-

er*, Chaffinches, fid. pair: William Fenn, Beck
XI iLrlx.lt !1 1 1 Suffolk.

house st., Nottingham. Ti„ - ...

ONE dozen well mixed birds, 1/- doz., end. Linnets,

2/- doz.
hammers, ...

Row, MttdenhaU, Buffo k.

BULLFINCH ES, cocks, 1/3, 16. «' •*
<j

<;•
.

,

hens, IK. two W) La
alLbWs

(1814'

il before

sent out; numerous testimonials’. Oliver Harson,

10, Thomas-et., Leicester,
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BROWN Linnets; Linnets, warranted rooks, hard
on seed, nil red-breasted, plenty In stock, no wuil-

injr, «!i dozen, tj- half; dealers supplied: lloskin,

6, Archer-terrace, Plymouth. (1811)

GOLDFINCHES, 1/0, 2/-, eoeks; liens, 9d. ; Hull-

finches, cocks, 1/0 ; one lit to show, 2/6: Linnets, 9d.,

1/- ; Redpolls, i>d.. three tor 1/-; prlco list free:

Enoch Turns, Church ot., l.ongton. ( IS 1 1

)

NOTICE, good sound reil breasted cock Linnet and

v cull cage, 1/8 ;
show birds, 2/5 and 2/6; soino would

want double: L. Haywood, 3, N evil le -grove Mea-
dows, Nottingham. Est. 45 years. (1815)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/0. 2/-; picked one for

showing, 2/6; hens, l)d. : linllllnrhcs, 1/-, 1/6 cocks;
hens, !>d.; Redpolls, 8<l. : Linnets, (id.; price list

free: Enoch Tains, Churrh-st., London. (178-1)

BRAIN, Aston. Birmingham, 2S8, Lichfleld-rd.

:

warranted cock Linnets, singing, 1/- ; fresh Linnets,
three 16, six 2/6, 4/- do/..; cock Goldfinches, 1/0;

cage* cheap; Chaffinches, 1 /- |>air; list 6tamps:
(1739)

GENUINE young British Bullies cocks, 1/6, 2/-;

hens, 1/-. 1/6; Goldies, cocks, 2/- ;
licrio, !/ ; in large

outside aviary; grand condition and feather: F.
Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell, Chipping Norton.

(1812)

EXHIBITION cock Linnets, 6d., 8d. each, dealers

S/6 do/.; cocks, no hens, breeder's cock Goldfinch,

hen Canary, -1/6; cock Linnet, hen Goldfinch, 1/0;

genuine: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st., Scarborough.
(1814)

BARGAIN, dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, 2 - do/.., well on
seed ; approval if not satisfied ; money returned

:

trade supplied: Dickson, Upper JJnion-st., Dunstable.
(1817)

NOTICE, fanciers aud dealers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/-

doz. : approval, if not satisfied money returned;
trade supplied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

(1817)

HAND-REARED cock Bullfinche.s. Goldfinches, 2 /-,

hens 9(1. ; cock Linnets, l/-; Hawfinch cock, 5/-;

Greenfinches. 1 -; Yellow Buntings, 2/-; Corn Bunt-

ings, 3 - pair: Miss Uosey, Rosemary House, East-

bourne. (1815)

GOLDFINCHES, very handsome pair, 2/-; Linnets,

very handsome pair, 1/-; Chaffinches, very hand-
some pair, 1/-; warranted male and female in each
pair; address. Bird Stocker, 4, Alma-rd., Shorn-

clift'e Camp, Kent. (1803)

CATCH you own.—Large double-compartment trap
cage, call bird, small tin lime, 1/2 lot, 3 for 3/-;

Redpoll, Linnet, Greenfinch, or Lark in new cage,

only 1/-; trade supplied; British: Bannister 24,

Pendle-st., Burnley. (1811)

BIRDCATCHERS' nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

all 6ft. deep ; poles, irons, pull line pegs, flirt peg,

and doz. braces sent with every set
;
send stamp for

sample of netting and illustrated list: Ross, Net
Makers, Forres, N.B. (1813)

PAIR clap nets, about 7 yards long, all complete,
and four eock Goldies, used catching, accept 25s.

;

also three Goldfinches, caged five wpeks, nearly full

song, SI- each : what offers : 5, Esperanto-terrace.
Cherrvhinton, Cambridge. (1811)

C. PRIOR will part with the following choice
liouse-moulted specimens, ready for immediate ex-

hibition: Goldfinch, Linnet, Siskin, Lesser Redpoll,

Greenfinch, Chaffinch ; state wants, enclosing stamp :

Hill Farm, Ropley, Hants. (1797)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

—I have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;

postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 31-

:

Harry
Cope. 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1817)

LOOK. Look, Look !—Linnets, Linnets, Linnets !—

I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South ; war-
ranted cooks, well on seed, 3/- dozen ; all kinds of

British always in stock; dealers supplied: Chris.

Hatton. 31, Richmond-st , Brighton. (1811)

WINNERS; moulted birds, perfect condition; can
win in the keenest competition; Linnet 30/-, Green-
finch 20/-, Chaffinch 30/-, Mealy Redpoll 20/-, Lesser
Redpoll 12/6, hen Bullfinch 12/6, Linnet M ile 35/-;
approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1817)

GOLDFINCHES and Linnets, dark brown cocks,
3/6 doz., 2 doz. 0 0; Goldfinches, cocks, 1/0, 2/-, 2,6
each: hens, 3 for 2/-; only a few Goldfinches, as they
are very scarce here ; the old catcher, 20 years

:

Gardner, Garstang-rd., North Wesham, nr. Preston.
(1817)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/6, 2/- each; one extra
good, full colour, 3/6; hens, 9d. each, 6/- dozen;
Linnets, cocks, 8d. each, 4 6 dozen; specially se-
lected, 1 ’-, 1/0 each; Redpolls, 6d. each, 21- dozen:
J. Pitehford, British Bird Expert, London-rd., Stoke-
on-Trent. (1793)
I HAVE the best treble trap cage ever seen, all

punch bar top's, 2/- each ; send each after you see
one; North-country Linuets, Larks, Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Yellowhammers, auy quantity, 31-

dozen
;
warranted cocks, specials, thre'd for 2/-: Ash-

ton, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. ’ (1812)
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds ie found in “Nutshell No. 1.’’ Feeding, hand-
rearing. and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2-Jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fieet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)
SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit
if you follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 22,”

«d. post free, from Cage Burns, 154 Fleet-st.,
London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

EXHIBITION Siberian Goldfinch, house-moulted,
grand blaze and markings, lovely colour and condi-
tion, 35/- : exhibition Linnet, house-moulted, sound
colour, full of pencilling, grand shape, 25/-: two good
birds, new show cages included: G. E. Weston, 42,
Lewisham-rd.. London, N.W.
COCK Goldies, 1/6; hens, fid.

; picked cock Linnets
9d., two 1 '3

; cock Linnet, bred Mules this season,
5/C; Linnet Mules, cocks, 7/-; Goldfinch Mules,
Finch note, 6/-; Redpolls, 3 for 1/-; *hen Bullie,
laid fertile eggs in cage. 3/6; good eock Nightin-
gale, 10.-; approval: Lecson, Montagne-st., Rush-
den. (1813)
LINNETS. Linnets!—Our Southdown birds are the
best songsters in England

;
grand nut-brown cocks

in pink of condition, six for 2/- or 3/6 a dozen;
hens 1 - a dozen: dealers supplied; all birds are
carefully packed for any distance

; the old firm
; 14

years same '.address : C. A. Paine, The Bird Stores,
Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1S17)
CONTEST Linnet, will sing anywhere, day or
gas-light, learnt under my wonderful champion
(cup winner), only 2/6; also a few with -extra loud
voices, suit catchers or time singers, 1/- ami 1/6
each; singing cages Gd. and 1 /-; approval will-
ingly; cash or deposit: Fred Allen, Linnet Cham-
pion, 150, Forter-st., Hull.

(1817 )VERY large British coc£ Goldfinch, can win in
keen competition, with show cage, - only 7/6- also
one bit small, on mad song, suit catcher, 3/0; box-m oil Ited eock Linnet, on fierce song, 4 '6

: very large
well pencilled cock Linnet, tip-top exhibition bird
with chow cage. 4/5; Un-Man Bullfinches, aviarym.dt
A

or liens
'K'.'-st,, 3u!i,

4/6 each: Dav, The
(18H)

SCOTCH cock Linnet*, lovely pencilling, threo for
2/0, or 1/ each: U. Cobb, Welllngton-placo. Mont
rose, Forfarshire. (1810)
EXTRA giant Peartree cook Goldfinch, with deep

square cut blaze, nicely buttoned, richly tanned,
finger-tame, cun win, a]-; also one of the best
under wires, a Palace winner, 5/6; ulso a nice lot
oil full -song, showing good colour, 10, 2/-, 2/0
each: Norwich lypo cock Linnet, perfect in size,
markings anil colour, finger tame, a gem, 2/0, and
giant young cock Greenfinch, l /-

; approval with
pleasure : Fred Allen, 156, l orter-st., Hull. (1817)
GOLDFINCHES caught in bur own orchards, most

beautiful specimens, richly coloured and largest I

have ever seen, many of them singing nice, 1/6, 2/-
cach ; a few with extra rich colour and deep square
out blaze, 3/-, 3/6; giant eock Linnets, 1/- each, 3
fbr 2/-. or 6 for 3/6; I let all bad coloured and sinutl
ones fly ; send cash to Editor if you wish ; any on
approval: Keeper, c/o, Mrs. Leighton, New Cot-
tages, Melton Brough, Yorks. (1817)
LINNETS! linnet©!! Linnets!!! Own caught,
trained contest oi tigers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid hare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
ztormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with eautiong there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell " at once.
No. 2, price 2)d. post free from " Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet Street. London. E.C.
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets! Southdown birds; the
nicest lot ever caged; all clean moulted and in song;
without a doubt the best in England ; "rand F.td-
breasted cocks, nutty brown backs, well spangled,
six tor 2/-, or 3/6 dozen, three dozen, for 9/-; also
few large Peartree cock Goldfinches, full brilliant
colour, 2/- each, three for 4/6; hens 7/- dozen;
ail well on seed; sex and satisfaction guarantied
or money returned: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores,
Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1867)

BRAIN, ASTON,
Birmingham. 285, Lichfieid-rd; cock Goldfinches, 1/8;
eock Linnets, 8d., six 2/6; eock Larks, singing, 1/-.

GIANT SCOTCH. THORN LINNETS
Grand large cocks, been caged G weeks, singing,

1 - each ; a few birds, extra large, superb in colour
and markings and ready for exhibition. 2/- each;
cages, 3d : approval : Edwin North, 443, Manchester-
rd., Bradford. (1818)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-;
dozen 12/-; Linnets, 8d., 1/-, dozen 4/-; Larks, 6d.,
dozen 3/- ; Mules, Canaries, 5/-

;
show specimens

;

Siskin, 5/-: Yellow Hammer, Greenfinch, Chaffinch:
Irwin's Aviaries, Lurgan. (1794)

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
Two exhibition Hybrids for disposal, latest cross
between Redpoll and Siskin; offers wanted; apply:
David McMillan, Tunnel House, Foyers, N.B. (1810)

EXHIBITORS!
Yellowhammers, Reed Buntings, Chaffinches,

Linnets, Redpolls, Greenfinches, 1J- pair; speci-
ally selected large cocks with perfect mark-
ings for show, 1/- and -1/6 each ; two house-
moulted, Bramblefinches, one Chaffinch, one mealy
Redpoll, 3/6 each; approval, deposit: Bert Onions,
Bird Dealer, Upper Rushall-st., Walsall. (1817)

Warranted Cock Linnets
Linnets.—Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
seed, fit for showing or singing competitions, 3/6
dozen, or four dozen for 12/-; special picked birds,
fit for showing or muling, 1/- each, three for 2/6;
hen Linnets, l 1/- dozen; FngH (h cock Goldfinches,
in full colour, 16/- dozen; special selected birds,
full song, 2/6 ejich or three for 6/-; hens, 8/-
dozen ; no Irish rubbish ; dealers write for lists

:

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-ph, Bethnal Green,
London. (1817)

TO DEALERS
Warranted red-breasted eock Linnets, ail hard on
seed. 3/6 doz., 4 doz. 12/-; warranted cock Gold-
finches, in massive colour, hard on seed, 18/- doz.;
no waiting, plenty in stock: Enock Power, 91,
Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

GRAND CHANCE
1914 English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, six

7/-; specially selected for showing, muling, singing,
- -

,
2 6, three 4/6, six 8/-, 15/- doz.; hens, 1/-, three

2/6. 6/- dcz.
; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., three

1/6, six 2/3, 4,'- doz.; selected for showing, 1/-, three.

2/6; large cock Larks, 0d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/6 doz.;
Redpolls, 6d„ three 1 -, six 1/6, 2/6 doz.; best bird-
lime, 7d. (lb., 1/- 41b., 1/8 lb.; postage free: Matt
Hopkins, Bird Specialist and Cagemakey, 11, Fylde-
st., Preston, Lancashire. (1818)

HARRY ALLEN. THE ORIGINAL LINNET KINO
Pleas© read wffiat others say. 174, Evesham-rd.,*

Headless Cross, Redditch.—Dear Sir,—I received
Linnet quite safe and in good condition. I am
quite satisfied with him and consider him good
value for the money.—Yours, E. Wall, to H. Allen.
Tannery, Maryport-, Cumberland.—Dear Sir,—Thd
Linnet you eent me is the best Linnet ever seen
at such a price. I have had the best of satis-
faction with it. Many of my friends have seen it

and say the same. I have dealt with a few
fanciers now, but if wanting any more I will send
to you.—J. Clark, to H. Allen. The above show
they are the finest singing Linnets in the world.
Linnets from the same place as the champion
Linnet of the world. They make the gamest
Linnet.4 ever carried to a contest for length, turns
and form. They stand alone, and for voice they
have no equal. 1/6 to 2/-. This class of bird
have won the English Derby and all the English
championships and the world's greatest contest-.
Notice, 1 am the only dealer that can get tins
class of bird. Beautiful singing cock Linnet, with
new cage and my book of secrets, 3/6 the lot.
1 defy any dealer_ to supply the same for the
money. Real English Peartree cock Goldfinches,
the largest in England and showing splendid colour,
2/-, 2/6; and some extra large, will make toppers
for the bench, 3/6 and 4/6. Linnets for the show
bench : they stand alone for size, colour and
nuykings; tney are real Norwich type ; rare prize-
winners for the bench, ,2/-. Yellow-Hammers,
Greenfinches and Chaffinches, real prize-winners for
the bench, 1, G each; my hook of secrets, 1/-. So
if you want good valne ©end to your old friend.
Beware of imitators : Harry Allen, Bird Specialist
and Judge, City Aviaries, 40, Beckett-st., Leeds.

(1817)

Use our Notepaper

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds «old by me aro
guaranteed to be exactly as described, and arc sent
on approval at my risk on tin: distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
aud gi vo perfect satisfaction th -y Imvc only to be
returned, as per Cape limns rules, and tin- whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-
tion or comment. I Iiavj an exceptionally large
stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in
perfect health and condition, aud thoroughly on
hard aced, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,
two dozen, 22/-, or £6 per gros,; specially selected
larger cocas, for shown or muling, and guaranteed
now in song, 2j- each, three 5/-, six 9/ ,

twelve 16/-;
few extra special ( lean moulted cocks, in full colour
and superb condition, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/ each; hen
Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/ , six 4/-, twelve 7/ ,

or
60/- per gross; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,
all guaranteed clean moulted witti nut brown backs
and rose red breasts, fid. each, three 1/6. six 2/6,
twelve 4/-; specially picked larger cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, and warranted non in
song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please
note, these Linnets arc not the coast caught flight
birds, but warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splcndi 1 lot, clean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or liens, Cd. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition. 1/- each;
spiendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six

2/6; specially selected steady cocks, for singing,
1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, fid. each,
three 1/0, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; cock Greenfinches, (id.

each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, ]/• each;
eock Yellowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-
teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/0; Lin-
nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1/-
per pair; travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.
All birds are guaranteed to have been properly
netted by expert catchers employed -solely by myself
in county of Worcestershire, ani none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds beyig required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-
tection Act, as no “recently taken” birds are sent
out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all eases. (See
appliances column for advt.). (1817)

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Goldfinches Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks,
I have on hand extra large Worcestershire GoM-

flnches, thoroughly on hard seed, warranted cocks,
1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/- dozen, two dozen 23/-;
specially selected cock Goldfinches, in song, 2/-,
2/6 each, three 5/-, six 8/6, 16/- dozen; clear
moulted cock Goldfinches, steady, ready to show
at once, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each, impossible to get
better; hen Goldfinches 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen.
I have a large stock of Larks, Chaffinches, and
Rose Red-breasted cock Linnets, ail warranted
cocks, 6d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/6 dozen; specially
selected Larks, Chaffinches and Linnets for show-
ing or contest singing, 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen:
2' year old cock Linnets, in song, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6
each; hen Linnets, hen Chaffinches, 3d. each, 1/3
dozen; cock Greenfinches 6d., three 1/-, 2/- dozen;

.selected yeilow cocks for showing, 1/-, three 2/-'
Yellowhammers, cocks, 9d., three 2/-', selected 1/-
each; hen Yellowhammers, 4d. each; Redpolls 6d.,
threo 1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected, 1/- each; cages
for the above, 6d., Dd., 1/- each; trap cages, 6d.,
9d. each; double trap cages, 1/- each; all on
approval; cash or deposit, and money returned
if not perfectly satisfied; travelling cages, 3d
each : Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltlcv-rd.,
Birmingham.

|
Softbills.

(

THREE hand-reared Jays in aviary, 3/6 each;
H. Phair, Alresford, Hants. -(18171
THRUSH, winner every time (4 prizes), 5/-; clear-

ing Softbills; Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1814)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/6

each ; hens, 8d. ; Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1813)
LARKS, cocks, 2/- dozen; selected four, 1/-:
Howard, Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.
COCK Thrushes, 3/- half-dozen ; selected 1 1- each
William Wright, 54, Shelifield-rd., Marshsidc, South-
Port. (1813)
GRAND cock Larks, been caged off weeks, sing-
ing nicely, 9d. ; cages, 3d.: North, 443, Manchester-
rd., Bradford., (1818)
RARA Avis, Blue-throated Warbler cock, perfect

blue front, uubeat-ablo, 15/-, clearing: Cooper,
Judge, Norwich. (1814)
WARRANTED large cock Skylarks, all well on

food, big as young Ducks, 3. 6 dozen : Cooper, 163,
Prineess-st., Manchester. (1816)
WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets, six 19, dozen

3/-; satisfaction; dealers supplied . regular : Horace
Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (1817)
FINGER-TAME cock Lark, making good loud

songster, splendid attraction, 1/0, with bow-front
cage, 31- lot; approval: Fred Allen, 156, Porter-
st. Aviaries, Hull. (1817)TWO grand exhibition Cornish Choughs, in' the
pink, for immediate showing, 50/- eacli : Caiey,
Waterioo-rd.

.
Ramsey. I.O. Man. (1812)

THE loudest cock Skyiark ever heard, been caged
12 months, 1/-; also a hand-reared young cock, fid.

:

approval: George Holt, Dunstable." (1815)
THOSE requiring a genuine -singing cock Skylark
on approval cheap, send me your address

;

' will
send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1815)
LARKS.—I supply best cock Larks, only 2/6 dozen;

satisfaction guaranteed- and honest dealing : Richard
Abram, Chapel-lane, Banks, near Southport. (1815)
NOTICE, several grand cock Blacks, Thrushes and
Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken;
approval U'STcKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.
LARKS, warranted cock/ Larks, large healthy

birds, 2/6 doz.; large or small lots; satisfaction
guaranteed: William Wright, Tarieton, nr. Preston
Lancs. (1814)
LINCOLNSHIRE cock Skylarks, large, genuine se-
lected cocks, fat, clean, and healthy, -2/6 doz., six
1/6, thirty-six 7/- : Jackson, Bird-catcher, Bardney,
Lincoln. (1814)
PURE white cock Blackbird, 1914, very tame, 50/-,

or would exchange for real good exhibition hybrid

;

yours first: H. Burrows, Aldersgate Chemical
Works, Southall. * (1812)
TO exhibitors. Grey Wagtails, 7/6: splendid
Spotted Starling, 5/-; Spotted Flycatcher, 7/6;
Dipper, 12/6; Jenny Wren, 5/-; all in show condi-
tion: Wm. Roper, 109, South-st., Keighley. (1813)
LARKS, Larks; English cocks, 2/6 per dozen, 1/6
the half-dozen, or 6d, each

;
extra selected, fit for

show; all birds carefully selected before sending:
note, no deception.—R. Coulton, Gorse Lane, Tarie-
ton, near Pre-ston, Lancashire. (1812)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for show© and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3” tells
you. 2(d. post free from 3‘Cage Birds.” 154, Fleot-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
publi.hedK

80FTBII.L keeper*, take expert advice before pr»
eroding to buy and keep the larger species of lu co
tlvorouA birds. You u ill then have no trouble la
keeping your pets In the hot of health. Tilts ad
vice Is offered In ‘“Nutshell No. 26," by It. .1. pull
Jaincw. It is a wonderful little work, dealing v> II

h

most varieties In a highly Intererting and Inclruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and Ui«
various styles of eag<© also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworm*? This booklet tell-, >xr
bow. Post free, 2|d . from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet
»t., London, E.C. Look at our !U,t of agents; call oo
the nearest and get it for 2d.

M iscellaneous.

WANTED, British: Pearson, Royal Menageries
Greenwich. (18I7>
REDPOLLS, 2/- dozen; hen Goldfinches, o/. dozen

;

Linnets. 4/. dozen; Larks, 4/- dozen: E. Tams.
Churehot., l.ongton. (IMIi
BULLF'IXCH cock, 2/-; two hens, 1/- each: also
few cock Canaries, best strains, singing, 3 6 to 7/6:
Smith, 4, Chapel-st., Longridge, Preston, Lanes

„ ,
' 1813)

LOCK Bramblelineli, 2nd Headless Cross last week,
5/-; wanted exhibition Welsh Goldfinch tor cash

:

Bernard Robinson, Hcathfield-rd., Webhcath, Red-
ditch. (1817)
COCK Linnets, 2/-; Larks, 2,6; Yellowhammers.

3/-; Greenfinches, 1/-; Goldfinches, 12'- ;lUdpolls,
2/- doz.; 20 mixed seed birds, 16: C. Fenn, Coats
Drove, Isleham, (lambs. (1818)

WARRANTED North-country cock Linnets, (81.

each, or three lor 1/3; cock Larks, 6d. each ; cock
Thrushes, 1/6 each; Goldfinches. 1/C: Mr. Rodger
Hall, 52, City-rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1812)
SELECTED birds, to moult winners, superb in size,

shape, colour and markings
; Goldfinches Twites

3/6, Linnets 3/6, Redpolls 2/6, Skylarks 2 6, Wood-
larks 5/-; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1817)
LINNETS, red-breasted Cambridge cocks, warran-

ted, 2/- doz.
; selected birds 2/6 doz.

; cock Gold-
finches, 1/3 each; one doz. mixed aviary birds, in-
cluding cock Goldie, 2/6: Rendle; 21, Bridge-street,
Homerton. (1816)
FOR exhibitors; genuine bargains; Britishers,
house-moulted champions, Brambiefinches, Twites,
Greenfinches, Siskins, Redpolls, etc., fit to win
keenest competition, stamp reply : Conkie and Lou-
den, 86, King-st., Ayr. .1816)
EXHIBITORS

; James Laird. 1. Ramsav-plaee,
Portobclio, has decided to part with his show speci-
mens

; 3 Brambles, 8/- each; Twites, 20/- and 10/ ;

Linnets 10/-, 7/6, 5/-; Mealy Redpolls 10 - and 5/-;
Lesser Redpolls, 0 - and 3/-; Reed Bunting, 10 -

Yellow Bunting, 10/-, Chaffinch, 7/0: Siskin, winner
at a muier, 15/-. (1816)
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, Larks, Larks Larks

I have the finest lot of Linnets in England : I can
supply dealers and fanciers with warranted cock
Linnets, 3/- doz., or 5 dozen for 12/*]; h<jn Linnets,
1/6 doz.; warranted cock Larks, 41- dcz.; handsome
cock Greenfinche-s, 1/6 doz. ; clean moulted two-year-
old Linnets, fit for bird-catching, 5/- each, or IS - for
four; cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/- eacii: John Boxall,
5, Lavender-st., Brighton. (1S13)
NOTICE, Goldfinches, 1/6, 21-

;

red-breasted Lin-
nets, Redpolls, Chaffinches, Yellowhammers, Tit-
larks, Skylarks, cocks, 6d. each, 3 for 1 /-; Green-
finches, 3d.; Blackbirds, Thrushes, cocks, 1 1/6
each; above hens half-price; birds for showing, full
song, 6d. extra; note—out. catching everv dav- I
have a large quantity to select from, rest sold to
dealers; approval, deposit: Gould, Bird-catcher,
Hoidford-rd., Witton, Birmingham. (1812)

WALSHS BRITISH BIRDS
English cock Goldfinches, 2/- each, 3 for 5/-; hens,
1/- each, 3 for 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/6;
cock Skylarks, 1. -; hens, 6d.; cock Twites, 1, -; hens,
6d.; cock Redpolls, 9d.; hens, 6d.; cock Green-
finches, 9d. ; hens, 6d. ; ccek Woodlarks. 2/6 ;

hens.
1/0; bright mixed aviary birds, G/- doz.: illustrated
catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

(1817)

canariesTI
Border Fancy,

j

FOR winning Borders, state requirements, or se^
list: Rudd,. Specialist, Norwich..
‘ TYPICAL Borders, class hens 5/-. 7/6, 10/- each,
cocks 7,6, 10,- each; approval: Hislop, Baker-st.,
Stirling. <isi 3 ,

FIVE nice youngsters, fit to show, lot 80/- ; or sell
single; approval: Maliio, The Cross, Auchterarder,
Perthshire. (1812)
BREEDER'S entire stock aud appliances for sale.
Borders, Norwich: Ritchie, Dental Surgerv, 623, Gt.
Eastern-rd., Ciasgqw. (1797)
SEVENTY Border.-:, winners and fit to win : cocks
from 5/-, hens 2/6; approval: J. Smith, Spring-
field-lanc, Weybridge. (1800)
EXHIBITION Borders: cocks 6/- each: pair Cinna-
mons, 10/-; 4 large Norwich hens 10.'-

: Dawson,
185, Duke-st.. Glasgow. (1816)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

sons, prices low. easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
SALE, must clear, going to front: 20 Border Fancy
winners, 6/0, 7/6, 10 - pair; 3 Mules 5/- each: Pte.
W. Renoids, 22, Fullaton-place, Gateshead. (1S16)
SPLENDID lot of Borders for sale, .seme good show
birds among them, clear cocks 5 -; clear liens, 2 -

upwards: Jno. Broekie, BiackhiU View. Eariston,
Berwickshire.

( IS 13 >TWENTY Borders, winners, and prize-bred huffs,
yellows, greens, cocks from a/-, liens 2/C

; exchange
for good gent’s cycle or toy Yorkshire Terrier: F.
Hicks, 101. Bramford-rd., Ipswich, Suffolk. (1S13)
WILLIAM HOWE, winner of Northern Border
Novice Championship, "Cage Birds" diploma, and
10/- cash special, lias his entire stock for sale at
reasonable prices

; can be seen by appointment, or
particulars sent on receipt of postcard; address:
Longbyre, Greenliead, Carlisle. (1812)
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-
ing the bree«Fing season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to iselect ideal pa(rs, and t lie general
management of this popular variety: send at once
for a copy, 2)d. post free, Horn “Cage Birds,” 154.
Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

CHAMPION Borders: owing to alterations must
dispose of some of my high-class exhibition and
stock pairs of Borders; all varieties much below
usual price; cocks from 5/- to 30'-; hens, 3- to
30/-; stock pairs, 7/6, 10/-, 1.V-, 17/6. 26 -; approval

;

my strain is one of the oldest and mo- 1 reliable,
and needs no further recommendation than a fair
trial: -Patterson, Grocer. Gbirn.xide. Berwick ! iire.
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Cinnamons.
|

HERE'S a chance; clearing out all my Norwich

and Cinnamons cheap; stamp reply: Proctor, 80,

Oswald-st., Blackburn. (1817)

|
Crests and CrestbredsTj

FOlt extra good and cheap Crested and Crestbreds

eond for my list: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
THREE pairs largo var. Crest-breds, 1014, 8)0 pair;

no rubbish; Garrett. 81, Wick-lane, Chrietchurch.
Hants. (1812)

TWO vur. Buff Crest-bred cocks, 15/- caeli; var.

buff Croat-bred lion, 8/-: E. Blake. 24, Fpreot-rd.,

Chcishunt, Herts. (1812)

11 V champion Crests and Crestbreda ready for

early shows cheap: C. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. (1815)

FEW nico Crested cocks, mostly yellow, from 8/-;

strong, healthy, 10.13: 178, Mosclcy-rd., Birmingham
(near llighgatc Park). (1801)

1011 CEE Alt body dark crested cock, can win in

good company;, £5; approval: T. Billlngton, 55,

Oolwlck-rd., Nottingham. (1815)

NOTICE. -Grand lot Crests and Crest-breds, prices

low, easy payments taken ; approval : McKoand, Sea-

bright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

ENTIRE stock, Crests and C.B.'s for sale, cheap;
some good youngsters; write or call: John Thomson,
KJrkhil! Park, Broxburn.. (1808)

HIGH-CLASS Creots, through moult, best strain

in England, sell cheap; approval: T. Billington. 55,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1799)

T. J. KINO, Ingogo, Cheltenham, lias grand show
Dirds ami excellent

-

stock birds, over moult, yellows
orul buffs; inspection invited. (1804)

HIGH-CLASS Crested and Crcstbrcd Canaries, 1914,

absolutely healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, £1 pair:

Rev. O. Mullens, Oiiedzoy, Bridgwater. (1818)

EY1NS BROTHERS—a grand lot of Orests and
Crestlireds to lie sold at bargain prices; this cham-
pion strain has been at the top for years; cn-

quirics invited: approval: 259, Migh-st., Exeter.
LARGE nearly clear Crest cock, 1012 (big crest), a
very likely winner during coming show season, no
time for showing, can be seen ;

also GTeen Crest-
bred hen; cock is worth £4; a fair offer for either:

O. Slade, 01, Lavender Hill, London. (1816)

|
Lizards.

GRAND gold and silver Lizards, 1914, 8/-, 10/- pair;

pair Norwich, 20,/-; approval: Sutcliffe, 5, Back Cali-

fornia, Todmorden. (1810)

IE you want good Lizards, bred from some of

the best in England, send for my list : Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

|
Greens.

GOOD Norwich greens for 'sale, show or stock

;

eomo grand birds: 8. Woods, 249, City-rd., St.

Helens. (1801)

NORWICH greens, yellows and buffs; fit to show in

any company; approval: Jenkins, 82, Church-st.,

.Widhes. (1800)

YORKSHIRE greens, a few good birds for show or
dock, reasonable; approval: McDermott, 9, Maple-
grove, Liverpool. (1814)

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-

ners, holders of the G.O.A. cup ;
inspection in-

vited ; prices reasonable : Metcalfe, 08, Brunswick-
rd., Liverpool.
1914 YELLOW Norwich Green hens, 6/- each; foul

buff cocks 12/6 each, best Liverpool blood
;
approval,

deposit: McNaughton, Weald, College-rd., Harrow
/Weald, Middlesex. (1817)

Y’ORK SHIRE Greens, cocks, 2 buffs, seifs, 1 yellow,
foul tail : liens, 2 buffs, seifs, 1 yellow, foul head.
These 6 birds were the pick of W. Walker’s Kirds
last June, and cost a big figure. Accept £3 or useful
exchange : no live stock: approval, deposit: G.
Beven, 064, Bnrnsley-rd., Sh-effieUl.

‘ ' " " * i —4
1
Lancashires.

A FEW smart Plainheads; state wants; two show
eages, with case, 0/-; also twelve Crests and Crest-
breds, in one lot, cheap: Ind, Cotham, Bristol. (1815)

TWO var. yellow hens, clear buffy var. buff cocks,

£1 pair; approval; see Crcsta: E. Blake, 24, Forert-
rd., Chesliunt, Horts. (1812)

GRAND Norwich, moulted, laTgc, grand type, good
beads, some winners, cheap ; approval : T. Billington,

65, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1799)

MY noted Norwich, few ready for early shows,
cheap; state wants; approval; C. Roberts, Stanna-
hey, Newton Drive, Blackpool,, (1815)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

GOOD Norwich cocks from 7/0; hens, 3/-; seen any
time; husband called up for service: Mrs. -Staines,

47, Leighton-rd 1

., Kentish Town-, N.W. (1812)

GRAND young Norwich cock Canary, charming
songster, accept 4/-, Including cage: Miss Jones,

Harlech nous©, George-st., Aberystwyth. (1814)

PAIR exceptionally fine Norwich Canaries, prize

winners, cards sent, 21/- only, or 8/- deposit, and
3/- monthly, after deliveiy : Walter Dandle, Osga-
thorpe, Sheffield. (1818)

HAVING had good season; twelve pairs omall
Norwich, just the sort lor beginners; splendid

breeders, 7 /• pair, cash : Bishop, 5, liccchcroft-

terrace, Maybank-rd., South Woodford. (1817)

VARDY’H strain, grand Norwich, liens from 4/0,

cocks from 7/6; one buff marked hen, grand type
and quality, 7/0; one yellow, topper, 19/-; money
returned if not satisfied: G. Nelson, 18, Chester-
st., Rugby. (1811)

SEVERAL grand flighted and unfiiglited yellows
and buffs, winners in keen competition ;

all my
winners and youngsters for sale; approval; all

risks taken on rail ; the greatest Norwich specialist

:

Judge Silk, Whitstable. (1817)

LARGE colour-fed 1911 Norwich cocks, yellows and
buffs, 8/0, 10/-, 12/- each; natural colour cocks, 5/0,

0/0 each; large Norwich hens, 2/0, 3/6, 6/- each;
approval deposit: A. J. Underwood, Corn Merchant,
Wellington-,st., Kettering. (1812)

A. J. 1IAWKK8, winner of diplomas, challenge
cups arid thousands of other prizes, has some
clinking young Norwich, al?o few 1913 specimens
of exceptional merit, now ready for immediate
showing, prices to suit ail; 7 days’ approval: 26,

Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (1817)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1J, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“Forming a Stud,” and “How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book
many times over: "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-street,

London
VARDY’S noted champion strain, clear yellow

cock, 1913 bred, can win nice shows. 50/-; also good
variegated yellow, can win, 40/-, 1913 bred; also

good variegated buff, 1913 bred, very cobby, 30/-;

also extra good buff hen, can win the best shows,

00/-; also cobby unflighted buff, can win nice shows,
20/-; all In good show condition; on approval: W.
Vardy, The Aviaries, Huthwaite, Notts. (1814)

CHAMPION winning Norwich now ready for the
show bench, winner of cups and special prizes at all

the leading shows in 1913 (life’s experience) ; (1)

large marked buff cock, 1913, a winner in good com-
pany, 50/-; (2) unflighted clear buff cock, good head
and chest, short wings, and tail, and lovely quality,

50/-; (3) good clear yellow cock, 1913, first Ports-

mouth, last year, only time shown, 50/-; (4) un-

flighted clear yellow, medium size, good in head,

wings, and tail, can win in good novice class, 35/-
;

all these birds will be sent on approval with
pleasure: C. W. Silk, Glenrosa, Emsworth. (1818)

THE JOHN BULL STRAIN
J. and J. Hopkins can spare a few choice Norwich
that can win, including grand large buff hen, rare

quality, 35/-: 126, Bury New-rd., Bolton. (1813)

FOR Immediate disposal, a few young Seifert Rol-
ler cocks, 1914 bred, commenced singing, 4/- each,
7/- for two; 7 days’ approval on receipt of P.O.

:

Taylor, 104, Ada-rd., Smethwick, Worcestershire.
(1817)

TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-class
Rollers; have some grand young cocks through
moult, and singing gram), 6)6, 6/6, 7/6; a few extra
deep toned cocks, from first round, 10/6, 12/6 each

;

liens, same strain, 2/-, 3/ each; approval, cash or
deposit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (1814)

Scotch Fancies.
|

CLEAR buff hen, good size, neck and shoulders,
winner, 80/-, on; approval, or exchange for a young
pied or green hen: Farrow, Tempera nce-st., Mer-
thyr. (1811 )

j
Yorkshires-

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinca Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 80-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vlcw-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Y'orkshire
breeders, have some clinking exhibition and stud
birds-; reasonable; winners of thousands of prizes
at leading shows; four times special for best in
show, Crylal Palace, including Palace 1914 : Lang-
ton Lodge, Scotton, Kuaresborough, Yorks.

OCDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of tlie best the world has produced : Dudley Hill,
Bradford.

|
Rollers Ci Singing Canaries |

BREEDER’S CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-flea. Member B.R.C.C,
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

I Norwich.
|

BREEDER’S CARD.
J. HODLiER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
diplomas of honour, silver cups and medals, etc.;
some fine birds ready at prices to suit all; ap-
proval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Lukes, London,
B C
FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14,

Pugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for
sale, also fine big year-old cocks and hens, fit to
win; stamped inquiries solicited.

WANTF.D, Norwich: Pearson, Royal Menageries,
Greenwich. ' (1817)
NINE good Norwich, 5 cocks, 4 liens, yellow and
Huffs, £2: Walker, 240, Kingston-rd., Hampton Wick.

(1812)
HENS 3/6 each; one variegated 5/-; cocks 10/- each,
1913; or exchange: S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd.,' Brock-
'«>• (1810)
NORWICH cocks 4.0, 0/6, 7/6, and 10)6, hens 3/-,

4/-, 5/-; approval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres,
N-B. (1813)
THREE Norwich liens, packed, 7/-, cost 4/6 each
last year: White, 69, Deacon-rd., Kingston-on-
Thames. (1808)
WANTED, two pairs large Norwich, exchange lady’s

solid silver watch; sell £1: Andrew Dawson, 185,
Duke-st., Glasgow. (1810'
GIVING Up, handsome pair Norwich Canaries in

double-breeding cage, bargain, 15)-: 33, Henry-rd.,
W.B., Nottingham. (1810)
NELL 1914 Norwich, cocks 4)6, 5/6, hens 2)-, 3/6;
1913 Yorkshire cock, 8)6: Clarke, 67, Duke-st., Cre-s-
well. nr. Mansfield. (1813)
ONE buff cock, 7/-: 1 yellow, 8,6; 5 liens, 10/-;

lovely tame cock Bullfinch, 3.'-; ail cold-room: Sax-
ton. Library, Grays. (1810)
EIGHT Goldfinch Mules, singing, 6 - and 6,6; Nor-
wich Canaries, 7/6 each: T. Stevens, 4, Gloucester-
st., Aberdare, Glam. (1813)
FORTY Norwich, large cocks, in song, 5/-, 6/-;

hens, £/-, 2/6; healthy birds; Pidgeon, 109, Fair-
bridge-rd., Holloway.
A CHANCE seldom offering. 6ix exceptionally good

yellow hens, well bred, grand size and type, over
JXoult, lovely condition, not colour fed, £5 the lot.
one hen alone is worth three ponrids: G. E. Weston,
4E, Lewisham rd„ London. N.W.

GLUCKE and water glucke cocks, from 7 '6 upwards

;

also hens : Higgins, 1, M-ary-st., Tyld-esley. (1815)

ROLLER cock Canaries, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-;

approval: Rose, Canary Breeders, Forres, N.B.
Y’OUNG Glucke Roller coiji and hen, over moult,

7/6; 4 Seifert hens, 6/-: Fiddler, 26, Thornton-st..,

Preston. 0813)
FOR honie-Ured Hartz Rollers, see my advertise-

ment, page 173, or send for list: Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.
SOME of the best, British Rollers in the Fancy,
rung, cheap to clear : Robinson, 142, Hey Green-rd.,

Liverpool. (1814)

IF you have any Roller show cages you don’t
want ' send particulars to Thwaites, 63, Pontefract-
lan-e, Leeds. (1800)

PURE Randall Roller cock, in full song, 1913 bird,

rung, price 12/6: Burrows, Hamp Ward, Bridg-

water, Somerset. (1813)

SIX high-class Seifert Roller liens, 1914, 1/6 each

;

offers the lot or exchange: Kent, 166, Bedwas-rd.,
Caerphilly, Glam. (1812)

SIX unflighted Roller hens, guaranteed pure and in

perfect health and plumage; 10/- cash, deposit:

Ashton, Besthorpe, Newark. (1814)

FOR snl-e, young songster Canaries, guaranteed
cocks and on full song, 4/-, 4/6: Arthur Munks,
Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. (1812)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light
singing, prices low, easy payments taken ;

approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

YOUR own price; seven high-class healthy hens,
two double breeders, flight; useful otters enter-

tained: Schofield, 120, Gidlow-lane, Wigan. (1812)

GLUCKE strain Rollers, cocks from 7/6, hens 2/6,

B.R.C.C. rung, 1914; schoolmasters from 15/-'; ap-
proval: Mawhood, 26, Walton-lane, Nelson, Lancs.

(1810)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/0, Walton and Randall strain
;
<hens, 2/6, 3/6

;

cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,

Crewe. I '"•l”)

CONTEST Rollers, eold-rooni bred cocks, 10/6, 12/6,

liens 5/-; pairs scientifically mated, 12/6, 15/-; ap-

proval with pleasure : Squire Commer-sall, Bank
House, Birstall, Leeds.
TWO grand Glucke Roller cocks, in song, with
brass hanging cages, 10/- each; week's approval;
deposit or exchange for pullets or offers: Hallett,

Shrublands, Smithybridge, Lancs. (1818)

DEEP Glucke and Water-Gluck© cocks, 20/-, 25/-, 35/-

and 40/- each, comprising 1st International 1914, 1st,

2nd, 3rd Walsall, 1913; young cocks, same blood,

16/- upwards: Thompson, Mill-lane, Walsall. (1810)

GIVING up; 7 genuine Glucke and water Glucke
Roller cocks, and 14 hens, all Randall’s B.R.C.C.,
£4 10/- lot; cock and 2 hens, 15/-: Johnson, 6,

Brunswick-terrace Stacksteads. Manchester, (1811)

Show & Stock
Yorkshires now ready, and all
through the moult, and in
first-class condition. Smart,
lengthy, typical cocks, on,

song, at 5 / 6, 7 /-, 8 / 6,
10 / 6, 12/6

each; extra good large hens,
at 31: 4 /-, 5 /-, 6 /-, 7/-, 8/6 ,

10/6 each, in clears, ticked,
green marked, and cinnamon
marked; matched pairs for
producing winners at 8/6,

10 / 6,
12 / 6 , 15 /-, 20/- per pair,
colour-fed or natural colour,
and all cold-room kept; exhi-

bition specimens in cocks and hens that can win at
members’ or small shows, at 10/6 , 12/6 ,

15 /-, 20 /-
cach

; also some tljat can win in the keenest open
competition at very reasonable prices; inspection
invited any time without appointment; illustrated
price list post free; travelling cages, 3d. extra; all

birds on 7 days’ approval at my risk to any part),
only and old address:

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

WANTED, Yorkshires: Pearson, Royal Menageries,
Greenwich. (1817)
THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing, lot 6/6:

24. Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. ’ (1811)
ONE yellow cock, 2 buff hens, and breeding cage,
good birds, 16/-, cold room: Saxton, Library, Grays.

(1810)
YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, co-lour-
fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
GRAND Yorkshires, moulted and fed for show;
cocks from 10/-, hens from 5/-; approval: 8, Theresa-
st., Biaydon.

v1816)
HALF their value, pure Yorkshire cocks, 6/6; hens
from 2/0 ; healthy ; state wants ; Olford, 14, Martha-
st. , Portsmouth. (1812)
MUST sell, 17 Yorkshire Canaries, cage and uten-

sils, 50/- lot; stamp for particulars: Duncan, 11,

Grinfleld-st., Liverpool. -(1809)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, show and stock birds, cages
and oases, all utensils, reasonable: Owen, 63, Bridge-
nd., Litherland, Liverpool. (1818)
COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe,
68, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
SEVERAL buff cocks from 5/-; hens, 3/-; good
yellow cock, 15/- ;

grand Crest, £3 3/- ; approval

:

Adams, West-end, Southampton. 08141
HIGHCLASS Yorkshires; cocks from 5/-, hens from

3/- ;
approval, cash or deposit : D. Radley, Saville-

rd., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1803)
YORKSHIRES, colour-tfed’ cocks, 5/6, hens 2)6,

pairs 7/6; overstocked, no dealers; Williams, 862,
Penistone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1817)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken ; approval : Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
TWO very pretty even wing-marked 1914 Yorkshire
cocks, 5/- each, immediate sale, make handsome
birds: Porter, Rock House, Bideford. (1809)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition or song,

cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/-; aproval : Ernest
Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (1807)

TWO young clear yellow cocks, cam win in good
company, 12/6 each, worth 30/-; approval: T. Bil-

lington, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1815)

SIXTY due Yorkshires, grand show or stock, cold

room bred 1

,
low prices ; seen any time : Breeder,

14, Herbert-rd., Bowes Park, London, X. (1811)

FINE lot young Yorkshire Canaries, cocks 6/- each,
hens 2/6; some fine Linnet Mules 6/-, Linnet song:
Gardner, Brickfield Cottages, Hertingfordbrry. (1816)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, feathered like wax
;
cocks

from 6/-, hen» from 3/-; stamp particulars: A.
Taylor, 43, Higbfield-rd., Hemsworth, Wakefield. (180(1)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George's-terraee, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1788)

DR. SYSON’S stock. I have instructions to sell

from 10/- per pair upwards. Say what you want,
and what prepared to pay: M. Buchanan, 338, Duke-
st., Glasgow. (18161

F IN E Yorkshires, guaranteed cocks, from my win-
ning strain, full song, 5/-; hens, 3/-; 7 days’
approval ;

cash or deposit : Taylor, Temperance
House, Ossett. (1817)
FEW erect racy Y’orkshire cocks, colour-fed, 7/6
each; also a few stylish hens fit for exhibition, 4/6;
4 days’ approval; deposit, or exchange poultry or
offers : Hallett, Shrublands, Smithybridge, Lancs.

(1818)

FOR sale, 16 prize-bred Yorkshires, 8 cocks, 8 hens
colour-fed and over moult; several have won ir

strong novice classes; £4 the lot; owner on active
service: C. Baked, 15, Marlow-rd., Anerley, S.E.

(1814)

WINNING Yorkshires; cocks from 7/6, hens 5/
upwards ; see show report ; Halifax and Bradford

;

approval, deposit; inspection invited: Arthur
Radley, 17, Scnior-ist., Moldgreen, Huddersfield.

(18)7)

EASY payment.—Send for terms and illustrated
price list, post free, of my Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, etc., either for show, stock, or songsters;
seven days’ approval: J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd.,

Frizinghall, Bradford. (1811)

Y'KLLOW cock, extra length, 7/6; another, very
smart, 10/-; clear buff cock, 12/6; ticked buff, 10/-;

buff liens, 5/-, 7/6, and 10/-; grand birds, feathered
like Javas; few good pairs, '7/6: J. Beaumont, Hep-
worth, nr. Huddersfield. (1812)
EIGHTEEN Yorkshires, natural colour, 7 double
breeding cages, and all utensils, also Greenfinch and
2 Norwich hens, bred Mules with each, for sale in

one lot ; the first offer secures : Shortiand, 30,

Chcstcrfield-rd., Nortli Wingfield, nr. Chesterfield.
(1814)

PRIZE bred Yorkshire cocks, in full song, at 4/6,

5/6 each; grand racy hens, 2/6, 3/-; pairs, properly
matched, 6/6, 7/6 upwards; some grand stock

birds, over 7in. long, some winners; amongst them,
10 /-; hens to match, 5/-; approval: Edwin Nortli,

Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1818)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, now ready, all through the
moult, cocks on full song, at 5/6, 7/6, 8)6, 10/6, 12/6;

extra good large liens, 4/-, 5/-. 6/-, 7/6, 10/6 each;
matched pairs for breeding winners, at 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 16/ , 20/-; approval, deposit: Clarcnco Beau-
mont, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Huddersfield.

(1813)

A. L. HA-WKES, winner of diplomas, challenge
trophy and thousands of other prizes, has some
grand upstanding, lengthy, eolour-fed young York-
shires, also few typical 1913 specimens of excep-
tional merits ready for immediate ’exhibiting

;
prices

to suit all
; 7 days’ approval : 26, Pretoria-rd.,

Leytomstone. (1817)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1J, by H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Y’orkshire Union)

; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its eub-varietics. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, aud successful
exhibiting

; also how to treat in both health and
disease: “Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
AMBLERS’ champion Yorkshires, winners, for
keenest competition and slashing stock, birds clean
moulted, wonderful length and feathered like wax,
pairs 15)-, 29)-, 30/-,, 40/-, 50/-, 60)-; single cocks
or hens, proportionate

; the finest strain in exist-
ence; see winnings of thousands of prizes and
championships at leading shows these last 30 years;
our champion yellow, special for best in show
Crystal Palace, 1914, was acknowledged tlie bird of
the season

;
approval, cash or deposit

;
satisfaction

guaranteed : Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knares-
borough, Yorks.

DYKES’ YORKSHIRES
Winner of Yorkshire Challenge Cup, also Green-
marked Trophy, open competition, 1913-1914. I have
some good birds now ready, and with so many shows
cancelled shall not require so many teams this season.
Can now supply winners for keenest competition at
about half usual prices, also some grand pairs from
10/6 upwards; inspection Invited* at any time, or
kindly state wants ; satisfaction guaranteed : L.

Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods,
Bradford. (1812)

Various Canaries.
|

SOME good young cock Canaries for sale, 5/6, 6/6;
hens, 1/6: G. Jacklin, 5, Alfred-st., Great Grimsby.
CANARIES, 12, as bred, 35/- lot; cocks, 5/- each;

hens, 2/-, or 6)6 pair; approval: Nowell, Cropwell,
Notts. (1813)

NORW’ICH cocks, 7/-, hens 4)-, pairs 10/- ;
Borders,

cocks 5)-, hens 2/6, pairs 7)-: Wilson, Craigview,

Noblehill, Dumfries. (1818)

FOR, sale, 3 cock Canaries, 5 hen Canaries, 1 ben
Bullfinch, accept 30/- to clear: Mrs. C. Wright,
Green Lane, Linton, Cambs. (1810)

PAIR Norwich, dvft'o Yorkshires, Hrir.tz Roller

Schoolmaster, -and few other male birds; sell

cheaply : 10 Windsor.-rd., Westcliff.

NORWICH for sale, including all my winners and
stock birds, also Crest, Border cheap: Muscott,

Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1818)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshires, hen Canaries,

will give 20/- doz.
;

I will buy any kind of live

stock : W Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London.
ELEVEN young Canaries, also 3 hens, 2 cocks, the

lot £2- Bullfinch and hen, prize-bred, with show
cage 10/- : Thomson, 84, Victoria -avenue, Southend.

CRYSTAL Palace aviary, 30 x 30 x 12, 3 divisions;

will exchange for Yorkshire cock, sell 7/6, good con-

dition : Weller, 80, Oaklands Grove, Shepherds Bush,

W. (1817)

SMOOTH Fox Terrier bitch. 5 months, cinnamon
Yorks, lien Border yellow hen, good stock birds,

sell lot 12/6; two cock Yorks., Ambler's strain. 7/C

each: Goodman. The Villa, Lamphey. (1813)

TWELVE pair of Canaries, Yorks., Norwich,

Borders, accept 5)- pair: sex guaranteed: or whole

lot for £2 5/-; removing, cause of sale ;
clean,

healthy: F. Brandon, 8, Walcot-terrace, Bath. (1817)

ONE good Norwich cock, two liens, two feeding

hens, lot 11/- ;
two Yorkshire cocks, Ogden’s strain.

6/- each
;

all healthy ;
or both lots 22/- : reason of

selling) moving : 37, qhelmesfor(!-s.t., Darlington.

SELLING OFF.
Owing to change of occupation, which takes

up all my time, I am selling off all my
birds, ami have .some- real beauties going cheap;

Yorkshire cock, very handsome racy noli yellow

bird 10/-; Hartz Mountain Schoolmaster, magnifi-

cent’ singer, £1; three 1914 Norwich cocks, colour

fed large cobby birds, singing, 6/- each; two

Norwich liens, 3/ -each ;
one 1914 Hartz Mountain

cock 6/-; Palace aviary, 2ft. wide, nearly new,

8/-; or tlie lot for £3; approval: Holme, 20, Hill-

side-id., Streiatham Hill. (1803)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Linnets, no better obtainable, 1/-, with cage 2/6;

toppers for the bench, 2/-; grand Goldfinches, Irom

2/6- cocks guaranteed, Roller Canaries, singing

beautiful, from 7/C; those requiring high-class Nor-

wich or Yorkshire stock or show birds should send

to me; same strain as my winners at all leaning

shows: W. Johnson, The Bird Export and Em-

porium, 55, Gcorge-st., Leeds. . .(.1812)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- <loz., l/- o#Cb

lien Goldfinches, Mules; cash or deposit with Cago

Birds": W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd., Leytonstonc,

WANTED
1 000 Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries and Goldfinch

Mules; best price given for good birds; cash or

deposit with Editor; stamped envelope reply : Enoch
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CHAMPION
YORKSHIRES
and NORWICH
Some real good birds now
ready, Grand lengthy York-
shire cocks, well ou song,
6/-, 7/6, to/- up

;
erect, racy

hons, 3/ ,
4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each up;

matched breeding pairs, 10 /-,.

12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair; smart, thick-set cobby Nor-'
wuh at name price as Yorkshires. Exhibition Nor-
wich and Yorkshires, from mv well-known strain of
winners, now ready. Trices from 10/- to 100/-.
V rite stating wants. 1 have also a [urge selection
of British Rollers, Crests, Borders, etc., etc. Send
a T.C. for free illustrated catalogue. Every bird
on 10 days’ approval at my sole risk. Travelling

Sd. extra. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JOE THOMAS,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax,

BEAUTIFUL tame talking ^larc eyed Cockatoo,
30/-: Pearson, Royal Menageries, Greenwich. ( 1817 )ABSOLUTELY tunic talking Indian Mynah, ‘/.I/-:
Pearson, Royal Menageries, Greenwich. (1H17)
WANTED, Parrots in good health and feather

whether talking or not, for cash : Harris, High
Ylewsley.
PARROT, rare, a plain talk

does not scream, no bad word
Station rd., Barnes.
WEST African Grey Parrot,

t.,

(1311)
saying sentences;

genuine; II. I’., 58 ,

(1312)
excellent talker, thor-

EVERY BIRD A GENUINE BARGAIN
Have on approval and test truth of this state-

ment. I have a splendid collection of first round
selected songsters in Norwich, Yorkshire, home-
bred Hr>bz Mountain Rollers, etc.. 7/6,
k 0, 10/6; cages 3d. Prize-bred Norwich,
Yorkshire, or Borders, cocks, 5/-, 6/6, C/C, 7/6, S/C;
liens, 2/-, 3 4/-; three liens (colours, my selection),
any above breeds, or mixed, 5/6 lot; very exceptional
bargains; pairs. 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up; cages 3d.; exhibi-
tion Norwich P hi inheads, Crests, Yorkshires, Lizards,
Scotch Fancies, Mules; some exceptions at most
reasonable prices; detailed list free: \Y. Rudd, The
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

CANARIES
Wanted, any quantity Canaries, also Goldfinch

Mules, good pfrices; cash by return: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham.

Taylor’s Naturalists,
Limited

have splendid assortment of Yorkshire, Norwich, and
other birds. Send' for our Illustrated Catalogue,
giving particulars of everything required in the
fancy. We hold the largest and most up-to-date
stock. Only address: 3 and 7, Thomton-rd., Brad-
ford. Telephone, 5014.

1
MULES—HYBRIDS?]

- WANTED, Mules: Pearson, Royal Menageries,
Greenwich. - (1817).
GOLDFINCH Mule, cocks, C/6, 7/6; hens, 2/-; or

exchange, Goldfinches preferred : Kilminster, Monk-
st., Abergavenny, Mon. (1813)
GOI.I)

I

1

’ INCH-( Vinary I9i4 songsters and exhibition
from 8/6; muling liens fiom 3/6: Miss Thomas,
Fairiight, Richmond Park-rd., Bournemouth. (1814)
GRAND lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, for show
or song

: prices low, easy payments arranged
; ap-

proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1781)
WARRANTED cock Goldfinch Mules, full song, 6/6;
two yellow variegated cocks, in. full song, 7/6 ; ap-
proval : A. Hawkius, 12, Highfield -terrace, Mans-
held. (1811)
THREE handsomely variegated yellow Goldfinch-
Canary Mules, 17 dark, offers cash lot

;
genuine

Sib.-bred light Mules, 10/- each; cocks, 7/C: Rowley,
Elston, Crediton. (1813)
COCK Coldie-Bullie Hybrid (winner), now in grand
6how condition (colour-fed), sell £4, or exchange
for light cock Mule, fit to win ; or offers ; approval

:

Sharpies. Dixon-st., Waterhead, Oldham. (1815)
LINNET and Goldfinch • Mules : cocks in full song,
pure wild note®, 10/-, 12/C, 15/- each; grand lot

hen Mules, 1/fi each ; grand lot of muling birds;
ask for list : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
LIGHT muling hens, Maddison-Weston strains

;
two

1912, one 1913, three 1 1914, one 1912 buff cock, 5/-
each to clear; reduction for lot; two Greenfinches,
house moulted, cheap: Crawhall, 121, St. George’s-
torrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1813)
GOLDFINCH-BULLFINCH Hybrid, splendid bird,
1913 hatched, colour-fed and moulted, perfection, price
CO/-.; or exchange pair winning Norwich to value

;

approval, deposit; rubbish useless: Parry, Ysgokly.
Dinorwig. Cwm-y-Glo, N. Wales. (1814)
EXHIBITORS; I have one of the largest stocks

Of British in North Staffordshire to select from

;

grand field moulted Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6 ; one extra
good specimen, clean moulted, ready for show, 5/-

:

G. Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd., Longton. Staffordshire.
GREAT sale, the whole stock of the late John
Brown to be cleared at greatly Tedueed prices, in-

cluding muling Sib.-bred hens. Mules, and British
birds, also large assortment show cages (new)

;

stamped envelope for reply : Brown, 29, Rankeillor-
sfc., Edinburgh. (1814)
LANCASHIRK-Norwich cross; two monster yellow

cocks, 7/- each; 2 ticked yellows, 5/C each; 3 buff,

2 yellow hens, 4/- ; all unflighted
; one yellow 1913

cock, good stock bird, 6/-; also 4 yellow cocks, 5/-
each

;
3 buff and 1 yellow hens, 3/-; unflighted, bred

from Lancashire cross and Norwich
; cold room

;

approval; deposit: Pringle, 66, Bucbanan-st., Stoclc-
ton-on-Tees. (1813)

oiighly acclimatised, £6 Cs. : Wcernyp, Tburndnlc.
Harrow View, Harrow. (1812)NO I ICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices
and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKeand
Seabright, Castlo Douglas.

( 1781 )LOVELY pair Goldbreasts, acclimatised, 3 /6 ; ditto
hen i/C; wanted, large hen Zebra Finch: F. Howe
Cumhrldge-st., Wellingborough. (1817)
BUDGERIGARS, one yellow, one green, 5/0 two,
clearing out; also cages; state wants: White 69,
Deacon-rd., Kingston-on-Thames. (1808)LARGE Parrot, very tame, witli cage, 15/-. or ex-
change for (:ock Canaries: Chaplin, 6, Gainsborough
Square, Wick-rd., South Hackney. (1811)VERY rare, Rainbow Bunting, beauty, like paint,
che.ap to e'ear, I’l, worth £3: Bosworth, 205 Al-
cester-rd.. Kings Heath, Birmingham. (1813)PARROT, Australian Grey, commencing to talk,
and new cage, 15/-; or exchange Yorkshire hens:Wm. Mitchell, 81, Prinlaws, Leslie, Fife. (1818)EXCHANGE pair of -Cockaticls, aviary bred, for
pair of good adult yellow Budgerigars : Smith, Har-
wood, Highland Grove, Worksop, Notts. (1811)
GREEN BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred 4/-
pair; selected breeding pairs, 5/-; yellow ditto, 7/-:
Rutter, Manchestcr-rd., I.ostock Graiam, Cheshire.
BUDGlITTGaRS, finest possible, outdoor, 5,1- pair ;yellows, 8/-; foreign birds. from clean aviaries, from

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor, adult Greens 5/-,''yet
low cocks 3/-; adult Cockatiels 12/6; Java Sparrows
3/6 ; Canaries 6/6 pair

; approval : Criddeford, Lap-
lord.

(1815)FROM aviary, pair Silverbilks, Cutthroat, Orange
Cheek Waxbill, Combassou, Java Sparrow cocks-
offers Canaries, Mule®: Rhodes, 273, Stretford-rd

,

Manchester.
(1811)

20 GREEN Budgerigars, 1/9 each, 1913 birds, 30/-
tfie lot to clear, oitdoor birds, or exchange Win-
chester repeating rifle or small revolver: J. Small-
wood, 90, Newcastle-rd., Stone .Staffs.

(1813)PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,
whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal ca^e
brass mounted. 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-
ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich.

(1795)AFRICAN Grey Talking Parrot, thoroughly
acclimatised clever pet ; advertiser open to treat
with anyone wanting thi® really genuine bird at
fair price; no exchange; chance seldom met;

55, Church-st., Gainsborough. (1817)WINNERS; cage moulted, can win in the keenest
competition; Indian Shama, perfect, 70/-; true pair
White-bellied Nonettes, 15/-; true pair Saffron
Finches, 12/6 ; true pair Ribbon Finches, 7/C; ap-
proval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackbirn. (1817)POPE Cardinals, 2/6 each ; Waxbilis, Orange-cheeks
Bronze-wings, 4/6 pr. ; Cockatiefs, nesting, 17/6
pr.

; Green Budgerigars, 5/6 pr.
;
yellows, 7/6 pr •

Nanday Conures, pretty, 40/- pr.
; all-green Conures,

6/6 each; Zebra Finch-es, 8/6 pr .

;

hens, 5/- eacR:
G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1819)MAGNIFICENT true pair Nanday Conures, very
handsome, win Palace or any rfiow, cost 60/-, sell
45/-, or accept offers in exchange, part cash, or
whole in British Finches, Canaries, or small
Foreigners, or useful offers other than live stock -

Poston Lodge, 14, Christchurch-rd., East Sheen.

(1818)GENUINE champion Talking Amazon, great
mimic and reciter, sings, whistles, finger-tame, in
large cage, and patent table, brass legs, cost £4
new, great bargain, 70/- the lot; wires preference:
Poston Lodge, 14, Christchurch-rd., East Sheen.
EXTRAORDINARY' talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;
Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-
ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cagea: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.
VALUABLE Blue-fronted Amazon, 4 years, fluent

talker, laughs, cries, coughs, etc. ; on' stand
;

ex-
ceptionally tame; pair adult Cockatiels, reared
three nest® this year, £1 ; four young, 4/- each

;

pair Javas, 3/-; pair Avadavats, i.c., 3/6; hen Gold-
crest. 1/6; cock Avadavat, i.c., 2/-; Pekin. 1st, class
of eight, outside three years, 7/6; hen Zebra Finch,
4/6; offers in cash for lot, or part lot: YV. Dodd,
junr., Stafford-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (1815)

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must bo fully PREPAID
4 -inch 2/., | -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6 -

Exccpt to ‘‘Guaranteed’
,Da,„ Shows appearing in ourDates Fixed Column, which are charged at [a.

Per incl1 nn<1 Pru rata.SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS
_ . ... across two or morecolumns 7/6 per inch, column width, except toGuaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is
6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not Ies9
than Nine Weeks.

,
desirous of “guaranteeing” a Showshould apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
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ENTRIE8 ACCEPTED UP TO FIR8T
PQ8T MONDAY, OCTOBER 19th

OXFORD
C.B.S. Open Show

Thursday. Oct. 22nd
Judgc-J. Robson,' Esq. Good

Service from all parte.
SEE REVIEW OF SCHEDULE

WEEK.
c. F. HOLLIDAY, Hon. See,,

Street, Oxford.'

Railway

THI8

58, George

LIVERPOOL
OCTOBER 2,73rd 24th

Weilings, Hoidton, aiMGeo. Large. Prize < Bar

aTfctinll'-^tcaife
1^ Cre^reg^BrunswRk ^ way birds home on sifurdaj"niglft! ’

Tl™°chanc!

rne«,

points,
e of

In Aid of the Relief Funds

MANCHESTER
And N.C.O.’S, SHOW OCTOBER 31 st.

be engaged if necessary. ^Patronag^o^moft
1

speciahid dub?°
U *-

; •^'
al

'-
WeI1 ' and Houlton - °®e» wil1

October 24th.
Manley Park, Manchester.OLSSL*™** reeeiv^ 6chedulc7"sefid to-day'^to:

Ci

F.
S^ c,ose

Avenue,

WISBECH
hall in Eastern Counties.

Open Show, October 28.
1") Classes. Best lighted

... A
Prize Money paid prompt.

I?/,’*
Entries 1/6. Schedules from C. Ward.

Kilmorie, Wisbech. Entries close Oct. 19 .

MUIRKIRK SHAW wiU be he,d on Saturday,muimunh dMIW October 31st. Fanciers
a-ssist patriotism. Proceeds lor War Belief Fund
9 Open Border Classes. 4 Open British Bird Classes.
Judge, Mr. Hugh Geddes, Dumfries. Schedules from
Sec.: Janies G. Torbett, Smallburn, Muirkirk.

EAST LOTHIAN C.B.S.°~
pen SJ °" 0ctober 31

»

Com Exchange, Haddin„
ton. Classes: Scotch Fancy 9 (Judge, A. Living-
ston, Paisley), Bord. 10, Brit. 9 (Judge, J. Patter-
son, Chirnside), Nor. 14, For. 3 (Judge, J. Winter,
Edinburgh). Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entries
close Oct. 27. Schedules from J. Fairgrieve, Sec.,
10, Hope Park, Haddington.

WANTED, 500
cock Goldfinch Mules, must be in song; state lowest
price: Enoch Power, 91, Sclater-st.,, Shoreditch. Lon-
don, E. '

(1797)

TO MULE EXHIBITORS
Grand cock Builio-Linnet, certain winner; also

evenly-marked Goldfinch cock, aix-pointed, big
winner, pink of condition, 50/-; approval; muling
good hens, 2/6, 3/6 each; cages 3d.: W. Rudd,
The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

[doves.
BEAUTIFUL White Doves, 4/C; Ring Doves, 2/6
pair : Pearson’s Dove Farm, Greenwich. (1816)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
WANTED, Foreign birds: Pearson, .Royal Mena-

geries, Greenwich. - "

(1817),

24
PARROT Amazon, talking, 20/-; -grey, 7/6: Lloyd,
14, Cecil-rd., Gorsemon, Swansea. (lain
COCK White Java Sparrow, 4/-, or exchange M

Lancaster, 7, Victoria-terrace. Walsall. "ns07)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,
45/-: easy payments accepted. ‘

(1795)
HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

WALSH’S FOREIGN BIRDS
Cockatiels, 12/6 pair

; Y'ellow Budgeriars 8/6,
Green 6/- pair; Lavender-headed Lovebirds, 4/- pair;
Javas, Avadavats, Ribbon Finches, Spice Birds Man-
nikins and Waxbilis, all 3/6 pair; bright mixed
Foreign birds, 6 pairs for 15/-; White-fronted
Amazon Parrot, talker, 50/-; Indian Green Parrot,
15/-; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Speci-
alist, Blackburn. (1817)

TALKING PARROTS
To anyone requiring a genuine talking Parrot, we

respectrully request you to call and inspect our
stock. Indian Green Panrots, 6/6 and 7/6 each;
Australian Grey Parrots, 15/- and 21/- each; Talk-
ing Amazons, 25/-, 36/-, and 45/- each; African
Greys, 40/-, 50/-, and 60/- each; 1 Lemon-crested
talking Cockatoo, 35/-; 1- slender billed Cockatoo,
champion talker, 50/-; write for terms and par-
ticulars, cheapest in Europe: G. Chapman, High-
st-., Birmingham. (1819)

L & P.O.S. Show
at Lambeth Baths, Kennington Road S.E., on Wed.
and Thurs., Oct. 28 and 29. Judges, Messrs. T.
Heath, J. Hodder, Allen Silver, and H. J. Futljames.
o8 Classes. Entry fee 1/- per cage. Entries close
Thursday, Oct. 22. Schedules ready now, applv

W. Law, Brimley House, Woodhouse Road, N,G.
Finchley, London, N. Competition limited to ex-
hibitors that can arrange for delivery and collection
of their exhibits to and from the show.

KIRKBURTON
Open Show, to be held in the Liberal Club,

Oct. 31st
1/-. Judge 1

.

Ticked, or

PARROTS. PARROTS
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling
Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-
place it free of charge. Other dealers offer
similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.
All the best Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of
testimonials, with full names and addresses of
delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference

:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

REAL AFRICAN GREY
Parrots, very fine selected- talking birds, direct
from Congo, West Coast of Africa, in the finest
health and

,
plumage, real champion -birds, 85/-

each; also Blue and Y'ellow-fronted Amazon Parrots
in splendid condition, real good talking birds. 80/-
each

;
Australian Talking Parrots, acclimatised, 12/6

each; Indian Ringneck Talking Parrots, 7/6 each:
Quaker Parrakeet-s, 5J- each

; outdoor aviary-bred
adults Green Budgerigars, 5/- pair; Yellow Budgeri-
gars, 0/6 pair: Enoch Power, 91, Sclater-st, Shore-
ditch, London, E.

DE VON & CO.
114. Bethnal Green-rd., London

; telephone 5489
Wail; telegraphic address, Oiseaux, London. Black-
headed Sibia, 18/-; Hangnest, 15/-; tamo Rock
Mynah, 25/-; Javas, 2/6 pair; White, 8/-; beautiful
rare Carmine or. Rose Finch, seldom imported, 10/-
--•rii; Mountain Buntings, from Transvaal, 20/-
pair: African Finch Larks, 20/- pair; Russian cock
Bullfinches, 7/0; Flycatcher, 3/0; Wild Pigeons, 6-'-

pair: breeding adult Budgerigars, 6/- pair; yellows,
8/-: large Dalmatian Lizards, 3/6; Turtle Dove, 1/6;
Guinea Pigs, 1/- each ; Paradise Fish, 2/- each

;

plants, snails, rocks, etc. ; insectivorous food. 0d.
and 1/C If >.

;
Cuttlefish, 4d. lb.; Dormice, 2/6 pair;

price lists, 0704)

PARROT AVIARIES
MORECAMBE.

>

(1742)

]
VARIOUS BIRDS.

FIVE Golden cocks, 4 Ringneck cocks, all 1914

;

sell or exchange Amhersts or Mandarin Ducks

:

H. Phair, Alresford, Hants. (1817)

EXCHANGE two handreared cock Linnets, suit

contests, for Canaries, or sell 4/6 each: Jopeon,
Juno-st., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1817)

FOUR cock Goldfinches, six hens (1914 birds)

;

also two hen Canaries and Goldfinch mule, sell iot

for 14/-: Copley, Launiiry, Castlecomer, Kilkenny.
(1314)

THE GLASGOW BIRD SHOP
Canaries, 2/ -to 10/6: Linnets, beauties, 1/-; Gold-
finches, 1/9, 2/C: Bullfinches, 3/-; Bishops, full

colour, show condition, 7/6: Whydahs, 7/6; Green
Budgerigars, Yellow Budgerigars. Chinese Buntings,
3/6; Madagascar Weavers in "colour, 3/6; Rose
Co-ckatoos, Quakers, Doves, etc.: Mrs. Martin, 0},
Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. ' (1813)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 179

Prize Money, 8/., 4/-, 2/-. Entry Fee,
G. A. Townsend, Holmgarth, Leeds.
Class 32.—Yorks. Cock, Y’ellow, Clear,

Unevenly Marked,
Class 33.—Yorks. Hen, Yellow, ditto, ditto, ditto
Class 34.—Yorks. Cock, Buff, ditto, ditto, ditto.
Class 35.—Y’orks. Hen, Buff, ditto, ditto, ditto.
Class 36.—Y'orks., Ck. or Hen, Yell., Unfiig., ditto.
Class 37.—Yorks., Ck. or Hen, Buff, Unfiig., ditto.
Members’ Cup for best Young Bird. Entries close
Tuesday, 27th.— A. Scott, Hon. Sec., Kirkburton, nr.
Huddersfield.

ABERTILLERY C.B.S.
Show on WED., OCT. 21st, in the Gymnasium Hall.
In Classes of 9 entries or over—1st 10/-, 2nd 5/-, 3rd
2/6. 8 entries or under will be paid on the sliding
scale as follows: 1st prize 50 per cent., 2nd 25 per
cent., 3rd 12j per cent, of the total entries in each
Class. Full Prize Cards will be awarded. Judge,
John Robson.

No Cancelling or Amalgamation of Classes.
Entrance Fee, 1/6. Members, 1/-.

NORWICH PLAIXHEADS.—Class 1, Clear or tkd.
yell, cock; 2, do buff; 3, Marked or lightly varieg.,
yell, or buff cock; 4, Heavily varieg. or foul green,
do. (this class to mean more dark than light) ; 5,

A.V., yell, hen; 6. do buff hen; 7, -Unflighted cock;
8, do. hen; 9, Novice, yell, or buff cock; 10, do hen;
11, do unflighted.
YORKSHIRES—12, Clear or tkd., yell, cock.; 13.

do buff
;

14, Marked or lightly varieg., yell, or buff

cook ; 15, Heavily varieg. or foul green or cinnamon
do; 16, A.V., yell, hen; 17, do buff; 18, Unflig. cock;
19, do hen; 20, Novice, yellow or buff cock; 21, dc
hen ; 22, do unflig.

BORDER, FANCY'.—23, A.V. cock ; 24, do hen
;

25,

Novice, A.V. cock or hen.

26, A.O.V. Canary not previously mentioned.
HYBRIDS.—27, A.V. Canary Mule, light, cock oi

hen
; 28, do dark ; 29, A.V. Hybrid, between two

British birds, cock or hen.
BRITISH.—30 Goldfinch; 31, Bullfinch; 32. Lin-

net; 33, Greenfinch, Chaffinch, or Bramblefiijch
;

34,

Siskin. Redpoll, or Twite; 35, A.O.V. Hardbill; 36,

A.V. Softbili.-

SELLING CLASSES.—37, Any variety Cage Bird,

single or pair, £1; 38, do do single, 10s.

Entries close Monday, Oct. 19.

Enter from above to: H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.,

Oaklands, Top Crook Hill, Cwmtillery.

LEICESTER
Hand-in-Hand C.B.S. 15th Annual Open Show,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6th and 7th.

Judges: J. Trengovo and II. J. Chick. Schedules:

A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon St., Leicester.
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JUDGES or CAGE BIRDS

J. C. BARNES, 113, Northfleld Road, Walkley, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds, bong,

practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ltd., Lidget Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-

tical experience. . „
j. W BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
, ,

W. A. COW GILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Bond, H. Noiwood,

London, S.li. Specialist, British and l'oreign.

CEO. CARDNEn, 11, UaverstocU Hoad, London,

N.W. Judge of all Kinds of Cage Birds. ,

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Hoad, Northampton, having

retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Jeiins

l.'n.
1

HOUGHTON, 21, Ilatfleld Bond, Gloucester;

judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate. ...

5. A. HOUSE, Ilrlardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other Cago Birds.

|. w. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 08, Bnins-

wick ltoad, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cago Birds, Norwich Pluinhead Speci-

alist- n
W. MUNDELL, 0, Carlisle Place, Mnnmnghnm, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cugo Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Cycle, Salisbury Road, Cessna! ,.on,

Surrey. All varieties of Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. .

I. PATTERSON, Cliirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; an

varieties. Wide, practical experience, bpcciauso

Border Fancy Judge. . _

I. .4. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

i. E. SILK,' The Aviaries, Kinsvvorth, Hants. Judge

of nil varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience..

JAMES STANGER, 00, Grange Terrace, Pelton Jmjr,

Co. Durham. A.Y’., SpL, Nor. and Cr.

HENRV TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Btatis.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, llom-v Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich. Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 30, Aircville Road, Fnzinghall. Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDV, 'flie Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Pi a i n heads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.

J. WILCOCK, Tlie Fountain Inn. Eccleshm, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties.

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington ltd., Frizington. Cumbej--

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvcnor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate.

FORFAR
A chance for exhibitors. Fifth Annual Show will be

held in Masonic Hall, on Saturday, Oct. 31st 1914.

Popular Judges, Cup and Medals. Schedules from:

Kerr and Robertson, Sec s., 15, Green Street.

City ofBradford OJ.
54th Annual Open Show, Sat., Oct. 31, 1914, in the

Keversham Street Council Schools (5 minutes from

Central Stations), under Yorkshire Union rules. 25

Classes, Yorkshires, Norwich. Judges; R. Hallway

,

Shipley, and A. W. Hartley, Bradford. Entries cl ss

Tuesday, Oct. 27.. Schedules with pleasure.—Sec

W. Heiliwell. 116, Mill Lane, Bradford.

|~ GLASGOW AND
WEST OF SGOTLAND
Twenty-fifth Annual Club Show, in Gocd Templars

Ila’.l. 122 Ingram Street, Glasgow, on Saturday. Oct.

31, 1914. Judges: Messrs. Wm. Grewar, G. hislep,

and Wm. Loan. 18 Open Classes. Prize Money on

sliding scale. Entry 1/-. Entries close Tuesday,

Oct. 27, 1914. Schedules from: A. K. Chalmers, 39,

Caussyside Street, Paisley.

READING cb.s
Annual Open Show, Palmer Hall, Wednesday, Nov.

11, 1914. Judge: J. Robson, Esq. Open Classes: 5

Norwich, 5 Yorkshire. 1 A.O.. Canary, 2 British, 1

Mule cr Hybrid, 2 Selling, 4 Foreign. Id. on every

1 litre to Prince of Wales Fund. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-,

2 6 with 2/6 Cash Specials. Schedules and par-

t miliars from Sec., O. C. Smith, 73, Audley Street,

Reading.

Gage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
SO,ooo readers weekly

Offices : 154, Fleet Street, London, E C.

Telegrams— ' Aviculture, London Tel. No. 5229

tlolborn.
Tho Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelo f>e,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted, contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one 6itfe of paper only •

[Twitterings.
We hear from Mr. E. Dendle, hon. sec.,

that 33 cage bird classes will be provided

at the show of the Swansea F.A. on Dec. 10.

Mr. W. F. L. Bremner, sec., writes that

the Clackmannanshire C.B.S. intend holding

their show as usual on Dec. 5, open to mem-
bers within 15 miles from Alloa,

Additional societies to abandon their open

shows are: Winsfor-d G.B.S., Preston O.S.,

Hull C.B.S., Newtownards C.B.S., Broughty

Ferry C.B.S.
Mr. A. F. Fifield, press corr., writes that

entries for the show of the Oxford C.B.S.

will be accepted up to first post Monday,

Oct. 19. The schedule is reviewed in this

week’s issue.

Owing to all the halls in Stirling being

commandeered by the military authorities,

we have been compelled to cancel our show

fixed for Nov. 21st, writes Mr. J. Gillies,

Sec. Stirling and Dis. C.B.S.

Mr. J. L. Heseltine, hon. sec. Hull C.B.S.,

writes that he has joined the colours, and

all further communications should bo

addressed to the sec. (pro. tem.), Mr. Fer-

nandez, 70, Belvoir Street, Hull.

The show of the Haltwhistle C.B.S., ar-

ranged for Nov. 20-21, has been postponed

till the new year. Mr. J. Ewart, sec., writes

that the show of Thrums C.B.S., fixed for

Dec. 5, has been postponed, but the new date

is not stated.

QBITUAEU5T.

MR. T. THOMPSON (Derby).

It is with regret, writes Mr. F. W.
Jordan, that I have to report the death of

Mr. Tom Thompson, which took place on

Oct, 1, after only a few days’ illness. Mr.

Thompson was one of the most prominent

members of the Derby and Dist. C.B.S.,

serving on the committee for a number of

years, and winning the Norwich cup' three

years ago. He was highly resjiected by all,

and his loss will be felt by the whole of

our members. He was buried on Oct. 4 at

Chaddisden, Derby. Age 36.

The Bright Future of Our Hobby.
A HEARTENING MESSAGE TO BREEDERS AND

EXHIBITORS OF BIRDS.
Enterprise of the Yorkshire Union of C.B.S. Splendidly Justified :

Results that Should Set at Rest the Minds of Show Officials.
1^ r, /v/i/v.t/1 nlx/Mraf i, (• J li /\ V /i iilrnli /l f1 1/0 ft- ll 1? /> /)

LLANDUDNO
NOVEMBER 7th.

Seventh Annual Show (confined to Welsh Northern

Counties). Judge of Cage Bird Section, Mr. A. G.

Davies, Manchester. Ten Classes. Prizes, 6/-, 3/-,

1/6. Fee 1/-. Special to each • class, and Cup for

best bird in show. Entries close October 28th, to:

C. E. Cragg, Rocklands, R hos., Colwyn Bay
.

Bedlington & District
Cage Bird Society 4th Annual Show, on Saturday,

October 24th, 1914. Judges: Air. J. Stanger, of Dur-

ham. and Mr. J. Hands, of Ryton-on-Tyne. Show to

lie held in Co-operative Hail. Bedlington. Open
Classes: 4 Nor., 3 Uord., 1 Y’orks.. 1 A.O.V.C, 1 Lin.,

(V. or H.M.), 1 Brit. A.V., 1 Sell. Class. Will fan-

ciers please note that entries will be taken up till

firs* post on Wed., Oct. 21.— Chas. E. Fuller, Sec.,

Smith’s Buildings, Bedlington, E.E. (1812)

Ne6ts of Bird3. Toultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especial’y

-when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Vito. KiH» all ixusects. Uarartoes to everything else.

All the birds during the forthcoming

L. and P.O.S. show will be fed on seeds

and other foods supplied by Messrs. Trower

and Co., writes Mr. Chas. W. Law, the hon.

sec. I think it most kind of them that they

are willing to help during these bad times.

YVe hope members will not forget the an-

nual show takes place on Oct. 29th, write

Messrs. Burton Bros., hon. secs. New Cross

C.B.S., and we shall be pleased to hear from

members who wish to give a special, so that

it may appear in schedule, which will be sent

out shortly. Stewards are also wanted.

As I am leaving this country to take up

a position abroad, I am compelled to dis-

pose of my entire stock of Crest and Crest-

bred Canaries, writes Mr. John Thomson

(Broxburn). I was anxiously anticipating the

show season, as I have bred some good

youngsters. My entire stock is advertised

under Crests this week, and I have also a lot

of cages, show and stock, and other necessary

appliances to dispose of.

The principal article in the October issue of

“British Birds,” Messrs. Witherby and Co.,

High Holborn, Is. monthly, is a review by

Mr. M. Vaughan of the 1913 inquiry on the

increase and decrease in summer migrants. A
list of marked (ringed) birds recovered is

given, and the rest of the issue is filled’, with

some very interesting “ Notes,’ one of which,

by Mr. J. H. Owen, records that of 34

Cuckoos’ eggs found during the past season no

less than 18 were in nests of tho Hedge -Spar-

row.
.

.

In the Aviculture Magazine, the organ or

the Avicultural Society, for October the Mar-

quis of Tavistock concludes his very interest-

ing “ Hints qn Parrot-Keeping.” Among the

other articles are “ Some Canadian Birds,
^

by Mr, H. B. Rathbone ;

“ Birds in Autumn,’

by Mr. A. B. Williams; “Birds of New
South Wales,” by Mr. G. A. Heumann ;

and
“ English Names for the Parrots,” by Dr. E.

Hopkinson. The frontispiece is a beautiful

coloured drawing of the Rufous-necked Laugh-

ino- Thrush, by Mr. H. Good chi Id, and notes

are given by Mr. D. Seth-Smitla

THE second show of the Yorkshire
Union s5s.1s.on, held on Saturday last

by the Bradford East O.S., proved
a thorough success and, best of all, a Horded
splendid justification of the stout-hearted

action. of the Council of the Y.U. in decid-

ing for “Business as Usual” despite tho

grey outlook which the affairs of the

Fancy took on in tho initial weeks of the

war crisis.
* A Bogey Effectually Laid.

The opening fixture ati Halifax provided
abundant proof that the fanciers of York-
shire and the immediate vicinity intended

to uphold their hobby by every means in

their power, and the show at Bradford is

a triumph for the clear-sighted, hard-

headed men of the County of Broad Acres,

who have shown that the obstacles to tho

success of shows conjured up by the timid

—difficulty of transit being probably the
“ bogey in -chief ”—have little or no reality

when put to the test.

This is not by any means the first timo

that Yorkshiremen have given a lead to

their brethren in tho Fancy—they have

always shone in matters of management
and organisation—and we hope the officials

and members of those societies that have

still to decide the question of “ to be or

not to be” in connection with their annual

exhibitions, will take heart from tho re-

sults achieved by the Y.U.
Cheering Figures.

Remember that tho cancelling of your

•fixture must inevitably mean that the

Fanpv to which you are devoted will slip

back " a notch in your district. Do not

lightly dismiss the possibility of your

show being a success financially and in

every other way ;
that fanciers stand ready

to support shows courageous enough to

appeal to them we have never doubted,

and recent happenings serve to strengthen

us in that opinion. We can point, too, in

fturt-hejr Confirmation, to the fine entry

secured by many of the classes at Bristol

(a very early fixture and a
“ mixed ” show-)

viz., 35, 21, and three of 17, with nine

other classes well into double figures.

At Bradford East Show (the second Y.U. fixture

of this year) there were more exhibitors and more

exhibits than there were at the Windhil! Show of

last year (the second Y.U. fixture of 1913).

Further, there were mare exhibitors at the present

Bradford East Show (viz., 145) than at the show of

last year (viz. 138).

YV ind ll ill 1913. Bradford 1914.

No. of Exhibitors. ... 132. 145.

Classcs. Ents Classes. Ents.

Champ. Y'ork-s. . ... 9 123 10 144

Champ. Green Mkd ... 4 47 4 46

Champ. Cinn . ... 4 28 4 27

Nov. Yorks . ... 6 129 8 140

Nov. Green Mkd. . . ... 2 36 2 29 1

Nov. Cinn. Mkd. . . ... 2 21 0 0

Norwich . ... 2 6 2 14

Selling ... a 34 3

Total ... 31 424 33 443

' The&e facts should serve to dispel at

the state of things to-day necessarily

inimical to the welfare of cage-bird shows.

Over the Fence.
Of course, where the military necessi-

ties of the moment render impossible the
obtaining of a suitable hall, fanciers have
to accept the inevitable. But even this
does not preclude the holding of what we
may term “ district shows,” such, for

instance, as the projected Welsh National
Show, which we hope will come into being,

and which has our hearty good wishes.

The combination of several societies is, if

every membfer loyally does his best, prac-

tically sufficient to ensure a successful

j

show without oven, counting on outside
help, although the latter will of a certainty

be forthcoming.
These district shows should he open to

all fanciers living within a certain radius,

and classes should be added for novices, it

being made clear that wins in this re-

stricted competition do not affect anyone’s

novice status. Success should then be cer-

tain.

A Gentle Hint.

One further point occurs to us : We havo

often thought that the partiality of socie-

ties for crowding all the shows possible

into practically two’ months (October and

November) was not entirely in the best

interests of all concerned. Well, this

seems peculiarly a season when shows

dated early in the New Year might look

for success. We will leave the hint for

societies interested to think over.

With regard to the outlook for the Fancy

in genera^ in our opinion there is no need

for the slightest despondency. It is bet-

ter—much better—now than many people

we have met seemed to think could possi-

bly be the case.

The Silver Lining.

And that there is a bright future to

look forward to we have not the smallest

doubt. In this connection we would com-

mend to our readers the following words,

which appeared in a recent issue of the

“Eastern Daily Press” (published at Nor-

wich"h . ,
,

It may be of interest to fanciers and the

n-eneral public to know that the war may

havei a direct bearing upon the breeding and

exportation of Canaries from Norwich. I' or

Years the Germans have been the greatest

competitors the city has had in the matter

of Canary breeding, and have annually sent

enormous' numbers of the little songsters to

America, where there is always a great

demand for them. Lately a report had

been prevalent that there would be no sale

for English birds this year, but Air. Jacop

Maekley, one of our best known experts, is

of the contrary opinion, and advise*

breeders to holcWheir birds as long as they

possiblv can, as liis belief is that there must

be a great demand for English birds in

America in tho near future, as the Germans

will be unable to supply even a fraction of

the number they have sent across the sea in

past years. . .

We are in entire agreement with the

above views. May the Good Times

quickly come to pass.

We have decided, writes Mr. W. Adams,

hon. sec. Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S., to

hold our members’ show as usual on Nov. 28,

in the Parish Church Schools. Mr. Hardy,

Oldham, will judge.
_

_ _
Mr. J. G. Torbett, sec. Muirkirk C.B.S.,

writes that since having his schedule printed

he has received an additional novice medal

from the B.F.C.C. Any member of B.F.C.C.

competing with rung birds will be disquali-

fied'.

Can it be True ?
“ On September 30, at Himbleton, near

Droitwich, I saw a Cuckoo flyings in a

southerly direction. It settled close to me,

and called its note four times.” S'o writes a

correspondent in the “ Birmingham Post.

Don’t Forget It.

Exhibitors in the metropolitan area should

remember that entries for the L. and P.O.S.

Show (note advert, this week) close on Thurs-

day next, Oct, 22nd
,
to Mr. C. W. Law, lion,

sec., Brimley House, Woodhouse Road,

North Finchley. This show deserves gener-

ous support, as all the entry fees are re-

turned in prize money, not one penny being

deducted for expenses, and there is an excel-

lent list of special prizes. It affords fanciers

a splendid opportunity of determining the

merits of their birds in competition.

Changes of Address.
We are asked to state that Mr. Thos.

Bewick has removed from Bclford Terrace to

44, Milton Street, N. Shields, and Mr. J.

W Robson, sec. of Bnrnhope C.B.S. ,
from

Mordue Buildings to L el! Houses, Bnrnhope.

Liverpool Needs Your Suoport.
The secretaries of Liverpool Show. Messrs.

Metcalfe and -Green (58. Brunswick Road

Liverpool) request exhibitors to be good

enough to post their entries early, as thero

is occasionally some delay in the postal

arrangements. They hope fanciers will give

their show the fullest possible support, and

so justify them in going ahead with the

fixture.
' The prize-money and the special

prizes are very liberal.

Rally Round Abertillerv-
Permit me to remind exhibitors of our

show next Wed., October 21.-C writes Mr.

H. H. Mortimer, hon. sec. Abertillery C B S.

We have secured tho Gymnasium Hall, the

best in the district, and Mr. Robson as

judge. Fanciers can rest assured that their

exhibits will receive every care at the hands

of capable fanciers. I ask those who have

not a schedule to enter from the advertise-

ment appearing in this week's issue of

0agb BritDS. Wo shall accept entries till

Monday, first post.
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Thj Rock Pipit is an inhabi»;nt of the sea-shore,where it lives on insects and small marine life left

fay the receding tide. It is not unlike the morecommon Meadow Pipit, but is darker (more olive)

in plumage, and has a shorter hind-claw. The birddepicted won 3rd prize at the Crystal Palace 1914

Show for Mr. R. C. Tout, of Portsmouth.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
* By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 163,1

{SUNFLOWER SEED AND?

{
BRITISH FINCHES, *

By A. H. C. LEGG.
An instructive lecture given before the

Porth and Rhondda Valleys C'.B.S.

'* (Concluded from page 163.)

E
VERY one knows the bold Greenie;

you can Jpirdly visit, a British bird

fancier’s room or aviary without see-

ing one or two. He seems to be everyone’s

favourite. The cocks may easily be picked

out from the hens, the cocks being green

and the liens grey, with just a faint yellow

in the wings and tail. As a. Hybrid

breeder he is in great demand, either im-

pairing to other British hens or Canary

hens. I have n Greenie hen that will sit,

hatch and rear Canaries until out of nest.

The Greenfinch's staple diet should be

in winter: a good supply of sunflower and

safflower seed, and a mixture of 3 parts

Canary, 1 part summer rape, 1 part win-

ter rape. Oats and wheat L find a good

thing in winter, and for green food in

summer 1 give plenty of groundsel, chick-

weed, hardheads, and dandelion. At
moulting time as'nnuch fresh gathered sun-

flower seeds as the bird will eat, also a

little linseed. I use hemp veiy sparingly.

Fresh sunflower seed is a grand colour-food

and a Greenfinch moulted well upon this

will be a blaze of colour. I am not an

advocate of pepper feeding Greenies.

The Greenfinch to Show.
To select a. Greenfinch for show, choose

a yellow with a good natural colour (grass

green), and of the same colour all

through, not running light underneath as

we find some of them, and with a good bold-

front and round head. The outer edges

of the wings and tail should be a deep yel-

low; feather fine and silky. The show
cage should be of the box pattern, en-

amelled a very pale blue inside, with wires

the same colour, and black outside.

The Chaffinch is getting more popular

every year, and some good ones are seen

upon the show benches at our shows. It

should be fed in the same way as the

Greenfinch, excepting in the moulting sea-

son, when it should have a supply of in-

sectivorous food and some live insects or

grubs. Mix up enough of the food for the

day, and add to this a quarter of a tea-

spoonful of tasteless pepper. Remember
to give fresh sunflower seed as for the

Greenfinch.
For an exhibition bird, select one as

large as possible, with a good round breast,

a large round head, and a bold eye; the

wing bars as distinct as possible, and the

blue upon the head as deep as possible.

The Goldfinch and the Siskin.

The Goldfinch to me is the handsomest
of all our small British Finches, and you
will hardly find any Canary breeder’s

room without one, for as a niuler he is a

jewel without price. His stock food should

be two parts canary, two parts teazle,

quarter-part summer rape, and quarter-

part charlock, half-part linseed; hemp
should be given now and again as a tit-bit.

1 also mix up the following as a tit-bit in

equal quantities : thistle, dandelion, maw,
iuga, and lettuce seed, and give a half-

teaspoonful every other day in summer,
and the same quantity every dav in

winter, also a small quantity of hemp.
The best greenfood is groundsel, dande-
lion, hardheads and thistles.

A Goldfinch for exhibition shquld be
largo and cobby, and have a good square
blaze free from guttering. This “gutter-
ing” is just what spoils a lot of our
Finches. The back and breast should be
a deep' chestnut, the black on the head and
back of head cut nice and clean, and the
yellow- in wings as deep as possible.

Of all our British birds I believe the Sis-
kin is one of the easiest to settle down to
cage life, and his diet is very simple.
Canary seed, summer rape, teazle, and a
small quantity of hemp are about the only
seeds required as a staple diet. In spring
and summer give any wild seed you can lay
hands on, and during the nioult don’t
forget a few- fresh gathered sunflower seeds
I usually cut a sunflower head into eight
pieces for the Goldfinch and Siskin, and
give one piece each day, and nearing the
end of the moult 1 add a little linseed. As
a tit-bit, I give a little wild seed mixture
(Baker and Spiller’s), as there are about
2J different, kiuds of seed in it.

P
ERSONALLY, I do not believe the

foregoing process necessary, for I

have not experienced any detri-

mental effects in placing the song cage

direct into the cabinet. No closing of the

doors should take place until the birds are

thoroughly used to feeding and drinking in

their new quarters. The doors can then be

closed half-way for a commencement, and
afterwards just a little each day, or on

alternate days, until the complete closure

takes place.

Letting in the Light.

For about two or three days after this

closure the doors must be fully opened

several times daily, and should any of the

birds. not be feeding properly when doors

are closed they must be allowed a little

more light until the defect is remedied.

Afterwards, one hour's full light daily will

be quite sufficient, and it will he advant-

ageous to divide this period into two, or

cven three portions; th6 last but not the

least important being in an artificial light.

This caging off may have the effect of

stopping the youngsters from singing for a

few days. Yet, as they have been bred

for song purposes for so many generations,

sing they must, and from nowr
,
until they

have completed their song tours, will re-

quire a little watching. The breeder who
has paid attention to the mating of the

stock birds, and not mixed up the faults,

and has also provided a suitable tutor, may
reasonably expect to see seme good return

for his labour. Should any bird bring a

fault that is not sung by tutor or stock-

birds, it should be instantly removed from
the training-room.
Whether such birds should be disposed of

depends upon the rest of their song, and
the way the other youngsters are singing.

In the event of these others singing all the

SUNFLOWER SEED AND BRITISH FINCHES
—Continued.

The Siskin is a handsome little green

and yellow bird. A Siskin for slio-w should

he cobby in build, his colour a greenish yel-

low-, and his cap (this is a very important
tiling) should be black, w ith a grey edging

to the feathers, making it a mass of spang-

ling. Right around the edge of the cap it

should he cut as if with a pair of scissors.

The bib should he as black as possible.

T here are many birds on the show bench
deficient in this respect, but the bird with
a good bib is, of course, the best. His
flank markings, that is, along the sides,

should be distinct. The two wing bars

should be a bright yellow-, and run from
the edge of the flights to the centre of the

back. The hens are more of a greyish-

green, and have no cap or bib; the flank

markings are better in the hens than cocks.

The show cage should he of the box pat-
tern, and the outside should be enamelled
black and the interior a nice dark blue.

good tours that are sung by the bird or

birds bringing this “foieign” fault then

the latter can be sold off. I would advise

the fancier to think, not once or twice, but
many times before he disposes of a bird

possessing some good quality that is lack-

ing in his1 other stock, for the sole fault of

its producing a faulty tour.

In your endeavours to establish quality,

mate with nest sister, also with a good hen
from another strain, or one slightly but
not too closely related. The following

year mate sire to daughters, also to an-

other fresh hen to give you material to

work on in the following year. The young
cocks and hens bred from the two hens can
be mated together. By working on these

lines excellence can be established, and
faulty tours eradicated. When you have
a number of birds to work with, you can
choose for breeding and for training pur-

poses, using only those that are the most
suitable for your object, to maintain the

quality, yet to diminish and eventually

eradicate the fault.

A Section for Exhibitors.
Reader, I have led you through a little

of the early history of the Roller, its song

tours, and in as simple a manner as pos-

sible I have told how to distinguish these,

how- to purchase, house, mate for breeding,

and how to train to produce good singers.

If I have laboured any of those subjects, I

did so purposely, to make them as simple

as possible, knowing full well that some
minds are quicker to comprehend than
others. Little remains for me to say, ex-

cepting to give a few- simple hints to those

w-ho w-ish to train their birds for exhibition,

to give an up-to-date judging standard,

and a few hints on how Roller Canaries are

j
udged

.

Birds for a show career should be as tame
as it is possible to get them, and those that

have trained in a living room will not ex-

perience much difficulty in this respect. It

is difficult to sav w-hen they should be

placed in the exhibition cages, because of

their different temperaments. The change
from the wire song cage to the shutter show-

cage will not affect some birds, for they
will commence to sing immediately after

the transfer, some object to f he change by
not singing, while others will not sing, and
will sulk for days. The latter type must
he kept throughout the show season in the

show- cage!

The difficulty of getting them to sing in

different surroundings is partly overcome
by getting them tame and indifferent to a

person’s presence in the vicinity of their

cage. Some fanciers in their endeavours

to attain this will frequently move the

cage from one position to another, or from
one room to another, and it is not an un-

common practice to take a bird when on a

visit to fancier friends.
1 {To be continued.)

5 SOFT-BILLED BIRDS J

5
AS CAGE PETS. {

By " OLD HAND.”
A practical article on the Keeping of soma

of our most popular Softbllls.
(Concluded from, page 151.)

G
RATED raw carrot mixed with th*

food is very good for them, also a
little canary seed occasionally.

Shredded meat, worms, caterpillars and
any sort of insect life arc much appreciated,
and help to keep them in health, and
therefore song, as an unhealthy bird rarely

sings.

Always keep the cage floor well strewn
w-ith sand, and occasionally put in a shal-

low dish full of silver sand, or dust off

the road if clean, as Larks bathe in this

instead of w-ater. Do not coddle them
at all but hang outside as much as possi-

ble. Should the weather be very frosty

or wet it is as well to bring them indoors,

but not in a room where a fire is burning,
for when they are hung out again they
may catch a chill. If looked after accord-

ing to the above directions I think they
will do very w-ell

;
at least, mine have

done so.

The Starling is a bird which one rarely
sees caged in town, but in the country he
is a general favourite. The glossy spang-
led plumage and its mimicking w-ays have
much to recommend the bird. . In their

wild state they are very wary, but w-hen
caged make fine pets. About the fields

and ploughed lands droves of them may
be seen busily hunting for grubs and in-

sects. About the end of March these
droves break up and each pair begins to

look for a hole in which to build its nest.

The Penalty of Plundering.
The Starling has not much song, but a

clear, plaintive whistle, which begins at
the top of the scale, runs dow n slowly, and
very quickly up again. A jangle of notes
is also emitted, which more resembles chat-
tering than singing. If any are wanted
for the cage hand-rearing is best resorted
to, for old ones rarely settle down. They
are best taken when the feathers begin to
appear, for if left longer they will sulk
and not gape. Should the nest be in the
hole of a tree be very careful to see that
the hole is large enough to admit the hand
easily. 1 once put my arm into a hole just

above the elbow and was two hours before
I got it out, minus half the skin and with
a sprained elbow.

Teaching to Talk.
The youngsters are best put into a box

about six inches deep, half full of hay, as

the nest is not easily removed. The
method of hand-feeding is the same as

with the other birds mentioned. Cocks
as well as hens may be retained if w-anted.

The cocks are usually distinguished by
being larger and bolder than the hens.

Teaching them to talk should now com-
mence, for it is in these early stages that
they acquire most. I have heard of peo-
ple cutting their tongues with the idea
that they will talk sooner, but they ought
to be served the same and see how much
sooner they would talk. A few words at

a time should be repeated until they are
acquired, when some more may be added.
Give each bii-d a name, and w-hen the
attention of the bird is required call it

by that name. “Jacob” seems to be a
name to which they will answer most
readily, and will soon come to the wires
on hearing it. With a little patience
they may be taught various sayings, and
w-histle little ditties. I have heard some
which one would take to be a Parrot unless

they w-ere seen. They will mimic any-
thing. from the mewing of a cat to calling

one of the family.

When they feed fairly well, the food
should be gradually changed to some good
packet mixture or the following : One pint

of barley meal, and one ounce of ants’

eggs mixed together. Mix just enough
crumbly moist and make fresh every day.

Snails, grubs, worms and a little shredded
meat are appreciated, also lettuce and
fruit. Green food of some kind should
be given every day or tw-o, as this is essen-

tial to keep them in health. A bath
should be provided on bright days,* as they
love a splash, which is necessary to keep
them in the best of plumage. Once one
has succeeded in teaching a Starling a few
words the time and trouble w-ill never he
regretted. After the first moult the beau-

,
tiful spangled plumage appears,
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Correspondence.
Appeal for the First Fixture in

South Wales.
Sir, Allow mo to appeal U> sil fanciers,

and those in South Wales and Monmouth-
shire especially, t6 support Abertillory Show,
on October 2lst, this being the first fixture

in South Wales, Then we shall not hear so
much of the cancelling of shows. I may
say that the Abertillory Society is guaran-
teeing the prize money, and there is no can-
celling or amalgamating of classes. They are
a body of experienced and good fanciers, and
the exhibits will get every care and atten-

tion). 1 am getting all fanciers around
Hlaenavon to exhibit ; 1 may say there will

bo some 30 exhibits in Norwich, Yorkshires
and Borders from here.

G no roe Broom.

The Scale of Prize Money at
Y.U. Shows.

Sir, Kindly publish the enclosed list of
prize-money to be paid on the sliding scale
at Yorkshire Union Shows in classes that
range from 5 to 14 entries. It will serve
as a guide to exhibitors, and save secre-
taries many explanations.

H. Hill, Hon. Sec. Y.U.
Amounts due to exhil >itor,- after Id. in the Is.

has bet ’ll <i educte d from the writ r \ fet

Prizes

:

Tot;al
1 st. oml. 3rd. 4th. per class.

Entries s. tl. n. d. S. d. s. < 1 . 8. d.
6 2 0 2 0 1 4 0 0 e 10
<; 3 •t 2 <i ] 8 0 10 8 4
7 s 10 2 10 1 11 1 0 0 7
8 4 5 3 3 2 2 1 2 11 0
0 •1 11 3 8 2 6 1 3 12 3

It) 5 C 4 0 2 8 1 C 18 8
11 (i 0 4 7 3 1 1 7 15 3
12 6 8 5 0 3 4 1 8 8
13 7 2 5 4 3 7 1 10 17 11

If 7 8 5 8 3 10 2 0 19 2

The Cancelling of Wimbledon
Show.

Sir,—I have just received a card announc-
ing a meeting of the Wimbledon C.B.S.
and at the bottom is printed “ on account
of the war the Committee have reluctantly
cancelled the open show in November.” I
consider the Wimbledon society has been in
the past one of the best managed around
London, and members, I believe, have always
had a voice in the general business. I

consider that before this show was aban-
doned a meeting should have been called
for members and the secretary have explained
the difficulties he was in respecting the
holding of the show. Perhaps the secre-
tary will be kind enough to let those mem-
bers know (who are not in ‘the know) the
particular reason why the show is cancelled,
whether it is difficulty respecting a hall not
being available, or what?

A Member.
The Royal Horticultural Hall
Show Will Positively be Held.
Sir,—Notwithstanding rumours to the con-

trary, I am now in a position to convey to
the Fancy the following official information,
“that the Royal Horticultural Hall will not
be further requisitioned for military pur-
poses, except in the event of a grave crisis

arising which would necessitate the bringing
to London of large bodies of troops.” Conse-
quently I appeal to the Fancy to make a note
of the show dates, Nov. 26, 27 and 28, and
to flatly contradict any reports that the show
jwill not be held.

After a short respite, I have been again
requested to accept the onerous position of

show manager. It is now oyer 20 years since
I first became acquainted with this work in

the Fancy, during which time fanciers have
never failed to assist me, and I trust my
actions during that time have inspired fur-

ther confidence and that I may again (for

it is now more than ever necessary) rely upon
their unanimous support to make this exhibi-
tion (“the triple entente”) the largest of
its kind ever held, more especially as the
whole of the profits arising therefrom are to
be devoted to the British lied Cross Society,
for the purpose of alleviating the sufferings

of our fellow men incapacitated while doing
their duty. I am aware of the heavy drain on
the public in many ways, but would respect-

fully commend this method of giving assist-

ance
; it is accompanied by a sporting element

sufficient- to render some pleasure to compen-
sate for the many anxieties caused by the
present unfortunate crisis.

With the laudable object in view I truly
Ihope there will be no counter move to detract
from the success of the undertaking, as the
triple entente, viz., the N.B.B. andi M.C.,
the F.B.E.L. and the L.C.B.A. have no de-
sire to claim all the credit for any success
that may be achieved, but are Teady to mete
out to every supporter (in whatever sphere,
whether with entries, sale of admission tick-

ets, obtaining adverts, and stalls, or contribu-
ting in any way whatsoever) their just claim
in the participation of any success. Let us
be able to send a substantial sum from the
Cage Bird Fancy of the British Isles through I

the annual exhibition at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall. Let us cast aside differences

of opinion and all work together with one

common object for one common good.

Suggestions of methods to augment the fund

in any way are respectfully invited and will

be carefully iconsidei;ed by the Committee
and carried into effect if practicable, and
providing they arc not contrary to the con-

ditions under which the Hall is rented.

The "secretaries of the respective clubs will

be pleased to furnish every possible informa-

tion concerning their own club’s classifica-

tion : Mr. A. Silver, F.B.E.L., 303, High
Road, Sltreatham ; Mr. Carr, N.B.B. and
M.C., 45, Overdale Hoad, South Ealing, and
T. Knight, 64, Chaplin Road, Wembley, or

John Tyson,

169, SLoane St., Ivondon, S.W.

The Suggested Welsh National
Cage Bird Show.

Sir,-—I brought the subject of a Welsh
National Show before the members of the

Abertillery C.B.S. at our last meeting, held

October 10th, and after a short discussion it

was unanimously decided to support same.

I think it is a very good idea, inasmuch
as we have such a large number of exhibitors

in Wales and Monmouthshire. I think Mr.
Alf. Hitchings (Swansea) wrote* a very sen-

sible letter on the subject last week. 1

am very much in favour of his suggestions,

and if a meeting should be called, 1 am
sure the Abertillery C.B.S. will not be found
in the background, as we should be pleased

to send a representative.

H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

Sir,— I thank Mr. E. Thomas for making
it quite -clear that the suggested Welsh Na-
tional Show will not be run by the Cardiff

C.B.S. It must be a National Show repre-

sented by every society in Wales. I would
remind Mr. Thomas, however, that the Na-
tional Show Committee will have to leave

much of the detail each year to the society in

whose town the show is to be held. That is

THE GREAT NATIONAL
CAGE BIRD SHOW

WILL BE HELD ON FEB. 5, 6, 8 & 9,1915

to say—the local society and the National
Show Committee would work together for

success. I consider it would be a great hon-
our indeed to breeders and fanciers to have
such an event in their town as the Welsh Na-
tional Show. I venture to say that it would
do more for those breeders afid 1 fanciers

generally than could be done by the local

society itself in five years. It is for this

reason that I ask all societies in Wales to

pull together and make the first Welsh Na-
tional Show a huge success.

I am arranging an informal meeting at

Abertillery Show next Wednesday, Oct. 21st,

which will afford an opportunity for all fan-

ciers in 'that district to give their views. I

am looking forward to the support of all well-

known fanciers and exhibitors who are in-

terested in this movement. I shall then call

a meeting at Cardiff on Saturday, Nov. 7th,

at which I hope all societies will be repre-

sented'. Will Mr. Alf. Hutchings please note

that on the 7tli proximo. Cardiff City meet
Queen’s Park Rangers ? It is quite a good
idea of yours, Mr. Hutchings, and you will

be pleased to hear that Cardiff C.B.S. are

having a show on Sat., Nov. 21st, when the

City meet Bristol Rovers. The show, 1 be-

lieve, will be open to a Tadius of twenty
miles, or, to all exhibitors who can bring

their own birds, and it is being held solely

to keep fanciers together. Whether Llanelly

intend holding their show in Jan. or not, I

sincerely hope Mr. John will endeavour to

attend the meeting in Cardiff on Nov. 7th.

I enclose a very nice letter from Mr. G.

T. Jones, the secretary of the Welsh Cage
Bird Club Club, who kindly offers a guinea
towards the expenses. There are dozens of

other good fanciers in the Principality who
can do the same thing, but, as Mr. Jones
says, “ they are very backward in coming
forward.” E. J. Banks.

Copy of Mr. Jones' letter.

Sir,—I am quite in sympathy with the suggestion
re a Welsh National Show, and at any time pre-

pared to do my share towards bringing same to an
issue. I have felt for years that Welsh fanciers are
“backward in coming forward.” so far as a

National show is concerned, and. I am sure that if

we arc united success must follow our venture. It

is useless to think of the phrase in this week's
issue by Mr. D. John, of Llanelly, that for this Rea-

son it is too late. I say, “Never too late to mend.”
liven if it is war, let us be up and doing with a
heart for any fate ! Von can roly on me to do all

I can to support the movement, and I would sub-
scribe £1 Is. to the funds. Therefore, friends, carry
out your well thought out idea, and let ua have a
show that will go down to posterity.

Brecon, G. T. Jongs.

BUSINESS BRISK AS EVER.

Advertiser asKs us to Rescue
Him from Would-be Customers !

SIR, Will you kindly come (o my rescue
and thank all would-be customers who answered
my advertisement last week in CAGE BIRDS.
I had about 16 birds for sale (Foreign) and could
have sold them many times over, several offering

to take the lot, and others offering me a good
price for odd birds. It is utterly impossible
for me to reply fo all, though I have done so in

some dozen cases or more. Although it is just

a week since the advertisement appeared, letters

cf enquiry are still coming in along with money
orders! G. E. CORNWALL.

“ Pleased to tell jou I have sold the Pomeranian
Puppy this (Friday) evening before seven o clock
in my own parish through the advertisement
in your most valuable CAGE BIRDS. -JAMES
JEFFEftlES (Bristol).

“As showing the value cf an advertisement
in CAGE BIRDS, I had orders for birds from
all parts cf England, Scotland, and Wales.”—
JOHN' WELCH (Southampton).

Norwich Plainhead Club Meets
at Manchester.

Sir,—A general meeting of the Norwich
Plainhead Club will be held at Manchester
Show on October 31st, at 3.30 in the after-
noon, when I trust as many members as pos-
sible will attend, as there will be some very
important business on the agenda. In view
of the fact that three of the shows to which
we had allotted our patronage have been
cancelled, some other arrangement will have
to be made as to the allocation of the chib’s
support. If any member has any scheme,
and will not be present at the meeting, I

should be glad if he would forward me par-

ticulars in order that 1 may bring it to
the notice of the members present.

Jno. Hopkins, Sec.

126, Bury New Road, Bolton, Lancs.

North Staffordshire Societies
Decide on Inter-club Shows.
Sir,—In view of the fact that the local

societies had considered it advisable to aban-
don their open event this season, the decision

to hold a series of inter-T-lub shows appears
to be an excellent one, if interest in the Cage
Bird Fancy is to be maintained until the
country is in a more normal condition. A
meeting of delegates was held at Stoke on
Oct. 6th, Mr. C. J. Robinson, chair, Mr.
Hulme, treasurer, Hr. Pitchford, secretary.

It was decided thSi each show should be
confined to bona fide members of the societies

participating. Two shows to be held, one at

“ BUSINESS
Elgin Provides a Show for

the North of Scotland.
Sir,—

T

he Committee of the Elgin C.B.A.
have decided to hold their Fifth Annual
Show as usual, on December 25. The Com-
mittee hope that all fanciers in the North
of Scotland will support them and help to

make’ the show a success financially by send-

ing as large an entry as possible. The
show will be run on lines similar to last

year, and we look forward with confidence

to another successful fixture.

A. W. Douglas, Sec.

Old Shildon Show is Going
Ahead.

Sir,—The Old Shildon Workmen’s Club
Cage Bird Society’s Show will be held in

the club hall on Fri. and Sat., Nov. 13 and

14, when there will be 21 classes for Can-
aries and six classes for British

;
judges, J.

Stanger (Pelton Fell), and W. Reid (Sunder-

land). We ask the Yorkshire Federation

to rally round us and give us a bumping
entry. We have a grand hall, with plenty

of light (electricity by night), and heated by
hot water. ' John Ainsworth, Sec.

Llanelly’s Show to Take Place
in the New Year.

Sir,—One of the largest and most repre-

sentative meetings of the Llanelly and Dist.

C.B.S. was held at headquarters on Saturday
evening last. The chair was taken by Mr.
Jos. Ovens, the president (Mr. Holmes) being
unable to attend. The most important busi-

ness before the meeting was as to the advis-

ability of holding our show booked for Jan-
uary 12 next. After a free discussion by
all the members it was passed that we
hold our show as usual and that the proceeds
be devoted to some deserving' cause to be
agreed upon at our next meeting. We then
hope to make a start with our schedule.

We trust that fanciers will remember the
Llanelly Cage Bird Society with their entries.

Ono cup was promised at this meeting,
for the open Yorkshire section, to lie won
outright. Daniel John, Sec.

9. Pottery Place, Llanelly..

Hanley on Nov. 7th and' one at Burelem on
Dec. 12th. It was not considered necessary
to go outside the district for judges; secre-
tary was instructed to ascertain the terms,
etc., of several experienced local fanciers. A
good classification was adopted both for
champions and novices. Members can obtain
schedules from their secretaries. Entry fees
were fixed at Is. Id. per cage, with prize
money on the Is. sliding scale. Decided to
hold another delegate meeting on Oct. 21st.

J. Pitchford, Sec.
•

A Young Budgerigar that Talks
Sir,—Last year, with the valuable

assistance of Cage Birds, 1 started a garden
aviary, stocking it with four pairs of Green
Budgerigars, and by the end of the year had
disposed of 32 young birds. This year 33
young ones have already been disposed of,

and there arc many more, unfledged and
hatching out, now in the aviary. On April

26, 1914, I gave a young cock, then seven
weeks old, to a friend living at Scarborough
and about a week since I received a letter

from him stating that the young Budgie now
talks, says “Pretty Dick,” “What are you
doing,” and I know not what else. As I

believe a talking Budgerigar is of very un-
common occurrence, I should be much
interested to hear the experience of any of
your readers in this respect.

Retlaw.
[We have had a number of instances of

talking Budgerigars announced in our
columns. Curiously enough, 1 myself have
one at the pjresent moment that speaks very
fluently.—Editor.]

FOR BIRD-KEEPERS JOINING
THE COLOURS.

Generous Offer by a Well-known Lady
Bird-lover.

A lady offers a temporary home for the pet bird
or birds of men called away owing to the War. The
birds will be fed and looked after free of charge
by skilled fanciers until the end of the War. Any
kinds will be taken in (Parrot tribe only excepted),
insectivorous and fruit-eating British or foreign
species having preference, though there will be room
for seed-eaters and a certain number of Canaries
as well.

A formal receipt will be given in exchange for
each bird left or sent, which will have its owner's
name and address attached to its cage, and the
birds will be given up on production of the re-

ceipt at any time.
Anyone intending to forward birds to be looked

after is requested to send a postcard, stating kind
of bird or birds it is proposed to send, and whether
they have been kept in a cold or a warn) room

;

and immediately they receive an answer to say
there is still accommodation available, the birds
can be sent or brought to The Hon. Mrs. Bourke,
75, Gloucester Place. Portman Square, London, W.

AS USUAL.”
An Amalgamated Show at 1

Liverpool.
Sir,—The Liverpool and District Amalga-

mated C.B.S. Show will be held in the St.

Andrew’s Parochial Hall, Bootle, on Jan.
1 and 2. Mr. W. A. Cowgiil will judge
Yorks, and Mr. C. Houlton will judge
remainder. The Green Canary Association

have granted their novice scheme patronage
and also to the Norwich and Yorkshires
in the champion classes.

A. E. Huyton, Sec.

Partick C.B.C. Will Hold Its
Show.

Sir,—At our meeting held October 9, in

the Foresters’ Halls, Mr. Maxwell presided

over a fair attendance, met to arrange an-

nual show, which we intend to hold this

year as usual. As our old hall is not avail-

able, we have engaged the Co-operative Hall
in Mansfield Street for November 7 (the

show will be .duly advertised), and we trust

members and friends in the Fancy will give

us their support. J. F. Park, Sec.

Whitburn Quite Undaunted.
Sir,—

W

e have decided to go on with
our open show as usual, and seeing that our
small committee has been reduced through
recruiting, I would appeal to the Fancy for

their best support—First by giving ua spec

ials, secondly by giving a good and early

entry. Our small committee are all well-

known fanciers, so exhibitors can rely on
their best exhibits getting well cared for.

Now, fellow fanciers, let me have your name
for a special at your earliest.

R. Lamrie. Sec.

The Aviaries, Whitburn,
Linlithgowshire.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Plot, <ke„ to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Got a oepy today, or send or Free Specimen to
“Hoalth and Strength,” Pi, Burleigh Street,

o*,-^,,,l R.O.. mentlonlno “C.B.”
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S~fie Sflows.
SANDY F. AND F.S.

Annual show, Town Unit, Oct. 1. Cage birds wore
u uico lot, but several dosses hod to be cancelled.

Mr. G. Billet judged. NOU. CK. : 1, res, Notley.
rout model In typo aud qua). ; 2, 3, Wllmot, two good
ones; vhe, he, Godmun. II UN : 1, Notley, lovely

buff, full of bloom; '2, 3, Wllmot, nleo yell, nnd
bull'; run., Godmun. MULES: 1, res, Wllmot, lovely

even nikil. Goldfinch mule, prime com!.; 2, vhe, God-
moil, nice Light Mule; 8, Notley, good Goldf.-Greenf.
BRIT.: 1, Godnian, very line Snow Bunting; 2’, res,

Notley, good Bramble and Heed Bunting; 3, Wilmot.
col. fed Bramble. Mr. Wilmot) won silver cup pre-

sented by Lord Peel for most points.

SOWERBY BRIDGE C.B.S.
Show of unflighted birds, T)ct. 10. headquarters,

Wharf Hotel. Mr. W. Spencer, llebden Bridgo,
judged a fair entry of birds, and his awards gave
general satisfaction.
OPEN, CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORK. : 1, 2, 8, vhe,

Mitchell; 4 . Walker; he, Sideline and Iligliley.

BlTFF : 1, 2, 3, vhe, Mitchell; 4
,

SutclilVe and
lliglilev ; he. Walker. EVEN, ETC.: 1. Sutcliffe

and Htghley. NOV.. CL. OK TKD. YELL. YORK.:
1. Thornton; 2, 3, Hardy. BUFF: 1. 4

,
Hardy; 2,

3, Thornton; vhe, Parker. EVEN, ETC.: 1, Thorn-
ton; 2, 3, Haworth. SELF OR FOUL CINN. OR
Git. : 1, 2, 4 , Thornton; 3. Tarkcr. Special most
points, G. Mitchell (34 points).—G. Mitchell, Sec.

GREAT HORTON (Good Intent) O.S.
Members’ Show, Grange Schools, Oct. 3. Judge,

Mr. J. A. Taylor. Fifty-one birds were staged;
some beauties among them, me unflighted Yorks,
cock class drawing the largest number of entries
(11). The points for tho day to count lor eup
are: Ackroyd, 21; Firth, 19; Bartfe, 14; Warbur-
ton, IS; Gcddcr. 13; Oldfield, 10; Plowright. 10.

Next Members’ Show Nov. 7. Judge, R. Halliday
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1. 2, Firth; 3,

Bartle; 4, llolden. BUFF: 1.3, Ackroyd: 2, Bartle;
4. Oldfield; vhe, c, Holden; he. Firth. EA'EN, ETC.,
YELL.: 1, Salt. BUFF: 1, Holden; 2, Salt; 3,
Warburton. YELL. YORKS. HEN: 1, Ackroyd; 2,
4. Holden

; 3, Warburton. BUFF : 1 Ackroyd ; 2. Salt

;

3, Warburton ; 4, vhe. Firth. UNFLJG. YORKS. CK. :

1, 3, Firth; 2, 4, Wheelwright; vhe, Pedder ; he,
Holden; c, Ackroyd. HEN: 1, Oldfield; 2, 4, War-
hurton; 8, Pedder; vhe, Salt; he, Firth. NOR.: 1 ,

Pedder; 2, 3, Plowright; 4, Bartle; vhe, Jowelt;
he, Cawthra. HEN: 1, 2, Plowright; 3, Bartle; 4,
Jowett; vhe, Cawthra.—A. Firth, Sec.

HORNSEY, WOOD GREEN, C.B.S.
Table Show at headquarters, Oct. 6, a splendid

array of 70 birds and a very large attendance,
Including many ladies. President Mr. Day, Hon.
Sec. Mr. P. Brooks, and other officials showed a
very practical interest in the proceedings. Special
for best Canary was won by Mr. P. Brooks with
a fine buff Norwich cock, closely pressed by a charm-
ing ticked yellow hen shown by Mr. Griffin. Mr.
Stephens, who put down a fine team, won spl. for
best British, with a bonny and rich coloured
Bramblefinch. Mr. Willis sent a choice collection
of Foreign, and annexed the special by the aid of
a very nice Whydah* Spl. for best Mule or Hybrid
was won by Miss Smith, with a Goldf.-Bullfinch.
There are no signs of decay in a Society which
can muster 70 birds at an evening Table Show,
secure the presence and interest of a strong bevy
of ladies, and attract the attendance of some of
the most acute and successful exhibitors. Mr. Geo.
Gardner judged.
CHAMP. NOR. CK. (10): 1, spl, vhe, he, c.

Brooks) 2, 3, Griffin. HEN (6): 1, 3. Griffin; 2,
vhe, lie, c, Brooks. AMAT. Y'ORKS. CK. (4): 1 2,
3. Huggins;, vbc, Mrs. Huggins. HEN: 1, 2, 3,
Huggins; vhe, Mrs. Huggins. NOV., NOR.: 1 , 2
Cobden; 3, Miss Smith: vhe, Penn. YORKS. CK.
(10): 1 , 2, 3, vhe, Everett; he, c, Day. HEN- 1, 2
Everett. LINNET: 1, Stephens; 2, Turlby. RED-
POLL: 1, 2, Stephens; 3. vhe, he, e, Bates. CHAFF :

1, Stephens; 2, Bates. BRAMBLE: 1, spl, Stephens;
2, vhe, Penn

; 3, Bates. GOLDF. : 1, Stephens.
GREENF. : 1 Stephens,; 2. Bates. BULLF. - 1,
Stephens. MULE OR HYB. : 1, spl, 2, 3. Miss
Smith. FOREIGN: 1, spl., 2, 3, vhe, c, Wilils

; he,
Mrs. Huggins.

HASTINGS & ST. LEONARDS.
Final show of the season, Oct. 7, Royal Oak Hotel.

Among those present were Mrs. Kirk-Bullock (a
patron), Mrs. Crofts and Miss Kirk-Bullock, Hon.
Sec. and Treas., Messrs. F. Wraight (Tunbridge
Wells), F. Slack (V.P.), A. E. Godden, Chairman
of Committee, W. Turner (Battle), H. Pennells, W.
Ellis (Bexbill), J. Stoakes and Morris and Son.
Apologies for absence were received from Mrs
K. M. Barrow and Mr. H. Howick. The show
proved a great success and was the second largest
this season. Only those members who had exhibited
at three out of the five shows were eligible for the
special point prizes. Winners ot point prizes
throughout season :—Yorks. : 1, Morris and Son (78)

;

2, Veness (70). Nor.: 1, Pennells (58); 2, Cragg (43);
3, W. Turner (37). Brit.: Relf (27). Trophies for
best young bird throughout the season : Yorks

,

Veness; Nor., French. Mr. J. Stevens judged.
NOR., CL. : 1, Oragg ; 2, he, Pennells

; 3, Olle

;

4 , French; vhe, Cragg. TKD.: 1, Pennells; 2, vhe,
Cragg; 3. French; c. Turner. MKD. OR VARIEG. •

1, Mrs. Crofts: 2, Olle; 3, Turner. HENS: 1. Cragg;
2. c, Mrf. Crofts: 3, Olle; vhe, French; he, Pennells.
YORKS., CL.: 1, he, Veness; 2, French; 3, vhe,
Morris and -Son; c, Slack. TKD.: 1 , Veness; 2,
Morris and Son. MKD. OR VARIEG. : 1, Morris
and Son; 2, Veness; 8, French. BRIT.: 3, Relf.
Mr. French’s trophy winner was'in Norwich cl. class
and Mr. Veness ’s in Yorks, tkd. Exhibitors and
members kindly note that owing to the war it has
been decided to abandon the Open Annual Show,
but the Anuual Show' for Members and Residents will
take place as arranged, on Nov. 17 and 18. I hope
all members will make a special effort to exhibit
and attend the Annual Show and thus cause it to
he a great success. All prizes will be given on
prize distribution night, Dee. 9.—Irene Kirk-
Bullock, Hon. Sec. and Treas.

Bradford East Show Grandly Supported.

A Record Gate and an Entry that “Topped all Expectations.”

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and best. Read wliat the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon.
don. E.C,

The Bradford East O.S. held its sixth unniiul
oxhlbltion on Oct. 10, in tho Park Chapel Schools.
Tim room is an ideal ouu and tho staging is such
tliut tlm exhibits are to bo seen to tho best
advantage. The number of exhibits was 445, which
topped all expectations. The President, Mr. E.
Suddurds, attended tho show during tho judging.
The society liuS been very fortunate in getting such
an able secretary as Mr., Win. Cruise to follow Mr.
Hill, whom they had for several years. Quality was
quite up to tho standard of Union shows. The
strongest dances were the two unllighted classes
for tho Roes Bowl, no less than 34 yellows and 22
buffs competing for this trophy. Tho winner was
shown by Mr. j. HclLiwell, of Skclmantliorpe, a real
beauty, not of the biggest, but for col. and feather
is unbeatable. Mr. W. Cowgill (Bradford) judged,'
and gave every satisfaction. Tho Sec., Mr, Cruise,
got through his duties in a very businesslike manner
and was ably assisted by Mr. G. Rusliworth. Show
steward**, Messrs. Stables, Rusliworth, Hudson, and
C. Cowgill. Sales stewards, Messrs. II. ‘Hill and G.
Rushwoi’th. Railway committee, Messrs. Walker,
Wilkinson, White', Wise, O. Priestley, Spencer, Riley,
Walker, Metcalfe, and P. Priestley. Considering it

was such a large show, the stewards got through
the work of packing and sending away the exhibits
in good time. Prize money was paid out in the
show room to all tho winners present. There seemed
to bo a record gate, and the show was satisfactory
to all exhibitors and those connected with the
society.

CHAMP. CL. YELL. Y’ORKS. (10): J, 2, Dykes, rare
length, rich sound col., stands w'ell up on good legs,
wings and tail carr. perfect, excels in qual. for the
size, eliown in best cond., 2nd grand length, good
head, lovely feather, not as Jong in flights as win-
ner; 3, Pickup and Son, plenty of length, good round
head, neat wings and tail, in high cond.

; 4, Bingham
and Furness, very stylish, nicely made all round,
not ready yet; vhe, Bennett; he, Sutcliffe and Son;
c, Stobart. BUFF (10): 1, Mason, wonderful length,
good head, well-filled neck, best of wing carr., rich
level col., leathered like wax, stands correct on legs
and feet, fine cond.

; 2, Thomas, rare length and style,
hot in col., w'ell drawn out, neat wings and tail - 3,
A. Radley, very slim and stylish, good length and
shape, rather pale; 4, Lunn, hot col., nice length,
good head and neck, neat wings and tail ; vhe, Chit-
tenden

; he, Elsegood ; c. Briggs. TKD. YELL. (8)
•

1, Hirst, slight griz. on head, standard length good
head, shoulders and back, well-fitting wings,’ pipe
tail, full of nerve, -sound col., stands like a Guards-
man ; 2, Farrar, mkd. on head, shade longer, nice
shape and style, neat wings, good -stock bird; 3
Ogden Bros., wing tkd., plenty of length, slim and
stylish, stands well up, not as long in flights; 4,
Casey, neck tkd., good shape and style, correct pos ,

nice qual., pipe tail; vhe, Thomas; he, Lister and
Hudson; c. Dykes. BUFF (10): 1, Dykes, slight tick
on neck, full of bloom, tight as wax, good head
and neck, wings and tail perfect, good legs, in best
cond.; 2, Sheard, wing tkd., nice length, full of
nerve, neat head, wings, and tail, rare qual.; 3,
Lister and Hudson, mkd. head and shoulder**, lovely
qual., good length and style-, wings and tail correct

;

4 > Clegg, wing tkd., nice length and shape, sound
col., good wing carr., will improve; vhe, Snead; he,
Bennett; c, Hall. UNFLIG. YELL. (34), big class of
good birds: 1, Helliwell, cl., correct length and type
hot col., good round head, well-filled neck, nice back
and wings, excels in qual., A1 pos., put down in best
cond., a real beauty, Rose Bowl winner; 2, Biuno, cl.,
wonderful length, nice head, good wings and tail,
sound col., not quite as clean as 1st; 3, Lingard, cl.
very nicely drawn, rich col., rare qual., neat wings’
and tail, stylish ; 4, Dykes, nice length and qual.,
sound col., well braced wings, stands well; vhe
Farrar; he, Bennett; c. Shaekleton. BUFF (22): 1 ,Beaumont, standard length, lovely qual., stands
correct on best of lags, nice round head, neck well
filled, wings and tail perfect, rich sound col., cond.
Al; 2, Shaekleton, cl., shade longer, hot col., rare
qual., nicely moulded, shown well; 3, Dyson, cl.,
feather like wax, good head, shoulders, back, and
wings, rather short in tail; 4, Dykes, cl., hot col.,
nice shape and style, grand qual., only fails in
length; vhe, A. Radley; he, Lingard; c, Binns.
UNFLIG. YELL. HENS (17): 1, Clegg, cl., rare length
and style, level col., beautiful qual., round head,
well-braced wings, pipe tail, nicely drawn, Al pos.,
in best cond. ; 2, Hutchinson, c., plenty of length,
grand shape and style, neat winge and tail, fails a
bit in cond. ; 3, Hirst, mkd. neck and wings, lovely
qual., stands well up, very stylish; 4, Peel, varieg.,
very long, strongly built, grand qual., nice stock
hen ; vhe, Cruise

;
he, Helliwell

;
c, Dykes. BUFF

(15): 1, F. Self, mkd. on head, beautiful qual., nice
round head, well-filled neck, well-braced wings and
tail, correct pos., sound col. shown in the style

; 2,
Helliwell, mkd. on head, lovely feather, good wing
carr., stands* well, not ae long-sided; 3, Sheard,
grand shape and style, best of qual., fails only in
length; 4 Priestley, nice length, neat wings and
tail, good qual.; vhe. Dykes; he, Bailey; c. Lay-
cock. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (9): 1, Shaekleton,
cl., plenty of length, grand qual., level col., well
placed wings, well cut away, stands up on good legs
and feet, -shown in fine- cond., wins; 2, Sutcliffe and
Son, cl., grand length, nice shape and style, hardly
as well finished; 3, Casey, cl., nice qual., good wing
carr., rather stout; 4, Bailey, cL, very stylish, neat
wings and tail, shade less

; vhe, Mason ; he, Ogden
Bros.; c, Dyson. BUFF (9): 1, Lister and Hudson,
cl., grand length, beautiful qual., good round head,
well-filled aeck, wings and tail carr. correct, Al
pos., sound in col., well finished; 2, Clegg, cl., lovely
feather, neat wing** and tail, stands up well, shade
less; 3, Towers, d., nice shape and -style, sound col.,
not as tight, will improve; 4, Dykes, beautiful qual.,
very stylish, stands well

; vhe, Dy-son
;

lie. Hill
; c,

Bingham and Furness. GREEN MKD. YELL. (13)

:

1. Dykes, mkd. eyes ami wings-, wonderful length,
rich col., eplendid head and shoulders, feathered like
glass, wings and tail correct, Al pos., fine cond.,
wins easy; 2, Chittenden, mkd. eyes and wings, hot
col., nice length, rare qual., neat wings and tail,

shown in fine condition ; 3, Mason, mkd. eyes and
wings, lovely qual., well-fitting wings, pipe tail,

stands well; 4, Lister and Hudson, even mkd.,
grand shape and style, hot col., nice qual.; vhe,
Morrison; he. Hall; c, Snead. BUFF (8): 1, Mor-
rison, mkd. head, eyes, wings, rare length, sound
in col., round head, well-filled neck, wings and tail

well braced, stands- correct, grand cond. ; 2, Bennett,
even mkd., wonderful length, rare shape and style,

wings and tail well carried ; 3, Hall, mkd. eyes and
wings, beautiful qual., well-placed wings, sound col.

:

4 . Ogden Bros., mkd. head, eyes and wir.gs, neat and
stylish, feathered like glass,' Al pos.; vhe, Hartley;

he, Thomas; c, Wilkinson Bros. GR. MKD. YELL.
HEN (1«): 1, Towers, very straight anil typical,
rich col., feathered like glass, lovely wings and tail,
mkd. on head, cyos and wings, stands correct, oil

best of legs; 2, c, Wilkinson BroH., mkd. head, eyes
and wings, nice length and style, neat wings and
tail, very atylisli ; 3, Morrison, even mkd., beautiful
qual., grand shape- and style, just a shade less; 4,
Chew, even mkd., long stylish hen, nice qual., good
wings and tail; vhe, Dykes; lie, Chittenden. BUI-F
(9) : 1, Dykes, mkd. head, eyes and wings, grand
length, nice round head, well filled neck, nicely
drawn, wings arid tail well carr., sound col., well
shown; 2, A. Radley, slightly mkd. on wings, rare
length and stylo, stand** up well, pale in col. ; 3,
Morrison, mkd. eyes and wings, lovely shape and
stylo, Al pos., wings and tail correct; 4, Lingard,
even mkd., beautiful qual., very stylish, only fails
in length : vhe, Ogden Bros. ; he, aboard

;
c, Saville.

SELL., YELL. (15s.) (15): 1, Cruise; 2, Farrar; 3,
Marsh; 4, Smith; vhe, Lingard; he, Beaumont; c,

Lunn. BUFF (12s. «d.) (13): 1, Bennett; 2, Hoyle;
3, 4, Smith; vhe, Rushworth; he, Woad

;
c, Laycock.

IIEN (12s. <id.) (15): 1, Beaumont; 2, Rushworth;
3, 4, Laycock; vhe, Pacey; lie, Bryant; c, E. Radley
NOV. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (15): 1, Hud-son, cl.,

wonderful length, very slim and typical, rich col.,

feathered like wax, nice shaped head, well placed
wings, fine cond. ; 2, Warburton, cl., plenty of
length, rare qual., neat wings and tail, not as
steady ; 3, Boulton, . cl., nice length, very breedy,
good wing carr., bit slack; 4, Chapman, cl., very
stylis-h, beautiful feather, will improve; vhe, North-
rop; he, Fielding; c, Wilman. BUFF (17): 1, J. S.

Taylor, cl., beautiful cond., sound col., well on legs,

nicely drawn, well-placed wings and tail, very stylish,

not so big, shows well; 2, P, Taylor, wing. tkd.,
longer, grand shape and style, neat wings and tail,

not ao tight; 3, Harney, cl., lovely qual., level col.,

good head and wings, rather short tail; 4, Naylor,
cl., very breedy, full of nerve, nice shape and style;

vbc, Moore
;
he, Boulton ; c, Firth. MKD. CK. (17) : .

1, Studd, buff mkd. head and wings, beautiful qual.,

rare length and -style, feathered to perfection, well-

placed wings and tail, nicely drawn, level col., gem;
2, Crowther, yell. mkd. eyes, cheek, and wings, lovely
feather, very stylish, not quite as long; 3, Harney,
yell, var., very long and breedy, neat wings and
tail, make good stock bird; 4, Allatt, buff mkd.
head, neck, and wing, good length and style, not
quite ready; vhe, Bushby; he, Dibb; c, McLoughlin.
HEN (12) : 1, vhe, McLoughlin, grand length, hot
col., lovely qual., wings and tail, carried well, very
stylioh, nicely drawn, stands well lip on good legs,

shown well; 2, Crowther, even mkd., nice shape and
style, best of qual., rather strongly built ; 3, Baker
Bros., even cinn. mkd., very slim and stylish, nice

length, neat wings and tail; 4, Clough, wing tkd,,

nice qua!., beautiful shape, stoutly built; he, Ben-
nett; c, Bousfield. UNFLIG. (£4 )

:

1, Crowther, cl.,

wonderful length, very slim and typical, rich col.,

best of feather, good round head, well-placed wings
arid tail, fine cond., wins;.2, Sykes, cl., very long
and etylish, lovely qual., neat wings and tail ; 3,

Roberts, not quite as long, but riieely moulded,
stands correct; 4, Wilman, uice. length and style,

very breedy, will do bettef; vlic, McLoughlin; he,

Haggis; c, Sharpe. BUFF (23): 1, Pacey, cl., not
so very big, but beautiful, feathered like glass, nice

round head, well-filled neck, wings and tail well carr.,

sound col., fine cond.
; 2, Mosley, mkd. wing,

feathered like wax, standard length, good wings and
tail, claimed; 3, Gelder, cl., lovely shape and style,

grand qual., rather strong ; 4, Dibb, cL, very slim

and stylish, shows breed ; vhe. Firth ; he. Oates ; c,

Butterworth and Hardy. UNFLIG. YELL. HEN (13):

1, Fisher and Dyson, mkd. on back, very slim and
straight, nice length, rich col., nice shaped head,
wings and tail well placed, Al pos.; 2. Northrop,
cl.', hot col., lovely qual., nice shape and style, not

as steady; 3, vhe, F. Radley, mkd. head, very stylish,

shade less, rather pale ; 4, Dibb, mkd. wing, grand
qual., neat wings and tail, stands well; he, E. Self;

c, Warburton. BUFF (25): 1, Rhodes Bros., cl.,

beautiful qual., nice length and style, very typical

wings and tail, fitting correct, Sound col., Al pos.,

on good legs and feet, gem ; 2, Hoyle, cinn. mkd.
eyes, head, wing, lovely qual., very, stylish, good
wings and tail; 3, Ward, cl., nice length and qual.,

beautiful shape, not as full neck ; 4, Cawtheray and
Son, cl., nice stylish hen, good qual. and col.: vhe,

Peace ; he, Dyson ; c, Clough. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN (11) : 1, Hamlyn, cl., grand col., very slim and
sty lieh, well-fitting wings and tail, sound col., beau-

tiful qual.. stands well up, shown in best cond.; 2,

Sharpe, cl., typical and slim, lovely qual., well

staged; 3, Fisher and Dyson, cl., beautiful feather,

nice style, on stout side; 4, Craven, cl., plenty of

length, nicely feathered, neat wings and tail; vhe,

Pacey; lie, Studd; c, Williams. BUFF (12): 1, he,

Sharpe, cl., correct size, feathered like glass, well-

fitting wings and tail, level col., Al pos., fine cond.,

gem; 2, Fisher and Dyson, cl., beautiful qual., nice

shape and style, stands well; 3, Wood, cl., nice

shape and type, tightly feathered, not as full neck

;

4, Ratcliffe, cl., very strongly-built hen, lovely qual.

stock hen ; vhe, Atkinson ; c, Craven. NOR. COCK
(8) : 1, vhe, Rolfe, cl. yell., very smart, wonderful

col., stands well across perch, lovely wing carr..

plenty of -subs., well benched; 2, Naylor, cl. buff,

very hot col., full of subs., bold breast, stands well

on ‘ perch, wings and tail perfect, some preferred
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SHOW OATES FIXED.
To otcurc Irirtcillon in tbla column, a guarantee

that tho show will be advertised in " C.B.” to the
extent of at least 25/- moot ho went to our manager.
Ploaoo note that we only insert thoae that guar-
antee, »o our Hat ie a bona-fide one.

England.
Oct. 21. Abertillery C.B.S. fH. II. Mortimer Oak-

land*, Top Crook Hill, Cwmtillery, nr.’ A her-
tlllery.)

Oct. 22.—Oxford C.B.S. -fC. F. Holliday 58 George
St., Oxford.). J.R.

Oct. 23 24.—Liverpool O.S. fMctcalfc anil Green, 03
Brunswick ltd.). W.M., W A (’ j c B
A.W., C.H., G.L.

'

Oct. 28 29.- London and P.O.S. (C. W. Law Brim-
Icy Ho., Woodhouso ltd. N. Finchley \ i.

T.H., J.H., A.S., U.J.K.
Nov. 6-7. —Leicester Hand-in-Hand. -(A. Freestone

79. Clarendon St.) J.T., H.J.C.
Nov. 11.—Reading C.B.S.—(O. C. Smith, 73. Audlcv

St.) J.R.
Nov. 13-14.—Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S. T.

Parnaby, 14, Dent St.).
Nov. 20-21.— Halifax O.S. (II. Clegg, 15, Melrose St-

Lee- Mount, Halifax.) W.M., W.V.
Nov. 24-25— Bristol C.B.S.—(Mrs. B. L. Pool, 87,

Manor ltd., Bishopton, Bristol). G.G
Nov. 20, 27. 28.— London C.B.A (Jas. Bray, Jun-

07, St. Dunstan’s Rd., Hammersmith.) J.T.,
E.J.R., A.C., R.L.C., F.E., J.R., A.S.,
C.P., J.D., A.J.M.

Nov. 27-28.—Sale C.B.S (H. Whitney, 10, Brook St.)
- A.H., E.B.

Nov. 28.— Stocksbridge and Dis. C.B.S (Sampson
and Moore, Graeken Moor, Dccpcar.) J.C.B.

Nov. 28.—Alnwick C.B.S.—(W. A. Broadley, 12, Clay-
port St.)

Dec. 2-3.

—

City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. If. Jones
109, Church Lane, Aston.) J.R.

Dec. 3.—Abersychan C.B.S (F. Sweeting. 22, Oara-
doc St., Pentwyn, Abersychan). H.W.B.

Dec. 4-5.— Bradford Nat. C.B.S (S. Midgley, 10,

Victoria St., Clayton, Bradford.)
Dec. 18-19.—Gateshead C.B.S. (W. Curry, 0, Roxburgh

Place, Ncweastle-on-Tyne.).
Jan. 9—Doncaster C.B.S.— (G. Hunt. 19, The Cres-

cent, Balby Rd.) H.W.B,
, J.M.

Jan. 21-22.—Wolverhampton C.B.S. -(W. Harrison,
45, Darlington St.) J.R.

Scotland.
Oct. 31.— Forfar C.B.S.—(D. Kerr and J. Robertson,

15, Green St.)

Nov. 7 - Brechin C.B.S.— (J. Crabb, 120, Montrose
Street.) E.B., J.H., C.S.

Nov. 14.—Hamilton Cadzow Oak.—(W. Hamilton, 25,
Orchard St.)

Nov. 20-21.—Glasgow C.B. A.—(W. Hutchison, 103,
Hospital Street.)

Dec. 19.—Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 31yTan. 1.—Scottish National (Edinburgh) (J.

R. Meikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jan. 1.—Wishaw Clydesdale C B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Nov. 7.—Llandudno, Welsh Northern Counties F.

and F.A.—(G. E. Cragg, Rocklands, Rhos.,
Colwyn Bay.)

Nov. 25.—Pontypridd F. & F.S.—(A. A. G. M’Lucae,
48, Rosser St., Maesyeoed, Pontypridd.)

Jan. 12.—Llanelly C.B.S.—(D. John, 9, Pottery
Place.) J.R., H.N.

Ireland.
Dee. 9-10.—Dublin S. County C.B.A.—(D. Smyth, 14,

' Tivoli Terr. N., Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

this
; 3, Corney, cl. yell., hot col., lovely shape, rather

lese; 4, he, Kaberry, tkd. buff, very hot col., good
head and breast stands well; c, Pedder. HENS
(6) : 1, 4, Kaberry, cl. buff, grand head and breast,
lovely shape, sound in col., stands well across, fine

cond., 4th cl. yell., hot col., very bold and shapely,
good wing carr; 2, 3, Corney, buff tkd., grand shape
and qual., not as big .as 1st, 3rd yell., hot in col.,

beautiful head, stands well, lacking in breast; vhe,
he, Simonett. OPEN—CINN. MKD. YELL. YORKS
(7) : 1, Thomas, mkd. head, cheek, wings, wonderful
length, rich col., feathered like glass, nice shaped
head, well-fitting wings and tail, Al pos., fine cond.;

2. Chittenden, mkd. head, cheeks and wings, plenty
of length, very slim, lovely col., perfectly feathered,
nicely placed wings and tail ; 3, vbc. Towers, wing
tkd., beautiful qual., neat wings and tail, will do
better; 4, Morrison, mkd. eyes and wings, very long

and stylish, shows well ; he, Hudson ; c, Wilkinson
and Son. BUFF (5) : 1, Morrison, mkd. head, neck
and wings, lovely qual., rich col., wings and tail

perfect, stands well up on good legs and feet, a
beauty; 2, Mason, mkd. eye and wing, very stylish,

full of nerve, grand shape and col.; 3, Hudson,
mkd. cheeks and wings, straight and typical, lovely

qual., less; 4, Atkinson and Firth, mkd. head and
wings, long and stylish, good stock bird ; vhe,

Towers. CINN. MKD. YELL. HEN (6): 1, Atkinson

and Firth, mkd. cheeks and wings, grand shape and
-style, nice qual., good head, neck and shoulders, well-

fitting wings, sound col. ; 2, Prie'stley, mkd. eyes,

bead and wings, very breedy, full of qual. and style;

3, vhe, Towers, nicely mkd., beautiful shape and

qual., wings and tail correct; 4, Morrison, mkd.

wings and eye-s, very stylish, nice col., good wing

carr.; he. Bennett. BUFF (9): 1, Morrison, mkd.

eye, shoulders and wings, beautiful qual., wings and

tail well placed, stands correct on good legs, level

col.; 2, Atkinson and Firth, mkd. eyes, neck and

wings, very stylish, .sound col.* good wings and tail,

stands well up, not as full neck ; 3, Towers, beauti-

fully feathered, level col., neat wings and tail ; 4,

Casey, rare length and style, good head and wings,

will improve; vlic, Binns; lie, Pickup and Son; c.

Goodwin.

MIDDLESEX O.S.
Table Show, Oct. 8, St. John’s Schools. Southall.

There were some nice Norwich and Yorks., and a

few good British. Messrs. Taylor and Wright won
special best bird. There was a good attendance of

members and friends. Mr. Jeffery Jefferis judged.

Annual Members’ Show is to he held on 12th Nov..

and we are giving 10 per cent, of money derived

from sale of admission tickets to the local War Dis-

tress Fund. NOR. OLD BIRD: 1, 2, Huxley.

YOUNG: 1, 3, vhe, J. Phipps; 2, he. c, W. H. Phipps 1

.

YORKS.. OLD BIRD : 1. vhe, lie, Huxley ; 2, Taylor

and Wright; 3, Crockett; c, Lewis. YOUNG: I.

sp> e, Taylor and Wright ; 2. Lewis
; 3, vhe, lie. Ban-

yard. BRIT.: 1, c, Cambers;’ 2, 3, lie, Banyard; vhe,

Timberlake.—J. Jefferis, Hon. Sec.
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Club {Reports.

MIDLAND COUNTIES Y.C.C.
Meeting, Crown Hotel, Birmingham, October 7. The

Committee hail no alternative but to decide, with

great rcgryt, to abandon all competition for 1914

owing to ten out of twelve Midland societies, who
have applied for patronage, cancelling their shows.
Members arc respectfully requested to pay subs, for

1914 now due, to eftable a larger list of prizes to bo

put up for competition next season.- VV. Wells,

Hon bee.

LEEDS C.B.S.
Meeting and Table Show of British, Oct. .1, Nine

birds were entered. Result: 1, 2, 4, c, Middleton;
U, vhc. he, I'yrah. Mr. James Smith was elected

a member. Owing to tile very poor attendance the
foeturo that .should have been given by Mr. .1.

Chambers had to bo abandoned. Schedules for

the Nov. Members' Show have been sent on; any-
one overlooked please apply to me. I specially

appeal to all members to support us at this show
and help to keep up the enthusiasm that was shown
beforo the outbreak of the war.—E. Norton, Hon.
8ee.

GLASGOW (East End) O.A.
Meeting, Sept. 29. at 87, Old Dalmarnock Road,

Bridgeton, Mr. A. McMillan presiding over a lino

turn out of members, the business being in regard
to our annual show, on Nov. 7, at above place.
Wo are hoping .to have a line entry and successful
show. Judges are: Scotch Fancy, Mr. J. Fulton,
Partiek, and Mr. A. Clark, Rutherglen ; Nor. and
Border, Mr. W. Baddow, Hamilton. We are pur-
chasing a silver cup for Norwich section, and one
for Borders ; tills is the first year that wo have
given cups towards each section. These aro to be
won annually by members.—D. Burnett, Sec.

NORTHERN BORDER &, SF.C.C.
Meeting, Oct. 3, Pillar’s Cafe, Pink Lane ; Mr. J.

'Mbnstone, chair. A discussion took place re
specials competition, as there are likely to be no
shows competing

; this was left ofer for a month.
Decided to hold a table show next meeting, five

classes each section. Judges: Champions, Mr. W.
P. Snaith; Novices: Mr. T. Parker. Mr. W. Rspie
gave a very interesting lecturo on the general
breeding and managemnt of the Border F’ancy Can-
ary. This proved very instructive, Mr. Espie
answering all the questions at the finish to the
satisfaction of all present. A hearty vote of
thanks to Mr. Espie brought a pleasant evening to
an end.—M. C. Potts.

NORTHERN YORKSHIRE C.C.
.

Meeting, Oct. 8, Mr. Crawhall chair. The prin-

cipal item was the consideration of our holding a
show, and after a lengthy discussion it was unani-
mously resolved that we endeavour to obtain a
suitable hail and hold a members’ show on Dee. 5,

with competitions for challenge cup, Ramsden’s
cup, and other valuable specials. Decided to grant
our patronage to Newcastle show Nov. 14, and to
give a silver spoon to each section for best un-
flighted bird bred by a member. Competition for

the Crawhall cup for closed rung birds will "be held
at all shows having our patronage. A table show
will be held Oct. 28. Classification: A.V. Tell.,

A.V. Buff, A.V. Hen, A.V. Yell. Unflghted, A.V.
Buff ditto, same in novice section. Mr. A. Holden
Judge.—R. Tindale, Hon. Sec.

NORTHERN NORWICH P.C.
Meeting^October 8th, Mr. J. W. Lawson chair.

-

All
the shows where patronage had been granted have
been cancelled, with the exception of Sunderland,
and if they decide to run a ehow members are re-

quested to support them, as we decided our com-
petition to stand as previously given to them. Also
to grant patronage to Newcastle members’ show
November 14. Cup competition as in previous years,
and to give two silver vspoons (one champion, one
novice) for most points with three highest birds. A
member kindly promised a special of 5s. for best

ung bird bred by a member, to be competed for
Newcastle show, which I. hope all members will

support. Other competitions will be announced later,

as we did not know definitely in regard to Gateshead
show young bird cup. We are not- having year books
printed this season, but members will be notified of

•ompetitions held. Next meeting, October 28th; also

a table show, five classes champ., five nov. Mr.
T. C. Crawhall judge. The best thanks were given
to the following who subscribed to cup fund : W. H.
Butler, ±'2 2s. ; E. Kennerson, £1 ; J. Pierson, 7s. 6d.

;

J. Morrison, 7s. fid. ; R. Topping, 10s. ; W. McGinn,
6s.; F. W. Laidlow, 5s.; T. C. Crawhall, 5s.; J. W.
Lawson, 3s.; H. Wellsbury, 2s. fid.; R. W. Smith,
2s. fid. Yearly subs, are now due.—F. W. Laidlow,
Sec.

WIMBLEDON C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, 6, Th,e Broadway, Oct. 5.

Mr. P. Rorke presided over a good attendance.
The sec. explained that as soon as Great Britain
became involved in the war, a meeting of the com-
mittee was called, and they unanimously decided
to cancel the open show arranged for November,
and substitute a members’ show, to be held ea'hfy in
the New Year. Mr. E. J. Whittome, Mr. F.
Easterling, and Mr. E. G. Pegg criticised the action
of the committee, and expressed the opinion that
they had exceeded their powers as a committee,
and that a general meeting should have been held
to decide the matter. The chairman and Mr. H.
Smith defended the action of the committee, and
gave many reasons why they considered the com-
mittee had acted for the best. In the end Mr.
Whittome proposed, and Mr. Easterling seconded,
that the question of holding an open show be dis-

cussed at the next meeting, and this was carried.

Letters from the judges appointed were read, and
a statement with regard to the yoang bird show
held in July (which showed a slight profit) was
made by sec. Mr. . Macpherson, Surbiton, was
nominated for membership. The meeting confirmed
the action of the committee in appointing Messrs.
New ley and Pegg to be delegates to the London
Fed. A Judging Competition followed, with an en-

try of 18 birds,, and 18 members took part; Mr.
Easterling final iudge. Mr. Easterling's placings
were: BRIT.: 1, 2, 3, Hobden. NOR.: 1, 2, c. Jay;
3, Bailey; vhc, Hobden; lie, Nash. YORKS. : 1, 2,

Mrs. Wilks. A silver spoon- was awarded to owner
of best bird in the Nor. class. Points gained in

the competition : Bailey 26. McPherson 21, Regg 21,

Mrs. Hobden 19. Weight 17, Whittome 17, Nash 15,

Birch 15, Jay 12, Whiting 11, Hobden 10, Mrs.
Wilks 10. Coop»r 7, Smith 5. The others did not
score. "Questions and Answers” followed, and
proved extremely interesting, many members tak-
ing part in the discussion caused by the various
questions. See. announced that Mr.- Allen Silver,

F.Z.s., bad kindly promised to give a lecture at

the November meeting. Votc3 of thanks to the
chairman and Mr. Eaoteriing closed the meetinv.
0. l).ilfitU_ Sue.

RUNCORN B.B.A.
Meeting, headquarters, Mr. Sutton chair, and a

largo attendance. Decided to have four open
classes for local non-members, one Yorks., one'
Norwich for champions, and the same for novices,

the proceeds of the show to go to the war fund,—E.
Rone, Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 10, Mr. A. Dawson chair, and a fair

attendance. Mr. R. Coates, Beamish, was made a
member. Several specials were promised for an-

nual show, including silver medals for best British,

best novice Canary, and special for most entries.

Members please turn up at next meeting.—G. F.

Bates.

DERWENT VALLEY C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 3, Co-operative Hall, Low West-

wood, Mr. Geo. Barkess chair. New schedule was
drawn up; classes: Nor. 4, Yorks. 3, Bord. 3, Crest
or C.B. 1, Mule or Hyb. 1, and 10s. Sell., Brit. 7,

For. 2. Decided to put show back to Nov. 28 in-

stead of Oct. 31, to give mcmbeBS more time to get

a few specials. Next meeting Nov. 7, when wo
shall be pleased to see all members attend to ar-

range stewards, etc., for show. Subs. due.—Jame-
son and Johnson.

BOOTLE C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 6, Mr. Skilling chair, and a fair

attendance. On© new member was elected.

Schedule for annual show, Dec. 12, was drawn up

;

four natural-colour classes were added. Decided to
omit Cinnamon-marked classes, they being a
failure in previous years. Messrs. Metcalfe, Evans,
and Skilling promised specials for show. The fol-

lowing were elected on the committee: Messrs.

Croft, Critchley, Bracken, and Wilson. Owing to

our secretary being at the front, all communica-
tions should be addressed A. E. Huyton, 2, Byron
Road, Blundellsands, Liverpool.

MIDDLESBROUGH <& TEES-SIDE
Meeting, Crown Hotel, Oet. 3. Mr. J. Carr pre-

sided over a good muster, and a good deal of business

was got through. We have arranged a members’
show for November 21st to keep the interest of our

bobby to its usual pitch, as we iiave had to cancel

our annual open show. We'drew up a schedule, and

everything looks well for success. 19 classes are pro-

vided: 11 Canaries (2 Nov.) and 8 Brit. (1 Nov.).

Judges, T. Wright, Can.; F. Marwood, Brit. This

ended up a good meeting. One of our old and re-

spected members rejoined, Mr. A. Wake. Plenty

of room for more ;
all Welcome. Meetings first Satur-

day in month.—C. W. Watson, Vice-Chairman.

CINNAMON-MARKED Y.C.C.
At a Committee meeting on Oct. 10 at Bradford

East Show it was passed that all points scored by
novice members of the above club in novice classes

at Yorkshire Union shows with cinn. tkd. or cinn.

mkd. birds shall count in our Novice Competition.

Novice members please note this, and if any member
counted points at Halifax with cinn. tkd. or cinn.

mkd. birds thev should let me know. I noted points

scored at Bradford East Show. Novice members
should be very careful to mark their entry forms

C.M.Y.C. opposite all entries of cinn. mkd. or cinn.

tkd. birds. It would be well if members pressed

their Society to make at least two classes for cinn.

mkd. novice birds. Personally, I am certain these

classes would fill better than do the Norwich novice

classes.—R. Garnet, Sec.

CITY AND SUBURBAN A-C.B.
Meeting Oct. 12, at The Church Institute. Mr.

T. L. Sayer was voted to the chair; 25 members
present. Members were grieved to hear of the sud-

v den and serious illness of our esteemed hon. sec.,

Mr. V. Wynn, and a unanimous vote of sympathy
was passed, with hopes for a speedy recovery.

Letters were read from the Hon. Mrs. Booth (pre-

senting a handsome volume on "Birds of Britain,"

illustrated with coloured plates a$ a special for

annual show), Mr. F. Knight, and. Mr. J. C. Birch,

hon. sec. London Federation. The feature of the

evening was a washing exhibition by our popular

member, Mr. A. W. Curtis, who demonstrated with

two birds, and fully explained his mode of pro-

cedure. He brought a drying cage of his own in-

vention, heated by a hot water tank, which greatly

interested the members. A very hearty vote of

thanks was accorded to Mr. Curtis for his kindness.
—F. Thynne, Assist. Hon. Sec.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Meeting, Oct. 5. Secretary reported replies from

Hanley and Burslem Societies in favour of inter-club

shows tills season. Messrs. Titchford, Bagshaw, and
Bowers were appointed delegates to arrange details

with the representatives of other societies. A num-
ber of suggestions were made, conductive to tho

success of the scheme. At adjourned meeting, Oct.

12, the delegates reported arrangements to hold

two inter-club shows, one at Hanley on Nov. 7, and

one at Burslem on Dec. 12, and the members ex-

pressed their satisfaction, and fee] confident the

scheme will prove of great benefit to the local

societies. Decided to allot 15s. in special prizes at

each show, to be competed for by the Stoke mem-
bers as follows: 2s. fid. for best champion Nor., 2s.

fid. best champion Yorks., 2s. fid. best champion

Mule or British; the same value was also allotted

to the novice members. Next meeting, Oct. 2fi, when

we hope to have arrangements completed. New
members may be enrolled.—J. Pitehford, Hon. Sec.
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Questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

CiLlViLRY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

NOT SINGING (Josey).—The bird is not likely
to resume singing whilq it continues to drop its
leathers. Keep it in a fairly warm and equable
place, free from direct cold draughts. If it does
not seem to have made a fairly complete change
of plumage, give, in addition to its usual seed
diet, a morsel of bread and milk dusted with
flowers of sulphur and finally sprinkled with soft
sugar, every second day for a week, and on the
alternate days.jadd to (the |drinking water five

drops of syrup of saffron and as much chlorate of
potash as wifi cover a threepenny-piece. But if

it seems to have made a fairly good change, omit
tho above and begin at once with tho following:
Give a morsel of bread and milk as above, but
without the sulphur, every secotfil day for a fort-

night or so, and on tKe alternate days a small

piece of banana or some green salad. Twice a
week giro a small teaspoonlul of a mixture of

equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle and broken
groats. In ’the drinking water during the same
period give 20 drops of chemical food every second

day. Bathe the feet once daily for two or three

days in a quite warm solution of boraoic acid—

a

small teaspoonful of the acid in a saucerful of

warm water. After bathing a few minutes, dry

carefully, and anoint all over with a drop of pure

olive oil.

FEEDING ROLLERS FOR CONTESTS (Tiger).—

For purely contest singers you need to reverse the

proportions of your staple dietary, i.e., make it

two parts good summer rape to one part canary.

But you should make this change gradually now
the birds have grown accustomed to your present
dietary. In addition to this, give a small tea-

spoonful of egg food, or an equivalent quantity of

bread and milk once a week ; a similar quantity
of mixed seed once or twice a week

; and a morsel
of green salad or fruit three times a week. The
quantities and frequency of these extras must be
chiefly regulated by the song and vigour of the
birds. If they appear to be getting too loud, or
“sing madly,” on a full allowance of extras you
must reduce them until the song is kept within
reasonable bounds. As regards books, there is the
No. 10 Nutshell on the Roller, 2jd. post free, and
you will find a special chapter on the Roller in
House’s “Canary Manual,” Is. 2d. post free, both
from this office. There is also a brochure on the
German Canary, by Rettich, which our Manager
would probably procure for you, price about
10d., and there is the series of articles which have
been appearing in our pages for some time past,

which might help you.
GOT THE PINE? (Novane).—I’m afraid I do

not quite know what is meant by this term. Your
letter is altogether too vague to form any decided
opinion upon. You ought to have described the
appearance of the birds, and any symptoms of

illness they exhibit as near as you could. Any-
way, I am inclined to think there is not much
wrong with the birds, but you may give each a

morsel of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut,

with two drops of cod- river oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with soft sugar every second day for a
fortnight, and on the alternate days add 20 drops

of chemical food to tyhe drinking water. If they

still appear to be out of condition at end of that

time, write again, and give full particulars about
them.
ALWAYS GAPING (Roathite).—I suspect the

bird is in an advanced stage of bronchial trouble,

which may be due to exposure to cold draughts,

as by hanging its cage in or near a window, sud-

den extremes of temperature, or to heated and
impune air, as in the vicinity of burning lights in

the evenings. See that any or all of these ex-

citing causes are removed, and keep bird for the
present in a fairly equable and comfortable place.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the
nature of advertisem"nts must be paid for at
advertisement rates, thr:e words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge

Street, Oct. 10, for four minutes’ time singing. 1,

2, Nelson; 3, Caddy.— S. Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Albion

Hotel, Saville Green, York Road, Oct. 10. 17 sang.
1, Lawcock; 2, Richardson; 3, F. Johnson. Judges:
Jennings and Lacy,. Oct. 11 ; 19 birds sang. 1, F.
Johnson: 2, P. Johnson; 3, Gardside. Judges:
Hardcastle and Naylor.— VV. Naylor, Hon. Sec.
Quality singing match, Leeds Linnet and Canary

Club, Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane. 1, 3, Jack
Chippindale ; 2, 4, Jim Chippindale. Judges, E,
Wood, P. Madden, and A., Butler.—Alf. Lorriman.
Saturday matches will be held at the above house

at 3, open to all; old and new friends welcome.

—

(Advt.)

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Wisbech (Lines.).—Corn Exchange, Oct. 28.

Judge, F. Jackson. 14 open classes: Nor. 7. Yorks.
1, Pairs 1, Brit. 2, For. 1, Sell. 2. Prizes, 10s., os.,
2s. fid. Fee Is. Gd. Ent. close Oet. 19, to Ward
and Ellis, "Kiltnorie,” Park Road, Waisoken, Wis-
bech.
Forfar (Scotland).—Masonic Hall, Oct. 31. Judges,

A. Chalmers, J. Auld, G. Martin. 37 classes: Nor.
14 (2 Sell.), Bord. 11 (2 Sell.), Mules 3, Brit. 7, For.
1, Sell. 1. Prizes. 10s., 5s., 3s. Tee, Is. fid. Ent
close Oct. 28, to D. Kerr, 15, Green St.
Oxford C.B.S Old Masonic Hall, Alfred St.

Judge. J. Robson. 33 classes: Nor., open 8 (3 un-
flightcd); Amat.. 2 (1 imnighted) ; Yorks., open 4.

Amat. 2 (1 unftighted) ; Dutch Frills. T: A.O.Y., 1;
Mules, 3; Brit., 8 (1 Amat.); For., 2: 8111 .. 2 4 1 lie

limit, in amah ur classes is £ 2). Prizes. 10s 5s.,

2s. 6d. F.-o Is. Cd. lint, close first .osi Oct. : '. to

C. F. Halliday, 58 George SI*

Give a staple diet of three parts canary to one
part summer rape. Twice a week give in addi-
tion a piece of bread and milk the size of a ’hazel
nut with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion on
it, and sprinkled with maw seed, and a morsel of
banana or green salad three times a week. In
the water add twelve drops of syrup -of buck-
thorn for three consecutive days, and after this
give five drops each of oxymel of squills, tincture
of lobelia, ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of
nitre 'every second day for a fortnight.
A WEAK CRIP (F. Cooper).—It is not very

unusual lor birds to show some weakness of grip
on the perch at some stage of the moult, and it
is due to tenderness owing to more or loss peeling
of the scales rather than rheumatism, as you fane).
Bathe the feet once daily for a day or two in awarm solution of boracic acid—a small teaspoonful
of the acid in a saucer of warm water. After
bathing a few minutes, dry, and anoint gently
with Lanocyllin ointment. This will quickly
remove the apparent weakness. You may also
dissolve a crystal of sulphate of soda the size of
a small pea in its drinking water for two days.
YORKSHIRES DYING (E. Eight).—A post-mor-

tem is really the only certain means of eliciting
the true cause of death after the event. The
symptoms you name arc vc{y suggestive of
broncho-pneumonia, which might arise from a chill
due to a sudden change of weather, or even, at
this season, in certain birds, from too vigorous
bathing. Assuming this was the cause of jour
birds' deaths, you could have done very little for
them. The only rational treatment would have
been to remove birds afc once to a quite warm
temperature, offer a diet of bread ;nid milk, with
a little maw seed, add 30 drops of brandy to each
ounce of drinking water, and leave the Test to
Nature. The outlook is rarely hopeful in these
cases.
A WINTER LAYER (Craig Hill).—It is not very

unusual for a hen to go on laying at intervals
during the autumn and winter, and the present
autumn is not likely to reduce the number of
Abase prolific specimens. In reply to your ques-
tions: (1) It is merely a phase of abnormal pro-
lificacy. (2) It depends upon the individual and
the amount of excessive production whether it is
harmful. It is not often that harm woaid accrue
in a strong, robust hen. (3) Put on a quite plain
diet, give plenty of space for exercise, add a pinch
of Epsom salts to the water occasionally, keep all

nesting facilities and” material out of reach, and,
preferably, keep hen out of sight and bearing of
male birds.

CANARY SEED (R. C. C.).—The sample of canary
seed sent is very clean, well ripened and sweet,
and of good quality throughout except in size,

which is very small indeed. Still, it ts quite suit-

able for any class, of stock, the only drawback of its

email size being an undue proportion of husk when
using large quantities, which renders it less eco-
nomical.
VARIED (Threi Queries, C. A. Y.).—(1) I take it

the birds were' quite through the moult when you
moved them to the new house, which is probably’ a
little colder than the one they were accustomed to
previously. The following treatment will, in that
case, soon stop the renewed moulting. In addition
to your staple seed diet, give half a teaspoonful of
crushed sponge cake with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion, and four of sherry well mixed ,in it and
sprinkled with maw seed every second day. On the
alternate days give a morsel of banana and half a
teaspconful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,

millet, teazle and broken groats. Also dissolve half

a drachm of ammoniated citrate of iron and quinine
in an ounce of sherry (two tablespoonfuls), add a
teaspoonful of glycerine, and give twenty drop©
of this mixture in the drinking water every second
dav- Continue this treatment until a few days
after the birds cease dropping feahers. (2) Yes, It

will be quite safe to cut back the overgrown tip

of the upper mandible to a normal length. Hold
bird’s head securely between tho thumb and first

finger of left hand and nip off the overgrowth with,

a sharp pair of nail or embroidery scissors held just

ifp to tip of lower mandible. (3) The value of

linseed in a seed mixture for Canaries, if for regular

use, is negative, when not actually harmful. During
the latter part of the moult it is useful in small
proportions .in a mixture intended for occasional

use, as it helps to repair the extra drain on tho
system, and tends to add lustre and polish to the
new plumage. Used similarly, it is also sometimes
useful for 'birds kept in cold places during excep-

tionally severe weather. But for general or regular

use it is best left alone, being far too oily and
fattening.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES ANB HYBRIDS,

Answered by H. NORMAN.
THRUSH IN AVIARY (J. Brocks). — Yo*

omitted to send your address, according to rule;

perhaps you will let us have it on a post-card.

The breeding of insectivorous birds in confinement
has not been attended with a great deal ot
success, chiefly because of the difficulty experi-

enced in giving them suitable food to rear the
young. Although birds in captivity feed readily

upon farinacious food, they require a considerable
quantity of live insects to induce them to rear

their young successfully. If you think you can
manage the feeding, there is no reason why you
should not have a try to breed them. Remember
your chances of success are influenced more by
the behaviour of the hen bird than the cock, so

I would, advise you. to secure a young hand-reared
specimen, and keep her as tame as possible during
the winter months. A rough bundle of branches
will do admirably as a site for the nest; place

it in a quiet corner of the aviary and put in it

an old Thrush’s nest, at the same time giving

moss, Grass stalks, etc., ior building purposes. I!

you decide to have a try to breed them and
require any further information you had better

write again in the early spring.

EXHIBITING WHITETHROAT AND BULL
FINCH (A. W.).—The Lesser Whltethroat makes
quite a nice bird for exhibition purposes, but its

chances of success are not particularly rosy if it

should be unfortunate and have to compete against

much rarer birds, but you should not be dis-

appointed if you possess a good specimen, lie

would be sure to get noticed somewhere. Some
judges are rather partial to them. The Lesser

Whitethroat is a very active bird, and I always

fancy lie shows himself off in a fairly large ergo,

say, ono 14 Inches long, 11 high and »’ deep. The
food and water vessels should lie inside, and bo

on swing doer- Id into the front rail. '1 be cojour

of Hit bar. and interior t-lrcmld In a rather bright

preen, midway in tone between the very dark and

tbs light. 1 have seen some birds exhibited in

with a dead bile background, and although
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tlioy appear largo against it It in at tlic expense
of loss of colour and gives seeming hurslmess to

tho feiUlier. (2) If your Bullfinch Is a genuine

house moulted bird you must oxhibit him in the

class provided for them. Tho fact of his legs

being dark is not unusual In a llrst year house-

moulted bird; they will get ygkter each succeed-

ing year. You should also remember that ho
stands a much better chnnco of success against
houee-moultied birds than against Held moulted,
especially in tho early part of tho season. You
can rely upon the judge recognising your bird as

a house-moulted specimen.
BIRDS BARE OF FEATHERS (!•'. C. Lockwood).

In your letter you say your birds have failed to

grow their feathers and are " hopping about quite

naked.” If this is a literal statement of facts

I must say I have never met with a ease quite

like yours. Sorno time ugo I was called in to
see a collection of birds that were bare of feathers
in certain parts; naked looking, but not quite
naked. Upon catching one of them I found it

infested with grey lice, which were destroying the
feathers as they grew

;
and I fancy this must be

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houlton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/0); Norman's "British Bird Manual

"

(2/S); or Part 1 “Hard bills" (1/1), Part 2
“
Softbills

”

(11); “ Aviaric3, Bird-rooms, and Cages ”
f2/3);

"Seeds, l’oods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding'’ (1/2); Clarice’s “Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7<1.) ;

“ Colour-feeding ’’ (3Jd.); or the “Nut-
shell ” booklets (2id. each)-, No. 1 "Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “ Linnet,” No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 " Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
‘‘ Ailing Birds and ’How to Citre Them," No. 9 “ Vis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly pr actical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

your trouble, for although birds may bath freely
they cannot get rid of them, as they hide in the
down of the feathers; and when a bird bathes
it is only the exterior parts of the plumage that
get wet. If you find I am correct your best plan
will be to catch up the birds, two or three at a
time, and thoroughly wash them with soap and
water, ae is done for exhibition, and then place
them in perfectly clean cages, keeping them away
from the others until all have been treated, when
the aviary should receive a thorough cleaning
either by scrubbing with soap and disinfectant or
by fumigation. (2) Your feeding appears to be
quite in order as regards staple food, but a little

mixed seed twice a week would no doubt be
acceptable and make a nice change for them.
Sunflower is also a capital food for birds flying in
an aviary.
WHAT SEED? (Tug).—I am sorry I am unable

to give you the name of the seed of which you
send a sample. I notice it among the collection
of wild seeds that 1 purchase for my birds, and
will look out for it when I am collecting in the
fields, and should I detect it I will include it in
my answers

; perhaps you will watch these notes.
In examining the seeds left by the birds I do not
notice any similar to those you sent, so it is

evident they are fond of it. I should think a
spoonful to each bird given two or three times
a week would be quite sufficient.

•.

FOREIGN B3RBS,
'Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

GOING BLIND (A. SI. Walker).—This is a case
which can only be dealt with after an examina-
tion, especially as the bird has already lost the
sight of one eye. There is nothing for you to do
but call in some local vet. to make an examina-
tion to ascertain whether the sight can he saved
or not. If the sight cannot be saved then you
had better let the vet. destroy it for you. A
cold in the eye or local inflammation can be dealt
with through the post, though not such a case as
yours. Perhaps it would be better for you to
take the bird to some vet. who has made actual
study of bird diseases, and I should be interested
to know his dictum, if you will kindly drop me
a line per the Editor.
LOST ITS FEATHERS (S. W. Smitb).-Before I

give you a full reply I must ask you for more
details, such as : how long has it been in this con-
dition? Is its condition the result of either
feather-eating, or feather-pulling, or do the

result of this. Give one tcaftpoonful of Dinnc-
ford's magnesia In tho drinking water, sufficiently
often to keep the bowels moving freely without
there being any appearance of chronic diarrhoea.
Half a tcaspoonful of syrup of hypophosphites in

the drinking water on tho days you are not giving
tho magnesia will help tho bird. If you can
handle the bird bathe its legs and feet in quite
hot water, dry- with a soft cloth, and then paint
with brandy or whisky ; a mop camel-hair brush
Is best to use for tho purpose. Do not give tea,
coffee or milk-sops, table scraps, nor any kind
of animal food. Seod mixture, ripe fruit, nuts,
pieces of stale household bread, plain cake and
biscuit, form a sufficiently varied dietary for most
groups of Parrots. Report progress in about a
fortnight, and then state whether your bird has
a long or short tail— I shall then know which
group it belongs to.

LEAVING BIRDS OUTSIDE (Mowgli). — The
birds you name will be quite safe outside for
another week or two in any case, and before 1

answer your query I must ask you to give a short
description of your aviary, size of flight and
shelter separately, and also the aspect of the
aviary. It is quite impossible to give you a help-
ful reply without the above details. However, I

think it would be safer to take indoors the Cordon
Bleu® and Lavpnder Finches and keep them in a
roomy cage, at any rate for this, their first winter
in this country.
FEATHER-PICKER (M.D.).—I am afraid you

have mado a very bad bargain in purchasing such
a bird, for once a bird becomes confirmed in the
habit (vice) of feather-pulling it is but seldom
a cure is effected, and in any case it is a long
and trying operation. Diet the bird as advised in
the “ Nutshell.” Every fourth day put one tea-
epoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the drinking-
water, and on other days half a teaspoonful of
syrup of hypophosphites. l’alnt the bare parts
with Spratta’ “ Pennaqura,” but only put on
lightly, not mjng sufficient to run among and
materially grease the plumage. If the bird will
eat either a piece of household bread, biscuit, or
plain cake, lightly moisten with chilled water
whichever it fancies most, and then dust with
flour of sulphur; give it a piece so treated twice
a day. Also supply a piece of either of the above
thinly spread with Scott’s Cod-liver Oil Emulsion
once a day if you can induce it to take it. Treat
It so for about a month and then report progress.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOR.

R. V. Wagner.—We quite appreciate your point
of view, but we are afraid the “ treatment ” you
mention would bo of no service in the great
majority of eases,.
Manco—Birds travelling on approval are at the

risk of the owner. If a death or deaths occur
owing to any delay or neglect on the part of the
railway company, he can claim up to os. per bird
from them

; more, of course, if the birds were in-
sured to their full value. Tl»e person receiving the
birds on approval must naturally use care in return-
ing them—i.e., properly pack and label them, and
forward by the best route; in neglect of doing so
he could be held liable to pay the valu© of any
birds lost.

POST MOETEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.-C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. €d. each bird; for reply
direct, 2s. 6d.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, u'ith the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if
a fee is enclosed the loss will* be the sender's.

J.E.C—Budgerigar was egg-bound, but in addi-
tion had extensive pneumonia lesions. There was
no sign of infectious disease.

P. Linn.—Canary died as the result of liver
disease. This organ had undergone fatty degenera-
tive changes, was soft and friable. It is some-
times of dietetic origin, sometimes of a contagious
nature, excrement of affected birds carrying the
contagion, the latter cause I rather suspect from
the previous history of the case. I would advice
you to institute a method of disinfection, and to
isolate any apparently affected birds, whilst pay-
ing particular attention to cleanliness.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginner.
(1/lj); Arthur’s “Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (6d
Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit "

(7</.” Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/ 3)
- "Seen

Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Vr. Clarice’s "Sept
Of Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding." (3jd.); or ti“Nutshell” booklets (2’<?. each)’, No. 6 “ Ailing Bir
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches
No. 16 “Avadavats," No. 17 “ The Grey Parrot," N
18

“Budgerigars,” No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No.“ Wax-bills." All thoroughly practical and instructiv
Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

feathers merely drop out and are not replaced’
If you have given me the whole of your dietary
it is not varied enough, at the same time you
must not give tea, coffee or milk sops, table
scraps, nor yet any kind of animal food. Supply,
in addition to the seed-mixture, ripe fruit (any
kind it will take), nuts (shelled walnuts as good
as any), stale crusts or biscuit, a little plain
cake—either of the three last items may be thinly
spread with Scott’s Cod-liver Oil Emulsion. Grit
cuttlobone, and pieces of wood with the bark on
should l>e regularly supplied. Put one teaspoonful
of Dinneford’s magnesia into the drinking water
and repeat the dose after an interval of three
days When writing again state what kind of
Parrot yours is.

GREEN PARROT (N.S.).—I am afraid you must
a vet. see your birds if the growth's are on

the side ot the tongue, but you give me no idea
of their extent. If they arc only sores in the
form of small spots, full of matter, treat them
by putting in its mouth a little honey and borax
once or twice daily till they disappear The
honey and borax can b? administered either by
letting the bird bite it from the end of a stick

if on the tongue with a feather;
whichever is used it must be cleansed each t-me
before putting it again in the mixture. The bird’s
system is altogether out of order, and the beat
and inflammation of the legs and feet are the

CLUB &. SOCIETY MOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Iuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should alw7ays use them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S—Oct. 21, Station Cafe, 8.
Hear report of committee re members’ show and
washing competition for novices.—C. Bailey.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A Oct. 20, St.

Thomas’s Old Schoolroom (entrance Chapel-st.), 8.
Open show business. Important announcement. All
attend early.—J. Spencer.

Barrington and Choppington C.B.S.—Oct. 17, Social
Club, 7.30. General business.—H. Seely.

Birkenhead Can. F.A.—Oct. 20, Abletts Cafe, 8.
Lecture: Birds I have met in the Wallasey district,
by Mr. W. Mallinson. Important business concern-
big old show.—G. Morton.
Bolton Woods G.B.S.—Oet. 17, Victoria Hotel, 2.30.

Members’ show
; judge, Mr. J. -Reed. Entries Friday

night, 8 to 10.—H. Bryant.
Bonnyrigg C.B.S.-Oct. 24, Foresters’ Arms, 7.30.

Final arrangements for show, specials ; entries must
be in at this meeting; cup holders to return cups.

—

J. Stilling.

Bradford East O.S.—Oct. 20, Park Chapel Schools.
Members’ show

; judge, Mr. A. Cooper. Birds’ staged
7.15. Entries Monday night.—W. Cruise.
Bradford National Show Committee.—Oct. 21, Mar-

ket Tavern, 8. Important show business.— S. Midg-
ley.

Bradford West C.B.A.—Oct. 21, Shoulder of Mut-
ton, 7. Members’ show; entries Tuesday night till

9.30; judges, Messrs. Ogden Bros.—F. P. Terry.
Bramley O.S.— Oet. 16, Carnival Rooms, 8. General

business
; entries for members’ show, etc.—F. Page.

Burnley O.S.—Oct. 21, Star Inn, Church-ert., 7.30.
Members’ show business. Also lecture by Mr. T.
Edwards, on Finishing the moult, and preparing for
exhibition.—T. Chadwick.
Coventry O.S.—Oct. 21, Sydenham Palace, 8.30.

Business of open-show. Distribution of schedules and
tickets.—A. Green.

ADVERTISEMENTS, continued from Page 173.

j
WANTED.

|

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries or MuIch: T.
Green, 22, St. Miehael-st., West Bromwich. (1815)
COCK Canary, Crested preferred, but must be good

6ongster, 1914: Macara, 447, New City-rd., Glasgow.
WANTED, anything alive, for cash, or exchange

other stock: Pearson, Royal Menageries, Green-
wich. ,’18J7|

WANTED Canaries, in exchange for a good talking
Parrot, or sell for £4 10/-: Goldin, 126, Tib-st., Man-
chester. , (1807)
WANTED, Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders, Crests,
and Cinnamons; W. Powick, Eastfleld Cottage,
Dewsbury. (1813)
WANTED, mincing machine; exchange breeding

cages, foods’, appliances: 93, Lloyd-st., C.-ory-M.,
Manchostir (Dll)
WANTED, Canaries, Parrots, also dogs, adults and

puppies, cheap, for prompt cash: Franklin, Gould-
rd., Feltham. * (1816)
OFFERS for four cocks, two crested cocks, good
strain, value f/0/-.; stamp reply: J. Spriggs, Sandy-
rd., Potton, Beds. (1814)
WANTED, dark suit, good, exchange two cocks,

hen, large birds, Midgley’s and Vardy’s strains : F.
Cook, Pembridge. ,’1814)

OFFERS in Canaries
; exchange pair of Scotch

woollen, blankets, full size, value 25/-: Dawson, 185,
Duke-st.,. Glasgow. (1816)
WANTED, Canaries, all kinds, healthy birds; send
lowest prices to A. Leiteh, East End Bird Mart, 520,
Gallowgate, Glasgow. - (1783)
WANTED, a large quantity of Canaries for ex-

port, best prices given, cash per return : Barnes,
Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. ( 1814 )WANTED, Canaries, Foreign; exchange very line
violin, bow, case, large quantity music, £2; offers:
65, Ew-art-rd., Nottingham. (1813)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin
9), Coweaddens-st., Glasgow’.
WANTED, Parrots, Pigeons, Poultry, Dogs,
Monkeys, Rabbits, Birds; purchase or exchange;
Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (1818)WANTED, large colour-fed Norwich for export;
will give 7/-. a pair for large birds: J. Taylor, 36,
Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (1799)
WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets and all kinds of British : Chris.
Hatton. 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. '

(1811 )WANTED, Canaries, cock Goldfinches and Mules;
cash or exchange; cages, any description: Martin,
Cage Manufacturer. Castle Douglas. (1817)
NOTICE.—Wanted, for ^pot cash, all kinds of

Canaries, Mules, foreign birds: Apply at once to
Hodkinson, 4, Sandy-Iane, Stockport. (1817)WANTED, fresh caught Goldfinches, Bullfinches
etc., in exchange for talking Parrot and cage, value
30/- ; Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.' (1816)WANTED, colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire Carni-
ri'es and cock Goldfinch Mules; state lowest price:
Sandiford’s, 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.WANTED boat-shaped pram., good condition

; ex-
change Yorkshires to value; letters please; Craven
4, Cambridge-terrace, Chapeltown-rd., Leeds. (1812)

vuvoim J UUUIVd _ . w
Queen Victoria-rd., 8.30. Show business';’ entries
does Oct. 19.—F. A. Green.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S—Get. 17, 6.30, Waverley

Rooms. Business, important.—A. Robertson.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S.—Oct. 21, Alex-

andra Hotel, Penge, 8. Special show business, final
subs. due.—H. Legg.
East Ardsley C.B.S.—Oct. 17, Black Swan, 3. Mem-

bers show, staged 3j judge, Mr. J. Chambers.—H.
Cockrem.

Jb njugu xiutei,

Eastleigh C.B.S.

—

Oct. 19, Headquarters, 8. Urgent
business.—J. Alderslade.

Eccleshill C.B.A—Oct. 17, Fountain Inn, 2.30.
Members’ show; judge, Mr. R. Garnett Windhill.
Entries triday night, 8 to 10; also day of show until
2.30.—S. Wilcock.
Edinburgh C.B.S—Oct. 20, Cairns Memorial Hall.

Gorgie-rd., 8. Special show business, etc. (annual)
table show of Canaries and Mules, and lecture bv
Mr. A. W. Watson.—J. C. Charlton.

Felling-on-Tyne F. and F.S.—Oet. 17, Blue Bell
Hotel, 6.30.—Election of judges for November table
show, also judges for annual show, and other buei
ness.—W. Stockton.
Garston B.B.A—Oct. 21, Club Room, Earp-st., 8.

A washing exhibition by a noted man. Friends
ifivited. Bring own birds.—A. T. Mullock.
Great Horton O.S—Oct. 17, Butchers’ Arms. Also

members’’ show; birds staged at 3; judge, Mr. J.
Greaves.—J. Holroyd.
Houghton le-Spring C.B.S—Oct. 17, Dawsons Tem-

perance Bar, 7.30. Special business.- R. F Dixon
Larkhall C.B.A—Oct. 17, Y.M. Halls, 7. Show

business—A. Thomson.
Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S Oct. 20, White

Swan, 8.30. Schedules ready.—A. Freestone.
Linton and Woodhorn C.B.S—Oct. 17, Social Club,

7.30. General business. Subs, due.—J. Anderson.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Oct. 17, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse-st., E.C., 8.30. Washing demon-
stration by Mr. Shakespeare, and a washing compe-
tition for members

;
please bring birds.—W. Gilbert.

Manchester and Northern Counties’ O.S.—Oct. 19,
Deansgate Hotel, 8. Open show, schedules ready—
F. Wilkinson.
Manningham C.B.A.—Oct. 17, Mowbray Arms. 2.

Members’ show, Mr. T. Tidswell judge; entries Friday
night—H. Grange.
Northern British, Mule, and F.B.C.—Oct. 17, Lock-

hart’s, 65, Grainger-st., 7.30. Special business,
table show. Linnet, Siskin, Redpoll, or Twite, A.O.
Hardbill, Foreign. Subs. due.—W. Curry.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Oct. 20, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale-rd., Harpurliey, 8. Final arrangements for
Nov. show. New members and friends invited. Subs,
due.—A. Colley.
Queensbury C.B.S—Oct. 17, Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show. Birds staged 3 o'clock. Judge, Mr. H.
Long, Bradford.—W. Jagger.
South Shields C.B.S.—Oct. 17, Cyprus, 7. Schedule

for show.— W. L. Smith.
Tong C.B.S.—Oet. 17, Hand and Shuttle Inn. Mem-

bers’, show. Birds staged 3; judge, Mr. P. Mason,
Windhill.—W. Walker.
Vale of Leven C.B C Oet. 20, Village School Room,

Alexandria, 8. Most important business regarding
annual show.—A. H. McLean.
Wandsworth F.S.—Oct. 22, Sutton’s Hall, Spread

Eagle Yard, 8. Arrangements for annual show, Nov.
26.—W. Lightfoot.
West Bromwich C.B.S—Oct. 20, Dartmouth Hotel*

8.30. Inter Club show.—W. G. Andrews.
Windsor C.B.A.—Oct. 21, Headquarters, 8.30.—Final

arrangements for members’ show.—H. Simms.
Yorks C.B.S—Oct. 21, All Saints’ School Room.

Members’ show ; judge, Mr. Halliday. Birds staged

6.30, Entries close Oct.JS.—V. G. F. Zimmermann.

NOTICE. Will give 6/- p'-r pair for good Norwich
and Yorkshires, also wanted Crests, Border Fancy,
Mules; good prices given; McKeand, Seabright,
Ca tie Douglas. (1791)
WANTED, Canaries or British for gold-plated

double curb Albert, cost 25/-, and silver lever watch
by Fattorini, Bradford; or sell £ 2 : Snell, 6, Vickers
Buildings, Newlon-st., Lincoln. ( 1814 )WANTED, two good Thermos flasks, walking-stick
seat, strong shooting boots, 410 or 28-bore shut cart-
rid geo, for gamekeeper; exchange first class British,
birds; yours first: A shton. Mafeking st., Gate*head.
WANTED, a Linnet MuTe, Goldfinch Mule, with
Linnet and Goldfinch song, also a Goldfinch and
Skylark

; all must be free and loud singers by day
and gaslight, no rubbish : deposit : Waldlie, Little
Duke-st., Stamford vt., London, 8. E. ( 1813 )WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, colour-fed preferred,
alao ((.fillers, for cash ; or exchange the following

:

Schipperke bitch, £2; Goldfinch Mule, £1; half-plate
camera,, complete with leather case, £4 Us., cost
£7 10s. lately: Mains, 65. Shields rd., 8.S., Glasgow.
WANTED, any quantity hen Canaries, all breeds’

for spot cash ; or exchange selected Britishers for
show; state breed and lowest price; also wanted,
show cages in exchange for Britishers; strictly
honourable dealings guaranteed ; W. Gore, Gooch-
st.. Birmingham. (1806)

Wanted—Birds, Dogs, Poultry
Monkeys, Parrots, Canaries, purchased or exchanged,
will deposit with CAGE Birds: Powers arid Russell,
10, Granby Place, Bethnal Green, London. (1794)

“WANTED
a reliable all-round bird-catcher, one from Stier-
bourne, Dorsetshire, preferred : Write Enoch
Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

WANTED, AW QUANTITY
of hen Canaries, Norwich, Yorkshires, and Borders,
and light hen Goldfinch Moles; will give 18/- to
21/- doz.

; cash or deposit, ‘‘Cage Birds”: Powers
and Russell, 10, Granby-plaee, Bethnff! Green, Lon-
don. (1817)

WANTED
500 Norwich and Yorkshires and common hen Can-
aries, will give 18/- doz.; also will give 4. - each for
cock Goldfinch Mules, in full song, stamped en-
velope, reply: Enoek Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shore-
ditch, London, E.

WANTED 7
Surplus Budgerigars, brilliant Parra-

keets, talking Parrots, or whole
Aviaries that must be disposed of.

CROSS,
OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL.

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries& Mules
Will give 7/- per pair for large Colour-fed Norwich,
10/- per pair for Crests, 5/- each cock Goldfinch
Mules, 4/- each cock Linnet Mules. I also require
Lancashires, Lizards, Borders, Scotch Fancies,
Yorks., or Norwich Greens and Cinnamons, and
Rollers. Good prices given. Will deposit cash with
Editor. Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

—

H. Giedhill, Fleet Lane, Queensbury, Bardford.(lS17)

|SALE or EXCHANGE?
Mainly British.

WHAT offers in Wild British for black pug dog
pup, £2: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd, Lon-
don.
EXCHANGE 3 Poms., pups, 2 black, 1 ffhocoiat-e,

for selected British, or sell, 7/6: Patrickson, Uptaall

Station, Uphall. (1816)
TWO cock Greenfinch Mules, 6/- each; exchange

large cock Goldfinches: Thomas Wallen, 10, Salop-
st., Caerphilly, nr. Cardiff. (1810)
LINNETS, of the ’highest quality song, always on
sale, or exchange: Apply, Sepret^u-y, Plasterer’s
Arms, Skinner Lane, Leeds. (1817)

TWO house-moulted cock Bramblefinches, steady;
exchange small foreign; offers; postcard: Low,
48, Loanhead-terr., Aberdeen. (1S17)

WANTED, exhibition cock Goldie; exchange cock
Bullfinch, cagedi since February, and Green Norwich
hen : Ashton, Besthorpe, Newark. (1814)

TWO field-moulted cock Goldfinches ;
exchange

good singing Mule, pure notes, or cock Canary

:

Clements, 4. Jeynes-rd., Tewkesbury. (1815)

FOUR extra large cock brown Linnets, pencilled
to perfection, steady, can win, 5/- each; exchange:
Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1816)

BIG Yorkshire cock brown Linnets, field moulted,
Norwich type, gems, 3/6 dozen; exchange mule or
Roller : Ellerington, Tindale Lane, Beverley. (1812)

SCOTCH hardheads, 700 1/3, carriage paid; ex-

change quantity for Goldfinches or Norwich : Wil-
liamson, Sommerville Court, North Berwick. (1813)

LOOK.—Yorkshire cock brown Linnets, contest
singers, 3/6 dozen, 2/- half; exchange Goldfinch;
satisfaction guaranteed : Ellerington, Tindall Lane,
Beverley. (1812)
TWO muzzle-loading guns, one single and one
double barrel, in good condition, with powder and
shot flask, sell or exchange anything useful: .J.

Keevil, Stourton, Wilts. (1810)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires, Norwich,
Scotch Linnets, Larks, in song, Goldies or Bullies,

for scrap brass, copper, block tin: Edwin North,
443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (1818)

PAIR of flatnets, square mesh, 13 yds. long, 6ft.

deep, f-mesb, 10/6; or exchange British or hen
Mules; Bluetits, 1/6 pair; Coaltits, Marslitits, 2/-

each ;
cage-moulted cock, Mealy Redpoll, show con-

dition, 5/- : Mf. Kemp, 34, Tovey Place, Kentish
Town. (1814)

SPECIAL notice to exhibitors and fanciers. I

will exchange all kinds of British birds for show,
muling, contest, singing, for any variety of Canaries
and Mules ;

state wants at once to, Bollinshead,
Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st., Stockport. (1817)

TRUE pairs Goldfinches, 2/6; Linnets, 1/-; Red-
polls, 1/-; Greenfinches, 1/-; Bullfinches, 2/C; Chaf-
finches, 1/-; Cutthroats, 3/-; Javas, 2/6; Green
Budgerigars, 5/6; yellow Budgerigars, C/6; Cordon
Bleus’, 5/-j Cockatiels, 12/6; all frot* outdoor
aviaries; approval, deposit

;
or exchange; A. J. Un-

derwood, Bird Specialist, Welfington-st., Ketter-j
ipy. <1812)'
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Mainly Canaries."]
EXCHANGE Norwich cocks, good type, for Kent's
thin hoots, superior inn ke, size tells : Dyer, Hastie-

st., Thonilmry, (ilos, (1812;
LARGE hull vur. Norwich cock 0 /-, huff hen 3/0,

cage I/-; exchange good razors, or offers: Clark,

82 ,
King-st., Peterhead. (1813)

PAIR Yorkshires and cock Mealy Redpoll, 0/-; ex-

change good singing Norwich: A. Millard, Skcriuer-

rd., I'riskncy, S.i)., Lines. (1810)

NORWICH cock, <1/-; 11. M. cock Linnet 2/-, or

exchange two Norwich or Yorkshire hens: “ Confer

1 loner,” 08, Wellington st., Luton. (1818)

TWO champion 1914 Created cocks, one 7s. (id.,

other (is. (id.; exchange 1914 poultry; no Bantams:
Sykes, Halurnl, Crowle, Doncaster. (1812)

FEW good stock show homers ; exchange for Nor-

wich or Crests; approval, stamp: William John-
son, ll.'t, Heysham-rd., Southport. (1813)

UNFLI(JIITIil) cock Canary, fill song, exchange
for pair ol’ light or heavy hoots, size 8 1 Porter,

8, l)evonshire-st., Worksop, Notts. (1813)

FOR sale: 2 pairs of high-class winning Norwich,
£4, or exchange anything useful for household;
offers: Mackintosh, Ropeworks, Peterhead. (1815)

SPLENDID cock Linnet Mule, 6/8; singing,

moulted; exchange young green Norwich Hen: '"lit-

hill, 198, Farringdon-rd., Buildings, London. (18)1)

TURKU good Nor. hens, sell 28/-, or exchange for

one good Crested hen 1914 bred; no rubbish offered
or wanted; Bond. Laniphey, Pembrokeshire. (1812)
TWO pairs Norwich, outdoors, 7j- pair; large hen
Hawfinch, steady, 8/-; wanted, Siberian (loldies, or
lot, 15/-: Police, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (1814)

EXCHANGE large (irecn ijorwieh cock, 1914 bred,
for two good Border show cages and carrying case

;

approval; yours first: Showier, Bridgend. Bathgate.
(1812)

EXCHANGE two pairs Norwich Canaries show
birds, colour fed, for good lady's cycle, or offers:
Apply Abel, flic Grove, Necton, near Swaffham.

(18,14)

EXCHANGE high-class Borders, Norwich, Rollers,

or exhibition Britishers for oil heating *t“ves; also
Primus stove: Ross, Cage Manufacturer, Forres,
N.B.
SIX good hen Canaries, two good '1914 York-

shire cocks, full song; exchange gent.’s cycle, any-
thing, offers, sell 35/-: Pratt, Market-st., Long
Sutton, Lines. (1818)

PRIZE bred Norwich cocks, yellow 7/- buff 6/-

;

gent’s tweed suit, 38 breast, good condition, 10/-;
d.b. gun, muzzle loader, fi/-: 11. E. Farnell, 4, (It.

II alcs-st ., Market Drayton, Salop. (1813)

NOTICE. Will give good exchange in Yorkshire,
Norwich, and Border show cages for Canaries or
Mules, Goldfinches, or Bullfinches, or Foreign birds:
McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
FINE green Crest-bred cocks, from 20/- each; or
exchange for phonograph and records; must be
good : approval both ways : Walter Radley,
Paradise Square, Skclmanthorpe, near Hudders-
field. (1817)
EXCHANGE prize-bred Yorkshire Canaries, in ex-
change lor prize rough Collie, bitch, for showing
purpose, age about 6 months old, approval both
ways: Jones, 15, Mellor-grove, Old Trafford, Man-
chester. (1814)
EXCHANGE one Green Yorkshire (cock) also 2
Otreen Yorkshire hens and 1 J Belgian hen, good
stock birds, for schoolmaster Roller, or sell for 16/- :

S. Wilkinson, 465, Liverpool-rd., Patricroft, Man-
chester. (1814)
TWO yellow green hens, 4/- each; buff green cock,
6/6; two hen Mules, 2/6; two grand Greenfinches,
2/6 each ; exchange for exhibition Norwich buff cock
or buff cinnamon cock : Smedley, 83, Royston-avenue,
Bcntley-rd., Doncastc-r (1809)
YORKSHIRE Greens, cocks, 2 buffs, seifs, 1 yellow,

foul taib bens, 2 buffs, seifs, 1 yellow, foul head.
These 6 "birds were the pick of W. Walker’s birds
fast June, and cost a big figure. Accept £3 or useful
exchange ; no live stock ; approval, deposit : G.
Seven, C64, Bnrnaley-rd., Sheffield.

j
Mainly Foreign. 7

AMAZON P-arrot, excellent talker, splendid health
and plumage, accept £2 or exchange ; stamp reply

:

Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1816)
EXCHANGE outdoor bred Budgerigars, Cockatiels,
Javas, c4s. ; also young donkey, for poultry, geese.
Canaries; offers: Higgs, Waterloo-st., Tipton. (1815)

|
Miscellaneous.

|

TAMLIVS 60-egg incubator; exchange Grey Parrot
OT offer : Walker, Bootmaker, 53, Bingfield-st., King’s
Cross. (1814)
EXCHANGE brand new boots, lady's, gent.’s, for
male dogs or puppies: Manager, /Furniture Stores,
Totton. (1813)
WANTED, good British, fowls, or offers, in ex-
change for good sporting bitch : Nott, Hawkshead,
Hatfield, Herts. (1817)
STUD fox terrier, smooth, by Pandy Dodger, sale
or exchange singing Canaries: McEwen, 308, Bark-
’ing-rd., Plaistow. (1813)
EXCHANGE, 2 cages, 1 make flight, 8ft. 9ins.

long, 20 inches high, 11 ins. wide
; sell or exchange :

R. Mudd, Bcdale. (1813)
EXCHANGE harmonium, with five stops, for

•Canaries and cages, or sell £2: Read, 9, Denmark-
it., Middlesbrough. (1814)
PERSIAN kitten wanted; exchange cock Goldie
Mule and cock Canary

; mutual approval : Brown. 12,
•Sidney-st., Brighton. (1812)
WINCHESTER air rifle, new, sale or part ex-
change for double breechloader gun : Davis, 26,
Bridge-st., Ledbury.
EXCHANGE 2 Rollers, cocks, 2 hens, value 12/-,
for child’s cot, or carpenter’s tools: Bull, 605

!

Hligh-rd., Tottenham. (1815)
LEADED fancy glass hall gas lamp, cost 17/6;
exchange Roller cocks or poultry : Degget, 18
Montague-rd., Dalston. (1817)
341 FLOWERING bulbs, all in separate lots; what

oilers in Parrots, Goldies or Canaries: Rutherford,
Kiln Hill, Tweedmouth. (1816)WANTED. White Polish cock Bantam, in -exchange
for one similar, to exchange breed : Apply, C. M.
A., rheddingworth, Rugby.
TWO good Yorkshire bens and breeder; exchange
joiners tools, fitter’s vice, or 1914 pullets: Ketlev
99. Wayman-st., Sunderland. (1816)EXCHANGE gent.’s cycle, 28in., sound condition,
or poultry, suit lengths; offers: Reynolds, 46, New-
jnl-st., Princess End, Tipton. (1815).
3} MINERVA motor bike, wants accumulator, £6;
exchange gent’s cycle or birds : Griffiths, The
AviariA;, Long Sutton, Lines. ’

f lSll)HAND REARED Grey Wagtail, cock Goldfinch,
*ock Linnco, 6-cll or exchange air-gun: Burgess,
Water Hhd, Hemcl-Hempstcad. v

(1807)

CHILD’S folding trolley car, as new, 12/6, cost
25/-; -exchange, stamp reply: Jepson, IS, Fine-wood
Avenue, Moss Side, Manchester. (1-817)

EXCHANGE collie puppy bitch, also 5 young pul-
lets for Pom. bitch, or anything useful: 11. Porter,
11, Stanley-st., Kaston-rd., Bristol. (1813)
WANTED, looking-glass, piece about 2ft. (-in.

square, or joiner’s tool«; will exchange Canaries:
Miles, 28

,
Alston-rd., Tooting, Surrey. ' (1811)

HPLENiDID palir massive gasi brackets, copper,,
bronze, new condition, cost 20/-: accept 7/6; offers

birds, pup: Holt, Ironmonger, Bactip. (1814)
AVIARIES, cages, animals, birds, satisfactorily

-supplied for cash or easy payments; list, stamp:
Lambeth Aviaries, Lainbcth-rd , London. (1811)

GOOD Angora doe rabbit?, 3/-; Black-red bantam
cock, 2/0; exchange pair Budgerigars; offers:

Owen, 19, Lower liar, Newport, Salop. (1814)

('HEAP, 3 cock Siskin Mules, 3/- each, or ex-
cliange small foreigners: II. Langton, 5, White-
head-st., Robin Hood Chase, Nottingham. (1816)
SALE or exchange nine-gallon aquarium, value £1,
anything reasonable; pigeon training baskets pre-

ferred: Price, Coronation-st., Aberkenflg, Glam.

YOUNG Yorkshire greens, 8/- and 4/~ each; Roller
hen, .2/-; harmonium, sell £1

;
exchange granne

phonc, anything useful: 21, S-ebert-rd., Forest Gate,
(1816)

EXCHANGE 'high-class Yorkshires, Rollers, or

British for scrap brass, copper, lead, etc.: W.
Wliitelcv, Buck Wood Cottage, Theckley, near
Bradford. (1801)

EXCHANGE anything, set wood carving tools,

comprising of [thirteen -different wood chisels,

mallet, vice damp: Reunion, High-st., Winsfnrd,
Cheshire. (1813)

QUARTER-PLATE Lancaster stand camera, good
lens; also FO half-plate, lens; ditto quarter-plate;
exchange birds, Parrot, records: Uttley, Hope Place,

Liverpool. (1811)

EXCHANGE two pairs Norwich Canaries (excel-

lent birds), 550 stamps, entires, rare, no rubbish;
w!|at coffers : Robert D. Hil|, 41, Stjhoobs't.,

Markinch, Fifeshire. (1816)

GOOD bike, perfect running order, two brakes,

free wheel, celluloid handles, aluminium rims, 24ins.

frame, 45/-; -exchange Canaries: Dent, 19, Green-

head, Crook, Durham. (1816)

EXCHANGE extra good bull terrier dog and bitch,

bitch in season, can be served by winner, fur

cycle, birds, anything useful : Drew, Fron-wcn Ter-

race, Pcnydarrcn, Merthyr. (1813)

EXCHANGE, young Rollers and Crests, for good
disc records or gramophone motor

;
wanted school-

master, in exchange for Lancashire coppy: Jack-
son, 8, Shcredan-rd., Highams Park, Essex. (1816)

WHAT offers in dress lengths. “ Boots,” or any:

tiling useful in house, .for ten pairs typical York-
shires : no reasonable offers refused to clear; stamp:
W. G. Andrews, 1, Hayes-st., West Bromwich. (1812)

EXCHANGE for terrier bitch and rough haired
puppy dog, 6 months, for anything useful, boots
preferred; also large green Norwich hen, or sell,

14s. the lot: Dean, 15, Clews-st., Burslem, Staffs.

(1813)

EXCHANGE Crystal Palace mahogany aviary,
good order, also Yorkshire cock Cinnamon marked
and 2 clear young ones, six uncertain, for Pom.
hitch, small: Westwood, 59, Henry -st., St. John’s
Wood. (1815)
PUG, bitch puppy, 5/-; cavies, Dutch marked,
from 1/-; agoutis, 2/6;. rabbits, Himalayans, Bel-
jfian lhares, from 2/6; pigeons’) ’pigmy pouters,
magpies, from 2/6; exchange anything; Garrow,
Loanhead, Midlothian.- (1816)
EIGHT double-sided records, 5s. worth physical
books, massage chain, several bird books, lady’s
guard, oxidized keyless watch, for common British
birds, pigeons, or rabbits, any variety ; Bannister,
24, Pendle-st., Burnley. ' (1811)
NEW pair of hand-made clapnetts, 10 yards, 10/-;

2 clean moulted cock Goldfinches, 10/-;
2 two-year-old Linnets, all used for catching, 5/-
each, or exchange the lot for Canaries or Mules:
Ridley, 519, Harrow-rd., Queens Park, London.
AIREDALE hitch, large size, 18 months, dark
back, tan legs, long face, 'plenty bone, sensible
under good command, clean habits, reliable guard,
collar and lead, 20/-; exchange adult Budgerigars:
Proprietor, 270, Great Bridge-st., West Bromwich.
EXCHANGE.—Am compelled to -clear all my stock

of high-class Rollers, Randall's strain ; last season’s
winners; cocks, 10/6; -hens, 3/-; exchange sheets,
blankets, curtains, cigars, gent.’: cycle, 2 or 8 speed,
new condition : Morrison, 46, Cliarnlev-rd., Black-
pool. (1811)
EXCHANGE household goods, boot®, .oycle, tyres,

suits, watches, air rifles- and articles of all descrip-
tions for all kinds of live stock, birds, etc. ; honest
dealings only; established 20 years: Jopson’s
Exchange Stores, 12, Juno-st., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (1817)
WILL give good value in clothing, boots, slhoes,

cutlery, jewellery, cycle tyres, household goods,
etc.) in exchange for British ior foreign birds.
Parrots, toy dogs, or other livestock

; honest deal-
ings only; stamp reply: Cooper’s Exchange Stores,
163, Princes-st., Manchester. (1816)
FOR sale, cheap, 50 good Yorkshire Canaries,
gramophone, and quantity of records

; 36 phono-
graph records, Crystal Palace aviary, wanted
Parrot, tame, and good talker

;
Green Budgerigars,

birds’ eggs, stuffed birds, either loos-e or in eases,
stereoscope slides and revolver: Bottomley, Boot-
maker, Keighley. . (1817)
GRAND all-white Bull Terrier dog, 11 "months old,
winner, by Ch. White Noel, the top dog of the
breed, can do some winning, not deaf and used
to children, price 50/-, not quarter his value; also
new double breeding kennel, 30/-; or exchange
colour-fed Norwich -or -scrap metal

; approval

:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1818)

MUST sacrifice; gramophone, motor silence run-
ning and fitting complete, including sound-bpx and
trumpet, 15/-; set iron letter punches, also
number®, accept 10/-, worth double; also four sets
new roller skate wheels, aluminium, Richardson,
Centner, Brampton, Winslow, 4/6 set, worth
treble ; useful exchange entertained ; Lewis Edgley,
491, Grove Green-rd., Leytonstone. (1817)

BARGAIN, gramophone, complete with 30 selec-
tion double-sided records, 30/-, cost £5 10s.: also
9 double-sided 12in. records, 9/-, cost 38/-; gent.s’
silver hunter watch, 15/-, cost 42/-; lady’s silver
watch. 10/-, cost treble: hound volume hook on
Canaries, 12/6, cost double; suit lengths, black
vicuna, 15/-, worth treble: mitre trimming
machine, 10/-, cost 25/-; above- are equal new:
will exchange for miniature Black l’om, post-card
or half-plate camera: Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd.,
Leytonstone. (1817)

UNDERWOOD’S REAL ARMY BOOTS.

3/6, 4/-, 4/6; newly repaired, suitable for heavy
work, also champion box-calf boobs and shoes,
lady's 2/9, gent’s 3AB. birl’-s 2/6, boy's 2/9, youth’s
3/-, all sizes, carriage paid.

UNDERWOOD, 86, York-st., Hulnt), MANCHESTER.

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trover’s bird seeds
urn) food*, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian
rd., London.

Aquarium.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plant*, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will bo found in ‘’Nutshell No. 21," 2id. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a li«t of whom i* published frequently).

|

Cavies.
j

. 1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 9d.:

Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1816)

Cats.
LOVELY Persian Kittens, all colours, from 3/6;

also adults: Pearson, Greenwich. (1817)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 21d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Ferrets.
i

100 QUIET healthy working ferrets, from 3/-: Pear-

son's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1816)

FORTY-FIVE splendid ferrets, good workers guar-

anteed, 4/6 ;
25 excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6

;

15 younger, 3/-; 10 days’ approval: Wannop, Short-

st., Carlisle. (1811)

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FF

BLANCHARD S PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/1£, by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WANTED’ litter puppies, pure or crossed: Dutton,
Dunstable. (1814)

NOSELESS Brindle Pekinese puppy, Aldebourne
strain, 25gs. : Dr. Laurence, 40, Uxbridge-rd., Ealing.

. . 11796)

FOUR beautiful whippet pups, bred from well-

known rabbit coursers, dog 7/-, bitches 5/-: Roberts,

Padley-st., Bulw-ell. (1818)

HANDSOME litter, prize-bred Airedale poppies, 8

weeks, make grand guards, companions, dogs 12/6,

bitches, 6/6: Stephens, West Drayton. (1814)

TWO powerful bull-Airedale dog puppies, ©even

weeks, 7/0 eagh, bitch 6/6, make demon guajrds

:

Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.
(1818)

HANDSOME young lurcher bitch, three parts

grejl’iound, kill and carry already, 6/-, honestly

worth double: Richards, 7, Stafford Avenue, Bul-

well. (1817)

FOR sale, two very nice crossbred puppies, be-

tween Spaniel and Yorkshire Terrier, for cash, 5/-

each : S. Blackburn, Hollingsworth -lane, Epworth,

via Doncaster. (1810)

H ANDSOME fawn coloured lurcher dog, 18 months,

find kill, retrieve to hand, silent chaser, work
day or night, 20/-: Goodwin, Glebe Farm, Aws-

worth, Notts. (1810)

NOTICE.—Almost any variety, pure breed dogs and

puppies can be bad at low prices and easy pay-

ments taken; state wants: McKeand, Seabright,

Castle Douglas. (1791)

FOR sale, two Fox Terrier dog pups, good pedi-

gree, from winning parents, 15/- each: Apply, G.

Main, 151, Pioneer-tcrr., Bedlington Station,

Northumberland. (1817)

LITTER; lovely toy cross Pomeranian Pekinese

puppies, healthy, regular Teddy Bears make minia-

ture toy pets, only 6/6 each; worth treble: Parr,

1, Middle-st., Notts. (1812)

WANTED, miniature Black Pom. for cash or

exchange exhibition Yorkshire or Norwich ; sec

Miscellaneous and Norwich advertisements:

Hawke®, Leytonstone. (1817)

SALE, 15/-, wire-haired fox terrier, champion
dog for house, rats, rabbits, 15 months old; no

cards: William Priestley, 44, Wtortley-rt}., Mor-
tomley, Sheffield, Yorks. (1812)

SMART smooth Fox Terrier dog, nicely m.vked,
game. 19/-; Black Aberdeen dog, 20/-; small Black
Pom dog, 25/-

;
any variety bought, exchanged, or

supplied: Pearson, Dog Farm, Greenwich. (1817)

FOR sale, Wire Fox Terrier, good long head, per-

fect front, not been shown, make good stud dog,
full pedigree, £2 10s.

;
or exchange to value, or

gramophone: Burrow*. Bell Inn, Toddington. (1811)

PURE 'balt-cfosq bull?Airedale pups, (9 weeks,
largo heads, on stout bone, make game protectors;
parents face stick; dogs, 8/-, bitch 6/-; exchange
Canaries : Wilkshaw, 8a, Hermit-st., Vottingliam.

(1812)

PRIZE- BRl’.D lox tem'ieii bibph, 6 months, by
Redmond's Dusky Diver (stud for 3 guineas!. Dam
by Redmond’s champion Defucer (fee 5 guineas).
Sure to breed winners. Clean, intelligent, affec-
tionate. Extra long head : sacrifice £1: Fulljames,
42, Lincoln-rd., S. Norwood.
"CARE of the Dog." Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps u dog w.ill find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, tarieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2(d., post free, from: "Cage Birds,”
164, Fieet-st., London, I5.C.

GRAND wire-hair Fox Terrier dog, 10 month'- old,
white body, black and tan head, Ch. Southboro
Salex strain, extra good coat, good head, winner
3 firsts only times shown, price 80/-; can earn
his cost in a month at stud ; or exchange for
colour-fed Norwich or Grey Parrot talking, or
scrap metal: approval: North, 443, Manchester*
rd., Bradford. (1818)
GRAND Airedale bitch, three years, beautiful

colour, hard wire coat, good head, small ‘ears, well
docked, splendid carriage, best mother living, last
litter, seven, made £14 at three months old; ex-
tended pedigree, live in water, wonderful ratter,
and most determined guard, faithful companion,
clean in house, splendid witli ladies and children,
price £3; part exchange for good poultry; photo;
approval, if all expenses paid: Cant, 1’32, London-
rd., Chelmsford. (1812)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/ ; dormice,
2/6 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(1815)
EXHIBITION Mice from fid. ; Rats from 1- pair;
Dm-rruc“ 2 0 pair: Pearson’s Mouse Farm.
Greenwich. _ (1817)
FANc Y and Pet Mice, Nutshell No. 29, Is now rca-uy,
and all who keep mice, cither for pleasure or profit,
should not miss this highly interesting brochure.
It deals fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Disca.-cs. Varie-
ties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from C’ACE Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

HIGH flying performing rolling tumblers, 2/C pair;
Brain, 288. Liehfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1798)WOOD Pigeons wanted, one or two steady birds,
apply: A. D. Reed, 95, Frant-rd., Tunbridge Wells.

(1807)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, N06 . 7 and 9,
which deal with these bird* in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to isuccess. No. 7,
"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”
post free 2jd. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
SPLENDID Black Dutch adults from 2/6, any

variety bought or supplied : Pearson’s Rabbit Farm
Greenwich.

(1817)
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. SO*

Just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154 .

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practica*

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies'
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pet3.Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1 /-, post free 1/1J, from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fieet-
st., Tendon. E.C.

Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an interest
in fishing should not mis* this highly-iiratructive
brochure. It treats fully or, the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them

; the angter’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various.
SEA’EN fine chicks, May-hatched, all healthy;

offers in cash, must sell : Dav, 34, i’aynter-st., Fen-
ton. Staffs. (lf-10)

SPLENDID Silver Polish cock Bantam for sale, tills

year's bird; will take C/- for it: C.W.A , llothorpe,
Sheddingworth, Rugby.
FREE, pocket rubber stamp of jour name and

address, also particulars of money-making,, spare
time employment^: The Richl’ord Works, Snow Hill,

London.
FERRETS, clinkers, 5/-; 150-yard rabbit nets,

25/-; 75 yards, 12/6; purse and pins, fid.; snares,

1 /- dozen. 3 Border hejm Canaries, 2/- each:
McKay’s Stores, Dumfries. (1814)

MORRIS Dancers’ salve absolutely- cures corns,
warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned; no wat-

ting, 7id.. 1/lid., agents wanted: 138, Marlhoro’-
st., E., Hightown, Manchester. (1799)

GRAMOPHONE; 2#- guinea handsome, hornlosa,

inlaid Sheraton cabinet, height 4ft., record cup-
board, completely enclosed, on wheels; purchased
April ; with records, £5 10 - ; approval willingly

:

3, Aubcrt Park, Highbury, London. (1802)

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Cari,, 154, Fled

Street, by J. O. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London, E.C.
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EASY IHOIY FROM MEALWORM BREEDING :S
ANOTHER PROFITABLE GERMAN “ SIDE-LINE ” WE OUGHT TO ANNEX. ISSUE.
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and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries,Hybrids. British «. Foreign Cage*Wild Biros

Telegrams—Aviculture, London,

Telephone—Holborn 5229.
Subscription Kate

6/6 per annum
post free.

Foreign—
For week ending October 24th, 1914 Price Id. V

Registered at the G.P.O.

GOLDEN-CRESTED WREN,
England’s Tiniest Bird, 1st

prize for Mr. W. J. C. Frost,

Chiswick Park.

0 0 ©
YELLOW VARIEGATED
NORWICH, 1st prize in the

Novice Class for Mr. P. Gedge,

London.

WINNERS AT CLAPHAM

SHOW.

The First London Fixture of the Season.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, fleet Street, London. E.C.
1
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words

6d.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS ’*

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor oi

the bom-lldes of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as far as P®8® 1 ” 10,

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing. /
Advertisements must in all eases bear the bona-

tide name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place ot call.

Small prepaid advertisements ot a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trado are inserted at tho rate of Jd. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 104, Fleet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

ABSOLUTE ECONOMY.
By Ming ny registered "Little Wonder" Hurt-

Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed S/10

and S/10, or partleulafs free. Show Cage*, for 1m

mediate use. 1/6 each. XXX Birdlime, .trong^t in

existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tins, post free. One tr a will

test truth of this claim. Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD, The Bled Special ist, MOBWICH.

boards, cages, cage sets.

Best hand planed boards. Sin. 2/4. Din. 2/8, lOxn.

s 25ft.; Sin. 4/4, 8in. 6/1, 10m. 6/9, 60ft.,

cheaper quality, Sin. 8/8, tin 4/-, lOifi. 4/8, 60ft.

;

cage*' nets! ISin. by 161 ti. by 10m 2 / 2 ,
SOin. by

16in by lOin. 4/3; oval perching, 1/3 60ft; stamp

for lisff all appliance*. : 8tanton, Boothfteld, Win-

ton, Patricroft.
usitd

12 BY 12 OR tO CAGE FRONTS
SI- doz.; 10 by 12. 4/-; 18 by 12. 4/6; 24 by 12, 6/-;

non-splash baths and frames, 6/C doz. ;
birdlime, 2d.

boxes, 1/4 doz.; Cd. 4/- doz.; seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-

doz.; Yorkshire Norwich ehow cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/-; wholesale price list post free.

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King-st., Longton. (1811)

For Full Rules, see issue of Sept. 26.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

(specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

Established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heal.fiy.

APPLIANCES
DOMED aviary, large flight cage, enamelled breed-

ing cage, lot Si-: Howes, 10, Greenend-rd., Chis-

wick. (1827)

BARGAIN, a number of Norwich show cages, as

new, 1/- each to clear : George Baxter, Highfleld,

Fochabers, N.B. (1821)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds, Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-

»ton-by-Sea, Sussex.

NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border

show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/0: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

FIRST quality planed Canary whitewood, for cage-

making, Sins, wide. Id. foot, cample Id.: John

Marsh, Church-st., Westhoughton. (1821)

CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border

and British, all 1/4 each, six 7/0, .club drinkers, 9d.

doz.: illustrated list, stamp: Ross, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. (1827)

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and

edges, 8in. 2/2. Din. 2/0, lOin 2/9, per 25ft. Sin. 3/10,

9in. 4/6, Min. 5/-, per 50ft. ;
3-ply wood, 55 x 38, 2/-

per sheet: Orford, 105, Cromwell-rd., Patricroft.

NEST pans, 1/4 per doz., wire 'hangers to fit same,

6d. doz.
;
moss and hair nest bags, 6d. doz. ;

slid-

ing glass fronted seed boxes, 3in. 2/- doz., 4in. 2/6

doz. : Holmes Bros., 19, Henrietta-st., Blackburn,

late Hayes, Wensley-st., Blackburn. 71827)

NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped, three-

compartment, drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft.

high, fitted with sand bottoms, perches, 2 wire mov-
able partitions, etc., 10/6, worth 40/-; approval:

McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

BOARDS for cage-making, best quality hardwood
boards, well seasoned, planed up ready for use, 6in.,

7in., Sin., 9in., lOin. wide, finished Tin., 2{d. square

foot; 12in . 14in., lOin., 18in., finished 3-8in.. 3d. square

foot; any length cut; see special timber list: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

EXHIBITORS, strictly eiub pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading

exhibitors: Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 10/-; sliding front Finch show cages,

beauties, 2, 6 each
;
carrying cases for £ cages, 3/6,

3 cages 4 6, 4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every

description. , Note : No cheap rubbish made; state

requirements: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. 0829)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire

fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal

Green, London.

THE

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huek-
nall, Notts. (1824)

THREE-PLY WOOD
The ideal wood for cages, fretwork, pictures, and
everything where lightness and strength are re-

quired; boards, 4ft. by 3ft., 2.'- each; immediate de-

livery from stock: The Sheffield Wire and Cage Co.,

26, Arundle-st., Sheffield.

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked: 12 bv 10, or 12. 3d.: 14 by 12. 3{d.;

16 by 12, 4d. ; IS by 12, 4id. ; 20 by 12, 5d. ; 24 by 14,

6d. ; other sizes equally cheap; seed boxes, lid.

each: baths, 6d. and 7d.; cages, etc.; trade supplied;

satisfaction guaranteed : Bunner and Sons, Oage-

maiderst 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest

manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances,

ipecial illustrated trade price list free: ITenry Tams,

Pottery Man ufacturer. Warren-st.. Longton, Staffs.

PUNCHED /BAR CAGE FRONTS
Ail made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

ablo tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, sd -> doze?'• J*
by 12, 3{d., 3/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4 d., 3/4 doz.; JA by

12 41d., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or’ 14, Od., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot

;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of wvtj

description, and utensils, send for Pr'°t
^f

,

h
post free: J. Ashmore, 19, London -st., Smethwick

Birmingham. Late of Heatb-st. (
’

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystat glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook st., Liverpool.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle ;

won’t! run in the sun ;
best

in tho world; have thousands testimonials ;
for

proof, drop a postcard
;
3 tons sold every year , 4 1d.

tin sample, 7d., *lb. 1J-, lib. 1J8, all post free,

single trap cages, lOd.; double ones, call cage .*5

centre, 1/tJ ;
established &0 years: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist, Preston, Lancs.; also at London.

Walsh’s Original Holdfast Birdlime

is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d., jib. 1/*,

lib. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1*26)

Punch Bar Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts, 12 x 12, 6d. each,

51- doz.; 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/- doz.; 18 x 12, 9d.

each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/6 doz. ;
any size

or shape made to order ;
best quality punched bars,

48in II- doz. ;
tinned cage wire, cut in straight

lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 141bs. 3/6; solder 1/- lb.;

round or flat no-sed bending pliers, 1/-; cage-makers

wirecutters, 2/-; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2m. 2/6,

24in. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6 doz.; tin baths, 6d., 9d.,

II- 1/6 each- tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6J- gross; zinc

drinkers. V- doz., 9/- gross; egg and bread mills,

1/6 2/C, 3/6 each; metal 6eed mills, 1/G; trade sup-

plied; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. ^

business with me
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ;

there’s no

question of cutting down quality to price. My one

aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at

prices consistent with highest quality ;
st> that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fa'-t, I send everything I sell on .approval on the

understanding that if the article is in way “i«-

represeated by me, or that a better article- may be

purchased elsewhere at anything like

monev my goods may be smashed up or destroyed

in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole

of the purchase money. Clap nets, “ad
?i

superfine Jin. mesh netting. 3 jards long, 5, feet

de£p, and 4 feet ply. 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards 5-,

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-,

9 yards, 10/- ;
10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of

above measurement, and are fitted complete with

pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.

Loose retting, specially knitted for bird catching,

same as used in above nets, fm. mesh, 7 feet deep,

3d yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.

yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough

ground and making Sparrow nets, fin.' mesh, 10 feet

deep. 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net

traps 24 by IS ins., 1/2;. ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.

each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no

old fashioned board arrangement about them, they

are by far the most effective traps on the market,

can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,

and call-bird may be used inside them if desired;

single trap cages, 6d.; double ditto, 1/-; treble ditto,

m each; the above trap cages all have separate

compartment for call bird in addition to traps

stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap

cages (reg. No. 23827), guaranteed to automatically

reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each;

genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime

mad >, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to

Rook size in every weather, {lb. Cd., {lb. 10d., lib.

1/6. sample 3d.: all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19

feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete
;
flirt pegs, 8d. each,

post free; absolutely everything required by catchers

always in stock; send stamp for complete list, which
also gives hints cn net making. Practically every

professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his

living with articles supplied by me, and what they

think of ttrm the following letter will show :—’.‘Sut-

ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept. 9.—

Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cock Linnets in 5

hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through

the scaspn, and every bird was caught in nets sup-

plied by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,

but they are Useless compared with yours. I can

catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I

can in any other I have (and I have several makes)

in a month. Y'our nets do not frighten the birds

like others do and I get my living during catching

season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are

the best that arc made, and not only best but

cheapest. I shall want another in about a week.—
Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the

largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers

(Lincolnshire), so he certainly krows wliat lie Is

talking about.—W. Gore.) The above letter may be

inspected here at any time, and I offer £10 to any-

one that can prove that this or any other testi-

monial 1 have ever published is not genuine and

unsolicited. (1828)

Kbzy Kahuer
(REGISTERED).

Tho Lightest and Strongest
bird earner on the market, and should be used

by every up-to-date fancier. To be without one

is to lose money, as they

Losson Railway Bills

and ensure the greatest possible amount of com-

fort and safety to your birds.

Manufactured from Vulcanised Fibre.

To carry four Roller Cages... 6/- (weight --jibs.)

To carry four British Cages... 8/2

To carry four Norwich Cages 7/8

To carry four Yorkshire Cages 8/-.

Send P.C. for list of sizes and prices to the

eoJe manufacturers.,

W. BARON & CO., Ltd.,

Manufacturing Specialists, BACUP.

Scottish Agents: Wm. Forrester, 19, Howard

Street, Glasgow. London Agent. J- Lresey,

6, Red Lion Court, Walling Street, L.C.

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch

N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-

out you have a proper Show Cage, so send to one

who knows what is required, having showni and

visited more shows than any other Cage Maker in

the Fancy. We have won 3,000 prizes with all

varieties this last 20 years, including the N.P.C.

Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal

Palace Show no less than 6 lsts were secured in 8

Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show

Canes/
5

Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-

anteed perfect, Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Egg

Tint, V- each, three 5/6, six *welv®, l9 /‘:

proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5 /-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/-,

three 5/6 Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/- New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern

Show Cage, beautifully got up m Shamrock Green,

Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches,
^

Bullfinches,

Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Twites, Mules, m all

different shades and sizes to suit each species, 21-

eich three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for

Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings etc,

price 4/- each, beauties. Note, every Cage wade by

practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,

CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire, British, or

Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonial*.

Send for catalogue. Established Myete.^ANj» | -

FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston, also 69, Sciater st.,

Shoreditch, London.

Tam’s Improved Punch-bar Cage Fronts, 12 by 12,

5d. each, 4/6 dozen ; 15 by 12, 6d. each, 5/6 dozen

,

18 by 12, 8d. each, 7/- dozen; 24 by 12, lOd. each, 9/-

dozen. Fanciers should try my special Square

^gia i mia Wire Bath, enamelled, so will not rust,

fitted with latest Non-Splash Earthen-WpiM ware Bath ;
these baths are very useful

liUmPl for young birds; 4in. square, 8d.; 4jin.

square, lOd. ;
5in. square, 1/-; 6in.

!§8§fei' square, 1/3.

TAM’S LATEST PROBAT PUMP SPRAYER.

works a treat. Probat Pump, 1/9; Nick®' ®pra^f
9d. Probat Pump Nickel Sprayer compute, post

paid, 2/6. Bird Sprayer, Pipe and Ball, 2/-, post

Pa
Sh'ow Cages, best finish, Norwich and Yorkshires,

2/- each, 6 for 10/-. British, 2/6, 2/9. See price list

for sizes. Zinc Drinkers, 1/- doz., covered tops 1/6

doz. Seed Boxes, 2/- doz. Cage Wire, 71bs 2/.

Punched Ears, 1/- doz. See price list for Breeding

Cages. Roller Box and Shutter Cages, a11

fittings. Trade supplied.—ENOCH TAMS,

Street, Longton, Staffs. _____

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout

the world as the best value;

, they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have

collapsible poles for folding

up, for 9d. set; extra best

thread, best colour, best

everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each

WPi net complete, 4/- pair ;
12ft.

bv 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., I6H, 18%« yM- W-'hv ft/-* 24ft bv 4tt.. 9/-; 3Cft. by bit., '°/

So sizes; jointed 'poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, bt» 4d. s lb 6d., ,1b.

ind lib 1/6, post free. Spring iset traps, i>in

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, ^proved Traps,

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line,

ea Will take one to a dozen at a time.

ffiMsBm. Folds up. No wood work ; for small

V 7 * or large birds. Tremendous sale

A>\ /*» last season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. bee

large illustrated book; stamp for

„ postage. — YOUNG, Practical Nat

and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkcrnc, Somerset. (l£-9)

DURING THE WAR
Our Customer* may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWER’S WONDERFUL EOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2ibs. 8d., 7tbs.

1/9 post free.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten In price and quality; with or with-

out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-

gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,

1/3 lb., 7lbB. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWER’S EGLESCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with It.

Do not confuse It with any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 31bs. 4/6, choice

2/-, 3lbs. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3Ebs. 8/6; Dried Files,

2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3Ibs. 4/-;
Golden Bird Grit.' 3/- cwt., 1/9 {-cwt., 1/- j-ewt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,

4/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt.; 14lbs., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.
Peck Bshl. cwt.

5/* 19/6 38/-

4/6 17/6 34/-

4/3 16/6 32/-

4/- 15/6 30/-

3/9 15/- 29/-

1/9 6/6 16/-

1/6 5/6 14/9

3/3 12/6 25/-

3/- 11/6 24/-

31- 11/6 22/-

3/6 12/- 22/-

2/6 9/6 19/6

31- 11/6

2/6 9/6 18/6

V- 7/6 ...

2/6 9/6

2/6 9/6
' 3/- 11/6

4d., Sesame 4d. Ib.;

\B1

Fine Hemp
Choice Summer Rape ...

Fine Summer Rape 3/
Best White Millet
Indian Millet

Mixed Seed for Aviaries
Ditto Foreign
Ditto Parrots

Wild Seed for Finches 2/-

Teazle
Niga or Inga
Sunflower, Black, White,
Maw 6d., Golden Pleas

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ;
Mustard Id. oz.

;

Cuttlefish 6d., 9d., V- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles

50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England

and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1/- extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given

free with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
/ Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,
London, M.

Telephone—1320 North.

POST free, 500 hardheads, 17- ; 300 large thistle. 1/3:

Clarke 6, Lower Orchard-st., Y’ork. i!828) t
GOOD Thistle seed, 3/9 lb., past free, stamp
sample: Saxton, Lightnings, Conisbrough. (1827)

FOR sale, spleaidid bird colouring, as used for Nor-
wich lii'-Hs. nrice 2j- a lb.; apply: C.M.A., Thedding-
worth, Rugby.
GIANT p.ivet berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural

food, 130 large ripe bunches 1/-, post free: Mrs.

Teat. Ancaster Heath, Grantham. (1825)

BAKED wasp grubs, 6d., 1/-, 2/- packages, free : one
of the largest stores in Europe: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (1784)

HARDHEADS, 500 plantain stalks, 300 1/-; shep-

herd's purse, dock for Bullfinches, large parcel. 1/-,

post free: Kite, Bedford-st., St. Neots. (1823)

ilYE white gentles, specially bred and cleaned for

birds. 1,000 8d., 2 6- per lb.; can supply fresh daily,

all tho year round : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1878)

NEW wild seed, freshly gathered natural food for

British Seedeaters, Cd. quart, 1.9 gallon. 3,-- peck,

rowan berries ar.d hardheads, large boxes, 1/-:

Walsh Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

ANTS' eggs, 1/6 lb.; dried flies, 1/9 lb.; yoke egg,

2/3 lb. • cuttlefish, fld. lb. ; try a Tam's tit-bit for

vour Linnets, {lb. 4{d., lib. 1/4, post paid: Enoch

Tams . Church-st.. Longton, Staffs. (1826)

BRITISH birds kept in health; privet berries, KX)

large bunches, 7d. : dock, plantain, thistle, 7<1. box;

teazle heads, 1/6 100; teazle secd,_7<l. quart, 2/6

peck, all carriage paid: T. Young, Netmaker, t rew-

kerne, Somerset. (Ikj)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint ar.d Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cut. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: roult-y Grit

Co., Grimsby. (11S6)

Vf . tore, Qooch-sL, Birmingham

HHiSM’S HIRE
TftSTELFSS ¥mm.
For Colour Feeding Cngo Birds. Marvellous

Colour. Ilk. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 6/-;

5 IJU., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.). 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avcmio, Brlxton, London.
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BIRD SEEDS &
BBRD FOODS.

Unsurpassed for Quulity.

Extra Fm; Spanish Canary Seed.

Magnificent tjuulity, 5/- peck, 19/6 bushel. No. 1

Large Spanish, 4/6 peck, 17/6 bushel. No. 2

Spanish, good clean seed, 4/- peck, 16/6 bushel.

Genuine German ltape, not old turnip or sweed
aced, 4/6 peek. Giant Linseed, 3/6 peek. Extra
Fine llcmp, 2/- peek. Teazle, Niger, Sunflower,

Muw, and all other seeds.

RUDD'S CELEBRATED
GOLDFINCH OR LINNET MIXTURE.

With New Season’s English and Scotch Wild
Seeds. 71bs. 2/9 post paid.

RUDD’S CELEBRATED
LARK AND BLACKBIRD FOOD,
with Ants’ Eggs, Flies' Meat, etc.

"lbs. 2/9 post paid.

RUDD'S SPECIAL WILD SEEDS For Britishers.

71bs. 3/9 post paid.

Write for New List. State Samples required.

Post Free.

Only Address—important

;

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C
(1830)

NOTED COLOUR FOOD
Sold already, 8 tons, to a.ll leading exhibitors in the
world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:
Roval Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 2lbs. S/6, 6tbs. 7/6,

14tbs. 17/-; Ilot Natal, 2/- lb.; 2tbs. 3/8, 6tbs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid: Sandiford,
Colour Food King, Preston, Lancs.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG &, PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful 6ixpfcnnyworth.
If you hove not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

|
MEDICINES.

|

MAGNET moulting mixture, starts birds that are
stuck in the moult, ensures a quick and perfect
change of plumage; nothing to equal, 7d. bottle, post
free : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)
iPANNASSlNA prevents and cures wheezing, colds,
diarrhoea, loss of song, grand winter tonic and
during moult ; tins, id. and 1/2; forty years’ repu-
tation ; Hammond, 193b, Ardgowan-rd, Catford,
London. (1805)
“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,

'* Nutshell No. 6,’’ an account of the troubles w hich
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
cave you much discouragement and money, ana
costs only 2jd. post free.—From “Cage Birds,’’ 154,
Floet-«>t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-
quently published).

DITCH FIELD’S MEDICINES
are perfectly safe, and can be fully relied upon;
they are used by most leading fanciers, and are
supplied to the London Zoo; we guarantee to re-
turn full money if our medicines fail to do qs we
advertise

;
Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops, are a guaran-

teed cure for soft moult, slow moult, not singing,
going -light, feather plucking, and inflammation of
the bowels, 7s. , 1/1, and 2/- bottles; Ditchfield’s
Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis, wheezing, and
hoarseness, the most reliable medicine for chest
and lung affections in cage birds, 7_d., 1/1, and 2 -

bottles; Ditchfield's Famous Revivo, for Constitu-
tional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic for
birds after moulting, 7d., 1/-, and 2/- bottles;
special offer: we will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or
two 1/1 bottles for 1/9. three for 2/6; the 1/1

bottles are treble the 7d. size
; all medicines- post

free per return ; also two valuable seed recipes,
How to Feed Linnets and Rollers for song, given
free to purchasers of our medicines: Frank Ditch-
field, Bird Specialist, Oldham. (1822)

‘

[
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

[ Hardbills. ~j

LIST free: F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell, Chip-
ping Norton.

(1822 )LARGE Welsh cock Coldfinches, 1/3, three 3'-: 24
Ceeil-rd., Gorseinon. Swansea.

(1825 )WARRANTED cork Linnets, well on se d, doz.,
14 to doz.: \\ . Morley, 23, Bcxhili-rd., lb* *S"urre\

(1825)

Perfect Condition and Song
ARE PRODUCED BY

CAPERN’S “NEW FOOD”
For Thrushes, Blackbirds, Etc.

CAPERN’S LARK MIXTURE
For Skylarks, Etc.

These Foods have an unequalled reputation amongst Fanciers,

and are so composed that perfect health and song are ensured.

They are guaranteed to keep sweet to the last feed.

Sold in packets by Agents in every Town

F. Capern Bird Food
Manufacturer Bristol

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/0 per dozen: Arthur
Ooote, 102, North at., Luton, Beds. < 1620)
WHITE House Sparrow or a Cinnamon on®
wanted, by: W. Bush, Art School, Newport, Mon.
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, 'warranted docks, 2/*

each: William Maries, jun., 19, Dcau-st., Crcditon,
Devon. (1823)

SELECTED cock Twites, F.M., from 2/6; also few
E.M. Redpolls: W. Harper, Glennan House, Fort.
William. . (1829)
BRITISH Bullfinch cock, good colour, perfect

clean-cut cap and bars, only 2/6; Luldluw, Painter,
Langholm. (1828)

SIX good cock Bullies, two splendid hens, 10/-

lot
; one cock fluliio to win, 5/- : Woods, Sinning-

ton, Yorks. (1822)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, redbreasted, six 1/6,

dozen 2/6, caged month 3/- dozen: Horace Coote, 96,

Nortli-st., Luton. (1829)
CATCH thousands, doubletrap cages, including
trained call bird, on 1 v 1/9 complete: Copp, Wardrobe
Stores. Hartford. ' (1828)
LOVELY pencilled Scotch cock Linnets, three for

2/6, or 1/- each: G. Cobb, Wellington-place, Mont-
rose, Forfarshire. (1829) fi

GOLDFINCHES.— I hava ia few selected/ young /

cocks for snle, 1/6, 2/- each: H. Jones, Pwll,

Desert, Welshpool. • (1823)

SELECTED Welsh Goldfinches, 1/6, singing 2/6,
been caged weeks : Jones, Vine Cottage, Station-rd.,
Bagillt, Flintshire. (1826)

GOOD cock and hen Goldfinch, two cock Linnets,
SI- lot, sex warranty: P. Jenner, Eastern-rd., Hay-
wards Heath, Sussex. (1827)

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks,- 1/6, 2/-,

and 2/6 each; hens, 6/- doz.: Wm. Cook. 66,

Kitchener-rd., Ipswich. (1828)

BUGG, Birdcatchcr, Holbeach
;

red-breasted Lin-

nets, well on seed, three 1/-, 3/- dozen; no waiting;
same address 48 years. (1822)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- for 13; cock
Greenfinches 1/- dozen: Hobden, Ivy Cottage, Win-
chelsea-rd., Eastbourne. (1327)

COCK Linnets, warranted best selected, Norwich
type, 3/- dozen: Edmonds and Edmonds, Wholesale
Naturalists, Eastbourne. (1826)

SCOTCH thorn Linnets, real giants. 2/- each 3 for

5/-; giant -Scotch Redpolls, 1/-; 3 for 2/6: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

LOOK, Look; Y'orkshlre cock brown Linnets, gems,
4/- dozen, 2/- half, cash or deposit: Fred Ellering-

ton, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1826)

NORTH Country cock Linnets, specials, picked from
catch, 3 for 2/-, satisfaction guaranteed : Ashton,
5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1826)

MOOR cock brown Linnets, 3/6 doz., gems, 3 for

1/6; satisfaction guaranteed: P. Cawood, 25,

«

Britannia-st.. Scarborough. (1822)

CHAMPION H.M. Linnet, full song, caught
hundreds this year, 10/- ; approval : Price Williams,
High-st., Penrhyn, DeuHraeth. (1822)

SPECIAL notice, I have a few exceptionally good
young cock Goldfinches for sale, 2/6 each: Ellis,

Boot Manufacturer, Welshpool. (1829)
EXHIBITORS: C.M. cock and hen Hawfinches,
grand condition, both can win, 30/- pair, very
cheap : Botting, JBillericay, Essex. (1828)

COCK Goldfinches, 1/C each; hens, 6d.
;
cock Linnets,

2/- dozen; cock Chaffinches, 3/- dozen; exchange: R.
Fenn, The Pitts, Isleham, Cambs. (1829)

CAMBRIDGESHIRE cock Linnets, 3/- doz. or
3 1/-; Goldfinches, 1/6 each; mixed 1/- dozen; no
waiting for P.O. : Rutter, Littleport. (1826)

BULLFINCHES, two hand-reared, cage-moulted, one
perfect specimen, price 10/6 the two, can be seen
any time: Hay, Jarvis Brook, Sussex. (1825)

COCK Linnets, 2/-; Larks, 2/-; Yellowhammers, 3/-;

Goldfinches, 12/- dozen; 20 mixed seedeaters, 1/6:

E. Fenn, Coats Drove, Isleham, Cambs. (1829)
LOOK, Look. Large Norwich type, Yorkshire cock
Linnets for exhibition or contest; approval: Wil-
liam Sparkes, G, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1822)

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher, mnler or
fierce singer, price 3/6; bargain, full week's approval:
Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (1825)

FINE cock Siskins, 3/-; hens, 1/-; pair, 3/6; few
pairs, large healthy Norwich, 7/6 pair, to clear:

Clark, Church-st., Y’armouth, Morayshire. (1822)

ENGLISH Goldfinches, cocks as big as Russians,

2/-, 2/6 each; hens, 1/- each, 3 for 2/-; on approval:
W. Gardner, 67, St. Stephens-rd., Preston. (1829)

LOOK, gems, large field-moulted Yorkshire cock Lin-

nets, Norwich type, 4/- dozen, 21- half, as big as

Larks : Ellerington, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (826)

LOOK, Look. Contest Linnets, brought up under a

Linnet, sung nine times, winning seven firsts, 2

seconds: Sparkes, 6, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1822)

LARGE cock Magpie, clean moulted, good mark-
ings, perfect condition for show, will win, very

6teady : Alpe, Provision Merchant, Norwich.

WELSH Goldfinches, warranted cocks, well on
hard seed, 1/6; few selected, 2/-, 2/6; liens, C-d.—

Muscott, Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1829)

GIANT Scotch cock Linnet, grand' markings, mar-
vellous size, singing, 1/- only; cage, 3d.; approval:
Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., B/adforil. (1829)

NOTICE, large selected Forfarshire Linnets, hot
coloured specimens, price 5/-, 6/-, 7/6 each; ap-

proval: Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st., Arbroath. (1829)

HAWFINCH cock, finger tame, cage moulted, per-

fect show specimen, price 1 guinea; approval, de-

posit: Miss H„iles, 10, Hartland-rd., Kilburn. (1826)

LOVELY' nutbrown Rose Redbreasted cock Linnets,

3/- doz.; six 1/9; hens, 9d. doz.; postcard before

birds: Bert Coote, 16, Windmill-st., Luton, Beds.

TOPPING Brown Linnet, beautifully pencilled, win-

ner first prize, 6d., card sent, bargain, worth
double: Davies. Fersdale House, Craven Arms.
TRY our special singing mixture, 1- large package,
carriage paid, sends Linnets and Finches mad on
song: Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manches-
ter. (1823)

NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for show or song

:
prices low, easy pay-

ments taken
;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (17S1)

TWO fine hen Bullfinches, good call birds, 1/-

cach ; few young cock Goldfinches, 2/- each; one
house-moulted cock, 5/-: Elliott, White Hart,

Burgh, Lines. . (1826)

EXCEPTIONALLY good house-moulted exhibition

Siberian Goldfinch, grand face, now in great show
form, 35/-: G. E. Weston, specialist, 42, Lewish»m-rd.,
London, N.W.
BROWN. Linnets, Linnets, warranted cocks, all red-

breasted, 4/- dozen, 2/6 half; fine big picked birds,

fit to show, V- week: Hoskin, 5, Archer-terrace, Ply-

mouth, Devon. (1826)
WARRANTED Essex Grey rock Linnets, 5 for 2/-;

cock Goldfinches, 2/-; Chingford Chaffinches, 6d., all

cocks, warranted.—English, 6, Foulbourne-rd., Wal-
thamstow', Essex (1839)
MIXED wild seeds, for Linnets and Finches, 5/-'

cwt.j 2 9 ihalf-cwt., on rail; exchange; house-
moulted Linnet, full song, 4/-: Turner, 4, South-
gate, Sleaford, Lines. (1823)
ONE Greenfinch,, one Goldfinch Mule, colour-fed,
one Linnet-Mule, not fed, very large birds, fit for
the keenest competition, 19/- each, or exchange;
approval : Bert Onions, Upper RuytiaH. Walsall.

RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, selected from
hundreds, for songsters or the show bench, call cage
and bird, 1/3, 1/6 each: Haywood, 3, Nevile-grove,

Meadows, Nottingham. (1826)

COCK Linnets, 21- dozen; good mixed birds, 1/-

dozen; Greenfinches. Redpolls, Chaffinches, Yellow-

hammers, Linnets, 6d. pair: William Fenn, Beck
Row, Mitdenhail, Suffolk. (1828)

WELSH H.M. Goldie, big winner, 55/-; Linnet,

winner, 32/6; F.M. Goldies 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/- each, show-
ing grand blazes : Roberts, Saracen’s Head Hotel,

Cerrigydriiidion, Corwen. (1827)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 1/6, selected 2/-, hens 1/-,

two 1/9, selected 1/6; all birds well, on seed before

sent out; numerous testimonials: Oliver B arson,

10, Thomas-st.. Leicester. (1824)

SCARBOROUGH Moor Linnets. 3/6 dozen, beauties,

3 for 1/6; dealer writes; "Send another two dozen;

no dead ones or rubbish from you”: Mark Dixon,

116, Nelson-st., Scarborough. (1822)

BUY direct from the catcher, warranted 1 cock

Goldfinches, 1/9 each, two for 3/-; cock Linnets, 1/-

each, 2 for 1/6; all birds in song and well on seed:

Thomas, 7, Cromwell-st., Merthyr Tydfil. (1S29)

TO dealers and fanciers, large quantity of red-

breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/-

dozen ; trade supplied ;
if not satisfied, money re-

turned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (1829)

COCK Goldfinches, well on seed 1/6, 2/- ;
hens, 9d.

;

red-breasted Linnets, cocks, picked, 6d. each, 3 for

1/-; cock Linnet Mules, 6/-; approval, or deposit:

Reeve, 20, Coval-rfl., Chelmsford, Essex. (1822)

EXHIBITORS, large house-moulted British hen

Bullia, 5/-; also good pencilled cock Linnet, house-

moulted, 3/-: money returned if not satisfactory:

Thomas Storie, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire. (1828)

WANTED, cock Siskin, good cap, bib, lacings;

also 6 good large young winning cock Goldfinches;

on approval; birds first, or deposit: Charles

Brown, 36, Park-st., Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts. (1826)

BARGAIN, fanciers and dealers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, 2/- dozen, well

on seed
;
approval, if not satisfied, money returned

;

trade supplied: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable.
(1829)

HAND-REARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/-,

hens 9d.
;
cock Linnets, 1/-; Hawfinch, 5/-; Green-

finches, 1/-.; Yellow Buntings, 1/6; Corn Buntings,

2/6 pair: Miss P.osey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1S26)

TO Linnet and British bird fanciers, how to save

fresh-caught birds from dying, how to make the Lin-

net fierce for contest singing, etc., our book Cjd.

post free: Pownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Hudders-

field. .
0824)

TWENTY Goldfinches, cocks 1/6, hens 9d.; 6 extra

good cocks, 2/6 each, caged month; brown Whippet

dog, 30/-. winner rabbit coursing; pair fieid glasses

in case, 20/-; approval: Robinson, 77, Harboro'-rd.,

Rushden. (1S2S)
I

LARGE exhibition cock Goldfinch, with show cage,
|

4/6; also one small, but on fierce song, suit catcher.

3/-; two box-moulted cock Linnets, in fierce song,

3 6 each; approval, cash or deposit: Day, 77,

Porter-st., Hull.
.

(1S22)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft. by

4£ft. 51- 24ft. bv Cft. 7/0; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,

Crewkerne, Somerset. (L33)

C. PRIOR will part with the following choice

house-moulted specimens, ready for immediate ex-

hibition: Goldfinch, Linnet, Siskin, Lesser Redpoll,

Greenfinch, Chaffinch; state wants, enclosing stamp:

Hill Farm, Ropley, Hants. 0797)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
—I have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1829)
LOOK! Look! Look! Linnets! Linnets! Linnets!

I have the finest stock of Linnets in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- doz.; all kinds
of British always in stock; -dealers supplied; Chris.
Hatton, 31, Riichmond-st., Brighton. (1828)
CONTEST Linnet, will sing anywhere, a gem, taught
under my undefeated champion, 2/6; also a few extra
loud-voiced birds, suit catchers, will sing anywhere,
1/-, 1/6; cages, 6a., 1/- each; approval with pleasure:
Fred Allen, Linnet Champion, Porter-st. Aviaries,
Hull. (1830)
GIANT English Peartree cock Goldfinch, with extra

deep square cut blaze, grand, head, nicely buttoned,
a gem, only 3/6; another gem, 3/-; also a grand lot
on full song, make good mulers, 2/-, 2/6 each; ap-
proval willingly; cash or deposit; Fred Alien. 156,

Porter-st., Hull. (1830)
THOSE who have bought or those who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2/d. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., Lon-
don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom i3 pub-
lished frequently). »

GOLDFINCHES, grand lot cocks, 1/6, 9/-; selected

one, stormer, for sije, 5/-; hens, 9d.; Bullfinches,

cocks, 1/-, 1/6; one fit to show, 2/6; hens, 6d., 9d.

;

Linnets in song, 1/-; P^edpolls, 6d., three 1/-; Green-
finches, fid. ; Chaffinches, 6d. : Enoch Tams, Church-
st., Longton, Staffs. (1826)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From : Cagb
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, English cocks, 1/6, 2/-

eaeh, 3 for 4/-; bens, 1/-, 3 2/-; dark brown red-

breasted cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen, 2 C/6; all on ap-

proval ;
these are fieki-fed birds ;

satisfaction guar-

anteed ;
catcher 20 years : Gardner, Garstang-rd.

North, Wesham, nr. Preston. Lancs. (1829)

BIRD catchers.—Splendid invention, no brace bird

required, stuffed safety decoy, moves on flirt stick

on balanced spring, most perfect decoy advertised

;

Linnets 2/6, Goldfinches 3/-; bird and fittings com-

plete
;

plenty in stock
;

other Finches to order

:

Hippersen, Wavenev Wharf, Beceles. (1823)

BULLFINCHES, and all about their feeding and
management in captivity ;

see “Nutshell No. 11,

which also gives useful hints on sexing. moulting,

hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and teils you

how to train them to pipe tunes. 2{d. post free,

from- Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft, 4/-, 18ft. 5/-,

24ft. 7 -, all 6ft. deep, poles, irons, pegs, pull line,

flat peg and dozen braces sent with every net.

Look, l'Sin. round net trap, J-lb. best- bird lime

and trap cage, only 2/3 the lot ;
send stamp for

illustrated list and sample of netting: Ross, Net
Maker, Forres, N.B. (1827)

LINNETS' Linnets!! Linnets !!! -Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormefa. A groat
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear rea!

storniers. Linnet fanciers, there, is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must b®

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2. price 2Jd. post free from “ Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6, hens 1/-; caged

month; .cud nc.uc.-,t station: Green, Baxters Row.
Dcrchuin { liiR)

UK)K
;

trap cages, compartment for call bird,

and two traps, all soldered punch bar tops, grand

trap lor all British birds, 2/- each; send cash

after ><> i see one; cock Linnets, Larks, Chaffinches,

Reed Buntings, Yellowhammcxis, any quantity, all

the one price, ;i/- doz. ;
exchange any for 410 or 28

bore shot cartridges, singing Canaries or Mules:
Ashton, 5, Mafeklng st., Gateshead. (1820)

GOLDFINCHES 1 Goldfinches; Invuluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds le found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,’’ 104, Flcet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers cun be kept for pleasure and profit

If you follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 22,’’

2Jd. post free, from Caoe Bums, 104 Flect-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, Lurks, Larks, Larks;

warranted cock Linnets, 3/- dozen, 0 dozen for 12/C;

hen Linnets, 1/3 dozen ;
cock Greenfinches, 1/3 dozen

;

cock Larks, 3/- dozen ; hen Lurks, 1/C dozen
;
hand-

some. lot in stock of all kinds; no waiting, birds sent

away same day as order received ;
any quantity

;

postcard before birds; clapnets in stock: John
Boxall, 6, Luvcuder-st., Brighton.
LINNETS, Linnets, best songsters in England, aro

the Southdown birds ; having a roaming commission
over the Winchester, Portsdown, Petcrsfleld, and
Goodwood Downs, 85 miles' range, 1 huvo the finest

collection of birds in the South : grand red-breasted

eoek Linnets, six for 2/-, or 3/C dozen, two dozen 6/-,

tliis week only ; also few special selected cock Gold-

finches, 2/- each, three for 4/C; hone, 0d. each; sex

and satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned;

carefully packed any distance ;
sumo, address 22

years: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Charlotte -st.,

Portsmouth. (1829)

GQLDI'TNCIIES, caught In our own orchards, mast
beautiful specimens, richly coloured, and largest 1

have ever seen, many of them singing nice, 3/C, 2/-

each ;
a rew with extra deep square cut blaze, giants,

never was better, 3/-, 3/6, 4/- each; one beautiful

Peathroat, 5/C; Giant Linnets, 1/-, 3 for 2/-, 6 for

3/6; any on approval; send cash to Editor if you

wish; I'let all small ones fly; thanks very much for

testimonials from last week’s customers: Keeper,

c/o, Mrs. Leighton, New Cottages, Melton Brough,

Yorks. • (1830)

FANCIERS, I send all birds on approval, cash or

deposit ;
satisfaction guaranteed ;

grand cock Gold-

finches, 1/6, 2/-; selected, 2/6, 3/-; hens, 9d., 1/-;

cock Bullfinches, 1,6, 2/-; hens, 1/-; cock Linnets,

Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls, 6d., 9d., Is.;

hens, 4d., 6d.; grand cock Yellow Buntings, 1/- 1/6,

hens 9d.
;
cock Reed Buntings, 1/- ; cock Tree Spar-

row, 1/-; Ribbon Finches, aviary bred, 4/- pair;

Javas, 2/0 pair; Cockatiels. 12/- pair; Yellow Bud-

g<jrigars, 6/6 pair; odd cocks, 3/- each; Greco, 2/C,

grand singing cock Canaries, 6/-, 6/6, 7/6, 10/- each;

healthy hen Canaries, 2/-, 3/- each: A. J. Under-

wood, 24, Wellington- st., Kettering. (1825)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-

,

dozen 12/-; Linnets, 8d., 1/-, dozen 4/-; Larks. 6d.,

dozen 3/-
;

Mules, Canaries, S/-
;
show specimens

;

Siskin, 5/-; Yellow Hammer, Greenfinch, Chaffinch:

Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (1794)

EXHIBITORS
Brambleflnches, Chaffinches, Yellowhammers,

Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, 1/- pair; specially

selected large cocks, with perfect markings and

ready for bench, 1/- each; few real toppers, win

anywhere, 2/- and 3/- each; approval, deposit:

Bert Onions, Upper Rushall-st., Walsall. (1826)

|Warranted Cock Linnets
Linnets.—Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, fit for showing or singing competitions, 3/6

dozen, or four dozen for 12/-; special picked birds,

ttt for showing or muling, 1/- each, three for 2/6;

hen Linnets, 1/- dozen; English cock Goldfinches,

in full colour, 16/- dozen; special selected birds,

full song, 2/C e^ch or three for 6/-; hens, 8/-

dozen; giant Mealy Red-breasted Redpolls, 3/- doz.,

4 doz. 10/.-, specially picked birds 1/6 each, 8 for

S/6; cock Bullfinches, in full colour, 2/6 each, £1 1 /-

doz., hens 1/6 each, 16/- doz. ; cock Larks S/6

doz., 4 doz. 12/-, hen Larks 1/6 doz.; dealers write

for lists: Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London. (1828)

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds sold by me are

guaranteed to be exactly as described, and are sent

on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-

ing that unless they realise your every expectation

and give perfect satisfaction they have only to be

returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-

tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large

stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in

perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/C each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,

two dozen, 22/-, or £5 per gross; specially selected

larger cocas, for shows or muling, and guaranteed
now in song, 21- each, three 5/-, six 9/-, twelve 16/-

;

few extra special clean moulted cocks, in full colour

and superb condition, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each ; hen
Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/-, six 4/-, twelve 7/-, or

60/- per gross ;
magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,

all guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown backs

and rose red breasts, Sd. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,

twelve 4/-; specially picked larger cocks for show,

muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please

note, these Linnets arc not the coast caught flight

birds’, but warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendil lot, clean moulted

Redpolls, cocks or hens, 6d. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each;

splendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six

2/6 ;
specially selected steady cocks, for singing,

1/-, 1)6, and' 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each,

three 1/6, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; cock Greenfinches, 6d.

each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;

cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-

teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-

nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1/-

per pair; travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.

All birds are guaranteed to have been properly

netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself

In county of Worcestershire, an! none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-

tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-

chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-

tection Act, as no "recently taken’’ birds arc sent

out. Bex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers artvi id of desnatch in all cases. (See

appliances column for advt. ). (1828)

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

GRAND CHANCE
1014 English cock Goldfinch, 1/6; three, 4/-; tlx,

7/-; large, specially selected, for showing, muling,
singing, 2/-, 2/6, three 4/6, six 8/-; hens, 1/-, three

2/6, 6/- doz.
;

Lancashire cock Linnet, 8d., three

1/6, six 2/3, 4/- doz.; specially selected, for show-
ing, 1/-, throe 2/6; large cock Lark, 6d., three 1/3,

six 1/0, 8/- doz.; Redpolls, six 1/6, 2/6 doz.; Red-
breastod Redpolls, 1/-, three 2/6; best! birdlime, 7d.

Jib., 1/- Jib., 1/8 lb., postage tree: Matt. Hopkins,

Bird Specialist and Cagemaker, 11, Fylde-st., Pres-

ton, Lancashire. Est. 1805. (1823)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace Judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal lias seen scores of original testimonials for

idrdia we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning 51 ules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from U/S, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds etiaight

from the field ;
all aro well on seed

;
guaranteed.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three 6/-, six 8/6; ooek Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-;

Lancashire cock Linnets, «d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/6, six 2/3; twelve 4/-; cock Larits, Cd., 8d., 10d.;

caged oif, singing, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/-; three

1/4, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked, 9d.

and 4/-, six 1/6, twelve 2/6; cock Chaffinches, 0d.,

1/-, and 1/0 eacli ; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3;

cages, for any p»f above, from 0d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/6 ;
send for catalogue

of everything. Established 60 years: Sandil'ord,

Bird Specialist and Judge, Pteston, Lanes.; also 89,

Sclator-st., Shoreditch, London.

Goldfinches Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks*
I have on hand extra largo Worcestershire Gold-

finches, thoroughly on hard seed, warranted cocks,

1/6, three 4/-, mix 7/-, 12/- dozen, two dozen 23/-;
specially selected cock Goldfinches, in song, 2/-,

2/6 each, three 6/-, six 8/6, 16/- dozen; clear

moulted cock Goldfinches, steady, ready to show
at once, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each, impossible to get
better; hen Goldfinches 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen.
1 have a large stock of Larks, Chaffinches, and
Rose Red-breasted cock Linnets, all warranted
cocks, 6d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/6 dozen; specially

selected Larks, Chaffinches, and Linnets for show-
ing or contest singing, 1/-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen;
2 year old cock Linnets, in song, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6
each; hen Linnets, hen Chaffinches, 3d. each, 1/3
dozen; cock Greenfinches 6d., three 1/-, 2/- dozen;
selected yellow cocks for showing, 1/-, three 2/-;

Yellowhammers, cocks, 9d., three 2/-, selected 1/-

cach; hen Yellowhammers, 4d. each; Redpolls 6d.,

three 1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected, 1/- each; cages
for the above, 6d., 9d., 1/- each; trap cages, 6d.,

9d. each; double trap cages, 1/- each; all on
approval ; cash or deposit, and money returned
if not perfectly satisfied ; travelling cages, 3d.

each: Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd.,

Birmingham. (1829)

SoftbillsTl

PAIR 1913 Blackcaps, excellent condition, unre-
lated, what offers: Wilbee, Marnhull. (1823)

SPECIAL picked cock Skylarks, 1/6 half dozen :

King, 63, Kingsbury-terr., Dunstable. (1826)

LARKS, cocks, 2/- dozen; selected four, 1/-,:

Howard, Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.
GRAND cock Lark, singing nicely, 9d., cage 3d.;

approval: North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1829)

COCK Thrushes, 3/- half-dozen; selected, 6d.

each : Wright Pen, 108, Shellfleld-rd., Southport.
(1823)

OOCK Thrushes 3/- half-dozen, selected 1/- each:
William Wright, 54, .Shellfield-rd., Manshside, South-
port. - (1827)

SPLENDID cock Skylark, full loud song, singing

day and gaslight, 2/-, with cage: Cooper, 163, Prin-

oess-st., Manchester. (1823)

HAND-REARED Jay and cage, warranted talking,

sell, or exchange, 10/-: English, 6, Foulbourne-rd.,
Walthamstow. Essex. (1829)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/6,

8/-, 3/6 each; hens, 8/- dozen; cocks, 24/- dozen:
Rowley, Elston, Cpediton. (1824)

LARKS, warranted cock Larks, large, healthy birds,

2/6 doz.; satisfaction guaranteed: William Wright,
Tarleton, near Preston, Lancs. (1829)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged
12 months, 1/-; also young hand-reared cock, 9d.

;

approval : George Holt, Dunstable. (1826)

LARKS.—I supply best cock Larks, only 2/6 dozen;
satisfaction guaranteed and honest dealing: Richard
Abram, Birdcatcher, Chapei-lane, Banks, near South-

port. (1815)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

cheap, on approval, send me your address ;
will

send immediately’: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)

NOTICE, several grand cock Blacks, Thrushes and
Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken;
approval :' McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.

BEAUTIFUL cock Thrush, on nice song, 2/6; finger-

tame, cock Lark, singing low, make good attraction,

1/6: approval with pleasure: Fred Allen, 156, Porter

-

st., Hull? (1830)

SKY’LARKS; large, selected Lincolnshire cock Sky-
larks, fat, clean and healthy, 2/6 doz., six 1/6;
show specimens, 6d., hens 1/3 dozen : Jackson, Bird-

catcher, Bardney, Lincoln. (1824)

WOODLARKS, the King of Songsters, cock Wood-
larks, 2/6 each,- hens 1/6 each; selected cock, nicely

on song, 5/-; special Woodlark cages, 6/-: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

LARKS, Larks; English cocks, 2/6 per dozen, 1/6

the half-dozen, or 6d. each; extra selected, fit for

show; all birds carefully selected before sending;

note, no deception: R. Coulton, Gorse Lane, Tarle-

ton, near Preston, Lancashire. (1823)

MAGNIFICENT adult cock Black Redstart, tame,
perfect, sure win, 70/-; cock Golderest, 1st Clapham,
25/-; Waxwing, 25/-; pair Grey Wagtails, fine birds,

1-2/6: Nuthatch, moulted, perfect, 7/6: Frost, 13,

Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick, London.
HAND-REARED Nightingale, guaranteed cock,

12/6; aviary moulted yellow Wagtail, gem, 7/6;

ditto Goldfinch, beauty, 6/6; pair Cor.dons, own
breeding, 5/-; approval; deposit; exchange good

air rifle: Lewis, Hallwood-rd., Kettering. (1825)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in eong,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3’’ tells

you. 2)d. post free from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
GENUINE cock Blackbirds and Thrushes, grand

birds, guaranteed caged one month, beauties, 1/6
each. I have the finest stock of Blackbirds and
Thrushes in Oxfordshire; every bird in perfect

feather : Apply, F. Stowe, The Blackbird King,

Cornwell, Chipping Norton. List free. (1623)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the bust
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 2£d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet st., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upbn their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, ia given by H. J. Ful!jame3 in “NuUihell No.
25,” which also deals witli hand-rearing, and de-

scribes tlie collection of ants’ eggs, 2Jd. post free,

from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
(2d. from agents; see list on another page).
80FTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets In the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26," by H. J. Full-

Jamcs. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles cf cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2£d , from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on
the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
EXHIBITION Bullfinches, aviary moulted cocks
from 2/- each: Gay, Moor-st., Quinton, Birming-
ham. (1620)

AVIAItY birds, well mixed cocks and liens, 1/- doz.
;

better sorts, 2/- doz.; splendid value; clean, healthy
birds: Jackson, Birdcatcher, Bardney, Lincoln.(1824)

BULLFINCH cocks, 2/-, 2/6; hens, 1/6 each; few
cock Canaries, 4/- to 7/-, satisfaction guaranteed;
cages free: Smith, 4, Chapel-st., Longridge, Pres-

ton, Lancs. (1823)

LINNETS, Chaffinches, Redpolls, cocks, three 1/-

;

picked Linnets, on song, three 2/- ; two pairs Gold-
finches, 2/6 pair; wanted clapnets, 6 yards, Whippet-
Terrier pup: S. Corby, 2, Sjdney-rd., Watford.
GOLDFINCHcs, cocks 16/- doz., liens 5/- doz.; Red-

polls, full colour, 2/- doz.; Linnets, 4/- doz.; Bull-

finches, cocks 15 1 doz., hens 6/- doz.; mixed doz. lor

aviary, 2/0: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1826)

WARRANTED cock Linnets. 2/- dozen, 3 dozen 5/-;

Redpolls, 2/- dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/- dozen;
cock Yellowhammers, 3/- dozen; 12 mixed birds, 1/-;

24 mixed, 1/0: Gotobed Fcud, The Pitt, Isleham,
Canlbs. (1829)

EXHIBITORS, moulted specimen, perfect condition,

ready for immediate exhibition, Linnet, 26/-; Bram-
blefincli, 30/ ;

Chaffinch, 20/-; Greenfinch, 20/-; Mealy
Redpoll, 15/-; Lesser Redpoll, 10/-; Twite, 12/6; ap-

proval, ;
see special list: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1828)

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/- each, 3 for 5/-; hens,

1 /- each, 3 for 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/6;

cock Skylarks, )/-; hens, 6d. ; cock Twites, 1/-; hens,

6d. ; cock Redpofls, 9d. ; hens, Od.; cock Green-

finches, 9d. ; liens, 6d. ;
cock Woodlarks, 2/6; hens,

1/6; bright mixed aviary birds, 6/- doz.; cock Siskins,

3/6, liens 1/6; Barbary Doves, 2/6 pair; illustrated

catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1317

)

RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, three for 1/-, 3/-

dozen, three dozen 8/-, 5 dozen 12/6; Goldfinches,

full coloured cocks, beauties, 2/- each, three for

5/-; hens, 9d. each; Larks, warranted large cocks,

only 2/6 dozen; Thrushes, Blackbirds, cocks, 3 for

2/6. Please note: Locally, I catch and handle

more birds than all self-styled champion and long-

resident catchers together: J. Wbiteley, Boston-

rd.. Holbuach. (1823)

EXHIBITOR'S.—C. Nichols, 41, Clarendon Road,

Crumpsall, Manchester, offers Welsh Goldfinch, extra

good, every point, deep, square cut blaze, well but-

toned, richly tanned, extra size, steady, 8/6; Bram-
bleflnch, house-moulted, winner every time shown,

rich quality, mass of lacing, 15/-; house-moulted

Siskin, extra colour and markings, good size, 7/6;

Redpoll, good bird, full of quality, good deep mark-

ings, extra bib and size, 6/6; above are high-

class specimens, fit for keenest competition, and

can win ;
descriptions guaranteed. (1823)

HENRY BENNET, Border Fancy Aviaries, Kelso,
largest breeder of champion Borders, having, hrtd
this season 214, offers reliable singing cocks, 4/-

eacb, show Borders 10/- to 40/’-, all colours, includ-
ing self Cinnamons

; matched pairs 10/6 to 40/-;
approval. (1827)

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
First-rate Borders in splendid condition, bred from
winners; cocks from 5/-, hens from 2/6; deposit
Editor: Smith, Springfield-lane, Weybridge.

Cinnamons.
|

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Thousands coming in to pick at, and I have sold

more first prize-winners than any man alive, includ-

ing winners at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,

Manchester, etc., cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches,

specially picked for moulting out winners, 3/-,. 4/-,

5 1- cock Linnets, 1/6, 2/- ; cock Chaffinches, 1/6, 2/-

;

Redpolls, 1/-; cock Siskins, 3/-. 4/-, 5/-.; Greenfinches,

1/-, 1/6, 2/-; Larks, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-; large muling &ib.-

bred Canary hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each. Latest new

style British show cages, 2/-, 3 5/6. See back num-

bers for winning testimonials in hundreds, send for

the originals, or write Editor, who has j seen the

originals. Have seme in for birds supplied this sea-

son. Winning every time shown: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist, Preston. ’ t 807 ?

CANARIES. |

|

Border Fancy7~1
TYPICAL clear yellow and buff cocks 4/-; hens

2/6: J. Logie, Park-rd., Brechin. (1828)

TYPICAL Borders, class hens 5/-, 7/6, 10/- each,

cocks 7/6, 10/- each; approval: Hislop, Bakcr-st

Stirling. ‘1813)

WILL exchange good Border cock, full song;

Border show cages; what offers: Wall, 26, The
Mead, Street, Somerset. (1824)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:

McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (I7® 1
/

CINNAMON Borders, prize-bred, 10/-, 1 •>/;> 20/-

pair; genuine bargains; better blood unobtainable.

Ramsden, 11, Josephine-avenue, Brixton.

SOME high-class exhibition and stock birds lor

sale, in all colours, also good Cinnainon-marked

Norwich, reasonable: Young, 177, Warton-terrace,

Newcastle-on-Tync.
.

(IS27 )

EXHIBITION Borders, whole stock for sale: includ-

ing winners; cold-room bred ;
low prices

;
brother

joined colours.—Apply, Green, 15, Marcus Street,

Carnarvon, North Wales. (1829)

GRAND Borders for sale, cocks from 10/-, liens

5/- (cold room); see wins Clapham show, three

entries; inspection invited (day light); post card

:

F. Hutchinson, 6a, Bank Buildings, Chnsp-st.,

Poplar, E. (18*25)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of tills popular variety; send at once

for a copy, 2Jd. poet, free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleetst., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

HERE’S a chance; clearing out all my Norwich
and Cinnamons cheap; stamp reply: Proctor, 86,
Oswald-st., Blackburn. (1817)
E. GOD1.EY, Knowlesst., Risliton, Blackburn, hae

for saio cinnamons and Norwich Plainhcads, single
or pairs ; stamp, approval. (1823)
CINNAMONS; yellow cock, buff cock, buff hen,

lircd from yellow hen 1st Wisliaw, 4th l’alace, only
times out, 10/- each: R Houstou, 80, I’orlland-
placc, Hamilton. (1827)
LARGE buff Norwich Cinnamon cock, 1913 win-
ner 1st Ipswich, £1 5/-: grand yellow (rare colour)
cock, full brother to above, £1 2/6; unlightcd buff
cock, 15/-

;
yellow hen., 10/-, bred from aliove buff

cock; overstocked, bargains: E. Baker, Waterloo-
rd., Ipswich. (1825)

[ Crests and Crestbreds.
j

YOUNG C.B. cock, ditto hen, 35/- each; can win;
several others still left: John Thomson, Kirkhill
Park, Broxburn. (1820)
LARGE 1911 Crest-bred cocks and Crested hens,
Joyce-Barnett strain, £1 pair: Rev. G. Mullens,
Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (1622)
W. GUTTER IDG E lias a fine lot of Crests, Crest-
breds for sale cheap, or exchange : Grocer. St.
Margarets-on-Tliames. (1825)
1914 CLEAR body dark crested' cock, can win in
good company; £5; approval: T. Billington, 55.
Cplwi'Ck-rd., Nottingham. (1815)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Crests and Crest-breds, prices
low, easy payments taken; approval: McKeand, Sea-
bright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
T. J. KING, ingogo, Cheltenham, has grand show

birds and excellent stock birds, over moult, yellows
and buffs; inspection invited. ’

(1804)
NOW ready, few of my famous Crests and Crest-

breds, all for sale; entire stock to be cleared; state
wants.—Judge Silk, Whitstable. (1828)
SEVERAL Crests and Crest-breds, reasonable, 1914
rung; approval, deposit; stamp, reply: Hardy, Stub-
ley Mill, Littleborough, Manchester. (1824)
ROBERT LAMBIE, The Aviaries, Whitburn, Lin-
lithgowshire, has 5 Crestbred cocks and a Grissle
Crest cock for sale, also cages; approval; first. (1825)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, very large, best strain in
England, 35 years breeder, many good winners sold;
cheap, approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick-rd., Not-
tingham. (1823)
EVINS BROTHERS, a grand lot of Crests and

Crestbreds to be sold at bargain prices; this cham-
pion strain has been at the top for years; enquiries
invited; approval: 259, Higli-st., Exeter.
HAVING had (successful b.reed|tngi season, and

overstocked, am compelled to part with few good
birds of mv champion strain; inspection invited:
Bewick, 7, Newfield, S.O., NewcaMJe-on-Tyne. (1826)

1
Lizards.

GRAND Lizards, my list free: Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.
GIVING up, for sale, all my stock of high-clas9

Lizards, none reserved, cocks 8/-, hens 5/- each, or
12/- the pair; approval, deposit: Levi Butterworth,

593, Oldham-rd., Rochdale. (1822)

{
Greens.

NORWICH greens, yellows and buffs: fit to show In

any company; approval: Jenkins, 82, Chureb-st.

,

Widnee. (1800)

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-

ners, holders of th-e G.C.A. cup; inspection in-

vited: prices reasonable: Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-

rd., Liverpool.

|
Lancashires. ]

SOME smart Lancashires for sale, 10/- to 20/- each,

on approval ;
statei wants : J. Day, Fornham-rd.,

Bury St. Edmunds. (1628)

|
Norwich.

BREEDER’S CARD.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of

diplomas of honour, silver cups and medals, etc.;

some fine birds ready at prices to suit all ; ap-

proval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Lukes, London,

E C
FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist. 14,

I’ugin-st., Carlisle.—Grand lot of young birds for

sale, also line big year-old cocks and bens, fit to

win ; stamped inquiries solicited.

GOOD novice Norwich, 1013 and 1014, fit for show,

reasonable prices : Turrell, 3, l’ilkington-rd., Ikickhant.

PRIZE-BRED cocks, from 6/6; hens from 3/6; state

wants: F. J. Laccohce, 92, St. Ueorge-st., Norwich.
(1824)

YF.LLOW hen and buff hen, both clears, 5 - each,

variegated hen 1,6: J. Goodchild, Clare, Suffolk.

(1820

F, W. Allsopp offers stock, also birds for keenest

competition, half usual prices; approval: 40, Beda-

rd., Cardin.
, ,

(I*®)

LARGE Norwich Canaries for sale, cocks, 5 -, 6/-,

7/6, 8/6; hens, 2/6: W. P. Harris, Bagston Hill,

Shrewsbury. „ . , , . .

SOME grand voung Norwich for sale, cooks from

6/6, hens from' 3/-: Gosling, 25, Bcaics-St., Aston,

Birmingham. ... , . ,
(1826)

A FEW grand Norwich hens, bred from my win-

ners, variegated, 2,6 aud 3/6 each : Staniland, Col-

lingharn, Newark. (18251-

BUFF cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; hens, 5/- upwards;

large birds, fed, 1914; approval: Dyson, 25, Wynd-
ham-rd., Salisbury.
YELLOW liens, two splendid clear yellow exhibition

hens, grandly-bred, lit for keen competition. aUo
four grandly-bred clear yellow liens for stock pur

poses, all natural colour. £5 the six; the two show

liens are worth more: G. E. Weston, specialist, 42.

Lewisham rd., London, N.W.
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FORT V Norwich, large cocks, in song, 0 /
-. «/-

:

hens, a/-, 2/6; healthy birds; Piilgeon, 109, Fair-

brldge-rd., Holloway.
MUST' sell, <0 Norwich, some winners, and ready for

allow, and cages, in one lot or single ; Fleet, 16,

Kings-rd., Upton Park. (1820)

SEVERAL large typlcul Norwich, winners, and bred

from winners, either sex, must sell; approvnl ; 37,

Hurry-terrace. Pontypridd. (1828)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich Cunuries, show or stock
prices very reasonable; state wants: Ramsden, 11

Josephine -avenue, Urlxton.
LADY MURIEL 1)1(1 IIY can spare few 1913 and

1914 Norwich cocks, from 5/-; lovely songsters:

Chalinlngtop, Dorchestor, Dorset. (1826)

NOTICE. (Ira ml lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments takei) ;
approval: Mc-

Keand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (171)1)

flANDPOM E pair of young Norwich Canaries,

moulted and colour- fed, 7/6; make good stock

birds: Isherwood, Leadmills, Mold. (1323)

OOOD Norwich cocks from 7,6; hen-. 3/-; seen any

time; husband called up for service: Mrs. Staines,

47, Leighton-rd., Kentish Town, N.\Y. (1812)

1913 chubby variegated bull cock, short, nice head,

good feather, Dodder’s strain, £2; approval: 12.

Jilako, 24, Forest-rd., Chesthunt, Herts. (182a)

WANTED, good unflighted yellow cock, winner;
exchange Pekingese dog, or sell 5 guineas; mutual
approval : Miles, Aviaries, Chichester. (1828)

SIX pairs beautiful Norwich Canaries, inspection
invited by appointment; 36/-, or would separate:
Hobbs, 21, Ashbiirnham-rd., Greenwich. (1824)

CLEAR yellow cock, 3rd Headless Cross, 15/-; hull

hen, 6/6; ticked yellow cock, 8/C; approval, deposit

:

Thomas Herbert, 35, South-st., Redditch. (1825)

FOR sale, 12 pairs large Norwich, nearly all un-

flighted, or will sell some that can win
;
satisfaction

guaranteed; Lingard, 29, Marlboro'-st., Bumley.
PRIZE-BRED Norwich; Davies, Dodder, tardy,
Baker strains; isplendid stock pairs from 15/-: cocks
from 10/6; approval: Burgess, Kastover, Bridge-
water. (1826)

LARGE buffs and varieg. Norwich 1914 cocks, 7/6

each, 10C a pair, Roberts' strain; 3 pairs of 1913,

same, price; deposit: Wheeler, Griffin's Wood, Epp-
ing, Essex. (1829)

GRAND clear bnlT Norwich- stock bird, slightly

deficient claw, clear yellow hen to match, 17/6 the
pair, worth £3; approval: North, Breeder, 443, Man
chester-rd., Bradford. (1829)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich large, grand type, good
heads, best 6train in England, several winners, 35

years' breeder, cheap, approval : T. Billington, 55,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1S23)

FIVE good Norwich cocks, 6/6 each; nine hens,

3/- each; two good Crested cocks, 10/6 and 12/6;
one Orestbred hen, 6/6; all healthy 1913 birds: Wal-
ton. 37, Aylestone-st., Leicester. (1825)

WINNERS, owing to business, am compelled to sell

all my show and stock birds, from 5/- to £3 each;
first orders get them: Andrew, North-rd. Aviaries,

Whitemoor, St. Austell, Cornwall. (1824)

GOOD Norwich for sale, col.-fed, and guaranteed,
10/- to 30/- pair, on deposit; seen any time; would
exchange Norwich show cages : Blythe, Park-
avenue, Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. (1822)

MATCHED pair winning Norwich for sale; heavy
variegated buff cock and clear yellow hen ; colour-

fed and in show condition, 1913 birds, £1 : approval,

deposit: Hardie, 95, Gilmore-pL, Edinburgh. (1826)

YOU won’t beat these at the price ; three good
unfligbted buff Norwich cocks, colour fed, 5/- each;
two smaller cocks, 4/-; buff hens, 3/9 couple;
approval, deposit : Dickens, 34, Vernon st., North-
ampton. (1825)

MY.birds won last, year at Plymouth, Exmouth,
Wivefiscombe, Barnstable, Sidmouth, Taunton and
both Exeter shows, including 2 cups, 5 specials ; few
for sale ; state wants ; Rowley, Briars, Alpington,
near Exeter, Devon. (1825)

LARGE Wi3 yellow cock, plenty substance, win-
ner several prizes, £1 ; another yellow, brother,
15/-; large stout inflighted buff cock, bred from
my rose bowl winner, rare type, 17/6, bargain:
E. Baker, Waterloo-rd., Ipswich. (1825)

MARTIN Cook’s strain, champion Norwich winning
•bedt Allows, offers Exhibition,, also grand stock
birds, including clear Buff cock, 25/-; variegated
ditto, 20/-; clear yellow cock, 25/-; marked yellow,
15/-; actual winners, 30'/- upwards; songsters, 6/6
upwards; approval, deposit; 30, I’urbeck-rd.,
Bournemouth, W. _ (1823)
CHANCE seldom offered, winning yellow hen, third
Norwich Plainhead Club Show at Burnley last year,.

60/-, can win cost; also two sisters to above, 60/-

cach; all clear yellows, and in the pink of con-
dition ; two unflighted yellow hens, same strain,
15/- each; approval; inspection invited: James
Barnes, 30, Factory Row, Whalley, near Blackburn.
JUST 30 Norwich left: winners, and bred from
same

;
yellows, buffs and marked cocks and hens

;

grand healthy stock and very typical birds
:
prices

from 5/-; state your wants; any bird I will will-

ingly sell at half its value; breeding cages and
show. cases and accessories of my bird-room, your
own prices ; Taylor, Draper, Bideford. (1325)
NORWICH Canaries, 1/H, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“Forming a Stud,” and “How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book
•many times over: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-street,
London
GOING on military work, disposing champion Nor

wich, grand typical yellow cock, year old, first,

special Banbury, full colour, 25/-; unflighted yel-

low cock, unflighted buff cock, bred from same, 21/-

each ; nicely marked unflighted buff cock, 21/-,

topper; two clear and yellow and buff unflighted.
15/- each; younger can all win cost. I won Oxford
challenge cup, first, special Leicester, claimed
£10 .10,/-, silver cruet Reading

;
exchange new thick

woollen shirts, vests, pants, or boots, nine’s: Lewin.
58, Marlborough-rd., Oxford. (1822)

JUDGE SILK can offer from his strain, which is

supreme
; (1) Grand clear buff unflighted cock, raTe

head and size, fine quality one, which will make a
big name for the buyer, 45/-, dirt cheap; (2) nn-
flighted clear huff hen, a perfect specimen, wonderful
shape, grand bold head, feather like wax, winner
keenest competition. 40/- ; (3) clear yellow cock, 1913,
big winner, 45/-; (4) champion clear buff cock, win-
ner at all leading shows, now looking at his best,
60/-; (5) 1913 buff hen, winner 3 firsts and special,
35/-; (6) variegated yellow stock cock, rare size,

etc., 25/-; several grand1 hens, etc., all for sale:
approval, and safe railway delivery guaranteed: to
avoid mistake, note the name and only address of
the Greatest Norwich Specialist, Judge Silk, Whil-
stable. (1829)

PURE NORWICH
Crystal Palace, Manchester, and all leading show
strain, cocks, yellows and buffs, from 6/-, 7/-, 8/,
10/-, 12/-; -show specimens, 15/-, 20 '-, 25/-, 30/-

; hens
same strain, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-; for -show, 15/-,
20/- ; any on approval

;
a 20 years’ noted winning

strain ; breed 30 years : Sandiford, Canary Specialist
and Judge, Preston, Lanes.

CHAMPION
YORKSHIRES
and NORWICH
Some real good birds now
ready. Grand lengthy York-
shire cocks, well on song,
6/-, 7/6, 10/- up; erect, racy
hena, 3/ ,

4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each up;
matched breeding puirs, 10/-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/. per pair; smart, thick-set cobby Nor
wleli at same price as Yorkshires. Exhibition Nor-
wich and Yorkshires, from my well known strain of
winners, now ready. Prices from 10/- to 100/'-.

Write stating wants. I have also a large selection
of British Rollers, Crests, Borders, etc., etc. Send
a P.C. for free illustrated catalogue. Every bird
on 10 days' approval at my sole. risk. Travelling
cages, 3d. extra. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JOE THOMAS,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax,

NORWICH ! NORWICH !

Every bird a. bargain. Have on approval and test
truth of this statement. I have a splendid collec-
tion; prize-bred Norwich, cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6,
10/6; hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-; three hens (colours, my
selection), 5/6 lot; very exceptional bargains; pairs,
7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up; cages, 3d.; winners ready, and
cheapest in England: state wants; detailed list free:
W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

THE JOHN BULL STRAIN
J. and J. Hopkins will sell splendid buff cock, that
can will, 40/-; 126, Bury New-rd., Bolton.

|
Rollers <5 Singing Canaries']

BREEDER’S CARD. «

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-fiea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9, hens 2/-; ap-
proval : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1827)
GLUCKE and water glucke cocks, from 7/6 upwards

;

also hens ; Higgins, 1, Mary-st., TykiesIcy. (1816)
YOUNG Seifert Rollers, cocks 6/6, hens 1/6; last

years’ hens, good breeders, 2J-

:

T. Hoyle, 134, Sap-
ling-rd,, Daubhill, Bolton. (1822)
BARGAIN, six pairs of Andreasberg Rollers, cocks
on full song, must sell, lot £2: Ralph Seaman,
New Brighton, near Mold. G827)
FOR sole, young songster Canaries, guaranteed

cocks and on full song, 4/-, 4/6: Arthur Munks,
Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. (1812)
GRAND Clucke Roller cock, value 15/-.; exehauge
Hartz cock Schoolmaster

;
offers : Willis, 13, Lower

Bailey-st., Wattstown, Glam. (1825)
THREE Roller Schoolmasters (trainer), bargain,

7/6 each, or exchange /giving up Rollers): 12, Juno-
st„ Newton Heath. Manchester. ' (1827)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken ; approval

:

McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

1913 RANDALL'S schoolmaster, B.R.C.C. rung, over
moult, nearly in full song, 10/6, bargain; Bosworth,
265, Alcester-rd., Kings Heath, Birmingham. (1823)

GLUCKE strain Rollers, cocks from 7/6, hens 2/6,
B.R.C.C. rung, 1914; schoolmasters from 15/-; ap-
proval: Mawhood, 26, Walton-lane, Nelson, Lancs.

(1810)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain
; Ihens, 2/6, 3/6;

cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. fsio)
A FEW young Seifert Roller cocks and hens for

sale, 1914 bred, cocks 6/-, hens 2/-
;
7 days' approval

on receipt of P.O. : Dunkerley, 92, Prospeet-rd., Scar-
borough. (1824)

" NOTICE, beautiful singing cock Canary, in full

song, with handsome solid brass drawing-room cage,
cost 12/6, sacrifice 10/- lot ; approval with pleasure

:

Wilkshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham.
TO lye sold, ail my stock Seifert Rollers and sing-
ing cages, comprising 28 cocks, on song, and 14
hens ; cocks 7/- each, with cage ; will accept, 26/-

for lot hens: Jackson, 1, Hereford-st., Nelson,
Lancs. (1822)
HIGH-CLASS St. Andrcasburgs, selected young

cooks, trained by winning schoolmasters, 6/6’, 8/6,
winners, 3rd, 10/6; two seconds, 15/-; 1912 hen,
bred 4 winners, 3/6: Jackson, 37, Canal-st., Con-
gleton. (1824)
INTERNATIONAL Glucke strain cocks advertised,

all sold, can spare good 1913 schoolmaster, topper,
25/-; also 1914 cooks, 7/6 each; hens, 3/-; exchange
gent’s boots, lady’s raincoat: Taylor, 71, Thrusby-
rd. ,• Burnley. ’ (1824)
TWENTY years a breeder and trainer, of high-

class Rollers, offer grand young cocks, singing grand
5/0, 6/6, 7/G: extra deep toned cocks, 10/6, 12/6 each;
liens, 2J- each ; approval, cash or deposit : Day, 77
Borter-st.. Hull. (1822)
SEIFERT Roller Canaries, cold-room bred, and

cocks (1913), 7/6 each; 12 hens (1913), 3/- each;
also 36 young birds (1914), all got over moult : cocks,
6 6; hens, 2/6: C. E. Harrop, 188, Lee-lane, Hor-
wich, near Bolton. (1824)

TO ALL WHO DON’T KNOW
what Hartz Mountain Rollers' really are, and wish to
learn. I invite such to write rrie: W. Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.

REAL B.R.C.C. ROLLERS
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall’s and one of best organs, price 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/- ; 100 trained, all guaranteed and on
approval, hens 2/6, 3/0; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3'-; established
fifty years

; thousands of testimonials ; for proof
write Editor, who has seen the originals

;
send for

catalogue: Sandiford. Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston; also at 89, Sclater-it., Slier .'ditch. London.

|
Yorkshires-

Scotch Fancies.

SCOTS Fancies, one pair, both winners, cheap

:

Ward, 178, Main-st., Shettleston. (1820)
PAIR 1914 Scotch Fancies, win anywhere, 12/6
worth 30/-; or exchange: Bert Onions, Upper
Rushali-st., Walsall. (1S2C)

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-
lenge Gup, the Y.U. 30- guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc. : 46, South Viow-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire
breeders, have nornc clinking exhibition and etud
birds; reasonable; winners of thousand, of prizes
at leading -shows; four times special for best in

shoft, Crystal Palace, including Palace 1914: Lang-
ton Lodge, Scottori, Knaresborough, Yorks.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world lias produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

A FEW Yorkshires for sale, cheap to clear:
Shearer, 82, Moss-st.. Keith. N.B. (1819)
ElGtlT pairs of good Yorkshire Canaries, £4, what

offers: G. White, 2, Rivcr-st., Windsor. (1829)
THREE 19)4 Yorkshires, two cocks, singing, lot

6/6: 24, Cccil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1 825)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, pairs from 6/-: Tom
Smith, Jackson Bridge, New Mill, near Huddersfield.

(1825)
VERY fine buff cock, 1014, fit to win novice class,

8/6; deposit, approval: Longhurst, 28, Wilmot-rd.,
Leyton. (1824)
YORKSHIRES for sale, cheap, the whole of my
stock, including all winners: Crisp, 50, Elm Park-rd.,
Chelsea. (1825)
YES, an excellent -season, over 100 own-bred, colour-
fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
FEW good Yorkshire show' birds for sale, cocks
from 7/0; liens from 5/-: Boardman, 11, Hillkirk-
st., Berwick. ’ (1825)
YORKSHIRE Greens, fine quality, cocks 5/6, hens

2/6, pairs 7/-; H. Johnson, 6/99, Grosvenor-st. West,
Birmingham. (1821)
A FEW good Yorks., bred from reserve for cup

at Newark, cocks 7/6, 10/6 each: Staniland, Col-
Iingham, Newark. (1825)
BUFF Yorkshire- cock, winner 1st, 2nd, 15/-; two

pails, Mr. Binn’s strain, 15/- pair: G. Rumsey, St.

Dunstan’s-rd., Worthing. (1S29)
EXCHANGE high-class prize Yorkshires for hang-

ing shop lamp or weighing balance, 1201b. : James
Thomas, Bugle, Cornwall. (1824)
GIVING up all my winners for sale, from 25/- pair;
few odd birds at 10/- each

;
approval : Humphries,

Ash Cottage, Bacup Lancs. (1821)
TWO good pairs Yorkshires, 15/- pair; 1 green,

1 marked; approval, deposit: J. Taylor, Springfield
Farm, Westcott-st., Dorking. (1826 )

COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens; home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe,
68, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
YORKSHIRES, colour-fed cocks, 5/6, hems 2/6,

pairs 7 /6 ; overstocked, no dealers : Williams, 862,

Penistone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1817)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Iveand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

REDUCING stock; 60 long, typical Yorkshires,
colour-fed, stock or show, bargains

; call Saturday,
Sunday: 35, Alma-rd., Wandsworth. (1825)

APPROVAL, deposit; singing Yorkshire cocks,

feathered like silk, 5/6 to 20/-; hens, 2/6 to 7/G:

Olford, 14, Martha-st., Portsmouth. (1821)

LOVELY pair of Yorkshire Canaries, take 8/-, worth
double; Goldfinch cock Mule, singing, 5/-: Collins,

Brookside, Woodgreen, Wednesbury. • (1828)

TWO young clear yellow cocks, cam win in good
company, 12/6 each, worth 30/-; approval: T. Bil-

lington, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1815)

YORKSHIRES, bred from winners, many fit to
show; cocks from 6/- each, pairs 8/6: Mullin, 2S,

Musgrave-crescent, Fulham, London. (18-24)

SIXTY fine Yorkshires, grand Show or stock, cold

room bred, low prices ; keen any time : Breeder,

14, HeTbert-rd., Bowes Park, London, X. (1811)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit; St. George’s-terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1788)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, cocks 6/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/6;
hens, 4/-, 6/-; inspection invited; approval: Whit-
ing, Ravensbury, Morden-rd., Mitcham, Surrey.

GRAND unflighted buff Yorkshire, now in show
trim ;

also yellow, rare quality and carriage, both
in the pink of condition, £1 the two; approval
with pleasure: Judge Silk, Whitstable. (1829)

HAVING decided to keep only Foreign birds, J

have amongst others to sell a grand clear yellow
Yorkshire cock, winner four lsts, .£1, including
show cage: J. Goodehild, Clare, Suffolk. (1824)

CHAMPION winning Yorkshires, cocks, from 7/6,
hens from 5/-; a few that can win at small shows,
at 10/6, 15/-, 20/- each; approval, deposit: Clarence
Beaumont, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, near Hudders-
field. (1823)

EASY payment.—Send for terms and illustrated

price list, post free, of my Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, etc., either for show, stock, or songsters

;

seven days’ approval : J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd.,

Frizinghail, Bradford. (1811)

CHAMPION Yorks., prize Yorks, cocks, in full song,

5/0; grand racy liens, feathered like silk, 3/-;

matched pairs, 7/6 upwards ; colour-fed, 6 days’ ap-

proval, cash or deposit: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,

Manchoster-rd., Bradford. (1829)

L. DKYES-, breeder, exhibitor, and exporter. Win-
ner of more first prizes for years than any other

exhibitors of Yorkshires. Show and stock birds

for sale, prices reasonable. See reports all lead-

ing shows; inspection invited: 16, Shann-st., Bolton

Woods, Bradford.
RADLEY’S winning Yorkshires, show or stock

birds, bred from my noted winning strain, cocks

7/6 upwards ;
hens, 6/- upwards

;
approval, deposit

;

satisfaction guaranteed ; see show reports Yorkshire
Union shows: Alien Radley, 205, King-st., Skelman-
thorpe, near Huddersfield. (1829)

H. S. GOODMAN has for disposal ticked yellow

cock, 12/0; buff hen, 8/6; clear yellow cock, 6Jins.,

£1; buff hen, 12/6, all 1914 birds; also several

others ; state requirements ; all bred from the best

blood in the Fancy ;
seen by appointment only ; ap-

proval deposit: 122, Headstone-rd., Harrow, Middle-

sex. (1822)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, 1914 yellow cock, 20/-;

buff hen, 25/-; yellow ticked cock, 20/-; uneven
marked buff hen, 16-/-; buff cock, 17/6; 1913 yellow

cock, 25/-; buff cock, 25/-; all fit for exhibition;

few cocks, 7/6 upwards; large stock hens, 5/-

upwards: approval, deposit; John Radley, 259, King-

st., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1824)

Show & Stock
Yorkshires now ready, and ail
through the moult, arid in
first-class condition. Smart,
lengthy, typical cocks, on
song, at 5/6, 7/-, 8/6, 16/6, 12/6
each

; extra good large hens,
at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7 /-, 8/6,
10/6 each, iri clear*, ticked,
green marked, and cinnamon
marked

;
matched pairs for

producing winners at 8/6 10/6,
12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair,
colour-fed or natural colour.— and all cold room kept; exhi

inuon specimens in cocks and hens that can win at
members’ or small shows, at 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-
eaeli

; also tome that can win in the, keenest open
competition at very reasonable prices

; inspection
invited any time without appointment; illustrated
price list _post free; travelling cages, 3d. extra; all
birds on 7 days’ approval at my risk to any part;
only ami old address:

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghail, Bradford.

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1 J. by H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union)

; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire anil
its eub- varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also bow to treat in both health and
disease: “Cage Birds,” 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C.

POWICK’S CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song, 7/6 ;

sure winners, 10/6; hens, 5/G each; ten days’
approval at my risk : W. Powick, Eastfieid Cottage,
Dewsbury, Yorkshire.

. (1824)

THE BARGAINS OF A LIFETIME
Long, slim Yorkshire cocks, 5/0, 6/6, 7/6 8/6, 10/6,
hens, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-; three hens, 5/G lot; pairs, 6/6, 7.6,

8/6, 10/6, upwards; approval; cages, 3d.; detailed
list free: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Various Canaries.

PURE YORKSHIRES
Crystal Palace first prize strain, guaranteed : some
lovely specimens, clean moulted cocks, yellows or

buffs, from 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 12/-, 15/- each

;

hens, yellows or buffs, 4/-, 5/-, F>
/
- , 7/6, 8/6, 10/- each;

any on approval
;

I guarantee to please you, as soon
as you see them. Cages, 2/- each. Breeder 30 years:

Sandiford, Canary Specialist, Preston ; also 89,

Sclatcr-st.. Shoreditch, London.

WANTED to purchase for prompt cash, all kinds
of Canaries ; Harris, High-st., Yiewsley. (1826)
SOME good young cock Canaries for sale, 5/6, 6/6;

hens, 1/6: G. Jacklin, 5, Alfred-st., Great Grimsby.
C.F. NORWICH size and quality clear buff cock,

ticked yellow cock, 10/- each; approval, cash or de-
posit: Coulthard, Station Hill, Wigton, Cumberland.
WINNERS for disposal—best Norwich and Yorkshire
blood obtainable; also show cages and cases; no
reasonable offer refused ; Burrowes, 43, Camden-st.,
Walsall. (1824)
FOR sale, good bred Yorkshire and Norwich cocks
from 9/- to 14/-; hens to match from 4/- to 6/-;
all birds sent on approval : Manfred Ley, 17, Waun
Goch, Nantymoel, Glam. (1826)
NORWICH, three large healthy 1914 cocks, 6/-

eaeh
; 2 rich el. yell., 1 var., 3 smart 1914 hens, 2/6

each; one 1913 hen, 2/-; 2 Roller cocks, good sing-
ing strain, 1914, 6/- each ; 2 hens, one 1914, one 1913,

2/6 each; lot £2: 31, Heskey-st., Nottingham. (1821)

ADVERflSEMEHTS
Continued on page 191

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID.

J-incli 2/-, | -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6 ,'-

For Full Tariff See Last Week’s Issue.

LLANDUDNO
NGVESRBER 7th.

Seventh Annual Show (confined to Welsh Northern
Counties). Judge of Cage Bird Section, Mr. A. G.
Davies, Manchester. Ten Classes. Prizes, 6/-, 3f-,
1/6. Fee 1/-. Special to each class, and Cup for
best bird in show. Entries close October 28th, to:
G. E. Cragg, Rocklands, Rhos., Colwyn Bay.

KIRKBURTON
October 3fst.

Entries close Oct. 27th. See last week’s issue for
classification.—A. Scott, Hon. Sec., Kirkburton.

MUIRKIRK SHOW
will be held on Saturday,
October 31st. Fanciers

assist patriotism. Proceeds for War Relief Fund.
9 Open Border Classes. 4 Open British Bird Classes.
Judge, Mr. Hugh Geddes, Dumfries. Schedules from
Sec.; James G. Torbett, Smallburn, Muirkirk.

IT APT I ntLIIAM 0 R S Open Show, October 31, in
L«Ol LUiniAH U.D.O. Corn Exchange, Hadding-
ton. Classes: Scotch Fancy 9 (Judge, A. Living-
ston, Paisley), Bord. 10, Brit. 9 (Judge, J. Patter-
son, Chirnside), Nor. 14,. For. 3, (Judge, J. Winter,
Edinburgh). Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entries
close Oct. 27. Schedules from J. Fairgrieve, Sec.,

10, Hope Park, Haddington.

GLASGOW AND
WEST OF SCOTLAND
Twenty-fifth Annual Club Show, in Good Templars’
Hall, 122, Ingrain Street, Glasgow, on Saturday. Oct.
31, 1914. Judges; Messrs. Wm, Grewar, G. Hislcp,
and Wm. Loan. 18 Open Classes. Prize Money on
sliding scale. Entry 1/-, Entries close Tuesday,
Oct. 27, 1914. Schedules from: A. K. Chalmers, 39,
Caussysida Street, Paisley.

I ft S3 SfM F> 1 I C.B.A. Members’ Siiow, Oct. 3?,LMlRfidLI. Y.M.C.A. Halls. 30 confined
classes, 1 open for Boys and Girls under 14, for best
decorated cage; entry 3d., prizes 5/-, 2/6, 1.3. Model
prize cards free. Judges, W. G. Muir and P, Me-
Quiston.—A. Thomson, Sec., 1, Croft Place.
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L.&P.O.S.
gbow of Canaries, Mules, British, and Foreign Birds, will he held at Lambeth Baths, Kcnnington Bond,

On Wednesday, 28th from 3 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. and on
Thursday, 29th from 10 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.

Tiilii . Tram, and Bus from all parts of London. Admission 6d.

In Aid of the Relief Funds.

NIANCHESTER
And N.C.O.S.’ SHOW OCTOBER 31st.

CO Ol'Kl! A i’lVE BALL, Downing Street. Judges: Messrs. House, Swalhvell, and Boulton. Others will

he engaged if necessary. Patronage of most specialist clubs. Specials in every section. Entries close

October 24th. If not already received schedule,, send to day to: F. Hayward, 21, Marlboro' Avenue,

Manley Park, Manchester. ’

SA YUl*QA Y. tier. 31st. 1914.
judges: Messrs. A. Chalmers, J. Auld, and G. Marlin. Cups and Medals. Schedules from: Kerr and

Robertson, Secs., 15, Green Street .

Tiio Palase of

the North B1E0
Cage Bird Society's Annual Show, Temperance Ball, Brechin, NOVEMBER 7th, 1914. 50 Specials, Cups,

and Medals—ALL OPEN. Good Prize Money. Splendid Classification. Judges: Norwich, Edward Barron,

Glasgow
;
Borders, James Hamilton, Esk Bank; British and Foreign, Crosslev Sykes, Musselburgh, ran-

tiers? rally round Brechin. Schedules now ready.—John Crobb, Sec., 120, KToTiirose St., Brechin.

Don’t fail to seeNEW CROSS C.B.S.
Annual Show, Thursday, Oct. 29th, 1914, People’s

Hall, Tanners Bill, Deptford, S.E. Open 2 till 10.

Admission 3d. The nicest little show in London.

Alfreton & Dis.CB.SoctTst, %?,5*
Hotel, Alfreton. 30 Open Classes. Entry Feo 1/-

per cage. Prize Money on sliding scale. Entries

close Wed., Oct. 28th. Schedules and entry forms
from G. Beardall, Sec., Main Road, Shiriand, near

Alfreton.

AVONBHOGE O.S, 8

NoU4th-

19 (Judge, Mr. C. Hislop, Stirling), Mules and Hyb.
5. British 17, For. 2 (Judge, Mr. T. Bell, Bo’ness).

Entry Money, 1/S. Prize Money, 9/-, 5/-, 2/6. ...En-

tries close Nov. 7th. Schedules from P. Gentleman,
Sec., Cowan's Buildings, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire.

LEICESTER
Hana-in-Hand C.B.S. loth Annual Open Show,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6th and 7th.

Judges: J. Trengove and H. J. Chick. Schedules:
A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon St., Leicester.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
7th, 1B«4-

in Forresters’ Hall. Open to members of the Shef-
field C.B., Walkley C.B., Attercliff C.B., Stocksbridge
C.B., Rotherham C.B., and members S.O.S. Entries
close Nov. 3rd. Schedules, E. C. job, W incobank.
Ail profits Local Belief Fund.

E 15 I N 33 XJ JFfc G ]£5
and Edinburgh Western O.S. Joint Show. Scotland’s
largest show of young birds, in Grindlay Street Hall,

on Sat., Oct. 31st. Doors open at 1 p.m. Admission
6d.

—

A. Weston and C. Grant, Joint Secs.

MIDLAND ROLLER
Sixth Annual Open Contest, Nov. 5th and 6th. Gcod
Prize Money and Valuable Specials. Schedules now
ready. —T. J. Smith, 10, Hall St., Wolverhampton.

'

(1822 )

Northampton
Annual Show, November 4th and 5th. Schedules
ready. Exhibits sent otf in time for Leicester.

—

Woodman and Fisher, 18, William St., North? mpton.

READIM c.b.s.
Annual Open Show, Palmer Hall, Wednesday, Nov.
11, 1914. Judge: J. Robson, Esq. Open Classes: 5
Norwich, 5 Yorkshire, 1 A.O.. Canary, 2 British, 1
Mule or Hybrid, 2 Selling, 4 Foreign. Id. on every
entry to Prince of Wales Fund. "Prizes, 10/-, 5/-,
2 6, with 2/6 Cash Specials. Entw fee 1/6. Sche-
dules and particulars from Sec., O. C. Smith, 73,
Audley Street, Reading.

old mm
Workmen's Club C.B.S.

Open Show, Nov. 13 and 14.

Schedules now ready. Apply: J. Ainsworth, IS,

Vaughan St., Shildon,

BRIS8ST0B
F. and F.A. Annual Show (open to Sussex), Nov.

4th and 6ih. Now then, fanciers, here’s a chance
for you to show a few birds. The only open show
in Sussex. Prize Money, 8/-, 4/-, 2/-. Special for

every class. Entries extended Oct. 31st. Entry fee

1/6. Judge, T. J. Ambrose. Schedules from W. J.

Donne, Hon. Sec., 7, Chatham Place, Brighton.

GLASGOW ~AND~DIS1 RiGT C.B.A.
Show going on Union Halls, West Kile Street

(directly opposite West Regent Street), Glasgow,

Nov. 20th and 21st W. Hutchinson, 163, Hospital

Street, Glasgow.

iTwitterings

.

Mr. H. Jackson, sec., writes that the

Gainsboro’ and Dis. C.B.S. will give the pro-

ceeds of the annual show to the Belgian Be-

lief Fund. *

At a meeting of the Middleton C.B.S., Oct.

12, writes Mr. Jas. Hutton, Sec., it was de-

cided to ask Mr. Wm. Hardy, of Oldham,
to judge our Backend show, Dec. 5.

We have fixed our annual members’ show,

with an open Linnet class included, for Nov.
28 and 29, writes Mr. R. Charleson, sec.

Leigh C.B.S. Mr. Chas. Houlton, St.

Helen's, judge.

Schedules for the show of the" Leicester

Hand-in-Hand C.B.S. Show, Nov. 6-7, have
been sent- out. Anyone overlooked should

apply to the sec., A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon

St., Leicester.

Mr. Chapman, Curator at the Pickering

Park, has consented to deliver a lecture upon
aviculture at our next meeting, Nov. 2, writes

Mr. W. Furnandiz, Sec., pro. tern., Hull

C.B.S., and I should like as many members
as possible to be present.

OBETU.&iL'Sr.
MR. J. CROWTHER (Halifax).

It is with regret, writes Mr. A. Sutcliffe,

Sec. Halifax C.B.S., that I report the death
of one of our members, Mr. Joe Crowther,
of New Pelton, Halifax, at the age of 55,

which took place very suddenly on Oct. 14.

He was taken home from his work and died

within an hour. He was interred on Oct.

17 at Mount Tabor. Mr. Crowther was very
highly respected by all, and his loss will be
felt by all our members. To Mrs. Crowther
and family every member will, I am sure,

extend deepest sympathy in their sad bereave-

ment.

The Bowling and Dis. B.F.A. will hold its

first old bird show on Oct. 24, at the

Napoleon Hotel, Wakefield-road. judge, Mr.
C. E. Walker. Birds staged at 3, writes Mr.
Joseph Nicholl, Sec.

There are more people writing me for

schedules than I can reply to, writes Mr.
Thomson-, Sec., Larkhall C.B.A., The show
is confined to members only, except for the
one open class mentioned in the advt. in this

issue.

A few good birds at reasonable prices on
show in selling classes at L. and P.O.S.
Show, Lambeth Baths, next Wednesday and
Thursday.—J. W. Kamsden, Brixton. (Advt.)

Mr. J. Ainsworth, the new hon. sec. of

Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S., writes

that schedules for the open show, to be held
Nov. 13, 14, are now ready, and a copy will

be sent on application. Mr. Ainsworth’s ad-
dress is 13, Vaughan-st., Shildon.

Please- state in your valuable paper, Cage
Birds, that owing to the War ail meetings
of the Southend and Dist. C.B.S. will be
held at Mr. Gundy’s house, 5, Priory Avenue,
Prittlewell, until further notice) as our head-
quarters close at 9 o’clock.—G. Deer and F.

Gundy, hon. secs.

Bird-lovers in the London district should
not forget the London and Provincial O.S.
Show next Wed. and Thurs. in the Lambeth
Baths, Kennington Rd., S.E. The hall is

readily accessible by ’bus and tram, and there
will be a pleasing display of high quality

birds.

In connection with the Purley Literary
Society, writes Mr. E. C. Last, a lecture is

to be given by Mr. A. Silver, F.Z.S., in the
Lecture Hall, High Street, Purley, on Tues-
day next, Oct. 27. It will be illustrated

by some 30 odd lantern slides, entitled “ Birds
with Character,” and is quite free. Any
fanciers will be welcomed.

A Prominent Fancier Volunteers.
Mr. Geo. Oglethorpe, chairman of the

Ccrckermouth Society, has volunteered for ser-
vice in the 5th Bat't. Border Regt. His two
sons and his brother are also in the forces.

It is hoped by the local fanciers that Mr.
Oglethorpe’s services will be available on the
day of the show, Nov. 28.

Room for More.
•Respecting my offer to take in birds (note

announcement on this page—Editor) it -is
most kind of you to help me, writes the Hon.
Mrs. Bourke. Birds are coming in, a few,
but I have room for lots more, and hope to .

be of some use to those who are forced to
go away from home, but who do not want
to disperse their birds.

Deserving Manchester.
For the one-day show on Oct. 31st, the

Manchester and N.C.O.S. puts a grand

j

classification (88 classes) before fanciers, and
we trust this will meet with the generous
support it so clearly deserves. All sections are
well catered for, and there are 6 special

amateur classes in both Yorks, and Nor. The
prize-money is liberal, and three good judges
officiate, while extra judges will be engaged
if the entry! warrants. Make your entries at

once to Mr. F. Hayward, 21, Marlborough
Avenue, Manley Park, Manchester.

MERFIIL SUCCESS OF SHOWS CHIMES
Liverpool puts up a Great Resord, and Skelmanthcrpe has

More Birds than Ever Before.
It is extremely gratifying to be ab 1

e to record the fact that those shows which
have been courageous1 enough to boldly face the situation arising out of the deplor-
able war crisis continue to be magnificently supported by exhibitors.

At Skelmanthorpe (the 3rd Yorkshire Union Show of the season) the society

had more birds staged than ever before in its history. To-day, just as we go to press,

comes the following cheerful telegram from the officials of Liverpool Show :

—

Our Record Broken, We have 1,250 entries. Norwich and British
sections wonderful, Our sincere thanks to all who have stood by us.

—

Metcalfe and Green, show managers, Liverpool O.S.
Iveep up the good work, exhibitors. Remember that the societies are doing their

best under circumstances of unusual difficulty to help fanciers and the Fancy. Do
your part by sending them entries.

Mr. Thos. Holt, Rochdale, asks us lo notify
that he has removed from Osborne Street to

11, Sharrocks, Newbold Street.

Additional societies to cancel their 1914
shows are : Dunfermline and W. of Scotland
O.S., Gateshead CBS.
Members of the Newcastle-on-Tyne C.B.S.,

writes Mr. J. W. Reed, Sec., should note
that there will be another special meeting at

•Shield’s Cafe, Bigg Market, on Oct. 29, for

final selection of judges and to receive over-
due subs.

All prize money to non-members at our
recent show, writes Mr. T. J. Hose, Hon.
Sec., Clapham C.B.A., has been paid, and we.
desire to thank all fanciers who, by sending
their birds and attending the show, helped
to make our venture such a grand success,

our only regret being that we were unable to

hold our usual annual two day show.
We hear that owing to a severe accident

to Mr. Capell, Messrs. Hudd and Robert have
undertaken to carry out the arrangements for

the 5th annual rirembers’ show, at Public

Hall, George Street, Croydon, Nov. 4. All
communications should be addressed to them
at 41, Rymer Road, Croydon. Every effort

is being made to obtain a record entry and
attendance, and it is to be hoped this object

will be achieved, as part proceeds from sale

of tickets will be devoted to War Fund.
At our next meeting, on Tuesday, Oct. 27,

at headquarters, Textile Dining Room, Shaw
Road, writes Mr. J. Cope, sec. Oldham
C.B. A., we shall be pleased to see all fanciers

as it is time we had a proper meeting. Seeing

that our show is so near at hand we are

desirous that all fanciers will put their

shoulder to the wheel and try to make it a

success. Schedules will be ready for next
meeting.
Mr. Tyson, having accepted the position of

show manager, and Mr. Dewhurst having
undertaken the staging of the exhibits, they

have decided to relinquish their appointments
to judge at the Royal Horticultural Hall

Show. Dir. J. Robson has been appointed in

place of Mr. Tyson, and Mr. A. Silver will

take Mr. Dewhurst’s classes.

I have decided to accept entries for the

L- and P.O.S. show on Oct. 28 and 29, up
to last post on Saturday (24th) writes Mr.

C. W. Law. As «)py for catalogue will be

in printer's hands first post on Monday
morning, all entries received on Monday will

be returned. Entries coming in well; expect

very big show. All visitors may obtain

luncheons and teas, at reasonable prices, and
in a private room (on mentioning bird show)
at “ The Hercules Hotel,” opposite West-
minster Bridge Tube Station, about three

1 minutes’ walk from Lambeth Baths,

FOR BIRD-KEEPERS JOINING
THE COLOURS.

Generous Offer by a Well-known Lady
Bird-lover.

A lady otters a temporary home for the pet bird
or birds of men called away owing to the War. The
birds wifi be fed and looked after free of charge
by skilled fanciers until the end of the War. Any
kinds will be taken in (Parrot tribe only excepted),
insectivorous and fruit-eating British or foreign
species having preference, though there will be room
for seed-eaters and a certain number of Canaries
as well.

A formal receipt will he given in exchange for
each bird left or sent, which will have its owner’s
name and address attached to its cage, and the
birds will be given up on production of the re-

ceipt at any time.
Anyone intending to forward birds to be looked

after is requested to tend a postcard, stating kind
of bird or birds, it is proposed to send, and whether
they have been kept ir. a oold or a warm room

;

and immediately they receive an answer to say
there is still accommodation available, the birds
can he sent or brought to the Hon. Mrs. Bourke,
75, Gloucester Place, Portman Square, London, W.

REVIEW OF SCHED LIES.
Manchester and Northern Counties’ O.S.—Co-opera-

tive Hall, Downing st., Oct. 31. Judges, Messrs.
House, Swalwell, and Houlton. R8 open classes:
Lancs. 0, Liz. C, Yorks, open 8, Yorks, amat. C,

Greens (4 Yorks, 4 Nor.). Nor. open 9, Nor. amat. 6,i
Crests 2, C.B. 2, Chin. Nor. 4, Bord. JO (4 Gr., X

Cinu.), A.O.V. 1, Sell 3, Mules 0. Brit. 8. Fof. 4.

Prizes, 10s., 5s., 3s., 2s. Fee. Is. Cd. Ent. close Oct.

24, to F. Hayward, 21, Marlborough-avenue. Mauley
Park, Manchester.
Glasgow C.B. A.—Union Hall. W. Nile-st., Nov. 20,

21. Judges, Messrs. Sloan, Chalmers, Hyslop, Heggie,
Paine, and Gentleman. 75 classes: Nor. 20. Crest

5, Bord. 10, York v 10, Mules 7, Brit, and For, 22.

Prizes, 12s., 8s.. 5s., 3s., 2s. Fee. 2s. Ent. close

Nov. 10, to W. Hutchison, 103, Hospital-st., Glasgow.
Alfreton (Derbyshire) I’cd Lion Inn. Oct. 31,

Judge, A. Wilson. 35 open classes: Nor. 14 (2 Sell.),

Yorks. 13 (1 Sell.). Crest 3, Brit, 2, Mules 1, For,

l. Gift 1. Prizes on sliding scale. Fee Is. Ent.
dose Oct. 28, to G. Beardall, Main-rd., Shiriand, nr.

Alfreton. •

Avonbridge (Stirlingshire).— Avonbridge -Hall. Nov.

14. Judges, -C. Hislop. T. Bell. 51 class, s: Nor. 8,

Bord. 19, Mules 5. Brit. 17, For. 2. Prizes, 9s., 5s.

2s. Cd. Fee, Is. Gd. Ent. close Nov. 7, to P. Gentle-

man, Cowan’s Buildings, Avonbridge.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Boohs,

cheapest and best. Bead what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear sir. Glad to

say' our members are simply delighted with (ho

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had. -Yours, etc., !,.

Ball.” Send for samples ami prices.- Tho Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage PirdS,” 1(J , Fleet Strcot, ton.

don, E.C.
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Easy Money From Mealworm Breeding.

Another Profitable German “Side-line” AYe Ought
to Annex.

T AST week we expressed the opinion

that tlie present season would turn
out to be an excellent one for firitish bird

breeders, as, owing to the dislocation of

German trade, there would be a vastly in-

creased demand for English song-birds

(especially Canaries) to supply the Ameri-
can markets.
Wo see no reason why this should not

be permanent, for the average Eng-
lish Canary is a very much more taking

bird than the average German Canary—
larger, more pleasing in colour, anti with

a song that does not tend to monotony,
like the artificial trills of the cheap Ger-

man songster. Our view is that once
the English singing Canaries get well-

known abroad, they must on their merits

more than hold their own. .

Always out for Money.

It must be candidly admitted that in

more ways than one British fanciers have
allowed the Germans to get ahead. It

would, perhaps, be fairer to say “keep”
ahead, for that they always have been

ahead in Fancy matters—particularly so

as regards fostering and encouraging the

Fancy as a profitable industrial “ side-

line ”—cannot be questioned. The Ger-

man peoples have ever been great bird fan-

ciers and breeders, and they have brought

the art of keeping and breeding birds to

a high pitch of perfection. • We would em-
phasise, too, that they have developed the

money-making (i.e., trade) side of the

hobby to an extent which fanciers on this

side of tho North Sea do not fully appre-
ciate.

As an instance, we have the fact that
the live ants’ “eggs,” which the majority
of out- dealers sell during the summer
come to us front Germany; the same with
large quantities of our dried ants’ eggs.

It is sqfe to assume that we pay over a

nice little profit out of our pockets for

these indispensable items.

The Case of the Mealworm.
A much more extraordinary example,

however, is supplied by the manner in
which Germany dominates our supply of
mealworms. The importance of these
larvae to bird-keepers needs no pointing
out by us; that they materially affect

other branches of live-stock keeping, too,
is made clear by the remarks of Mr. D.
Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U. (a curator
of the London Zoological Gardens), which;
at the conclusion of our own observations,
we have printed as they appeared in our
contemporary, “ The Field.”
The business in mealworms' is to our

knowledge a considerable one. Yet we
leave it in German hands practically in
its entirety. The result at the moment is

just what might be anticipated—a “fam-
ine ” in mealworms. Dealers cannot get
them; consequently fanciers cannot get
them.
We; are receiving many letters from bird-

keepers, asking where mealworms are to
be bought. We cannot give any certain

reply
;
frankly, wo do not know. If any- I

one who reads this has aiiy quantity of

mealworms for sale, wc advise advertising
them ; a remunerative price is to be ob-

tained. We heard recently of 12s. being
paid for one pound; normally the price is

4s. 6d. to 5s. (id. 1

We will return to this subject next week.

Mr. D. Scth-Smith’s Views.
One of the most useful articles of food

in a collection of insectivorous mammals,
birds and reptiles, is the small grub
known as the mealworm, which is about an
inch in length, with shiny yellowish skin.

It is the l^irva of a small blackish-brown
beetle known to entomologists as Tencbrio
mol itor. It occurs wherever meal of any
kind is allowed to lie undisturbed for a

length of time.

The flying beetle appears and lays its

eggs amongst the meal, and from these

hatch minute larvae which feed upon the

meal, be it oatmeal, barley-meal, wheat-
meal, or even biscuits’. In a cool tem-
perature they glow slowly, but warmth ap-

pears to accelerate growth considerably.

When full grown they change into pupae,
which in turn emerge into beetles.

A Luxury Not to be Resisted.

This little beetle in its larval state forms,

as is well known, useful food for almost
any animal that is naturally insectivorous.

It is a luxury that cannot be resisted

even by such creatures as monkeys, while

for the insectivorous birds and reptiles it

forms a food that the shyest feeders will

readily take. Hence the amount of meal-

worms that are annually consumed in Eng-
land alone is very large, since the number
of those who may be termed “ amateur
menagerie keepers ” is constantly increas-

ing, and considerable quantities are re-

quired by public zoological gardens.

One result of the lamentable European
war is the complete stoppage of the supply

I of mealworms, for it appears that the stock
mv'this country was all “made in Ger-
many.” The Germans have long been cx-

|

ports in the production of foods for cage
birds, and realising the value of the rncal-i

worm, they set to work to cultivate itf*

under artificial conditions, with the result;

that they established a large and doubtless
very lucrative business.

A mealworm farm in Germany, which'

paid its proprietor very handsomely, has
been described to me. It consisted of a
number of sheds or barns, artificially

warmed, which covered an area of no less

than 10 acres. Each barn was furnished

with a series of large bins or boxes, in

which was placed a quantity of bran and
various kinds of meal. This was formed
into layers between pieces of sacking and
paper.

An All-Year-Round Supply.

A quantity of mealworms was placed in

each bin, and these soon w-ent through tho

pupal stage to that of the mature beetle,

which laid numbers of eggs, which in turn,

produced a large number of mealworms.

The worms mature slowly, as stated, some
months elapsing, under the most favour-

able conditions^ between the hatching of

the worm and its attainment to full sizej

when it is ready for market.

I am told that the German breeders are

able to arrange, by starting the various

bins in succession, so that a large supply

of the full-fed mealworms is available every'

week in the year. They sell at about

five shillings a pound over here, a price*

which is considerably below that demanded

some few years ago, but one that still leaves,

a large profit for the producer.

Surely now is the time for some enter-

prising Englishman to start a mealworm

form.° The demand is constant and con-

siderable, and the profits should bo large.

Correspondence.
“Lights Out” in London.

A Suggestion to Show Officials.

Sir,—I am glad to see that the Horticul-

tural Hall Show is to be held as usual. 1

should like to make one suggestion, to the

authorities, namely, that they close the show
not later than 8 o’clock on the last day, so

that the exhibitors may be able to remove
their birds at a reasonable hour. I notice

that the L. and P.O.S. close their show at

7.30 p.m. on the last day. With the “Lights

Out” order in force, and London practically

in darkness after 10 o’clock. I think it is to

the interests of all concerned that the show
be closed by that hour. I am sure that an

announcement, of early closing will result in

an increased entry. A.W.

Splendid Help from Liverpool.
Sir,—At our meeting held Oct. 7 we de-

cided to help your scheme (Canaries to cheer

our wounded soldiers in hospital) and six of

"our members each offered a Canary and cage,

and at our next meeting we hone to be able

to place a few more at your disposal.

It was our members’ wish that these Can-

aries should be distributed, if possible, at

our local .hospitals, as we have, many woun-

ded soldiers at Fazakerley. Our members
only want to contribute through Cage Birds.

Edgar S. Broadbent, Hon. Sec.

The North Liverpool and Dis. C.B.S.

[We are deeply indebted to the members
of the North Liverpool C.B.S. for their very

generous assistance of our scheme, and we
shall, of course, endeavour to carry out their

wishes respecting the disposal of birds.—Edi-

tor “ C.B.”]

Do Elder Berries Make Birds
Drunk ?

' Sir,—During the present moult I have been

giving my birds a fairly free supply of elder

berries (especially the Blackbirds, Thrushes,

Starlings and Bullfinches), and they both like

- them and moult out well on them. There-

fore I wav greatly surprised to read the fol-

lowing in the nature notes of the “Manches-

ter Dispatch.” Can any reader offer any
opinion as to^the .truth of the statements,

personally I ‘think it a lot of nonsense.

A curious effect of the elderberry upon
the Wood Pigeon is recorded by a game
keeper in Denbigh. In passing through a'

clearing of a wood he found a couple of

Wood Pigeons lying apparently dead under
I an elder tree.

He picked, up the birds and found they
were alive, ,but both suffering from the

effects of what he termed “berry poison-

ing.’’

This is by no means a. new discovery, for

the doping of birds by the berries of this

shrub has been recorded on many occasions,

Blackbirds and Thrushes being the greatest

sufferers.
- The berries have been plentiful, and
their rich ripe juice is a morsel which very
few birds can resist. Over indulgence pro-

duces a state of affairs similar to that of

alcoholic drinks upon human beings.

Wood Pigeons, especially in districts bor-

dering upon the moofland, eat the berries

greedily and pay the penalty by falling easy

victims to passers by.
• A. T. Morgan.

What Are the South Country
Specialist Clubs Doing ?

Sir,—

I

should like to ask : What are the

Southern specialist clubs doing? Have they

all .abandoned their programmes, patronage to

shows, etc. ? Personally I have failed to see

any notice in the press or received intima-

tion that such is the case."" I think, with

many others, they should give some
encouragement to their, members ;

also sup-

port shows and societies who are endeavour-

ing to keep the Fancy going during these

depressing times. As a suggestion, why not

give money specials to their members sup-

porting these shows, which^ I am sure would

be to our mutual interest ,* thus encouraging

societies to “Business as Usual”? I should

like some of your readers to express their

views on this question.

E. J. Whittome.

The Welsh National Cage Bird
Society,

Sin,

—

If you will refer back in your valu-

able journal (of which I have carefully kept

each issue from the first to date) you will

find that there is already a Welsh National

C.B.S., and successful shows (as shows) were

held under that title. Further, I have by

me a receipt as loan (unredeemed) value £10,

also another somewhere about for £2, and

though I have been unable to mix with the

Fancy for some time, I have yet to learn

that the original Welsh National C.B.S. has

been disbanded. Harry Creber.

The Curious Record of a
Norwich Hen.

Sir,—ft may interest your readers to know
tha.t one of my Norwich Canary hens had six

nests this year. She laid four eggs in her

first nest and hatched out one young one on

Monday, April 4. When the young one was

two days old the "cock bird killed it. She

quickly went to nest again, but all the eggs

were clear. I thought I would try her once

more, but she deserted the eggs about two

days before she was due to hatch. Being

annoyed, as they were a good pair of birds,

I gave the cock bird away as a singer, and

I lent the hen to a man who had only one

bird, a cock. She quickly went to nest

again and hatched four young ones out of

four eggs. After that she laid four eggs

again, and hatched three young ones. Still

she went to nest once again, and laid three

eggs ! The last nest hatched out on Mon-
day, September 14th, so she reared ten young

ones, and she laid 23 eggs. D. R. Sapwell.

a BUSINESS AS USUAL.”
Good News for Bucks Fanciers.

Sir,—At the meeting of the High Wycombe
and Dis. F.S., last Saturday evening, it was
unanimously decided to continue with the

business appertaining to our annual show on

Dec. 29, open to the County of Bucks and 20

mile air line of Wycombe Town Hall. Our
section will have i6 classes, and Mr. Geo.

Gardner was elected to place the awards.

As this seems practically to be the only show
in the country this season we trust members
and other exhibitors in the radius, will rally

round and give us a bumping entry again.

T. Bowler.

80, New Street, Aylesbury. m
Gateshead Will Run a One Day

Shew.
Sir,—At our meeting, held Oct. 14, we

cancelled our annual show, but decided to

run o one-dav show instead on Dec. 19. We
hope to get the suppofi of the Fancy. Our

members will * reap no benefit, as there will

be no members’ classes, (we find that we can-

not get a hall large enough) so you will see

that we are running the above for the benefit

of fanciers. We decided to put on 44 classes,

7 Nor., 6 'Crests, 7 Yorks., 8 Bord,, 2 Scotch,

3 Mules, 8 Brit., 3 For., and pay 14s. per

class for a Is. entrance, fee.* W. Curry.

Sec., Gateshead C.B.S.

Bolton Will Provide a Roller
Contest.

Sir,—At. the monthly meeting of the

Bolton Boiler C.S. it was decided to change

the date of the members’ show to Nov. 14

(from Nov. 21) and also to go on with the

open contest on Dec. 31 and Jan. 1, trying

our best to make it a success.

Jos. Kilshaw, Sec.

5, Orm Street. Bolton.

Nefts of Birds, Poultry, etc,, should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial'?

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
I • oil teccoofa TTarrn’.'iCi* to ever \’tulH£I CISC.

Paisley to Hold Its Scots Fancy
Show.

Sir,—You might oblige by stating that the

Paisley and Dist. O.A. Scotch Fancy Show,

will he held, although cancelled on Oct. d.

The Committee have decided to hold it on

Nov. 28. Particulars will appear later in

your advertising columns, so Scotch fanciers

keep your eye on Paisley.

Neil O’Donnell, Sec.

A Show for Mid-Derbyshire.
Sir,—

T

he members of the Alfreton and

Dist. C.B.S. have decided ,to run the show on!

Oct. 31, as agreed upon, in spite of diffi-

culties. Prize-money will be on the sliding

scale, and entry fee Is. per cage. As this

is the only society holding a show in Mid-

Derbyshire, we are expecting a good entry.

Entries close Oct. 28. Schedules from

G. Beardall, Sec.

Main Road, Shirland.

Aberdeen Will Carry on as
Usual.

gIE —At a meeting of the Aberdeen

Amalgamated C.B.S. held on Oct. 13, it was

decided to cancel the young bird show (Nov.

28) but to car-ry on the open show as usual,

on Dec. 18 and 19, with the judges as

formerly selected, viz., Mr. James Smeaton

(Mussleburgh) and Mr. Wm. Bishop (Stir-

ling). 1 appeal to fanciers to give us their

whole-hearted support, without which we

cannot hope to make it a success. Alter

paying all expenses, all money left over from

the show will be handed to the Red Cross

Society. W, Allison, Sec.

Glasgow’s Big November Show.
gin.—At the meeting of the Glasgow and

Dist,
’ C.B. A. on Oct. 13, Mr. J. F. Park

presiding over a good attendance, the sec.

reported that the military authorities wqjjld

not guarantee use of Drill-Hall. Various

halls had been under consideration in view,

of this eventuality, and it was decided to

hold show this year on Nov. 20 and 21 m
the Union Halls, West Nile Street Glasgow.

This hall, though not so large as Drill Hail,

is very comfortable, lighted from the top, and

is within two or three minutes’ walk from

Glasgow’s principal stations. The classification

is on similar lines to last year—20 Nor

classes, 5 Crests, 10 Bord., 10 Aorks. 7

Mule and Hvb., and 22 Brit, and For. The

Association has been successful in obtaining

the patronage of all the specialist clubs, ex-

cept the Crest Club. Prize-money as

formerly: 30s per class, 2s. entry The

Committee trust and hope that the L'ancy m
general will second their efforts in their

endeavour to keep going “Business as Usual

in these strenuous times.
Wm. Hutchison, Sec.

163, Hospital St,, Glasgow.

One or two “ Business ns Usual." letters utt

avoidably Ac?4 over- until our next issue —Ed.
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A Food Recipe Wanted.
Sir,—Will any reader oblige me with a

recipe for a good inexpensive staple food

suitable fora Thrush, Blackbird, and Skylark,

that will keep for a reasonable length of

time?

, Songster.

The Rung Bullfinch Caught
Near Pickering.

Sir. I had a cutting from Cage Birds
given to me with the report of a Bullfinch

having been caught near Pickering wearing
an Aberdeen University Bird Migration ring,

number 228. M. It may bo of interest to

the catcher to know that the bird, a young
one in the nest, was rung at Thornton Dale
on the 5th of June. I should be much
obliged if the catcher cftuld furnish me with

the following information: Where was the

bird caught, and on what date?

It might be of interest to readers of

Cage Birds to know that a Lesser Tern,

rung at Kilnsea,' near Hull, in July, was
captured in the South of Portugal early in

September.
V. G. F. 'ZlUMKHM \NN.

Do Parent Birds Poison Their
Young?

Sir, 1 would like to say fn reference to
“ Do parent birds poison their young? ” that

I have at this moment a young Blackbird'

which was caught just as he “ fell ” out of

the nest for the first time, and put in a large

box cage and .hung up in the wood, when the

old birds reared him (licit poisoned him). Now
he has nearly finished moulting and is turning
out to he a fine cock. The reason the young
ones die is that tlioso who cage, them f irget

that young birds of all species start to pick

about the floor of the cage "at a very early

stage. If they cannot find anything else they
will pick up their own droppings. Put food

and water in to them when they are very
young, change that food and water at least

every day, and no. one will have- the slightest

trouble in getting reared almost any British

bird which is kept in a cage.

E. J. SoxnTnvO'iD.

Going Light and its Cure.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. Robson, I do not

claim the following treatment to be the “one
and only way” of combating “going light,”

and I may add “wheezing,” but since I

adopted my present system of feeding, those

two scourges of some bird rooms have left

mine severely alone. After various experi-

ments, the details of which I need not trouble

to relate, I feed as follows : I use a seed

mixture which is supposed to contain 15

varieties. But I should advise anyone who
adopts this treatment, to adhere to, at least

for a commencement, the seed they are in

the habit of ns.ing. Scraps of bread I

rebake and put through a coarse mill, and
to each quart of crumbs add two table

spoons of cod liver oil. Mix thoroughly
and store in a glass or earthenware vessel.

Take equal measures of seed and crumbs (as

prepared), mix well, and stand for 7 or 8

days if not required for immediate use.

Place sufficient of the mixture for one feed

in a clean vessel, add sufficient milk to just

cover the mixture
;

stand for 24 hours and
feed ad. lib. I give my birds (Canaries)

dry canary seed, but they eat very little of

it. Whether this food would suit “ tip-top
”

show birds I am not in a position to state.

However, where health and vivacity are
paramount I have no hesitation in recom-
mending it.

Stephen C. Rhodes.

Sir.

—

If Mr. G. Robson writes us we will

give him some information that will lead

to curing his birds when going light.

POWNALL & HAIGH.
Powerhouses, Huddersfield.

Bradford National Date Altered.

Details of the Classification.

Sir.—The Committee of the Bradford
National Charity Show have decided to stick

to Britain’s motto, “Business as Usual,” and
run their show, realising that the need at the

present time is even greater than in former
years. Seeing that all the proceeds of our

show go to alleviate the suffering of poor and
destitute children, and in some measure pro-

vide for their needs, we are hopeful that the
combined efforts of the many may benefit the
few. Manningham and Bradford West
Societies having relinquished their show, it

has been arranged to take their date, Nov.
21, and their judges, and have a one day
show this year. The revised classification is

as follows:—Open Yorks. 20 classes, in-

cluding two stock bird classes; 4 Yorkshire
Green, under the patronage of the Green
C.A. ; 4 open novice Yorks., 12 novice, con-

futed to members of the Yorkshire Union (10

Yorks and 2 Nor.); 5 British birds and

Hybrids
;
and 3 selling. Full prize-money to

be paid -10s., 6s., 4s., and 2s.—also a
splendid list of specials, including silver cup
for best Yorks, in show, and a special, value
£1 Is., for most points gained by an exhibitor
outside Yorkshire. Judges : Open Yorks, and
Yorks. Greens, Messrs. P. Mason and II. Sut-
cliffe; Mr. R. Halliday, open novice and
selling, and Mr. W. Mundell, Y.U., novice
and British and Hybrids. I hope that this

first class Yorkshire classification will meet
the wishes of exhibitors, and that the show
may greatly benefit this very worthy object.

Sam Midgley, Hon. Sec.
,

The Bright Future of Our
Hobby.

A Few Hints About Shows.
Sir, I heartily agree with your remarks

under this heading. There is yet plenty of
time for those socie ties that have had to can-
cel their open shows to hold a show confined
to their district. In order to keep the Fancy
going I would beg of all societies not to bold
a members’ show, but to throw competition
open to all living in the district, or within
a certain radius. Club cups, etc., could,
of course, ho confined to competition amongst
members. 1 am informed that Continental
Finches and German Canaries will be con-
spicuous by their absence this season. There
should, therefore, be a good demand for

Britishers and singing Canaries. An extra
stock class, with a 3d. or 6d. entry fee, and
no prize money, should be added to every
classification, to giye fanciers an opportunity"
of disposing of their birds to the best ad-
vantage. The hour for closing the shows on
the Iasi day should be an early one, especially
in London, on account of the early closing
or “lights out” order.

J. W. RamSDEN.

The Suggested Welsh National
Show.

Sir.— There must be some Welsh fanciers
left. They cannot all have gone lo the front. Let
us hope that the secretaries of various Welsh
societies have been communicating with Mr.
Thomas, of Cardiff, and that we shall hear
something from him on that point presently.
Meanwhile, let others voice their “pros ” and
“ cons ” through the medium of Cage Birds.
Personally, I am strongly in favour of a
Welsh National Show, and will_do all I can
to help it. W. F. Lloyd James.

Sir,

—

Having read Mr. Banks’ suggestion
re a Welsh National Cage Bird Show, I think
it a grand idea, and trust he will have the
necessary support. Though only a novice, I
will do my best to support him, as there is

no society here. I was astonished to read of

the losses which occur at cage bird shows,
and it will be up to Mr. Banks to alter it.

I should like to recommend to him Mr. Alf.
Hitehing’s suggestion, especially re a week-
end show, as it is a shift which is badly
needed. The railway company would run an
excursion for a football match, and by being
able to travel by excursion fare we should
all be able to do our little part by paying
the show a visit.

J. Williams.

The Scheme of the Carlisle
Fanciers.

Sir,—At the meeting of the Border City
(Carlisle) O.S., held at headquarters Oct. 6,

a fair number turned up, and the desira-
bility of holding a small show in place of open
one—cancelled- -was put before the meeting.
Last New Year’s day we held a local show
(confined to our own city and members), ant
had about 120 cages to place before the
judges. This was very satisfactory, and it

was proposed t'>at we do the same this
year. An amendment was proposed that we
make the show open to Cumberland and
Westmoreland. On discussion it seemed hard
that some good fanciers on the Borders who
have supported us in all our last five open
shows should be left out, so to the amend-
ment was added, “and a 30-mile radius of

Carlisle ” (This was carried. Therefore all

exhibitors in the two counties and those from
such places as Haltwhistle, Annan, Lang-
holm, Lockerbie and Ecclefechan will he able
to compete. The prize-money and entrance-
fee will be the same as last year, viz., 6s.,

3s., Is. 6d., for Is. entry;- members 9d.
entry. With the extension of the radius,
of course, the classification will be extended,
and- wo hope to receive the Border Fancy
C.'C.’s patronage. We decided to allot H
classes for Borders, ar.d Norwich have 6
classes. The Yorks, classes were left un-
decided until we hear from secretary if Cum-
berland and Westmoreland Yorks. C.C.
Hybrids 1 class, Brit. 5 classes, and For. 1

class. This should make a creditable little

show if fanciers will rally round. Jt will he
held in the Assembly Rooms at our head-
quarters. The judges were left over to the
next meeting. Members note that at Sep-
tember meeting the sub. was reduced to
2s. 6d., and is now overdue.

JonN Belt., Hon. Sec.

A New Fanciers’ Society for
Sacriston and District.

Sir,—A meeting was held Oct. 17 on the
Woodside Allotments, Sacriston, to form a
fanciers’ society of poultry, pigeons, rabbits,
and cage birds, with a radius for member-
ship of five miles

; subscription 2s. 6d. per
annum. Silver cups were given for best birds
in poultry and pigeon sections shown by a
member. Officials: Chairman, Mr. J.
Rodgers; treasurer, Mr. Wm. Wright, junr.

;

lion, sec., Mr. Wm. Dodd
;
and the committee

Messrs. A. Sutherland, J. W. Thurkettle,
Jos. Jacobs, Jonathan Kell, Wm. Wright,
senr., J. Cambell, and T. Liddle, with
power to add. A meeting will be bold on
Saturday, Oct. 31; time and place in next
week’s issue. As we have received two good
specials, we hope this will greatly help to
increase our membership. At our next meet-
ing we will fix a date for our annual show in

1915. I shall be glad to receive names and
addresses of fanciers desiring to become
members.

Wm. Dodd, Hon. Sec.
Mavins Buildings, Finden Hill,

Sacriston, Co. Durham.

The Dogged Determination of
the Glasgow and Dist. C.B.A.
Sin,—While so many societies have been

compelled to abandon their annual fixtures,

and others are endeavouring by various means
to carry out shows with a view to keeping,
up the interest of the Fancy, it will come
as a most pleasing surprise to the exhibiting
fraternity to learn that the Glasgow and
Dist. C.B.A. have, by sheer, dogged deter-
mination secured a suitable hall, and will

THE GREAT NATIONAL
CAGE BIRD SHOW

WILL BE HELD ON FEB. 5, 6, 8 & 9,1915

hold- their annual show on the usual dates,
i.e. the 20th and 21st Nov. The hall (the
Union Hall) is very suitable and situated
within a few minutes walk from all the prin-
cipal stations in the city. Few of the
champions have had an opportunity of meet-
ing this year yet, and this event will
(through the absence of the City Show) be
awaited with real interest. It is sincerely to
be hoped that such an indefatigable body of
fanciers as constitute the management "will
receive the unlimited support they have
striven so long and well to merit.

R, H. L.

Hamilton’s Show in Aid of the
War Funds.

Sir,—The fanciers of Hamilton and Dist-
rict, a-t a meeting held in the Town Hall on
Saturday last, decided to run an open show
for cage bird's on Saturday, the 12th ol De-
cember, the whole proceeds of which will be
handed over, one-half to the Belgian and the
other half to the local War Funds. A large
Committee representative of the various
Fancies lias been appointed, with Mr. Walter
S. Wilson, “ Glendyne,” South Park Road.
Hamilton, as secretary. Entry money fixed
at threepence per bird, and admission to show
is by subscription ticket, threepence each.,

which will entitle cadi holder to a chance of
winning a prize out of a gift class. Decided
to make a strong effort to secure prizes for
the gift classes and also for riie open classe«
if at, all possible, as in consider.!, Jon of the
object in view no money prizes will, of course,
ba given. Schedules of classification vith
judges’ names, etc., will appear in due course.
The Secretary is open to receive contributions
of any kind from all fanciers disposed to

assist in making this laudable object a real

success.

W. -S. "Wilson, hen. eec.

Binging Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must he fluid for at
advertisement rates

,
three words a flenny .

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge Street,

Oct. 17. 20 birds sang. 4 minutes' lime singing. 1,

Caddy ; 2, Melsoil
; 3, Morley.— S. Morley, Sec. •

LEEDS.
Quality Linnet singing contest, Albion Hotel

Saville Green, Oct,. 17. IC sang. 1, F. Johnson ; 2,
Wood 3, Ward, .rudges, Sissons and Lacy. Oct.
IS 22 sang. 1. F. Johnson; 2, P. Johnson; 3. Wood;
4. Singleton. Judges, Sissons and Uardcastle.- W.
Naylor. ]lon.*Moc.
Quality singing contests, Old 'Bird House, Skinner's

Arms, Buslingthorpc, 19 birds competed, j, Hullen;
2. 3. shared h.v Binns and Laycock. Judges, Messrs.
C. Clayton and J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.
Deeds Linnet, and Canary Club held quality sing-

ing matches, Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane. Leeds,
Oct. 17; 24 birds: l, Whit Laycock; 2. H. Playforth;
3, Hayes. .. Judges, J. Clark and Alf. Lorriman. Oct.
18, 23 birds: 1, Jim Chippimhitc ; 2. 11. Haves; 3,

n. Playforth. Judges. J. Clark and Tolls Bolomnn.
—Alf. Lorriman, 8cc.

October 24, 1014.

Club {Reports.
CRAGHEAD (Workman's Club).
Meeting m Club Rooms, Oct. 11, Mr. M. Archer

,
Oncers elected, Mr. J. H. Elliott, chair.;

Mr. Air. Dawson, «ec. Decided to hold our Annual
Snow m January. Judges nominated, Cage Birds,
Mr. J. Stanger, Mr. W. Heed, and Mr. J. Rise-
borough. -Alf. Dawson.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.
Members held another musical evening, Wed., Oct.

H, wiieii an enjoyable time was spent. Mr. H.
James, chair, thanked those who had assisted, and
mentioned that a members’ show would be held in
November, specials being offered in nearly alt the
classes arranged. The following members and
friends assisted towards the success of the even-
ing : Songs, Miss Mantel!, Miss Parsons, Messrs. H.
James, A. Soble, E. Loorncs, II. Burden; gramo-
phone selections, Mr. J. Pazel ; accompanist Miss
Mantel). W. H. Gibb, Hon. Sec.

SALE C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 14. Decided, owing to meeting room

being used for Army recruiting purposes on Wed-
nesday evenings, to hold our meetings on alternate
Tuesdays. Also schedule of last year to be repeated,
with exception of Nor. anil Yorks. Greens. Wo
should like to see more members attend meetings, a 9

it i» hardly lair for four or five of us who do at-
tend to have the placing of specials left to us to
decide. What few members attefld are determined
to do all iu their power to make this show a suc-
cess, and exhijitors can depend on receiving prize
money on Saturday of show.—H. Whitnev, Assist.
See. •

POPLAR C.B.S.
Meeting held Thursday evening, Oct. 15, to make

final arrangements for Annual Show, Nov. 7, and
to put tile finishing touches to washing exhibition
and competition, at Headquarters, Allhallows, E.
India Dock Hoad, Oct. 29, when Mr. J. Wyatt will
give his lecture and exhibition on "Washing Birds
for Exhibition,” after which a competition has been
arranged, open to novice members

; no entrance fee;
competitors to bring their own birds. Mr. Wyatt
has kindly promised a special for the winner. Roll
up and make this a success. Friends and fanciers
will be heartily welcomed.— F. H. Marhoff, Assist.
Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Meeting Marlboro’ Hotel, Oct. 14, with a very fair

gathering. Mr. Willmott chair. Resolved to ask
Mr. Wells to judge the Young Stock Show on Nov. -

7, birds to be staged not later than 3.30. The
silver cups of the society are for competition at
this show; rules and classification as per Young
Bird Shows. Arrangements are being made to
have a washing exhibition at next meeting, by Mr.
G. Russell. The idiairrnan hopes all members will
attend. Agreed to' have the usual members’ show
on Dec. 20, Mr. Roe to-be invited to judge. Specials
wilt be reserved for this show, and a record lot
will be given a« weft as many novelties to attract
entries.— J. Sheppard. B

LEITH O.S.
Meeting, Liberal Club. If pe Street. Oct. 10, l’res.

Mr. Lumsden, chair. Arrai . ments for the working
of the forthcoming show on Nov. 14 were made.
Agreed to advertise the- show in CAGE Birds of
Nov. 7. Members have been fairly successful in
the past breeding season, and everything points to
having a grand show, as the birds have moulted
well. A novel feature- at the show will be the
president's little girl dressed in a costume made
with Cage Birds’ plates, and collecting on behalf
of the War Relief Fund. It is hoped fanciers and
friends will turn out and support “ Good -Old
Leith,” ae tliej^ can depend on seeing something to
speak about. Judges: Scotch Fancy, Mr. J. Car-
son, Dalkeith ; Mr. J. M. Lennan, Edinburgh. Nor.,
Mr. J. Holmes, Edinburgh. Bord., Air. T. Arnott,
Kirkcaldy; Mr. J. Patterson, Chirnside. Brit., Mr.
M'Quiston, Ayr.—George W. Brown.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S.
Special general meeting, held October 7th, at

Crown Hotel, Hill Street, with a good attendance,
to decide whether the open show should be held.
Mr. Broadhurst chair. After a slight discussion,
the Chairman proposed that w:e hold an open
show and his proposition was carried practically
unanimously. The financial side of the question
was then gone into, and the Vice-chairman gave
an estimated cost, based cn last year’s figures. He
pointed out that he did not see how we could
make the show a success on the old lines this year,
owing to the war and consequent difficulty of dis-

posing of admission tickets, etc., but proposed that
we charge entry fees of Is. fid. for first, and Is.

each succeeding entry from each exhibitor, giving
prize-money on sliding scale of Is. each entry, the
odd sixpence to expenses; further to give not the
profits, if any, to the Prince of Wales’s Fund, hut
all the gate and /admission ticket moneys. In his

opinion we should be selling tickets- under false

pretences if we promised the profit money, because
we had yet to make one on an open show. Ho
gave the maximum loss on above plan to bo £10,
and said the society could stand the expense, and
would ruap a big reward for its enterprise, if only

as -an advertisement. The averages per class last

year were: Nor. 12}, Nov. 17}, Yorks. 13}, Nov.
17 }, Bord. 12 , Sell. 20, Mules 7, Brit. 12, For. SJ-. or

throughout the show (47 classes) 12}. so that fn

several classes exhibitors should gain more prize-

money for Is. entry than previously received for

Is. fid. The proposition was considered by many
members to he too tall, -and the vice-chairman
withdrew the "100 per cent, admission foes to

p.W. Fund.” to enable the question of sliding scale

to be voted upon, and the result was for the sliding

scale. The Vice-chairman then proposed the 100

per cent, admission fees again, hut an amendment '

was carried by a big majority to give SO per cent ,

to the P.W. Fund. The same classification ns

last year was decided upon, but making a £!•

limit for Crests and Cresthrcds. "fr. J. Robson to

judge, and Messrs. W. <’. Wells and A. Shlrlcj

show managers. The Roller members then viantci

a turn, and it was Carried that a separate opot

fhow he held Saturday, December Mill, with .-ovci

open classes. Next monthly meet ing, Nov. 4. at 8;

there will be a lot of business. J. II. Jones, Hon. Sec.

“LIVE BIRD ” LABELS
24 2d, 29 6d, 100 IQd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
Tail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM ” CAGE GIRDS," 164, FLEET
STREET. LONDON.
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LARKHALL C.B A.
Meeting Y.M. Balls. Oct. 17, President iu chair.

jp*iuul arrangements wcr© iuu<l© for show. Nomina-
tlon dosing dute for young bird cup wu« extended

till closing of entries for this your. Next meeting,

Oct. 28, Y.M. Halls. Entries will be taken from

7 p.m. Subscription sheets to bo iu tliht niglit.

A. Thomson. See.

CUMBERLAND AND WEST-
MORLAND Y.C.C.

Committee meeting, Coffee Tavern, Maryport,

Oct. 14, a good company present. Decided to

grant the patronage of the Union to Carlisle and
Whitehaven societies, on condition that they adhere

to the Union rules. Also carried that wo hold a

show at Maryport. on Dec. 26, and that the cup l>e

competed for at Maryport.- J. S, Head, Hon. Sec.

COLINTON & CURRIE PARISHES.
Meeting, Village Hall, Juniper Green, Vice-Pros.

(Mr. Michie) in chair. See. had somo samples of

medals for members to choose from for the Annual
Show, and a selection was made. Sec. intimated

that Mr. and Mrs. McPherson had kindly consented
to present the prizes at the annual show, ami a

number of special prizes were intimated at the

close of the meeting. Jas. Napier, Sec.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. S, Mr. Uavenliaml chair. Unani-

mously decided to hold our Annual Show as

arranged, on Nov. 21. Messrs. G. Drowning (Can-

aries) and 1’. Walsh (Hritisti) being elected to judge.

Result of Table Show: Yorks.: 1, 3, Blunt; 2, 4,

Eason. GK. : 1, 2, 3, Eason. BRIT. HAKDBILL:
1, he, Bearder; 2, 3, 4, vhc, Duce. SOFTBILL:
3, 2, 4, Darlow; 8, Buckley. NOV., NOR.: 1, 2,

3, 4, vhc, Jones. Mr. J. Perry judged.—E. Johnson,

Bee.

GLASGOW AND W. OF SCOTLAND
Special general meeting, Oct. 8, Nelson Temper-

ance Hotel, Mr. W. Wood (Vice-Pres.) in chair,

and a large attendance. The question of having

open classes inserted in schedule of Club Show,

Nov. 28, was considered. It was the unanimous
mind of meeting that open classes be added as

follows : Crests 2, 0. Bred 2, Nor. 6, Boro. 5,

Yorks. 9 (Yorks, classes under patronage of Y.C.C.

of Scotland), Mules 2, Brit. 5; with three money
prizes on sliding scale. Entry fee 1/-. Prize

cards free.—W. Hutchison, Sec.

LEYTON C.B.A.
Meeting, Orange Park Hall, Oct. 5, Mr. Bartlett

chair. A washing competition was held, and a
good muster turned up to this good old animal
event. Of the several members who competed each
seemed to use a different method, which, however,
proved very interesting, and gave rise to a good
deal of discussion. The birds having been allowed
to dry, Mr. G. East was pronounced the winner.
Mr. B. F. Forse acted as judge, and members
accorded him a vote of thanks. A number of
specials were given for our annual show.—A. W.
Farmer, Hon. Assist. Sec.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
General meeting, Oct. 5, headquarters, 21 members

present, Mr. Etheridge chair. The question of pur-
chasing cups this year was gone into, and it was
unanimously decided to purchase a challenge cup,
to be put up for the best unflighted bird of the
year (bred and exhibited by a member) and four
smaller cups: Best champion Canary, best novice
Canary, best British or Mule, and best Foreign.
Members regret very much that we are unable to
hold our Open Show, but it is impossible owing to
the fact that there is not a single hall available.

Mr. H. Norman will judge our Members’ Show,
and I know there will be some good birds on view.—
W. L. Page, Hon. Sec.

GATESHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting Oct. 14, Mr. Holden presided over a fair

attendance. Decided to cancel our Annual Open
Show and all arrangements made in connection with
it. A discussion arose whether we should run a
Members’ Show or have a one day show, and we
decided on the latter and to put on 44 classes, and
pay 14s. pej class for Is. fee. The show to be held
on Dee. 19. Sec. was instructed to write re judg-
ing same to Messrs. T. C. Cijawhall, J. Johnson,!'. B.

Tomlinson, G. Dobson, and J. Bertram. The final

arrangements were left over until a special meet-
ing, Oct. 27, when rules, etc., will be drawn up.

I now appeal to all members to rally around the
society and make this one of the best shows in

the annals of the “ Palace of the North.” Members
please note change of meeting night, and also that
subs, are now overdue.—W. Curry, Sec.

OPEN NORWICH PLAINHEAD C.C.
Meeting, Market Tavern, Bradford, Oct. 17. De-

cided to grant patronage to Manchester and North-
ern Counties O.S., and Huddersfield O.S., making
the patronage shows an follows : Manchester and
N.C.O.S., Oct. 31; Halifax O.S., Nov. 20, 21; Hud-
dersfield O.S., Dec. 12; Doncaster C.B.S., Jan. 9.

We have a few vacancies, where we can allot patron-

age ; if societies would like same please apply early.

Decided to give four specials in each section

:

Open and Amateur. If only the above shows were
held under the patronage; cups, bowls, etc., com-
petitions would have to be abandoned for this sea-

• son, but providing we could get a few more socie-

ties to accept our patronage we can have all com-
petitions as usual. Members please watch Cage
Birds for any alteration or additions.—F. Rhodes,

Hon. Sec.

NORTHERN CREST CLUB.
Meeting, Oct. 14, Lockhart’s Cafe, Newcastle.

Letter was read from Newcastle C.B.S., applying for

our patronage for its members’ show, Nov. 14. Alter

a discussion as to whether we should give our
patronage to members’ shows, if was decided to give

' three medals to keep the interest of the Crested

variety going, a- there is only one society having

an open show under our patronage. There will be
medals for best old bird, liest young, ami best

novice, open to ail members of the N.C.C., whether
members of Newcastle C.Ii.S. or not, so don't he

afraid to send your entries along. There are eight

classes. Should Gateshead C.B.S. not he holding an
open show, it was decided to hold our cup patrenage
in conjunction with Newcastle East End C.B.S., on
the same condition as the members’, open to all

members of the Northern. C.C. There are still a

few subs, to come, which I would like to receive.—
Geo. Dobson, Sec..

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., o’

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable’ agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1879.

CLAPHAM.
A Satisfactory Entry and an Excellent

’ Gate.

Claphaui C.B.S. held it* Seventh Annual Show,
Oct. 15. The first of the London shows this season,

naturally the result of the venture was awaited
with considerable Interest. Entries numbered
about 400, which considering that all birds hud to

ho delivered and fetched away by hand, must be
considered satisfactory. Some classes were poorly

supported, notably the Champion Nor. and Bord.

;

perhaps the majority of the bird* arc not yet lit.

There were some well filled classes of Yorks., both
in champions and novices. We thought Mr. H.
Neighbour's huff the pick of the novice section, it

woo very much admired. Mr. Gedgo staged a grand
marked yell. Norwich in the novice section, and
Mr. Leech sent a real good buff. British birds

came up well, and the majority of them looked ex-

ceedingly lit. The' foreign section was not large,

hut very attractive, ami especially interesting by

the presence of a nice team put down by Mr. Frost,

among which was a very perfect Jackson’s Whydah
and a Dumont's Grackle (.Mynah). The latter is

a first appearance on the show bench. Mr. Max-
well's exquisite pair of doubte-tollaied Sunbirds at-

tracted the attention of everyone. There was a
good gathering of London fanciers, who were as

keen as ever over the exhibits. The management
should do well over the venture, and we havo no
doubt other societies who have kept going will do
equally well. The show committee, consisted of the

following well-known fanciers: Messrs. Phillips,

Allen, Snook, Hathaway, Silverthorne, Vale, Yeo-
man. Warley, and Whittome, while Mr. T. J. Hose
acted as secretary in his usual efficient way, and
Mr. A. R. Coe made a splendid and hard-working

show manager. Mr. Robson judged Canaries, and
Mr. Silver the remainder.
NOR. CHAM1*., CL. OR TED. CK. (1): Craw

ford, fine bold buff. HEN (2) : 1, Crawford, bonny
bird, plenty of subs.; 2, Curtis, sweetly moulded,
wonderful qua!. VARIEG. (1): Crawford. UN-
FLIG (3) : 1, Crawford, stoutly built, neat head

;

2, 3, Curtis, very useful birds, typical and neat.

YORKS.. CL. TED. YELL. CK. (16) : 1, c, Bucking-

ham, nice style, cleanly cut, well up on leg, hot
col., beautifully furnished; 2, Clarke, shade stouter,

grand length, good pos. and qual.
; 3, Hull, fine

type, capital length of side, neat wing, wants a bit

more handling; vhc,. Mrs. Gill; he, Warley. BUFF
(15) : 1, he, Clarke, lovely qual. wing tkd., grand
length of wing, stiff tail, neat head, full size; 2,

Easterling, beautiful type, well up on leg, good
wings, nice qual.; 3, Hull, very smart, cl., slim,

and stylish; vhc WaTley; c, Smith. HEN (16): 1,

2, Buckingham, leader, lovely racy yell., very

stylish, capital pos., well up on leg, in full fettle;

2, Charming buff, grand type and qual.; 3, Fair-

man, typical, clean cut, tightly braced wings; vhc,

c, Easterling; lie, Clarke. VARIEG. (7): 1, Heath,
good length, nicely cut away, tightly braced wings,

neat head and tail; 2, Fairman, typical, nice pos.

and style, grand length, clean cut ; 3, Smith, lovely

type and style; vhc, Easterling; he, Clarke; c,

Buckingham. " UNFLIG. (19) : 1, Fairman, grand
length, beautifully cut away, rare qual. of feather;

2, 3, vhc,, Clarke, the leader, lovely yell., hardly

so long in the side,' but beautifully furnished; 2,

bonny buff, Tare type and style, capital pos., boxy

feather; he, Easterling; c, Buckingham. BORD.;
1, 2, Burton Bros., grand ptd. yell., and a cl.,

typical, sweetly moulded, fine cond. NOV., NOR.,
CL. OR TKD. CK. (12): 1, vhc. Leech, grand, bold

huff, good head ».Ed neck, extra full front, capital

qual.
; 2, Gedge, fine buff, shade bigger, cobby,

neat wings and tail; 3, Snook, capital yell., good

qual. and col.; he, Harris; c, Smith. HEN (4):

1, Offord, lovely qual. yell., nicely proportioned,

good, tightly braced wings, well across the perch;

2, Harris, bold buff, stoutly built, short flights and

tail; 3, Mrs. Askew, good type and style, beaten in

col. onlv; vhc, Leech. VARIEG. (8): 1, Qedge,

capital 3-ptd. yell, charming type; 2, Underhay,

lightly mkd. buff, plenty of feather, capital wings;

8, he, Leech, wing and eye mkd. yell., grand head,

hot col., good qual. ; vhc, Smith
;

c, Mrs. Askew.

UNFLIG. (16) : 1, Harris, capital yell., good type

and style, nice head and neck, good front, capital

wing and tail, hot col.; 2, vhc. Smith, yell., fine

subs., wee bit weak in head but good wings and

tail, rare qual ; 3, Taylor, neck tkd., yell., capital

qual.
;
he, Leech ; c, Mrs. Askew. YORKS., CL. OR

TKD. YELL. (14): 1, Neighbour, fine length of

wing, neat head, nicely cut away, grand stock bird

;

2, Johnson, fine length and style, good back and

wings, hardly so smooth in front as might be, but

still nice; 3, Whiting, wee bit on the small side,

but very typical ;
vhc, Bonniwell and Sou ;

he,

Bailey; c, Huggins. BUFF (14): 1, Neighbour, good

upstanding bird, nice length, in fine fettle ; 2, Miss

Philcox, typical, stands welL fine cond.; 3, Taylor,

nice one, ‘finely drawn, well staged; vhc, Bell;

he. Yeoman ; c, Bailey. HEN (7) : 1, Bailey, typical

veil nicely cut away, good wings and tail, fails a

bit in col., but still a real Yorks. ; 2, Phillips, fine

huff, nice type and style, tightly braced wings; 3,

Johnston, capital size, good pos., nice qua!.; vhc.

Neighbour; lie, Yeoman; c, Last. MKD. (10): 1,

Bell, grand size, good length of wing, bit slack in

feather and polish; 2, Mrs. Philcox, nice tkd., good

type, ne-at head, capital shoulders; 3, Walker, Yery

charming, varieg., real Yorks, type, if not much of

it, much admired ;
vhc, Huggins ; he, c, Taylor.

UNFLIG. (19): 1, Walker, lovely pos., capital

shoulders, shade rough in front, grand length of

wing - 2, Gilbert, grand mkd. yell., real topper, must

have pressed; neat head, and wings, cleanly cut

away to a goo<i tail, capital qual.; 3, Taylor, typical

buff, lovely qual., good head and wings, wee bit

open at back. BORD., CL. OR TKD. CK. (9) : 3,

2, 3, Hutchinson, charming trio, real Border type

neat heads, nicely modelled, lovely cond. ; vhc, Jop-

lin • he, Snook: c, Simmonds. HEN (2): 1, Sim-

monds. fine buff, full size, nicely rounded body,

neat wings; 2, Last, nice yell. MKD. (4): 1, Last,

lovely wing mkd. yell., neat type and style ; 2,

Kybert, var. buff, good head and wings ;
vhc. Pig-

gins ; he, Simmonds. UNFLIG. (14): 1, he, Snook,

grand buff, fine type, sweet head, sniart wings and

tail; 2, 3, Humphries, 2nd hardly so good in head

as winner, capital wings and tail and lovely qual.,

3rd very neat yell., shade small, capital type;

vhc, Joplin; e, Kybert. CREST OR C.-B. (13): 1,

S, vhc, lie, o, Slade, leader a grand var. Crest, fine

size and .subs., good centre and droop, well packed:

3rd var. Crest, hardly the size and formation of

winner, but still a good one; excellent frontal; 2,

Rhodes, * capital C.-B., rare size and qual., good

skull, nicely lashed and. filled. HYB. LIGHT (3)

:

1, 2, Lamb, lightly mkd. Goldf.-Can., rare qual.

and cond., 2nd var. C.reenie, nice size, rich col.,

shapely ; 3, Vale, lightly mkd. Goldf.-Can., capital

shape and size. DARK (12) : l, ‘4 vhc, Lamb, win-

ner well-known Con.-Bulllo, very shapely, rich

sound col., grand qual., 2nd dark Goldf.-Can., flno

size and »bnt>e, cleanly mkd., fine trim ; 3, Bucking-
ham, charming Redpoll-Can., wonderful size and
ohapo, grand rich oof., in capital feather; he, Vale;
c. Nicholls. BETWEEN TWO BRIT.: 1, 3, Lamb,
leader very flno Qrconf.-Chafllnch, grand slzo and
col., fin© cond., 3rd lovely Siakin-Goldf., real beauty,
richly mkd., flno col. and qual.; 2, vhc, Nicholls,
charming GoUlf.-Bullic, capltil size and shape,
nicely mkd., gruud col. ami qual.; he, Cooper; c,

Richmond. GOLDF. (10): 1, Maxwell, good size

and shape, cleanly-cut bib of excellent depth of
col., well tanned, good wings ; 2, Hathaway, hardly
so clean cut in bib, will improve; 3, Prior, we
liked equally as well, not over big, but all there
for qual. and cond.; vhc, Cooper; lie, Coe; c,

Brownlie. LINNET (8): 1, 2, Francis, the old
champion, etill looking fit, grand size and col.,

wealth of pencilling, lovely cond., 2nd very shapely,
good size, beaten in col. and marking, grand
feather; 3, Coe, similar, fails in pencilling, but ex-
cellent shape and size, good qual.; vhc, Vale; he,
Mra. Askew ; c. Cooper. SISKIN, &c. (19) : 1, 3,

Francis, winner a bonny Mealy, grand eizo and
shape, tightly packed, beautifully pencilled, in fino

trim, 3rd good Lesser, capital size, rich deep col.,

nicely mkd. throughout; 2, Sheppard, fine Siskin,

lovely shape, good size, nicely mkd. and laced, rich

col., good cap and bib; vhc, Prior; he, Vale; c,

Snook. CHAFFINCH & BRAMBLE (11): 1, Coe,
very fine Bramble, grand size and shape, good bold
front, fine col., capital wings, nicely epangled; 2,

Vale, lovely Chaffinch, good size and shape, rare
col. and qual. ; 3, Francis, good Chaffinch, nice
size and col.

; he, Mrs. Askew
; c. Prior. GREENF.

(7) : f, 2, Francis, winner lovely shape and col.,

nice qual. feather, 2nd wonderful Bize and shape,
grand full head, good wings, hardly so fit as win-
ner; 3, Maxwell, good shape and qual., hardly the
size; vhc, Prior; he, Coe; c. Hull. BULLF. (5):

1, Sapper, grand size, good shape, full neck and
front, sound col. for the season, in good order; 2,

Coe, hardly so bright in col., but capital shape
and size, will improve; 3, Mrs. Askew, lovely hen,
shapely, nice size, good depth of col., sound cond.

;

vhc,, Garrod
;

he, Pearce. HAWF. (13) : 1, Oliver,

grand size, nice full body, massive head, well-cut
bib, A1 qual.; 2, Maxwell, another beauty, hardly
so clean-cut in bib, rare size and col., good wings;
3, Francis. YELL. BUNT. (2): 1, Maxwell, good
size and shape, nicely spangled, good col. and
mark ngs; 2, Simmonds. BUNTING (2): 1, Fran-
cis, well-known Corn, fit, grand size and col., beau-
tifully mkd.; 2, Pearce, lovely Cirl. INSECTIV.
(8) : 1, vhc. Frost, charming little Goldcrest, in

wonderful feather, lively as a cricket; 2, Hatha-
way, grand Grey Wagtail, iu faultless condition,

shown to perfection; 3, Vale, very fine Blackcap,
good size,’ nice tone of col, broad cap, lovely cond. ;

he, Maxwell ; c, Hose. PARROT, ETC. (2) : 1, 2. Max-
well. pair of very fine Red-collared Lories, charming
exhibits, and a grand Hooded Parrakeet, beautiful
col., in the best of cond. BUDGERIGARS (2): 1,

Shipton, very fine pair, grand size, beautifully mkd.,
sound rich col.; 2, Cooper. AVADAVATS, &c. (7):

1, Shipton, lovely pair Cordon Bleus, grand size,

lovely tone of col. ; 2, Buckingham, good pair of

Green Avadavats, fine size and shape, good col. and
qual.; 3, Maxwell, good pair of Cordons, grand col.

and cond.; vhc, c. Cooper; he, Hathaway. WAX-
BILLS, &e. (5): 1, 2, vhc (2), Frost, lovely Painted
Finch, grand rich col., in fine fettle, 2nd Black-
headed Gouldian, capital size, richly mkd., lovely

qual. ; 3, Maxwell, very fine pair of Melbas, lovely

order. BUNTINGS, &c. (3) : 1, Frost, with a grand
Jackson’o " Whydah, wonderful condition, nicely

staged ; 2, Hathaway, fine bold Red-headed Finches, I

rare size and shape; 3, Cooper, very fine Masked
Weavers, deep rich, col., good size and shape, A1
qual. A.O.S. (3) : 1, 2, Maxwell, latter Red-collared
Sunbird, hardly at its best yet, winners Lesser
Double-banded, perfect condition

; 3, Frost, very

fine Dumont's Mynah, grand bold bird iu fine fettle.

NOTTINGHAM AND NOTTS O.S.
Annual Open Show, Oct. S, Grapes Inn, Notting-

ham. Mr. W. Vardy judged. YELL. NOR.: 1, Fox,
varieg., nice size, col. and qual. ; 2, Parlett, varieg.,

nice size; 3, Smith. BUFF: 1, Hulse, large cl., full

of col., nice qual.; 2, Fox, another good clear; 3,

Binks, nice and cobby, but not the size and col.

of winner; vhc, Smith. UNFLIG.: 1, Buxton, good

cl, buff, nice size and col., full of qual. ; 2, Parfitt,

large, nice qual., but longer in body
; .3, Hulse, looks

like a hen, will do well in her elase; vhc, Binks; he.

Smith. YELL., D.C. : 1, 2, Holmes, nice qual. of

crest, rather small. BUFF: 1, Bowers, good Gr.,

large, well-shaped crest, full of qual.
; 2, Goode, Gr.,

large crest, split at side; S, Wood; vhc, he, Rey-

nolds; c, Green. LIGHT: 1, 2, Reynolds, nice crests.

YELL. C.B. CK. : 1, Holmes. BUFF: 1, Bowers,

large Gr., good head, well up in feather ; 2, 3, Rey-

nolds, both good ; vhc, he, Goode. C.B. HEN : 1,

Reynolds, large, good head, plenty of good qual.

feather; 2, Barker, close up; 3, Wood; vhc. Holmes.
UNFLI. CREST: 1, Barker, good D.C., large and
good shape and qual. ; 2, 3, Goode, both nice young-

sters,; vhc, be. Bowers. A.O.V. CAN.: 1, 2, Beers,

good yell. YORKS., 1, mkd. Buff; 3, Hayter; vhc,

Smith. DARK CAN. MULE: 1, Hayter, Can.-Bullie,

in good form ; 2, Parlett, large yell. Gold.-Can. ; 3.

Haytor, Goldf.-Can.; vhc, Brown. A.O.V. MULE
OR HYB.: 1, Parlett, the noted Canary-Bullie White
Rose, in grand trim ; 2, Haytor, Linnet-Bullie, nice

size, good col. : 3. Parlett, varies Linnet-Mule, nice

size; vlic, Redpoll-Greenf. LINNET: 1, 2, Parlett,

winner, grand size, extra good mks. ; 2, nice size,

but not the finish of winner; 3, Cottingham, large

and good; vhc. Wood; he, Lockett; c, Curzon, grand

class. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1, 2, Cottingham,

Bullf., large and extra good col.; 2, Goklf., nice size,

good blaze; 3, Milne, Bullf., good col., rather small;

vhc. Brown. GREENF., ETC.: 1, 2, Cottingham,

both Bramble, large and good in col. and mks. ; 3,

Perrin, Bramble; vile, Smith. SISKIN, F,TC.: 1, Par-

let!, good Twite: 2, Haytor, nice Mealy Redpoll; 3,

Haytor, Siskin : vhc, Milne : lie, c, Cottingham. A.O.

BRIT. : 1, 3, Cottingham, Hawfinch, large, good col.,

very oteady ; 3, nice Corn Bunting ; 2, Milne, another

good Hawfinch; vhc, Milne, Whcatear; lie, Parlett;

c, Havtor.

WIBSEY C.B.S.
Show, Horse and Groom Inn, Oct. 10; Mr. W

Taylor, Halifax, judged. CL. OR TKD. YELL
Y’ORKS. : 1, 2, Chapman; 3, W. Crowther; 4, J

Crowther. BUFF: 1, Sutcliffe p 2, 4, Farrer ;
3

Chapman. GR. MKD. YELL.: 1, Hanson; 2, Sut

cliffe. BUFF: 1, Hanson; 2, J. Crowther; 3, Sut

cliffe- 4. Farrer. CINN. YELL. CK. : 1, Chapman
BUFF: 1, Chapman. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN: 1

Sutcliffe; 2, Hanson; 3, Battye. BUFF: 1, W
Crowther; 2, J. Crowther; 3, Battye; 4, Sutcliffe

BUFF HEN GR. 1, 2, Hanson; 3, Sutcliffe; 4, Crow

ther. CINN. MKD.: 1, Chapman; 2, Holroyd. FOUL
MKD.: 1 Chapman; 2, Holroyd. FOUL MKD.: 1,

W. Crowther; 2, Holroyd. (Please write- on one

side only of each sheet of paper used.— Ed.)

LAISTERDYKE B.F.A
Third members’ uliow, Oct. io. Railway HoteL

Mr. Moremeut judged, and gave every satisfaction.
CHAMP., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (H): 1, 4, Gledhllt;
2, Hwaine; 3, vhc, Padgett; he, Byrnes

; c, Parker.
BUFF (7): 1, sp, 2, Byrnes ; g, e, Duckworth- 4,
Swalno

;
vhc, Ormc; he, GledhilJ. MKD. (3): 1, 2,

Glcdhll) ; 8, Parker. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN
(7) : 1, 2, Ormc; 3, he, Byrnes; 4, vhc, Gledhill; c,
Bwalne. BUFF (8); 1, Kwairie; 2, vhc, Byrnes; 3, 4,
c, Ormc; he, Duckworth. MKD. HEN 61 ): 1 ,

Parker. NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (2): 1, Pow-
nall ; 2, Reeds and Lorigley. BUFF 67y : 1, up, c,
Pownall • 2, 3, he, Sykes; 4, vhc, Reeds ami Long-
ley. MKD. (5): 1, Reeds and Longlcy; 2, 3, 4,
Syke6; vhc, Pownall. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN
(1) : 1, Pownall. BUFF (7): 1, vhc, Pownall; 2, 3,

4, Reeds and Longlcy; he, c, Bykcs. MKD. HEN
(4) : 1, 8, 4, Reeds and Longley

; 2, Pownall.

HALIFAX O.S.
Members’ show, Plummet Line Hotel, Oct. 10. Mr.

E. Clegg (Dewsbury) judged and gave every satisfac-
tion. There was a good entry of 107 birds.
CHAMP. YORKS. CL. OK TKD. YELL. (8): 1,

Helliwell; 2, 3, Wilkinson; vhc, Lloyd; he, c, Town-
send. BUFF (11): 1, c, Burdekin Bros.; 2, Saville;

3, Helliwell; vhc, Lloyd; he, Wilkinson. MKD. (7):
1. Wilkinson; 2, lie, Saville; 3, Burdekin Bros.; vhc,
Townsend; c, Dunn. GREENS: 1, Pilling. NOV.
YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (16): 1, 2, Speak; 3,

Sharp; vhc, Gelder; he, Child; e, Hoiroyd. BUFF
(21): 1, Ellis; 2, Gelder; 3, Horsman; vhc, Whitharn

;

he. Speak; c, Sharp. MKD. (14); 1, Horsman; 2,

Corney; 3, Speak; vhc, Sharp; be, C, Smith. GREENS
(9) : 1, Woodhead ; 2, he, 8harp ; 3, Sladdin and
Baldwin; vhc, Briggs; c, Beruton. CHAMP. NOR.
YELL.: 1, Lord; 2, Armitage. BUFF: 1, Lord; 2,

Armitage; 3, Clegg. NOV.' YELL.: 1, 2, Corney.
BUFF : 1, Hartley Bros. ; 2, 3, Corney

;
vhc, Craven

;

he, Wild. MORE DARK THAN LIGHT: 1, Corney.
BRIT. FINCH: 1, 2, Macpherson. A.O. BRIT.: 1,

Helliwell; 2, Clegg, sp). most points Champ.: Wilkin-

son, 15 pto. ; 2, Helliwell, 12. N<?v. : Speak, 15; 2, a tie,

Corney and Sharp, 12 each.—Harry Clegg, Sec.

SKELMANTHORPE C.B.A.
Annual exhibition in connection with the Yorkshire

Union, Oct. 17, Working Men’s Club. The room ia

an ideiH one, being nicely heated and free from
draught. The exhibits numbered 274, a record for

Skclmanthorpe, and quality was quite up to the
standard of Union shows. The Pres., Mr. J. Helli-

well, was congratulated on winning the silver cup
for best unflighted bird, the winner being the Bris-

tol bowl and Bradford East rose bowl winner, there-

by doing the hat trick at the first three Yorke.
Union Shows. Mr. Fred Allen (Cleekheaton) judged
and gave satisfaction. The Sec., Mr. Hampshire,
assisted by Mr. P. Taylor, got through his duties
well, and wo understand that all prize-money was
paid in the room to winners present. The stewards,
led by Messrs. L. Jebson and Hirst, got through the
work in a most businesslike manner, all exhibits

being returned home in good time. The show was
visited by a great number of visitors, and gave
great satisfaction to the exhibitors present, and to

the society. The novice cup was won by W. Crow-
ther (Halifax).
CHAMP., CL. YELL. (6): 1, 2, Dykes; 3, Thomas;

4, Stobart; vhc. Ogden Bros.; he, Bennett. BUFF
(9) : 1, Mason; 2, A. Radley; 3, Dyson; 4, Thotnas;
vhc. Self; he. Hirst; c, Ogden Bros. TKD. YELL.
(8) : 1, Hirst: 2, -Ogden Bros.; 3, Casey; 4, Heilewell;

vhc, Bedforth; he, Hirst
;

c, Thomas. BUFF (9):

1, Dykes ; 2, Beaumont
;
3. Sheard

; 4, Arthur Radley ;

vhc, Taylor; he. Hail; c, Wadsworth. UNEVEN
MKD. (6): 1, Dykes; 2, Heilewell; 3, Mason; 4,

Ha ll
;

vhc Ogden Bros. ; he, Hardaker. YELL.
HEN (14): 1, Mason; 2, Hirst; 3, Taylor; 4, Towers;
vhc, Hardaker; lie, Hutchinson; c, Clegg. BUFF
(10) : 1, Hirst; 2, Ogden Bros.; 3, Clegg; 4, Dyson;
vhc, Priestley : he. Bedforth; c. Radley. UNFLI.
YELL. (13): 1, Heilewell; 2, Hirst; 3, Binns; 4,

Jebson; vhc, Atkinson and Firth; he, Bennett; c,

Hutchinson. BUFF (15): 1, Beaumont; 2. Dykes;

3, A. Radley; 4. vhc, Dyson; he. Taylor. HEN (10):

1, Clegg; 2, Hirst; 3, Self; 4. Hutchinson; vhc,

Clegg ; lie, Charlsworth ; c, Heilewell. CINN., TKD.
OR V'GD. YELL. (8) :_ 1, Thomas; 2, Towers; 3,

Casey; 4, Hudson; vhc, Towers; he, c, Morrison.

BUFF (6) : 1,. Atkinson and Firth
; 2, Hodgson ; 3,

Bedforth; 4, Morrison; vhc, Hudson; he, Hodgson.

YELL. HEN (6): 1, Morrison; 2, Towers; 3, Atkin-

son and Firth ; 4, Morris ; vhc, Thomas ; he, Priest-

ley. BUFF (7): 3, Morrison; 2, Towers; 3, Binns;

4 Meadowcroft; vhc, Casey; lie, Morrison; c, Atkin-

son and Firth. NOV., CL. YELL. (8): 1. Warbur-
ton ; 2, Fisher and Dyson ; 3, Boulton ; 4. Hird ; vhc,

Everett- he, Lodge; c, Marshall. BUFF (11): 1.

M. Radley; 2. Warburton ; 3, Shaw; 4, Fisher and

Dyson; viic, Ellis; he. Everett; c, Marshall Bros.

TKD. BUFF (7): 1. McLoughlin ; 2, P. Taylor; 3,

Iemay; 4, Everett; vhc. Hampshire and Hobson; he,

Bower; c, Shaw. UNEVEN MKD. (8): 1, 3, Studd;

2, Dibb ; 4 Allatt ; vhc. Sharp ;
he, Ellis ; c, Mc-

Loughlin. YELL. HEN (12): 1. Studd; 2. Radcliffe;

3, Hambyn : 4. Fisher
;
vhc, Lodge ;

he, Morley
;

e,

Sharpe. ' BUFF (17) : 1, 2, Fisher and Dyson ; 3,

Crowther; 4. Sharpe: vhc, Fisher; he. Sharpe; c,

Shaw. UNFLI. Y.ELL. (17): 1. McLoughlin ; 2,

Morley; 3, Crowther: 4, Roberts; vhc, Shaw; he,

Bolton- c. Lodge. BUFF (19): 1, Bower; 2 Dibb;

3. Everett; 4, Taylor; vhc. Bower; lie, Mosley; c,

Hampshire and Hobson. HEN (19): 1, F. Radley;

2 Fisher and Dyson; 3, Rhod-es Bros.; 4, T. fisher;

vhc, Hambyn; he, Dibb; c, Shaw. NOR. (6); 1,

2. Kaberry; 3, Thomas; 4, vlic, Corney; he. Ismay.

HEN (5) : 1, 2, Kaberrv ; 3. vhc, Corney ; 4, Thomas.

SELL.,. YORKS. CK. (16): 1. Morley; 2. Bennett; 3,

P. Taylor ; 4, Ma-son. HEN (9) : 1. Beaumont
;

-

Hodgson ; 3, Rhodes
\ 4, Wadsworth.-
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CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOILN.

KITCHEN TO OPEN AIR (G. Wheeler). It would
ho most unwise at this season to move your birds
bom tlu' kitchen, where they have been kepi hitherto,
into an outdoor uvlary, which, 1 tuke it, is not
heated in any way, and particularly whilst they are
moulting. It would bo ,waetleally certain to set up
an abnormal condition of moult, and, in all prob-
ability, many would become bronchially affected and
"wheezy." If you must move them you should
begin to harden them gradually by keeping as far
away from the lire and burning lights as possible,
but free from direct cold draughts, and then when
the moult is finished you might move them to a
room without a fire, which should also be free from
draughts und damp, and keep them there until a
spell of mild weather next April, when you could
safely transfer them to the outdoor aviary.
WAGGING TAIL (Villager).—Continue your present

feeding and management, with these slight variations.
Give the rape every second day only, and on the
alternate days give instead half a teaspoonful of
crushed stale sponge cake with four drops of sherry
and two of cod liyer oil emulsion well mixed in it,

and sprinkled with maw seed. Also give a spray
of watercress or some other green salad four times
a week. In the drinking water add five drops each
of oxymel of squills, Ipecacuanha wine, tincture of
lobelia, and sweet spirit of nitre every second day
for a fortnight, then stop it for a week, and begin
again and give it for another fortnight.
SWELLING ON HEAD (I. A.).—Paint the lump

sparingly with a small feather, such as a Canary’s
wing or tail feather, or a small camel-hair pencil
flipped in tincture of iodine four times, with an
interval of four days between each time. If this
does not cause absorption to take place, and the
substance appears soft and filled with pus or fluid
you may first bathe it quite clean in warm water,
and then carefully prick it with a clean, needle,
gently press out contents, and anoint the place
daily for a few days with Lanocyllin ointment.
DOES NOT CHIRP (M. Broomby).—The bird is not

at all likely to sing as long as it is moulting. If
it seems to have already made a complete change
of plumage you shouid first satisfy yourself that
it is not exposed to direct cold draughts, nor to
sudden and extremo variations of temperature ; and
do not allow it to hang near or over a burning
light in the evenings. Give a staple diet of a
mixture of three parts canary to one part summer
rape seed. Every second day give separately half
a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
niger, teazle, millet, and broken groats, and a
morsel of banana, and on the alternate days give
a similar quantity of crushed sponge cake with four
drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion
mixed in it and sprinkled with maw seed. Also
dissolve half a drachm of ammoniated citrate of
iron and quinine in an ounce of sherry, add a tea-
spoontul of glycerine, and g.ive 20 drops of this mix-
ture in the drinking water" every second day until
the feathers have quite ceased dropping,
NOT MOULTING (T. H. T.).—Move the birds to

a decidedly cooler room for a week or so, but be
sure they are in no direct cold draught, and are not
exposed to damp, and keep a light muslin cover over
the cages. In addition to the usual seed diet give
half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge slightly dusted
with flour of sulphur and sprinkled with maw seed
to each every second day, and on the alternate days
add to the drinking water as much chlorate of

potash as will cover a sixpence and give five drops
of syhip of saffron. This may set the moult going
freely in a short time, when you may remove the
birds to a rather more comfortable temperature,,
where the warmth is fairly equable; continue the
above treatment for a week or so longer; keep the
light covers over the cages until the moult is quite
finished, and all should be well in due season.
AGE AND YOUTH (Egg).—It is not difficult to

detect old birds from young ones when the disparity

Is of reasonable degree—say, for instance, birds four
or five years old or upwards from those between
one and two years—but it is not so easy for a
novice to tell yearlings from birds two years old.

In the young birds the scales of tire legs and feet
are very fine, thin, and smooth, and the daws thin,

short, and sharp—almost needle-pointed, so to speak.
as they get older the scales, at each successive
jnoult, become larger and1 coarser, and the claws
stouter, more blunt, and longer. In young birds

that have not been flighted the wing and tail

feathers ore also rather narrower in the web than
those of a fully mature bird, but it would require
some experience to detect this point with certainty.
As regards marking the birds for identification next
spring, you could either put on one leg of each
bird an open marking ring, numbered, which you
could remove again in spring; or put rings only on
the young stock (suitable rings are frequently adver-
tised in our columns) ; or snip a V-shaped notch In

the web of one or two feathers in the wings cr
tails of the young stock ; or make an impression with
indelible ink and a small rubber stamp, such as a
monogram or initials, across three or four flight

feathers partly spread open. Note that it is best
put any mark on more than one feather to pro-

vide against possible loss of a single marked feather
bv accident.

LOSS OF STYLE (Yorkshire Breeder, N.).—It is a
iii Belgian blood you want to .infuse into your
stock to give them that air of style and swagger in
which tluy seem to have become deficient. To do
this you must not go to the Belgian direct. What
you want is two, or more, according to the size of
your stock; t hough two wcuhl probably bo sufficient,
of second-cross Belgian-Yo-rks cocks, showing plenty
of Yorksliire characteristics, and with as much style
and nerve as possible. It will save a couple of
seasons’ work if you can buy theee blTds from a
reliable breeder instead of making the crosses your-
self. Mate these birds with two or four of the
moat typical hens from your own stock, being careful
to select close, boxy-feathered birds, with clean
breasts and thighs. In the following season' you
may introduce the progeny of these birds to the
rest of your stock, selecting them for the usual
Yorkshire characteristics, hut making concisions
where pos ible in favour of birds show ing good
progress in styh- and nerve, and gradually weeding
Ctut tie-iuedijr faulty flat-sided or drop-tailed birds.

You should begin to find a great improvement in
the second season, and toy an occasional dash of
Belgian tolood on similar lines should be able to
keep the stylo well up to concert pitch in the
future. The crosses advised wili be quite easy
to get in greens. (2; The only way to get York-
shires steady in the show cage is toy careful and
regular training, which should be commenced for
preference whilst they are in their nest feather.
Run them into the show cage for an hour or two
several times a week, and gradually aciuetorn thftm
to seeing you about und to having the cage handled.
ROUGH AT THIGH (M. €.).- It is a not uncom-

mon .fault in the Yorkshire and will certainly tell

against the bird in good competition, but whether
it would quite destroy its chances of success upon
the hIiow bench depends upon the other typical
qualities of the bird and the qxtent of the rough-
ness, as well as upon tlu- nature of the competition
pitted1 against it. It may be quite possible to
obliterate the fault more or less by skilful washing
und drying in preparing the bird for show. Or
you might improve it by well moistening the rough
tips with very warm water, applied with the tips
of the thumb and forefinger, and then brushing
them in the direction they should lie with a small
camel-hair brush until they are fairly dry. To
avoid perpetuating the fault, you should mate the
bird 1 next season with a moderate-sized hen, with
quite smooth and closely feathered hreatst and thighs,
and if she has a slight dash of cinnamon blood in
her veina so much the better.

BB.XTISE2 BIRDS,
MULES AID HYBRIDS.

Answered by II. NOItMAN.
GOLDFINCH DOING BADLY (Baldhcad).—It

would have been much better had you given mo
particulars of feeding and treatment, the time you
have had him, and his age, as these cases generally
arise from improper attention. I would advise you
to put him on the following diet:—Make a mixture
of 3 parts canary, 4 parts teazle, 2 parts hemp, 1

part of linseed, 4 Part summer rape, this will be
bis stock food which he should always have before
him. Then make another mixture of 3 parts niger
and I of maw. Give a teaspoonful three times a
week. Try to procure a packet of good wild seeds
and give a spoonful on alternate days. Many well-
known firms put up now some excellent collections
of wild seeds suitable for Finches, the bird may not
eat all the seeds, but he will doubtless find some
among them that he will greatly appreciate. At
this time of the year you should be feeding him
on fresh wild seeds, which you are still able to col-

lect in the open
;
the chief of these is the thistle,

and of these it is almost impossible to give the
Goldfinch too many, the only danger is that if you
feed him entirely upon them, he will refuse other
seeds when the supply runs out, but still you should
give him a fair quantity, there is nothing better for
him. Half a dozen good sound sunflower seeds
should be given three or four times a week, and oc-

casionally a little soaked teazle and rape. Before
you put him on this treatment give a dose of glauber
6alts, as much as will cover a sixpence, dissolved in

his drinking water; miss a couple of days, and re-

peat. Catch the bird and examine him carefully
for insects, smear just a little warm kerol ointment-
on the bare places night and morning for four or
ave days.
TROUBLE WITH HAWFINCH (English Lad.)—

You have evidently been unfortunate with your
Hawfinch during the moult, and allowed him to take
cold, and when this occurs at this period It is

generally more or less serious. First of all give

him the aperient advised to “Baldhead” for one
day only, then offer the following in two tablgspoon-
futs of water:—8 drops of glycerine and sweet spirits

of nitre, 10 drops of tolu, and 8 drops of ipecacuanha
wine. Be sure that all your seeds are free from
dust, and for a time it would be advisable to clean

them in a damp cloth. I notice you give no sun-
flower seed., which shouid be used rather freely

;
_in

fact, some well-known fanciers use it almost as a

staple food; anyway give him some every day. at

the same time offering canary, rape, linseed, a little

hemp, Indian corn, wheat, oats, and* a little buck-

wheat. He should also have beechmast, wild nuts
or cobs and walnuts. Not all at once, but a little

at a time. You can perhaps collect some wild ber-

ries, and fruit, including apple and pear, and a

spray of green feed is often appreciated. These
birds are fond of bathing, and should be allowed

to do so daily if the weather is suitable.

STOCKING AN AVIARY (Would-be Breeder).—
Your aviary appears to be very suitably arranged,

and if you" felt inclined you could keep as many
as 30 birds in it. I would advise you to have
some kind of shelter for them from the rough wind,

either by boarding up part of the front and side, or

by planting a hedge of evergreens outside, the com-

mon privet would do nicely, and as it is a fast

grower it would soon shelter the birds. I fear your

trees inside the aviary would be more or less dam-
aged by the birds unless you could tack up a length

of fish netting and let it hang down over them. (1)

A nice collection of cock birds would be all the

Finches and Buntings, from these you would get

plenty of song, and they would not be much trouble

to feed. (2) For breeding purpose you could turn

in some good hen Canaries in the spring, and the

following cock British:—2 Goldfinches, a Linnet,

Siskin Twite, and Redpoll. These, with a hen

Bullfinch and Greenfiuch, would give you a sporting
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chance of getting Hybrids. (8) With the above
birds you would get a fair amount of sorig in the
spring and early summer. Be careful to place your
woed vessels in such a position that mice cannot
reach them, this is sometimes rattier difficult as these
little vermin are so very active, but .if you can find
no other way, you bad better suspend them from
the roof with lengths of line wire.
MANAGING A MAGPIE (8. N. Taylor).—The Mag-

pie is not a particularly difficult bird to manage,
but if neglected none locks more bedraggled. The
cage for a Magpie cannot be too large; in fact, I

much prefer a small aviary, for in it toe can take a
fair amount of exercise and keep liis tail in good
condition. If you are obliged to keep him in a
cage it should not be leas than 3ft. long, 2ft. high,
and IJft. from back to front; with a cage this
size, one good stout perch In the centre is sufficient.

Eighteen inches off the end of a btxxtm handle
answers admirably. The cage should toe of box
pattern, with good stout wire front, the wires 1J in.

apart. Food and 1 water vessels should both be
placed outside. Hie food should consist of soaked
Melox, puppy biscuit, chicken meal, and' a fairly

good brand of insectile food. Each of these should
be given in turn. The chicken meal can toe mixed
with a spoonful of meat meal or fine crissel. He
can have scraps from the table, such as boiled vegc-
tables, pudding, rice, and lean meat; mutton and
rabbit are as good as any. If you can manage to
trap a few mice or sparrows, these will help to keep
him .in condition, and put a nice gloss on iiis plum-
age. Insects of all kinds are much appreciated,
especially mealworms and .beetles. With proper
care anti attention, the Magpie will live for years in

confinement, and is always a most interesting pet.

FORSimiV BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AUSTRALIAN GREY PARROT (A. N.).—Costive-
nes© lies at the root of most of the troubles of

Ilardbiils
; It should never be allowed to continue or

become serious, a mild laxative should be given at
once. In the present condition of your bird only
mild laxatives must be used, and nothing is better
than Dinneford’s Magnesia, one teaspoonful in the
drinking water daily till the bowels have been well
moved, then once a week shouid be sufficient. If

the bird will take it, supply a little milk ©op, made
from sponge cake, condensed milk and boiling water,
daily till the swelling disappears, and then gradually
wean it from same. When not giving the magnesia
put three drops of brandy or whisky in the drinking
water. If you have a vet. near, take the bird in

for him to see
;
he may help matters considerably

by putting a bandage round the bird. -If the sore
has not yet healed, the part should be well cleansed
with tepid water, and lightly anointed with a little

healing ointment.' It will be much better for you
to let a vet. see it, as it is most difficult to diagnose
such cases fully from a letter.

PARROT WHIMS (C. A. M.).—Parrots have strong
individualities, which must be studied in winning
their affections and overcoming their whims and

- fancie.9. They form strong attachments, likes, and
dislikes, and a disturbance of their surroundings,
such as a change of home, affects them for some
time, a change of owners even more so; of course,
varying more or less with individual birds, as I

know of an individual to which a temporary sojourn
elsewhere while its owners are holiday-making,
neither affect© its cheeriness or its loquacity, though
it is petted like a spoilt child. In your case you
will have to overcome its reticence in your presence
by continual and persistent petting and fondling,
but not carrying this to the extent of making it

angry ; at the least sign of resentment leave it to
itself for the time being. Keeping the domestic in

the room at intervals when you are present may
help ; also you must talk to it. using, especially,
such words as it is in the habit of speaking to
others, and also whistle cheerily to it, but yet in a
quiet, subdued eort of way, and in time it will prove
responsive. A little liberty out of its cage, when-
ever convenient, will also be a help, but neither
take it out by hand or put in, simply fasten up
door of cage and let egress and ingress be voluntary.
Whatever the bird considers a tit-bit, eupply with
your fingers, talking to it quietly the while

;
this is

another means to the one end, that the bird, with
the “familiarity that breeds contempt,” will abuse
you heartily and pour out its own praises to your
'Interest and amusement.
RED-COLLARED LORIKEETS (T. W. M.).—I am

convinced these birds will take milk sop and fruit

If you only keep them in the cage long enough

;

you can supply seed as well. Prepare the milk sop
so: Get a small glass dish about 14-inch diameter by
1-ineh deep (any small circular cage vessel will do),
put in it a piece of sponge cake enough to nearly
fill it, then pour over it, as much as it will absorb
and leave a little liquid round the sides, some miik
freshly prepared from condensed milk and boiling
water. While the bird continues weak add about a
quarter teaspoonful of cod liver oil emulsion and
stir in while the condensed milk and water is hot,
before it is poured over the sponge cake. When the
birds are in a normally healthy condition the C.L.O.E.
will not be required. Banana is the best fruit you
can give; occasionally you may give a piece of
sweet orange, also grapes when available. These are
hardv birds which I have kept out of doors all the
year round, but they must not be subjected to
draughts.
PAINT FOR AVIARY INTERIOR (F. Fry).—I

should adviee Hall’s Washable Distemper, and the
colour a pale whitish sea-green, for ail the parts
whiqh have a roof over it. For the parts exposed
to the weather use pale green “ Solignum,” or some
similar ©tain, and you will find the effect very pleas-

ing. Also the stain preserves the wood from insect
pests, and is harmless to the birds if allowed to
dry hard before putting in the birds. Both stain
and distemper can be put on easily with a large
brush—-in fact, a© easily as ordinary whitewash.
AILING BUDGERIGAR (H. H. Brown). -Isolate

this bird at once if you have not done so. and give-
it two drops of tasteless castor oil direct to the
beak from the end of a feather or quill toothpick,
and repeat the dose in three days. For a week give
it the following in lieu of drinking water: Milk two
parts, hot-water one part, brandy two drops, stir

together and supply to the bird. Follow this by put-
ting three drops of brandy to the ounce of water,
and then revert to the Chemical Food, say 10 drops
to the ounce of water. I much fear, however, it is

a weakling, and if it does not show signs of renewed
strength I should advise that it be painlessly de-
stroyed.*
VIOLET TANAGERS (J. nardbattle).- The Violet

Tanagers belong to the genua Euphonia, ami this
genus is very numerous und some of the species are
very similar in plumage especially the females and
Immature birds. Your No. 1 is a cock Violet Tana-
ger, 2 and 3 are hen Violets,

.
and No. 4 either a

young cock Violet or some near species; that is.

providing the -shape of the beaks of ail of them
are similar. As to dietary, milk sop. fruit, and, say,
two mealworms per aieia per bird will meet the caac.

CLUB A. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Annficld Plain C.B.S.—Oct. 24, Mr. Flanagan’s,
7.30. Important.—W. Thompson.

Bingley O.S.—Oct. 24, Assembly Rooms. Members’
show; judge, Mr. S. Denby. Birds staged 2.40.— U.
Shaw.
Bishop Auckland C.B.8.—Oct. 28. Y.M.C.A. Hall,

7.30. Members' Table Show.—It. Elliott.
Biaydon C.U.S.—Nov. 7, Co-op. Library, 7.30. Fix

judge for members' show and other important busi-
ness.—G. Havver.
Bradford City O.S.—Oct. 24, Firing Dutchman, 2.30.

Member©' Show; judge, Mr. \V. A. Cowgill.—W.
HelliWell.
Bradford National Show -Oct. 28, Market Tavern,

8. Arrangements for Annual Show.—S. Midglcy.
Chester C.B.S.- Oct. 27, Boot Inn, 8. Final ar-

rangements for Annual Sliow.—L. Cavanagh
Coventry Gcdiva C.B.S—Oct. 26, Plough Hotel,

Oueen Victoria Road, 8.30. Business important.

—

F. A. Green.
City and Suburban A.C.B.—Oct. 20, Church Insti-

tute, 60, Paddington Street, 8.15. Judging competi-
tion in Yorkshires; final judge, Mr. U. Davie.—V.
Wynn.
Glasgow Queen’s Park C.B.S Oct. 28, Marie

Stuart Halls, 8. Washing exhibition.—R, Heggie.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Oct. 27, Headquarters, 8. Irn-

pvtant business. Note change of meeting night.

—

VV Curry.
Gt. Harwood C.B.S.—Oct. 26, J. Barber’s, 33, Pop-

lar Avenue, 8. Members’ Show.—W. T. Mattineon.
Halifax C.B.S.—Oct. 20, Trafalgar Inn, King Cross,

Halifax, 8. General meeting ; open show business

;

specials will be given out.—A. Sutcliffe.
Halifax O.S—Oct. 24, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Special meeting before show schedule goes to print.
Members having any specials kindly let the secre-
tary have them.—H. Clegg.
Highgate, Hampstead C.B.S.—Oct. 26, Spencer

nail, 8.30. Washing demonstration by Mr. W.
Knight, and competition for members. Silver medals
in each section. Visitors heartily welcomed.—J.
Hyde.
Hebden Bridge C.B.F.A Oct. 27, Ye Old Brig

Cafe. 8. Schedules for show.—A. Roberts.
Huddersfield O.S.—Oet. 26, headquarters. 8. Open

show business.—A. Lawford.
Hyde C.B.S.—Oct. 26, St. George’s School, 8. An-

nual show and amalgamation business.—T. Allsop.
Leigh C.B.S.—Oct. 2S, Railway Hotel, 7.30. Wash-

ing exhibition by Messrs. Ordish and Taylor, and a
discussion on a joint show.—R. Charleson.

Llanelly C.B.S —Oct. 24, Greyhound Hotel, 8. Im-
portant business, also to prepare schedule for next
show.—D. John.
Middleton C.B.S.—Oct. 26, Old Boar's Head, 8.

Special meeting, show business, allotment of classes,
six highest birds win cup.—J. Hulton.
Midland Roller C.C,—Oct. 29, Seven Stars, 8.

Final show arrangements.—T. J. Smith.
National British Bird and M.C.—Oet. 29, Feathers,

Gt. Chapel Street, Westminster, 8. Show business.

—

J. P. Carr.
Newcastle East End C.B.S.—Oct. 28, Leighton’s

School, Heaton Road, 7.30. Important show busi-
ness.—J. W. Coutts.
Northern Norwich P.C Oct. 28, Shields Cafe Bigg

Market, 8. Meeting and table show. Any Colour
Cock, ditto Hen, old birds

;
three unflighted classes,

same classes novice. Judge, Mr. T. C. Crawhall.

—

F. W. Laidlow.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.S.—Oet. 29, Shields’

Cafe, Bigg Market, 7.30. Selection of judges. Subs,
overdue.—J. W. Reed.
Northern Yorks. C.C.—Oet. 28, Shields Cafe, Bigg

Market, 7.30. Arrangements for December Show.
Table show, five classes in each section. Judge, Mr.
A. Holden.—R. Tindale.
Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Oct. 23, Fleece Hotel,

StanniDgley, 8. Entries 8 to 10.30 for show,
Oct. 24. Judge, W. Mann. Birds staged 2.30.—II.

Raistriek.
Penicuik O.S.—Oet. 24, Cowan Institute, 7.30. Ar-

rangements for show.—J. Weir.
Richmond (Surrey) C.B.S,—Meeting arranged for

Oct. 20 postponed. Will postcard members date of
next meeting.—G, Birch. ,

Sale C.B.S,—Oct. 27, Excelsior Club, Tatton Road1

,

8. Passing of schedule for open show. Note change
of meeting night.—H. Whitney.

Sheffield O.S.—Oct. 27, Rose and Crown, 8. Busi-
ness important.—E. C. Job.
Southampton C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Waterloo Temperance

Hotel, 8.30. Final arrangements for show.—W. L.

Page.
Stanley (Empire) F.F. and C.B.S Oct. 25, Club

Room 6.30. Schedules and special prize list.—W.
Elliott.

Spen Valley C.B.S.—Oct. 24. Commercial note!.

Members’ Show; birds staged 3. Judge, C. Pickup,

Great Horton.—S. B. Grayshon.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A.—Oet. 27, Trinity

House, Shaw Heath, 8. Show business; important.—
W. Stafford.
Stratford and E. London F.S—Oct. 28, “ Eagle,’

Chobham Road. Young Stock Show; judge, Mr. B.

S. Force. Staged 7. Certificate for best Canary,
best A.O.V., special best in show. Entries Monday
to A. W a,aoy , 18, Buxton Road, Stratford, E.

Tong C.B.S.—Oct. 27, Hand and Shuttle Inn, 7.45.

Open show business.—w. Walker.
Wanstead F and F.S.—Oct. 26, Cambridge Park

Hall, Wanstead, 8. Annual show arrangements, also

distribution of prizes, etc., won at Y’oung Stock
Show.—H. S. Lofthouse.
Warrington C.B.S.—Oct. 29, Blue Bell Sale Room,

8. Table show of British.—G. M. Nelson.
Wigan Roller C.C.—Oet. 24, Queen’s Head, 7.30.

Club business and members’ contest.—P. Greenall.

Y’ou can supply also a little insectile mixture, hut
come individuals will not touch it, but 1 incline to

the opinion that those which do usually have longer

lives. Of course, a bird which has to be so fed

requires considerable attention to its cage, and good
pine sawdust is the best to cover cage tray with,

and, with a daily clean the cage should keep sweet.

The fruit must be fastened securely on a book,

and the birds must not be allowed to roll it about in

the sawdust. This specie© is often not a long-lived

one in captivity, and they should he kept in a room
where the temperature ranges about 60 degrees Fahr.

and is not too varia ble; .

'

GEMEilL.
Answered by THE F.DITOH.

F. Fry.—Your question is being replied lo by Mr.

Page; note the Foreign Bird query columns.

F. V. Stowe.—We regret tlmt we are tumble to

make the announcement desired. It would not bo

fair to our other advertisers to single any one out

for special recommendation.
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SELLING OFF.

Owing to gbnngo of occupation, which takes

up ail nay time, I am soiling oil ull my
birds, and "have some real beauties going cheap;

Yorkshire cock, very handsome mey rich yellow

bird, 10/-; Harts Mountain Schoolmaster, magnifi-

cent singer, £ 1 ; three 1914 Norwich cocks, colour

Jed large cobby birds, singing, 0/- each; two
Norwich hens, S, -cocili ; one 1914 Hartz Mountain

cock, 6 /-; Palace aviary, 2ft. wide, nearly new,

8/-„; or the lot for £3; approval: Holme, 26, Hill-

eidie-rd., Stroathain Hill. (1803)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- doz., 1/- each

lien Goldfinches, Mules; cash or deposit with 'Cage

Birds”: W. Rutherford, 333, High rd., Lcytonstone.
(1824)

FIRST ROUND EARLY SONGSTERS
Norwich, Yorkshires, Rollers, 6/6 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; ap-

proval: cages, 3d. : W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist,

Norwich.

H. VALENTINE
Winner of numerous prizes, Including 3 lsts and
specials, 3 2nds, 3 3rds, special for most points in

show, and special for best colour in show; read

Bedford show report
;
some grand show and stock

birds for sale from 7/6 to £2 10/-: 19, St. Mary’s,

Bedford. (1829)

Taylor’s Naturalists,

Limited
have splendid assortment of Yorkshire, Norwich, and
other birds. Send for our Illustrated Catalogue,

giving particulars of everything required in the
Fancy. We hold the largest and most up-to-date

stock. Only address : 3 and 7, Thornton-rd., Brad-

ford. Telephone, 5014.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WILL buy for cash, hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each

;

hen Canaries, 1J-: Helyar, 55, Patmoss-rd., North
Brixton, S.W. (1828)

PAIR Yorkshire, pair Norwich Hartz Roller, cock

Mule cock, males all siuging; sell cheap: 10, Wind-
sor-rd., Westclilf. (1821)

FEW genuine Sib. hens, bred lighfT Mules, 10/-

each; cocks, 7/6 each; matched pairs, 15/-: Row-
ley Elston, Crediton. (1824)

GOLDFINCH-Canary 1914 songsters and exhibition

from 7/6; muling hens from 2/6: Miss Thomas,
Fanlight, Richmond Park-rd., Bournemouth. (1814)

MULING Goldfinch, 3 Muling Linnets, 4 large sib.

hens, sib. cock; cheap; exchange gramophone and
records : Rookes, Cottons Buildings, Exeter. (1825)

GRAND lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, for show
or song ;

prices low, easy payments arranged
;

ap-

proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castie-Douglas. (1781)

FEW grand heavily variegated yellow Norwich

hens, specially bred for dark Mule breeding, 10/6

each: Ramsden, 11, Josephine-avenue, ISrixton.

SIB. Canaries, direct Sperrys, light muling strain

cocks, 7/6, hens 10/-; two house-moulted Goldfinches,

5 - each: Morris* 31, Alma-st., Trecynon, Aberdare,

Glam. (1823)

THREE young dark cock Goldfinch Mules, through

moult, Goldfinch song, 5/-; each used outdoors;

parents of above 6/-: Alfred Spicer, 392, Chesham,
Bucks.

,

(1S25>

WANTED, to -sell large Linnet Mule, 30/-; an-

other, not so large, 20/-; or would exchange for

Crests: Wright, 11, Manuering-rd., Sbawiands,

Glasgow. (182")

BARGAIN, variegated Goldfinch-Canary Mule, two
orange-coloured Yorkshire Canaries, 5/6 the three;

moulted ;
satisfaction or money returned : Tavener,

Sherford, Taunton. (1825)

FANCIERS and others: Muling stock, with cage

aviary containing Bramblefinch, Chaffinch, Goldfinch,

Linnet, 3 Canaries, complete, 2oj- : 62, Aston-Iane,

Birchfields, Birmingham. (1825)

LINNET and Goldfinch Mules, cocks in full song,

pure wild notes, 10/-, 12/6, 15/- each
;
grand lot of

hen Mules, 1/6, 3 for 4/-; see special muling list:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

YVHAT offers in cash for cock Goldie Mule, ail

white except wings, two dark tail feathers, little

marked on head, a beauty: approval, cash or

deposit : Lyons, Corbally, Limerick. (1825)

OWING to removal, must sell cock Greenfinch,

hen Bullfinch, have bred. 7.6: cock Chaffinch. Can-

ary reared, hen Greenfinch, 7/6 the two; exhibition

Goldfinch, muler, show cage, 8/6; yellow cock Sis-

kin, 3/6; Sib. hens, 7/6; sold great sacrifice: Groom,

Longnor, Shrewsbury. (1821)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is tlie

regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be

very useful; The Advertisement Manager,” "Cage

Birds,” 154. Fieet-st.. London, E.C.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
COCK Pennant Parrakeet, £2 : M. Lancaster, 7,

Victoria-terr., Walsall. (1825)

WANTED to purchase for prompt cash, all kinds

of Parrots: Harris, High-st., Y'iewslev. (1826)

BUDGERIGARS, finest outdoor, yellows 7/-, greens

6/C, also Zebras 8/-; Cutthroats. 4/6; Javas, 3,-; all

per pair: Tatcheil, Arcade, Bournemouth. (1829)

A very fine Rose-breasted Cockatoo and cage, very

tame and fussy, 15/- : 22, Archer-rd., Redditch. (1825).

AMAZON Parrot, good talker, splendid health and
plumage, accept 35/-: J. King, 46, Bourne-st., Liver-

pool. (1826)

TWO pair adult Cockatiels, good breeders, very
healthy, from outdoor aviary, 12/6 a pair: Clecberg,

Dumfries. (1819)

MAXIMILIANS Parrot (rare), talks, and clever

mimic, price £3: Mr. Emmett, 35, Albert-rd., Houns-
low, Middlesex. (1822)

ROSELLA, extra fine, 25/-; cock Eudgerigars 1/9;

cock Bengalese, 2/3: finest aviary bred birds: Hil-

laby, Middle-st., Driffield. (1827)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 4/- pair;
will sell for aviary only, and not to dealers : Har-
•ton, Miskiu-rd.. Dartford. — (1819)

NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices

and easy payments arranged; state wunts: McKeand,
Seabright, Castlo Douglas. (1781)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviaries, what offers for

pairs or 50, White Leghorns wanted in exchunge:

Bctterldgo, Ncw-st., Dudley. (1821)

COCK Grey Singing Finch, cage moulted, perfect,

full song, like; Blackcap's, accept 4/6: Grcenhalgh,

155, Whalley-rd., Accrington. (18UI)

MARVELLOUS talking African Grey Parrot, 4

years, probably best living, £7 10/-, worth £30 :

Hayes, 5, Canton-st., Liverpool. (1824)

PARROTS wanted, good talking African Grey, ac-

climatised, no rubbish or dealers, for prompt cash:

Jones, Crunbourne-st., Brighton. (1700)

PAIR Red-collared Lorrikcets, on canary seed;

Red-heated Gouldian, gem: Particulars, Muscott

Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod » Wells. (1829)

BUDGERIGARS from garden aviaries, Greens 2/-

each
;
exchange pairs for gramophone, yours first

:

Gay, Moor-st., Quinton, Birmingham. (1826)

PARROTS, talk, whistle, dance, turn sommersault,
don't swear; cash or fortnightly payments, cages if

required: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (1826)

GREEN BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 4/-

pair; selected breeding pairs, 5/-; yellow ditto, 7/-:

Rutter, Manchestcr-rd., Lostock Gralam, Cheshire.

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair;

yellows, 8/-; Foreign birds from clean aviaries, from
2/- pair; list free: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne. (1826/

WANTED hens, Mealy Rosella, Jendaya, Crimson
Finch, Redfaced Lovebird, and cocks, Dufresne’s Wax-
bill, and Halfmoon Parrakeet: Dr. Keays, East
Hoathly, Sussex.
BEAUTIFUL Green Indian Parrot, says What-ho,
Pretty Poll, Carlo, and several other words, whistles,

mimics, coughs, and salutes, Parrot and cage, sacri-

fice, 50/- : Spain, Mullingar. (1823)

AMAZON Parrot, 4 years, talks, dances, shakes
hands, comes out of cage, so steady, grand plumage,
acclimatised, hardy, large brass bell top cage, £3:
Wiikshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. ;tS27)

BEAUTIFUL African Grey Talking Parrot, ac-

climatised, companionable lady’s pet, ®acriflee^50/-,

honestly worth £5; must sell, reason explained:
Mrs. Jones, Harlech House, George-st., Aberystwyth.

(1622)

WINNERS, perfect, ready for immediate exhibition ;

cock Indian Shama, perfect songster, 70/- ;
cock

Ruddy Finch, 10/-; pair Nonettes, 12/6; pair Saffron

Finches, 12/6: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1828)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage ; weekly instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (1828)

FOR sale to clear, cock, Zebra, Cutthroat and
Saffron, pair grey Waxbills, 2 hen Golden-breasted
Waxbills, 1 Nun, 10/- the lot; 1 Orange-flanked
Parrot, very tame, 25/-: Wright, Westholme, Sandal,

Wakefield. (16^5)

AFRICAN Grey, 5 years, good talker, tame, £5
10s.; Blue-fronted Amazon, talking, 3i years, 45/-;

Indian Rook, good talker«3 years, 35/-; Australian
Grey, tame, talking, 15/6; Moustache Parrakeet,

10/6; all the above are in perfect health, plumage,
thoroughly acclimatised : Brown, 163, Snargate-st.,

Dover. (1823)

COCKATIELS, 12/6 pair; Green Budgerigars, 6/0

pair; Lavender-headed Lovebirds, 4/- pair; Javas,

Avadavats, Mannikins, Cutthroats, Spicebirds, and
Waxbills. all 3/6 pair; White-fronted Amazon,
talker, 50/-; good talking Grey Parrot, 100/-; lien

Ringnecked Parrakeet, 10/-: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1828)

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors; Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot

Cages: Cross, Otterspoo! House, The Direct Im-

porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. Tins trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the liints given in "Nutshell No. 14,” from
"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st„ London, E.C., post free

for 21d. From agents (see list frequently published).

OUTDOOR aviaries. Green Eudgerigars 5/- pair,

five pairs 22/0, yellows 7/6 ;
Cut-throats, on eggs,

4/-; Zebra Finches, breeding, 8/6 pair; Nuns, 3/6;

Green Singing Finches, full song, 4/- each; Whito
Javas, 9/-, Grey, do., 4/-; Yellow Buntings, 2/-;

Arlington cock, 2/6 ;
Pintail Whydah cocks, 3/-

;

Paradise, 3/-; cock Canaries, full song, 6/6 each
and 7/6, W'orth double : Sapsford, Teddington. (1826)

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modeifit half-crown,' Pekiu Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in "Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2sd. post free from "Cage
Birds-,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-

tette, which can he purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, thera are few more charming foreigner®.

They can be .successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the flints given by
Wesley T. rage, F.Z.S. , in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2jd.

post free from “Cage Birds,” .154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C, Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

PAIR Green singing Finches, 7/6; pair Zebra
Finches, S/6; odd ben, a/-; Madagascar Weaver, lull

colour, 10/- ; 4 Orange Bishops, 10/6 each
;
one cock

Saffron Finch, 7/6; one cock Siskin, 10.0; one Trans-
vaal Finch, 10/-

;
pair Orangeclieeks, 3/6 ;

pair Wax-
biils, 3/C; pair Green Budges, 6/6; pair Yellows, S/6;

pair Cockatiels, 1G. C
;
pair Green Comires, 12/6 ; pair

Nanday Comires, 40/-; pair Pope Cardinals, 15/-; Talk-

ing Slender-billed Cockatoo, 45/-; tame Lemon Crest,

35/-; Grenadier Weaver, 7.6: African Grey Parrot,

tame 'and talking, 50/-: G. Chapman, High-st.,

st„ Birmingham. (1828)

CHOICE specimens for exhibition or aviary: Rare
Jackson's Whydah, full colour, perfect, 1st Clapham,
£5; rare cock Painted Finch, 1st Clapham, £5; cock

I Peter's Spotsided Fire Finch, only one in England,
1 £5; Le Valliant's Barbet, unique specimen, £3 10/-;

also following pairs: Blue-streaked Lories, £7 10/-;

Yellow-backed Lories, £5; Peach-faced Lovebirds.

£6; Red-faced Lovebirds, £2 10/-; Black-cheeked
Lovebird, £2; Dumont’s Grackles, £0: Silver-cared

Mesias, £6; Himalayan Red-headed Bullfinches, first

imported, £6; Violet-eared Waxbills, £6; West In-

dian Banana Quits, £3; Black-cheeked Waxbills, £3:
Black-headed Ucutdians, 2nd Clapham, 50/-: Diamond
Sparrows, very fine, 50/-

;
Scaley-crOvlned Finches,

30/-; Blue-breasted Waxbills, 30/-; Masked Grass
Finches, 20/- ;

Emerald Spotted Doves, small, tame,
20/- ;

Red-headed Finches, 12/6 ; Red-crested Car-

linals, 12 6; Magpie Mannikins, 7/6 ;
Purple Simbirds,

60/-; African Whiteeyes, 40/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn-
avenue. Chiswick, London.

P1RR0IS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our

risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots In the Kingdom havo come from
theso aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,"

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES
MORECAMBS. 0742)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,

45/-; easy payments accepted. (1828)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS
Fine young Indian Green Parrots, tame alkl hardy,

right age to teach to talk, <1/6 each; tame talking

Australian Grey Parrot, 21/* ;
Amazon Parrot, £0 very

fine strong healthy birds, on hard seed and water,

in good health and plumage, young birds, 25/- ;
good

acclimatised talking bird-s, in grand condition,

whistles, mimics, talus, and laughs, 35/-, and 15/-

each ;
three months’ warranty: G. Chapman, High-

st., Birmingham. (1£28)

BE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London; telephone 5489

Wall; telegraphic address: Oiseaux, London. Jamai-

eian Troupial, 20/-; Jay, 5/-; Hawk, 21-

;

Siberian

Rose Finches, rare, 10/- each; some little rough plum-

age, 5/-; Eangnest, 15/-; tame Rock Mynah, 25/-;

Javas, '2/6 pair; White, 8/-J Mountain Buntings, from

Transvaal, 20/- pair; African Finch Larks, 20/- pair;

Russian cock Bullfinches, 7/6; Flycatcher, 3/0; Wild

Pigeons, 6/- pair; breeding adult Budgerigars, C /-

pair; yellows, 8/-; large Dalmatian Lizards, 3/6;

Turtle" Dove, 1,6; Guinea Pigs, 1/- each; Paradise

Fish, 2/- each ;
Minnow, Roach, Gudgeon, plants,

snails, rocks, etc. ;
insectivorous food, Cd. and 1 '6

lb. • Cuttlefish, Ad. lb. ;
Dormice, 2/6 pair ;

price lists.

(4794)

SPLENDID SPECIMENS
of the following aviary-bred birds for sale per pair,

or single birds would be sold : Cockatiels, 12/6 ;
Cac-

tus Conures, 20/-; all Greens, 15/-; Uoseiias, 30/ ;

Green Catdinals, 45/-; Cuban Finches, 20/-; Zebra

Finches, 7/6; Mexican Rose Finches, 20/-; also the

fo'towing Waders: Dunlins (2), Ruffs (7), Reeve (1),

Knots (3), Black-tailed Godwit (1), for which no rea-

sonable offer will be refused: Dr. Keays, Last

Haothly, Sussex.

WANTED I
Surplus Budgerigars, brilliant Parra-

keets, talking Parrots, or whole

Aviaries that must be disposed of.

CROSS,
OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL-

WANTED, cock Goldie Mule or Canary
,
exchange

coat and vest, ault working man: Palmer, 64,

Jfort hffatcK-st., Gt. Yarmouth. (1826)

WANTED, gramophone and record*; exchange 5
pair CuimruM, 2 breeding cages; approval: Wise,
Bootmaker, Keswick, Cumberland. (1823)

WANTED, Canaries, cock Goldfinches, and Mules;
cash or exchange; cages, any description : Martin,
Cage Manufacturer, Castlo Douglas. (1829)

WANTED, Yorkshires, Norwich and Crests, in ex-

change for boots: A. Thompson, Bootmaker, 197,

Bradford-rd., Frlzlnghall, Bradford. (1823)

WANTED, a good exhibition H.M. or F.M. Linnet;
will exchange field-glasses, or soil, 12/6: Greaves
arid Richards, 88, PJchard-et., Mardy. (1623)

WANTED, gramophone and records, Edison Gem
preferred, cheap; approval, deposit Editor: Miss A.

Morris, Cuildford-rd., Cbertsey, Surrey. (1824)

WANTED, catchers’ prices for Goldfinches, Lin-

nets, Bullfinches, etc.: Bendie and Davies, 7, ’] in-

man.s-row, Brynamman, Carm, South Wales. (1619)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets and all kinds of British

birds: Chris. Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton.
(1826)

WANTED, yellow Norwich hens for cash; ex-

change silver English lever watch, guaranteed; ap-

proval with pleasure: Atkinson, Market-place, Guis-

borough. (1828)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshires, hen Canaries;

will give 20/- dozen; I will buy any kind of live

stock : W. Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, Lon-

don, S.E. (1823)

WILL give pair lady’s opera glasses, new, in plush

bag, for two good pure-bred pullets or pair Canards;
approval both ways: Hallett, Sbrubiands, Smithy-

bridge, Lancs. (1829)

NOTICE.—Will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich
and Yorkshires, also wanted Crests, Border Fancy,

Mules
;

good prices given: McKeand, Seabright,

Castle Douglas. (1701)

WANTED, reliable dealers to take large or small

quantity of brown cock Linnets and other British

cheap: Thompson. Rxrse Cottage, Church Lane,

Winthorp, Skegness. 17823)

WANTED, one or two Glucke Roller cocks, school-

masters ;
cash of exchange Plainheads, Crests, or

Crestbreds to value; approval both ways: Jeffries,

Hartforth. Richmond, Yorks. (1824)

WANTED, any quantity hen Canaries, nil breeds,

for spot cash ;
or exchange selected Britishers for

show; state breed and lowest price; also wanted,

show cages in exchange for Britishers; strictly

honourable dealings guaranteed : W. Gore, Gaoelt-

st., Birmingham. (1S06)

VARIOUS BIRDS.
QUAIL, wanted, hen Californian; apply: 115,

Palmerston-st., Derby. ^ * U
1913 WHITE-LEGGED Goldfinch, Welsh cock, full

song, and Yorkshire lien, excellent, 6/6, best offer:

Jones, 72, Bethesda, Amlwch. „ .
OS21)

TWO Orested hen Canaries, 3/- each, 2 for o/G

;

2, hen Canaries, Linnet, Redpoll, cage, 5/6: Oral-

ston, 42, May-st., Basingstoke. (1S25)

FOR sale, 4 Norwich hens, 1 Mule hen, 1 Roller

hen, 1 Greenfinch and 1 Linnet, 13/- the lot:

Edgar Trestrail, Olaremont-rd., Redruth.

CLEARING out; 15 pairs of Yorkshires, also my
winning team of British, also Goldfinch, Linnet, and

Greenfinch Mules, show cage-s of all description,

travelling cases, and all utensils, cheap for cash, or

useful exchange; dealer® invited: Lockett, 74, Peel-

et., Dresden, Longton, Staffs. (1829)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful singing cock Linnets, no better obtainable,

1/- each, with new cage 2/6; a few for the bench,

2/-; these birds are large, with good colour and

markings Norwich type; real English Peartree cock

Goldfinches, 2/6 ;
some extra large, with good colour,

real topper for the bench, 3/6, 4/6 ;
Roller Canaries,

cocks, guaranteed singing, from 7/6; those requiring

high-class Norwich or Yorkshires, stock or show

birds, should send to me; same strain as my win-

nerr at all leading shows: W. Johnson, The Bird

Expert and Emporium, 55, George-st., Leeds. (1828)

THE GLASGOW BIRD SHOP
Canaries 21- to 10/6; Linnets, beauties, 1/-; Gold-

finches, 1/9, 2/6: Bullfinches, 3/-; Bishops, full

colour,’ show condition, 7/0; Whydahs, 7/6; Green

Budgerigars, Yellow Budgerigars, Chinese Buntings,

3/6° Madagascar Weavers in colour, 3/6; Rose

Cockatoos, Quakers, Doves, etc.: Mrs. Martin, 9-),

Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (1813)

WANTED.
1

WANTED, Canaries and Mules, all classes, Rood

price given: Poyrick, Eastfteld Cottage, Dewsbury.

WANTED, Singer's spool .sewing machine, or Eng-

lish concertina, will give harmonium with 7 stops:

27, Tatton-st., Salford. (1827)

WANTED a large quantity of Canaries for ex-

port, best prices given, ca.sh per return: Barnes,

Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. (1826)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, aiso British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

9i, CowcaddenrHSt., Glasgow.
WANTED, biriig, pigeons, monkeys. Parrots* poul-

try, rabbits, dogs, ferrets; purchase or exelwnge:

Barlow's Aviaries. Greenwich. (1828)

Wanted—Birds, Dogs, Poultry
Monkeys, Parrots, Canaries, purchased or exchanged,

will deposit with Cace Bmrss: Powers and Russell.

10, Granby Place, Bethnal Green, London. (1.94)

WAITED
any quantity cocks or pairs of Canaries, also Mules,

good prices, cash by return, *post : G. Chapman, Iligh-

st., Birmingham. (1828)

WAITED, ANY QUANTITY
of hen Canaries, Norwich, Yorkshires, and Borders,

and light hen Goldfinch Mules; will give 18/- to

21/- doz.; cash or deposit, "Cage Birds”: Powers
and Russell, 10, Granby-place, Bethna'l Green, Lon-

don. (1828)

WANTED”
cock Canaries, in song only, also hens, for export,

rarrots, monkeys, Jays, Magpies, squirrels, guinea

pigs. Goldfinches. Larks, white mice, fowls, ferrets,

etc , wanted for shop doing best trade in .Yorkshire;

state prices: Manager, Bird Stores, Wakefield.
(1824)

(sale or EXCHANGE^]

Mainly British.
{

FRED ALLEN will exchange high-class British for

any kind of Canaries: Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1830)

WHAT offers in Canaries, Mule®, for black pug dog
pup, £2: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd, Lon-

don. (1827)

THREE extra large cock Linnets singing, 1/6 each

;

big yellow Greenfinch, 1/-; exchange anything: G.

Frith, Crowle, Lines. (1S29)

PAIR Greypate®, 2/6: hen Bullie, 1/-; muling hen
Canary, 2/-; offers; all healthy: W. Conic, Newtown,
Raunds, Wellingboro’. (1829)

LEEDS Linnet and Canary Club contest Linnets,

sale or exchange.: Secretary, Lorriman, Plasterers’

Arms, Skinner-lane, Leeds. (1827)

vrwN Cockatiel, pair Java Sparrows; exchange cock

Goldfinches; two house-moulted cock Greenies, cock

Bullfinch; exchange Bantams; offers: Criddeford,

Lapford. (1823)

EXCHANGE H.M. Lesser and Mealy Redpoll®,

colour-fed, also 2 Twites for 2 Yorkshire or Norwich

hens, 1914 birds, must be large: Wm. Harper,

Glehnan, Fort William. (1819)

1,000 IRISH COCK GOLDFINCHES.

2/- each, 16/- per dozen, or exchange for Mules or

Rollers : P. Madden, Fethard, Co. Tipperary. (1S24)

Mainly Canaries.
EXCHANGE, pair green Yorkshires for gent's boots,

sevens, or musical instrument : Smith, 128, Blacknian-

lane, Leeds. (1S29)

BORDERS; exchange buff var. cock, 2 yellow

bens, for yellow ticked cock, winner: Rea, 1, Hill-'

x-d.
,
Arbroath. (1827)-

EXCHANGE good Norwich cock for Roller cock
or British, se)l 10/6: Parker, 252, Askern-rd., Bent-
ley, nr. Doncaster. (1826)

PAIR of Y’orkshire Canaries, good birds, 7/6, or
exchange poultry or anything useful: Walker, 11,

Bridge-lane, Ilkley. (1827)
EXCHANGE two cock Canaries, 5 hens, for Toy
Yorkshire dog; dog first: E. Teague, Church Ceme-
tery, Llanelly, Carm. (1826)

SIX pairs colour-fed Norwich; exchange anything
useful, sell 7/6 pair; offers: Miss A'Court, Cxown,
Hotel, Blandford, Dorset. ”821)
EXCHANGE Norwich cock, 1914 bred, for pair

boots, 9s? or offers good cycle lamp : Watson, Black-
house, Ashbyville, Doncaster. ,1825)

EXCHANGE or sell 12 good hens, mostly York-
shires, also few good pairs, dirt cheap; what offers-.'

Tillett. Meadvale, Redhill, Surrey. (1S22)

FOURTEEN Norwich and Norwich-Roller crossed
i

cocks, singing, 7/6 pair, 45/- lot; useful exchange:/
Woodhoase, Mitigate, Newark, Notts, (1824)
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EXCHANGE smart varlcg. Border cock Canary
for two young Yorkshire cocks; approval; J. Sharp,

Belmont. av-emic, Chapeltowu, Sheffield. (1824)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires, stock, show or

songsters, for Yorkshire show cages; C. Egerton,

102, Priory rd., ,St. Denys, Southampton. (182+)

EXCHANGE foir cocks, six hen Yorkshires, one
Bight, four breeding cages, for bicycle, or anything
acfui : Rowe, Brunswlck-rd., Shorchain by -Sea.

(1827)

SALE or exchange Yorkshire Canaries for good full

•1x6 blankets, curtains, or sell £3; 28 birds, nearly
half cooks: j. OITord, 5, Ashbourne grove, Hunslet,
lards. (1829)
EXHIBITION Held moulted Greenfinch, 2nd Bed-

ford, 3/(1 ;
house moulted Bramble, lie, G/- ;

ap-
proval, wanted, muling liens: Brewer, Saiidliurst-

place, Bedford. (1825)
LARGE colour-fed Norwich, own breeding; cocks

In song, S/6 to 7/6, pairs 7/6 to 12/6; exchange
anything useful; approval anywhere: 11. Batty, 25,

Pearl-.- 1„ Ktnrbcck, Harrogate. (1826)
NOTICE. Will givo good exchange in Yorkshire,
Norwich, ami Border show cages for Canaries or
Mules, Goldfinches, or Bullfinches, or Foreign birds:
McKcuiul, Cige Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
EXCHANGE two good Yorkshire cocks, 1913, yel-
low and buff, for good black or liver ami white
Spaniel dog or bitch, 12 months old, or sell 15/-
eaoh

;
mutual approval: Robert Elliott, Diamond-

terrace, Butterknowle, Co. Durham. (1822)

I Mai n7y~ Foreign.
J

TALKING Amazon Parrot, with cage, 42/*; ex-
change poultry : 85, lierwiek-st., Liverpool. ( 1824 )

CMiscellaneous.
|

HANDSOME full-grown shell ducks, 2/-; exchange
poultry offers: Alfred Jackson, Askam-in-Furness.

(1823)
TAMT.IVS 60-egg incubator; exchange Grey Parrot
or offer: Walker, Bootmaker, 53, Bingfleld-st., King’s
Cross. (1814)
EXCHANGE brand new boots, lady's, gent.’s, for
male dogs or puppies: Manager, Furniture Stores,
lotton. (1813)
LARGE, square cage and Grey-red Parrot, 25/-; ex-
change small Pom. dog: Mayes, 73, Ebcnezer-st.,
Langley Mill. (1823)
WHAT offers in bedding or household goods for 10
pair of Yorkshires and Norwich: Batten, Koseveau-
rd., Penzance. (1824)
EXCHANGE No. 3 bore gun for pair of Canaries,
or offers, yours first: Goodman, Edgar-rd., Yiews-
ley, Middlesex. (1826)
WANTED, a good motor-cycle lamp, -will give good
exchange in Norwich Plairiheads or Crests: Clyne,
Moray-st., Wick. (1821)
PAIR Dutch rabbits with 4 young; pair Bantams;
exchange birds, anything: Gilbert, 42, High-st.,
Wells, Somerset. (1827)
GOOD spotted Dalmatian bitch, sell 25/-, exchange

to 30/- Foreign: J. Stables, 12, South Market-st.,
Hetton, Durham. (1826)
EXCHANGE good set of boxing gloves for Brit-
ish birds or whippet, sell 7/6: Glithro Bros., Yax-
ley, Peterborough. (1826)
WANTED, in exchange for Canaries, violin or
Concertina ; stamp for reply : D. Bamber, No. 22,
Grove -st., Preston. (1827)
EXCHANGE clapnets, four yards long, for net

traps, offers anything useful: Davison, Crow’s Nest,
Haddenham, Bucks. (1823)
IN aviary since January, one cock, two ben

Chaffinches, one, Greenfinch : Steele, 23, Park-place,
Hulrne, Manchester. (1825)
ROLLER cock, hanging cage, greenheart fly rod;
exchange for breech-loading gun, or sell: Girle,
Longnor, Shrewsbury. (1821)
GIVE S-ibs and British, can win, and cash, good

overcoat, Burbery, other good make, 41in. chest:
19, Donald-st., Cardiff. (1825)NEW gramophone, Appollo make, 25/-, or ex-
change English concertina, or anything useful: Seale
27, Tatton-st., Salford. (1827)
EXCHANGE blue-white Collie dog, for centre fire

revolver or double breeders.—Bownes, Park-lane,
Richards Castle, Ludlow. (1823)
LARGE cage, 1 cock, 3 hens, Norwich, lot 12/-,
worth double ; exchange pullets : Mrs. Calcntt
Station-rd

;
,
Langley Mill. (1823)

EXCHANGE Bantams; 1 cock, 2 hens, for good
cock Goldie or cock Greypates : Rutherford, Kiln
Hill, Tweedmouth, Berwick. (1827)
YORKSHIRE Toy dog puppy, 10 weeks, 2S/-, or
exchange poultry, Canaries, or anything useful :

Smith. Lower Green, Tipton. (1825)
WILL clean and repair watches, clocks, return
them carriage paid in exchange for Canaries: Gar-
diner, 10, WithipolJ, Ipswich.
CYCLE tyre (wired), 26 x If, good make, toolbag,
panniers, levers, bell, celluloid pump; what offers:
Mills, 34, Sut ton,- rd. , Wallasey, (1822)WANTED, clap nets or birds, will exchange No.
1 Sa’oon Rifle, or gent’s silver watch : Taylor, 12,
Corporation-st., Merthyr Tydvil. (1826)

y Ab nil), Canaries or Mules, will exchange pair
of miJtary regulation field glasses and case : Tay-
lor, 12, Corporation-st., Merthyr. (1826)WANTED Canaries, exchange Dutch-marked and
Tortoise Cavies, lovely pens, or sell cheap: Honev-
man. Butcher, Barrow-in-Furness. (1824)EXCHANGE lady’s wristlet watch, also lady’s

f'ng, for cage birds: A. Hawkins, 5, Model
Cottages, Penyard, Merthyr Tydvil. (1826)EXCHANGE cycle, Dunlop tyres, Bowden brake,
complete, for young cocks, soli £2: F. Fry, Hope-
•4>un House, St. Werburghs, Bristol. *

(1821)WANTED cages or fine mesh netting, give 2 grand

B
airs, of turbits, value 10/- pair; mutual approval:
looring, Trewirgle Villa, Dunstable. (1824)EXCHANGE a Calmet’s Bible Dictionary with

lalustrations, for Goldie or cock Canary; approval:
“• Hamilton, Queen-st., Kilmarnock. (1826)WAM1.D, scrap brass, copper, block tin, in ex-
change for winning Yorks, or Norwich: Edwin North
Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1829)EIGHT pure bred Silver Campines, cockerels, 4s.
each, or 30s. the lot; exchange gun or cutlery:
Lucas, Laundry, Cruckton, Shrewsbury. (1824)
Ell. f.D glasses in sting case, 15/-, approval; ex-
change cock Mules, Canaries, Goldfinches, etc.:
Traveller, 25, Glendish-rd., Tottenham. (1828)SIX pood Greypates, cocks, sell 10/-; exchange
flolln pram or cycle cover anything: Shepherd,
46. High-st.. Old Fletton, Peterborough. (1826)THREE show homer cocks, rung, 18/-, exchange
Yorkshire, Border show cages, loin, records:
Brooker, 15, Frome-terrace, Dorchester. (1825 )
I) 'Z .. p uch-bar cage fronts, dor, n seed hoppers,
»nd 12 glass drinkers; exchange birds, anything:
Porter, 8, Devonshire-at., Worksop, Notts. (1824)FOUR 1914 May-hatched Posecombed Ancona pul-

|

•0“> fcadsons; exchange Canaries, anything, value
«/-: Brown, 3, Nora-st., Barrowford, Nelson, (1822) |

EXCHANGE double breeder and »ingle, 4 hen
Canaries, 1 cock Goldfinch, 1 cock Linnet, for
watch, anything useful: 36, Coombe-st., Bruton.
GOOD Canaries cheap, or exchange drapery, speci-

ally Flannel, Flannelette, Calico, Wincey, for under-
garments: Evans, 38, Easton-st., High Wycombe.
MEN'S splendid overcoats, equal to new, from 10/6
each; exchange for birds; state wants; stamp reply:
.lopson, 18, Elmswood-avenue, Moss-side, Manches-
ter.. (1823)
EXCHANGE good pair of football boots, size 7, cost

7/6, and good football, cost 9/6, both nearly new, for
iinltightcd Yorkshire hena; England, 7, Huisb, Yeo-
vil, (1824)
BEDUNGTON dog, 2J years, sell 10/-, or exchange

Holler eock Canary; 6 homing pigeons, sell 2/- pair,
or exchange Roller cock : Uy. Liddle, Cockfleld, Dur-
ham. (1823)
SELL or exchange 3 pairs of prize-bred Norwich,

C-F.B.L. rung, for gent's cycle, must be in good
condition: J. U. Welch, 13, Devonshircrd., Chorley,
Lancs. * (1823)
EXCHANGE good pedigree Irish hitch, proved in
whelp, 20/-, or would exchange Nor. or Borders:
William Ryles Kirk, No. 10, Sharleys-yard, Old
Kirkby. (1825)
HORNLESS gramophone and records, 35/-, cost £4

10/ ; lockstitch sewing machine, perfect worker,
30/-; exchange, offers: Fenn, 421, Portobello-rd.,
London. (1822)
HUGE Buff Orpington cockerel, exchange large

cock Greypates or large yellow unflighted Norwich
liens; approval; yours first: Kuaggs, Weetgate,
Guisbro’. (1828)
EXCHANGE new cage, make good flight, 36in.

long, 21in. high, llin. deep, value 10/-, for big)
yellow Norwich cock : Huxtable, Carrington-terracc,
Barnstaple. (1826)
BRASS phonograph horn, 30-inch, with stand, will

exchange for Roller Canary in song; approval, or
anything useful; what offers: T. Browne, 7, Park-
st., Cambefley. (1824)
WANTED, birds and cash; exchange J-plate No.

1 folding Ktito camera, as new, all accessories, 30/-,
cost double, approval : Rowsell, Horncliffe Lodge,
Berwick on-Tweed. (1827)
EXCHANGE for modern pram in good condition,

Columbia Regal Gramophone with mahogany horn,
25 records, new; sell £4 10/-: Wynne, Decorator,
Boothstown, Manchester. (1825)
BARGAINS, 5 cages, 5/-; flight cage, 7/6; or the

lot, 10/-
;

photo accessories and cameras cheap

;

harmonium, 30/-, or exchange for Canaries: Ellis,
42. Eastover, Bridgwater. (1821)
WANTED, a good violin, bow, and case, also

fretwork outfit; will give splendid value in Border
Fancy or Norwich Canaries: Young, 177, Wbarton-
terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1827)
WILL exchange gent.’s silver Hunter watch, quite
new, perfect timekeeper, accept £1, or exchange
pullets or Canaries; approval both ways: Haliett,
Shrublands, Smithbridge, Lancs. (1829)
EXCHANGE.—Am compelled' to clear all my stock

of high-class Rollers, Randall's strain; last season's
winners; cocks, 10/6; 'hens, 3/-; exchange sheets,
blankets, curtains, cigars, gent.'! cycle, 2 or g speed,
new condition : Morrison, 46, Charnley-rd., Black-
pool. (1811)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

. i
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

PURE half-cross Bull-Airedale pups, 9 weeks, large
heads on stout bone, make game protectors; parents
face stick; dogs, 8/-; bitch, 6/-; exchange Canaries:
Wilkshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham.
WILL exchange 13ft. fishing rod, reel, line, arti-

ficial minnow, cost 16/-, for up-to-date cycle gas
lamp, approval both ways, yours first, only a good
one accepted: Etherington, 226, Fletcher-rd., Pres-
ton- (1827)
BARGAIN, 12-bore central fire single barrelled

ejector gun, as new, cost £5, latest improvements,
sell £2, or exchange Canaries or Mules, or offers,
value 45/-; approval: Walters, 40, Greyhound-rd.,
Kensat Rise, London. ’

(1824)
WILL give good value in boots, shoes, clothing,

cutlery,, jewellery, cycle tyres, household goods,
etc., in exchange for birds, toy dogs, or other live-
stock ; stamp reply: Cooper’s Exchange Stores, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester. (1823)
GENT'S solid silver, new English lever watch,
capped, fully; jewellled, oorrect time-keeper, sell
30/-, cost 4 guineas

; exchange Canaries, Goldfinches
or Mules, on approval both ways: Rose, 162, Worn-
ington-rd.. North Kensington. (1826)
EXHIBITORS, pied cock Wagtail, extra good 2/6;
grand dark cock Linnet, good whites, 1/6; yellow
Wagtail cock, specially selected, 5/6; fine cock yel-
low Bunting, should win 2/-; offers lot or separate:
Vernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1829)
GRAMOPHONE, 18 Tecords, gent's silver lever

watch, pair hair clippers, new carriage whip, also
rabbits and Bantams, athletic, brown hand-bag-
sell cheap; exchange Parrot, Pom, Yorkshire: As-’
ton, 11, Park-lane, East Tipton. (1826)EXCHANGE household goods, winter boots, and
clothing watches, cycle tyres, and all kinds of
articles for livestock of any description

; deal only
with a reliable firm with honest reputation : Jop-
son s Exchange Stores, Juno-st., Newton Heath, Man-
Chester. (1827)
JOINER-MADE rack and a quantity of cages all

clean; good pedigreed chocolate Pom. bitch, no
white, due season; sell or exchange young cock Can-
aries, good white lead, turpentine methylated
spirits, or anything useful; stamp reply: Hopkins.
40, Walnut-st., Blackburn. (1824)ANGORA doe, ail white, in kindle for singing cock
Canary, or what offer, sale or exchange; Ring-necked
Parrake-et. 14/-, and new cage, cOst 6/6; and sale,
Rose-breasted Cockatoo and cage, 20/-, or what
offer: Mr, George Barmouth, Phillipson's-buildings,
Flint Hill, Dipton, Co. Durham.
EXCHANGE three cocks, Roller and Norwich
crossed, 5,6 each; one Crested cock and one Crest-
bred, 6/6 each ; one cock Goldfinch, twice house-
moulted, 5/6 : - one cock Linnet, twice house-moulted,
3 /fl_; 7-inch Yorkshires, from 7/6 up; automatic
knitting machine and fittings, in good order, £2
10/-; exchange watches, bed linen, or anything use-
ful : Moss, 45, Commercial-st., Langhenydd, near
Caerphilly, South Wales. Approval

;
yours first.

UNDERWOOD'S REAL ARMY BOOTS~
3/6, 4/-, 4/6; newly repaired, suitable for heavy
work, also champion box-calf hoots and shoes,
lady's 2/9, gent’s 3/6, hirl's 2/6, boy's 2/9, youth's
8/-, all sizes, carriage paid.

UNDERWOOD, 30. Yorlpst., Hulme, MANCHESTER.

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower’i bird weed*
and food*, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.
SHOPJvEEPERS, send for my wholesale price list of
packet bird seed*, cage fronts, cages, pottery, glass,
tinware, etc.: Enoch Tains, Church-st., Longton.(1826)

Aquarium.
4QUAIUUM8, ail about stocking aquariums with

plant*, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2Jd. post free,
from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents, a liet of whom is published frequently).

Cavies.
CHAMPIONS; 12 exceptionally longhaired eelf

cavies
;
cheap

; removal : K-., 296, King-st., Hammer-
smith. /1 826)
YOUNG smooth coated sow, in pig, also hoar,
ready for use, 1/3 each, 2/- the pair: Longbottom,
Wisbech. (1826)
CAVY-Keepcrs Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)," is now ready. Deals .ully
with the Mousing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agente,
or 2}d., post free, from Cagb Birds, 154, Fl<#t
Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
GREAT bargain; gent’s splendid cycle, free wheel,
rim brakes, perfect panning order, Dunlop tyres,
tubes, grand condition, accessories, only 22/6; ap-
proval

; inspection invited
;

accept easy payments

:

Parr, Middie-st., Notts. (1S24)

Cats.
J

LOVELY Persian Kittens, all colours, from 3/6

;

also adults: Pearson, Greenwich. (1817)

JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

.1 ———i ..

J

Ferrets.

TWO good bitch Ferrets, true workers, 5/6 each,
ara I have no further use for them : Wm. Roper,
109, South-st., Keighley. (1825)
45 SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers guaranteed,
4/6; 25 excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; 15
younger 3/-; 10 days’ approval : Wannop, Short-
st., Carlisle. - (1827)

Household --Furnltur«*
Utensils, etc.

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRL

BLANCHARD'S FILLS
They are unrivalled fer all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
V RnnarGoHo Pennrrnr.l T>il Y1 _ . i - _ i _

Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosing Jd. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

.
yjitciu torn, ui putt nett, same price, irom

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DA1ST0N LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs lor Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WTANTED young pedigree dog, also puppies cheap :

Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)
WHAT offers, cash or exchange, for extraordinary

sharp yard dog, fear nothing, 18 months old: Wilbee,
Marnhull. (1823)
SALE good black nigger curley Retriever bitch,

15/-, or exchange Yorkshire bitch: White, 20, Doug-
las-st., Newtown, Wigan. (1832)
TWO handsome Toy chocolate female Pomeranian
puppies, good pedigrees, 20/- each : C. Cannon, Sur-
biton House, Deeping, Lines. (1825)
TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch, 5/6; make demon guards:
Barlow Tobacconist, Greenwich. (1828)
WANTED, all kinds of pure bred dogs, also lit-

ters of pure and crossbred puppies for prompt
cash : Harris, High-st., Yiewsley. (1826)
FOUR handsome pure Whippet puppies, from
champion parents, make demon rabbit coursers

;

dogs 6/-, bitch 5/-, worth double: Parr, Middle-st.
Notts. a 824)
LOVELY Cocker Spaniel (bitch) puppy, eight
weeks, 10/6- Irish Terrier (dog), 4.) months, 7/6; or
exchange; Cooper's Emporium, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (1823)
LARGE cross-bred Airedale Irish puppies, 2 months,
make splendid companions and guards-

,
very strong

and healthy, dogs 10/6, bitches 5/6: Stephens, West
Drayton. (1823)
WHITE Bull hitch. IS months, show specimen, with

the highest pedigree, grand guard, used to outside
kennel, 30/-, or exchange pullets: Stephens, West
Drayton. (1823)
COLLIE pup, tricolour, champion pedigree, 4

months, make winder owing to war, must sell:

Miss Thomas, Fairlight, Richmond Park-rd.,
Bournemouth. (1825)

NOTICE.—Almost any variety, pure breed dogs and
puppies can ho had at low prices and easy pay-
ments taken; state wants: McKeand, Scabright,
Castle Douglas. (1791)
TWO very good Scotch Terrier hitches, one live

months old, 10/-. one, 16 months, 1st prize winner,
£1 ;

pedigree lost; or exchange, approval; Bert
Onions, Upper Itushall-st., Walsall. (1826)

LARGE massive Bull Airedale dog, 17 months,
straight, smart, game an tiger, water carry, quiet
when loose, tremendous bark, suit lonely place, 15/-

:

Wilkshaw, 8a, Uermit-st., Nottingham.

"PURE Nalf-eros* bulbAlrodal* papa, 0 week*,
large heads, on stout bone, make game protectors;
parents face stick; dogs, 8/-, bitch «/-; exchange
Canaries: Wilkshaw, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham.

(1820 )

DOG collars, beet bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plate* only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

:
chains, 1/-; worm powders, »d. ;

mange
cure, 7d. tin; post free: Young Netmaker, Crew-
kerno, Somerset. (1703)
POMERANIANS, 3 6able pnppiea, 7 months, small
and good, dark-shaded dog, 35/- ; wolf-shaded bitch,
25/-; very light bitch, 25/-, or £3 10/- lot; exchange
prismatic glasses, or good gramophone : Frost, 13,

Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick^ London.
EXQUISITE chocolate Toy Pomeranian, 11 weeks,

by C level y Imp ex the winning bitch Colley Cherry,
good in all points, 3 guineas

; lovely Pekingese
dog, 8 months, partlcolour, tremendous coat, good
points, GO/-: Miles, Aviaries, Chichester. (1828)
“ CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2-Jd., post free, from :

“ Cage Birds,"
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
SPLENDID tame bushy -tailed Dormice, 2/- pair:
Alfred Spicer, 392, Chesham, Bucks.
PAIR tame Japanese Mice and cage, I/-; Dormice

2/6 pair; Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (1826)

Pigeons.
niGH flying performing rolling tumblers, 2/6 pair:

Brain, 288, Liehfleld rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1798)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, No«. 7 and 8,
which deal with these bird* in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to 6ucces*. No, 7,
"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 2Jd. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
CHAMPION Angora Rabbits, exceptional coate,

varying ages, 8 cheap, or separately
; removal: K.,

296, King-st., Hammersmith. (I826J

“Profitable Pet Rabbits,’’ Nutshell booklet No 3d,
just out. An up-to date booklet, treating fully om
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Disease*,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutstae*
agents, or 2}d., post free, from Cags Bird*, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavieaw
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pet*.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Pricw
1 /-, post free 1/1}, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., Tondon. E.C.

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishing ia

River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest
in fishing should not mis* this highly-inetructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunt*, and how to
catch them; the angler's outfit, ground bait*, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Prloo

2d. from any of our Nutehell agents, or 2id- post
Iree from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-et., London, E.C.

Various.
TWO cages, 2/-; named rose tree, three hyacinth*,

six each tulips, narcissus, geraniums, 1/8: Hubbard
North Kilworth, Rugby. (182t)

ROLLERS, Rollers, Yorks, cock 4/6, hen 1/8, good
birds; Goldfinch and its three Mules, 12/6: Sfcaoi-

land, Collingham, Newark. (1825)

PHEASANTS for sale: Pair of Swinhoe’s, 30/-; pair

of Silver’s, 20/-; Amherst cock, 10/-; two Golden
Pheasants, 20/-: Lewis, Corstophine, Ryde, I. of W.

(1804)

BOOT ^repairs ;
clearance sale waterproof soleing

cement, sufficient to sole three pairs gents' boots.

8d. post free: Morrisons, 24, Wyatt-rd., Highbury,
N. (1825)

WANTED, Mole, Rabbit and other skina, feathers,

hair, metals, rubber, wool, and all waste coeds,

etc.; lists free: Write Atlas Co., Umfreville-rd.,

Uarringay. (1824)

MORRIS Dancers' salve absolutely cure* corns,

warts, seggs, bunions, or money returned: no cit-

ting, 7jd., l/ljd., agents wanted: 138, Marlhoro’-

st., E., nightown, Manchester. (1799)

GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4; all post

free: Young, Netmaker, Crcwkcrne, Somerset.

GRAMOPHONE; ao-gumea handsome, hornless,

inlaid Sheraton cabinet, height 4ft., record cup-

board, completely enclosed, on wheels; purchased

April; with records. £5 10'-; approval willingly:

3, Auhert Park, Highbury, London. (1802)

LOOK, for one shilling deposit we will send one
White Leghorn cockerel, also three White Leg-

horn pullets, laying now; the balance of 26/- can

be paid up by "weekly payments of 1/- per week

:

Lambeth Aviaries, 22, Lambcth-rd., London. (1825)

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rods, tackle, at manufacturers’ prices; whole-

sale catalogue, one stamp; extraordinary bargains,

saves pounds: Midland Rod Company, 103, Erding-

ton, Birmingham. (650)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F CARL. 154, Fleet

Street, by J. G. HAMMOND AND Co., Lrn., Float

Lime, London, E.C.
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OUR CANARIES FOR MR HOSPITALS SCHEME : H? 1
THERE IS STILL TIME FOR YOU TO PARTICIPATE.

,SSUE '*•

GREAT SUCCESS OF

READ +
THIS

ISSUE.

Telegrams—

A

viculture, London.

Telephone—Holborn 5229.

Registered at the G.P.O.

Vol XXVI. No. 668 For week ending October 31st, 1914. Trice Id.

Subscription Rate

:

C/0 per annum
post free.

Foreign

—

91 - per annum,

THE LONG AND SLENDER YORKSHIRE CANARY.
CLEAR YELLOW 2nd prize (Novice) at Leyton

Show for Mr. E. T. Bush, of Tottenham.

TICKED BUFF : 1st prize at Guildford Show for Mr,

F. Prior, of Guildford.

F. CARL, Fublisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT OH ARGES,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even if sent in

different names, are reckoned together, and, after
tile first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will be charged at lees than
the minimum prico, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders mtiot be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.
Advertisements close Tuesdays ilrst post in eaeli

week, and should lie sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
ihe advertiser.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the tact that they are
thoroughly heal, by.

|
APPLIANCES

BARGAIN, a number of Norwich show cages, as
new, 1/- each to clear: George Baxter, Bighfield,
Fochabers, N.B. (1S21)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
\ton-by-Sea, Sussex.
LAltli net, 12 yards long, 10ft. deep, cost 12/-,
only used twice, a bargain, a/-: Dickinson, 8, Barnet-
terrace, Armley, Leeds. (1831)
NOTIC'D.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1.3 each, six for 6/6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
FIRST quality planed Canary whitewood, for cage-
making, Sins, wide, Id. foot, sample Id. : John
Marsh, Church-st., Westhoughton. (1821)
GRAND steady cock Linnets, on song, with the
best Linnet cage on the market, 2/- complete:
Steele, 23, Lord-st., Hulme, Manchester.
A two-compartment aviary, 9/-, enamelled breeder
and two young Roller hens, 6/-, or useful exchange :

Plumridge, 169, Gladstone-aven., Wood Green. (1840)

CAGES of various kinds for disposal, also quantity
at white nest pans and white eggs pots, going
cheap: E. Slade, 61, Lavender Hill, Battersea,

(1843)
GIVING up, one double breeder, 4/6; 4 nursery
cages, Cd. each

;
7 small open cages, 8x6, 4d. each

;

I stock cages, 1/6 each: H. Dawson, 56, Walcott-
st., Hull. (1834)
CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border
and British, all 3,4 each, six 7/6, club drinkers, 9d.
doz.: illustrated iist, stamp: ltoss, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. (1827)
BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges, Sin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOiu 2/9, per 25ft.; Sin. 3/10,
9in. 4/0, lOin. 5/-, per 50ft. ; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38, 2/-

per sheet: Orford, 105, Cromwell-rd., Patricroft.
SALE, 1 pair bird nets, 14ft. long, by 4ft. deep,
with everything complete; 4 Norwich show cages,
with cases, nets and cages, only been used once,
the lot 10/- cash; A. F. Morrison, Herston House,
Swanage. (1834)
NOTICE.—Grand Crystal Palace shaped, three-
compartment, drawing-room aviary, 3ft. long, 3ft.

high, fitted with sand bottoms, perches, 2 wire mov-
able partitions, etc., 10/6, worth 40/- ; approval

:

McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

NEST pans, 1/4 per doz.; wire hangers to fit

same, 6d. doz.
;
moss and hair nest bags, 6d. doz.

;

sliding glass-fronted seed boxes, 3in. 2/- doz., Jin

.

2/6 doz.; quantity mealworms cheap; Holmes Bros.,

19, Henrietta-st., Blackburn. Late Hayes Wensley-
st., Blackburn. (1837)

EVERY BiRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and. birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from onr agents (list published frequently),
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.; Scotch Fancy show
eages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,
2/6; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3,6, 3 cages 4/6,
4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion; state requirements; Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked: 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 by 12, 3jd.

;

16 by 12, 4d. ; 18 by 12, 4Jd.; 20 by 12, 5d. ; 24 by 14,

Cd. ;
other sizes equally cheap; seed boxes, lid.

each ;
baths, 6d. and 7d.

;
cages, etc. ; trade supplied

;

satisfaction guaranteed: Bunner and Sons, Cage-

makers, 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the boiia-1'ule.i of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit bystem should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE. The intending purchaser should
.send to this allice the amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time lie

sho'.ld communicate with the seller, stating what it

is lie required sent on approval. We acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to both parties, in all cases
I lie depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor,-and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2. -END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we bear from both parties that
the transaction lias been completed. If a sale lias

been eifeeted, we hand flic amount deposited to t lie

seller, li a sale lias not been effected; we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must lie

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
hold tlie deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.
for eaeli £1, or fraction of LI, and it must be seut
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT I’OINTS.-The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
ttic goods whether lie will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of tlie fact that lie lias returned tile goods. If

tlie goods are not returned within tlie said forty-
eight hours, we reserve tlie right to send the deposit
to the seller after tlie expiration of that period.
And should tlie seller fail within three days to notify
us of tlie receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

A 6-COMPARTMENT CAGE FOR 10/6
Nine-compartment, 14/-; all loose fronts ,and slides;
no better made; illustrated catalogue of 124 sizes
free: Pass, Hueknall, Notts. (1833)

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all
varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-
trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
nall, Notts. (1824)

AVIARY FOU^JTAI^S
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest
manufacturer

;
bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances

;

special illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffs.

12 BY 12 OR IO CAGE FRONTS
3/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, 6/-;
non-splash baths and frames, 5/6 doz. ; birdlime, 2d.
boxes, 1/4 doz. ; Cd. 4/- doz. ; seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-
doz.

; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,
box cages, 18/- ; wholesale price list post free

:

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King-st,, Longton. (1S11)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
Ail made by practical workmen, with best unrust-
able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/6 dozen; 14
by 12, 3jd., 3/- doz.; 16, by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz.; 18 by
12, 4Jd., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12
or 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;
for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans',
linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every
description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free; J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1829)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,
fish globes and aquariums

;
catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
llook-st., Liverpool.

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards. Sin. 2/4, 9in. 2/8, lOin.

3/-, 25ft.; 8in. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.;

cheaper quality, Sin. 3/8, 9in 4/-, lOin. 4/8, 501't.

;

cage sets, 18in. by 16in, by lOin 2/2, 36in. by
I6in. by lOin. 4/3; oval perching, 1/3 50ft; stamp
for list all appliances: Stanton, Boothfield,- Win-
ton, Patricroft. (1816)

CLUB SHOW CAGES
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club

show cages, all 2/- each; Border, Belgian, Bow-
crest, Lancashire, and Lizard Club show cages, all

2/6 each; British bird show cages, flat or bow
fronts, strictly - club patterns, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9, 3/-
each

;
show cages, to suit any particular specimen

;

state what variety of bird you have, and we will
quote you for a perfect show cage; catalogue free;
trade supplied : Walsh, Premier Cagemaber, Black-
burn. (1843)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; won't run in the sun; best
in the world; have thousands testimonials; for
proof, drop a postcard

;
3 tons sold every year

;
jib.

tin sample, 7d'., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;
single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in
centre, 1/6: established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

Walsh’s Original Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, iib. 7d., Jib. 1/-,

11b. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn, (1826)

action will be treated as ended, and tlie deposit will

be returned to tlie depositor.

6.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a
transaction lias been completed to tlie satisfaction
of botli depositor and seller, botli parties must at
once return tlie deposit receipts as a guarantee of
its completion. Tlie depositor must at tlie same
time instruct us to pay over tlie deposit to tile

seller.

6.—GOODS ALREADY SOLI).— If the., goods are
eold before our deposit rote readies tlie seller, or
if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return tlie deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve tlie right to return tlio

deposit to tlie sender after the expirratiou of three
dayo.

7 .
—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In case no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
ircdi transaction, provided another deposit fee be
paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit a e at
tlie seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tlie journey must lie borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu,t be properly packed and
returned oy tlie same menus as were used in sending
tli r same.

9 .—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
die vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

fettle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In (.tic absence of otiicr arrangements tlie purchaser
ka I .hie for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, eaeli party
pays the carriage one way.
io.—DISPUTES.—In case ol a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is fluaL

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not he notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

BUSINESS WITH l¥SE
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at
prices consistent with highest quality ; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fact, I send everything I sell on approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-
represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goods may be smashed up or destroyed
in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from
superfine fin. meish netting, 3 yards long, 5f feet

deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-;

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-;

9 yards, 10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of

above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.

Loose retting, specially knitted for bird catching,
same as used in above nets, fin. mesh, 7 feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.
yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10 feet
deep, od. yard, post free. Self-acting .spring net
traps, 24 by IS ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.
each, post. free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may be used inside them if desired

;

single trap cages, 6d. ; double ditto, 1/- ; treble ditto,
1/3 each; the above trap cages all have separate
compartment for call bird in addition to traps
stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each;
genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest Lime
made, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to
Piock size in every weather, fib. Cd., fib. 10d., lib.
1/6, sample 3d. ; all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, G/0 complete

;
flirt pegs, Sd. each,

post free; absolutely everything required by catchers
always in stock

; send stamp for complete list, which
also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his
living with articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following letter will show :—“Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept 9.—
Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cock Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks -per dav right through
the season,. and every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,
but they are useless compared with yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day. in your nets than I
can in any other I have (and I have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are
the best that are made, and not only best hut
cheapest. I shall want another in about a week.—
Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to lie the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), so he certainly knows what lie is

talking about.—W. Go-re.) The above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer .£10 to any-
one that can prove that this or any other testi-
monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited'. (1828)

W. 603*8, Net
C
Maker, Gooefi-st., Birmingham

Flat Barred! Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts 12 x 12, Cd. each,
5/- doz.; 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/- doz.; 18 X 12, 9d.
each. 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.; any size
or shape made to order

;
best quality punched bars,

4Sin., 1/- doz.; tinned cage wire, cut in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-> 14lbs. 3/6; solder 1/- lb.;
round or flat nosed bending pliers, 1/-; cage-maker's
wirecuttcrs, 2/-; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2in. 2/C,

2Jin. 2/9, Sin. 3/-, 4in. 3/6 doz.; tin baths, C<1., 9d.,

1 /-, 1/6 each; tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6/- gross; zinc
drinkers, 1/- doz., 9/- gross; egg and bread mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each ; metal seed mills, 1/6; trade sup
plied; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh<* Bird
Specialist, Blackburn, (1828)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

IN KOZYKARRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch
N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-
out you have a proper Show Cage, so send to one
who knows what is required, having shown and
visited more shows than any other Cage Maker in
the Fancy. Wo have won 3,000 prize* with all

varieties tin's last 20 years, including the N.P.C.
Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal
Palate Show no less than 6 Ists were secured in 8
Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show
Cages. Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-
anteed perfect, Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Egg
Tint, 2/- eaeli, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-. The
proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-, Crest and Crcstbred Show Cages, 2/-,

three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern
Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green

;

Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Bramblciinches, Twites, Mules, in all

different shades and sizes to suit each species, 2/-

eaeh, three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for
Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

price 4/- eaeli, beauties. Note, every Cage made by
practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,
CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire, British, or
Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.
Send for catalogue. Established 50 yea'rs —SANDI-
FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London.

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any ' others, have
7 collapsible poles for folding

up, for 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft„ 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft.. 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes
;
jointed poles, Sd. extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., jib. 6d., jib.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.
Folds up. No wood work; for small

or large birds. Tremendous sale

last 6eason. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
large illustrated book ;

stamp for

postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1829)

|
FOODS?]

LARGE ripe privet berries, 1/- large box, carriage
paid: Vernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1842)
LARGE box of breeding mealworms, millions, sell
£1: Harrison, Regent-st., Hebden Bridge. (1837)
HARDHEAD seed, 2/- lb.: plantain, 1/6 lb.;

carriage paid : T. Rose, Tynedale Villa, Carterton,
Clanfleid. (1835)
FOR sale, splendid bird colouring, as used for Nor-
wich birds, prico 3j- a lb. ; apply : C.M.A., Thedding-
worth, Rugby.
GIANT privet berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural

food, 130 large ripe bunches 1J-, post free: Mrs.
Teat, Ancaster Heath, Grantham, (1825)
MEALWORMS, English bred, monsters, 2'/- l.oou,
limited quantity; aviaryhnoulted cock Greenfinch,
1/-: Ralph Blake, Overross-rd., Ross-on-Wye. (1836)
ANTS’ eggs, 1/6 lb. ; dried flies, 1/9 lb.

;
yoke egg,

2/3 lb.
; cuttlefish, 9d. ib.

;
try a Tain's tit-bit for

your Linnets, jib. 4jd., lib. 1/4, post paid: Enoch
Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staff*. (1826)
BRITISH birds kept in health

;
privet berries, 100

large bunches, 7d. ; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. box;
teazle ‘heads, 1/6 100; teazle seed, 7d. quart, 2/0
peek, all carriage paid : T. Young, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1775)
LIVE white gentles, sweet and clean, specially

bred for cage birds; better than mealworms; 1,000

8d., 2/0 per lb, post free; cleaned ants’ eggs and
.dried flies, 2/6 lb.; yolk of egg, 2/6 lb.; insec-

tivorous food, 1/6 lb.; egg bread. 1/6 lb.; brissel,

4d. Ib. ;
special biscuit meal, 4d. lb. : carrot meal,

lOd. 11). ; Lurk and Thrush food, Cd. Ib.
;
pea meal,

bean meal, and kibbled groats, all 21d. lb.
;

cuttle-

fish hone, 1/- lb.; condition seed, Od. it).
; freshly

gathered mixed wild seed, Gd. quart, 1/9 gallon .

illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Food
Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

“ M G.VV." CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 8/6, half-ewt., 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint ami Ovster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby., (1186)

NOTED COLOUR FOOD
Sold already, 8- tons, to all loading exhibitors In tim
world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed, 2/- lb„ 21hs. 3/6, Mbs, 7/6,

14lbs. 17/-; llot Natal, 2/- lb.; 21bs. S/8, Gibs. 8/3,

Established. 60 years. All oarrlngo paid: Sandiford,

Colour Food King, Preston, Lancs.
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We Will Send
You

A LARGE SAMPLE. POST PAID,
for 2 Penny Stamps, of

FINE LARGE
SPANISH CANARY

SEED
4/6 Peck. 17/6 Bushel.

This is a special lot of seed purchased before the

war, and now landed. Bushel lots delivered tog

anv station in England or Wales for 18/6, bags

free.

Write to-day for Sample and New List, also

Samples Fine Summer Rape, Linseed llemp.

Only Address—

W. A RUDD & CO

,

Bird Seed Specialists,

180,Bishopsgate, London,E.C
,

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES? ,

Wholesale HUH
R. Hyde & Go., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: \V. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd..

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find the little yellow book, “Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an

indispensable reference guide. All who have

seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.

If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at

once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C. —

MEDICINES.
|

TRY my special tonic for Canaries or British birds,

as used by all the leading fanciers of the world, ty-

per bottle, post paid: Cooler, Bird Specialist, Prin-

coss-st., Manchester. (1838)

MAGNET Bird Tonic. The perfect cure for birds

going light, soft moult, and general weakness; soon

promotes strength and vigour, 7d. bottle, post free.

Magnet bird medicines have stood the test for over

20 years: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2 jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“ Nutshell No. 6 ,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

save yon much discouragement and money, ano

costs only 23 d. post free.—From “Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet-“t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Ditchfield’s medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon; they are used by most leading

fanciers, and .are ehpplied to the London Zoo ;
we

guarantee to return, full money if our medicines fail

to do as -we advertise ;
Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops

are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,

not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditchfiekl's Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine

for chest and lung affections In cage birds, 7d., 1/1

and 2/- bottles; Ditchfiekl's Famous Revivo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds' after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

special offer: we will send two 7d. bottles of any

of the above medicines for 1 /-, three for 1 / 6 ,
or

two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/6; the 1/1

bottles are treble the 7d. size; all medicines post

free per return ;
also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller. Thrush and

Blackbird for health and song, given free to ail

purchasers of our medicines : Frank Ditckfield. Bir_d

Specialist, Oldham. (1837)

WESTMORLAND Bullfinches, cocks 2/-, lions 1/-;

exhibition birds, 3 : Thoa. Bell, #7, Ilighgate, Ken-

dal. (1830)

TO hybrid breeders; a few grand healthy hen Bull-

li iiclies 1 - each: Garter, Vine-st., Norton Mutton,

York*.
,

0835)

SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6, hens 1/-; caged

month ;
send nearest station: Green, Baxter Row.

Derob>‘ m. (1836)

CLACHNACTTDD1N Highland cock Linnets, monsters

for size ami colour, 3 for 2/6: J. Duncan, Citadel,

Inverness.
. < .

(’830)

LOVELY pencilled Scotch cock Linnets, three lor

2/6, or II- each: G. Cobb, Wellington-pl., Montrose,

Forfarshire. (1841)

WARRANTED cock Linnetq, well on seed, 2/-

dozeil, 13 to dozen : W. Morley, 23, Bexhill-rd., East-

bourne, Sussex. (1835)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/- for 13; cock Green-

finches, I - dozen : llobilcn, Ivy Cottage, Wincbelsea-

rd„ Eastbourne. (1837)

SPLENDID cock Brown Linnets, dozen 3/-, half

1/9: dealers supplied
;
deposit Editor: Horace Coote,

96, North-st., Luton. (1841)

HOW to cure birds when going light, etc., our

book, 07 d post free : Pownall and llaigh. Lower-

houses, Huddersfield. <1837)

PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with -cage and

fittings, 3/- each, two 0/-; most amusing: Ross,

Aviaries, Forres. N.B. (843)

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks, 1/6, 2/-,

and 2/3 each; liens, 6/- doz. ; Wm. Cook, 66 ,

Kitchener-rd., Ipswich. (1828)

BARGAINS,, exhibition Redpoll, 1/-; house-moulted

cock Linnet. Miller and exhibition bird, 6 /-; Stewart,

Stanley-ten1

., Morpeth. (1835)

SIX good contest Linnets, sale, exchange : cheap

;

clean moulted 1

, singing: A. Gilbert, 57a, Gillet-rd.,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. (1842)

COCK Linnets, warranted, best selected Norwich
type, 3J- dozen: Edmonds and Edmonds, Wholesale
Naturalists, Eastbourne. (1840)

11.M. Brown Linnets, splendid bird for catchei,

and three large Redpolls, lot 3/6: F. Jenson, 6 ,

Olifton-terr., Kenilworth. (1835)

FEW extra large cock brown Linnets, full song,

for show, contest, or muling, 1/3 each; Cooper, 163,

Princess-st., Manchester. (1838)

VERY fine Greenfinch cock, best of shape, size

and colour, 1 /-; exhibition or muling specimen :

Dodd, Victoria, Southnola. (1843)

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants 2/-, 3 for 5/-;

Redheaded Scotch Redpolls 1 /-, 3 for 2/-: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn* (1843)

REDPOLLS, 2/- doz.; hen Goldfinches, 6 /- doz. y

cocks, 12/- doz.; Linnets, 4/- doz.: Enoch Tams,
Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (1834)

MIXED wild seeds, for Linnets and Finches, 5/-

cwt., 2/0 half-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, 'Sleaford, Lines. (1834)

BULLFINCHES, magnificent specimens, cocks 2/6,

hens 1/- each; no bird lime used: Alfred Salt, Sta-

tion-rd., Mickleover, Derby. (1834)

LARGE H.M. yellow cock Siskin, 7/6: ditto Green
finch, 5/6; proved Muiers; approval: Fiatt, 21,

Margarets Green, Ipswich. (1834)

-LOVELY roee-red-breasted ecck Linnets, 3/6 dozen;

six, 2/-; only honest dealing done by me: Bert

Coote, 16, Windmill-st., Luton. (1841)

WILL .exchange cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, or

Linnets for hen Canaries or hen Mules: Helyar,

55, Patmos-rd., North Brixton (1841)

FOUR good, full coloured cock Goldies, for Muling,

2/--each; also four 6x3 cock Goldies, 2/- each ; Rose,

Tynedale, Carterton, Clantield. (1835)

LOOK, look ! Large Yorkshire cock Linnets, for

show or contest, 4/- dozen: approval, deposit:

Sparkes, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (1835)

GIANT cock brown Linnet, can win, pencilled to

perfection, good songster, 1/6: Jopson, 346, Oldham-
rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1834)

FIVE pairs Bullfinches, 7/6’; all full coloured and
trap-caged; one big cock, 2/6: Webber, Wonwell,
Highweek, Newton Abbot, Devon. (183S)

BRITISH cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens, 1/-; cock

Goldfinches, 2/-; picked, 2/6 and. 3/-; Reg.- Doll-

man, High-sf., Melbourne, Derby. (1836)

EXHIBITORS, please note. I have a Goldfinch,

Linnet and Redpoll, all tip-top birds, price: E.

Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (1834)

NOTICE, champion quality contest singing Linnet,

won over 30 prizes, will sing anywhere, price 15/-:

A. Butler, 11, Cameron Place, Leeds. (1833)

GOOD cock and hen Goldfinch, cock Linnet, hen
Bullfinch, 31- lot; cash or deposit: P. Jenner,

Eastern-ixi., Haywards Heath, Sussex. (1842)

THREE: large cock Goldfinches and three cock

Siskins, 8 /-; twelve hen 'Goldfinches, 6 /-; approval:

Ryan, Ballinacarrow, Ballymote, Sligo. (1841)

LOOK i Genuine Yorkshire cock brown Linnets, Nor-

|
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1 Hardbills.
|

LIST free: F. Stowe, Expert, Cornwell, Chipping
Norton. (1837)

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/3, three 3/-:

24. Ceeil-rd., Gorscinon, Swansea. (1835)

BIRDCATCHER’S outfit, call birds and brace birds,

night Lark net: Hatton, George-st., Brighton. (1835)

H.M. hen Bullfinch, pair selected laTge Redpolls,
tot 3/- : F. Jenson, 6 ,

Clifton-terr., Kenilworth. (1835)

wich type, 41- dozen, 2/- half, three 1/-, cash or de

posit: Ellerington, l’indall-lane, Beverley. (1838)

ENGLISH Goldfinches, cocks as big as Russians,

2/-, 2/6 each; liens, 1/- each, 3 for 2/-; on approval:

w. Gardner, 67, St. Stephens-rd., Preston. (1820)

BUGG, Birdcatcher, Holbeach ;
Redbreasted Linnets,

well on seed, three 1/-, 3/- dozen; green cock

Canaries, 4/6 each; same address 48 years. (1838)

LINNETS, grand red-breasted cocks, 3/- doz.;

honest dealings guaranteed: F. Maidens, Bird-

catcher, 119, Prince Albert-rd.. Portsmouth. (1830)

SELECTED English cock Goldfinches, well on hard
seed, will moult winners, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 each;
approval; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

TOPPING Brown Linnet, beautifully pencilled, win-

ner first prize, 6 /-, card sent bargain, worth

double : Davies, Ferndale House, Craven Arms.
NORTH-COUNTRY Linnets, special picked cock-s, 3

for 2/-; grand cock Goldfinches, some gems, 2/6 and

31- each: Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1830)

DON’T be misled by imitators. Original Moor
cock brown Linnets, in quantities, 3/6 dozen

;
gems,

3 for 1/6: P. Cawood, 2.5, Britannia-st., Scarborough;

GOOD Bullfinches for sale; large hens, 1/-: cocks.

1/6; selected cocks, 3/- each; cash or deposit: C.

Bull, Pivet Farm, Long Buckby Lodge, near Rugby.
(1842)

FOR rale, pair clapnets, lines, pegs six call birds,

two braced birds, cages, complete, exchange bike,

anything value, £2: Wing, Chapel-st., Wisbech.
(1835)

COCK Linnets. 2/- dozen; well mixed seed birds,

1/- dozen f Chaffinches, Redpolls, Greenfinches, Lin-

nets, 6d’. pair : William Fenn, Beck-row, Mildentoall,

Suffolk. ' (1843)

GUARANTEED cocks. Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6; bens,

9d. ;
Linnets, 1-, three 2/6; Yeliowliammers, Chaf-

finches, 1/- each: Charles M'C-ann, 15, North-st.,

Lurgan. (1834)

'TRY our special singing mixture, sends Linnets and

Fine-lies mad on song, 1/-, large package, carriage

nafd : Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester.
FOUR extra largo cock Goldfinches, splendid

colour and markings, very steady, fit to win. 6/-

ea-ch : exchange: Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Man-

chester. (1838)

NOTICE, grand cock Bullfinches, Coldfhiches. and

Linnets, for ehow or song: prices low. easy pay-

ments taken ;
approval : Mc-Keand, Seabriglit, Ca_stle

Douglas. (LSI)

H.M. giant cock Bullfinch, perfect shape and
colour, 6/-; also extra large H.M. lien, 2/0, or the

pair 7 / - ; approval: I’. Jenson, 6 Cllfton-torr.,

Kenilworth. (1885)

EXHIBITION cock Brambleflnch, splendid sizm

colour and spangling, ready for allowing : accept

10/6; approval, deposit: Osborne, Dudlcy-rd., Wol-

verhampton. (1842)

BULLFINCHES, cocks. 1/0; selected, 2/- and 2/6;

large hens, 1/-; selected, 1/0; all birds well on

seed before sent out; numerous testimonial*: Oliver-

B-arson, 10, Thomas-st., Leicester. (1834;

WAR, War!— I am compelled to sell 40 cock

Linnets at 1/- each; all trained under my noted

kettle winners: W. II. Gardner, South View, St.

Stephens-rd., Preston, Lancashire. (1842)

KJiDBItEASTED cock Linnets, selected •from

hundreds for songsters or the show bench ;
call-

cage and bird. 1/-. 1/3, 1/6 each: Haywood, 3,

Neviilc-grove, Meadows, Nottingham. (1835)

LARGE exhibition cock Goldfinch, with show cage,

only 4/6; cage-moulted contest singing Linnet, never

been beaten, in full song, 6/6, worth double; cash

or deposit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (1836)

MY pairs of birds are a great success; Goldfinches,

2/- pair; Linnets, 1/- pair; Chaffinches, 1/- pair;

male and female warranted in each pair : Bird

Stocker, 4, Alma-rd., Shorneliffe Camp. (1836)

BOUGHT to-day from catcher, who has joined the

colours, two house-moulted Linnets, in grand form,

caught over 590 birds this last 8 weeks, price 3/6

each Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs.

. (1834)

GOLDFINCHES.—Specially selected pcartree cocks,

these are reliable lor exhibition and mule breed-

ing; my birds are noted winners and- breeders;

3/6 each: Ellis, Boot Manufacturer, Welshpool.
(1841)

BUY direct from the catcher?—Warranted cock

Goldfinches, 1/9 each, two for 3/-; cock Linnets 1/-

eaeh, two for 1/6; all birds in song and well on

seed; Thomas, 7, Cromwell-st., Merthyr Tydfil.

(1843)

BARGAIN.—Fanciers and dealers, large quantity

of redbreasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,

2/- dozen; approval; not satisfied, money re-

turned; trade supplied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dun-

stable. (1342)

NOTICE.—Dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

redbreasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,

2/- dozen ;
approval ; if not satisfied, money re-

turned; trade supplied: Dickson, Upper Union-st.,

Dunstable. (1842)

SELECTED yellow coelc Siskins, for exhibition,

muling, etc. 3/6 each; extra large Goldie cock,

enormous square blaze, 7/6 ; full coloured, extra

large Linnet, 1/- each: H. Welsh, Cornstall-bidgs.,

Stamford. (1837)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft. by
4ift. 5/-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer.
Crewkerne, Somerset. (1738)

PAIR clapnets, 13 yds. long, f square mesh, 6ft.

deep, 10/6; 2 large Mealy Redpolls, cage-moulted

show specimens, 5/- each; cage-moulted Goldfinch,

singing, 6/-; Bluetits, 1/6 pair: Kemp, 34, Tovey

Place, Kentish Town. (1343)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.

— I have some grand young early birds, well on

seed, for show of song, plenty in stock, no waiting;

postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 31-

:

Harry
Cope 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1837)

J. P1TCHFORD o-ffers Exhibition Linnet, 12/6;

selected field-moulted Linnets, 2/6, 3/6; cock Gold-

finches, full colour, 2/-, 2/6; one make good show
bird, 7/6 ; fine hand-reared Magpie, 6/-: Fanciers’

Stores, London-rd., Sboke-onTrent (1842)

EXHTBITOR/S wanting good stuff. Mr. Bird has a

few champion Goldies and Bullies, selected from

hundreds, and can win in first-class company, al-

and 6/- each; all the cracks supplied years by me:
69, Deanilane, Bedminster, Bristol. (1838)

LOOK, look, look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets! 1

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- doz. ;
all kinds

of British always in stock; dealers supplied: Chris.

Hatton, 31, Riohmond-st., Brighton. (1834)

EXHIBITION, tiptop cock Bullie, excels in size,

colour, cap and bars, certain winner, 5/6: ditto

cock Siskin, 5/-; really good cock Lesser Redpoll,

rich colour, excellent size, bib and lacing, 3/-: ap-

proval: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1843)

SISKINS. Redpolls and Twites. These attractive

little Britishers can be kept for pleasure and profit

if you follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 22,

2^d. post free, from Cage Birds, 154 Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. (2d. from our agents; see list).

HAND-REARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/-;

hens, 9d. ;* Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaf-

finches, Tree Sparrows, Larks, 1/- pair; Yellow

Buntings, 1/6 pair; cock Hawfinch, Nuthatch, 5/-;

list free : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

EXHIBITION Brambleflnch, 8/-; Chaffinch, 7/6;

Twite, 7/6; Lesser Redpoll, a champion, 7/-; Bullie

hen, 8/-; Greenfinch, 7/6; show cages, 2/- extra;

also selected Linnet, 1/3: Siskin, 3/-; cash or

deposit : Gentleman, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire^^

WARRANTED cocks; Linnets, 2/6 dozen: Redpolls,

21- dozen; Yellowhammers, 3/- dozen; Larks, 2/-

dozen ;
Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; picked cocks, II-

eac’n ;
aviary birds, 24 1/6; selected dozen, 1/-;

exchange; Gotobed Fenn, -The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs.
(1 842)

NOTICE, treble trap cages, the best ever seen for

bird catching, single 8d., double 1/3, treble 2 -
;
good

call bird free with trap : cock Linnets, Larks, Chaf-

finches, 3/- dozen; special picked cocks, 1/- each;

noted for honest dealing: Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st

Gateshead. (1

1

THOSE who have bought or those who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “Nutshell No. 17,

it only costs 2jd. post free, blit the tips it gives are

priceless- from: “Cage Birds,’ 154, lleet-st. , Lon-

don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-

lished frequently).
, . ,

GOLDFINCHES, grand lot cocks, 1/6, selected

one, stormer, for si*e, 5/-; hens. 9d.; Bullfinches,

cocks, 1 /-, 1/6; one fit to show, 2/6; hens, C(l.. 9d.

;

Linnets in song, 1 /-; Redpolls, 6d., three 1/-; Green-

finches, 6d.; Chaffinches, 6d. : Enoch Tams, Church-

st., Longton, Staffs.

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what 11. j.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13, 21d.

post free tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds From: CAGE

BIRDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

LINNETS! Linnets! ! Linnets! !!—Own caught

trained contest .Ringers, real stormero. A great

-ecret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

ytorrners. Linnet fanciers, there ii a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit- which vour pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell “ at mice.

No. 2, price 2^d. post free from Cuije Ijjicis, lo»,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

BIRDCATCHKR8 , splendid invention; no brace bird

required; stuffed aalety decoy; move* on flirt ‘tick

on balanced spring: mo.it perfect decoy advertised;
Linnets, 2/0; Goldfinches, 3/-; bird and fitting*

complete; plenty in stock; other Finelic to order:
Hipperton, Waveney Wharf, Ilceclc . (1840)

BULLFINCHES, and all about tliclr feeding and
management in captivity; »ee "Nutshell No. II,'

which also gives uselul bint* on sexing, moulting,
hand-rearing, breeding and exhibiting, and tell* yon
how to train them to pipe tunes. 2 jd post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

CONTEST Linuet, learnt under my undefeated
champion of England (cup winner), 2/C; cages, fid.

and 1 /- each; also a few extra loud voiced Lin

nets, sing anywhere, suit catcher*, 1 /- and 1/6ULUS, oIJIJs «IIJ wuc/c, emt/ cat'.uvin, x unci 1

•each; approval with pleasure ; cock or dcrio-it:

Fred Alien, Linnet Champion, Portcr-st. Aware
Hull. •

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; Larks, Larks, Larks.

Warranted cock Linnet-, 3!- dozen; 6 dozen, 12 6;

hen Linnets, 1/3 dozen; cock Larks, 3 - dozen; ben
Larks, 1/6 dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen;

. handsome lot in stock
;

four picked cock Linnets,

fit for showing, 4/-: John Boxail, 5, Lavender-st.,

Brighton. (1836)

BlillJCATf HKIIS’ nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4 /-, 18ft 5 ,

24ft. 7/-, all 6ft. deep, poles, irons, pegs, pull line,

flirt peg and dozen braces sent with every net.

Look, ISin. round net trap, {-lb. best bird lime
and trap cage, only 2/3 the tot

;
send stamp for

illustrated list and sample of netting: Ross, Net
Maker, Forres, N.B. 0827;
NOTICE, cocks. Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-; Redbrcastcd
Linnets, Redpolls, Chaffinches, Titlarks, Skylark-.
Yellowbammers, 6d. each, 3 for 1/3; Greenfinches,

3d. each ; Blackbirds, Thrushes, Bramblefinebes,
cocks,' 1/- 1/6 each; above' hens half-price; birds

selected for show, full song, 6d. extra; .approval,

deposit : Gould, Birdcatcher, Holdford-rd., Witton,
Birmingham. (1835;

200 per cent, profit. Read this :
“ L.P., Meriden,

Coventry, Oct. 16, 1914.—Sir,—Brambl&fineh I had
from you I have soid for £1 10,'-; it oniy cost me
10/-. Send another as good.”—E.W.D. to Cooper,
Bird Judge, Norwich. Unbeatable champion
Bramblefinches, hot red, fed, superb lacings, size,

feathered like satin, a/-, 7,6, 10/6.; Cooper, Judge,
Norwich. (1834;

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches; Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds io found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2{d. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

GOLDFINCHES caught in our own orchards, most
beautiful specimens, largest I have seen, richly

coloured, many in full, loud song, 2/-, 2/6 each.

I have a nice lot, with beautiful clean cut faces,

impossible to get better, 3/6, 4/- each. A few

large cock Linnets, 1/- each, 3 for 2/-; also a good

Linnet, -sings from morning until night, 2/6. I let

all bad coloured and small ones fly. You can de-

>posit cash with Editor: Keeper, c.o. Mrs. Leighton,

New Cottages, Melton Brough, Yorks.

LINNETS, Linnets, best songsters in England, ara

the Southdown birds ;
having a roaming commission

over the Winchester, Portsdown, Petersfield, and

Goodwood Downs, 35 miles’ range, I have the finest

collection of birds in the South; grand red-breasted

cock Linnets, six for 2/-, or 3/6 dozen, two dozen 6/-,

this week only ; also few special selected cock Gold-

finches, 21- each, three for 4/6; hens, 9d. each; sex *

and satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned;

carefully packed any distance; same address 22

years: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st ,

Portsmouth. (13^)

F4NCIERS—I send all birds on approval, cash or

deposit ;
satisfaction guaranteed: grand cock Gold-

finches, 1/6, 2/-; selected, 2/6, 3/-; hens, 9d., 1/-;

Cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-: bens, 1/-: Linnets, Chaf-

finches, Greenfinches, Redpolls, true pairs, 1/-; grand

Yellow Buntings, 1/6 pair; cock Reed Buntings, 1- ;

cock Tree Sparrows, 1/-; grand cock Meadow Pipit,

0,6 1 cock Robin, 2/6; Ribbon Finches, aviary bred,

4 - pair; Javas, 2/6 pair; Cockatiels,_ 12/- pair;

Yellow Budgerigars, 6/6 pair; adult Yellow cock,

3 / - ; Green, 2/6; singing cock Canaries, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6,

10 - each; hen Canaries, 2/-, 3/- each; grand tame
Rose Cockatoo and cage, 12/6: A. J. Underwood,

24, Wellington-st., Kettering. (l°3ol

LINNETS, LARKS, GOLDFINCHES.
Cock Linnets, singing, 1/-. three 2/-; cock Larks,

singing, 1/-; singing cock Goldfinches. 2/-; wanted,

British birds : Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, ^Bir-

mingham. (' 33C|

MARLEY'S NOT SHOWING
A well-known London Secretary’s .appeal for

entries, as this is the fact. 1 have some first-ciasa

British hardbills and softbills for disposal; meal-

worms also wanted ; stamp reply : Marley, Leyton .

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS
RED-BREASTED cock

.
Linnets, three for 1/-, dozen

3/-, two dozen 5/6; any quantity; Goldfinches, full

coloured cocks, beauties, 2/- each, three 5/-, dozen

IS/- • hens 9d., 7/- dozen; Larks, guaranteed cocks,

big birds, t-hree 1/-, 3/- dozen; buy direct from

catcher; not “dealer’s assorted”: Whitelej, Bos-

ton-rd., Holbeach. (1842)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cocks: Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,

2/-, dozen 12/-; Larks, Linnets, 6d., 1/-, dozen 4/-;

Greenfinches. Redpolls, 6d., dozen 2/6 ;
Mules,

Canaries, 5/6, 7/6, dozen 60/-; young Canaries, 2 -,

dozen 18/-; bird-lime, 6d.. 1/-; special cock Siskins,

5/-; stamp replies: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (1S34,

Warranted Cock Li&iraets
Linnets.—Warranted cock Brown Linnets, well ^on

seed fit for showing or singing competitions, 3/0

dozen, or four dozen for 12 /-; special picked birds,

fit for showing or muling, 1 - each, three for 2 6 ;

hen Linnets, 1- dozen; English cock Goldfinches,

in full colour, 16 - - dozen ;
special selected birds,

full song, 2 6 each or three for 6 - ; hens, 8 -

dozen ;
giant Mealy Red-breasted Redpolls, 3/- doz.,

4 doz 10/-, specially picked birds 1/6 each, 3 for

3/6; cock Bullfinches, in full colour, 2/6 each, £1 1 /-

doz, hens 16 each, 16/- doz.; cock Larks 3/6

doz., 4 doz. 12/-, hen Larks 1/6 doz.; dealers write

for ’lists : Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place.

Bethnal Green, London. (1S28)

GRATED CHANCE
1914 English cock Goldfinch, 1/6, 2 three 4 %
six 7 -: large specially selected for showing, muling,

singing 2/6, 3 - each, three 4 6, six 8 -: hens 1/-,

three 2 0, 5 6 dozen: Lancashire cock Linnets 8d.,

three 1/6, six 2 3. 4 - dozen ;. selected for showing

1 16, three 2.6: large cock Larks 6d., three

1 s' six’ 19. 3 - dozen: singing cock Lark and

cage 1/6; Red-breasted Redpoll I -. three 2 -; best

birdlime 7d. {lb., 1 - lib.. 1 8 lb. ;
postage free .

Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist and Cagemaker. 11.

Fvlde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (.1S1-)
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NOTICE
Bavins purchased the whole of the stock of W. II.

Haven, Esq., I ran oiler exhibitors the, following

—fifteen lliainblellnches from 10/-, twelve Green-

ttn»-h('s from 5/-, three Chaffinches from 7/0; nix

Mealy Redpolls from 7/0, eight Lesser Redpolls

from 5/-, twelve Goldfinches from 17/- ; ten Twites

from 7/0 ; nit in good con(Hti«ji amt lit for imme-
diate exhibition; cash. or deposit with ' Editor ;

ul! on 24 hours’ npprovnl : Cottlngluiin, 7 and t>,

Peveril-Bt., Nottingham, Telephone 5752.

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

W« are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by

every le ading Crystal Ihilaen judge and •exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds wo have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. Bo if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t -send out birds otraight

from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English eoek Goldfinches, 1/0, 2/• each, three

4/-, six 7/ ;
extra picked for muling, 2/0, »/- each,

three 5/-, six 8/0; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-;

Lancashire cock Linnets, 6d., 10d., 1/- each, three

1/0, six S/3; twelve 4/ ;
cock Larks, fid., Sd., 10d.;

caged off, singing, ]/-, 1/0, and 2/-; three

1/4, six 2/0, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, Od. ;
picked, 9d.

and 1/-, six 1/0, twelve 2/0; eoek Chaffinches, 9d.,

1/-, and 1/0 each; Greenfinches, Od. each, three 1/3;

cages, for any .of above, from lid., 9d., 1/-, 1/8, 1/0,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/0; send for catalogue
of everything. Established 60 years : Saneliford,

Bird Specialist and Judge, Weston, Lancs.; also' 89,

ftclaterst., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET"
let mo remind you that all birds sold by me aro
guaranteed to ho exactly as described, and are sent
on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
uml give perfect satisfaction th y have only to be
returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of vour money is promptly returned without aues-

tioii or comment. I hn\ ; an exceptionally large

stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in

perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/0 each, three 4 /-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,

two dozen, 22/ ,
or 15 per gross; specially selected

larger cue.ts, for shows or muling, and guaranteed
now in song, 2/- each, throe 5/-, -six 9/-, twelve 16/-;

few extra special clean moulted cocks, in full colour

and superb condition, 2/C, and 4/- each; hen
Goldfinches, 1/- each, three 2/-, six 4/-. twelve 7/-, or

00 - per gross; grand lot of cock Bullfinches, jn
full colour,, 1/0 and •?.! each; exhibition specimens,

8/-, 4,1. and 6/- each; hen Bullfinches, 1/- and
10 each; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,

nil guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown backs
slid rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/C, six 2/0,

twelve 4/ ;
specially picked larger cocks for show,

muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Plea-so

note, these Linnets arc not the coast caught flight

birds, but warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendid lot, clean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or bens, fid. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each;
splendid lot cock Skylarks, Sd. each, three 1/C, six

2/0 ;
specially selected steady cocks, for singing,

1/-, 1/0. and 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, Sd. each,

three I/O, six 2/C, twelve 4£-; cock Greenfinches, Od.

each, three 1/-, six 1/0; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;
eoek Yellow hammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-

teed true pairs, for aviaries : Goldfinches, 2/6 ; Lin-

nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1 /-

per pair; travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.

All birds are guaranteed to have been properly
netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself
In county of Worcestershire, and none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of -prosecution under the Pro-
tection Act, as' no “recently taken” birds are sent
out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all cases. (See
appliances column for advt.). (1S2S)

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

|
Softbills.

1

YOUNG Jay, hand-reared, 3/6; exchange Bull-

finches: Phair. Alrcsford. (1838)

COCK Blackbirds, 8/- dozen: F. Stowe, Blackbird
King. Cornwell, Chipping Norton. (1837)

COCK Larks, large birds. 2/6 doz. : J. Dimmer, 81,

fchelllield-id., Marshside, Southport. (1838)

LARKS, cocks, 2/- dozen; selected four, 1/-;
Howard, Barbers Moor. Croston, Lancashire.
LARKS, Larks; grand cock Larks, 2; 3 doz.; can
supply weekly: G. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris. (1837)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

each : William Maries, 19, Deau-st., Credilou, Devon.
(1838)

HANDSOME young cock Brook Thrush, just com-
mencing to sing nicely, 2/-; also a really good
cook Skylark, 1,6: Yornum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham.
COCK Thrushes, 3/- half-dozen; selected, 1/- each:
William Wright, 54, Shellfield-rd., Marshside, South-
port. (1S30)

WANTED, cock Blackcap, or Garden Warbler,
wild song; approval: Wadsworth, 82, Bcnedict-st.,
Bootle. (1838)
SPLENDID ha«id-reared cock Lark, sings daylight

or gaslight, cage, 3,6: Lark, 270, Great Bridge-st.,
West Bromwich. (1841)

COCK Larks; large, upstanding cock Larks, 2/6
dozen: can supply old and new customers: E. Rowe,
West-st., Chatteris. (1S37)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2'-,

2/6, 3/-, 3/6 each; few* coming in song, 5/- each:
Rowley Elston, Crcditon, (1838)

LOUDEST cock Shylark ever heard, been caged
12 months. 1 also a hand-reared young cock, 9d.

;

approval: George Molt, Dunstable, Beds. (1840)

FINGER tame cock Lark, on nice low song, make
good attraction, 1,6, with bow-front cage, 3/- lot;
approval; Fred Allen, 136, Porter-st., Hull. (1842)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing eoek Skylark
cheap, on approval, send me your address; will

send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)
LARGE cock Magpie, clean moulted, good mark-

ings, perfect condition for show, will win, very
steady: Alpe, Provision Merchant, Norwich.
NOTICE, several grand eoek Blacks, Thrushes and

Skylarks, full song; prices low, easy payments taken;
approval: McKcand, Seabright, Ca«tlc Douglas.
SKYLARKS, Skylarks; liii.e selected cocks for'

showing and singing, 1 6 and 2 6 each: cages, 1/-

and 10; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (IS43)

LARKS.— 1 supply be-t oo-k Larks, only 2/C dozen;
satisfaction guarantied and honest dealing: Richard
Abram, Birdcatchcr, Chapci-lane, Banks, near South-

port, (1815)

WANTED, large 1014 hand-reared Jay, must feed
from hand; exchange lady's silver watch, in per-

fect going order, value 15/-: Monk, Owen Terrace,
Halstead. ' (1384)

HIGH CLASS Borders; show birds afR] stock pairs
at most reasonable prices would entertain exchange
for exhibition Hard bilks : llobden' 96, Grosvcnor-
aven., Wellington. (1841)

WOODLARKS, Woodlarks, the king of songsters;
eoek Woodlarks 2/(1 hens 1/6, selected eoek Wood-
larks 5/-, special Woodlark cages 5/-: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

SKYLARKS, large selected Lincolnshire cocks, fat,

clean, and healthy birds, 2/6 dozen; -six, 1/6; three
dozen, 7/-; six dozen, 13/6; supply any quantity;
no waiting; exchange; Jackson, Birdcatchcr, Bard-
m-y, Lincoln. 1

(1837)

ALBINO Thrush, finest ever seen in a cage, £3 3 /•

and show cage, bargain; approval; cock Bullfinches
and Siskins, can win, 8/- each; exchange offers in
Norwich Canaries, show type : S. Hakes, Wood Lane,
Stupenhill, Hurton-on-Trent. (1837)

LARKS, Larks, English cocks, 2/6 per dozen, 1/0

the half dozen, or Od. each extra: selected, fit lor

show ; all birds carefully selected before sending
tiote

;
no deception: It. Goniton, Goree-lune, Tarle-

ton, near Preston, Lancashire. (1834)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in -song,
for shown and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3’’ tells

you. 21 d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
bt., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
A FINE team of British Softbills for disposal,

comprising hand reared -Green Woodpeckers, Black
Redstarts, Uolderests, ’l^reccreopers, Wrynecks,
Nightingale, Redstart, Yellow and Grey Wagtails,
Long-tailed Tits, all crack specimens: Frost, 13,

Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick, London. (1843)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird-—Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the btfht

possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “.Nutshell No. 4,” 2/(1. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-et., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by If. J. Fulljaincs in "Nutshell No.
25,’’ which also deals with hand rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 25 d. post free,

from: “Cage Birds," 154, Fleetest., London, E.C.
(2d. from agents; see lint on another page).

FOUR Nightingales for sale, singing well in cap-
tivity this spring; No. 1 fit for immediate exhi-
bition, good colour and steady, price 50/-; No. 2,

shade smaller, good colour, can win in good com-
pany, price 35/-; No. 3, make good show bird with
another moult, this bird is linger tame, price 15/-;
No. 4. a good bird, rather rough in feather, wants
steadying down, 12/6: also Yellow Wagtail, colour-
fed, 25/-, including show cage: F. Bent, Confec-
tioner, 8, Glasshouse-st., Nottingham. (1841)

SOFTB1LL keepers, tala; expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is ottered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by II. J. Full-
Jamcs. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles r.f cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Rost free, 2jd., from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London. E.C. Look at our list of agents; call on
the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
WANTED, hen Sparrowhawk, flights unbroken ; hen
Waxwing : Tesehemaker, Ringmore, Teignmouth.

(1837)
COCK Goldfinches, 1/6 each; hens, fid.; eoek T.nrke,

1/0 per dozen; Linnets, 2/6; or exchange: R. Fenn,
The l’itts, Isleham, Cambs. (1S43;

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/6;
'three, 7/-; six, 12/-; as caught, 10/- dozen; smart
eoek Linnets, four 1/6; approval: Squire, 2, Dia-
mond-rd., Exeter. (9)

LINNETS, Redbreasted Cambridge cocks,
warranted 2/6 doz.; large picked birds, 3/- doz.;
cock Goldfinches, 1/3 each; one dozen mixed birds,

including cock Goldfinch, 2/6: Rendle, 21, Bridge-
st., Ilomerton. (1842)

EXHIBITION Mule and Hybrid breeders; grand
lot of moulted specimens, also selected birds to
moult out winners, and suitable Mule and Hybrid
breeders, for sale; prices reasonable; ask for special
list, free on application : Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1843)

REAL giant Peartree cock Goldfinches, with extra
deep square cut blaze, broad beads, nicely but-
toned, can win, 3/-, 3/0 each, guaranteed gems;
also a grand lot, in full loud song, sure mulers,
2/-, 2/C each; Norwich typo cock Linnet-, truly a
gem. perfect in size, markings, and colour, 2/C; ap-
proval willingly ; Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull.

COOK Goldfinches, 2/-, 3 for 5/-; hen Goldfinches,
1

'

-, 3 for 2/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, hens 1/-: cook
Linnets, fld., 3 for 1/6; cock Twites, 1/-; Redpolls,
cocks or liens, 6d. ; Greenfinches, cocks or hens, 6d.

;

cock Woodlarks, 2,6, hens 1/6; cock Skylarks, 1/-;
liens, 6d. ; mixed aviary birds, 6/- dozen; Barbary
Doves, 2/6 pair; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful singing cock Linnets, no better obtainable,
1 - each, with new cage 2/6; a few for the bench,
2.'-; these birds are large, with good colour and
markings, Norwich type; real English Peartree cock
Goldfinches, 2/6; some extra large, with good colour,
real topper for the bench, 3/6, 4 fi

;
Roller Canaries,

cocks, guaranteed singing, from 7/0; those requiring
high-class Norwich or Yorkshires, stock or show
birds, should send to me

;
(same strain as my win-

nerr at all leading shows: W. Johnson, The Bird
Expert and Emporium, 55, Gcorge-st., Leeds. (1828)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Thousands coining in to pick at, and I have sold
more first prize-winners than any man alive, includ-
ing winners at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,
Manchester, etc., cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches,
specially picked for moulting out winners, 3/-, 4/-,

!>/: cock Linnets, 1/0, 2.'-; cock Chaffinches, 1/0, 2/-;
Redpolls, J/-; cock Siskins, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-; Greenfinches,
1 -, 1 0, 2/- : Larks, 1/-, 1/6, 2.

-
;

large milling Sib.-

bred Canary liens, 2, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each. Latest new
style British show cages, 2.-, 3 5/fi. See back num-
bers for winning testimonials in hundreds, send for
the originals, or write Editor, who has seen tlio

originals. Have some in for birds supplied this sea-
son. Winning every time ijbown: Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Prestoa. (807)

Goldfinches, Unnets, Chaffinches, Larks
I have on hand extra large stock Worcestershire
Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed

;
warranted

cooks 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/ dozen, two
dozen 23/-; specially selected cock Goldfinches, in
song, 2/-, 2/6 each, three 5/, six 8/6, 16/- dozen;
clear moulted cock Goldfinches, steady, ready to
show at once, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each; impossible to get
better; ben Goldfinches ]/-, three 2/-, 0/- dozen. 1

have a large stock of Larks, Chaffin.’lies, and rose
red-breasted cock Linnets, all warranted cocks,
(id., three 1/3, «ix 2/-, 3/6 dozen; specially selected
Larks. Challlnehes, sind Linnets for showing or con-
test singing 1/-, three 2/-, 4/0 dozen; two-yc«r-old
cock Linnets, in song, 1/6, 2/-, 2/0 each; hen
Linnets, lien Chaffinches, 3d. each, 1/3 dozen; cock
G reeclinch: s od., three 1/-, 2/- dozen; selected
yellow cocks for showing 1/-,- three 2/-; Yellow-
hammers, cocks, Dei., three 2/-; selected, J/- each;
lien Yellow hammers, 4d. each; Redpolls, od. each,
three 1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected, 1/- each; cages for
the above Oil., fld., 1/- each; trap cages 0d., 9d.
each; -double trap cages 1/- each; self acting spring
trap-nets, will catch any size birds, ISin. by 241u.
1/-, three 2/0; 20in. by 30in., Is. 2d.: 24in. by JJOjn.,

1/9; carriage paid; all on approval, cash or de-
posit, and money returned if not perfectly satis-
fied; travelling cages 3d. each: Thomas Hughes,
Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham.

CANARIES.
1

Border Fancy.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
CLASS Borders, gentleman’s winning stock, beau-

ties; pairs, 8/0, 12/6, 15/-; exchange large Nor-
wich: Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. ( 1836 )NICE youngsters, cheap; immediate disposal;
clears and marks, from marked strains; state wants
now : Livingstone, Rutherglen. (See Norwich) (1842)
PAIR Cinnamon Borders, 10/-; three show cages
and -case for fo-ur, 7, 0

; exchange exhibition British,
anything : Pearce, 231, Cathedral-rd., Cardin. (1843)
EXHIBITION Borders for sale, about 30 yellows
and buffs, from 7/6 a pair; giving up; or sell one
lot; -approval: Johnson, 33, Wigan-rd., Ormskirk.

(1S38)
SCOTLAND’S cup-winning Borders, five pairs for
mark breedings, won - everywhere in Scotland; I uni
removing : David Henderson, East Lawrence-st.,
Bucklmven.

( 1S39)CHAMPION Borders.—The following • can win in
best company buff cock, two butt hens, uneven butt
cock, 25/- each; others reasonable; appro.; stamp:
Jenkins, 71, Argylc-st., Srvansea. (1835)

BORDERS.—Giving up, some fine birds yet to dis-
pose of; pairs from 7/-, worth double; lour exhi-
bition cocks, from 10/-; three buffs, one yellow;
approval; stamp: R. Aitken, Sec., 30, Allison-st.,
A >T- (1837)
CHAMPION Borders; removing next month; must
reduce my stock; all varieties at reduced prices;
related to my winners at leading shows; see Liver-
pool report; approval:. John Niciiokon, Westgate,
Haltwhistle. (1843)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully iiow to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing; the breeding season. Iiow to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2{d. poet free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cl our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
First-rate Borders in splendid condition, bred from
winners

; cocks from 5/-, hens from 2/6 ; deposit
Editor: Smith, Springlield-lane, Weybridge. (1832)

Cinnamons.
YELLOW and buff cocks and hens, from 10/-; buff
cock, winner, 40/-; Harry Mills, 96, Junction-rd.,
Northampton. (1838)
CINNAMON Green lien, 5/-; Yellow Cinnamon hen,
4,0; Buff, 5/-; *11 large, splendid stock birds: A.
Fletcher, S-edgefield: (1839)
E. GO-DLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn, lias

for sal© cinnamons and Norwich l’lainheads, single
or pairs ; -stamp, approval. (1823)
PAIR Cinnamons, green cock, buff hen, 13/6; 2
young Goldfinch Mules, 4/6; Pearce, 64, Coleman-
rd., Camberwell, London. (3840)

j
Crests and Crestbreds.

{

FOR sale, few grand young Crests -and Crestbreds,
state price: George Dobson, 103, James-st., Blaydon-
on-Tyne. (1834)
TWO pairs Crest3

, -h.m. Linnet, hen Canary, 25/

-

lot, or separate; ia bargain; Perry, Gresham-rd.,
Edgwar-e. ’ (1839)
M Y champion Crests and Crestbreds ready for

early shows, cheap: C. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. (1815)
W. GUTTKRIDGE lias a fine lot of Crests, Crest-

breds for sale cheap, or exchange: Grocer, St. Mar-
garcts-on-Thames. (1836)
DEALERS.—Twenty Crest and Crestbred and Lan-
cashires to dispose of, one lot, cocks and hens

:

1ml, Gotham, Bristol. (3336)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Crests and Crest breds, prices
low, easy payments taken; approval: McKcand, Sca-
hright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
I'. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, lias grand show

birds and excellent stock birds, over moult-, yellows
and buffs; inspection invited. (1804)
1913 and 1914 CRESTS and Crestbreds for sale,,

cheap, large birds-, -stock or show : Walker," 6, T.ain-

bert-terraee, Aberdare, Wales. (1837)
SEVERAL Crests and Crest-brcds, reasonable, 1911
rung; approval, deposit; stamp, reply: Hardy, Stub-
by Mill, Littleborough, Manchester. (1824)

MONSTER Crested cock, 1913, can win if shown,
.Cl

:
young Crestbred cock, 12/6; Norwich cock, 7/6;

exchange for Bullies: Tullett, 33, Sun-st., Brighton.
(1841)

HIGH-CLASS Crest.3 , very large, best strain in

England, 35 years breeder, maiiy good winners sold;
cheap, approval: T. Billington, 05, Colwick-rd., Not-
tingham. 11823)

HARRY MILLS, 06
, Junction-rd., Northampton;

wing-marked Crested cock, three Dark Crested liens,

all 1914 rung, bred from show birds, 50/- four; room
wanted; several show and stock for .sale; state
wants ; approval. (1638)

CRESTS and Crestbred© from 10/-; Yorkshire cocks
from 7/C; two Ruff Norwich hens, 7/6 each- ex-
changes considered : G. Mills, 10, Manton-rd , Jrtb-
Jingborough.

( 1842)iRADLIvY AND SON, very large, best strain in
England, have a few good birds for sale from 15/-
u pwards ; cash or deposit: 193, Date-st-., Skelman-
thorpe, Huddersfield.

( 1843)HVIN8 BROTHERS, a grand lot of Crests and
Crestbreds to be sold at bargain prices; this- cham-
pion strain lias been at the top for years; enquiries
invited; approval: 259, High-st., Exeter.

Lizards.
ALL my Lizards for sale, best blood obtainable, in-

cluding winners at Bradford, 1613; 5 Golds, 5 Silvers,
from 6/- to 15/- per bird, taking the lot will accept
63 ; Tay lor, Grocer, Parliament st., Burnley. (1832)

$ Greens.
GREEN Yorkshires from prize stock; reasonable

prices; Salter, Nevill-st., Abergavenny. (1835)
STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-
ners, holders of the G.C.A. cup; inspection in-
vited; prices reasonable: Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-
id., Liverpool.

1 have .some good Yorkshire and Norwich Greens
for .sale at reasonable prices, for show or stock
purposes; winner at all leading shows; see Liver-
pool report; home all week-ends; F. Handley, 23,
Uovcntry-rd., Wavertree, Liverpool, (1836)
NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and

quality; how to breed these; see “Nutshell No. 24.”
“The Green Canary,” 2/d., post-free, from: "Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on Our
agents and yet it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

Lancashires.
YELLOW Plain-head lien, 12/6; buff ditto, 10. •; huff
Plainhead reek, 10/-; huff coppy cock, 17/6; all 1914
bred; two buff coppy hens, 15,-, 25/-; yellow Plain-
head h<n, 15/-; bull Plainhead cock, 25/-; approval;
stamp reply; Adams, 19, Bedford-st., Rochdale.

(1839)

Belgians.

A few Belgian Canaries, pure bred, suitable for
crossing with Yorkshires : Salter, Nevill-st., Aber-
gavenny.

(1636)

Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-
quiries solicited

;
stamp: 113, Northficld-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few' Norwich for sale; no
better blood; grand typo and quality.—Reid's
Buildings, Xewtongrange.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
diplomas of honour, silver cups and medals, etc.;
some fine birds ready at prices to suit all; ap-
proval; stamp: 6, Baunor-st., St. Lukes, London,
E.C’.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Spcciaiist, 14,
Pugin-st., Carlisle.— Grand lot of young birds for
sale, also fine big year-old cocks and hens, fit to
v\ in; stamped inquiries solicited.

NORWICH hen Canaries, 2,6 and 3;- each: Mrs.
Osborne, Wooit-on Hill, Newbury. (1833)
GOOD novice Norwich, 1913 and 1914, fit for show,

reasonable prices: Turreil, 3, Pitkington-rd., Beckham.
NORWICH Plainhead exhibition Jocks, unfiiglited,

fed, 15/-, 21/-: Girling, Harford-st., Norwich. (1843)

PRIZE-BRED cocks, from 6/6; hens from 3.6; state
wants: F. J. Laceohee, 92, St. George-st., Norwich.

(1824)
GOOD Norwich cocks, colour-fed, 1914, on song,

4/6, 5/6, and 7/0 : Hodson, el), Dacy-rd.. Liverpool.
(1830)

REV. C. GAUL can spare tew well-bred Norwich,
prices very moderate: 61, Higher Ardwick, .Man-
chester. (1832)
FOUR Norwich lion Canaries for double-reed melo-

deon ; or sell 14,-: R. Black, 28, lligh-st., Irvine,
Ayrshire. (1839)
GIVING up; 4 Norwich hens, 3 proved Mulers, 1

unflighted, cheap to clear : 34, Christchurch-rd..
Southend. (1842)
NORWICH Blainhcads, a few stock pairs, plenty

of size ; try on© on approval : Henderson, 37, Grant-
st., Wick. (1832)
MASSIVE ticked huff stock cock, 1913 bird, £1

deposit: Irving Marlow, lvanhoe House, Dcsboro’,
Nort'hants. (1838)

1.91 4 NORWICH cocks, started singing, from 5/-.

«nd two hens, 2/6 each; Mr. A. C. llatcli^ 132, Ber-
et., Norwich. (1834)
NORWICH, guaranteed cocks, singing, 7/6" prize

parents, large birds; liens, 2.6: King, 90, High-st.,
Walthamstow. (1832)
F-Olt sale, six Norwich hens, two cocks, yellow and

huff, two Goldfinch Mules; offers: MacUulleen, Tar-
bert, Loehfync. (1834)

TWO clear buff liens, 1913, large liirjls, 2 clear yel-

low cocks, lull song: Walker, 6, Lambert terrace,

Aberdare, Wales. (1S37)

NORWICH, young cocks and hens, prices reason
able: Rinks, IwG. l’cabody Dwellings, Fairingdon-
rd., London, E.C". (1840)

GRAND tick d buff lien, winner. 25, -; also som»
good cocks from 7/6* upwards: Uui'dctt, Todd-.-t.,

Wingate, Durham. (183E)

BUFF cooks, 10 /6 . 12/6, 15/-; hens, 5/- upwards;
large birds, led, 1914; approval: Dyson, 25, Wjiul-
ham-rd., Salisbury. (1822)

HENS, 3/0; variegated, 5/-, 1913, or exchange
birds; what offers; approval; letters; S. Large, 59.

Sprules-rd., Rrockloy. (1835)

SEIZE opportunities during tho lifetime of tlios-o

opportunities, chow or stock, write now: Allsopp,

40, Beda-rd., Cardiff. (1834)

MUST clear 30 Norwich and Borders, good stock;

natural fed; all colours; cheap: Livingston©. 2-iu,

Main -st., Ruthcrglcm. flfc-42)

HANDSOME pair of young variegated. 7 6 pair;

1913 buff hen, yellow cock, 12,0, colour fed: Din r-

wood, Lcadmills, Mold. (IS.I5)

ABOUT 12, yellow Norwich- for sale: cocks from
10.'-, liens from 5 •; well-known strain; giving up;

approval: Johnson, 33, Wigan-rd., Orm kirk.

(1838)
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MUST sell, 40 Norwich, some winners, nml ready for

show, and cages, In one lot or single: Hoet
Kings rd., Upton l’ark.

A FKW well-bred Norwich for disposal, cooks 7 /«,

8/6, 10/8 : hens, 3/0. 4/0; H. Jlurchell, 2, High-rd.,

Chudwell Heath, liasex.
,

< 1S;
J
4 >

ttNFUGHTUD yellow cocks and hens, a few lor

disposal, 7/C to 12/0: Win. Ii. Sykes, 39, Moscow-

rd., Gdselcy, Stockport. (1830)

THIRTY Norwich for sale, single or pairs; inspec-

tion invited: Apply. II. Marshall, 41, Truman-st.,

llncknall Torkard, Notts. (1S34)

NORWICH, 1911, lit for show, also Borders, very

low prices; call or approval: Davidson, Clydesdale

House, Mossend, Scotland. (1837)

Si.VERA L largo variegated Norwich hens, grand

heads, colour-foil, 5/- each; inspection invited: Park-

inson, S3, Hodderst., Accrington. (183a)

NOTICE. -Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken ;
approval : 11c-

Keand. Scahrlght, Castle Douglas. (1CJ1)

TYPICAL Norwich cocks, good- songsters, 5/6;

liens, 1/C: pairs. 0/6 upwards: Thompson, Con.

fectioner, 63, Wellington-st., Luton. (1339)

LARGE clour yellow Norwich cock, 1913 bred,

can win, CO -
; others cheap; approval: C. Roberts.

St a ni:,alley , Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1838)

NORWICH cocks, this year bred, grand singing

strain, 5,0 each; reliable feeding hens, 2/6: W.
Stevenson, 3. Ashforth-st., Nottingham. (1835)

SIN pairs beautiful Norwich Canaries, inspection

invited by appointment; 30/-. or would separate:

Hobbs, 21. Ashburnham-rd., Greenwich. (1821)

WHAT otfers for five 1913 Norwich hens, good

feeders, also four 1914: sell or exchange; no live

stock: R,filer, Steekbur.v, Sittingbourne. (1832)

MR. ECKERSLEY has a few really good birds

about ready that lie can spare, prices from 10/-:

51. Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (1S35)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, large Bullfinch fype, 1914,

bred from winners; pairs from 12/0; state wants;
approval: Clarke, G9, Felixstowe, Ipswich. (1841)

CLEAR yellow lien, great size, fine type, beautiful

feather, won silver howl. Elgin Christmas show,
bargain’. 40/-: George Baxter, Highfield, Fochabers,

N.B. (1341)

GOOD Norwich : 32 colour-fed cocks and hens; will

take £4 15 f- for lot to clear; call any time; no

postcards: Mrs. Clcmence, 151, Lordship-lane, East

Dulwich (1842)

GRAND yellow Norwich cock, winner, with lovely

bull hen to match, 22/0 -the pair, cheap at 50/-;

approval : North, Breeder, 443, IManehester-rd..

Bradford. ' (1S427

PAIR good Norwich, yellow cock, winner 1st, even-

marked 1 buff hen, winner 2nd, 25/-; cash or de-

posit : Irving, Mallow, Ivanhoc House, Desborough,
Northanta. (1838)

LARGE buffs and varieg. Norwich 1914 cocks, 7/0

each, 10. 0 a pair, Roberts’ strain : 3 pairs of 1913,

same price; deposit; Wheeler, Griffin's Wood, Epp-
ing. Essex. - (1829)

OWEX-BRONNENAL, Carmel Groeslon, Carnar-

von, breeder of the four-pointed1 buff, 2nd Palace;

few for sale, come blood ;
yellows, buffs; cocks and

hens; reasonable. (1839)

A. SCOTT, Scott’s Hotel, Lancaster, offers

variegated buff cock, winner 2 firsts, 2 seconds, etc.,

guaranteed healthy, £3; two one-year clear buff

hens, perfect beauties, bargains, 30/- each; clear

yellow cock, lovely bird, sure winner, £2 5/-; 2 un-

sighted yellow cocks, £2 each, worth double. (1834)

FOUR Norwich hens, perfect condition, 10/- lot;

cock Goldie Canary Mule, full song, 1913, 7/-; three

pair Bullies, large, -picked birds, 4/- pair: May-
nard. Wellow, Notts. (1830)

RATCLIFF, breeder of high-class Norwich, can

spare some grand birds at reasonable prices, cocks

from 10/-, hens 7/6 ; satisfaction guaranteed : Green-

hill Aviaries. Grantham. (1832)

HXGII-CLASS Norwich, large, grand type, good

heads, best strain in England, several winners, 35

years’ breeder, cheap, approval: T. Billington, 55,

Colwick-rd. Nottingham. (1823)

WINNERS, owing to business, am compelled to sell

all my show and stock birds, from 5/- to £3 each;

first orders get them: Andrew, North-rd. Aviaries,

Wliitcmoor, St. Austell. Cornwall. (1824)

QUALITY, unflighted buff cock, 1913 yellow-green

hen, 25/-, 1913 buff cock and yellow hen 20/-, 1913

yellow coek 15/-, 1914 yellow cock 12/0; approval:

Flatt, 21, Margarets Green. Ipswich. (1834)

NORWICH.—Three splendid 1 cocks, 12/6 each;

worth double; six young cocks, 5/- each; seven

hens, 3/- each; bargain; one show case to hold

lour, 4/-; one to hold two, 2/-: 30, Clifton-rd.,

South-port. (1839)

EIGHT -cocks, 1914, from winners, 650 prizes, 10/-

eacli; see report Oxford Show; 12 Norwich cages,

1/- each; two wicker hampers, 7/0 each; 4 York-

shire cages and hamper, 8/-: Lovegrove, 43, King’s-

id., Henley-on-Thames. (1835)

ONE clear yellow Norwich cork, good strain, 12/0,

two yellows, one buff liens, clears, 1914, 4/0 each:

also five songsters, 5/- -each; healthy birds; or 35/0

the lot; exhibition Goldfinch taken part exchange;

or offers; yours first : Macgregor, Sarahville-creseent,

Larkliall, N.B. (1838)

ALL cocks, very large, uneven marked, 1913 yellow,

good head, stock bird, 10/0; grand 1914 C.F. yel-

low, small eye spots from even marked strain,

12/-; clear C.F. yellow 1913 show bird, perfect con-

dition, 14/-; approval: Pennal, Totteridge, High
•Wycombe, Bucks. (1837)

EIGHTY Norwich Canaries for sale, single or in

pairs, from 7/0 to 25/- each, bred from stock birds

from some of the best strains in England, cold-room

bred and in pink of condition ;
money returned or

bird changed if not satisfactory; Keynes, Kington

St. Michael. Chippenham. (1830)

CHAMPION Norwich, bred from E. Steed’s stock,

10 cocks, 4 hens ;
extra choice birds ; clears, varie-

gatod greens, also two double breeders, stock

cages, and utensils; giving up through ill-health;

sell lot £3 10/-. or cock at 8/0, hens 3/6: E. W.
.Webb, 28. -Sportsbank-st., Catford. (1840

NORWICH Canaries, 1/lJ, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“Forming a Stud,” and “How to Produce the

Idea!,” are worth the cost of the whole book
many times over: “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-street,

London
(1) GRAND unflighted marked buff hen, a gem all

over, can win in keenest competition, 35/-; (2)

variegated unflighted yellow lien, a perfect speci-

men, regular stormer, 40/-: (3) grand yellow cock,

winner in hottest competition, 35/-: (4), 1913 buff

hen, a model, perfect in every point, 35/-; several
grand unfliglited /ellow cocks and hens, from 10/-

upwards: approve1
; all risk taken on rail; note the

name : Judge Silk, Whitstable. * (1842)

NORWICH l NORWICH !

Every bird u bargain. Huvo on npprovul and test

truth of this statement. I have a splendid collec-

tion; prize-bred Norwich, cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/0,

10/6; liens, 2/-, 3J-, 4/-; pairs, 7/0, 8/0, 10/6 up;
cages, 3d.; winners ready, and cheapest in England;
state wants; detailed list free; W. Rudd, The Bird
Specialist, Norwich.

HEALTHY colour-fed Norwich, for show or stock;
8 hull cocks, 10 /- each; a grand yellow cocks, 15 /-;

1 yellow cock, 7/6; 1 yellow, and 1 huff cock, both
ticked one wing, 15/-; 1 huff variegated hen, 10/-;

1 yellow hen, 7/6; all these aro 1914 bred, very
typical birds, short flights, good chest, head, and
necks, and excellent silky feather, and absolute bar-

gains: Taylor, Draper, Bideford. (1836)

MR. O. W. SILK can offer a few of his champion
winning Norwich; note wins at all the leading
shows; all birds sent on approval with pleasure;

(1) grand clear yellow cock, unfliglited, a real model,
can win in the keenest competition, grand head,
very short in body, wings and tail and good sub-
stance, 7(1, -

; (2) clear yellow cock, 1913 bred, winner
of two lsts last reason, now in grand form, can
soon win cost, 60/-; (8) clear buff cock, a winner,
good head and chest, nice wings and tail and lovely
quality, 50/-; (4) ticked yellow hen, 1913, a topper,
very large in head, nice body and lovely quality, a
certain winner and ia good stock hen, 50/-: Glcnrosa,
Emswortli. (1842)
CAN spare following champion Norwich show

birds, ready, and will be to the front at once if

shown :—(Slashing clear yellow cock, massive head,
crest, rare colour and 1 wing carriage, price £2;
monster big-headed 1 clear buff cock, massive head,
neck, chest, in tip-top form, only 30/-; variegated
huff icock, none better ever bred, 30/-; champion
monster clear yellow hc-n, an ideal specimen, win
any leading show, Donny lady, only £2 2/-; varie-

gated yellow hen, 15/6; clear yellow hen, such ejze,

rare quality, 21/-; clear buff lien, gem all over,
real champion, 25/-; marked1 buff hen, good large
head and chest, only 12/6; clear huff hen. can win
small shows, 10/6; above 1914 bred, colour fed,

clean through moult; first orders have them. Note;
All above from cup and medal winners; scores or

winners sold by me every season
;

particulars

:

Apply George Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton.

J. AND J. HOPKINS
have for sale 2 grand unfliglited cocks, yellow and
buff, rare type, quality and colour, 25/- each : 126,

Bury New-rd., Bolton. (1837)

PURE NORWICH
Crystal Palace, Manchester, and all leading show
strain, cocks, yellows and buffs, from 6/-, 7/-, 8/,

10/-, 12/-; show specimens, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-; hens,
same strain, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-; for show, 15/-,

20/- ; any on approval
;

a 20 years’ noted winning
strain; breed 30 years: Sandiford, Canary Specialist
and Judge, Preston, Lanes.

[ Rollers 6 Singing Canaries]
BREEDERS CARD.

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

8outh Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.K.C.C.
Birdfl for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

CHAMPION
YORKSHIRES
and NORWICH
Some real good birds now
ready. Grand lengthy York-
shire cocks, well on song,

6/-, 7/6, 10/- up
;

erect, racy
hen3, 8/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each up;
matched breeding pairs, 10 /-,

12/6, 16/-, 20/. per pair; smart, thick-set cobby Nor-
wich at same price as Yorkshires. Exhibition Nor-
wich and Yorkshires, from my well known strain of
winners, now ready. Prices from 10/- to 100/-,

Write stating wants. I have also a largo selection
of British Rollers, Crests, Borders, etc., etc. Send
a P.C. for free illustrated catalogue. Every bird
on 10 days’ approval at my solo risk. Travelling
cages, sd. extra. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Ambler Thorn, Halifax,
YorKs.JOE THOMAS,

TO ALL WHO DON’T KNOW
what Hartz Mountain Rollers really are, and wish to
learn, I invite such to write qie: W. Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich.

MAGNIFICENT STOCK
of English-bred Rollers in free song day and 1 gas
light, free from harsh notes; cocks, 5/6, G/6, and
7/6 each; hens, 1/0 each; all warranted cold room
bred; also splendid lot of Yorkshires and Norwien
cocks in free song, 5/0, 0/0, and1 7/0 each; hens,
2/-, 2/0, and 3/- each; all birds 1914 bred and over
moult

; travelling cages, 3d. extra
; week's trial

allowed as usual, cash or deposit system ; W. Gore,
Goocii-st., Birmingham.

REAL B.R.C.C. ROLLERS
Fouids’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall’s and one of best organs, price 10/-,

12/-,. 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaranteed and on
approval, liens 2/0, 3/6; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; established
fifty years ; thousands of testimonials ; for proof
write Editor, who has seen the originals

; send for
catalogue: Sandiford. Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston

; also at S9, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Scotch Fancies.
FOR sale, green hen, £.3: yellow cock. £1 10/-;

buff pied, cock, £2 10/- : John Melville, Sunnybank.
(1839)

YELLOW coek, yellow pied hen, yellow green hen,
all 1914; approval: Service, Duns Law Cottages,
Duns. (1830)

|
Yorkshires-"**!

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser.— A DVT. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS.’’

WANTED, a large quantity of Rollers, for cash

:

Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. (1840)
ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, and 5, 9, hens 2J-

;

ap-
proval : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1827)
GLUCKE and water glucke cocks, from 7/0 upwards ;

also hens : Higgins, 1. Mary-st.. Tyldesley. (1815)

SEVERAL Roller Canaries lor sale, gocks, 5s.,

hens, 1/0: W. Joy, 16, Elvaston Mews, Queen's
Gate, 6.W. (1833)

BRITISH Rollers, in song, cocks 6/6, 7/6, 8/0;
hens, 2/-; cold-room bred: Fowles, Chapel-st., Cam,
Dursley, Glos. (1832)
FOP. sale, Canaries, Rollers, 4 cocks, in song. 11

hens, 2 Linnet Mules; cash; apply: Fred King, Stan-
ley-rd., Wakefield. (1830)

GRAND lot 1914 Roller-Nor. songsters, cocks 5/0,
hens 3/-; 8/- pair; offers: A. Holmes, Fletcher-st.,

Heanor, Derbyshire. (1830)

HIGH-CLASS 1913 Roller cock, Randall Percival’s,

good tutor or contest singer; price, 20/-: Carring-
ton, Bridge-st., Bakewcil. (1842)

SIX Roller cocks, organ schoolmasters trained,

Randall’s strain, 7/6 each; hens, 2/0 each: Fergu-
son, 9, Fergu.eon-rd., Blackpool. (1858)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for. day and gas-light

singing, prices low. easy payments taken
;
approval

:

McKeand,. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

SEVEN Seifert cocks, properly trained, in full

rolling song, 10/- each, £3 lot; no dealers: Walker,
6, Lambert terrace, Aberdare, Wales. (1837)

ROLLERS; young cocks, Randall’s strain: trained

by winning schoolmaster; 7/0 and 10/0; liens, 2/6:
Hartley, 58, I’arliament-st., Burnley, Lancs. (1S39)

PAIR Roller Canaries in breeding cage, in/-; pair

Yorkshire ditto, 7/6; pair Norwich ditto, 10/-; pair

Skylarks in cage, 3/- : Ellis, 42, Eastover, Bridg-water.

HIGH-CLASS Glucke: an-d Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/0, Walton and Randall strain
;
(hens, 2/6, 3/6;

cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Crest,v-rd.,

Crewe. (’M.?)

A FEW young Seifert Roller cocks and hens for

sale, 1914 bred, cocks 0/-, hens 2/-- 7 days’ approval
on receipt of P.O. : Dunkcrley, 92, Prospcct-rd., Scar-

borough. (1824)

PURE Seifert Rollers, 12 cocks, 1914 bred, cold

room, singing nicely, 14 hens; cocks, 7/6; lues, 2/6
each; or 8/6 per pair : E. Shepherd, 93, Regent-st..

Rochdale. (1836)

,
SPLENDID singing cocks, Glucke and Seifert

Rollers, O'- each, in full song; also good liens at

2/6 each; four days’ approval, deposit: Hallett,

Shrublands, Smithybrid ge, Lancs. (1S39)

NOTICE, beautiful singing cock Canary, in full

song, with handsome solid brass drawing room cage,

cost 12/0, sacrifice 107- lot; approval with pleasure:

Wilkshire. 8a. Ilermit-st., Nottingham.
TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-class

Rollers, offer grand young cocks, singing grand, 5.6,

6/6, 7/6; extra deep toned cocks, 10/6, 12/0 each;
hens, 2/-: approval, cash or deposit: Day, 77, Por-

ter-st,, Hull. (1SS6)

ROLLER coek, 4 prize International, February,
21/-: four young cocks, 12/6, four 15/ - each;
Randall’s watcrglucke strain ;

approval 4 days ;
no

dealers; bargains; Member B.R.C.C.: Sautcr, 41,

Rosemary-rd,, Peekham, S.E. (1841)

CONTEST Rollers, delightful singers. coUl-room
bred, and finest blood extant ; cocks,. 10/6 to 15/-

;

hens, 5. - ; pairs, scientifically mated, 12/6 to 18/6

;

approval with pleasure, or call and hear them:
Squire, Gommersall, Birstall, near Leeds. (1830)

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, emart lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/S, 7/-,
8 /-, 10 / 6 , 12/6 each, on lull
•song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/ 6 , 10/6,
12/6, 15/- 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy hens at 3/-, «/-, 5/-, 61; 7/-, 8/6 each. ' Also
good stock of largo cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6 each, day and
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments; Birds sent off at once on receiving first
payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, anil
sale arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms: Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 00/-; the
finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 years;
mapy championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show. Palace, 1914 ; ap-
proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-gninea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South View-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

L. DYKES, breeder, exhibitor, and exporter. Win-
ner of more first prizes for years than any other
exhibitors of Yorkshires. Show and stock birds
for sale, prices reasonable. See reports all lead-
ing shows; inspection invited: 16, Shann-st., Bol-
ton Woods, Bradford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Dudley Hill,

Bradford.

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks, singing, lot

0/0: 24, Cccil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1835)

NEST of 4, as bred, 20/-; 1913 yellow ben, 7/6;
approval: Flatt, 21, Margarets Green, Ipswich. (1834)

MR. D. PICKERING, 91, Mushroom-lane, Sheffield,
can spare few liigh-elass Yorkshires from 20/- a pair.

(1830)
TWELVE good Yorkshire hens, sell 3/6 each, 36/-

the lot, or good exchange: J. Richmond, l’atelcy
Bridge. (3842)
YOKKSHIRES for sale, cheap, the whole of my

stock, including all winners: Crisp,- 50, Elm Park-rd.,
Chelsea. (1825)

A FEW prize-bred Yorkshires for sale, single or
pairs, no rubbish : Botell, 4, Alfred Villas, New
liltham. (1840)

FEW winners, Yorkshire greens, for sale, grand
type: W. Longmore, 7, Janet Street, Edge Hill,

Liverpool. (1833)

YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
YORKSHIRES; buff cock, yellow hen, 10/6; hens
from 2/6; approval: Dickens, 22, Elnor-st., Langley
Mill, Notts. (1839)

TWO of the best clear yellow Yorkshire cocks, one
winner, cheap ; approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick-
rd., Nottingham. (1S34)

YORKSHIRES, cocks 0/-, hens 3/-; matched pairs,

8/6 upwards; cash or deposit: Adams, 05, Leeds-

rd., llklcy, Yorks. (1834)

WINNING pair Yorkshires, 1st Bedford £1 selling

yellow’ cock, buff hen, 17/0: Dimmock, Market-sq.,

Leighton Buzzard. (1342)

CHOICE of 40 Yorkshires, colour-fed, many win-

ners, stock or show, from 0/0: 35, Alma-rd., East

Hill, Wandsworth. (3835)

OFFERS seven large liens, 1 muling Greenfinch,

2 Greenfinch Mules: H. Charman, 12, Liverpool-rd.,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. (1834)

LONG, typical Yorkshires, from my winners; cocks

from 7/0, hens 5/-: liaunaford, 05, St. Quinton-

avenue. North Kensington. (1830)

PRIZE Yorks., from 10/0 pair; healthy birds, war-

ranted own breeding (see Hutlnvaite show) : Topliss,

27, Frederick-st., Mansfield. (1835)

TYPICAL yellow Yorks, cock, buff ditto, 7/0 each;
grand buff hen, 5/6; bargains (Shackleton’s) ; Eddy,
Bellevue Terrace, Penzance. (1837)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, cocks 6/-, 8/-, 10/-,

12 T6- hens, 4'-, 6/-; inspection invited; approval:

Whiting, Ravensbury, Morden-rd., Mitcham, Surrey.
(1635)

COME and inspect this noted strain of cleafs and
greens, home all day

; prices to suit all ; Metcalfe,
08. Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
LADY has ten pairs beautiful Yorkshire Canaries,

1913-1914, perfect health, cock lull song, 9/- pair, £4
the lot: 4, Irton-rd., Southport. (1830)
YORKSHIRES; colour-fed cocks, 5/-; hens, 2/0;
upwards; good birds, worth double: Williams, 862,

Penistonc-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1-338)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low', easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
WHOLESALE, can supply dealers with colour-fed
Yorkshires, very cheap; state want's: J. Taylor, 30,

Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (1333)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition, or song,
cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/-; approval: Ernest
Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. ( 1842)

CLINKING exhibition Yorkshires, show or stock
birds, from 10/6; state wants to C. Roberts,
Staniiahey, Newton Drive. Blackpool. (1838)

SIXTY fine Yorkshires, grand- show or slock, cold
room bred, low prices; seen any time: Breeder,

14, Herbert-rd., Bowes Park, London, X- (1811)

NOTICE.—Ten pairs Yorkshires, as bred, suit

dealer, £3 lot, genuine bargain; approval, deposit:
Frank Stevens, Great Ayton. Yorkshire. (1835)

A. J. CLARKE, winner of Mayoress Cup. Clapham,
1913-14

;
about 6 Yorkshires only for sale, of line

quality: 05, Copleston-rd., East Dulwich. (1832)

GRAND Yorkshire greens, clears, variegated, cocks
and hens; reasonable price-s: S. Hampson, Kirnber-

worth, Heyw’ood-rd., Wavertree, Liverpool. (1836)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George’s-terrace, Newcastle-011-Tyne. (178S)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire cocks and hen, in clear-s,

ticks, var. cocks 6 /- upwards; hens, 4/- upwards;
approval: L. Jebson, Wood-st., Skclmanthorpe, Hud-
dersfield. (1342)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, show or stock, from my
winners, reasonable prices; matched pairs from
12/0; approval: G. Simeson, 03, Bcaconsfield-st.,

Acomb, York. (1837)

GIVING up; grand cock buff Yorkshire, 17/6; yel-

low hen, 6/6; another, 3/6; Ogden's and Dyke’s

winning strains: V. Lomer, Ashdenc, Regent's Park,

Southampton. (1837)

BUSINESS pressure demands discontinuance York-

shire breeding: disposal, thirty high-class bargains;

Ogden’s, Radley’s strains; state wants and prices;

Page, Baker, Dunstable. (1841)

GRAND buff Yorkshire cock, winner, Tin. long,

W'th lovely yellow hen to match, both 1914 bred,

only 22/6, worth 50/r; approval; North, Breeder.

443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1642)

WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-

shire Canaries, also cock Goldfinch Mules, for

prompt cash; stamp envelope reply: Enoch Power,

91 Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire cocks from 10/-; hen3

from 4/0; bred and reared in outside bird-room

on the 'Minster cliffs; every bird in splendid condi-

tion: C. Hallewell, Minster, Sheppey. Kent. (1839)

COMPULSORY sale, twenty-eight pairs high-class

Yorkshires and Norwich, 8/6 a pair, in one lot; no

exchange ;
also three stacks of cages, sell cheap ;

bargain: Harrison, Regcnt-st., Hcbden Bridge. (1837)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 5 pairs, 0/- pair; 5 show

cage-s, 1/- each; ease for 3, 2/6; case for 2, 2/-; single

breeders, 1/6 each; giving up Fancy; all good value:

Frank Heselden, Walkley-terrace, Heckmondwikc.
(1832)

MY whole stock of typical Yorkshires for sale,

some extra bargains, from 10/- to 25/-; state

wants; 1 will send on approval, cash or deposit :

W G. Andrews, 1, Hayes-st., West Bromwich.
(1SS9)

NOVICES! Do you want good birds cheap, to

win, to breed winners? if so, write to me, stating

wants. 1 will endeavour to supply and satisfy

vou: J. Beaumont, Hepworth, near Huddersfield.
(1840)

WINNING Yorkshires, cocks 7/0, liens 0/-; stock

pairs, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-; approval; satisfaction guar-

anteed; same strain as my winners at Cardiff,

Merthyr, Upper Rhondda, etc.: Griffiths, 3, Glyn

Terrace, Tredegar.
,

(Mf >

WHO wants a really good buft lien for stock?

I have several in clears or ticked from 5/- to 30/

-

eacli ;
these are bred from high-class stock, and1

arc the right sort, to produce winners; cash or

deposit : Gibbon. 142, High-st., Stourbridge. (1S3S)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, clear yellow cock, winner

several firsts 40/-; uneven-marked buff hen, also

big winner £0/-; variegated buff hen (unflighted),

standard length, 20/-; lot £3 10/-; approval with

pleasure: Tansey, 57, Reid-st,, Springburn, Glasgow

CH \MPION winning Yorkshires, 1913 :
yellow cock,

25 /-• buff cock, 15/-': 1914 buff cock, 25/-: buff lien.

17 t) ;
buff cock, 15/-: all fit for exhibition; large

stock birds, cocks 7/6, henj 5/- upwards; approval,

deposit: Clarence Beaumont, King-st., bKc.inan-

thorpe, near Huddersfield. il®4-’

TYPICAL Yorkshires.—1913 clear huff cock. 10.6.

approval,
Bar, Manchester, (1839)
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YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1 J. by H W. Battye

d*ttRt President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

thu best, handbook dealing with the Yorkshire ami

its Mib varieties. Contains complete Instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moiflting, and successful

exhibiting ;
also how to treat in both health ami

disease- "Cnee Birds," 151, Fleet, st.. London. 15.0.

HELLIWKLL champion Yorkshires. Owing to

alterations, must reduce my stock this season. I

liuvo won the Bristol rose howl, Bradlord East

xo»-, bowl, Skclmant horpe challenge cup, open to

the world, with bird,. Iircd hy myself; mulched

pairs from the above, HI/-, 15/-. Ml- upwards; Odd

birds, show or slock, proportionately ;
approval ;

Coimncrclul-i'd., Skelmantliorpe. (1MU)

POWICK'S CM IMPION YORKSHIRE!
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song. 7/d;

ware winners 10/d; hens, 5/0 each; ten
^

days

approval nt my risk: W. Fowick, Kastflciu Cottanc,

Dewsbury, Yorkshire. • < 1 8.10)

WINN e R OF CUP3
East 11am 1011-12-13, Ilford 11)12-13. numerous other

pedals; entire stock, about fifty, for disposal;

room wanted; cocks, Irony 7/d to 10/d; lions, 3/d

to 6/-; lovely feather and quality: Reynolds. 40.

Meads- lane, Seven Kings, lit sex. U811)

THE BARGAINS OF A LIFETIME

Long, slltn Yorkshire cocks, 5/d, 6/0, 7/d, S/fi, 106,

hens, 2 d, 3/C, 6/- ;
three hens, t't/fi lot; pairs, C/fi, 7,'fi,

8/0. 100. upwards; approval; cages, 3d.;, dialled

list free: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

PURE YORKSHIRES
Crystal Palace first prize strain, guaranteed ;

seine

lovely spVA'imens, clean moulted cocks, yello\vs or

buffs, from i>J-, fl/-. 7,'fi, ft/0, 10/-, 1-/-, 15/- each

:

hens, yellows or buffs, 4/-, 5/*,. fi/-, 7 0, 8/o, *10/- each;

any on approval
;

I guarantee to please you, as soon

as you see them. Cages, !?/- each. Breeder 30 years:

Sandiford, Canary Specialist, Preston; also e9,

Sclator-st’. Shoreditch, London.

Various Canaries.

SIX Norwich, four Yorkshires cocks, 5/C eacli ;

SO/- the lot; bargain: A. Pritchard, Woodham
Mortimer, Maldon, Essex. (1838)

1913 BliEF cock, bred by Ogden Bros., 12/C, bar-

gain; three buff liens. 4 /- each ; or good exchange:
Williams, 10, Longw-c-od-uv., Dublin. (1838)

BARGAINS. Bull' Nc-rwicll or Yorkshire cocks
and liens, no yellows, from 7/G to £1; -prize-winners;

cards sent : R-aviee, Fernd-ale, Craven Aims, (1838)

WINNERS, yellow cock, 12/-; yellow marked hen,

10/-; other equally cheap; iovely stock birds from
7/-; no time for showing: J. McLouglilin, Valley-rd.,

Liversedge, Yorkshire. (1835)

ALL 1914 bred; large Yorkshire cock, 7/-; brown
and buff Yorkshire hen, 4/-; CresteyL cock, 6/-;

Crested hen, 3/-; exchange 1914 poultry: Sykes,
Ealand, Crowle, Doncaster. (1832)

SUI.L four Canaries, two half-bred Rollers, as bred,

pair half-bred Yorkshires, pair BulU-cr, 10/-, or
otter in other British mules; yours first: 11. Lock,
Rayne Lodge Cottages, Braintree. (1837)

GIVING up Fancy; bargains for someone; 3 cock
Yorkshires, 7/6 and S/C each; 1 hen, 2/-; 1 cock
Norwich, 8/6; 4 young birds (2 Norwich, 3 Rollers),

as bred, 2/6 each; 1 good cock, H.M. Linnet. 2/-;

cash: 11. Dawson, 56, Walcott-st., Hull. (1834)

HAVING bought up a well-known- breeder’s lot of

Canaries, 1 have a number of sale. Norwich, 10/6
to 15/- per pair: Yorkshires and Mules, 7/6 to 10/-;

fed; «Lso a grand lot of Linnets, well pencilled,

fTom 1/* each: Resident, 27, West-hill, Dartford,

Kent. (1S43)

WANTED, HEN CANARSES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give IS/- doz., 1/- each
lieu Goldfinches, Mules; cash or deposit with ‘'Cage
Birds": W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd., Leytonstone.

(1824)

CANARIES
Wanted, any quantity of cocks, also pairs of Cana-
ries, Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, etc.

:
gcod

prices: easii same day as birds arrive; no waiting:
G. Chapman, Iligh-st., Birmingham. (1842)

H. VALENTINE
Winner of numerous prizes, including 3 lsts and
specials, 3 2nds, 3 3rds, special for most points in

show, and special for best colour in show- ;
read

Bedford show report; some grand show and stock
birds for sale from 7/6 to £2 10/-: 19, St. Mary's,
Bedford. (1829)

Taylor’s Naturalists,
&*8u5En L'&fel

have splendid assortment cf Yorkshire, Norwich, and
other birds. Send for our Illustrated Catalogue,
giving particulars of everything required in the
Fancy. Wo hold the largest and most up-to-date
stock. Only address : 3 and 7, Thornton-rj., Brad-
ford. Telephone. 5014.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
COCK Goldfinch mules, bred 1914, from 4,-; nmst
clear; some good birds: Williams, 18, Klgin-st.,
Kirkcaldy. (1834)
COCK yellow Greenfinch-Bullfinch Hybrid, ready

for immediate exhibition. £5: Edmund Lamb, AI-
verstone. New Malden, Surrey. (1834)
FOR sale, splendid Linnet Mule, with hanging cage,

6/-; singing grand, a bargain; also bicycle: Anseil,
Carr-vale. Bolsover, Che-t rficld. (U3r)
GOLDl-TNCH-C-mary 1914 soiqvl ers and Exhibition
from 7/6; muling 1: ns from 2/0: Miss Thomas.
Fairlight. Richmond Park rd., Bournemouth. (1814)
WINNERS, ready for immediate exhibition: dark

buff Linnet Mule, 30/-; Hybrid Goldfinch-Greenfinch,
20/-; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

S'Re Sflows.
LONDON 6 FKOVINCIAL

O.S.
Held in the Lambeth Baths Oct. 28 and 29 this

bhow proved quite u success. The entries, consid-
ering the depression of war time, were splendid,
mustering over 409. Quality was really first-class

all through. In the Norwich classes there were
some exhibits which were quite equal to top form,
and this was the case, lie it noted with pleasure, in

tile Novice classes. In tile Crest classes there
w-ere some splendid exhibits. Yorkshires made a
fin,- collection, there being birds of A1 qua ity, many
of them likely to be beard of again. Considering
the " damper " that Las b> cn pressed down upon
all our functors it was pleaung that such an array
of beautiful specimens could lie brought tog. ther.

Borders and the varieties were well represented, and
British and Foreign birds were not to he denied.
Of course, this may have been expected, for the
L. and P.O.S. do not do things by halves. Their
list of specials and their interest and management
are always a guarantee that exhibitors will rally

to the standard. Mr. Geo. Crabb, the time hon-
oui-Ld president, notwithstanding his weak health-
now, we are happy to state somewhat materially
recuperated was present, taking a. deep interest in

the show. The old faces were conspicuous, such
as Messrs. T. Heath, .1. W. Itamsden, J. Frostick and
many another. The Committee one and all did
their utmost. The ladies, including that indefatig-

able worker Madame Madewell, added grace to the
proceedings, and the advantages of a line- show
room gave completeness to tile whole. These notes
wou.d not be complete without a reference to the-

lion, see., Mr. (J. \V. Law, whose efforts for the wel-
fare of i he society and its shows arc recognised
by tlie whole of tile members. To keep up the
patriotic element of tile proceedings several gen-
tlemen, Belgian refugees, attended the show dur-
ing the opening afternoon, and took an intelligent
and delighted interest in the proceedings. By the
time this report reaches the read r a. I

prize monies
wi-1 have been paid to the successful exhibitors. A
special meed of praise must lie accorded to Messrs.
Day, Harris, Huggins, Geo. Uamsden, J. Oldaker,
I!. .!. Pretty, oud -several others who assisted in
the staging and caj-e of the exhibits.
The judges were: Nor., Mr. J. nodder

;
other

Canaries, Mr. T. Heath
;
Mules and Brit., Mr. A.

Silver; For. and Novice, Mule-s, and Brit-., Mr. H. J.

Fuiljamos.
CllA-MP. YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (12): 1,

Salt -r, grand head and neck, a lovely bird, clean all

through, clean chest, tkd. on thigh, good stand, a
raker; 2, Green, not quite the build of the winner,
hit thick in body, not so clean at chest; 3, Fair-
man, not quite the length behind; vhc, Bucking-
ham; he, Hall; c, Clarke. BUFF: 1, Salter, very
sweet, clean boxed up, not a feather awry, clean
chest, good neck, a nice one; 2, Green, not quite so
classy, but makes a good second; 3, Fairman, nice
length, qual., and head; vhc, Buckingham; he, Hall;
c, Clarke. MKD. OR VAK1KG.: 1, Fairman, varieg.
yen), good head and neck, not quite nice behind,
but a grand bird; 2, Hall, buff, grand qual. of
feather, rare style, well plumed out; 3, Green,
varieg. buff, lovely feather, nice whip; vhc, Kent;
he, Fairman; c, Jones. HENS (13): 1, Fairman,
lovely little creature, clean cut all the way, nice
whip tail, buff

;
2, Clarke, yell., stouter, but grand

qual.; 3, Hall, buff, very nice pose, well tucked up,
baldly tile flow of leader; 4, Buckingham, bonny
lien, nicely moulded, we liked much; vhc, Bucking-
ham; he, Fairman; c, Scrudder. YORKS. UNFLIG.
(19;: 1, Clarke, buff and yell., leader grand style,

2nd grand style and col., little to choose
; 3, Green,

cinn. varieg.. very smart, lovely stern, an dniee
whip, fails a trifle at chest, but grand pose; 4,

Whittome, buff, nicely folded; vhc, Bullen ; lie,

Ayers
; c. Hall. CRESTS (8) : 1, Smith, cl. body,

with the dark feather trifle far down the neck,
lovely vein, grand frontal, lovely length cf crest
feather, centre close and well filled, a grand bird,

all over a winner; 2, Slade, varieg., bit loose in

body feather, nice head ; 3, Oldaker, varieg., veiny
crest, in pep, a nice one; vhc, c, Slade; lie. Day.
C.B. (6) : 1, Smith, nearly green, rare skull and
lash, wide entrance, long in head feather; 2, Slade,
foul tailed gre. n, just loses in width of skull and
density of head feather; vhc, Slade; he, c, Day.
BORD., CINN. OR GR. (4): 1, 2, vhc, he, Ilamsden,
all cuius., a very' -smart bird, yell, winning, with
another of the same ilk clc-se up. A.O.V. (4) : 1,

Oldaker, yell, cinn., sound col.; 2, Crabb, Lanca-
shire Plainhead, fails a trifle in skull ; vhc, he,

Pretty. NOV. YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (11):

1, Neighbour, good length, nicely folded, clean
thighs, very neat; 2, Bailey, not quite the length,
grand, qua!.; 3, Audr.ws, very nice style, good
qual., nice front, one side of tail not at full ; vhc,
Everett; lie, Johnston; c, Sanders. BUFF
Ml): 1, Neighbour, very nervy, rare quality,

“me on leg; 2, Potter, very sweet, iovely

feather and style, well on the leg; 3,

Everett, grand length and etyle, nice front; vlie,

Bonniwell
;

he, Andrews; c, Aulmann. MKD. OR
VARIEG. (9): 1, Andrews, varieg. buff, grand all

through, lovely feather, sweetly pretty action; 2,

Bonniwell, trifle more lengthy, but not quite so
nervy, well proportioned'; 3, Taylor, yell., well on
leg. rare q-al.; \lic, Huggins; he, Sanders; e, And-
rews. Ill,NS (17): 1, 2, Sanders, buffs, lovely style,

true Ycrkies, full of qual. and nerve; 3, Bonniwell,
rare style, lovely qual., well on leg, bit soiled, which
probably kept it Lack: vhc, Potter; he, Gilbert; c,

Bonn: 7

-I. l.'Nf'LI. (26): grand class: l, Huggins,
yell . I'u. I cf fire, love/v stand and col., well cn leg,

a ni.- cn
: 2, Taylor, hwlf, rot quite- so finely drawn,

but n.r- style: 3. Eamber. bull', very -sweet, cleaner
at thighs, hardly so long behind ; 4, Potter, yell,

styii.-l: ; vlu-. John, on ; lie, Bonniwell. CRESTS (5):

1, Smith, on - of the old-fashioned clear crests, small
but \ rv n : 2, Rhodes, varieg., inclined to shield

shape; vhc Ward; he, Rhodes. BfiliD., CL. OR
MKD. YELL. (8) : 1, Kybert, very dainty, rare- qual.,

nice vie. /, Gosslin:: quit- as good, we liked much;
3, Sr: ,ck, prclty, hardly oo well proportioned ; vhc.
Last; I-.--, 1 1

: . 1

1

1

1

h i i
;

c. Hutchinson. BUFF (12):
l Hut; hi: cn, very sweet bird, a real Border; 2,

I,a..t, grand model, not quit: the. quality cf leader;
3, snook, jaunty, very pretty; vhc, Humphries; lie,

.-nook. LIMIT. 'CAN, OR MULE (4): 1,

,
Crabb; vhc, Shipton

;
c, Street. PAIRS,

1, Ward; 2, Bamber
; 3, Rhodes; vhc,

<-. Itamsden.
NOR. YELL. (4): 1, Battison, neat
size, splendid back and chest ; 2, vhc,
unfilg., grand head, sjvcct shape, nice
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Gosling; c

Trails tt; 2

A . V . (19):
Clarke: lie.

CHAMP,
head, fine
Ram: den,
level col., beaten only in size.’ BUFF (4): 1

Raiiisdni. fine head properties, lovely ohapo and
mvaling: 2, Battbon, good size ami qual.; vhc,
Law. VARIEG. (6): 1. Griffin, saddle mkd. L-iiff,

grand back, sweetly shaped head, good qual., grand
col. and mealing, wins; 2, vhc, Ramsden, beautiful
yell., heavily varieg., true shape, wonderful qual.

and col., valuable bird in any stud; he, Bell.

HENS (8): 1, Griffin, grand mkd. yell., wouderful
size, model, well shown

; 2, he, c, Itamsden, splendid
strain, neat all over, clean cut; 3, G. Crabb, buff,

round back and chest, short and compact, splendid
leather; vhc, Oldaker. UNFLIG. (6):. 1, Griffin,

model shape*, tight as a Java, nice even col., in lli<*

pink; 2, itamsden, rather better col., but not so
stout as leader; vhc, he,’ Battison

; c. Law. NOV.
NOR., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (8): 1, Harris, deep
broad chest and wide well-filled back, feathered
like wax, if it had better col. would be a stormcr;
2, Hutton, built on same lines und in grand cond.

;

3, J\" Tiyior, good head and shape; vhc, Wills; lie,

Hyde; e, Waimsley. BUFF (13): 1, Smith, won-
dL-rful subs., one of flume that take the eye, grand
qual., glorious unde,'col., wins spl lor Best nov.
Nor. ; 2, 3, Kerr, leader best of heads, sweet shape,
well shown; 3rd luudiy .*o cobby; vhc, Deane; lie,

Harris; e, Cobden. VAR. (8): J, Large, head and
neck marked hull', very "*

,« specimen, feathered to
perfection ; 2, J a >„ cobby .little clmp, yell., smooth
as glass; 3, Am-, good head, nice shape and
leather, red-hot colour; vhc, Tomsett

;
be, Walms-

ley
; c, Taylor. DENS (12): 1, Wills, yell., sweetly

moulded throughout, qual. all there; 2, Cole, var.
buff, model for shape and qual., very close up;
3, Tomsett, another smart yell., splendid qual. anil
col., useful hen; vhc, Bonniwell and Son; he, Snook;
c, Harris. UNFLIG. (26). very strong class: 1,

Harris, grandest of shape, very round and cobby,
feather smooth as glass, grand col., shown well; 2,

Wills, very nice exhibit, loses only to winner in
quui., should be heard of again; 3, 4, Hutton,
leader deep chest, thick set; 4th sin-liar, not quite
so much size; vhc, c, W. Smitii

; he, Cobden. On
the whole ttie novice birds were a very line lot,

and two or three lots of winners could have been
found in the unflighted class.

LIGHT OR V'Alt. CAN. HYB., EXCEPT BUI.LF.
(4) : 1, 2, Lamb, well-known light Goldf., lovely corid.

and good uneven mkd. Urecnf. ;
lie, Crabb, Archer.

DARK (8): 1, 2, Lamb, Can. -Bulll'., well known, in

same old bloom, wants stopping anywhere, and vciy
pretty Siskin-Can., loveliest possible c. nd. ; 3, Buck-
ingham, Redpoll-Can., nicely mkd., beautifully stead} ;

vhc, Law; he, Griffin; c, Crabb. GOLDF. (8): 1, 2,

Prior, feathered like wax, leader has the better
coloured blaze, perfect cond., and beautifully st ady,
moons and buttons Al, 2 paler in body col., and
not so steady ; 3, Coe, nice back col., not quite
finished yet; vlic, Tapper; lie, Lavv;'c, Walters; w.c.,

No. 4. BULLF. (4): 1 , vhc, Tapper, lead r lovely
breast col., dense and well shaped cap, beautiful
polish, massive; 2, Francis, loses ..to winner in depth
of breast col., but still very nice fer a cage-inoulied
one, good cond. of plumage; he, Cce. LINNET (7):
1, 3, Francis, leader lovely even body col., extra
good breast and flank markings, tight in feather,
and shapely, 3 larger, equal in cond., just leses in
breast markings; 2, Coe, big, upstanding bird, lovely

back markings, .fine cond., shows well; vhc, Prior;
he, Collar. SISKIN, ETC. (7): 1, Prior, iovely
Twite, extra steady, well marked, nice bedy col.; 2,

3, he, Francis, really good Siskin, in perfect feather,
lacings extra fine, 3 massive Mealy Redpoll, well
inkd., nice bib; vhc, Coc ; c, Vale. GRKENF., ETC.
(8) : 1, he, Coe, large, well mkd. Bramble, silky

plumage, shows himself well ; 2, vhc, Vale, leader
well-known Chaffinch, looking as well as ever, beau-
tiful cond., and forward for the season ; 3, c,

Francis, Grcenf., of the finest qual., cord, absolutely
perfect, a real good one. BUDGERIGARS, ETC.
(5) : 1, vhc, Shipton, a lovely pair of Yellow Bud-
gerigars, -steady, and in perfect plumage, and very
nice Greens, with beautifully distinct markings; 2,

Day, perfect Cockatiel, lovely condition, steady
;
he,

Mrs. Huggins; c. Withers. AVADAVAT3, ETC.
(4) : 1, sp., he, Madame Madewell, spotless pair of

White Javas, and nice Ribbon Finches, feather per-

fect; 2, Shipton, exquisite pair Cordon Bleus, pretty
as paint ; vhc, Buckingham, nice Orton Avadavats.
A.O. WAXBILLS, ETC. (4): 1, 2, Day, rare Black-
vented Weaver, in perfect plumage, Nand very nice
Grey Cardinal. NOVICE, BRIT., BULLF., OR
GOLDF. (4) : 1, Carter, nicely coloured Bullf., only
wants steadying to make a good one

; 2, Shorter, nice
Goldf., bit harsh in plumage, should improve. LIN-
NET, ETC. (5): 1, Shorter, prettily mkd. Linnet,
steady, nice body col., shows well; 2, vhc, sp., Cul-
lers, Siskin, good flank markings, nice cap, smallish
bib, the vhc a good Redpoll, bit rough underneath,
or would have been good for 2nd. A.O.V. FINCH
OR BUNTING (8): 1, Shipton, very pretty Yellow-
hammer, good markings, lovely cond.; 2, Deane,
Chaffinch, perfect feather, beautiful cond., nicely

mkd., might be steadier; 3, Carter, very good
Bramble, too wild to show himself, otherwise seems
good enough to be at tep cf class; vhc, Simmonds;
he, c, Madame Madewell. MULE OR HYB. (8): 1,

Carter, nice wing mkd. Goldf.-Can., lovely cond.; 2,

Bis-sett, Greenf.-Can., extra good cond.; 3, Snow,
dark Goldf.-Can., good feather,- shows parentage
well; vhc, Thomas; he, c, Miss Smith.

BE3FORD.
Annual show of the Bedford and Beds United

C.B. 8., the Beds C.B.S., and Beds O.S. amal-
gamated, in Town Hall, Oct. 1-5. All gate , and
ticket money received was given to the Brince of
Wales’s national relief fund. There was also a gift

class for song birds for hospitals. Owing to the
European' crisis the open cla.-sjs were not included,

but nevertheless some very line specimens were pre-

sent. Special winners : -Silver cup most points
during year, for young Nor., Osborn; -silver cup
most points. Mule -and Brit., Wright and Mayo;
cup for best unflig. Nor., Corrie; most points in

Brit., Wilmot; medals best bird in novice, and
hottest fed bird, Valentine. Mr. Roc, of Birming-
ham, judged. Steward, Mr. H. Markham. All

cash prizes and specials were distributed in the
evening by Mr. U. Browning, the Mayor of Bed-
ford.

YELL. N-OR. CK. (11) : 1. vhc, Osborn, excellent

type and qua!., hardly ready, will improve; Bean-
land, cl., good one, full of pin leathers, wants
another fortnight; 3, Corrie, line big mkd. bird, cor-

rect type, good steel! bird; 4, Wilmot, nice cl.;

he, John. on; c, Millard; No. 4 bird (Notley), last

year’s winner, was cardless, although many thought
it ought to have won again. BUFF (9): 1, Millard,

excellent type throughout, good col. ;
Corrie,

mkd., rare big bird, correct type; 3, Johnson, nice

stamp of bird, paler in eo!.; -1, Millard, gcod one,

clo. u up; vhc, Osborn; he. Hunter; e, Notley. YEI.I,.

HEN (11): 1, 2, Corrie, leader, nice model, fuH of

qual., End, rare type, on Uic small side, and hardly

ready; 3, vhc, c, Osfybrn, mkd., correct type, in

prime con.; 4. Hunter, rare type and qual., just a

bit thick when we took our notes; he, Notley.

HUFF (11): 1, Corrie, very choice, perfect model,
a clear win, we mado this bird the be t Nor. in

tbe show; 2, 3, Notley. excellent mealy, simply
teems witli qual., 3rd, bit smaller, but good

; 4.

Hunter, var.. fine big bird; vhc, he, Osborn; c,

Bean land. J914 (15): 1. Corrie, rare big slashing
yell., full of qual. (cup winner) ; 2, Crawford, cor-

rect type, mkd.; 3, Millard, excellent mkd. yell.,

in rare con. ; 4, Notley, nice clear, bit loose in

feather; vhc, c, Osborn
; he, Johnson. NOV. YELL.

CK. (9): 1, Hudson, nice cl., good type and qual..-
2, 4, vhc, Valentine, nice cl., bit heavy in browj
otherwise good, 4th, smart; mkd., good con.; 3, c,

i-owler, mkd., rare type, good col.; lie, Coley.
BUFF (.6): 1, 2, 3, vhc, Valentine, smart and typical,
in rare trim, 2nd, nice size, rare eon., 3rd, smooth
us a bottle, and good col. (condition scores in this
class); 4, e, Crawford, lightly mkd., nice type; he,
Hudson. YELL. HEN (8): i, 3

,
4

, Valentine, nice
type, good col. and con., 3rd, rare qual., bit open
In front, 4th, mkd., nice type; 2, Fowler, rich col.,
correct type; vhc, Hudson; he, Qravrford. BUFF
(12): 1, 2, 3, lie, Valentine, lightly mkd. o:i neck,
very useful hen, 2nd, lovely mealy, full of qual.,
3rd, grizzle cap, well made, nice qual.; 4, Simons,
good qual.; vhc, c, Coley. 8 ELL. BAIRS (11): 1,

4, Dimmock; 2. Wilmot; x. Millard; vhc Valentine;
nc. Gentle; c, Corrie. SELL., 12s. Cd. (9): 1, Diin-
rnock

; 2, Mmard; 3, lluuter; 4, wumoi; vue, Os-
born; he, Gentle. MULE OR HYB. (19): 1, 3,

Wihnot, lovely even mkd. bull mule, 3rd, good col.

Gold. -Lin., excellent con.; 2, Hunter, bonny little

Gold.-Redpoll, iii prime order; 4, viie, Wright and
Mayo, nice Si.- kin Mule; he, Notley; c, Osborn.
GOLDF. OH BULLF. (6) : 1, Brewer, nice hand-
reared Builic, good col.

; 2, Gough, smart Goldf ,

geed blaze, hardly ready ; 3, Wilmot-, Bullf., nice
eon.; he, Brewer. LINNET, ETC. (10): 1, Wright
and Mayo, very nice Siskin, in capital order; 2,

vhc, Wilmot, good Mealy Redpoll, nicely pencilled;

3, Fincdcn, smart Siskin; 4, he, Brewer; c, Gough.
BRAMBLE, ETC. (7): 1, 3, Wilmot, col. fed Bram-
ble, in rare fettle, 3rd, very good Chaffinch; *2, lie.

Brewer, fine big Grcenf., bit wild; 4, e, Wright and
Mayo; vhc, Notley. SOUTH ILLS* (8) : 1, 2, 3, 4,.

Timacus, Beard d Tit,, very line specimen, in first-

clats order, End, lovely Redstart, 3rd, very tine

Thrush, beautifully mkd.; 4th, hen Bearded Tit;,

vhe, S-imo’ns; he, Wright and .Mayo. FOR. (9):

1
,
2 , 3, 4, vhc, he, Timacus, Red faced Lovebirds, in

mi perb condition; 2, Barad.se Wbyilati, with won-
derful tall, 3rd, very pretty Grass-inch, 4th, Dia-

mond Finch (8 years old). Cordon Bleus and Ribbon
Finches, all in good condition. JUNIOR CLASS
CD- r, 2. T'-~— -vr and mkd. buff Nor.; 3,

Fowler; 4, vhc, Crawford.

,-EY.
Annual exhibition of Canaries, held Oct. 24, in the

Central Board Schools. The looms are the finest

in the district, free Lorn draughts, nicely h.ated,

find with plenty of fight. Each exhibit could be

seen without handling. The entries totalled 280,

which would have been increased i'o.i.u-..c, an:y if

the Committee had only advertised their show in

C.-,(i3 Birds. We heard a great many fanciers say

they would have sent entries if they had seen an
advertisement. The show was very well managed
Indeed, and all the birds were well looked after.

The cream of the Yorkshire Fancy was here, and
competition in the classes very keen. Messrs. Dykes,

Ogden Bros., Bennett, Mason, Radley, Towers and

Goodwin pus down fine teams of birds in the Cham-
pion Section, and in the Novice Section Messrs.

Boulton, Taylor, iRadiey, Ratciift'e and Thomas
were the principal winners. The Secretary, Mr. E.

Grange, worked very hard for the success of the

show, and our old friend, Ned Denton, was a hard-

working steward. The judge was Mr. W. Mundell

(Bradford) _ ..

YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, Bennett; 2,

Towers; 3, Casey; 4, Sutcliffe and- Son; vhc, Hirst;

he, Dykes; c, Farrar. BUFF (11): 1, Mason; 2,

Dykes; 3, Beaumont; 4, Chittenden; vhc, A. Radley;

he, Thomas; c, Ogden Bros. UNFLIG. (12): 1, Ogdeu
Bros. ; 2, Beaumont

; 3, Hirst ; 4, vhc, Bennett ; he,

c Dykes. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (15): 1,

Bennett; 2, Walsh; 3, Casey; 4, Priestley; vhc.

Mason; lie, Dykes; c. Craven. BUFF (14): 1, Ogden
Bros.; 2, Ellis; 3, Towers; 4, Hirst; vhc, Dykes;

he, Priestley; c, Sheard. UNEVEN, ETC., YELL.
(7): 1, Dykes; 2. Hall; 3, Mason; 4, Fowlc; vhc,

Morrison; he, Chittenden: c, Smith Bros. BUFF
(10): 1, Bennett; 2, Towers; 3, Morrison; 4, Hall;

vhc Mason; he, Thomas; c, Binns. UNEVEN,
ETC., YELL. I1EN (13): 1, Dykes; 2, Chittenden; 3.

Towers; 4. Shew; vhc, Wilkinson Bros.; he, Sheard;

e. Mountain. BUFF (9): 3, -Radiey; 2, Dykes; c,

Sheard- 4, Morrison; vhc, Binus; he. Sutcliffe and

Son; c, Farrer. CINN. TKD. YELL. (8): 1, c.

Towers- 2, Thomas; 3, Casey; 4, Brown; vhc, Chit-

tenden; he, Morrison. BUFF: Cancelled. YELL.
HEN (10): 1, Towers; 2, Atkinson and Firth: 3,

Priestley: 4, Hodgson: vhc, Morrison; he, c, Hud-
son. HUFF: 1, Goodwin; 2, Chew; 3, c, Morrison;

4, Towers
;
vhc. Smith Bros. ; lie.. Atkinson and Firth.

SELL. OK.. 15/- (17): 1, Mason: 2, M. Radley; 3,

Webb ; 4, Goodwin ;
vhc, A. Radley ; he, Beaumont

;

c, Atkinson. HEN, 12/6 (12): 1, Sutcliffe and Son;

2, Shepherd; 3, Beaumont; 4, F. Radley; vhc, Hodg-

son- lie Mason; c, Beaumont. NOVICE (Limit

£5 5/-), CL. OR TKD. YELL. (18): 1, Boulton; 2,

Fi-her and Dyson; 3, Wilman ; 4, Brown and llaius-

den; vhc, Warburton; he, Taylor; c, Excel! Bros.

BUFF (25): 1. Taylor; 2, Sc.'.ife; 3, Fisher and

Dyson; 4, Colder; vhc, Boulton: lie, 1-armdi; e,

C.' S. Taylor. YELL. HEN (20): 1, 4, 8. i-aiiUlfe;

9 Famish: 3, Fisher anti DysoTi ;
vhc, 'inroe; lc,

Studd; c, Powell. BUFF (18): 1, 9. RatcyVe : 2. 3,

Shame; 4, lie. Fisher and Dyson; vhc. Swum-: c.

Ward. UNEVEN, ETC.. CK. (14): 1, 3, Studd;

2, c, SP.arpe ; 4, Harney: vhc, Webb: he. Aired.

HEN (8): 1, Radley: 2, Crowthers : 3, Scarfe; 4,

Butterfield : vhc, Allott: lie, Studd; e, Moore.

CINN. TKD. CK. : Cancelled. HEN (6): 1, Rhodes

Bros.; 2, no name: 3, Hoyle; 4. he, Baker Bros.;

Vhc. Woad. NOR. CK. (8): 1, Thomas; 2. 3,

Kaberry; 4. vhc, Rolfe; lie, c, Corney. HEN (8):

1. Thomas; 2, he, - Corney: 3, Rolfe; 4, vhc,

Kaberry ;
c, Marden and Spencer.

FOR BIRD-KEEPERS JOINING
THE COLOURS.

Generous Gf:er by a Well-known Lady
B'rd-lcvcr.

A lady offers a temporary home for the pet bird

or birds of men called away owing to the War. The
birds will be fed and looked after free of charge
by skilled fanciers until the end of the War. Any
kinds will bo taken in (Parrot tribe only excepted),

insectivorous and fruit-eating British or foreign

species having preference, though there will be room
for seed-eaters and a certain number of Canaries

as well.

A formal receipt will be given in exchange for

each bird left or sent, which will have ils owner's

name and ndd-rcis attached to its cage, and the
birds will be given up on production of the re-

ceipt at any time.
Anyone intending lo forward birds to -he looked

after is requested 1 o : end a postcard, staling kind

of bird or birds it in proposed lo send, and whether
-they have been kept in a cold or a warm room:
and immediately they rt reive an answer to say

there is still accommodation available, the birds

can be sent or brought to the Hon. Mrs. Botuke,

75. Gloucester Place, Portman Sq-iiu-c, Loudon, \L.
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Club {Reports.

DUMBARTON C.B.C.
At a special meeting It was decided that wc (?o

on with our show on Nov. 28, os arranged, but In

Lesser Burgh Hall instead of Church Hall, which

has been taken over for military purposes.

Schedules will he sent to all members of Club.

Judges: Canaries, Mr. It. Jeffrey, Glasgow; Brit.,

Mr. A. Frazer, l’artick.—John Currie, Sec.

CLYDEBANK C.B.C.
Meeting Oct. 15, 81, Kllbowle Bond, Mr. Morton

presiding.' The schedule for annual members’ show

was drawn up. Classes: Young Birds: Nor. 6, Bord.

6, Yorks. 2, Crests 1, C.B. 1, A.O.V. 1, Nor. Fed 1,

Nov. 1, Light Mules 1. Bark 1. Old Birds: Sumo
classes.. Goldf. or Bullfinch, Linnet, Greenfinch, Sis-

kin Redpoll, or Twite, Bramble or Cha flinch, Lark

or smaller. Larger than Lark, Hen Bullfinch, lien

British, except Bullfinch, For. Goldf. or Bullf., Gift

Class. Messrs. J. Blvth and A. Roberts were elected

members. Next meeting, Nov. 19. Arrange stewards,

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.G.B.
Meeting, Oct. 17, Victoria Hotel, Charterhousc-

st., E.C. R. J. Pretty presided over a good

attendance. Mr. A. Hutton. Penge, was proposed

as a member. Proposed the Secretary buy new red

material for the staging of the coming autumn
show. The most important item of the. evening was

the washing exhibition by Mr. W. Shakespeare, dur-

ing which he fully explained the way to hold the

bird and how to wash it. He then acted as judge

for the washing competition. The first three were

R. J. Pretty, W. Gilbert and H. Bell. A hearty

vote of thanks to Mr. Shakespeare for the way he .

gave .
his instructive and interesting exhibition,

and for acting as judge brought a very pleasant

evening to a close.—W. Gilbert.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE C.B.S.
Meeting of delegates at Stoke Oct. 21. Further

arrangements for the inter-club shows to be held at

Hanley and Burslem were made. For the Hanley
fixture, held Nov. 7, Messrs. F. Bate and W. Bowyer
were appointed as judges. Decided that all pay
for admission. Owing to the absence of several

delegates an adjourned meeting was held Oct. 22, at

which it was decided that there should be two col-

lectors at door at each show. Also decided that

entries for the Hanley show should close Tues.,

Nov. 3. Members can obtain schedules from their

respective secretaries. Entries to be sent to the

show secretary, Mr. C. Beckett, 32, Hamilton Road
Birches Head. Decided to approach the local Roller

societies with a view to them participating in the

Burslem fixture. There will be another delegation

meeting at Hanley Show at 7 p.m.—J. Pitchford.

LAISTERDYKE BOWLING AND
TONG COMBINATION.

Meeting, Oct. 22, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Mr. C.

Atkinson presiding. The committee decided to give

one gold medal value £1, one silver value 12s. Gd.,

for open section, and one gold value 15s., and one
silver value 7s. Gd. for novice section. We think
the above is very satisfactory, with only 6d. per
year contribution, and only three shows. Decided
that Mr. Uttley's special be given for most points
at next two shows, all birds to count. We are
calling a meeting for all members, and intending
members on Nov. 6, at 8, when all entries must be
made, and we would like a splendid entry, seeing
that the Union have no show on this date. Show
Nov. 7, at Napoleon Hotel, Wakefield Road; judge,
Mr. F. Self-Clayton.—J. E. Hudeon, Sec.

WEST BROMWICH C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 20, with a, .fair attendance. Two

new members made. After general business, upon
a suggestion to hold an inter-club show in place of
cancelled open show, a good discussion arose, and
ended with the society agreeing to it, City of Bir-

mingham, Wolverhampton, and Walsall to be in-

vited to join. Schedule’: 7 champ., Nor., 4 nov.,

ditto Yorks., 1 A.O.V. , 2 sell., G Brit., 2 Mule.
Prize-money on sliding scale; fee, Is. 6d. first entry,

Is. each entry after ; Gd. per exhibitor deducted
towards expenses. The committee trust members
of the above societies will rally round them, and
give them a record entry, and so uphold the Fancy
in the district during the crisis we are at present
passing through. It is proposed that 25 per cent,

of all .tickets sold and gate money be given to

Prince of Wales' Fund.—W. G. Andrews, Hon. Sec.,

1, Hayes Street, W. Bromwich.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TVNE C.B.S.
Special general meeting, Shield's Cafe, Bigg

Market, Oct. 15, Mr. T. C. Grawhall chair. Mr. A.

Ender elected a member. Decided that at our show,
Nov. 14, Co-cperative Hall, Darn Crook, admission
be: Members free, non-members Gd. Judges were
nominated. (Note: Subs, must be paid before the
show to entitle to compete.) Letter read frem our

esteemed asst, sec., Mr. James Craig. I have still

. some of his birds to dispose of. Members of specialist

societies can only show in those classes to which
their respective societies have given their patronage

;

of course, if they are members of our society they
can show in aijy section.—J. W. Reed, Sec.

ARDW2CK & MANCHESTER C.B.A.
Meeting, and lecture by Mr. Cutmore, of Liver-

pool, St. Thomas’s Schools, Ardwick, Oct. 6, before
a large gathering, Rev. C. E. Gaul chair. After
usual business, Mr. Cutmore read a paper on
Heredity and Pedigree Breeding, telling us that it

was written both from theory and practical know-
ledge, and illustrating to us by diagrams bow
different species have evolved. He pointed out how
.we could build up a strain from an ordinary sing-,

ing Canary and one well-bred bird. Of course,

he said, some breeders preferred to make a straight

cut by buying the ready-made article, hut he would
like some of us at least to try and build 'up a strain,

if only for the experience of such a step. He
gave some very useful hints regarding the breed-
ing in of type and quality, explaining bow best

to introduce new blood into our strain: also how
we coukl best improve our stock. After showing us

diagrams of different species of birds anil animals,
and giving some good information regarding their

different points, the lecturer said he would be
pleased to answer any questions. Several were
asked, and Mr. Cutmore answered in a very able
manner. Time came all too soon, and a vote of
thanks was passed for such a very instructive lec-

ture.
Meeting, Oct. 20. Wo arc sorry to have to report

the loss of our president, Dr. S. J. Twigg, who
feels compelled to resign on account of hi- growing
practice. We are sorry to lose so good a morn-
I) t. who. although he could not attend as often
as he .wished, yet was always with us at heart, and

always ready to give ue a helping hand
;
he lias

our bent wishes. Arrangements wero made for our

forthcoming open show, when wo are hoping to

have a bumping entry. We are giving very liberal

classifications, and we hope fanciers will rally round.

Next meeting Mr. Spencer (sco.) will give a wash-

ing demonstration, deputising in place of our chair-

man, Mr. Robinson, who is unable to come through

business reasons; anyway, wo are hoping for a

good time. Members please note. It. Booth, Frees

Correspondent.

SHETTLESTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Good Templars’ Hall, Oct. 14, Mr. Wood

presiding over a good turn-out. Date of annual

show, Uxed for Dec. 12, in Hill Street Ilall, as

everything looks well for success til's year. There

aro some very handsome specials to be competed

for. Schedule was drawn up. Crests and C.B. 4,

Plainheads 11, Bord. 9, Yorks. 8, Scotch Fancy 4,

Mules 1. Britt. 12, For. 2, Ainat. 1, Gift 1. Decided

that members wishing to compete must have their

annuat subs, paid by next meeting. Good Templars

Hall, Nov. 11, at 7.30.—A. Bury, Sec.

VALE OF LEVEN C.B.C.
Meeting, Village School Room, Alexandria, Oct.

20, President W. B. Gillies chair. Hall Committee
gave in report stating that every available hall

suitable, including Co-operative Hall, which bad
been engaged for annual show, had been com-

mandeered by Royal Scots Fusiliers, who were here

for rille practice at the ranges. They had got the

offer of Dalmonach Hall, Bonhill, for annual show,

as, being part of Dalmomn-h Works, and in use

during each week, the ihall cannot be commandeered,

so it was agreed to take same,_ and thereby allow

members the opportunity of competing for the club

tropies.—A. H. McLean, Sec.

PENICUIK O.S.
Meeting Oct. 24, Cowan Institute, Mr. Richard

Monteitb presiding over a good gathering. The
principal business was to consider the advisability

of holding our show this year, and members agreed

that we should hold it, but that they wouldn’t
take up a general subscription, in view of the pre-

sent crisis. Several specials have, however, been
offered, and we hope to be able to give a little

prize-money from our membership fees. The
patronage of the B.F.C.C. has been granted, which
will go to make the -competition keener. Mr. Wm.
McAdam, Lasswade, has been appointed to judge
the Canary section, and the judge for the other sec-

tions wili be -announced as soon as appointed. The
show will be held on the 21st November, and,

Judging by the enthusiasm shown at the meeting,

our first venture is going Jo be a success.—Jas.

Weir, Jdon. -Sec.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 17, Mr. All-sopp presided over a

good attendance. The date of the members’ show
was altered to Nov. 28. Mr. J. Robson was elected

to judge; resolved to have 36 members’ classes and
four open classeo; birds to be staged by 10 o'clock

on Saturday morning, or they may be staged on
the Friday night, so as to enable members to show
who will be engaged' in business on the -Saturday.

Admission threepence. Mr. E. J. Banks reported

he had secured the Glamorgan Buildings, Frederic

Street, Stock Room, for the Show. Mr. E. J.

Davies gave a washing exhibition, and invited other

members to show their method. Messrs. H. C.

Snaith, E. Jam-es, W. Stocking, R. L. Brown, also

washed a bird each, and Mr. A. Deere, a novice,

made his first attempt at washing. I was pleased

to see the interest that was taken in the meeting,
all the members seemed full of hope. I trust all

members will attend next meeting as I want all

stewards, etc., elected for the show. Mr P. Brailie

wa-s elected as a member. Will members who have
specials send on to me not later than Nov. 7.—E.

Thomas.
NEW CROSS C.B.S.

A washing demonstration and competition took
place, Oct. 1, a good number of members and
friends being present. Mr. J. Hazell kindly came
from Plumshead to show us hie methods of wash-
ing, and soon proved he was no novice. He first

showed how to handle a bird and impressed upon
us that confidence was the greatest asset in wash-
ing birds. He always used Sunlight soap, as he
found it cleansed the feathers better than other
sorts. He then proceeded to tub the bird, using
three waters with plenty of lather, and after mop-
ping as mueh of the water from the bird as pos-

sible with an old muslin cloth, ho finally rolled it

in a piece of flannel, all of which movements being
closely followed by all present. Messrs. Culham,
Joplin, Fuller. Martin, and Cooper then tried their

hand at washing their birds. Mr. Hazell criticised

their methods, pointed out their mistakes, and
finally awarded the silver spoon to Mr. Joplin, who,
in Mr. Hazell’s opinion, had washed his bird best.

Mr. Culham being the runner-up. A hearty vote
of thanks was accorded Mr. Hazell.—Burton Bros.,

Hon. Secs.

LANCASHIRE & LIZARD F.A.
Meeting, Newmarket Hotel, Oct. 17, with a very

fair attendance. Mr. E. Fuller chair. Much sym-
pathy was evinced in regard to the serious illness

of Mr. Naylor's wife, and I am sorry to have to

record that toe has since lost her. I am sure mem-
bers will accord with me in tendering our sincere

sympathy with Mr. Naylor in his bereavement. The
Secretary announced that Bradford National had
given us the cold shoulder, as they only intended
running a Norwich and Yorkshire show. In face of

so many shows throwing up the sponge, it speaks

well for the grit and sporting spirit of those con-

tinuing to hold their shows. Much criticism was
shown in regard to the new scheme the Manches-
ter and N.O.S. intend using in regard to the prize-

money, etc. General opinion was that in making
12 as the least number for (fill prize-money, and
cancelling classes with less than C entries, they

were likely to stop entries rather than encourage
them. Yet seven entries in a class spells a profit.

Members should make a note of London C.B. A.

show, as this is the only open show where our

trophies will be competed for after Manchester, as

Gateshead have decided to drop their open show.

An effort- will be made to run our usual members’
show. Next meet-ing. Volunteer Hotel, George-st.,

Oldham, Nov. ]4, the date of Oldham C.B.S., in St.

Domingo Street Schools.— J. Rukin, Hon. Sec.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.

Head Offices: 00, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C

VAN OPPEN & GO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1879.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully I’REPA !

a

^-inch 2/-, j-inch 3/-, 1 incli 6,»

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
"Dates Fixed" Column, which are oharged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADV ARTISEiVlLNTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per inch, zolumn width, except to
" Guaranteed" Shows, for which the charge Is

6/- per inch, column width.
A reduction win bo made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeing” a Show

should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

Glasgow
AND DISTRICT C,B A,

Show going on Union nails, West Nile Street
(directly opposite West Regent Street), Glasgow,
Nov. 20th and 21st,— W, Hutchinson, 163, Hospital
Street, Glasgow.

The Palace of

the North

SHEFFIELD O.S.
November 7th, 19*4

in Forresters’ Hall. Open to members of the Shef-

field C.B., Walkley C.B., Attercliff C.B., Stockshridge
C.B., Rotherham C.B., and members S.O.S. Entries

close Nov. 3rd. Schedules, E. C. Job, W incobank.

All profits Local Relief Fund.

BUEfilliN
Cage Bird Society’s Annual Show, Temperance Hall, Brechin, NOVEMBER 7th, 1914. 50 Specials, Cups,

and Medals—ALL OPEN. Good Prize Money. Splendid Classification. Judges: Norwich, Edward Barron,

Glasgow; Borders, James Hamilton, Esk Bank; British and Foreign, Crossley Sykes, Musselburgh. Fan-
ciers, rally round Brechin. Schedules now ready.—John Crobb, Sec., 120, HTdhirose St., Brechin.

0ES T E R
“ HMMD-ffV-tfA ID " C.B.S,

15th Annual Open Show, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOV. 6th and 7th. PROFITS TO NATIONAL P.E-

LIEF FUND. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entry fee, 1/6. Judges; J. Trengrove (Canaries), H. J. Chick

(Mules and British). Cash Specials. No cancelling or amalgamating of classes. Prize Money guaran-

teed. Exhibitors who have failed to get a schedule enter from here. Norwich Plainheads—Class I,

Natural Colour,, Cock or Hen; 2, Clear or Ticked Yellow, Cock; 3, Clear or Ticked Buff, Cock; 4, Mkd.
or Varieg. Yellow; 5, Mkd,. or Varieg., Buff; G, Unflighted Yellow; 7, Unflighted Buff; 8, Green or

Broken Green; 9, Clear, Tkd.„ or Varieg. Yellow Hen; 10, Clear, Tkd., or Varieg. Buff Hen; 11. In-

flighted Hen, Yellow or Buff. Yorkshires.—12, Clear, Tkd., or Unevenly Mkd. Yellow: 13, Clear, Tkd., or

unevenly Mkd. Buff; 14, A.O.V., Canary, not previously mentioned.
_

Novice.—15, Norwich, Any
Variety, Yellow; 1G, Norwich, Any Variety, Buff; 17, Norwich, Any Variety, Hen. Hybrids.— 18, Any
Variety of Light Canary Hybrid ; 19, Anv Variety of Dark Canary Hybrid

; 20, Any Variety between two
British Birds. British.—21, Goldfinch; 22, Bullfinch; 23, Linnett ; 24, Greenfinch, Siskin, Redpoll, or

Twite; 25, All Other Species of Finch or Bunting. Selling.—2G, Any Variety Pairs, 30/-; 27, Single,

20/-; 28, Single, 12/6. Entries close Monday, Nov. 2nd A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon St., Leicester.

Ol. D SR I L DO N
Workmen’s* Club Cage Bird -Society (members of the Yorkshire Union). 21 Classes for Canaries and 7

Classes for British, composed of 5 for Norwich, 5 for Yorkshires, 3 for Crests, 1 Novice, 2 Bo/ders, 4,

Selling, 7 fo British and Mules and Hybrids. 5/- Special for most points in Cre-st classes. Schedules

have been sent out; those who have been missed should write for same. And we ask members of the

Yorkshire Federation to rally round us and give us a bumping entry. Grand hall, plenty of light, hot

water. Popular Judges: J. Stanger (Pelton Fell), W. Reid (Sunderland).

—

Sec., John Ainsworth, 15,

Vaughan Stret, Shildon, Durham. -

BELFAST
ULSTER

ORNITHOLOGICAL
, ASSOCIATION.

Friday and Saturday, November 6th and 7th.

Judges: Mr. A. Livingston (Paisley), Mr. C. A. House (Bradford).

Entries Giese Honday, 2nd W©w*
(Open to Ireland only). Prize-money paid day of show,—T, H. Smyth, Sec., 9, Universal St., Belfast.
- — —— ~ « - .. ; -w- noEAT IF™ HE. a kAf 9B R I G M T.O N
F. and F.A. hold their Annual Show, Nov. 4th and

5th. Entries extended to Oct. 31st. Rally round,

fanciers. Schedules of: W. J. Donne, 7, Chatham
Place, Brighton. Send on, we will classify. (1841)

KIRKINTILLOOH SHOW
will be held on Saturday, Nov. 7th, in Temperance.

Hall. 12 Open Classes, 52 Confined. Schedules

from: James Dick, Glasgow Bridge, Kirkintilloch.

Entries received morning of show.

VIETROPOLITAM C.B.A.
innual Show, Kelvedon Hall, Kelvedon Road, Wal-

am Groen, Saturday, Nov. 7th. Over 70 classes,

how open 2 o’clock. Now, London fanciers, rally

ound—John Jeffrey, Press Sec. (1840)

yiTDLAWD ROLLER
ixth Annual Open Contest, Nov. 5th and 6th. Good

Tize Money and Valuable Specials. Entries short,

fill accept up till Monday.—T. J. Smith, 16 ,
Hall

* Wolverhampton.

READING c.b.s.
Annual Open Show, Palmer Hall, Wednesday, Nov.

11, 1914. Judge: J. Robson, Esq. Open Classes: 5

Norwich, 5 Yorkshire, 1 A.O.. Cana/jy, 2 British, 1

Mule or Hybrid, 2 Selling, 4 Foreign. Id. on every

entry to Prince of Wales Fund. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-,

2/6 with 2/6 Cash Specials. Entry fee 1/6. Sche-

dules and particulars from Sec., O. C. Smith, 73,

fiudley Street, Reading.

THE NORWICHGREAT
BlhD SHOW
Alliance All-England Cage Bird Association will

hold their Annual Show of Canaries, Mules, and
Hybrids, British and Foreign Cage Birds, at the

Oxford Arms Hotel, on Thursday and Friday, Nov.
5th and 6th, 1914 (confined to members only). 43

classes. Judges: W. E. Greeves, Esq. and J.

J. Mackley, Esq. Gift class, birds to be sold by
public auction at 4 p.m. on Thursday, Nov, 5th, for

the benefit of the National Relief Fund. Also Sale

Limit Classes as usual.— E. C. St. Quintin, 35,

Calvert St., Norwich, Sec. (1837)

Eastleigh & District to all, November 25th and
26th. Prizes, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-. ' Entry fee, 1/-. Entries

close Nov. 18th. Judge: C. E. Silk, Esq., Emsworth.
Schedules from : J. Alderslade, Sec., 64, Desboro'
Road, Eastleigh. (1841)

RUTHERGLEN and DISTRICT O.A.
Eighth Annual Sh.ow in Rechabites Hall, East King
Street, on Sat., Nov. 7th. Admission 3d. A num-
ber of Canaries will be given away free.—J. Lappin,

Sec., 3, Jedburgh Avenue, Rutherglen.

AlinMDQinPr n O nth Open Show, Nov. 14th.
AVUNDiliiJUlC, II. 0 . Classes: Nor. 8, Bord.
19 (Judge, Mr. G. Hislop, Stirling). Mules and Hyb.
5, British 17, For. 2 (Judge, Mr. T. Bell, Bo'ness).

Entry Money, 1/6. Prize Money, 9/-, 5/-, 2/6.. ..En-

tries close Nov. 7th. Schedules from P. Gentleman,
Sec., Cowan’s Buildings, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire.

PliTlii
And District

16th Annual Show, Co-operative Halls, Mansfield St.,

Partick, November 7th. Entries close Nov, 4th.—

J. F. Park, 21, Elliot-st., Glasgow.

HAYLE Open Cage Birds Show,
Feast-Moriday, Nov. 23rd.

Judge: C. H. Toy. Prize Money, 6/-, 4/-, 2/-, 1/-.

Entry fee, 1/-. Special prize for every class. Sche-

dules: A. T. Cooniba, Hon. Sec.

WADEBRIDGE
(CORNWALL)

Show, Ncv. 11th and 14ih. Entries close Nov. 5th.

Cage Birds 1-1 classes. Schedules from: E. Mitchell.

ill hold their SSfch Annual Show in aid of the Ro-
f F:-i,t s-'" , rdav, Nov. 14th. Judge. .1. Robs' n,

,sq Prize Mon-ey guaranteed. Schedules, apply:

. ^aen, 56 ,
Arucn street, Earlsdon, Coventry.

(1839 )

m iU
F’.ize Cards, Class Labels, Live Bird Labe’a, and a!J

Show Requisites.
New Addess:

LYTHQOE, Fanciers’ Printer.

27,
CROMWELL P.D., STRETFORD, MANCHESTER.
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Splendid Reception of Our Scheme.
Singing Canaries for Convalescent Homes and Hospitals Meet

With Instant Acceptance and Appreciation.

Will You Help Us, Reader, to Provide Cages?

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to t lie

followiiiK list of gentlemen willinK to act as judges.

Terms lor insertion on application.

j. C. BAIINES, 113, Nortllfleld Itoad, Walliley, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of eage birds. Long,

practical experience. Terms moderate.

T. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ltd., I.idget Green,

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. I.ong and prac-

tical experience.
j. w. BflUCE, Coldstream- Judge of all varieties

of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of ail varieties of Cage

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

H. J. FULLJAMES, 42, l.ineoln Itoad, 8. Norwood,

London, S.H. Specialist, British uml Foreign.

CEO. GARDNER, II, lliiverstock Bond, London,

N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Itoad, Northampton, having

retired from business, run judge (.binaries and cage

birds. -10 years breeder and exhibitor. lenns

moderate.
J. R. HOUGHTON, 71, Hatfield Road, Gloucester,

Judgo of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate. .

C. A. HOUSE, llriardcne, Idle, Bradford. Judge or

Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. OS, Bruns-

wick Bond, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.--;Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhcad Speci-

alist. „ .

W. MUNDELL, fi, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, Tile Rule, Salisbury Itor.i, CarsnaGon,

Surrey. All varieties of Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.
.

J. PATTERSON, Chim.sidc. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
I. rl. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, ’I'lie Aviaries, limsworth, limits. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

IAMES STANGER, 5!), Grange Terrace, Pelton Foil,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spt., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stans.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty live years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TlCKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. TAYLOR, 30, Airevillc Itoad, Frizinghall, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires

and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

vvieh Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

j. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge

Cage Birds, all varieties; specialist British,

Foreign, Mules, ami Hybrids.
j. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. EccleshiU, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties.

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington lid.. Frizington. Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate.

SHOW DATES FIXED.

To secure Insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will tie advertised in “ C.B.” to the

extent of at least 25/- must be oent to our manager.

Please note that we only insert those that guar-

antee, eo our list is a bona-fide one.

England.
Nov. 6 7.—Leicester Hand-in-Hand.— (A. Freestone,

79 Clarendon St.) J.T., H.J.C.
Nov. 11.—Reading C.B.S.—(0. C. Smith, 73, Audley

St.) J.B.
Nov. 13-14.— Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S— (J.

Ainsworth, 15, Vaughan St., Shildon.)

Nov. 20-21.- Halifax O.S.—(H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St..

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., W.V.
Nov. 21— Bradford Nat. C.B.S.— (S. Midgley, 10,

Victoria St., Clayton, Bradford.)
Nov. 29 . 27 . 28.— London C.B. A. (Jas. Bray, Jnn.,

97, St. Dunstan’s ltd.. Hammersmith.) J.K.,

E.J.B., A.C., B.L.C., F.E., J.R., A.S.,

C.P., A.J.M.
Nov. 27-28.— Sale C.B.S.—(H. Whitney, 10, Brook St.)

A.H., E.B.
Nov. 2S.— Alnwick C.B.S.— (W. A. Broadlcy, 12, Clay-

port St.)

Dec. 2 3.—City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Jones,

199, Church Lane, Aston.) J.It.

Dec. 3. Abersychan C.B.S.— (F. Sweeting. 22. Cara-
doc St., Pcntwyn, Abersychan). H.VV.B.

Jan. 9 Doncaster C.B.S.— (G. Hunt. 19, The Cres-
cent, Balby ltd.) H.W.B.. J.M.

Jan. 21-22.—Wolverhampton C.B.S,—(W. Harrison,

45, Darlington St.) J.It.

Scotland.
Oct. 31.— Forfar C.B.S.— tD. Kerr and J. Robertson,

15, Green .St.)

Nov. 7.— Brechin C.B.S.— (J. Crabb, 120, Montrose
Street.) E.B.. J.1I., C.S.

Nov. 14.—Hamilton Cadzow Oak.—(W. Hamilton, 25,

Orchard St.)

Nov. 20-21.—Glasgow C.B. A.—(W. Hutchison, 103,

Hospital Street.)

Deo. 19.— Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)

Dec. 31-Jan. I.— Scottish National (Edinburgh)— (J.

It. Meikie, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jan. 1 - Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 10,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Nov. 7.—Llandudno, Welsh Northern Counties F.

and F.A.— (G. E. Cragg, Rock lands, Elios.,

Colwvn Bay.)
Jan. 9.—Pontypridd F. & F.S.— (A. A. G. M’Lueas,

48, Rosser St., Maesycocd, Pontypridd.)

Jan. 32.- Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. John, 9, Pottary
Place.) J.It., U.N.

Ireland.

Dec. 6 10—Dublin S. County C.B A.—(D. Smyth, 14,

Tivoli Terr. N., Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc , should be regularly

*prink led with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when liens are sitting. Don’t forget to do tliio just

previous fo the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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iTwitterings

.

Schedules for the Halifax O.S., writes Mr.
H. Clegg, will be posted to exhibitors on
Nov. 6.

Mr. E. Fox (Long Eaton) will judge
Burton-on-Trent C.B.S. members’ show, on
Nov. 14.

South Shields show has been put back till

Dee. 5, when Mr. H. W. Battye will judge,

writes Mr. W. F. Smith, the sec.

1 removed from Bclford Terrace, North
Shields, to 44, Milton Street, South (not

North) Shields, writes Mr. Thos. Bewick.

We are holding our annual show as usual

on Nov. 21, writes Mr. W. Lidgett, hoh. sec.

Newark C.B.S. Mr. W. Vardy (’Huthwaite)

will judge.

Honley and Dist. C.B.S. has been dis-

banded owing to lack of membership, writes

Mr. Frodk Castle, late hon. sec. Most of the

members have now joined Hv.odersfield.

Will members and friends interested in the

Richmond Dist. C.B.S. please attend a

special general meeting at St. John’s Hall

on Nov. 2, at 8 o’clock.—H. Birch, hon. sec.

Another Magnificent Lanca-

shire Show.

W E are sure that our readers will learn
with the greatest of pleasure of the
splendid success of our scheme—in

which they have so generously co-operated—
to send singing Canaries to such convalescent
homes and hospitals as have our gallant
lighting men under their roofs recovering from
honourable wounds received in the titanic
struggle proceeding on the other side of the
North Sea.
We have been in communication with the

authorities of a large number of hospitals,
etc., and in almost every case the olfer of
a Canary and cage has met with instant and
appreciative acceptance.

-I if otir next issue we purpose publishing
a lengthy list of . the complementary com-
ments which appear in the letters we have
received. For this week, however, owing to
pressure oil our .space, the follow-
ing must suffice — it well illustrates
the kindly and gratifying tone of the whole.
It is from the Principal Matron of the
National Hospital, London, W., who says:

We shall be delighted to have the
gift you mention of a singing Canary. I
am quite sure it will be a source of great
delight to our wounded soldiers and other
patients. I think it is very kind of you
and your aders to offer us one.”
>So enthusiastically, in fact, lias our scheme

been received, that we are under the neces-
sity of making a further call upon our readers—a call for more promises of suitable living
cages. Of birds we think we have an
adequate supply

; and, as previously
announced, Messrs. Capern, Ltd. (Bristol)
have promised to provide all the necessary

seeds and Messrs. Trowcr and Co. (London)
all the bird-sand, quite free of charge.
The necessity for more cages arises in this

way : Some of the hospitals have told us
they should be delighted to have more than
one Canary (in some cases four). We intend
to see that this very gratifying desire is

met to the fullest extent; and we are sure
that readers of Cage Birds will generously
and promptly back us up.

The Principal Matron of the 3rd Western
General Hospital, Cardiff, puts the case this

way

:

“ We shall be delighted to have a
Canary here, especially as there are no con-

ditions attached to the gift. I know quite

well it will givq great pleasure to th<i

soldiers and sailors in our hospital. The
difficulty will be to divide a Canary into

four factions.”

We intend to wipe out all such difficulties

as this. And we confidently appeal to our

readers to help us. It is only a lack of

cages that can prevent every section of

every hospital receiving its singing Canary.
Will you post us your promise of one at once?
We do not ask for expensive cages—only

that they shall be of fair size and in good
clean condition. They can be either of all

wire, or of box pattern (wood, with wire
front). They should be fitted ready to

receive the bird (i.e., with perches and food
and water vessels).

Gifts of one cage will be welcomed just

as warmly as those of a larger number. The
names of all donors will be inscribed oil a
card sent with each bird and cage.
Post your promises to The Editor, Cage

Birds, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Our hall is still in the hands of the military,
but we shall be holding a members’ show on
Saturday, Nov. 28, 40 classes, Mr. J. Robson
judge, writes Mr. E. Thomas, sec, Cardiff
C.B.S.
Owing to the grand entry at Manchester

show, the officials have engaged Mr. W. Booth
as an extra judge, and he will officiate over
the Norwich Plainheads. The entry in Nor.,
Yorks., and Lizards is quite exceptionally
good, we are informed.
The London and Counties A. C.B. is hold-

ing its annual autumn show on Nov. 7 at the
Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse Street, corner
of Farringdon Road, E.C. Lt is accessible

by trains, ’buses and trams from all parts of

London. Show opens at 5.30, and admission
will be twopence.

Will members of the Leeds C.B.S. note
that Mr. Wilkinson, of Roundlmy, is giving a
special for most points scored in the Linnet
classes, and also Greenfinch classes, Nov. and
Boxing Day shows to count, writes Mr. E.
Norton, the hon. sec. As the letter notify-

ing me does not bear the address of the
sender, I should be very pleased if some
member could furnish me with it, so that I

may communicate with Mr. Wilkinson.
The October issue of “ Bird Notes,” the

journal of the Fox-eign Bird Club, is full of

interesting matter. A coloured plate, by Mr.
Goodchild, depicts eight species of Parrot
Finches, and there are some good pictures of

outdoor aviaries. Among the articles are the
conclusion of “ Some Experiences of

Cockatoos,” by the Marquis of Tavistock,

and a most interesting chapter by l)r. L.

Lovell-Keays on Aviculture in Ancient Rome.
On Monday, Nov. 2, Mr. A. Silver, F.Z.S.,

lectures before the Wimbledon C.B.S., at

headquarters, 6. The Broadway, Wimble-
don, at 8 p.m. His subject, “Birds of Char-

acter,” will be illustrated by lantern, and
we are sure that all fanciers who pay Wim-
bledon a visit on this occasion will pass a

very instructive evening. Visitors are

heartily welcome. Tlte club-i’QOm is opposite

Wimbledon Railway Station, and trams and
’buses pass the door.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Reading (Berks.). - Palmer Hall, West St., Nov. IT.

Judge, J. Robson. 20 open classes; Nor. 5, Y’orks. 5,

A.O.V. 1, Brit. 2, Mules 1, Sell. 2, For. 4. Prizes,

10s., 6s., 2s. Cxi. Foe, Is. 9d. Knt. close Nov. 4, to

O. O. Smith, 73, Audley Street.

Midland Roller C.C.—Seven Stars Hotel, John St.,

Wolverhampton, No\. 5-C. Judges: F. E. Fisher, X.

W. Walton, M, Jactjuemin. 9 Cl.: Champ. 1914, Nov.

1014, Open, Amat., Nov. (any age), and Open Limit

£2. Prizes: Champ, and Nov., 12s., 9s., 7s., 5s., 3s.

Od
. ,

2s. Cd. 2s.; others, 10s., Os., 4s., 2s. I’ve, Is. (Id.

Knt. close Oct. 31. to T. J. Smith, 10, Hull Street,

Dudley Road, Wolverhampton.
Wadebridga F.A. (Cornwall).- Town Hull. Nov. 11

(confined to Cornwall). Judge: T. Pope. 15 el.:

Nor. 3, Yorks. 4. A.O.V. 1. Mules 1, llrit. 2. For. 1,

Sell, l, Local 1, Children’s i. Prizes. 9s. . 3s., 2s. Fee

Is. Ent. close Nov. 5, to E. Mitchell, Eglushaylc Kd,

It is pleasant to be able to an-
nounce, following on the splendid
success of Liverpool, that another
exceptionally fine Lancashire
Show is due this week end (Oct.
31 st).

MANCHESTER’S ONE-DAY SHOW
HAS OVER 1,100 ENTRIES !

Keep up the good work, fanciers.
The Societies which are going
ahead with their annual exhibi-
tions are deserving of your
generous support.

Wolverhampton C.B.S. has decided not to

hold an open show, though hoping, however,
to hold a members’ show in November, also

to have a few inter-club shows.—W. Harri-

son, Sec.

All meetings of the Plumstead and Wool-
wich C.B.S. have been suspended’ for the

present, owing to so many of our members
being unable to. attend on account of the war,

writes Mr. F. Botell, lion. sec.

I was greatly surprised to see, the sketch

of my variegated yellow cock on the ‘

’ page

of honour ” of Cage Birds. I think it does

your artist great credit. I wish your paper

every success.—P. Gedge (Poplar).

The Border Fancy Canary Club have
granted us their patronage, and both the

open and novice medals will he competed for

at our New Year’s Day show, writes Mr.

John C. Bell, sec. Border City (Carlisle) O.S.

OBITUARY.
I am indeed sorry to have to announce,

writes Mr. Jo.lm Rukin, that one of our mem-
bers of the L. and L.F.A., Mr, G. Naylor,

has had the misfortune to lose his beloved

wife, who died on Oct. 23. I understand she

has hadi a severe illness. My society tenders

to Mr. Naylor its eincefe sympathies in his

sad bereavement.

Mr. T. G. Etheridge, lion. see. Woolston

F. and F.A., would be glad if fanciers willing

to guarantee classes at the show of Dec. 16 17

(see letter in correspondence columns) will

communicate with him. His address is The
Nest, Weston Lane, Woolston.
At the 12th annual Industrial Show at

Tenby, Nov. 4, there are seven opon classes

for cage birds. Proceeds of the show will

go to the Prince of Wales War Fund, and

schedules may be obtained from the sec., Mr.

E. Davis, 2, Ventnor Houses, Tenby.
Mr. W. G. Andrews, hon. secretary, writes

that the West Bromwich C.B.S. has decided

to hold an inter-club show in place of open

show, as they are wishful to keep the Fancy
going in their district. It is hoped that mem-
bers of the societies invited to join will give

their host support.

Would the fancier who sent me 3 postcard
with nothing on it, bearing Swansea post-
mark, please send me name and address, and
also state what he wanted, writes Mr. P.
Gentleman, sec. Avonbridge O.S.

Will members of the Cumnock and Dis.
C.B.S. note that subscriptions are due, also

intending members kindly post on addresses
to enable me to send them on schedules,
writes Mr. A. Wyper (Market Place, Auchin-
leck).

Money in British.
We hear that the winning Bramblefinch

at Liverpool show, .exhibited by Scrgt.
Forster, of Darlington, found a new home,
being claimed at the catalogue price of £5.

Abertillery’s Success.
All prize-money paid by AbertiUery Show,

writes Mr. H. H. Mortimer, the s?c. Kindly
thank the exhibitors for the wayin which
they rallied round us. We were about 100

entries in advance of last year's show.

With the Colours.
I am serving with the Colours in the

Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders, writes

Mr. M. Doolan (Monkton, Ayrshire). I have
met quite a host of friends and fanciers since

I came to Aldershot, and I always take my
Cage Birds every week.

A Parrot as Mascot.
A pet Parrot, which is said to express free

opinions on the Kaiser, is the mascot of the

Montreal Regiment, a unit of the Canadian
force which recently landed in England.

The Parrot accompanied the men to this

country.

An Unusual Classification.
The annual members’ show of the R.awten-

stall F.S. will be held on Nov. 7 in the Co-
operative hall

;
17 claeses are provided for

cage birds. We note that four of these are

for “ (1) German cock, (2) do. hen, varie-

gated or green,” and the samo when “ clear

or ticked.” Are these Germans, then, to. be

judged for show points (!) or for song?

A Hobby that Holds.
I would like you to send Cage Birds for a

year to my address here in Manitoba, writes

Mr. E. Lees. I come from Lancashire, and

I used to follow your paper, as I kept Nor-

wich Canaries. 1 feel lost without my Cage
Birds. I have quite a few Coloured Plates

with me that I brought across the ocean, and

I often look at them to recall the happy
moments I had with my birds. •

Old Warrior’s New Home.
I have sold my old winning buff Norwich

cock, writes Mr. T. Johnson (Southport), to

a fancier resident in Yorkshire, at a good

figure. This bird is now in his fourth season

and still “in the pink.” Ho has won many
firsts and other money prizes at the follow-

ing shows : Burnley, Bolton, Gt. Harwood,
Manchester, Clapham, Longton (twice),

Liverpool, Warrington, Huddersfield, and
Southport (three times), besides being in the

cards a few times.
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THE NIGHTINGALE’S MELODIOUS RIVAL

AN APPRECIATION OF THE 0
BLACKCAP WARBLER. *

• By

COUNTRY FANCIER.”

THE bird-lover has no difficulty in iden-

tifying the Blackcap Warbler. He
is a bluo-grcy bird, with a black cap,

from whence he takes his name. I he

Blackcap is a summer migrant. Although

an insectivorous species ho feeds largely

upon fruit. A most delightful songster,

somo consider him to bo quite tho equal

of tho Nightingale. Ho is certainly an

incessant performer, and will sing more or

less the whole of the day.

When once accustomed to captivity the

Blackcap is a very delightful bird to keep

for singing. But he should be caged

singly, not turned in with other birds. A
Blackcap when tame will sing much more

freely than a Nightingale, and wul set-

tle down to cage, life in a very few days.

Indeed, it is one of the easiest of our

Softbills to steady, and he will delight his

owner with song for seven or eight months

in the year. The Blackcap seems to be a

bit of a mimic, too, for ho will frequently

introduce into his song passages of the

song of some of our larger birds.

The nest of the Blackcap is a slightly

built structure, placed in the dense under-

growth, usually not far from the ground.

It is generally made of grass and fine roots,

and lined with hair. The eggs are four

or five in number, and they are dirty-white

in ground colour, clouded with olive-brown

and have a few dark brown markings.

Rearing from the Nest.

Young Blackcaps can be reared from the

nest in just the same manner as Nightin-

gales. A good mixture for them is the

following: Crushed biscuit, ants’ eggs, and
hard-boiled egg in equal parts. •Moisten

tins and give round to the nestlings as

required. When they are able to peck

feed on one of the better class insec tile

mixtures as a stock food and supply live

food now and again in the shape of gentles

and a few mealworms, while a piece of ripe

apple or pear, or if these are not avail-

able a piece of banana, should be given

every day.

The ordinary (grocers’) currants should

form a large portion of his diet. They
should be soaked in water overnight to

soften their skins. The currants should

be mixed well into the insectile food. In

addition they should have a constant sup-

ply of ripe fruit when available, such as

raspberries and strawberries, in addition

to the apples, pears and "bananas. The

latter ho never appears to tiro. of, and

as these can bo obtained all the year round

they are very useful. Hang one of them
up in his cage and turn back a piece of

the skin every day. He is also very

fond of elder berries, privet berries', and

the like. The latter are a very good

“conditioner,!” if a sprig or two bo given

every day.

Although Blackcaps may he easily kept in

a large Warbler’s cage they make even bet-

ter inmates for an aviary
;
the reason for

this is that as tlieir plumage is so hard

(brittle) it is rather a dillicult matter to

keep them in good and perfect feather.

They are fairly hardy birds and can be

kept m a sheltered outdoor aviary, or in

an unlieated building throughout the

winter, but if the weather is very sharp

ifc would be advisable to take them in

for a time till the frost has passed.

Breeding in Captivity.

As regards the breeding of the Black-

cap in captivity I have never tried as

yet, but have a pair, so I hope that I shall

be successful in rearing a brood of young

ones. I should be very glad to find out

if anybody else in the birdy world has been

successful with them.
In trying to breed birds in an aviary

care should be taken to provide the right

nesting material, as near as possible that

which Nature provides for them; also to

“ deflorate ” the) aviary suitably. An
aviary with thick brambles, etc., growing

at the bottom affords the hen many places

to select from in which to make a nest, and

it also affords a screen for her when nest-

ing, privacy being one of the things they

most need.

In choosing a Blackcap for exhibition the

main points to consider are size and shape,

a dense black cap, richness in colour, nice

full eye, also good wing carriage. A bird

that is chosen for exhibition must needs

be a very large one, as it is well known
that “A good big Tin will beat a good

little Tin,” therefore size should be prac-

tically the first point to consider; after

that I should put shape and colour. Need-

less’ to say the bird must be in the best

of health and condition, if lie is to “shine”

and win. And when the bird comes home
with his honours thick upon him, I don’t

think you will say that all your care and

attention have been wasted.

able to insure them. It would bo a great

convenience if the various railway com-

panies would accept payment for carriage

and insurance both on tho outward and

return journeys.

Reader, I am going to grumble at the

food sometimes given to some birds at a

show—not at any particular one, for I am
not giving what may be termed a sly rub

at any individual show, but I am “grous-

ing” at the person who supplies to birds

while at a show a different variety of food

to what they have been used to receiving at

home.
The Food at Shows.

This passage is often to be found in the

show schedules : “a supply of food, of the

kind the birds are accustomed to receiving

should be placed by tho owner in his ex-

hibition cages before dispatching his birds

to the show.” The interpretation of that

passage is that birds will be fed whilst at

the show on the particular diet which will

be found in the bird’s cage. A sudden
change of diet is apt to upset a bird's

stomach, or, with individual specimens,

the length of time that the cage is opened
while at the show, together with an unsuit-

able diet and the excitable surroundings,

will tend to have a detrimental effect on
the bird’s song.

When birds are placed in your charge,

feed them on that variety of seed ycu will

find placed by the owner in the cage

;

whether it be only German rape, or a mix-

ture of rape and canary. The owner is in

a better position than you to understand

his bird’s peculiar temperament and the

variety of food best suited to it. Canary
seed will make some birds’ song rank; on

the other hand, a whole diet of rape seed

will have the effect of making the excreta

foul and watery in some specimens, and
canary seed has to be added to balance its

laxative properties.

If you will look over your show schedule

you find that no one is allowed in the
judge’s room unless in some official capa-

city, so it is the privilege of the few rather

than the many to see how the birds are

judged. Lend me your attention, imagin-

ation, your eyes and ears, and J will give

to the many an imaginary peep. You see

the judge sitting with his hack towards tho

window, while on the table before him are

three or four birds placed so that none of

the birds can get a view of each other, yet

all are in full view of the judge.

Listen ! one of the birds has commenced
to sing, and the eyes of the judge are at

once fixed on the bird. The bird has

stopped singing, but the judge lias not re-

moved his pencil from the table. How is

that? Why has he not taken the points?

Because he considers that the bird was

simply playing with its song, a trying of

the voice before it commences to sing pro-

perly.

Valuing the Song.
Hark! the bird is now singing again,

and the judge’s eyes are again upon it.

When it has stopped singing you may
notice the judge placing figures in the

squares on the sheet, but he may only put

them in, say, three squares. Well, then

the bird only sang three tours, and while

they were being sung the judge was valu-

ing and memorizing them. Look ;
the one

that lias just ceased singing is now feeding,

and the judge, knowing that it will not

commence to sing again for some little

time, has turned his attention to another

just commencing to sing. The tones are

recollected and valued, and when the song

has ceased the points are entered on the

sheet. The first bird is singing again, and

the points are entered up. So on the

business goes until the song of three of tho

birds has been heard, valued, and re-

corded.
(To be continued.)

(f BUSINESS AS USUAL.”

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 175.)

P
ERSONALLY I prefer to place them
about face high, and where members
of the household are continually pass-

ing This, however, is only necessary in the

case of a shy singer. The procedure I

usually follow is worthy of experimenta-

tion, I place the birds on the table whilst

having a, meal, or when writing. After a

few such lesson® ordinary movements will

have no effect on their tranquility.

In view of the fact that Roller Canary

shows are not extensively advertised,- a

little information may be useful to those

who may not be versed in the pioceduie of

making entries. Sometimes the only inti-

mation of a forthcoming show is the an-

nouncement in tho club report of the show

promoters; and approximate dates are

usually chosen year by year. Schedules

are usually sent out by the club’s secretary

to members of the British Roller Canary

Club, and to other known fanciers. A post

card to the secretary of the club, about a

fortnight previous to the show taking

place is all that is necessary to procure a

schedule and other information in con-

nection with the exhibition.

The secretary, soon after receiving your

entries, will send an address label, and

either one or two gummed labels. Attach

one of the gummed labels to the outside of

the left-hand shutter, and the other to the

front rail, that is, the strip of wood imme-

diately below the punch-bar front of the

cage. Take care that the edge of the

label does not project in such a manner

that the bird can reach it, or it will prob-

ably be chewing paper when it might he

better employed in singing. When only

one label -is received for each cage, this

should be placed on the front rail.

The water fountain should he placed at

the right-hand side of the cage, that is, in

the aperture nearest to the cage-door, and

the birds should arrive in the show room
early on the day of judging, or, which is

better, one the previous evening, so as to

allow of a rest to the birds before they are

required in the judge’s room. In case

the conveyance is made through a railway

company the carriage must he paid
;
at

present those companies that I am con-

versant with will only accept the carriage

for the outward journey; it is also advis-

Blantyre O.S. Holds Annual
Show.

Sir,—We have decided to have our annual

show on the 7th Nov., in Mr. Struthers’

Hall, High Blantyre. Judges, Mr. R. Lambie
(Whitburn) and Mr. J. Sinclair (Paisley).

Next meeting Oct. 31, at 7.30 p.m.
D. Berry

(Sec. Blantyre O.S.).

Pontypridd F. and F.S. Sur-
mounts War Troubles.

Sir,—The war has played havoc with the

fixtures in So.uth Wales. We intended hold-

ing our annual show on Nov. 25, but owing

to failure to book a hall we at one time

thought that we would .have to cancel for this

year. However, after difficulty, I have en-

gaged a hall, but the show must be post-

poned, and we have fixed on Wednesday,

Jan. 6, 1915, when we hope to have a con-

tinuance of the grand support we have had

in the past. I have received a host of appli-

cations for schedules ;
these applications will

be filed and schedules sent out when ready.

A. A. Gordon M’ Lucas, Sec.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says.: “Dear Sir,—Glad to

say our members are simply delighted with tho

posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have, ever had.—Yours, etc., E.

Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,

Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 15a, Fleet Street, Lon-

1 don, E,C.

The South of Scotland C.B.A.

Will Hold Show at Dumfries.
Sir,—At our meeting held Oct. 16 in the

Fountain Cafe Restaurant, Dumfries, Mr.

Edgar presided over a large attendance, and

it was decided to hold the second annual

show on Nov. 28, the surplus funds to be

handed over to the War Funds. A gift class

will be provided also, the exhibits to be sold

by auction, proceeds to go to the War Funds.

The Committee hope that all fanciers in the

South of Scotland will support them; make

the show a success by sending as large an

entry as possible so that a sustantial sum

may be handed over. Mr. Pattie (Hon. Pres.)

has" kindly consented to give his hall free of

charge for the show, at which 33 classes will

be provided, and prize-money the same as

last year.
A. McHolm, Hon. Sec.

50, Friars Venn el, Dumfries.

Enterprise at Whitehaven.
3nt,—We intend holding an open show for

Yorkshires on Dec. 19, 9 champion and 3

novice classes, under the patronage of the

Cumberland and Westmorland Y.C.C., also

2 classes for Linnets, house and field moulted.

The show will be confined to Cumberland,

and prizes on the sliding scale. The Com-

mittee will require two entry fees out of

each class for expenses, that is, we will sup-

pose there are 12 entries at Is. 6d. (18s.), 3s.

will ’be taken for expenses, leaving 15s. for

1st, 2nd, 3rd prizes, at the rate of 8s. 6d.

1st, 4s. 3d. 2nd, 2s. 3d. 3rd. This is a show

run for the benefit of exhibitors i we ha\ e

taken a good hall with good light during

the day and lighted by electricity at night,

but it 'is rather out of the way, therefore we
don’t expect a big gate, if any. Should we

be fortunate to get any, it will be divided

among the classes, along with any balance

left from what we are keeping for expenses.

We are doing very little printing, but we will

send an advert to Cage Birds, also a review

of schedule a week before the show, from

whicli we expect intending exhibitors to

enter. All birds will be sent home on Satur-

day night, or as requested.

Jas. Stewart, Hon. Sec.

11, Woodville Terrace, Whitehaven.

Metropolitan C.B.A. Extends
Its Classes.

Sir,—A committee meeting was held last

Thurs., and it was decided to hold the annual

show and extend the classification, so as to

give members a chance to enter all the differ-

ent varieties. The committee hopes all mem-
bers will rally round and send' in as many
entries as possible. We have one of the best

halls in West London, situated in Kelvedon

Road, near Walham Green. The date, Sat.

Nov. 7, as far as I can see, does not clash

with any other London show. So, members,

do your duty.
John Jeffrey, Press Sec.

Woolston and District F. and
F.A. to Hold Its Show.

Sir,—At a meeting at the Alexandra Coffee

Rooms, Woolston, on Oct. 14, the members

decided to hold the annual show on Dec. 16

and 17, as previously arranged, open to

Hants, Wilts, Dorset and Isle of Wight. The
whole of the members present were in favour

of a show being held, so the order is “ carry

on,” and with the hearty co-operation of each

member it is trusted that the show will be

a tremendous success financially. Any sur-

plus cash will be given to the local funds.

It was also suggested that three classes for

eggs be given (no entrance fee), the eggs to

be sent immediately after the show to our

brave wounded soldiers at Netley Hospital,

who have done so much on the C-ontinent, in

conjunction with our Allies, to uphold Old

England’s honour. Those able to do so

should make those classes overflowing. For

schedules, etc., apply to me,
F. G. Etheridge, Hon. Sec.

The Nest, Weston Lane, Woolston.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.
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Gorrespondence.
Rung Bullfinch Caught Near

Pickering.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. Zimmerman’s letter,

the bird was caught at New Bridge in the
early part of September. New Bridge ie

about a mile from Pickering and four miles
irom Thornton Dale. 1 should be pleased to
hoar how many birds in the nest were rung.

If. L. Kymeb.
Pickering.

' Date of Reading Show.
Sm,—Through an error in printing, our

entry forms aro wrong in date of show, and
time of entries dosing. It should read “Show
Wednesday, November 11th. Entries close
Wednesday, November 4th." As I had sent
out nearly all sdiodules before error was
noticed, it may prevent exhibitors sending
entries in time. The schedule is correct, so
I trust all will go by that.

0. C. Smith.

What Are the South-Country
Specialist Clubs Doing ?

Sin,—Mr. Whittomo has touched on a mat-
ter which is troubling the minds of a good
many specialist club members. There are
undoubtedly a number who are not only
willing, but anxious, to show. But beyond
the possibility of getting into the tickets,
they quite naturally, desire some further little

encouragement, and, having paid their sub-
scription, they have a perfect right to expect
it.

A. W. Farmer.

Novice Norwich Classes at the
Great National Show.

Sir,— I am glad to see that the Great
National Cage Bird Show is to be held as
usual, as we novices were rather disappointed
Mr. Itamsden’s autumn show had to be can-
celled through the war crisis. I hope when
the time comes round we novices will have
the pleasure of seeing two extra classes in the
Norwich P.H. section—clear yell, and clear
buff. 1 think a marked bird has an advan-
tage over a clear. I hope we are not asking
for too much, seeing how well the classes

|

were filled.

C. B. J.

Amalgamated Members’ Show
at Nottingham.

Sir,

—

At a meeting of the Nottingham and
Notts O.S. it was suggested that the
Nottingham Permanent C.B.S. and
the Hyson Green C.B.S. should bo ap-
proached with an idea of holding an amal-
gamated members’ show, in consequence of
our annual open show being abandoned. As
a result of that suggestion the two local clubs
have fallen in line with us, and we shall hold
an amalgamated members’ show on Nov. 14.
We have engaged a well-lighted room at the
Mechanics’ Institute, appointed Mr. W.
Vardy to judge, and are providing 14 classes
for Norwich (including 5 novice), 8 for
Crests, 1 A.O.V., 7 for British, Mule and
Foreign, and 4 Selling. We trust that every
member of all the societies will do his utmost
to make this show a thorough success, both
as regards entries and the sale of tickets,
ako in help both before ana on the show day.
Entries close Nov. 11. We shall be glad if

members will endeavour to obtain some
special prizes to be competed for, and com
mandate with their secretary or the under
signed.

J. G. Royce.
29, 1 ennyson Street, Nottingham.

Great Battle in Lancashire !

its own prowess to put to flight even stronger

enemies. “ Strong men will not surrender

all they hold dear without a struggle.’’

Liverpool are to be congratulated on their

great venture. As 1 have said, they are a
plucky handful, but they are a proof of the

axiom of birdlore that neither bird shows
nor birds can do without “grit.” Those two
indefatigable workers, Messrs. Metcalfe and
Green, were in the thick of the fight, and I

heard a whisper that the twain were to be
mentioned in despatches (to Cage Birds).

Mr. Metcalfe was kept busy paving out
prize-money (when he wasn’t raking in sales

money), while Mr. Green kept an eye on
the door to see that no one paid twice. We
noticed a new show manager in Mr. Walker,
and he has evidently graduated in a good
school, for ho handled the reins like a skilled

driver. In fact, all were workers, and
deserved their success. This society is one
of the few who can boast of efficient lady
stewards, and it isn’t the good fortune of

every fancier—as it was the writer’s—to

have two ladies help him pack his birds and
escort him to the door to keep the police
from nailing him. But then, it isn’t every
fancier who is so hand

, eh?
We knew that it could be done, even at

a time like this, and it has been left for the
Liverpool fanciers to show others the way
in Lancashire; and some of the societies who
beat a retreat at the first sign of the enemy
must by now be weeping, wailing and
gnashing their teeth over what they have
missed.

Sub Rosa.

An Albino Linnet Caugiit.
Sir,—On Sept. 24, on Cheshunt Marshes,

I caught a Linnet (on full song) which is

pure white—no sign of any dark feathers on
it. It has white legs, pink eyes and amber
beak. I think this is a very rare specimen,
and should like to know if such a specimen
has been caught before.

B. Matthews.
[I have myself owned several pure white

pink-eyed Linnets; they are very uncommon,
however.

—

Editor.]

The Welsh National C.B.S.
Sir,—I would point out to Mr. Creber that

the proposed Welsh National show is to be
national in every sense of the word—that is,

representative of all the societies in Wales
and Monmouthshire. Was this the case in
regard to the society he refers to? As to the
failure of this society, Mr. Creber could have
stated the facts had he wished to, seeing
that he lives in the district the shows were
held in. What is Mr. Creber's point? Does
he expect the new show to pay the debts
incurred by the Welsh National Cage Bird
Society?

The London and Provincial O.S.

Collection of Stuffed Birds,

Enemy Routed on the Banks of the
Mersey

!

Sir,—There has been a great battle in
Lancashire. A handful of fanciers gilded up
their loins and went out arrayed in all the
panoply of war to slay the latest enemv of
the Bird Fancy—the German Eagle. This
enemy isn’t exactly a new variety of bird,
but has been lying dormant for close upon
fifty years. Now it has suddenly swooped
down from its eyrie like the great bully that
it is. flapping its enormous wings, exuding
fire from its eyes, and croaking its call note
of two syllables that make a sound some-
thing like “culture.”
The Fancy has almost fled in panic. One

or two societies have stood their ground to
meet the onslaught of tWc enemy, amongst
them these few brave men—trained soldiers
all, and courageous—who have carried the
trenches until the Eagle (proving to he noth-
ing more than an Owl or a Cuckoo) has
turned tail, and left the banks of the Mersey
to try to strike panic into some other part.
In a word, the enemy has suffered a rout,
for 1,253 birds turned up to show sorieties
that there was no nece sify for the panic,
and that the Fancy still Has confidence in

An Appeal for “ Dead Warriors.”

Sir,—Whilst thanking you for your kind
assistance in previous years, I again, on be-
half of ithe London and Provincial O.S., crave
a little of your valuable space to thank the
donors who have, since the issue of my last
appeal, sent me birds for the above collection,
and at the same time, now that the birds are
getting through the moult and iii good
feather, to appeal again to bird-keepers to
send to Messrs. Edward Gerrard and Sons,
61, College Place, Camden To.wn, N.W., any
birds in good plumage they may have the
misfortune to lose. Messrs. Gerrard and
Sons have my instructions as to stuffing.

There are now almost 200 birds in the col-

lection, but I am still open to receive many
more. At present no.t a single class in Greens,
Borders, Scotch Fancies, or Belgians is pro-
perly represented, and only one class each
in Cinnamons, Lancashires, and Lizards is

complete. Many classes of Hybrids and
British birds are unrepresented, and I still

want legions of foreign birds. A number of
Canary classes are now complete, and various
other classes may be represented, but in some
cases perhaps the stuffed bird has not given
me satisfaction, consequent on delay in re-
ceiving specimens, or from other causes, and
so I am still open to receive birds in such
classes.

Notwithstanding the fact that during the
present time everybody's mind Is taken up
with the war which is progressing, I think
this laudable object should be kept in view,
otherwise opportunities might be lost of
securing rare and special birds for the collec-
tion;

G. Cradb.

Liverpool Returns Thanks.
Sir,—

W

e beg to tender our sincere thanks
to all fanciers who asssited us in making the
1914 show a record, not only in numbers, but
for quality. Our thanks are also due, and
are hereby tendered, to the local fanciers and
friends who, as usual, rallied round us and
worked with a will both on the arrival and
at the despatch of the exhibits. Their
names are legion, and it would bo invidious
to mention any in particular—they had only
one aim, to be “ up and doing.”

Metcalfe and Green.
Secs., Liverpool O.S.

The Proposed Welsh National
Cage Bird Show.

An Enthusiastic Preliminary Meeting.

j

Srn,—A very successful meeting was held
' at Abertilicry show on Oct. 21, H. Campion,
Esq., the esteemed President of Abertillery
C.B.S.

,
very kindly presiding, and this gen-

tlpman is now taking a very deep personal
interest in this matter. There was a very
large and enthusiastic gathering of fanciers
from different parts, including the secre-
taries of Abersychan, Abertillery, Cardiff,
and other societies whose names I could not
get. Messrs. G. T. Jones and Teastone, of
Brecon, unfortunately could not wait for the
meeting, which had to be postponed for two
hours owing to judging not being completed.
But both these gentlemen expressed them-
selves as being delighted with the prospects
of a Welsh National show, and promised their
support, as also did Mr. S.- J. Nicholas, of

Swansea, who whispered something about a

silver cup. So great was the enthusiasm that
most fanciers wanted to go full steam ahead.
Certain names were proposed to fill the office

of sec
, chairman, etc., but, as this was only

an informal meeting, that business had to be
left over until the next meeting.
Some of the objects of a Welsh National

show put forward were :

—

(1) The revival of some of the now nearly
extinct varieties of Canaries and British birds
60 seldom seen at any of our Welsh shows,
viz., Crests, Cinnamons, Scotch Fancies,
Belgians, Lancashires, and Lizard Canaries

;

also the smaller varieties of British and
Foreign birds.

(2) To increase the classification and intro-
duce as many new varieties as possible

;
also

to encourage “ local ” classe.

(3) To help the novice as much as possible
and introduce amateur classes.

_
(4) To increase the prize-money and make

six cash awards instead of three, in addition
to cups, trophies and specials; also one mag-
nificent cup for the best bird of the year.

(5) To introduce more Welsh judges'.

(6) To help small societies in Wales and
Monmouthshire who through no fault of their
own have had to close down—probably owing
<o lack of support from exhibitors and the
public.

In regard to the working arrangements of
the show the following suggestions were
made. The National, show should be sup-
ported by all the thirty-six societies in Wales
and Monmouthshire, and also by every
individual fancier who is not affiliated to any
society. The annual subscription to be paid
by each society is two guineas. The com-
mittee would be made up of one or not more
than two members from these societies. Each
society would elect its own representatives.
The voting would therefore be equal—the
small societies having the same influence in
the management of the show as the larger
societies. It is sugested to split up Wales
and Mon. into seven districts and hold the
show each year at that particular towr»
where the railway facilities and other
arrangements for the birds, exhibitors, and a
“ gate,” are the best. The show would be
held North, South, East and West. Say,
Swansea, Brecon, Cardiff, Wrexham, New-
port, Llandudno, Llanelly, and so on.

I am arranging ' a meeting at the Law
Courts Hotel, Duke Street, Cardiff, on Satur-
day, Nov. 7, at 3.30 p.m., when I hope to
see all the thirty-six societies represented,
and also as many fanciers present as pos-

sible. If it is decided to go on with the
show, officers will be elected pro tern., and
a further meeting arranged to fix venue
and date of the first show. I am writing
all secretaries throughout Wales and Mon.,
whose addresses I am taking from Cage
Birds Annual, but should I have omitted
anyone I should be glad if they would kindly

acquaint me of the fact at once.

E. J. Banks.
14, St. John’s Square, Cardiff.

Singing Contests

.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the
nature of advertisements must be paid tor at
advertisement rates , three words a penny,

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest George and Dragon Hotel, Bridge-

street; 17 birds sang, 4 minutes’ time singing. 1,

Wain'wright
;

-2. Caddy
; S, shared between Plewe and

Potter.—S. Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing Linnet contest Old Bird House,

Skinners*’ Arms, Buslingthorpe, Oct. 24; 19 sang.

1st and 2nd shared by- Ward a'nd Binno : 3rd, Ward.
Judges, C. Clayton and J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon.
Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing Albion

Hotel, Saville Green. York-road, Oct. 24; 17 birds
sang. 1, T. Johnson; l Staruicy

; 3, S J^trson.
Judges, A. Jennings and W. Sissons. Oct. 25, 19

bird.9 eang. 1, A. Richardson; 2, Singleton; 3. S.

Johnson. Judges, S. Hardcastle and W. Naylor.—
W. Naylor. Hon. See.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club quality singing,

Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane. Oct. 24. Twenty-
one birds entered

; the winning bird stoed out alone.

1, 2, Whit" Laycock : 3. E. Wood. Judges, Jarrow
and Alf. Lorriman

;
Bros. Nelson (Castleford) time-

keepers. Championship match Oct. 25. E. Wood,
1st and 2nd; Ted Iloworth. 3rd; 20 birds competed.
Judges, Clark. Madden, Alf. Lorriman. Johnson is

still out with a challenge to sing any Linnet in

England, quality song.—Alf. Lorriman, Sec.

Nests of Birds. Poultry, etc., should be regulnrlv
sprinkled will, KEATING’S POWDER, especial')
.'hen liens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to ttie eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
kli'e. lulls ail jneects. Hircciess to everything else.

THE SHOWS.
(Continued from fiag 198)

BEDLENGT07J.
Annual Show, Co-operative Hall, Bedlington,

Oct. 24. An ideal room, well lighted and free from
draughts, and the exhibits are seen to the best
advantage. Entries totalled 350. The strongest
classes were the Norwich and Borders. Sp!., Seely
Bros. Mr. Chas. Fuller performed the Secretarial
duties in a skilful manner ,and was backed up by
a strong Committee: Messrs. J. Stephenson, J.
Orange, J. Locke, W. Dear, W. Tipple, F. Scott, J.
Douglas,' G. Brown, T. Thompson, A. T. Thompson,!
B. G. COllingwood, R. Metcalf, G. Williamson, T.

[

Young, J. Aston and J. Hudspith. The Stewards
got through their work of packing exhibits in good

j

time. Messrs. J. Stangcr, Durham, a

:

1

1

i ,1. Hands,
Byton, judged, and gave every Satisfaction.
NOR., CL., ETC. : 1, Robson and March, cl. huff,

good col., f ill! of subs'., bold brea St,- Ft;tnds wel I on 1

sf j le

perch, wings and tail pieffect ; 2, M orri-on, cl. ireii;. vhc.
very smart,, wonderful (oh. good w i ng carr., pienty Thou
of sub. : 3, Russell and Tea, dale. el. buff, hot O.U‘, 1 end
good head and neck, n: >t the sub s. of winner : vhc, Gold
Smiles; lie Armstrong ; (j. A rc 1ahold and Ltjslie. -

Tippl
UN El, I. YIILL.: !, Morrion , cl. yell.,

d. ve!

real model ! eol. :

for type and quai. ; 2, Wiiw.>n, r 1., good col. cm
and type, must have j«. d liar d: 3, Dixon, .veil. Dear.
Man eg., good typo an 1 (|dm1. Of IYathcir, takes spl. mkd.
for best members Nor. HI FI : 1, Smili mkd. one

'

el. vi

wing, good head and IKTa
, plenty t; r subs. and i ou:n

feather; 2, Thornp-on, li nil' va I

:

fl , a ni ce type a n<! 1
farm

quai. : 3, Ll•e, inclined t.o be on ti it' Ion g side ; vhc, michs
Arm- ( rong

:

he, (alloway ; ( , Y at es. HEN 1

,

Tippl
Russell and Teasdntc, cl. yc!l..#good head, neck,
col. and quai. : 2. Rowell, cl. laid, good type, not

j

fo clean cut Behind as winner: 3, Thompson, el.

yell., good type and cot., not the size of winners;!

vhc, Humes and Crackett; he, Archbold and Leslie;

Cf Dixon. BORD., CL. ETC., YELL. : 1, Smith, cl.,

stylish, well fitting wings and tail, sound col. and
beautiful quai.

; 2, Espie, lovely quai., neat type
and style; 3, Peel, very neat; vhc, Babes; he,
Watson; e, Hudspith. BUFF: 1, Espic, feather
like wax, real Bord. type, neat head, nicely moulded,
lovely cond.

; 2, Hay, cl. buff, sweet head, lovely
wing carr., close up; 3, Watson, four-mkd. buff,
nicely rounded body, not the polish of winners ; vhc,
Graham; he, Smith; c, Charlton and Anderson.
HEN : 1, c, F.spie, cl. yell., good head and wngsi,
Hi the pink; 2, Smart, cl. buff, lovely wings, neat
type and style; 3, Purvis, cl. yell., sweet head,
inclined to croe>s wings at times

;
vhc, Hogg

; he.
Smith. lrORKS. : 1, Dinning, wonderful length, good
head, best of xviug carr. ; 2, Dixon, cl. yell., rare
length and style, hot in col., well drawn; 3, Warren,
loses in size; vhc, Moore; he, c, Pyeman. A.O.V. :

1, Lawson, cl. body, D.C., line size and subs., good
drooping centre; 2, Morrison, varieg. C.B., rare size

and quai., good skull, nicely lashed; 3, Y'oung, yell,

cinn. Bord., grand col. and qua!., nice type; vhc,
Dixon; he, Rowell; c, Whittaker. LINNET: 1, he,
Davison, grand size -and col., good pencilling and
cond.; 2', McVay, very shapely, good size and col.; 3,

vhc, Wilson and May, similar, fails in pencilling,
but ex. shape; c, Thompson. A.O. BRIT.: I,

Stev'art, lovely Bulif., good col. and size, full neck
and front, in good order; 2, Straker ond Snowdon,
lovely Fieldfare,, plenty of size and markings, good
cond.; 3, vhc, Davison, Waxwing; he, Welford; c,

Bates. SELL.: I, Thompson: 2. Scott; 3, Dixon;
vhc, Smiles; he, Lawson; c, Richardson. HYDES’
CLASS : 1, Seely and Bros. MEMBERS: NOR.,
CL., ETC., Y’ELL. : 1, Dixon, heavily varieg. yell.,

good col. and quai.; 2, Douglas, varieg., not quite
quai. of winner: 3, Thompson, cl. yell.; vhc,
Stephenson: he, Douglas: c, Orange. BUFF: 1,

Smiles, good head and neck, lovely subs. ; 2. Dixon,
slightly mkd. buff, loses in size: 3, Lee, cl. buff

:

vhc, Murphy; he, Douglas; c, Stephenson. HEN:
1, vhc, Douglas plenty size and col., full of quai.

and type; 2, Fuller, loses in size to winner; 3,

Tipple, not quite the subs.: he, c, Thompson. NOR.
CINN.: 1, Thompson, buff, good size. col. and subs.;

2, Carmichael, buff, nice size' and col,, not the
subs.; 3, he, Dixon; vhc, Orange; c. Fuller. BOHI).,
YELL. : 1, 2, 3, Locke, cl., good head and neck,

lovely cond., 2nd presses hard, 3rd not stvie of

winners: vhc. Leek; he. Fuller; c. Hudspith. BUFF:
1

,
2. Fuller, 1st grand type and style, lovely cond

and col., 2nd not the polish: 3, Aston: vhc. I.oeke:

he. Hudspith: c, Aston., HEN: 1. 3. lie. Hudspith,

cl. buff, neat head and wings, nicely moulded, lovely

cond.; 2, Locke, yell., good col. and type; vhc,

Fuller; c, Afton. YORK. : 1, Tipple, cl. buff, lovely

quai., good length of wings, neat head, full size:

2, 3. Fuller, plenty of length and qunt., not size of

winner. A.O.V. : 1, he, Dixon. D.C., mkd. wings,

good front and centre, also sub-s., fair one: 2. c,

FuRer, even mkd. Bord.. grand wing carr. and
Young, Cinn. Bord.. pond col. a ml cond. ;

rmichael. MULE OR I1YB. : J, 2. 3. T.

n, Goldf.. Mule, plenty of sizr. good free

2 fid huff Linnet, grand -i,:e an I col.. 3rd

not size of winners
;

vhc. Fuller; he, c.

15RIT.: 1. \ he, Young, good Bramble, nice

cond.: Fuller: 3. lie, Orange; vhc. Young.
I. Fuller: vhc, Dixon; he, Carmichael: c.

OR. ( I
,
ETC. : I. 8, Carmichael, leader huff

sod size, col. nml quai. ; 2. vhc, he. Tipple,

good f vpe. BORD.. Cl... ETC.: 1. Murphy,
good s.tvln and type, wins; 2, 3. here,

:el ; vhc. Tipple. A.O.V.: 1, vhc, Car-
Green Crest, nice size and quai.: 2, 3,

yoll. gr. Bord., prod eol. and markings.

SEND US YOUR PROMISE OF A CAGE.
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Liverpool's Crushing Answer to the Croakers.

All Records Broken: Over 1,250 Entries: A Really Brilliant

Achievement.
Tlio seventh annual show ol the Liverpool O.S.

belli October 23--.M in the St. Martin’s Hull, was sup

ported by the enormous record of 1,-00 entries, an

object lesson indeed to those societies who through

the war scare have cancelled their show s. i hut

tire show was held was, we understand, due to the

dogged determination of about a dozen members, and

the suecess achieved should be a matter of pride to

them all. ...
Mr. J. Walker, the highly esteemed show manager,

seemed to be always doing the right thing at the

right time. The. stewards proved themselves a

bund of the right sort, with them to think was to

uct. The careful and judicious manner in which

they dealt with the varied and many duties tha..

an open venture entails deserved praise ol llie

highest order. Here arc those who kept the house

in order : Messrs. \V. C. Kobitisou. It. 1*. Roberts, A.

Parsons, W. Richardson, J. Lloyd, F. and J. Hand-

ley, J. Thornton, W. Jones, W. Dormer, Mr. and

Mrs T. It. Jones, Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Handley.

Mr. H. Boothmaa (late sec. Manchester O.S.) also

rendered most useful help.

The worthy secretaries, Messrs. J. W. Metcalfe

and 0. Breen, app.ar to thrive on work, and undoubt-

edly the success of the show must be booked as full

credit to them. „ _ .

The hall in which the exhibits were so finely staged

is most suitable, being lofty, spacious and cosy to

degree. Draughts are conspicuous by

Mr. J. C. Barnes’ Classes.
NOR. OilREN SRI.R VEER. CO): 1, Abbot, grand

shape, subs., and ear., magnificent col., teeming

with qua!., a charmer ; 2, Handley, plenty of uzc,

superb feather, rich tone of eol., longer in build, yet

' one; 3, Lomax, nice qual. ami eoL, neat

’ a
’

Iui chest, inclined io be heavy b hmd

;

..., j„ pcu

a
their

absence. At night time the room is magnificently

lighted by electricity.

Norwich were a feature of the show. A liner

collection of the " short thick ‘uiis wfe never remem-

ber seeing at this' well-known fixture. In the

champion section were 1,2‘J in the six classes, and in

the novice section 114 in four classes, 2-13 m all,

an average of over 24 birds per class ;
a most excel-

lent record.

Hot as Mustard.

Quality was great; competition as keen as ‘‘Col-

man’s,” as might he expected when such notable

stables as Messrs. S. Cook, A. Hirst, J. Ihomas, A\ .

Crawshaw, J. Keswick, F. F. Lawson, W. N. Turner

and W. Dormer were represented. We did not envy

the judge, Mr. J. C. Barnes, the task set him. So

close was the merit in many of the classes that two

or more sets of winners could have been selected.

Manv envious eyes were fumed towards the magni-

ficent cl. yell, cock shown by Mr. W. Crawshaw, also

to the cl.’ buff cock owned by Air. S. Cook. Another

full worthy of special mention was the cl. yell hen

the prop"rtv of Air. J. Thomas. In the novice sec-

tion Messrs. J. Davies, o. D. Ge!I, J. N. Buxton and

G. H. Cookson benched beauties.

Bord-r Fancies were of a most meritorious descrip-

tion. We have seen larger classes here but never

better quality. Real •’knock-outs'’ were exhibited by

Messrs. G. Greenwell, J. Johnson, R. Gentlemen, J.

S Wilson and J. Nicholson. Cinnamons were not

in abundance, yet most of the “cream” were present.

Nice birds were shown by Messrs. W. Dormer, Mr®.

Tweddle, A. Bentley, and J. E. Hartup. Lizards as

pretty as paint one saw, Messrs. J. Rukm, F. Hamer,

W. P. Barnes and E. Ollerenshaw putting down some

of the right stamp.
Norwich Greens contained several very taking birds,

sound in colour and of good shape. Biggest plums

were captured by Messrs. S. Woods, G. Johnston, A.

Parsons and H. Stead. Special for best GreeD went

to Mr. G. Greenwell, his Buff Green Border doing

the needful. That for best noviee Green fell to

a real good Yell. Green Nor. owned by Mr. A. I ar-

sons. 21s. special most points went to Air. J. W.

Metcalfe. ,

The Green Yorkshires were a fine lot of buds.

Great improvement has been made in this variety

the last two or three years. The yellows, cocks

and hens, are slim, good in feather, and well up

on leg. The unflighted birds were the pick of

the lot. Mr. Smith’s unflighted yell, should, w-ith

care, make up into a real good bird. In the

Noviee Section we liked Mr. Steinart’s yellow; this

won sp. for best bird shown by a noviee. Messrs

Metcalfe, Hand’ey, Benson and Young, Skilling.

.Ten s, Smith and Robinson staged some grand

birds. In the clear or ticked Yorkshire section

were sonie of the cracks from Yorkshire. Messrs.

Dykes, Ogden Bros., Norton and Radley put down

fine teams. The Norwich Cinnamons were not a

good lot ; they show too much feather and have

beads like Crestbreds. Would that we had a

Quinton, a Thackrey or a Naylor back again,

then we should have type and quality with lovely

carriage. Many of the birds are wild and will

not show themselves ; more time, should be spent

In training.

Great Value for Money.

The Selling and Stock classes contained some
marvellous value for money, and quite a run of

sales was made. Mules and Hybrids were simply

overwhelming in numbers and varieties of crosses

in the two classes provided, and extra prizes were

given. Alauy last year's cracks were present and

gave a good account of themselvos. In one or

two instances notable champions were not quite up

to their best form, notably Martin and Archer s

Clear Linnet-Canary (Perfection), his inner wing

flights not being quite drawn up and settled yet ;

he will improve. Also the sensational “ Snowflake

Canary-Bullfinch (Parlett) was cardless owing to his

having lost the outer wing' flights of one wing.

Almost every cross was to be seen, and there were

too many for each cross to get in the cards. Exhibi-

tors had sent from England, Scotland, Ireland, \V ales

and ths Isle of Alan, both in Hybrid and British

classes. The British classes were simply superb.

Such quantity and quality never before assembled

at Liverpool Shew. Exhibitors deserve the yery

good
head, L--~ ,

4, l.awaon, shapely, nice size, capital col

around head and neck, should look well -sboit

vhc, Woods; No. 3, II lichen, w.c., foul wing. BL/I
(13j: 1 4, Law-son, leader a monster, rattling shapo

and car. beautifully clothed, rich col., gem, 4th ex-

quisite col. and feather, neat head and neck, jaunty,

hardly the subs, of winner; 2, Barker, heaps of

qual. and col., grand shape, delightful car., clean

cut, pressed hard; 3, Woods, cobby, Al col., silky

feather, worth its place; vhc, Lomax; he, Howe; c,

Handley. FOI L T ELL. (7): 1, c, \V alker, wonder-

ful col. and qual., rare shape, massive m build, neat

car.; 2, Lawson, foul tail, shapely, good subs.,

rich feather, moves well, beaten a little in col.

ODlv ; 3, Abbott, foul tail, good in body, nice wing

car* all there for col. and qual.; 4, Ball, lorn

wing, somewhat on the small side, yet capital shape,

feather and col., in the pink; vhc, Thornton; he,

Woods. BUFF (15): I, Barnes, foul tail, short and

thick set, well up in size, beautilul qual. and col.,

jaunty ear., greatly admired; 2, Ilandley, foul tail,

fine" shape and qual., capital size, not quite the

col., still a great exhibit and -Close up; 3, Dormer,

foul tail, rare subs., splendid -col. and qual., bit

fat on front which detracts from the outline still

a good one ; 4, Thornton, for col. and qual. all one

n :ed desire, neat head, neck and wing car., not the

thickness through as those- above ;
vhc, AIcAndrew

,

lie, Sykes; c. Walker. YELL. HEN ( .
) : 1,

ston, self, lovely type and qual., col. superb, dainty

car. good subs.; 2. Thornton, foul tail, grand shape

and’ feather, nice size, capital wings, beaten m tone

of col. ; 3, Ball, self., A1 col. and qua*., good subs.,

longer in barrel, wings and tail; 4, vhc, AV alker,

foul tail, cobby superior ccl. and feather, neat car

a little "good ’un”: he. Airs. Tweddle; c, Handley.

BUFF (13); 1, Woods, self, very jnassvvc m build,

grand shape and qual., superb tone of col., Rne

car., in rare trim; 2, Thornton, self, true tjpe, teem-

ing with qual., nice size, lacking a little in col., yet

not tar behind
; 3, vhc, Handley, seif, richly clothed,

A1 col., neat head expression, might be deeper

fronted, flights well carried; 4, Lomax, foul

tail good feather, nice col. and size,

loose behind, which tells against it :
he

Barker. CHAMP,
class and easily

been selected

:

one of the best .. - ~— .
. c

n°ar on perfection, will take same stopping, beaut-i

fully staged ; 2, Cook, ablaze with col., exquisite

feather, wonderful head, neck and chest, delightful

car., wee bit longer in build, yet quite capable of

beating more than beats it, gem without doubt; d,

he, Thomas, grandly shaped cl., plenty of subs.,

unique for qual., rare character, good 3rd; 4, Tur-

ner, monster of a el.j red-hot, soft silky texture

iso rich in tone of col., good 3rd ;
extra J, Cookson,

mkd. wings and eyes, full of col., rattling feather,

nice shape and size, good car.; 4, Nlcholls, well

up in hubs., superior col., shapely, hardly so icti

in texture, yet one we liked; ex 4, Davies, lovely

col. ami feather, rice type ami car., not quite the

subs, or above, ( till pretty ;
vhc, \\ ai burton ;

he,

i Smaller ;
r, Marshall. UNFLIG. (44) Biggest class in

show, and a teaser to deal with: 1, Buxton, very

meritorious cl. buff, magnificent shape, delightful

col. and qual.. well up in size, smooth

grand car. ; 2, Goring, cl. yell.,

richly led. good in M»aU nice _
away - 3, Underwood, cl. huff, feathered to pence

tion, 'lovely col., true type, nice subs., full of

action, close up; cx 3, c, Ber.liett, cobby var., red-

hot, silky texture, good in shape and car., wen

worth the extra prize; 4, Tipping, shapely cl. buff,

rich col., neatly frosted, sweet expression through-

out; ex 4, Proctor, cl. yell., capital feather and

col., true type, not of the biggest but of the best,

vhc, Chilton ; he, Wilson,

tion

current year cl. buff, tight as a Java, superior

qual. and col., nice subs., clean under, close up,

3, Chilton, neatly shaped cl. yell., Al qual. and

., grand flights and tail, again close up; 4, Mar

glass,

sweetly moulded,
size, clean cut

Ul*;, 1- *. -'***- - - -

11EN3 (23) Nice coll c-

1, Cookson, richly led cl. jell., lovely outline,

size and car., extremely graceful; 2, btee.e,

shall, cl. buff, good shaped body, bit weak in head

and neck .superb feather and col., in the pink; ihc,

Davies; he, McConaghie ;
c, Cook and bon.

iv v. ol i

’s • a ;: s

YORKS. GREEN SELF YELL. ,13): 1, Metcalfe,

very stylish, lovely head, grand feather, wing car-

riage perfect, pip.-d tail, rich colour ; 2

ley, well up on leg, grand wuigr
he, Kand-

and tail, good

head, boxy' feather; 3, Jones, rare length, very

breedy, long flights, well placed, neat tail, a ntt-ic

open in neck: 4, Skillings, typical,

pos , well placed whig, neat folded tall; vhc,

Richardson; tic, c, Parson. BUFF (16): 1, c. Smith,
1st, foul, neat head, well placed wing, piped tail,

very slim and stylish ; 2, Evans, self, level colour

throughout, well up on leg, grand wings arid tail;

3, Richardson, self, nice tjpc ami quality, round
head, level colour

,
4, Bracken, foul fall, neat round

head, we,
I
placed wings, very stylish; vhc. Long-

more; he, Evans. bl-.l.T OK F. V ELL. HENS (12) :

1, Steinart, soil, rich level colour, very slim and
siyhsu, grand wings and piped tall

; 2, itichard-

(on, self, neat head, rich level colour, boxy leather;

3, Smith, self, very neat, well oil leg, good head,

rich co.our; 4, Browne, self, nice wings and tail,

rich colour, very breedy, good head; vhc, Davies;

he, Longmore ;
e, Evans, a g(.od class. BUFF

111.NS US/: 1. e, Rogers, 1st, foul tail, boxy feather,

grand wing carriage, very typical, good head ; 2,

Bte-.nart, self, true to type, very slim, rich, level

colour, grand wi.ige, well finished; 3, Bell, self, neat

bead, rich co.our, full oi quality, very typical; 4,

Smith, self, nice type and quality; vhc, Algie
;

lie.

Browse.

Mr. V/. A. Cowgill’s Classes.
YORKS. CL. TKD., ETC., YELL. (1U): 1, Dykes,

rich coiour, feathered like a Java, well on Jeg,

grand wings and piped tail, clean breast, good head;

2, Norton, pale colour, boxy feather, good head

and nee 2, clean breast, well placed wings, piped

tail; 3, Grcatrex, rich colour, boxy feather, well

on ieg, good position, well placed wings, piped

tali; 4, Hirst, pale colour, on the strong side,*

boxy feather, good head, well placed wings, posi-

tion Ai; vlic, Knowles; he, Linaker
;

c, Ogden

Bros. BUT F (15); 1, Norton, neat round head.

good head.

Walker

lovely feather, level coiour throughout, well placed

wings, piped tail, position Al
; 2, Uudity, very

breedy, we.i on leg, feathered like wax, good head,

-iignCs. weil braced to side, piped tail; 3, Bomfret,

win»s and tail, full of quality:* vhc, Benson and
|

tap-marked, on the stout side, rich l®®.®

Young- c, Robinson. BUFF (11): 1, Hand.cy, a mgrus and tail; 4, Knowles, cap and wing marked,

good 'bird, full of quality, neat round head, grand
j

lovely feather, long flights and piped tail, n.ce poxi-

wing carriage, piped tail
; 2, he, Benson and

Young, good head, boxy feather, well up on leg,

wings well placed, shows a lift e open oil breast ,

3, Skillings, rare length, piped tail, rich colour,

bit unsteady; 4, Metcalfe, rare length, very stylish.

<ound colour, boxv feather; vhc, Jones; e, Abbott.

FOUL YELL (8*; 1, Handley, foal tail and wings,

ricn colour, boxy feather, nice type, well on leg,

nicely put dowrn ; 2, 3, Metcalfe, 2nd, foul tail,

was down when we saw it ;
3rd, foul tail, good

head p ped tail, full of quality, nice position,

stands well up, very showy ; 4, lie, McDermott,

foul tail and flue, sound colour, very typical, on

the stout side; vhc. Skilling; c, Robinson. IS ITT

(8): 1, Skilling, foul tail, position Al, neat round

head, wings well placed, piped tail, full of quai.

;

2, vhc, Metcalfe, foul tail, neat bend, grand w-iii;

tion very steady; vhc, Ogden Bros.; he, Williams,

c, KeUewe’l. 2 ELL. HENS (10): 1, Caflcrty and

Son, cap marked, leathered like wax, grand style,

good head, wing and tail
; 2, Dykes, unflighted, level

colour, boxy leather, well on leg, nice position ; 3,

EnoVues, very slim and typical, quality Al, weu

placed wings, piped tail; 4, Dr. Craig, grizzled on

neck, rich colour, bc-xy feather, very stylish; vhc,

Hurst; he, Cgden Bros.; c, l’yman. BUTT (11).

[ Cgden Bros., boxy leather, typical, neat head,

grand - wing, piped t-aii
; 2, Lister and Hudson, s.im,

well on leg, good head, well placed wings, full of

quality; 3, Dykes, stylish, neat head, grand wings

and tail, boxy leather; 4, Williams, varieg. Cmn.

marked, rich cob, lovely feather, nice type, rare

.length; vhc, Byman; hq, Warungtor. Bros.; c,

Benson and Young. YELL. UNFLIG. (23): 1.

‘bit carriage piped
*
tail

”
rich level col. ; 3. Benson and

j

Dykes, well up on Jeg,
full of quality, long mg t

c Youno foul tail and wings good round heao, round 1 and piped tali, nice position, »
•

j
,

c, Young, tocl tail ana wing., b ^ win<r f,9IT|ftoe; „00(j Ucatl. boxy feather, rare wings and tail, good

position; 3, Ogden Bros., full^of quality, nice type,

long flight and tail; 4, Smith Bros., thigh tick,

carriage, piped tail, slim

jaunty 'car., deficient in tail, when properly through

will bo vamongst the ” nuts ”
;

vhc, Be-swick ,
c,

Lei"h BUFF (28) A class containing many well

worthy of a 1st prize: 1, Cook, cl., extraordinary

merit great subs., feathered to perfection, fed to

a nicetv, and for shape night unbeatable,_ an eye*

opener; 2, 3, Crawshaw, former mkd. wings and

eyes, smooth as polished marble, true type, shows

to perfection, might have wee bit more colour, latter

var., hot enough to fire his " happy homcb lovely

feather and shape, well up in subs., full of action,

clean cut away; 4, Hirst, massive var., capital

feather, good shape, with more col. would want

beating; vhc, Johnson: he, Thorpe; c, Thomas.

VELL. HEN (17): 1, Thomas, charmingly clothed

cl., rare size, rich col., beofc of car. throughout, 2,

Cook, sweetly moulded cl., superb qual. ana col.,

dainty in movement, not a feather wrong, beaten

in size only, gem; 3, Beswick, cl., type qual. and

col. predominates, not a giantess, but bewitching,

and should do well; 4, Nixon, cobby, beautiful

feather and col., tight as a Java, smart car., very

catchy to the eye, still not overdone with size; vhc,

Thorpe: he, Woodward: c, Marsh. BUFT (18). K
Cook, cl., wonderful qual., col. and shape, plenty of

subs., rattling car., an easy win
, 2, Thomas, c .,

built on colossal lines, grand outline, gowned fn

richness, scarcely so gaudy in col.: 3, Beswick, mas-

sive cl., lovelv shape and car., Al qual., paler m
tone still bonny; 4, Dormer, cl., full of ccfl., teem-

ing with qual., lovely shape, neat car. of flights and

tail: vhc, Barnes; he. Miss A. Scott; c, Norman.

UNFLIG. YELL. (22) Very choice lot: 1, Lawson,

superbly feathered and delightfully fed cl., great

subs., slashing type and ear., with luck has a great

future, claimed at catalogue price, £a; 2, 4, uraw-

shaw, a brace to be c-nvied, leader a beautilully

shaped cl., well up in subs., capital qual. and

col., neat in car., extremely promising, 4th red-hot

cl. short and thick set, Al qual., full of true charac-

teristics • 3 Dormer, rare size, shapely, wonderful

cc! ,
not vet tightened up. should want reckoning

with worthy of this position; vhc, Parlett; he,

Boothman ;
c, Thomas. BUFF (22): 1, Norman,

model of a cl., smooth as a mirror, exquisite qual.

and col well up in subs., clean cut away, promising,

2 Lawson, cl., lovely type and feather, good size

and ear., well across perch, hardly so rich in col.,

still a gem ; 3, Thorpe, cl., lovely symmetry, teeming

with qual. and col., not overdone with size, but

should come on with time; 4, Fielding, el., very

shapely. AX qual., nice subs, and car., little pale

in eol.,* still beauty; vhc, Cottam; he, Mc-Earlane ; c,

Yates. NOV. GREEN YELL. (4): 1. Parsons, lou

tail, fine tone of col., shapely and good size, would

not disgrace itself in the “ upper circle , 2, 4,

Robinson. ~ .. .

1 2, 3, Smith, 1st, a very good young bird, will

make a name for its owner if properly looked

alter; 3rd, grand tail and wings, neat head, full

of quality very stylish, well placed flights,

piped tail; 2, 4. Cooper, neat tail, position Al, good

head, nice quality of feather, neat wing, nicely

carried; 4th, piped tail, wings well braced to side,

well up on leg; vhc, Rawsthorne ;
he, Metcalfe; c,

McDermott; a good class. BUFF (15); 1, vhc,

Jones; 1st, position Al, full of quality, C/ond W1jf8

carriage, piped tail, level colour ; 2, McDermott,

bit bad in wing carriage, rich colour, well up on

leg good head ; 3, he. Smith, seif, neat head, long

flights and tail, sound colour, typical; 4 Cooper,

seif, sound colour, good wings, well placed, shade

on ths stout side; c, Metcalfe. SELF or F. A ELL.

HEN (9): 1, Robinson, foul wings and tail, leather

like wax, lovely -wing carriage, piped tail, well on

leg, neat head, well benched; 2. lie, Metcalfe, sell,

lovely tvpe and quality, level colour tlirofghout

;

3, Jones, foul tail and wings, neat .tcad, boxy

feather, good po®. : 4. Abbott, self, very stylish, slim,

"rand wings and tail; vhc. McDermott; c, Hano-

ley. BUFF HEN (9): 1. Handley, foul, beautiful

feather, good wing carriage, piped tail, position

Al, very steady ; 2, McDermott, foul tail, bit

coarse in feather, long flights and tail, fine posi-

tion ; 3, 4, c, Metcalfe, self, bit on the stout side,

nice wings and piped tail, level colour; 4th, self,

bit strong, well on leg, neat head good wing -car-

riage, level colour; vbc, Hickson; he, Bell. NOL.

CINN. YELL. CK. (8): 1, 4, Mrs. Tweddle, 1st pa.e

in coiour, good head and neck, nice wing carriage,

fine quality
;

2, he. Dormer, 2nd, blaze of co.our,

good head, true to type, very wild.- we think

should have won ; 3. vhc, Bentley, 3rd bit coarse

in feather, rare, size : 4, Alrs. Tvveddle, very wet

when we saw it; c, Wilson. BUFF (7): 1 Bentley,

rare size and shape ; 2, 4. Dormer, 2nd, rich colour,

nice size; 3, c, Tweddle. 3rd 'ery wild; vHc,

Proctor. UNFLIG. (13): 1, Hartup, buff, good head,

rich level colour, good xvmgs, nice type; 2, 3, 4

Dormer; 2nd, yellow, rich colour, fair size, good

head ;
3rd, buff, would not show itself

;
4th, buff,

good head, rich col.; vhc, Smalley; he, Belsher: c,

WPson. HENS (11): 1, Hartup, nice buff, bit wild;

o Procter, yellow, good head, nice quality , 3,

Mrs. Tweddle, buff, good head, rich colour; 4,

Smalley veil., rich colour, short feather, wants a

little more subs.; vhc. Bentley; he. Dormer: c,

Wilson. NOVICE YORKS. GREENS, ^EIX.

CK. -.22): 1st, special for best novice bird.

4 Stewart 1, a gem. well on leg, grand wings and
;

tail, position Al, and very steady, 4th. foul, grand
!

type, full of quality; 2, Evans, self, nice type and

quality, rich, level colour; 3. Handley, foul,

Greatrex. BUFF
long —„ .

boxy feather, good wing

and typical; vhc. Known* ; c, .
, ,

Iff): i, Ogden Bros., slim, grand carriage, lovely

feather,’ neat head, piped tail ; 2, t!:t
,’

rich level colour, shade strong, long flights and

well on leg; 3, Woodward, fails a little in bead,

boxy feather, nice wing carriage, compact tail; 4,

Norton, check-marked, bit pointed on brush level

colour, boxy feather, rare position, good flights and

tail- vhc, Robertshaw; he, Pyman; c, Benson and

Young. NOVICE YORKS., YELL. (30): 1, Alston,

rare position, long flights and tail, boxy ^a^ber,

rich colour ; 2, Ellis, yery slim and typical, boxy,

feather, well placed wings and piped tail , 3, Stott,

good head, rich colour, rare position; 4, Kaws-

thene full of quality, rare length, well on leg,

vhc; s’pibv; be, Brierley. BUFF (19): 1. lender--

so„ and ' Crosby, pale colour very typical, boxy

feather, good head, weil placed wings piped tail

,

2 Southwood, slim, well on leg, nice short feather,

very stylish; 3, Hawkins, boxy feather, long flights

and tail, rich colour; 4, AVatkins, eyes and wings,

rich colour, boxy feather, position Al; vhc, Holden,

Nixon; c‘, Harrison. A Ebb.
’ Rothweil, unflighted, nice type, full of qual..

Mat head, well on leg; 2, Southwood, very slim

and stylish, boxy feather, nice wing carriage, 3,

Simmons, boxy feather good wings and tail, neat

head; 4, Lowe, neat bead, clean on breast, long

flights and tail; vhc, Huyton; he, Spiby. BUFii

rivvo (93) - l Parker, paie colour, typical boxy

feat tfer, good winga and flail
^

Rothweil.

very slim, fdll of

badly put down.

HENS (25): 1,

he, Rothweil,

very slimffdll of quality, very stylish; 3, Corbett,

badly put down, nice feather and position ,4, .

W Handley; vhc, T. Ilandley: c Brierley. p.LL.

UNFLIG (27): 1, Henderson and Crosby, rich col.,

grand wings and tail, position Al. neat head, boxy

Ser 2 Greatrex, eye and cheek, rich colour,
leatuei , , - a* Handley, wing ticked,,

4, he, Corbett, shows

little* frill on “breast, long flights and tail; vhc.

Brierley c? Shaw. BUFF (30) : 1, Ellis, grand

type and quality, neat head, well placed wings and

folded tail; 2, Rothweil.

Knw fpather grand wings and toi. ,
d. corpet/v

S? Xf ’4.

boxy feather, position: 3, T. Handl

rich colour, quality, position ; 4, nc,

tail; 4, Harrison, shade on th

HUb (i 13 15 1 ttCv ivu*. i
* ^

* • *-*^-,1

hi^gl^V'prSse”for making the show such a glorious
|
Stead, foul tail, and .self respectively, b°tt* mc^coL

success in such trying times. Goldiin ches were

fairlv forward in the moult, and competition keen,
j

but some of the best will take higher places when

colours have developed. Linnets were very for-

ward and only birds of the highest grade- could get

in The Siskin, Redpoll or Twite class was a

regular knock-out ; 36 of the very best ;
extra prizes

were given, and the Show Alanagers. promise R^t
year to give separate classes for this group

;
fan-

ciers should please remember this.

The attendance of fanciers was great and sales

were numerous. Catalogues were on sale early-, and

prize-money was paid on the first day- of show to all

winners present. On the Saturday all railway birds

were dispatched before 5, and the entire room was

cleared by 6.30. Extra prize money was given in all

classes over 30.

Alessrs. AV. Mmidell and AV. Cowgill judged York-

shires, J. C. Barnes Norwich. G. Large Borders, A.

AVellings Lizards, and C. Houlton Brit, and For., and

their awards were well received.

good

and feather, but could do with more subs.
;.

3, Le-s-

ter, self, full of col., rich qual., bit shm in build.

BUFF HEN (4): 1, 4, Stead, both foul tail, winner a

nice one, 4th little free in feather, yet nice col.,

wants a bit more subs. ; 2, Lester, self, good qual.

and col., shapely, on the small side , 3, Pareons,

self colour nice, size lacking. ^OV. NOR. i DDL.

(
15)’- l, Davies, cl., round as a ball, tight as wax,

grand col., feather and car., capable of doing good

service in champion section ; 2, Cook and Son, x *.- -,

well up in subs., capital col., shapely, bit wavy In

feather, stiil very bonny; 3, Filues, mkd. wing and

head ablaze, superb feather, good size, bit longer

in barrel flights and tail ; 4, Curphy, bonny shaped

var., Al qual., paler but neat
;

vhc, Roberts ,
he,

Webber : c, Howarth. BUFF (32) Grand class : 1,

Cell, mkd. head, rare size and shape, silky father,

rich col., moves nicely, extremely taking, 2, Cook

and Son, cl., nice symmetry, rattling col. and qual.,

not the subs, of above, still pressed bird , 3, Web-

ber, cl., capital shape, superb qual., neat car., hardly
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stout side, nice

wing carriage, position ;
vhc, Brierley ;

he. Craw-

shaw ;
c, Henderson aifd Crosby.

Mr Goo. T,cr?e’a Classes
BORDER," SELF OR FOUL YELL. (17): 1, Middle-

ton, seif, not a leather misplaced, exquisite shape,

delightful col., free in action, well selected, La^P

h-dl^ self equal to winner in every respect except

and feather, lacking a little in tone of co vne,

. (,<• Affleck: c, Davison. BLIT MV.-.I'

Greenwell’ self, unbeatable for col. and qual., delight-

ful symmetrv, most pleasing expression of head.

shows for all* it is worth, real gem; 2, Montgomery ,

self, another real eye-opener, ver^

„

from being as goed as winner, staged to PCJ^
C

tion - 3 Affleck, self, lovely feather and col., giand

shape ’fine action, if anything little bit out at

w-iist’ stiil choice; 4. Parker, self, shapely and full

of action, nicely clothed, hardly so bright ifi col ,

vhc Collier; he, Middleton; c, Campbell. YELL.

IIFN (17)" 1 4, Johnson, brace of beauties seifs,

1st* magnificent shape, teeming with _quaL_and ccdHEN (17) : 1, 4,

sfinws to perfection, staged "to the moment, 4th

capital quah and col., neat shape body, nice wing

c-ir might be a little fuller in head character, 2,

Coli’ier self, less col. than winner, but otherwise

f nniDbell, rich col., superb

feather!

11

w ork weilV hardly so neat in shape stiU

oua'l beautiful expression of head, good neck, lack

CotiiiH’-Cil on next p&ltc.
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-somewhat in outline, still mnart ami etylish ; 4,

Johnston, self, A1 qual., rich tone of col., capital

tthuped liody, neat wing ear., wanting a little in

head; vlic, Campbell; he, Collier; c, Affleck. CL.
M’C. t III, L. (17): 1, Gentleman, topper of a cl., per-

fi'rt feather, exquisito col., grand shapo and car.;

2, Wilson, el., feathered like a .lavu, shone liko a
mirror, grand body, wings and tail, bit snaky in

head, yet a good one; 3. Hudson, cl., good in shape,
nice action, capital feather and col., hardly ready, in

pen around cheeks; 4, he, Cubby, inkd. wing, smooth
as glass, neat head, neck and body, littto long

in flights and tail; vlic, Nelson; c, Jones. BUFF
f'.M> Fine class: 1, Wilson, very line el., delightful
type, superb feather and col., stylish to a degree;

Madogan, cl., excellent shape, A1 final, and col.,

shows well, In the pink, very close up indeed ; 3,

jMaefarlanc, mkd. head, all there for col. and shape,
good action, not the richness of leather; 4, Shacklcy,
mkd. neck, nice shape and tone, free in movement,
again bit harsh, yet very neat; vlic, Nicholson; he,

Hspie; e, Elmwood. YELL. HEN 04): 1, Nelson,
splendidly clothed cl., puro in col., true to type,

charming worker; 3, Nicholson, el., sweetly moulded,
A I nuill: and col., full Of nerve, must have pressed;

3, Mudagun, cl., good in shape and feather, free

mover, lacking a little in col.; 4, Cubby, superior

quill, and col., neat head and neck, little longer in

build; vlio, Heaton; lie, Pennington; c, Bennot.

BUFF (19): 1, Shacklcy, el., grand shape, d

1

'lightful

col. and qual., full of action; 2, Pennington, cl.,

luvely type, not a feather misplaced, rich tone of

col., shows nicely, pressed hard
; 3, Madngan, cl.

impressive shape, A I
qual., hardly so bright in col.;

4, Denson, cl., good in shape, col. and qual., loses

in style somewhat; vlic, Cubby; he, Green; c, Phil-

pot. UNEVEN ('21): 1, 2, Nicholson, marvellous
brace, yell., cinn. mkd. wings and eyes, bordering on
perfection, 2nd yell, green mkd. wings and eyes, a
clinker, two of the finest wo have seen for some
time; 3, llilson, yell., green mkd. wings and eyes,

rare shape nml col., line action, not the qual., still

pleasing; 3, Maefarlane, yell., green marked wines
and eyes, sweet shape, A I quality., moves well,

fails col.; vlic, Pennington; lie, Johnston; c, Shack-
ley. NOV. 1501(0. Git. YELL. (8): 1, 3, 4, Collier,

bonny trio, superb col., smooth as glass, lovely shape
and style, 3rd sweetly moulded. Al eol. and qual.,

free in action, close up, 4th smaller, but nice shape,
good eol. ami qual., works well; 2, vlic, Rcdpath,
capital feather and col., neat head, neck and body,
longer in wings and tail; he, Bixtcr; c, Longmorc.
HEN (S) : 1, 2, 3, Collier, a smart team, grand
shape, eol. and qual.. not a feather wrong, full of

nerve, extremely choice, 2nd shapely and full of

style, nice tone of eol., hardly so rich in texture,

3rd good shape and qual., A1 eol., hardly so good
in experssion of. head ; 4, Longmorc, silky feather,

rich tone of cm., shapely, bit down when taking
notes; vlic, c, Rcdpath; he, linevcr.

Mr. A. Welli tigs’ Classes.
LIZ., GOLD CAP (9): 1, c, llnkin, rare size and

shape, superb ground eol., beautifully and profusely
rowed, in great fettle ; 2. Hamer, shapely, excellent

qual., rich col., delightfully spangled, beaten only
in size; 3, Barnes, good shape, col., and feather,

neat work, not of the biggest, still a beauty; 4,

Hampshire, sweetly moulded, rattling col., nice row-
ing, again on the small side rather; vlic, Ollcrenshaw

;

he, Bosworth. SILVER (9): 1. c, Hamer, well up
in size, superior qual., rich eol., profuse and dis-

tinct in spangling, pretty as paint; 2, Barnes,
shapely, nice subs., full of neat work, lovely col.,

very close up; 3, Green and Sons, good shape and
qual., nicely rowed, not the col., yet worth its

place ; 4, Ollcrenshaw, on the small side, still

possessing true characteristics, put down in the
pink; vhc, Uukin; lie, Hampshire. GOLD BKN. (ii)

:

1, Barnes, rare size, superb qual. and delightful
col., profuse and clearly deliiied in spangling, gem of

gems; 2, Ollereirshaw, plenty of subs., very shapely,
tight, lovely col., grandly mkd., must have pressed;
3, Kukin, model for type, superbly clothed, prettily

spangled, not of the biggest but of tho best
; 4,

Hamer, lovely col. and Ai qual., neat working, again
on tlie small side; vhc, Stansfteld. SILVER (135: 1,

Hamer, wonderful subs., smooth as wax, exquisite
qual. and eol., best of spangling, one of the first

water: 2, Hampshire, rich qual. and col., nice size,

spangling neatly rowed, hardly so bold as winner ; 3,

lie, Ollerenshaw, shapely, Al col., built on smaller
lines, yet most bewitching, good 3rd; 4, Bosworth,
good shape, rare col., superb feather, beautiful work,
one we liked; vhc, Barnes; e, Rukin. HENS (13):
1. 4, c, Rukin, smart team, leader a rattling cl. cap
Silver, well up in size, grand shape and col., finely

mkd., knock-out; 2, Barnes, Gold, bkn. cap, shapely,
clinking col., neatly and profusely rowed, must have
pressed ; 3, Hamer, Silver cap, good shape and
qual., rich col., nicely mooned, not the size of
winner; 4, Rukin, Gold. cl. cap, full of col., nice
shape and style, even in rowing, worth its place;
vhc, he, Ollerenshaw. NOR. CINN. YELL. (9): J, 4,

Sirs. Tweddle, plenty of subs., good shape and qual.,

nice tone of col., clean cut away, 4th very shapely,
exquisite qual. and col., not overdone with size,

yet taking; 2, lie, Dormer, massive in build, delight-,
fill shape-, ablaze with col., grandly burnished, our
choice

;
3, vlic, Bentley, good in size, shape and

qual., superb col., bit faulty in wing car., which tells

against it; c, Wilson. BUFF (7); 1, he, Bentley,
magnificent feather and col., lovely shape, slashing
polish, real gem ; 2, 4, Dormer, rich col., superbly
clothed, fine size and shape, in the pink, very dose
up, 4th shapely, good col., Al qual., beaten in subs.;

3, c, Mrs. Tweddle, well up in size, capital col.,

nice shape, not the richness of feather; vhc, Proctor.
EXFLIG. (13): 1, Hartup, buff, plenty of size,

capital qual., nice shape and col., very promising;
2, 3, 4, Dormer, a magnificent team, leader a charm-
ing yell., lovely shaped size and feather, ablaze with
col., of great richness, ours for choice, 3rd buff,

abundance of subs., shapely, Al qual., hardly the
eol. of winner, 4th buff, plenty of size, nice shape
and feather, bit flat in eo!.. yet one we liked: vlic,

Smalley; he, Bclsher ; c, Wilson. HENS (11): 1,

Hartup, buff, short and thick set, well feathered,
good in col., jaunty car., beauty; 2, Proctor, incdel
of a yell., full of eo!., teeming with qual., pressed
for premier honours ; 3, Mrs. Tweddle, buff, built
on smaller lines, but Al eol. and qual.. lovely shape,
good 3rd: 4, Smalley, yell., superb feather and col.,

shapely, on small side; vhc Bentley; lie, Dormer; c,

Wilson.

Mr. Houlton’s Classes.
SELL. PAIRS (23): 1, Linaker: 2, Guy; 3. Bailey;

4, Barnes; vlic, Radley; he, Willison; c, Met.-alfc.
SINGLE (20) : 1. Rarnsden; 2, Cottain

; 3, Guv; 4,
Hellcwell; vlic, Svvainson; lie, Johnson; c. Jeffreys.
HEN: 1. 0. Wellings; 2, Radley; 3, Guy; 4. Met-
calfe: vlic, Parlett ; he, Procter; c, Andrews.
STOCK -A Price; 1, Metcalfe: 2, Kushton

;
3 For-

rest; 4, Wright; vhc, lie, Handley; c, Bennett
MI LES (.30) All sorts of Light anil Dark Canary
Hybrids, and a grand lot, too: 1, c, Wilson, leader a
very bright natural colour apparently, flowing with
it all through, in fine condition; 2. 3 be, Mart’n and
Archer, nearly Cl. Creenf.-Can. leading, In grand
form, 3rd well known Cl. Liifuit, not iuite [ 1

1

u it

In wings yet, or might have won; extra 3. Dixon,
very smart Even Mkd. Yell. Goldf.-Can., grsr.u si/e,
shape, col., qual., and corid.; 4, Alexander, very
fine Dark Linnet-Gall., in grand plumage and cond.;
extra 4, Gill, good sine and rich coloured Dark Yell.
Goldf.-Can., in splendid form; he, Parlett. HYBRIDS
(18) A grand lot of cracks: 1, H. Walsh, noted
Redpoll Hull f

.

, in rare fighting trim; 2, vhc, Old-
ham, very rich coloured Goldf.-Bullf., nice size,
glossy coml.; 3, Wilson, grand Chaff. Grecnf., per-
fect feather

; 4, Booth and Hairipson, fine Bramble-
ciiiifl., full of colour, markings and condition; lie,
Whitney and Son; c, Alexander. All these, and
more out of tickets equal to V in at r est ndinary
shows. Wo hear of more Mule chases for next
year here. GOLDF. (14): 1, Fairhurst, fine size
and shape, rare expansive blaze, well defined, bright
colours all over, good tanning, moons and bars,
lino cond.

; 2, Rotliwcll, lovely moons, bars, blaze
and breast, nicely defined tanning, silky cond., runs
well up; 3, Francis, very level in brer.nt feather,
neat blaze, moons and bars, right shape, fine cond..
will deepen in colours; 4 he, Davie., good coloured
birds; vlic Walsh

;
( Leicester. LINNET (22)

Capital lot : 1. Pailett, fine all round Linnet, look
better if a little brighter; 2, Pitchford, very large,
good shape, nice markings, line cond.; 8, Okilmm,
good size, shape col., and markings, fine cond.; 4.
M ideally all the way from Dublin, nice type, good
eol., markings nml cond., veil up in size; vhc,
Lockett; he, Leicester; c, Davies. Some out Of
tickets when quite ready will charr the winners
hard. GREENE. 1 10) : 3, lie, Fairhurst, regular
swell, best of col. feather and cond.; 2. Bond and
Son, really smart hot col buff, best possible cond.

;

3, Jeffries, equally good, as alike as two peas; 4,

Carter, rare good eol. and size, beaten in tightness
only; vlic, Barker; c, Lockett. SISKIN, ETC. (86)
A really tip-top lot; extra prizes were allowed:

1, Parlett, very fine all round Twite In grand bloom;
2, Fairhdrst, lovely Siskin, wins his place well
for all round merit; 3, Handley, very fine Lesser
Redpoll, splendid feather and coml ; extra 3, c, Old-
ham, grand Twite; runs leader very close; 4, Jones,
rich neat Siskin; extra 4, Booth and Hampson, fine
Mealy Redpoll, A I cond.; vhc, Hurst; he, J. W.
Metcalfe. BRAMBLE and CHAFF. (26) A splen-
did lot: I, vhc, Sgt. Forster, very grand Bramble,
M/.e, shape, colour, markings and cond. all there

;

2, Roth well, beautiful Chaffinch for size, bloom, pol-
ish and feather; 3, Pitchford, really good Bramble,
very like 1 st and runs close up; 4, Gentleman, good
Chaffinch, runs 2nd hard ir. all points; he, Car-
son; c, Cottingham. A.O. HARD (15): 1 , Sgt.
Forster, immune • Hawfinch, carrying eol., markings,
mb, shape, and cond., much admired; 2, 4, John-
son, Yell, and Corn Bunting, both great winners, in

grand trim ; 3, lie, Jeffries, very pretty Bulif. and a
sweet Meadow Bunting which might have won but
top of lieau feathers appeared damaged a little;
vlie, Bcurdall : e, Booth and Hampson. LARGE
BOFTBILLH (12): l, Mulcahy, extra line conditioned
Chough; 2, Wellings, very line Blackbird, grand
eye cere and beak, rich dense plumage, grand shape
arid condition; 3, lie, Beardall, pretty Waxwing; 4,

Crawford, grand Fieldfare, in tight condition; vhc,
H. Walsh. SMALL: 1, 4, Sharpies, smart Black
Redstart, and a good Beard ’d Tit, both in fine
form

; 2, Wellings, very neat Whitetliroat, tight
feather ; 3, Kobertshaw, pretty Common Redstart,
best of condition; vhc, Walton. FOR: 1. 3, 4, vhc,
c, Miss Powell, grand tea... all in best of cond.,
lovely pair of Paradise Why dabs leading, good
pair Cutthroats, pretty Zebra Finch, White Java,
perfect, and an Orange Bishop

; 2, Sharpies, perfect
Black-headed Gouldian, in fine order; he. Hunt.
GIFT: 1, Roberts; 2 . Metcalfe; 3, Wellings; 4, Par-
ions

; vhc, Hemming*.

ABERTSLUm\ ONE HUNDRED BIRDS UP.
“Fanciers Are Still &!ive ! ” Writes Our Reporter.

This show, held Oct. 23, at Gymnasium Hall,
proved highly successful, four hundred birds being
staged, an increase of one hundred over last year’s
total. This should encourage other show commit-
tees not to be too hasty in cancelling their fixtures,
as it is evident that fanciers are still alive, and
not all panic stricken, as some people would have us
belle, c, Tin li.iH was excellently lighted from
the roof the exhibits in every part of the room
being easily seen Yorks, and novice classes were
the features of the show, every class being well
filled and containing an nearly every instance a
double set of winners. The two classes of Borders
(open) were well supported, as also were the novice
classes in this section. British were not up to
usual numbers for a Welsh show, it being rather
early yet to have them in full bloom. The exhibits
throughout were, of high order, many notable win-
ners being put down. The Show Manager, Mr. W.
Newell, had everything well in hand and was well
supported by a hard-working band of stewards,
Messrs. G. Thomas, A. Parfitt, R. Richards, W.
Cooper, W. Terrett and O. Russell. The See., Mr.
H. H. Mortimer, ir a very obliging and courteous
official, and, though we understand this is his first
venture as Secretary, he carried out his duties very
successfully. Mr. Jno. Robson judged.
NOR. YELL. CL. (4): 1, Wells, cL, beautifully

moulded, nicely rounded head, well filled neck, cor-
rect wings, a blaze of col., in perfect bloom

; 2,
Mortimer, cl., close up in tyipe, hardly the col. of
leader; 3, Davies, cl., good ricli col., nice wings and
tail, trifle slimmer; vhc, Gough. BUFF (7): 1,
Broome, cl., grand size, best of shape, neat wings,
beautifully mealed, wins

; 2, Weeks, correct type,
grand qual., loses trifle in subs.; 3. Tedstone, el.,
beautifully rounded head, well filled neck, best of
wings, some thought might have been 2nd

, 4, lie,

Jones, w)ng mkd., grand qial. and col.
; vhc, Greaves

and Richards; c, Hill. VAR. (6): X, Tedstone, buff,
grand size, lovely type and qual., nicely mealed,
good wings and tail; 2, James and Wells, yell.,
grand col., lovely shape, could do with a bit more
size; 3, Lewis, eye and wing mkd. buff, lovely shape
and cond. ; 4, Jones, buff, good size and shape,
trifle too feathery

;
vhc, Broome

; he, Mortimer.
HEAVILY VAIt. (4): 1, Davies, loul yell, green, a
real topper, grand coi. and qual., beautifully roun-
ded, well filled neck, grand wings and tail; 2, 4,
Neill; var. buff, correct shape, nice wings and tail

;

3, Mortimer, foul yell, green, lovely qual. and col.,
loses size to leader. YELL. HEN (2): 1, Tedstone,
tkd. yell., good coi. and qua:]., nice shape

; 2. Jones,
larger, nice type. BEIFF (6): 1, Jones, grizzle head
mkd., grand size and shape, neat- wings and tail;
2

;

Broome, cl., lovely qual. and col., nice type; 3,
Gough, cl., neat, correct type, nice size and shape,
hardly fined down yet; 4, Mortimer, wing mkd.,
good size, nice head and neck, wants filling o.it;
vhc, Thomas; he. Cleaves. UNFLIG. CK. (7): 3,
James and Wells, heavily var. yell, beautiful eol.
and qual., nicely moulded, wins; 2, Tedstone, cl.
buff, good type and qual., lovely meal; 3, Thomas,
el. yell., lovely cok and qua!., good head and reach,
in tip-top form

; 4, Greaves and Richards, cl. bull,
wonderful subs., col. and qual., trifle heavy beluud

;

vhc, Mortimer: he, Vaughan; c, Tedstone. HEN
(fi): 1, Lewis, cl. ye’!., gem for qual., good shape,
neat head, in tip top form ; 2, James and Wells,
var. yell., hardly as good in head properties as
leader; 3, Hill, var. buff, nice size, correct type, in
good order; 4, Jones, cl. yell., nice qual.; vhc,
Mortimer; he, Cleaves. NOV. NOR.: 3. Davies, cl’
buff, well known, real topper, beautifully moulded,
best of wings and tail; 2, Thomas and Durham
wing mkd. buff, lovely col. and qual., hardly as
Shapely as leader; 3, Jolliffe, cl. buff, good tjpe,
eol. and qual., loses in cond. only; 4. Girle, good
bouncing cl. buff, feathers missing from back will
be higher when ready; he, James; vhc, no mime;
e, Thomas and Durham. HEN (13): 1

, Nencr, el,
buff, grand eiy.® and shape, lovely col. and qual..
shown to perfection, we understand his first show,
good luck, Mr. N.; 2, Jolliffe, another cl., close up,
hut hardly the subs, of leader; 3, no name, el. yell.,
nice type and qual., good eo!., well shown; 4,
Davies, var. buff, good type and qual.

; vhe, Wil-
liams

;
he. Thomas and Durham; c. James. UN-

FL.IG. (12): 1, l’helps, var. yell., lovely col. and
qual., well rounded head, good full back, ‘neat wings
and tail; 2, he, Morton, var. buff, nice size' and
shape, beautiful eol. and qual; 3, Vaughan, wing
mkd. buff, correct typo, nice col. ; 4, Selby, eb
yell., beautiful col.- and qual., neat head,’ neck, wings
and tail, only wants filling out; vhc, Selby: "e

Sweeting. YORKS. YELL. (14) a grand class: 3
Thompson, cl. thigh tkd., grand length, neat head
and neck, well filled back, best of wings and tail,
stands well; 2, Diigmorc, grizzle cap, another real
topper, well known, hardly fined down yet- 3
Pritchard, cl„ good length, neatly rounded head!
well filled neck, good leg, again hardly finished; 4,
Ashman, cl. yell., lovely length, correct wings and
tail, nioepo-.

;
vhc, ltevan; he, Greensladc

; c, Mor-
gan. Bl’FF (13): 1

,
Thomson, cl., good length,

nicely moulded, well up on leg, perfect wing carr.

;

2, Ashman, cl., lovely eol. and qual., good head and
neck, well filled back, neat wings and tail

; 3 ,

Cook, c’., nice length, good straight back, grand
pos.

; 4, Pritchard, cl., correct type, hardly ready
yet; vhc, Griffiths; he. Salter; c, 'James and Wells.
LIGHTLY VAR. (32): 3, Dugmore, wing, cheek and
thigh mkd. buff, well known, hardly ready yet, often
described; 2, vhc, Pritchard, eye and wing mkd.
buff, grand length, nice col. and qual., hardly size
of leader; 3, Weeks, buff, good col. and qual.,
lovely length, well up on leg, correct wings and tail ;

4, Bevan, buff, c’.ose up, good pos., lovely qua!.;
he. Ball; c, Phillips. HEAVILY VAR. (4): 1, Prit-
chard, foul yell, gr., lovely body, length and pos.,
Well filled back, nicely balanced wings and tail; 2,
Russell, foul buff green, beautifully moulded, best
of wings and tail, hardly as good on leg as leader;
3, Parfitt, var. yell., nice type and qual., good
straight back, neat wings and tail, stands well

; 4,
Moule, var. ye’ll., nice type and qua!. YELL. HEN
(9): 1, Owen, cl. yell, non fed, real gem, wonderful
length, grand leg, correct wings and tail; 2, Ash-
man. tkd. yell., good length, neat wings and tail,
well up on leg, hardly as nervy as leader; 3, Hut-
chinson, cl. buff, nice length, good straight back,
well balanced wings and tail; 4, Ball, cinn. mkd.
yell, perfection in qual., grand length beautiful
w*ngs and tail, slight frill on breast

;
vhe, Pritchard

;

he, Hillman; c, Greenslade. BUFF (10): 1, Ball, cl
non-fed. neatly rounded head, well filled neck back-
good wings and tail, stands well; 2, Weeks, non-fed,
beautiful qua!., nice length, full of nerve: 3, Bevan,
non-fed, hardly lengtli of leaders, neatly rounded
head, well filled back, stands well ; 4, he, Phillips
cl., beautiful qual., nice length; vhc, Russell; e,
James and Wells. UNFLIG. CK. (28) another won-
derftil class that must, have taken some judging,
condition only separating the winners from rnanj
out of the cards: 1, Ashman, cl. buff, good length,
wonderful polish, nicely packed wings, grand fios.,
very nervy

; 2, Hutchinson, yell., slim built, nice,
straight back, closely packed wings, noat tail, good
on leg; 3. Wooton, grizzle mkd. buff, lovely length,
neat head, wel! filled back, stands well

; 4 Ball,
cl. buff, good length and pos., well packed flights
neat- tail, lovely cond. and col.; vlic, Freke ; lie, c
Pritchard. HEN (22) another rattling good class

:

1, Charles, yell.,, nice length, good col. and qual..-
neat wings and tail, trifle flat on head, perhaps
rather lucky to beat 2, Newell, grizzle mkd. yell.,
neat head and neck, well filled back, correct wings
and tail full of nerve, good length, well up on
leg

; u y Cook, cl. buff, nice length, good leg, wings
and tail, stands well; 4, Dugmore, cl. yell., grand
col and pos., nice leg. only wants lining down tomake a good one; vhc, Phillips; lie, Pritchard; c
Wooton. NOV. YORKS. A grand entry, 65 birds
in three classes and all full of quality. Civ. (28): 1 ,Deere, yell, blaze of col., grand length, well up on
eg, nicely moulded; 2, Watkins, var. buff, well-
known, good length, lovely qual., neat wings and
tail, nice pos.

; 3, Parfitt, cl. yell., good col. and
qual., very nervy, nicely braced wings, good length;
4, Stocken, cl. buff, good length, well up on leg
nice pos., hardly as nervy as leaders; vhc, Parfitt; he
Eventt

;
c, Terrett. HEN (15): I, Parfitt, var. veil.,

grand col., nice length and pcs., good wings and
tail, very nervy ; 2, Owen, var. buff, close up, grand
length, nice well filled back and wings; 3, Clee cl.
buff, grand length and qual., hardly as rich col.;
4, James, cl. buff, neat head and neck, nice wings
and tail; vlic, Watkins; he, Broome; c, Parfitt. UN-
FLIG. (22): 1, vhc, c, Terrett, cl. yell., beautiful
col. and qual., good head and neck, well braced wings
and tail, stands well

; 2, James, cl. buff, nice length,
good pos., correct type, lovely qual. and cond.; 3,
Everett, grizzle mkd. yell., hardly length leaders,
still good, neat well balanced wings and tail, shown
to perfection; 4, Griffiths, cl. buff, ni.-o qual. ami
cond., good length, very nervy; lie, Morris. BORD.
OK. (39): -l, Jenkins, cl. yell., gern, grand feather,
type, lovely col. and qual.. very shapely

; 2, Jcr.emiah,
var. veil., shapely, nice feather and eol.

; 3. Cooper,
cl. buff, correct type, neat wings anil tail, good col.
and qual.; 4, IJoddinot, cl. butt, nice eol. and qual.,
hardly as full in neck as leaders; vhc, Lapwortli.
HEN (17): 3, Jenkins, well-known cinn. mkd. butt, a
real gem, often described; 2, Jeremiah, el. buff, nice
type and qual.. good wings and tail, 3, 4, c, Jeremiah,
neat exhibits, well put down; vlic, Morgan; he. Hcd
ilinot. NOV. (13): I, 3, Cooper, cl. buff, botli good
type and qual., neat wings and tail, very jaunty; 2,

Hoddinotl, sweet yell., grand col. and qual., shows
to perfection ; 4, he, Wood; vhc, Jones, c, llodili-
nott. A.O.V. (4): 1, 3, Edwards, both Crests, in
grand order; 2, 4. Slater. Yell. Given York*. and
Scots Fancy. LIGHT MI LE (1): 1. Jones, neat
Goldie 'Can. DARK (R): 3, Rees, Gold). Mule had-
ing, nice blaze, grand col. and qual., latter good
sized Linnet-Can., good col and qual.; 3. Ford, Red-
poll-Can., grand size arid shape, in Al order; 4, Mac
donald; vlic, Davies; he, Pritchard: o, Edwards;
wrong class No! 3, var. hybrid. HYBRID (2): 1, 2,

Edwards, two m at Goldie Bullies, in first -class
order. GOLDF. (1) ; 1, Edw ards, grand blaze, good

OXFORD HAS A
RECORD ENTRY.

Third Open Show of the Oxford C.B.S., held
Oct. 22 . Entries came up well, totalling about 330,
a rc^rd lor the Society. In Norwich there were
347 entries in II) classes, 19 being In the uiiffiglited
bufls, Messrs. Stubbs Bros winning with a clinking
bird. Several were overheard to say that they had
never seen such a collection of Norwich, and there
were many birds without cards that would have
won at most shows.
Yorkshires were not quite so nunyerous, 67 birds in

0 classes. Messrs. Hawes Bros, were well to the
fore with some of their well-known birds, securing
3 firsts out ot 4 classes. Iri Hybrids entries were
again good, 29 birds in the 3 classes. No doubt
the pick or this diving lot was Mr. Parlctt’s well-
known and much discussed “ White Rose,” the
noted light Canary-Bullie. British were not quite
eo strong as usual, probably because most birds
are not ready yet, hut Mr. Parlett secured the
silver medal lor the best British bird with a grand
Linnet. In the small Foreign bird class Mrs
Longdcn secured first with a topping Violet-eared
Waxbill. Three birds among the Amateur Norwich
were claimed, and in the Open Norwich a grand
yellow hen, exhibited by Mr. Coiling*, was claimed
at .CIO. The Secretary, Mr. Holliday, bad every-
thing web in band, and was assisted by a hard-
working Committee. Mr. J. Roheon judged.
NOR. YELL.: (14): 1 . Hathaway, grand type,

teeming with qual. ; 2, Houghton, very large yell.,
must have pressed; 3, Dcarlove, large, typical bird
fails a bit in wing carr. to winner; vlic, Collins; he,
Lees; c, Lovegrove; really grand class, not a bad
one amongst them; two sets of winners could easily
have been found. BUFF: 1. Hathaway, large anil
thick set,- grand head and front, wonderful subs.,
stands well away; 2 , Houghton, loses i:i size and
subs, to winner, but a nice one; 3, Litchfield useful
bird, good qual., nicely feathered, well across perch;
vhc. Miles; be. Irons; c, Silk. TKD., ETC. ( 15 )
another grand class: 1, Houghton, the note.! saddle
mkd. buff, grand head and front, rare subs., real
short typical Norwich all over; 2, Irons, stout typical
buff, lose* only in col. to winner; 3, Hathaway,
good head and front, fine leather, well shown : vlic,
sp!., Lcwin, close up; he, Midgley

;
c, Irons. HEN,

YELL. (10): 1, Collins, grand lien, good head shore
and cobby, teeming with qual., claimed at catalogue
price, £10; 2, Follwell, not quite the subs, of
winner, good shape, nice feather, qual. all over:
3, Lewin, good head and front, the right stamp to
breed with: vhc, Midgley; he, Philpot; e, Love-
grove. BUFF (14): 3, Lovegrove, good head and neck
rare subs., very typical, wins; £, Wood, typical,
not so short and chubby as winner, otherwise a
very useful hen ; 3, Houghton, good size, fine cond.,
lovely coltt and plumage; vhc, Gough and Loach-
he, c, Dcarlove. UNFLIG. YELL. (17) splendid class,
many good birds cardless: 1, Howe, large and
typical, good head and front, nice qual.; 2, Collings,
the Bristol winner; 3, Midgley, very near thing
indeed, good in all Norwich properties, very taking
youngsters, nice &ize, very typical

: vhc, Lewin, wins
spl. bast members', grand youngster, another one
close on the winner; he, Stubbs; c, Wren. BUFF
(19): 1, Stubbs, typical, uot one of the largest, but
teeming with qua!., wins spl. for best Nor., really
grand bird; 2, Hart, very nice all round, but not the
exquisite qual. and col. of winner: 3, Lees, good
head and front, bit slack at thighs, but some
thought it might have gone up one; vlic, Midgley-
lie, Lewin: c, Dcarlove. HEN UNFLIG. (is), nico
lot: 1, Howe, typical buff, short and cobby; 2
Stubbs, very taking, good head, front : 3, Lewin!
short and typical, close up : vhc, Letchfiold : lie,

Lees; c, Midgley; a lot of good birds cardless
in this class. AMATEUR, £2 limit (1,3): 1, Goosey,
shapely, sound colour, in good form, claimed at limit
price; 2, Martin, good head, nice qual.; 3. Church,
good cobby bird, nice, qual., close up: vhc, Simms;
lie, Sawer; c, Gough and Loach. UNFLIG. (if.)

good class : 3, vhc, Emmerson, nice size, good head,
fine condition ; 2, Goosey, another good bird, not
much between them, claimed at catalogue price;
3, Gough and Loach, nice qual., good col. and cond.,
also claimed; he, Garbutt; c, Medina. YORKS.,
Y'ELL. (10): 1, 3, vlic, Hawes Bros., leader in very
fine cond., well up on legs, well shown; 2, Langley,
nice pos., good qual., stands well, close up; vhc,
Fulford

; c. Lane. BUFF (11): X. Smith, nice pos.,
well braced wings, neat tail, grand cond. ; 2, A. Pool,
nice quality, good pos. and col.

; 3, Parker, very
typical, nice head and wing carr., fine cond. : vhc,
L. Bousfiold

; he, P. Lane: c, Hawes Bros. 11EN,
Y'ELL. (30) : I. 3, vhc, clean sweep for Messrs.
Hawes Bros., with three of the very n$t. all in
fine condition ; 2, Fulford, nice qual.. stands well,
good wings and tail; lie, Smith; c, Parker. BUFF
(8) : 1, 3, c, Hiaw’cs Bros., another nice lot from
the same stud, all beautifully shown ; 2, H. Bnus-
field, good pos. and qual., very neat; vlic, Parker;
he. Pool. AMAT. (9): I, Trokc. nice slim bird,
stands well, grand cond. : 2. Walters, neat head,
good wing carr., nice qual.: 3, Swindon, good pos.
and qual.; vlic, Cook) he, Maidmcnt: c, Burborough.
UNFLIG. (9) : 3, Langley, fine pos., nicely braced
wings, good cond.; 2, Maidment. another good bird,
close up: 3, Troke, nice qual. and coml; vlic,
Walters; lie, Pitt: c, Cook. DUTCH FRILLS (C)

:

(Continued on next f>(lGe).

ABERTILLERY SHOW, Concluded.
bars and buttons, nice size, lovely eol. and qual.; 2,
Lloyd James, neat exhibit,, hardly as rich blaze as
leader, good size and shape; 3, Jeffreys, neat blaze,
bars and buttons, hardly size of leaders; 4, Rus-
sell. BULLF. (4): 3, Jeffreys, good size, neat shape,
lovely eo!., qual. anil coml. ; 2, Russell, close up, nice
cap and bars, hardly the size ; 3, Lloyd James, swe t
lien, grand cap and bars, shown to perfection; 4.

Edwards, good size and shape, bit pale in coi.: vhc,
Willstead. LINNET (5): 3, Dalton, very shapely
nicely pencilled, good col. ami markings

; 2, Forii,
nice size and shape, good col., hardly as distinctly
laced; 3, Rees, rich nutty col., lacks size, of leaders;
4. no name; vlic, Lloyd James. GRiiKNF., ETC. (7):
1, Jeffreys, Chaffinch, lovely exhibit, in tip-top order;
2, Ford, huff Greenie, good size and, shape, mat bars;
3, Nicholas, good, well spangled Bramble; vhe, Jef-
freys; he, Vaughan; e, Lloyd James, sweet hen Chaf-
finch. SISKIN, ETC. (7): 3. Ford, bonny Lesser
’Poll, lovely eol. and Hank markings; 9, Jones, neat
Siskin, good eye marks and lacing, nice col. and
qual.; 3, Roes, good eol., well laced Lesser Toll; 4,

Jeffreys, good size Lesser Toll, might have changed
places with 3rd; vlic, Dalton; he. Jeffreys; e, Itns

sell. A. 0.3. (2): 1, Jones, Corn Bunting, nice size,

good col., well mkd.; 2, Dalton, mat Yell. Bunting,
goed V ami check marks, well fed. gOFTIIILL (.1)

:

I. Crawford, Fieldfare, in lovely order, unfortunately
has one. blind eye or would be a sloriner; 2, Rob
erls. nice Song Thrush; 3, Tanner, Starling. In good
eonil. SELL., 20/- (II); I, Greenslade; 2, Girle; 3,

Davies; 4, Macdonald; vhe, Newell; he, Broome; r,

Greaves and Richard . 10
. (9): 3, Girle; 2, Hughes;

3, Wooton; 4. Jones; vhc, Greaves and Richards; be,

Watkins; c, Broomo.
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1 2 vhc, Kitlclil, woll-kiiown winner*, In line fond. :

Sril, he, c, If rooks, aril might have changed places

«i tii 2nd; all well shown. A.O.V. CAN. ((1): 1, he,

U. Edwards, flushing green (Ml., wonderful wealth

of head foathcr, he nice clear body, D.C., some
thought should have been higher ; 2, Garbutt, very

neat, evenly marked liord. ; 11, c. Marsh, hull Hcotch

l>'ancy ;
vhc, llart. LIGHT CAN. HYB. (8): ),

Lamb, butr Goldf.-Can.. well known winners, iu

grand cond.
; 2, llart, Greenf.-Can., fine bold bird;

8, Hcpwood, bull Goldf.-Can. ;
vhc, Wilniot; he,

Martin; c, Garton. DARK, EXCEl’T CANARY*
BUI, I.1’'. (10): 1, Parlett, Grecnf.-Can., fine f.ond.,

one of the very bast, wins well; 2, Lamb, Goldf.-

Can., well known, grand cond.; 8, Tonka, very nice

Siskin-Can. ; vhc, Gough; he, Ilepwood; c, Peters.

A.O.V. HYB. (11); 1, Parlett, well known light

Can llullf. .
" Wlilto Rose,” needs no comment; 2,

Hart, Goldf.-Bullf., very largo bird, topping cond.,

very hard lines to como up against winner; 2, he,

Lamb. Goldf. -Siskin, nice con., good enough to win

almost anywhere; vhc. White; e, Edwards. GOLD) 1

’

(5): 1, Raby, good blaze, not nuite ready yet; 2,

Watson, nice blaze and com).; 8, vhc. Gough, close

up, not quite ready; lie, fellows. BULLf. (0) : 1,

Groom, good big llullie, nice cap and bars, good
breast col., well shown: 2, Poole, not quite the

cond. of winner, but a good one: 3, he, White, good

cap and bars, nice cond.; vhc. Brewer. GREENE.,
ETC. (12) a good class: 1, Mrs. Longdcn, very tine

Bramble, in topping cond. ; 2, llaseley, good colour-

led Greenf., fine hold bird; 3, E. Watson, another
Bramble, not quite the condition of winner, very

steady; vhc, Wren; lie. Cottingliam
;

c, Tanks.

LINNET. ETC. (8): 1, Parlett, clinking good I.imiet,

beautiful cond., very steady, wins silver medal, best

British bird; 2, Robinson, very mat Siskin, good
cap and Mb: 3, Pettet, Redpoll, nice col. and cond.;
vhc,. Heal; he,. Edwards; c. Baby. A.O.V. HARD-
BILL (a): 1, Pool, nice Hawfinch, good Mb, very
steady; 2, lfeal. Corn Bunting, very steady, good
cond., well shown; 3, Cottingham, Hawfinch, not
the size of winner, hut in nice cond. : vhc, Parlett

;

ho, Pettet. BRIT. HEN (8)t 1, Cottingliam, Haw-
finch, grand eol. for a lien, very steady; 2, Gough,
nice llullf., good cond.; 3, he, c, Wren, Linnet, very
steady, good cond.; vhc, Lugg. BRIT. (AM AT.)
((>) : 1, Hepwood," nice Hawfinch, good bill, well

shown : 2. Pargeter. Yeliowham rner, good col. and
cond.: 3, he. Olifle, Gold!'.; vhc, Robinson; c, Simms.
SMALL (10): 1, vhc, he, Mrs. Longdcn, beautiful
Violet-eared Waxbill leading, in splendid cond., nice
pair of Black-lieaded Gouldians, and pair of Bluo-
hreasted Waxbills, both might have been higher:
2, 3, Olift'c, Wydahs and Orange Lisbon*, both in

good .comb and well ehown ; c. Wren. LIMIT, .'lbs.

(9): 1, Pool; 2, Redder; 3, Dimmock. 12s. (id. (12):

1, A. Wood; 2, C. Pearce; 3, Gibbons.

HULL C.B.S.
Show, Oddfellows’ Hall. Oct. 5. Judges, Messrs.

"W. T. Pepper and R. Walker.
CHAMP. NOR. YELL.: 1, 3, Potter; 2, Clayton.

BUFF: 1. Clayton; 2, 3, Potter. YORKS. YELL.

:

1, Walker. BUFF: 1 , Walker. NOV. NOR. YELL.: 1,2,
Potter; 3, Beckett. BUFF: 1. 3. Potter; 2, Cross;
vhc. Sutton; he, Beckett YORKS. YELL.: 1. 2,

\ettlcton ; 3, c, Towse : vhc, Kemp ; lie, Ware.
BUFF : 1. Towse ; 2, Nettleton ; 3, vhc, Fox ; he,
Oaks; c, Beauchamp.—I. L. Heselline, Hon. Sec.

IDLE C.B.S.
Third show of the season, Oct. 17, White Bear

Inn, with only a molerate attendance. Mr. J. Reid
judged to everyone's satisfaction. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. YORKS. CK. : 1, Baxter; 2, Hylton; 3, Studd

;

4, vlic, sp, Pitts; he, Pearson. BUFF: 1, Thomas;
2, Chippendale ; 3, c, Baxter ; 4, Studd

;
vhc, Pear-

son ; he, Hylton. MKD. CK. : 1, 4, Baxter : 2, 3,

Chippendale; vhc, Thomas. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN: 1, Thomas; 2, Baxter; Studd; 4, Sparks;
vhc, sp. Chippendale ; he, Pitts. BUFF: 1, Thomas ;

2, Baxter; 3, Sparks; 4, Pearson; vhc, Hylton.— C.

E. Hylton, Sec.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
Members’ Show, Oct. 17, Club Room, High-st. 50

birds were staged. M-r. John Greaves judged, and
gave every satisfaction. CL. Y’ELL. YORKS.: 1,

Hartley; 2, Shackleton. BUFF: 1, Hartley; 2,

Hunter; 3, Shackleton; 4, Hanson. TKD. YELL.:
1, Hartley; 2, Ellis Self. BUFF: 1, Hunter. GR.
MKD. CK. : 1, Lister and Hudson; 2, vhc, he, Midg-
ley

; 3, Hanson; 4, Peace. HEN: 1, Lister and
Hudson; 2, 3, Hunter; 4, Hartley; vhc, he, Midgley.
CINN. MKD. CK.: 1. Shackleton. UNFLIG. YELL.:
1, F. Self; 2, Firth; 3. Lister and Hudson; 4, Midg-
ley; vhc, Peace. BUFF: 1. Oliver; 2, Lister and
Hudson; 3, F. Self; 4, Shackleton. UNFLIG. YELL.
HENS: 1, F. Self; 2, E. Self; 3, Firth; 4. Lister

and Rudeon. BUFF : 1, Midgley ; 2, Hartley ; 3,

Oliver; 4, E. Self; vhc, Peace ; he, F. Self. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. HENS: 1, Peace; 2, Hartley; 3, Han-
son; 4, Lister and Hudson. _ BUFF: 1, Hartley; 2,

Lister and Hudson; 3, E. Self; 4, Hanson.—J. Hoi-

royd, Sec.

MANN INGHAM C.B.A,
Members' Show, Oct. 17. Mowbray Arms, 82 birds

were staged, Mr. F. P. Terry scored most points,

and Mr. J. Ward second most; Mr. J. Lunn xvon

sp. best bird, witli his cl. yell., and Mr. F. P.

Terry for best hen with his buff hen. Mr. TV Tids-
well judged, and his awards gave every satisfaction.

CLASS 1 : 1, 3, Ltinn ; 2, Terry ; 4, Clayton ; vlic,

Moore; lie, Terry; c, Neesom. CLASS 2: 1, Moore;
2, Terry; 3, Ward; 4, Graham; vhe. Grange; be,

\di.royd; c, Neesom. CLASS 3: 1, Terry; 2, Neesom;
3. Hant

; 4, Dickenson; vhc, Moore; lie, Lunn; c,

Darxvent and Oddy. CLASS 4: 1, Terry: 2, Ward;
3, 4, Grange; vhe, Moore, lie, c, Varley. CLASS
5: 1, Leather. CLASS 6: 1, Leather; 2. Grange; 3,

Ackroyd; 4, Grange; vlic, Neesom. CLASS 7: 1,

Ward; 2, Leather; 3, Grange; 4, Lunn ; vlic. Ward;
be, Neesom; c, Moore. CLASS 8: 1. Graham: 2, 4.

Terry; 3, Ward; vhc, .he, Lunn; c, Moore. CLASS
9, 10: Void. CLASS 11: 1, Hillas

; 2, Neesom; 3,

Grange.—H. Grange, See.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE O.S.
Final table show, Oct. 10. There was a good at-

tendance g£ members and friends, ami the exhibits
proved very satisfactory, both in numbers and qual-

ity. Mr. W. E. Blaydon judged, and gave complete
satisfaction. The proceeds were devoted to the
Local Relief Fund.
NOR. YELL. CK.: 1, Kclsall; 2, Phillips; 3, Mars-

land. BUFF: 1, 2, Foxall
; 3, Kclsall. YELL. HEN:

1, -c, Foxall; 2, Oliver; 3, 4. Kclsall; vlic, Phillips;

he, Marsland. BUFF: 1, 2. Foxall; 3, vhc. Mars-
land; 4, c, Oliver; he, Kelsall. UNFLIG. YELL.: 1,

2, 3. Oliver ; 4, Kelsall
; vhc, Foxall ; he, Phillips.

BUFF: 1. 3, c, Marsland; 2, Oliver; 4, Kelsall; vhe,
he, Foxall. YORK-6. YELL. CK.: 1, lie, c. Storey;
2, Pie; 3, 4, Etchells; vhc, Green. BUFF: 1, Storey;
2 Etchells. YELL. HEN: 1, Etchells; 2, 3, Green.
BUFF: 1, 2, Green. UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, 2, Storey;
3, he, Pye; 4, Etchells; vhe, Green. BUFF: 1, 3,

Pyc; 2, 4, Storey; vhc, he, Etchells; c, Green.
BULLF. OR GOLDF. : 1, Phillips. CHAFF., ETC.: 1,

2. 3, Baron. LINNET OR REDPOLL: 1, Baron—J.

Whitehead, See.

EAST ARDSLEY C.B.S.
Show, Oct. 17. 28 birds were staged, the Linnet

class being very 6trong. Mr. W. Woind bad Ills two
well-known birds out, and took 1st and 3rd. Mr. J.

Chambers judged, and Ids awards were received witli

satisfaction. LINNET: 1, 3, c, Waind
; 2, Burnell;

vhe, Pyrah; lip, Summers. GREENF.: 1, llurnell; 2,

Kciidrew ; 3, Summers. GOLDF. OR BULLF.: 1,

Pyrah; 2, Orossley. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1, 3, vhe,

Burnell; 2, Summers; be, Pyrah; c, Cockrcm. A.O.

HARD: 1, 2, Burnell; 3, Summers; vhc, Crossiey.—
U. Cockrcm, See.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Table Show, Oct. 12, Headquarters. 67 birds were

staged. Judge, Mr. C. Morrison, Uriglionse. CL.
YELL. Y'OKKS. (9): 1, e, Sykes; 2, Cawtheray ami
Son; 3, Lawford and Son; vhe, Gee; lie, Uaigh.
BUFF (18): 1, S. and A. Radley; 2, 3, Sykes; vlic,

liaigh; he, Whitehead; c, Gledhill. MKD. YELL.
(4): 1, Sykes; 2, S. and A. Radley; 3, Atkinson;
vhe, Cawtheray and Son. BUFF (12): 1, Morris; 2,

S. and A. Radley; 3, Sykes; vhc, lie, Atkinson; e,

Cawtheray and Son. CINN. MKD. YELL. (4):

1, Cox; 2, Morris; 3, vhc, Rhodes. BUFF (4): 1,

2, 3, Rhodes ; vhc, Cawtheray and Son. A.V. NOIl.

(7): 1, 3, vhe, lie, Cawtheray and Son; 2, e, Morris.

—A. Lawford, Sec.

ECCLESHILL C.B.A.
Members’ .show', Fountain Inn, Oct. 17. Mr. R.

Garnett, Wirulliill, judged, and his awards seemed
to give satisfaction. A good entry of 69 birds was
received, and there were some very nice birds

amongst them.
CHAMP. YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, Pear-

son; 2, Stebbings; 3, 4, J. Wilcock. BUFF: 1, Chip-

pendale; 2, 4, he. J. Wilcock; 3, Pearson; vhc, Lee.

UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, Chippendale; 2, Stebbings; 3,

J. Wilcock. Bl’UF: 1, 3, Chippendale; 2, Sam Wil-

eock 4, vhc, Pearson. YEI.L. HEN: 1, vlic, Lee; 2,

Chippendale; 3, 4, Stebbings; lie, J. Wilcock. BUFF:
T Lee; 2, 4, Stebbings: 3, J. Wilcock. NOV., CL. OR
TK1). YELL.; 1, vhe, iiousficld ; 2, 3, 4, Baxter; he.

Sparks. BUFF: 1, 2, Bousfield
; 3, 4, Baxter; vhc,

Close; lie, Simonett; c, .
Sparks. YELL. HEN: 1, 2,

Sparks; 3, vhe. Close; 4, Baxter; he, e, Bousfield.

BUFF: 1, 3, Simonett; 2, Sparks; 4, Close. YELL.
NOR.: 1, Pearson; 2. 3, S. Wilcock. BUFF: 1, J.

Wilcock; 2, 4, vhc, Airton; 3, lie, S. Wilcock. YELL.
HEN: 1, 2, Airton; 3, Pearson. BUFF: 1, Simonett;

2, S. Wilcock; 3, Airton; 4, vhc, Pearson—S. Wil-

cock, Hon. Sec.

BOLTON WOODS C.B.S.
Members’ show, OH. 17, Victoria Hotel, with a

splendid entry of 103 birds. Mr. J. Reed, Thaekley,

judged. Sp. best bird was won by Mr. J. Ellis.

Points up-to-date fur cup and medals :—Champion,
Goodwin 69, Mason 66, Dykes 55, Bloomfield 40;

Novice. Bryant 53, Fretwell 49, Ellis 30, Powell 29,

Shaw 28.

CHAMP. YELL. CK. 78): 1, c. Dykes; 2. Mason;
3, Boocock : 4, Goodwill

;
vhc. Bloomfield ; he, Shep-

herd. BUFF (7): 1, 4, Dykes; 2, 3, Goodwin; vhc,

Shepherd; he. Mason; e, Bloomfield. YELL. HEN
(7): 1, 3, Dykes; 2, Boocock

; 4, Goodwin; >vhc,

Mason; he, Bloomfield; c, Shepherd. BUFF (7): 1,

2. Dykes; 3, ho, Goodwin; 4. Bloomfield; vhc, Shep-
herd': c, Boocock. NOV. CL. or TKD. YELL. CK.
(10) : 1, sp, Ellis; 2, Powell; 3, Pullan; 4, Oldrieve;
vhc, Burgess; he, Bryant; c, Walker. BUFF (11):

1, Ellis; 2, Pullan; 3, Fretwell; 4, Powell; vhc,

Oldrieve: he, Walker; c, Shaw. MKD. YELL. CK.
>5): 1, Aired

; 2, Bryant; 3, Pullan: 4, Cotterill
;
vhc,

Fretwell. BUFF (2): 1, Fretwell; 2, Shepherd. UN-
FLIG. (13): 1, Bryant; 2, Myers, 3, Burgess; 4,

Pullan; vlic, Shaw; he, Powell; c. Abbey. CL. or
TKD. YEI-L HEN (12): 1, 2, Powell; 3, Bryant; 4,

Pullan; vhc. Walker; lie, Burgess; c, Aired. BUFF’
(11) : 1, Shaw; 2, Walker; 3, Powell; 4, Aired; vhe,
Fretwell; he, Bryant; c. Ellis. MKD. HEN 73): 1,

Powell; 2, Ellis; 3, Shaw. FOUL MKD. (5): 1, 3,

Aired
; 2, Cotterill

; 4. Shaw ; vhe, Fretwell. HEN
(2) : 1, Oldrieve; 2, Pullan.—H. Bryant.

LOANHEAD C.B.S.
Show, Oct. 10, in Masonic Hall,, a well lighted and

cosy place. The 234 birds were well staged, and
all arrangements were efficiently carried out by the
Sec., Mr. W. B. Smart. Mr. Dalgleish, Leith,
judged Scotch Fancies, Mr. J. Patterson, Chirnside,
the Borders, and Mr. G. Hislop, Stirling, the Nor-
wich and British.

SCOTCH FANCY, CL. YELL. OR FOUL CK. (2):

1, 2, Carson. BUFF (1) : Dunn. BUFF HEN (6)

:

1. 2, Carson; 3, he. Dunn; vhc, Jardine. PIED OR
GR. YELL. K. (3): 1. 2, Dunn; 3. Dalgleish. HEN
(3) : 1, 2, Dunn; 3, Gilchrist. BUFF CK. (3): 1,

Dunn; 2, Jardine. BORO., CL. OR TKD. YELL.
CK. (16): 1, 2, Hamilton; 3, Sterling; vhc, Smart;
he, Gilchrist. HEN (18) : 1, cup, B.F.C.C., vhe. he,

Smart; 2, Hamilton; 3, Johnston ; c, Nelson. BUFF
CK. (24): 1, Dalgleish; 2, 3, Smart; vlic, he, Hamil-
ton ; c. Gilchrist. HEN (20) : 1, 3. he. Smart ; 2,

Stirling; vhc, Hamilton. VARIBG. YELL. CK.
(11): 1, he, Hamilton; 2, Johnston; 3, Smart; vlic.

Nelson; c, Gilchrist. HEN (7): 1, c, Gilchrist; 2,

Hamilton; 3, Dalgleish; vhc, Nelson; lie, Douglas.
BUFF CK. (11): 1, 2, Johnston; 3, ICetchen ; vhc,

Dalgleish; lie, Douglas; o, Nelson. HEN (7): 1,

vhc, Ketchen ; 2, Dalgleish; 3, Nelson; lie. Smart;
c, Carmichael. EVEN MKD. (5): 1, 2, 3. John
ston ; vhc, Dalgleish. YELL. GR. (11): 1, (runner

I up for B.F.C.C.), 2, 3, lie, A. end W. Thomson; vhc,

|

Stirling; c, Douglas. BUFF (11): 1, 2, lie, A. and
W. Thomson; 3, Dalglefeh ; vhc, Stirling; c, Nelson.
NOR., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK (5): 1, 2, 3, Skin-

ner; vhc. Nelson; lie, Moffat. HEN (7): 1. Mof-
fat; 2, vhc, he, Skinner; c, Nelson. BUFF CK.
(4) : 1, 2, Moffat; 3, Weir; vlic, Skinner. HEN (7):

1, cup, vhe, Moffat; 2, 3, Dunn; lie, e. Skinner.
VARIEG. YELL. CK. (3): 1. 3, Moffat; 2, Nelson.
HEN (1): Nelson. BUFF CK. (8): 1, c, Nelson;
2, vile, Moffat; 3. Dunn; lie. Nelson. HEN (6): I.

2, 3, vhe, Moffat; he. Nelson; e, Skinner. MULE
OR HYB. (4): 1, Weir; 2, vhc, Smart; 3, Stilling.

BRIT. HAK DRILL (23): 1, medal, Douglas; 2, Nel-
son; 3. vhc, Weir; he, Dalgleish; c, Johnston.
SOFTB1LL: (1): Douglas.

‘‘PIGEONS’’
Tb« only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Babbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR i FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks

Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BV SPECIALISTS

(1) -All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten

) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
not be written on the same sheet of paper.

(4 )—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)-~'lhe department to which the queries refer must
be slated on the left hand corner of the query.

(C)

—

If an answer in the same week's issue is de

-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first post at latest.

(/)—i/ an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems )

(8)
—All who dc. sire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearlg and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will he
handed over in full to the “ Referee’s ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(2)— All queries must he addressed to the Editor,
“ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards arc not admissible.

"I* HE following gentlemen represent Cage Birds* staff of ADVISORY EXPERTS. Queries must,
of course, be sent to the Editor.

Canaries.-y Claude St. John, British Birds, Mules,
and Hybrids— H. Norman. Foreign Birds— Wesley T.
Page, F.Z.S. Wild Bird Life—H. Norman.
Note.—I f an answer is required concerning the

proper mating, etc., of Norwich, Yorkshires,
Crests, Borders, Scotch, or' any other variety
of Canary, we shall, should the querist desire
ns to do so, be pleased to submit his questions
for answer to some leading specialist on the
variety concerned.

CAEIiLR'Sr QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

HEAVY BREATHING (Bronco).—First see that
bird is kept under healthful conditions, and is not
exposed to direct cold draughts or frequent ex-
tremes of temperature, and do not allow it to
hang near or over burning lights in the evenings,
high up near the ceiling, nor in or very near a win-
dow. Then treat as follows for a month or so:
Give a mixture of three parts Canary to one part
summer rape as staple diet, and during the first

week supplement this only with a spray of water-
cress daily, and add to the drinking water as much
Episom salts as will cover a sixpence, and ten drops
of lemon juice. After the first week give a morsel
of bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar every

•third day, and on the intervening days give first

half a teaspoonful of a mixture of "equal parts
hemp, niger. millet, teazle and maw seed, and next
a morsel of banana or some green salad. In the
water every second day for a fortnight add five

drops each of oxymel of squills, glycerine, ipccacu-
anha wine and sweet spirit of nitre.
SHOW CAGE FOR CRESTS (Tyro).— (1) The size

of show cage for Crests should be 13 ins. long,
12 ins. high, and 5j ins. deep, i.e., from back to
front. (2) No. it should not have a bow front;
just a plain fiat front is all that is needed. In
some patterns, however, the wooden top of cage is

made to reach only about two-thirds the distance
from back to front, and the wires of the front are
bent to an angle at the top and extended to and
inserted in the edge of the wooden top. Thus about

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners ” (7d.); House’s “Canary Manual ” (1/2);
Baltye’s “Yorkshire Canaries ” ( 1 / 1 1 ) ; House's “Nor-
wich Canaries’’ (1/1); IFesfoii’s “Stock Book’’ (7d.);
Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever

”

(7d.); Norman's
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); Batnsden's
“Colour-feeding’’ (3 \d.)\ “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds’’ (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2ld. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
llow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc..” No. 10 “The Roller,” No. 23
“The Border Fancy," No. 24 “Green Canaries.” All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

a third of the top of cage is wired as well as the
front. This type is not absolutely essential, but
it is very useful in helping a judge to fully examine
and appraise the value of a good Crest. (3) Three-
eighths of an inch is a good average distance to

allow between the wires. (4) The colour should bo
black outside and blue inside.

CONTINUALLY SNEEZING (E. Harding).-You
are probably keeping the bird in an unfavourable
position, where it is exposed to cold draughts,
frequent extremes of temperature, or the fumes of

burning lights. Any or all of these conditions must
be removed before you can reasonably expect the
bird to recover. See reply to ” Bronco ” in this

Issue, and treat your bird the same for a month or

so, which should set matters right, if it is not
already beyond relief.

NOT MOULTING (A. E. P.).—As the bird appears
in good health and full song, if you keep it for

einging only, I would advise you to leave well alone,

and not endeavour to force on a moult which
Nature is evidently not ready for. In all probability

the bird may have moulted last spring or in the
early summer, in which case it will follow the same
course next spring, and if it is kept only as a

singer this should be no detriment. But if you
want the bird for breeding next season you may
bring about a moult by giving a morsel of bread
and milk slightly dusted with flowers of sulphur

and then sprinkled with soft sugar every second

day for a week or so. and on the alternate days

add to the water 20 drops of whisky and five of

syrup of saffron. After this, move the bird to a

decidedly colder room for a few days, but be care-

ful not to expose it to cold draughts, rapid and
frequent < xtremr-s of temperature, or damp.
TO FIGHT THE FOE (Colin Brown). Ifid mite*

undoubtedly undermine and permanently injure the
health of birds which are Ining loictuntly pewtered
fiy them. It should not fi- at all difficult to thor-
oughly exterminate them in a single small cage.
Remove bird to a temporary eage, and thoroughly,
cleans: the infested one. burning all rubbish from
it immediately. Then well saturate the cage all

over inside and out with a solution of camphor in

methylated spirit an ounce in half-pint using a
small brush to work It well into tile joints. Allow
cage to remain empty nml repeat this operation on
each of the two following days, and remember on
each occasion to deal thoroughly with all the appur-
tenances of the cage, and the position it ha« occu-
pied. After this re-varnish and distemper cage, and
when quite dry the bird may be returned. Allow
bird to bathe freely. The above solution will destroy
the varnish on cage. If you object to this you
hoc turpentine instead of spirit, but the spirit

tion is quite the best.
LOSS OF VOICE (S. L.).—

'

The loss of voice may
be simply due to the effect Of the moult, in which
ease it will gradually assume its full power again in

the course of a few weeks even without treatment.
Otherwise it is due to exposure to cold or damp,
perhaps whilst the bird was barely clad. In any
case, you may give a morsel of bread the size of a
hazel nut soaked in cold milk, drained, two drops
of cod liver oil emulsion on it, and finally sprinkled
with soft sugar every second day for a fortnight,

and on the alternate days give the squills mixture
as advised to “Bronco” in this issue. If the bird

is not well in that time write again and repeat
particulars. .

SITS ON FLOOR (Mrs. Hamilton). You should
have repeated particulars about bird, as I cannot
remember details of all 1 receive. Examine the
bird’s claws, and if they are much overgrown trim
them back to a proper length. Then try what the
following treatment will do for it. Give a staple

diet of three parts canary to one part summer rape.

In addition give twice a week a small teaspoonful
of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger. millet,

teazle and broken groats, and once a week on one
of the intervening days a small teaspoonful of egg-

l'ood or bread and milk. Give a spray of water-
cress four times a week. Every second day for a
week dissolve a crystal of sulphate of soda the
size of a small pea, in the drinking water, and add
ten drops of lemon juice, and afterwards give four
drops each of tincture of gentian, tincture of

calumba, and aromatic sulphuric acid every second
day for" a fortnight.
THE CASE FOR PAINT (Silliw).—Really, I know

of no valid objection to the use of paint for the
insides. of breeding cages, provided only it is allowed
to become thoroughly dry before birds are intro-

duced. It certainly is used in breeding cages,

though not so generally as in show .cages, and this

is probably partly for the sake of initial economy,
which is no real saving in the end, and partly be-

cause a thorough overhaul and re-distempering
every season is undoubtedly, on the whole, a bet-

ter safeguard against insect pests than even the
most careful washing and disinfecting can be. Still

there is no reason why you should not use paint
as you purpose. If given a thin coat once a year
afterwards f should say it would be decidedly bet-

ter than distemper. As regards colour, it is diffi-

cult to advise definitely, as makers of different

enamels and distempers call quite- different colours

by similar names. But the tint I like best for

Canaries is a pale green, called “electric green”
by the makers of a certain enamel.
A GOOD RESULT (F. H.. Sale).- Many thanks for

your letter reporting result of the treatment ad-

vised, and your kind remarks about “ C.B.,” which
I am sure the Editor will appreciate. Am very

glad to know the bird has made such a good re-

covery.
BEAUTY AND SONG (Clincher).— (1) I am afraid

you cannot have the best in song and the best-

looking bird combined in Canaries. The trained

Roller is far and away the best songster, but it is

quite the shabbiest-looking of the Canary tribe.

Therefore, you will have to choose between some-

thing worth looking at and something worth hearing.

\ cross cf Roller and Yorks or Norwich will give you
a better-looking bird, but an inferior songster,

though still a very fair one. (2) No, I have not

found that spraving birds with quassia essence and

water affects the eyesight. If not used excessively

strong I do not think it would have any effect at.

all in this way. Personally, 1 am not in favour of

spraying birds at all except in cases where it seems

absolutely necessary, and such cases are very few.

HOW TO HAND-REAR (Nomo).— Given the neces-

sary time, and plenty of patience and application it

should not be at all difficult for you to hand-rear

the young if the occasion should arise for someone

to undertake this duty. If the hen will sit on the

young and keep thorn xvarm without maltreating

them it will considerably lighten your task to allow

her to do so. Otherwise you must keep them in

the nest in a snug place covered lightly with a

fold of flannel or woollen until they are getting well

fledged. Reduce the usual egg food to the consist-

oney of cream by the addition of a few drops of

water, whilst the birds are very young, and gradu-

ally increase the consistency as they get older until

it is about the -same consistency of butter
_
in

warm weather. Moisten only sufficient at a time

to last a few hoilrs, to avoid any possibility oT
giving any stale or sour. Begin feeding soon after

daybreak, and continue until dusk in the evening,

anil in the early morning offer food about every

half hour, and again for an hour or two before

ceasing feeding for the night feed as about as often,

and give as much each time as the birds will gape
for readily. During the day about every hour will

be sufficiently often to feed them. No water will

be necessary. During the morning, and again in

the afternoon, each day add a little finely minced
green salad, such as lettuce, to the food for two or

three “meals.” Pop the food in sufficiently small

morsels for the birds to swallow well in the throats

;ts the birds “gape,” using a tiny chip of wood
trimmed to a spatula shape for the purpose, or you
can buy a small appliance called a “lilup” feeder
for the purpose, which you will often see advertised
in our columns.
FOUR IN HAND (T. O. M.).— (1) Yes, where

old mortar is difficult to procure, a mixture of
cuttlefish, gravel, egg-shell, and powdered oyster
shell, spread liberally on the cage floors should
be all that is necessary to assist the hens to

secrete plenty of shell-forming material. (2)

One drop of castor or salad oil on the vent, and
two drops of equal parts brandy and glycerine

in the beak is very helpful. Steaming may ba
continued for ten or fifteen minutes at a time,

due care being taken to avoid scalding. After-

wards wrap up bird or put in flannel-lined small

cage and keep in a quite warm place until egg is

laid. (3) In real egg-binding, there is always evi-

dence of distress. The lien you mention showed
it clearly enough when she left the nest.

Questions and Answers continued overleaf.
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BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Aiiawc red by II. NOltMAN.

WOULD-BE BREEDER (Novice).— I am sorry I

din unable to decipher all your letter, but I gather

from it that you wish to know if it is necessary to

pair III.' birds together before placing them in the

aviary. The usual method is to make a selection of

birds and allow them to choose their own mates, be-

cause it is impossible to regulate them in any way
when they are Hying loose. In some eases where
two birds ure required to pair together, If these are

kept in the name cage until the- spring, and then

turned out they will sometimes mate, especially

when they have shown a particular Liking tor each
other’s company while caged. Generally a free

breeding cock bird is the parent of the majority

of tli- young. (2) Finches arc destructive to trees

placed In an aviary, Canaries and Hybrids more so

than British birds.

MAKING BIRO LIME, ETC. (Pcol Park). I am
sorry I am unable to give, you directions for making
bird lime. It is many years since I attempted its

manufacture, and it is such a mossy concoction that

1 used to buy what I required, and I would advise

you to do tile same. Occasionally ft recipe is printed

in Facie Bums, and if you have any old copica by

you you could possibly look it up. (2' Feed your

fresh' caught Linnets on a supply of mixed seeds.

Including wild seed.-., and let them have a pot of

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloulton'a great wort;, “•Cage-Bird

Hybrids" (7/li); Norman's “British Bird Manual"
{'/ if); or Part 1

“
llurdbills” (1/1), Part 2 “Softbills"

(1 I): “ driiine i. Bird-rooms, and ('ages" p2/S);

"Seeds, Poods, and II lid Plants

"

(1/2); "Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird

Percr" (id.); "Colour-feeding ’’ (3Jd.); or’the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2yd. each); No. 1 “ Goldfinch,"

No. 2. “ Linnet," No. .'i
" Skylark," No. 4, “ Song

'Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 "Bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch,'' No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 " Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and llvw to Cure Them," No. 9 “ l)is-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ How to

Moult British llirds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage

Birds." 154, Pleet Sheet, London, E.C.

soaked teazle and rape always in front of them,

also a little cracked hemp seed. After a time the

soaked seed can lie gradually left off. When they
have been caged live or six days, give them a little

Epsom or Glauber Salts in the drinking water. If

tile weather is suitable, so that you can collect a

bunch of shepherd's purse and other wild food, it

will assist them. (3) Freshly caught Larks require

a little fresh soft food daily, a liberal allowance of

insects, canary seed, groats, and a little crushed
hemp, and a spray of green foed. Many birds are

put straight on to soaked bread and crushed hemp,
but 1 think the Skylark is worthy of better fare, and
would advise a good brand of insectile food for a

week or two. The drinking water for_ all freshly

caught birds should be placed inside the cage, so

that they find it easily.

LINNET DOING BADLY (A. T.).—You appear to

be unfortunate in your attempts at Linnet-keeping,

and it is just possible you have this time got hold

of an old bird that has almost run hio course. Your
feeding appears to be excellent, although just now
1 would advise you to give him a pot of soaked
teazle and rape frAsh daily, also try him with just a
small cube of bread soaked in hot milk, and if he
takes it, drop two drops of cod liver oil emulsion
upon it. I would also advise a small teaspoonful of

Chemical Food in the drinking water; boil the water
first, or it will not mix. Reap his cage perfectly

clean, give nice sharp grit and a little grated
cuttlefish hone. With this treatment you should
be able to pull him round.
WHAT SEEDS? (H. Hall).—The sample of seed

sent is not charlock, but appears to me to be very
much like shepherd’s purse; this grows abundantly
in some fields, and is frequently collected with the
growing crops. All the Finches are fond of it, par-

ticularly the Linnet. If you have a supply you can
give it to your Canaries, using it in with jour
mixed seed or giving a little as it is about twice a
week.
PRESERVING BIRD SKINS (A. T.).-If your

Pheasant skin is in good condition it is not the
fault of the preservative that has caused it to go
•dull. No preservative will keep the plumage so
glossy as when the bird is alive

; this is very notic-
ah’e in some species, and I have seen them lose

their gloss shortly after death, so much so that
the specimen has quite lost its value. If you are
not quite satisfied with your present method,- why
not try arsenical soap, or one of the preservatives
sold by naturalists?
THE WHITE LEGGED GOLDFINCH (Admirer).

— As you probably know, a freshly caught Goldfinch
has dark legs ; this colour it retains until the moult,
when, if the bird is moulted indoors, its less lose
th ir blackness and each succeeding moult become
paler, until they are almost white. (2) You could
hang your Finch outside on fine days, but not when
it is very windy. Wherever you hang him put him
in such a position that he is fairly comfortable

; do
not place him where you would not care to stay
voursdf.
LINNET WITH BARE PATCH (Eye Trouble).-

Tf you can find no trace of insects upon the bird’s
plumage the cause of the trouble would be improper
feeding. Unfortunately you do not tell me how you
treat him. Give him an aperient first, just as much
Glauber salts as will cover a sixpence, dissolved In

bis drinking water, for one day ; repeat in two or
three days later. Continue to bathe the eye if at
all inflamed with half a spoonful of boracie pov.t! r

dissolved in half a cup of warm water. Damp the
powder and rub it into a paste before adding the
water. Feed on canary 3 parts, teazle 2 parts, rape
and bnsecd 1 part each. Get a packet of good wild
seed mixture and give a. -spoonful* twice a week. Let
him have a good supply of wild food, chiekweed,
shepherd's purse, groundsel, sowthistle, and ethers
which you can still collect in the open on waste
ground and along the country reads,ids. Keep the
bird free from draughts and. hang below the gas at
TTfctit. If the bird has' lost much of its plumage
and looks unsightly, just smear a little Kerol oint-
ment over the places for 4 or 5 days, but do not
continue it; wait a fortnight and repeat if r.eees-
snrv.
TROUBLE WITH CUCKOO (W. Vickery).—The

Cuckoo is one of the most difficult, birds to keep in
health for any length of time. It is not so much
the difficulty of feeding them, for they will eat
anything, but giving them the food to suit them.
I fear yours has had too much meat, which lias
affected the liver, and consequently caused death,
and 1 am afraid your other bird will follow him, if

he has not already done so. When a bird like the
Cuckoo commences to lose flesh there is practically
no remedy. If you should have one another year,
let his staple food be a high-class insectile mixture,
occasionally mixing with it, a little finely chopped
hard boiled egg; cut up some greenfood, lettuce,

watercress, and occasionally a little scraped raw
carrot, and mix in with it. For Insect food, he
should have mealworms, beetles, well scoured gentles,

and any caterpillars, etc., you could lay your hands
on. Failing these, just a little scraped or shredded
lean meat mutton, fowl, and rabbit are the best.

Although Cuckoos are interesting, as novelties, It

is doubtful if they are very desirable cage birds.

Considering the time one must spend upon them, 1

think it is possible to get far more pleasure from
some of the other species.

FOESIGW BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

TANACERS (F. I). S.).—Necklace Tanag r; this
name is loosely applied to more than one species of
Clilorophonia, hut it is mostly the .All Green that
is so sold, and is most freely imported, arid the
majority of Necklace Tnnugers I have seen have
been Clilorophonia viridie. The lilaek-checked or
Lesser Rufous-necked Tanager is Callistc eavana.
AMAZON PARROT (Von Kluckj.— (1) I conclude

you mean the hook of the beak is half-inch long;
if so, this is a little too long. As regards the
claws, you must let the way the bird moves about
he your guide. If the claws hamper the bird’s
movement they must be shortened, but if you have
never before this operation before, you had better
get some fancier or veterinary to do it for you,
as you must not cut back to the quick. Jiy

watching, you should be able to do this yourself
afterwards. (2) Nothing in this, I think. (3)
More or less natural, but for a- month or six weeks
it would be well to put one tcaspoonful of Dinne-
ford-’s Magnesia into the drinking water once a
weak. (4) This query needs no answer, as the book
you name should prove a safe guide. Treating the
above queries as a whole, I should' advise you to
keep cuttlcbone in the cage, also a small log of
wood with the bark on, for the bird to exercise
its beak upon. It should then require but little

trimming down. Whenever there appears the least
sign of constipation, give an aperient at once.
MADAGASCAR LOVEBIRDS (A. M Cook).—This

epecies requires rather a large nesting box, as they
carry in a lot of rubbish for their nest, such as
leaves, thin strips of bark, small twigs, millet spray
stems, etc., all of which you must supply. If you
wish them to have any chance of breeding, I do rot
consider the cage any too big for them without com-
pany, though Budgerigars would agree with them,
and there is a possibility that both species would
go to nest, but you must judge of ©pace by fixing
up two husks at one end of your cage and a small
barrel at the other end, then if the space in your
cage is not too much used up, you nake the attempt
with both species. The viudgerigars would certainly
breed. So long as they i.re not exposed to draught
both species are hardy and need no s jecial protec-
tion. Watch against constipation; at the least signs
of this put one teaspoonful of Dinneford’-s Magnesia
in the water as often as required to keep the hovels
properly regulated.
WEAVERS AND COCKATOOS (Appreciative

Reader).—If with the exception of dark brown
markings on wing and -back it changes to a fiery
scarlet, then it is a Madagascar Weaver, but the
names of these are legion, and, can only be defined
by a full description of . the males- in colour. It is

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners"
(1/1J-); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Coclcatiels" (6d.);
Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (id.);
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s "Septic
or Bird Fever ,s

(id.) "Colour-feeding ” (3^d.); or the“Nutshell” booklets (2Id. each); No. € "Ailing llirds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10 "Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars,'' .Vo. 19

“The Pekin Robin," No. 20
“II axbills." Ail thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

only during the breeding season that the cock
wears his brilliant garment; during the off season
lie is very similar to the hen, who retains her
“sparrow-like’” igairment tall the] year remind 1

.

Here are a few of those more or less frequently
on the market :—Orange, Crimson-crowned, Mada-
gascar, Connora, Grenadier, Napoleon, Red-billed,
etc.

;
some of these are often advertised with the

affix Bishop instead of Weaver. As regards the
Rose-breasted Cockatoo, 1 do not thing there ie

much prospect -of its breeding in such a cage as
you could give it, but if you have a spare attic
which you could give up to them, fixing up some
good-sized branches for them to climb about on,
anything, say, from six to one inch In diameter
would meet the case, and also put up a hollow log
or barrel, then you should have a good prospect
o,f success, but you would have to protect with
metal or wire netting all the exposed wood fittings
of the room. If you have a moderately sized out-
building, they are quite hardy and- would do well
in it, but it must be well lighted and strong, or
they would soon cut their way out. It requires
to be fitted up as above—a wooden building should
he lined, wi.h, half-inch mesh wire netting to prevent
their escape.
GREEN CHINESE (S. W. Smith).—Treat the

bird as already advised, but you will have to
persevere with the treatment, as birds which get
into this condition take some time to recover. Keep
a watch on- the excreta, and at the least sign of
constipation give a mild aperient (one teaepconful
of Dinnefcrd’s Magnesia in- the drinking water)
once or twice till full relief is given. On the
days you are not giving other medicines in the
water, half a tcaspoonful of syrup of hypophos-
phitcu in the drinking water will benefit t lie bird.
Also I should give, it a piece of sponge into which
you have allowed four or five drops of ecd liver

oil emulsion to soak
;

give this twice a day for
some little time, say, at least two months, then
only once -a day, and, then gradually give less fre-

quently as the bird’s condition indicates loss need
for it, but ceasing only when the bird and its

plumage is in good condition-. You must not use
a metal drinker while giving drugs. Report pro-
gress in about two months’ time.
KEEPING BIRDS OUTSIDE (Mowgli).—Under

the conditions you name 1 think it would be
better to -house the Gordon Bit- us and Lavenders
indoors during the winter months, keeping them
in a roomy- cage; the tempemture of any ordinary

CLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONH NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not luter tliau

Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Accrington C.B.S.—Nov. 5, Crown Hotel, 8. Show
business.—D. Harwood.
Altrincham Open C.B.S Nov. 4, Station Cafe, 8.

Members' Show business), etc.—C. Bailey.
Ardwiak anti Manchester Dis. C.B.A. Nov. 3, St.

Thomas’s Did Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street,
8. Washing demonstration; Open Show business.—
J . Spencer.
Ashington and Hirst C.B.S.—Oet. 31, Linton

Miners’ Hall, 7.30. Subs., and to take entries.—Wm.
Hall.
Ashton.u-Lyne O.S.—Nov. 3, P.S.A. Rooms, Albion

Street, 8. Important businews
; schedules for B.E.

Show
;
prize cards for F.T. Show, etc.—J. Whitehead.

Bootle C.B.S.—Nov. 3, St. Andrew’s Parochial
Hall, 8. Old Show business, etc.— A. E. Iluyton.
Bradford East O.S—Nov. 3, Park Chapel Schools,

New Cross St.,. 8. Meat-pie supper, 8.46 ;
friends

cordially invited; balance-sheets for Annual and
Members’ Shows.—Wm. Cruise.
Bradford National Show. Nov. 4, Market Tavern,

8. Special show business. Members having any
specials kindly let the secretary have them.—S.

Midgley.
Bristol C.B.S.—Nov. 4, City Hall, 8. Final ar-

rangements for Members' Show.—B. Pool.
Burnhope C.B.S.—Oet. 31, Coll Inn, 7. Annual

Show business; very important.—J. W. Robson.
Burton-on-Trent C.B.S.—Nov. 3, New Inn, 8.

Schedule for Members' Show.—A. Wood.
Birmingham South O S.—Nov. 7, Marlboro’ Hotel,

Small Heath Station, 7. Young Stock Show; birds
ftaged 3.30; judge, C. Well©, Esq. Admission free.

Members please send silver cups of society for- com-
petition at this show.—J. Sheppard.

Bolton C.B.S—Nov. 3, Joiners’ Arms, 8.—J.
Gerrard.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S Nov. 7, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Final meeting before open show.
All members try and attend.—Smith and Lees.
Crewe O S Nov. 3, Burton Hotel, 8. General

bus.—N. L. Croft.
Carlisle Bordir City O.S.—Nov. 4, King’s Head,

7.45. Final arrangements of schedules for New
Year's Show; allotment of specials.—.7. C. Bell.

City of Birmingham C.B.S.—Nov. 4, Crown Hotel,
8. Final arrangements for Open ’Show and receive
subs.—J. H. Jones.

City of Dundee C.B.S.—Nov. 4, Doig’s Rooms, 8.

Final arrangements- for Club Show, at Loclier, on
Nov. 14.—A. Law.
Clapham C.B.A.—Nov. 3, Clock House, Clapham

Park Road, 8. Distribution of prizes T. J. Hose.
Clay Cross C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Angel Hotel, S. Season

tickets and other important bus.—J. Griffiths.

Clitheroe C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Bennet’s Tea Rooms, 8.

J. Southworth.
Coventry O.S.—Nov. 4, Sydenham Palace, 8.30.

Open Show
;
important.—A. Green.

Derby C.B.S.—Oet. 31, Normanton Hotel,,* 7.45.

Special business.—F. W. Jordan.
East Ardsley C.B.S.—Oct. 31, Black Swan, 7.30.

Gen. bus.—H. Cockrem.
Easileigh C.B.S Nov. 2, Headquarters, 8. Final

arrangements for Show.—J. Alderslade.
Edinburgh Nor. and Mule B.S.—Nov. 5, 142, High

Street, 8. Final arrangements for Annual Show;,
classification forms ready.—J. Stormont.

living room will suffice. The other birds should
do well outside. It will also be best to put a door
to the opening you speak about, leaving in it

three or four small -holes f-or the birds to go in

and cut by. If you fix a small platform to each
hole, both inside and cut, t-h-e birds will roon get
accustomed to using them. Cordon Bleus and
Lavender Finches- are kept out of doors and in the
best of condition too, but -this can only be done
with -birds that are la finest condition when the
winter starts, and- if they begin to show the

least -signs of “going soft” they must be brought
in at once. If your aviary is very dry and the
locality not a damp one, then I should say that
the Cordons and Lavenders would winter it safely

therein, but 1 should not attempt this this winter

unless the birds Lave been in their present quarters

practically the w-liole of the summer. Frc-m the

above you should be able to deduce, according to

your locality and other conditions, the best course

to take.

Answered by TIIE EDITOTt.

E. Hight.

—

Glad to get your cheerful letter and
to hear that the sale was such a decided success.

Constant Reader.

—

The catching of Goldfinches is

prohibited almost everywhere. They are protected
all the year round in Glamorganshire.

A. S In the .strict letter of the law we fancy the
permission of the district surveyor to be necessary.
But- if the erection is of wood you are net- in the
least likely to experience official interference— the
height, and, in fact, the dimensions over all. are so
comparatively insignificant.

...J. W.—We do not think highly of the wild seed
©ample. It is very dusty and is composed practi-

cally entirely of “ wild- rapes,” with a little of

knot grass and -persiearia seeds. It requires tho-

roughly silting and cleansing before being given

to birds. To destroy -any mites, spread on a tin

and place in a moderately hot oven for ten to

fifteen minutes.

post
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.Ss, 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. fid. each bird; lor reply
direct, 2s. fid.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for rost
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
th’ effi-.e of this paper will be thrown away, and if

6 fee it enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

j

HEALTH & STRENGTH
I Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

j
bail Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

j
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kihds,

j
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

j
questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all rcadc-s
EVERY THURSDAY, id. Sold Everywhere.

I Cat a copy to»day, or send or Free Specii’ncn to
"Health and Strength,” 12 , Burleigh Street,

Strand. L.C., mentioning "C.B.”

East Ham C.B.S.—Oct. 31, Ruakin Hotel, High
Street North, 4. Annual Show. Judge, Mr. J. Rob-
son.—F. Onslow.
Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Not. 2, Regent

null, Abbeymount, 8. Final arrangements for An-
nual Show.—R. S. Spence.

Feliing-on-Tyne F.F.S.—Nov. 7, Blue Bell Hotel, 6.
Monthly meeting and Tablo Show, judge Mr. F.
James; birds staged C; entries close Nov. 2; half-
yearly nubs. due.—W. Stockton.

Halifax C.B.S.—Nov. 5, King Cross Band Room,
Halifax, 7.30. Cock Show, judge Mr. W. Cruise,
West Bowling, Bradford.—A. Sutcliffe.
Halifax O.S.—Oct. 31, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.

Members’ Show at Plummet Line Hotel
; birds staged

7 ; entries taken before show (all hens), judge Mr.
A. Lawford, Huddersfield.—H. Clegg.
Hartlepool C.B.S.—Nov. 7, St. George's Hall. Mem-

bers’ Show, birds staged 12.—l’ymaii and Thornton.
Hornsey. Wood Green C.B.S.—Nov. 3, Nightingale

Hotel, High Street, Wood Green 8. Table Show,
cage birds, all varieties except Brit., judge Mr. G.
Gai'dner.— I’. Brooko.
Houghion-le-Spring C.B.S.—Oct. 31, Dawson’s Tem-

perance Bar, 7. Business important.—R. II. Dixon.
Islington F.A.—Nov. 2, Headquarters, 8.30. Ar-

range schedule for Annual Show, also other import-
ant business W. T. Amcry.

Laisterdyke B.F.A—Nov. 4, , Railway Hotel, 8.
Washing competition, judge Mr. E. Padgett, Oct.
31 Members' Show, 7s. fid. spl. for most points, last
three shows, judge Mr. H. Sutcliffe, Windhill; stage
2.30.—W. H. Symes.
Le.GoaHtr C.B.S,—Nov. -t, Haro and Pheasant,

830. Can., unflig., Can. hen, Mule or Hyb., II.M.
Goldfinches, do. Bullfinches.—J. Hardbattle.

Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Oct. 31, White
Swan, 8. Members’ entries taken for Open Show.

—

A. Freestone.
Llanelly C.B.S.—Oct, 31, Greyhound Hotel, 7.

Welsh National Show and our own Show, matters
will be under discussion to members

;
please turn

up.—D. John.
London Federation of C.B.S Nov. G, “El Vino,”

8.15. General business; delegatee from affiliated
societies please attend.—.!. C. Birch.
Long Eaton C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Sawley Road C.

Schools, 7. and 7.39. Show business
;

last meeting
before Show.—G. Baines.

Macclesfield C.B.S.—Nov. G, Daybrook Street
Schooj, 7.4.3. Show business.—H. Hall.
Nelson Colne C.B.S—Nov. 3, 117, Every Street, 8.

General, etc—D. Watts.
Northern Bord. and S.F.G.C.—Nov. 4, Pillars Cafe,

8. Table Show, five classes each section, Yell., Buff,
Hen, Green, Cinn.—M. C. Potts.
New Cross C.B.S.—Nov. 5, People’s Hall, Tanners

Hill, Deptford, S.E., 8. General meeting and annual
show report. Will members please send in any un-
sold tickets and ticket money to enable us to settle
accounts.—Burton Bros.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Nov. 3, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, Harpurhey, 8. Important bus., re
Nov. Show.—A. Colley.
North Staffs Roller C.C—Oet. 31, Evans’ Cafe, 7.

Burslem Show scheme.—J, Tomlinson.
North West London F.A Nov. 5, Stag’s Head

Hotel, Hawley, 8.30.—W. Sutton.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C. and C.B.S—Oet. 31,

Headquarters, 7. Lecture by Mr. Challenger on
Yorks., show business, and other matters of import-
ance, sutxj. are due—J. S. Jones.

Provincial Roller C.C—Oet. 31, Old Boar’s Head,
Corporation Street, Manchester, fi. Important Show
bus—A. Percival.
Pudscy and Stanningley C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Fleece

Hotel. 8. General business.—H. Raistrick.
Radcliffe C.B.S.—Nov. 4, Wareing’s Dining Rooms,

8. Show business, important.—G. Lord.
Redcaz C.B.S—Oet. 31. Crown and Anchor. Young

Stock Show, birds staged 3, Mr. Wake judge—C. L.
Mallory.
Roosendale Roller Club.—Nov. 3, Swan Hotel,

Bacup, 7. SO. Final arrangements for Roller contest.
—II. Wantling.

Redhill C.3.S.—Nov. 4, Watkins’ Hotel, 8. Final
arrangements for annual show and fixing of specials.
Please attend.—A. W. Bacon.
Reading C.B.S—Nov. 4, Palmer Hall, 8. Final

Show bus. ; steward© for unpacking and packing
birds wanted.—O. C. Smith.
Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S—Nov. 4. Temperance

Club, 8. Show business, etc., important.—W.
Adams.
Rotherham C.B.S.—Oct. 31. Mail Coach Inn, 8.

Show business.—Taylor and Bailey.
Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B.S—Oet. 31, Mrs. Abbot’s

Tea Rooms, adjoining Walter Willson’s shop, Front
St., 5.30—W. Dodd.
Scotland Gate C.B.S Oet. 31, Social Club, Chop-

pington, 7.30. General bus.—T. Rigg.
Sheffield O.S.—Nov. 3, Rose and Crown Hotel, 8.

Entries received from members of Sheffield C.B.,
Walkley C.B., Attercliffe C.B., Rotherham C.B., and
Sheffield O.S. and Stcekebridge.—E. C. Job.

Sheffield C.B.S.—Nov. 5. Wentworth Cafe, 8.

Lecture by Mr. L. Fallding, on British. Specials,
and other arrangement© of great importance, re the
Annual Show, Nov. 28—A. Hobson. *

Shipley O.S.—Nov. 4. Victoria Hotel, 8. Subs, due;
specials for Members’ Shows.—E. Grange.
Skelman’.harpe C.B.S—Nov. 3, Liberal Club, 8. Ar-

ranging for Members’ Show.—F. Hampshire.
South East London F. and F.A—Nov. 2, 71, Albany

Road, Old Kent Road, 8. General meeting re spls.

for Annual Show— R. Jackson.
Spen Valley C.B.S—Nov. 2, Commercial Hotel, 8.

Usual business, show reports and balance-sheets,
also washing exhibition by Mr. J. Align, Clcekhea-
ton.— S. B. Grayshon.
Stanley (Vic.) F.F. and C.B.S.—Nov! 1. Club

Room, C.30. Annual show bus., and spl. prize lists.

—

W. Elliott.

Wallasey C.B.S Nov. 5, Fairhavcn Institute, Rea
View Road, 8. Question box; final arrangements
for Old Show, Nov. 7, and change of judge.—G.
Benson.

Walsall C.B.S. -Nov. 4, White llartc Hotel, 8.30.

Final arrangement© for annual show. Inter-club
show bus. -F. Price.
Watford C.B.S. Nov. 4. 20, St. Albans Road. 8 80.

Special meeting; date of Members’ Show.—W. Rack-
ley.

West Brcmwich C.B.S. -Nov. 3. Dartmouth note!,
8.30. Stewards, and arrangement tor staging for

Show, urgent.—W. G. Andrews.
V/est Stanley C.B.S.—Oct. 31, Com. not 1, V,

Stewards, etc., for Annual Show, and special prize

lint. \V. Elliott.

Wimbledon C.B.S. Nov. 2, G, The Broadway, 8.

Notice of motion Ivy Mr. li. G. Whittome: "That an
Open Shew he held.’’ Lantern lecture by Mr. Allen
Silver, F.Z.S., “Bird'. cCxCharacter.” Friends heartily

welcome.- G. Griffiths. '

Windhill C.B.S. Nov. 7. Blue Bell note!, 8. Bal-

ance-sheet for Members’ Show, and ordinary bus.—
Tn'-’nr and Ellis.

Wolverhampton C.B.S. Nov. 5, “Duka of York,"
8.15. Business, general.—Wui. Harrison,
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GRAND lot Goldfinch and Llnnot Mules, for show

or song; prices low, easy payments arranged; ap*

provul : McKcund, Seabrlght, Custlo-Douglaa. (1781)

LARGE pink-cycd Sib. bred hens, sure Halit Mule

breeders, 7/6, 5/6; eoeka, on full song, 7/0 each;

ten days' approval ; W. I’owlck, Easttleld Cottage,

Dewsbury. (1389)

LINNET, Goldfinch and Siskin Canary Mules;

cock In full song, pure wild notes, 7/0, 10/-, 12/0

eueh; hen Mules, 1/0, 3 for 4/-: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

GUN 11 INK Sib-, i hnvo bred two, four, six-

pointed, o Iso clear, from this strain ;
liens bred

light nudes, 10/- each; cocks, yellows, 10/-; bulls,

7/0: Rowley, Riston, Credtton. (1838)

CLEARING Mules; 3 largo dark cock Linnet

Mules, winners, 10/- each ; 3 light hen Mules, one

winner, 4/- each; 1 Sib. hen, 5/-; 8 Muling hens,

3 0 each: McLarnon, 10, Dunnioyle-st., Belfast.

EXHIBITORS.—Two grand 1913 cock Goldie- liulllo

hybrids, 60/- each; two light Greenfinch Mules,

cocks, 40/- each; one Hawfinch, 25/ - ;
all in show

condition; approval: Johnson, 33, Wignn-rd., Orms-

kirk. (1633)

UYBR1D1SERS, the largest stock of Bullfinches

in Staffordshire to select from, hens 9d., 1/-, cocks

1 3, 1/6; Goldfinches, cocks, 2/6, 3/6; one extra

good specimens, 5/.-; exchange anything: G. Per-

rins, 26, Lcnnox-rd., Longton, Staffordshire. (1S41)

LIGHT bull mule cock, dark yellow mule cock,

dark buff variegated, all 1913 bred, cock Hawfinch,

cock Yellowliammer, cock Twites; these are all a

grand size and colour, fed 1 and ready for the show
bench ;

will give preference to anyone taking the

lot,: W. Parkinson, Morgan-st., Cardigan. (1839)

THRICE house-moulted cock Goldfinch, with large

Norwich type clear yellow Sib. bred hen, cnamp’.on

breeder of light Mules; from above pair this ast

season, I bred, five almost clear Mules; hen alone

worth £3 to Mule breeders; accept 21/- the pair:

Apply Geo. Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton.

(1843)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be
very useful: The Advertisement Manager,” “Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London. E.C.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
WANTED, foreign birds: Pearson’s Menagerie,
Greenwich. (1843)

BUDGEtRlGARS, outdoor bred, healthy prize strain,

4/6 pair : Dr. Alexander, Elgin. (18S9)

BUDGERIGARS, Green and Yellow, for sale or ex-

change : Ciftter, Salem aven., Sunderland. (1835)

ZEBRA Finches, two adult pairs, aviary bred, 12/-

lot: Smith, Stationm aster. Thornton, Bradford.
BEAUTIFUL tame Talking Bare-eyed Cockatoo,

30/-, with cage: Pearsons Menagerie, Greenwich.
PAIR of green Budgerigars for sale; no reason-

able offer refused : Swan, 37, Nevv-sq., Cambridge.
BUDGERIGARS, green, healthy young birds, 3/3

pair, outdoor aviary bred: 58, Hiil Top, West Brom-
wich. (1836)

HEALTHY young yellow and green Budgerigars,

cheap; over-stocked: Miss Wigram, Frensham, Farn-

ham. (1781)

PAIRS Budgerigars, greens 5/6, yellows 7/6,

Javas 3/-, Cutthroats 3/9: Tatchell, Arcade, Bourne-
mouth. (1840)

QUAKER Parrakeet, new cage, 12/6; exchange
puppies : Smith’s Aviaries, 13, Tyneham-rd., Lavender
Hill, Battersea. . (1837)

MAXIMILIANS Parrot (rare), talks, and clever

mimic, price £3: Mr. Emmett, 35, Albert-rd., Houns-
low, Middlesex. (1822)

BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor aviaries, pair yel-

lows, 6/-; green cocks, 2/- each: Hay, 5, Wood-
lands-rd., Barnes. (1833)

WINDOW'aviary foreign birds, Budgerigars, Green
and Yellow Cockatiel, Parrakeet, Parrot : 10, Wind-
eor-rd., Westelitf, Essex. (1832)

INDIAN Green Parrot and large cage, 15/-; ex-

change birds: Smith’s Aviaries., 13, Tyneham-rd.,
Lavender Hill, Battersea. (1837)

NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices

and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKeand,
Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (1781)

SIXTEEN young Budgerigar® for sale, or would
excl.linge for exhibition British, offers wanted

:

Baines, 6, Toronto-st., Lincoln. (1635)

WANTED to purchase for large private aviary,

collections of foreign birds ; state lowest cash price :

Aviary, Maisonette, Broad-stairs. (1838)

EXCHANGE Budgerigars, Javas, Waxbills, also

electric battery, for Oanaries, Mules, Goldfinches,

offers : Ball, 9, Lower Green, Tipton.' (1836)

GREEN Budgerigars, outdoor aviary, mostly finger-

tame, 5/- pair; cocks, 2/6 each: Simpson, West-
bcurne House, Avenue-rd., Isleworth. (1837)

BEAUTIFUL accordion, new, value 27/6, sell 15/-,

part exchange Goldfinches, or offers ; approval

:

Kent, 166, Bedwas-rd., Caerphilly, Glam. (1837)

EXCHANGE Budgerigars, Javas, outdoor, for

Linnets, Goldfinches, Linnet or Lark cages, seed,

scales, offers : Higgs, Waterloo-st., Tipton. (1836)

EXHIBITORS, Melba Finch, Orange Bishop, cocks

;

Cordon Bleu hen, winners, perfect; offers cash:
Townend, "Montrose,” Upper Bognor, Bognor. (1832)

HEALTHY outdoor aviary-bred young gregn Bud-
gerigars, 4/- pair; beautiful adult yellows, 7/- pair:

Rutter, Manchester-rd., Lostock Gr-alam, Cheshire.
(1834)

PARROTS, talk, whistle, dance, turn somersaults,

most amusing pets ; cash or fortnightly payments,
cages included: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford.

(1842)

BEAUTIFUL acclimatised, rare talking Amazon
Parrots, with cages ;

also Budgerigars, cheap dis-

posal : Mrs. Gilbert, Blindgrooms, Shadoxhurst,

Kent. ' (18301

RARE Blood-red Carmine Finch, 10/-
;

pair pure
white Javas, 10/-; B.H. Gouldian hen, 18/-; accli-

matised
;
exchange birds : Stead, North-st., Sudbury,

Suffolk (1837)

OUTDOOR aviary bred Green Budgerigars, three
pairs, splendid condition, 5/- per pair, 3 pairs 14/-,

or offers: George Pilsworth, 38, Netberton-rd.,
Worksop. (1934)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, grand talker, 100/-; White-
fronted Amazon, talker, 50/-; both acclimatised
and finger tame; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1843)
“ TJP-TOP ” patent safety razor, new, complete

with twelve blades, value £1 Is. : exchange small
Foreigners-; mutual approval : Monk, Owen-terr.,

Halstead, Essex- (1.834)

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair;

follows, 8/-; foreign birds from clean aviaries,

from 2/- pair; list free: Mfes Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1840)

FOREIGN bird exhibitors please note we specialise
in show cages for Foreign birds ; kindly state wants

;

prices quoted per return; see catalogue, free: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

HEN Cockatiel, In perfect health and plumage,

7/6: Tile Elms, Regent-parade, Harrogate. (1842)

FINE Budgerigars from outdoor garden aviaries;

Greens, hens 2/0, eoeks 2/- : G,ay, Moor-st., Quinton,

Birmingham. (1841)

THREE rock Zebras, 2/6 each; pair Weavers. Oryx
cock in colour, 5/-; pair .young Bib Finches, 3/6; all

from outdoor aviary: Miss Clara Bowring, Holly

House, Broadway, Worcestershire. (1832)

INDIAN Green Parrot, good plumage, and its

cage, nice pet, what offers; also Klito t-plate camera,
carries 12 plates, as new, 17/6, or exchange; stamp
reply: Williams, Tenby House, Hawley, Salop. (1837)

WINNERS, ready for immediate exhibition : Indian
Shama, perfect specimen, grand songster, 70/-; true

pair White-bellied Nonetles, 12/0; true pair Saffron

Finches; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1843)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, largo metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (1828)

LARGE White Lcmon-crested Cockatoo, talks,

dances, tufas soinmersaults, comes to bo kiesed and
stroked, £2 10s .

;

exchange poultry, birds, anything
useful : Smith’s Aviaries, 13, Tyneham-rd., Lavender
Hill, Battersea. (1837)

ACCLIMATISED from outdoor aviaries: Cockatiels,

12/0; Yellow Budgerigars, 9/-; Green, 6/6; pair

Wiaxbills, Javas, Avadavats, Mannikins and Spice

Birds, all 3/6 pair: mixed aviary birds, 15/- dozen:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

PAIR finger-tame talking Cockatiels, 16/-; saucy
male Cockatiel, finger tame, talking, 9/-; excellent

pets; outdoors; Budgerigars, pair yellow, 8/6; hen,

5/-; pair green, 6/6; cock, 3/-; all fully adult,

finger tame: F. Bull, Sutton, Surrey. (1838)

PAIRS, Zebra Finches, 7/6; Bronze Mannikins, 3/6;
Red Ground Doves, 30.’-

: Peaceful Doves, 20/- ; Grey
Singing Finches, 5/-; Ribbon Finches, 3J-; Grey-
headed Guans, 50/- ; all aviary-bred, and healthy
cock yellow-headed Marsh Bird, 30/- : W. E. Snggitt,
Suggitt’s-lane, Cleethorpes.
EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors : Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cage®: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 14,” Iron:

“Cage Birds,” 15-1, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2£d. From agents '(see list frequently published).

THOUGH they can oftsn be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,

F.Z.3. Get it at once. 2Jd. post free from “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from oui

agents (list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette, which can lie purchased ?.S from 2/C to 7/6

a pair, there are -few more charming foreigners.

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2fd.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

TWO pairs Brown's Parrakeets, £6 pair : 4 pairs

Red-collared Lorikeets, £4 pair; 6 Pennant’s

Parrakeets, in full colour, 35/- each; 3 Rosellas, £1
each; 2 pair® Nanday Parrakeets, 50/- pair; 1

Euops Conure, 30/-; 3 Ecleetus Parrots, £2 each; 3

Greater Vasa Parrots, £-2 each; 2 Praslin Parrots,

£3 each ; 1 pair Purple-headed Glossy Starlings,

£8; 1 Shining Glossy Starling, £4; 2 large Hill

Mynahs, £2 each : 1 pair Nicobar Pigeons, £6 ;
1

pair Red-crowned Pigeons, £5; 1 pair Austral Bronze-

wing Pigeons, £3 ; 7 Austral Piping Crows, £3
each; 6 Glossy Ibises, £2; 1 Ural Owl, £6; etc.;

Albert Edward Jamrach, 180, St. Gcorge-st., East.

CHOICE specimens for exhibitors or avieultural-

ists; true pairs: Rare Blue^streaked Lories, £7 10/-;

Yellow-backed Lories, £5; Peach-faced Lovebirds

(breeders), £6; Black-cheeked Lovebirds, £2;.

Dumont’s Crackles, £6; Himalayan Red-headed Bull-

finches, first imported, £6; Violet-bearded Waxbills.

£6; rare Douglas Quails, £3 10/-; Melba Finches, £3

10/-; Silver-eared Mesias, £6; Purple Sunbirds, £3;
West Indian Banana Quits, £3; Black-cheeked Wax-
bills, £3; Black-headed Gouldians, £2 10/-: Diamond
Sparrows, £2 10/-; African Zosterops, £2; Scaley-

crowned Finches, 30/-; Blue-breasted Waxbills, 30/-;

Masked Grassfinches, 20/-; Emerald-spotted Doves,

20/-; Green Cardinals, 40'-: Red-crested Cardinals,

12/C; Red-headed Finches, 12/6; Magpie Mannikins,

*7/6; also following odd cocks; absolutely faultless

Crimson-winged Parrot, sure win, £5; rare Jackson’s

Whydah, full colour, perfect, 1st Clapham, £5;

Peter's Spotsided Firefinch, only specimen in

England, £5; Le Valliants Barbet, unique specimen,

£3 10/- Ited-vented or Blue-headed Parrot, extra-

ordinarily tame, £3 10/-; Diuca Finch, perfect, fit

to show, 20/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn-avcnue, Chiswick,

London. (1843)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers
.

offer

similar terms, * but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customer, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,”

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES
MORECAMBE. C1742)

["various birds.
ALL my well-known stock for sale, including 1C

young birds, cages, rack, etc. : Mcllwain, School,
Mount Florida, Glasgow. (1834)

WILD seed, lor British, chiefly thistle, 1/6 peck;
exchange large yellow hen Canaries, or bullies:

Police, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (1836)

BARGAIN, 5 hen Canaries, 2 hen Mules, 9/-; Gold-

finch Mule, breeder. 4/- ;
Norwich cocks, from

7/6: Beal, Newsagent, Midsomer, Norton. (1842)

YOUNG cock Canaries, for sale, big Norwich, good
songsters, and 14 Goldfinches on seed; also big

Palace aviary
; cash offers : Dawson, Landgate, Rye,

Sussex. (1842)

ARTHUR RADLEY, breeder, exhibitor, 6how and
stock birds for -sale, prices reasonable ;

see reports

all leading shows: inspection invited: 17, Senior-st.,

Moldgresn, Huddersfield. (1842)

.SIBERIAN Goldfinch, bred 8 Mules this season,

nearly through second house-moult
;
Norwich hen

and double breeding cage; what offers; approval:

Williams, 10, Langwood Avenue, Dublin. (1638)

YORKSHIRE Canary, buff, good songster, cost

12/6; hen Norwich, 3/6; breeding cage, 4/6; the
above, 14/6; also beautiful Goldfinch, sings lovely,

house-moulted, from Sandiford’s, dirt cheap, 6/-;

Fancy wire cage, 2/6 : 47, Kent-rd., Swindon, Wilts.
(1835)

EXHIBITORS, selected cocks, house-moulted. Sis-

kin, winner 1st, etc., 12/-; Bullfinch, 6/6; Linnet,

51-

;

Redpoll, 4/-; two grand F.M. cock Goldfinches,

4/-; six fine Norwich hens, 15/-; cinnamon-marked
Yorks.,, 31-

;

clear yellow Norwich cock, fed, 15/-;

clear buff do., 15/-, fit for exhibition; marked buff,

1914, 7/6; four new British show cages, 6/-; four

Norwich, 3/6; four stock cages, 7/-; three double

breeders, 8/-; one nine-compartment, 6/-; changing

residence reason for selling : Chus. Lewis, High-

bridge, Somerset. (1836)

“PETS” SUPPLY CO.
My son Mr. Bernard Hollins, having enlisted in

LORD KITCHENER’S ARMY
has handed his business over to me, and I intend

carrying on the same during his absence. I sincerely

trust that under these circumstances his numerous
customers will continue to send me enquiries and
orders. There is a large stock of Leipzig, Norwich,

Yorkshire and Crested Oanaries, Foreign Finches,

Budgerigars, Cockatiels, Love Birds, aviary-moulted

Scandinavian Bullfinches (extremely fine birds, in

perfect condition), British Birds, Pigeons and
Poultry, all of which have been in outdoor aviaries

up to the present time ;
prices and particulars on

application : Charlotte Hollins, “ Pets ” Aviaries,

Coppice Drive Harrogate (1838)

TALKING BLUE

Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talk®, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,

45 /- ;
easy payments accepted. (1828)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

WANTED, all varieties Canaries, Mules; cash oi
exchange pullets, iianfiams, Rabbits, Foreign Birds :

Himmonds, Aviaries, 64, Stcan-st., Hugger ton,
London. ( 1834 >

WANTED, Canaries, cock Mules, cock Goldfinches,
and Bullfinchos, cash or exchange cages, any
description: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle
Douglas. (1840)
WANTED, house-moulted Goldfinch Linnet or Si -

kin. In exchange for 1 dozen new cage fronts, 14 x
12. or sell, 4/-: G. Lees, Thornp»on-st., Langley Mill,
Derbyshire. '

( 1833 )

NOTICE.—Will give 6/- per pair for good Norwich
and Yorkshires, also wanted Crests, Border Fancy,
Mules; good prices given: McKeand, Seabright.
Castle Douglas. (1701)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, must be good talker, will

give good exchange In colour-fed Norwich, all B.L.
rung and 1914 bred; satisfaction guaranteed: John
A. Grant, Thistle House, Lossiemouth. (1842)
WANTED, any quantity hen Canaries, nil breeds,

for spot cash; or exchange selected Britishers for
6how

; state breed end lowest price; also wanted,
show cages in exchange for Britishers; strictly

honourable dealings guaranteed : W, Gore, Goorli-

st., Birmingham. (I860)

DE VON &. CO.
114, Bethnal Gre-en-rd., London; telephone 5489

Wall: telegraphic address: Oiscaux, London. Jamai-
cian Troupial, 29/-; Jay, 5/-; Hawk, 31-

;

Siberian

Rose Finches, rare, 10/- each; some little rough plum-
age, 5/-; Hangnest. 15/-; tame Rock Mynah, 25/-;

White, 8/-; Mountain Buntings, from Transvaal, 20/-

pair; African Finch Larks, 20/- pair; Russian cock

Bullfinches, 7/6; Flycatcher, 3/0; Wild Pigeons, 6/-

pair
;
Guinea Pigs, 1/- each

;
Blue Pie, tail 2ft. long,

IS/-; Minnow, Roach, Gudgeon, plants, .snails, recks

etc. : insectivorous food, 6d. and 1/6 lb. ;
Cuttlefish,

4d. lb.; Dormice, 2/6 pair; price lists. (1794)

|
WANTED

|

WANTED, anything alive for cash, exchange: Pear-

son’s Menagerie, Greenwich. (1843)

WANTED, large colour-fed Norwich; state price:

Powick, Eastfteld Cottage, Dewsbury. (1839)

WANTED, Linnet mules, Linnet not^s : approval,

deposit: Albert Impy, Oxford-rd., Luton, Beds.
. (1335)

WANTED to purchase, all kinds surplus stocks of

Canaries cheap, for prompt cash: Harris, High-st.,

Yiewsley. (1835)

BUDGERIGARS wanted, exchange 7 pure-bTed

Himalayan Rabbits, 4 and 0 months old : H. Pbair,

Alresford. (1838)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

9£, Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow.
WANTED, all kinds of birds, state price and par-

ticulars ;
will deposit cash: Jones, The Aviaries, 21,

Caerleon-rd., Newport, Mon. (1836)

WANTED, young hen' Budgerigar; exchange hen

Canary, Yorkshire, 1913 ;
seen any time : Mrs. Whit-

ing, 109, Yvalton-st., Chelsea. (1834)

WANTED, gramophone and records ; exchange. 5

pair Canaries, 2 breeding cages; approval: Wise,

Bootmaker. Keswick, Cumberland. ( 1S23 )

WANTED, offers in Canaries for all wool Scotch

blankets, or sell, 25/-; Crests -preferred: Wright, 11,

Mannering-rd., Shawlands, Glasgow. (1840)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets and all kinds of British birds :

Chris. Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (1834)

WANTED, Birds, Monkeys, Mice, Parrots, Pigeons,

Rabbits, Dogs, Ferrets, etc., purchase or exchange

other Fancy: Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich.

WANTED,' weekly supplies of Goldfinches, small

or large quantities: will give 12/- cocks, and 5/-

hens : Mr. Hobbs, 141, King’s-rd., Camden Town._
(1837)

WANTED, for export order, large colour-fed Nor-

wich self cinnamons, 10/- pair given; approval re-

quired: George Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton.
(1843)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire hen Oanaries,

Linnets, and Goldfinches; state lowest price: W.
Perkins, 207, Eaat-st., Walworth, London, S.E.^^

WANTED, Canaries or other cage birds; exchange

racing homers, flown. France, best blood obtain-

able; .approval: Shaw, 17, Victoria-st., Paigntorr

WANTED

f

Surplus Budgerigars, brilliant Parra-

keets, talking Parrots, or whole

Aviaries that must be disposed of.

CROSS,
OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
of hen Canaries, Norwich, Yorkshires, and Borders,
and light hen Goldfinch Mules; will give 18, - to
21/- doz. ; cash or deposit, “Cage Birds”: Power.')

and Russell, 10, Granby-place, Bethna’l Green, Lon-
don. (1823)

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries& Mules
Will give 7/- per pair for large Colour-fed Norwich,
10/- per pair for Crests, 5/- each cock Goldfinch
Mules, 4/- each cock Linnet Mules. I also require
Lancashires, Lizards, Borders, Scotch Fancies,
Yorks., or Norwich Greens and Cinnamons, and
Rollers. Good prices given. Will deposit cash with
Editor, fend full particulars and stamp for reply.

—

H. Gledhill, Fleet Lane, Queensbury, Bardford.(lS17)

(sale or EXCHANGE?

Mainly British.
J

FRED ALLEN will exchange gflod British for
Canaries: Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1842)

SIX extra good cock Goldies, sell 4/- each
;

or
exchange; used catching: 5, Esperanto-terr., Chorrjr-

llinton, Cambridge. (1S41>

POUR Goldfinch, two Linnet hen Mules; exchange
cage fronts, punch bars, anything : Chesters, Sp^jng
Gardens, Tamworth. (1837/
GOOD cock Siskin Mule, nice cock Linnet and
hen Goldfinch, for good Roller cock : Hodson, 54a,

Spring Garden-rd., Longton, Staffs. (1835)

RARE quality Welsh cock Goldfinch, typical, moult
winner, 3/6; exchange singing Canary; letters

please: Woollard, The Links, Shrewsbury. (1843)

EXCHANGE good coloured cock Goldfinch, also

Linnet, for pair good breeding Norwich : Docherty,
Evelyn Road, West Silvertown, London, E. (1838)

WINNERS, H.M. Chaffinch, 7/6; C.F. Greenie, 7/6;

Lesser Redpoll, 2/6; exchange lot for pair Norwich
Plainheads : Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. (1836)

TWO young cock Goldfinches, extra good size and
colour

;
exchange thistle, hardhead, or dandelion

seed : W. Fairhurst, 17, Linwood Grove, Longsight,

Manchester. (1843)

HAND-REARED singing cock Skylark, sings day
or gaslight, gzand shop attraction, 7/6; or ex-

change cock Canary : Jopson, 346, Oldham-rd., New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (1834)-

LARGE Peartree cock Goldfinch, house-moulted,

bred Mules this year, and fit for exhibition ;
ex-

change Sebright Bantams, or sell, 12/6; approval,

deposit: Ayres, Feethams, Darlington. (1839)

EXHIBITORS.—House-moulted mealy and Lesser

Redpoll, can win members’ shows, 3/- each; ex-

change cock Goldfinch or large Norwich hens: G.

Lees, Thompson-st., Langley Mill, Derbyshire. (1935)

WANTED, a real good Bullfinch, house-moulted

preferred, with good breast colour and cap ;
exchange

dark yellow Goldfinch Mule, colour-fed, or sell 12,6;

mutual approval: Tonks, Hollies Drive, Wednesbury.

NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win

prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5 6

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-

shire Canaries: Power and Russell, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London.

AT stud; Ching Oiling, lovely Red Pekingese,

black muzzle, good points, Alderboume strain

;

fee, guinea : Matthes, Bmcton-rd., Rotherhithe.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
_M1VT. MANAGER (‘CAGE BIRDSt"

Mainly Canaries.
EXCHANGE Yorkshire cock for pair new cycle
covers (28xl|), wired: H. Lyall, 6, Camp-®t., Mary-
port. (1833)

EXCHANGE Norwich and Yorkshire hens for show
case and cages, or sell: Charles Saw-er, 35, Alma-st.,
Alfreton. (1334)

EXCHANGE, pair Yorkshires, for gramophone re-

cords, anything useful, no rubbish: 57, Duckett-rd..

Harringay. (1833)

TWO buff Norwich ben®, 3/6 each: 3 hen Linnet
Mules, 4/-; exchange Bullfinches: Corby, 2, Sydney-
rd., Watford. (1S34)

EXCHANGE pair Yorkshire Canaries for good
gent.’s overcoat, dark colour : Hill, 20, North-st-.,

Horsham, Sussex. (1836)

FOUR good yfellow Yorkshire cocks, fed, worth
15/- each; exchange good gramophone: Hirst, 36,

Nelson-rd., Ilkley. (1S38)

SPLENDID pair Yorkshires, 12/6 pair; young Bull-

finches, 2/-; 3 feeding hens, 2/- each: Gfc-ng,

Bottesford, Notts. (1839)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorks., Norwich, for scrap

brass, copper, block tin: North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (1842)

EXCHANGE two good Roller hens, for two cock

Linnets, must be singing hard; approval: 55,

Letitia-st., Middl-esboro. (TS38)

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshire Canaries, for

portable greenhouse, or offers: Botell, 4, Allred

Villas, New Eltham. S.E. (1840)

MR D. PICKERING, 91, Mushroom-lane, Sheffield,.

will exchange Yorkshires for suit or dress length, or

hoots. See Yorkshire heading.
.

(1830)

WILL give two pairs of good bred Yorkshires for

cent’s cycle, or offers, sell £2 : Radley, 193, Dale-

ft Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield.
.

>1843)

HIGH-CLASS large Yorkshires, two cocks, yellow,

buff, 6/6 each; exchange Goldfinches: Deli, 40, (oop-

terr., Newsham, Northumberland. (I83t)
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TWO pairs high class Norwich Canaries, grim)
birds, DO/- pair, or exchange anything useful :

McIntosh, 25, King-et., Peterhead. (]«JG;
PAIR typical Borders, rung, lovely window cage;
exchange Parrot, good concertina, otters: Kirk-
patrick, 28

, West Tower-st., Carlisle. (1835)
level I \NGE high class Yorkshires or Hollers lor

;*ornp brass, copper, solder, etc.: W. Whlteley, Buck
.
Wood Cottage, Thackloy, nr. Bradford. "

(1842)
EXCHANGE six Roller hens, pair of Yorkshires,

rfor Roller .Schoolmaster or Norwich hen.s : l\ Owen,
IK, Wolvcrhanipton-rd., Cannock, Stulls. (1836)
BRAND pair of Yorkshires, champion strain; ex-
change good Roller cock; approval willingly:
Hugh s, Hod Alaw, Festiniog, N. Wales. (1838)
CHAMPION H.M. cock Clrcenflnch and Norwich

hen, !</; exchange (or good Roller hen; yours
first: K. Stakes, Sydnoy-tcrrace, Lancaster. (ltillj

EXCHANGE pair Norwich, pair Yorkshires, 1

Norwich hen, for Borders or Rollers, roll 30/-;
genuine approval: livans, 70, Brook st., 1’cnvgraig.

, ,

'

(1837)
SACK or exchange, 11 Borders, as bred, 20/- for
2 Norwich cocks and 2- Yorkshire liens, yellows;
offers: VVe.stcott, Orchard View, Tiverton, Devon.

(1838)
VV1LC exchange pair yellow Canaries for hand-

reared lien Bullies or cock (ioldfnn hi.s, cock Bramble-
llocli, Chaffinch Hybrid; •ID,'-: K. Mascall, Stansted,
Essex. ( 1831)
SEVEN English hred Rollers, S breeding cages,

quantity wire fronts, nest pans, etc.; exchange loin,
disc records; offers: B. \Vagg, Alma Place, Snet-
tisham, Norfolk. (1830)
TWO variegated Border cocks (1014). 12/(1 each;
exchange (..'tests or Norwich; pair pedigree racing
homers, 15/-: exchange Canaries, British: Leigh,
89, Riclimond-st., Brighton. (1838)
Wild, give four English hred Roller cocks (selling

price, At 8s.) for two good unrelated pairs dear
Norwich, 1913 birds preferred: J. YVaight, 05,
Dupont-rd., ltaynes l’ark, S.W. (1837)
EXCHANGE Cinnamon Yorkshire cock and 'buff
Yorkshire cock and yellow Norwich cock for Seifert
Rollers, cocks or liens, or Yorkshire -hens: Ash, No.
24, Dolcyfeiin-st., Caerphilly, Glam. (1837)
NOTICE. Will give good exchange in Yorkshire,

Norwich, and Border show cages l'or Canaries or
Mules, Goldllnches, or Bullfinches, or Foreign birds:
MoKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

SIX Yorkshire, two Norwich hens, 2/- each; two
mules, I,- • each; two Yorkshire cocks, 0,0 each;
all through moult; exchaAwe gramophone with
records, or offers : Stubbs, 23b, Wcll-st., VVinsford,
Cheshire. (1S37)
EXCHANGE: giving up all my stock; high-class
Glucko Rollers for sale: cocks 10/6, hens 3/-;
exchange sheets, curtains, cigars, gent.’s boots,
cycle, 2-speed ; offers: Morrison, 40, Charnley-rd.,
Blackpool. (1830)
EXCHANGE 0 young Roller Canaries, rome varie-

gated, all rung, cold room, 1014. for healthy Grey or
Green Talking Parrot., acclimatised, must he good
bird, or sell 80.,-: F. Crowtlier, Rost Office, Fryston,
Castleford. (1832)
VERY large yellow Norwich cock, winner, two

1st, 17/6; house-moulted cock Goldfinch, bred light
Mules, 7/0; house-moulted cock Linnet, bred Mules,
5/-; exchange Yorkshire cocks, in song: Smith. 27.
Swetc-st., Plaistow, London, 35. (1838)

J Mainly Foreign.
|

WHAT offers in Canaries for Indian Parrot:
Foote, Chapel-fit., Yetminster, near Sherborne,
Dorset. (1838)
EXCHANGE talking Parrot and cage for birds, or
good dog, sell 25/-: Cooper, 103, Princcss-st., Man-
chester.
MAGPIE, hand-reared. 1014, 7/0; or exchange air-

gun, fishing lines, anything: A. Brown, 28 Harle-
fitone-rd., Northampton. ’ (1832)
PAIR Adult Californian Quail, 20/- pair; Mada-
gascar, 2/6; both perfect; about 30ft. i wire nM-
ling, about- 71bs. cut-tie fish

; what offers in casii or
exchange?: Phillips, Boat Builder, Rye, Sussex.

US39)

I Miscellaneous,
f

EXCHANGE twelve climbing roses for breeding
cages: Collins, Morehard Bishop, N. Doven. ((1838)
EXCHANGE four pure White Leghorn cockerels
Tor Koiiers : Barraciough, South Hiendley, Barnsley

, ,
(1835)TWO cocks and two liens. Block Pekins; exchange

livestock : Telford, Sprin-ghill, Croesgate-s, Fife.

(1840)
EXCHANGE double-sided records for poultry or
rabbits: Robinson, 17, Sandringham, WilleSden
Green. (1334)TWO Hawfinch show cages and case, 7/6; or ex-
change : A. Foley, 4, Ficton-st. New Boultliam,
Lincoln.

( 1830)WANTED, front cycle carrier; give in exchange
cock Goldfinch, or .-ell 7.0: Hoddinott, Butts Green,
Romsey. (1834)
WANTED, offers for 2 dozen cock Chaffinches or
exchange for Builfiuches: S. Corby, 2, Siduev-rd.,
.Watford. (183-1)
STAND camera, also EC lens: offers; exchange,
wanted gramophone records; Uttley, Hope Place
Liverpool. (T8B8)
COLT'S repeating rifle, calibre 44, good condition,
£2 10/-. or exchange: Gaut, Croxton Park Garage,
St. Xeots. (1838)
GRAMOPHONE, eoc-t three guineas, also 20 records,

lot 35/-, or exchange: Bliss, 782, Stratford-ril.,
Birmingham.
WHAT offers in cage birds in exchange for Spaniel
dog pup, three months old?—Knight, Fruiterer,
Merthyr Tydvil. (1840)
EXCHANGE violin, nice tone, for two young Roller
cocks, or offers: J. Thomas, 8, Heol-fain, Garth,
Mac-leg, S. Wales.

( 1836 )LAYING Pullets, Canaries, Parrots, Dogs, etc.,
given in exchange for other Fancy; Barlow’s
Aviaries, Greenwich. (1842)
AMAZON Parrot, splendid talker, £G; banjo, 10 -;
mandoline 20/-: exchange cock birds or cages: so
Tarawort h-rd., Croydon. (1835)
DANE bitch pup, grand specimen. £3, or nearest

offer, in exhibition cage birds: Fryer, Dashwood
Avenue, High Wycombe. ‘

(1835)TWO pairs show homers, well bred
; exchange two

pairs Norwich Canaries; approval: W. JohnsoD. 113,
Hcysham-rd., Southport. (1SB5)
SONG Thrush show cage and case, by Walsh
Blackburn, used twice, beautifully made, 6/6: Ward’,
10, fit-. Thomas's-rd., Spalding. (1843)
GLAZIER’S diamond, value 13/-; also gent.’s heavy

ailver albert ; exchange Oanarii s or offers : Golding,
\

39, Brunswick Close. Clcrkenwell. (l-il) j

ALLCOCK aerial spinning reel, co-t 35 ’-, perfect;
exchange Norwich, Rollers, Yorkshires; stamp par- !

tieularp: Broiup, Hairdresser, Colnc-rd., Burnley. I

(1536;
j

SALE or exchange a child's basket carrier, for
front of cycle complete, as new, not soiled, east
12/6, price 8/ : Taylor (as above). (1837)
HANDSOME photo allium, cost 63/-, sell 30/-;
exchange Rollers, anything; letters only : Rawlings,
19, Ashcys Row, Islington, London. (1834)
EXCHANGE good hunting crop, thong 7ft. long,

rnuluccu handle, for pair good Rollers and cock
Goldfinch : Clue, Hyde Park, Southsea. (1831)
SELL or exchange, splendid pair of Angora, no re-

lation, never bred, 13/-; what offers?: T. Mallows,
Market Place, Stony Stratford, Bucks. (1837)
UNFL1GHTEI) Yorkshires, Mules and British; ex-

change medical coll, cycle, Stylo pen, anything
really usi-riil : Kieft, Suffolk-st., Runcorn. (1842)
CLAPNETS, 0 yards by 4 feet, 4/-; brass acetylene
lamp, two burners, height Sin., width- bin., 10/-;
offers : Bin-bridge, Pound -lock, Cornw all. (1838)

EXCHANGE concertina, good condition, for sing-
ing cock Yorkshire or pair Budgerigars, good :

Eoxall, 20, Bracton-rd., 'South Bermondsey. (1840)

SPLENDID violin, genuine value, 25/-; exchange
Canaries, Yorkshire, Norwich, Rollers, : Biltclilfe,

Bird ami Cage Stores, Birstal, near Leeds. (1838)
VIOLIN, bow, ease, music, value 35/-; hoy’s
thicej-quaiTc-r violin, complete, 17/6; exchange
Canaries, oilers: 65. Kwnrt-rd., Nottingham. (1,841)

EXCHANGE smooth-haired Retriever dog, good at
rabbits, tor Spaniel or Airedale dog, or anything
useful: Castle, Thirstin, lfonley, Huddersfield. (1832)

WANTED, Roller cock or Yorkshire, full song; ex-
change Army riding breeches, nearly new, gold nib
fountain pen, new: 33, Clifdcu-rd., Clapton, N.E.

(1842)
LARGE box breeding mealworms, one pound tin

ground wasp grub; exchange pair lull-coloured Chaf-
finches or oilers : Smith, 42, Othcr-rd., Redditch.

(1841).

SMOKE Persian cat, black kitten, orange eyes,
tame white rats; exchange Canaries, cheap for
casii : Doyle, 4, Dartmouth Park Hill, London,
N.W. (1841)
EXCHANGE khaki breeches, new, and tunic, for
throe vcHow Yorkshire hens; three Norwich hens
lor Roller cock : ohnJs, 6, Kureka-rd., Kingston-on-
Thames. (1834)
TWELVE pedigree working homers, flown 600

miles, 5/- per pair; one bird is worth £3 10/-, ail

rung; exchange anything: Valentine, 17, Impress-
ed., Wrexham.
WHAT offers in Canaries for two cock Goldfinch
Mules, one cock Greenfinch Mule and three H.M.
cock Linnets; stamp reply: Steele, 23, Lord-st.,
Hulme, Manchester. * (1835)
EXCHANGE pram, American folder, Richardson’s

roller skates, 9’s, or G. T. loin, records, for York-
shires, Norwich, or Crests: Lane, Rossell-rd., Clove-
leys, nr. Fleetwood. (1838)

LATHE and fret-saw machine combined, turn
wood or brass, sell £2; exchange for good Canaries;
mo rubbish wanted : lliley, 7, Sunbeam Aygnue,
Beeston Hill, Leeds. (1838)

SALE or exchange, Yorkshires, or Norwich
Canaries, for whippet dog; also prize-winning Dutch
buck; also a good black Hamburg cock, fit to show:
French, Ho’sworthy. (1837)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Alice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography

; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

EXCHANGE for 2 English cock Goldfinches, or sell

0/-, 5 working hoincrs, 4 done 80 miles at 14 weeks
old, make splendid stock, all rung : E. Tranter, 47,
Queen’s-rdT, W. Croydon. (1830)
TWO Yorkshire puppies, four months, very small,
dog and bitch, £2 each; exchange cock Goldfinches,
cock Siskijis, hen Bullfinches ; approval both ways

:

Smith, 2, Tiuke-st., Arbroath. (1835)
TWO British show cages, 2 pint white earthen-
ware hoppers, 4 nest pans and hangers, book, Secrets
Hybrid Breeding; exchange for Budgerigars; offers;
Gatharcole, Springbank, Silvcrdale,, Lancs. (1834;
SALE or exchange, B.S.A. air-rifle, peep sight, witli

latest improvements, new last year, cost- £3, sell

£2, or exchange for good Yorkshit’o cock Canaries-:
Warnock, Princess Alice Hotel, Middlesboro. (1837)
CHILD’S folding trolley car, excellent condition,

12/6; gramophone, with 16 double-sided records,
equal to new, latest tunes, 22/6 ; exchange : Jephson,
IS, Elmswood-aven., Moss Side,- Manchester. (1834)

30-HOUR. American bracket clock, good time-keeper,
3/6; large box postage stamps, assorted, 4/-, worth
treble ;’ exchange for trap cages, lien Bullfinches or
Canaries : Jliddleton, 96, Northgatc, Canterbury.

(1834)
WANTED, offers, gent’s brown leather leggings,

17 calf, watch, fancy vest, chest 42, anything use-
ful; exchange two Norwich cocks, 1913 birds, and
ben Goldie, breeder: Silk, 3, All Hallows, Wor-
cester. (1841)
HOBBIES '-pjate camera, all accessories, S/C; pair
homers, 3/-, cost 7/6; Lark, 1/C; Linnet, 1/6;
Greenfinch, T/-; cocks with cages; Bantam cock-
erel. 1/6; exchange entertained: 232, Grange-rd.,
Plaistow.

. (1840)
GENUINE bargain; concertina, 48 keys (by Wheat-

stone), in cave, almost new, cost £5 cash; sell 50/-
or exchange Canaries or Mules; this is a bargain

;

offers' invited : Payne, 519, llarrow-rd., Queen’s
Park, London. (1841)
YOElt birds painted in water colours, 10x7, 3/6;

11 x 10 , artistic surroundings, 6/6; satisfaction guaran-
teed; apply letter: landscapes figures, 14x10, 8/’-

pair; exchange
. Canaries : Fancier, 64, Victoriu-rd-.

Longeaton, Notts. (lS35)
EXCHANGE household goods, cycle tyres, moleskin
trousers, shirts, boots, winter clothing, bedding,
etc., for all kinds of livestock: deal only witli
reliable firm : Jopson’s Exchange Stores, 346, Oldham-
ril., Newton Heath, Manchester. (1834)
PAIR of Yorkshires and 3 young cocks, winners,
for sale or exchange, also 4 single breeders, 3
doubles, one very large (light, all accessories; also
4 new siiow cages and ease, tile lot £3: Taylor, 16,
Toronto-rd.. Heaviley, Stcekport. (1837)
THREE

.
double breeders, four single, six singing,

removable fittings,- appliances and rack, joiner
made last year; also five 1913 liens, total value
82/-; exchange for joiner’s tools or anything use-
ful; wanted young cock, in song: Davidson, Darn-
lcy-rd., Birmingham, (1835)
SALE or exchange for singing Canaries, Edison
Gem phonograph, oak case, 2 aluminium and one
long brass born and stand, carrying case bolds 3
dozen records, felt lined and Mi records all in good
condition: machine without a mark and perfect
order; offers wanted; approval if desired : Fcrrand,
71, Cuvendish-st.,, Darwen.

( 1 S36 )

GUARANTEED, three handsome Muling hens, also
three-compartment double breeder, French polished,
complete, 15/- lot; or exchange for house-moulted
cock Goldfinches or Linnet® : Kowerhutts, 108, Mans-
ford-st., Bethnal Green, London, N.E.
1'Olt «alo or exchange (no birds), a quantity of

cartridges, ready capped for loading, set of loading
tools, one pound powder, great number of felt and
cardboard wads, ami other .sundries, the lot, £1 ;

wanted rifle; offers: Taylor (as above). ( 1837 )DALMATIAN bitch, month gone in whelp, tell
25/-; exchange birds, foreign preferred, cock and
2 hens, green Borders, sell 15/-, 5 H.M. Linnets, 2/6
each, or 10/- lot; few yellow Norwich cocks, C.F.,
30/- each: Stables, 12, South Market-st., lletton,
Durham. (1835)
WILL give good value in clothing, hoots, slices,

cutlery, jewellery, or anything’ you require, in ex-
change for birds, Parrots, toy dogs, or livestock
of any description ; stato wants

; stamp reply

:

Cooper's Exchange Stores, 163, Princess Street,
Manchester. (1838)

|
SITUATIONS.]

CODNTRY agents Whntcd for Trowcr's bird s<cds
am) foods, good coimulasion : Tiowcr, 442, Calcdonian-
rd . London.
SHOPKEEPERS, send for my wholesale price list of
packet bird seeds, cage fronts, cages, pottery, glass,
tinware, etc.: Enoch Tains, Church-st., Longton.(1826)

Aquarium.
\QIJAKIUMS, a!) about stocking aqnariifms with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
oil the feeding and management of the occupants,
will bo found in “Nutshell No. 21,

M
2id. post free,

from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London/. E.C. (2d.
from agents, a liat of whom is published frequently).

Cavies.

Cycles.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;
girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-: all sizes; carriage
paid : Underwood, 36, York-st., ITuIme, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

1.000 FERRETS, cleafi, quiet, healthy, 2/6, 3/-, 8/6;
1913, 4/0: - Pearson's Ferret Farm, Greenwich. .( 1843 )

FERRETS- for sale, 3 old oncis and 4 young: F.
Shephard, West Walls, Warcham, Dorset. (1842)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers guaranteed, 4/6:

excellent, ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger, 3/-;
ten days’ approval; cash or deposit: Wannop,
Short-st., Carlisle. (1838)

Household

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing- Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

S FILLSIhey are unrivalled fjr all Loirs’ Ailments, do. and speedily
afford relief, and never fail to olleviate all suffering.They supersede. Pennyroyal, I il Cochin, Hitter Apple, Src

Sold in boxes 11* by Roots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's

I rinr
ni

C

.«
e
a
S
rv^u..

a
i
ch^T‘ 18tfch ™ P'>st free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34. DAI SION LANE. LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

LOR sale, cheap, grand wire Fox Terrier dog, Png
faced: 15, Skrdniore-st., Stepney. (1843)
PEDIGREE Yorkshire Terrier dog for calc, £1;

or exchange. Canaries; approval : "A. Diauson, 23,
MUlgato-loan, Arbroath. (1841)
SPLENDID litter of liigll-l'lass pedigree Irish ter-
rier puppies, 2 months, dogs 8,6; bitches 4/6:
Harris, lligli-.-t., Yievshy. (1835)TWO powerful bull Airedale dog puppies,’ seven
week?, 7 '6 each, bitch 5/C, make demon guards:
Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich.
DOG collars, l>: st bridle leather, brass studs, name

and address on, 1.4; plat's only, names and ad-
dresses, 7il.; chains, I/-; worm powders, Oil.; mango
cure, 7d. tin: post free: Young Netuiaker, Crew
kerne, Somerset. (1703)

1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 0d..
Pearson's Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1843)
CAVY-Keepcrs Note! Nutshell 28, "Profitable Pot
Lavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents.

|

or 2id., post free, from Cage Biiids, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

TWO handsome toy black dog Pomeranian puppreo,
by noted dog, "Marco Flyaway," aell 26 l- each:
Hartle, I’eakdulc, via Stockport. (1837)WHITE Pom., nearly pure bred, 18 months, lovely
pet, £2, or exchange accordion, 19 keys, 4 basses,
7/6; exchange: Palfrey, Dronfield. ()S3*/

< HAMPION Sam Lavender's Son, Bull-Terrier dog,
17 months, white, spot face, quiet, 17/C; wire Fox
Terrier bitch, 8/0: (.'has. Lewis, Highbridge. (1896)LARGE massive Airedale dog, 2 years, 25/-; good
L,,,iir( * used to children; too large for owner

; genuine
J, y- Bingham, Bramley House, Long Button.

I'OUH hand some, pure Whippet puppies, from
champion parents, make demon rabbit coursers’
dogs 6/-, bitch 5/-, worth double: Parr, Middle st..
Notts.

, a824 .

CHAMPION Bayard trLcolOuf collie pup, male, 4
months, sire Student of Tytton, 3 guineas: Miss
Thomas, Fairligh^ Richmond Park Road, Bourrie-
moutti.

(18;j;)
’IV\(> handsome toy male Pomeranian puppies, 1

chocolate, 1 blue, 25 - each; chocolate female, 20/-;
excellent pedigrees: E. Cannou, Surbiton House
Deeping, Lines. (1837)
NOTICE. Almost any variety, pure breed dogs and
puppies call be had at low prices arid easy pay-
ments taken; state wants: McKcand, Seabrighl,
Castle Douglas. (1791;
BEAUTIFUL Samoyedc bitch, 40/-; black Chow

dog, puppy, 25/-; wire Fox Terrier dog, 15/,-; puppies,
7/6; black Aberdeen dog, 15/-: Pearson’s Dog
Farm, Greenwich. (1813)
BEAUTIFUL liver and white spaniel Bitch, 15
months, good cars and feather, carry tenderly, per-
fect picture, house trained, 15/- :

'

Wilkshirc, 8a,
l!ermit-st., Nottingham. (1837;
PEDIGREE Airedale dog puppy, Ch. Crompton
Oorang strain, grand bone, coat, and legs, nice head,
12 6; bitch, similar, 10/-: Mrs. Corbett Midland
Station, Wath-on-Dcarne. (1833)
four bitches, 1 dog, four months, purest strain,

best blood, will make certain winner--; also 2 fox
terrier bitches, rough, 18 months old: The Kennels,
Penygroes, North Wales. (1338)
VERY handsome silver silky Yorkshire female, 2

years, 6/lbs., best mother living, beautiful, quality
coat, house trained, with pedigree, 17,6: Wilkshirc,
8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham. (1827)
“ CARE of ths Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
bousing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2/d., post free, from: "Cage Birds,”
164, Flect-st., London, E.C.

I,crfect ortler, 30/-, or exchange:
iS2 , Stratford-rd., Birmingham.
GENT'S free-wheel cycle, good order, 14/-- volt
meter, slight repairs, 2/6: Butler, Quarter, Staple-
hurst, Kent.

(1837)GENUINE bargain: gent.’s splendid cycle, guaran-
teed perfect running order, enamel plating as new,
Dunlop tyres, tubes, grand condition, accessories,
only 17/6; inspection invited: Parr, 1 , Middlc-st
Nottingham.

(1835)

Cats.
)

WELL-BRED kittens for sale, strong and healthy:
Mrs. Ritchie, C, Gleiian Gardens, Helensburgh. (1830)
JUST Out ! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with tile Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2id., post free, from Cace Birds, 151,
Fleet Street,' London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1 /- ;

dor-
mice, 2/6 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. , (1840)
1.000 MICE, all colours, from Cd. pair; rats, from

1/-; tame dormice, 2/- pair: Pearson’s Mouse Farm,
Greenwich. (1843)

Pigeons.
SELL or exchange Pouters, Nuns, Fantails,
Tumblers, Homers : 10, Windsor-rd., Wcstcliff. (1833)
PAIR prize-bred black fantails, sell C/- ; also cross-
bred yard dog, 7 months, champion guard, 6/-; ex-
change: Whitaker, Giddorn-st., VVinsford, Cheshire.

P3GEONS, HOMING & FANCY-
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell*' Booklets, Noa. 7 and 8,
which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
"The Horning Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”
post free 2jd. eacli from " Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
Street, London. E.C.

Rabbits.
RABBITS, all varieties, bought and supplied from

2/- .pair; adults from 2/C each: Puarson's Rabbit
Farm, Greenwich. (1843)
"Profitable Tet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No 30.

Just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or .21(1., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals witli the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. l’rica

1/-, post free 1/1J, from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
st., 1 ondon, E.C.

Various.
GENT’S overcoat, frock coat, 3 vests, 2 jackets;

casii offer lot : 201, Cliestcr-rd., Hulme, Manchester.
BEAUTIFUL Marmozets, 1.5/-, 20/- each; tame
Monkey, 25/-: Pearson’s Monkey Farm, Greenwich.
WHAT offers, a gent’si gold pin, plated banjo, a
double-barrel gun: Miss llurdy, 10, Bo&s’s-gartlens,
Brighton. (1835)
FINE, selected Christmas cards and envelopes, in

packets, 1/2, 1 8, and 2/3 jiost paid: B. Hanstock.
,1C2. Rufhdalc-rd., Sheffield. (1837)
AVIARIES, birds, poultry, dogs, and all domestic

pets supplied’ for cash or easy payments: Lambeth
Aviaries, 22, I, a re botli-rd., London. (1832)
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful
for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2 3; 500 ammunition, I I: all port
free: Young, Netimiki r, Crewkerne, Somerset.
BARGAIN, gent.’s dark overcoat, 8/-, fit medium

figure; good dark suit, 8/-: good tweed emit, 7 -

:

all splendid condition, cost groat deal more: cull

or write: Norman, Signwriter, 233, Alfrcton-rd .

Nottingham. (1834)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15’-; now loin,

double records, M dozen, 2 samples 1/9: 1,008
needles, 13; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers: illustrated catalogues free:
Regentbii'd, 120, flld-st.

,
London. (1840)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Carl. 151. Fleet
Street, by J. 0. ll.uiuoND and Co., Ltd., Fleet
Lane, London, E.C.
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Buff Border Fancy Hen, 1st and Special

prizes at New Cross Show for Mr. C. Preece,

of Lee.

i Unflighted Variegated Yellow \ orkshire, 1st

|
prize at Windsor Show for Mr. W

Buckingham, of Watford.

Marked Buff Norwich P.ainhead, 1st prize

at the London and Provincial O.S. Show

for Mr. J. W. Rsmsden, of Brxton.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS"

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-lides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserved the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK'S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they art
thoroughly heal.tiy.

APPLIANCES
WANTED, rack of breeding cages, price and par-

ticulars: 3, Brydon-st., Ardwick. (1865)
PAIR hand-made clap nets, 18ft. by 35ft., good as

new, 7,- : Bellairs, Oundle, Northante. (1848)
BARGAIN, a number of Norwich show cages, as
new, l/- each to clear: George Baiter, Highfield,
Fochabers, N.B. (1821)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and

foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
•ton-by-Sea, Sussex.
NOTICE.

—

Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1701)
FIRST quality planed Canary whitewood, for cage-
making, Hiiis. wide, Id. foot, sample Id.: John
Marsh, Church-st., Westlioughton. (1821)
SIX-COMPARTMENT breeding cage, 4ft. 6in. long

Eft. Gin. wide, sell 10/-
;
exchange fowls, rabbits

:

llaydon, 35, Bell Green, Sydenham. (1850)
WHEN song required use Roller Water Bubble
Flute; P.O. 1/2 per set; marvellous results:
Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (1850)

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges, Sin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin 2/9, per 25ft. ; Sin. 3/10,

9in. 4/6, loin. 5/-, per 50ft.
;
3-ply wood, 55 x 38, 2/-

per sheet: Orford, 105, Cromwell-rd., Patricroft.
NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear
wire Crystal Palace shaped and other aviaries, in
the world; send for illustrated price list; established
40 years: McEeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
Upon the preventipn of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and. birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2fd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshires and Bor-
der and British, all 1/4 each, six 7/6, dozen 14/-;
.drinkers, 9d. dozen; cases for two cages, 3/-, three
4/-, four 5/-; Finch cages, 9in., wood tops, open
wire sides, 4/6 dozen; Palace aviaries, outdoor
aviaries, fancy cages, fronts, etc. ; illustrated
wholesale list, stamp

;
Canaries taken : Ross, Cage

Works, Forres, N.B. (18545
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,

best, quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.; Scotch Fancy show
cages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,
2/6; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6,
4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion ; state requirements : Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

BUNNER’S •* IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked: 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 by 12, Sid.;
16 by 12. 4d. ; IS by 12, 4{d. ; 20 by 12, 5d. ; 24 by 14,

6d. ; other sizes equally cheap ; seed boxes, ltd.
each; baths, Gd. and 7d.

;
cages, etc.; trade supplied;

satisfaction guaranteed : Bunner and Sons, Cage-
makers, 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, ‘ Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

A 6-COMPARTMENT CAGE FOR 10/6
Ninc-compartmcnt, 14/-; all loose fronts and slides;

no better made; illustrated catalogue of 124 sizes

free: Pass, Hucknall, Notts. (1833)

BUY FROM THE MAKER
Steel punch bar cage fronts, 4d. foot, 3/6 doz.;

doors and feeding holes fitted to suit customers
;

Yorkshire show cages, (dub size, detachable tops, 1/6
each, 16/- doz. ;

movable glass fronted seed hoppers,

1/6 and 2/- dozen.; mixed drinkers, 5/- gross: T.

bnitk, 27, Swete-st.. Plaistow, London. E. 41847)

XXX ABSOLUTE ECONOMY. XXX
By using my registered "Little Wonder” Husk-
Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed, 6/10
and 0/10, or particulars free. For Aviaries, Cages,
and all Requisites, see my MULTUM-IN-PARVO Free
Catalogue for everything best and cheapest. XXX
Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tine,

post free. One trial will Uet troth of this claim.
Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD. The Bird Specialist. NORWICH.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; Illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
nall, Notts. (1824)

12 BY 12 OR IO OAQE FRONTS
3 /• doz.; 16 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, «/-

;

non-splash baths and frames, 6/6 doz. ; birdlime, 2d.

boxes, 1/4 doz.; 6d. 4/- doz.; seed boxeis, 1/6, 2/-

doz. ; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/- ; wholesale price list post free :

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King st., Longtop. (1811)

PUNCHED 1BAR CAGE FRONT8
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-
able tinnod wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12, SJd., */- doz.
;

16 by 12, 4d., 8/4 doz.; 18 by
12, 4{d., 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 6d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14, 6d., 6/- dozen; any odd size, »d. per foot;
for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,
linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every
description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free : J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. late of Heath-st. (1829)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, In opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only); Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards. Bin. 2/4, 9in. 2/8, lOin.

3/-, 25ft.; Sin. 4/4, 9in. 6/1, 10in. 6/9, 50ft.;

cheaper quality, 8in. 3/8, 9in 4/-, lOin. 4/8, 60ft.;

cage sets, 18in. by 16in. by lOin. 2/2, 86in. by
16in. by lOin. 4/8; oval perching, 1/3 50ft; stamp
for list all appliances: Stanton, Boothfield, Win-
ton, Patricroft. (1816)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle ; won’t run in the sun ; best
in the world ; have thousands testimonials ; for
proof, drop a postcard

;
3 tons sold every year; Jib.

tin sample, 7<f., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;
single trap cages, lOd.

;
double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6; established 60 years: Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

Flat Barred Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts, 12 x 12, 6d. each,
6/- doz.; 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/- doz.; 18 x 12, 9d.
each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.; any size

or shape made to order
;
best quality punched bars,

4Sin., 1/- doz.; tinned cage wire, cut in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 141bs. 3/6; solder 1/- lb.;,

round or flat nosed bending pliers, 1/-; cage-maker’s
wirecutters, 2/-; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2in. 2/6,

2{in. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6 doz.; tiu baths, 6d., 9d.,

1/-, 1/6 each; tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6/- gross; zinc

drinkers, 1/- doz., 9/- gross; egg and bread mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; metal seed mills, 1/6; trade sup-
plied; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at
prices consistent with highest quality ; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this

fact, I send everything I sell on approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-
represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goods may be smashed up or destroyed
in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from
superfine fin. mesh netting, 3 yards long, 5{ feet

deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair ; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-

;

6 yards, 6/- ; 6 yards, 7/-
; 7 yards, 8/- ; 8 yards, 9/-

;

9 yards, 10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the- pair, each net guaranteed of

above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.

Loose netting, specially knitted for bird- catching,
same as used in above nets, fin. mesh, 7 feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.
yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10 feet
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net
traps, 24 by 18 ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.
each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioued board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may be used inside them if desired

;

single trap cages, 6d. ; double ditto, 1/- ; treble ditto,
1/3 each; the above trap cages all have separate
compartment for call bird in addition to traps
stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each

;

genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime
made, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to
Rook 'size in every weather, fib. 6d., fib. 10d., lib.
1/6, sample 3d. : all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete

;
flirt pegs, 8d. each,

post free; absolutely everything required by catchers
always in stock

;
send stamp for complete list, which

also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his
living with articles supplied b.v me, and what they
think of them the following letter will show:—“Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech. Sept 9.—
Sir,—Lust season I caught 400 cock Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the season, and every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,
but they are useless compared with yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I
can in any other I have (and I have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are
the best that are made, and not only best but
cheapest. I shall want another in about a week.

—

Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), so he certainly knows what he Is
talking about.—W. Gore.) The above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer £10 to any-
one that can prove that this or any other testi-
monial I have ever published’ Is not genuine and
nnsoliclted. (1828)

W. Gore, Net Maker, Gooch-st., Birmingham

CLUB SHOW CAGES
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club

show cages, all 2/- each
;

Border, Belgian, Bow-
erest, Lancashire, and Lizard Club show cages, all
2/6 each

;
British bird show cages, flat or bow

fronts, strictly club patterns, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9, 3/-
each

;
show cages, to suit any particular specimen

;

state what variety of bird you have, and we will
quote you for a perfect show cage; catalogue free;
trade supplied: Walsh, Premier Cagemaker, Black-
ball- (1843)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in
the sun. Packed In lever lid tins, fib. 7d., {lb. 1/-,
lib. 1/9; sample tins, 8d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1826)

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest
manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;
special illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer. Warren-st., Longton, Staffs.

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch
N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-
out you have a proper Show Gage, so send to one
who knows what is required, having shown and
visited more shows than any other Gage Maker in
the Fancy. Wo have won 3,000 prizes with all

varieties this last 20 years, including the N.P.C.
Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal
Palace Show no less than 6 lets were secured in 8
Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show
Cages. Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-
anteed perfect, Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Iigg
Tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-." The
proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/-,

three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern
Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green;
Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Bramblefinchcs, Twites, Mules, in all

different shades and sizes to suit each species, 2/-

each, three 6/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for
Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

price 4/- each, beauties. Note, every Cage made by
practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,
CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire, British, or
Crest or Mule show cages, 3/8, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.
Send for catalogue. Established 50 yeirs.—SANDI-
FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

Tam’s Improved Punch-bar Cage Fronts, 12 by 12,

Bd. each, 4/6 dozen ; 15 by 12, 6d. each, 6/6 dozen

;

18 by 12, 8d. each, 7/- dozen; 24 by 12, lOd. each, 9/-

dozen. Fanciers should try my special Square
Wire Bath, enamelled, so will not rust,
fitted with latest Non-Splash Earthen-
ware Bath; these baths are very useful
for young birds ; 4in. square, 8d.

;
4{in.

square, 10d.; 5in. square, 1/-j 6in.

square, 1/3.

TAM’S LATEST PROBAT PUMP SPRAYER.
works a treat. Probat Pump, 1/9; Nickel Sprayer,
9d. Probat Pump Nickel Sprayer, complete, post
paid, 2/6. Bird Sprayer, Pipe and Ball, 2/-, post
paid.
Show Cages, best finish, Norwich and Yorkshires,

2/- each, 6 for 10/-. British, 2/6, 2/9. See price list

for sizes. Zinc Drinkers, 1/- doz., covered tops 1/6
doz. Seed Boxes, 2/- doz. Cage Wire, 71bs. 2/-.

Punched Bars, 1/- doz. See price 'ist for Breeding
Cages. Roller Box and Shutter Cages, all cage
fittings. Trade supplied.—ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs, (1826)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

The KOZYKARBIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;

they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding

up, lor 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour; best

everything. Oft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 3Cft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes ;
jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,

bold anything any weather, box 4d., fib. 6d., fib.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps. Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and
book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.

Folds up. No wood work; for small

or large birds. Tremendous sale

last season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
large illustrated book

;
stamp for

„ postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1829)

[
foods.

I

MEALWORM8 (English) 6d. 100, large fat worms,
poet paid: Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1850)
FOR sale, splendid bird colouring, as used for Nor-
wich birds, price 3/- a lb.; apply : C.M.A., Thcdding-
worth, Rugl^,

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on U9 continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWER’S WONDERFUL 80FTBIL0.
e wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Ini?®]?
68

’ Jay*> Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,009 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7Ibs.
1/9 post (fee.

TROWER’S IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with,
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
a I small Insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

Try THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWER’S EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGOAMO BISCUIT FOOD
m 'e*ring and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and

all birds that partake ol egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 60 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
is prepared only by us, ar.d can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
I/-. Special quotations for quantities.

o/
POSl Fre

c
e
/.

* nts ' Eggs
’ fine

> V9, 3lbs. 4/6, choice
3*b8. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/C; Dried Flies,

if'
2/3 Jb

.
: s

!

lkw°rm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3ibs. 4/-;
Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 {-cwt., 1 /. f-ewt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.

; finer still,
4/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt.; 14lbs., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.

——-C- -| ” J H / U
Fine Spanish Canary 4/3
Spanish Canary 4 /-
Turkish Canary 3/9
Best Bold Hemp 1/9
Fine Hemp 1/6
Choice Summer Rape 3/3
Fine Summer Rape 3 /-

Best White Millet 3 /-

Indian Millet 3/6
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6

Ditto Foreign F. 3/-
Ditto Parrots ... 2/.

Wild Seed for Finches 2/-

Teazle
Niga or Inga
Sunflower, Black, White, Grey 3/-

Maw 6d., Golden Pleasure 4d.,

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ; Mustard Id. oz.

;

Cuttlefish 6d., 9d., 1/- lb. i
Millet Sprays, bundles

50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1/- extra.

A 'LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen 8ilver and T. R.
Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given
tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Mercian's and

Bird Food SpeoiaFsls,
436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,

v London, N.
Telephone— 1320 North.

HANDSOME tea-set, 21 pieces, English ware
; ex-

change 2 singing Yorkshires: Simpson, 404, Bethnal
Green-rd., London. (1855)
MEALWORMS, Mealworms; large English Meal-
worms, 6d. 100, postage paid : Stapleton, 17, Spa-rd„
Bermondsey, London. (1848)
GIANT privet berrieis. Bullfinches’ grand natural
food, 100 large ripe bunches, 9d. post free: Mrs.
Teat. Ancaster Heath, Grantham. (1825)
BRITISH birds kept in health ; privet berries, 100

large bunches, 7d. ; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. box

;

teazle heads, 1/6 100; teazle seed, 7d. quart, 2/6
peck, all carriage paid: T. Young, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1775)
LIVE white gentles, sweet and clean, specially
bred for cage birds; better than mealworms; 1,000
9d., 2/6 per lb., post free; cleaned ants’ eggs and
dried flies, 2/6 lb.; yolk of egg, 2/6 lb.; insec-
tivorous food. 1/6 lb.; egg bread, 1/6 lb.; brissel,

4d. lb.; special biscuit meal, 4d. lb.: .carrot meal,
lOd. lb.; Lark and Thrush food, 6d. ]h.

; pea meal,
bean meal, and kibbled groats, all 2{d. lb.; cuttle-

fish bone, 1/- lb.; condition seed, 6d. lb.; freshly
gathered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon;
illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Food
Specialist, Blackburn. (1843)

Peck Bshl. cwt.
5/- 19/6 38/-

4/6 17/6 84/-
4/3 16/6 32/-

«/- 15/6 30/-

3/9 15/- 29/-
1/9 6/6 16/-,
1/6 5/6 14/9
3/3 12/6 25/-
3/- 11/6 24/-
3/* 11/6 22/-

3/6 12/- 22/-

2/6 9/6 19/6
3/- 11/6

2/6 9/6 1l/«
2/- 7/6 ...

2/6 9/6

2/6 9/6
’ 3/- 11/6
4d., Sesame 4d. lb.;

“ M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Raro quality, cwt. 3/C, half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid
60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust
or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 6 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grig

Co., Grimsby. (1186)

You like

HYPE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you trlod their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of
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THE “CAGE BIRD’S” GIFT
TO ITS READERS.
To keep the banner of business Hying amid the storms of war. " Cage Birds " gives ft*

readers tbe rare opportunity this w^^of^e^ng, pr^ally a gift, the

" Publishers In the past have

done much to make the average

person loathe and detest the sight

of a dictionary, but the volume
under notice la an excellent ex-

ample of what a good dictionary

should be. The editors and con-

tributors bear names illustrious In

literature and education. ... It

is handy in size, the type is large

and legible, and the contents are

reliable and trustworthy.”—TH§
Clarion

MODEUN ENGLISH DICTIONARY,
the latest and ripest product of

modern scholarship. At all book-

sellers this identical book -bound
sumptuously in leather—cannot be

had for less than £1 net. Special

arrangements have been made for a

certain limited quantity of these books

to be distributed to “ Cage Birde

readers for a sum of 5s. each, includ-

ing postage. The distribution of this

essential, this lovely book, as Mrs.

Philip Snowden calls it, is not a sale,

but really a present to readers of

Cage Birds.” Wartime gift*

£1
for

5/-

Post
Free.

snjxfsist
drat*wtBMrtttMKar -*—

BOUND IN GENUINE LIMP LEATHER. 1914 EDITION. SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED.

A GUARANTEE from

Tho Editor of “Cage Birds."
The Editor of "Cage Birds” positively i.iarantee^ to rcfund the amount paid by any

reader who finds after receiving the Modern English D.ot.onary that .fc is not entirely

satisfactory and as represented.; such money will be returned at once and in full.

6IR WILLIAM RAMSAY, K.C.B., DSc.,

etc., world-famed scholar and scientist,

writes : “The handsome Dictionary. I have
tested it in several ways and found it exact.

I hope it may have the success it deserves."

CUT OUT or COPY
THIS FORM

and POST TO-DAY

|
£1 for 5>*|

A WEALTH OF SCHOLARS
Some of the Editorial Contributors to

this Dictionary are:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR QUILLER-
OOCCH (“ Q,” the famous novelist).

PROFESSOR GEORGE SAINTSBURY, M.A.,

LL.D.. D.Litt.

PROFESSOR HENRY CECIL KENNEDY
WYLD, B.Litt., Oxon.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR ROBERT BADEN-
POWELL, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.G.S.

SIR JAMES YOXALL, M.A., M.P.
PROFESSOR I. GOLLANCZ. M.A., Litt.D.,

F.B.A.
PROFESSOR WALTER, RIPPMANN, M.A.
FRANK W. DYSON, F.R.S., LL.D., the

Astronomer Royal.
PROFESSOR FOSTER WATSON, M.A.,

D.Litt.
HENRY R. TEDDER. F.S.A., Secretary and

Librarian of the A thenmum.

SOME OF THE
CONTENTS

Here is a partial list of the Contents:—

Aeroplanes, Standard Types (Ulus.).

Battles of the World and Results.

Birds, Rare, Brilliant Plumage (Illus.).

Blood Circulation (Illus.).

Boats of Various Climes (Illus.).

British Army*

Cattle—Standard Types (Illus.).

Diamonds and Famous Stones (Illus.).

Dogs, Leading Breeds (Illus.).
,

Game Birds of Canada (Illus.).

Golf Terms Glossary.

To Dictionary Department.
” Cage Birds,”

154, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

I desire to have my name put on the list of

“ Cage Birds ” applicants for the -1

Presentation Copies of the Modern English

Dictionary and enclose cheque (or postal

order) for five shillings in full payment, in-

cluding postage.

Name
(Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address

NOTE.—The Editor of "Cage Birds

guarantees to return at once and in full the

sum of 5s. to any applicant who, after re-

ceiving the Dictionary, is not completely

satisfied with it.

Greatly Reduced Illustration,

oi cue AWiemnum. —- — '

CONTAINS EVERYTHING YOU OUGHT TO KNOW.

NOTED COLOUR FOOD
Sold already, 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in the

world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:

Royal Red Colour Feed. 2/- lb., 2!bs. 3/6, 51bs. 7/6,

14Ibs. 17/-; Hot Natal, 2/- lb.; 21bs. 3/8, 5!bs. 8/3.

Established 50 years. All carriage paid: Sandiford,

Colour Food King, Preston, Lancs.

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find tlie little yellow book, “ Cage

Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an

indispensable reference guide. All who have

seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.

If you hove not yet obtained your copy, get it at

once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cage Birds. 154. Fleet-st., London.

MEDICINES.
|

KELSO'S Broncbolia positively never fails to core

Asthma, Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness,

Loss of Voice and all Bronchial and Lung Affec-

tion in cage birds: bottles 7d. and 1/1 post free:

Kelso and Co., 49, Western Hill, Durham. (1844)

MAGNET Bird Tonic. The perfect cure for birds

going light, soft moult, and general weakness
;
soon

promotes strength and vigour, 7d. bottle, post free.

Magnet bird medicines have stood the test for over

20 years :"Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1843-)

EVERY BIRDKPEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of 'diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

FOR COLDS & BRONCHITIS
Ditchfield's medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon : they are used by most leading

fanciers, and are edpplied to the Loudon Zoo
;
we

guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise; Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, gping light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditchfield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in eage.birds, 7d., 1/1

an’d 2/- bottles; Ditchfield’s Famous Revivo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

special offer: wc will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or
two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/6; the 1/1
bottles are treble the 7d. sizei all medicines post

|
BRITISH BIRDS?]

\
Hardbills. ~j

LIST free: F. Stowe, Expert, Cornwell, Chipping
Norton. (1837)

WANTED, Hardbill, British: Pearson’s Menagerie,
Greenwich. (1857)

PEA-THROATED cock Goldie, sell cheap; stamp
reply : Elvin, East Dereham. (1851)

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/3, three 3/-:

24, Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1835)

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinch, 1/3, three 3/-:

Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1849)

BIRDCATCHER'S outfit, call birds and brace birds,

night Lark net: Hatton, George-st., Brighton. (1835)

H.M. hen Bullfinch, pair selected large Redpolls,

lot 3/- : F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terr., Kenilworth. (1835)

WANTED, Brambletineb for show, exchange good
buff Border cock: Rev. Soames, Bromley, Kent.

(1847)

WANTED, exhibition Goldfinch or Bullfinch, good
price for good bird; approval: Potter, Printer, Ling-

field. (1852)

FORFARSHIRE selected Linnets, 1/6 each; ap-

proval willingly: Jas. B. Clarke, 55, Taylor’s-lane,

Dundee. (1854)

SPLENDID cock Gullfinches, 1/6, hens 1/-; caged

month ; send nearest station : Green, Baxter-row,

Dereham. (1851)

LOVELY pencilled Scotch cock Linnets, 1/- each, or

three for 2/6: G. Cobb, Wellington-place, Montrose,

Forfarshire. (1856)

COCK Larks : large upstanding cock Larks, 2/6 doz.

;

can supply old and new customers: E. Rowe, West-

st., Chatteris. (1850)

SPLENDID cock hrown Linnets, doz. 3/-, half 1/9;

all red-breasted; deposit Editor: Horace Coote, 96,

North-st., Luton. (1856)

GOLDFINCHES, selected, warranted cocks, 1/6, 2/-,

and 2/6 each: hens, 6/- doz.: Wm. Cook. 66,

Kitchenor-rd., Ipswich. (1828)

PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with cage and
fittings, only 3/-, two 5/-, very amusing: Ross,

Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1854)

LINNET Mule, pure Linnet song, champion bird-

catcher, 15/-; also father of above, 6/-: Burden,

42, Station-rd., Hanwell. (1851)

FOR high-class and cheap Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Linnets, send for list; no fresh-caught rubbish kept:

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
MOOR cock brown Linnets, 3/6 dozen, gems, 3

for 1/6; satisfaction guaranteed; P. Cawood, 25,

Britannia-st., ‘Scarborough. (1854)

NORWEGIAN Bullfinches, first consignment real

giants; cocks or hens, 4/6, 5/6 each: Day, the

Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1851)

GRAND cock Hawfinches, 7/6 each, hens 2/6;

tame her. Bullies, 1/- each; approval, deposit:

Jupp. Stone-st.. Maidstone. (1853)

BULLFINCHES, magnificent specimens, cocks 2/6,

hens 1/- each: no bird lime used: Alfred Salt, Sta-

tion-rd., Mickleovcr, Derby. (1834)

COCK Linnets, warranted, best selected Norwich

tvne 3/- dozen: Edmonds and Edmonds, Whole-
- • - (1847)

free per return; also four valuable food recipes, . ...
how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush and sale Naturalists, Eastbourne.

Blackbird for health and song, given free to all I
WHAT offers two genuine Canary reared hen Bull-

- -Vi.n.u n:.d !•/< hen r.innries all 1014 birds: Aldridge.
purchasers of our medicines: Frank Ditchfleld. Bird

|

finchesi; two hen Canaries, all 1914 birds:

Specialist. Oldham. (1837)
' Fetcham Downs, Leatherhead.

LOVELY Rose Red-breasted cock Linnets, 8/6

doz., six 2/-; postcard before birds: Bert Coote,

16. Windmill-st., Luton, Beds.

COOK Hawfinch, vhc Oxford, 8/-; three large

selected cock Goldfinches, 2/6 each: Oliffe, 18,

Church Green, Witney, Devon.

THREE tip-top F.M. Welsh Goldies, 20/- lot, or

10/- each; approval, cash: Roberts, Saracens Head

Hotel, Cerrigydruidion, Corwen.

LOOK ! Look ! Large Yorkshire cock Linnets for

show or contest, 4s. dozen ;
approval, deposit

.

Snarkes Tindall-lane, Beverley. I 1001.)

CATCH thousands, jolly eport, double compartment

trap cages, including trained call bird, 1/9 conlP'®£?;

Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (moo)

GOLDFINCHES, five perfect young cocks, hand-

reared, real specimens, sacrifice, 4/- each ;
exchange

Harry Taylor, Westbury, Leigh, Wilts. imfi)

UNBEATABLE champion Bramblefinch cocks, hot

red-fed, superb lacings, size, feathered like Batin;

6/6 7/6, 10/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1834)

ENGLISH Goldfinches, cocks as big as Russians,

2 /-, 2/6 each ;
hens, 1/- each, 3 for 2 /-

1

on aPPr
°IL;

W. Gardner. 67. St. Stephens^ Preston. (1829)

GUARANTEED cocks; Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6

Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6; Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, hens

1 /-- Charles McCann, 15, North-st., Lurgan. (1851)

NORTH-COUNTRY cock Linnets; special picked

bird?
.
Picked from catch, all other sold to dealers

3 for 2/- : Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st„ Gateshead (1851)

EXHIBITION Bramblefinch, 6/-; S'ekm, 5/ ,
t

selected cock Linnets, 2/6 each ; M ealy RedPOu , 2/6

cash or deposit: Devoy, .George-st. Stranraer (iitoa)

NOW you Palace aspirants! Goldfinch, 1st an

at Stratford iLt week a topper 30/- or

offer; Bayliss, 20, Hamfnth-rd., Stratford, E^
GOLDFINCHES, three splendid young cocks, fifi for

exhibition, 4/0 each; also a few selected for mule

breeding, 3/6 each: Ellis. Boot Manufacturer, WeUh-

P
9TTRTINGSHIRE Linnets, 1/6 each, 2 for 2/6; buh-

l-nth cocks 3/-, hens 2/6; splendid birds, satisfaction

guaranteed : Dewar, Kildean Cottage, Dnp-rd., SUr-

MIXED wild seed for Linnets- and Finches, 5/- cwt.,

2/a balf-cwt., on rail; exchange; exhibition cock

Bramble-finch! 3/6: Turner, 4, Southgate, Sleaford,

^WARRANTED cock Linnets 2/6 Jozen; cock

Greenfinches, 1/- doz. ;
cage-moulted cock Linnets, 2/6

each: Hobden, Ivy Cottage, Winchelsea-rd., East-

b
LOOK! Look! Big Yorkshire cock Brown Linnets,

3/6 dozen, 2/- half, three 1/-; cash or deposit,

Chaffinches, cock, three 1/-: Ellermgton, Pindall-

NOTICE^g^and lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets for show or song; prices low, easy pay-

ments arranged; approval: McKeand, Seabnght,

C
COck

D
Bullfinches, 1/6; selected, 2/- ;.

bens, 9d./

selected 1 / - : selected cock Goldies, 2/-, 2/6,,

show specimens supplied; satisfaction guaranteed:

SELECTED ^ock^ Goldfinches, 2/-, 16/- per dozen;

hens 7/-; Bullfinches, cocks, 1/6; hens, 7<1. ,
°r

exchange for Rollers, cocks, or Mules : P. Madden

^PICKED birds^for show, Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaf-

finches, Yellowhainmers. Bramblefinches, 11- each , 20

m'ixed 'seedeaters, 1 , 6 ;
Larks, 2/- doz.. E. Fenn,

,1846) Coats Drove, Isteham. Cambs. I

WANTED, first class young cock Goldfinch and

Bullfinch, must, .be quite tame, will exchange

well-bred voung hen Canaries, some colour ted.

:

Hagley, Bink House, Highbridge. (18441

BIG exhibition Goldie-Greenie Hybrid, very steady,

won first Ilkeston last Saturday, has not been -beat

;

will exchange for exhibition British to value, £1:

Poxon, 9, Charlotte-st., Ilkeston (1852)

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/6; selected, 2/-, 2/6,

hens, 1/-; selected, 1/6; all birds well on seed

before sent out; numerous testimonials: Ohver

Barson, 10, Thomas-st., Leicester. (lb.j.S)

REDBREASTED cock Linnets selected from

hundreds for songsters or the show benMi, call-

cage and bird, 1/-. 1/3 1/6 each: Haywood 3

Neville-grove, Meadows, Nottingham. ll8™ )

NOTICE dealers and fanciers, large quantity of red-

brested cock Linnets for sale, 2/- doz., well on seed

.

approval, if not satisfied money returned; trade sup-

plied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (ltoT)

MY pairs of birds are a great success ;
Goldfinches,

2/- pair; Linnets, 1/- pair; Chaffinches, 1/- pair;

male and female warranted in each pair : Bird

Stocker, 4, Alma-rd., Shornchffe Camp (1836)

i&XHlb L'i'Uth&

;

Bramble, winner first Llapnam,

first, special, L.P.O.S., only times shown, 40'-; also

some good Chaffinches, hen Bramble winner 2
_

6 :

Coeu 18, Cakiervale-rd.. Cl-apham, b.W. (1849)

WELSH Goldfinches, cocks, 1/6 and 2/-; few grand

ones, with good blaze and markings, 2/0 and 6 -

;

hens, 6d. 9d. ;
warranted healthy and on seed : Mus-

cott, Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells.

BARGAIN, fanciers and dealers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well cn seed, 2/-

doz.; approval; not satisfied money returned trade

supplied: Dickson, Upper Umon-st., Dunstable. (18j5)

WARRANTED cocks, Linnets, 2/6 doz. ; Y ellowham-

mers, 2/6 doz.; Greer. finches, 1/- doz. ; 24 aviary

birds, 1/6; 0 mixed pairs, 1/6; picked cocks, 1/- each

,

exchange: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Carnbs^

F THOMAS offers grand exhibition F.M. Lin-

net, 3/-; others, for muling, 1/-; really gco<
j

ex-

hibition Goldfinch, 6/-; few good large Goldies,

tar muling, 2/6, 3/-: 2 Dumfnes-st., Treherbert.

GIANT Scotch Thorn Linnet cock, grand markings,

a marvel for size, can win, only 2/-; others, for

muling and singing, 1/- each; full song ; approval,

cash or deposit: North, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-

f

°EXHIBITION hand-reared Bullfinch. 15/-, 1st Bed-

ford see report October 81; Redpoll. 4th. 5 -,

field-moulted Goldfinches, he 5/-; selected Green-

finch, 1/6; approval: Brewer, Sandhurst-pl., Bed-

FULL coloured cock Goldfinches,. 2/6: two, can

win 5/- each: cock Goldfinch-Greenfinch Hybrid

/f .jj go,,.) winners two firsts, 20.-; exchange two

good Norwich* cocks ; Witton, 2M, Magdalen-st,

rp
C
\\D Goldie, perfect in blaze, size and colour,

price price 25/-; Bullie. price 15/-; Green,e pree

10/0- Linnet, price 17/6; the above are all once

H m’ and can win in keen competition; approval

with pleasure: W. Andrews, Weston, Olney, Bucks.

IOVERS of Chaffinches should read wliat II. J.

Fulljames says about them. ‘‘Nutshell No. 13. -,d.

Host free tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds From : CaC«

Birrs. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).
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LINN E ra, red-breasted Cambridge cocks, war
raulcd, 2/6 doz. ; largo picked birds, 3/- duz. ; cock
Hold ii ii. mi - 1/3, 1/6 each; doz. mixed, aviary birds,
Including cock Goldfinch, 2/6: Eeridle, 21, Bridge-st.,
Uomcrton. (1865)
1111(1) nets, all complete, poles, peg*, lines, carry-
ing bag; Oft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. .6/-, 15ft. by
«lft. 5/-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7/0; old Arm;, satisfaction
guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crcwkornc, .Somerset. (1738)
GOLDFINCHES, best obtainable, 2/-, S/-, 4/-;
BulIOndl/M, cocks, 2/-, 3/-; bens, l/-,'-l/B; large
Linnet, 1/0; good Lark, 1/-; approval cash or
deposit : Keeper, c/o, Mrs. Leighton, New Cottages,
Melton Brough, Yorks. (1850)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnet*.— I have some grand young early birds, well on

*eed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird ; 2/0 dozen ; selected, 3/ : Harry
Oope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1837)
BULLFINCHES! Bullfinches! Bullfinches want

understanding, and the "Nutshell” booklet,
“

'J’ho

Bullllnch,” prico 2jd. post free, will tell you how
to keep yours in tile pink of condition.—Write, The
Publisher, Caok Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C.
HAND REARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/-;

hens, 9d. ; Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaf-
finches, Tree Sparrows, Larks, 1 /- pair; lteed and
Yellow Buntings, 1/0 pair; cock Hawfinch, Nuthatch,
6/-; list free: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (1847)
GOLDFINCHES, grand lot rocks, 1/6, 2/-; selected

one, storiner for size, 6/-; hens,' 9d.; Bullfinches,
cocks, 1/-, 1/0; one (It to show, 2/0; hen*, fld., 9d.

;

Linnets In song, 1/ ; Redpolls, fld., three 1/-; Green-
finches, 0<1.; Chaftinchcs, Od. : Enoch Tams, Church-
•t„ Longton, Staffs. (1820)
GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, English cocks, 1/0, 2/-

3 for 4/- ; hens, 1/-, 3 2/-
;
dark brown red-

breasted cock Linnets, 3/0 dozen, 2 0/0; all on ap-
proval

;
these are lleld-fed birds ; satisfaction guar-

anteed
; catcher 20 years: Gardner, Garstang-rd.

North, Wesham, nr. Preston, Lancs. (1829)
BIRDCATCHEJtS, splendid invention; no brace bird

required
; stuffed safety decoy

; moves on flirt-stick
on balanced spring; most perfect decoy advertised;
Linnet*, 2/0; Goldfinches, 8/-; bird and fittings
complete ; plenty in stock ; other Finches to order :

Hipp. rson, Waveney Wharf, Beccles. (1840)
EXHIBITION Grey Wagtail, 7/0; pair of Black

Caries, Foster’s, good condition, 5/-; all cocks.
Blackbirds, 2/0; Thrush, 2/0; Linnet, singing, 1/-;
2 good working ferrets, 5/- each; exchange Gold-
finches, or Bullfinches, or singing cock Canaries:
Win. Roper, 109, Houth-st., Keighley. (1854)
GREENFINCHES are very charming hints, but

they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ’’ Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
•end you a copy post free upon receipt of 2 i d.
Write Publisher, Cagk Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,
London, E.C.
EXTRA large exhibition cock Goldfinch, with show

cage,, only 5/6; also monster British cock Bullfinch,
with grand cap and wing bars, extra rich colour,
finger tame, with show cage, 5/0; 4 box-inoulteci
cock Linnets, in mad song, 4/6 each; one, sang at
12 contests, never been heat, 7/6; approval; cash or
deposit: Day, 77,, Porter-st., Hull. (1851)
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; Larks, Larks, Larks;
Warranted cock Linnets 3/- dozen, 5 dozen 12/6

;

hen Linnets 1/3 dozen
; cock Larks 3/- dozen, hen

Larks 1/fi dozen; cock Greenfinches 1/6 dozen; four
cock Linnets, lit lor showing, 4/-, held moulted; the
old firm

;
clap nets lor sale, new and second-hand;

John lioxall, 5, Lavender-st., Brighton. (1850)
"THE Siskin, Redpoll and Twite.” This handy-

little booklet contains much valuable information
»s to> the management of Siskins, etc., and if you
possess or intend to purchase any of these birds
you should have a copy by you for reference. The
price is only 2Jd., post free.—Write, The Publisher,
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
BIRDCATCHERS' nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft.

I/-, 24ft. 7/-, all Oft. deep; poles, irons, pegs, puli
line, dozen braces, and flirt peg sent with every
net; best bird lime Jib. 6d., Jib. 9d., post free;
loose netting, J mesh, 8ft. deep, 3d. yard, post
free; illustrated list and sample of netting, stamp:
Ross, Net Maker, Forres, N.B. (1854)
HOW to save fresh caught birds from dying.
How to get the Linnet fierce for contest singing,
etc. ; our book. 6id. post free ; 1 Greenfinch cock,
two hens, aviary moulted, have bred in aviary this
season, fit for exhibition, 3/6 lot; large new hop
cage, cock Brown Linnet and our book, 2'/-

:

Pownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield.
(1847)

COCK Goldfinches, 2/-, three for 5/-; hens, 1/-, three
for 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-; cock Linnets,
Bd., three for 2/-; cock Twites, 1/-; Redpolls, 6d.

;

Greenfinches, 6d.; Scotch Thorn Linnets, 2/; Scotch
Redpoll*. 1/-; cock Woodlarks, 2/6; cock Skylarks,
II-

;
Barbary Doves, 2/6 pair ; mixed aviary birds,

*/- dozen; approval; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1855)
C. PRIOR offers, at very reasonable prices, choice
bousemojlted Goldfinch. Siskin, Greenfinch, Linnet,
Chaffinch, and Lesser Redpoll, for immediate ex-
hibition at local and members’ shows; also selected
field moulted seedeaters as they come to hand

; a
few grand Goldfinches, Linnets and Relpolls now
ready; state want*, enclosing stamp: Hill Farm,
Roplc.v, Hants. ” (1845)
NOTICE, cocks. Goldfinches, 1/6. 2/-: Redbreasted
Linnet*, Redpolls. Chaffinches, Titlarks, Skylarks,
Yellow-hammers, Cd. each, 3 for 1/3; Greenfinches,
Bd. each; Blackbirds, Thrushes, Bramblefinches,
cocks, 1 /- 1/6 each; above hens half-price; birds
•elected for show, full song, 6d. extra ; .approval,
deposit: Gould, Birdcatclier, Holdford-rd., Witton,
Birmingham. (1835)
LOOK! I have the best treble trap cages ever

seen : all soldered punch bar tops, single Sd.,
double 1/3, treble 2/- ; made to catch birds, not to
•care them ; cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Yellow-
hammers, Greenfinches, Reed Bunting*, Redpolls,
Bramblefinches, Twites, selected cocks 1/- each, 3
for 2/-; Blackbirds, Thrushes, 1/-, 3 for 2/-; cash
or deposit: G. Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st., Cateshcad.

(1851)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets ! I

!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormer*. A groat
•ecret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
•toriners. l.innct fanciers, there is a matter that
require* dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which jour pets may have, which must he
overcome. Cet that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 2J d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet Street. London! E.C.
EXHIBITOR cork Twite, a real marvel for size,

eolour, and markings, certain winner, 3/0; large yel-
low cock Siskin, splendid rap, bib. and thigh lacing,
4/6; monster yellow cock Greenfinch, excellent head
»nd bars, 2 6; cock Lesser Redpoll, fine size, tip-top
colour and bib, 2/0; cock Chaffinch, outstanding
•ize, rieh colour, rare whites, 2/0; large cock Bullie,
perfect fihape, marvellous colour and bars, 5 -

; ap-
proval; cages. 3d,: Ross. Aviaries, Forres. N.B.

GENUINE large Welsh Goldfinches, warranted
cocks, cagcki 2 (mouths, ail healthy, and good
colour, 2/-, 3/6, 5/- each; Linnets, 1 /-, 3 for 2/-,
good songsters; Redpolls, 9d., 4 for 2/-; Bullfinch
cocks, l/O, 2/- pair; hen Goldfinches, 9<I.

;
will

exchange Britishers for Y’oakshires, or Norwich
hens : licndie Davies, 7, Tinmans-row, Brynainman,
Carmarthen. (18.1S)

GOLDFINCHES. LINNETS, LARK8
Cocks, Goldfinches, 2/-; cocks, Linnets, 8d., three
1/0; cocks, Larks, 8d., three 1/0; all singing: Brain,
288, Lichfield id., Aston, Birmingham. (1849)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cocks; Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,
2'/-, dozen 12/-; Larks, Linnet*, Od., 1/-, dozen 4/-;
Greenfinches, Redpolls, Od., dozen 2/6; Mules,
Canaries, 5/6, 7/6, dozen 60/-; young Canaries, 2/-,
dozen 18/-; bird-lime, 0d., I/-; special cock Siskins,
6/-; stamp replies: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. 0834)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful singing cock Linnets, no better obtain-
able, 1/-, with cage 2/6; a few for the bench, 2/-;
some good catching birds, 7/0 each

;
real English

pear-tree cock Goldfinches, 2/6, some extra large,
real toppers for the bench, 3/0, 4/0; Roller Canaries,
cocks, guaranteed singing, 7/0; those requiting high-
class Norwich or Yorkshire stock or show birds
should send to me, same strain as my winners at
all leading shows: W. Johnson, The 'Bird Expert
and Emporium, 65, Georgo-st., Leeds. (1835)

GRAND CHANCE
1914 English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-, three 4/-, six
7/-; large special selected for showing, muling, sing-
ing, 2/0, 3/-, three 4/0, six 8/•; hens, l!-, three 2/6;
Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., three 1(0, six 2/3, 4/-

doz.
; selected for showing, 1/-, 1/0, three 2/0; large

cock Larks, 6d., three 1/3, six. 1/9, SI- doz.; singing
cock Lark and cage, 1/0; red-breasted Redpoll, 1/-,

three 2/-; best birdlime, 7d. ilb., 1/- ilb., 1/8 lb.,

postage free: Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist and
Oagernaker, 11, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (1850)

NOTICE
Having purchased the whole of tile stock of W. H.
Raven, Esq., I can offer exhibitors the following
—Fifteen Bramblefinches from 10/-, tweive Green-
finches from 5/-, three Chaffinches from 7/6; six
Mealy Redpolls from 7/0, eight Lesser Redpolls
from 5/-, twelve Goldfinches from 15/-; ten Twites
from 7./0; all in good condition and 1 fit for imme-
diate exhibition; cash or deposit with Editor;
all on 24 hours’ approval : Cottingham, 7 and 9,

Peveril-st., Nottingham. Telephone 5752.

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETc!
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for
bird's we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British
birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. Wre don't send out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three
4/-, six 7/-; extra packed for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,
three 5/-, six 8/G ; oock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-;

Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three
1/6, six 2/3; twelve t/-; cock Larks, 6d., Sd., 10d.;
caged oif, singing, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/-; three
1/4, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked, 9d.
and 1/-, six 1/6, twelve 2/6; cock Chaffinches, 9d.,

1/-, and 1/0 each; Greenfinches, Od. each, three 1/3;
cages, for any of above, from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, ,1/6 ;
send for catalogue

of everything. Established 50 years: Sandiford,
Bird Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs. ; also 89,
Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds sold by me are
guaranteed to be exactly as described, and are sent
on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
and give perfect satisfaction thiy have only to be
returned, as per Cage Birds ruies, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned • without ques-
tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large
stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in
perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,

two dozen, 22/- ; specially selected larger cocks, for
shows or muling, and guaranteed now in song, 2/-

eacli, three 5/-, six 9/-, twelve 16/-; few extra special
clean moulted cocks, in full colour and superb condi-
tion, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each; hen Goldfinches, 1/- each,
three 2/-

;
six 4/-, twelve 7/-; grand lot of cock Bull-

finches, in full colour, 1/6 and 2/- each; exhibition
specimens, 3/-, 4/-, and 5/- each; hen, Bullfinches, 1/-

and 1/6 each; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,
all goarant.-ed clean moulted with nut brown backs
and rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,
twelve 4/-; specially picked larger cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in
song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please
note, these Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds, hut warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendid lot, clean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or liens, Od. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each;
splendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six

2(0; specially selected steady cocks, 1'o-r singing,
1/-, 1/6, and 21- each; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each,
three 1/6, six 2/0, twelve 4/-: cock Greenfinches, Gd.
each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;
cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-
teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-
nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, fi-

lter pair; travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.
All birds are guaranteed to have been properly
netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself
in county of Worcestershire, and none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-
tection Act, as no “recently taken” birds are sent
out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all cases. (See
appliances column for advt.). (1828)

W. GGHE, GS0C:i STREET, BIRMINGHAM

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 21-
eucli: William Marie*, junr., 19, Dcan-st., Crcditon,
Devon.

(1850)
COCK Blackbirds, Song Thrushes, 4/6 doz., 3/ -half
1/9 three; spring net traps, 1/- each ; Nash, Kirkby,
Sleaford.

( 1856)SPLENDID hand-reared cock Lark, sings daylight
gaslight, cage, 3/0: Lark, 270, Great Bridge-st.,

West Bromwich. (1841)BIG cock Grey Wagtail, fine rich colour, smart
and steady, 5/-; P. Stainee, 219, Kavcnscroft-rd.,
Beckenham, Kent.

( 1851)SKYLARKS, noted, best in England, only 2/0 doz.,
single 1/-; John Ball, Sutton Rookery, Long Sutton
Wisbech, Lincolnshire. (1852)
EXHIBITORS, extra good Grey Wagtail, 7/0;
Jenny Wren, 5/-; Blue and Oxeyetits, 2/0 pair:
Shirley, Sutton, Keighley. (1848)
THREE large, steady cock Larks, on sorig, with
large new string top cage, 2/- each; Steele, 23,
Lord-st., Hulme, Manchester. (1855)
COCK Larks, 1/0 per doz.; cock Linnets, 2/6; cock
Yellowhammers, 3/-; Redpolls 2J- doz.; exchange: it.

Fenn, The Pitts, Isleham, Cambs. (I860)
PURE white Blackbird, 1914, cash oilers, or ex-
change 1st class exhibition Hardbill, yours first:
Burrows, Chemical Works, Southall. (1850)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-, 2(0,

3/-, 3/0 each; few coming nicely in song, 5/- each’,
hens 8/- dozen : Rowley Elston, Crcditon. (1849)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
cheap, on approval, send me your address; will
send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)
LARGE cock Magpie, clean moulted, good mark-

lugs, perfect condition for show, will win, very
steady; Alpe, Provision Merchant, Norwich.
COCK Nightingale, 35/-, vhc Manchester; Nuthatch,

25/-, vhc Liverpool, with show cage and ease: W.
Watson, Station Cottages, Ashley, Cheshire. (1851*)
HELLO! The old man is not dead! Cock Sky-

larks, 2/6 dozen; cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen: J.
Slator, The Aviaries, Cominercial-rd., Spalding.
WOODLARKS, the king of songsters; selected

cocks, nearly on sorig, 5/-; special Woodlark cages,
6/- i approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

(1855)
EXHIBITORS. Cornish Chough, 1914, extra large

bird, steady, perfect, champion, for immediate show-
ing; particulars, stamp: Police, Albrighton, Wolver-
hampton. (1852)
SKYLARKS clean moulted Lincolnshire Larks;

large, fat, healthy birds, cocks guaranteed 2/0 doz.,
three doz. 7/-, six 1/0; no waiting; Jackson, Bird-
catcher, Bardney, Lincoln. (1850)
EXHIBITORS: Cock Whitethroat 5/-, Pied Wagtail

3/-, both house-moulted, sure winners
; exchange

other Softbills, anything useful: Wolf, 5, Norfoik-
terrace. Colliers: Wood, London. (1847)
LARKS ! Larks ! Fanciers, dealers, and private
buyers apply to the old firm ; many winners sup-
plied in past seasons

; genuine cocks, clean and
healthy, 2/6 dozen: H. Dawson, AVest-st., Chatteris.
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for show* and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells
you. 2-j-d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
FINE hand-reared, cage moulted Green Woodpecker,

35/-; adult cock Black Redstart, 35/-; ditto Wry-
neck,

_
30/-

;
Tree Creeper, 25/- ; Gold-cre*t, 25/-

;

Nightingale, 20/-; Yellow Wagtail, monster, 20/-; I

Redstart, 15/-; Nuthatch, 10/-; Long-tailed Tits, 10/-
pair: Frost, 13, Fairlawn avenue, Chiswick, London.
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full direction*
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 21d. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-ot., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Eulijames in “Nutshell No.
25," which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes tile collection of ants' eges, 2jd. post free,
from: “Cage Birds,” 154, F!eet-st., London, E.C.
(2d. from agent*; see liet on another page).
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivoroua birds. Yon will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the he*t of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 20,” by H. J. Full-
fames. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles cf cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post Dee, 2Jd., from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; cal! on
the nearest and get it for 2d.

THREE outstanding cock Goldfinches 4/- each - abig cooks 3/- each
; seven grand cock Bullfinches, canwin, 2 0 each others 1/6 each; few well barred bighens, 2/- each , hens Od. each; Siskins, yellow*, weu

bibbed, 3/6 each; H.M. cock, 2/-; few momter Lin-
nets, 1 /- each: W. Brown, Ightfleld, Whitchurch,

***

_
, - (1850)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
thousands coming in to pick at, and I have eol<linoie first prize-winners than any man alive, includ-ing winners at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,

sue d- Ilf m’ L-ff'V
COck Goldfinches or Bullfinches,

fcpttially picked lor moulting out winners, 3/-, 4 /.#

(
Miscellaneous.

|

|
Softbills.

(

LARKS, cocks, 2/- dozen; selected four, 1/-:
Howard. Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.
SELECTED cock Thruslu-e, 1/- each : William
Wright, 54. Shellfleld-rd., Marsh-ide, Southport. (1850)
LARKS! Larks! Grand cork Larks, 2/3 dozen; can
supply weekly : G. Rowe, Wcst-st., CUatterie, Cambs.

(1851)

HANDSOME Barn Owl, beautiful condition, 7/6:
Jackson Birdcatcher, Bardney, Lincoln. (1850)
NORTH Country cock Linnets, 3 for 1/3, or 4/0 per
dozen; also Larks, 3/- -dozen: it. Hall, 52, City rd.,
Newcast-le-on-Tyne. (1851)
FAMOUS song tonic, fetches wild bird* on song

in seven days, 9d. : Jopson, 340, Oldham-rd., New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (1835)
CONTEST secrets. Make your Linnets and Larks

sing fierce anywhere with wings down, price 7d.:
Shaw, 7, Poplar-terr., Zoar-;t„ Wolverhampton. (1852)
EXHIBITORS; grand lot of winners for sale, also

selected birds for exhibition and muling
;

prices
reasonable

; approval
; list free on application

:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1855)
MIXED aviary birds, 24 for 1/6; brighter mixed, 1/-
doz

;
; Bluetits, Oxeyetits, Robins, Yellowhammers,

Twites, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Redpolls,
Tree Sparrows 1/- pair; exchange anything: Geo.
Fenn, Bowers-lane, Isleham, Cambs. (1855)
KiiD-BjtiiASTED cock Linnets, 3 for 1/-, 3/6 doz.;

-warranted cock Larks 2/6 dozen
; Blackbirds,

Thrushes, cocks 3 for 2/- ; Greenfinches, 3 selected
cocks 1;-; only healthy, clean birds, well on seed,
sent: .1. Witeloy, Boston-rd., Holbeach. (1850)
CASH urgently needed, all outdoor aviary-moulted;
rare pair Japanese Hawfinches, 25/-; 2 pairs of
Zebras, 8/6 pair; cocks, 2 Goldfinches, 7/0 each;
Rohm, 2/6; Green Singing Finch, 4/6; aviary, about
15ft. , 25 -: lot £4: 83a, Mayford-rd., Balliam, S.W.
EXHIBITION British, including my stock, to clear,

including Redpolls, Siskin, Greenfinches, Bramble-
finch; can hold their own in keenest competition,
7/6 each, with show cages; Bearded Tit, ready fur
showing, winner 1st and special every time, 27/-,
with show cage: Williams, Pharmacy, Ashbourne.
THERE is rio need for you to worry at all. Just
send to the Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-fit.,
London, E.C'., and ask him to send voir'a copy of” How lo Moult British Birds.” This will enable
you to bring your birds through (lie moult with
the greatest ol ease. The booklet is only 2R. post
fre*.

’ *

Style British show cag^,’ i 3“'5/6."'’sec Tack"nu^bus for winning testimonials in hundreds,' send for
the originals, or write Editor, who has seen the
originals. Have seme in for birds supplied this sea-
son. Winning eve-y time shown: Sandiford Bird
Specialist, Preston.

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
and champion of champions, owner of England’s
undefeated champion Linnet. Gentlemen, I have a
grand lot of British 1 in stock. Goldfinches, real
giants, in full song, 2/-, 2/6 each. 1 have a nice
*°t with extra deep square cut blaze, nicely but-
toned, winners, 3/- aud 4/- each; Dot smoky,
little ’rubbish. Linnets taught under my wonderful
champion, wdli sing anywhere, 2/6 each; and one
cannot he beatcD, 3/6 ; also a few loud 1 songsters,
I/O and- 2/-; and a few coining into song, 1/- each;
Norwich type cock Linnets, sure winners, perfect in
size, markings, and- colour, same type as last
year’s winner*, 2/0 each ; Redpoll, truly a gem,
2/-; cock Bullfinches with- double rich colour,
gems, 2/6, 3/- each; liens as large as Russians, 1/0,
2/- each; Larks, singing lovely, l/-, 1/0; Chaf-
finches, Yellow Buntings, 1 /- each; fit for keen
competition. I send all birds with pleasure on
seven days’ approval for cash or deposit with
Editor; state wants please: correspondence a plea-
sure; hundreds of testimonials: Fredi Allen, British
Bird- Champion, 150, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

Goldfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks
I have on hand extra large stock Worcestershire
Goldfinches, thoroughly on hard seed; warranted
cocks 1/6, three 4/-, six 7/-, 12/ dozen, two
dozen 23/-; specially selected cock Goldfinches, in
song, 2/-, 2/6 each, three 5/, six 8/6, 10/- dozen

;

clear moulted- coek Goldfinches, steady, ready to
show at once, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each; impossible to get
better; hen Goldfinches 1/-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen. I
have a large stock of barks, Chaffinches, and rose
red-breasted cock Linnets, all warranted cocks,
(id., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/6 dozen; specially selected
Larks, Chaffinches, and Linnets for showing or con-
test singing 1 /-, three 2/-, 4/6 dozen; two-year-old
cock Linnets, in song, 1/6, 2/-, 2,6 each; hen

’

Linnets, ken Chaffinches, 3d, each, 1/3 dozen; cock
Greenfinches od., three 1/-, 2/- dozen ; selected
yellow cocks for showing 1/-, three 2/-; Yellow-
hammers, cocks, 9d-., three 2/-; selected; 1/- each;
hen Yellowhammers, 4d. each ; Redpolls, 6d. each!
three 1/3, 3/3 dozen; selected, 1,G each; cages for
the above 6d., 9d., 1/- each; trap cages (id., 9d.
each; -double trap edges 1/- each; self-acting spring
trap-nets, will catch any size birds, 18in, by 24in
1/-, three 2/9; 20in. by 30in., Is. 2d.; 24jn. by 36in„
1/9; carriage paid; all on approval, cash or de-
posit, and money returned if not perfectly satis-
fied

; travelling cages 3d. each: Thomas Hughes,
Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham.

CANARIES.
Border Fancy,

|

WANTED, Border Fancy
Greenwich.

Pearson’s Menagerie,
(18*57)

A. FRANKLIN has grand lot voung Borders, from
6 6 pair

; yellows, bulls, variegated : Gouhl-rd
(1854)

Feltham.
BORDERS Fancies, cocks from 4/6, hens, from- 2/-^

pairs from 6/0: F. J. D. Mann, Park-rd., Brechin’
Forfarshire.
SHOW and stock birds for sale; cocks 5/- to 20/-;

liens 2/0 to 15/-: Eopie, Middle Brunton, Gosfortli
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

( 1851 )BORDERS; three good cocks for sale; Greens and
variegated; for particulars apply: W. Lapworth. 10
Broad-st-., Blacnavon. (1847)
TYPICAL Borders for exhibition or stock; cocks
from 5/-, hens from 3/-: J. Davies, Steel Green.
Millom, Cumberland. (1848)THREE bonny typical buff cocks, young, in fine
order, worth exhibiting, 8/- each; approval: Moore.
6, Prcston-st., Whitehaven. (1850)
HIGH-CLA-SS Borders for sale: clears, greens, and

cinnamons, -fit for keen competition; price* reason-
able : Kay, Fank-orton, Denny. (1857)
CLASS Borders, yellows, buffs and greens; cocks,
7/6 upwards, hens 5/- upwards: stamp reply: Blair,
Post-man, Kippen, Stirlingshire. '

(1848)
THREE grand Border hens, 1914, 9/6 :• exchange for
large 1914 yellow green Norwich liet) ; approval:
Garbutt, 8, Countess-st., Stockport. (1853)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken ; approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
COULD part with sprue good bred Rorders ; a few

pairs from 7/0 upwards; cocks- from 5./-; hens from
3/-; same strain as cup winner; approval: McWnt.t,
Bankvicw, lionnybridge. (1852)
WINNING Border Fancy; clear yellow cock, buff

lion, bred from big winners, 12/6 the pair to clear,
or exchange coek Goldfinches; approval: North, 448.
Manchester- nL. Bradford. (1850)
CHAMPION Borders: removing next month: must
reduce my stock; all varieties at reduced prices;
related to my winners at leading show*; see Had-
dington report; approval: John NicUblson, West
gate, 1 1 alt whistle.. (1843)
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage tlieoe "wee gems" dur-
ing tile breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at ones
for a copy, 2'd. poet free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet-fit., London, E.C'., or from any <f our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)
I...,—— I 1 , 1 1,1 ,J .. .1 . ... I,
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REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ot announcements received wo

cannot guarantee to repeat advertis mcnls unless the
previous Issue, Pago, and Column are staled by lh«
advertiser.— ADVT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS."
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\OW for winner* I I can win under all Judge*;

,co report Manchester, .
Forfar, Haddington ;

can

Nolro vellow lien, 1st Crystal Pulace; yellow cock.

J^t modal Oulaslilols, 25/- each; big winner*, often

rcuor ed; also choice lot tit to win, off ray celo-

brated strain, winner of '‘Cage Bird*
1 champ.on«hip

a Crvstiil Palace : state wants; from &/* to 20/ ,

Ira^ approval
* George Bonnet. Bowraont V,Ua

Kelso.

DON’T MISS THI8 CHANCE
First-rate Borders In splendid condition, sure win-

ners; cocks 12/6. hens HI/-; deposit Editor; Smith.

Sprlngfleld-lane, Weybridge. '

|

Belgians. [

BELGIAN -York shire croe* butt cock, 12/6 ;
hen,

C/- ;
right sort to improve your stoct : Williams, 25,

Era'ncis-st., Chester. l*863 )

|
Norwich. [

Cinnamons.
if qoDLEY, Knowles-st., Risliton, Blackburn, has

for sale cinnamons and Norwich l’lainheada. single

0
cni\NI) VarK^’bul?

1

' Cinnamon cock, 1st prize Ips-

wich ,fl; yellow cock, brother, large and rare col-

our 17/«: K. Baker, Watcrloo-rd., Ipswich. JHjO)

A BENTLEY, breeder and exhibitor high-class cin-

namons, winner at all leading shows; few stock

and show birds for eale: 17, St. Cccilia-st., Groat

Harwood. . C*.
'

MUST clear 60 Norwich and Cinnamons, including

winners; 40 single, 6 double, 12 training cages 0

small flight, 13 allow cages, 1 basket to carry 8,

box to carry 4, also egg drawers, nest pans atul

boxes ; . cheap to immediate buyer; Proctor, SO,

Oswald-st,, Blackburn.

1 Crests and Crestbreds.]

WANTED, Crests: Pearson’s Menagerie, Green-

wich U857)
’ pui* sale. Crests and Crestbreds, from 10/- up-

wards: George Sampson, 3, Shibdon-st., Blaydon-on-

Xyne. ,

(1840)

LARGE 1014 Crested and Crestbred Canaries, Joyce-

liarnett strain, it pair: Rev. G. Mullens, Chcdzoy.

Bridgwater. .

(18o,i)

HIGH-CLASS Crest, from my Palace winners, yel-

low and buffs : Bewick, 7, Ncwfield S.O., New-

castlc-on-Tyne. ,ronT
CRESTS, rnassave, winners; cock or nen, lu/u, zu/-

each; ten days’ approval: W. Powick, Eastfield Cot-

tage, Dewsbury.
GOOD Green Crestbred cock, winner 1st, sp., 2nd

Lowestoft, £1; also others cheap: P. Proud^ot,

Church-rd., Lowestoft.
HEMS; grizzle crest, 1913; ticked C.B. 1914,

marked’ simitar London Fancy, 1914, 6/6 each:

Smithson, Basinghall-square, Leeds. G 84 'l

SEVERAL Crests and Crest breds, reasonable, 1914

rung: approval, deposit; stamp, reply: Hardy, Stub-

lev Mill, Littleborougb, Manchester. (13-4)

NOTICE grand lot Crests and Crest breds, for show

or breeding, prices low, easy payments taken : ap-

proval : MeKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1<91)

NOTICE 1 Two pairs of Crests, bred from big win-

ners, £3 3s., sell or exchange for extra large Norwich

hens: Hasler, 17, Baddow-rd., Chelmsford, Essex_.^

VERY massive gTey Crested hen, winner, sell £5,

or exchange lor Crested cock equal merit, mutual

appro. : Dey, 5, CaTleton-terrace, Halton-rd., Isling-

ton, N. (1849)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, very large, best strain in

England, 33 years breeder, many good winners sold ;

cheap, approval : T. Billington, 55, Colwick-rd., Not-

tingham.
.

f7823
J

GREATEST value, some of best quality in England

of Crested and Creeted-brei Norwich and pure Lan-

cashires; see my list, or state requirements: Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich.
CRESTS and Crestbreds, best blood in the world,

a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-

sonable prices; say price prepared to give; sta"'P-

Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, Somerset. (18o3)

EVIN9 BROTHERS, a grand lot of Crests and

Crestbreds to be sold at bargain prices; this cham-

pion strain has been at the top for years
;
enquiries

invited; approval; 259, High-st., Exeter.

VALUE for money, fifteen unflighted Crested

cocks, from 10/- to 20/- each; or would exchange

for- show Crests to value: Stephen C. Rhodes, 58,

Upper Walthamstow-rd., Walthamstow, N.E.

MY entire stock of champion Crests to be sold;

this strain is well-known, and has produced some

of the best living; state requirements; approval;

safe delivery guaranteed: Judge, Silk, Whitstable.
(185a)

TARGE variegated Crestbred hen, breeder, 25/-;

ditto, 1914, 20/- ;
dark Crest cock, 15/- ;

clear Crest,

12/0; Crestbred cocks 12/6, 15/-; Crest hens 10/-,

15/-; few knock outs £2, £3. £5; pairs best blood

living, winners; approval, deposit: Radley, Windmill

Cottage, Middlestown, Wakefield. (1849)

A. J. SLADE
has some champion Crest and C. Breds for sale,

Several can win in good company; approval, de-

posit : 24, Vaughan-rd., Coldharbour-lane, Camber-
well. (1853)

BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known ' strains. Better blood
,

unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare ;
both varieties ;

reason-

able ;
approval ;

inspection cordially invited ;
in-

quirics solicited; fctainp; 113, Northtiold-rd., Walk*

ley, Sheffield. .

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale
;
no

better blood; grand typo and quality.—Reid s

Buildings, Newtongrange.
J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner or

diplbnias of honour, silver cups and medals, etc.;

some line birds ready at prices to suit all; ap-

proval; stamp : 6, Banner-st., St. Lukes, London,

E C
FRANK F. LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner

leading shows. Champion Norwich, lit to v/in local

shows, from 20/-; unllighted birds lrom 7/0,

matched pairs from 20/- pair
;
approval ;

6tainp.

HIGH-CLASS
Exhibition Norwich cock* and hen*, aJ*o for

breeding, at stock bird price*. State requirement*.

Or for ntock purposes try any of following on ap

proval ; nothing like the vain* ever offered in thie

Journal. Cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; bens, 2/-,

8/. 4/- ;
pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up.

;
cages, 3d. ;

detailed

list free: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

1 Lizarcls.
|

TWO pairs Lizards, 8/- pair; 2 cocks, 4/6 each;

approval: James Sutcliffe, 5, Back California, Tod-

morden. (1851)

)
Greens.

FEW good Norwich greens, good heads, grand type,

several can win
;
approval : T. Billington, 55, Col-

wick-rd., Nottingham. (1850)

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-

ing as my Manchester winning hen; approval:

Jenkins, 82, Church-st., Widnes. (1855)

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-

ners, holders of tire. G.C.A. cup; inspection in-

vited :
prices reasonable : Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-

rd., Liverpool.
I have some good Yorkshire and Norwich Greens

for sale at reasonable prices, for show or stock

purposes
;
winner at all loading shows ; see Liver-

pool report; home all week-ends: F. Handley, 23

Coventry-rd., Wavertree, Liverpool. (1836)

NORWICH and Yorkshire Greens, of type and
quality; how to breed these; see "Nutshell No. 24,”

"The Green Canary,” 2sd., post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d. : see list on another page.)

GREEN Canaries, how to manage them and keep
them in excellent condition. Full information on
this’ subject is contained in the Nutshell booklet,
" Green Canaries,” price 2jd., post free. Write,
T*i» Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London
E.C.

WANTED, Norwich: Pearson’s, Menagerie, Green-

wich. (1857)

1IRAYBR00K can spare well-bred Norwich, prices

very moderate: 9, Staniey-st., Brierfield. (18o0)

11.' DKVoV has a few higli-class Norwich for sale,

prices from 10/-: 23, George-et., Stranraer. (1855)

FliW exhibition specimens, cocks from 10/6, liens

from 6/6: Girling, 19, Hurford-st., Norwich. (1849)

PRIZE BRED cocks, from 6/6; hens from 3/6; state

wants: F. J. Laccohee, 92, St. Gcorge-st., Norwich^

STRONG healthy Norwich cocks on full song,

7/6; hens, 3/-: Mrs. Simpson, Grove-rd., Fareham

Hants. (1856)

THREE cocks, 15/- each; 6 liene, 8/- and 10/- each:

W. -Matthews, 25, Chatsworth-rd., Brislington,

Bristol. (I®3®}

IF requiring Plainheads, how happy you can be

.

but don’t delay. Write now: Alisopp, 40, Beda-rd.,

Cardiff. L t
<
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FANCIERS require little here below—but, the best!

If Plainheads, write now: E. Alisopp, 40, Beda-rd.,

Cardiff. . .
tl847)

SPLENDID yellow and variegated Norwich, very

smart, cocks 0/6, hens 3/- : Brooks, Chalcot, West-

bury, Wilts. (1844)

CLASS Norwich, big birds, unflighted, colour-fed,

8/6 upwards; stamp reply: Blair, Postman, K'PP6°*

Stirlingshire. . . !
1848,

1914 NORWICH cocks, clear and variegated, 5/-

each
;
hens 3/- and 3/6: Miss Pratt, 5, The Quad-

rant, Exeter. 'J84G '

GRAND Norwich cocks and hens, yellow, buff, and

variegated, for show or stock: Small, 67, Western-

rd., Brighton. (1347)

TWO Norwich cocks, 7/- each; 2 hens. 3/- each;

Goldfinch, 2/6: Canary-reared Linnet, 2/6: G. Pin-

nell, Warminster.
.

(18a3)

FOR sale, 4 good Norwich cocks, 1914, in full song,

Cl- each; approval: A. Blinman, Prestleigh, Shepton

Mallet, Somerset. .

BUFF cocks, yello-w hens, from 15/- pair; fed

ditto, green oocks, 10/6 each: Dyson, 25, Wynd-

ham-rd., Salisbury.

CINNAMON Buff, 5/-; Buff, Yellow hen, 3/-

each; all proved mulers; 1914 buff, 3/-: 34, Ch-rist-

churc-h-rd., Southend. 1 (1856)

GOOD Norwich Canaries for sale, 10/- each; seen

after 6 on Saturday afternoon : Donaldson, 27,

Jamaica-st., Edinburgh. (134/

)

GOOD Norwich cocks, singing, colour-fed, from

6/6; hens from 3/'-; cold-room bre,d : Aucott,

Berners-st., Birmingham.
. ,

0850)

WANTED, colour-fed Norwich Canaries, for re-

sale, good price given for good 1914 birds : Elhman,

Holyoake, Long Buckby.
. .

(1352)

THIRTY Norwich for sale, single or pairs ;
inspec-

tion invited: Apply. H. Marshall, 41, Truman-st

Hucknall Torkard, Notts.
.

d®3*'

SACRIFICE 3 yellow, 4 buff Norwich hens, good

birds (1914), 4/6 to 8/6, worth double: J. Garbutt,

8, Countess-st., Stockport.
(J
833 -'

NORWICH, 3 pair®, yellow cocks, buff hens,

colour fed, 7/- pair, or cash offer for lot: 357,

Crookesmoor-rd., Sheffield. usasi

NORWICH, 1914, at for show, also Borders, very

low prices; call or approval: Davidson, Clydesdale

House, Mossend, Scotland. *
^
J

WILL exchange two Crested hen for one

cock; mutual approval: Evans, Grocer, 8, Lhari-

wood-st., Pimlico, London.
,

NORWICH Canaries from their native city, also ail

other varieties; state wants; approval; catalogue

free: Wicks Bros., Norwich. d«45)

TO novice;- pairs from 10/-; own breeding ;
in-

fusion of best strains obtainable: Locke, 41, fean-

down-rd., Brislington, Bristol. d8™/

SMART pair Norwich, Canaries in cage, bargain,

10/-; Green Yorkshire cock, variegated hen, 10/- :

Ellis, 42, Eastown, Bridgwater. ™•oi)

CLEAR yellow cock, winner, 15/- ; ticked yellow

cock, 8/6; buff hen, 0/6 approval deposit: Thomas

Herbert, 35, South-st., Redditch. ,G84?
A. HOTCHKIS, 37. Barry-terrace, Pontypridd stall

has two pairs exhibition Norwich for sale, cheap;

rare type and quality ;
approval. '

NORWICH.—A few first-class Norwich for sale.;

;

state requirements: stamp reply: W. C. bmitn,

Stronvar, Balquhidder, Perthshire.- 11852)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval . Mc-

Keand. Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
.

d'®l)

STOUT unflighted Norwich, winning strain, cheap

,

cocks 4/6, 5/6, 6/6; hens 3/-, 4/-; approval, depose-

Smith, 102, Russell-st., Northampton (I8a-1

GRAND lot young Norwich, bred from good

songsters; cocks from 5/-, bens 1/9 ;
pairs 6/6- up-

wards: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham.
^ rold

ROLLER-Norwidh, strong healthy^ b'reta. cold

aviary bred; cocks 5/6, // 6, hens 3/6, 4/6. Hen-

drick, 58. High-st.. Whitchurch, Salop. (ISob)

SIX pairs beautiful Norwich Canaries, inspection

invited by appointment; 36/-. or would separate:

Hobbs. 21, Ashburnham-rd., Greenwich. do-4)

A FEW good Norwich for sale, mostly yellows,

also year-old buff cock, 2nd Longton :
approval

;

stamp reply: Spencer, 85, Athol-st., Burnley. (18a2)

TWENTY pairs high-class Norwich, sale, from 10,-

upwards pair; Joe Thomas and other well-known

strains; offers: Leng, 116, Abbey-st., Rugby. (R51)

NORWICH, hens from 2/6, cocks 5/-; show stoCK

from 10/- ;
two fed buff cocks 12/6 each, can wan,

state wants: Furness, 32, Onslow-rd., Little Layton

Blackpool. (1850)

NORWICH Canaries, colour-fed. from 10/6, natural

from 8/6 pair, cocks 7/-, hens from 4/-; winning

strain: state wants: James Sadd, Fairland, Hmg-
i
ham. Norfolk, C1S40)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich large, grand typo, good

heads, best strain in England, several winners, 35

years’ breeder, cheap, approval: T. BiliingtoD, 65,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1823)

LARGE yellow Norwich cock, good colour and sub-

stance, 15/-; another, enormous head, £1 6/-; mon-

ster unllighted buff cock, 15/-; grand buff hen, 10/-:

E. Baker, Watcrloo-rd., Ipswich. (Isau)

WINNERS, owing to business, am compelled to sell

all my show and stock birds, from 5/- to £3 each

;

first orders get them: Andrew, North rd. Aviaries,

Wliitemoor, St. Austell. Cornwall. (1824)

WINNING unllighted deep rich yellow C.F. Norwich

cock real gem for size, shape, type, and style, per-

fect
’ model, sacrifice lor 21s., worth treble: A.

Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd,, Leytonstone. (1856)

E. HOLIJEN’S noted champion strain; several

grand flighted, and 1 unflighted' yellows and bud’s,

both sexes; winners and. stock birds for .rale; stamp

approval : 59, Hurtington-st., Gateshead. (1856)

HAVING sold all my high-priced birds through my
last advertisement, have a few left from my winners;

cocks from 7/6; hens from 4/-; yellows or buffo:

Rowley, The Briars, Alphington, nr. Exeter. (1852)

TWO buff unllighted cocks -RJ/ti each; 1 buff hen,

10/-; 2 yellow hens 7/- each; yellow H.M. cock

Siskin 4/6; approval, bargains: John Cuthbertson,

11 Xownhead-st., Stonehouse, Lanarkshire, N.B.
’ (1849)

EXHIBITION unflighted colour-fed buff Norwich

cock, magnificent specimen for size and show

points; accept 17/6; fit for classical shows; worth

£3 ‘H-: A. Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Lcytoiurtone.

NORWICH marked buff cock, clear yellow ben,

clear buff cock, marked yellow hen, 10/- pair; or

exchange two good unllighted lightly marked huff

hens: Apply, Butler, 200, Foleshill-rd., Coventry.
(1851)

VARDY’S strain, monster buff var. cock, make
grand stock bird, 10/d; clear buffi, make good

show bird, 12/6; good hens, from 4/6; one topper,

buff marked, 6/6: G. Nelson, 18, Chester-st., Rugby.
(1850)

MR ECKERSLEY can spare a very fine, large

ticked yellow cock, superb condition, 40/-; capped

biff, splendid substance, 30/- ;
few grand yellow and

buff hens: 51, Franois-rd. Edgbaston, Birmingham.^ ’ (1850)

EXHIBITION Norwich, all my stock to clear,

including winners, at leading shows, grand yellow

cock, 70/-; buff cock, 60/-; others from 7/6 to

30/- each; approval, deposit: Williams, Pharmacy,

Ashbourne. .

(1650)

A. MUOKMAN offers champion Norwich bred from

winners numerous prizes; two butt, one yellow cocks,

25/- each; twenty medium size unttig. cocks 10/-, 12/-

each; 5 butt hens 10/- each; approval: Carisbrooke,

Isle Wight. (1S5U>

A SCOTT, Scott’s Hotel, Lancaster, winner first

Manchester last week; offers following splendid

birds, all related to prize-winners ;
yellow cocks,

30/- to £3; buff cocks, 20/- to £2; yellow hens,

20/- to 30/-. „ . .
GSM)

FORREST has few pairs good Norwich, bred

from winners, Longton, Stoke, Hanley, Ilkeston,

Tideswell, and other shows, including his winning

pair at Liverpool last week, from 12/6; exchange

anything useful; approval: 1, Duke-st., Longton,

^REMOVING- must reduce stock; buff tick cock,

winner, 22/6, yellow do., 20/-; buff marked cock, un-

flighted, 12/6; yellow do., 10/-; clear yellow hen,

7/6' do., 6/-; clear buff hen, 7/-; do., 3/6; Greenfinch

and hen 6/- : Smedlfey, 83, Royston-avenue, Bentley-

rd., Doncaster. ^
5
°i

REMOVING shortly, compelled to sacrifice about

hundred grand Norwich, any colour, including even

and uneven marks, pairs 10/- upwards; state re-

quirements; approval, also young Amazon Parrel,

tame, talking, square cage included, 50/-: Martin

Cook, 30, Purbeck-rd., Bournemouth. (1852)

MY birds last season won at Horticultural Hall,

Southend, Wimbledon, Reading, Windsor, Ton-

bridge, Erome, etc.; three, cups, etc.; birds were

bred by myself; this strain produce® winners every

year; have winners and others fit to win, reason-

able; also others from 10/-: G. W. Saunders, Thurs-

ley Hall Uaslemere, late of Sutton. Approval.
J *

(1850)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/li, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on

“Forming a Stud,” and “How to Produce the

Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book

many times over: "Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet-street,

London ,
...

JUDGING from enquiries and orders resulting

from my advertisement appearing October 24th last,

fanciers are as keen as ever for reliable stock. Re-

member, I do not purchase! to sell, so that when

my surplus is cleared I can only ofter you re

gret ” that you did not write earlier. Special bar-

gains this week in four pairs at 15/-
.
per pair :

other pairs and singles equally cheap considering

their distinctive features. Write now : E. Alisopp, 40,

Beda-rd., Cardiff. G845)

BIRDS purchased from me were well to the front

at shows held last week; have now beyond doubt the

finest stud of champion Norwich in England; this

strain has stood the test, and can only be obtained

direct. (1) Grand unflighted buff cock, a gem, from

head to tail, great size, now fit, prize £3 ; (2) ticked

buff hen, winner two firsts last year in hottest com-

petition, now in rare trim, 40/-; (3) charming un-

ftighted yellow cock, with rare head and neck, a

regular knockout, £3; (4)^ grand 1913 yellow coCk,

grand for size, splendid head, a bird hard to beat,

50/- - (5) sweet unllighted buff hen, perfect speci-

men, must be seen to admire her qualities, a stormer,

in perfect condition, 42/-; (0) grand buff cock, win-

ner 3 firsts and one third, only times shown last

year 50/-; these lot are a good team, fit for any

fancier who wants to make a name on the bench,

have several grand unflighted cocks and hens from

10/-; approval with pleasure, safe delivery guaran-

teed Note carefully the address, which never

changes: Judge Silk, The Greatest Norwich Special-

ist, Whitstable.
<1856)

Remember

!

I Invite You
to come on any day but Sun-
day and inspect my rooms and
stock. I have a magnificent
collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Borders, Crests, Mulct,———— British Rollers, etc., and am

offering exceptional value in all varieties. Brand
lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in full tong, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6,

10/- each. Smart erect Yorkshire Hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/ ,

6/-, 7/6 each. Matched breeding pairs, personally
selected, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/. per pair. 6mart
thick set, cobby Norwich, at same prices as York-
shires. Exhibition Yorkshires, from rny well-known
strain of winners, Exhibition Norwich from rny

famous Bulldog strain, ready for immediate bench-
ing, at 10/-, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, to 100/- each.

Write, stating wants. If you are unable to come
and make your own selection I will send one or more
birds to any address in the kingdom on 10 days’ ap-

proval at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute satis-

faction to everyone, or cash returned in full. Send
a P.C. for my Free Illustrated Catalogue. Travelling

Cages, 3d. extra in all cases. Easy payments ar-

ranged with genuine fanciers.—JOE THOMAS,
Breeder, Exhibitor, and Exporter, Ambler Thorn,

Halifax, Yorks. (Over 35 years same address.)

NORWICH BARGAINS
I have decided to dispose of 4 pairs of typical Nor-

wich at 12/6 per pair, 4 pairs at 15/-, 4 pairs at 17 6,

and 4 pairs at 20/- per pair; all these from rny noted

stud prices vary according to size ; they are dirt

cheap; approval, 6tarnp; see Breeder’s Card: J.

Hoddcr, 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London, E.C.

PURE NORWICH
Winner of Crystal Palace diploma and silver

medal, and London Horticultural Hall diploma,

silver rosebowl and gold medals, etc., winning

yellows and buffs from 20/-; a few good paire from

15/- upwards; on approval: N- Leese, 30, Alcx-

andna-rd., Normacot, Staffs. (1848)

H. VALENTINE
Winner of numerous prizes. Including 3 Ists and

specials, 3 2nds, 3 3rds, special for most points in

show, and special for best colour in show; read

Bedford show report; some grand show and stock

birds for sale from 7/0 to £2 10/-: 19, St. Mary’s,

Bedford. 0829)

PURE FMORWICH
Crystal Palace, Manchester, and all leading^ show

strain, cocks, yellows and buffs, from 6/-, 7/-, 8/,

10/-, 12/-' -show specimens, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-; hens,

same strain, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-; for show, 15/-,

20/-; any on approval; a 20 years’ noted winning

strain: breed 30 years: Sandiford, Canary Specialist

and Judge, Preston, Lancs.

MR. Ci W. SILK
Glen-Rosa, Emsworth. can offer some tip-top Nor-

wich show and stock birds from his noted winning

strain
;

kindly state requirements ;
birds on aPP”’'

val with- pleasure. (IS06)

Rollers 6 Singing Canariesl

BREEDER'S CARD.

ARTHUn CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 161,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.It.C.C.

Bird* for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

BUY THE BEST
Bred from birds that won in all leading shows last

vear’ cocks, grand size, big heads, fine quality hens

of exquisite type, from 10/- upwards; pairs matched

from 15/-; approval: Rev. Nume, Harrington, Cum-

berland. ‘

WANTED, Rollers, Pearson’s Menagerie, Green-

wich. (18 ji

)

1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1849)

WANTED, a large quantity of Rollers, for cash :

Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. (1840)

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-; approval:

Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B.

GLUCKE and water glucke cocks, from 7/6 upwards;

ateo hens : Higgins, 1, Mary-st., Tyldesley. (lSlo)

HIGH class Rollers, cold room bred, over moult,

cocks in song, 7/6: Close, 33, Chesterficld-rd., Black-

pool. (1849)

ROLLERS for sale; cocks 5/6, 6/6, 7/6; hens, 2/-

eaeh : Barnett, 14, Sutherland-st., South Belgravia,

S W. (1848)

^ROLLER Canaries, full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; liens,

3/*l approval, deposit; Reynolds, Walbcrswiek,

Southwold. * _
BRITISH Rollers, in 6ong. cocks 6/6, 7/6, 8,6,

hens, 2/-; cold-room bred: Eowles, Chapel-st., Cam,

Dursley, Glos. .

(1832)

HIGH-CLASS Rellers, Kremner strain, cocks. i/C,

8/6, 10/6; approval; inspection invited: G. Grims-

ditch, 58, Church-st., Dukinfield. (l«a->

ROLLERS, Rollers; lovely songsters, cocks a/6

hens 2/- each
;
own breeding, cold room, singing all

day long: O. Beach, Monmouth. (1850)

NOTICE—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing prices low, easy payments taken; approval:

MeKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (L911

EXCHANGE Roller cocks, in full song for Norwich

cocks, also British birds for small foreign: F. Owen,

66, Wolverhampton-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (“'Ir'

HIGH-CLASS water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C.,

rung, cocks from 10/6; hens, 4/-; inspection in-

vited : T. Hilson, 35, Botany Lane, Ashton-under-

Lync (

1

8ol

)

GLUCKE and Water-GUicke Rollers, young cocks,

10/6 12/6, 15/-; hens same strain, 6/6; / dajs ap-

proval: J. C.' Banks, 49, St. Huberts-rd., Great Har-

wood. . . .
HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, </6, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain; (hens, 2/6, 8/6;

cold room; cash or approval. Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd

Crewe. ^

CONTEST Rollers, winning strain, B.R.C.C. rung;

cocks 10/6, 12/6, hens 5/-, pairs 15/-; approval:

Hawkes Regent-st., Wellingborough, member

B.It.C.C.
,

YORKSHIRE Rollers, few cocks left, 5 - each,

good songsters; also few cock Bullfinches. 2/-: ap-

proval; cages free: Smith, 4, Chapel-st., Longndge,

Preston, Lines.
, .

(18o!'
l

MY famous Glucke Rollers now ready, from 10/6 to

20/- each, bred from my last season winners, pure

Randall’s, the finest strain in England, week s ap-

proval, deposit: Etherington, 226, Fletcher-rd . Pres-

ton. Member B.R.C.C. <laoW
.
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II Kill CLASS Gluck© and Water Gliieke Rollers,
RamlaH’s, b.K.C.C'.; cocks, 10/C, 12 0, 15/-; hena,
I /-, 4/C, 6/ ;

breed wire winner*; approval, de-
posit: Allen. Albert-st., Wed liesbury. (1855)

PRIZE- BRED Rollers; a few paira to part with,
12/C and 15/- per pair, worth 3 times the price;
apply for particulars and t&otimoniulH to K. Stanton,
Cycle Stores, Alc©J»ter. (Member II.U C.C.) (1848)

TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-
ulaas Rollora, offer grand young cocks, ringing
grand, fl/C, 0/C, 7/0; extra deep toned cocks,

10 / 0 . 12/0 each; hens, 2/- each; approval, cash
or deposit: Day, 77, Porter st., Hull. (1851)

CONTEST Rollers, delightful singers, cold room
hrtd, and blood extant; cocks, 10/0 to 15/*;

hens, 5 -
;

pairs, seieutiffcally mated, 12/0 to 18/0;

approval with pleasure, or call and hear them:
Squire, Gornmei all lilrstall, near Leeds. (1630)

Hartz Mountain Rollers
Home bred, including h©**t strains in England ;

send
for my list before deciding upon a purchase: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

MAGNIFICENT STOCK
of English bred Rollers in tree song day and pa»

light, free from harsh notes; c. ckn, 5/0, 0/0, and
7/0 each; hens, 1 ,'d each; all warranted cold room
bred; also splendid lot of YorteUivres und Norwich
cocks in free song, 5/0, 0/C, and 1 7/0 each; liens,

2/-, 2 0, and 8/- each; all birds 1014 bred and over
moult; travelling cages, 3d. extra; week’* trial

allowed as usual, cash or deposit system : W. Gore,
Gooch-st., Birmingham.

REAL B R C C. ROLLERS
FouUIs' championship strain, also others trained
under Randall’s and one of best organs, price 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained all guaranteed and on
approval, liens 2/0, 3/C; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; established
fifty years; thousands of testimonials; for proof
write Editor, who has seen the originals ; send for

catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston ; also at 89, Selater-st., Slier, ditch, London.

Scotch Fancies.

A few good 1914 birds for sale; cocks and hens:
Smith, 26, Denipstor-st., Wick. (1847)

SCO I S Fancies, one pair, both winners, cheap:
Ward, 178, Main-si., Shettleston. (1820)

ONE pair pure-bred Scoteh Fancies, 35/-; cash or
sxehange; no live stock: Stewart, 119, Lang-st.,

Keith. (1856)

FOR sale, green hen, £3; yellow cock, £1 10/-;

ou If pied cock, £2 10V-: John Melville, Sunuybank.
l'ayport. (1839)

ALL my well-known stock for sale, including )6

young birds, cages, rack, etc. : Mellwain, School,
Mount Florida, Glasgow. (1834)

j
YorRshires-

j

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15/-, £0/-, 30/-. 40/-, 50/-, 60/-; the
finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 years;
many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show, Palace, 1914 ; ap-
proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scolton, Knaresborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-giuiiea Glia,

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

L. DYKES, breeder, exhibitor, and exporter. Win-
ner of more first prizes for years than any other
exhibitors of Yorkshires. Show and stock birds
for sale, prices reasonable. See reports all lead-

ing shows; inspection invited: 16? Shann-st., Bol-

ton Woods, Bradford.
OGDEN BROS.. Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of tlie best the world has produced: Dudley Hill,

Bradford. '

WANTED, Yorkshires: Pearson’s Menagerie,
Greenwich. 0857)
CA.x AitlisS,

, 1914 Yorks, cocks, singing, 3/-; two
6/- : Lioyd, Aviaries, Gorseinou, Swansea. (1849)

FOR sale, 5 pairs of Exhibition Yorkshire Canaries:
T. Carby, 49, Milton-st., Wombweil, Barnsley. (1849)

ONLY’ four pairs left; will accept 20/- pair to
clear : Humphries, Ash Cottage, Bacup, Lancs. (1847)
BUFF Yorkshire cock, 7/6; buff hen, 5/6; make
grand stock birds: A. Bcresford, 27, York-st., Leek,
Staffs. (1852)

YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
TWO of the best clear yellow Yorkshire cocks, one
winner, cheap: approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick-
rd., Nottingham. (1834)

YORKSHIRES, yellow cocks, 7,6, buff 6/6, yellow
and buff hens 4.6, 5,6: Jeffrey Pass, Quick Close,

Melbourne, Derby. (1849)
SACRIFICE: Ten prize-bred cocks, full of type and

quality, 10/- each: Taylor, 109, Lavender Sweep,
Ciapham Common. v’1845)

COCK from 7,0; hens, 3/6; cold-rcom bred,
sound, healthy birds: Apply, E. Clubbe, 33,

Louise-st., Chester. 0852)
TYPICAL Yorkshires, good leggy birds, both cocks
and hens, cheap to clear; approval: Newell. 62,

Princess-st., Abertillery. (1351)

LONG, typical Yorkshires, from my winners; eeexs
from 7/6," hens 5/-: Ilannaford, 65, St. Quinton-
avenue, North Kensington. (1836)

YORKSHIRES, colcur-f.d, cocks 5/6, hens 3/-, pairs

7/C; overstocked, no dealers: Williams, 862
,

Peni-

atone rd., Owlcrton, Sheffield. (1848)

DOME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe,
68. Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright. Castle Douglas. (1791)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition, or song,
cocks from S/6, hens from 3/-; approval: Ernest
Cheshire. 34. Crawford-st,, Bradford. (1842)

NOTICE.— Ten pairs Yorkshires, as bred, suit

dealer, £3 lot, genuine bargain: approval, deposit:
Frank Stevens, Great Aylon. Yorkshire. (1835)

LONG slim 1814 Yorkshire cocks, yellow varie-

gated clear buffs, singing, 6 / - each; approval:
Roper, 134, Chester, Seven Kings, Essex. (1855)

GRAND young, rich yellow Yo.kshirej cock*,

splendid songsters, 3 <5 each, 2 for «/- ;
every

bird guaranteed: Stephens, Wert Drayton. (1852)

DEALERS supplied with Yorkshires in large or

small quantities; writ: for our latest wholesale price

lUt: Eooley Aviaries, 403, EooJey-lane. Bradford.

Fome of the Finest Quality in Great
Britain to day. The prices are ubout

as usual, but the

Value is^Very Unusual.

an<l value is ami must be the only true tost of
rheapm'ss. Have on approval, compare with all
others, which will prove tho facts of this statement.
Cocks, 5/-

f 5/0, C/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6,
5/-; pairs, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 upwards; approval;
cages, 3d.; detailed list free:

W. RUPP, sl&X NO RWICH.
T. C. CltAWIIALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class
Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-
posit: fit. George':, terrace, Newcastle-on -Xvne. (1788)
FAIR Yorkshires 10/6, eight young, as bred, 35/-;

also live young Norwich as bred, 22 / 6 ,
lot 3 guftieas,

all good birds: A. Spauen, Band, Hutton, York.
(1846)

WINNING Yorkshires; cocks, 7/6; hens, 6/- up-
wards; tee straw reports; approval, deposit: Arthur
Radley, 17, Senior-at., MoUtgrccn, Huddersfield.

(1856)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, some good enough to
win open novice classes; pairs from 10/-, or part
exchange: Hickson, 56, Lock-rd., Broadlicatb.

(1853)
YORKSHIRES, cheap, in show condition (winners

novice section); suit novice just commencing; de-
I>osit : Williamson, Moor Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

, (1853)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, show or stock, from my
winners, reasonable prices; matched pairs from
12/6; approval: G. Simeson, 63, Beaeonsfield-st.,
Aeomb, York. (1837)
J. S. FA1RMAN, show and stock birds for sale,
prices reasonable; all bred by me

; see reports
Ciapham, L.C.P.

; inspection invited: 28, I’epler-rd.,
Old Kent Road. (1854)
WINNERS, yellow cock, 12/-; yellow marked hen,

10/-; other equally cheap; lovely stock birds from
7/-; no time for .‘bowing: J. McLoughlin, Valicy-rd.,
Liversedge, Yorkshire. (1835)
SHARP sale wanted, 6 pairs of Yorkshires, colour-

fed, 5/9 pair; 2 cocks, 4/- each; lot £2 1/-; or
exchange gun; approval, deposit: Brood-bent, 21,
Carlton-rd., Dewsbury. (1854)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, same strain as my win-

ners, colour-fed cocks, 5/6 upwards; hen£, 3/6 up-
wards; pairs, 7/6 upwards; approval, deposit: North,
443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1856)
LONG, slim yellow-green cock and clear buff hen,

15/- pair; buff-green cock and clear yellow hen, 14/-;
three nice dark cock Goldfinch Mules, 7/6 each

:

Bond, Terriers, High Wycombe. (1850)
WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, .also cock Goldfinch Mules, for
prompt cash; stamp envelope reply: Enoch Power,
91. Selater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
SALE, eight Yorkshire, some first prize-winners,
and all fit to win ; seven show cages, five breed-
ing cages, all good, exchange anything useful: L.
Watson, Toft Hill, nr. Bishop Auckland. (1851)
ALL the stock cf Yorkshires to be sold, winners
and stock birds, included: reasonable: pairs or
singly; can be teen any time; stamp particulars:
G. Morris, 2. Bedl'ord-st., Ford, Devonport. (1-847)

1913 cocks, bred from winners L.P.O.S., 10/-; grand
feathered 1914 cocks, Jittle under size, 6/- each;
exchanges entertained ;- wanted, ladies’ and gent.’s
mackintosh : Andrews, 133, Gordon-rd., Peekham,
S.E. (1848)
PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred
from my winners, hens 5/- upwards'", cocks 7/6 up-
wards ; cash or deposit

;
approval with pleasure

:

Ilosken Bros., 85, Main^st., Heamoor, Dr. Penzance,
Cornwall. (1850)
SELLING off, high-class Yorkshires’, ticks, clears,
yellows, buffs, cocks 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, hens 4/-,' 5/-," 6/-;
pairs 8/-, 10/-

;
good bargains to clear

; winning
strain; approval, deposit: Radley, Windmill Cot-
tage, Middlestow'n, Wakefield. (1849)
FANCIERS! see my wins Kirkburton and Bradford.

I have a good stock, same strain, and, more im-
poftant still, similar birds, not strain gone astray

;

write stating wants
; pairs from 7/6 ;

showcase, 4
cages, 9/-: J. Beaumont Hepworth, Huddersfield.

(1849)
GIVING up Yorkshires: 9 cocks 5/- each, 18 hens

2/6 each; absolutely a gift; brand new 3-ho!e York-
shire showcase, and 3 Yorkshire Union show cages,
not been used, made by Hargreaves; accept 8/6;
cot 12/-; approval, cash or deposit: James M.
Thomas, 12, Birchfieid Villas, Hebden Bridge Yorks

' U84J)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1J, by H W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting ; also* how to treat in both health and
disease: “Cage Birds” 154 . Fle-t-st.. London, E.C.
ENTIRE stock cf high class Yorkshires for sale.
Owing to continual .ill-health am compelled to dis-
pose of the, whole of my birds and cages. ' Many
winners for sale, which comprise Messrs. Bailey,
Mundell and . Shackle-ton strains; cocks from 6 /-,
hzns 3/-: state wants; approval, deposit: inspection
invited : E. Richards, Stag, Treorcby, Glam. (1845)
HELLIWELL champion Yorkshires. Owing to

alterations, must reduce my stork this season. I

have won the. Bristol rose bowl, Bradford East
rose bowl, Skelrnanthorpe challenge clip, open to
the world, with birds bred bv myself; matched
pairs from the above. 10/-, 15 /-. 20 /- upwards; odd
birds, show or stock, proportionately; approval:
Cornmercial-rd., Skelrnanthorpe. (1840)
HAVE parch: ed- (lie- entire stock of Yorkshires

rf n well-known 1 'u ’der-.Teld fancier, including h’.s

b-’g winn.rs. I will sell show birds, yellow or 'huff,
which have won, at 20/- and 25/- each: reveral
grand unflighted at 1.5/- and 20/- each; stock pads
at 12.6, 15’-, 20/-, and 30/- per pair. Now is the
time to toen.ro something out, of t-hp. ord'nnry nt
werk’ng men's prices; all to be sold as quickly as
possible; approval: Judge Silk, W.hitstable. (1855)

C. . 1 . CLARKE
winner of Mayoress Cup, Clanham, 1913 14 : about C
Yorkshires only for sale, of fine quality: 65, Cople-
ston-rd., East Dulwich. (1832)

BOUJMDY & SON
Champion Yorkshires, winners, for keenest com-

petition, and slashing stock birds, clean moulted,
wonderful length and feathered like wax : owing
to so many .‘.hows cancelled shall not require so
many teams this season; cocks from 10 /- to 60/-,
bens similar prices : St. Teath. Cornwall. (1849)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
Wt* have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either

for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks a speciality;
see Y.U. show reports; no fabulous pricea: 403,
Rooley-lane, Bradford.

POWICK’8 CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song, 7/6-
«ure winners 10/6; hens, 5/6 each

,
ten days’

approval at my risk : W. Powick, JSastfleld Cottage,
Dewsbury, Yorkshire. '

( 1839 )

PURE YORKSHIRES
Crystal Palace first prize strain guaranteed

; some
lovely specimens, clean moulted cocks, yellows or
buffs, from 5/-, 0 /-. 7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 12/-, 15/- each-
hens, yellows or buffs, 4/-, 6/-„ 6/-, 7/0, 8/6, 10/- each;
any on approval; I guarantee to please you, as soon
as you arc them. Cages, 2/- each. Breeder 30 years:
sandiford, Canary Specialist, Preston; also 89
Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, London.

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/6, 7/-,
8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full
song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,
12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair. In
Clears,, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and ail
cold-room kept, colour-fed

_
a,1<i natural colour. TypicalS stmk

8
of

S
/'’ a1

;.’
6/'’ 7/ '- 8/6 each - Also

as Y0A°»t,ir«
large edbby Norwich at same prices

Si? Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-“ ng4ers
,

at 8 7 '-> 8/6, 10/6 each, day andgas Rht songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-Wieh (c-ocko or hens),, at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,

Paim-n
t

r«
r
.

ee
n-

tTeS
‘I

1 ' 86 P™es oflert<1 at- Easyaym-n s. Birds sent off at once on receiving firstpayment. Send for Illustrated Price List, .and myterms, post Iree. Export orders a speciality, and
8 uara,|tmi to any part of the world,

approval-
cages

> 3cl - €X tra - Terms: Seven days’

J. Taylor,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

Various Canaries.
1M4

> healthy, in eong; cocks, 4/-; hens,

stone*
' U

’ aS bred: B > 3S
-

Fi»'>t-laiie, Maid-

WUE buy for cash hen Canaries, II- each- 'hen

Brixton°,k s'vv

'

eS> 1, ’ : Hely#r
’ 53> **alu'a«-ra.. North

TWO
_

yellow 2 buffs, cocks, 4 buff hens, all ^coilYori:shires, 7/6 pair, or 25/- lot; some good Nor

Burnle/
U ' paJr: Lmgard

> 29
> Marlboro-st.,

G/JING UP—Must sell, splendid chance to obtainpuze-breds; cocks, 7/6, 10 /-, 15/-; hens, 3/6, 5/-;

rd i!wv
°r deposit: Salter, 32, Grosvenor-

* u * tviiguy. nazi \

1914 YELLOW Norwich cock, two 1913 hens, goodhealthy condition, 6/- ; three 20-inch two compart-ment breeding cages, 6/-: Roper, 134, Chester, Sevenlungs, Fv’oex.
(1855)HAVING been called for service abroad, must dis-pose ct my prize-bred Border and Norwich Canaries

no reasonable offer refused, can be seen any time bv
appointment: Snook, 31. Leighan Yale, Streatham.

GRAND green marked buff cock, unflighted, 'good
head and neck, short tail, grand substance, can
Win, 20/-; yellow hen to match, 10/-; sure to breed

t

27
-
9 thl! Rain approval, deposit: North,

-

443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1856)EVERY possessor of a Canary should purchase acopy of Ine Canary,” price 21d., post free. This
comprehensive little' booklet contains valuable in-
formation on the care and management of Canaries
Write, The Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, . Fleet-st.
London, E.C.
TWENTY-SEX Lancashire-Y’orkshire cross, Lan-

casbire-Belgian cross, Yorkshire-Belgian cross, yel-
lows, buffs, variegated, cocks, hens, over 7in., in
the pink, cold-room, private breeder, 6 1913,' 20
1914, sold in one lot, or cocks, 7/- upwards; hens
4/6 upwards; monster length; can bo seen any
time; stamp reply: NewaJI, 56,' Kcnt-st., Bolton.

11853)

OGOE.Y ERO?.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices: properly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,
21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/’-, 60/- per pair, cocks or liens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

WANTED, Mules, both sexes: Pearson’s Menagerie,
Greenwich. 0857)
BESKIN and Goldfinch Mules, cocke in song, 6/- to

HI/- each to clear : Mac-ready, Gcorge-st., Stranraer.

TH REE hen Linnet Mules, 1 Goldfinch Mule,bl-
each; cock Linnet Mules, 3/6: Lewis, 55, Letitia-
st.. Muldlesbro. (1851)
TIP-TOP Goldfinch Mule, Finch song, and usdTl to

catching, 7/-; good cock Goldfinch, 2/6: Win,
Leceon, Rushden. (1856)
EXHIBITORS.—Giant Linnet Mule, extra good,

1st arwl special last week, 25/-: H,
( 24, Jenner-rd.,

Stoke Newington. (1850)
SIBERIAN Goldfinch -Norwich hen Mule, half light,
good size, over moult, 7/6: George G.bbons, 95,
Pcel-terr., Stafford. (1856)
1913 LARGE cock Goldfinch Mule, full song (a

beauty), .sell 10/6; approval: Robinson, Boot Maker,
.Win-ford, Cheshire. (1856)
El V E dark Linnet Mules, one Goldfinch Mule, In

full song, pure wild notes, 10/- each: Edgar, 128,
Fonthitl rd., Finsbury Park. (1849)
COOK Goldie-Sib. Canary pair, 5/-: Sib. cock, lien
Bulliz pair, 6/-; etamp reply : Harwell, Cooke,
Wavcridon, Woburn Sands, Beds. (1S49)
DO you want genuine Sibs.

;
no rubbish

; hens, bred
light Mules, 10/- each; cocks, /leep yellow, 10/-;
buff?, 7/6: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1849)
GOLDIT \CH-Ginary 1914 songsters and exhibition
from 7/6; rnultng h';ns from 2/6: Miss Thomas,
Fairlijrht. Richmond Park-rd., Bournemouth, (. 1814 )GRAND, cook Goldfiricli-Bullfinch. hybrid, 1914,
£3 10s.; cock Linnct-Mulc, 25/-; both ready for
show : Rawlings, 284, Oundle-rd., Peterborough.

(1847)
SIX 1914 cock Goldfinch Mules, Finch song, 7/6
each; one yellow variegated, 10/-; large birds; ap-
proval: J. Evans, 33, Upper High-st., Ilhvmnev,
Mon. - (1849)
LARGE pink-eyed Sib. bred hens, sure light Mu!6

breeders, 7/6, 6/6; cocks, on full song, 7/fi each;
ten days’ approval t W. 1’cwiek, Euttfield Cottage,
Dewsbury. (1829)
TWO handsome cock Goldfinch Mules (1913), Gold-
finch note, take 25/- the two; also two Norwich cock
Canaries, 18/- the two; all bargains: Beil, 20, Cal-
verley-grove, Highgate, N. (1849)
a BARGAIN, loud 1013 cock Linnet Mule, pure

wild note. 7/6; also house-moulted Linnet, 2/6, or
9/- the two, used to the nets: H. Caaey, 20,
Sidney-st., Ifiley-rd. Oxford. (1854)
THREE Sib. young cocks, Sperry strqin, 7/6;
house-moulted’ Pea-throat cock Goldfinch, 0/-;
wanted, Siberian Goldfinch : Morris, 31, Alrna-st.,
Trecyncn, Aberdare, Wales. (1856)
TWO rich coloured Goldie cocks, selected for mul-

ing, grand blaze and tannings, 3/6 each ; unflighted
yellow and bufi Norwich cocks, 5/-: H. Welsh, Corn-
stall-buiidings, Stamford, Lines. (1850)
LIGHT and dark exhibition and singing Mules and
Hybrids, also good muling hene, 2/6, 3/C each ; cages
3d. extra; approval; some extra good hand-reared
Goldfinches: liudd, Bird Specialist, Norwich.
HYBRIDISERS ; hen Bailie, lien Chaffinch ; both

laid in cage two successive seasons ; ccck Greonie,
II. M., large birds; sell 7/-: exchange Roller cock
or Siberian cock Goldie, H.M.: Bemrose, Bracken
Hill, Chrpsltown. (1847)

HYBRIDISERS, I have the largest stock of Bull-
finches in Staffordshire

; cocks, 1/-, 1/C ; hens. 9d„
1/-

; Goldfinches. 2,6, 3/6 ; one extra good specimen,
5/-

;
wanted Siskins : G. Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd.,

Lonston. Staffordshire. 1)865)
LIGHT buff mule cock, dark yellow mule cock, dark

bull variegated, all 1913 bred, cock Hawfinch, ccek
Yellowhammer, cock Twites

; those are all a grand
size and colour, fed and ready for the shew bench

;

will giva preference to anyone taking the lot: W.
Portman, Morgan-st., Cardigan. (1839)
LINNET, Goldfinch and Siskin Canary Mules, cocks

in full song, with pure w'iid notes, 7/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-

each; h :n Mules, 1/- each; grand lot of exhibition
and muling birds; see lust, free on application:
Walsh, Bird Specialist. Blackburn. (18-55)

1914 COCK Goldfinch Mules, including 1 yellow
show specimen, Ml/-; another, 7 6; 3 other yel-

lows, and 3 buffs, 6/- each, or 44/- the eight; 3
Goldfinches, 6/- each; muling pairs, 10 G; giving
up muling; approval: Martin, Confectioner, 41,

Sonhia-st., Docks, Cardiff. (1653)

(EXHIBITORS.—One) grand Goldie 'Greenie, 1st

Manchester, only time shown, colour-fed, £1 15/-;
also grand Lesser Redpoll, H.M., 15.-; alio good
F.M. Goldfinch, make certain winner, 12, 6 ; bar-
gains, giving up for business reasons: C. II. Straf-

ford, 12, Haddon-st
,

Gorton, Manchester. (1851)

TIME, trouble, and money caved I Upon re-

redid of Id. stamp, we will oend you poet free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it i.x the
regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be
very useful: The Advertisement Manager,” "Cage
Birds,” 154. F!ect-st., London. E.C.

HENS! H£IV!S ! HEMS!
Norwich, Yorkshires. Borders, Rollers, or mixed
three for 5/6; cage, 3d.: W. Rudd, The Bird Speci-
alist, Norwich.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- doz., ]/- each
hen Goldfinches, Mules; cash or deposit with ‘‘Cage
Birds”: W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd., Leytonstone.

(1824)

SONGSTERS ! SONGSTERS !

Finest and handsomest in world, extra large
hatched and caged off singly; pure-bred Norwich!
Yorkshires, etc., 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up.; cage-s, 3d.;
or detailed list free; approval with pleasure: W.
Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Taylor’s Naturalists,

Limited
have splendid assortment of Yorkshire, Norwich, and
other birds. Send for our Illustrated Catalogue,
giving particulars of everything required in the
Fancy. We hold the largest and most up-to-date
stock. Only address: 3 and 7 , Thornton-rd.. Brad-
ford. Telephone. 5014.

fFOREIGN BIRDsT]
WANTED, foreign birds: Rear; on's Menagerie,
Greenwich. (1S57)

PAIR Green Budgerigars, sell 4 -, or offers: W.
Stamp, Kirton Lindsey. Lincolnshire. (1846)

HEALTHY Talking King Amazon Tarrot, 20/-.:

Lloyd. Avaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1849)

BUDGERIGARS, Green and Yellow, for sale or ex-

change : Cutter, Salein-aven., Sunder'and. (18351

BEAUTIFUL pair acclimatised Rc-ellas for rale:

G. Frankham, 45. W«lton-lano, Liverpool. (1556)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, good talker, etc., £3 3s.:

Hover, so, Ilandcroft-rd , Croydon. Found 1904.

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, good talker, etc.: throe
guineas: Hover, 89, Uandcroft-rd., Croydon. ‘Phono
1904. (1844)

HEALTHY young yellow and green Budge-rigar*,
cheap; over-stocked: Miss Wigram, Frenshnni, Farn-
harn. (1781)

RED-CRESTED Cardinal, two years. nccliin..uised,

grod ©on -’lit ten, price 12/0: Moore, 11, Lupus-st.,

Pimlico, London. (1555)

OUTDOOR Green Budgerigars. 4 ’• pair, cocks 1/6;

Cockatiels, 2 cocks 1/- each: Jackson, Hard Cragg.
Grange-ovcr-Sands. . \T846)

SIX young Budgerigars, 11/-, 4 - pair: Madagascar
Weaver cock, 5/-; pair GoldlliicbpSj 3-. Baines. 6,

Toronto-st., Lincoln. (184SI

PARROTS, lovely pots and talkers, with or without
canes, four months' talking warranty: Copp, Ward-
robe Stores, Hartford. (1855)

NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices

and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKcnnd,
Scabrl'iht, Castle Douglas. (1781)

HEALTHY outdoor aviary-bred young green Bud-
gerigars, 4/- pair; beautiful adult yellows, 7 • pair:

Rutter, Mancliestcr-rd., Lo.stock Grain in, Cheshire.
(1634)
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ftPHANGB talking Parrot, whistle*, comes out of

cJtoSSl.; «te.?S5.'-: Jopson, M6, Oldham^
KofloD Heath, Munch6«»tcr. ^
WANTED, to purchase, for largo private nvlury,

collections of foreign Liras :
state lowest cash price

:

Aviary, Maisonette, Broodstuirs. tloa<D

ONE pair Golden-breasted Wnxbllls, .one pair com-

mon W axbillo. also large rnge. lot 7/0 ;
or exchange =

Anthony, Cottoridge, Birmingham. ({»***

10 - TALKING Amaston l’arrot, year old, nccl.n.n-

Used, tutnc, perfectly healthy ; cage given purchaser

—Swann, 65, Borwlok-st., Liverpool. U8S°)

VARIETY acclimatised foreign Finches, line Plum-

age, aviaries; list, prices, and view: Madagascar 17

Park-avenue, Willesden Green, N.W. (1H.,4)

BUDGERIGARS, guaranteed healthy, outdoor hrod ;

low price* ;
overstocked; Green 4/0, Yellow 0/0

r>arr t Ribbons, One Ash, Luton, Beds. (1851)

FOl'lt voting Cockntiels, 5/6 each, 20/- lot; green

cook Budgerigars, 2/- each; all bred open outdoor

aviary: Millar, 49, Wellington at., Portobcllo,

VERY fine Green Budgerigars, bred from unrelated

parents in outdoor aviary, 5/- per pair
;
cock Zebra

Finch S/C : E. Brown, Sherburn, E.R. Yorkshire.

TALKING Amazon Parrot and cage, 45/-; would

exchange for African Grey; cash adjustment; Ap-

proval: Stainton, 40, South Parade, Gainsborough.

BUDGERIGARS, green, adult pairs, »/- ;
young

f’ockatiels. 4/- .each ; from outdoor aviary : Tom
IWerton, Newbrighton, Cottingley, Binglcy, York-

shire.
.

(I860)

GENUINE African Grey, talks, whistles, good

mimic, very tame, perfect condition, £3 10/-; good

cage included : Fromant, 240, Woolw i-ch-rd., Chari-

ton, S.E. (1852)

BUDGERIGARS, Green or Yellow, 2/- each, to

clear: Pekin Nightingales, 4/- pair; all In excellent

condition: from out-door aviary: F. Perry, Warren-

rd„ Rhyl. (184,)

PARROT, can say almost anything, laughs, sings

and whistles. So-: also Red and Urey, tame, 15/-,

cheap: Burch Bros.’ Dairy, Percival-rd., Bush Hill

Park, Enfield. (1844)

EXHIBITORS, pair Whydahs, £1 pair: Scarlet

and Btack Bishops, second and third Oxford (see

last week's report of same), 15/- : Oliffe, Church

Green. Witney. (1849)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 223

Club Reports.
DARVEL C.B.S.

General meeting, Oct. 28, Town Kali, before a fair

turn out. Final arrangements were made for Club

Show, Nov.: 14, schedule of 25 classes wao drawn
up, entries not later than Nov. 11, so members
come away with your entries and make the show a

huge success.—James Fairful, Sec.

GLASGOW (Bridgeton E. End) O.S.
Meeting, Vice President, Mr. J. Muir, in chair.

The tirst business was entries for annual show,

Nov 7. Judging from 10 to 1; doors open at 1.

Prize drawing for gift icla»;s, which contains 7

valuable Canaries and cages given by members,
will take place at 5; aho presentation of cups,

medals, and prizes to winners.—D. Burnett, Sec.

NEWCA3TLE-0?LTYN2 C.B.S,
Special meeting Shields Cafe, Bigg Market, Oet.

29 Mr. M. C. Potts chair. Messrs. T. Robson. T.

Dixon, and W. Reid were selected as judges for

show, Nov. 14. Entrance, Is. per cage; Os., 4« 3s.,

2s. prize-money; ir lees than 15 entries any class,

entry fees will be divided in tile proportion of 0, 4,

3 and 2. Classes for jadges decided on. Show
closes 8.30.—J. W. Reed, Sec.

POPLAR C.B.S.
Meeting. Headquarters, AH Hallows School Room,

East India Dock Road, Oct. 29. After general

business, including final arrangements for Annual
Show, Nov. 7. in the School Rooms, doors open at

one o'clock (Poplar is noted for quality, come and
6ee them), Mr. J. Wyatt gave his lecture and ex-

hibition on Canary washing, which was thoroughly
enjoyed, /he lecturer was then plied with questions

for the benefit and interest of the members. Vote
of thanks to Mr. Wyatt terminated the meeting.—F.
H. Marhoff, Hon. Assist. Sec.

CRESTED CAfJARY CLUB.
The committee have accorded the L.C.B.A. the

following support: 5s. tor the best Crest; 5s. for

boot Crestbred ; 10s. Cd. for best 1914 Crested
wearing the club's dosed ring ; 10s. Cd. for best
1914 Crestbred ditto: 5s. for best yellow Crest;
Es. for best yellow Crestbred; 5s. for best Novice
Crest; 5s. best Novice Crestbred. All members
must add C.C.C. on entry form for inclusion in

catalogue. There muet not be less than 4 com-
peting members for each and every special, and
no member can win more than one cash special.—
J. Tyson. Sec.

BIRTLEY, CHESTER-LE-STREET
AND PELTON FELL (Amal.).
We are holding our 1st annual membero’ show

in the Dun Cow Hotel, Chester-le-Street, Nov. 7,

when
s
we are looking forward to our members

giving our judge (Mr. J. Riseborough, of Sunder-
land) plenty of work to do. As members have
had a very fair breeding season, fanciers visiting

the district will have an opportunity of seeing

some good birds. If any member who lias not
received a schedule will bring his birds to the
6how by 10 a.m. he can get them entered. Specials

and donations are coming in very well, so members
rally up.—R. Ward, Sec.

ABERTiLLERY C.B.S.
Meeting Oct. 2S, Prince of Wales Hotel, Mr.

Probert presiding. Mr. Broome, of Blaenavon, sent

a letter asking for a members' show to be held at

Blaenavon, and it wao unanimously decided that we
should hold same about the middle of January.
Messrs. A. Hoskins and F. Taylor, of Newbridge,
and E. Warr and W. Small, Abertillery, were elected
as members. I understand that two or three more
fanciers will be nominated at next meeting. A
discussion took place re the Welch National Show,
and it was decided that sec. should represent the
society at Cardiff next Saturday. The well-known

• Yorkshire fancier. Mr. Newell, was elected as
assistant sec. The presentation of members' speciats
terminated a very pleasant evening. Now, mem-
bers. rally up at next meeting, Nov. 14, at 7.30.—
H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Meeting held Oct. 20. Mr. P. Critchlow (llanford)

elected a member. Show delegate’s report was con-

sidered satisfactory. Me. F. W. Alcock was ap-

pointed ius oteward to assist at the Hanley “how.

Bocrotary was instructed to forward list of financial

members' names who nrc eligible to exhibit at the

coming Inter-club shows, to the show secretaries.

Members who have paid no subscription# will not be

Included in this list. Next mooting Monday, Nov. 9.

—j. Pltchford, Sec. _
NEVVCASTLE-ON-TYNE (East End)
Mooting Ocfc. 28, Leighton's School, Heaton Road,

Mr. Hutchinson presiding over a good attendance.

Two new members were elected—Messrs. Farrar and

Ilyslop, Newcastle. Decided to add a gift class to

schedule, the birds to be given to donors of specials.

I hope members will do their best regarding this,

and let me have a good account next meeting, Nov.

11. Classes being allotted to judges, and rules

drawn up for ©how, the meeting closed with a vote

of thanks to chairman.—J. W. Coutts, Sec.

R£Dft!LL C.B.S.
The Southern Border Fancy Club has decided to

give the patronage to Redhill Show Dec. 2. There

is a good list of specials for members. I have been

able to get the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, well lighted and

perfectly free from draughts. I make an earnest

appeal for all member© to send us as many entries

as possible. There need be no anxiety about the

trains, as there arc plenty run to Redhill, it being

a junction, and I shall see that all train© are met
so that birds will be in the hall all night, and not

on the station.—A. W. Bacon, Hon. Sec.

ALTK2NGHAM (Open) C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 21, Station Cafe, Mr. T. Harrison

presiding over a splendid meeting. Mr. W. Robin-

son fully demonstrated and gave advice on how a

bird should be handwaehfed. Six novice members
made attempts at copying Mr. Robinson's methods
with moderately good success, Mr. Robinson com-

plimenting one novice for the way he handled his

bird. The meeting was much indebted to the

demonstrator for his good advice -and splendid

lesson, and passed a unanimous vote of thanks.

Members' Show, Nov. 21, 1 to 8.30, Rigby Memorial
Schools, Navigation-rd. Proceeds to be given in

aid of the local Relief Fund. Great efforts are to

be njade to ensure a successful show,, especially as

one of our members, Mr. A. Jackson, is reported

as missing from the 1st Cheshire Regt., now on

active service.—Chas. Bailey, Hon. Sec.

SOUTHERN NORV/JCH P.C.
Committee meeting at London and P.O.S. Show,

Lambeth Baths, Oct. 28. Decided that owing to

the usual patronage not being able to be taken up

by 6hows according to the existing rules of the

club, that at the forthcoming Show of the London
C.B.A., the S.N.P.H. Club give six cash specials of

5s. each, for competition among its members ex-

hibiting at the show, three to champion section and

three to novice. Mr. J. W. Ramsden will give two
silver cigarette cases to novice section, Mr. Crawford

a lady's umbrella to champion section, and myself

(Hon.' Sec.), a box of Scotch shortbread, and a box

of chocolate biscuits. The committee hope that

members that have not paid yet will kindly do eo

without an official notice. In order to keep ex-

penses in hand, there will be no rule book issued

for 1914. The particulars of competition will be

issued in the schedule of the London C.B.A., but

subs, must be paid before date of show to our club.

Any fancier joining now will be eligible to compete.

—F. S. Matthes, Hon. Sec., 34, Rotherhithe New
Road, S.E.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.
Societies accepting our patronage, and tbe dates

of the shows are:—London C.B.A., Nov. 20, 27, and

28, judge Mr. D. Jenkins; Redhill, Dec. 2, judge not

yet appointed ;
and Llanelly, Jan. 12, judge Mr. H.

Norman. The list of specials as published in the

year book has been cancelled, and the following are

the specials now offered for competition this season

:

Diploma for best Bord.: 2s. Cd. best champ. Bord.;

2s. Od. best novice Bord.; 2s. 6d. best fourth prize

Bord. ; 5s. most points at each show ;
10s. most

points during the season, all birds to count; 10s 6d.

most points gained throughout the season in Greens

and Ginns., exhibitors’ two highest birds at each

show to count. Members will agree this is a very

liberal list. I know you alt hate to mutilate your

Cage Biuds, but just cut this paragraph out. stick

it in a prominent place in the bird-room, and make
up your mind to win at least one of these specials.

The committee hope that every member will do his

utmost to support the patronage shows, indeed all

catering for “ We Gems.”—Geo. Burton, Sec. (pro

tem.).

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must bs fully PREPAID.

^-incli 2/-, J-inch 3/-, 1 incli 6/«

For Full Tariff See Last Week’* Issue.

THE

CITY and SUBURBAN’S
Nineteenth Annua! 6bow talcs place on Friday and
Saturday, No*. 13th and 14th, at the Church Insti-

tute, 60, PaddingtoD Street, Maryicbone, W. Alight

from ’buses passing either Baker Street or High

Street Marylebone.—Victor Wynn, Hon. Sec.

Make READING Another Record

17 Open Classes, 6 Norwich, 6 Yorks., 1 A.O.V. Can., 1 Goldfinch, 1 A.O.V. British, 4

10/-, 5/-, 2/6, with 2/6 Casli Specials. Entrance fee, 1/6. All Prize Money will be paid "ll
!j “L, show

of show. As a penny of every entry goes to Prince of Wales Fund, send 8

Wednesday, Nov. 11th.

Audley Street, Reading.
Entries extended till first post Sunday, Nov. 8th.—0. C. 8mith, Secretary, 73,

Nov.
13 & 14 tOLD SHILDON^H

Workmen's Club Cage Bird Society (members of the Yorkshire Union). £1 aassss fw Canaries and 7

Classes for British, composed of 5 for Norwich, 5 for Yorkshires, 3 for
tehedSies

Selling, 7 fo British and Mules and Hybrids. 5 /- Special for most points classes. Schedulies

have been sent out; those who have been missed should write for same. And we ask membere ot the

Yorkshire Federation to rally round us and give us a bumping entry. Grand hall,
t£i

ent
?.

m

water Popular Judges; J. Stanger (Petton Fell), W. Reid (Sunderland).-Sec.. John Ainsworth, 15,

Vaughan Stret, Shildon ,
Durham.

All birds to be staged Friday night, or before 0 o’clock Saturday morning. All birds 1 1

reach home same night if possible. Entries close Wednesday, Nov. 11. Catalogues by post 4d.

wood, Sec., Craven Street, Acsri.-gton. Please enter from this.

All birds sent off in time to
D. Har-

(1857)

25th
ANNUAL

OPEN SHOW.HKLIFAKO.S. „Friday and Saturday, Nov. 20th and 21st.
Judges' Mr W. Mundelt (Bradford), and and Mr. W. Vardy (Hucknall Huthwaite).

RECORD PRIZE MONEY 26/- per CLASS.
31 Classes 1/6 entry. Schedules from Mr. H. Clegg, 15, Melrose Street, Lee Mount, Halifax

Friendly and Trades' Hall. Halifax. Entries close November 17th.

Show room,

The^6th Annual Great International Cage Bird Exhibition

will be held jointly by the

CTondon Case Bird Association), N.B.B. and M.C. (National British Bird and Mule Club), and the F.B.E.L.

Foreign Bifd Exhibitors League), on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Nov. 26, 27, and 28, 1914, sup-

t d bv the CC S S PC and O.N.P.C., S.B.F.C.E. and W.B.F.C., L. and L.F.A., G.C.A., etc. Huge

r?I«ifie/tion Full staff of competent Judges, and innumerable specials. Profits to be devoted to the

BritUhS Cross Society. Entries close Nov. 16, 1914. Schedules from: John Tyson, 169, Sloan St.,

London, S.W

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Hayle (Cornwall).—Parochial Hall, Nov. 23. Judge,

C. H. Toy. 23 open cl.: Nor. 5, Yorks. 6, A.O.V. 1,

Pairs 1, Mules 2, Brit. 6, For. 1, Sell. 2. 7 Local

classes. Prizes, 6s., 4s., 2s., Is. Fee Is. Ent. close

Nov. 19, to A. T. Coombe, Fore Street.

Tong (Yorks.).—Council Schools. Harry St., Dudley
Hill Bradford, Nov. 14; judge H. W. Battye. 26

classes: 10 Open Yorks., 10 Y’.U. Nov. (Limit £5 5s.).

Prizes 10s., 6s.. 4s., 2s.; fee Is. 6d. Ent. close Nov.

10, to W. Walker, 10, Oddy St., Tong St., Dudley

Hill, Bradford.

METROPOLITAN C.B.A*

Show open 2 o'clock. Now, London fanciers, ra y

round.—John Jeffrey, Press Sec.

KIRKINTILLOCH SHOW
will be held on Saturday, Nov. 7th, in Te^Pe(ance

Hall 12 Open Classes, 62 Confined. Schedules

from: James Dick, Glasgow Bridge, Kirkintilloch.

Entries received morning of show

T H O.SL Hi J. .

Annual Show. Nov. 14th, Junction Road Church Hall,

Bonnington Road. Doors open 1 o'clock. "‘™
4d. Entries dose Nov. 7th.—

G

Elm Place, Leith.

V/.

Admission
Brown, Sec., 8,

(1847)

GLASGOW (Tb7c7

Second Annual Show in “Blythswood Halls,” 230,

Gt. Western Road, on Saturday, Nov. 14th.

Tyorth west

sion 6d.

Sec.

Doors open 1 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Admia-
Wm. Loan,

Singing Contests

.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon Hotel, Bridge

Street, Oct. 31. 26 birds sang for 3 good prizes for

time singing. 1. 2, shared, S. Morley and J. Cooper;

3, J. Cooper.—S. Morley, See.

LEEDS.
Contest, Old Bird House, Skinners Lane, Busling-

tliorpe, Nov. 1. 19 birds competed. 1, 3, Ward; 2,

Binns. Judges: Messrs. C. Clayton and J. Sellars.—

C. Clayton.
Original Leeds and Dis. Linnet and Canary Club

held weekly sing, Nov. 1, at Albion Hotel, Saville

Green. 25 birds were hung, and some .splendid sing-

ing was heard by a good crowd. First sas won by

Tommy Johnson, with his champion "Jack Johnson,”
who sung beautifully; 2, Tom Stead, with a good

bird; 3, S. Johnson, with a good young 'un. Judges:
Hardeastle, Naylor, and Jennings. Tommy Jclinscr.

wishes all Linnet fanciers to know that his bird is

open to sing any other bird, and arrangements can

be made with him at any time at the above house,

his onlv club house.
At the above house a Roller Canary contest will

be held Xov. S: good prizes; first pair bung 7 p.m.—
Walt. Naylor, Sec.

SALE
& Dist.

C.B.S.
The 8th Annual Open Show will be held on Friday

and Saturday, Nov. 27 and 28, in the Technical

Schools, Sale. Judges; Messrs. C. A^ House and A.

Hirst. 42 Open Classes 10 Novice Claeses. Sche-

dules'from : G. F. Hardeastle, 202, Cross Street. Sale.

BRADFORD NATIONAL
Nov. 21st, 1914.

In aid of the Cinderella Club Funds.
COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD.

Fourth Annual Open Show, in the Drummond Road
Council School. Under the patronage and Tuling of
the Y.U. of C.B.S., the Yorks. C.C., G.M.Y.C.C.,
C.M.Y.C.C., and the Green C.A. Judges: P. Mason,
H. Sutcliffe, R. Halliday, and W. Mundell.
Open Yorks. Classes, 20.

Open Green Yorks. Classes, 4.

Open Novice Classes, 4.

Y.U. Novice Classes, 12.

Selling Classes, 3.

British and Hybrids, 5.

Entries close Tuesday, Nov. 17. Entry fee 1/6.

Prize Money, 10/-, 6/-, 4/-, and 2/-, also Cup for

best Yorks., and. Valuable Specials, including on*
guinea for most points by an exhibitor outside York-
shire. Schedule will appear next week.

—

S. Midgley,
10, Victoria St., Clayton, Bradford.

Am DISTRICT G.BA
Show going on Union Halls, West Nile Street

(directly opposite West Regent Street) Gla^ow,

Nov. 20th and 21st.—W. Hutchinson, 163, Hospital

Street, Glasgow. _

lisGssii!
Ninth Annual Show (Members’), under Northern

Sp-ciilist Societies' patronage, Nov. 14th, Co-opera-

tive Hall, Dam Crook, Newgate Street.- 66 Classes.

Entry fee, 1/-. Entries close Nov. 9th.— J. V/. Reed,

218 Ladykirk Road, ‘Newcastle.

emtERiiTuTH ^-S"B rtr-r£
BirdsT—J . Jackson, 14, Crown St., Cockermouth.

COVENTRY
O.S.

will hold their 3Sth Annual Open Show in aid of the
Relief Fund. Judge, J. Robson, Esq. A grand array
of Specials as usual. Entries close Nov. 14th, just in

time. Schedules: A. Green, 56, Arden Street, Earls-

don, Coventry,

DUBLIN
Yorkshire Canary and Cage Bird Society of Ireland

Show will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
25 and 26, 1S14, in the Antient Concert Rooms, Dub-
lin. Judge, R. Halliday. '52 Classes. Good Specials.

Entries close Saturday, Nov. 21. Schedules: C.

Lattimore, 5, Little Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin.W i^:D Hi JirS. i JL> €3r £2
(CORNWALL)

Show, Nov. 11th, 1914. Entries close Nov. 5 h. Cage
Birds 14 classes. Schedules from : E. Mitchell, Eglos-

haylc Road, Wadebridge, Cornwall.

HAYLE Open Cage Bird; Show,
Feast-Monday, Noy. 23rd.

Judge: C. H. Toy. Prize Money. 6/-, 4/-, 2/-, 1/-.

Entry fee, 1/-. Special prize for every class. Sche-

dules: A. T. Coombe, Hon. Sec.

ASERSYCHAN and DIST. 0.B.3
3rd Annual Show will be held December 3rd in Co-
operative Hail.— F. Sweeting, Sec., 22, Caradoc St..

Pentwyn, Abersychan. nr. Pontypool.
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JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
I C. BARNES, 113, Northdcld Itoad, Walklej, 8h«f-

field. JuiIl'o of nil varieties of race lilids. Lone,
practical experience. Terms moderate,

r. BENNETT, 14, Cumberland ltd.. Lidgct Green,
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds. Long and prac-

tical experience.
|. w. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds ; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, UC. Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

M. J. FULLJAMES, 42, Lincoln Itoad, S. Norwood,
London, 8.15. Specialist, British and Foreign.

CEO. GARDNER, 11. Havcrstock Itoad, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen's Itoad, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

4. R. HOUCHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich
; terms moderate.

C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge of

Canaries and oilier Cage Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, 68, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.- Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plalnhead Speci-

alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The liyrlc, Salisbury lto'“!, Cars’naRon,
Surrey. All varieties cf C-age Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

4. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

i. H. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, 'The Aviaries, Hmsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANCER, 59, Grange Terrace, Peltou Foil,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

I. TICKELL, 22, Hone.v Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
4. TAYLOR, 30, Airevilfe Hoad, Frizinghnll, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries. Specialist Yorkshires
and Norwich. Terms on application.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Uucknall Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

4. WALSH, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn. Judge
Cage Birds, ull varieties; specialist British,

Foreign, Mules, and Hybrids.
4. WlLCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Ecclesliill, nr.

Bradford, Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties
G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Rd.. Frizington. Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Itoad, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

OPEN
The Scotch Fancy and Belgian Show on Saturday,

November 2lst in Buccleuch Halls, Edinburgh.
Schedules from —R. Lile, 15, 'Argyll Terrace, Edin-
burgh.

I have changed my address, writes Mr.
Geo. W. F. Lythgoe, to 27, Cromwell Rd.,
Stretford, Manchester.

Stocksbridge C.B.S. open show for 1914
has been abandoned, and the date of Ponty-
pridd show is altered to Jan. 6.

Mr. A. Wellings will judge : Nov. 14,
Everton and Walton; 21, Barrow-in-Furness;
28, Bird Breeders’ L.P. ; Dec. 5, Garston

;

12, Bootle
; 26, Waltoa shows, we are in-

formed.
The schedule of the Bradford National show

will be advertised nest week, writes Mr. S.

Midgiey, the Hon. See. I keep having
enquiries for schedules, but we decided to
advertise it through Cage Birds, instead of
sending out the same.
The Bangor C.B.S. intends to hold its

annual show this year as usual, writes Mr.
Sam Shannon, sec. The committee have de-
cided to change the dates from Jan. 7 and 8,

1915, to Dec. 3 and 4, 1914. Judge, Mr. J.

W. Metcalfe, of Liverpool, has kindly con-
sented to facilitate the committee in carrying
out this arrangement.

All prize-money and money for birds
claimed are paid, and on behalf of the Oxford
show committee I should like to thank all

exhibitors who supported us. We were
especially pleased to see visitors from as far
away as Wolverhampton, Emsworth, North-
ampton, Henley-on-Thames, and many other
towns, and trust other committees will be as
vvell supported as we were.—J. A. Lees, hon.
treas. Oxford C.B.S.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

It has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to, and a double check for judges, while
there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers
*f the catalogue.

Prices;—t Copy, 6d. post free.
6 Copies 2/6 post free.
12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A cample page on application to "CAGE BIRDS,”
154 Fleet Street, London. E.C.

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
<50,000 readers weekly

Offices; 154, Fleet Street, Loudon, EC.
telegrams—11 Aviculture

, London.” TeL No. 5229
11 olborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider
iuitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or
photographs. Provided un addressed envelope

,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly

, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one Side of paper only •

lTwitterings .

Mr. Geo. Fletcher, late of 92, Stafford
Rd., Park, Sheffield, has removed to 18,
Capel Street, Owlerton, Sheffield.
Mr. O. C. Smith, sec. Reading C.B.S.., 73,

Audley St., Reading, writes that entries are
extended till first post Sunday, Nov. 8.

After serious^ consideration, writes Mr. J.
Jackson, Sec., Cockermouth F.S., we have de-
cided to hold our ninth open show on Nov.
28.

Allow me to express my thanks to Aber-
tillery and Bristol Shows for their prompt
payment of prize-money, writes Mr. George
Thomson (Cardiff).

Maryhill and Dis. O.A. is unable to hold
its annual show on Saturday, Nov. 7, owing
to the Burgh Hall being required for mili-
tary purposes, writes Mr. A. Jardine.
Mr. Jas. Stewart writes that the Yorkshire

classes at Whitehaven Show are open to all,

Mr. R. Tindale, Newcastle, will judge. The
Linnet classes will be judged by Mr. J. B.
Moore, Whitehaven.

I am sorry to have to advertise and part
with my birds, writes Mr. M. Williams
(Ashbourne), but am compelled, after my
ssevere illness, as in all my spare time I am
obliged to go out.

OBITUARY.
Mrs. Robson (Carlisle).

Fanciers throughout the country will learn
with regret that we have to announce the
death of Mrs. Robson, of Carlisle, the mother
of the widely-known judge, Mr. John Robson,
and we are sure all will join us in an ex-
pression of sympathy with this popular fancier
in his great affliction. Mrs. Robson passed
away on Oct. 28, and was interred at Carlisle

on Sunday last, Nov. 1.

All communications to the Newtongrange
C.B.S. should be addressed to Mr. John
Nelson, 85, Dean Park, the new hon. sec.

Mr. H. C. Clegg, hon. sec., writes that- at

the show of the Halifax O.S., Nov. 20-21,

12 open novice classes will be provided.
Limit £5 5s.

Schedules for the show of the Glasgow
C.B.A., Nov. 20, 21, have been posted to
over 1,000 exhibitors. If any fancier has
been overlooked, a postcard to W. Hutchison,
163, Hospital St., Glasgow, will get one.
The Members’ Show of the Leith O.S.,

will be held Nov. 14. There are 10 classes

in the Scotch Fancy section, 13 in the Nor-
wich, 14 in Border section, and 17 in British
and Mules, and the show will be well worth
a visit from Leith fanciers.

Mr. A. P. .Snook, Streatham, writes that
the reason he is advertising his Borders and
Norwich is that he has been called up to
serve in France under the British Red Cross,
and expects to be away for at least six

months.
The City and Suburban A.C.B. again

issues a fine schedule for its annual members’
show ion Nov. 13 and 14, there being a won-
derful list of special prizes, no less than 129,

which speaks well for the persuasive powers
of the lion, sec., Mr. V. Wynn, in these
difficult times. The quarterly balance-sheet
of the society shows £22 4s. cash in hand.
We have received a postcard bearing the

Treherbert postmark, and reading as follows

;

no name of society is given and no place of

meejting :

—

“Will you kindly insert 'under

Club notices that a meeting of members is

called for Wednesday, Nov. 11, at 8. ;
im-

portant business.

—

H. Watts, Sec., pro tern.”
The recent London and P.O.S. show, at the

Lambeth Baths was especially supported by
specials, several of which were presented by
well-known fanciers’ providers. Besides 27
half-crown cash specials given by members of

the society Mrs. Huggins gave a pair of silver-

plated salt-cellars, Mrs. Askham a flask of
Br.u-de-Cologne, Mr. Parlett a silver medal,
Mr. Ramsden three silver-mounted cigarette
cases, Messrs. Baron one of their well-known
a'nd useful “ Kosy Harriers,” another of
these being given anonymously, Messrs. Rudd
and Co., Bishopsgate St., two specials of
seeds. Messrs. Goodman and Co., six of their
filup feeders, and Messrs. Hyde and Co., goods
to the value of 5s.

Cages for our Hospital Scheme
Last week we explained that owing to the

gratifying demand for Canaries under our
scheme to supply a songster to convalescent
homes and hospitals housing wounded soldiers
and sailors, there was a likelihood of there
being a shortage of cages to hold the birds,
though promises by readers of the birds them-
selves were amply sufficient.

We have the pleasure this week of announc-
ing a goodly response to our appeal for cages.
We are still, however, open for more. We
gladly acknowledge, too, sums of 20s., from
R. W. Cooper, Esq. (all the way from
Karachi, India), and 5s. from A. E. Brooks,
Esq. (Cambridge) for the purpose of purchas-
ing suitable cages. Readers who have no
house-cages to spare may, of course, help in
a similar way

; or may send us a promise to
purchase and forward a cage if called upon
(i.e.

,
if our supply should prove to run short).

Mr. E. M. Stanton, cagemaker, 33, Booth-
field, Winton, Manchester, generously writes
that he will supply a suitable house cage,
size 18 by 17 by 10, listed at 5s., for 4s. 3d.
(fully fitted) to readers desirous of presenting
one or more to the war hospitals, providing
the orders are sent through us. It seems an
admirable offer, and no doubt will appeal to
our readers.

Messrs. Capern (Ltd.), Bristol, have already
promised to supply free all the necessary
seeds

; and Messrs. Trower and Co. (London)
the bird-sand.

All promises (or enquiries) should be ad-
dressed to The Editor, Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet St., London, E.C.

Prire Money Paid,
We hear that prize-money has been paid in

respect of the following shows. Any who may
have been overlooked should apply to the
respective secretaries ; Wisbech, Forfar, and
City of Bradford O.S.

THE HARVEST OF ENTRIES.

MORE RECORDS BROKEN.
The harvest of entries for

plucky promoters of shows con-
tinues to be a record one—every
show, in fact, seems to be doing
better than ever it did before !

Leicester Show is being held
this week-end, and just as we go
to press we receive the follow-
ing:

—

“ PLEASED TO INFORM YOU
THAT LEICESTER SHOW IS A
RECORD. THE NORWICH AND
BRITISH CLASSES ARE MAR-
VELLOUS.”—A. Freestone, Sec.
This is great business, and very

Cheering news indeed, coming, as
it does, on top of the record
at Manchester and the records at
Forfar, and Haddington achieved
last week.
Keep up the good work, fanciers.

Huddersfield’s President
Answers the Call.

The members of the Huddersfield O.S. have
lost for the present the services of their
valued President, Mr. R. Rhodes, writes Mr.
B. H. Clegg, the asst. sec. He has heard
his country’s call and joined the colours
(R.F.A.). Mr. Rhodes’ wide circle of friends
in Yorkshire and throughout the Fancy will
wish him good luck and a safe return to his
wife and family when the war is over.

Support Old Shildon.
Exhibitors, and especially those in the

Tyne-side and North Country districts, should
not overlook the opportunity • Old Shildon
show (Nov. 13 and 14) provides them with.
There is a good all-round classification, and
a grand hall to hold the birds, while two
good and popular judges, Messrs. J. Rtanger
and W. Reid, officiate. Entries close Monday,
Nov. 9, to Mr. J. Ainsworth, sec., 15,

Vaughan Street, Shildon, Durham; send them
along, fanciers.

The Great Horticultural Hall Show.
The Open Norwich P.C. has granted its

full support, we are informed
;
and particu-

lars of the Crested C.C. patronage appear,
on page 215. Mr. R. L. Crisp has withdrawn
from judging the champion Yorkshire section,

and will officiate over the /Novice birds,

changing places with Mr. F. Easterling, who
takes on the champion classes. The reason
for this change is that Mr. Crisp has sold,

we regret to hear, all his birds and cages,
and there is a possibility that some may bo
exhibited by their new owner in the cham-
pion classes at this show.

CORRECTIONS IN SHOW REPORTS.
Mr. Steinart won the sp. best nov., and 4th in the

Nov. Green Yorks, at Liverpool, not Stewart. The
2nd in unflig. yell. Nor. at Oxford (Mr. \V. Codings)
was not the Bristol winner, as stated ; Oxford was
its first time out. At the London and P.O.S. show,
Lambeth Baths, the awards in the Yorks, clear or
ticked buff class were: 1. sp., Kent; 2, Hall; 3, Fair-
man; vhe,, Jones; lie, Salter; c, Buckingham; not
as printed in our report.

SHOW DATES FIXED.

To secure Insertion in this column, a gnarairte*
that the show will he advertised in “ C.B.” to the
extent of at least 25/- must he sent to our manager.
I lease note that we only insert those that guar-
antee, so our list is a bona-fide one.

England, -f

Nov.

Nov.

Now.

Nov.

Nor.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

Jan.

Jan.

nana-m-riana.
79. Clarendon St.) J.T., JJ.J.C.'n
ii7?

ea
T
di

,!'S (0- C. Smith, 73, Audley
HU.j J.ll.

13-1-4. -Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S.—(J.
Ainsworth, 15, Vaughan St., Shildon.)

20-21.— Halifax O.S.-(H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St..
Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M. W.V

2l;r Brad,ord Nat. C.B.S.-(S. Midgiey 10,
Victoria St., Clayton, Bradford.)

2*
5,

2L ^--London C.B. A. (Jas. Bray, Jim.,
67 St. Duristan’s ltd., Hammersmith.) J.R..
L.J.It., A.C., ll.L.C., F.IS., J.R.; A.S..
v.l A .J ,JM

.

Sale C.B.S.-(H. Whitney, 10, Brook St.)
A.H., 15. B.

28.- Alnwick C.B.S.—(W. A. Broadley, 12, Clay-
port St.)

23.—City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Jones
169, Church Lane, Aston.) .(.It.

ll-12.-Warrington C.B.S.—(G. M. Nelson, 466,
Knutsford ltd.)

3.—Ahersychan C.B S.-(F. Sweeting. 22, Cara-
doc St., l'entwyn, Ahersychan) H W B

9.— Doncaster C.B.S.-(G. Hunt, 19, Tile’ Cres-
cent, Balby ltd.) H.W.B., J.M.

21-22.—Wolverhampton C.B.S.—(W. Harrison,
45, Darlington St.) J.ll.

Scotland.
Nov. 7—Brechin C.B.S.-(J. Crabb, 120, Montrose

Street.) 15. B., J.H., C.S.
Nov. 14.—Hamilton Cadzow Oak.—(W. Hamilton 25

Orchard St.)
Nor. 20-21.—Glasgow C.B.A.—(W. Hutchison, 1C3

Hospital Street.)
Dec. 19.—Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 31-Jan. I.—Scottish National (Edinburgh).— (j.

R- Meikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh )
Jan. 1.—Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson 16

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Nov. 7 —Llandudno, Welsh Northern Counties F.

and F.A.—(G. E. Cragg, Kocklands, ltbos !

Colwyn Bay.)
Jan. 6 —Pontypridd F. * F.S.—(A. A. G. MTucas,

48, Itosser St., Maesyeoed, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12.—Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. John, 9, Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

Ireland.
Dec. 9-10.—Dublin S. County C.B. A.

—

(D. Smyth, 14,
Tivoli Terr. N„ Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

It may happen that a proportion of
the readers of Cage Birds, scattered
as they are throughout the country,
are not yet aware that the London
newspaper, “The Daily Telegraph,”
has instituted a shilling fund as a
Christmas gift to the indomitable
Soldier-King Albert of Belgium, for
his people. This laudable effort is

happily entitled “ Our Debt of Honour
to Brave Belgium,” and we are sure
that there is not a single bird-lover in
our kingdom who would not he
anxious to be associated with so noble
an object. We therefore appeal with
the utmost confidence to every cne of
our readers to help to swell the fund,
which has already reached the magnifi-
cent total of well over a million shil-

lings.

A shilling from a working man will
express as much sympathy as a fat
cheque from a richer person, and even
those who cannot spare a shilling from
their own pittance can gather the
pence from their friends and send them
along. Our Scottish readers know tho
application of the proverb “ Mony a
mickle mak’ a muckle.” It is in the
power of the humblest to help to swell
this magnificent fund until it re-

presents indeed the Debt of Honour
due by those who have mercifully been
spared the actual horrors of war ex-

perienced by so many thousands of the
poorest inhabitants of unhappy Belgium.

Contributions should not be sent to

ns, but forwarded direct to “ The
Editor, ‘ The Daily Telegraph,’ Fleet
Street, E.C.,” the envelopes being
plainly endorsed “Belgian Fund.”
Cards for collecting will be forwarded
to those willing to canvass their

friends, none of whom should bo able

to resist the impulse to .subscribe to

so noble an object.

Well=known Welshman for the Front
Mr. R. E. Griffiths, the \VelI-known Welsh

fancier and judge, of Carnarvon, writes that
lie is now quartered at 71, Vernon Street,

Northampton, serving his country with tlio

Royal Welsh Fusiliers. Private Griffiths will

be glad to make the acquaintance of any of

the fanciers of Northampton (write or call)

and lie also asks us to convey his heartfelt

greetings lo old friends in Wales. Ho regrets

being unable to exhibit now, and that he will

in a week or two have to advertise his birds
(including all his winners) for sale. Mr.

Griffiths’ many friends will join us in wishing
him the best of luck.
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IS THE NORWICH PLAINHEAD THE
MOST POPULAR CANARY?

By
W. E. COBB

(Dollis Hill, N.W.).

•With Hints on its Breeding. One of therv
•‘Ten Minute Lectures ” recently delivered ^

I
N listening to my remarks I will ask you

to' bear in min<l that the bird 1 shall

speak about is to me the best of all birds.

At the same time I do not desiro to deal

with tho subject with a biassed mind,

but from the point of view' of a true fan-

cier, seeing the good points in all birds,

though having a predominant partiality

for one in particular.

My own favourite bird is the Norwich

Plainhead. I want you tp picture to

yourself a bold bird, of jaunty carriage,

standing as if just ready to hop to

another perch, with a large head, broad

skull (but no browing), short thick neck,

deep chest and broad back, short well-

carried wings, and short neatly folded tail

standing out from tho body in a direct

line, with no suspicion of being carried

up like that of the Robin, or of drooping

as though it were too heavy for the bird.

The Canary of Canaries.

If such a bird has a fine, silky quality

of feather, and is a yellow with plenty of

colour (showing a depth which looks

almost red, proving to the experienced eye

that the bird has been carefuly bred for

colour as well as fed for colour), then I

see my favourite bird. If this bird also

has nice even markings on both eyes,

together with even marked wings, and

with the wings particularly well

carried, then it is that I see not

only my favourite, but a bird that

gladdens the eye and the heart of its

biceder—the Canary par excellence, the

very essence of all that is good in the

breeder’s art. It marks the pinnacle of

your ambition, for this bird must have all

the several attributes of the exhibition

clear yellow Norwich Plainhead, and in

addition these clearly defined markings.

Then it is indeed my favourite bird !

There are some fanciers who claim the

clear yellow to be the height of perfection

;

and possibly they are correct. Further,

there are people who hold the same claims

for the clear buff bird. Certainly the buff,

if carrying a beautiful meal (or “ frost-

ing ”) t ogether w ith a deep undercolour, is

a very beautiful bird. But neither of

these, in my humble opinion, can com-

pare with the four-pointed yellow bird,

though I like the others very much.
Why It Is So Popular.

Now to consider some of the reasons

why the Norwich Plainhead is so popular.

In the first place I think it an ideal Eng-

lishman’s bird. We picture our proverbial

John Bull as a hale and hearty gentleman,

of portly appearance, and who seems to

greet you with a “ Hail fellow, well met.’

It is just so with this variety of Canary.

He is all John Bull in figure—has a fine

outstanding chest which gives him the

appearance of fearing nothing. This, I

think, is one of the reasons that the bird

first appealed to me—its commanding ap-

pearance, if I may so put it.

Then, too, I suppose the Norwich is the

most popular Canary in existence. Some
of you may not agree w’ith me in this, of

course; it is a very debatable point. At

all events, it is usually easy to dispose of

one’s surplus birds', and a bird of out-

standing merit will always bring a good

price’ if the owner is disposed to part with

it.

Then I suppose there is a greater

demand for Norwich songsters than for

those of any other variety. The bird is a

lusty singer, and makes a very admirable

pet. Again, this variety is hardy and

prolific, and these two points should be, and

in fact are, w’ell considered by many when

commencing in the fascinating hobby of

bird-keeping.

I have no doubt that some of the

breeders of the Yorkshire variety will con-

tend that their bird is the best, the most

popular, most prolific, and tho hardiest;

I can only say it would be hard

to convince mo that their contentions are

correct. I have often been struck by re-

marks made to me about the Yorkshire

Canary, of course by people knowing

nothing about the show points of the bird.

They have said :
“ IIow miserably thin ”

;

“ He looks half starved ”
;

and so on.

Mind, I don’t say that I altogether agree

wdth them. I merely point this out to

show the average outsider’s view.

Another point with the ’ Yorkshire is

that if the bird is a short one. (and you are

bound to get some short ones), then it looks

puny and insignificant, and for this reason

does not appeal to me.

I suppose the next in favour is the

Border Fancy. I will dismiss this at once,

for it is altogether too small a bird for my
liking. I will remind you of the significant

remark made in this room some time ago

by one of our members :
“ It seems to me

that when you have bred a house-full they

are not worth a bag of seed the lot.

The other varieties of Canary are hardly

to be considered from the “popular point

of view. The Crest is the rich man’s bird,

and in the hands of quite a few breeders,

comparatively. I.izards and Lancashires

have been declining for years, and unless

fresh interest is aroused in them they may
die out in* time. The London Fancy has

practically gone) and the Belgian and

Scotch Fancy Canaries are varieties which

do not seem to be able to catch on suffi-

ciently to become what might be termed

popular birds. These few comparisons

bring us to two, or perhaps three,

varieties, as being really upopular birds,

and of these my favourite, tho Norwich

Plainhead, will always hold its own.

Regarding the breeding of Norwich, I

suppose I follow the lines generally

adopted. I pair yellow to buff or buff to

yellow’, unless it may be necessary to double

buff for any reason. I always keep a fair

sprinkling of variegated or marked birds

to pair up; by so doing you are breeding

colour.

What the Novice Should Do.

In pairing I consider novices should

spend a great deal more time in the weigh-

ing up of the good and bad points before

deciding which two birds shall be mated.

I have frequently had three different

cocks in a sliowcage alongside a hen which

I thought a good deal of, before being

able to decide which was the best bird to

pair her with.

First consider your head properties. It

one bird fails in any particular point,

then be sure that the partner you choose

excels in the point which the other fails’

in. The same method should be adopted

over the whole body of the bird. fhis

brings you to a careful balancing of

points. If the faults are carefully coun-

teracted then an improvement must follow.

When pairing, always study the parents
of the birds as well.

Don’t forget to use the green bird,

along with the variegated or marked bird,

in reason, for to pair clear birds genera-

tion after generation is absolute folly, as

you must always remember that the Nor-

wich Plainhead is a bird of colour.

Quality and Its Reward.
Then, too, you must consider quality of

feather. Most people visiting my room
say :

“ What lovely quality of feather you
have got.” I think without doubt that
excessive use of double buffs and the
absence of green or variegated yellow’ birds

are responsible for lack of quality. What
little success I have achieved I put down
to careful pairing, after, of course,

getting a good start from our member,
Mr. Curtis, several years back. In sup-

port of this I need only remind you that

my birds have never been out of the cards

at a pair show, and that on two distinct

occasions they have had silver medals
awarded them as pairs, and that at the

last pair show they gained 1st, 2nd, and
3rd in a class of tw enty-sijc pairs.

In conclusion, I would say to all novices

like myself : Give more time to pairing

your birds. Don’t rely on inbreeding cs

a rock bottom foundation. Selection ip

the only reasonable and sensible course

;

but when selecting take into considera-

tion the pedigree of the birds you are

pairing. Without doubt yon will then

improve your stock and probably breed a

winner, which is the ambition of each one

of us.

Correspondence.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., ot

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.

Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN QPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1879.

Rochdale and District Affiliated

Societies’ Proposed Show.
Sir,

—

The above societies are holding a

meeting on Sat-., Nov. 21, 6.30 p.m., at

Rochdale, when the question of holding an

affiliated show will be brought forward. The

idea is to get the societies together to see if

we cannoWget up a good show, seeing that

there is none for miles around here this sea-

son. Our last one was a success, and 1

think we could make this on$ go even better.

I hope that all societies affiliated will send a

delegate, with their views on the question.

We ouo-ht not to let these shows slide.

Wm. Adams, Sec.

19, Bedford St., Rochdale.

Do Scottish Bird Dealers Need
Waking Up?

Sir,—In Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, and

Aberdeen, there are, it is true, many bird-

shops, but it is amazing to find how limited

are the species they stock. My business

takes me to the above towns occasionally,

aftd as I have been in search of Nightingales,

Blackcaps, Pekin Nightingales, and a few

other fairly common species, 1 visited most

of the birdshops, but not one of the above

mentioned could be found. The Blackcap

particularly, is a bird in great demand, as all

those advertised in Gage Birds for the past

twelve months have been picked up, before

my letter reached the advertiser. One ad-

vertiser informed me that he had over 70

applications for his Blackcap when advertised

in your paper, and that 26 of these came from

Scotland. Yet a Scotch birdshop can’t be

found daring enough to stock them. Why this

lack of enterprise displayed by bird sellers in

all these towns of Scotland? If you permit

the matter to be mentioned in Cage Birds it

will, no doubt, have the effect of rousing our

bird-dealers to the necessity of meeting public

wants.
,

J Up-to-Date.

The Bib of the Exhibition
Siskin.

igiR,—At the recent show of the Manchester

and N.C.O.S., Mr. Houlton, when he had fin-

ished judging the Siskin Redpoll, and Twite

class, addressed a few remarks to his stewards

re the four leading birds, which were as fol-

l0Sw :—Twite 1st, Mealy Redpoll 2nd, Siskin

3rd, Twite 4. 1 did not hear all the re-

marks, but was in time to hear the following.

Said Mr. Houlton, pointing to the Siskin:

« A good Siskin, a grand bird
;
would have

topped the class, but has no bib.” I then said

to Mr. Houlton :
“ the Siskin is mine, and

that is the penalty I pay for showing my bird

honestly.” Mr. Houlton, in reply to me said
^

“Oh, you can moult a Siskin with a bib.”

As it was not the time for a discussion, 1

walked away and did not again have an op-

portunity of speaking to v^r. Iloultoh, as 1

had to leave the showroom to attend to my
business.

The week previous 'to Manchester Show 1

exhibited this same Siskin under the same

judge at Liverpool show, and Mr. Houlton

placed it 2nd in a class of 36. It seems

to me, from Mr. Houlton’s remark, that 1

have lost both at Liverpool and Manchester

because my Siskin has no bib. Well might

the gods weep! I do not crave the indul-

gence of your columns, Sir, to vent a personal

grievance alone, but to 'protest against Mr.

Houlton’s action on principle—a principle that

affects all that tends to influence for good the

British bird fancy. I consider Mr. Houlton

has done my bird an injustice. If lie was

good enough to win, if he had a bib, he is good

enough to win in October without a bib, and

I will' prove why. Yellow Siskins (mark, I

write yellow) moulting at the~right season do

not show a well defined bib in October. If

it is necessary, in order to win, to point, or

trim a bib on my Siskin, then good-bye to

the Fancy. I will have none of it. I will

pass out, as many men have done, disgusted

at the success of the fakers season after

season, and the inability of our judges to trap

them. If I leave the Fancy the usual taunt

“ disappointed exhibitor ” cannot be thrown

at me.
Mr. Houlton is a great authority, and a

great judge. I have every respect for him,

as the members of the Manchester and N.C.

O. S. know. I am sorry, genuinely sorry,

to have to write this, but I am out for a

principle and where principle is concerned

men do not matter much.
William Fairhtjrst.

The Bright Future of Our Hobby.
Sir,

—

I was pleased to see a letter under

the above heading from our friend and well-

tried show manager, Mr. Ramsden. I hope

societies, where possible, will adopt the idea

he brings forward in his letter, re societies

holding shows not only for them members but

for any fanciers living in the district, or for

a certain radius. It will help keep the Fancy

together, and encourage fanciers during these

hard times. One difficulty, by what I can

glean, in the holding of shows, seems to be

in getting the railway companies to under-

take to deliver the birds
;

that, of course,

means fanciers must take and fetch their

birds from the show’s. I see the L. and

P. O.S. decided, and wisely so, not to offer

their cups this year, as some members lived

so far from the show and could not

bring their birds. I hope all other societies

who” have members living a good distnee

away will either do the same, or arrange, to

collect and send bff by train any birds

whose owners are unable to bring their buds

to the show, so a.s to give all members a run

for their money, and an equal chance in

competing for cups, etc. I am pleased to see

a good many societies are holding their shows

as usual. 1 trust all who can will give them

a good entry. I am pleased to see such good

entries at some «f the shows which have been

held,

Southern Fanciers and the
Bradford National Show.

Sir,— I beg to draw the attention of fan-

ciers of the South to the Bradford National

Show, Nov. 21, and ask them all to try

and enter a bird or two, especially in^ the

Yorkshire section, and try and beat the York-

shireman. Show a true friendly spirit in

return for the way they send in numbers

to our Palace Show each year. The birds

will have every attention, for they are true

fanciers. I can vouch for that, as I visited

this grand show last year. I save been look-

ing forward to going again this year, but

shall be unable to do so. But if there were

enough fanciers willing to go for the day

trip, then probably we could get cheap tickets

at 11 or 12 shillings return. I shall be pleased

to write the Midland Railway and try. I

shall be glad to have the views of fanciers.

I hope all being w’ell to send two or three

entries to try my luck. I know that the

profits of the show go to a good cause. The

day at Bradford would he well spent, visiting

the show and some of the fanciers’ rooms
;
you

get a real hearty Yorkshire reception.

C. R. Bullem.

A Lark Food that Will Keep.

With Some Useful “Tips” on Feeding.

Sir
;
—

I

n reply to W. Freeman in your issue

of Oct. 3, re staple food for Skylarks, I feel

sure if he sent to Messrs. W. A. Rudd for

their Skylark food he would not try mixing

his own. It is some years now since I tried

mixing my own, ana what a failure it was .

I have one old Lark caged about six years,

and for the past five years, or about that

time, he has had nothing but the abo/ve Laik

food’ as a staple. I mix it with hot water,

but if I notice my Larks getting “slack,

then I mix it with hot tea, which I find al-

ways puts them right. I also mix in chopped,

lettuces, or cabbages, or potatoes; and here

I think a little explanation is required. I

mix the food, to what one may term a dry

moisture with hot water, then take a good

piece of floury potato and mix in with a

ork. Then there is no trouble to get the

birds to eat it. But if the food and potato

be crushed un together, the result is a sticky

mess, and the birds do not eat it unless driven

to it by starvation. Cle>an water and a tuir

every day, or the turf on every second day,

a 'few mealworms every day, any flies or

smooth caterpillars one can get, and there is

not the slightest trouble in keeping Larks in

full song. Last vear was the only year my
old boy did not sing Tight through the moult.

He has. not stopped this year and he is clean

through now and singing at “top notch.

Keep the food in a tin in any dry place (1

keep mine in the kitchen cupboard) and it

will never turn sour.

E. J. Sodthwood.

(Correspondence continued overleaf-')

Nests of Birds,' Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when hen-9 are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Mite Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.



CAGE BIRDS

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from previous pane.)

A Successful Breeder of Canary-
Bullfinch Hybrids.

Sat,

—

When at Forfar show I called to see

Mr. James Mather, the well-known Hvbrid
breeder. It was Mr. Mather who bred the

first Canary Bullie in Scotland. I might say

that ho has another record this year, having

bred two of the same class out of one nest,

and getting them reared by their own parents.

They have not yet been on the show bench,

but I believe they will make a name for them-

selves when they appear. G. Marlin.

Warrington C.B.S. Seizes Its

Opportunity.
Silt,—Would you kindly state in your valu-

able paper that, the military authorities

having vacated our showroom, we have

to-night unanimously decided to “ keep the

flag flying ” and hold our open show on

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 11 and 12, a

month later than originally arranged. We are

making an attractive schedule, enlarging the

classification and offering plenty of specials,

so we trust fanciers will rally round us and

give us their heartiest support. We trust

to see our show in the dates fixed column.

G. M. Nelson.

The Hugh Moreland Testimonial
Fund.

Sir,—Would those secretaries and others

who succeeded in raising money for the above

fund by the aid of subscription sheets which

l sent them some time ago, kindly forward it

on to me as soon as possible, as 1 would like

to have this fund closed. I had intended

waiting until the show season was well past,

but owing to the war and so many shows

being abandoned, I think it will be impossi-

ble to do anything farther in the matter now.

Later on, Mr. Editor, I will send a list of

names of all those who have been good enough
to give Mr. Moreland birds or cages

i
or who

have subscribed to the above fund.

R. Rennie, Seo,

1$, Pleasance Square, Falkirk.

Accrington Will Hold a One-Day
Fixture.

Sir,—I am pleased to say the Accrington

and Dis. C.B.S. has carefully considered the

matter concerning open shows and the war
crisis, and for the benefit of the Fancy we
have decided to have a small open show on
Nov. 14 (see advertisement) a one-day show,
which will comprise 9 classes for Norwich (6

for champions and 3 for novices). We hope
fanciers will rally round and give us a

bumping entry, as we shall give liberal prize-

money—10s., 6s., 4s., 2s., for a Is. 6d. entry

fee, and have a popular judge in Mr. E.

Godley, of Rishton. Prize-money is guaran-

teed, and full prize-money over 9 entries.

Fanciers can safely send their birds, as our
society is composed of practical fanciers, such
as Mr. A. Hirst, Mr. W. Crawshaw, Mr.
W. Dormer, and many others well known in

the Fancy. Birds will be dispatched to

arrive home Saturday night. Accrington is

very central (on all main lines). I hope for

a bumping entry. We have received the

patronage of the O.N.P.C.
Herbert Walsh.

The Cancelling of Wimbledon
Show.

Sin,—Re the cancelling of the Wimbledon
open show, I asked the secretary if he would
be kind enough to let all members know
(who are not in the know)—the reason the
committee came to such a decision. I thought
surely the secretary would be only too
pleased to explain the difficulty. If he has
not the time, or does not feel inclined to
satisfy other members and myself, perhaps
one of the committee who was at the meeting
when the show was reluctantly cancelled could
reply for him? Every member has a right
to know why the committee came to such a
drastic decision, and if the reason is simply
explained (no doubt the committee think
they had a good reason) members will no
doubt be satisfied. But why keep things so

dark ? Have tile committee exceeded their

powers? I think they have. Other societies

nave cancelled their shows (which we fill feel

sorry about) but the members have been con-

fided in. Why don’t the Wimbledon com
mittee do the same towards their fellow-

members? A Member.

Sir,—On Oct. 5 last I wrote to the Wim-
bledon C.B.S. resigning membership because
they had abandoned their open show. This
letter was said to be an “ill-mannered ” one;

|

but as regards that perhaps the sec. will

—

if

he dare—send ut to you and leave your
readers to judge. At any rate after despatch-

ing that letter I naturally regarded my con-

nection with the society to have ended, u.r.il

I received on 9th ulto. a letter from its secre-

tary. Mr. Griffiths, in which he informed me
that the question of abandoning or not the

open show was not finally settled, but was to

be rt discussed at the next meeting at which

November 7, 1914.

he “ would be pleased to see me,” and that
he would “ hold my resignation, up ” till then.
I duly presented myself at the meeting place
yesterday (Nov. 2) in order—at the sec. ’a

invitation—to give my reasons why I con-
sidered it prudent, and even imperative, to
hold an open show. But as 1 rose to do so,
the chairman, Mi*. Stoakley, after a few
desultory remarks, read my letter and moved
that my resignation be accepted. I do not
for a moment doubt Mr. Griffiths’ sincerity
in inviting me to the meeting. But it seems
certain that the chairman could not resist the
pleasure—he confessed it was a pleasure—of
subjecting mo deliberately to the humiliation
of a public expulsion because I had dared to
give expression to the disgust whicti every
decent fancier must feel at a society which
is hoarding money to the tune of some £?,5,
which should at this juncture be used in the
interests of the Fancy. I, of course, sever my
connection with the society with pleasure, for
not only did the man who proposed an open
show fail to even get a seconder, but even an
offer to guarantee three hybrid classes was
flung contemptuously aside without even a
comment. Mr. Stoakley knew about the
letter the secretary had written me, and 1 had
a perfect right to expect him to receive me
in the spirit conveyed by that letter. I cer-

tainly should not have attended the meeting
if I had known it was only to be insulted by
being publicly pilloried, and as my protest at
the meeting was met by a threat to forcibly
eject me from the room, I am compelled to
adopt this, the only means which remains to
me, to present my case to the members.

A. R. Coe.

STfie Sflows.
EDINBURGH WESTERN.
Show, Artillery Hall, Grindlay Street, Oct. SI.

Entries were in excess of last, despite the 6tete
of the country, and quality was of a high standard,
especially in Norwich and Borders. Scotch Fancies
were of average merit, and some very nice birds
were shown. The winning yellow green cock be-
longing to Mr. I*. McNiven was an outstanding
specimen of the Bird o' Circle, and was much

•admired. The winning Border yetiow cock, An-
drews, was a little gem all over. Norwich con-
tained some real good stufT, and the society’s
sec. carried off premier honours with a buff varieg,
cock which for type and quality it would1 be hard
to beat. Judges were;—Scotch Fancy, Messrs. A.
Paterson and R. Monzies (Edinburgh); Bord., J.

Hamilton (Eskbank) ; Nor., J. F. Dewar (Edin.
burgh), in place of Mr. J. Holmes, who, we regret
to hear, was laid aside with illness. The show was
well patronised.
SCOTCH FANCY YELL. OK. (2): 1, Cockburn,

on the small and slim side; 2, Bowman, similar.
YELL. PIED ; 1, 2, Spittal, capital pair, leader
excels drive and top end, nice style; 2nd 1 good style
and action, very nervy ; 3, sp, McNiven, extra good
top end 1

, neat drive, gets hard up ; 4, Cockburn

;

5, Campbell. YELL. FOOL OR GR. (3): 1, three
sps, cup for best Scotch Fancy, McNiven, charm-
ing, one of the best seen for a- long time, massive
top end and drive, sweet eixh'ib.it; 2, Rodger, real
good model, fine style and position

; 3, Muir, fails

size to leaders. BUFF (5); 1, 2, sp, J. Rogers, fine

head, neck and shoulders, well up in size; 2nd
nicely packed' between shoulders, good reach and
action ; 3, 4, Bowman, not a big one, but all there
for style and action. BUFF PIED (6) ; 1, Mc-
Niven, excellent size and subs., fine thickness
through heart; 2, 5, Rodger, not the reach of
winner, fine square shoulders, capital length of side

;

3, Rodgers, neat and stylish ; 4, B-rydon. BUFF
FOUL OR GR. (4) : 1, Proudfoot, neck foul, fine

snaky head and neck, capital pose; 2, McNiven,
beautiful reach and top end, fine sweep of tail

;

3, Campbell, nice style end action. HENS YELL.
(7): 1, Tait, stylish. Tare top end and Teach; 2,

McNiven, nice size for a hen, capital style and
pose ; 3, Russell, good 1 circle, nice filled' shoulders

;

4, Spittal. YELL. PIED (7) : 1, no name, grand
sire and1 subs., free action and style; 2, Spittal,

on the small side, capital drive and action ; 3, 4,

McNiven, nice looking, still in the moult ; 5,

Russell; 6, Cockburn. FOUL YELL. OR GR. C2)

:

1, Campbell, heavy in the -moult, nice free style
and action; 2, Rodger, good size and subs., nice
reach and top end. BUFF (14) : 1, 3, McNiven,
leader rare top end and- drive, capital subs. ; 3rd
good qual. and 1 style

; 2, sp, Russe-H, good reach
and- drive, fine length of side; 4, McNiven; 5, 8,

Bowman. BUFF PIED (6) : 1, two sps, runner-up
for cup, not large, but a gem for style and action,
grand drive; 2, McNiven, bigger -than winner, hut
loses in top end. and reach ; 3, sp, 5, Rodger, stylish,

very nervy; 4, John Rodger. FOUL BUFF OR
GR. (4) : 1. Bowman, foul on neck, good, size and
subs., capital pose; 2, Rodger, wing foul, nice
drive and' top end, free action ; 3, Campbell, shade
small, line snakv head and neck; 4, Spittal. BORD.
CL. OR TKD YELL. (2S) : 1, B.F.C.C. medal, An-
drews, sweet head and front, lovely wing and t-ail

carr.
; 2, sp, 3, 6, Rodger, 2nd1 fails only in head

to leader, fine size and weight, well braced wings,
3rd nice qual. and- cond.

; 4. Windrum: 3, J. A itch i-

son; 7, Andrews; 8, W. Aitchison. VAR. YELL.
(10); 1, R/idger, mkd. eyes, wings and vent, neat
and typical, grand col.; 2, W. Aitchison, eye and
wing mkd., shade paie in- col., looks like a hen,
finely shaped bo'dy

; 3, 5, Mich sc, good head and
neck, neat wings: 4, Muir; 6, Cockburn. CL. OR
TKD. BUFF (26): 1, 4, 6, Michie, leader teeming
with qual., grand wings and tail, just a wee
shade short in neck ; 2, Andrews, sweet one, neatly
rounded head and neck, finely balanced wrng-s; 3,

Rodger, well filled back, nice qual. feather, well
pia-i'd; 5. Napier: 7, Aitchison; 8, Spittal. VAR.
BUFF (13); 1, Napier, mkd. left eye and wings,
finely rounded front and head, neat wings; 2,

Rodger, wing mkd., nice tops and- style, rich qual.
anti cond.; 3. Spittal, mkd. head, eyes and wing,
well braced wings, capital type; 4, Cockburn; 3,

Spittal; 0. Brown: 7, Reid; 8, Aitchison. HEN'S
CL. OR TKD. YELL (26): 1, J. Aitchison. neat
head an/I neck, just a bit, inclined to frill in front;
2. Napier, neat and typical, well filled Lack, nice
col.; 3, Andrews, well laid on wings, fine pipe tail.

ALFRETON.
First Open 8how, Oct. SI. The large clnbroom

at the Red Lion Hotel, in which the birds were
staged U an ideal place for a show, and we were
very ploauied to see entries so good

; the committee
hope in future to have a still better show. A few
catalogues would make it cas-kir for the reporter
ami more interesting to visitors. Norwich were a
uplcndid collection, and many good birds on view.
Yorks, ulSo were a grand lot. British and Foreign
were a little disappointing, also Crests. Mr. A.
Beardall is a most capable secretary and had thing's
carried out in AI style; he was well backed up by
a bard working committee. Mr. A. Wilson judged,
and gave general satisfaction.
NOR. YICLL. CK. (6): 1, Vardy, cl., good shape,

nice col., beautiful feather and bloom
; 2, Smedley,

nice col., bit loose in feather at sides, capitlal
head, neck and qual.

; 3, SIvcppard, nice shape and
col., splendid head and neck, good wings and tail,
nire

,

body, fit; vhc, Adnitt; lie, Butler and Barlow.
BUFF (6): l, Sheppard, grand Cl., rare shape, good
broad head, well filled in neck, grand col., qual.,
and feather; 2 Vardy, good cl., looking down a bit,
nice head, capital wings and tail, splendid body and
shape; 3, Smedley, bit patchy in col., lovely shape,
nice head, good neck and wings; vhc, Dean; he.
Peddler; c, Bcai-dall. TKD. YELL. (6): 1

,
Sheppard!

neck mkd., grand shape and col., neat head nice
body and shape, very lit; 2, Doan, head tkd., lovely
col., good wings and tail, shade rougli in feather;
3, Smith, wing tkd., lovely col. and shape, well
carried wings and tail, rather hard luck

; vhc,
Vardy; lie, Harrison; w.c., Kansford. BUFF (6):
1, nawkqley, head, neck, and wing mkd., nice col.,
good shape, capital 6izc, neat head, lovely qual. of
feather; 2, Adnitt, wing mkd., nice col. and shape,
lovely head, well filled in neck, grand qual.; 3,
Sheppard, wing tkd., lovely col. and qual, nice head
good wings and tail;- vhc, Vardy; he, Butler and
Barlow; w.c., Greaves. GREEN, ETC. (C) : 1,
Broomshaw, heavy varieg. yell., good shape, nice
col., lovely qual., well filled up heads, grand feather;
2, Greaves, varieg. buff, pale col., nice body and
shape, good head, rare feather and cond.; 3, Peddar,
head and wing mkd. yell., grand col. and qual.,
neat broad head, nice bloom; vhc, Butler and Bar-
low; he, Vardy; c, Sheppard. YELL. HEN (8): 1,
Vardy, neck mkd., grand col., best of shape, good
head and body, well carried wings and tail, Ioveiv
bloom; 2, Sheppard, head and wing mkd., nice col.
and shape, hardly so large, very fit; 3, Adnitt,
face mkd., nice body, good head, very fit; vhc,
Hawksley; he, Smith; c, Wood. BUFF (7): 1,

Wood, cl., nioely frosted, good quality, neatly car-
ried wings and tail, wei! over perch, rare cond.; 2,
Vardy, grizzle wing, nice shape, good size, broad
head, -very close up, splendid bloom; 3, Sheppard,
cl., nice col. and shape, looking a bit down; vhc,
Smith; he, Burkshaw

;
c, Sheppard. NAT. COL.

(2): 1, Vardy, cl. yell., very big head, nice feather
and qual., splendid wings and tail, rare cond.; 2,
Dean, buff, very nice qual., good col. and shape,
splendid feather, and smaller. SELL., 15s. (5); 1,

Smedley; 2, Adnitt; 3, Vardy; vhc, Beardatl; he,
Wood. 10s. (5): 1, Smedley; 2, Vardy; 3, Adnitt;
vhc, Holmes; he. Dean. UNFLIG. YELL. (8): 1.

Vardy, lovely cl., splendid shape and subs., nice
qual., rare head, in beautiful cond.; 2, Sheppard,
varieg., nice col., shape, and size, hardly ouch qual.
as leader; 3. Wood, cl., nice col. and shape, well
shown. BUFF (7) : 1, Sheppard, lovely, cl., beauti-
ful col." and qual., grand shape, splendid size, good
head, rare feather and cond.; 2, Smedley, cl., grand
col. and shape, nice size, grand head and neck, rare
body, good wings and tail, lovely feather; 3, he,
Vardy, head and tail mkd., grand col. and shape,
very fit, nice make, good body ; vhc, Smith

; e,

Adnitt. UNFLIG. HEN (12); l, 2, Vardy, headmkd. yell, grand col. and shape, rare type, nioobody, rare feather and cond.
; 2nd, varieg. buff, biggood sharped body, nice bead aud neck, splendid col.and qual., lovely feather; 3, Holmes, cl. buff, neathead, nice col. aud shape, neat wings and tail, splen-

did qual., very fit; vhc, Sheppard; he, Smedley;
c, Butler and Barlow, very good class. PAIRS (6);
1 Vardy, grand pair, cock very hot col., hen nice

ivinSh’ :n°°? .2**’ 2
-'

Sme<,lc f- good
,
shape, shade

rough m feather, nice col.; 3, Holmes, nice col.,
varieg. cock, bufT hen, good 6hape; vbc, Sheppard;
he, Adnitt. YORKS., YELL. (5): 1

, vhc, Lanckl
ham, cl., grand col., nice shape and pos., good
head,, ove y cond.; 2, Vardy, cl., rare shape and
size splendid col. and qual., very slim, nice body,
tip-top form

; 3, Beardail, nice shape, rare feather
and qual., very fit; be,. Wardle. BUFF (6); 1, 2,
Beardail, clears, slim and upstanding, rare bodies,
capital legs, good qual, very little between them

;

3, Green, good cl., beautiful feather and qua!., well
filled in neck, nioely carried wings and tail, fit; vhc,
Vardy; he, Turner. GREEN, ETC. (3): 1, Beardail,
nice col. and shape, grand pos., lovely feather; 2,
Elkins, gr., grand col. and body, good length and
pos., neat head; 3, \yardle, varieg., very fine feather.
BUFF (2); l, Beardail, varieg., nice, length, good
style and pos. ; 2. Parkin, varieg., nice 6hape, rare
feather, good body. HEN, YELL. (2) : 1. 2, Lanck-
hain, both well staged, rare cond. BUFF (8): 1, 2,
Lanekham, cl., very slim, good shape, nice head
and neck, grand pos. and col., splendid legs, very
lit; 2, nice col. and shape, neat head, good body
and qual.; 3, Beardail, nice feather and cond.,
good shape, bit heavy, good feather; vhc, Vardy;
he. Parkin; c. Turner. NON-FEDS (3): 1, Wardle,
cl. yell., grand col., nice wings and tail; 2, 3, Sellev,
cl. buff arid head mkd., good bodies and shape, nice
col. and cond. A.O.V. (3): 1, Lanekham, eve and
wing mkd. yell., splendidly mkd., nice feather and
bloom

; 2, 3, Beardail, cinn., in rare order, slim and
upstanding, good feather. PAIRS (2): 1, 2, Beard-
ail, splendid cond., well matched. SELL., 10s. (2):
1. Beardail; 2, Lanekham. UNFLIG. YELL. (C) : 1,
Parkin, cl., nice col., grand head, capital legs, neat
head, splendid, quill., feather and bloom; 2, 3,
Lanekham, nice clears, capital col., splendid head,
good neck

; 3, grand pos. and shape, lovely col. and
cond.; vhc, Green; he, Elkins; c, Wardle. BUFF
(7): 1, Var.dy, cl., lovely col. and qual., grand head
and neck; splendid wings; 2, 3, Lanekham, cl., tip-
top shape and size, capital length, nice head and
neck, splendid pos.

; 3rd, cl., grand qual. and fea-
ther, nice ehape and col., lovely feather and pos.

;

vhc, Wardle; he. Green; c, Beardail. HEN (7): 1,

Parker, head tkd. buff, slim and upstanding, rare
type and body, grand col. and shape; 2, he, Lanck-
hairi, cl. yell., we liked, rare feather, grand col. and
6hape; 3, Beardail, cl., nice shape and col., good
body, rare cond.; vhc, Elkins. HARDBILL (9):
1, Leadbeater, Goldf., lovely square cut blaze, nice
moons and buttons, perfect feather, very steady : 2,

3, he, Adnitt, Greenf. and Bramble., in wonderful
condition, very close up ; vhc, Herrott. SOFTBILL
(41) : 1, 2, 3, Adnitt, Redstart. Blackcap, and Wag-
tail, all in tip-top condition. MULES (4): 1, Adnitt,
splendid size, shape, and col., good feather and
bloom ; 2, Leadbeater, nice shape, good feather ; 3,
Stone; vhc, Herrott. MEMBERS’. YELL. NOR.:
(6): 1, 3, Holland: 2, Coekaye; vhc. Seager; he,
Newton. BUFF (5) : 1. vhc, Holland ; 2, Spears : 3,

Holt. HEN (6): 1, Holland; 2, Spencer: 3. be.
Holt; vhc. Weston. PAIRS (3): 1, 2, Holland: 3,

Weston. UNFLIG. (6): I, vhc. Holland; 2. Holt: 3,

Spencer; lie, Coekaye; c, Holt. YORKS., PAIRS
(4): 1. Webster; 2, Abbot; 3, Henshaw: vhc. Holt.
IJNFLIG. (6): 1, he, Sawer; 2, 3, Andrews; vhc,
Webster.

shade thin in front; 4, Spittal; 5, 7, Windrum; 6,

Rodger ; 8, Michie. VARIEG. YELL. (12) : 1, 6,

Andrew, sweet cinn. mkd., very taking, in rare
bloom ; 2. Spittal, mkd-. head and' wings, lovely
front and head, good tone of col. ; 3, Rodger,
extra good 1 col. and qual., mkd. toad and wings;
4, Windrum: 5, Rodger; 7. 8, Cockburn.. CL. OR
TKD. BUFF (28) : 1, sp, Michie, little beauty, fine

size and shape, nicely carried wings; 2, 4, An-
drews, presses hard on- winner, teeming with qual. ;

3, Rodgers, finely rounded head and front, grand
taper; 5. Napier: 6, Michie; 7, Windrum; 8, Brown.
VARIEG. BUFF (13): 1, Rejd, mkd. both eyes
and wings, close fitting wings, f.no 1 col. and cond.;
2, Aitchison, similar markings, beaten only in col.;
3, 4, Spittal, all there for type and qual., neat
wings and tail carr. ; 5, Muir ; 6, Cockburn ; 7,
Napier; 8, Rodger. GR. OR CINN. (11): 1. 2,
Windrum. buff leading, good type and markings,
2nd inclined to be a bit bronzy ; 3, 8. Clark, nice
col. Cinn., capital lacings; 4. 5, Andrews; 6, 7,

Samuel. NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (8) : 1 , 2,

3, 5, Wishort, fine team, 'leader excels size and
col., nice,short wings, 2nd neat head and frontal,
beaten col.) 3rd grand col. and qual.; 4, Itillan-
tine; 6, Grant; 7, Brown. GR. OR VAR. YELL.
(8) : 1, C. Grant, mkd. eye. neck and wing, capital
frontal, wing qual. and ool.

; 2, 4, N. Grant, good
size and: subs., shade rough in feather ; 3, 5,

Wishart, bit thin on head, well braced wings, nice
feather ; 6, 7, McGinty ; 8, Ball.antine. CL. OR
TKD. BUFF (16): 1, 6, C. Grant, great size nnd
subs., Al qual. and cond. ; 2, ep, Wish act, good
head 1 and front, clean cut ; 3, no name, foul on
head, nice slia.pe, very good wings and tail

; 4.

Grant: 5, Brown; 7, Grant; 8, McGirfty. GR. OR
VARIEG. BUFF (6): 1 ,

en, best Ncr., C. Grant,
good one. fine head 1 and neck, rare frontal, wins
well ; 2, N. Grant, falls subs, to winner, nice qual.
feather; 3. sp, McGinty. mkd. eye, head and wings,
capital type and cond.; 4. Wishart; 5, Brown ; 6,
Campbell. HENS CL. OR TKD. YELL. (16): 3,
sp, 3, Brown, well -rounded front, shade pinched in
head, rare qual., capital wings, 3rd good’ e-:ze. fine
cobby shape; 2. G. 7, 8, Wishart, good- head and
reck, fine short flights nnd tail; 4, McGintv : 5,
Grant. GR. OR VARIEG. YELL. (5): 3. Wishart.
mkd. both eyes and head, very shapely, good
qual.; 2. Bowman, capital eol. ; 3, Brown, well
shaped -body, shade small in head properties; 4,

no name; 5, Grant. CL. OR TKD. BUFF (13): 1 ,

Grant, lovely eh, well rounded head and frent,
finely folded w.ings; 2, 3, N. Grant, gem for size
an-d shape, beaten only in col.; 3rd good s'ze,
capital qual.; 4, 5, 8, McGinty: 6. Wiehart: 7,

Grant (gran ! class). GR. Oil VARIEG. BUFF 021

:

1. Wishart, grand front and wings, good body
shape, fine qi:«I. ; 2. 4. 6, C. Grant, hraten in

ne, fin-e size

NON-FED
(7): 1, Thain, n nice cl. yell., fine order and cond.;
2, 3. 4, 5. Proudfoot, 2nd gr., nice subs, and col.:
3rd foul toil good head and front, well carried
wings. CREST (4): 1, 3. 4, Proudfoot-, buff wing
mkd. D.C., capital, lovely subs., crest n b-'t split
in centre; 3rd el. body grizzle crest,, shade small;
2, ep, Grant, heavy varieg., well rounded crest.

head, rare qual. and coi.; 3, Ballantim
and eol.; 5, IN. Grant; G, 7, McGinty,

C.B. (4): 1, sp, 2, Proudfoot, nicely lashed, plenty
of body -feather; 2nd bit weak in head, good body
subs. MULE (2): 1, 2, Campbell, Twite Mules,
fair size and col. BRIT. (7) : 1, sp, 2, Liie, leading
with a nice Lesser 'Poll, fine eol. and markings,
n.iee bib; 2nd good' coloured Greenie, fine flights;

3, Muir, buff Greenf., shade dark in back; 4 ,

Thain
; 5, Clark ; 6, Grant.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
Successful Show. Oct. 28, People’s Palace, Dept-

ford. Entries were slightly in advance of last
year, and the exhibits generally were a wonderful
improvement on previous efforts. This was particu-
larly noticable in Norwich and Yorks., botli of which
contained some excellent examples. Borders were
exceptionally strong, and showed a high degree of
merit all through

; sp. for best bird in show going to
Mr. Preece’s charming buff hen, a real good one ; spl.
for second was won by Mr. A. J. Clarke with a
grand yell Yorks., and other special winners were
Messrs. Burton Bros., Fuller, Joplin, Gunnell, Gard-
ner, etc. There was a particularly fine class of
Cinnamon and Green Borders, also some excellent
Brit., in this section Mr. Preece’s- Bullie hen, put
down in Al condition, secured the honours for best
Brit. The Show was ably managed by Mr. G.
Burton, assisted by the Chairman, Mr. H. C. Hum-
phries, and a good committee. We are glad to
report tiiat the society is going as strongly as ever.
Mr. H. Norman judged.
NOR., YELL. CK. : 1 , 2, 3, Laccobee. BUFF: 1,

Burton Bros.; 2, Hall; 3, Gunnell; vhc; he, c,

Laccobee. HEN: 1. sp. Gunnell; 2, he, c, Laccobee;
3, Burton Bros. UNFLIG.: 1, he, Burton Bros.; 2,

Hall; 3, Laccobee; vhc, Gunnell. NOV. YELL. CK.:
1, 2. he. Fuller; 3, c, Gardner; vhc, Mrs. Martin.
BUFF: 1, 2, Fuller; 3, vhc, Gardner; he, Martin; c,

Adams. HEN: 1, 2. 3, Fuller; vhc, he.. Gardner.
UNFLIG.: 1, 2, 3. vhc, Gardner; lie, Salmoii ; c,

Fuller. A.O.V. : 1, Gardner; 2, 6, vhc, Fuller: lie,

e. Whiting. YORKS., CK.: 1, 3, Clarke; 2, Fairman.
HEN: 1. Fairman; 2, Clarke. UNFLIG.: 1. 2, 3,

lie. Clarke; vhc, Fairman. NOV. CK.: 1, 2, 3.

Fuller: vhc. Carter: he. Cooper; c. Adams. HEN:
1, 2, Fuller. UNFLIG CK. : 1. 2, vhc, Fuller; 3.

he, o. Cooper. HEN: 1, vhc. Carter; 2, 3,

Cooper; lie, c, Fuller. BORD. CK.: 1, 2,

vhc, he. Burton: 3, Rev. Soames. IIEN: 1, 2,

3, lie, Burton Bros.; vhc, Soames. UNFLIG.: 1.

2, 3, he. Burton Bros. ; vhc. Soames. BUFF : I,

2, 3, Burton; vhc. Rev. Soames. NOV., YELL. CK.:
1, c. Williams; 2. Cuiham; 3, Joplin; vhc, Martin;
he, Proece

;
c, Williams. BUFF: 1. Martin; 2.

Kay: 3. Joplin; vhc, c. I’reoee ; lie. Ford. HEN: 1,

sp 2, Prceoe : 3, Martin; vhc, c. Kav; ho, Hum-
phries. YELL. UNFLIG.: 1, Kay; 2, 3, Joplin;
vlir. lie. Cuiham: e, Martin. BUFF: 1. Joplin: 2,

Humphries: 3, Kay: vlic, Williams: lie. Proece; c,

Cuiham. GR., ETC.: I, Burton: 2. Kay; 3. Preeee;
vhc. Rev. Soames; he, c, Joplin. UNFLIG.: 1, Joplin;

2, 3, Burton Bros.; vhc, Martin: lie, c, Kay. A.O.V.:

1. 2, Ford; 3. Adams; vile, Burton. HYIL: 1. Gun-
nell; 2, Gardner. BRIT.: Lumette: 1, Salmon; 2.

Williams ; 3, I’reece. GOLDF.: 1, Joplin. GREENF.:
1 . Rev. Soames; 2. Bartholomew; 3. Cuiham. A O.V.:
I, Gunnell; 2. Rev. Soames. HEN: 1. Proece. FOR.
GOLDF.: 1. l'recco. A.O.V.: 1, 2, Mrs. Martin.
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Magnificent Success at Manchester.
Wonderful Display of Lizards, YorKshS *es and Norwich. Excellent

Management and a Hugo Attendance.
spoken of as ' tho midget,” " the bantam ” of the

Cuuary family, and other familiar terms in connec-

tion with It aro ” neat and natty," " the wee small

Manchester was one of the societies which after

what will henceforth be known us the Great Europeau
War commenced held a meeting and decided to
•* postpone indefinitely " Its annual show. In res-

ponse to an urgent appeal to " carry on " another
nneting was held, wiser counsels prevailed, the wenk
kneed, downhearted souls who thought the Uer-

uians would soon he over running Cottonopolis were

over-ruled by the more sturdy, far-seeing members,
and it was ultimately decided to run a one-day show
with a smaller classification than usual. The wis-

dom of this was seen in the splendid entry which
was gathered together in the Co-operative Hall on
Saturday last.

Before proceeding to deal with the exhibits wo
must speak o» the men who were responsible for the

running of the show. Amongst them are a lew old

stagers, men who have worked for the Manchester
Cage Bird Fancy for over a coupie of decades, and
also some of the younger end. A well-balanced

team, tho wisdom, experience and caution of the

older end balancing and tempering the zeal and
enthusiasm of the young men. The President is

Mr. S. T. Oldham, and his supporters on the Com-
mittee are Messrs. S. Cook, J. Beswiek, -W. Fair-

hurst, A. U. Smith, F. Wiikinson, C. Welch, J.

Kay lies, J. Coldbeck, W. Moorbey, E. Dooley, J.

McTurk, and W. Turk. The Treasurer is Mr. J.

T. Brown.
On the shoulders of Mr. F. Hayward fell the oner-

ous duties of Secretary and Show Manager, Messrs.

J. Kaynes and F. Wiikinson acting as assistant Show
Managers. A rare good team this, nicely mixed and
blended, skilfully handled, and well led, they got

through their work wjth precision and despatch.

Manchester has had some rare good secretaries in

the past. To mention a few whose names come
tripping to one's mind: Messrs. Wright, Gadd, Davis,

Raynes, and Lythgoe are all men who have gone and
departing have left behind them goed records of

work well and nobly done. Like England, Man-
chester usually finds the man when the need arises.

Manchester ‘has a good one now in Mr. Hayward.

His heart is in his work, and he does it as an earnest,

zealous fancier .only can. Messrs. Raynes (Good

Old John) and Wilkinson rendered him invaluable

assistance with the result that the show went well.

Most valued assistance was also given by Messrs. J.

A. Vint, C. H. Stratford, W. N. Turner, and F. How-
arth, who acted as additional stewards. The super-

intendence of tlie despatching of the exhibits at

the close of the show was undertaken by Messrs.

W Fairhurst and W. Moorbev, who acted as railway

stewards, and right well they did their work too.

The f ancy Very Much Alive.
The Downing Street Co-operative Hall is a fine

lofty building of considerable dimensions, but its

capacity was severely taxed on Saturday by the

largo crowd of fanciers present. .Naturally, it did

not give visitors the freedom and liberty obtained

at Belle Vue. Still the Committee made the best of

its resources, and although one could n^t but regret

that the society curtailed the show, it must be

admitted they did their best once a start had been

made, and they were splendidly supported by the

Fancy as a whole. Thus Manchester, like Liver-

pool, and each of the other Northern shows which

have been held, has shown that a big mistake was

made by the many societies who took alarm on the

declaration of war and cancelled their fixtures. Ail

honour, and more* power to those who have done

their best to keep the flag flying. One did not

need t-o be in the show more than five minutes to

conclude that the Fancy is by no means dead, that the

desire to exhibit and to visit shows is as strong

and keen as ever, keener possibly owing to the

cancelling that has taken place. A mistake has

been made. The thing to be done now is for all

to resort to the old order of doing things 'so that

when the time comes round for us to be visiting

friend Ramsden and the Great National Show the

Fancy will be running on normal lines.

The judges originally announced were Messrs. J.

Swalwell (Lancashires and LizaTds), C. H. Houlton

(Mules, British and Foreign), and C. A. House all

other classes. Owing to the splendid entry, about

1.100, the Committee secured the services of Mr. W.
Booth, who took all Norwich and -Cinnamons, whilst

Mr. Houlton took the Selling Classes, leaving Mr.

House onlv the Yorkshires and Borders.

It was saddening to see such a poor turn-out of

Lancashires, only twenty-three, one class of the

six being cancelled. The one outstanding bird in

the section was Mr. R. Barrass’s buff plainhead—

a

true Lancashire at all points, and Mr. Fitton s

winning youngster, too, was a bird of exceptional

merit.

Quits a Revival.
If the Lancashires were bad, not so their close

brethren, the Lizards. The dark ’uns made a really

wonderful display for them. It is a long time since

such a grand collection of this good old-fashioned

breed was seen. It was not one class alone, but

in every class the standard of merit was indeed a

high one, and the result seen here should encourage

Mr. Rukin and his fellow workers t6 still further

persevere in their efforts to bring back to the Lizard

Fancy, the great popularity which it enjoyed. One

uame must have a word all on its own, and that is

the well-known one of Barrass. Mr. A. Barrass,

who, we believe, was making bis debut as an exhibi-

tor, is a nephew of the veteran Robert, from whose

stud his breeding stock came, bad the pleasure

of winning second in a strong class of Broken-capped

Golds with a lovely bird, and had Mr. Swalwell given

it the premier ticket we believe he would have given

even greater satisfaction than he did, as most visi-

tors fancied the second best, even Mr. Hampshire,

who won, and who, sportsmanlike, said so.

Yorkshires were hot stuff, the quality being splen-

did. In the open section Mr. L. Dykes’ yellow, Mr.

A. Hirst's buff, Mr. Wilkinson’s young buff, and

Messrs. Darlington Bros', brace of hens were generally

voted top notchers. Many indeed were the covetous

eyes cast on that brace of hens. The Amateurs

put up a big show, and the fight was keen, but

many good birds, really first-class exhibits, had to

be penalised because their owners have not yet learnt

that a Yorkshire, above all birds, needs to be very

carefully groomed before exhibition. Let us not

be misunderstood in tiiis. When we say grooming

we mean grooming, net dressing. Several exhibitors

who made the mistake of not being able to recog-

nise the difference between the two terms suffered

for their lack of perspicacity.

Taken as a whole the Yorkshire Greens were a

veiy fine lot of birds, but we noticed a tendency to

slovenly wing carriage in a few otherwise good ex-

hibits. This fault needs watching. It used to be
prevalent years ago, and if breeders let it assert

Itself once' again they will rue the day.
Borders were a most interesting collection. As

we looked the section over we thought that there

are signs of danger arising. The border is often

Border." From what we could see at Manchester

the danger is that fanciers are overlooking the

fuct that one of tho chief charms of the Border is

its lack of size. Not a row at Manchester were- much

too big, and we were told some of the big ones were

known winners, but they did not win on Saturday.

Neatness, smartne&s, slimness, with high Quality oi

feather were to the front at Manchester. Mr. lieu-

net’s UK-dul winner was a gem indeed.

Mr. Swalwell’s Classes.
LANCS. LOPPY YELL. (5): 1, 3, Fitton, long, sty-

lish, massive body, well spread heavy coppy, plenty

of body feather of good width and length, 3 tkd. in

coppy, rare shape and carr. of body, nice wings and

tail, not so massive, and coppy lifts a bit; 2 and 4

withheld; vhc, Ridgard; he, Collinge; c, R. Barrass.

BUFF (4) : 1, he, Jameson, tkd. in coppy, immense
subs., with great length, good carr., heavy, well

centred coppy, shows well; 3, Fitton, tkd. in coppy,

plenty of feather, but hardly so much character in

head, grand body, well clothed, with long broad

feather- 2 and 4 withheld; vhc, Collinge. NOR.
P.H. YleLL. : Cancelled. - BUFF ifi) : 1, R. Barrass,

great width of frontal, rare neck and back, plenty

of length, well carried body, abundance of long

wide feather ; 2, 4, Fitton, plenty of length and

carr. well browed skull, and excellent body feather,

good’ shape, not quite so heavily feathered, 4 grand

length and style, gets well up, not quit© so massive,

very smart and shapely; 3, Ridgard, very long body,

capital skull, but not so massive, grand lerigih and

qual. of feather; vhc, he, Collinge. BRED 1914 (4):

1, 3, Fitton, very heavily feathered buff coppy, well

centred and nicely spread, long, massive, stylish

body, grand neck and back, good, tail, 3 yell, coppy,

capital length and style, good subs, of body and

feather, rather heavy beak spoils head properties

,

2 and 4 withheld; vhc, R. Barrass; he, Ridgard.

HEN (4) : 1, Fitton, very fine yell. Coppy, well

centred and neatly spread headpiece, long, well

formed body, capital legs, rare subs, and feather;

3 he, Collinge, long, swaggering yell P.H., capital

front and brow, good length and subs., plenty of

feather: 2 and 4 withheld; vhc, R. Barrass.

LIZARD, GOLD, C.C. (10) : 1, 4, sp, Barnes, very

neat shapely cap, bold distinct spangle, nth clear

ground, nice shape and leather, 4 hardly so neat in

cap or bright in col., rare shape, feather and spang.e

;

2, Hamer, neat, well defined cap, nicely displayed

spangle, ’rich col., capital shape and feather, little

rough in throat; 3, Hampshire, nice cap formation,

clear regular rowing, grand slir-pe and feather, not

so sound on shoulders ; vhc. Green and Sons
;

he,

Rukin; c, Bosworth. SILVER (13): I, 4, Hamer,
grand shape, rare chest and back, beautifully rowed

oold, distinct spangle, rich ground, nicely frosted,

fails slightly in finish of cap, 4 nice cap, plenty of

work, nicely distributed, capital shape, eol., and

feather, hardly finished on cheeks; 2, Rukin, very

nicely finished in cap, grand back spangle, being

bold and nicely rowed, sound col., nice frosting ; 3,

c, Bradley, grand shape, feather, and style, very

nicely spangled, hardly so rich in ground col. ; vhc,

Reid; he, Green and Sons. GOLD, B.C. (14): 1,

Hampshire, very rich brilliant col., lovely silky

feather, sound, distinct spangling, good shoulders

and sides, in the pink ; 2, A. Barrass, qual. and style,

a real geir., grandly spangled o». hack, nice shoulders,

hardly so bright in col., still, a very close run; 3,
i

Clegg, grand shape, col., and feather, well rowed

with large clear .spangling, hardly so clear on sides

;

4, Bradley, rather good bird for shape, col., and

style, beautifully spangled, hardly ready; vhc, Reid;

he, c, Hamer. SILVER (13): 1, Bosworth, big, bold,

shapely bird, capital ground col., nicely frosted, full

of bold distinct spangling, well finished shoulders

and sides; 2, Hamer, ground col., frosting, and

spangle, quit© the equal of 1st, not quite so bold

and chubby in shape; 3, Hampshire, capital shape,

rich ground col., a lot of work, but hardly so well

displayed • 4, Rukiu, splendid back, well rowed, nice

shape and feather, beaten on shoulders; vhc, Mil-

lington; he, Green and Son; c, Clegg; No. 5, Mr.

Rukin’s best exhibit, was found dead in the cage in

the morning. HENS, GOLD (9): 1, Barnes, a regular

little swell of a broken cap, wonderful col. and qual.,

lovely shape, style, and feather, wealth of spangle,-

grandly put on
;

2, 4, Rukin, very sweet clear cap,

wonderful col., rich and sound, sharp, clear spang-

ling,- full of qual., we liked, 4 grand bodied broken

cap plenty of spangie, good ground eol. and feather,

bit rough in tail; 3, e, Hampshire, nice little lassie,

with a bit more size to show up her other good

properties, she w-ould ho a swell indeed ; vhc, Brad-

ley ;
he, Clegg. SILVER (Is): A magnificent class:

1, c, Rukin most lovely cl. cap, fine, shapely hen,

of good size, wealth of nicely displayed spangle, rare

col., qual., and style; 2, Reid, sweetly pretty no cap,

neat chubby body, waxlike coat, full of work, grand

col. and shape ; 3, vhc, OUerenshaw, plenty of size,

nice shape, well .spangled, broken cap, hardly so rich

in ground col.; 4, Bradley, good shapely over-capped

cl., grand col. and spangle, rather smaller, grandly

finished ; he, Hamer.
Mr. House’s Classes.

YORKS., YELL. (14): 1, Dykes, long, well drawn
cl., beautifully feathered, grandly balanced flights,

stands well up, nicely finished all round ; 2, Norton,

neck tkd., good head and shoulders, neat flights and

tail, showy and stylish, not quite so tight in feather

;

3, Hirst, smart, racy, slim cl., full of qual., grand

wings and tail, but does not get up on his logs like

leaders; 4, Rigg, slim and finely drawn, grand nerve

and style, not so steady; vhc, Potts; he, Wilkinson;

c, Priestley. BUFF (15): 1, Hirst, magnificent ci.,

grand head, neck, and shoulders, well braced wings

and tail, tight as wax; 2, Dykes, hardly so rich in

col , but a gem for tvpe and style, rare wings and

tail, splendid legs ; 3, Stewart, not quite so long, but

rare bead, neek and shoulders, neat wings and tail,

not quit© so erect on leg; 4, Potts, beautifully

feathered, full of style, shade too thick ; vhc, Brad-

ley and Coulson ; he, Darlington Bros. ;
c, Stobart.

MKD. YELL. (C) : 1, Knowles, 6mart, racy/nervy

cyo and wing mkd., plenty of style and refc.li, full

of nerve, in grand fettle; 2, Eastwood, clan.-mkd.,

not well mkd., hut a really Hoe Yorks., full of style

very nicely tapered ; 3, Brudley ami Coulson, grizzled

on bead, capital wing and tail, eleek, silky feather;

4 , Lister and lludsou, wing and neck mkd., grand

shape and style; vhc, Brooks; he, Wilkinson. BUI

F

cancelled. HEN, YELL. (12): 1, Darlington Bros.,

long, dim, racy (our-mkd., neat head, rare neck

aud shoulders, lovely wing and tail, gets well up on

the perch ; 2, Priestley, clinking good cl., rare type

and feather, carries wing beautifully; 3, Hirst,

grandly feathered cl., lovely body and style, splen-

did wing carr.; 4, c, Dooley, slashing cL, leathered

like a Java; vhc, Dykes; he, Knowles. BUFF (8): 1,

Darlington Bros., eye and wing, mkd., boro a great

likeness to the winning yell., gem of the first water,

two grand hens to be in one hand ; 2, Bradley and

Coulson, nice lengthy cl., neat head, capital hack,

wings, and tail, not quite so straight in carr. ; 3,

Stewart, long, finely drawn cl., capital head,

shoulders, wings, and tail, neat tapering body ; 4,

Dykes, grandly made, plenty of style; vhc, Potts; lie,

Lister and Hudson; e, Calierty and Son. YELL.,

1914 (14) : 1, Broughton, very smart, sleek, well fed

bird lovely head, neck, shoulders, wings, and tad,

a® tight as wax when judged, but later looked a

bit open in feather, and not worthy his place; 2,

he, Wilkinson, heavy mkd., grand legs, very long,

finely drawn body, but lacks tho 6hapely head oi

1st- 3, Dykes, rare shaped cl., full of style, good

head, back, and wings, improved with the day, and

in the afternoon was the best in the class; 4,

Brooks, grand length and shape, needs training ;
vhc,

Dooley; e, Bradley and Coulson. BUFF (15): 1, c,

Wilkinson, rather pale wing mkd., lovely type and

feather, grand wings and tail, gets well up on his

legs, and shows A1 ; 2, Norton, warmly fed cl.,

capital head, back, wings, and tail, stouter in body,

rare feather ; 3, Dykes, very racy cl., not yet at

his best, rare shape and carnage ; 4, vhc, btewart,

very smart, shapely cl., neat head wings, and tail

,

he. Brooks. AMAT. YORKS. YELL. (12): 1, Whar-

ton, very neat hot cl., sweet head, lovely wings and

tail, gets well up on his legs; 2, Taylor, not

so rich in col grand head, neck, and shoulders,

gets well up on
8

legs, slightly frilled
; 3, Brown

nice head, neck, and back, good shape and

style, not quit© so clever with his wings and

tail ; 4 Ellis, fine, racy, nervy bird, good wings

tail; vhc, Musgrave; he, Noonan; e, Tansey.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,— Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.

Ball." Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don. E.C.

BUFF (19): 1, Wright, eye. wing, and neck mkd.

very long, finely drawn bird, full of style, grand

wings and tail, with a little better bead would be

a gem; 2, Appleton, magnificently feathered cl., rare

wing and tail carr., -stouter, and not the nerve of

the leader; 3, McTurk, cap mkd., feathered like a

Java, grand shape, good w ings and tail ; 4, Brown,

nice shapely stylish cl.; vhc, Holden
;

he, Gree ni;

c, Sutcliffe. HEN, YELL. (15): 1, Holden, smart,

racy eye and wing cinn.-mkd., full of -st,yl e »

shape and feather, capital wings and tail; 2, Wil-

liamson, heavily mkd.. nice carr. of wings and tail,

gets well up on legs; 3, Rothwell, but for being a

bit slack in front a really nice cl., capital wungs and

tail, plenty of style; 4. Sutcliffe, very slim, racy cl.,

needs a bit more training ;
vhc, Mitchell ;

he, Spiby

,

c. Walker. BUFF (14): 1. Musgrave, wing tkd.,

rather pale, but feathered like a Java, gets well up

on legs ©hows breeding and style in every line; 2,

Brown very nervy, nicely drawn, head tkd., capital

body but needs a bit more training ; 3, Burke, sweet

little’ cl., rare feather and carr., capital wing and

tail earr.; 4. c. Smith, very long and racy, grand

wings and tail; vhc, Walker; he. Bird YELL
1914 (20) • 1 Bulmer, smart stylish neck tkd., good

head, shoulders and back, well braced wings and

tail bandies well; 2, King, heavy mkd. Cinn., tine

head, neek and shoulders, very shapely, nice feather;

3 Whittle, neek tkd., smart and stylish, grandly

feathered, good wings and tail ; 4, Brew, long

raking cl., grand style and shape; vhc Radford

;

he Wilson; c, Taylor. BUFF (18): 1, Ellis, really

smart el., grand head, wings and tail, gets well up

on his legs, capital shape and style, in rare form;

2, Bulmer, grand racy nervy cl., very smart and

shapely, neat wings and tail, hardly so neat at

thighs; 3, Brown, cap and wing mkd., long stylisn

bird, capital shape and style ; 4, Green, grand

shapely cl., nice style and body feather ;
vim. Bridge-

water he, Rothwell; c, McTurk. YORKS., GR.,

Y’ELL. (1C) : 1 Steinart, real gem, lovely rich grassy

tone of col., beautiful feather and style, stands we.l

up and works splendidly; 2, Jones, grand shape and

size has more length, but not the depth of col., a

really good Yorkie; 3, Skilling, very sweet, grand

level grassy tone of cpl., capital shape ; 4, vuc,

Handley, rich deep col.,- grand feather and style : he,

Metcalfe; c, McDermott. BUFF (11) : 1, Skilling,

sound grassy tone of col., beautifully feathered, very

shapely, gets well up and shows for all he is worth,

in rare fettle; 2, Metcalfe, beautiful feather and

nhape, sound rich col., good wings and tail, bit wild;

3 Sladin and Baldwin, rattling good foul, rare body

feather and style; 4, vhc, Handley, beautiful col.

and feather, stands up well ;
he, Postlethwaite ; c,

McDermott. HEN, YELL. (8) : 1, 4, Metcalfe lovely

tone of col., tight as a Java, sweet head, rare

shoulders, wings and tail, full of nerve, very finely

drawn, 4th splendid shape and style, lovely feather,

not quite so sound in col. on back ; 2, Steinart,

wonderful shape and style, splendid wing and tail

carr. sound col
; 3, Mockridge, hardly the length,

but beautiful shape and style, beautifully balanced

wings and tail, sound col.; vhc, Abbott; lie, bkilling

,

c, Postlethwaite. BUFF (7): 1, Skilling, rare shape

and style, plenty of length, uses legs well needs

tightening up a bit, fairly -sound in col ; 2, 3, c,

Metcalfe, sounder green and more free from bronz-

ing, capital shape and feather, good heads backs

and tails but both had a little slackness of wing

carriage; 4, Riley, hardly so finely drawn in body,

nice col. and feather, go(xl style; vhc, Priestley ;
he,

Handley. BORD., YELL. (8): 1, Wilson, neck tkd

oteek fine feather, stands well up, sweet head, neat,

well set shoulders and wings, very smart and merry

handler; 2. E-epie, real gem of a cl. .^feathered to

perfection moves nicely ; 3, Bennet, beaten by none

in perfection of feather and carnage, but Just a

trifle too chubby; 4, Campbell, smart racy cl., neat

and stylish throughout, plenty of nerve ; vhc. Drink-

water- he. Long; c, Madagan. HEN (9): 1, Espie,

honnie little wing tkd., neat In head, grandly

braced wings and tafl, lovely silky feather, full of

style- 2, vhc, Wilson, sweet headed cl. superbly

feathered rare wings and tail, not quite so steady;

3 Drinkwater, beautifully drawn body, grand head,

rare feather; 4, Pennington, grand body and style,

lovely feather; he, Sampson; c, Bennet. BUFI
(13)- 1 sp., Bennet, very finely drawn, neat in every

respect, holds himself with grace and nerve ; 2 3,

vhc Wilson, smart, racy, well drawn, wing tkd ,

lovely wings and tail, 3rd nothing better in class

for ©ilkine-ss and tightness ol feather, Vut a shade

too chubby ;
4," c, HoddinotS, sweet headed, rare

style, wings and tail
;

he, Madagan. HEN (9) . 1,

Espie, smart, slim, and gracethl, a real geni; -»

Rennet, sweet head, grand shoulders and back,

closely braced wings and tail
;

3, Drinkwater, for

feathering, style, wing and tail carrt^e just all one

could wish, but rather too chubby, 4, Madagan,

•mart and nhapely body, well feathered
;
vhc, Green

;

be, Hoddinott; c, Wilson. MKD. <8j: J, Pennington,
four mkd, buff, a living picture, full of qual., graudly
staged, wen with the greatest of ease; 2, Heard,
four-nrikd. yell., nicely balanced wings, but lack* the
eye marking of 1st, rare shape and style

; 3, iloddl-

nott, wing and neck mkd butt, full of qual., nice
style; 4, Green, well modelled three point bull; vhe,

Drinkwater; he, Long; c, Elston. GREEN YELL.
(1£): 1, 3, Aflleck, magnificent col., of the much
deeired grasoy tint, lovely head and neck, full of

qual. arid style, 3rd not quite so finely drawn, and
not so deep in tone of col., but grand bead, wings
and tail, very smart; 2, Johnston, in bliape and
style, close on 1st, but hardly the ame rich grawty

ton© of col., possibly a wash would make a differ-

ence; 4, Middleton, shape, carriage, and leather

f
ood, looked a bit dull iri col.; vbc, Wbitclaw ; be,

arkcr; c, Collier. BUFF (14): 1, he, Affleck,

sound and rich in col., beautifully modelled, rare

style, wings and tail, well braced, in the pink
; 2,

Johnston, fit as a fiddle, beautifully ©ourid and level

In col., rare wings and tail; 3, Campbell, beautifully

modelled and full of style, very neat wings and
tail; 4, Parker, for col., shape and style as good a©

any, not so tight in feather; vhc, Whitelaw; c,

Middleton. HEN. YELL. (12): 1, Montgomery, very

smart and neat throughout, neat head, trim, closely

set shoulders, rare wings and tail, lovely col. and
leather ; 2, Collier, very smart, typical body, neat

wing and tail carr., in grand form
; 3, Greenwell,

lovely col. and feather, splendid wing and tail carr.;

4, Parker, lovely type, feather, and style ;
vhc,

Affleck; he, Middleton; c, Coldbeck. BUFF (11): 1,

Parker, grand head, close well fitting ©houlders,

wings and tail tightly braced, lovely rich grassy-

green col., in rare form ; 2, Johnston, hardly so good
in head perhaps, but for col., sleekness, and tit of

leather a gem, rare style
; 3, Greenwell, beautiful

soft silky feather, fitting like a glove, full of nerve;

4, Montgomery, very shapely and stylish, nice

feather, close up; vhc, Middleton; he, Campbell;

c. Collier. CINN. (8): 1, Jones, sweet wee buff,

lovely shape and style, beautiful silky feather, sound

even col., in rare form ; 2, Booth and Hampeon,
smart stylish yell., lovely silky feather, rich sound
col., neat head, grandly braced wing© and tail

; 3,

Middleton, magnificently coloured buff, wonderful

qual. and style, just a shade too big, otherwise a

gem; 4, he, Whitelaw, grand shapely yell., capital

col. and style, not so tight in feather; vhc, c,

Higham.
Mr. W. Booth’s Classes,

As usual, Norwich were par excellence. Besides
being in great force the cream of the country were
on view. We never saw such colour, such size com-
bined with the essential quality. Mr. Houghton, a
Midland crack, sent a team which gave a good
account of themselves. His clear yellow cock is the
best clear yellow we have seen for a long time, and
was the cynosure of many envious eyes. He com-
bines all the points necessary for the making of a
good big ’un, and is an object lesson for those who
aver we are getting our Norwich too big. It js

good to see our Southern brethren of the Norwich
ilk again competing and holding their own, and it is

to be hoped that their success will be repeated. Mr.

Sam Cook had out a- strong team and held the
whip hand. It was his call nearly every time and
he held most of the trumps. His second prize

clear yellow cock unfortunately died during the
afternoon, a big loss. We heard of no big sales

except the unflighted buff cock of Mr. Sharpies,

which was claimed at £5. The amateur section

turned up in great force, and the birds in the

tickets were of good enough merit for champion
classes at most fixtures. Birds of merit were
staged by Messrs, the Rev. C. E. Gaul, Chilton,

Potts, Fildes, Watson, Buxton, Stephenson and Mars-

land. ’ The champion section averaged 19 pea class,

while the amateurs averaged nearly 27.

Norwich Greens and Cinnamons were not out

in very large numbers, but the best were on view

;

and some good exhibits in both sections were staged

by Mrs. Tweddle, Messrs. Dormer, Hartup, Bentley,

and Proctor in Cinnamons, and Messrs. Handley,

Walker Jenkins and Barker and Lawson in Greens.

NOR.’ CL. YELL. (17) : 1, Houghton, tremendous
size, rare head and thick neek, extra qual. and

shape, w ide back and chest, easy win
; 2, Cook, a

good bird, last year’s well-known unflighted, beaten

to-day ;
unfortunately died in show ; 3, Thomas, per-

haps better in under shape, but loses in neck, nice

tail, neat head and col. ; 4, Hirst, not quite 60

big lovely head and shoulders, a bit paler in eol.;

vhc, c. Turner; he, Hathaway. BUFF (14): 1, Cook,

well-known Liverpool winner, rare size and qual.,

extra wide head and shoulders, thick neck and body

short easy win
; 2, Hirst, hardly the type or neek,

rare size and col.; 3, Hathaway, another Midland

crack, rare body, tremendous depth, good head and

jowl; 4, Mason, again rare body, trifle longer per-

haps rare head, neck and col. ; vhc, Houghton
;

he,

Hayhurst*; c, Heap. VAR1EG. Y'ELL. (13): 1, Craw-

shaw, last year’s unfiig. winner, has made up well,

beautiful qual. and col., could do with more size;

2, 4 Thomas, rare size and coi., beautiful body,

shines like satin, 4th the well-known neck mark, rare

good bird, just a trill© long in tail
; 3, Cook, head

and wings mkd., wide body, bit lively ;
vhc, Bes-

wick; he, Peters; c, Turner. BUFF (20): 1, Miss

Scott, rare big bird, good col., big bead, nice neck,

trifle long perhaps, eyes and wings mkd.
;
2, Thomas,

grizzle back, another face we recognised from last

year, trifle pinched in head; 3, Houghton, greeu

back, beauty for type and col., seems to be trifle

soft in feather, a nice exhibit; 4, vhc, Crawshaw,

eyes, breast and wings, beauty for type and col.,

could do with more size; he, Hathaway; c, Hopkins.

YELL HEN. (14) : 1, Cook, grand round bird, lovely

qual. feather, shines like silk, wide head and flush

cheeks - 2, Sutton, cl., good size and qual. combined,

rare col. and cond., trilie lively; 3, 4, Smith, great

size eyes, wings, and tail mark, very wide head and

shoulders fine stock hen, one down from last year,

4th eyes ’and wings, lovely type and feather, good

size and eol., rare deep chest; vhc, Thorpe ; be,

Nickson; c, Beswiek. BUFF (18) : 1, Cook, beautiful

thick bodied cl., exquisite qual., short tail, with a

wider bead would be a knock-out ; 2, .Beswiek, close

up cl again, nice qual., but beaten cheeks and

neck 3 Clayton, grizzle cap, rare size and col.,

not so short nor tlie col. ; 4, Dormer grand type,

hardly the size, neat head ; vhc, Houghton, probably

the Southern crack w© have heard of, rare good

bird in good company; he, Crawshaw; c, Thomas.

UNFLIG. YELL. (23): 1, 2, 4, Crawshaw, grand team,

Liverpool winner leading in fresh hands, beauty for

type and silkiness of- feather, rare head each part

a unit in the combined whole, will want stopping,

moves beautifully, 2nd cl. again, good in head, neck

and col., not the same outline, 4th tremendous size,

rare head and neck, wide body and good jowl : 3,

Hirst, mkd. head and wings, nice head, rare col.

and tvpe, beaten neck: vhc. Dormer; he. McAndrew ,

c Lawson. BUFF <.17) : 1, Sharpies, mkd neck, good

col typical rather inclined to crouch ; 2, vhc, Sut-

ton’ cl deep chest, rare col. and type, big head,

nice qual. feather; 3, Braybrook, heavy mkd., very

{.Continued on next bane.)
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rIco type, paler in col., bit too lively ; 4, c, Leweon,
eyes, wing and neck rnkd., rare col.

f
beautj fdr

type, trifle slimmer In build; lie, Mattinson. HEN
UNFLIG. (JO) A wonderful class, every bird a good
one: 1, Cook var. buff, tremendous size, rare deep
body and wide back, mignifleent head and jowl,

mealed all over, no mistake over this one, stands
itlone even in such a class of good ones; 2, Lawson,
eyes, neck and wings marked, lovely col. and feather,

very neat head, tail short as a Robin's ; 2, Turner,
jukil. yell., lovely type and feather, larger than
End. und not quite tho finish; extra 3, Heap, cl.

buff, very typical, qua), all there, beaten in head
only; -1, Mattinson, beautiful el., short body, nice

tail and silky feather, very -sweet; vho, Heswlck

;

he, Fowler; c, Fields. AM AT. FELL. (28) ! 1.

Stephenson, rnkd. rump, big enough, wide head and
body, grand col., rare bird for stock ; 2, llrown,

eyes and baek marked, lovely eol. and feather, deep
body, nice head and neck; 3, Davies, rgro head
and eol., grand qual., beaten in neck; 4, Wharton,
head, neck and wings rnkd., nice eol., slimmer in

build; vhe, Hull; he, Spencer; e, W. Spencer. HUFF
(31): 1, Mursland, rnkd. eyes and neck, beauty, eol.

and quill, all that could be desired, short thick body,
deep chest, could win anywhere; 2, Dell, beautiful
wide head, slimmer in body perhaps, rare col., rnkd.

head; 3, (Jurphoy, cl., big bird, rare head and neck,
wide shoulders, beaten coild. only

; 4, Davies, rnkd.

eyes and wings, nice head and neck, rare col. and
qual., plenty big enough, beaten thighs; extra 4,

took and Son, el., nice col. and oond., triflo longer;
vhe, Brown; lie, Green; c, Smalley; a verv hot
class. UNFUG. YU.L. (21): 1, 2, Rev. Gaul, head
and wings marked, nice head and neck, col. Al,

End cl., nice col. and qual., beaten head; 3, Under-
wood, cl. again, rare eol. and feather, very neat
head

;
4, Bennett, var., head and neck very good,

nice stylish bird, triflo longer in body ; vhe. Cat-
low ; he, Metcalfe; e, Rev. Wragg. BUFF (38):

1, Chilton, beauty for type and qual., neat head,
eyes and w ings rnkd., heads a strong class ; 2, Buxton,
big bird, rare feather, shines liko silk, nice head
and nock, clear; 3, Hartup, neck rnkd., qual. and
eol. all that could bo desired, hit wild; extra 3,

Mitchell, good in head and thick neck, lovely qual.

of feather; 4. Watson, very taking exhibit, typical;
vhe. Rev. Gaul; he, Wolseneroft; e, Spencer. HEN
YELL. (21): 1, he, Potts, el., very sweet type, deep
chest, lovely qual. head and neck, shows age ; 2, Cun-
ditf, el., smaller, but rare shape, well swiped tail,

penny in face; 3, llnrratt, var., neat in head and
qual., not the same body; 4, Hartup, rnkd. head, hack
and tail, rare body, head and neck, nice col.; vhe,
Chilton; c, Bowden. HUFF (26): 1, Fildes, very
heavy rnkd., rare thick body, deep chest, nice head

;

2. Steel, very, neat cl. feather and typo extra, not
quite the size; 3, Bux{on, feather and col. Al, wee
bit pinched in bead; 4, Spencer, heavy rnkd., lovely

bead, neck and feather, good size; vhe, Wardle;
be, Gough and Loach; c, Mitchell.
NOR. C1NN. YELL. (C) : 1, Mrs. Twiddle, rare

size and col., very large head and thick-set body;
2, 3, 4, Dormer, all excellent, benched in Mr. Dor-
mer’s best form ; vhe, he, Bentley. BUFF (6) : 1,

Mns. Tweddle, rare Nor. properties, good head and
»icck, lovely cinn. col., clean underneath; 2, Bent-
Icy, good head and neck, trifle longer in body, bit

fat; 3, lie, Proctor, not quite tho cinn. col., good
head and neck, nice Nor. qual; 4, vhe, Dormer, good
col. and size, bit pinched in bead. UNFLIG. (7):

1, 2, 3, Dormer, grand team, 1st nice col. and
type, good shoulders, bit lively, 2nd grand buff, rare
head, neck and body, beaten wings, 3rd buff, not
quite so big, rare head ; 4, c, Smalley, yell., beauty
for col. and markings, nice qual.; vhe, Hartup; he,
Barnes. HEN (10): 1, Proctor, nice yell., lovely
Nor. properties, good head, neck and deep chest;
2, be, Dormer, rare sized buff, head, shape and
qual. Al ; 3. e, Mrs. Tweddle, yell., typical, rare
qual., beaten wings: 4, Hartup, -smaller buff, not so
thick through. NOR. GREENS YELL. (8): 1, Hand-
ley, rare Nor. type, good green col., head and neck;
2, Walker, close up, Norwich properties excelling,
good 2nd; 3, Lawson, deep chested and deep col-

oured. rare head and neck; 4. Thorpe, nice expres-
sion, deep body and col.: vhe, Thornton; lie, G. John-
son; c, Woods. BUFF (13): 1, McAndrew, foul
tail, beautiful body and type, rare wide head and
prominent cheeks, no Crestbred properties; 2, Barker,
seif, bigger in body, good head and neck, trifle

longer in barrel : 3. Handley, foul, short and thick,
rare head and neck; 4, Wallbrook, rather light in

col.; vlic. Ball; he, Lawson; c, Walker. YELL.
HEN (10): 1, he, Walker, lovely Nor. type, not too
big, hit light in col., but wins; 2, vhe, Thornton,
tkd. throat and tail, nice qual. and col. ; 3, John-
son, one light feather in tail, nice type, clean under-
neath; 4, e. Handley, foul wings, tail and throat,
bigger, good head and neck, wide chest. BUFF
(11): 1, Jenkins, self, good eol.. nice markings, neat
type; 2, Ball, foul tail and thigh, lovely qual. and
col., beaten size only; 3, Thornton, good col., neat
head, self col., trifle slimmer in build; 4, c, Hand-
ley, foul tail, grand type and qual. of feather, beaten
size ; he, Jenkins ; c, llaynes.

Mr. Houlton's Classes.
Selling classes were well up to the average, and

winneis had to he well worth their money to get in.

Hybrids were numerous and very interesting, and
birds of the highest merit were the order of the
day. Several notable cracks held the leading posi-
tions. Brit, were represented by a fine entry of
high-class birds, and condition played a great" part
In the winning selections. The foreign birds were
grouped into one class, and made a very fine dis-
play. Mr. Houlton judged Selling, Hybrids, British
and Foreign birds.

SELL., 30s. (10): 1, Guy; 2, Mattinson; 3. Jones;
4, Thorpe; vhe, MeTurk; he, Millward; c, Bailey.
20s. (24): 1, Johnson; 2, Guy; 3, Bulmer; 4. Fitton

;

vhe, Wallshaw ; vhe, Higham
;
he, Clogg, Gough and

Touch; c, Jackson. 12s. 6d. (22): 1, Fields; 2, Jones;
3. Clegg

; 4, Bennett ; vhe. Curphey, Bentley
; lie,

Spiby, Cook and Son; c, Spencer. VARIES. CAN.
HYB.: 1, Hart, lightly varieg. Greenf.-Can., in splen-
did eond., a gem; 2, Dixon, grandly mkd. yell. Goldf.
Can., also in grand plumage; 3, Giles, varieg.
Goldf.-Can., in fine feather; 4, Firtli, ditto, but not
quite so high form of variegation ; vhe. Bough.
DARK CAN. YELL. (13): 1, 3, Wilson Can.-Bullf.
and Goldf.-Can., both in grand order, well known;
2. Booth and Hampson, lovely conditioned Greenf.-
Can., fine size, shape, and col. ; 4, he, c, Oldham,
very fine Siskin-Can. leading, all in good comb ; vhe,
Dixon, very good Linnet-Can. BUFF (7): 1, Hayter,
immense Can.-Bullf., splendid eond.; 2, Morgan, very
large, bouncing Greenf.-Can., rare -shape, feather and
finish; 3, Oldham, rare size Siskin-Can., shape qual.,
and eond., good; vhe, Johnson, nice Can.-Bullf; he,
c/Oldham. A.O. HYB. (14): Very good and interest-
ing collection: 1, vhe, he, Oldham, splendid bloom
and raro conditioned Goldf. -Bullf., tijht I.innet-

Bullf., and neat compact Redpoli-Crcenf., all lovely
eond.; 2, c. Walsh, well-known Redpoll-Kullf. and a
good Greenf. Bullf , former only gives way to win-
ner to-day on tightness and glossy eond.

; 3. Wilson,
•lately Chafi.-Greenf., line bold bird, good eond.:

4, Booth and Hampson, well conditioned, good
shaped Bramble-Chaff. GOLDF. (14): 1, Rothwell,
wins on fine eond., grand all-round Finch

; 2, Abbott,
rich tan, nice blaze, good moons and bars, and fine

eond.; 3, he, Fairhurst, well up in most points, and
little behind others) 4, Lloyd-Jamea rich in col., good
blaze, nice shape, and eond.; vhe, Tams; c, Oldham.
LINNET (15): 1, 2, Oldham, both very glossy Well

mkd., forward in eol., and tight eond.; 3, Pitchford,
very line shape, larger, but not so forward iri col.

and silkincss yet; 4, Adam Holt, lovely shape, col.,

markings, and tight eond., only beaten in size a
little, will develop; vhe, he, Tams; c, Higham. SIS-

KIN, ETC. (21): A very good lot of Twites in this

class: 1, Parlett, Twite, looking fine; 2, he, Hayter,
grand Mealy Redpoll, size and all else of the best;

3, Fairhurst, pretty Biskin, in rare eond.; 4, Old-

ham, grand Twite, and well up to first; vhe, Hand-
ley, very lino Lesser Redpoll ; c, Cottmghum.
GREENF. (8): 1, Hart, good all round bird, grand
level feather, etc. ; 2, he, Fairhurst, practically equal
and hard to separate from first; 3, Metcalfe, smart
ail through; 4, Whitney and Son, just gives way a

little on finish in condition of feather; vhe, Price

and Fellows; e, Oldham. BRAMBLE, ETC. (10): 1,

Parlett, deep tone all over, well spangled, line

glossy eond., Bramble; 2, Oldham, pretty- Chaff., in

nice order; 3, Fairhurst, runs winner very hard in

all points; 4, Pitchford, really pretty Bramble, well

up to others; vhe, Hubbard; he, Cottingharn; e,

Rothwell. A.O. HARD (13): 1, Wilson, perfect

Meadow Bunting, a picture; 2, Cottingharn, very

fine conditioned Hawfinch, fair size, good clean bib,

etc.; 3, Johnson, fine Yell. Bunting in the pink; 4,

Hayter, rich and bright conditioned Corn Bunting;

vhe, Maepherson ; lie, llubbard; e. Fairhurst.

SMALL SOFTB1LL (8): 1, 4. Sharpies, grand, tight

Black Redstart, and good lively Nuthatch; 2, Col-

ton, very pretty pipit, Al eond.; 3, llescoby, very

tight Redstart, well shown ; vhe, Watson; lie, Wil-

liamson. FOR. (16): Very interesting lot of beauti-

ful birds: 1, 3, vhe. Sharpies, Whydah leading, in

splendid feather, well shown; 2, Museott, lovely

Eelcetus hen, rare siz", rich col. and eond.; 4, e,

Hubbard, pretty pair Nonpareils, best of eond.; he.

Smith.
Novice Members’ Classes.

YORKS. YELL. (3): 1, 2, Riley; 3, Drew. BUFF
(3): 1, Drew; 2, Stratford; 3, Riley. UNFLIG. YELL.
1, Welsh. BUFF (3): 1, 3, Riley; 2, Welsh. YELL.
HEN (5): 1, 2, 3, Riley; 4, Drew; vhe. Shaw. BUFF:
1. Drew: 2, Shaw; 3. vhe, Riley; 4, Welsh. LIGHT
HYB. (4): 1, Strafford; 2, 3, 4, Lewis. DARK (3):

1, 3, Shaw; 2, Strafford. GOLDF. or BULLF. (3):

1, 2, Strafford; 3, Taylor. LINNET (3): 1, 2, Straf-

ford; 3, Fletcher. SISKIN, ETC. (6): 1. 3, Shaw;

2, 4, Fletcher; vhe, Strafford ; "lie, Taylor. GREENF.
(2): 1, Fletcher; 2, Strafford. A.O. HAKDBILL (5):

1, 3, Strafford; 2, 4, Fletcher; vhe, Taylor. SOFT-

BILL: 1. 2, 3, Lewis. Mr. Strafford’s Bramble 1st

in Hardbill class won sp. for best amat. or nov. Brit.

MUIRKIRK OS
Annual open show Oct. 31. The Temperance nail

is a splendid one, having good roof light. The birds

were well and comfortably staged in the lesser hall.

They were the attraction to the many visitors of

this district who look on the bird show as the event

of the season. Borders turned out in good numbers,

under the fostering care of the president, Mr. T.

Findlay, who was a host in himself. The sec., Mr.

James Torbett, is the right man at the helm, and

has little to learn in running a show successfully.

The committee are all willing hands, each having

his own place and carrying out his duties thor-

oughly. Entries were much the same as last year,

although there were two British classes added which

deserved more support. Mr. Watsoq’s medal winner

in Borders was a beauty for type, and was staged

to win. Mr. A.* Geddee, Dumfries, judged, and the

awards were well received.

BORD. YELL. CK. (11) : 1, Laidlaw, very typical,

close in feather, rich even col. ; 2, Kroezen, same
type, very rich col., splendid carr. ; 3, Dempster,

nice weight and eond., fine jaunty carr., presses

hard; 4, Mossie; lie, Clark; c, Wilson. BUFF (9):

1, Watson, will be heard of again, one of the real

type, staged in faultless order, wins Border Club’s

medal
; 2, Mossie, not far behind, simitar type, nice

weight, grand carr. ; 3, Kilpatrick, feathered like

wax, pressing leaders hard ; 4, Montgomery ;
he,

Findlay. YELL. HEN (11); 1, Kirkhope, smart little

lady, excels cob, nice type, correct weight, in the

pink; 2, Gibson, good and typical, fine back and
wing carr., might perhaps have given way to 3,

Dempster, as good in type and excels in condition

of feather; 4, Alexander; he, Findlay; c, Millar.

BUFF (10) : 1, 2, Kirkhope, beauties, leader a per-

fect model, feathered like a Java, 2nd similar type,

just fails feather; 3, Findlay, must have pressed

hard, very typical, put down in usual Al order
;

4,

Montgomery; he, Watson; e, Kilpatrick. VARIEG.
CK. (6): 1, Mossie, nice yell., mkd., grand type and
size, in the pink ; 2, Miliar, wee shade long, other-

wise good ; 3, Watson, grand three-pointed, splendid

type, line jaunty carr., very taking; 4, Findlay; he,

Ferguson; c, Woods. HEN (8): 1, Gibson, very

typical buff, good wing marks, fine eond. of feather;

1, Ferguson, nice cinn. marks, best of feather and
carr., shows well; 3, Kroezen, huff, nice full type,

grand head, carries wings well; 4, McCall; he, Wat-
son; c, Dempster. EVEN MKD. (5): 1, McKean,
grand yell., perfectly balanced marks, best of col.,

grand i'ull head ; 2, 4, Findlay, model for type and
weight, grand feather and wings, worth his place

;

3, Murray
; he, Kirkhope. GR. OR CINN. (11) : 1,

2, Wilson, a credit, leader a Gr. of great qual. and
type, correct size, grand wings, very pure eol., 2nd
equally good Cinn., ki splendid form; 3, Murray,
tip-top Gr., purest of col., perfect head, wants time
to make a stormer ; 4, Rubie; lie, McCall; c, Ser-

vice. SELL. (5): 1, Findlay; 2, Montgomery; 3,

Murray; 4, Kirkhope
;

lie, no name. GOLDF. OR
BULLF. (4) : 1, Smart, Bullie, grand size, very early

up in eol., nice broad cap, pure bars; 2, Stobbes
Bros., Goldie, real Britisher, nice blaze, wants time;

3, Alexander, Bullie, fails to winner in cap and bars,

well up in size and eond. ; 4. McCloy, most typical
in class, grand bib and bars, lacks size. SISKIN,
ETC. (3) : 1, Smart, Twite

; 2, Morgan, Redpoll,
wild

; 3, Stobbes Bros., Twite. A.O.V. (4) : 1, McCloy,
Hawfinch, perfect feather, fine deep face, nice jet

bib, a model, except size; 2, Mitchell, another
Hawf., fails col. to winner; 3 Murray, Bramble,
shade wild; 4, Smart. CONFINED BORD. CK. (6):

1, Montgomery; 2, Millar; 3, Dempster; 4. T. Find-
lay; lie, McKean; e, ,1. Findlay. H15N (5): 1, T.

Findlay; 2 J. Findlay; 3, Montgomery; 4, McKean;
he, Millar.

NORTH-WEST GLASGOW C.B.C.
Meeting, Blythswood Halls, Gt. Western Road,

Oct 22, Mr Gibb presiding over a good attendance.
]

See., handed out schedules for annual show, Nov.
14, in above halls, where we hope to have a good
entry seeing there are now six trophies to compete
for, also medal for best bird, and quite a number
of handsome specials. I hope members will take
note of tbi9 and give us a large entry. Next meet-
ing. November 4, 8; final arrangements.

—

Win. Loan.
Sec!

:

FORFAR SECURES A
RECORD ENTRY.

Fifth annual show- of the Forfar C.B.S., Oct. 31,
in the Masonic Hull, a very suitable place, being well
lighted from the roof and free from draughts. En-
tries numbered 443 a record for Forfar. The secre-
tary, Mr. D. Kerr, bad everything carried through
without a hitch, and wus well backed up by a hard-
working lot of officials: President, J. Bowman; vice-
president, C. Kennedy

;
and committee, Messrs. J.

Fyfe, D. Kydd, J. Anderson, J. Robertson, It. Dal-
gety, J. McKa.V, A. Simpson, and F. B. Clark. Silver
rose bowl w»,s won by G. Mitchell, silver medallion
A. Maxwell, Sandjitord medal G. Mitchell, Hyde tea-
pot C. Kennedy. The judges were: Nor., A.
Chalmers, Kirkintilloch; Ilord., .1. Auld, Bannock-
burn; Brit., G. Marlin, Hamilton; and their awards
gave general satisfaction.
NOR. CL. Oil TKD. YELL. CK. (12): 1, rose bowl,

medal, sp, Mitchell, large and typical, good bead
and neck, bold front, rich eol.

; 2, Forrest, nice type
and qual., sweetly moulded, fails in size to winner;
3, Spence, head tkd., nice round bird, fails in qual.
only; vhe, Taylor; be, McLeod; e, MeCue. BUFF
(II): 1, Forrest, lovely head and neck, nice bold
front, grand qual., wins; 2, J. Adam, good size, just
fails in head and qual. to winner, still good , 3,

Woodhouse, nice type and qua!., close up; vhe,
Allison; lie, Sandison

;
c, Reid. CL. OR TKD. YELL.

HEN (9): 1, Allison, line size, lovely type and qual.,

bold front, in grand order, wins; 2, Maxwell, soft
when taking notes; 3, Harris, simil’ar type, fails in

qual. to, winner; vhe, Blair; lie, Myler; e, Sandison.
BUFE (10): 1, Hampton, bonny bird, nice head and
neck, bold front, put down to win; 2, Smraton, good
size,, not the bloom of winner

; 3, Blair, lovely type
and qual., not quite the size of leaders; vhe, ’Tay-

lor; be, Spence; c, Lumsdeu. VAR., ETC., YELL.
CK. (9): J, 2, Smith, nice ones, leader capital size

and style, nice head and neck, bold front, grand
eond., 2 similar shape, loses in qual. to winner; 3,

Collie, close up
;

vlic, Hampton; he, Harris; c, Iron-

side. BUFF (11): 1, sp, Kennedy, good size and
style, full head and neck, bold front; 2, T. Collie,

bold bird, (ich eol., close up; 3, sp, Maxwell, heavily
var., loses in head, still good

; vlic, Smeaton
;

he,

GYewar; c, Allison, seemed to be hard lines here,

some thought could have won. VAR., ETC., YELL.
HEN (12): 1, sp, Mitchell, large, thick set, good
eoi.; 2, Smith, good head and neck, bold front, fails

only in size; 3, sp, Grcwar, lightly mkd., nice qual.,

but not the subs.; vlic, Anderson; he, Hendry; c,

Allison. BUFF (8) : 1, Woodhouse, good type, size,

and qual., bold front, well put down; 2, Grcwar, not
so bold in front, good qual.

; 3, Myles, nice short

bird: vlic, Anderson; be, Sandison; c, Sharp. UN-
FLIG. CK. (32): Grand lot: 1, 2, Grewar, leader head
tkd. yell., nice round bird, nicely carried wings, 2

cl. buff, good size and type; little to part them; 3,

sp, Mitchell, ’similar, rich col.; vhe, Lawson and
Sons; he, J. D. Adam; c, Smeaton. HEN (30) : 1,

medallion, sp, Maxwell, neat head and neck, short,

thick body, nice wings; 2, .1. D. Adam, yell, var.,

fine head and neck, bold front, good cot.
; 3, Lums-

den, foul buff, nice all-round, some thought best in

class; vhe, Forrest; he, Chalmers; c, Taylor. NAT.
COL. CK. (10): 1, sp, vhe, Grewar, foul yell., grand

head and neck, extra bold front, splendidly cut

away, in grand trim, wins
; 2, Woodhouse, cl. bull,

similar body, fails in head to winner ; 3, sp, McLeod,
good front, pale in col. ; he, Smart

; c, Lawson and
Sons. HEN (10) : 1, Gardiner, cl. buff, short and
thick, nice wings and tad; 2, Mitchell, yell, gr., nice

round head, good front and wings; 3, McLeod, cl.

yell, similar type, close up; vhe, Harris; lie., Smea-

ton; e, Carstairs. SELL., CK. (12): 1, Hampton; 2,

Dalgety; 3. Craig. HEN (13): 1, Anderson; 2, J.

Adam; 3, Kennedv. BORD., CL. OR TKD. YELL.
CK. (13): 1, sp, G. Bennet, nice round head, good

front, well filled in back, splendid wings and tail;

2, McDonald, sweet exhibit, fails in front to winner

;

3' Nicol, nice type, wants the blood ; vhe, Wilson;

he, Ewart; c. Bell. BUEF (20): 1, J. Robertson,

neat type, nice carr, well placed wings; 2, Halliday,

very graceful, in lovely order; 3, Craig, similar

shape, and carr., well put down ; vhe, Elliot • he,

Irons; c, Irvine. YELL. VAR. CK. (7): 1, sp., Craig,

4-pointed, bordering on perfection, rare shape and
col., lovely action, " wins ; 2, Wilson, nice type and

quality, fails in front and col. to winner; 3, Hast-

ings good shape, wants the bloom yet ; vhe, Dun-

can ;
he. Gray; c, Rae and Reid BUFF (11): 1, Dun-

can, grizzle head and wing, neat head, good wings

and tail, lovely carr. ; 2, 3, sp, Craig,, lovely shape,

full of style, put down to perfection ;. vhe, Smart;

he, Gentleman; c, Wilson. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN (13): 1, sp, Craig, beauty for style, sweet round

head, lovely front and back, sound col., smooth as

glass; 2, F’otheringham, similar type, fails in head

and neck to winner; 3, Wilson, sweet exhibit, close

up; vhe, A. Robertson; ho, Steven; c, Symon. BUFF
(19): 1, Murray, nice head, good front and baek; 2,

McDonald, similar shape, nice qual.; 3, sp, H. Ben-

net, good all-round exhibit, must have pressed for

1st place; vhe, Duncan; he, Nicol; e, J. Robertson.

YELL. VAR. HEN (5) : 1, Craig, true type, lovely

feather, nicely placed wings, charming worker,

grand eond.; 2, Duncan, same type, rare col., lovely

action
; 3, vhe, Crabb and Finlayson, good all-round,

moves welt, just fails in wings only ;
lie, H. Dun-

can ; c, Craig. BUFF (9): 1, Halliday, four-pointed,

nice col., neat head, nice front and back, lovely

eond.; 2, Craig, similar markings, superb col., smooth
as glass, close up; 3, Irons, true type, good qual.;

vlic Stirling; he, Murray; c, Campbell. BORD.
GR.’ OR CINN. (10): 1, sp. Reid, buff gr., neat head,

lovely type, sound col., throughout; 2, 3, Whitelaw,
yell, cinji-, neat and typical, nice wings; 3, buff gr.,

nice front and baek, splendid eond.; vhe, Reid; ho,

Wilson; c, Sturrock. SELL., CK. (14): 1, Craig: 2,

Wilson ; 3, Ewart. HEN (11): 1, Smart; 2, H. Ben-
net; 3, Wilson.
LIGHT MULE or HYB. (10): 1, 3, Samson, Linnet-

Bullies; 2, Fyfe, a grand Goldffnch-Bullie, but very

unsteady and rather rough, lucky to separate the
first two ; 4, Bell, grand yellow Goldie-Can. ; he,

Fife; c, Donelly. DARK (9): 1, vhe, Nicoll, big

bouncing yell. Goldie-Can ; 2, Dewar, Greenf-Can.

;

3, Aitken, yell. Goldie, better in size than winner;
lie, Muir and Hinnan, HEN (6): l, McGillivray Bros.,

light buff Goldie-Can.; 2, Nicoll, Siskin-Creenf. ; 3,

he, Kerr, Siskin-Can.
;

vlic, Aitken
;

c, Calder.
GOLDF’. (9): 1, Palmer; 2, Christie; 3, Lawson and
Sons; vhe, Reid Bros.; he, Wilkie; c, Bisset. BULLF.
(11): 1, Thomson, dense cap, fine breast cob, good
bars; 2, Calder, nice I7.M., well wortli its place; 3,

Steel; vhe, Adam; he, Palmer; c, Lister. GREENF.
(11): 1, Adamson, line large bird, good col., steady;
2, Brownlie and Cook, good one, close up; 3, Dewar,
good col., silky feather, line size; vhe, Calder; he,

Dalgety; c, ’Colville. LINNET (13): 1, Steele, grand
big bouncing Linnet, well pencilled, good eoi., very
steady, wins; 2, Reid Bros., nicely mkd., good body
eol.; 3, Mackie, well pencilled, fine eond.; vhe, Tay-
lor; he, Robsin

; c, Greig. SISKIN, ETC. (21): 1,

Adamson, Siskin, a gem, nice cap and bib, line

sizp. good condition, a clear win ; 2, Steele, Mealy
’Poll; 3, Brownlie and Cook; he, Calder; c, Lawrie.

BRIT. HEN (12): 1, Adam, BulHe, fine broad cap
nice clear bars, lovely eond.; 2 Greig, another
Bullie, hard to separate; 3, Lawson and Sons
Siskin, well worth its place; vhe, Brownlie and'
-Cook; lie, Robson; c, Gentleman. A.O. BRIT. (9):
1, lie, Ruitt, a pair of grand Yellowhammers

; 2,
Greig, lovely Song Thrush; 3, Bell another grand
Yellow Bunting, runs winner very close; 4, Taylor,

Wa ffk'il, drops its left wing; c,’ Ewart!
FOR. (0): 1, 2, 3, vhe, Arnott, leading, with a nice
Honey-sucker. SELL. (8): I, Lawrie; 2, Greig 3
Douglas; vlic, Peters; lie, Fyfe; e, McArdle ’and
o to wart.

EDINBURGH OS.
Sixty-seventh annual show, Grindlay-strect, Artil-

lary Hall, Oct. 81. Entries were a shade down, but
what wui'-j lacking in numbers \vas made up in
quality. The “Coronation Cup” for best bird was
won by Mr. (!. C. T. Hope with a lovely yellow cock
of grand &ize and subf/tuiice, a beauty all over, which
should do *omc winning for its owner at coming
shows. Tho varieg section was poorl/ represented
in the 10 classes provided, but several diice birds
were staged. A new feature at this show was that
no exhibitor could win more than thi;ee specials,
and this seemed to work very satisfactorily. .Judges
were:—Scotch Fancy, Mr. .1. A. Stewart, Glasgow,
and Mr. Wm Thornton, Edinburgh; all others, Mr.
E. Craig-, Edinburgh.
SCOTCH FANCY, CL. YELL. CK. (8): 1, op., cup

best bird, Hope, massive size and subs, fine top
cud, grand length of -side

; 2, Paterson, real good
one. just fails size to leader, scarcely iinished

; 8,
Dalgliesh, hard up,' capital drive and style; 4, 7,
Allan; 5, West; G, Bowden

; 8, Weston. YELL.
PIED (7): 1, Dalgliesh, fine square top end, fine
depth through, gets tail well under; 2, Allan good
size and subs., well packed shoulders, capital ’style

;

3, 4, West, fine snaky head and neck, nice poo., good
one; 5, Hope; G, Howden. YELL. FOUL (4 > : 1,
Dalgliesh, rare top end and drive, nice length of
wing, long pose

; 2, Paterson, hard up, capital drive, *

fine snaky head and neck; 3, Rodgers, not a big
one, but all there lor .style arid pose; 4, Weston.
BUFF (11): 1, Dalgliesh, grand size and weight,
gets well up on leg, nice action

; 2, Allan, good reach
and drive, capital lerigth of side, stylish

; 3, Hope,
fails drive to leaders, nice subs., fine sweep of tail;
4, Dalgliesh

; 5, G, Paterson
; 7, Kean

; 8, West.
B(JFF PIED (13): 1, Dalgliesh, grand length of side,
capital drive, neat top end, nice depth through
heart; 2, sp., 3, Allan, good ones, 2nd good top end,
rare pose, gets head well down, 3rd good reach and
drive, fine style

; 4, 5, Paterson
; G, Buchan

;
7, Wil-

son
; 8, Petrie. BUFF FOUL (9): 1, sp., Itodgers,

nice qual., stands well on perch, fine square shoul-
ders, good length of ©ide; 2, West, grand size and

CAGE BIRD SHOW
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subs., good circle, good thickness through chest; 3,
sp.. Dalgliesh, neat and stylish, nice reach and top
end; 4, Paterson

; 5, Buchan. BUFF GR. : 1, Petrie,
good reach and drive, nice substance, HENS, CL.
YELL, (7): 1, Fateison, not tile biggeat in class,
but grand for stile and action, very nervy; 2, Drys-
dale, on stronger lines, line length, neat head ; 3,
Howden, good top, nice size and subs., not finished
yet; 4, Weston; 5, West; 6, Allan; 7, Drysdale.
YELL. PIED (6): 1, sp. runner-up for best, Dal-
glieoh, looks like Derby winner, good one, rare top
end and reach, fine thickness through heart

; 2, Hope,
not just tlie subs, of winner, but all there for sty la
and action ; 3, Howden, shorter reach than leaders,
nice free action; 4, Allan; 5, Kean. FOUL Y’ELL.
(3) : 1, Allan, good top end, grand subs., nice length
of side

; 2, 3, Hope, 2nd foul on left wing, capital
subs., good snaky head and-neck, rare style. YELL.
CRN. (1): 1, Piodgers, on the small side, fine style
and action. CL. BUFF (8): 1, Hope, grand size and
weight, nice top end and drive, nice thickness

; 2,
Kean, good subs., well filled between shoulders, short
drive; 3, Paterson, grand style and action, long
drive, could have gone up; 4, Howden; 5, Hope; 6,
Allan

; 7, Dalgliesh. BUFF PIED (9) : 1, 2, Dal-
gliesh, lovely brace, leader excels in top end and
drive, grand length of side, 2nd nice reach, well up
in size, nice action; 3, 4, 6, Paterson, rare neck and
drive, gets hard up, capital mover; 5, 7, Allan.
BUFF' FOUL (9) : 1, Dalgliesh, good top end, grand
size and weight, plenty of nerve ; 2, Howden, foul
on neck, fine snaky head and neck, lovely reach,
nice shoulder; 3, Dalgliesh, wing foul, good size and
pos., rare reach, taking style; 4, Kean; 5, 6, Hope;
7, 8, Weston. BUFF GRN. (3): 1, 3, sp., Menzies,
leader very plain got up, capital pose and action,
3rd fine reach and drop, nice style; 2, Buchan, shade
short in drive, beaten subs., nice top end. NOR.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (1): 1, West, hot fed.
nicely carried wings and tail. BUFF (2) : 1, 2, West,
leader wins on size, nice head and front. YELL.
HEN (2): 1, 2, West, good ones, nice col. and qua!.,
fine wing carr. A.O.V. CAN, (5): All Bords. ; 1, 3,
West, nice yell, cock leading, fine head and front,
wee bit rough in feather, 3rd buff varieg. cock, nice
col. and qual., grand wing carr.; 2, 4, Drysdale, eye
and wing mkd. buff cock, sweet bead ami front,
nicely balanced wings, fine pipe tail. BRIT. (10)

:

1, sp.. Laird and Matthews, good sized Bramble, nice
breast col and spangle; 2, sp., Menzies, well col-
oured Yellowhammer, capital markings; 3, Allan,
fine big Chaffie, lovely breast col., well defined
whites; 4, Laird and Matthews; 5, 6. Allan.
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CAGE BIRDS

CITY OF BRADFORD.
Annual exhibition of Canariee, Fcvernham Street,,

Coilncil School* Oct. 81. Entries totalled 341, an

average of nearly 12 per class. The standard was

well up to the average, most of the notable cracks

being on view. Entries in the tlrst flvi^novicc classes

were no less than 105, a marvellous record. The
•ociety is fortunate in having such an able secretary

aa Mr. \V. Hellfwell, who with the assistance of Mr.

J. Horstlcld got through the duties of show manage-

ment in a very businesslike manner. The show
stewards were Messrs. Boulton and Morement, who
proved themselves capable of fulfilling their duty,

the doormen and packing committee, Mevssrs.

Plowright, Ludbrook, McEwen, Fortnam, Hoe, Lyall

and Bower, attended to the exhibitors and visitors in

•uch a way that the society should be proud of having

such an able working committee. Mr. R. Halliday,

of Shipley, judged, and was ably assisted by Mr. A,

\V. Hartley, Great Horton. They got through their

duties in good time and seemed to give general satis-

faction. The packing and sending away of the

exhibits was got through without a hitch.

CHAMP. CL. or TK1). YELL. YOKES. (13): 1, Ben
nett, cl., correct length and type, very fine and taper-

ing, rich col., beautiful qual., well braced wings and
tail, on best of legs, shown well; 2, Sutcliffe and
Son, cl., «lim and stylish, sound col., round head,

neat wings and tail; 3, Ogden Bros., cl., plenty of

length nicely feathered, level col., grand stock bird;

4 ,
Dykes, cl., nice shape and style, lovely qual. ; vhc.

Towers; lie, Thomas; c, Casey. BUFF (11): 1, Mason,

cl., wonderful length, nice silky feather, grand head,

long flights, sound col., wings and tail correct, stands

like a guardsman, gem; 2, Dykes, cl., beautiful type

and qual., grand pos. and wing carr., pipe tail, shade

less; 3, Thomas, cl., very long and strongly built,

excels in col., A1 pos., neat wings and tail; 4, Hodg-

aon, wink tkd., lovely qual., very stylish; vhc. North;

he, Chittenden; c, Sheard. A.O.V. YOKES. (9): 1,

Mason, even mkd. yell., standard length, hot col.,

grand head and shoulders full of nerve, wings and
tail well placed, rare style and qual., stands well

up; 2, Bennett, buff even mkd., strongly built, long

and stylish, silky feather, grand cond.; 3, Morrison,

yell., slightly mkd., slim and stylish, rare qual., on

best'd legs; 4, Towers, buff even mkd., lovely qual.,

grand wing carr., pipe tail, level col. ; vhc, Hall ;
he,

Thomas; c, Dykes. CL. or TED. YELL. HEN (14):

1, Sutcliffe and Son, rare length and style, rich

eound col., feathered like a Java, nice round head,

well filled neck, wings and tail perfect, stands erect,

a beauty; 2 Mason, cl., lovely qual., A1 pos., wings

ami tail well braced; 3, Chittenden, cl., lovely shape

and type, nice bloom, feathered like glass; 4, Hutchin-

son, mkd. on head, nicely feathered, grand head and

back, well drawn, stands well; vhc, Bennett; he,

Hirst; c, Ogden Bros. BUFF (8): 1, Ogden Bros.,

slightly tkd., plenty of length, grand shape and

style, "feathered like glass, round head, well filled

neck,’ wings and tail correct, A1 pos.; 2, Dykes, cl.,

lovely qual., fine and typical, grand wing carr., pipe

tail ;*3, Dyson, mkd. back, nice shape and style, silky

feather well fitting wings and tail
;

4, Hill, cl.,

grand length, stylish, neat wings and tail, will

improve- vhc, Walsh; he, Elli-s; c, Sheard. A.O.y.

YORKS.'HEN (G) : 1, Towers, yell. mkd. head, eyes

and wings slim and stylish, excels in col., rare silky

feather, wings and tail well carr., A1 pos., best cond.

;

2, Chittenden, yell., even mkd., beautiful qual., grand

shape and stvle, stands correct, close up ; 3, Atkin-

son and Firth, yell., even cinn. mkd., rare length,

wings and tail well placed; 4, Dykes, yell, uneven
mkd., plenty of length, level col., well fitting wing:*

pipe tail; vhc, Morrison; he, Ogden Bros. UNFLIG.
YELL. (14) : 1, Bennett, mkd. eyes, round neck and
wings, correct length, beautiful qual., grand head
and shoulders, wings and tail well carr., rich sound

col., stands correct, well benched
; 2, Beaumont, cl.,

wonderful length, long side-1,, nice head, wings and
tail, lovely qual.; 3, Ogden Bros., cl., breedy and
full of nervet nicely feathered, sound col.; 4, Towers,

wing tkd. cinn., rare length and style, silky feather,

level col., stands well; vhc, Hirst; he, Foulds; c, Sut-

cliffe and Son. BUFF (13) : 1, Ogden Bros., cl.,

grand length and style, feathered like glass, beauti-

fully shaped head, lull neck, neat wings and tall,

fall of bloom, very nervy, stands well up ; 2, Beau-

mont, tkd., both eyes, lovely qual., stylish, nice

col., only beaten in iength; 3, Bennett, even mkd.,

hot col., grand shape and style, rare qual., rather

stout; 4, Mason, uneven mkd., very long sided, nice

head, sound col., wings and tail well carr. ; vhc, Lirt-

gard ; he, Hirst; c, Hall. UNFLIG. HENS (15): 1,

Hirst, yell, mkd., beautiful qual., stands correct,

grand col., nice shaped head, full neck, wings and
tail well placed, shown in best cond.; 2, Self, buff

mkd. on head, rare length and style, feather like

glass, stands well; 3, Dykes, yell, long and typical,

rich col., well fitting wings, will do better; 4, Sheard,

buff mkd., lovely qual., nice shape and style, short

of bloom • vhc, Hodgson ; he, Beaumont ; c, Hutchin-

son. SELL. 20s. (21): 1, he, Mason; 2, Naylor; 3.

Towers; 4, Morrison; vhc, Morris; c, Sutcliffe and

Son. 15s. (17): 1, Horsfield ; 2, Self; 3, Ludbrook; 4,

Quarmby ; vhc, Beaumont; he. Towers; c, Spencer

and Maiden. HEN (19): 1, Self; 2, Hodgson; 3, Lin-

gard; 4, Horsfield vhc, Sharp and Son; he, Sut-

cliffe and Son ; c, Ellis. NOR. UK. (10) : 1, 3, Mor-

rison, yell., beautiful shape and subs., excels in

col. rare qual., well across perch, steady as a

rock, fine cond., gem, 3rd yell., grand head and bold

breast, rich col., full of subs.; 2, Roe, buff, lovely

col., teeming with qual., well across, close up; 4,

Fielding, buff, rich qual. and col., grand head and
neck, lacking in chest; vhc, he, Thomas; c, Airton.

HEN (10) : 1, Airton, yell., massive in build, beautiful

car., sound in col., unbeatable for qua.1., grand head,

neck and breast, rare cond. ; 2, Plowright, buff, true

tvpe, rich col., wonderful head and breast, fine cond.

;

S", he, Morrison, yell., nice qual. and col., grand

head and car., hardly enough chest; 4, Fielding, var.

buff, nice col. and qual., neat head, neck and wing
car.; vhc, Clough; c, Bennett. UNFLIG. (7): 1, 4,

vhc, Fielding, cl. yell., rare shape and qua!., plenty

of size, rich col., delightful carr., full of subs., lovely

head and chest, shows well, 4th, var. yell., capital

qual., sound col., grand head and shape, just fails

In chest; 2, Morris, var. yell., rich col., wonderful

head and neck, gets up a bit too much; 3, Plow-

right, cl. yell., all there for col. and qual., rather lack-

ing in subs.; he, c, Morrison. NOV7
. CL. or TKD.

YELL. YORKS. (20): 1, Hudson, cl., wonderful

length, rich col., very long flights, fine drawn, wings

and tail correct, well up on good legs and feet, rare

qual.
; 2, Everett, wing tkd., tightly feathered grand

shape and style, well braced wings, pipe tail ; 3,

Allan, wing tkd., slim and stylish, level col., grand

qual., fails a bit in length; 4, Hodgson, junr., cl.,

breedy, full of nerve, sound col., nice feather; vhc,

8penc"er and Maiden; lie, Northrop; c, Nkholls.

BUFF (26) : 1, Naylor, junr., cl., grand length, excels

in col., fine silky feather, nice head, full neck, well

fitting wings, pipe tail, best cond., wins; 2, Padgett,

cl., very slim and typical, boxy feather, neat wings

and tail ; 3, Famish, el., lovely qual., full of nerve,

sound col., stands well; 4, Ackroyd, tkd. head, stylish

and slim. Al pos., nice qual., will do better ; vhc,

fitudd ; be. M. Radky; c, T„aylor. A.O.V7
. (17); 1,

StudiL bull uikd., rare length and stylo, feath-

ered like wax, grand head, well filled neck, wings and
tail well carr., sound col., Al pos., goai; 2, K Rad-
ley var. bull, beautiful qual., correct pos., wings and
tail well placed, fine cord.

; 3, 4, Sharpe, buff mkd.,
nice length and style, grand aluipe, not quite ready,

4tb buff even mkd., best of qual., level col., rather
stoutly built; lie, Hudson

; c, Northrop, CL. or TKD,
YELL. HEN (26): 1, Studd. cl., grand length, feath

ered liko wax, rich col., nice round head, well filled

neck, level back, wings and tail fitting well, stands
correct on good legs; 2, Firth, cl., long flights, rare

shape and style, level col., neat wings and tail
; 3,

Famish, cl., lovely qual., nice head, wings and tail,

fails in shape to others ; 4, Ackroyd, cl., very slim

and racy silky feather; vhc, Sharpe; he, Hodgson,
junr.

; c, Craven. BUFF (16) : 1, 2, Fisher antf Dyson,
cl., very long sided, rich col., beautiful qual., well

braced wings and tail, full of nerve, Al poe., well

benched, 2nd cl., rare shape and style, lovely qual.,

level col., rather shorter tail; 3, c, Sharpe, cl., beau
tiful shape and qual. neat wings and tail, fails to
others in length; 4, Horsey, cl., grand length, very

stylish, silky feather, rare wing carr., will do bet-

ter; vhc, Wood ;
lie, Ratcliffe. A.O.V. HEN (8): 1,

Crowther, buff mkd. eyes and wing, correct length,

line and tapering, level col., feathered like a Java,
wings and tail well carr., fine cond.; 2, Dibb, var.

buff, excels in qual., slim and stylish, not as long

as 1st; 3, Padgett, tkd. buff, rather strongly built,

rare qual. and style, stands well; 4, Allan, buff mkd.
wings, lovely qual., nice head and wings, pipe tail

;

vhc, Clough ; he, Scaife ; c, Butterfield. CINN. TKD.
or VAR. (6): 1, Sharpe, even mkd. yell., nice length,

very breedy, full of nerve, silky feather, rich col.,

well carr. wings, pipe tail, fine cond. ; 2, Harrison,

yell, var., hot col., slim and 6tylish, neat wings and
tail; 3, Harney, yell, var., wonderful length, rich

col., grand wing carr., good stock bird ; 4, Busliby,

buff mkd. eyes and wing, rare qual. and style, not

yet fit; vhc. Leather; he. Firth. HEN (11): 1,

Bushby, yell. mkd. eyes, neck and wings, plenty of

length, tightly feathered, rich level col., nice head,

neck and wings, pipe tail, in best cond. ; 2, Studd,

yell, var., beautiful shape and qual., wings and tail

well carr., beaten in length ; 3, he, Baker Bros., buff

mkd., very smart and stylish, lovely shape, rare qual.

;

4, Rhodes Bros., bliff mkd. on head, nice length and
qual., grand wings and tail, short of bloom ; vhc, e,

Hudson. NOR. CK. (13): 1. vhc, Thomas, buff,,

grand 6hape and qual., superb tone of col., capital

wings, well balanced on perch, fine cond. ; 2, 4,

Kaberry, yell, nice shape, plenty of subs., rich col.,

stands well ; 4, buff, grand size, best of heads, full

of bloom, stands well on perch ; 3, Rolfe, buff, plenty

of subs., excels in col., grand head and breaot; he,

Betts; c, Naylor. HEN (11): 1, Rolfe, buff, beau-

tiful shape, grand head and breast, fine carr., sound
in col., full of subs., nicely balanced on perch, wins

;

2, 4, Kaberry, buff, lovely shape and style, level

col. loses in cond. ; 4, yell., hot in col., nice shape,

bold breast, not as good head; 3, Thomas, buff,

grand shape and qual., rich col., rather less; vhc,

he, Cawthra; c, Lythell.

WISBECH.
Fifth Annuil exhibition in connection with the

Wisbech and Dis. F. and F.S., held. Oct. 28. Half

the amount of the tickets sold was given towards
the Wisbech Patriotic Fund. The room was an
ideal one, free from draught, with good top light.

Entries were a little down on previous years, but

the quality was well up to the standard. Mr. C.

Handley is to be congratulated on winning cup for

best bird in show with a lovely unflig. tkd. buff.

Fifteen classes were scheduled in our section, but

only seven stood, these being amalgamated into five.

We think the society went a little too far in this

respect, as we noticed in some instances that there

were from 20 to 23 exhibits per class, causing much
grumbling throughout the show. Where are the

Yorkies, Britioh, etc? Classes were provided but

not a single bird appeared. Surely they are_ not

quite extinct in this district, the Sec., Mr. C. Ward,
is a most capable official The show was visited

by a fair number. Mr. Ramsdale was to be seen

showing a company of wounded Belgian soldiers

round, who seemed to be quite interested. Mr. F.

Jackson judged, and quickly and well accomplished

CL. OR MKD. YELL. NOR. CK. (classes 67 and

69) (9) : 1, res, vhc, Handley, tkd., nice size, col.,

and qual.. in good trim; 2, Thompson, cl. yell., good

qual. and style, but bit longer in body; 3, Bielby.

very nice wing mkd., might have gone higher had

it been quite ready, he. Garner; c, Bridgwater.

YELL. OR BUFF HEN (classes 68 and 73) (13): 1,

Breeze, good cl. yell., plenty of size, grand col.

and qual., wins well; 2, res, Handley, good, well-

built hen; 3, Thompson, also very nice; vhc, Good-

man; he, o, Bielby. YELL., UNFLIG. (6): 1, Watts;

2, 3, res, vhc, Handley; he, Ramsdale, all emart
exhibits. BUFF. UNFLIG. (11): 1, cup, 2, Handley,

very good tkd. buff, full of col., all one could wish

for in type, wins easily; 2, nice, but smaller in head;

3, Watts, good build and carriage ; res, Crawshaw

;

vhc, Bielby-. he, Bridgwater; c, Rogers. SELL.:

1, 3, res, Handley; 2, Harrold; vhc, Hart; he,

Rogers; c, Kent.

BINGLEY O.S.
Show, Oct. 53, Asembly Rooms. Mr. S. Denby
ldged. CLASS 1 : 1, Craven

; 2, Bailey ; 3, But-

srworth and Hardy; 4, Priestley. CLASS 2: 1, 4,

utterworth and Hardy; 2, Bailey: 3, Townley.

LASS 3 -

1, Craveaq 2, Butterworth and Hardy;
Bailey; 4, Townley. CLASS 4 : 1, 2, Craven: 3, 4

. Allam. CLASS 5; 1, Walton. CLASS 6: 1,

raven. CLASS 7: 1, Bailey: 2, 3, Craven; 4,

utterworth and Hardy. CLASS 8: 1. Townley; 2,

utterworth and Hardy; 3 Bailey. CLASS 9: 1, 2,

ailey - 3, Craven
; 4, Priestley.—H. Shaw, Sec.
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Record Entry—Good Gate—Happy
Meeting of Fanciers.

Thle ahow wa* held in a wooden erection before

the Com Exchange, Oct. 81, and proved all over a

great success. over 400 exhibits facing the judges,

being an increase of 68 over last venture, and the

highest number of cage birds that the Society has

ever had. The society Is to be heartily congratu-
lated on the plucky stand against heavy odds, as

the Com Exchange bad been taken over by the

military some time ago, and the show bad to be

postponed for a few weeks until the erection was
completed. But for the resultant clashing with the
Edinburgh and Bonnjrigg shows at least another

100 entries might have been looked for. The great

success here should prove a strong inducement for

other societies to hold their annual shows as usual.

There are plenty of birds, and fanciers as keen as

mustard to try their merits. The hall was a suit-

able one and quite free from draughts. Borders
were the best we have seen in Haddington. Mr.
Smart's yellow ben is one of the beauties of the
season, and was awarded B.F.C.C. medal. The run-

ner-up was another gem of the first water, a splen-

did yellow-green cock shown by Messrs. A. and W.
Thomson. Cinnamons were, a treat, as also were
the even-marked, the leaders being birds of out-

standing eyemarkings. The 2nd prize bird, Kintoul,

won the novice B.F.C.C. medal; some birds in this

variety changed hands at good figures. Another
notable exhibit was Mr. Sykes’s Bramble, which won
special best in section

;
this makes his forty-eighth

1st; we bear that after be makes his fiftieth

Musselburgh fanciers intend Uf honour the occa-

sion. Mr. J. Gordon, Macmerry, won the Scotch
Fancy cup, which now becomes his own property

;

Mr. Murray Haddington, medal best young 'bird bred
in county, with an ideal clear buff Border hen; Mr.
Moffat, Musselburgh, cup most points; 2nd, Mr.
Murray. The show is held under distinguished pat-
ronage, at its head the Right Hon. the Earl of
Haddington. Mr. George Scott makes an ideal show
manager, always cheery and with a hearty welcome
to all. The Secretary, Mr. J. Fairgrieve, is the
right man in tne right place, everything working
smoothly under his guidance. The stewards, Messrs.
Titilah, Steel, Wood, Gordon, Murray and Docker,
gave, very assistance to the judges : Messrs. Living-
ston, Paisley, Scotch Fancies, Winter, Edinburgh,
Nor., and Patterson, Chirnside, Bor. and Brit. Their
awards all over gave general satisfaction.
SCOTCH FANCY CL. or FOUL. YELL. CK. (3):

1. Gordon, good size, hard up, decided drive, fine
weight throughout; 2, Morrison, fine action and
movement; 3, Johnstone, smaller. HEN (2): 1,

Thomson, fine depth and length of side, a little

short in drive; 2, no name. BUFF (5): 1, Gordon,
grand size, fine subs., decided drive and action; 2

Forsyth, similar in build, fails in length of neck
3, 'Scott, reachy but smaller

; 4, Thomson ; vhc,
Scott. HEN (1): 1, Livingstone, fair size and subs.
PIED or GR. YELL. CK. (2): 1. Rennie, nice size,

fine top end, handles well ; 2. Patterson, close up.
HEN 02): 1

,
Patterson, good" size, head held well

down, free action, taking style ; 2, Scott, similar,
but smaller. BUFF (5): 1, best Fancy, cup, Gordon,
nice size, fine action, good drop and length of neck,
handles well; 2, 4," Patterson, grand subs., fine

depth throughout, a shade slower ; 3, Livingstone,
nice one, good shoulder and drive

; vhc, Mack.
HEN (5): 1, Johnstone, good size, free action, good
shoulder and drive; 2, 3, Gordon, grand Gr., one
we admired, handles well, very ready to respond ;

3rd, good subs, and qual., slower; 4, Douglas; vhc,
Livingstone. SELL. : 1, 4, Livingstone ; 2, Patter-
son ; 3, Johnstone; vhc, he, Thomson. COM. CAN.
(12): 1, 2, Leslie; 3, Scott; 4, Messrs. Fairgrieve;

vhc, Fairgrieve: he, Patterson. CREST CK. (4); 1.

Burns, grand dark, wonderful crest, nice centre and
droop rare body ; 2, Duns, similar build and crest,

fails centre ; 3, sp, Smith, good size, fine length of

feather; 4, Sharp. HEN (2): 1, Duns, nice size, good
head, well centred, fine droop; 2, Murray, good
size, nice head. YOUNG CREST (4); 1, Forsyth,
nearly gr., fine size, good head, rare crest feather
of nice texture ; 2, Burns, fails size, nice crest

; 3, 4,

Barrie. C.B. (4) : 1, Forsyth, var., nice size, good
head, fine length of feather; 2. Combe, cl., lacks

lashing and head feather; 3, Burns, narrower in

entrance; 4, Barrie. HEN (5): 1, no name, nearly
gr., fine head, good dome and lashing; 2, Smith,
little between them, good head; 3, vhc. Burns. BRED
191^, (2): 1, Duns, good one tine head, good entrance
and drop; 2, Sharp. NOR. CL. or TKD. YELL. (9);

1, sp, Finnie, grand col., nice shape, bold head, fine

wing
; 2, sp, Cameron, grand col., tine head, good

quaJ.
; 3. Stormont, good col., line subs.

; 4, Gar-

liner; vhc, Skinner; he, Barrie; c, Crfiig. HEN (4):

1, Gardiner, fine head, good front, fine col. and
qual.

; 2, Nelson, good size, fine col., careless in

wing carr. ; 3, Barrie, shade smaller, fine subs.

;

4, Mcliolme. BUFF (5): 1. 2, Barrie, good size, lima

col., good qual., fine shade; 2nd, fails head, rare

col.; 3, Watson, good col. and qual.; 4, Moffat; vhc.

McHolme. HEN (6): 1, Gardiner, fine shape, good
head, bold front, good col. and qual.

; 2, Moffat,

grand col., find bead and symmetry; 3, 4, sp.,

Cameron, good pair, close up, fine heads, good
models; vbe, Barrie; he, Dickson. VAR. YELL. (8):

I, 2. Moffat, grand type, good col., line qual.. mkd.
one Wing

;
2nd, similar; 3, McGinty, rare head, line

col., subs., and qual.; 4. Craig; vhc, Gardiner: he.

Thomson; c, Barie. BUFF (7): 1, 3, Moffat, good
col. and qual., former best in head; 2, Cameron,
rare bead, fine col. and qual.; 4. c. Barrie; vhc,

Skinner; he, Greig. YELL. 1914 (7): 1, 2, Moffat,

good ones, fine tone of col., good q.ial. and subs.;

3, Skinner, fine head and front, slightly faulty

wings; 4, Campbell: vhc, Stormont; he, McHolme.
BUFF (12): 1, Campbell, good size, fine head, bold

front, line col. and qual.; 2, vlic," Gardiner, close

up. good subs, and qual. ; 3, 4, Moffat, fine qual.

and .Symmetry ; 4lh, good varieg., fine subs. ;
he,

Cook; e, Wood. SELL. (12): 1. Moffat; 2, Combe;
3, Moffat; 4, Murray: vhc, Baxter: be, Thomson; c,

Finnie. FOR. G'OLDF. or BULLF. (9): 1, sp, Craig,

grand Bullf.. rare col., fine cap, good back and bars;

2 Sykes Goldf., good size, fine blaze, buttons, col.,

and "cond.; 3. Ritchie, not much between them, well

staged; 4, vhc, Hood; he. Hay; c, Docker. SMALL
FOR. (4); 1, Barry, pair White Javas, fine pair,

good cond. - 2. Ogg, Whydah, fine col. and markings,

nice tail; 3, Ogg, pair of Javas; in the pink; vhc,

Steel. BORD. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (15): 1, G.

Bonnet. lovely col., feather of good texture, rare

head, fine back, wing and tail carriage: 2. Hay,

god col., fine cond., rare movement, rare head and

neck; 3, sp. Young, grand type, fine head, fine nrck,

good back, qual. and cond.; 4, Patterson, fine col.,

,

good cond., type and action; vhc, Halliday; he.
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Hkeldon; c, Wood. HEN 07): 1, best Bord.,
B.F.C.C. medal, Smart, beauty, lovely head, neck,
back aild front, Ideal In poc, carr. and action,
popular favourite; 2, Bennct lovely col., qual. and
cond., grand action, nice wing; 3, Gilchrist, tkd,,
scarcely so line in front, rare cond., well pjt down;
4, Murray, line col. and type, good wing and tail

carr.; vhc, ll. llcnnet; he, Orton; c, Patterson,
BUFF (22): 1. Young, grandly made throughout,
rare head, line back, lovely texture of feather; 2,

Gilchrist, another
„
good one, line weight, nicely

balanced, good col. and qual. : 3, Denholm, excellent
qual., col. and type, just a shade thick in neck; 4,

Bennct, rare col. and qua!., line head and back;
vhc. Halliday; c, Patterson; c, spec., Little. 11KN
(17): 1, H. Bennett, beauty, in the pink, lovely bead,
line back, wing arid tail carr. ; 2, Gilchrist, close up,
scarcely so firm in head, but lovely texture of
feather; 8, G. llcnnet, good one, rare col., qual.

and finish; 4. sp, Halliday, grand col., qual., etc.,

bit faulty in wing; vhc Sloan; lie, Voy ; c, Rintul.
EVEN MKD. (12): l, 3, Nicholson, leader buff, grand
eyes, n:cely balanced wings, in first class order ; 3rd
yell., sweet shape, grand eyes, just a shade lighter

on left; 2, nov. medal. Kintoul, rare buff, close up
on leader, extra fine ' qual. and col.; 4, lladdon,
Ginn, mark, fine markings, extra qual.; vhc, Orton;
he, Johnstone ; c. Hay. UNEVEN YELL (12): 1,

Nicholson, grand type, col., qual. and markings,
well pilt down

; 2 Young, similar type, col. ami
qual., little thin at throat; 3, Major Walters, grand
type, fine markings and qual.; 4, Murray, fine col.

and type; vhc, Brown; he, Wood; c, Patterson.

BUFF ,'14): 1, Gilchrist, rare stamp throughout,
fine col. and qual., well put> down; 2, sp. Halliday,
gem, just lacks the qual. of winner; 3, Sheldon,
extra fine three point, lovely texture of feather;

4, Denholm, nice markings, inclined to draw; vhc,

Kintoul; he, sp, Murray; c, Sanderson. GREEN
(12): 1. runner-up for medal. A. and W. Thomson,
one of the finest young yellow Green cocks ever
seen out, extra typical, rich level tone of green
feather throughout; 2, Orton, sweet wee buff Green
hen, extra fine head, rare col. and qual. ; 3, I.ambie,

yell. gr. hen, extra fine in head pencilling and col.

;

4, Lumsden, yell. gr. ck., fine type and qual. ; vbc,

Campbell; he. Dods; c, 11. I.ambie. CINN. (14): 1 .

Denholm, splendid col., markings, cond. and qual.
throughout, a hot one; 2, vhc, Wilson, grand yell,

hen, sweet shape, lovely col. and markings; 3, Had-
don. level and pure in col. throughout; 4, Bennet, a
shade down in cpl., tine qual.; he Ram age ; c,

Orton. CONFINED BORD. (14): 1, Greig, good cl.

yell., tine type and qual.; 2, Buglas, buff, fine head,
good col. and qual.; 3, Wood, yell, hen, fine

length, type and col.; 4, Murray; vhc, Cook; he,

Fairgrieve; c, J. .Fairgrieve. HEN (13): 1, sp.

medal best young bird in county, .Murray, gem of
first water, sweetly modelled all -over, popular win

;

2, Fairgrieve, jell., fine size and shape, good col.

and qual.; 3, Murray, good buff, fine leather; 4,

Sanderson; vbc, Voy; tic, J. Fairgrieve; c. Wood.
BRIT. LARGE (5): 1, 2, Sykes, Chough, splendid
cond., much admired"; 2nd, Hawfinch, grand bib,

col. and markings ; 3. Docker, Wheatear, fine mark-
ings and feather; 4, sp, no name. Waxwing, not just

ready yet; vhc, Slater. BULLF. (9): 1, Fairgrieve,

fresh caught one. steady, grand head, col. and
qual.; 2, Tomlinson. H.M., fine cap, rare back and
bars; 3, McKigen. loses in size and cond.; 4, Gor-
don, good size and cap: vhc, sp, Tinline; be. Wat-
son; c. Blackie. G'OLDF. (2): 1, Tinline, fine face,

good size, squarely cut blaze; 2, Ogilvie, fine Finch,

not ready yet. GREEN F. (6): 1, Aitken, rare one
all over, steady, pure col. throughout

; 2, Sykes,

follows close, good size. col. and fine qual. ; 3,

McHolme, good size and "shape; 4, Stoddard; vhc,

Scott; he, Steel. LINNET or TWITE (6): 1. Sykes,
clear win, fine col., shows whites well; 2, Colbron,

a bit smaller, tine col. and markings
; 3, McGavin,

fine col. and pcncillitigs, bit unsteady; 4. Ogg; vhc,

Johnston. SISKIN or KEDl'OLL: 1, Craig, unfed,
rare size, good cap, fine qual., nice markings; 2,

Wood, fed, fine cob, fails size
; 3, Calder, better

size, tine cap and bib; 4, McGavin; vhc. Steel: he,

Johnston; c, Aitken. A.O.V. (11): 1, sp, best Brit-.,

Sykes, notpd old champion Bramble, looking, it

possible, better than ever; 2, sp, Docker, Grey Wag-
tail, hand reared, steady and well shown: 3. sp,

Galloway. Bramble, nice cap and col., rare qual.; 4,

.Weir; vlic, McHolme; he, Steel; e, sp. Stoddard.
HEN (6): 1, Galloway, Bramble, rare good one. tine

size, splendid col. and feather; 2. Gentleman, Siskin,

beauty, fine cap, rare col. and qual. ; 3, Sykes,

Bullf., nice one, line cap, good col. ; 4, vhc, McHolme.
MULE, ETC. (13): 1, Gilchrist, well known dark
Goldie, fine col. in rare good order; 2, 4. Brown,
uneven Goldf., "fine face, col. and feather: 4th,

Greenf., good col.
; 3, vhc. c, Wood, uneven Goldie,

fine face, good markings; he, sp, Barrie.

5TR&TFORD & E. LONDON F.S.
Y..S. show Oct. 28; judge, Mr. B. S. Foree.

ORKS. : 1, 2, 3, res, Parker
;

vhc, he. Mead ; c,

layliss. NOR. CINN.: 1, 2, 3, res, Parker. A.O.C. :

, 2, vhc, Mead ; 3, res, Turner. BORD. : 1, 2, 3,

es, Reed. A.O. CAN.: 1, 2, Reed. BRIT.: 1. res,

iaylise; 2, 3, vhc, he, Parker. GOLDF. MULE: 1,

layliss; 2, 3, res, vhc. Turner. FOR.: 1, Baylise;

,
Reed. Specials for best and second best. Parker ;

orks. and Nor. Cinn. respectively, best other than

anary, Bavliso. Next meeting Nov. 11 at Eagle,

mpor'tant re annual show, 8 sharp.—A. Wasey, Sec.

CITY OF BRADFORD O.S.
Fourth Members’ Show of season, Oct. 24, Flying

•utebman. M(. A. W. Cowgill judged the 133

taged, and gave every satisfaction.

OPEN, YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (9) ; 1,

lelliwell ; 2, Rhodes; 3, vhc, Horsfield; 4. Smith;

c c Elsegood. BUFF (11): 1, Elsegood; 2, Naylor;

4 Heliiwell ; vhc. Smith; he, Horsfield; c. Hunter,

i O V (11): 1, Rhodes; 2, c, Ludbrook; 3, vhc,

llsegood : 4, Morement : he. Smith. CL. OR TKD.
M.-T T, HEN (6): 1 2, 3, Heliiwell; 4, Rhodes; vhc,

mith • W.C., Elsegood. BUFF (7): 1, Ludbrook;

4, Heliiwell
;

3, Smith; vhc, Horsfield ;
he, Lingley;

Elsegood. A.O.V. HEN (7): 1, 3, Horsfield; 2,

;.e„ Ludbrook ; 4, Moremont ;
vhc Smith : w.c.

Jnclcv NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CIv. (o) : U,

lower - 2. Symes; 3, vhc, McEwen; 4, Woad. BUFF
st- i’ 4 Bolton and Lunn ; 2, 3, Symes; vhc,

IcEwen. 'A.O.V. (5): 1 McEwen; 2, Copland; 3,

lower; 4, J. O. Rhodes; vhc. Woad. CL. OR TKD.

'FI L HEN (12): 1, 3, vhc, Symes; 2, he, Bolton

ndLunn; 4, Woad; c, Bower. BUFF (10) • 1, 3, 4,

;vmes • 2 vhc, Simonett : he, Bolton and Lunn ; c,

Voad.’ A.O.V. (5): 1. McEwen: 2, Symes: 3. Woad;

Bolton .and Lunn: vhc, Copland. OPEN AUK.,

IFTT, CK (5): 1. 2, 4. Plowright; 3, Roe: vhc,

•lark BUFF (8): 1, vhc, Airton; 2, Roe; 3, 4, he,

Mowright; c. Clark. YELL. HEN (0) : K 4. Plow-

i"ht 2 3, Airton; vhc, he, Clark. BUFI (<)• 1.

ic. Plowright; 2. 3, Roc; 4. vhc, Airton; c, Clark.

(,OV., YELL. CK. (4): 1. Kaberry; 2, Simonett, 3.

Jetts- 4, Lvthell. BUFF (4): 1, Kaberry: 2. 4

lenkiuson: 3. Betts. YELL. HEN (3) : 1. Kaberry ;

Simonett; 3, Betts. BUIFF (4): 1. Simonett; 2,

Jetts • 3, Kaberry; 4, LjtheU.-W. Heliiwell, Sec.
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Questions and
Answers.

DGTJETS AN13 Eii'F'FXCUIrTXBS
ECLVED BV £JP2C|AK.ISTS
FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK'S ISSUE.

Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.
VARIOUS (Winter). — ( 1 ) Tills query is rather

vague. If you mean which is the best breed for
song it is undoubtedly the Roller. No other broed
can approach it for song pure and simple; but it
I’ by no in ‘uns the most stylish or best-looking
bird. (2) Sorry, but I eunnot .single out any dealer
ior mention here. it would lie most unfair to all
the rest. Watch our advoitiseni ut columns for a
few weeks, und deal only witti a llrm with a reputa-
tion to maintain, or adopt the Deposit System in
negotiating a deal. (3) If the lacquer gets worn
oil an all brass cage, verdigris is practically cer-
tain to form on parts of it which get splashed with
moisture, and then tire bird is apt to pick it off,
iu which ease it is not only injurious, but poisonous
to a dangerous degree. (4) for details or general
management you eai'fnot do better than get "Can-
ary breeding for Beginners,” 7d. post fi<e, or for
details of the various breeds house’s " Canary
Manual," Is. 3d. post free, both from our Manager.
DIETARY IN COLD ROOM (Perplexed).—Assum-

ing the room is reasonably free from cold draughts
ami damp the following dietary will keep them in
good hard and robust condition, and tiiey will come
into condition naturally at the proper time in the
spring. As staple diet give a mixture of three
parts canary to one part summer rape. In addi-
tion make up a mixture of two parts each of hemp,
millet and niger; one part each of black rape,
teazle und broken groats; a quarter part each of
gold of pleasure und maw; and an eighth part of
linseed or chopped sunflower seed. All parts by
measure. Clive half a teaspoonful of this mixture
per bird every third day, and on tile intervening
days give a similar quantity of egg food, or, as
substitute, bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar,

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's "Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7 d.) ; House's "Canary Manual ” (1/2);
Itattye's "Yorkshire Canaries"

( 1 /lj); House's "Nor-
truck Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s "Stock Book" (7d.);
IJr. Clarke's”Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bint rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Ilamsden’t

C olour feeding" (3)d.)
; "Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (21 d. each):
No. 5 "The Vet Canary." No. G "Ailing Birds and
How to Care Them,” No. 9 "The Disinfection of
Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Boiler," No. 23

1 he Border Fancy," No. 24 " Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St reet,
Condon, F.C.

on one day. and a morsel of sweet fruit, when green
salad is out of season, on the next. When the
weather is very severe you may give the seed mix-
ture every second day, and the soft food on alter-
nate days, and omit the fruit or green food for the
time being. Offer the bath twice a week in fair
weather early in the day.
NOT MOULTINQ (li. P.).—It is only reasonable to

expect something to be more or less seriously wrong
with any Canary which is given "plenty of lin-
seed every day." It' you are expert at the job, or
could get a friend who is to do it for you, I should
advise, as tire first step, giving the bird a hand-
"p'sli. Using the water a trifle warmer than is usual.
Keep iu a comfortable temperature, and follow the
washing with two vapour baths, with an interval
of three days between each. To give these put the
bird in a:i open wire cage on a table, place a mug
cl near.y hoi . in g water on the table near the cage,
and cover all over with a shawl or woollen wrap.
After fifteen minutes or so remove the mug of water,
hut leave the cage covered for half an hour or so.
See that it is not exposed to chill afterwards. Dur-
ing this treatment give a piece of bread the size
of a hazel nut soaked in cold milk, drained, slightly
dusted -with flour of sulphur, and finally sprinkled
with soft sugar every second day, and otherwise feed
the same as advised to " Perplexed " this issue, and
in the drinking water add 20 drops of whisky,
live of syrup of saffron, and as much chlorate of
potash as will cover a threepenny-piece every second
day. At the end of eight or ten days, if the bird
has not started. (o moult, stop the drugs and move
the bird into a decidedly colder room, but take
care that it is free from direct cold draughts or
damp, and let it remain there for a week, by which
time it should have broken well into moult, when
you may take it back to its usual place and allow
the moult to follow its own course.

HAS IT MOULTED? (Anxious, Ashton).—If
you say. the bird was only six weeks old wht
you bought it, and has never moulted since
must still be in its nestling plumage, which
hardly tkink is likely to be the case. Probab
it has moulted gradually, and the process escapt
your attention. The moult it should have goi
through this autumn may be deferred until tt
spring, and if you do not require the bird f<

breeding, this is not of sufficient moment
warrant any attempt to force a moult upon i

so as the bird keeps in such good health ai
song you would be best advised to leave we
alone. Keep it under healthful conditions, ar
in a bright position where the air is always pui
and fresh, but not draughty, and feed as you wi
frequently see advised in this column, and I c
not think you need worry about its apparel
failure to moult just at the proper time,
you really want to get it to moult now, you mi
treat it as you will see adivesd to "E.P.” in tb
issue, but my advice is—don’t.
AVIARY OR CAGE? (Snipe).—It’s only I

courtesy that a structure the size you name ca
be called an aviary. It is merely a fair size
cage. One cock and two hens is the limit yc
can expect to 'keep in it with the least chanc
of successful breeding. If you wash to use
for any greater number than tills, you must pi
in one or two partitions, dividing the space ini
two or three equal parts, and then you may ket
a hen in each space ami run a cock with eac
hen in succession during the breeding season Or
cock would do for either two or three hens und.
these circumstances, as jou would only need 1

allow him to remain with each one until she ha

gone to nest, then remove him, and leave the hen
to hatch out and rear the young by herself.
MOULTING AND CAGE (Miss Nicholson) .-(1) If

the bird seems to have made a fairly complete
change of plumage, as It certainly has had time
to do, treat as follows for a month, which should
set matters right, but you must not expect the
bird to sing until the effect of the moult has
passed off. For staple diet, give a mixture of
three parts canary to one part summer rape. Every
second day give separately half a teaspoonful of
crushed sponge cake with four drops of sherry and
two of cod liver oil emulsion mixed in it, and
sprinkled with maw seed. On the alternate days
give a similar quantity of a mixture of equal
parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, and broken
groats. (live a spray of watercress or a morsel
of sweet fruit three or four times a week. Dis-
solve half a drachm of ammonlated citrate of iron
and quinine in air ounce of sherry, add a teaspoon-
ful of glycerine, and give £0 drops of tills mixture
in tlie drinking water every second day, preferably
on the (lays you do not give the prepared sponge
cake. (2) Any cage of sufficiently large riimep-
.‘iloris would answer the (purpose of allowing a
single Canary a fair amount of exercise with some,
pretence Ot using its wings. A so-called Crystal
Palace aviary would lie almost ideal for the pur-
pose where a bird had to be caged. But if space
is a consideration a box cage 16 or 18ins. long,

ldins. high, and 101 ns. from back to front, not
overstocked with perches, would do very nicely,

and may be readily accommodated practically any-
where.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES ikNX> HYBRIDS,

Answered by II. NORMAN.
SISKIN WITH INJURED EYE (F. W. Ware).—

You should have taken your bird in hand some time
ago; three months is a long time for a bird to be
ill without giving it proper attention. If the sight'

of the eye is destroyed, I fear you can do nothing
for it, but 1 would advise you to carefully examine
It and find out if it can see or not; after that try
with a strong glass and see if there is any injury.

It may be that the bird lias contracted a habit of

rubbing tile eye on the perch or wires of the cage,

which causes a certain amount of inflammation.
Dissolve half a teaspoonful of boracic powder in

half a cupful of fairly warm water, and bathe the
infected part daily. Make the powder into a thick
paste before adding the hulk of the water. Give
the bird an aperient of as much Glauber salts as
will cover a sixpence, dissolved in two tablespoons-
ful of water. Feed him on a fairly liberal supply
of green food and wild berries, and a little soaked
seeds occasionally. You had better cage him off

separately for 1 a time.
GOLDFINCHES AND LINNETS (Perplexod).-You

do not give the sex of your bird, which makes a dif-

ference. If they are mixed you will no doubt have
trouble, but three cock birds or three hens as a rule
agree very well, although at all times the males
indulge in a little sparring. In case of injury to
one, or the others taking a dislike to him, you
must remove him, but generally speaking you will

find three birds agree together better than two.
Your stock seed mixture should consist of teazle

4 parts, canary 3 parts, hemp 2 parts, linseed and
summer rape 3 part each. Give a few grains of
sunflower seed every day, and if you can procure a
good brand of wild seed mixture, let them have a
teaspoonful three times a week. A spray of green-
food should also be offered, and wild food collected
when in season. (2) The same remarks respecting
the keeping of three birds together apply to the

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloullon’s great work, “Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/0); Norman's “British Bird Manual ”

(2/3); or Part 1 "llardbills'' (1/1), Part 2
“
Soflbills

”

(1/1); "Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants” (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke’s “ Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.); “ Colour-feeding

’’
(3^d.); or the “Nut-

shell ” booklets (2Jd. each); No. 1
“ Goldfinch,"

No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “Bullfinch,” No. 13
“ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
" Ailing Birds and IIow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages', Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ IIow to

Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, K.C.

Linnets, although as a rule they are not very
quarrelsome. If you want them for song they would
do better caged separately. The following is a
good stock mixture: Canary 3 parts, teazle 2 parts,
rape charlock and linseed 1 part each. A teaspoonful
of the wild seed mixture may be given twice a week.
When tlie birds are a little bit down in condition
a little lightly cracked hemp of good quality will

soon bring them into song. They are fond of chick-
weed and shepherd’s purse, both of which can still

be collected. We publish a Nuitshell Booklet on
the Goldfinch, and one on the Linnet, both of which
would be useful to you, price 2Jd. each, post free.

Your Canary query should have been sent on a
separate paper; it will be answered by Mr. St.

John.
WHAT BIRDS? (Chief Engineer).—Taking into

consideration the spot where your birds were
caught and the description, you send, tivCre is every
indication that they are Snow Buntings. The beak
of a Bunting is very different to that of the Finch,
the lower mandible shutting on to the upper at a
sharp angle at the base, and inside the upper is a
knob, which is absent in the Finch. Snow Buntings
vary a good deal in plumage according to the season,
so much so that they have frequently been mistaken
for other species. They are Arctic birds, living in

the extreme North, beyond the Northern Forests,
but migrate during the autumn and are sometimes
caught in England in the winter months. As a cage
bird canary seed is their chief food; of this they
never appear to tire, and they will get fat on it.

They are rather sluggish birds and need a big cage
to induce them to Take exercise. They are not of
very much value, although a good bird occasionally
gets in the prize list at some of our best exhibitions.
THRUSH FOR SINGING (N. Wolf).—If you treat

your birds well and keep them tam§ they should
•soon begin to warble and be in full song soon after
Christmas. Of course, one cannot say definitely
what a certain bird will do, as so much depends
upon treatment and the inclination of the captive;
some take to cage life from the first and quickly
repay their attendant by some charming melody.
(2) The sample of food sent is of excellent quality,
and should keep your warblers in tip-top condition.
Do not forget a little insect life for the Thrushes,
and let them bathe as frequently as possible.

C.LTJB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
Ashton, Denton and Hyde Amalg.—Nov. 10, Denton

Rooms, 8 . Election of judge lor annual show and
other show bus.—W. ilopwood.

Attercjffc C.B.S.—Nov. 12, Horse and Jockey
Hotel, 8 . Second table show

; Unal arrangements
for show.— E. Johnson.
Barry F. and F.S.— Nov. 11, Headquarters, 8 . Re-

sult of members' show.- H. I’. Thomas.
Bolton Roller C.S. Nov. 10, Joiners’ Arms, Deans-

gate, 8 . Members’ and open show business.—J.
Kilshaw.
Bradford National Show, -Nov. 11, Market Tavern,

8 . Final arrangements for annual show.—S. Midg
ley.

Brighton and Hove C.B.A Nov. 11, Headquarters,
7. Table show, judging at 8 , by Mr. W. Swaysland

;

classes as per schedule; numerous specials. W. H.
Gibb.

British Roller C.C.—Nov. 10, The Royal Mail, Noble
Street, St. Martin's-le-Grand, 8. J. W. Norris.
Chopwell C.B.S. -Nov. 7, Club Hall, 7.--W. U.

Christer.
City and Suburban A.C.B.-Nov. 9, 00, Paddington

Street, Marylebone, W. a. Washing competition,
three medals presented; judge F. Easterling. Inter-
ested visitors warmly welcomed.—V. Wynn.

City of Bradford O.S.—Nov. 7, Flying Dutchman,
8 . Gen ral business and final arrangements for next
members' show.—W. Helliwell.
Coventry Godiva C.B.S. Nov. 9, Plough Hotel,

Queen Victoria Road, 8.30. Mr. R. Symonds will
give a lecture on "Breeding and Preparing York-
shires for Exhibition.” Members please attend and
make it a success.—F. A. Green.
Coventry O.S.—Nov. 11

, Sydenham Palace, 8.30.
Last meeting previous to open show; important.—
A. Green.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S Nov. 11, Alexan-

dra Hotel, Penge, 2 . Members’ first annual show,
Mr. H. Norman judge. Silver cup for members.
Border fanciers wanted.— H. Legg.
Darlington C.B.S.—Nov. 11, George Hotel, 7.30.

Important bus.—H. Todd.
Denton C.B.S—Nov. 9, Headquarters, 8 . Resigna"

tion of sec., and business eonoerning amalgamated
show.—W. Hopwood.
Derwent Valley C.B.S Nov. 7, Co-operative Hall,

Low Westwood, 7, Elect stewards for show; spec-
ials, etc,—Jameson and Johnson.
Doncaster C.B.S.—Nov. 14, Black Bull, 7. To

decide on holding' open show, room, etc. ; subs, due.—
G. Hunt.

Eccieshill C.B.A—Nov. 7, Fountain Inn, 8 . Gen-
eral bus.—S. Wilcock.

Falkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannockburn C.B.S.

—

Nov. 7, Oddfellow’s Hall, 7.—R.' Rennie.
Farnworth C.B.S—Nov. 18, Church House, Church

Road, 7.SO. Final arrangements for show; mem-
bers please note change of date.—W. Dawson.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Nov. 11, Headquarters, 8 . Show

and other important bus. ; subs, overdue.—W. Curry.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Nov. 7, Nelson

Temp. Hotel, 7.30.—Wm. Hutchison.
Gt. Horton Good Intent O.S. — Nov. 7, Grange

School Room, All Saints’ Road, Dirkhilt. Members’
show staged 2.30, judge Mr. R. Halliday.—A. Firth.
Hackney, Stoke Newington F.A. — Nov. 9, Head-

quarters, Amethyst Club, 8.30. Annual show.—R.
W. Ford, junr.
Halifax O.S. — Nov. 7, Plummet Line Hotel, 8 .

Members’ meeting, annual open show arrangements;
notice time of meeting.—H. Clegg.

Hettcn-le-Hole C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Colliery Hotel, 6 .

Arranging classes for annual show.—G. Vipond.
Huddersfield O.S. •— Nov. 9, Headquarters. 8 .

Monthly table show: Six Yorks, classes, 4 Nor’.,
judge Mr. E. Ellis, MirfielcK—A. Lawford.

Idle C.B.S.—Nov. 14, White Bear Inn, 2.30. Mem-
bers’ show, judge Mr. J. Bailey; entries Friday
night, 8.30 till 10.—C. E. Hvlton.

Keighley C.B.S.—Nov. 10, Hare and Hounds Hotel,
7.30. Stewards for show and other show bus.—C.
W. Town.

FOREIGN SIRES.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

GREY PARROT (Mrs. J. S.).—You give me no
details, save just the one bare fact; you had better
send 2fd. to our manager for the ” Grey Parrot ”

Nutshell, and diet and treat your bird generally
according to the directions given therein. As to
the present trouble, there is really no data in your
query for me to make a diagnosis from, but put
one teaspoonful of Dinneford's Magnesia in the
drinking-water daily, till the bowels have been well
opened, then give one dose per week for another
two or three months. Also get some syrup of
hypophosphites from your chemist and put half a
teaspoonful in the drinking-water twice a week, but
not on the same days as- you are giving the
magnesia—you had better continue this for several
months. Report progress in three weeks with full

details, please.

TO GO WITH BUDGERIGARS (W. Walters).—It
ail depends on the size of your aviary. When not
too crowded Madagascar, Blue-winged and Black-
cheeked Lovebirds usually agree well with Budgeri
gars. Very few of the Finch tribe are safe with
Parrakeets, whether large or small, however, both
the Grey and the White Java Sparrow are quite

able to hold their own. also Magpie Mannikins, but
I Rave heard of occasional maiming of the latter.

Pope and Crested Cardinals are quite able to look

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “Foreign Birds for Beginners"
(1/1-1) ;

Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cockatiels” (6d.)

;

Arthur's ” Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (id.);
“ Aviaries . Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “ Septic
or Bird Fever” (Id.) “Colourrfelding

’’
(3Jd.); or the

“Nutshell” booklets (2\d. each); No. 6 "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.
18

“Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin," No. 20
“
Wa.rbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

after themselves amid such company, but those
would require a little fruit, and one or two live

insects (mealworms or beetles; etc.) per diem per
bird

;
otherwise the diet usually supplied for Bud-

gerigars would meet the need of all species named
above.

AILING BLUE-FRONT (E. J. Col).—Put one
tc.aspoonful of Dinneford's magnesia in the drinking-
water daily till the bowels have been well moved,
then give it twice a week for a month, afterward*
give a dose ,as required to keep tlie bowels moving
quite freely without undue looseness. Get your
ckt-mist to weigh you up some bromide of potassium

Leeds C.B.S—Nov. 7, 8t. George’s School Rooms,
near Infirmary, St. George’s Street. Members’ show,
birds staged 2.30, judge Mr. Sam Wilcock, Eccles-
hill: usual monthly meeting will not be held.—E.
Norton.
Leeds Roller C.C—Nov. 7, Lockhart’s, Briggate,

7.30. Entries for members' show, Nov. 14, at Lock-
hart's; visitors heirtily welcomed; admission free.—
H. Best.
Leigh C.B.S. -Nov. 11

,
Railway Hotel, 7.30. Wash-

ing competition, judge Mr. J. Lomas; schedules and
entry forms for old show.— It. Cliarleson.

Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Nov. 10, White

j

Swan, 8.30. Prize money paid.—A. Freestone.
Liverpool B.B.A—Nov. 12, Oldham Hall, 7.45. Nov-

ice night show and lecture on wild seeds by R.
Barker; judges for show T. Rowlands, J. Walker, G.
Green and J. Jones.—J. Lloyd.
Manningham C.B.A. — Nov. 7, Headquarters, 2.

Members’ show, judge Mr. J. W. Dcwhirst; entries
Friday night.—H. Grange.
Middleton C.B.S Nov. 9, Old Boar’s Head, 8.

Special meeting, show business, also lecture by Mr.
Thomas on tlie Yorkshire Canary, all fanciers wel-
come.—J. Hulton.
Middlesbro’ and Tees-Side C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Crown

Hotel, 7.30. Show business.—J. Swinsco.
Nottingham and Notts O.S.—Nov. 11, Mechanics’

Institute, 8 . Entries for amalg. members’ show, and
make final arrangements.—J. G. Royce.
Newton- le- Willows F. and F.S Nov. 12, Pied Bull

Hotel, 8 . Show business.—H. A. Waddington.
Ncwcastle-on-Tyna East End C.B.S. — Nov. 11,

Leighton Schools, Heaton Road. Special meeting.
Final arrangements for show.—J. W. Coufcts. (Time
not stated.—Ed.)
North Manchester C.B.S.—Nov. 10, Balmoral Hotel,

Roctulalc Road, 8 . Entries for November show.

—

A. Colley.
Oldham C.B.A.—Nov. 10, Textile Dining Rooms,

Shaw-road, 8 . Entries for show and otiieT important
hup.—J. Cope.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Nov. 11, Alhambra Club

Rooms, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. General bus.; sched-
ules out for table show.—A. W. Newton.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Head-

quarters, 7. Lecture and show business.

—

J. S.
Jones.
Shipley O.S—Nov. 7, Victoria Hotel. Members’

show, birds staged at 2, judge Mr. W. Walsh (Bail-
dou).— E. Grange.

.

Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.—Nov. 9, Red Lion Hotel, 8.

Paper by Mr. E. Ousman, on “ The War. and its
Effects on the Cage Bird Fancy.”—J. Pitehford.
Skipton C.B.S.—Nov. 9, Friendly Societies Hall,

7.30. Show business.—E. Gill.

South London Col. and F.A Nov. 12, Head-
quarters, 8 . General meeting; final arrangements
for annual show.—G. Burton.

S. Shields.—Nov. 7, Cyprus, 7.

Scwerby Bridge C.B.S.—Nov. 12, Wharf Hotel, 8.—
G. Mitchell.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A. — Nov. 10,

Trinity House, Shaw Heath, 8 . Entries for show.

—

W. Stafford.
Sunderland C.B.A.— Nov. 7, Headquarters, 7.30.

To decide whether open show is to be held) and
other business ; all members are to be present

;

important.—J. Peacock.
Waittm, Everton C.B.S.—Nov. 14, Emmanuel

Church Schools, 3. Same day as old show; import-
ant business.— Robinson and Burns.
Wandsworth F.S.—Nov. 12, Sutton’s Hall, Spread

Eagle Yard, 8 . Final arrangements for annual
show.—W. Lightfoot.
Wood Green F.A.—Ncv. 12, Nightingale Hotel, High

Road, 8 . Special general meeting-, note change of

date and place.—T. Callegari.

Wibsey C.B.S. — Nov. 7, Horse and Groom, 6.

Monthly show', judge Mr. E. Grange, Saltaire ;
birds

staged at 0—W. Chapman.
Wigan C.B.S. — Nov. 7, Legs of Man Hotel, 8.

Important final arrangements for show.—E. Ball.

Wimthill C.B.S.—Nov. 7, Blue Bell Hotel, 8 . Bal-

ance-sheet for members' show and ordinary bus.;

subs, due.—Taylor and Ellis.

in 3 grain lots, dissolve one of these in a little

syrup, etir it into two tablespoonfuls of water and
give no other drinking-water for the day till all

this has been taken—say you give 3 doses as above
on three successive days for three weeks and then
report progress. If the bird is at all thin or weak
then give the boiled maize twice a week and pre-
pare so : boil till soft, pour off all water, then put
over the maize half a teaspoonful of cod liver oil

emulsion and allow this to soak in before supply-
ing it to the bird. I should also give it a little

honey and borax daily, direct to the mouth, from
the end ot a stick, this will help to keep its mouth
and throat clear of slimy saliva—the stick should
be cleaned each time before being inserted in the
paste. Some fruit should be ‘iven daily.

GREY PARROT (H. R. McM.).—Such cases are
by no means uncommon, and probably the bird

bared its breast from maternal feeling, just before
depositing the eggs; but, of course, there is a
possibility that it is developing the vice of feather
pulling, as some aged (also young) ones do. Get
a. bottle of Sprutt’s Pennacura and lightly anoint
the bare place therewith. Give the bird one tea-

spoonful of Dinneford's magnesia once a week, or
oftener. if the droppings are at all stiff ; the bowels
should move quite freely without undue looseness.

Continue the spraying, hut once a week will be
frequent enough now cold weather has set in. As
a tonic, half a teaspoonful of syrup of hypophos-
phites in the drinking water twice a week is as

good as any. In addition to seed, give fruit daily

and the supply of grit and cuttlebone should he

continuous. Do not give tea, coffee or milk sops,

table scraps of any kind of animal food whatever:
but, ripe fruit, plain cake, biscuit, stale crusts ar.rt

nuts can all be given to vary the diet. Of course

a constant supply of mixed peed must be main-

tained. Report progress a few weeks hence.

GENERAL.
Answered by TILE EDITOR.

H. Hood —The body sent, is that of the Great Tit,

often termed the Oxeye Tit.

POST JYEOB.TE1VIS.
Mr. O. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, ' Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Od. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. 0d.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed In a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
tlie dead bird Send by letter-post: it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sont to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and If

t fee is enclosed tlie loss will be the sender’s.

E. Bradbury.—Pneumonia resulting from chllL
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PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers olfer

aimilar terms, but don't replace when - they die.

All the best Parrots In the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds ot

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled "Parrot Prattle,”

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambc. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIA RIES
MORECAMBC. pn

FOR sale, pair Peach-faced Lovebirds, and pairs of

Melba Finches, also pair of Fruit Pigeons and
I.utino Amazon: prices reasonable: Yealland, 46,

Roderick-rd., Hampstead.
NOTICE.—Talking African Grey Parrot, real cham-
pion, says hundreds of words, plainest speaker
living, £6 : week’s approval

;
deposit system : Swann,

85, Berwick-st., Liverpool. (1850)

BUDGERIGARS,, finest possible, outdoor, 5/- pair;
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; Hose
Finches, 10/- each; list free: Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (1847)

TWO Senegal Parrots, healthy, strong, acclima-

tised, finger tame; or would1 exchange for healthy
young African Greys or Amazons: E. Megson, 3,

Essex-st., West Hartlepool. (1853)

WANTED, Blue-fronted Amazon or African Grey-

Parrot ; must be good talker and acclimatised

;

cash and part exchange prize Yorkshires: North,
443. Manehester-rd., Bradford. (1856)

BEAUTIFUL Amazon Parrot; talks, dances,

whistles, sings, lady’s pet; sacrifice £2; honestly

'worth treble; must fell; reason explained: Mrs.
Lewis Jones, 11a, Princess-st., Aberystwyth. (1851)

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,

brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly instal-

ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (1.828)

BEAUTIFUL tame talking Alexandrian Parrot,
and cage, 20/-; splendid Ringneck, 7/6; Moustache
Parrakedt, 7/6; tame Australian Grey, acclima-
tised, and cage. 15/-; beautiful talking white
Cockatoo, 30/-: Pearson’s Menagerie, Greenwich.

(1857)

ACCLIMATISED from cold aviaries ;
Cockatiels,

12/6; Yellow Budgerigars, 9/-; Greens, 6/- pair; Wax-
bills, Javas, Mannikins, Avadavats, Spice Birds,

Ribbon Finches, all 3/6 pair
;
grand lot of exhibition

birds; see list: Walsh Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1855)

THOSE who have bought or those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “Nutshell No. 17,’’

it only costs 2jd. poet free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., Lon-
don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-
lished frequently).
WANTED, Budgerigars or Foreign birds, give over

60 mice, tans, pure Kilminster strain and pure
whites (Singleton’s), several can win, also show
cage and case, sell 10/-; also lovely Dun Magpie,
cock pigeon and white Cumulet hen, can win, sell

7/6 the 2; mutual approval: Mooring, Trewirgie
Villa, Dunstable. (1848)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14,” from
"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C., post free

for 2jd. From agents (see list frequently published'

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ’’ booklet,

“Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you and we shall be pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2}d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot : Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot

Cages: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-

porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell

No 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,

F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2(d. post free from "Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.O. 2d. from our

Agents (list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette, which can he purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

Thev can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Weelcy T. Page, F.Z.S. . in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2sd.

post free from "Ca*ge Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,

EC. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list, frequently published).

BUDGERIGARS outdoor bred; pairs Greens 3/6,

Yellows 6/6; Javas, outdoor bred, pairs Grey 2/6,

White 6/6; in cages
;
'heated outdoor aviary; accli-

matised, healthy, and in good- plumage; Mocking
Bird, 15/-; pair Virginian Nightingales, 50/-, 3rd

Horticultural Hall 1913 ; Cassique. Black ant) Amber,

18/-; Jamaica Troupial, 15/-; Golden Troupial, 14/-;

two Red-crested Cardinals, 10/- each, large birds;

Black Tanager 6/6; Palm Tanager, 8/6; pair and
odd hen Pekin Robins, 5/6 and 2/6; pais and odd
cock Diamond Finohes, 28/- and 14/-; pair Sydney
Waxbills, 25/-; Red-vented' Bulbul, 7/6; Yellow-

shouldered- Whydah, 25/ : Col. Routh, 2, Beech-
worth Villas, Cheltenham. (1851)

TRUE pairs; rare Blue-streaked Lories, £6; Yel-

low-backed Lories, £4 ;
Peach-faced Lovebirds,

breeders, £5»; Black-cheeked, ditto, £2; rare New
Guinea Mynahs, £6 ;

Himalayan Red headed Bull-

finches, £6; Violet-eared Waxbills, £5; Silver-eared
Mesiaa, £5 ; rare Douglas Quails, £3 10s.

;
Melba

Finches, £3; Black-cheeked Waxbills, £3: Purple
Sunbirds, £3; Banana Quits, £3; Black-headed
Gouldians, 50/- ; Diamond Sparrows, 50/- ;

African
Zosterops, 40/- ; Green Cardinals, 40/- ;

Scaly-crowned
Finches, 30/- ;’ Blue-breasted Waxbills, 30/-; Emerald-
spotted Doves, 20/-; Red-headed’'Finches, 12/6; Mag-
pie Mannakins, 6/-; odd cocks: Peters Spot-sided
Firefinch, unique, £5; Le V affiants Barbet, £3 10s.;
Bine-headed Parrot, extraordinarily tame, £3 10s.

;

rare Euops Speckled Conure, £3 10s.
; Painted Sand

Grouse, 30/- ; Dinca Finch, 15/-
;
Masked Grassfinch,

M/- : Frost, 13, Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick, London.

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talk*, chatters, mimics, sings, Unger-tame,
square metal cage, lour months’ trial, my risk,

45/- ;
easy payments accepted. (1828)

HOPE, CT. BRIDCE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Grccn-rd., London. Sec price lists.

Telephone 5489 Wall. Telegraphic address "Oiseaiix,

London.” Direct importers ol foreign birds. (1855)

VARIOUS BIRDsT]
FIVE hen Canaries, 1/8 each; two young cock®, 4/-

each: J. Bell, Windermere-rd., Staveley, nr. Kendal.
(1852)

TWO Green hen Canaries, two Goldfinch Mules,
large cage, lot 7/6; or exchange: Anthony, Cot-
teridge, Birmingham. (1848)
FOR sale, 3 cock Canaries, 5 hen Canaries, 1 hen

Bullfinch, accept 30/- to clear: Mrs. 0. Wright
Green Lane, Linton, Cambs. (1851)
BARGAINS; Homers 1/6 pair, odd 1/-; cock Bull-

finch, cock Chaffinch, Canary reared, 1/6 each:
W. Back, Woodway, Chudleigb. (1846)

GOLDFINCHES, Mules, Canaries, cazes, acces-
sories, lot or separate, cheap: Humphreys,
Brighton Vale, Blundellsands, Liverpool. (1856)

BULLFINCHES, seven pairs, been in aviary month,
good clean birds, £1 lot; five Norwich hens, good
condition, 10/- lot: Maynard, Weliow, Notts. (1853)

LARGE Crested cock, 1913, good stock bird ; also
house-moulted hen Greenfinch, bred Mules; cheap;
caretaking through war : Salmon, 11, Ariel-rd.,

West Hampstead, N.W. (1849)

FOR sale, cheap, cage moulted Kestrel and Bramble-
finch, also Lark and quantity Linnets, and Yorkshire
Canaries

;
few stuffed birds, stuffed fox, quantity

phonograph records; exchanges considered; Bottom-
ley, Bootmaker, Keighley. (1854)

OWING to removal must sell all stock, including
Norwich stock and young birds, some winners

;

Glucke Roller cocks from 7/6, hens 3/-; Sib hens,
bred clear Mules, 7/6; Greenfinch cock, hen Bull-

finch, have bred, 7/6; stamp reply: Groom, Long-
nor Hall, Shrewsbury. (1845)

“PETS” SUPPLY CO.
My son, Mr. Bernard Hollins, having enlisted in

LORD KITCHENER’S ARIWY
has handed his business over to me, and I intend
carrying on the same during his absence. I sincerely

trust that under these circumstances his numerous
customers will continue to send me enquiries and
orders. There is a Large stock of Leipzig, Norwich,
Yorkshire and Created Canaries, Foreign Finches,

Budgerigars, Cockatiels, Love Birds, aviary-moulted
Scandinavian Bullfinches (extremely fine birds, in

perfect condition), British Birds, Pigeons and
Poultry, ail of which have been in outdoor aviaries

up to the present time; prices and particulars on
application : Charlotte Hollins, “ Pets ” Aviaries,

Coppice Drive, Harrogate (1838)

1
WANTED.

|

WANTED, anything alive, for cash or exchange:
Pearson's Menagerie, Greenwich/ (1857)

WANTED exhibition Goldfinches; exchange Scotch
thistle and dandelion seed : Crown, 25, New Stock-
ed. Paisley. (1849)

WANTED for cash Canaries or Mules, either sex,

colour-fed preferred: Robinson, 33, Besson-at-., New
Cross, London. (1854)

WANTED, outdoor aviary. Canaries; exchange
good oil paintings, lounge suit, 37 chest, 30 leg

:

89, Princess-rd., Leicester. (1852)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large
birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,
9j, Coweaddens-st., Glasgow.
WANTED Parrot; must be good talker, also quan-

tities of Canaries, any breed, cheap for cash

:

Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham. (1854)
WANTED various British; exchange long-faced
Magpie pigeons, best strains, grand stock birds

:

Dodd, 25, Devonshire-st., -Sunderland. (1855)
WANTED, first-class Yorkshires in exchange for

pais fittings, wall-papers, incandescent goods, mantles,
etc. : Wynne, Decorator, Boothstown, Manchester.

(1848)

WANTED for shop doing largest trade in York-
shire, fowls, old or young; anything alive bought;
state prices : Manager, Bird and Poultry Stores,

Wakefield.
BULLFINCHES, Canaries, any variety British and
foreign birds for resale; state lowest possible price

for cash : C. Paine, Bird 1 Stores, 54, Ciuarlotte-st.,

Portsmouth'. (1851)

WANTED Borders, -Norwich, Yorkshires, any
quality, any quantity; state price and particulars:

Wilson, Scotland's Largest Naturalist, 233, Arg.vle-

at., Glasgow. (1854)

WANTED for cash. Mules and Canaries, cither

sex
;
state lowest pr;ce for prompt payment : Mer-

ringtan. Bird Specialist, 40, Besson-st., New Cross

Gate, London S.E (1855)

WANTED Canaries, cock Goldfinches; cash or ex-

change champion pair Black Rosecomh Bantams,
winners, or cages any description : Martin, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1854)

WANTED suit; exchange two pairs of large

Norwich, Midgley’s strain ; also one single and
double shot guns, slight repairs; wanted, three

couples poultry : Cook, Bembridge. (1851)

WANTED loud singing Canaries and Mules: British

bought, healthy cocks only; monkeys, Jays. Magpies,
squirrels, Parrots, ferrets, mice, poultry, etc.

:

Manager, Bird Stores, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (1849)

WANTED pair squirrels for pair Cqckatiels, also

singing Canaries and Mules, in exchange for violin

and bow or stuffed bird.!, cased or on stands, large

and small duck®, etc.: Lowne, Naturalist, Yarmouth.
(1849)

WANTED, Gramophone and records; will give 12-

bore central fire breech-loading gun, as new (by
Johnson); latest improvements; or sell £3; gramo-
phone first : Ward, 40, Greyhound-rd., Kerosal Rise,

Willesden (1852)

WANTED, Borders, Yorkshires, anything useful;
exchange splendid pens of Dutch Cavies, pen Tor-

toise Cavies, boar, three sows,, two" youngsters;
also nice marked Dutch boars, cheap: Honeyman,
Butcher, Barrow, Furness. (1851)

NOTICE, will give Cl- pair for good Norwich or Toik-
shire colour-fed preferred ; also wanted, Borders,
Crests, Rollers, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Bullfinches,
and Goldfinches, and Siskins; reasonable lor cash;
McKeand, Seubright, Ca&tle-Dougla*.

WANTED, BULLFINCHES
any quantity, cocka and hens; will give 1/6 pair;

also wanted a reliable Bullfinch catcher all the year
round : Knock Power, 91, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch,
London, E. (1854)

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries & Mules
Will give 7/- per pair for large Colour-fed Norwich,
16/- per pair for Crests, 6/- each cock Goldfinch
Mules, 91 - each cock Linnet Mules. I also require

Lancashires, Lizards, Scotch Fancies, York3. or

Norwich Greens and Cinnamons, and Rollers. Good
prices given. Will deposit cash with Editor. Send
full particulars and damp for reply.— H. Gledhill,

Fleet Lana, Qucenebury, Bradford. (1817)

(sale or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.
|

EXCHANGE large Greenie Mule for good Goldfinch
or Greenie, for showing : Ball, 26, Swann-st., Bent-
ley, Doricafter. (1848)

THREE cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/- each, or exchange
for good Roller: Wm. Patterson, 4, Park-rd., Porta-
down, Ireland, (1846)

1914 CGCK Goldfinch Mule, Goldfinch notes ;
on ap-

proval ;
exchange two cock Goldfinches: O’Neil,

Castle-st., Neath. (1848)

NOVICE'S.—Yellow Bunting,' 2nd Clapliam, with

show, 10/-; two grand Linnets, 2/- each; or ex-

change; offers: 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (1857)

SIBERIAN Goldfinch, house moulted, in show con-

dition; exchange for sib bred hen Canaries: 17,

Seymour Avenue, Tottenham, London. (1846)

THREE nice young yellow Yorkshire hens, one buff

Norwich; exchange young cock Goldfinches; mutual
approval: Thomas, Saddler, Redruth. (1848)

EXCHANGE two exhibition Westmorland cock

Bullfinches for good cock Goldfinch, sell 5/- ; ap-

proval : G. Wells, Sepulchre-lane, Kendal. (1850)

• FOR sale, two h.m. Goldies, 4/6 each; two hens,

1/- each; or exchange large 1914 yellow Norwich
hen or good- yellow Norwich cock; offers; approval:

Peck, Ashman’s Hall-gdns., Beecles. (1851)

EXHIBITORS; bargains: Hawfinch, 15/-; Redpoll,

18/-; Greenfinch, 10/-; Mavis Thrush, 5/-; or ex-

change to value Wire Fox Terrier; all are prize-

winners: Cox, 34, Wood-st., Kettering. (1851)

SPLENDID Bullfinches, 2/- pair; Goldfinches, 2/-;

five hen mules, 4/-; father of mules, 4/-; approval,

cash; stamp reply: Bowerman, No. 3, Williams-

building. East Quay, Dry Dock, Bridgwater. (1850)

NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win

prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5/6

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-

shire Canaries: Power and Russell, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London.

Mainly Canaries.
{

EXCHANGE 4 hen Lizards, for Yorkshires, Norwich,
or cages : 3, Brydon-st., Ardwick. (1855), 1

EXCHANGE yell. Norwich cock, 1 buff Yorks, cock,
for Yorkshire hens; sell 11/-: T. Malone, 113, High-
st-., Jarrow. (1846)

EXCHANGE 1913 dark created hen, 35/-, for yellow

cr-estbred hen; approval: Garton, 9, Eton-rd., Bur-
ton-on-Trent. (1852)

PAIR Yorkshires, large bird®, sell 8/- ;
exchange

Norwich cock in song; yours first: Fraser, Painter,

New Pitsligo. (1849)

EXCHANGE two pair Borders, 1914, for pair good
field-glasses, or 8/0 pair: Elliot, Dene, Paxton, Ber-

wick-on-Tweed. (1848)

EXCHANGE high-class Rollers for exhibition Bri-

tish' hard!) ills : Hamer, 53, David-st., Elton, Bury.
Member i’.R.C.C. (1850)

EXCHANGE two yellow light muling Sib. liens for

extra large green hen; approval: "Perrin,” A lived

-

rdv, Ford, Devonport. (1852)

EXCHANGE 1914 good buff Norwich cock, cheap,

10/-, for good wild rabbits: R. Campbell, Moors
Houses, Stanley, Crook. (1846)

SALE or exchange Norwich and Norwich Roller

cocks, from 5/-; hens, 2/6; approval: Woodhouse, 21,

Millgate. Newark, Notts. (1849)

FOUR Norwich cocks, value 7/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-;

exchange cock Goldfinches' and cock Siskins : 6, Carl-

ton-avenue, Delhi-st., Marfleet. (1846)

EXCHANGE large Norwich hen, bred Mules, for

cock Goldfinch or Yorkshire cock ;
yours first ; sell

8/6: 121, Cannock-rd., Chadsmore. (1848)

YELLOW Sib. cock, seven years inbred, healthy,

8/6; exchange Rollers or British, or offers: Kent,

166, Bed'wasvrd,, Caerphilly, Glam. (1S53)

TWO pairs Crests, 40/- and 50/-; Yorkshire cocks

7/6; exchange household jewellery, anything: G.

Mills, 10, Mantotbrd., Irthimgborough. (1856)

WILL g)we prizo-bred Norwich, colour-fed, or

trained Rollers, for household furniture: The Cy-
deries, nr. Station, Biandford, Dorset. (1846)

WANTED good typical yellow Yorkshire cock, un-

fiighted ;
exchange two good feeding hens or Gold-

finches : Bennett, Paddock-rd., Shanklin. (1849)

WHAT offers in Goldfinches for pair of good

Border Fancy, 1913; really good birds; splendid

condition : Parsons, Hairdresser, Tonbridge. (1851)

EIGHT Canaries, 4 cocks, also " Our Canaries,”

cost 22/6: what oilers: medical coil taken part ex-

change: Londesborough, 15, Gordon-rd., Fleetwood.

EXCHANGE prize-bred Yorkshires. Norwich. Bor-

ders, winning strain, for scrap brass, copper, block

tin- North Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford.
(1856)

EXCHANGE nicely designed hand-pegged hearth-

rue lor Norwich or Yorkshire Canaries; offers:

Jones, 38, Tavistoek-st., Harpurhey, Manchester.
(1850)

NOTICE, will give good exchange in Norwich York-
shire. or Border show cages for any variety Canaries
or British birds : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-

Douglas.
WILL exchange grand pair 1913 Norwich for pood
1913 bred-- Roller, cock, or sell 12/6 ;

approval : Mar
tin, 14, Canal Side, Wrockwardine Wood, Welling-

ton, Salop. (1847)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.—A DVT. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS."

ROLLERS; two corks, 7/- each; fix henr,
;
Wul-

ton’®; will exchange for unythiiig useful, or Pallie
dloc records: liy. Rutherarn, 25, Wynyard rd

,
Hill

bro', Sheffield. (1848)
LARGE stock of Roller, Yorkshire, and Norwich

Canaries, cocks on full sorig, 6/-. 6 •; hens, j/. each

;

exchange British: Cooper’s Emporium, 163,’ Print' -

st,, Manchester. (1M8)
EXCHANGE 15 grand young colour-fed Norwich

Canaries, also five good Yorkshires, for oven-oat to
measure; anything useful; cash £5; approval:
Crawshaw, Kpworth, Doncaster. (13/,3)
GREEN Norwich cock, 7/6; Seifert Roller hen. 2/-;

Greenfinch cock, aviafy bred, house moulted, foot
missing, 2/-; wanted, Roller cock, good songster;
pair Budgerigars, unrelated, from outside aviarv :

204, Tamworth-rd., Newcastlc-on-Tyne. 0847)

GRAND Buff Norwich cock, 30/-; yellow green
cock, 15/-; large Welsh Goldfinch rnuler, 10/-; largo
dark yellow mule, 10/-; also huff, 10/-; few York-
shires for sale; exchange poultry, Buff Orpington,
Houdans, puilote: also sewing machine; approval

:

Jones, 5, Eivion-terr., Taly Sam, Penygroes, North
Wales. (1853)

[
Mainly Foreign.

TEN Blue Turbits; exchange Zebra Finches or
Budgerigars; former preferred y James Gitfeon,
Miner, Uigh-st. East, Leslie, Fife. (1851)
EXCHANGE for Parrot anything useful, h.m. Braife
blefinch, Corn Bunting, Redpoll, two Greenfinches;
stamp reply: Rutherford, Kiln Hill, Xwecdrriouth.

(1854)
ROSELLA, 30/6

;
talking tame Parrot, 35/6 ; Coeka-

tiel, 7/6; Skylark, 5/-; Thrush, 20/-; exhibition Red-
poll, Linnet, 10/6; exchange: 16, Mount Vernon-rd.,
Liverpool. (1848)

j Miscellaneous.
|

EXCHANGE) brand new boots for pure bred dog or
puppy: Manager, Idealco, Clevedon. (1849)
PURE Cairn Terriers, 15/- each; exchangee enter-
tained: Swann, 85, Berwick-st., Liverpool. (I860)

HANDSOME full-grown Shellduck, 2/-; exchange
otters: Alfred Jackson, Askham-in-Furnese. (1848)

SIX vols. “ Modern Electric Traction,” unsoiied,
cost 54/-; offers invited: Kieft, Suffolk-st., Runcorn.

(1S51)
BLACK Pom. bitch, toy, sell 50/- ; exchange Nor-
wich, Crests; approval: Hunter, 3, Clark-st., Brad-
ford. (1849)
ONE Sulphury 8eed-eater, Magpie Mannikin, two
hen Canaries; excuange anyth. ug: Meadt-n, Tis-
bury. (1852)
EXCHANGE Ed.ison Gem phonograph and twelve

records for birds : Robinson, 91, Umon-st., Middles-
brough. (1852)
WANTED, birds’ eggs for cash or exchange

Britishers : Burns, 38, Keservoir-st., Pendleton,
Manchester. (1847;

EXCHANGE doll's swinging-boats, new, 2/-; larger
set, 4/-

;
for Canaries or offers : Dimbleby, Austin-

st., Stamford. (1848)
TWO Roller cocks, 7/6 each

; exchange navy tweed
suit length; yours first: Brown, 3, Weldon-st.,
Hunslet, Leeds. - (1854)
AJAX dry ceil, body battery, cost £7 7s., as new-
exchange cycle. Canaries, anything: James, Market-
ed, Hednesford. (1849)
EXCHANGE White Bull Terrier bitch, 8 months,

for Yorkshire Canaries : L. W. Miller, 19, Manvers-
st., Nottingham. (1844)
WHAT offers in cash, or exchange anything, for

23 Harmsworth’s Encyclopaedia, ciean, cost 13/C:
Sides, Southwell. (1847)
EXCHANGE lady’s dress, new, suit lady 5ft. 2in.,

for lady’s boots or shoes, size 4: Rutherford, Kiln-
hill, Tweedmouth. (1854)
BANJO and case, Solograph lens, Unicum shutter;
exchange cock Roller, or offers: Legget, 18, Mon-
tague-rd., Dalston. (1854)
THREE hens (1913). over moult, soon lay, 3/- each

;

two young cockerels, one pullet, 5/-

;

exchange : T.
Hutton, Holbeach. (1856)
WILL sell or exctiange pair of Pigmy Pouters, prize-
winners, for big hen Canaries: Woodford, Gunviile,
Carlsbrooke, Wight. (.1848)

HANDSOME nanny, gives four pints daily, £1; or
exchange to value: Burton, 237, Hermitage', Coal-
ville, Leicestershire. (1852)
FIVE young Roller hens, parents rung, 10/-; ex-
change box cages, quality contest Linnet : Shinn, 33.
Edward-rd., Bedford. (1852)
PAIR lady's glace kid, lace bodts, size 3, new,

8/6; pair menris clogs, size 9, 3/6; exchange: How-
land, Ockendon, Essex. (1853)
WANTED to exchange three ferrets for Airedale
and Whippet brass dog, bitch preferred : Castlegate,
Kirby Moorekle, Yorks. (1854)
BRITISH and show cages; exchange Norwich and
Yorkshire hens, sell 10/- each; no rubbish: Hornsby.
Long Row, Page Bank. (1857)
FAST Lurcher dog, 12 months, demon on chain,
10/6; exchange poultry, ferrets: 133, Coke-st., Mans-
field Woodhouse, Notts. (1S48)
SOLID brass telescope, closed 41. open 161, six

lenses; sell 15/- or exchange anything usefuf : 20,

Bracton-rd., Rotherhithe. ’ (1S55)

WANTED, Amberol Teeords; exchange three 1914
cock Goldfinches and new cages, value 12, -: Prior,

67, Kerbey-st., Poplar, E. (1S5G)

EXCHANGE Parrot cage, as new, for cock Gold-
finches or Bullfinches ;se!l 10/-. Greenwood, 10,

OM Gate. Hebden Bridge. (1852)

SYMPII0N10N, walnut ease, seven selections, per-

fect order, 20/-; exchange Amberol records: Prior,

67. Kerbey-st., Poplar, E. (1856)

SALE or exchange four cocks and six hens, York-
shire Canaries, 1914 bred; approval: Kaye, 3, Ivy-st.,

Crosland Moor, Huddersfield. (1849)

3} MINERVA motor bicycle, wants accumulator;
exchange cycle or birds; sell £6: Griffiths, The
Aviaries, Long Sutton, Lines. . /1846)

BLACK Pom.,, excellent pedigree, clean house dog,
sell 35/-; exchange gramophone, records, anything:
Crook. 19, Raikss-rd., Preston. (1853)
LAYING .pullets, Canaries, Parrots, Dogs, given in

exchange for other fancy
;

live stock bought :

Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (1856)
WANTED, Roller songsters. Zebra Finches; give

wire-haired Terrier dog, one of the best, value 36/-:

Tatterso.il, Bare, Morocambe. (1845)

BLACK Pomeranian bitch, two years, quiet with
children, 25/-; exchange Canaries or Mules: Lea.
55. Waterloo-sq., Camberwell. (1851)

WANTED Canaries; exchange pair Sheffield hollow-
ground razors a.ml hone : Pinner, Ciiase Side-crescent.
Chase Side. Enfield. Middlesex. (1851)
WHAT offers Columbia Regal gramophone. al«o

Pathe* reproducer,' 15 Columbia records, 10 Pathe
records, good condition; exchange anything: Wil-

liam Bryan, 40, Trafalgar-rd* Hightown, Wrexham.
(1853)
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CASSELL’S Household Encyclopaedia, 2 vols., value
*1/-

;
exchange birds; new safety razor, 18 bladeo,

offers : 8. Wright, Shaftesbury. (1849)
LADY'S small gold Mulch and rolled gold chain

;

exchange cock Canaries, Mules; offers; Xomson,

111, High-id., Wil-lesden Green. (1856)

ENGLISH Cpnccrtina, 1(J-keyed ; exchange Gold-
finch corks; wJiat offers; birds Urit ; A. Procter,
Lower pi

, Old-lmm-rd., Rochdale. (185#)
WHAT offers for hundeoine cub fox, very tame,

•ale or exchange pullets, anythin* useful: Chris,
llatlon, 31, Riclmiond-st., Brighton. (1856)
TO dealciv* and others. Privet- berries, 1/- 130
bunches; or exchange anything; stump reply:
Rutherfoml, Kiln-hill, Tweedmouth. (1854)
NOTH.— For disposal, live double, five single cages,
one flight, Oft.; 12/- the lot; or exchange poultry:
I,. Gar.-idc, Brow Haworth, forks. (1852)
EXCHANGE good Yorkshires for 1914 pullets, hoote

for heavy wear, size 8’s, wire-netting • Wilkins, 193,

Court-st., Tonypandy, South Wales. (1853)
“BIRDS 01’ BRITAIN," hundred coloured plates,
highest card i offer ; exchange birds or aquarium

:

Meakin, 10, Shaftosbury-rd., Luton. (1849)
HA RMSWORTH History of tho World, complete,

61 parts, 10/-; exchange Canaries or cage birds:
Keenan, 19, Pleasant -at,, Dukinttcld. (1848)
WANTED Winchester rifle, 22 bore, accurate;

approval; will exchange pair clap nets or pure
honey ; Lewis, Winforton, Hereford. (1851)

EXCHANGE good hunting crop, thong 7ft. long,
malaeea handle, for pair good Rollers and cock
Goldfinch: Clue, Hyde l’ark, Southsei. (1834)
TWO double breeders, quantity fronts, slides,

drinkers hoppers : wanted Budgerigars, puppy, any
breed: Richards, 20, Doe Lea, Chesterfield. (1849)
EOR sale, two Lancashire show cages and ease,

B/6; or exchange Yellow Lancashire hen or two
songsters : J. Richmond, Pateley Bridge. (1S50)
SMALL well bred wire-coated Terrier bitch, ten
months, 7, 41, or exchange breeding cages: Mr. W.
Backlog, Folly, rd., Wymondhain, Norfolk. (1846)
• THREE young Jacobins, 2/- each, 5/- lot: exchange
for cock Mule Canary or Black Kosecomb Bantam
pullet: .1. Palmer, jun., Enderhy, Leicester. (1852)
SELL or exchange Yorkshire cocks, liens, h.m.

British, f.m. British, all good biuls: Mullett, 25,

Pecl-st., Kates Hill, Dudley, Worcestershire. (1855)
SELL or exchange encyclopedia, AT ; Salter Type-
writer, £2; Phonograph, 12/-; Harmonium, 30/-:
Proprietress, The Toffories, 42, Eastovcr, Bridgwater,

(1846)
NOTICE.—Will give good talking Parrot and cage

for Canaries or gramophone: or sell 30/-: Alexan-
der Devine, 373, Muin-et., Bonhiil, Dumbartonshire.

(1582)
EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshire or Roller Can-
aries for scrap brass, copper, solder, etc.: W. White-
ley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, nr. Bradford.
SALE razor strop, with brush, Cd. pair; also other
•tock for sale, lace, fancy goods; sale or exchange
gramophone: 11. llarnatt, Electric Station, Sleaford.
A PAIR of prismatic glasses; sell 50/-; or ex-
change good Toy Yorkshire hitch or offers in

Canaries: W. West, 91, Glencoe-rd., Chatham, Kent.
(1856)

EXCHANGE six -ivorine-handl-ed knives and pen-
knife for three hens or one cock Canary or dozen
cock Linnets: Maradeu, 175, St. Philip’s-rd., Shef-
field. (1857)
EXCHANGE grand pair Yorkshires for Roller
Schoolmaster, also bath cabinet, new; sale, exchange
anything useful: Real, 123, Cameron-rd., Normanton,
Derby.
SALE or exchange wire dulcimer, new, "three

octaves, AT 5s.; or exchange for Canaries, cr any-
thing useful: Mr. C. Paine, 54, Cliaalotteet., Ports-
mouth. * (1851)
EXCHANGE Edison Standard phonograph, cost
£7 10s.; also 70 records, for Canaries, or sell £3 lot:
W. Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, nr.
Bradford. '

(1854)
LINCOLN JEFFERIES air rifle and target, new,

latent, £2; exchange Canaries, British or foreign
birds

;
offers : Bennett, 31, Clee-view, Rigliley, Bridg-

north, Salop. (1852)
EXCHANGE nearly new baby car. cost, £3 3/-, for
good phonograph and records, household' goods, or
good 1 cycle or birds : Drew, Tronwen-tejrr., Peny-
darren. Merthyr. (1852)
THREE compartment aviary, nearly new, cost £4

4/-, and one breeding cage, will exchange, for two
cock Canaries or anjthing useful: Mr. Gogay, 65.
Devas-st,, Bow, E. (1844)
EXCHANGE Bull-Mastiff Sheepdog female puppy,
also rabbit net, 80 yards, lined, walking-stick gun,
silver double curb albert, for birds: Parr, 1, Mid-
dle-st., Nottingham. (1848)
EXCHANGE pullets. Bantams, foreign birds, rab-

bits. puppies ; wanted all kinds Britishers : cash or
exchange above: Simmonds’ Aviaries, 64, Stean-st..
Haggereton, London. (1848)
WHAT offers in 1914 Norwich for book on Canaries,
Hybrids, and British birds, new condition, cost 25/-;
birds first: Hugh Smith, Low Row, Ha-swell Colliery,
Has\vell-by-Sunderland. (1855)
WANTED offers for three Norwich cocks, and four
cocks and four hens Yorkshire Canaries ; also Pile
Game Bantam cock and hen; approval: Catton,
Meltham, Huddersfield. (1849)
EXCHANGE good .pair of cycle covers, 28 x 1 J,

also free wheel and chain, all in good condition,
for good unflighted B iff Norwich cock, or sell 12/6:
Cutler, Emery Down, Lyndhurst. /1S46)
WANTED Canaries; exchange two Sussex Spaniel

dog puppies, five months, over distemper, make
grand workers: approval: D. Bigg, Post Offiep, Ham-
merfield, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. (1855)
ALL-METAL double breeding cage, pair Glucke

Rollers, Randall's strain : mealworm box, stocked

;

exchange for muling pairs: Roliinson, Wiikes-build-
ings. Wood's Bank, Danaston, Staffs. (1849)
EXCHANGE gent.'s free-wheel cycle, in good con-

dition, for gramophone and records, talking Parrot
and cage, or Rollers, or sell £2; approval; yours
first: Walker, 5, Amanda-st., Rulwell. C 1852)
MILITARY glasses, ease. 15/-; Black Pom. dog,

four months. 10/-; bitch, 18 months. £1; approval,
offers, gramophones. Canaries, watches. anything
useful : Cawthorne, Ferry Bridge, Yorkshire. '(1848)
5 FRY large pure-hred Airedale dog, two years,

house trained : no better guard living, 25/- : exchange
goat cart: offers anything; straight dealing only.

—

Laurence, Stone-row, Coalville, Leicestershire. (Ls49)M ILL exchange one pair of gent.'s or ladv's new
hoots, or one suit length or dress length, for two
Canaries in song, or live hens or six cock Bullfinches,
or 12 liens: Cummings, 4, Richmond-terrace, LeedsEXCHANGE for poultry five Linnet Mules and nine
Yorkshire Canaries, mostly cocks, and good breeding
cage; what oflers in good laying pullets and small
poultry house; 3, Wcstflcld-rd., Chorlton-cum Hardy

(1851)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser. iOVT. MANAGER. " CACE BIRDS.”

TnilER Fantalls, three Oriental Owls, two Jacobin
Pigeons, good strains, cost £4, «ell £2; or exchange
phonograph and gramophone records, air gan, Roller
Schoolm a-stens, Creel* to value, 50/-: Govan, Ashley,
Melrose. (1864)
EXCHANGE; giving np all my itock; high-clas*
Glucke Rollers for **le; cock* 10/0, hen* S / -

;

exchange sheets, curtains, cigars, gent.’* boots,
cycle, 2-«peed; offers: Morrison, 4«, Charnley-rd,
Blackpool. (1836)
HAVE finest pedigree Foi Ferrier living, win any-
where; must he disposed; accept three guineas, beet
offer; heavy marked buff Yorkshire cock; must b«
first class bird, approval: Burke, 5, Aahworth-et,
Uollcnwood. (1849)
EXCHANGE dark yellow Goldie-Canary Mule,

colour fed, can win, sell 12/-; also good Buff Linnet
Mule, sell 7/-; through moult arid singing; ex-
change good Norwich lions : ’Keightley, 61k North
Norman st., Ilkeston. (1851)
EXCHANGE two Wtiite Leghorn piilleta and un-

related cockerel, Feb. hatched, for Roller cocks, also
live crossbred pullets and cockerel, March hatched,
for Yorks, or Rollers ; W. Whiteley, Buckwood Cot-
tage, Thackley, nr. Bradford. (1854)
Wild, give good value in hoots, clothing, cutlery,

cyclo tyres, jewellery, household goods, etc., in ex-
change for birds or livestock of any description

;

satisfaction guaranteed; stamp, reply: Cooper's Ex-
change Stores, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (1848)
EXCHANGE two Rhode Island Red cockerels, Mrs,

Cooper's strain, lit for show, 1914 birds, value 15/-,
for a Roller schoolmaster, must be B.R.C.C. rung
and on full song

; no rubbish wanted, approval both
ways: Mr, Lay, 89, Byron-st., Northampton. (1844)
CLEARING out; 12 pairs high-elaso Yorkshires, two
large double breeding cages, four stock cages, nearly
new, one extra large flight, material cost 15/-, in

segments; exchange lathe, iron or brass; offers any-
thing useful : Real, 123, Cameron-rd., Normanton,
Derby.
WHAT offers in cock Canaries for the following:

j-plate ions, value 7/6; one dozen Edison-Bell
records, good condition, value 6/-; also new oak
gramophone, with 12 double-sided records, value
£2 2s. : Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Man-
chester.

( 1854 )TWO Pom. pups, one black and chocolate; will
exchange for anything useful, talking Parrot, Roller
Schoolmaster: must be on approval; or with parent
of pupa; will exchange for good pedigree Great
Dane pup, or sell £1 5s. each: 0. Ridings, 15, Peel-
avenue, Higher Ardwiek, Manchester. (1848)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, suits, under-
clothing, cycle tyres, cutlery, and articles of all
kinds and descriptions, for livestock of any kind
wiiatcver; no order too large or small; genuine,
honest dealings only ; British goods: Jopson’s Ex-
change Stores, 346, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (1855)

BUSINESS AS USUAL
Large bale of useful household goods, value £1,
given in exchange for three cock Canaries

;
also

we exchange as usual boots, blankets, sheets, suits,
overcoats, cutlery, tools, electro-plate for Canaries
and cages: stamp reply: Exchange Co., 355, London-
rd., Sheffield. (1854)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies

; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower's bird seeds
and foods, good commission: Xrower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
12-INCH breeding goldfish, ]/- each; Russian carp,

1/0 dozen; cans, 3/6: North, 443, Manchester*rd.,
Bradford. (1836)
iQUAUIUMS, all about stocking aquariums witn

plants, rockery and fish, and much heipful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2£d. post free,
from "Cage birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cavies.
1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, from 6/- dozen: Pear-

son's Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1857)
1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours, from 6d.:

Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1843)GRAND lot ol cavies, blacks, cream, and Dutch
marked, 6d., 9d., 1/-, and 1/6 each: Walsh, Pheasant
Aviaries, Blackburn. (1855)
REI) Dutch Cavies, adults from 1/- each; young-

sters from 3/- per dozen: also a few good self blacks
for sale, or exchange birds: S. Lewis, Bootmaker, 75
Bridge-st., Swindon. 11853)
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, "Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)," is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of onr Nutshell agents,
or 2jd., post free, from C.lCK Birds, 154, Fleet
Street. London, E.C.

Cycles.
REAL, genuine bargain; gent.'s good cycle, guar-
anteed in perfect running order, free wheel, rim
brakes, enamel plating, as new, tubes tyres, almostnew condition, accessories, ouy 22/6 • approval • ao-
cept easy payments: Parr, 1, Middle-st., Nottingham.

|

Cats.
j

BEAUTIFUL Persian kittens, from 8/6; any
colour or age supplied: Pearson's, Greenwich.

PEDIGREE Bine. Persian kittens, from 10/6; exeep.
tionally woolly: Hunt, 279, St. Ann's Wellrd.. Not-
tingham. (1853)

SIAMESE kitten*, lovely blue eye*, part proceeds
for War Fund*; offer* considered: Mi** Pauline
Wheeler, The Rock* Kilkenny. (ISM)
JUST Out ! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat."
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2Jd., post free, from C*0l BIRDS, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boot* and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/e
girls 2/6; boys 2/6; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

J

Ferrets.

1,600 FERRETS, clean, healthy, quiet, 3/-, 3/6;
1913, 4/6; Pearson’s l'erret Farm, Greenwich.

GRAND, clean, healthy working ferrets, trained,
from 1/9: Breeder, 39, Kihgston-rd., Heckford Park,
Poole, Dorset. -11653)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/0;

excellent ones, ready to work, 8/6, younger 3/-; ten
days’ approval, cash or deposit; Wannop, Short-st.,
Carlisle. (1854)

CARE of the Dog," Nutshell No. 82, I* now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
Iittlo booklet of great u*e. It treat* on feeding,
housing, exercising, disease®, varietiei, medicine*,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2id., post free, from: “ Cage Birds"
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

|

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage. II-

:

dormice
2/- pair : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

1,000 MICE, all colours, from 6d. pair- rats ^ fro*
)/•; tame dormice, 2/- pair: Pearson’* Mouse' Farm
Greenwich.

( 1843)MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice," which give*
full information upon their care and management
and i3 invaluable as a reference: price 2id post
frf£. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
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Chemists, or post free, same price, from
LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, 0A1ST0N LANE, LONDON

K Pfl tl pi Dogs for Sale.ivcnnei Uogs foP Exchanee

HANDSOME R.P. collie dog, winner of 8 prizes;
exchange birds, poultry, offers: Badland, Huish,
Yeovil. (1855)
THOROUGHBRED Airedale bitch, demon guard,
companion; sacrifice 25/-; offers: Fraser, Painter,
New Pitsligo. (1849)
CHAMPION pedigree Pom. dog, 14 month* (wolf

sable), £2, worth £5: White, 83a, Mayford-rd., Bal-
ham, London. (1853)
LITTER of handsome Collie pups, dogs 7/6, bitches

5/-; approval; useful exchange entertained: 36, East-
st., Barking, Essex. (1551)
VALUABLE tricolour brood bitch, by champion
Bayard; also bitch puppy: Miss May Bebbington,
Haslington, near Crewe. (1855)
AIREDALE puppies for sale, dog and bitch, three
months old, well bred, cheap

; approval : Brown, 87,
Sherburn-terrace, Consett. (1852)
WANTED to purchase all kinds purebred dogs,

also litters of pure and crossbred pups for prompt
cash: Harris, High-st., Yiewsley. (1853)
GOLDEN fawn bull bitch, 19 months, had one

litter, 30/-, good guard and companion: Perrival,
Clarence -rd., Hinckley, Leicestershire. (1855)
SMART fox terriers, also Irish terriers, adults,
from 10/-; puppies, from 5/-; black Aberdeen dog,
lo/- Pearson’s Dog Farm, Greenwich. (1657,
HANDSOME

,

Yorkshire and Irish terrier bitch, 12
weeks old, sharp, nicely docked, bred for vermin,
5/6 : Chambers, Hempshill-lane, Bulweil. (1857)
TWO bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks, 7/6

each; bitch, 5/6; parents tackle anything: Jack-
son, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (1856)

BLACK Pomeranian bitch puppy (not a Toy), good
points, Toy bred each side, make splendid brood
or pet, cheap, 10/6: Miles’ Aviaries, Chiehcster.(1855)

PEDIGREE Airedale dog puppy, dam and sire cham-
pion strain, grand coat and type, 12/6 ; bitch similar,
10/-: Corbett, Midland Station, Wath-on-Dearne.(1852)
FOUR handsome pure Whippet puppies, from
champion parents, make demon rabbit co users;
dogs 6/-, bitch 5/-, worth double: Parr, Middie-'st.
Notts. • (1824)
PRETTY little whippet and terrier, 12 months,
catch rabbits, on own run, woTk .with ferrfets,

house trained, 6/-: Richards, 7, Stafford Avenue,
Bulweil. ’ (1856)
GRAND litter handsome Newfoundland-Retriever

puppies, two months, make grand guards and com-
panions

; dogs, 12/6 ; bitches, 6/6 : Stephens, West
Drayton. (1852)
GOOD pedigree bred smooth Fox Terrier female,
four months, perfect, even marked, 7/6; exchange
Canaries

;
particulars : Morris, 8, The Mall, Kensing-

ton, London. (1852)
GRAND litter St. Bernard-Collies, 2 months, mas-

sive limbs, make good guards, companions
; dogs

12/6, bitches 8 <6; exchange anything useful: Frank-
lin, Gould-rd., Feltham. (684)
SEALYHAM Terriers, four months, purest strain,
certain winners ; two rough Fox Terriers, 18 months
old, noted for badger, fox and otter: The Kennels,
Penygroes, North Wales. (1852)
WEST Highland terrier puppies, 5 months old,
and bitch, 14 -months, first-class, Bands strain, for
sale at moderate prices: Dr. Kerr, Bucks County
Asylum, Stone, Aylesbury.

TWO handsome Toy male Pomeranian puppies, one
blue, one chocolate, 25/- each; chocolate female,
20/-; three months; excellent pedigrees: Cannon,
Surbiton House, Deeping, Lines. (1852)
SMOOTH coated retriever dog, 3j years, retrieve

to gun, never better, on wild fowl, good guard and
companion, sell £3, honestly worth £5, or nearest
offer : Bond, Lampbey, Pembrokeshire. (1856)

NOTICE, almost any variety of dogs and puppies,
large and small, for show or companions, prices rea-
sonable

;
easy payments arranged; state wants; ap

proval: McKeand, Seabridge, Castlc-Douglas.
DOG collars,' best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4 ;

plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

; chains, 1/-; worm powders, Od. ; mange
cure, 7d. tin.; post free: Young Nctmakcr, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1703)
HIGHLY pedigree' bred tricolour collie dog puppy,

ton weeks old, immense coal, frill, brush, well-
carried cars and brush, white collar, clean, healthy,
lovely specimen, Isuro winner, 16/-: -approval;
printed pedigree on application: It. Marshall, Hag-
worthinghum House, Spilsby, Lincolnshire. (1855)

[natural h Istory]
IlIRPSTl FFIN'O, Illustrated, 1/-; Animal ditto, 1/-:

catalogue naturalists requisites, etc. ; artificial cvcj
free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Hartford. (1S54)

Pigeons.
CHAMPION fljing Homers; I have won over £409

in the last three seasons in races up to Rennesam greatly overstocked owing to such few losses’and must part with some splendid birds, so will
sell a lew pairs of my famous Grootcr and Jurion
strains, at £1, £2, and £3 pair, genuine bargaios,or will exchange winning Yorkshires or other ca^-e
birds, cages, or anything useful; no rubbish offered
.or wanted: Brown, 63, Wellington-rd., Bridlington

01847)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our Nutshc 11 " Booklets, Nos. 7 and Hwinch deal with these birds in a manner which will

J®.,
the fancier on the high road to success. No 7

1 lie Horning Pigeon"; No. 8, “The Fancy Pigeon,"

S?rlf
fre

?
2| ?- ea ' , ’ from “ Ca Ee Pirds," 154, Fleet-

Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
ENGLISH Belgian buck, eight months. 2/-

• ex-change. H. Barnatt, Electric Station, Sleaford.

STOwn rabbits, from 1/3 each; young from^&t/

«£*£»"• * *•*£*!&
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Farm, Greenwich.

*

rom 2 '' C each : Arson s Rabbit

for sale, bucks and does, blues andblacks, guaranteed to colour, prices 2/- to 2,state wants: all Dark Ronald and Perfection strains-Yates, W hinny Hill-rd., Clayton-lc-Moors, Lancashire!
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A up-to-date booklet, treating fullv onall subjects connected with profitable rabl.it keorwing meiuding Housing, Hutches, Feeding, BreedingMating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d„ from any of our Nutshellagents, or 2sd
, post free, from Cage Birds, 154 ,Fleet Street, E.C.

PET BABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
? e° r

>

ge Gardner. A complete and praetica*guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies

n
The i

,

nfo
,

rn
!
u!ion given in this handbook

s thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing. feeding exhibiting, etc., of these popular nets.Many illustrations of champion rabbits. pric*

fr°m "Cll£e Birds>” 1SL Fleet-

Sport.
SPORT; the Sure Shot Catapult, with quantity of

shot. If-, post Iree; endless fun and amusement*
/ latest wire puzzles, 9d., post free: Wickc Bros’
Norwich.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. “Fishing hi
River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interestm fishing should not miss this highly-inotructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunto, and how to
catch them

; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2Jd. post
free from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London. li.C.

Various.
FOR sale; splendid White Polish cock Bantam,

price 7/6: Apply C. M. A., Theddingworth, Rugby.
BEAUTIFUL tiny Marmozets, 15/-., 20 ; tiny

tame monkey, 25/-; baboon, tame, 35/-: Pear-
son’s Monkey Farm, Greenwich. (1S51)
MONKEY, small, lovely pet, cause roars or laugh

ter. clean in habits; price moderate, with collar and
chain: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (1865)
ALEXANDRE ET FILS harmonium, 13 stops, on

castors, splendid instrument, a bargain, £10. or
near offer: Blows, 1,(8, Uphallrd.. Ilford. (1852)
• FULL size Nottingham lace curtains, 2/-, 2 6, 3/-
pair; table centre and runner to match, I , 1 6,
2/-: Green, 4a, Whitman-rd., Mile Jlnd Road. •

» ' (1356)
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful
for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition. 1/3: two 2/3; 50(1 ammunition, 1 I: all post
free: Young. Nctmakcr, Crewkcrne, Somerset.

FUN FOR SIXPENCE
Ventriloquist's double throat, fits roof of mouth,
astonishes, mystifies, sing like a Nightingale, neigh
like a horse, and imitate all kinds of birds and
beasts, Od. each, 4 for 1/-: Ideal Novelty Co., Clevo
don. ' (1949)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Caul. 151. Fleet
Street, by J. G. Hauuund and Co., Ltd., Fleet
Lane, London, E.C.
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AT MAIDSTONE

YELLOW NORWICH CANARY: 1st prize and special ^ REDPOLL-GREENFINCH HYBRID: An interesting cross
prize best bird in show, for Mr. A. V. Lynn (Maidstone). ^ which secured a 1st prize for Mr. E, Jenner (Teston).

In corner « shown the entrance to the ancient “ Tithe Barn/’ wherein the show was held.

F, CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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SINGING CANARIES FOR WAR HOSPITALS:
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned.
6d.

MINIMUM, 18 words

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor of
the boila-iides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.
All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to tiie advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Full Rules see issue of Oct. 31.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal. by.

APPLIANCES
FOB sale, five Boiler cabinets, cages complete £l •

accept best olier: 10, Oldham-rd., Sumit, Boyton.
’

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British* and
loreign birds, Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
iton-by-Sea, Sussex.
BARGAIN ; new six-compartment breeding cage

loose fronts, 38in. by 31in.: \Y. Uretton, 88, Par-
liament-st., Nottingham. (1859)
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 13 each, six for 0;0: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
BEST quality planed Canary whitewood, for cage-
making, 8in. wide. Id. foot; sample. Id.: John
•Marsh, Church-st., Wcsthoughton. (1S03)
BARGAIN, 100 straight tinned wires 30in. long,

1-2 planed pine bars 3«in., drilled 9-10, 30ft. perching,
lot 1,0: Osborne, Dudlcy-rd., Wolverhampton. (1869)
A BARGAIN: two-domed Palace aviary, with swing
and free perches, etc., complete, 2ft. long, 2ft. high,
only used since July, 8/-: Holme, 26. Hillside-rd.,
Streatham Hill, S.W. ' (1866)1WO British show cages and ease, 4,6; two Norwich
ami case, 1 0; Nightingale show cage. 2/6; Linnet,
etc., 1/- each; Yorkshire show cage, 2<r: Bousfield,
Saddler, Briggate, Knaresbro. (1S6S)
BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges, Sin. 2/2, Din. 2/6, lOin 2/9, per 25ft.: Sin. 3/10,
Din

. 4/6, lOin. 5/-, jper 50ft.: 3-plv wood, 55 x 3S, ‘>1-

per sheet: Orford, 105, Cromwcll-rd.. Patricroft.
LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, litted
with loose bottoms, two -seed drawers, holes, etc.,
also Leeds pattern contest cages, 1;- each, 5/- half
dozen: Hardcastle, 51, Durham-st., West Hartlepool.

(1869)
NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear

.wire Crystal Palace shaped and other aviaries, in
the world: send for illustrated price list; established
<0 years: McKeand, Cage .Manufacturer, Castle-
Donglas.
BARGAIN, 80 straight cage wires, 3Cin. long, 12

planed pine wood bars, 36in., drilled Jin. apart, 6
perches, 6 enamelled drinkers, lot, 2/-: enamelled box
cages, 1 -. 1/0; bird nets. Oft. bv 5ft.. 2 -

: Harry
biiaw, 7, Popplar-terraee, Zqar-st.,' Wolverhampton.'

(1870)
CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border and

British, alt 14 each, six 7/0, dozen 14,-; drinkers
9d. dozen; cases for two 3/-, three 4/-, four 5 -

;

Palace aviaries, portable bird houses, fronts, fancy
cages and all utensils; illustrated trade list, stamp:
Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1806)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has neecFof practical hints

Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and. birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,’* post free 2jd.,
Horn C.\ge Birds, 154, FIeet-st„ London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,

be.st quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2
three 5,'-, six in special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1 - doz.

; Scotch Fancy show
cages, 3 - ; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties.
P/C : carrying eases for 2 cages, 3 6, 3 cages 4 /6.
4 cages 0:-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion; state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED’' PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked; 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 bv 12 31 d •

16 by 12. 4d. ; IS by 12, 4Jd.; 20 by 12, 5d.'; 24 b.v 14,
[

fkL: other sizes equally cheap
; seed boxes, ljd!

each; baths. Oil. am! id.; cages, etc.; trade supplied; !

satisfaction guaranteed: Runner and Sons, Cage-
j

makers, 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London

XXX ABSOLUTE ECONOMY. XXX
By u-ing my registered "Little Wonder” Husk-
Separator and Seed-Cleaning Machine, packed, 6/10
and 8/10, or particulars free. For Aviaries, Cages,
and all Requisites, see lit} MULTUM-IN-PARVO Free
Catalogue for everything best and cheapest. XXX.
Birdlime, strongest in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tins,
post free. One trial will test truth of this claim.
Thousands testimonials.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGE8 CHEAP
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
n all, Notts. (1834)

12 BY 12 OR lO CAGE FRONTS
3/- doz.; Hi by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4,0; 24 by 12, C ;

non-splash baths arid frames. 5/6 doz.; birdlime, 2d.
boxes, 1/4 doz.; 6d. 4/ doz. ;

seed boxes, l/C, 2/-

doz. ; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/-; wholesale price list post free:

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King st., Longtop. (1811)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only); Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, Sin. 2 4, 9in. 2/8, lOin.

3/-, 25ft. ;
8in. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, 10ln. 5/9, 50ft.;

cheaper quality, Bin. 3/8, Bin 4/-, loin. 4/8, 50ft.;

cage sets, 18in. by loin, by lOin 2/2, 36in. by
16in. by JOill. 4/3: oval perching, 1/3 50ft; stamp
for list all appliance*: Stanton, Boothfield, Win-
ton, Patricroft. (1816)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d., Jib. 1/-,

11b. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1826)

Flat Barred Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts, 12 x 12, 6d. each,
5/- doz.; 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6/- doz.; 18 x 12, 9d.

each, 8/- doz.; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10 0 doz.; any size

or shape made to order ; best quality punched bars,

48in. 1'- doz.; tinned cage wire1

, cut in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 7)bs. 2/-, 141bs. 3/6; solder 1/- lb.;

round or flat nosed bending pliers, 1/-; cage-maker’s
wire-cutters, 2/- ; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2in. 2/6,

2Jin. 2 9, Sin. 3/-, 4in. 3,0 doz.; tin baths, 0d., 9d.,

1/-, 10 each; tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6/- gross; zinc

drinkers, 1 doz., 9/- gross; wood for cage-making,
state wants, prices quoted; egg and bread mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; metal seed mills, 1/6; trade sup-
plied: illustrated catalogue free; Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Biackburn. (1828)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; won’t run in the sun; best
in tiie world ; have thousands testimonials ; for

proof, drop a postcard
;
3 tons sold every year

; Jib.

tin sample, 7d., Jib. J/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;
single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/0; established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles- at
prices consistent with highest quality; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of tills

fact, I send everything I sell on approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-
represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goods may be snnsbed up or destroyed
in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from
superfine lift, mesh netting, 3 } aryls long, 5) feet
deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair ;

ditto, 4 yards, 5/-

;

5 yards, 6/-: 0 yards, 7/-: 7 yards, -8/-: 8 yards, 9/-;

9 yards, 10/-; 19 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-
sist of two nets to the pair, each net- guaranteed of
above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.
Loose retting, specially knitted for bird catching,
name as us.ed in above nets, Jin. mesh, 7 feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.
yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, Jin. mesh, 10 feet
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net
traps, 24 b.v IS ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.
each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may be used inside them if desired;
-single trap cages, 6d.: double ditto, 1/-; treble ditto,
1/3 each; the above trap cages all have separate
compartment lor call bird in addition to traps
stated. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each

;

genuine Japanese bird lime-.absolutely strongest lime
made, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to
Rook size in every weather,- Jib. (id., Jlb.'lOd., lib.
1/0. sample 3d.: all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete; flirt pegs, Sd. each,
post tree; absolutely everything required bv catchers
always in stock; send stamp for complete list, which
also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his I

living with articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following lettW will show:— “.Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept 9 —
Sir,—Last season i caught 400 cock Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the season, and every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied by you. I have had other nets for 10 years,
but they are useless compared with yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than J

can in any other I have (and f have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are
the best that are made,* and not only best but
cheapest. 1 shall want another in about a week.—
Yours. J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), so lie certainly knows what lie is
talking about. - \Y. Gore.) The above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer .CIO to any-
one that can prove that this or any other testi-
monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited. '

(1828)

W. Gope,^Sr.Goocli-s{., Birmingham

BIRD CATCHE2S’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last
longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding
up, for 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9£t. by 4ft., eucli
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by Jit., 5/-; 15ft. by -1ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.
by 4lt., 8/-; 24 l’t. by 4ft.. 9/-; 36ft. by Oft., 18/-.

40 siz.-s; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,
bold anything any weather, box 4d., Jib. 6d., Jib.
10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird
Braces, Brace Pole’, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,
can be also worked with a line-.

Will take ono to a dozen at a time.
Folds up. No wood work; for small
or large birds. Tremendous sale
last .season. Price, large 3/6,

. smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
|J large illustrated book

;
stamp for

Ji postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkcrne, Somerset. (1829)

A 6-COMPARTMENT CAGE FOR 10/6
Nmi-compartment, 14/-; all loose fronts and slides;
no better made; illustrated catalogue of 124 size*
free : Pass, Hueknall, Notts. (1833)

CLUB SHOW CAGES
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club show
cages, all 2/- each; Border, Belgian, Bow-crest, Lan-
cashire, and Lizard Club show cages, all 2/6 each

;

British bird show cages, fiat or bow fronts, strictly
dub patterns, 2/3, 2/0, 2/9, 3 - each; show cages, to
surt any particular specimen

; state what variety of
bird you have, and we will quote you for a perfect
show cage; catalogue free; trade' supplied; show
cases and baskets lor carrying show cages; enamel,
dub colours, 1/3 tin, post free; nickel sprayer, with
rubber, pipe, and ball, 2. -, post free: Walsh, Premier
Cagemaker, Blackburn. (1871)

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest
manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;
special illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer. Warren-st., Longton, '.Stall’s.

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same lor Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch
N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-
out you have a proper Show Cage, so send to one
who knows what is required, having .shown and
visited more shows than any other Cage Maker in
the Fancy. We have won 3,009 prizes with all

varieties this' last 20 years, deluding the N.P.C.
Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal
Palace Show no less than 6 lsts were secured in 8
Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show-
Cages. Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-
anteed perfect. Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Egg
Tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-. The
proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/r,
three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern
Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green;
Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Twites. Mules, in all

difierent shades and sizes to suit each species, 2/.

each, three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for
Thrushes, Blackbirds,

1

Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

price i I- eacli, beauties. Note, every Cage made by
practical workmen, not chucked together, CASES,

|

CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire. British, or
Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.
Send for catalogue. Established 50 yea’rs.—SANDI-
FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London.

Tam’s Improved Punch-bar Cage Fronts, 12 by 12,

5d. each, 4/6 dozen; 15 by 12, 6d. each, 5/6 dozen;
18 by 12, 8d. each, 7/- dozen; 24 by 12, lOd. each, 9/-

dozem Fanciers should try my special Square
Wire Bath, enamelled, so wilt not rust,
fitted with latest Non-Splash Earthen-
ware Bath: these baths are very useful
for young birds; 4in. square, 8d.

;
4Jin.

square, 10d.; Sin. square, 1/-; (Sin.

square, 1/3.

TAM’S LATEST PROBAT PUMP SPRAYER.
works a treat. Probat Pump, 1/9; Nickel Sprayer.
9d. Probat Pump Nickel Sprayer, complete, post
paid, 2,6. Bird Sprayer, Pipe and Ball, 2/-, post
paid.
Show Cages, best finish. Norwich and Yorkshires,

2/- each, 6 for 10/-. British, 2/6, 2/9. See price list

for sizes. Zinc Drinkers, 1/- doz., covered tops 1/6

doz. Seed Boxes, 2/- doz. Cage Wire, 71bs. 2/-.

Punched liars, 1/- doz. See price list for Breeding
Cages. Roller Box- and Shutter Cages, all cage
fittings. Trade supplied.—ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs. (1826)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

The KOZY CARRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

MEALWORMS English, giants, fid. hundred-
carriage paid : \ criium, 298. Lillic-rd., Fulham. (1870)J-OK sale, splendid bird colouring, as used for Xor-
WK-h birds, price.

a

II). ; apply: C.M.A., Thcdding-
worth, Rugby.
KETLOCK seed, extra good and clean, 1,6 stonehag* tree; spring net traps, ]/-, posted: Nash
Kirk by, Sleaford.

1 ’

SCOTCH privet berries, great size and -ripe, bun*
boxes 1/- carriage paid; John Wilson, High-st.,
J

1

1 t* ii chic, horfarahire. 0368)
.SHhPH RRD’S JM K8E, 7 IBs., grand stuff, thor-
oughly cleaned

; offers lor lot, or pound: J. 1’irie,
Burndale, Bankhead, Aberdeen. (1860)GIANT privet herrie*, Bullfinches’ grand natural
lood, 110 large ripe hunches, 9d. post free: Mrs.
Teat, Ancastcr Heath, Grantham. (1825)MAGGOTS for birds, (id., I - tins, post paid; ants’
eggs, 1/9; dried Hies, 2/-; yoke of egg, 2/6 lb.: cuttle.
Iisfi, lOd. III.

; Tam’s special tit-bit for Linnets, Jib.
. 1.4, post paid: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,4 jd., lib

Eongton. (1870)
BRITISH birds kept in health; privet berries, 100

large bunches, 7d.; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. box;
teazle heads, 1/6 100) teazle seed. 7d. quart, 2/0
peck, all carriage paid: T. Young, Netmakcr, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1775)
MEALWORMS, fid. 100 , 500 2/-, 1,000 3.0; live white

gentles, 1,000 fid.. 2/6 lb.; ants’ eggs, dried flies,
and yolk of egg, 2/0 lb., 31bs»7/-; insectivorous food,
1/0 lb.; egg bread. 1,0 lb.; carrot meal, lOd. Jb.

;

crissel, 4d. lb.; special biscuit meal for Canaries,
Lark, and Thrush food, (id. lb.; cuttlefish bone, 1/-
1b.

;
pea meal, bean meal, rice meal, biscuit meaE

and kibbled groats, all 2Jd. lb., 51bs. 1/-.; mixed wild
seed, teazle, charlock,, plantain and wiki seed all Cd.
quart, 1/9 gallon; condition seed, (Id. lb.; maw seed.
7d. lb. : illustrated catalogue free; Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1871)

" M G.VV.” CAGE BIRD SAND8
Rare quality, cwt. 3,0, half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Mcnzies Grit Works, bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order; Poult-y Grit
Co., Grimsby. (1180)

NOTED COLOUR FOOD
Sold already, 8 tons, to all leading exhibitors in tho
world. For testimonials, drop a postcard. Prices:
Royal lied Colour Feed, 2/- lb., 21bs. 3/6, 511)*. 7/0,

141hs. 17/-; Hot Natal, 2/- lb.; 2)bs. 3/8, 5lbs. 8/3.
Established 50 years. All carriage paid: Sandiford,
Colour Food King, Preston, Lancs.

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
1

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at Iralf prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
etiased: W. aud U. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

MEDICINES.
|

KELSO'S Broneholia positively never fails to cure
Asthma, Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness,
Loss of Yoice and all Bronchial and Lung Afl'ec-
tiou in cage birds; bottles 7d. and 1 1 post free:
Kelso andu Co.. 49, Western Bill, Durham. (1844)
MAGNET bird medicines, the. most safe and reliable
medicines for cage birds ever offered ; 20 years’ re-
putation : Magnet Moulting Mixture ensures a quirk
and perfect moult; Magnet Tonic Drops for soft
moult, going -tight, and general weakness; Magnet
Asthma Cure for colds and all affection of tiie throat
and lungs: Magnet Inflammation Cure, all one price,
7d. per bottle. 4 bottles, 2/., post free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1871}

|
FOODS?]

WANTED mealworms; state price; Palmer, 352,
Fpper-st., Islington, London.
LARGE English mealworms, 500 2/3, post paid:
North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford, (1809)

FOR COLDS <& BRONCHITIS
Ditehfield's medicines are perfectly safe, and can

bo fully relied upon
;
they are used by most leading

fanciers, and are supplied to the London Zoo; we
guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Mr. Irvou Gervais, Man In -

ter, writes: “I have found yoiir Tonic Drops ami
Lung Tonic really excellent.” Mr. Harold Blacky t,

Eastbourne: “J consider your Tonic Drops most ex-
cellent, and no one keeping birds should be without!
a bottle b.v them.” Mr. C. .Garland. Plymouth: “I
find your Tonic Drops I lie best medicine I have ever
triod for inflammation of the bowels and going light-.”

Mr. \Y. Kiesel, London: “Your Special Lung Tonic is

excellent.” Mrs. C. Perris, Penycraig :
”1 have xnvi il

a good many Finches through having your Tonic
Drops at hand." Mr. G. R. Death, Towcestir:
"Send Tonic Drops and Revive: they have-

given great satisfaction.” Ditehfield’s Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure lor soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of tiie bowels, 7d., 1 I and 2 - bottles;
Ditehfield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable mediejim
for chest, and lung affections in cage birds,, 7d., I t

and bottles; Ditehfield's Famous RCvivo. for
constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonio
for birds’ after moulting, 7d., 1 1 and 2 - bottles;
special olfor: we will send two 7d. bottles of any
of tho above medicines for I/-, three for l 0, or
two 11 bottles for 1/9. three for 2/0; tin 1 i

bottles are treble tiie 7d. size: all medicines post
free per return; also four valuable food recipes,

bow to feed the. «Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrn-li ami
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines: Frank Ditfihlh Id, Mini
SucciaUit, Oldham, (is;::)
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aCAGE-BIRDS” GIFT
TO ITS READERS.
To keep tho
readers the

£1
for

5/-

Post
Free.

banner of business flying amid the storms of war. •' Cage
rare opportunity this week of possessing, practically as

Publishers in the past have
MODI. I, N LNGI.l

done much to make tho average
person loathe and dstest the sight
of a dictionary, but the volume
under notice is an excellent ex-
ample of what a good dictionary
should be. The editors and con-
tributors bear names illustrious in
literature and education. ... it
is handy in size, the type is large
and legible, and the contents are
reliable and trustworthy.”—Till,

Clarion

Birds ” gives its

a gift, tho C'i

II DICTIONARY,
the latest and ripest product of
modern scholarship. At all book-
tellers this identical hook bound
sumptuously in leather—cannot be
had for less than Cl net. Special
arrangements have been made for a
certain limited quantity of these books
to be distributed to "Cage Bird#”
readers for a sum of 5s. each, includ-
ing postage. Tlie distribution of this
essential, this lovely book, as Mrs.
Philip Snowden calls it, is not a sale,
but really a g.resent to readers of
"Cage Birds.” Wartime gifts

they are in fact. In these times of deep andsolemn patriotism every man is proud of our
national language and literature, that golden bond of sweet! English speech which makes tho
Empire one. I his beautiful book is a worthy rn eniorial and treasury of that language. It
contains the latest words. It is indispensable to every man and woman.

BOUND IN GENUINE LIMP LEATHER. 1914 EDITION. SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED.

A GUARANTEE from
The Editor of Cage Birds.”

The Editor of “ Cage Birds ” positively
reader who finds after receiving the Modern
Satisfactory and as represented; such money vv

SIR WILLIAM RAMSAY, K.C.B., D Sc.,

etc., world-famed scholar and scientist,
writes: "The handsome Dictionary. I have
tested it in several ways and found it exact.
I hope it may have the success it deserves.”

CUT OUT or COPY
THIS FORM

and POST TO-DAY

Greatly Reduced Illustration.

The

Book
pages.

A WEALTH OF SCHOLARS
Soma of the Editorial Contributors to

this Dictionary are:
PROFESSOR Sir: ARTHUR. QUILLER-

OOUCH (“ Q,” the famous novelist)
PROFESSOR GEORGE SAIXTSBURY M.A.,

LL.D., D.Litt.
PROFESSOR HENRY CECIL KENNEDY

WILD, B.Litt., Oxon.
LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR ROBERT BADEX-

POWELL, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.G S.
SIR .TAMES YOXAI.L, ALA. M p
PROFESSOR I. GOLLANCZ. ’ M.A., Litt.D

F.1S.A.

PROFESSOR WALTER RIPPMAXX, M.AFRANK W. DYSON, F.R.S., LL.D.,' the
Astronomer Koval.

PROFESSOR FOSTER WATSOX M V
D.Litt. ’ ’

HENRI It. TEDDER. F.S.A., Secretary and
Librarian of the Athenaeum.

guarantees to refund the amount paid by any
English Dictionary, that it is not entirely
ill be returned at once and in full.

SOME OF THE
CONTENTS

Here is a partial list of the Contents:—*

Aeroplanes,- Standard Types (IIlus.),

Battles of the World and Results.

Birds, Rare, Brilliant Plumage (Ilius.),

Blood Circulation (Ulus.).

Boats of Various Climes (IIlus.).

British Army.

Cattle—Standard Types (IIlus.).

Diamonds and Famous Stones (IIlus.),

Dogs, Leading Breeds (IIlus.).

Game Birds of Canada (IIlus.).

Golf Terms Glossary.

To Dictionary Department.
“ Cage Birds,’’

154, Fleet Street.
London, E.C.

I desire to have my name put on the list of
" Cage Birds ” applicants for the it
Presentation Copies of the Modern English
Dictionary, and enclose cheque (or postal
order) for five shillings in full payment, in-

cluding postage.

Name
(Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address

Note.—The • Editor of “ Cage Birds ”

guarantees to return at once and in full the
sum of 5s. to any applicant who, after re-

ceiving tlie Dictionary, is not completely
satisfied with it.

CONTAINS EVERYTHING YOU OUGHT TO KNOW.

|
BRITISH BIRDS~]

[ Hardbills.
j

WANTED, British: Pearson, Greenwich. (1871)LARGE Welsh cock Coldiinch, l/:i, three 8/-:
Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1849)
NORWICH show, 1914, 4th prize Greenfinch, hottest

coloured specimen living, 12/6: Cooper, Judge, Nor-
-WIch - ~ (1860)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, six 1 9, dozen 3

liens l/- dozen: Horace Coote, 96, Nortli-st. Luton,
Beds. (1870)
SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6: hens, 1/-; cage:!
month: send nearest station: Green, Baxter-row,
'B ereham.

( 18(55 )
1.1 1.LUNCHES Bullfinches ; cocks at 1/6, 2/-; Gold-

liiK-li cocks, 2/-
; hens, <9cl. each : Alcoek, 52, Pearce-

iu., Ipswich. (1867)LARGE selected Forfarshire Linnets, proper type
ami quality, 1/6 each: .Tames Greig, inn., 37, Stirling-
et., Dundee. "

( 1864 )SELECTED cock Goldfinch and cock Bullfinch, 2 -

each; approval, deposit: George Potter, 29, Graselev
Mood. Salop.

(1801 )THREE genuine Worcestershire Goldfinches, caged
nix weeks, well on seed, 1/3 each: Mason, 42, Knight

-

st., Worcester.
( 1803 )LEEDS Linnet and Canary Club have few choice

Linnets for -sale: Lorriman, Plasterers’ Arms Skin-
ner-lane, Leeds. (1885)PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with cage and
fitting, very amusing, 3./- each, two 5/- : Ross, Aviar-
ies, Forres, X.B. (1806)BRITISH Bullfinch hen, grand colour, perfect, dean
cut cap. bars, make winner or muter, 2 -

: Laidlaw
Painter, Langholm. (186S)W ILL exchange cook Goldie and two rich-coloured
exhibition cock Bullies for 1914 Crested lien : II.
I’innell, Warminster. (1803)GRAND cock Hawfinches, 7/6 each ; liens, 2 6; ex-
change cock Canaries, tamo hen Bullies, fid. : Jupp,
Stone-st., Maidstone. (1861)MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches 5/- ewt
2,9 half-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4, South-
gate, Sleaford, Lines. (1862)
LAR1CS, Perkins, Aviary, Chatteris, can supply any

quantity reck- Larks, 2.6 doz., warranted: don’t for-
get, oldest firm living. (I860)

- NORM ICH show 1914 , 1st prize, monster Ortolan
Bunting coek, champion for Bunting classes, 10/-

:

Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1887)
COCK Linnets, warranted, btsl selected Norwich

*>f«’, 3 - doz.: Edmonds and Edmonds, Wholesale
Naturalists, Eastbourne. (I860)
NORWICH show,’ 1914, 2nd prize Chaffinch, superb

colour, size, wing whites, champion own c!a-s 15 -•

Cooper. Judge, Norwich. (I860)GRAND cock Bullfinches, 2/3, hens EG- large
selected cook Linnets,- 1/0 each: Robert Irvine
24. Perth-st., Blairgowrie.

( 1869 )GOLDFINCH, vhc Hanley; Linnet, 4th Hanley: 15'-
eaci! ; show cage included; win small’ shows : F
Fains. Churcli-st., Longton. ( 1870 )

r. \ il 1 RITOR : I have in show condition Linnet,
LoWhnch Bullfinch, Chaffinch; price low: EnochTams. thuroh-st., Longton.' ri87fi>
COCK Bullies, 1/9, 2/-; hens, 1/- ; cock Goldies, ->/-,

*‘W. specimens supplied; satisfaction gnnsau-
Rl'ip, Last Derejiam.

( 1 ^. 4 )

PAIR tame Redpolls, real beauties, 1/-; Mealy Red-
poll, champion, 1/-; grand cock Chaffinch, 1/-: 'Betts,
asworks, Loddon, Norwich. (1S07)CAlCHhRS; Wanted, any quantity warranted,

sound, healthy, cock Linnets, deposit: Girven S3
Selbourne-st., South Shields. (is5S)
BRITISH Bullfinch, cock, grand colour, perfect,

clean cut cap and bars, will win anywhere, 5
Laidlaw, Painter, Langholm. (1868)IV\0 champion Hawfinches, grand colour, splendid
bibs, 12/6 and 15/- each ; bargains; John Hihbett,
junr., 19, Meiton-rd., Oakham. (U«l)

BIRD has a few good coloured Goldies and
Bullies 3/- each, in perfect health and condition : 69
Dean-lane, Bedminster, Bristol.. (1S69)
SELECTED large hot-coloured Forfarshire Linnets,
not small birds, price 5/-, 6/-. 7/6; approval: Jamie-
son, 44, St. Mary-st:, Arbroath. (1806)
LARGE, clean moulted cock Goldfinch. Cheveral,
price 10'-: pair Bullfinches, 2/6; lovely Hawk 2 «

-

S- Burch, Decorator. Woodbridge. ‘

(1863)CAGE-MOULTED Linnets, 1913. 5/- each; Gold-
finches, 1914, and new cages, 5/-: Walker, Boot-
maker, Bingfield-st., King’s Cros?. (186°)NORWICH show, 1914, 1st prize Bramhlefinch, ex-
quisite colouring, spangling, ediecn, £1; win cost
immediately: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (i860)
UNBEATABLE champion Bramblefinch cocks, hot

red-fed, superb lacings, size, feathered like satin

;

5/6, 7 6, 10/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1834)
ENGLISH Goldfinches, cocks as big as Russians,

6 each : hens, 1 - each, 3 for 2/-
; oil approval

:

vv. Gardner. 07, St.' Stephens-rd., Preston. (1829)
HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher; Muler or

fierce singer ; bargain, 3/6; full week's approval:
Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (187(1)
BARGAIN; hand-reared German hen Bullfinch,
piping two tunes, imported direct, July; stamp
reply: Ashworth. 28, Burnley-rd:, Padiham. (I 860 )WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches,*
lrom catchers: Day, 50, Oakland Park-avenue, High
rt<;, Ilford. State lowest price; letters only. (1867)GOOD house-moulted cock Linnet and nice lien Can-
ary, 5 - pair; also house-moulted cock Bullfinch, rare
piper, 5/-: Taylor, 33, Prospect-ter., Aberdeen. (I860)
OI ARANTEE1) cocks; Goldfinches', 2/-; selected,

2/6; Irish Linnets, ]/-, three 2/6; Bullfinches 1/6, 21-
hens, 1/-: Charles M’Cann, 15, Nortli-st., Lurgan.
GOLDFINCHES, Hampshire Down caught, well on
seed .and steady ; pairs, 3/-, 4.1-

;

single birds 1 ,-.
i/6, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-; II. Munt, 19, Sussex-ot., Winchester

TDV- . ,
. . .

(1803)

...
,

our special ringing mixture, drives Linnets and
cinches mad on song, 1/- large package, carriage
Paul: Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Prineess-st., Manches-
ter.

(1868)FEW tip-top Welsh Goldies -and Bullfinches, fit for
Keenest competition, 7/6, 10/- each

; approval cash

:

Roberta, Saracen’s Head Hotel, Ccrrigvdruidion,
Corwen. - (1.863)
T WICE house-moulted cock Goldfinch, fit to win.

10/-; 1014 nocks,, deep square blaze, massive Welsh
birds, 2 3 6: Richard Henry, Lhinrhaiadryn-
nioelinant. (1;62)
CHAMPION cci k Siskin. 15/-: T was 2nd big class

Leicester, heating Liverpool and Manchester cracks, I

under Specialist judge: t'aunt, Dagmar-grove. Bees- I

ton, Notts.
( 1863 )

i

LOVELY rose red-breasted cock Linnets, 3/6 doz., !

six 2 -: pome real toppers, I - each; cniv honest
dealing done by me: Bert Coote', 16, Windmill-st., I

Luton, Beds. - (1866)

SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, first consignment, real
giants, the very best for Hybrid breeding ; cocks
or hens, 3/6, 4/6; /selected birds, 5 6: Day, 77, Por-
ter-st., Hull. (1867)
NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for ehow or song; prices low, easy pay-
ments arranged; approval: McKeand, Seabright,
Castle-Douglas. (1781)
NORTH-COUNTRY Linnets; special picked cocks
out of catch, properly on seed and water, 3 for 2/-;

10 days’ approval, cash or deposit: Ashton, 5, Mafek-
ing-.st., Gateshead. (1861)
BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, cocks, 1/6; selected
birds, 2/- and 2/6 : magnificent large hens. 1/- each;
selected, 1./6: Chigg Smith, 243, Belgrave Gate
Aviaries, Leicester. (1867)
BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/6: selected, 2/-, 2/6; hen#,

1/-
;
selected, 1/6 ;

all birds well on seed before sent
out: numerous testimonials: Oliver Barson, 10,

Thomas-st., Leicester. (1867)
PKARTREE cock Goldfinches, over 50, in outside
aviary (inspection invited), all on grand song, 2/0,
3/-, 3/6 each; cash or deposit; Fred Allen, 156,
I’orter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1870)
FOUR cock Goldfinches, 2 H.M. cock Chaffinches,
hen Bullfinch, H.M., 6 hen Goldfinches ; exchange 12
bore double breechloader; offers, approval: Jones, 10,

Twyncynehordy, Brynmawr. (1865)
BULLFINCH, 1st Oxford, etc., 21/-; Chaffinch, win-

ner. 8/6; Goldfinch, 10/6; another, 8/6; all cocks,
with their show cage#; approval

;
see Various Birds:

Groom, Longnor, Shrewsbury. (1867)

BRAMBLEFINCH, li.in., good, 7/0, including show
cage: four ccck Goldfinch Males, two variegated,
singing 7/6 4/6; three Sib. Canaries cheap: Scrgt.
Forster Cockerton, Darlington. (1866)
EXHIBITORS! Extra good Welsh cock Goldfinch,
3/6; splendid cock Bramblefinch, perfect specimen,
2/6; large dark cock Lintfet, 1/6: Note address,
Vernum, £98, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1870)

EXCEPTIONAL pair Bullfinches, out of aviary, 5’-;

also Peartree Goldfinch, S/6; two muling Linnets,
1 /- each; wanted gramophone; exchange: Fenwick,
54, Alfred-st. South, Nottingham. (1861)
HAND-REARED ccck Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/-;
hens, 9d.: Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaf-
finches, Tree Sparrows, 1,- pair; list free: Miss
Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1866)
REDBREASTED cock Linnets, selected from
hundreds* for songsters or tlie show bench; call-

cage and bird. 1 /-, 1/3. 1 6 each : Haywood, 3,

Neville-grove, Meadows, Nottingham. (1835)

CATCHERS: Wanted full coloured Goldies and Sis-

kins, top price paid for really good birds for ex-
port, straightforward dealings only, prompt pay-
ment: Bird, 69, Dean-lane, Bedminster, Bristol.

(I860)

FOR disposal two hand-reared coek Bullfinches, one
fit for the show bench, am: ten cock Linnets, fine

size and steady, been caged three months, 14/- the
lot; or offers: Stewart, 21. Walkergatc, Bcrwick-on-
Tweed. (ISOS)

LINNETS, red-breasted Cambridge cccks, war-
ranted, 2 6 doz.: picked birds, 3.- doz.: cock Gold-
finches, 13 each, six 7 dozen mixed aviary birds,

including cock Goldfinch, 2/6 : Rendlc, 21, Bridge-st.,

Homerton. (1S70)

FULL coloured cock Goldfinches. 2 6: two. can
win. 5/- each: 'cock Goldfinch-Greenfinch Hybrid
(full song), winners two firsts, 20.-; exchange two
good Norwich cocks; Witton, 204, Magdalcn-st.,
Colchester. (is52)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2 '6 dozen; cock
G reenfinches, 1/- dozen; cock Chaffinches, 3/- dozen;
cage-moulted cock Linnets, 2/6 each : cock Larks,

dozen: Hobden, Ivy Cottage, Winehelsea-rd.,
Eastbourne. (1869>

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft. by
44ft. 5 '-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction

guaranteed; .list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crewkerne, Somerset, (1738)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen; Yellow-
hammers, 2 6 dozen; Greenfinches, 1'- dozen;
Aviary birds, Is. dozen ; G mixed pairs 1 /0 ;

picked
cocks, 1/- each; exchange: Gotobed Feint, The
Pitts. Isleham, Cambs. (1S70)

EXHIBITORS; Greenfinch, colour-fed, winner last

year at Forfar, Brechin, and Arbroath, 10/-
; y oung

cock Redpoll-Siskin hybrid, 7/6; good pencilled aviary-

moulted cock Linnet. 2/0 ;
bargains: James Fyfe,

137, East High-st., Forfar. (1867)

NOTICE, dea’lers and fanciers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/6
dozen, 16 half doz.en ; approval; not satisfied,

money returned; trade supplied: Dickson, Upper
Union-st., Dunstable, Beds. (1870)

LINNETS. Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
—1 have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting

;

postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-sfc.. Nottingham. (lS37i

BULLFINCHES! Bullfinches! Bullfinches want
understanding, and the "Nutshell”# booklet, "The
Bullfinch,” price 2/d. post free, will tell you how-

to keep yours in the pink of condition.—Write, The
Publisher, Cac.h Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

TO exhibitors! Linnet, giant, perfect in colour,

markings and shape. 2/6; Lesser Redpoll, gem, 2/-;

cock Bullfinch, giant, splendid colour. £.6; Twite,
gem, I S; Goldfinch, beautiful blaze, 4/6; approval
with pleasure: Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st. Aviaries.

Hull. (1S70)

WRYNECK. 10/-; Bullfinch, 2/6; one larger, fine

Bully, with crest like Cardinal, 6/-; Greenfinch, 1/6;

Chaffinch, 2/6; Young cock Rollers, in song. 5/-;

pure bred Roehi strain, all cocks, cage moulted, in

perfect feather: Burrows, 20, Payfon-st., Stratford-

on-Avon. (1859)

GOOD large singing cock Linnet, learnt under m.v

undefeated champion, will sing anywhere, only 2. 6;
also a few witli extra loud voices, suit catchers, li-
16 each; cages, Gd. and 1 - : approval willingly, cash
or deposit: Fred Allen, Linnet Champion, 156.

Porter-st., Hull. (1870)
EXHIBITORS: Mr. Bird lias few grand Bullfinches

selected from hundreds, 5/- each, sure winners any-
where; supplied- all tlie cracks for years, including
Mr. Sovell, Palace winner. Western King; also a
couple of lovely hens, 2/6 each; 69, Dean-lane, Betl-
iniuster, Bristol. (1869)
LOOK! Look’ book’ Linnets. Linnets. Linnets. I

have tlie finest stock of Linnets in tlie South, war-
ranted cocks, well, on seed, 3/- dozen : handsome cock
Goldfinches, 1 6. 2.- each: dealers supplied ; all kinds
of British always in stock: Chris*. Hatton, 31, Rich-
mond-sfc., Brighton. (1867)
COCK Goldfinches. 2/-, three for 5/-: hen*. 1 three

for 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; liens, 1/-; ccck Linnets,
9. 1., three for 2/-; cock Twites, 1/-: Redpolls. Oil.:

Greenfinches, Gd.; Scotch Thorn Linnets, 2/; Scotch
Redpoll?, 1/-; cock Woodlarks, 2/6 : ccck Skylarks.
1/- ; Barbary Doves, 2/6 pair; mixed aviary birds.

<;/. dozen; approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn, (1855)
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GOLDFINCHES, grand lot cocks, 1/tl, 2/-; elected
one, «tormtr for si/e, »'>/•

; hens, fid.
;

Bullfinches,

cocks, ]/-, 1/6; one lit to show, 2/4i; ben*, (id., 9(1.;

Uunets in son/, 1/-: Redpolls, 6d., three 1/-; Grccn-
ituches, (id.; Chaffinches, (id.; Enoch Tams, Church-
*t., Longtop, stairs. (1826)

HOW to save birds when going light, How to get

the Linnet fierce, How to make your own hark
food, etc., our hook Old., post tree

;
Linnets, real

beauties, for show or song, 1/- each, three 2/(1; sat-

isfaction guaranteed ; l’owmtll and Uaigh, Lower-
liouses, Huddersfield. (1800)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; Larks, Larks, Larks.
Warranted cock Linnets, 3/- doz on, live dozen 12/0;

lien Linnets, 1/d dozen
;
warranted cock Larks, 8/-

dozen ; warranted rock Greenfinches, 1/0 dozen ;

hand.some lot in stock; postcard before birds; John
Boxall, 8, Lavender st., brighten. (1807)

HIKDCATCHEH8, splendid invention; no brace bird
required ; stuffed safety decoy; moves on flirt-stick

on balanced spring; most perfect decoy advertised;
Linnet*, 2/0; Goldfinches, 3/-; bird and fittings

complete; plenty in stock; other Finches to order:
Hipporson, Wavoney Wharf, lleceles. (1840)
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, lled-brcasted Lincoln-

shire cock Linnets, well on seed, best in England,
three 13, six 2/3, dozen 4/-, three dozen 11/3; fl»e

doz, 17/0 ; hen Linnets, 1/3 doz., 0 doz. (i/-; cock
Greenfinches, 1/0, six lOd. ; thousands testimonials:
Charlie Cuhley, Gednev, Holheach, Lincolnshire.
U1RDOATCH EK8’ nets, Uft. 3/-,. 12ft. -»/-, 18ft. 8/-,

24ft. 7/-, all 0ft., deep, poles, irons, pull lino, pegs,
dozen braces and flint peg sent with every sot; befit

bird lime, i-11). (id., ;-lb. Oil., lib. 1/3, post free;
loose netting, fine ; mesh, 8ft. deep 3d. yard, post
free; send stamp for list and sample of netting;
Ross, Vet Makers, Fores, N.IJ. (.1806)

LARUE cock Hawllncb, good bil>, rich colour, epl»u-
did marking*, 12/0; another good Hawfinch, 10/0;
two cage-moulted Mealy/, 4/0 each; show specimens,
rich coloured; cock Bulllinchcs, 2/0; cage-moulted
cock Goldfinch, 5/-; P.O. must accompany all orders;
private address: Mrs. Kemp, 34, Tovey-place,
Kentish Town, London, N.W.* (1803)
GRAND treble trap cages, all soldered tops, for

catching birds, not to scare them; .single 8d., double
1/3, treble 2, •

; Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Yel-
low hammers, Reed Buntings, Redpolls, specials 1/-,

3 for 2/- ; 5 grand Bramblefinclics, 2/- each
; 3

extra Goldfinches, toppers, 8/- each, cash or deposit:
G. Ashton, 5, MafeLing-st., Gateshead. (1801)
I’BK whole of my stock of exhibition British birds

for sale comprising winners at Liverpool, Manches-
ter, and Leicester; Hawfinch, Bramblefinclics, Gold-
linchcs, Greenfinches, Siskins, Yellowliammer, etc., a
most consistent team of high-class young birds can
be seen any time or will send full particulars; ap-
proval, deposit: W. Fairlmrst, 17, Linwood-grove,
Longfiight, Manchester. (1809)
C. moil offers, at very reasonable prices, choice
liousemo llted Goldfinch, Siskin, Greenfinch, Linnet,
( 'in, Minch, and Lesser Redpoll, for immediate ex-
hibition at local and members’ shows; also selected
Held moulted seedeaters as they come to hand; a
few' grand Goldfinches, Linnets and Relpolls now
ready; state wants, enclosing stamp : Hill Farm,
linpley., Hants. (1843)
NOTICE, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6? red-

breasted, Linnets. Redpolls, Chaffinches, YUllowham-
mors, Skylarks, (Id. each, three for 1.3; Greenfinches,
lid.; blackbirds. Thrushes, Bramblefinclics, 1.-, 1/6;
all above cocks, hens half-price. Note: Birds full
•song; show, extra selected, fid. extra; out catching
every day, 1 have large quantity to select from: ap-
proval, deposit : Gould, birdeatclier," Holdford-rd.,
Witton, Birmingham. . (1871)
WINNERS for sale, with show cages, ready for im-

mediate exhibition; dark Linnet Mule, 80/-; Gold-
finch-Greenfinch Hybrid, 20/-; light Goldfinch Mule,
20/-; Linnet. 30/-; BramblotincU, 30/-; Yellowham-
mcr, 30/-; Siskin, 30/-; Twite, 30/-; Redpoll, 12/6;
Greenfinch, 20/-; hen bramble, 12/6; hen Greenfinch,
12/6; hen bullfinch, 12/-; Indian Shama, 70/-; pair
Saffron Finches, 17/C! will soon win back cost; ap-
proval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1871)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets ! 1 !—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormer*. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
etormeis. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution

; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Oct that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.
No. 2, price 2)d. post free from “Cage Birds," 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

EXHIBITION cock Goldfinch, with show cage, 5/6;
also one of the, largest British cock Bullfinches ever
seen,' with splendid cap, wing bars, blood-red breast,
can win anywhere, 5,6; and a monster well pencilled
Norwich type cock Linnet, a topper, 3/6; a few
steady cock Linnets, on full song, ]/- each, with
new cage 2/-; cock Goldfinch, 1/6, 2 - each; cock
Bullfinches, 2/-,” liens 1/- each: approval, cash or de-
posit; Day, 77, l’ortcr-st-:, Hull. (1867)
EXHIBITION specimens; .field-moulted Bullfinches;

1 won 3rd Leicester with one: cocks, 8/6 and 5/-;

hens, ami 3/• ; hen Siskin, good colour and lacing,
2/-; Greenfinch-Redpoll cock hybrid, lovely colour
and size, 15/-: Linnet-Bullic, big winner, £2;. Corn
Bunting cock, 2ml Palace 1914, now in perfect show
condition., £3; first-class Goldie, fit for anywhere,
*qual to 1st Leicester, .62; two Brambles, both win-
ders, 10/- and 15/- ; two Twites, one a winner, 10/-

c'ach
;

h.m. cock Snow Bunting, nearly all white,
7/6; Reed Bunting, perfect markings, 7/6; all the
above guaranteed perfect in health and feather;
money returned if not exact to description: Hayter,
Queen’s-rd., Beeston, Notts. (1864)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cocks; Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,
2,-, dozen 12,'-; Larks, Linnets, 6d., 1/-, dozen 4/-;
Greenfinches, Redpolls, (id., dozen 2/6; Mules,
Canaries, 5/6. 7/6, dozen 60/-;.young Canaries, 2/-,
dozen Is -; bird-lime, 6d., 1/-; special cock Siskins,
5/-; stamp replies: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (1834)

THE RIGHT STUFF
BEAVTIFCL singing cock Linnets, no better ob-

tainable. 1- each, with new cage 2/6; a few for the
bench. 2/- each

; some good catching birds, 7/6 each;
real English Peartree cock Goldfinches, 2/6:, some
extra large, with good colour, real toppers for the
bench. 3 0,. 4/6: .satisfaction guaranteed: W. John-
son, thoBird Expert and Emporium, 55, George-st.,
Leeds. (1867)

NOTICE

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS
Cocks, Goldfinches, 2/-; eocjis, Linnets, SiL. three

1/6; cocks, Larks; ad., three 1/6; all ringing: Brain,

288, Litthlicld-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1849)

GOyflNCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
We are patronised, and have liven for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace Judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal lias seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mult-3. So if yon intend buying British
birds, buy from ns, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don't send out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 3/6, 2/- each, three
4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,
three 5/-, six 8/0; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, ]/-;

Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three
J/ti, six 2/3 ; twelve 4/-; cock Larks, cd., 8d., 10d.;
caged oif. singing, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/-; three
1/4, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; jledpoils, fid.; picked, 9d.
and 1/-, six 1 /6 ,

twelve 2/6; cock Chaffinches. 9d.,

1/-, and 1/8 each; Greenfinches, (id. each, three 1/3;
cages, for any of above, from (id., fid., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/C; send for catalogue
of everything. Established 50 years: Kandiford,
Bird .Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET
let mo, remind you that all birds sold by me arc
guaranteed to be exactly as described, and arc sent
on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
and give perfect satisfaction tlm.y have only to be
returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-
tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large
stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in

perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/6 each, three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-,

two dozen, 22, -; specially selected larger cocks, for
shows or muling, and guaranteed now in song, 2/-

each, three •>!-, six 9/-. twelve 16/-; few extra special
clean moulted cocks, in full colour and superb condi-
tion, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each; hen Goldfinches, 1'- each,
three 2/-, six 4/-, twelve 7/-; grand lot of cock Bull-
finches, in full colour, 1,6 and 2./- each; exhibition
specimens, 3/-, 4/-, and 5/- each; ben Bullfinches, 1/-

and 1/6 each ; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,
all guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown hacks
and rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 3/6. six 2/6,
twelve 4/-: specially picked larger cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/ each, three 2/0, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please
note, these Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds, but warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendid lot, dean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or hens, 6d. each, three 1/3, six

2/-, twelve 3/-; picked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each:
splendid lot cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six

2/6: specially selected steady cocks, for singing,
1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, Sd. each,
three 1/6, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; cock Greenfinches, 6d.
each, three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;
cock Yellow hammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-
teed true pairs, for -aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-
nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 3/-

per pair; travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.
All birds are guaranteed to have been properly
netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself
in county of Worcestershire, and none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-
tection Act, as no "recently taken” birds are sent
out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all cases. (See
appliances column for advt.). ’ (1823)

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

SoftblllsT]

Having purchased I he whole of the stock of W. TI.
Raven, Esq., I can offer exhibitors the following
—Fifteen Bramblcfinches from 10/*, twelve Green-
finches from 5 - , three Chaffinches from 7,6; nix
Mealy Redpolls from 7/6, eight Lesser Redpolls
from 5 -. twelve Goldfinches from 15/-; ten Twites
from '7/6; all in good condition and fit for imme-
diate exhibition; cash or deposit .with Editor;
ell on 24 hours’ approval: Cottingtiam, 7 and 9,

ttvcril-st., Nottingham, Telephone 575Z.

LARKS, cocks, 2 /- dozen: selected four, 3/-:
Howard, Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.
SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/- each: William
Wright, 54, Sliellfield-rd., Marshside, Southport.(1885)
LARKS, Larks; grand cock Larks, 2/3 dozen,’ can
supply weekly: G. Rowe, AYest-st., Chatteris’; Cambs.
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

each: William Maries, jun., 19, Dean-st., Crediton,
Devon. (1864)
HAND-REARED cock Thrush, on grand song,

finger tame, 4/0; approval: Fred Allen, 150, Porter-
st„ Hull. (1370)
SPLENDID hand-reared cock Lark, sings daylight
or gaslight, cage, 3/6 : Hope, 270, Great Bridgc-st.,
West Bromwich. (1841)
THREE thumping big, well-marked f.rn. Corn Bunt-

ings, nearly steady, 5/6 each: Caunt, Dagmar-gfove,,
Beeston, Notts. (1863)
BOLDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, ]/-; also hand-reared young cock, 9d. ; ap-
proval: George Holt, Dunstable. (3863)
1914 HAND-REARED Magpie, show cage, 6/- each;
ditto Jay, 6/-, cage 4,-: feds from hand, mouth:
Douglas, 48, Bridgc-st., Brechin. (1869)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/6,

three 7/-, six 12/-, dozen 20/-
;
hens, 10/- dozen ; ap-

proval : Squire, 2, Diamond-rd., Exeter* (1863)
SKYLARKS, large, healthy cocks, not half dead
rubbish, any

.
quantity weekly, 2/6 dozen; liens, 1/3:

Jackson, Birdcatcher, Bardney, Lincoln. (1863)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
cheap, on approval, send me your address; will

send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)

LARKS, Larks, large upstanding cock Larks, not
to be beaten in size and quality, 2, 0 doz. : dealers,
fanciers supplied : E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.
WARRANTED loud singing cock Skylarks, caged
months, 1/- each, cages 'yd. ; special Lark food, lOd.

Ih., post paid : Cooper, 163, Priuces.s-.st., Manchester.
(1868)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, t/-

each, 20;- doz.: hens, 8/- doz.; exchange house-
moulted cock Goldfinches or pullets : Rowley, Elston,
Crediton. (1866)
FOUR pairs of Song Birds, 4/- the lot: Goldfinches,

Linnets. Chaffinches, Greenfinches, male ami female;
warranted in each pair: Bird Stocker, 4, Alma-rd..
ShorncHfl Camp. (1871)

BEARDED Tits. 12/- pair; Blue Tils, Great 'fits,

2/6 pair; Reed Buntings, Yellow Buntings, 1,6 pair;
Larks, 1/- pair; list free; Miss Itosey, Rosemary
House. Eastbourne. (1806)

LARKS! Larks! Fanciers, dealers, and private
buyers apply to the old firm ; many winners sup-
plied in past seasons; genuine cocks, clean and
healthy, 2/6 dozen: 11. Dawson, West-st., Chatteris.

(1862)

FINK hand-reared Green Woodpecker. 35/-; adult
cock Black Redstart, 35,-'; ditto Wryneck, 30/-;
Treecrecpcr, gem, 25/-; Goldcrcst, perfect, 25/-; Nut-
hatch, 10/-; Bearded Tits, pair fit for immediate
show, .20/ - ; Frost/ 13, Faf(lawn-avcli.t Chiswick,
London, (1871)

90PTBH.LS; the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2id. post free,
from: "Cage Birds," 354, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
(2d. from agent*; see list on another page).

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full direction*
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition ; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in "Nutshell No. 4,” 2!d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154 Flectet, London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILL keeper.', ta)o expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of I nsec-
tivorou* birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pels in the beat of health. This ad-
vice is offered in "Nutshell No. 26," by H. J. Full-
Janie*. It i3 a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and Mi*
various styles of cage* also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworm*? This booklet tells you
bow. Post free, 2 i d

. , from “Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet-
»t., London, E.C. Look at our li*t of ageflta; call on
tlic nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous. |

CHOICEST Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets; no
fresh caught rubbish; list free: Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich.
BRITISH Bullfinch cock a real beauty, make show
bird or pet, in perfect health, 2/6: Laidlaw, Fainter,
Langholm (1868)
WANTED, dealers to take quantity British birds,
mixed, weekly,; towns on G.N. Railway London to
Scotland route preferred: Nash, Kirkby, Sleaford.

(1871)
BULLFINCHES, few cocks, grand birds, 2/-; few
cock Canaries, singing all day, 5/- to 7/6; approval;
cages free: Smith, Chapcl-st., Lon grid g-e, Preston,
Lancs. (1861)
RED BREASTED cock Linnets, 3 1/3, 3/6 dozen, 3
dozen 9/6; cock Larks, biggest and best, 3 1/-, 2/0
dozen; Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen; Blackbirds, Thrushes,
cocks, 3 J. Whiteley, Boston-rd., Holbeacli.(1871)
WELSH Goldfinches, cocks, 2/-; few grand ones,

specially selected, 2,6 and 5,85; cock Peathroat, 7/6;
hens, 6d. and 9d. ; cock Bullfinches. 2/-; hens, 3/3;
caged weeks, warranted healthy: Muscott, Mount
Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1870)
EXHIBITION Goldies, two winners, 25/-, 20/-, 17/6;

Greenie, 4/-; Chaffinch, 4/-; Linnet, 5/-; all cooks; and
house-moulted Borders and Y'orkshire cocks, 7/C up

;

hens, 4J- up; all British, can win in best of company:
Morgan Thomas, 67, Wren-rd., Skewen, Neatli. (1865)
GRAND British, from clean aviaries, cock Linnets,

Greenie?, Redpolls, Sd. : beautiful cock Bullies, 2/6

;

Goldies, 2 bens, !/-; Tree Sparrows, 9d. pair; cock
Thrushes and Blackbirds, €d. each, all on approval:
F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell, Chipping Norton.
List of British free. (1S67)

THERE is no need for you to worry at all. Just
send to the Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-**.,

London, E.C., and ask him to send you a copy of
‘‘ How7 to Moult British Birds.” This will enable
you to bring your birds through the -moult with
the greatest of ease. The booklet is only 2Id., post
free.

REED BUNTNGS', Twites, Yellowliammer*, Red-
polls, Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Corn-
buntings, Bluetits, Oxeyetits, Robins, Larks, on
food, 3/- pair; 24 mixed aviary birds, 1/6; 12

brighter mixed, 1/-; muling cock Goldfiiic.*?-, 2/-

each; exchange Canary or Mules: Fenn and Son,
Bow’ers-lane, Isleham. Cambs. (1870)

HYBRID breeders (all aviary moulted)
;
large cock

Greenfinch and hen Bullfinch, li-ad nest and eggs this

season, splendid birds, 7/6; huge hen Greenfinch,
beauty, 3/-; one smaller, 19; nice cock Greenfinch,

2/-; neat lien Chaffinch, 2/-; also lovely cock Bull-

finch, good size, colour, 5-; all from garden aviary:
approval, cash, deposit: Beardmore, Qnorn. Lough '-

boro’. (1868)

EXHIBITORS: Giant Scotch cock Linnet, rare col-

our whites and markings, fit for keen competition.

3,6; fine big highly-coloured cock 'Siskin, capital

bib and flank lacing, 4/C; cock Twite, real good one,

wonderful colour and well defined markings, 3/6; Les-
ser Redpoll cock, a gem, hold its own anywhere,
3/0; cock llullie, certain winner, exceedingly rich col-

our, rare shape, bars and cap, 4/6; cock Cliaftie, a

topper, excels in size, colour and whites, 2/C; ap-

proval; cages 3d.; patronised by all the leading ex-

hibitors and judges; Ross, Bird Specialist, Forres,

N.B. Canaries taken. (I860)

ARE YOU AWARE I AM
the largest wholesale and retail dealer in England
of British birds, kept in well ventilated aviaries, no
other birds kept; English cbek Goldfinches, 1/6, 21-

cacli, 8.4/-; liens, 1/-. 3 2/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/-,

2/6; hens,’ 1/-, 1/6 each; cock brown Linnets, 1.'-, 3

2/6; liens, €d. each; thousands to select from;
wholesale list, stamp: Gardner, British Bird Judge,
Wesham, Lancashire. (1866)

EXHIBITORS, HYBRID BREEDERS.

Grand cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2/-. 1/6 each;
large, • selected cocks, 2/6, 3/- ; lien Goldfinches, fid.

each, 8/- doz.
;
hen Bullfinches, 1.-'- each ; selected

cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls,

l each

:

hens, Od. each
;
grand cock Yellow Bunting,

Reed Buntings, 1
'-, I/O, 2/- each : hens, 6d., fid. ; mul-

ing hen Canaries, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6 each ; cock Canaries,

«/-, 6 6. 7/0, 10/- each; approval willingly; cash or

deposit: A. J. Underwood, Bird Specialist, Welling-

ton-st., Kettering. (1867)

[canariesTI
Border Fancy.

BREEDER’S CARD.
BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.B.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Price*
moderate; state wants.

,'^^^TLp, Borders: Pearson, Greenwich. (1871)
1 ) 1 1( AL prize-bred Borders, cocks 4/C, liens 3 /-,

pairs 6/6: J. Logie, Park-rd., Brechin. (1869) II

HIGH-CLASS Borders, pairs or singles, cheap. Se*
Norwich: 112, Treadway -st., Hacknev-rd. E.
BORDERS, cocks from 4/g,; hens from 2/-; pairs
from 0/6; state want?: D, Rea, 1, Hiil-rd., Arbroath

, . (1860)
NOl showing, some grand stock birds for even-mark

breed, 6r , 7/6 pair; McVittie, 20, John-st., Langholm.
. T (1868)

1 1 PICAL Borders, related to my winners at New.
Cross; see last week’s i?*uc; Preece, 46, Manor-lane,
Lee. -

( igfio,
BORDERS: Some grand birds for show or stock

from this noted strain; approval, stamp: Craig, High-
-it., Brechin. (1861)
GIVING up: Six clear yellow cocks, 24/-; 1914 fou*

buff Jiens 10/-; Craig-Hamilton strains: Macbeth,.
Zoar, Forfar. (lstfiji

CLASS Borders, pairs 10/0, 12/6; exchange tw*
pairs for winning Mule or Hybrid; Andrew Dawson.
185, Duke -st., Glasgow. (1863)
GREEN Borders for sale, pairs 9/- and 10/-, bred
from the noted tVallsend strain; T. Render, 19C,
Shipley-st., Newcastie-on-l’yne. (1871)

YORKSHIRES.

|
Cinnamons.

|

SATISFACTION
Tills is my motto, and I never advertise unless I

have some really good stuff, and every bird 1 send
out lias been caged weeks; grand lot of full-coloured

cock Goldfinches, exhibition specimens, 2/0, 3/- each,

or three for 6/- ; magnificent stock of cock brown
Linnets, $li guaranteed clean moulted, and picked

for show, muling or contest singing, 1 1,6 each,

three 2/6; splendid lot of cock Skylarks, big birds,

]/. each three for 2/-; sex is fully guaranteed; cash

or deposit with the Editor: G. W. Lett, Central

Aviaries, 34, Fairbridge-st., Middlesbrough. (1862)

J. FENN, ISLEHAM
Exhibitors ! Best selected of my catching cocks

for show; large Cornbunting, 2/6; Goldfinch. 3/6;
Bramblefinch, 1/6; Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Linnet,

Redpbll. Ycllowbunting, Rcedbunting. 1 - each: pairs

for aviary same price; cock Goldfinch-Greenfinch
Hybrid, 10/-: exchange Mules; warranted cocks,

Larks, 2/6 dozen; Redpoll*, 2’/- dozen; 20 mixed
seed enters, 1/6; 12 brighter mixed, 1 •: J. Fenn,
Bird Specialist and Judge, AVesfcUff Villas. Isleharn.

Cambs, (1870)

1
Crests and CrestbredsT]

WANTED, Crests: Fc
CRESTS, cocks or hem

40/- ;
bred from winner

terrace, Helsby.
CRESTS, massive, winn
each; ten days’ approval
tage, Dewsbury.
TWO large green Crcstb

cock, variegated, rung, 8.

torv, Guildford.
LARGE Imff crested Ik

cocks ; cheap for cash:
Aberdare, Wales.
CHESTS and Crestbreds,

each: few good pairs. £T.

proval ; Barker, Shepherd

HIGH-CLASS Border? for sale; dears, greens, anti
cinnamons, fit for keen competition

;
price* reason,

able: Kay, Fankertoii, Denny. (1857)
CLASS Borders, yellows, bull?, aiul greens, cocks

7/6 upwanls, hens 4/6 upwards; stamp reply: Blair,
Postman, Kippen, .Stirlingshire. (1862)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or,
song, prices low, easy payments taken ; approval

:

MeKeand, Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (1791)
VERY handsome lot young Borders, cocks good

songsters, from 4j- cavil ; lien?, from 1,

6

each
;
satis-

faction guaranteed: Franklin, Gould-rd., Feltham.
11866)

PRIZE bred Border Fancy, C pairs at 12/6 a pair;
some have won and can win

;
approval, deposit

:

Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (3869)
BUFF green cock, variegated buff cock, 5/- each;

foul yellow-green lien, buff variegated ben, clear
yellow ben, 3 6 each: Service, 21, Williamsburg)),
Paisley. (1859)
CHAMPION Borders, outside bred, clean, healthy,

birds, yellows, bulls, all one price, cocks 4/6, hens
2, -; approval : Dalgety, 16, River-st., Brechin, Forfar-
shire, N.lt. (1869)
BORDER novice winners, Berwick, yellow cock, 1 st,

7/6; hen, 2nd, 5.-: rook, 4th, 6/-; buff cock, 1st, 7/6;
lien, 2nd, 5/6; lien, 5th, 4.6: A. Short, 9, Dook-rd.,
Tweedmouth. (I860)
ALL 1914 cocks, two clear yellows and two clear

buffs, perfect- birds of high quality, in full song, 6 /-

each. or 22/- the lot, worth much more ;
approval

:

Pennal, Tottoridge, High Wycombe. Bucks. (1861)
1). B. IRONS has some nice well-bred bird? for dis-

posal, clears, marks, cinnamons, including even cin-

namon-marked buff lien, and three-pointed yellow and
buff cinnamon marked hens at most reasonably
prices; approval willingly: Park-place,' Brechin.

(1869)

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
First-rate Borders in splendid condition, sure win-
ners; cocks 12/6, liens 30./-; deposit Editor: Smith.
Springfleld-lane, Weybridge. (1832)

Some of the Finest Quality in Great Britain
to-day. The prices ate about as usual, but)

the value is very uousuaL and value is and must
he the only true test of cheapness. Have on ap-
proval, compare with all others, which will prove the.

facts of this statement. Cocks, 6/-, S/6, 6/6, 7/6. 8/6,

10/6; hens, 2/-, 2/6 3/6, 6/-; pairs, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6

upwards; approval; cages, 3d.; detailed list free:

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialitt, Norwich.

E. GODLEY. Knowles-fit., Risliton. Blackburn, ha*
for sale cinnamons and Norwich Plainheads, .-ingle

or pairs ; stamp, approval. (1823)

GRAND cinnamons, stock or show birds, cup win-

ders, also winners of many prizes; stamp: Brown.
35, Mutlev Plain, Plymouth. (1866)

MRS. TWEDDLE, Wemberley-st., Blackburn, can
spare a few Cinnamons bred from my Liverpool and
Manchester winners; also few Greens; .stamp reply:

(1869)

YELLOW cinnamon cock, 1st Norwich Alliance last

week, 15.'; ; also few l’laiuheads, bred from Norwich
Lowestoft, Burton winners: Shearing, Bell-rd., Nor-

wich. (1865)

LARGE typical Cinnamon yellow hen, Norwich
type, good head, stout. 1914 bred, Deacon’s strain,

bargain, only 11/0: George Cubley, Button Gowts.

Ixmg Sutton.
.

(1870)

NORWICH, cinnamon marked cock, ticked buff hen.

25/-; grand pair; yellow marked cock, clear buff hen,

20/- ; grand buff cock and yellow marked ben, 25/-:

Small, 67, Wcstern-rd., Brighton. (1863)

MUST clear 60 Norwich and Cinnamons, including

winners; 49 single, 6 double, 12 training cages, c

j
small flight, 18 show cages, 1 basket to carry S,

box to carry 4, also egg dnawer*. nest pans and
boxes: cheap to immediate buyer: Proctor. 84*.

Oswald-st., Blackburn. (1.850)

arson, Greenwich. (1871)

-, 20/- each :
pairs. 25/- to

s: Joseph Guv, Crosland-
0862)

ors : cork or ben, 10/(1, 20/-

: W. Powiek, Easlfleld Cot-
(1851)

led cocks, S/C; one Crested
ti : Yaldcn, S. Nicholas Rcc-

( 1865)

ns, large yellow Or.'? Ibreil

Walker, 0, Lambert ter..

(jf»66)

cocks or liens, 7 6 to 12.(1

bred from good stock ; ap-
- Cottages, Long Eaton.

(I860
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CHAMPION brnl dark Created variegated Inn. boh
nil's strain, only ti.ti, bargain: George Cublry.

I. ill ton (lowtd, I .o na Sutton. (l*7o)

liltlll CLAhS bull Crust rock, aril Norwich All-

Klin I a ml Show, approval, 13/-; ""sec reports: lliirmi,

Noilliuinberlaml st., Norwich. (1862)

C. ROUE ItTS, tin

1

noted breeder champion ( rests

;

few for sale cheap: state wants; approval: SI anna-

llpy, New Ion drive, Blackpool. (1862)

SKY’KRAL Orests and Crest birds, reasonable, 1914

rung; approval, deposit; stamp, reply: Hardy, Stub-
ley Mill. Bittlehorough, Manchester. (ISM)
I.A util-: IBM Crested and Crest-Jirnl Canaries.

Joyce- Harriett .-train, .Cl pair: absolutely healthy:
Rev. (i. Mullens, Chednoy. Bridgwater. ( L*02)

.CREST, I rest-bred eoeks. liens, all my slock for
sale, and hirdroom requisites

:
pi ice reasonable: Me

Call. I. Albion id., West, .Nnit.li Shields. (18C4)
NOTICE, grand lot Crests and Crest-hreds, for show

or breeding, prices low, easy payments taken ; ap-
proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle- Douglas, (1791)
FORTY Crests and C.B.'s for sale, all it) IS, lpu

bred, bred from and related to my winners, from
Id i, each: Thos. Berwick, -I I, Milton-st., south
Shields. ’

(1800)
IHCH-CLASS Crests, very large, best strain in
England, 35 years breeder, many good winners sold

;

cheap, approval : T. Bitlinutun, 7.5, Colwick-rd., Not-
tlngliam. VlS23)
CHEAPEST value, some of best qualify in England

of l rested and Crteted-bred "Norwich ami pure Lnn-
easl.ires: see my list, or stale requirement*: lludd,
Specialist, Xorwieli.
CRESTS and Crestkrcds. best Idcod in tlie world,

a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-
sonable prices; say price prepared to give; stamp:
le v. C. YY , Joyce, Wellington. Somerset. (1853)
EN INS BROTHERS, a grand lot of Crests and

Cresthreds to he sold at bargain prices; this cham-
pion strain lias been nt the top for years; enquiries
invited; approval: 25!), High-st., Exeter.

MY entire stock of champion (Jests to be sold :

this strain is well-known, ami lias produced some
of the best living; state requirements ; approval;
safe delivery guaranteed; Judge, silk, Whitstable.

(1855)
CAGE birds, champion strain, l can offer about 30

or 40 of my celebrated strain, at prices to suit all
purchasers, either for stock or show purposes: state
requirements: Alfred Smith. St. Ives. Chester-rd.,
Erdington, nr. Birmingham. (I s(i7)

COMPULSORY sale: Owing to the war large dark
crested cock 12 0, large dark crested hen 10/6, large
crest-bred eoek 12/0 , large crest-bred hen 7/6: any of
these birds guaranteed worth double; on approval
willingly: deposit: 12, Perry-hill, Southville, -Bristol.

BH5jr-- (1859)

A. J. 8LAOE
has some champion Crest and C, Breds for sale.
Several can win in good company; approval, de-
posit: 24, Yanghan-rd.. CohUiarbour-Iano, Oamb'er-
Wvl1

- (1853)

| LancashiresT
BVFF Plainbcad liens 10/-; huff coppy hens, 12/-;

[mil coppy eoeks. 14/-; on approval: E Day/ Form
ham-rd.. Bury St. Edmunds. ‘

(1870)
J>XE buff Lancashire Plainhead hen and one buff'
boppy. tit for exhibition, 6/6 eardi : approval, <k

-

posit: itallett, SliruhlamLs. Smithy bridge. Lanes.

|
Greens.

l l.'V good Norwich greens, good heads, grand tvpe
several -can win: approval: T. Billington, 55. Cob
wicK-rd., Nottingham. (1850)NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-
ing as my Manchester winning lien; approval-
Jenkins, 82, Church-st.. YVidnes. H8J5>
250 PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires. Xorwieli, Borders,
tfie^ns. and Clears, 3/- to If) - ; exchange other birds
bedding, aquarium fish: W, Mountvernon-rd., Liver-

. , (1866)
HIOi.K and show birds, from my celebrated win-

nor.-, holders of tire (EC. A. cup; inspection in-
vited: prices reasonable; Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-
rd„ Liverpool.
NOKYV ICH and Yorkshire Greens, of tvpc and

qimiity; how to breed these: sec “Nutshell No “4 “
Uio Green Canary,” 21d„ post free, from: ' ('age

nods. lo4. Fleet Street. London. E.C. (Call on our
agents and get it for 2d. ; see list on another page.)

Canaries, bow to manage them and keeptmm in excellent condition. Full information on
this subject is contained in the Nutshell booklet

Canaries. price 2kL. post free. Write!Mm l nblisher, CAGE Bums, 154. Fleet-st.. London,

j Norwich.
breeders- cards.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc. •

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable!Grand specimens to spare: both varieties; reason-
a

;

approval; inspection cordially invited- in-quines sohcited; stamp: 113, Xorthfleld-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale - no
|la-tter blood; grand type and quality.— Reid's I

Buildings. A ewton grange.
J. HODDER, breeder cf pure Norwich, winner ofdiplomas ol honour, silver cups and medal* etc •

some fine birds ready at prices to suit- ali- ap-proval; stamp: o. Banner-st., St. Lukes, London,

F- LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st.. Carlisle. Winnerleading shows. Champion Norwich, lit to win localsnows, Irom 20.-; unflighted birds from 7/6:matched pairs from 20.- pair; approval; stamp.

WAXTED Noi-wieb: Pearson, Greenwicb. (ls 7 li

„
SA

}:
1'“ -^!low Norwich cocks, 1914, from Hi-- M

1 aiding, ropcliffe \ iearage Thirsk. ' ns/ri
1*1. AY BROOK can spare well-bred Xorwieli prices f

V,

|.

r>
rii-vnv^f

* 9’ Stanley -st-, Jiiierftcld. '

1S50)

«;L
0>

;
V0' s a>w high-class Norwich for sale,

p troa, 10/-: 23, George-ot., Stranraer. ( 1855 )

i • a
**

i

t
-I.

0ar ’’"R and yellow, hotli good 191:;

ivHVr ’„«
aHl

:

-

'

7

Coodehild, Glare. Suffolk. ( 18«3 )u HA I. offers in ea>h, six cocks, six hens and sj\
.'Oimg. good strain: 22. Ucath-.-t... Cheotham-lPIl.

YYrXXERS. cheap to make room, from 15 -: stamp
particulars: Pargetcr*. Aviaries, Grinwbury. Ban-
r'l* ' (l.Wjl
I- EW pairs high-class Norwich for sale, from 15 -

Luton
° ; iiPf,rOV‘" ; Uvhi '- 22. Erederie-st.

COIxjuR-FKD Xorwieli hens. 3(6, 4/6 ; cocks, oY'to
' kuiik-fon. 68, Y ork avenue, Manley Park. Man" '

r
'

. (18415

)

GRAND Norwich, *bow or .stock birds, champion
strain ; at amp, <»[>jirovut : Brown, 35, Miith-y Plain,
Plymouth. (l«Wl)
ONE buff, two yellow Norwich hens, good size,

type, HG- each : W. Shakespeare, 233, K(hti;li Town
Road. NEW. (1858)
GLASS Xorwieli, big birds, unflighted, colour-fed,

si; upwards; stamp reply: Blair, Postman, Kippen,
Stirlingshire. (1862)
SALE. 8 Norwich cocks, 5.6 each; I Xorwieli hens,

3/. each; good bargains: Common, 118. By Aiiehin
leek, Yyrsliire. (1806)
SET of three Norwich, same blood as my winner*,

price 30 approval, depe-it: J. Burrows, 43, Cam-
den-st., Walsall, (1664)
SHOW and stock birds, 191314. clear and greens,
cheap (o clear, stamp reply: Hutton, Ivyh-a, Ear-
berl, Stirlingshire. ( 1861 )

SEE wins Brighton: grand young from these, 10

upwards; note new address: Ernest Ollc, 3, Lintoit
crescent, Hostings. (1869)
GOOD uullighted Xorwieli for .sale, eeek- or liens;
inspection invited: .1. IE .Mitchell, 92, Trafloid-sl .,

Kara worth, Bolton. (1867)
BUFF cocks, yellow liens, from 15 - .pair; fed

ditto, green eoeks, in u each: Dyson, 25, Wyml-
ham-ril., Sqlisbury. . (1856)

NORWICH eoeks, 4,9, 5,9, 6/9, and 10 6; liens, 3/-,

4/- and 5/-; just try one on approval: Kos-, Canary
Breeder, Forres, X.B. (I860)
LARGE buff eoek. 191';. (1,6; yellow cock, 1914, 0/6;
yellow Yorks, hen, 2 •: Thompson, Confectioner, 03,

YVelli.igton-st., Luton. (1661)

A 1-EYV well-bred Norwich for disposal, cocks, 7.6,

6/6, 10/6: hens, 3/6, 4.6: It. Burehclt, 2. High-rd..
(Jhadwell Heath, Essex. (1667)
HORSLEY. Butcher. Xorwieli. can span- few grand
yellow or buff' eoeks, plenty of size ami quality, 15,-

eaeii, hens 10/- ; approval. (1S63)

NORWICH. 1914. lit for show, also Border.*, very
low prices; call or approval: Davidson, Clydesdale
Hous'e, Mossend, Scotland. (1837)

GOOD buff stock Norwich eoek. cost £2. from
Thomas, sell 17/6, deposit or cash: Irving Marlow,
Ivanhos House, Desborough. (1864)

SPECIAL: grand yellow eoek, 1st member.*’ ehow,
lie Wisbech, 15/-; approval; see reports: Gainer, 32,

N'ortlitunherland-.A,, Norwich. (1862)

ONE buff, one yellow unflighted eoeks, bull un-
fliglited ben. one buff/ one yellow 1913 hens, A2 lot

:

Gregor, St. Columb, Cornwall. (1861)

GRAND Norwich Canaries for sale, own breeding,

nocks 5 , hen* 2 9: yellows or buttVc Ellis Walker.
Bargate, Holbrook, nr. Derby. (1S60)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, pairs or singles, cheap, seen
by appointment; or approval, deposit system: 112,

Treadway-st., Hackney-rd., E.

SMART pair Norwich Canaries in cage, hargain,

10,-; Green Yorkshire cock, variegated hen. To/-:

Ellis, 42, Eastover, Bridgwater. (1857)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval; Mc-
Keand. Seabright, Castle-Dougla*. (1791)

EDWARD FOX, Breeder champion Norwich, winner
at Balaev, good birds for sale, cheap: Curzon
Aviaries-, Long Eaton, Nottingham. (1863)

A FEW Norwich, yellow and buff, cocks 7/6 to 25'-,

hens 7/6 to 15/-; approval, deposit; stamp reply:

Ramsay, 36, Breehin-rtl.. Arbroath. (1859)

EXHIBITORS, all my winners' and stock birds for

sale at bargain prices’; approval willingly: Muscott,
Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. ( 1866 )

A FEW good -Norwich for disposal, also quantity

songsters, and feeding hens cheap: A G." Smith, 4:’..

Carlton st.. Old Trafford, Manchester. (1865)

ROLLER-Xorwich, strong healthy birds, cold

aviary bred; eoeks 5/6. 7/6, hens 3/6, 4/6: Hen-
drick, 58, High-st.. Whitchurch, Salop. (1850)

HARLAND’S champion Norwich, have few grand
birds for disposal: state wants ami price about to

give; approval: 63, Welbeek-st., Hull. (1865)

SIX pairs beautiful Norwich Canaries, inspection

invited by appointment; 36/-. or would separate:
Hobbs, 21. Ashburnham-rd.. Greenwich. (1821)

TWO massive Norwich 1914 eoeks in song. Dt for

exhibition, 8 0 each, 4 days approval; deposit: llal-

iett, Shrublands, Smithy bridge, Lancs. (1869)

GOOD Norwich, colour-fed, eoik.s (singing) from 5/0.

hens from 3 -, cold-room bred; no postcards: H.

Clem -nee, 151, Lordship-lane, East Dulwich. (1867)

THREE high-class buff hens, winning strain, 10/6.

8/6, 7/0: or exchange for good typical unflighted

yell, hen: J. Cole. 10, Levhagton-rd., Ipswieli. (1804)

FOUR good Norwich hens, buffs, two clears, two
ticked, bred from winners, £1, cash or deposit

:

Irving, Ivanhoe House. Desborough, Northants.(1861j

NORWICH cocks, 7/6. 10/6, 12/6; singing Canaries,

4/6 each, or 15 - the four; or exchange for eoek
Rollers: Mains, 65, Sliields-rd.. S.S. Glasgow. (1S6S)

WINNING strains; yellow eocka, marked hens,
•splendid pairs, 15/-; cocks, 10/- upwards; exchange
new suit, boots (8's) : Burgess, Eastover, Bridg-

water. ‘ (1S63)

SPLENDID Norwich for sale: healthy cocks, 5/-;

hens, 1/6; pairs, 6/-; Crested cock, 7/-; week's ap-

proval, deposit; worth double: Taylor, St. Michael's,

Bridport, Dorset. (1863)

STRONG, healthy Norwich Canaries for sale: cocks
from 01-

:

hens from 5/- each; also uome stock birds,

cocks and hens: state wants: F. Martin, 13, Shelley

-

st'. Northampton. 0862)
A FEW good Norwich for disposal, closely related

to my winners, very moderate prices: approval, de-

posit: G. A. Harris, 12, HaJtlcwood-lane, Palmers
Green. London. X. (1863)

EXHIBITION yellow eoek, unflighted. 25/-; buff

cock, 15/-; ticked yellow lien. 8./-; buff hen, 20/-:

others equally low price, good stuff: Girling. 19,

Harford-st.. Norwich.
_

( 1862)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, large, grand type// good
heads, best strain in England, several winners, 35

years' breeder, cheap, approval : T. Billington. 55.

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1823)

GIVING up, must sell, grand Imds, bred from win-

ners, cocks. 10/-, 15/-, 20/- ; lions, 4/-, 5/- : yellows and
!

buffs: approval, cash; money returned if not satis-

fied : Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (1865) I

J. HOLDEN’S noted champion strain : several

grand flighted and unflighted yellows and buffs,

both ,-i-xc.-. ; winners and stock birds for nalc ; stamp
approval : 59, Hartiilgton-st., Gateshead. (1856)

BUFF Norwich eoek, £1, Hr- 1 in class 25; buff

Cinnamon cock, viie Leicester, 12 6; yellow cock,
it; lien 15/-; buff hen Ul/0; all winners: Walter
Gamble Clydesdale House. South YVigston. (1870)

MR. ECKEESLK Y wan spare a fine, large varie-
j

gated yellow eoek. A') stock bird, 40/-; capped buff,
j

splendid substance. 50/-
; few grand yellow and buff

j

hens: 51. Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birniinglianr, (1S6S)
[

EXHIBITION Norwich, ail my stock to he sold at
|

once, including winners, also cages and utensils, a
grand opportunity for beginners; some bargains;

i

stamp reply: Baker. 14. Bowthorpe-rd.. Norwich.
(1865)

A. SCOTT, Scott's Hotel, Lancaster, efl'er* 2 luff
cocks, unflighted, grand monster birds. 30/- and C2
each; yellow liens, unflighted, typical, 30/-: buff heirs,
beautiful quality. Unflighted, 15/- each: a few grand
variegated buff cocks, ready for immediate showing.

Wpfri)

7i

NO OTHER PERSON CAN
give, you kui'li value in high-class exhibition
Norwich eoeks and hens, also for breeding,
at stock bird prices, Ktato requirements. Or
for stock purposes fry any of following on ap
promt

; nothing like the value ever offered in this
Journal. Cocks, 5/6, «/«, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; liens, 2/-,

•'I/-, 4/-: pairs, 7/41, M/6, 10/6 up.; cages, 3d.: detailed
list free: W. Rudd, The Bird Speeialht, Norwich.

BREED from my winners, auitahie for beginners,
7 6 Per pair; grand lieu - from I

; bargain*: Watson,
Croft, Sliepshed. (1871)
NORW i Oil to win. If. Goodman has ,*oinc very

fine birds of both sexes and colour that can win in
good company from 10:0 lo 00/.; approval; .state
requirements to 24, Bedlord-rd., Kemp.*ton, Bedford.

, , .
(1S7IIJ

LARGE unflighted yellow cock, cheek marked grand
colour, quality, 20. -

; large dear buff eoek. unflighted,
vhe Luton, 17/6; jiame strain winner.- Palace, Oxford,
Luton; approval, ’ deposit- : Lilehlidd, Tenuyson-rd..
Luton. (1866)
C. ROBERTS, breeder winning Norwich; large Bull,

finch type eoeks, yellows ami buffo, can win, from
20/6 each ; :^*pecial clear yellow eoek. show' bird,
70/*; stock buiis from 10/6: state wants; approval:
Stamia hey. Newton-drive, Blackpool. (1862)
TWO yellow, one huff unflighted dear cocks, grand

type, colour, quality, anil well suited tor large
densely feathered lien.*, 15 each; approval; otln-r
birds, show and stock, equally as reasonable: write
ffbw : E. Allsopp, 40, Beda rd., Cardiff. (1864)
ABOUT 12 high-class Norwich, natural colour, six

four-compartment breeders, joiner-made, sale 35
pair; or exchange joiner’s tools, paints, varnish, etc.:
Norwich are from flic best rooms in the West; par-
ticulars : Phillips, Decorator, Portishead. (1869)
GREEN marked buff Norwich eoek, can win, mas-

sive head and size, 20'-, with grand yellow lien to
match, also winner, 10/-, 27/6 the pair, worth
double lor stock alone; 6 daw*’ approval deposit:
Edwin North. Breeder, 443, Manehester-rd., Brad-
ford. (I860)
LIVERPOOL winner, strongest class in -how, and
Manchester novice points winners bred from triy
strain, see reports: unfiighted cocks, buff marked,
15 -; variegated. 12,6; ditto, 10 -

; clear yellow, 10 ;

yellow -green. 10/-; others; approval, deposit: Dean,
Holmswood. Matlock. (1868)
SOME winners in keenest competition to sell

which were reserved for my own showing ; winners
of upwards of 1.000 prize- at all leading shows;
exhibition birds from £1 to £ 1 ; stock pairs from
15/- upwards: approval and safe delivery guaranteed:
Judge Silk, Whitstable. ‘

(1869)
EIGHTY Norwich Canaries for sale, single or In

pairs, from 7/6 to 25,'- each, bred from stock birds
from some of the best strains in England, cold-room
bred and in pink of. condition ; money returned or
bird changed if not satisfactory: Keynes, Kington
St. Michael, Chippenham.
CAN spare the following, all bred from winners: No.

1. hit' yellow Cock, rare type, 30/-; No. 2. yell, cock
Medium. -size. 12/6; No. 3, yell, eoek, well bred, but
email, 7

'6 ; No. 4, typical buff eoek, nice size, 15/-;
No. 5, big .veil, hen, 12/6; No. 6, marked vel!. lien,
rare type. 7/6: J C. Wilmot, The Arcade. ‘ Bedford.
F. J. LACCOHEE, breeder and exhibitor of pure
Norwich, can spare 9 good unfiighted yellow and buff
cocks 10/6, 15/6, 20/-, 25'- each; 14 yellow anil buff
hens, 7/6. 10/6. 15/6, 20/- each : good songsters, 6/6
each; pairs to breed winners, 15/6, 20/-, 25/- up-
wards; approval, deposit: 92. St. George-st. Nor-
wich. (1870)
NORWICH fanciers, note: Two clear buff eoeks.

1913-1914 , 40/-. .50/- each : two monster yellow ticked
1914 cocks, 30.'-, 35.- each; variegated yellow hen,
can't be beaten at prices, 1913, 50/-: clear buff hen,
beauty, 40/-; to clear, £7 lowest; called up; these
are genuine: too cheap for approval: inspection in-

spection invited: 44, Howard-rd., Mansfield, Notts.
(1865)

GRAND Norwich, won at Maidstone last, week 6
firsts, 4 seconds. 3 thirds. 8 specials, special best, in
show; I have several good Norwich to spare, varieg.
yellow cock, first at Maidstone, non-fed, £1 1/-; clear
yellow eoek. third same show, non-fed. 11 ; two grand
pairs at 25/-; several cock* and liens at 10/6: oa ap-
proval, colour-fed: Lynn, 21, Bower-st., Maidstone.
Kent. (1867)

JOHN TRENGOVE AND^OIL
High-st., Rishton, Blackburn ; we have a few choice
Norwich to dispose, of : approval, stamp ; inspection
invited, one clear buff eoek, bred 1913, show bird,
£3. (1867)

J. & j. HOPKINS
have for disposal- a few clinking Norw ich from their
noted John Bull strain, including big fine buff hen,
40/-: splendid yellow eoek, 20/-; both fit to win: 126,
Bury New-rd,, Bolton. (1863)

A. MAXWELL
7. Rothesay Gardens, l’artick. Glasgow, call supply
show and stock birds; stamp, particulars; approval,
or seen by appointment; at lour shows. Oct. 31st
to Nov. 7tii, 4' cups, gold and silver medals (see
Glasgow' and West anti Brechin Show reports this
week). (1862)

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER!
Cock Norwich or Yorkshire Canary, healthy, and in
song, with solid brass hanging cage, glass
panelled, and highly finished, 10/6: easy payments
taken: Hope’s, Gt. Bridgest., YVest Bromwich. (1870)

THE NORWICH OF TO-DAY.
A. E. ’L’liorpe, the gold medallist and diploma winner,
of 28, Park-grove, Levenshutme, has some high-class
Norwich for sale all own breeding, 1913, and un-
Higlited, will send toil description and particulars
of parents; yellows.’ buffs, and greens, clears or
ticked eoeks from 7/6 to 30 ; liens 5 - to 17/6; will

match up pairs from 12 0. lovely type and quality;
also clear yellow- Yorkshire eoek, S/C; and buff hen,
o/-, 1913; approval. (1868)

W. N. MIDGLEY
\V

r
. X. Middle v, Cliesluim House, Winslow, has a

nio.st useful lot of Xorwieli for disposal nt reason-
able prices. (lStM)

PURE NORWICH
Winner of Crystal Palace diploma and silver !

medal, and London Horticultural Hall diploma,
j

silver rosebowl and gold medals, etc., winning
yellows and buffs from 20 a few good pairs from
].1/- upwards; on approval: X. Leese, 30, A!e\-
andna-rd.. Normacot. Staffs. (I84si

H. VALENTINE
Winner of numerous prizes, including ?• 1.>ts and
specials, 3 2nds, 3 3rds, • special for most points in

show, awl special for best colour in show: read
Bedford show report

; some grand shov) and Steed,

birds for sale from 7/0 to 10/- : $, St. Mary's,
Bedford. <1020)

BUY THE BEST
Bred f ruin birds Hint won in all lending bo* I. t
M-ai ;

< oek.*, grand Mize, big head*, ting qualify n«of exquisite type, Irom 10/ upward-
;
pair* matched

riot" R/
; approval : Rev. Xiime. Hauiiiglon.

Uerland^ °

J. HAYHURST,
has supplied winner* this ficason : large buff eoek
20 - to 30/- ; al-n yellow and bull lien

,
t ( , •>(,

approval, fctamp: 217, Brunsliow-rd., Itiirniev. t ]•

NORWICH

fRollers €s Singing Canaries
BREEDER 8 CARD.

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Tralnrr. cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall'*; r,i,
Soutii Avenue, 8outbend-on-.‘Jea. Member B it (,’ C.
Uirde for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver clip Inter. Show 1913.

(1803)

.
12 6.

Smith.
11864,

YV YN’IED. Roller Rear wi, Grcenwicli. ( 1*71
1914 BOl.i.Ei: eoek--. zinging, 8

, two b . 1 oyd.
Aviaries (lor-einon. Swansea. .1849,
GLUCKE and water glucke eoek*, irom 7 6 upwanl-
alsohc-ns: Higgins, 1. Mary-st.. Tyidtsh y. (IS 15 ;

I

ROLLER cocks, 3 /9 , 4/9 and 5 9; lien* --
; ap-

proval; Ro*s, Cagary Breeder, Forres, X.B. ( 1KC>;>
CHAMPION 1914 eoeks, on full song, 7/6-eaeli; ten

day.*' approval: YY. I’owiek, Eastlield Cottage, Dev,*-
,,,lr-V- ' (1862)

|
HOLLERS, on 1913 6 -, 1914 4/6, cock* sing-

ling; box cages 9d. : Bent, 97, Uamiilon-st., Roeh-
elole-rd.. Manchester.
I’L'UE Randall’s hollow roll -train, cocks 16

15 -, £1, hens 5/-; cash or deposit: Charles
205, Boulevard, Hull.
1914 BRED British Rollers, lull song, cold room,
cocks 7/-, pairs 10'-; approval: Knowles, 19,
l’riuccsa-st;., Dukinliekl. ( 1 S66)

Gli.YNI) young eoek*, Seifert Rollers, I 11 full song,
7/6 and upwards: approval: A. Bennett, Hnelslon
Hall, Ashbourne, Derby, ( ].%3 ;

DEEP YY'afcer- Glucke Rollers, winning strain, eoeks
from 10/6, hens from 3 /6 ; approval; Parker, 5, Gladys
rd., Bearwood, Birmingham. (1976)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, Kremnor strain, eoek*. 7 6,

S'6 , 10 6
;
approval; inspection invited: G. Krim*-

diteh, 58, Chiirch-st., Dukinlieid. ( 1852 )

CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall’s. B.R.C.C. rung,
eoeks from 10/6, hens from 3/6; approval willingly:
Davy .. Snclstori Gardens. Ashbourne.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, lot day and gas-light

singing, prices low. easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791;
GOLD medal. Crystal Palace, 1914, pure RanduR's

strain, B.R.C.C. rung; hens, 5/-; exchange Roller
show cages; offers: King, *9. Y'ork-st., Cambridge.

(18444)

HIGH-CLASS water Glucke Roller*. B.R.C.C. rung,
cooks from 10/6, hens 4 inspection invited; ap-
proval: T. Hi Ison, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-under
Lyric. (1364)
GLUCKE and Watcr-ftiueke Rollers, young cocks,
10/6, 12/0, 15/-; hens same strain, 5,6; 7 days' ap-
proval: J.'C. Ranks, 49, St. Huberts rd., Great Har
w’ood. (1852)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert eoeks, 7/6, 8 /6 .

10/6, YValton and Randal! strain : (hen.-, 2/6. 3/6;
cold room: cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. CM.”)
ROLLER Canaries, bred off B.R.C.C. stock, full

song, cold-room bred, cocks 7/6 and 10 /6 ,
liens 2/6;

approval, deposit: Davies, Is, Crown Hitl-st., Stour-
bridge. (1862)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Water Glucke Roller*,
Randall’s, B.R.C.C. rung: eoek.*, 10/6. 12/0. 15 -;

hens, 4 5/-; approval, deposit: Allen, Albert -st-,.

Wednesbury. (1869)

CONTEST Rollers, winnii g strain. B.R.C.C. rung,
cocks. 10/6, 12,0; lien*. 5,-; coir*. 15/-; appro-
val : H-.iw’ke*. Regent-st... Wellingborough. Mem-
ber B.R.C.C. (1864)

GLUCKE strain Rollers, Randall's. Lyon's, highly
trained eoeks, 7/6 to 15/-; hens. 3/-: pairs selected;
approval : Earirshaw’, Breeder, Trainer, 7. Kook-st.,
Nelson. Lanes. (I860)

GLUCKE Roller cocks, 1914. Roller Club rung, 10 -

t.o 12 6 each ; few extra deep Glucke eoeks. 20/-

:

Tomlinson's strain; approval, deposit: Maeready.
Jeweller, Stranraer. (1868)

ROLLER show cages, as supplied to members of
M.R.C.C., only 3 -, beauties: training cages from
7/6 doz..; any kind made to order: Osborne, Dudley-
rd., YVolverhampton. (18691

PRIZE-BRED Rollers; a few pairs to part with,

12 0 and 15/- pe’r pair, worth 3 times the price;

apply for particulars and tsetimonials to E. Stanton.
Cye-le Stores, Alee-ster. (Member B.R.C.C.) (1848)

MY’ famous Glucke Rollers now ready, from 10,6 to
20/- each, bred from my last season winner*, pure
Randall’s, the finest strain in England, week’s ap-

proval. deposit: Etherington, 226, Flctcher-rd., Pres-

ton. Member B.R.C.C. nS50>
HAVING bred 100 Seifert Rollers from content

birds, finest strain only, Glucke and others; dark
Goldfinch-Canary Mules, all birds 1914. moderate
prices; deposit: Miss Thomas, Fairlight, Richmond
Park-rd., Bournemouth. (1867)

BRITISH bred Rollers. B4 rung, father winner at
International, Roasendak'. Bury. Bolton, and
Grimsby Shows ; cocks 10/6 and 12/C each; lew

hens 3/- each : Hargreaves, Sunbeam House, Ytid-

way-avenue, Bridlington. (1866)

HIGHEST class Rollers, Glucke and water Glucke.

bred from prize winners, 15 - to 40/- each; have two
or three very good songsters at 7,6 and 10:6 each;

liens 3 6 anil 5/6; approval (Member of B.R.C.C.):

Cording 38 St. Luke-s rd., YVestbouine Park, London.
(I860)

TWENTY year* a breeder and trainer of liigh-

elasx Rollers; 1 offer grand 1914 cocks, splendid

•singers, 5 6, 6 6, 7 6; extra deep toned cocks, 10/6.

12/0 each; seven days’ approval; birds sent at.

onee on receipt of part cash, balance in seven

Ravi : Day. 77, Porter-st., Hull. (1S67)

SPECIAL contest Roller*, fanciers requiring good

healthy Glucke hens should communicate with G.

Muvo Oak-st.. YVolverhampton: liens 3/6, 4 -
;
also a

few' cocks from 12/6, B.R.C.C. rung; all bred from

Cadman’s winning strain ; two he. two c Wolverhamp-
ton last week; useful exchange entertained; appro-

val. on deposit. (1S621

FOUR 1911 Glucke and YYater-Gluokc Roller*,

same strain as winners of 2nd, 3rd, 6th and .lire

specials last week at Midland Contest, bred Horn

winners of Uvo cups, numerous medals, etc.,

two 20,-: two fit for contest or tutors 23/ oael :

2nd prize winner (above), 35/-; liens. S'-: ail

B.R.C.C. rung, bred in cold room ;
exchange any-

thing : A. Harper. 2, Coopcr-st.. Bilston. Stalls.

H. a. HILL'S CONTEST ROLLERS.
Two cups. B.R.C.C. medal--, diploma*, best hollow-

roll, besd. Glucke: eoeks from 10/-. hens 5 " Y*h

leioli.” Sciiool-rd., Moseley, Birmingham. (18,. J)
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Remember

!

I Invite You
to conic on any day but Sun-
day ami inspect my rooms and
.stock. I Sava a magnificent
collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Borders, Crests, Mules,
British Rollers, etc., and am

offering e\uc|itioniil value in all varieties. Grand
lengthy Yorkshire cooks, in full song, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6,
10/- each. Smart erect Yorkshire Hens, 3/-, 6/-, 5/-,

6 /• 7/6 cadi. Matched breeding pairs, personally
Selected, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair. Smart
thick set, cobby Norwich, at same prices as York-
shires. Exhibition Yorkshires, from my well-known
strain of winners, Exhibition Norwich from my
famous Bulldog strain, ready for immediate bench-
ing, at 10/-

(
15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/ , to 100/- each,

Write, stating wants. If you are- unable to come
and make your own selection I will .solid one or more
birds to any address in the' kingdom on 10 days’ ap-
proval at my sole risk. 1 guarantee absolute satis-
faction to everyone or cash returned in full. Send
a P.C. tor my Free illustrated Catalogue. 'Travelling
Cages, 3d. extra in all cases. Easy payments ar-

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

Hartz Mountain Rollers
Home bred, including beat strains in England ;

send
IBr in,v list before deciding upon a purchase: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

SEVEN DAYS’ APPROVAL.
Three 1913 handsome crested British Roller cocks,
guaranteed in full song, 10 - each; throe splendid
1014 Roller cocks, full song. 7/6 each; five Seifert
liens, fill each; sent on .seven days’ approval on
receipt of postal order; Bates, York Cottage, Ban-
gor, N.W. "

(18(10)

REAL B.R.C.C* ROLLERS
Moulds’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall's and ono of best organs, price 10/-,

,
la.'-, 20/-; JOfl trained, all guaranteed and on

approval, hens 2/0, 3.(5; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Holler box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
<‘te., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3 -; established
iitt.v >ears; thousands of testimonials; for proof
write Editor, who has seen the originals; send for
catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and .fudge,
Preston; also at SO, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London,

THE CHAMPION STRAIN OF THE DAY
takes fonr 1st.' at the first Roller Show of the
* u.-on at Wolverhampton, with specials for best
Glucks-. hollow roll, and koller, previous wins 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th at Scottish National, 1913-14, four
birds shown; 1st and 3rd Bolton, 1913-14: 1st,
2ml and 4th Grimsby, 1913; 1st and 3rd Bury,
1914, all i:i champion class. Winner of the B.R.C.C.
15-guinea challenge cup and the 15-guinea London
Team cup, 1914; over 39 gold, silver and bronze
medals, numerous cups and sepcials. Birds for
sale now, cocks from £2, hens from 12/6; appro-
val, deposit; stamp: M. Neugebauer, The Aviary,
11, EUeetncre-rd., Dollis llill. (1868)

Scotch Fancies.
I’Olt sab two Scotch Fancy cocks, one- buff pied,

one yellow, good birds; approval: W. Burgess, 57,
Townjiead, Irvine. (1SC8)
ALL -my well-known stock for sale, including 16
young bird*, cages, rack, etc. : Mcllwain, School,
.Mount. Florida, Glasgow. (1834)
SCOTER Fandfc for sale, young buff cocks and
Lens

;
or exchange yellow cock

;
on approval : Keddie,

35. Market- at., St. Andrews. (1865)
FOR saic several first-class Scotch Fancies, able to

win. both sexes: reasonable: Will. Wilson. 246, Alii-
son-st., Govanhill, Glasgow. (1868)

|
Yorkshires-

j

BREEDERS’ CARD3.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, ofler some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15. -, 2(i/-,.80/-, 40/-, 50 '-, 60/-; the
finest strain in existence: unbeatable -lor 30 years;
many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show. Palace, 1914; ap-
proval, cash or deposit

; satisfaction guaranteed:
l.angtoh Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, tlie Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw-teiT, Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford .

L. DYKES, breeder, exhibitor, and exporter. Win-
ner of more first prizes for years than any other
exhibitors • of Yorkshires. Show and stock birds
for sale, prices reasonable. See reports all lead-
ing shows; inspection invited: 16, Shann-st, Bol-
ton Woods, Bradford.

WANTED, Yorkshires: Pearson, Greenwich. (1871)
fill YORKSHIRES, including winners lor sale, cheap

:

J A. Ilavis. 90a, East-st., Bcdminster, Bristol. (1807)
IfcW ARIES, 1914 Yorks, cocks, singing,. 3, -

; two
5/-: Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1849;
YORK SHIRKS, colour fed, supplied, wholesale or
retail: Ernest Cheshire. 34, Crawford-st., Bradford.

(1869)
FOR -ale, twi nty Canaries, Yorks., in pairs or tile
ot : Apply, John Jackson, Bank Side Dalton-in-
Furness. (1S63)
A FEW exhibition Yorkshires, fit for good competi-

tion; sell reasonable : H. Chinas, l.ethen-rd., Auld-
earn. N .15. (1868)
YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale : P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester. *
EXHIBITION, wanted unfiighled buff lien for keen
"Oinpetition

;
approval, r.o dealers: King, y, Church-

st., Stamford. (1861)
CLEAR yellow stock cock, nest brother 1st Man-
chester, 15/-: s. 8. Wright, 113, Whit-lane, Pendle-
ton, Manchester. (1862)
YORKSHIRES, yellow eoeks, 7/0, buff 0/0, yellow
and Imff hens 4 0, 5,0: Jeffrey Pass, Quick Close,

Melbourne, Derby. (1849)

YORKSHIRE cocks, «/6, 7/0, singing; hens, 3/-; ap-

proval; after 4 on Sunday: Williamson, 92, West-
ilcid-rd., West Ealing. (1801)

LONG, typical Yorkshires, from my winners; cooks
from 7/0, hens 5/-: Huunaford, 65, fit. Quinton-
avenuc, North Kensington. (1836)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, cocks 5/0, liens 3/-, pairs

7/0; overstocked, no dealers: William , 802, Belli-

stonc-rd., Owlcrton, ShclUt-ld. (1848)

COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe’,

ok. Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
TWO extra large pairs Yorkshires, bred winners,

15/- a pair; approval: Swindon, 1 Back, 423, Bolton-

i <1
. ,

Small Heath, Birmingham. (1865)

TYPICAL Yorkshire*, rare quality, colour-led, a

genuine opportunity seldom met, clearing at low
prices: 35, Almu-rd., Wandsworth. (1803)

BRED from winners, few grand yellow cocks to bo
sold cheap. 111,'., 12/0, worth double; 35 years breeder;
approval: T. Millington, 55, (Jolwiek-rd., Nottingham.
NOTICE. Grand lot Yorkshires, for Miow or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Kcaml, Seahright. Castle Douglas. (1791)

; IIEEG 1 AN-YOR KSH1 RE cross clear yellow cock,
clear buff cock, 12/0 each; clear yellow hen, 7/0: John
iveson, 1, Bridge-st., Otley, Yorkshire. (1800)

FIVE Yorkshire hens, one cock, three show cages
and case, best cash offers; approval, deposit:
Graham, Ladysmth, Ushaw .Moor, Durham. (1800)

DEALERS .supplied with Yorkshires in large or
small quantities

; write for our latest wholesale price
list: Rooiey Aviaries, 403, Kooley-lane, Bradford.
T. c. CRAWHALL. breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: SI. George’s-terracc, Newcastle-on Tyne. (1788)

TWO Yorkshire cocks, two clear hens, 12/0 pair;

also two cinnamon marked lien*', 7/0 each ; all Joe
Thomas's strain: Taylor, 33, .i’rospect-ter., Aber-
deen.
HAVING bought the whole of Mr. Crisp's -stock of

Yorkshires 1 have several grand breedy birds for

disposal, reasonable: Knight, Beech Holt, She! ford,

Cuuibs. (1600)

J. JEFFREY, 209, York-rd., Battersea: Prize-bred
Yorks, for sale; cocks 10/-, hens 5/- upwards; all

bred from the best blood in the Fancy, good chance
for novices. (1865)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, show or stock, from my
winners, reasonable prices; matched pairs from
12/6; approval: G. Simeson, 63, Beaconsfield-st.,

Acomb, York. (1837)

OVERSTOCKED with Yorkshires, cocks frqm my
winning strain, full song, guaranteed, 7 days’ ap-

proval, 4/- each, cash or deposit: Taylor, Temperance
House, Ossett. (1871)

FORTY good Yorkshires cheap; typical ccck.s, 6/-,

8/-, 10/- ; liens, 4/-, 6/- ;
own breeding ;

inspection in-

vited; approval: Whiting, Kavensburv, Mordcn rd.,

Mitcham, Surrey. (1862)

MUST sell, eight Yorkshires, one Norwich, and Sib

lien, Greenfinch and Bullfinch, lot £3 5s., or nearest

offer; approval, or sell separate: Greaves, 51,

Edward-st., Mardy. 0865)
YORKSHIRES, three stylish pairs, splendid

quality, feather, colour-fed, 12/6, 16/6, 25/0; six

show cages and three casts, 8/6; bargains: J.

liurrowes, 43, Camden-st., Walsall. (1864)

WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, iaI&o cock Goldfinch - Mules, for

prompt cash; stamp envelope reply: Enoch Power,

91, Sclater-st.. Shoreditch, London, E.
CHAMPION Yorkshires ; owing to having no time
to attend, whole stud for disposal ; some good win-

ners in old birds and unflighted, bargains; apply:
Sharpe and Hibbitt, 19, Melton-rd., Oakham. (1801) I

FANCIERS! See my wins at Yorkshire shows, t

have a good stock for sale; pairs from 7/6: write

stating wants; all birds on approval; satisfaction
guaranteed: J. Beaumont, Hepwojib.* Huddersfield.
PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire H^aTies, bred

from niy winners, hens 5 - upwards, cocks 7/6 up-

wards; cash or deposit; approval ’with pleasure:

Hosken Bros., 85, Ma-in-st., Heamoor, nr. Penzance,
Cornwall. (1850)

YORKSHIRES, winning strain, 1914 yellow cock,
30/-; buff hen, 10/-; uneven marked buff cock, 12/6;
few cocks, 7/6 upwards; hens, 5/- upwards

;
approval,

deposit: John Rudiey, 259, King-st., Skelmanthorpe,
Huddersfield. (1871)
GRAND Yorkshires for stock or show, same strain

as my winners at all leading shows
;

cocks from
5/6, liens from 3/6, pairs 8/6 upwards; state wants,
approval: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-
rd., Bradford. (1S69)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, 1914 yellow cock, -20/-;

buff lien, 15 -
; buff ticked cock, 15/-; fit for exhibi-

tion; few large cocks, 10./- upwards; liens, 5/- up-
wards; approval, deposit: Jolm Radley, 259, King-st..
Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1857)
EXHIBITION, wanted to exchange two yellow un-

flight-d cocks, lit for keen competition, value £5, for

real good yellow unflighted show hen, must be real

tip-top bird, no rubbish given or wanted: yours first;

approval both ways: King, 9, Church-st., Stamford.
YORKSHIRES : Buy from the breeder and save
money, winning strain; corks, 6 7/6 and 10/6
each; lions; 4.-, 3/6 to 10 '6 each ; good breeding
pair-/ from 8 - to 20 - pair; matched1 breeding
stock, three cocks and six liens, £'2; approval,
-deposit: state your wants: Frewster, Middlestown,
nr. Wakefield. (1864)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/U, by H W. Battye
(Past President of tiie Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and sueceseful
exhibiting: also how to treat in both health and
disease: "Cage Birds.” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.
HKLL1WELL champion Yorkshires. Owing to

alterations, must reduce n (? stock this season. T

have won the, Bristol rose howl," Bradford East
rose bowl, Skelmanthorpe challenge cup, open to

the world, with birds bred by myself; matched
j

i a i r s from the above, 10/-, 15/-. 29/- upwards; odd
birds, show or stock, proportionately ; approval:
t'ommercial-rd., Skelmanthorpe. (1840)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either

for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks n-specialitv

;

see Y.U. show reports; no fabulous prices: 403,

Kooley-lane, Bradford.

POYVICK’S CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song, 7/0;
sure winners 10 6: liens. 5/0 each; ten days’
approval at my risk: W. Powick, Eastficld Cottage,
Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (1839)

Various Canaries.
NORWICH and Yorkshire 1914 cocks, on song, 5 /.

to 7.6. b«bl birds: Browne, Haughton-rd., Burton-
lane, York.
PAIR of unflighted Canaries am! breeding cage,
complete, 7,6: wanted good cock Hawfinch: J. Good-
child. Clare, Suffolk. (1863)

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, .smart, lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/6, 7/-,

8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full

song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 15/- 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy b us at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires, Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/0, 10/6 each, day and
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or liens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments : Birds sent off at once on receiving first

payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, and
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3(1. extra. Terms: Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36 , Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, Norwich clears, cocks from
6 /

- , hens 3.0; cages, racks, cases, -utensils cheap;
giving up: 2%, Kensington Liverpool. (1866)
CLEARING off all my Norwich and Yorkshires
except three or four pairs, from 10/-; about 70,

several winners, cheap: Bell, 35, Clementina-terrace,
Carlisle. (1862)
WINNERS, yellow cock, 12/-; yellow marked hen,

10/-; other equally cheap ; lovely stock birds from
7/-; no time for showing: J. McLoughiin, Yalley-rd.,
Livcreedge, Yorkshire. (1835)
TWO pair large Yorkshires, 9/- pair; 2 pair large
Norwich, 8/- pair; 3 eh. Roller cocks, 6 liens, 24/--,

part exchange gramophone and records; otters: 36,

Wellfiekl-rd., Preston, Lancashire. (1802)
SEVENTY Norwich, Cinnamons, Yorkshire cocks,
from (>/-, hens 3/6; 30 Border cocks, s/6, hens 2/6;
deposit with Editor: Wm. Hall, 107, Rosalind-st.,
Hirst. Morpeth, Northumberland. (I860)

OGDEN BROS.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30 40/-, 50;’-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. Ail birds sent on approval:
Dudley llill, Bradford.

HEftlS ! HEfdS! HEIMS!
Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders, Rollers, or mixed,

three for 5/6; cage, 3d.: IV. Rudd, The Bird Speci-
alist, Norwich.

WAITED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshires and Norwich, will give 18/- doz., ]/- each
lien Goldfinches, Mules; cash or deposit with '

‘Cage
Birds": W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd., Leytonstone.

SONGSTERS ! SONGSTERS !

Finest and handsomest in world, extra large
hatched, and caged off singly: pure-bred Norwich,
Yorkshires, etc., 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up.; cages, 3d.;
or detailed list free; approval with pleasure: W.
Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Taylor’s Naturalists,

Limited
have splendid assortment of Yorkshire? Norwich, and
other birds. Send for our Illustrated Catalogue,
giving particulars of everything required in the
Fancy. We hold the largest, and most up-to-date
stock. Only address: 3 and 7, Thomton-rd., Brad-
ford. Telephone, 5014.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WANTED, Mules, both .sexes : Pearson, Greenwich.
LOVELY cock Goldfinch Mule, full song, 1914 bred,

of-: J. Goodchild, Clare, Suffolk. (1163)

YELLOW hen (grand), breeder above mule, 10 -

;

cock Goldfinch (breeder), mated, 7,6: Cooper, Judge,
Norwich. (I860)

THREE dark cock Goldfinch Mules, Goldfinch song,

used catching, 5J- Each, 14.- lot: Alfred Spicer, (Tit-s-

ham. Bucks. (1863)

FOR sale, four Goldfinch Mules, £1 each; also two
10 - each; worth double; A. Moodie, Black Horse
Inn, Freetown. (1850)

TWO 1914 cock Goldfinch Mules, singing nicely, 5/-,

or 9 - two; approval, deposit: T. Jenkins, 37, Pot-

tery-st., Llanelly. (1859)

LARGE cock Linnet Mule., cock Goldfinch Mule 6,6

each, both singing, cash or "C.B." deposit: Wilson,

68, AUen-st.r Maidstone. (1866)

ONE Goldfinch Mule cock, lovely colour, 7/0j five

deep yellow Canary cocks, healthy, in song, 0/0 :

Yalden, S. Nicolas Rectory, Guildford. (1865)

TWO noted winning Jlules and true pair of Bearded
Tits, with show cages, cheap to clear, or will separ-

ate: W. F. Hwarbriek, Tideswell, Buxton. (1865)

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for

show or song, prices low ; easy payments taken : ap-

proval: McKeand, Kcabright, Castle-Dcnglas. (1852)

COCK Linnet Mule, rather small, full song, wild

Linnet notes, 6/6; exchange thistle heads, seed, or

hard-heads: Cooper, 163, Prince,ss-st.. Manchester.

TWO Goldfinch Mules, 1014, Goldfinch song. h.m.

Ghevcral Goldfinch, Kill yellow hen. parents i f above,

wlmt offers: Walker, 6, Lambert-tcr., Abordare,

(9:131) .'s-iuch

LARGE pink-eyed Sib. bred liens, sure light Mule
breeders, 7/6, 5/6; cocks, on full song. 7,6 each;

ten days’ approval: W. Powick, East field Cottage,

Dewsbury. 11839)

YELLOW 1914 cocks Siskin Mule, 4/C; Hawfinch
show cage, 2/6; Bullfinch and Goldfinch slr.w cages,

1 6 each; approval: Davies, 412, Station-rcl., Wins-

ford, Cheshire. • (1802)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 239

THE 6REAT

AMALGAMATED SHOW
OF THE

LONDON
CAGE BIRD

ASSOCIATION,
NATIONAL

BRITISH BIRD AND
MULE CLUB AND
FOREIGN BIRD

EXHIBITORS’ LEAGUE,

HELD AT THE

Horticultural Hall,

Westminster,
£ ON

Hov. 26tH,27tH828tll

The Exhibits

wiii he
Fed on

TBOWER’S

SEEDS’FOODS

All the Profits
of the Show will
he devoted to

the Aid of

THE BRITISH

RED CROSS.

Now then, Fanciers, Rally Around
the Old Flag! Support this Show,

so that we can have something

Subsfantial for our Sick and

Wounded Soldiers and Sailors who
arc Fighting this Great Battle for

THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

Entry Forms and Schedules of

JOHN TYSON, 169, SI nave Street,

London, W. •
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Club {Reports,

RUNCORN B.B.A.
Mectiug, htiidquurtqfs, Nov. lith, .Mr. Guy chair,

I, ..loro « large attendance. Two now imiiibrr.s

W«ru muilo, Messrs. Ftirrlul ami Hulsby. Decided
to liaie a ineotlng oil Nov. 20t!i, to arrange for

toward’ and othor show business.— K. itouo, See,

ANNFSELD PLAIN C.B.S.
.Mi Oct. ~l, Mr. Cros^well chair. A «oe«l

turn up of members tfot through a ileal of !>umjk*>s.

Mr. T. Dixon, of IJedlington, will judge annual how,
D o. 1-. Open Linnet class. Is. per cage. Priz.es : hs.

t

4s l’s.. Is. Entries till <la> of show. Give us a good
enti v. \Y. Thompson.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C
Mooting, Nov. 7, Lockhart's, 55. Brtggat ‘. Mr.

Walton, chair. Arrangements were made lor man-
In i’’ .’how. Nov. 14. when members', challenge cup
will in: competed for. We have received a very
good entry . Judges, Mr. Walton. Leeds, auo Mr.
Jtoelniok, Wakefield, being all that could be de-

sired. We are looking for a successful time. Visi-

tors and old friends heartily welcome; open at 0.—
II. Best, Sec.

OPEN NORWICH P.C.
The following societies ha \ 4 accepted our

patronage: Accrington ami l)is. C.B.S., Nov. 14,
Halifax O.S., Nov. -JO, 21; L.C.li.A., Nov. 2(1, 27. 23;
Citj of Birmingham U.B.K., Dec. 2 , Si Hudders-
field 0 3,, Dec. 12; Scottish National C.B.S., Dec.
hist. January 1st ; Doncaster C.B.S.. January 9. 1

hope members will give their heartiest support to
these shows. All club specials, cups, bowls, etc.,

arc now in full -competition. Subs, arc now con-
siderably overdue; pleace attend to this important
item.—T. Rhodes, Sic.

HIGHGATE, HAMPSTEAD CBS,
Meeting, Spencer Hall, Oct. 26, Air. W. Shake-

upcare chair. The programme for the evening was
a washing demonstration by Mr. W. Knight, and a
competition, several members competing for the
medals given by the society. Mr. Knight awarded
Mr. W. Shakespeare the champion medal, and Mr.
J*. Johnston tlie novice. Afterwards Mr. Knight gave
a splendid demonstration, describing the best
mctlfods of proeeeriure which proved most instructive
and interesting. Votes of thanks to Jlr. Knight for
entertaining ue and to Mr. Shakespeare for presid-
ing were passed unanimously.—J. Hyde, Hon. See.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
General meeting. Nov. 2

, Mr. Washer chair. Tim
following were elected as stewards at the fortlp.-om-
I

n

u -how; M srs. A. li. Washer. S. White, G. .1.

Slade, and (' Sncllgrove. .Members requiring tickets
for ale hoiild apply to the secretary. W. I.. Page.

NEWCASTLE UPON-TYNE C.B.S.
( »i’!ktuI meeting Nov. f>, PhiHrit' Cafe, Mi. Crftw

hull chair. Corroajjornlence read from our old
frivnd .lam Craig, who is at the front, Cage Binds,
ami Messrs. .1. Murton, Dixon ami Reid. Mr.
Il \ slop was elected a member, and Mr. Laidlaw up*
pointed show manager for show Nov. 14. Co-opera-
tive Hull. Decided to charge 3d. for catalogues
not. marked ; if marked, Gd. Mr. Crawhall gave a
washing exhibition, which who greatly appreciated.

.1, NY. Reed, Sec.

RICHMOND (Surrey) C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 2, St. John’s Hall, Richmond, Mr.

I’iiipix" presiding over a good attendance. Two new
members were elected— Messrs. K. Randall and H.
Birch. We have had to abandon annual show owing
to finances, hut are arranging an evening show to
take its place. Meeting for came to be held on
Nov. 23, at headquarters. Many subs, are now due,
and may ha paid to the chairman or myself. The
meeting closed with a vote of thanks to chair.—
(leo. Birch,

ABERSYCHAN C.B.S.
Special meeting Queen’s Hotel, Oct. 30, Mr. E. J.

Parry chair. An address was given by \V. T. Couch,
for which members gave their beet thanks. Decided
to add three Border Fancy classes to our annual
show schedule; the committee ask that Border fan-
ciers will give us their best support. In order to
help the relief fund members decided to give a
number of birds to be sold by auction on the even-
ing of chow and give the full money to the Relief
Fund. We have a 10s. cash special for best bird in
show, also a number of other specials.—F. Sweet-
ing. »

ROSSENDALE ROLLER C.S.
Meeting, Nov. 3, final arrangements were made

for annual singing contest, Nov. 20 and 21. Mr.
Hesling, Wakefield, will judge champion young
birds; Mr. J. Tomlinson, Newcastle, novice young
birds, and Mr. 0. Wareing, Bury, amateurs any
age and champion any age. Entries will be
extended up to Nov. 16.' We invite all Roller
fanciers to send us some entries. Schedule: Champ,
young birds, prizes 10 /-, 6 /-, 4/- 2 /-; also in novice
young birds, open any age, and amateurs any age.
Numerous speejais in every class. H. Wantiing,
Hon. See.

HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING C.B.S.
Meeting Oct. 31, Davison’s Temperance Hotel, with

a fair number present. Business relating to annual
chow Nov. 28 at Queen’s Head, Sunderland-street,
was gone into. Mr. Wm. Reid, Pallion, will judge.
We have changed our headquarters to the Queen’s
Head, this being unavoidable; in future meetings
will he notified at the above. We have also de-
cided to run onr show on a reduced entry fee owing
to the slack times caused through the war, and
have the same classification as last year. So, mem-
bers, rally up at next meeting. Nov. 21, with a
humping entry, and make .our annual show a great
success.— R, II. Dixon, Sec.

DERWENT VALLEY C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 7, Co-operative Hall. Low West-

wood, Mr. Geo. Barkess chair. Two new members
nre elected— Mr. Thos. Robinson and Mr. R.
Campbell. We .shall hold -a meeting Nov. 21 (a week
before annual show), when we 'shall expect all
members, to bring their entries. Members who
cannot see their way clear to attend may send
their entries, when we shall accent them up to
N'uv. 23; no entries will be taken alter. Will
members try and get as many specials us possible
and bring same to next meeting? Trusting even-
one will make as many entries ?is possible and try
to make the show a success. Subs, must be paid
in full Before members allowed to compete.—
Jameson and Johnson

BRIDLINGTON, DRIFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting. Nov. », so, Prospect Street, to make final

arrangements for members’ show, Nov. 19, in the
"Mart." Owing to the great war cloud hanging
oil-t our land, we decided not to hold an open
show, but to keep up the interest of the Fancy a
members' show will he held this year, and each'ono
desires to make this a, great success, and of interest
to the district, and will not spare time or birds in
so doing. There will be five classes for Yorks
bull untlig., yell, unftig., ditto flighted, and lien
any age, any col.

; five classes Norwich, same as
' orkri.

; two Brit., and one Mule or Ilyb. This
latter class lias been guaranteed by F. E. Brown.
Ksq. The entrance fee is fid., prize-money 3 s., 2s.,
ami Is., on sliding scale if less than 12 entries ill

class. An extra- class (songsters and cages) lias
been added, which will be of great interest to visi-
tors. The exhibits in tins class are given by the
members, to he sold by auction at close of show,
and all money- realised will he given to the relief
of flic Belgium refugees now abiding in the dis-
trict. There is no entrance fee, and the class will
not. he awarded any prize cards, so as to effect the
sale in any way. Anyone wishing to give a song-
ster or cage, please inform sec. Two new mem-
ber* are added, and one proposed. We have a few
more vacant chairs.—.J. Cliadwiek, Hon. See.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S.
Special general meeting. Crown Hotel, Hill Street,

November 4. to consider a proposal of the chairman
and vice-chairman to rescind the resolution passed
at the previous meeting, fixing open show prize-
money on the sliding stale, and to offer fixed prize-
money as last year. It was explained to the mem-
bers 'that since the show season opened, those
societies holding shows had had grand support, and
from information volunteered from other sources,
it was thought we should be making a mistake if v/e
adhered to the sliding scale. There was a large
attendance, but the proposition was carried with
only one dissentient. The Chairman asked for
special prizes, and there was a hearty response The
committee will meet Nov. 1 ] to allot same Secre-
tary was instructed to ask Mr. J. II. Roe .to judge,
in addition to Mr. Robson. Agreed to accept the
olfer of the O.N.P.C.C. patronage at our show the
society accepting their ruling as to definition of
an amateur, although not in accordance with our
rule. Letters were read from gentlemen approached
to judge Roller Canaries at the show on Dec. loth,
ami Mr. Tomlinson was elected. A few good special
prize.- were promised, which we hope will shortly bo
increased. In response to a question regarding
inter club cup competition from one of the members’,

i!
Wa \ explained that the secretary wrote West

•Bromwich Society under a misapprehension, as it
was understood Wolverhampton foctet V was not
holding- a i ev. ,—.j . II. Jones, -Hon. Sec.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Special meeting Nov. 9, Mr. Allsopp presided.

The meeting was called to discuss the Welsh
National Society, aioo the advisability of altering
our members’ show to open 'radius show. After
Mr. E. J. Banks had presented the case of the
Welsh National C.B.S. it was unanimously agreed
that, the Cardiff Society become affiliated. A long
discussion took place re our show, and it was finally
agreed that we hold a radius show, with prize-
money on the sliding scale. We shall not be hold-
ing another meeting this month

;
if any member

can act as steward at the show please let me know.— K. Thomao, 43, Craddock-street, Cardiff.

NORTHERN CREST CLUB.
Having hid correspondence with the Sec. of

Gateshead C.B.S. in regard to having two extra
classes put on to suit our cup patronage, they have
agreed to put them ,on for us, so our full cup
patronage will he given to them ; there will be
three silver cups for competition Inst bird, best
young Crest, and beet young Crestbred, a gold
medal to go with each cup, besides medal for best
bird in each old class, and a silver medal for best
y-oung birds in the tickets after the winner. Gates-
head C.B.S. show will he 'held Dee. 19, and we hope
Crested fanciers will send a bumping entry.—Geo.
Dobson, Sec.

NORTHERN NORWICH P.C.
Meeting Oct. 28, Mr. W. Curry presided over a

good company. Mr. C. Wake Walker elected a mem-
ber. Decided that young bird challenge cup be com-
peted for at Gateshead show Dee. 19, and to give
two silver spoons— one champ., one novice—for most
points three highest birds, also a 5sj. special given
by Mr. K. Hennerson for best young bird bred by a
novice. Table show' was held, five classes each sec-
tion, judge Mr. T. C. Crawhall.
.AN V COL. CK. : I . Laidlaw; 2, Hennerson; 3,

Wellsbury
;

vhe, c, Morrison; he, Holden. HEN: 1 ,

2 , Holden; 3, Curry; vhe, Morrison. L’NFLTG.
j

YELL.; 1 , 2, Wellsbury; 8 , Holden; vhe, Morrison.
BUFF : 1 , 2, Holden; 3 ,

Curry. UNFIT (j. HEN: 1.

3, he, Moei ison
; 2 , Richardson : vhe, Wellsbury

; c,
1 ,s i*l ! o v.'. NOV., ANY COL. CK.: 1 , 2, Richardson.
HEN; 1 , 2, Wood; 3, Richardson. CNFLIG. BUFF
CK.: 1 . 2, Wood. Thanks were given .Mr. Crawhall
for coming to judge. Next meeting and another
table show Nov. ) 8

, judge Mr. A. Hermiston. Subs,
now due.—F. W. Laidiow, Sec.

NEWTONGRANGE C.B.S.
At the recent meeting, the Sec., Mr. Wm.

Bryson, intimated ids resignation, as lie had en-
listed in the 8th Royal Scots. The resignation
vvas received with regret. The President and all
the members spoke in laudatory terms of the
good work Mr. Brecon had done, and trusted lie
would soon rejoin. Unanimously resolved to re-
quisition the services of Mr. John Nelson. 85, Dean
Park, Newtongrange, as- sec. It was the feeling
ol the committee that wc should hold the. annual
show on Dec. 19, but before a. definite decision
could he arrived at it was agreed to ask the
Sec. to writs the Hon. President. John Callender,
Esq., tor a donation, as it was deemed inadvisable
to approach the general public in the present
crisis. Eight new members were placed on the
working committee, and an honorary committee
was drawn up, the President and Secretary bein«
given powers to add to their number- Sec. was
instructed to write fanciers for specials. Replies
from judges were read accepting their positions.
They are Messrs. James Caldenvood (Kilmarnock)
Norwich; James Macon (Peebles), British; and
H. Douglas (Loanliead). Borders. Sec. was in-
structed to write C.voli Birds about our advertise-
ment, to ask the local printers for estimates for
schedule and catalogue, and to engage the hall
and make arrangements about staging. Decided
to- alter or make addition to the classification at
next meeting. The meeting closed with a vote
of thanks to the President.—A. M. Gardiner.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should he regularly
sprinkled with K EATING.’S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do thic just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to. everything else.

The 26th Annual Great International Cage Bird Exhibitlo

will he held jointly by the

(London Cage Bird Association), N.B.B. and M r. (National British Bird and Mule Club), and Hr I l: v I

(Foreign Bird Exhibitors League), on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Nov. 26, 27, and 28 1914 ,,,,

ported by the C.C.C.. N.P.C. and O N. P.C'., S.B.F.C.C. and W.B.F.C., I and LI.

A

G.C.A..\tr. ’n„g
Classification. Full staff of competent Judges, and innumerable special'. Profit to I, d, voted to tie
British Red Cross Society. Entries close Nov. 16, 1914. Schedule” fro.-ii ; John Tyson 169 Sloane St
London, S.W.

HALIFAX 0.S,
Friday and Saturday, Nov.

Judges’. Mr. W. Mundell (Bradford), and Mr. \V. Vardy

25th
ANNUAL

OPEN SHOW.
20th and 21st.
(Hucknall Huthwaite).

RECORD PRIZE MONEY 26/- per GLASS.
31 Classes, 1/6 entry. Schedules from Mr. H. Clegg, 15. Melrose Street, Lee Mount, Halifax. Show room
Friendly and Trades’ Hall, Halifax. Entries close November 17th. See Review of Scliedul - in this
week's issue.

8U88W & OiSTRIGT C.B.A.
GREAT OPEN SHOW, NOV. 20th & 21st.

Union Hall, West Nile Street, Glasgow (directly opposite West Regent Street). Judges: Messrs. Sloan,
Chalmers, Hysiop, Heggie, Paine, and Gentleman. Patronage of most Specialist Clubs 75 Classes’
Prize Money. 30/- per class. Entry lec, 2/-. Entries close Monday, 16th. Be British and (support u-'
Schedules from : W. Hutchison, 163, Hospital Street, Glasgow,

BRADFORD RATIONAL
[ (in aid cf the CindereiFa CJuSj Funds),

fflovemiser3 2%st, ISM.
Fourth Annual Show (Open to tile World) in the
Drummond Read Council School. Under the patron-
age and rilling of the Yorkshire Union, Y.C.C.,
G.M.Y.C.C., C.M.Y.C.C., and the Green C.A,

Entries close Tuesday, November 17. Entrance
*fee 1/6. Prize Money, 10/-, 6/-, 4/-, 2/-; also Cup for
best Yorks., and Valuable Specials, including one
value a guinea for most points by an exhibitor out-
side Yorkshire. Full list of specials will appear in
catalogue.

CLASSIFICATION OPEN YORKSHIRES.
(Judges; Jlr. P. .Mason, all even numbers; Mr. H.

Sutcliffe, odd.)
Class 1—Clear, Invisible, or Thigh Tkd. Yell.; 2—

Clear, Invisible, or Thigh Tkd. Buff; 3— Tkd. Yell.,

Discernible Tick or Mark; 4

—

Tkd. Buff, Discernible
Tick or Mark; 5

—

Clear or Tkd. Yell. Hen; 6—Clear
or Tkd. Buff lien; 7—Unflighted Yell., Any Variety;
3—Unflighted Buff, Any Variety; 9—Unflighted Yell.

Hen, Any Variety; 10—Unfrighted Buff Hen, Any
Variety; 11—Yorkshire Stock Bird Open (Cock), Any
Variety, must exceed six and three quarter inches
in length

;
12—Yorkshire Stock Bird (Cock), Any

Variety, limit £3, must exceed six and three-quarter
inches in length; 13—Even, Uneven, or Heavily
Variegated Yell.; 14—Even, Uneven, or Heavily
Variegated Buff; 15—Even, Uneven, or Heavily
Variegated Yell. Hen; 1C—Even, Uneven, or Heavily
Variegated Buff Hen; 17—Cinnamon, Tkd. or Varie-
gated Yell.

; 18—Cinnamon, Tkd. or Variegated Buff
;

19—Cinnamon, Tkd. or Variegated Yell. Hen; 20

—

Cinnamon, Tkd. or Variegated Buff Hen.

GREEN YORKSHIRE CLASSES.
(Under Patronage of the Green Canary Association.)
Class 21—Self or Foul, Non-colour Fed; 22—Self or

Foul, Buff, Non-colour Fed: 23—Self or Foul, Yell.

Hen, Non-colour Fed; 24—Self or Foul, Buff Hen,
Non-colour Fed.

SELLING.
-(Judge; Jlr. R. Halliday, 25 to 31.)

Class 25— Selling, Yell. Yorkshire, Bird and Cage,
£1; 20—Selling, Buff Yorkshire, Bird and Cage, 15s.;

27— Selling, Yellow or Butt Yorkshire Hen, Bird and
Cage, 12s. Cd.

OPEN YORKSHIRE NOVICES.
Class 28—Yellow, Any Variety ;

29—Buff, Any
Variety; 30—Yell. Hen, Any Variety; 31—Buff Hen,
Any Variety.

NOVICE CLASSES (Limit £5 5S.)

(Confined to Members of the Yorkshire Union. See
Rules. Judge: Mr. W. Mundell, 32 to 48.)

Class 32—Clear or Tkd. Tell. Yorkshire; 33—Clear
or Tkd. Buff Yorkshire; 34—Clear or Tkd. Yell.

Yorkshire Hen ; 35—Clear or Tkd. Buff Yorkshire
Hell; 36—XTnflighted Yell. Yorkshire, Any Variety;

37—Unflighted Bull' Yorkshire, Any Variety; 38—l’n-

(iighted Yell. Yorkshire Hen, Any Variety; 39—Un-
ttighted Buff Yorkshire Hen, Any Variety; 40—Even,
Uneven, or Heavily Variegated Yell, or Buff Yorks. ;

41—Even, Uneven, or Heavily Variegated Yellow or

Buff Yorlts. Hen; 42—Any Variety, Yellow or Buff

Norwich Cock; 43—Any Variety, Yellow or Buff

Norwich Hen.
NOTE—Cinnamon Ticked or Marked Birds are

eligible in the Y.U. Novice Classes.

SOUTH LONDON
Col. and F.A. 40th Annual Show, Thurs., Nov. 19th,
The Baths, Old Kent Road, S.E. Open 2 til! 11. Ad-
mission 6d. Tickets, etc.: Geo. Burton, 126, Lee Rd.,
Lee Green, S.E. (1665)

Glasgow (West ftt)Qn&
Canaries, JIui.z.9, British, and Foreign Birds, in Co-
op. Hall, St. George's Cross, on Saturday, Nov. 21.
Doors open 1 to C p.m. Admission, Cd.—Wm. Prcud-
foot, Sec, and Treas.

, 145, Henderson St,, Glasgow.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Nov. 2S til. One-day Radius Show. 40 Classes.
Judge, J. Robson, Esq.— E. Thomas, Sec., 45, Crad-
dock Street.

PPovincIaT Roller
Old Boar’s Hotel, Corporation Street, Manchester,
Nov. 27th and 28th. Good Prize Jloney and Specials,
-ehedules now ready.

—

Andrew Percival, Smithy
Bridge, nr. Rochdale.

SALE
& Dist.

C.B.S.
The 8th Annual Open Show will be held c.n Friday
and Saturday, Nov. 27 and 28, in the Technical
Schools, Sale. Judges: Messrs. C. A. House and A.
Hirst. 42 Open Classes. 10 Novice Classes. .Sche-
dules fro:n : G. F. Hardcastle, 202, Cross Street, Sale.

Hayie Show
NOVEMBER 23rd.

In aid of War Relief Funds. Please send for vonr
Schedule of the above show. Prize Money, 6/-, 4/-.

2/-, 1/-; entry fee 1/-. Special every class. Judge,
C. H. Toy, Esq. The only chance to show your ex-
hibits in tlie West for this year. Send to-day to:
A. T. Coombs. Hon. See.

CITY OF
BIRMINGHAM

CBS.
Open Show, Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 2 and 3. 47

Classes (as last year). 18/-, 5/-, 2/6 for 1/6 entry.
Judges: J. Robson, Esq., and .1. H. Roe, Esq. Sche-
dule ready shortly.—J. H. Jones, Hon. Sec., 211, Park
Road, Aston, Birmingham. (1864)

ABERSYCHAN
and District C.B.S. 3rd Annual Show will be held
December 3, in Co-operative Hall. Judge, H. W.
Battye. Schedules from: F. Sweeting, 22, Caradox
Street, Pentwyn, Abersychan, nr. Pontvpool.

SHOWS.
BRITISH BIRDS AND HYBRIDS.

Class 44—Goldfinch or Bullfinch (British); 45—Lin-

net, Siskin, Redpoll, or Twite (British)
;

46—Any
Other Variety Hardbill or Softbili, net previously

mentioned, bird of prey excluded ; 47—Any Variety

of Canary Mule, l)at'k, except Canary-Bullfincli J 48

—

Any Variety of British Hybrid, bred from two British

birds, including Canary-Bullfinch and Light Mule.

Entries taken at the Market Tavern on TwSS^y,
November 17, from 7.30 to 11. '

Or address to Sam bUdgiey, Hon. Sec., ID, Victoria

Street, Clayton, Bradford, Yo rkshire.

NEWCASTLE
Ninth Annual Show, Nov. 14th. Co-operative Hall,

Darn Crook,. . New gate Street. Show closes i ..CO p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPA ID,

^-ir.ch 2/-, |-incli 3 1 inch 6 -

Except to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or morn

columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to
" Guaranteed" Shows, for which the charge is

Cl- per inch, column width.
A reduction will be made for a Scries of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of •guarnnteeinr” a Show

should apply for guarantee form to our J1 onager.

CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET, Lf'HP^N.
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{Twitterings.

Clio show of the Hamilton, Cadzow Oak
0..I i. iS. , arranged for November 14, lias been
postponed.
We have abandoned our show this year,

writes Air. \\ . A. Broad ley, Hon. See. Aln-
wick C.B.S.

In Biolum-ciip Nil .at Lizards at Man-
rhesler N.G.O.S., A. Bradley won 2nd, not
Hamer as reported.

Allow me to congratulate Mr. T. H. Smyth,
Alio see. ol Lister O.A., on 1 he quick dis-
patch ot birds and [prompt payment of prize
money, writes Mr. C. A. O’Reilly.

I am clearing all my stock, cages, etc., as
1 have not the lime to look after them pro-
perly, although 1 am sorry to part with
them, writes Mr. W. J. Baker (Norwich).
We have a total of over 370 entries at the

innual show this week end, which, personally,
I think very good considering all things,
writes Mr. V'. Wynn, lion. see. City and
•Suburban A.C.B.

OBITUARY.
MR. H. G. ATTRIDGE.

It is with great regret r have to chronicle
the death of Mr. H. CL Attridge on Nov. 4,

after four years’ patient suffering, writes
Mr, John Tyson. Personally 1 do not
favour the usual practice of eulogising the
labours of any man after he has gone; much
better speak of him as his services deserve
during liis lifetime, so that he may at any
rate pass away in the knowledge that his

labours were appreciated. Here has passed
one of fhe very first members of the
L.C.B.A. (one with whom 1 worked for over
20 years), a member who expended con-
siderable time iu the interests of the Associa-
tion in particular, and the Fancy in general.

He was joint secretary of the L.C.B.A. when
they held their first open show at the Royal
Aquarium, and until the break down in his

health attended assiduously to the staging
and wants of the exhibits at every subse-
quent open show. One or two nights’ rest,

yv ere nothing for him to sacrifice for the
comfort and well-being of the birds

;
yet he

has gone without any tangible appreciation
or recognition for the many services he
rendered to the Fancy, especially in London.
To his sorrowing widotv and only son I

tender my sincere sympathy, whieli will be
shared by all with whom lie came in con-
tact. In view' of my opinion, I have pur-
posely avoided allusion to his many achieve-
ments; •suffice it to say that he was a “jolly
good fellow,” a very hard worker, and one
of “The Old Brigade.”

Prize-money has been paid in respect of
the following shows. Anyone overlooked
should apply to the respective lion. secs. :

Muirkirk, Ulster, East Lothian C.B.S., Man-
chester and N.C.O.S., Brechin.
Through a printer’s error, writes Mr. A.

Smith, the foreign bird class was omitted
from the schedule of the Codnor Park and
Eastwood C.B.N. It should read : “Class
47. any variety foreign.

-

’ Schedules are
now ready

;
anyone overlooked should apply

to the secs., A. Smith, Lynn Croft, East-
wood. and 0. Lees. Thompson Street, Lane-
ley Mill.

The Boscombe and Dip. F.A.’s third an-
nual show (this year members only owing
to war) is to he held in the Curzon Hall,
Ourzon Road. Bournemouth, writes Mr. E.
T. Haines, the hon. sec., on Nov. 18th, 2
to 10 p.in.. judge, Air. \V. Haysom (South-
ampton). \\ e hope the fanciers in Boscombe

j

will rally round and make 1914 our most
successful season.
Om Halifax Show is being held on the

dates (Nov. 20 and 21) originallv arranged,
writes Mr. II. Clegg, the see., and it is no
fault of the Halifax O.S. that the show
clashes with the Bradford National Show on
fhe Saturday. If you think fit to mention
this, I shall be pleased, as it seems a pity
for two big shows to clash, when so many
dates are vacant owing to the war. Schedules
of Halifax Show have been posted ; will any-
one overlooked kindly apply at onee.

I heartily thank all the exhibitors for their
support, writes Mr. J, Crabb, the sec. of
Brechin Show.
The City and Suburban A.C.B. is one of

the societies doing their little bit towards
carrying on “ Business as Usual,” and their
annual show held to-day and tomorrow
(Friday and Saturday) at the Church Insti-
tute, 60, Paddington St., Marylebone (just,

round the corner from Baker St.) offers
London fanciers a welcome opportunity of

getting their minds off the war for a few
hours. Such a chance of recreation should
not be missed.— (Advt.)

A £6 1 0s. Hen.
I have sold my buff Norwich ben. first at.

Oxford show, for £6 10s., to a gentleman at
Newcastle on 'I’yue, writes Mr. A, Lovegi ive,

Henley.

Good News on Tyneside.
1 Fanciers generally, and those on Tyneside
and in the North in particular, will welcome
the inwvs that. Gateshead C.B.S. is holding
an open show on Dec. 19. The officials

intend to do their very best to merit a record
entry.

Patriotic Fanciers at Bute.
We have been informed that the Bute Fan-

ciers’ Association are going on with their

annual show
;

all profits to go to the British

Red Cross Society’s Funds. They have en-

gaged Mr. W. Connelly (Glasgow) to judge
the cage birds, and be is handing over his fee

to that fund.

Pontypridd Will Not Cancel.
Pontypridd fanciers have decided to hold

their show on January 6th, and devote the

profits, if any, to the Red Cross Fundi This
will be good news to the Fancy in S. Wales,
as Pontypridd had been announced amongst
those which were to be missing this season.

Mr. O. A, House will again judge.

Changes of Address.
Mr. J. H. Jones, hon. sec. City of Birming-

ham C.B.S,, has removed from Church Lane
to 211. Park Rd., Aston, B’ham. Mr. W. B.

Watkins, lion. sec. Tredegar C.B.S., from
Whitworth Ter
Mr. W. Hutchi
from 163 to 167

REVIEW OF THE SCHEDULE OF THE
HORTICULTURAL SHOW.

Tier magnificent schedule, despite tlic alien d ,-ir-runi stances, is much on the saute generous lines as
i, •

u'al '. a >ul maintains the features which were
s° ""t'ceahie. The. prizes arc very liberal,

' L 3
'

-

' -A. -r, m and j/. tor a tec ot

rY’ i f- ,, .
**"*." l 'lo,lc >' 1,1 *very dass is guaranteed,

t r l..( .15. A. being responsible for the Canary section,

Vnfi
lilrtl ‘,ml M -C. for the Britishan] Hybrids while the foreign section is under the

.auspices of the f oreign Bird Exhibitors’ League.
|IUTC 7 ‘jhamp.. 7 iiov., 4 Greens and 1 limit

ih,,' „ i**?.’ u
Ir

V
E. ^Sterling judging the eham-

I ions, and Mr. K. L. Crisp, the remainder. Lanra-
sinres 4 . Crests 7 tl Nov., X Limit £3), C.U 7 (1-xo\. i Limit E2), Cinnamons .2, Lizards 7 \ (> V ]Mi .1. Hobson judge. Borders 12 (2 Greens :i Nov.)
J. Air l). Jenkins. Norwich lMainhcad.^’ 8 chain-
pions, judge Mr. E. .1. Kippon, <1 Novice, and 1 Limit
(dll/-), judge Mr. A. VV. Curtis.
open British have 22 classes. Jn Finches and Built-mgs Mr. ( . Prior judges even numbers, and Mr 4

Mlver the odd numbers, while of the insectivorous
classes Mr. Silver takes t lie even numbers, and Mr.
'

,

Hobson the odd. 'There are 4 Novice BritL-li
classes, judge Mr. A. ,). Marle.v.

In Hybrids there are 10 classes, one being for pairo
matched ior breeding; judge Mr. j. Robson.
Continental bird** have a class provided for them,

after a lapse of some years.
Tlie Foreign section contains JJI classes the same

wonder) ul classification as last year, tlie prizes being

}~J:<
_4 »/- I/O, and I/- for a fee of 2.-.

I Ins section is organised, and (lie prizes guaranteed
by the ToJVign Bird Kxbibitors’ League; jn<

i>. Seth Smith, It.

judges are
Watts, and H. U.

The Exhibitors
Opportunity.

Wanted, a Wonderful Show.
Benefit the Red Cross Society;
Benefit Your Hobby ; And Reward

Hard WorK and PlucK.
rT' UK London (‘age Bird Association has
1 done many excellent things in its

long anti honourable career to merit the
goodwill and admiration ol the Gage Bird
Fancy, but we venture to think that fan-
ciers will agree with us when we say that
nothing attempted in the past excels the
good work its members are undertaking
Ibis year—we refer, of course, to the Great
Show due on tlie 26th, 27th, and 28th of
the present month.

Tlie difficulties and alarums into which
the ('age Bird Fancy was plunged owing to
tlie unfortunate outbreak of war, need not
be dwelt on— bird-lovers know only too well
how sorely their hobby, and its exhibition
side in particular, lias been hit. Not that
bird-lovers have borne up other than with
commendable pluck; they have done sur-
prisingly well.

To go on with a fixture of tlie magni-
tude ol the Horticultural Hall Show, in-
volving a certain outlay, and possible loss,
of some scores of pounds, required, how-
ever, in the early part of tlie season a
laitli lar above the ordinary. All tlie
greater credit, then, to the L.C.B.A. that
they decided on “ business as usual.

”

And iu this credit tlie National British
Bird and Mule Club and the .Foreign Bird
Exhibitors’ League equally share, for they
have in the most sportsmanlike manner
come to the aid of the L.C.B.A. by under-

r. to 63, High «t.. Tredegar;
(

taking to divide the responsibilities. Jn

bison, sec. Glasgow C.B.A..
[

“11S w
Jl':

v
!

t

„
has been made possible for the

,
Hospital St., Glasgow. i J„

a80 runcy to have its great Autumn
Show in London—a show the loss of which
would have been severely felt, for it has
gained a great reputation as a practically
ideal exhibition, while its educative influ-
ence on the general public is undoubtedly
very considerable, a factor, this, of the
greatest moment to the welfare of our
hobby.

I’h is Horticultural Hall Show, then, de-
j

serves well of the Fancy. And vie strongly

appeal to the Fancy to accord it record

support this year. If further incentive
have a record entry. Hope fanciers will “ keep the

;
lie needed, then the fact that anv profit

pot boiling,” and make it likewise for other societies.
|

. ...
1

'

The Old Shildon secretary writes: “Thanks to i

^^^R^^A^^^^^v^tbe^Ivci^^ross
CAGE BIRDS we have a record entry, including Society should supply it.
birds from the best exhibitors.” '

..
'

.T" * '
"

'

,

’
, , , ,

_ _ . . . .
J he management is in the able hands

Cardiff’s Commendable Course. i I*!’*1 Mr * Joh
,

w
It was unanimously decided at a special

|

"I10 -5® activities ha\ e done so much, and in

meeting of Cardiff C.B.S., writes Mi* E. J.
j

s° many directions, for the Fancy. No-
Davies, that we hold a 50-iniie rail distance i

thing that expedience and foresight can
show instead of a members’ on November

j

suggest will be left undone to ensure the
28th. We have arranged with the railway safe collection and dispatch of exhibits,

|

t'uii’ horn"'' T . .4 1

companies to have all birds dispatched in while well-known experts eater for the Ms famous ”.lac

time to reach their destinations same night, different varieties while they remain in I l ^am'\k.hnvon. Jullges/ Jlardca'stlo, Xavior, andHe trust all ianeiers within the radius will
‘ ’ 1 " ’ "• - - "

1 -

give us full support.

A Correction.
By the misplacement of a comma, our

printer gave a somewhat, absurd meaning to
one of the last week’s advertisements of Mr.
W. Rudd, the well-known bird specialist, of
Norwich. His offer of songsters should have
read: “Extra large hatched, and caged off

singly ” (not with the comma, after large).

A Jud 2e ” Held Ut>.”
After judging the Belfast Show last week-

end, writes Mr. C. A. House, I wondered if

1 was getting back to England again at all.

The naval powers held our boat up for nine
hours

; thus I had a twenty-four hours’ jour-
ney. No one knew why we were held up,
but there were all kinds of rumours—mines,
Germans, etc. ! ’Twas Saturday, and neither
of the English or Scotch boats was allowed
beyond tlie mouth of the harbour till Sun-
day morning.

STILL THEY COME!
Record entries continue to cause the cup of happi-

ness of show secretaries to brim right over.

Last week-end, as will be seen from our reports,

practically every big fixture broke its own record—
England, Scotland, and Ireland all toeirtg repre-

sented, namely, by the Leicester, Brechin, and Bel

|

fast exhibitions.

Further, we hear that at least two of the shows

|

being held this week, Reading and Old Shildon, have
surpassed previous bests.

The Reading secretary writes : Clad to report we

MV.-sr
Astlcy
Two selling and 4 steak classes, judges Messrs.

Mason, Davits, and Tyson, and numerous members’
Hasses make up the grand total of 190 classes. Be-
sides the liberal prize money, no less than 271 specials
arc ottered, including a two guinea silver cur> pre-
sented by Mrs. Warren Vernon, and to be won out-
right, for the best small non-fed insectivorous bird.

,

J'ii tries close Nov. 1(5, and should be made to Mr. J.
T.y.-on, show manager, ICO, Sioane St., London, S.AW

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Halifax O.S. (Yorks). Friendly and Trad-s' Hall,

St. .lames’.- Hoad. Nov. 20-21. Judges: W. Mnndell.
\\ . l ardy. 3) classes: Yorks. 16 (« Nov., 2 Or., 2
Nov. GrA, Nor. JO (4 Nov.), JSrit. 3, Sell. •_>. Brizes,
10'-. Os.. 4s., 2s., Is. Cd. Fee, Is. fid. Kut. dose
Nov. 17, to H. Clegg, 15, Melrose Street, I.Cj Mount.
Halifax.
Glasgow C.B.A.—Vnion Hall, IV. Nile St net. Nov.

-20-21. Judges: A. Chalmers', A. Sloan. G. flySlop, l!r

Ht-ggie. It. V. liable, J. Gentleman. 75 classes: Nor.
20 (£ Nov., 2 Soli.), Crests 5 fl Sell.), Bord. 10 f 1
Sell:), Yorks. 10 (1 Sell.), A.O.V. 1, Mules 7 (1 Sell.)
Brit. 19 (1 Sell.), For. a. Frizes. 12s.. 8s., as., 2«.,
2s. Feu 2s. Ent. close Nov. Hi, to \V. Hutchison,
1<;7, Hospital Street.

Singing Contests.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the
tt.ilnre of advertisements must be paid ior at
advertisement rates, three words a fenny.

CASTLEFORD.
First, members’ sing, Nov. 7, George and Dragon,

Bridge Street. 1, Liversidge; 2, Morler; 3, Wil-
liams. Open sing, Nov. 8. J, Morlty

; 2, Nelson;'
3. M’ainwright.—S. Morley, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Weekly Linnet, contest. Nov. 7, Woodman Inn.

first club -mg. 27 birds entered for three minutes’
time sing. 1. 2, Beard r 3, Blacksbire. Open sing,
Nov. s, 24 bird.- entered, l, l Beard, 3 Proctor.
Open sing last Saturday in each month.—S. Pugh.
See.

LEEDS ORIGINAL LINNET & C.C.
Quality contest, Albion Hotel. Saville Green. York

Load. Nov. 7. ],x birds faced the judges, and sonio
splendid singing was heard. 1, the dub veteran,
Tom Stead; 2. A. Uichardson ; 3, Stanne.y. Judges.
Naylor and Lacey. Nov. S, 20 birds were bung to a

Johnson was again to the front with
Jack Johnson,” who has new won 27

tlie hall, and the quality of the seeds
I

T. Chadwick.
. . ...I fnr.-l.. ... 1 1 .... i.s— .1 I... 4-1, ,,

' the Canai\ (and foods is guaranteed by the fact that
.Messrs. Trowel' and Co., supply them.
Further, eve ry penny of the prize-money

is fully guaranteed, in the Canary section

by the L.C.B.A.. in the Hybrid and British

sections by the N. B.B. and M.C., and. in

the Foreign section by the F.B.E.L.

Sale in Luck’s Way.
I am pleased to inform you that Air. W.

Proctor-Pearson has given to tlie Sale Society
a solid silx'or champagne cup, to be won
outright, at our show on November 27 and
28, by tlie member showing the best bird,

writes Mr. H. Whitney, the Assist. Sec. Any-
one by paying a. subscription of 4s. by the
next meeting night will be able to compete
for this handsome trophy. Mr. G. A. House
lias been engaged to judge ir. tlie unavoid-
able absence of Mr. Brumskill. Wo hopi

As to tlie merits of the classification,

our review of the schedule given below n il]

speak. It is excellent at all points; and
special classes for novice exhibitors have
not been forgotten. The list of special
prizes, too, is very good. Copies of tlie

schedule should he written for at once to
Mr. Tyson, at 169, Sioane St., London,

j

S.W., and the entry form therein should
he filled and returned to him by Wednes-
day next, Nov. ]8th, at latest.

Let it he a bumper entry, fanciers. The
officials have had great difficulties to con-
tend with, and neither of the three pro-
moting societies can reap, nor wishes to, one
penny of pecuniary benefit from the show
—you can reward them by providing a re-

cord collection of birds for the public to
see, so that tlie gate-money may produce
a nice little sum to hand over to the Bed
Cross fund.

It is especially asked that owners of
Foreign and British birds will help-; the

exhibitors will rally round us and help to
j
hall is ideal for housing them, and it is

keep up the records of Liverpool and Man-
j

these, sections that the general public
cheslct.

j JI n<l peculiarly attractive.

Club ojinncil in tlic eve iv ns witji tlio
first weekly sing to a crowded house. 14 very gotal
birds were lumg, and the old bird “nuts” were dr
lighted. 1, Sam Hardeastle

; 2, Lipinaa; 3 divided
by Lipman and Hodgson. Judges : Si.-soils, Naylor,
and Clark. Don't forget the Itoller contest every
Sunday at k. -IV. Naylor. Sec. (Kindly write only
on one side of each sheet of paper.- - Ed.) - \dvt.

LEEDS.
Quality .- infill*' contest. Old Bird Douse, Skinner**

Arms, B.usliiigtliorpe, Nov. S, IJi birds snug. 3,

Ward; 2. Hiiui? : 3, shared by Hullen and haycock.
Judges, Sit liars and Blackburn*.— CM .iyton f Don. See.

Linnet quality .singing contents. Plasterer'- Arms,
Skinner Lane, Oct. 31. .1, T. Johnson; 2, Ward: 3,

Laycock. Ui birds; judges A. Lorrimaii and P.

Maddon. Nov. I, 20 birds, J. «'i, BainiTcId
; 2. Green.

Judges, Lorrimaii and Maddon. Nov. 7. IS bird*.

1, T. Johnson ; 2, 3, shared, Laycock and S. John-
son. Judges, I. Maddon and Charles. Nov. H, l

r
»

*birds. 1, 2, iiandield; 3, Wigftehl, judges. Lorn-
man and Maddon.

T, Johnson won hero two Saturdays In .succession,

and wishes ii to be stated that lie a member os

tlie Albion Club and our club. The changing of

lii.A bird's name (Musical Box to Jack Johnson) was
done by some unauthorised person. Let us hive
fair play, and stick to the different Hubs’ titles ;i*

commenced with after tlie King*-. Mead and tlus

Prince Albert disbanded, namely. The Skinners’ Arms
(the old bird house). The Albion Motel Club, and
Lev'ds Linnet, and C.C.- T. Johnson and ATf. T.nrrL

man.
Feeds Linnet and ( anar\ Club bold high-class Rol

h.r contest at Plasterer's Arms, Skinner Lam, North
street, Nov. Id, comrnenee at 7 p.m. All Koller Hub
mcmlieis, old Irieml.s, and new', made welcome.—
( Advt.)

‘CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT,

By Clias. Houlton. Price) 78. c<l.

“CACE BIRDS,” 154. FLEET ST, LONDON, E C,
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How Our Scheme Has Been Received.

Hospital Authorities Delighted With the Offer of Singing

Canaries.

It is a source- of unbounded gratification

to ourselves, in which our readers will

surely join, to find that ( auk Hums'
Scheme for {'resenting pet singing Can-
aries, cages, and food, to convalescent

homes and hospitals housing wounded sol-

diers and sailors, has met with instant

and widespread appreciation.

Tile extracts given this week from letters

received concerning the scheme establish

the latter beyond question, and the plea-

sure that the prospect of receiving a sweet-
voiced Canary has given to so inanv hos-

pital authorities will ho shared by those
bird-lovers who have so generously made it

possible for us to carry through so happy
an idea.

? Points to Observe.

Ate shall arrange for the despatching of
the first consignments of birds, etc., next
week. AAV would request readers whom
we notify to forward either birds or cages
to let us know at once, if for any reason
they are not able to get away their parcels
to the precise time we shall specify, it

being important, of course, that birds
should not be received at any hospitals
before the cages have been delivered. Re-
member, too, that ail cages should be sent
fully fitted (i.c., with perches and seed, and
water vessels ready for the birds to be
popped into them. Pack them adequately.

too, to obviate possibility of damage in
|

I ran,sit.

AAV should, by the way, be glad to re-

ceive. further promises of suitable singing
cages. AAV have more birds than we have
cages to put them in, and when our scheme
becomes as widely known as we intend it

to be, we anticipate many more applica-

tions for these pot birds. There most be I

many convalescent holmes, for instance,

with which we have not yet got into touch,
where one will be received with delight.

What do Societies Say?
AVill you not help kindly, reader, in this

j

good cause? AAV have had several sums of
money sent us with which to purchase

j

cages. Maybe, if you have no eage avail-
|

able, yon, too, would care to send a dona-
tion. A\ e already have the birds, the
food (by Messrs. Oapern, Ltd.) and the
sand (by Messrs. Trowcr and Co.).

It occurs to us that societies might w ish
j

to be identified with our scheme. If any I

club cares to donate any sum towards it

(os. will buy a first-rate eage) it will be
gladly received. The names of all donors
are neatly inscribed on a card sent with
every gift. How- nice it would be to see
in, say, Cardiff (or other) hospital, a cage
inscribed “ Presented by the members of
the Cardiff Cage Bird Society.” Think !

it over, societies; but do it quickly, and
|

j

write us at the earliest opportunity.

SOME APPRECIATIONS OF OUR
OFFER OF CANARIES.

Dreadnought Hospital (Groeiiwirli). It i» mo-t
kind of Jou to have thought of this cluii'iuiiig way
of pleasing tins wounded

;
ureept yourself and con-

vey to your readers our grateful thanks. Our men
will much apprcolate your gift. It is well-known
that soldiers and sailors collect pets wherever they
go; and if they should recognise personal friends
amongst the donors of the Canaries, no doubt this

fact will give them additional plea-ure.
Second London Ceneral Hospital (Chelsea).- We

shall he most delighted to have the Canary. The
patients will, I am sure, thoroughly appreciate it.

We have 520 beds and the hospital is in two flec-

tions, so if you can at any time send us another
Canary we shall he very pleased. | We shall be de-
lighted to see that two birds arc forwarded.-- (Editor

“C.H.'I
London Hospital (Whitechapel, K.). Very glad to

take advantage of your kind oiler of presenting a
Canary for the entertainment of the wounded and
others in the hospital wards. A gift of tins kind
affords the greatest possible pleasure. We will see
the bird is well looked alter.

Third Northern General Hospital (Sheffield).—Wc
shad be very pleased inde.-d to receive the. Canary
so kindly ottered. You may be sure it will have a
very good home, and be of great interest arid plea-

sure to the soldiers. Thank you very much.
Fifth Northern Ceneral Hospital (Leicester). De-

lighted to receive a Canary. It will he a source
of great pleasure, and of interest, too, for our
wounded soldiers and the sisters and nurses. Many
thanks for your kind oiler.

Third Western General Hospital (Cardiff).—We
shall bo delighted to have a Canary and cage, especi-
ally as there are no conditions attached to the
gift. It would give great -pleasure to the soldiers
and sailors in our hospital. The difficulty will he
how to divide a Canary into four sections. We are
most grateful to ycu and to your readers who have
helped to give Ms such a nice gift. (It has been a
pleasure to promise 4 Canaries and cages. — liditor

Military Hospital (Tort l*itt, Chatham).-- We
would be glad to get three Canaries for the benefit

of our wounded—we have over COo here to date.
Royal Herbert Hospital (Woolwich).— Shall be glad

to accept a Canary. You may be sure it will be well
looked after.

Victoria Hospital for Children (Chelsea).—We
offered 40 beds to the lied Cross Society, but they
have not yet been accepted, and therefore the Insti-

tution Is carrying on its work », mu> li foi Hi* beii< lit

of the sick children of the poor. Should you .-.till

care to present a Canary amt cage for tin anm-e-
nient of the children wt should he very pb ased to
accept it

|
We have, of eour-c, had lie gr< nt<- , t

of pleasure in allocating a Canary and cage to this
most deserving hospital. -Editor "(LB/')
City of London (Victoria Park, lb).- Mod: | .leased

to accept tlic. gift of a singing t auary and cage jour
readers so kimllv odor.
Fifth Southern Ceneral Hospital (I'aweett Bead,

Southsea). Delighted to have a bird for the liospi

tal ; it will ho much appreciated and welcom'd by
the patients.
National Hospital (London, W.j. \f. hall la-'

delighted to have, the gilt you mention of a inging,
Canary. Wo are <|iiile sure it will l« a source of
great delight to Our wounded oldier- and patient .

'

It is very kind of your leaders.

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital (London. L (,'.).- Only
too pleased to avail ourselves of the kind offer. We
are sure the gift will he greatiy appreciated. ,

First London Ceneral Hospital (Camberwell).- Wn
gratefully accept on the patients’ behalf the offer

you kindly make of a singing Canary in rage. This-
iiospital of 52(1 beds is in two separate buildings, so
that! if it were possible to send two birds, one could
go to each building. IWe -hall have the greatest
of pleasure in forwarding two birds.—Editor "C.B.”I
Second Western Ceneral Hospital (Manchester).

Very glad indeed to have a singing Canary lor our
men.
Fourth Scottish Ceneral Hospital (Stobhill, Glas-

gow). -Very glad to receive two birds with cage*
and seed.

, j

Fourth Northern Ceneral Hospital (Lincoln).
Many thanks 1'or your kind oiler: the wounded men
will he delighted with a pet bird.

First Scottish General Hospital (Aberdeen).-- We
are quite sure the gift will be much appreciated.
London Homoeopathic Hospital (Bloomsbury).- Ac-

cept cur very warm thanks for the gift.

Royal Victoria Hospital (Xcttfy).-Your gift will

he welcome.
Middlesex Hospital (London, W.). We beg to

accept with many thanks your kind offer of a Can-
ary and eage, etc. It will he much appreciated.
Fourth Southern General Hospital (IqymouTlT).—

Very pleased to receive the gift of a Canary.
Third Scottish General Hospital (Stobhill. Glas-

gow).—It is extremely kind of you to offer us a
singing Canary, and we shall he very pleased to
have it.

First Northern Ceneral Hospital (Xeweastle-on-
Tyne).—Very pleased to accept the kind gift of a

singing bird and cage for the soldiers’ wards; thank
your readers very much for their kindness.

Glasgow, Queen’s Park and DIs.
C.B.S. to Hold Annual Show.
Sir,—At our monthly meeting the mem-

bers arranged to give four open classes for

Nor., and 9 classes for Yorks.
;
prize-money,

10s., 5s.. and 2s. 6d. for Is. Gd. entry fee,

The show will be held in the Victoria. Halls,

47G, A’ictoria Road (adjoining Queen’s Park
Station),' on 5th ' December. It is hoped
that with the above prize-money and a. good
list of specials, exhibitors will do their best

to send a few entries, and thereby help to

make the venture a success. Schedules are

now ready. Rout. IIeggie, Sec.

27, McLennan Street. Mount Florida.

Recipes for Making Birdlime.
Sir,-

—

Hav ing been a reader of Cage Birds
for over 16 years, 1 should be obliged if any
fellow-reader would kindly give me a recipe
how to make bird-lime, us I have lost mine.

J. H. Whittaker.
Sir,- I would bo glad if any reader of your

'valued Cage Birds could tell me how bird-

lime (Holly Bark) is made; or can 1 buy a
hook or get the recipe anywhere?

A Cumberland Reader.
(Our 'crtrrdspondents and other readers

needing the same information can obtain it

from Cage Birds 1914 Annual, in which
is an article giving full information on mak-
ing and using bird-lime, both holly bark and
other kinds. We have a few copies left,

price 8d. post free, or 6d. from newsagents
and railway bookstalls.—Editor “C.B.”)

The Bib of the Exhibition
Siskin.

Do Judges Place Too Much Value On It?

. Sir,

—

I beg space to reply to Mr. Kairhurst
on the subject of the bib of the exhibition
Siskin, and I hope that he aiyl all your other
leaders will understand that I desire to echo
the note on which lie concludes, viz., that it

is a question of principle, and not of per-

sons. Mr. Faiflnirst’s- assertion that “yellow
Siskins ... do not show a well-defined

bib in October’’ is too sweeping. That the
majority do not reproduce the bib during or

immediately after the moult is undeniable.
Some recover it more or less gradually as

the season advance's, and some appear to

definitely ’lose it. But there are others

—

truly a few only- -who come through with
a distinct and decided bib; hence a judge is

entitled to look for a bib, and to penalise

the exhibit for its absence in accordance
with the value he attaches to the point.

On the question of actual faking, 1 regret

that I cannot be so positive, and if 1 venture

•to state my views for what they are worth,

it is with much diffidence that I do so. There
has always been a good deal of loose talk on

the subject of faking British birds, and the

evil has probably always been greatly over-

stated. It must be a very delicate opera-

tion to tamper with the plumage of a- British

bird, in order to “improve” any point, and

Correspondence.
vet to escape detection

;
.and personally I

confess that 1 am at present not convinced
that it can he done. A faked bird is almost
inevitably brought to book sooner or later,
and likely enough the faker will prove to be
an exhibitor who has been influenced by the
“ loose talk ” into believing that faking is

indispensable to winning, though I am quite
prepared to hear from those who support
the view that faking is rampant that he
did it too clumsily.

:

Anyhow, it is not impossible for honest
: exhibitors to win with birds honestly shown,

j

as Mr. Fairhurst himself and hundreds of

(
others have proved. Moreover, men of

!
principle are a powerful asset to the cage

j
bird Fancy, and it cannot be doubted that
they dominate it. May I commend this end
of the argument to Mr. Fairhurst?

C. Prior.

Sunderland Will Do Its Best
for Fanciers,

Sir.—The Sunderland C.B.A. intend to go
on with their open show, as previously ar-

ranged, for January 15 and 16, in the Miners’
Hall. Monkwearmouth. The classification

will be larger than last year, and will include

8 Nor., 8 Yorks., 4 Crest, and C.B., 9 Bold.,

4 Liz., 3 Selling 1 Gift, 2 Mules, 8 Brit.. 2

For., and 34 members, making a total of 85

as against 81 classes last year. Three prizes

have been given for the open gift class by
members, proceeds of the sale of the birds

to be given to the local relief fund. The
liberal classification has beep made possible

by some members guaranteeing the society

against loss on certain classes. AVe hope fan-

ciers will send along entries, and so save hav-

ing to call upon the guarantors. Prize-money

as in previous years (10s., 5s., 3s., 2s.), with

diplomas, etc., for each section; in fact,

everything will he as last year. AA
r
e trust

that exhibUors will help us to the best of

their ability in making this show a success

in our determination to “keep the flag fly-

ing” iii the Fancy. AVe have the patronage

of six specialist clubs (probably seven),

together with gold and silver medals from

the president and secretary of the N.C.C.

for competition amongst their members. 1 he

judges will he (Messrs. T. G. Crawliall (Nor-

wich, etc.), J. Johnston (Borders), and G.

Wilson (British).

John Peacock (Hon. Sec.).

1

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletic.'. ineludiiiK Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, 7>irt, ,Vr.. to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, 1(1. Sold Everywhere.

Get a copy to*day, or send or Free Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” 12, Burleigh - Street,

Strand. E.C.. nieiifcimiieg “C.B.’’

Musselburgh Goes Ahead!
SiB,—1 am pleased to say that Musselburgh !

annual show is to he Held as usual. Half of
our members have joined Kitchener’s Army,
but by the help of friends and fanciers we
hope to have a successful show. '

Musselburgh H.S. A. Hoyle, See.

An Appeal to Members of the
Yorks, and Lancs. B.B. and M.C.

Sir,—1 beg to draw the attention of mem-
bers of the Yorkshire and Lancashire . B.B.
and M.C. to the Bradford National Show, in

Drummond Road School, on November 21st.
It is to be regretted by everyone that it is

not on as large a scale as before, owing to
the war, but it is held for the same object,
the benefit of the poor bairns. I hope our
members will send as many birds as they
can in the classes provided for them. The
schedule is printed in Gage Birds this week.
There are two extra specials givyrp for mem-
bers of this club.

T. H. Inman, Hon. Sec.

The Fancy in Western Canada.

“ We Have Some Good Stock Here,” Says
Our Correspondent.

Sir.—Being an interested reader o.f your
valuable paper, Gage Birds, I could not help
reading and being interested in the letter

signed by Mr. G. E. Nutty from Saskat-
chewan. Like Air. Nutty, I have been a resi-

dent of Wester® Canada for some years now

;

in fact, it is about eleven years since I last

saw my native land, so. that I should be a

little conversant with the manners and cus-

toms of my adopted land. However, it was
birds 1 intendeds to talk about, so will pro-

ceed. Before going on I just wish to say that

1 regret that 1 do not know where Mr. Nutty,
is located, otherwise 1 would write direct to

him.
In AVinnipeg here a number of fanciers got

together and formed a society known as the
“ Winnipeg and District Cage Bird Society.”

This was last February ;
since then we have

held two shows, one a members’ show cm the

1st of April last, and the second during the

Canadian Industrial Exhibition, July 13th to

16th. We had a fair entry on both occasions,

and, what is much better, we had a lot of good

birds out. We arc looking for bigger things

to happen, especially in November, when we

hold our first open show. We have about

thirty members, and hold a meeting every two

weeks. The reason I am stating these facts

is that I want to show that Western Canada

is beginning to take an interest in the cage

bird Fancy. 1 am not exactly conversant with

conditions' in Saskatchewan,, but I am with

those in Manitoba, which, after all, is not so

very far away, and 1 want to say that fight,

here in AVinnipeg there are ?. number of fan-

ciers who have in 'their possession birds that

no old-countrv fancier would he ashamed of.

I would be only too willing to put Mr. Nutty
in touc-h with any or all of these fanciers, and
if he should happen to be in our city at any,

time, I should be glad to show him arouno 1

and convince him that. he ran get as good’
birds right here in Western Canada as he can
get elsewhere.

With reference to the local Canaries ho
speaks of, I can quite understand that the
best are not sold, there being a great many
so-calledl “German Rollers” hawked around,
at prices which pay their vendors well. With
this wo have no complaint

;
people will always

get what they, want, and if they want good,
birds and demand them they can easily obtain
them, but good birds cannot be bought in

this country for 10 do's, to 12 dols. per pair.

1 question if 12.00 dols. would buy a good,

cock bird here, knowing as I do that good.

Yorkshire stock -cost about 25.00 dols. to 40.00

dols. a pair.

I am more than glad to have been able to,

answer the letter of a brother fancier in AA'es-

;

term Canada, as correspondence from this

quarter of the globe lias been rather scarce. I i

would ask brother Nutty to cheer up, and if .

he will only correspond with myself, I will;

put him touch with a number of fanciers that

can supply him with a good stock of birds of
j

any breed he may desire. What is more, we;

will be glad to have Ah'. Nutty a member of

our society, or if that do.es not suit him we
will be glad to supply him with any informa-

tion he mav desire that could help him to form,

a society where he is living.

AY. B. AYoon
(Chairman AA’innipeg and Dist. C.B.S.)

Tredegar Show Will Be Held.
Sir.—-At a meeting of the Tredegar and

Dis. C.B.S., held Saturday evening, it was

unanimously decided to hold our open, show
on January 14 (as previously arranged),

judge, Mr. J. AA7 . Metcalfe, Liverpool. I

trust exhibitors, will give us their whole-

hearted support, without which we cannot

hope to make it a success.

AV. B. AVatkins, Hon. Sec.

Are Seif-Greens Handicapped
Against Clear Yorkshires ?

Sir.—AVill you, or one of our judges, kindly

answer through Cage Birds the following-

questions, viz
: _

(1) “Is it fair competition for clear York-

shires and self-green Yorkshires to compete

in the same class at First Feather shows?

(2) Which has the advantage?
\Y. B. Watkins.

Hon. Sec. Tredegar C.B.S.

(Speaking generally, we should say that any

“advantage” would lie with the Clear York-

shires; if this is so, then it can hardly, of

course, be held to be “fair competition” for

the self -greens.—Editor.)

Correspondence continued on next page.
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Gorleston Show Held in a Good
Cause.

Sir,- The locn 1 fanciers have decided to hold

D mixed show oil November 26, open to Nor-

folk and Suffolk, and to give the whole profits

to llie widows and orphans of those (lorleston

jnen who perished in the naval disasters (in

two families alone there are 16 children; two
Lorn since the deaths of their fathers).

.1 have been asked to act as secretary, and
we have been able to secure the Drill Hall-
all other halls being in use for troops, etc. I

will send further particulars and schedule
within a day or two. 1 may add that lady
friends have come forward and arranged to

hold stalls (refreshments and general), the
.whole proceeds to go to above families.

R. D. Steward.
The White House, Gorleston-on Sea.

Good News for Lizard Canary
Fanciers.

Sir, The committee of Sunderland Show
liave decided to considerably augment the
Lizard classes at their show .to be held in

January, 1915, and the following should en-

sure, a good entry: 1. Gold Clear Cap; 2,

Silver ditto; 3, Broken Cap, any Colour; 4,

Hens any Colour. Mr. J. Riscborougli will

give 5s, for most points, and at time of

writing Mr. licid has offered 2s. 6d. also as

a special, for which he will not compete.
iWhispers of one or two move specials have
reached me, but full details will be found in

the schedule. We look for a generous entry
from all Lizard breeders, and hope this will

tend to give the necessary fillip to the head
Way this ' variety is making in, the North.

G. Davidson1
,

Sec. N.L.O.C.

Will the Border Fancy Outstrip
the Norwich ?

Sir,—Referring to Mr. W. E. Cobb’s re-

marks before the City and Suburban A.C.B.
(sec last week’s Cage Binds) re Border Fancy
Canaries, I venture to write this protest with
the object of defending a variety that will

certainly be more popular than the Norwich
in the near future. In his opening re-

marks Mr. Cobb supposes the Border Fancy
is next in favour to Norwich and Yorkshires.
He peed not suppose at all. I should like to

refer him to Mr. Norman’s article in Cage
.Binds Annual for 1914.

He then says he will dismiss it at once,
because the bird is too small for him. What
if it is? He finishes with a disparaging
remark calculated to destroy the intention

of any beginner to take up this variety. .1

should like to know if there were any Bor-
der Fancy men present on this occasion, and
why he was not asked to withdraw such
remarks? At all events, perhaps he will use
more discretion’ in his next ten minute ven-
ture. W. E. Plank.

The Great Charity Event:
Bradford National Show.

Sir,—The great charity event of the year,
the Bradford National Show, takes place on
Nov. 21st. Entries close Nov. 17, and the
schedule will be found in your advertising
columns this week. The committee, ur^der
the able leadership of Mr. H. H. Towers,
have put in a lot of real work, and all that
remains now is for exhibitors to respond with
a good entry. The stewards are genuine
fanciers, and every care and attention will

be paid to the birds. The valuable specials

include silver cup for best Yorks, in show,
special, value £1 Is., for most points by an
exhibitor outside Yorkshire (providing ten
compete) up to and including class 31. Open
lYorks., 10s. most points, also 10s. 6d. (value)

most points- any one class. Yks., Greens,
blouse length, most points cock classes; ditto

liens. Open novices (not won more than
three firsts in open competition), framed plate

most points. Y.U. novice (Yks.), 10s. Gd.

value, most points in any one class; Nor.,
blouse length, most points. British and Hy-
brids, 10s. most points, also 10s. 6d. (value)

most points any one class. Y. and L. 15.15.

and M. Club members, 3s. for most points,

and Is. 9d. (value) second most points. Sell-

ing, fountain pen most points, and blouse

length ditto any one class. In the open stock
bird class, through the kindness of Mr. W.
H. Shackleton, the prize-money will be 12s.,

8s.. 6s., 4s., 2s. Mr. Dawn, president Shef-
field O.S.. is thanked for two 10s. in money
for open Yks. an.d British and Hyb. hlr.

J. W. Ramsden presents a. shaving mirror for

best yellow, silver mounted cigarette case foi

best buff, and crumb brush and tray for

best bird shown by a novice, providing birds

have been colour-fed solply on Ramsden’

s

I ’cp pers. Competitors must write “Rams-
rlen’s" against each competing entry. Mem-
bers of the various specialist clubs should see

fl at entry forms' are all marked correctly.

S. Midgley, Sec.
i

~j he Shows.
SHEFFIELD.

Tie Sheffield O.H., on Nov. 7, held what one might
style an Inter eluh .Show. The societies competing
Wire: Sheffield O.S., .Sheffield C.B.S., Atterelitl'e,
Wulkley, Stock du-idge, and Rotherham. All profits
made go to the Lord Mayor's War Fund. The entry
Was one of 32U upwards. The Foresters’ Hall, in

which the exhibits were tastefully staged, is well
lighted, free from draughts, and centrally situated.
Yorks, led the way as regards merit, yet were very
closely pressed l>y the chubby Nor. ISrit. were capi-
tal, and For. choice. The management throughout
was as usual A

1

: one expects no other from such
men as Messrs. T. Dawn (chairman), .1. A. T.
Woodall (vicc-clt.), Dr. Craig (treas.), I-;. C. Job
(see.), and II. Colton (assist, see.), who are to he
heartily congratulated. They are truly a very line

hand of officials, I nil of enthusiasm. Wo must not
omit to mention the capital assistance rendered by
the stewards, Messrs, G. Fletcher, W. Jiaxhy, J.

Milne, II. Thornhill, ami J. W. Allen.
'The valuable special prize (cash) to the society

making most entries went to the Sheffield C.U.S.;
that for best in show to Mr. Cl. Fletcher’s lovely
Harralmml; spl. most entries in l'or., .Mr. W. Baxby.
Ollier spls. for host in various ela-ses fell to Dr. VV.

Craig, II. Cadrnan (Yorks.), A. II. Waters, J. II.

Griffiths (Nor.), J. Evans (Crest), F. Fallding, F.

Hoarder (Brit.) 0. Fletcher (For.). Points spls,:
Dr. Craig, C. Tow, A. II. Waters, C. Stafford, .1.

Evans, and (I. Fletcher CD. .bulges were Messrs. H.
VV. liattye and II. it. Towers, and their awards were
well received. Judging was over in quick time,, show
opened by noon, visitors plentiful, and everything
pointed to a huge .success.

Old) III IMIS : YF.bb. YQltKK. (7): 1. sp, Dr. Craig,
gem. wing mkd., full of style; 2, liidul, lovely cl.,

hardly tile col., otherwise nearly equal ; 3, 4, Bingham
and Furness, tkd. eye, and el., respectively, both
straight, latter hardly ready; vile, Wakefield; he,
Thornhill; e, Spencer. HUFF (7): 1, Bingham and
Furness, richly fed, sliooty, clever legs, in the pink;
‘J, lirotherton, smart el., lengthy and hoxey; 3;
liidul, line bird, hit slack, Should improve; 4, Thorn-
hill, mkd. wing, Al feather and cob; vhe, ,Spencer

;

he, Dr. Craig; e, Flint. HEN (8): l, 4, Bingham and
Furness, hull, thigh tkd., slim, lengthy, and neat
throughout, gem, -l yell., mkd. wing, nice pos.,

length, and style, hit soiled, or might have been
higher; 2, Dr. Cmig. cl. yell., good expression,
lengthy, well up. hit stout; 3, Ridal, very stylish el.

huff; vlie, he, Thornhill; e, Blunt. C’iNN. MKD.
.(3): X, Kidal, yell., mkd. wings and head, real good
one all through, in line trim; 3, Dr. Craig’, yell.,

mkd. wings and head, stands nicely, lengthy, good
col.; 3, Butler, long huff varhrg. HEN (3): 1, Dr.
Craig, mkd. wings and head, extremely dainty; 2,

liidal, huff, capital feather, lengthy; 3, Thornhill,
huff varieg., nice length, needs more qual. YOCNC
BIRDS; YE EE. YORKS. (19): Good class: 1, vhe,
Gregory, neat brace, winner very smart cl., straight
smooth as wax: 2, Dr. Craig, el., shade more length,
nice pos., wee bit behind in feather; 3, Bingham and
Furness, cl., lengthy, nice qual. and col.; 4, Cham-
pion, cl., good length, col., and fimther, wild; he,

Ridal; e, Butler. BUFF (11); 1, 3, Dr. Craig, mkd.
head, true outline, feathered to perfection, very-

promising, 3 very lengthy cl., nicely clothed, re-

quires steadying; 2, vhe, Bingham and Furness, mkd.
wing, extremely neat, and hoxey, shorter: 4, Gregory,
mkd. head, good for stock; he, Itidal; e, Jones.
YEEL. HEN (5): 1. Brotherton, el., model, smooth as
glass, should do well; 2, Dr. Craig, mkd. neck, all

there for col., qual., and style: 3, ,Spencer, el., stands
right, lengthy, little free; 4, itidal, capital el.; vhe,
Sheffield. BUFF (13) : 1, vhe, Dr. Craig, lovely-

clothed el., one of the best ; 2, Sheffield, lengthy el.,

grand feather, good on leg, close up; 3, Jones, bonny
varieg., not a feather wrong; 4, Brotherton, mkd.
head, good, but not big; he? Spencer; c, Gregory.
NOVICE YOUNG: YELL. YORKS. (15): 1, sp, Cad-
man, most charming cl., full of merit; 2, liagshawc,
cl., nice pos., superb feather, stylish; 3, H. Tow, el.,

full of nerve, rich qual.; 4. Briggs, red-hot cl., good
pos. and length; vhe Smith; o, Thornhill. BlIFF
(15): 1, H. Tow, el., delightful feather, nice length
and outline, good legs; 2. Pickering, another very
attractive cl., must have pressed; 3. Wingfield, cl.,

lengthy and leggy, wants more training; 4, Bag-
ehawe, cl., nice length and pos.; vhe, Smith; c,

Merrills. YELL. HEN (C) : 1, Wingfield, cl., de-

lightful symmetry, feathered to perfection ; 2,

Howarth, el., well up, lengthy, nice col., bit slack;

3, Smith, thigh tkd., nice type and style, not long;

4, H. Tow, cl., again short, yet all there otherwise;
vhe, Briggs. BUFF (8) : 1, 2, Tow, brace of beauties,
both cl., leader has it in col. only; 3, Biggin, cl., A1
feather and col., neat; 4, Smith, cl., good length,
nice taper; vhe, Thornhill; he, Clarke; c. Blunt.

OLD; YELL. NOR, (9): 1, Waters, cl., plenty of

subs., grand shape, col., and qual. ; 2, Webster and
Taylor, red-hot cl., good feather, capital body; 3,

Dunford, mkd. wings and bead, superb feather,

beaten shape’; 4, Stafford, nice type, At col., smaller;

vhe, Cowley; he, Havenhand; e, Ex’crard. BUFF
(11): 1, Bagnall, bouncing el., grand shape and col.,

plenty of feather; 2, Dunford, varieg., short and
thick set, A1 col. and qual., rare carr., our choice;

3, Cowley, var., good head and neck, well feathered

;

4. vhe. Waters, green, silky feather, good head
;
he,

Webster and Taylor; c. Havenhand. HEN (13): 1,

Bagnall, very smart, stylish cl. yell., good subs, and
col . ; 2, Waters, shapely cl. yell., plenty of col., rich

‘feather; 3, Matthews, bouncing el. yell., A1 qual.,

nice body, hit short of col.; 4, Webster and Taylor,

cl., cobbv, tight as wax; vlic, Dunford; he,' Holt; c,

Cowley. YOUNG : YELL. NOR. (10) : 1, sp, 3, 4, vhe.

c. Waters, line team, leading with very nice cl., full

of col. and qual., with luck should do well, 3 red-hot
var., shapely, promising; 2, lie, Matthews, cl., good
shape, superb feather, paler. BUFF (8): 1, Hem-
ming, mkd. wing, teeming with qual., rich col.,

sliaply. nice carr.; 2, he, Waters, cl., rattling type
and feather, very close up; 3, Dunford, mkd. wings
and Head, rare subs., rather slack ; 4, e, Matthews,
mkd. eye. cobby, tight leather, down in col.; vhe,
Havenhand ; he. Waters. Y ELL. HEN (0): J, Dun-
ford, mkd. wings and head, short and thick set,

capital col., feather and carr.; 2, Waters, cl.,

shapely, nice size and qual., close up; 3, Hemming,
mkd. wing and eyes, nice body, neat wings; 4. he,

Havenhand, cE, lovely qual.; vhe, Webster and Tay-
lor. BUFF (4): 1, Waters, mkd. head, smooth as

wax, good subs., beaut) ; 2, Jiagnall. mkd. wings and
eyes, red hot, capital body and wings, lacks a little

in head : 3, Havenhand, shapely el., nice size, not so

smooth : 4, Webster and Taylor, cl., tight as a Java.
NOVICE YOUNG : Y EEL. NOR. (3): 1, Griffiths,

warmly-fed var., good shape; 2, Stafford, cl., neat i

head and front; 3, Evcriml,' cl., plenty col., good
feather. BUTT (C) : 1, s;>. Griffiths, mkd. wing,
cobby, tight. At carr.; 2, Stafford, var.,’ shapely,
•superb er.E; 3, Hartley, mkd. hack, bouncer; 4,

Wragg, lim- subs., good col.; vhe. Green; No. 2,

Gilford, w.e YU I L. HEN (3): 1. Stafford, eohbji el.,

rich feather and col., nice carr.; 2, Griffiths, cl.,

more subs., not bad cub; 3, Green, cobby <!.,’ good
qual. Bill (7); I Stafford, cl., excellent -liape and
size, beauty ; 2, Hartley, mkd. wing and head, capi-
tal type, paler; 3, Wragg, var., plenty of subs.; 4,
Evcrard, el., \l qual., neat; vhe, Dcwick; he, Grif-
fith a

; No. 2, Gilford w.e. OLD: CREST (7): 1, sp,
4. Evans, huff cl. body, grizzled crest, heaps of
leather, magnificent head points, -1 green, crest round
as a hoop

; 2, 3, Furrow, huff, mkd. wing, grizzled
ere-sl , abundance of clothing, beaten size of crest, 3
green, delightful shaped crest; vhe, Colton and
Dawn; he, Mcmrnott. C’.ll. (8): 1, 2, he, Mcmrnutt,
fine team, well-known cl. buff, wonderful headpiece,
looking well as ever, leading; 3, vhe, Evans, var,,
massive build, rare skull and lash; 4, Colton ami
Dawn, var., heaps of feather, magnificent skull, we
thought easy 2nd; e, Farrow. YOUNG: CREST HI):

1, Richard on, green, superb feather, crest of beau-
tiful shape ; 2, 3, Evans, bull mkd. tail, grizzled crest,
plenty of feather, crest of grand character; 4, vlic,

he, Mcnunott, buff, hardly ready yet, will look nice
shortly. C.B. (5): J, Moore, huff

1

, mkd. head, abund-
ance of feather, good rise of skull, neatly lushed'; 2,

Menimott, huff var., little removed from being as
good as 1st; 3, 4. Evans. A.O.V. (2): 1, Colton and
Dawn, yell green Nor., wonderful subs., magnificent
shape lovely feather and col., gem, we heard was
the Liverpool winner; 2, Moore, very neat Lin.-Can.,
capital col. and feather. BRIT., GOLD. (3): 1,

Fallding, fine face, good col., wins easy; 2, Fletcher,
not up in col. yet. Bl.LLF. (3): I, Milne, shapely,
good size, nice breast col.; 2, Beardcr, better col.

and size, not, tightened up yet; 3, Fletcher. LINNET
(7): 1, 2. Walsh, brace of tip-toppers, winner bus it

in size; 3, Boarder, nice -shape, neatly pencilled; 4,

Beech, good- col.; vhe, c, Fletcher; ho. Snaps-.
t

GREENE. (3): 1, 2, -Fletcher, both gems, full cf col.,"

best or shapes
; 3, Milne. REDPOLL, ETC. (15): 1,

sp, 4, Fallding, very line Mcally Redpoll, wonderful
mkgs., size, and c ol.

;
2, Fletcher, smart Twite, nice

size, shape, and mkgs.; 3, vhe, Duce, good col. Sisk.;

4, Walsh: he, Milne; c, Allott. A.O.S. HARD (12):
I, sp, 4, Fallding, Hawfinch and Bunting respectively,
both of great merit, and staged well; 2, Milne, Haw-
finch, another real good one; 3, vhe, e, Walsh, neat
good col. Chaffinch; he. Boarder. INSECT IV. (11);
1. 3, 4, l-’leteher, charming Nightingale, line Pipit,

and good Yellow Wagtail, credit to their owner ; 2,

vhe, he Milne, White-throat, in nice form, and taste-
hilly staged; c, Hammond. LARGE (8): 1, sp, 2,

Boarder, magnilicent Chough and an exquisite Wax-
wing

; 3, c. Fletcher, Chough, also real good speci-
men ; 4. Walsh, Waxwing, in splendid form; vlic,

Darlow; lie, Green. FOR., WAYBILL, ETC. (12); 1,

lie, Fletcher, Weaver,' nice order
; 2, 3, vlic, c, Baxby,

Zebra Finches, etc., benched in fine style; 4, Colton
and Dawn, Parrot Finches, might have been higher.
PARROTS, ETC. (4;: 1, sp, 2, 3, Fletcher, rattling
Barrahand leading: 4, Hibherson. HARD, ETC. (9):
1, Fletcher; 2, 3, 4, vlic, lie, Colton and Dawn; c,

Baxby. GIFT (9) : 1, Dr. Craig; 2, Colton and Dawn;
3. Spencer; 4. Waters; vhe, Tow; he, Bingham and
Furniss; e. Hemming.

GLASGOW 6 WEST OF
SCOTLAND.

25th annual show, Oct. at, Good Templars’ Hulls,
Ingram Street, under the patronage of the Scottin'i
Plainhead Club. A splendid classification was
offered, and the open classes were fairly well
patronised, but the member-:-’ classes appeared to
have suffered somewhat through classes being
thrown open, although both in the open arid con-
fined .there were many birds of real merit. The
management, which is headed by the genial Mr.
Matthew Craig, with Mr. A. Maxwell, Vice-Pres.,
and .Mr. A. K. Chalmers, See., hacked up by many
leading fanciers as committee, is sufficient guaran-
tee that all birds entrusted to their care would
receive every attention. Mr. W. Hutchison judged
Norwich and Crests; Mr. G. Hislop York© and Bond.,
and Mr. W. Loan the remainder. All accomplished
their duties in good time, and to the general satis-

faction.

MEMBERS’ YOUNG BIRDS, NOR. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. (5): 1. Maxwell, lovely size, col. and qual.,

proportionately made, Al trim; 2, McLeod, well up
for size and col.; 3, Colley; 4, no name. BUFF (43):
1. Maxwell good size and qual., fine carr., right
build, in perfect bloom; 2, McLeod, larger, but lo-es
in feather: 3, Colley, nice qual. and feather; },

Maxwell, well up in size. YELL. VAR. OR UR. (3);

1, 3, Maxwell, leader heavy varieg,, warm col., good
qual., nice top end; 2, no name. BUFF (4): 1, spl,

4, Maxwell,- heavy mkd., topping qual., in perfect
order; 2, Chalmers, good one, not finished yet; 3,

Swan nice feather and cond. YELL. HEN (fl) : 1 ,

Chalmers, nice size and build, shapely and neat,
proper stamp; 2, Braid, hot in col. and qual., but
not the front of leader; 3, Maxwell, pale in col.,

nice- feather; 4, Colley. BUFF (10): 1, Chalmers,
lovely lady, short, neat, compact, broad deep front,
Al qual. and carriage, perfection, a beauty; 2, .Max-
well, capital tkd., nice qual., neatly got up, not
quite the subs-. ; 3, Colley, tight and neat, behind
in size; 4, Braid, neat and chubby. YELL. VAR.
(5): 1, 4 spls, -and cup best young Nor., Maxwell,
grand qual., .fine bead and neck, clean and tight
made, grand carr., good one, still it was the opinion
of some that Chalmers' buff hen was the better ; 2,

Colley, hotter in col., nice qual., not so well cut
away; 3, Maxwell, nice size and cond.; 4, Braid.
BUFF (0); 1, Taylor, nice gr., shapely, good in

feather, in the pink; 2, Maxwell, nice qual., boxy-
feather; 3, Colley, smaller built but neat; 4, Braid.
NON-FED (2): i, spl, Martin, broken gr., nice

feather, bit wild: 2, Robertson. HEN (1): 1, Sloan.
CRESTS & C.-B. had only one entry each, both
McLay. BORD. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (3): I, Swan,
little beauty, fine head and neck, rflkit type; 2,

Chalmers, nice one; 3, Cunningham. BUFF (4): 1,

Braid, nice cue all over; 2, Swan, bit patchy in col.

;

3, Chalmers, nice qual., must have pressed. VAR.
YELL. (2): Both Swan, nice coqd. BUFF (3): 1,

2, Sloan, neat, wonderful cond., 2nd more jaunty
but fails at top end; 3, Chalmers. GR. OR GINN.
(2); 1, 3, Swan. YORKS., onlv on© entry in each
of the five classes. YELL. COCK, BUFF DO.. YELL.
HEN. BUFF DO., all Park. VARIEG.: Webster.
LIGHT MULE OR HYB. (2): Both Webster, vav.
Goldies, nice feather, -steady. DARK MULE (5): I.

3, Tavlor, nice Linnet Mules, 2, 4, Webster. Grpenics
in top cond. OLD BIRDS, NOR. YELL. (5) : 1,

Mart-in, fine size and col., all there for qual., good
one ; 2, Taylor, nice one. hard up, only loses in

head; 3, Chalmers, fine size., col. and qual., fails

carr. .only; 4, McLay. BUFF (11) : 1. Chalmers, neck
mkd., neat mid compact, fine size, the right stuff ;

2. Braid, nice all-round, good order; 3. Sloan,
chubby, neat and clean rut, steady :

• 4, McLeod,
VEI.L, VAR. (2): 1, 2, Taylor, nice pair, leader ex-
cel.-- ia chubbiness. BUFF (5): 1, Martin, old war-
rior. very fit; 2, 4, Colley, hard up for size and cond.,
good, hut not so sweet fronted as leader; 3, Taylor,
niri- om, in grand trim. YELL, HEN (4): 1. Sloan,
llie, :ize. fine build, not quite ready yet:. 2, llodl.-y,

sinail'-r, line .Lather, well braced; 3, mj> 1, Smith,

looks nice one, but apparently soft; 4, Taylor. BUFF
(Ri): 1, spl, 1, Taylor, plenty size, fine subs., neat’
carr., good qual. feather, staged to perfection : 2
Colley, neat and cobby, not just so massive, util*
good one; 3, .Maxwell, good one, close up on 2nd.
1 I 1. 1,. VAR. HEN (2): 1, spl, Braid, best novi-.-o
exhibit, neat and chubby, not a monster but well
braced and clean cpt ; 2, Taylor. BUFF (5); l, 4.
Taylor, gr., good all over, in top cond.; 2, McLeod,
mat and cobby; 3, Smith, looks nice one, Imt soft
when wo saw it. NON-FED (5): 1, McLeod, nice
quill., inclined to be mi -teaily

; 2, 3, Braid, leader
eai) mkd. buff, line size and type, well up, rather
opener in feather than winner, 3rd good qual. cl.
yell; 4, Robertson. HEN (4); ], spl, Martin, check
mkd, yell., Al cond., tiitlu fat on front; 2, Braid,
nice one, but wild; 3, 4, Hadley, CJN'N (I): 1, McLay
good joncjju-. CREST (1): i. spl, McLay. clinker!
C, B. (I): 1, McLay, staged in .fine fashion. Tin-
six elassi i of Borders had only 13 entries between
them, and the prizes went to .Messrs. Cunningham,
Swan, Chalmers, and Swan, the only exhibitors.
Eight classes of Yorks produced only 0 entries, 3
being without any. Only the huff cocks had more
than one entry (2): I, Webster; 2, Park EIGHT
•MULE OR HYB. (2): 1, 2, Sloan, nice Linnet-Goldies,
in the pink. DARK (3): 1, Dunlop, bull' Goldie, in
nice feather; 2, Craig, capital Siskin, large jenque,
beautiful cond., fine col. and marks, we likui for 1st;
3, Smith. British had 32 birds in 17 c-lases, the win-
ners biing Dunlop, Craig, Webster, Swan, Hadley,
and Chalmers. Foreign were 8 in 4 classes, shown
by Messrs. Campbell, Craig, Sloan, Webster, Park,
and Taylor. OPEN, NOR. YELL. (4): 1, Naismitli.
grand size and col., line shape and good qual.. not
finished yet, will improve; 2, Stewart, ,ilice var.,
grand feather, good carr., could do with more sub..;
3. Chalmers, plenty of size, good col.; 4, Martin.
BUFF (8): 1, French, all right for siz.-, rare qual.
feather, neat and - -liapely, staged to perfection; 2,

.Martin, grand model, built on proper lines, well
lilled-in and neatly braced, hard up on leader;
I’.vIY, well up for size and qual.; 4, Colley. YELL.
HEN (5): 1, Cairn-, nice size and type, fine bead
and well-filled front, clean cut-, lovely cond. ; 2,
French, nice even col. and sweet qual.; 3, .Maxwell,
fine weight, good carr. and shape; 4, Sinclair. BUFF
(8): 1, Maxwell, plenty subs, and size, neatly carr.
wings and tail, i:i the pink; 2, Martin, not quite ;<>

massive build, hut very well coupled and neat
throughout, grand bloom ; 3. Cairns, nice qual., not
quite the size; 4, Ward. UNFLIG. (13): 1, Chalmers,
good one, neat John Bull type, fine head and neck ;

2, Fulton, good one and neat, imt hit- more Mills,

required for this company ; 3, Holliday, nice size
and qual.: 4. Cairn.". HEN (15); 1, Martin, nice var.
buff, good -ize, fine qual., neat, one of the right
stamp; 2, Young, cl. yell., well made, clean cut,
but unsteady ; 3, Stewart, neat and cobby buff, fine

type and carr., will fill out yet ; 4, Sinclair. CREST
(3): 1, McLay, monster broken gr., simply buried in
l’eatber. dense headgear, lovely radiation and droop,
a beauty in perfect condition : 2, Chalmers, var.
D.C., plenty nice qual. feather, but beaten in top-
piece: 3. Tweedie. C.-B. (3): 1, McLay. light var.,

abundant subs, and feather, grand skull, line lash
and broad entrance, one of the right stamp ; 2,

Tweedie, fine broken gr., well up in size and subs.,
plenty feather; 3, Chalmers. BORI). YELL. (4): 1,

Cramcnd, lovely col. and qual., neat, sweet head
and good carr., nice and steady; 2, Howieson, in

fine order, well beaten by leader in type ami head
points; 3, Gillie-.'; 4, Findlay. BUFF (8): 1, Fraser,
topper for type, neat and jaunty, rich boxy feather,
perfect order; 2, Gillies, nice tick, good in qual,
rather stronger ill build; 3, Campbell. YELL. HEN
(<!) : 1, Campbell, little bc-auty, neat and shapely
through, tight as wax, looks a trifle masculine for

a lady; 2, Crainond, 3-ptd., in capital trim, neat,
sweet- head and neck, fine front and clean, neat
carr.; 3, Macklin. nice one for type and carr., not
quite so sweet in head; 4, Gillies. BUFF (('•): 1,

Cramond, nice qual.. Al type, could do with more
handling : 2. Campbell, hard up for type and qual.
feather, better carr. than leader, must have pressed

;

3, Macklin, var., nice alt-round, well staged: 4.

l-’raser. YORKS. YELL. (7): 1, Heggic, rare length,
capital qual., well drawn and dean cut, one of the
stamp xve like; 2, Priest, nice hot even col., tights

silky feather, right type, but not quite the build
of leader; 3, Findlay, well drawn and shapely; 4.

McLellan. BUFF (8) : 1, Pinncck. lengthy, capital
qual., clean-cut body and neat wings’, put down -in

classic style ; 2, McLellan, nice length and pos. ; 3.

Heggic, sweet one, clean-cut, tight-fitting jacket,

wings and tail, caried in right fashion, must have
pressed; 4, Findlay. YELL. HEN (fi) : 1, Heggie,

lovely qual., sweet jaunty style ami can-., good one,

in right bloom: 2, Park, stylish, good qual, and carr .

not quite fined down in feather yet: 3, McLellan,
clean and sweetly made, good qual., fine cond.: 4.

Anderson. BUFF (8) : 1, Teller, not a monster, but
neat and clean at front, nice style and good carr.,

in faultless blooru ; 2, McLellan, rather more cubs.,

fine qual., in nice order; 3, Heggie, nice qual.

feather, good carr.; 4, Anderson. HARDBIEL (ft) : 1.

Dickson, grand Bramble, fine size and markings, good
col. and spangling, steady, perfect feather; 2,

McCIymont, grand Bullie, rare deep cap, fine burs,

rich grtnind col., perfect feather, good one. SOFT-
BILL (3): T, 2. E . Tavlor, grand Redstarts. Common
and Black, real beauties: 3, McCorrlskew. tun., nice

Blackbird, in good feather, perfectly steady and
will improve yet.

LEICESTER C.B.S.
Table Show, headquarters, Oct 21. NOV. NOR.

YELL. CK. UNFLIG.: 1, I'.vers: 2, vhe. Brooks; 3,

Suffolk; iic. West; c, Ashby. A.O. CAN. CK.: 1.

West; 2, vhe, Brooks; 3, Ashby. Novices made a

very good class of 13. with some very good birds

amongst them.—J. Hardbaltl©
LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.

Show, Railway Hotel, Oct. 31. Mr. II. Sutcliffe

judged the S3 birds staged, and gave every satis-

faction. CHAMP.. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (8): 1.

Chippendale; 2. Gledhill; 3. Swaine; 4, Symes.
BUFF 111): I, Swaine

; 2. Taylor; 3, CMppindalc; L
Wharton. 31 Kl). (4): 1, Chippendale; 2. 3, Gledhill:

4, Tetley. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (S) : I. 4.

Symes: 2, Varle.v
; 3, Ilodg-eon. BUl-’F (11): I, Val-

ley; 2, Swaine; ;>, 4, Symes. CINN. HEN (if): 1. 4.

Gledhill: 2, Swaine; 3. Hodgson. NOV.. CL. OR
TKD YELL. (7): 1, 4, Sykes; 2. Reeds: 4, Longley ;

3, Foster. BUFF (3): I, 2. Sykes; 3. 4. Pownnlt.

MKD. (8): 1. 2, 4. Sykes; 3, Pownnll. CL. OR TKD.
BUFF HEN (8): I. 'Sykes: 2. 4. Pownall ; .8, Rieds

and Longley. .MKD. 11EN: 1, 2, 3, 4, Reeds and
Longley.—W. IT. Symes. Sec,

‘ LIVE BIRD LABELS
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NORTHAMPTON.
Norlliiiiiipton Good Intent 0. anil l'.N.S. laid Its

•l ul annual show Nov. 1-5 in the largo Imll of Ilia

Twentieth Century Club, Newluml, a comfortable

and Well-lighted hall. The show m is., Messrs. Wood
man and Fisher, hail arrangements well In hand, i^iiil

their work was well backed up by an ellleient com-
mittee, Messrs. Fisher (chair), Barrett (vice). Wood-
man (see.), Hobbs (Irens.), and Mason, Letts, Hell-

hum. Oox. Clayton, Dickens, Reynolds, and l.ewin.

Entries tame up very well all round, and some very

nice birds were staged. Air. C. Martin, Kettering,

judged,

NOR. CL. OR TKD. (11): 1. 3, Irons, grand yell.,

very taking, liue subs., lovely eond., 3 yell., good
col. and condition., nicely mealed, good subs.; res,

Edwards; vile, ilott : he, Foster, c, Notley, Lees.

IN EVEN (4): 1, withheld; 2, Kcecli and bon, bull,

liikd. chest and wings, splendid col., line subs., good
ooml.; 3, l)r. Wood, heavily mkd., good head, line

stock bird; res, vhe, Irons. HEN, CL., ETC. (11):

1, vhe, (lough and Leach, nice buff, good subs., bit

open in back; 2. Notley, bull, lovely qual., tight as

wax, good col.; 3, lie. irons, yell., nice comb, lull

of qua!., typical; res, Hall; vhe, Lees; lie, Ferrisby

;

e. Uott, Gayton. CL., ETC. YELL. UN FLIC. (3): 1,

Watson, might be tighter in feather, should im-
prove; 2, Irons, grizzle., very promising, should make
a good one; 3, Midgcley, liue yell., high col., good
i|iial., some thought might have gone up; res, l'er-

ri-diy ; vhe, Hounds
; he. Goosey; e, Stock Will, Uott.

ltt'FF (11): 1, 2, Irons, very nice cl., lovely eond.,
line subs., 2 el., nice one, close, up; 3, Watson, well

mealed,. good subs., well across perch; res, Lees: vhe,
Gough and Leach, Gayton; he. Tansley

; e. Midge-
ley. NAT. COL. (7); 1, res, Gayton. fine eond.,
plenty of subs.: 2, no name; 3. vhe, Hobbs. A.O.V.
CAN. OR MULE (l(i): 1, vhe. Mills, fine Crest lead-
iny; 2, Hepwocd. Crest; 3, res, e, Edwards; vhe,
Andrews; he, Wilmot, Warner, Worslev ; c, Airs.

Bridgwater. SELL (lit): I, M ills ; 2, he, Groom; 3,
Mason : res, Stockwin

;
vhe. Bounds, Hull. Notley

:

he, Gayton, Foster; c, Gayton, Wilmot, Dimmpek.
BRIT. (IS): 1, Burrows; 2, Hepwood; 3, Bull: res,
King: vhe, Watson, Tabor; lie, Warner, Wyatt: e,

Andrews, Wilmot. AIEAIB. NOR., CL. OR TKD.
YELL, (8) : 1, Isom; 2, Bounds; 3, Gayton; res, Wat-
son; vhe, Atason, sen..: he. Mason, jun.; e, Fisher.
BUFF (6) : 1, sp, 2, Watson 3. Isom: res. Bounds;
vhe, Gayton; lie. Mason, sen. UNEVEN, ETC. (9):
J, res, Watson ; 2. vhe, Gay ton ; 3, Bounds : lie, Isom ;

e. Mason, sen. HEN (0): 1. Watson; 2, Bounds; 3,

Gayton: res, Isom; vhe, Mason; e, Hobbs. NAT.
COL. (<>) : 1, lie, Isom; 2, res, Hobbs; 3, Gavton ; vhe.
Mason. A.O.V. CAN. OR AIULU (3): 1, Mason, jun.;
2, Hobbs: 3, Mason, sen. BRIT. : 1, 3, Hobbs; 2,

res, Fisher.

METROPOLITAN C.B.A.
Annual show, Kelvedoa Hall, Nov. 7, a well lighted

room, very cosy. An energetic sec. and chairman,
and an equally helpful committee went far to make
things run pleasantly and smoothly. Entries, al-
though good, were not quite up to the average. De-
pression is a mistake, as the sure way to keep the
Hag Hying is to keep the members’ .hows in full
swing.- Mr. H. F. Bowling, lion, see., was most
courteous and kind to all, and deserves credit for
the way in which lie carried out the show. There
was a splendid entry of Yorks., quality also being
Al. Norwich were not so numerous, but there were
olio or two "ripe peaches” staged nevertheless.
Borders also were an excellent show, although, with-
out close criticism, we could not quite follow the
judge’s award of the special, our choice being the
yellow hen, a really nice one. British birds made
quite a nice show, some smart Bramblings, Linnets,
Goldies, and Siskins being staged. ' The show was
geneigdly pronounced a success. Air, J. E, Shepard
judged. Special winners: Best Nor., Gregory, for a
smart yellow; best Yorks., Easterling, for a typical
lovely leathered unflig. yell.; l«'st Border, Green, a
natty little yellow cock; best Brit., Larking, with a
well mkd. and rich coloured Bramble.
CHAA11’. NOR.: The 10 classes contained onlv 5

entries, all Whittome. YORKS. CL. OR TKD.
TELL.: 1, vhe, Easterling, leader a slasher, must
have given the special winner a tying up ; 2, Hall,
hardly the length, hut very smart ; 3, Whittome,
neat, just a trifle open at chest; he. Hall; c, Jef-
freys. BUFF : 1, 2, Easterling, full size and rare
•style, good in feather; 3, Hall, nicely tapered, liardly
so good in leg. HEAVILY AIKI). OR GIL: 1, 2,
Easterling, smart ones, leader varieg yell. HENS,
YELL.: 1, he, Easterling, very good po„. nicely
modelled; 2, 3, Ilal), -stylish and ladylike. BUFF:
1, vhe, Easterling, line pos., tight plumage, lovely
shape; 2, 3, Hall, former very quick mover, Jatter
we, liked much. HEAVILY MKD.. ETC.: 1, King,
neat and stylish: 2, vhe, Easterling, rattling varieg.:
3, Hall, smaller, hut stylish. UNFLIG. YELL. : 1,

vhe, sp. best Yorks., Easterling, licit feathered bird,
of good length; 2, 3, Hall, very nice birds, cf good
breed points; he, r, Jeffreys. BUFF: 1, vhe. Hall,
grand varieg.: 2. Whittome, very typical; 3, White-
man, neat; he, Easterling; J, King. HENS, YELL.;
1, Whittome, stylish, rare feather; 2, King, lovely
ciun. tkd., we liked much; 3, e. Hall, very sweet
style; he, Easterling. BUFF: 1, Easterling: 2, he.
Hall; 3, Whittome; vhe, King, all very close to the
Yorks, standard in most points. CRESTS: 1, 2,
Jeffreys, varieg., little to choose. BOP.D., (i classes,
and 4 entries, all Plan k, very jaunty and close
leathered. NOV. NOR., a classes, with but 4 entries.
Air. P. Gregory annexed the prizes in yell, anil lmft
cocks, and Air. Kolmrtson 1st and 2nd in nnfligh.
YORKS. YELL., CL. OR TKD.: 1, Riggins

; 2, Slade

;

3. Bowring, all clean cut birds, of nic:; feather.
BUFF: 1, Bowring, grand style well on the leg; 2.

3, Slade. HENS, YELL.: I, Robertson; 2, Bowring;
3. Piggins, winner rare style, but a trifle strong.
Bl'FF: 1, Slade; 2, Piggins, neat and quick movers.
HEAVILY MKD., ETC.: 1, 3, Piggins, lender nice
back, stands well up; 2, Slade. UNFLIG.: 1, vile,
die, Bowring, promising: 2. Slade, neat and nervy;'
3, e, Piggins. BORD. YELL.: 1, vile, section sp.,
Green; 2, he, Piggins; 3, Harrison. HUFF: 1.

Green; 2, Piggins; 3, c, Harrison, all typical and
nice feather. HENS, YELL.; 1, 3, Green, former a
grand little hen that must have given the winner of
sp. a fright; 2, Piggins, very sweet and jaunty; vlu:.
Harrison. HPFF: 1. Piggins, level and good earr.

;

2, Green, just a trifle slacker in feather: 3, Harrison,
neat. ' GOLI1F. : 1, Newbe/rv, nice arid hard in
feather; 2. Hall, best face, rich col. BULL!’.: 1,

Garrod, nice breast col. GREENF. : 1, Ifall, good
size, but a trifle dark; 2, .vhe, Airs. Jeffreys, we
thought best col., and rare size; 3, lie, Garrod, close
feather. LINNET, ETC.: 1. vile. Hall, real 1 x nice
Linnet ;• 2, Thomas, smart little Lesser Redpoll ; 3,
Larking, well mkd. Linnet; lie, c, Garrod. A.O.S.
SEEDEATER: 1, Larking, grand Brambling, won
section sp.

;
2, c, Garrod, rattling Siskin, beautiful

marking and bib; 3, Hall, Yell. Bunting, not yet at
its best ; vhe, Easterling lie, Thomas SOFT HILLS :

1. Larking, nicely spotted Song Thrush. HENS: 1,

Garrod,' Brambling
; 2, Hall, Chaffinch. FOR.: 1.

Larking, very sweet Himalayan Goldie, remarkably
nice binJ.

Leicester Has Wonderful Record Show.
Lciccistt'r Hand-i/iJIand C.R.8. held its lath

annual .show Nov. 0-7. Kntrivj* proved absolutely a
record ^or the society, and finality w as of the very
best. The larye room in which the exhibits wero
staged is lofty and * well lighted, Init was severely
taxed lor space on account of the «ood entry. As
usual Norwich were a show in themselves; there lias

never been such a show of the cobby ones held hero
before. Messrs. S. Cook, Houghton, Thomas, Craw*
sluiw, and Vardy had very j»ood teams out, which, of
course, were ail staged to perfection. Norwich
Greens were quite good classes. The two classes for
Yorkshire* had some splendid exhibits. British
were capital classes, and many well-known winners
were on view. Hybrids also were grand classes.
Quite a new exhibitor came along with the finest
llullie-CSrccnie seen for a long while. There was
some sharp competition in claims to obtain this
specimen. The birds were all splendidly staged and
looked after in tjie very best style. The society
should be very proud of their hard-working and wil-
ling secretary—Mr. A. Freestone—who worked hard
and well the whole ol the day, and had things car-
ried out in perfect order, being backed up by a
splendid committee, including Mr. W. A. Gibbin
(president), Messrs. Hulse, Noakcs and Wood (vice-
presidents), and Messrs. Sturgess, Laundon, Allen,
Jolley, Hale, liaye-e, Pole, Moores, Kilsby, Gilbert,
Herbert, Walton, with Mr. F. Peberdy as treasurer.
Mr. J. Trengove judged Canaries, Mr. 11. J. Chick
Brit, and Hvb.
NOB., NAT. COL. (IS): 1, Judd, grand bodied cl.

huff, wonderful shape and size, nice broad head,
good wing earr., nice feather and bloom: 1, Muddi-
man, varieg. yell., nice body, wee bit too long, good
shape and col., nice feather and qual., fine 'eond .

;

Hathaway, el. buff, wonderful feather and eond.,
perfect shape, lovely qual., neatly carried wings and
tail; vhe, Fox; he. Pole; c. Gilbert. YELL. (19): 1.

Houghton, beautiful cl., very hot col., splendid shape
and size* grand head and neck, rare body, in lovely
feather and eond.; 2, 3, Joe Thomas, cl. leading,
lovely feather and qual., splendid broad head, well
rilled in neck, beautifullv carried wings and tail,
faultlessly staged; 3, Head, tkd., beautiful feather,
gem for shape and size, good qual., splendid head,
wide back and chest, Al form; vhe, Irons; he,
Vardy; c, Hale. BUFF (21): 1, Cook, cl., wc think
Manchester and Liverpool winner, wonderful size and
shape, in beautiful feather, easy win; 2, Hirst, grand
size and shape, lovely feather and qual., rare body,
neat head and col. ; 3, Thomas, cl., rare big bird,
good body and size, splendid col. and qual.. tip-top
eond., very close up

; vhe, Houghton ; he, Hathaway ;

c, \ ardv. V ARIEG. YELL. (19): 1, Crawshaw, eye
and wing mkd.. grand shape and size, capital head,
well filled in neck, beautiful feather, Manchester
winner; 2, Vardy, neck and eye mkd., grand shape,
gcod size, rare body, shines like satin, in grand
feather and bloom; 3, BoaJer, wonderful shaped heacj
and wing mkd., beautiful col. and qual., rare size,
grandly filled in neck, close up, very fit; vhe, Turner;
he, Midgley; e, Thomas. BUFF (15): 1, Houghton,
grand shape and size, splendid eol. and feather, rare
head, well filled hi neck, .capital wings and tail. Al
style; 2, Crawshaw, wonderful body and eol., grand
shape, broad head, splendid wings, rare size, nice
leather and qual.; 3, Hirst, neck and wing mkd.,
lovely col. and shape, rare size, nice head, thick
neck, short body, fit: vhe, Thomas; he, Hathaway;
e. Wood. UNFLIG. YELL. (22): 1, Crawshaw, cl.,

wonderful shape, size and eol., splendid qual. and
feather, grand wings and tail, faultlessly shown: 2,
Stubbs Bros., el., grand all round, good qual. and
feather, well filled in neck, good body and shape,
close up ; 3. Hir&t, varieg.. nice body and eol.. good
shape, nice head and neck, in rare order; vhe,
Thomas; he, Sharman ; c, Judd. BUFF (23): i;
Potter cl., lovely -shape, size and eol., good head

j

and body, lovely wings and tail, nice feather, very
fit; 2, Vardy, cheek mkd., very hot eol., splendid !

liead and neck, good shape and size, beautiful qual.,
rare feather; 3, Stubbs Bros., el., lovely bird, won-

;

derful col. and shape, rare size, neat head, well filled !

in neck, faultlessly .shown: vhe, Hulse; he, Grow-
<1 ridge Bros.: c. Fielding. GREEN, ETC. (10): 1, 2,
Lawson, grand birds, beautifully shown, both grand
shape and size, good heads and bodies, very little
between them, in rare order; 3, Waters, broken, good
shape and body, nice size, Al col. and head, rare
feather: vhe, Hathaway: lie, Walton ; e, Boulter;
absent, Yates. HEN. YELL. (10): 1. Cook, el., grand
size and shape, nice broad head, good body, neatly
carried wings and tail, well across perch, Al eond.;
2, Vardy, head and cheek mkd., grand body, shape,
size afjd eol., rare qual. and feather, good head, very
fine eond.; 3, Freestone, head and wing mkd., good
shape and body, neat head, well filled’ in neck, Al
feather and eond., close up; vhe, Thomas; he, I

Boaler; c. Day. BUFF (18): 1, Cook, el., model for
|

shape and size, nice head and neck, good bedy, well
j

carried wings and tail, nice earr., rare feather: 2, !

Wood, cl., lovely shape, good size, rare body, splen-
did feather and qual., neat head, well shaped neck
and well filled in, close up; 3, Thomas, beautiful eol..

rare head and neck, neat wings and tail, rare feather
and qual., grand eond., close up; vhe, Houghton: lie,

c, Vardy. UNFLIG.- HEN (28): 1, Cook, varieg. buff,

lovely head and body, splendid shape, well filled in
neck, rare wings* good earr. ; 2. ex. 3, Stubbs Bros.,
leader tkd. yell., wonderful eol. and shape, rare size,

capital head, neck and qual., splendid feather ami
eond., close up; 3rd, wing mkd. yell., lovely body
and subs:, Al eol. and type, grand shape, in lovely
leather; 3, Hulse, tail mkd. buff, grand eol. and
shape, rare size and qual., good head, broad front,
splendid cornl.

;
vhe, t ardy

; he. Turner
;

o, Fielding.
YORKS. YELL. il7): 1, Hirst, most perfect el.,

grand length, good shape, grand pos., neat head, in

beautiful feather, lovely qual.; 2, Dykes, cl., very
cio '• up, very slim and upstanding, grand head,
well filled in neck, beautifully carried wings and tail,

nice pos. : 3, Potts, eye and wing tkd., grand shape,
nice length, good body and col., lovely pos. and
qua].; vhe, Foster: lie, e. Say less. BUFF (lftf: 1,

North, cl., model for .-ize and length, beautiful col.

and qual., rare head and neck, grand feather, fault-

lessly staged: 2. Mofiatt, cl., very slim, grand legs,

nice piped tail, lovely shape, good head, nice col. and
feather; 3, Foster, cl., very hot col., grand qual.,

r$rc shape,- nice wings and Tail, good head, Al eond.,
very fit; vhe. Dykes; lie. Hirst; c, King. A.O.V.
(11) : 1, Barker, varieg. D.C., grand size and shape,
nice neat crest, good centre, grand feather and qual.,

fine eond.: 2, 3,. Edwards, '2nd very large and massive
Green C.B., gcod .-liape, plenty of feather, good

DO YOU EXPORT?
Wc quote cheapest rates for ohippfng, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1579.

nubs.
(

in Al form; 3rd, varieg. D.C., good eri no -

body, grand feather and hlouin, close up; v hi-, r,

Gilbert ; lie, Carter. Noli. NOV . YELL. (27): I,

Down, eye and baek mkd., splendid size and shape,
rare eol. and eond.. nine head, well tilled in neck,
grandly staged; 2, Bond, el., grand shape, size and
col., nice head, good subs., well carried body, nice
wings and tail; 3, Shirley, cl., good body and qual.,
nice head and eye, rare shape, good earr., nice
feather; ex. 3, Kunx, el., grand shape, nice size, well
carried wings and tail, A! eol., qual., and eond.: vhe.
Cook and Hons; he. Bell; e, Dickinson. BUFF (35):
1, Broom, cl., grand shape and size, good eol. and
feather, broad head, well filled in neck, neatly car-
ried wings And tail, Al style; 2, Faux, eye and wing
tlfd., grand shape, size and col., splendid feather
and eond., very close up; 3, Shirley, el., monster for
size, grand shape and qual., -nice head and body,
good wings and tail, well shown; ex. 3, Farmer, cl.,

well made up, good subs., nice body, rare eol., in

splendid feather and bloom; vhe, Bown
;

he, Cook
and Sons; e, Dickinson. HEN (34): 1, Lewis, el.

bull, grand size and shape, neat head and neck,
grand wings and tail, splendid feather and eond., Al
style, good win; 2, Dickinson, wing mkd* yell., nice
head and neck, grand qual., beautiful feather and
qual., splendidly shown; 3, Carrington, el. buff, splen-
did body, grand subs., good shape and size, good
broad front^ neat head, line eond.; ex. 3, Foxon, el.

yell., nice size and shape, good col. and qual., splen-
did feather and eond.; vhe, Hewitt; lie, Bond; c,

Broom. LIGHT CAN. HYB. (8); 1, 3, vhe, lie,

Martin and Archer, 1st cl. Linnet-Can., grand shape
and size, in lovely feather and eond., a noted win-
ner; 3rd, el. Goldf.-Can., in the usual form, very
close up; 2, Hart, cheek mkd. Orecnie-Can., wonder-
ful size, lovely feather and qual., faultless eond.; c,

Lawranee. DARK (15), 1, Wilson, Bullie-Can., very
hot eol., good size and shape, splendid feather and
eond. ; 2, Ford, Greenie-Can., grand col. and shape,
nice size, beautiful feather and qual., in Al eond. ;

3, he, Lawranee, good-sized Goldf.-Can., rare shape,
grand feather and qual., very close up; vhe, Hayter;
e, Parlett. HYB. (13): 1, Welsh, quite a- new face,
one of the best Bullie-Greenies seen for many days,
claimed twice at £5 5s., in wonderful form; 2, Martin
and Archer, Greenf. -Chaff., grand feather, size and
shape, splendid eol. and feather, nice head, Al eond.

;

3, Gibbert. Chaii.-Bramble, beautiful eond., very
close up; vhe, Bowyer; he, Hayter; e, Judd. SELL.
PAIRS, 30s. (11); 1, Leavesley; 2, Judd; 3, Foster;
vhe, Hathaway; he, Gibbert; e, Kilsby. £ 1 (25) : 1,

Cooper; 2, Gamble; 3, Foster; ex. 3, Johnson'; vhe.
Groom; lie, Sarson

; c, Dickinson. 12s. Cd. (25): 1,

Barker; 2, Grosey; 3,' Wright
;

e.x. 3, Hextall ; \*hc,

Gamble; he, Muddiman; e, Lee. GOLDF. (IS): 1,

Hayter, model for shape, grand size, perfect feather
and qual., square cut blaze, neat buttons, Al style;

2, Roberts, splendid blaze and eol., grand size,

nicely tanned, splendid feather and eond. ; 3, Fair-
hurst, very large body, well cut blaze, nice tanning,
good buttons, capital leather; vhe, Judd; lie, Cole;
c, Kilsby. BULLF. (13); 1, Wileon, splendid head
and cap, beautiful breast col., grand shape -and size,

lovely feather and eond. ; 2, Woods, very nice size

and shape, good cap and liars, nice feather, good
qual., very close up

; 3, Hayter, good size and -shape,

lovely col. and qual., neat body, faultless form; vhe,
Baseley; lie, Carter; c, Pooie. LINNET (14): 1, Par-

lett, well pencilled, good size, very steady but look-

ing "a bit down, and lucky to beat 2, Cottingham,
beautifully pencilled, grand shape and size, nice

feather and eond., easy winner
; 3, Ford, grand shape

and size, nice head, very steady, lovely feather and
eond.. some thought might have been 2nd

;
vhe, Judd

;

he, Dalton: c, Smith. GREENF. ETC. (22): 1, e,

Fairlmrst. very large, typical Greenie, steady, beau-
tiful eol. and shape, nice feather, easy win : 2, Caunt,
sweet little Siskin, grand cap and bib, good size and
shape, lovely feather, qual. and eond. : 3, Wilson.
Twits, grand shape and size, nicely nrkd., good
feather, lovely bloom : vhe, Hampson, Redpoll, good
size; he. Ford. A.O.V. (17); 1, Bull, well-known
Hawfinch, in perfect feather, grand head and bib,

shines like satin, perfect eond., easy win in a gcod
class; 2, Hayter, Corn Bunting, not looking very
well, good shape, nice feather and bloom; 3, Parlett,

Bramble, grand size and shape, perfect rnks., rafle

head, grand feather and bloom; vhe, Ford; he. Dal-

ton; c, Cottingham. M EM 11. NOR. (14); 1, Laun-
don and -Start, varieg. buff, good shape and size: 2.

Palmun. grand cl. buff
; 3, Hughes, cl. yell., lovely

feather: vhe, Barrett; he, Cobley
; c, Herbert.

UNFLIG. (17): 1, c, Herbert, cl. yell., grand col. and
shape

;
2. he, J-aundon and -Start, varieg., good

shape and size:- 3, Birch, well -shown buff: vhe,, But-

ler. HEN (18): 1. Hulbert;, cl. yell., in lovely eond.;

2, Heaney, el. buff, in rare order, close up : 3, Her-

bert, varieg. yell., good feather and qual.: vhe,

Palmar; he, Roberts; c, Barrett. GREEN, ETC. (5):

1, Parnell; 2. Laundon and Start; 3, Hcnney
;
vhe,

Jolley - he, Holland.

WINDSOR C.B.A.
Successful Show, Guildhall, Windsor, Oct. Cs

.

Entries came up well, the hall being well filled.

Yorkshire are the favourites, and they made quije

an imposing display. Mr. Simms was the chief ex-

hibitor in the Norwich section, his grand buff secur-

ing 1st and special. A few good British were on
view, also a nice collection of Foreign, sent in by
Dr. Amsler, not for competition. These naturally

I attracted considerable attention from the many visi-

tors who quite filled the ball during t lie day. 1 hief

special winners were Messrs. King, Turner Clarke,

Montgomery. Buckingham, Cooper, Fill v, \\ bains, «

Muim*', and Mi -, i’liilcox. The ai’vcr cup for most
points was ' secured by -Mr. King. Mr. 11, Noimair
judged.
YORKS., CL., UK.: 1, Buckingham; 2, Cooper; 3,

Frisby; Mrs'. Pliilco.x : vhe. lie, e, King. HEN:
1 4, Cooper : 2, 3, Turner ; vhe, Buckingham : he, e.

King. BUFF UK.: 1, vhe. Turner; 2, King; 3,

Buckingham : 4, Montgomery: he. Cooper: c, Frisby.

HEN: 1, 3. King", 2, Frisby: 4. Buckingham: vhe,

Montgomery- lie. Beiclier. A.O.V.: 1. Clarke; 2,

Goldsmith : 3 Montgomery : 4, Simms;' vhe, Mrs.

Pink-ox ; lie, c. Turner. UNFLIG.: 1. Buckingham ;

2, Montgomery: 3, 4, King. BUFF: 1, Cooper; 2, 4.

King: 3, he, Turner; e. Goldsmith. A>O.V. : 1,

Buckingham 2. Montgomery ; 3, Goldsmith : 4,

Frisby. NOR. YELL.: 1, 2, 3, Simms; 4, Belcher.

UNFLIG.; 1, 2, Tilly. A.O.V.: 1, 4, Goldsmith;

2 3, Bower. NOV. YORK. CK. : 1, ». Wilkins; 3,

Tilly: 4, Mrs. Pliilco.x. HEN : 1, 2, Mrs. Pliilco.x; 3,

W-Tkiw. UNFLIG. ; 1, Wilkins; 2, Mrs. Pliilco.x:

|
S 4, Higley. IfOR. : 1, Logan; 2, vhe. Highly ; 3,

4 Till V. GOLDF. : 1, vhe, Tilly; 2, 4, W. G. Clarke ;

.

3,
’

lie, W. If. Clarke. BULLF.: 1. Tilly; 2, Logan;

3, Wilkins; 4, Simms. A.O.V. HARD.: 1, 3, Mont-
gomery; 2, Buckingham; 4, vhe, he. Clarke; e, Tilly.

SOFTBILL : 1. 2. Clarke; 3, Simms. HYB,: 1, 3,

Buckingham; 2, Tilly; 4, lie, Clarke; c. Montgomery.
A.O.V. : 1, Rutter; 2, Crow; 3, Crispe. A.O.V.

B1UT.; 1, 2, Airs. Whitehead. CHILDREN'S: 1

Merry-man ; 2, Wright; 3, Boyle; 4, Wright; vile,

Martin ; lie. Hunt.

NORWICH ALLIANCE C.B.A.
This year, through the war, it wa- deemed

advisable by the Committee to hold a Mcrnbii:.’
instead ol an Open Show. The response from
members wa- exceedingly good, and J„»t over KKj
entries were made The Chairman of the A ,ccia-

I
tion (Mr. J J. Smith), with only eight eiitru.-,
secured six firsts and two seconds. There were
birds, especially in ticked bull cocky of grand
substance, true type and carrying magnificent head-.
Clear yellow and buff ticked liens were, bcautiluliy
shown. In champions the true Norwich type wm
very marked, while the Novices name out with
marked success. Crests and Cre-t-breds were
undoubtedly the lust seen for many years, and
Mr. A. Woodard's buff Crested coek carried all in
front if him, winning special for best Crest.
Evidently Crests and Crost-breds are coming my
much in evidence here, and specimens which only
a few years ago would have been noticed stood
cardless. Birds were given by members of the
Association lor the benefit of the Lord Mayor’s
Fund, and these were sold by auction by Mr. Fred
Nash on the first day of the show. The sale was
very successful, and thanks are due to those
fanciers who so generously gave their xpecimena
to the good cause. The show was admirably
carried out, thanks to the ability and perseverance
of Mr. E. C. St. Quintin, who was ably assisted
by tin: Committee. Messrs. W. E. Greeve* and J.
Macklcy judged to the .satisfaction of the exhibitors.
NOR. YELL.; I, 2, Howard and Sons; 3, Starke;

L Baker. BUFF: 1, Smith; 2, Shearing; 3, George;
4, Howard and Sons; vhe, Starke. TKD. YELL.:
1, Howard and Sons; 2, Smith: 3, vhe, Starke; 4,
George ; he, Kbbage. BUFF: 1, Thurston; 2,
Ebbage

; 3, Starke ; 4, Hall
; vhe, Howard and Sons ;

he, George. YELL.;- 1, 3, Smith; 3, Starke; 4 ,
Shearing; vlic, George; he, Howard and Sons; c,
Ebbage. BUFF: l, Smith; 2, Howard and Son.-;
3, Starke; 4, Page; vhe, George; he, Sadd ; e, Hall.
UNFLIG, YELL.; 1, 3, Smith; 2, Leggett; 4, vhe,
Hortii; he, Howard and Sons; c, Wollard. BUFF-
1, 3, Smith: 2, vhe, Horth; 4, Ebbage; he. Hart;
e, George. NON-FED YELL. : 1, Smith; 2, Thurston;
3, Smith; 4, Starke; vhe, Daynes; he, Russell. BUFF:
1, 4, Thurston

; 2, Smith
; 3, Browne

;
vhe, Sadd : he,

Ebbage; e. Baker. LIMIT, 25s.: 1, Dale; 2, Mitchell;
3, he, Starke; 4, Ebbage; \hc, Pattingaie; c, Howard
and Sons. 15s.: 1, Horth; 2, vhe, Kbbage; 3,
Mitchell; 4, Baker; he, Starke; c. Shearling. HENS,
15s.: 1, 2, Ebbage; 3, Daynes; 4, e, Starke; vhe,
Mitchell; lie, Browne. UNFLIG., 25s.: 1, 2, King;
3, he, Starke: 4, Howard and Sons. NOVICE, NOlt!
YELL.: 1, Pill; 2, Pattingaie; 3, vhe, King; 4,
Thurston; lie, r, Rudling. BUFF: 1, 2, King; 3,
Leggett; 4, vne, Dix

; lie, Pattingaie; c, Dunn.
YELL.: 1, King; 2, Dunn; 3, Di.x ; 4, Pill; vhe,
Clarke; he, Lawn; e, Harrison. BUFF: I, Dunn;
2, Rudling; 3, Thurston; 4, Smith; vhe, c, King;
he, Dale. C1NN., YELL. : 1, Shearling; 2, 3, Davnes;
4, Hail. BUFF: 1, Hall; 2, 3, Davnes. A.O.V.:
1, 2, Mitchell. YELL.: 1, Pauling; 2, 3, Burrage;
4. Claphiam: vhe, Gilbert; he, Russell; c. Page*
CL.: 1, Carlton; 2. Law’n ; 3, Sadd. BUFF CK -

1, 3, Woollard; 2, Reveil; 4. Cubitt ; vhe, e, Carl-'
ton; he, Sadd. HEX: 1, Pauling; 2, vhe, Carlton;

Carlton: 2, 4, Brundall : 3, Cubitt: he, Clapham.
NON-FLIGH. : 1, 4, Cubitt; 2, Page; 3, Brundall; vhe,
Woollard; he, Sadd; c, Pitt. C.B., NON-FLIGH :

1, Hall; 2, Cubitt; 3, vhe, Carlton; 4, Brundall;
c, Burrage. SELL.. 15s. ; 1, he, Revell; 2, Hart

-

3, Browne 4, Starke; vhe, Hall; c, Burrage. 4,0 V -

1, Mitchell; 2, Carlton. NOV., CREST BUFF • 1 V
vhe, Russell; 2, Pill; 3, Garner. HEN; 2, Lawn.
C.B. BUFF : 1, Pill ; 2, 3, Russell ; 4, Lawn • c.
Smith. HEN: 1, Cozens; 2, Pill; 3, Garner; 4,
Russell. MULES : 1, Cooper; 2, 3, Lawn; 4, vhe
he- c. King. GOLDF. AND BULLF.: 1, 3, King; 2.
Lawn; 4, Addison; vhe, Gilbert; he. Cooper. A.O
FINCH; 1, 2, 3, 4, Cooper; vhe, Browne. BUNTING:
1, Cooper. PARROTS : 1. 2, Smith. A.O.S. : 1, 3
vhe, lie, c. Smith; 2, 4, Cooper. GIFT: 1, Pill; 2
Ebbage; 3, King: 4, Cooper: 5, George; vhe,
Mitchell, Carlton; he, Pattingaie, Cooper: c.
Shearing, Browne. BEST PLAINHEAD ; Smith.
BEST CREST: Woollard.

CLAY CROSS C.B.S.
Show, Oct. 24, Angel Hotel. Entries, numbering

75, turned up exceedingly well considering the bad
weather and tile distance most of our exhibitors
have to come. Mr. A. Wilson judged owing to
Mr. Simms being indisposed, and bis awards were
received witli satisfaction.
CHAMP., NOR. YELL. CK. ; 1, Bircumshaw; 2,

Harrison. BUFF: 1, Bircumshaw. YELL. HEN: 1

Harrison : 2 Bircumshaw. BTJFF : 1 3 Bircum-
shaw ; 2, Harrison. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. : 1, spl. best
Champ. Nor., Bircumshaw. UNFLIG. BUFF CK. -

X, 2, Bircumshaw. HEN: 1. 2, Bircumshaw.
YORKS., YELL. CK. : 1. 2. 3, Lanckham. HEN :

1. 2. Lanckham. BUFF HEN : 1 £-, spl. best Champ.
Yorks.. Lanckham. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. : l. 2, 3,
Lanckham: vhe. Bunco. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Lanckham;
vhe. Bunce. YELL. HEN; 1, 2, vhe Lanckham; 3,
Bunce. BUFF; 1, Evens. GOLD,}’. OR BULLF. 1,
Evens: 2, Harrison. GREENFI. OR LINNET: l,
vhe, Bunce; 2, Harrison; 3, he, c, Lanckham.
A.O. BRIT.: 1, 2 spl. for best Brit.. Evens: 3.
Carrington: vhe, Tooley. NOV., NOR. YELL. CK.

:

1, Bunco; 2, 3, Evens: vhe,, Carrington. BUFF: 1,
Evens; 2, Tooley; 3, vhe, Carrington. YELL. HEN :

1. Carrington; 2, Bunce. BUFF: 1 2, vhe, Carring-
ton: 3, Evens. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. : 1, .-pi. best
Novice, Tooley ; 2, Carrington. BUFF : 1, Tooley

:

2. Carrington: 3, vhe, Haves. YELL. HEN: 1,

Evens. BUFF : 1, 2. Carrington. MULES OR IIYB. :

I. 2, Evens. Cups for most points during 1914 : Mr.
J. Lanckham won Champion Cup and Mr. W. Evens
Novice.—J Griffiths. Sec.
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2;:r. CAGE BIRDS
BRECHIN’S RECORD OF OVER 500 BIRDS.
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Urccbui (Li.S. held its 51.* t annual show Nov. 7 f

in tile I einprra nee Hall, ail ideal place lor tsiicfi an
i \ hibi t ion. Entries numbered •,(»/, a record lor
4> ct i litn. I lie Hots., Mr. (!ralili, had every thing well
in linnet, and although this is hi first venture a.s
4>i c ret a ry lie carried out his duties very sneers-
Inlly. President Mr. Finlaysoii and i

»

•< I ’res. Mr.
* ral« H *1W 1° the dispatching u| the birds, and

re well backed up by a hard- working Committee.
Cup tor he t Norwich was won l>> Mr. A. Maxwell
Glasgow, with hi uvifllglited yellow cock. Cup tor
lev^t border, Mr. .1. (’ater>on, < him,side, with a nice
hull eoek. Uo>e howl tor mo.-t points in Jtritish,
black ami llcndrie, brcehln; b.C.t .C medal. Mr.
J’atefon ; b r.< ( . Novice medal, Mr. C. I.yall.
brechin. The. judges were: Nor.. Mr. I\ hirron!
(Ciisj'ow; bold.

.
Mi. .1. Hamilton, llskbank; brit.,

Mr. ( tSyke - ,
Musselburgh, and their awards gave

1 'i 1 faetlon. The show ti wu rtl (jin r

Halg.-ly, Jiurmtt and llohertvo.i; |>rn\-d Unmselve.s
i apahle of I n 1/1 1 line their duty. Marked lutaloguca
uerc in the hall I . minutes alter the judges had
i nUlied, whieli landers thoughl ver\ -in.art work
NOW. <1 Ob IK 0. VKIJ.. OK. (In): I. Mitchell

good round head, nice iront, rich col; 2, Hibson
|

.Mi f a .'•had - Mat in head,, idee type and ipial. •

layjor. hold Iront. nice qua!., sweet exhibit: vhe’Cardmer; lie, brand, c, Forrest. litTT (m; | vpi’
iimricr up to e*i|> winner, Mitchell, Inrg'

’ ’ '

mnt, nice hack and wings, nicely mealed;
^>u. simitar type, bold Iront, nice com!.;
Forrest., Forfar winner, nice type and mini
mid to-dav ; vhe, Cruig; lie, 1. Adam- c''
t Alt., IJT( .. V Rtf.. CK. (lb); ), .v| Will

KIRKINTILLOCH.
.

A,in »»l *liow. Nor. 7, in tire Temperance J1..1I n
. Ganna, K0O.I .me all over. but lacks polish yet; Ve,v one lor tire purpose, )Kiv]n« ah ml

l iiinmings, rut her pale. A et a „ie, one; a. Black;
.

h*la •«“* fw from dra.rehts Fre( Mif: n. Glam. Ill I.i.F. (12): I, Thomson, very tiles totallerl about 00 mid were neatly staecil
‘ “"'"V:? '!<u shilling co,Ml.; ”, SI. cole, Quality was all that could he desUi N, wismiilat m mill I

, shade paler m col., cap, still lire mainstay, as was cxpivtid this ‘uuartcrworth a place; Blue!, and Hemlrie. I,lit of '".ted for (his variety. TI I- Z rh
p “ r»«H l.vi-c. rid, col.

;
f. ( 'ran,la ;

*'w w«M '"led. l! roek challenge ‘cun for
K ' A ‘*.ar"- SISKIN (10,: l, Callin', will •

V.°"»'K , *"<1 was won by Mr. D. Pneit with a cl,amlake sonic stopping, best ap and hill, -weet col. '<llpw Plan,head, a bird with a brie t ,„
ape.

(

;‘i; •«0»t 1-otnte in Nor., A. td,al,nors: cup, ditto'

TI, ''•Jc«:,Hi re
1 ’’ ,liUo ' borders, Aitkin BrosIII' secretarial duties were in the very capable

wide

It. M’l.,

rather
Noble.

nice
ouiid ‘head, lull neck, bold front, old winner, still
"ii Kin G well; 2, Smith, wood type and qual. nico
col., shade narrow in bead: , ardency, nice head
and. Iront, hardly ready yet; vhe, Ironside; he

l

' ,:iri
:
ls

;
V

(l
|
aylor HUFF ( n> : I, Allison, good

• lead, bold Iront, rich col., n7ci.d,v mealed, acts ils
proper pliu'i:. to-day ; 2, Kennedy, good size and
bape, ml bead and neck, not qui'tc so nice in

ipial as leader : Kobe it.on, lightly nikd., nice
I;"';; 1

,.
1 Hie. Hell; be. Skinner: e, Piric

r... OK IK D. A I'.f B. HEN (III); I, spl., Harris,
«cct, bead, good size and style, bold front, good

eomi.
, Maxwell, nicu head and nick, Hire front

dHKl wings; a, Gibson, similar type, rich col. and
•

,

v
“V; Gardiner ; lie, Piric; Smith. IHF’E

il")
: , Gibson, neat head, short thick body, nicely

mealed, in good order; 2, Allion, line head andMgey. bold tron i
, rich col.; Maxwell, sweet hen,

"dil 1 1 imt.. nice ipial,, close up; vhe. Craig; lie
IGardiner; c, Steven. \ Alt., HTC., VFM, hf\

I, Iionside, lightly mkd. large bold' front
s 101, t ami thick body, barely ready yet; 2. Gardiner
l ive lieail, line front, j»a

U

t in col. ; ;k Hurri*'
.^rmlar lype nice col little wild: vhe. Hell; lie,’MUehch; c. Noluc. ill FI- (S) : J. Adams, m at
) (M l, tine wide trout, lovely eo!, and rpial >
.Vmlvron. heavy var., sweet, type and om,!., niceround head; ;t. spl.. u rewar, line head and neck,

Meil vlu - Hibson; lie, Black; c,

rl' t.'.i
l N1

:

1 'U '.- t-K. (20): l. cup, 2. Spl . Maxwell,
ci. yell., nice bead and neck, tine wide front,
ineeiy carried wings, grand cond.; 2, Harris cl
Gull, round head, line front, good order; 2, Allison!

type (|nal., lovely cond., presses; vhe, e,
Mitchell ; he, Grown r. Hen (IS,; l, 2 Maxwell
eater yell. var.. nice round head, fine front, fine

<!0,

V nik ' 1 - '*««. line qual., nicelyloeahd .1. spl Allison, el. yell., sweet head, nicebioad trout, close- up; vhe. Chalmers; he. Brand-

I',,
"*;- V

01 - (
' K - < 7): I. Orcwar, rou

ye I’.,, fine head, plenty subs., | )0;d front, good col.:
s. McLeod, el. luitl, bold head and front, goodMze and rpial.; :i, spl., Ritchie, foul green, nice
<ol. and rpial.; vhe. Woodliouse; he. A Cram- e
iBiiruett. MEN yj): l, .spl., Winter, buff gr„ large.’
hold limited, line col. throughout-: 2, Gardiner,
,

• miff, -short anil thick, similar type, littlebetween them; A. vhe. e, Mitchell, nice type, not
puite the subs; he, .Molfat. SEI. I,. CK. (iti) : ]
Craig ; 2, Dalgctty; B, Hampton. HEN (12)

-’ V
v*

1 ' 1
,?

1." ' *• Adams. BOKO.. Cl..’
{

-

,

V ' r ' T
;

HK. (Hi): i, Hysiop, neat head.»teC Iront, rich .even col.: 2, (

i

Beimel- shaile
Paler m cof, nice back and wings; “Gerais, niceweight, line cond., little wild; vhe, H. Bennet : he!
< rabli and 1'inlayson; c, Rintoul BUFF C>)i- i

be
1 ’', ?‘F-p‘C

; Td:<
!- .

lwo spls- Fatterson, tkd!bead lovely Iront, nicely filled in back, nice -wingsand tail, rich col,, taultless order; 2. il. Bennetneat head, nice rpial., good cond.; 3. c. Bennet!abade heavier, lovely bloom; vhe, e Craig- hecrabh and Kiniayaon. A AR, VEI.E. CK. (18i • i h’bennet. mkd. eyes and wings, sweet head, lino qua!veiy neb col., shows rather much thigh - 2 Th-moson, nice round head, fine front and back, doseop; spl. Ketrhcn. sweet shape, only fails in
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Ilr
- Vr-aig; e. Dalgettv.Hilt. 1, 2, 3, spl., Craig, -splendid lot. leader

a^i h
t
T’

1 ‘ ma
r
k - sw

.

t‘ft "Mind head, nice frontand back, carries wings well; 2, lightlv ,nk-iSimiiar type; 8. sweet exhibit, lovely carr.. von
e H-av Or!'

1

OP
e
T rv

Vbl
'v ,o V

,:
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net hl'- Kmart;c my. CL. OR TKD. \ LLL. HEN (14): 1. two I

be 'ill' - ml nl'T'i
UP

i

to
-

caP willl,er
- Eraig, sweet

in, i

nu-k, lovely Iront and back, nice wings

ln|
CO
hvi,

e shown; 2, H. Bennet, tine type and
• pial lovely carr.. shade faulty wings; 3. PatersonM.mdar type, nice placed wings, little pale i. col'ill. W ilson : c. Smart. BIFF (17): t Auld ucat :

type and qual.: 2. H. Bennet. nice shape and ’q al
1

rare movemenl, dose up: ;i. ifvslon similar tvne !not quite -o good ia cond.; ’vhe. Craig ,[ Patereson; e. Bennet. VAR. VEEL nW ‘hi)-

T

Nm liie.a EyaH. emu. ink. fine qual., nice carr’sweet exlnlnt : 2. ;i. c. Crabh aa,| Finlayson nice ines. similar type ,w, ci bead,, ,-id, col., close up I

he Craig; lie, ,1. Stuart. BFl-'F (12, j A “.V
lightly inkd., neat head, tine weight. iPcelv balaaic 1

'

ond
W
M^|

a mcclv mkd., fine>-mil., shade Him. fine wings; 3. <p|. Stirlm-'
ron, and qual.; vhe. Kg^hea: hr CraigeA '

Robert -on EVEN MKD. (9): f, vhe. Nbdiol'sou'

lorn V'e VA’ (’S and wings, grand cond.; 2. o'.Bennet. '--pointed buff, nicely mkd.. tin,- qual.; 3 i

•Id.. Emtoiil, nice exhibit, lightlv mkd, rich col •

be. Craig; c. Hay. CR. ()|| FINN. (Hi): 1
"p|

J hom.«on. fri/n-. leader lovely veil. grand!

and shape, win, hand, down; 2 Fyflc, similar diape!
bul lost,, flip and col.; 3, Roy, very sweet one,
i.ila-r to,) long ; 4, i ruig, good non ltd: (i. Black
and Jleiidrie. R EDI*. (Ht TWITE (111): I, Black amiHe mine, I wile, good size and cond., fair markings
ami col.; 2. Galloway, very good Cesser, in spank
lllg order

; 3, Steele, Mealy, correct type; I l.aw;
-I. I.am lire ; (I, Craig. EINNET (III: I. Greig, nieo
size and shape, best of ,-on<l„ shade open in front;

• i
exeillcnt- eoilll., fine murkiiigs, ratlier

w-dt
; A, MeArilli- and Stewart, scarcely finished vet ;

4. I aimer; a, Adam; d, Clark. GREENE. (It/- |

( uimmiig. Win - on eol. and cond., nice head ami
"trek, Staged to perlection

; 2. Campbell, verv styh-h and m rare order;;}, Black ami Hendrie. rathersummer, good leather and eol.; I. Dalgettv will
run leader,, Irani yet; (i. l-ytlc. A.U.V rid). |lowns, Redstart, staged, in rare order, we think a’new one iron, last year, very bright breast mil!wins; .. Galloway, Bramble, fine size, rather paleyc . Win improve; .9, Greig, VelUywli., lim- eol. ami
inai Kings ; -I Raith; r>, Weir; li, Clark. Fill!. (11);

- Arnotr, well-known team, all in faultless
orife-r : 2. hoy; 5, Watson. .SECI
EMfc ; 2, It

GIFT (IS);'

Mitchell ; 2,
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l’i < y i(Ji'nt, Mr. ]>. Tlium
; vicc nre.s Mr

1>. Ferrit; committ^, M. ssr> J \fVl
1

a r

h

1
. Iih-i-s-. A. Martin .1. Stewart, Findlay, and^ Jf ha liners i nlorlii,lately Mr. Calderwood' (lie -m-'

JJ

in ,d judge, was unable to n-pm-ar? owing to
I n »s ,M . Andrew -Sloan (Glasgow) acting in bis

Hre rA^de^lM 1 ‘

'

r *wt
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,,ml ',n f>*n Hamilton
! OPl-^ r FHT

m ' rr “Wived.
< |(LSI . i, MeLa.v, ( * I’CC'ii woruln-fnl
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eies-.t very neat centre, line droop, good size- •>

1 oil
^ ,rtt " Crest, el. bOfly. line size and sub'

n varit-g!: Iflei! crest.
1

'gooll
'y'

,

... Bill r. (M); l.
K -- 1. Chalmers, <•!., rare siz--. yd. and qual lineMal.-.O"; 4. Greig; a. Ib-i.l; c, Adam.

,

I
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H a< • k'nmil fronted bird, lead, w-,11 in a ..ocd class-
h--«i'cts i-ridit on lire members : I,

-• ' l;irt
.

1 "- ttrand cobby shai -, fine head and neck’
< ral.b and i-mdlaysoii; 3, Ritchie; l.

w
.

1,,«s »n«l tail: 3. Woodhoit-e, verv typic-d’go- < size col. and cond.; 4. Perrif f, tavK-r- nDunlop, v k r r nrv « ^ > .

1 ’• . (»,

lovei
1
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irv.it ,;°" 1;^»rwiTup in

roS
•if— •

ro"gh; 4, Barrie; r,. ||. adlev - i;

C 'mren l ' i i IIre
’
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Pl><1 * Woodliouse t ‘h Me*!

rare good bird,
I <5. Dick. NON-

I

fine size, eol , I

«eau ana front, wins 3rd !

lVnif’’
e5C<' e 2*ul cond., well placed* °

.

cobby. shaped buff, good front and qual"’ I
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in<iluv - BORDER yeee !LK.. l H.Kldow, well-known even mkd

Gmm- -
°°» W
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Sm,<] an.l "omi.. Vwtefc

Taylor; C, Smart.

KIRKBURTON.
Niee little show held Oct. 31 in lire Liberal Club,

a cosy and well-lighted room, whore all the birds
could be seen to advantage. Tire .see.. Mr. A. Scottbad a! arrangements perfectly made, and everythingworked satisfactorily. The six classes were ail well
supported, and quality generally was of a high
standard. Mr. G. A. Townsend judged, and his
awards were well received.
YORKS. CK., VEl.l... ETC. (!,) ; 4, Everett; 2. Ire

( ousiiis
; 3, Beaumont; res, A. Radley; vhe, Hirst;

G. Radley. HEN (10): 1, E. Taylor; 2 vhe \

beaut y IV r tv,.
'. *

,

LK. . 1, -J, ( llAlfncis, j^t

stamp; .-; Oon’ild* tidfl^
- u '.' ‘lose uj., same

"hi kf'iien
' 1

;

i

i LJ’
l'

11 '11 l o
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.

,,1<l ‘fial- tine lis'id, 2nd ‘close ’np
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n,<1 ri,tl ro1 - sub.; -V
Met.liiiiont .{ .Chalmers ; i. Dick. BORDERS, VEEJ

;

splendid iiiuil., eo!!,
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UT ‘Mre'Vg, '.AiiK-T

; colour
‘>'*4’ for <• rich
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• 1 a\ itke n Bios., 2n<l leathered like wivpressing winner bard. YELL v V
l '

l

t
:
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!
ltils; 4

-
!'• Ailkei, Bros'. BCEE-"'-, ^ ?A .

<n B ros
. grand trio, vk-II put down- - 4' e'

!
Nairiiv (;ki:i:n etc • 1 v j r

11
*. ” 4 * (’*

‘ inns., a credit to thdr owners-'^ f f ('r ffin; ground eol nice- weight. NOV. BORO.Nan i, an ex Kent lot. Nov. Nor CK 1 4
’ r'

3 s “j,

«. S‘“i
:

... ...a.s v ..-y . 1 . 1 iyr ; vue, ,\.
, ,

• ,
» , * Mias«o

l-adley
;

;i. Beaumont; vhe. Morley; he, Saudford- ''xcellent qual.; 3, Mathiesf
1 aylo:-. ( K.. BFI-'F, ETC., (li)

: 2, A . Ra<lk:\ ;
I

,

4 > l' r< "<li. Glasgow wiiTnci-
*• Astley; vhe. Taylor: Ire, Cousins. HEN (9) : 1 S,'X, -

lav<
;

*<•“« "IG 5. Wocdhous
-.ycrett ; 2, A. Radley; 3, P. Taylor; vhe, Astlev; lie, '

,

3 - .^furtiii. 1,t tkd. veil
Hirst; e, A. Radley. YEEE., ETC., ENI-EIG.' (20) : M au<l <: '>n-d., grand head and
. ineiiibei-s' tun. Hill ami Mm-i-.v* -* . -.

!

varieg., exe-ellent onal an.i ...... ,1

I

Hir-

1. members' cup. Hill and Moriey
; 2, S. Moriey ,

>-, Hirst; vhe, Taylor, .Tebson; be. Cousins Kandfo’rd;
e, Atkinson, Everett. Bl’FF (16): 1, G H Hirst-

Beaumont; 3. A. Radley: vhe, A. Taylor, .D-bson
Ire, Feartiley, E. Taylor; e, Hill and Moriey.

BRIGHTON.
Brighton K.A. held its 23rd annual show in flu-

beet ure Hall, North ltoad, Nov. -4 and 5. 'flic
entry was not over large, but some really good
Norwich and Yorks, were on view. British classes
were, cancelled through lack of entries. Mules were
a good lot, the winner being Mr. JHowiek’s noted
Cauary-Bullie looking as well as ever. Air T ,Ambrose judged.
NOR. CL.: 3, sp, Ollie, bonny buff, grand tir-e

and qual., good tread and neck, nice compact- winds'
2, vhe, Fro-t and Rogers, unflig. yell., rathe- slfin'
but nice type and qual.; 3, Miles, bouncing bun!
red-hot eol. good type and qial. TKD., ETC
1. sp, Ollie, S-pointed buff, good head and neck
just, a hit frilly on chest ; 2. 3, res. Frost and
Rogers, another nice 3-pointed bull', loses in subs. •

->rd, wing Hal. buff, might even have won: vhe’.
Mura. HEN : 1. sp. 3, Miles, topping el. veil,
leading, rare. size, beautiful qual. and "

eol. ; 3rd.
yell., not quite the subs., rare qual. and col • 0
Ollie. bonny buff, niee and cobby, good bead neckand wings, lose; a, little in col. ; vhe, Frost and
Rogers. VOKKS. CL.: J. sp, Dandridge, bonny

i ,' Jf»tber like wax, goed length, nice style';"
'd' l! ',

alul K°Sers. another good veliow-, ‘notqute the length, must have pressed hard ; 3rd,bun hardly up in condition: vhe. Wail; Ire llo-
wrek. ,KI) ETC.: l. sp. Wall, grand tkd. veil.,
nice tty-?, beaitiful wings and tail- 2 3 vhe
frost and Rogers ; 2nd. neck mkd. buff, rather un-’
steady, but rare length and qual. ; 3rd, Cinnamonmkd. yell., nies type and qual.: res, Howick. HEN:
J, &P. Mcholl? bormy cl. yc.IL nice leuytli. ;i little

C
i ^ s'wuWers; 2. vhe, he, Frost and Rogers,

sweet bull, rare length and style, niee head andwings.; 3. Dandridge, uiee buff, good head. NON
I'i-.D: I, sp, 3, Marriott, two lovely Borders, nice
l.vpe, good carr. ; 2. res, Rev. Miller; 2, Cinn. mk.E
. .,

ks
"

.‘f

001 t -
v l"' : vhe, Frost and Rogers; be. e

Luther Freneti. NOV . : . 1, sp. vhe, lie, Afiss Town-'
end, el. yell. Nor., in faultless cowl.: 2. Pinvounnice green crest, good frontal; 3, Luther; French.’
grand* nuthg. Nor.; res, Marshall. MULE or HYP. •

1. sp. 2, Howick, Canary-Bullies
; 1st. noted Palace

w-inuer, in grand fettle; 2nd, smaller, and loses
col. to 1st ; 3. Plummer Bros., gram! dark Goldie

rfP Ml
' vl,c - Gilie

; In-, Norman: c, SmithoEEE. ; 1, 3. Townentl
; 2, Gale.

K Dickf : 5- Blair:

qual. ami, cond. puw col., ’'line' ’weight
; “‘"KudUy

1

S "irvTne
1

var
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,
"
,ru

,

800,1 f|Mal " sl-lendi<l carr'.!

m r"'11 nual., well braced wings wellput down; 4. Swan ; 5, Dick ; «. Blair. YEEE HEN-
1. Baxter

, ey - mkd., beauty, lovely qual., eol amitond.. well laid wings and tail, wins well - 11 Barrie

, ! -. Klatt . cl., lovely qual., fine carr. typical •

4. Dick; a Findlay: fi, Reid. BUFF HEN: Fine lotlitre: l, Mail flow, almost even cinn. mkd., £|>lord'dqual. eol. and cond.. good one; 2, Baxter Green

eoE ! Vin
c

° ea r ,- !! well
Fjinilay. BRIT., A.V. HARDBILE: 1. 2. 6, Dick ’lstBramble, goo,) size shape, col., and coiid nicemantle, wins; vnd, \ eliow Bunting, very rich eolgoocl size and cond., scarcely finished vet- 3 At

”

Ausiaml. very fine Chaffinch, good size, ' shape' and
rnx^“rvl.'

i,iteS
;

4 ' «««’«•: m Brown.
’ ‘ ^

CONFINED. — YOUNG CREST: l. r>. ChalmersGreen, has making o-f a st-ormer; 2, 4 Donaldson’grand youngster great size arid heatfuiece? S. Me-Clinrent. vane*., fine dome crest; li. AIcLav ( -B
}• -MfLay. 1st vaiieg., grand bird, excellent’ emtrance and -lashing. 3rd plenty of feather: 2 Af •-

Unnent, better size and sub.. Irehiml in lashing-

lr<

-sbaiH-, true eol. tbroughout, 3rd abo 'ell.?' -iiniYart'pc nice cond.; 2, Xiebol-qn, nice yell', gr. jus, a
1* leader ; vlre. AVI.itelaw ,

.V
r.amh". SMI.. IK (19,: I. Thomson; 2. Craig; 3 :

' (T
>

,b|

n(

V’r-'-Y
0"' HK:: 1- H- Bemiet

;

~'n .

I- ,i, lay-on : 3, J. Patterson
jGriti-.li were well up in quantity, and the quality Ire,- fir-t rate. Air. ( rossl-y Sykes judged, and Ids '

>

"°.rc -vi'i v well received.
IVli. (If,): I u. Samson. Einnet-Jtiillie all there I

0
tl ,ial - ,lll! ' hold bird, lure lone o' eol. pressed -

b) -nd Matson, Gold/.-Bullf., grand size aid eol I.real, shape, scarcely finished yet: 3, Rov rattling

Gdrenlr i l"" mi
th ;' l"

1

,,k 1,1 cond., grand even tone!Jmium like silk bard lin k to me -I J- mlers- I !

^r.-igbi; ... black and llemlrie. GOEDF. (10): j’

re"
1

/'!;.
,''' 1

"'; ,nc " ,l1 f°rward in condition! Ibriad kqda.e l-
1 ;z-.

. neat cut, good, fans and buttons;!

ill IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete
in box,postfreein the United Kingdom
Or for 4 - and 3 coupons cut from “Cage Birds”

: V'A ::

(any issue).

Postage paid hy U s.

Ih, -.-*<• coupons in not be poak-d lo im in tire 'arue'en
'dope with remittance and name and addrevj of

e-ender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

Nov. 14th, 1914.

’ CAGE BIRDS," 154, Floet Street, Lc.ffdon,

x, .
EDINBURGH C.B.S.

-leetmg ( ,.-t" 20, Cairn's Memorial Ball, Gorgie-
r G, a good turn-out present, Air. A. AY. Watsonchair. Estimate from Leith Printing Co. for classi-fication forms and catalogue,, was accepted. Letterread from sec. of S.B.B. and MX", granting patron

Westoi/oT
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fr'

0
r

an<l fr0m sei '' of K(liliburgb
. 1 ,

'‘S
' »se of staging, etc., forannual show, at terms same as last year. E’nani-

to. charge 3d. for catalogues at chow.
All. Matson then treated the members to an account

wi,v? ° ,"
s boyhood experiences of bird-nesting,

AD- i ’’s-rof
v
?
r
.y.

>ritercsting. During his remarksMi. .1. Stormon fr kiixllv the awards on birdsbrought forward for table show-.

MUFF-’ !
I

'.

r,
'v

’’ t'Giht
: 2, Adanre; 3_ Charlton.

, ,
x. V Adams; 2. Grant. BUFF. NON-FED-

3 Mav Rrrr }'K,X ' : t- Brown: 2, Brash;
r tv -

V
'i !, : }•

'- 4 ’ a > Br*»li
: 3- May. A.O.Y.

hvr "
,

' «’ ,'Vafcs<?n- 3, 4. Chariton. MULE ORHA b 1, Matson; 2. 3, 4. 5, Adams. A hearty voteot thanks to Mr. Stormont was given. Memberswere reminded to do their utmost in the wav of get-ting specials lor shew Nov. 28.—.). C. Chariton, S>-LARKHALL.
-

9th. amiual members' show. Y.M.C.A. Hall. Oct.
!‘aU

,

ls commodious, cosy. au<l well lighted,and the birils made a very attractive show. Sec.Mr. A I bom sou effectively superintended
; lie wasassisted by an energetic band of workers, and everything worked smoothly. Entries mimlierod ‘>50 an

a.Ivane, on previous shows, ami tire gate also slio’wed
•in improvement on form, r records Mr w j»
Camphcii won- points' cup; C'uthhertson/ Norwich
euji. Kennedy, Bord. cup: Porrie, young J>ird cup
witli a very nice Siskin Mule; Smith, novice points'
cup: and M Lean the rose howl, with a loved v IG-d-
s art Treasurer. Mr. R. M'Ewau. was in charge ofthe staging and saw that every bird was phn-rd to
tin- 'rest advantage. Judges were Messrs AV
Mi'ii and P. AI'Quiston, ami their awards gave
satisl action to all.
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l;l ' l2 M>- Rumlell
: 2. 3, Campbell;

,-
Kennedy

, Gi'aliani; (i, Clarke, jun. BFI-'E (lu)

-

.
sp Cutblrertsoif; 2,3. 1, Campbell ; 5 M'El-au; li'

Rundell NON FED YELL, (a): I. Allan: 2. Huston
-. t, M Ewan; 5, Rumlell; 0. \l I, an. HE El'' (13)- 1

Kennedy ; 2, Campbell; 3. M'ICwan
;

-1. Al'Leair .a’
!!a-tou
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, Smith. I'NEEUI. (15): I, 4, «, Allan; '!

v'er
l"' nn etl.v. BORI)., CE. OR TKD.

il'.I.l,. (Kij: I, LT'aluiin : Kennedy : <>, Marlov *

J.
Allan); 5, MT.nre. IH l E (13): i. Clark, inn.:'"!

Ki-niu fly ; 3, Graham
: 4. Adam; 5. sp Mario • n '

Morrison, jun. ItORD GR. OR C'l.NV (11); 1.' t»pp Itx ( lock; 2, 4, Graham; MarK-y; 5, Kennedy : 0, Has-
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• Buff. Iieapt \ fort.vpt ami fjuaJity. wins; >, Donovan, cl. but! short,thick-set Jjod'V, nice rpial.

; McClimont • 4

*

u
NV.1I-' Donald. HEN; 1 . fffj)onovan

,’

'd "v Iline shape ami qual.; 2, A, AK-Neill -'nil nia 'vell"var.: t. MrClimont. BOftD.. YELL. : "l Nairn 'elhi, type; 2, Ail ken Bros. BUFF; i. Utke Bros

"

very nice, excels ,u wing carr.; 2, Nain. A (, V
1, ; , Aitken Bros. BRIT. GOEDF. OR Bl l EF •

Ia, Ferii.s, 1st Btillf., good size and shape neat

rich’ eol

lkt

3
' Boldie, rare width of lace,inn (.ol., 3, 4, Qmnn; (!, Dick I.INNFT- i i

I I)!"k"en

\

n<! c° l -. al,<l /end-, well laced front’; 2, r.’--Dnk, _nd good size, nicely laced, fine shower behind’
ni-if ',

0nV: '*• Stewart
;

li, Reid. GREENF NON
I£ '

- :
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A RECORD GOES IN IRELAND.
Ulster O.A. Scores Heavily : Wonderful Display of Quality*

Especially in Norwich, at Belfast.

In Ireland, as hi England, the show committees
who are going through with their usual i>rogrammr
will be encouraged by the results. The question 01

'

cancellation was put on one side by the committee
of the Ulster O.S., and mighty pleased they are

with themselves that they did '‘carry on.” The
show held in the Clarence Place Hall on Nov. <1

and 7 had a record entry, whilst the exhibits reached

a very high standard of merit. Nicely staged all

round the sides of the hull, and in the centre, the
exhibits 'presented an imposing sight, and were
easily inspected. All the work was cleanly and
smartly done by the stewards, and t lie birds were
*s cosy aud comfortable as if at home. The officials

were : -President, Mr. Jas. Stewart; committee,
Messrs. .1. Neill, J. Ronaldson, \Y. Trimble, \V. Con
nell, \\

. Teaey, .1, Thompson. W. Sands, It. E.

Alexander, H. Boyd, J. Kelso, .1. Carson, \V. Gray,
A. Creighton J. Lavery, \V. Kane, and M'. M'Counell,
Mr. Tlios. H. Smyth, who filled the onerous office

of secretary, was most painstaking, energetic, and
courteous, aud in him the men of Ulster have a
splendid official. Belgians, though few, were good.
Tho Seolties were strong, but we were surprised to
see how backward some of them were in the moult.
Mr. Livingston went in strongly for type and drive,

and his awards met with general commendation.
Crests were a very nice little collection, the pick of

which was Mr. Osborne's even-marked cock, a bird
of grand feather and quality. Norwich were quite
the feature of the show. The pick* ol the bunch
wae Mr. A. M'Cagherty’s yellow, which secured four
specials, including those for the best 1’lainhead and
the best bird in the show. Yellow cocks were a
grand lot, full of quality from end to end, and in
addition to supplying four special winners they
annexed Itamsden's cruet. A special feature of the
Norwich section was the excellence of the hens,
especially the unttighted, which liens took four of
the specials from the cocks, a performance which
the Limit hens also accomplished. Yorkshires had
a nice entry, and a few very handsome birds were to
tie seen. More than one good bird had to go down
for not being well staged. Although not equal to
what we used to see iu the north ol Ireland twenty
years ago, the Mules were a very smart lot. Mr.
Creighton's noted yellow won the special over the
section, but Mr. Lavcry’s Oanary-Bullic preseed hard.
Goldfinches and Linnets were hardly so good as
usual, but the winning Yellow' Bunting of Mr.
Creighton’s is a topper, and very nice indeed were
the winning Chaffinch of Mr. Alexander, and the
Siskin shown by Mr. Carleton. An interesting and
most enjoyable show was wound up by a small but
good class of foreigners,

Mr. A. Livingston's Classes.
BKLG. (a) : J, sp., Lavery, long, stylish yell, cock,

rare drive, splendid shoulders, good back and tail,
3. 3, 4, Ronaldson, long, stout shouldered buff cock,
plenty of drive; 3rd and 4th smart, showy, good
shaped yellows full of nerve, and handle well, looked
like hens; vhc, Gillespie. SCOTS., YELL. (10): 1,
three sps-., It. Trimble, very fine head and neck,
high shoulders, great drive, capital wings and tail,
full of nerve, had he been in better form would have
secured sp. for best in show ; 2, 3, sp„ Donaldson,
more finished in feather, grand shape and style, but
does not draw so well; 3rd, capital top end, nice
drive

; 4. he, sp., Dunlop, nice head and neck : vhc,
Neill; c, Gillespie. BUFF (10): 1, II. Trimble, slash-
ing bird of great length, big heavy shoulders, rare
wings and tail, handles well, but not quite ready,
foul on back

; 2, sp., 3, Dunlop, nice stylish cl.,
hardly sp much length hut grand shape arid nerve

:

3rd. splendid shape, capital- drive, good wings and
tail; 4, Lavery, good wings aud tail, quick and
nervy; vhc, Ronaldson; he, Williamson; c, Neill.
YELL. PIED, ETC. (5): 1 , R. Trimble, tremendous
shoulders, neck and drive, gets well hold ol' perch,
and bring.- tail -well under, full of nerve, but needs
tightening up

;
-2, Gillespie, good top end, nice head

and neck, plenty of nerve; 3, Claughley, not- so
massive, hut grand shape, and a rare handler; 4,
R. Trimble; vhc, W. Trimble. BUFF PIED, ETC.
(11): 1. he, -sp., Ronaldson, magnificent length and
subs., great top end, with long sides, gets hold of
perch well and pulls hard; 2, 3, 4. vhc, sp.. Lavery,
very quick in action, capital head and neck, good
drive not so much sub?.

;
3rd, long neck and side,

drives well, and uses his tail in grand stvle; 4th,
good head and neck, capital tail not so smart in
wings, plenty of nerve; e. It, Trimble. IIEN, YELL.
(S) : 1, 2, two sps., Dunlop, grand shape and style,
line head and neck, capital shoulders, wings and
tail, a rare good handler; 2nd, plcntv of size and
length, nice shoulders, gets head well down, two
fine hens; 3, sp.. 4, It. Trimble, capital head, long
lean neck, well filled shoulders of good height, smart
wing.? and tail, hardly readv

; 4th, stout, showy,
shapely hen; vhc, he, sp., Lavery. BUFF (6): 1 , 4 .

sp., Dunlop, massive, good high shoulders, capital
neck and drive, quick in action, uses tail grandly-
4th, smart, stylish bird of nice eubs. ; 2. 1 ; Trimbie
hardly so much .subs., but grand length itid shape)
fine head and neck, rare wing and tail; 3, Claughley.
012 heavy hen, plenty of length, good wings ami
tail, wants tightening up; -vhc, Hurd; he, Gillespie
\ ELL., PIED, ETC. (4): l, R. Trimble, tremendous
length and subs., high stout shoulders, great drive,
gets well hold of perch, shows for all she is worth;
2, 3, Lavery, hardly so massive and long sided but

'

wonderful nerve and action : 3rd, in shape, length,
wings, tail, ami action a beauty, but hardly .so

j
4 - Neil! - compactly built, quick in action.

BUF1- PIED, ETC. (G) : 1 , 2, Ronaldson splendid
head, neck and shoulders, great length of side, nice
time, brings tail well under, full of nerve

; 2nd, grand
shape and subs., plenty of .style, good drive; 3 ,

Lavery, grand shoulders and body, capital wings and
tail, nice shape and action; 4, W. Trimble, shorter

action; vhc, Hurd; he, Gillespie. MULES,LIGHT (6): 1, 3, 4, sp., Creighton, eve and wing
yell., very rich col., tight, compact feather,'mkd.

splendid blaze ami wings, in rare form; 3rd, variei
yell

,
a topper, plenty of -size, grand silky feather,

rare style and col.; 4th, stout, massive varies, buff,
wonderful feather, grand shape and col. : 2, sp.,
Carson, tour-pt. buff, smart and showy, capital
wing mks., rather light on eye.?, rare qual. and col.
vhc, sp.. Fitz-sinions ; he. Teasv. HYP.., ETC (8)

•

I., vhc, Lavery, bold Can.-Builie, splendid shape!
size, and feather, grand col. and mke>., in rare
form; 2 3 sp., Alexander, well mkd., grandly
feathered Goldf.-Bullie, rich col., shows well- 3rd
Lin.-Bullie. grandly mkd., nicely feathered, good
fffiape, not up in co!. yet; 4. Boyd, small Lin

-

Gveenie, grandly mkd., lovely feather, hut shows
very little Greenie ; lie, e, M’Atcor. A.O.V. (7): 1

, i
uer-v - mce bright-headed Jonque Goldf., splcn

did bars, good tail, capital feather and style; 4th,
smart, nice -coloured .Tonque-. Grccnf. ;

•>., Alexander
fine, big, shapely Lin .-Can

, grandly mkd., rich col.’;

3, Creighton, email, showy, good sized .lonqne Goldf. ,

hardly n-ady; vhc, Brownlie; he, Montgomery; c.

M’Ateer. GOLDF. (!l); 1. Lavery, rich deep blaze,
capital liars, good chest and back, neat button*,
nice feather; 2 , Mnleahv, nice depth of col., but
hardly so bright, nice blaze and good bars ; »p.,
Gillespie, hardly so dear in cheeks, neat collar,

good face and liars, nice hack; 4, M'Atcer, smart,
showy, bright looking Finch, bill chows white in

collar; vhc, lie, Irvine; 0
,
Crawford. LINNET (8):

1. 2, Lavery, neat., shapely, grand leather, neatly
mkd. and sound col. ; 2nd, not quite so full iu chest,
very pretty markings, nice col. and feather; 3,

Boyd, smart, stylish, grand feather, hardly so deep
in col. on chest; 4. Carson, very pretty marking*
aud grand feather, lovely col., not quite so large:
vhc, Mnleahv; lie, Irvine; c, M’Burney. BUNT-
INGS, ETC. (7) : 1, sp., Creighton, Yellowhannncr,
beautiful col., grandly mkd., lovely back, wings, and
tail, a real topper, in the pink, takes sp. best Brit-
ish; 2. sp., Crawford, large, bold looking Green/,
lovely feather and col., splendid wings and tail,

tight as wax; 3, Brownlie, beautifully mkd. Yellow
Bunting, hardly 00 rich in co!., nice shape and
feather: 4 . .M'Atcer, nice coloured Yellow Bunting;
vhc. sp., Carleton; he, sp., M’Bride; e. Montgomery.
BRAMBLE, ETC. (4): 1. Alexander, line bold Chaf-
finch, lovely head and breast, grandly mkd., rich
col., nice qual. of feather; 2, Mul'caiiv, grandly
spangled Bramble, capital col. and feather; 8,
M'Ateer, nicely marked Chaffinch, capital shape and
feather, hardly so bright on breast; 4, Montgomery,
shapely, well marked Chart'. -SISKIN, ETC. (10): 1,

4, Carleton, beautifully marked Siskin, grand col.,
lovely feather, very smart, 4th grandly marked Les-
ser Redpoll, nice shape and size

; 2, Lavery, rich
bright coloured Redpoll, grandly marked, very smart
and neat; 3, Griffith, very bonny, nicely marked Sis-
kin; vhc, lie. M'Ateer; e, Mulcahy. FOR. (4): 1,

Slgwart, lovely Grey l’arrot, good eye, lovely sil-

very tone, rich coloured tail ; 2, Wheatley, nicely
feathered, well mkd. Indian Green Purrakect ; 3, Wil-
liamson, pretty Bronze-winged Mannikins; 4, M'Kins-
try, good Red-crested Cardinal, beautiful body and
head.

Mr. C. A. House’s Classes.
CRESTS (9) : 1, sp, Osborne, cveu-mkd. buff,

.

neat
centre, dense feathering, capital droop and radia-
tion, lovely quality of crest feather, good shaped
body ; 2, (, sp, Creighton, smart, shapely yell., grand
qual., well centred and drooped, very nice width,
4th massive Grey Crest, nice radiation and droop,
hardly so even In front and centre; 3, sp.
McCoy, wing marked buff, lovely qual., grand
centre, radiation ami droop ; vhc, e, M'Alister.
HEN (G) : 1, 3, Creighton, cven-inkd., grand quality,
nice veiny feather ol' good width and subs., well cen-
tred and drooped. 3rd heavily mkd., well formed
front- and back, not quite so nicely drooped at sides;
2, vhc, lie, M'Alister, good bodied green, plenty of
feather, capital front aud sides; 4 , Patterson, nice
quality grey, plenty of feather and droop. C.B.
COCK (G) : 1, 2, M'Cov, neek and wing mkd,, great
length and width oC feather, stout, well formed
skull, nicely browed, 2nd heavy mkd.. abundance of
feather, width and subs, of .skull; 3, 4 , Patterson,
heavily mkd. yell,, wide, "ell browed, nicely domed
skull, splomiid qua!, and length of feather, 4th green
pied, plenty of subs., good shape, not so densely
feathered; vhc. Smith; No. 3, Osborne a rattling
good bird, but lias been in the fighting line, and
only possesses one foot and a -stump. HEN (3)

:

1. 3, Brownlie, green pied, splendid -skull, densely
feathered and browed, lovely qual., rare body pro
perties, hard lines to have to meet the Crest cock
for special, 3rd not so wide, in skull, very heavily
feathered; 2, sp, Creighton, varieg.. neat beak, nice
shape arid .,ul>s. NOR. YELL. (12): 1

, 4, and four
sps, M'Cagherty, beautifully modelled right through,
sound even col., of a nice tone, splendid -silky feather,
rare style, nicely finished, 4th more col., but hardly
so compactly built, nor so tight in feather; 2, -sp.
Teasv, short and cobby, neat wings and tail, shapely
head, grand co!., nice qual.

;

'

3 , sp, Ramisden sp,
Crawford, grandly fed, rare silky feather, nice body;
vhc, Thompson

;
he, -sp, Lavery; c, Connell. BUFF

(14): 1. 2, o, Thompson,' a clean sweep with a team
of grand typical birds, all shown in the pink ol' con-
dition. 1st grand shaped body and head, ‘tight and
silky in feather, sound col., well mealed, 2nd even
tighter and smarter in feather, but not quite so
shapely in head, very showy, 3rd gem for feather
properties-, sound col., not quite so chubby in body;
4. sp, M'Cagherty, capital shape and stvle, nice
shoulder.- and chest'; v lie. sp, Crawford; he, Kelso;
c, Carson. VARIEG. (9): 1, 3, c, Lavery, eye, vying
and tail ye!)., grand shape and carr.. level col.,
but hardly bright- enough, 3rd head, wing and tail
yell., richer and brighter in col., splendid qual., not
quite so stout in body or head; 2, Connell, head aud
neck buff, grand -silky feather, sound col-, well
mealed, shapely and stylish; 4, Thompson, head,
wing and tail yell., wonderful coi. and qual.; vhc,
M'Cagherty.- lie, Kelso. UNFLIG. YELL (9): 1, sp,
2, Scott, -splendid col., lovely type and style, grand
col., smart body, dose fitting silky feather, 2nd
lovely eye and wing rnkd., splendid body shape,
rare col. and feather

; 3, 4. Thompson, very shapely,
stylish cl., nice head, hack and chest, sound coi.,
nice qual., 4th eye, neck and wing mkd., carries
a wealth of col., not quite so chubby : vhc, Carleton

;

he, M’Bride ; c, M’Cagherty; No. 3, M'Cagherty, one
of the best birds in the class, but damaged tail.
BUFF (7): 1, Huston, short cobby cl., magnificent
col. and qual., neat in every way

; 2 , he, Thompson,
neck tkd., grand .body shape, good feather and col.,
does not show himself so nicely; 3, M'Cagherty,
head tkd., nice stamp of bird, but a trifle horny, arid
palo in col.; 4, vhc, Scott, eye. neck and wink' mkd.,
more col., but not so typical in head, nice qual.; c,

Carleton. HEX YELL. (7): 1. 4, vhc, sp, Thomp-
son, real gem, neat chubby head, -short nobby body,
neat wings and tail, splendid col., feather anil style,
4th nice type, coi. and quai.; 2, Carson, grand
shape, nice col. and qual,, just a bit frayed at wing
ends; 3, Teasy, head tkd., abundance of col., nice

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with (he
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples and prices. The Manager!
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street Lon-
don. E.C,

shape and Myle; he, M’Cagherty; e, Crawford.
BUFF (II): J, 4, Lavery, grand shape of body and
head, silky leather, level col., nicely mealed, 4 mart
and shapely, good col.; 2, M'Cagherty, rather larger,
but not *0 tight in leather a 1st, good head, chest
and back, nice level col.; 3, Teasy, plenty of subs.,
nice head and feather; vhc, c, Thorn p

-

011 ; Jic, Stew-
art. VARIEG (8): 1, Finlay, eye, neek and wing
mkd. huff, grand shape and style, silky feather,
rather pale in co!.; 2, 3, I, vhc, sp, Thompson, eye,
wing and tail yell

, capital shape, style and col.,

neat feather, 3rd heavily mkd. yell., capital shape
and col., not so tight in feather, 4th eye, neck and
wing hull', nice qual. col. and meal; lie, M'Cagherty

;

e, Lavery. UNFLIG. HEN YELL. (5): 1 , 2,
M’Cagherty . lovely shaped el., very hot, bright even
col., tight as wax, 2nd equal, except not quite so
hot in col., two grand hens; 3, Thompson, wing mkd.
beautiful sound col., lovely silky leather; 4, .Scott,

nice bodied cl.; vhc, M'Cami. BUFF (11); 1. he
sp, Scott, typical and smart, grand head, chest and
back, sound even col,, feathered like a Java ; 2, sp,
vhc, e, Thompson, plenty of col., nicely mealed,
hardly so chubby, but a gem otherwise, mkd. head,
back and vent; 3 , sp, Lavery, wing tkd., full of
quai., grandly moulded body, level eol., needs hand-
ling; 4, sp, M’Cann, wing tkd., tip top in every res-

pect, but had frayed her tail; good class. LIMFI
40,'* CK. (10): 1, Montgomery, neat, shapely el. yell.;

2, Stewart-, el. buff, capital -style aud type; 3, Fin-
lay, eye and wing mkd. yell., not so chubby ; 4, Gil-

more, good stout bull
;

vhc. sp, M'Cann; lie, Con-
nell; c, Carson. HEN (12) : 1, sp, M'Cagherty, sweet
little 1

cl. yell.; 2, sp, vhc, M'Conncll, heavy mkd. yell.,
good body, longer tail ; 3, sp, Carson, lovely shaped
tkd. buff; 4, sp, he, Stewart, nice shapely cl. buff, not
so much col.; vhc, Connell; c, M’Bride. NOV. YELL.
CK. (11): 1 , 3, sp, Duggan, splendid shape, neat
.short body, tight silky feather, sound bright col., 3rd
shapely, nice even col., good qual.: 2, Young, beau-
tiful type and qual., nicely fed., hardly tightened
up; 4, sp, M’Crea, splendid body properties, rich col.,

tight silky feather, but had damaged his tail ; vhc,
M'Larnon; lie, Patterson; c, Edley. BUFF (12): 1,

Young, grizzle capped, grand shape and feather,
sound col., well mealed; 2, Kdle.v, lovely cl., beauti-
ful tight silky feather, good type, unsteady ; 3, Dug-
gan, good shapely body, capital col. and feather:
4, Montgomery, grand bodied cl., splendid feather,
nice even col., very showy; vhc, M'Crea; he, Clew-
son; c, M'Larnon. HEN YELL. (9): 1, Young, full

of qual., eol., and style, grandly moulded body,
very neat wings, and tail, a gem, grandly shown ; 2,

M'Loghry, splendid body, sound level col., tight
silky feather; 2, sp, Montgomery, smart, typical and
stylish, grand col. and feather; 4, Patterson, grand
shape, silky coat, good col.; vhc, Duggan; he, Magill;
c, Katie. BUFF (10) : 1, Brown, wonderfully tight
in body feather, sweet wings and tail, short and
cobby, lovely col., hardly stout enough in head; 2,

3, sp, Young, better head, grand chubby body, but
feather is not so fine nor so close, 3rd mkd. head,
wings and tail, grand shape and style, a good qual.;
-4, Williamson, bonnic ok, grand type, lovely body
feather; vhc, Duggan; lie, Katie; c, M'Conaghie.
SELL. CREST (3): 1, M'Cann; 2, Smyth; 3, M’Ateer.
NOR. (9): 1, M’Conaghie; 2, Finlay ; 3, Montgomery;
4, Stewart; vhc, Connell; he, Osborne; c. Kelso.
SONG BIRD (G) : 1, Carleton; 2, Alexander; 3, Stew-
art; 4 ,

M’Bride; vhc, Teasy; he, Thompson. YORKS.
CK. (14): 1, sp, 4, Woods, neck tkd., grand head,
neck and shoulders, nicely tapered body, neat wings
and tail, plenty of style,, in rare form, 4th smart
stylish cl., not quite so fine in feather; 2, O'Reilly,
head, cheek, and wing mkd., wonderfully fine and
silky in feather, typical and stylish, grand legs ; 3,

Winkup, pretty neck and wing mkd., feathered like

a Java, piped tail, smart erect carr., not -so long;
vhc, Stewart; lie, c, M'Douald; absent, 14, Cord.
BUFF ill): i, O'Reilly, well drawn cl., fine head,
neck and shoultjers, splendid wings and tail carr.,

capital legs; 2, woods, grizzle head, capital shape
and style, good wings: 3, Malcolm, racy, shapely,
stylish cl., well braced wings and tail; 4, sp, Winkup,
smart and showy, grand feather, good wing? and
tail: vhc, Keatley: he, c, Gillen.' HENS YELL.
(30) : 1, 2, M'Donald, very smart well drawn tjyree-

pointed, capital head, wings and tail, gets well up
on leg and shows splendidly, not shown to best
advantage, and this lost her the sp, 2nd racy, stylish

d. , neat head, well braced wings and t-ail, well up
on leg; .3, sp, Wheat-ley, clinking good Cinn.-mkd.,
capital body, lovely feather, nice eol.; 4. Fleming,
junr., neck tkd., nice -shapely bird, good legs, but
needs training; vhc, Keatley; he, Malcolm; e, Mont-
gomery. BUFF (9) : 1. Winkup, lovely el., neat
head, grandly braced wings and tail, silky tight
feather, well up on legs, plenty of nerve; 2, sp,

O’Reilly, grandly modelled cl., fine head, net-k and
shoulders, well piped tail, plenty of style; 3, K-eat-

ley, wing tkd., beautifully feathered, grand wings and
(ail, shows well; 4, vhc. Woods, not so smart in

wing carr., nice head and shoulders; he, Gillen; c,

Wheatley. NOV. CK. (12): 1, Brown, sleek, closely

feathered cl., neat head, well balanced wings arid

tail, gets well up on legs aud shows for all he is

worth; 2, lie, M'Keon, lovely qual., and style, nice

head, capital wings.and tail; sp, 3, Webb, long rak-

ing bird, good wings and tail, capital legs, gets well

up; 4, sp, Hurd, more stoutly built cl., nice style,

needs lining down; vhc, -sp. Blair: e, Fenniug. BUFF
(4): 1, 2, sp. M'Keon, capital length and .style, nicely

tapered, well up on legs, 2nd shapely body, neat
head, capital feat In#; 3, Meld), nicely built, neck
tkd., good shape and nerve, but needs more hand-
ling: 4, Biggs, nice shape and style. HEN (3) : 1,

sp, Hurd, smart erect carr., good wings and tail,

neat body, nice legs; 2, Telford, shapely and stylish,

nice wings and tail. loses in fineness of feather; 3,

Beggs. BUFF (4): 1, 2, Telford, 1st very neat,
smart and stylish, good wings and tail, well up on
legs, 2nd good bodied, stylish wing tkd., not quite

.so nicely braced tail; 3, Moore, long, raking cl.,

plenty of leg, good wings and’tail ; 4, Kenning, long,

shapely varieg.

NORTHERN YORKS. C.C.
Meeting and tabic show, Oct. 28: Mr. Cattell chair.

Decided to grant patronage to Gateshead show, Dec.
19. We have engaged the Co-operative Hall, Darn
Crook, for our show Dec. 5. Mr. F. Armstrong,
Halifax, judge. Entrance fee 1#„ arid prizes of 6s„
4s., 3s., 2s. on an entry of 15. If under 15, to bo
paid on sliding scale. There will be 9 classes for

champ.. 7 nov., 2 sell., and 1 extra stock class. The
table show was very well supported, but it was un-

fortunate that- some of the members failed to note

address of meeting place, and consequently had to

return home without having had their birds judged.

Next meeting and table show, Nov. IS, Mr. Smith to

judge champion classes, and Mr. Cattell novice. Mr.
Holden, Gateshead, judged, aud gave every satisfac-

tion.

CHAMP. OLD BIRD; 1, 2. Crawliall; 3. 1, Cattell.

HEN: 1, 2, Craw-hall ; 3, 4, Tindale: vhc, he, John-

son. UNFLIG: 1, 3, Crawliall; 2, 4, Cattell: vhc,

Tindale. NOV. OLD BIRD: 1, Wilherli-y. HEN: 1.

2, Crossling; 3, Smith; 4, Frost; vhc, Witherley.

UNFLIG.: 1, 4, Smith; 3, 4, Witherley.—*'. ’Pifidakfi

Hon. Sec,

LLANDUDNO.
Mil h Northern .Counties F. and 1 A. 7th annual

“how, held Nov. 7, at Llandudno, m the lIRq-o
drome, a line room with good light, and the hirdf
were mil sf aged. The cage bird section turnert
out very .“.alb-factory. Norwich stood out weH
above the average in number? and quality, whlli*
Yorks, were good, and Borders a treat. British,
were a warm lot, Mr. \V. Nolan capturing .1 li
lor best bird in -how with a grand Walking, In.
“peril form. Mr. Gragg, the hon. sec., managed

,

affairs well, a worthy official arid a credit to tho'
society The attendance was good all day. A lew
more ola -sc? in this section would greatly improve
the show. Mr. A. C. Davis made the award., in
a very satisfactory manner.
NOR. YELL. (14): 1. sp, vhc, W. H. William*,

cl. leading immense size grand head and neek,
good body, nicely cut away, rich col., full of qual.;
2, J. Jones, good cl., nice head and carr., rich col.'
trifle longer in body ; 3, res, Wilson, another cl!’,
nice type and qual., not quite ready; he, c, Sheldon’,
Bi ll (13): 1, sp, 3, \V. li. Wtjjigfns leader tha
well-known four-pointed, rare size, good head, clean
cut, tight leather, still improving, 3rd good cl.,
capital size, good leather, well over the perch; 2,
Aitken and Son, short, and chubby, nicely modelled,
cl-, exquisite leather; res, Wilson, good varieg.;
vhc, J. Jones; he, c, Sheldon. YORKS., YELL.
(17): 1

,
:sp, W. Evans, grand- lengthy cl., straight,

aud leggy, well braced wings good pipe tail, slim
and stylish; 2, vhc, M. N-olan, good cl. medium
length, very shapely

, nicely tapered, good pos.,
col., and feather; vhc, mkd. yell., full of style ami
qual., our choice for 2nd; 3, T. G. Roberts, good'
lengthy cl., nico shape and qua!., straight and
leggy ; lie .1. Jones. BUFF (15): 1, sp .3, W. Nolan,
grand cl. leading, well moulted, straight as a,

rush, boxy feather, lull of qual., 3rd wing tkd, nice
length and -shape; 2, c, A. M. Williams, tkd., lengthy
and stylish, good legs, nice qual.; res, J. Robert?,
close up; vhc, W. H. Parry good, not vet in show
form; lie Aitken and Son. BORDER i'll) : ], gp,
2, W. Nolan, leader ol. yell., lovely type arid qua!.,
jaunty carriage, good col.; 2, ciriri. mkd., stylish,,
moves freely; 3, vlie, he, e, E. E. Roberts, former
grand yell., good carr., feather and co!.; res, M.
Jones. A.O.V. (4): 1, sp, Wilson, good-sized varieg.,
Crest, nice one; 2

,
M'. Nolan, grand Silver Liz.

;

res. Mrs, Prior. HYB. (8): 1, sp, he, J. Hughe*,!
winner the well-known six-pointed Goldie Mule, in
capital feather; 2, T. G. Roberts, good four-pointed
Goldie Mule,- nice quai.

; 3, vhc, W. M -IHum?, very!
good dark Jonque Siskin Mule ; res. H. Jones ;

<>,

Aitken and Son. BRIT. GOLDF. 00): ], sp, Wit-j
son, good size, grand body, rare tanning, rich ex-
pansive blaze-, very fit; 2, E. Jones, tvpical Finch,!
nice flush face, good body markings; 3, M\ H. Wil-
liam?, good body, moons, and tanning, blaze not,
ready

; res, G. and W. Green ; e, \V. Williams.,
A.O.V. BRIT.: 1 , sp, best in show: 5, W Nolan,
grand Waxwing, huge size, rare col., crest and tips,
excellent condition; 2nd, monster Hawfinch, good
rich eol. and feather; 3, Aitken, good-sized Yellow,
Bunting, rich eol.; res Fi files, good Bnllie hen,

1

grand size, cap, and markings; vhc, e, T. J.
Roberts.

MAIDSTONE.
Show Nov. 7 and 8 in the Tithe Barn, a quaint

old building recently acquired by the Corporation.
It is a very suitable place for an exhibition, and
almost in the centre of the town. Entries were
hardly so numerous as last year, but our section
came up well. In Kent, Norwich Canaries hold the
premier position for popularity, and these mado
quite an imposing show. Mr. Lynn, of Maidstone,
sent in an exceptionally strong team, and won sp.
for best bird with his non-fed yellow, a beauty for
type and quality of feather. Yorks, were not par-
ticularly . numerous, but the majority were very;
typical. A few good British made up an interesting
collection. The shew. was opened by the popular
mayor, Mr. A. T. Epps, yvho shows a keen interest!
in (lie Fancy; the president, Councillor G. Tyrwhitt-
Drake, is also o£ great assistance to the society.
Mr. A. Day, the see., and his assistant, Mr. E. F.
Tadman, had a hard day’s work, but got through
their task in good time, the committee consisting
of the following well-known fanciers, lent valuable
assistance: Messrs. Barney, Lancaster, Baker,
Cooper, Harvey, Goodman, Stanley, YVhibley, Mood-
man, and Cranston. Mr. H. Norman judged.
NOR.: 1, 2, 3, vhc, Lynn, two grand yellows aud

a buff, all the right type, plenty of subs, and rare
qual.; res, .Tenner; lie, Cooper; 0 , Harvey. HEN:
1, res. vhc. Lynn, very fine yell., big, bold bird with'
good -skull, graud cond. ; 2, 3, .Tenner, nic-e buff, good
size and type; 3rd. capital yell., hardly the subs.,
good qual.; he, e, Harvey. NON-FED: 1

, 2, 3, Lynn,
beauties, leader a charmer for type and' style, wins
sp. best in show, a very fine team; res, vhc) Jenner;
he. Cooper; c, Daw. VAR.: 1, 2, res, Lynn, leader
grand type and style, fails a bit in wings, but a real
Nor.; 3, Cooper, lovely buff, hardly the -subs, of
winner, but tip-top qual.

;
vhc, Jeuner; c, Andrews.'

YORKS.: 1, Harvey, very typical, well put- down; 2,
Andrews, grand type, not put down at its best ;

3, res. Cooper, typical, shade small, hut nice qual.
BUFF: 1, 3, Harvey, leader grand size and length
of wing; 3, Hysted ; res, Cooper. A.O.V.: 1. 3,
Jenner, winner capital C.B., fine size, grand skull
arid length of feather; 3rd, neat Gr. Bord.; 2. res,
Harvey, fine C.B., nicely domed and packed

;
vhc.

Hysted. PAIRS: 1, 3, vhc, Lynn, typical Nor., welt
matched, winners fine bold heads and fronts: 2.

Jenner, lovely Gr. Bord., typical, nicely pencilled;
he, Cooper. MULE: 1, Cooper, good Goldie-Can.

;

2, Mrs. Wilson, fine bold Linnet. nYB.: 1 , .Tenner,
charming Redpoll-Greenie, very shapely, tight 3 a
wax. GOLDF. : 1, Cooper, capital size, neat head,
good wing, nice rich tan ; 2, Rhodes, good bird, wee
hit unsteady. BULLF. : 1, 2, Jenner, beauties, grand
wide cape, good rich col., in fine fettle ; 3, vhc,
Rhodes, lovely bird, hardly so full in rap, very rich
col.; res, lie. Crump; c. Cooper. LIMIT: 1, Cooper.
A.O.V. : 1, 2, .Tenner, var. Blackbird leading, veiy
shapely, nice feather; 3, Daw; res. Rhodes; vhc,
Harvey. FOR.: -1, Finn, nice pair Budgerigar.s.

“PIGEONS”
lb* only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR i FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday id. Bend Postcard lor Specimen.

Offices : Idle* Bradford, Yorks.
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Questions and
Mnswers,

DOUBTS AND SIFFICUliTIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES. SEE ISSUE OF OCT. 3l3t.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE fcJT. JOHN.

SUITABLE MATING (Crest). -Such close in
breeding as you suggest

, which is between half-
brother and (Meter, i - always to be deprecated, unless
Iherr is some delhdte object in view other than
MMi|d> making up a pair, such, for example, as
iixiny some particular point or feature in the stock,
and then it should !>• done only with strong, health}
bird-', and not he repented indefinitely with t lie

progeny. 11 tin' young birds are quite robust, and
their parents : trong and not in-bred, a casual mating
<>1 this Kind would do no material harm, but do not
cam tliu experiment further, by in-breeding the
following 1 enson with the progeny of this pair
LOST USE OF LEGS First of all catch the

bird and examine the claws to see if they an meth
over-grown, and, if ><>, trim them hack to a proper
length. Also see that perches are conveniently
{dared and securely fixed If elawet are ovcrgiown
il is quite likely the legs have been over strained by
the bird getting them fast in some part of the cage
and struggling to free itself, in this ease
will pns< off wlii'ii the cause i-s removed, if this
surmise doe*> not appoar correct, treat as follows
lor a week or two: In addition to usual seed diet,
gi\r every second day a morsel of bread and milk
with two or three drops'- of cod liver oil emulsion
on il In tin* drinking water add twelve drops of
isuup of buckthorn for three consecutive days, and
niter this give in lead fouf drops rath of tincture
of gentian, tincture of calumba, and dilute sul-
i'hurie acid every second day for a fortnight or so.
CAUSE OF DEATH (T. II. W.IJ.) It, is not pos-

sible to .*ay with certainty whot was. the cause of
Hie bird i’ deaths. A post-mortem i- the only mums
of Ascertaining this definitely, and if an;. User death
ei ui- I should advise you to -end the body at
once to our Mr. Yates for examination in ease you

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's ‘'Conor;) 1'reeding for Be-
ginners

"

(7 </.); House's “ Canary Manual" (1/2);
Hal lye's "Xorkshin: Canaries’

’

(l,) 1

,); House's "Nor-
trun Canaries" (11); Boston's “

Stoel: Hook" (7</.);
I lorl.'e s Septic or Hied Percy" (7d.); Norman's

"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2 3): Hamsdcu’i

I

( alone feeding ' (3 \d.): "Seeds and foods for Cage
hid- ^(1 2); or the ".Nutshell" bool, lets (2 each):
No. 5 "The Pet Canary." No. 0 “ Ailing 'Birds and

I

A
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection cf
Cages. Bird-rooms, etc ." No. 10 "The Holler." No. 23
"The Harder Haney." No. 24 "Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotca
are post free, front "Cage llirds , ” 134, fleet Street,
Loudon, EX'.

ruin wo tor for preference, nml nothing c!«e will be
ii.c-nuiy.
ROLLER QUERIES (Ritcp). (1) Our manager

coulil Uoubtlu-s procure you a handbook by A.
Reltiidl, a lib’ll Is (lie < nl.v One 1 know dunlin;;
oR’Iy "itli Mu biiodin;; of Hit IJailz Mountain

i unary. Tito title, 1 believe, Is ” Til. (Krinan
Canary," -and tbs: 'price about lid. (2) For culinary
sinking Roller., u ,‘iople of two part* t'anary to one
put Mimmor rape mixed together. As additions
kivi- a mor.-i 1 of bread and milk om-: a w:ck, and
on other days half a I t-a poon fill of egg too.l

; onco
a week a small tcuonooiiful of .:i mixture of equal
parts Jimp, nlger, millet, tegale, and nw. i ..ur
lino-', a week give a spra> of ronu- gr-rn salad,
and in winter, when tides Is not procurable in ri lit

condition to me, substitute « mcr -I of , w-eet fmit
or l,on ina. (;;) It is rather difficult to my how
many ’’ cIiiiiiki ” a good Holler ,-lioiild sIiik, as it
is not clear what is meant by (Ills term. We do not
nowadays speak of “ elmtlgCK ” as in tile old days,
when a good bird was raid lo sing anything fiom
twenty to thirty elifingee, but of " toms.” To-day
liirds are trained to sing more technical, defined,
Ill'll longer -ting passages, or tours, -is lliey are
termed. and fewer of them. I imagine u bird that
sang h,a If a dozen good tours w. II, and. had few, if

my. faults w-nild non hold its own in good com-
pany.
DOUBLE- BlIFFINC, ETC. (Forward, Hale). (1)

Neither double-bulling nor double-yellowing should
lie dune unless there is some di finite object til

view, ond the necessity for the departure from the
normal course is apparent. The effect of doublr-
lr lifting is to increase sire and substance of body,
and give -alj-taiiee and increased' width of weir and
deusene s to the feather, and if overdone is apt to
prcxlMr-e course feather and frillincss. Double,

ease the effect
j

yellowing, on the other bond, is resorted to when
plumage .is too -dense and profuse in character, an t

then is a delteiencj of yellow blood in the stock,
n - s how it by ,a gcncril coarseness of feather and an
undue preponderance of bulls and pale yvashed-out
yellows. if this is carried too far it will result
in slock with plumage -deficient of substance, and
of a thin hairy type, small in body, with coarse
legs and beaks, and long, narrow flights and tails.
In choosing a pair of York-hir-.-s for double-buffing
abet birds with smooth, close plumage, free from
irili- at thighs or bicast, and bred in the orthodox
manner—i.c., from ye’low and buff. For double-
} chows, choose birds, of g-n-od size and substance of
body, getting as much length as yon tan- without
um’iie - length of tail-feathers, fine in beak and kgs,
with plumage a " close -and dense as von -can get,
and a fair width of web. Tlie-i,- birds also should
be bred in the orthodox manner for preferen-ec. In
o titer ease the- birds should, of course, match each
other in the essential features -of 1-lie breed. You
would find the fullest details- of ail the in- and -outs
of this method1 of -mating in "Our Canaries.”
(2) As regards getting the bil-ds into show condi-
tion, you should have said in what Way they are
out of condition. If soft in feather from ‘the moult,
treat- as advised to "A. C. >S. (1)" in this issue,
mid if this does riot brace them up, write again, and
gne full particulars.

BRITISH SmDS,
JYEUI.ES -&JVB HYBUIBS,

Answered by H NORMAN.
STOCKING AN AVIARY (F. L. Fklo)—Your out-

door aviary should have a- little shelter attached to

„ o u
it of some kind for the birds to roost in, and if it

f combating -t his disease, 'whleh' is ] .

li,ce
.
s tl,c west some privet bushes should be planted

and infectious, is hv cb-el'vin" :

In
- ,

l- r°teet them Ironi the -rough
-

|

winds. \ on cc-nki keep the following British birds
in it: One cock Goldfinch, a Linnet, Siskin, Green
finch, and Redpoll. These could fly therein ail the
winter, then in April turn in half a dozen hen Can-
aries, at the same time putting. in plenty of nest-
boxes. Your seed and water vessels should he in
a position to be easily got at without entering
tiie aviary. Feed as follows : 3 parts canary and
teazle, l part summer rape—this will be the' stock
mixture. Give a little hemp, -sunflower, niger. and
maw, not- all at once, but a little hemp one d-ay
and sunflower another, and about twice a week a
spoonful per bird of a good wild seed mixture. This
you can purchase in packets put up especially for
Finches by some of the best firms
KEEN ON HYBRIDS (Gordon Bailev).— Tf your

Goldfinch will cat soft food, try him with a cube

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloulton's great work, " Cugc-Hird
Hybrids' 1

(7,0); Norman's “ British Bird Manual”
(2 3); or Part 1 “Hardbills’ (1/1), Part 2 "Softhills”
0.1): "Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
"Heeds, foods, and Mild Plants ” (1/2); "Heads of
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's “ Septic or Bird
fever'’ (7d.) ;

“ Colour feeding "
(Hid.)

;
or the "Nut.

have septic fever among your stock, and meant 'me
keep any sfek birds and tile cages occupied by them
a- i olnted Irona all healthy ep< einiuie, -.Is you can
Tiie only means of
both contagious aim inicctious, is by observin
strictly hygienic eruditions, with isolation and diT
infection. The t-ymphofns you give, however, might
:il o he due to pneumonia, which may have arisen
from a chill during tin- recent {.pell of damp, cold
weather, particularly if the buds bathed freely or
w ere exposed to direct draughts. In this case' th-u
limy thing you could have done was to place the
lin'd' affected at once in a quite warm tempera-
ture, give a die t of bread and milk, with a little
maw te.-d and scalded summer rape, add half a
teuspoanful of brandy to each ounce of the drinking
water, keep bird quiet, mid leave the rest to
nature. If placed under this treatment promptly,
recovery will frequently occur, lint any delay tit
th-o beginning l.-aw very little chance- of recovery.
TO BREED EVEN-MARKED (Nemo).—Unless you

li ive birds of an even-marked strain lo begin with

.

it I- a matter of years to establish a strain of
even-marks that will bree d true to any considerable
extent, and the process would occupy far too much
space mi tliis column to enter into any really
useful details. In these circumstances I cannot ad-
vi.-t' you better than lo try and get a copy of
I’art ].-, of "Our Canaries, 1

in which you will find
full details for building up a strain of even-marked
Norwich, as well as full particulars concerning
tlieir technical markings. In Part 14 similar infor-
mation i- given concerning the li-order Fancy, which
will apply equally well to the Norwich where mark-
ings alone are concerned. If you fail to get one
-part, you might procure the oth-i r.

WHICH ARE THE BEST? (Nemo).—It is not
pOs-ib'.e to single out any one variety or strain of
Holier and say they are “absolutely the host song-
sters.' This is entirely a question of tuition and
receptivity on t-li-e part of the pupil, and has little
to do with variety or strain. Of the names you
mention, the last three are practically nothin."
•"ore than trade terms, and 0 f no real value as
tsuii'e- to singing qualities, and the first is the
on in - <>i n well-known Knglish breeder of the pre-
N'JU day. whose birds have achieved a fair amount
of success in singing contests. If you obtained
li nils direct from him .-o that y ou were certain, or
slh'.u'd lie. of getting bird, of his strain, or of any
otli r MU-etssful breeder and exhibitor of Rollers,
xou should have the material tor m iking some of
the vi ry be^ifc songsters. But you must pin vour
faith to good and efficient training of the young to
develop tlieir latent powers.
TO TIGHTEN THE PLUMAGE (A. C. S.).-(l) To

,

tighten up the plumage of flic Norwich which have
c me three. :!i tile moult rather soft, give each bird

I

a pace of bread and milk the size of a large hazel
nut with four drops of sherry and two of cod liver !

oil i mi i Is io:i well mixed in it every second- day for
a f rtii'ght. and a the alternate days add twenty

J

drop- "i lh following mixture to the drinking
wal r: Dis-olvu half a drachm of ammoniated
citrate of i:e.:i and quinine in an ounce of sli.r.y,

j

and add a tcaspioonlul of glycerine, Mixtnr
ill- n ready for u . . Ailow l>iid to bathe freely.
(2) So. \ do not advi-c adding- glycerine to the
wa't-i r i-.r how birds to bathe in. It is a v.ry
cn-v matter f -r n t.vio to aver t -p the mark and
ini', an unsightly tn -s of the plumage instead cf
jin; aning ii- ape niapce by mi- h melh' d-. wii'cli
a .

h -id.-, totally min. •"« ary. Alkov tire lints
to bailie freely in fresh 'pure water-soft or c

CLUB SOCIETY NOTICES
ONI. NO

[

I CL of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It aliould much us not later than
lucsday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may lie had free on application to
°ur Manager. Secretaries should always use them

Abertillery C.B.S—Nov. 14, Prince or Wales Hotel
i.3b. Report from delegate who attended the Car-
diff meeting. All (rook money and unsold tickets to
lie brought in. II. H. Mortimer.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.-Nov. 18, Station Cafe,-8.

General bus. and paper on Green Bordcro by Mr
L. Vernon.- V. Bailey.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—Nov. 17, St.

Thomas's Old Schoolroom, entrance chapel Street, is.

Open Show bus.; washing competition, start s!la
judge Mr. II. Boothinan.—J. Spencer

Ashington and Hirst C.B.s. Nov. 14, Linton
Miners' Ball, 7.30. To puy prize money.—Win. Hall.
Ashton-U-Lyne O.b. Nov. 17, P.S.A, Rooms. Albion

Street, 8. Washing exhibition and discussion re
specials for Annual Show. J. Whitehead.

Barrow. C.B.A. Ncv. Is, Gardner and Rickard,
[

<..'!(). Close of entries for Annual Show, Nov. 21 —A
Hudson.
Barrington and Choppington C.B.S.—Nov. 14, Social

('lull. 7. Final arrangement*) lor Annual Show.-H I

Seely.

Birkenhead C.F.A.—Nov. 17. Abbletts Cafe, 8.
Washing exhibition liy Mr. j. Burns; arranging
stewards for sliow, fanciers invited.—G. Morton

I

Bolton Woods C.B.S.—Nov. 14, Victoria Hotel, '.30
Members' Sliow, judge Mr. S. Wileoek; entries Fri-
day nigitfc, 8 to 10. -H. Bryant.
Bradford East O.S.—Npv. 17, Park Chapel Schools,

New Cress St. Members’ show, judge I,. L, Casey;
llirds staged 7.1.)

; entries Monday night. W. Cruise.
Bradford National Show. Nov. 17. Market Tavern,

7.30 to II. Taking entries for Annual Show.— s!
Midgley.

Bradford West C.B.A. -Nov. 14, Shoulder of Mut-
ton, 8. Important bus.—F. P. Terry.
Bramley O.S—Nov. 13, Headquarters, 8. General

Inis.; entries Members’ Show, judge Mr. J. Cham-
bers. Leeds : birds staged 2.80 Saturday.—F. Page.
Bromley (Kent) F.A.—Nov. 17, 18, Bromley Auction

Rooms, West St,, Bromley. Members’ Show.—A, T.
Bellinger.

Buckhaven C.B.S. - Nov. 14, Free Gardeners (Small
Hall), 0.30. Arrangements for Club Show. —U. Pater-
son.

Clydebank C.B.C.—Nov. 19, 81, Kilhowia Road,
7.45. Final arrangements for annual chow.—Win.
Kane.
Craghs.nl Workman’s Club F. and F. and C.B.S.-

Nov. 15, Club Rooms, 7. Forming schedule and
selection of judges for annual show and other im-
portant bus.— A. Dawson.
Cowdenbeath—Nov. 14, Waverley IRoomc, 10.30.

Important bus., regarding Club Show. -A. Robertson.
Duiwioh and Peckham C.B.S.—Nov. 24, Reindeer

Hotel, Eye Lane, Peckham. Members’ Annual Show,
judge Mr. ,T. Robson; admission by ticket from
members.—A, G. Cant.

East Ardsley C.B.S—Nov. 14, Black Swan, 7.30.
General bus.—H. Cockrcm.
Edinburgh C.B.S.-Nov. 17, Cairns Memorial' Hall,

Gorgio Road, 8. Special bus. for Annual Show,
classification forms to hand, Ramsden's coupons to
be brought to meeting.—J. C. Charlton.
G.E, RIy. F.A.— Nov. 17, Mechanics' institute,

Stratford, 5, Fourth Annual Show; Sir. Ii. W.
Thornton will open show and present special prizes.

I

W. G. Rogers.
Great Horton O.S.—Nov. 14, Butchers’ Arms, 3.

j

Also Members’ Show, bjrds staged 3., judge Mr. JJ.
;

Sutcliffe, Wibsey.—.1. Holroyd.
Halifax O.S.—Nov. 14, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Final arrangements for Open Show. Subs, due
H. Clegg.

• die C.B.S.—Nov. 14, White Bear Inn, 2.30. Mem- ;

hers' Show, judge Mr. .!. Bailey; entries Friday i

night, 8.30 to 10— C. L. Hylton.
Laisterdyka B.F. A.—Nov. 14, Railway Hotel. 2.30.

:

Members’ Show, judge, Mr. w. Wharton, Bradford.
1 —P. Grcenall.

—W. H. S,vines. i Yorks C.B.S.—Nov. 18. Club Show, judge Mr.
Lancashire ard Lizard F.A.—Nov. 14, Volunteer

1

Mundeil, Bradford; bird” staged 0.80; entries close

Inn, C.orge St.. Oldham, 0.30. Important Club Show Nov. 15. Special meeting night of Show at 7.—

Lancaster C.B.S. Nov. 14. Corn Market Cofteo
1 avern, , .jo, not 8. I'inal meeting before Show; Ini'Important. Last night for bringing special .-.lip.;

'(' B )

" ta ,
' rt ' - (kindly send address—Editor,

Leicester C.B.S.-Nov. 18, Hare and Pheasant, 8.30.

do
V

i" • n n oi (

Ck - (e
;'
CL"' llt llnflie -) open, do nov.,do I. i (unflig.) open, do. nov.. II. M. .Linnets, Mulesor H.vi 1 ., unflig.—J. Hardbattlc.

S,- m
CB

K

te
T fi

a '1^'n 'Hanc‘ C.B.S—NOV. 17, White
. -L:.

8
C

•rable bliow. A. Freestone.
Litteborough C.BS.-Nov. is, Headquarters, 8.

’

ii
W "ehedules ready, subs. due. - j. j;. VVindie.

Llarially C.B.S,— Nov. It, Orej hound Hotel, 7.'i>Important delegate report of Cardiff meeting ro
National ( age Bird Show of Wales, ami our own
sliow matters.— I). .John
LaanheacJ C.B.S. Nov. 14, Masons’ Arms. 7.30.

i'lnaneiai meeting; payment of prize-money, tlcction
oi oiiice iiiarors, new mi*inbens’ enrolled —W u
bmart. '

Longton C.B.S. 1—Nov. 17, Headquarters, 8.30. I)is*
on mg any matter regarding next Inter Club Showand other husine.-s.— I*, j;. Barker.
Manchester and Morthern Counties' O.S Nov. 10Dean- gate Hotel, 8. Very important bus. witii re-

epeet to .lanuary ,Sliow. F. Wilkinson
Manchester and N. Counties O.S.—Nov. 1C.

Specials won by members will he given out. /
Imp.) ail members will return ticket money to enable
me to hand any profit over to the Relief Fund - F
Hayward.
Metropolitan C.B.A. Nov. 19, Kelvcdon Hall, Wal-

ham Green. Payment of prize-money.—J. Jeffrey
National British Bird and M.C.—Nov. 19, Feathers

Hotel, Gt. Chapel St., Westminster, 8. Sliow bus.
.1. P. Carr.
Northsrn Norwich, P.C—Nov. 18, Shield Cafe (Bigg

Market), 7.30. Table Stiow, live classed (champion)
do nov.; judge Mr. A. Hermiston.—F. W. Laidlow
Ncnhern Norwich P.C—Nov. 18, Shield's Cafe fllig "

Market, opposite Town Halt, 7.30. Table Sliow, live
classes caili section; judges .Mr. J. Smith champion
sec., Mr. C. Cattell, novice.—R. Tindale.

Openshavv, Gorton C-.B.S—Nov. 18, Alhambra
Chili Room. , Higher Opeiishaw, 8.30. Entries table
sliow and gen. bus.—A. W. Newton.
Poplar C.B.S—Nov. 20, Allhallows, East India

Dork Road, Poplar, 8. Show Inis, and prize cards

;

lecture on pairing Norwich and Yorks— L. H.
Markoff.
Rochdale Affiliated C.B.S.-Nov. 21, U.O.C. Room i,

Clarke’s Place. 0.30. Consider question cf holding
a show

; delegates please attend early, balance-sheet,
etc.—W. Adams.
Ruthsrham C.B.S—Nov. 14, Mail Coach Inn, 8.

Sliow Inis, and subs.— Taylor and Bailev. *

Saciiston P.P.R. and C.B.S.-Nov. 14, .Mrs. H. Ab-
bot's Tea Rooms, adjoining Walter WiUison'.s hop.
Front St., 5.30. Members and intending memlicru
please attend.—W. Dodd.
Sale C.B.S.—N'ov. 17, Excelsior Club, Tatton Rd., 8.

Show bus. and members’ entries for Show, electing
stewards, etc—H. Whitney.

Stanley Empire Club—Nov. 15, Club Room, C.
Entries taken and Sliow bus.—W. Elliott.
South Moor—Nov. 14, Mr. Oxley's Hotel, 7.30.

Show buss, stewards, etc.—G. F. Bates.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.-Nov. 14. Wharf Hotel.

Show for cocks only, birds staged 7, judge Mr. It.

E. Helliwell, Halifax.—G. MitchclL
Wakefieid R.C—Nov. 10, Elephant and Castle Inn,

8.—H. Roebuck.
Wanstaad F. and F.S.—Nov. 19, Cambridge Park,

Wanstead. Annual Sliow, all sections. Mr. W.
Dalton will judge Cage Birds. Opens at 2.—H. N.

Lofthouse.
West Bromwich C.B.S.-Nov. 17, Dartmouth Hotel,

8.30. Bring specials and allotment of same; final ar-

rangements for show—W. G. Andrews.
West Stanley C.B.S Nov. 14, Com. Hotel,

5. Prize-money—W. Elliott.

Wigan P.oller C.C —Nov. 14, Queen’s Head. New-
town, 7.30. Final arrangements of club contest, etc.

shell" booklets (2id. each): No', t “ Goldfinch,
Ao. 2. 'Linnet, ' Ao. 3 "Skylark." No. 4. "Hong
Thrush anti Blackbird," No. l‘l “ Bullfinch " No. 13
‘‘Chaffinch," No. 15 “Greenfinch " No. 22 "Siskin,
Ledpoll, and Twite," Ao. 25 Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
"Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 "Dis-
infection of Cages, llirdrooms, etc.." No. 12 "Ilow to
slouli British Birds.'" All. thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds.” 154. fleet Street. London. f.C.

bus.—). Rukin.

FOH.EIG-1Y BIEQ3.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.
AILING BUDGERIGAR (Mrs. Cole)—1 am will-

ing to assist Cage Biro readers to the best of my
ability, hut what can I do for you in this caiss'f

You neither tell how you have been feeding and
generally treating, nor whether it is in a cage or

outdoor aviary! 1 will assume that you have it iu

a cage of some sort indoors—the greatest enemies
of caged birds arc lack of exercise and constipation,
and none suffer more from tlie.se two causes than
Budgerigars. The remedy, of course, is, in the first this week.

V, G, F. Zimmcrinaim.

finch and Redpoll are exceptions). If in Essex, cer-

tain districts are protected areas all the year (Upp-
ing Forest and near). You should get a copy of the
Wild Birds Act for whichever place your ground is

in. It is obtainable from Messrs. Wyman. Ltd.,

printers. Fetter Lane, London, E.C. ;
send a penny

•stamp in payment, also a stamped addressed enve-
lope.

Peter—Yon can learn all about making and using

bird-lime from Cage Biros Anneai. for 1914. Note-

letters in our correspondence column?! this week.
W. B. Watkins— See tile correspondence columns

place as roomy a cage as circumstances will permit,
supplemented by a fly round the room when con-
venience permits, and for the second to sec that

of day-old bread soaked iu hot milk, about three
days a week, and if he takes this all right, drop
two drops of emulsion of cod liver oil upon it. Li t
hi. n have plenty cl sharp sand and grit, and a good
big cage to fly in. I do not like your seed mixture;
there is too much stimulating food in it; inereas
the quantity of canary and teazle and take away
hull' tiie quantity of hemp, niger and linseed. Supply
sunflower two or three times a week, and il' you
can purchase a. good collection of wild secdii a
little of it can lie given on alternate dins. A little
extra sunflower should lie allowed the 'hen Bull.ie.
(2> You should have purchased your Bullies earlier

j

wli n you would have found a little of tile nest
plumage on most of them. Your best guide now
would he tin- thickness of the legs and feet, and
in .-oine specimens an unusual growth of beak.
BIRDS FDR BEGINNER (Damaged) —’Tiie damage

to tin 1 wing oi your idl'd may lie not very serious, I

or on tiie other hand it may be broken. Put him in I

a cage without any perch s, and .stand in a quiet
corner of tin- room. Birds quickly recover from !

accidents, m:d yours should lie all right in a week I

is
I
or two: as to 1 1 i ' being lit tor exhibition later oil, *

it d-'peials upon tile qxtvnt of tiie damage: as it'
strengthens lie may gel the wing up again, esperi-
ally if lie is a young bird. (2) To commence .Mule
hr. ding you should try with cither or ai! of the
fcllowing:—Goldfinch, Linnet, and Greenfinch. As
a mi" all tin ,'C mate readily with a hen Canary,

ds
|
Put yeur Finches and ( ararirs in a big flight andm I let thru) be together ail the winter.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "foreign Birds for Beginners”
(l 11); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Coehatieh” ((id.)',

Arthur's “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit " (7<f.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); "Heeds,
Poods and Wild Plants " (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Purer" (7d.)

“Colour-feeding "
(3DL); or the

“Nutshell" booklets (2 !</. each): No. fi
" Ailing Birds

and How In Cure Them." No. 0 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, clc.," No. 14 “ Gouldinn finches,"
A’o. Id “ Acadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 “ Budgerigars " Yq. 19 “The Pekin Babin,” No. 20
" Wa.cbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154. fleet Sheet, London, L.C.

the bowels arc kept moving quite freely
, yet without

undue- looseness: an occasional dose ci Dimieford's
magnesia, one traspoonfu! to each ounce, of the
drinking water tin l bird's condition must regu-
late the frequency of the doses —also a fairly regu-
lar supply of siieli green food 1 and fruit a - il will

take. If tin- bird i really weak, two drops of cod
liver oil emulsion direct to the beak once a day for
a, longer or -liorter p ried should restore its

strength. A good tonic is half a teaspoonfnl of
syrup cl' hypophosphates to cadi ounce of flic drink
iag water, three t ini - a week, not lie given on tile

same day as you give the magnesia. The supply
of grit, and ciittlehone must he regularly maintained
a ini you must not use ii metal drinker when giving
drugs. Please note rules re replies per post.

M. J. Griffin. We .will certainly make enquiries to

sec if an error occurred.

GSWEStA.!.,
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

J. E. S. Tin police officer was quite right if your
ground is within the Metropolitan Police District, or
lh;' County of London, as therein practically all
birds arc protected all the year round (I lie (Jreen-

POST MOHTEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1. College Road, Har-

row, MuKlIcscx, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. (id. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. (id.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must lie. sent picked in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with tiie fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post ; it is cheaper
and quicker than pared post. Any bodies sent to
th.y offise of this paper will be thrown away, amt if

t foe is enclosed the lows will be the sender's.

F. W—Death resulted from hroncho-imemnonia
ns a complication of catarrh arising from a chill.

Upon early evidence of symptoms bird should !>n

placed in a warm position by placing cage near the
lire, or in a hot-air cupboard it available, and a
few drops of aromatic spirits of ammonia adminis-
tered in the drinking water sweetened with a littla

white syrup.
Mr. I. A. Fowler. Septic fever, a highly infection*

and fatal disease. Thorough disinfection of aviary
is necessary.
Rollers.—The Green Holler lien died cf septic in-

toxication arising from advanced l'u tty degeneration
of the- liver. This organ was very extensively dis
cased, soft, friable, and of a (Icon yellow Colour;
the disease process must have been going on for

some, months. It is not uncommon lor birds stiller-

iug from advanced organic disease to present no
symptoms of illness until complications occur and
death i' imminent. The Yellow Holler was -imi-

1 a rlx affected, but in a much slighter degree, and.
in addition, the bowels were in a state of inflam-
mation. Impurities in the food, with long assimi-
lation of irritant poison,s, are the mo-t probable
cause. I should advi e a change of s; cd for your
birds, ft i ling for a time sole ly on plain canary sc. d,

twice weekly a 'small
|
inch of rape or maw so ,, d.

Some of \ our remaining birds may he. of coursu*
bimilaiiy affected at the present time.
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FOUR dock Mule.*, 11)13 bird , on.' Linnet, winners

l»t Ioen I ;
three Unidles, 2nd open, 2nd loeul, 6U

four; approval, deposit; Muncey. Km cswortli-st.,

Itovstmi, Herts. (Is07)

GENUINE slhs., lio rulililsli, huff hen, bred live

pointed mule, II)’-; ticked yellow hen, bred variegated

mule*, 7/0 ;
cocks, yellow, 10/-; bulls, 7/0; Rowley,

El ton, i i- diton. (I860)

GOLDFINCH-GKEEX FT X
(
'H Mule, 10. :

Siskln-Can-

tn if-; Green Singing Flneli. :i n ; all rocks, lull

eoiig
;
pair long Yorkshire Canaries, o ; W, llntkes,

Ml, Monks. rd., IJneoln. (1806)

CIH'K Sirkin-Reupoll Hybrid. 'JO/-: cock Siskin, Can-

ary Mule, ,
r
i/ ; .eoek Oreenie-Caiiary Mule, 5 : all

mil bred and all colour-led; on approval; Win. liar-

rie. West Hams, Dunbur, Scotland. (I860)

HOOD value: handsome -colour-fed cock Yioldflnch

Mules, 5/0 each; selected eoek Goldfinches, J/-
;
with

clear young Norwich hen, 4/- pair; approval, deposit:

Dickens, 34, Vernon st., Northampton. (1803)

LIGHT and dark exhibition and singing Mules and
Hybrids, also good muling hone, 2/0, 3/0 each; cages,

:;d. extra; approval; some extra good hand-reared
lioldllnches : Rudd, bird Specialist, Norwich.

LINX'KT-GOLDFINUH and Siskin-Canary Mules,
oocks, full song, with pure wild notes, 7 0. 10,

12 /fi, is/- each; hen mules, 1 0; see special list

of muling birds; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1871)

NOTICE: Two giant English eoek Goldies, lit to
win prized in any competition, and sure mulers, 5/0

each, or exchange for Norwich show cages or dark
cock Goldfinch Mules: Powers and Russell, 10, Grauby-
placc. Bethnal Green, London. (1857)
"EASTERN STORMER,” 1st Norwich, 1914 (13 in

class), wonderfully fiery -red idarkisii-yellow Gold-
finch Mule cock, large body, enormous blaze, beat-
ing all-England winning lightish Mules, £1 Is., worth
£2 ICO. : Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (1860)

HYBR1D1SEKS: Largest stock of Bullfinches in

.Staffordshire ; hens fld., 1/-; cocks 1/3, 1/9; extra
large one 3 6; Goldfinches 2.6, 3.6: one tip-top
-specimen, ready for show, 5/-; approval before puy-
inent: U. Perrins, 26, LennoX-rd., Longton, Stafford-

shire. (1869)

SISKIN, Linnet and Greenfinch, cheap, genuine
breeders and high-class exhibition birds; Linnet
Mules for exhibition or song, 20/- and 15. -. bred and
tiained by me to pure Linnet song; worth double;
approval, deposit : W. Fairhurst, 17, Linwood-grove,
Lmigsiglit, Manchester. (1869)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will ©end you poet free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be
very useful: The Advertisement Manager,’’ "Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet- st.. London. E.C.
CAN spare few laTge, genuine Sib-bred hens for

next season’s .Mule breeding, buffs and yellows.
Norwich type, good healthy vigorous birds (clears

only), price 10/6, 15/- each: cocks same price, all

1914 tired
;

this .’•train is famous for the produc-
tion of clear and light Linnet and Goldfinch Mules,
aiso large field moulted cock Goldfinch, can win
anywhere*, price 6 6, bargain, write for particulars:
George Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton. (1870)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
|

WANTED, Foreign birds : Pearson, Greenwich.
(1871)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, good talker, etc.; three
guineas: Hover, 89, Handcroft-rd., Croydon. Phone
1904. (1844)
BUDGERIGARS from out-door aviaries, green cocks,

2 -; yellows, 3/-: Hay, 5, Woodlands-rd., Barnes Com-
mon. . (1809)
HEALTHY young yeHow and green Budgerigars,
cheap; over-stocked r Miss Wigram, Frcnsham, Farn-
ham. (irsi)
BEAUTIFUL Grey Parrot, guaranteed good talker,
age nine years, price £8 10. - ; Morris, Mickle Trafford,
Chester.
ZEBRA Finches, cocks, this year’s bird*, from out-
door aviary, 3,6 each; Matthews, 9, Herbert-st.,
Devonport.

( 1860 )
FIVE perfect Golden or Lion Marmozets, £3 each,
£12 five; grand Marmozets, 10/-: Hayter, Importer!
Southampton. * (1S66)
EXHIBITORS, grand pair of Orange Bishops, in

full colour, what offers in cash; Crawford, Castle-
field, Llanelly.

( 1859 )

PARADISE Whydaii, long tail, 10 6; show cage. 3 -

;

Scarlet Bishop, in colour, 10/6: Bousfield, Saddler,
Briggate, Knaresboro. (1860)
BEST offer for cock Virginian Cardinal, cock Red-

beaded Finch, from outdoor aviary : H. Morris,
Makinson Arcade, Wigan. (1862)
NOTICE, all varieties Foreign lards at- low prices
and easy payments arranged

;
state wants : McKeand,

Seabright. Castle Douglas. (1781)
11 LARGE strong Budgerigars, garden aviary bred,

3/ -pair, 13/- lot; cock Hawfinch, 3 -; deposit: Smal-
ley. Kibworth, Leitestersliire. (1864)
FROM outdoor-garden aviary

,
pairs Ribbon Finches.

3 ; Red-billed Weavers, 3/-: Green Singing Finches,
3/6: Neale, Draper, East Molcscy. (1860)
PARROTS, Parrots, lovely pets, ca-b or fortnightly
payments, 4 moaths, living and talking warranty

:

Air. Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartfard. (1870)
17 BUDGERIGARS, 13 greens, two yellow s, from out-
door aviary, true pair adults, splendid condition,
39 - lot: Holland, 9, St. Phillip-st.. Cheltenham. (1865)
BUDGERIGARS, adults, greens, 5 -; yellow cock,

3/6; adult Cockatiels. 12 6; odd lien, 7 6; all out-
doors; approval: Criddeford, Lapford, X. Devon.

(1865)
COCK, splendid RoseHa: pair Pileated Finches, pair

Lavender, cocks, Cuban Rufieauda and Aurora
Finches: Miss Clare, 194. Coombe-Iane, Wimbledon.

( 1863)
HEALTHY cocks: Redheaded Gouldian. 22 6: Car-
oline Finch, 8 6; White-headed Mannikin, 1 6: ex-
change Foreign: Steed, North-st., Sudbury, Suffolk.

(1867)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoor. 5.- pair;
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows. 8.-; Rose
Finches. j»/- -each ; list free: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1866)
EXHIBITORS: Californian Black-beaded Grosbeak,

thoroughly acclimatised, show condition, with show
cage, 20,'-, cost double : Chas. Mackyveli, Hairdresser,
Bradford-rd., Keighley. ( 1S6S)
FROM outdoor aviary, full song, cock Alario Finch,

10/6; pair breeding Sulphur Seed-eaters, 20/-; hen
do., 8/6; two young do„ 5,6 eacli

;
Cap© Canary,

8/6: Mynah, 26 -: Thorpe, Zoo, Worksop. (1864)
'AFRICAN Green Parrot, age 10 months, finger
tame, wonderfully good talker, price £5; hen
Ringnecked Parrakeet, perfect plumage, 10/-;
approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1871)
PARROT, green, good talker, with cage, £10; Indian
Parrot, with cage, says "Polly,” "Who are you?"
£5; full amount will be distributed among local
war funds.: Tipper, M.R.C.Y.S., Moseley, Birmingham.

(1865)

Plums. Plums.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We Introduced this system of selling
Purrots. If Parrot should (lie during trial, we rc
place it free of charge. Other dealers offer
similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of
delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,”
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers* reference :

Bank of Liverpool, Morccambe. Write at once tor
book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES
MORECAMBE. «-«>

PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,
whistles, acclimatised, healthy, ’large metal cage,
brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-
ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge st.. West Brom-
wich. (1828)
FINE, healthy outdoor aviary-bred Green Budgeri-
gars, from unrelated parents, 5. per pair ; pair Red-
billed Weavers, 2/-; Grey Javas, 3 -; lien Madagascar
Lovebird, 1.9: E. Brown, Sherburn, E. R. York-
shire.' (1861)
EXHIBITION pair Paradise Whydahs and show

cage, acclimatised, 15, •; pair good aviary -bred Dia-
mond Sparrows, £2 ; or exchange exhibition Foreign
soft bills or Lorries; approval; Christer, Mersey-st.,
Chopwell. Durham. (1868)
IMMEDIATE disposal: Best offers, parts or whole,
material of 20ft. aviary, quantity wood, 40 yards
wire-netting by 6ft., aeessories, 30 foreigners. Can-
aries; also handsome indoor aviary, 4ft. x 3ft.:

Young, 76, Mitcham-lane, Streatiiam. (1859)
AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ” booklet,
"Avadavats,” contains full information on the

j

management of these birds. You cannot do better
!

than have a copy by- you and we shall be pleased
j

to forward same upon receipt of 2,)d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.. London, K.C. !

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot; Cross,
|

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;
I

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-
ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cage**: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest .half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fin© song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in "Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2 ju. post free from “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from oui
agents (list published frequently).

THOSE who have bought or those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get "Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2jd. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., Lon-
don, E.C. (2d. fronv agents, a list of whom is pub-
lished frequently).
TRUE pairs: Peach-faced Lovebirds. £5; Violet-

cared Waybills, £5; Himalayan Redheaded Bull-
finches, very mre, £5; Silver-eared Mesias, £5;
Chinese White-headed or Cambodian Starlings, new,
£5; Melba Finches, £3; Black-cheeked Waxbills,
£3; Banana Quits. £:y Scaley-crowned Weavers,
30/-; Blue-breasted W.axbills, 20 - ; Emerald-
spotted Doves, 20,-; Redheaded Finches, 12/0;
Magpie Mannikins, 0 - : also odd birds; rare cock
Peters Spotsided Fin-finch, £ 5 ; very tame Indian
Hill Mynah, fine talker, £5, rare: I.e Valliants
Barbet. £3 10s., rare Euaps Speckled Conure, £3
10s.; faultless little Plainliead Parrakeet., 50/-;
cock Painted Sand Grouse, 30. -; cock Ditica Finch,
show form, 15-

; Masked Grass-finch, .10 -
: Frost.

13, Fairlawn-aven.. Chiswick, London. (1871)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,
45/-; easy payments accepted. ' (1828)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
Ill, Bethnal Green-rd., London, has Bearded Tits.
7 0 pair. See price lists. Telephone 5489 Wall. Tele-
graphic address, “Oiseaux, London." Direct im-
porters of foreign birds. (1.855)

VARIOUS BIRDS.
[

BELGIAN Scotch Fancy cock, 12/6; muling Y’ork-
tliire hen, 5/-; Roller, 3/-, three nests: T. McLaren.
Fintona, Co. Tyrone. ( 1861 )

FOR sale, Goldfinch cock and two Canary hens,
had 12 -Mules of them this season, 20/- lot, same;
Mooilii, St. John-st.. Creetown. (1850)
CHAMPION cock Bullfinch, topper, 5/-: another
good one, 3/6; both aviary moulted; bargains: Gay.
Moor-st., Quinton, Birmingham. (1866)
CRYSTAL Palace aviary, lour cocks, 18 hens, bleed-
ing eage-s, accessories, etc., £3 lot: Russell, 25, St.

Stephens-aivenue, Shepherd's Busli. ('864)

FEW selected Welsh Goldfinches, good size, blaze,

colour, few good Norwich, even mark strain, reason-
able : Owens, Bromucnai Carmel, Groeslon, Carnar-
vonshire. (1862)

SONG Thrush, wild note, with cage, 5/-: Starling,

with new show cage, 6.6;- Reed Bunting, 2/6; Mealy
Redpoll, 2/-; selected Greenfinch, 16: all cocks,

cage moulted; fine pair Cockatiels, 10.-: Lowne, Nat-
uralist, Gt. Yarmouth. (1865;

OWING to removal must sell all stock, including
Norwich stock and young birds, some winners;
Glucke Roller cocks from 76, hens 3-; Fib hens,
bred clear Mules. 7 6; Greenfinch cock, hen Bull-

finch. have bred, 7/6; stamp reply: Groom, Long-
nor Hall, Shrewsbury. (1845)
YELLOW Wagtail cock, very line, 4/G; young

Pa.rrot, talking kind, plumage little, rough, 4 -

;

yoing Roller eoek Canary. 3/-; pied Wagtail, cock,
good, 2-; Mule, 1 -; three young Canaries, sex
not certain, 6/- lot: Yernuni, 298, Lillie. rd., Ful-
ham, next door library. (1870)

40,000 WANTED
to send for my new illustrated list of all varieties
of Canaries, Mules, British Birds, Parrot®, Bud-
gerigars, etc.: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist,
Norwich.

|
WANTED.

|

WANTED, anything alive: Pearson, Greenwich.
(187Q

W AN I El) Grey Plover, Corncrakes, Water-rail*,
I iiriistoncH, Godwits : Barnliy Smith, Retford.
W ANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British bird*,

best price paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1867)WANTED 1(113 singing CaTiarj for Nandow's p_> n
dumb-bells: Hull, 75, Manor Park rd., Harlcsden.

(1876)
EXCHANGE Creslo for ILF. cornet; C.li. eoek for

pair Rollers; or offers; Spriggs, Samly-rd
.
Potton,

Beds.
( 184:2)

WANTED, for cash Canari* * or Mules, either -ox,
colour-fed preferred: Robinson, 33, Bcsson-st., New
Cross London. 0 *09 )WILL give 10/- per pair for good sized tvpieal
Norwich: oust lie healthy: Scott, 22, Harcourl-
drive, Glasgoyv. (J870)
W ANTED Canaiies,. Parrots, dogs (adults), pup-

pies; anything alive; cheap for cash; Franklin,
Gould-rd., Feltham. . (1866)
W ANTED, offers in Canaries; exchange pair Scotch

woollen blankets, full size, value 25/-: Andrew Daw-
son, 185, Dnke-st., Glasgow. (1863)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,
94, Cow eaddi-ns-st., Glasgow.
WANTED, two 1914 large clear yellow Norwich

liens, exchange pedigree Irish terrier puppy : Roe,
Flurrybridgc, County Armagh. ' (iso8)
W ANTED, good matched pair Crests or York -hires,

exchange disc records or joiner’s tools; approval
only ; offers : Cypher, Bedwas. ( 1865 )WANTED, Budgerigars, Canaries, exchange old vio-
lin. case, bow, value £2; ail letters answered: Staple-
ton, 65. Ewart-rd., Nottingham. <1869;
SISKINS, Goldfinches, and Bullfinches, catcher's
price for same: cash by return: W. Gardner, 07, St.
Stephens-rd., Preston. Lancashire. ( 1870;
W ANTED, good gramophone or curly retriever dog

for *pen Houdans; yours first: Alex. Devine, 373,
Main-st., Bonhili, Dumbartonshire. (1864)
WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets, all kinds of British: Chris.
Hatton, 31. Richmond-st., Brighton. (1867)
PEDIGREE pup wanted, over distemper : exchange
champion Norwich Canaries, straight dealing: Wil-
cox, Ivy Cottage, New Saw ley, Derby. (1864)
WANTED. Parrots, monkeys, dogs, squirrels, birds,

rabbits, lerrets, etc..- pure-base or exchange other
varieties: Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwich- (1S70)
WANTED, colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire ecck
Canaries: also Goldfinch Mnle-s ; best price given.:
Sandiford's, 89, Nclater-st., Shoreditch. London.
WANTED, weekly supplies Goldfinches, small or

large quantities, give 12/- for cocks, 5/- heps: also
Britislu Air. Hobbs, 141, King's-rd., Camden Town.

(I860)
WANTED. 4-plate camera, gramophone, Zebra
Finches, Dutch rabbits ; exchange Borders, hen
Spotted Senegal Dove: Bell, 21, Beaufoy-rd., Totten-
ham. '

(1866)
WANTED, a 'good exhibition li.m. Bullfinch lien or
cock Hawfinch, will exchange telescope 8ft. sin*, long,
sell £1 5.-; David Brown, 54, Riehard-st., Alardy.
Glam. (1865)
WANTED, Canaries', Mules, cash or c-xehange pul-

lets, Bantams, puppies, rabbits, foreign birds : state
wants ; offers : Simminds’ Aviaries, 64, Stean-st.,
Haggerston, London. (1860)
WANTED, exhibition British; exchange two York-

shire cages and ease, 5/-: four Yorkshire cages and
case, 8/6; two Border cages 2/6; new : Davies, 24,
College Hill, Llanelly. (1865)
WANTED, Goldfinches or Canaries, in exchange

for six Runner Ducks, Black Leghorn cockerel, or
pair Black Jacobins, winners : Dewar, Kildcan Cot-
tage, Drip-rd., Stirling. (1858)
WANTED. Bullfinches and Goldfinches, best price

given: Sandiford's, 89, Selater-st., Shoreditch. London.
WANTED, mealworms, state price: Palmer, 352,

Uppcr-st:, Islington, London.
WANTED Canaries, cock Goldfinches: cash or ex-

change champion pair Black Rosecomb Bantams,
winner*.', or cages any description: Martin, Cage
.Manufacturer, Cattle Douglas. (1854)

WANTED, Norwich Plainheads, must be good or
no use; exchange splendid lady's bicycle, Coaster
hub, oil bath, gear ease, little used, almost new,
sell £4 : Willoughby, House Decorator, Wolver-
hampton. (1862)

NOTICE, will give 6/- pair for good Norwich or Yuik-
shire colour-fed preferred : also wanted. Borders,
Crests, Rollers, Scotch Fancy, Mules. Bullfinches,

and Goldfinches, and Siskins; reasonable for cash:
McKeand, Scabright, Castle-Douglas.

Wanted, 5,000

Canaries & Mules
Will give 7/- per pair for iarge Colour-fed Norwich,
10/- per pair for Crests, 5/- each cock Goldfinch
Mules, 4/- each cock Linnet Mules. I also require

Lancashires, Lizards, Scotch Fancies, Borders. Yorks.,

or Nor. Greens and Cinnamons, and Rollers. Gco l

prices given. Will deposit cash with Editor. Send
full particulars and stamp for reply.— H. Gledhill,

Fleet Lana, Queensbury, Bradford. (1S17)

II A N Dll LA I! 1.1) cock Thru li. zinging, will f. . d from
build, 'ill 7/6; or cxchangi- Golilllni-lii - or < li' r

R'-i d, 519. Harrow rd.. Dm . a' I'.uk. London, (M:9 ;

I H R LI. cock fwili -. one hen < hulilnch (f.m.), n m
Redpoll and Mi-al) for t.io Yorkshire or Nmwicli
Inn': W. Harper. Glcnnan Hou-i, fi.it. William.' ID 5i
LOCKS, 1913 Norwich Green, li.ni. Goldie, Luge

birds; wanted clear Norwich, cock' or In n , un-
lliglltcil; li. OiiUriin, Hurd Cottag'

, LimpsIbid.
( Is*. I

)

FEW large cock Goldfinches, cagi d month , pirn
did birds, 4,6 each; large cock brown Linnet, j/6;
all full song; exchange : Cooper, 163, Prince- - -t.,

Manchester. (I’Sp;
EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch Mule and cock Gold-

finch for pair Norwich, sell 10/-; Oxcye Tits, 1 (;

pair; exchange Budgerigar- : Gardener, The Herein-
East Hurling, Norfolk. (1*03;

MI LE breeders and i xhibitors, Goldfinch cock, 12 6;
Greenfinch, 10/6; I.imiit, 8/6; all II. M. and have
bred: exchange Norwich or Roller.'; no rubb: b
wanted: Jones, 1, -Station rd.. Whittington, Salop.

(lf«M
NOTICE, two giant EnglMi cock Goldies, fit to win
prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5 <:

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York
shire Canaries: Power and Russell, 10, Granby -place,

Bethnal Green, London. (1857)
NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win

prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5 6

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-
shire Canaries: Power and Rii'-cll, 10, Gianby-placc,
Bethnal Green, London.

Mainly Canaries.

for two cocks, sell

Hall-st., Blakcnliall,

0853)
A orkshire cock for
Ybcrdeen-ter., I-idget

( 1368;

FOR 'ale two cocks, four liens. Yorkshires, £1 5/ ;

or exchange Rollers: R. Jackson, 43, Spring lane,
Radclille.

( 1 *67 ;EXCHANGE six Roller hells
9 -

; or offers: F. Burden, 58,
Wolverhampton.
EXCHANGE unflighted buff
boots or blankets, sell 25/-: 17;
Green. Bradford.
CANARIES, three cocks, 10 hens, what offers for
cash; or exchange anything useful: Carter, 70, Albert

-

rd., Luton, Beds. (1864;
TYPICAL Yorkshire cock and two hens, 20/-; ex-'
change any tiling; approval: Marsden, 26, Shads-
worth, Blackburn. (IS64)
FIVE pairs of Yorkshires, Ambler's strain, sell

15 - pair; or exchange Rollers or Lizards: J. Hill,
Nosteil, Wakefield. (1866;
EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshire lien (unflighted;
for Roller cocks, or sell 15/-; Tamsey, 57, llcid-st.,

Springburn, Glasgow. (1864)
SALE live cocks, five hens. 1914. 30/- lot: or ex-
change poultry, 35,-; approval: Butterfield, Thistlc-
flatt, Crook, Durham. (I860)
EXCHANGE pair of good Norwich Canaries for

pair Yellow Budgerigars, cr good Parrot ca**: T.
Bingham, .March. Cain!).-:. ( 1866 ;

DOUBLE breeder -and pair wed-matched Yorkshires
12/6. or exchange exhibition f.m. Goldfinch: Gibbon,
142, Higb-st., Stourbridge. (ISC-l;

EXCHANGE young Norwich cocks or liens for
gent’s thin boots, 10's, new or second-hand : Dyer,
Castle-st.. Thornbury, Glos. (1S64)
WANTED, anything useful for house; exchange

high-class' pair Norwich or sell £2; offers; Mackin-
tosh, LinksView, Peterhead. (1869)

ON approval; muling Finch, also seven 1911 milling
hens, 16/-, or Offers, cash or deposit: Dunn, Post-
man. Xortham, North Devon. (1867;

CRESTED lien, very heavy crest, cost £3; ex-
change Crest cr Crestbrcd cock. must be large:

Jeffrey, 209, Y'ork-rd., Battersea. (1805)
WILL sell or exchange champion Yorkshire or

Norwich, good violin or mandoline w anted : Ernest
Cheshire, 34, Crawford-s-t., Bradford. (1SC9)

GENT'S cycle, £1; exchange Canaries. Biitish,

offers: pair Borders, £1; exchange, wanted Norwich,
Crests: Leigh, 89, Richmond-st., Brighton. (1860;

FOUR pairs of Norwich non-fed. yellow variegated
cocks, buff liens, birds that have won prizes, 15/-

pair, or exchange: Clark, 79, King-st., Peterhead.
(I8C2)

WANTED, good Norwich hen, unflighted; exchange
good singing cock Canary, cock Goldfinches: Cook,
Dunedin, Florence-rd., tthankliin. isle of Wight.

U870)
WANTED, Yorkshires, Norwich, Mules, songsters

for cash, or exchange, treadle sewing machine, sell

£1 10s. ;
equal new: Lanham, 36, . Walcot, Bath.

(187(1)

EXCHANGE one good pair of Yorkshires for one
good Norwich cock or three liens: approval: F.
Owen, 60, Wolverhampton-rd./ Cannock, Staffs.

(1862)

EXCHANGE Schoolmaster. 1913. Roller cock, rung,
arid his son, 1914, and three hen?: exchange Y’crii-

shire cocks: E. John, 2, Doleyfelin-st., Caerphilly.

Ulam. (1869)

NOTICE, will give good exchange in Norwich York-
shire, or Bprder show cages for any variety Canaries
or British birds: McKeand', Scabright, Castle-

Douglas.
EXCHANGE for good yellow Norwich hen. mi-

fiighted, two clear Yorkshire lieu'. 1913, two 1914

Norwich, one Yorkshire cock: particulars, stamp-:

Walter Tann. Iligh-st.. Littloport. (lfCJ)

EXCHANGE Roller .Schoolmaster for yellow York-

shire songster, rnli.-l boon full >ong: also 12 6 worth
of lOin. records; exchange Yorkshire songster;

yours first: Goodman, Edgar-rd.. YiewMcy. (1865)

SALE or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.
[

FRED ALLEN will exchange bigli-class British
for Canaries: 150, Porter-st.. Hull. (1570)

FAMOUS song tonic, fetches wild birds on -dig
in seven day s, ?,d. : Jopson, 346, Oldham-rd., New
ton Heath, Manchester. (1861)

JOHN DAY will exchange high-cla#s British birds

or Scandinavian Bullfinches for Canaries, Mules,
etc.: The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1867)

EXCHANGE six cock Linnets for four ben Gold-

finch Mules or four hen Canaries: J. Mower, 15.

Pollard-row, Bethnal Green, London. (1SC9)

12 COCKS, four Redpolls, six Twite®, two Green-
finches, one hen Greenfinch, all field-moulted, for

muling hens, or cash; Hope, Fort William. (1805)

EXCHANGE large silver-mounted calabash pipe for

large cock Bullfinch or Greenfinch, must be good,
sell 12/6; approval: 155, Old Fallow, Cannock. (1862;

NICE cock Goldfinch, variegated Norwich lien, bred
13 Mules this year; exchange rabbits cr Roller cock,

full song, sell,' 7,6: Allred Spicer, Chesbam, Bucks,
(IzAirij'k.

Mainly Foreign. I

BUDGERIGARS, three Green bens, 7 6: exchange
Goldfinches: Gav, Moor-st., Quinton, Birmingham.

(1866)

EXCHANGE Blue-fronted Parrot and little cash,
IS months old, for good talking Grey or Green:,
Evans, 34, Gilbert-st., Cadcxton, Barry. (1863)

TWO cock Budgerigars and one lien, with large
flight cage, quite new. what cash offers or exchange:
J. Ellsniorc 181, Frederick-rd., Aston. Birmingham.

(1861)

(
Miscellaneous,

FOX terrier bitch, 15 -, or six cock Goldies:

Edwards, 183. New gate-lane. Mansfield. (1838)

TWO pure black cocker spaniel©. 12»montbs old, sell

cheap; or exchange good birds; Graham, Bally brack.
(1858)

PAIR Redheaded Finchee, one Pileated Finch; ex-

change photographic, old china: Meaden, Tisbury.
( 18S3)

36 PEDIMENT cages, various, 24 back cages, seven

Thrush, ,'i.v Lark runs (new), sell cheap; exchange

live stock: Moore, 6, Sylvan-grove, London. S.h.
(1564)



CACMC BIRDS'210
Js ovicMMiu 14 . 19H.

r.ven.WGT: p rizo bird Borders for typewriter;
tiiutual approval: 1«., 126, Lee-ril., Ut Orton. S.K.

Ill |.'K Norwich cock. J til Harrogate Open, 20/-; ex-

change British: UousUcld, Saddler, Briggate, Knure.'-

jjru. (1868)

EXCHANGE Mules am! British for Prims field

S

jlarihs or cash: J’cmlom, 10
, North-st., Herne Bay.

tout. (1WJ3)

I*A I It of Norwich, 10,'0; exchange for curtains,

linen, anything: Rawlings, 2M, Ouiidle-rd., Peterbor
©ugh. (1867)

EXCHANGE suit lcngtlis, costume lengths for

'Guinea Pigs: Gaunt, 1, Eric-st., Wliitecotc, liramlcy,
JLceils. (1801)

I
EXCH \XGE silver-plated cornet for British bird or

sell 111
.

- ; G. Wheeler, 010, Bethnal Green id., iam
don, 1C. (I860 )

I WHAT oilers for cobby pair Black Pekin Bantams;
‘Canary preferred; W, fielder, 21), heighten grim-,
London. (1S0X)

I GREYHOUND bitch, fout years, good courser, sell

flu,
; or exchange Canaries; Davies, 01, Bridge-si.,

ifdxlBury. (1$64)
I PA I It White .la va Doves, 1 .'

;
or SNcliange cage

birds K. II. Turner, Albert Cottage, la, Albert-rd ,

'Oswestry. (1802)
I lSNCIfANUE good 19M Norwich cock for cock Lin
net .Mule, wild notes; Hicks, 01, CotcUcle-aveiiuc,
Plymouth. (i 860 )

I EXCHANGE high-class lop rabbits lor Holler Can-
Dries, good strain: E. Saxon, 8,

Mafcking-rd.,
Smethwick.. . (1803)

' WHAT oilers in cage birds or poultry for Spaniel
flog pup. three months old; Knight, fruiterer, Mer

. thyr Tydlll. (1800)
SALE or exchange new cycle gas lamp, exchange for

(singing cock Gohitineh: Hubbard, 00
, chalk farm-rd.,

London, N.W. (1807)
TWO pairs of Canaries and one odd lien, exchange

for ladies’ cycle; W. ltuislcy, Newton Dmiton, Big-
tlcswade, BmI-. ( 180u

)

CA.MEKA. 1 plate, pocket, 23/-; al.-o various lenses;
(exchange Parrot. gramoi>honc records; Cttley, Hope-
place, Liverpool. (1868)'

SALE or exchange a few good Borders; cocks, 5/-

;

liens, 3/0; or exchange anything useful; ,1. Stud
liolme, Lockerbie. (1862)
AS new, mandoline and case, cost 27/-; will take

two pairs of Canaries: Standard Aviaries Newton
Heath, Manchester. (1861)
WANTED oilers in Canaries, for all-wool Scotch

Blankets, or sell 25/- : Wright, 11
, Mannering-rd.,

Shawlan.ls, Glasgow. (1803)
LAYING pullets, cock Canaries, Parrots, Dogs

given in exchange for other fancy: Barlows
Aviaries. Greenwich.
Q( AN’LTTY of fishing tackle, three rods, nets,

straps, er.-., exchange Canaries; Mrs. Ormston, -12
,

ftlay-st., Basingstoke. (1807)
EXCHANGE six Magpie Pigeons (blacks), rung
lM3 , 1914, 30/-, for cock Canaries: Mctiirtes, 172,
,Victoria-avenue, Hull.

( IS5H)
I'Oll SALE black pomoraniau bitch. 7/0; or o.\

change lady’s boots, size 5: Booth, Clarencc-st..
Spenn.vmoor, Durham. (1807)
BEAUTIFUL Irish terrier dog, 12 months old, clean,

obedient, 15/- : exchange anything useful: Motley,
Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (1800)
WANTED, small birds for aviary, will give air gun

in exchange or sell 12/-: T. Ben.sou, 38, Bright-st.,
Commcrcial-rd., Halifax. (1800)
RACING pigeons, two pure SolHes, 2/3 each. 4 /-

!two; exchange for two cock Goldfinches: J. Palmer,
junr., Enderby, Leicester. (ISO!)
EXCHANGE good Wiiippot bitch, true to rag, for

'Cinnamon Norwich cock, yellow and hen : X. .Saun-
ders, 08, Georges-st.. Ayr. (1S62)
MEN’S best boots, 8 ’s, new. 12 0 : o).era glasses,

10/0; exchange Canaries, British; offers: Cooper, 43.
Oxley-st.. Wolverhampton. (1,800)
EXCHANGE thee Roller henw Jonse-moulted hen
Bramblefincli, for British show cages, or offers:
Grim: rod, 5, Flag-st., Bae.up. (1832)
EXCHANGE trio Old English Spangle Game Ban-
tams, from winners, for trained Roller: Lcgg. 44 ,

Clifton-st., Newtown, Exeter. (ISO?)
EXCHANGE trap and call cage, spring net trap,

Call cage, for foreign birds; anything useful; sell:
Morris. Recreation, CUertsey. (1800)
GRAND miniature toy pom. pedigreed wolf sable,

17 months, free from vice, 50/-, or part exchange

:

Gilbert, 10
,
Gowan-st., Arbroath. (1860 )FAWN mastiff bitch, 12 weeks, good pedigree, sell

'Ll; or exchange for four cock Canaries: H. Wag-
staff, Portland-rd.. Selston, Notts. ( 186*)
28 GOOD breediug cages, whole picav backs, quan-

tity loose fronts, 28/-; or exchange Canaries: Ken
tlall. Foldings, Scholes, Clcekhcaton. (I 860 )

EXCHANGE tliree well bred adult Dutch rabbits
for pair cage birds, or oilers: F. Bartley, 4, Car-
diff-rd., Troedyrhiw, Glamorganshire. (1800)
LABRADOR Retriever, three years, trained to gun,

good guard; exchange birds, anything value 30/-:
Rutherford. Kiln-hill, Twecdmouth. (1808)
ROOK and ralibit rifle. No. 3 bore, new, witli clean-

ing rod, cost. 15/0 : exchange two cock Linnet Mules

:

Smith. 15. Church-st. Chelsea, S.W. (1S09)
WANTED, Cockatiels, Mules, Bantams, carriers,
pom bitch; cash or oilers; exchange Yorkshire Can-
aries: Bayliss, Middle-st., Worcester. (1865)
VIOLIN bow and case, 1/C; Toweest canvas valise,

3/-; flute, 2/6; or exchange for Siskins, hen Canar-
ies: Middleton. 96, Northgate, Canterbury. (1867)
WANTED, cock Mule, Goldfinch notes; exchange

three early cock Goldfinches; approval both ways;
Mule first : Saunders, I'aperhanger, Tiverton. (1866)
GLAZIER'S diamond, value 15.-, new condition,

approval; exchange lor Canaries, Mules, poultry, or
oilers: Biddle, 16. Belitha Villas, London. N. (I860)
ALI. house-moulted, two pairs Budgies, one pair

each Kedbill Weavers, Bullfinches, Goldfinches ; ex-
change Borders: Irving, Lawson-st., Carlisle. (1800)
EXCHANGE hand-reared Yellowhammer, muling
Greenfinch cocks for yellow Norwich or Yorkshire
lien : Taylor, 8, George-st., Burnbank. Hamilton.
SALE or exchange 21 double--sided records, like new*

for large Norwich or Crests; approval; otters
wanted: Middlebrook, Earl-st., Haworth, Keighley.
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Chaflinch, hand reared

hen Chaffinch, pair prize-bred Black Eantails, what
otters; Whitaker, 3, Siddorri-st., Winsford, Cheshire.
THREE-COMPARTMENT breeder. 5 -; magnificent
aviary, cost 25-. perfect, 7.6; Rollers, 7.6 pair;
wanted cycle tyics, tubes: ll. Xevctt-st., Preston.

(1SC7)
REWING machine, hand, lock-ntitch, perfect
worker, new condition, cover, accessories, 25/-;
offers exchange: Fenn, 421, Portobello-rd., London.

(1861)
EXCHANGE two Redpoll Greenfinch Hybrids, both

-winners: wanted good Chow dog puppy; no rubbish;
or sell 30/- each: E. Child, Downs, Luton, Beds.

( 1866)
" WILD, two typical Yorkshire yellow hens for a
good bred Irish terrier bitch, five months old; ap-
proval: Kaye, 3, lvy-st., Crosland Moor. Hudders-
field. (1865)
EACH WOE exceptional quality lady's or gent's

nmbrclia for singing Canaries; offers: Dobbs,
E'uibreMa Manufacturer, 666, Roelidale-rd., Man-
chester. ( 1800 )

EXCHANGE Edison Standard phonograph, cost
L 7 10s.: also 70 records, for Canaries, or sell t:> lot:
W . Whiteicy, Buck wood Cottage, Thaekley, nr.

Bradford. (1854)
3flin. BRASS phonograph, liqrn and stand, also

24in. (lower
,
horn, sell 8/- pair; or exchange Can-

aries or Goldies: Vas»ie, 71), Dundas-st., Kingston,
Glasgow.' (1663)
LARGE white enamelled aviary, three compart

incuts; exchange for large buff Norwich lien, or
sell 15/- : Biicklcton, 08, York avenue, Manley Bark,
Manchester.

< 1857)
WANTED, oilers cocks, Canaries, Mules, Gold-

finches, Linnets, exchange new pair blankets, !:(]/•;

suit length, 35 ; approval: Herons, Carlingwurk-st.,
Castle Douglas. (18419)

EXCHANGE liens, three Canaries, two Mules for
cocks. Goldfinches; also one pair adult Yellow
Budgerigars, 6/6; Goldfinches first ; T. Lister. Station-
id., Levon, Fife. (1868)
EXCHANGE anything, three pairs of Rollers,

Fould's, Randall's strain, with four-compartment
breeding cage, 3ft. Oin. long, 3ft. 4in. wide: Reunion,
lligh-st., Wiiisford, Cheshire. (1662)
FOREIGN bird-' wanted offers in exeliange hand-
painted tea service (full set, 40 pieces), in perfect
condition; bargain at Cl 5 s. ; mutual approval:
Reynold*, High-st., Stourbridge, (1868)
EXCHANGE splendid 15.8. A. Lincoln Jeffreys air

lido and bell target, for anything useful in trade;
good Parrot or anything useful: Drew, Plumber anil

Decorator, l’cnydarren, Merthyr. (1867)
RALE oi' exchange 25 hunches new cloth, 50 pieces
each bunch, size Gin., x tins., suitable for making
hearth rugs, etc.; also 40 "Cage Birds," up-to-date:
Banner, 27, High-st., Bromley, Kent. (1861)

BLACK retriever and setter dog, 18 months, first-

class with gun, retrieve land and water, exeliange
for Canaries or sell, SO/ ; no rubbish; approval both
ways: Oakey, II, Dean et., Newport.. (I860)

WANTED, 2 cock Canaries' or Mules, singing;
exchange 0 ivorine handled knives with nickel

silver forks to .match, or cruet, new; approval:
Robinson, 3, Thrumptou-rd., Retford. (1809)

"CANARIES, Hybrids and .British Birds," many col-

oured illustrations, cost 25/-, new condition, 15, - or
oiler; exeliange birds, cages, wire fronts, anything:
Bell, 30. Egerton-rd., Melton Mowbray. (1660)
WANTED, yellow cock, also yellow lien (Norwich),

will give violin outfit, value 30/-, field glass, 25/-,

1-plate camera, 27/0: exchange any for same:
Strachan, Draper, Woodside, Aberdeen. (1870)

GENT'S gold tilled keyless hunter cost 14 10/-; ex-
change pair Norwich or Yorkshires; offers; birds
first, no rubbish offered or wanted ; also jollier's

tools: Stothard, 81, Beaconsfield-st., Darlington.
WHAT oilers, splendid selection gramophone re-

cords, 7? Win. double, 14 single-sided, 52/-; cash or
exchange Canaries or offers considered; stamp for
reply: Arthur Dow, 4, Phillips-st., Hulme, Manches-
ter. (1S6S)

ON Sale a good black curly retriever bitch, a good
pedigree with it, 25,-; also an Indian Green Parrot,
talking, 20/-; or exeliange for first-class Norwich;
no rubbish wanted; or offer: Aspdeu. 33. Gillibrand-
st., Darwen. (1800)

OUANITTV motor-cycle accessories. 15/-;
veteran's Crimean sword, 10 /-; French sword-
bayonet

, 10 -; pair golu-rimmcil eyeglasses, 5 '-;

'ady's dre.ssing-eaae, containing 12 articles, now,
13, <i; letter |>o<-kct-book, 5 [; goods guaranteed
ami worth double; exchange Canaries, British,
"Our Canaries- ; Collin., Brook.side, Woodgreeu,
Wialiii'.sbii ry

. 0871)

|
SITUATIONS.
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COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trowel’s bird seeds
and food*, good comnikusion : 1 tower, 442, Caledonian-
rd , Loudon.

Aquarium.
12-INCH breeding Goldfish, J/- each, 9/- dozen;

o inch Goldfish 6d. each, ft 6 dozen: Russian Carp,
16 do/..: cans .'id. and 0>1. each; all healthy fish:
Norlli. 143, Manehestcr-rd., Bradford.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

planw, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding ami management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2U. post free,
Dorn "Cage Birds," 151, Fleet st., London, K.C. (2d.
from agents, a liet of whom is published frequently).

Cavies.
,1,000 EXHIBITION cavies, all colours
Pearson s C'avy Farm, Greenwich.

Cats.
j

BEAUTIFUL Persian kittens, from 3'C; anv
colour or age supplied: Pearson's, Greenwich...... (1857)
BI.EE Persian kittens for sale, thoroughly healthy

and clean, champion pedigree, moderate price: Miss
Baggs, Monkton Wvld, Cliarmoutli. (1666)
SIAMESE kittens, lovely blue eyes, part proceeds

for War Funds; oilers considered; Miss Pauline
Wheeler, The- Rocks Kilkenny, Oslo)

FOR sal* beautiful little black and tan dachshund
bitch, 18 mouths ohl, over distemper and house
trained, most aflrctaonate, price ,04; apply; George
Stott, 50. Flood st., Chrfisea. • (4869)FOUR pure ball-cross Whippet-Bed lington puppies,
lor work, speed, killing powers no gamer blood can
be obtained; dogs 6/, bitches 4/6; worth double

:

larr, f. Mi (idle -61;, Nottingham. (1867)LARGE massive Bull- Airedale dog, 17 moil tiler,
straight, smart, game as a tiger, water carry, quiet,
when loose, strong bark, .suit lone place, 15/-: Wilt-
slnre, 8a, jfermit-st., Nottingham. (1662)
BEAL Tli'l L Jiedlington Fox terrier bitch, two

.'ear.', extra with ferrets, lats or rabbits, used to
poultry, loves children, house trained, guard, only
6/-: 2 , Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham. (1364)
NOTICE, almost any variety of dogs ami puppies,

large and small, for Glow or companions, prices rea-
sonable; easy payments arranged; state wants; ap-
proval: McKcand, Seabridgc, Castie-Douglas.
PEKINESE bitch, red, IS months, clean, affection-

ate, recently cost 12, accept 20/-, as owner called on
military service; two puppies. 10 weeks, male 21/-;
female, 15, -

;
full pedigrees: Rowson, Swcrford, O.x-

hud.' (1804)
Dog collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name

and address on, 1/4: plates .only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

;
chains, l/-

; worm powders, 9<L; inange
cure, 7d. tin; post free: Young- Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1703)
VERY pretty rough-coated pedigree Collie dog, 48
months, thoroughly liouse trained, good guard and
companion, very clever, golden sable and a lovely
white collar, X’3 10/-; or sent on ]/- deposit; 'bal-
ance lie paid up by I weekly; Lambeth Kennels,
22, Lambeth-id., London. (1S6C)

CARE of tbs Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now
who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list, of whom are published
ou page 4, or 2id., post free, from: "Cage Birds,’.’

164, Fleet-st., London, EX'.

from Oil.:

(1843) ready. Every one who

Mice.

Dress.

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Spent; Stamps; and Various.

EXCHANGE SI, by 6J camera, witli all accessories,
and two dozen dry plates, for two pairs of good
Crests ; ateo camera lor taking nine postage stamps
on 3-plate, for Crested hen ; Boyd, J, Glenpark-ter-
race, Eastfleld, Cambusiang. (1862)
EXCHANGE 3 cock Goldfinches, 3 sib-bred hen

Canaries, cock Siskin and ben Canary, large Siskin-
Canary Mule, for pedigree smooth Fox Terrier bitch
or two good Rollers, sell 2ft, -

; letters ; Ryan, Bui-
liuaearrow. Ballymole, Sligo. (1871)
SALE or exchange O.E.G, Bantams, two Black
hens, one brass-backed coek, prize winners, ft - trio;
Blues, 5/-; exchange either or both for birds, any-
thing; approval both ways: J. W, Coulthard,
Station-hill, Wigton, Cumberland. (1861)
EXCHANGE dark chocolate female Pom. pup, nine
weeks, little white on breast, good pedigree, for two
Plain-headed Norwich cock Canaries, must be good
and in full song; approval both wa.vs; yours first:

Hacking, 73, Exeter-st., Blackburn. (1861)
ROLLER Canaries for sale, cocks 5/6 upwards, liens

1/9 upwards, cold-room bred, in Erie condition, grand
songsters, satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned; wilt exchange a few for anything useful:
Edmondson, 5, Water Heys-ter., Wigan. (1804)
WILL give good value in clothing, boots, shoes,

cycle tyres, jewellery, cutlery, household goods, etc.,

in exchange for birds. Parrots, 'Persian cats, or live-

stock of any description; istate wants; stamp reply:
Cooper's Exchange Stores, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (4868)
WILL exchange a beautiful buff Yorkshire cock

for a good Norwich lien or sell LI, fit to win-; have
also double-barrelled 12 bore gun, cell £3 3s., new
condition, single barret 23 bore, 20/-; exeliange win-
ning Norwich; must be good: 63, Wellington-rd.,
Bridlington. (1860)
EDISON gem phonograph, plays two and four-aiin-

ute records, complete witli horn and two dozen
records, new condition: atso book, “Familiar Wild
Birds," cost 25/-; sell lot for 35/-; or exchange
anything useful; yours first: Minikin, 115. Bradford-
st., Keighley. (1864)
THREE grand cock Goldfinch Mules in song, 7/-

each. parents of same 8;-: two muling hen Can-
aries, bred Mules this turn, 7 -

;
good Roller coek,

6-; or exchange lot for beddiug or household goods;
stamp reply: Rhodes, 1, Cooper-place, Ordsall-lane,
Salford, Manchester. (1668)
ROSE-BREASTED Cockatoo and cage, 20.'-; also
a Ring-necked Parrakeot, 11/- and new cage cost
6 6; also exchange an English, good marked buck,
for stud, and young doe, all. black, for a Belgian
buck: Mr. George Barmouth, Philipson’s Buildings,
Flint-hill, Diptbn, Co. Durham. (I860)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, suit*, under-

clothing, cycle tyres, cutlery, and articles of all

kinds and descriptions, for live stock of any kiud
whatever; no order too large or small; genuine,
honest dealings only ; British goods: Jopson's Ex-
change Stores, 346. Oldham id., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (1861.)

"BIRDS of Britain," 400 coloured plates, pub-
lished II, bargain -8/-; "Our Canaries." new, cost
15/-, sell 9 0; both perfect condition; pair York-
shire. good birds, 8/6; 2 youngsters, 5/-; lien,

nested with Yellowhammer, 4 6: .another. 2,6; cock
Greenfinch, 1/ : Ward, 10, St. Thomas’s-rd..
Spalding. . (1870)

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled. ladies 2/9; gents 3/6:
girls 2,6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.
5/9. -LADY'S 25/- fashionable saxe blue knitted

sports coat, well made, reliable quality, never worn,
great- bargain, 5/9; approval before payment; list
of 5,000 other genuine bargains, post free: Y. Davis,
Pawnbroker, 284, Brixton-rd., London. (4858)

Ferrets.

1,900 Ferrets, from 3/6, 1913 5/- : Pearson's Ferret
Farm, Greenwich. (1871)
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6

;

excellent one*, ready to work, 3/6; younger, 3/-;
specially selected, worked last season, line or looee,
5/6; tell days’ approval, casti or deposit: Thos.
Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle.

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage. 1. : door-
mice, 2/- pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (4866)
1,000 exhibition Mice front 3/- dozen; Rats from

4 dozen; tame Dormice, '£! pair; giant Dormice.
3,6 pair: Pearson’s Mouse Farm, Greenwich. (1871>

MICE.’ Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference.: price 2.jd. post-
free. Write, The Publisher, 154. Fleet-st., I-ondbn,

K.C.

InaturTal history.
BIRDSTUFFING. Illustrated. 1'-; Animal ditto, 1-;

catalogue naturalists’ requisites, etc.; artificial eyes
free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Hartford. (1854)

' ’"y

Pigeons.

|
Household Furaiiurt,

Utensils, etc.

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FI

BLANCHARDS PILLSIhey are antirslleO fo? all EmUcs' Ailment. Ice. and speedily
afford relief, and atrer fail to alleviate all aafformf

ShsuH WRITE TD-0AT
•netaina Id. stamp ftr
VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE af

LESLIE MRRTYM, Ltd. Cioists, 34, OALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel _Oa|s for Sale.
Hogs for Exchange.

HANDSOME Red Cliow bitch puppies, 30 - each

:

Chiltou and Woodward, Caishalton-rd. Sutton, Sur-
rey. 1862 )
PRIZE bred Fox terrier bitch, two years, real

beauty. 15/-; approval, exchange: Tebay,' Back-lane,
Sedbergh, . ? (1£CC)
NOTICE; real bargain; four Fox Terrier bitches,
good marked, on «ale, cheap : Apply Jones, Crown
Clwtybont, North Wales.

. (1862)
PUG Dog anil bitch puppies four months old, from
champion pedigree-; no reasonable offer refused: W.
F. Swarbrick, Tide-swell, Buxton. (1865)
TWO game Bull-Airedalc dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 eayh; parents tackle anything: Jackson, Con-
fectioner, Green-st-., Bethnal Green.
GRAND litter Irish terrier puppies, two months,

typical specimens,' champion pedigree; dogs 12 '6,

bitches 8/6: Franklin, Gonld-rd., Felthum. (I860)
SCOTTISH terrier bitch, sire champion Claymore
Defender, price 35/-; exeliange Canaries': A. Thomp-
son. 197, Bradford-rd., Frizinghall. Bradford. (1S67)
WANTED, to purchase all kinds pure bred dogs,

also litters of pure and cross bred puppies cheap
for prompt cash: Harris, High-st., Yiewsley. (1863)
GREYHOUND, lurcher dog, 18 months old, quiet
with children, used to house or yard, 12/6: exeliange.

anything: C. Young. 79, Squire-st., Liverpool. (1865)
LARGE handsome Newfoundland Retriever puppies,

six weeks, make magnificent guards and companions,
dogs 12/6, bitches 6/6: Stephens. West Drayton.

(1863)

BPIDLINGTON Whippet (log, 48 months, dead game,
find rabbits anywhere, trained to go to ground,
water, kill hedgehog, 12/6 : Wiltshire, Sa. Hcrmit-st.,
Nottingham. (1862)
MINIATURE ZPoyneranimi bitch puppy, four
months, grand pedigree. 50/-; approval: sire of
same at stiul: reasonable, black, Ijlb. ; Dowell, 4,

Beer-st.. Yeovil. (1864)
NOTICE, grand little lurcher pups, six weeks, dam
Greyhound, sire Bedliiigton-Airtuiale, parents catch
anything; dogs 7/6, hitches ft/-: Goodwin. Glebe Cot-
tage., Awsworth, Notts. (1867)
FOR sale six grand Pekinese pups, show specimens,

reds, biscuits, blacks, perfect, healthy, highest pedi-

gree. sired by prize winner: Miss M. Rogers, The
Knoll, Bourn, Cambridge. (1859)

THREE pairs White Fantails, 5/6 lot to
Searle, Hinxtan, Saffron Walden.

clear

:

(1S70)

PIGEONS, HOMING dc FANCY
Tigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,
which deal with .these bird* in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No.. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, ‘.‘The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 2id. each from " Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C. <

Rabbits.
WANTED for cash young rabbits, any quantity,
any variety: Cecil, 190, Shaflesbury-avenue London."

(t304)
BARGAIN: Rabbit net. SO. yards, ready lor use.

as new, only 6 0
, cost 15/-: Parr, 4, Middle-st-.. Not-

tingham. ' (1807)

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Caviea.
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of theso popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Pric#
1/-, post free 1 / l-J, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st.. •ondon. E.C.

Various.
BLANKETS, splendid
Yorkshire, 76 by 56. 8/
Lowestoft.

warm white woollen heavy
:> : B. Soanes, 92, Bevan-at",

(1870)
ion PENNY patriotic postcards, is.: ion war comics,

Is.: catalogue freer Manager. 9a. Gordonrd., Finch-
ley, London.
TINY Marmozets, 30/-; tame Monkeys and
Baboons, various, from 20/-: Pearson's Monkey
Farm, Greenwich. (1871)
TAYLOR Winsor zither-banjo, lovely tone, cost
CIO l(te., pearl inlaid, complete 15, or nearest offer:

Rickward, Corn Stores, Tipton. (1862)

LOOK! Semi a shilling deposit for three lovely
crossbred pullets and one Barred Rock cockefel, bal-

ance of 25/ to be paid 'hilling weekly Poultry.
Farm, 22, Lambeth-rd-, London. (I860 )

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, property,

late violinist, labelled Stradivarius, 1690, ease, l*>w,

112 outfit; sacrifice 19s. Oil.: approval willingly:

Mrs. Tyler, itockingham-rd., Uxbridge.
GRAND sport; powerful pocket, catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., witli 50 rounds am-
munition, 1 3; two 2 8; 500 ammunition, 1 '4

: all post

free : Young, Netmaker, Crewkornc, Somerset.

GRAMOPHONE do Luxe, 125 model, dainty drawing-

room cabinet, opera grande standing 4ft. on castors,

beautifully inlaid, new this year, witii quantity celo-

I,rated records, 15 10/-; approval: 4, Oxford-t-er.,

Hyde Park, London. (1864)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Cari., 151, Fleet

Street, by J. G- Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet
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LONDON’S GREAT CHARITY BIRD SHOW:
HUMMING BIRDS AND OTHER LIVING JEWELS WILL BE THERE.

GREEN CREST-BRED CANARY: Winner of 1st prize

at Reading Show last week. Exhibited by Mr. G Edwards,

of Leominster.

YOUNG CRESTED CANARY: Winner of 1st prize

and Challenge Bowl at the City and Suburban A.C.B.

Show for Mr. W. Shepherd.
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PAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6tl. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We ere not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor of
the boua-iidcs of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fido namo and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trada are inserted at the rate ol Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays llrsfc post in each

week, and should lie sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, lot, Fleet Street, London,
terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Full Rules see issue of Oct. 31.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS. ’

It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,
especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heathy.

APPLIANCES
TWO Norwich show cages and case, cages good
condition, 4J-: E. Blake, 24, Forest-id., C'heshunt,
llerttf.

(1878)LARGE stock white china bird cage knobs, fin.,
f-in., <>n. dozen; large quantities less; Allen, Albert.
s|t, Wedncsbury. (1876)OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British and
foreign birds, Canaries ; L. Latham, Designer, King-
st-on-by-Sea, Sussex.
SIX \ orkohire show cages, American .leather case,

fit same, all good condition, 8/G: Baxby, 20, Ridge,
Woodlands, Doncaster. (1882)
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1,3 each, six for G;6: MeKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
BARGAIN 100 straight tinned wires, 30in. long, 12

planed pine bars, 30in., drilled 9-16, 30ft. perching,
lot 1/6: Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1884)
TRAVELLING ease, with 4 Norwich show cages,
new, 8,-; also ease with 2 Norwich cages, 4/6; bar-
gain; approval; Mitchell, 299, Lcgrams-lane, Brad-
lord, Y’orks. (1876)
SAMPLE parcel 80 straight cage wires, 36in. long,
12 drilled pine wood bars, 36in. drilled jin., 6 perches,
lot 1/0: H. Shaw, 7, Poplar-terrace, Zoar-st., Wol-
verhampton. (1877)
THREE double-breeding or flight cages, with wood
and wire division, 40 x 17 x 14; one never used, two
used a week, by “Pass,” cost S/6 each, to clear at
a - each : Shaw, 33, Church-st., Basingstoke. (1880)
ROLLER show cages, etrictiy club pattern, as sup-

plied to M.R.C.S., 3/-; British. show or Norwich
show cages, 2/- each; Linnet cages, 4/9; Lark runneis,
4/0 doz. : Geo. Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhamptou.
NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear
"ire Crystal Palace shaped and other aviaries, in
the world; send for illustrated price list; established
40 years; MeKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.
FOUR Norwich show cages and case, hardly used,

7/6; two Yorkshire cages and case, 4/0; four latest
British sliding front show cages, 1/6 each; exchange
good British : D. Coombes, Seed Merchant, etc.,
Stockton. st., West Hartlepool. (1873)
NORWICH, few good bulf liens from 4/-; cocks, 8/-;

small liens, 2.0; songsters, 5/-; cage, 9 compart-
ment (Pass's), practically new, 7/6; basket, 3 show
i a gee, 7.0; case and 4, 7/6; 2 Yorkshires and case,
4 Clarkson, 21, Kingston-st., Middlesbro’. (1884)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2)d.,
from Cage Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently)
SALE or exchange Palace aviary, 30/-

;
2 Pass’s

double breeders and rack, 10/-; single breeder, York-
shire show cage and flight, 8/G; Yorkshire cock. 8/6;
small cage bath, hoppers, and glasses, 2/6; cabinet
gramophone and records, £4 15/-

; wanted, good
treadle sewing machine (letters only) : R„ 14a, West-
gate, Grantham. (1885)
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
;

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-, I

three 5/-, six 10 -
; special Border show cage

drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.; Seotch Fancy show
cages, 3 -; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,
S/6; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/G, 3 cages 4/6,
4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion ; state requirements : Martin, Cago Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

BUNNER’S “IMPROVED” PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked : 12 by 10, or 12, 3d. : 14 by 12, 3jd.

;

16 by 12. 4d. ; 18 by 12, 4Jd. ; 20 by 12, 5d. ; 24 b.v 14,

6d.; other sizes equally cheap; seed boxes, l(d.
each ; baths, €d. and 7d.

;
cages, etc. ; trade supplied

;

satisfaction guaranteed: Bunner and Sons, Cage-
makers, 27, Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

For Aviarice, Cages, and all Requisites, see my
MULTUM IN-PARVO Free Catalogue for every-
thing best and cheapest. XXX Birdlime,
strongest in existence, 4d., 6d., 1/- tins, post
free. One trial will test truth of this claim.
Thousand testimonials.—W. RJJDD, The Bird
Specialist, Norwich.

A 6-COMPARTIMENT CAGE FOR 10/6
Nine-compartment, 11/-

;
all loose fronts and slides;

no hotter made
;

illustrated catalogue of 124 sizes

free : Pass, Hucknull, Notts. (1833)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire; Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Groen, London.

12 BY 12 OR IO CAGE FRONTS
3/- doz. ; 10 by 12, 4/- ; 18 by 12, 4/C ; 24 by 12,

non-splash baths and frames, 5/C doz.; birdlime, 2d.

boxes, 1/4 doz.; Od. 4/- doz.; seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-

doz. ; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/-; wholesale price list post free:

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, King-st., Longtop. (1811)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand planed boards, Sin. 2/4, 9in. 2/8, loin.

3/-, 25ft.; Sin. 4/4, 9iu. 5/1, 10in. 5/9, 50ft.;

cheaper quality, Sin. 3/8, 9in 4/-, loin. 4/8, 50ft.

;

cage sets, 18in. by 16in. by loin 2/2, 30in. by
loin, by ioin. 4/3; oval perching, 1/3 50ft; stamp
for list all appliances; Stanton, Bootbfield, Win-
ton, Eatricroft. (1816)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliable. Does not run in

the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d., jib. 1/-,

11b. 1/9; sample tins, 3d., all post free.—WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1826)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only); Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

Flat Barred Wire Fronts
Walsh’s Improved Wire Fronts, 12 x 12, Cd. each,
5/- doz.;, 15 x 12, 7d. each, 6 /- doz.; 18 x 12, 9d.

each. 8/- doz. ; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.
;
any size

or shape made to order ; best quality punched bars,

4Sin., 1/- doz.; tinned cage wire, cut in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 141bs. 3/« ;

solder 1/- lb.;

round or flat nosed bending pliers, 1/-; cage-maker's
wirecutters, 2f -

; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2in. 2/0,

2Jin. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6 doz.; tin baths, 6d., 9d.,

1/-, 1/0 each; tin drinkers 8d. doz., 6/- gross; zinc
drinkers, 1/- doz., 9/- gross; wood for cage-making,
state wants, prices quoted ;

egg and bread mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; metal seed mills, 1/6; trad© sup-
plied; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1828)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; won’t run in the sun; best
in the world; have thousands testimonials; for
proof, drop a postcard

;
3 tons sold every year

;
jib.

tin sample, 7d'., jib- 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free

;

single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6 ; established 50 years : Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at
prices consistent with highest, quality

;
so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this
fact, I send everything I sell on approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-
represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goods may be sm rshed up or destroyed
in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from
superfine Jin. mesh netting, 3 yards long, 5} feet
deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair

;
ditto, 4 yards, 5/-

;

5 yards, 6/-; 6 yards, 7/-; 7 yards, 8/-; 8 yards, 9/-;

9 yards, 10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of
above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lines, ready l'or immediate use.
Loose retting, specially knitted for bird catching,
same as used in above nets, Jin. mesh, 7 feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.
yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10 feet
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net
traps, 24 by IS ins., 1/2; ditto, 18 by 14 ins., lid.
each, post free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may bo used inside them if de-
sired. Patent self-setting and eelf-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately eacli bird is caught, 1/6 each;
genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest, lime
made, guaranteed to catch and bold anv bird to
Rook size in every weather, Jib. Cd., Jib. 10d., Hh.
1/0, sample 3d. : all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete; flirt pegs, 8d. each,
post free; absolutely everything required by catchers
alwavs in stock; send stamp for complete iist, which
also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his I

living with articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following letter "ill show /—“Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept 9.—
Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cork Linnets in 5
hours, and averaged 107 cocks per da.v right through
the season, and every bird was caught in nets sup-
plied by you. X have had other nets for 16 years,
but they are useless compared with yours, f can
catch more Linnets in one da.v in your nets than I

I can in any other I have (and J have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are
the best that are made, and not only best but
cheapest. I shall want another in about a week.—
Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers
(Lincolnshire), so he certainly knows what he is
talking about.—W. Gore.) The ahove letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer £10 to any-
one that, can prove that this or any other testi-
monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited. (1828)

W. GOPBiNot Maker, Gooch-st., Birmingham
j

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

Tie KOZVKARRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

CLUB SHOW CAGES
Norwich, York '-'lure, Cinnamon, and Crest Club show
cages, all 2 each; Border, Belgian, Bow crest, Lan-
cashire, and Lizard Club show cages, all 2/6 each

;

British bird show cages, flat or bow fronts, strictly
club patterns, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9, 3/- each; show cages, to
suit any particular specimen

;
state what variety of

bird you have, and we will quote you for a p rfect
show cage; catalogue free; trade supplied; show
cases an<l baskets for carrying show cages; enamel,
club colours, 1/3 tin, post free; nickel sprayer, with
rubber, pipe, and bail, 2/-, post free; Walsh, Premier
Cagemakcr, Blackburn. (1871)

AVIARY FOUNTAINS
Nonsplash baths, egg drawers, nest pans; largest
manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;
special illustrated trade price list free: Henry Tams,
Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffs.

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P, Club Show Cage. Scotch
N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-
out you have a proper Show Cage, so send to one
who knows what is required, having shown and
visited more shows than any other Cago Maker in
the Fancy. We have won 3,000 prizes with all

varieties this last 20 years, including the N.P.C.
Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal
Palace Show no less than 6 lsts were secured in 8
Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show
Cages. Ileal N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-
anteed perfect. Enamelled with Hedge Sparrow Egg
Tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-. The
proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/-,

three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy. 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club Pattern
Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green;
Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Brambleftnches, Twites, Mules, in all

different shades and sizes to suit each species, 2/-

each, three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for
Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,
price 4/- each, beauties. Note, every Cage made by
practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,
CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Y'orkshire, British, or
Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.
Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.
Send for catalogue. Established 50 yea’rs.—SANDI-
FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London. *

BIHD CATCHEHS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding
up, for 9d. set; extra best-

thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 13ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., SI-) 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 36ft., by 0ft:, 18/-.

40 sizes
;
jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., Jib. 6d., Jib.

tOd., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps. Bird
Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin 'traps, and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-actinv Net-trap,
can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.
Folds up. No wood work; for smalt
or large birds. Tremendous sal-

last season. Price, largo 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paia. bee
large illustrated book

;
stamp for

postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1829)

Tam’s Improved Punch-bar Cage Fronts, 12 by 12,
5d. each, 4/6 dozen; 15 by 12, 6d. each, 5/6 dozen;
18 by 12, 8d. each, 7/- dozen ; 24 by 12, lOd. each, 9/-

dozen. Fanciers should try my special Square
Wire Bath, enamelled, so will not rust,
fitted with latest Non-Splash Earthen-
ware Bath ; these baths are very useful
for young birds ; 4in. square, 8d.

;
4Jin.

square, lOd.
; Gin. square, 1/-; 6in.

square, 1/3.

TAM’S LATEST PROBAT PUMP SPRAYER.
works a treat. Probat Pump, 1/9; Nickel Sprayer,
9d. Probat Pump Nickel Sprayer, complete, post
paid, 2/6. Bird Sprayer, Pipe and Ball, 2/-, post
paid.
Show Cages, best finish. Norwich and "Yorkshires,

2/- each, 6 for 10/-. British, 2/6, 2/9. See price list

for sizes. Zinc Drinkers, 1/- doz., covered tops 1/6
doz. Seed Boxes, ?/- doz. Cage Wire, 71bs. 2/-.

Punched Bars. 1/- doz. See price list for Breeding
Cages. Roller Box and Shutter Cages, all cage
fittings. Trade supplied.—ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs. (1826)

|
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MEALWORMS, English giants, Cd. hundred, earr.
paid: Vernum, 298, Liliie-rd., Fulham. (1886)
POST free, 500 hardheads, 1/-; larger quantities

same rate: Clarke, 6, Lower Orchard-st., York. (1870)
MEALWORMS, large English, 6d. 100, 225 for 1/1,
post paid, by return,; Jones, Cranbournc-st., Brigh-
ton. (1883)
HARDHEAD -seed, 2/- lb.; plantain, 1/6 lb., earr.

paid: T. Rose, Tynedale Villa, Carterton, Clanfl- id.

(1878)

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 71bs.
1/9 post free.

TROWERS IMPROVED CECT0
stands unbeaten in pries and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/0, post tree.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING-

TROWERS E6BISC0.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGO

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canarie3

,
Hybrids, and

all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
lorm. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not contuse it with any other preparation. It
Is prepared only by us, and can bo obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1 /-. Special Quotations for quantities.

„,
Po8

l,

Free ‘ Ants ’ EgS8 > fine
> 1/9. 3lhs. 4/6. choice

2 /-, 31 as. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lb8. 8 / 6 ; Dried Fiies,
2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3 lbs. 4 /-;
Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 J-cwt., 1 /- J-cwt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,
4/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10 /- cwt.; 14lbs., 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS.
- Pei
Giant Spanish Canary 5/-
Large Spanish Canary 4/6
Fins Spanish Canary 4/3
Spanish Canary 4 /.
Turkish Canary 3/9
Best Bold Hemp 1/9
Fine Hemp 1/6
Choice Summer Rape 3/3
Fine Summer Raps 3 /.
Best White Millet
Indian Millet
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6

Ditto Foreign F. 3/-
Ditto Parrots ... 2/.

Wild Seed for Finches 2/-

Teazle *

Niga or Inga
Sunflower, Black, Y/hite, Grey 3/-

Maw 6d., Golden Pleasure 4d.,

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ; Mustard Id. oz.
;'

'Cuttlefish 6d., 9d., 1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundies
50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1/- extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.
Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given
Iree with order. A valuable little book.

Peck Bshl. cwt.
51 - 19/6 38/-
4/6 17/6 34/-
4/3 16/6 32/-

4/- 15/6 30/-

3/9 15/- 29/-
1/9 6/6 16/-

1/6 5/6 14/9
3/3 12/6 25/-
3/- 11/6 24/-
3/- 11/6 22/-

3/6 12/- 22/-

2/6 9/6 19/6
3/- 11/6
2/6 9/6 18/6
2/- 7/6
2/6 9/6

2/6 9/6
' 3/- 11/6
4d., Sesame 4d. lb.;

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,
436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,

London, N.
Telephone— 1320 North.

THE best bird sand on the market, 3/6 cwt., graded
4/6; ants’ eggs, 2;3 ib., 71be. 14/6; Torpy, Naturalist.
Bradford. ( 1880 )

SCOTCH privet berries, great size and ripe, largo
boxes, 1/-, carriage paid: John Wilson, High-fit.,
Freuchie, Fifeshire. , (166S)
HARDHEADS, 500, plantain -stalks, 350, 1/-; dock

for Bullfinches, shepherd's purse, large parcel. ]/-.

post free: Kite, Bedford-st., St. Ncots. (1878)
MAGGOTS for birds, 6d., 1/- tins, post paid; ants’

eggs, 1/9; dried flies, 2/-; yoke of egg, 2/6 lb.; cuttle. #
fish, llid. lb.; Tam's special tit-bit for Linnets. Jib.

4Jd., lib. 1/4, post paid : Enoch Tams, Church-st..
Longton. (1870)
BRITISH birds kept in health; privet berries. 100

large bunches, 7d. ; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. box;
teazle heads, 1/6 100; teazle •seed, 7d: quart, 2/0
peck, all carriage paid: T. Young, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1775)
MEALWORMS, Cd. 100, 500 2/-. 1,000 3/6; live white

gentles, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb.; ants’ eggs, dried fiies,

and yolk of egg, 2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-; insectivorous food.
1/6 lb.

;
egg bread, 1/6 Ib. ; carrot meal, lOd. lb.

;

erissel, 4d. lb.; special biscuit meal for Canaries,
4d. Ib., 7Ihs., 2/-; Lark and Thrush food, Cd. lb.;

cuttlefish bone, 1/- lb.; pea meal, bean meal, rich

meal, biscuit meal, and kibbled groats, all 2/d. Ib.,

Gibs, I/-
;
mixed wiki seed, teazle, charlock, plantain,

and mixed wild eeed, all (id. quart, 1/9 gallon
;
condi-

tion seed, 7d. lb.; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1871) >

“ M C.YV.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3'fi, haif-ewt., 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles : Meuzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

You like

HYPE’S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell
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CAGE BIRDS

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint nnd Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt sharp and clean, 2/0 cwt., ,
r
> cwt. 10/-;

on rail’ (Irlmsby; cusli with order: I’oult-y Grit

Co., Grimsby. ,
HIM)

BOOKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every eonceiv-

nblo subject, secondhand, at hair prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. *76 post free.

Mate wants. Hooks sent on approval. Hooks pur-

chased: W. and U. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-id.,

'Loudon.

|
MEDICINES.

|

KELSO'S Hroncholiu, positively cures nsthma,
bronchitis, colds, wheezing^ hoarseness, loso of voice,

and all bronchial and lung affections in cage birds;

never fails, bottles, id. and 1/1, pcot free, with com-
plot- directions and special dietary: Kelso and Co.,

49. Western Hill, Durham. (1880)

EVERY BIROKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the p: event ion of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in "Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

trom C.lGE limns, 151, lfleet-8t., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

MAGNET bird medicines, the most safe and reliable

medicines for cage birds ever ottered ; 20 years’ re-

putation : Magnet Moulting Mixture ensures a quick
and perfect moult; Magnet Tonic Drops for soft

moult, going light, and general weakness; Magnet
Asthma Cure for colds and all affection of the throat
and lungs; Magnet Inflammation Cure, all one price,

7d. per bottle, -I bottles, 2/-, post free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1871)

WANTED A TR'AL
Ditchfield’s medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon
;
they are used by most leading

fancier;, and are supplied to the London Zoo
;
we

guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Litchfield's Tonic Drops
arc a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;
Ditchlield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,
wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., 1/1
and 2/- bottles; Ditchfield’s Famous Revivo, for
constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic
for birds' after moulting, 7d., IT and 2/- bottles;
special offer: we will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for ]/-, three for 1/6, or
two IT bottles for 1/9, three for 2/C; the 1/1
bottles are treble the 7d. size; all medicines post
free per return

;
also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush and
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines: Frank Ditehiield, Bird
Specialist, Oldham. (1837)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

[ Hardbills.

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 3/-:

Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (1879)
GREENFINCHES, yellows, H.M., grand size, colour,

for mulers or show, 2.6: Hope, 3, liank’-st., Paisley.

(1884)
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Goldfinch and hen Bull-

finch, 7,6 pair: Grant, 31, Prospect-terrace, Aber-
deen. . (1875)
GOLDFINCHES, 1st, 3rd Barnstaple County Show-.

SO/-, 25/-; approval: flails, Kingsley Cottage, Barn-
staple. (1880)
PAIR each, CIrl Buntings, and Goldfinches, and
hen Mule, 8/- lot; approval: K. Older, 53, Days-rd.,
Bristol. (1878)
YOUNG Tullett has fine Goldie, picked for muting,
winning, P.O., 3/-; muling Linnet, 2/-: 33, Sun-st.,
Brighton. (1881)
COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, dcz. 3/6,

|

half 2/-; deposit Editor,: Horace Coote, £6, North-
st., Luton. (1884)
TWO brown Linnets, cocks, 2 Finches, nice varie-
gated Canary, 3/6 lot, to clear: Vemum, 298, Lillie-

rd., Fulham. (18£6)
SELECTED cock Goldfinch and cock Bullfinch, 2/-

eaeh ;
approval, deposit: George Potter, 29, Bros-eley

Wood, Salop. (1861)
BRITISH, 6 good singing cocks, and 6 hen Gold-

finches, sell 12/-, or offers : McKay, Ardra, Castle-
comer, Kilkenny. (1884)
(fPI/KN’DID cock Bullfinchels, 1/6; hen®, 1/-;

caged month
;
send nearest station : Green, Bax-

ter-row, Dereham. (1877)

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 5/- cwt.,

2/9 half-ewt., on rail
;
exchange : Turner, 4, South-

gate, Sleaford, Lines. (1862)
MIXED wild seed lor Linnets and Finches, 5/- cwt.,

2/9 half-cwt., on rail; exchange; Turner, 4, South-
gate. Sleaford. Lines. (1881)
DEVONSHIRE cock Bullfinches, grand colour, 2/-

each, herns 1/- each, 2/9 a pair: Collins, More-hard
Bishop, North Devon. (1879)
LARGE Siberian Goldfinch, exhibition yellow Siskin,
both good mulers, 10/6 two: W. Dick, Torsonce
Lodge, Stow, Midlothian. (1883)
BULLFINCHES, magnificent specimens, cocks, 2/6;

liens, 1, - each ; no bird lime used : Alfred Salt,
Station-rd., Miekleover, Derby. (1SS5) .

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, cocks, 1/0, 2/-; Gold-
!

finch cocks, 2/-, 2/6; liens, 9d. each, or 3 lor 2/-:
Alcoek, 52, Pearcc-rd., Ipsjvich. (1876)
ROLLER cocks, prize rung, 25/- each; house-moulted
cock Linnets and cages, 4/- ; exchange gramophone

:

Clayton. New Lane, Drighlington. (1874)
THREE fine cock Bullfinches, 2/6 each, also one

lien, 1/-; apply: Thomas Hird, care of Mr. Hutchin-
son, Harmby, Leyburn S.O., Yorks. (1882)
NOTICE, I have a few exceptionally good young
cock Goldfinches, every bird warranted, 3;- "each

:

F.llis, Bcot Manufacturer, Welshpool. (1885)
TWO extra large exhibition cock Goldflnche®,
square cut. part housc-moultcd, 4 - each; approval,
deposit: Chase, Fakcnliam, Norfolk. (1878)
GOOD aviary-moulted Bullfinch cock, fit win, 7/6;
high coloured Greenfinch cock, breeder, 5/-; ap-
proval: Butler. Rhosymed-e, Ruabon. (1881)
GUARANTEED cocks. Goldfinches, 5/-, 2/6; Linnets,

1 '

- ,
three 2/6; Bullfinches, 1/0, 2/-; hens, 1/-:

Charleo McCann, l.I. North-st., Lurgan. (1884)
UNBEATABLE champion Bratnhlefinch cocks, hot

rod-f.d, superb lacings, size, feathered like satin;
5/0, 7/6, 10/6: Cooper, Judge. Norwich. (1834)
TWO grand aviary bred and moulted cock Bull-
finches, 1/6 and 2/- each; 2 do. li ns, 1/- each; ap-
proval: Carter, Yin-c-st., Norton Multon. (1876)

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher; Miller or

fierce winger; bargain, 3/6; full week’s approval:
Enoch Tunis, Chureh-wl. , Longton, Stuffs. (1879)

TWO good K.M. Goldies
;

exchange dark Gold-

finch Mule, or II.M. Goldie, on Song: A. Davies,

13, Wellington-place, Lbumvst, Denbighshire. (1879)

LOVELY rose-redbreusted cock Linnets, 3/6 doz.,

six 2 -
;
few well pencilled cocks for show or song,

2/- each: Bert Coote, 16, Wliidmill-st., Luton, (lssl)

HAWFINCH cock, cage moulted, good size, bib

and markings, with show euge and case, 15/- ; see

hybrids: R. Gutless, 9!), Ridsdalc-rd.. Ancrley. (1875)

CHAMPION secrets for making Linnets and Larks
fierce singing, with wings down, etc., price 7d.:

Shaw, 7, Poplar ten ucc, Zoar-st., Wolverhampton.
( 1877 )

now to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce

for contest singing, etc., our hook, Ojd. post free

:

Pownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Hudderefield.
1 1879)

TWICE H.M. cock Goldfinch, ditto Bullfinch, 2 Nor-
wich hens, 8/- lot; bargain, cash or deposit: Rev.
A. Latimer, Heathercrolt, Gorlas, nr. Llandcbie.

(1876)

WANTED large or small catchers at Goldfinches,

Si-skins, Linnets, Bullfinches, for cash, also wild seed:
Gardner, 67, St. Stephcns-rd., Preston, Lancashire.

(1885)

STIRLINGSHIRE Linnets, selected birds, 1/C each,

2 for 2/0; Bullfinches, cocks 2/0, liens 2/-; satisfac-

tion guaranteed : Dewar, Kildean Cottage, Dri’p-rd.,

Stirling. (1872)

HOUSE-MOUI.TED exhibition and muling cock Lin-

net, 6/-, or exchange exhibition cock ‘Siskin, Redpoll,

or Twite, field-moulted : Stewart, Stanley-terrace,
Morpeth. (1884)

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, cocks 1/6, selected 2/-

and 2/6, magnificent large hens 1/- each, selected

1/0 : Cliigg Smith, 243, Belgrave Gate Aviaries,

Leicester. (1882)

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and Finches mad on song, 1/- large package;
carriage paid : Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Prineess-st..

Manchester. (1883)

SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, first consignment, real

giants, the very best for Hybrid breeding: cocks
or hells 3/6, 4

;
G- selected birds, 5/6: Day, 77, l’or-

ter-st., Hull. . (1867)

THREE big English cock Goldfinches, caged eleven
weeks, tame and einging, 2/6 each ; approval, in-

spection invited : Haynes, 13, Rothwell-st., Primrose
Hill, London. (1875)

FOUR cock Goldfinch Mules, 6/-, in full song;
Goldfinch, that bred them, 5,'-

; other cock Gold-
finches, in full colour, 2/-•; Braines, Kettering-rd.,
Northampton. (1878)

TWO Goldfinch cock Mules, one nearly all yellcw,

other variegated! 5 house-moulted cock Linnets, one
Goldfinch (enlisted), 20/- lot: Ward, 16, Shillington-

st., Battersea. (1884)

NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for show or song

;
prices low, easy pay-

ments arranged; approval: Mc-Keand, Seabright,
C-astle-Douglas. (1781)
FOUR pairs of Song Birds, 4/- the lot: Goldfinches,

Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, male and female;
warranted in each pair : Bird Stocker, 4, Alma-rd.,
ShorncUff Camp. (1871)

FIVE Goldfinches, 4 cage-moulted ; 2 hens, mulers

;

2 muling hem); 3 cage-moulted Linnets
; 3 pairs clap-

nets; cash or deposit; only 30/-: Busbridg-e, Pound-
stock, Cornwall. (1873)
EXHIBITION British Goldfinches, extensive, clean
cut blaze, bargain, 8/- : two H.M. Greenie®, fine

shape and size, fine heads, 5/- each : George Baxter,
Highfield, Fochabers. (1884)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- doz., Yellow-ham-
mers 2/6 doz., Greenfinches 1/- doz., 6 pairs mixed
1/6, selected dozen II- ; exchange : Gotobed Fcnn,
The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (1886)
HAND-REARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/6,

hens 1/- ; Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaf-
finches, 1/-; Larks, 1/- pair; list free: Mies Eosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1881)
NORTHCOUNTK Y Linnets, specials, picked out of

catch, 3 for 2/-; guaranteed on seed and water, and
cocks ; cash or deposit, for 10 days’ approval : Ash I

ton, 5, Mafeking-st.. Gateshead. (1878)
EXHIBITORS, no time for showing tins year, offer

my winning cock Bullfinch, 1st Perth, Dundee, Elgin,
etc., last year, all strong classes, bargain, 25/-:

George Baxter, Highfield, Fochabers. (1884)
BULLFINCHES, cocks 1/6, six 7/6; selected 2/-, 2/6;

large hens, I/-, six 5/-; -selected 1/6; all Dirds well

|

on seed before sent out ; numerous testimonials

:

Oliver Barson, 10, Thomas-st., Leicester. (1881)
EXHIBITORS.—Handsome spotted Blackbird, win-
ner 1st. special, 20 /-

;
hand-reared cock Bullfinch,

winner 1st, special, 10s.; see Maidstone Show last

week; approval: Jenner Teston, Maidstone. (1879)

CONSIDERING the extensive sale cf linnets 1

have bought another lot of moulted Birds from our
members; time or quality songsters: Lorriman, Sec.

L.L. and C.C., Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner-lane, Leeds.
(1877)

TIP-TOP F.M. and H.M. Goldies, 7/6, 10/-, 20/-:

Bullie, 7/- ;
-all birds selected by expert

,
winner of

cups ami medal-s; approval, cash: Roberts,
Saracens Head Hotel, Cerrigydruidion, Corwen.

(1879)

TWO good Hawfinches, 7/C each
;
also 4 lovely speci-

mens of the Worcestershire Goldfinch, 5/- each ; ex-

change lot for good Wryneck, Chough, or Waxwing:
B. Robinson, Heathficid-rd., Webheath, Itedditcli.

(1884)

SELECTED true pairs, grand birds, Goldies, 2/C;
Bullies, 3-/6; Redpolls, 1/-; Tree Sparrows, 1/-; ap-
proval; send for list: F. Stowe, British Bird Ex-
port-, Cornwell, Chipping -Norton, Oxfordshire.

(1381)

LINNETS, Red-breasted cocks, warranted, 2/6 doz.

;

large picked bird®, 3/- doz.; cock Goldfinches, 1/6

each, three 4/-; doz. mixed aviary birds, including

cock Goldfinch, 2/6 : Reudle, 21, Bridge-st., Homer-
! ton. (1886)

SIX selected cock Goldies for show or muling, 2/6
each; house-moulted cock, bred 11 Mules this sea-

son, 5/6: 2 pairs 1913 Norwich, Midgley’s strain, 6/-

pair, not fed: Rose, Tynedale N ilia, Carterton, Clan-
field. (1878)

LINNETS, Lancashire dark brown red-breasted
cocks, Sd. each, 3 l/fi, 6 2/(1, 4/- dozen, two 7/6; this

is where the singers come from ;
satisfaction guar-

anteed (not a bird shop): Gardner, Garstang-rd.,
Wexliam, Lancs. (1878)

NOTICE, dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on eeed, 2/6

dozen, 1/6 half-dozen; approval, if not satisfied,

money returned ; trade supplied : Dixon, Old New Inn,

Dunstable, Beds. (1S85J

EXCHANGE two Goldfinches, winners, good size- and
shape, nice square blazes, well tanned, buttoned,
and moons, for otiicr exhibition British, sell 20/-

each: J. Wright, Aehgrove-avemie, Foggy Furze,
West Hartlepool. (1877)

NINE pair® good Norwich fed, following cocks:
Dark Goldfinch Mule, Goldfinch, Linnet. Redpoll,
two hen Bullfinches, hen Greenfinch, British, guar-

anteed breeders, can bo seen any time except Sun-
days: Hurst, Great Bounds. Louthborough, Kent.

(1878)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-
ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 6/-, 15ft. by
41ft. fl/-, 24ft. by Oft. 7/0; old firm; satisfaction
guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crewkernc, Somerset. < 1738)

BRILLIANT coloured OBIsken, Goldfinch, Chaffinch,
Greenfinch cocks, 7/6 lot; large yellow Green-
finches, cocks, selected, for Hybrid breeding, 1/-,

1/6 each; approval, deposit: li. Welsh, Cornstali
Buildings, Stamford, Lines, (1880)

WELSH Goldfinch cocks, 2/-; specially selected,
with expansive square-cut blaze, 3/6 and 5/-; hens,
Od. ; cock Pea-throat, 7/6; lien ditto, 1/0; caged
weeks; warranted healthy: Muscott, Mount
Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1886)
EXHIBITORS: Linnet, 1st Hanlev, 25/-; Goldfinch,

2nd, 20/- ; Linnet, 3rd, 20/- ; Bullfinch, 4th, 10/-

;

have won and can do also others that, can win
in good company ; cheap, approval : Lockett, 74, Peel-
st., Dresden, Longton, Staffs. (1881)
CONTEST Linnet, learnt under my champion cup
winner, 2/C-, with new cage and book of secrets, 3/0
lot ; also few with good loud voices, 1/- and 1/6, will

sing anywhere; approval: Fred Allen, Linnet Cham-
pion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
— I have some grand young early bird-s, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1837)
LINNETS, warranted cocks, 3/6 dozen; picked birds

for show, Redpoll®, Chaffinches, Linnets, Green-
finches, Yeiiowhaminers, Larks, Reed Buntings,
Robins, 1/- each; one dozen well mixed birds, 1/-:

William Fenn, Beck Row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (1885)
WINNERS with show cages: Light Goldfinch Mule,

30/-; Yellow-hammer, 30/-; Linnet, 10/-; Siskin, 10/-;

Greenfinch, 7/6; Redpoll, 7/6; Mulers, Goldie, 5/C;

Greenfinch hen, 2/6; selected Bullfinches, 2/6; liens,

1/-: Pargeters, Aviaries, Grirnsburv, Banbury.
EXHIBITORS.—S. If. Mays, Kingsciiffe, Wans-

ford, Northants, lias some high-class exhibition
British birds for sale, including Bullfinch, Green-
finch, Brambiefinch, Hawfinch, Lesser Redpoll, Tree
Creeper, Grey Wagtail, Garden Warbler, etc.; ap-
proval. (1879)

GOLDFINCHES, grand lot cocks, 1/G, 2/- ;
selected

one, stormer for size, 5/-; hens, 9d.; Bullfinches,

cocks, 1/-, 1/6; one fit to show, 2/6; hens, Cd., 9d.;

Linnets in song, 1/-: Redpolls, Cd., three 1/-; Green-
finches, 6d.; Chaffinches, Cd. : Enoch Tams, Church-

-st., Longton, Staffs. (1826)
1.0VERS of Chaffinches should read what H. j.

Fulljnmes says about them. "Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cack
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
LOOK, look, look. Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. 1

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South, war-
rant cocks, well on seed, 3/- doz.; all kinds of
British (always in stock), handsome cook Goldfinches,
1/6 and 2/- each: dealers supplied: Chris. Hatton,-

31, R:chmon‘d-s.t., Brighton. (1881)
BIRDCATCHEK8, splendid invention; no br-ace bird
required ; stuff ed safety decoy

;
moves on flirt-stick

on balanced spring ; most perfect decoy advertised

;

Linnet®, 2/6; Goldfinches, 3/-; bird and fittings

complete
:
plenty in stock ; other Finches to order :

Hipperson, Waveney Wharf, Beccies. (1840)

CORN Buntings, Yellowhammers, Redpolls, Linnets,
Reed Buntings, Twitco, Tree Sparrows, Hedge Spar-
rows, Chaffinches, Giecnfinches, 1/- pair; selected
cocks, ]/- each; 24 mixed seed birds, 1/6; brighter
mixed, 1/- dozen; muling Goldfinches, 2j- each; ex-
change Mules: Fenn and Son, Bowere-lane, Isleham,
Cambs. ( 1886)

GREENFINCHES are very charming bird^, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to

send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2Id.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,

London, E.C.
ENGLISH giant cock Goldfinch, extra deep square-
cut blaze, nicely buttoned, truly .a gem, only 3/6;

I also another, bit smaller, in full song, 8/-; Norwich
type cock Linnet, perfect in size, markings and
colour, ‘2/6; gem Redpoll, a topper, 2/-; approval
with pleasure ; cash or deposit : Fred Allen, 150,

Porter-st., Hull.
" THE Siskin, Redpoll and Twite.’’ Tltis handy

little booklet contains much valuable information
as to the management of Siskins, etc., and if you
possc-s or intend to purchase any of these birds

you should have a copy by you for reference. The
price is oniy 2-J-d., post free.—Write, The Publisher,

Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

BRAMBLEFINCHES ready for exhibiting, 5 /-,. 7/6

each; Greenfinches, 2/6; Chaffinches, 2/G; Twite®,

5/-; Goldfinches, 7/6, 10/-, 15/-; Redpolls, 2/6; Lin-

nets. 5/-, 7/6, 10/-; Bullfinches, 5/, 7/6; all house-

mouited and many of them fit to win in keen com-

petition ;
great sacrifice, room wanted ; 24 hours’

approval: Cottingham, 9, Peveril-st., Nottingham.
COCK Goldfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-; cock Bullfinches,

2/-; hens, 1/-; cock Linnets, 1/-; 3 for 2/-; cock

Larks, 1/-; hens, 6d. ;
cock Woodlarks, 2/6; hens,

1/6; cock Yellowhammers, 1/-; hens, Gd. ;
cock Red-

polls, 9d. ; hens, 6d.; cock Chaffinches, 1/-; hens,

Gd. ;
bright mixed aviary birds, 0/- dozen: Barbary

Doves, 2/6 pair: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1886)

GRAND, selected true pairs. Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/-;

Bullfinches, 2/6, 3/-; Linnets, Redpolls, Chiffinches,

Greenfinches, 1/-, 1/6; Yellow Buntings, 1/6, 2/-;

all per pair;, grand pair aviary-bred Ribbon Finches,
i/-- young aviary-bred Cockatiels, 5/- each; grand

trio white Peking, Bantams. 7/6; approval, de-

posit: A. J. Underwood, 24, Wcllington-st., Ketter-

ing. (1880)

SIX Linnets 5/- each; 2, Siskins, 5/- each; 1 Goldie,

6/-; 3 Redpolls, 2/6 each; 2 lien Bullies (laid in

aviary), 2/6 each; all above house-moulted and
lively millers, for small shows; Goldie, 10/-; Siskin,

7/6- Twite, Mealy and Lesser Redpoll, 5/- each;

Snow Bunting, 5/-; Chaffinch and Yellowhammer, 2/6

each; house-moulted; approval: Price, 18, Milton-st.,

Walsall.
,

.

(I8?4 )

C. PRIOR offers, at very reasonable prices, choice

bousemoilted Goldfinch, Siskin, Greenfinch, Linnet,

Chaffinch, and Lesser Redpoll, for immediate ex-

hibition at local and members’ shows ; also selected

field moulted se-edeaters as they come to hand ;
a

few grand Goldfinches, Linnets and Relpolls now
ready; state wants, enclosing stamp: Hill Farm,
Ropley, Hants. (1845)

EXHIBITORS, real giant Scotch cock Linnet, beau-

tiful colour and pencilling, 3/6; cock Twite, grand

size and shape, A1 colour, very distinct markings,

3/8 ; cock Bullie-, topper, tip-top size, colour, cap,

and bars, certain winner, 5/- ;
hen Bullie, a marvel

for size, ’large, beautifully rounded head, a beauty,
3'-- cock Siskin, good all-round Finch, fine bib, cap.

and thigh lac-ing, 4/6; cock Redpoll Lesser, best we
have seen for a long time, quite outstanding -size,

mahogany colour, enormous bib and perfect thigh

markings, 3/- ; cock Chaftie, great eize, rare colour,

wonderfully pure whites, 2/6; approval: cages, 3d.;

patronised by all the leading exhibitors: Ross

Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (18S1)
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NOTICE, rock Goldfinches, nullfliif 2'-, y r,

lied brca tcii Linnets, Redpolls, Cliafllm lie Y< Mow’
bummers, Skylarks, Cd each, 3 for 1. .;, Gn . nfinr be
3d. ; Brambleflnr lics, Thru -die®, Blackbirds, l /., i c,

each- above bins, half price-. Note.— Bird mloeVd
for showing, muling, .and full song, fid. ex tin ap
proval, ell-posit: Gould, Blrdeatclu-r, Iloldford-re!

,

Witton, Birmingham. (l‘86f
TRAP cages, all soldered, punch bar tops, best
trap ever seen for catching, single 8el.. double l

treble 2/-; Cliafflnelie®, Twites, Yellow hammer: .

Larks, Redpolls, Brambleflnches, Blue 'fit-. Great
Tits, Robins, Reed Buntings, Corn Bunting-, picked
cocks, 3 for 2/0, cash or depcoft; noted for bom- t
dealing; wanted Snow Bunting. Linnet Mule, lor
call birds : Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st., Oaf h ad. <1878|
EXHIBITION cock Goldfinch, with i how cage, 5/fi

;

also on© of the largest British cock Bullflnebe, ever
seen, witli splendid cap, wing bar-, blood red breast,
can win anywhere, 5/6; and a monster well pencilled
Norwich type cock Linnet, a topper, Sfi, a few
steady cock Linnets, on full song, 1 each, witli
new cage 2/-; cock Goldfinch, 1/6, 2. each; cock
Bullfinches, 2/-, hens 1/- each

;
approval, cash or de-

posit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (1867)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cocks; Goldfinches, Bullfinches 1 ’6,

2'/-, dozen 12/-; Larks, Linnet®, Cd., 1/-, dozen 4

Greenfinches, Redpolls, 6d., dozen 2/6; Mules,
Canaries, 5/0, 7/6, dozen 60'-; young Canaries. 2 ,

dozen 18/-; bird-lime, 6d., 1 -; special cock Si-kin
,

5/-; stamp replies: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (1834i

CHAMPION BRAMBLEFINCH
Winner of Hardbiil Championship last Palace show

;

“Cage Bird®” report says: 1st, “C.B.” Champion
Diploma, and £'3 cash sp., an ideal specimen, good
at all show points, adds to-day a notable perform-
ance to an already remarkable list of wins, put
down in perfect condition, a bold, stylish, grandly
spangled bird, of wonderful colour, and carrying
flank lacing ®uch as is seldom seen.” Probably the
finest Bramble ever exhibited, thirty-three firsts

under twenty-three judges, now in superb condition,

price £5, including first-class show cage; approval;
telegrams preference: Arthur Brotherhood, New-
port, Salop. (1860)

Goldfinches, Giant English
Cock Goldfinches, the finest that can be found in

the length and breadth of England, every hird fit

to win in the keenest of competition, arid as big as

Siberian, Goldfinches, and warranted sure mulers

apd prize takers, 4/6, 5/6, 7,0 each, or 2 for 8,-, cash

or deposit at “Cage Birds": Power and Russell, 10,

Granby-place, Bethnal Green, London. Eet. a cen-

tury. (1883)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful cock Linnet®, singing, II- each. 3 2/6: a

few for the bench, 2 /- each
;
some good catching

birds, 6/- each; English Peartree ccek Goldfinches,

2/6 each; a few real toppers, 3 0 each ;
satisfaction

guaranteed: W. Johnson. The Bird Expert and Em-
porium, 55, George-st., Leeds. - (1876)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.

We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by

every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor cf this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds

of winning Mules. So if you inteud buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week

to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight

from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/-, six 7/-; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three 5/-, six 8/6: cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, 1/-;

Lancashire cock Linnets, Sd., lCd., 1/- each, threo

1/6, six 2-/3; twelve 4/-; cock Larks, Cd., 8d., 10d.;

caged off, singing, 1/-, 1/8, and 2/- ;
three

1/4, six 2/6, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked, 9d.

and 1/-. six 1/6, twelve 2/6; cock Chaffinches, 9d.,

1/-, and 1/6 each; Greenfinches, Cd. each, three 1/3;

cages, for any _pf above, from Cd., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,

and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/6 ;
send lor catalogue

of everything. Established 50 years: Sandiford,

Bird Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds sold by me are

guaranteed to be exactly as described, and are sent

on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-

ing that unless they realise your every expectation

and give perfect satisfaction tluy have only to be

returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole

of your money is promptly returned without ques-

tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large

stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in

perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on

hard seed, at 1/C each, threo 4/-. six 7/-, twelve 1-/-,

two dozen, 22/-; specially selected larger cocks, for

shows or muling, and guaranteed row in song, 2/-

each, three 5/-, six 9/-, twelve 16/-; few extra special

clean moulted cocks, ill full colour and superb condi-

tion, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each; hen Goldfinches, 1 - each,

three 2/-, six 4/-, twelve 7/-.; grand lot of cock Bull-

finches, in full colour, 1/6 and 21- each ;
exhibition

specimens, 3/-, 4/-, and 5/- each ;
hen Bullfinches, 1--

and 1/6 each; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,

all guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown jacks

and rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/0, six 2/6,

twelve 4/-; specially picked larger cocks for show,

muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in

song, 1/ each, three 2/6, s-ix.41-, twelx-e <
/-

. rieas^,

rote- these Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds’, but warranted caught by my own men in

county of Worcester. Splendid lot, clean moulted

Redpolls, cocks or hens, 6<1. each, tlire- 1.3, - -

2/-, twelve 3/- ;
picked cocks, for exhibition,! each

:

splendid lot cock Skylarks, Sd. each three 116. set

0 6- specially selected steady cocks, for singing,

T/. ’
1/6 and 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, Sd. each,

three I/O, six 2/6, twelve 4/-: cock Greenfinches, Cd.

each three 1/-, six 1/6; exhibition yellows, 1/- each;

cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each Following guaran-

teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, -/<>, Ll ' l7

nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 1/-

per pair • travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.

All birds are guaranteed to have been properly

netted by expert catchers employed sole!) by myself

in county or Worcestershire, an) none are sent out

until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-

tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-

chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-

tection Act, as no "recently taken birds are sent

out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and

customers advised of despatch m all cases. See

appliances column for advt.l. (Has)

IV. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM
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Goldfinches, Unnets, Chaffinches, Larks
1 have on Im nil u largo stock of Worcestershire
Goldfinches, t horoughly on hard mid, warranted
cook*, 1yd, three 4;-, six. 7/-, 12/- dozen; specially

•elected cock Goldfinches, in song, 2. -, 2/d, three
fl/., .six 8/d, Id/- dozen; clear moult, , 1 cock Gold-
finches, steady, ready to show at once, 3/-, 4/-, £/-

each
;
hen Goldfinches, 1/-, threo 2/-, d/- dozen

; I

have a largo stock of Larks, Chaffinchc*, lied polls,

and Jledhreasted Linnets, all warranted genuine
cocks, (id., three 1/3, sis 2/3, 4/- dozen; specially
selected Lurks, (Jhafllnches, and Linnet*, lor shew-
ing or contest singing, 1/-, three 2/-, 3/- dozen ;

two-
year-old cock Linnets, very steady, in song, 1/d, 2/-,

2 /d each ;
hen Linnets, hen Chaffinches, 3d., 1/3 dcz. ;

cock lirccnllnchc*, 0d., threo 1/-, 2/- doz.
;

selected

yellow cocks, 1/-, three 2/-; cages, 6d., 9d., 1/- each;
self-acting spring trap nets, best on murket, 18in. x

241n., 1/-, three I/O; 20in. x Min. 1/2; 24 in. x Sdln.,

1/4), carriage paid; everything on approval at my
risk, cash or deposit, and money returned if not
satisfied; travelling cages, 3d. Midi: Thomas Hughes,
Bhxl Merchant, Saltlcy-rd., Birmingham.

GRANP CHANCE
1814 English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, three 4/0, six 8/-:

special largo selected, 2/6, 0/-, three 0/0, six 10/-;

hens 1/-, three 2/0; cock BullQnche*, 2/-, throe 4/-;

liens 1/ , 1/3, three 3/-
;
Lancashire cock Linnets 84.,

three 1/0, six 2/3, 4/- doz.; selected for showing 1 /-.

1/41; largo cock Larks, (Id., three 1 /-, 3/- dcz.; sing

iug cock Lark and cage, 1/0 ; red-breasted cock Red-
poll®, 8d., three 1/0; host birdlime, 7d. i 1b . , 1/ ill).,

18 llh., postage free : Mutt Hopkins, llird Specialist,

11, Fylde-st., ITeston, Lancashire, list. 1806. (1S78)

MIXED wild seed, fresh, clean, invaluable for

British, 04. quart, 1/0 gallon
;
exchange liulliea, hens

:

I'olicc, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (1877)

HARRY ALLEN, THEM1GINAL LINNET KING
Beautiful cock Goldfinches, (lie largest in England,
with deep squaro cut scarlet blaze, well tanned on
lirca*t, real prize, winners for the bench. 4/0 each;
other good birds, singing hard, 2/0 and 3/-; Bull-

line lies, beautiful cock liulltinehes, with double rich

colour on breasts, and beautiful black cap, real

prizewinners, 4/0; other good birds, 2/0 and 3/- each;
beautiful lien Bullfinches, 1/6 and 2/-; Linnet*, beau-
tiful cock Linnets, real Norwich type, beautifully

pencilled, 2/- each; Linnets taught by ttie World's
Champion, with new cage, and my book of secrets,

3/0 the lot: Linnets from the same place as tho
Champion Linnet of tho World, 1/6 each ; I am the
only dealer that can get this class of birds; Yellow-
hammers, Chaffinches, and Greenfinches, 1/6 each;
they are real show specimens; my book of secrets,

which tells you how to moult and train Linnet* for

contests; soft moult, and the only cure; how to
make Larks sing for contests; liow to teed the
Siberian Goldfinch ;

how to save Urcypat.ro from
living ; it is tho beet book published of its kind, and
which 1 am the originator, price 1/- each

;
best bird

lime in England, 1/8 lb., lOd. (lb. ; best Linnet
whistles in England, 60. each; send to the old firm:

Harry Allen, Bird Specialist and Judge, City

Aviaries, 40, Beckett-st., Leeds. (1886)

Miscellaneous.
|

CHOICEST Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets; no
fresh caught rubbish; list free: Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich.
EXHIBITORS; grand lot of winners for sale; also

selected birds for exhibition and mule breeding;
special list free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. ( 1886)
BED BREASTED cock Linnets, 3 1/3, 4/- dozen;

warranted cock Larks, biggest and best in England,
2/6 dozen; Blackbirds, Thrushes, cocks, 3 2/-; Ycl-
lowbauimcTs, 1/- each: .). Whitclcy, Bostou-rd., Hoi-
beach. (1877)

CANARIES.
Border Fancy.

|

BREEDER'S CARD.
BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-id., Lee Green, 8.12.

Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties, ibices
moderate; state wants.

Softbills. 1

FOR weekly supply Blacks and Thrushes; deale.rs:

8towe. (See llardbills.) (1881)

SELECTED cock Thrushes, .Blackbirds, 1/3: Stowe,
The Blackbird King. (Hoe llardbills.) (1881')

THRUSHES, Thrushes, Thrushes, on food; six 3/-,

6/6 dozen
;

beauties : Stowe. (llardbills.) (1881)

LARKS, cocks, 2/- dozen; selected four, 1/-:

Howard, Barbers Moor, Croston, Lancashire.

PARKS, Larks, grand cock Larks, 2/3 dozen
; can

supply weekly: U. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris, Cambs.
(1882)

SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/- each: William
Wright, 54, Shellficid-rd., Marsliside, Southport.

(1S77)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

each : William Maries, jun., 19, Dean-st., Crediton,

Devon. (1882)

SPLENDID hand-reared cock Lark, sings daylight
or gaslight, cage, 3/C: Hope, 270, Great Bridge-st.,

West Bromwich. (1841)

EXHIBITORS.—Very fine cock Nuthatch, well on
feed, in perfect condition, 5/6: Pearce, Tobacconist,
Abingdon, Berks. (1879)

LARKS, Perkins, Aviary, Chatteris, can supply any
quantity ccek Larks, 2,0 doz., warranted ;

don’t for-

get, oldest firm living. (1860)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, 1/-; also hand-reared young cock, 9d. ; ap-

proval: George Holt, Dunstable. ' (1878)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, few
in *ong, 3/6 each, others 2/- each, 20/- dozen ;

hens,

8,- dozen: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1876)

JAY, in splendid plumage, just starting to talk,

can whistle like a man. price, 6/6: C. Reynolds,

125, Highgate-rd., Sparkbrook, Birmingham. (1882)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
cheap, on approval, send me jour address; will

send immediately: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. (1823)

LARKS, Larks, large, upstanding cock Larks, not
to be beaten in size and quality, 2/6 dozen

;
dealers,

fanciers supplied: E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.
(1882)

TRY our special insectivorous food for Larks,
Thrushes and all species of Softbill birds, lOd.

per lb. ; post paid: Cooper, 163, Princees-st., Man-
chester. (1883)

GUARANTEED, beautiful hand-reared Thrush, 1913,

just over moult, singing, finger tame, in cage, cost

10; 6, good advertisement, 10/- lot; only wants see-

ing and hearing: Wiltshire, 8a, Hermit-st., Notting-
ham. (1876)
SKYLARKS, Skylarlo, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3’’ tells

you. 2)d. post froe from "Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
FINE hand-reared Green Woodpecker, 35/-; ditto
Wryneck, 30/-; adult cock Black Redstart, 30/-;
Goldcrest, gein, 25/-; Trcecreeper, perfect, 25/-;
Bearded Tits, fit to win, 20/- pair; Long-tailed Tits,
ditto, 10/- pair; cock Nuthatch, very fine, 10/-:
Frost, 13, Fairlawn-avcn., Chiswick, London. (1886)

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is altered Jn "Nutshell No. 26,” by II. J. Full-
lame*. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
/most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles cf cage* also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworm*? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 21*1 . from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

»t., London. E.C. Look at our lust of agents; call on
(ho nearest and get it for 2d.

BORDERS, cocks 4/6, liens 2/-; yellow crested cock,
6/-: F. J. D. Mann, Park-rd., Brechin, Forfarshire.

( 1884)
BORDERS: Some grand birds for .show or atoek
from this noted strain; approval, stamp: Craig, High-
8t„ Brechin. (1661)

TYPICAL Borders for sale, Greens and Cinamons,
from 12/6 a pair: M. Cossar, 26S, llainilton-st.,

Ncwcastle-on-Tync. 0884)
(BABB A F1NLAYS0N have some grand birds for

disposal, show or stock, reasonable; approval: 120,

Montrose-st., Brechin. 0885)
BORDERS, clears and mark*, cocks from 5/-, hens
from 3/-, matched pa.irs from 7/6: Robertson. 22,

Southesk-tcrrace, Brechin. (1878)
BOKDER8, cocks, 4/6, 5/6 and 7/C; hens, 2/6 and
3/6; real good typical birds; approval: ltoss,

Canary Breeder, Forres N.B. (1886)
EXHIBITION Borders for «ale, parents big win-

ners, cocks 10/-, hens 5/- upwards : Smith, 4, Alexan-
dra-terrace, Llandrindod Wells. (1883)
HIGH-CLASS Borders for sale, clears, marks,
cinnamons; cocks from 7/6, hens from 5/-; ap-
proval : Irons, Park-pi., Brechin. (18S6)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or
song, prices low, easy payments taken ;

approval

:

MoKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
LIVINGSTONE has good Borders cheap; cheap
Borders good; approval or inspection proves my
statements; 240. Main-st., Rutherglen. (1884)
BORDERS, pair green 10/6; yellow, green and
cinnamon cocks, 8/6 each; exchange concertina,
anything: Pearce. 231, Cathcdral-rd., Cardiff. (1885)
SIX pairs cinnamons, eix pairs greens, a few clink-

ing buff green hens for sale, cheap to clear; ap-
proval: Robert Lambic, The Aviaries, Whitburn,
Linlithgowshire. 1 1876)

TYPICAL Borders, related to my cup and diploma
winners at City and Suburban last week, clears,
marks, and greens, 10/6 pair upwards : Hobden,
96, Grosvcnor Avenue, Wallington. (1873)

G. W. SANDERS is expecting to move to o'.d ad- I

dress at Sutton, so is clearing out fifty Borders
from his cup winners at half-price ; approval a
pleasure: Thursiay Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. (1876)

H. 0. HUMPHRIES has few good Borders for sale,

mated or single birds; parents direct from 1(. Ben-
net

;
buff hen, 2nd Clapham ;

yellow lien, 3rd Clap-
ham (novice), 17s. 6d. each; state wants to: 38,

Elmine-rd., Lewisham, S.E. (1S75)

CHAMPION Borders, for show or stock, clean, all

related or bred from Brechin cup winner, all marks,
bred from ideal eye markings; Cinnamons, bred from
National winners

;
cocks, from 5/- to 30/- ;

liens from
3/- to 48/- ; stock pairs from 10/- to 40/- ;

cheap to
clear

; approval ; overstocked ; Patterson, Grocer,

NOTICE, grand lot Crests and Crcstbreds, for show
or breeding, prices low, easy payments' taken; ap-
proval: Mehcand, Scabri&iit, Caatle lxmgias. (1791)
CRESTS and Crcstbreds, to be .'Old cheap, same
strain as my winners at Newcastle; approval:
George Dobson, 103, James-st., BJaydou-on-Tync.

(1883)
T. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offer* several
show Crests, Crcstbreds, yellows and buffs, over
moult; also grand stock birds, reasonable prices;
approval. (1881)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, very large, best strain in
England, 35 years breeder, many good winners sold;
cheap, approval: T. Uillingtoii, 55, Colwick-rd., Not-
tingham. (1823)
PAIR young Crests, £1 1/-; another, 17/6; several

Crcotbred liens, 15/-; ail large feathery birds, 1913
rung; approval, deposit: Mis3 Onslow, “Ingleby,"
Bournemouth. (1877)
CRESTS and Crestbrcds, best Mood in the world,

a few really good pairs and singles to .spare at rea-
sonable prices; say price prepared to give; stamp:
Rev. (1. W. Joyce, Wellington, Somerset. (1853)
MY entire stock of champion Crests to be sold;

this strain is well-known, and has produced some
of the best living; state requirements; approval;
safe delivery guaranteed; Judge, Silk, Whitstable.

(1855)
WILLIAM TATMAN, Midland Road, Wellingbor-
ough, lias for sale some grand Crests and Crest-
breds, cocks and liens, or would exchange about
12 pair* for good motor bicycle and side-ear; cash
adjustment if necessary.
C. ROBERTS, breeder winning Norwich; large Bull
finch type cocks, yellows and bull*, can win, from
20/3 each

;
a special clear yellow cock, show bird,

70/-; stock birds from 10/6; state wants
;
approval;

Stannatiey, Newton-drive, Blackpool. (1862)
CHAMPION massive Crestbred cock, variegated,
3rd Norwich recently, price 21/- ; monster Crested
cock, 2nd Norwich, real topiicr, can win most
•shows, price £2 2/-

; clinking Crestbred hen, varie-
gated, gem, only 18/6; others equally cheap; above
bred from cup winners, best blood extant, 1914
bred, dark Crested lien, E vims' strain, bargain at
7/6: George Cubiey, Lutton C'owts, Long Sutton.

(1886)

NO OTHER PERSON CAN
pve you such value in high-class Piainheaded exhi-
bition Norwich cocks and hens, also for breeding,
at stock bird prices. State requirements. Or for
stoek purposes try any of following on approval

;

nothing like the value ever offered in this journal.
( ocks,5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2 /-, 3/-, 4/-; pairs.
7/0, 8/6, 10/6 up. Greats, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, to £5 pair;
cages, ad.; detailed list free.

BEAR THIS IN MIND.
1 possess what I advertise, hence no waiting, as L»
so lrequcntjy the case with other*.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

A. J. SLADE
has some champion Crest and C. P.reds for sale,
several can win in good company; approval, de-
posit: 2-1, Vaughan-rd., Coldharbour-lane, Camber-
well- (1853)

j
Greens,

j

YORKSHIRE Greens, a few good birds for chow cr
stock purposes, reasonable; approval: McDermott, 9

,

Maple Grove, Liverpool. (1883)
NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-
ing as my Manchester winning ben; approval:
Jenkins, 82, Chureh-st., Widn-es. (1855)
FOUR high-class Yorkshire greens, 1914 bird-s, sing-
ing incessantly, warranted, 20/.-, or offers: Driver,
Coal Merchant, Steeton, Keighley. (1877)
STOCK and show birds, from rny celebrated win-
ners, holders of tire G.C.A. cup; inspection in-
vited; prices reasonable: Metcalfe, 68, Bruuswick-
rd., Liverpool.

Norwich.

Chirns ide, Berwickshire. (1886)

Belgians.
(

BELGIAN and Yorkshire cross yellow cocks and
liens, buff cocks and hens : Welch, 93, Fcx-rd., Shef-
field. (1881)
CHAMPION Belgians, yellow and buff cocks and

liens, cheap, approval, will exchange pair Belgians
for pair Orests or Scotch Fancy

;
no rubbish offered

or wanted: Butts, 12, Lower Maudlin-st., Barn-
staple. (1874)

{
Cinnamons?"")

GRAND large deep yellow 1913 ccck, winner, Dor-
mer's strain direct, bargain, 17,6: Baker, Waterloo-
rd., Ipswich. (1876)
GRAND cinnamons, stock or show birds, cup win-

ners, also winners of many prizes; stamp: Brown,
35, Mutley Plain, Plymouth. (1866)
CHAMPION cinnamons, few choice birds at low
prices, from my winners, at all leading shows: Rev.
Numc, Harrington, Cumberland. (1877)

MRS. TWIiDDLE, Wemberley-st., Blackburn, can
spare a few Cinnamons bred from my Liverpool and
Manchester winners

;
also few Greens ; stamp reply

:

(18G9)
“STILL at the Front” with Cinnamons. Won
three firsts, second, two thirds, out of four Cinna-
mon classes), 56 birds., Avonbridge

; see report

;

all colours for rale cheap: Walter 8. Wilson,
"Glendyne,” South Park Road, Hamilton. (1879)

BREEDERS' CARDS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no
better blood

;
grand typo and quality.—Reid's

Buildings, Ncwtongrange.
J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
diplomas of honour, silver cups and medals, etc.;
some fine birds rdtidy at. prices to suit all ; ap-
proval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Lukes, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local
shows, from 20/-; unflighted birds from 7/6;
matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

Crests and Crestbreds.
(

YELLOW marked Norwich cock, good songster,
5/C; large green Crest-bred cock, 7/6: McNaughton,
Alne, Yorks. (1881)
CRESTS, massive, winners: cock or hen, 10/6, 20/-

each; ten days’ approval: W. Powick, Eastfieid Cot-
tage, Dewsbury. (1851)
EIGHT Crested, 3 Crestbred cocks, 5 Crested, 9

Crestbred hens mostly rung, from 5/- : Gillespie. 19,

Allergate, Durham. (1884)
CREST-BR.EI) cock Canary, 7/6; variegated lien,

3/6, or exchange anything useful : Collins, Morchard
Bishop, North Devon. (1874)
CRESTS, C.B.’s, cocks, hens, bred from my win-
ners, sell cheap; approval: Thos. Bewick, 44, Mil-
ton-street, South Shields. (1880)
LARGE 1913 yellow, also buff Norwich cock,
Bowycr direct, 10/- each; approx il, cash or de-
posit : Eccles, Rhosymedrc, Ruabon. (1881 >

CRESTS and Crcstbreds, salo cheap, or exchange
blankets; approval: Fred Clapham, 324, Langsett
Terrace, Stocksbridge, near Sheffield. (1878)
CREST, Crestbred cocks, liens, all my stock for

sale, and birdroom requisites; price reasonable: Mc-
Call, 4, Albion rd., West, North Shields. (186-1)

BRAYBROOK can -spare well-bred Norwich, prices
very moderate: 9, Stanley-st., Brbrfield. (1850)
D. DKVOY has a few high-class Norwich for sale,

prices from 10/-: 23, George-et., Stranraer. (1855)
TWO clear hens, buff and yellow, both good 1913

birds, 2/6 each : J. Goodchild, Clare, Suffolk. (1863)
WANTED, Norwich cock Canaries for cash.

—

Edmonds and Edmonds, Naturalists, Eastbourne.
(1881)

NOW’ is your chance : A few good Norwich cheap
for cash; 22, Jleath-st., Cheetham liili, Man-
cne-ster (1886)
FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocks from 5/6,

liens 3/-; cash or deposit : Dack, Worlinphani,
Beccles. ' (1874)
GRAND Norwich, show or stock birds, champion
strain; stamp, approval: Brown, 35, Mutley Plain,
Plymouth. (I860)
NORWICH cocks from 7/6, pairs 10/-; wanted,

coc.k Rollers; state prices; Mains, 65. 8hields-rd.,
S.S. Glasgow. (1886)
YOUNG Canaries. Norwich, handsome birds, ' cocks,

full song, 7/6 and 10/6; hens, 3/6 each: Miss Close,
Lexden, Steyning. (1874)
COCK Goldfinch and cage, will sing at anything,
5/6; suit catcher or mulcr: Fred Allen, Porter-
st. Aviaries, Hull.
SHOW and stock birds, 1913-14, clear and greens,

cheap to clear, stamp reply: Hutton, Ivyica, Lar-
bert, Stirlingshire.

( 1861 )TWO buff Norwich cocks, 10/- each; 3 buff hens,
a/- each, Vardy’s strain: A. Holmes, Flctcher-st.,
Heauor, Derbyshire. (1877)
HENS, 3/- each; variegated, 4/-; 1913; good cocks,

10/-; exchange large buff hens: S. Large,' 59,
Sprules-rd., Brockley. (IS,85)
NORWICH, 2 splendid yellow cock*, 2 buff hens,

1914, show cage, cheap : Gardener, Tranmere, Old
Colwyn, North Wales. (1883)
NORWICH for sale, clettTsl, var., yellows and

buffs, cocks and hens, cheap; approval: Taylor,
113, Iligh-st., Brechin. (1878)
GOOD Norwich cheap, cocks or hens ; value high,

prices low; try them and satisfy yourself: Living-
stone. (See Border®.) (1884)
GOOD Norwich 1’lainlicad own breeding, from 10/-
pair; approval, deposit, three days: Wilkcn, 53,
Shipstonc-rd., Norwich. (1876)
TWO clear buff Norwich cocks, both winners 2nd
prizes, 25/- two, or separate: J. Garbutt, 8,
Countess-st., Stockport.

(1876)FEW pair* Norwich I’lainhcads, 12/6 pair upwards;
single cocks, 8/6, liens 1/6 upwards: Gilbert, 50,
Brownlng-st., Leicester. (1876)

PRIZE-BRED cocks, 6/6; some very nice hens from
,

a tv wants; on approval; J. Day, Fornham-
rd v Rury St. Edmunds. (1885)
HORSLEY, Butcher, Norwich, can spare few grand
yellow or buff cocks, plenty ol size and quality, 15/-
each, hens 10/-; approval.

( 1863 )NORWICH cocks in full song, from 4/9, hens from
1/9; satisfaction guaranteed: Sjd. Mothcrsolc, 20,
Hurnberstone-rd., Leicester. tlS75>
HANDSOME young, rich yellow and variegated
Norwich cocks, splendid songsters, 3,6 each, two
6/-: Stephens, West Drayton. il£80)
GOOD quality buff cocks, 7/6; marked yellow,

7/-; yellow hens, 6/- each, or four for £1 :

Roberts, 43, Young-st., Derby. (1876)
FEW unflighted clear and ticked yellow Norwich

cocks, 5/. cacli
; approval, cash or deposit: H. Jlvde,

Melviile-sq., llridport, Dorset. (1877)
STOUT, unflighted Norwich fed cooks, 4/-, 5/-,-

licns, 2 / 6 , 3/6; approval anywhere; deposit: Smith,
192, Rufsellst., Northampton. (1878)
NORWICH cocks for sale, buff 10/-, yellow green

12/6; inaikrd buff, 7/6; on approval: J. Spcffortb,
2 , Upper Kaglan-st., Todmordon. (,1875j
NOTICE.— Grand lot Norwich, for :.liow or song,

prices low, easy payments’ taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Gastle-Donglas. (1791)
EDWARD FOX, Breeder champion Norwich, winner

at Palace, good birds for sale, cheap : Curzon
Aviaries, Long Eaton, Nottingham. (18«3y
NOVICES, three pairs class Norwich, cocks actual
winners, 15/- pair, own breeding; approval: Town-
end, Montrose, Upper Bognor, Ifognor. (1874)
OAKLAND'S champion Norwich, have few grand

birds for disposal
;
state wants and price about to

give; approval: 63, Welbeck-st., Hull.' (1SG5>
GOOD stock birds from winners, tine type and

quality, large, healthy, especially hens; moderate
pries : Barrows, Wardington, Banbury. (1885)
FOR sale, 27, Norwich cocks, alco number <•!' Irens
to be cold all together, or divided into lots; apply:
G. Humber, Bridge-st., Barrow-on-Soar. (1876)
LARGE buff cock, £‘l

; yellow cock, 10/-; butt hen.
6,6; yellow hen, 7/6; approval, deposit, cold-room:
Thomas Herbert, 35, South-st., Redditch. (187iy
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, 3 lintf variegated, 1 clear
(cocks), also few hcn,->; seen any time, Sundays in-

cluded: Turnbull, 50, Castlc-st_ Montrose. (1884)
NORWICH cocks, 4,0, 5/6, 0 /6 , 10/6; hens, 3/-,

4/- and 5/-; all good typical birtjs; try one on
approval : Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1885)
CLEARING out all my Norwich except 4 pairs,
from 7/6; good pairs, 30;- pair; several winners,
cheap : Bill, 35, Clement ilia-terrace, Carlisle. (1883)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, large Bullfinch type, 1914,
bred from winners, pair* from 12/6; state wants;
approval: Clarke, 69, Felixstowe-rd., Ipswich. (1876)

WANTED, good buff Norwich hen (1914); exchange-
three 1914 Border hens', bred from winners, 2/0
each: J. Garbutt, 8, Countess-st., Stockport.

(1876)
GOOD singing Norwich Canaries, natural colour, at

7/6 per pair
;
or cocks, 6/- ; hens, 2,’-

; guaranteed
healthy : 42, Stovell-rd., Moston-Iano, Manchester.

(1883)
FEW pairs typical Norwich, from 10/6; spar*

lions, from 4/-; cock Goldfinch Mule, 8/6; ap-
proval: Crook, 19, Godfrey-ot., ColwicK, Notting-
ham. (1876)

TWO pairs left, colour-fed, bull' cock, yellow
variegated hen, 17/6; buff cock, buff hen, 15/-;

will separate; exchange Crests: Harvey, Faith-st.,

Maidstone. U878)
I HAVE some Norwich hens; exchange for Nor-
wich show cages, and cases to hold two cages

;

yours first; Welch, 199k Avenue-rd., lichen,
Southampton. (1879)

NORWICH hen, beautiful shape, nice feather, will

win, 3/6; honestly worth 20/-; cash or deposit;
any length of .approval; bargain: Fred Allen, 156,

Porter-iSt., Hull.

TWO big Norwich 1913 hens, good feeders, large,

light, double breeding cage, movable fronts, all

accessories, 7/6 iot; bargain: Wiltshire, Sa, Hcrmil-
st

. ,
Nottingham. (1876)

STRONG, healthy Norwich Canaries for sale ;
cocks

from 6/- ;
hens from 5/- each

;
also come stock birds,

cocks and hens; state wants: F. Martin, 13, Shelley

-

st. Northampton. (1862)
A FEW good Norwich for disposal, closely related

to my winners, very moderate prices; approval, de-
posit: G. A. Harris, 12, Hazlewcod-lane, Palmers
Green, London, N. . (1863)

LARGE, typical Norwich, good in head and neck,

the right sort, cocks from (is., hens from 6s.; ap-
proval, stamp: G. Sharp, 74, Ccdar-rd., Sherwood
Rise, Nottingham. (18767

NORWICH, from winners, 1913 marked yellow, and
ticked yellow cock, 15/- each; 1913 buff cock, 20/-;

bargains; approval, stamp: Smith, 0, Lincoln-:, t.,

Gateshead-on-Tyne. (1884)

EXHIBITION: Grand yellow cock, 21/-; grand
yellow cock, 15/-; buff cock, 10/-; buff lien, 15/-;

yellow hen, 7/6; yellow hen, ticked, 10/-: Girling,

Harford-st., Norwich. (1886)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, large, grand type, good
heads, best strain in England, several winners, 35

years' breeder, cheap, approval: T. Billington, 55,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1823)

HAVE a few birds left, bred same way as my
winners, yellows or buffs, cocks from 7/0, bens
from 3/6: W. Oasley, 11, Ebrington-rd., Alphinglon-

rd„ St. Thomas, Exeter. (1877)

WINNERS.—Largo, tick buff cock, 30/-; variegated

yellow lien, 25/-; tick yellow hen, 25/-; above won
in keen competition; others from 10/-; approval:

G. Bennel), North-st., Lynn. (1881)

GIVING up, must sell, 45 birds, best, blood in

Fancy ;
matched pairs, certain to breed winners.

15 /-; cooks from 10 /-, lions from 5,-; approval:

Salter. 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (1S77)

BUFF r ock and two unflighted yellow liens, 25/-

;

also till'd) good stock buff from 12/6; few hens from

6/-; own breeding; stamp reply: \V. T. Mattlnson,
34,’ Poplar Avenue, Gt. Harwood. (1882)

J. HOLDEN'S noted champion strain; several

grand flighted, end unflighted yellows ond buff*,

both sexes; winners and. stock birds for tnlc; stamp
approval: 59, Hartington-st., Gateshead. ( 18,XI)

NORWICH allow, Nov. 5 (see “C.B.,’’ Nov. 14 for

my wins) ;
can spare a few good birds, cocks, froia

1 ( 1 /-; hens from 7/0 upwards; satisfaction guar

antecd: G. U. King. II, A*hby-et., Norwich. (1878)



A'qvemhku. 21, 1914. CAGE BIKDS
HAVING sclooted 6 cock.'! and 6 liens for 1915, I

have lew grand surplus birds, equal every respect

to M-leeteil, singles from 7/0, pairs 15/-; approval;

yviilc flow; F. Allsopp. lh'dn road, t'ardill'. (1874)

NORWICH to win. V. It. Goodman has miidc very
line birds of both sexes <iinl colour that, can win in

good company from 10/0 to (jo ;
approval: .'tatc

requirements to lit, Ucd/ofd-rd., Kempston, .Bedford.
(i«7m

THREE 1D14 clear hulf Norwich cocks, colour f d,

on full song. 0.(1 each; large bn IT hen, S/C; yellow

Yorkshire cock, 0/0; four, da.' s“ airproval, cash or

deposit: Peek, Ashman’s Hall Gardens, Heroics.
(1881)

NORWICH, iiico untlighted variegated yellow

cock, 2nd members' show, 12/-; typical unflighted
cap-marked yellow cock, l:t/’-; £1 pair ;

bargain;
approval: I’arkm-.on, 85, llodder-st., Accrington.

(1879)

MU. KCK EltSLEY can spare a very typical; largo,

bnff rock. A! stock bird, 40/-; capped yellow,

splendid substance, SO,' - ; Tew grand yellow
,
amt

hull hens: 51,' Erancis-rU.. Edgbaston, Birmingham.
(18-80.)

Wn.1.1 AM PRIESTLEY has for sale 3 untlighted

hull lulls, and hulf cock, Norwich, colour fed, 5/ to

10/- ; or would exchange for yellow or" Miff hen, tin-

flighted: 222, Charles) st., Boldon Colliery, Co. Our
liain. (1877)

MU. J. nil AN', winner cup, rase Ttowlo, diplomas,
medals, etc., lias some grand birds from bis win-

ning strain, prices from 7/(i
;

state requirements;
approval, satisfaction guaranteed: ilolmewood, Mat
lock. (1882)

LARGE, champion Norwich liens, two variegated
yellow, winners, lie and commended, two var. half.

1913 bred, two clear yellows, 0 - each; bargains,

worth double: Miller, Culmington Manor, Craven
Arms. ' (1880)

T ; \ N D linfliglitcd buff cock, rare size and sub-

stance. 15/-; typical bull hen, 1913, winner 1st

ipfwicii, 10 -; large yellow cock, bred from my
rm'e bowl winner, 15/-: E. Baker, Wnterloo-rd.,

IjISWiCh. (1870)

EXHIBITION Norwich, entire stock for sale, in-

chYding winners; cocks from 7/0, liens from 4/ -» all

.-vtit on approval; sonic rare bargains, including

cages; deposit : Apply, Baker, 44, Bowthorpe-rd.,

Norwich. (1879)

EXHIBITION yellow Yorks, cock, 10/6. a gem;
inoustrous bull. cocko, 8/0, 10/0 cadi; buff and yellow

liens, from 6/-; lovely Norwich hen, rare size and
quality, only' 10/0 : F. Marsav, 2, Prospect-place.

)

1 ingdale, Boosbeck. (l-"?4)
J

' FOR sale, 2 yellow green cocks, 20/- and bl -

each; also buff green lien, 12/6, -or would exchange

lor .yellow green and bull green hen's, must lie

large' bodied birds; on approval: -MeWatt; Boiinv-

bridge, Stirlingshire. <WSi)

M if. A. I./ 11AW KES effers exceptional deep

etdcur.-ied winning Norwich hen, with grand head,

, Uape and style with- size, out twice in keen com-

petition; accept 12 / j, given away: Iiawkes, -26,

P'?etoria-rd. .
Leytonstone. (1884)

CLEAR buff" cock, 1913, 2nd open class, good typo

and colour, would win amateur class, 10/- ;
buff

tnii-, short and thick-set-, sound health, 15/*

each, yellow cocks, cheap; approval: A. Bounds,

50. Melvillc-st., Northampton. (1877)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, colour-fed. grand type,

good heads, winners, cocks, hens from 8/C, 10,-.

12'-, 15/-, .20/-; several pairs from 10/-, 12/6,

15/-’ 17 t>, 20 -, 25/-; approval, deposit; stamp
reply : Grout, 64; Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (1881)

BUFF wing ticked Norwich cock, 10,-; yellow var-

iegated cock, 8-; buff hell, cap. marked, only 8/-;

1914 bred, from winners; 1913 buff cock, one toe

missing, good stock bird, 10/-; also few good ccck

Goldfinch Mules; bargains: Taylor, Draper, Bide-

Tord.
'

SOME winners in keenest competition to sell

which were reserved for my own showing : winners

of upwards of 1,000 prizes at all leading shows

;

exhibition birds from £1 to £4; stock pairs from
15"- upwards; approval and safe delivery guaranteed :

Judge Silk, Whitstabte. 0800)

MARTIN COOK’S winning strain: about 25 pairs,
|

suit, beginners, or those wanting change ol blood,

either pairs or singly, stock or exhibition, same

as my winners leading shows, own breeding; cocks,

pi b upwards; hens, 5/- upwards; approval: 30,

Piirbeek-rd., Bournemouth. (1870

J A IKES can spare well-known winning yellow

cock 1912 bred, also untlighted wing-ticked yellow

cock, winner, grand type and quality, 30/-; clear

untlighted vellow cock, can win, 30/-; clear un-

tlp'hted yellow cock, grand colour,. 15 approval

o:i receipt of cash: IS, Market-.-t ., Oxford. (1891)

HURT LEWIS, diploma winner, 18, Windmill-lane,

Kettering, can spare, few selected birds for show

or stock- also matched pairs and few choice buff

hens, good heads and necks, same hlocd as my Lei-

i-ester winner (see la^t week’s report); -state wants

;

approval anywhere, cash or deposit with Edi^m.^^

TYPICAL &n:art deep fed untlighted yellow

Norwich cock, .with plenty of size and substance,

21/-; also deep fed buff cock, trifle larger, 17/6;

both in excellent condition for shape and style

which will he hard to equal hut not excel for

treble the money; approval: Hawkcs, 26, ITetoria-

rd . ,
Leytonstone. (1884)

GIVING up exhibiting; clinking capped buff hen,

5912, 35/-; extra, good clear buff cock, massive stock

and show bird, 30/-; both winners; massive clear

buff hen, 1913- stocK bird, unfed, 17/0; clear yellow
cock, 15/-; untlighted ticked yellow hen, 20.-; un-
flighted clear yellow lieu, 12/6; approval, deposit:
Dnlzell, 96, Barker-st-., OUlhanr. (1984)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/H, by C. A. House. Tells

tin fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Ploinliead. The chapters on
•‘Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole hock
many times over: ‘‘Cage Birds," 154, Fleet street,

London
\Y. NICHOLS, 34, Beaconsficld-rd., St. Margarets?,

Twickenham, retiring from Fancy. My entire stock
of' champion Norwich to be sold; this strain is

well-known and needs no comment. Grand un-
flighted yellow cock, 50, •; ditto hen, 40/-: others
from 19 - upwards; also Yorkshire huff cock, 1st
Richmond, 3rd Windsor open, 30/-; state require-
ments: stamp reply. (1986)
Mil. C. W.- SILK will Olfer a few of his noted
winning Norwich, including his 2nd Palace clear
buff, and vhc yellow, a -chance for a fancier to get
a grand team; see show reports for wins. (1)

(Hear buff cock, noted winner the last three show?,
Portsmouth, 1st or.-d »ph, lfoseombe 1 sp., Palace,-
2nd, now in grand form, one of tiic best, £5; (2/
yellow cock, even marked wings, - winner, two ’st-

and vhc. Palace, as unflighted. now ready to do
tonic winning, £1: (3) grand clear yellow l.eii.

winner 1st’ last week, very short ami cobby, the
j

right tort- for- stock a.- well -as on bench. £.8; (O I

unflighted fic'-tod yellow, a real tip-top one in all
J

respects, -r certain vvinners,. £3, 10 -; also several
I

cithers,- ‘bred Rdnte f,i aimve, 10/-, .15-, - each; l

approval ’With' plcattirC: Glenrosa; Eniswor.tli. : (1881)
j

Remember

!

I Invite You
to come on any day but Sun-
day and inspect my rooms and
stock. I have a magnificent
collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Bordai/s, Crests, Mules,
British Rollers, ejc., and am

offering exceptional value in all varieties. Grand
lengthy Yorkshire cooks, in full song, 0/-, 7/6, 8/6,
10/- each. Smart erect Yorkshire Hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/ ,

7/6 each. Matched breeding pairs, personally
('.elected, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- p.:r pair. Smart
chick set, cobby Norwich, at

.
same prices as York-

shires. Exhibition Yorkshires, from mv well-known
strain of winners, Exhibition Norwich from my
i anions Gulldog strain, read}' for immediate bench*
ing, at 10/., 15/-, 20/., 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, to 100/- each,
Write, stating wants. Jf y ou arc unable to eomo
and make .your own selection I will condone or more
birds to any address in the kingdom on 10 days’ ap-
proval at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute satis-
faction to everyone, or cash returned in full, Send
a P.C. for .my Free illustrated Catalogue, gravelling
Gages, 3d. extra in all cases. Easy payments ar-
ranged with genuim fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Tto;n, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

CHAMPION cup bred unflighted Norwich cocks;mastive marked buff, such size, rare head, thick
set., win most- -shows, pnly 25/-; marked buff, 3rd
Norwich recently, natural colour, easy winner at
good shows, 25/- ; monster clear yellow also clear
huff, perfect all round Norwich, regular startlers,
good heads, stout-, teeming with quality, colour,
will catch the eyes of any Plainhead judge, only
50,- each; marked yellow cock, good size, type and
quality, only 15/6; above 1914 bred, none better
ever offered: George Cubley, button Gowts, Long
Sutton.

. . (1S86)OWING to illness, etc., I am forced to sell the
whole of my birds got together, regardless of cost
last year, and their young. This is an opportunity
not to be missed. Untlighted buffs, extra large,
good all through, 80/-; clear buff, 1st and special,
and special for best rung bird, Birmingiram,- July
40/- ;

variegated buff, 1st and special, SO/-; ticked
butt, second prize, 25./-; clear yellow, 1st and
special, SO/-; ‘second prize, "25/-

; clear buff,
Masons, Hull, from Palace winner, and father of
most of the above, 50/-; 2 yellow hens, mothers,
SO/- each; 3 buff cocks, large birds, 20/- each;
several really good hens, unflighted, and Vcar-o!d
birds, 25.'- to 30/- each; 4 small but well bred,
7/6 each; 20 breeding cages,. 2/0 each; 6 show-
cages, 1/- each

;
every appliances for a < ucccssfu!

start : Bast-o-ek, Viola House, Springfield-rd., Mose-
ley, Birmingham. (1880)

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER!
Cock Norwich or Yorkshire Canary, healthy, and in
song, with solid brass Japanned hanging cage glass
panelled, and highly finished, 10,'G; easy payments
taken: Hope's, Gt. Bridgc-st., West Bromwich. (1870)

JOHN TRENGOVE AND SON,
Higli-st., Rishton, Blackburn: we have a few choice
Norwich to dispose of; approval, stamp; .inspection
invited, one dear butt cock, bred 1913, show bird,
ty _ (1867)

CHAMPION NORWICH HENS.
Some of the best living to-day, and by far the
cheapest considering their quality, all ‘l914 bred
and from cup winners; large, stout clear yellow,
short thick set, price 11/6; tieked yellow, gem,
very good one, price 12/6; monster clear buff, large
head, stout-', thick set, win at once, only 12/6;
champion clear buff and clear yellow, two of the
best unflighted hens bred this season, £2 2 - etch,
can win champion classes best shows

; largo stout
marked buff, good- head, price -8/6; tieked buff,
7, 6; first orders have these bargains: George Cub-
ley, Lulton Gowts, Long Sutton. (1886)

SINGING COCKS, 3/9
Hens 1/3; Norwich, Yorkshires, Border, Fancies;
guaranteed sound and reliable; approval; trade
.supplied: E. Broadbcnt, Decorator, Lowfleld Shef-
field- (1877)

H. VALENTINE
Winner of numerous prizes, including 3 lsts and
specials, 3 2nds, 3 3rds, special for most points in
show, an-d special for best colour in show

; read
Bedford show report; some grand show ami stock
birds for salo from 7/6 to £2 10/-: 19, St. Alary’s,
Bedford. (1820)

J. KAYHURST, NORWICH
has supplied winners this season : large buff cocks.
20/- to 30/-; also yellow and buff liens, 15/- to 20/-;
approval, stamp: 217, Brunshow-rd., Burnley, (lf.65)

THE SORT YOU WANT
My birds won over 70 prizes last year; cocks, grand
size, splendid heads, from 7 6; some that can win,
20/-; liens, lovely type, quality, matched pairs frem
15/-: Rev. Nume, Harrington, Cumberland. (1877)

W. N. MIDGLEY
W. N. Mtdgley, Chesham House, Winslow, has a
most useful lot of Norwich for disposal at reason-
able prices. (1861)

Rollers & Singing Canaries
E REEDER S CARD,

ARTHUn CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Cluckc Kellers (pure Randall's). 151.
South Avenue. Soiitbciid-on-fjea. Member B.R.C.C.
Bird'S for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st am! silver cup inter. Show 1313.

ROLLERS, corks 3/9, f 9, and 5/0, liens 2/-; ap-
proval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forixs. N.B. (1884)

[

8ALE, 3 good Seifert- hens, 5/- lot, or exchange
1

singing Tcrk.-hise cock: 23, Albrrt-t- it., Neve-e-t.
Mon. (is~‘

t

til A.MJ'IGN . 1914 cocks, on full sorg/7/0 ofi. 'r t :i

days'' approval : W. RovvMc, EastlieM: Cottage. H»*s
bury, (1802)

FORI! Rollers, none holler at 7/0. 8/0, lO'C, hem
2/-; stamp reply: J. Bennett, -28, l.nvillcct ., Stour
bridge. (1H78)
G LUCRE and Seifert Rollers, erwh rung, 1914,

cocks 10/0, hens 3/-: It. Fletcher, 23, Cror- .t.,

Prescot. , (1880)
1! AN HALL’S (I lucke strain, 1914, rung cocks, 8/0,

19/6, 15/-; approval: Leigh, 57, llold-st., Altrincham,
Cheshire.. (18‘3)
HIGH CLASS Rollers, finest ctrsin, full song, cold-
room bred 1914; cocks, 7/0 and upwards; Aston, [Pin-
decr. Worcester. (1876)
ORGAN and schoolmaster trained, young Glueke
and Water Glucko cocks, 7/0, 10/6, 12,0: Higgins, 1,

Miiry-st., Tyldeslcy. {1874)
ROLLERS, one 1913 6/-, 1914 4 6. cocks, sing-

ing; box cages 9d. : Bent, 97, Hainilton-st., Rceli-
(kile-rd., Manchester. . (1803)
PURE Randall’s hollow roll strain, cocks ID/-, 12 6,

15'-, £1. liens 5/-; cash or deposit; Charles Smith,
205, Boulevard. Hull. (1864)
DEEP Water-Glucko Rollers, winning strain, cocks

from 10/6, liens from 3/6; approval; Parker, 5, Gladys-
rd.. Bearwood, Birmingham. (1870)
WANTED, a Roller cock Canary,' unflighted; must
be good songster; no fancy prices; give particulars:
Bymock, Prestfclch, Shrewsbury. (1879)
NO'flCii.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
WANTED Roller cock, exchange good Linnet Mule:

Howard, Factory-rd., ltoyston, Ileits. (1S74)
WALTON'S champion Glueke, water G'mkc Rol-

lers; cocks 10/C, 12/6, 15/-; approval, deposit: Wal-
ton, 6, Cross Green Crescent, LeixD. (1875)
ABSOLFTK bargain: Two 1913 English bred Seifert
Roller Schoolmaster cocks in full song, 10 - each:
Taylor, Sunningdale Terrace, llideford. (1882)
DEEP Glueke Roller cocks, 1914, B.R.C.O. rung,

18/6, 20 - and 25,'- each : approval: Smith, 19, J.icli-

field-rd., Newili volition, Wolverhampton. (1882)
PURE Randall's, genuine bargain, two deep Glueke
Roller Schoolmasters, B.R.C.C. rung, £1 each: Jop-
son, 181, Bury-ixL, Rxwtonstall, Manchester. (1872)
NICE little Yorkshire Terrier bitch; exchange
Rollers or British Birds; approval with pleasure:
Anstee, 117, Queen's-rd., New Tredegar, Mon. (1881)
six 1914 Glueke Roller cocks, all B.ll.C'.C. rung

full song. 10/0 each; approval: I!. Evans, 4, Bur-
nett-st., Alcrringtoii-lane, Spennymoor, Durham.

(1881)
niGII-CLA-SS Rollers, cold-rocin bred. Organ and
Schoolmaster trained, B.R.C.C. rung; cocko 10/6,
hens 3,0: approval: Hunter, 21, Cross-st., Brescot.

(1881)-
AWARDED gold modal Crystal Palace 1914, pure

Randall's strain, B.R.C.C. rung: cocks 12/6, hens
S'/-; exchange offers: King, S9, York-st., Cambridge.

(1881)
HTGH-CLASS water Glueke Rollers. B.R.C.C. rung,
cocks from 10/6, liens 4 -

; inspection invited
; ap-

proval: X. llilson, 35, Botany-laue, Ashton-under-
Lyne. (.1864)

ULUCRE and Watcr-Ghic.ko Rollers, young cocks,
10/C, 12(6, 15/-; hens same strain, 5/6; 7 days’ ap-
proval: J. C. Banks, 49, St. Huberts-rd., Great Har-
wood. (1852)
HIGII-C'LASS Glueke and Seifert cocks, 7/C, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain; (hens, 2/6, 3/0;
cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. '

i”-!?)
BARGAIN.—2 genuine high-class Roller school-
masters, puro Randall direct, 15/6 and 25’.-,

B.R.C.C: rung; Wantling, 32, Corporation-stl,
Bacup. (1880)
WANTED, lix Roller cocks, on full song, in ex-
change chocolate malt-, sable female Porn puppies,
5 months, champion pedigree; Davies, 31, Barke-st.,
High ley. (1879)
GENUINE, Glueke, water Glueke Rollers, Ran-

dall's, B.R.C.C. rung; cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; hens,
4/-, 5/- ; approval, deposit : Allen, Albcrt-st., Wed-
ncsbury. (1876)
CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall's, B.R.C.C. rung,
thoroughly trained cocks from 10s. Gd., hens from
3s. Od. ; approval willingly: Davy, Snelston Gardens.
Ashbourne. (1877)
TWO 1914 Roller Norwich cocks, full song

; ex-
change good pair gent.'s boots, size 7, or what
offers; yours first: A. Draper, 55, North-st., Hal-
stead, 'Essex. (1886)
GLUCKE strain Rollers, Randall's, Lyon's, highly

trained cocks, 7/(5 to 15/-; hens, 3/-; pairs selected;
approval: Eariishaw, Breeder, Trainer, 7, Rook-st.,
Nelson, Lanes; (I860)
HIGH-CLASS Seifert Rollers, cold-room bred,

cocks from 7/- to 15/-; hens from 2/6 to 5/-;
guaranteed as advertised; all birds B.R.C.C. rung:
W. G Blythe, 1, Riisscll-st., -Bacup. (1881)
l’RIZE-BRED Rollers; a few pairs to part with,

12/6 and 15/- per pair, worth 3 times the price;
apply for particulars and tsetimonials to E. Stanton,
Cycle Stores, Aleeater. (Member B.R.C.C.) (1848)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, cold-room bred, cocks in song
from ln/6, pairs from 15/-, liens from 4/C; inspection
invited: Whitaker C'rossl-ey, Roller Breeder, 4,

Wenslojdale-tcrr., Bradford-rd., Batlev, Yorkshire.
Mr. .T. SCOTT, who has gone to the front, has
asked me to dispose of his surplus young birds ;

cocks from 10/-, liens 5/- each; all related to his
last year’s winners, apply: Jm. Kilshaw, 5, Orm-
st., Bolton. (1S78)
HAYING bred 100 Seifert Rollers from contest

birds, finest strain only, Glueke and- others; dark
Goldfinch-Canary Mules, all birds 1914, moderate
prices; deposit: Mbs Thomas, Fairlight, Richmond
l'iirk-rd., Bournemouth. (1SC7)

BRITISH bred Rollers. B-l rung, father winner at
International, llossendale. Bury, Bolton and
Grimsby shows; rocks, 10/6 and 12/6 each; few
hens, ?./- each: Hargreaves, Sunbeam House, Mid-
way Avenue, Bridlington. (1877)

CONTEST Rollers, delightful singers, colg1 room
bred and finest blood extant; cocks 10 6 to 15/-,

hens 5/-; pairs scientifically mated, 12/G.to 21/-;

approval seven days' 'or call and hear them: Squire
Gomnicrsall. Bank ilei;- -. Birstall, Leeds. (1381)
Mil. JAS. SCOTT, of Bolton, who has been L.i the

fighting line since the war began, not having been
aide to train his birds lias asked Mr. Kileliaw to
dispose of bis young birds for him as lia will

not bo able to show any. See previous advert.
(1878).

WINNERS for sale and young birds fit to win;
cups, diplomas for best hollow roll, best Glueke.

|

Ufa and medals 1913 shows; cocks 2nd Leeds, 31
;

point.? and special best Glueke, 50/- ; others as
cheap; hens, 5/-: U. G. Hill, 55, Scliool-rd., Mose-
ley.

.
Birmingham.

'WINNER lot, 2nd. and championship Crystal
|

Palace. 1914, also winners at Horticultural Hall. In-
j

ternationa! shows, can spare few bred from the I

above winners, B.R.C.C. rung, cocks from 15 . hens I

10'-; inspection; approval: F. Hocking, 21, Manor-
j

place. Walworth, London. (IS75)
TWENTY 'years a breeder and trainrr cf liieh-

|

class" Rollers : 1 off : grand 1914 codes, 'splendid
•ill: rs, 5 6, 0 6. 7,6: extra deep toned cocks, lo/ri.

1? G r -.<’]
: -oca days' approval-; 'birds sent at t

rrr-e-,(. at lort ca-li- balance in sev n

day.--:' Day, v7, Porter st., Hull. (1807)
j

HIGHLY ORGAN-TRAINED ROLLERS.
I bavo been foitunatc in securing M'vernl lot - -of
above, and am now offering ttieko trained K'|l-r»
ol very beet strain, at in 6, I CO, la/., and I • D'liv
of Maine strain-, go, ;; <;. and -i each; pairs,
matched for breeding, 15 , 17/6, 2(i/-; otlur lie rn.-
hred-, 5/6, 6'6, 7/6, 8/6; hens, 1/6, 2’ (ag( gal
W. Rudd, Bird Special id, Noiaih.

' '

I HIGH-CLASS Seifert and Glueke Rollers, cold room
I
lired, perfectly trained; cock-, in rii'll rone, 1" (

j

13/-, 21/- each; hen-, 2 0, :• 6, 5 -
, Roll, r bo.

cageq witli folding doors, 3 9,’ re- ’each nMtal
singing cages, 2/6; cabinet- for same '>

r,
•’ speehi

sweet Roller rape, lid. lb., 71b . ;; j . \x f,

Specialist, Blackburn. (!S8/.j
DEEP Glueke Rollers, same drain as the two

birds I showed at the Inter, dio-.v, London Fell
1914, which gained 1st, 4th and 6 special’-, aluo’
winner.; or several cups, tdapot, cruet, medal:-,
dtc. : cocks, 15/-, 20/-, and two (it for context!
25/-; hens, !>/ each, B.R.C.C. rung, cold room
bred; or exchange anything: Bird, liiook.d

. - isil-

ston. (18731

BELGIAN, BRITISH
jukI Dutch bred KoII*t«, Biiperior to tlj old Cu
brcfl birds softest singers ori the market, <:'<

8/0, and the best trained birds JO u each
e?.ch, 1:3 - dozen

; best ItoUer hena 2/- each,
dozen]

; repeat o;dcT> corning in by every
Green Budgerigars, adult birds, .0/- pair; hha
feed from hand, singinp, 42/-. each; Chinese f’i

Mynahs, 7 0 each, all ; crit at my risk; d<
Editor: C. A. bier, H7, -Sclaicr t., .Shor<*
London, JO.

rma n
C, .7/6,

ns 1/(»

. 18/ -

post

;

rriahs.

•Cfted

posit

ditch.

14 DAYS’ TRIAL OUR RISK
Preston Content Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied tlv winners at the principal conte.-lv
for years and have rcc -ived thousand- (f t - t-i-

monials. These wonderful eongster-, only 15/ each,
on 14 days' trial at our risk; sp dal term-, semi
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will eend one of these non such Rollers on
14 days' trial at our risk. Try one again t any
other strain advertised and he your tv.ii judge.
Hens same strain, 3.6 and 4. 0 each ; Yorkshire,
Norwich and other Canaries on the same ferine

;

lists free : • Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd., Preston, (1878)

ARE YOU LOOKING
for my advt. of Roller Canaries this season? I

am not offering imported birds, but have some
grand guaranteed cold room bred English Rollers
ia good free song, day and gaslight, ad real trained
birds, .free from harsh notes; price, cock- G.6 and
7,6 each; also an exceptionally choice lot of con-
test Rollers in full faultless song, at 10/0, 12 6, 13:-
and 21/- each. These conte-t birds are purchased
from one of the most successful breeders in Eng-
land, and my stock contains several actual winners.
Roller hens 2,'- and 3/- each. I also hold a splendid
lot of loud, free singing Hartz cocks in fail noisy
song, day and gaslight, at 5/6 each. Norwich
cocks, all colours, in lull song, 5 6, 6 6 and 7R
each; Yorkshire cocks 5/6, 6 6 and 7/C each; Nor-
wich and Yorkshire hens 2;-, 2/6. 3/-, and 4/- each.
Travelling cages 3d. per bird extra. ’ AH Canaries
are sent on full week's trial, either on receipt of
cash or deposit with “ Cage Birds,” and money
instantly refunded if entire satisfaction is not
given. (See British Bird and Appliance columns
for further advt.)

W. GORE, 131, Gooch-st., BlfMiKGHAM

British Bred Rollers
Foulds' championship strain, al.-o others trained
under Randall's and one of best organs, price 30/-,
12/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaranteed and on
approval, liens 2/6, 3/6; best let Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-: established
fifty years

; thousands cf testimonials
; for proof

write Editor, who lias seen the originals ; sc-r.d for
catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston; also at 89, Sclater-st., Shcrcditeh. London.

|
Scotch Fancies.

|

A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale; good stock birds:
William Muirhcad, Mairpst., Bannockburn. <18S5>
ALL my well-known stock for sale, including 1G
young birds, cages, rack,., etc. : Mellwaln, School.
Mount Florida, Glasgow. 0834:
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, young buff cocks and
hens; or exchange for yellow cock; on approval:
Keddie, 35, Market-st., St. Andrews. (1865)

Yorkshires- ~j

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorksliirs
breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15/-, 20/-, SO/-, 40'-, 50/-, €0/-; the
finest strain in existence ; unbeatable for 30 years ,

many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show. Palace, 1914; ap-
proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, tiie Y.U. SO-guinca Ciiai'enge 'Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View ten., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

L. DYKES, breeder, exhibitor, and exporter. Win-
ner cf more first prizes for years than any other
exhibitors cf Yorkshires. Show and stock birds
for sale, prices reasonable. See reports all Lad-
ing shows; inspection invited: 36, Slunn-t., Bol-
ton Woods, Bradford.

WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries for cash : Edmonds
and Edmonds, Naturalists, Eastbourne. (P-sn
CANARIES for sale, cocks 5/6, variogat J hens l*

and 2/6 cuch : Render, Hal held, Doncaster. (18-2)
THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing, lot

C/6: Lloyd, 24. Cccil-rd., Gorseinon, S waits. a. - (1879)
50 YORKSHIRES, including winners for sale, cheap:

J. A. .Davis, 90a, East-st., Bidmiiister. Bristol. (18X7)

EVERY HYBRID BREEDER SHOULD POSSESS

£P!Pr ISBOn UVf£DlSt£> J

CAGE BIRO 111
„ THE STANDARD WORK OH THE SUBJECT.

By Chss. Hoqiton. Price ,7s. cd.
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Some of the Finest Quality In Great Britain to-

day. The prices are about as usual, but the
vuiuc 13 very unusual, and value is and must li-

the only true test of cheapness. Have on ap-
proval, compare with all others, which will prove
the facts of tills statement. Cocks, 5/-, 5/6, 6/6,

7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hells, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-J palm, 6/6,

7/6, 8/6, 1J/6 upwards; approval; cages, 3d.; de-

tailed ust free: W. ItUUu, The Bird bpucia.ist,

Norwich.

FOblt pairs left, cocks 0/-, hens 2/6, pairs 7/6, cocks
singing well: Edwin Clubbc, 63, Louisc-st., Chester.

( 1

8

/ 0 )

YORKSHIRE cocks, 8/6, liens 2/6; travelling ease
with six cages, 12,-6: White, 3, Katlieilne-rd., Twick-
enham. (1861)
YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: i'. Lane, 1, Arboretum-id.,
Worcester.
YORKSHIRES for sale, cocks 10/-, hens 4/-; see

«how reports Clapharn, etc.: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-
rd., llolloway. (1886)
TWO pairs of variegated Yorkshire Canaries, un-

related, 1UI4, 10/- per pair: Cl. Spring, West-st.,
Chatteris, Cnnihs. (1870)

l-’Oll disposal, the whale of my stock of prize-bred
Yorkshires, cages, utensils: Goodwill, 136, Warhaiu-
St., kenuington, S.F. (1871)
I'll 1

Z

11 bred Yorkshires, cocks 7/6, hens 3/6 up-
wards; few good stock birds: J. Maguire, 79,

Tentcr-st., Rotherham. (1880)
TWO Yorkshire hen Canaries, one green, 6/-; ex-

change, yours first approval : 14. Sliugcr, 19, W il-

liam Henry - s t .
.

Saltaiiv. fl375)
MUST clear; Yorkshires show or stock, winners
among them, bargain,, from 10/- upwards: Charles,
114, Cyfurthla-st., Cardiff. ( 1886)

YORKSHIRES, young, colour-fed, cocks from 6/-,

hens 2/-, own bred, good songsters: Bleeck, 3, West-
bourne-terr.. Hove, Sussex. (18/5)

YOU RSH1K I4S, colour ful, cocks 5/6, liens 3/-, pairs

7/6; overstocked, no dealers: Williams, 862, 1’eni-

friouc id., ‘Owlerton, Sheffield. (1848)
COM 14 aiul inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, homo all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe,
68, Brunswiek-rd., Liverpool.
SEVERAL good Yorkshires, cocks from 5/- up-

wards, hens from 3/- upwards; approval: Hatch
Bros., 54, Aniline st., Chorlcy. (1872)
1111141) from winners, few grand yellow cocks to be

sold cheap, HI/-, 12/6, worth double; 35 years breeder;
approval: 'J'. Billington, 55, Cohvick-rd., Nottingham.
NOTICE.— Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Kcand, Seabright. Castle Douglas. (1791)
EXHIBITION yellow Yorkshire cock, unflighted,

bargain, 15/-; approval; few odd hens: Wright,
32, Church-rd.. St. Annes, Lancashire. (1879)

OVERSTOCKED, must clear, cold-room bred,
cocks from 7/6, hens from 5/-; several won
honours: Last, 8, Bank Buildings, I’urley. (1877)

QUALITY Yorkshires, colour-fed. typical showy
specimens, many winners, cocks from 5/G; call Sat-
urday, Sunday: 35, Alma rd., Wandsworth. (1882)
DEALERS supplied with Yorkshires in large or

small quantities
;
write for our latest wholesale price

list: Rooley Aviaries, 403, Kooley-lane, Bradford.
T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class
Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George' --terrace, Newcastle-cn Tyne. (1788)
STRONG, healthy buff cock Yorkshire, good

length, 17 0: 1914 yellow lien, 4/-, Ogden’s strains:
V. Lomu', Ashdeue, Regents Bark, Southampton.

Vl877i

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, clears, yellow cocks,

10/6; yellow and huff hens, 7/6 upwards; approval,
deposit: J. A. Oates, Boundary Cottage, Tavistock.
YORKSHIRES, 10 pairs, best money effers; bred
from prize strain; or separate 10/- pair upwards: F.

J. Bees, 27, Bcdringull-terrace, Y'strad, Rhondda, S.

Wales. (1875)
H \\ 1NG bought the whole of Mr. Crisp’s -stock of

Yorkshires 1 have several grand broody birds for
disposal, reasonable : Knight, Beech Holt, Shelford,
(Jambs. (1866)
YORKSHIRES bred from winners, four cocks, four

liens; hens from 5/-, cocks from 7/6; giving up;
seen any time: Hoileon, 42, Northcote-rd., Clapham
Junction, S.W. (1882)
MILLS AND SONS, Warlebridge, has come clinking
Yorkshires, winners in keen competition, 1913, 1214,

for sale, 16/- upward; also few 5/- each, cocks and
liens; approval. (1884)

FOR sale, two grand pairs Yorkshires, natural
colour, Joe Thomas’s strain, 12/6 per : air, or
offers: James Schofield, 317, Kochdale-rd., High
Crompton, Shaw. (1880)

PRIESTLEY’S high-class Yorkshires from my win-
ning ."train; cocks from 5/-; hens from 3/-; cash or
deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaytliorne-rd., West
Bowling. Bradford. (1S80) I

OVERSTOCKED with Yorkshires: guaranteed cocks,
from my winning .strain, full song, 4/- each; 7

days’ approval ; cash or deposit : Taylor, Temper-
ance House, Ossctt. (1885)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, grand, long, slim, typical
cocks, from 5/-; matched pair*, 8'- upwards; ap-

proval; satisfaction guaranteed: Greenwood, Colne-
rd., Crosshills, Keighley. (1876)

SERGEANT TtlOM AS can spare several exhibition

and stock Yorkshires, all prices: see Southern show-

reports; cash or deposit; approval: Langley Common
Farm. Barkham, Reading. (1875)

NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires, colour fed, 40 to

part with, state your wants; see last week’s; pairs,

8 -. 10 6, 12 0 to 20/-; odd cocks, 6/6, 7/C: Fewster,
Middlestown, near Wakefield. (.878)

SEVEN good lengthy Yorkshires for sale, pair of
Norwich,, 3rd and vhc Huddersfield; offers for lot or

sell in pairs: W. Barker, Hairdresser, 01, I’ark-

rd., Crosland Moor, Huddersfield. (1880)

W ANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, also cock Goldfinch Mules, for

prompt cash; stamp envelope reply: Enoch Bower,

91. Selater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
WHOLESALE.—Dealers supplied with colour-fed

Yorkshires and Norwich at very low prices, in small

or large quantities; send for price list to: J. Taylor,

36. Aircville-rd.. Frizinghall. Bradford. (1874)
|

Y’ELLOYV cock, Cinnamon marked hen, 15/-; two
buff hens, 5'- each; green marked yellow hen, 2/6;
green marked buff hen, 2/6; singing cocks from
6 -

:
Prior, Don-st., l’enistonc, Yorkshire. (1880)

TICK yellow cock, buff ben, 12/6 pair; clear buff

rock, yellow hen, 10/6 pair; two cocks, 5/0 each;
all cocks singing; broil from winners; on approval:
Johnson. 153. Mar-h House-lane, Warrington. (1877)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, winning strain, cocks

7 6 upwards; hens, 5/- upwards; few large stock

birds. 10/- upwards: approval, deposit: John Rad-
ley. 259, King-sl., Skelmantliorpc, Huddersfield.

(1876)

PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred

from my winners, hens 5 - upwards, cocks 7/6 up-

wards; cash or deposit; approval with pleasure:

Hoskrn Bros., 85, Main-st., lleamoor, nr. Penzance,

Cornwall, (1850)

KING'S selenrat.il Yorkshires, splendid L ngtli,

type and quality, several 7ins. long; cocks 6/6, 8/6,
10 6, 12/0 upwards; hens 4,6, 6/0, 16/6; approval;
carriage paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. (1882)
FANCIERS! I have a good stock of the best

strain; pairs from 7/6: write stating wants; satis-
faction guaranteed ; showcase with three cages,
7/6; .another with two, 5/-; J. Beaumont, licp-

worth, Huddersfield. (1879)
IUGI1-CLAS8 Yorkshires, 1914, yellow cock, 20/-;

huff heii, 15/-; luiff ticked cock, 15/-. (it for exhi-
bition ; few large cocks, 10/- upwards; hens, 5/-
upwards; approval, deposit: John Radley, 259,
King-fit., Skelmantliorpc, Huddersfield.
YORKSHIRES, about. 76, including many winners,
must clear owing to pressure of business (sco report
Nev. castle) ; no reasonable offer refrosd

;
stats

want; pairs from 12 6 upwards; 7 days’ approval:
Calf II, 81, YVingrove rd., Ncweastle-on-Tyne.
BARGAINS; pair Yorkshires, yellow cock, buff

lien, 3rd prize Oxford 30/- selling, will sell £1 ;

pair Yorkshires, 4th Bedford £1 selling, will sell

12/6; buff cock, yellow hen; approval, deposit:
Dimmcck, Market Square, Leighton Buzzard. (1885)

MR. A. l>. HAWKED offers winning typical,

lengthy, long-legged, colour-fed, unflighted yellow
Yorkshire cock, been out twice in keen competi-
tion, a real gem, accept 20/-; alro huff cock of
exceptional merit, now fit for the hottest open
competition, 17/6; great sacrifice; approval:
Hawkes, 26. Bretoria-rd.. Leytonstonc. (1884)

COMPULSORY sale: Clear buff stock Yorkshire
cocks, rare length, 30/-; clear buff 1914 Yorkshire
cocks, equal to above, 30/-; clear huff 1914 York-
shire cock, winner small shows. CO /

-

; £3 10/- lot;

ticked huff. 2nd Llandrindod 1913, only time out,
35/-; 2 yellows, 3 buff hens, from winners, lot 35/-:
T. M. Phillips, Ynyswen House, Felinfoel, Llanelly,

Carin. (1885)

ATKIN 8 ON AND FIRTH
Wo have now ready some choice Yorkshires cither

for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks a speciality

;

see Y.U. show reports; no fabulous prices: 4C3,
Rooley-lane, Bradford.

YORKSHIRES
Slim, racy, upstanding birds, bred direct from my
winnero, cocks, 20/-, 15/-, 12/6; hens, 10/-. 7/6; ail

birds sent on approval;' I guarantee satisfaction

;

laot season my birds won Irish silver cup, fifteen
lirots, and numerous specials: J. T. Morgan, Mount-
mellick. (1884)

POWICK'S CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song, 7/C;
sure winners 10/6; hens, 5/6 each; ten days’
approval at my risk: YV. l’owick, Eastfie.ld Cottage,
Dewsbury, Y’orkshire. (1839)

OGDEN BROS.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs from cur noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval

:

Dudley Hill, Bradford.

L, DYKES
Yorkshires win wherever shown; see reports, Tong
and Coventry, in this issue. My winnings for
years are far above any other exhibitors. 1 have
some real gcod matched pairs, bred from and
related to my winners at 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 29/-,
25/-, 30/-, 40/- per pair; odd cocks or hens pro-
portionate; also several that can win in keen com-
petition or local shows at reasonable prices; ail on
seven days’ approval at my risk; cash or deposit
with Editor; kindly state wants; I guarantee
entire satisfaction : Reliable Av'aries, 16, Shann-
st., Bolton YVoods, Bradford. (18S0)

Winocrs at War
Prices.

Fanciers requiring genuine typical Yorkshires, like
Coventry winners, should write now. Y'oung Buffs,
from 10/- each; YTellowet, 12/-; every bird bred to
win. One fine Yellow 1913 bird, win anywhere, 15/-.

— J. Sheppard, 129, Floyer Road, Small Heath, Birm-
ingham. Always reliable. (13/6)

Various Canaries.
FOR sale, three cock Canaries, at C/6 each, or
18 '- the three: Woodcock, 46, Downs-rd., YVahner,
Kent. >1876)
SALE three cocks, five hens, 25/-, cash or deposit,
out-door bred; stamp particulars: Glpver, Stanley-
rd., Nuneaton. ' (1882)
CANARIES, strong, healthy, 1914, outdoor bred

cocks, from 4/6; hens 1/6; sex guaranteed: B.. 3.8,

.Fant Lane, Maidstone. (1877)
SACRIFICE. Reiters, Norwich andi Yorkshire Can-

aries, 10/- .pair, nice pair Skylarks, in cage, 3/-: Ellis,

42, Eastover, Bridgwater. (1374)

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, ai 5/6, 7/-,

8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full

song. Bairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,
12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/0, 10/6 each, day and
gaslight •songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at once on receiving first
payment. Send for Illustrat'd Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, arid
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the World.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms: Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

Largest anu Best Collection

of Songsters in the World.
Finest and handsomest, extra early hatched, and
caged off singly; pure-bred Norwich, Yorkshires,
Rollers, etc., 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 19/6 up; cagee* 3 cl

. ; or
detailed list free; approval with pleasure: V/. Rudd,
Tin Bird Specialist, Norwich.

TEN Norwich cocks, 10 hens, 1 Border cock, 4
bens, cheap to clear, giving up; cocks 5/-. hen*
3/-; typical birds: Dodd, Victoria, Southwold,(1885)
TYPICAL Yorkshire cocks from 10/6; also some

fine Norwich cocks from 10/6, liens from 0 0; colour-
I d, cold-room bred; Inspection invited any time:
Shrimpton, 47, Links-rd., Tooting Junction. (1882)

GREEN Crested cock, 7/6; Green Crested lien, 7/6;
variegated C. 15. hen, 7/6; 4 show cages, 1/- each;
case for 2 cag.-s, 1/6; few Border Fancy hens, 2/-
cach; well bred, young: McDonald, 25, St. Beter-st.,
Dundee. (1883)
THIRTY typical Y’orkshiro and Norwich for sale,
bred from high-class stock ; wanted large yellow
Norwich cock and hen, Norwich and Yorkshire show
cages and cases; approval: Blackburn, Dixon Close,
Barnford, Rochdale. (1875)
FOR sale, beautiful yellow marked hen. winner
everywhere out, only wants .seeing, a bargain, .Cl:
splendid huff cock, grand match for above, won 2nd
only time out, given away at £1; the pair 30/-;
grand long, yellow cock, a big winner, 2nd Whitby
last time, out, .Cl; also 6 other cocks, from 7/6
each, all show buds, and 7 mere beautiful hens,
from 5/- each ; several can win in good class; want-
ing room sole reason for going out of fancy : 63,
Willingtoci-rd., Bridlington.

HENS HENS HENS
Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders, Rollers, or mixed,
three for 5/6; Rollers, three for 4/3; all these liens
will soon be worth treble

; cage, 3d. : YV. Rudd, The
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
A few fine cocks and liens, from our best winning

strain, winner cf 5,000 prizes this last 30 years at
all leading shows. Cocks from <>/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-,

15/-, 20/.; hen

.

5 , 4./-, 5/-, 6/-, 8/, 16/- 12/-; any on
approval. Breeder 30 years: Sandiford, Canary
Judge, Preston, Lane*.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
DARK Linnet Mule, winner Palace 1914, n •;/ chow
cage, 25/-, nearest oiler: H., 24, Jenncr-rd., Stcke
Newington (1875)
CHEAP, 2 cock Siskin Muies, 3/6 each; on song :

H. Langton, 5, Whitehcad-st., Robin Hood Chase,
Nottingham. (1878)
FDR s.r.c, four Goldfinch Mules, £ 1 each ; also two

10/- each
; worth double : A. Moodit, Black Horss

Inn, Freetown. (1850)
FOR sale, 4 Goldfinch Mules, £1 each; also two

10/- each; worth double: A. Hoodie, Black Horse;
Inn, Crectown.
SPECIAL variegated cock Linnet Mule, winner of
several prizes, 15/6; genuine bargain: G. C. King,
14. Ashby-st., Norwich. (1878)
LARGE cage moulted Siberian (hen Bullie, in

nice condition, 10/-; approval, deposit: Waldock,
18, Lakefie!d-rd., Wood Green. (1886)
LOVELY cock Goldfinch Mule, full song, lui4

bred, 6 / 6 , also .a few good Norwich: Bebbington,
Gorsty Bank, All Stretton, Salop. (1879)
YELLOW dark Goldfinch Mule, extra colour, 10/-;
house-moulted Russian Goldfinch, in loud song, 7/6;
approval: Lawson, Public Park, Biggar. (1874)
GENUINE Bibs,, no rubbish; hens guaranteed

have bred light .Mules, 10/- each ; cocks, yellows,
10/-; buff, 7/6: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1876)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for
show or song, prices low

; easy payments taken ; ap-
proval: MeKeaud, Seabright, Castie-Douglas. (1852)

LARGE Siberian Bullfinch hen and cock Green-
finch, 12/6; cock Greenfinch and lien Hawfinch,
It)/-; house-moulted: Williams, Pharmacey, Ash-
bourne. (1878)
REDPOLL GREENFINCH Hybrid, 15/-; hen

Siskin, breeder, 5/6; exchange for 1st class exhi-
bition Britisher: Burrows, Chemical YVorks,
Southall. (1879)
LARGE pink-eyed Sib. bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 7/6, 5/6; cocks, on full song, 7/6 each;
ten days’ approval; YV. I’owick, Eastficid Cottage,
Dewsbury. (1839)
EXHIBITORS; Redpoll, Linnet, and Redpoll-

Siskin, 12/6 each
;

sec report Crystal Palace and
Per e C.li.S.; see British: R. Gulless, 99, Kidsdale-
rd., Anerley. (1875)
HYBRIDIZERS, hen Bullfinches), 9d., 1/-; cocks. 1/3,

1/6; selected Goldfinches, 2./0, 3/6; tip-top specimen,
ready for show, a/-: G. Perrins, 26, Lennox rd.,

Lntxd.nn. Staffordshire. (1883)
BARGAIN, 2 lovely .cock Canary Linnet Mules,
pure Linnet note, arid lovely Goldfinch-Canary
Mule, songster, sacrifice 22/fl the lot: Hasler, 17a,

Baddow-rd., Chelmsford, Essex. (1880)
FOR sale, cock Goldfinch-Canary Mules, 8 /-., 9/-,

10 /- each; also Goldfinch and hen Canary, mulers
this year, 14/- pair; also cock variegated Canary,
7/6: Cook, Maytiiorn, Kiugsbridge, S. Devon. (1881)
EXHIBITORS, grand 1911 dark Linnet mule, ditto

Siskin mule, Linnet-Greenfinch hybrid, make certain
winners when colour-fed, 10 /- each, or exchange
evhihition Hardbills : llobden. 20, Grosvcnor-uven..
WaHitlglon. (1879)
1 no large colour-fed cocks, Greenfinch Mules, 7/6

each: ditto non-fed, 6/-; cock Linnet Mule, 6J-; cock
Goldfinch Mule, 7/6; two lien Mules, 2/-; three lien

Goldfinches, 3/-; approval: Peek, Ashman's Hall
Gardens, Becc'es. (1881)
LINNET, Goldfinch. Greenfinch and Siskin Canary
Mules, cocks in full song, with pure wild notes,

7/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/- each; hen M 11 le.fi, 1/6; grand
lot of cxlrbition Mules,' also selected muling birds

;

special list free on application : Waish, Bird
SneriaHst. Blackburn. L18SG)
FOR sale, genuine cock Goldfinch-Bullfinch

Hybrid, big winner and splendid colour, £4; nLo
rack and 20 cages, fitted complete, made from
best pine with heywood fronts, 50/-; a bargain;
approval with pleasure; size 17in. by 19in. by Din.

;

part exchange woollen blankets or offers in 1914
pullets : Add eon, 112, Balfour-st., Oldham. (1881)
“EASTERN STORM Eft.” 1st Norwich, 1911 (13 in

class), wonderfully fiery-red darkish-yellow Gold-
finch Mule cock, large body, enormous blaze, beat-
ing all England winning lightish Mutes, £ ] Is., worth
£2 16/- • Cooper, Judge, Norwich. .(I860)
YELLOW lien (grand), breeder above mule, 10/-;
cock Goldfinch (breeder), mated, 7/6: Cooper, Judge,
Norwich 1

. _
(I860)

ADVERTISEMENTS CONTINUED ON PAGE 255.

Club Reports.
S.TR \TPORD & tiAfsT LONDON P S.

Succe-.-ful meeting, Headquarters, Nov. 11. Sche-
dule lor Annual passed and judges appointed. Good
array cl .specials already offered, but lion Sec. glad
to receive others.—H. YvaSey, Hon. S t.

LEIIiESTia.R C.B.S.
Meeting and show, headquarters, Nov. 4 Mr

Yates chair. CAN'., UNKL1G. (4): 1 2
, 3, vhc

HardbattSe. HEN (6): J, 2
,
West; 3, vhc, Ashby;

tie, Yates; c, Iiardbattle. MULE OR HYli. ill):
I. vhc, liiooks; 2, c, Hester; 3, he, Hardhattle.
Members tendered a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Walton for judging.—J. Hardhattle, Sec.

EDINBURGH (Western) O.S.
Meeting. Riego Street Hall, Nov. 5. Mr. Bai-

lantine, chair. A vote of thanks was accorded to
retiring official*. Ail agreed that the show had
been a great success. Agreed to try to procure
the same hall for show next year. Secretary was
asked to try to arrange lectures, etc., for dub
nights. The following office-bearers Were elected

:

Brea., J. Andrew; vice-president, D. Burgess; com-
mittee, N. Grant, John Rodger, A. Spittal, .1.

Clark ; «c-c. and treas., C. Grunt, 54, Eyre Place,
Edinburgh.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Meriting, Nov. 3. -See. reported that the

printer (Mr. Baldwin) had kindly reduced his bill
by £ 1 0a. Cd. from his original estimate, and this,
coupled with the generosity cf Mr. Silverthorn in
providing the admission tickets gratis, had enabled
the secretary to show a profit of £1 Os. 8d. on the
open show. He was warmly congratulated by the
meeting on this result, as the members had quite
resigned themselves for a heavy loss, and Mtnsrs.
Baldwin and Silverthorn were accorded votes of
thanks. Mr. Fairman was nominated for mem-
bership. See. reported- that the three Canary cups
were all von by Mr. Clark, and the two British
by Mr. Francis and myself.— A. R. Coe.

CITY AND SUBURBAN A.C B.
Meeting, Nov. 9, Church Institute, Paddington-st.,

Mr. W. A. Shepherd chair and 30 members present.
Correspondence was dealt with. Hon. See.
announced the result of Yorkshire Judging Com- »

petition -as follows; Mr. II. YV. YVaiker, 28 points,
1st; Mr. J. P. Lloyd, 26, 2nd; Mr. A. Thomas, 24,
3rd. A Washing Competition then took place,
Messrs. W. Sanders, W. Knight, J. P. Lloyd, F.
Burch, A. Thomas and T. Kelly competing. Mr.
Easterling acted as judge and awarded T. Kelly 1st.
W. Sanders 2nd, and J. P. Lloyd 3rd. Several
questions were put to Mr. Easterling, who washed
a bird himself to illustrate his own method. A
very hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr.
Easterling for his kind attendance and useful
-advice? \ ote of thinks to Chairman closed the
meeting.—Fred Thyome, Assist. Hon. Sec.

HULL C.B.S.
Meeting and lecture. Oddfellow’s Hail, Nov. 2nd,

Mr. F. S. Howe presiding. Prior to the meeting,
Mr. Chapman, Curator at the Pickering Park, gave
a very interesting and instructive lantern lecture,
on his -Ornithological Rambles in the neighbourhood
of Hull. He commenced with a slide showing a
Sparrow's nest built«in;iide the globe of a lamp in
tbe Pearson Park. From there we visited the Jelly
Woods. Cottingham, Spurn, and the famous cliffs at
Bempton. Some exceiicnt slides of Bempton were
shown, showing the egg climbers at work, and the
different kinds of bird-life to be found there. Mr.
Chapman took very great care in pointing out -every
detail, and the jirincipai characteristics of the birds
that were shown upon the screen. A unanimous
vote of thanks was parsed to the lecturer, and at
the meeting held later, Mr. Chapman was made an
honorary member of the society. It was decided
to make at th-e December Show, a presentation to
our late secretary. Mr. Heseltine (who has joined
the colours). On account of the open show having
been cancelled, a two-days members’ show will bo
held Dec. 11 and 12, Mr. Cowgiil judge.—YV. Fur-
nandiz. Sec. pro. tern.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 5, Wentworth Cafe, Mr. F. Jones

(president) chair, the business was mostly in connec-
tion with Annual Show, Nov. £8. Members are re-
quested to note tlie change of show room, to For-
e-stcro’ Hall, Trippet Lane, members bring birds
Friday night, net later than 9, or Saturday morning
by 9. Members are- requested to pusli the sale of
tickets, as any surplus on the Show will be banded
over to the Lord Mayor’s Relief Fund; Show epen
from 1 to 9, a good nuinber of birds have been pro-
mised for the gift class, but the committee are anx-
ious to receive more. Councillor J. -YV. CrovVther
lias kindly consented to open the show. Specials

.

are in excess of anything given before; a list will

be up for inspection at time of entry. Three ring
specials in each section, most points with four high-

est birds, bred by exhibitor, ring numbers must be
entered on entry form, ami must correspond with
Secretary’s register, £3 12s. at leaet will be given in

these specials, and members can show as many bird*

as they like, these with the seven cups should draw
a record entry. Dec. meeting is election of officers

and tabic show of young birds. Air. Annatage was
elected a member.— J. Woolhouse, Assist. See.

WIMBLEDON C.BS.
Meeting, C, The Broadway, Oct. 26. Mr. XV. H.

Stoakley presided over very good attendance, since

a special attraction bad been provided in the chape
of a lecture by Mr. Allan- Silver, K.Z.8.,- on “ Birds

of Character.” Before tiro lecture some routine

business was transacted, including the election of it

nu mber -and the reading of a letter of resignation

from another member, whose resignation was ac-

cepted. The election of a 'Federation delegate

was referred to the committee, and then Mr. K. .1.

Whitt-om-e moved, in accordance with notice, that

an open show be held, but after hearing the chair-

man's explanation of the committee’s reasons for

deriding to abandon the annual show, lie withdrew
his motion -and the matter dropped. Mr. Silver’s

lecture -proved most attractive and interesting. Ho
raid lie should deal with some thirty representative

birds on the British list, although no birds could

perhaps be called purely British except the St.

Kjlda. Wren and the Red Grouse, as all the other*

were more or less common to other parts of

Europe also. Ho then gave most interesting de-

scriptions of various Britisli birds mid was assisted

i:i his work, by splendid lantern pictures, the lan-

tern being manipulated by the lion, sec., assisted

by Mr. J. W. Heath. A vote of thanks by acclama-
tion was accorded' the lecturer, ami similar compli-

ment* were paid to Alderman Simpson and Coun-
cillor King for the loan of lanterns.— 1>. Griffith*,

lion. see.
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LOCHGELLY C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. l;i, Mr. M. Smith chair. The special

business was arranging cf members’ show, Nov. "8.

Mr. Smith was nominated to represent the society
in the Fife League in place "i Chun. Marshall, who
lias left the district.- U. Jluir, sec.

CHAGHtAD WOKtVrVi^NS’ CLUB
F.F. AND C.B.S.

Meeting Club Rooms, Mr. J. II. Elliott chair, and
a good turn out ol fanciers; business was got through
in good style. Annual show will be held Hoc. 19

and 20, 31 elassce. Judge for cage birds .1. Rise
borough, Sunderland. Alf. Dawson see.

ABERSVCIMIAN C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 14. On tin report of delegate from

Welsh National, in Curdin', unanimously decided that
we support the Welsh National; we also picked one
to represent us oil Saturday next. We had the
pleasure of making a good faileier a member and
had two good specials given by Mr. Hillman arid
Jlr. Moule, of Abertiltcry. F. Sweeting.

LEIGH C.B.S*.
Successful washing competition, headquarters,

Railway Hotel, Nov. II. Several members took
part, and all with the enthusiasm that showed
they were trying what they were out for. winning
1st if possible. Washing started at 7.30, and
the birds were judged at 10, liy Messrs. A. Cairn
and J. Hamer, whose awards gave every satisfac-
tion. 1. Ordish; 2, Taylor; 3, Wilkinson. Don't
forget to fill your entry forms full for Nov. 25.

Entries clo.-e finally at 9.—K. Charleson. Sec.

NORTHERN BRI T. SV.ULui & F.B.C.
Meeting Nov. 17, Mr. Patterson presided. Decided

to have a Mule class at table show, the same not
bound to have been bred by a member, either old
or young bird. Decided to hold a table ohow at
next meeting, Nov. 28: Linnet, liullf., Cloldf., Cireenf.,
or Chaffinch, A.O.V., Mule, For. The shows where
our patronage has been granted are Newcastle, Gates-
head, and Sunderland. Table show, Jlr. Almond
judged: LINNET: 1, J. Maddison

; 2, Pcttgrssoii.
A.O.V.: 1, 2, Hooper. FOR.; 1, 2, Voutt; 3, Petters-
son. Veto of thanks to Jlr. Almond brought a
pleasant meeting to a close. Members please note
place cf meeting in next " Cage Birds "—W. Curry,
Bt’C.

LANCS. AND LIZARD F.A.
Meeting, Volunteer Inn, George Street, Heywood,

Nov. 14. Jlr. Hampshire, chair. On the question
of place lor our club show, Mr. Adams, Rochdale,
kindly gave us an invitation to hold the show in

connection with the affiliated societies of Rochdale
and District. After discussion, it was decided we
have it at Oldham, time and judge to be settled
at next meeting. It i« to be hoped that mem-
bers will try to send more liberally to our club
show, as in the last two seasons it has not been
worthy of the name. Negotiations are in pro-
gre;s for two more shows to be added to our list

for trophies, same to be arranged next meeting.
Members owing subs, kindly let me have same as
early as possible. Next meeting. Volunteer Inn,
Oldham, Dec. 6; time will be given later. We
are having it on a Sunday to give members a
chance to be present, who are unable to attend
on Saturdays.—J. Rukin, Hon. Sec.

SA^KISTON P.P IK. AND C.B S.
Meeting Mrs. H. Abbot’s Tea Rooms, with a

view to get the society put on a sound footing.
Tlie following have joined the society within the
society’s radius of 5 miles: Mesons. Win. Wright,
senr., James Rodgers, Win. Dcdd, Wm. Wright, jur.r.,

Johnson Kell. A. Sutherland, Dr. T. W. Wilson, J.
W. Thurkettle, Jos. Jacobs, J. Campbell, T. Liddle,
E. Hunter, Fred Ives, James Win. King, Dr. Wm.
Hail, Jos. Greigg, J. Maddison, J. Liddle, T. Dawson,
Wm. Tindal, R. Blake, R. Duueton, Geo. Greaves,
J. C. Stennett. Geo. Ccekfield, T. Nicholson, M.
Archer, Wm. Jlason, H. Hind, Wm. Adams. R.
Wilfred, H. Foster, J. Stangrcon, It. Scorer, Wm.
Thompson, J. Aston, G.- Hardwick?, R. Oswald, T.
Andrew, J. J. Swan, the Rev. Samuel Frost, and
Mrs. J. Walton. Any other fanciers within five

miles desiring to become members kindly -send tlwir
names along to the eee. as below, when lie will be
pleased to propose the same for membrrship, annual
subscription 2,0. We have fixed a members’ show
for Jan. 2, the cage bird judge was left ever till

next meeting, Nov. 28, as above naru.d, at 5.30.

Annual open show is fixed for Nov. 13, 1915. Sect',

cf other societies, pleat'.’, don’t clash date with
our fir.t annual show.—Wm. Dcdd, lion, sec., Marins
Buildings, Finden Hiil, Saeriston, Co. Durham.

WELSH NATIONAL C.B.S.

Proposed National Shaw for Wales.
A very successful meeting was held at the Law7

Courts Hotel, Cardiff, Nov. 7, Mr. W. Sampson, late
sec. of Cardiff C.B.S., with whom a Welsh National
Show has been a dream for many years*, was elected
chairman, and no one is more delighted than he that
a mev: has at last been made. Among those present
were Messrs. John and Owen (Llanelly), Cleaves and
Couch (Ahersychan), Mortimer and Hillman (Aber-
tillery), Longden (Swansea), Chisholm (Bargold),
Maggs (Fort Talbot). Powell (Tredegar), Rev. C. B.
Jollitt, E. Tams, C. Wells, W. J. Phelps, T. Gar-
dener, S. Wieeman, and J. Pearce, cf Cardiff. Mr.
Sampson expressed the pleasure it gave him at
seeing so many fancier,3 present, and hoped the
proposed Welsh Notional would be a great success.
He- believed that if all societies would take the
matter up in the proper spirit we should overcome
ail difficulties. Jlr.-K. T. Banks very ably placed
before fanciers some cf the objects cf a Welsh
National Show, and also how he proposed the show
should be managed. He strongly advised that the
society should be carried ori democratic lines, and

• with equal representation ail round. This seemed
to find favour with nearly all the delegates present.

After a free di cuss ion it was unanimously decided
to form a Welsh National Society, and the fol-
lowing were elected pro tern.: chair., Mr. E. T.
Bank?: vice, M. John, Llanelly: treas., Jlr. W.
Sampson, Cardiff: see., Jlr. E. Thomas, Cardiff;
committee, Messrs. Mortimer. Abertillerv : Couch,
AB rsyelian: Powell, Tredegar; Owen, '

Llanelly

;

Chisholm, Bargold: G. T. Jones, Brecon (Welsh
Cage Bird Club). Jlr. Longden. Swansea, represents
fanciers not affiliated to any society. Subs, to be
XI Is. per annum for ptireiy Cage' Bird Societies",
10s. (Id. for the Cage Bird o ret ion. cf a Mixed Society,
and 5s. for fanciers not members cf any Society!
Next meeting will lie held in Cardiff. Dec. s’ to frame
rules, etc., and to decide upon dat of first show
Further notice will be given in Cage Burns
Now then you fanciers cf Wales and Jlon., it

is up to you to make this show worthy cf Wales
and its many national institutions. I am wait
ing to receive names of societies who are prepared
to join, and alto the names cf all those fanciers
who do not belong to any Car- Bird Snei tv
There is no reason why a show should not be held
this season

; but this depends entirely upen t lie sup
port given to the society between now and the next
meeting,—E. Thomas, Sec., 48, Craddock-st., Cardiff.

NEWCASTLE (East End) C.B.S.
Special meeting, Nov. 11, Leighton Schools, Hea-

ton Road. Mr. Hutchinson chair and a good atten-

dance; five new members were elected, m is. J.

Hands, Peel, Watson, Baker and Cosear. The meet-
ing bad been called to make final arangements for
show, but the military having taken possession of
our hall tin- meeting decided it be left to the chair

jman and see. to make tile best arrangements pon i !

ble. Our chairman got to work the next day and I

we have been able to book the Assembly Rooms,
Byker Bridge End, Shields Road, West, for our
show,, Nov. 27 and 28. Any members who have sold

tickets please note and make known to buyers the
alteration of hall. Committee meeting at my house,
Nov. 23, to allot specials; any member having re-

ceived promise of same should let me know by that
date. J. W. Coutts, sec.

BURNLEY O.S.
We are holding our annual members’ show Nov. 2S,

at Star Inn, Church Street, and are providing good
classes and a few good specials to fight for. Any
member can enter off the following: Cocks, cl., tkd.,

var., ye!., do. buff; hens, ci., tkd., var., yel,, do. buff;

unflighted cocks, yel., do. bull', A.V. Yorks, cks.,

ditto hens; A.O.V. Canary, Mules, Hybrids, gift,

XT selling, 12s. Gd. selling, 7®. Gd. selling, British
A.V. Jlr. Edwards gives 10s. Gd. spl. for best In

gift class, and teapot for best shown by novice who
has never won a 1st prise in open competition,
society's cup and spl. for best bird in show. Jlr.

Jud? Hayhurst judges. We hope that members will

find him plenty to do. All birds to be entered before
9 o'clock Friday night, and be staged by 1.30 day
of show. Usual meeting on Friday night Nov. 27
instead of Wed.—T. Chadwick, Sec.

GATESHEAD G.B.S.
.Meetings Oct. 27 and Nov. 11, Jir. Alf. Holden pre-

sided over both. Re tile cancelling cf our annual
open show, two days, holding a one-day open show
in place of name, it was decided to pay the following
prize-money on 10 or more entries: 10/- 1st, 5. - 2nd,
2/G 3rd; entrance fee 1/6, and 1/3 for members;
show date fixed for Dec. 13. Sec. was instructed
to look for a hall to hold same. I have been suc-
cessful in fixing up with the owners of the Rochester
Street Sunday School Hall, which is well lighted and
can be heated if the weather is cold

;
lict-water pipes

right round. This hall is only a hundred yards off

the Drill Hall, where our annual “ Palace of the
North ” has been heid for years. Decided to have
the following classes: Nor. 8, Crests 8, Yorks. 7,

Bord. 8, Sell. 3, A.O.V. 1, Mules 3, Scotch Fancy 2,

Brit. 9. For. 4; judges, G. Dobson, T. B. Tomlinson,
J. Johnson, J. Bertram ; Norwich judge to be decided.
Decided to charge Gd. for entrance to shew7

,
and get

catalogues printed without award?; shew to clos’ at
J. Members please note special meeting Nov. 25.

—

W. Currv, sec.

PUDSEY, STANNINGLEY C.B.S.
A very interesting and instructive lecture was

given by Jlr. It. Hailiday, Oct. 5, at the Fleece
Hotel, Stanningley. There was a good attendance
of members and friends. The subject was “ Hints
to novice Canary fanciers.” He first of ail dealt
with the bird room, saying that it must be well
lighted and perfectly free l'ralm draughts, and
went on to speak about the cages. He preferred
the double cage, as it was more handy in the
breeding treason for running the young birds through
into one compartment, and letting the old birds feed
them through the partition. In feeding the stock
he advised tie? novice to always get the best seed
possible, as it was the best in the long run ; also

to keep the stock, cages, and utensils strictly clean.

He advocates canary seed as the crtaple food and
the following mixed seed two or three times per
week; Red rape, teazle, hemp, niger, gold of plea-

sure, and linseed, maw seed lie prefers to put in

the egg fcod, as, being a small seed, it gets to the
bottom if mixed with the other seeds. Egg food
he prepares in the following manner: he soaks a
6iice of home-made bread, a lew days old, in water
for a few minuted, puts into a basin and breaks
up with a fork, then puts the boiled egg through
a. piece cf perforated zinc into the baii.i, adds a
pinch cf salt, and mixes the whole together with
the fork until it is thoroughly mixed. In selecting

the birds lie said the first tiling to do was to

decide which variety to keep, then get to know the
makings of an ideal bird of that particular variety,

and do your best to maintain your ideal. He
talked at great length on both Yorkshires and Nor-
wich, in all their varieties; Greens, Green marked,
Cinnamons, Cinnamon marks, and clears, treating

alto on double buffing and double yellowing. As
time was getting late he invited questions, these

he disposed of in a very abie manner. A vote of

thanks to the lecturer for coming to instruct us con-

cluded a most enjoyable evening.—H. Raietriek, Sec.

FOREIGN BIRD EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE.

The League’s diploma will be awarded for the
following birds exhibited for the first time in the
United Kingdom at a show under the auspices of
the F.B.E.L., The Secretary would esteem it a
favour if those interested can inform him of any
previous occurrence of these species on the show
bench (before 1913), which information should be
supported by verification. Anyone (members or
otherwise) wishing for a registration and diploma
certifying the occasion upon which they were the
first, exhibitors of any other particular Foreign bird
can obtain it from the League at .a foe cf 2/G.

Exhibitors joining the League by paying their sub-
scription (;!;('•) before Nov. 22. 1914, are eligible

to compete for the season's diplomas and some
2fi to 30 cash special prizes at the forthcoming
Club Show .at the Horticultural Hall. Members
who have not already paid donations or subscrip-

tions to the League for this season should do : o if

they wish their poiiits counted for special prizes.

—A. Silver, Kou. Sec7

.

Black-chinned Yuhinas, Black-throated Wren
Babbler, Black-crested Bulbul, Lady Kathleen Pil-

klngton. Blue-headed Rock Thrush, Mrs. Warren
Vernon, l’igmy Woodpecker, Jlr. S. M. Townsend.
Red-tai'ed Minla, Small Mitiivet, Red-flanked Bush
Robin, Large Niltava. Firceaps (pair), Blue-fronted
Redstart, I.utino Blossom-head Parrakeet, Gays
or Chilian Finch, Black or Greater Amethyst Sun-
bird, Leaser Double-collared Sunbird, Yellow-hacked
Red Sunbird, Black-breasted Yellow fumped Sunbird,
Jlr. Alfred Ezra. Levaillants Parrot, Rev. G. H.
Raynor. Ruddy Waxbills (L. rubricata), Mr. John
Froetick. Jamieson's Waxbills, Douglas Quails, Mr.
W. J. C. Frost. Sikhim Siskins, Jlr. J. C. W.
Meadows, Rose-breasted Grosbeak (hen), Black
Beefffinch, Jliss J. A. II. Smyth. White-throated
Serin, Mahali Weaver, Jlr. S. Williams. Chestnut
and Black Weaver. Miss .J. A. E. Smyth and Jlr.

G. Fletcher. Yucatan Jay, Brown-eared Bulbul.
Major Boyd V.oribrugb. Blood-stained Rosefineh,
Mr. C. T. Maxwell. Mandarin Mynahs (pairs),
lion. Mrs. McLaren Morriton and Mr. A. 'Silver
Glitto, 2 cocks), Jir. C. Roelil, Redhead Ribbon-
Finch Hybrid, Jliss \. B. Smyth. Greenfinch-Blood-
st Tried Finch, Mr. L. M. Wade. Parson-Long-tailed
Grassflnch, Mr. U. S. Q. de Quincey,

M B B. & M C. and F B E L

JOINT SHOW,
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.,

S Nov, 26, 27 & 28
Support the most Philanthropic Association in the Country.

Pioneer of every move to benefit Fanciers.

196 CLASSES. 276 SPEC flL PRIZES.

7wm PiVZES PUARfl^TFED m EVERY GLOSS
Prize Money paid to Persona! Applicants from 2 to 5 Saturday.

Yet Entries Average only 4- per Glass

!

Fanciers, rally to the aid of the British Red Cross Society. Send your entries at once to John Tyson
163, Sloan; Street, London, S.W. Will accept up to first post, Monday, Nov. 23.
Held in the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Sq., Westminster, near ’bus, tram and Underground.

Gity ofBirmingham
GmlGaGm

Open Show, Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 2 and 3. 47 Classes (as last year). 10/-, 5/-, 2/6, for 1/6 entry.
Judges: J. Robson, Esq., and J. H. Roe. Esq. Schedules posted this week-end. Entries close Saturday!
Hoy. 23. Half-gate to National Relief Fund.—J. H. Jones, 211, Park Road, Aston, Birmingham. (1678)

TOWN
South Co. Dublin, 3rd Annual Show will be held in Town Hail,

Wednesday and Thursday, December 9th and 10th, 1914.
(under the patronage cf the Y.CI. and C.B.S. of Ireland). Judges: Canaries, Jlr. J. Wilcock; British,
Jlr. G. Wilson. Entries close Saturday, December 5, 1314.—D. Smyth, Hon. Sec., 14, Tivoli Terrace North
Kingstown.

50-mile Radius Show, held in the Glamorgan Build-
ings, Frederick Street, on Saturday, November 28.

Judge, J. Robson, Esq. ZO Open Classes, 10 Novice
Classes. Apply for schedules to’ E. Thomas, 43,

Craddock Street, Cardiff. Entries close Nov. 25.

LEYKeep your PAB
Finest one-day chow in Scotland is the Paisley and
District O.A. Open Show for Scotch Fancies only, on
November 23, in TannhiU Hall. Specials galore,

including Novice Specials. Membership fee reduced
to 2/-, which allows exhibitors to compete for all

specials. Entries close on morning of show. Sche-
ll ulco from:N. O’Donnsil

,
21. Well Street, Paisley .

elburgH
o.*.

The Third Annual Open Show will be held on Sat.,

Dec. 5, in the Town Hall. Judges: Norwich, T.

Jlorrison, Eurobank ; Border, W. B. Smart, Loan-
head; British, etc., J. Livingston, Bathgate. Enlriis
close Nov. 31, last post.—A. Hoyle, Sec., 18, Short-

hope Street, Musselburgh . (1S73)

SWANSEA
and Diet. Fanciers’ Society wants your entry for

their Open Show on

TRUSS., DEG. 10th, 1914.
50 Classes. Judge: J. H. Payne, Esq., Gloucester.

Proceeds to be given to Red Cross Funds. Schedule:

E. DHP4DLE,
38, Trafalgar Ter., Swansea

HUDDERSFIELD
O.S.

Annual Show of Canaries will be held in St. Peter’s

Street Assembly Rooms, on Saturday, Dec. 12, under
the T.U. of C.B.S. rules, and the patronage of the
C.M.Y.C.C.. Y.C.C., O.N.P.C., and the N.G.M.Y.C.C.
Judge, J. Robson. Esq. Schedules from A. Lawford,
Sec., 14, Poplar-st., Girkby, Huddersfield. (1885)

1AR1IGT0K
19th Annual Show, Friday and Sat., Dec. 11 and 12,

in the Cairo Street Schools. Judges: Jlecsrs. J. C.

Barnes, G. Large, and J. D. Leigh. Schedules ready
shortly from; G. M. Nslson, 466, Knutsford Road,
Warrington. _

‘ LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to sfc--ws.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS, w
154, FLEET

STREET, LONDON.

& Dist.

C.B.S.
The Sth Annual Open Siicw will be heid cn Friday
and Saturday, Nov. 27 and 28, in the Technical
Schools, Sale. Judges: Messrs. C. A. House and A.
Hirst. 42 Open Classes, 10 Novice Classes. Sche-
dules from : G. F. Hardcastlc, 202, Cross Street Sale.

ABEBMCIN
and District C.B.S. 3rd Annual Show,

THiirs., Deo. M,
Thirty-six Classes for Canaries, British Mules, and
Hybrids. Judge, Mr. llattye, Huddersfield. If any
fancier has been overlooked with schedules, will they
kindly apply :F. Sweeting, Hon. Sec., 22, Caradoc
Street, Pentwyn, Abersychan. nr. Pontypool.

ffiLYBaSANM
AND CIS. C.B.C.

Annual Jlcmbers’ Show will be held in lesser Town
Hall, Clydebank, on Sat., Nov. 28. Judges: Mr.
JIcLean, Alexandria, and Mr. McWatt, Bonnybridge.
Admission 4d.—Wm. Kane, Sec., 52, Second Avenue,
Clydebank. (I860)

HIGHGATE 6 HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Seventh Annual Members’ Show. Nov. 20 and 21, at
Spencer Hall, Dartmouth, Park Hill, N.W. Judge,
J. Robson, Esq. Admission, 3d. Fanciers please
note. (1883)

Glasgow (West End/'/;,/,; ftTUrs
Canaries, Mules, British, and Foreign liirds. in Co-
op. Hall, St. George’s Cross, on Saturday, Nov. 21.

Doors open 1 to G p.tn. Admission. Gd.—Wm. Proud,
foot, S ec, and Treas., 145, Henderson St., Glasgow.

Si&f RJ3 I TgPK? 0 6JB> ftl Ninth Annual Great Open
S NSUieBlv Show. Town Hall. Dec. 5.

Judges: Geo. JIarlin, Hamilton. Norwich and British;
Jas. Smillie, Riccarton, Borders. 44 Open Classes.
Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; entry 1/6.—Robert Lam-
bie, See., The Aviarie s. Whitburn, Linlithgowshire.

PlQQflOUf fUlPHl’C and ^‘ s - C.B.S. Annual
Lidd'JJW.yULCll 5 i K Show on December 5, in

Victoria Halls, 470, Victoria Road, Crossbill. 50
Confined Classes, 4 Norwich, and 9 Yorkshire Open
Classes. Priz? Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Schedules now
ready.—Robt. Heggie, 27, McLennan Street, Mount
Florida

,
Glasgow. ( 1S7G

)

SHOWS
ADVERT!SEfVIENTS.

fCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID.

^-incli 2/-, A-ineh 3 -, 1 incli 6 -

Excepf to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or mors

columns 7/3 per inch, column width, except to
“ Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is

6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Sc/ies of not iest
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show
should applv for guarantee form to our JIan3gcr.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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JUDGES or CAGE BIRDS
'flic attention of Show Secretaries In directed to Hie
following list of gentlemen willing to act as judges;

Terms lor insertion on application.

J. C. BARNES, 113, Nortliddd Uontl, Walk 1<7, Shot-
Held. .Indue of all varieties of cage birds, Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. .Indue of all varieties
nl cage birds: Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, ] 15. WasliiiiRton Street, Girling-

foil Bradford. Judge of nil varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. CAnDNEn, 11, Haverstoclc Hoad, London,
N.VV. Jndce of all Kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS. 33, Queen's Koad, Northampton, liavinR

retired from business, can fudge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder und exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21. Hatfield Hoad, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Brlnrdcne, Idle, Bradford. Judge of

Canaries and oilier ('age Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, i'orkshiro Aviaries. <58, Bruns,

"icli Hoad. Liverpool. Jui'f of Cage Birds.

Specialist Yorks, anil Norwich; terms moderate.
W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.- -Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich l’laiuhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Matuiingham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, Tno Cycle, Salisbury 1 ;
s'’

’.
,
CaisiialtOTl,

Surrey. All varieties -.1 Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, CUirrisidc. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. iri. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, Tlvj Aviaries, Kmsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANCER, GO, Grange Terrace, Pclton Foil,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stalls.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years' Breeder end Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
W. VAnDY, The Aviaries. HueknaU Hutliwaito,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILGOCK, 'The Fountain Inn, Iiecleshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

C. WILSON, M. Frizington ltd.. Frizington. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules. Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 23, tirosvenor Koad, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

The following judges have been appointed
For Hamilton open show on Dec. 12, in aid

»f the War Relief Funds :—Nor., 1). Harper
(N«w Stevenson)

; Scotch, W. Park (Fernie-
gair) ; Bord., T. Ritchie (Lesmahagoxv), and
W. Clark (Irvine)

; British, W. Clark (Lark-
hall) and 1{. Davidson (Mossend). Patronage of

Border Fancy Club has been granted with
three medals. Keeping the object of the
show in view, and the entry money (three-

pence) a huge number of birds should be
seen.-—W. S. Wilson, lion. sec.

The strenuous times through which we are
passing will assuredly cause the season of

peace and goodwill to bd especially welcomed,
and few will this year fail to send to their

friends the cherished Christmas Greeting
Card hallowed by time and custom. With-
out, it is confidently hoped, trespassing upon
the gale of the regular Christinas Card, an
appropriate National Christmas Card convey-
ing the Season’s Greeting, and giving expres-

sion to the Patriotic sentiments which
animate all classes, has been specially pro-

duced for the benefit of the Prince of Wales’
National Relief Fund, by Messrs. Raphael
Tuck and Sons, Ltd., whose name, connected
with Christmas Card:-, is a Household word
throughout the Empire. The entire Profits

on the Sale of this National Christmas Card
**ill be paid into the National Relief Fund.
The card is charmingly artistic, and at the
price of Sixpence the value is more than
exceptional. There can be little doubt that
both collectors and the fortunate recipients

will prize this National Christmas Card
(every copy is impressed with a Special

Stamp) as a treasured memento of the most
historic Christmas of our time. Bird-lovers
wanting a choice card should ask at their

stationers for the “ National Christmas
Card.”

AN IDEAL PRESENT:
"CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete
in box,post free in the United Kingdom
Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from ‘’Cage Birds”

i, 3/6 (> 6 i, I, „
x /. 1?

«i >» m it it

(any issue).
Postage paid fcy us.

These coupons must be posted to ue in tlie same en-
velope with remittance and name and address of

•sender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

Nov. 21st, 1914.

“ C A C E BIRDS," 164, Fleet Street, Untfoit. E.C.

GayC Birds
and Bird World.

A Guarantee.! Circulation niuongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, JJtitt Shiest, Lonijon, F C.
/ elegranis—'* Aviculture, J.omion

,

n
'1'tL No. s 739

Hoiborn.
TI10 Editor / r always glad (o receive and consider

suitable contributions, wbctij.tr articles, sketches, or
photographs. Provided on addressed envelope,
suffuteully stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tj°us Promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must he writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only

twitterings.
Mr. J. Nicholson, Maryport, will judge at

Coekcrmouth .Show Nov. 28.

Will Mr. Thomas Gregory send his full

address to A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon St.,
Leicester.

The show of the Forres C.B.S. , arranged
for December 5, has been postponed, writes
Mr. K. MacLean.
Mr. J. Kilshaw (Bolton) asks us to state

that he has undertaken the sale of Mr. V.
Scott’s Boiler Canaries (see advt.) as Mr.
Scott is fighting at the front.

The secretary of Sheffield O.S. would like
members to return all unsold tickets of the
late show held for the Local Relief Fund, as
he is anxious to hand the money over to the
Lord Mayor.
Warrington C.B.S. 19th annual show will

be held in the Cairo .St. Schools, Dec. 11 and
12. The judges are Messrs. J. C. Barnes,
G. Large, and ,J. D. Leigh. (See advert, this
week’s issue.)

Mr. J. Jackson, lion. sec. Cockermonth
F.S., writes that the heading of class 30 in
tho schedule of the forthcoming show of the
society should read “Any other variety,
Insectivorous.”

A slight error has occurred in our schedule,
Writes Mr. J Alderslade, tec. Eastleigh
C.B.S.

; it should read ‘‘Judge, C. E. Silk,”
not C. W. Silk. Entries will be extended till

Sunday morning’s post.

Mr. WT

. Hopwood having resigned secre-
taryship of the Denton C.B.S., Mr. W. Red-
fern of 14, Apsley Road, Denton, has been
elected as sec. All club correspondence
should be addressed accordingly.

Will exhibitors generally kindly note that
Alnwick show is cancelled, likewise those
who have applied for schedules to the sec.

owing to the show being accidentally left in

our “Show Dates Fixed” column.
The members of the Clay Cross C.B.S.,

writes Mr. J. Griffiths, tho sec., were sorry
to hear that Mr. W. Bunce (one of our mem-
bers) was very ill, and it is hoped that he
will have an easy and speedy recovery.

Our review last week of the schedule of

the L.C.B.A. combined show was made from
rough proofs which gave Messrs. Mason,
Davies and Tyson as the judges of the open,
selling and stock classes. From the revised

schedule to hand we gather that Messrs. R.
L. Crisp and A. W. Curtis judge these

classes. There is only one class for Cin-

namons, not two classes, as stated in the
review.
Those of our readers who desire a copy of

Spratt’s Calendar for 1915 should send two
penny stamps to cover cost of packing and
postage, to:—Almanac Dept., Spratt’s Patent
Ltd., 24-25, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
The Calendar is to hang up, and consists of

12 beautiful full-page illustrations in colours,

reproduced from the old Masters and Modern
Painters, while on it is printed much useful

information. Every Dog, Poultry or Cage-
bird owner should certainly possess a copy.

BerwicK’a Solendid Help.
As a result of the Berwick and Dis. C.C.

annual show, Oct. 31, the sec., Mr. A. Hay,
lias been able, after having paid all accounts,

to hand over to the local secretaries of the
War and Belgian Relief Funds, the sum of

£10 lCb.

True Patriotism.
I have three dear boys of my own with

the Colours, writes Mr. W. Rudd, the noted
bird-specialist, of Norwich. Two were with
me, and one, my baby, was only an appren-
tice to a firm in this city. But as an old
volunteer, I could not say “No,” especially
as I would go myself if not long beyond the
age limit, for I believe I could still knock
half the young ones out either at marching
or shooting.

Railway 11 Accident ” at Coventry,
The Committee of the Coventry Ornitholo-

gical Society regret that Mr. R. D. Partlett’s
birds arrived too late for judging, writes Mr.
A. Green, the Hon. Sec., although they were
on show. They proved a great attraction, tho
sensational Canary-Buliio "White Rose”
coming in for the greater part of attention.
We trust that if the railway company are to
blame he will be successful in pressing his
claim.

Farnworth and Dis. C.B.S. will hold its

annual members’ snow Nov. 21, at Bird in
Hand Hotel, Market Street, Farnworth, near
Bolton, writes Mr. W. Dawson, sec. Part of
proceeds will bo given to Relief Fund.
Tho City of Belfast O.S. decided at their

monthly meeting, writes Mr. J. Ronaldson,
tho hon. sec., to revert to their original date
date for holding their annual show, viz., the
second Saturday in November ; will secre-
taries please take notice.

Mr. A. Weston, sec. of the Edinburgh
O.S., writes asking all the old members to
endeavour to bring forward new members
for this, the oldest society in Edinburgh. Tho
society meets on Saturday, Dec. 5, in

Buchanan’s Hotel, High St., when new mem-
bers will be enrolled.

Liverpool’s 1915 Show.
Will secretaries and societies kindly note

we are bolding our 1915 open show on Oct.

22 and 23, write Messrs. Metcalfe and Green,
secs. Liverpool O.S.

Topsy '1 urveydo-' .

At Brcdo Place, Sussex, there was recently

a Wood Pigeon’s nest containing young a
few days old, and at Hcrshum, Surrey, there

is a Thrush’s nest with three eggs.

Prize Money Paid.
We hear that prize-money has been paid in

respect of t]ie following shows. Any who may
have been overlooked should apply to the

respective secretaries : Leicester Hand-in-

Iland, Bournemouth, Reading, Coventry.

Woodpiseon’s September Clutch.
On Sept. 16 I found a Woodpigeon’s nest

containing two eggs, on which the bird was
sitting. I have heard of young birds in the
middle of September, but never of egg6.—V.
Matthews, Berkeley, Glos.

Avian War Refugees.
—Resulting from the movement of troops on
tho Continent, the firing and general disturb-

ance, wc shall no doubt find in theec isles

many uncommon species of birds. A number
of Buzzards have, already been seen high up
over the City of York, and in their wake came
colonies of Jackdaws and Rooks, apparently

frightened' from tho seat o.f warfare.

An important and interesting announcement
will appear in our next issue In connection with

our 6Chsme to provide convalescent homes and
war hospitals with singing Canaries.

Good Old Whitburn.
Whitburn Show is down for Dec. 5, and is

hoping to have a record entry in view of the
excellent management of previous years, and
the promptitude with which the prize-money
has been paid (within three days). The
sec., Mr. Lambie, sends us a number of

letters from exhibitors, all xvell satisfied with
the treatment which they and their birds re-

ceived last year.

Two Nesting Records.
In the September number of “ British

Birds ” a correspondent records that he found
a nest of the Lesser Whitethroat on May 2

with five eggs, all of which hatched' out on

May 17. Three out of five eggs found in a

Blackcap’s nest on May 9 hatched out on May
16. The date of hatching of the Lester

Whitethroats would fix the laying of the first

©gg as on April 28, and the first egg of the

Blackcap would have been laid on April 27.

Both cases xvould appear to be records, for

neither of these spring migrants are expected

here until very nearly the end of April.

Why are the Males Prettv ?
Dr. J. C. Mottram maintains that the male

bird “becomes brilliant in colour, in order

that he may be more likely to be destroyed,

and thus the dull-coloured female gain pro-

tection.” We believe a difficulty would be

that the more effective the males were in

getting killed, the more tho conspicuousness

would tend to lie eradicated from the race.

The author of the theory ingeniously

suggests that tho pairing would occur before

death, so that the male xvould hand on the

valuable quality of conspicuousness through

the unaffected female line to his male

descendants.

11
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^THE POULTSSlf
WORLD. . .

The up=to=dafe. efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra=
ted and full of practical
articles by .experts. In=.
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday. One Penny.
Advertisement Forms and information from

-POULTRY WORLD,”
n 154, Fleet S*,. T o^Hayi. F.C. 2

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure Insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will fie advertised in C.B.” to the
extent of at least 23)- must fie oent-to our manager.
1 lease note that we only insert those that guar-
antee, eo our list is a bona-fide one.

England.
Nov. 20-21. Halifax 0.8.-OL Clegg, 15, Melrose St..

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., W.V.
Nov. 21.- Bradford Nat. C.B.S.— (8. Midgley 10,

\ ietoria St., Clayton, Bradford.)
Nov. 20. 27. 28,- London C.B. A. (Jas. Bray. Jun„

07, St. Diin.stan’s I’d., Hammersmith.) .1.1!.,

H.J.K., A.C., U.L.C.. F.K., J.K., A.S.,
C.J'., A.J.M.

Nov. 27-2S.- Sale C.B.S.-(H. Wh'itnev, 30
,
Brook St.)

A. If., E.B.
Dee. 2 3. City of Birmingham C.B.S.— fJ. If. Jones,

211, Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.lt.
Dec. 3. Abersychan C.B.S.— (F. Sweeting, 22, Cara-

doc fit., Pentwyn, Abersychan). ll.W.B.
Dec. 1)12.—Warrington C.B.S (G. M. Nelson, 466,

Kniiteford ltd.)

1015.

Jan. 9.- Doncaster C.B.S. -CO. Hunt, 19, The Cres-
cent, Balby Kd.) ll.W.B. , J.M.

Jan. 21-22.—Wolverhampton C.B.S.—(W. Harrison,
43, Darlington St.) J.R.

Oct. 22 23.— Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, CS,
Brunswick ltd.)

Scotland.
Nov. 20-21.

—

Glasgow C.B.A.— (\V. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.)
Dec. 19. Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 31 -Jan. 1. Scottish National (Edinburgh).— (J.

It. Meiklc, 22, Brougham St., Kdinburgh.)
Jan. 1.- Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Jan. 6.— Pontypridd F. * F.S,-(A. A. G. M'Lucas,

48, Rosser St., Maesycoed, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12.—Llanelly C.B.S.—(D. John, D, X’ottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

Ireland.
Dec. 9 10.

—

Dublin S. County C.B A— (P. Smyth, 14,

Tivoli Terr. N., Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

3n tfie Courts.
A Lively Affair Near Torquay.

At Torquay Police Court on Nov. 9, before Me~ers.
J. Taylor (in tho chair), and F. J. Crocker, a septu-
agenarian named John Bellamy pleaded not guilty
to using a net to catch birds at Hole on the 27th ult.

P.C. Friendship told a remarkable .‘lory. He said
that at 4.30 p.m. he was in lClsen's J.anc, when he
heard a bird, similar to a Goldfinch, calling. Ho
got over the hedge into an allotment Held, where bo
saw the defendant and a young man, famed Witten.
There was a net laid, and there waa a biid in a
cage close by, and close to it was a quantity of

bird seed and thistles, a fir tree, and clher things
used for tils decoy of Goldfinches. Defendant told

witness that he had no right on iiis iuid, and col-

lared him by the shoulder. Witness told him that

he would lock him up for assault if lie laid hands on
him again. Defendant had hold of ttc net, and
breams very violent. He fell to the ground while

clinging to it, and witness only got possession of tho

net after a twenty minutes-’ struggle. Jhcn defend-

ant got hold of witness's tunic, refused to let go,

and tried to get witness underneath him. Witness

told him that he would have to truncheon him if

ho did not stop, and as ho would not let go bis

hold witness took out his stall' and struck diftndant

lightly across one of liia hands. “ Die plot of

ground is a yard square," added tho constable, "and
defendant Beeps it solely for catching birds. He
has everything (here for enticing them.’

Defendant: Dees the law empower you to trrspaos

on my ground V—Witness: Yea, ;t dc*es, to detect an

offence.
Didn’t you trip m 3 up?- No.

Didn’t you push me when 1 objected lo your going

on to my ground?—No.
, . . „

Does the law empower you to forcibly and brutally

take my net from me?—Yes it does; how could I

prove my ease if 1 had not the net.

Are you empowered to use your stall ?—1 C!!
»
" hen

you arc so v iolent.

All, you cur, I never put a hand on you !

Defendant, on oath, said the constable pushed him

awav and same raspberry canes were broken. De-

fendant told him that he was neither going to nave

the bird nor the net, and the constable put out Ins

arm and defendant fell into a ditch, where lie was

kept 10 or 13 minutes. Defendant had held of the

net, and told the constable that he would not let

go of it. The constable then pulled out lus stall

and struck him on his hand fivg or six tunes; the

hand was beaten alincot to a pulp. The constable

said to him, “If you won’t let go the net I 11 break

your -skull.” “I'm 70 years old,” observed de-

fendant to the magistrates, "and twice as old as

him, and my hand was bleeding, and ho had Ins

knees on my .stomach. 1
’

.

After consulting .with his colleague, the Chairman

informed the defendant that he was convicted ami

fined ,C1 including costs; in default, he would have

)4 days’ imprisonment. On the application ol In-

speetor Wood, the net was confiscated and destroyed,

— ‘‘Torquay News."

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Mid-Rhondda F. and F.S.— Judge’s Hall, Trcataw

(Glam.), open to S. Wales and Monmouthshire;
judge, C. Watson, 5 cl. Yorks, Nor., Bord.. Brit., For.

Prizes, 8/-, 4 /-, 2/-. Fee, 1/0. Knt. close Nov. 26, to

Cl Dinhatn. 52, George fit., Penygraig, Rhondda.
City of Birmingham C.B.S. -Deo. 2. 3; judges, J.

Robson. .1. If. 'Roe: 17 el.. Nor. 12 (Nov. 4). Yorks.

12 (Nov. 4), Crests 2, Cinn. 2, Bord. 2, A.O.V. 2,

Sell 2, llyb. 3, Unit. 8, For. 2. Knt. elo.o Nov.

to J. II. Jones, 211. Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.
Cackermouth (Cumberland).—Nov. 28, Drill Hall;

judge, J. Nicholson; 32 el., Bord. 9, Yorks 7. A.O.V.

2, Mule 1, Sell. 3, llrit. 8, For. 2. Prizes 10/-, 6/-,

2/0. Fco 1/6. Knt. close Nov. 28, to J. Jackson, 14,

Crown Street.
Cardiff (Glam.). -Nov. 28, Glamorgan Buildings.

Frederick .Street; judge, .1. Hobson (50 miles vail

radius). 39 el., Y'orks 11 (5 Nov.), Nor. 11 (5 Nov.),

Bord. 3, Mules .3, Sell. 8, 'Brit. 1, For. 1. Knt clOB->

Nov. 23, to K. Thomas, 48j Craddock Street,
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her for her public spirit in helping this most
interesting section with six entries.

The Cinnamon Lark; belonging to Mr.
Barker, a local specimen, caught at Wallasey,
was very interesting. My favourite (the

Hawfinch) was represented by a few extra
good specimens, perfect in plumage. 1 can
appreciate a well moulted Hawfinch, knowing
by experience the difficulty there is in getting
him into this enviable condition.
The Hybrids and Mules were splendid. 1

wondered what would become of most of these
beauties when they ended their show careers?
What fine specimens they would make for

our museum collection. It was difficult to
get near this section on Saturday afternoon.

'I'he crowd was great around that big headed
“mystery” (Canary-Bullfinch?) Mule, which
stood cardless, but was the most wonderful
bird of the whole collection. How curious
everyone was to look at it.

I often think what a pity it is such in-

teresting exhibitions should not be. brought
more to the notice of the general public.

There was a great crowd of fanciers present,

but the uverage public, among whom are

many interested in birds, would be delighted

to see such an exhibition if they could be
got at. Many friends I have once taken
to a show never miss the opportunity again,

if they can help it. In my Monday even-

ing lectures on birds this month at the

museum, I hope to make the avicultural side

a prominent feature, showing how interesting

and instructive a collection of living birds

can be, also dealing with the history of avi-

culture, including the 13tli Earl of Derby’s
collection that formed the nucleus of our
museum collections.

J. W. CUTMORE.
Liverpool Museum.

The Future of the Plumstead
and Woolwich C.B.S.

Sir,—I read a few weeks ago in
“ Twitterings ” a paragraph from Mr. Botell

that said all meetings were cancelled. 1 find

that the members of the committee and other

members were quite surprised at such a

course being taken, seeing that a good many
members were not employed in the Arsenal.

L'4*j

|

We fee! that our show for Nov. 14 should

I

have been carted through. 1 think 36 .10

j

explanation should be forthcoming from .Mi.
: Botell, as no committee meeting was called

!

to cancel any club business. It will mean
|

the last of the P. and \V.C.B.S. if we do not,

j

pull things together. As we are affiliated to

j

the London Cage Bird Federation 1 think this
body should see that show fixtures arc carried

[

out. It would help the Fancy, and prove the

j

Federation of some value to us. 1 trust the
secretary will oblige in your next issue.

• Gj:o. H. MacLeu.an.

Will the Border Fancy Outstrip
the Norwich ?

Sir,— As an ardent fancier of . the Norwich
Canary myself, and deeply interested in its

welfare, yet I, like Mr. Plank, must take
exception to Mr. Cobb’s remark anent tho
Border Fancy. It is too much of the sledge-
hammer type of argument to talk disparag-
ingly of a variety that is not to one's liking,

and quite outside the province of legitimate
criticism. It is certainly the “ Bantam of the
Canary race,’’ and this very feature evidently
appeals to its admirers, but for quality,

symmetry of form and everything that spells

perfection it stands peerless and alone. The
way it has acquired popular favour is indeed
remarkable, which is diametrically opposed to

Mr. Cobb’s reasoning.
Many long years ago, when I and a few

kindred spirits were doing much to popularise
the variety, our zeal and enthusiasm being
boundless, a certain All-England judge wrote
me and said “ The Border Canary can never
become popular.” On what he based his

deductions was never divulged, but my
excellent friend will have lived to see the
error of his prognostication. It is one of

those varieties whose exquisite charm is a
characteristic development within itself

;
not

one of its many features can be said to be
of a “foreign graft.” Its grace and sweet-
ness are all its «wn. Therefore I think it

beyond reproach, and public condemnation to

be out of place.

Joseph Vickers.
Wigton.

Correspondence Continued cn next page.

Wanted : A Wonderful

Show.

A Final Appeal to the Fancy
Live Humming Birds May be Seen.

L
AST week we pointed out the. very

excellent reasons for every exhibitor

supporting the Horticultural Hall Show
this year. Now we very much regret to

learn at the timo of going to press that the

entry is poor—averaging only 4 birds to each

class!— and we hope bird-lovers. will alter this

state of affairs in no uncertain manner during

this week-end.
Entries finally close first post Monday next,

November 23rd. (See advertisement on

page 247.) If application is made at once

there is still time to obtain a schedule -a

review of which, by the wav,- appeared in

our last issuo. Or if too late, describe your

birds to the show manager, enclose the neces-

sary entry fees (2s, per bird) and lie will enter

them for you.

Now, fanciers, rally round ;
remember that

all profits go to a most deserving object—the

funds of the British Red Cross Society.

Items from the Show Manager.

The show manager, Mr. J. Tyson, asks us

to give publicity to the following items :
—

Three entries were received on Monday
morning,' for classes 38 and' 39, bearing no

name and address; postal orders bear the

Nuffield stamp.

The following letter reached me first post

Tuesday morning, and it is hoped such a

noble example will be followed by others, and

thus show that the people, who cruelly (?)

keep birds in cages have still a soft place in

their hearts for their suffering fellow men.

442, Caledonian Road;
London, N.

Dear Sir,—I am sure there are a large

number of London and other fanciers who
would like to supplement the profits of the

joint show to be held at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, by donations in aid of the

British Red Cross Fund
We should be wanting in our duty as

Englishmen towards those who are so ably

fighting the Great Battle for the British

Empire if we neglected doing our best

A Fifteen-year-old City Siskin.
Sir.

—

As a lover of that, attractive but

rather scarce little Finch, the Siskin, I

thought it might interest your readers to

know that Mr. Linstead, of 89-90, Cheap-

side, has a cock Siskin which has been in

his possession for fifteen years. The bird,

which has always been fed on Hyde’s Finch

mixture, is in* fairly good plumage, and

although it has partially lost the use of its

wings and feet, it still bravely utters its

little song. I have heard cases of the Gold-

finch reaching an age of from fifteen to

twenty years, but considering the uncon-

genial atmosphere of the City of London, this

must- surely be a record of longevity.

J McNacghton.

A Weasel Clears out an Avaury.
Sir,—

I

n opening my aviary this morning I

found that all my birds had been killed

during the night ‘by a weasel, which had

entered by burrowing under the wire-netting.

The birds I was most sorry to lose were a

Pea-throated cock Goldie, which had bred me
some good Mules this season, all cocks, and

a hen Bullfinch I was going to pair with him,

hoping for a Hybrid. This last summer she

built a nest and laid eggs in it and sat. on

them the full time. 1 also lost two hen

Canaries (both bred Mules) and another cock

Goldie and hen Linnet, all useful birds to

me, as my hobby is to breed a Hybrid. I

cannot replace them for the coming 'season at

any rate, unless some of your readers can

help me to make a fresh start.

G. Ireland.

Competition in “Any Other
Variety" Classes.

Sir,— I have been requested to call atten-

tion to the fact that considerable dissatis-

faction exists with regard to the “A.O.V.
and Hybrid class” at Northampton show.

Several* valuable Hybrids were entered at the

last show, but the chief awards wero given to

Crests. One might have expected, under the

circumstances, that at least the second prize

would have been given to one of the Hybrids.

The Committee must not be surprised if next

year Hybrid exhibitors leave the class

severely alone, and allow the Crests to have

it all their own way. I should like to ask

them the question which naturally arises:
“ Is if fair to allow 'Crests to compete in this

class ? ” J, C. Wir.MOT.

towards helping to sec they have all the

medical assistance so urgently needed when
ill and wounded.

I trust those who arc organising the

great Amalgamated Show will be supported

in sueli a manner that you will be able to

hand over a substantial amount towards tho

objects of tho British Red Cross. I shall

be pleased to subscribe BIO 10s., half as

treasurer of tho L.C.B.A., and half as

treasurer of the N.B.1L and M.C.
I am, yours faithfully,

T. R. Trowkr.
Birds for Sale by Tender.

Some birds are entered for competition, but

will be sold by tender to the highest bidder,

and the proceeds are to go to tho British Red
Cross Fund. Other exhibitors have notified

me that should they win any prizes I may
add them towards the fund for that worthy

object.

1 truly hope that the encouraging remarks

of many fanciers (too numerous to acknow-

ledge, but which 1 shall cherish) on my
acceptance of this onerous duty of managing
tho show, and their good wishes for the

success of the undertaking, will .be backed up

by practical support. 1 will do all in my
power, with the co-operation of good and

hard-working fanciers, to merit their con-

tinued confidence. 1 would, however, re-

spectfully suggest that as the chief aim of

this exhibition is charity, and that I am
serving, or trying to serve, the combination

of the three societies, that exhibitors will

refrain from making requests for free passes

for friends, because they have made 8 or 10

entries. Whatever my personal feelings may
be, I regret to say that it is quite impossible

to send these.

For years the L.C.B.A. show has brought

out fresh exhibition specimens, and this year

should be no exception. Of course, we know
the uncertainty of life, but there is every

prospect that there will be on view live

Humming Birds. Owing to their delicacy and

the conditions under which they are kept,

they will only be at the exhibition on Thurs-

day till 8 p.m., and again on Friday from

10 a.m. to 8 p.m. They will not be in tho

exhibition at all on Saturday. Birds cf

Paradise and many other rare and exquisite

foreign birds will be at the show from the

opening till 7 p.m. on Saturday, as well as

beautiful Canaries and British birds and their

Hybrids, with White Blackbirds, White
Linnets, and other abnormally-coloured

specimens.

Ao Interesting Chat on Birds
at Liverpool Show.

Sir,—The British, Foreign, and Hybrid scc-

.tion at Liverpool’s great show last week
proved a, wonderful attraction—the best lot

ever seen in this city. Some of the species

particularly attracted my attention. The Nut-
hatch, a British resident, but seldom seen

North, was especially interesting. It ap-

peared very happy in its cork-bark lined cage,

taking no notice of visitors, but carried its

food to a crevice in the bark and hammered
away at it with its strong straight beak, as it

would in its natural haunts. The Bearded
Tit is another interesting resident, but a

rarity seldom seen
;
its only home now ip -this

country is perhaps the Norfolk Broads. Tins

bird was also in line plumage, and very active,

jumping from twig to twig, carefully avoiding

tho straight, formal perches. The White-

throat (greater), a common summer visitor to

thi3 country, did not- appear quite so lively

as the above but was, like them, in good con-

dition and attractive (a pity these were not

labelled). The two species of Redstart, the

Common and the Black, were two very in-

teresting birds, bobbing their “ danger

signals” (red tails) up and down.
Tbs ‘Bohemian Waxwing eat stolid and

erect as a sentinel on war duty, and was in

perfect plumage, not a feather displaced in

his uniform, his "buttons,” waxen feather

tips on his wings perfect. The two Choughs
with their plumage of bright steel blue, did

not hide their light under a bushel. They
were not only seen, but heard, by everyone

in the show. Both were worth a first prize.

The exhibitor of a Chough is a true fancier

and deserves all he gets, and more. He is

one of the pillars of the show system, help-

ing to make the show a success without think-

ing of the trouble and expense of sending

such a big bird about the country. This

type of exhibitor, ' including those also who
send Soft-bills and delicate Foreigners, de-

serve the thanks not only of the show com-
mittee. but of every visitor to the show.

The Foreign class was well represented by
a beautiful Blackheaded Gouldian Finch and
a Paradise Whydah. How the tail of this

bird is so well preserved in a cage is a mys-
tery townie? The Ribbon, Zebra Finches,

Javas, and Grange Bishop, did groat credit

to Miss Powell." Visitors were, indebted- to

A Soldier=Fancier at

Malta.
Interesting Details of Native Bird-

Catchers and an *‘AH=Hemp=
Seed Diet."

By BANDSMAN T. WARD.

T
HINKING perhaps some of my fellow

members of the L. and P.O.S., as

well as the London and Counties and
North London C.B.A.’s might like to hear
from one of tlieir members now serving

with the colours, I thought I coukl not do
better than write to them through the col-

umns of our favourite paper Cage Birds.

I am serving with the Band of the 4th City

of London Royal Fusiliers at Malta and
during my stay here I have made a few

notes with regard to the birds seen on the

island.

I have already made friends with one

or two native catchers and from them
have learned something of tlieir methods
of catching and keeping birds. In the

first place, their ideas' are not at all in

keeping with our own ideas. Their cages

are very crude, as is nlso their method of

feeding, for all the birds I have seen so

far are fed entirely on hemp, and my only

wonder is, this place being so warm, that

the birds live at all. I have seen Linnets,

Chaffinches, Larks, Canaries and Siskins

all feeding on hemp only, and I must say

they are looking well on it. I have never

seen green-food in tho cages, and do not

think this is ever given. The Larks had

the hemp slightly crushed.

Who Taught the Natives?
I have seen the natives out, with the nets.

I must say it carried my thoughts back to

England, for their methods are exactly the

same as at home, with brace bird and call

birds. I am inclined to think this is due

to the instruction given them by some of

our soldiers while stationed, here. Tho
birds mostly caught, up to the present,

have been Greenfinches and Linnets. The
latter come over here in great numbers,

and fetch very little, being sometimes sold

as low as two for a penny. They arrive

here in fine fettle, being as round as a

tub, so the journey does not seem to wear

them down, as one might think.

I have one of those fresh Galight Linnets

at present in my tent, and I can assure

you that when I told my chums that he had

flown from England lie became a great

pet with nil, and woe betide anyone who
,speaks ill of “ Sambo/’ this being his regi-

mental name. Of course, he is on war
rations, having to put up with whatever
wild seed I can gather, added to his hemp,
this being the only seed I can buy. .So,

like me, he has to rough it, but he seems
quite contented with his lot. Amongst
the other birds which had been caught was
a, fine Sparrow Hawk, and a Glossy Star-
ling, also a fine bird, which would want
some whacking on the show bench.

I have done a little good already for the
birds, for 1 have persuaded the natives to
use wider perches, those already in use
being far too narrow, also advised them
how to feed better. So you sec, I am still in-
terested in our pets. I am becoming quite a
lecturer, too, having given several detailed
accounts to my comrades of Canary breed-
ing and tho difficulties of breeding a win-
ner. I must say that although not one of
them is a fancier I get a very apprecia-
tive audience, and I am looking forward to
some of them becoming bird breeders when
we get home again.

The Present Season.
I suppose this war will have a depressing

effect on our shows this year, but I hope
it will not deter the various local societies
from running their autumn shows, and thus
trying to keep up the enthusiasm which
the Fancy merits. I only wish I wero
with you all to help swell the number of
competitors. I hope my fellow-members
have had a good season, and that some top-
pers have been turned out. I suppose our
Crystal Palace Show will be off, as I hear
the building has been taken over by the
Government. (The Show will still be held,

though not at the Palace.—Editor.)

I am looking forward to my Cage Birds
coming out to me, as one of our members
has kindly promised to send it each week,
and you can rest, assured it will not leave

me until it has been well read. I had a
pleasant surprise in one of my letters from
the wife; it contained a postcard from a
Mr. Richardson, of Tasmania, who paid me
a visit while in England. He bought
some of my Yorkshires and wrote saying

that he had arrived at Cape Town with the
birds' all safe. I hope by now he has
arrived home at Tasmania without any
losses.

I am afraid I must bring this to a close

now, as the bugler has just sounded the

“Cookhouse” call, and only those inter-

ested in it (I am very much so) can appre-

ciate that call properly. (Our readers,

we are sure, will much appreciate Mr.

MTud’s letter and hope to hear from him
agpin.-^- Editor)

Correspondence.
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Rare Birds at the Horticultural
Hall Show.

Sir,—Unless accidents occur, visitors will

have the pleasure of viewing unique specimens
of Humming Birds, while Birds of Paradise
have been promised, and it is possible that
Blue Wrens may be entered. We have heard
also of Bullock’s Hangnests, Violaceous Hang-
nests, Purple headed (llossy Starlings, a rare

Green (llossy Starling, and several new and
interesting Hybrids. At present only a guess
<^an be given as to numbers, but it is pretty
evident that quality will be superb, and
foreign cago birds well represented. Several
rare Flycatchers, 'Sunbirds, and Finches are
also likely to bo shown. The feeding of this

section will be under direct supervision of the
Hon. Mrs. Bourke, Mrs. Thynne, Mr. Wynn,
and Mrs. Dewhurst, and other members of

the League will keep an eye on the welfare
of the birds during the exhibition.

Allen Silver.
Hon. Sec. F.B.E.L.

The Bib of the Exhibition
. Siskin.

Sir,—Allow me to thank Mr. Prior for his
very interesting and able letter. Mr. Prior
says my assertion that yellow Siskins do not
carry a well-defined bib in October is too
sweeping. 1 can only submit to the Fancy
that on the evidence I havo procured from
disinterested persons, also from what I have
learned from the greatest teacher in the
world, namely, practical experience, I can
come to no other conclusion, and cannot
conscientiously modify my assertion. I fully

recognise (he responsibility of the position I

havo taken up—none better than I do myself.
If the intelligence of the whole Fancy ever
brings into being a central governing body
(may it soon arrive) to save us from our in-

dividual chaos, I believe that either by
evidence or practical test I would secure the
verdict from that body and the vindication of

the position I have taken up upon this

matter.
William Fairiiurst.

How the L. and P.O.S. and
Ciapham Shows affect Novice

Exnibitors.
Sir,— I beg to enclose you copy of a letter

received by this society (The London Federa-
tion of (’age Bird Societies) and should be
obliged if you would insert our reply to same
in your next issue.

J. C. Birch, Hon. Sec.
[Copy of Letter and .Reply.]

32, Arthur Hoad,
Holloway, N.

Dear Sir,—Seeing a notice that the
Council meet on Friday, I have a question
I should like them to answer re shows this
season. What I want to know is, will
shows like Clapham and the L. P.O.S.
count as open ones for novices? These
shows are limited to London, and there
were only members’ classes given

; last

year they gave open classes as well as
members’. The question will affect several
other exhibitors in novice classes. Shall
be obliged if you wjill answer through
Cage Birds. H. Neighbour.

68, Ashburnham Road,
Willesden, N.W.

Nov. 16, 1914.
Sir,—In reply to the query addressed

to the London Federation of C.B.S.
asking if the L. and P.O.S. and Clapham
Societies’ shows would count as open
shows for novice classes, this meeting is of
opinion that the shows were open, and
that novice classes will count accordingly,
the only restriction in connection with
them being that exhibitors were required
to deliver and collect their exhibits.

J. C. Birch, Hon. Sec.

Suggestions for Tiding Over
Hard Times.

Sir,—Let me appeal to all societies to
hold their meetings as usual. It is bad
enough postponing the shows, but they
ought to hold their meetings. They have a
grand opportunity of justifying their

j

existence. It is not only our brave com-
rades who have gone to the front whose
stocks want looking after; there are un-
fortunately plenty of fanciers with good
stocks, who, owing to the war, are out of
employment, or working half time. These
men want a helping hand to keep their
stocks, as it is as much as they can do to
live. I think it is time societies took the

jmatter up and bought on the co-operative
system. A sub-committee could be appointed

|

to deal with this matter; also a benevolent
|fund could be formed. I am aware that this I

is a delicate question to handle, but it could
be easily arranged. I am sure a parcel of
seed would help many a good fancier to keep
bis stock going until things brighten, up
again. I am afraid if farmers are forced to

sell out, their interest will be gone. Fellow-
fanciers, attend your meetings

;
you havo a

grand opportunity of showing the faddist
that we keep birds for the iove of the hobby-
I would also ask the seed merchants not
to overdo it in raising the price of seed, as
I have met several fanciers who declare they
will give up if seed continues to go up in

price. Fanciers, remember the old adage: A
little Help is worth a deal of sympathy.

Cymiio.

An Offer to Secretaries in
Durham and Northumberland.

Sir,—I was interested to see Mr. W. E.
Plank’s spirited defence of the Border Fancy,
although I am afraid little progress will be

made by contrasting its merits with such as

the Norwich and Yorkshire possess. Never-
theless, the future of the sprightly little

Border is assured. Last Saturday I visited

the show of the Newcastle-on Tyne C.B.S.

held th is year under rather adverse conditions)

and was struck with the fine show of yellow

and buff Borders. I would like to see some
of the smaller clubs in the district cater more
for the Border Fancy, and if a small offer is

of any use I shall be pleased to award two
prizes of framed pictures, one to the first

Northumberland secretary and one to the first

Durham secretary, whose letters reach me
informing me that they have a show next

month with a Novice Border Fancy Class
;
my

two prizes to be given to such classes.

A. S. Reeve.

33, Shortridge Terrace,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

S'fie SHows.
COVENTRY.

SSth Annual Open show, Nov. 14, headquarters,

Sydenham Palace, Lower Ford Street, ’rue room
is an ideal one for a cage bird show, and we should

have, liked to tee a better entry in view of the
proceeds being given to the Prince of Wales’ Fund.
The birds were well looked after. Judging was
over and cards up in good time. Unfortunately
Mr. Parlctt’s team of Mutes* and British did not
arrive till 1-30, too late for competition. The
Society has in Mr. Green a very obliging sec., and
with the assistance of the hard-working committee
things were carried out in apple-pie order. Messrs.

G. Peters (President), T. Gilbert, T. Judd (Vice-

Presidents), J. Corrall (Treasurer), G. Turrell, H.
Mann (auditors), If. Butler, W. Rowley, G. Law-
rence, H. Spann, A. J. Barratt, W. Davies, W.
Slaymaker, all worked hard for the general good.
Mr.' J. Robson judged and gave general satisfaction.

NOR. CL. YELL. (6): 1, Bond, nice size, sound
col., good head and neck, neat wings

; 2, he, Whet-
stone, grand col., good head, trifle longer; 3, Judd,
nice type, qual., and wing carr., trifle smaller ; vhc,
Day; c, Westwood. BUFF (7): 1, Hathaway, ideal

Nor., lovely type, short thick set bird, good head
and neck, neat wings and tail, full of col., wins
well

; 2, Whetstone, large, grand col. and qual.,

good head, trifle longer; 3, Dipple, good type and
qual., fails in col. to winners

;
vhc, Corrall ; he,

Garfield; c, Parker. TKD. YELL. (7): 1, Hath-
away, tkd. head, very neat, good type and qual.,
well carried wings ; 2, Elliott, heavily varieg., good
col. and type; 3, Fox, lightly varieg., grand type,
lovely col. (and qual., nicely carried wings, minus
a few tail feathers or might have been higher;
vhc, Wright; lie, Edwards; c, Rowley. BUFF (0);

1, Whetstone, cap mkd., lovely col. and qual., nice
head and neck ; 2, Hathaway, large bird, mkd. wings
and tail, good type, col. and qual.

; 8, vhc, Bond,
nice type, good qual., neat wings

; he, c, Spann.
HEN (14): 1, Dipple, luff, good type and co!., nice
qua!., looked a bit soft when we saw it; 2, Fox, cl.

yell., nice type, grand col. apd qual., neat wings,
very pretty, soon claimed at £3 10s.

; 3, Leach and
Gough, cl. buff, lovely type, nice qual. and col.,

good head and neck, neat wings; vhc, Garfield;
he, Wood; c, Dickinson. UNFLIG. YELL. (10): 1,

splendid col. and qua!., nice neat wing carr.

;

2, Dipple, nice type, good qual., crosses wings at
times; 3, vhc, Judd, beautiful col. and qual., "trifle
smaller; T.c, Gilbert; c, Shirley. BUFF (11): 1,
Wright, grand body, lovely qual. and col., neat
wings, short tail, a right sort; 2, Hulse, good
size and col., neat wings, nice round head; 3, vhc,
Judd, splendid qual. and col., neat type, fails in
head to winners

;
he, Phillpot; c. Bowers. HEN

(12): 1, Foxo/i, cl. yell., nice even co!., good qual.
and cond. ; 2, Hulse, buff, dark tail, rich col., good
qual., nice neat wings, well shown

; 3, Leach and
Gough, larger, good type, hut not quite the qual.
of winners; vhc, Elliott; he, Corrall; u, Bridgwater.
NAT. COL. (7): 1, Hathaway, large cl. buff, ex-
cellent type, nice head and neck, neat wings; 2,
Judd, cl. buff, excellent qual., lovelyt col. for
natural, neat wings, Leicester winner

; 3, Phillpot,
c!., lovely qual.. neat wings, very compact. NOR.
CK., 30s. (23): 1, H. W. Thompson ; 2, Judd; 3,
Elliott. UNFLIG., 30s. (11); 1, Foxon; 2. Dicken-
son; 3, Thompson. HEN, 30s. (12): 1, Foxon; 2,
Dipple; 3, Packer. CREST (5): !, A. J. Smith,
noted clear body D.C.. in grand form, looking as
well as when he won Cage Bikss championship at
the Crystal Palace; 2, Edwards, heavily varieg.,
lovely droop, nice neat centre; 3. vhc, he, Peters,
wing mkd. D.C., good large crest, but hardly so
imat. C.B. (4): 1, Edwards, nearly gr., wonderful
(lead, well lashed ; 2, Smith, looks like a hen, and
a topper too, very dense; 3, Peters, heavily varieg.,
grand head, idea winy feather; vhc. Green. CREST
or C.B., 1914 (.5): 1, 2, Smith, large gr.. a topper,
lovely droop, nice neat centre, beautiful veiny
leather

; 2nd, heavily varieg., good front, not tit.

i! ; best; 3, vhc, Peters, varieg. C.B., gcod entrance,
nice feather; lie, Edwards. CINN. (3); 1. 3, Spann
both buffs, good col., well mkd.

;
3. Parker, Jonque,

lair size, nice feather. YORKS. CK. (»): 1, Dykes
cl. yell., grand col., neat hr all and neck, very
riyli h: 2, V- . I. King, cl. buff, hardly the length,
very neat, good wings and tail

; s, Weeks and
Gibbons, nic head and neck, neat back, good col.
and

_
cond. ; she, Harding, lie, Cowley; e, Sneed

11IIN 17): 1, Dykes, el. buff, nice pos.. tight as wax,
neat head, neck and 'shoulders; 2, Hart el yell’
neat wings and tail; s, Harding, el. veil, good
col. and pos.. hardly the length; vhc, King

; he

Green; c, Spann. UNFLIG. (8): 1, Dvkes, good
length, nice pos., well filled in neck, good head,
nice col.

; 2, Sheppard, buff, shorter, but grand col.
and qual.

; 3, Cowley, good qual., nice length, fails
col. A.O.V. (8) : 1, 2, 3, Gilbert; 1st and 2nd,
splendid Cinnamon Crests, well shown

; 3rd, even
mkd. huff Nor., good type, col. and qual.

;
vhc, he,

Phil pot; c, Arundel. MULE or HYB., LIGHT
(®) : 1. vhc, c, Gilbert, tkd. wing, grand col. Goldf.
and Can., like boxwood, lovely blaze; 2, he, Law-
rence, wing mkd. Linnet-Cun., good size and cond.

;

3, Hart, Greenf.—Cam, cheek mkd., grand col. and
cond. DARK (7): 1, vhc, Rees, Linnet-Can., lovely
eol. and qual., good size, nicely laced; 2, Lawrence,
large Greenf. -Can., good col. and cond.; 3, Ford'
Redpoll-Can., good size, nicely mkd. ; lie, Ilepwood.
IYJS. (4): l, 2, 3, Gilbert, Bullf.-Grcenf., Chaffinch-
r.i in <>,(', find Goldf, IJuHf., in order named, very

taking exhibits. GOLDF. or HULLF. (7): j, 2, no
name, two lovely Goldfinches, nice sqnare-c il
blaze, excellent tannings, good eol. and taze * 3
Burrows, Bullf., good cap, very steady; vhc, Baby-
he, Baseley. GREENF. or LINNET (12): ], he,
Dalton, Linnet, grand col., well laced, nice qua!
and cond.; 2, Lawrence,, Greenf., good lize, full of
eol., nice cond.

; 2, Pitchford, Linnet, fails col. to
winner, very steady; the, e, Eord. SISKIN, Etc
v.0): I, Ruby, Siskin, rich col., nicely mkd.,’ good
cap and bib; 2, Rees, Redpoll, good col., nice bib;

<??<>d col-, nicely laced; vhc, Ford.
A.O. SEED-EATING (7): 1, Lawrence, Corn
Bunting very steady; 2, Gilbert, Yellow Bunting,
good co!., well mkd.

, 3, Ilepwood, Hawfinch, nice
b;b ’ A1 condition; vhc, he, Dalton.

IN SEC IV. (3): j. Burrows, lovely Redstart, grand'
co ., good s:ze, in the pink

; 2, Bent, Nightingale
Sme

?
nd cond ' very steady; 3, Bui], Redstart,

crjv
on

-

ly 1 exhibit)
: Cox, Pekin Robin.SELLING, 21s. pairs: l, Johnson; 2, Packer- 3

Cox. 12s. bl SINGLE: 1. Cooper; 2, Belli 3|Dickenson. G It T : ], Gilbert; 2, Peters; 3, Bell

LEITH,
Fifty-fifth annual show, Nov. 14, Church Hall,

wc u
C i(°ad ',

1 ,
Tlle

.
hil *l is a good one, lofty

well lighted, and free from draughts, and all avail-
£b.e space was taken up with a splendid entry.

etc '' were Iai ‘i out lor inspection,
and the display was very imposing. Exhibits were
of high-claos merit. Some grand Scotch, Norwich.
Borders and British being on view we thought the
lust section the finest oi all. Visitors swarmed in
during the afternoon, and the remark was oftenmade that Leith executive might we'l run an open
show, having such support from patrons and the
visiting public

; they might run a show second to
none, perhaps equal to the Scottish National.
I he society is fortunate in having as leaders Messrs.
James Luinsden, pies, and show manager, John
Allan, vice-pies., and Geo. Brown, sec., everything
passed off smoothly and with clockwork regularity
under their charge. Judges were: Scotch Fancy,
Messrs. J. Carton, Dalkeith, and J. McLennan, Edin-
burgh; Nor., J. Holms, Edinburgh; Borders, T.
Arnott, KirkcalCJ and J. Patterson,, Chirnside

;

Brit, and Mules, P. McQuiston, Ayr, and the awards
met with general satisfaction.
SCOTCH FANCY, CL. OR TKD. YELL. OK. (6):

1. Hope, grand size, derided drive, fine shoulders; 2,
Allan, more feather, fine shoulder, slower

; 3. Pater-
son, Hue length, shade, turner; 4, Dalgleish; vhc,
Paterson. BUFF (8); 1, he, West, grand subs.,
shoulder and drive; 2, vhc, Allan, close up, handies
well; 3, Hope, good size, fails little in drive; 4, Dal-
gleish; e, Paterson. YELL. PIED (4): 1, sp., Dal-
gleish, grand one, hard up, decided drive and
actions

; 2, West, again good, fine shoulder and
drive; 3, West. BUFF (5): I, 3, Paterson, grand
subs., decided shoulder and drive, 3, sp., good one,
inclined to be nervy; 2, sp., Dalgleish, grand size;
4, Allan; vhc, Rodger. YELL. GR. (]): Rodger.
CL. OR TKD. BUFF HEN (8): 1, cup, sp., he, Hope,
real clinker, splendid subs., size, pos., shoulder and
drive, handles well, should hold her own

; 2, Pater-
son, shade plain beside such a charmer; 3, Dal-
gleish, ami la r ; 4, West; vhc, Allan; c. Black.
YELL. PIED (3): I, 2, sp., Dalgleish, lovely ladies,
splendid size, drive and action, hard to separate, if

anything, our choice was the latter; 3, sp., Allan,
nearly gr., fine shoulder and drive. BUFF (8):
1, 3, Paterson, grand shoulder, decided drive, fine
size, 3, grand size, fails- in length of drive; 2, Allan,
close up, quite as gcod in subs.; 4, Dalgleish; he,
Rodger; c, Hope. GR. (1); Rodger. NOR., CL.
OR TKD. CK. (15): 1, 4, sps., he, Moffat, leader in

the pink, splendid head, fine front, typical ; 2,
ouglass-, find shape, feJiSier and qua],

; 3, sp.,

Finnic, good col., line shape, frayed in tail; vhc,
Black; c, Walls. BUFF (18): 1, 2, sp., Finnie,
good ones, fine col. and qual., very typical, former
larger; 3, A. Moffat, fine col. and qual., fails

frontal; 4, sp., A. Moffat; vhc, Forrest; he, West;
c. 1>. Moffat. VAR. YELL. (4): 1 Moffat, sound
col., line head and front

; 2, 3, Buglass, leader three
point, tine col and qual., unsteady, 3, small but
tine, col.; 4, D. Forrest. BUFF (8); 1, he, A.
Moffat, grand size, fine ir-ubs., well modelled
throughout; 2, D. Moffat, shade ihin in front, fine

col.; 3, c. Walls, fine type and col, smaller; 4,

Weir; vhc, Finnie. CL. GR TKD. Yl.LE. HEN
(9); 1, sp., A. Moffat, grand size, pure col., line

qual.; 2, Buglass, fine .stamp, fails eol., geed pos.,

3, 4, Finnic, tkd., good one, net finished; vhc,

West; lie, Forrest. BUFF (K>): Coed class. 1, sp.,

Anderson, unfed, fine head, good type; 2, 4, A.

Moffat, must have pressed, splendid col
,
subs, and

qual.
; 3, no name, fine col. and qual., bit faulty

iii wing car.; vhc, he, Finnic; c, Mainland. VAR.
YELL. (S); 1, A. Moffat, rare head, fine front, eol.

and qual
; 2, Walls, again good col.., qual. and

type; 3, 4, Finnic, heavy-marked, fine cel. through-
out; vhc, B'uck; he, Brown. BUFF (14): 1, 2,

sp., vhc, c, A. Moffat, leader nearly gr., fine col.,

../pa and pos., 2, tkd. wings, grand head, fine bold
front

; 3, Bugho , mkd. eyes, etc., tine col. and
type; 4, Walls; he, Finnic. GR. GR CINN. CK.
(11) : 1, 2, Watson, good ones, fine col., type and
qual.; 3, vhc, lie, Blais, fails front, good qual.; 4,

A. Moffat; c, Millie. CREST (2): 1, 2, sp.. Walls,
fine size and subs., leader better centred. C.B.
(5): 1. sp., South, nearly gr., splendid lashing ami
entrance, good size; 2, 4, Stephinson, cl., fails

entrance and expansion; 3. Walls, var., fine size,

fails head. C.B. HEN (3): 1. 2, .Smith, gr.. fine

frontal ami browing, 2, var., fails size and head
feather; 3, Walters, very similar. BORD. CL.,
.YELL. CK. (13): 1, Bode, line col., rare qual., good
wing and tail; 2, sp., 4, vhc, Rodger, eja e up. flue

col., good type and pos.; 3, lie, Brown, finely

drawn, good head, fine, hack; c, Duncan. BUFF
(ID): 1. cup, ll.F.C.C. medal, and sps., Dods, little

beauty, finely braced wings, well filled back, lovely
col., qual. and cond.; 2, Rodger, shade longer drawn,
fine pos. and type; 3, sp., Little, fine type, gcod
hack and wings; 4, vhc, lie. Brown; c, Duncan.
YELL. HEN (17): 1. sp.. Dods, fine model, sound
col., qual. and type; 2, he, Rodger, flue head and
Back, fails frontal to winner; 3, Brown, shade
thicker, line qual.; 1, Muir; vhc, sp., Little; lie,

I Lodger; c, Stephinson. BUFF (13): 1, Dods, fine

I

model, grand back, wing, and tail car.
; 2, Dun-

j
can, grand type and pos., fails qual. only

; 3, Rod-
ger, stylish lien, fine Kepd, good movement; 4,
Stephinson; vile, c, Brown; lie, Drysdaie. YELL.
TKD. (8); 1, 2, Rodger, fine eol. and qual., former
best in head; 3, Muir, fine head, bit faulty, wing
Car.; 4, vhc, West; lie, D. Brown. BUFF (7): 1,
Dods, tkd.. cheek, lo*.ely col. and qual.; 2, 3,
Brown, tkd. head, grand type, fails qual,; 3, tick
wing, fine model, but same fault; 4, Rodger; vhc.
Brown; he, c, Muir. YELLGW MARKED
(7): 1, Dods, lightly mkd. hen, splendid typo
shade run in col.; 2, 3, Rodger, better col., fails
cond., fine type; 4, sp, Rodger, var.; vhc, c, Lums-
den; he. Brown. BUFF (13): 1, 4, op, Drysdaie, fine
typo and markings, mighj he better put down ; 2, sp,
lie, sp, Rodger, grand hen, mkd. head and wings,
stylish and jaunty; 3, West, grand qual., a little
heavy mkd.; vhc, Lumsden; c. Little. YELL. GR.
UK. (.17) : 1, 2, Dods, leader iiest type, fine pencilling,
col., and qual., 2 failo in thigh markings; 3, X.ums-
<len. grand type, fine ground col. and thigh markings;
4, Duncan; vile, Brown; he, e. Walls. BUFF (10):
1, 2, vhc, Dods, 1 grand type, fine eol., ami mark-
ings, shade unsteady, 2, better ground eol., fails
corn!.; 3, no name, line type and markings, light in
tail; 4. lie, c, Lumsden; vhc, Dods. GR. HEN (IS);
1, 4, Dodo, 1 good buff, fine type, co!., pencilling,
and qual.; 2, Brown, fine yell., good col., fine pen-
rilling; 3, Drysdaie, buff, good type, fine pencilling,
fails cond.; vhc, Lumsden; he, c, Duncan. CINN.
CK. (13): 1, Dods, lovely eol., fine markings, grand
qual. ; 2 3, vhc, Buglass, grand one, scarcely ready,
3 huff, line qual., faulty wings; 4, he, Weir; e, Wc-t.
HEN (8): 1, 3, sp, 4, vhc, sp, Buglass, leader buff,
line ty pe, good head, fine col., 3 yell., fine col., type,
and qual.

; 2, Dods, yell., lino hen, close up, fine
head, hack, and wing; lie, Duncan; c, Allan. GIFT:
1, Paterson; 2, Wells; 3, Went ; 4, Watson; vhc,
Lumsden; he, Moflatt; c, Finnie. GOLDF. GR
BULLF., FOR. (fi) : 1, 3, 4, Ferguson, leader fine
size, nice face, good buttons, and col., rteady, 3
Bullie, grand size, line head, nice cap and col.; 2,
Watson, shade smaller than winner, equally good in
other points; vhc, Finnie; lie, Blair. GOLDF.,
BRIT. (C) : 1, Watson, fine Finch, deep cut blaze,
nice flushing, bare*, and finish; 2, Brown, close up,
tails cond.; 3, Finin’, a wee smaller, gcod face. col.,

and cond.; 4, Allan; vhc, lie, Watson. LINNET
(17); 1, Allan, good size, fine col. and pencilling,
fine whites, extra qual.; 2, Watson, dose race, nice
col., splendid qual.: 3, op, 4, Andersen, fine siz>
and pencilling, fails bloom; vhc, Finnie; lie, Milne;
c. Maitland. NON-FED, GREENF. (15): 1. sp, Wat-
son, fine head, size, co!., and qual., steady, win-;
2 4, vhc, Allan, fine Finch, shade smaller; 3, Me- scr,
larger, hut not so fine qual. : he, Finnie; c, Ferguisr.n.
FED (4): 1, Allan, grand head, fine col and qual.;
2, Forrest, smaller, fails col. and cond.; 3, Brown,
line shape, good head, hardly ready; 4, Sayers. SIS-
KIN (4) : 1, 3, Watson, leader fine col. and mark-
ings. good qual., 3 very similar; 2, Allan, shade
smaller, liue cap; 4, Watson. MEALY BEDROLL
OR TW ITE (11): 1, Allan. Twite, fine size, splendid
col. and qual.; 2, vhc, Milne, Mealy Redpoll, fine
cap. good size, markings, and steady ; 3, c, Watson,
Twite, good one. but fails size to winner; 4, Savers;
he, Mercer. LESSER REDPOLL (12): 1, Watson,
line little fellow, in the pink, well shown; 2, Gallo-
way, nice one, blit down in qua!.; 3, 4, Sayers, shado
smaller, fine cap; vhc, Stephinson: lie, Croft; c.

Mainland. BULLF. OR CHAFFINCH (10): 1. vhc,
Allan. Chaffinch, rood col., fine markings, steady and
well shown

; 2, Finnie, Bullf., fine cap., col.,’ and
qual.; 3, Allan, Chaffinch, fine cal., a little unsteady;
4, Duncan: lie. Mercer

, c, Black. A.O. I-TNCH (10):
1, 2, vhc, he, c, Allan, leader Hawfinch, grand col.,
fine bib, in the pink ; 2, Bramble, gcod one, fine
eol. and markings; 3, sp. Watson, fine size col. apd
qual.; 4, Galloway. BUNTING (8) : 1, 2. Watson,
leader Ytellcwhaminer, fine size, nice held markings.
2 Corn Bunting, well up in col., steady and well
shown; 3. Finnie, ’Hammer, fine eol., fails ina'kings;
4, Allan; vhc, he, Sayers; c. Maitland. SMALL
SOFTBILL (7) ; 1. 2, 3, 4, no name, leader Redstart,
splendid col., in the pink; 2, Wagtail, splendid ..ize,

goed one for col. and oual., 3 Redstart, shad v

smaller, 4 Blackcap. LARGE (10): 1, 2. 4, c. Watson,
grand team, well put down; 3, vhc. Craft; he,
Messer. SEEDEATING HEN (12): 1. Galloway, j.iee
Bramble, fine col. and qual.; 2. lie. ‘Watson. Greenf..
fine size; 3, Lumeden, Siskin, fine eol. and markings;
4. Mainland, Twite; vhc, Brown. LIGHT MULE.
ETC. (3): 1. sp, 4 pointed light, fine col., siz , and
qual.; 2, Black, fine col., steady: 3. A. Black, fine
size and qua!. DARK ( 10> : 1. Fund:, veil. Grcenie
Mule, fine col., well shown; 2, 3, he, Brown, both
Linnet Mules, fine size and shape; 4, c, Wateon, Sis-
kin ; vhe. Brown.

OUEFTJSBURY C B.S.
Members’ Show, Granby Hotel, Oct. 17, Mr. I.. C.

Casey, Bradford, judged 49 birds. CL. OR tkd!
YELL. CK. : 1, Allatt; 2, Ambler: 3. Fairer. BUFF:
I, Hudson: 2, lie, Blaghrough : 3, Jlolfe : 4, Fowle

;

vhc, Allatt; c, Jewett. MKD. YELL. CK.: 1,
Blaglircugh. BUFF: 1. Hudson: 2. 3. Fowle: 4.
Ambler. UNFLIG. CK.: I, ,T. and F. Haggi-; 2,
lie, Fowle : 3, Blaeboneh ; 4, Hovle

; vhc. Rolf;
C’L. OR TKD. YELL. niiN. 1, 2. J. and F. Haggis;
3, Fowle; 4. Fairer; vhc, Allatt. HUFF': 1. on,
Rolfs; 2, Fowl-: 3, Myers; 4, Hoyle; vhc. Allatt.
MKD. YELL. HEN: 1. Myers; 2. Hudson; 3. Blair-
brough; 4, Allatt. BUFF: 1. Hoyle; 2. All.tt: 3,
Myers : 4, Fowle; vhc, J. and F. Haggis; he, Hud-
son.—W. Jigger, Sec.

Members’ show. Granby Hotel, Nov. 7th. Mr.
II. Smith, of Omensbury, judged 52 birds, and gave
every satisfaction.

CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. Myers: 2, J. and F.
Haggis; 3, Ambler: 4. Blaghrough. BUFF: 1,

Ambler: 2. Skelton: 3. Blaghrough; 4, Uov'e. Gif.
MKD. CK. : 1, 4. Fowle: 2, 3, Hudson. CINN. MKD.
CK.: 1. Hoyle: 2. Ambler. STOCK BIRD: I. Am-
bler; 2, M vers : 3. Hovle; 4,' J. and F. II

Cl "» TKD. vi-ir,. HFX: ). J. and F. Haggis; 2.

1, Williams: 3. Hudson. BUFF': 1, Eo'fe: 2. Flu (son;

3, M vers : 4. J. and F. Haggis. GR. MKD HEN:
1. Allatt: 2. Blaghrough. CINN. MKD HEX: I.

Myers: °. Williams; 3, Hudson; 4, Hoyle.—W.
J agger, Sec.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deal with all kind" of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wr:st!in->. Boxing. Weigh! Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitfu, Gymnastics of a'l kind-;.

Swimming, &C-, ft". Gives free advice on nil

nir'stion.^ cf Health, Diet, Ac., to all venders.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Solfl Cverywlrro.
Cot a ccpy to-day, or send or Ere - Specimen to
"Health and Strength," 12. Biirhi-'n Street,

Strand E.C.. mentioning "C.IL''

Use our Nctepaper
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Two Hundred Up On Last Year.

Fourth annual open show, Nov. 1314, and wo nro
very pleased to chronicle a very suecco.tul show.
In past years tho society lias not been very fortu-

nate in obtaining the support of exighitors, and the

reason is very difficult to And. They have a grand
hull, one cf the best in.the North cf England, pro-

vide a very liberal classification, and pay good prize

money, which Is paid out to all exhibitors attending
the show

;
in fact, they have done everything in their

power in the interests of exhibitors and we hope now
she tide has turned in their favour they will continue
on to greater things, and become one of the largest
and best shows in the North, as they deserve to be.

The show was held in tho Club Hall, a really grand
place for a show

; grand size, any amount of both
top and side light, and heated to a comfortable
degree. Entries came up well, totalling about -00

over last year, and 150 above previous best. Quality
throughout wao of a very high standard, several
crack exhibitors sending grand teams and each sec-

tion contained birds of superlative merit. A
regrettable incident was the absence cf the fine team
of Yorkshires entered by Mr. G. W. Cuthbertson,
the birda not arriving until the afternoon, too late
for judging. Tho society is grandly officered, the
president, Mr. A. W. Monk, who opened the show,
being one of the right sort, and a splendid sup-
porter. The genial chairman, Mr. E. Richardson,
works hard, while treas. Mr. G. Hugill, deserves a
special word of thanks for the way he worked dur-
ing the show. These gentlemen had a grand com-
mittee under them composed of Messrs. T. Orton,
J. H. Elwell, \V. Webb, G. Bradley, G. Chariton, A.
Aldcreon, It. Ridley, it. Rowlandson and T. Kit.hing,
who all gave cf their best to make the show a suc-
cess. In Mr. J. Ainsworth the society possesses a
see. who thoroughly understands his work, and he
carries out his duties with clock like precision, while
ilia kindly and courteous manner makes him very
popular; he would undoubtedly bavo had more
reason to be pleased at the success of his efforts but
for the fact of Newcastle Show taking place on
tile Saturday, which probably meant the loss of a
considerable number of entries. In the members’
class 25 birds of all varieties competed for 25 spec-
ials, each bird obtaining a prize, and the class was
judged by both judges. Special prize winners
in Open: Most points Nor. Mays and Allison, 2nd
Hailes and Thompson; most points Y’orks. Naylor,
2nd Pyman; Bords. Watson; Brit. Nicholson and
Son, 2nd Dr. Wilson. Tho judges were Mr. J. Stan-
ger flVlton Fell), Nor., Crests and Bords.; and Mr.
W. Reid (Sunderland), Yorks., Brit., and Mules.

M*-. J. Stanger’s Classes
NOR. YELL. (1C) ^ 1, Stephenson, cl., grand size,

lovely shape, ehort and thick-set, nice head, neck
and chest, grand col. and qual., clean cut away;
2, J. Briggs, cl., grand shape, nice subs., good chest
and back, noat wing carr., not quite so bet in col.

;

3, Reynolds, wing tkd., lovely col. a::d qual., bit
longer in barrel, nice shape, neat head, good carr.

;

4, No Name, on smaller lines, nice col. and qual.,
neat head; vhc, Rutherford; he, Hailes and Thomp-
son; c, Burdett. BUFF (15): 1, Fraser, fair shape,
size and col., some thought lucky ; 2, H. Briggs,
tremendous size, rare head, neck and chest, good
col., carries plenty of feather, but carries it well

;

3, vhc, Mays and Allison, beauty for shape, short
and cobby, rare size, nice head, neck and chest,
grand feather, nice carr., we liked

; 4, c, Robson and
Marsh, grand size and shape, rare head and chest,
not quite the col. of 2nd and 3rd ; he, Pickles. UN
FLIG. (13); 1, Russell and Teasdale, cl. yell., nice
size, lovely shape, short cobby body, nice head, neck
and chest, grand col. and qua!., clean cut away

;

2, Potter, buff, rare subs., good shape.-nice head and
neck, short well carried flights and tail, good col.
and qual.; 3, 4, Barnes, var. yell, leading, sweet
shape, lovely qual., neat short wings and tail, not
quite so hold in head. 4th cl. buff, nice size, grand
shape, neat head, lovely col. and qual., gets wings
over a bit; vhc. Bates; he, Potts; c, Mpys and
Allison. HEN (1G) : 1, vhc, Bailcs and Thompson,
cl. yell., nice size, grand shape, sweet head, nice
chest and back, lovely col., feather like wax, nice
wings and tail; 2, Browson, el. buff, good size,
shapely and compact, neat head and chest, good
col. and qual., nice carr., clean cut; 3, Mays and
Allison, wing tkd. yell., medium size, red hot col.,
grand qual., bit slimmer and not so bold in head;
4, Mason, nice size and shape, neat head, lovely
feather; he, Appleby; c, Barnes. NOV. (5): 1.
Mason, buff, nice shape and size, neat head, good
col. and qual., well carried wings and tail; 2, Firth,
cl. yell., hot col., medium size, nice head, neck
and chest, good carr.

; 3, Clarksrn, nice shape, plenty
of size, neat head, loses bit in col.; 4, Reynolds,
mkd. yell., not the sulis. of leaders, rare coi., nice
head; vhc, Robson. CREST (15): 1, Rowell, var.
D.C., grand crest for finish, nice droop and radia-

I

tion, neat centre, good frontal
; 2, c, Radley and

Son, foul tail gr., neat crest, nice shape, good radia-
tion and droop, nice centre, not so heavy in crest
as leader; 3, vhc, J. Taylor, even mkd. D.C.. magnifi-
cent crest, grand size and shape, radiating beauti- j'

fully from a grand centre, a good one
; 4, lie. Rich- i

ardson, foul tail gr., gem for crest properties, nice
size, shape and droop, neat centre. C.B. (14) : 1,

!

3, Radley and Son, cl., grand subs., wonderful skull,
grand rise and width, rare lash, any amount cf grand
head feather, 3rd gr., good size, rare 6kull, good
entrance and lash, not so well packed on top ; 2, lie,

|

Bewick, plenty of body subs., grand skull, but -

scarcely so wide in front as leader, carries a grand
lot of feather; 4, c, J. Taylor, gr., rare size, nice
broad skull, well Iashsd, good flow of feather; vhc,

1

Alderson. CREST or C.B. (1014) (13) : 1. c, Bewick,
cl. body D.C., nice crest cf good size, grand shape,
lovely droop and radiation, grand centre and finish

;

2, he, Radley and Son, yarT C.B., rare cize and
1

subs., grand skull, wonderful rise and entrance, i

grandly lashed; 3, Richardson, foul tail gr., net so i

good iri feather as leader, but very neat siiaped
crest, good droop and radiation, bit penny' in cen-
tre

; 4, vhc, J. Taylor, var., grand crest, densly
packed, grand droop, well over beak end, not quite
at its best yet. NOV. (10) : 1, Radley.- foul tail gr.,
nice crest, good size and shape, nice frontal, good
centre and droop, well finished; 2, he, Simpsonj-mkd.
C.B., rare subs., wonderful skull properties, grand
rise and entrance, well lashed; 3, Tracey,

w
var. t).C.,

neat shapely crest, not so dense as ‘leader, nice
yentre and droop

; 4, Appleyard, fcul tail gr., very
neat crest, gland centre, nice droop, not much
between it and 3rd, vhc, c, Swinburn and Craw-
ford. BORD. YELL. (9) : 1, c, Bates, grizzle wing,
lovely shape, sweet head, grandly rounded, lovely
col. and qual., grand wings and tail; 2, 4, Watson,
both four-pointed, 2nd grand shape, well moulded,
neat head and back, nice col. and qual., well finished
4th nice shape, well rounded, good col. and qual.,
not quite the bloom; 3, Davison, yell. gr. sweet
6hape, well rounded body, neat head, lovely col..

level all through, grandly carrlul wlng« ami (all;

vhc, Blakcy ; lie, reel. BUFF (9): 1, 3, Watson,
Cl., magnificent shape, grandly rounded, sweet round
head, lovely col. and qua!., feathered liko wax, well

carried wings and tall, 3rd cl., grand shape, lovely

feather, full of bloom,* scarcely so well filled in on
back, grand wings and tail; 2, Bales, cl., lovely

shape, well balanced, tnvect head ami neck, lovely

col. and qual., u gem all over; 4, Davison, grand
shape, lovely col., level in tone, nice bead, grand
wing car.; \hc, c, Bowes and Son; lie, Peel. BELL.
20s. (13): 1, 2, l’ickles; 3, Brown.son ; 4, Richardson;
vhc, Orton; lie, Hornsby; c, Gillespie. I0<>. (15): 1,

Richardson; 2, he Ronald; 3, J. Taylor; 4, Barnes;
vhc, Appleby; c, Gillespie.

Mr- W. Reid s Classes.
YORKS. YELL, (10): 1, Dixon, cl., grand one all

over, nice length, well up on leg, neat head, good
col., well braced wings and tail; 2, Wearm.uth,
another nice cl., nice length and pos., sweet head,
nicely rounded, good col. and qual., not quite so
neat in wing carr.; 3, Svvinsco, wing and eye mkd.,
not quite the length, but all there for otyle and
pos., well rounded, good col. and qual., well braced
wings and tail; 4, Pyman, fine length, well up oil good
legs, nice col., neat wings, loses a bit in qual. and
finish; vhc, Kiseborough ;

he, Taylor; c, Carr. BUFF
(9): 1, Rand, nice length, very stylish and well

finished, pice shoulders and waist, good col. and
qual., neat head, grand wings ap.d tail

; 2, Naylor,
longer, line pos., neat head, well rounded body,

nice col. and qual., not so tightly braced In wings;

3, Swinsco, not quite the length, well up on legs,

lovely col. and qual., well drawn, neat head, nice

shoulders and waist; 4, Pyman, plenty of length,

straight up, noat ehoulders and waist, nice col.,

wee bit faulty in wings; vhc, Riseborcugh
;

be,

Brown son ; c, Crawhall. 1914 (13): 1, Naylor, cl.

yell., grand one all over, nice length, well up on
good legs, neat narrow shoulders, well drawn,

nice col. and qual., grandly braced wings and tail;

2, Beaumont, cl. buff, nice length and pos., slim

and finely drawn, neat head, good col. and qual.,

well carried wings and tail
; 3, c, Carlisle, cl. yell.,

plenty of length, nice pos., neat head, good col. and
qual., well braced wings, not so tight in feather;

4, he, Pyman. cl. hull, nice length and pcs., neat

narrow shoulders, good col.; vhc, Stirk. HEN
(12): J, Crawhall, gem of a yell., medium length,

beautifully rounded, neat head, grandly drawn, nice

col. and qual., beautifully braced wings and tail

;

2, Carlisle, yell., longer, but not so beautifully

rounded, nice pos., neat bead and shoulders, nice

col., well braced wings and tail
; 3, Wearmuuth,

mkd. buff, nice length aud pos., slim and sty it- b,

n at head, nice col., good wings and tail; 4, Dixon,

cinn. mkd. yell., net the length of leaders, hut

very neat and stylish, neat head, nice col. and
qual.: vhc, Stirk

;

‘
he, Taylor; c, Pyman. NOV.

(7) : 1, Naylor, cl. yell., nice one all over, goed

length, nice pos., neat head and shoulders, good

col. and qual., well braced wings and tail ; 2, Dixon,

mkd. head and neck, buff, plenty of length, nice

pco., neat wings and tail, lacks the extra finish cf

leader; 3, Christon and Hutchinson, var. yell., not

quite the length but very neat and stylish, nice

col. and qual., well braced wings and tail
; 4, Harvey,

cl. yell., nice length and pos., neat head, good col.

and' qual.; vhc, Bray; he, Curnalt; c, Allan. LIN-

NET (14): 1, vhc, Simpson, gem fer size ar.d shape,

rich brown col., grandly pencilled, good head, nice

cond., steady as a rock; 2, he, Daviiteon, grand

shape and perhaps a trifle bigger than winner,

beautifully pencilled all over, quite the equal of

leader in all but col.; 3, Bates, nice siz\ but not

so shapely, grand col., well pencilled all over, nice

cond., steady; 4, McVay, good size and shape, nice

col., well pencilled, not the polish; c, Tams.
GOLDF. or BULLF. (15): 1, Dr. Wilson, Bullie,

medium size, lovely shape, grand rich breast col.,

wonderful cap, broad and beautifully clean cut, nice

back, a good one; 2, vhc, c, Nicholson and Son,

lovely Goldie, grand rich col., blaze, clean and

square cut, lovely body col. and tanning, grand

wings, in the pink ; 3, Rutherford, Bullie, big bold

bird very shapely, lovely breast col., rich col.

cap,’ but not so broad behind cap as leader, grand

feather and cond.; 4, Stewart, grand Bullie, lovely

cize and shape, good clean cut cap, not so level

in col; he, Taras. SISKIN, ETC. (18): 1, Carr,

Siskin, grand size, lovely shape, rich body col., beau-

tifully pencilled, clean cut cap, well laced, in the

pink; 2, vhc. Nicholson and Son, Twite, fine size

and shape, rich col., level in tone, grandly pen-

cilled, nice cond. and feather; 3, Dr. Wilson, Lesser

Redpoll, fine size, rare chape, rich body col., grandly

laced, grand polish and cond.; 4, Jameson and

Johnson, Twite, fine size and chape, good col.,

well pencilled; he, Forster; c. Wild. A.O. SEED-
EATER (7): 1, Dr. Wilson, Meadow Bunting, gfcind

col., lovely head markings, in the pink; 2. Nichol-

son and Son, tip-top Yellow-hammer, grand size

and chape, rare col., grand head marks, wonderful

cond., steady as a rock : 3, MacPherson, Hawfinch,

not a big one, but nice shape, good head, nice level

col., good cond. ; 4, Rutherford, nice Bramble, good

size, lovely col., nicely spangled, grand cond. and

feather; vhc. Jameson and Johnson; lie, Waters; c,

Swann. THRUSH, ETC. (3): 1, Widdowfield, Song

Thrush, nice size and chape, grandly spotted all

over, nice cond. and feather; 2, Parnaby, Br-
ewing, nice one for size, shape and col., good cond.;

3, Casting, Song Thrush, nice size, shape and col.,

-lacks the grand spotting of leader. A.O. SOFT-

BILL (5) : 1, 3. Nicholson and Son, leader beautiful

Waxwing, grand cize, lovely col., perfect waxings,

shown in most perfect cond., 3rd Blackcap, nice size

and shape good col., not quite tightened up >et;

2, Parnaby, Missel Thrush, fine size ar.d shape,

rich col., grandiv spotted, nice cond. and feather; 4,

Swann. Redstart, nice col., but net quite tight yet;

vhc, Davidson. MULE, ETC. (9): 1. he, Dr. Wil-

son. Can.-Bullie, medium size, grand shape, magnifi-

cent col., rich polish ami cond., a good one; 2

Wright, Siskin-Can., nice size and shape, good col.,

well pencilled, nice cond. and feather: 3. Appleyard,

Goldie.-Bullie, not a big one, but nice shape, good

col. in fine trim; 4, Harvey, yell. Gr. eme.-Can., nice

size’, good shape, shown in nice cond.; vhc, Harkess;

c, Fraser.
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READING.
All Previous Bests Left in the Rear.

ThJ-tcenth Annual Show, Palmer Ilall, Nov. 11.

Tho building io a grand one for a show, with every
convenience, plenty of light, and room for visitors.

Tho staging was tastefully arranged. The entry
was about 50 in excess of last year, and quality
far anil away tho best seen at this fixture. Norwich
and Yorks, were well represented, many winners at
far bigger shows being put to it to hold their
own. Reading always hau a good exhibition of

Britishers, and tile present show was no exception

;

"the class for Goldies was a topper, blit at a Bhow
of this sizo the A.O.V. class might have been split

up ; it tjeems hardly fair to expect Finches, Burit-
ingo, and Scftbllls, to compete together. Type,
quality, and size were all evident in tho Norwich,
f.cmo really high-class ones being put down. Messrs.
Saunders’ yell, and Allsopp’s buff wpre real gems,
and came in for a lot of attention. Messrs. Hawce
Bros, had out a hot team in Yorks., but Messrs.
Giles, Everett, Thomson, Pritchard, Woodley; and
others made them go all the way to win. The
unflighted buff class was a hot one, more than
the winners deserving of awards. Members came
up wpll with their entries, the all-round excellence
of the birds making the show particularly attractive.

Mr. O. C. Smith won spl. lor best Nor. with a capital

var. bird, of good size. The show was well at-

tended and quite a big crowd gathered round the
stage when the Mayor, Mr. Leonard Sutton, pre-

sented the prizes. The show was capitally inan-

I aged, and in addition to the Sec., Mr. O. C. Smith,
th3 following gentlemen ably assisted:—Messrs.

1 Vince, Y'ates, Munday, Dearlove, Meadowcraft,

j

Brooker, 'Smith,, Mai-sey, George, and the late sec.,

Mr. W. H. Pyke. Mr. J. I’obeon judged.
NOR. YELL. (10); 1, Saunders, wonderful size and

subs., big, full head and neck, bold, wide front,

good wing carr., grand depth of col. and bloom

;

2, Silk, C. \V., closely pressed, hardly the subs., but
I wonderfully slort, grand, bold head, nicely rounded,
I and tight in feather; 3, Lees, hardly the bulk cf

winner, but capital type and good qual. : vhc, Love-

grove; he, Davis; c. Cannon. BUFF (12); 1, All-

sopp, stonner for size, but inclined to put on flesh,

which somewhat spoilt the contour, grand head and
wings, but £<ome preferred 2, Saunders, a gem for

type, size, and -qual., difficult to find fault with,

beautifully proportioned throughout, and staged to

time; 3, Davis, nice var., neat head and wings,

good qual.; vhc. Cook; he, Mrs. Weeks; c, Silk.

! HEN (7); 1, 2, Dearlove, winner, the much talked of

I Yell., a gem, size, type, and qual. all there, wonder-

j

fui style ; 2nd, lovely buff, typical, good size, neat

l

head and good wings, grand cond. ; 3, Philpot, nice

front, good back and wings, neat tail, excellent

qual.; vhc, he, Cannon; c, Dunning. UNFLIG.
YELL. (C) : 1, Lewin, wing mkd., fine size and shape,

well across the perch, bold head, nicely rounded

i
body, good wings and tail,. in fine fettle; 2, M. Cook,

! cap and wing mkd., good subs., bold, full head

|

and neck, good back, tow on lego, lovely qual.; 3,

Addison, lovely 3-ptd., grand type, cleanly cut,

neat head, good shoulders and back, capital wings,
!

in fine order; vhc. Silk; he, Lees; c, All-sopp.

! BUFF (9) : 1, Lees, nice size, quite long enough,

|

but if thickens will be a good one, capital head and

j

wing, grand qual.
; 2, Allsopp, similar, good qual.,

nicely moulded, stands well, should improve; 3, Silk,

j

grand subs., fine full head and neck, gcod wings,

! capital col. and qual., must have prpso-d leaders;

vhc, he, Lewin; c, Cook. YORKS., YELL. (19): 1,

Everett, grand cl., wonderful length, good style,

|

stands well, -showing plenty of daylight, tightly

j

braced wings, iieat tail, lovely qual., well put

; down; 2, Pritchard, cl., grand type, hardly so nice

In head, not so smooth in front, but fine length

i of side, and good pos.
; 3, Thomson, beauty, bit

j

cleaner fronted than 2nd. grand length, wings tightly

braced, well up on leg ; vhc, Cooke ; he, c, Hawes
Bros. BUFF (19) : 1. 3, vhc, Hawes Bros., leader,

I stormer for size, although inclined to be fat, which

made him look thick, fins length of wings, grand

qual.; 3. lovely cl., smarter, more racy, grand length

and style, cleanly cut._ showing plenty of leg, A1

qual.; 2, Weeks, var.. full of qual and cond., grand

length and style, good head, capital shoulders, back,

and wings-, pleased the eye immensely ; he. Smith

;

c, Clarke. HEN (1G): 1, 2, he, nawes Bros., well-

known Cinn. mkd., leading, very typical, and small,

fine full length of side, stands well, grand wings,

in tha pink ; 2, lovely buff, wonderful type and etyle,

just a suspicion ot frill, otherwise a charmer, we
liked immensely; 3, Giles, grand buff, fine pos. and
style, rare length, good head and wings, A1 qual,;

vhc, c, Hutchinson. UNFLIG. YELL. (1G) : 1,

Hawes Bros-., grand size and type, good shoulders

and back, wee bit weak in head, but A1 qual. ; 2,

Woodley, very clean cut and .smart, good head,

neck, aird shoulders, tightly braced wings, neat tail,

tight aa wax, must have pressed; 3, Clark, hardly

tho length of- winners, but neat bead, well up on

shoulder, capital wings, pure qual. feathers ;- vhc,

Nieholis; he, Roser; c, Thomson. BUFF (19): 1,

I Hawes Bros., wonderful size, fine length of wing,

! well up on leg, nicely rounded front, capital qual.

feather and well put down ; 2, Clarke, beauty for

size, style, and pos., hardly the finish of winner,

but grand length of wing, good head and tail; 3,

Parker, good one, capital length and pos., good

legs, tightly braced wings, neat tail ; vhc, Bridg-

water; he, Lane; c. White. A.O.V. : 1, vhc, Edwards,
grand gr., C.B., wonderful size and oubs., massive

skull well clothed with feather, grandly lashed, A1
qual. ; 2, c, Fifleld, cl. Dutch Frill, grand size- and
pos., full of feather, fine double mantle and under-

frill, rare qual.; 3, Claydon, topping little yell. Bord.,

very neat and typical, clean cut, good head, wings,

ami tail, tightly packed, in the pink; he, Pike.

GOLDF. (10): 1, Acton, lovely Finch, grand size and

shape, big, bold face, with clean cut blaze, nice wide

top, rich tan, good wings, put down in the pink ; 2,

c, Messrs. Bowler, grand face, fine width, and clean

cut, hardly the subs, of winner, but equal in other

points, in fine fettle ; 3, Edwards, another good one

on points, grand blaze, good rich black, fine wings,

well buttoned, hardly the polish, but a good one;

vhc, Prior; he, Silk. A.O.V. (1C): 1, Burrows, lovely

Redstart, fine size and perfect- shape, rare depth cf

col., beautiful frosting, in the pink; 2, Crawferd,

bonny Fieldfare, grand size, beautifully proportioned,

grandly mkd., fine col. and cond. ; 3, Poole, very

fine Hawfinch, good size, grand head, with good

bib, nice even tone of col., gcod wings, tight as

wax; vhc, he, Marott; c, Lawrence. HYB. (12):

1, Howick, well-known Canary-Bullie, looking grand,

capital size and depth of eol., lovely qual.; 2,

vhc, c, Lamb, charming clear Goldie-Can., good size

for a clear, and verv shapely, A1 cond.
; 3, Edwards,

very fine Goldie-Bullie, large, nicely proportioned,

very rich face, dense blacks, good wings, A1 cond.j

vhc, White. PARROTS (3): 1, Acton, very fine
grey, grand size, tight in feather, and good col.; 2,
Mrs. l’owcll, lovely white Cockatoo, beauty for nze,
spotlccu ; 3, Mrs. Pyke, grund Amazon, in lovely
cond., rich col., capital size. FAIlltA KELT <U)\ ],

2, Acton, lincolated pair leading, tight as wax; 2,
blue crowned, grand col. and qual., in the pink ; j
lie, Mim. Loogden, very fine Lore ca flltul cond’
and col.; vhc, Mim Wilkinson. A.O.V. (2) : l, 2.
Acton, charming Bliama, leading, good <ol. ami
nicely feathered

; 2, capital Coidcn Emit fiucker
good size, rich col. and markings. SMALL: j, i
*> Acton, wonderful team, lovely pair, yell.-winged
Sugar Birds, leading; 2, Purple Sugar Bird, rich col.,
tight as wax; 3, grand Rainbow Bunting; vhc, lie’
Mrs. Longden, very line class, good one dandlin'
out. MEMB., NOV., YELL, NOIL: 1, 2, Lovegrove;
3, vhc, he, Dearlove; c. Church. BUFF: l, MrCal-
lum; 2, Lewin; 3, Church; vhc, he, Dearlove; l, 3,
Dearlove; 2, he, Lewin; c, Lovegrove. IIEN:’ ]

j

3, vhc, Dearlove; 2, he, Lewin; e. Lovegrove. UN-
FLIG.: 1. 3, vhc, Dearlove; 2, Smith; he, Lovegrove •

c. Church. YORKS. YELL.: 1, Giles; 2, c, Cooke’
3, Ko3er; vhc, lie. King. BUFF: 1, Riser; 2

’

Montgomery
; 3, Giles

; vhc, Cooke ; he, Miss Phil’
cox; c. Turner. HEN: 1, sp, vhc. Turner; 2
Cooke; 3, King; vhc, Giles; c. Goldsmith. UN-
FLIG.: 1, gp, Cooke; 2, he, King; 3, Giles- vhc e
Roser., A.O.V.: 1, sp, 3, Pike; 2, he, c, Meadowcraft;
vhc, Cunningham. HYB.: 1, Gough; 2, vhc, Mun-
<lay

; 3, Foster; he, Church; c, Colburn. GOLDF
1, vhc, Gough; 2, Chubb; 3, Smith. BULLF.: I 3
\Vhite; 2, Chubb; vhc, Colburn; he, Frew-in. A.O.
BRIT.: 1, Chubb; 2, Foster; 3, Vince. AMAT.NOR. : 1, Foster ; 2, 3, Emmerson

; vhc, McCullom ;
iic, Smith. HEN : 1, he, c, Larkcorn

; 2, 3, Emmerson ;
vhc. Smith. UNFLIG.: 1, he, e, Emmerson; 2, 3
S ‘r;ifch i vllc

- Frcwin. YORKS.: 1, 3, Hebburn ; 2,
vhc, Thomas; he, Chalker; c, Philcox. UNFLIG •

v,w,
hurn

; P 3 ’ c ’ Chalker; lie, Miss Philcox.NOV. NOR.; ], Smith; 2, Munday; 3, Ront; vhc,
Pounsett; he, Smith. HEN: 1, Pounsett; 2, E J
Smith; 3, Foster; vhc, he, O. C. Smith. UNFLIG -

I’.

8p
’„

3
'

.

C. Smith; 2, Mre. Wright; vhc, he!
Mr». Murton. YORKS.: 1, sp, 3, Kiiiick

; 2, Chubb;
vhc Miss Philcox; he, Chalker. HEN: 1, Chalker-
2 Miss Philcox. UNFLIG.: 1, Chpbb; 2, vhc c,Chalke

f
;3, Kiiiick. CHILDREN’S PETS: 1, Reeves'

?’ h • Aibury; 3, C. Metcalfe; vhc, E. F. Slaughter;
he, L. Pearce; c, D. Metcalfe.

„ ACCRINGTON.
Open show, November 14. Owing to the big

strike in the town lasting so long, the war, andthe slackness of trade, it was decided to hold
the show at the club house. Crown Hotel, in order
to keep down expenses, and make it for Norwich
Plainheads only The show had the full patron-
atee ol the O.N.P.C., arid grand teams were putdown by W. Crawshaw, A. Hirst, J. Thomas,
stubas Bros, and S. Cook. Competition was verv
hot, and another set of winners could have been
picked out pf buff coqks, while the unflighted
classes contained nearly all this season’s winners
lhe birds were nicely staged on three sides ol the
room, with a good light, and could be seen well.
The work was got through by a willing lot of
workers, consisting of D. Harwood (see.). A. Hirst
(chairman), W. Crawshaw (treas.), committee, J.
Stuttard, H. Walsh, J. Rooney, J. E. Hartup’ W
Parkinson, S. Waddington, and H. Bidin". ' Tho
birds v cre^ in the hands of the railway company
in good time on Saturday to reach home same
night, except the very Jong journeys. Prize-
money was paid out in the afternoon to those
present, iand we understand the remainder was
sent out on Monday.—Mr. E. Godley judged.
CHAMP. YELL. CK. (13): 1, he, Crawshaw, eye
and wings mkd., rare qual. and shape, nice car.,
Manchester and Leicester winner; 2, Issott cf’
nice head and neck, fine cond.; 3, Stubbs Bros’
fine bold bird, red hot col. at first sight a
stormer, but somewhat spoiled by bad wings; 4,
Thomas, cl., -good head, rare subs, and shape!
beaten in quality of feather only

; we preferred it
for 2nd; vhc. Hirst; c, Turner. BUFF (13): 1.
A. Hirst, well-known varieg., grand head, full neck
deep chest, plenty of size, bit short of eol-

2’

Crawshaw, varieg., full of col., grand shape, true
Nor., not the size of winner; 3, Thomas, cl., grand
shape, rare J^ody and size; 4, Mercer, eye and
wing mark, good head and neck, hot col., beaten
In subs., still, a grand bird; very hot class; many
well-known winners had to -stand down ; vhc,
Thomas; he, A. Hirst; c. Turner. HEN (11): 1,
Thomas, cl. yell., red hot, good head, extra big,
long in flights and tail; 2, Cook, huff mkd. head
and wings, grand shape, rare body; 3, Cook, yell,
var., rare head, good shape, rather long in body:
4, Thomas, cl. buff, nice bead and neck, grand
qual. and shape; vhc, Sutton; he. Dormer; c.
Heap. UNFLIG. YELL. (14): 1, 2, 4, Crawshaw,
really fine team, leader, wonderful size and shape,
in grand form, Manchester, Leicester, etc., win-
ner, 2nd, nice type, well up in size, red hot ; 4,
Liverpool

; 2, 3, Stubbs Bros., cl., grand feather,
good -body, nice style and shape; vhc. Heap; he,
c, A. Hirst. BUFF (11): 1, Stubbs Bros., cl.,

grand qual., red hot, nice type, shines like satin,
not over good in wing car.; 2, Hirst, good head,
neck and chest, nice feather, green tail, more size
than leader, beaten in ’col.

; 3, vhe. Fielding, cl.,

good shape, size and colour; 4, Crawshaw, var.,
full of col., good shapq and size; he. Hartup; c,

Sutton. HEN (17) : 1, Cook, var. buff, pare head,
neck and body, grand feather, Manchester and
Leicester winner; 2, Stubbs Bros., yell., wonderful
col. for a lady, -rare qual.. nice type; 3, W. A.
Wilson, cl. buff, good shape, nice cobby hen

;
4,

Hirst, cl. yell., nice head, full neck, good wings
and qual.; vhe, Dormer; he. Heap; c. Fielding.

AMAT., YELL. CK. (12) : 1, Catlow, var., good
head, neck, nice wings and tail, nice qual. ; 2,

Cook and Sons, eye and wing mkd., big, slashing
bird, rare shape, body, full of col., fails in head
and neck to winner

; 3, Shorrocks, c!., grand type,

lovely qual.; 4, Marginson, another el., nice shape
and feather, close up: vhc, Studdart. hard lines,

unflighted bird; he, Waddington; c. Watts. BUFF’
(13): 1, Cook and Sons, cl., well up in size, nice

head, good feather ; 2, Marginson, var., red hot
col., grand qual., in full bloom ; 3, Watts, wing
and cheek mkd., rare subs., good shape, wide head,
bit browed, or would have w-on; 4, Smalley, nice

feather, good shape, rather smaller; vne, Rooney;
he, Stuttard; c. Riley. HEN (8): 1, Haworth,
cl. yell., nice car., good feather and type ; 2, Cat-
low, cl. buff, nice ihead. full neck, rare subs.,

close up : 3, Hartup, var. yell., very sweet qual.,

stylish; 4, Cook and Sons, tick buff, good shape,

plenty of size; vhc, Stuttard; he, Waddington; c,

Parkinson.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly-,

sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

previous t-s the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red!

Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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Eleventh annual show. New Public Hall, Not. 14,

ami w> arc pleased to record the fact that it beat
all former records. Mr. !’ Gentleman, the energetic
act*,, is a [iast master in show organisation, and had
all in first-class order. His cxecutlvo arc enthusias-
lie, and the, general management l aves nothing to
lie desired, Air. (1. Ills top

, Stirling, Judged non-fed
Norwich and Holders, ami .Mr. T. Hell, Honest), the
remainder.

NOR. YELL. G'K. (5): 1, Marlin, large typical el
,

Stand head, col., and rjual.
; «, .“cobble, goed headed

,1., hold front, rare feather; Ulinlm -rs, graml Type
and (jnal., close up; -I, Gardiner; vile, AitK ii, lii'.N

t.
r
i) : t, ft, (,'liMlmcrs, rare gmd qiinl. and auiis., Kirk

lntolloeii winners in grand order; 3, vhc, Gardiner,
good broad deep front, nice head and necK

; 4, Strac-
liitil. BUFF Civ. ("I : l, Clmlim i s, goed quni, cl.,
compact and clean cut, staged to perfection; 3,
Lawson, short anil thick, good wings, lull ef qual.;

St'obliie, gooxl head and neck, nice cowl.
; 1, Weir;

x lie, Findlay. HEN (ft): I, ('halme-s, cl., plenty of
sidis

,
tlm k set, nice quill. feather; 2, T, t liahners,

nice nead and rlze, good texture; ;i, vile, Gardiner,
good useful sort, good size and front; 4, Gump Dell.NON Kill) OK. (7; ; 1, BlfOwier, scores in size and
• (>1

., •rare good type and qual.; 2, lie, Cosgrove,
shapely, nice size and topping qual.

; 8, Marlin" well
shown, nice subs, and leal her; 4, 'I'. Chalmers; yhc,
Gentleman; e. 1.meson. 1 1 UN (('.): I, Gardiner, grand
type and texture if feather; 2, Scobhic, nice size,
lead and neck, well shown; 3, vile, Cosgrove, not so
good'in front or wing; 4, Roger Bros.; he, Morrison,
i HIPsT (2i: i, Chalmers, grand crest, and feather,
well groomed, gteen body; 2, Kidd. B0R1)., Cf„
olt TKD. Y l.l.l,. UK. (1“): 1, Hennet, well known,
m.v round lead, graml col. and corn!.; 2, Young,
lare good head, sp'lerdid wings and tail, close up;
3, Miison, neat type, grand Jaunty enrr

; 4, Bertram;
ilie, Dunsmoro, junr. ; lie, Paterson; c, Weir. IIKN
• I*') : t> Smart, cup winner l.oaiilieud and in-ulul win-
ner Haddington, on; of dm beet yell, liens seen for
last few years; 2, Kio.-z.-n, rare 'good shape and
earr. tight as wax; 3, Kotheringliam, good head
and body, graceful, capital 1 atilcr; 4, Sloan; vtlc
Paterson; lie, Hallidiy ; c, Aitejilson. BUFF Civ’
C-'.'i); l. vile, Kroezen, grar<l stamp, lovely cond'
rare earr. and size; 2, llennct, another good one]
staged to perfection; 3, Paterson, great type and
cond., real Jaunty earr.; I, Gentleman; lie, Crab' - ,
Paterson. IIKN (15); 1, Duncan, sweet little fade’
I erleet order, a credit to Fife; 2, Paterson, charm-
ing cl., rare head, back and wings, best of col. and
eoitd.

; 3, Johnstone, good short d., shade thick,
grand texture of leather; 4, l.inton; vhc, Crai- • lie
Paterson; e, Reid. KVKN MKl). (13); 1, Hadden!
well known, great qual., nicely balanced markings;
2, Johnstone, goed tytie and qual. of feather; 3.
Orton, good wings, nice head and ueek ; 4, Nicholson-
1- .

,

lK'- bcbooler and liriggs; o, Pennington'
Alv. AEI.T,. CK. (S): I. CJiKson, '.scores in tviuj ami

e.m., taintless coild.
; 2, YVeir, well known cap and

">•“<- rare good type, splendid cond; 2. Waters
held some position Haddington, good all-round- 4’

JViimngton, vhc, Hodgson; lie, Bertam; e, Cowans'
IIKN (a): 1, Gentleman, rare good shape, best qual.and por„ neat head; 2, Hennet, all there for qual.
and shape clone up; 3, Peters, smart earr., good
body, good head; 4, Gilchrist; vhc, Stewart. \

fAK.
t'b' CK. (1(5): 1. Craiff. Brechin winnpp r>lv«-

fcllfl

carr,

v K. (1(5): l, Craig, Brechin winner, charmin
fhapo and leather, lit; L\ Rintoul, similar type, erreat

;5, S'Chcoler^ and Briggs, gcod shapeand pos. good coild.; 4, Wiiidram
; vhc, “Sloan"; tic',

Dick; c, Halliday. IIKN (11): 1, Rintoul, well-known
wins by cond.; 2. Aitchison, good shape and win»
earr neat tad ; 3, Paterson, loses trifla in baek°
good head, rare cond.; 4, Fotheringhain

; xhc, Murray

‘"’xxm
k
.

h
,

nSt'
1 Bc

,

nn
,

et - ,:I! - S'KI.F VIOLL. CK. (11):
1. YYhitelaw, grand shape, beautiful col. and .p-encil-

knuth. rich level tone of col., extra typical;
3, Wilson, nice size and head, good col.: 4, 'Camp-

in' v ; llf
>
Haddon

; c. Gentleman.
iiiiN (le): l. Gamble, well-known, rare goed texture
lovely col. and back

; 2, Smith, good type and pos.,
excellent col ; 3 Gentleman, nicely pencilled on good
ground, good shape: 4, YVhitclaxv

; vhc, Hamilton;
he. Baxter

; c, Shawler. HUFF CK. (13): 1, Aitken,
rare good head and neck, excellent back and tail
'ull put down; 2, Iteid, good stamp and earr., nice
‘juat.

; ;$ Rubie, loses in finish and pencilling, good>hape; 4, Smith, we liked as well, nice stamp; vhc
Murray; lie, Campbell; e. Lambic IIKN (10) • l’
hen!, neat, good earr. and col.; 2,' Baxter, typical’
tare good qual. and col.; 3, Whitelaw, splendid col

’

nice markings, good carr.
; 4. Hamilton; vile. Lambic-

he. Wilson
; c, Spence. C1NN. YELL. CK. (IS):

|i-aud class: 1. 3, Wilson, two gems, winner won
cMrziil col. - • **

Caldcr; c, Woods. SISKIN (14): 1, Brownlie and
Cook, well fed, grand cond. and size; 2, Lowrie,
bright, good col., niee cap and bib ; 3, Caldcr, very
smart, good size; 4, Nicholson; vhc, Conkie and
Loudon; he. MeUougall; c, Hope. LINNET, 11.M.
(10): 1, 2, Mi-Quihtoii and Paterson, two great J.in-
nets, grand size, wonderful ground col. and pcnCil-
lings ; 3, Gentleman, plenty of size, good col.,
shows whites well; 4, Strachan; vhc, Maekie; he,
Ixiwrii- ; c, Nlcol. F.M. i*): 1, Iteid Bros,, big
bouncing bird, grand col., wins; 2, McLean, very
nice col. and pencilling.*!, good size

; 3, Iteid Bros.*,
good col., shade smaller; 4, Sykes; vhc, Conkie
and Loudon .lie, McQuiston and Paterson; c,

Watson. MEALY REDPOLL or TWITE (12): ],

McQulston and Paterson, grand coloured Twite, good
size

; 2, Caldcr, big, good Mealy, capital condition;
3, Nieokson, very n‘ce Twite; 4, Dunsmoro; vhc,
Conklo and Loudon; he, lloxlln ; e, Wilson. LESSER
REDPOLL, H.M. (10): 1, Nicolaon, rare good col.
and cond., well lushed; 2, Nleol, rare ground col.,
good markings; 3, Conkie and London, very neat,
grand cond., 4, Palmer; vhc, Lowrie; he, Russell;
e, Cameron. F.M. (10): 1, 4, vhc. Lambic, nice
team, winner scores in col. and markings; 2, Brown-
lie and Cook, excellent ground col., well mkd.

; 3,
Sykes, grand cond., good markings; he, Morgan
and Robertson

; c. Finlay. CH AFFINCH or
BRAMBI.K (’0): I, Sykes, the notorious Bramhlc-
iiueh, looking ns fit ns ever, his 49th first prize;
2, Russell, big, good coloured Challlc, rare shoul-
ders; 3, Conkie and Louden, well spangled Bramble-
llneli, nee si/,-. ; 4, vhc, Gentleman; lie. YVeir; e,
McKoigen. GRKK.VF. (j.5); ), .[, Gentleman, big
bouncing birds, winner charming yelk

; 2, e, Camp-
bell, rare good yelk, grand size and polish; 3,
Linton, good yelk, good body and head; vhc, Nicol-
' on . lie. MeKeehnie. F.M, (3): 1, I.owric, rare gong
dark grassy green yelk, capital size; 2, Gentleman,
plenty of size, and steady ; 3, McLean, beaten in
size. HI NTING (fi) : I, Strachan, good eol. Yellow
Hunting, capital head; 2, McQuiston and Pats r-
son, largo good coloured Corn Bunting; 3, Caldcr,
Yellow-hammer, nice size and \;

; 4, Aruott, beaten
in size; vhc, Russell. A.O.V (2): 1, Anderson,
well shown Grey YVagtail ; 2, Sykes, massive well
marked Hawfinch. BL'LLF. HEN (S); 1, 3, Gentle-
man, great size and polish; 2, McQuiston and
Paterson, plenty of size, close up; 4, Sykes; vhc,
Strachan. (IRE EXE. HEN (4): I, Campbell, g
qual., though not largest; 2, Linton, good subs,
and cond.

; 2, Ait-ken, good size; 4, Nieol. A.O.V.
HEN (9): 1, Strachan, West Lothian Queen, grandly
staged Thrush; 2, McQuiston and Paterson, very-
good Bunting; 3, he, Gentleman, nice Yellow-ham-
mer; 4, c, Anderson; vhc, Foster. SELL. (7): l,

Strachan, Redstart: 2, Marlin, YelJowhammer: 3,
Morrison, Bullie; 4, Gentleman, Chaffinch; vhc,
Foster; lie, McGillivray Bros. FOR. GOLDF. or
Bl'LLF. (3): 1. McKeigetl, rare good Goldie; 2,
Ounsmore, rare good hc-n Bullie. FOR. A.O.V. (2):
1, 2, A root.

PARTICK.

NEWCASTLE.
If northern fanciers felt any disappointment at the

abandonment of tin? celebrated two-days’ show held
annually by the Newcastle C.B.C., it was to a large
extent counterbalanced by tin- extra line show held
by tin? society in conjunction, with tin? Northern
Specialist Clubs, Nov, 14. The Co-operative Hall,
which tin- society had taken for the big one-day
fixture, was taken by the military just, before the
ahow, mid tin- officials had to hurriedly hunt round
for another hall, and were fortunate in being able
to secure at the last moment the St. Wilfred’s Hall
in Biandford-street. Entries came up splendidly,
totalling .502, and quality was .‘imply grand. The
I’iek ol the northern hint rooms were on view, arid
tin public were treated to a really line display of
first-class i xhibits. Norwich, Yorks,, and Bord.
wit,- great, while the tw-o cla.-ecs for current year
( rests and Crest bred were ororniiTS. The winner
of challenge how 1 for best young- bird was a lovely
char Goldie Mule, exhibited by Mr. ,f. Maddison, ii

gem of tile first water. The "'Kate Hiiggje ” chal-
lenge cup for bo.-t bird other than bowl winner
went to Mr. Geo. Dobson with a magnificent DC.
Other special prize-winners: Meet points in show,
Maddison; for most points in Canaries, Johnson ,

b- l.indsny; inOsi poults novice, Reed. 'The man-
agement, as always, was absolutely perfect, and in
‘of. A. .1. llaggi - the society possesses a grand
president, in Air. 1'. C. Craw-hall the society have a
splendid chairman, keen .and cnlliUFias-tii.-, and al-
way i ready to do Ills best for the. club, and lie is
grandly backed up by a hard-working commitln
composed of Messrs.- R. Tindal.:, .1. Maddison. ty-
ro r- i- xY- . „

'
*.

vx.
|
over, nice length, straight up, grandly ro-unriig

JiJ'-lbam, Y. Ho.il -ii, < . G. Pcttersson, C. i mat head, lovely wings and tail, grand col. an
i

' j
I,

- I- -pie, and Mr. .1. ( raig. Mr F. W. qhaU ; 2, Pyjnan, longer, nice pos., hardly so we

thin" SIn lr"!*" r'rf
ll1’ ?ork }

vcM - °Ycr -v :
rcuml-etl, or so hot hi col:; 3. Timtale, nice Martlinn going i It without a hitch, ami credit, lor hard '

an-1 no, nv- col • 4 vln- Cra-vli-ill • In- Krn-i-work and piBieuec must be given to, Mr. J. YV. Reed, £u; ^'’’iV^n, ILK. ' BOhV W *
i. Vhc^ het C.av

were as follows : --BORD., YELL. CK. (13): J, s,
Nicholson omi Eon; 2, YYilson; 4, Chajnnun ; vnei
Smitli

; he Graham; r, l'attc-rson. BUFF f 14) - V.
7- K»p!c; -• Patter. on; 8. Johnstone; vhe, Wilson;
he, Nicholson; c, Giaham. YELL. HI-.N (ID- i
vhe Fa-pie ; 2, .Vichoteon

; 4. Affleck; he, c.'Joiin-
ston. ))I FF (17); i, 2, ) j vile, Espie; 3, Patter.-Oli

;

ho, YVil.-on ; c, Ciiapman. YELL. GR. (fl): 1, vhe.
Johnston: 2, Orecnvidl

; 3, Affleck: 4, Nicholsoir; In-.
Johnston; Graliam. HUFF (14) : 1, S.nvtli; 2,
Young; 3, vhc, Johnston'; 4, Cos.xar; he, Grecnwcll

;

C, Graham. YELL. iIlLN (12) : l, Affleck; 2,
Johnston; 4. ho, Montgo-meiy; viic, Parker; c.
Farm-. HEN (10): 1, 3, e, Johnston; 2. Affleck;
4, Griemvcn ; vhc, Montgomery : hc,.Ccs-ar. GINN.
Y EEL. (S) : l, Chapman; 2, Km 1 1 h ; 3, Batters: n ; 4,
J)icii-okv?n

; vhe, he, Johnston; c, Farrer. Ben-
(fl) : 1, Patterson; 2, Chapman; 3. Johnston; 4, he,
Furrer ; vhc, Smith. NOV. BORD. CK. (8): 1,
Wil.-on ; 2, Reed; 3, 4, he, .Smith; vhe, Alfk-ek.
HEN (9); i, he c Smith; 2, Affleck; 3, 4, vhc,
Reed.
YORKS., Y'ELL. (6): 1. Call I!, fine length, well

up, clean on breast, neat h -ad, good wings and
tail; 2, 3, 4, Craxvliali, nice, team, leader red 1hot
eol., slim and xveJJ rir>.ixvn; 3, wing tkd., nice length
and pos.; vhc, he, I.’yman. Bl'FF (1.5): 1, 2.
Coirlson, leader, good length, fine- pos., neat load,
good Rhculd-ers ulid- waist; 2, hotter col., not quite
the length, nice pus., ohm and close feathered, uc.-
carr.; 3. Cattcl), nice one, goed length, nice p<«.
v-ind feather; 4, <-, Crawlnll; vhc, Tindalc; he,
Stewart. HEN, YELL. (11): 1, Stcxx-.-.rt, g.m ail

over, nice length, straight up, grandly rounded,

well
gtti

Hie popular s- e., who got through a trying time
previous to and during the show with marvellous
ability. The Vicar of St. Wilfred's, the Rev. Mr;
Taylor, who took a great interest in the show, enter-
faiiic.'i tin- judges, secretary -and -show manager to a
substantial dinner. Judges were; .Messrs. T. Dixon
(Bedlington), Nor. ami Crests; Mr. T. Robson (New.

(9): J. vhc, he, Claw;
li ill. loader, topper all over, nice length, s-faight
as ?i ru.-.h, well rounded, nice col. and qual.; 2,

Stewart, not quite s> crci-t, nice length, grandly
finished; 3, Tlndale, nice col. and qual., noal head,
grand win^s and tail; 4. CouLon; c, Pyman, 11. D.
YKJ,L. 191-1 (1); 1, Caltcll, good length, nice pos..

t, plenty of size, grand shape, not so rich in eol.;
3, Holden, hot eol.," grand shape, trifle longer b -

hind; vhc, YVelii-bnry
;

c, McGinn. BUFF (hi): 1,
4, Kcnnerson, nice size, grand shape, good eol. and
qua!., nice head, neck, and chest : 2, pymah, hardly
so deep in chest, good col. and qual.; 3, McGinn,
lot long -r, good col. and qual., nice shape

;
vhe, c,

Holden
; he, McKay. HEN, YELL. (8); i, Lnidiow,

grand shape, rich eol. and qual., sweet -head and
Dyck, clean cut ; *J, lie, II olden, grand shape, hot
col., grand feather, clean cut ; :i, Morrison liardlv
so deep m ehc-st,- nice head, good col. and qual.; 4,
no name; vhc, Lindsay; c, Slcltav. BUFF (19): 1

Coutts, cl. buff, grand shape, short and cobby, nice
eol. and qual., good n -ad. neck and eh-st; 2, YY’Olks.

Sixteenth annual show. Co-operative Hall, Nov 7.
j

bury, grand shape, lovely col. and qual., sweet head
l-'or coinfort and beauty a more suitable Iiali j

inci n®o!t > clean cut, not much to choose
; 3, Laid

would be difficult to irpagifte. The Canary claifca
were much smaller than usual, but some very out-
standing birds were staged. British birds and
mules were well filled, and some extra grand
specimens were on viexv. Mr. Laurie put. down
a line team of Linnets and won spl. for best Hard-
bit! in hall. Cup for best bird was won tiy Mr. A.
Maxwell’s Norwich, a bird of outstanding merit,
the smaller cup to the runner-up going to Air.
Aikenhead's Y’ork. cock, • which w as also in the
winning team for Yorkshire bowl. Judges were
Nor., Mr. F. Taylor; Yorks, .and Bord.', Air R.
Heggie; Brit., etc., Mr. R. G. Ciubbs, and they
got through their duties to the general satisfaction
YOUNG BIRDS, NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (8) :

i"!‘>tle) llord • "m,) iw,- \v i- V , ,
red Jiot, n-c-.- fioad and ihoiUdcr-, mat whig? and

Yorks.,' Mules,' Brit and For
' ‘e ‘ <bunder].uid),

tail; 2, Stewart, nice length and pos., mat head.

Nob vi-'ii n-a- i i„. ii™,, . „ ,
nice col., good win-' carr.;' 3, Tinaalc, :r luce <.-»<

,

shape •red-hot'e-o.:: good lu-ad and ’fieek ; 2
,'

4 ImM-
1<'n «tt

}

a“d C™%ha
!!,j

K '.'"

loxv, plenty of size, ernmi sliane tint «« H<-h ... ,.,-j
11 r -m i'

. «, Lxuil. MH- (14). 1, J, v uc, Stewart,

• larlul col. and markings, both good -cord.; 2
Gentleman, also gc-cd in colour and shaoe

'

great qual • 4, vhc, Haddow; he, Paterson
;

‘
c,

McColl. HEN (14;; l, Houston, true in coi. excel-

4- JJ
,ar)‘ ,

?P ant
i

ton<! - : 2 > 4 - AVilson, both good
lu col., latter not so nice- in pencilling; 3, vhc
Keid, good stamp and feather, good col.; he. YVhite!aw c, Hamilton. BUFF CK. (15) : i, 3, WiRon
u' txme^e p

0l”
f 1

l,eautifuBy mkd., winner excelling

Idcocni’
(
',?

ntl
Y,'P

an
- poo<1 win" carr. and hack,

,«f xi
' I am

’,,
t
,?
u ; vhc - Middleton

; he, White!
m e'

‘;:
r !;

lrrav
;

HKX W- '• c. AVllson. neat, lovely

verv ti‘d f

t
-
qT 'iv\

C0Ult
.
hard ' e!o5C tlp

- good head,

4 xvi, f iV
3 ’

,

Dlc
^',

qlJlte gootl h2I>. nice type;

»
la
T : vbu

*.
Murray; he, Hamilton. FOUL

(.8). 1. Reid, grand type, tight as weix-

MULE (14): i, 2. McQuiston and Paterson - lst'^x-Hkm wn Goidie. great size, col. and eond.. clear win“ H, v .

>**» J-Ullict . lit trrc.’it rnnd • «
11 |

- l-iiiiict, iit creat cond.; 3 , GilchristweH-knoxvn Goldie. " Bord -r King- 4

l|

' lie, Seohbie ; he, Reid ; c. MeLn '
°

or HYIl. (7): 1 ,

Alartin ;

an. LIGHT MULE

1, 2, Maxwell; 3, Cairns. BUFF (li) : 1, 3, Maxwell-
2, 4. Cairns. VAR. YELL. (5): 1, 3, Maxwell; 2,
Cairns; 3, YVyllie. BUFF (5): 1, 2, 4, Maxwell; 3,
Cairns. NON-FED. (1) : 1, Fairweather. BORD.,
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (1)

:

Cramond. BUFF (2) 1,
Cramond; 2, Fairweather. VAR. VFLL. (!)

•

Cramond. BUFF (X); Cramond. YORKS., CL. OR
TKD.. YELL. (5) :

- X, Aitkenhcad; 2, Park; 3, 4.
Anderson. BUFF (0) ; 1, 2, Aitkenhead; 3, Park;
4, Anderson. VAR. YELL. )1) : Park. BUFF (3);
1, Park; 2, Webster; 3, M’-Robbie. MULE OR HYB
(8): 1, 4, Webster ; 2, 3, Laurie. NO-V., NOR. (3):
1, 3, Clark; 2, YVylie. BORD. (1): Wvlio. OLD
BIRDS, CRESTS (2). C.B. (3): All McMillan. NOR
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (4): 1, Maxwell; 2. Fraser

leader, nice .-length, well up oii grand- l-e-gs, i.cat

head and shoulders finely drawn, good col. and
qual.; 3, ni-.-e pos., neat head, good wings and tail,

paler col. ; 2, Coalson, nice length, gets wi-11 up,

r.eat thoulde.s an-J .waist, nice cc'l. and qual.; 4;

B, E. Pjipan; -lie. Smitli; o, Tjiidalc. NOV. Y'ELL.
(18).- 1, Nattrass, el., good length, nice po.s., hot
cal. and qual., mat wings uiKl tail; 2, WiUis,

Cin-n. nikd. n'.ge length, well up, neat head uhd
sh uld-crs, not much to clfcose; 3, 'Gregory, cL,
nice length and -pos., neat head, loses in. col. ; 4,

FulkM-ton ; x lie. Smith; -lie, c, Hfdley. BUFF (8);
f. Robinson,, grand length nice pos., neat head,
sh -udders, and waist, goad to!, and- qual.; ",

Nattrass, not quite to long, but < qual 'ins., nice

.. __ _ cjl. and qua!., neat h ad-,, good carr. ; 3, fniith,
loxv, line shape, neat head; 4, Morrison’;' vhe nice pos. and well

_
finished : (, Witlii-rhy; vhc,

Holden; lie, Curry; e Pyman. YELL, 1914 (’ll): li |

Heah.-y- ; lie, Baxter; e. Smith. HEN -(13): 1,

Morrison, grand shape, good head, neck, end chest,' Smith, huff, bit pale in col., hut nice length and
hot eo!., grand qual. and fentlmr; 2, I.aidloxv, grand [•*., neat head, xxe-ll diaxvn, good wings and l if- 1;
.- ize and -shape, led-hot co!., fine qual.; 3, Wel’ishury, !

-• he, Witherley, varieg. yell., idee one, gt.-sd h ngtfi
iiit longer, nice chap;-, hot col., line qual.; 4. Me- i and pos., neat -e-cad tmd shoulders, gcod car. ; 8,
Kay; vhc, he, MeGinn

; e, Fletcher. BIFF (18): 1,
I Hed'.-f-y, r.ie" length, well up, not so neat in head,

Morrison, nice .size, lovely shape, red-hot' col., grand • nic-.- qual.; 4. Robinson
; vn-, Crossling.; c-, YViins.

ehest and back, neat head, lovely wings and tail; 2. j

LiZ., CL. CAP (3): 1, 2, RiPCb'-rcngli, Gold Ic nl-
c, McGinn, fine shape, good col. and qual.. I«.u’iti’ i ina. nice size, rent Spangle, good ool. and finish

;

fully carried wings and tail
; 3, Holden, fine siz- and

shape, -short and thick-set; 4, Under ; x lie, Fletcher-
he. Page. HEN, YELL., 1914 (19): 1, 2, McGinn!
grand size and lovely shape, fine chests and backs,
leader excels in col.; 3, Morrison, nice size and very
•suupely, trifle longer, nice col. and qual :; 4, Fletcher'

•

vac, Alorrison
; he, Kennerson

; c, Coutts. BUFF
(7): J, he, Alorrison, line -shape, rare size,- neat head
and chest, grand wing-s; 2, -McGinn, hardly the col.
but equal size and shape

; 3, Kennerson, good shape
and size, neat head; 4. Fletcher; vhc, Lindsay; e,
YVellsbury. NOY . CK, (Pi); 1, Richardson, medium
size, grand shape, red-hot eol.. neat head, clean cut
away ;

•> Bird, -short' and thick-set, neat head and
neck, not so rich in ‘col.

; 3, he, Reed, lino size and
shape, nice col., gets wings over a bit; 4, Burnley;
Xhc, Bell; e. Page. HEN (9): ]. he, page, nice
shape, good size, grand col. and qual. . clean cut - 3
no name, good size- and shape, nice head, good col!

(1) : Cramond. BUFF (1) : Fairweather. CIN. OR
GR. (2): 1, 2, Cramond. YORKS., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. (7): 1, Anderson; 2, Mac-Robbie; 3, Park;
4. Aitkenhcad. BUFF (6): f, Mac-Robbie; 2, Aitken-
head; 3, Anderson; 4, Sinclair. YELL. (4)- 1 Sin-
clair; 2. 4, Park; 3, MacRobhic. NON-FED .(7): 1,

2, Coat-es; 3, 4, Laurie. A.O.V. (1): Coates. SELL
O): Park. MULE OR UYB. (0) : 4, Laurie; 2,
Park; 3, Fraser; 4, YVebster. FOR. GOLDF. OR
BULLF. (4): All Laurie. BRIT. GOLDF. (5) : 1,
Laurie; 2, Fraser; 3, Webster; 4, YVyiie. BULLF.
(2) : 1, Cramond; 2, Laurie. LINNET (12): 1,

0 3
Laurie; 4, llenry. MEALY REDPOLL (?-):’ f!
Webster; 2, Fraser. SISKIN (3): 1, Fraser; 2,
Webster; 3, Laurie. REDPOLL (11): 1 Fraser; 2!
Webster; 3, Henry; 4. Clark. TYVITE (2): 1,
Clark: 2, Webster. GREEN I-'. (9): 1. Aitkenhead;

magnificent crest, grandsue and shape, flue droop and density, mat, centre
and finish

; 2, Air. T. Taylor, foul gr., grand crest
for size and shape, well radiated, not' so well finished
behind; 3, Dickenson Bros., wing mkd.

, grand shapeand droop, net so dense in feather; 4. lie, Marshall-
vhc Forster ; c, Gillespie. HEN (<;>: 1, Dobson, cl!

• foozle crest, nice size and shape, good droop
fine centre and finish; 2, 3, 4, Dobson and Son’
grand team. 2nd varieg., grand sliapo and droop!
nice centre, 3rd not -wo massive Imt very
Ep - bc ’ Mat-stall: lie, Dickenson Bros.
L

'.’

,

: *• 4 - Armstrong, varieg., leading,
w-ondcTful skull, grand size and width, Jicavilv
clothed; 2, Dobson, varieg., not so wide in front-,
p.ent.y of spod feather; 3, Dobson an-i Son, foul

PUDSEY, STAWNINGLEY C.B.S
stem-d Vo ‘.rarf

’ 'V
i
lsc

V!'
e
?
od fir'cenf.-Chafflnch,

Vtuliie • i. V °"i
; ' ’cnUelnan

’ Kfand Linnet-ixuiiie, sp.emlid eond. and size; 3. McQuiston andPaterson, very gcod Light. Mule, nice 'size • 4 Camn
broxvnlie and Cook; lie I’.-emi’-in- i

Third members’ -show of season Oct. 24. Flecee
!

s
,

trja
f-

cqual sliane ami size, grand droop and
Lodgers Bros. A.O.V. c.\N. MULE fs)- ] Wi-'-o-i’

n°teI - Stimningley
; <53 birds were staged, all Y’ork-

!

('-ei::ty, not in r-.ut in centre; 3, Dickenson Bros.,
grand Canary- Bullie, wonderful eol and shires. Most painto were gained In tie- following: I l

v
;

,n
r!.
m

,

kti- *» i8 nice neat crest; 4, c, Mrs.
good s;z; : 2. McQuislon and Pater-011 bh> bonne

' K - slal '-'h -8
,
w - Aekroyd 24. F. Page 17, II. Tavlor 5 - -)

:l .vlor; vhc, Dob -on and Soil. C.B. (11): 1,mg Grccni". grand eol. and finish •
: M-n-b-,

l7 - w - '' mil 1-1. Toxvler and Hargreaves 18, II.
j

8
- V

1|C < Uolx.-on, 11 cc team, leader, cl. body, grand

i

ynr:cg. D.C. nice size and- sBaji-e, good dreep, rad-i-at-

I

mg from a neat centre, well finished ; 2. he. Arm-
equal shape and

tLvrsr w?.! Ttaccd • r&.i .“vta*
1,

wV-
.«•- rinrk; e Sys.s. MULE or il Y’li. II 1- V ffi) 1

'

'"‘cHri- \ V"
1

!':
1

; V"'"’ *V :lr " :- V
- Srni'i'

,
-

,, ,

" ' ' - '-d .-t/e and cond. :3, M,-Oci-.ton and Pafer.oi. Goldie Mule, good
'

Mcol : vhc, Cuinmins?
; fie. jrCt

7-^. ‘r.fl. (4): 1, ( anipholl
: 2. Mrf f in-

and col
^•071. si

Gentleman;
4 Strachan BRITISH IilRDs: goudk. ;4)

'.

,p.hn-r. Brieln 1 win:, r, wins bv size and co! -
M.o-.i i, good square blaze, neat buttons, n'ce tan-meg, smaller: 3. (Mmpbvll, good l.b.zc and tar-iim-
b 1 I LK. (13): 1. YY'ibnn, out- tandi'ig. grau-l • <r ,i,7j
po'ish, rare cap eml
K'nV fafe col, and >•!:-•: 3, M
biooirt. it-ai/j . 4, Tomlin-on

!. : 2, .McQuiston ami P.it<

V . cr mil < i- g< - ]

x be, AlcKcigCu
; l,c,

Ralstriek 12. I-;. PnU-lictt 11. The judge, Air. YV.
I

Mann, got tlirougli ids work in n very able manner
CL. Gif TKD. YEI.L. (10): 1, Taylor'; 2, 3. Alar-li

;

4. In-, YV'iuri: x be, Forrest; c, I.iimby and C.--.-on!
lit EF (11): 1, Marsh; 2. Aekroyd; 3, Raistrick ; 4,

;
Ta.x lor

;
xln-, e. I i.-'.vk-r and Ilargrcaxa

; he P.-;i.

I elui-t. MKD. YEI.L. (7): J, I. Aikrcxd: -.-. Miir-li:
3. lu-. Raistrick: \1 k'. P.itcliett; K--!l. MKD,
IH FF (7;: 1. YVhm ; 2 . Patcli-t.t.; a. Fi.rr -

t
;

t. T.
!

-• an-1 ILu area u > : vhc Mar-li : lie. l'iig,-. CL. I
u

GR TKD. Y'EI.L, HEN Of) : 1. vhc, Slarsli: ?, 4 I g
P,1...

; Ax kre.i d : 1 Tavlor . c. Winn. Hi El-' (7 :

1

w
1. 2. Marsh

; 3. c. E a.-; 4, Texior: xlir, Ti *.vlrr and
I

/

Hargrcav.-.- : in. .\< kreyd. ' MKD".(9),: I 3 Marsh -

, ?. L be, .x ;Kr6yd • b -. 'iN-vh f j-.jl ILo g'reAvi a

,

|
c, Ailott. U. llui ti-ick. Sec.

stud, bread and nia sivc, grand ri-c* -and entrance,
w-r-i lashed ; 3, va-rieg., good skull, well domed,
nice ris - and iasli, good featin-r ; 2, Armstrong,
x iin-g. nice r..-c, carrii-.-i a grand overflow; 4. c,
' l •

' T.x.vWr ; he,

'

D'ickeUfon Bros. NOW CREST
<ti: 1, If.ib it J), neat, shan, -'.x ere t. C.B. (•») • l

T a- . nil. -ize. goed skull.' ' SCOTCH FYNt'v!
'-

‘

|

E- ' K (8) : I. 2. 3. Cliapni -n. r . •• l. am,
ii.i-.-. r < \. !.? in size ami drive good shpuldci's,
- .- col - ml quid. BUFF, (3) ; J 2. 8, Cii.-ipman,

-‘d I am, lea- t-r, mee size and drive, gets tail
v-yli un’.r. HEN. (8.-: 1. 2, 3, Cimj-man. niioiini-
lie lot, had,a cxc- Is in drixv- aid rcmil, x rx

ttffvjftMe w-rq u-ifpjfijii.-Hs'ly lUahlf "to* < U^h any
DoteJ on Mr. Robson's classcrx, but Hie ixwuriia i

Sil v? r, nice ' shape tirl col., neat .spangling ;

David on, silver,' not so 'good in col. or spangling.

BROKEN ( o: 1. vhc, Proctor, silver, nice size and
s-'rape, g o t col. and :panglii:g; 2, 3, Risqborougli,
gold, niec size and- shape, not so bold- in spangle

;

3, silver, nice spangle, fails coi.; 4, Davidson.
DARK AIULK (4): 1, Maddi.on, ye'd. Goldk-Can,,
grand size, shape, and col., rich poloOi ; 2. 3, Holden,
leader, nice Siskin-Can., good -shape and cel: 3.

Linnet-Can., nice size arid col.; 4, John-
ston. LIGHT (7): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 7, ail Marldianli..

m grand- team, leader, grand cl. Gold ic-Can. ;
2-. 8,

lightly mkd. Grcen.lo-Cans. DARK MULE, 1914

(4); 1, 2, Maddison, yell. Greeni-e-Can., leading,
nice size- and shape, good col.

; 2, Goldic-Grctn c,

nice shape and col.: 8, G-reemvcll, l/nn-T-C an.,

nice size avid chape; 4, no name, nice GoUlie-Uan.
LIGHT: 1. 2, 8, 4, xiie, -he, c, all Maddi-Mi,
splendid team, . leader, lovely cl. Goldie-Caft., tine

real
rich

iisOIx.

ss,
.tine.

JobBiug.
’

".-.oil,

pencilling, Imt wild; 3, Petti iron : 4,

Hooper. H.M. (3): 1. Jcbling. nice size, good
shape rand col.; 2, no name,, well pencilled, not so

bald in head; 3, Aladd-ison, nice oil ape, pale eol.

GREEN F. (fi) : 1, Johnston, fine, cobby thape, ;Iio t

and thick, rich -eel., b-old head, grand eotld. : 2,

xhc, no name, nice rha-pe cl. an cut, not so cobby

.

or 40 rich in col.; 8, Maddison. nice shape and col.;

4, Jobliug : he. Hooper. SISKIN, ETC. (Cm 1.

Barkers n:ec one, plenty' of size, nice s-lui-pa and col.,

grand eond.; 2, Scott, another good S.T-kin, rich

e.ri., in at head, loses to leader in size; 3, Hooper,
Redpoll, nice shape, good- col. and pencilling

; 4,

no ram-r-: vhc. Fletcher; he. Jcbling. CHAFFINCH,
ETC. (7): 1, 4, Jameson and Johnson, lovely

Bramble, not a big one, grand eol. and com!.; 2,

e, II roper. Cliaff., nice size and sliape, good bead
and whites: 3, no name, Bixinhle, nice size ami
cl.: Vhe, IMt r-ou; he. Barkers. HEN, FINCIl,
OR BUNTING (7): 1, Jameson and John.-on, Buiiix-,

lox'-ely riza- and . . ape, gc-cd eol. and cond.
; 2,

Barki-rs, Bramhle, nice size, good fili-'P’ and eol.,;

3, S-eott; -1, Hoe-n’er; xhc. no name; he, Page; e,

Fitterso it. A.O.Y". (2): 1, Hooper, nice Yellow-

hammer, good shape and col: 2. no name. Yelhixx-

ininmer. fails cul. SOFTBILL (2): 1, Scott, gfamt
Chough, lovely feather and eond.; 2, Hooper. NOY
LINNET (2):' 1. 2. Reed, leader, pale eol., time

size and shape; 2. similar, but xvihl. NOY'. Go: l.

Bird; 2, llyslop. FOR., SMALL, (li) : 1, Pot

ter.--c.-n, nice ; lir St. Helena Wnxbill lovely eol.

and cond.: 2, .'!, 4, Almond, gland team, leaders,

line pair of Cordon Ulcus, in trie pink; vhc, he.

Y'outt.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote dicnprst r:ii< - for ^Mj-pfng, cfc., of

F.ive Stock to nny part of Uve \voi
,

.<J, ami anvmp*
for care in trirntit. Itclial^e a ^nts c verywliiT'V.

Head OP'ice? : B0. lJarCholoioow Cio^r. T.or.rfrtii, E.C,

VAN CFPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carri ra. EstabiLhui 1879.
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CITY Q SUBURBAN
A.C.B.

Nineteenth annual show, Churoh Inwtitute, rail

diugtun fit., Mur.vlobonc, Nov. 13 and 14. The
entry was slightly less than last year, the falling off

being most Iv noticeable in tho British where several

piomincnt liiemhers were unable to exhibit, but still,

some «ood ones were on view in the section, notably
Mrs. Thynno’s Goldcrest, ®pl. for best Itritlsh, Mr.
Francis' Linnet, and Mr. Hobden'-s Jlullie, the lat-

ter being much admired. The class for Canary
Mvbrids contained some capital exhibits. Mr.-

NichoUs put. down a strong team in the A.O.V. Hyb.
class. Norwich all through were it very level lot, type

and quality more than size being much ill evidence,

length of wing being the chief failing in the amateur
and novico section. Yorks, were undoubtedly goed,

and made quite an imposing show. Messrs. Ayres
and Salter put down some choice specimens in the
champions, the former winning cup lor the best

uhltighted in show ; tho bird is a grand varieg.,

quite a typical Yorkshire, but many appeared to

prefer the same owner's 2nd a lovely bird staged

to the minute. Crests as usual came up well. Mr.
\V. A. Shepherd, tho popular chairman, once inoro

staged the winning youngster for tho bowl, which
now become® his property. The Borders are grad-

ually finding favour with the members, and they made
quite a big display. The'management us usual was
perfect, us one would expect when the popular

sec., Air. Victor Wynn, takes hold of the reins. 11c

has a very valuable assistant in Mr. Thynne, who
can give point® to most people where hard work is

concerned. Other helpers were: Messrs. Head,
Overman, Holxlen, Knight, Saunders and Thomas;
also Mrs. and Miss Thynne. Mr. Hobson judged
Canaries and Mr. Silver tho remainder.
NOR. YELL. (5): 1, 2, Withers, grand birds, win-

ner very short and chubby, good head and wing
earr., lovely qual. of feather, 2nd shado longer, but
capital size, good wide shoulders and front,, goed
eond.

; 3, Curtis, lovely type, hardly eo bold in head
and neck, grand col., brimful of qual. ; vlic, lie, Mar-
tin. BUFF (4): 1, 2, Martin, capital neck tkd.,

nicely proportioned, good back and wings, A1 qua).,

2nd wo liked even better, but a weak hind claw
evidently put it back, quite the Nor. type

; 3, Cur-

tis, stormer for size and subs., not quite ®o dean
cut as we like to see in a Nor., grand stock bird,

very short on leg; vhc, Withers. HEN (5) : 1, 2,

Martin, lovely cl. yell., nice Nor. type, beautifully

proportioned, good cair. und style, 2nd very tine

grizzled buff, grand size ar.d type, bold head, neck
and front, good wings

;
S, Wither®, bit pale in col.,

but capital type and style, good wide shoulders, neat
wings and tail, sound qual. ; vhc, Knight ; he, Curtis.

UNFL1G. (6) : 1, 2, 3, Martin, nice team, winner
quite the pick, very short thick-set yell., nicely

balanced, well tilled head and neck, good wings, 2nd
good buff, bit longer in build, nice size

;
vhc, c,

Withers; lie, Curtis. AMAT. YELL. (4): 1, Thurley,

fine bold cl. yell., .shade long, but good bead and
neck, nicely rounded front, well across the perch;

2, 3, vhc, Wakefield, good team, 2nd big bold bird,

grand head, full front, short on leg, 3rd beauty; for

type and qual., hardly the size of winners, grand
col. BUFF (7): 1, 2, Large, grand subs., rare

head and neck, good wings, full of qual., 2nd grand
one for type, although hardly the subs, of dinner,

nieely proportioned, a real Nor.; 3, Thurley, big bold

var., grand type, rare depth through, capital wings,

shado small in bead, A1 qual.; vhc, hc, c, Wake-
field. HEN (6): 2. vhc, c, Wakefield, charming
lady, lovely type and style, nice free movement, well

proportioned, clean cut, good tail and wing earr.;

2, 3, lie, Thurley, col. alone divides them, fine subs.,

correct type, good back and wings, A1 qual., 3rd

very fine grizzle cap, nice type and style, bold

bead and front. U.NFLIG. (8): 1, 2, c, Thurley,
bold buff leading, grand head, shade long in body
but good front and low on leg, 2nd we liked, very
typical neck tkd., grand qual. and style, neat
wing®; 3, vhc, lie, Wakefield, grand" bold yell., won-
derful’ subs., hardly so clean cut as winners, rare

stock bird. NOV. YELL. (S) ; 1, vhc, Fleet, capi-

tal yell., fine size and subs., good full head and
neck, grand width of shoulders, inclined to cross

wings at times, but a good one; 2, lie, Taylor, stormer
for eize, -shade on the long side, capital head, full

front and back, good qual.; 3, Kelly, wonderful
head and neck, grand size all through, a bit loose

ill feather, although good quality; c, Brumbridge.
BUFF (7): 1, 3, lie. Smith, leader capital thick ret

bird, good Nor. type, well filled head and neck,

good shoulders, 3rd nearly gr., lovely type, plenty
of subs., grand qual. ; 2, Fleet, correct type, well

balanced, full bead and neck, nice wing and tail

earr., close oil winner; c, Taylor. HEN (12): 1, 3,

Fleet, very fine wing mkd. buff leading, grand size

and type,’ nicely rounded, good wings, neat- style,

3rd shade longer, good head, nice qual. feather; 2,

vhc, c, Smith, grand type, good full head, front

and hack, capital wings, hardly the finish of winner;
he, Dossett. UNFLIG. (13): 1, 3, cx 3, ex vhc, he,

Smith, capital team, leader good var. yell., bit un-

steady, but capital type, good eubs. and qual, cx

3rd capital thick set, nicely proportioned, good
feather; 2, 3, Robinson, var. buff typical, full hee.d

and neck, rounded front, capital wings, 3rd thick
set, cap mkd., fails a bit in bead, but still good;
vhc. Withers; c, Taylor. NON-FED. (1): Smith,
capita! type, nice qual. PURCHASED (2) : 1. Smith,
line wing mkd. yell., bold type, useful ; 2. Dossett,
good cap mkd., line size anil shape. CHEST CL.
BODY (2): 1, Shepherd, lovely grizzle cap, good
shape and eize, niceiy drooped, capital centre, lovely
qual. ; 2, Watchain, cl. body, dark, nicely drooped.
A.O.V. (5): 1, 2, Shepherd, grand gr., fine size

and type, good headpiece, capital frontal, neat
centre, well filled back, 2nd similar, lovely qual.
feather; 3, Watcham, hardly the size, still useful,

nice full crest; vhc, Pickard; lie. Day. AMAT.
CREST : 1, Mugford, good var., neat well formed
crest. NOV. CL. BODY2 (1): Smith, capital size
and shape, well packed. A.O.V. (2): 1, Wallington ;

2, Poulton. C.B. CK. (4); 1. Day, bold var., grand
bead, well packed and domed, capital lashing

; 2, 3,

Shepherd, leader fine var., grand back, skull, well
packed, good subs., 3rd grand shape and skull, nicely
domed; vhc, Pickard. C.B. NOV. (1); Wallington,
neat var., full of feather. UNFLIG. (8): 1, 2, vhc.
Shepherd, winner a real good one, full size and
shape, grand thick headpiece, of good formation,
well packed, capital droop and centre, nicely veined,
2nd grand size, good shape, densely packed

; 3, he.
Pickard, fine head of nice leafy feather of good
qual.; c, Watcham. NOV. (4): 1, 2, Poulton, fine

big crest leading, good eliape and droop, capital
back, 2nd C.B., fine eize, capital skull, nice qual.;
8, vhc, Smith, neat crest, good qual. feather.
YORKS. YELL. CK. (4): 1, Ayres, grand cl., fine

lcDgth and style, good head, back and wings, neat
tail, grand qual.; 2, Salter, scarcely the length of
winner, but quite typical, stands well, good shoulders
and wings; 3, Scudder, very fine var., grand length
of wing, nicely moulded, good shoulders, A1 qual.;
vhc, Bush. BUFF (8): 1, Salter, grand cl., fine
length and typo, nico style, well up on leg, tightly
brace-i^jtoj^*, grand eond.; 2, Lloyd, capital length,

good typo and style, nico aliouldciiH and wings; 3,

vhc, Scudder long uud rcaeliy, neat head, nicely
rounded, capital length of wing, neat tail, hardly so
clean cut, lie, Ayres; c. Bush. HEN (10): l, 2,

Ayres winner lovely yell., grand typo and stylo,

neat head, shoulders and back, A1 qual., 2nd beau
tif ill type, stands rather wide, but full of qual.; 3,

Salter, bold dim. mkd., grand length, good back
and wings, nice qual. of feather, hardly the finish

of winners. UNFLIG. (0): 1, 2, Ayres, topper®,
lettder var., wonderful length and style, good bead,
grand shoulders and hack, capital wings, nice qual.,

but hardly the finish of 2nd, typical and very much
admired, tight as wax; 3, Lloyd, very line for lengtli

and type, good bead, shoulders, and back, inclined
to cross wings, A1 qual.; vhc, be, Scudder; c, Bur-
ton. AMAT. YELL. (5): 1, vhc. lie, Sanders, good
cap mkd., typical, nice length, clean cut, on good
legs, well b. ed wings and tail, tine eond.; 2, Mug-
lord, typical nice lengtli, grand length of wing, Une-

qual. feather; 3, Lowe, good type and stylo, neat
wings. BUFF (2): 1, Sanders, grand massive cl.,

very (mo stock bird, good length of side and qual.

cl feather; 2, Lowe, nice length, neat head and
wings. HEN (9): 1, 2, lie, Sanders, winner cl., fine

length, nice head, smart wings and tail, 2nd hardly
so clearly cut, hut good length and capital pos.;

3, Knight, lino length, well tilled back, nice jual.,

very close up; vlic, o, Lowe. UNFLIG. <S) • 1, 2,

3, vhc, Sanders, capital team, winner good cl., just

inclined to frill a bit, but fine length and style; 2nd
check mkd., shade smaller, nice type and qual.,

3rd big bird, hardly so cleanly cut away, nice

length of wing; lie, Mugford; c, Lowe. NOV. YELL.
(3) : 1, Burch, lovely cl., fine type and length, good
bit of shoulder, capital wings; 2, Rumble, fine

length, nice style
; 3, Armstrong, typical, hardly fin-

ished yet. BUFF (3): 1, Burch, capital type and
style, good length, good qual.; 2, Armstrong, won-
derful size and length, stands a bit low, but nicely

balanced and good feather; 3, Walker, goed length,

capital shoulders and wings. HEN (a) : 1, Arm-
strong, smart and racy, nicely balanced, good head,
back and wing, lovely qual. ; 2, vhc, Rumble, hardly

so long in body, but capital qual., neat bead and
wings; 3, Walker, wonderful size, goed length of

wing ; lie, Smith. UNFLIG. (10): 1, Walker, nice

lengtli, beautifully moulded, capital wings and tail,

good qual., will improve; 2, 3, lie, Rumble, leader

smart yell., good bead and wings, nice stylo, full of

qual., 3rd var., rare length, good pos., capital

ohoulders
; vhc, Burch; c, Armstrong. PURCHASED

(0) : 1, 3, Smith, fine buff cl., hardly so smooth as

might be, but grand length and style, 3rd big bull',

fails a bit in head and neck, capital length, goed
wings; 2, Robertson, yell., grand size, good length

of wings capital pos.; vhc, he, Goodman; c, Arni-

otrong. BORD. YELL. (4): 1, 3, Sayers, lovely

var. leading, nicely balanced, moves well, good bead
and wings, tight in feather, 3rd good el., ha;dly

so nice in head and neck, but well rounded and
good wings; 2, Mrs. Thynne, good cl., nicely bal-

anced and moulded, A1 qua!. ;
vhc, Mrs. Salter. BUFF

(3): 1, he, Sayer, line size and style, nicely moulded,

neat head, good wing earr., lovely qual.; 2, Mrs.

Salter, capital four-pointed, nicely moulded and bal-

anced, good head, back and wings, sound eond. ; 3,

vhc Mrs. Thvnne, line ci., typical and smart, tine

qual. HEN (6): 1, vhc, Mrs. Salter, good yell.,

capital tvpe, nice earr., good head and wings, tightly

packed; 2, c, Sayers, capital yell., lovely qual.,

nicely moulded and balanced ; 3, he, Mr?. Thynne,
very fine buff, typical, smart jaunty movement,
good wings, A1 qual. UNFLIG. (14); 1, 3, Sayer,

winner bonny cl. yell., typical, nice pos. and -style,

good head, tightly braced wings, smooth as ivory,

3rd another nice qual., well balanced smart wings,

neat tail; 2, vhc, lie, Mrs. Salter, lovely cinn. mkd.,

typical und smart, jaunty style, good wing earr.,

nice qual.; lie, Knight; c, Mrs. Thynne. AMAT.
(12); 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, Mugford, grand team,
typical und niceiy balanced, winner lovely, buff, capi-

tal style and qual. NOV. YELL. (1): Hot. Jen. good cl.

BUFF (1): Hobden, cl., typical and smart, good
wings. HEN (2): 1, Hobden, typical cl., nice qua!.;

2, lira, l’arrv, capital cinn., nicely balanced. UN-
FLIG. (1): Hobden. A.O.V. (1): Mrs. Hobden, gr.

Nor., good typo. DIv. CAN. HYB. (10): 1, Nicliolls,

Linnet, nice chape, full of qual., nicely proportioned,

sound rich col., well put down; 2, Sanders, good
Redpoll which some preferred, fine size, capital

chape, well mkd., full of col. and qual.; 3, c, Taylor,

<lii. yell. Goldie., shapely, hit slim in body, nice

rich col., dense markings, capital wings, Al eond.;

vhc, Brumbridge, grand buff Siskin, very chubby,
sound col., full of qual., might have gene up. A.O.V.

(7): 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, Nicholo, capital team, put
down in line fettle, Goldic-Bullic, fine size and
col., Goldie-Greenie, and Greenf.-Redpoll. GOLDF.
(2)

:'

1, Francis, capital Goldie, nice size and shape,
well tanned, good face, nice qual.; 2, Thrower, nicely

ehaped blaze, well tanned and buttoned. BULLF.
(2) : 1, Hobden, grand size, nice rich tone of col.,

very pure and bright, good cap, distinct bars; 2,

Francis, fine size, shapely, beaten richness of col.,

good cap. LINNET (4): 1, 3, Francis, well-known
bird leading, quite the largest in the class, grandly
pencilled, in the pink

; 2, Hobden, capital size, nicely

propq^ioned, sound col. and eond.
;

vhc, Fleet.

GREENF. (3): 1, 2, Francis, leader a little better

feather, nicely proportioned, good wings, eound rich

col.; 3. Hobden, good bird, shapely, capital head.
CHAFFINCH (2) : 1, Francis, capital size, good shape,
nice rich col., fine cap and wing, tight in leather; 2,

Mrs. Allison, fine size, rich col. liRAMIsI.K (1):

Francis, well-known, in the pink. SISKIN (3) : 1,

Hobden, good size and shape, sound rich col., well
j

mkd. cap anff'bib; 2, 3. Francis, hardly the size and
col. of winner. REDPOLL (4) ; 1, 2, Francis, big

bold Mealy leading, grand -shape and markings, 2nd
good Leaser, richly coloured and pencilled, nice size,

sound eond.; 3, Mrs. Allison, good Mealy, hardly the
size of winner, well pencilled: vhc, Hobden. TWITE
(2) : 1, Hobden, fine size and shape, grandly mkd.,
lieh sound col., good eond.; 2, Francis, hardly tho
size, hut richly coloured and well pencilled. A.O.S.

(1) : Francis. BUNTING HEN (1): Francis. SOFT-
BILL SMALL (5): 1, 3, Mrs. Thynne, very nice Gold-
crest, good eond., richly coloured crest, 3rd Bearded
Reedling-s; 2, Hon. Mrs. Bourke, very fine 'Gale,
grand size and shape, sound rich col., fine eond.;
vhc, Mrs. Maher; he. Miss Shepherd. LARGE (1):
W. Shepherd, verv fine Song Thrush, good eond.,
beautifully mkd. LIMIT BRIT.: GOLDF. (6): 1,

Walker
; 2, Francis

; 3, Lowe ; vhc, Offord ; he,
Thrower; c, Clark. BULLF. (3): 1, Hobden; 2,

Thrower; 3, Clark. GREENF. (6): 1, Marley; 2,

Mrs. Allison ; 3, Lowe
;

vhc, Clarke ; lie, Lowe ; c,

Hobden. LINNET (4): 1, Marley; 2, Clark; 3, vhc,
Lowe. SISKIN, ETC. (7): 1, Hobden; 2, 3. Marley;
vhc, Offord; he, Dossett; c, Clark. A.O.S. (5): 1,

3, Marley; 2, lie, Offord; vlic, Lowe. BUNTING
(3) : 1, 2, Marley; 3, Offord. BUNTING HEN (2):
1, Offord; 2, Clark. SOFTBILL (2): 1, 2, Marley.
BARROTS (1) : Miss Thynne, lovely Blue-headed
Parrot, richly coloured, Al eond. AVADAVATS,
ETC. (6): 1, 3, he, c, Brumbridge. lovely pair of
Tiger Finches leading, grand col. and tight as wax,
3rd good Cordons, fine eize, evenly coloured, in
grand order; 2, vhc, Mrs. Thynne, fine pair St.
Helena®, nice size, capital order. WEAVERS. ETC.

WADEBRIDGE.
The Canary section of Wadchridge Show. Nov. 1J.

was nicely arranged In the Drill Hall, III \<ry cyan
fortabio quarters, the room being free from draughts,
and tho light was good. Tills being the first time
the society ban opened its show to the whole county
of Cornwall, we should like to have seen a bigger
entry, but nearly 100 birds in 15 classes was not
bo bad. Quality was very good, especially in Yorks.

;

this variety is making great strides in Cornwall, and
bids fair to be more popular than the Norwich.
Create were without u representative, and Britisli

were not up to the usual Cornish standard. With
such well-known fanciers as Messrs. H. Wills and
Boundy ably assisting tile courteous lion sec., Mr.
Mitchell, everything went off well, und judging was
over in good time. Mr. J. Pope, Plymouth, judged,
and his award® uppeared to give satisfaction.
NOR. YELL. (4); 1, Howard, very typical, cl.,

grand type and feather; 2, Collins, rather smaller,
paler ill col. ; 4, vhc, Andrew. BUFF («): 1, sp, best
in show ; 4, Andrews, leader, good el., grand co!.,
shape, and head; 2, Howard, neck tick, loses in size;
3, Collins; vhc, Howard. HEN (4): 1, 4, Andrew,
leader, well-known Buff, frequent winner; 2, Smith,
cl. Buff, bit loose in feather, good shape; vhc
Howard. PORKS. YELL.: 1, Andrew, eve tick, grand
•shape and style, excellent feather; 2, 3," vhc, Boundy,
well known, leader grand length, fails in feather to
winner: 4, NichoUs; he. Will® and Son. BUFF (6):
1, sp, Boundy, grand cl., good length and style, a
good win; 2, Wills and Son, loses in length to winner,
grand eond.; 3, Andrew, well shown, cl., good style;
4, Julian; vhc, Nichols. HEN (8): 1, sp, best hen
in show, Andrew, clinking yell., good legs, smart
style, taking exhibit; 2, 3, 4, Boundy, leader, grand
Buff, excels in length; vhc, Nichols; he. Wills and
Son; c, Docking. UNFLIG. (7): 1, <?p, 2, Boundy,
leader, grand buff, feathered like a Java; 2, nice
yell., fails in length only to winner, two capital
specimen ; 3, Wills and Son, wing mkd. buff

,
nice

bird, should improve
; 4, vhc, Boundy

; he, Nichols.
A.O.V. CAN., 1914 (7): 1, vhc, Howard, varieg. yell.
Nor., good shape and style, might be larger; 2, he,
Andrew, cl. buff Nor., patchy in col., or might have
won, good head and shape; 3, Collins, cl. yell. Nor.,
good feather; 4, Odgers. MULE (5) : - 1, sp, 2, 4,
W. Collins, well-known team, leader, light Groenf.-
Can., in the pink; 2, cl. Goldi-e-Can., not of tiie
largest, but a fine exhibit; 4, dark Oreenf.-Goldf.

;

vhc. Cave; he, Bonney. GOLDF.: 1, 3, Boundy, nice
eond., good blaze, very steady; 2, Wills, wants a
little more time, fails in col. to winner; 4, he, Pearce.
A.O. BRIT. (4): 1, tip, 2, 4, Collins, well-known yell.
Wagtail, leading; 2, grand Blackcap; 4, Bramble, all
well shown; vhc, Hicks. FOR. (6) : 1, sp, Dunston,
Pekin Robin, grand eond.

; 2, Oatey, Grey Parrot ; 3,
Stockes, lemon crested Cockatoo; 4, vbc, Wills; tie

Bullock. SELL. 10s. (0): 1, Smith; 2, Julian; 3.
Wills

; 4, Andrew; vhc, Boundy; he, Wills. LOCAL
(7): 1, sp, 2. Wilts and Son; 3, Spear; vhc, Hicks;
be, S. G. Wills. CHILDREN’S (4): 1, sp. Miss O.
Wills; 2, Miss R. I’aseoe; 4, Master Olvi-r; vlic,
Hiss Howard.

midland roller c.c.
Sixth annual open singing contest, Nov. a ar.d

€, Seven Stars Hotel, Wolverhampton, in a room
quite free from draughts and excellent for a sing-
ing contest. The birds were staged on three tiers
at a nice height to be heard properly. Birds came
in from all parts of the country which points out
that more Roller contests are wanted. The entry
was equal to last year and in champion young birds
there were 29 more. Mr. T. J. -Smith, the secretary
and show manager, worked like u Troian and nothing
seemed too much for him. He was well supported
by Mr®. Smith and a strong body of committeemen
in Messrs. W. Bird, F. Brooks, R. Grainger, W.
Harrison, A. Harper, J. Humphries, T. Thompson, A.
Turner, T. Twigg, G. Mayo, J. Ecclestou, H. Powell;
Mr. Max Jacquemin, the president, also had a hand
in the management, and vice-president Mr. J. H.
Willows, was always willing to give any informa-
tion possible and was kept busy checking the award
sheets. Mr. W. Cadman, the lion, treas., was also
ever on the go. There was a splendid array of
special prizes. Each class had its judge printed in

the schedule, which is a new idea brought out by
the society this year, and proved a great boon to
the exhibitors. Londoners came up well and sur-
prised the Midlanders by capturing the young bird
classes. Cup was won by Mr. J. H. Willows,
and sp. for the new tour, toiler, bv Mr. Ncugebaucr.
Some of the birds after being given three hours
failed to sing for the judges, Messrs. F. E. Fisher
(London), F. W. Walton (Leeds), Max Jacquemin
CWolverliampton )

.

In the report which follows the abbreviations are

:

H.R., hollow roll; H.B., hollow bell; Sch.. sehcckel;
B. T., bell tour; B.R., bell roll; G.ll., glucke roll;
B.G., Bell glucke; W.G., water glucke; K., Roller

;

BsR., bass roll; W.R., water roll; D.B.W.T., deep
bubbling water tour; G.E., general effect.

YOUNG BIRDS, Judge, F. E. Fisher (€5): 1, sp,
Neugebaucr, very beautiful song, if anything too
soft, but a credit to its breeder, claimed at cat.
price, £0, 0 H.R., 3 H.B., 8 lias®, 2 Sch., 3 Glucke,
3 Flutes, 1 B.T.. 2 B.R., 3 G.U., 5 G.E., total 32;
2, sp, Shepley, fine variety of song, 5 H.R., 2 K., 3
H.B., 4 Bass, 3 Sch., 3 Flutes. 2 W.H., 1 B.T., 2
G.R., 5 G.E., 1 off, total 29; 3, -sp, Willows, very
good tone, 0 H.R.. 2 H.B., 6 Bass, 2 Sell., 3 Flutes,

1 B.T., 2 B.R., 3 G.R., 4 G.E., total 28; 4, sp, Cad-
man, nice tone and flow of song, 0 H.R., 2 H.B., 5
Bass, 3 Glucke, 2 Flutes, 1 B.T., 2 B.lt., 3 G.R., 5

G. E., 1 eff, total 28; 5, sp, sp best Glucke, Thompson,
4 H R., 3 H.B., 3 Baas, 2 Sch., 4 Glucke, 2 Fiutcs,

3 G.lt., 2 B.G., 4 G.E., total 27 ; 6, sp, sp best Bass,
Harper, very fine tone, C H.R., 4 H.B., C Bass, 3

Flutes, 1 B.T., 2 G.R., 5 G.E., total 27; 7, sp, Cad-
man, 4 H.R., 2 Iv., 4 Bass, 3 Glucke, 3 Flute®, 1 B.T.,

2 B.R., 3 G.R., 4 G.E., total 29; vlic, Neugebauer,
sp. best Roller. 26; Hanbury, 25; lie. Harper, sp. best
H.R., 25 ;

Grainger, 25 ; c, ep. best Water Glucke,
Thompson ; c, Shepley, Hayward, Cadman, 24 each;
Nos. 7, 16, 19. 29, 45, 46, 52, 53 no song.
NOV. YOUNG BIRDS, Judge M. Jacquemin (58):

I. sp, sp. best hoi roll, sp. best Glucke, lliillin, C

H.R., 3 Bas®. 3 Sch., 4 Glucke, 3 Flutes, 1 D.B.W.F.,
2 B.R., 3 Cf.E., total 25; 2, sp, sp. beet Water
Glucke, Powell, 5 H.lt., 3 Bass. 4 Sell., 3 Flutes, 4,

W.G., 2 B.R., 3 G.E., total 24; 3, sp, Stewart, 5

CITY AND SUBUR.’IN, concluded.

(2): 1, Clark, big Javas, in tie pink; 2, Mrs. Parry,

Black-beaded Mannikins, capital pair, well marked.
A.O.S. (3) : 1, 2, Mrs. Thynne, Diamond Sparrow lead-

ing, capital size, well spotted. 2nd good pair Zebras,
grand eond. MYNAHS, ETC. (5): 1, 3, vhc. Shep-
herd, well-known Mynahs, put down in best style,

rare eond.; 2, Sirs. Allison, grand cock Pekin Robin,
fine size, rich col., tight as wax ; he, Miss Thynne.
A.O.S. (3) : 1, 3, Hon. Mrs. Bourke, hen and cock
Purple Sugar Birds, in grand col. and best possible

feather; 2, Shepherd, fine bold Blue Robin, capital

eond.

ll. It,

4

!' ,!' 3 ."•'"•t 3 fh'h., 2 Glucke, 2 Hut- - 2 W.O I
B. 1

., 2 B.R., 3 G.E., total 23; 4, no. j-n. |, ( -,» I J .1./1
* *' 11

. a Ba , , 3 Sell., 3 J’lul.-,, 2 W.G
*

1 B. I., 2 ll.lt 3 G.E., total 23; sp, ).\nn-, 4 H.R..
Bass, i Sell., 3 Glucke, 3 Flute-, 3 D.B.W.T. J

li'ii
3 j’;!’"' *’ r

2
- J>P, Derbyshire,

H.lt., 4 Bans, ,i Sell., .1 Glucke, « Flu{or, 1 B.'P. »
B.R., ft G.E., total 21; 7, up, Wilson, 5 H ll, 3 Bu-
ll Sch., 2 Glucke, 2 Flutes, 1 II. T., 2 B.R. 3 G E

’

total 21; vhc, Gooding, 20; vhc, Roberts '<Leed«j’t
20; vhc, Atkin,on, 20; tic, Mayo, 19; he, MacDonald
It); he, (2) Condiilfe, 19 each; he, (2) Powell j«J
each; c, (2) Mayo, IS each; Rothwcll, Is; Miad/u-
Powell, 18; Nos. 23, 37, 49, 50 no song.
OLD BIRDS CHAMP., Judge Mr. T. W. Walton

(Leeds) (22): 1, op, Pericles, fine hollow roll and
schoekei, nice tone, 7 11. K., l II. B., ft Bass 4 Sch
2 Flutes, 3 W.G., 2 B.T., 5 G.K., total 27; 2, / p,’

Cadman, good silioekcl, nice tone, 5 H it., -| Haro
4 Sell., 3 Glucke, 3 Flutes, 1 W.G., 2 B.T., 1 li.E.)
total 29; 3, sp, Harper, fine hollow roll, nice tone.
7 H.lt., 3 Ba«-, 2 Sell., 2 Glucke, 3 Flutes, 3 W.G..
2 B.T., 3 G.E., total 20; 4 sp, Cadman, 9 H.lt., 2
H.B., 3 Bass, 3 Sch., 2 B.G., 2 Flutes, 1 B.T., 4, G.K.,
total 23; vhc, Pericles, 22; he, Humphries, 22;

<’

Jacquemin, 22; No. 13 no song.
A.VIAT., Judge, T. W. Walton (Leeds) (16); 1, sp,

Jacquemin, excellent water Glucke, l Ji lt., 2 H.B..
ltass, 2 Sell., 2 Flute®, 3 W.G., 2 B.T., 3 O.K., faults
I, total 24; 2,. sp, Atkinson, nice soft tone, 9 H.lt.,

2 H.B., 2 Bass, 3 Sch., 3 Flutes, 4 W.G., 3 G.E.,
total 23; 3, sp, Mortis, 6 H.R., 2 Bass, 3 Sch., 2
Flutes, 1 W.K., 3 W.G., 2 B.T., 2 G.E., fault® 1,

total 20; 4, sp, Gooding, 5 H.K., 2 jH.B., 5 Bass, 3
Sch., 1 B.G., 2 Flutes, 2 W.G., 2 G.E., faults 2,

total 20; vhc, Glover, IS; he, Bird, IS; c, Stewart,
16; No. 4 no song.
NOV., ANY AGE, Judge Sir. T. W. Walton (29) :J,

sp, Buffln, excellent tone, 7 H.R., 2 H.B., 5 Bass,
2 Sell., 3 Flutes, 4 W.G., 2 B.T., 5 G.E., fault® 1.

total 29; 2, sp, Powell, 5 H.R., 3 Bass, 3 Sell., 3

flutes, 4 W.G., 2 B.T., 2 G.E., fault® 1, total 21

;

3, sp, Powell, 4 H.R., 5 Bass, 3 Sell., 3 Flutes, 4

W.G., 3 G.E., faults 1, total 21; 4, sp, Heatlierlcy,

0 H.lt., 2 H.B., 2 Bass, 4 Sch., 1 C.lueke, 2 Flutes,

ft G.E., total 20; vhc. Guest, 20; vhc, sp. Gocding,
total 20; lie, Mayo, 19; he, Glover, 19; e. Brooks

19; No. 13 no song. SELL.
2, op, Harper, 21; 3, sp,
Wetherwood, 21; vhc, Mrs.
phriee, 19; he, Powell, 20; c,

21, 26 no song.

HALIFAX
Members’ show, Nov. 5, „

King Cross, Halifax. 59 birds were staged. Mr.

W. Cruise, West Bowling. Bradford, judged, ami bis

awards met with general satisfaction. The show
proved to be a success in every way, and seme cx-

ceilent specimens were staged. Next show (al! liens)

Nov. 26, at 7.3). Mr. A. Jonett, of Queensbury, will

judge, ’it is new up to our members to give us a

bumping entry. It is pleasing to note that we are

keeping the flag flying; business as usual.

CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Stobart; 2, 3.

Priestley; 4, Walsh. BUFF: 1. Stobart: 2. 3, Savin'

;

4, Sutcliffe; vhc, Priestley. UNFLIG.: 1, Stobart; 2,

Sutcliffe ; 3, Stobart. EVEN, ETC., YELL. : 1.

Saviie; 2, 3 4, Priestley; vlic, Walsh: lie, Sutcliffe.

BUFF: 1, Saviie; 2, Sutcliffe. NOV. CL., OR TKD.
YELL YORKS.: 1. Mitchell; 2. Senior; 3. c, G Ider;

4 Tinkler- vhc, Johnson; he, Benson. BUFF: 1, e,

Mitchell - 2, vhc, Geldcr : 3, Senior; 4, Sladdin and

Baldwin; he, Johnson. UNFLIG.: 1. Mitchell ; 2, 3,

Geld-er; 4, he, Corne.v ;
vhc, Senior. EVEN, ETC.,

YELL.: 1, Senior’; 2, Cornej ; 3, Gelder. Bl'F 1 : 1,

Johnson; 2, Staddin and Baldwin. NOR : 1, 2, 3. 4,

c, Corney; vhc. lie, Tinkler. BRIT.: 1, 2, Sunder-

land.—A. Sutcliffe, See.

1, sp. Thompson, 24:
\V Instance, 21; 4, tp.

Roberts, 20 ;
lie, Hom-

Thompson, ID; Nos. 18.

C.B S.
King Cross Bandroom,

Singing Contests•

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid lor at

advertisement rates , three words a penny,

PCMTEFRAGT.
Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Nov. 11, 22 entered

for three minutes’ time singing, five seconds a

break: 1. 2, 3, Beard. Open sing, Nov. 15, 22 birds

.entered: 1, Beard; 2, William; 3, Proctor.—S. Pugh,

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon Hotel, Bridge

Street, Nov. 14; 36 birds sang. 1, Williams; 2,

Wainwnght; 3, Cooper. Nov. 15; 1, 2. Morley; 3,

Nek'on. Members are going to make a collection

next week to try and raise money enough to buy

1 or 2 Canary cages for the hospitals for the wound-

ed soldiers.—S. Morley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and C.C. (Central).—Quality Linnet

singing matches. Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane,

Nov. 14; 12 birds entered; P. Maddon and Aif.

Ix>rrimau judged: 1, C. Lorriman ; 2, Bryan; 3.

Wigfleld. Nov. 15, 20 birds competed: 1, 3, Wood;
2, Wigfleld; judges, C. and A. I-crriman. An enjoy

able evening was spent. Nov. 15, 20 of the best

Rollers in Leeds competed, British bred birds: 1, 2,

4, W. Lipman'e; 3, W. Lunn
;

judges, H. Wig-

field and J. Clark. Mr. Kramer, of the Leeds R.C2,

will -sing any Canary in Yorkshire for £25 a side (Alt.

Lipman preferred).—A. Lorriman.

Original Leeds Linnet and C.C., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road, Nov. 14. Quality con-

test; 14 birds were hung: 1, 2, shared by T. Johnson

and J. P.osendale ; 3, C. Ward; judges, Lacey and

Foley. Nov. 15: 18 birds were hung to a good

crowd, Tommy Johnson again being to the front ;
2',

P Johnson; 3, A. Richardson; judges, S. Hardcaotle

and W. Naylor. The weekly Roller contest in tho

evening provided 16 very good birds, and the old

and new members were well satisfied : 1, S, Hard-

castle; 2, E. Cunliffe; 3, Tommy Johnson. Mem-
bers and friends ptea-se note that owing to the

Leeds authorities curtailing the hours of licensed

house® the first pair of birds in the Roller contest)

will be hung at 7 p.m. sharp.—Walt. Naylor, Sec.

—(Advt.).

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: ’’Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with tho
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.

Ball.” Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, tort-

dan, E.C.
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Questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1 ) All questions must hr clearly written in inlc

(or typewritten ) on one side of papjr, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2) The proper name and address in full of querist

must always he written on u separate sheet of
piper

, and eneloscd with the query.
(8) Queries intended for different speeiulist * must

not be written on the same sheet of paper.

(4) Queries must not include or he included in

orders for books, inst ructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(fi) The depart men t to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left hand corner of the. query.

(G)— It an answer in the same week's issue, is de-

sired queries must, be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first post at latest.

(7)— If an answer tty post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must aceom -

jniny any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either ease.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
l

>ost-mortems )

(8) - All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers mint state grounds for doing so

clearly amt fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this sourer will be

handed over in full to the “ lteferce's ” Poor
Children's Fund ( London ).

(9) All queries mint be addressed to the Editor,
11 Cago Birds,” ] .VI, Fleet Street, London, EJ\
Postcards are not admissible. >

CiLlVilj&ir QOJS&XjBS
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

WINTERING STOCK (Ignorant).— (1) I have not
the actual dimensions of the cage you name by
uie, but in a gencrr.il way five, birds are certainly
too many to keep permanently through the winter
in a double breeding cage, even it you have the
sliding partition removed to allow them the greatest
amount ct spr.es available Three birds would he
spiite sufficient, ami four should he the limit in

all ordinary circumstances, but if the cage is a
good size, say, not less than as inches dong and
11 inches deep you might, with strict attention to
cleanliness of floor space and food and water
vessels, winter t lie five altogether in it without any
very great risk. It is not likely that any serious
damage will lie done by quarrelling at this season,
Had birdy language may be thing about at times, but
nothing more serious will happen. (2) If the room
is dry and free from cold, cutting draughts there
is no reason whatever why the birds should not
thrive there very well all through the winter with-
out the aid of artificial heat. In any case, as

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners " (7d.); House's '‘Canary Manual

”

(1/2);
Battye's ‘'Yorkshire. Canaries "

(1 U); Mouse's "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Stock llook" (Id .)

;

Dr. ('larke's"Septic or ltird Fever" (7d.); Norman's
“.1 Wanes, Hint rooms, and Cages’’ (13); Ilanisdcn's
"Colour feeding' 1

('MM.)’, "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (12,: or the “Nutshell" booklets (2 Id. each):
No. 5 "The l‘et Canary," No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
How lo Care Them." No. !)

“ The Disinfection cf
Cages, Bird rooms, etc.,” No. 10 '‘The lloller," No, 2:i

j"The Border Fancy," No. 21 "Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quoieu
me post free, iroiu "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street,

|

Loudon, K.C.

long as the normal temperature keeps somewhere
about 4b degrees there is no necessity at all for
increasing it.

SJUNuS LIKE MOANING (J. M., Glasgow).—The
tircl is probably suffering from a slight catarrh.
Keep it in a comfortable and /airly equable tem-
perature for a time, but do not overheat it. In
addition to the usual seed diet give a morsel of
bread and milk with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it and sprinkled with (soft sugar
every second day for a fortnight, and on the al-

ternate days add to tire drinking water five drops
each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine and
BWeet spirit of nitre. Glad to hear previous ad-
yice was so successful.
DRDOPING AGAIN (Roathite).—I'm afraid it is

ns I suspected—(hat the bird is in an advanced
stage ol bronchial trouble and really past any
hop - of bring cured. The most you can expect to
accoinpli-h is to ward olf the exciting causes which
aggravate the cand.tion, and alleviate the symp-

|

toms when a relapse occurs, if the cold wave pre-
|

vailing where I am writing this has visited jour
district that is quite sufficient to account for this

|

relapse, and you will find tire bird similarly affec-
ted by any future change "of a like nature, uiit.il

one day the end will arrive quite unexpectedly.
All you cun do is lo keep tire bird in a warm
temperature, which is as equable as possible, and
prof ct it as far as possible from the effect of
such changes, and when any relapse occurs treat
it as advised in last reply until I5e symptoms have
abated. lor the next fortnight give lialf a tea-
spoon l u 1 of crushed sponge cake witli lour drops
of sherry and two ol cod liver oil emulsion mixed
in it every s eond day, and on the alternate
daj'-s give 20 drops of chemical food in the drink-
ing water.
EFFECT OF STEAM (Anxious).—Frequent or pro-

longed exposure to steam would certainly prove
prejudicial to the well-being of the birds, and
probably throw them into a “soft moult," when
they would be constantly casting a few small
leathers. But if the heating of the copper is
quite temporary, not oftener than twice a week,
aid flic scullery is sufficiently ventilated to carry
away the steam quickly, without setting up undue
draught . in tic cages, l do not anticipate any
' 'riou- Double with the birds on that account. It
is. however, a risky position for the birds, and
you will need to keep a clo-e watch over their
condition, and also see that the above conditions
are observed as far as possible
STILL BREATHE > HEAVILY (IT. R.).~ (1) The

bird rc -ms v ry like falling into a condition of
chronic bronchi! ;s S c reply to “ Roathite ” in
this issue, and re’ generally upon the advice
given therein. K p bird in a warm temperature,
bit do not overdo it, well air.ul and equable;
Clvc a little prepared sponge cake as advised in

the reply referred to, but instead of the chemical
food get a chemist to mix for you two drachms
each of oxymel of squills and glycerine; one
drachm each of tincture of lobelia and ipecac,
wine, and ten grains of iodide of potassium, and
give 20 drops of this in the water every second
day. Continue this treatment for a fortnight,
and if no material improvement has taken place
you inay safely assume that iLs career of un-ful-
ness is past. In any ease i would not advise you
to breed with it. (2) Give the Norwich hen half
u teaspoonful of sponge cake prepared as for /he
above every second day for a week or fortnight, as
may serin nr pessary, and on the alternate days
add to the drinking water four drops each of tinc-
ture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and aro-
matic sulphuric acid.
NORWICH OFF SONG (T. J.).-You should have

said how you have been treating the bird and
where you keep it. 1 suspect lto condition is

largely, perhaps wholly, due to improper treatment,
< npcciully in the matt r of being kept in unsuitable
surroundings, probably exposed to cold draughts or
Impure and heated air. See that it is kept in a
bright and healthy place, in a fairly equable tem-
perature, which need not be overheat'd, and do not
allow it to hang near a window, nor near or over
a burning light In the evenings. In addition to the
staple seed diet give a morsel of bread and milk
with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with soft sugar every second day for two
or three weeks. On the alternate days give a
morn I of banana, or a spray of watercress, hut he
careful that the hitter is not frosted. In the
drinking water add five drops each cf oxymel of
squills, ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre
“very second day for a ween. In the next week
give instead 20 drops of Chemical Food every oaeonil
day. In the third and fourth weeks repeat the above
in the same order.
EFFECT OF DAMP (A. Horton). There cannot bo

the slightest doubt that the dampneso cf the room is

the cause of the birds all going wheezy. The only
rational remedy for the trouble would he to remove
the birds to a di;ier room, as you did last year.
Hut if this is not possible you should endeavour
to -discover the real -source of the damp, which
may he quite unconnected with the- water tank,,
although the latter may add its chare to the condi-
tion, and if possible remoVe the cause. As you
say the room is about 50 degrees in temperature.
I doubt whether the use of an oil stove would
make matters het t-r. The room is quite warm
enough for anything now, and an oil stove, even ii

it removed the damp must naturally raise the
temperature to an altogether unnecessary degree,
besides adding risks of its own. You might do
worse than look well into the ventilation of the
room, as this may he a contributory cause of the
damp condition. If you fail to remedy the condi-
tion, and cannot remove the birds to any other
room, you might try a small stove, or better- -still, if

you have gas available, a small portable liot-water
coil, hut you mud endeavour to maintain an equable
temperature, and you should not get it above 55
degree.:-, if you can avoid it. Y'ou will also need
to see that the room is amply ventilated,
so that the air is, completely changed at least twice
a day, hut at same time draughts must be avoided.
Scrupulous cleanliness and constant watchfulness are
ne-cessar.v to run an oil stove successfully without fear
of accidents. Finally, if you do not find the use
of a stove have tile desired eilect at once, my
advice is to remove the birds at any cost of incon-
venience, or otherwise clear out.

BRITISH BmDS,
MULES A2?TB HYBRIDS.

Answered by II. NORMAN.
AVIARY MATTERS (Constant Reader).—Yours

appears to be a nice aviary, well fitted up, and the
feeding arrangements quite correct. I am glad to
hear your birds are doing so nicely and on friendly
terms, and all the while they are healthy you
may have no trouble, but I am afraid directly cue
-shows any signs of ices of vigour you will have some
difficulty with your Tits, for although they are so
small they can quickly brain a larger bird that is

failing in health. I think you would therefore
find them troublesome if any of the others attempted
to breed in the spring; young helpless birds would
be almost certain to he destroyed by them. Although

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7/11); Norman's “British Bird Manual’’
(2/3); or Part 1

“
Jlardbills

"

(1/1), Bart 2 "Sof thills"

(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” t2/3);
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarke’s "Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.) ;

“ Colour-feeding ”
(3Id,); or the “Nut-

shell" booklets (21 tl. each): No. 1 "Goldfinch,”
No. 2, “Linnet,” No. 3 “Skylark," No. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “Bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Ttedpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 "Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 2(5 "Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “IIoiv to
Moult British Birds.” Ail thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds." 154, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

you gave me a list of the birds in your aviary,
you say nothing about the sex of them, so I am
unable to advise you about the possibility of their
breeding. Tell i,!e more about them, and I shall he
pleased to assist you or give you a list of suitable
birds.

LINNET MOULT! NC BLACK (Novice Fancier).—
Birds have been known to moult out black in cap-
tivity but it is not at ail a common occurrence. An
idea at one time prevailed that if a Bullfinch, for
instance, was fed on hemp seed he would moult out
black, hut alhough many cf them have had quite
their share of hemp seed black Bullies arc not by
any means common. If he is a good rich black
colour he could iic exhibited in the rare feathered
class at one of the big shows.
FEEDING A NUTHATCH (Harry Kay).—The Nut-

hatch is not a particularly difficult bird to manage,
the great, trouble with them is that they are so
inclined to get fat. liis chief food should lie a
good brand cf inscetiic mixture mixed with grat’d
raw carrot. Get a goed brand tin same as i- used
for Nightingales and small Warblers. Suitable live

food must also he cifered according to the time of
th- year, also cracked nuts, sunflower and hemp
seeds. After o:i' has been caged some time you
will find h is net at all particular as to food and
will eat a little of nearly anything clf.r d him. Ban-
anas, pea re. peeled grapes, itr., are grand for him,
and assist to keep him in condition. Give a large
rag,- with roach pi -res cf hark nailed cn to it. he
will ding to these and take exercise. Nuthatches
arc fond of bathing. FuCtl ami water vessels
should be placed amide the cage.

STOCK MIXTURE FOR BRITISHERS (T.H.H.).—One of the difficulties of keeping several British
birds together is (hiding a seed diet suitable to
all. If yon give a fair amount of heinp seed to (he
Goldfinches, the greedy Goldfinches get the
majority and get terribly fat. Your best plan will
be to feed them with the mixture I am now advis-
ing -and occasionally catch up the Goldies for a
week or so, and give them their proper diet. Make
up the following : » parts canary, i teazle, 2 summer
rape. Lei them have this always before them.
Make another mixture of niger and maw in equal
quantities and add to it enough good linseed to
equal both. Give this twice a week, a spoonful to
each bird. On other days give the fame quantity
ol -a good wild-seed mixture which you can pur-
chase in packets. A little sunflower should be
given every day, some of which should be cracked
lor the benefit of the Goldies. Give good sound
lurnp 3 times a week. Watch Hie Goldies ami we
if they are getting their fail share of there good
thing-, also notice If the canary teed is being un-
sullied rather quickly, and if so, give a separate
pot ol it lor the benefit of the Hunting. You will
find tills will be his favourite food. See that the
water supply dues not freeze up. Oiler a good
large piece of apple twice a week. If you get
greenfood fee that it is. free from frost.
MULE BREEDINC (G. Htherington),— If you tie

a piece of string to the front bars of the Finch’s
cage it will probably cure him of the habit of
pulling Ins tail feathers. i;e evidently wants some-
thing to amuse him. It is not absolutely necessary
to Jet the Finches and Canaries fly together all the
winter. The reason it i.-< done is because Finches
and Canaries arc frequently very shy of each
other, therefore they are run together to get
familiar. If you let them fly in the same cage
occasionally for -a day or so it will do equally
as well. You can put them in your double-breeder
and put the wire slide betw-een them at other
times. When they are together you must give
them the Finch mixture, as "the Goldie will not do
well on Canary seed alone if lie has been used to
a more generous diet. At the same time give a
good supply of Canary feed, as some hens .are not
particularly keen on heifip and other rich seeds.
A Linnet and Canary can be fed on the following
mixture : 3 parts canary, 1 each of teazle and
rape and J

,
part linseed : a little hemp and maw

occasionally. A’oung birds are preferred for mule
breeding, but if a bird has. been caged for a year
or two, he seldom refuses to mate with a Canary
when the nesting time arrives and lie is on full
song.
MULE THAT SING§ TOO MUCH (J. S.).—Canary

hybrids, as a rule, are exceptionally e-tout songsters,
and yours is only a little extra so. It ia therefore
quite natural for him to get excited when he hears
another bird singing. Y’ou can, if you like, keep
him in lower condition by feeding on plainer food,
say, three parts canary and teazle, and one part
rape, instead of the mixed seeds you are going

;
also

give a liberal allowance of green food, or you could
still further lower his condition by giving occasion-
ally as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence,
dissolved in his drinking water. Personally, I

would much rather keep him in high fettle as he is
now. and hang him out of hearing of other birds.
Kindly note that queries should he accompanied
with the full name and address of the querist.

FOREZ&N BIBBS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

CAN I LEAVE THEM OUT? (F. E. N.).—Provid-
ing the boarding is sound, and the aviary draught-
proof, the Zebra Finches should survive the winter
comfortably enough. Y'ou would improve the con-
ditions by putting glass over the west end, outside
the netting, and, of course, a curtain to be let down
over tire open part of front each night, and this can
remain down during driving rain or enov;, as they
would get ample light through the glass of west end.
The aviary -should contain about one dozen nest
receptacles (rush nests, hu-sks, and boxes), in which
the birds- would sleep. Y'ou could keep four pairs
in it for breeding, removing the young as they are
able to fend for themselves. Two pairs cf Zebra-
Finches, and one pair each of Silverbills and Bib
Finches, and for the -sake of a little bright colour, a
pair of common (Red) Avadavats could be added;
the latter might or might not breed, but they are
small, bright and vivacious, and would add life and

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners"
o/lj); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels

”

(6d.)

;

Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (Td.);“ Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3): “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ’’ (1/2); Ur. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding ”

(3id.); or the
“Nutshell" booklets (2ld. each); No. € "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. Hi “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars," No. 19 “The Pekin Ilobin," No. 20
"Waxbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post jree from “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

colour to the aviary. If you know anyone with an
outdoor aviary, get a lien Zebra Finch and, put it

with the others ; this is the simplest way fo check
the present bickering

;
the other birds you must not

procure till the spring. When they are feeding
young -supply green-food ad lib., freflli, twice daily ;

also a few live insects, mealworms, gentles, and iive
ants’ eggs. Under conditions as above the birds can
be left togetlftr through the winter.
ROSE FINCHES AND LOVEBIRDS (Harry Kay).

—For the Finches, • a mixture of canary and white
millet in one hopper, and in another a mixture cf
hemp, teazle, rape, maw, safflower and paddy lice;
also green-food, especially seeding and flowering
grass, and a few insects. Rc-se Finches will not
retain their beautiful colour in captivity c r.cept in a
roomy, natural garden aviary. As for the Love-
birds, canary, white millet, and a few oats will about
meet their requirements, with sueli green food and
fruit as they will take; birds have tastes which one
must consult to some extent. In addition to the
above menus, grit, euttlebono, and water for drink-
ing and bathing are understood. Seed-eaters when
kept in eagre are liable to become overf.it and also
constipated. The former can, to tome extent, he
mitigated by providing room) cages, and the latter
by obs -nation and the giving cf a mild laxative
"hen th.-i appear to need it. Constipation should
never b? allowed to become pronounced.

Answered by THE EDITOR.
Pax—W much appreciate ycur kindness..
James Clark. -We cannot consider the publication

of your challenge unless you forward ns your ad
dress.

CLUB &. SOCIETY I*OTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
ixouce Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

C. Buoinees important.— h. 'll. Mortimer
*

Armfeld Wain C.B.d. .Nov. 21, Mr. Hanagan’s,
7.30. Important W. Thompson.
Barnsley C.ts.S.—Nov. 21

, Clarence Hotel, 7.C0.
Important Hus.— E. Toulson.

_
biaycion ar.d Disc. C.tf.S. Nov. 28, Co-cp. Library,

i -a), final arrangements for show.—G. Havver.
Bonnyrigg C.B.S. — Nov. 28, Foresters’ Arms, 7.

Financial moeting, election cf officers, payment of
prize money

; new members enrolled.—J. Stirling
Bradford West C.B.A.-.Nov. 25, Shoulder cf Mut-

ton. Members' show, birds staged 7, judges Mr J
W. Dev. hirst ami Mr. F. Bail; entries Tuesday
night till 8,30.—F. 1’. Terry.
Cnarioitcvihe F. and U.5.K.S. Nov. 20, St. Luke’s

Inotitute, 8. Annual general meeting, Mr. G. Russell
Cox in chair.—C. ii. rope.

Ch.3ier.lc direct (AmaL). — Nov. 21, Dun Cow
Hotel, Prize money and ether bus.—R. Ward.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Nov. 23, Church Insti-
tute, 00, Paddington »t„ W., 8. Essay competition
on “What is your greatest difficulty when bird-
breeding, and how do you solve it?”; payment of
prize money and presentation of special prized.— V.
Wynn.
City of Bradford O.S.—Nov. 21, Flying Dutchman,

2.30. Members’ Show, judge J. Wilcock. junr.,
Ei clc hill. \. . Hclliweil.
Coventry Godiva C.B.S.—Nov. 23, Plough Hotel,

8.30. Christmas show business and table show : two
classes unflig. yell, and unflig. buff, Bell. 10 F.
A. Green.
Craghead C.B.S.—Nov. 21, Black Horse, 7. Stew-

ards packing for show ami other important bus.

—

A. Dawson.
Darlington C.B.S—Nov. 25, George Hotel, 7.30.

Final arrangements Members' show ; subs., etc.—
U. Todd.
Derwent Valley C.B.S.—Nov. 21, Co-operative Hall,

Low Westwood, 7 —Jameson and Johnson.
East Ham F.S,—Dei-. 2 3. Annual show. Harmonic

Hall, Piasliet Grove, East Ham, judge Mr. G. Gard-
ner.—W. Kite.

Eccleshill C.B.A.—Nov. 21, Fountain Inn. Mem-
bero' show, judge Mr. M. Hroadlcv, Sliiplev

;
entries

day of show till 2.50, birds staged 2.30.— B. Wil-
cock.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Nov. 25, Headquarters, 8. Spec-

ial meeting; show bus.--W. Curry.
Glasgow Queen's Park C.B.S. — Ncv. 25, Mario

Stuart Halls, 8. Final arangements for annual
ohow.—R. Ueggie.
Green Canary Assn.—Nov. 26, Oldham Hail.

Schedule and classification for old show and a night
e-how. Y’orks. Gr., Y’ell. Ck., and Hull lien, same
Norwich and Bord. Gr., Goidf., Bullf., Bramble.,
Bunting, Mule or Hyb. Judges, G. Bell, C. Brother-
ton. Sec. would be pleased to receive subs, now
overdue.—F. Handley.

Halifax C.B.S.—Nov. 26, King Cross Band Room,
King Cress, Halifax. Hen show, birds staged at
7.30, judge Mr. A. Jowett, Amblerthorn.—A. Sut-

. clilfe.

Hebden Bridge C.B.F.A.-Nov. 24, Ye Olde Brig
Cafe, 8. Entries for old bird show.—A. Roberts.
Highgats, Hampstead C.B.S. — Nov. 20, Spencer

Hall, Dartmouth Park Hill, N.W. Annual show/
judge J. Robson; fanciers pieaso note.— J. Hyde.
Houghton-le-Spring C.B.S.—Nov. 21, Queen's'Head

Ir.n, Sunderland Street, 7. Entries for annual show
and other show bun.— It. H. Dixon.

Huddersfield O.S.—Nov. 23, Headquarters, 8. Open
show bus.— A. Lawl'ord.

Islington F.A.—Nov. 23, Headquarters, 8.30. Make
up classes and dual arrangements for annual chow.

—

W. T. Amery.
Leigh C.B.S.—Nov. 25, Railway Hotel, 7.45. En-

tries for old show close finally, at 0.— R. Charlescn.
Liverpool B.B.A.—Nov. 28, Caledonian Schools, Itcn-

shaw Street. Annual members' show': 130 classes,
judges Messrs. Helliwell and Weliings.— J. Lloyd.
Midland Roller.—Nov. 26, Seven Stars, S. Mem-

bers please bring ticket-money.—T. .7. Smith.
Middleton C.B.S.—Nov. 23, Old Boar’s Head, 8.

Special meeting, schedules and entry forms ready,
entries close Nov. 30.— .1. Hulton.
Newcastle East End C.B.S. — Nov. 25, at Sec. 'a

address, 122, Urinkhurn Street, 7.30. To allot spec-
ials, etc.—J. W. Coutts.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S,—Nov. 21, Alhambra Club

Rooms, Higher Openshaw. Table show; staged 1.30;

judge, E. Dooley.—A. W. Newton.
Richmond C.B.S. (Surrey).—Nov. 23, St. John’s

Hall, 8. Evening show for Dec., general bus.—O.
Birch.
Sheffield O.S.—Nov. 24, dull House. 8. Members’

show and other important matters. Members please
bring in or send back unsold tickets for late shows.
—15. C. Job.
South Shields.—Nov. 21, Cyprus, 7. Subs, must

be paid by show.—\V. L. Smith.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A—Nov. 24, Trin-

ity House, Sliaxv Heath, 8. Prize cards, ticket
money

; important offer by Mr. Bradley.—W. Staf-
ford.
Tong C.B.S.—Nov. 21. Members’ show, birds

staged 3, judge Mr. F. Allen, Cleckheatcn. — \V.

Walker.
Upper Rhendda C.B.S.—Nov. 25, 8. Arrears of

subs, and entry fees for both F.F. shows.— II. Watts.
Wandsworth F.S.—Nov. 26, Sutton’s Hall, Spread

Eagle Yard, Wandsworth, 4 till 9. Annual mem
hois’ show.—YV. I.ightfoot.
Warrington C.B.S.— Nov. 26. Blue P.ell Saleroom.

8. Final arrangements for open show.-G. M. Nel-

son.
Wigan C.B.S.—Nov. 21, Legs of Man TToD l

(inside), 8. Allotting specials, etc.—E. Hall.

Wood Green F.F. A. Nov. 21. Annual show, all

sections, Adult School Hall, High Road, next Polio©

Station; jmlg", Mr. Shakespoar, open 2 till 9; admis-
sion 3d.—T. Callegari.

J. L. Smith. It hao been held over solely beoau-c
of the pressure on our space of the reports of

open shows.

POST JVSORTEIVrS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.U.C.V.S., 1. College Hoad, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine aud report upon dead
enge birds for a foe of Is. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. (id.: analysis. 21;. Subjects for post
mortem examination must bo sent packed In if box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and an?
accompany in” letter being kept from contact with
tli <l*.*ad bird Semi by letter post: it i* clieuimr
and quicker tlnn parcel post. Any bodies sent to

th* office cf this paper will tea thrown away, and If

fc fee is enclosed the loss will bo the sender ’i.
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TIM I), trouble, and inonrr *nvcd f Upon re

celpt i-f Id. stamp, wo will «ud you f<w*t free one

dozen advertisement farms, and one ditto addressed

envelopes. To the regular ndvertioer - slid It is t lie

reiruliir advertiser that makes money, these will lie

very useful: The Advertisement Manager,
''

‘'Cage

birds," 154. X'Teet-st., London. E.C.

I HAVE WHAT I ADVERTISE
Light and dart* exhibition and singing Mules and

Hybrids, also muling hens, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0 each: cages,

3d. : approval ;
some extra good hand-reared Uold-

llnches; hen Mules, for aviary or catching, 1/0:

Rudd, Ilird Specialist, Norwich.

|~foreign~birdsT1
OUTDOOR aviary bred Budgerigars for sale:

Fabian, MO, Ca.mdan-rd., Holloway, $i. (1886)

YOUNG aviary bred Zebra Fincnes, cooks 3/-, hens
4 0: Davidson, Yew Tree Cottage, Bitterne, Hants.

* ( 1884 )

WINDOW aviary, foreign birds, also Parrakeet,
Parrot, and cages, cheap: 10, Windsor-rd., West
clilf. • (1874 )

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, good talker, etc.; three
guineas; llover, 89, Uanderol't-rd., Croydon. 'Phone
1904. (1844)

PARROTS, talk, whistle, amusing pets; cash or
fortnightly payments: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dart-
lord. (1880)
BUDGERIGARS, adult, green, to clear, hens 2/-,
cocks 1/6 : 13. Senrah, 70, Burns-rd., Ilarlesden,
NWV. (1881)
TWO African Grey Parrots, plain talkers, £5 0/-,

and £S, very tame, privately kept, seen; 11, Lapus-
st ., Pimlieo. (1886)
WHAT offers, 1 cock Cockatiel, 1 pair Madagascar

Lovebirds, 1 cock Budgerigar: Thompson, 109,
Beach-st., Deal. (1886)
GREATEST bargain ever offered, talking Amazon
Parrot and new cage, accept lirst 27/-: Swann, 85,
Berwiek-st., Liverpool. ' (1882)
‘AFRICAN Grey Parrot, 18 months, perfectly tame,
one of the best talkers price £0; approval: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (18S6)
NOTICE, ail varieties Foreign birds at low prices
and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1781)
MAGNIFICENT Red-collared Lorrikeet, ben, winner
numerous prizes, GO/-; approval: Museott, Mount
Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (1886)
WHYDAHS, Weavers, Waxbills, Nuns, Bibs,
Avadavats, others; list, prices, view: Eagle, 17,
Park -riven., Willesden Green, N.W. (1884)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, 0/-, yellows 8/-; list free:
Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1S81I
BUDGERIGARS, 3/6 pair; young hen Cockatiel,

6/-; wanted. White .lavas, Zebra Finches, h.m.
Goldfinch : Cann, 18, Brunswiek-st., Leigh, Lanes.
HANDSOME fluent talking Amazon, in large square

cage, 60/-; tame Rosey, 10/-; grand Parrakeet, 9/-;
lion monkeys: Hayter, Importer, Southampton.
BEAUTIFUL large acclimatised Amazon Parrot,

talks, and cage; also Cockaticls, Budgerigars cheap;
particulars: Mrs. Gilbert, Blindgrooms, Shadox-
hurst, Kent. (1830)
BUDGERIGARS, four yellow hens, 17/0, or 4/0

each; two Green cocks, 2/0 each; all fully adult,
very tame, grand birds outdoors

,
approval : F.

Bull, Sutton, Surrey. (1»?9)
R.C. Cardinal, -pair W.H. Mannikins, pair Cut-

throats, pair Zebras, two Grey Javas, two Pekin

16/6 pair; White Jav.as, 8/-; Grey Javas, 3/--pair;
Golden-crested Conure and cage, 16/6; pair Green
Budgerigars, 5/6: -7c, Choumert-rd.' Peekham.
PARROT, green, good talker, with cage, £10; Indian

Parrot, with cage, says ‘'Polly,” “Who are you?”
£5; full amount will be distributed among local
war funds: Tipper, M.R.C.V.S., Moseley, Birmingham.

„ (I860)
PARROT, Grey and Red, perfect plumage, talks,

whistles, acclimatised, healthy, large metal cage,
brass mounted, 21/-, bird and cage; weekly Instal-
ments accepted: 270, Great Bridge-st., West Brom-
wich. (1828)
PAIR aviary-bred Grey Javas, 3/6; outdoor-bred
Green Budgerigaps, from unrelated parents, 5/- pair;
Waxbills, Orange-cheeked, Grey, 3/ ; pair; Orange-
breasted, 5/-; all been in outdoor aviaries for over
5 months: E. Brown, Sherburn, E.R., York. (1873)
AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The ” Nutshell ” booklet,
"Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you and we shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 23, d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, four years old,
one cf the finest plumages living, tame, healthy,
walks on to finger and talks to you, laughs, cries,
whistles, "Pop Goes,” “Mary,” etc., says fully 200
words and long sentences, plainest talker living

;

exchange fowls; approval before payment; £3 :

Stanton, Eagle Chambers, Liverpool.
EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;
Blue-ironted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-
ing a few words, 30/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Cages: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.
BUDGERIGARS, 6/- pair, hens 3/6, Yellows 7/6,
hens 4/0; Zebra Finches, on eggs, 9 /-, hens 6/6;
Cutthroats, 4/-; Green Singing Finches, cocks, full
song, 4/- each

; White Javas, breeding, 9/-, Greys
4/C; Ortolan cock, 2/6; Yellow Bunting, 2/-; grand
Norwich Canary, cock 7/6, hens 2/6; worth double:
Sapsford, Teddington. (1880)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest, half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some very helpful in-
formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which i« Weoley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from “Cage
Birds,’’ 104, Flect-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from oui
agents (list published frequently).
THREE White Egrets, fine acclimatised specimens,
£12 10/- ; pair rare West African Green Fruit
Pigeons, £5; Peach-faced Love Birds, £5; rare
White-headed Cambodian Starlings, £5; Melba
Finches, £3; Diamond Sparrows, 50/-; Scaley-
crowned Finches, 30/-; Diuca Finches, 25/-; Blue-
breasted Waxbills, 20/-; Emerald-spotted Doves,
20 /-; Red-headed Finches, 10/-; Magpie Manni-
kins, 5/-; all true pairs; also rare Euops Speckled
Conure, 70/-; Yellow-backed Lory, 00/-; cock
Red-faced Love Bird, 17, C; cock Diuca Finch, 15/-;
Masked Grassfinch, 10/-; adult Black-eared Mar-
moset, male, acclimatised, extraordinarily tame
40/-; or exchange for hens, Black-headed Gouldian,
Red-faced Love Bird, Painted Quail

; Frost, 13, Fair-
lawn-aven., Chiswick, London. (1886)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every descr/jtlon on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We introduced this system cf selling

Parrots. If Parrot should dio during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don’t replnco when they die.

All tha bast Parrots in tha Kingdom have come from
thasa aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our largo free took entitled “Parrot Prattle,”

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest ami best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morccambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROl' AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. ht«>

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,

45/-; easy payments accepted. (182S)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. Goldfinches, 3/0

pair; Canaries, in tint song, 6/6; hens, 2/6; Tri-

angular Spotted Pigeons 20/- pair ; adult breeding
Budgerigars, 5/- pair ; aviary bred, 4/6 ;

Dormice, 2/6

pair; Green Woodpecker, 7/6; Bearded Tits, 7/C pair.

See price lists. Telephone 5489 Wall. Telegraphic
address, “ Oiseaux, London.” Direct importers of

foreign birds. (1855)

VARIOUS BIRDS.
COCK Goldfinch Mule, Finch notes, can win, 8/-
cash, or exchange; deposit; 346, Oldham-rd., New-
ton Heath,, Manchester. (1883)

GRAND cock Bullfinches, 3/-
;
sure winner, 5/- ;

show
boxes, 1/6, 21- ;

Border cocks, 4/- ;
hens, 1/6, 2/-

:

Douglas, Bridgest., Brechin. (1885)
FOR sale. Goldfinch cock and two Canary hens,
had 12 Mules of them this season, 20/- lot, same:
Moodie, St. John-st., Creetown. (1850)
FROM outdoor garden aviary. Zebra Finches, 8/-

pair; Yorkshire Canaries, cocks from 7/-, hens from
8/- : Mrs. Midwocd, 1, Woodbury Park Garden®, Tun-
bridgo Wells. (1876)
SALE 3 unfiighted Norwich cocks, 3 unfliglited Gold-

finch cocks, Mules, any reasonable offer : see Oxford
and Reading report: Emmerson, 16, Trinity-terr.,

Henley-on-Thames. (1877)

YORKSHIRES, clear and cinnamort-marked, cocks
10/-, hens 5,- (Ambler’s); Goldfinch Mules, 7/6; Lin-

net Mules, 5/6; cash or deposit: Firth, Home-st.,
Scunthorpe, Line®. (1876)

PAIR Yellow Budgerigars 7/6, large buff Norwich
cock 7/6, dark yellow Goldfinch Mule 7/6, cock
Greenfinch, Sib hen, breeders, 7/6; offers, exchange
eye’e: 130, Clifton-st., Swindon. (1886)

THREE healthy young Norwich cocks, four hens,
one proved muler; cocks, 10/0 each; hens, 3/6, 4/6;
one cock Goldfinch Canary Mule, 10/6 ;

splendid
singer; two Goldfinch Canary hens, 1/6 each: Bar-
rett, Chester House, Iron Acton, nr. Bristol.

CATCH YOUR OWN.
Large double-compartment trap cage, call birds,

small tin lime, 1/3; Linnet, Chaffinch, Yel-
lowhammer, Twite, Redpoll or Greenfinch, in

new cage, 1/- ; splendid Skylark, in new cage,

1/6; some champion Hartz cock Canaries,
nicely on .song, 51-

;

trade or fancy supplied, odd
birds or dozens; write me; will exchange few:
Bannister, Catcher, 24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (1885)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshire and Norwich, 18/- dozen, 1/- each; Gold-
finches, Mule hens, also wanted any kind of puppies,
good prices given; also any kind of Parrots wanted,
good price given : W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd.. Ley-
tonstone. (1875)

40,000 WANTED
to send for my new illustrated list of all varieties

of Canaries, Mules, British Birds, Parrots, Bud-
gerigars, etc. : W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist,

Norwich.

|
WANTED.

|

GRAMOPHONE records wanted, good condition and
cheap: Dean, 31, Mirabel-rd., Fulham. (1881)
WANTED an outdoor aviary, state size and par-

ticulars: Mr. Briggs, Sandhurst, Hoylake. (1873)
WANTED, Bullfinches and Goldfinches, best price

given: SanJiford’s, 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.
WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds,

best prices paid : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1867)

WANTED a few' selected British Finches, state
price per dozen: M. Anderson, 112, Mid-st., Bath-
gate. (1871)

WANTED, Goldfinches. Bullfinches, Linnets: Syd.
Mothersole, Live Stock Emporium, 80, Humberstonc-
rd., Leicester. (1875)

WANTED, two very large Lancashire Plainhead
hens; exchange Crests to value: Gillespie, 19, Aller-

gate, Durham. (1884)

SALE seven Yorkshire cocks, eight hens, good type,

offers wanted lot, or separate; Snell, Rea Barn,
Brixham, Devon. (1882)
WANTED, offers in Canaries for all-wool Scotch

blankets, or sell, 25/-: Wright, 11, Mannering-rd.,
Shawlands, Glasgow. (1884)

WANTED, extra good exhibition Goldfinch, Bull-

finch, Siskin, best price given for good birds: Gracie,

5, Queen’e-ter., Ayr. (1882)

WILL buy hen Canaries, 1/- each; Goldfinches or
Bullfinches, cocks or hens: Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd.,
North Brixton, S.W. (1884)
WANTED pair Budgerigars, or H.M. Goldfinch

cock, will give good Yorkshire cock : C. F. Hirst,

36, Nelson :rd., Ilkley. (1879)
WANTED good large yell. Norwich hens; exchange
high-class Yorkshires: W. Waraker, 17, Auckland
st., Guisbrough, Yorks. (1875)
WANTED, good Yorkshires or pullets cr Goldfinch
Mules; exchange Norwich prize birffs: Pace, 111,

Haggerston-rd., Dalston. (182)
WANTED, for cash, Canaries and Mules, either

sex, state price, colour-fed preferred : Merrington,
Bird Specialist. 40, Bssson-st., New Cross, London.

(1880)

WANTED Canaries or Budgerigars, for 7 bound
volumes "Girls’ Own Paper," or sell 12/6: 192,

Klngahallrd., Beckenham. (1875)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, largo

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs, Martin,
lij. Cow caddens-st., Glasgow.
WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries, Germans, Linnets,
Larks, all kinds of British birds’, prompt cash

:

Manager, Bird Stores, Ossett. (1885)

WANTED, cock Goldfinches and Siskins: ex-
change Buff Yorkshire cock or eel I, 10/- : W. It.

Michel I, East End, Marazion. (1880)

WANTED, concertina or anything useful in ex-

change for Canaries and British birds; offers to:

J. Banks, Albert-rd., Evesham. (1877)

WANTED, dealers who can take large or mull
quantities of Linnets, all kinds of British: Chris.

Hatton. 31, Riebmond-st., Brighton. (1881)

WANTED, colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire ecck
Canaries; .also Goldfinch Mules; best price given:
Sandiford’s, 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.
WANTED, -typical large yellow Norwich tv n, ex-

change yellow stock Yorkshire cock and winning
huff hen, sell 30/-: Davies, 24, College-hill, Llanelly.

(.1373)

WANTED, cycle covers, 2Sin. x l$in., also inner
tubes, will give good exchange cock Goldfinches, or

sell 4/6, 5,6 each: Uoddinott, Butts Green, Romeey.
(1880)

WANTED, a weekly supply of cock Goldfinches,
Linnets, Larks and all kinds of Canaries and Mules
and Parrots: Taylor, Bird Stores, Bute-st., Trehcr-

bert. (1881)

WANTED, large or small catches of Goldfinches,
Siskins, Linnets, Bullfinches, for cash, also wild

seed: Gardner, 61, St. Stephens-rd., Preston, Lanca-
shire. (1885)

WANTED exhibition light cock Goldfinch Mule or

cock Goldfinch-Bullfinch hybrid; exchange good bred
Norwich; approval: Moorman, Carisbrooke, Isle

Wight. (1879)

WANTED, cycle, talking machine records, pullets,

two silver watches; exchange good 1914 Yorkshire
cocks, sell 7/6 each: Hallett, 2, Whippingham-st.,
Brighton. (1875)

WANTED green Norwich hen or Crestbred,
healthy ; exchange cinnamon singing Canary, cock
Redpoll and breeding cage: Macara, 447, New City-

rd., Glasgow. (1882)

WANTED, miniature toy Black Pom, not over
41b., in exchange exhibition Norwich or Yorkshire
Cansiries, or gramophone and records: Hawkes, 26,

Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (1884)

WANTED Canaries, cock Goldfinches; cash or ex-

change champion pair Black Roseeomb Bantams,
winner®, or cages any description : Martin, Cage
Manufacturer, Ca-stle Douglas. (1854)

WANTED to sell, 4 cock Canaries, 1914, and 5 hens,

1 Goldfinch cock, and 1 Greenfinch cock, both bred
Mules, accept 20/- for the lot : Marshall, Sutton
Bonington, nr. Loughborough. (1879)

WANTED, exhibition Hawfinch or Siskin, for

Goldfinch-Bullfinch hybrid cock, colour-fed. ready
for exhibition: approval both ways; yours first: F.

Russell, 21, St. Kilda’s-rd., Oldfield Park, Bath.
(1877)

WANTED, in good condition only, any quantity

“Boy’s Friend” 3d. Libraries’, also Nat Goulds;
will deposit with Editor; send price, and list to:

Harold F. Kettlewell, Paxton House, Snaith, Yorks.
(1886)

NOTICE, will give 63- pair for good Norwich or LsK-
shire colour-fed preferred : also wanted. Borders,
Crests, Rollers, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Bullfinches,

and Goldfinches, and Siskins: reasonable for cash:
McKeand Seabright. Castle-Douglas.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
of cock and ben Goldfinch Mules and colour-fed

Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries : Powers and
Russell, 10, Granby-pl., Bethnal Green, London.

(1883)

WANTED
500 Norwich and Yorkshire cock Canaries; best

price given : stamp envelope for a reply : E. Power,

91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

|SALE or EXCHANGE.
Mainly British.

(

TWO 1914 hen Goldie Mules, sell 2/4. or exchange
for two hen Bullfinches: Wilson, 68, Allen-st., Maid-
stone. (1881)
WILL exchange cock Bullfinches for Canaries:
John Swarbrick, Bridge-st., Cootehill, Co. Cavan,
Ireland. (1884)

GRAND H.M. Welsh Goldie, proved muler; ex-

change exhibition F.M. Goldie: Evans, 7S George-st.,

JJanrwet. (1879)

WHAT offers six handsome cock Goldfinches, well

on seed, sale or exchange pullets: Chris. Hatton,
31. Richmond-st., Brighton. (1881)

WILL give cock Bullfinch, cock Linnet and cock
Greenfinch for 1914 Yorkshire hen, no postcards:
Ryrnor, Undercliffe, Pickering. (1882)

JOHN DAY will exchange high-class British birds

or Scandinavian Bullfinches for Canaries, Mules,

etc.: The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1867)

NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win

prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5/6

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-

shire Canaries: Power and llusscll, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London.
EXCHANGE 4 H.M. and 3 F.M. Lessors for exhi-

bition British Goldfinch: MacCallum, Ben Nevis-

terr., Fort William, Invcrnessshire. (1884)

EXCHANGE four hen Goldfinch Mules, two light,

two dark, for two cock Goldfinches, or seli 0,-;

Goldfinches first: E. Stone, Beighton-st., Ripley,

Derby. (1878)

NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win

prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5,0

each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-

shire Canaries: Power and Russell, 10, Granby-place,

Bethnal Green, London. (1857)

FEW l,arge Goldfinches, Bullfinches, cocks, 2/-,

hens 1/-; caged September; cock Siskin, bred

Mules, 5/-; three homers, flown Lerwick and

Banff, 10/-; exchange magic lantern, doll’s pram;
anything; approval: Robinson, 77, Harboro’-nE,

Rushden. (1378)

HIGH C LA PH YorUhlr.i, from <]/•, h n • 4/-

;

i (change s entertained, riotlo 11 g alive

:

Andre kh. .

(Jordon i L, J'eckhuin, 8.K.
WAN'D >1) blanket*, or off T« for >alr Y< rkdiire

Canaries value 25/ ;
biter on 1 \ ; J JottOII! ey,

Beech it , Preaton, Lam*. <1877;
KXCIIA NGE good Yorkshir -X for good Norv Ich, or
M II 25 pair ; approval both joura first

:

Carrtake Chib, Mara/.ion. (I860)
GRAND Lordor Canari , Wi .son’* r train from

7/6 pair or exchange Norw ich show CllUL'S John-
son, 33, Wigan rd., Oimsklrk
WILL giv« good exchange in Borderh, ail •clour*;,

for anything useful; s'll It)'- per pair; approval:
D. Kidd, Mid Ca’.tlcr, Midlothian. ( 1882 )

THREE cock . 2 hens, 1914 Canarh
,

all eh.ir,
sell 18/6; exchange blankets, or 2 hearth !

E. Straw, 27, Kirkland -st.. Man-field. H877)
LOCK-STITCH band sewing machine and case, 17 ;

good working ordsr
; exchange. Canaries priUrnd:

Liddiard, 9, Terminus-rd., Eastbourne. 11x77)

SPLENDID quality Cresthri d cocks, 8.6, 10 6; or
exchange, wanted bra-o singing cage: Rogers, Is,

Elmsthorpc-avenue, Lcntou, Nottingham. (1-2)
HALE or exchange, 12 Norwich and Norwich
Roller cocks, singing grand, from 5'-; s hens, 2 6
each; approval: Woodhousc, 21, Mitigate, Newark

(1878)

EXCHANGE for unfiighted Green Crestbred Urn,
large Cinnamon songster, cock Redpoll and bro d
ing cage: Macara, 447, New City-rd., Glasgow.

BORDER cock and two hens, exchange for nig

yellow Yorkshire hen, or cock, or Yorkshire thow
cages: Dunning, 44, Poplar, Hirst, Northumberland.

( 1874 )

WILL exchange pair good Yorkshires, value 17/6,

for high-class Roller songster, must be healthy and
in full song: Seedhouse, 1, Heighten rd., Uuudero-
field. (1681)
NOTICE, will give good exchange in Norwich York-

shire, or Border show cages for an.v variety Canaries
or British birds: McKeand, Seabright, Ca'tle-
Douglas.
YORKSHIRE cocks, ,5/-; hens 3 -; pairs, 7 6;

pood hand or stand quarter-plate camera wanted;
offers: A. Taylor, Huddersfield-rd., Skelmanthorne.
Huddersfield. (1877)

ONE pair typical Norwich., large marked hull

seek, clear yellow hen, 15/-. or exchange for pair
good Yorkshires; approval either way: Aucott, 44,

Berners-st.. Birmingham. (1RS5)

EXCHANGE two hen Canaries, house-moulted
Greenfinch, for good cock Canary, cock Billie,

self-acting trap cage, 2'6, or offer: H. Lock, Rayne
Lodge, Cottages, Braintree. (1878)

TWO Yorkshire hens, Ambler’s, yellow and buff,

aleo Border hen, show condition: exchange for one
good Norwich yellow hen, good head and type, or

sell £2 the lot: Bond, Lampliey. Pembrokeshire.
THREE grand all-brown Iri-h-Eox Terrier first

cross dog puppies, rough coated, small. 2 months
old, 7/6 each; exchange Canaries, songsters; yours
first; approval: Clarke, 82, High-st., Sydenham.
ABOUT 12 high-class Norwich, natural colour, six

four-eompartment breeders, joiner-made, sale 35 -

pair; or exchange joiner's tools, paints, varnish, etc.;

Norwich are from the best rooms in tbs West: par-

ticulars: Phillips, Decorator, Portishead. (1869/

|
Mainly Foreign. !

EXCHANGE green talking Parrot and cage, foi
Roller Canaries, or seil 50/- : Clark, 105, Woodsidc-
lane, Sheffield. (1877)
SPLENDID pair Quaker Parrakects, 10/6 : exchange

small foreigners or foreign doves; any offers : E. J.
Sale, Grocer, Aylesbury. (1875)

1 Miscellaneous.
[

Mainly Canaries.
GOOD hen Canaries for two cock Goldfinches or

two cock Siskins: Bissst, 83, High-st., Fraserburgh.
(1874)

EXCHANGE case and 6 Norwich cages, almost
new, l'or offers in Norwich; approval: K. Maclean,
South-st., Forres. (1884)

THREE 1914 colour-fed Norwich cocks, 6/- each,

to clear; exchange Borders: Childers, 114, Wood-
pecker-rd.. New Cross. w?7S)

EXCHANGE Norwich Canaries for good rifle: Bath,
15, Danygraig-st., Pontypridd, Glam. (1879)
EXCHANGE suit lengths, costume lengths for
Guinea Pigs: Gaunt, 1, Eric-st., Whitecote, Brainier,
Leeds. (1661;
TWO Crystal Paiaee aviaries, cost 21/-, sacrifice

7; 6; offers, cutlery, anything: Dean, Holmewood,
Matlock. ( 1882 )

EXCHANGE high-class Lop rabbits for Roller Can-
aries, good strain: E. Saxon, 8, Maleking-rd./
Smethwick. (1877)
WANTED offers in Yorkshires for Irish Terrler-

Airedale bitch, seli 7,6: Richardson, Fuller-st.,

Cleethorpes. (I860)

EXCHANGE pair Magpie Pigeons for good yellow
Border cock; bird first: G. Aitchi.-on, Main-ft.,
Fauldhouse. US33)
EXCHANGE 2 good working ferrets for Linnets

for catching, or sell 7/6: W. Ball, 43, Milton-riL,

Wealdstone. (1881;

EDISON'S Gem phonograph, and 40 records, 30 -

;

gas stove for room or office, 10/6; offers: 143, Bath-
rd., Bristol. (1878)

EXCHANGE gent’s cycle for talking Parrot and
cage, or sell £2: G. Wheeler, 319, Bethnal Grt cu-

rd., London. (1879)

WHITE Leghorns, six pullets, unrelated cockerel,

£1; exchange Budgerigars, offers: Criddeford, Lap-
ford, Devon. (1881)

THREE double breeders. 2 show cages, accessories

:

exchange anything useful: Marvin, Photographer,
Northallerton. (1677)

TWO good 1914 Crestbreds, cock €’-, hen
exchange (pullets or offers: G. S\1 £

%

Ealand.
Crowle, Doncaster. (1S84)

WINSOR banjo, cost £10, not used, pearl inlaid

ease, complete; what offers, or exchange: Kick war. I.

Corn Shop, Tipton. (1880)

BLACK Pekin Bantam cockerels, fit to win, .11

or exchange for new loose fronted cages: Woods,
Westfield, Woking. (1581)

GOOD rough bitch, good all-round, will carry; ex-

change two cock Canaries, or sell 10/-: Andrew-,
Cherry Tree, Ware. (1880)

EXCHANGE Whippet-Lurcher dog, catch, kill, anil

carry, for British birds, or sell 15,-: Ball, 43. Mil-

ton-rd., Wealdstone. (l.-M)

WILL give six splendid Homers, rung 1914, for

whippet or small lurcher; approval: Glithro Bros.,

Yaxley, Peterborough. (1880)

EXCHANGE 1913 oock Canary for Bedlingtcn-

Whippet bitch or two ferrets, sell 10/-: Bateman,

5, Chequer-st., Luton. (1875)

WANTED yellow C.B. cock, exchange Cairn bitch,

pedigree, good breeder, value 40, -
: Sherwin, North-

rd., Fairfield, Buxton. (1880)

SALE or exchange 5 pairs Canaries; offers: also

gent’s cycle, £3 10.-; oilers: Pounder, 43, Milton-

rd.. West Hartlepool. (1877)

WILL clean and repair watches, return them car-

riage paid, in exchange for birds: Gardiner. 10,

Withipoll-st., Ipswich. ( IS, C

)

WANTED large Siberian cock Goldfinch, exchange

big yellow Norwich cock, 1913; sell 15/-: Ball. €6.

Kimberley-st., Coppull, (IS’ 7)
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W)M, seven weeks, black, good pedigree, 25/r,; ex-

tbhngo unythine useful' to SO/-: Lomax, 17, Peel-

lb,, Firmworth, Dolton. (1882)

FIVE long-laced Tumblers, yellows and blacks,

Miohange birds, oilers, anything: Whiblcy, 23,

Florence rd., Maidstone. /188a)

SI \ winning Border In ns, yellows and buffs, good
bifd-. exchange for killing poultry: Williumt), till,

Ibee id.. I.ee Green, S.E. (1885)

IIXt'IIANGK now double breeders and birds for

good IDS. A. miniature rillc : Wynne, Decorator,
Jtootlistown, Manchester. (1875)

KODAK (special) camera, 5x4, cost X'l 4/-; line

bhl violin, £2, exchange, offers wanted; .Stapleton,

1)5, Ewart-nl., Nottingham. (1880)

GENT'S solid silver watch, Waltham, sound con-
dition, in exchango for champion Yorkshire lien:

1)1 tt . Chemist, Barnstaple. (1875)
JililN'DI.E Bulldog, good pedigree, exchange lor

Yorkshire terrier or any live stock: J. Waterfleld,
84 Halford st., Smethwick. (1882)

EXCHANGE Hobbies £1 treadle fretsaw for good
JBotler songster, or sell 0.0; hire! llrst: Jaektion, 1

jteri ford-st., Nelson, Lane
WILL give good exchange in Yorkshire

for Black Minorca or Leghorn pullets: It.

Itutterknowle, Co. Durham.
EXCHANGE Clumber bitch, 8 years, also

I months old, good pedigree, for rabbits
Hatley, Adwniton, Bradford.

,GENT’S spring front broken leggings,
cost 10 'G

; offers Norwich or Goldffnehc:
Bnlvolrst., lluekuall, Notts.

(1877)
Canaries
Elliott,

(1880)
2 dogs,
Empsai

(188-1)

worn once,
: Hayes, 1,

*

( 1882)
WANTED, Yorkshire show cages and case; ex-

change 4 good Yorkshire hens; yours llrst: Wadding-
iton, 7, Thornton st., Skipton. (1880)
,C1 BALE of wallpaper given in exchange for 3

cock Canaries on song; particulars free; Exchange
Co., 355, London-rd., ShoxiieUl. (187/)
i YOU It pairs black seif tumblers. 10/- lot; Nor-
wich Croppers. 5/- pair, viand blowers;
Webb, Alma -rd., Southampton.
• BABBIT rifle, No. 3 bore, shot or bullet
for old cocks, Goldfinches; ap)
If rinit.i rd., .Southall, Middlesex

exchange;
(1882)

; exchango
Sir. Barratt, 27,

(1880)
GATE net, new, no use for it, full size; exilian;

cock Linnet; Mules; what offers: Slarshall, Wicken
Code, nr. Solium, Cambridgeshire. (1831)
EXCHANGE handrearod 1914 rock Tiirush and

cage for pair young 1B1-1 Canaries: Taylor. 8,

Oeorge-st.. llurnbank, Hamilton. (1884)
EIGHT Yorkshire Canaries; exchange blankets,

etc., on approval, on deposit for each: Pearson,
Dent Drive. Great Ayton, Yorks. (1881)
EXCHANGE brand new gent's or lady's boots,

also boy 's clothing, for male dog and puppies

:

Manager Furniture Stores, Totton. (1SS2)
EXCHANGE a pair of Yorkshire Canaries for a

hoy’s suit, age 12. or sell .21 Is.; yours first: T.
Brown. 21, Foxhouses, Whitehaven. (1S76)
COCK Bulltlncli, IBM, hand-reared, nearly new
breeding cage, 10/-; or exchange fowls; approval:
Day, Nettlestead, Maidstone, Kent. (1878)
SPLENDID Wist Highland bitch, 7 months; ex-
change for double barred gin, '20-bore preferred:
Routts, Bonawc Quarries, Argyllshire. (1S83)

2 WORDS td. THROUGHOUT
is (he rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium-: Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferret - ; Garden: Household : Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography ; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Bab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

TWO Spani'-l pups, 10 weeks, pure bred, eiso oinn.-
marked Yorkshire hen. sell 14/-, or efitvs: Good-
man, Villa Lamphcy, Pembrokeshire. (18-80)

HIGH-CLASS Borders, show or stock; exchange
lady’s cycle, anything useful for home; oilers: Pat-
terson, Grocer, Ohirnside, Berwickshire. (1880)
EXCHANGE a smooth-haired Fox Terrier dog,

registered, Ivy King, ior a .suit of clothes, size 4:
T. Brown, ‘21, Foxhouses, Whitehaven. (1S7C)
WILL exchange Canaries for Bullfinches, Gold-
finches toy dogs, puppies, any live stock: Syd. Moth-
crsole. Live Stock Emporium, Leicester. (1875)
EIGHT Yorkshire, two Norwich hens, two hen

Mules, what offers cash: exchange gramophone:
Stubbs, 23b, Well-st., Winsford, Cheshire. (1880)
EXCHANGE two cock Linnets, in song, and two

Boiler hens for cock Goldfinch Mule, with Finch
bong: J. tickers. Penybryu; Cwmllynfell. (1878)
EXCHANGE prize ;bred Norwich. l'or lady's second
hand navy costume, length SBin., waist 25ii:., *o
cards: Dyer, Castle-st., Thornhury, (lies. (187))
EXCHANGE hunting .crop, Malacca cane, deer horn

handle, thong, complete, for pair good Yorkshires
and cage: Cant, Albion-.t-errace, Edinburgh. (1S86)
GLAZIER'S diamond, value 15/-, also heavy silver
albert, value !)/-, exchange fowls, Canaries; offers:
Golding, in, Brunswick Close. ClerkeuvelL V1888)EXCHANGE talking Parrot and cage, value 50/-, for
gramophone and records, give part cash for good
one: Footer, Gawtliorpe Cottage, Binglcy. (ISA1 )STRONG air-gun, ; exchange bird nets; excellent

j

2»-bore walking gun and aece.scories, 27/0; approval

:

Brown, 3, Nora st., Banowford, Nelson. (1880)
\1> EK LiEl-'.N dog pupa, low months’, 20’- each; ex-

change Canaries, poultry, anything useful; offrs:
Davison, Crow’s Nc»t, Haddeiiham, Bucks. (1877)
HAND-BEAKED cocks, BullJinch. Goldfinch, two

Grecnies, two Linnets. 12,0 lot; exchange Bantams,
Canaries, offer-: Criddcford, Lapl'ord. l);vcn. (1:81)
PAIR Green Budgerigare also unllighted pair N’or-

wich cocks, full song, lot 14/d; exchange Goldfinche.;,
anything: Porter, 8, Devonsliirt-st.. Worksop. (18/8)
SPLENDID pair clap-nets, pull line, poles, com-

plete, 7 0; exchange quick rabbit dog, breeding or
singing cages, offers: Vale-, Millbrook-at., Hereford.
GOOD violin bow and ease, 80'-, or nearest offer,

or exchange exhibition Foreign birds to value ;

approval: Christi-r, Mcrcy-st., Chopwctl. Durham.
EXCHANGE Crt-sfbrcd cock for motor cycio over-

all-; approval both ways or .sell £2 : W. Hutchin-
son, Hairdresser, Skehnanthorpc, near Huddersfield.

(1884)
YORKSHIRE cock, pair liens, Roller h n. £1; ex-

change i-platr <l,ii k siid'-s, roller burnisher: yours
flrst

; useful offers : Willis, North Leverton, Bet-
ford. (p-so)
^NOU ready Watcrglucko Rollers). B.R.C.C. rung,

Cf. deposit : exchange pair for good rabbit
rifk-

: hens, i C : Coutt?, Bonawc Quarric?, Argyll-
*“>re.

_ (1883)NO I ICE, birds of any description taken in ex-
change lor cages or loose fronts, .any size m: de,
state offers and wants: Leigh, 37, Evcrton i .-r ,

Liverpool. (!<83)
u AN i D to exchange, 2 hen Canaries for 2

go-' i cock Goldfinches, also one hen Canary for 2
good cock Linnets: W. Wtgmore, 10, St. M .rv-st„
Monmouth.

EXCHANGE for pups, birds, etc., i-plate
cameras, upholstered footstools, ault lengths,
Palace aviary; Standard Aviaries, Newton lleuth,
Manchester.

( 1883 )EXCHANGE eighty beautifully coloured plates;
oilers yellow Norwich, Cinnamon#, Greens, Varie-
gated, Clears hens: G. Nicholson, 33, llurdcnstle-
rd., Stockport. (1870)
SHOPKEEPERS and others: Sign-writing, ticket-
writing, display, sale, ’Xiuac* poster writing executed
promptly, neatly; exeliange birds, cages, anything:
Cypher, lledwas.
EXCHANGE nine crossbred pullets and two cock-

erels, hatched late jn duly, for four pairs Canaries;
clearing out; Whiteley, Buck Wood Cottage, Thack-
lcy, nr. Bradford. (1881)
HEDGE brook nets, 51 pockets to each net, catch-

ing Blackbirds, Thrushes, etc., 2/8 each, two 4/-

;

exeliange Mules, ferrets: ’Purvey, Greyhound, Cold-
ham lane, Cambridge. (1881)
GREAT bargains; giving up Fancy; 80 high-class

Norwich to sell; exchange few for household goods
or good watch; few exhibition British, cheap:
Vaynol House, Harlech. (1870)
EXCHANGE good general rod, two winches, enamel

tackle, box, etc., value 20/-, wliut offers in double
breeder and Norwich Canaries? : Dodson, 7, North-
ave., Letchworth, Herts. (1873)
EXCHANGE largo Norwich hen and rock brown
Linnet, bred mules this year, for cock Goldfinch or
Yorkshire cock or records; sell 10/0: 121, Cannock,
rd., Chadsmore, Cannock. (1882)
EXCHANGE musical box for Canaries, or sell £2,

in good order, plays twelve tunes, and can be oet
to imitate banjo, cost when new £8: E. Read, I),

Demnurk-st., Middlesbrough. (1878)TWO tiny purebred Yorkshire puppies, four
months, beautiful long coats; dog, 25/-; bitch, 12/0;
offers exchange; honest dealings: Laurence. Stone-
row. Coalville, Leicestershire. ’ (1870)
PHILLIP’S fretwork machine, with drilling attach-
ment, 10/0; pair fancy mice and breeding cage, 1/0;
exchange for lien Buiitinclles and Canaries: Middle-
ton, i)(i, Northgate, Canterbury. (1870)
EXCHANGE Edison standard phonograph, horn and

stand, in perfect condition, cost £7 10/-, for six
pairs or eight cock Canaries: Whiteley, Buck Wood
Cottage. Thnekley, nr. Bradford. "

(1881)
YORKSHIRE Terrier bitch, six months, good rich

tan, good pedigree, will mako good brood bitch,
80/- ; or exchange

; approval : Hutchinson, Dymond-
huildings, Llversedge, Yorkshire. "

(1876)
WANTED birds, exeliange first-class -pcdiene

smooth Fox Terrier bitch, 5 months, sire big winner,
Ivlington Oaiser, very promising, sell 30/-: Peters
170. M-an-chester-rd., Little Hulton. (1874)
GLAZIER'S diamond, value 15/-; freek coat and

vest, silk-lined, chest SO, 5ft. 5ins., good as new,
20/-; exchange Canaries, Mules, poultry, offers:
Biddle, 10, llelitha Villas, I.ondon, N. (1878)
FOR sale, or exchange cavies (tortoise), 1 boar,
a winner, cost £2 5s„ also 4 sows, ail in pig, cost
’2o/- each; exchange for Canaries, any breed; stamp
for reply: E. Culling, 2j, Ashmore-st., Preston.

(1870)
EXCHANGE six healthy crossbred pullets and cock-

erel, April hatched, (or four pairs Canaries: White-
ley, Buck Wood Cottage, Xhackley, nr., Bradford.

(1881)
EIGHT breeding cages, new, IS by 18 by 11, hi
box cages for Rollers, seed boxes, etc., for postcard
camera or photographic accessories, or sell cheap •

or what offers: Barnes, 101, Foundry-st., Dukinfield!
(1875)

POWERFUL Enfield rifle, 30/-; good violin, wants
bow. 7/e

;
pair small scales, copper scoopes, 5/-; ex-

change Yorkshires, Border Fancy, Norwich, H.-M.
Linnet#, offers: Freeman, 24, Hor.ne-st., Halifax.

(1879)
1914 CREST-BRED cock and Buff Norwich cock,

10/- each ; exchange cither for Persian cat or Per-
sian kittens, or exhibition British seed-eaters: W
Forster, IS, Grange-terrace, Pc-lton Fell, Durham.

EXCHANGE gentleman's rainproof coat, tuffor-
made, velvet collar, large size, cost £3 10/-, - for
Canaries, Roller cocks preferred, or sell SO/-; ap-
proval: John Reeves, 09, Dale-st., Tradcston, Gla*-
gow. (1880)
GI\ EX up.— Pair of nets (9 yards'), 0 goed call-

birds, 25/-; Blackbird, Thrush and Lark,
‘

ell
— --- " ' - -

CHAMPrON pedigree Airedale Terrier bitch, six
months old, make lino specimen, «c!l £3 jo/-, or ex-
change gi>od talking Parrot, anything motor cycle
line, fish knives and forks, disc gramophone, any-
thing: Wilkinson, "Brynhytryd,” Khyswg rd., Aber-
earn, Mon. ’ (jgjo)
WILL give extraordinary good value in boots,

snoea, clothing, cycle tyres, jewellery, household
goods of any description, in exchange for birds or
any kind of livestock; reliable and honest deal-
ings only : Cooper # Exchange Stores, 103, Princcss-
st., Manchester.

(1883)EXCHANGE household goods, boots, suits, under-
clothing, cycle tyrne, cutlery, and articles of all
kinds and descriptions, for live stock of any kind-
whatever; no order too large or email; genuine,
honest dealings only; British goods: Jopton’s Ex-
change Stores, 340, Oldhamrd. Newton Heath,
Manchester.

(jgB;)

|
SITUATIONS.

]
COUNTRY agents wanted (or Trower’s bird seeds
and foods, good coimnittsioii: Trowcr, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
BiLARItJMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plan:#, roc-lory and fish, mid much helpful advice
CM l he I ceding mid management of the occupants,
wl.l be tomid in "Nutshell No. 21," 2G1. post free
from 'Cage Birds," 151, Fleet st., London, E.C. (2d!from agents, a ii#t of whom is published frequently).

Cats.
BLUE Persian kittens for sale, thoroughly healthy

and clean, champion pedigree, moderate price: Miss
Baggs, Monkton Wyld, Channouth. (1SC0)
THREE lovely tabby Persian male kittens 2/
months, strong, healthy, 5/- each; several females,
4/- each : Mrs. Copeman, Headless Cross, Kedditcb.

(1885)
FOR immediate sale, cheap, pedigree Abyssinian

Queen, one year old, house-trained, cannot be cent
on approval: Apply by letter only. Woods, 45, Eard-
ley-crescent, Earl’s Court. (1874)
LOVELY young smoke Persian queen, perfect show
points, by Baekwell Jacob, 30/-; male smoke kitten,
a great beauty, by Danny of the Cottage, £-2: black I

Persian kittens from 10/-, all pure bred and good
health, temper and condition: Budge, Mess Pit,
Stafford. (1881)
JUST Out ' Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing. Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Diseases.
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from <ur Nutshell
agents, cr 2!d.. post free, from C.vcu Birds, J.54,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.

GENUINE bargain, gent's cycle, guaranteed per-
fect running order, enamel plating as new, free
wheel, rim brakes, (Dunlop) tyres, tubes, almost new
condition, accessories, only 22/<i; approval, accept
easy payment#: Parr, Middic-st., Nottingham.

(1882)

Dress.

cages.

another, not quite so good, 10s. ; exchango one pair
sheets

; yours first.—Apps, 34, Victoria Road, Sit-
tingbourne.

.
( 1879 )

O.E.G. Bantams, Black-red cock, winner, Bine-tail

f
""beaten lien, winner; 2 Blue-tail Wheaton pullets,
fit l'or exhibition, £1 10s. ; exchange cage birds;
offers, approval: Close, 32, Duffrvn-st., Mountain
Ash, Glam. (1879)
A FEW Orest bred cocks, also several rocks and

hens bred from Crest-bred and Norwich, either for
sul - or will exchange for boots cr anything useful-
stamp reply (o': Benj. Woolley, ICillis-lane, KM-
bourne, Derbyshire.

, ( 1374 )
1913 COCK Roller, good songster, 10/C; two strong
Parrot cages, a/- " each ; handsome wire-hair terrier,
four months, eharp, clean, a picture, bitch, 15/-;
exchange birds or records; offers: Pereival, -1C; Bur!
gess-st.,

' Great Grimsby. (1SS1)
f AIR of Crests, three Norwich hens, G-chambercd

revolver, pin fire; hand camera; 4 moulted Linnets
and Goldfinch; exeliange lady's cycle, good <gmdi-
tion: approval both ways; cell £3 10s. or offers-
Bond. Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (1877)
PERFECT .specimen Yorkshire terrier, 3V months,

pedigree. Little Sunlight (winner), also Goldstar arid
i Bit of Frost, winners of MO prize#, sell 50 '-; or

j

exchange for South African Grey Parrot: Fletcher,
9, Leamington-rd., Westbourne Park. (13S0)

I
WANTED, exchange for 2 handsome dark Goldie

i
Mules (cocks 1913) and large pair Norwich I’lain-

!

heads, yellow ami huff, good pair of Crests or two
|
good yellow Crest liens; mutual approval: Apidv,

!
Hanley, Pawnbroker, Longford, Ireland. Us83)
BARGAINS, racing cycle, 24in., sloping frame (red

|

tyres), accessories complete; splendid condition.
; 50/-; treadle fretsaw (as new), 10.-. cost -21/-; cx-
!< Image Canaries. Rollers preferred: birds first:
Umvarfh, Tatton-st., Ashton-midcr-Lync. (1877)
410-BORE gun. Wcstley Richard* make, new, ex-
change for goed pair Norwich or Crests, l-plate film
cain-.-ra in case, as new, roach red reel, line, ox-
riiange for Gladstone bag, anything useful; ap.
proval : (Brio, L- eiootvoed Shrewsbury. ( 1873 )SAUK zither banjo, Hemingway’s, 7-stringed, now
u. . d a five, fine tom-. 50.'-.- exeliange Lachenai’s
4- keyed enneertaina

; grandfather’s clock, bran faca
oak. by 11. ry Williams, Lianearvan: best <JL r cash
correct < iim pi, c-.- : Pardoc, 1C, Mortimcr-rd., Cardiff!
.HANDSOME pair field glasses, with good lenses,
in leather ease., with shoulder strap complete, al-
um t new'; accept 1‘2/K, or exchange two good
Roller cocks in song, or any thing useful - approval
both ways: Hnllctt, Shrnblands, Smithy Bridge,
Lancs. ‘

(lSSCJ

UNDER,WOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/U;
girls 2/G; boys 2/9; youths 3/-: all sizes; carriage
paid : Underwood, 3G, York-st... Holme, Manchester.
5/9.- LADY'S 25/- fashionable saxe. blue knitted

sports coat, well made, reliable quality, never worn,
great bargain, 5/9; approval before payment; list
of 5,000 other genuine bargains, post free: V. Davis,
Pawnbroker, 284, Bri.xton-rd., London. (1858)

HANDSOME table toy malo Pomeranian puppy»
2a/-; chocolate female, 20/-; excellent pedigrees 3
months: E. Cannon, Surbiton House, Deeping, Lines?

NICELY marked Fox Terrier dog, UI1 rat ori
rabbit, dead game, not quarrelsome, sound, clean,
healthy, obedient, 10/- : 13, Padley-st., BulwHI,
Notts.

(1875)HANDSOME Red Whippet bitch, two years, broke
to ferret and night work, eell 18/-; write for par-
ticulars: Burton, 237, Hermitage, Coalville, Leices-
tersmro.

( 1S76)
handsome Newfoundland Retriever pup*

,

I
P,
a

,

e 6 P|cndid guards and companions; dog*
WO, bitches 6/C; age two months: Stephens, West
Drayton.

(1880)
",

Victoria House, Pembroke, breeder of

iwki
gr
o
afc

.
WIUner>V Champion Cymro Queets,Double Rough, etc., oirers a few choice Fox

J orriers cheap.
(1685)H)UIt pure half-cross Whippct-Rodlington puppic>,

tor work, speed, killing-powers t>o gamer blood can
be obtained; dbgs C/-

f
bitches 4/0; worth double:

V l(

!
,1I(’‘st '’ Nottingham. (18G7>

,

^ * ib b, almost auy variety of dogs and puppies,
large and small, for show or companions, prices rea-
sonable; easy payments arranged; state wants; ap-
proval : MeKoand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
8 A I Alt 1' fox Terrier dog, 0 months, good guard and

companion, will kill vermin, 10/0; also Irish Terrier
- years old, splendid guard, 17/0; or exchange;

xP
'NIar ‘v “b 24, 8ussex-st., Nottingham.

LU\h!.V litter Pom. puppies, slightly crossed with
i orkshire, good coats, f^erfcct tail carriage, eight
weeks old, handsome pets, make about 5 lbs.; dog>
6/0

; baches, 5/-: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham*.dog collars; best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4 ; plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

;
chains, J ; worm powders, 0d. ; mange

euro, 7d. tin; post free: Young Nctmakcr. Crew-
kerne. Somerset. (1703)DROWN curly Retriever bitch, affectionate, trained
to gun, splendid * stock bitch. or would consider
e'. change in Canaries or British Birds to value;
Norwich or Goldfinches preferred ; Dewar, Kiklean
(ottugo, Drip-nl., Stirling. (IS8G;
BLA1 TH-'UL black Retriever Greyhound clog, 7

months, good nose, retrieves to li.-uid, 10/-, bargain,
o.- ii-xi-hange for Greyhound, Whippet, or email
Greyhound, give easli to value, not ever 18 months:
Webbr-r, College-rd., Camelford, Cornwall. (1874)“CARE of tils Dog." Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready l-.very one who keeps' a dog will find this
IgUp. booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
ot our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4. or 2Jd., post free, from: “Cage Birds,"
Ml, Flect-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese ntie& and cage, 1 •; Dormice

pair: Miss Roscy, Rosemary House, Kastbourne.
(1831)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have anv as pets yoii
should not be without our excellent "little booklet
recently published, entitled " Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: priee 21 d. post
tree. Write, The Publisher, 154, Flect-st., London,
E.C.

Rabbits.

Ferrets.

SLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4
'6 ;

excellent ones,
_ ready to work, ,3/6 ; ,10 days ap-

proval, or deposit with Editor: Wannop Shortest.,
Carlisle. (i8S5)

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and Ff

BLANCHARD'S FILLS
I

Xliey are mmvailed for all I.anies' Ailments. *<-. anil snerdilv
n ffnrrl I-/| I w>f a ne.e : 1 . .. ; > . . . , , ,t 1 J

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stams for
VALLASLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

M HITE Angoras, my pure prize bred, with pink
eyes, -young, 2 months, «?/o pair; doo in kindle /-•
Miss li. Copemnn, Headless Cross, Redditch. (1385)THREE ideal Dutcli, one buck, and two dees, ono
winner of reserve (card sent), sell 15/-; accept
Roller cock part exchange: Friend, 4, Dukc-st..
Leamington. (1877)
‘‘Profit-able Pot Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 39.

just out. An up-to date booklet, treating fully oa
all subjects connected witn profitable rabbit keep-
ing, 'including' Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding.
Mating. Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Priee 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd , post lice, from CACB Birds, 154 ,

Fleet Street-, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Cardner. A complete and practical

guide fo the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies.
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, aud deals with the .‘lous-

ing. feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these ropular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free l/f{, from “Cage Birds," 154, Flcet-
st.. T ondon. E.C.

Various.

afford relief, and never fail r.n alleviate all Bufferin'
y supersede Pennyroyal. Pil Coclun. hitter Apple,m boxes, i'l). by Hoots', Tavlor's, Timothy V.

Branches and nil Chemists, or pest flee, same prir'e from
LESLIE MflRTYN, Ltd, Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE, ICNCOfi

TJicy
Sold

fee.

bite’s

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

LIVER Spaniel bitch, 4 months, working, need to
gun, 7/<i: Dobbin*. Holmer, Hereford. (lssii)
TOY Yorkshire terrier, pedigree brood bitch, low

Oil legs, accept 15/ ; approval, deposit: Weaver,
Lawrene.c-.st., York. Os79 )

YOLN'G Irish Airedale dog, good guard, clean, very
int lligent, good guard. 1',

; . xehuligc : I.iddiard, 9",

T-rminu-.-rd., Eastbourne. (1*77)
HANDSOME pedigree parti coloured Collie, male,

over distemper, ti ed house, guard, companion, 15/-J
bargain: A. Burt, Totton. (ISS0)
GOOD pedigree Pomeranian bitch pup, very small

care, good coat, make winner, 30, ; offers; approval:
Todd, chiltern-rd.-. D-jiistabl.

.
(1STS)

JET black toy Pom, make winner, extended peiii-
gree, from noted witp.-rf. 4.',/-, or part exeliange:
Matthes, Braeton-rd.. Rntlierhithe. ( 18 *5 )KMART Fox Terrier dog, good ratter, used to fer
ret.*, I ‘2/0 ; exeliange live Mock or blankets: 71. 114
Mill lan-e. Mansdi Id, Woodhoiise, Notts. ( 1 S74 )SWEET little York.-hira bitch, 12 months, nice
coat, sweet little companion, Its-; kind home
only: A. Richards 7, Stafford-avcn., BulwclI. (18S5)

FOR sale, 7 latest double-sided 2 G records, loins •

latest songs; 10/41 cash : 23, York-st., Queensbury!
Bradford.

( 1883)
HORNLESS billy goat, 8 months, 10/-; prize black

cavies, adults, 1/e pair: Griffiths, The Aviaries, Long
Sutton, Lines.

( 1374 )

MON KEY, small lovely pet, cause roars of laughter,
35/- including collar and chain : t’opp. Wardrobe
Stores, Hartford. (l8Sa>
COMPl F.SORY sale, calf lcggillga, men's lid.,

youth's id., boy's 8<1. per pair: Morris’s, 24, Wyatt
rd., Highbury, X. (1879)
PRIZE-BRED Leghorn cockerels, hatched April !!:,

•is. each: Bullfinches, cocks -2>G, liens 1/-, pair 2-fi:

Mrs. Webster, 3, Elizabeth Villas, Eairleigh Drive,
Leigii, Essex'. (1870)
GRAND sport: powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbit*, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition. 1 '3; two 2/3 : 500 ammunition, 1 4 ; all post
free: Young, Net-maker, Crcwkerjie, Somerset.
FISHING rods, half price, superior trout, roach,

pike and sea rods, 2/9 each: tackle, every d; scrip
lion: wholesale bargain catalogue one stamp, .save*

.pound*: Midland .Red Company, l.'rdington, Birmdig-
ham. ( If

GRAMOPHONE de Luxe, £25 model, dainty drawing
room cabinet, opera grande standing 4ft. oil castor-,
beautiful))' inlaid, new, this year, with quantity cole

braked records, £5 10/-; approval: 4, Oxford-tcr..
Hyde Park. London. (18C4)

GRAMOPHONE, beautiful made cabinet with
plated (one arms, large trumpet-, also 24 selections,

doible ided 10 inch records, accept 80/-, cost .14

15 rcei-ntly, gnat- sacrifice, exeliange entertained
to 4(i/-: llawke.s. 2G, Pretoria rd.. Ley (on- tone, (lse I)

Printed for the L’ronrietor. Mr. F
Street, by J. (I. HAMMOND 4X0
Lane, London, E.C.

C’Attl., 151. Fleet

Co., Ltd., Ficet
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A TRIO OF HIGH-CLASS BORDER FANCY CANARIES.
CLEAR BUFF : 1st prize at Penge Show

for Mr, J. Last, of Purley.

SELF GREEN ; 1 st prize at Croydon

Show for the Rev. H. A. Soamcs, of Bromley.

CLEAR YELLOW : 1st prize at Claphaxn

Show for Mr, W. Hutchinson, ol Poplar.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIAIUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor of
the bona- 'ides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

advertisements unaccompanied by COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders mu9l bs sent as tar as possible.
All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves ths right to retuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered lor a scries, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will he inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing cilice, or similar placo of call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with ths Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at ths rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 werds 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

'vi'i'k, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Fleet Street, London,
terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Full Rules see issue of Oct. 31.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

ispecially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
istablishcd stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the tact that they are
thoroughly IleaMiy.

APPLIANCES
|

FOR sale, two round Parrot cages, almost new: biar-
jaui

, deposit : Jseilson, 5, BanK-pl., Kilmarnock.
( 1^881

NOTICE : Six British and four Norwich show ca«es
ami case, new, bargain, 9/- lot: Tomkins, Broadgate
Lottage, Ludlow. (1S94)OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British' and
foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Designer, King-
•fcon-by-Sea, Sussex.
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/6: McKeand Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

( 1791 )ENAMEL painted name plates for all fanciers’ pur-
poses, startling, 6 x 4 6d. each, 8 x 6 Sd. each: An-
drews, New Moston, Manchester. (1896)CLUB chow cages, breeders, fronts, aviaries, etc.;
wholesale illustrated list, stamp; canaries taken:
Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1898)
THREE 22 in. breeding cages, sliding partitions,

fittings complete, good as new, 6/-; approval:
Roper, 131, Chester, Seven Kings, Essex. (1S99)
USE Roller Water Bubble Flutes when song ie
quired; P.O., 1/2 per set; marvellous results:
Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (1S91)
FOR show cages for all varieties, also travelling

cases you should see my free illustrated catalogue;
satisfaction guaranteed: Pass, Hucknalt, Notts.
PAIR clap nets, 9 yards by 2, store and back cages,

poles and pegs, all complete, 16/6; approval, de-
posit: Cuttj 10, Drummond-rd., Guildford, Surrey.

(1896)
CAGE-MAKERS’ parcel, 80 straight cage wires,

BOin. long, 12 planed pine bars, 36in., drilled 4in.

;

6 perches, lot 1/C: Harry Shaw, 7, Poplar Terrace,
Eoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1901)
LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, fitted

with loose bottoms, two eeed drawers, holes, etc.,
also Leed3 pattern contest cages, 1/- each, 5/- half
dozen : Hardcastle, 51, Durhara-st., West Hartlepool.
EXTRA large flight cages: I have some best Cyprus
pine boards up to 2.1/ i us. wide and can make cages
any size up to that width without joining boards
together; quotations free: Pass, Huckuall, Notts.
NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and dear
wire Crystal Palace shaped and other aviaries, in
the world; send for illustrated price list; established
40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.
SHOW case containing four Norwich show cages, 6/6;
also one containing one Hybrid show cage, 2/6, per-
fectly clean, two never been used ; also six dozen
food and water glasses, 6d. per dozen; a bargain:
A. Jowctt, 9, Deveside-ter., Bradford. (1897)
PAIR clap nets, 10 yards by 2, with pack, stow
and 4 call cages, all complete, 18/-; one gallon best
white enamel, cost 25/-; one gallon best carriage
varnieh, cost 20/-; glazier’s diamond, sell 113/-;

painter’s blow lamp, 10/-; exchange birds: Smelt,
101, Bridgc-ft., Derby. (1892)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (lit published frequently).
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.; Scotch Fancy show
cages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,
£'/€; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6,
4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion: state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, S3, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

For Aviarice, Cages, and all Requisites, see my
MULTUM- IN-PAR VO Free Catalogue for every-
thing best and cheapest. XXX Birdlime,

strongest in existence, 4cl., 6d., 1/- tins, post

tree.—W. RUDD, Tha Bird Specialist, Norwich.

GUNNER’S “IMPROVED" PUNCH BAR FRONT.
Sizes stocked: 12 by 10, or 12, 3d.; 14 by 12, 3 yd.

;

16 by 12, 4d. : 18 by 12, 4 id. ; 20 by 12, fid. ; 24 by 14,

6d. ;
other sizes equally cheap; seed boxes, lid.

each ; baths, Od. and 7d.
;
cages, etc. ; trade supplied

;

satisfaction guaranteed : Runner and S0113 ,
Cage

makers, 27. Copperas Hill, Liverpool. (1830)

A O-COMPARTMENT CAGE FOR 10/6
Nine-compartment, 14/-; all loose fronts and slides;

no better made ;
illustrated catalogue of 124 sizes,

free: l*ass, Huckuall, Notts. (1833)

FOR JOINER MADE CAGES CHEAP.
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-

uall, Notts.

WALSH'S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
is always alike, good and reliable. Does not run

in the sun. Packed in lever lid tins. Jib. 7d., Jib.

1 / ., lib. 1/9; sample, 3d., all post free: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1906)

12 BY 12 OR lO CAGE FRONT3
3/- doz.; 10 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12, 4/6; 24 by 12, 6/-;

non-splash baths and frames, 5/6 doz.; birdlime, 2d.

boxes, 1/4 doz.; 6d. 4/- doz.; seed boxes, 1/6, 2/-

doz. ;
Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, IS/-; wholesale price list post free:

Volunteer Wire Works, 20, Klng-st., Longtop. (1811)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS.
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d., 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12, 3id., 31- doz.; 16 by 12, 4d., 3/4 doz.; 18 by

12, 4jd„ 3/9 doz.
;
20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz. ; 24 by 12

or 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;

for punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestp

a

linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

description, and utensils, send for printed list,

post free: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,

Birmingham. Late of lleath-st. (1829)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best hand-planed boards, 8in. 2/4, 9in. 2/8, lOin.

3/-, 23ft.; 8in. 4/4, 9in. 6/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.;

cheaper quality, 8in. 3/8, 9in 4/-, lOin. 4/8, 50ft.

;

cage sets, ISin. by 16in. by lOin. 2/2, 36in. by
16in. by lOin. 4/3; oval perching, 1/3 50ft; stamp
for list all appliances: Stanton, Boothfield, Win-
ton, Patricroft. (1816)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook st., Liverpool.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle ; won’t! run in the sun

;
best

in the world ; have thousands testimonials
;

for

proof, drop a postcard
;
3 tons sold every year ; 41b.

tin sample, 7cf., 41b. 1/-. Ub. 1/8, all post free

;

single trap cages, Kkl.
;
double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6 ; established 50 years : Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

BUSINESS WITH ME
is not a matter of bubble and squeak ; there’s no
question of cutting down quality to price. My one
aim is to supply thoroughly serviceable articles at
prices consistent with highest quality ; so that in-

tending purchasers may assure themselves of this
fact, 1 send everything I sell cn .approval on the
understanding that if the article is in any way mis-
represented by me, or that a better article may be
purchased elsewhere at anything like the same
money, my goods may be smashed up or destroyed
in any manner, and I undertake to refund the whole
of the purchase money. Clap nets, made from
superfine fin. meish netting, 3 yards long, 54 feet
deep, and 4 feet ply, 4/- pair; ditto, 4 yards, 5/-;

5 yards, 6/- ; 6 yards, 7/- ; 7 yards, 8/- ; 8 yards, 9/-

;

9 yards, 10/-; 10 yards, 11/- per pair. Clap nets con-

sist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed of
above measurement, and are fitted complete with
pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immediate use.
Loose retting, specially knitted for bird catching,
same as used in above nets, fin. mesh, 7 feet deep,
3d. yard; 9 feet deep, 4d. yard; 12 feet deep, 5d.
yard. Specially strong netting, for use on rough
ground and making Sparrow nets, fin. mesh, 10 feet
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Self-acting spring net
traps, 24 by IS ins., 1/2; ditto, IS by 14 ins., lid.
each, post- free. Please note, my net traps have no
old-fashioned board arrangement about them, they
are by far the most effective traps on the market,
can be baited for hard and softbills at same time,
and call-bird may be used inside them if de-
sired. Patent self-setting and self-acting trap
cages (reg. No. 23927), guaranteed to automatically
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each

;

genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest lime
mad.-, guaranteed to catch and hold any bird to
Rook size in every weather, fib. 6d., 41b. 10d., lib.
1/6, sample 3d. ; all post free. Sparrow nets, on 19
feet bamboo poles, 6/6 complete

; flirt pegs, 8d. each,
post free; absolutely everything required by catchers
always in stock ; send stamp for complete list, which
also gives hints on net making. Practically every
professional bird catcher in the kingdom gets his
living with articles supplied by me, and what they
think of them the following letter wiil show:— “.Sut-
ton Rookery, near Long Sutton, Wisbech, Sept 9.—
Sir,—Last season I caught 400 cock Linnets 'in 5
hours, ami averaged 107 cocks per day right through
the season, and every bird was caught ir. nets sup-
plied by you. I have had other nets for 16 years,
but they are useless compared wit>h yours. I can
catch more Linnets in one day in your nets than I
can in any other I have (and I have several makes)
in a month. Your nets do not frighten the birds
like others do and I get my living during catching
season with nets, so I require the best. Yours are
the best that are made, and not only best but
cheapest. X shall want another in about a week
Yours, J. C. Ball.” (Mr. Ball claims to be the
largest catcher in a county noted for its catchers'
(Lincolnshire), so he certainly knows what he is
talking about.—W. Gore.f The above letter may be
inspected here at any time, and I offer £10 to any-
one that oan prove that this or any other testi-
monial I have ever published is not genuine and
unsolicited. (1828)

W. G0P6,Nst
a

Maker. Gooch-st., Birmingham
I

New Style N.B.B. Show Cage
same for Mules. N.P. Club Show Cage. Scotch
N.P.C. Club Show Cage, etc. You cannot win with-
out you have a proper .Show Cage, so send to one
who knows what is required, having shown and
visited more shows than any other Cage Maker in
the Fancy. We have won 3 009 prizes with all
varieties this last 20 years, including the N.P.C.
Challenge Cup two years in succession. At Crystal
Palace Show no less than 6 l.-ts were secured in S
Champion Norwich Classes with bird in our Show
Cages. Real N.P.C. Club Pattern Show Cage, guar-
anteed perfect, Enamelled with Hodge Sparrow Egg
Tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-, twelve 19/-. The
proper Yorkshire Club Cage, 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,
twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred Show Cages, 2/-,
three 5/6. Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-. New style N.B. I!, and Mule Club Pattern
Show Cage, beautifully got up in Shamrock Green;
Show Cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Braniblellnches, Twites, Mules, in all
different shades and sizes to suit each species, 2 /-

each, three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand Show Cages, for
Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,
price 4/- each, beauties. Note, every Cage made by
practical workmen, not chucked together. CASES,
CASES. To carry 2 Norwich, Yorkshire, British, or
Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 6/6, six 7/6.
Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.
Send for catalogue. Established 50 years.- SANDI-
FORD, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London.

CLUB SHOW CAGES.
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club
show cage®, all 2/- each, three for 5/6; Border? Bel-
gian, Bowcrest, Lancashire and Lizard Club show
cages, all 2/6 each, three for 7/-

;
special show cages

for selling classes, etc., 1/9, three for 4/6; British
Bird .show cages, flat or bow-fronted, 2/3, 2/6, 3/-,
3/6 each; show cages, any pattern made to order;
state what you want to exhibit, we will do the rest.
Improved fiat barred wire fronts, any size or (shape
made to order ; kindiy state wants. Punch bars, any
mesh, 48in., 1/- dozen; tinnetf, wire, in straight
lengths, 4<1. Ib., 7 lbs. 2/-; enamel tin seed-boxes,
2/3, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6 dozen; nickel eilver bird sprayer,
with rubber pipit, 2/-, post free

; egg and bread
mills, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; hemp seed mills, 1/6 each
Enamel for show cages 1/3 tin, post free. Zincs
drinkers for show cages, 1/- dozen; with covens, 1/6
dozen. Illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

me razvj.ABr.iR
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
Th:se are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding

up, for 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ffc. by 4ft.. 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes
;
jointed poles, 9ch extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., 41b. 6d., 41b.

10d., lib. 1/6, post freo. Spring. Net Traps. Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

,n an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a doz:n at a time.

Folds up. No wood work; for small
' ' '

or large birds. Tremendous sale

last season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
large illustrated book

;
stamp for

postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Ssmeroet. (1829)

Order Some
To-Day.

We will send you

One Bushel of Fine Quality

GIANT
SPANISH CANARY

SEED
For 17/6, Carriage Paid 18/6

to any station in England. Caeh with order.

A large bulk sample post paid for 2d. stamp,
together with samples cf Fine Summer Rape,

Giant Linseed, and Hemp.

Our Only Address

—

W. A. RUDD & CO.,
BIRD FOOD SPECIALISTS,

180, Bishopsgate, London,E.C
(1898)

“ M C.VV.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3 6, half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Mtnzies Grit Works, B.arsden, Glasgow.

GIANT SPANISH CANARY SEED.

Extra good and clean, 141bs. 4/6, 1121bs. 33/-; condi-
tion seed for Canaries, 6d. lb., 7Ibs. 3/- ;

maw eced,
7d. lb.; gold of pleasure seed, 5d. lb.; freshly-
gathered mixed wild seeds, teazel, charlock, plantain,
dock and mixed wild seed, all '6d. quart, 1/9 gallon,
3/- peck

;
thistle, knapweed, and dandelion seed, all

4oza. 1/6, 5/- lb. Pecko, the finest conditioner known
for all British seed-eaters, 21- lb. Live 'white gen-
tles, .sweet and clean, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb.; ants’ egg
and dried flics, 2/6 ib.

;
insectivorous food, 1/6 lb. ;

egg bread, 1/6 lb. ; carrot meal, 1/ lb. ; crisscl, 4d.
lb.; Lark and Thrush food, Cd. lb.: cuttlefish bone,
1 /- lb. Illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Food
Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)

You like

HYPE’S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new ‘is

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle. 121, Charing Cross-rd..
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow bock, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual," a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennyworth.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Bikds, 154, Flcet-st., London,

FOODS.
MEALWORMS wanted, ID/- lb. given; also English

thistle seed: Tams, Longton, Staffs. (1899)
MEALWORMS, large English, 6d. 100, 225 for 1/1,

post paid, by return,; Jones, Cranbournc-st., Brigh-
ton- (1SS3)
HARDHEAD seed, 2/- Ib.

; plantain, 1/0 Ib., carr.
paid: T. Rose, Tyuedale Villa, Carterton, Clanfield,
Oxon. (1878)
THE best bird sand on the market, 3/6 cwt., graded

4/6; ants’ eggs, 2/3 Ib., 7ibe. 14/6: Torpy, Naturalist,
Bradford. (1880)
MEALWORMS wanted, large or small quantities for
prompt cash: Carter, 44, Essex-st., Kemp Town,
Brighton. (1897)
FOR oale splendid bird colouring, as used for Nor-
wich birds, price 31- a lb.; apply; C.M.A., Shidding-
worth, Rugby.
BRITISH birds kept in health; privet berries, 100

large bunches, »7d.
; dock, plantain, thistle, 7d. box;

teazle beads, 1/6 100; teazle seed, 7d. quart, 2/6
peck, all carriage paid: X. Young, Netmakcr, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (17751
GENTLES for birds, 6d., 1/- boxes, post paid ; ants’

eggs, dried flies, 1/9 lb.
;
yolk of egg, 2/3 lb.

;
cuttle,

fish, 9d. lb.; Tam’s titbit for Linnet®, Goldfinches,
4-lb. 3d., l/; lb.; see price list for other foods: E.
Tams, Cburch-st., Longton, Staffs. (1899)

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust
or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 6 cwt. 10/-

;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit
Ccl- Grimsby. (1186)

MEDICINES.
|

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pete to health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, aim
cost* only 2}d. post free.— From “Cage Birds,” 154,

Flcet-et., London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES,

the most safe and reliable medicines for cage birds
ever offered; 20 years’ reputation; Magnet Moulting
Mixture ensures a quick and perfect moult; Magnet
Tonic Drops for soft moult, going light, and general
weakness; Magnet Asthma Cure for colds and all

affection of the throat and lung®; Magnet Inflam-
mation Cure, all one price, 7d. per bottle, 4 bottles

2/-, post free: Watsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1671)

WANTED A TR AL
Ditchfleld's medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon ;
they are used by most leading

fanciers, and are supplied to the London Zoo : wo
guarantee to return full money if our medHmv. fai

’

to do a® we advertise. Ditchfleld's Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditchtk'ld’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., I I

and 2/- bottles; Ditchfleld's Famous ltcvlvo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds' after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2 •» bottles;

special offer: wc will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or
two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/6; 'the 1/1
bottles are treble the 7d. size; all medicines post
free per return; also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush ami
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines ; Frank Ditcbllcld. Bird
Specialist, Oldham, (1837)
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BRITISH BIRDS.

|

(
Hardbills. ")

WANTED British: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)

LARUE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/0, three 8/-:

Lloyd, Aviaries, Gorsdnon, Swansea. (18/9)

HAWFINCH cock, cage moulted, 11/ ;
bargain:

Miss ‘llnylcs, 10, Hartiund-rd,, Kilburu. (1891)

COCK Liiinets, red breasted and brown, dozen 3/0.

half 2/- • specials, 1/-: Horace Cootc, 90, North-st.,

Luton. (1900)

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 5/ cwt.,

2 9 1 cwt. on rail ; exchange : Turner, 4, Southgate,
Sleaford, Lines. (1892)

GOLDFINCH, grand bird, well tanned, nice square
blaze, 3rd Cambridge show, 20/-: lbliott, Sutton,
near Ely, Canibs. (1890)

SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens 9d. ; 2/-

pair; send nearest station; caged month: Green,
Baxter-row, Dereham. (1892)

ooo SELECTED cook Goldfinches, 2/-; sure mulcrs,

3 : hens 7d. ; Bullfinches, 2/ ;
hens 8d. : P. Madden,

Fethard, Co. Tipperary. (1893)
WARRANTED Redbreaatcd cock Linnets, 3/- doz.,

2/- half doz. ;
cash with orders : Thompson, 8, Jones-

yard, Chapel-st., Luton. (1800)

WILL give good value in Canaries, hoots, clothing,

etc., for fresh caught birds: Standard Aviaries, New-
ton Heath, Manchester.
RED-BREASTED Redpolls, 4d., 6d.; others three

for fid. ; cock Greenfinches, 4d., Od., ami 1. -; satisfac-

tion: Elvin, East Dereham. (1896)

FOUll beautiful aviary moulted Welsh cock Gold-
finches, full song, 2/6 each, removing: Miss Jones,

7, George-st., Aberystwyth. (1893)

BULLFINCHES, 6 pairs good, large Bullfinches (in

aviary 2 months), 3/- pair, or offers for, lot: Harp-
ham. Printer, Spilsby, Lines. (1894)

TWO house-moulted cock Goldfinches, two bens,

suit catcher, breeder, lot 8 /-; offers: P. Cawood,
25. Britannia-st., Scarborough. (1899)

COCK Goldfinch Mule, H.-M, cock Goldfinch. H.-M.
cock Linnet, H.-M. Redpoll; letters only: Walker,
Lambert-t-err., Aberdare, Wales. (1590)

MIXED wild seed, fresh, clean, invaluable for
British, Cd. quart, 1/C gallon; exchange Bullieo, liens:

Police, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (1877)

NOTICE : The cream of Forfarshire Linnets, large
hot coloured specimens, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6 each ; approval

:

Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st., Arbroath. (1898)

GOLDFINCH, pick of 100, a stormer for size and
colour, 7/6; approval; also fine Bullfinch, 5/-;

Enoch Tams, Church-st., I.ongton, Staffs. <1899)

LINNET, house-moulted, in full song, suit catcher,
muler or fierce singer, bargain, 3/6, full week's ap-
proval : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1399)
GOOD house-moulted coek [Linnet (guaranteed),

4/C; approval, dep>sit: no postcards: Mrs.
Clemenee, 151, Lordship-lane, East Dulwich. (1892)
TO catchers and time singers, two proud house-
moulted cock Linnets, will sing anywhere, price 5/6,

7/6 each: A. Butler, 11, Cameron-place, Leeds. (1895)
BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches; I have the largest

stock ia England, cocks 1/6, 2/-; fit to show, 2/G,

hens 1/- each: Alcock, 52, Pearce-rd., Ipswich. (1895)

EXHIBITION cock Goldfinch, 10/6; ditto Bullfinch
and chow cage, 9/6 ready for immediate exhibition

;

approval willingly: Wade, Gunthorpe, Oakham. (1593)

HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce

for contest singing, etc., our book, 64d. post free

:

Pownail and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield.
(1595)

LINNETS, selected birds. 1/6, 2 for 2/6; Bullfinches,
cocks, 2/-, hens 1/6; give me a trial; satisfaction
guaranteed: Dewar, Kildean Cottage, Drip-rd., Stir-

ling. <1991)

HANDREARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches. 2/C,

hens 1/-; Linnets. Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Larks,
1
’ pair; list free: Mias Rosey, Rosemar) House, East-

bourne. (1897)
NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for ohow or song; prices low, easy pay-
ments arranged; approval: McKeand, Seabright,
Castle-Douglas. (1781)
LINNETS. Linnets, Linnets, rose red-breasted cock
Linnets, 3/G dozen, six 2/-; lew well pencilled cocks
for show or song, 2/- each: Bert Coote, 16, Wind-
miil-st., Luton. (1893)
WARRANTED cocks; Linnets, 2/6; picked, 31-

dozen: Bramblefinches, 3/- dozen; Green (inches, 11-

dozen; 12 aviary birds, 1/-; exchange: Gctobed Fenn,
The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (1899)
TWO selected Goldie- cocks, with bow-fronted
show cages, 5/- each; travelling case to match, 2/6;
3 singing Norwich cocks, 12/6, 4/6 each: H. Welsh,
14, Cornstall Buildings, Stamford. (1S92)

EXHIBITORS, no time for showing this year, offer
my winning cock Bullfinch, 1st Perth, Dundee, Elgin,
etc., last year, all strong claoses, bargain, 25/-;
George Baxter, Highfleld, Fochabers. (1884)
GUARANTEED cocks; Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6; Irish

I.inneto, 1/-, three 2/6 ; Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/- ; hens,
1/-; Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Yellowhammers, Cd.
each: Charles McCann, 15, North-st., Lurgan. (1893)

BULLFINCHES, cocks, l/C, six 8/-, dozen 15/-; se-
lected, 2/6; large hens, 1/-; selected, I/O ; all

birds well on seed before sent out
;
numerous testi-

monials: Oliver Barsou, 10, Thomas-st. Leicester.

(1893)
LARGE white-legged coek Goldfinch, find Norwich
All England, 7/6, with clear yellow lien 10.6; bred
fourteen Mules

; largo cock Greenfinch. 2nd Nor-
wich twice, 4/6: Lawn, Rising Sun-terr., Norwich.

(18921
GRAND Siberian Goldfinch, 10/-; ditto Britisli
muler, 4/-: two Greenfinches, one- winner, 10/-;
Goldfinch Mule, can win, 10/-; approval for cash:
C. Harrison, Alrewas Mills, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

(1892)
HOUSE-MOULTED Bramblefinches, 1/9 each cr 3/-

two; Chaffinch, 2.’-; Greenfinch, muler. 2/6: f.m. coek
Goldfinch, 1st and special at Boscombe, 8/- : one 3rd
same class, 5/-: East, 53, Victoria-rd., Bournemouth.

(1598)
FIELD-MOULTED Goldfinch, make a topper for
show, 10/6; two cock Goldfinches, suit catcher, 41-

eacii ; one coek Linnet on full song. 2,0 : first P.O.
receives them : S. Williams, 'Queen’s Head, New-
castle. Staffs. (1S91)
NINE special big hen Bullfinches, I t each; few
topping cocks. 2/6 each; picked cock Goldfinches,
3/- each; big Welsh Linnets and Redpolls, 1/- each;
above are pick of any catch : W. Brown, Ightfleld,
Whitchurch, Salop.

( 1893 )

COCK Linnets, on song, 8d. each: Chaffinches, Red-
polls, three 1/-; ecck Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/6
cacli : liens, 1/- each: 1913 Goldfinch Mule, Finch
song, 12/-; Chevoral cock Goldfinch, 7/6: S. Corby, 2,
Sydney rd., Watford. (1899)
NOTICE.—Dealers and fanciers; large quantity of
red breasted cock Linnets for sale, 'well on seed,
2/6 dozen. 1/6 half-dozc-n

; approval ; not satisfied,
money returned; trade supplied: Dickson, Upper
Cnion-st., Dunstable. (1900)

NEXT WEEK

!

It will provide advertisers
with a splendid opportunity
of making

TRY my special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and Finches mad on song, 1/- large package, carriage
paid: Cooper, Seedsman, Princess-st., Manchester.
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, 3;6 dozen; Gold-

finches, 2/- each ; picked cock Chaffinches, Green-
finches and Yellowhammers, Cd. each; or exchange
Linnets, Mules: ltutter, Aviaries, Littleport. (1894)
BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-
ing bag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft. by
4£ft, 5/-, 24ft. by Cft. 7/6 ; old firm ; satisfaction
guaranteed; list Id.; Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crewkerne, Somerset. (173S)
SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, in grand health and

feather, real giants, all kept in outdocr aviaries,
over 200 in stock; cocks or hens, 3/6, 4/6; eeketed
birds, 5,6, 6/6; best hybrid breeders living: Day, The
Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1896;
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
— 1 have some grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, lted-st., Nottingham. (183.)

LINNETS, Lancashire dark brown red-breasted
cocks, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- dozen, two
7/6; this is where the singer-s come from; satisfac-

tion guaranteed; (not a bird shop): Gardner, Gar-
stang-rd., Wesham, Lancashire. (1900)

CONTEST Linnet, sing day or gaslight, taught
under my cup winner, 2/G ; with beautiful singing
cage, 1/- extra; a few extra loud-voiced birds, sing
anywhere, 1/-, 1/6, 2/- each ; cash or deposit : Fred.
Allen, Linnet Champion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

(1900)
LOOK ! Look 1 Look ! LiDnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South,
warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- dozen ; cock Green-
finches, 1/6 dozen; all kinds of British always in
stock ; dealers supplied : Chris. Hatton, 31, Riehmond-
st., Brighton. (1893)
LEITH winners for sale: Redpcll, 1st, 10/-; Yellow

Bunting, 1st, 12/6; Redstart, 1st, 15/-; Blackcap, 4th,

12/6; British Goldie, 1st, 15/-; Twite, 3rd, 7/6;
Bramble, 3rd, 10/-; all house moulttd, in rare order;
Siskin Mule, 4th, 7/6 (yellow); Watson, 58, Colinton-
rd., Edinburgh. (1889)
EXHIBITORS, specially selected exhibition speci-

mens, for keener competition, cocks Bullfinch, 5/-;

Linnet, 3/6; Twite, 3/6; Greenfinch, 3/-; Lesser Red-
poll, 3/-; Chaffinch, 3/-; hen Goldfinch, 2/-; hen Red-
poll, 1/6; approval: Ross, Aviaried, Forres, N.B.
Canaries taken. (1898)

EXHIBITORS; Welsh cock Goldfinches, real top-
pers, the right sort for show' or muling, 3/0 and 5/-

upwards; few at 2/-; hens, 9d.
;

also specially

selected cock Bullfinches, real gems, 2/- and 3/- ;

hens, 1/- ; caged weeks : Muscott, Mount Pleasant,
Llandrindod Wells. (1900)
Luv’EKS of Chaffinches should read what 11. j.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2}d.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From; Cage
Biuds, 154, Fleet-c.t., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list ou another page).
TWITES, Linnets, guaranteed strong, healthy,

rose- breasted cock Linnets and red-rump cock
Twites, either 2/6 doz, picked 3/-; few outstanding
cocks, well laeed and pencilled, selected from
Hundreds for exhibition, 1/6 each, three 4/- : West,
30, Lamprell-st., Old Ford, Bow. (1891)
BIRDCATCHEKS, splendid invention; no brace bird
required ; stuffed sal'ety decoy ; moves on flirt-stick

on balanced spring ; most perfect decoy advertised

;

Linnets, 2/6; Goldfinches, 3/-; bird and fittings
complete

;
plenty in stock ; other Finches to order :

Hippersou, Waveney Wharf, Beccles. (1840)

NORTH Country Linnets. Specials, picked out,
on cued and water and cocks, 1/- eacti, 3 for 2/-;

cock Goldfinches and Bullfinches, a few grand
birds; cocks 2/6; lien Bullfinches, 1/3; 10 days’
approval ; cash or deposit ; noted for honest deal-
ing; Ashton, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1890)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-
ment of these biryls, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2^d.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,
London, E.C.
BULLFINCHES, large cocks, 1/6: some real toppers,

fit for show bench, 2/G; hens, 1/- for hybridising, as
large as Germans, 2/- each ; also four marked cock
Goldfinch mules, 0/- each. Finch notes, hens 1/- each;
two Greenfinch mules, one coek, one hen, 4/- pair; or
exchange large Goldfinches: Lockett, 74, Peel-st.,

Dresden, Longton, Staffs. (1895)

OXEYE Tits, Blue Tits, Robins, Bramblefinches,
Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Twites, Redpolls,
Yellowhammers, Reed Buntings, 1/- pair; 24 mixed
aviary birds, 1/6; brighter mixed, II- dozen; above
selected cocks, 1/- each; muling Goldfinches, 2/-

eacli ; exchange Canaries or Mules; Fenn and Sen,
Bowers Lane, Isleham. Canibs. (1900)
BRAMBLEFINCHES ready for exhibiting, 5/-, 7/6
each; Greenfinches, 2.-6; Chaffinches, 2/C: Twites,
5/-: Goldfinches, 7 6, 10.'-, 15/-; Redpolls, 2/0; Lin-
nets, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-; Bullfinches, 5 , 7/6; all house-
moulted and many of them fit to win in keen com-
petition ; great sacrifice, room wanted : 24 hours’
approval: Cottingham, 9, Peveril-st., Nottingham.
TRAP cages, all soldered, punch bar tops, made
to catch birds, not to -scare them ; single 8d.,

double 1/3, treble 2/-; self-acting spring net traps,
2- and 2/6 each; Chaffinches, Yellowhammers, Red-
polls, Bramblefinches, Twites, Blue Tits, Great
Tits, Greenfinches, picked birds 1/- each, 3 for 2,'-;

exchange for wiki seed: G. Ashton, Catcher, 5. Mate-
king st.; Gateshead. L1S90)

Do not forget to send your

Advertisements Early for our

SOME MONEY
FOR XMAS!

“ THE Siskin, Redpoll and Twite.” This bandy
little booalct contains much valuable information
as to the management of Saskins, etc., and if you
possess or intend to purchase any of these birds
you should have a copy by you tor reference, 'ltie

price is only 2)d., post free.— Write, The .publisher.
Gage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
WARRANTED eccks; Linnets, 2/6 dozen; selected,

3/- dozen; Yellow Buntings, 31- dezen
; Bramble-

nnche.% 3/- dozen; Ofeenniicnes, 1/- uozen ; cocks,
selected lor show, Goidnncli, 3/6; large Corn Bunt-
ings, 2/6 ;

Chaffinch, Greemincu, Brau.biellncli, Lin-
net, Keupj.l, iwite, need Bunting, 1/- cacti; 20
mixed seed-eaters, 12 brighter mixed, 1/- ;

well on
food; exchange Mules: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist and
Judge, Weotciiif Villas, Isleham, Cambs. (1899)
-UAwori you own. Large double compartment trap
cage, call bird, and small tin lime, only 1/3 lot;
Unnet, Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Redpoll, Yeliowham-
mer, or Twice, m new^age, only 1/-; larger sorts,
l/v; Skylark and cage, 1/6; home bred singing
H-artz cocks, 5/- each; hens 2/-; likely show speci-
mens cheap; trade supplied; correspondence
solicited

;
satisfaction guaranteed : Bannister,

Catcher, 24, Pcndle-st., Buiniey. (1899)
NOTICE; Cocks, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2/-; Red-
breasted Linnets, Redpolls, Chaffinches, Yeliowham-
mers, Skylarks, Od. eacn, 12 for 3/6; Greenfinches, 3d.;
Thrushes, Blackbirds, 1.-, 1/0; above liens haif-piice;
birdo for showing, turning, or full song, Cd. - extra

;

note, out catching every day. 1 have a large
quantity to select from; approval, deposit: Gould,
Birdcatcher, Holdford-rd., W itton, Birmingham.

(1897)
HYBRID breeders ; following likely birds : large,
aviary-moulted, perfect show condition : Hens

—

hand-reared Bullfinch (nestmate cock first Hanley),
6/-; Greenfinch, Canary-reared, 2/-; Chaffinch, 2/-;

three Redpolls, guaranteed hens, 2/6 each; fine Pea-
throated cock Goldfinch, 7.-6; also fieid-mouited Red-
polls, select. <1 cocks, 6d. each, three tor 1/-

;
pairs,

yd. ; approval: Bowdidge, Stone, Staffs. (1894)
HIRST-CLASS exhibition specimen, v-ry large light
Cock Linnet mule, Norwich type, winner ,15/-; large
Greenfinch-Redpoll Hybrid, co.our-fed, can win any-
where, 15/-; light cock Goldfinch mule, Finch song,
10/6; monster cock Bramblcfineh, grand colour, nicely

brambled, 3,6; and an extra good British cock Gold-
finch, oquare blaze, nicely tanned and buttoned, 3/6;
also extra good British cock Bullfinch, can win in

keen competition, 5/6; large Norwich type cock Lin-
net, grandly pencilled, 3/6 ;

exchange entertained

:

Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1896)

LINNETS' Lumets!! Linnets : : 1—Own tuugm.,
trained contest singers, real stormero. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stomiers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.

No. 2, price 2jd. post free from ” Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.
ENGLISH cock Goldfinch, with splendid deep
square cut blaze, giant, win anywhere, 3/6 ;

another
good coloured one, in full song, 31-

;

Norwich type
cock Linnet, perfect in size, markings, and colour,

2/6 ;
gem Redpoll, winner, 2/- ; cock Twite, stormer,

2/- ; cock Chaffinch, like paint, 1/6 ;
monster Green-

finch, win anywhere, 2/6 ; tw'o house-moulted ceck
BrambleKnches, colour-fed, finger-tame, largest 1

have ever seen, win anywhere, none better under
wires, 7/6, 10/6 each; any on approval willingly;

cash or deposit ; Frod. Allen, British Bird Cham-
pion, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1906)
LOOK ! Double barred, square or round top cages,

large size, 4/6 dozen; large size all-wire, square
or round, 4/- dozen

;
large single traps, call bird

under, trap on top, 6/- dozen ; double traps, round
or square, or round top in middle, trap each end,
the best ever invented, 1/- each, or 10/- dozen

;

hundreds stocked; call cages 3/6 dozen; hundreds
Iled-breastcd cock Linneto, 4/- dozen; some full

song, 1/- each, or three 2/6; muling or picked for

showing, " 1/- each; Redpolls, Greenfinches,
Chaffinches, 1/- pair; cock Goldfinches, full song,
2/3 each: W. Darby, 41a, Spon-lane, West Brom-
wich. (1S92)

EXHIBITORS: C. Nicholls, 41, Clarendon-re!., Higher
Crumpsall, Manchester, oilers tip-top Goldie, extra
size, wonderful blaze, body colour, and well buttoned,
can trouble the best, 8/6; Yellow Bunting, a marvel
for size, colour, and markings, a gem, 8/6 ;

Redpoll,

extra size colour and markings, splendid bib, 5/-;

Linnet, big bold bird, well pencilled, a winner,

C/-; Greenfinch, extra size, deep colour and good
wing bars, 7/6; Siskin' winner every time shown,
extra colour, splendid bib and cap, wing markings
aDd flanks lacing, 20/-; lieu Bullie, the best ever
caged, size, colour, cap and wing bars perfect,

7 6; the above are tiptop specimens, correct Nor-
wich type, and can win in keenest competition, and
nothing better can be bad

;
description guaranteed

;

approval, cash or deposit. (1895)

GRAND CHANGE
1914 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three 4/6, six 8/-

;

special selected cock Goldfinch, in full colour, ready
for showing, 2/6, 3/-, three 5/6, six 10/-; hens, 1/-,

three 2/6; cock Bullfinch, 1/6, 2/-, three 4/-; liens,

1/-, 1/3, three 2/9 ;’ selected cock Bullfinch, for show-
ing, 3/- each; Lancashire cock Linnet, 8d., three 1/0,

six 2/3, 4/- dozen
;

selected for showing, l/;
, 1/0

;

cock "Larks, 6d., three 1/3, six 1/9, 3/- dozen; singing

cock Larks and cage, 1/0; best birdlime, 7d. (-lb..

1/- -J-lb., 1/8 lb., postage free: Matt, nopkins, Bird

Specialist, 11, Fyide-st., Preston, Lancashire. (1900)

Goldfinches, Giant English
Cock Goldfinches the fin- t that can be found in
the length und breadth of England, every bird (it
to whi in the keenest of competition, and a> big on
•Siberian, Goldfinches, and warranted sure mulers
ajid prize takers. 4 0, 5/0, 7.6 each, or 2 for 8 cash
or deposit at "Cage Birds”: Fewer and Rule’ll, 10
Granby-place, Bethnal Giccn, London. Let a cen-
tury. 0901 )

NOTICE. £100 REWARD
To any judge, exhibitor, breeder, catcher, or

dealer who can prove that we end out hens for
cocks, or fresh caught birds. Notice, giant dark
brown rose-breasted cock Linnets, every bird war-
ranted, aure prize-takers and muler:

,
prices 8d., lod ,

1/- ea., 3 for 1/6, 6 for 2/3, 12 for 4/-, 4 dozen 14 -;
hens, l/« dozen. English cock Meadow Larks, sure
contest singers, Rd., tod., 1/- each, 6 for 2/6, 4/-
dozen, 4 dozen 14/-; hens, 1/- dozen; cock Bram-
blcffnches, in grand plumage and condition, war-
ranted sure prize-takers, ]/-, 1/6, 2/- each; giant
cock Siskins, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each; hens, 1/-, 1/6
each, cash or deposit "Cage Birds”; no connection
with anyone trading in similar or same names:
Powers and Russell, 16, Granby Plaoe, Bethnal
Green, London. (1901)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful cock Linnets, singing, 1/- each, 3 2/6 ; a
few for the bench, 2/- each ; some good catching
birds, 6/- each; English I’cartree ceck Goldfinches,
2/6 each ; a few real toppers, 3 0 each

;
satisfaction

guaranteed: W. Johnson, The Bird Expert arid Em-
porium, 55, Gcorge-st., Leeds. (1876)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, UUiiETS, ETC.
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for
birds we have sup-plied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British
bird;, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. Wa don’t send out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three
4/-, six 7/-,' extra picked for milling, 2/6, 3/- each,
three 5/-, six 8/6 ; cock Bullfinches, 2/- ; hens, If-

;

Lancashire cock Linnets, «d., 10d., 1/- each, three
1/6, six 2/3; twelve 4/-; cock Larks, Cd., £d., lOd.

;

caged off, singing, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/-; three
1/4, six’ 2/6, twelve 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked. 9d.
and 1/-. six 1/6, twelve 2/6 ; cock Chaffinches, 9d.,
1/-, and 1/6 each; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3;
cages, for any of above, from Cd., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,
and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/8: send for catalogue
of everything. Established 50 years: Sandiford,
Bird Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,
Sciater-st., Shoreditch, London.

LEST YOU FORGET
let me remind you that all birds sold by me are
guaranteed to be exactly as described, and are sent
on approval at my risk on the distinct understand-
ing that unless they realise your every expectation
and give perfect satisfaction thiy have onlv to be
returned, as per Cage Birds rules, and the whole
of your money is promptly returned without ques-
tion or comment. I have an exceptionally large
stock of genuine Worcestershire cock Goldfinches in
perfect health and condition, and thoroughly on
hard seed, at 1/6 each, three 4/-. six 7/-, twelve 12/-,
two dozen, 22/-; specially selected larger cocks, for
shows or muling, and guaranteed r.oiv in song, 2/-

each, three 5/-, six 9/-, twelve 16/- ; few extra special
clean moulted cocks, in full colour and superb condi-
tion, 2/6, 3/-, and 4/- each; hen Goldfinches, 1/- each,
three 2/-, six 4/-, twelve 7/-; grand lot of ecck Bull-
finches, in full colour, 1/6 and 2/- each ; exhibition
specimens, 3/-, 4/-, and 5/ each; hen Bullfinches, 1,-

and 1/6 each ; magnificent stock cock brown Linnets,
ail guaranteed clean moulted with nut brown backs
and rose red breasts, 8d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6,
twelve 4/- ;

specially picked larger cocks, for show,
muling, or contest singing, and warranted now in
song, 1/ each, three 2/6, six 4/-, twelve 7/-. Please
note, these Linnets are not the coast caught flight

birds, but warranted caught by my own men in
county of Worcester. Splendid lot, clean moulted
Redpolls, cocks or liens, Cd. each, three 1/3, six
2/-, twelve 3/-; lucked cocks, for exhibition, 1/- each;
splendid lot cock Skylarks, Sd. each, three 1/6, six

2/6; specially selected steady cocks, for singing,
1 /-, 1/6, and 2/- each; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each,
three 1/6, six 2/0, twelve 4/- : cock Greenfinches, 6d.
each, three 1/-, six 1/6 ; exhibition yellows, 1/- each

;

cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each. Following guaran-
teed true pairs, for aviaries: Goldfinches, 2/6; Lin-
nets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, ty-
per pair :

travelling cages, 3d. per three birds extra.
All birds are guaranteed to have been properly
netted by expert catchers employed solely by myself
in county of Worcestershire. anJ none are sent out
until feeding freely and well on the usual seed mix-
tures, no soaked seeds being required, nor do pur-
chasers run any risk of prosecution under the Pro-
tection Act, as no “recently taken” birds are sent
out. Sex is fully guaranteed in every instance, and
customers advised of despatch in all cases. (See
appliances column for advt.). (1828)

W. GORE, G90GH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Softbills.
|

SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/- each: William
Wright, 54. Shellfield-rd., Marshside, Southport.

(1391)
LARKS, Larks, grand cock Larks, 2/3 dozen; ran

supply weekly: G. Rowe, West st., Chatteris, Ccmbs.
(1896)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-
each: William Maries, jun., 19, Dean-st., Crediton,
Devon. (1892)
SPLENDID hand-reared cock Lark, sings daylight
or gaslight, cage, 3,6: Hope, 270, Great Bridgc-st.,
W" < Bromwich. (1841)
HANDREARED cock Skylark, singing daylight and

gaslight, bird and e5ge, 3/6 : T. Green, ill, St
Michael-st., Bromwich. (1S92)
WARRANTED loud singing cock Skvlarks, Kinging
day and gaeligift, 2/C each, with cage: Cooper, Soldo-
man, Princess-st.

, Manchester. (1894)
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/-; also young hand-reared cock, 9dZ ; ap-
proval anywhere: George Holt, Dunstable. (1895)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlark'), warranted cocks, in

song, 3/6: others ’2/- each: hens 8/- dozen; exchange
house-moulted cock Goldie: Rowley, Elston, Credi-
ton ( 1890)
WOODLARKS, cocks, coming on seng. 2 ’6. three

7/-; hens, 9 - dozen; Norwich cock Canaries, full
song, 4/C each; approval: Squire, 2, Diamocd-rri.,
Exeter. (1897)

GRAND NINAS NUMBER

What about the surplus birds, cages, 6c., which you have ? Others
may want them ; why not turn them into money ?

Rates—18 words 6d., and \d. per word after.

Prepaid Adve. tisements for next is ue CLOSE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1st.
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GO CAGE BTRDS November &>, 1014,

LARES I Larks I Large upstanding cock Larks,

not to to beaten in size and quality, 2/0 dozen

;

dealers, fanciers supplied: K. Rowe, West-st.,

Chatteris*. < 1882)

LARKS: Perkin's Aviary, Chatterie, can supply
hiiy quantity ; cock Larks, 2/C dozen; cock Gold-

Unelirs, well on seed, 2/C each; hens, 1/- each. Don't
forget the old firm. (1805)
WHAT offers nearly new Lark net and poles, full

sizo, and two clean moulted call bird Goldfinches,
full song; sale or exchange pullets: Chrifl. Hatton,
81

,
Uiclmiond-st., Brighton. (1803)

TO exhibitors: Cock Dipper. 10/ ; cock Grey Wag-
tail, 7/6; pair Blue Tits, 2,0 pair; Greater Tits,

2/0; cock Robin, 2/-; Leaser Redpoll, 2/6; lien Haw-
lineh: Wm. Roper, 109, South-at., Keighley. (1898)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens. In oong,
for shown and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2Jd. post free from "Cage Birds,” 104, Fleet-

et., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (iiat frequently
published).
FINE hand reared Green Woodpecker, 35/-; ditto

Wryneck,, 30/-; adult cock Black Redstart, 30/-;
Goldcrest, gem, 25/-; Trcecreeper, perfect, 25/-;
Bearded Tits, lit to win, 20/- pair; Long-tailed Tits,

ditto, 10/- pair; cock Nuthatch, very line, 10/-:

Frost, 13, Fairlawn-aven., Chiswick, London. (1886)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.— Full directions
how to keep these favourito songsters in the best
possible condition ; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will bo found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 2Jd. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154 Flcet-st., London, E.C X

td. from agents (list published frequently).

M iscellaneous.

FEW good Britishers for sale; state wants; stamp
ceply: Gentleman, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire. (lOOll)

WARRANTED cock Linnets and Larks, well on
seed, 3/- doz. : John Biggs, London-rd., Dunstable.

(1893)
TWO Twites, two Siskins, two Lesser Redpolls, house
moulted, show specimens, winners, what oilers lot
or separate: Robert Cameron, Ben Nevis Buildings,
Fort William. (1894)
LINNETS, warranted cooks, 3/- dozen; cock Gold-
Inches, I/O each, three 4/- dozen ; mixed aviary
oirds, including cock Goldfinch, 2/6: Rendle, 21,
Bridge-.st., Homcrton. (1899)
COMPELLED to clear Britishers, breeding Linnet,
Srecnflnch, Chaffinch, Lesser Redpoll, Reed Bunt-
ngs

;
all show cages and cases; state wants; stamp

for reply : Lowne, Naturalist, Great Yarmouth. (1891)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, three for 1/3, 4/-

dozen ; warranted cock Larks, biggest and best,
three for 1/-, 2/6 dozen; Blackbird, Thrushes, Yel-
lowhammers, three for 2/-; well on food; no waiting:
J. Whiteley, Boston-rd., Holbeach. (1900)
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, Larks, Larks, Larks.
Warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen, live dozen 15/-;
hen Linnets, 1/3 dozen-; cock Larke, 3/- dozen; hen
Larks, 1/6 dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen; clap
nets for sale, all sizes: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-si.,
Brighton. (1896)
COCK Goldfinches, 2/-, hens 1/-; cock Bullfinches,

2/-, hens 1/-; cock Linnets, 1/-, 3 for 2/6; cock
Larks, 1/-; cock Woodlarks, 2/6, hens 1/6; cock
Redpolls, 9d., hens 6d.; cock Yellowhammers, 1/-;
cock Chaffinches, 1/-; Barbary Doves, 2/6 pair;
mixed aviary birds, 6/- dozen. For selected and
exhibition birds, sec- special list free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (I960)

COMPULSORY SALE.
I have my brother’s entire stock of high-class
exhibition Canaries and British for disposal; also
portable birdroom, aviaries and cages. Colour-fed
Yorkshires from 8/- pair; two splendid houso-
moulted Bearded Reedlings, 15/- each; exhibition
colour-fed Chaffinch, 10/-; cock Siskin, muler, 6/-;
hen, 2/-; muling Goldfinches, 7/-; eixteen hen Bull-
finches, most nested this- season, 3/- each; exhibi-
tion cock, 5/- ; Lesser Redpoll, winner, 3/- ; two
cock Greenfinches, one muler, 4/- each; cock Black-
cap, singing, exhibition form, 12/-; Les-ser White-
throat, 0/-; Greater Whitethroat, 5/-; grand cock
Hawfinch, 10/- ; all above guaranteed house-moulted
and in excellent condition ; twelve double breeding
cages, 30in. long, ICin. liighl 14i-n. deep; blue
enamelled inside, black outside ; loose wire fronts
and partitions enamelled, 3/- each; bargains; must
sell; owner serving: E. A. Morris, Judge and
Exhibitor, 50, Park-rd., Ilford. (1892)

CANARIEST|

Border Fancy.
BREEDER’S CARD.

BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.E.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Prices
moderate; state wants. ,

BORDERS, cocks, 4/-, hens 2/-, 2/6; matched pairs,
S/6, all colours, cold reared, outside: Douglas,
Bridge-st., Brechin. (1S99)
ORABB & F 1N LAYSON have some grand birds for
disposal, show or stock, reasonable; approval: 120,
Montrose-st., Brechin. (1885)BORDERS, real good, typical birds, on approval,
cocks 4/6, 5/6, and 6/6, hens 2/-, 3/-: Ross, Canary
Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1898)
BORDERS, high-class Greens, bred from my
winners; the blood you must have to win: Camp-
bell, Ardmore, Biggiar. (1890)
1914 YELLOW cocks, 4/6; yellow liens, 2/3; even-
marked cocks, 5/-: buff hen©, 2/-; approval: Love,
Cwmmerodale, Carlisle.

(1895 )BORDER show or stock birds, clears, grand marks;
state wants

; great bargains
; approval, stamp

:

Craig. High-st., Brechin. (1893)
BORDERS, clears and marks; cocks from 5/-; hens
from 3/-; matched pairs from 7/6: Robertson, 22,
Southesk-terrace, Brechin (1899)
BORDERS

; a few good ones for disposal, for show
or stock

; reasonable; approval, deposit: Weir,
n.amilton-plaee, Penicuik. (1899)
PRIZE-BRED Borders, clears and marks, cocks, 51 -

to 7,6; hens, 2/0 to 5/-: matched pairs, 9/-: Irvine,
166, Montrose-st., Brechin. (1898)
BORDERS, bred from last year's winners, grand

birds, typical hen9 5/-, cocks 7/6 upwards: Claydon,
Oatlands Drive, Weybridge. (1895)
D. B. IRONS has some grand birds for sale, show
br stock, clears, marks, Cinnamons, cheap; ap-
proval : Park Place, Brechin. (1899 )WILL give pair of winning Borders for yellow or
buff Norwich cock. 1914, or sell 15/-; at approval both
ways: G. Creswell, Adelaide-it., Gheoterle Street.

(1894)

CINNAMONS, 20 for sale, pairs or single birds;
state want©; seo Leith show report: liuglass, 63,
Lochend rd. Weet, Edinburgh. (1897)
NOTICE.

—

Grand lot Border Fancy for show or
6ong, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Scabright, Castlo Douglas. (1791)
FEW good Borders for sale, related to winners;
cocks from 5/-; hens from 2/0; state wants; stamp
reply: Gentleman, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire. (1900)
REMARKABLY lino Border Fancies, choice selected

pairs, 18/-, or with order and 3/- monthly after
delivery: Walter Dandie, Osgnthorpe, Sheffield.
FINE clear buff 1911 Border cock, full song, perfect
condition land fit for show, 6/-; hen ditto, 3/-;
approval : Pennal, Totteridgc, High Wycombe,
Bucks. (1888)
THREE pointed yellow cinnamon marked cock, 8/-;
pink-eyed buff ben, 5/-; buff cock, 6/-; buff cinnamon
cock, 8/- ; buff cinnamon hen, 5/- ; both bred from
medal winner Avonbridge; Robt. Houston, 80, Port-
land place, Hamilton. (1898)
“STILL at the Front” with Cinnamons. Won
three firsts, second, two thirds, out of four Cinna-
mon classes, -50 birds, Avonbridge; see report;
all colours for sale cheap: Walter 8. Wilson,
“Glcndyne,” South Park Road, Hamilton. (1879)
SOMETHING worth winning—Silver cup for beet
Border, Yorkshire or British bird, special for run
nor-up for challenge goblet for best bird in ball,

B.F.C.C. medal, won tbo above at Glasgqw; have a
few the same blood left; pairs from 10/- to 40/-;
state wants; stamp, approval: George Bennet, Bow-
mont Villa, Kcleo. (1897)
CHAMPION Borders, for show or stock, clean, all

related or bred from Brechin cup winner, all marks,
bred from ideal eye- markings ; Cinnamons, bred from
National winners; cocks, from 51 - to 30/-; hens from
3/- to 40/-

; stock pairs from 10/- to 40/- ; cheap to
clear; approval; overstocked: Patterson, Grocer,
Chirnside, Berwickshire. - (1886)
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iiow to manage these “w'ee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, bow lo select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Belgians.

BELGIAN and Yorkshire cross yellow cocks and
hens, huff cocks aud hens: Welch, 93, Fox-rd., Shef-
field. (1881)

|
Cinnamons.""}

TWO green Cinnamon hens, one yellow Cinnamon,
one buff, one Roller cock, 7/0 lot: 18, Clement-st.,
York.

_ (1894)
GRAND cinnamons, stock or show birds, cup win-

ners, also winners of many prizes
; stamp : Brown,

35, Mutley Plain, Plymouth. (I860)
VERY large ©tout deep yellow cock, winner 3rd
L.C.B.A., Dormer’s strain direct, £1; deep yellow
unflighted hen, Mrs. Deacon’s strain, 10/-: Baker,
Waterloo-rd., Ispwieh

( 1891 )

BARGAINS IN CHAMPION CINNAMONS.
Large, typical yellow Dock, good head, winner 3rd

Palace, for Mr. Dormer, price £1 ; large buff hen,
same blood as Mrs. Deacon’s noted yellow hen,
which won so many firsts, bargain here, 15/6; buff
cock, yellow hen, 1914 bred, Dormer’s strain, only
£1 1/-; another good buff cock; 12/6; yellow hen,
only 9/6; first orders secures these: Geo. Cubley,
Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton, Lines. (1901)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

j

NOTICE, good Crest and Crestbreds for sale, or use-
ful exchange: W. Brown, Bargate, Derby. (1S95)
CRESTS and Crestbreds, cocks and hens, price

reasonable; approval: Lister, 106, Rectory-rd. Gates-
head. '

’ (1894)
CRESTS, massive, winners; cock or hen, 10/6, 20/-
each; ten days’ approval: W. Powick, Eastfield’ Cot-
tage, Dewsbury. (1851)
CRESTS, cocks or hens, 20/- each

; pairs, 25/- to
40/-; bred from winners: Joseph Guy, Crosland-
terrace, Helsby.
LARGE stout Norwich type Crests and C.B. cocks
and hens; letters only: Walker, 0, Lambert-terr.,
Aberdare, Wales. (1890)
I HAVE a few young variegated Crestbreds left,
Joyce-Barnet.t strain, 12/6 each: Rev. G. Mullens,
Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (18S6)
FOR sale, best blood in the Fancy; cheap Crests
Crestbreds, no Crestbred hens; approval: Jim Tay-
lor, Kobson-st., Shildon. '

(1889)
YOUNG Created and C.B. hens, 5/0 each: wanted,
giant young Crested Cinnamon hen: Smithson,
Basinghall-square, Leed-s. ( 1899)

WINNERS and bred from winners, Crests and Crest-
breds, from 15/6; approval: C. Roberts, Stannahey,
Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1901)
REAL good light marked big Crestbred hen, good
head feather, 9/-, worth 25/-; approval: Baxby, 20,
Ridge Woodlands, Doncaster. (1896)
CRESTS, Crestbreds, 30 pairs or single for sale

;

several fit for show
;

prices reasonable : Mais, 63,
Northumberland-st., Nottingham. (1890)
NOTICE, grand lot Crests and Crest-brcds, for show
or breeding, prices low, easy payments taken ; ap-
proval: McKeand. SeabrigKt, Castle-Douglas. (1791)
EVIN8 BROTHERS can supply a few good stock
Crests and Crestbreds as low as 10/- each, upwards

;

state wants ; approval : 259, High-st., Exeter. (1S95)
TWO Crested hens, 1 Crestbred cock, Barnett’s

strain, double-breeding cage and fittings, also flight
cage, 25/-; bargain: Browning, Highficld, Lymington.

(1893)
CRESTED hen, 45/-; Crested cock, 00/-; Crestbred
hen, 35/-

; large crests, few pairs cheap
; approval

deposit, stamp: Farrow, 77, "Lydgate-lane, Crookes,
Sheffield.

_ (1898)
T. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offers several
show Crests, Crestbreds, yellows and buffs, over
moult; also grand stock birds, reasonable price©;
approval. “(1881)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, very large, best strain in
England, 35 years breeder, many good winners sold;
cheap, approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick rd., Not-
tingham. C1S23)
KENYON will sell two pairs of Crests, 25/- pair;

also exchange eight Yorkshire hens for a good Bor-
der cock and hen, even marked birds: 48, Chatham-
st., Sheffield. (1889)
CHESTS and Crestbreds, best blood in the world,
a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-
sonable prices; say prico prepared to give; stamp:
Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, Somerset. (1853)
CRESTBRED cock, whiner, 00/-; another, 20/-;
clear Crestbred hen, 20/-; another, in/-: Grissel
Orest hen, 25/-; ditto cock, 20/-; pairs, 16/- up-
wards : Jeffries, Hartforth, Richmond, Yorks. (1890)

MY entire stock of champion Crests to lie sold;
this strain is well-known, and has produced some
of the best living; 6tate requirements: approval;
safe delivery guaranteed: Judge, Silk, Whitetable.

(1855)
CHAMPION Crests, one of tho best variegated
Crested cocks in England, aleo one of tho best wing-
marked Crested liens, both winners, reasonable, ap-
proval : T. Billington, 55, Colwiek-rd., Nottingham.

(1893)
WILLIAM TATMAN, Midland Road, Wellingbor-
ough, has for sale some grand Crests and Crest-
breds, cocks and hens, or would exchange about
12 pairs for good motor bicycle and side-car; cash
adjustment if necessary.
WALTER RADLEY AND SON can spare about 40
good Crests and Crestbreds, cocks or hens, from
10/- each; several grand ehow birds for sale; above
are mostly young etook arid all guaranteed our own
breeding

;
see reports Shildon last week

;
three days'

approval; address: Raradisc-eq., Skclmarithorpe, Hud
dersficld. (1894)

A. J. SLADE
has some champion Crest and C. Breds for sale,
several can win in good company

; approval, de-
posit : 24, Vaughan-rd., Coldharbour-lane, Camber-
well. (1853)

Lizards.
1914 LIZARDS, matched pairs, from 8/0: cocks

from 7/C; hens from 3/0: H. Garside, 39, Higli-st.;

Glossop. (1900)

Lancashires.
|

F. J. GREEN.
To help the Red Croso Fund has entered eix grand
Lancashires for sale at Horticultural Hall Show at

very low prices; no better Lancashires living; win-

ner cage bird championship Crystal l’alace, champion-

ship diploma 1912 and 1913, etc. Don’t miss this

chance: 168, High-st., Lowestoft. (1894)

Greens.
|

TWO Green hen Canaries, small breeding cage,
lot 5/-, or exchange: Antbouy, 13, Laurel-rd., Cot-
terridge, Birmingham. (1891)

NORWICH Greens, four pairs, 25/- pair; or ex-

change for clear Borders : Bratherton, 26, Fair-

ciough-lanc, Liverpool. (1900)

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-
ing as my Manchester winning hen; approval:
Jenkins, 82, Chureh-st., Widnes. (1855)

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-
ners, holders of the G.C.A. cup

;
inspection in-

vited ; prices reasonable : Metcalfe, OS, Brunswiek-
rd., Liverpool.

I HAVE some fine young Norwich greens for sale,
ty.pe, quality, colour, fit for show or stock purposes
at a very reasonable figure; also a few good York-
shires, fit to show anywhere : F. Handley, 23, Coven-
try-rd., Wavcrtree, Liverpool.

|
Norwich.

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

AVinner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare ;

both varieties ;
reason-

able ;
.approval

;
inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northtteld-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no
better blood; grand type and quality.—Reid’s
Buildings, Newtongrange.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner ct

champion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.
;
good

birds at reasonable prices: approval; stamp: 0,

Banner-st., St. Lukes, London, E.C.
FRANK F. LAV/SON, 14, Rugin-st., 'Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local

shows, from 20/-; unflighted birds from 7/6;
matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

WANTED Norwich: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)

BRAA’BROOK can spare well-bred Norwich, prices

very moderate: 9, Stanley-st., Brierfield. (1850)
D. DEVOY has a few high-class Norwich for sale,

prices from 10/-: 23, George-ot., Stranraer. (1855)
WANTED, Norwich cock Canaries for cash: Ed-
monds and Edmonds, Naturalists, Eastbourne.
I HAVE a few good stock Norwich left fer sale;

state wants: Peters, 23, Dean-rd., Gorton, Manches-
ter. (189-1)

FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocks from 5/6,

hens 3/-; cash or deposit: Dark, Worlingham,
Beoclcs. (1874)

GRAND Norwich, show or -stock birds, champion
strain ; stamp, approval : Brown, 35, Mutley Plain,

Plymouth. • (1866)

SHORT cobby dear buff hen, fed. 1st, special mem-
bers’, two 2uds open, 12/6: W. Dick, Torsonce, Stow.
Midlothian. (1898)

GRAND 1912 stock buff cock, tho sort seldom
offered, 45/-; approval; write now: Allsopp, 40, Beda-
rd., Cardiff. (1896)

NORWICH cocks 7/6 to 12/-: pairs 10/-; wanted,
Scotch Linnets, state price: Mains, 05, Shields-rd.,

S.S. Glasgow. (1898)

A few left for disposal; cocks from 6/-, hens from
3/6; approval: Smedley, 83, Royston-aveh., Bcntley-

rd., Doncaster. (1888)

FROM Palace show birds, Norwich cocks, 7/C, hens

3/-, seen by appointment: Fabris, 15, Hyde Park
Mansions, N.W. (1899)

BUFF cock, 6/6; 2 buff hens, 5/- each, from win-

ners; approval: B. Blackburn, 13, Cardigan-avenue,
Clitlicroe, Lanes. (1895)

SHOW and stock birds, 1913-11, clear and greens,

cheap to dear, stamp reply: Hutton, Ivylca, Lar-

bert. Stirlingshire. (1861)

THREE good pairs Norwich, S /- pair: cold-room

bred, colour-fed; bargains, genuine: Waloh, 38,

Lydia-st., Accrington. (1891)

FliW pair© Norwich Plainhends, 12/6 pair upwards;
single cocks, 8/0, hens 1/0 upwards: Gilbert, 50,

Browning-st., Leicester. (1876)

HORSLEY, Butcher, Norwich, can spare few grand
yellow or buff cocks, plenty of sizo and quality, 15/-

each, hens 10/-: approval. (1863)

LARGE, handsome, 'rich yellow and variegated
young Norwich cocks, splendid songs, 3/-, two 5/6:
Stephens, West Drayton. (1891)
NORWICH cocks in full song, from 4/9. hens from

1/9; satisfaction guaranteed: Syd. Mothersolo, 20,
Humberstonc-rd., Leicester. 1 1875)
CHAMPION yellow cock, deep fed, grand head and

cheat, good breeder, 10/-; worth double: Geo. J.
Sherwood. LeadmiUs. Mold. (1897)

C. W. SILK,
Glen Rosa, Emsworth,
Exhibitor and Breeder of Champion winning Norwich
Se« show reports. Winner of Diploma, Challenge
A ups, and Specials too numerous to mentoin. I can
spare some grand birds, both for Show or Stock.
Kindly atate requirements. All bird© sent on ap-
proval willingly. (1899)

TWO large good quality 1914 buff Norwich hens,
12/6 ; exchange large cobby yellow cock; approval:
Butler, I.hosymodre, Ruabon. (1805)NORWICH cocks, singing, 4/6; hens, 2/6; with
cages; cash or approval: Hobbs, 141, King's-rd.,
Garnden Town, London, N.W. (1891)GRAND surplus Norwich, colour-fed cocks, from
0/6, hens from 3/-; approval, deposit: Hcald, Con-
fectioner, Claypit-lane, Leeds. (1896)
.MUST sell immediately live hens, 3/- and 4.6 each;

cixks, full song, only 8,6; bargains; approval: S.
Large, 59, Sprules-rd., Brockley. (1895)GRAND Norwich cocks from C./C, hens from 3/6;
inspection invited any time: Edwin North, Breeder,
413, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1887)GRAND prize-bred cocks, 10/-, hens 5/-, real bar-
gains; approval; money returned if not satisfied:
Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (1899;
PRIZE-BRED Norwich, foir-pointtd buff cock, 8/6-

clear yellow ditto, buff, 7/6 each, or 21/- the three:
J. Brooker, 67, Orls-rd., Reading. (1892)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Scabright, Castle-Douglas. (1791)EDWARD FOX, Breeder champion Norwich, winner
at Palace, good birds for sale, cheap: Curzori
Aviaries, Long Eaton, Nottingham. (1863;
LARGE Norwich cocks, splendid typo and quality,

4/9, 5/9, 6/9, and 10/6, hens 3/- aud 4/-; approval:
Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1698;
NOTICE: Forty fine Norwich cocks, 5J- to 6/6, full
song; liens, 2/6; approval, deposit: Royston, Trcnt-
locko, Westbridgford, Nottingham. (1889)
NINE unflighted Norwich cocks, yellows and buffs,
good stock birds, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-; approval: Wm.
Chambers, 4, Wood-st., Motherwell. (1893;
GRAND yellow cock, good colour and type, 10/6;

fine big marked buff cock, rare stock bird, 6/6;
approval : Wilmot, Arcade, Bedford.
COCK Canaries, cock Goldfinches, 5/-. full song, sex
guaranteed; inspection invited any time: Hail'ord,
10, Lismore Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. (1894)
KOLLER-Norwich, strong healthy birds, cold
aviary bred; cocks, 5/6, 7/6; liens, 3/6, 4/C: Hen-
drick, 58, High-st., Whitchurch, Salop. (1898)
HARLAND’S champion Norwich, have few grand
birds for di>posal

;
state wants and price about to

give; approval: 63, Welbeck-st., Hull. (1865)
MASON’S pedigree Norwich: Have a few nice birds
from this well-known winning strain for disposal

;

approval: II, Victoria-sq., E^la-st., Hull. (1896;
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, 3 buff variegated, 1 clear
(cocks), also few hen©; seen any time, Sundays in-
cluded : Turnbull, 60, Castle-st., Montrose. (1884)
NORWICH Canaries, cocks in full song, 4/-, 4/6, 5/-

each; hens, same strain, 1/6, 2/- each; satisfaction
guaranteed : Heathcote’s Aviaries, Leicester. (1899)
TYPICAL Norwich Canarie.9, remarkably fine birds.

18/- a pair, or 3/- with order and 3/- monthly after
delivery: Walter Dandie, Osgathorpe, Sheffield.
CHAMPION large Norwich, winners, and bred
from winners, from 10/6 each; approval: C.
Roberts Stannahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1901)

HUMPHRIES’ champion Norwich: Can sparo yel-
low aud buff cocks, also buff hens, show or stock;
approval, stamp: The Ledge, Acomb-rd., York. (1893;
FEW good pairs of Norwich from 12/6 pair; also
few pairs Yorkshires; satisfaction guaranteed or
money returned : Liugard, 29, Marlboro-st., Burnley.
HEALTHY Norwich cocks for sale, good songsters,

6/- each, bred outside room this year; approval:
Hardiman, Careys Cottages, Brockcnhuret, Hants.

(1892)
BRED from my winners, cocks, grand size, type,

quality, from 7/C; few buff hens, beauties, from
10/-; approval: Rev. Nume, Harrington, Cumberland.

(1895)
W. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester, through pressure
of business, must dispose of most of his stock

;

genuine show birds, from 20/-; stato wants; ap-
proval. (1899)
THREE pairs prize bred Norwich, 12/6 pair; threo
Norwich cocks, 10/- e&ch; Midgley’s, Hoddcr’a
Lewin’s strains direct: Oiiffc, Church Green,
YVitney. (18911
NORWICH, 2 yellows, cocks 7/- each; ?, Linnet
Mule rocks, 6,6 each; ail 1914 birds, ringing: Thom-
son, 92, Xethenvood-rd., YVest Kensington Park,
London. (1895)
TWO unflighted yellow hens, one unflighted buff
hen, one^year bead yellow hen, one-year bead huff
hen ; approval : Skinner, Monktonhail-terrace, Mus-
selburgh. (1899)
MONSTER buff cock, 1st Ipswich, rare head and
substance, bargain, 15/-'; grand large deep vcilow
cock, good type and quality, 15/-: E. Baker, Water-
loo-rd., Ispwieh. (1891)
FOR sale several first-class Scotch Fancies, abio
to win, or exchange equally good Norwich; approval
both ways; state wants: Stewart, 21, Ormonde Park,
Muirend. Glasgow. (1898)
A FEW good Norwich for disposal, closely related

to my winners, very moderate prices; approval, de-
posit: G. A. Harris, 12, Hazlewood-lane, Palmers
Green, London. N. (1863)
F". J. LACCOHEE have for sale at very reasonable
prices good short, thickset exhibition and stock
Norwich/ state wants and price; approval: 92 St.
Gcorgc-st., Norwich. (1891)
JOHN HECTOR can spare few pairs from 15/-;

English h.m. Goldfinch, breeder, 6/-; also two li.m.
breeding Redpolls, 4/0 each; all at war prices: 11,

Polinuir-rd., Aberdeen. (1897)
BUFF cock, big winner, £4; buff lien, winner, 39/-;
yellow cock, 25/-: clear yellow hens, 8/-, 10/-; buffs,
10 /- to 20/-; pairs, 15/- upwards: Jeffries, L’art-
forth, Richmond, Yorks. (1690)
1I1GII-CLASS Norwich, large, grand type, good
heads, best strain in England, several winners, 35
.years’ breedi r. cheap, approval: T. Billington. 55.

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1823)
GRAND Norwich, show or slock birds, champion

strain; also two extra good buff cinnamon hens,
cheap; approval, willingly: Smailcs, Radcliffe, Ack-
lington, Northumberland. (1895)
FEW colour fed Norwich yellows and buffs, cold-

room bred
;

cocks from 6/6 : bene, 8/- ; cash or de-
posit; approval; inspection invited: Elton, 73, New-
ca-stle-st., Swindon, Wilts. (1895)
CHAMPION Norwich bred from E. Steed stock; four

cocks, three hens, Linnet Mule, good double breeder,
nil utensils, £1 17/6 or offer; one pair cost, 35/-:

Webb, 28, Sportsbank-st., Catford. (1898)

TWO unflichted stock cocks, largo bird, yellow aud
buff, lo/- each; also two 1913 yellow stock hens, £1
and 10/6; approval, stamp: Beardall and Walker. 131,

New HoughtoD, Plcaslcy, Derbyshire, (1696)
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This is an important matter for pur-
chasers. because it means that you
have no waiting, anil that you get
what you aek l'or. Please note the
prices for genuine birds, ail on ap-
proval, as their value cannot, I am
certain, be obtained elsewhere.
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PLAIN-HEADED NORWICH^ 5

5»
8/6, 10/6; liena, 2/-, 3/-, 6/-; pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up.
Crests, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, to £5 pair; cages, 3d,

VflDlfCUIDCC Some of the Finest Qual-
TUimOninCO tty in Great Britain to-

day. The only true test of cheapness. Have on ap-
proval. Cocks, 5/-, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/-,

2/6. 3/6, 5/-; pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- up-
wards.

Cocks, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6. Hens, 2/-,

3/-, 0/-, including winners,

SONGSTERS

BORDERS

CH8MPI0N HARTZ ROLLERS
Cocks, highly trained, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-. Hens
2/6, 3/6.

Finest and handsomest, extra
early hatched, and caged off

oingb
;
pure bred Norwich, Yorkshires, Boilers, etc.,

6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up.

MULES, HYBRIDS AND MULING

HENS
Light and dark exhibition and singing Mules and
Hybrids, also nulling hens, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6. .each ;

cages,
3d. ; approval

; some extra good hand-reared Gold-
finches

; hen Mules, for aviary or catching, 1/6.
Cages in all cases, 3d. extra.

For Lancashires, Scotch Fancies, Lizards, Cinna-
mons, Talking Parrots, Budgerigars, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, etc. Send for full detailed il-

lustrated list.

BY USING
MYEASY PAYMENTS

Original Bird Club.
W. RUDD, slociS, Morwich.

1911 Norwich, from good strain: clear and varie-
- gated yellow and buff cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each;
hens, 3/-, 1.'-, 5/-; approval; deposit: Hughes, Hair-
dresser, Chapel-st., Levenshulme, Manchester. (1888)
UNFLIGHTED variegated huff cock, 2nd York mem-
bers (champion), 15/- ; ticked ditto, grand quality
and type, 12/6; cinnamon marked yellow, 10/6; all
Humphries strain: Eobinson, 73, Holga5e-rd., York.

( 18S9)

,

PTJRE Norwich yellow cock, variegated buff hen,
£1; variegated yellow cock, clear buff hen, £1; two
good buff cocks, 9/- each; a few buff hens, from 4/-
to'Sj- each: J. Glover, 10, Brook-st., Stoke-on-Trent.

(1S94)
NORWICH to win. C. H. Goodman has some very

fine birds of both sexes and colour that can win in
good company from 10/6 to 60/-; approval; .state
requirements to 24, Bedford-rd., Kempston, Bedford.

HIGHLY bred Norwich, good headed buff cock and
big variegated yell, hen, 25/-; yellow cock, 10/-;
good headed buff lien, big unflighted buff hen. 12/6
each : Norman, Bird Artist, Eyrie, Carshalton, Surrey.

- (1892)
SEVERAL grand unflighted Norwich for sale at
reasonable prices, yellows and buffs, cocks and hens

;

hens from 5/-, cocks from 10/- upwards; approval,
-V. Crawford, 14, Wilton Drive, Glasgow.

SERGEANT LAWTON, Walkley Challenge Cup
winner, is compelled to sell all his stud of Nor-
wich, some grand birds amongst them, single or
pairs; inspection invited; approval, deposit: 41,
.Thoresby-rd., Hillsborough, Sheffield. ( 1891 )HIGH-CLASS Norwich colour-fed, grand type, good
heads; cocks from 7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-; hens
from 5-C upwards; pairs from 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 17 6
20/-. 25/-; several winners; approval, deposit; stamp
reply: Grout, 64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (1894)A LOY ELY singing Norwich cock, clear yellow,
prize bred, guaranteed on full song, sent on deposit
of 1/-, balance of 1<1/0 to be paid 1/- weekly ; others
cheaper

; approval : Manager, Lambeth Aviaries, So,
Gladstone-st., St. George’s-rd., London, S»E. (1S98)
NORWICH, few good buff liens from 4/-; cocks 8/-

•

small hens, 2 6; songsters, 5/-; cage, 9 compart-
ment (Passs), practically new, 7JG; basket, 3 show

7/
,

G; cas° a
5<! 4, 7/0 ; 2 Yorkshires and ca.se,

4 -
. Clarkson. 21, Kingston-st., Middlesbro’. ( 1S84 )THIRTY 1914 Norwich cocks and hens, yellows and

buffs, all non-fed, cold-room bred, in perefet. health
out of mne entries (four classes) at tho City and
County Show had three lsts, four 2ndo, two 3rds-

,,
rs - J?5- Banks, 51, Balhousie-st., Perth, Scotland.
Exhibition Norwich, related to our diploma win-

ners, cocks from 10/- upwards; hens from 7/6-
matched pairs from 15/- ; natural colour cocks from
5/-; hens 4/-; travelling cages, 3d. extra: Greaves
and Richards, 88, Richard-st., Mardy, Glam (1892)BUFF cock, Barnes’ strain, cost 40'-" May 25/- two
yellow cocks from above, 12,0 each; nnflig’hted cock
green cap and tail, 12,6; two yellow bens, cost 35/-’
Roberts’ strain, 10. - each; grand yellow hen, 10/-’
four-pointed yellow hen, 7/6; or, bargain £4 the
lot; approval; giving up: Martin, Confectioner, 41,
Soplua-st., Docks, Cardiff. (1897)

Use our Notepaper

IY. N. TURNER

,

The Champion Norwich Breeder
of 18 Years Standing.

Winner of 3 Diplomas, Gold Medals, und over 1,500

Prizes Vron at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,
Manchester, etc., etc. I have bred and supplied
birds which have won at Manchester, Liverpool,
Halifax, etc., this year, and have still 200 left to
select from, related to my well-known winners.
Prices reasonable; inspection invited; approval wil-

lingly. - 3a, Percival St., Hightown, Manchester.

NO strain in Britain ie better known or has
achieved greater distinction than mine, and birds
from my room have founded many winning strains

;

only a llmited.numhcr to spare: prices from 10/-: J,

Eckersley, 51,’ Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.
(1897)

LARGE clear huff cock, lovely feather and shape,
nice typical yellow hen, only 40/- the pair; marked
yellow cock and clear buff hen, both splendid
quality and good type, only 35/- the pair; several
odd biru© at 12/6, 15/-, 17/0, 20/- each upwards;
all good sdund stock; approval; see card; J. Hodder,
6, ltanner-st., St. Lukes, London, EX’.
DON’T delay buying in your stock birds; now is

the time, before they have been picked over and
over; grand, well matched pairs, from 15/- to £5;
yellow bens, from 10/- to 30/-; buff hens, from
10/6 to 25/-; cocks, at same prices. Have 6till

some fine exhibition specimens, reasonable. It is

really wonderful when looking over show reports
how you can trace this wonderful blood. There
are but few well-known exhibitors and coming cham-
pions who have not purchased from me. My files

prove it. There is only one greatest Norwich
specialist where you can get what you want. Noto
the only address where you get this strain, com-
bined with good heads, size, etc.; approval with
pleasure; rail risks taken: Judge Silk, Whitstable.

J. HAYHURST
lias some buff cocks, reasonable; yellow and buff
hens unflighted, never had better; stamp, approval:
217, Brunshow-rd., Burnley. (1894)

JOHN TRENGOVE AND SON,
High-st., Rishton, Blackburn; we have a few choice
Norwich to dispose of; approval, stamp; inspection
invited, one clear bull' cock, bred 1913, show bird,

£3. (1867)

THOS. JOHNSON
SMART yellow cock, 10/6; big buff hen, 10./G; two

yellow hens, 5/- each; several others equally cheap;
not quarter value; approval: Johnson, 111, Heysham-
rd., Southport. (1894)

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries I

BREEDER’S CARD.
ARTHUR CHlLLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birdfl for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Boilers;
finest strain birds for sale, moderate prices: Fair-
light, Richmond Park rd., Bournemouth. (1893)

WANTED Rollers: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)
1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseinon. (1892)
SIX 1914 Roller cocks from 7/6; 2 hens 2/6 each

:

Schofield, 84, Egerton-st., Radeliffe. (1891)
12 RANDALL willow Roller liens, 1, G each, 16/ lot;

these are bargains: 14, Arthur-st., Aldershot. (1897)
ROLLER cocks in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-;

approval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (1898)
ROLLER cock, in full song, 7/- ; full week’s ap-
proval ; liens, 2/6: E. Tams, Church-st., Longton.

(1899)
NOTICE: Grand lot cock Canaries on full song, 5/6
each: William Jones, 17, Arthur-st., Aberavon.
CHAMPION 1914 cocks, on full song, 7/6 each; ten
days’ approval : W. Powick, Eastlield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (1862)
PURE Rollers, none batter at 7/C, 8/6, 10/6, liens

2/-
;
stamp reply* J. Bennett, 28, Enville-et., Stour-

bridge. (1878)
GLUCKE and Seifert Rollers, crab rung, l'Jil,

cocks 10/6, hens 3/-: R. Fletcher, 25, Cross-.st.,

Prescot. (lSSO)

ROLLER box cages, with shutters, 2/9 each,
enamelled; eee catalogue: E. Tams, Church-st.,
Longton. (1899)
TEN Roller hens, 4/- couple, 18/- lot ; bred from
B.R.C.C. birds: Mrs. Cole, 43, Dunean-rd., Crookes,
Sheffield. (1897)
RANDALL’S Glucke strain, 1914, rung cocks, 8/C,

10/6, 15/-; approval: Leigh, 57, Bold-st., Altrincham,
Cheshire. (1883)
GRAND young cocks, Seifert Rollers, in full song,

7/6 and upwards; approval: Bennett, Snelston Hall.
Ashbourne. (1892)
WATER Glucke Rollers, deep birds

; cocks from
8/-, hens from 3/6: Watkins, 22, Eden-st., Astley
Bridge, Bolton. " (1891)
SEIFERT Rollers, full song, cold-room bred, sing

anywhere, 6/6, 7/6, bens, 1/9; approval: Hitch, Staf-
ford-st., Walsall. (1895)
GRAND British bred Roller, Randall and Chill-

dott’s strain, cost 25/-; accept 10/6: Smith. 180,

High-st., Chatham. (1893)
ORGAN and schoolmaster trained, young Glucke
and W’ater-Glucke- cocks, ’7/6, 10/6, 12/6: Higgins, 1,

Mary-st., Tyldeslcy. (1874)
PURE Randall’s hollow Toll strain, cocks 10/-, 12/6,

15/-, £1, hens 5/-; cash or deposit: Charles Smith,
205, Boulevard, Hull. (1864)
FOR sale young songster Canaries, guaranteed cocks
and on song, '4/-, 4/6, and 5/-: Arthur Munks, Mans-
field Woodhouse, Notts) (1897)
SEIFERT Roller, 1914 cocks, the last two left, and
grand Schoolmaster; letters only: Walker, 6, Lam-
bert-terr., Aberdare, S. Wales. (1890)
1914 ROLLER cock, singing, 'and four hens. 12/- lot;

perfect condition ; approval ; exchange Sibs. : Gib-
bons, 93, Peel-terrace, Stafford. (1900)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
MeKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
WALTON’S champion Glucke, water Glucke Rol-

ler©; cocks 10/6, 12/0, 15/-; approval, deposit : Wal-
ton. 6, Cross Green Crescent, Leeds. (1S75)
PURE Randall B.R.C.C. rung hollow roll strain;

cocks, 7/6, 10/-, 15/-, £1; hens, 4/-; cash or de-
posit system: Smith, 205, Boulevard, Hull. (1890)
SIX 1914 Glucke Roller cocks, all B.R.C.C. rung

full song, 10/6 each; approval: R. Evans, 4, Bur-
nett-st., Merrington-lane, Spennymoor, Durham.
GLUCKE and Water-Glucke Rollers, young cocks,

10/6, 12/0, 15/-; liens same .strain. 5/C; 7 days’ ap-
proval : J. C. Banks, 49, St. Huberts rd., Great Har-
wood. (1852)

ROLLER cocks in lull song, Jay or gas light, 0/6
each, 7 days’ approval, cash or deposit: W. White-
ley, Uockwood Cottage, Thackley, Nr. Bradford.

(1898)
CONTEST Rollers, winning strain, B.R.C.C. rung,
cocks 10/0, henn 4/- ; exchange, approval : Hawkes,
Regent-si., Wellingborough. Member B.R.C.C.

(1891)
niGII CLASS water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung;

cocks from 10/6, hems 4/ ; inspection invited; ap-
proval: T. Hilson, 35, Botany lane, Ashton-under-
Lync. (1807)
HIGH-CLASS Cluckd and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain; (hens, 2/6, 3/6;
cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Grcsty-rd.,
Crewe. ("•12)

CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall’s, B.R.C.C.
rung, thoroughly trained oocke from 10/6; bens
from 3/6; approval willingly: Davy, Snelston
Gardens, Ashbourne. (1892)
ROLLER Canaries hfed off B.R.C.C. stock, full song,
cold-room bred; cocks 7/0 and 10/6, liens 2/6— for a
short time only; approval, deposit: Davie©, 18, Lower
Hill-st., Stourbridge. (1897)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, cold-room bred, seven young
hens (six rung), four la«t years’ hens, good breeders,

j

first offer, 15/- the lot; must sell; bargain; Morri-
son, 38, George-st., Edinburgh. (1896)
HIGH CLASS Glucke Rollers, Randall's B.R.C.C.

rung; cocks, 12/6, 15/-, hens 4/0, 5/-, worth double;
also China bird, cage knobs, £in., Oil. dozen, Jin.

S-d. dozen: Allen, Albert-st., Wednesbury. (1906)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, cold room bred, cocks in

sting, from 10/6; pairs from 12/6; bene from 4/6;
inspection invited: Whitaker Crossley, Roller Breeder,

4, Wensleydale-ter., Bradford rd., Batley, Yorkshire.
(1895)

BRITISH bred Rollers, young cocks, 154 rung, father
winner at five singing contests only times shown,
7/6, lfi/0 ; few hens, same strain, 5/6 couple : Har-
greaves, Sunbeam House, Midway-avenue, Bridling-

ton. (1895)
FIRST and cup he, c, Rossendale, three grand deep
Glucke and water Glucke Roller cocks, same a© the
above, 15/0, £1, 25/-; B.R.C.C. rung, Randall’s direct;
genuine bargains: Wantling, 32, Corporation-st.,
Bacup. (1S96)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, British Roller Club rung,
Glucke, water Glucke, and bell Glucke, related to
my winners of cups and medals, cold room bred;
cocks from 20/- ; hens 6/6 ;

approval : Rhodes, 40,

James-st., Bilston, Staffs. (1889)

BRITISH Rollers, bred from Glucke and Water
Glucke prize winners; young cocks from 7/6; hens
from 3/6 ; two schoolmasters, 15/(S each ;

approval

;

member of B.R.C.C. : Tording, 38, St. Luke's-rd.,

Westbourne Park, London. (l£93)
CONTEST Rollers, delightful singers, coli! room
bred and finest blood extant; cocks 10/6 to 15/-,

hens 5/-; pairs scientifically mated, 12/6 to 21/-;

approval seven days’ or call and hear them: Squire
Uominersall, Bank Hou©e, Birstall, Leeds. (Ic81)

!
TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-class

Rollers, have a few left, singing, grand, 5,6, 6/6,

7/6, extra deep toned cocks 10/6, 12/6 each, hens
2/-; birds sent at once on receipt of half-payment,
balance in seven days: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull.

(1896)

WINNERS for sale and young birds fit to win

;

cups, diplomas for best hollow roll, best Glucke,
lsts and medals 1913 shows; cocks 2nd Leeds, 31

points and -special best Glucke, 50/-; others as
cheap: hens, 5/-: H. G. Hill, 55, School-rd., Mose-
ley, Birmingham.
PRIZE-WINNERS, 2nd Wakefield, sings four

different kinds of Gluckes, used as tutor, rung 1911,
strong bird, 40/-; 4th prize Midland contest, rung
1912, good stock bird and tutor, cost £4, 35/-; four

1914, two fit for contest, or tutors, 25/- each; two
others, good birds, 20/-; hens, 5/-; same strain as
my winners of five cups, numerous medals, etc.

;

2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 6 specials at Midland contest the
other week: exchange anything: A. Harper. 2,

Cooper-st., Bilston, Staffs.
.

(1891)

BARGAINS IN WINNERS
Deep Glucke strain: For sale two cocks. 1st prize

winners in Germany, cost £0 each last year, 25f-
each

.;
green cock, von second at Leeds, 1913, taking

diploma for best Glucke and scoring 31 points, with
no fault, 50/-; best liens, 5/-; some grand young
eoeks, should win in novice classes, £1 each; stock
cocks, 8/- each; above are given away, not sold: H.
G. Hill, Ashleigh, School-rd., Moseley, Birmingham.

14 DAYS’ TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters, only 15/- each,
on 14 days’ trial at our risk; special terms, send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and wo will send one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days' trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Hens same strain, 3/6 and 4/6 each; Yorkshire,
Norwich and other Canaries on the same terms;
lists free: Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1878)

The
BULL - DOQ
STRAIN.

20 30 /-. 40/*, 50 -

per pair.

CHAMPION NORWICH,

Etc.

'The above strain needs no bounce. All I med do
is to refer you to reports of bailing shown Mr
birds are still winning consistently. For v<-ars theyhave been in the front rank, winning numerouschampion trophies of the Special!. t Clubs 'J |„ ri- i-no better blood in the Fancy. I arn no* oft-ring *few pairs bred from these noted winner at abvoe
prices. Single birds, cocks or liens, at proportionate
prices. Every bird is wortli double. I have a l.-o anumber of good birds from other well-known strains
as follows rSmart Thick set Cocks, 6'-, 7/6 8'6 10 -

each. Good Cobby Hen-, 4'-, 5/-, 6'-, 7 (j 10 - each
Matched breeding pairs, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6 20 - r.-r
pair.

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES.
Grand lengthy Yorkshire Cocks, in perfect f.-atlicr

and condition, and on full song, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10 -

each. Erect racy Hens, 3I-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/* ,7/6. Matched
Pairs, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/*, 20/-. EXHIBITION YORK
SHIRES bred from rny own winner

,
and ready f ,r

immediate benching, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-" 30/-
each ypwards. I have also a choice selection of
Crest©, Borders, Mules, British, Roller-, etc., etc. I

invite all fanciers to come and make their own .

lection. To those unable to come I am prepared to
send one or more birds to any address in the United
Kingdom, on 10 days’ approval, at m.v sole rink. 1

guarantee absolute satisfaction to everyone, or cash
returned in full. Send a P.C. for my Free Illustrated
Catalogue. Travelling Cages, 3d. extra in all oases.
Easy payments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

Scotch Fancies,
|

A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale; good stock birds:
William Muirhead, Main-st.

,
Bannockburn. (I*-/,

SCOTCH Fancies for; sale, young birds, ail colours,
cocks, liens, good birds: Jame 3 Little 25, Glen-st.,
Paisley. (189Si
FOUL buff cock, yellow green cock, 1914, good
stock birds, 17/6 each; approval: Service, Duns Law
Cottage®, Duns.

( 1889 )ALL my well-known . stock for sale, including It;

young birds, cages, rack, etc.: Mcllwain, School,
Mount Florida, Glasgow. (1834)

Yorkshires-
{

British Bred Rollers
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall’s and one of best organs, price 30/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaranteed and on
approval, liens 2/C, 3/6; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand drawer,
etc., 2/- : with shutters, beauties, 3/- ;

established
fifty years ;

thousands of testimonials ;
for proof

write Editor, who has seen the originals ; send for

catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston

;
also at S9, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

ARE YOU LOOKING
for my advt. of Roller Canaries this season? 1

am not offering imported birds, but have some
grand guaranteed cold room bred English Rollers

in good free song, day and gaslight, all real trained
birds, free from harsh notes

;
price, cocks 6/6 and

7/6 each
;

also an exceptionally choice lot of con-

test Rollers in full faultless song, at 10/6, 12/6, 15/-

and 21/- each. These contest birds are purchased
from one of the most successful breeders in Eng-
land, and my stock contains several actual winners.

Roller hens 2/- and 3/- each. I also hold a splendid
lot of loud, free singing nartz cocks in fall noisy
song, day and gaslight, at 5/6 each. Norwich
cocks, all colours, in full song, 5/6, 6/6 and 7/6

each; Yorkshire cocks 5/6, 6/6 and 7/6 each; Nor-
wich and Yorkshire hens 2/-, 2/6. 3/-, and 4/- each.
Travelling cages 3d. per bird extra. All Canaries
are sent on full week’s trial, either on receipt of
cash or deposit with “ Cage Birds,” and money
instantly refunded if entire satisfaction is not
given. (See British Bird and Appliance columns
for further advt.)

W. GORE, 131
,
Goocil-St., BIRMINGHAM

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, .50/-, 60,-; the
finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 wars
many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show, Palace. 1914 ; ap-
proval. cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knarc-sborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y’.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc. : 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

WANTED Yorkshires: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)
YORKSHIRES; 3 cocks and .3 hens, from 10/ - pair:
Waliwork, 19, Railway View, Brierfield. (1890)
THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing^ lot

6/6: Lloyd, 24, Oeeil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. ( 1879 )

WANTED, Yorkshire cock Canaries for cash: Ed-
monds and Edmond®, Naturalists, Eastbourne. ( 1597 )

50 YORKSHIRES, including winners lor sale, cheap:
J. A. Davis, 90a, East-st., Bedminster, Bristol. (1S67)
GOOD Yorkshire cocks at 8/6; pair® 12/6; approval,

deposit witii Editor: Esmond. 16, Waungoch," Nant\-
inoel. (1897 )

YORKSHIRE eoeks, 8/6, hens 2/6; travelling case
with six cages, 12/6: White, 3, Katherine-rd., Twick-
enham. (1881)
1914 Yorkshires, pairs from S/6, cocks 7/6, hens 36,
colour-fed; approval: E. Hampson, 45, High st.,

Glossop.
( 19CK1 )

YORKSHIRE Canaries for sale: cocks from C -. liens
from 3/- upwards: G. Taylor, Dunscroft, Hatfield,
Doncaster.

( 1896 )

YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-
fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arhoretum-rd.,
Worcester.
YORKSHIRES for sale, cocks 10'-, hens 4/-; see
show reports Clapbam, etc.: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-
rd., Holloway. ’ (1S84)
COLOUR-FED winners: Cocks, 10/C; hens. 7/6; four
show cages, 1/- each; nearest offer: Humphries, Ash
Cottage, Bacup. (1889)
WANTED, offers for 4 pair 1914 bred Yorkshire

Canaries; yours first: Kaye, 3, Ivy-st., Crosland
Moor, Huddersfield. (1S91)
YORKSHIRES, cocks 6/6, 7/6, singing, bens 3/-;

approval, after 4 or Sundays: Williamson, 92, West-
field-rd., W. Ealing. (1892)
FOR sale six young Yorkshire cocks, 30/ the let;
approval: Albert Roberts, Commercial rd., Skelman-
tliorpe, Huddersfield. (1597)
HIGH-CLA.SS Yorkshires for sale cheap, eoeks or
hens, own breeding from my winners ;

approval :

Iiarfe, Pateley Bridge. (1896)
YORKSHIRES, typical matched pairs from SI- to

20/- pair; few songsters, 0/6 to 7.6 each: Fewster,
Middlestown, Wakefield. (1896)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, cocks 5/6. hens 3/-, pairs
7/6; overstocked, no dealers: Williams, 862, Peni-
stone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (ISIS)

COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day

;
prices to suit all : Metcalfe,

68, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
LONG and typical unflighted Yorkshires, cocks from

7/6. hens 4/0 each; inspection invited: Lloyd. S4,

Chichele-rd., Cricklewood, N.W. (1390)
T. MACREADY, George-st., Stranraer, has few

unflighted Yorkshires, off hen that won Glasgow,
for sale. See report this week. (IS92)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or seng,
prices low. easy payments taken; approval: Mr-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

FOR sale, 1914 Yorkshire©; C cocks, 6/0 each; 6
hens, 2 6 each: or take £2 10'- for lot: J. Edwards,
129, Tudhoe Colliery, Co. Durham. (i.-sJ)

PAIR 1913 Yorkshire Canaries, 7in. long, slim, s:i ik.v

birds, matched for breeding, UJ. i; ; worth 20; : Wi,f-

shir-e. Sth Hermft-st.. Nottingham. (lMw)
SMART lengthy young Vora-nirrs for s.U . d
from my champions, cocks from 7/6, hens 5. • ap-

proval: James Thomas. Bugle, Cornwall, (1892)
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Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart,' lengthy
Yorkshire cooks, at 5/6, 7/-,

8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full

song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 0/-, 7/-, 8/0, 10/6 each, day and
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at once on receiving llrst

payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders .a speciality, and
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms: Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36 , Aireville Rd., Frlzinghall, Bradford.

DEALERS supplied with Yorkshires in large or
small quantities; writs for our latest wholesale price
list: Rooley Aviaries, 403, ltooley-lane, Bradford.
T. C. CRAYVHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class
Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-
posit: St. George’s-terrace, Newcastle-on Tyne. (1788)
BUFF unflighted cock, cinn. ticked, 7in., valuable
stock bird, 12/6; smart huff hen, 7/6; both Ambler’s;
bargains ; Price, Lower Soughton, Northop, Flint.
YORKSHIRES for sale, four pair 8/- pair; yell, and

bull cocks, 5/- each; cages for sale; inspection In-

vited any day: J. Baguley, Thornton-le-Clay, York.
FINE Yorkshire cocks, guaranteed full songs, from
my noted strain, 4/- each

;
hen, 2/- ; seven days’ ap-

proval
; cash or deposit: Radley, 18, Bank-st., Ossett.

YELLOW cock, Id/-; buff cock, 7/6; green marked
buff cock, 12/6; green marked yellow cock, 12/6; all

from winners : Tom Dunnctt, Willowbank, Wick,
N.B. (IflOO)

YORKSHIRES: Eight pairs for sale; prices 7/6 to
15/-; any on approval for cash or deposit with Editor;
odd cocks from 5/- each: G. Baines, 24, Main-st., Long
Eaton. (1804)
PAIR exceptionally fine Yorkshires, typical birds

of highest quality, 18/-, or 3/- with order and 3/-

monthly after delivery: Walter Dandie, Osgatborpe,
Sheffield.

200 Y’ORKSHIRES for sale for ehow or stock; cocks
from 5/6, hens from 3/-; inspection invited any
time: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd!,
Bradford. (1887)
WINNING Yorkshires, long racy birds, cooks from

6/-, hens 3/-, and upwards
;
stock or show birds on

approval; cash or deposit: G. Hymas, 2, Bells Yard,
Mansfield, Notts. (1893)
PRIESTLEY’S high-class Yorkshires from my win-
ning strain ; cocks from 5/-; hens from 3/-; cash or
deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaythorne-rd., West
Bowling, Bradford. (1880)
FOUR matched pairs of Yorkshires, cocks over
standard length, 12/6 pair; few good hens, 3/6 each;
satisfaction guaranteed: Coulson, 761, Huddersfietd-
rd., Ravensthorps. (1889)
OVERSTOCKED with Yorkshires; guaranteed cocks,
my winning -strain, full song, 4/- each ; hens, 2/-

;

seven days’ approval; cash or deposit: Taylor, Tem-
perance House, Ossett. (1899)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, grand, long, slim, typical

cocks, from 5/-; matched pairs, 8/- upwards; ap-
proval; satisfaction guaranteed: Greenwood, Colne-
rd., Crossbills, Keighley. (1876)
FANCIERS: See reports Bradford and Halifax. I

have a good stock of the best strain ; write stating
wants; satisfaction guaranteed: J. Beaumont, Hep-
,worth, nr. Huddersfield. (1893)
FEW good unflighted cocks and hens, related to
my cup winner (see Highgate and Hampstead re-
port), low prices; approval, deposit; Knight, 46,
Spencer-rd., Kentish, Town. (1899)
FOUR prize-bred Yorkshire hens, 12/6 lot, or

separate, 3/6 each; exchanges considered: either
breeding cages or birds

; yours first ; Lovell, 4,
fAlbert-rd., Staple Hill, Bristol. (1891)
STRONG healthy 1913 buff Yorkshire cock, good
length, 12/6; also 1914 buff cock, son of above, 8/6;
Joe Thomas's strain

; approval willingly : Gape.
Confectioner, Ystalyfera, Giam. (1891)
WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, also cock Goldfinch Mules, for
prompt cash ; stamp envelope reply : Enoch Power,
91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
WINNERS: Clear buff cock, 25/-; cinnamon marked

Buff cock, 25/-; yellow marked hen, 30/-; buff marked
hen, 20/-; some lovely stock pairs, 10/- upwards;
approval; McLouglilin, Yalley-rd., Liverstdge, York-
shire. (1893)
PRIZE bred Norwich and Y'orkshire Canaries, bred
from my winners,hen** 5/- upwards, cocks 7/6 up-
wards ; cash or deposit

; approval with pleasure

:

Hosken Bros., 85, Main-st., Heamoor, nr. Penzance,
Cornwall. (1850)
KING'S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,

type and quality, several 7in. long, cocks 6/6, 8/6,
10/6, 12/6 upwards, hens 4/6, 6/6. 10/6; approval, car-
riage paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Y'orkshire. (1898)
BARGAIN. 1914 yellow cock. 1st Bristol 21/- selling

class, price 10 6 ; 1914 buff cock, make a good stock
bird, 7/6; 1914 buff hen, 5/-; all these bred from
my winners : L. Bousfield, 68, Southbourne-rd.,
Bournemouth. 0891 )

YORKSHIRES, winning strain: 1913 yellow ticked
cock, 30/-; buff cock, 17/6; 1914 yellow cock, 20/-;
few stock birds, 12/6 upwards; hens, 5/- upwards;
approval, deposit: John Radley, 259, King-st., Skel-
manthorpe. Huddersfield. (1900)
CLEARING out Yorkshires; 3 cocks, 5 hens, inoiud-

ing yellow hen 1st Metropolitan, 2nd City and
Suburban, and unflighted cock and hen from her;
accept 50/-, quick sale : Robertson, 31, Adela-aven..
New Maddon, Surrey, llaynes Park station. (1890)
YORKSHIRES, about 70, including many winners,
must clear owing to pressure of business (see report
Newcastle) ; no reasonable offer refused

;
state

want; pairs from 12 6 upwards; 7 days’ approval:
Cattell, 81. Wingrove-rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
CHAMPION Yorkshires, 1913, clear yellow cock,

real good etoek b(rd, over 7 inches, 50/-
; 1913 clear

buff hen, 7 inches, real gem, winner first and second
only times out, 59/-

;
few others from this well-

known strain, cheap ; approval, deposit : Ernest
Radley, Paradise-square, Skelmanthorpe, Hudd-™. 1

eld. (1895)
1

QUALITY Yorkshires: Novice cup winner, splendid
clear buff cock, 20/- ; another buff cock, 2nd in
cup class Luton last week, 20/-; bright ticked yel-
low cock, winner every time shown, 30/-; all C.F.

;

others cheaper, both sexes; also cages fo( sale;
state wants; wanted, bakery ' utensils : Page, Baker,
Dunstable. (1897)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1}, by H W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its oub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting ; also how to treat in both health and
disease: "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C.
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires bred from our winners, 1913

clear yellow cock, 25/- ; 1914 clear yellow cock, 20/-

;

1914 clear buff cock, 15/-; 1014 ticked buff cock, 15/-;

several stylish hens from 0/- upwards; approval,
deposit; see reports Halifax (two lsts), Skelman-
thorpe (1st, three 2nds), Bradford National (two
lsts, 3rd, etc.); Fisher aqd Dyson, Highfield-ter.,
Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1896)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either

for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks a speciality

;

see Y.U. show reports; no fabulous prices: 403,
Rooley-Iane, Bradford.

POWICK’S CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Typical birds, standard length, all on full song, 7/6;
sure winners 10/6; bens, 5/6 each; ten days’

.

approval at my risk : W. Powick, Eastfleld Cottage,
Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (1839)

OGDEN BROS.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; pfoperly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/’-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

9 FIRSTS, 6 SECONDS
four Srds, etc. ; |silver cup best in show, and
numerous special'. This is a record of my wins on
November 21st, at Bradford National, Halifax and
Glasgow. All in the keenest competition. If you
require a winner, kindly state wants. I guarantee
to please you. X also have some grand pairs, same
strain exactly as above winners, at 8/6, 10,-6, 15/-,

20/-, 30/-, and a few extra good pairs at 40/-, 50/-,

GO/- (jgr pair. Inspection invited at any time, or
birds .sent approval any distamse. If you want to
breed your own winners, placS your orders with
tho old reliable’ breeder, who. breeds his own win-
ners year after year, and can therefore give you
the very best value for you.- money : L. Dykes,
Reliable Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods,
Bradford. (1892)

Various Canaries.
|

Y'OUNG Canaries for sale; cocks from 6/6, hens 2/6 :

Apply, llaynes, 16, Clalstock-st., East Greenwich. !

(1890)

NORWICH, colour-fed, cocks, also two nice type
buff Y’orks., hens, 3/6 each; approval: Heald, Baker,

Claypit-lane. Leeds. (1896)

GRAND lot of high-class singing Canaries, cocks, j

full song, 5/- and 6/-, hens 2/6, 3/6; exchange:
Cooper, 163. Princess-st., Manchester. (1894)

BORDER Fancies, Norwich, and mixed songsters,

full song and perfect health
;
genuine offer; 5/-, 7/6,

10/0: Read, Newburv-st., Gillingham, Dorset. (1899)

Y'ORKSHIRE Rollers, three cocks for disposal, 5/-,

6/-, 7/6, splendid songsters; one hen 2/-; 1913 Nor-

wich cock, 6/-; approval: Smith, 4, Chapel-st., Long-

ridge, Preston, Lancs. 11897)

1914 NORWICH cocks, clear, yellows; also York-

shire cocks, ia green, yellow, marked and buff

green marked, 5/- each : Pickles, Shawcroft Aviaries,

Wadsworth, Hebden Bridge. (1896)

TYPICAL Y'orkshire cocks from 10/6; also some
fine Norwich cocks from 10/6, _hens from 6 6; colour-

fed, cold-room bred; inspection invited any time:

Shrimpton, 47, Links-rd., Tooting Junction. (1882)

CANARIES
WANTED,

any quantity of cocks, Borders, Rollers, Yorkshires,

Norwich; good prices given cash by return post;

Chapman, High-et., Birmingham. (1899)

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
COCK Norwich or Yorkshire Canary, healthy and

in song, with solid brass suspend hanging cage,

glass panelled and highly finished, 10/6; easy pay-

ments taken: Hope, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich.
(1900)

NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
A few fine cocks and hens, from our best winning

strain, winner of 5,000 prizes this last 30 years at

all leading shows. Cocks from 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-,

15/-, 20/.; hens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 8/, 10/- 12/-; any on
approval. Breeder 30 years: Sandiford, Canary
Judge, Preston, Lancs.

BARGAIN, yellow cock Goldfinch Mule, full song,
7/6, also father of above, 0/--. cha». Pearce, Crinnis,
Par, Cornwall. (1897)
FOR sa'e, four Goldfinch Mules, £1 each; also two
10/- each; worth double: A. Moodio, Black Hors©
Inn, Creetown. (1850)
DARK Linnet-Mule, winner twice, only times shown,

accept 7/0: S. Whalley, Smake Hall, Wharton Green,
Wirisford, Cheshire. (1894)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for
show or song, prices low ; easy payments taken ; ap-
proval: McKcand, Seabright, Castle-Dougas. (1852)
GOLDFINCH-LARK Mules, bred in garden aviary,

51- each; also II.-M. Goldfinch cock Mulcr, 5/6;
exchange: Stoniland, Aviaries, Collingham, Newark.

„ (1890)
LIGHT variegated Goldftnch.-Mules, also parents

of above, have bred clears, also Sib. bred cocks and
herwj; cheap to clear: Manley, 43, Ashlonc-rd., Put-
ney-

(1806 )

COCK Goldfinch Mule, full song, Finch notes, G/6;
young Goidie-Bullflnch Hybrid, big bird, 15/-; ex-
change lien Canaries: Cooper, 163, Priucess-st., Man-
chester. (1884)
OVERSTOCKED; genuine sibs, hens bred light
mules, 10/- each; cocks, yellow 10/-, buffs 7/6; ex-
change house-moulted cock Goldie: Rowley, Elston,
Crediton. (1890)
LARGE pink-eyed Sib. bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 7/6, 6/6; cocks, on full song, -7/6 each;
ten days’ approval : W. Powick, Eastfleld Cottage,
Dewsbury. (1S39)
GENUINE Sib. bred buff hen, guaranteed bred

light mules this ee&son, 7/6; exchange exhibition
Goldie or Siskin: James Grant, 33, St. Peter-st.,
Peterhead. U898 )NEARLY clear mule £4, four-pointed £3, light bar,
all cocks, 15/-; Dale’s noted Sibs., best light muling
strain in existence, large silky feathered liens 7/6:
Barnard, 15, Back-lane, Barking, Essex. (1803)
TWO dark Linnet Mules, one Goldfinch Mule, cocks,

7/6 each; one Linnet, one Greenfinch Mule, hens,
2/6; ittll good big birds; three large exhibition Gold-
finches, SI- each: Oliffe, Church Green, Witney. (1891)
BULLFINCH hens, storrners for size, 1 /-, cocks
1/6 ; Goldfinch, bred Hybrid this year, 7/6, bargain

;

cock Siskin Mule, 2/6; brown Linnet bred Mules,
3/6; hen Canary, 2/6: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,
Longton, Staffs. ,(1899)
GOLDFINCH, Linnet, Siskin, and Greenfinch Canary
Mules ; cocks, in full song, with pure wild notes,
7/6, 10/-, 12/0, 15/- each; lien Mules, 1/6 each; for
selected muling birds and S-ib. bred Canaries, «e©
list free : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1800)
VERY fine cock Goldfinch, variegated Mule, 1914,
pure Goldfinch song. 7/6; dark hen, 1/6; also cock
Goldfinch, U.-.M., full song, father of above, 7 6: or
exchange Mules for 2 really good old Linnets, full
song: Homer, Marsh, Wellington, Hereford. (1898)
EXHIBITORS, I have tho largest stock of Bull-
finches in Staffordshire, cocks 1/3, 1/6, one extra
large 3/6, hens Sd., 1/-; selected Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6,
tip-top specimen 5/-; approval before payment: G.
Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd., Longton, Staffordshire. (1898)
CHANCE of lifetime, four ©plendid Hybrids, in
grand ehow condition, all cocks, green Buliie, Lin-
net-BuUie, dark yellow Goldie-Canary, buff ’ dark
Goldie, good size, exceptionally good in col.

;
price,

lot £8; can he seen any day: Win. Bowyer, Clad-
stone-st.. Leek. (1898)
WINNING Hybrids, Goldfinch-Bullfinch, Goldfinch-
Greenfinch, Greenfinch-Linnet, Greenfinch-Redpoll,
winners at L.C.B.A., Clapham, Wimbledon, Metro-
politan, City and Sub.; team of 4, 50/-: also yellow
unfiighted Norwich, some winners, from 10/-:
Nichols", 82, Wandsworth Bridge-rd.,- Fulham. (1895)
REDPOLL-GREENFINCH Hybrid, 35-; second
Manchester Goldfinch-Mule, yellow, 25/-; second Man-
chester Siskin-Mule, 25/-; 3rd Manchester Goldfinch,
20/-: F.M., a topper; select British for sale; 1 have
won at Crystal Palace 1st and .special, and 3rd with
my birds! Lewie, 41, Milnthorpe-st., Pendleton, Man-
chester. (1893)
TIME, trouble, and money ©avedd Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will ©end you poet free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,—these will be
very useful; The Advertisement Manager,” “Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C.

fFOREIGN BIRDS.

SUTCLIFFE & $m FOR VALUE
Our winnings for twenty-five years exceed those
of any other firm, winning the Cinnamon Marked
Competition nine years, also winners of the Green
Marked Competition. 1910, 1911, and Chnmpion-
ship Diploma at Bradford National, 1913; extra
good pairs, same strain as above, from 20/- to
50/- a pair; can be seen any time on receipt of
a postcard

;
if you want to breed winners buy

direct from the breeders; stamp for reply ; ap-

proval : 1, Back Kitson-st., Windhill, and 21, Vallcy-
rd., Shipley, Yorks. (1209)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
WANTED Mules: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)

SIB hen, mother of light Mule this season, 15/-;

bargain: Price, Lower Soughton, Northop, Flint.

(1889)

TWO cock Linnet Miyies, 7/6 each; H.-M. Linnets,
3/6; others, 1/6; lull song: 55, Letitia-st., Middies-
bro’. (1891)

YELLOW hen (grand), breeder above mule, 10/-;

cock Goldfinch (breeder), mated, 7/6; Cooper, Judge,
Norwich. (1860)
FOR sale cock Goldfinch Mulee, 5/6 each; on

full song, 1914 bred; William Jones, 17, Arthur-st,.,

Abcravon. (1889)
A few Goldfinch Mules for sale, 6/-; one yellow

variegated, 7/6; all singing: T. Stevens, 4, Gloucester

st., Aberdare, (1892)

WANTED Foreign Birds: Pearson, Greenwich
(1900)

WANTED, foreign birds in good condition, for cash:
Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1897)
OUTDOOR aviary bred Green and Y’eliow Bud-

gerigars for sale ; Fabian, 460, Camden-rd., Holloway,
N- - (1809)
BUDGERIGARS from out-door aviaries, green cocks,

2/-; yellows, 3/-: Hay, 0 , Woodlands-rd., Barnes
Common. (1896)
WANTED, Rose-breasted Cockatoo or Parrot, cheap

for each : Mrs. Jones, Harlech House, George-st.,
Aberystwyth. (1893)
PAIR breeding green Budgerigars, 6/6; yellow hen,

3/6, last 3 nests reared 5 each: Robertson, 145
,

Roxburgh-st., ICeiso. (1898)
WHAT offers for three Budgerigars and a beautiful

large flight cage: J.Elemore, 181, Frederick -rd.,
Aston, Birmingham. (1893)
WANTED, plain-speaking Parrot for useful ex-

change, or exchange and cash ; on approval : 18,
Merton-rd., Norwich. (1892)
FOR sale, African grey talking Parrot, in good
plumage, priefe £3 10/-: J. King, 46, Bourne-st.,
Boaler-st., Liverpool. (1S94)
NORWICH cock, 1913, 5/-; green cock, adult Bud-

gerigar, 2/6; botli perfect health : Vicary, 20, Cliep-
stow-rd.. Newport, Mon. (LS96)
NOTICE, all varieties Foreign birds at low prices
and easy payments arranged; state wants: McKcand,
Seabright. Castle Douglas. (1781)
ZEBRA Finches, cocks 3 6, hens 4/-, pairs 6/-, over

4 pairs taken 5,0; all outside aviary bred: Miss
Webb, Millington-rd., Cambridge. (169-1)

90/-, MARVELLOUS talking African Grey Parrot,
plainest speaker living, wortli £20, cage given

:

Swann, 85, Berwick-st., Liverpool. (1895)
PARADISE Wbydab, 10/6, long tail; Scarlet Bishop,

10/6 both birds in excellent condition: S. Bous-
fleld, Saddler, Briggate, Knaresbro’. (1892')

FOUR young Corkatlels. 51- each, 18/6 lot: outdoor
bred

; exchange Zebra Finches or other Foreigners

:

Millar, 40. Weliington-st., Portobello. (1893)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible outdoor, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; list free:
Miss Rosey, Rcoemary House, Eastbourne. (1897)
SPLENDID pair of aviary-bred Budgerigars, 6/-

pair ; cock Rosy-eheek Cockatiel, 8/6 ; one yellow
cock Budgerigar, 3/6; approval: Fred. Allen. 150,
Portcr-st.. Hull. (I960)
WANTED, African Grey Parrot, exchange gent's,

nearly new cycle, 24-in. drop Eadie Coaster, acces-
sories, or sell £4 10/- ; seen any time : H. P., 08, Sta-

tion id., Barnes, (1890) 1

punii. ruttis.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty . We introduced this system of selling
1 arrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-
place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

UK
11 *?1* terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots in the Kingdom have come from
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of
testimonials, with full names and addresses of
delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for
our large free hook entitled “Parrot Prattle,’*
with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best
in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference:
Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for
book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MOREOAM3E. one

NOW outdoors: Pair Redheaded Finches, hen
aviary bred, 12/6; three pairs Cutthroats, aviary
bred, 3/6 pair; few British, Canaries: Young, 76,
Miteham-lane, Streatham. (1889)
EC. Cardinal, pair W.H. Mannikins, pair Cut-

throats, pair Zebras, two Grey Javas, two Pekin
Nightingales, Cl. Greenfinch-Canary Mule: Address,
Madame, 75. Croxtcd-id., West Dulwich, S.E.
ACCLIMATISED rarities: Cock Violet-eared Wax-

bill, gein, 52/6; cock Vinaccous Fire Finch, cham-
pion specimen, 42/6; hen Goldbreast, 2/-; all perfect
health

; cold room : F. Ilowe, 54, Thomas-st., Well-
ingborough.

( 1900)WINNERS; Indian Shama, with show cage, perfect,
grand winger, 70/-

; pair Saffron Finches, perfect, with
show cage, 17/0-; hen Indian Ifingneck Parrakeet,
10/-; good talking Grey Parrot, £5; approval:

• Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)
HEALTHY cecks, It.H. Gouldian, 22/6; Scarlet
Tunager, 30/-; Cordon Bleu, 5/-; pairs. Diamond
Doves, 25/-; Tricolour Mannikins, 6/6; St. Helena
Waxbills, 8/6; exchange small bright Parrakeets:
Steed, North-st., Sudbury, Suffolk. (1893)
PAIR Zebra Finches, 8/6; few edd cocks, 3/-; pair
Ited-headed Finches, 12y6; odd hen, 6/-; young cock,
Adelaide Parrakeet, 40/-; young cock Redrump, 20/-,
or exchange for lien; all birds outdoors, in perfect
health and condition: Pulsford, Paignton. (1893)
A V A DA VATS ! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ” booklet,
“Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you and we shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2}d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot; Crass,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;
Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-
ing a few words, 35/-; Y'ounger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors : CFoss, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Caged: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter. Liverpool. Established a century.
TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, plainest speaker

living, saying fully 200 words and long sentences,
sings “Oh Dear,” " What Oh,” whistles “ Pop Goes,”
bugle calls, etc., perches on finger, and talks to you,
3 years old, most handsome plumage, most beauti-
ful. plainest, and free talker. £3; exchange pullets:
Stanton, Eagle Chambers, Liverpool. (1SS6)
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
ami the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 14,” tron:
“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C., post free
for 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently .

JACKSON’S Whydahs, 3 cocks, coming in colour,
home two months, £3 3/- each; from outdoor
aviary: Brazilian Hangnest, 15/-; Virginian Car-
dinal, show condition, 17/- ; 2 Californian Quail
cocks, 7/- each; Cape Canary, 7/-; all perfect health;
want hens, Avadavats and Grey Singing Finch, from
outdoor aviary, in exchange cocks; George Low, 14,

Royal-terrace, E., Kingstown, Ireland. (1895)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird®. Some very helpful in-

formation on tins variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” tiie author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Oct it at once. 2}d. post free from “Cage
Birds.” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette. which can he purchased st from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, ther© are few more charming foreigners.

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S. , in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2}d.

post free from “Cage Birds.” 154. Fleet-st., London,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).
ACCLIMATISED pairs of Malachite Sunbirds, £8;

Leaser Double-collared Sunbirds, £6; cock Himalayan
Red Sunbird, £4’; Peachfaced Lovebirds, £5; Cam-
bodian Starlings, £5: Melba Finches, £3; Diamond
Sparrows, 50/-: Scaley-crowned Weavers, 30/-;

Tliuca Finches, 25/-; Blue-breasted Waxbills, 20/-;

Emerald Spotted Doves, 20/-; Paradise Whydahs.
15/-; Redheaded Finches, 10/-; Magpie Mannikin,
5 ;-; also following old birds: Peters Spotted Fire-

finch, £5: tame cock Himalayan Blue-headed Rock
Thrush, £5; tame velvet-fronted Blue Nuthatch, £4;
cock Himalayan Redheaded Bullfinch, fine songster,

£3 10/-; yeilow-backed Lory. £2 10/-; cock Black-

lit- aded Gouldian, 25/-: Black-eared Waxbill* 25/-

:

cock Redfaced Lovebird, 17/6: Diuca Finch, 15/-;

Masked Grassfinch, 10/-; Frost, 3, Fairlawn-aven..

Chiswick, London. (1899)

TALKING BLUE

Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talk'©, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months' trial, my risk,

45/- ;
easy payments accepted. (182S)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114. Bethnal Green-rd.. London. Moustache’ Parra-

keet, 10/-: Cutthroats, 5/- pair; Chcmeleon, 4/-; Gold-

finches. 8/6 pair: Canaries, hens, 2/6; Triangular

Spotted Pigeons, 20/- pair; adult breeding Budgeri-

gar©, 5/ pair; aviary bred, 4/6; Dormice, 2/6 pair;

Bearded Tits, 7/6 pair. See price lists. Telephone
.5489 Wall. Telegraphic addreos, "Oiseaux, London ”

Direct importers of foreign birds. (1900)

ADVEBTISEMENTS
Continued on page 271
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Club (Reports.

CLAY CROSS C.B.S.
Meeting, Angel Hotel, Nov. 14. Mr. T. Cnrlin

presided over n good meeting, and some excel-

lent business was done. Wo lmd a few sugges-
tions to raise some funds, and finally decided to

hold a supper on Christmas eve, at (id. per head,
to follow with a ball on New Year’s Eve. Next
mooting Dec. 6; will members turn up in full

force and do all they can to ' make our effort a
success?—J. Griffiths, See.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 14, Mr. Alf. Dawson chair. Stewards

were chosen for Annual Show, Dec. 26. Judges,
Messrs. W. Reed and J. Riseborough, Sunderland.
Fanciers wishing to become members of the coming
Society of the North are invited to our next meet-
ing, Dee. 19, and existing members are requested
to bring or send as many entries ns possible to
this meeting, others close Dec. 23; specials and
donations are comiug very well

; we have an open
Linnet class, prize money 8/-, 4/-, 2/- for 1/- entry.
Everything tends to a grand show, so, members,
buck up.—G. F. Bates, See.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Meeting, Nov. 9, very good attendance, special

prizes won at Hanley show were paid out to winners
present. Decided to adopt same classification as
Jast year. At the conclusion of business Mr. E.
Ousman gave an excellent paper on the War and
its effects on the Cage Bird Fancy; this f roved
very interesting. Votes of thanks were accorded to
our Chairman and to Mr. E. Ousman for the • rouble
taken on our behalf. At next meeting, Dec. 7,
there will be a washing exhibition by Mr. J. Pitch-
ford, Stoke, and Mr. 1’. Barker, Longton. A good
attendanco us expected.—J. Pitchford, !ec.

LEICESTER (Hand-in Hand) C.B.S
Meeting, Nov. 17, Mr. Gibbons presided ever a

good attendance. Sec. reported that the Open
Show had proved a financial success. Messrs. IP nt
and Moore were elected members. Decided to bold
next Open Show Nov. 6 and 8, 1915; Messrs. Tun
gove and Chick, judges. Schedules for night classes
were distributed. Sec, was instructed to ask Mr
Stevens to judge next Table Show. The first Table
Show in connection with silver rose ,:ov 1 and cup
competition was held, Mr. J. McCarter judged.
NOR., YELL. HEN: 1, Moores; 2, vhc, Day; 3,

Hale. BUFF: 1, Moores; 2', Day; 3, Herbert; vhc,
llulse; he, Hale. NOV., YELL. HEN: 1, 2, Jolley;
3, Cobley. BUFF: 1, Holland; 2, Cobley; 3, vhc,
Bole. A.O.V., CAN.: 1, Wholton. GOLDG. : 1,
Roberts; 2, Wholton. The usual vote of liuiks
closed the meeting.—A. Freestone, Sec.

NORTHERN YORKSHIRE C.C.
Meeting and Table Show, Dec. 18, Mr. Cattell,

chair. Sec. reported that the Co-operative Hall
was occupied by the military, and our show could
not be held there. After diseusion and sugges-
tions it was left to the sec. to try and obtain a
suitable place. Mr. J. Bell, of the King Edward
Hotel, Bath Lane, has kindly offered the use of a
suitable room adjoining his premises. This room
is very central, not being more than five minutes
from station, and is admirably adapted for a show
such as ours, well lighted and free from draughts.
The Table Show was poorly supported. Mr. Smith
has joined the Army and could not attend to
judge. Mr. Holden being present was asked to
officiate and his awards were well received.
CHAMP., OLD BIRDS: 1, Hutler; 2, Cattell. UN-

FLIG. ; 1, 4, Hutler; 2, Tindale; 3, Cattell. HEN:
1, 2, Tindaie: 3, Hutler. NOV.: 1, 2, Baxter - 3, 4,
Gregory. LJNFLIG. : 1, Wallis; 2, Gregory. A.V.
HEN : 1, Willie.—R. Tindale, Hon. Sec.

NORTHERN BORDER <& S.F.C.C
Monthly meeting and table show held Pillar's

Cafe, Nov. 4, Mr. W. P. Snaith in the chair.
Decided that no competition be held for club
trophies, as there were not sufficient shows, but
that gold medal be given for most points, value
1 guinea, for each section, over three selected
shows, Newcastle, Gateshead and Sunderland, and
the usual medals at each show. Mr. T. Robson
then gave 5s. spl. for second most points in
Champion Section, and Mr. W. Smith a silver
plated cruet stand for ditto in Novice. Table show
next meeting, usual classes. Judges: Champions,
Mr. T. Smith; Novice, Mr. W. Smith. Awards
at Table Show were :—Class 1 : 1, Espie ; 2, 3,
W. Smith. Class 2: 1, Espie; 2, W. Smith. Class
3: 1, W. Smith; 2, Espie; 3, Farrer; 4, vhc, Rob-
son. Class 4; 1, W. Smith. Cla&s 5: 1,2, Farrer;
8, W. Smith. Novice ; Class 6 : 1, 4, Affleck ; 2,
Wilson; 3, vhc, T. Smith. Class 7: 1

, 3, vbc, T.
Smith; 2, 4, Wilson; he, Render. Class 8: 1, 3, 4,
T. Smith; 2, he, Affleck; vhc, Wilson. Class 9:
1, 3, Affleck; 2, vhc, Render; 4, Cosser. Class 10:
1, 2, Affleck; 3, Cosser. A hearty vote of thanks
to the judges, Mr. T. Robson and Mr. W. P. Smith
brought ,a pleasant meeting to an end.—M. C.
Potts, Sec.

MIDDLETON C.B.S.

A Lecture on “ The Canary.”
A very interesting lecture was given Oct. 12 at

the Old Boar's Head, on the Canary in general, by
Mr. J. Schofield, Failsworth. Before a good attend-
ance the lecturer commenced on the Norwich, and
explained the type of Norwich cock. This should
be big, thick 6et, good round head, and above all
without bad wing carriage. The hen to be short
and cobby, with good type and quality. Birds with
the same faults, such as bad wing carriage or droop-
ing tails should not be paired together. In double-
buffing he advised the use of short feathered birds,
but the more double-bulling the more colour is
lost. In double-yellowing the lecturer advised very
short, thick-set birds, with neat round head, wings
and tail short and compact.
The Yorkshire should have a small round head,

neck long and straight, body long and gradually
tapering down to a neat waist, with wings well
folded. Yorkshires for breeding should be of good
position, a good long cock bird and typical hen,
size about Of inches. Avoid bottle-necks, fishy tails,
or birds failing in legs. The lecturer did not
advise double-buffing and yellowing in Yorkshires
as double-bulling made big broad feathered birds,
and double-yellowing makes scanty feathered birds
with frills, which take the gracefulness and beauty
off an exhibition bird.

In Lancashires the Lecturer wants size and plenty
of feather for stock birds, avoiding thin necks,
pinched heads, and big body. In-breeding is all
right to a certain extent, but too much weakens the

stock, and In timo causes blindness and makes
dummies and wastrels. In tlu> fancier's stud for
in-breeding lie should have the boat high-class birds,
ami not go beyond the following; First year father
und daughter, mother ami son. Second year undo
and niece, and vice versa. In-breeding from two
out of same nest or two birds from same pair would
produce bud results.
On closing Mr. Schofield invited questions, of which

several took advantage. Mr. Oldham Can you
ain size by ill-breeding Luneashires? Mr. Sclio-
eld -No; it gradually reduces sizo and weakens

stock, and some fanciers in-brecd many times when
they don't know they are so doing. Mr. Sharpies—
What is the principal result of breeding double-
yellow? Mr. Schofield—You gain colour, finer feather,
but long and scanty in feather and body. There
were several questions on double-buffing, and the
lecturer explained the broadening of feather and
losing tile colour. A vote of thanks to Mr. Scho-
field for a most interesting and instructive lecture
brought an enjoyable evening to a close.—Jas. Hul-
ton, sec.

RICHMOND (Surrey) C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 23, St. John's Hall, Mr. Phipps pre-

siding over the best meeting for a long time.
Evening allow to be held Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. Entry
fee, 4<1. per cage. Owing to tho pre-si— . nt and vice-
presidents beingfunabie to support us this year, it

was decided to give all entry fees to tho club
funds. Out of our cup fund we have purchased
three cups. Members to nominate three birds

;

cups to be won three times, not necessarily in suc-
cession, to become winner’s property. There will
be 24 classes. I will post members’ entry forms as
soon as I get same from printers. Stew-ards for
evening: Messrs. Phipps, Keary, Snow, Perritt, and
Stevens. These gentlemen will be at hall at 6.30
to receive birds.—Geo. Birch, Hon. Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Clcator Moor (Cumb.).—Market Hall, Dec. 5.

Judge, W. Mundell. 27 classes :Yorks. 7, Bord. 5,
Nor. 5, Mules 1, Brit. 7, Sell. 2. Prizes on sliding
scale. Fee, Is. fid. Ent. close Nov. 28, to J. Skilli-
corn, Guards Villa, Wath Brow, Cleator Moor.
Brandon Colliery (Co. Durham).—Miners’ Hall,

Jan. 23. Judges, T. Dixon, F. Marwood. 28 open
classes: Nor. 5, Y'orks. 3, Bord. 5 (2 Gr., 1 Nov.),
Crests 2, A.O.V. 1, Sell. 2, Mules 1, Brit. 7, For. 2.

Prizes, 8s., 4s.. 2s.; fee is. Ent. close Jan. 18, to
Geo. Reed, 35,Newcastle Street, Brandon Colliery.
Swansea (Glam.).—Swansea Market, Dec. 10.

Judge, J. H. Payne. 36 classes: Nor. 4, Yorks. 4,
Bord. 9 (2 Gr., 2 Cinn., 1 Sell.), Mules 3, Brit. 12,
For. 2, Sell. 2. Prizes, 8 or more entries, 10s., 5s.,

2s. 6d. ; under 8 half prize money ; fee Is. 6d. Ent.
close Sept. 5, to E. Dendle, 38, Trafalgar Terrace.
Whitburn (Linlithgow).—Town Hall, Dec. 5.

Judges, G. Marlin, J. Smillie. 44 classes; Nor. 10,

Bord. 13, Brit. 17, Mules 4. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6.

Fee, 1/6. Ent. close Nov. 30 to R. Lambie, The
Aviaries, Whitburn. <

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.

JUDGES or CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries Is directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

d. C. BARNE8, 113, NorUifk-ld Road, Walkley, Shot
field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds

; Border and British Bird specialist.
Terms moderate.

W. A. COWGILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of ail varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. GARDNER, ]l, Ifaverstock Itoad, London,
N.VV. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canurles'and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUCHTON, 21, natfleld Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in
Norwich

; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, Tile Eyrie, Salisbury Ro?d, Carsnaiton,
Surrey. Ail varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and Britisli Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Cliirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. irf. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge. of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, ICmsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Jiird3. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton Foil,
Co. Durham. A.V., SpL, Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.
Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, Ttie Aviaries, Ilueknall Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILC3CK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshili, nr.
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington lid.. Frizington, Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

SHOWS,
For Advertisement Tariff see Last Issue.

' Palace of the North.

GATESHEAD
and Dis. C.B.S. Annual Show, Saturday, Dec. 19. 53

Open Classes. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Schedules
to last year’s exhibitors. Others please apply: W.
Curry, Sec., 6, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle.

CLYDEBANK
AND DI8. C.B.C.

Annual Members’ 8how will be held in lesser Town
Hail, Clydebank, on 8at., Nov. 28 . Judges: Mr.
McLean, Alexandria, and Mr. MeWatt, lioiinyhridg,-!
Admission 4d.—Wm. Kane, Sec., 62, Second Avenue,
Clydebank. (1B66)

NORTHERN YORKSHIRE
C.C.

Annual Members’ Show, to be held King Edward
Hotel, Bath Lane, Newqastle-on-Tyno, Saturday,
Dec. 6th, 1914. 9 Classes for Champions, 7 Novice,
2 Selling, and 1 extra Stock Class. Judge; F. Arm-
strong, Esq., Halifax. Entries close Dec. 2.— R.
Tindale, Hon. Sec., 6, Gill Street, Benwell, Neweastle-
on-Tyne.

KusselburgH
o.s.

The Third Annual Open Show will be held on Sat.,
Dec. 5, in the Town Hail. Judges: Norwich, T.
Morrison, Burnbank

;
Border, W. B. Smart, Loan-

head; British, etc., J. Livingston, Bathgate. Entries
close Nov. 31, last post.—A. Hoyle, Sec., IS, Short-
hope Street, Musselburgh. (1873)

and Dis. Fanciers’ Open Show, under the patronage
of the N.B.B. and M.C. No amalgamation. Send
your entries along.—E. Dendle, 38, Trafalgar Terrace,
Swansea. (1890)

HARRINGTON
19th Annua! Show,

Friday and Saturday,
December 11 & 12.

Held in tho Cairo Street Schools. Judges:
Messrs. J. C. Barnes. G. Large, and .1. D. Leigh.
Open Yorkshire and Norwich, Novice Yorkshire and
Norwich, Borders 10 classes, Mules and British. En-
tries close Monday, Nov. 30. Schedules from: G. M.
Nelson, 466, Knutsford Road, Warrington.

{MASTER
have declared war. Prize money versus entry fees.
Canaries only, December 19. Judge, H. W. Battye.
Schedules from: G. Hunt, 19, The Crescent, Baiby
Road, Doncaster.

Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge-st.,
Nov. 21 ; 33 sang, 3 minutes time singing ; 1, Morley,
108; 2, Liversidge, 103; 3, Cooper. 47. iN'ov. 22 : 1, 2, 3,

Morley the winner doing 105.—S. Morley, See. City of
PSilP mm® c.bs.

LEEDS.
Quality singing contest, Old Bird House, Skinners’

Arms, Buslingthorpe, Nov. 22; 19 competed: 1,

Hullen; 2, Ward; 3, Binns. Judges: C. Clayton and
J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.
Leeds L. and C.C. first monthly meeting, Nov. 18,

Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner-lane, a fair number present.
Mr. Fred Turner was elected Sec., Mr. Alf. Lorriman
resigning, but will help Mr. Turner in his new
undertaking. Will our members in other towns
please send to tho Sec. their subs, for Whitsuntide
match at their earliest convenience.
Contests; Nov. £1, 18 competed: 1, Bamfield; 2,

Laycock; 3, Playforth. Judges, Hayes and Chippen-
dale. Nov. 22, 15 competed: 1, Playforth; 2, Bam-
field; 3, Bryan. Judges, Clark, Howartb, M.-ydden.
The Canary match same evening proved up to the
standard, and some classical singing was heard from
19 birds: 1, T. Watson, B.R.C.; 2, Kramer, L.R.C.

;

3, Lipman. Judges, C. Cooper, T. Johnson, Lorriman.
—Fred Turner, Sec.
Original Leeds L. and C.C., Albion Hotel, Saville

Green, York-road, Nov. 21. Quality contest, 14
birds wore hung. 1, Rosendale; 2, Johnson; 3,
Ward. Judges, W. Sissons and W. Naylor. Nov.
22, 19 entered. 1st and 2nd shared by T. Johnson
and S. Johnson; 3rd, T. Stead. Judges, Hardcastlo
and Naylor. The weekly Roller contest in the even-
ing provided 16 good birds. 1, Hardcastle; 2 and 3
shared by Stead and Lipman. Judges, Lacy,
Richardson, and Naylor.—W. Naylor, Sec.

Cpon Show, Usd. & Thars., Dec. 2nd & 3rd.
47 Classes (as last year). 10/-, 5/-, 2/6 for 1/S entry. Judges: J. Robson, Esq., and J. H. Roe, Esq. Will
accept entries up to first post Monday next. Send on, and I witi clafssify. Half gate to Natinoa! Re-

lief Fund—J. H. Jones, 211, Park Road, Aston, Birmingham. (1891)

ftHEWSY CHAN
and Dist. C.B.S., 3rd Annual Show in Co-operative Hall,

DECEMBER 3rd.
Thirty-six Classes of Canaries, British, Mules and Hybrids. Judge: Mr. H. W. Battye. Would fanciers

give us their best eupport, as every care will be taken of their exhibits, as we have an excellent

hall and also a good number of stewards, all fanciers? We also decided to extend entries until Mon-
day,’ 30th, mid-day post.—F. Sweeting, 22, Carador Street, Pentwyn, Abersychan, nr. Pontypool.

KINGSTOWN
South Co. Dublin, 3rd Annual Show will be held in Town Hall,

Wednesday and Thursday, December 9th and 10th, 1914.
(under the patronage of the Y.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland). Judges: Canaries, Mr. J. Wilcoek; British,

Mr. G. Wilson. Entries close Saturday, December 5, 1914.—D. Smyth, Hon. Sec., 14, Tivoli Terrace, North
Kingstown.

AN IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete
in box,post free in the United Kingdom
Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from "Cage Birds”

I 3/6 ,, 6 ,, „ ,,

i 3/- „ 12 „ „ „
(any issue).

Postage paid by us.
These coupons must be posted to us in the same en-
velope with remittance and name and address of

eender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

f^ov. 28th, 1914.

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

& Dist.

C.B.S.
The 8th Annual Open Show will be held on Friday
and Saturday, Nov. 27 and 28, in the Technical
Schools, Sale. Judges: Messrs. C. A. House and A.

Hirst. 42 Open Classes, 10 Novice Classes. Sche-

dules from : G. F. Hardcastle, 202, Cress Street, Sale.

ajS# !UI 8 IT £55 n IS3£ Ninth Annual Great Open
b«b10 K Sh'ow, Town Hall, Dec. 5.

Judges: Geo. Marlin, Hamilton, Norwich and British;
Jas. Smillie, Riccarton, Borders. 44 Open Classes.
Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; entry 1/6.— Robert Lam-
bie, Sec., The Aviaries, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire.

NEWTONGRANGE
Notwithstanding the crisis, we have increased the
classification. Annual Show, December 19, 1914.

Popular Judges: Norwich, Jas. Caldcrwood, Esq.,
Kilmarnock; Borders, R. H. Douglas, Esq., Loan-
head; British, Jas. Mason, Esq., Peebles. Fanciers
rally round Newtongrange. Entries close December
14 John Nelson, Sec., 85, Dean Park, Newtongrange.

West ofSCOTLAND
Show, National Halle, Main Street, Gorbals. Sat.,

Nov. 28th, 1914. Entries taken morning of show.—
W. Hutchison, 167, Hospital S treet, Glasgow.

AnnluriblTOU Possil Park and Dis. C.B.C.

gr IllIvOD! * 81x1 Annual Show, on Dec. 5th,

in Reid Hall, Queenshill Street, Springburn. 78

Classes, including 2 Selling Classes. Competition
for 5 Cups and 6 Gold Mec(;ls. Admission 3d. at

1.30; ladies free.—T. Penman, 9, Angers Street,

Springburn. (1893)

Glasgow, piieen s Pk SC &c £

s
mbe"in

Victoria Halls, 476, Victoria Road, Crosshill. 5fl

Confined Classes, 4 Norwich, and 9 Yorkshire Open
Classes. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Schedules now
ready.—Robt. Heggie, 27, McLennan Street, Mount
Florida, Glasgow.

(
1876)

& U £T *1* I CQYffl ft
4

and D> s - C.B.S. Here we
©fi” II" “©BUS” are again, Shettlestcn to
the front. 7th Annual Show on December 12!h, in

Hill Street Hall. Doors open from 2 to C p.m.; ad-
mission 3d.—A. Berry, 36, Balgair Terrace, Shetlles-

ton. _
lUnnj fjTfyj Show (open to Hants. Wilts,WU

- L2» S U • # Dorset, Isle of Wight),
December 16th, 17th, Cage Birds. Good classification.

Numerous Specials. Judge: G. T). Webb, Eeq. En.
tries close Dec. 5th. Schedules : F. G. Etheridge,
“The Nest,” Weston Lane, Woolston, Hants.
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2HOW DATES FIXED.
To t^ure Insertion in thfa column, a ((uarantee

tliat the »liow will lie advertised in “ C.B.” to tlie

extent of at least 25/- must be eent to our manager.
1‘leaoo note that we only insert those that guar-
antee, so our list is a bona-fl.de one.

England.
Dec. 2 3. City of Birmingham C.B.S.—(J. U. Jones,

211, Park lid., Aston, Birmingham.) J.R.
Dec. 3.- Abersychan C.B.S. (!<’. Kwccting, 22, Cara-

<loc St., Pentwjn, Abersychan). H.W.B.
Dec. 11 12.- Warrington C.B.S.— (U. M. Nelson, 4CC,

Knutsford Rd.)
Dec. 19.—Doncaster.—(Canaries only). See Jan. 9.
1015.

Jan. 9.— Doncaster C.B.S.-(0. Hunt, 10. The Ores-
cent, Jialby Rd.) Mules, Brit, and For. Birds.

Oct. 22 2.3. Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68
,

Brunswick Rd.)

Scotland.
Dec. 10. Newtongrange. (W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 31-Jan. I. Scottish National (Edinburgh). (J.

R. Meikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jail. 1. Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.-(J. Watson, 10,

Young St., Wishaw.)

<2age Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154 , Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Toletrarns—" Aviculture, London." Tel. No. 5329

IIolborn.
The Editor is always &lad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles ,
sketches, or

p lotographs. Provided un addressed envelope,
sujficicntly stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
hltnseLf responsible for their safety.

matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one Side of paper only •

tTwitterings.

Wales.
Jan. C.-Pontyprldd F. & F.S.--(A. A. 0. M’Lucas,

48, llosscr St., Maosycoed, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12. Llanelly CBS.— (D. John, 9, Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

Ireland.
Dec. 9 10. Dublin S. County C.B.A.—(D. Smyth, 14,

Tivoli Xerf. N., Kingstown.) tl.W., J.W.

JUST THE THING FOR

XMAS PRESENTS.
No Better Books for Fancier

Friends.

The authors, all well-known experts, have given the
methods to be employed in reaching success in that
particular branch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with.
There is all the experience of years of careful study
at the disposal ot our readers.
AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/S (cloth
gilt).—By II. Norman. Contains ten lovely fuli-_
page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-
ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,
and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1J—By H. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely tlie very best Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding. Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat
in both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.—By C. A. House. Tells
the fancier all tliat he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and ex-
hibitor of the Norwich Plainliead. The' chapters
on “ Forming a Stud," and " How to Produce the
Ideal ” are worth the cost of the whole book.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, tlie Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex
these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-
mens, and cures for their various ills.

* E£ DS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable
lor all cage birds, their food values, uses,
etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the
wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.
House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with tlie breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including tlie Roller (or
Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman ; ex-
haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of tlie most profitable
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.
J ins eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tames, and teach them to talk.

F
?„
RE

,!
GN B'RDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/11.—By W.

V,' i
a
?,
e ’ 1'-Z S .- etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage

Birds. ’ A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white -illustrations. Indispensable
to ail keepers of Foreign Birds.

BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (doth bound)—
By H Norman; or may lie had in two parts Part
1: “ Hardbiils,” and Part 2: " Softbills.” Either
Part., price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in-
formation on the keeping of British Birds.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a Icadin"
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (arvK>
elate editors, J. E. Weston and C. A~. House).
Magnificently illustrated by tliat great bird artist”
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with tlie choice,
sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, tlie bird-room,
egg-food, nest-buiiding, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and ail
the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING—Fanciers requiring busi-
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,
should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rate!
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s
name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE. ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

Tha Manager, “ Cage Birds,"

164, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

The Shettleston and Dist. C.B.S. members’
Bhow takes place on Dec. 12, in the Hill
•Street Hall, when 54 classes are provided,
covering practically all varieties.
Owing to increase in trade, writes Mr. H.

Moore, I have removed the Lambeth Aviaries
to larger premises at 35, Gladstone Street,
St. George’s Road, S.E.
We are asked to state that Mr. W. Jopson

(Exchange Stores, Newton Heath) has no
connection with any other advertiser in the
Manchester district.

Mr. R. P. Fox, hon. sec. N. Shields
C.B.C., writes that his society lias
abandoned its 1914 show owing to so many
of the members being at the Front fighting
for their country.
We note that the Springburn, Possil Park

and Dist. C.B.C. annual members’ show is to
be held on Dec. 5 in the Reid Hall, Queens-
hill Street, Springburn (open 1.30 p.m.).
'There are 29 classes for young birds and 37
for old birds.

All members and fanciers around Burnley
and Pist., writes Mr. G. Wharton, hon. sec.
Burnley C.B.S., will be very sorry to learn
that Mr. Joe Baker has had a misfortune,
owing to a fall. We all wish him a speedy
recovery.

All prize-money won at the show of the
Old .Shildon Workmen’s Club C.B.S. has been
paid, and we have heard from exhibitors,
writes Mr. J. Ainsworth, sec., that their
birds got home in good time. The show was
a great success

;
anyone overlooked should

write the sec.

OBITUARY.
The deepest sympathy, writes Mr. J. Rees,

Rochdale, is felt by fanciers of this and the
surrounding district, and I am .sure they will
be shared by all who have come in contact
with Mr. R. Blincoe, the late sec. of the
Rochdale O.C., in the loss of his ten-year-
old son, who died to-day (Nov. 23) after a
very short illness.

It is with sincere regret, writes Mr. J. W.
Metcalfe (Liverpool) that I have to report
the death of Harry Bunner (of Bunner and
Sons). (Be was in the Artillery, stationed at
Canterbury, and while having a bath the
geyser burst and suffocated him. It is a great
blow to his father, Mr. E. Bunner, who has
the sympathy, I am sure, of fanciers through-
out the country.

We have decided to postpone our open
show, Coaltown of Wemyss C.B.S., arranged
for Dec. 5, writes Mr. Hugh Clelland, Sec.

There is an error in Whitburn schedule,
writes Mr. R. Lambie, sec. Class 29 should
read ‘‘house-moulted/’ not colour fed. Mr.
Whitelaw (Govan) has given 2s. 6d. sp. for

best Green Border, open, and Mr. Whiteford
2s. for best F.M. Linnet confined.

At the annual members’ show of the
Edmonton F.A., to be held on Dec. 10, in
the Town Hall, 30 classes have been pro-

vided for cage-birds, with Mr. H. Norman as
the judge.
As will be seen from the show advt. in

another column, entries for Abersychan show,
Dec. 3, are extended till Nov. 30. The
stewards who are giving their services are all

experienced fanciers, and exhibitors may
depend that every attention will be given to

their birds.

I regret, whites Mr. Jos. Elliott, sec., that
Cambois and Dis. C.B.S. show had to be
cancelled at the last moment, after members
had their entry tickets sent out to them,
owing to the Military authorities taking every
available place on the colliery. We had a
record entry for’ the number of classes.

It was a pleasant surprise to see sketch
of my buff wing-marked Yorkshire, winner
at Kingston, 1913, in your valuable paper,
Cage Birds, recently

;
the sketch was

very lifelike. I beg to sav that a son of this
bird won the Rowan challenge cup for best
bird, F.F. show, Dublin, 1914. I wish
Cage Birds every success.—John Keogh,

The Cage Birds at Newport (I. of W.)
Show on Dec. 2, will, we hear, be judged
by Mr. W. R. Miles, of Chichester.
The person holding ticket No. 648 may

have the bird and cage given away at our
recent show by applying to me, writes Mr.
A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon Street, Leicester.
Derby C.B.S. holds its annual members’

show on Nov. 28, at the Normanton Hotel,
writes Mr. F. W. Jordan, the hon. sec. Mr.
Vardy is the judge, and according to the
entries there will be a successful show. Two
cups are for competition, and Mr. College is

showing his champion Crest.

Corrections in Show R.eports.
In the report of Leith show, 1, 2, 3, 4, No

Name, should read 1, 2, 3, 4, Watson, and in
Light Mule class Mr. Watson won 1st and
special. At Old Shildon Mr. Jas. Barnes
xvon sp. most points in Nor., not Mays and
Allinson, and Mr. Barnes was 3rd in Nor.
Yell., not Reynolds; at Reading Mr. Philpot
was 1st in uuflighted buff Nor._, not Lees.

Owls Increasing in London.
In the course of a lecture delivered at

the Royal Photographic Society's exhibi-
tion, now open in Suffolk Street, Haymarket,
Mr. Oliver G. Pike said that the Brown Owl
was on the increase in the North of London.
On September evenings he had imitated their
notes until presently a whole family of Owls
came and perched on a branch above him.

Our Scheme.
In our last issue we said that we should

have an announcement to make this week
concerning our scheme to send singing Can-
aries to convalescent homes and war hos-

pitals. In view of our Xmas Number next
xveek, and pressure on space this, we have
decided to hold this interesting item for

inclusion in our special issue.

A Kingfisher’s Violent End.
A singular incident is reported by a corre-

spondent at Grange. When walking along
the side of a brook near Carnforth he found
the body of a Kingfisher wedged in the fork
of an overhanging bush. The bird had evi-

dently been in this position for some weeks,
for only bones and feathers were left. He
could find no trace of gunshot, and it was
evident that the bird had dashed against a
branch W’ith such force as to pin itself in
a fork. There is nothing unreasonable in

this assumption, similar cases are on record,
but usually the Kingfisher is one of the
keenest-eyed of birds.

Tall Story of U.S.A. Canary.
A reader of Cage Birds living in the

United States of America sends us the fol-

lowing cutting from the “ New York
Herald”:—“The entire staff of the Bronx
Zoological Gardens has been invited to attend
the Palace Theatre next week to witness the
performance of the Mystic Bird, a Canary
which sings like Caruso any tune selected by
the audience, and which mimics any other
singing bird. To show that there is no
deception, the marvellous bird is carried

through the auditorium, in its cage and sings

any number asked for directly to the person
making the request. In a private trial yes-

terday the Canary warbled Csesar Franck’s
“ Beatitudes.”

White Swallow in Suffolk.
On the afternoon of Aug. 30, at Earl Soham,

Suffolk, I and one of the villagers witnessed
the first appearance of a white Swallow from
the nest. It flew around for a little, closely

followed by others of the normal hue, who
seemed to wonder at it, and then perched on
a' telegraph wire, so that we had a clear view

of it. It soon took another and more confi-

dent flight, and its fellows became more accus-

tomed to it. I begged that it might not be

shot, and I hope it may have a long life. It

would be interesting to see if it returns to

Soham next year.—Randall Davies in “ The
Field.” White Swallows are not so rare as

some people imagine. Every summer from
some parts of the country some are heard_of,

and they are invariably young birds. Two
or three cases have been noted in which an

entire brood was white.

Age of the House Sparrow.
It is curious that in the case of so common

a bird as tho House Sparrow no one seems
able to state, even approximately, its dura-

tion of life. This, at least, has been my
experience on asking several friends of my
acquaintance, some of them good naturalists.

It may therefore be well to place on record the

fact that a lady who brought up a young
Sparrow from tlie nest kept it as a cage-bird

for ten years, when it died of old age. She

described it as “ affectionate, fearless, and

intelligent, and singing a bright little song,”

redeeming qualities in a bird that few people

have a good word for. Of oours'e it does not

follow that it would have lived so long in a

state of nature, and the greater age which
birds attain in captivity is doubtless due to

the treatment they receive, shelter, a con-

stant supply of food, and protection from
enemies and from accidents.—J. E. H., ‘‘Tho
Field.”

NEXT WEEK
A Grand Double

Xmas Number
EXTRA PAGES,

EXTRA PICTURES,
EXTRA ARTICLES,

and a

Charming Coloured Plate

Special fully detailed report of tha
magnificent Show at the Horticul-
tural Hall, written and illustrated by

experts.

ORDER IT WOW!
Advertisers must send their announce-
ments to reach us on Tuesday next,

December 1st. See Notice on page 259

Remember that our Special Double
Numbers are

SURE BUSINESS BRINGERS.

Over 2,000 Exhibits

!

A Feast for Bird Lovers this
Week-end in London.

\tl E are pleased to be able to inform our
* * readers that the Horticultural Hall
Show has finished with a splendid entry of

close on 2,100 birds. Further, the quality

is excellent, so that visitors to the fine hall

in Vincent Square, Westminster, will find

a feast of birdie beauty awaiting them.
The hall is very accessible, being close

to Victoria Station, consequently within

easy reach by the Underground Railway
system and the motor-bus and tram routes'.

The show is open to-day (Friday) from 10

to 10, admission Is., and to-morrow (Sat-

urday) from 10 to 5, Is., and 5 to 7, 6d.,

closing at the latter hour.

The show manager, Mr. J. Tyson, asks

us to say that all birds will be sent away
from the show early on Monday morning,

and not on Saturday or Sunday night, for

the railways then are almost sure to be

claimed for use by the military authori-

ties, and consequently the risk of delay in

transit would be too great.

Some indication of the rarity and beauty

of the “ living jewels” to be seen at this

show was afforded by tlie notice in our last

issue—Humming Birds (Thursday and
Friday only) ;

Birds of Paradise and other

desirable aliens—and we hear that there

will also be a white Magpie and a white

Jackdaw, while a Pallas Grea't Grey Shrike

should interest the British bird lovers (a

first appearance, this, we believe).

We trust there will be a great attend-

ance. All tho profits, remember, go t-o tho

funds' of the British Red Cross Society.

THE POULTRY
ffHORLO.

The up=to=date, efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra-
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In«

I

valuable for the beginner
and the amateur.

I

Every Friday. One Penny.

Advertisement Forms and information from

“POULTRY WORLD.”
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Correspondence.
Clearing Rats from an Outdoor

Aviary.
Sir,—

H

aving tried in vain all kinds of

traps and poisons to exterminate those pests,

rats, from my outdoor aviary, I appeal to

readers of Cage Birds to favour me with
advice. G. V. W.
Who Bred the First Yorkshire

Canary ?
Sir,—We had an argument on the York-

shire Canary last week, as to who was the
lirst man to breed the Yorkshire. Most of
the fanciers present said it was Mr. Jonas
Knight. 1 myself told them to ask Cage
Birds. Can any reader answer this question
for us? F. Bird.

This Season’s Great Scottish
National Show.

Sir,—The Scottish National Show will not
this year be held in the Corn Exchange,
where so many notable gatherings have taken
place, as this has been taken over by the
Authorities. We have secured the Crindlay
Street Hall, equally as good as the above-
large, well-lighted, and very comfortable for

exhibits. Novices will be well provided for (10

classes given). Prize-money 30s. per class;

prize cards free. Foreign bird exhibitors
should note that Miss Peddie Waddell will be
at her post again. Owing to so many shows
being abandoned, names and addresses of

exhibitors will be scarcer, so I would urge
fanciers to apply to me for schedules, ready
Dec. 10. Whatever surplus is left over after

meeting all expenditure will go to the Prince
of Wales’ National Relief Fund.

J. R. Meikle.
22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.

The Recent Halifax O.S. Show,
Sir,'1—The officials and members of the

above Society desire me to thank all those

(151) exhibitors who so wholeheartedly sup-

ported our 25th annual open show, and
helped to make it such a success. The Norwich
section was particularly good, a show in

itself, and cannot be surpassed even by the

Palace Show. The society this year have
had to work under tremendous pressure,

seeing that they were purposely opposed by
that combination of societies known as the
(Bradford National Show, and advertised in

your list of guaranteed shows in your issue

of Oct. 17 to take place on Dec. 4 and 5, but
moved up for the above purpose (opposition).

But we are happy to say that success was
achieved, and that we are all the more proud
of the result, also that we were congratulated

by exhibitors from a. distance who were
present. We shall endeavour in the future

to put up still better shows. All birds were
dispatched by 7.30, and the room was cleared

by 8.30. All prize-money which was not

paid out at the show was dispatched on

Sunday night. Anyone not receiving it,

should kindly inform me at once.

Harry Clegg, Hon. Sec.

The Harvest of the Birds.

Nature’s Fruits that Tide Birds Over
Autumn and Winter.

Sir,—I was keenly interested in a short

article I read the other day, in the “ West-
minster Gazette,” about the berries, et-c.,

which Nature provides for the birds, and
hope you will reproduce it, as the facts it

deals with may be new to many of my fellow-

fanciers.
“ This question of bountiful harvests

affects closely a host of creatures who are

even more dependent on Nature’s bounties

than we human beings : creatures that have
not the power of assisting Nature’s efforts,

but who, for their winter fare, entirely Tely

on Nature’s charity. There are some that

anticipate the lean months by collecting

stores, but the larger number subsist on what
they can gather from day to day. Those are

the creatures that suffer most when the berry
crops o.f the woodlands and the hedgerows
fail, for they either have to face starvation or

are obliged to lead a nomadic life in constant

search of food, and aTe sometimes forced to

leave our shores for more favourable climes.

With Tegard to the winter movements of our
birds one may generally put them down to

the question of food supply.
“ The prospects for the coming winter for

these little dwellers of the woodlands and
hedgerows are extremely bright, for every-

where there is an abundance' of berries on
nearly every fruiting tree. It seems an
economic provision of Nature that the more
perishable' berries, such as the blackberry, the
whortleberry, the elderberry, the cranberry,

and others, should be apparently more palat-

able to these small creatures than the harder
ones that form the more staple winter diet.

For while these softer berries last until well
into late autumn the birds especially are not
tempted to attack their winter provender. On

the moorlands the Missel Thrushes are

gathered into flocks feeding qn the little

purple fruit of tho bilberry or whortleberry ;

later on, when winter tightens her gr ip, these

earno flocks will be taking toll of the red

berries of the holly, may, mountain-ash, and
wild briars. Even tho black ivy berries will

not coino amiss. Audi these berries of the

winter they will have to share with great

hordes of newcomers from further north, the

Fieldfares, the Redwings, and their own kind.
“ Here in the West-country there surely

never has been such profusion of small fruit

—

acorns, walnuts, beech-nuts, and chestnuts

carpet the ground beneath the respective trees

that grow in plenty here. The range of the

smaller vegetarian mammals being somewhat
restricted, those that do not outer into a 6tate

of torpidity, like the dormouse, must gather

in their winter stores like the squirrels, and
there is now a veritable wealth of food, more
than is wanted. What is left over will do
for tho large bird's, who live according to the

needs of the day—the Wood Pigeons, Jays,

Magpies, Rooks, and their kind. For the

smaller bird's—'the Finches, the Thrushes,

and Buntings—there is also a plentiful store

in hand, for tho woodlands are gay with the

bright scarlet masses of the mountain-ash

berries, and the holly-trees are thickly clus-

tered with spikes of fruit just beginning to

turn colo.ur. The hedge-rows, too, are bright

with the waxen fruit of the wild briar and

the duller red of the hips and haws of the

may trees and bushes. None of these harder

berries have been touched yet by the bird's,

although they are quite Tipe, and one can only

surmise that this fare is looked upon as a last

resource when the pinch comes. The moun-
tain-ash fruit will probably be the first to be

touched by the Missel Thrushes.”
An Old Admirer of “ C.B.”

The Borrowing and Lending of
Birds.

Sib,—At the Chester-le-Street, Biitley, and
Pelton Fell (Amalgamated) Show, there was
a lot of talk about men showing birds belong-

ing to other fanciers, who were not members
of any of the above societies. I think it is

very unfair of any fancier to lend birds to

take a few shillings of prize-money that mem-
bers have put together out of their own
pockets, or gathered in the district. I would
like the members to look at the rules of the

three societies. James Stanger.

THE judge now looks at the steward and
has three of the birds removed, leav-

ing the fourth on the table.

Why leave one? Because the judge in his

wisdom assumes that the bird can, or
should, as it Claims a position in his judg-
ing table, sing more tours than he has
heard. So this bird is left. Others come
and go, until the daylight is beginning to

fail.

There are no birds singing at present,

so the table is moved, artificial light is

resorted to, the room blinds are dropped.
The judge takes up a position again with
his back to the light, which illuminates

the whole of the cages on the table. In
this artificial light the judging proceeds,

and you will now understand why I ad-

vised you to train your birds to sing in

both daylight and artificial light.

You probably noticed that the judge
had laid his watch on the table. He uti-

lises the watch to give a shy singing bird

a set time in the judging room. Glance
at the sheet and you will see marked in

the remarks column : “No song after one
hour.” That conveys to you that he gave
the bird a full hour’s attention, ready to

take the value of its song, yet the bird did
not sing. It may have been that the bird

had not been trained to sing in strange
surroundings, or with a person sitting so

close to its cage; it may be that the bird

was sulking; further, it may have been
a little unwell.

The judging is over, the points are

added, the penalty points (if there should
be any) are deducted from the total, and
the proper number the bird is entitled to

is placed in the last square immediately
in front of the remarks' column. The
show secretary has now entered the room
bearing a sheaf of papers

;
these are the

<mtrv forms on which tho secretary en-

Doncaster Show to be Held in
Two Portions.

Sir,—At a meeting of the Doncaster and
Dis. O.B.S. it was decided to run our annual
open show as usual; but owing to being
ynable to get a large hall, we decided to

split the show into two sections, one for

Canaries on Dec. 19, and one for British

birds. Mules and Foreign birds, on the

original date, Jan. 9. So you will see that

we do not intend to be classed with the

faint-hearted ones. The classes will stand as

arranged for Dec. 19—Yorks, Champion 11,

Novice 4, Norwich, 7 Champion, Novice 4,

and 2 Selling. We hope fanciers will rally

round and give us a bumping entry on both

dates. G. Hunt, Hon. Sec.

19, The Crescent, Balby Road,
Doncaster.

The charming little Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrid
which secured 1st prize at Tonbridge Show for Mr.

W. Bennett, of Bearsted.

The “ Palace Show of the
North.”

Sir,—At the “ Palace Show of the North ”

it is Business as Usual, the Gateshead C.B.S.
having decided to run an open show on
Saturday, Dec. 19. We hope fanciers in the
North will give us their fullest patronage.
We are giving a liberal classification (53

classes) and a specialist judge for each section.

We have secured the' patronage of the follow-

ing specialist clubs —Northern Norwich,
Northern Crest, Northern Yorkshire,
Northern Borders, and Northern British,

Mule and Foreign Bird Club. Schedules will

be posted to last year’s exhibitors
;
others by

sending a postcard will have one sent them
as soon as ready. W. Curry, Sec.

6, Roxburgh PI., Heaton, Newcastle.

tered the number of each cage label. The
judge picks out the largest number of

points, calls the bird’s cage number, the
owner’s name is' given by the secretary,

and the name—let us trust, reader, your
name—is placed opposite to the number of

the bird gaining the largest number of

points, and so on until all the prize-

winners have been selected in order of

merit. Usually a small label is placed on
the cage corresponding with the award the

bird has won.
If you visit the show the secretary will

hand you your prize cards—that is, if you
are entitled to them, aud in many in-

stances also the prize-money. Otherwise,
prize-cards are usually placed into the ex-

hibition case, and forwarded along with
the birds, prize-money following by post.

A Novel Judging System.

This judging system is the one _foliowed
by all our judges, but one that I tried at

the Burslem Society’s Club, because it was
a new society apd each member was desir-

ous—or so I believed—to learn every tour
bis birds sang, gave every satisfaction.

I have several sheets of paper for the pur-

pose. On each one there is room to take
the value of about twelve birds’ song. I

select one sheet and number, say, from 1 to

12. When a bird is singing I place the
points on this paper, abbreviating the

names of the tours thus : Hollow Roll,

“H.R.”
;
Hollow Bell, “H.B.”

;
and so on,

rapidly writing the two letters and placing

the number of points after them, without

removing my eyes off the bird that is sing-

ing. This is a specimen of the paper after

the bird bad been judged :
—

H.R, 5, H.B. 2, S 3 / F 2, W.G. 3 /

W.R, 2 / B.T. 2, B.R. 1, G.E. 3.

The downward lines' mean that the bird

broke off singing at the sckockel. Com-

20.1

A Well-known Canary Fancier
Helps Belgian Refugees.

Risks Limb and Life Daily to Feed
their Pets.

Sib,—It may interest your readers to bear
what that well-known Lancashire Canary
fancier, Inspector F. J. Green, has been
doing for unfortunate Belgian Refugees
driven out of their country by (bis cruel
war. On Oct. 22, 1800 Belgian Refugees,
men, women and children, landed at Lowes-
toft, being brought over by some forly

Ostend fishing boats. Many of these poor
people brought their pets with them, includ-

ing 38 dogs, a number of small birds, rabbits,

fowls, etc. Lowestoft being a naval base,

these Refugees were sent to London and
other inland towns, together with the crews
of the boats, leaving their pets behind.

Fortunately Inspector F. J. Green was on
the spot, and daily for nearly a month went
out in a small boat and took food and drink

to these poor animals and birds, a task
involving the greatest personal danger to life

and limb, climbing up on the various boats

in all weathers. He has been successful in

finding good homes for many of the animals,

and some of the dogs are placed in

quarantine for their owners. The rabbits and
fowls were offered on Tuesday, Nov. 16, for

sale, Inspector Green also giving one of his

Canaries, which realised 21s. The whole of

(Jie money was handed over to the Belgian

Consul to send to the fund to help tho

orphans of Belgian soldiers killed in the war.

So you will see, as Mr. John Tyson mentions
in last week’s Cage Birds, there are fanciers

who have a soft place in their hearts for

both their suffering fellow creatures and
their dumb friends. I attach a cutting from
this day’s “ Lowestoft Journal,” giving a
report of the sale. An Old Fancier.

The Proposed Welsh National
C.B.S. Show.

Sir,—There will be a meeting on Satur-
day, Dec. 5, at 6 p.m. sharp, at the Law
Courts Hotel, Cardiff, to draw up rules, etc.,

and to decide whether it will be advisable to

hold the first show this season or n<Jfc. I

shall be pleased to hear from all secretaries

and any fancier interested in this matter.

E. Thomas.
48, Craddock Street, Cardiff.

Correspondence Continued on next page.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING.'S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

mencing again, it sang the Flutes and
Water Glucke

;
stopped again at the Water

Glucke, then gave a Water Roll, and
finally sung the Bell Tour and Bell Roll

;

“G.Ej” signifies general effect.

The benefits of this system are that tho
judge does not have to rely on memory for
what tours have beeu sung and their value,
neither does he have to recollect the num-
ber of times the bird broke the sequence of
its different song-tones, which is, or I con-
tend it should be, taken into account in
summing up the value of the song to award
the points for G.E. Those downward
strokes are evidence.

I do not pretend to say that even this
method is infallible, yet it is less liablo
to err than the old system. Another ad-
vantage is that in the event of two birds
being so near to an equal value in song
points that it is difficult to separate the
points' even for tho G.E., a glance at tho
paper shows the number of times the bird
broke the sequence of its song; if one broke
its song only once and was worthy of, say,
five points for G.E., and the other bird
broke the succession twice, then this latter

bird surely is only worthy of four points,

and credit is given where credit is due by
putting the first bird over the second by
the margin of one point—that in the G.E.

It may be wondered how prizes are
awarded where two birds gain an equal
number of points. Should two birds mako
a tie under two judges, say, for some com-
petition, then a re-sing has to take place,

but in the event of a tie under one judge,
should one of the birds have sung some
faulty tour, then the other bird is the
winner. In the event of a tie where no
faulty tours have been sung and the birds

have been judged by only one judge, there
are at present two methods in vogue.
Judge A. gives preference to the bird

with the largest number of points for the
general effect, while Judge B. will givo

the prize to that bird which sings the
largest number of tours on the lower scale,

whjk'h means any or all excepting Bell

Tour and Bell Roll.

(To be Continued.)

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

Ilow to Keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 201,1
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Competition in “Any Other
Variety ’’ Classes.

Sir,—With reference to a letter under the
above heading, signed by J. C. Wilmot, I

think there must be a misunderstanding, as
I was tho owner of the 2nd prizfe bird in the
A.O.V. class at Northampton show, and it

was a dark Goldie Mule. I agree with Mr.
.Wilmot as to the unfairness of Greets and
Mules competing together, but I think he
might have made sure of the genuineness of
his complaint before giving publicity to the
matter, as such things tend to do shows
harm, and exhibitors owe (at the present
time) much to the societies who are holding
shows. Wm. Hepwood.
A Treat in Store for the Bird-

lovers of Liverpool.
Sir,—At the next meeting oi the Wallasey

and Dis. C.ii.S. on Thursday, Dec. 3, at

8 p.m., at the Fairhavcn Institute, Sea View
Road, Mr. G. Barker, the well-known
botanist and British bird fancier and
exhibitor will give a lecture on “British
Birds in their Natural Conditions, and a
study of their habits.” The committee of
the society extend a hearty invitation to all

fanciers and their friends to hear this inter-

esting lecture, and hope that they, and
especially the novices, will avail themselves
of it.

Scott Benson.

Will the Border Fancy Outstrip
the Norwich ?

Sir,.—All Border Fancy men will echo Mr.
Plan'?’a words in last week’s issue in taking
exception to tho remarks of Mr. Cobb about
our “ Wee Gem.” True, he was only quoting
someone else, which fact only makes his
observations all the worse. Can it be that
ten minutes is too long for Mr. C. to spend
on his own favourite? Must he talk about
the bird that is beginning to get as popular
down South as it is in the North? His re-

marks about the selling value of the Norwich
are new to me. It is the first time I have
heard even a Norwich man 6ay their birds
can beat either a Yorkshire or a Border for

song. Still, one lives and learns. I agree
with Mr. Plank that such talk as Mr. Cobb’s
is unfair to a would-be beginner. Let us be
fair one to another. I should think but
little of any Border man who would give
vent to his feelings re any other kind of
bird in similar vein.

Harry C. Humphries.

Presentation to Newton Grange
Secretary, and Additions to

Open Show Schedule.
Sir,—The members of the Newton Grange

C.B.S. met in the Dean Hall to take fare-

well of Mr. Wm. Bryson, late sec., who is

now serving his country in the ranks of the
8th Royal Scots. Mr. A. M. Gardiner
presided, and in name of the society
presented Mr. Bryson with 'a beautiful
writing desk as a farewell gift. Mr.
Gardiner said he trusted that Mr. Bryson
would long be spared to use the desk, and he
believed that the gift would always be
treasured by the recipient and would ulti-

mately become an heirloom in his family.
Mr. Bryson, in returning thanks, said he
had endeavoured at all times to do his best,
and he hoped it would not be long before he
returned to the birds and fanciers again to
use the desk for the good of the society. The
classification for the open show, Dec. 19, was
gone through, and it was decided, notwith-
standing the present crisis, to add four more
classes, viz., unflighted buff cock, non-fed
hen, green Border hen, and Cinnamon cock
or hen, making a total of 49 classes, and it

is to be hoped that all will rally round our
show and make it a success. Before the
meeting closed, the health of Mr. Bryson was
enthusiastically pledged.

Alex. M. Gardiner.
6, Reid’s Buildings, Newton Grange.

kThe Starling’s Altered
f Character.

Sir,—I see that the “Farmers’ Gazette”
has been publishing evidence to “take away
the character” of the Starling. Examina-
tions were mad* of one hundred and seven
Starlings. The staple food of the Starling is

evidently insect matter, and throughout the
year they destroy large numbers of destruc-
tive larvae, beetles, and' weevils. During
autumn cereal food is also taken. In Septem-
ber, 1911, twenty birds were sent from the
listriet of Cruden with a request for informa-
tion as to the amount of grain found in their
:rops. In every bird grain was found, and
in ten of them husks of grain proved to be
ihe principal food, but in the remainder insect
matter predominated. In no case was the
food entirely vegetable. In the beginning of
February 1912, a number of Starlings were
shot during a snowstorm, and in almost every
case the bulk of the food consisted of grain
and seeds of weeds. The grain was in frag-

ments, but the weed seeds showed little or no
trace of digestion. Since 1896 these birds
have increased in number enormously, and
this increase is probably due to the migration
to our coasts of the continental Starling. As
a natural result the feeding habits have
changed' to a certain extent, and the verdict
of o.ne obsorver that this “ is a bind rather
to be fostered than destroyed, as he is a bene-
factor Tather than a foe to the farmer,” must
now be modified. Country Boy.

The Shows.
EDINBURGH. .

Sixty-first show of the Edinburgh O.S., Buccleuch
Parish Halls, Nov. 21. Kntrie© totalled 260, about
the same as last year, and quality was well main-
tained. Tho blue riband of th© show was won by
Mr. 0. G. Campbell, with a stylish buff foul cock;
the runner-up waa tho veteran Mr. J. McLennan’*
cl., yell. hen. Through tho hall being in serni-dark-
ness, owing to the action of the authorities, no
doubt some previous winners had to take a back-
seat, The show waa well managed by an excellent
committee. In Mr. R. Lili the ©ociety possess an
official who is the right man for the post, and he
had everything in apple-pie order. The judges were
Mr. G. Park, Govan, Mr. Win. Thornton, Blackball,
Mr. J. A. Stewart, Glasgow, and Mr. ,1. Carson,
Kasthouses. The show was visited by all the leading
Scotch Fancy breeder© from far and near, and many
were tho handshakes among tho veterans on meet-
ing once again at this old-established fixture.
Among those present we noticed Bailie Robinson,
Troon, Mr. J. D. Brown, East Kilbride, and many
others of Scotch Fancy fame.
CL. YELL. CK. (13) : 1, ap., Dalgleish, well known,

great size and subs., lit as ever; 2, sp., Gray, good
top end, nice thickness through chest; 3, sp., Hope,
Edinburgh and Leith winner, beaten only in size,
grandly filled shoulders, rare style and action; 4,
Simpson, rare style and action, takes perches well

;

5, Bell; C, iStrathearn ; 7, Pringle; 8, Campbell.
YELL. PIED (9) : 1, Campbell, grand drive and
shoulder, grea-t subs., very stylish; 2, Forsyth, good
one, well filled shoulders, grand snaky head and
neck; 3, Dalgleish, close up, similar size and subs.,
beaten only in length of drive; 4, Petrie; 5, Veitch;
6, Munro; 7, West; 8, Jardine. YELL. FOUL (8): 1,
Cowan, well up in size, fine square shoulder©, capi-
tal length of wing; 2, Kelli, grand snaky heacl, well
rounded top, gets tail well under; 3, Brown, grand
head, neck, and shoulders, splendid dr !ve; 4, Mc-
Lennan, neat and stylish, fine mover ; 5, Strathearn

;

6, Keill; 7, Brown; 8, Paterson. YELL. GR. (6):
1, McNiven, Edinburgh Western winner, in grand
trim, not a large one, but grand style and action

;

2, Campbell, fine size and subs., always leady; 3,
Simpson, nice subs., good top end and drive; 4, Bell;
5, Carlaw, neat and stylish; 6, Rennie. CL. BUFF
(16) : 1, sp., McClure, slashing big one, fare too
end, great subs., fine sweep of tad; 2, Carson, gets
hard up, lovely drive, well filled in shoulders; 3,
McLennan, grand action, rare pose, gets head well
down

; 4, AUardice, another good one, beaten in
size only; 5, op. Gray; 0, Dalgleish; 7, Jackson; 8,
Thomson (grand class). BUFF PIED (18): I, Mc-
Lennan, grand size and subs., rare drive and top
end, fine length of side; 2, Allan, great drive and
shoulder, nice free action; 3, Munro, fine thickness
through chest, neat head and neck; 4, Muir, capital
style and pose, gets tail well under perch; 6, Living-
stone; 6, McNiven; 7, McClure; 8, Henderson. BUFF
FOUL (13) : 1, sp, cup, and gold medal, Campbell,
grand all over, fine snaky head and neck, grand
thickness throughout, nice style and action, popular
win; 2, Henderson, fine top end, rare drive and ac-
tion, capital pose; 3, McClure, capital top end and
drive, well filled between shoulders, gets hard up ; 4,
AUardice, big one, grand length of side, very stylish;
5, Stewart; 6, Rodger; 7, Pringle; 8, Strathearn.
BUFF GRN. (6): 1, Chapman, splendid top and wing,
neat drive and action ; 2, Muir, capital style and
pos., fine snaky head and neck ; 3, Henderson, nice
subs., fine free action, grand circle; 4, Petrie; 6,
Duns; 6, Purvis. CL. YELL. HEN (16): 1, sp, run-
ner-up to cup winner, McLennan, grand lady, sweet
style and action, rare drive, very nervy ; 2, Stewart,
capital size and subs., well set up, fine length of
wing; 3, AUardice, sweet head, grand shoulders, nice
thickness

; 4, Sterling, similar size and subs., lovely
action and style; 5, Archibald; 6, McClure; 7, Cook;
8, McNiven. YELL. PIED (13): 1, 2, Dalgleish, beau-
ties, not much between them, plenty of size and ac-
tion ; 3, Simpson, grand shoulders, well filled in,

capital length of wing; 4, McLennan, extra good top
end, neat drive, and pos.

; 5, Menzie
; 6, Allan ; 7,

Stewart; 8, McLevy. YELL. FOUL (8): 1, Veitch,
extra big for a yell, hen, lovely top, splendid drive
and action; 2, AUardice, good size and subs., fine
free mover, capital pos.; 3, Chapman, rare snaky-
head and neck, sweet style and action ; 4, Simpson,
nice thickness through chest, grand circle; 5, Aitken

;

6, no name. YELL. GR. (3) : 1, Gray, lovely pose
and style, grand top end, fine, reachy neck; 2, Allan,
gets hard up, neat pos., rare mover, best of action

;

3, AUardice. CL. BUFF (.17) : 1, McLennan, capital
6ize and weight, well filled between shoulders, grand
sweep of tail ; 2, Hope, grand one, fine depth through
chest, sweet style and action, well plaoed; 3, Dal-
gleish, grand square top end, lovely pose, gets head
well down

; 4, Pringle, rare free style and action,
grand length of side, well up on leg ; 5, Chapman ; 6,
Simpson; 7, McNiven; 8, Muir. BUFF PIEBALD
(4!) : 1, Campbell, great top end, sweet neck and
head, plenty of nerve and style; 2, Dalgleish, well
up in size and subs., fine reachy neck, splendid
mover ; 3, Rodger, stylish model, grand rounded top
end, well filled shoulders, lovely pose; 4, Strathearn,
good size and subs., rare drive and circle ; 5, Jack-
son. neat position and style ; 6, Stenhcuse ; 7, Bell

;

8, Stewart. BUFF FOUL (16) : 1, Brown, grand subs.,
good top and drive., well packed between shoulders ;

2, Carson, fine length of side, great thickness through
chest, get hard up, splendid mover; 3, Rodger, simi-
lar size and subs., sweet styie and pos.; 4, Camp-
bell, fine reachy neck, good subs., very nervy; 5,
Craig, good top end and style, nice action; 6,
Strathearn; 7. Cowan; 8, Lile. BUFF GRN. (5) : 1,

Menzie, splendid top, neat head and neck, grand
style and action ; 2, Smart, well up in size, fine,
reachy neck, capital mover; 3, Jackson, gets tail well
under; 4, Gray; 5, Gordon. PAIRS (3): 1, Dal-
gleish, veil, pied cock and buff pied hen, immense
size and subs., matched to breed eomething extra
good; 2, Allan, similarly matched, but beaten size,
still a grand pair; 3, McFarlane. BELGIAN CK.
(2): 1. Hope, grand one for size, lovely pose and
droop; 2. Muir, fails droop, nice subs. HEN (3): 1.

sp. Gordon, well set up on leg, neat droop, grand
length of side; 2, Russell, fine size and subs., capi-
tal pooe; 3, Muir, splendid shoulders, grand droop.

GLASGOW C.B.A, REWARDED BY A
RECORD _ENTRY.
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McLeod,; 8 Renwick NOV. CK. (18): 1, Mathew-
son, tkd. buff, good head, neck and short cobbybody, rare qual., col. and cond., leads well- 2Bcgg and McCreadie, cl. yell., hot col., good qual ,
tine liead and cheeks, deep front; 3, Lyall, cl.
yell., fine type and size, grand qual., short body
flights and tail; 4, Smith, grand stamp for a yell
good subs., qual., col. and cond.; 5, Strachan; 6,Drake; 7, Clark; 8, Blacklock. HEN (22): 1
Smith, fine, typical cl. buff, short coupled, fine
round head, full neck, beautiful qual., col. and
cond.

; 2, Strachan, cl. buff, shade louget in body,
fine head and neck, good qual., col. and fine short
flights; A, Fyfe, head and wings mkd., lovely
qual., silky leather, weli up in size; 4, Jardine,
yell, var., fine short cobby body, good flights, qual.
and col., well staged, behind in head ; 5, Lawson
and Son; 6, G. ChilrnerS; 7, Clark; 8, Davidson.
UNl’LIU. YELL. CK. (20): 1, Harper, grand young-
ster, great size and sub-3., rare head and neck,
hot, even col., best of qual., fine short body flights
and tail

; 2, Marshall, close up in all points,
rare short cobby body, good size, qual., col. and
cond.; 3, Grcwar, again pressing, grand bead and
neck, bold front, excellent qual., col., in best of
cond.

; 4, Sanders, well up in 6ize and subs., level
col. throughout, not much between this lot

; 5,
Maxwell; 6, Smith; 7, Martin; 8, Mitcfhell. BUFF
(25): 1, Adam, grand size and subs., bold head,
neck and front, excellent qual., finely mealed; 2,
Maxwell, close up, equal size, excellent qual., col.
and cond., fine head and checks, mice short body,
flights and tail; 3, Harper, same stamp, typical
all over, and hard to separate; 4, Houston, again
pressing, grand size, head, neck and front,; 5,
Chalmers, about equal to any in front for size,
subs., qual. and cond., hot class; 6, Holliday; 7,
Finnic; 8, Strachan. YELL. HEN (17); I, sp.,
Grewar, beauty all over, grand head, fine deep
chest, excellent qual. and clean cut away behind

;

2, Chalmers, close up, rare head and checks, boid
front, lovely qual., fine Short body, flights and
t-ail

; 3, Allison, just behind a Little in head, equal
other respects; 4, Braid, grand hen for type, qual.
and send.; 6, Armour; 6, Kelly, Ayr; 7, Kelly,
Isle of Man; 8, Scott. BUFF (10); 1, Chalmers,
right, good stamp, typical, excellent qual., col
and cond., fine size, well put down; 2, Martin,
short and cobby, fine head, front, col. and cond.,
close up

; 3, Maxwell, Frizzle head, good size, ex-
cellent qual., fine short body, flights and tail, nice
head and col.; 4, Young, mkd. head, line tight
feather of excellent qual.; 5, Maxwell; 6, Armour;
7, Grewar; 8, Hutchison. VAR. YELL. (9): 1,
sp., 2, Maxwell, both cks., 1st, mkd. head and neck,
grand size, subs., col. and cond., lovely qua!., 2nd,
heavier, mkd. very hot col., equal size and qual.,
short flights and tail, shade less subs. ; 3, Armour,
head and wing mkd., good size, col. and qual.,
fine deep front, close up; 4, Hutchison, equal
size, qual. amd col., good head, fails subs.; 5,
Adam; 6, Potts; 7, Simpson; 8, Noble. BUFF
(21) : 1 , 2, Martin, lovely pair, 1st, almost even
mkd. grand size, rare head, neck and front, lovely
qual., finely mealed, 2nd, equal in every respect,
will be hard to beat; 3, 4, Maxwell; 3, cobby
shaped body, best of qual., finely mealed,' shade
weak in head, 4, might have changed places, better
head, fine cobby body, good qual.; 5, Ward; 6,
Gorrie; 7, Young; 8, Hirst. SELL., CKS. (18):
1, Herd; 2, Porrixius; 3, Blacklock; 4, McLeod; 5,
Dalgety; 6, Fulton; 7, Taylor; 8, Houston. HEN
(18) : 1, Herd

; 2, Huggins
; 3, Fulton ; 4, Wood

;

5, A-nderson; 6, Jeffrey; 7, Renwick; 8, Kennedy.
In the five classes provided for Crests, entries

were irather dduappointing, only averaging seven
per class, but still, qual. was very good

;
worthy of

special mention were those shown by Mr. D.
McLaren, Dumfernlioe, gaining 2 firsts, and I
second, and his Crested cock,

-

a marvellous bird or
outstanding size and subs., and dense spread of
veiny feather, winning the Jarvie cup for best
bird in hall. Mr. A. Chalmers judged.
CREST CK. (9) 1, 2, sp., McLaren, grand size,

good subs, of body, lovely, well radiated crest of
fine £ilky feather, grand centre, and nice droop,
wins well; 2, Lay, nearly gr., fine big bird, good
subs., fine centre and droop, scarcely so dense,
and could be better groomed; 3, McMillan, gr.,

just behind in size and subs., very fine crest, good
centre -and qual.

; 4, Edwards, var., neat centre
and droop, lacks size, and subs., of leaders; 0,

Hamilton; 6, Nimmo; 7, Scott; 8, Brown. HEN
(5) : I, McLaren, D.C., cl. body, well up in size,

good body, plenty of feather, of fine qua)., 'grand
droop and centre; 2, 5, McLay, 2nd, better size

and subs., equal droop and centre, we liked for

1st., excellent qual. of feather; 3, Williamson,
plenty of feather, meat centre, well groomed; 4,

Lawson and Son; 5, Hamilton. CREST-
BRED CK. (8): 1, Hamilton, grizzled head and
wing, grand entrance and lashing, well over eyes,
good size and subs. ; 2, McLaren, var., equal size
and subs., fine entrance, scarcely so well lashed

;

3, 5, McLay, 3, grand yell, var., good col. and qual.,

neatly lashed, line size and subs, for a yell.; 4,

Williamson; 6, Adamson. HEN (9): 1, 2, sp.,

Edwards, gr., grand size and subs, of body, wide
entrance, wonderfully well lashed

; 2, Scott, equal
size and subs., good entrance, scarcely to well
lashed, still, grand hen, 3, 8, McMillan, good in

entrance and qual. of feather, neat lashing ; 4,

. ^,
r
.
c
.
cord “bow

- both in numbers and quality, was
held Nov. 20 and 21, in Union Halls, West Nile St.,when a splendid muster of exhibits (about 1,200)
gathered to do battle. The management were jubi*
lant at the success attained, and who will gainsay
they deserved it, since they are 4 li men and fan-
ciers who have striven hard to gain a secure foot-
ing tor their fixture, anil the well earned respect
and support of the exhibiting fraternity. Notable
was the fact that this was a ©how of exceptional
quality all round, especially so in the Canary sec-
tions. Yorkshires here are improving by leaps and
bounds

; the most of the plums, however, in the
section were captured by our friends South of the
1 weed. British, as a whole, were good, but in one
or two of the clasees quality was scarcely of the
best. Mr. McLaren won silver challenge goblet
for best in ball, with his lovely crest. The chal-
lenge shield fell once more to the members of the
Glasgow and Weet, while the rosebovvl was won
by the Particle and Dis. C.B.C. The hall, which
was secured as a last resort, in the management’©
anxious endeavour to hold the show, did not prove
adequate to the needs of < uch a rmfgirifleent gath-
ering of fanciers and their pets, but the most of
the space at their command was made to ensure the
comfort of all concerned. The birds were staged
on lour tier ©helving right -round the walls of the
square building, witii an additional double row up
the centre. Mr. J. F. Park, the president, one of
the most popular of city enthusiasts, is ever cour-
teous and obliging, and the right man in the right
place, wiiile vice-presidents, Mr, E. Taylor and Mr
John McLay, Messrs. D. F. Webster, assist, eee.

;

Wm. Hutchison, sec.; Wm. Gunion, treas., backed
up by a most enthusiastic working commit-
tee, saw that everything was done for the safety
and well-being of the birds. The judge©, Messrs. A.
Chalmers, for Crests; A. Sloan, Plainlieads

; G.
His Iop. Borders; R. Heggie, Yorks.; R. V. Raine
and Jas. Gentleman, Brit, and For., were ably at-
tended by Messrs. Taylor, Sinclair, Craig, Barron,
E. Taylor, Priest, Fraser, Wyllie, Houston, Watson,
Swan, Martin, and Maxwell, and th-eir work pro-
ee-eded like th© working of a clock, and was accom-
pliohed in good time, to the general satisfaction of
all. Sales were numerous and the prices good. Mr
Edwards’ young green Crestbred hen was much
admired, and we believe Kirkintilloch (in the per-
son of Mr. John McLay), was in Glasgow annexing,
for we are told he secured this choice specimen at
a good round sum; we wish him luck with his
plucky purchase.

The Norwich and the Crests.
Norwich were the best we have seen for some

tame, tho unflightedl classes being particularly
strong, and competition was of the keenest; many
very fine birds had to stand cardless. The non-
feds seemed as though fanciers had withheld their
best birds for these classes; all were well up to
the standard of perfection in size, type, and
quality. S.P.C. medal was won by Mr. M Smith
with a yell, varieg. ck., a bird of the right stamp,
great size and subs, for a yell. Mr. A. Sloan
(Glasgow) judged.
Y’ELL. CK. (14) : 1, Naismitb, great size, fine

head, lovely qual. of feather, hot col., nice cond.,
could do with more subs., claimed at catalogue
price, £2 12s. 6d. ; 2, Scobbie, equal size, better
subs., excellent qua!., scarcely so rich in col., still
we liked for 1st

; 3, Crawford, rare type, qual., col.
and cond., well laid wings and tail, good stamp

;

4, Mitchell, fine round head, deep front, cobby
shape, grand qual.; 5, Martin; 6, Maxwell; 7
Taylor; 8, Hirst. BUFF (17); 1, Martin, right
good one, rare head and cheeks, grand, deep chest,
lovely qual. of feather, neatly carried flights and
tail, fine salmon tint of col.

; 2, Harper, close up,
good size, fine cobby shaped body, well mealed,
nice short feather, in grand order; 3, Chalmers,
mkd. head, good size, col. and qual., fine head,
flights and tail, behind in subs..

; 4, 5 , Devoy, two
of the right type, good heads, size and qual.; 6
Colley; 7, Allison; 8, Sanders. VAR. YELL CK*
I© ; l, 0, sp., S.P.C. medal, Smith, head and
saddle mkd., fine, head, neck and' rare deep front,
excellent qual., rich col., neatly cut away behind,
wins well; 2, Tayjor, fine size., col. and qual.,
good head, but some thought lucky to beat 3,
Barron, better subs., fine deep front, rare short
coupled bird, rich col. and qual., and fine cond.;
4, Stewart, nice size, good qual. col. and cond.
fine head; 6, Gardner; 6, Jeffrey; 7, Burt; 8,
Collie. .BUFF (19) : 1

,
Martin, grand size, subs.,

and qual., fine short coupled bird, lovely col.,
best of wings, stylish exhibit; 2, Kennedy, trifle
longer in body, still, of good size, lovely qual.,
col. and cond., fine head and wing car.; 3 , Kerr,
grand isize, fine heari and( neck;, ihovejy q.ua,l.\
nicely frosted, A1 cond., could do with more
breadth

; 4, Bell, equal size and qual., fine short
wings and tail, neatly cut away behind, just fails
bead; 5, Collie; 6, Simpson; 7, Crawford; 8
Paling YELL. HEN (12): 1

, sp., Gardner, great
size and subs., fine level col., nice short feather
of excellent qual., neat wings, rare head, neck
and chest, wins; 2, 7, Maxwell, 2nd, fine stamp,
rare cobby shaped body, fine head and neck, ex-
cellent qual., col. and cond.

; 3, sp., Chalmers, well
up in size, good qual. and col., slightly corded in
feather, and inclines to drop a wing; 4, Cairns,
tkd. on neck, fine size and sub., good head and
neck, even col., nice qual.; 5, French; 6, Martin;
8. Paling. BUFF (12): 1, Cairns, claimed at cata-
logue price, £5 5s., grand stamp, fine round head,
thick neck, rare deep, broad chest, typical, clean
cut away, excellent qual.,, good all over

; 2, Tay-
lor, close up, fine cobby shape, lovely qual., ’nicely
mealed, neat, close-fitting wings: 3, Martin, same
stamp, trifle smaller, grand quah col. and cond.,
fine style; 4, Blair, we liked for 3, better head and
size, very typical, A1 qual. and eond.

; 0, Max-
well

; 6, Armours; 7, KJe AUister
; 8, lleggie. VAR.

\ ELL. HEN (11) : 1, Houston, saddle mkd., rare
stamp, good size, col., qual. and cond. ; 2, Braid-
wood, mkd. head, wing and rump, equal size, qua!.,
col. and cond., neat flights, close up; 3, Blair,
rump-mkd., fine size, excellent qual., grand front;
4, Grewar, right wing mkd., good size and subs.,
A1 qual., trifle long behind; 5, Philip; 6, Smith;
7, Bell; 8, Braid. BUFF (10): 1, Naismitb, fine
head and cheeks, very fine qual. of feather, rich
col., looks trifle long in barrel; 2, Anderson, good
bead and neck, lovely qual., ilnc flights and tail,
nice front; 3, J. Taylor, equal an every respect,
good Plainhead

; 4. I
1

. Taylor, green, fine tvpe
ami ground col., good size; 5, Ward; 0, 8, Grewar;
7, Pitchford. NON-FED CK.: 1. 4. Grewar. 1st,
great size, rare head and neck, bold, deep front,
fine qual., cl. yell., full of go. stylish; 2. Wood,
cl. buff, close up, fine round head, thick neck, grand

Lilli dllLG UlHi Ij'liU. l Kiltm.1 , 11GUU , A |

McLay, very good in every way "for a youngster

;

5, McLay; 6, Hamilton; 7, Adamson. SELL: 1,

Twcedie; 2, McMillan; 3, Sharp; 4, Lawsou; E,

Adamson.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kind© of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of HTaltli, Diet, Ac., to all venders.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a copy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
“Health and Strength," 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand, E.C., mentioning "C.B.”
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The Border Fancies.
Borders wore a wonderful collection, and a

record for this society. Entries were moru than
double last year's. Tile splendid clusaittcatiou

was fully taken advantage of, and t lie birds aver-

aged about to per class, giving tills progressive

body of ottieinla every encouragement, which they

richly deserve. Quality was a leading feature,

and competition was very keen. The B.F.C.C.
medal was won by U. Bennet, with a gem of yell,

ck., about perfect in ail points; bo also secured

tlie Motherwell eup over forks., and British, a

very creditable pcrtormance.
\ ELL. CK. (troy : 1, 4, sp., Bennet, beauty, and

no mistake, typical in every way, rich, evou col.,

line, close, short, silky leather, perfect wings and
tail, nice easy car., wins; 2, Wilson, rich qual.,

col. and coud., best of wing car., and staged to

perfection; it, Broadfoot, excellent qual., col. and
cond., well braced wings and tail, tree mover; 4,

Findlay, uiee one, very tine feather and col., could

bo better staged; 5, Nairn; <3, l’urvis; 7, MeOreadie

;

b, Fraser. BUFF; 1, Paterson, tkd. head, line

round head and body, lovely qual., col. and cond.,

At order; 2, Auld, close up, excellent qual., best

of wing and tail ear., right stamp ; 3, Bennet, very
typical, tine car., staged in bis usual grand style;

4, Purves, very neat and typical, silky feather,

line bloom; 5, Wilton ; <j, Mosaic; 7, Coventry; 8 ,

Frozen; excellent class. YELL. HEN (24): 1, sp.,

Paterson, right shape and weight, splendid qual.,

tight as a drum, well laid wings, free and easy
style; 2

j,
Stoveuu-ou, p resiling, (equal shape, fine

even col., well carried flights and tail, scarcely so

good qua!.; 3, Craig, very tine car., col. and cond.;

4, McLTeadie, best of qual., col. and wing car.,

very little between (these four ; 5, Rentoul
; <3,

Purves; 7, Wilson; 8 ,
Broadfoot. BUFF (21): 1,

Purves, wee model, splendid qual., col. and wing
car., tine jaunty car. ; 2 , Rentoul, grand round
head and body, excellent qual/, nicely mealed,
splendid wings, well braced, close up

; 3, Halliday,

tkd. head, sweetly made, fine head, free, easy

car., lovely qual. of feather; 4, Auld, right stamp,
very tight, silky feather, of excellent qual.

; 5,

Paterson; 6 , Nairn; 7, Craig; 8 , Thomson. EVEN
MKD. (6): 1, 5, Haddow, we believe the wen-known
Palace winning yelR well-balanced markings, good
qual. and wing car. ; 2, Rentoul, close up in markings

;

buff, of rich qual., grand car.; 3, Findlay, Cinn.

mkd., very neat, shade weak in head ; 4, Hamil-
ton, buff, nice qual., good car. VAR. Y'ELL. (12);

1, Paterson, almost even mkd., tine found head
and body, rich col. and qual., splendid wing car.,

good cond.
; 2, Mossie, close up, eye, and wing mkd,

lovely qual., col. and cond., grand shape, well

braced wings ; 3, Wilson, Ctnn. inkid., excellent

qual., col. and con., staged in A1 order, trifle

weak in head; 4, Fraser, wing and eye mkd., fine,

tight, short leather, of lovely qual. ; 5, Duncan

;

6 ,
Weir ; 7, Coventry ; 8 , Gemmell. BUFF (23)

:

1 ,
Craig, a past winner, and still going strong,

eyes and wing mkd., splendid qual., best of wing
car., and right type ; 2, 3, sp., Rentoul, 2, eyes,

neck and wing mkd., mice round head, correct

weight, splendid qual. and wing car. , 3, sp., wing

mkd., fine texture of feather, very tight fitting

wings, pipe tail, staged in good order; 4, Paterson,

close at their heels',' very fine, boxy feather, free

mover, fine shape and con.; 5, Findlay; ti, Cubby;

7, Cunningham; 8 , Clark; grand class. YELL. GR.,

or CINN. (22) : 1, sp., 2, Wilson, Cinns., rich

ground col., wonderfully well pencilled, sweetly
made, fine wing car. and cond.; 3, Kilpatrick, gr.,

very rich, level tone of col., fine lacing and type

;

-4, WSiitelaw, gr., nice -head and wing car., beau-

tiful col.; 5, 6 ,
Harper; 7, Thomson; 8 ,

Higgins.

BUFF (17); 1, 2, Wilson, both Cinn., rich, sound
col., sweetly made, rare fitting wings, pipe tails.

In igrand| order; 3, Whitelawr, gr., might have
changed places with 2nd, rich, level col., grand

type and wing car., in the pink; 4, A. and W.
Thomson, gr., close up, equal col. and lacing, well

laid wings, fine jaunty car., A1 con.; 5, Reid; 6 ,

Murphy ; 7, Marshall ; 8 , Dod-s. SELL. : 1, G.

Bennet- 2, Crabb and Findlayson ; 3, Stevenson; 4,

Paterson; 5, Gill; 6 ,
Findlay; 7, Smith; 8 ,

Higgins.

The Yorkshire Section.
YORKS., CL. OR TKD., YELL. CK. (17) ; 1, Hirst,

nice size, fine even col., rich qual., neat carr. and
style, clean cut, fine leg and right pose ; 2, Dykes,

hard up for size and 'col., neat, shapely, well braced,

tight up on leader ; 3, Ogden Bros., hot even- col.,

nice subs., rare length and pos„ not quite so per-

fect in wings; 4, Ross, plenty size and gcod qual.,

nice legs, soiled in plumage; 5, Jeffrey; 6
,
Priest; 7,

Ferguson; 8 ,
Girvan. BUFF (12); 1, Dykes, rare

length, beautiful silky feather, tight and fit, well

drawn ; 2, Pinnock, well up on leader, nice length,

good shape and carr., not quite so clean underneath,

still fine stamp; 3, Hirst, rare length, perfect carr.,

clean cut and finely tapered, we liked as well as

any; 4, Ogden Bros., grand col. and length, well

drawn, fine car., not quite so clean at front; 5,

Gray ; 6 ,
Peters

; 7, McCready ; 8 , Kinnear. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. HEN (9); 1, Mason, fine type and
feather, nice even col., neat carr., wings, and tail,"

trifle soiled in plumage; 2, Buchanan, nice col.,

qual., shape, and taper, better than leader across

back, fine pose, nicely staged, and well up for top
place; 3, Steel bit soiled in plumage and soft when
we saw it ; 4, Park ; 5, Bell

;
6

.
McLellan

; 7, Coch-
rane; 8

,
Peters. BUFF (12) : 1, McCready, grand qual.

feather, had met with some misfortune, unable to
stand on perch; 2, Dykes, topper for stock, grand
subs., rich qual., neat, clean cut, well braced, staged
to perfection

; 3, Cochrane, neat shape and carr.,

just a little behind in subs.; 4, Lovie, good size

and type, clean cut, 'neatly folded wings and tail,

just behind in style; 5, Ogden Bros.; 6 , Martin; 7,

Gray; 8 , Houston. VAR. CK. (9); 1, 3, Mason,
leader, clinking, yell., plenty size and subs., clean
fronted, well drawn, nice carr. and pos., very fit;

3, fine buff, nice type and subs., clean cut, neatly
drawn, could be staged to better advantage ; 2 ,

Ogden Bros., hot col., rich qual., plenty length,
stylish, not just so neat at top end

; 4, Gray, griz

cap yell., neat all over, good one, worth its place ;

6 , Steel; 6 , McLellan ; 7, Girvan; 8
,
Park, HEN

(8 ) : 1, Edwards, rare yell., grand size and type,
clean and neatly built, fine taper and carr., wins
well; 2, Ogden Bros., buff, fine size and build, right
stamp, neat and swanky, tight body form ; 3

,

Tansey, yell. cinn. mark, grand col. and qual., had
been washing; 4, Martin, nice qual. yell., fine tex-
ture feather, neat wings and tail, wants handling,
inclined to crouch ; 5, Sinclair

; 6 , AndeTson ; 7, Coch
ranc; 8, Park. YELL. CK. 1914 (14): 1

, Dykes,
all there for type and qual .

2
neat, well

sweet throughout, staged to ftrfiGuon ; 2, 4, Fer-
guson, former hfl$ fdl-J and shape, nice carr. and
®tyle

, heat and proportionately built, could do with
V pinch more subs.; 3, Ogden Bros., grand type and
Al col., sweet pose, clean and neatly dressed, value
for 2nd place when we took notes; 5, Buchanan; 6 ,

lelfer; 7, Marley; 8 ,
Jeffrey. BUFF, 1914 (12): 1,

Ogden Bros., capital tick, grand size, raro length
and shape, very typical, ncut and «wnnky, perfect
feather; 2, Gray, similarly mkd., stylish ami neat,
line qua), feather. Just behind leader in neck;* 3,

Dykes, nice one lor size and type, lino leg and pos.,

not just so clean at front, or tight in feather; 4,

Martin, nice size and col., good qual. and stylish,

neat carr., finely braced, runs 3rd hard; 3, 8 , Park;
6 , Ferguson; 7, Jeffrey. HEN, 1911 (24): 1, Ogden
Bros., lovely size and qual., perfect carr. and ohape,
neat, well drawn, laid down like boxwood

; 2, Dykes,
typical, right ehape, neatly built and finely braced,
not quite the qual. of loader; 3, Buchanan, good
type and build, neat wings and tail, rather opener
In feather than those in front; 4, Gray, lino qual.
feather, neat wings and tail; 5, Hirst; (3, Park; 7,

Pinnock; 8 , McLellan. SELL., YORKS, (10) : 1, 2 ,

Mason; 3, Gray; 4, 7, Tansey; 3, Ferguson; 0, Jeff-

rey
; 8 , Ross.

Hybrids British & Foreign Birds.
DARK GOLDFINCH-CAN. MULE (12): 1, Me-

Quis'.on, grand size, great col., very steady, perfect
feather; 2, Jamieson, trifle larger, but not just so
hot in col. or perfect in feather, good 2nd ; 3,

Gilchrist (Border King), more of the stamp of
leader, -ami similar in .size, glorious col., perfect
feather, staged to perfection, must have pressed for

2nd ; 4, Rolls, well up for size, steady, not so hot
in col., riicely staged; 5, Scobbie; (3, Conkie and
Loudon; 7, Guthrie and Son; 8 , McCready. DK.
LINNET OR GREENF. MULE (13): 1, 2, McQuiston,
leader, fine jonquo Linnet, hot in col., perfect
feather, a topper in perfect trim ; 2 , fine, maseivo
jonque Grecnf., deep, rich col., tight and fit, might
be a shade steadier; 3, Dewar, Green!'., nice cond.,
not so hot in col.,

,
but steadier, and nicely laid

down ; 4, Malcoimson, fine jonque Linnet, nice size

and steady; just a trifle open in feather when we
made ocr notes; 5, Davidson; 6, Webster; 7, H.
Davidson; 8 , Jamieson. A.O.V. CAN. MULE EX-
CEPT. CAN.-BULLF. (9): 1, ti, McQuiston, winner,
good Twite crose, grand size, rich ground coi. and
pencilling, steady, Al cond.; 2, Gribben, Siskin,

good size, rich col., nicely mkd., fine feather, shows
cross well; 3, Jamieson, Siskin, well up for col. and
markings, but lacks subs, of 2nd, still good ; 4,

Kelly, Siskin, perfect feather, not the tize or col.

of those in front; 5, Malcoimson; 7, McGavin ; 8 ,

Rolls.. LIGHT MULE 3(8) : 1, McQuiston, nice

cheek and wing marked jonque Greenf., will improve

;

2, Heggie, cl. Greenf., well-known winner, not in

proper feather yet, requires handling to steady-

down ; 3, 4, Jamieson, 4-pt. jonque and buff GolSf.,

leader, hot col., nice feather, good size and qua!.,

just a trifle unsteady; 4, Al cond., cheeks and wings
mkd., also a little unsteady ; 5, Thomson

;
G, Mc-

Gillivary Bros.
; 7, Smith ; 8 , Webster. BULLF.,

H\T
B. (6): 1, Wallace, grand Can.-Bullf., fine size

and subs., rich col., nicely blended, perfect feather,

capital cond.; 2, Fyfe, clinking Goldie-Bullie, fine

size and markings, very steady and fit, runs hard
up on leader

; 3, Campbell, good Linnet-Bullie, fine

size, richly blended markings, shows the cross well

;

4. 5, Samson, both Linnet-Bullies, hotter in col., lack
of size their only drawback; C, Williamson. A.O.
HYB. (8 ) : 1, McQuiston, capital Goldie-Greenie,
fine size and markings, shows cross plainly ; 2, Wil-

son, beautiful little Siskin-Goldie, fine blend of col.,

steady and perky, perfect cond.
; 3, Brownlie and

Cook, similar, well up; 4, Roxburgh, Redpoll-Greenie,
a nice little cross, though somewhat sombre in col.,

ehows the cross well ; 5, Fyfe ; 6 , Mitchell ; 7, Ed-
wards

; S, Cianna. SELL., MULE OR HYB., 10s.

(14): 1, McLaren; 2, Dewar; 3, Campbell; 4, Jamie-
son; 5, Bell; 6 , Adam; 7, Scobbie;* 8 , Thomson.
H.M. GOLDF. (14) : 1, Palmer, topping Finch, square,
deep crimson blaze, fine wings and markings, pure
col., steady and well shown; 2, Stobb Bros., fine

size and markings, steady, not just the depth of

face or purity of white as winner; 3, Peden and
Aohcroft, good all-round, bit wild

; 4, Guthrie and
Son fine Finch, steady ae a rock, more size than
3rd, better face, good col. and markings, might
have gone up ; 5, Lees ; 6 , Lawson gnd Son ; 7,

Laurie; 8 ,
Thomson. F.M. (11): 1, McDermid,

grand col., fine blaze, neat wings, and buttons,

rich yellows, immovable as a rock, really a little

beauty; 2, Reid Bros., grand size and col., up-

standing, loses in blaze and steadiness ; 3, 5, Pitch-

ford, leader, just a shade smaller, good col., nice

markings, behind in blaze; 4, Chalmers, fine size

and dense col., rich markings and pure in whites,

fails in steadiness, should improve and be good one
yet; 6 , Connelly; 7, Henderson; 8 ,

Wateon. BULLF.
(II) : 1, McQuiston, topper all over, grand size and
coi., rare expansive, jet black cap and nice bars,

staged in the welLknown style; 2, Davidson, very

little if any behind in size and subs., quite up in

col. and cond., nicely staged, runs hard for 1st

place; 3, 6 , Woods, fine col. and cond., steady,

presses hard up ; 4, Tomlinson ; 5, Craig, both nice

Finches, very similar in merit and little to divide,

very even class; 7, Thomson; 8 ,
Brown. H.M.

LINNET (IS): 1, 2, McQuiston, grand size and cond.,

richly pencilled, very steady, leader excels in breast

work; 3, Lees, hard up for size and cond., not quite

so profuse in- pencilling, or so steady ao those in

front; 4, Jamieson, nice cond., finely pencilled,

rather behind in subs. ; 5, Pitchford ;
6 , Smith

; 7,

Taylor; 8
,
Wason. F.M. (15): 1, Greig, topper

for a wild one, fine size, nice ground col. and
pencilling, with care and another moult should take

some stopping, quickly claimed at catalogue price

;

2, 3, Reid Bros., leader good one, fine size, steady,

well pencilled, not just eo rich in ground col., other-

wise well up ; 3, good one, just behind a trifle in

subs.
; 4, Conkie and Loudon, nice cond. and fea-

ther, but loses ground in size; 5, 6 , Thomson, a

hot lot in this class; 7, Laurie; 8 , McQuiston.
SISKIN (10) : 1, Caider, topper for col. and mark-
ings, richly pencilled, fine cap and wings, little

beauty, steady, perfect feather; 2, Nieoleon, well up

for size, very steady, not just so hot in coL and

profuse in pencilling; 3, Smith, not quite the subs,

of leader, still a good one; 4, Livingstone; 5, Conkie

and Loudon, very similar to 3rd, and little to de-

cide between ; 6
,
Porteous ; 7, Campbell

;
8
,
Brownlie

and Cook. MEALY REDPOLL OR TWITE (12): 1
,

Conkie and Loudon, Twite, fine size, rich ground

col., fine pencilling, steady ; 2, McQuiston, Twite,

well up on leader for col. and pencilling, perfect

Prize Card*, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges' Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Soqiety says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to

say our members are simply delighted with the.

posters and prize cards. They say they ar£ the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Y'ours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples and prices.

—

The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E,C.

feather, steady, Juat beaten in size and tubs.; 3,
Quinn, fine Mealy, good size and subs., nicely pen-
cilled, sound in co|., steady and well staged ; 4,

Nicholson, good Twite, nice cond.; 5, McGavin; 0
,

Nciison; 7, Watson; 8 ,
Trotter. LESSER REDPOLL

(21): 1 , Boag, little beauty, rich ground col., finely
pencilled, neat bib, steady, a good one; 2 , Brownlie
and Cook, rather more subs, than leader, but
not so dense in ground col. pencilling, fine bib and
poll, nicely placed ; 3, Conkie and Loudon, good
oize and cond., not so richly pencilled; 4, Mc-
Quiston, trifle smaller, similar in markings to 3rd

;

6
,

E. Taylor; 6
, Johnstone; 7, Wason; 8

,
Xkelson.

H.M. GREENF. (18): 1, 3, Campbell, leader, good
jonque, not a monster, capital cond., nice col.,

steady; 3rd, top cond., loses in size only; 2, Linton,
grand buff, fine size and subs., nice qual., steady,
in Al order; 4, Sykee; 3, Jeffrey, very similar; ti,

Boag; 7, Wright; 8 , Aitken. CHAFFINCH (9):
I, 4, Sykes, leader, a clinker all over, topping size,

distinct markings, steady; 4, hard up for 3rd place,
bit rough in feather; 2, Adams, nice size and col., not
just the size or subs, of leader; 3, Selkirk, not so
massive in build, staged in capital style; 5, Russell;
6

,
McGillivary Bros.; 7, Loan; 8 , Cowan. BRAM-

BLE. (13) : 1, 6 , Sykes, leader, clinker all over,
topper for size and markings, steady and perfect,
well-known face ; 2, Conkie and Loudon, grand col.

and spangling, not just the subs, of leader; 3,
Galloway, hard up for size and col., not so tight
in feather; 4, Lawrie, nice one for col. and epang-
ling, bit unsteady; 5, Dickson; 7, Selkirk; 8 ,

Con-
nachan. YELLOWHAJUMER (15): 1, 6, Raith,
leader, nice one, fine size and distinct head lines,

steady, perfect feather, wins; 2, Watson, well up
in size and cond., fine feather, not so distinct in

markings ; 3, McGillivary Bros., rather smaller,
capital cond., nice head lines, well placed ; 4, Living-
stone, nice one, in fine cond., presses hard on 3rd

;

5. Bell; 7, Watson; 8 , Cowan. A.O.V. BUNTING
OR FINCH (6 ) : 1, Sykes, capital Hawfinch, magni-
ficent size, very steady, Al cond.; 2, Arnott, cham-
pion Corn Bunting, rich in ground col., finely mkd.,
capital size and cond., very steady; 3, Winter, rich

coloured Hawfinch, very steady, a beauty, only be-

hind in size; 4, Brown, fine Ortolan Bunting, Ruthcr-
glen British cup winner, not looking so well to-

day; 5, G, McCloy. SOFTBILL, SMALL (6): 1, 3,

4, E. Taylor, leader, well known Black Redstart,
in superb cond., like paint, a perfect beauty with-
out doubt; 2, Sorbie, capital Wagtail, staged fault-

lessly ; 3, Redstart, often described, a perfect speci-

men
; 4, Yell. Wag., just slightly damaged in flight

feather, otherwise without blemish ; 5, YVatson ; 6 ,

Anderson. LARGE ( 8 ) : 1, McQuiston, famous
Chough, in magnificent plumage, rare size, shining
like velvet, wearing well; 2, Adamis, handsome
Blackbird (Rob Roy), capital size and rich jet col.,

bright amber beak, a topper; 3, Sykes, fine Chough,
very oteady, behind leader only in size; 4, Greig,

fine Thrush, grand size and ground col., nicely

speckled breast, grand feather and style; 5, Melvin;
6

,
MeCorrisken ; 7, Loan; 8

,
Williamson. BULLF.

HEN (13) : 1, Cranna, beauty, in rich cond., feather
tight and good, fine col., neat bars and cap

;
2 ,

McQuiston, equal in size and col., and little to

separate them; 3, Smith, good one for col. and
cond., loses a trifle in subs.; 4, Sykes, nice one,

quite the equal of 3rd, and must have pressed ; 5,

Mills; C, Greig; 7, Woods; 8
,
Davidson. SEED-

RATING HEX (17): 1, McQuiston, fine Corn, in nice

feather, very steady and well shown; 2, Campbell,
fine Greenf., steady, good size and subs. ; 3, Ander-

son, Hawfinch, great size for a hen, nice feather,

steady, fine markings and subs.; 4, VVaoon, Linnet,

nice size and pencilling, fine cond., steady ; 5, 8 ,

Craig; €, Trotter; 7, Pirrie. SELL. ( 8 ): 1, Morri-

son; 2, Palmer; 3, Campbell; 4, Watt; 5, Lees; 6 ,

Chalmers; 7, Henderson; 8 , Steel. FOR. GOLDF.
(13) : 1, Adams, capital Finch, rare col., pure marks,

fine expansive square cut blaze, plenty of yell, in

wings, nicely buttoned, faultless cond.; 2, Roy,

beauty, quite the equal of leader, and muet have
been difficult to separate ; 3, Mills, nice col. and
marks, fails only in depth and squareness of blaze-;

4, Watson, trifle larger, nice- col., steady, but fails

in blaze; 5. Ritchie; 6
,
Campbell; 7, Henderson

;
8 ,

Lawson and Son. SMALL (5): 1, McCready, hand-

some Yellow-wing Sugar bird; 2, 3, 5, Arnott, lead-

ing with lovely Gold-fronted Honey-sucker, in fault-

less style; 3, Jackeon’s Whydab, perfect plumage,

seldom seen; 4, Woods, capital Bullie, rare size

and col., plenty subs., rich qual. and markings.

LARGE (3) : 1, Muir, Eclectus, Parrot, perfect

feather and cond., rare size; 2, Morrison, well-

known winning Bloodwing, in grand feather, often

described; 3, Fraser, beautiful pair Rosellae, in fine

feather.

BOWLING B.F.A.
Show, Napoleon Hotel Oct. 24. Seventy-one birds

were judged by Mr. W. Morement, who gave entire

satisfaction. OPEN, CL. OR TKD. YELL. : 1,

Pacey ; 3, 4, Robinson. BUFF : 1, 2, 3, 4, Padgett.

YELL. HEN. : 1, Padget; 2, 4* Pacey; 3, Thompson.
BUFF- I, 4, Robinson; 2, 3, Bleayard. UNFLIG. :

1, Thompson. EVEN, ETC., CK. : 1, Pacey; 2, 3,

Padgett
; 4, Thompson. HEN : 1, 2, 3, Padgett ; 4,

Robinson. NOV., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. : 1,

Sharp; 2, Pownall. BUFF: 1, Sharp; 2, Pownall; 3,

Wood and Mirfield ; 4, Wardman. YELL. HEN : 1,

Sharp ; 2, Wood and Mirfield. BUFF : 1, 4, Pownall

;

2, Wardman; 3, Sharp. UNFLIG.: 1, Sharp; 2, 8 ,

YVardman. EVEN, ETC., CK. : 1, Hodgson; 2,

Pownall ; 3, Sharp ; 4, Wood and Mirfield. HEN :

1, Nicholl : 2, Sharp; 3, Wood and Mirfield; 4,

Pownall.—J. Nicholl, Sec.

BRADFORD EAST O.S.
Members’ Show. Oct. 20, Park Chapel Schools, New
oss-st.; 90 birds were judged by Mr. A. Cooper,

o gave general satisfaction. Some of the win-

rs looked well, and should be heard of later. Spec-

s for most entries was won by Wilkinson Bros.,

Laycock being second.
/LASS 1 (4): 1, Stables; 2, Northrop; 3. Lay-
;k; 4, Wilkinson Bros. CLASS 2 (2): 1, 2, Wil-

ison Bros. CLASS 3 (5): 1, 2, Farrar; 3, North-

) 4, vhc, Wilkinson Bros. CLASS 4 (3) : 1, Far-

2, Northrop; 3, Stables. CLASS 5 (6): 1, 2,

ilkinson Bros.; 3, 4. Northrop; vhc, Farrar; he,

ycock. CLASS 6 (6 ): 1, 2, Laycock; 3, Farrar;

vhc, Northrop: be, Stables. CLASS 7 (6): 1, Wil-

lson Bros.; 2, he, Laycock; 3, 4, Farrar; vhc,

irthrop. CLASS 8 (8): 1, 2, Farrar; 3, vhc, c,

ilkinson Bros.; 4, Stables; he, Laycock. CLASS
(4): 1, Hudson; 2, Walker; 3, Myers; 4, Spencer.

iASS 10 (5): 1, Walker; 2, 3, Myers-; 4, g. Taylor;

c, Metcalfe. CLASS 11 (4): 1. Wroe; 2, 4, Bous-

Id; 3 ,
Taylor Bros. CLASS i2 (8): 1, Bousfleld;

Taylor ; 3, Wroe ; 4, vfic, Wheelwright ;
lie, Myers ;

Metcalf®. CLASS 13 ( 6 ): 1, Taylor Bros.: 2, 3,

lusftel'i’. 4 Walker; vhc, Wroe; he. Verity. CLASS
'£f)• v Spencer; 2, Walker; 3, Wheelwright; 4,

roe. CLASS 15 (9): 1, Taylor; 2, 3, Wroe; 4.

ivlor Bros,: vhc, Hudson: he. Walker; c, Spencer,

jASS 1G (0) : 1, 2, Bouslield ; 3, 4, Taylor Bros. ;
vhc,

heelwright: he, Wroe. CLASS 17 (2) : 1, 2, Lay-

ck. CLASS 18 (2): 1, 2, Laycock.—W. Cruise,

HAYLE.
Second Annual Show Parochial Hall, Nov. 23. The

room in well adapted lor a -how, plenty of light and
free from draught. The bird* were well staged lu
three tiers at juwt the right heiglit. Norwich tame
up well, the cream of the Fancy being staged.
Yorks, were below the average, but still eorae good
birds put in their appearance. The A.O.V. class
was splendid, the winning Crest being a champion.
We cannot speak too highly of the Committee, hho
did everything for the comfort of the exhibits ami
exhibitors. 'I he Hon. See., Mr. A. X. Coornbe, is
tlie right man in the right place, a smile and cheer-
ful word for all. Mr. C. fi. Toy (Truro; judged, and
his awards gave every satisfaction.
CL. YELL. (9): 1

, Howard, grand type and qua!.,
good wing, nice col.; 2, Andrew, nice col. and type,
good lipid, good wings arid tail; 3, Collin-, good
type, nice wing carr., good qual.; 4, Syrnom Bros.;
vhc, Hoskin Bros.; he, Sherman. BUFF (10): 1 ,

Howard, tkd. neck, good type, nice col.; 2
, Collins,

quite a model, good head and neck, los-ely wing
carr. and col., our choice; 8 , Andrew, good type
and qua)., nice wing carr., good head and neck; 4 ,

Symons Bros.; vhc, Faulkner; he, Kemp; c, Scoble.
MKD. OR VAR. (12): 1, Keen, heavily varieg. yell.,
nice type and qual., good head and neck; 2, vhc,
Sherman, buff, mkd. wing, good type and qual., lovely
wing carr.

; 3, Symons Bros., rnkd. netk, yell., good
headand neck, nice wings; 4

, Pope; he, e, Coornbe.
UNFLIG. (17): 1, 2, c, Howard, 1st yell, varieg.,
good type and qual., nice wings and tail, good col.,

2nd buff, even mkd. eyes and wings, good wings and
tail, lovely qual. and type; 3, Rowe and Pilchards,
butt varieg., good head and neck, nice wings and
tail, nice col.; ex. 3, Strout, cl. yell., good size and
col.; 4, Collins; vhc, Sherman; he, Waters HEN
(11) : 1 , Strout, yell., grand type and qual., nice
head and neck, pale in col.

; 2, Pope, grizzle back
buff, good type and qual., nice wings and tail; 3 ,

Keen, mkd. head, yell., good col., wings and toil,

nice type ; 4, Andrew ; vhc, Collom ; he, Trevorrow

;

c, Howard. Y'GRKS., YELL. (13): 1, Andrew, cl.,

well up on leg, good back and wings; 2, Nieholls,
good wings, back and tail, nice cond. ; 3 , 4, Boundy,
good head, neck and back, nice tail, 4th nice type
and quial. ; vhc, Harris; he, Peters; e, Eddy. BUF'F
(8) : 1 , Boundy, cl., good col., well up on leg, nice
braced wings and tail; 2, Andrew, good bead, neck
and back, lovely wings and tail; 3, be, Peters, tkd.
thigh, Eice col. and tail, good legs and cond. ; 4,

Nieholls; vhc, Harris; c, Thomas. MKD. (7): 1, 2,
Oatey, both var. yell., nice back, wings and tail,

good col., 2nd nice col., good legs, stands well; 3,
Boundy, var. buff, good head, back and wings, bit
down; 4, he, Hosken

;
vhc, Thomas. UNFLIG. (15) : i

1, Ellis, cl. yell, well up on leg, good length, nice
back and tail

; 2, Boundy, yell., good head, back
and wings, nice tail; 3, Harris, tkd. eye, buff, very
sweet, good length, well up; 4. ex 4, Thomas; vhc,,

Nieholls; he, Reynolds; c, Peters. HENS (14): 1 , 3,
Ellis, buff, sweet hen, nice head, back and wings,
nice tail, stands well, 3rd yell., good qual., nice
wings and tail ; 2, 4, Boundy, buffs, nice tails, good
wings, nice heads; vhc, Andrew; he, Craven; c, Eddy.
A.O.V. (12) : 1, 2, Symons Bros., even mkd. D.C.,
grand droop and leafy feather, 2nd cl. body D.C.,
lovely body, good Trontal and nice feather; 3, ex 4,

Collins, yell. Cinn., lovely col. and type, well pen-
cilled; 4, c, Lee; vhc. Pope; he, Duneton. PAIRS
(12) : 1, Kemp, clears, good type and qual., lovely
pair; 2, Ellis, Yorks, yell cock and tkd. hen, lovely

j

pair, sweet hen; 3, Andrew, well matched; 4, Rowe
and Richard; vhc, he, Howard; c, Symons. MULE
OR HYB. (5) : 1, sp!., 2, 3, vhc, Collins, four-pointed
yell., well mkd., good col., 2nd cl. Goldie, nice size

and col., sweet exhibit, 3rd var. Greenf., grand
size and col.; he, Symons Bros. MULES, DK. (5): 1,

vhc, he, Rowe and Richards, yell. Goldie., good blaze,

and wings, nice size and col.; 2, 3, Collins, 2nd yell..

Twite, good size, col. and markings, 3rd buff Goldf.,

good Nor. type, grand blaze, nicely mkd. GOLDF..
(10): 1, 3, he, Coombie, grand blaze and moons,
lovely tannings, well buttoned, good size, 3rd hardly
up in col., nice wings, good buttons; 2, Polkinghorne,
nice chest, good moons and buttons, hardly up

(|

gnand Finch when, ready; 4, Collins; vhc. Hosking;
c, Found. BULLF. (9) : 1, vhc, he, Polkinghorne.
good size and col., nice cap, good wings; 2 , c,

Coornbe, lovely cap and bib, nice wing, little pale
in col.; 3, Crewe, good cap, nice wings and col.;.

4, Evans. GREENF. (8): 1, 2, Rowe and Richards,
yell., good size, nice wings and col., 2nd buff, goods
type, well mkd. wings; 3, Honeychurch, buff, good
size, wings, nicely mkd. ; 4, vhc, Coombs, yell., very
chubby, nice col.; he, Berriman; c, Paseoe. HARD-
BILL (5) : 1, 2, vhc, Rowe and Richards, Yellow
Bunting, good lovely col., 2nd Cirl Bunting, wclli

mkd., lovely col., very steady; 3. Collins. Bramble,
well spangled, nice col.; he, Lugg. HEN (HARD-
BILL) (7): 1, Lugg, Hawfinch, good coi. and bib,

nice wings; 2, 4, Rowe and Richards, Siskin, well

mkd. flanks, nice col., and good Greenf. ; 3, Collins,

Hawfinch, lovely feather and col., nice bib; vhc. c,

Coornbe; he, Dale. A.O. BRIT. : 1,2, 3. Collins, Yellowi
Wag., lovely col., well known, 2nd Hawfinch, lovely

bib, nice wings, good col., and Blackcap, good
col., nice cap, very steady; vhc, Rowe and Richards.
FOR.: 1, 2, Dunstan, Pekin Nightingale, lovely col.

and cond., and Black-headed Gouldiian, lovely col.

;

3, Philp, Paradise Whydah, nice tail, little soft: vhc,

Rowe and Richards; he, Howard. SELL., 15/-: 1„
Symons; 2, Martin; 3, Howard; 4, Smale. 10s.: 1„

Symons; 2, Martin; 3, Strout; 4, Oatey. LOCAL:;
NOR. : 1, 2, 3, Coornbe ; be, Rowe and Richards.,

YORKS.: 1, Ellis; 2, 4. Oatey; 3. Stephens; he.;

Rowe and Richards. YORKS. 1914: 1. Ellis: 2,,

Stephens; 3, 4. Oatey; vhc, he, Coornbe. NAT. COL. :|

1, Oatey; vhc, King. BRIT.; 1, 2, Rowe and!

Richards.
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;
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\
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250, 2/6 ; 600, '3/6, carriage free on all above prices.!

Address, The Manager, Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet!

6treet, London. a
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N.W. GLASGOW CB.C.
(Second annual show, Not. 4, Illythswood Halla, one

of the best in the city. Birds were nicely staged,
leaving plenty of room for visitors, who turned out
well, t he hall being packed. Entries were in advance
from last year, totalling about 300, and in every
section were of exceptional merit. The society
possesses six handsome cups; tho winners were:
lindlay cup, best young Scotch Fancy, Phillips; cup
beat young Nor., Thom; best young llord., I.oam;
Lest young Yorks., Finnock; best Brit., Adams;
trophy for best young (rung) bird, Houston ; medal
best bird, Thom. Tho show was admirably carried
out by the hard-working and obliging sec., Mr. W.
Loan, who had everything in perfect order, being
backed up by an able body of fanciers, including

i

ireeldcnt It. B. Gibb, vice-presidents P. Thom and
Houston, committee, E. Adams, A. Crawford,

.1. Houston, A. Brown, .1. I). Brown, M. Findlay, 0.
< dimming, J. Phillips and E. Graham. Owing to
illness Mr. .las. Calderwood was unable to appear,
Mr. A. Maxwell judging Norwich in Ids place. Mr.
•las. I.awrie, Bords. ; Mr. It. Hcgglc, Yorks., Mr. 0.
MeGavin, Brit.: and ail acquitted themselves well.

YOONG BIRDS, NOR. CL. YELL. CK. : 1, lirown,
grand else, col. and sub., good brad and cond.

;

2, 3, 0, Houston. 2nd line bead and front, beaten
size only, 3rd grizzle bead, line col., close up; 4, 5,

7, Crawford. BUFF: 1, s]> best Nor., Thom, rare
Lead and neck, line «ub., beautifully mealed; 2,

isp. best rung bird, 4, Houston, 2nd good head, neck
and front, lacks size of winner; 3, 5, Brown, tkd.,
good sub.; Inclines to crouch; 5, Swanson; 7, Craw-
ford. VAR. YF.I.L. CK.: 1, 2, 3, Crawford, fine team,
nil good qual. and col. BUFF: 1, 5, Houston, 1st
eyes and wing tnkd., fine head and front; 2, Thom,
good qual. and col., could do with more eub. ; 3,

lirown, latter sub., good qual. loses in bead; 4,

Dunn. CL. YELL. HEN: 1, sp, 3, 4, Crawford, 1st

medium size, cobby shape, fine qual., col. and cond.,
3rd lighter got up; 2, Swanson, well proportioned,
trifle rough in feather; -4, Crawford. BUFF: 1,

Kbewart, rare size and sub., good qual., col. and
eon.; 2, 4, 5, Crawford, 2nd shade smaller, fine qual.
of feather; 3. Houston, good stamp. VAR. YELL.
HEN : 1, 2, Houston, 1st rich qual. and col., 2nd less
Mills. HUFF: 1, 3, 4, Crawford, 1st neat cobby shape,
hot col., good qual., wins well, 3rd line qual. and
size; 2, Thom, neat shape, trifle rough. LORI).
YELL. CK.: 1, sp, 2, .1. D. Brown, 1st lovely qual.,
eol. and cond., good carr., but crosses at tires, 2nd
< lose up, tine weight, qual. and col,; 3, : p, Phil-
lips, better wing carr., not the bloom; 4, Pater-
son. BUFF: 1, sp, best Bord., wee gem for qual.,

col. and cond., well braced wings and tail, posy
feather ; 2, sp, 5, Phillips, line one, well laid wings
tmd tail, excellent qual., slightly frilled on breast;
S, Paterson, fine weight and carr. ; 4, sp, 6, J. D.
Brown. CL. YELL. HEN: 1, Phillips, s'vtetly
made, lovely qual., best of wings; 2, 3, J. D. r.iown,
2nd line qual., beaten wings. BUFF: 1, S, Brown,
1st grand hen, excellent qual., col. and cond. ; 2,

Loan, close up, flue jaunty carr., nice Lack end
wings. 3rd shade longer build, fine cond.; 4, Phil-
lips; 5, Paterson; fi, M. Findlay, senr. \ Alt. CK.:
1, 2, J. D. Brown, 1st foul gr., 2nd var., fine wing carr.
and cond. HEN ; 1, Phillips, einn. mkd., nice shape
and qual.; 2, Paterson, heavy mkd., sweetly made,
fine qual.; 3, Brown, similar shape, loses in qual.
YORKS., YELL. CK.: 1, sp, 2, 4, sp, Pinnocks, 1st
hot col., grand length and pos., lovely q iai. and
cond., wings well braced, 2nd trifle rough in feather,
otherwise good; 3, Dunn, fine length, behind in

col. BUFF: 1, Pinnock, wing mkd., fine pos. and
qual. very slim, even col.; 3, Dunn, behind in
length, fine qual. and col.; 3, Findlay, junr., rare
shape and cond., trifle rough. YELL. HEN : 1,

Pinnock, grand length, eol. and qual., well put
down; 2, 3, Findlay, junr., both very fine, nice
length and pos. BUFF: 1, sp, Pinnock, fine length
and shape, beautiful feather, free from frill; 2,

Findlay, slim and upstanding, lovely qual.; 3. Dunn,
nice length, slightly faulty wings. VAR. CK.: 1,

Pinnock, buff, great length, fine pos., neat head,
crosses at times; 2, sp, 3, Findlay, 2nd grizzle
mkd. nice length and pos., stylish, 3, yell, var.,
rich eol.; 4, Dunn. SCOTCH FANCY CK.: 1, 2,
sp., 3, sp., 5, Phillips, grand team, 1st yell Gr., fine

head, neck and shoulders, raro drive, good style,

2nd, yell, pied, better subs, and side, fails reach,
3rd, buff pied, fine length of side; 4, Thomson;
li, Swanson; 7, Stewart, good class. HEN: 1, sp.,

Phillips, fine length of side and thickness, grand
nerve and action

; 2, Swanson, yell, plod, good
shape and nerve; 3, Stewart, clean buff, behind in
thickness. OLD BIRDS, NOR., YELL. CK.: 1, sp.,

6, Crawford, cl. cobby shape, fine head and neck,
excellent col., qual. and con.; 2, sp., M. Stewart,
yell, varieg., hot eol., fine qual., bold front; 3,

no name, yell, varieg., good stamp, restive; 4, sp.,

Thom; C, R. Brown; 7, Houston. A.V. BUFF: 1,

Crawford, varieg., fine front, good qual.; 2, 5, M
fitfiwart; 2, cl., nice round head, grand front, fine

qual. and col. ; 3, 4, Houston, 3rd, good head and
size; 6, Findlay, sen.; 7, Dunn. YELL. HEN: 1, 2,

Crawford, 1st, mkd., great size and subs., fine head
and front, rich qual., 2nd, cl., fails only in head ; 3,

.1. Stewart, cl., lacks subs., good qual.; 4, Houston.
BUFF: 1, 3, Houston, 1st Gr., rich col. and qual.,

good bead, neck and front; 2, 4, M. Stewart, 2nd,
good size and subs., fails a bit in bead ; 3, Houston,
cl., we liked for 2nd, grand qual., fine head and
front; 5, Granham ; C, Cummings. NON-FED: 1, 2,

8, sp., Houston, 1st, cl. yell., excels qual., good
size and subs., 2nd, cl. buff, neat head, deep front,

good subs, 3rd, sp., fine stamp; 4, M. Stewart; 5,

Graham ; 6, Crawford; 7, Cummings. BORD.,
YELL. CK. : 1, Gibb, el., even col., excellent qual.

and con.; 2, no name, finely braced wings and tail,

good car., beaten qual.; 3, sp., A. Brown, good
type, could be better staged; 4, J. D. Brown; 5,

Findlay, sen.,; 6, J. Stewart. BUFF: 1, sp.,

Phillips, el. Lovely front, neat wings and tail, splen-

did cond.; 2, J. D. Brown, nicely mkd., rich qual.,

fine bloom; 3, Findlay, sen., Gr., true col., grand
shape; 4, A. Brown; 5, Graham; C, Findlay; 7,

Gibb. YELL. HEN: i, A. Brown, neck mkd.. excel-
lent qual.. nicely braced wings and tail; 2, sp.,

Stewart, cl., fiue type and qual., shade pale in
col.; 3, 5, J. D. Brown, wing mkd., good qual.; 4,

sp.. Gibb. BUFF: 1, 2, J. D. Brown, 1. cl., excel
qual., fine wing and tail car., 2nd, head mkd.,
close up, jaunty car.; 3, Gibb, shade smaller, nice
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nock, yell., uioe pos.; 9, Doan, CSan. mkd. HEN:
1, Gibb; 2, J. Phmock : S, Houston. SCOTS
FANCY CK.: 1, up., Phillips, yell, pied, nice reach
and shoulders, good depth through; 2, 3, J. Stewart;
2nd, yell, pied, 3rd, buff pied, two very line fan-
cies. HEN: 1, 3, 4, J. Stewart, good lot for shapo
ami nerve; 2, Phillips, buff pied, line sides. A.O.V.:
1, sp., 3, 4, J. fitewart, all Belgians, of exceptional
merit; 2, sp., no name, very good Gr. Crest. MULE :

1, A. Brown, varieg. Goldie Mule, good size and
cond. GOLDF. : 1, Henderson, rich square cut
face, full bloom, good shape, size and tanning; 2,
.1. Brown, bigger, behind in col., grand cond.; 3, A.
lirown, nice Goldie; 4, A. Brown. BULLF. : 1 ,

Taylor, good shape, col., cap and bars; 2, J.
Brown, shade paler in col. LINNET: ], Taylor
(F.M.), steady, fine size and col., well laced; 2,
sp., Gibb (11.M.), finely laced, best of cond., loses
in col.; 3, sp., Graham (F.M.), good col.; 4, Dunn;
5, J. Brown; 6, Loan; 7, A. Brown. GREENF. : 1 ,

2, Adams, grand pair, 1st, excels col. and qual., 2nd,
better size, good flights, trifle soft; 3, Loan, yell.,
grand col. and bloom; 4, sp., 7, A. Brown; 6,
Taylor

;
(i, Cummings. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, Gibb,

Twite, grand size, col. and bloom; 2, J. Brown
Mealy, Oliver Twist; 3, Taylor, Twite, beaten col.
LESSER REDPOLL : 1, Taylor, fine shape, col. and
bloom; 2

, 3, sp., J. Stewart, 2nd, better size, cobby
shape, well laced, wo liked for 1st, better col., 3 ,

nice col.; 4, J. Brown; 5, Loan; 0, Gibb' 7, A
lirown. CHAFFINCH: 1, up., 7. Adams, 1st, beauty
lor col., grand size, excellent whites, shining cond.,
wins; 2, 3, Loan, 2, good col. and whites, trifle
restless, 3rd, lino col. and cond.

; 4, Taylor ; 5, 6,
,1. lirown. BllAMBLEF. : 1, 3, A. lirown, 1st, ex-
cels col., raro size and shape, 3rd, shade smaller;
2, Taylor, only beaten col., good one; 4. sp.. Loan;
5, J. Stewart. YELL. BUNTING : 1, Loan, grand
col. and size, fine head markings; 2, Taylor, behind
in col. A.O. HUNTING: 1, Taylor, Corn, wild.
HEN: 1, Loan, Bullie; 2, 4, Taylor, 2nd, Bramble;
3, Gibb, Siskin. ‘SMALL BRIT. : Grand class for
variety. 1, sp., 2, 4, 5, Thom, 1st, w'ell-known
Redstart leading, wonderful size, shape, col. and
cond., 2nd Yellow Wagtail, splendid order, 4th,
Crested Tit, little beauty, 5th, Black ’Start, grand
team

; 3, Manson, lovely Whcatear, well staged
;

(i,

7, Manson. LARGE: 1, sp., 4, Adams, 1st, well-
known Blackie “Rob Roy,” Palace winner, great
size, lovely cond., fine beak; 2, sp., Loan, “John
Bull,” grand big Hawfinch, raro bead and bib,
bold front, splendid feather; 3, A. Brown, lovely
spotted Mavis, grand size, well-shown. FOR. GOLDF.
OR BULLF.: 1, 2, J. G. Adams, 1st, Goldie, enor-
mous face, rare width, in full bloom, wins, 2nd,
Bullie, great size, fine col., cap, and bars, good one

;

3, sp., no name, Goldie, grand face, beaten size ; 4,

5, Taylor; 6, Cummings; 7, Swanson; good class.

A.O. FOR. : 1, J. G. Adams; 2, Loan; 3, Cummings;
4. Cummings. GIFT: 1, sp., Thom; 2, sp., C. Bin-
nock; 3, sp., Houston; 4 , sp.. J. D. Brown; 5,

Loan; 6, R. Brown; 7, Crawford.

Halifax Holds a Very Fine Show.

SEND YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS
EARLY FOR

week** grand Xmas lo.
See Announcements on pages 259 & 264

Halifax 0.9. held their 25th Annual Exhibition on
Nov. 20 and 21, in the Friendly and Trades Hall.

1- i .
18 ?" '’leal place for a show, having splendid

lignt and being Irce from draughts, also within easy
reach oi tram or car, which is very convenient for
exhibitors and visitors. The entries came up
extremely well considering that other large shows
were held on. the same day. The quality of the
exhibits was quite* up to the usual standard, especi-
ally the Norwich, some extra good specimens being
benched. JhLs- class of bird seems to be catching
on m this district. The entry in Norwich was 175and jn the Yorks. 239, while the two telling classes
claimed 55. The unflighted classes in all sections
were the strongest, fl classes having an average of
2- , really a marvellous average. The Society had
done its best to provide a good classification, and
also offered 20/- per class in prize money, therefore
deserving a record entry.
The Society is fortunate in having such n President

as Air 1*. Jownsend, who was always on the spot
Jind taking part in the management. The Secretary,
Mr. H Clegg, very /ably handled the reins, and
everything seemed to work smoothly. JJe was
splendidly assisted by Mr. John Burdekin, these
two fanciers meriting the highest praise. The very
excellent show stewards consisted of Messrs.
Macphcn&on, Lord, Roberts}] aw, Ross, Speak and
liorsrnan. Marked catalogues were ready early on
the Friday, and all ordered posted away. The prizemoney waf* paid in the show room on Saturday to
all winners who attended. The way in which every-
thing was carried out reflects great credit on all
the workers; the Society must be proud to have
such a capable and willing lot of working members
the judges (Messrs. W. Mundell and W. Vardy)
got through their work in good time and seemed to
give general satisfaction.

Mr. W. Vardy’s Classes.
CL., ETC., YELL. NOR. (19): 1, 2 , Thomas, tkd.

yell, grand shape and carr., excels in col., beautiful
.ad, hold breast, mcely balanced on perch, shown
in heist con., 2nd cl., good head and chest, plenty
of subs., sound col., rather thick behind: 3 Craw-
shaw, even mkd., hardly enough weight, splendid
type and qual.; 4, Brown and Prosser, grand head
and shape, short of bloom

; vhc, Cook ; he, Mbs
.Scott; c, Heap. BUFF (24): 1. Cook, cl., beautiful
shape, and size, nice head and neck, bold breast,
teeming with quai., rich col., stand® well across
perch, fine con.; 2, Miss Scott, even mkd., shade
longer behind, beautiful head, neck and breast
shows well; 3, Mason, cl., grand head and neck!
lovely qual., will improve; 4, Dipple, nice tvpe and
qual.; vhc, Thomas; lie, Turner; c, Greaves and
Richards. YELL. HEN (14): l, Cook, cl., lovely
shape and type, best of qual.. level col., grand head
<iTHi ned, nice round chest, stands well across perch •

.
corrpct type and qual., only beaten in

wings and tall, a perfect lady; 2, Radley eyes

riined UM |

W,
T’ ,

position A1
- well placed' ’wingspiped tail level col.; 3, Helliwell, neat head grand

rieX‘f t
?

ilVfU ' 1 «“»'•; «. Vdtch nTce
8
qua.‘

r,i?°
k,ng down when we saw it; vhcDykes; hj, Thomas; c, Townsend. UNFLIG.' (24):

1, Dyke®, cl. yell., well up on leg, nice wings andta "’ W..?'” /«» Of. qual. ; 2, Burdeki'n^Bro'.”
buff rich level eol., neat head! weR placed wingspiped tail, very. stylish

; 3, Wilkinson, yell., heavilytnkd nice type and qual.: 4 . Reamnont i„.»

15rown. YOKKS., YELL. CK.; 1, sp., Findlay, jun..
fine length and F.hape, pood qual., col. aind con. ; 2,

o . Pinnock, equal length and type, loses col. only

;

Gibb
,

fine 1-net b, trifle rough; 4. sp. . Gibb; 5,

.T PinmK'k. BUFF; 1, 2, J. Pinnock, 1, cl., well
lip on !< rich col. and qual., free, from frill, wins
wcl! 2n<Fl. 1icaten wings, good length ; 3, sp., Hous-
ton, we M 1

*:' ai for 2nd. fine length. Y\ell bra ced wings

;

Gibb. Y ELL. I1EN: 1, 3, Gibb, 1, gr:md length.
VCtv -slim, tixciLs eol. and con.. 3nd, good sha|>c and

:>«
;

2. j Pinnock, very close up on 1st . well
i rried 1win;gs. nie-> pos.: 4, C. I’nnnck. BUFF: 1,

Hoiiaton .
fiiic length and pos., good qual . and eol.

;

2, . l>’iniiock. lovely pos. and qual. ; 3, Dunn,
Ori<; con 4, C. Pinnock. A.O.V. CK. : ). Gibb,
liiuff, va.r. rare length, pos. and qual.; 2. J. Pin-

YORK G.B.S.
Show, headquarters. All Saints School Room, Oct.

21. 21 members exhibited 160 birds ; Mr. Halliday
judged, and gave entire satisfaction.
NOR. YELL. CK. : 1, Shorney; 2, Wright; 3, Hum-

phries. BUFF: 1, Shorney; 2, Humphries; 3, Wright.
HEN: 1, A. Robinson; 2, Humphries; 3, Wright.
CK. 1914: 1, Shorney; 2, 3, Humphries. YORKS.
YELL. CK.: 1, 2, 3, G. Simeson. BUFF: 1, 3,

Simeson ; 2, Moffat. HEN : 1, 2, Simeson ; 3. Moffat.
CK. 1914.: 1, 2, 3, Moffat. NOV. NOR. YELL. CK.:
3, Drew; 2, 3, Cass. BUFF: 1. Cass; 2, Drew; 3,

Carolin. HEN: 1, Drew; 2, Caroiin; 3, W. B.
Robinson. CK. 1914 : 1, Drew ; 2, 3, Carolin. YORKS.
YELL. CK.: 1, 2, 3. W. R. Shepherd. BUFF: 1, 3,

Shepherd; 2, Linfoot. HEN: 1, Shepherd: 2, Cass;
3, Linfoot. Cli. 1914: 1, Linfoot; 2, 3, Shepherd.
A.O.V. CAN.: 1, Sissons; 2, 3, Zimmermann. FOR.
LARGE: 1, 3, Sissons; 2, Zimnicrmann. SMALL:
1, Zimmermann; 2, 3, Sissons. GOLDF.: 1, Sis-

sons; 2, Fowler; 3, Zimmermann. LINNET; 1,

Wright; 2, 3, Forth. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1. W. King;
2, Jefferson; 3, Zimmermann. A. O. HAEDBILL:
1, 2, Shorney; 3, Marshall. BRIT. HEN: 1, .Teller-

son; 2, Sissons; 3, Shorney. MULE or HYB. ; 1,

Shorney; 2, Moffat; 3, King.—V. G. F. Zimmermann,
hon. sec.

CROYDON.
Croydon F.S. held a very successful show in the

Large Hall, Croydon, Nov. 4. The entry was ex-
tremely good, and quality far in excess of any
previous effort. Yorks, and Norwich were well re-

presented, and many of the exhibits were quite fit

for keen open competition. In the former Mr. Bacon
took sp. for best exhibit with a lovely var. cinn.
cock of capital type and size. In Norwicli Mr.
Smith’s unflighted yell, won sp. for best in section.
A few good Borders were staged, and some capital
British made up a nice collection. The show was
efficiently managed by Mr. Oliver (chairman),
Messrs. Leggett, Smith, Hudd, Lory, Robinson, and
Miss Hill Shaw, Messrs. Hudd and Roberts acting in
a most efficient manner as sees, during the con-
valescence of the -popular eec., Mr. Capell. whom
we noticed among the many visitors. Mr. H. Nor-
man judged.
NOR. YELL.: 1, Smith; 2, Soper. BTJFF : 1,

Soper; 2, Halhead; 3, Gunnell; reo, Harvey. HEN:
1, 2, Gunnell ; 3, vhc. he, Halhead

;
res, llarvey

; c,
Soper. UNFLIG. : 1 , Smith : 2, Gunnell

; 3, vhc.
Lock; res, Soper. YORKS. YELL.: 1, Bacon; 2,
Ramsey; 8, Mudd ; res, c, TrueJove; vhc, Soper; lie,

Mudd. BUFF: 1, vhc, Truelove; 2, Soper; 3, Mudd;
res, Bacon ; he. Last ; c, Culver. HEN : 1, r,

'J'riielove; 2, vhc. Soper; 3, res, Mudd; he, Bacon.
UNFLIG.: 1, 8, Soper: 2, Bacon; res. Mudd; vhc,
he, Mudd; c, Last. BORD. YELL.: 1, Rev. Soames;
2. 3, res, Last. BUFF: 1, Rev. Soames; 2, .'1. rce,
Last. UNFLIG.: 1. Rev. Soames. HYB.: 1, Gun-
nell; 2. res, Pain; 3, Everett. GOLDF.: 1, Breeze.
LINNET: l Pain: 2, Gilbert; 3. Breeze; res. Web-
ber. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1, Pain: 2, 3, vhc, Brepze*
res, Harvey. A.O.V.: l. 3, Breeze; 2. Gunnell.
FOR.: i, Oliver. PETS; 3, res. Master Pain - 2, 3
Miss Soper.

‘ psnr BSPR yVRRIRC!WHWS- fesafifee 6 % a ISasayy
THt STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Hcuiton. Price 7s. 6d.

“CAGE BIRDS.” 154. FLEET ST.. LONDON. E.C.

cond.; 3, Lloyd, cl., very cobby, nicely "cut away
not as good head ; 4, Cravvshavv, beautifully made all
round, but on lesser lines; vhc, Thomas, this wonAamsden spi.; he, Morrison; c, Saville. B*UFF (10)

•

1, Cook cl., correct size, grand head, neck and
breast, best of qual., lovely tone of eol. well balanced
and staged in fine style; 2, 4, Thomas, good shape
and size, nice - feather, fails in co!., 4th cl., nice
type, good head and neck, rich level co!., deserved
better position; 3, Morrison, cl., beautifully built
all round, could be shown better; vhc, Dipple; he
Heap; c, Wilson. UNFLIG. (22): l. he, Crawshaw,
cl. yei wonderful size and subs., full of bloom and
hotiest oi eol., wins Sandiford's spi., grand bead,
nice round breast, splendidly balanced on perch;
2, Hirst, var. yell., grand shape and type, rich level
col., beaten for sub.; 3, I.aidlow, yell, mkd., excels
in qual., nice head and breast, well earned its posi-
tion; 4, Hulse, buff, nice type, good head and qua! :

vhc, Morrison; c, .Sharman. HENS (16); 1, Cook,
beautiful shape, grand bead and neck, bold wide
trout, rich col., best of wings and tail, stands correct
on perch, A1 con., shown in best style, gent

; 2
Mason, cl. yell., shapely and correct type, neat head,
nicely feathered ; 3, Hulse, buff, griz. tail lovely
shape, nice head and breast, rather less subs ; 4 c
Heap, cl. buff, nice head, neck and breast, very
typical, will do better; vhc, Stubbs Brco • he,
Morrison. BRIT. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (10) : 1

, 3 ,

4, Davies, grand tea'rn of Goldies, 1st bright level
col., nice body tan, clean cut, even moons and
beautiful wing bars, splendid con., gem, 3rd very
silky feather, 4th nice, beaten for tan; 2, Dr Wilson
Bullfinch, grand size, rare eol.. full of bloom dense
cap., beauty; vhc. Greaves and Richard; lie, Jones-
c Lockett. LINNET, ETC. ( 11 ): 3, 2, Parlett,
iwite, grand size, rich silky leather, fine con.; 2,
Linnet, rare shape, nice markings, solid, col., shown
in best style: 3, Haigh, another good Linnet, nicely
mkd., beautiful shape, close up; 4, Lockett, Linnet,
fine silky feather, rather dull inks., nice shape; vhc
Dr. Wilson; he, Helliwell; c, Blanehon. A.O.V.
H ARD. ( 11 ) : l, Caunt, Hawfinch, wonderful size,
grand head and bib, beautiful wings, feathered like
wax, rich tone of col., benched in best style; 2
Haigh, Yellow Bunting, grand size and shape, nice
head mks., rare co!., fine con.; g, Axe, Hawfinch,
less than winner, lovely shape and feather, sound
col. ; 4, vhc, Macpherson, Hawfinch, grand cond.,
feathered like silk, good, head ; he, Blanehon

; c,
Mottram. SELL., 15/-: l, Guy; 2, Mallinson and
Son; 3, Savilic

; 4, Tickles; vhc, Rigg
; he, Johnson;

c, Burdeskin Bros. DO., 12/6: l, Guy: 2, Pickles-
3, Johnson; 4, North; vhc, Norton

;

‘ he, Rigg ; c!
Pilling.

Mr. W. Mundell’s Classes.
In the six classes for clears and marked Cham-

pion Yorks., entries came up well with a total of
97, an average of 16 per class, while in the six
Novice classes the total was 113. A wonderful entry.
Seeing Bradford Show on tho same date a grand
total of 210 Yorkshires is not bad. Winners of
specials in Yorks, section : Messrs. Priestley, Dykes
Robertshaw, Burdekin Bros., Metcalfe, Wilkinson and
Haggis, Mitchell, Bower, Speatli, Sladdin and Bald-
win ainr Briggs.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (16): 1

, Priestlev. good head,
slim and rare length, boxy feather, well up on leg,
good wings and tail; 2, Robertshaw, rich level col.,
perfect wing carr., piped tail, nieo posi. ; 3, Rigg,
pale col., nice posi., good wings and tail, full of
qual.; 4, Dykes, we liked much, but was short of
tail feathers, full of qual., rare length and posi.,
nice flights; vhc, Sutcliffe and Son; vhc, Birins; c,
Wilkinson. BUFF (15): I, Dykes, good head, boxy
feather, grand wings and tail, posi. A1. wins: 2,
Appleton, full of qual., neat head, a bit thick when
we saw it; 3, Helliwell, tkd. head, nice qual. of
feather, good wing carr., piped tail, unsteady; 4,
Thomas, nice head qua!.; vhc, North: be, Sutcliffe
and Son; c, Stobnrt. C’L., ETC.. YELL. HEN (HP :

1. Helliwell, grizzled tail, neat head, boxy feather
grand wing carr., piped (ail; 2, vhc, Priestlev, very
typical, lovely qual. of feather, well on ieg

; 3 ,

Radley, grizzled head, boxy feather, perfect wings,
piped, tail, level col.

; 4, Beaumont, nico tvpo and
qual., neat head, rich eol.

; lie. Stewart; c. Smith
Bros. BUFF (14): 1

. Robertshaw, blaze of cob,
eyes and wings mkd., lovely feather, grand head,

type, good head, pale col.;' vhc, he, Robertshaw!
OK-, SELF OR FOUL (9) : 1. vhc. c. Met-

. . ; J .
•» on good head and wing carr .piped tail, full of qual., nice shade throughout; 2,Helliwell, self yell., rich sound green, good head,

nice type, good wirig and tail, rare length; 3
I uestley

, yell, foul, good wings and tail, well up
Oil leg, posi. Al.

; 4, he, Riley, buff, rare length and
i>o- good wing carr., perfect tail, sound cob HEN
(ll). 1, 4, c, Metcalfe, yell, self, rare type and
qual., good head and wings, piped tail, 4th yell.,neat head, sound col. and qual. of feathers, good
posi

; 2, Priestley, buff foul, boxy feather, good
head, wings and tail, line posi.; 3, vhc, Riley, buff
set, sound col. and posi., well up on leg; he

1 D?
: ,

Js
.

0X
-; -ETC., YELL. CL. (19) : f.Haggis, not col., good round head, nice wing carr.

piped tail, posi. Al
; 2, c, Wilkinson, rich level col!,’boxy leather, nice type, good bead and tail; 3 .Spencer and Maiden,, full of qual., rare length, very

nervy, stylish, good head, piped tail; 4, Dunn, pale
eol., silky feather, nice wing carr., piped tail: vhc
Sharp; he, Horsman. BUFF (16): ], Mitchell, cl.,
lien level col., good head and breast, nice wing and
piped tail, posi. Al; 2, Bower, cl., level col., well
up on leg, good head, boxy feather; 3, Senior, tkd.
rich eol., neat head, .stands well up, boxy feather,
good wing carr.; 4, Wilkinson, very hot c-oi., boxy-
leather, neat head, clear on breast, posi. Al, piped
tail; vhc, he, Radley; e, Ellis. YELL. HEN (12)-
L vile, Wilkinson, 1st pale col., full of qual., nice
type, good head, piped tail; 2. Speak, pale eol.,
well up oil leg, nicely placed wings, ' full of qual..
good pos.; 3, Appleton, leggy, nice pos., neat head
full of qual., piped tail; 4, Gelder, pale .col., boxv
feather, good head, Al posi.; he, Haigh; c, Sharp
BLIT (13); 1

,
Bower, cl., rich level col., feather

like gla cs, round head, clean on breast, good wings
and tail; 2, Child, eye and wing mkd., sound col
boxy feather, good wings and tail, posi. Al, very
steady, nicely put down

; 3, Wild, eye and wings,
rich col., boxy feather, good head .and posi.; 4.
Radley, cl., feathered like wax, posi. Al, nice wings
and tail; vhc, Sharp; he, Horsman; c, Burton.
UNl'LIG. (32): 1, Cliff, buff, grand head, boxv
feather, well up on leg, long flights, piped tail, rich
level col.: 2, 4, Speak, 2nd yell., boxy feather, nice
w-ings ami piped tail, rich level col., posi. Al, verv
steady, 4th yell, tkd., rich col., fine posi., piped
tail, wings well braced to iside ; 3, Bower, buff
salmon col., boxy feather, very typical, long flights
and tail: vhc. Cockroft; he, Hirst; c. Gelder. HENS
(21) : 1, Speak, varieg. yell., rich col"., boxy feather,
posi. Al, nice wing carr., piped tail; 2, Ellis, cheek
tkd. buff, ricli c61., neat round head, clean on breast
lovely feather, nice type, well put down; 3, Bower,
yell., sound col., boxy feather, fine win^s and tail,
posi Al ; 4, Brown, buff, boxy feather, stands well
up, long flights and tail, nice posi. ; vhev Speak ; be,
Brierley : c, Ireland. GR.. SELF OR FOUL (6): 1 .

Sharp; 2, 3, Sladdin and Baldwin; 4, Scruton • vhc,
Brigg.s

; he, Leach. HEX (4): 1 , Briggs; 2,'Scruton;
3, Sharp

; 4, Leach.

TONG C.B S.
Members’ Show. Oct. 17. Hand and Shuttle Inn,

Dudley Hill, .89 birds were very well judged by
Mr. P. Mason, Shipley. CHAMP., CL. OR TKD.
YELL YORKS. (6): 1, Casey; 2. Gledhill; 3, Atkin-
son ami Firth; 4, Padgett. BUFF (9): 1 , 2, 9
Padgett; 4. Hodgson, sen. MKD. CK. (6): 1. B,
Gledhill

; 2. 4. Padgett. UNFLIG. (C) : 1. Gledhill

:

2, Hodgson, sen.: 3, Hodgson; 4, Atkinson and
Firth. YELL. HEN (10): 1. 3, Hodgson, sen.; 2,
Casey; 4, Padgett. BUFF: 1, Atkinson and Firth.
MKI). HEN: 1 , 2, Padgett. NOV., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. : 1, Aspden Bros. ; 2, Russell ; 3, Wright.
BUFF (6): 1, 2, 3, .Towett and Robertshaw; 4, Holt
Bros. MKD. CK. (15): 3, 2, 4, Russell; 3. Preston.
UNFLIG. (11): 1, 3, 4, Jowett and Robertshaw; 2,
Aspden Bros. YELL. HEN (5): l. Holt Bros.: 2.
3, Jowett and Robertshaw; 4, Aspden Bros. BUFF
(9) : 1, ‘Russell

; 2, Jowett find Robertshaw ; 3,
Aepden Bros.; 4, Naylor.—W. Walker, Sec.

CITY & COUNTY OF PERTH O.A.
Show, Good Templars’ Hall, King-st., Oct. 24;

14*9 birds staged. Mr. A. Chalmers, Kirifiutulloeh,
judged Canaries : Mr. J. Adams, Dundee, the
remainder, and gave great satisfaction. Principal
prize winners :—CREST CK. : I. cup, spi., Blytli : 2
3, Dott. HEN: 1, 2, Bruce; 3, spi., Blyth. ' C.B •

1. 2, Blyth; 3, Dott. HEN: 1, cup spi., Dott; 2,
Bruce; 3. spi., Blyth. CREST C-K-. OLD: 1, spi.. 2,
3, spi., Blyth. HEN : 1, Dott; 2, Bruce. C.B. CK. :

OLD: 1, spi., Dott; 2. Blvth: 3. spi., Bruce. HEN:
1, Blyth; 2, Dott. NOR. YELL., CK., FED: 1.
Dewar cup and gold medal, Smith; 2, spi., Forrest;
3, Smith. HEN : 1, Smith; 2, 3, spi., Forrest. BUFF
CK.. FED: 1, 3, spi., Forrest: 2. Mrs. Kerr. 1IEN.
1, Crawford; 2, Carstairs. NONEED YELL. CK. :

1, 2, Mrs. Banks; 3, Forrest. HEN: 1, rose bowl,
silver medal, 2, Mrs. Banks: 3, Forrest. BUFF
CK. : 1. 2, 3, Mrs. Banks. HEN: 1. Carstairs; 2.

3, Mrs. Banks. OLD CK. : 1, spi.. Smith: 2. Car-
stairs: 3, spi.. Forrest. HEN: 1, Forrest; 2, Craw-
ford; 3, Mrs. Kerr. BORD., YELL. CK. : 1, Bruce.;
2, 3. Borrie. HEN : 1, Bruce; 2, spi., Borrie. BUFF :

1„ Borrie; 2, Bruce. HEN: 1, spi., 2 Borrie; 3.
spi., Bruce. OLD OK.: 1, spi.. Carstairs; 2, Bruce;
3, spi.. Borrie. HEN ; 1, Borrie. SCOTCH FANCY,
YOUNG : 1, spi., 2, 3. spi.. Mitchell. OLD: 1 ,

spi.. Smith; 2. 3. spi., Mitchell. GOLDF.: 1. spl„ 2.

spi., Cranna : 3, Robertson. BULLF. CK. : 1. Cranna.
HEN: 1. spi., Cranna; 2. Robertson. GREENF.:
I. Robertson; 2, Cranna: 3. Borrie. LINNET,
II. M.: L 2, Brown: 3, aid.. Livingston. F.M. : 1,

Robertson: 2, Borrie. SISKIN: 1. spi.. Roy; 2,

spi.. Smith; 3, spi.. Cranna. REDPOLL OR TWITE -

1. Cranna
; %. Smith. A.O. BRIT.: 1 . Roy. HR IT.

HEN: 1, Smith. YOUNG MULES: 1 , spi.. Roy.
OLD: 1

.
spi.. S'. 3, sp].. Roy. HYB.- 1. Cranna.

FOREIGN: 1. spi., ilo;. ;
Carstairs; S, Sirs. Banks.

Several reports of members' shows arc unavoid-
ably held over owing to pressuro on space due to
reports of open shows, but they will appear in duo
course.— Editor.
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Bradford Fanciers HoldAnother
Splendid Charity Show.

The Bradford Notional Show is the only estnb-

JUied’ fixture in the country that is run, with a

oborltable object. This it is which lias given it a

position and Influence of the most unique character

in post years. In this your of war its distinctive

character has been lost, for the majority of our
allows have been run for the benefit of one or

other of tho big charitable funds that the great
war has brought into being. Thus the executive

had their chief claim for support removed. At
the time, too, when the arrangements had to be
made, it was impossible to foresee how the war
would affect the Fancy. The Committee cour-

ageously decided to carry on, but economy was
entered upon, and wisely so, because it seemed
impossible to expect great outside support.
The Fancy responded nobly, however, and' on

Saturday last 60G exhibits faced, the judges in 48

classes. Wtion one remembers that another show
which was being held within ten miles attracted
over 500 exhibits it can readily be seen that had
the fixture been held as aforetime on an open date
it would again have proved “a winner.” It was
a success now, a success which reflects great credit
upon the fanciers of Bradford and district, nearly
tho whole of tho exhibits coming from the immedi-
ate neighbourhood. So heartily did the men of
Bradford stand by the show that at Halifax tbeiV
were only three exhibitors, and twelve exhibits
from Worstedopolis. ” Charity begins at. home.”
Six-hundred odd entries is a result of which the
executive may well be proud.

The Men in Charge.
Who were the men who, like our lade in France,

fought against great odds and conquered? At their
head stood Mr. H. H. Towers—like good old Bobs,
a little man with a big heart, aud a great sense
of duty. We missed some of the old stalwarts

—

Horatio Hill, H. Simonett, and Fred Hammond. But
they found worthy successors in Mr. S. Midgley,
who filled the important role of secretary, and his
three splendid assistants Messrs. H. Grange, ,F. P.
Terry, aud E. H. Wethcrill, whilst Mr. G. White
looked after the finances. This quintet played their
part well. As in past years the work was well
split up amongst the committee, who each under-
took certain duties and were responsible for their
efficient fulfilment. Railway—Messrs. J. Holroyd,
E. Neeson, E. Butterfield, G. A. Bennett, G. Sneed,
H. Clayton, W. Ellis, and J. Dickinson. Staging
and Judging—Messrs. E. Cow gill, J. Greaves, \V.
Crowther, H. Long, F. P. Terry, J. Holroyd, and
F. Grange. Door—F. Hill, E. Butterfield, A. Ben-
nett, H. Clayton,- J. Dickinson, and W. E. Weth-
erii I,—whilst the construction and fixing of the stag-
ing was superintended by Mr. W. H. Whitwham.
They may be congratulated upon the success of
their labours, and upon the true British spirit in

which they attacked them.
Amongst the Exhibits.

Over 530 of the exhibits were Yorkshire Canaries,
so that, it was esentiully a Yorkshire show, and a
wonderfully fine show too. The cup for best Yorks,
was won by Mr. L. Dykes with his noted unevenly-
mkd. yellow, which was in the pink of condition aud
made a rare good winner. Mr. Dykes had a good
day out, as he also scored five lsts, three 2nds, three
Srds, one 4th, and the special for most points in

any one class. Messrs. Ogden Bros, were the
runners-up for tho best bird cup with an unflighted
buff, a gem, quite tho beet which has been seen out
this season. The four young bird classes were
indeed splendid. By the way, those who argue
that the present-day Yorkshire winners ate too big
and etout had their contention endorsed to the
hilt at this show. Many of the open class win-
ners were not only longer, but also stouter than the
birds in tho two stock classes. Some very typical

high quality birds were to be seen in the cinn.-mkd.
section, but greens made a moderate (show, apart
from Mr. Metcalfe’s team. That gentleman supplied

a dozen out of the thirty binlo staged.

The Opening Ceremony,
The Lord Mayor had been announced to open the

show, but ho was prevented by official duties, whilst

Mr. G. H. Pauling, who wae to have taken the
chair, has obeyed the call of his King and Country,
and is off to the front. In their absence, Mr. John
Kmsley, who has ever been a consistent supporter
of the Bradford National Show, took the chair,

whilst Mrs. Emsley performed the opening ceremony.
In his remarks Mr. Emsley referred to tho noble
work in which tho committee were engaged. We
could not keep England strong unless we looked after

the children—the men and women of to-ihorrow.
Mre. Emsley, in declaring the show open, expressed

the pleasure it gave her to be present to help on
the good work, and hoped the show would be a
success. Mr. Wetherill proposed, and Mr. Midgley
seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Emsley,
aud this was supported by Mr. Gill, the secretary of

the Bradford Cinderella Club, who expressed the
thanks of his committee for tho assistance which
the fanciers of Bradford had given to their charity.

He commended their work, and trusted it would
continue to prosper.
We hear later from Mr. Midgley that Mr. Old-

ham’s dark Mule was protested against as being in

the wrong class, and was disqualified. The general
opinion in the show seemed to bo that it was a
Linnet-Canary. Mr. Mundell, the judge, however,
held that it was a Linnet-Twite. All th eother
winners were moved up. The winner of the guinea
special for most points by an exhibitor residing out
of Yorkshire, was Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, with his team
of Greens. All prize money was paid during the even-
ing to those exhibitors attending the show. The
show "closed at 7, and all the birds were packed
and got away, and the room cleared by 8 p.m., the
long-distance birds being eent off first.

Mr. P. Mason’s Classes.
YORKS. CL., ETC., BUFF (10) : I, Ogden Bros., long

raking bird, capital head, back and shoulders,
stands well up, fine silky feather, grand tail, shade
heavy in wings; 2, Thomas, plenty of length, but not
so typical, more eubs., close in feather, rare legs,

wings and tail ; 3, Drake, bold and swaggering,
rare 6hape and style, well up on legs, close in

feather; 4, Self, smart, stylish, and shapely, good
nerve, hardly so tight in feather, good wings and
tail; vhc, Dyson; he, Kirk; c. Dykes. TKD. BUFF
(11) : 1, Beaumont, cheek mkd., fine close feather,
neat head, good neck and shoulders, nice level
back, well braced wings and tail, gets well hold
of perch, shows like a soldier; 2, Dykes, faintly
tkd. neck, neater and slimmer in build, lovely silky
feather grand shaped head, well tapered body, finely
finished all through; 3, Pomfret, tkd. head, capi-
tal ahaDO and" style, very nicely drawn, gets wellO on legs; 4, Crawhall, grizzled head, long straight

Mru, good wings ancf tan, bit on the strong side;

vhc, Ogden Bros.; be, T. Bennett; c, Lunn. BUFF
HEN (18) : 1, Hill, fine head, lovely feather, almost
perfection in wing and tail carrw handles well and
shows for all she is worth, shapely but quito etout
enough; 2, Towers, long raking hen, grand feather,

hardly so fine in bead, rare style, wings urnl tail,

al«o stout enough; 8, Clegg, much finer drawn,
better tapered in body, fine head, wings and tail,

not quite so tight in front; 4, Crawhall, smart and
shapely, capital legs, neat wings and tail, not over
clean, and possibly, this kept her back ; vhc, Whit-
ley; he, Crabtree; e, Ogden Bros. UNFLIG. BUFF
(22) : 1, res, beet in show, Ogden, a gem, and no
mistake, fine shapely head, long well filled neck,

closely set shoulders, tightly braced wings and
tail, tight as a Java, plenty of style and knows
how to ehow it; 2, Beaumont, eye tkd., plenty

of length, more subs., well carried wings and
tail, well up on leg, not so nicely rounded in

head
; 3, Dykes, wealth of col., neat head, slim,

well tapered, body, plenty .of leg, grand carr., not
so tight in front; 4, Shackleton, another tkd.,

rubbed hard against tho Itamsden tin, shapely,

good length, but would not stand ; vhc, Peel ; he,

J. Taylor; c, Farrar. UNFLIG. BUFF HEN (17):

1, Ogden Bros., long stylish lien, plenty of leg and
uses it well, neat Head, good back and shoulders,

capital wings and tail; 2, 3, Dykes wonderful
feather, grand wing carr., but inclined to spread
tail, and this caused her to go down, we heard,

very nicely finished body, 3rd much neater and
finer drawn, but hardly the length, lovely silky

feather, splendidly piped tail; 4, Greenwood, rare

pos., and feather, well braced wings and tail, on
the stout side; vhc, Priestley; lie, GUI; c, P. Hirst.

STOCK BIRD, .t‘3 LIMIT (7): 1, Ellis, fine racy yell.,

good head and neck, rare wings and tail, but much
smaller than some of tho open winners; 2, Green-

wood, ehapelv, fine feathered, stylish buff, stout in

body; 3, Butterfield, long raking buff, plenty of

leg,' good wings and tail, bit open in front; 4,

Reed, smart, shapely, well feathered, stylish yell.;

vhc, Farrar; he, 'Watts; c, Sunderland. VAR-
IEG. BUFF (0) : 1 Dykes, young eye, neck and wing
mkd., grand head, neck and shoulders, beautiful

wings and tail, grandly feathered and rare ehape,

but not quite the length nor the style of ljis

father, which won in the yell, class; 2, Thomas,
very hot eye, cheek and wing mkd., good top

end, plenty of style, nicely feathered, hardly so

fine iii waist; 3, Bennett, eye and wing mkd., a

bird we liked well, full of good Yorks, properties

and knows how to show them, well made and well

finished; 4, Hall, very hot eye and wing mkd.,

beautifully feathered, very stylish and showy, hardly

so much length; vhc, Whitley; he, Crawhall; c,

Morrison. VAIUEG. BUFF MJJN (8): 1, Towers,

mkd. head, chest and wings, nicely modelled and
clothed and has plenty of style, neat wings and
tail ; 2, Darlington Bros., a real clipper, mkd. eye,

wing and vent, wonderfully built, and clothed with

a coat of the finest silk, very compact wings and
tail, we liked immensely; 3, Sheard, eye and wing

mkd., nice top end, good legs, wings and tail, plenty

of style, not so neat in waist; 4, Lingard, eye,

cheek and wing mkd., very shapely, good wings

and tail, grand feather, nice pair of legs, but shy
and wild when handled; vhc, Morrison; he, Brown;
c. Dykes. CINN. MKD. BUFF (10): 1, c, Atkinson

aud Firth, head, eye and wing mkd., plenty of

length, good legs, wings and tail, bit open in

front; 2, Towers, wing mkd., very smart and
stylish, grandly modelled, well braced wings and

tait, well up on perch, nicely finished, hard lines;

3, Cooper, eye, cheek and wing mkd., long and
stylish bird, grand wings and tail, very shapely,

well feathered, we liked immensely; 4, vhc, Morri-

son, hardly the length, but rare col. and feather,

capital wings and tail, mkd. on neck and wing

;

he, T. Bennett. CINN. MKD. BUFF HEN (7) : 1,

Dykes, very heavily mkd., fine for shape, style and

feather, neat head, close fitting shoulders, tightly

braced wings and tail ; 2, Thomas, eye, cheek, and

wing mkd., hardly so slim, but grand style and

feather, carries more col.
; 3, vhc, Morrison, mkd.

eye, shoulder and wings, nice shape and feather,

good 'length, nice wings and tail, not quite so

steady; 4, e, Towers, head, eye and wing mkd.. a

sweet stylish bird that we liked much, grandly

modelled, full of qual.; he, Casey. BUFF (7): 1,

4 Handlev, shapely body, good style, capital wings

and tail carr., sound col., rather heavy in head,

4th foul on back of head, nice shape, sty e and

feather, hardly so green in col.; 2, he, Skilling,

bold and stylish, nice col., hardly so fine and

silky in feather; 3, vhc, c, Metcalfe very rich

grassy col., fine silky leather, very typical and

lull of style, we liked as well as any. BLFt HEN
(6) : 1, 2, 3, Metcalfe, a clean sweep with a splen-

did trio of smart, racy, typical birds excelling in

feather and col., 1st the beet in col., -nd the most

shapely, 3rd lost in her wing carnage; 4, skilling

;

vhc, Handley; he, Abbott.

Mr. H. Sutcliffe’s Classes.
CL.", ETC., YELL. YORKS. (17): 1, Towers, el.,

wonderful length, rich level col., stands like a

Guardsman, nice head, wings and tail perfect, A1

pos., shown in best cond., gem; 2, Dyson, cl.,

nice length, full of nerve, rich col., neat wings and

tail; 3, Dykes, cl., rare length and style, lovely

qual., sound col., very unsteady; 4, c, Ogden Bros.,

cl., very long and stylish, slim, grand col. and

qual., stands well; vhc, Amblers; he, Lane. TKD.
YELL. (10): 1, Dr. Craig, cheek tkd., grand length,

feathered like glass, sound col., stands correct

on best of legs, nipe shaped head, wings, and tail,

well braced; 2, Clegg, lovely qual., grand head,

well fitting wings and tail, rich col.
; 3, Ogden

Bros., wing tkd., very slim and stylish, level col.,

neat wing car., pipe tail
; 4, Hirst, griz. head,

very breedy, full of nerve, sound col., loses in

qual.; vhc, fSnead; he, Everett; c, Cooper. CL.

OR TKD. YELL., HEN (12): 1, Amblers, cl., grand

length, nice round head, full neck, good back,

wings and tail, well carr., level col., stands cor-

rect on good legs, wins; 2, Bennett, another nice

lady, excels in col., lovely qual., neat wings and
tail; 3, Shackleton, el., very long and stylish,

beautiful feather, rather pale; 4, Casey, c!., rare

length and style, nice qual., fails in cond., will

improve
;
vhc, Dr. Craig ; he, F. Taylor ; c, Ogden

DO YOU EXPORT?
'We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of
Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 60, Bartholomew Close, London, E.O.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carricre. Established 1879.

Bros. UNFLIO. YELL. (24) good clam: 1, F.
Self., cl., wonderful length, rich level col., grand
bead, neck and ahouldero, wings and tail perfect,
nicely drawn, rare qual., longest out this wimon,
a real Yorkie

; 2, Dykes, cl., lovely qual., grand
bead and neck, very slim and stylish, neat wing
carr.; B, DCwburat, cl., very racy, full of nerve,
rare type and qual., shown well; 4, Hirst, tkd,,
nice shape and atyle, feathered like glass, beaten
in length

; vhc, Shackleton
; lie, I)r. Craig

;
c, Ben-

nett. UNFLIG. YELL. HEN (8): 1 , vhc, Dykca,
cl., plenty of length, feathered like a Java, cor-
rect pos., nice bead, wings and tail, well placed,
rich sound col., nicely drawn, staged in beat cond.;
2, Hirst, tkd.. lovely qual., grand head, neck,
wings, and tail, Al pos. ; 3, Ogden Bros., cl., very
stylish, nica col., grand head, will improve ; 4,
Walsh, oheek tkd., nice, shapely hen, lovely qual.,
very unsteady; 'he, Greenwood; c, Crawhall.
STOCK BIRD (A.V.) (11): 1, Helliwell, yell, wing
tkd., grand length, very tightly feathered, rare
shape and style, wings and tail well carr., rich
col., stands well up; 2, Priestley, var. yell., rare
length and style, sornd col., silky feather; 3, Crab,
tree, cl., very long and nice drawn bird, level
col., neat wings and tail

; 4, Bailey, cl. buff, grand
shape and style, lovely qual., rather strong; vhc,
Hill; he, Dr. Craig; c, Shackleton.
GREEN MKD. YELL. (13): I, he. Dykes (noted

winner) even mkd., wonderful length, lovely qual.,
rich, sound col., nice head, rare wing carr., stands
correct on best of legs, wins; 2, Clegg, even rnkd.,
rare length, very slim and racy, rich col., neat
wing carr.

; 3, Hall, even mkd., plenty of length,
nice shape and style, fails in cond.; 4, Drake,
mkd. eyes and wing, grand shape and style, nice
cob and qual., short of training

; vhc, c, Pickup
and Son

; c, Morrison. GREEN MKD. YELL.
HEN (11): 1, Dykes, even mkd., nice length, feath-
ered like wax, nice head, neck, grand shaped body,
rich col., neat wings and tail, put down in fine
cond.; 2, Sheard, grand qual., very stylish wings
and tail, well placed; 3, Casey, shows breed, full
of nerve, rare qual., neat wings, pipe tail; 4,
Priestly, lovely qual., very slim and stylish, rather
shorter; vhc, Towers; he, Hall; c, Lumb. CINN.
TKD. OR VAR. YELL. (8): 1, 2, 3, vile Towers
(fine team), 1 , wing tkd., grand length, leathered
like glass, rich col., grand head, full qeck, rare
wing carr., gem

; 2, beautiful shape and style, well
fitting wings and tail, A1 pos. ; 3, nice, length,
rich col., beaten cond.; 4, Thomas, var., rare shape
and style, grand qaal., unsteady; he, Binns

; c,
Hudson. YELL. HENS 04): 1, Binns, even mkd.,
not the largest, but unbeatable for shape and qual.,
neat head, wings, and tail, feathered like wax

;

2, Ross, lovely qual., grand wing carr. pipe, tail,
fails in pos.

; 3, he, Towers, rare shape and style
lovely feather, rather stronger;

. 4, Dykes, even
mkd., very slim and stylish, silky feather, close
up; vhc, Hodgson; c, Bennett. SELF OR FOUL
YELL. (Non-Fed) (9): 1, Jones, self, wonderful
length, beautiful col., real Yorkie type, nicely
drawn, grand head on good shoulders, well placed
wings and tail, A1 pos.; 2, c, Skelling, foul, very
stylish, rare qua!., stands well, be-aten in length *

3 4, he, Metcalfe, seif, plenty of length, correct
col., silky feather; 4, rare length and style, lovely
qual., rather inclined to cross wings; vhc" Steinart.
DO. YELL. HEN (8): 1, 2, he, Metcalfe, beautiful
shape and style, feathered like wax, real grass
green, nice head, wings, and tail, shown in best
cond. ; 3, very islim and stylish, lovely qual.,
beaten in size

; 3, Steinart., shows breed, plenty of
nerve, rare qual. and style

; 4, Jones, foul, nice
round head and body, best of qua!., unsteady

; vhc
Handley; e, Abbott. SELL., YELL. YORKS., £1

1
’

,

Lunn
.

;
.

2 ’ Towers; 3, Lingard; 4, Dew-
Ihc, iGrange; c, Priestley.

BUFF, 15s. (26): 1, Barker; 2, Naylor; 3, Sheard;
4 Hodgson, jun.; vhc, Graham; he, Bryant; c
lowers. HENS, 12s. 6d. (23) : 1, Lingard (claimed)

;

2 Farrar; 3, (claimed at 32s. 6d.): Hodgson- 4 ,Mrs. Sunderland; vhc, Myers; he. King- c MooreOPEN NOVICE, YELL. YORKS. (15) : 1 Whit-
wam, mkd. head, cheek, and wings, plenty of length
slim, and stylish, rich col., feathered like glaos, well
fitting wings and tail, stands well up; 2, Ellis eye
tkd., very long and racy, lovely qual., neat wing carr.

;

3, Sheard, el., grand qual. and col., nice shape and
style, only loses in length

; 4, Miller, cl., rare length,
sound col., not quite as good head

; vhc, lie, liullen •

c, Bryant. BUFF (17): 1, P. Taylor, wing tkd.,
beautiful qual. rather on stout side, splendid shape,
rich level col., well braced wings and tail, A1 pos.

:

2, J. Ellis, cl., rare length and style, plenty of
nerve, good wing carr.; 3, A. L. Ellis, tkd., hot col

,

silky feather, very stylish; 4, Lunn, cl., very slim,
sound col., neat wings and tail; vhc, Shepherd; lie,
Sheard; c, Midgley. YELL. HEN (8): 1, Miller,
cl., rare length and style, full of bloom, fine cond.,
neat head, wings, ami tail, nicely cut away, put
down in best style; 2, Midgley, mkd. head, cheeks,
and wings, very slim and stylish, lovely qual.

; 3, Roth-
well, tkd., rare shape and style, nicely feathered

;

Atkinson, cl., very slim and racy, sound col.; vhc.
Firth; he, Kitchen; e, Arthur. BUFF HEN (14):
1, Midgley, tkd., rare length and shape, nice round
head, full neck, long, well fitting wings, level col.,
A1 pos. ; 2, Rothwell, cl., beautiful qual., rare
shape, not quite as full in neck ; 3, tVhitwam, el.,

lovely feather, neat wings and tail, rather stout;
4 , Atkinson, cl., nice length, very stylish, rare qual.,
will improve; vhc, Greenwood; e, Bryant; c,
Sheard.

Mr. W. Mundell’s Classes.
Y.U. NOV. LIMIT, £5 5s. , CL. OR TKD. YELL,

(lfi) : 1, Hudson, quickly claimed, well up on leg,
grand wings, piped tail, wins; 2, Mitchell, rich col.,
boxy feather, compact wings and tail, neat head,
very stylish, not so long as winner; 3, Hodgson,
jun., level col., full of qual., pos Al, good head; 4,

Wilinan, nicely put down, teeming with qual., good
head, wings, and tail, wants a little more length

;

vhc, Ackroyd; he, Fisher and Dyson; e. Famish.
BUFF (10) : 1, Moore, grizzled wing, full of qual.,
good head and breast, very stylish, nice wing carr,.

piped tail
; 2, Hardaker, mkd. head, nice Wings,

piped tail, typical, full of qual.
; 3, Clough, raro

poe., bit rough on eye, nice wings, piped tail, well
up on leg ; 4, Hanson, pale col., boxy feather, good
wing carr., neat tail; vhc, Naylor, jun.; lie, Studd

;

c, Taylor Bros.. Y’ELL. HEN (12) : 1, Ratcliffe, pale
col., boxy featlier, well placed wings, neat tail, very
steady and erect; 2, Firth, nice pos., teeming witli

qual., grand wings, bit short in tail, good head and
legs; 3. Mitchell, rich col., well placed wings, piped
tail, nice type; 4, Sharpe, long flights and tail, well
on leg, good head, unsteady ; vhc, Baker Bros. ; lie,

Atkinson ; c, Hudson. BUFF (11) : 1, 4, c, Fisher
and Dyson, nice head, clean on breast, well placed
wings, piped tail, very steady, bit on the stout side,

4 cheek mkd., lovely qual., nice compact tail, good
pos.; 2, Ackroyd, wing mkd., neat round head, pos.

Al, good wing carr., full of qual.; 3. Ramsbottom,
very stylish, good head, qual. Al. nice wing carr.,

piped tail; vhc, Sharpe; he, Studd. UNFLIG.

YELL. (19):: 1, Taylor, cap rnkd., rut y
elirn and typical, rich col., boxy f,aili>r

;
z, A.,k-

royd, rh h level col. throughout, long flight*. and
piped tail, good head, full of qual., very tvpbal;
3. Wilinan, good head, nice type, grand ning and
piped tail, lull of qual., steady; 4, Taylor, very hot,
col., boxy feather, lino pos., well braced wings, neat
tail; vhc, Crowther; lie, Bower; e, Moth*. Ill I F
(16): 1, Friestlcy, paie col., boxy feather, giajd head,
wings, and tail, not very well put down

;
vhc,

Fisher and Dyson, 2 blaze or col., wing rnkd., very
stylish, boxy featlier, good head, nicely benched;
3, F'irth, grizzled down hack, rare length and pos.,
palo col., long flights and tail; 4, Wilinan, mkd,
cheek, crosses wings at times, boxy feather, good
head, piped tail, rare pos., wants a little more
length; he, Crowther; c, Taylor. YELL. HEN ( 10):
), Fisher and Dyson, grizzled hack, teeming with
qual., grand wing carr., piped tail, good head, fine
pos.; 2, vhc, Dibb eyes and wing rnkd., nice type
and feather, good head, badly put down; 3, Moore,
palo col., loose in feather, neat head, good pos.; 4,
Hanson, raro length and poo., pale tol., piped tail,

good wing carr.; he, F'irth ; c, Self. BUFF (13): 1,

Wilman, pos. Al, teeming with qual., good head,
nice wing carr., piped tail ; 2, Terry, very stylish,
boxy feather, piped tail, level col.; Taylor, lare
type and qual., neat head, good wings and tail,

level col. ; 4, Heelcy, full ol qual., nice wing carr.,

just a hit too stout arid short; vhc, Bower; he,
Dibb; c, Chapman. EVEN, ETC. (17): 1, Studd,
buff cheek and wing mkd., boxy featlier, rich level

col., pos. Al, grand wing carr., piped tail; 2, 3, Hud-
son, yell., rnkd. cap, cheek and wings, lovely col.,

well on leg, Al poe., 3 buff cheek and wings mkd.,
nice type, rare length, piped tail, level col.

; 4, Tay-
lor Bros., yell, var., very slim and typical, boxy
feather; vhc, Sharpe; he, Butterfield; c, Harney.
HEN (14) : 1, Chapman, even mkd. yell., feathered
like wax, grand w ings and tail, fine pos. Al ; 2,

Clough, buff, wing mkd., lovely qual. of feather, nice
wing carr., piped tail, very stylish; 3, Graham, eye
mkd. buff, well up on leg, nice flights, piped tail,

full of qual.; 4, Hudson, cinn. mkd. buff, boxy
feather, rare length, good head and tail ; vhc,

Harney; he, Grange; e, Firth. NOR. UK. (9): 1, e,

Thomas, 1 grand head, neck, and crest, boxy feather,

good wing carr.
; 2, 3, 4, Kaberry, 2 bull, full of qual.,

blaze of col., good head and chest, nice type, 3

yell., nice type, good head, boxy leather, 4 buff,

capped on head, rich col., full of qual.; vhc, he,

Jowett. HEN (8): I, 2, Kaberry, 1 yell., good head,

neck, and cheat, full of qual., nice short wing and
tail, very cobby, 2 buff, rich level cob, very short
and chubby; 3, he, Thomas, 3 yell., nice type and
qual.; 4, Jowett, bull', grizzled tail, rich col., true to
type, full of qual.; vhc, Naylor, jun.; c, Riley Bros.

GOLDF. AND BULLF. (7): 1, E. A. Wilson, Bullf.,

a gem, grand head, rich eol., nice whites, in tho
pink; 2, Abbott, Goldf., grand square blaze, lovely

bars, and buttons, fine cond.; 3, Fallding, Goldf.,

good blaze, bars, and buttons, lose** in wing carr.

;

4, Humphreys, Builie, great size, lacks col.; vhc,

Rothwell; lie, Wood; e, Inman. LINNET, ETC.
(14) : 1, 2, vhc, Oldham, 1 Linnet, rich nut brown,
finely pencilled, rare cond., very steady, 2 Twite, a
gem, in the pink of cond. ; 3. Martin and Archer,

Siskin, rich col., nicely laced; 4, Rees, Redpoll,

grand cond.; vhc, Wilson; c, Inman. A.O. BRIT.
(10): 1, Beseoby, Redetart, not in cond.; 2, Parlett,

Bramble, a gem, might have gone up ; 3, Fallding,

Hawfinch, good head and bib, lacks col., but a fine

bird; 4, Lane, Chaffinch, not quite ready; vhc, B.

H. Wilson; he, Ross; c, Ingham. DK. CAN. MULE
EXCEPT . BULLF. (10) : 1, lie, Rees, Linnet, grand

6ize, in the pink; 2, Parlett, Greenf.-Can., good

head, grand type; 3, Parlett, Goldie-Can., good

blaze, rich col., rare size; 4, Martin and Archer,

Ein.-Can., lovely cond., rare size; vhc, Parlett; c,

Wilson. BRIT. HYB. (12): 1, 4, he, Martin and

Archer, Grcenie-Chaff., rare cond., drops wing at

times
; 2, Parlett, the noted Can.-Bullie, a grand

bird; 3, M. A. Wilson, Greenf.-Chaff., rare size and

col. might have won. (We hear from the see. that

No. 9, Oldham, was originally placed first, but was

successfully protested against on the ground that it

was in the wrong class.—Ed.)

LINCOLN C.B.S.
Table Show, Central Hall, Oct. C. Some G4

exhibits were staged, which included some exception-

ally fine specimens of Yorks, and Norwich. Mr.

Willerton judged, and his awards gave every satis-

faction. NOR., YELL. : 1, Cordweli
; 3, 3, 4, Sisson.

BUFF : 1, 3, 4, Sisson
; 2, Cordweli ; vhc, W alker

;
he,

c Hill. YORK. YELL.: 1, vhc, Boucher; 2, 4, Spurr;

S Pinchbeck; he, Quincy; c, Jim Cordweli. BUFF:
1 Walker; 2, 4, Spurr; 3, Pleasance; vhc, Itiehcr-

son. YELL. HEN : 1 ,
Jim Cordweli ; 2, Pinchbeck

;

3 c, Spurr: 4, Boucher; vhc, Cordweli; he, Pleas-

ance. BUFF: 1, Cordw-ell; 2, Pinchbeck; 2, vhc,

Pleasance; 4, he, Spurr. MULE OR HYB.: 1, vhc,

Sisson; 2, Cordweli; 3, Boucher: 4, he. Spurr.

LINNET: 1, 3, he, Jim Cordweli; 2, Sisson; 4,

Baines; vhc, Richerson. A.O. BRIT.: 1, Riclierson

;

2, Jim Cordweli; 3, he, Baines; 4, Pleasance; vhc,

Spurr.—R. W. Sissons, Hon. Sec.

HYSON GREEN C.B.S.
Annual Show, “Cricket Players,” Lmdsay-st.,

judge, Mr. G. Hill, who gave every satisfaction..

CL. or LIGHT MKD. YELL. NOR.: 1. Boaler; 2.

Boaler; 3, vhc, Bown. CL. or LIGHT MKD. BUFF
NOR.: 1, 3. Bown; 2, vhc. Boaler; lie, Drinkwater.

HEAVILY MKD. : 1, Bown; 2, Drinkwater; 3, Sharpe.

HEN; 1, 3, Boaler; 2, Bown; vhc, lie, Sharpe; c,

Barnes. UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, spl., Boaler; 2, Moult;

3, Barnes; vhc, Wolfe. BUFF: 1, 2, Wolfe; 3,

Drinkwater. UNFLIG. HEN: 1, Boaler; 2, Streets;

3, Bown; vhc, Wolfe. STOCK PAIR: 1. Sharpe; 2,

Bown. NOV. BUFF: 1, Birkett
;

2, Birks. UN-
FLIG. YELL.: 1, 2, 3, Birks. BUFF :1, Streets;

2, Birks. HEN: 1, vlic. Birks; 2, Birkett; 3,

Streets. GOLDF. or BULLF.: 1, 2, Cottingliam.

LINNET, ETC.: 1, 2, Cottingliam. A.O.V. SLED-
EATER: 1, 2, 3, Cottingliam. SOFTIilLL: 1, 2,

3, Cottingliam. FOR. SMALL: 1, 2, 3, vhc, Cct-

tingham. LARGE: 1. 2, 3, vhc, lie, Cottingliam.

SELL. 12/6: 1, Royce; 2, 3, Barnes; 4. Sharpe. 7/6:

1 Drinkwater; 2, Moult; 3, Streets; vlic, Royce.

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealing solely rtith Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FURS FEATS!
The only Paper devoted to these Tubjota.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor S/iewmen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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An.svveiwl hv C’LAUoH ST. JOHN.
HEN ROLLER ILL (Mrs. A. M. G.).-I am in-

clined to think that uie com!. Ltoa is aye to an
uliaorm.U and inflammatory condition of the ovary,
t lionmi it is impo.c.ible 10 tay definitely without
seeing the bird. Keep it in a quite warm place
for tue present. Give a diet of plain canary seed
only us staple, and m addition give separately every
second day half a teaspoonful of scalded summer
nape and a morsel of banana, and on the alternate
days give a morsel of bread and milk well sprinkled
with maw seed. In the drinking water add daily Lvi

drops of brandy and te.i of syrup of buckthorn until
tile bowels move freely without strain. Vvlien the
bowels are regulated begin to mdd to the bread ami
milk two drops of cod liver oil emulsion each time,
and in the water give six drops of tincture of gentian
nnu four of dilute sulphuric acid for a few days,
beyond this leave the cure to nature, and do not
interfere with tile swelling.
IR/LLER GETTING UAR£ (Mrs. C. T. a.).—These

cium'is uro often mo. t unresponsive to ucutmeut,
and as your bird’s case seems to be of some standing
1 am not too sanguine ns to the result you will be
able to obtain. First thoroughly examine its cage to
see if it is infected with red mitts, and if any are

CANARY QUERISTS
fhoniti consult tit. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (id.); Houses "('unary Manual’’ (1/2);
Baltyv's "Yorkshire Canuties" (1/Jj); House’s "Nor-
letch Canaries'’ (1/1); IIYsfou’s "Ut'oclc lloolc"
Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird i'cccr" (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird rooms, and Cages" (2/S); ItarusdCn’s
"Colour feeding" (3 Jd.);

"Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the ”Nutshell" booklets ('ltd. each):
No. 5 "The Tel Canary," No. C " Ailing birds and
llow tv Cure Them," No. 9 "The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Boiler," No. 23
"The Harder Taney," No. 24 "Green Canaries'." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Trices qu°t ea
are post free, from "Cage Birds," 154, Tied Street,
Condon, ii’.C.

found exterminate them, as you will have seen
advised frequently in these replies. Keep it in a
comfortable temperature, fairly equable, and see
that it is free from direct cold draughts or the
fumes or burning lights in the evenings. Allow
bird to bathe freely if it will do so. For staple
diet give a mixture of three parts canary seed to
one part summer rape. In addition give separately
half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, nicer, mulct, teazle and broken greats, and
o:i two other days give a morsel of bread and milk,
lightly dusted with Hour of sulphur, and finally
sprinkled with soft sugar. On the day following that
on which you give bread a.id milk each time add
to the water as -much chlorate of potash as wilf
cover a sixpence and ten drops of lemon juice. Con-
tinue this treatment for one or two months as may
seem necessary.
SCALY LEGS (Amateur).— I certainly do not

advise you to immerse the lege of the young bird
in. paraffin. This fluid often has a very destructive
effect upon the skin of birds. If the trouble is
really scaly legs such as affects the denizens of the
poultry yard, you can get rid of it by soaking the
legs in a warm solution of Wych Hazel—a teaspoou-
ful of tho extract in a saucerful of warm water—
a few times with an interval of three or four days
between each time, then carefully dry the legs and
gently rub a little sulphur ointment well in between
the scales. Keep cage floor and perches as clean
as possible, to prevent possible re-infection from
these sources.
STUCK IN MOULT (Neil Hunter).—As you might

have soen many times in these columns, 1 am no
advocate of fo.eing a bird into a moult as long
as it keeps in good health and condition. It is
doubtful whether your bird will now complete its
moult in any eve before spring. Also your feeding
is evidently at fault. Give a staple diet of plain
canary seed only. In addition give separately half
a teaspoonful of summer rape and a morsel of
banana every second day, and on the alternate days
twice each week give half a teaspoonful of ‘a
mixture of equal parts hemp, millet, black rape,
mger. teaz’e and broken groats. Everv second day
for the next fortnight give -a piece of bread and
milk the size of a hazel nut lightly dusted with
flour of sulphur and finally sprinkled with soft sugar.
On the. days following those on which you give the
bread and milk add to the drinking water 20 drops
of whisky, five of syrup of saffron and as much
chlorate of potash as will cover a threepenny-piece.
Keep lnrd in a fairly comfortable temperature, free
from direct cold draughts, fumes of burning lights
in the evenings, or extreme and rapid fluctuations.
If the bird does not finish its moult under this treat-
ment. my advice is to wait patiently until the spring
for it, to take place naturally
OPINION OF MATINGS (J. M. C.).-It did not

come within the scheme of “Canary Breeding, etc." to
deal with mating for the production of particular
markings or colour. Wli >t you want for this nar-
row is Barts 14 and 15 cf “ Our Canaries.” Possibly
the Nutshell booklet. No. 23. on the Border Fancy
which our Manager would send you for 2!d. post free’,
would alto be helpful to you. As regards the mat’

AVIARY AND NICHT-LICHT (Novioc).-
aviury is situated in a fairly sheltered sp

(1) If the
spot, and is

nil damp and extremes of heat and cold
there is no reason whatever why the birds .which
have been bred and reared there should not thrive
well enough through the winter without the aid of
«ny artificial heat, therefore 1 do not advise you
t,o supply any. In all probability they will do much
better without any heat. (2) There is no necessity
to take m light Into the room after dark to enable
the birds to feed later than the natural light allows
at this season. They have so little to do all day
except eat that the long fast from dusk to dawn
will not harm them at all.

BB.ZTZ32S eieds.
r/ZXJXE3 AlifD M'^aJitClUS.

Answered by II. NORMAN.
BRITISH BIRDS IN BACKYARD (MS,).—There

Is no reason whatever why your birds should not do
v, here you have therm it is simply a question of
keeping them well suppli: d with seed, and atteiid-
ing to their water supply during frosty weather.
l»i r 03 very much dislike rough winds, but you up-
pear to have thought about that. Vour blind should
cover tho cages sufficiently to prevent draughts,
which arc fatal to the hardiest.

1 HEATING FRESHLY-CAUGHT FINCHES (New
Member). If you have room you eliouid select the
best birds and keep them separate, as they are
rather in rained to he quarrelsome. Supply a pot cf
cracked hemp, also teuz.e, niger, ma*vv, linseed, and
canary.

^

Crack a fisv sunflower scedo az:d supply
daily. Soak a little rape and teazle, and givo occa-
sionally cr daily if they are not doing particularly
well, or when first caught, but gradually work them
on to dry seeds. You should also supply wild oeeils.
if you have not collected any, buy a packet cf the
best you nan get; see that it is genuine wild se d,
not an ordinary bird need mixture. After vou have
had them a few days, and they begin to eat freeiv
of seeds, give them as much sulphate of soda as
will cover a shilling, di oolved in an ordinary
drinker. Repeat this occasionally. Supply plenty of
sharp sand, and keep quiet for the first week or two.
DEFORMED BEAK (W. Lennox)— If the de-

formed beak does not interfere with his feeding, you
have nothing to worry about, but the overgrown
portion t-hould be pared cir either with a sharp
knife or scissors. In doing so bo careful not to cut
it back too far, or you will cause the bird pain.
You can do nothing to repair the injury; it is a
malformation sometimes met with in wild specimens.
In fact, I occasionally see a Blackbird in my garden
with a beak similar to what vou describe.
FEEDING A BUNTING (A. H. Lodge).—The Yel-

low Bunting makes a very good cage bird, and it is

not by any means a difficult one to manage. You
could keep one in your kitchen providing you hang
it in a position free from draughts and away from
the heat of the fire or ’gas. To get it steady 'you
must handle tho cage as often as possible, and

CJLTTB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
GNE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should leuch us not later than
1 uesday morning's post. Specially printed Ciub
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult llculton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids

"

(7/0); Norman’s “British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Tart 1

“
llardbills

"

(1/1), Tart 2
“
Soflbills

”

(1/1); ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” )2/3);
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's " Septic or Bird
Fever" (7d.); “Colour-feeding "

(31d.); or the "Nut.
shell" booklets (21d. each); No. i “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “Linnet,’’ No. 3 “Skylark," No. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch,’’ No. 13
“ Chaffinch,’’ No. 15 “ Greenfinch,’’ No. 22 “ Siskin,
Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 0
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdroonfs, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds.” Atl thoroughly practical and
instructive. Trices quoted are post free from “ Cag'e
Birds." 154. Fleet Street , London, L.C

.

ings you suggest, yon do not say whether they consist
entire'y of the birds you have bred, which would
of course, be c'oscly related, and it would be
essential to know something of tiie parentage of the
birds mated h ‘fore one could say with the least
certainty wlnt the re-ult would lie. It is only
possible to genera'ise in the absence of such in-
formation. and on this basis mating No. I, assuming
the buff green ccck has no cinnamon blood in his
veins, tiip result to be looked for from the yellow
cinnamon lien is greens, self and broken, and heavily
variegated, and from the clear yellow lien greeii
variegated and ticked, with possibly a few stray
clears. Hi? mating No. 2 should preduee, assuming
toe hens are free from cinnamon bleed, from the
bull green hen cinnamons, self and heavily varie-
gate I. which would all tie hens, am! green and green
vari gated, which would be both cocks and hens.
A similar result may lie expected from the half
variegated hen, except that the proportion of seifs
may be smaller. I am not clear as to the identity
of the remaining lien you mention. If it is one of
tb- young yellow cinnamons you bred yourself mate
it with a boldly laced clear buff cinnamon cock.
But : f my assumption is not correct write again,
and give full particulars about it.

the fact cf its being constantly near someone will
soon get it tame. Canary seed is its chief food,
and it does not care very much for anything
else, but at the same time it should be offered
other seeds such as a little wild seed mixture,
cracked hemp, rape, maw, email cats or coarse oat-
meal. In a separate pot try him with a few soaked
ant’s eggs, and if he will eat them, he should have
some pretty frequently. Insect life should be sup-
plied according to season, much of which can lie

collected from one's own garden. (2) As a rule
any of the Finches can be kept together. Put
your birds in a fairly large cage and if you keep
then) well supplied with seeds they will not qmurel.
If you let their seed hopper become empty there
will be sure to be a scrap when it is re-filled. Should
this occur the best plan is to throw a little seed
in the bottom cf the cage. Glad you find the Nut-
shell books so useful.
TROUBLE WITH LARK (Saline) .—Your name and

address should have been sent with, your query ;

kindly ietr us have it on a P.C. The information
you send me about your Lark is very meagre; you
should have specified the conditions under which
you are keeping it, and the feeding, in both cf
which I fear there is something wrong. To begin
with, put him in a thoroughly clean cage, one
that has been scrubbed out with disinfectant and
properly dried. Examine the bird, and if he has
any insects on him duot him all ever with insect
powder, being careful that none gets into his
eyes. In future give him enough sand for him to
dust in, and lightly spray him with tepid water
occasionally. Respecting food you should either
make your own or feed upon the beet make of
Lark food obtainable, this should be mixed with
a little scraped raw carrot, boiled potato or chopped
watercress, and he should also have a few extra ants’
eggs, and any insect life you can get. A little

chonped hard-boiled egg is good for a change, ateo
a few groats and a little canary or maw seed.
Give as much glauber salts as will cover a sixp nee
for one day, dissolve in his drinking water. Juet
smear the bare places with a little fresh lard. Send
to this office for the Nutshell Booklet on the
Skylark. It will give you a lot of valuable informa-
tion, price 2|d. post free.

Accrington C.B.S.—Dec. 3, Crown Hotel, 8. Mem-bem snow and balance-sheet for open show.—D.
llarwood.
Aicrmcnam Open C.BS—Dec. 2, Station Cafe, 8.

Experiences of the season to date, opened by Mr
llaiiworth.—C. Bailey.
ArdwisH and Manchester C.B.A.—Dec. 1, St.Ihomass Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street, 8.

Luge-making demonstration. Open show business.

—

J. bpeneer.
Beamish C.B.S—Nov. 28, Bird Inn, High Hold, 7.

schedules lor annual show and other important

Elliot
6*8 ’

-*
”UdS ’ due; ncw members invited.—J. H.

ti.ugley O.S—Nov. 28, Assembly Rooms, 2.45.Members show; birds staged 2.45. Judge, Mr. K.
Hulliday, Shipley.—H. Shaw.
-

U
‘i
y vOaru»u> o.d.—Dec. 2, headquarters,

<.4a. New Year's -show.—J. C. lieil.
Bolton C.B.S—Dec. l, Joiners' Arms, 8. Election

of officers.—J. Gerrard.
B-.UJ U.b.s.— oee. i, St. Andrew’s Parochial Hall,

tori

UlU dusmoa3 tor annual show, etc.—A. E. Buy-

^Jvvling B.F.A.—Nov. 28, Napoleon Hotel. Mem-
wTt n'

0W; blrd
?
staged llt 3; judge, C. E. Walker,west Bowling.—J. Nienoll.

Bradford -ast O.S. —Dec. 1 , Park Chapel Schools,
8. washing exhibition by Mr. R. Wilkinson. After-wards member.,', will compete for two money prizes
kindly given by Mr. Wilkinson for beat washed bird—wm. Cruise.
Burnhop-r C.B.C.-Nov. 23, Coll. Inn, 7. Date ofshow and other important business.—J. W. Robson
Burton-on- Trent C.B.S.-Dcc. l, New Inn, 8. l'rize-

cL
e
?!.

fOI
L
meil

ib<
"
r
i’

stlow
,
and specials.—A. Wood.

,,
Cd

r
ltcnham C.B.3.—Dec. 5. Bayshill Lecture Hall.Memb. rs show.—A. S. Treasure.

cn
C
.H“/|

ley
i

C B
-f
—Uoc. 2, White Lion Inn, 7.30.

Welch
6d0W busmess

i prize-money paid.—J. H.

—oia,*nam C.B._A—Dec. I, at 8. Selection cf medals.

„.V
V6 -‘‘ i

y ^.S—Dec. 2, Sydenham Palace, 8.30.

i
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e
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s
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eeb

?ben sbow - Will members return un-
so.a tickets.—A. Green.

Dufcrrirrj Workman’s Club C.B.S.-Nov. 29, Dub-mu e Workmen’s Cub, 10.30 a.m. Show business.-
u. l. Lynn.
cast •-c—i 2y C.B.S.—Nov. 28, Black Swan, 7.30.Arrange lor

,
show.—II. Cockrem.

D.C. 5, Baptist Schoolroom, Earp
Street, Garston. Annual ©how.—A. T. Mullock

Halifax C.B.S—Dec. 3, Trafalgar Inn, 8. General
T'

Je
,
an

.
g ' J ‘e supper altered from Dec. 10 to 17.—

A. butcline.
Halifax O.S.—Nov. 28, Plummet Line Hotel, 7 30Members meeting. Nomination of officials and new

rules or alterations to be handed in. Ticket money
for open show to lie brought in.—H Clear
Hartlipoofs C.B.S.-Dee. 2

, St. George’s Hall, 8
General business.—Pym an and Thornton
Hr/ton le-Hole C.B.S.—Nov. 2S, Colliery Hotel, 6 30.

Entries for annual show.— Geo. Vipond
H “mPstead C.BS—.vov. 30, Spencer

Hall, Dartmouth Park Hill, N.W., S. Grand social
and prize distribution. Musical entertainment ar-
ranged by Mr. C. W. Law.—J. Hyde

Hornsiy, Wood Green C.B.S.—Dec. 1. Nightingale
Hotel, High Road, Wood Green, 8.35. Final 'arrange-
ments for annual show.—P. Brooks.
Huddersfield O.S.—Nov. 30, headquarters, 8. Openshow business, special.—A. Lavford

ir'

B
,’
S
'T
No

c,

v - Ge0I'Ss’s School, Church
Street, Hyde, 8. Special meeting —T. Allsop.
Hyson Grzen C.B.S,— Dec. 1 , headquarters, 8 Show

business. Subs, to “Special Prize Fund” must be
paid by this date—A. E. Moult.w»t0n

„
F^’-?0V

;

2
f - Congregational Schools,Wa. Item Road, Nag s Head, Holloway, N. 24th

annual show, 2 till 9. Admission 3d.— W. T. Ainerv
2, White Bear Inn, 8. Important

business.—C. E. Hylton.
Laisterdyke B.F.A.—Dee. 2, Railway Hotel, 7 30.“Paging competition. 2 Selling Classes, Cock 15s ,Hen ids Cd. Entry fee for judging fid. Anyone

eligible to judge.—W. H. Symes.

Leicester C B S.—Dec. 2, Hare and Pheasant, 8.30.w ashing competition and members’ show business

;

important.—J. Hardbattle.
Leicester Hand iu-hand C.B.S.—Dec. 1, White

Swan, 8. Table show; Mkd. or Var. Yell and Buff
Hens, and Bullf.—A. Freestone.
Linton and Wootfhorn C.B.S.—Nov. 28, Social Club,

I tint, Ashington, 7.30. Business important.— J as
Anderson.

,„
Li^P°0! North C.B.S—Dec. 2, headquarters, 8.

Lfaesifleation and final arrangements for Boxing
Day show, alloting specials.- E. S. Broadbent.
Llanelly C.B.S.—Nov. 28, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.

v ery important. Now, members, line up if our next
show is to be a success.—D. John
Long Eaton C.B.S—Nov. 28, Sa'wley Road C.S., 7

and 7.50. Special show business. All special prizes
to be brought in for allotment.—G. Baines.
Middleton C.B.S.— Nov. 30, Old Boar’s nead. 8.

Special meet ing
; allotment of specials. Entries

close first post Nov. 31.—J. Ilulton.
Manchester and II C.O.S.—Ncv. 30, Deansgate

Hotel, 8. January show bus.—F. Wilkinson.
Nrw Cross C.B.S.—Dec. 3, 126, Lee Road, Lee

Green, S.E., 7.45. Prize distribution and general
meeting. Very important business. Note new
meeting place.—Durton Bros.
Nelson Coins C B.S.—Dec. 1, 117, Every Street,

Nelson, 8. Show, etc.- D. Watts.
N oivcastlc-upon-Tyne C.B.S—Dec. 3. Shields Cafe,

Bigg Market, 7.30. Nomination of officials for 1915 .—J. W. Reed.
Northern Border and S.F.C.C Dec. 2, Pillar’s

Cate, 8, Table show
; five classes each section,

champ, and nov. Judges; Champ., T. Smith; nov.,
W. Smith.—M. C. Potts.
N W. London F.A.— Dec. 3, The Stag’s Head Hotel,

Hawley Road, N.W. 8. Final arrangements annual
show.—W. Sutton.
Opcnshaw, Gorton C.B.S.-Dee. 9, Alhambra Club

Room, Higher Openshaw, 8.80. Locture on British,
Mr. Fairhurst.— A. W. Newton.
Puds y, Stanningley C.B S.—Nov. 27, Fleece notel,

8. Entries for show 8 to 10.30. Show Nov. 28;
judge, Mr. S. Wilcock. Birds staged 2.30.—H. Rais-
trick.

P-rth City and County O.A. -Dec. 2, Laidlaw’s
Rooms, Leonard Street, 8. Balance-sheet for ses-
sion.—J. L. Smith.
Quecnsbus-y C.3.S.—Nov. 28, Cranbv Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show; judge, Mr. A. Cooper. Birds staged 3.—W. Jagger.
Radcliffa C.B.S.—Dec. 2, Wareing’s Dining Rooms,

8. Show business and closing night for entries for
annual show. Dec. 5, Conservative Club, Church
Street. Annual members’ show; judge. Mr. Lcmax.
St. Helens.— G. Lord.
Reading C.B.S.—Dec. 2. Palmer Hall, 8. Impor-

tant show business to settle.—O. C. Smith.
Rosssndala C.B.S.—Dec. 1, Swan Hotel, Bacup,

7.30. Arranging for members’ show.—H. Wantling.
Rotharham C.B.S—Nov. 28, Mail Coach Inn, 8.

Picking of auditors and other business.—Taylor and
Bailey.

„
Scotland Gate.—Nov. 28, Social Club, Choppington,

7.83. Special business ; last meeting before i9how.

—

T.. Rigg.
S.E, London F. and F.A.—Nov. 30, 71, Albany

Road, Old Kent Road, 8. Closing of entries for
annual show at headquarters Dec. 5, 2 till 9 ; tickets
3d. Judges, G. Gardner, F. Easterling, and W.
Summers.—R. Jackson.
Sprn Valley C.B.S—Nov. 28, Commercial Hotel,

Cleckhcaton. Members’ show
;
birds staged 3. Special

for most points, Mr. F. Townsend, Halifax, judge.
Entries Friday night 8 to 10 —S. B. Grayshon.
Stanley (Victoria) FF. and C.B.S.—Nov. 29, Club

Room, 6. Stewards for show and entries taken.—

W

Elliott.

Wallasey C.B.S.—Dec. 3. Fairhaven Institute, Sea
View Road, 8. Lecture by Mr. Geo. Barker on“ British Birds and Their Habits in Natural State.”
Awarding old show specials.—O. Benson.
Wibsey C.B.S,—Nov. 28, Horse and Groom, 6.

Monthly show; judge, Mr. A. Jowett. Birds staged
0.—W. Chapman.

Windhill C.B.S—Dec. 5, Blue Bell Hotel, 8.
Nomination of officers for 1915. Open show business.
Tea and concert arrangements. Subs, due for 1914
—Tavtor and Ellis.

Wolverhampton C.B.S—Dec. 3, Duke of York,
Princess Street, 8.13. Show business. A members’
afternoon show Dec. 5; birds staged 2.30. Usual
classes.—Wm. Harrison.

Walsall C.B.S.-Dee. 2, White Hartc Hotel, 8.30.
Balance-sheet of show, and very important bus.

—

F. Price.

Gold-breasted, Grey, and Orange-cheek WaxhilB
With these would agree Siskin, Redpoll, Twite Lin-
net, Goldfinch (often a bully). Greenfinch, and' Bull-
finch. The number must depend entirely on your
accommodation

; to overcrowd is to court failure
(3) The same species would apply to an indoor as
to outdoor aviary, but there are others you could
add, which are looked upon as needing some protec-
tion, especially in the North, viz., Gouldian, Long-
tailed, Rufous-tailed, Grassfinches, Violet-eared Wax-
bills, Lavender Finches, Cordon Bleus, Firefinches,
etc. I have assumed you want seed-eaters. (4)
About a dozen small birds could be kept in a

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult I’age’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners”
(I IH) I. Arthur's " Budgerigars and Cockalicls” (Cd.);
Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.l;
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3)d.); or the
“Nutshell'' booklets (2 \d. each); No. G “Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,’’
No. It) “Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot,"' No.
18 "Budgerigars, '• No. 19 "The Pekin Robin,” No. 20
“ H’a.rbiffs.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are vast free from “ Cage Birds,"
154. Fl'it Street. London'. P.C.

r03,ES€rN 32B.B3,
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.
FOREIGN AND BRITISH (Miss E. Smith)— (1) You

must repeat year British query next week to our
British Bird Expert, Mr. II. Norman. Note: Queries
relating to different subjects should he on separate
sheets of paper (see rules), and your full address
should be given. (2) It all depends on the con-
struction of the aviary. In an outside aviary con-
taining a roomy, well-lighted, weatherproof shelter,
you could keep together such as Zebra, Ribbon, Bib,
Diamond, Alario, Spice, and Red-headed Finches,
Avadavats, Silverbills, Bengalese, and Java Spar-
rows, Grey, and Green Singing Finches, Bronze,
Magpie, Black-headed and White-headed Mannikins,

“Crystal Palace” cage, hut unless you keep the cage
strictly out of draught, the birds will not do well.
You might keep the following Avadavats: Gnld-
breasted, Orange-cheek, and Urey Waxbills, Cordon
Bleus, Firefinches, a pair of each of the above would
make a nice series. Our “Foreign Birds for Be-
ginners” would help you. Is. Ijd. post free from our
Manager.
MADAGASCAR LOVEBIRDS (Alice M. Cock).—It

is dangerous to give indoor birds green food that is
likely to be tainted with frost. Your better plan
would be to cow canary seed in small pots or pans;
it will grow in any sunny window, and supply this
when it. is about two inches high. ALo vou can
give frame-lettuce, but cut out the thick mid stem
before supplying to the birds. Cuttlebonc and grit
should be continually in the cage, and you could
supply a millet spray once a week to them, it would
keep them occupied picking out the seeds. Thu
smell of creosote will not harm them, providing

i they are not put into it till it is quite dry—a good

way is to let the cage stand a week at least after
the stain is dry—the stain may he said to he quite
hard when it does not stain a piece of white rag
rubbed over it.

v
~

'

(RaSTEEAL.
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

F. Bird—We cannot answer; note correspondence
columns this week.
Belgium— If the schedule distinctly states that

certain classes are for old birds, then, of course,

I?
u

,

ng
.,
birds must n

.

ot
.

bs stored therein. If “ old
birds aro not distinctly specified, then young
birds can be entered amongst the old birds as well
us in the unflighted classes.

An,i-Grumbier. — Publication of your reflec-
tions on the bona-fidcs of tbe judge would land
both yourself and ourselves into an action for libel
If you could prove your allegation that friends of
the judge entered under false r.amcs birds that,
were known to him, why did yen not lodge a pro-
test with the officials of the show? You would have
to prove your charges just the same, or pay up
damages, if you were taken into a court of law for
libel—possibly this did not occur to you.

H. Kay— Birds that appear in England regularly,
would not, be dealt with in " Foreign Birds for
Beginners.” Very tiny “ greenish-yellow ” birds are
the Chill Chaff, the Willow Warbl r and the Wood
Warbler. The Yellow Wagtail also is not large
(its long tail, ceaselessly “wagging,” infallibly iden-
tifies it), while both Blue and Great Tits have a
more-or-less yellowish appearance. A local nafu-
ralist would be the likeliest person to tell you the
names of the birds ; unless you can amplify your
description wo cannot help you further.

rOST EIOB.TEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Read, liar-

row, Middlc-scx, will examine and report upon dead
(
cape birds for a fee of Is. C.d. each bird; for reply
direc t, 2s. Cd. : analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination fnust be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it h cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
th’ effi 30 of tliis paper will be thrown away, and it

t feo is enclosed tlie loss will be tbe sender’s.
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VARIOUS BIRDS.

CANARIES for sule; cocks 6/6; variegated liens

mill 2 0 each: Render, Hatfield, Doncaster. (1894)

BUDGERIGARS, cocks 2/-, liens 2/0, ‘1/- pair; Biill-

Undies, cocks 2
,
6 ,

hens 1/3; toppers; Hay, Mco; .-t..

Quinton, Birmingham. .
(lsooi

FOR sale, Goldfinch cock and two Canary liens,

had 12 Mules of them tills seaoon, 20/- lot, sain. :

•‘Moodie, st. John-st.. Crectown. (1850)

NORWICH CMiarias, 3 pairs, C.F., '”/ pair;

Clreeil Budgerigars and largo cage, bred in cage,

10/-, or cash offers: S37, Crookesmoor-rd., Slicflicld.

( 18112)

YORKSHIRE cocks, 7/-; hen Canaries, 1/6; Linmt-
Grcenllnch Hybrids, cocks 6/- each, hens i /-

;
pair

Urey Java Sparrows, 3/-; all outdoor: Threllall,

Feriikigh, Grange- over-Sande. (1889)

TWICE li.in. yellow Ureenie, proved miller, h.m.
1,-rtser Redpoll, 1st Ramsgate, last show, one clear

buff Norwich lieu, two half-bred Roller hens, accept

10,6 lot: Smith, ISO, High-st., Chatham. i 338)

LENGTHY Yorkshire yellow cock Canary, 1914,

singing; also large square blaze cock Goldfinch; ex-

change 1913 Linnet Mule, Linnet song-: Matthews,
67, Lealand-rd., South Tottenham, Middlesex. (1890)

HOUSK-MOL'LTEP cock Bullfinch und cage, 5/-;

well-bred buff unflighted Yorkshire hen, 4/-; varie-

gated hen, 2/-; Linnet Mule, 1/-; pair of Green-
finches, 1/-; what offers, Canaries or Goldfinches,
house moulted preferred: John Dullenty, 28, Percy-

st., Fleetwood. • (1S90)

WANTED, large yellow «tock cock Norwich, good
head and substance, 1913 or 1914, in exchange for

Greenfinch cock Mule, vhc in Mule and Hybrid
class, sell to/-; yellow Norwich cock, 1st, spl. in

selling class, 10/-; cinnamon yellow cock, 1913, 1st,

spl. in any variety class, sell 20/-; cock Goldie, 2nd
prize winner, 10, C : ail at Hastings show last
week : will sell or exchange lot for above bird, must
be large and on approval : Roger Cragg, 132, Queens-
rd., Hastings. (1890)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Yorkshire and Norw ich, 18/- dozen, 1/- each

;
Gold-

finches, Mule hens, also wanted any kind of puppies,
good prices given; also any kind of Parrots wanted,
good price given: W. Rutherford, 333, High-rd.. Ley-
tonstone. (1875)

MIDLAND CHAMPION STRAIN
See reports, Nottingham, Leicester, Coventry, Hali-
fax: Winner of young bird cup five years in succes-
sion; buff cock, 1st Nottingham, 50/-; ditto. 1912,.

Srd Leicester, 40/- large mkd. do., 40/-
; un-flighted

and year-old birds, 15/- upwards: E. Hulse, 23, Hart-
ington-rd., Leicester. (1826)

fl. 0. ran NMEL!
If!

kLj u Lii j

E xpert of Birds and Goldfishes, HaarLm, Holland.
Telephone: Haarlem 2316. Telegrams: Kuijper,
Naturalist, Haarlem. Offers: Rid Ccckatcos, 5/5
each; Green Parrakeets, 3/9 each; M aroints, 1/3
each ; fine singing male Canaries, 3/9 each

;
ditto,

female, 19d. each; Goldfinches, 5.7 cun. long, £1 -j

g

/4

per 1,000; ditto, 7.12 c.m. long, £3 1/8 per 1.C00;
Mites, per kilo. 6/8 . “Piscidin” Food for fishes,

11/8 per 100 boxes.

flUFF lion, large and good, will exchange two lien

mules, Greenfinch, yellow green hen; yours first;

approval: Smedley, 83, Royston-aven., Bentlcy-rd.,

Doncaster. (188b)

NOTH H, wanted, Goldfinch Mules, Linnet Mule's,

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Challlnchcs, from catcher*:
Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd., London.
Letters only. (1828)

W ANTED, largo cxhibltl- n Goldfinch, exchange
Wlientear, Yellow Wagtail, winners, and White-
throat, cocks; mutual approval: Good rliam, Ola,

High st., Stamford, (MIfl)

WANTED Canaries, cock Goldfinches; cash or ex-

change champion pair Black Rosecomb Bnntams,
winners, or cages any description: Martin, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1854)

NOTICE, will trie (it- pair for good Norwich or Tout
shire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Ford rs.

Crests, Rollers, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Biillmiches,

and Goldfinches, and Siskins; reasonable for cash:
McKcand. Seabright, Castle- Douglas.
WANTED, Scotch Fancies, give in exchange gent’s

blue melton overcoat, worn one season, fit man 5ft.

8in., 40 chest, cost 70/-; will sell or exchange for

Canaries or Goldfinches a champion cock Bullfinch,

taken 1st and other prizes, a real picture: 226. Mt.
Pleasant-rd., Tottenham. (1896)

WANTED.
Linnets, Larks, Goldfinches, best prices given for
healthy birds: Manager, Bird Stores, Wakefield.

(1894)

WANTED
500 Norwich and Yorkshire cock Canaries: best

price given; stamp envelope for a reply: E. Power,
91, Selater-st., Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE a Crest buff cock, dark cap and even
wings, mifliglitcd, for exhibition British Hardbill, or
offers: Furnlss, 11), Cowper-st., Middleton Junction,
Mauclii I 1 .

1
;

-

EXCHANGE 1 yellow Yorkshire cock and 2 York-
shire hens, for 2 Glucke Rollers, cocks, or cell £ 1 ;

offers; yours first: T. II. Kay, 140, Warrington rd..

Newtown, Wigan. (1801)
ONE green Norwich oock, 1 yellow, 1 buff lien,
also crons Field-Spaniel pup; sell or exchange;
offers; A. Rowland, Cumbridgeterr., Dunton,
Biggleswade, Beds. (1888)
LOVELY Ring neck Parrakeet, porousIon five years,

15/-; two pair Yorkshires, 15.- pair; Norwich b n-,
2-’«; cocks, 5/-; exchange extra largo Cinnamons : A.
March, Bridge-st. Evesham. (1887)
TWEED suit, cnest 36in., leg 29in., quite cl an.

16/-; single bedsted with wool overlay, 15/-; pair
light boots, new, 7's, 6 /-; exchange Canaries; offers:
Uellier, 62, Bramsiiott-rd., Southaea. (li/Ji)

THREE 1913 good Yorkshire hens, two green marked
yellows, 011a cinnamon, 2/6 each ; exchange good
Roller cock or two cock Goldfinches; mutual ap-
proval: Bradley, 6 , Devon-st., Grangetown, Car-
diff. (1865)
TWO grand yellow Norwich cocks, with large buff
variegated hen to match. 30/- a pair, exchange for
Norwich chow cages with case, blankets, clothes,
household goods, or stuffed birds, or yacht for glass
ease; offers invited; birds oil approval first: Savage,
Quarry-lane, Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland. (189S)

1
WANTED.

|

WANTED anything alive: Pearson, Greenwich.
(1900)

WANTED, catches British; honest dealing: Robbs,
141, King’s-rd., Camden Town, London, N.W. (1893;
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, Mules

and Canaries weekly : 22, Michael-st., West Bromwich
(1S92)

|WANTED, all kind-; of Canaries and British birds,
best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1807)
WANTED, two dealers to take a -supply of For-

farshire Linnets weekly: Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st.,
Arbroath. (1898)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets: S.id.

Motliersole, Live Stock Emporium, 80, Huniberstone-
rd., Leicester. (1875)
WANTED, good buff green or variegated cock, must
have good head: Airs. Jas. Banks, 51, Balhousie-et.
Perth, Scotland.
WANTED for cash. Canaries and Mules, either
sex; otate lowest price: Robinsou, 33, Bisson-st.,
New Cross, London. (1S98)
WANTED, Norwich hens, on approval, must have

size, and unflighted : Frank Curphejt, 21, Castle-st.,
Douglas, Isle of Man. (1200)
WANTED, large yellow Norwich hens, cheap ior

cash, colour-fed, unflighted preferred : Atkinson,
Market-pl., Guisborough. (1599)
WANTED, targe 1914 Norwich and Yorkshire

Canaries, 7/- pair, and cock Goldfinches 15/-: Hoy-
ton, 4. Foxley-rd., Brixton. (1888)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and foreign birds: Airs. Martin,
9). Cowcadd-ens-st., Glasgow.
WANTED, Birds, Dogs, Parrots, Monkeys, Cavies,

Squirrels, Mice, Rabbits; purchase or exchange:
Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (1900)
WANTED. Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Siskins and

Goldfinch Mules, best price given: Sandiford's, 89,
Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.
WANTED, purchase in London, good singing Sc-ifert-
Clucke Roller Canary, no fancy price: Write, Adver-
tiser, 10, Dawron-pl., Bayswater. (1890)
WANTED, Palace aviary, Canaries; exchange
Green Budgerigars, or sell 10/- for six: Taylor. 37,
Belvoir-st., Spotland, Rochdale. (l»yl)
OFFERS iu Canaries, mules, moulted British, ex
change pair Scotch woollen blankets, sell 25/-: An-
drew Dawson, 185, Dukc-st., Glasgow. (1898)
WANTED, good Norwich Canaries or Yellow Bud-

gerigars
; exchange two pair Cockaticls or concertina :

Rowsell, 27, Leicester-st., Leamington. (1694)
WANTED, dealers who can take large or small

quantities of Linnets weekly ; all kinds oJS British

:

Chris. Hatton. 31, Richmond-st., Brighton.’ (1893)
WANTED, offers in good Norwich or Y’orkshires for
a massive buff crested cock, or sell £2: Furnies. 19,

Cowper-st,, Middleton Junction, Manchester. (1889)

WANTED for cash. Canaries Mules, either sex,
eotour-fed preferred

; state price for prompt cash :

Merrington, 40, Besson-st., New Cross-Gate, London.
(1890)

WANTED a weekly supply of rock Goldfinches,
Linnets, Larks and ail kinds of Canaries and Mule-s
-and Parrots: Taylor, Bird- Stores, Bute-st., T’rehcr
berfc. - (1881)
WANTED, constant supplies Goldfinches, Bull-
finches, Chaffinches, Linnets, and other British for
cash ; must be true to sex, clean, and healthy, other-
refused : Sterling Seed Co., Caees-st., Liverpcot.

(1886)

(sale or EXCHANGE.

J Mainly British.
|

FRED. ALLEN will exchange high-class British
for Canaries, etc.: Po.-ter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1900)
BLACK-HEADED fcibia, in seng. Lesser YVhitcthrcat,
15/- two; exchange Softbills: 377, Goldharbour-lane,
Brixton. (1895)
TWO Welsh cook Goldies, one house-moulted; ex-
change, offers, or sell 10/-: A. Davies, 13, Welling-
ton-piaee, Llanrwst. (1897)
GENUINE selected cock Larks, Linnets, 6d , 9d.,

1 - each; exchange disc records, anything useful: G.
Frith, Crowle, Lines. < J

c < (j)

DEVONSHIRE cock Bullfinches, 1/6 each: selected
2/-, 2/6, or would exchange for Goldfinches: Collins,
Morehard Bishop, North Devon. (1692)
LARGE 1913 dark Greenfinch cock Mule, exhange
good Siskin or Goldfinch and Lesser Redpoll : M m.
Cocke, 153, Owston-rd., Bentley, Doncaster. (1892)
EXHIBITION yellow cock Siskin, 7/6; large cock

Greenfinches, yellow hen. 1/- each; approval; ex-
change offers: Brewer, Tandhurst-place, Bedford.

0897)
HOUSE-AIOULTED hen Hawfinch and cock Green-

finch, 7/6; cocks Linnet, Redpoll, Greenfinch, 5/-;
exchange cock Canaries: Pearce, 231, CatUedral-rd.,
Cardiff. (1828)
COCK Goldfinch, h-yp Bullfinch, caged two months,
two hen Chaffinches, in aviary since January, cock
Canary or Mule wanted: Rhodes, 273, Stretl'ord-rd.,

Manchester. (1693)
FOUR large cock Goldfinches, full song, caged
months, sure mulers, 4/6 each; muling Linnet, 3/-;

exchange hen Canaries: Cooper, 163, l’rincess-st.,

Manchester. (1894)
EXHIBITORS, large yellow cock Greenfinch, 1/-;

really good cock Yellow Bunting, 2/-: grand cock
Brumblefinch, perfect sjiecimen, 2/-; or exchange:
Ve-num. 298, Lillie-rd.. Fulham. (1900)

THE following exhibition winning British in ex-

change for Border fancies, two Mealy Redpolls, two
H.M. and two F.M. Desserg, two Chaffiches, Siskin-

Linnet Hybrids, cock, or sell: Campb-ll, Rolland-st.,
Dunfermline. (1853)
NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win
prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5/0
each ;

or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York
shire Canaries, or Goldfinch Mules: Power and Itus-

s.’ll. 11, Granbv-place, Bethnal Gre n, London. (1857)
SPECIAL notice to exhibitors and fanciers! 1 will

exchange all kinds of British Birds for show, muling,
contest singing, for ®:iy variety of Canaries or
Mules; state want's; approval both ways: Hollins-

head, Cheshire Aviaries, Howard-st., Stockport. (19(0)

EXCHANGE four Yorkshire liens for goed unflighted
Yorkshire songster: Rowe, Shoreham, Sussex.

(1895)
TWO good Norwdch hens, 3/- each; 4 hen Mules, 1/-
oach : exchange cocli Goldfinches: 55, Letitia-st.,

Middlesbro', (1891)
WANTED, good hanging lamp; exchange large

young Green Crestbred cock, value 25/-: McNaughton,
Ain.", Yorks. (1893)
TWO cock Yorkshires, one of good class, also two
hens; exchange for anything useful: Richardson.
Well-lane, Lincoln. (1896)
SELL' eight Border Canaries (three cocks, five hens),

25/- ; or exchange anything useful : Schooler, Pax-
ton, Berwick -on-Tweed. (1893)
EXCHANGE or sell cheap, my Norwich, Borders,
Y’orkshires, for- 12-hore gun, hand camera, offers

:

Dodd, Y'ictoria, Southwold. (1899)

Y'ELLOW' cock, buff hen, big birds, 15/6; or ex-

change another yellow cock for good yellow hen:
Spencer, 85, Athol et., Burnley. (1894}
FOUL green, buff Yorkshire cock H.C.. for Siberian

cock Goldfinch and Siberian hen Bullfinch : Torn
Dunnett, Willowbank, Wick, N.B. (I960)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire® and Norwich; cocks from
5/6; hens from 3/-; exchanges entertained: Ernest
Ch shire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (1900)
EXCHANGE on® of tri.v largo yellow winning cock
cinnamon for large yellow Norwich cock: Manning,
712, Komford-rd., Manor Park, Essex. (1694)
SPLENDID pair prize-bred Yorkshire Clanaries,
exchange for leather, brass rivets or wire hobs

:

lvilis. Boot Manufacturer, Welshpool. (1899)
WANTED, yellow Lancashire Ptatnliead cock, un-

fliglited, give good exchange in prize-bred York-
shires: Smith. 24, Bywater-st., Chelsea. (1897)
PAIR long slim Yorkshires, yellow cock, in song,

buff hen, 1914 birds, 12/-: exchange good Gem air

gun ; Roller, 134, Chester, Seven Kings, Essex. (1699)

BORDERS, few good Greens, exchange exhibition
British, cinnamon, Parrot cage, anything useful

:

\I’m. Livingstone, 188, Holewell, Whitburn, N.B.
(1892)

NOTICE, will give good exchange in Norwich York-
shire, or Border show cages for any variety Canaries
or British birds: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-
Bouglas.

|
Mainiy Foreign,

j

GREY and Red Parrot and square cage, tame, sell

20/-, or exchange anything useful: Davies, 5, Parc-
main, Carmarthen. (1891)
FOX Terrier dog puppy, seven months, excellent

pcdigjje, Ml--, or exchange Budgerigars: Cottam,
23, St. Miary's-st., Clitheroe. (1891)
EXCHANGE cook Norwich for pair Budgerigars or
other small bright Foreigners in pairs : King, 12 ,

Carisbrooke-rd., Walthamstow. (1890)

"Miscellaneous.
|

EXCHANGE 4 Redpolls for hen Canary or cock
SLkin : Spen Payne, Kay, Lingfieid, Surrey. (1892)

D.-B. overcoat (new), 36 chest, 30/-; exchange good
1914 Norwich : Tailor, 12, Sydney-st., Brighton.. (ic99)

WILL exchange lady’s or gent's new cycle for

Canaries, cocks preferred: Gray, 60, Gcodramgate,
York. (1393)

WHAT offers in exchange for Spaniel dog pup, 3

months old: Watts, 51, Wcllington-st., Merthyr
Tydfil. (19(10)

EXCHANGE 16ft. pike rod, also roach red lor

live stock : Gaunt, 1, Eric-st., Whiteeote, Bramley,
Leeds. (1391)

EXCHANGE blue Dutch buck and grey doe for

anything useful: W. Inman, New-tt., l'atrl cy
Bridge. (18J4),

GENT.’S cycle, genuine B.S.A., good condition,

30/-; exchange Pom.: Gussy, Sheffield Works, Tot-

tenham. (1890)

£1 bale of vrallpaper, all useful for home, for 2

cock Canaries : Exchange Co., 355, London-rd.,
Sheffield. (1893)

EXCHANGE 1 hen Canary, 2 hen Goldie Mules, for

2 good big hen Buiiies : Brown, 12, Sydney-st.,

Brighton. (1899)

LAYING pullets,- Canaries, Parrots, Dogs, etc, given
in exchange lor other fancy : Barlow's Aviaries,

Greenwich. (1000)

PRIZE Rabbits or Cavies. Dutch, for Talking
Parrot : Scott, 15, K.ailway-st., Shotton Colliery,

Sunderland. (Ri9)
THREE fine cock Goldies, one good lien Bullie, 10/-

lot
;

exchange, no bird : Harry Taylor, Westbury,
Leigh, Wilts. itSS9)

CROSSBRED Collie bitch, 4 months, sell 7/0; ex-

change birds, offers, anything : Simms, 24, Algarve-
rd„ Earfcfieid. (1891)

EXCHANGE Norwich cock, 19)4, value 7/6, for

phonograph records : K. Campbell, 3. Moors Houses,
Stanley, Crook. (1892)

EXCH INGE gent's cycle for breech load:r gun,
central fire, or sell £2: G. Humphrey, 3, Holly-

lane. YYilkeden.
EXCHANGE nine long-distance Homers for Seifert

Rollers, or sell 25/-: Smith, 23, Pentre-rd., Hardy,
Rhondda, Glam. '

,
(1897)

LARGE Palace aviary and several Canaries, sell

or exchange anything: J., 8, Sheredan-rd. Highams
Park, London, E. (1S98)

RABBITS, two English does and Flemish buck, to
sell, or exchange for fowls; what offers: E. Rowe,
West-st., Chatteris. (1592)

STANDARD phonograph and 40 records, lost £3 3/-,

or exchange birds, anything useful : Christie, 4, Sea-

forth-rd., Aberdeen. (1880)

EXCHANGE Coronation harp, as new, cost 42/-,

for Canaries, Linnets or Goldfinches: Alderson, 31,

Chariotte-st., Redcar. (1891)

SEVEN Seifert Roller hens, exchange anything, or

sell, 1/9 each; cold-room bred: Leedham, 21, B.ank-

st., Bradley. Bilston. (1891)

EXCHANGE higli-class 'Yorkshire or Norwich
clears for B.S.A. air rifle; yours first: Draper, 296,

Kensington, Liverpool. (1892)

EXCHANGE cuit length, costume length, for guinea

pigs or common pigeons: Gaunt, 1, Eric-st., White-
vote, Bramley, Leeds. (1889)

SCOTCH fanciers, cheap from 10/-; exchange sur-

plus Norwich cocks or Yorkshires, Borders: McNair,
151, George-st., Paisley. (1S9S)

SELL Black Retriever dog, three years, SO/- ; or

exchange Spaniel or Airedale: Fred Castle, 17, Thirs-

tin, Ilonley, Huddersfield. (1889)

CAMERA, folding Klito, used once, cost £3 3/-, sell

£2 2/-; offers; exchange poultry: Chappie, Stanley-

st„ Blyth. Northumberland. (1893)

EXCHANGE Yorkshire cock Canary and hand-

camera (film) for curtains or Pom. bitch: 32. Vie-

toria-rd., Netherfiald, Notts. (1896)

THREE pairs high-class healthy Y’orkshires, breed-

ing cages, etc.
;
exchange pure-bred fowls : Eaves,

East Cliff, Lytham. Offers. (1893)

TWO green Yorkshires, also one Norwich, cocks,

7/6 each; or exchange gun; deposit: Dunham, Mount
Pleasant, Clapham, Bedford. (1805)

EXCHANGE box of 25 cigars, Key West or BuH-

degs, for cock Canary: YVhiteley, Buekwood Cot-

tage, Thackley, Nr. Bradford. (1C-9S)

THREE double breeding cages, nearly new, 17 x 17,

loose fronts, 10/-, ’ exchange Canaries: Kendall, 5,

Foldings Scholes, Cleckheaton. (1896)

YORKSHIRE cock, 1914, grand song: exchange for

overcoat to fit youth 17 years, or boots, size 6

:

Ferris,. Clock House, Pembroke. (1900)

GRAND piano-liarp, cost 35/-; sell £1 : exchange

concertina, anything useful : J. Livingstone, 7,

Hunters Close, YVhitburn, N.B. (1S92)

NORWICH Canaries, 7/6 pair; gent.’s bicycle, ex-

change dozen ccck Goldfinches, or cell, 25/- : Hobbs,

21, Ashburnham-rd., Greenwich. (1890)

EXCHANGE six cock Goldfinches, on tong. I 1

loin, diet records, pullets, or anything it'ful:
Grooves, Willow Walk, Spalding.
EXCHANGE nearly new gate net, 30 yard' 8 pur

net', for Goldfinch or Linnet Mule; v,ild not •-
- :

Ball, 43. Milton-rd., Weald tone.
, | • 0 d

)

WANTED, Forcluy .Stamps, in iilhuna; give good
value in prize peilpwo Tumblers (many varblf.
Win. Mapplebeck, Rickman -worth. (1 51 )

DULCIMER with eu- and stand, in prod onlei,
20/-; exchange Rollers, Borders, or British: Janie

<

Grant, 83, bt. Peter .‘t., l'cteili -ad. (IV-)
EXCHANGE brand new gent’s or lady’s beet',

also boy’s clothing, for male dog and pupp 1 -

Manager Furniture Stores, Totten. < 1
-
- j

)

WAR fund ; Norwich Cn varies, cocks 6 6, hem. :: •;

Linnet Mules, 6/- upward- ; related to my winners;
cash; approval : Breeze, Littlcport. (itwi)
WANTED, Scotch Fauci ', exchange g nl’s c, rlo

or s-.ll £4; approval both ways; birds first: Wil-
liam Simith, 13, Findiay-st., Kilsyth. (l l«)
EXCHANGE pair of strong boot

,
10/-, st el ,-oh.s

and heels, everlasting »•: ar, for Yorkshire eoek
Canary: I sherwood, Leadmiils, Mold. (1797)
TWO Norwich cocks, full tong, 6/0 each, h n 2 C,

cold room, exchange steady, hou.-c-inoulUd British:
Police, A Ibriehton. Wolverhampton. (1856)

NORWICH hen Canary, good breeder, and grand
cock Greenfinch, sell Z/0. or exchange Rabbit-:
Silvester, 27, Retcar-st., Iiigh"atc, N. (!-:•!)

GENT’S bike in perfect running order, good cover-,
tubes, frec-v/lieel, etc., sell 35/-; exchange birds:
D jut, 19, Beechburn, Crook, Durham. (1635)

WILL exchange Canal i s for Bullfinches, Gold-
finches, toy dogs, puppies, ary live stock: Syd. Moth-
crsole. Live Stock Emporium, Leicester. 0875)
EXCHANGE smart yell. cock. 1913, two buff liens,

1914, Yorkshires wanted, good air gun; sell 15/-:

Suffell, C, John-st., Romiley, Stcckport. (1697)

BLACK Pcm, brood bitch, good moth r, pedigree
contains champions: sacrifice, 85/-; or exchange;
poultry preferred: Ward, Grocer, Tipton. (1892)

NOTICE.—We want poultry, Bantams, pigeons, rab-

bits, anything; in exchange for cutlery and plate,

etc. : Smith Bros., 47, Pear-st., Sheffield.

PAIR Black Japanese Bantams (Horsfall’s) 17/6

exchange good Roller, in full sor.g; yours first.

Johnstone, Balcurvij. Windygatas, Fife. < 1834 >

EXCHANGE 50 phonograph records, in perfect con-

dition, for 4 pair Canaries, or sell 25/-: Whit ley,

Buekwood Cottage, Thackley ,» Nr. Bradford. (1898)

FLIGHT cage and double cage, male and 2 hen
Canaries, worth 33/6, or will exchange for Amazon
Parrot: Bcvan, 4, Chapel-terr., Bcan-st., Hull. (1900)

EXCHANGE pair pedigree Racing Homers for

voung el. buff Norwich hen; yours first; offers:

Larcombe, 65, King Edward-st., Blaengarw. (1894)

THREE grand Magpies, out door aviary moulted,

fit for show, 5/- each, exchange either for ccck

Canary, full oong: Salmons Ledge. Towcestrr. (1S9!)

WILL exchange three large, healthy Norwich hens

for two cock Goldfinch or Linnet mules; mutual ap-

proval: G. Brown, 44, Watrrloa rd., No-wieh. (lffi-M

WANTED, good Creel bred hen, exc'nnge pair

Borders and Norwich cce> : approval Loth ways.;

Martin, 25, Higaeraigends, Kilsyth, Glasgow. (1691)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice

;

Musical Instruments ;
Natural History;

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-

bits : Sport ;
Stamps ; and Various.

EXCHANGE for cycle in good condition, 6 hens, 3

cock Yorkshires, bred from winners; yours first: Geo.

F Morley, Hallos, Kirkburton, Huddersfield. (1S90)

EXCHANGE 6 Crossbred pullets and cockerel,

healthy April hatched, for 4 pairs Canaries: White-

ley Buekwood Cottage, Thackley, r.r. Bradford. (1898)

EXCHANGE six ivorine handled knives and pen-

knives for- one cock Canary, or one dozen cock Lin-

nets: Maroden, 175, St. Piiilip’s-rd., Sheffield. (1896)

PURE-BRED Bull-terrier dog, 16 years, for Roller

cock Canaries, B.R.C.C. rung; approval: Fred Davis,

74, Skegby-rd., Annesley. YVoodhouse,_ Notts. (1896)

PRIZE Roller cocks, 25/- each, singing; houoe-

moulted cock Linnets, 4/-; exchange gramophone,

organ, harmonium: Clayton, New Lane, Drigbhngtcen.

WANTED offers in lien Canaries, for lOlbs. of

good clean dry cuttlefish, also 141bs. summer rape

seed: Cooper, Seedsman, Princess-st., Manchester.
(U94)

EXCHANGE painted photographic background, Oft.,

for good songster, Canary Mule, or British; appro-

val: Worthington, 5, Onward-st., Hyde. Cheshire.

SIX good 1614 Roller aocks, beauties, singing, wanted

boots, good clothing, deg, Parrot; letters only ,

offers invited: F. Chadwick, Tool Dealer, Y'rexhanu

EXCHANGE pair Norwich Canaries, colour feel, bath

winners 1914 birds, for good Winchester rifle, or

offers: Abel, The Grove, Necton, nr. Swaffhaim^

EXCHANGE trio grey Dutch rabbits, prize-bred,

for pair Yorkshires; aiso pair Cockatiels, exchange

for hen Yorkshires: Hutchinson, Hoptcn, M^rhmd.

EXCHANGE for British birds or Parrots pedigree

Irish Terrier bitch, faulty only in ears, 18 months:

Lycett, 17, Charles-st., Cobridge, Stoke-on-Trent^

PHOTOGRAPHIC accessories and Lancaster en-

larger 90/-, or exchange for fishing tackle or hen

Canaries:' Middleton, 96, Northgate, Canterbury.^

HANDSOME black Retriever bitch, 11 months old.

15'-; Rock Parrot and cage. 20 /-; wanted, Cana, ley

mutual approval: Wood, 72, Southgate,

JOHN DAY will exchange high-class British or

Scandinavian Bullfinclieo for Canaries, mules, etc.

See advt. in British: Day, The Aviaries, Portent.,

't'xCHANGE high-class Y’orkshires or Norwich or

Borders, for talking Parrot or Ooldfinclrs .approval:

Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
- , l loo /

)

GRAND Border Canaries, 10/- a pair ;
cr exchange

youth’s overcoat, suit, boots, cr anything usefu ,

approval : Bobbett, Lynch Aviaries, Walton, Bndg-

'dUTCPi marked and tortoise Cavies, cheap, ex-

change Border and Yorkshire Canaries : must clear.

Rocked: Honeyman, Butcher, Ship-st.. Barrow-m-

F
DARK' yellow Goldfinch-Canary Mule, winner pure

Goldfinch note; exchange for good pair Norwich cr

Hybrid: or anything useful: Richards, Hai.'dre^er,

Denbigh.
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LARGE dark Goldfinch-Mule cock, and three Bord-
ers, liens, one Cinnamon, ecll cheap or exchange
British or Norwich: ltobb, Hairdresser, Crossgate,
Fit'eshire. (1898)
NOTICE, birds of any description taken in ex-
change for cages or loose fronts, any size made;
itato offers and wants: Leigh, 37, Evcrton terr.,

Livid pool. (1898)

GkjtS^Stwced overcoat, latest fashion, with belt,

^-avTuiy new, lit man 5ft. Dins.
;
exchange cock Can-

tries, Mules; oiler: Tomson, 111, High rd., Willes-

ilen Green. (1898)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch Mule and cock Green-
finch Mule, lit, to win, for good Norwich hens;
approval : N. Clarke, 144, Dimsdalc -parade, Wolstun-
Lon, Staffs. (1892)

“HOLY War” one hound volume, "Pilgrim's Pro-
gress” one hound volume; exchange' both for pair
Norwich or oilers: Murrell, Updown Hill, Windle-
iham, Surrey. (1891)

SHOPKEEPERS and others: Sign-writing, ticket-

writing, display, sale, 'Amao poster writing executed
promptly, neatly; exchange birds, cuges, anything:
Cypher, Bedwas.
WILE exchange black curly Retriever bitch for

yellow Norwich hens or sell 1'1 15/-; stamp reply;
yours fir.-t: Turnbull, 27, Uolyrood-sq., Sb, Camion-
gate, Edinburgh. (1893)

EXCHANGE, Christmas presents, exceptional
ladies and gent’o. umbrellas, for singing Canaries;
offers: Dobbs Umbrella Manufacture1

!-, fetid, Roch-
dale rd., Manchester (1894)

EXCH ANGE four eagc-moulted cock Linnets, threo
Goldfinches, In full song, pair Canaries, cages, -etc.,

gramophone records wunted: Crow, Teabtes, 101,

Willesden lane, N.W. (180-1)

FOUR Lancashire show cages and joiner-made
carrying case, good as new, sacrifice, 10 /( 1

;
exchange

Rollers in song or anything useful: llallett, Shrub-
lands, Smithybridge, Lancs. (1890)

EXCHANGE good Yorkshire cock, yellow or buff,

for really good cook yellow Greenfinch; must be
llrst-clas* bird; no rubbish; approval: J. Lane,
15, Abordeen-terr., Bradford. (1900)

ELECTRIC Edison Bell phonograph, with large
brass born and stand, motor alone worth £5; ex-
change gont.’s cycle, or oiler*: Williamson, Mount
Pleasant, Biddings, Alfreton. (1891)

EXCHANGE Ever ready electric torch, new, cost
10.0, for pair of good Norwich, or 2 large yellow
hens, or exhibition British; genuine; yours first:

Page, 3, Ball'our-rd* Southall. (1890)

ONE Oft. flight or breeding cage, 7 compartments,
egg drawers, baths, five small cages, two cock Can-
aries, one taken prizes, lot £2 12,0; nearest offer:

Price, 43, Coronation-st., Tondu. (1803)
GRAMOPHONE ( by the Gramophone Co., H.M.V.),
no new, cost £4 10/-, sell 45/-; or offer in common
Canaries ; also good records cheap : Ward, 40, Grey-
hound rd., Kensal Rise, Willesden. (1804)

TABLE cutlery, £1 parcel, consisting of 30 pieces,

Ivorine handle knives, Carlton silver forks and
spoons, the whole lot for 4 cock Canaries on song :

Exchange Co., 355, London-rd., Sheffield. (1890)

GENTLEMAN’S new English silver lever, capped,
fully jewelled, good time-keeper, cost four guineas,
sell 39/-; exchange Goldfinches, Canaries or Mules:
Rose, 152, Womington-rd., North Kensington. (1894)

WANTED, in exchange. Canaries, Parrot or British
birds, for curly coated Retriever bitch, not a white
spot on her, one year old, collar, lock and chain,
or for sale, 18/0: W. Prout, Taillwyd, Neath. (1892)
FOR. sale three pairs first-class Norwich, £3; or
exchange gramophone, mangle, china, anything useful
for household ; also film camera, 10/-

;
anything use-

ful : Mackintosh, South Kopeworks, Peterhead.
(1895)

PAIR racing homers, 3.1-

;

double compartment trap
cage, call bird, EG; cock Lark, with cage, 1/0; lien,

two chieko, three months. 4/-; exchange Canaries,
Mules, cAsli ; approval : Smith, 232, Grange-rd., Plais-

tow. (1893)

EXCHANGE; giving up all my stock; high-class

Glucke Rollers for sale; cocks 10/6, hens 3/-;

exchange sheets, curtains, cigars, gent’s boots,
cycle, 2-speed; oilers: Morrison, 46, Charnley-rd.,
Blackpool.
WINDSOR banjo, case, cost £10, £5; whippet dog,

winner, coursing, rug, collar, lead, 30/- ; pair field-

glasses, case, 15/-; Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/-,

hens 1/-; exchange what you like; approval: Robin-
son, 77, Harboro-rd., Rushden. (1896)

BLACK curly retriever bitch, affectionate, trained

to gun and ferrets, splendid stock bitch, 20/-; also
pair ferrets, good workers, 4 /- each; exchange lot

for birds, or separate. Rollers, Borders, or British
preferred : James Grant, 33, St. Peter-st., Peterhead.

( 1898 )

EXCHANGE exceedingly handsome Pomeranian dog,
16 months, fllbs., satin black white, abundance of

coat, pretty foxy face, short legs, carriage tail,

house trained, lovely companion, no vice, sell 15/6,

worth 30/-; letters only: Parr, Middie-st., Notting-
ham. (1896)

WHAT offers Columbia gramophone, cost £4 10/-,

1-plate Klito pocket camera, cost £2 10/-, silver lever

watch, cost 2S/-; cash offers preferred; or ex-

change anything useful; all good bargains; no cards:
William Bryan, 40, Trafaigar-rd., Hightown, Wrex-
ham. (1805)

WANTED, cash offers or Canaries for Edison Gem
phonograph, two aluminium and large brass horn and
stand, 80 good records and carrying-case, holds three
dozen records, all in good condition, machine without
marks and perfect order, all complete: Harris, 51,

Diamond-st., Heaviley, Stockport. (1892)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, clothing, cycle
tyres, cutlery, air-guns, and goods of all descrip-

tions, for live stock of any kipd whatever
;
hundreds

of testimonials from all over England
;
wanted birds,

fowls, pups, or anything alive: Jopson's Exchange
Stores, 346, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester.

WIRE-HAIR Fox Terriers, Final Shot, winner sev-
eral firsts, two silver cups, etc., £4 4'-

; dam of
above by Ch. Newmarket Cackler, £2 2/- : bitch by
Ch. Short Circuit, £2; puppie shy Final Shot from
15/0: offers considered or exchange pedigrees, etc.:

Branksome Villa, Sunnydene-rd., Purley, Surrey.
(1887)

FOUL yellow-green cock, 1913, winner, 20/-; self-

groen, bred winners, 15/- ; foul yellow, half Lanca-
shire. double yellow bred, and foul lmff hen, 15/-;

self green and foul buff hen, 15/-; good feeding hen,
2/6, £3 lot; exchange good concertina, mirrors, or
gramophone, or anything useful: H-cywood, 105,

Higli-st., [.;•:>>, Oldham. (1806)
INCUBATOR, by Taylor. 100 egg, £2 10/-; another
by Fox. ion egg, 25/-; boy's overcoat, nearly new,
111 0, suit hoy 15 years; .six loin, double-sided, 16 Tin.

single-sided disc records, 12/-; pair of ' clap nets,
Cft. by 12yds.. •complete. Goldfinch Mule and cages,
£1; or exchange Yorkshire Canaries: M. Alexander,
4. Carson-rd., Canning Town, London. E. (1S99)

BLACK pedigree l’om, fcirnle, little white on
chest, 9 months, weight 311b., proper ear. tail

carriage; accept 25 -; a!o gramophone and records,
sell cheap; exchange Grey Parrot; post cards
ignored : Enoch Aston, c/o G. Broadhurstl, 28,

Gnange-st.. Alfreton, Derbyshire. (1892)

WANTED, good pair young Yorkshire stock birds
and cages; exchange maiden Airedale bitch. Peerless
Primrose, registered and extended pedigree, or sell
50/-; mutual approval: J. Fcrrabee, 18, Rushden
Hill, Rushden, Northamptonshire. ( 1899 )

SINGING Canaries, 1914 bred, bubbling over with
song, sell or exchange for B.S.A. air gun, anything
useful for home, limited number bene, exchange for
Hear yellow Norwich hens, unflighted, will give two
lor one: Bullock, York-st., Harborne, Birmingham.

(1897)

|
SITUATIONS.]

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
iind food«, good commiasioL: Trower, 442, Caledoniaif
rd.. London.
HHOPKKKPERS’, send for my wholesale price list

ol cage I routs, box cages, oago knobs, pottery, glass,
etc. : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton. (1899)

[
Aquarium.

|

GOLDFISH, list free; Russian Carp, 1/6 dozen, 50
5,0 100 10/6, all healthy fish; cans Cd.: Edwin
North, 443, Manchester rd., Bradford. (1887)
WANTED, for cash, small Aquarium, state size
ami lowest possible price; approval; deposit:
Shields, 87, Harrington-rd., Workington. (1891)
GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria, etc., list free; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria, Id. : L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Ulerkenwell-
rd.

t
London, E.C.

AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with
plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will bo found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2Jd. post free,
from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Lines.

EXCHANGE

Cats*
S. H. RED, tabby, male and female: Cole, Oak
View, Wishaw, South. (1898)
BLUE Persians, orange eyes, sire Gondolier, 5
months, 15/-, £1 1/-: Mrs. Hicks, Wadhurst. (1892)
CREAM Persian male kitten, 5 months, 10/- for
show, stud or pet: Mrs. Herring, Greta Bridge, Bar-
nard Castle. (1894)
JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat'.’’

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2fd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cavies.
CAVY-Kcepers Note! Nutshell 28, "Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs},” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2}d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
GENT’S. 2-speed, 24-inch Eadie cycle, excellent

condition, 50/-, exchange Canaries; offers : Holway,
0, Catherine-st., Swansea. (1895)
GENTLEMAN’S bicycle, good condition through-
out ^acetylene lamp, carrier, etc., nearest £2

:

Compton, Belle Vue, Crewkerne.
FOR sale or exchange, ladies cycle, only ridden

twice, in perfect condition, £3; for particulars, ap-
ply: F. Mills, 13, Manvers-st., Nottingham. (1897)
GENT’S’ cycle, guaranteed perfect running ordOr,
enamel plating as new, free wheel, rim brakes, (Dun-
lop) tyres,, tubes, almost new condition, accessories,
only 22/6; approval, cccept easy payments: Parr,
Middle-st., Nottingham.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/0;
girls 2/6; boyis 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., 11 u I me, Manchester.
5/9.—LADY’’S 25/- fashionable sax© blue knitted

sports coat, well made, reliable quality, never worn,
great bargain, 5/9; approval before payment; list
of 5,000 other genuine bargains, post free: Y. Davis,
Pawnbroker, 284, Brixton-rd., London. (1858)

Ferrets.

CLEAN working ferrets, 3/6; 1913, 6/-: Pearson,
Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1900)
STRONG healthy Ferrets, well tried, good workers,

41- each: Noble, Fernfield, Aldingbourne, Chichester.
SPLENDID Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed 4/0;
excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; all on 10 days’
approval each, op deposit : Wannop, Shortest.,
Carlisle. U891 )

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc,1
Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FF

BLANCHARD’S PILLSluey are umhalk-d for nil J.arties' Ailments, Ac. and speedily
al/ortl relief, and never failto nlleviate all sufferin'"

3

Pennyroyal, Pil Coeliia, Bitter Apple, kc.bold m boxes, 1 1), by Boots’, Tavlor’s, Timothv Whitn'a

I CCI* vii
a Ch

^
mi8ts

’ or Post 'free, same price, from
LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34. DAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel _Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

J
hitch puppy, make winner, cheap:

May, Bcbbington, Ilaslington, nr. Crewe. (1896)WANTED, pure bred dogs, any breed, also litters
of puppies cheap for cash : Stephens, West Drayton

AIREDALE bitch, 5 months, ssib., good all round
pedigree, 1 guinea: Hallewcll, Rosedale Abbey,
Pickering.

( 1900)FOSTER-MOTHER, due Nov. 30, small Airedale
Jerrier, no vice; otters: Albert Hughes, Coven, Wol-
verhampton.

(1890)POMERANIAN dog, black, good coat and clean
house dog, selling owing to removal, £1: Holmes,
Millers Dale. (1890)HANDSOME litter Black Retriever puppies, 2
months, highest pedigree, dogs 10/6, hitches 5/6:
Stephens, West Drayton. ( 1891 )FOR sale or exchange, a good Irish terrier bitch,
0 months, 10/-; also a good calabash pipe, 7/6: Sid-
daway, Canal-st., Tipton. (1806)BLACK Pom puppies, from 10/6; great bargains;
approval; must sell; room wanted for soldiers:
Miles, Aviaries, Chichester. (1899)DALMATIAN dog and hitch, ideal companions, 10
months old

; for further particulars apply Wood,
West End, Wetherby, York*. (1892)
TVVO powerful Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven

wc.cks, 7/0 each; bitch. 5/6; parents tackle any-
thing

:
^

Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (1900)WIRE and smooth pedigree puppies, 3 to 9 months,
moderate prices; seen any time; clean, good guards:
Noble, Fernfield, Aldingbourne, Chichester. u..,,©',

SPLENDID coated Yorkshire terrier dog, 18
months, well trained to house, bargain, 10 /-- Stan-
dard Aviaries, Newton Heath, Manchester. (1898)PUKE Whippet dog pup, 12 weeks, 7/C; pure
Whippet bitch, 2 years; to rag; kill, carry; 15/.-:
Hugh, Cilrnour, 34, Double Row, Kilwinning. ( 1900 ;

SPLENDIDLY marked fox-terrier bitch, 10 months,
house-trained, 12/6, or exchange Canaries: Thomp-
son, Confectioner, 63, Wcllington-st., Luton. ( 1895 )HANDSOME sable toy male Pomeranian puppy,
25/ -; chocolate female, 20 /-; 3 months old; excellent
pedigree*; C. Cannon, Surbiton House, Deeping,

(1891;
black and white Spaniel hitch, five

months, for gent's boot*, 7's., or pup, smaller'
breed, pug preferred: Edwards, 16, Lakcfiekl-rd.,
Llanelly. - (1893)
PEKINESE stud dog. lovely red ch. Chu. F;rh of
Alderman’s strain, sell £4, or exchange show Pom.
dog, or. anything useful: Matthes, Bracton-rd.,
Rotherhithc.

( 1899 )

HANDSOME, even marked, -wire-haired fox-terrier
dog, 6 months, already good guard and ratter, 10/-,
honestly worth 20/-: Goodwin, Glebe-cottage, Aws-
worth, Notts. (1896)
WANTED, pure-bred dog or dog puppy for com-

panion, cash or exchange gent’s solid silver lever
watch, sell 30/-; approval: ltoughton Boat Inn,
Northampton. (1S89)
ST. BERNARDS, nicely marked, 3, 6, and 19
months old, very highly bred, will sell very cheap;
numerous champion* in pedigree: Emmerton,
Jeweller, Bletchley. (1901)
BULL-.MASTIFFS, grand brlndle dog, 9 week©, 25/-;
bitch 15/-; parents winners; fawn hitch 2 years!
demon guard, 15/-; all approval: Barrowcliffe, Ken-
nels, Stnpleford, Notts. (1894)
YORKSHIRE Terrier puppies, three months old.
heavily coated, champion Sneinton Amethyst strain,
dog 20/-, dog and hitch 25/- each: H. W. Cammed,
Chemist, Pinxton, Alfreton. (1891)
SPORTSMAN’S lurcher dog, fast and clever, kill

liar© or rabbit, retrieve land or water, nets or fer-
rets, greyhound type, two years, only 12/0: 2,
Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham. (1896)
FOUR pure half-cross Whippet-Bedlington puppies,

for work, speed, killing-powers no gamer blood can
be obtained; dogs 6/-, bitches 4/C; worth double:
Parr, 1, Middle-st., Nottingham. (1867)
BEAUTIFUL Yorkshire Terrier, male, 7 months,

blue and tan, over puppy troubles, sharp and clean
Hi house, 15/-; deposit Editor; approval: West,
30, Lamprell-st., Old Ford, Bow. (1891)
EXCHANGE for anything useful or sell 25/- each
Pom. pups, on© choc., one black ; also siro and
dam of above, good pedigree: C. A. Riding, Peel-
avenue, Higher Ardwick, Manchester. (1895)
TWO Aberdeen bitch puppies, 12 weeks, one brindle,
one black, good pedigrees, sell low price 20/- each;
or exchange for Canaries or Foreign, birds: Miles,
House Furnisher, Quecn’s-rd., Aldershot. (1895)
NOTICE, almost any variety of dogs and puppies,

large and small, for show or companions, prices rea-
sonable

; easy payments arranged
; state wants

;
ap-

proval: MeKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
HANDSOME litter, pedigree Yorkshire terrier pup-

pies, 10 weeks old, docked to fashion, lovely coats,
small, sound, healthy, good condition; dogs, 10/0;
bitches, 7/0: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham.

(1900)
DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4 ;

plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

;
chains, 1/- ; worm powders, 9d. ; mange

euro, 7d. tin; post free: Young Nctmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset. (1703)

TARTAR, gamest cross living, Sealyham Scotch
terrier, male, black, 9 months, long, low, sit up,
feign death, tricky face, any tiling go to ground,
clever little animal, 71bs., 15/-, worth £3: Wiltshire,
8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham: (1897)
BEAUTIFUL Dalmatian puppies, from 7/0; Red
Cocker Spaniel puppies from 10/- ; Black Chow puppy,
15/-

;
Black Aberdeen dog, 15/-

;
handsome Fox Terrier

dog, 10/-
; Airedale-Retriever dog, 10/-

;
any variety

bought or supplied: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)
“CARE' of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4, or 2}<L, post free, from: “Cage Birds,"
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
ligeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell” Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,winch deal with these birds in a manner which will
set t!lie fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon.’’
post free 2Jd. each from " Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street. London, E.C.

Rabbits.
TW° splendid large Flemish does, 12 months, 3/8each. Iraneis, Huggletts Farm, Hcathfield, Sussex.

(1892)
pair;

RABIHTS’ all varieties, young, from 2/- pair-flemish Giants from 181b. parents, 3/- pair- lovely

E-,rm° r"
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J’recdirig, 5/- pair: Pearson, Rabbitharm, Greenwich. * ’ Agjjn)
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’ Belgian, Polish, Hima-layan, Angoras, and Silvers, grand, healthy stock.... — - *-'» n healthy

... highest quality; exhibition or utility, pricesn
q°l>rpvm n
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J,audie - Gsgathorpe, Sheffield.
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D 1Ja,r '>uck and doe grey Flemish, massiveframes, 12 months, good breeders, 10/6 pair; two
white *nv

g ‘ S 1 b
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ks ’ bla«k and white, tortoise andwhite, five months, can win, 5/- cadi; exchange

ton’"'*’
CaUarles; 0,rers • Howarth, 43, Kirk-st., Bol-
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°<mt
Babbits,” Nutshell booklet No. so!just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating full v on

n , ’I'l'T' ? connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing mcludmg Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,

Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,

Ss srla
Pace 2d., from any of our Nutshell

Fleet Street;
>J

E.C
P0

-
CC' fr0m C *SB ««-

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practica*guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies’and Mice. The information given in this handbook

s tlimouglily up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ii g, feeding exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Pric®
1/-, post free 1 / 1 J, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., ' onOon. E.C.

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
Rivci, Lake and Fond.’ All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highlyinstructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them

; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2}d. post
free from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E C

Various.

PAIR tame, Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; dormice
and waltzing mice, 2/6 pair: Miss Iioscy, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1897)
TAME Dormice, 2/- ;

giant bushy-tailed Dormice,
3/0; cages from 6d.

; exhibition mice from 4/- dozen;
rats from 4/- dozen: Pearson, Mouse Farm, Green-
wich. (1900)
MICE! Alice! Mice! If you have any a* pets you
should not be without our excellent ‘little booklet
recently published, entitled “Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2}d. post
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

BANKRUPT stock, 50 beautiful Xmas cards,
assorted, 1/-: 14, Arthur-st., Aldershot.

( 1897 )LIVE stock business, large variety, near station

-

through health failing selling cheap; good living:
103, Watorloo-st., Lambeth. (1887)
RANDALL'S Glucke Rollers, rung, and cages, silver
watch, camera, concert flute, boy’s steam engine;
offers : Schofield, 17, Bairstow-st., Blackpool. ( 1900 »

COMPULSORY sale : Black calf leggings, mens’.
1/-; youths’, 10d., hoys’, 8d. pair; satisfaction or
money back: Morris’s, 24, Wyatt-rd., Highburv, N.

(1893)
MAGNIFICENT crossbred pullets, on easy pay-
ment terms ; robust, well-grown birds, make pro-
lific layers; very moderate prices: Walter Dandie,
Osgathorpe, Sheffield.

CHOICE Buff Orpingtons, on easy payment terms:
siieeiiilly selected pens (5 pullets and cockerels), from
noted laying strains, very moderate prices: Walter
Dandie, Osgathorpe, Sheffield.
GREAT bargain: Fumed oak hornless gramophone,
cost £5 10/-, 40 10 and 12in. records, cost over
£5, mostly Zonophone, high-class selections; accept
£0 15/-: Smith, ISO, Higli-st., Chatham. (1803)
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful
for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4: ail post
free: Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.
GRAMOPHONE d'e Luxe, £25 model, dainty drawing-
room cabinet, opera grande standing 41t. on castors,
beautifully inlaid, new this year, with quantity cele-
brated records, £5 10/-; approval: 4, Oxford-ter.,
Hide Park, London. (1864)
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,
double records, 8/4 dozen, 2 samples, 1/9; 1,000
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers ; illustrated catalogues free

:

Eegentbird. 120, Old-st., London. (1640)
MORRIS Dancers electric tooth cleanser, <5d., 1/1},
makes the blackest teeth pearly white in one min-
ute': Morris Dancers salve, 7}d., 1/1}, cures corns,
warts, -seggs, bunions, or money returned: Morris,
138, Marlboro-st., lllghtown, Manchester. (1894)

SOLDIERS SAILORS, AND REFUGEES.
In camp, hospitals, homes, on ships, etc. ; why not
send them some games, puzzles, interesting hooks,
comical jokes, conjuring illusions, useful novelties,
etc., to cheer them up and while away the long
winter evenings Huge illustrated hook free: also
good collections from 1/2 upwards: Fd. Y’oung, Alis-

terton, Somerset.

HAVE AN ENLARGEMENT.
from any photograph this Christmas, 12 x 10; 2 1
only: Studios, 50, Tamworthrd., Hertford.

Pigeons.
SALE or exchange two pairs Pigmy Pouters, silvers
and whites (winners); offers: Lloyd, 29, Union-st.,
Pendlebury, Manchester. (1897)

KEEP THE FLAG FLYING
during alterations to tbo map of Europe. Fun for
all; roars of laughter at parties, weddings, theatres,
in camp, trains, to commemorate English victories,

etc. Sneezing Powder, very strong, a littte makes
everyone sneeze for hours, two bottles, 7d., large
size 1/1; Stinking Bombs, very strong, great joke,

three large boxes, 7d.; Itching (Flea) Powder, great
fun, three boxes, 7d. : Explosive Cigarettes (Harm-
less), good for cadgers, packets 7d. and 1/1; Mystia
Skeleton, dances to music, etc., great conjuring trick,

complete, 7d. ; Merry Widow Handkerchief, latest

joke, very chic, try it, linen, 7d., silk 1/1; Funny
V oices, ail alive, two for 7d. ; huge book containing
hundreds of funny Jokes, puzzles, conjuring illus-

ions, etc., only 2d.; everything post free; good col-

lections at 2/- and 3/-: Fd. Young, Mistcrton, Som-
erset. (No connection with any other firm whatever.)

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F. Caiu., 154, Fleat
Street, by J. G. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Ficoi
Lane, London, K.C.
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SPECIAL PICTORIAL REPORT OF LONDON’S GREAT CHARITY BIRD
;
SHOW AND OTHER INTERESTING FEATHRES.

The soldier-fancier bids farewell to bis pet on starting for the Front.

* * * #
The wounded figl>ting-man has his convalescence cheered by sweet song.

Won t YOU Help our Hospital Canary Scheme ? (See page 284.)
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ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Wo are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-iides of either buyers or sellers
Ln all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
Jend to this ollico the amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and ut the same time he
sho 'd communicate with tho seller, stating what it
is he requires sent on approval. We acknowledge
receiot or the deposit to both parties. In all cases
tlie depositor should give his namo aud address, and
alto that of tho vendor, and must write same clearly
aud distmctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-
tained by us until we hear from both parties that
the transaction has been completed. If a sale has
been effected, we hand tbe amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
amount to tho depositor. The trausaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merelv
bold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d
for each £1, or fractiou of £1, aud it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS.-The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the goods whether lie will keep or return the same
unless, that is. some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time -notify
us of the fact that lie has returned the goods If
the goods are not returned within the eaid' forty-
eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit
to the seller after Ahe expiration of that period
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods back agaiu, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, aud the deposit will
b« returned to the depositor.
6—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE—When a

transaction has been completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor and seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts us a guarantee of
Its completion. The depositor must at the same
time inetiuc. us to pay over the deposit to the
seller.

e-GOODS ALREADY SOLD— If the goods are
sold before our deposit note reaches the seller or
If for any other reason he declines to do business
lie must at once return the deposit note to us Fail-
ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the
deposit to the sender after the expirratiou of three
daye.
7—FRESH TRANSACTION—In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
tresli transaction, provided another deposit fee he
paid.

8—GOODS IN TRANSIT—Goods In transit are at
the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained
on tho journey must lie borne by the seller. Dut
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and
returned oy tbe samo means as were used in sending
the same. b

9—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE—The payment of
carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
che vender and depositor. We do not undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. Dut
in tile absence of other arrangements the purchaser
is K..ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays tiie carriage one way. J

10—DISPUTES—In case oI a dispute, the de-
cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION— If the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT—Under no circumstances will
Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
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’ P^liament-st., Burnley. (ioi4 )10R sale, two round Parrot cages, almost new- bargam; deposit; Neilson, 5, Bank-p’l., Kijmarnoek

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird house for British ^and
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BLACKBIRD cage, good as new, 3/6, carriage
paid; bargain: Hy. Hurmswoith, Bill View Emus-
clere, near Newbury. ’ (igxi)YORKSHIRE carrying cases, containing 6 cages s/6-
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P J' 3/6 : Goodwin, 136, Warham-

et., Kcnnington, S.E.
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- Cage Manu-

XOTHJK—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Bordershow cages, 1/3 each, six for 6,6: AlcKeand Cage
-manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791 )SCOTCH Fancy travelling case and two show cages'
rmso case for four Border show cages, for sale cheap:’L
pi,

e
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y 'st-’ " allsend-on-Tyne. (I9ic)

• u
( oukte eagles, best make, 28 by 12 by 9with many -appliances; genuine bargain; send for

particulars: Dudley, 97, Trafford-rd., Eccles. (1910)WANTED good show cages (Finch), exchange fourvRumes, bound, Cassell’s Popular Gardening, value
lu, 0 : Pearce, 3, Temple End; High Wycombe ( 191 a)BARGAIN, ioo straight tinned wires, S long 12planed pine bars, 30in., drilled 9-16, 30ft. ; perch-
ing, lot 1/6: Osborue, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton.

NOTICE—The best and cheapest clean and brass
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market; wnd for illustrated
price list, established 30 years: MeKeand, CageManufacturer, Castle-Douglasv

r
C«£ cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

lintisn, all 1/4 each, eix ijc cases, portable bird-rooms aviaries, fronte; list, stamp; Canaries taken

:

1‘OSS, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (1919)EXTRA large flight cages: I have some best Cvprus
Pine boards up to 23iins. wide and can make cages
any size up to that width without joining boards
together; quotations free: Pass, Huclmall Notts.BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides ’and
edges. Sin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft. • 8in.
3 10. 9:n. 4,6, lOin. 5 -, per 50ft.; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38
2 - Per sheet: Orford, 105, Cornwell-rd„ Patricroft.

’

BREEDING, cage, joiner-made, mahogany front
^?ders

’. .

four compartments, length 6ft..height .ft.
; giving up Fancy : sound bargain be-ginner

; useful exchange; sell 12/-: Cant, 132 Lon-
don-rd., Chclm-ford. ’

(1917)
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: S0 strai Sh t cage wires,

oGin. long, 12 planed pine bars, 36in., drilled Mu.
P?Aches ’ bird-catchers* nets, 9ft

2

bv

trr’
^ngs complete, 2/C: Harry Shaw, 7, Poplar-

terr., Zoar-st., \\ olverhampton. nomEVERY Birdkeeper has need of practical hintsupon the prevention of disea/es and their eradia-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2}d.

CAGE makers’ parcel, 80 straight cage wires, 3ft.
long, 12 planed pine bars, 36ins., drilled £in„ six
perches, and two drinkers, lot 1/6: Harry Hopkins
Cage Manufacturer, 31, Gt. Bricklyn-st., Wolver-
hampton.

(1907)FOR sale, 34 white pottery water fountains, 11
white pottery egg drawers, 12 nest pans, with wire
hangers, 9 cage fronts, 22ins. by 14, 9 cage fronts,
221ns. by 17, 9 cage fronts, 22ins. by
16ins., 6 cage fronts, 2ft. 9ins. by 18; pair
bird nets, 14ft. 6ins. long, 4ft. wide, 4 Norwichshow cages, with cases, only been used once, the
lot, 10 /. cash: A, Morrison, Herston House,
Swanage.

(i 906)

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed 'boards, cage sets, wire
fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

FOR SHOW CAGES
for all varieties, also travelling cases you should seemy free illustrated catalogue

; satisfaction guaran
teed: Pass, Kucknall, Notts.

FOR JOINER MADE CAGES CHEAP.
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all
varieties, travelling cases, and all appliances ; illus
trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huek
nail, Notts.

WALSH'S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
is always alike, good and reliable. Does not runm the sun. Packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 7d., 41b
1/-, lib. 1/9; sagnple, 3d., all post free: Walsh,’ Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)

Com Cage Birds, 154, Flect-at., London, e.C. 2d’
-.oni our agents (list published frequently).
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy 2/-
t'uree 5/-, six ID/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.

; Scotch Fancy show
caj?c5?, j r'.rbn” front Finch show cages, b^muties
C/C; carry: t cares lor 2 cages, 3 6, 3 cages 4 ,

g’

4 cages < aviaries and cnees of every descrip-
tlon; stif-; requirements : Martin, Cage Manu-
(Mturer. Castle Douglas. OS40)

12 BY 12 OR 40 CAGE FRONTS
3/- doz.; 16 by 12, 4/-; 18 by 12. 4, C

;
2-1 by 12, 6/-;

non-splash baths and frames, 5/6 dcz.
; birdlime, 2d’,

boxes, 1/4 doz.
; 6d. 4/- doz.; seed boxes, 1/0, 21-

doz.
; Yorkshire Norwich show cages, 17/- doz.,

box cages, 18/-; wholesale price list post free:
Volunteer Wire YVorks, 26, King-st., Longtoii. (1S11)

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS.
All made by practical workmen, with best unrust-
able tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d., 2/6 dozen; 14

?!
3t doz - ; 16 hy 12 - 4d„ 3/4 doz.; 18 by

12, 4id.; 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d., 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12
or 14, 6d., 5/- dozen; any odd size, 3d. per foot;
tor punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpa ns,
linings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of cveTy
description, and utensils, send for printed list
post free: J. Ashmore, 19, Loudon-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. (1829)

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,
nsti globes and aquariums; catalogue, one pennystamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works
Look-st., Liverpool.

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Ees
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f
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4/6; cage sets, 18in, by 16in. by
lOin., 2/2; doubles, 3Cin. by 16iu. hy lOin., 4/3-
three compartments, 54in. by 16in. by lOin 6 0-
‘' n

;,
,
ova ‘ Perching 1/3 soft., 2/4 100ft. ; trade sup-

i
lst

°i ail appliances : Stanton,
33, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

(1904 )

WALSH’S CLU3 CAGES
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club
show cages, all 2/- each, three for 5/6; Border, Bel-
gian, Bowerest, Lancashire and Lizard Club show
cages, all 2/6 each, three for 7/- ; special show cages
for selling classes, etc., 1/9, three for 4/6; British
Bird show cage®, flat or bow-fronted, 2/3, 2/6, 3/-,
3/6 each

; show cages, any pattern made to order

;

6tate what you want to exhibit, wo will do the rest.
Improved flat barred wire fronts, any size or shape
made to order; kindly state wants. Punch bars, any
mesh, 4Sin., 1/- dozen

; tinned wire, in straight
lengths, 4d. lb , 7 lbs. 2/-

;
enamel tin seed-boxes,

z/d, 2/6 , 3/-, 3/6 dozen ; nickel silver bird sprayer,
W1*h r

,

ubb®r
,

P'P'ih 2/- Post free-; egg and bread
mills, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; hemp seed mills, 1/6 each.Enamel tor show cages 1/3 tin, post free. Zincs
drinkers for show cages, 1/- dozen; with cover®, 1/6
50Ze?-,. Illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn.

(1900)
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= illustrated cataloguefree. Lnoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs.

(1918)

“ M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, haif-ewt., 2/3; carriage naid50 miles : Menzres Grit Works, Bearsden, Glas|ow.

CAGE BIRD GRI"F
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

on ran' 5
b
?rpand dean, 2/0 cwt., 5 cwt. lo/--

C'o.,Grim^by
m ^ ^ °rdCr: Poult^

(

MEALWORMS
,n Bt°ek at De Von’s; see price lists; also„entles, ants eggs, fliea, cuttlefish, etc. : De Vonand Co., 114, Bethnal Grecn-rd., Lonlon.

IMEST PAMS
:a

Tpp'sP!asb batbs
. egg drawers, aviary fountains

snedal^^Tr
i
b
H
d ’ pi?eon ’ rabbit appUances;

special illustrated trade price list free- Henry

Stafik’
r°ttery Manufacturer, YVarren-st., Longtoif

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale ef

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Ramberweii

BOOKS.
|

New Style M.S.B. Shew Cage
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Esiablisbed 50 years—SANDI-
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’ PrSS, °n; 3,80 89
> Sclater-st..

3est Results and Cheapest Carriage
are Combined in

HA KYISWORTH'S encyclopaedia, cost, 70/-, accept
40/- ; also Book of tho Dog, cost 27/- accept 20/ •

exchange Norwich or British Hardbills: Bouch',Moore s-ter., Ingletou, Yorkshire. (ign,
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Natu

J
al History,” by Captain Thos.
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°i n’ u°^ PngeS eaCh> atld 300 PictlirC®
complete, published 1830, now scarce, special bird
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P
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rS
V barSain 7/6

:

McArthur, 26a, India-st
Edinburgh.

(1900)BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, a£ half prices; new £5
per cent, discount Catalogue No. S7C post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

£jj
a®ed: w - aD(I G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

t8 KOZYJURRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs^

[“medicines.
I

KELSO'S broncholia, positively cures asthma
bronchitis, colds, wheezing, hoarseness, loss of voice
etc., in cage birds; never fails; bottles 7d. aud 1/i
post free : Kelso and Go., 49, Western Hill, Durham.

EVERY BIRDKEEPkR lias need of practical hints
upon the pievention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from rage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in "Nutshell No. 9,” post free "id
from Cage Birds, l.il, FIcet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
AILING Cage Birds and Ilow to Cure Them.’*“ Nfttshell No. C,” an account of tlj£ troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our peta to health. This will
save 3011 much discouragement and inonc), ar.<i
costs only 2.£d. post free.—From ‘‘Cage Birds,” 154 ,

Fleet~°t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list ire-'
quently published).

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; won’t run in the sun; bestF-'m the world ; have thousands testimonials for
proof, drop a. postcard; 3 tons sold every year’ Mb
tin sample, 7d„ Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free :

single trap cages, 10d.
:
double ones, call cage in

centre. 1/6; established 50 years: Sandifoid °
Bird

Specialist, Freston, Lancs.; abso at Lqndoa.
’

-OUNTi
^uu Vr iUM'dRNaMekts7 6o Sizes ^patternssend f°r illustrated lists:

WANTED A TRIAL
~

Ditchfield’s medicines arc perfectly safe, and can
be fully relied upon; they are used by most leading
fanciers, and are supplied to the London Zoo- wo
guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail
to do as we advertise. Litchfield's Tonic Drops
ore a guaranteed euro for soft moult, slow moult'
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-
flammation of the bowels, 7d., l/l and 2 - bottles;

. Ditchfield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis’
wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds. 7d., ) i
and 2/- bottles; Ditchlield’s Famous Revive,’ for
constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic
for birds’ after moulting, 7d., 1 l and 2/- bottles;
special offer: wo will send two 7d. bottles of any
of tho above medicines for 1/-, t.lirco for 7,6, or
two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2,0; the 1,1
bottles are trehlo the 7d. size: all medicines post
free per return; also four valuable fond recipes
how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller. Thrush an.

I

Blackbird for health and song, given free to all
purchasers of our medicines: Frank Ditchllcld. Bird
Specialist. Oldham. (1S37)
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A STUDY OF THE CRESTED CANARY.
BUFF GRIZZLE CREST.

BUFF VARIEGATED DARK CREST.
YELLOW CINNAMON CREST.
BUFF EVEN-MARKED DARK CREST.

YELLOW CLEAR BODY DARK CREST.
BUFF SELF GREEN CREST.
YELLOW CLEAR CREST.
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DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply

them nt LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Once Again

TBOWEB’S

SEEDS ; F0OPS
Have proved thslr worth

by providing all the

Principal Winners at

THE 8BEAT

ASALGAMATED SHOW
AT THE

Horticultural Hall,

Westminster.

Owing to the arrival of some cheap

purchases of New Spanish Canary
Seed,we are enabled to give Fanciers
A Large ffedustian in Prices

of this Article.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWER’S WONDERFUL SOFTBiLG.
The wonder of the age tor Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlings, etc. Sold by
fl.ooo Corn and Bird Dealers.” <td. lb. 2lbs. Sd., Jibs.
1/9 post free.

TfiOWER'S IMPROVED CEGTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality

; with or with-
out egg Rake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbilis, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TRGWER'S EGBiSCe.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
town. Contains 60 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
Is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants' Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3lbs. 4/6, choice

2/-, 3lb8. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3lbs. 8/6; Dried Flies,
2/-, 2/3 lb. j Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-;
Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 v-ewt., 1 /- v-ewt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine fliht, 3/6 cwt.; finer still,
4/- cwt.;, Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt.; 14lbs.. 1/6.

BIRD SEEDS,
Teck. • Bushl. Rack. Cw.

Canary, Turkish 3/6 13/6 52/- 26/-
Do. Spanish 3/9 14/6 66*- 28/-
Do. Fine Spanish ... 4/- 15/S 60r- 30/-
Do. Extra Large

Spanish 4/3 16/6 64/- 32/-
Do. Giant Spanish ... 4/6 17/6 68/- 34/-

Best Bold Hemp 1/9 6/C 16/-
Fine Hemp 1/6 5/6 14/9
Choice Summer Raps 3/3 12/6 25/.
Fine Summer Rape 3/- 11/6 24 /-

Best White Millet 3/- 11/6 22/-
Indian Millet 3/6 12/- 22/-
Mixed Seed for Aviaries .. 2/6 9/6 19/6

Ditto Foreign F. 3/- 11/6
Ditto Parrots 2/6 9/6 18/6

Wild Seed for Finches .... 2/- 7/6
Teazle 3/- 11/6
Niga or Inga 3/- 11/6
Sunflower, Black, White,
Grey . 3/- 11/6

Maw 6d., Golden Pleasure 4d., Sesame 4d. lb.

;

Dandelion and Thistle, 4d. oz. ; Mustard Id. oz.

;

Cuttlefish 6d., 9d., 1/- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles
50, 1/6, 1/9, 27-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1/-,*xtra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price list and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper's Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.
Trowcr. How to keep and feed every bird. Given
tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,
436, 433, 442, Caledonian Road

London, N.
,
Telephone—1320 North.

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES,

the most «*afe and reliable medicines for cage birds
evei* olfercd; 20 years' reputation; Magnet Moulting
Mixture ensures u quick and perfect moult; Magnet
Tonic Drops for soft moult, going light, and general
weakness; Magnet Asthma Cure for colds and all

affection of the throat and lunge; Magnet Inflam-
mation Cure, all one price, 7d. per bottle, 4 bottles

2/-. post free; Waleli, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1871)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
WANTED British: Pearson, Greenwich.- (1900)

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 3/-:

Lloyd. Aviaries, Gorscinon, Swansea. (1879)

YELLOW Buntings, Linnets, Challlnches, Redpolls,

selected cocks 8d., three 1/0: Stowe. (Hardbills).
(1906)

SELECTED cock Goldfinches, with rich 6ca.rlet

blazes, 2/0 : three, 7/-: John Lavelle, Ballina, Mayo.
(1917)

SCOTCH cock Linnets, size, type, and colour, three,

2/(1: Alex. Chalmers, 21, Kyd-st., Arbroath, Scot-

land (1916)

LARGE cock Coldfinch, perfect colour, 2/6; h.m.
cock Bullfinch, 3/-: E. Jenson, 6, Clifton ter., Kenil-

worth. (1014)

GREENFINCHES, 4d. each; Redpolls, 4d. each,

and Chaffinches, 8d. each : Sproat, Old Cornsay, Co.
Durham.' (1904)

M4X>R cock brown Linnets, 4/- dozen, gems, 3 for

1/6, no waiting: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st.,

Scarborough.
COCK brown Linnets, warranted, 3/6 dozen, ball

2/-; dealers supplied weekly: Horace Coote, 66,

Nortli-st., Luton. - (1917)

MODEL Bullfinch cock, a real beauty, only 2/-,

model ben Bullfinch, winner or muler, 1/6: Laidlow,
Painter, Langholm. (1915)
COCKS, Goldfinch for muling, winning, 3/6 : clean
moulted calt bird, 5,-; muling Linnet, 2/6: Tullett,

83. Sun-st., Brighton. (1910)

BLACK Bullfinch cock, aa black as a 1 crow

;

genuine bird, £1 : approval : Lindsay, Uddington,
Douglas, Lanarkshire. (1911)

GOLDFINCHES, Hampshire Down caught, well on
seed and steady, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6: U. Munt, 19,

Sussex-st., Winchester. (1904)

FOR sale, few pairs beautiful Bullfinches, 4/- per

pair or nearest offer; particulars: Apply, t'onron

Grange, Douglas, Cork. . (1909)

TWITE, -the Sheffield, Duce, 4/-; good Mealy, 2/-;

house-moulted- Linnet, full song, 4/- : Stewart,
Stanley-terr., Morpeth.

.
(1904)

SIX pairs large Bullfinches, 10/-
;

one pair large

Goldfinches, 3/-: S. Clarke, Church-gate, Hartest,
nr. Bury St. Edmhnds. (1907)

600 SELECTED cock Goldfinches, 2/- ;
sure millers,

3/-; hens 7d. ;
Bullfinches, 2/-; hens 8d.: P. Madden,

Fethard, Co. Tipperary. (1893$

HOODED Crow, very steady, feather like wax,
splendid specimen for .exhibition, 10/-; approval:
Minty, Stony-st-., Fromo. (1906)

VERY large cage-moulted English cock Bullfinch,

first Deal, only time shown, make big winner, 21/-:

Thomas, Butcher, Ramsgate. (1912)

EXHIBITORS; Goldfinch, 2nd Oxford, 20/- cock
Bullies, 7/6, 10/-; can win; all in splendid condition:

Ernest Watson, Kirb.ymoor.side. (1908)

CATCHERS’ price for Goldfinches, BRmets ; large

or small catches taken W. H. Gardner, 67, St.

Stephens-rd., Preston, Lancashire.- (1919)

EXCHANGE, Silver Grey Doe, 3 young. 10 weeks,
4 Dutch Cavies, for British; what offers; yours
first: Lowe, Alfred-st.f Alfreton. (1913)

THISTLE heads, hardheads, 1/- : large package

;

wild seeds, 1/6 stone
;
exchange birds : Cooper, Seeds-

man, 163, Prlncess-st.. Manchester. (1916)

EXHIBITION Goldfinch, large r'ze and shape,
would make good ’muler, first P.O. 7s. 6d. secures
Ward, 10, St, Thomas’s-rd., Spalding. (1918)
NOTICE.—Double-compartment trap cage and

trained Goldfinch, only 1/9, honestly worth dpuble:
Osborne, Dudley -rd., Wolverhampton. (1918)
LINNETS, 3 li.m., 2/6 each; h.m. Greenfinch, 2/-;
h.m. Bramblefinch, 2/-; all picked last season from
aviary: Davidson, Printer, Montrose. (1916)
FIVE Cumberland Linnets, three house-moulted,
two others, 1/- and 1/6 each: J. Byers, Little
Broughton, Cockermouth, Cumberland. (1907)
GUARANTEED cocks; Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6; Irish

Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6 ; Bullfinches, 1/6 ; hens, 1/-

:

Charles McCann, 15, North-st., I.urgan, (1907)
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Goldfinch, 5/-; muling
cock (warranted), 7/C; ' black-legged cock, good
blaze, 2/6: Comben, Outfitter, Portland. (1917)
WANTED, exhibition Linnet, Redpoll, Greenfinch
and Siskin, good price given for good birds; ap-
proval: Potter, Printer. Lingfield, Surrey. (1905)
WANTED, exhibition hardbills, also Siberian cock
Gokiftnoh; exchange high-class Borders, to value:
Hobden, 90, G.rosvenor A.yenue, Wellington. ( 1918 )
EXHIBITORS, grand lot moulted specimens for
muling and exhibition, see special list, free on appli-
cation : Walsh, Bird Specialist, HJIackburn. (lfllsi
HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce for
contest singing, etc., our book GJd. post free: Pown-
all andi Haigh, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield. (1915)
TWO grand house-moulted exhibition cocks. Green-
finch and Siskin, complete with showcases, 10/- each

;

approval: Flatt, 5, Bramford-lane, Ipswich. (1913)
PAIR each Cirl Buntings and Goldfinches and hen
Goldfinch Mule, 8/- lot; four handsome hen Gold-
finches, 2/9 lot: K. Older, 53, Days-rd., Bristol. (1914)

CLAP Nets, 30ft. by Cffc., band-made, 12/C; 3 Un-
nets, 2/- each; 2 Coidios, 3/- each; all singing:
Charles Lee, 79, North-st., Stanground, Peterbcro’.

(1916)
CHAMPION Bramblefinc-h, 1st and sp. Metropolitan

C.B.A., a real bargain, 20/-; h.m. Greenfinch, has bred
Mules, 2/6: Larking, 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham (3.W.

-
• (1909)

LINNETS, selected birds, 1/6, 2 for 2/6; Bullfinches,
cocks, 2/-, hens 1/6; give me a trial; satisfaction
guaranteed; Dewar, Kildean Cottage, Drip-rd., Stir-
ling. <1001)
TRY my special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and Finches mad on song, 1/- ;

large package car-
riage paid : Cooper, Seedsman, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (1016)
I HAVE a large stock of cock Bullfinches a little

rough in feather, 1/3, others 1/9, Show birds 2/6
upwards: Syd- Mothersole, 20 Humberstone-rd.,
Leicester. (1914)
WELSH Goldfinches, selected to moult for exhi-

bition; also Norwich, even mark strain, reason-
able: Owens, Bronmenai, Carmel, Groestcn, Car-
narvonshire. (1900)
NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for oliow or song: price* low, easy pay-
ments arranged; approval; McKcand, Seabright,
Castlc-Douglaa* » (1781)

LINNETS, Linnet*, Lionets, rose red breasted cock
Linnets, 8/6 dozen, six 2/- ;

few good well-pencilled
cocks, for ehow, 2/- each: Bert Coote, 16 , Windmlil-
st., Luton, Beds. , ( 1907 )

HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
2 / 6 ; hens, I/-; Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches,
Larks, 1/- pair; list free; Mias Roscy, Rosemary
House, Kastbourno.

( 1906 )

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 6/-

cwt., 2/0 half cwt., on rail; exchange house-moulted
Linnet, sing anywhere, with cage, 4/-: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford. (1912 )

WHITE Bullfinch, few black feathers in wings and
tail, a real beauty, rare lady's pet, or for showing,
wants beating

;
price from : Enoch Tams, Cliurch-

st., Longton, Staffs. ( 1918 )

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches.— I have some cocks
like oil paint, 2/- each, hens 1/-

;
specially picked

large cocks, for exhibition, 2 /6 : Osborne, Dudley-
rd., Wolverhampton.. (1918)
LINNETS, red-breasted cocks, warranted, 2/0 doz.

;

large picked birds, 3/- doz. ; dozen mixed aviary
birds, including cock Goldfinch, 2/6; Rcndle, 21,
Bridge-st., Homerton. ~ (1018)
GIANT Scotch Linnets and Redpolls, grand size,
shape, and colour; cock Linnets, 2/- each, 3 for 6/-;
cock Redpolls, 1/-, 3 for 2/-; approval: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1918)
WILL give good value in singing Canaries, boots,

clothing, bedding, cutlery, jewellery, etc., for all
kinds fresh-caught birds; Standard Aviaries, New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (1917)
GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, grand cocks, in song

caged September, 2/-, 2/6; hens 1/-; perfect con-
dition: F. Stowe, British* Bird Expert, Cornwell,
Chipping Norton, (Oxfordshire. (1906)
FINK, large, yeilpw cock Greenfinch, 1/6; big dark

cock I.iDnet, good whites, 2/-; exhibition or Mules;
several other species; state wants; would exchange:
Vernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1918)
BROWN Linnets.—Linnets, warranted cocks, hard
on seed, all red-breasted

; plenty in stock, now
waiting; 3/- dozen, 2/- half; dealers supplied;
Hoskin, 5, Arcber-terr.,, Plymouth. (1910)
BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, grand selected cocks,
show condition, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-; none better at these
prices; large selected hens for mulirig, 1/6, 2/-;
mutual approval : Stowe. (Hardbills). (1906)
I SUPPLY numerous leading exhibitors, let me
supply you; prices reasonable; Bullfinches, 2/6; hens,
1/-; Goldfinches, 2,6; also few winners for sale:
Pargeters, Aviaries, Grimsbury, Banbury. (1911)
BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/6, six 8 /-*, doz. 15/-, selec-
ted 2/6, large hens 1/-, selected 1/6; all birds well
on seed before sent out; numerous testimonials:
Oliver, Barson, 10, Tbomas-st., Leicester. (1913)
WARRANTED cocks; Linnets, 3/- dozen; Brambie-

finches, dozen ; Greenfiijphes, 1/- dozen ; picked
cocks, 1/- each; aviary birds, 1/- dozen; exchange:
Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (1908)
H.M. Linnet, 1st Rugby, 1st West Bromwich, 15/-

;

H.M. Goldie, topper, 20/-; F.M. Goldie, topper,
10/-; grand Builie, 6/-; approval, cash; Tom
Roberts, Saracens Head, Cerrigydruidion, Corwen.
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4/- dozen; well mixed
seed birds, 1/- dozen; Yellowhammers, Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Linnets, Laiks, Robins, Redpolls, 1/-
pair: William Fenn, Beck Row, Mildenbali, Suffolk.

TO Exhibitors, Welsh Goldfinch, winner 2 firsts, 2
specials, only twice shown ; latest win Llandudno
(see “C.B.” report, Nov. 14), Price £2; approval
with pleasure : Wilson, Llangoed, Beaumaris, Angle-
sey.

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 1/6, 2/- each; Bullfinches,
cocks, 1/6, 2/- each; Linnets, cocks, Cd., 1/- each;
Redpolls, cocks. 6d., 1/- each ; Chaffinches, 9d., 1 /-

pair; Greenfinches, 9d., 1/- pair; L. Arnold, High-st.,
Raunds. (1908)
NOTICE.—Dealers and fanciers, Targe quantity of
red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,
2/6 doz-en, 1/6 half-dozen; approval if not satisfied;
money returned; trade supplied: Dixon, Old New
Inn, Dunstable. (1919)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
—I have sonie grand young early birds, well on
seed, for show. or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/0 dozen; selected, 3/-; Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1S37)
LINNETS, Lancashire dark brown red-breasted
cocks, 8d. . each, three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- dozen, two
7/6; this is where the singers come from; satisfac-
tion guaranteed; (not a bird shop); Gardner, Gar-
stang-rd., Wesham, Lancashire. (1900)
EXHIBITORS.—Two H.M. Bullfinches, Twite and
Chaffinch, all cocks, and exhibition birds, 10/-, each,
bargains, on approval, to known exhibitors

:

Jameson and Johnson, 29, Ennerdale Terrace, Low
Westwood, Hamsterlev. Colliery. (1919)
VERY good singing Linnet, sing day or gaslight,

in or outdoors, finger tame, make good muler, splen-
did all-round bird, only 2/6; also a few with extra
loud voices, l/- and 1/6 each; approval willingly:
Fred Allen, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1989)
ON full song, contest singing cock brown Linnet,
as supplied to Blackburn and Leeds fanciers, at
1/- each, 2 1/9,, 3 2/6; these are contest birds,
trained under my noted Kettle winners: W. Gardner,
South View, St. Stcphcns-rd.. Preston (1919)
SPRING net traps, 9d., 1/2, 1/8 each, post free;
can be baited for Hard or Softbills, or use with
line; call cages, 4d. each, 3/- dozen; trap cages,
double 3/-, single 1/9- ; cheaper cages* made; L.
Hawes. 55. Ingate-rd., Beetles, Suffolk. (190S)
JAMES CLARK, the Original Linnet King.—I have
proud singing Linnets that will sing anywhere,
from 5/- upwards 15/-; new polished cage, a Red-
breasted cock Linnet, nicely on song, 2/- bird and
cage: No. 7, Lincoln Ficld-terr., Newtown, Leeds.

(1904)
FOR EXHIBITORS: British Goldfinch, Siberian
Goldfinch, and Linnet* all house- moulted, and in the
pink of condition, to win at the New Year shows,
really grand specimens. Send stamp for prices to:
G. E. Weston, Specialist, 42, Lewisham-rd., London*
N.W.
LINNETS ! Linnets ! Linnets ! Larks ! Larks ! Larks I

Warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 dcz.; 5 doz. 15/-; hen
Linnets 1,3 doz.; warranted cock Larks, 3/- doz.;
handsome cock Greenfinches 1/6 doz., well on seed,
no hens sent for cocks: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-
st., Brighton. (1912)

LOOK! Look! Look!—Linnets! Linnets! Linnets!

I have the finest stock of Linnets in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 dozen; cock
Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen; deaiers supplied; all kindo

of British always in stock : Chris. Hatton, 31,

Richmonel-st., Brighton. (1907)

SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches and Goldfinches, in

grand health and feather, real giants, over 200 in

stock, all kept in outdoor aviaries ; cocks, or hens,

3/0, 4/0; selected birds, 5/6, 6/6 each; Goldfinches,

nearly as big as Siberians, same price: Day, The
Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1915)

NORTH-COUNTR.Y Linnets; special picked cocks,

real gems, 1/- each, three for 2/-: cock Bullfinches

and Goldfinches, first-class birds. 2/6 and 3/- eacli

;

hen Bullfinches, 1/3; noted for honest dealing; 10

days’ approval allowed for cash or deposit : Ashton,

&4 Mafeking-et., Gateshead, (1903)

EXHIBITION Cornlsb Chough, £4; lightly marked
Goldfinch cock Mule, 20/-: dark buff Goldfinch Mule
17/6; Corn Hunting, 17;6 ; Including latest show cages
all hoitse-uioultcd and well known winners in champ’
ion classes all over the country; approval: Jones,
Junr., 13, Rabv st., Llanelly, Carin. (I9I4 jMY whole etock, consisting of 7 good cock Gold-
flnrhe*, 1 cock Linnet, 1 hen Greenfinch, all ailary
moulted; also 5 hen Canaries and 2 self Goldfinch
Mules, 1014, both winners, with breeding cages and
few show cages, to he sold cheap for quick disposal

-

Brownlie, 6, Vceta Road, Brockley, London, fi.K.

( 1915 )GREENFINCHES are very charming bird*. but
they need great care. "The Greenfinch" Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions a* to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we otiall he pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2ld.
Write Publisher, Gaos Bums, 154, IYeet-st
London, E.C.
" THE Siskin, Redpoll and Twite." This handy

little booklet contains much valuable information
as to the management of Biekins, etc., and if you
possess or intend to purchase any of the.se birds
you should have a copy by you for reference. The
price is only 2jd., post free.—Write, The Publisher,
Cagb BtRDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
C. PRIOR offers the following front rank speci-
mens, house-moulted and ready to win in the
beet company :—Goldfinch, Greenfinch, Linnet, Chaf-
finch, Lessor Redpoll, and other really good ones
of 'the same species foe smaller shows ; also field-

moulted Goldfinches, Linnets, Greenfinches, llram-
bleftnchca, Redpolls, etc.; 6tate wants, enclosing
stamp: Hill Farm, Ropley, Hunts. (1911)

NOTICE: Cocks, Goldfinches. Bullfinches. 2 /•
; Red-

breasted Linnets, Redpolls, Chaffinch.-**, Yellowham-
mers. Skylarks, 6d. each, 12 for 3,6; Greenfinches, 3d.;
Thrushes, Blackbirds, 1 -, 1/6; above hens half-price;
birds for showing, muling, or full song, Gd. extra

;

note, out catching every day. I have a largo
quantity to select from; approval, deposit: Gould,
Birdcatther, Holdford-rd., Witton, Birmingham.

(1897)

LINNETS, Linnets !—Southdown birds, the best

ever caged for song, show or muling; grand red-

breasted cocks, six for 2/6 or 4/- dozen; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned; also

three grand cock Skylarks, warranted tame and
singing, 2/- each; three for 5/-; same address 22

years: G. Smitn, Central Bird Stores, Charioitc-

st., Portsmouth. (1510)

WARRANTED cocks; Linnets, 2/6 dozen; selected,

3/- dozen; Yellow Buntings, 31- dozen; Bramble-
finches, 31- dozen ;

Greenfinches, 1/- dozen ; cocks,

selected for show. Goldfinch, "3,6 ; large Corn Bunt-
ings, 2/6 ;

Chaffinch, Greenfinch, Bramblefinch. Lin-

net, Redpoll, Twite, Reed Bunting, 1/- each ; 20

mixed seed-eaters, 12 brighter mixed. 1/ ;
well on

food; exchange Mules: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist and
Judge, Westcliff Villas, Islehain, Cambs. (1899)

TRAP cages, best ever seer, for bird catching. single

8d., double 1/3, treble 2/-; self-acting spring net
traps, 2/- and 2/6; not toys; Chaffinches, Yellow-
hammers, Redpolls, Greenfinches, Twites. Reed Bunt-
ings, Bramblefinches, Blue Tits, Great Tits, Robins,
picked from scores, II- each, three for 2/-: exchange
anything useful

;
cash or deposit with Cage Birds

for 10 days’ approval; G. Ashton, Catcher, 5, Mafe-
king-st., Gateshead. (190S)

EXHIBITORS, real giant cock Linnet, excellent
colour and markings, 3/6 ; large cock Twite, out-
standing size, ‘grand colour and lacing, 3/6; cock
Hawfinch, good size, colour, and bib, steady and
perfect feather, 12/6; cock Buliie, topper, massive
head, brilliant colour, good size, 4/6; Lesser Red-
poll, a real marvel, abnormal size, rich colour, good
bib and thigh lacing, 31-

;

approval; cages, 3d.; Can-
aries taken: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1919)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormera. A great
secret is Said* bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

storrners. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which 'must be

overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price 2-jd. post free Iron! “ Cage Birds." 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.
SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, best ever seen,

giants, cocks, 3/-, 4/- ; hens, 2/-, 3/- each ;
English

cock Goldfinches, as large as Russians, 2,6, 3 - each;

also one, a stormer, extra deep square-cut blaze,

winner, 4/-; all on full song; monster yellow ccck

Greenfinch, 2/-; giant cock Linnet, well pencilled,

truly a gem, as good as my Newcastle winner, 2/6;

Redpoll, gem, 2/-; Chaffinch, a beauty. 1/-; giant

cock Bramblefinch, one of the best, 1 6; approval,

cash or deposit: Fred Allen, British Bird Champion.

156, Porter-st., Hull. (19S9)

FIRST-CLASS exhibition specimens: very large

dark Mule, winner, 10/6; extra large yellow cock

Greenfinch-Redpoll hybrid, colour fed. win anywhere,

15/-; also yellow cock Goidfinch-Siskin hybrid, 10/6;

monster cock Bramblefinch, extra well brambied,

colour-fed, a sure winner. 3/6; British cock Goldfinch,

large and good in all points, 5/6; and an extra large

British cock Bullfinch, extra rich breast colour, nice

cap and1 wingbars, 5/6 ;
large Norwich type cock

Linnet, 3/6: Dav, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull.

(1915)

SCANDINAVIAN BULLFINCHES.
Six pairs only of these monster birds, aviary

moulted, for show or muling : Mrs. Hollins, Coppice

Drive Aviaries, Harrogate. (1912)

Goldfinches, Giant English
Cock Goldfinches, the finest that can be found in

the length and breadth of England, every bird fit

to win in the keenest of competition, and as big as

Siberian, Goldfinches, and warranted sure mulers

and prize takers, 4.6, 5/6, 7/6 each, or 2 for S*-, cash

or deposit at “Cage Birds”: Power and Russell, 10,

Granby-place, Bethnal Green, London. Eot. a cen-

tury.

NOTICE.—£100 REWARD
Hof any judge, exhibitor, breeder, catcher, or

dealer who can prove that we send out hens for

cocks, or fresh caught birds. Notice, giant dark

brown rose-breasted cock Linnets, every bird war-

ranted, sure prize-takers and mulers, prices Sd., 10d.,

1 - ea., 3 for 1 6, 6 for 2/3, 12 for 4/-, 4 dozen 14/-;

hens, 1/- dozen. English ccck Meadow Larks, sure

contest singers, 8d., lGd., 1/- each, 6 for 2/6, 4/-

dozen, 4 dozen 14/-; hens, 1/- dozen; ccck Bram-

blefinches, in grand plumage and condition, war-

ranted sure prize-takers, 1/-, 1/6, 2/- each; giant

cock Siekins, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each; hens, 2.'- and 2/6

each, cash or deposit "Cage Birds” ; no connection

with anyone trading in similar or same names;

monster cock Bullfinches, in grand p’.umagomnd con-

dition. 8t to win in the keenest of competiticn, 2 6,

3/6, 4 6 each; grand finger-tame muling hen Bull-

finches, warranted sure mulers, 3/6. 4,6, 5/C; cock

Chaffinches, in grand plumage and condition, 1/-. 1,6,

2 - each: Powers and ItueseU, 10, Granby Place.

Bethnal Green, London, ' (1901)

(



CAGE BIRDS
ONE GOOD BIND

worth a dozen interior ftpecimens. Please note,
I do not supply birds by the dezen, only real good
M-UcUtl specimens, which are really worth putting
Into a cage; grand cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Green
Unifies, Vcllowhammcrs, Redpolls, Skylarks, Is. each

;

extra good birds 1/t); lovely cock Goldies, Bullies,
t/-. 2/6 ; hens, 1/-

;
send to me, and I guarantee

latisfaction : 1). Ooombes, Bird Specialist, Btoekton-
•t., West Hartlepool. (lfilt)

Decoys For Birdcatchers
Splendid invention, no brace-bird required, stuffed
lafety decoy, movea on flirt-stick on balanced spring

;

Linnets 2/6, Goldfinches 3/- ; bird and fittings com-
plete: Hipperson, Waveney Wharf, Beecles. (1913)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Beautiful cock Linnet®, singing, 1/- each, S 2/6; a
few for the bench, 2/- each; some good catching
birds, 6/• each ; English Pcartre© cock Goldllnchcs,
2/0 each ; a few real toppers, S/6 each

;
satisfaction

guaranteed; W. Johnson, The Bird Expert and Em-
porium, 65, George st., Leeds. (1876)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so
our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for
birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British
birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight
from tho field

; all are well on seed
; guaranteed

Ileal English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three
4/-, six 7/- ; extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/- each
three 6/-, six 8/6; oock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens, II-

;

Lancashire cock Unnets, 6d., 10d., 1/- each, three
1/6, six 2/3; twelve 4/-; cock Larks, Cd., 8d., lOd

;caged off, singing, 1 /-, 1/6, and 2/-: three
•VL six 2/6, twelve 4/-; ltedpolls, 6d.; picked, 9d.
and 1/-, six 1/6, twelve 2/0 ; cook Chaffinches, 9d.,
1/-, and 1/0 each; Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/S;
cages, for any „of above, from Cd., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,
and 2/-. Seed grinding mills, 1/G; send for catalogue
of everything. Established 60 years: Sandiford,
Bud Specialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89,
Sciater-st., Shoreditch, London.

L.C.B.A. WINNERS
See report, also of Sale show, champion competition
under specialist judges. These 4 first prize winners
are birds from the stock of W. H. Raven, E*q.,
which I purchased complete with all his cages)
aviaries, etc.; Lean offer some really first-class ex-
hibition specimens in all varieties, cheap to clear,
2 real good jonque Goldfinches, rich square blazes,
tost of wings and tannings, 26/- each; Bramble-
finches, 1st Sale, 30/-

; six others, fit to wiD any-
where, 20/- each ; a loo some tip-top Twites, lovely
colour and markings, steady, 6/- and 10/- each;
Greenfinches, some eyeopeners, 61- and 10/-; 2 Lesser
Redpolls, gems of the first water, 7/6 each; bear
in mind these birds were collected by the above
well-known exhibitor regardless of cost; such a
chance seldom occurs; all on 24 hours’ approval,
cash, or deposit with Editor: W. Cottingham, 8,
Peveril-st., Nottingham. ’Phone, 6762

December 5, 1914.
GRAND cock Thrush, beautifully marked, on full

song, 1st Metropolitan C.B.A., remarkably cheap, 10/-;
b.m. Blackbird, singing, 5/-; splendid f.m. ditto,
•mould win easily, 6/6; another young one com-
menced rnnwng, 3/C; large steady Lark, full song
day and gaslight, 7/6; approval; Larking. Lillie-rd.,
Fulham, 8.W.

( 1009 )THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full direction*!
how to keep these fuvourit.e songsters in the best
possible condition

; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in "Nutshell No. 4,” 2Jd. post
free from "Cage Birds,’’ 154 Fleet-et., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
FINE hand-reared Green Woodpecker, 35/-; ditto
Wryneck, 3rd Westminster, with show caga, 40/-;
adult cock Black Redstart, 80/-; Gold-crest, gem,
25/-; Tree-creeper, 20/- pair; Boarded Tits, per-
fect, 15/- pair; Longtailed Tits, 2nd Westminster,
15/-, very lino Nuthatch, 10/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn
Avenue, Chiswick, London. (1917)
HORTICULTURAL Hall winners for sale, none re-

served Hartford Warbler, 1st; Jenny Wren. 4th,

c.
Long-tailed Tit, Cth, 30/-; Waxwing, 2nd, 63/-;

White Blackbird, 2nd, 100/-; Blackbird, 50/-; Snow
Bunting, 3rd, 30/- ; Reed Bunting, 25/-, including
superb show cages; insectivorous food, 2/4 lb., free:
John Frostlck. (See Foreign.)

( 1919 )

M iscellaneous.
1914 Magpie,, Jay, hand -reared, 6/- each; exhibition
YeRowhammer, 2/6; large ben Bullfinches, 2/-:
Douglas, Bndge-st., Brechin.

( 1915 )LAULL quantity breeding, flight, stock cages, show
cages mostly British Hardbills and Softbills

; ap-
prova, cheap: Wilson, Higlifield, Workington. ( 1906 )LARKS and Linnets; cock Larks 2/6 dozen, cock
Linnets, 4/-; hen ditto 1/- three dozen 2/6; note
three prize winners at the late Palace won by that
well-known fancier, Mr. Lott, supplied by H.
Dawson, Wcst-st., Chatteris. (19161
RED-BIIEASTED cock Linnets, 8 for 1/3 4 1

-

dozen; warranted cock Larks, biggest and best, 3
for ]/-, 2/6 dozen; Blackbirds, Thrushes, Yellow-hammers cocks, 3 for 2/-; Corn Buntings, 1/- each:
J- Whiteley, Boston-rd., Holbeach. (19171EXHIBITION British birds, very cheap, can win
Tn good company

; Bullfinch, Chaffinch, Bramble-

snv»; ®f
wfinch

> Sl>ow Bunting, Redpoll, hen Siskin,£rTe<l Lesser Redpoll, Cinnamon Reed

tin
1
wi’ f

Tre
n 9'eep

S
r ' Yellow Wagtail, Grey Wag-

tail White Hedge Sparrow, Wheatear; particulars

Nort\
ap

t

pr0Val : 8 ’ H ’ Mays> Kingscliffe, Wansford,

rWr
E

/
Ll S, Oxeye-Tits, Robins, Brambleflnches!

Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Twites, Redpolls,
Yejlowhammers, Reedbuntings, Combuntings, l /.
pair; 6^cted cocks, 1/- each; 24 mixed aviary seed
birds 1/6; brighter mixed, 1/- dozen; cock Song
Thrushes and Blackbirds, 1/- each; selected song-
sters. 1/6 each : Fenu and Son, Bowers Lane, Isle

MACE, SHEFFIELD
Warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/8-2/-, 2/6, and 3/-
each; hens, 11- warranted cock Linnets, 6d., lOd
1/- each, 5/- doz.; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6; hens,
1/-, 1/6; cock Larks, 8d. each, 4/6 doz.; cock Bramble-
finches, 1 /-; cock Greenfinches, Cd. each; Green Bud-
gerigars, 5/- pair; Yellows, 6/- pair; Yorkshire cock
Canaries, 7/6 each; hens, 2/6, 3/-.
John Mace, Bird Specialist, Exchange-st., Sheffield.

|
CANARIES.

|

|
Border Fancy.

|

BREEDER'S CARD.
BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Leo Green, S.E.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Prices
moderate

; state wants.

BORDERS, clears and marks; cocks, 5/-; hens, 3/- •

pairs, 7/6: Napier, Lanark-rd., Juniper-green, Mid-
lothian. (1908)

.
XBLLOW uneven cocks, 8/6 ; variegated cocks from

3/6; hens from 2/6; cheap; MeVittiq, 20, John-st.,
Langholm.

(1915)SIX yellow Border hens, nice birds, 2/- each, or
10/- the lot: John Brockin, BiackhiU View, Earlston
Berwickshire.

r Belgians, f

and Yorkshire cross; yellow cocks and
Sheffield!

10 “Ck3 and hens: Welch,° 83,

COC
Fox-“

<

!

»/-foiJi
1 shouldered Belgian cock,lour 1914 Belgian an<l Yorkshire cross h«i

Co
7
lben

- Outfitter, Portland^uli-A^D Belgians for disposal; eainc strainchampionship winners last two Palaco ihows’’cheap; approval ; G. S. Baker, °Georgiwd.,‘&-
(1*88)

f Cinnamons.

strai^uA^air^ffisnosimf of
S3l

f’
Ju
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ge D<xls°n'*

Mcdhourne-rd. E'ast
S

Ham
8 °f £t°Ck: W ’ Sout8

’ »
eiiow birds

’ cnp1^-
35, Mutley Plain, Plymouth

P “e* ; fctaDlp: 15rown ’

Borders, cocks 6/-, hena 2/6, pairs
exhibition Lesser Redpolls 7/6: Andw, Dawson, 185,
Duke-st., Glasgow.

( 1913 )CRABB AND FJNLAYSON, grand) birds for dis-
posal, cocks from 7/6, hens from 61-

;

approval: 120
Montrose-st., Brechin.

( 1018 )BORDER show or stock birds, clears, grand marks;
state wants; great bargains: approval, stamp:
Craig, High-st., Brechin.

( 1893)BORDERS, clears and marks t cocks from 51-

;

liens
Jrom 31-

;

matched pairs from 7/6: Robertson, 22
Southesk-terrace, Brechin..

( 1899)BORDERS; a few good ones for disposal, for show
or stock; reasonable: approval, deposit: Weir,
Hamilton-plaee, Penicuik. (1899)HAVE several pairs of greens and cinnamons for
disposal, grand value; approval; Farrer, 222, Jeffer-
son-st., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1911 >BORDERS, greens and clears, all colours moderate
state wants (see reports L.C.B.A. and Sale shows):Lamp bell, Ardmore, Biggar. (19191 ,

- ... ,

,

BIRDS breds from 1913 winners, clears and marks; 1

reasonable; approval: Riste’r, 100 Rectory r<?

£ ’

{i***
1*

prices reasonable ; approval : Meadowcroft, 3 Grange- head -

w, Rcctorj-rd., Gates-
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’ st - Cecilia-st., Great Harwood. (1912,
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Crests and Crestbreds.
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Softbills.

[

HANDSOME Lark singing, daylight and gaslight:
T. Green, 5, Pnce-st., West Bromwich. (1909)SELECTED cock Thruehes, 6/- each: WilliTm
\1 right, o4, Shelllleld-rd., Marshside, Southport. (1910)LARKS, Larks, grand cock Larks, 2/3 dozen can
tupply weekly : O. Rowe, AVest-st., Chatteris, Cambs.

TRY my book of secrets, Larks, tell you everything!
masterpiece, 6d. order: Xmeson, Commercial House,

ham, Cambs.
CATCH your own ; large double-compartment trap

m
a

*
b ‘ r<

k,
0«al^Un lot 1/5 -' Linnet, Red

P°|L Twite, Chaffinch, or Greenfinch, in cage, II-
-

better lots i/O each; .Skylark and cage, 1/6; mixed
lots, 5j- 10/-; Linnets, 4/- dozen; few picked speci-mens cheap; exchanges entertained'; write me allanswered

; grand Hartz cocks, singing nicely ’
51-

CatJw
~ ’

9s
C0
p
k Goldies, 2/6 ; hens, 1/-: Bannister)

Letcher, 24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (19161EXHIB^RS: Balance from advertisement lastJanuary. (7 supphed one purchaser won 1st prizes).Reed Bunting, topper, 6th L.C.B.A., class of 20

?on
a’8

9 i /

r°?1

i

avlfy,^ ?
bow oage - wi, l make champ-“n * 2

}J';
L'nnet, 1st Poplar, 12/6; another, 7/6;

rhTft)!!
n
h
h ’ lst P°Plar ’ 10/-; two others, 5/- each;
Y
inn?r’ 10/- ; two othens, 7/6 and 6/-;Braniblefinch wiymer 2nd, 7/6; two Twites,- 7/6 and5/-, two Siskins, 6/6 and 6/-; Redpoll, 3rd 5/--

?
ao','learod liens, Bullie, 5/-; Greenie, 6/-; Nut-hatch, winner, IS/-; Lesser Wihitethroat, 7/6- Skv-

iho
k
w lltL rneach ; Hardbill eliding

X Min. X 12in„ loose

Ossett.
(1918)DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

each : William Maries, jun„ 19, Dean-st„ Crediton,
Devon.

(1911)THRUSHES, Thrushes, Thrushes, on food; six 8/-
6/6 dozen; beauties: Stowe, Cornwell, Chipping Nor-
ton, Oxfordshire. (1881)FOR weekly supply Blacks and Thrushes: dealers:
btowe. (See above.) (1681)SELECTED cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 1/3: Stowe,
The Blackbird King. (See above.) (1881)SPLENDID hand-reared cock Lark, sings daylight
or gaslight, cage, 3/6: Hope, 270, Great Bridge-st ,West Bromwich.

(1841 )EXHIBITION cock Waxwing, first at Dumfries and
special for best British in show, £2: Macready,
Jeweller, Stranraer.

( 1917 )LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged
12 months, 1 /.; also hand-reared young cock, 9d
approval: George Holt, Dunstable. (1910)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

;

few in song, warranted, 3/6 each; hen®, 8/- dozen;
approval, deposit: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (1007)
LARKS, Larks; large upstanding cock Larks, not
to be beaten in size and quality, 2/6 dozen; dealers
and fanciers supphed: E. Rowe, West-et., Chatteris.

(190s)SHOW Thrush and cage, 3rd prize H. Hall last
week, 15/-; grand Blackbird and cage, 15 /-- odd
•how cages, cheap.: Lott, 97, Cheapside, London.

r r, , • . . . (1911)
LARKS: Perkin a Aviary, Chatteris, can supply
any quantity ; cock Larks, 2/6 dozen

; cock Gold-
finches, well on seed, 2/6 each; hens, 1/- each. Don’t
forget the old firm. (1895)
WOODLARKS, Woodlark®, the King of Songsters,
cooks, 2/6 ; hens, 1/6 ; selected cocks, coming nicely
on song, 5/-; special Woodlark cage®, 5/-: Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (MIS)TO Exhibitors.—Hen Hawfinch and show cage, 8/6;
hand-reared, can win; cock Grey Wagtail, 7/6, hen

1
Dipper, 10/-; pair Blue Tits, 2/6; Oxeye

Tits, 2/6; cock Robin, 2/-; cock Chaffinch, 1/6; cock
Linnet, 1/6: Wm. Roper, 109, South Street, Keighley.
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3’’ tells
you. 2(d. post free from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published). * J

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice Is offered in "Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-
James. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2(d., from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet
at., London, E.C. Look at our list of agent*; call on
the nearest and get it for 2d,

?i CT'“r unused) 2 /6 eaeh; Hardbill elidingLe each
; cages, 24in. x Min. x 12in loo

4

w4k i' iTet
tr

,

ay
o f

S/
; Tcb

- l0
?
al: Geo - 8 - Wo°d-cock, b .B.E.L., 1, St. Andrews-rd., Plaistow, Essex

aven., Wokingham-rd., Reading.
(1905)BORDERS, greeny, few good ones for sale, all col-

ours
; some of hist season’s winners

: prices reason-
able: Murray, Fernbank, -Selkirk.

(1911 )1EVV smart Border Fancies, good shape and qual-
ity, for sale, reasonable, on approval: Robson, 28.Camden Grove, Peekham, London. (1918)MUST clear; champion Borders, winners all tho
classics, see reports, from 12/6 pair; etate wants;
approval : Beard, Llandrindod Wells. (1907)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

eong, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
MeKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.

(1791 )REMARKABLY fine Border Fancies, choice selected
pairs, 18/- or 3/- with order and 3/- monthly after
delivery: Walter Dandie, Osgathorpe, Sheffield.
BUFF hen, winner, 10/-; even-mark yellow cock

7/6; uneven buff cock, 7/6: hens, 3/-, 4/-; approval-
Brown, Policeman, Newcastleton, Roxburghshire.
SMITH AND SON, 63, Greenhow-terr., Newcastle-
m-Tync, have ehoice selection of young Borders for
sale, cocks 5/-, hens 2/6 ; others according to quality
approval. ngyjj
BORDERS, pair good Cinnamons 15/-, clear yell,
cock, winner, 12/6, another l|9/6 ; k>r exchanges,
change of blood wanted; offers: Wiseman, 29, Rad-
nor-rd., Cardiff.

( 1914 )CINNAMAN Border®, entire stock, 5 cocks, S hens,
Jor sale, rare opportunity; W. S. Wilson’s strain;
cocks 6/-, hens 4/-, or offers for lot; approval: Irons
Park-place, Brechin. (1915)GREENS and cinnamons for sale; see reporta of

(1909)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS.

c^nrv 'yy 4)4 £
anary

- 3l;i cock Goldfinches, henuanary, 4/6, cock Canaries, full song, 5/6- hens

fl

P
,

p
,

r°\al ' cash deposit
; list, stamp ; Brain, 288, ’Lich-field-rd., Aston, Birmingham.

(1914 )

COMPULSORY SALE.
Entire stock of Metropolitan exhibitor for disnosa!

d^r 'bi?*,^
16

')’ 4IUte ' cages
’ aWa

r

ri^and
P
ont:door bird-room, latter lift, long, 8ft. deen ?J ft

w
d
*

>Ub ®- Wa la and roof> heated with 16ft
2
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7M paiy
F

HvhrM T™ ‘r
6ectioDe ; Canaries from

c^
6
ck
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Unne^

n^Klr0m
,4(.

6
J.

h^ Bullfinches,cock Linnets, Cb£ffin^rGr^fin4hes,^TedS'
Morns, Bird Judge, 56, Park-rd., Ilford! (im)

A. J. UNDERWOOD, KETTERING,
•ends all birds on approval; cash returned in fnii
if not satisfactory; 20 grand hen Bu flnches l/

1

2S :

'£i‘
!
,

4)' u“-S"eESa& '&«*/:

wrfeSM&ifc T- !a&cock Vellow Budgerigars, 3/- each; adult Greens

ington?5t!, Kettering.
^ 8pecialist

' »'^
Goldfin c hes,|L innetsChaff inchesrLarks
„

haye °n hand a large stock of Worcestershire

cocks '"I
1

/!!

3
’ thlZ°'^

b,y har'i aeed > warrantedcocks, 1/6, three 4/., six 7/-, 12/- dozen kdpcIiIIv

5/

eC
lfx

d
4r

k
iy

0
!
C

i

llintheS
’

,

iD SOng
’ 2J-’

’
2/C three

dc^en; clear moulted cock Gold-

C RESTS and Crest breds, cock® and hen*

iead’
Uab 0

' approvaJ: Bister, lOG, Rectory-rd."' (

Vonvipl? j^
resbhred cock, 12/6; another, 10/- young

on-Tyne, have ehoice seiection' of yo'ung’ Bo^derTfor ' 33. Sun-st.,
C

Bri4ton
GrtealinCh

’ 1/6 : Youn® Tullett,
'

Crestbreds, 30 pairs or single for sale;
‘

is, 63,

(1896)

all leading shows; see L.C.B.A. and Sale this week;
\ nT.',AA4,V

ens ’ Chedzoy, Bridgwater. nonr.ipneps reasonable; stamp reply: D. Whitelaw. 95, !

pairs of line Crests and Crestbreds, per'Elderpark-st., Govan, Glasgow. (1910) xi4i-
a
^
b jnd condition; reasonable prices- MrsLAST, 8, Bank-buildings, Purley, is selling some of ^y'r'vi

Aviaries, H,arrogate '(
191«i~ ’ • *•

•

d
E
p°Zl

E£l Ca
4,f.

uppIy
.
a few good stock

hi® prize Borders; see show reports Clapham,
L. and P.O.S.j Penge, L.C.B.A., etc.; state want®'*
inspection lmdted

; reasonable prices. (1905 )

..S/i
BBATT can supply Borders, show or istock, nosil

”* —

“

u" viescureoo ror o»s-
real winning strain, see report L.C.B.A.; hens from 1

,

P
h4,L 4 s

!4
cd

:,

recowned strain, or exchange for
3/-. codes from 7/6; clears or marked; state '4a"f

ot hlood: Chubb, Park Close-rd., Altonwants , approval ; Strand Dairy, Exmouth. (1909)
Hants. •

OVERSTOCKED, cheap to clear, thirty pairs ineluding winners, clears, green and cinnamon, marks,
®elf

,
or foul greens; .approval; exchange exhibition

h^cdbills : Hobdeo, 96, Grosvenor Avenue, Walling-

CINNAMON Border classes at Muirkirk. Avonbridce on/ on/ - , lot.

Glasgow and London numbered 124 birds, 8 classes-’ aiventrv’
approval: Gilbert, Hope Cottage, Hill-st..

Seven lsts, four 2nds, five 3rds won by me: all col- 1 —

-

nt-y-*-
AUTO Olinnlio/I oK/inr* . TT7_1X ri *T... *

Crestbreds for dis-

T. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offers several

m/ailt •

C
Ii

St3
’ Cresthreds, yellows and buffs, over

Approval
eraD<J 5t0Ck blrd®’ reasonable prices;

HAVING had a successful breeding season
spare a few good Crests and in/

’

(1881)
can

good Crests and Crestbreds, 10/-,’ 15/-
Droval ! Oilhnrf (VO rr:n -(

ours supplied, cheap: Walter S. Wilson.’ “Glen-
dyne, Hamilton.

( 1913)CHAMPION Border®, many grand birds still leftand must clear, they can win, all related to my win-
ners (see Glasgow report), cocks from 51- to 40/-
hens 3/6 to 30/-, all colours; approval; offers ex’
C
'n,

8M:

r,!n!
terSOn

’ Grocer, Chirnside, Berwickshire.CHAMPION marks, in ten classes with marks this
season have won eight firsts, second, three thirds-some nice stock hens, clears, and marks, also pairs,
related these winners, also greens and cinnamons,
cheap; approval: John Nicholson, Westgate Halt-
whistle. ’

(1917)

finches, steady, ready to show at once, 3/- 4 /- 51 .

each ; hen Goldfinches, 1/, three 2/-, 6/- dozen • ^
I

L
a
d
e SJ&e,

Ck
r°l

E’yk0A, Cbaffi -h/s,. Redpolls!and Redbreasted Linnets, all warranted eenuinncock® Cd., three 1/3, six 2/3, 4/- doze!.; sSly"d Barks, Chaffinches, and Linnets, for show
?
-

4/L° i

contest ringing, 1 /-, three 2/-, 6/- dozen ; two-

2 /fl o4'i! -

C
hon J'!

nnebs
’ very steady, in song, 1/6, 2/-,

4!!tf
a
ri
b

’ b
/-

n Binnets, hen Chafflnchea, 3d., 1/3 doz
’

cock Greenfinches, 6d„ three 1/-, 2/- doz - eelectod
cag€

:

s > Cd-. 9d.,’l/- each
d

24in., 1/-, three 2/9; 20in. x 3oTn
. 1 2

“
24ffi ’xTin

*

1”: C
;4

r,

,

a"° pa,d; everything on approval at my
mon?y returned if not“ed; travelling cages, 3d. each: Thomas HnghTsLird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham,

° ’

TYPICAL Borders, only few pairs for disposal,
related to my winners, Clapham, L.P.O.S., Leyton,
L.C.B.A.; clears, marks, cinnamons; guaranteed
unrelated pairs from 12/6; cocks from 10/-, hens 51-
cold-room bred ; clean, healthy ; inspection : F.
Hutchinson, 6a, Bank Buildings, Chrisp-st., Poplar.

(1902)“ THE Border Fancy Canary" (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully how to manage these “wee gems" dur-mg the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to eelect ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; eend at once
for a copy, 2/d. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,
Fiect-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents (Lists published frequently.)
GIVING up exhibiting; buff three-pointed cock,

1st, sp. Scottish National, lst, ep. Newton Grange *

yellow three-pointed hen, 2nd Scottish National, 2nd
Whitehaven, 3rd Newton Grange; buff hen, 2nd
Bradford

; yellow hen, 4th Liverpool
;
yellow green

cock, lst Carlisle
;
two yellow cocks, buff cinnamon

and yellow green
; hens, in good show form ; reason-

able approval: C. Cubby, 62, London-rd., Carlisle.

CLEARING out; five Crested cocks and one Crested
hen, all good birds. King’s Joyce’s, Barnet’s strains,
tour taken honours: Apply, Hodgson, Golgotha,

(1907)TWO good dark Crest hen®, sell 7/6 each; or ex-change big young Norwich cinnamon hens, with
lug heads; approval: S. Springett, Chipping-hiU.
Witham, Essex. (1908)FEW Crests and Crest breds for sale, cock® or
hens, own breeding, see L.C.B.A. report of my young
Crest hen ; write tor particulars ; approval Barker
Shepherd’s Cottages, Long Eaton. (3S16)HIGH-CLASS Crests, cocks or hens, yellow or bull,
massive birds, 35 years’ breeder, judge of many
*/,'fw

VS
7

sevcral whiners; reasonable; approval: T.
"hmgton, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (19091CRESTS and Crestbreds, best hlood in the world
a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-’
eonablo prices; say price prepared to give; stamp:
Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, 'Somerset. (1853)
WILLIAM TATMAN, Midland Road, Wellingbor-

ough, has for sale somo grand Crests and Crest-
breds, cocks and liens, or would exchange

; waDted
tow pairs cinnamons and Norwich, in not. be good.

’

MY entire stock of champion Crests to he sold •

this strain is well-known, and has produced some
of the best living; stato requirements; approval;
safe delivery guaranteed: Judge Silk, Wliitstable.
NEVER mind these low prices; judge by the quality
by having on approval; several Scotch and English
exhibitors’ stocks taken, including many show birds-
cocks, 5/-, 6/6, 8/6, 10/6 ; liens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/- ; cages, Sd. 1

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
MISSIVE feathery 1913 buff grizzlo crested cock,

perfect crest to end of beak, excellent stock bird.
25/-; also largo yellow green crested cook, perfect)
crest, 12/6; sound birds and on approval; James
Hill. Halcbank, nr. Widnes. (1909)
EVEN mark Dark Crest buff cook, one of the beat)

in England, .€10; variegated huff Crest bred bens.
15/-, 20/-, 25/-; Green Crest-bred buff cock, 15/-;
variegated ditto, 15/-; approval: Jones and Crest,
Hurley, Langhara id., Jcddingtou, (1017)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received wecannot guarantee to repeat advertisement* unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser.—A DVT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS.”
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How Did You Fare at the Show ?
Are you downhearted because you came no nearer to producing a Prize Bird
at this Year's Big Show than at former Shows ? Or did you send in one of
the " not quite ” Prizes ?

It is more annoying to show one of the
**
not quite" winners than to fail out-

right. If you had had accurate and reliable information, written by Experts
. in Canary Breeding, and had been guided by its teaching, your **

not quite
”

Prize Bird would have been a Winner.

If you mean to breed a Prize Winner for next year’s Big Show, SET

CAMARSES, HYBS
AMD BRITISH B

Written isy weti-known Fanciers in every Department.
Complete in One Compact Volume, with Reliable Coloured Plates.

It Teaches the Fancier and is the Exhibitor’s SURE GUIDE TO SUCCESS

On approval, for seven days’ Free Examination at Home

Read What Buyers

Say:
Mr. Bryant, Acton. London:—

“ Best work on this subject 1 have ever
-seen.”

Mr. Ralph Harrison, WhitSoy
Bay

—

“ The book to make breeding a success

—

complete in every department.” ~

Mr. H. Hancock, Burslem :—
“ I think the book a great help and well

worth, the money.”

Mr. Lenyon. Clydach, Rhondda
Valley :—

"I have- no hesitation- in recommending it

as essential to young breeders. Without
doubt the most complete work of its kind.”

TO EVERY
IMMEDIATE PURCHASER

AN EXPENSIVE

Anatomical Model
IS GIVEN WITHOUT
EXTRA CHARGE.

Fiii in the Form end
POST AT OMGE.

Hundreds of Enthusiastic

Letters :

Mr. McLinden, Dublin:—
“ It commends itself to the past master in

bird keeping,
_
and is invaluable to the

amateur, for it is written in such simple
language. The chapters on Rearing and Pair-
ing are very explicit, and the coloured plates
are, to my mind, simply superb.”

Mrs. Bertram, Christchurch,
Hants :

—

“ I have found it of the greatest use, while
the illustrations are of value to the novice
and the expert alike. The section dealing
with Hybrids is especially commendable, and
should prove of service to fanciers.”

Get it Free. Mead it at Leisure. Judge for

yourself whether it will help you.
We do not ask you to buy this grand GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL CANARY BREEDING
on the strength of what those who have bought it and who are now using the work say about it.

We ask you to accept our special Christmas Offer of FREE Approval. To send for the book
for a week’s FREE TRIAL, to use it and test the value of its information for seven full
days.

^

“

If at the end of that time you wish to keep the book, you need only send a First Payment ofONE SHILLING, and you may pay the balance by a few monthly sums beginning after the
Christmas Holidays are well over.

But if you decide that the book will not be useful to you, all you need do is to send it back to us
at our expense without having spent a penny piece.

Ill

WILL

WITH-

OUT

KNOW

LEDGE

This

FREE APPROVAL

COUPON
will bring the book

to you

FOR A WEEK’S TRIAL
without charge or obligation.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LTD.,
7. 8 & 9, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs.—Please forward to me "Canaries-

and British Birds" on Seven Days’ Free Approvals
If, aft^r examination, I decide to retain the wo ’k, I will remit to you* on the eighth day after its receipt by me,
Is., and commencing 30 days later, eight further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain the work, I

Yii f&XQ,i* P? f
d
t
y 1 f

?
c

.

eive
r
iu Also sead> without extra cost, one DISSECTIONAL

AINA I OM1CAL MODEL of the Canary, giving full named and numbered parts, with accompanying letterpress.

For cash within seven days the price is 23s. 6d.

Name

C.B.O. 1914.

Occupation

Address
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CRESTBRED cock, yellow variegated, 2nd Clap-
ham. 1st and special Leyton (Members’). 2nd and
special Horticultural Hall, price £3; six small
Crested cocks, 1014, vimo strain, 50 /

- the half-dozen;
bargain to anyone : Rhodes, 58, Upper Waltham-
•tow-rd., Walthamstow, Essex. (1005)
liltlll ('LASS Cri sis and Orcsthrcds, from my well-
known strain, winners of numerous gold medal©, etc.

;

latest wins: -1 firsts, silver rose howl for most points,
und runner-up for beat young bird in show at Glas-
gow, Nov. 28; good stock birds, 10/- to £5 each;
state wants; approval: Jas. Watson, 10, Young-st.,
Wishaw, Scotland. (lflCQ)

LARGE yellow pied Crestbrcd cock, a beauty, only
15/0; two large huff pled Crestbrcd cocks, 12/0
each ; one yellow-green Crestbrcd cock, smallish,
10/0; one clear body grey Crest, 15/-, one year,
good breeder; six pied and green Crestbrcd hens,
young birds, 7/0 and 10/- each; all worth three
times the, money; approval with pleasure: Douglas
WILon, KincVircn, Miller st., Hamilton. (1004)
I. UtUJ'l stout bodied even-marked dark crest cock,

heavy drooping crest, comes right over beak, 25
one largo stout bodied clear buff dark crest
cook, largo round drooping crest, winnor and sp
at North shields last Boxing Day, 25/-; two grand
crest-bred liens, dark capped to suit cocks, 20/- each,
»amo strain as tho hen winner and claimed' at North
Shields and won at Newcastle-on-Tyno last Xmas;
approval, deposit with "Cage Birds"; these birds
only want seeing: J. llunds, 50, St. Aldans-rd., South
(Shields. (l0n)

Lizards.
ONE 1914 gold coek, 7/0; 1914 silver hen, 7/0; and
gold hen, 4/-, parent to above; two show cages and
.-use, 4/0, real bargain: Taylor, Grocer, Parliament-st.,
Burnley. (1914)

f Lancashires.
j

YELLOW Coppy hen, 1913, 12/-; yellow Coppy cock,
ter son, 10/- ;

two 15/- ; approval : Butler, Grocer, Sta-
tion-id., Hitchin.
LARGE pair (Lancashire-Norwich cross) Canaries,
food quality, sell 10/6; grand yellow cock 'Greenfinch
Mule, a real good one, sell X'l

; approval : Robinson,
Boot Maker, Winsford, Cheshire. (1909)
YOUNG .buff coppy cock, 20/-; do. Flainhead, 2nd
L.C.B.A., yellow Plainhead, 3rd L.C.B.A., 20/-; mon-
itor buff Plamh.ad coek, won every' time shown,
SO/-: buff coppy hen, 7/0; approval; seo show report:
Minty, Stony st., Frome. (1900)
F. J- GREEN oilers large, clear bull coppy cock,
ind grand yellow Plainhead cock, 40/- each, both
winners first Horticultural Hall thisi week (see
report); also buff Plainhead cock, bred from two
sop pies, 30/-; ditto, 20/-; good buff Plainhead hen.
I'hti; must sell immediately owing to pressure of
duties

;
stamp : 108, Ifigh-st., Lowestoft. (1916)

London Fahey.
FX)UR stock pairs for sale, reasonable, good birds,
odd hens also, cheap : Filby, Ealing Common. (1904)

I Greens.
NORWICH Greens, four pairs, 25/- pair; or ex-

for
T
c

.

lcar Borders: Bratherton, 26, Fair-clough-lane, Liverpool.
’

’ noon;NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-mg as my Manchester winning hen; approval-
Jenkins, 82. Clmreh-st., Wiclnes.
L. F, HARDING has a few of

(1855)

Norwich Greens for sale; winner outright G^C.A*.
29-1 , Market-st., Wellingboro’. (1908)ONE pajr of high-class Yorkshire! Greens, 20/-; also

o
1 unfliShted bred from win-ners. Uovarth, No. 17 Baca Crawl'ord-st., Rochdale.

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated^ win!

viteii •

™
-

i ers tb* O.C.A. cup; inspection in-

rd.r Lixa pool
reasonabIe : Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-

rl'.dy
1

''i

0 ba^ :

.

1 sood season with my Yorkshire
a

,
few very nice birds to spare, also

nuTcklY G ^mifi
nU,1w d

,

,

r^ Iei'sonabIe to clear

Berks?
’ G ' S th

’ Wellington House, Sandhurst,

them
EE

in eSS how ®a»aSe them am/keeprncm in excellent condition. Full, information on
"
h
Green

bj

^anar,Y
C°?tain

-
ed

m ,

tbe Nutshel > booklet,ureen Canaries, price 2jd., post free Write

E C.
1 ublxsiler

' Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.] London]

FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocks from 5/6,
hens 3/-; cash or deposit: Hack, Worlingham,
Beccles. (ls?4)
NORWICH, birds of size af.d substance, must
part with them; approval: Hendcrsou, 37, Grant-
st., Wick. (1903)
EXHIBITION Norwich, a few good birds, buff and
yellows, fed, cheap to clear: Sleep, 10, Oakfii-ld ter.,
Plymouth. (1913)
GRAND Norwich, show or stock birds, champion

strain; stamp, approval: Brown, 35, Mutlcy Plain,
Plymouth. (1860)
TWO 1014 good Norwich cock Canaries, sale Cl-

ench, 12/- tho two: Woodcock, 40, Dowus-rd., Wal-
mer, Kent. (1914)
W. CItAWSHAW, Crown Hotel, Accrington, can

spare u few good Norwich cocks, yellows and buffs;
state wants. (1011)
NORWICH for sale, clears, var., yellows and bulls;
cocks and hens, cheap; approval: Taylor, 113, High-
st., Brechin. (1911)
LARGE Norwich coek, grand songster, 4/6; Crest-
bred cock, good stock bird, 7,0: MeNaughton,
Alne, Yorks. (1916)
WHOLE stock and appliances, cheap; Yorkshires

also; military duties, no leisure: 2, St. .Michael's
Villas, Leeds.

^ (/79)
1 have a few good 1913-14 cocks and hens left;

prices reasonable: Taylor, 42a, Waveney-aven.,
l’eckham Rye. (1904)
UNFLIGHTED buff Norwich, hens from 2,6; 2

buff cocks 10/- each; Buck, 4, Beatriee-rd., Rich-
mond, Surrey. (1913)
EROM .Palace show birds, Norwich cocks, 7/6, hens

3/-, seen by appointment: Fabris, 15, Hyde Park
Mansions, N.W. (1899)
i HAVE five good pairs to clear, from 12/0 pair;

approval, stamp: Elliot, 18, Kdward-st., West Bel-
ton, co. Durham. 0916)
NORWICH, clear buff hen, c.f., good stock bird,
1913 bred, 10/-; approval: Morland, 65, Ravensdowne,
Berwick-on-Tweed. (1916)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, from 8/6, 10/- pair, coek

7/6, hen© 5/- upwards; approval: Grout, G4, Uughcn-
d-en-rd., Norwich. (1912)
LARGE buff variegated Norwich cock. 4th Glasgow

last week, 45/-; other cocks cheap: Bell, 35, Ctemen-
tina-ter., Carlisle. (1911)SHOW and stock birds, 1913-14, clear and greens,
cheap to clear, stamp reply: Hutton, Ivylca, Ear-
bert, Stirlingshire. (1861)
SIX nnltighted Norwich cocks, colour-fed, 20/-; six

buff hens, 14/-; approval, deposit: Smith, 102, Rus-
sel-st., Northampton. (1969)GRAND Norwich, 1914, for sale, good birds, some
fit to win, prices reasonable; approval: Wm. JalLey
73. Rlver-st., Brechin. (1914)
T. IRONS, breeder champion Norwich winner at

Two Important
Purchases of

Exhibition
arXMt~I *"rrT*

Norwich
From largo exhibitors and breeders, purchased under

riautc
circumstances Show bird,, including some

Giants, will be SOid at stock bird prie s; some grand

J?’
111

,
amongst this lot. State requirements with

sraiiip. Others from an immense stock as follows:—Cockw, 5/G, G/G, 7/6, 8/0, 10/6; hens, 2/- 3/-, 4/-*

Bs' pair
7

!® cage®’, Id."
^ CrC"3

/

' 2,<S
‘ 15/ '- 2(,/ ’'

W. HUDD, Jpkciahst, NORWICH.

Norwich! ~|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
EARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist,

numerous silver cups, medals, etc •

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable!Grand specimens to spare
; both varieties

; reason-
able . annrova - iTium.i'-fii.r, :

J. C.

Winner of

able ; approval
; inspection cordially invited - in-qmnes solicited; stamp: 113, Northneld-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

,
no

quality.—Reid’s

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale
better blood; grand type and
Buildings, Newtongrange.

J. HODBER breeder of pur© Norwich, winner ofchampion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.
; good

birds at reasonable prices; approval; stamp: 6Banner-st.
, Ft. Lukes, L-ondon, E.C.FRANK F LAV/BON, 14, Bugin-st., Carlisle. Winner

leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win localshows, from 20 -
; unfiighted birds from 7/Cmatched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; 6tamp.

Norwich : Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)NORWICH songsters for sal© from 4/- to- 6/- : Wat-
'xnpttf™ e“ as ' Nuneaton. (1908)NORWICH Canaries, cocks C/C, hens 3/-, 3/6: C.o

, 13, Is at maii-et., Cambridge.
NORWICH cock, 5/6, 6/. each; hens, 2/6 each, or

: A - c. Hatch. 132, Ber-st., Norwich. (1906)NOME good Norwich, pairs from 15 -; inspection
by appointment: Bell, 49, St. Joscphs-rd., Hornsey.

NORWICH cock, on full song, splendid shape/ can
v, in, i,6; approval: Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull.

THREE good natural yellow Norwich hens? sio
each

; approval : 81, Langliam-rd., Teddington.

LARGE unflighted wing marked colour-fed buff Nor-
wich cock, 6,6 : 1. Jenson, 6, Clifton-ter., Kenilworth.

FOR sale, fine yellow Norwich cocks, grand birds!
6'- each; worth 8/-: J. K., 27, Dtvonshire-rd., South
lahDg. (ion)

the L.C.B.A.; good birds lor sale cheap: Aviaries'
Ivy-rib, Northampton. (1913)
l’EW pair© Norwich Plainheads, 12/6 pair upwards;

single cocks, 8/6, hens 4/6 upwards : Gilbert, 50,
I!rowning-st., Leicester. (1876)
NORWICH cock Canary with drawing-room cage,

11 6; cash or exchange considered: Scruttcn 74,
Carlyle-rd., Manor Park. (1910)
MASSIVE pair Norwich, cost 35/-, accept 15/-, or
exchange British, value 20/-.: D. Coombes, Stcck-
ton-st., West Hartlepool. (1910)NORWICH cocks, in lull song, from 4/9, hens from
1/9; satisfaction guaranteed: Syd. Motiiersole, 20,
Humberstone-rd., Leiester. (1914)FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale; cocks from 6/-
hens 4/-; approval, deposit; genuine: R. Maimion
5, Wheat-st.

, Padiham, Lancs. (1903)
BAIR Norwich Canaries, sell 6)3., or exchange
D M- cock Goldfinch and hen Bullie; no rubbish:
Robinson, Wigginton, Banbury. (1904)NORWICH pairs for sale, 'cheap; also single;
stamp reply

; approval, deposit : Somerville, 42,
Brown-pi., Hope-st., Motherwell. (1903)NORW ICH.—A few high-class Norwich for sale,
mostly unfiighted; state requirements; stamp reply:
Smith, Balquhidder, Perthshire. (1912)
LOVELY green, yellow, red, and blue Parrot, talks
with cage, cheap-, also Cockatiels, Budgerigars:
Mrs. Gilbert, Shadoxhurst, Kent. (1918)
YELLOW cock, buff hen, grand type and qua].,
bred from winners, £2 pair; approval: Holmes,
Fletcher-st., Heaaor, Derbyshire. (1905)
COLD-ROOM Norwich cocks from 5/6 ; double
breeders, 2/6 each; exchange. Yorkshire hens: Lea.
55, Waterloo-square, Camberwell. (1904)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken
; approval : Mc-

Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1791)
LARGE unfiighted ticked yellow cock 15/-; bar-
gain ; approfal

; same strain winners, Westminster

:

Litchfield, 32, Tennyson-rd., Luton. (1912)
CLEAR yellow cock, variegated yellow cock, three
variegated yellow/ hens; approval (with pleasure):
Steven, 215, Montrose-st., Brechin. (1910)
WILLIAM PHIPPS has .about 50 typical Norwich

for disposal ; cold room ; inspection invited ; ap-
proval : 16, Mill Platt, Isleworth. (1904)
EDWARD FOX, Breeder champion Norwich, winner

at Palace, good birds for sale, cheap : Curzcn
Aviaries, Long Eaton, Nottingham. (1863)
H. G. HOWARD, Mount Prospect, Penzance, new

offering surplus stock high-class Norwich, mostly
non-flighted

;
can be seen any day. (1908)

FOR sale, 20 prize-bred Norwich, pairs from 15/-
and upwards; approval, deposit: C. Harradenee
Borough Cemetery, Wisbech, Cambs. (1909)
I HAVE paid high prices, you need not; magni-

ficent C.F. Norwich cocks, winning strain, 6/- each •

Hainsworth, 11, Nevett-st., Preston. (1903)
GOOD stock birds from winners, large, healthy,

fine type and quality, especially hen^j moderate
price: Barrows, Wardington, Banbury. ‘1909)
COCK Canaries, cock Goldfinches, 5/-, full song sex
guaranteed; inspection invited any time: Halford,
10, Lismore Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. (1894)
ROLLER-Norwieli, strong healthy birds, cold
aviary bred; cocks, 5/6, 7/6; hens, 3/6, 4/6: Hen-
drick. 58, High-st., Whitchurch, Salcp. (1893)
HARLAND’S champion Norwich, have few grand
birds for disposal

; state wants and price about to
give; approval: 63, AVelbcck-st., Hull. (1865)
HENRY, 13. King Edward’s-rd., Ponders End; 8
pairs Norwich, cock© yellow, 4 of hens green, large
birds; good strain; cocks on full song. (1912)
PRIZE-BRED cocks from 10/-; hens, 5/-; matched

pairs certain breed, winners, 15/- ; approval any-
where: Salter, 32, G'rosveno-r-rd., Rugby. (1907)

,

WELL-BRED Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-
ity, also single birds, reasonable, cn approval: Rob-
son, 28, Camden Grove, Peckliam, London. (191S)
H. TOMSETT, S.N.P.C., disposing grand quality

lb/- a pair, or 3/- with order and ?./- monthly after
delivery : Walter Dandie, Osgathorpe, Sheffield.
HUMPHRIES’ champion Norwich: Can spare yel-
low and buff cocks, also buff hens, show or stock-
approval, stamp: The Ledge, Aco-mb-rd., Y7ork.(1893)
HENS, two York.diire, two Norwich, two feeders

buffs, 2/- each; cocks, three Norwich, huffs, 5/0 each •

cold-room: Maaon, 4, Stanley-st.. Carnfortb. (1915)

LRED from my winners, cocks, grand size, type
?,!!

al ^’ 1,om '/ fi ; few buff hens, beauties, from
10/-, approval: Uov. Numc, Harrington, Cumberland.

T> l,
1 f' T’ \T'P • r ’ .

(1605)KLCLNr wins: Liverpool, Manchester, LC.1LA.;
two nice liiillighled IjurC cocks, loyc, uja, reasonable
approval: Buxton, Lime Grove-avenue, .Matlock.SEVEN cocks, winners, 15/- each; six cocks, 8/6
cqicli

;
two cocks, 5/-; ten unflighted hens 5/- each, or

J
;
I
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> Wlutemcor, St. Austell, Cornwall,
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u
llo 'v ’ bu,r a!,d green, from 10/-,

n-lvY ’a
ten 1914 birds; liens from 5/-, fed; ap-

TOfl’nte!
1 Dyson, 25, Wyndham-rd., Salisbury.LAIllIii l grand clear yellow cock, 20/-; grand

clear bull hen, 15/-; grand clear buff cock, 12/6- ap-
P
p°r

Ca
-

1 dcp0fit: Gu '

lin«, Harford^t., Norwich.11VE pair ol good bred Norwich at 10/6 and 12 6per pair, and 2 pair at 20/- per pair; approvalstamp reply : Wcodflne, 2, William-st., Hoolc, Chcs-

BRAYBROOK, winning strain, 2 good ycaV-oli?
yellow cocks, 15/- each; few extra buff hens 51-
each; approval: 9, Stanley-st., Brierficld, nr. Burn-

( 1008 )CLEARING out Norwich, Borders, British, exhi-
bition birds; cash; stamp reply; state wants-
fee Coctonnouth report: Hodgson, Southend, Wig’-
ton,

(1907)w. DAWSON has few good Norwich for sale;
cocks from 10/- upwards; hens, 5/- upwards; ap-
pioval, deposit: 117, Brimrose-st., Farnworth, Bobt0n

* (1907^GRAND 1913 lightly marked buff hen, very effort,
extra deep chest, superb feather, perfect wings,
bargain, 12/6: George Baxter, Highfield, - Fochabers,

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, large Bullfinch type/ Wld!
bred from winners, pairs from 15/-; state wants;
approval, deposit: Clarke, 69, Felixstovve-rd., Ips-
wicffi

^ (1918)EXTRA large buff Norwich hen, variegated, splen-
did type, 15/-; 191-1 and 1913 buff and yellow cocks
and liens, from 10/6 to 60/-: Davies, 24, College Hill
Llaneliy. °

CINNAMON Norwich, have a few nice biros ofmy prize strain to distiose of cheap; approval:
Hamilton, 4, Holhurn-gardens, Kilmurnoek-rd., New-
land, Glasgow. • (1903)REAL good Norwich cocks for sale, colour fed, yel-
lows and buffs, 7/6 to £1; state vour wants; sure to
please

; apply : H. Herbert, 19, Hartopp-rd., Clarendon
lark, Leicester. (1914)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, cocks or hens, very large,
good heads, grand type, 35 years’ breeder, judge ofmany shows

; approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick-
rd., Nottingham.

(1909)
F. J. LA.CCOHEE have for sale at very reasonable
prices good short, thick-set exhibition and stock
Norwich, state \vants and price; approval: 92 St
George-st., Norwich. (1891)JOHN HECTOR can spare few pairs from 15/--
English li.m. Goldfinch, breeder, SJ- ; also two h.m.
breeding Redpolls, 4/0 each

;
ali at war prices : 11

Polmuir-rd., Aberdeen. (1897)CHAMPION Norwich, show or stock birds, clears
or variegated; state wants and price prepared to
pay; approval; stamp reply: Pepper, 5, Greek-st
Havythornc-aven.. Hull. (1908)DECLINING the Fancy, clear yellow cock 10 '6,
buff hen 6/0, yellow hen 7/6, buff cock 15/-, large
cock Goldfinch Mule 8/6; approval: Thomas Herbert,
35, South-st., Redditch. (1913)
MASSIVE 1913 buff cock, grand head, neck, and

carriage, 15/-; ditto yellow green hen, 15/-; hot-fed
unfiighted yellow cock, 11/-; approval: Flatt, 6,
Bramford-lane, Ipswich. (1913)
GEORGE SAUNDERS can spare few good birds,

same strain as my winners at Glasgow and other
places, prices from 7/-; approval; stamp: West
Smeaton-st., Kirkcaldy. (1907)GRAND lot of 5 cocks and 4 hens, young birds all
Id excellent health, offered at half "their value to
clear; cocks from 7’/6, hens 5/-, or 50/- lot: Sleigh,
16,^ East Mayfield, Edinburgh. (1916)WOODHOUSK, Marsihiafl-tsit., Grangemouth, am
compelled to p<irt with most of my Norwich, "win-
ners and stock birds for sale cheap; see winnings
Forfar and Falkirk; approval. (1915)NORWICH: 20 unfiighted yellow and buff cocks
to spare, from 6/6, hens 4/6; three 1913 cocks, 8/6,
10 0; matched pairs, 12/6 upwards: Cratchley,
V ictoria-st., Melbourne, Derbyshire. (1905)EXHIBITION Norwich, clear yellow cock, clear buff
hen, guaranteed 1913 bred, both vvtm first prizes, in
splendid show condition, price 35/- pair; approval:
Wilson. Llangoed, Beaumaris, Anglesey.
VARDY’S strain buff cock, variegated yellow hen
good pair, 15/-; buff cock, 10/-
buff

THREE Norwich cocks at 7/- each; 8 Norwich hens
I

* e
ji
cb or Dearest offer for all ; approval HJ3„ ,

b
,
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v r sbotton

. Chester. (1906)

n
Rorwich stock cock, good head audwings, marvellous size, winner, with lovely yellow

nre’ ?
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M
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ner
1;

tbo r,air only 17/0, a bargain
;
ap-

-North
. Breeder, 443, Manchestcr-rd., Brad-

u.
(1917)

to°!dU ma
I
II>i0n Norwich Canaries; have decided

took
°Pmg £W1"8 tc »>»t having time tolook alter them. No better blood in England •

Svvindon?
UtS t0: W ' iir0ok“' 13 - Cheltenham-st.!

"how chy.
F

!

lnd
;^ Norwich cock, singing,

(I

ind
be sold

Ularked Norwich lien, to
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^.
ofr° r received Tuesday next,

st/'l^n 6flt ab°VC fUUd: Tj6on
’ 1C9 ’ sl

;
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BRfZE-BREp Norwich Canaries, for song or show,
,,

K'd)J?,
13 clear yellow cock 15/-, third at

Dec. 28th; young yellow cocks from 7/6;
overstocked: H. Coker, 89, Risca-cd.

( 1012 )

Cardiff,

good birds,

Newport (Mon.)
II. IHURLKY, 153, Northumberland Park, Tot-

baa BOCd Norwich for disposal
; exhibitionand k-echng strain; see City and Suburban and

e-ordlalty iS"”816 ^ l! °‘“ 7
l
6 ’

coc
,

k
- to° Iarfle for show, grandstock biid, 30/-; clear or marked buff hen to“a

i°
b eacll

> °r 4-i/- the three; marked yellow^k
L
r^ approval willingly: \\ hent, Postmaster,Cambridge flown, Essex. not-,

hens
I

^rom
REIJ !

f°"
vi<:h • IIav0 some champion buffliens Horn j/-

; buff eoeks from 12 - • all bred from

£y~L;

CB A
L1

T°'
S
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,

ty arid Sub
; V-. boScock, 1st E.C.B.A. Linnet class,

Birkbeek-grove, Acton W
JAMES M. THOMAS can

25/-: Smith. 45,

(19091

aT s1^r izlong, lii adfoid National, etc.; oc© re-pi rts • urice-4

field -°r dtP°Mt: J)irch ‘

MR.

. . ... . green cock, 8/-;
hens from 4/6: one variegated buff topper,«/-«• Nelson, 18, Chester-st-., Rugby. (1906)FOR sale, 7 Norwich l’lainhcad Canaries, 5 hens,

5/- each; 2 cocks, one 10/-, one 15/-; useful ex-
change entertained: William Olley, 9, Girlish-terr.
Coundon, Bishop Auckland, Co. DCR«ham. (1905)TWO exceptionally nice clear yellow hens, grand
size, can win in good company in natural-colour
classes. Send stamp for prices: G. E. Weston
Specialist, 42, Lewisham-rd., London, N.W.
the whole stock for sale of winning Norwich
Plainheads, 8 pairs in all, also breeding and show
cages; would take offer for lot; cheap to clear:
Reid, Ashgrove, Sheephousehill, Fauldshouse. (1904)
NORWICH to win. C. H. Goodman has some very

fine birds of both sexes .and colour that can win in'
good company from 10/6 to 60/-; approval; state
requirements to 24, Bedford-rd., Kempston, Bedford.

(1870)
HIGHLY bred Norwich, good headed buff cock and

big variegated .veil, lien, 25/"-; yellow cock, 10/-

;

good beaded buff hen, big unfiighted buff hen, 12 6
each: Norman, Bird Artpst) Eyrie, Carshalton, Surrey.

(1692)
I WON 3 firsts, 1 second, 2 specials and challenge
cup (second time) at Leyton, with four birds;
all my birds for sale, no exception

;
grand quality,

cheap: Tuck, 9, fl'he Crescent, Walthamstow, li.

Yorks. (1914 )

. — cal1 spare a few more biidsfrom his famous strain; line, large, variegatedye low cock, 30/- only; ticked yellow I,cu, winner!
40/-, bargain; some grand stock birds, very cheap:

.
fcd §!jasto", Birmingham. (191/j

hi
131

f
Norwich cocks and liens, yellows and

buffs, all noil-led, coid-room bred, in perfect health;
out ol nine entries (lour classes) at the City andCounty Show had ihree Ists, four 2nd©, two 3rds;

a
m Bar

i

ks
’ ° X ' Kalliousie-st., Perth, Scotland.H A \ L 10 e.xtra grand yellow liens, with size, etc.,

lo/ - and L'l each; also 10 grand butt hens. 10/G, 12 Cand lo/- each; thcoe are worth double; tip-tcp pairs

'n
m
n

of\ to
,
£^ per Pair ; approval with pleasure:

1 he Greatest Norwich Specialist, Judge Silk, Whit-
stable.

^ (1919)
'V- LIDGEfT, winner two silver challenge cups New-

•ark Show last week, also runner-up: Massive buff
cock, cup winner (not yellow as report says) £2
worth £5, grand stock bird; buff hen (runner-up),
10/6; variegated yellow heu, 3rd same show, 10 6-
Lidgett, Grocer, Newark. (101o>
GREAT sacrifice, must clear immediately, massive
framed, large-headed, colour-fed buff Norwich cock,
unfiighted, winner 5 honours recently, 15/-; also
yellow cock of equal merits, 12/-, not been’ shown
very typical specimen, worth treble: Uawkes V
Pretoria-rd., Lcytonstone. (1919)TYPICAL, deep, colour-fed, thick-set, unffightid
bull Norwich heus, winner 2nd last week, and re-
cently woa two other prizes, accept 10 6; also varie-
gated buff and yellow, of equal merit, 7.6 each; com-
pulsory sale, worth treble; show cage©, 2/- extra:
Uawkes, 26, Pretoria rd., Leytonstone. (1919;
I HAVE a lew good Norwich for disposal, prices

reasonable; inspection .invited; same related to my
winners see reports North Manchester also Open-
shaw and Gorton and Sale open ©how, winning 3
medals, including Sundiford’s : Cain, 15, Eefton-st.,
Ashton New-rd., Bradford, Manchester. (1910;
YOU have size but cannot win? Why? You lack

type, quality and colour. I have yellow find buff
cocks, medium size, lovely type and quality, bred
from big birds, just suit large hens, from 10 ; have
you read report of Reading and L.C.B.A.? Approval-
G. W. Saunders, Thursley Hall, Haslemere. (1909)NORWICH Canaries, 1/lj, by C. A. House. Teil3
the fancier ail that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
"Forming a Stud,” and "How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book-
many times over: "Cage Bird©,” 154, Fleet-street
London
A. SCOTT, Scott's Hotel, Lancaster, winner at
Liverpool, Manchester, Halifax and Sale, offers largo
yellow cock, beautiful quality, good head, 30/-;
another yellow cock, also largo and good head’
25/-; large clear buff cock, good head" and ueck’,
25/-; unttighted buff cock, a beauty, 20/-- two
yellow hens, real gems for quality and shape °0 -

each; buff hens, from 10/6. (1916)
W. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester, offers clear huff

hen, 3rd Palace, 1914, 60;-; inonsft-r eye-marked
huff cock, big winner, 50/- unfiighted wing-marked
buff, a model, 35/-x clear yellow cock, 3rd Bos-
combe, 25/-; ticked buff cock, 2nd Boscombe 21/-;

.

ear yellow hen, winner, rod hot colour, grand
size, 25,-;' three-pointed yellow hen, winner, 21
all abo\ e are less than half their value; approval.

R. COLLEY
<8, Corkerhill, Glasgow, can now supply a few
matched pairs, of high-class Norwich type and
quality correct; price oil application; approval with
pleasure.

(1912)

PURE NORWICH.
Bred from th© best blood in tho country; Smart
cobby buff hen, 10/-; large cobby buff cock, 12 6;
and large yellow cock, 12/6; will guarantee satisfac-
tion, or return your money; particulars: Taylor,
Grocer, Parliamcut-st., Burnleyi (1914)

GRAND OPPORTUNITY.
to procure the strain that lias won this season
at I..C.B.A« Liverpool, Manchester, Nottingham.
Alfreton, Wirksworth, etc. (including specials) •

grand unfiighted cocks, typical hens, prices reason!
able; enquiries solicited-: Dean. Holmewood. Mat-
lock -

(1912)

1 PLYMOUTH PLAINHEADS
are the best. At Plymouth ©how I won Norwich
Challerfgo Cup, special most points and 15 money
prizes; winners for .sale: non-flight buff cocks
2nd 40/-, 4th 20/-; 1913 buff, 2nd, 20,-; 11113 yellow’
1st, 20/-; others from 10, C :, fl'honias Pope 98'
Embankmcnt-rd., Plymouth. (1905)

WINNING NORWICH.
Clear yellow cock, winner several prizes, 4th

Manchester, class of 17, in show form, £3’ 10/ •

unflighted clear yellow, perfect head, grand quality"
can win, 45/-; marked yellow unfiighted, 20/-: up!
proval : Hirst, 17, ilamsbottoln-st.. Accrington. (1900)“
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20/-. 30/-. 40/-. 50/-
per pair.

CHAMPION NORWICH,

Etc.

The above strain nerds no bounce. All I nerd do
is to refer you to reports ol' leading sliowo. My
birds are still winning consistently. For years they
ttn been in the front rank, winning numerous
champion trophies of the Specialist Clubs. There is

no bettor blood in the Fancy. J am now offering a
few pairs bred from these noted winners at above
prices. Single birds, cocks or hens, at proportionate
prices. Every, bird is worth double. . 1 have nleo a
number of good birds from other well-known strains
ns follow,-: Smart Thick-sat Cocks, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-
encli. Good Cobby Hens. 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10 /- each.
Matched breeding pairs, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/- per
pair.

• CHAMPION YORKSHIRES.
Grand lengthy Yorkshire Cocks, in perfect feather

ami condition, and on full song, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-

each. Erect racy Hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6. Matched
Pairs, 8/6. 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. EXHIBITION YORK
SHIRES bred from my own winners, and ready for
immediate benching, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-

cacli upwards. 1 have also a choice selection of
Crcsto, borders. Mules, British. Rollers, etc., etc. I

invite all fanciers to come and make their own se-
ieetiou. To those unable to come I am prepared to
send one or more birds to any address in the United
Kingdom, on 10 days’ approval, at my sole rick. I

guarantee absolute satisfaction to everyone, or cash
returned in full. Send a P.C. for my Free Illustrated
Catalogue. Travelling Cages, 3d. extra in all cases.
Easy payments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS '
Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

C. W. SI Lie,

Glen Rosa, Emswortb,
Exhibitor and Breeder cl Champion winning Norwich.
See show reports. Winner of Diploma, Challenge
Cups, and Specials too numerous to mentoin. I can
spare some grand birds, both fer Show or Stock.
Kindly state requirements. All birds sent on ap-
proval willin gly. (1SS0)

NORWICH NORWICH
Unique Norwich Canaries. These are net bought
for sale, but bred to win; by A. E. Thorpe, gold
medallist and diploma winner, of 28, Park-grove,

. Leven'sbulme, having .a few good birds for disposal,
and can offer a grand 1913 huff cock, winner of
several, prizes, a bargain, 30/- ; splendid type and
quality

;
good 1913 tick, yellow cock, 12/0 ; and some

grand unflighted buff, yellow, ticked and clear cocks
Irons 7/6 ; liens from 6/- ; teeming with quality

;

approval willingly. (191'’)

STOP ! THINk7~
The best are cheapest. My birds won over 70
prizes last venr in champion classes; cocks, grand
size, type, quality, 10/- to 70/-; hens, gems all
o yer, 10/s 15/-, 20/-; approval; (see Cinnamons):
Rev.- Nurnc, Harrington. Cumberland .

CITY CUP
and Dulwich winners, my own breeding. Ten pairs
at 15/- to efTect quick clearance, about half the
value of single bird; seen any time.—F. J. Martin,
61. Battersea Park-road, S.W, n905)

Messrs. Goyghg Loach
Olivedale Aviaries, 32, Humber Rd., Wolverhampton,
always in the cards (see wins at Bristol, Oxford,
Northampton, Coventry, West Bromwich, etc.).

Yl
:

llow C°ck, 1912 bred, stock bird, 15/-: large
Buft Cock, 1913 bred, stock or show, £1; fine Buff
Cock, 1913 bred, show, £1 ; extra good Buff Cock
1913 bred, show, £1 10/- (took 2nd Crystal Palace
1914); two young ’’arked Buffs, good heads and
necks, £1 5/-; one young Marked Yellow, good head
and neck, £1,10/-; six young Clear and Mkd. Yellow
Hens, 8/- to £1 10/-; seven Clear and Mkd. Buff
Hens, 7/- to £ 1 . Satisfaction guaranteed; approval
willingly. Inspection invited. Train faro paid one
way within 20 miles’ radius.

W. H. TURNER,
The Champion Norwich Breeder

of 18 Years Standing. _
Winner of 3 Diplomas, Gold Medals, and over 1,500
Prizes Von at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,
Manchester, etc., etc. I have bred and supplied
birds which have won at Manchester, Liverpool.
Halifax, etc., this year, and have still 200 left to
select from, related to my well-known winners.
Prices reasonable; inspection invited: approval wil-
lingly.— 3a, Percival St., Hightown, Manchester.

Rollers & Singing Canaries
I

BREEDER’S CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Pollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.G.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in .England.

i\ inner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913
MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Rollers

;

finest strain birds for sale, moderate prices : Fair-
light, Richmond Park-rd., Bournemouth. (1893)

WANTED Rollers: Pearson, Greenw'ich. (1900)
HIGH-CLASS Roller hens, 2/C and 3/-: J. Cavis. 17
Roman-rd., Preston. (1907)mu ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd
Aviaries, Gorseinon. (189"1

)ROLLER cocks, full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9- hens, 2/-;
a
?J?rS

v
.
a * : Boss, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.li. (1919)PURE Rollers, none batter at 7/6, 8/6, io/C hens

2,- - stamp reply: J. Bennett, 28, Enville-st., Stour-
bridge.

(ls78)GLUCKE and Seifert Rollers. club rung, 19E4 ,

cocks 10,6, hens 3/-: R.. Fletcher, 26, Cross-st.,
Prescot.

(1S80)

ROT.I.ER show rugcd, strictly club pattern, 3/ each,
special price per doz. : Osborne, Dudley rd., Wolver-
hampton. (1918)
BRITISH Roller cocks, 7/6, warranted; bens. 2/-:

J. Park, Breeder of Ulgli-clus3 Rollers, 69, Essex-
st., Preston. (1904;
GLUCKE Rollers, bred from contest birds, some

deep-toned Clucked from 10/ each: Mucfcady, Jewel-
ler, Stranraer. ' (1917)
SEIFERT Rollers, full song, cold room bred, sing

anywhere, C/6, 7/0, hens, 1/9; approval: Ditch, Staf-
ford st., Walsall. ( 1805 )

PURE Randall’s strain; a few good stock bird*),
B3, also winners, for talc; approval: Hayward,
Mclksham, Wilts. (1908)
FOR sale, 10 pairs, Seifert Rollers, cocks, In full
song, HI/- per pair to clear: Jackson, 1, llereford-
st., Nelson, Lanes. (1912)
ORGAN and schoolmaster trained, young Glucko

an(l Water-GIucke cocks, 7/0, 10/6, 12/6; Higgins, 1,

Mary-st., Tyldesley. (1874)
PURE Rollers, Randall’s, cold-room bred, perfect

health, full song; cocks 7/6: Close, 33, Chester-
fleld-rd., Blackpool. (1904)
ROLLER hens, splendid quality, bred from my
champion strain, 2/-, 3/- each: Fred Allen, B.B.C.,
156, Porter-st., Hull. (1989)
DEEP Glucke Rollers, winning strain, cocks 10 6,

12/6, 15/-, hens from 3/6 : Parker, 16,’ Friston-st.,
Ladywood, Birmingham. (1918)
FOR sale young songster Canaries, guaranteed cocks
ami on song, 4/-, 4/6, and 5/-: Arthur Munks, Mans-
field Wootlliouse, Notts. (1897)
DEEP Glucko Roller cocks, R.R.C.C. rung, from

10/6, hens 3/- and 5/- each: T. Gradwell, 53, Camp-
bell-st., Moses Gate, nr. Bolton. (1910)
LEIPZIG Rollers. Cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens 3/-,

47.-, 10 days’ approval; my ri.-k; Colclcugh, Erie
House, Stonerd., Longton, Staffs. (1905)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval

:

McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (1791)
WANTED, two Roller Schoolmasters, in exchange

for new Ashford’s chimney-sweeping machine, cost
40. - : Tailor, 60, South-st., New Ross. (1914)
WALTON'S champion Glucke, water Glucke Rol-

ler.?; cocks 10,6. 12/0, 15.-; approval, deposit: Wal-
ton, 6, Cross Green Crescent, Leeds. (1S75)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke Rollers, cold-room bred, organ
and schoolmaster trained, B.R.C.C. rung,* cocks, 10 / 0 ;

hens, 3/6; approval: Hunter, 21, Cross-st., Prescot.

(1909)
CHAMPION 1914 Roller cocks, in full song, from

10/6; hens, same etrain, from. 5/-; first come first

served: Tom Horsfield, Outfitter, Farmvorth, S.O.
(1914)

ROLLER cocks, in full song day and gaslight, 8/6
each; seven days’ approval; cash or deposit: W.
Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, nr. Brad-
ford. t (1917)
CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall's, B.R.C.C. rung,
thoroughly trained; cocks from 10/0; approval wil-
lingly : Davy, Sneiston Gardens, Ashbourne, Derby-
shire. • (1914)
GLUCKE and Water-Gluoke Rollers, young cocks,

10/6, 12,6, 15/-; hens same strain, 5/6; 7 days’ ap-
proval: J. C. Banks, 49, St. Hubei ts-rd., Great Har-
wood. (1852)

HIGH-CLASS - Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,
10/6, Walton and Randall strain; (hens, 2/6, 3,0;
cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. *

i
1 >]?)

GLUCKE strain Rollers, Randall's, Lyon's, highly
trained cocks, 7,6 to 15/-; hens, 3/-; pairs selected;
approval : Earnshaw, Breeder, Trainer, 7, Rook-st.,
Nelson, Lancs. (1860)
A FEW real imports, Leipzig birds, 1913 hatched,
moulted and in full song, those are ali highest qual-
ity, specially imported: Mrs. Hollins,v Coppice Drive
Aviaries. Harrogate. (1912)
NOTICE, (ll'icke cock, vhc Newton 1913, 2 young
cocks on song, also 6 Glucke liens, all B.R.C.C.
rung ; lot £2, or nearest offer : W. Deinings, Fleet-
st., Pemberton, Wigan. (1913)
SEE Gommersall's other advertisement: Rollers
“ H. Best” strain. Owing to having to remove 11

cocks, 7/6 each, 11 hens, 2/C; cages, 1 J- each; dou-
ble breeding cages, 3/- each. (1909)

HIGH-CLASS Seifert Kollcff-s, full song day and
gaslight; cocks, 10/-; hens, 3/6; seven days’ ap-
proval ; cash or deposit : Whiteley, Buckwood Cot-
tage, Thackley, nr. Bradford. (1917)

BRITISH bred Rollers, 'young cock.?, B4 rung, father
winner at live singing contests only times shown,
7/6, 10/6; few hens, same strain, 5/6 couple: Har-
greaves, Sunbeam House, Midway Avenue, Bridling-
ton. (1915)
TWO loud singing 1914 Hartz Mountain Roller
cocks, cold-room bred, genuine sacrifice, 4/- each, 7/-

the two; also splendid 8-holed,* singing cage, loose
fronts, bargain, 8/6, cost 35/-: Davenport, Hay
Mills. Birmingham. , (1918)
LEIPZIG Roller cocks, they sing all day. 7/6,

10/-, 12/6; cold-room bred, excellent condition,
trained by Schoolmaster, equal to any at 15/-:
approval

; cash deposit ; Fenton Greenwood, Eiffel-

st., Hebden Bridge., (1903)
TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high class
Rollers; have grand young cock, full song. 6/6, 7/6;
extra deep-toned cocks, io/C, 12/0 each ; liens, 2/-

:

birds sent at once on part payment; balance in 7

days: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (1915)

J. H. WILLOWS, Draper, Wcdnesbury, winner of
7 cups, including M.R.C.C. challenge cup, scores
of medals and specials, has for sale few of his
champion strain Rollers, cocks 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, up-
wards^ hens 7/0, 10/- each; approval willingly. (1908)

DEEP Water Glucke Rollers, winners of champion
young bird class at Manchester last year, shown at
five shows and got a prize at them all, 35/-, bought
off Mr. Ives

;
his sons, 15/-; call any time and hear

them sing; Jobson, 151, Penrhyn-rd., Hunters Bar,
Sheffield. (1009)
niGII-CLASS Rollers, pure Seifert and Glucke

strains, perfectly trained cocks, in full rolling song,
10/6. 12/6, 15/-, 21/- each; hens, 2/6, 3/6, 5/- each;
metal Roller singing cages, 2/6; cabinets for same,
2/6: Roller box cages, 3/9 and 5/-; special mixed
Roller seed, 5d. lb., Tibs. 2/6; catalogues free:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1015)
GLUCKE and Beil Glucke Rollers for which I gained

special, also 1st, 4th, and special for Bass at
Inter, show, Lopdon, this voar; also winner of
several cups, medals etc.; B.R.C.C. rung; cold room
bred; cocks, 15/-, £0/- each; also two that gained
24 points each Bacup, 25/- each; hens 5/-; approval;
cash, deposit or exchange anything useful : Bird,
Brook-st., Bilston. (1906)

Rollers Rollers Rollers
Grand collection, from most of noted strains in
England, in many cases purchased direct from such
well-known names. Cocks (not so-called cocks), 5/-,
C/6, 7/6, 10/0, 15/-, 20/-

; hens, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 upwards.
Pairs, matched for breeding, 6/6 to 22/6; cages, 3d.
Approval with pleasure:

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

FEW more of my famous Glucko Rollers ready,
10/6, 12/6 each ; Schoolmaster* and contest singers,
16/. und 20/- each; all bred from my last season
winners, third prize and medal winner, 27 points
at Bury last season, ft» good as ever, 35/-, a bar-
gain

;
every bird B.R.C.C. rung, and pure Ran-

dalls, the finest strain In England; seven days’ ap-
proval; deposit Editor ; 1 liuvo score# ol testi-
monials open for Inspection; Elherington, 226,
Fletcher rd., Preston. (1907)
RANDALL’S cup strain, B4 x 14, cx. 3rd and

special Rosscndale, 30/-, worth 40/-; 114. x 20, scored
20, B4. x 10, w points Roller contest Manchester,
22/0 and 20/.- ; siro of these, B2. x 0C5, and two
water Glucke hens, 22/C only; 113 *‘•3403, won 4th
and special Rossendale, highly commended London
International, 25/-; all customers “so far” have
bought the first Roller cocks I have sent them;
approval, deposit: Atherton, M. B.R.C.C., 36,
Christian-rd., Preston. (1918)

14 DAYS' TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contort Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years and have received thousands of testi-
monials. These wonderful song.sters, only 15/- each,
on J4 days’ trial at our risk ; special terms, send
10/ • deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and wo will- oend one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days’ trial at our risk. Try ono again, t any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Ileus same strain, 3/6 and 4/G each; Yorkshire,
Norwich and other Canaries on the same terme;
lists free: Buirstows, Ormskirk rd., Preston. (1878;

British Bred toilers
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall’s and one of best organs, price 10/-,
1-1-., 15/-, 20/-; 160 trained, ail guaranteed and on
approval, hens 2/0, 3/6; best lot Rollers in England;
proper Roller box cages, onamjlled sand drawer,
etc:, 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; established
fifty years; thousands of testimonials; for proof
write Editor, v.ho has seen the originals; send for
catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston ; also at SU, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, London.

w. RUDD,

Don't Take
My Word

lor It that any one of th#
following arc better valuo in
1 ork .hires than I or any run
else have ever offered, " but
Just have on approval. I will
pay all return carriage. Let mu
prove this statement by send-
ing any of the following -
Cocks, 6/-, 5/C, 6/0, 7/8, 8;0,
1J/6; hens, 2'

, 2/0, 310, 6/-;
pairs, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 10/0, 12 0,
15/-, 20/- upward. Cages, 3d.

Tho Bird
Specialist NORWICH.

YORKSHHIRS 19J4 cocks, 7/C ; fitock cod:?, ]j>/. •

p
aPP(yval: S. 8. Wright, 113, Whit l ineIcndlcton, Manchester.

FIFTY Yorkshire cocks nn f,,nYorkshire cocks, on full eong. 7/6 10/0

Pn'sHi M*
J>‘1 '

’ ,
t' n approval : \V. Powb l .C

ni
drmK i

Ee,
i

Dewsbury. (HUG)
,1 'V?

Fork lures, stock and rhow birds, tie:S' obtainabiI.
, ten days’ approval: W. Powjek

JRiw;,btiry. (W\C,)

Scotch Fancies,
A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale

;
good stock birds:

“William Mujrhead, Mairnst., Bannockburn. (1S&5)
A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale, good stock birds,
cheap to clear: S. Jackson, Southfield, Kirkmuirhiil.

(1916)
FOR sale,, 2 Scotch Fancy cocks, yellow' and buff,

well bred; approval: W. Burgess, 57, Townhead,
Irvine. (IDlc;
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, young birds, all colours,
cocks, hens, good birds: James Little, 25, Glen-st.,
Paisley. (1898)
BUFF Piebald, Scotch Fancy hen, lost mate, sell

15/-
; approval : Morland, 65, Iiavenadowne, Berwiek-

on-Tweed. (1916)
SCOTCH Fancies, cocks and liens, good stock birds,
young, cheap to clear; approval: Hugh Howie, 29,
Oswald-rd., Kirkcaldy. (1911)
SCOTCH Fancy, bred from winners, bull-faced yel-
low hens, yellow pied and bull' cocks : Renwick, 126,
Ingleby Drive, Glasgow. (1915)
SCOTCH Fancy Canaries, giving up breeding: cocks,

15/C ; hens, 7/6, to clear : Miller, Clothier, 35, Dept-
ford Bridge, Greenwich. (1914)
ALL my well-known stock for sale, including 16
young birds, cages, rack, etc. : Mcllwain, School,
Mount. Florida, Glasgow. (18341
A FEW good Scotch Fancies for sale, all colours,

cocks and hens, young : Apply, William Edgar, 76.
Queens-bury-st., Dumfries. '

(1916)
FOR ©ale, several first-class Scotch Fancies, able to
win, both sexes; reasonable: Wm. Wilson, 246, Alii-
son-st., Govanhill, Glasgow. (18CS)
SCOTCH Fancies, yellow and buff cocks, yellow and
bull hens; all colours cheap to clear; good birds:
Howden, 6. Ccchrane-place, Leith.
SCOTCH Fancies for sale

;
yellow, buff and piebald

cocks and hens; well-bred birds; cheap; also feed-
ing hens : Brown, 18, High-st., Rothesay. (1906)

YorRshires-

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. - AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking' exhibition and stud
birds, pairs T5/-, 20/-,* 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/-; the
finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 years;
many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show, Palace, 1914 ; ap-
proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View-ten., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

WANTED Yorkshires: Pearson, Greenwich. (1900)
PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, from my winners, from

10/- each : Macready, Jeweller, Stranraer. (1917)
THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing, lot

C/C: Lloyd, 24, Cecil-rd., GorseinoD, Swansea. (1879)
YORKS, yellow and buff cocks, 7/6, hens 4/6; ap-
proval, deposit: Chubb, Park Close-rd., Alton, Hants.
YES, an excellent .season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
THREE grand Yorkshire green cocks, yellow, 7/C
and 10/-, buff 10/-; worth double; Vickers, 4, Worth-
st., Wigan. (1914)

YORKSHIRE cocks in full song, from C /- upwards:
Whittaker, 15, Lowtou-aven., Church-lane, Moston,
Manchester. (1905)

YORKSHIRES for sale, cocks 10/-, hens 4/-; see
ehow reports Clapham, etc.: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-
rd., Holloway. (1884)
YORKSHIRES, still a few good pairs left from 15/-,

no better blood in the Fancy: Jeffrey, 209, -York-rd.,

Battersea, London. (1918)

TWO grand apairs of Yorkshires, 12/6 a pair; also

one cock, 7/-: J. Whalley, 30, Princess-st., Wharton,
Winsford, Cheshire. (1910)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sal^, cheap, guaranteed
bred from my winners; approval: L. Yates, 135,

Maybury-rd., Woking. (1916)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale cheap, cocks or

hens, own breeding from my winners ; approval

:

Barfe, Pateley Bridge. (1S9G)

. TWO pairs Yorkshires, hen3, both reared last

season, 8/- pair; one 1914 cock, 5/-: Drake, 19,

Westgate; Cleckheaton. ' (1904)

FIVE splendid young Yorkshires for sale, rare
singing birds* price from 5/6 each : Sykes, 6, Fur-
st., Boothtown, Halifax. (1916)

YORKSHIRES, typical matched pairs from 8/- to
20/- pair; few songsters, 6/6 to 7/6 each: Fewstcr,
Middlestown, Wakefield. (1S96)

YORKSHIRES, colour- fed, cccka 5/6, Inns V pair*
7

,
0 ; overstocked, ho dealers: Williams, 802,’ ivn |-

stone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield.
’

COME and inspect this noted strain of clear- andgreens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe.08 . Brunswrck-rd., Liverpool.
LONG and typical nnffighted York- li ires, cceks from'

,/6 , hens 4.6 each; inspection invited: Liovd 84
Chichelc-rd., Cricklewcod, N.W. (Umi’

UP Yorkshire and Norwich clears, cham-
r

,

0n cocks
- °J- '• 1| Cfi p

, 3/-; cages, 1/-; ut -n-

I

sils: 296, Kensington, Liverpool. (1907

1

SEVERAL smart pairs of siirn, stylish Yorkshire-
rare quality, reasonable; on approval; Robson, 2

*’

1 eckliam, London. naisiN 1IICE. Grand lot Yorkshires, for shew or songpnces iow, easy payments taken; approval: Mt>Ksand, Seabright, Gastlo Douglas. (17jli
SALE, carrying cast, three show cage' one Yo k-

slarc buff cook, yellow hen, 15/-; bargain, deposit •

^ h ibelri T,1
, , Southport. <1909)

.
EKAL good \ orkshire cocks for sale. 8

'6 10 G

ivan
r
?i

C
,

o!ol
,

lr
,',

clcan allli healthy : W. Griffiths. 17
’

O'dfie’d-.rd., Ellesmere Port, Cheshire. ncqs,
SELL 10 pair Yorkshires, 5/6 a pair, own breeding-
cash or deposit

; inspection invited: W. Spencer lVWood End, Hebden Bridge!, Yorkshire.
( 1911 )SMART lengthy young Yorkshires for sale, bredfrom my champions, cocks from 7/6, h- ns 5 -; ap-

proval: James Thomas, Jingle, Cornwall
REDUCING stock; a few good Yorkshire cocks

S?.'
1
! ,

llens (•>“*). Hom 7/0 and 3/-, well bred:
Bethnal Green. <1 90C)lOsKSHUtS, grand unflighted cocks, bred from

1st Manchester, Glasgow, Leicester, 15 -, 20/- 30/--
approval : Hirst, Ramsbottom-st., Accrington. ’( 1906 )

,

^

"
;

.

CRAW HALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class
' ork shi res, soma good birds for sale; approval, de-
posit: St. Gcorge’s-terrace, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne. (1788)
YORKSHIRES for sale, four pair 8/- pair

; yell, and
cocks, 5/- each; cages for sale; inspection in-

Vi,,Lan5, day : J - Bagutey, Thorntcn-le-Clav, York.
BARGAIN’S; three yellow, one buff cock, 7/- each;

buff lien, 4/6; all won honours; pairs from 10/ ; in-
spection invited: Last, 8, Bank-buildings, Turley.
THIRTY high-class Yorkshire, single or pairs, must

sell ; state wants, seen any night; also lew British:
W. D. Hall, 124, Lancroft-st., Bennington, London.

M. BUCHANAN, 338, Duke-st., Glasgow, has still
a tew good birds to sell; cheap; Dr. Lyson’s stock;-
see Glasgow and District, this issue

; ‘state wants
SLIM 7m. unffighted buff hen, 10 -; ditto yeilow

cock, 12/6; 1913 clear buff cock, 20/-; ditto veilow
“e". B?/-; approval: Flatt, 5, Bramford-lane, Ipswich.
SALE unflightcu buff Yorkshire eock, 1st prize

Southport Show, 12/6; yellow ben, 5/- to match -

bargain, deposit; Wright, 10, Shellfield-rd.,- -South-
port

- (1909)FINE Yorkshire cocks, guaranteed full song, ” mynoted strain, 4 - each ;

'quality hens, 2'-; 7 days’
approval, cash or deposit: Radley, 18

,
Bank-st.,

Osoett.
(]917 )YORKSHIRES, genuine sale, own breeding, cocks

from 6/6 to 12; 6, hens 3/- to 6/-; cash or deposit*
approval: O. Fisher, Albert Villas, Chatteris!
Cambs.

( 1913)PAIR exceptionally fine Yorkshires, typical bird#
of highest quality, 18/-, or 3/- with order and 8/-
monthly after delivery: Walter Dandle, Osgatborpe,
Sheffield.

THIS year’s winners. Note “Cage Birds" reports.
Typical unffighted buff cocks from 7;G; buff bens
from 5/6; show or stock: Craven, Yelverton-terr.,
Plymouth. (1912)
A quantity of highest class Yorkshires for stock

or show bench; perfect health and condition; send
enquiries : Mrs. Hollins, Coppioe Drive Aviaries,
Harrogate.

( 1912)
SIX-POINTED yellow cock, 25/-, worth double; tkd.
buj' cock, a topper, 20/-; several others, cocks from
10,'- to 15/-; only want seeing: Larking, 394, Lillie-
rd., Fulham. (1909)
YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, few splendid birds for

sale, send price prepared to pay, and requirements ;

no dealers: Mr. Williams, 862, Penistone-rd., Owler-
ton, Sheffield. (191S)
OVERSTOCKED, Yorkshire, guaranteed cocks, my
winning strain, full song, 4 -

; fine hens, 2/-; 7 days’
approval; cash or deposit: Taylor, Temperance
House. Oseett. (1917)
TYPICAL Yorkshire Canaries for sale, bred from
winners; best blood obtainable; exchange enter-
tained ; approval ; Blackburn, Dixon Close, Bamford,
near Rochdale. (190G)

v, HAVING selected my breeding stock, can spare a
tew good birds, cocks from 7/6, hens from 5/-,

vitinijag strain; approval, deposit: J. Cliff, 78,

Brook-st., Selby. (1913)
WINNING Yorkshires, long racy birds, cocks from

6/-, hens 3/-, and upwards; stock or show birds on
approval ; cash or deposit: G. Hymas, 2, Bells Yard,
Mansfield, Notts. » (1893)
FEW good unflighted cocks and hens, related to my
cup winner- (eee Highgate and Hampstead report)

;

low prices; approval, deposit; Knight, 46, Spencer-
rd., Kentish Town. (1918)

PRIESTLEY’S high-class Yorkshires from my win-
ning 6train

;
cocks from 5/- ; hens from 3/- ;

cash or
deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaythorne-rd., West
Bowling, Bradford. (1SS0)

THREE pairs large handsome Yorkshires to dis-

pose of through slackness of work, sacrifice 36/- lot,

bargain: White, 113, Brandon-rd., Cornwaii-rd.,
Brixton-hill, London. (1907)

YELLOW cock 1913, 2nd Clapham, 1913, 28 in class,

1st L.C.B.A., £1 1/-; fifty others, some winners,

al! well bred, 8/0 to 30/-: Johnston, 123, Ferma
Park-rd., Hornsey, N. (19051
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Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 6/0 ,

7 /-,

«/-, 10 / 6 , 12/6 each, on lull

song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6 ,

10 / 6 ,

12 / 6 ,
15 /- 20/- per pair. In

Clears, ureen Marked, ami
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy hens at 3 /-, 4/-, 5 / ,
6/-, 7 /-, 8/6 each. Also

good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
aa Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6 /-, 7 /-, 8/6 , 10/6 each, flay and
gnslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12 / 6 , 15/-, 20 /- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent o(T at once on receiving first

payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, and
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms : Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

CHAS. MORRISON, the Yorkshire Champion, has
about GO pairs Yorkshires for sale, bred from his
winners, 8/6 pair; chance in lifetime; stamp reply:
Cllfton-rd., Brighouse. (1011)
PARKER'S champion Yorkshires, .pairs from 7/6 to
£5; 1st Bristol, 3rd Oxford, Reading, hottest compe-
tition, soo report I..C.U.A.; approval, deposit: 68,
Uloncoster-rd., Bristol. (1911)
GOOD Yorkshires, typical standard length, cocks

from 8/0; hens, 5/-; matched pairs, 12/6; also few
hull's, first-cross, Belgians, 10/6; approval: Geo. York,
Melbourne, Derbyshire. (1905)
GRAND lot of Yorkshires and Norwich, guaran-

teed bred from my winners, from 10/6 each ; no
rubbish offered

;
cash with order ; approval : Olive,

Plumber, Sitt'ngbourno. (1911)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, grand, long, slim, typical

cocks, from 5/-; matched pairs, 8/- upwards; ap-
proval; satisfaction guaranteed: Greenwood, Colne-
rd., Crossbills, Keighley. (1876)
GIVING up Yorkshires; seventeen cocks, 5/- each;
seventeen hens, 2/6 each

;
absolutely a gift ; ap-

proval
; cash or deposit: Sellars, 6, Guildford-st.,

Fairfield, Hebden Bridge. (1909)
TWO yellow, two buff unflighted hens, from my
winners, 7/6 each, 25/- the four; unflighted yellow
or bull cocks, 12/6 each; can win: Haunaford, 65,
St. Quintin-av., North Kensington. (1913)
WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-

shire Canaries, also cock Goldfinch Mules, for
prompt cash; stamp envelope reply: Enoch Power,
81, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
THREE unflighted buff cocks, 15/- each; another
very big stock bird, £1; hens from 3/-; pairs from
7/6; write, stating wants; satisfaction guaranteed:
J. C. Beaumont, Hepworth, Huddersfield. (1913)

LARGE cinnamon marked buft cock, yellow hen,
10/- pair; large dear buff cock, yellow hen, 10/-;
another pair, 8/-; yellow cock, buff hen, 8/- pair:
Crowther, 10, Florist-st., Keighley, Yorkshire. (1907)
HAVING bought the whole of Mr. Crisp's stock

of Yorkshires, I have several very long breedy
yellow cocks for sale ; also some good hens

;
ap-

proval : Knight, Beech Holt, Shclford, Cambs. (1911)

ONE Yorkshire cock and two Yorkshire hens, also
good breeding cage, lour compartments, for Glucke
Roller cocks

; offers
;

sell 35/-
;
yours first (letters

please): Butler, 199, Windmill-rd., Foleshill, Coven-
try. (1906)
WINNERS: Clear buff cock, 25/-; cinnamon marked

buff cock, 25/-; yellow marked hen, 30/-; buff marked
hen, 20/-; some lovely stock pairs, 10/- upwards;
approval: McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liversedge, York-
shire. (1893)
KING’S celebrated Yorkshire, splendid length,

type, and quality, several 7in. long, cocks 5/6, 7/6,
10/6. 12/6 upwards; hens, 4-/6, 6/6, 10/6; approval,
carriage paid : Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. (1916)
PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred
from my winners, hens 5/- upwards, cocks 7/6 up-
wards; cash or deposit; approval with pleasure:
Uosken Bros., 85, Main^st., Ueamoor, nr. Penzance,
Cornwall. (1850)
R. E. HELLIWELL’S high-class Yorkshires, can
spare few cocks from 8/-, hens 5/- upwards, related
to my King Cross, Liverpool, and Halifax winners,
moulted yellow Siskin, 5/-; approval: 149, Claremont-
r<l., Halifax. (1917)
YORKSHIRES bred from my winners, Dyke’s
strain; cocks, yellow or buff, 7/6, 10/-, 12/6; hens,
3/6, 5/-; approval, cash or deposit: Sergeant
Thomas Langley, Common Farm, Barkhnm,
Wokingham.

, (1903)GIVING up Yorkshires; what offers in Norwich or
Randall’s Glucke Rollers for yellow cock, two large
buff hens; capital stock birds; sell, 12/6 each;
approval, deposit : Fenton Greenwood, Eiffclsst..,
Hebden Bridge. (1903)
GRAND big yellow stock bird, 7in. long, and good
feather, straight as a rush, with lovely 1914 bred
buff hen to match, sure to breed winners, war
price to clear, £1, worth double; approval: North,
4-13, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1917)
HIGH-CLASS pair 1913 Yorkshires, paired by

eminent judge; good breeders; large fed Norwich
cocks and liens; must sell; call Saturday afternoon
or Sunday morning : Henry Lettis, 2a, Lismore-
circus, Haverstock Hill, N.W. (1906)
SMART typical unflighted Yorkshires, from my
winning strain; see reports Liverpool, Manchester,
Halifax, Bradford Nat.

; also few J-bred Belgian
cocks; prices reasonable; inspection invited; de-
posit: Ellis, 256, Pellon-lane, Halifax. (1907)GRAND buff Yorkshire cock, grand colour and
Finch song, can win, with lovely 1914 bred yellow
hen to match, a grand start for any novice, price
I 1/6 the pair; worth double; approval: North,
Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1917)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, winning strain, cocks 6/6
upwards, hens 4/- upwards, matched pairs 10/-, J2/6,
eo/- upwards; large stock birds, from 10/- to 40/-
eaeh, healthy; approval, deposit: John Radley, 259,
King-ot., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Huddersfield. (1918 )

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), by H W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union)

; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
Its eub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: "Cage Birds." 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

COLOUR 4 ED Yorkshires win-.ing e ,
, n i

.

k ,
cocks

6/-. 6/ . 7/6 upw u.rds
;
grand racy hejw .at 2/6, S/6

4/6 upwards
;

six days’ approval ; cash or deposit
or would exchange for good British Hardbills.
North. Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.. Bradford. (1917)
YORKSHIRES, winning strain, 1913 yellow cock,

30/-; huff ticked, 20/-; yellow, 15/-; 1914, yellow
tick, 30/-; huff, 20/-; another, 15/*; large stock
Girds, 10/6 upwards; .hons, 5 /- upwards; approval,
deposit: Clarence Beaumont, King-st., .Skelman-
thorpe, near Huddersfield. (1916)
YORKSHIRE Canariee, great clearance offer;
Harris » .special silver cap strain, grand exhibition
cocks, yellow or buff, to win in keen competition,
only 20/-, worth £6

;
yellow or buff' hens, real win

ners, 15/-, wortli £3; grand stock birds, pairs, pro
perly matched, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, and 30/- per pair;
single birds from 5/- upwards

;
two long breeding

cages, one with 3 compurtments and one with 6
with movable slides, and all necessary fittings for
same, cheap: Elsi© Orland, West naddon, Rugby.

(1917)

COCKS «/-. HENS, 1/0.
War prices tills year in Yorkshires, Norwich, Bor-
ders, cocks, full song, good type and qaulity, hens
perfect at above prices; shows birds, cocks, 6/-, hens
2/0 ; Crest cock, 6/-; hens, green 2/6, cinnamon 3/6;
British Roller cock 7/6: Broadbent, Decorator, Low-
field, Sheffield. (1905)

OQCE.4 BR03.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs_ from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,
21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

9 FIRSTS, 6 SECONDS
four 3rds, etc.

; ^silver cup best in show, and
numerous special*. Thiti is a record of my wins on
November 21st, at Bradford National, Halifax and
Glasgow. All in the keenest competition. If you
require a winner, kindly state wants. I guarantee
to-jileaso you. I also have some grand pairs, samo
strain exactly as above winners, at 8/6, 10/6, 15/-,

20/ , 30/-, and a few extra good pairs at 40/-, 50/-,
60/- per pair. Inspection invited at any time, or
birds oent approval any distance. If you want to
breed your own winners, place your orders with
the old reliable breeder, who breeds his own win-
ners year after year, and can therefore give you
tlie very best value for you.- money ; L. Dykes,
Reliable Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods,
Bradford. (1892)

JOE HARROP’S
You cannot do better if in want of birds of high
Origin, good quality, length, typo, and position. I
Recommend this strain as fit for any fancier.
Keep this in mind, and if requiring a Yorkshire
Send at once and I will satisfy your depiles.
Hens 10/- upwards

; cocks, 20/- upwards
;
pairs pro-

portionate: 17, Walier-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (1910)

|
Various Canaries. "~j

TWO 1914 cock Canaries, good songsters, 7/- each;
slide trombone, 30/-, or nearest offer: 35, Coombe-st.,
Bruton. (1911)
YOUNG cock Canaries from 5/6, hen Canaries
2/6; clearing out; breeding cages, 3/-: Gash, 36a,

Uegeney-st., Westminster. (1906)

COLD-ROOM bred Canaries, Yorkshires and York-
shire Rollers; cocks, 5/-, 7/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6, 3/6: H.
Smith, Church-st., Highbridge. (1912)

YOUNG cock Canaries, in full song, free from
chopping, 7/-; bens, 2/-; approval, deposit: Fhillips,

Hairdresser, Darlaston, Staffs. (1917)

YOUNG British bred Roller cocks, 5/-; also young
Yorkshire cocks, 7/-; inspection invited: E. Wort,
91, Speke-rd., Clapham Junction, S.W. (1908)

SOME good Norwich and Yorkshires and breeding
cages, bargain

; also six Norwich show cages and
ease, 10/-: Lingard, 29, Marlt»oro-st., Burnley.(1905)
ONE yellow, 1 buff Yorkshire cocks, 1 buff Dark

Crested Norwich cock, 8 German cocks, 4 hens,
lot £3 : Whitehead, 69, Gralsscroft-st., Stalybridge.

(1906)
DO you want a Canary for Christmas I will send
you a young bird, full song, in a new parlour cage
for 14/6: Evans, Grocer, 8, Charle-wood-M., Pimlico,
London. (1909)

1914 NORWICH cocks, clear, yellows; also York-
shire cocks, in green, yellow, marked and buff

green marked, 5/- each: Pickles, Shawcroft Aviaries,

Wadsworth. Hebden Bridge. (1896)
GRAND Yorkshire hens, 1913 1914, clears, cinna-
mons, greens, evenmarked, from 3.1- upwards; ex-

change few for Lancashire Plainlieads: T. Blundell,

3, Shaftcsbiiry-rd., Crosby, IUundellsands. (1917)

NOTE: Buff varieg. 1914 cock, yell, green cock 1913,

can win in hot class, 27/6 and 25/-; approval; 50/- to
take the two; 2 or 3 pairs to breed winners, 30/-

and £2: Mrs. Dawes, 44, Hoxvard-rd., Mansfield.
(1917)

ONE cock Norwich (clear), 8/6; one 1914 cock
Norwich, 6/-; two clear cock Yorkshires, 6/- each;
1 variegated, 8/6; ono cock Roller (green), 8/6; hen
Roller, 2/-; bargains; H. Dawson, 56,” W<alcott-st.,

Hull. (1916)
REDUCING stock, winners, Norwich Plainheads,
Cinnamons, from 12/6 each ; parents of 2nd Oxford,
1st Cambridge, 20/- pair; exchange exhibition British
or high-class mules: Henry P. Hart, Meldreth,
Cambs. (1912)
BUFF cocks, six really good quality, large, typical
birds, invaluable for stock purposes, all 1913 bred;
to effect .a speedy clearance the above are offered at
from 15/- to 25/- each; approval with pleasure: R.
Whittaker, 15, Clark-st., Rishton. (1904)

8PfcCISL flUIUlSUKS
Finest and handsomest, extra early hatched, and
caged off singly

;
pure bred Norwich, Yorkshires,

Borders, Mules, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6. Cages, 3d. Ap-
proval. Read one opinion only: "Pontypridd, Dee.
1, 1914.— Songster is a grand one. I have bought
birds from others at much higher pric, e, but not one
to be compared, witli yours, not when even double
the price has been paid.”—Jas. Dean to: W. RUDD
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
A few fine cock*) ami liens, from our best winning

strain, winner of 5,000 prizes this last HO years at
all leading shows. Cocks from 0/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-,

15/-, 20/-; hens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 8/-, 10/- 12/-; any on
approval. Breeder 80 years: Samliford, Canary
Judge, Preston, Lanca.

|
MULES—HYBRIDS

|

-AJCk Gouiiihch Mince, Goid’n . r, wing, r, to -each;
fire hen Colufln-h Muim, 5 lot : bre- ding white-leg

Goldfinch and two In n Canaries, proved breeders"
It/-; Mealy cock Redpoll, proved breeder, 5/-; ap-
proval, deposit: John Robinson, 84, Ivauhoe-st., Dud»
ley.

I!ar
f?a ‘ n

,
grand Goldfinch cock^vhey

Eastleigh Show last week, see report; Bullfinch hen,
both twicfi h.m., laid fertile egge last season, 12/6
pair; also six good Noiwich hens, 5/- each; approval;
Cash or deposit : Foyle, 52, Rockstone lane Soutliamp-M (1914)

(1900)
aimer and

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
COCK Norwich or Yorkshire Canary, healthy and

in song, with solid brass suspend Jianging cage,
glass panelled and highly finished, 10/6; easy pay-
ments taken: Hope, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich.

(1900)

SUTCLIFFE & SON FOR VALUE
Our winnings for twenty-five years exceed those
of any other firm, winning the Cinnamon Marked
Competition nine years, also winners of the Green
Marked Competition, 1910, 1911, and Champion-
ship Diploma at Bradford National, 1013; extra
good pairs, same strain as above, from 20/- io
50/- a pair; can be seen any time on receipt of
a postcard ; if you want to breed winners buy
direct from the breeders; stamp for reply; ap-
proval: l, Back Kitson-st., Windhill, and 21, Valley-
rd., Shipley, Yorks. (1209)

WANTED Mules: I’earson, Greenwich.
WANTED, ,‘iules, both sex: Chas. I

Sons, Bird Dept., 68, Sclater-st., Shoreditch,
THREE nice dark cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/- each,
12/6 three, sex warranted: Alfred Spicer, 392, Ches-
ham, Bucks.

( 1912)
FUR sale, four Goldfinch Mules, £1 each; also two
19/- each; worth double: A. Moodie, Black Horse
Inn, Creetown. (1850)
EVKN-marked Goldfinch Mule, neat mate to cup

winner at Sale, £ 1 ; cheep; approval: Hodgson,
Southend, Wigton. (1907)
FOUR cock Goldfinch Mules (warranted), two hen

ditto; five back cages, 25/- the lot; Hawthorne,
Camps Hill, Hertford. (1998)TWICE moult'd brown Linnet and yellow hen Can-
ary, good feeder, bred 12 Mules, 10/- pair: Lownc,
Naturalist, Yarmouth.

(1914 )TWO muling couples, Goldie and Linnet, Linnet bred
this year, exchange for Norwich yellow bens: Bond,
Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (1911)
LARGE cock Goldfinch Mule, 1914, 6/6; unflighted
yellow Norwich hen, 5/-; approval: Crook, 10, God-
frey-st., Colwick, Nottingham. (1914)
SMART 1914 Goldfinch Mule, splendid colour, clean,
healthy, singing, 7/0 ; approval, cash, deposit: Power,
73, Oakfleld-rd., Walthamstow. (1915)
ONE or two giand yellow muling hems, extra large,

equal to any in the Fancy : G. E. Weston, Specialist,
42, Lewisham-rd., London, N.W.
CERTAIN muh-rs, Canary reared Greenfinch cock
and hen, 2/-; house-moultod mealy Redpoll, win-
ner, 1/6: Laidh.w, Painter, Langholm. (1915)
THREE Goldfinch-Canary cocks, good singers, 3
hens, 1914

;
guinea the lot : Miss Thomas, Fair-

light, Richmond l’ark-rd., Bournemouth. (1905)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for
show or song, prices low

; easy payments taken ; ap-
proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1352)
SIX lien Mules. 0/-; 6 warranted cock Canaries,

4/- each ; take 2//- the dozen
;

lien Canaries, bred
Mules, 3/-, 3/6 each; Rowley, Elston, Crediton.

(1907)THREE mules, two Goldfinch Canary, one very
light, one Redpoll Canary, all cocks, 20j- three; cash
or deposit: Caretaker, Club, Marazion, Cornwall.

(1913)TWO nice dark Linnet-Canary mule cocks 7/- each,
one clear yellow Yorkshire hen 2/6; cash; offers:
John Williams, 2. Thomas-st., Tonypandy, Glam.
THREE large 1913 double-yellow Laneashire-Iloiwich
hens, all good millers, 7/6 each; or exchange cock
Goldfinch mules: Nichole, 82, Wandsworth Bridgo-rd.
Fulham. (1910)
THRICE-MOULTED Goldfinch, 6/-; young Sib. hen,
bred this season, variegated Mules with above, 5/ ;

together, 7/6; approval: Butler, Grocer, Station-rd.,
Hicchin. (1910)
NOTICE.—Handsome cinnamon coloured cock
Greenfinch in the pink of condition; sale or part
exchange Mules: Chris. Hatton, 31, RicihtnomKst.,
Brighton. '(1907)
LARGE house-moulted cock Bullfinch, grand condi-

tion, sell 6/6; large cock Goldfinch Mule, full song,
10/6; approval; Robinson, Boot Maker, Winetord,
Cheshire. (1909)
LARGE pink-eyed Sib. bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 7/6, 5/6; cocks, on full song, 7/6 each;
ten days’ approval ; W. Powick, Eastfield Cottage,
Dewsbury. (1839)
DARK yellow cock Goldfinch mule, winner 3 firsts,

2 specials, 25/- ; variegated ditto, 7/6 ; Canaries, etc.
cheap; write: Thomas, Butcher, Ramsgate. (1912)
GREENFINCH and Norwich hen, bred mules, 5/-;

extra good Linnet, ditto, 7/6; Bramblefinch, a beauty
and steady with show cage, 7/6; Clarkson, Kingston-
st., Middlesbro. (1912)
SALE, C good cock Goldfinch Mules, price 8/6 and

9/6, will be good colour and healthy bjrds, this
year’s, reliable dealings: Storey, Villa Flora, Lower
Sheringham, Norfolk. (1904)
EXHIBITION dark cock Greenie mule 10/, also do.

Siskin mule 6/6, few clinking yellow FA1. Greenies
2/- each, Norwich cocks and hens cheap: Handrie,
211, Montrose-st., Brichin. (1913)
EXHIBITORS, all our winning mule® for calc, in-
cluding our noted light Goldie, monster dark Goldie,
dark Linnet, also others, all fed and show form

;

apply: Hughes Bros., 23, Eigh-st., Carnarvon. (1913)
GOLDFINCH-CANARIES, splcDdid 1914 cocks, lull

song 7/6, giant peartree Goldie, house-moulted, win-
ner 2nd, 8/C; large Sib.-bred Norwich hen 3/6 par-
ents; approval: Jackson, 37, Canal-st., Conglcton.

(1912)
FOR sale large cock Greenfinch Mule, colour-fed,

7/6; cock Goldie Mule, 6/6; cock Goldie and hen
Bullfinch, 5/-; exchange yellow Norwich or Crcstbred
hens, offers : Peck, Ashman’s Hall Gardens, Beceles.

0913)
TW'O 1914 exhibition Linnet Mules, ready for show,
woyld exchange one for half-bnebel best Spanish or
bushel teazle, sell 10/6 each; exhibition Siskin
wanted: Cyster, 9, Ravensworth-rd., College Park,
N.W. (1905)
YELLOW, cock Goldfinch Mule, marked wings,
cheeks and rump. 20/-; exhibition Goldfinch, 25/-;
yellow Sib. ben, 10/-, parents of above Mule

; ap-
proval, deposit: W. Skirrow, 33, Robert-st., Windhill,'
Shipley. . (1910)
EXHIBITORS.—The largest! stock of Bullfinches in

Staffordshire; cocks, 1/8, 1/6; hens, 9d., 1/-; se-

lected Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6; one tip top specimen,
6/-; approval before payment; G. Perrins, 26, Lcn-
nox-rd., Longton, Staffordshire. (1916)
FOR sale, yellow Greenic-Bullie, 70/-; light buff

Goldie-Canary, 60/-; dark yellow Linnet-Canary. 20/-;
dark buff Greonie-Canary, 15/-; dark y»i',o>v Siskin-
Canary, 25/-; Cinnamon- Redpoll, 30/- : E. J. Lamb,
Alverstone, New Malden, Surrey. (I9IF,
GOLDFINCH Mule, large bird and splendid song-

ster. Finch note, 8/0; 2 Linnet Mules, splendid
songsters, Finch note, 8/6 each; 6 hen Canaries,
2/6 each to clear; 2 cock Canaries, C/6 each:
Pegrum, Market hill, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ton.
GRAND muling pair, exhibition yellow cock Siskin
(winner) and large yellow marked hen, also their
two young mules, dark yellows, very large, and
gi'and colour (both inners), muling pair 15 /-
rntflee 10/- each: U. Raby, 5, Park-pi., Higligato
Park, Birmingham.

< 1912 >

SALE, large fierce singing cock Goldfinch Mule, fit
for keen exhibition, 8/0; hand-rearedi cock Goldfinch,
nice and steady, immense scarlet blaze, make a sure

cocks, in song, puro wild notes, 7/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-
cach

; he.n Mules, 1/C ;
grand lot Sib -bred Canaries

and muling birds, see special list free on applica-
tion: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. ( 1918 )WINNING Hybrids, Goldfinch-Bullfinch, Goldfinch-
Greenfinch. Greenfinch-Linnet, Greenfinch-Redpoll,
winners at L.C.B.A., Clapham, Wimbledon, Metro-
politan, City and Sub. ; team of 4, 50/-: also yellow
unfiighted Norwich, some winners, from 10/-:
Nichols. 82, Wandsworth Bridge rd., Fulham. (1895)
TIME, trouble, and money caved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you poet free one
dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed
envelopes. To the regular advertiser—and it is the
regular advertiser that makes money,— these will be
very useful: Tho Advertisement Manager,” "Cage
Bird* ” 151. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.
FROM outdoor aviary, 1914 Goldflneb-Greenfinch

hybrids. 3 cocks, 15,

each

;

are in perfect condition and plumage, and will be
sent on approval: Mrs. Christie, Newton House,
Elgin, Scotland.. (1919)
NEARLY clear cock Mule...£4; four-pointed cock, £3;
light variegated cock, 15/-; Dale’s noted Sibs, best
light muling strain in existence, largo silky leathered
hens, 7/6; clean cut Cheveril, British cock Goldfinch,
ornart Dale's yellow, parents of above, best pair
muling in Fancy, 35/-; yellow cock Siskin-Bullfinch
hen, 4/-; massive yellow cock Greenfinch-Bullfinch
hen, 2/6; massive yellow cock Greenfinch-Goldfinch
hen, 2/6: Barnard, 15, Back-lene, l.v/ing, Essex.

DOVES.
SEVERAL pairs of Ring Doves for sale, 2/- pair:
Mist Ethel Pimm, 5, Tavistock -rd., Harlesden, N.W.

(1913)

[“foreign birdsT]
WANTED Foreign Birds: Pearson, Greenwich.

(1900)
PAIR of acclimatised Rosellas, £2; deposit system

:

E. Bewley, 152. Granton-rd., Liverpool. (19:4)
GREEN Budgerigars for sale, in perfect condition,
4/6 pair: H., 192, Worple-rd., Wimbledon. (190*1)

PAIR White Javas, big winners, with show cage,
12/C to clear: Mac-ready, Jeweller, Stranraer. (1917)
THREE pairs of aviary-bred Cockatiels, in perfect
plumage: Mrs. Buchanan Scott, Hamildcan, Ipswich.

(1913)
WANTED for cash, all kinds of foreign birds, large

or small; offers to: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1918)
GREY and Red Parrot and cage, very affectionate,
good health, 30/- : l’argeter, 47, East-st., Grimsbury,
Banbury. (1911)
COCKATIEL hen, adult, very tame and healthy,
beautiful cheek markings, 8/-: McArthur, 25a,
India-st., Edinburgh. (1906)
TWO pairs Groeu Budgerigars, splendid condiuon,
four cocoanut husks, exchange Border hens: Irving,

50, Law*6on-st., Carlisle. (1911)

TWENTY, pairs Budgerigars from out-door aviary,
big birds, yellows 8/-, greens 5/6 pair: Harding.
9, Gresham-st., Leicester. (1S03)

BUDGERIGARS, Green, outdoor aviary bred; adult
breeding pairs, 5/-: Tom Overton, New Brighton,
Cottinglcy, Bingley, Yorkshire. (1814)

LARGE cock Green Cardinal, perfect feather, great
winner, Sacrifice 39/-; approval: Wilson, 1, High-
fieid, Workington, Cumberland. (1906)

RED-CAPPED Hanging Parrakeet, on hard seed, 2nd
prize Horticultural Hall, £3 Is/-, with ehow cage:
.Moore, 11, Lupus-st., Pimlico, London. (1910)

FOUR young Cockatiels, 5/- each, 18/6 let; outdoor
bred ; exchange Zebra Finches or other Foreigners

:

Millar, 49. Wellington-st., Portobello. (1893)

ZEBRA Finches, cocks 2/6, hens 4/-, pairs 6/-, over
four pairs taken 5/6; all outdoor aviary bred:
Miss Webb, Millington-rd., Cambridge. (1913)

ZEBRA Finches, cocks 2/0 each; Long-tail Grass-

finch, believed hen, 12/6; all outdoor bred; approval,

deposit: Watts, Rowsley-ave., Hendon. (1917)

MARVELLOUS talking African Grey Parrot, 105/-;

talking Amazon, 65/-; -another commenced talking,

25/-: Swann, 85, Benvick-st., Liverpool. (1911)

PAIR adult Cockatiels, £1, good breeders, young
ones 5/- each, exchange Canaries or yellow Budgeri-
gars: Rowsell, 27, Lcicester-st., Leamington. (1917;

BUDGERIGARS, finest l>ossib!c, outdoors, 5/-

pair; selected breeding pairs, 6/-, yellows 8/-; list

free : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(1966)

BUDGERIGARS, adults, from exposed aviary
;
un-

related Greens, 5/-; Yellow cocks, 3/6; adult, Cccka-
tiels, 12/6; hen, 7/6; approval: Oridde/ord, Lapford.

(1907)

HYBRIDS: Bred 1913, 1914, five Goldfinch-Green-

finches, f<3ur Goldfinch- Redpolls, rare chance for

exhibitors; also Goldfinch Mules: Williams, juiir..

18, Elgin-st., Kirkcaldy. (19)1)

PARROT, thoroughly acclimatised, wonderful
talker, whistles, dances, turn somersault, don't swear,
causes -roars of laughter, 35/-, with cage: Air. Copp,
Wardrobo Spaces, Hartford. (1915)

AFRICAN «rcr* Parrot, tame, whistles, mimics,
talking, 65/-: sg eeilid talking King Amazon, very

tame, great ;et, <*> • ; three month©' warranty; par-

ticulars, Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1918)

COCK Pintail Nonpareil, 10/-; two selected lien

Green Budgerigars, 4/6 each; 1914 cock and hen
Cockatiels, related, 5/6 each; all perfect condition:
Simpson, 5, Christ Church Avc., Armky, Leeds. (1913)

HEN Ringnecked Parrakeet, perfect specimen, cage
moulted, U)/-; Indian Slmma, perfect, with show
cage, can win in keenest competition, grand singer,

70/ ;
approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
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PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks' trial at our

risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

rant.-. Wo Introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place It free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, blit don't replace when they die.

All tho beat Parrots in the Kingdom have come from

these avlarioa. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

dolighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free took eniitled "Parrot Prattle.”

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

In England. Sent post free. Hankers’ reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambe. Write at once for

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. <ir<S>

l&HIBITION cock Urey Java, 1st, 7/-; cock Cut-

throat, 2ud, 1 cook White Java, 6/- ; cock Saffron

Finch, 5/-; pr. Mannikins, 3/e : outdoor aviary 13

months, or il lot: Lashmar, Uauk-st., Ashford,

Kent. (1904)

ADULT Budgerigars, ten pairs, 10/- ; twenty pairs,

7,5/- ; fourteen Norwich Canaries, as bred, 28/-; Zebra
Finches. > 6 pair: Cutthroats, breeding, 4/-; White
Javas, !>/.' Urey 4;-; overstocked: Sapsford, Stanley-

rd.. Teddington. (1914)

OUTDOOR aviaries: Budgerigars, Love Birds,

Ribbon, Saffron, Nutmeg, Zebra Finches, Urey and
White Javas, Blackheads, Bronzawings, Whydahs,
Zebra Doves, etc.; stand any weather: Mrs. Hollins,

Coppice Drive Aviaries, Harrogate. (1912)

THOSE who have bought or those who arc about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get "Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2}d. poet tree, but the tips it gives are

priceless; from: "Cage Birds,” 15), Fleet-st., Lou-

don, E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-
lished frequently).
AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The " Nutshell ” booklet,

"Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you and we shall be pleased

to forward same upon ieceipt of Sjd. Write, The
Publisher, Cagf, Birds, 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C.

EXJUBITORS: Outside aviary-moulted Orange
Weaver. 2nd Popiar 1913, 1st and cup 1914, 12/6 ;

Napoleon Weaver, 2nd Poplar, 7/6; Orange-cheek Wax-
bill, lot and ?p. Poplar 1911, 2nd 1914, 7/C: Foreigners

from, advertisement in January won 1st, 2nd and
4th two days after selling, prizes L.C.B.A., 1914, one
pair 1st Palace: Woodcock. See British. (1909)

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot: Cross,

Liverpool. Y’oung African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot

Cage*: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-

porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But jou must
follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. 14." Iron:

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2jd. From agents (see list frequently nuh'.if'-e-i'

HEN Rosella, 20/-; pair Nanda.v Conures, 32/6; Pope
Cardinal, 8/6; Paradise Wbydah, full colour, 8/6;

Orange Bishop, 6/6 ;
Grenadier Weaver. 8/6 : large

Yellow Weaver, 10/6; pair Green Singing Finches,

7/6; pair Zebra Finches, 8/6; pair Waxbills, 4.6: pair

Orange Cheeks, 4/6: G. Chapman, High-st., Birming-

ham. (1918';

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown,
_
Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in pluinag'e, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will he found in “Nutshell

No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2)d. post free from "Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d. from oui

agents (list published frequently).

ALL thoroughly acclimatised, true pair pcach-

faced Lovebirds, 1st Hort., £8 10/-; two true pairs

redfaced Lovebirds, £3 pair, £5 10/- the two: cock

Bourke's 2nd Hort., £6; Hybrid Redheaded Finch-

Cutthroat, true pair, 2nd Hort., pretty, 15/-; pair

Tui Parrots, 5th Hort., 1913, 6th 1914, £6. ; fine pair

Cockatiels, breeders, £1- pair Redrump Parrakeets,

breeders, £5, 1st Hort. 1913; two cock Quails, 18/-

the two; true pair Black-checked Lovebirds, 50/-;

Alexandrine Parrakeet, with large cage, talks a

little, 35/-; three pair green Budgerigars, '12/C ; two
Wagtail cages, perfect, 4/- eaeh ; two small wired

cages, 1/- each; two good Wavbilt cages, 2/3 each;
Canary show cage 9d. : A. Smyth, 40, Pavenport-
r.d, Catford, S.E. ' (1913)

HORTICULTURAL Hall winners for sale, none re-

served; Yucatan Blue and Black Jay, 2nd, £5 5/-;

Chinese Dhyal Bird, 4th, 50;-; Indian Shama, 70/-;

Yellow-winged Sugarbird, 50/- ; Pekin Robin, 12/C

;

pairs: Gouldian Finches, 4th, 50/-; Long-tailed, 3rd,

Chestnut-breasted, 7th, Masked, 40/- ; Fire Finches,

21/-; Zebra Finches, 10/6; Single: Yellow-rumped,
Pectoralis, Ruficauda, Parson, 20/-; King Parrakeet,

2nd £10; Red-sided Eclectus, £6; Ceram Eclectus

hen, £6; Crimson Lory, 70/-; Ringneck, hand-reared,

£4; Plum-headed. 50/-; Aztec Conure, rarity-

diploma, 25/- ;
Double-fronted Amazon, 2nd, £4

;

Black-cheeked Love Birds, 50/- pair; Budgerigars,

1st and special, 30,- pair; others from 10/6; see re-

port this issue: John Frostick, 50, Boudaries-rd.,

Jialliani, S.W. (See Softhilis.) „ (1919)

L.C.B.A. winners for disposal, with show cages

complete; 'grand pair Virginian Cardinals, 1st, £!>;

pair Emerald Spotted Doves, 1st. special, £2; pair

Cambodian Starlings, 7th, £3 10/-; pair Diamond
Sparrows, 4fch, strong class, £3; pair Blue-breasted
Waxbills, 5th, 30/-, very tame, perfect ;

Senegal
Parrot, 4th, without cage, £3 10/-: also following
acclimatised pairs, Malachite Sunbirds, £8

:

Lesser
Double-collared Sunbirds, £6 ; Peach-faced Love-
birds, £5; Violet-eared Waxbills, £5; Melba Finches
£3 ; Cuban Red Mountain Doves, £2 10/-

;
Diuca

Finches, 25/-; Redheaded Finches, 12/6: odd cocks,
rare Japanese Robin, £5; tame Himalayan Biuc-
headed Rock Thrush, £5; rare Indian Velvet-
fronted Blue Nuthatch, £3 ID/-; Himalayan Red-
headed" Bullfinch, fine singer, £3 10/-; rare Peters
Spot-sided Firefineh. £3 10/- : Yellow -backed Lory.
£2 10/-; Black-headed Gouldian, 25/-; Black-eared
Waxbill, 23/-; Red-faced Lovebird, 17/6; Masked
Grassflnch, 10/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn Avenue, Chis-
wick, London. (1917)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame!
square metal cage, four months’ trial, iny risk,’
4a/- ; easy payments accepted. ‘

( 1823 )

HOPE, GT. BRIDr.E STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

PALACE WINNER9 HERE.
Show s)>€oiliicns, cocks ouly. Zebras 3/0, Gordon U ieua
4 6. Orange Cheeks 3/-, Grenadiers, full colour, win
Palace, 7/6, 10/C, Napoleon Weavers 4/6; pairs,

South African Red headed Finches, on eggs, 25/-;
another pair, perfect', 21/-; Green Budgerigars, finest

procurable, 5/0 pair; a few Flemish (Hunt does, in
klmilo to 171b. bucks, for sale, winner at Palace,
etc

;
prices low ; Oollingbourno and Co., Nuturalists,

East 'Stiffen, Surrey. (1904)

DE VON & CO.
114 Rdlmal Grwn-rd., London. Moustache Parra-
kcet, 10/-: Kestrel Hawk, 2/0; A lor 10/-; Holler
Canario. 7 45; hen Canaries, !*</- doz.

; Canaries,
hens, 2/0. Triangular Spotted Pigeon#, 20/- pair;
adult breeding Budgerigars, 5 - pair; Dormice, 2/0
pair; Bearded Tits, 7/0 pair. 8oo price lists.

Telephone 548® Wall. Telegraphic address,
"Oifjeaux, London.” Direct importers of foreign
bird'. (1000)

VARIOUS BIRDS.
TWO Welsh cock Goldfinches, two Canary heirs,

clean and healthy, sell 10/6: Lewis Jones, 72, Beth-
esda-st., Amlwch.

. (1918)
GRAND but! Yorkshire cock, 12/6; yellow hen, 6/-;
Chaffinch and Greenfinch, cocks, moulted, 7/6 two:
Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. (1913)
SIX largo selected full-coloured cock Goldfinches,

for muling. 2/fi each; three cock Goldfinch Muies,
full song, 6/- eaeh

; pair 1914 Norwich, 6/-, not fed :

Rose, Tynedale Villa, Carterton, Clanfield. (1906)
HANDSOME pair Golden-breasted Waxbills, accli-
matised, 7/6 ;

green cinnamon cock, buff cinnamon
hen, 5th Horticultural Hall, 15/-; pair Green Crests,
12/6: Pearce, 64, Coleman-rd.. Camberwell, London.

(1966)
COCK Goldfinch Mules, 6/6; cock Yorkshires, 5/6
each ; Roller, Norwich, 5/- each; all in song; three
Roller, two Goldfinch Mule hens, 5/-, 6/0; all 1914 out-
door aviary bred: W. Vowles, 63, South Esk-rd., For-
est Gate, E. (1910)
NORWICH cocks, buffs and yellows, 7/6, 8/6; yel-
low Border Fancy, cocks, 6/6, 7/6 ;

hen*, 3,6; coid-
roora kept; Goldfinches, 2/6; Linnets, Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Yellow-hammers, .Larks, If-; selected,
1/6; well on seed: R. Trewhltt, 103, Bclvoir at., Hull.

0906)
FORTY exceptionally large Norwich Canaries, all
rung, cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6 each and upwards

;
liens,

4/-, 5/- and _6/- each; Bullfinches, grand specimens,
2/6 pair

;
pair Green Budgerigars, breeders, 5/- ; cock

Zebra Finch, 2/3; cock Goldfinch Mules, 51- each:
Philip Vincent, 11, Prospect-place, Aylesbury. (1910)

COMPULSORY SALE.
I have the following high-class buds to dispose of :

Three pairs Border Fancy, 8/- pair; three pairs ditto,
10/- pair; three pairs of Yorkshires, 8/- pair; two
pairs Yorkshires, breed winners, 15/- pair; five large
Norwich hens, lot 10/-; pair bull-dog Norwich, 15/-;

pair Norwich-Yorkshire, 8/-; three Goldfinch-Canary
Mules, cocks 5/- each; two twice house-moulted Gold-
finches, 7/6 each, malers ; h.m. cock Chaffinch, 5/-,

hen 2/-; Canary-reared hen, 1/6; three nice cock Lin-
nets, 2/6 three; cock Redpoll, 1/-; f.m. cock Gold-
finch, 3/- ; what offers for lot or separate ; no reason-

|

able oiler refused; approval, deposit: Collins, 57,

Woodgrecn, Wednesbury. (1914)

-“PETS” SUPPLY CO.
My son, Mr. Bernard Hollins, having joined the
colours, I am carrying on this business in his
absence, and trust that his numerous customers
v, ill favour me with their enquiries and orders

;

see specified adverts: Mrs. Hollins, Coppice Drive
Aviaries, Harrogate.

A. C. van Ni
Export of Birds and Goldfishes, Haarlem, Holland.
Telephone: Haarlem 2316. Telegrams: Kuijpor,
Naturalist, Haarlem. Offers: Red Cockatoos, 5/5
each; Green Parrakeets, 3/9 each: Maromts, 1/8

each ; fine singing male Canaries, 3/9 each
;

ditto,

female, lOd. each ; Goldfinches, 5.7 c.m. long, £1 18/4

per 1,000; ditto, 7.12 c.m. long, £3 1/8 per 1,000;

Mites, per kilo; 6/8. “Piscidin” Food for fishes,

11/8 per 100 boxes.

|
WANTED,

j

WANTED anything alive: Pearson, Greenwich.
GREEN Budgerigar hen, Jowest price; Lowe, Alfre-

ton. See British Hardbill-s. - (1913)
WANTED three pairs healthy Cockatiels : Pro-

prietor, 270, Gt. Ilridge-st,, West Bromwich. (1916)
WANTED all kinds of Fancy, purchase, or exchange

other varieties: Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (1919)
WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds,

best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tvdfil.

(1867)
WANTED, to purchase any quantity surplus stock*

of Canaries, cheap for cash: Stephens, West Dray-
ton. (1909)
WANTED, singing Canaries and Mules: Clias.

Palmer and Sons, Bird Dept., 68, Sclatcr-st., Shore-'
ditch.

WANTED cycle tyre and tube, exchange one single
and double-shot guns, alight repair: Cook, Pem-
bridge. (1912)
WANTED, Goldfinch Mules, either sex: best price

given: Sandiford’s, 89, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch,
London.
WANTED. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Mules, Linnets,

Canaries, weekly : T. Green, 22, St. Michacl-st., Weot
Bromwich. (1909)
WANTED, Bullfinches, Goldfinches and Siskins;
best price given: Sandiford’s, 89, Sclatcr-st., Shore-
ditch, London.
WANTED, for cash, Canaries or Mules, either sex;

state lowest price: Robinson, 33, Besson-st., New
Cross, London. (1916)
WANTED, good buff green or variegated cock, must
have good head : Mrs. Jas. Banks, 51, Balhousie-et.,
Perth, Scotland.
WANTED all kinds Canaries and other birds for

export: Emporium, 176b, High-st., Camden Tube
Station, London (1910)
WANTED, Canaries, exchange case and six Border
Fancy show cages; sell 20/-: Stables, 12, South
Market-st., Hetton. (1906)
WANTED, pullets, new disc records, drapery: ex-
change grand yellow Norwich cock, cost £1, sell 12/6:
80, Princess-rd., Leicester. (1914)
• GOOD Irish terrier or Coll io puppy, exchange 1914
Yorkshire Canaries, aviary bred: it. Summers, 77,

Sneinton Hill, Nottingham. (1910)
WANTED good Airedale pup in exchange pair
gent’s breeches, new, sell 15/ ; Butler, 199, Wind-
miil-rd., Foleshill. Coventry. C&K)

WANTBD, best eaJb offer, or eidbange Norwich, for
"Our CanarieR,” at: P. Headmen, 20, Morrin-
square, Towahcad, Glasgow. (1902)
WANTED, Yorkahlrea anil German Roller Canaries,

all kinds British birds; prompt caeli; also Mules:
Manager, Bird Shope, .Ossctt. (1916)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canariea, largo

birds, also British and foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,
9J, Cowcadden*-*t., Glasgow.
WANTED, large yellow Norwich cock, exchange

gent’s solid silver watch or camera, good condition

:

Dawson, Blyburgate, Bcccles. (1911)
WANTED light Mule hens or cock6, Toy Pom.

bitch, or offers; exchange Yorkshire Canaries:
Bayliss : Middle st., Worcester. (1908)
\S ANTED, selected Goldfinches, exchange Scotch

thistle, dandelion seed or Norwich Canaries: Jos.
Cowan, 25, New Stock-st., Paisley. (1910)
COCK Goldfinch Bullfinch Hybrid, 1014. £3; or

part exchange good clear Norwich yellows: Raw-
lings, 284, Oundlc-rd., Peterborough. (1908)
WANTED, dealer who < an into large or -mall

quantities of Linnets ; all kind-, of Britfeti : Chris.
Hatton, 31, iRiehmoiUd-st., Brighton. (1907)

WANTED, fresh-caught British, in exchange for
good singing Canaries and Mules: Cooper’s Em-
porium, 163, Princces-st., Manchester. (1916)
WANTED cock Linnets, Larks, Goldfinches, sing-

ing Mules, best prices paid : Manager, Old Established
Bird and Poultry Stores, Wakefield. (1914)
OFFERS in Canaries, mules, moulted British, ex-
change pair Seotqh woollen blankets, sell 25/- : An-
drew Dawson, 185, Duke-st., Glasgow. (1898)
WANTED, offers in anything useful lor lovely Hybrid
Dove and Ring Dove

;
also Canariee and British ;

offers to : J. Banks, Afbert-rd., Evesham. (1915)

WANTED Norwich and Yorkshire hen Canaries,
give 18/- dozen

; hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each : -V.

Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London, S.E. (1907)

WANTED, offers in Cduaries or cash, for set
lady’s furs, toque necklet and muff, cost 63/-;
particulars : H. Epps, 04, Gordon-rtL, Herne Bay.

(1906)

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, from
catchers, good price given foe good big birds ; de-

posit cash: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (1917)

WANTED, a weekly supply of cock Goldfinches,
Linnets, Lacks and all kinds of Canaries and Mules
and Parrots : Taylor, Bird Stores, Bute-st., Treher-
bert. (1881)

WANTED 7in. yellow Yorkshire cock and hen

;

exchange prizo buff Norwich ; cards sent ;
sell

reasonable, bargains: Davies, Ferndale, Craven
Arms. (1907)

WANTED two yellow Yorkshire hens, unflighted,

must be good; exchange yellow Yorkshire cock,
bred winners, sell 15/-; approval: 36, Clifton-rd.,

Southport. (1908)

WANTED house-moulted British, exchange good
Yorkshires, Norwich, and Muling hens, or sell ciieap.

Stamp reply : Hannah, 373, Main-st., Bonhill, Dum-
bartonshire. (1911)

WANTED, Canaries, Amazon Parrot, Mules,
|

gramophone and records, cash or exchange aviaries
or cages, any

.
description : Martin, Cage Manufac-

turer, Castle Douglas, (1916)

FIVE Yorkshires, 3 cocks, 2 hens, good birds, sell

25/-; or exchange p.edigree toy puppy, no Poms.,
yours first; partial lai s : Seedhouse, Deighton-rd.,
Deig'hton, Huddersfield. (1916)

WANTED, offers Canaries, Hybrids, cock Mules,
cock Goldfinches; exchange Scotch blankets. 27/6;
tweed suit length, 25/-; approval: Hcrou, 7, Car-
lingwork-st., Castle Douglas. (1916)
WANTED, two good Norwich Plainhead hens, yel-
low unflighted; exchange prize Bullfinch and hand-
reared Yellow Bunting, or would buy for cash; ap-
proval: Harvey, 18, Mornington-rd., Wanstead. (1911)
WANTED for prompt cash; Canaries, Mules, either
sex

; state lowest price, if colour 'fed, good price
for lien Goldfinch Mules: Trask, Bird Specialist,
Chesham House, Broadway, Deptford, London. (1906)
NOTICE, will give 6/- pair for good Norwich or VuiK-
shire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,
Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Bullfinches, Gold-
finches, and Linnets

;
reasonable for casli : McKeand,

Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas.
IMPORTANT notice to fanciers: I will give 12/6 pair

for large Norwic.l^ Crest and Crestbrcd, also 10/-
pair for large Norwich Cinnamons, 10/- pair for large
Norwich Greens, 7/6 pair for large Norwich Plain-
heads, 10 - pair for good Lancashire pairs, also 5/- each
for ccck Goldfinch Mules, cock Linnet Mules, Siskin
Mules, any quantity bought; colour-fed preferred; all

birds must lie strong and healthy ; will deposit cash
with Editor; all inquiries promptly answeerd

;
apply:

Tertius R. Ross, 222, Argyle-st., Belgrave-rd., Lei-

cester. Nat. Tel.: 4568 Central, Leicester. (1914)

WANTED, 5,000
Norwich and Yorkshire cock Canariee, colour-fed,
must be in song, will give 4/6 each for good type
birds ; also will give 4/6 each for cock Goldfinch
Mules, in full song; stamped envelope, reply: Enoch
Power, 91, Selater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

CANARIES
WANTED,

Any quantity of cocks or pairs, including Borders,
Yorkshires, Rollers, Orests, or Norwich, natural
colour and colour-feds, good prices given, cash by
return of post, no waiting: G. Chapman, Higli-st .

Birmingham. (1918)

WANTED
Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Siskins, Bramblefinches, Yel-
lowhammers, Snow Buntings, Redpolls, Goldfinch
Mules, Jays, Hawfinches, also any kind of Parrots
bought for spot each

;
only honest dealings done to

senders : stamped envelope for reply, stating lowest
prices, also will take any quantity weekly ; banker’s
i-ei'ereiieee if required, or Editor : Enoch Tams,
Largest and Greatest Importer of Britisli Birds in

Great Britain, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

Wanted, Hen Canaries
IS/- per dozen for Y'orkshire and Norwich, and )/-

each for Goldfinch Mules ; liens also wanted, any
kind of Parrots or puppies; cash or deposit: VV.

Rutherford, Bird Importer, Levtonstone, Essex.
(1907.)

[sale or EXCHANGE?
Mainly British.

FRED ALLEN will exchange high-class Britisli for

Canaries, Mules, etc.: Porter-st., Hull. (1980)

COCK Goldfinch and hen Canary, sell 7/6; or ex-

change anything useful; R. Gilliland, How-Mill. nr.

Carlisle. 11310)

- TWO cock Linnets and two bn Canaries, r, r,
| ut

or exchange throo cock Cordlinclic,. Martin Old-
town-at., Cookatown. (1910)DARK yoilow Goldie Mule, winner 2 first- good
company, cash or winning Goldfinch: Davie- 4 «
Frederick-!- 1., Cardiff. 0504)NIGHT Lark net for sale or exchange « j„|, t , ,,, g
Goldfinches

;
yours first I.. Wilding, 4, Thornton at

,

Litticrland, Liverpool.
( 1914 )WANTED large cock Goldie, u!-o Si -kin. very

steady, Dot old
;
exchange oil painting- .Studio 31

Brondeebury-rd., N.W. '
(iu\5)

EXCHANGE two good cock Goldfinches for voung

I

singing cock Canary, wild rabbit
, or bud i .1 i o<k

ram, Tatworth, Chard. 1914

1

EXCHANGE silver-mounted ralaba b pipe for large

j

English cock Bullfinch: aell, J2.6, approval I . y IrTr

155, Old Fallow, Cannock. U 9iy,!
GUARANTEED cock Goldfinches, in :ong,

selected muling, showing. 4 c-ach: Close, Duf
fryn-st.. Mountain Ash, Glam < I960)
PAIR Ring-necked Doves, also Jib. of dandelion
seed; exchange fresh caught British; anything I'or
ter, 8, Devonshire-st., Worksop. HUH)
EXCHANGE cock Greenfinch, hen Redpoll, bred

hybrids, for hen Canaries, or cages, anything Rob-
son, Exeter *t. West Hartlepool. (1917)
HOUSE-MOULTED hen Hawfinch, field-moulted

Goldfinch, exchange house -moulted Linnet; offers:
D. Ray, Derwydd, Barry Port, Carm. (I9l2i
EXCHANGE or sell four cock Bullies, fit for chow

;

what offers; yours first; on approval both ways: H.
Hosier, 21, Box-mill, Halstead, Essex. (l.'iOO)

FOUR, good cock Goldfinches, 10/-; yellow Norwich
cock, 12/6; exchange Goldfinch-Bwlilinrh Hybrid; ap
proval: Pearce, Crinnis, Par, Cornwall. (1914)
EXCHANGE, pretty dark yellow splashed Goldie
Mule, good songster, for good Crest or Crest bred
Norwich hen: Hanley, Longford, Ireland. (19J8)
GOLDFINCH, bred Mules, 3 Linnets, 1 Redpoll, all

cocks and Canary reared, 11/-; exchange poultry:
Payne, Whyteleafe. (Bee Exchange Canaries.) (15«5)
JOHN DAY will exchange high-class British or
Scandinavian Bullfinches for Cartaries, Mules, etc.;
6eo British: Dav, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull.

<1015)
FIVE Linnets, one Twite, three Yellowliammers,

Greenfinch, two Chaffinches, 6/- cocks; exchange: J.
W. Coulthard, Station Hill, Wigton Cumberland.

(1910)
1914 LINNET Mule, bred and trained by me to
pure Linnet song, 4th at Sale last week, £1, or
offers: W. Fairhurst, 17, Linwood-grove, Longsight,
Manchester. (1516)
WHAT offers two two-year-old call bird Gold-

finches, full song ; also two Linnet call birds, full

song; sale or exchange: Chris. Hatton, 31, Itich-

mond-st., Brighton. (1907)

FROM aviary four cock Chaffinches, two a.m. hen
Chaffinches, cock Goldfinch, cock Yellowhammer;
wanted, hen Bullfinches, or offers: Rhodes, 273, Stret-

ford-rd., Manchester. (1911)

EXCHANGE six cock Linnets for four hen Gold-
finch Mules or four hen Canaries, or any other
kind of British exchanged for Canaries: J. Flower,
15, Pollard-row, Bethnal Green-rd., London. (1917)
NOTICE, two giant English cock Goldies, fit to win
prizes in any company, and sure mulers, only 5/6
each; or exchange for colour-fed Norwich or York-
shire Canaries, or Goldfinch Mules : Power and Rus-
sell, 10, Granby-place, Bethnal Green, London. (1857)

Mainly Canaries.
|

Exchange two bud norwich hens for two buff
Y’orkshire liens

;
yours first : W. Spears, 5, Garon-st..

Nantymoel. (1911)

EXCHANGE, 5 hen Canaries, good feeders, or Lan-
cashire. coppy or Crested hen : Harvey, Gordon Villas.

Woodbridge. (1961)

EXCHANGE six Roller hens for two cocks; offers;
yours first : F. Burden, 58, Hall st., Blakenhall, Wol-
verhampton. (1914)

SELL 5 hen Canaries 2/- each, or exchange Roller
cock, on song: Lamport,-under-Clift, Tilford, Farn-
ham, Surrey. (1912)

WILL exchange 2 Norwich cocks, value 15/-, for

good Crest hen ; yours first : P. Proudfoot, Cburch-
rd., Lowestoft. (1912)

SELL, five good feeding hens, healthy, cold-room,
2/6 each, or exchange birds; offers: Rennie, 8, High-
st., Prestonpans. (1912)

NORWICH cocks, 5/6, 6/- each; hens, 2/6 or 7/6

pair
;
exchange Belgian hares : A. C. Hatch, 132.

Ber-st., Norwich. (1906)

THREE pairs Yorkshires (unflighted), 8/6 pair; ex-

change Norwich or Lizard show cages : Waddicor. 0.

Holly-st., Rochdale. (1914)

GOOD colour-fed, large, typical Norwich, 12/6 pair ;

or exchange good Yorkshires: Feasey, 2, St. Luke’s
Cottage, Leamington. (1916)

SELL, 26 Canaries, £1 16/-, or exchange any-
thing useful; yours first; a bargain: R. Lawton.
Fleming-st., Barnsley. (1906)

SCOTCH Fancier cheap; or exchange for Norwich
cocks. Crests, or Yorkshires; surplus stock: McNair.

151, George-st., Paisley. (1916)

BANJO, five string, good instrument, £1 5/-; ex-

change singing cocks, anything useful: Marsden, 26,

Sliadsworth, Blackburn. (1912)

EXCHANGE pair grand Yorkshires for two Nor-

wich or Roller songsters; approval; yours first:

Ford, 19, Perry-et., Hull. (1913)

YORKSHIRES, seven cocks, three hens, for sale,

or exchange Rollers: J. Ibbitson, 18, Willoughby

-

row, Domestic-st., Leeds (1907)

THREE good cocks. Rollers, and three hens; ex-

change Yorkshires or Norwich: John, No. 24, Doley-

felin-st., Caerphilly, Glam. (1915)

BORDERS, from Palace winner cock, two liens;

exchange Siskins, Goldfinch, or yellow Norwich: Y\ .

Wilson, 40, Content-st.. Ayr. (1906)

EXCHANGE pen Buff Orpingtons, cockerel, three

hens, value £3, for Crests; on approval each way:
Lockhart, Wysely, Eeclefechan. (1907)

TWO good 'pairs Yorkshires, one pair Norwich,
exchange gent's bike, anything useful : Fenton, Bar-

ton-st., Clown, Nr. Chesterfield. (1912)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire* and Norwich: cocks from

5/6 ; hens from 31-

;

exchanges entertained: Ernest
Cheshire. 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (1900)

WANTED, vellow' Lancashire Plainhead cock, un-

fighted. give good exchange in prize-bred York-

shires: Smith, 24, Bywater-st., Chelsea. (1897)

EXCHANGE exhibition Cinnamon, Border, cock,

value 15/-, for exhibition Norwich or Yorkshire cock:

Bartlett. 67. Northload-st., Glastonbury. (1913)

WINNING Bantams, Game, Silver Sebright, Black
Roseoombs; exchange Yorkshires, British to value;

on approval: Cros*, Woodside-rd., Tonbridge. (1908)

CINNAMONS: Two healthy buff cocks, exchange
for two healthy typical buff Norwich liens; approval,

p. Southon, 52, Svvanage-rd., Small Heath, Birniing

ham. (19141

SINGLE breech guff, 10/-: Edison gem phonograph
and 30in. brass horn, 15/-: would exchange for Can-

aries : Mortimer. Redbourne-rd., Hemel Hempstead
Herbs.. U909)
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NORWICH for disposal; clears, greens, cinnamons,
variegated; cocks 6/-, hens 2/-; exchange poultry :

Bayne, 108, Godstone-rd., Wbyteleafe, Surrey. (See
Exchange British.) (1005)
SPLENDID Border Fancies, clear yellow and yel-

low marked ; cocks, 6/6 each ; two yellow hens, 2/0
each; 12 cage fronts, new, 3/6; also Uttings: Mills,

21, Kingsway, Oleethorpos. (1410/)

itll’I’ENUALLES, heating apparatus, with lamp
complete, suitable small greenhouse or bird room,
exchange pair Crests or Norwich, 1014 birds : Keary
Church Institute, Twickenham. (1912)
COl! It Crest-bred cocks, one Crest bred hen, all

1014 bred, 7/- each ; or exchange for Crested or
Crest bred hen, 1014 bred; on approval: William
Barrie, West Barns, Dunbair, Scotland. (1007)
WANTED all varieties Canaries, also British und

Foreign birds and Mules; will give good exchange
In Norwich, Yorkshire, or Border show cages: Me-
Keand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
MR. J. SCOTT, who is at the front, has asked
mo to dispose of his young birds for him

; cocks
from 10/-, hens fi/- each; bred from same strain as
last year's winners: Apply, Jos. Kilshaw, 5, Orm-
ot., Bolton. (1903)
TO sell or exchange, 10 Norwich hens, 6 cocks on

full song, and 2 or 3 other common hens, good
foster-mothers,' will exchSnge for good singing
Rollers, Schoolmasters : 8. J. Croosley, 42, Aldcliffc-
rd., Lancaster. (1912)
PERFECTLY trained Roller Schoolmaster (1013),

15/0; exchango pair Yorkshires; 2 cocks, 1 hen Para-
dise Whydah, acclimatised, 6/- lot; exchange. Canary
or Mule, songster; yours first; approval: Clarke, 82,
Iligh-st., Sydenham. • ( 1917 )TYPICAL colour-fed winning buff cock, 15/-; also
yellow cock, 12/- ; also exhibition buff and yellow
hen, 10/6 each ; few extra largo specimens, pairs
12/-, 15/-, and 20/- ; exchange entertained : Hawkes,
20

, Pretoria-rd., Le.vtonstone.
( 1919 )DUNFERMLINE winners for sale: Borders, buff hen,

2nd, 7/6; bull cock, 4th, 7/6; variegated buff cocks
1st, 12/6; 4th, 7/6; others cheap; will exchango good
pair Borders for li.m. Siberian Goldfinch breeder:
Kennoway, St. Leonards-place, Dunfermline. (1911)

Mainly Foreign.
EXCHANGE 15 Yellow and ttvo Green Budgerigars,
nviary-bred, perfect birds, for Canaries (must be out-
door or cold-room bred): Jackson, 86, Station-rd.,
Wood Green, London, N. (1915)

|
Miscellaneous.

]

WILL exchange prize-bred self tumblers for
Crested Canaries; Adames, Langstone, Havant.(1905)
NANNY goat, in kid, 15/-, billy 10/-, or 20/- pair; ex-
change poultry ; Gritfiths, The Aviaries, Long Sutton,
Lines. (1909)
WHAT offers in exchange for Spaniel dog pup, 3
months old; Watts, 61, Weilington-st., Merthyr
Tydfil. (1900)
EXCHANGE 16ft. pike rod, also roach rod for

livo stock: Gaunt, 1, Erie-st., Whitecote, Bramley,
Leeds. (1891)
FIVE Crest and 3 Norwich, new 6how cages, for any-

thing useful ; Mrs. Gardner, 47, Prospect-st., Lan-
caster. (1903)
BULL Irish Terrier, 50/- ; exchange poultry, or

offers: Skirrow, West Lea-ave., Harlow Hill, Har-
rogate.
EXCHANGE large hanging lamp for Linnet muler

or Green Borders, or sell 20/-: Ayers, 28, York-st.,
Jarrow. (1916)
A GOOD pair of Yorkshire Canaries, 12/6; or ex-
change fowls; Osbourn, Jeweller, Chesterton, Cam-
bridge. (1913)
GRAND f.m. Welsh Goldie, exchange British show
cages or cycle tyre: A. Davies, 13, Wellington-place,
Llanwrst. (1911)
WHAT offers in small foreign birds for zonophone

plate records?: William Booth, Briggate, (Jarforth,
near Leeds. (1918)
12 lOin. DOUBLE sided 2/6 records, nearly new, ex-
change birds, cages, etc. ; Bell, 20, Egerton-rd., Mel-
ton Mowbray. (1914)
CAVIES, pure Red seifs; exchange for British

esed-eaters ami hen Canaries : Skipsey, Newton Mor-
rell, Darlington. (1916)
EXCHANGE first vol. 2 12 " War Budget ” for large
h.m. square blaze cock Goldfinch: Saviil, 25, Lea-rd.,
Waltham Cross. (1911)
AVIARY bred Yorkshire cocks from 5/-, exchange for
British suitable for aviary: H. Summers, 77, Sneinton
Hill, Nottingham. (1910)
DRYING cage and five double breeding cages, all

wire, in good order
;
exchange Border cocks : Devoy,

George-st., Stranraer. (1916)
CHAMPION field-moulted cock Goldfinch, can win

in good company, with show cage, 12/6: Devoy,
Georgenst., Stranraer. (1916)
SALE or exchange 12 single sided zonophone records

for 10,6; or exchange pair Canaries: Goodman, Var-
nish Works, Yiewsley. (1911)
EXCHANGE pair field glasses and ease for good Rol-

ler cock, also safety razor for ditto: T. Towers, 15,
Orchard-st., Hinckley. (1913)
EXCHANGE emit length, costume length, for guinea

pigs or common pigeons: Gaunt, 1, Eric-st., White-
cote, Bramley, Leeds. (1889)
EXCHANGE Nos. 1 to 84 “Smallholders” for 3 cock

•Goldies, or 3 hens, Norwich, or sell, 7/6: W. Mean,
13, Lacey-st., Bow, E. (1903)
BEAUTIFUL White Bantam cockerel and pullet,

1914 bred, exchange for Canaries, or sell 7/6: Motley,
Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (1919)
MANDOLINE, case, tutor, 12/6; harmonium, 15/-;

59 Cage Birds, 3 Annuals; exchange offers: 21,
Sebert-rd., Forest Gate. (1915)
YOUNG’S clap nets, jointed poles, 18ft. by 4ft.;

exchange h.m. yellow cock Ssikin; offers: W. Wil-
son, 46, Content-st., Ayr. (1906)
EXCHANGE three 19J4 hen Goldfinch Mules, two
hen Canaries, for cock Goldfinch, muler: Shead, 2,
George-st., Barry, Glam. (1902)
EXCHANGE three Linnet Mules and parents, or

sell 10 6; Norwich cocks, 5,6 each: Woodhouse, 21,
Miligate, Newark, Notts. (1915)
EXCHANGE, high-class Norwich Greens for good
air-gun, or breeh-loader

;
sell 12/6 pair : 90. Wood-

ford-lane, Over, Cheshire. (1909)
COCK Canary, singing, 7/-; exchange boots; harp,
new, £1; bargain: Mrs. L. Mayee, 73, Ebenezer-st.,
Langley Mills, Derbyshire. (1909)NEW livery top coat, drab, full size, for yellow
nnflighted Norwich cock Canary, or 6ell 15/-: Vince,
Crockers, Mortimer, Berks. '

(1911)
ONE pair Cockatiels, aviary moulted, very tame,

15/-; will exhange for Canaries, toy dogs, puppies:
Syd. Mothersole, 20, Humberstone-rd., Leicester.

(1914)
EXCHANGE single barrel 12 bore Converted rifle for
exhibition cook Hawfinch or other show Britishers:
Wilkins, 14, St. Pauls st., Rusthall, Sun Wells, Kent.

(1913)

FISHING taoklc, general rod, winches, etc., value
20/-; exchange for Canaries; Dodson, 7, North
Avenue, Letchworth, Herte. (1903)
EXCHANGE double and single breeding cages, uten-

sils, for good Norwich or sell cheap: Woods, 26, Sil-
ton-st., Moeton, Manchester. (1910)
WANTED, gramophone and records; exchange six

pairs Canaries, two breeding cages: Wise, Banks
Court, Keswick, Cumberland. (1910)
EXCHANGE gramophone and records, cost £4, for

three Glucke Roller cocks, or eell for £3; yours first:
121 Cannock rd., Chadsmorc. (1915)NEW wicker travelling basket, hold four Norwich
show cages, 4/6; two show cages, 1/0: Buxton,
Lime Orovo-avenue, Matlock. (1006)
HANDSOME Great Dane bitch, demon guard, 10
months, 25/-; exchango Canaries: Buckler, Fox Cot-
tage, Barnacle, nr. Coventry. (1911)
lItIGHi-ULA8S Yorkshires., sell, or exchange for

2in. mesh wire netting, also (in. : Rcnnicks, Bas-
aenthwaite Lake, Cumberland. (1918)
EXCHANGE Fox TerrieiP puppy, female, five

months, good head, for cock Canary : Dowding,
23, Drayson-mews, *Lensington. (1907)
EXCHANGE, walking-stick gun, good condition,

for pair of good Crests, or sell for £1: J. Collins,
Brea, near Camborn, Cornwall. (1908)
GOOD Yorkshire cock, . full song, 10/6; double

breeder, 5/-, like new; exchange Goldfinches: Pratt,
Market-st., Long Sutton, Lince. (1910)
EXCHANGE pike rod with line, reel, and snap

tackle, for Yorkshire cock : F. Jenkins, 16, Argyle-
rd., Blakenhall, Wolverhampton. (190/)
FOUR aviary cages, good condition, sell £1; ex-
change Budgerigars, Bullfinches, or Siskins: Halford,
10, Lismore Circus, Gospel Oak. (1905)
EXCHANGE glazier’s diamond, value guinea, for

cock Roller, to value; approval both ways: Driscoll,
638, Commercial-rd., Portsmouth. (1903)
WANTED, largo Norwich Vanaries, exchange sil-
ver English lever, or treadle sewing machine: Woods,
26, Silton-st., Moston, Manchester. (1910)
EXCHANGE four black spangle Tumblers and two

rods for two eoeks. Goldfinches: W. Griffiths, 17, Old-
fleld-rd,, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.

’

(1913)
EXCHANGE King air rifle for cook Canary or Gold-

finch, full, song : E. Morris, Brickmaker’s Arms, Wood-
side, near Dudley, Worcestershire. (1904)“HOBBIES” fretwork machine, nearly new, coot
24/6, sell 12/6; exchange Canaries (Border Fancy):
Nicholl, Gloucester-rd., Teignmouth. '

( 1910 )EXCHANGE brand new gent’s or lady’s boots,
also boy’s clothing, for male dog and puppies:
Manager Furniture Stores, Totton. (1882)
YORKSHIRE cocks, in full song, 5/- upwards;

exchange poultry, anything useful; approval: 400,
W;hiteha,ll-rci., St. George’s, Bristol. (1909)
EXCHANGE, Burridge’s English blow lamp, new

condition, birds, Arnberol records; anything : Law,
24, Giberaiter-row, Gee Cross, Hyde. (1908)
WANTED, Scotch Fancies, exchange gent’s cycle

or sell £4; approval both ways; birds first: Wil-
liam Smith, 13, Findlay-st., Kilsyth. (1896)
SPLENDID enamel heating stove, three burners

(oil), enamel kettle to fit; exchange poultry; cash,
10/-; Caterer, 127, Blackstock-rd., N.

STRAY PARS
From the Horticultural Hall

Show.
A Case for Sympathy.
A few cases of exhibits were not delivered by

certain of the railway companies until somewhat
late on the Thursday morning, but the classes the
pirds were in wero held back, and we believe that
except in one or two instances all got judged. The
chief sufferer was Mr. F. J. Evans, of Uindhead,
whose Dartford Warblers did not turn up until late
in the day, and one of them was found to be dead.
Everyone sympathised with Mr. Evans. One of the
survivors, by the way, was claimed at catalogue
price, £3.

A Batch of Blue Budgerigars.
An acquaintance we made at the show told us of

a keeper of Budgerigars residing in Wolverhampton
who from one pair of the rare Blue variety had
this season bred 17 young, all true to the blue
colour. What luck

!

Previous Performances.
Most

,
interesting happenings at these big shows

are the reversals of previous performances of ex-
hibits. Young fanciers in particular forget that
birds (like themselves) are not always “fit.” One
buttonholed us at least once each day to explain
why such a bird was put in front of another, see-
ln6 that the other had beaten it at —— , etc., etc.
Surely it is fortunate the same birds do not always
wan; it at least gives everybody a sporting chance.

Had a Grand Time.
Perhaps the bird which enjoyed itself most of

all at the show was tho hen Bramble Finch who
managed to squeeze through the waterhole of her
cage. She had a grand time flying round

; plenty
to eat and drink, and the fun of dodging her
wouldJbd catchers. She did not g7ive' half a
chance to some of them. Hut the evergreen smil-
es Rob Pretty fairly took her in. Perhaps sho
thought that no danger could possibly lurk in the
owner of that smile!

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats ; Cavies

; Clothing
; Cycles ; Dress

;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennell Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

Early Closing.

Tbe language used by the. Parrots at closing time
on the Saturday was something shocking- it was
even worse than that of the visitors who had
dropped in expecting to be able to stay until ten.ibe Parrots could not be pacified, but the humans
wandered to the far end of the hall and sought the
usual consolation of those who find time hanging
on tbeir hands Well, seven, o'clock does seem
early, doesn t it?

SHOW DATES FIXED,
j

Bccuro Insertion in this column, a guarantee
that the show will be advertise! in “ C.B.” to the
-xtent of at least 25/* imust he aent to our manager.
l ieaao note that we only insert those that guar-
antee, ao our list is a bona-fide one.

England.
Dec. H-12.— Warrington C.B.S—(G. M. Nelson, 466.

Knutsford Rd.)
Dec. 19.—- Doncaster C.B.S.— (Canaries only). See

Jan. 9, 1915.
Jan. 8-9.— Ardwick and Manchester C.B.S.—(J.

Spencer, 193, Palmerston St., Beswick, Man-
chester.)

Jan. 9.~ Doncaster C.B.S—(G. Hunt, 19. The Cues-
cent, Balby Rd.) Mules, Brit, and For. Birds.

Oct. 22 2.3.- Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,
Brunswick Rd.)

Scotland.
Dec. 19.—Ncwtongrange.— ( W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 21-Jan. 1.—Scottish National (Edinburgh) (J.

R. Meikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jan. 1.—Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.—(J. "Watson, 16,

Y’oung St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Jan. C.-Pontypridd F, & F.S.— (A. A. G. M’Lucas,

48, Rosser St., Maesycocd, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12.—Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. John, 9, Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

Dec. 9-10.

Iceland.
10.—Dublin S. County C.B.A.—(D. Smyth, 14,
Tivoli Terr. N., Kingstown.) G.W., J.W.

EXCHANGE wire dog for gramophone and records,
sell 25/-

;
two dog pups, four months, £1 each, suit

lady: Bell Inn, Toddington, Dunstable. (1910)
GOLDFINCH cock Mule, 7/6 ; exchange hens or

ebek Canary, for aviary; Black Cocker puppy, 1C/-;
approval: Allen, Oakiands, Swallowfield. (1915)
PAIR prize bred self-red Cavies, 15/-; or will
exchange for good cock Canary, Yorkshire pre-
ferred : Bowker, 68, Emily-st., Burnley. (1905)
LABRADOR, trained to gun, good retriever, ex-
change Canaries, Goldieis, or Parrot, anything value
30/-: Rutherford, Kiln-hill, Tweedmouth. (1917)
WANTED, talking Parrot;- exchange gent.’s silver
watch, two keyless watches, safety razor; give
lot ; Crompton, 6, Spruce-et., iRochdale. (1907)
WANTED, Yorkshire hens; exchange good Green-
finch Mule ; sell 7 /6 ; or phonograph records

:

England, Hallett’s Gds., Kuisli, Yeovil. (1907)
WILL give large old book of martyrs, fishing

tackle, peach, apricot, apple, pear trees for
Canaries: Mona, Cowley-rd., Uxbridge. (1908)
CHESTNUT roasting machine, 7/6; gas heating

stove, 5/6; exchange for fishing tackle, hen Canar-
ies: Middletor, 9, Northgate, Canterbury. (1909)
EXCHANGE fishing stockings, scrap brass, india-

rubber, two Border show cages, case for Canaries,
British: Paton, Portland Row, Hurlford. (1011)
WANTED offers in Canaries, Yorkshires for Brad-
bury’s bootmaker’s patching machine, or accept any-
thing useful : Kimble, Horeham-rd., Sussex. (1915)

EXCHANGE West Highland bitch, 12 months, for
three yellow Border Fancy Canaries, two cocks and
one hen: D. Irving, Hawick-ter., Carlisle. (1910)
BUFF cock, yellow hen, Iron’s strain, sell 15/-;
exchange crossbred pullets or cockerels

;
approval

:

Taylor, Dunsdale, Guisbrough, Yorkshire. (1918)
EXCHANGE box of 25 cigars (Key West or Bulldog
brands) for singing Canary; yours first: Wbiteley,
Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, nr. Bradford. (1917)
EXCHANGE new No. 1 Brownie camera, complete
with developing tank and frames, for h.m. Goldies or
sell 9/-: G. Wheeler, 319. Bethnal Green-rd. (774)
EXCHANGE Yorkshires, Norwich, Budgsrigars for
fresh-caught Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches; scales,
6eed offers: Higgs, 65, Wa«!,ioo-st., Tipton. ( 161.4 ;

TOY Terriers, puppy 3 months, very small, 'dogs
15/-, bitch 10/-; or exchange for pullets: T. S.
Robson,^ Victoria Cottages, Howden-le-Wear. (1906)
GREENFINCH, Goldfinch, cocks, warranted muiers,
Canary hens, two hen Goldfinch Mules, sale or ex-
change Rollers; Collins, Stokenchurch, Bucko. (1913)
WILL exchange three large, healthy Norwich hens

for two cock Goldfinch or Linnet mules
;
mutual ap-

proval: G. Brown, 44, Waterloo-rd., Norwich. ( 1894 )

MAILCART, art cane, cost £3, sell £ 1
; accordeon,

19 keys, four bases, cost 25/-, sell 10/-; exchango
Canaries, gramophone, anything: Palfrey, Dronfield.

(1915)
SALE or exchange pair of clapnets, cost 18/-, only
used once, for a large yellow cock Siskin or Gold-
finch, or sell, 14/-: Morgan, Lester-st., Stretford.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 290

A Novel Suggestion,
We met several fanciers hunting for Norwich

stock birds at reasonable prices, but such as thrv
required were not to be found. The good oneshad been quickly snapped up. One disappointed
amateur we met suggested that only amateur and
novice fanciers should be allowed to purchase out
of the stock classes on the first day of the show.
His argument was, that they cannot trust theirjudgment and make up their minds so quickly asthe older fanciers.

‘ 3

Two of the Best.

We heard that the yellow hen which won the
special for best Border in the show was quickly
claimed by a novice lover of the “wee gems ”
Everybody was delighted at Messrs. Burton Bros.’
success, for they are both keen fanciers. One isnow at the front in the trenches with the Queen's
Westminsters. The other is busy with both lots of
stock to attend to. and yet he can find time to
act as bon. sec. for no less than three societies!

What’s in a Name?
A said-todie “Pallas’ Great Grey Shrike” was

exhibited. Presumably the judge, Mr Silver ac-
cepted it as an ordinary Great Grey, or it must have
been marked “ wrong class,” for if as labelled its
proper place would have been the class for Conti-
nental species. But what is a “ Pallas’ Great Grey
bnnke ? We seem to remember reading that as
long ago a.g 1880 Professor Collett (in the “ Ibis ”)
said that the ordinary Great Grey Shrike and PaUas’
G.G.S. were to be found in one and the same nest—
i.e., that birds exhibiting the slight variation in
plumage marking said to be peculiar to the Pallas’
were found in the same brood as birds marked in
the manner of the Great Gtey. In any case, if a
distinction be accepted, the Pallas’ G.G.S. cannot
claim to be ‘‘ very rare ”

; it is as common in Great
Britain during many winters as is the Great Grey.

A Visitor from Belgium.
We had a most interesting chat with a visitor-

si refugqe—from Belgium, Mr. O. Masschelein, of
Antwerp. He told a harrowing story of his flight
from that ill-fated city on one of the last boats—
a small coal boat with a crew of 10 men, then carry-
ing nearly 300 people, mostly women and children,
they had a stormy journey of close on three days,and were without, provisions—the horror of it will
be apparent. Mr. Masschelein is a breeder of the
Beiglan Canary. Only a. very small band of breeders
of this bird now remains, he told us. The Roller
Canary has ousted it from popularity, while it is
expensive, delicate, and not easy to breed he
thought of trying Border Fancies as feeders when
next he had the opportunity. May it come soon.
Ihis Belgian fancier was highly pleased with his

d erf'll 1

ttle Sll0'v'’ be described as very won-

How Pedigree May Tell.

The sensation of the Yorkshire section was the
novice birds of Miss Q. Bowycr, of Newmarket, who
showed five, all unflighted, and won 4 first and I
fifth prizes! And this, too, was her first attempt
at exhibiting. The quality of her birds so impressed
tho champion exhibitors that £8 was offered for
one of them, and £15 for two; both offers were
declined. We heard from Mr. Crisp that the lady
was tho daughter of a friend, and that he pre-
sented her with the parents, a smallish, tight-
feathered yellow hen and a big, rather ragged-
feathered cock bird, the latter, however, being very
closely related to his noted green-marked yellow
cock, claimed at a very long figure at the last Palace
Snow, and now carrying all before it for Mr. h.
Bykes. The astounding—and unexpected— result
has been these four young birds, every one a first-
class exhibition specimen ! Who said face valuewas better than a pedigree? They were moulted
and colour-fed outdoors in a shepherd's hut used
as a lawn tennis pavilion I

The Sensational Hybrid.
The sensational hybrid of Mr. ParJett’s, the very

light plumaged said-to-be Canary-Bullfinch, attracted
the usual attention and led to considerable “argi-
fying.” Some good (or ought-to-be-good) judges
hold that it shows far more characteristics of the
Greenfinch-Bullfinch cross; and we must candidly
admit that we are inclined to agree with them.
One or two even suggested that it was a rare-
feathered Bullfinch ! Anyway, it is a bonny bird,
and was in lovely condition.

Real Enthusiasm.
Several exhibitors mcMe very big entries, but we

think tho palm goes' to Mr. Allen Silver. To 6ee
hlrn tying up his 5C cages of all sorts and sizes of
birds, from Waxbiits to Parrots, preparatory to
popping them into the furniture van en route for
home, was enough to make even the clerk of the
weather’s tears change into smiles. Mrs. Thynne,
Mr. Frostiek, Mr. Francis, Mr. Frost, Mr. Marley,
and Mr. Maxwell also had very big loads to remove.

A Contrast

.

It is pleasing t-o note how splendidly exhibitors
Gtage their birds nowadays—specimens in the pink
of condition put into show cages as spotless as
enamel and “ elbow grease” can make them. And
the decorative effects obtained in many instances
are extremely pretty and tasteful—notablv in cages

Wrens, Bearded Tits, and many other
British, also Foreign, birds. In the class for
Albino birds, however, was to be seen a great
rarity in a dilapidated cage with cracked wood-
work and broken wires, tied up in places with string
and binding wire, dirty to a degree, and containing
but one perch, and this too small for the comfort
ot its inmate—a deplorable example of how not toshow a bird. What, a grateful contrast were the
cages ot the Humming Birds, made lovely with
orchids and sprays of foliage.

Oh! Those Printers.
In several cases exhibitors had entered a couple

or more birds, and their owners’ opinion of themjudging by the catalogue prices, did not always
agree with that of the judge. We noticed several
little groups deliberately selecting the birds and re-judging them. In a certain case the critics wero

th
? J1dBeTas ri^ht ' and one sprinted tothe office to buy the cheap-priced winner, only to

find that the figures in the catalogue were aprinters error!

Birds of a Feather.
A tall man and a stout man were busy among theYorkies. Bird after Bird was selected, Plough?down to the second tier and discussed After atime one appeared to suit the tall fancier nicelv.

r y ask0:! Ins friend’s opinion. ‘Tii-
y
u
a
,-,
nioe one/ the latter replied, “but he a\ery much like me—he’s got too much waist!”

CHORLEY C.B.S.
Show, White Lion Inn, Nov. 7. Judge Mr ITThere was a big improvement in thebirds, borne grand specimens were put down bothin Norwich and Yorks., also in tho British andforeign. Entries numbered over 40.
NOR. CK. BUFF: 1, 2, Irvingu. ii LEI : 1

, 2, Irving; 3, vhc, Welch; lieBowens
; c, Worthington. YELL.: 1 . Irvi.iV- >’

r oster
; 3, Dowens; vhc, Welch. Y’ELL. HEX- i’Bowens; 2 Welch; 3, Worthington. BUIT: 1Turner; 2, Welch. GOLDE. : l, Dowens. LINNET:

1. Langton. MULES: 1
, Worthington; 2 3 LangtonYORKS. BUFF IIEN: 1

,
Welch ;“

2, Langton 3 R-‘patch ; vhc, T. Hatch. YELL.: 1, 2, R. Hatch • 3
T. Hatch. YELL. IIEN: 1

, Turner. BRIT.: 1 Wil-
lems; 2, 3, lie, Langton; vhc. Turner. FOR • l’ ° 3
vhc, he, e, Worthington. BUFF YORKS. CK Tit'
Hatch.—J. H. Welch, Sec.

1 '

HALIFAX O.S.
Show Oct. 31. Plummet Line Hotel, Halifax; 83

birds were staged, which was considered very satis-
factory. Mr. A. Lawford, Huddersfield, judged and
bus awards append to give satisfaction. Sp. ’most
points in champion section; 1, Wilkinson, 14 points-
2, Burdekin Bros., 13. Nov.: 1, Speak, 17; 2. Sharp’
11 . .

CHAMP., YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (6); 1.
vhc, Burdekin Bros,; 2, e, Wilkinson; 3, Haigh

; he
Pilling. BUFF: 1, Wilkinson; 2, 3, vhc Burdekin
Bros.; he, Haigh. MKD. : 1 , Wilkinson: 2, Pilling-
8, Haigh; vhc, Lloyd. OR.: 1. Pilling. NOV.
YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (16): 1 . 3, W. Speak-
2, J. Speak; vhc. Sharp; lie, Whitham

; c Thorn-
ton. BUFF (11): 1 Sharp; 2, 3, W. Speak; vhc,
Thornton; he Horsman

; c, Ellis. MKD. (11): 1 , c,
W. Speak; 2, Wild; 3, Sladdin and Baldwin; vhc,
Holrojd ; he, Sharp. GR. (9): 1, Thornton; 2,
Scruton ; 3, c, Briggs

; vhc. Sladdin and Baldwin

;

he. Sharp. CHAMP. NOR. YELL : 1. Lloyd; 2, Lord
BUFF: 1, 2, Lord. NOV., NOR. YELL.: 1 2 3
Corncy. BUFF: 1, 2, S, Cornoy. BRIT, FINCH:
1. 2, 3, Macphorson

; vim, Helliwell A.O. BRIT.:
1, 3. Macpheroon; 2, vh«t tf&iwcU.—II. Clegg. See.
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Club {Reports.

DARVEL C.B.S.
General meeting Town Hall, Nov. 85, before a

fair turn-out; Mr. D. Hopkins chair. ITizo .money
to the amount of £1 7s. (id. was paid out in res-

pect of club show held Nov. 14. Decided to bold

u table show, Dec. 15, for British birds, Goldf.,

Bull!., Linnet, Grecnf., Lesser ItcdpoU and Siskin.

Sec. was instructed to write Mr. Dale to judge same.
—J. Enlrful, See.

BLAYDON-ON-TYNE C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 28, with a fairly good turn-out of

members. Schedule for members’ show, ctubroom,
Hlaydon Hotel, Dec. 12, was considered, and
Mr. J. Klseboro, Sunderland, elected judge. Classes:
Nor. nin^ Crests six, Yorks, eight, Border eight,
two selling, flvo British and Mules, one gift class.
Mr. J. Morrison was elected as a member.—Geo.
Havver, Hon. Sec.

EAST J-8AM C.B.S.
Show Oct. 31, Ruskin Hotel. Nearly 200 birds were

Staged. Mr. J. Robson judged.
From the catalogue we gather that the principal

winners were: YORKS., CHAMP.: Bennett. *AMAT.:
Parker, Wilkins and Son, Fox. NOV.: Blackman,
Stevens, Baxter, Collingo, Thomas, Major. NOR.
CHAMP.: Taylor, Perry. AMAT.: dodge, Walker,
Evans, Dalton. NOV.: Stopher, Wadoworth Huns-
don. Burrows, Manning, Ferridge. BORD., AMAT.

:

Potter. NOV.: Stevens, Daw, Kybert, Hammond,
Fordham, Onslow. BRIT.: Parker, Walker, Ferridge,
Wadsworth, Pask.and Webb, Iron. MULES : task
and Webb, Walken Manning. FOR. : Parker.

HORNSEY, WOOD GREEN C.B.S.
Evening show, Nov. 3, Nightingale Hotel, with

quite a grand collection of birds, both as to num-
bers and quality. Many lady fanciers take an
energetic and practical interest in the welfare of
the society, and the members are especially fortu-
nate in having so keen and enthusiastic a supporter
as Mr. Day, the chairman, and such a methodical and
go-ahead sec. as Mr. P. Brooks. Mr. Geo. Gardner
judged. "

CHAMP. NOR. : 1, lie, c, Brooks, ltader a very
smart buff ck\, rare shape, qual.

; 2, 3, Griffin, tkd.
wing yell.. hen, a beauty, and saddle mkd. buff rk.,
grand size and nice qual. : vhe, Harris. NOV. NOR.

:

1, 2, Cobden, very silky feathered bird leading; 3, H.
Cobden, close up; vbc lie. Bates. YORKS.: A very
good class ; Mr. Everett had a clean sweep, and also
annexed the spl. with a very smart exhibit. MULES:
1, Griffin; 2, Bates.

'

WSBSEY C.B.S.
Show Horse and Groom Inn; Nov. 7 Mr. E. Grange

judged. '

CL. or TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Sutcliffe; 2, 4,

Chapman
; 3, Wilkinson Bros. ; vhe, Farrer ; he,

Ormondroyd; c, Mann. BUFF: 1, Mann; 2, J.
Crowtiier; 3. Ormondroyd; 4, Farrer; vhe, lie, Chap-
man : e, Sutcliffe. EVEN, ETC., GR. MD. YELL.
CK. : 1. he, Mann ; 2, 3, Sutcliffe: 4. Wilkinson Bros.;
vhe, Crowther

; e, Hanson. BUFF: 3, 4, Hanson;
2, 3, Sutcliffe; vhe, Wilkinson Bros. CINN. BUFF
CK.: 1, 2 Chapman. CL. or TKD. YELL HEN: i,

Hanson; 2, 3, Sutcliffe; 4, J. Crowther; vhe, Mann.
BUFF: 1, Sutcliffe; 2, Battye

; 3, Wilkinson Bros.;
4. J. Crowther; vhe. Chapman; he, Ormondroyd; c,

Farrer. EVEN, ETC. YELL. HEN: 1. 2, 4, Wilkin-
son Bros.; 3, vhe, W. Crowther. BUFF: 1, 3, W.
Crowther; 2, Chapman

; 4, he, c, Hanson; vhe, Mann.
CLASS 12: 1, W. Chapman. CINN. MKD. BUFF
HEN: 1, Chapman; 2, 3, Mann.—W. Chapman, sec.

GLASGOW EAST END O.A.
Special meeting Nov. 3. 87, Old Darmarnock Road,

Bridgeton. Mr. L. Scott chair, with a fairly ,good
turn-out of members. Entries for show were' taken,
and other business concerning show was dealt with.
Annual show, Nov. 7, Parish School Halls, Old

Dalmarnock Road, with A very fair entry.
SCOTCH FANCY YELL. CK.: 1. cup, Palmer; 2,

3, Muir. BUFF CK. : 1, 2, 3. Muir. PIED.: 1,

Craig; 2, 3. Cochrane. YELL. HEN : 1, 2, Muir; 3, Mc-
Roberts. BUFF: 1, 3, Muir; 2, Palmer. BORD. CE.
OR TKD.: i_ Scott; 2, Harris: 3, Bryce. HEN: 1,

2, Scott: 3, Harris. MKD, CK. : 1, Wilson; 2,
Harris; 3, McRoberts. HEN: 1, Bryce; 2, Wilson;
3, Harris. NOR. CL. Oft» TKD. CK. : 1. 3. Grev; 2,
Burnett. HEN: 1, 3, Harris; 2, Scott. MKD. CK.:
1, 3, Harris; 2, Burnett. MKD. HEN: 1, 3. Burnett;
2, Harris. CREST: 1, Dicker; 2, Belshaw; 3, White-
law. Bord. cup winner, L. Scott; Nor. cup, D.
Harris.—D. Burnett, See.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Young stock, Nov. 7, and a washing exhibition

given Nov. 11 by Mr. G. Russell proved to be the
best items yet given on the Society’s winter pro-
gramme/ Over CO birds were staged,' and there was
a splendid muster of members at the washing ex-
hibition. Mr. Wells judged the young stock show
and gave every satisfaction. We should like to see
more members showing; entries from only about 12
members out of CO, but so many are engaged In
making war supplies that their time is never their
own. Competition for the cups is keen, and the
Christmas show on Dec. 2G should attract record en-
tries. Mr. Roe has beer, engaged to judge.
Champ. : Cowley 20, Burke 16, Swindon, Harding S,
Hughes, Bayliss 5, others 3. Nov.: Thompson 13,
Barron 15, Prottv 5, others 2. Brit. : Mr. Raby 11
points; many of tho British fanciers did not show,
but are well in the running. Don’t forget Dee. 26.
YORKS., CHAMP., CE. OR TKD. YELL.: 1,

Burke; 2. c, Cowley; 3, Hughc-s. BUFF: 1, 2,-Cow-
lev : 3. Harding; 4, Swindon. A.O.V.: 1 . 2, Cowley;
4, Harding; 3, Burke. NOV.. CL. OR TKD. YELL.:
1, Luckinan. BUFF: 1, 4. Barron; 2, Protty; 3,
Thompson. A.O.V.: 1, Thompson; 2. 3, Barron.
MULES: 1, 2. Raby; 3. Hiekling; 4, Willmott. Mr.
Raby secured all firsts in Brit. ; runners-up, Mr. Will-
mott and Hiekling.—J. Sheppard, See.

ii n
The only paper dealing solely with Show anS

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature,

The RAbbil, Cat and Cavy Paper

FUR { FEATHER"
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday id. Send Postcard fur Specimen.

Offices : IcSS©, Bradford, Yorks.

ANNFIELD PLAIN C.B.S.
Meeting Nov. 21, Mr. Cresswell clinlr. Decided to

hold show in Mr. Uungguti’a long room. Moved that
A. O’Neil becomes a member; anyone wishing to

Join ia wolcomof Mooting Doo. 9, to arrange
specials and other business. There will be an
open Linnet class, Doc. 12, 8s., 4k., 2s., Is., so let

us see all the Linnet fanciers turn up and have a
good competition ; entrance is. Mr. T. Dixon,
of Bedllngton, Judges.

—

W. Thompson, sec.

BARRY F. AND F.S.
Show, Nov. 7. Cage birds numbered 19 in three

classes. Mr. A. Nicholson judged to the satisfaction
of everybody. Tho proceeds of tho entire show were
in aid of tlio St. John’s Ambulanco. Mr. H. P.
Thomas, the see., worked hard along with his band
of workers, and (the show was a great success. Mr.
F. C. Williams won sps. for best Canary and best
bird, with a splendid Canary, and Mr. W, Shoad
best Brit, with a beautiful Goldfinch.
CAN.: 1, 2, *p, Williams; 2, Gosling; 3, Wood-*

ruffe. BRIT. : 1, sp, 2, Shcad ; 3, 8. Atkinson.
MULES: 1, Smalldon; 2, Burrougb; 3, Shead.

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.S. .
Annual meeting held at show, Nov. 28, Mr. Ward-

ing presiding. The chairman said that he would not
only bo voicing the opinion of those present, but the
rest of the members, in thanking the Fancy for the
splendid support rendered in making the show a
successful one. Correspondence was passed as read.
A discussion ensued upon the new idea (in the
Roller Fancy) of publishing in the show schedules
the judges’ nfimes to their respective classes, but
only two members were in favour of the proposed
innovation. Mr. Wardieworth proposed) a vote of
confidence in the secretary, Mr. Percival, and Mr.
Pericles seconded the motion. Mr. Percival re-

sponded, and said ho was very much touched at all

the kind things that ha$ been said regarding liis ser-

vices. He felt that he could not let the moment
pass without paying a tribute to the services ren-

dered to him during the past year by Messrs. Ware-
ing, Massey, and Kilshaw. He also thanked those
present for their valuable assistance at the show
that day, Mr. J. Earnshaw was elected a member.
A hearty vote of /thanks to the chair brought the
meeting to a close.—J. Tomlinson, for A. Percival.

LARKHALL C.B.A. /

Annual social, Nov. 21, in Charing Cross Halls,

Mr. Rundell presided over a large gathering of

members and friends. After doing justice to an
excellent tea provided by Mr. Haggerty they had a
real treat in tho musical part of the programme.
Tiie iRjlFowing lartiistes c-on fributeld : Mis* Mary
Craig, Miss Georgia Brown, Mrs. John Craig, and
Messrs. Hyslop, R. Semple, G. Pollock. Next was
distributed the cups, specials and prize money won
at show, followed hv a presentation from members
of club to Mr. and Mrs. Rundell, of a walking-stick

and umbrella; Mr. James Kennedy made the presen-
tation and asked Mr. and Mrs. Rundell to accept
same as a islught appreciation of how the members
value the services of Mr. Rundell as a president; Mr.
Rundel! suitably replied. Votes of thanks to the
committee for arranging social so well, to the artistes

for their kindness, and to chairman, who in his

usual way toad greatly helped to the enjoyment of
the evening, were accorded. The singing of “ Auld
Lang Syne ” brought a very enjoyable evening to a
close.

Meeting Y.M. Halls on Nov. 28, president in the
chair. Decided to start the series of table shows
Dec. 12, with 5 classes of Borders, judge, Mr. Tom
Ritchie, Lesmahajjow; yell, ck., yell, hen, buff ck.,

buff hen, gr. or cinn.; judging at 6; points to count
for Mr. Marley’s special of lfls. cash. Mr. Run-
dell gave special of 2s. 6d. for most points over
show.—Allan Thomson, sec.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must he Paid for at
advertisement rates , three U'ords a penny .

WIGAN.
The Old Wigan Linnet Club is starting at the

Bay Horse Hotel, Whelley, Wigan (proprietor, Mf.
Sarn Fishwick). Anyone wishing to join should
kindly attend meeting on Sat. Dec. 4, at 7 p.m.—
A. Leyland, sec. (Advt.)

PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest, Woodman Inn, Nov. 21, 17 entered.

1, 2, 3, Beard. Open sing, Nov. 22, 15 entered

:

1, 2, Beard; 3. Nelson. Open sing, Nov. 28, three
minutes time sing, five seconds break, 20 entered

:

1, 2, 3. Beard, 114, 67, 47. Open sing, Nov. 29, 26
entered: 1, Beard, 82; 2, Williams, 71; 3 Beard 70.—
S. Pugh, sec. *

CASTLE FORD.
Linnet contest at the George and Dragon, Bridge-

st-., Nov. 28, for three good prizes. Winners: 'l,
S. Morley, 103; 2, W. Ratcliffe, 80; 3, J. Cooper, 78.
We .also toad a sing on Nov. 29 for three

,

prizes : 1,

2, S. Morley; 3, J. Wainwright. Our members have
contributed 8s. 6d. towards cages for the hospitals
of wounded soldiers, and enclosed you will find postal
order for same. We wish Cage Bir.ps every suc-
cess.—S. Morley, see.
[We heartily thank the members of the Castle-

ford Linnet Club for their generous and timely dona-
tion.—Editor.]

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and C.C. quality singing match, Nov.

29, Plasterers Arms, Skinner Lane, 24 birds com-
peted: 1, T. Johnson; 2, 3, Jack Chippendale; 4, F.
Turner; judges, Bros. Lorriman and II. Hayes. The
Canary match same evening provided a very pleas-
ant entertainment?, 10 classical Rollers siimin^- 1

Lipman; 2, 3, shared by T. Howarth and A. Lorri-
man

; judges, C. Cooper and C. Lorriman.—F Turner
sec.

’

Quality singing contests, old bird house, Skinner’s
Arms, Busiiingkhorpe, Nov. 27. 19 birds sang l
Ward; 2, Binns; 3. shared. King and Rosindale!
Judges, Messrs. C. Clayton and J. Sellars —C Clav-
ton, Hon. Sec.

’ J

'REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Warrington (Lancs.).—Cairo Street Schools, Dee.

11, 12. Judges, J. C. Barnes, J. D. Leigh, G. Large.
47 cl.: Yorks. 11 (6 Nov.), Nor. 11 (6 Nov.), Bord.
10, A.O.V . 1, Sell. 3, Mules 3, Brit. 8. Prizes, 10s.,

*?•; 3s -. 2s.; fee,. Is. 0d. Ent. close Dee. 7, to G. M.
Kelson. 4C6 Knutsford Road.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
J. C. BARNES, 113, Norttifield Road, Wiilklcy, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

J. W, BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.
Terms moderate.

w. A. COWGILL, 115, Washington Street, Glrllng-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cago
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. GARDNER, li, Haverstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canarie* and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. n. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
Judge of Canaries and Cago Birds; specialist in

Norwich ; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds,

d. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Y

T
orks. and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of ail

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Mannlngham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Road, Carshaltoo.
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Bqrder Fancy Judge.

J. H. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton Fell,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TIC KELL, 22, Iloney Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
W. VARDY, Tile Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties
G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Rd., Frizington, Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience ; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds,
moderate.

Life experience. Terms
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SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID
2/-, ^-incli 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

Except to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADVSRTISEMLNTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to
“ Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is
6/• per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not less
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS, 154. FLEET STREET, LONDON.

WARRINGTON
19th Annual Show,

Friday and Saturday
December 11 & 12.

’

Held in tho Cairo Street 8chools. Judges:
Messrs. J. C. Barnes, O. Large, and J. D. Leigh.
Open Yorkshire and Norwich, Novice Yorkshire and
Norwich, Borders 10 classes, Mules am] Briti h En.
tries close Monday, Nov. 30. 8ehedule» from- C M
Nelson, 466, Knutsford Road, Warrington. Error iri
Scheduleo, see ” Twitterings ••

this week’s Issue

SittingbournE
And Dlst. C.B.S.

Fourth Annual Show open to the County of Kent,
held in fanciers’ Hall adjoining George Hotel Wed
and Thurs., Dec. 16 and 17, 1914. Please enter from
this. Entries positively close first post, Dec. 13
Judge, Mr. Jeffrey Jefferies (Southall). Entrance
fee 1I-. Prize Money, 6/-, 3/-, 1/6, eight entries.
10 per cent, on all sales. Classification: 1 Nor Cl
Yell. Ck.; 2, Cl. Buff Ck.

; 3, Varieg. Cock; 4. Hens

;

5, Unflig. ; 6, Yorkshire, Cl. Yell. Codk ; 7, Cl Buff
Cock; 8, Varieg. Cock; 9, Hens; 10, Unflig.; 11

, Any
Other Variety Canary; 12, Mule or Hybrid; 13, Brit.
Goldfinch ; 14, Bullfinch

; 15, Greenfinch
; 16, Any

Other Finch
; 17, Redpoll^ Twite, or Siskin ; 18,

Linnet; 19, British Softbilis; 20, Foreign, Small in-
cluding Java; 21, Larger than Java; 22 Sell., Any
Variety C.B., 10s. ; 23, Any Variety C.B., 20e.

Sec., T, Monday
,
“Glenville,” Canterbury Rd

AB E R D E E

N

Amalgamated Cage Bird Society Annual Open Show
of Canaries, Hybrids, British, and Foreign Cage
Birds, will be held in the Ballroom, Music Hall, on
December 18 and 19. Judges, James Sineaton,
Musselburgh, and William Bishop, Stirling. Entries
close December 14th. Surplus funds to be handed
to the Red Croso Society— Wiilaim Aliison Sec., 3,
B urne tt Place, Aberdeen

. (1917)

PWtgmMge
Notwithstanding the crisis, we have increased tho
classification. Annual Show, December 19, 1914.
Popular Judges: Norwich, Jas. Calderwood, Esq.,
Kilmarnock; Borders, R. U. Douglas, Esq., Loan-
head; British. Jas. Mason, Esq., Peebles. Fanciers
rally round Newtongrange. Entries close December
14.—John Nelson, Sec., 85. Dean Park, Newtongrange.

DOW

C

ASTER
5th Annual Open Show of Canaries. December 19.
Judge. Mr/ H. W. Battye. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-,

2/6. Entry fee, 1/6 under patronage "of Y.C.C.,
O.N.P.C., C.M.Y.C.C.). 3/6 given by Mr Truman for
most points open Yorkshires, Classes 1 to 11. 2 6
given by Mr. J. Simpson for most points open Nor-
wich, Classes 16 to 22. 500 Schedules posted; others
apply to :G. Hunt, 19, The Crescent, Balby Road,
Doncaster.

“PALACE OF THE NORTH.”

iiTliiifli III list SJJ,
loth Annual Open Show, Saturday, December 19th, Rochester Street Schools.

53 Open Classes. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. 1/6 entrance fee.
All Varieties catered for, and Champions and Novices. Specialist Judges: G. Dobinson, G. Dobson, T. B.
Tomlinson, J. Johnson, .1. Bertram. Schedules to last year's exhibitors ; others please apply.

Entr ies close D ec, 15, to: W. Curry, Sec., 6, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.SCOT rr H
13th Ann. Show of Canaries, Mules, Hybrids, Brit.,

burgh, on December 31, 1914, and January 1, 1915.

Specials. Schedules ready Dec. 15. Apply to: J. R
future Adverts.)

and Foreign birds, within Grindlay Street Hall, Edin-
Expert Judges; handsome Trophies; attractive

. Meikle, Sec., 22, Brougham Street, Edinburgh. (See

SWANSEA
DECEMBER I0TH.

Entries close Dee. 5.
Exhibitors, please note:

Proceeds to Red Cross Fund.
Surely you are going to send an entry along. Good
Classification.. Specialist Judge: J. H. Payne, Glou-
cester. We want your entries; delay means nothing.
Send them along.— E. Dendie, 38, Trafalgar Terrace,
Swansea.

WISHAW
Clydesdale C.B.S. Annua! Open Show, on January 1,

1915, in Watson’s Hall, Young Street, Wishaw. 43
Open Classes. Efitries taken till morning of show.
Schedules from: Jas. Watson, 16, Young Street,

Wishaw.
bq fl U VniftOT Bird Show on December 26,

BSIriti I lUn I 1914. 9 Classes of York-
shires, and 2 British. Judges ,T. Harriman and G.

Wilson.—J. S. Head, Hon. Sec., i2, Mill Street,

Maryport. (1916)

and Six Bells F.F. and H.S.
(affiliated to

S.W; and Mon. Fed.) 7th Annual Open Show of P.,

Pigs., Cage Birds, and Rabbits, on Wednesday, Dec.
16, 1914. Cage Bird Judge, Geo. Gardner. London.
Schedules: Ed. Churchill, Hon. Sec., 29, Tillery St.,

Abertillery, Mon. (1908)

C.B.A. fith Annual Show,

December 25. 42 Classes.

Judges, Messrs. J. Winter, Edinburgh, F. A. Watt,
Banff. Entries close Dec, 18.—Sec., A. W. Douglas,

Bishopmi/i, Elgin.

ABIRTHURY

ELGIN

PONTYPRIDD
F. and F. Society (Affiliated to South Wales and
Monmouthshire Fed.), January 6th, 1915. Special
comfortable room for Cage Birds alone. Judge, C.
A. House, Esq. Entries close Dec. 30, 1914. All
profits to go to Red Cross Fund. Schedules: A. A.
Gordon McLucas, 48, Rosser Street Maesycoed,
Pontypridd.

U/nni GTHU Show (open to Hants, Wilts,
,VWlJULO I U» Dorset, Isle of Wight),

December 16th, 17th, Cage Birds. Good classification.
Numerous Specials. Judge: G. T. Webb, Esq. En-
tries close Dec. 5th. Schedules: F. G. Etheridge,
“The Nest,” Weston Lane, Woolston, Hants.

Whitehaven
Show

Dec. 19
In Labour Hall, under patronage of Cumberland and
Westmorland Y.C.C. Prize 'Money on sliding scale;
2 entries out of each class for expenses, all the rest
paid to exhibitors. _AH birds sent home Saturday
night. Held under rules in last year’s schedule.
Catalogues by poet, 3d.

Classification: Yorks., Champion Open: Class 1,
Clear or Thigh Tkd. Yell.; 2, do. buff; 3. unevenly
mkd. Yell, or Buff; 4, Yell. Hen; 5, Buff do.; 6, Un-
flighted Yell.; 7, do. Buff; 8, do. Yell, or Buff Hen;
9, £1 Selling, Bird and Cage: 10, Open Novice Yell.
Cock; 11, do. Buff; 12, do. Hen; ^3, Linnet, House-
mpulted; 14, do.. Field-moulted. The Linnet Claeses
are confined to Cumberland. Judges, Mr. It. Tin-
dale (Newcastle), Yorkshires; Mr. J. B. Moore
(Whitehaven), Linnets. Exhibitors kindly enter from
above. Entries close Monday, Deo. 14, to: j.
Stewart. Hon. Sec., 11, Woodvilie Terr., Whitehaven.,

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all
questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength,” 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand; E.C., mentioning "C.B.”

I
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XMAS PRESENTS.
Mo Better Books for Fancier

Friends.

rue authors, all well-known experts, have given the
methods to be employed i;i reaching success in that
-particular branch ol the cage-bird hobby dealt with.
There is all the experience of years of careful study
t the disposal of our readers.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CACES, 2/3 (doth
gilt).—By If. Noiimui. Contains ten lovely full-

page photographic plates. A pno Ileal guide vvlildi

denis thoroughly with the proper Building, fit-
ting, and Management of Aviaries nud Bird ryouis,
and tho making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/11. By H. W. ISnttye
(Past. President of the York shire Union). Atiso-
lately the very best Hamlhook dealing with the
Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com
ideto instructions upon Pairing, Bleeding. Moult-
ing, and successful Uxhlhiling, also Now to treat
In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1. P.v C. A. nouse. Tell,
the fancier all that lie need, io know to enable
him lo become successful as a breeder, and ex-
hibitor of tho Norwich Pluiuhcad. The chapters
on " Forming a Stud," and “ How to Produce the
Ideal” are worth the eost of the whole, book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED, li.v many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among i,.,' contribu-
tors are .such well-known breeders a.. Messrs. It.

Colton, W. II. Vale, C. Houlton, C. .1. Ward, J.
lleswiek. (J. Lander, T. H. Kind], T. Smith, etc.
This Handbook, which contains 21” pagee, 7 inches
by 5, is brimful of the most practical information
on the highly interesting abject of Hybrid Breed
illg. Price 1/-., post fr.o 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex
tht'so birds, t ha treatment of newly imported speci-
mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIROS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable
for all cage birds, their food values, uses,
etc., witli descriptions ami illustrations of the
wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.
House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including t lie Roller (or
Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist. Mr. U. Norman; ex-
haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds— a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, Gd—By C. P.
Arthur. Tho breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.
This eminent, authority gives full details on how to
kec<p, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1}.—B.v W.
T. Page, F.Z.S., etc.. Foreign Bird Lxpert to ' Cage
Birds." A highly instructive Manual. It con
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound)

—

By H Norman; or may be hud in two parts Part
1: " Hardbills." and Part 2: ” Soft bills.” Either
Part, price 1/1. post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
Illustrations of birds and rages. Up-to-date in-
formation on tho keeping of British Birds

THE STOCK BOOK, 7c!.-By G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable *' Breeding itoom Register ” a
well-known fancier lias said:—“It makes bird-
breeding easy ” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the "• ->ra
tions in the bird-room and makes it poss”
everyone, even the veriest novice, to h- i,i 5
birds as they should be hred. Contain noth
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis’
t.ers of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, $/4.-By Fran1c
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life
of all our familiar British birds; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—By FrmV
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives ttie correct method of
bousing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet-
*11 sorts of animals are dealt with- monkeys’
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs Another charmfne gift hook.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS.—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is writtep
by Charles Houlton, an authority with a'
reputation extending over 23 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (a-'vso-
ciate editors, -1. F,. Weston and C. A. House)
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist"
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual livbiid

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d.-By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of tiie beginner. Beals very fully witli the choice,
sexing, and mating if the birds, feeding for con-
dition. the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all
the ditTic.n1t.ies likely to confront the breeder.

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 3HL—B.v j. W. ltamsden. Tolls you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the
birds to get the richest possible colour.

FANCIERS' PRINTING.—Fanciers requiring bust
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc
should write us for a quotation. We are now In
a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work Artistic memos..
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's
name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 230 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, " Cage Birds,"

J54. Fleet Street. Lonttan. E C.

Cliyc Llll U3
and Bird [Vorld.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154 , Freer Street, London, EC.
/ ele£tam»—" Aviculture, l o/nlon.” Tel. A o. 5229

Uolboru.

»V -i 1

Note

YOU HELP OUR HOSPITAL
CANARY SCHEME?
Our Front Page Drawing This Week.

The Editor is always glad lo receive and consider
suitable contributions, lohelji'r articles, sketches, or
p holographs. Provided an addressed envelope ,

stifflatently stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return tenaccepied contribu-
tions promptly

, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.AU matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one Bide of paper only

^Twitterings.
At the show of the Glasgow C.B.A., Mr.M Cloy won 3rd in A.O. Hunting or Finch,

not Winter as reported.
1 have sent, through Mr. W. T. Hill,

seven Norwich Plainneads to the Otago
(New Zealand) fanciers, writes Mr. W. N-
Turner, - of Hightown, Manchester,
We are looking forward to having a very

successful show, as wc are the only society
to attempt to run an open show on the Tyne-
side, writes Mr. W. Curry, hon. sec. Gates-
head C.B.S.

1 was very pleased indeed to see a sketch
of my yellow Norwich lien, best bird in the
show at Maidstone show, on the front page
of Cage (Birds. It was a spleffriid portrait.—
A. V. Lynn (Maidstone).
Schedules for Hamilton and Disfc. “ War

Fund ” show on Dec. "12 are out, and I ap-
peal to the Fancy for a full measure of sup-
port, writes Mr. W. S. Wilson (“Glendyne,”
South Park Road, Hamilton). Any one
omitted can have schedule on application.

% A Merry Xmas ^
1% and a

^ Happy New Year

pf
To Bird Lovers the world over

Mr. CL M. Nek-on, lion, sec, Warrington
C.B.S'. , writes pointing o.ut two errors in the
schedules, many of which have gone out. The
word unfiighted should not appear in the
titles of the first four Yorks Novice classes,
and the special stated to be for most points
in classes 34 to 36 should read classes 37 to 39.

I have just got fixed up for the hall, the
Military having taken over the hall we had
engaged, writes Mr. W. Clarkson, sec., Fal-
kirk Good Intent C.B.O. The show will be
held in Auction Mart Hall (close to Grahams-
ton Station) Dec. 12. Intending members
please send on their dues along with the
entries up till Dec. 8, no later.

Mr. J. Alderslade, sec. Eastleigh C.B.S.,
writes that all prize-money won at the show
held Nov. 25-26 has been paid. Anyone who
may have been overlooked should write Mr.
Alderslade. We are glad to hear that sales
and gate were good, and the show was a
great success, a result which must be
gratifying to the hard-working Committee,
and the show managers, Messrs. G. Clark,
assist, sec., and J. Alderslade, sec.

An Almost White Bullfinch,
I have bought this week a most attractive

almost all-white Bullfinch, writes- Mr. E.
Tams (Longton). It was caught in North
Staffordshire. Is it not very rare?

Belgians Like Their Canar ; es.
I have presented the Belgian Hospital at

Trinity Hall, Sittingbourne, with two of my
Canaries, writes Mr. H. A. (Hive, and the
soldiers are very pleased with them. I trust

you are receiving a good supply of birds from
our fellow-fanciers.

The Bradford National Show.
Owing to the accidental omission of a-

headline in our report of the above show, we
regret to find that the name of Mr. R. Halli-

day did not appear as the, judge of the four
open novice Yorkshire classes “and the three
selling classes.

To Keepers «f Poultry.
Readers of “C.B.” who keep fowls should

not miss the Grand Christmas Number of

our sister paper The Poultry World— oil

sale at all newsagents and bookstalls to-day,
Dec. 4. This double number contains 40
pages and with every copy is given a Charm-
ing Coloured Plate of a group of fowls.
Owing to the stoppage of eggs from the Con-
tinent for some time to come over £10,000,000
(the yearly value of Gt. Britain’s egg imports)
must be distributed amongst home-producers.
This is the ideal time for readers of “C.B.”
to join in the Poultry Boom by taking up a
pen of laying fowls.

B
EFORE our next issue is published

practically ©very one of the princi-
pal hospitals housing wounded

soldiers and sailors will be in possession of
a pet Canary and cage, provided by
leaders of Cagf. Birds.

<

Our scheme has been heartily taken up
by bird-lovers, and that their generosity is
deeply appreciated by the recipients of the
little songsters was impressively evidenced
by the numerous extracts from letters
printed by us a fortnight ago. Next week
wc shall publish a list of the hospitals
which have accepted these gifts, and also
the names of the donors of both the birds
and the cages.
A three-months’ (at least) ‘supply of

seed is being provided free by Messrs.
Caper n, Ltd., of Bristol; and of bird-sand
by Messrs. Trower and Co., of London, N.
We think everyone will agree that tho

idea of brightening the period of con-
valescence of our gallant fighting-men by
providing them with a sweet-voiced golden-
plumaged cheerful little pet to look after
and to consider as their own, is a- happy
notion. Soldiers' and sailors are well
known to be inveterate keepers' of pets;
and birds easily occupy first place in their
affections. One can well understand,
then, the pleasure the presence of a Can-
ary will afford them in the hours of idle-
ness enfoveed by their wounded condition.
W e should like to cover the field more

thoroughly than up to the present we have
been able to do. There must still be many
hospitals and, in particular, convalescent
homes, of which we have not as yet heard.
That these would also welcome a pet Can-
ary is a foregone conclusion. And we
intend to get into touch with them and
make them the offer of one.
We need, however, more cages; and we

want this week to appeal strongly to our
readers to come forward and generously
supply them.

Offers of birds have reached us in goodly
number; we believe w© have enough to
meet all demands. But of singing cages

Business in the Colonies.
I have shipped to the Otago, New Zealand,

fanciers (through Mr. W. T. Hill, late of
Manchester) eight pairs of Norwich Greens,
Yorkshires, and Lizards, ako to Mr. Reed,
Melbourne, Australia, Yorkshire Greens,
Norwich, and Cinnamons, writes Mr. J. W.
Metcalfe (Liverpool).

OBITUARY.
MR. R. G. JOLLIFFE (Glasgow).

The decease of Mr. R. G. Jolliffe, of Glas-
gow, has only recently come to our notice,
although the sad happening occurred some
months ago, the end' coming, we understand,
with distressing suddenness. The late Mr.
Jolliffe was a fine figure of a man, with a
hearty, genial, l-ovable disposition, and his
passing leaves the Fancy distinctly the poorer,
whilst our journal, Cage Birds, ha6 lost a
staunch and much-esteemed representative.

His memory will be treasured by a wide circle

of fancier friends.

It is with sincere regret, writes Mr. J.

Trengove, that 1 have to report the death
of Mrs. Thomas Seed, of Fern House, Rieh-

ton. I feel sure that Mr. Seed’s many
friends in the Fancy will be sorry to hear of

his great loss. Mrs. Seed died on Nov. 25,

in her 28th year.

Pure Air and Bird Song.

Writing of the Thrush, in one of his books,

Mr. O. ( f. Pike says : Birds are like human
singers, their songs vary to a very great de-

gree, and you will usually find that birds

which live near the sea, or on the hills where
the air is pure, have far finer and' stronger

songs than those of the woods and meadows
far inland 1

.

Doncaster’s Altered Date
Will members of the Open Norwich Plain-

head C.C., writes Mr. F. Rhodes, Hon. See.,

make special note of alteration of date for

Doncaster C.B.S. Annual Show, from Jan.

9 to Dec. 19. Subs, are considerably over-

due. Will members please forward same at

an early date and oblitre?

in which to house them there is still ;i

n

insufficiency.

• We realise that there may not be many
bird-lovers who have song-cages of the
drawing-room type which they are able to
dispense with. That they would like to
help our scheme, however, we feel' sure,
and they can do so by making a donation
towards the cost of purchase of one of the
wanted cages.

'

We have received already several sums
to be devoted to this purpose. This week
the secretary of the Castleford and Distf
Linnet. Club sends us 8s. 6d., collected from
amongst the members of his organisation.
We hope their generous action will tie the
fore-runner of iffany more by other
societies.

Remember that a card inscribed with the
names of the donors of bird and cage, etc.,

accompanies the gift. How well it would
look, and what a source oi gratification
it would surely be to the members to have
the name of their society on the said card
as the giver of the cage in the local hos-
pital—for, alas, there are few localities

now without a war hospital ! Well, a
collection of even a humble copper from
each cf the members would bring ibis de-
sirable state of affairs to pass. May we
ask the kindly co-operation of officials of
cage-bird societies in bringing the matter
before the notice of members? A collect-

ing box placed in the rooms where shows
are being held would also, we feel sure,
result in material assistance for this de-
sirable scheme.
To bird-lovers who may desire to per-

sonally help in the obtaining of the cages,
we may say that a sum of 4/6 will provide
a very suitable and creditable one (ob-
tained by us at net cost price). Any sums,
of course, no matter how small, will be
thankfully received and duly acknow-
ledged. W hat better or more pleasing
Xmas gift for a thoroughly deserving cause
can you possibly provide? All sums should
be sent to The Editor, Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet' Street, London, E.C.

l\Ir. R. Garnett, Sec., Cinnamon Marked
Y. C.C. also writes us to call the attention
of members to the alteration of date, and
asks members to bo careful to mark their
schedules according to rules, and make the
club’s remaining competition a success by
making as many entries as possible.

Are Judges Consistent ?
In connection with the Border Fancy sec-

tion at Sale Show, we heard a story Which is

worth repeating. At Manchester Show Mr.
Middleton had what is colloquially known as.
“a bad day out.’’ Being anxious to know
the kind of bird Dir. House favoured, he sent/

for the winning yellow green, liked it, and
bought it. Then he set to work to pick out
his team for Sale by selecting those nearest
to the type of the Manchester winner. The
result on Friday last was that he won first

in a hot class with a Border of his own breed-
ing, and was second with the Manchester
bird ! Here is a useful hint for some of those
fanciers who argue about the consistency or
otherwise of pur judges.

A Gift to Fanciers.
W hen a crisis like the present comes upon

us, when we have the least money to spare,
we must be careful to spend it to the best
advantage. Since last season the material
used in “ Kozy Karriers ” has gone up in
price lgd. per pound, making a difference of
6d. on each four-cage “ Harrier,” but owing
to the great blow to our fellow-fanciers,
caused by this war, we have decided to keep
our prices as before. There is little doubt
that next season, if not sooner, there will

have lo be an unavoidable advance. ' We
therefore advise you to order your “ Kozv
Karrier” at once, and thus save on the first

cost, and when in use your “ Karrier ” will

save you on your railway charges. "Write
for J copy of our price list—W. Baron and
Co., Lid., Yorkshire Street Mill, Bacup,

“ I could have sold the birds I advertised in
CAGE BIRDS a dozen times over, and especially
the Goldfinch. I had applications Lom England,
Scotland and WaDs. I thank ali, as thc r were
rathsr too many to reply to, exespt where a
stamp was enclosed. This speaks well for your
splendid paper CAGE BIRDS." \V. 0. JONES
; Whittington, Salop.)
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SOME FEATHERED EXQUISITES AT *

THE HORTICULTURAL HALL SHOW. *

By
WESLEY T.

PAGE, F.Z.S.

(See Drawing on
page ”89 .)

A
MONG tho many gorgeous exhibits

staged at this exhibition, Mr. A.

Ezra’s Humming Birds stand pre-

eminent j
and his ability to keep them for

to long a period, the Garnet-throated having

been ill captivity ucuily nino months, and

the Ricordi's nearly six, though the latter

was apparently dead on arrival— is unique

!

Thus Mr. Ezra's feat stands out in the annals

of aviculture, a science which is growing and

extending by leaps and bounds in this

country, and* the extent of its triumphs in

creasing annually.

At the same time, it would appear that

the greatest difficulty lies in obtaining the

birds, for Mr. Ezra states he gives them tho

same treatment, except for the extra heat

(their cages being maintained as near 70 deg

Fahr. as possible), that ho gives his bun-

birds. Nevertheless, one must pause to con-

sider the thoughtful care, preparation, and

accommodation provided for such presumably

fragile and dainty creatures ;
and, in the

thoroughness of these preparations, 1 opine,

lies the secret of Mr. Ezra's success, com-

bined with a strong admixture of common
sense in meeting each new difficulty as it

has arisen.

Cage and Incubator in One.
A glance at the cages was an example of

this; these were elegant, tasteful, practical

—

constructed somewhat on the incubator

principle, but with the heating chamber kept

going with night-lights, from one to four,

according to outside conditions. Mr. Ezra

too has acted upon the certain fact that it

is not the size of the bird, but its demeanour,

that, is the governing factor in cage space

requirements—such feathered mites as these

occupied two of the largest cages in the

show, excluding perhaps some of the larger

IHarrots. They had space to hover in, to feed

on the wing, and to indulge their natural

characteristics to delighted spectators—

features which mean a clean bill of health

to tho favoured ones. Such conditions as

these, combined with untiring and thought-
ful care, are the secrets of Mr. Ezra’s success.

But they do not always live in cages, they

have daily liberty in Mr. Ezra’s bird room,
where those privileged to watch them on the

wing find their charm simply indescribable,

and the beauty of their metallic garments
beyond the power of pen to describe. I

must, however, make an attempt, so that the

birds depicted in Mr. Goodchild’s drawing
may appear before my reader’s eyes, clad in

all their living splendour.
Garnet-throated Caiib (Eulampis jugu-

laris).— Above, this is rich metallic-green;

throat and breast garnet or ruby ;
remainder

of underparts blackish—beak, contour, etc.,

will be best gathered from a reference to our

plate. Ricordi’s Humming-Bird (Sporadinis

ricordi).
—This dainty mite, which might

almost be drowned in a thimble, is clad in

various shades of metallic emerald-green—for

other features see plate.

To the above I must add that the colours

vary according to the angle at which the

light plays upon the plumage, which glistens

and glitters like the scales of a snake (this

feature is well indicated by Mr. Goodchild

in the sketches I saw at the show), and they

run through every hue of the colours named.

With such a description T must rest content,

the English dictionary is barren indeed when
one attempts to describe such exquisites.

One cannot describe their airy grace, sus-

tained by almost invisible wings, as they

hovered in front of the syrup cup, or grape,

their slender tongues darting out and draw-

ing in the sweets necessary for their

sustenance. Nor were they much less charm-

ing as they sat on some fragile twig in

sedate repose. A word as to their menu-

the syrup consists of condensed milk,

Melliu’s food, and honey brought to a proper

consistency with boiling water
;

grapes, and

when obtainable, green-fly and other aphida:.

A lost word mu i lw given U> ill I" .oil

staging of tin ,-e bo hu.c ...h . ..iL in;... 1

tho cages, hut a passing mention must be.

made of the delicate foliage, drooping grace-

fully around an orchid, partially screening

tho twigs upon and about which the birds

disported, not unduly intruding, but forming
a fitting setting fbr these dainty sprites, the
whole making a unique picture of captive

bird-life, the like of which bird lovers seldom
have an opportunity to enjoy.

The Japanese Hawfinch.
What a contrast between this and the birds

above described
;

hero we have heavy huild

and a huge beak which almost seem»_to hide
its head when viewed frontally

;
yet the bird

is extremely handsome and beautiful, a sort

of graceful robustness adding dignity and
character to its contrasting and tastefully-

hued garment, and huge yellow beak. While
figuring a beautiful bird, our illustration of

from the Black tailed Hawfinch (often mis-
named Japanese Hawfinch) thi specie*, s

paii of which were staged by Mbs Smyth,
lias the ends of the flights white, and most
of the wing feather; more or less tipped with

white. Readers will al o note the mat lud
difference between it and the English species;

the Japanese is more slenderly built, lias a.

larger beak (pure yellow, whitish at its. base)

and but one white wing bar; its general

plumage is more evenly coloured, and it also

has a longer tail. These distinctions, and

others less pronounced, will be apparent at

once to all who care to take the trouble to

make the comparison. As regards the bird

staged by Mr. A. Silver, from which our

illustration was drawn, its condition was per-

fect; altogether a bird to be proud of.

(To he continued.)

)
TRAINING CANARIES TO BE

l CLEVER SONGSTERS.

Extracts from an inter-

esting article by I U FH

EVERETT in the

“Girls Own Paper ’

The Pet Birds of the Royal Family.

Our Queen Has Quite an Aviary at Buckingham Palace.

F
OR many years Mr. Dawson, of Lower

Sloane Street, Chelsea, has been bird
; doctor ” to the Royal Family, almost

every member of which has some feathered

pet. These are regularly visited to have their

claws cut and receive other little attentions.

His Majesty, when Duke of York, brought

home in the Ophir from Australia a Parrot

named “Joey,” who was for many years a

great pet.

He arrived in one of the native cages made
of plaited grass, and his trails#*' to something

gilded and more suitable was a business that

required skill and some pluck. Later, when
he broke liis shoulder, Mr. Dawson had to

attend daily at York House, where the opera-

tion of changing splints was watched with

interest, by the young princes.

. Her Majesty the Queen has quite in aviary,

many of the birds coming to her land when
called by name. When their Majesties went
to India their various feathered pets were

(says the “Daily News ”) sent to bo.ard with

Mr. Dawson, who proudly boasts that every

one of them was returned ip perfect licaltli

at the end of the visit.

Princess Patricia, on one of her voyages,

had a Parrot presented to her by the sailors.

8he has become very much attached to him,

and takes him wherever she goes. He has

crossed to Canada several times

dice House,” said Mr. Dawson, “ I have to

go regularly and cut his claws and attend to

him
;
he is wonderfully tame and devoted to

his mistress.”
The Prince .of Wales made a great pet of a

Bullfinch for several years, but a short time

ago Mr. Dawson received a note saying :

“ Mr. H. P. Hansell is desired by the Prince

of Wales to inform Mr. Dawson that His

Royal Highness is at present so. seldom in

the same place that it is hardly fair on the

Bullfinch to attempt to keep it.. The Prince

of Wales desires Mr. Dawson to keep it for

himself, as the bird will be much happier.”

Certainly the Bullfinch looked very proud

and happy as- he sat pulling himself out—
and looking down in scorn on a pair of

Parakeets belonging to a mere - member of

the aristocracy, which had been sent to board

with Mr. Dawson while their owner was away
big-game hunting in Africa.

Mrs. Clarke, the housekeeper at Bucking-

ham Palace, keeps an eye on all pets, ordering

their food, etc., but their Majesties insist

that Princess Mary and her brothers shall

look after their own pets. Systematic neglect

or forgetfulness has been known to result m
the mysterious disappearance of a bird.

“ If you do not care enough for him to. see

that he is properly fed and his cage kept

clean, someone else must have him,” the de-

i linquent is told.

MY Golden darling is a -graduate of a

school of music— bird music, I mean.

Let me tell you what he can do and w

h

cre

and how he was taught.

Hold your watch in your hand and- try to

sing one minute without taking a breath.

You will find it difficult; but my pet will

carry on for a full minute with perfect ease.

He can sing part of a scale, and have every

not© true
;

and, what is more wonderful,

when singing those scale notes he will change

from the major to the minor key without

any difficulty. My pot imitates the tone of

bells exactly. He can sing the song of the

Nightingale and mimic the running waters of

the babbling brook.

There is no royal road to learning, and my
pet’s accomplishments were acquired by dili-

gent application on his own part, and never-

ending patience on that of his professor in

music. “ Pet ” was hatched, brought up, and

taught in one of the peasant districts on the

Continent, where music, as an art, has

readied, perfection; where patience, as a

virtue, discounts Job many times over.

j
Paul, the Professor.

One of the most interesting things I have

seen in my travels is the peasant homes of

these professional bird breeders and trainers.

It is pot a big business. There is little hope

of ever becoming a billionaire at it ;
but the

Continental peasant is a- plodder. He is not

an imaginative individual. He is industrious,

and his desires are few, his necessities still

fewer, and those who follow the business of

breeding and training Canary birds give it

their entire time, and are satisfied with the

life and the money they make.

Let us say that each one of these peasant

breeders will raise from two hundred to three

hundred male birds in a seaso.n. I wish you

could see the bird-trainers. Paul, the pro-

fessor, wears a home-made head-covering

that resembles a Turkish fez more than any-

thing else in the hat or cap line. He has a

round jacket; ho has wide elumsy-looking

pantaloons, and wooden shoes which he re-

moves ju6t inside' the door, walking about the

house in his socks or bare feet, according to

the degree of cold.

The musical education of the male birds

begins when they are six weeks old. Paul

puts each bird into a box about ton inches

long, with one small round hole in the centre

of Sie front. Birdy gets barely enough light

i

*
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to enable him to find his seed and drinking
cups.

Long rows of these box cages are placed,

one on top of another-

,
four or five deep, in a

sound-proof room ; for Paul wishes his pupils

to hear only such things as they -may imitate

Their music lessons are given every two
hours.

At first the birds hear just flute notes.

Next comes a scale, which is played coftly

and very slowly. Paul listens carefully ;
for

some of the birds are bound to be deficient

in the gift of imitating. With such as those

it is idle to waste time. The chop-note is the

natural song of the Canary; but Mr. Chop-

note is immediately taken out and sold tor

any price he will bring.

As soon as the birds
.
have mastered lhd\,

flute tones Paul takes his violin, and while

walking slowly along plays and listens to h:s :

pupils, that he may detect mistakes and cor-

rect them. During the time given to violin

lessons the birds are not permitted to forget

their flute notes. They get two or three turns

at them each day. :

The Human Voice Well Beat n f

The trill is one of the most difficult things

for the birds to master
;
yet in a few weeks

Paul will have his birds trilling as no human
voice can. Nor need these birds trill on one

note. They change from one note to another,

trilling all ' the while. My pet, in his trills,

dwells on one note or more for such a length
.

of time that I fairly hold my breath in •

amazed questioning as to how all that con-

tinuous music can come out of one littlo

throat.
_ .

i

At whatever hour you switch on the electric

light, “Pet” is ever ready to burst forth

into song. If I am dull and worried, many
things having gone wrong during the day, tho :

songs of my yellow beauty seem to say,
:

“ Cheer up ! You have health and me—many
people have less 1” <

It was difficult to tarne my pet, because,

before I owned him, he had never been

handled. By slow degrees he came to under-

stand that I meant him no harm, and now

he needs but one invitation to hop to my
finger and let me thus carry him whither-

soever I will. In that position he will go

through his entire repertoire. When ho gets

to the end he expects hie pay ;
which tit-b.t

consists of four hemp seeds.

* &
-«»

HOW THE
BIRDLING

GOT HIS

breakfast.

* * W
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&
THE WAR AND

|
THE CAGE BIRD FANCY.

A novel Co-operative Scheme is suggested to
capture the Export trade in Canaries,

A Lecture by
Mr. E. OUSMAN,
given before the
Stoke-911-Trent

C.B.S. on Nov. 9th,

T IIK effect of the war on tho cage bird
Fancy nmy to tho person outside the

realms of the “ Fancy ” seem a most insig-

nificant matter, but to the bird-lover and
fancier it is far different. When humanity
gets lb tho end of its mortal tether, the sum
total of its wealtli consists no.t in tho amount
of money accumulated and spent, or left be-
hind, but in the amount of happiness gained
out of life; and only the fancier knows the
happiness of hours spoilt in tho company of
his feathered friends. But this, it may bo
said, is only “sentiment.”
Let us look again ; this time from a material

point of view. The war has robbed the
“ l1 iiney,” and the trades allied to it, just as
much as it lias robbed any other trade. Open
shows have boon abandoned!, and consequently
the judges have lost fees; cage-makers have
been robbed of orders for thousands of show
cages, and this in its turn hns affected the
wire front makers and the manufacturers of
cage wire. It lias also prevented the fancier
from exhibiting iiis birds, always with the
chance of a profitable sale, and in turn traffic

has been lost to the railway companies. It
has increased' the price of bird foods and
upkeep generally, while at the same time it

has decreased tho value of tho birds owing
to “ slump.” To pile on the agony it has in
some cases robbed the fancier of the wrork
whereby he earns his daily bread, or his in-
come has been reduced, and this may effectu-
ally prevent him ho.lding his surplus stock
over until more favourable times. The dealer
in birds will suffer reduced sales, and will at
the same time consider it only wise to be
economical in his purchases. And thus all
the way through the “ Fancy ” and the
numerous trades in connection with it, de-
pression is likely to be felt.

The Silver Lining.

Now let us cry “enough” to this , tale of
woe and endeavour to find tho silver lining
to the cloud. What can we do when peace
is restored and we are happy in tire resump-
tion of normal conditions? Opportunities
have been shown to u"s as fanciers, which we
should be blind to ignore. Germany has
been sending to this country probably well
over 8.000 Canaries each yeaT, and incident-
ally robbing British fanciers of a large and
profitable trade

; surely we can prevent a
recurrence of this very serious leakage in our
own. business ?

1 hev have also, been sending some 20,000 to
America, and probably still further consign-
ments to other countries. Now, if Germany
can conduct this export business profitably,
what oil earth is to stop us from doing so ?We ought, at any rate, to have a reasonable
share of the profits accruing from an export
trade which at present probably only repre-
sents to Great Britain about 6,000 birds per
year sent out by our large dealers, and chiefly
I suppose, to British colonies.
A vital feature of this export Hade would

be the adequate , collection and distribution
of the birds. This would mean that a work-
able scheme would have to be evolved and
aoopted by our experts, who would systema-
tise the methods and standarise the materials.
J o my mind (remembering always that I am
a novice) this could best be done on the co-
operative principle, and somewhat on the fol-
lowing lines.

Let a company be formed by share-boldine
cage bird societies, who shall

-

invest in one

or more £1 shares, carrying interest at five
per cent., and who shall appoint a committee
of management to take tho responsibility of
the collodion of the birds at, say, two in-
tervals at the end of the breeding season,
from the shareholding societies who, in turn,
would collect them from their own members,
each charging a reasonable percentage for
so doing.

A Capita! of £ 100 .

Let ns say that out of the 600 or GOO cage
bird societies in Groat Britain, 50 societies
having an average membership of 20 agree
to take lip tho scheme, and each of these in-
vests in two £1 shares in the central com-
pany, which is thus enabled to commence
with a capital of £100 and immediately make
investigations with regard to sujtable mar-
kets, etc.

In dine course it will notify the sharehold-
ing societies that it is prepared to receive and'
market the first consignment of birds. The
local secretary notifies his members, who will
deliver their birds to him on a given date, so
that they may bo despatched to the appointed
[lost within a few hours, members supplying
their birds in the travelling cages standard-
ised, and possibly supplied at nominal charges
by the central company.
So each o.f these 50 societies could consign

on a given date to (say) Liverpool to the
order of the central company probably about
150 birds, making in all a total export con-
signment of 7,500 birds. This looks a big
hit, does it not? But it averages only 7^
birds Tier member, and I think you will agree
that this average is reasonably low.
The percentage of charges payable by mem-

bers per bird would be a detail for later
arrangement. But taking the same average
number of birds, let us suppose that members
pay per cent, on the approximate nett
market value of their birds, which we will
place for easy calculation at 4s. per bird.
Then each secretary receiving from his mem-
bers 150 birds will also receive as fees 15s. to
pay for preliminary packing and carriage to
Liverpool, and also a small fee payable to the
central company, say one per cent., which
would give fro.m the 50 societies a total fee -

of £15. Out of this the central company
would pay final packing and loading expenses
and also sea freight on the full consignment
of birds.

Dividends for the Shareholders.
On completion of the sale of the birds, the

net profit made by the central company would
be subject to such financial charges as would
be necessary to place the business 011 a sound
basis, and the remainder would return as
dividend to the shareholding societies, and
through them to tho original vendors of the
birds in proportion to the value of the bird's
supplied, subject, ol course, to any manage-
ment disbursements locally.

This, of course, is only the rougli principle,
and my figures with regard to expenses and
charges are only visionary. The matter
would require much detail development' by
experienced business men and fanciers, but
I think circumstances have made it suffici-
ently clear that the possibilities of the posi-
tion are many and favourable. Fanciers have
no ooubt realised the attainments of various
combinations of capital in other channels,
and I feel sure that if this business was en-
couraged and developed in a proper and busi-
nesslike manner, much benefit would accrue
to the Fancy.

JUST SO!
Philip Sparrow : I Know I’m not a model husband, Mary, but you’lladmit I rn always home before darK.

The Pelican that Escaped

THE Pelican inclosure at the London
Zoological Gardens, being situated in a
slight depression .in the ground and

surrounded with trees, it- has not been found
necessary to pinion the' birds, as it was
thought to be practically impossible for them,
even if they were capable of flight, to get
enough to start off to enable them to rise
clear of the trees. As a rule, we have cut a
few feathers from one wing of each bird,
and no more.
On rare occasions a bird of one of the

smaller species has occasionally managed to
fly, but has not been able to carry on for
more than a few hundred yards. However,
two months ago an Australian. Pelican’
.which, had not long arrived, was more
Successful. The keeper had apparently
omitted to take tho usual precaution of
cutting a few feathers from one wing, and
it is presumed that the bird, having managed
to clear the fence of its enclosure, walked
along the path leading to the terrace walk.

from which it was able to get a clear start
off.

At any rate, early one 'Sunday morning it
was seen flying over the Gardens, and disap-
pearing over Regent's Park. I felt sure that
it would not have gone very far, as so heavy
a bird which has not flown for some time
usually soon gets out of breath, and is easily
captured. However, all inquiries failed to
reveal its whereabouts, and we could not
near of ifcs having been, seen bv anybody,
and the bird was eventually given up as lost.

: Wherever had it Been ?
It now appears that an Australian Pelican

without doubt tho same bird, was shot the
other day 111 Suffolk, and it would be very
interesting to know where this bird can have
been during its two months of freedom. The
tact that so large and conspicuous a bird can
escape detection for so long i s very interest-
ing. It may, of ccfurse, have been living on
t.ie sea but even then one would have
expected that so uncommon an object would
have been octected and reported.—D Setli-
Smith. m “ The Field.”

OUR COLOURED
. PLATE.

Seme Interesting Views of Sixty
Years Ago on the “Turn-Crest”

Canary.

T
HE coloured plate, “ A .Study of the
Crested Canary,' which accompanies
this issue, is a Reproduction of an oil-

pamting by Mr. H. Norman, and will, we
venture to think, be voted one of the very
best pieces of work yet accomplished by
(_ age. Birds popular artist. It- depicts, in
addition to the clear bird, practically every
stage of marking and colour found “in this
magnificent variety of Canary.

I he acme of perfection is generally held
to be the bird with a dark crest and a clear
body, although in the estimation of many the
bird which is evenly marked on the inner
feathers of both wings ranks very little, if
any, lower in the scale. The clear is, too,
a most fascinating bird, though this and its
“near relation” the grizzle crest, seem less
often to possess the very high excellence of
headpiece so often found in their dark
crested brethren. Some of the best of their
kind have been found amongst the variegated
oirds—specimens with wonderfully expansive
and thickly built crests—and the same may
be said of the self greens. Crested birds
with cinnamon-coloured plumage are quite
rarities—at least, on the show bench now-a-
days. The silky quality of their plumage is

fascinating, but they do not compare in size
of crest with their green-marked fellows.
An Associate of “Low-bred Birds”!
In these days of Crests that fetch any sum

from £10 to £50, and sometimes' nearer £100,
it is interesting to read the views of a. writer
on the Canary and its breeding (the Rev. F.
Smith) taken from a book of his published
some 60 years ago. This worthy bird-lover
evidently held a very poor opinion of the
“Turn-crown” of those days, and his views
read very strangely in this year of grace.
He says :

—
There is yet another variety of our

favourite songster which I must not omit to
mention, or which, perhaps, more correctly
speaking, may be fonnd as it were by
accident in most or all the kinds we have
named, to wit, the Turncrest. With some
people these are great favourites, more
especially with tho" lower classes of bird
fanciers for whom anything curious or
novel appears to possess q great charm.
Their peculiarity consists in having a crest of
feathers on the top of the head, turned, as
it were, the wrong way, and hanging down
over the beak and eyes, something like an
old-fashioned wool' mop, or, if tho association
be not- too irreverent, like the crop of a
Cistercian monk. In general, as might be
expected from the above remarks, they will

1 be found most plentiful amongst the common
low- bred birds of the country district?, and
associated with the greatest amount of ugli-
ness in the outline of their figure.

If all such were to be exterminated by act
of parliament, or a Canary jockey club, or
any other power to-morrow, we hold it would
be one of the greatest boons that could pos-
sibly be conferred on the Canary-lovinc
community. 0

In breeding birds of this description, most
people in order to obtain the greatest
development of crest possible, would
naturally select a male and female remark-
able for the size and shape of this elegant
appendage, and expect to see their offspring
still more highly favoured in this respect
than themselves. But experience teaches
otherwise, and emphatically says that if we
do thus, the result will in *11 probability be
in diametrical opposition to our wishes.

The Why and the Wherefore!
All writers, ^md every breeder I have

spoken to on tile subject, unanimously declare
that if we pair two crested birds together,
the majority of their offspring, so far from
being more highly favoured than their
parents, will absolutely be more or less
deficient- in this appendage so much desired,
if their heads are not positively baldT Why
this should be the case I cannot tell, nor
could I ever obtain any satisfactory explana-
tion of the matter, or, indeed, any reason
at all beyond that it is so.

To obtain birds with fine crests, the prac-
tice is to select 'one parent only with this
appendage, which signifies little," though for
my part I should prefer it to be the hen, as
we know from many Careful experiments that
have been made that it is the male that
contributes for the most part the bone* and
what may be termed the locomotive organs,
a.nd the female tfie internal organs on which
depend the skin, and, consequently, the
feathers, which, of course, form the crest.
As in the human being, experience often

shows that minds formed of the < pposite
attributes more forcibly attract each other
than those which appear cast in the same
mould, so we suppose a similar effect is pro-
duced in the bodily organism of our pets, and
that in the case of our Turnerests tho rule
of contraries is more potent than tho rule of
harmonies. The greater the contrast tho
greater the fascination, and the more likeli-

hood of success. In this respect, extremes
shall meet, and a beauteous offspring of
crested birds shall spring from a crested cock
and smooth-headed hen, or from a crested
hen and smooth-headed cock.
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Correspondence.
Hard Lines for Scottish Roller

Fanciers.
Sik,—

A

t a meeting of the Scottish Roller

C.C. held Tn Neilsoa’s Temperance Hotel,

Glasgow, ou Nov. 21, when Mr. Bryson
presided, the sec. read a letter from the sec.

of tho Scottish National show intimating that

the authorities had taken over their usual

hall, and that in tho one they had secured in

Grindley Street tliero was no accommodation
for a Roller section, which they very much
regretted. As tho time is inopportune for

holding a show of their own, the members
present decided that _ they accept the
inevitable for this year. *

J. McDonald, Sec. S.R.C.O.

Novice Exhibitors and the L.
and P.O.S. and Clapham Shows.

Sir,—I was in hope someone more
capable and better informed than myself
would have taken up the matter of how tho

L. and P.O.S. and Clapham Shows affect

novice exhibitors. However, might 1 be
allowed through your valuable medium to

ask the Hon. Sec. of the .London Federation
of C.B.S. what the Federation’s definition of

an open show is? Further, I should be
interested to learn what the legal definition

of the same term is? From information I

have gathered I rather think the latter

would materially differ from that of the
decision of the Federation under present

conditions.

Ernest C. Last.

Who First Bred the Yorkshire
Canary ?

Sir,—In reply to Mr. F. Bird, as to who
was the first man tQ breed the Yorkshire Can-
ary, I think it a question that cannot be an
swered correctly. After\ making enquiries

amongst the oldest fanciers in this district,

I have come to the conclusion that if any-

one has the right to claim it, it would be
Mr. William Heap, who has long since joined

the great majority. He was the first York-
ehireman to send any birds to the Palace
Show, thereby getting the name ‘

‘ York-
shires.” This was somewhere about the

year 1870. Up to that time there had not

been any classes for Yorkshires. This kind

of bird had to be shown in a class for the

‘‘largest and best-feathered bird.” After this

time they started making a class for York-
shires. Now the man who claims to have
bred and exhibited the winner of the first

prize in this class is Mr. Moses Holroyd, who
is at present enjoying good’ health, and is in

his 80th year. The winning bird was claimed
at the catalogue price of £2. This bird was
bred from a mixture of Lancashire, Norwich,
and Belgian blood. The Belgian Canary at

that time had not got the name Belgian, but
was called the “Straight Dutch” and the
“ Crooked Dutch.” I hope this reply will

meet Mr. Bird’s requirements.
J. Holroyd.

Bradford.

What Birds Are These?
Sir,—Having been a reader of Cage Birds

for some time I would like to know if you
or any of your readers could tell me if some
birds that are flying about this district

(Gosforth, Northumberland) are foreign birds

or British. I have one in my possession,

which died soon after it was caught
;

but

there is a big quantity in the district, which
I have not seen before. They are very much
like the common House Sparrow in the back,

wings and tail. They have a white ring

round the neck, with a black “ bib,’’ two
black “ ears,” and a bronze- cap, which
covers the whole of the top of the head.

They are hard-billed birds, for they are

feeding with a flock of Linnets, Chaffinches,

Greenfinches, Twites, and Redpolls in a

turnip field on some charlock seed. They
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have a note as they fly just like a broken
note of a Linnet. In my opinion these birds
have been driven up the country through tho
war.

E. Brown.
[The birds would seem to bo Reed

Buntings (often known as “Reed Sparrows”).
They are common in many localities (neigh-
bourhood of water) and in winter often Hock
in company with the Finches named.—
Editor.]

An Appeal to Crest Fanciers.
Sir,—A local fancier having come forward

to guarantee full prize-money in the Crest
classes at the Gateshead and Dist. C.B.S.
show oil Dec. 19, I appeal to fanciers to

support snme and show their appreciation of

his sporting offer. We have engaged that
well-kilown breeder and exhibitor, Mr. G.
Dobson, Blaydon (of Dobson and -Son) as

judge. Classes, 6 for champions, 2 for novices.

W. Curry, sec.

A Budgerigar Prodigy.

An Account of the Amazing Talking
Powers of One of these Popular

Little Parrakeets.

Sir,—A correspondent has sent to me the
appended account of the talking powers of a
pet Budgerigar he possesses, and I think
these to be so exceptional as to be likely to
interest other bird-keepers.

Allen Silver.
1 am sure now that my Budgerigar is

very exceptional. I am certain he would
surprise yon* if you could hear him. I

will tell you something more about him,
and can assure you I am not going to

exaggerate. He talks very plainly—of

course, a small voice, but with perfect

articulation. He also will laugh very
heartily. He is seldom quiet, and is fre-

Sir,—I noticed a fancier asking in Cage

Birds, for a few tips on cage front ri aking.

In making fronts, probably like Mr. Tuthill,

I have tried all methods, both with frames

and without, also thick and thin solder, larg^

and small solder irons, strong spirits, and

strong language, but all to no purpose. At
last after my patience had nearly tired, I hit

upon the method shown in the accompanying

sketch, which turns out a front "fit to put in

any cage, and is quite simple to use. It will

hold two small fronts or six doors at once

and, as you will see, solders all the bars

without taking out.

The contrivance consists of a board at bot-

tom, 31in. by 2^in. by lin. thick, with .two

threaded iron bars, 15in. by 3-8in., with

four nuts on each bar, two on each to work

the rails, and the others to fasten screwed

bar into board, the two under nuts being sunk

into board. The four top rails are made from

strips of pine board, and are 31 in. by lain. by

5-8in. ;
these are bored at each end with a

3-8in. hole through both rails, and fitted with

thumb screw. Before putting thumb screw

in, they *ire fitted with a small nut on each

side, which is well sunk into the wood. Half

the thread is filed off the thumb screw, as in

small sketch, so. that when it is tightened up

it will work both rails together. The idea

of this is that when you put -your screw in

your thread passes through the top nut into

the bottom one, and then it will slip on the

top nut, whereas if you had the full thread

on you might not catch the bottom nut just

right every, time, which would mean your

rails or jaws not tightening up. When you

have fitted thumb screws, bore a hole at each

endi of these double rails to take the upright

bars. In my frame these are placed at 28in.

apart. The rails will then slide on your bars,

and are worked according to measurements of

front you are making by nuts under rails ;

these rails can be worked to the least fraction

quently very entertaining. He is very fond
of having m<? sitting by bis cage, and he
comes up to mo and talks away. He says

:

“ Oh I he’s marvellous; yes wonderful,”
“Do you. love me? Yes, of course,” “Open
the door, please; Joey wants to come out,”

“It’s nice weather, isn’t ft?” “Good
morning, gardener,” ‘‘ I want to speak to

you,” “How do you do?’’ “What’s your
name? ” “ What’s the time? ” “ He’s a dear
little boy,” “ Sweet bird,” “ What a
beauty!” “Joey’s a darling,” “God save
the King,” etc., etc. He learns a new*
sentenco in a day or two, and will often

say something he has not been specially

taught. For instance, yesterday ho sud-

denly exclaimed :
“ It’s ten o’clock ”

;
and

“ God save the King ” was first said to

him one evening and the next day he said

it. He makes his own sentences of words
he knows, and it is very seldom that he
makes any bad mistake. Most of these

sentences of his own are quite sensible. He
is very tame and comes out of his cage.

One evening lie flew on to the wires of

another cage of birds, and looking in said
“ Are you there? How do you do? ” Is

he not really an exception? Please excuso

the length of this, but I couldn’t tell about

him in fewer words.

—

H. J. Turner.

An Offer to Northumberland
and Durham Secretaries.

Sir,'—With reference to the offer I made in

your issue of Nov. 21 of two “specials” for

Novice Border Fancy Classes, I may say that

within ten days of my letter appearing I had

not received an application from any North-

umberland secretary. The Durham men were

quick off the mark, however, and some idea

of the alacrity with which Cage Birds is

read can be gained from the fact that two

postal applications reached me on the day of

publication. I have allotted the prizes to

the Gateshead Show on Dec. 19, and the

of an inch. The small cramp in the middle
of top rail is to tighten the wires in centre so

there will be no fear of slipping, and is put
on after cage front is set. This cramp is

a mantel-shelf clip obtainable at any penny
bazaar or smalhvare shop, as also are the four
thumb screws.

To make front cut bars and wires to length,

and' thread all the wires except the four long

ones that fasten into cage. Two. wires are

cut a little shorter,. for .drinking and feeding
holes. Lay your frame flat on table, with
thumb screws up. Loosen screws till top

half of rail lifts off. Next lay youi* wire

front on frame, replace rail and screw up,

but not tight
;
be careful not to have rails too

high to start with. Stand your frame up-

right, but be careful the bottom punch bar
does not slip off the wires ; it is as well to put

a small piece of wood, or your pliers, under
till the whole thing is in position, and all

wires resting on bottom board. Tighten up all

screws after setting front square by a small

set square
;
next see if any wires are a shade

long, these should be filed off before solder-

ing
;
then solder all three bars. You will find

Fluxite the best paste to use, to.uching every
joint with the least bit on the end of a match
or bit of wire. You will find a small iron

the best, one at a shilling is a nice size
;
also

nice thin bars of solder, as they do not run
too much off at once. On taking your iron

from the fire just touch tho nose o.f it with
a file, as this runs the solder -much better.

When you have soldered all thp bars raise

the front by the top rail, and thread and
solder the four long wires, next make the

door, leaving the two top loops straight up till

fitted on front
;
then bend down and) solder

two on bottom.

If there is anything not quite understood

I will gladly give full details to. anyone, and
hope this will bring further improvements

put. J. W. Yarwood.

South Moor Show on Dec. 26.

A. S. Reeve.

Tips on Making and Soldering Cage Fronts

SALE SHOW SCORES
HEAVILY.

Sale proved to la; another of the show* which
have aIiowii that the carry-on principle I* one licit
pay«. laist year's entry was 521 , wblht for tho
show held In the technical School, Nov. 27, 2 a, the,
splendid figure of 587 was reached, a ri nil upon
which all connected with the fixture felt highly
gratified. Hale is fortunate in it; official;-. Mr.
Philip Smith la a mo t generous pr. idi-iit, wiuin
tin: two vice-presidents, .M< r-. W. Middleton ami
8 . T. Oldham, are grand workers and entlim. ... iu;
fanciers, the former acting as chairman of the
committee, on which are sieh good felloe, i a-,

Messrs. .1. Gray, II. Morgan, Alfred Itoyle, .). Hall-
worth, J. Leigh, J. Gay ter, E. At Icy, I'. Field,
and W. 0. Hall. The work was carried out in
grand style and the exhihita well looked after.
Mr. Geo. .1. Ilardcastle, whom wc first met a a
show secretary at Skipton, in Yorkshire, over
twenty years ago, is a grand fellow for the po»t

—

earnest, methodical, courteous and most hu-:m
like, he keeps things moving as they should move.
As an instance, iialf an hour after the la t slip

was handed in all the prize-money wag made up
and- ready for paying out ! Need we say more as to
tho capability of the Sale secretary? He ha3 a

'

rare good assistant in Mr. II. Whitney— i true
worker also. In addition to those mentioned above
the following gave valued assistance as stewards

—

Mr. and Mrs. Torn Harrison, G. Whitney, W. Fair-

hurst, and that good old v.ar horse, John Haynes.
Yorks, made a nice display, and some grand

quality birds were staged, hut the Norwich, both
open and novice sections, were somewhat di ap-

pointing. Borders were excellent, the numbers
being such as to create a record for Sale, whilst

the merit was of the highest. 'The cup for best
member’s bird was won by Mr. S. T. Oldham’s
yellow light Mile, and the special for second best

by Mr. Field’s unflig. yell. Norwich. One regret-

table item in connection with the show was that

the birds of Messrs. Midgley, Lingard, Wilkinson,

Walsh, and Martin and Archer did not turn up in

time. In every other respect the show was most en-

joyable and one upon which the committee are to

be heartily congratulated. An invitation was issued

by the, executive to the Belgian Refugees in the
neighbourhood, and on Saturday about fifty of our
unfortunate friends enjoyed the hospitality of

Messrs. Middleton, Flardcastie and the executive,

and spent a happy time in viewing the birds. The
judges wjre Messrs. C. A. House (Idle) and A.

Hirst (Accrington).

Mr. A. Hirst’s Classes.
YORKS YELL. (9) : 1, Dykes, lovely head and

neck, fine shoulders, well braced wings and taii,

beautiful silky feather, very e.ect, easy win; 2,

Stobart, smart and shapely, barely eo clo.e and
silky in feather, handles well; 3, 1’. Hist, line

bold "grizzle capped, gets well up to his work,
capital shape, bit slack at thighs; 4, Woodward,
grand shape, good feather, not quite so steady;
vhc, Wbarton; lie, Knowles; c, Brooks. BUFF
(13): 3, Smith Bros., rather stoutly moulded c!.,

beautifully feathered, rare style, -well balanced
wings and tail; 2, Knowles, tied, head and wing,
very sweet, lovely col. ant! qual., fine head and
shoulders, beautiful wing and tail e-ryr. ; S, Dooley,
wing tkd., blazing hot, very smart and shapely,
gets well up on his legs, bit open in front; 4,

Weedall, deeper through chest, very good legs, nice
style; vhc, Beaumont; he, Thomas; c, Stobart.
HEN YELL. (8)- 1, Dooiey, finely dawn, well
tapered body, plenty of leg and knows how to
use it, neat head, splendid wings and tail ; 2 ,

Smith Bros., lovely cl., beautifully feathered, nice

shape, does not get hold of the perch so well

;

3, Benron and Young, smart racy stylish wing
tkd., good shape, hardly so tight in front; 4,

Knowles, nice shape cl., handles well, wants tight-

ening up; vhc, Wilkinson; he. Dykes; c. Thomas.
BUFF (11): 1, P. Hirst, shgpeiy, neat head, well

fitting shoulders, good wing and tail rarr., good
qual., ".veil up on leg; 2, Darlington Bros., eye and
wing mkd., charming hen, full of qual., very :aey
and smart, we liked very much; 3, Dykes, fine long
raking hen, wonderfully good in using her legs, but
not so neat in waist; 4, Wilkinson, grand shaped
body, stylish, but not so neat in head; vhc, Beau-
mont; he, Thomas; c, Benson and. Young; No. 1

passed as a cock, No. 9 varieg. Nor. w g. class.

UNFLIG. (9) : 3, Wilkinson, heavily mkd. yell.,

plenty of length, finely tapered body, full of style,

i are wings and bail, good handler; 2, Brooks, very
smart el. huff,, tight silky ecat, splendidly braced
wings a fid tail, gets well hold of perch ; 3. Beau-
mont, very smart el. yell., wealth of col., beauti-

fully fine feather, we liked well
; 4, Dooley, very

hot neck tkd 1

. yell., grand shape, bit open in front;

v.hc, c, P. Hirst; lie Stobart. NOR. YELL. (5):

l, vhc, Thomas, good saddle mkd., chubby end
compact,. plenty of col.; 3, Miss A. Scott, not quite

so shapely, nice col. and feather; 2, 4, withheld;
hc,> Johnston. BUFF (8) : 1, Cook, clinking good
cl., plenty of col., stout chest and neck goed back,

nice head, grandly feathered, well shown ; 2. 3,

Thomas, grizzled on back, splendid body, rare
col. and qual., not so stout in head

;
3rd, bold nnd

showy, hardly so short in tail or tight in feather,

plenty of .col.; 4, Baynes, chubby, good col. and
feather; vhc, Miss A. Scott; he, Marsh; c. Potter.

HEN YELL. (9) : 1, 4, A. G. Smith, big bold' showy
varieg., plenty of col., well distributed, rare head,

neck and chest, good wings and. tail; 4th eye and
wing mkd., neat head, n.iee chest and shoulders,

beautiful qual., rich even col., we liked; 2, Cook,

bold shapely cl., plenty of col., sound and rich,

silky and close .in feather, very typical; 3, c,

Clayton, stout chubby varieg., hardly so neat in

head; vhc, Thomas; he, Field. BUFF (9): 1, 2,

Cook, heavily mkd., rare shaped body, grand

carr. of wings a*d tail, beautifully rich and sound
in col., nicely feathered; 2nd' smart, stylish, neat

bodied* cl., which we .preferred of the two, rare

type, qual. and col. ; 3, Thomas, rattling good
bodied cl., longer in wings and tail, silky feather,

rich sound col.; 4, Clayton, shapely grizzle headed,
not so well shown; vhc, Lawson; he, Marsh; c,

Blease and Son. UNFLIG. (16): 1. he. Lq.ws.on,

warmly fed buff, grand head, neck and chest,

splendid wings and tail, full of qual., smart and
showy ; 2, sp, best member’s Nor. or Yorks, and
2nd best member’s in show, Field, hot. col. yell.,

just a trifle browy, but a rattling good bird ; 3,

Harrison, fine bold shapely nicely feathered yell.,

not quite so even in col. ; 4, vbe. Cooper, nice

headed buff, good chest, neat wings, not eo smart

about the waist; c, Potter. SELL. 20s. (IS): 1,

Thornton: 2, Appleton; 3, Middleton; 4. Burke:

vhc.vfljuy ; he. Willison; c, Johnson. 12s. Cd. <i'):

1. Guy; 2, Hemmings : 3, Thornton; 4. Campbell;
vhc, Beaumont; he, Johnson: c, Hickson. 7s. 6d.

(10): 1. Rnms.den; 2, vhc, Middleton; 3. Leigh;

Continued on next fiage.J*CAG£ BIRDS.” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C,
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4, Howarth ;
tic, Jones; c, Field. NOV. YOKKb

YELL. (HJ): 1. Henderson ami Crosby, neat, styLuh,
woll-drawu cl., closely piped bail gets up well on
legs; 2, Taylor, more col. and stouter in body, well
balanced vviiifi.s end tail, capital style; 3, Curran,
long, rney’ and showy, nice col. mid qua!., wants
tightening up In front; 4, Millett, nice length and
style, not so neat in ' wings; vhe, Mitchell; lie,

llallwortli ; c, Itrierley. BUFF (14): 1, Appleton,
long, shapely, ntylish cl., nice head and shoulders,
grand wmgw and tail; 2,, Weight, mkd. cy'es, neck
and wing, neat and' ohapely, well piped tail, line

tapering body, nice- qiutl., we liked
, 3, Buiko, neat,

blmpely, tied, on head, lino in feather, capital
wings and tail, hardly so smart in the hand; 4,

Mcl'urk, smart, shapely, closely feathered cap-
ink'll., nice col,;- vlic, Wnrburton; lie, Williams; c,

W ilson, ill UN YELL. (15): 1, Williamson, lengthy
and v\ i'll modelled 1

,
lovely col. and feather, plenty

of nerve and ,-wagger; 2, Mitchell, capital length,
Bliapo and style, more col., hardly so neat in
feather; s, he, Moore and 1 Alim tin, slim, racy, finely
drawn, not wo rich in col., grand feather; 4,
Brown, shapely, grand 1 style, paler in col.; vhe,
Williams; c, Appleton. HUFF (14.) : 1, Henderson
mid Crosby, grand racy c'b, very line silky feather,
grand li ail and shoulders, splendid carr. ; 2, Ilrown,
neck t-kil., nice head and hack, lovely w>ngs rind
tail, hardly so line in waist; a, Williams, eye and
w7ng mkd., rather more subs., hut magnificently
feathered', very showy; 4, Wilson, sweet slim el.,

grandly hi. iced wings amt tail, full of style; vhe,
Mcl'urk: ilw, Taylor; c, Moure ami Allman. UN-
FhUi. (22): l. 3, Hulmer, cl. buff, plenty of length
nnd style, grandly leathered, just a Lilt on tile
stout sdjlv : 3rd 1 neck tkd. yell., beautifully line and
close in feather, lovely col., grand1 shape and style,
we- liked better than 1st; 2, Drew, smart racy cl.
yell., lino head and neck, well set. shoulders, grand
feather and col., stands well; 4, Millett, beautifully
feathered stylish buff, not so lengthy ; vhe, c,
Wilson ; he, Henderson and Crosby. NOR. YELL.
(7): 1, Wixigg, real hot stuff, capital chape, deep
chest and nice width of back, might be a bit shorter
in tail ; 2, Davies, shorter nnd more shapely, lovely
col. nnd feather, hut. a hit slack in wing; 3, Ijane,
wing and head mkd 1

., not quite so chubby, n.ce
col. and feather; 4, withheld: vhe, Spencer; he,
Wharton ; c, Garbutt. HUFF (9): 1

, Wragg,
nicely moulded head', stout deep chest, grandly
feathered, found rich col., very neat and smart;

A WONDERFUL DISPLAY OF FEATHERED BEAUTY.
London’s Great Show In Aid of a Noble Cause Attracts Britain's Best Birds

EVERYTHING BRIGHT BUT THE WEATHER. ThT^AtF EXTINGUISHEDRAIN. A GREAT ENTRY OF OVER 2,000 BIRDS.
quartette of enthusiasts well earned the gratitude
or exhibitors.

BY THE

*> Gain, grand shape and style, lovely col. and
quel., hardly so stout in head; 4th wonEe. fully
silky feather, grand body, tine in haul; 3, Davies
eye, head and wing mkd., rich col., nice feather,
but not so chubby iand compact; vhe, Iiowarth
he. Glutton; c, liruee. HEN YELL. (7): 1. Wragg,
heavily mkd. yell., splendidly modelled, beautiful
col. and qual- easy win; 2, Chilton, grand shaped,
we44 feathered cl., capital col., good wings and
tail, a trifle brow; ; 3, Goring, gye, neck and wing
mkd., grand col. and style, very ulnapely, hardly
so tight in feather; 4 withheld 1

; vhe, Davies- he
Howarth : c, Bruce. BUFF (6): l. Spencer, smart
shapely neck and wing mkd'., rare silky feather, very
tight, and compact, a bonnie hen; 2, lame, cl.
stylish, good col., hardly so smart in wing carr ;

f t'xt n*T
: vllc Mitchell

; he, Bruce; c, Cain.
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ATRULY great show -yet truiy a great dis-
appointment. This may sound paradoxical,
nevurthclotS'S it is the only possible summing-

up of the ‘.'<;th International Show, held on Nov.
•5*.i 27 and 'IS, in the Horticultural Hall.

Jf ever .show deserved a brimming measure of
success, assuredly ’twaa this.' It might fairly have
advanced a claim upon the favour of the gods—to
say nothing oi' mere mortals—for ono of the objects
oi the exhibition was to donate all profits to the
funds of tlie British Red Cross Society. No small
amount of courage was called lor to hold a fixture
of such magnitude under the conditions prevailing
at tho present moment; unless everything proved
propitious the possibility of monetary loss loomed
unpleasantly in the background. Of mortals, the
bird-loving fraternity played its part right well;
but as for the gods well, they just wept copiously
practically tho whole of tho time! How it did rain,
to be sure; poured on Thursday evening, fell
steadily on Friday, and poured again on the Satur-
day, tho “finishing touch,” a sort of tropical cloud-
burst, being put on from 1 to 3 in the afternoon

!

On top of this misfortune which meant the prac-
Uoai extinction of tho “gate” and tluo chance of
the show paying, it was found dliffloult to get much
notice taken of the exhibition in the daily papers—
their one and only acceptable topic is apparently
the war - and this, of course, was the reverse of
helpful in swelling the receipts for admission. A
great pity, for it was an exhibition which deserved
to draw half London, as the saying goes. We have
never seen a better or more interesting collection
of birds. Tho various .sections are dealt with Jater,
so we will content ourselves here with saying that
the Foreign bird section itself wa» worth a long
journey (and a- wet one at that) to see—it was a
sheer delight.

Tm C ^xce^ence of the Management.
he management of the show was admirable. Mr.

John Tyson had been persuaded to step into the
managerial shoes once again, and this led to the
happiest possible results. He has forgotten more
about tshows and show management than the
majority of us will ever have the opportunity of
learning, and his experience ensured absolute
smoothness of working. Although not in the best
possible health, Mr. Tyson got through a tremendous
amount of real hard labour—seemed here, there
and everywhere, and to have every detail at his
finger tips.- The great success of the exhibition
from the working side was a triumph for his powrers
or organisation. His son, Claude—a real “ chip of
the old block ’’—lent him very considerable assist-
ance, and another invaluable and ungrudging worker
was Mr. F. Knight. Mr. Knight wfas creditably
associated with last year’s -show, and added to his
laurels this—a more genial and capable helper would
be difficult to discover. The much-respected presi-
dent of the society, Mr. R. L. Crisp (recently
christened, by the way, the “ greatest bird fancier
in the world”) put everyone at their ease with his
usual urbanity. His loss to the L.C.B.A. would be
little short of a disaster, and we trust that the
day is far distant when the cage bird Fancy will
lose its hold upon him, and the desire to put up
a few pairs of birds will cease to exist.
Other workers who rendered most valuable service

were Mr. and Mrs. Thynne, Miss Thynne, Miss
Oliver, and Messrs. J. Bray (the popular hoD. sec.
of the L.C.B.A.), H. Smith, H. W. Cook, R. J.
Pretty, T. L. Sayer, A. Wallington, G. Oliver, J.
Franz, Paton, Penton, Wright (and son), A. Silver,
( rust, and T. R. Trower. One or two visitors were
also willing helpers, notably Messrs. D. A. S. Long-
den and S. J Nicholas, of Swansea. The feeding
of the exhibits was in very excellent hands. The
Hon. Mrs. Bourke -spent, many hours amongst the
insectivorous British birds, and liouns of real hard
"p

4

rk
’ A00’ Mr. V. Wynn most ably looked

after the fruit-eating and insectivorous Foreign
birds, nn<l Mrs. Thynne, the seed-eating species. The

remainder fell to the old campaigner,
Mr. .J. Dewhurst, and he, as ever, was unremittingm Ino attention to the wants of the birds. This
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very nicely stag«d. anti the

magnificent hall looked at its best, it is unqiies-
tionab y an ideal building in which to hold a cage
bird show, and a nice, even, healthy temperaturewas maintained tlio whole of the tiiyo. The local
birds, find there was a rare lot of them, were packed
rvith remarkable promptitude on the Saturday even-

moining
1 16 remainder left early on the Monday
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0,16 reflects the greatest

itc.- on the three promoting oocicties, for the
National British Bird and Mule Club and the

rh^fln
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;

.•'Inhibitors' League this year shared
the financial side with the London Cage Bird Asso-
f!“

'on
' V

thfe be a loss—well, it is a splendidthm to be able to say that they at leant refused
to bo daunted by circumstances, and held theirshow in the hope of helping along the hobby they

,
J ho J'ancy at large rallied round the pluckypromoters right well. The entry of close on 2,190
wa->. under the circumstances, magnificent,«nu nad there been, as in previous years, a RollerGan ary section, there is little doubt that all pastrecords would have been easily left in the rear.

Some Bargains for Someone.
. ;

b ® tujuis of the lied Cross Society will stall
benefit, lor certain donations were made towards
fi11
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e thc Proceeds of certain birdsold by tender. Ipo committee, further, have re-
to bo sold,

unary, a Song
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and pa,ir of Bengalese,
•ho highest bid takes them. Send your offers,
ruHlers, to Mr. Tyson (1€9, Sloane Street, London,

splendid Mrd*
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,if ’ owin£- no doubt
T lareeiy to thedepleted attendance, had a comparatively slacktime, having to be content with less than half thesum winch usually flows into its coffers—a sum of
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gh!y calc’ulate, from £99 to

imml's h
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n0t bear of any birds changinghands at high prices, bu^ sales at sums of £T towere numerous. We understand that £1-5 wasoffered for two Yorkshires in the novice section
llTTP.fi

*

uiu uy renaer. Tfio commit-toe, furthemaming oilier birds generously left t<
These include a Norwich cock Canar
• brush, ,a cock Blue-winged Love Bir

and this was declined.

r'
Rre sorry t0 d ‘scover that not a single

cxtaWto?™?
w?3 'lew. What has become ofexhibitors of this new and really beautiful variety?

fhoH^h
to a fcw London Fancies, even

idMl°’+w
blrdS very far removed from theideal that once obtained of this glory of bygone

nJ:Va
afc was

- l
be ‘‘best” “bird in the show? Weheard some interesting speculation indulged in con-cerning tins. What a -lucky thing (for them) the

luv?
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wero
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called on to decide the -point 1 Thetwo Humming Birds were rightly enough the out-

everyone.
^ SensationaI birds

’ the admiration of

Th
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1i)H0c Kave Found the Pea ?I fie Crested Canaries were a grand lot of won
derful excellence all round; but^re heard 1 wed-'known breeder and judge say that Mr. Crawshaw’syoung yellow Norwich Plainhead was absolutely themodel come to life-if so, what of Houghton's

w'hh wbrch the great Job Williams used to smother
all opposition some 15 years ago. There were thos*who questioned the nationality of Mr. William?champion

„
(he was full size), but •'doubting

• homaaes can find no loophole in J)r V\'ilson',x

form fhnt
0f t,w/ery best Bullfinches, on p e^ntfonn, that ever hopped into a show cage.

... . ,

Dtit for an Airing !
v\e heard of no disqualifications, and similar un-

exhl bftors*"who "h
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tb,0“«'b no doabt the one or twoexhibitors who had birds escape would c'assify this
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Wo ™ dainty su^risedthat an experienced British bird exhibitor

enough TV' 1™, ta«P with a waterhole capacious

thro mh ti
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hem. well ,,n m
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as a gra"d bird
- and wmW havenee i well up in the prize list; but, as the indue
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olasses. Which could quitera. uy have got out in a similar way. And tinvS 1 bl
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exhlb,toc« learn this lesson?ic judges, luckily, were favoured with hrii/hf

easy duti^^flS’ 7*!'
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rr}ing out their far fromeasy duties the deluge that did so much to wreck

ThS ° f

ft

b° 6bOW b0Wil‘K °K '"'til late onthe J liur.-day afternoon. This was doubly fortuat
,?v

se«Ing that the glass roof had had to^e par"

i
ln actordance with the police regu-

taWnBhf UlC electric light when
vv« imtimri th t

Good stewards were available-noticed that several prominent provincial fan-

redxt °r
two from Wales, could notthe temptation to “take off their coats " and

o°i
n 1,1 the fray—and the awarding of the prizes" as
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ot fifidyl.v delayed despite the fact that the

ages'of hirri*
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tlle arrival of several pack-a^cs of -birds delayed in delivery.
We heard very little grumbling, indeed. Thinwe take to indicate that the judges1

awards wereseldom far away from the bull's-eye, “oTsWkand, further to be distinctly complimentary to theseveral gentlemen who were officiating for the first-time at show- of this magnitude.

J*T'*h won tho diploma? while’ vet anothernoted fancier averred that Mr. H. II Tower^young cinnamon-marked yellow was tho finest York-shire ever seen—better than Jim Bailevie notedcinnamon-mark of some seasons ago. Wlio coulda
A
V
n/p

ked th0
T ,

pea out of tbia little -lot

' couW
And how would you separate Messrs. Martin andArcher s clear Linnet Mule -and Mr. Crone’s Canary-Bullfinch Hybrid—two real rna'ftcT-Dit' ers for +hsupremacy of the Hybrid section?

P f°r th°

vvo may say that we ourselves thought Dr Wil

ftyic “and quai.Tvhm’ he?
1

of-
Hoddmot.t. HEN ,10): 1, Meekley, sweet little.’ eyeand wing biff, fine head and shoulders, closelybraced wings and tail, grand style and feather-
... I eumngton, very typical and stylish 4-pt. veil,
plent.v of nerve, bit rough on cheeks

; 3, Pape’
fi 'le feathered 4-pt-. yell., grand qual.. in-cbiied to drop wings at times; 4

, Green. 4-pt. buffgrand feather and style, not quite so slim: vhe r;
JJennet

;
he. Gentleman: c. Herring. GREEN YELL.

(1G,: 1, 2, lie, sp, Middleton, wonderfully sound

W hjtalow, grand shape and style, sound green cot.nut hardly so grassy, capital wings and tail 4

’

Lexers ley, very nice col. and style; vhe Mont-
gomery; c. Green well

; No. 15, Colton, tkd. headed
veil., vg. cl. BUFF (10): I, Johnson, regular little
picture, beautifully sound in col. and free from
bronzing or smokiness, grand -shape and style, full
of qual. ; 2. 3. Montgomery, very slim and racy
well braced wings and tail, neat head, liardlv so

’

gra.- y on back; 3rd, splendid shape, cnl. and style
exe- Meet head and shoulders; 4, Middleton, stouter
fn body, grand col. and qual., verv stylish; vhe
GrecnwcH; lie. Affleck; c. Collier; No 1 rostln-
U.vaitc, cr. Yorks., wg. cl. HEN, YELL. (13): 1.

Johnson, very sweet and neat, fine head, rare
shoulders- and wings, finely piped tail, full of style,
col. a.nd qual.

; 2 , 3, Middleton, hardly so slim and
racy, but rather richer in col., beautiful feather,
rare style; 3rd, very close and silky in feather, neat
head, wings, and tail; 4, Campbell, smart and
shapely, gieedsi handling.; vhe, c, Affleck- he
Gentleman; No. 1 , Postlethwaite, Gr. Yorks, wg.
el. BUFF (12): 1 , Parker, grand shape and style,
well braced wings and tail, lovely rich col., neat
find tight in feather, nicely finished

; 2, Johnson,
splendid style and feather, capital wings and tail

;

3, Montgomery, splendid shape and eol., neat head
and shoulders

; 4, Middleton, very nice col. and
feather; v-he, Grecnwell

; he, Whitelow; c, Affleck.
CINN. CK. 09) : 1, Gentleman, buff, magnificent
col. and qual., neat head, rare wings and tail,
quite stout enough, otherwise Al; 2, T. Smith,
shapely, slim, well tapered yell., grand feather and
col.; 3 , Whit-claw, neat bodied buff, stands up
well, good head, back and wings, hardly so fine In
feather; 4, he, Middleton, nice shapelv yell., well
balanced wings and tail; vhe, Croft; ‘c, Higham.
HEN (11): 1, Whitelaw, charming yell., fine head,
lovely wings and tail, sound col., silky and close in
feather, full of style; 2, Croft, nice s-hapely buff,
fine bead and shoulders, well balanced wings and
tail, nice feather and col.; 3 . McDougall, rattling
good yell, for shape and style, had frayed edges
of wings; 4, Johnson, neat bodied yell., good
feather, not so steady; vhe, Middleton; he Nelson-
c, Clare. BRIT. GOLDF. (15): 1 , Brade, racy,
rich deep blaze, nice checks, brilliant collar, lovely
back and chest, grand bars and buttons

; 2 , sp.
best 2nd member’s Brit., Kairliurst, bolder blaze
more tanning on chest, lovely buttons, grand back,
hardly so fit-, needs time : 3, vhe, he, Davies, sound
bright blaze, nice cheeks and collar, good back and
che.4, neat buttons, fails only in wing carr. ; 4 ,

|

Pitchfcrd, capital col. and shape, good buttons
and bars, not so tight in feather; c, Oldham.
GREEN’F. (14); l, Fletcher, wonderful size and
feather, beautifully feathered, very rich col. and
quite enough, rare wings and tail; 2 , Clare, fine
bold shapely bird, splendid back and chest, so-ind
even col., capital wing< and tail; 3, Brade, rather
finer In feather, splendid rich green col., lovely
wings and tail, hardly so steady: 4, Oldham, bold,
showy, nice col.; vhe. Holt; he. J. Hurst; c,

Broadbent. BULLF. ETC. (13): 1, Cottingham,

fine large bold Bramble, rich glossy col beautifully spangie-d, grandly mkd., very steady nfvslvfeather; 2, Wilson, rare shaped -Bullf., lovely deep
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grand father and inks., not soS' 2 * Simpson, magnificently mkd., rarehead and back, beautiful breast, hardly so much

eo . as. winner; 3, Strafford, very- rich col., beauti-fully feathered, very steady; vhe, Parlett; bc,

kr’s
n
Bril

Ma
nMh'

H.xi v19j : 1 , 3, sp. best meru-

r.rl.L L. ,
’ 9!dbara '.,

rea Rem, superb rich nuttybrown col., sinning like satin, grandly mkd., steady

SAlT' »rd, same beautiful silky feather and
fine finish, capital breast, not so clear in back mks.;

°r,J
;

b<
?
Id and shaP e'Iy. Rrandly mkd., beauti-

rui tall and pinions, not -so rich in body col. • 4Simpson, lovely feather and style, rich col., good
breast; vhe, sp. best vhe Brit., Burke: he. Holt; c,Brade; one of the finest classes- of Linnets Wehave seen for a long time. LESSER REDPOLL
in'

4 , OMharn, .shapely, beautifully laced breast,
silky, tight fitting coat, steady, nice col. ; 4th
Mashing -shape and size, well mkd., heaps of col

’

fresh caugnt; 2, Riildall, smartly rrikd., nice col.,
lovely feather, hardly so steady when handled; 3,Davies fine bold fresh caught bird, beautifully
marked, grand col arid shape, very steady ; vlic, j
Hurst; he, Barnett; c, Simpson. MEALY, ETC.
Uj): 1, Daley, fine boincing non-fed Siskin, grand
cap, beautifully feathered, very steady, .splendid
wings iuid tail ; 2, Booth and Hampson, bold
fronted Mealy, grandly marked, beautiful col. and
feather, very steady; 3, Kay, sweet Siskin, grandly
marked, feathered to perfection, nice wings and
•ail ; 4, Oldham, Twite, very rich col., grandly
mkd., nice feather, rather wild; vhe. Gentleman";
he, Sidden; c. Parlett. HEN FINCH (7): 1, Cot-
tingham, beautifully mkd., rich col. Yellow Bunting,
plenty of size, grand wings and tail, very showy

;

2 c. Gentleman, pretty Siskin, plenty of size, nice
shape, well mkd., tightly feathered

; 3, Broadbent,
well mkd. Chaffinch, feathered like a Java, very
steady

; 4, withheld: vhe, Wht-ney and Son • he
Holt A.O. HARDBILL (5): 1 , Wilson, magnificent
Meadow Bunting, suprrb feathering, beautiful eol.,
crand head and back, almost perfection

; 3 , Fair-

were Messrs H.D.AktS ^~i. Gr^Vorkf)!
V. V . Curtis (Nor.), F. Easterling (Yorks) D Jen-kins (Borri.), A. J. Marley (Brit.). C. Prior (Brit.)
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Attractive Stalls.
In the centre of the hall Messrs. Trower and Co.the noted seed and bird-food merchants, had a veryhne stall displaying tie specialities of the firm. Thogrand quahtj- of the seeds, etc., on view was the

the rLt[.
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comment from all who looked

}
,°' er ’ while the foods ior insectivorous birds

tbniiiO
18 becto

, ,

and “ Softbilo ” mixtures in par-
ticular) met with equal appreciation. Messrs.1 rower know exactly what the fancier wants andcater for his needs to a nicety and at reasonable
prices (look up their advertisement in this issue)The grand condition of the birds reffected credit ontho firm, for while at the show thev were fed solelyon Trower s seeds and soft-foods and not a sick orsorry specimen could be seen.

%ta“ which attracted a deal of attentionwas that of Messrs. Baron and Co., where a fine
lot of Kozy Karriera ’ was on view. Those splcn-
d ‘d travelling cases have quite captured the fancy
[-/'‘ ‘tors, and wejl they might, for thc neat andnovel material (vulcanised fibre) of which theji arcmade is immensely strong, yet amazingly light, so

that they save their cost io railway charges in a-smgle season where much exhibiting is done K<
hibitors will .find that the use of “ Kozy Karriors ''

is good business. Messrs. Baron havo somethin"
interesting to say to fanciers on page 2S4 this week"
Messrs. Hydes also had a stall, on which was’ a

fine display of their packet seeds, Parrot foods, shellgravel, and other widely-known specialities; white
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,’ oTdha^^tr^nch coloured yell. Goldf.-Can.. mkd.

and
S'lky

rather

|0''ciy form'; "?,'‘
joimron, '’icry Tight

feathered Can. -Bullf., rich col., well mkd,,
pn,!f fmatl, superbly shown; ti, Wilson, longraking Can-BullL, plenty of col., but not so n-eatlv
feathered or so compact in shape; 4 . withheld •

vhe Hubbard; he, Daley. DK. YELL. (HC ]

i

and
,

Son
’ flnei larffe Groenf., fine feather!rich level- col., very steady, beautiful wings and

trail
; 2, vlic, lie, Oldham, bold shapely Siskin-Can

grandly mkd., full of eol. and qua!., a little swell
''

3, Cooper, Linnet-Cam. very warm In eol., full of
qual. mcely mkd., not very steady; 4 , c. Boothami Hampson. good shapely sound col. e.tvlbli
Greenl.

:
Can. 1)K. BUFF (9); 1, 2. 3. he, Oldham,

very pretty Siskin-Can., rare shape and size, grandlymkd lovely -silky feather, plenty of col.; 2nd
slashing Greenf.-Can., plenty of size, era rally
feathered, very steady; 3rd, good Grcenf. ; 4, Fair
burst, well mkd. Linnet-Can., rather wild : vhe.
Morgan; No. 3. Brough, varieg., wg. cl. BRIT.
HYB. (13); 1 , Booth and Hampson, Bramble-Chaf-
finch, fine feather, nicely mkd., good col steady
and shows well; 2, Brade, magnificently feathered
Grcenf. Bullf.. rare shape, rich even eol , a perfect
show bird; 3, Wilson, Greenf. -Chaff., slashing big
bird, grand eol. and feather, takes more after the
Greenio; 4, lie, Oldham, prettily mkd. rich eol
Liunet-Bullf. ; vhe, e, Hubbard. FOR. SMALL ^T)

:

1, vhe. he, Hubbard, magnificent pair of Pin-tailed
Nonpiircils, superb col. arid mks., in the pink: °
Whitney and Son, fine large deep chested Itullf.!
rare col., splendid hack and liars; 3, Colton, smart
little Wax bill, lovely col. and feather. 4, with
held: e. Jennings.

Netts oi Birds, poultry, etc., should In regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, espeelal’y
when liens arc sitting. Don’t forget to do this ju«t
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied
llitn Kill* all insects. Harm’o»» to everythin* «!•«.
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The Horti
Feathered

Exquisites

See Detcriptive Article

on past 285 . cultural

Hall Show

Mr. A. Silver’s Japanese Hawfinch,

Lady Kathleen Pilkington’s Black-cheeked

Tanager.

Mr. A, Ezra's Humming Birds, the sensational

beauties of the show; the Garnet-throated

Carib (left), and Ricordi's Humming Bird.

Miss A. B. Smyth's Bourke's Parrakeet.

Mr. "W, J, C. Frost's Peters' Spotted-sided

Finch.

CAGE Birds occupied its usual position near the

entrance, where a selection of our coloured plates

attracted much attention and our practical books for

bird-keepers found many purchasers anxious to avail

themselves of the knowledge and good advice packed
between their covers.

THE YORKSHIRE CANARIES.
The Yorkshire section, as usual, was a big feature,

and the devotees of the slim ones were constantly

in attendance upon them. The entry in all classes

was good, the novice unflighted heading the poll

with twenty-eight good specimens. The merit all

through has never been better, but the yell, and
buff hen classes were without doubt tho pick of

the basket. In these two classes it was difficult to

find an indifferent specimen, and so even were they
that if one took the Winner and compared it with
the last in the cards, the difference til many cases
was scarcely perceptible. The yell, cocks class was
a good one, Messrs. Ogden leading with a clinker,

but there was little to choose between the three
leaders. The buff cocks were a very fine lot,

Messrs. Ilawes Bros.’ grand bird leading well, but
one could look down the class and see winners in
almost every cage. The same firm led in yell, hens,
just missing the coveted place in the buffs. Mr.
Tower’s unflighted Cinnamon marked yell, won well
in the unflighted class; it is certainly a charm-
ing specimen. Tho novice section contained some
exceptionally good examples, particularly the birds
put down by Miss Bowycr, she fairly romped home
in buff copks, buff hens, and unflighted yell, and
huff classes, and it is just on the cards that she
might have annexed the same prizes in the cham-
pion section, had the birds been entered there. It
was a big triumph for a lady exhibitor.
Greens were grand, with a wonderful trueness to

type, and even tone of col. Mr. G. A. Metcalfe, of
Liverpool, kindly guaranteed the classes, and staged
the winner in two of the four classes, and the second
prize in every class. These birds have never been
quite so popular as the clears down south, although
we frequently noticed visitors looking them over
rather closely.

Mr. F. Easterling’s Classes.-.
YORKS., YELL. CK. (16): 1, Ogden Bros., wonder-

ful length, beautifully proportioned, gets well up
on perch, showing plenty of leg, full feathered,
nicely rounded, tip top cond.; 2, Dyke*, grand
lengthy bird, slim type, scarcely so nicely rounded
as winner, good shoulders and back, tightly braced
wings, lovely silky close fitting plumage; 3, Green,
grand size, wonderful length of wing, good pos. and
ftyle, shade better in head' than 2nd, good
•boulders and back, fine fettle; 4, 6, Crawhall, real
Yorkie, of nice style and pos., hot col., inclined to

cross wings, but good length ; 5, Plumb ; 7, Towers,
a real beauty, in the best of condition, some
thought a good 4th. BUFF (21): 1, Haines Bros.,

plenty of size, grand length of flight*, nicely

rounded throughout, good pos. and style, clear cut,

on good legs, well put down : 2’, Knight, real Yorks,

build, slim type, grand length, beautifully balanced,

shade loose in wings, well filled back, good shoulders,

clear cut to a pipe tail, in tho pink; 3, Crawhall,
grand size and style, nicely moulded, long, closely

fitting wings, hardly so clean cut as winners, but
nice pos., grand qual.; 4, Jones, paler col., but good
stamp, well balanced, wonderful pos., clean cut,

very fine qual., well put down, must have pressed;

5, Ogden 'liras.; 6, Parker; 7, Dykes. CINN. OR
GREEN MKD. (11): 1, Cundy, very fine cinn. mkd.,
beautifully balanced and moulded throughout,
nicely cut away, on good legs, capital length of

flights, tightly packed, grand col. and qual.
; 2,

Knight, green mkd., shade longer, hardly so nicely

cut .away, grand length of wing, good shoulders

and back, in fine fettle; 3, Green, yell cinn. mkd.,
hardly the length of winners, but a real Yorks., of

grand qua!., good head, shoulders and bank, capital

wings, good col.; 4, Crawhall, buff mkd., fine length,

good pos. and style, capital head, nicely rounded
throughout, good wings ; 5, Towers ; 6, Forse ; 7,

Kent. YELL HENS (16) : 1, Ilawes Bros., really a

charmer, beautiful shape and pos., feathered like

wax, neatest of wings and tail, splendid length, and
stands on tho best of legs, staged in A1 form, and
wins ; 2, Dykes, grand length and style, nicely

balanced and rounded, tightly fitting wings of good
length, in the pink; 3, Ogden Bros., wee shade
shorter in body, good length of wing, nicely .braced

and packed, capital pos., well moulded through-
out, good qual. feather and cond.; 4, Hodgson,
good length, grand pos. and style, clean cut, good
back and wings, A1 cond.: 5, Green: 6, Fulford; 7,

Towers. BUFF (19); 1, 6. Ogden Bros., charming
lady, hardly put down at her best, beautifully

balanced and moulded throughout, good head, back
and wings, capital shoulders, nice silky qual.

feather; 2, 5, Hawes Bros., slim type, smart and
clean cut, scarcely so well filled in at back, but
grand shoulder*, tightly braced wings, grand qual.

.and bloom; 3, Crawhall, hot col., plenty of size,

good pos. and style, capital length of wing and
leg, good shoulders and back ; 4, Dyke, beautifully

balanced and moulded, good head, back .and wings,

clean cut, bit pale in cob, but boxy feather and
cond., must have pressed; 7, Hodgson. UNFLIG.
YELL. (18) : 1. Towers, wing mkd., wonderful length,

slim, yet niediy filled in, beautifully cut away, well

up on leg, good pos., capital head, shoulders and
wing*, A1 qual., a real model : 2, Tindalc, hardly
tho length of winner, but beautifully moulded,
grand length of wing, tightly packed and braced,
nicely cut away to a good tail, capital cond. ; 3,

Clarke, hardly the length and a shade paler iu cob,

but capital type and nicely rounded, grand length
of wing, well braced, very fine qual. feather; 4,

Cook, wing mkd., slim breedy type, shade on the
small side, good pos. and style, well up on leg

; 6,

Frost and Roger; a real good one, grand size and
length, beautifully balanced, perfect wing carr.,

boxy feather, might have gone up ; 6, Ogden Bros.

;

7, Clarke. BUFF (14) : 1, Dykes, var., grand size

and length, good head, back and wings, nicely

moulded throughout, clean cut, well up on leg,

in the pink
; 2, Benson and Young, bird of wonder-

ful size, hardly so cleanly cut as winner, but grand
length of wing, good legs, capital pos. and style, in

very fine order; 3, Hodgson, wing mkd., lovely type,

*nc!ined to frill, but beautifully cut away, on
splendid legs, good back and wings, tightly braced
and packed, best of cond., must have pressed; 4, 7,

Clarke, typical, hardly so tight in wings but nicely

moulded and filled in, good head, in the pink; 5,

Ogden Bros.

Mr. R. L. Crisp’s Classes.
NOV., YORKS. YELL. CK. (19): 1, Haines and

Son, real good one, grand length and style, smooth
front, well filled back, wings well packed and
braced and of good length, hot cob, A1 qua!. ; 2,

Cooke, capital length, smart and clean cut, well up
on legs, nicely filled in all round, good wings and
tail, grand cond. ; 3, Sanders, lengthy, scarcely so

clean cut as winners, but good pos. and style,

nice length of wing, tightly packed, well up on
leg; 4, Killick, hot col., beautifully moulded all

round, capital head and neck, good shoulders and
back, nice length of wing, A1 qual.; 5, Castell; 6,

Thomas; 7, Johnston. BUFF (21): 1, Miss Bowycr,
Very lengthy and typical, clean cut and nicely

moulded, good head, wings and tail, best possible

cond., a charming exhibit; 2, Andrews, shade bigger,

lovely qual. capital shoulders and back, good
length of wings, cleanly cut away, wonderful qual.,

not far behind: 3, Killick, wing tkd., fine length

of Body, scarcely so cleanly cut as winner, good
head, shoulders and back, tightly braced wings,

grand qual.; 4, Farmer, very nice head, tkd., some-
what smaller but capital type and style, good pos.,

nice qual.; 5. Johnson; 6, Deer; 7, Wright. MKD.
(10): 1, Aulman, grand yell., wing and eye mkd.,
wonderful length, cleanly cut away, grand shoulders,

good closely packed wings, sound depth of col., A1
qual.

; 2, Walker, Very fine buff, somewhat smaller,

but lovely type and style, perfect head, good
shoulders and back, nice length of wing, neat tail,

grand qual.; 3, Culver, very hot col. yejl., gcod
York*, type, best of wing carr., nicely rounded
throughout, clean cut, A1 qual. of feather; 4,

Haines and Son, hardly the condition of winners,

but typical and smart, good length of wing. ai
order; 5, Carpenter; 6,- Bell; 7, Taylor. YELL.
HEN (17): 1, Sanders, typical and fine length, gcod
style, clearly cut away, capital head, shoulders and
back, wings tightly braced, sound cond. ; 2, Bamber,

somewhat longer, but hardly so cleanly cut, good
bit of shoulder, nicely moulded throughout, capital

wings and tail, tightly packed plumage; 3, Bous-
field, good type and length, scarcely the high qual.

and condition of winners, nice length o(, wing and
well up ou leg; 4, Wright, wing and cheek mkd..
good type, *hade small, but all quality, cleanly cut
on good legs; 5, Miss Bowyer; 6, Aulman; 7,

Johnston. BUFF (25) : 3, Miss Bowyer, shade on
the small side, but all good, wonderful type, and
style, capital head, shoulders and back, tightly
packed wings, clean cut, fine cond. ; 2, Parker,
another beauty, close up, fine length and nicely

moulded, clean up on good sound legs, rare qual.

of feather; 3, Cooke, wonderful *ize for a lady,

grand length, of wing, good sound cob, scarcely so

c»an cut, but nicely moulded, neat head, capital

shoulders; 4, Haines and Son, lengthy cheek mkd.,
smart and clean cut, good head, shoulders and back,

wings wen packed, fine qua!.; 5, Aulman; C, Walker;
7 , Carpenter. UNFLIG. YELL. (28) : 1, Miss
Bowyer, grand youngster, beautifully typical,

lengthy and stylish, clean cut. good shoulders and
wings, well up on leg, in grand order; 2', Potter,

wee shade longer, hotter cob, but scarcely the

polish of winner, nicely moulded and packed, fine-

length of wing, good legs, neat bead and neck, not

far behind; 3, Haines and Son, fine cinn. mkd.,

hardly the finish, but wonderful type and style,

good shoulders and wings, cleanly cut, Al cond. ; 4,

Sanders, grand length, good pos. and style, neat

head, well filled back and front, wings well braced,

Al qual.; 5, 7, Cooke; 6, Higgins. BUFF (20): 1.

Miss Bowyer, grand length and type, neat head
and neck, good shoulders, back and wings, cleanly

cut and stylish, hot cob, fine qual. ; 2, Hawkins,
typical and stylish, scarcely the length of winner,

but capital wings and legs, cleanly cut, in fine

fettle; 3, Sanders, very fine cap mkd., capital

length, nicely moulded throughout, good shoulders,

back and wings, neat tail, sound cond.: 4, Aulman.
somewhat smaller and slim in type, but quite a
Yorkie, grand back and wings, well up on lee:, rare

qual.: 5, Carpenter; 6, Wright; 7, Taylor. LIMIT,
80s. (17): 3, 6, 7, Ayers; 2, 4, Green; 3. Hawes
Bros. ; 6, Brow n and Pressey. GREEN YELL. (9) :

1, Jones, fine length and type, good head, shoulders

and wings, stands well, sound rich cob, evenly dis-

tributed, in fine fettle; 2, 4, Metcalfe, another

beauty, capital length and style, good shoulders,

tightly braced wings, correct cob amd distinctly

pencilled, 4th magnificent length, grand type, good

bead, back and wings, scarcely so rich cob a9

winner, but still a good bird, in fine fettle; 3. 6.

Skilling, foul tail, capital type and style, inclined to

cross wings at times, well up on leg, rich level

cob, well mkd.; 5, Handley; 7,' Benson and Voting.

BUFF (9): 1, 2, 6, Metcalfe, wonderful team, leader

a topper for Yorks, properties, grand length, good

(Continued on next pu£c).
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shoulders and back and a good head, very fine col
with exceptionally distinct pencilling, 2nd close up’
long and stylish, grand wings, neat , tail, very line
final, feathers, good tone of col. evenly distributed <
a, Handley, good one, typical, capital length of

1

wing, nicely cut away to a good tail, capital
shoulders, sound in col. and well pencilled; 4

,
lien-

son and Young, quite a soldier for pos., capital
length, good head, very fine col. und quid ; 6 7.
Skilling. YELL. JIUN JO): 1, 2, 4, Metcalfe, good
i °, very smart, stylish lien leading, good length,

nicely dnawn and rounded, well braced wings col
of correct tone, and well distributed, lovely qua! ’,

2nd not far behind, grand length, quite a Yorkie
for style, idee bright col. and beautifully pencilled,
in the pink of cond., 4th exceptional length, beauti-
fully rounded and cut away, tightly packed wings,
good shoulders, very flno tone of col.; 3, Skilling
capital length, nicely rounded, with good shoulders
and back, capital wings, rich col. and pencilling; 6,Handley

; (1
, Jones

; 7, Benson and Young. ]JU1>T'

qual and col. ; 2, clear, teeming with qua!., nice
sound col., fails only to leader in depth of chest
a, 6, Withers, well-known winner, thick set, grand
col., and qual., good 3rd.

; 4, linker, sweet bird,
Morwich a 1 over. BUFF (4) : 1, Houghton, regular

grand hen, wonderful size, lovely feather; 2, Jlodder'
very short body, wings, and tail, feather of the
best, splendid cond.; 3, Withers, another good one,
very useful; 4, Baker, rich qual., good front, well
cut away. UNFLIG. (0): 1

, 2, Houghton, true
wedge shape, grand feather, with little better head
would bo a storrner; 2, shorter in body, shown In
tho pink

; 3, 5, Hoddcr, good, full, round head, short
body, wings, and tail, good qual. and col.; 4, Baker,
red hot col., splendid shape, lacks pubs, to leaders
but nice bird.

/in\. r lir'v '
,

" ***’, AVUUg. IIUI’I' OPEN

and' xv’in^.^
tC
nnn?f g,°°d hack place; 5,

Mr. A. W. Curtis’s Classes.
SN NOV. NOR. YELL., CL., Oft TKD. (1C):

Bros., not a big one, but charming for type andstyle. Rood head, capital wings and tail, ^nicelymoulded throughout, Af col. and qual.; 2 l'ratt

m,?n n y
i V

le
i

C
°i‘ °( winner

- 1,1,1 nicely drawn andmoulded, lovely head and neck, tightly packed wings
rare qual. of feather, in the pink of cond.; 3

’

llackie, nice example, moves beautifully, alert man-
lier, typical, good back and wings, sound qual • 4Mue check mkd., good stamp, lovely iiead, v.ings
tcgrccly so nicely braced as winner, but A1 cond •

m
8a

!
t<’r; e > Sayer; 7, Philpot. BUFF: i’

I ratt, lovely lady, slim type, free, jaunty movementon clever legs, beautifully moulded, in the pink- 2
lwspie, beauty lor type and qual., neat bead, nicecurve from chin to root of tail, capital wings linequa 1 , of feather; 3 , Burton, lonely type anfstyle!

LeH 1

good head
- tightly braced wings,ucat tail, W'ell cut away, fine qual.; 4, Harry, typical

lust a suspicion of heaviness at ' waist," but' grandwings and tail, A1 cond.; 5, Ulaydon
;

(i, Madagan-
(A

' M
P.- (4>

:

1. ». Nicholson, very

linn * ifi
8 ’ cap

!

tal leRs «'fd good pos., rich col., in
fine fettle, 3rd a wondur for length, yet nicely
moulded, grand back and wings, tho correct shade
a 1 l beautifully pencilled, capital cond.; 4 , 7
Abbott, slim type, foul flank and tail, good head,™ c

®,
shoulders capital wings, good col., capital

qual. ; t, llandley.
The members 1

Yorks, classes contained ns usualwmo cxcoptjonally lino specimens, such well-known
xhibitors ns Messrs. Hawes Bros., Knight, Ayers,
lebhs, Buckingham, etc., putting down some realgood ones. Great interest was centred in the un-

Vi'.n. Ah " bicb
„
Mr. Ayers scored a success,

7, Cook
• weS Bros.; 3, 0, Ayers;BUM: 1, 4, Hawes Bros.; 2. Bucking-ham; 3, Ayers

; 5, 7, Knight; C, Hall. UNFLIG.M.LL.
. 1, 4, Ayers; 2, Hawes Bros.; 3, Bucking-

THE NORWICH PLAINHEADS
beSt

°r

yetw
W
s

Cr
wo
Wf "P l° the “ meof tbest, yellows wo have ever seen being put downr ,l,^c * III?'*

notice, bow w
fe

eli most™
Merc staged. bom© Very fine specimens

ofthe bird

n^der°'Bnrkpr^
I

!?A
rS
Ti

I^OUeIlton
’ Jones

rirn
’ and Ti'omae, m fact tlie cream ofthe fancy were, on view; we greatly admired Mr

water ‘nn f
“nfllghted

-' oilow, a gem of tho firstwatep, and as near tho ideal as a

[ge and typical, good bold front, deserves its
>, hardly «o large, but very useful

; 3, Brown
and 1 ressoy, lovely qual., good, sound col., hardly
so stout in build as leaders; 4, 0. Cole, leader lias
wonderful frame, grand back and chest; <i, hardly
so largo; 7, Leech, another big one, right across
perch. BUFF (18): 1, Leech, one of the most
typical, neat all through, a bird we like mucli 2,
iU'ald, another sweet bird, hardly the subs, per-
haps, but very nice ohape; 3, 5, Burt, leader one of
the cobby sort, takes the eye at once, lovely feather
and mealing; 0, good one, of the two the largest,
grand feather; G, Cooper; 7, Trevallion. MKD.!
KIU. (14): 1, Uossctt, tap mkd. yell., rattling good
bird, shape all there, nice quah of feather; 2 C
Laccohee, larger, leader, but hardly so good in
feather, most useful stock bird ; 3, Leech, teeming
with qual., put down in grand form; 4, Cole, one of
tho right stamp, most useful; 5, Jay; 7, Hewitt.
HI0NS, A.V. (25): 1 , Hewitt, buff.

„„ . , ,
tlie ideal as any bird we have

110V '• A"'
»'e< 14 was greatly admired by many. Thenovices, too, came up in force, end staged really

specimens; in several instances some of tlie
coal,i. Ilave lieid their own in the open. Onthe whole it was a grand show of Norwich Therewere many good birds in members' champions and

very haid
he“ "° Ul<i bave ruu vvinD* riS in tho open

Ol
build,

shape

•F\*c‘r *vi ^r‘
^‘PP011 s Classes.

1 fi’ilFhklA ?
LL

1

(le
V. 1, sp

’ Houghton, rhassi

f’
hcadl T

f
d h°t col.; 2 , o. Irons, golL

’ mcII cub away, hardly the siz© of IphcIpv-

rfiassive

, is, good
. ., .

ay, hardly the size of leader- 3

t
f
b r61"- tb

? rill ® r®> leader rather the stouter of

buff hs)
7

1 SSB hibits; Cl Hirst; 7
- 'J'homas.

Ulled
ght0"’ Deat al1 through, well

best « a
gS ' very closo feather of the

J
Saunders, very shapely, splendid out-

run- ! ifilX
1 16

( ?
W chest of leader, but closerun J, 1 ilcher, rattling good one, true wed^e slimewen covered body and wings, silkiest of feathered

‘ n,o0 °n?s, shown in line form; 5, Hodde!'

on° .dnv
m

nnn!i
ri

9hest dual-, plumage fitting closely

beaen 7
W1

fi

gS a
;

,d tail
- bla --e of col., like a

Sl
‘.
ape and carr - TED- ETC.,

y lll. (ll). 1, J homas, head tkd. line frame neatlvshaped head, very fine body shape, stand’s ri<ditncross, pleasing exhibit; 2, Craivshaw, mkd evesand winga, similar build, grand tvxture of feathershort and compact, very close up; J, Houghton neatshape, rather on small side; 4, Baker real ^NorwichuU tiuough, shown in the pink; 5 , 6, Hodder latter
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Ver
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y
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bby
BUFF

P
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1 7
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1 Td
r ^ cont;

xvhh-H 4.L.VP (1,)
' 1’ 5 ’ Crawsba\v, one of thosewhich take the eye, all there for tvpe, qual. andcol., shown in grand form, wins; 2. Thomas eood

I°
U
-5
d b

,
ack
H
apd

,

deep ch
tft-

very bice bird, presses,-hard, 3, Houghton, well-known winner in cram!

for
nd

tlurd pUce’ G^ii
“? fc an<1 *'sel

'

uI
- Passed hard

fine If !’ C
:
Eowley mars size, but not so

hi® mm h- 'i
° 1D

,

coL Hodder,hi 0 hold bud with fine head, shown in fine fettlpexcellent class all through. YELL. HEN (8 -1
v!

pras, wonderful size and col. for a hen bithorned on head, won no doubt for size and col • 2Gunnell, not so much size or col., but very ’fine

pnce° £-3 ^
qUa

a ?
fci

!

tller> claimcd a * catalogue

chfft’
’ 3 ’ Crawshaw, most useful hen very

!e ,
1C
f
OS
! perch

- in Frand show form, charm
7

mg bird
, 4, 5, Griffin, leader, unflig., all to be de-sired for shape and qual., shout] be heard of an-

6 Bvn
C
e

a
-

r;
7
5’ °“e

w^,y Datty
’ and wel1 shown;

b, Bjne, 7, Ellis. BUFF (50): l, Noyce realbeauty, sweetly moulded head, nicely clothed ’bodywith leather of fine texture, one of the best xvehave eeen for some time; 2, Baker bold front-
round back, well across perch, very smart well

3« Thomas similar in build, but not so largeas leader, nevertheless a ben to bo proud of- 4Knars, vprr cnn.MI. .

1
.. ’ *>

..... — , , very stout build,
clooo leather, clean cut away, smart lien; 2, Lacc-
ohee, mkd. yell., grand back, full chest, very use-
lul in any stud; 3, 4, Cannon, built on right Hues’,
oliows well, pleasing hen ; 4, nice one, hardly the com-
pactness perhaps; 5, Williams; G, Humhelton

; 7,
Leech, one of the best in class as we saw it. UN-
i'LIG. YELL. (12): 1, Mrs. Stoplier, grandly
moulded, finest texture of feather, should make good
one ; 2, Lecoe, best of shape and style, looking little
soft when wo saw it; 3, Smith, nice exhibit, well
shown, hardly so short as leaders, but good outline

;

4. Tomsett, all there for style and qual., lacks little
in subs, to leaders, but will improve; 5, Shirley; G,
Cole; 7, Leech. BUFF (20): 1, Bailey, real wedge
chape, slips one claw, but a very smart youngoter,
and deserves its place; 2, Buxton, pleasing appear-
ance, nice carr. and style; 3, Gardner, .tight as a
Java, sound col. and lovely qual., good 3rd; 4, 7,
Dr. Weeks, leader, one of the cobbiest, teeming
with qua!., col. of the best; 5, Smith; 6, TrevaHion.
LIMIT, 30s. (15): 1, Smith; 2, Gunnell; 3, Titch-
ner; 4. Harris; 5,. Silk; 6, Leese; 7, Martin. MEMB.
AMAT. CK. (3): 1, Thurley; 2, 3, Thureby. HEN
(5); I, 5, Offord; 2, 4, Thursby; 3, Thurley. UN-
FLIG. (7): 1, 5, Thursby; 2, 3, Thui-fey; 4. 7,
Offord; G, -Goymer. NOV. CK. (2): 1, 2, Brumbridge.
HEN (3) : 1, 2, 3, Brumbridge. UNFLIG. (4) : 1, 3,
4, Brumbridge; 2, Goymer.

lice buff leading, capital type and style, good even
(.ye and wing markings, neat tail, very fine qual.
feather, 3rd, another buff, rather IiiTaviJy mkd., but
nicely balanced, close fitting wings, clean cut, capital

4l
,

0rt
?
n - v

,

ery hice yell,, typical and smart,neat head and neck, good wings, very good markingami lovely, qual, UNEVEN (20): 1 , 4
, Nicholson*

beautiful four-pointed Uinn. mkd., line size, excellent
type, neat head, good, well braced wings, nicelymoulded throughout, clean cut, in the pink 4th°V

*iy
three-pointed yell., grand type and style, goodhead, bcautilully moulded, AJ wings and tail very

ilia cond.; 2 Beard, slim, typical, three-point^S L no
011 U " 1 Cut away

’ B°°d head and back,

f diirl
7

„
fiU ‘ng Wln«s - erand qual. feather, in fine

icttle, .i, I ratt, Frizzle wing huff, nice type andqua „ good head, neat wings and tail, sound cond“ur
.
t0" »«»••• «> Elston; 7, Large. C1NN. ( 18 ):

*'
*r <>. Wilson, very fine col, good head, shade

grmdlv'
1

!^^! bU
-

t othe
f"

ii0 DGuutilully rounded,
er.indly brai.ed wings, clean cut away, very finecond 3rd, slim, stylish yell-lovely type, free andjaunty, nice head, smart wing car., very fine qual.

It Is a pity that southern men do not take t<
Lizards. There was displayed quite i

, r’
rs ° spangI«? 1 and yet few fanciers appcared to be interested in them. The gatlierin-was a good one, and birds of the very highiSmerit were on view. All the champicm exhibitorsupported the sliow. and each clara bad a fair number of entries. We have always hugely admired th

miy.®”’.
and

.
we

r°. pleased to see the winner ofdiploma tor best bird turn up iZ cTa^^MrHamer s lovely clear cap doing the trick. Th4 b“
Xt. “Cir

a °.ne wish; full of

work on Urn
°aP ' “ Un° bird

- Vlth a "«-alth
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headpiece, iiard.yl so long

/.icx a.- i.... i t.
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' a grizzle, bat better back an ricloser lay, both grand fronted. BUFF (c!^ i

aD
cGreen, former very full top, good
‘

and
P
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a Kri!!Zle’’ S^ofand inoro snare in mi v • o r. i
J

. r l

r w/ 4-

mas-sivo aSort, grand top, and in evervrt.'pect a good one, a grizzle; 3, JTitton, cl sweet

oth
P
n IZ?.’

aDish
. have run theURrs close, 4, Mmtv. very dense eoppy, long

PLaInhe^ Norwichy at back?

n; !'
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very nice ^b’ape&

nd h
0
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3 '(th
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g0°d «ubs.. nice feather

l -.Hu r ,

Ml
,

nfcy
» across a little, gerod inleather, nice colour. HUFF (ii)

:

1 , Sp, 3 Fit* onSi b0d
^ head

’ ^and* l^hing, gc^dposition and dens© head f^aHior- s
t.rxf +1 i

d^ns© head feather; 3, grand headnot tho length oi body or position; 2,
#
JVJintv, grand

w?nnc?
n
'j
€

s‘

ie
n
eather

;
npt (J,lite 1,10 headpi^e of

_
Ucadl

.
tbick hody, not

und fol., 4tli, grand bull, lov?Iy Border ty^ beau-’
ti ulry roundel ail through, clean cut, Al wing car

Scffb^r^ ’ Wh
‘-
tClaW

’ beautifullyHy

conri i , 0-

j

-

/

cr7 Typical and free in movemept,good head and wings, sound, rich col., evenly dis-

!.
rAû d

-..L
n The pink; 5, Gentleman

; 7, Hamiltnn.

ncat^h
CampbcU

* loVfcly him and style,’neat head, grand back and wings, smartly braced,Clean cut, very sound, rich col./'M of line ilii
2, «, Bacon, very jaunty and free in style, capita!head and wings, clean cut, richly col., in fine fettle;
3, Hamilton, grand bhd of nice size, beautifullyrounded wings, tightly packed and braced! richsound cround un . > n.ii>.»Yrii^fxr . . » . .

.

quite the position; C, Crabb, good body just a ’trifle

known ST CUE
f
ST CK.*?S): 1. Hol^nf w""!

n Sv n2g;j J,1f/ few from the centre,
iccl> posted, good frontal, and centre, veiny fciher : y Srnifh nnf r,A a. i i. .aI.. a .

Jtfier; 2,_
Smith, noted cl. body, last years" Ca7;k

J'alace winner, in errand form

:

Scars, very sprightly, useful fer breeding, hardlyso mrge as leaders; 5, Taylor, fine style and carr -

6, Harris; 7, Litchfield. UNFLIG. YELL. (14)

:

'

l’

4, 4, Lrawsh&w, one of the grandest yellows xve haveever seen, all to be desired, and ns
1

near the perfeet bud as anything one could imagino, xvins easily-
“• "lce *h

f
pe- very dne texture ol feather, but fails®ub®' To leader; 4, lovely bird, will make up into

tii'fnTii ft’
we!i rounded head, good

* “ttlng Jacket, hardly so large perhaps:

feather could do with little more chest perhapsbut a nice bird; 2, Crawshaw, varieg., shape andstyle of the best, very picasing; 3, Baker" samestamp, not njueh to clioooe, very smart; 4

’

Hirst
grizzle tailed, wedge shape, nice bold front, goodcarr.; 6, Elis, nice feather and frosting, rather

^’"vr^Kv61 zH
rimn = 7l Taylor- MEMB.GUAM 1 . YELL. UK. (5): 1 , 2, Hoddir, leader bead

tkd., one of the cobbiest. true wedge shape, grand

THE BORDER FANCIES.
Judge, Mr. D. Jenkins.

The Border classes filled exceptionally well, and
quality was much in evidence.- The majority of the
exhibitors were Southern men, very few of the north
country enthusiasts venturing to send their birds the
long journey, and those that did were not annexing
all tlie plums, as in previous years. The southern
exhibits are advancing, and doing it rapidly. The
yellow cocks were a fine, typical lot, the leaders
being quite high class. We thought the buffs
scarcely so good as a whole, although a few good
ones caught the judge's eye. The two classes of
hens were very charming, and envious eyes were cast
upon more than one of them. It was here that
the xvinner of the special for best bird in the show
was found, and we heartily congratulate Messrs.
Burton Bros, upon eecuring the coveted honour; the
brothers have done much for the "wee gems" 111

the south, and deserve all they win.
As usual, tlie novice classes contained some real

good ones, and we particularly noticed the birds put
down by Messrs. Preece, Kybert, Mugford, Last and
Heslop. The addition of a separate class for bens
was quite a success, as it contained more than either
of the other classes. Just a word of warning to
southern breeders. They must be more careful in
their pairing. The majority oi the exhibits- were
certainly on the small side; a five and a half inch
bird is not a midget. Mr. Jenkins’ awards gavd
general satisfaction.

CK. (18): 1, 4, Pratts, nice size,
good head and neck, nicely moulded back and front
well braced wings, good car. and style, in the pink
4th another beauty, excellent type and style, good
head and wings, nice jaunty movement, clean cut
to a good tail, but scarcely the high finish of win-
ner; 2, Mrs. Thynne, nicely modelled, good size, neat
head, well braced and packed flights, clean rut
nicely rounded, fine cond.; 3, YVilson, somewhat
smaller, but a bea’uty for type, splendidly balancedon good legs, Al wing car., best of cond. ; 5, Harry
6. Elston

; 7, E.spie. BUFF (20) : 1, Wilson nice"cb co1" 'yel1 balanced and moulded, not the best ofheads, but splendid wings, capitally - packed andbraced, full of qual. and put down to time; 2, Espiefu size, fine type, good head, back, and wings, neattail, nicely packed all round, cleanly cut awaybea en only m col.; 3 , Madagan, scarcely so beamtiruily moulded as winners, good bead and

sound ground, co!., ijdendidly pencilled; 4 7 Mid-

hesd
n
.;„
Sr<? blrd

’ a!t
,

h0llgb a ,vee bit heavy, eajiita)hta_d and wing, grand col.; 5 , Goymer. HEN 03):
1. 1 , Muidk. on, beautifully balanced and mouldedgrand head, wings tightly packed, sound, rich evenly

sweefhftt
1 C0 ' " the pillk; 2

- Dlackie, hardly the

briMH S..0 winner.aUhough a marvel forco!.,

of Hither
I7e

vvvi
C

i

ldldly peneilted
.
very fine quaL01 ieatnei

, 3, \V hitelaw, very fine buff br*mrf it’.iiiir
moulded throughout, nice head, grand wing ear freemovement, Al col. and qual.; 4, Gontkman slim

,

rou
.

nded wings, well packed and
!

J

!
aced

’ cfanly cub
’. J!_

cb C°E. best of qual.; 5
, Camp-bell; C, Orton.

beautifully moulded°ni"ee
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r^t wc^fiS’^k
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aad
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pleild , d, wing car., clean c.it andsmart in movement, good sound col. and qual. - 2Mugford, another nieg one, very typical and free inmovement, neat head and wings, clean cut capita!qual. at feathers, nicely put down; 3, nine slimbuilt, capital col., nice head, smart in win

’

clean cut, sound cond.; 4
, Last, good win"sweetly typical, good head, back, and win

”

cut, nice style, Al cond ; 6, l*e;

car.,

mkd.,
_ .

clean

Joplin. - BUFF (ibn; ^recce^quito*tKmcttype beautifully rounded. «at heVd." good. uZ?yfitting Wings, clean cut to a good tail sound cond
7

rare qual. of feather; 2, Last, scarcel^ intype, nor so good in head, but capital ~back''in‘rtmp, good tail, very fine ’qual.; 3 Pegg clcu^vcut, capital type and style, moves niieh-
7

s&ife >»! «»«. I«. Ci, i ; ASOf winners, neat head, good wings and tV.fi
P
“..H.

good style

;

6, Hine; 7, Martin. HEN (21); j,Preece one of the best liens in the show," smart 'amitypical, good head, back and -wings, nicely moulded,irand qua], and cond.

;

mu,

cond -

a
! l.

m07eme
Jn’

grattd :head and wing, Alcond.
, 3, I egg, rather small yell, and quite highenough on leg, but nicely moulded, good head andgrand cond.; 4, Humphries, another thatmight be a shade larger, but quite nice i

-style, good wing^;’
Last; 7, Martin.

A.O. CANARY CLASSES.
Judge, Mr. J. Robson.

Crests and erestbreds were an unusually level lotthere being such a well balanced array of quality

well
p
!
ac°d Bights, clean cut, very fine qual. feather.gra,'d cond.; 4, Mrs. Thynne, well balanced but arather heavy neck, which spoils the contour grand» well drawn, Al cond.; 5 Gentleman

; e, MarBurton Bros. YELL HEN: 1, Burton
riott

;

tlmn once
USt

There
^ the j

!!
lige <a P«Bler more

-d
Smlil if'®-*? cleverly and correctly dis-played m the majority of cases. In Yellow Creststhere was quite a leap in numbers to what we usedto see only a few years ago, when the general la-ment was that their star was waning. In CrestBreds some marvellous birds were staged, and therewas quantity as well as quality.
1914 Crests and Crest Breds were of very hich

promise. On the whole xve were well pleased withsuch a level lot. Novice open classes' containedsome few smart birds; and the Limit classes hadmany bargains. In Cinnamons entries were almost
at freezing point, but the quality of the few that
were shown was good. The variety class contained
a Tight good specimen of the Cinnamon Crest, and
sex'eral good Frills, as well as a Scottie and a Bel-
gian.

Birds championship i-aiace winner, in grand form;
J, 7, Bale, el. body, with dark taii, exceedingly <lim,o

bV°twn
nia

^-
siv® D°ntal, somewhat marredby two ^or three feathers standing up from thecentre; /, a good grizzle; 4, G. Evins Bros., form.r

vaiR-g., not tlie finish of crest, and fails a trifle in
length of sides; (J, a grand broken green, wins well

-

", \\ allace, more shapely if hairy - crest, lovelydioop and well put down, evenly mkd.; No. 1 in
tins- class, a grand broken green, a trifle twisted
centre, would pay for close attention. HENS (14):
}. *'P> 7

> Radley and Sons, evenly mkd. grand-
fronted, veiny crest, well filled centre and lides
close lay, and nice droop; 7,.lieavily varieg., not soma yive, not so nice in back crest, good centre and
radiation

; 2, Smith, varieg., beautiful class of crest
teacher, leafy, nice vein, wY I ! filled in centre, droepo
grandly, lull of qual.; 3, Mac-Lay, broken gr., veiy
long frontal, good centre and droop; 4, Bale, heavily
varieg. crest trifle *thin, nice veiny feather and
good centre; 5, King, very long frontal, varieg.,
ju-t. fails* at side, on the small side in body; C Miss
Onslow, one dark feather in tail, sma'ller,’ fails
sided, nice centre. C.B. CK. (14); 1, sp, 3 Bale
massive bodied varieg., really a Bullfinch-shaped
body, grand skull, nice dome and beautifully
browed, dense head feather; 3, varieg., similar in
bedy, but hardly so massive in head ; 2, sp, Evins
Bros., truly grand head, just fails to winner a
little at entrance, else a close race; 4, Gale, varieg.,
not so wide in skull, or so dense and dome shaped,
nicely lashed; 5, Smith, grand size, varieg., heavy
back skull, long turnover, wide head feather; 6,
King, very big body, not so dense as one above it ;

7, Miss Onslow^ massive, Wide head, fails in den-
sity of head feather. HEN : 1, Smith, broken gr.,
L. and P.O.S. winner, in grand fettle; 2, Bewick,
nice shaped skull, trifle narrow at entrance, dense
Iiead feather; 3, Brotherton, heavily varieg., dense
back skull feather, cushioned head, not so wide
at entrance, or so long in turnback as winner, must
have run 2nd close; 4, Bale, broken gr., grand bead,
might be more even in lashing; 5, Hobson, cl.!
good one, nicely lashed ; 6, Evins Bros., nearly gr.,
grand head, rare qual., seemed to have rather
hard lines, wonderful entrance

; 7, Miss Onslow,
broken gr., nice skull, good length of head feather.
CREST CK., YELL. (11): Crested veilows are evi-
dently on the up grade, eleven of 'em: 1, sp, G,
King, good centre, long frontal, xveli filled at sides,
grand body, a gcod one; G, broken, gr., should
do well iu the stock cage ; i, 5, Evins Bros., former
even wings, good centre and radiation ; 2, very
smart, rare length of sides of crest; 3, Bewick",
broken gr., grand frontal, very shapely crest, a
rattling good one ; 4, Franz, grey crest, grizzled
wings, gcod length of crest feather, a largo crest
for a yellow; 7, Broad. C.B. CK. (12): 1, sp,
Smith, broken gr., dome shaped skull, wide entrance,
longer turnover than many buffs, a grand bird ol
splendid qual. ; 2, 8, Evins Bros., former varieg.,
not quite so wide at entrance, splendid lashing, good
length of head feather; 3, broken gr., not quite so
stout in body, or so full in lashing, also a good
one; 4, Franz, bit spare in head feather, good
bodied varieg.e not yet at its best; 5, Mrs. Litch
field

it
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right good bird, nicely lashed, grand qual.,
a good cL; 0, Brotherton, varieg., good head, nice
length of feather; 7, YVatcham, c!., wide head, nice
qual. C. HEN (12); 1 , Franz, grizzle crest, nicely
centred, good length of frontal, nice droop, right
good bird, might be a bit stouter in body: 2, Evins
Bros., dark and mkd. on left wing, beautiful body
for a yell., crest a trifle thin, and a great deal in
pen feathers; 3, Smith, long frontal, trifle irregu-
lar back, denso crest feather, a nice one, runs 2nd
close; 4, White, dark even wings, nice frontal,
but smaller; 5, Wallaoe, nice, but on Small side;
G, King, shield shaped crest, rather open ctntre; 7,

Mrs. Litchfield, similar shaped crest, neat body.
HEN (G) : 1, Smith, oval head, great length of iiead
feather, fairly wide entrance; 2, 3, King, both var.,

former lias tlie puli in all respects, both good; 4,

Franz, bit too slim in body, and fino in head, broken
gr. ; 5, Broad, varieg., loses in skull, nice body; G,

WatcUam, needs more width of head feather. BUFF'
CREST'S, 1914 (12): 1, 2, sp, Barker, splendid frontal,

sides, and back, nice vein, proBaii! y a lien, even
wings, beautiful, centre and droop, a front ranker;
2, Smith, broken gr., immense frontal, sides and
back goodrTattling good bird, close to tho winner;
3, 4, Evins, two good varieg., correctly placed, very
promising ; 6, Bew ick/ cl. body, D.C., dense xxdu,

a lien, trifle short in frontal
; 6. Edwards, a smart

bird, nice all round crest; 7, King, long froutnl,

good centre, might have gone up a peg or two. C.B.
(17): 1, 2, sp, 3, Bale, gem of the first water,
varieg., wonderful skull, looked none too robust; 3,

good, but paler beside (lie first; 2, Miss Onslow,
broken gr.. wonderful body, wide head mid entrance,
a' good one; 4f Radley and Sons, lovely oval skull,

euod lacking, rare body and qual. ol f-.-atlicr, wo
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Mr. H. H. Towers’ young Cinnamon-Marked
Yellow Yorkshire.

- Messrs. Burton Bros.’ Yellow Border Fancy Hen. t
Mr. W. Crawshaw’s young Clear Yellow

Norwich Plainhead,

which was voted “a real model.”

Mr. C. Dobson’s Variegated Dark Crested Cock.

Messrs. F. and T. Bowler's Variegated Goldfinch-

Canary Mule.

liked ; 5, Bewick, varieg., Die© lashing ; 6, MacLay,
grand lashing, nice length of head feather, met with
hard lines; 7, Gate, nice qual. OPEN NOV. CREST
(11) : 1, 2 spls. Shepherd, broken gr., centre well
placed, crest nicely radiated, and of good size and
droop

; 2, 3, Maybew, broken gr., trifle horned left
fide, gopd frontal and droop

; 3, lightly varieg. crest,
smaller and trifle open at sides nice vein

; 4, cl.

body, D.C., neat crest, good body ; 5, Ward, grey
crest, not so nice at back, good body

; 6, 7, Rhodes,
former yell., latter buff, good birds. C.B. (6) : 1,

«p. Shepherd, good body, noble head, wide entrance,
and well lashed; 2, sp, Rhodes, varieg. yell., stout
body, just a, trifle weak at entrance, nice lashing
and turn back ; 3, Classcy, big 'body, fails a little

/
at entrance; 4, Ward, good body, trifle thin head
feather. CRESTS, LIMIT £3 (23): 1, Radley and
Sons, good varieg., nice vein and centre, cheap; 2,
Guy. cl. body, nice head and good length of crest
feather, quickly sold; 3, Mills, varieg., long frontal,
trifle narrow at sides, good body, also claimed ; 4

,

Misa Onslow, good body, rather shield shaped; 5,
Palmer, varieg., small centre, but good bird and
cheap

; 6, Peters, cl. body D.C. ; 7, Jacklin, varieg.
C.B., £2 (II) : 1, iRadley and Sons, broken gr., a
very cheap bird, good head and entrance; 2, Ben-
nett, broken gr., good body, very similar to lst^ 3,
Talmer, e!., good skull; 4, Miss Onslow, varieg.,
good body, nice head; 5, Read, broken gr.

; 6, Jen-
ner, varieg., wide head and back skull; 7, Bloom-
field. CINNAMONS, SELFS (8): 1, sp, 4, 6, Bent-
ley, winner a rare hot buff, splendid body, nice head
and burnishing, grand tone and qual. of feather

; 4,
yell., sound and hot in col., very glossy in feather,
sound throat; 6, yell., not quite so sound in col.,
very hot; 2 sp, 5, Mrs. Tweedle, bonny yell., grand
body, level col., nice head, good fronjt, a good one

;

5, buff, another spanking bodied bird, not quite so
pure in col. ; 3, Bevan, lovely buff, hardly so good
in head, but pure in ciuny col.;,-7, Hart, buff, hardly
so rich or sound in col., fails bit on head, and
in burnishing. A.O.V. CAN. (9): 1, sp, Gilbert,

foul tailed cinn. crest, grand body, nicely radiated
crest of good length, width, and centre; 2, 6, Brooks,
Dutch friils, both grand specimens of the variety ; 3,

Steel, bonny buff Scots Fancy, shows the breed
paints valiantly; 5, Holliday, Belgian, as solitary

but as brave as Scottie ; 7, Filby, London Fancy.
Members' Champion Section made a grand display,

some high-class quality being staged. The mem-
bers of the L.C.B.A., usually make a brave show in

crests and creet bred, and this year was no ex-

ception to the rule, with the champions especially,

although the amateurs did not show up to such
advantage.
MEMBERS, CHAMP. CRESTS (9): 1. Howard; 2,

Franz; 3, 7, Smith; 4, Watcham; 5, Mrs. Thynne;
6, Shepherd. C.B. (11): 1, Shepherd; 2, Broad;
3, 6. Franz; 4, Tyson; 5, Turner; 7, Mrs. Thynne.
CREST OR C.B., 1914 (10): 1, 0, Shepherd; 2, 7,

Turner; 3, Broad; 4, Smith; 5, Slade. AMAT.
CRESTS: 1, 2, Wallington. C.B.: 1, Wallington.

CREST or C.B., 1914: 1, 2, Pettit; 3, Wallington.

LIZARD, GOLD, CL. CAP (10) : 1, Rukin, nice size

and shape, capital, broad, cleanly cut cap, even, dis-

tinct spangling, black wings and tail, good beak and
legs, sound col.

; 2, 3, Hamer, another beauty, lovely

deptli of col., good cap, even, full spangling, plenty
of body work, grand qual. feather, 3rd, hardly so

cleanly cut in cap, even and distinct spangling, good
wings and tail, fine cond. ; 4, 0, Hampshire, beauty
for depth of ground col., nice broad, even cap,

grandly spangled, good rich wings, A1 qual. ; 5,

Barnes; 7, Green and Son. BROKEN (9): 1, 7,

Hamer, a grand bird, patched capped, hut fine size

and beautifully moulded, spangled to the eye, fine,

distinct back, good wings, sound, rich col. ; 2, Brad-
ley, slightly broken in cap, but nice size and shape,

large, even spangling, good black wings, Tich ground
col., fine qual.; 3, Rukin, nearly a cl. cap, fine size

and type, full of work of good qual., grand hack
and wing, sound col., A1 cond. ; 4, Hampshire,
heavily broken cap, nice size, very shapely, plenty of

work, hardly so neat down centre of back as some,
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a gficd one, One qual.; 6, S, Dames. SILVER
UL. CAP (8): 1, 2, Ilamer, lino L10UI bird, grandly
moulded and filled, good broad skull, even cup, lull

of rich, bold work, grand wings and tail, sound col.,

2nd, another beauty, hardly so clean cut in cap as
winner, but very richly spangled, on veTy fine ground
col., good wings. At quill, leather; 3, Hampshire,
grand bird, lino broad skull and expansive cap,
richly spangled throughout, capital wings, Unequal.;
4, Si, llradlcy, hardly ;o evenly spangled as winner,
but bold, good wings and tail, sound body col.

; d.
Dames; 7, Green and Son. BROKEN (11): i, llaincr,
grand bird, nearly soil, but with a wealth of work,
back spangling bold, even, and distinct, on a good
rich ground col., perfect wings, sound’ qual. and
eond.

; 2, 0, Hampshire, patch capped, very heavily
spangled, plenty of body work, good wings and tail,
sound, rieli ground col., line cornl.; 3, Bradley,
shapely, good size, even, distinct body and back
work, sound rich col., good wings; 1, Millington
dark faced, scarcely to big, but very shapely and
distinctly spangled, on sound rich col., brio qual.
leather; 6, Green ami Son; 7, Barnes. 001,1) HUN
(.10) ’

1, ", llukin, broken cap leading, line size and
shape, good bold body work and richly spangled
hack, good secondaries and llights, to 11mi col., 2nd
(dear cap, lovely qual., wealth oi spangling, nicely
ui tnlmled, good wings,, sound rieli col.; 3, 5, Brad-
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,

cnp
> ‘7 la<l ° '" lall

> but’ good shapeand lino bold work, capital wings and tail, At cornl -

S. I , Dai in s, patch cap, line size and shape, we liked’
quite ns well, spangling a shade more even and dis-“met, good col. and qual.; f>, llairqishiro. SILVER
t<D . 1, >*, Hukin, almost a self, flim mkc and shapegood work on both body and back, lino black wings
aiui tail, round rich ground col., lino qual. leather
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good
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110 a,ld tail
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Archer, beautifully moulded, nic© oize and eond. ; 4
,Kces, good size and shape, full of qual., well put

down * 6, i)r. Wilson, trifle smaller, nicely rnouliled,
grand shape and qual.; 6, Lawrance, buff cinn., very
neat, perfect feather and eond.; 7, Lamb, very neat,
nice col. and qual. GREENE, (li) : 1, Parlctt, well-
known Jonque, capital size uiid shape, nice col., still
many thought rather fortunate to beat; 2, 3, Me-
Quiston, two grand exhibits, put down In perfect
order, the latter a wonderful Jonque, grand oubs.,
perfectly moulded, might have won and nobody
grumble; -1, Lawrance, Jonque, wonderfully improved,
grand size, perfect shape, coi., and eond.; 0, Case-
more, buff, neat and shapely, loses subs to leaders;
fl, Wilcox arid 8011s, again on the small side, nicely
feathered; 7, Dr. Wilson, neat exhibit, rather wild
when handled.- SISKIN, ETC. (17): 1, Andrews,
lovely jonquo SiskinCan., real topper, nice clear
col., good eyo and wing mkgs., perfect shape and
feather; 2, McQuiston, equally good Twite-Can., per-
fect feather, lovely shape, and eond.; 3, Goodal,
neat Redpoll Can., nice size and shape, shows parent-
age well, in grand order; 4, Crone, .Siskin Can., nico
size and shape, good mkgs., hardly as clear in col.
as leader ; 5, Ford, Mealy Redpoll-Can., a regular
bouncer, well laced, in A1 order; (i, Miss Bousrteld,
Redpoll-Can., very shapely, nice qual. and eond.,
hardly a© rich col. as third; 7. Buckingham. Redpoll
Can., very shapely, nice order. BULL!'. 1IVI1. (!>):

1, up. Crone, well-known Canary-Bullf., grand size
and shape, wonderful col. and qual., seems to keep
on improving; 2, l’arlctt, the noted ‘White Pose,”
nearly cl. Cauary-Bullf., goal size, perfect Bullfinch
shape, grand col., staged to perfection, much ad-
mired; 3, Gilbert, Oroenf.-Bullf., nice size, perfectly
moulded, exquisite feather and eond.; 4, J)r. Wilson,
Canary-Bullf., lovely leather and eond., grand shape,
hardly as large as winners; 5, Ilowick, Canary- Bujlf.,
very neat, lovely shape, col., and qual., again loses
subs.; C, Crone, Redpoll- Bulif., lovely exhibit, shows
parentage well, perfect feather and eond.; 7, Lamb,
Grecnf.-Bullf., very ©hapely, lovely qual., hardly
subs, enough. A.O.V. (11): 1, sp, Martin arid
Archer, Greenf.-Chafflnch, well known, lovely shape
and qual.. shown to perfection; 2, Lamb, very neat
Goldf.-Siskin, charming exhibit shows parentage
well; 3, Gilbert, Bramble Chaffinch, nice size, well
spangled, whites in wings showing parentage plainly;
4, Lamb, Greenf.-Chaff., beautiful exhibit, lovely
col., qual., and shape, perhaps hardly tho subs, cf
winner, still a real gem; 5, Mullens, Siskin-Greenf.,
lovely qual. and eond., showing parentage plainly;
G, Lawrance, Redpoll Siskin, very neat, grand col.
and qual., its size against it amongst such company;
7, Smith, Bramble-Chaff., loses size to third ; wrong
class No. 11. PAIRS FOR BREEDING (4): 1, 3,
Wren, 1 Goldf. and Bull!., 3 Redpoll and Chaffinch;
2, Offord, Chaffinch and Bramble; 4, Hobden, Twite
and Norwich.

displayed, just short of finish by comparison only;
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clc>st' UP. Krand feather, jw-rfect shape andeond., 3. Inman, huif Goldie, well put down, nicely

.
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fea^er: 4
’

Fletjuiston, Jonque
GoUIie, x ery shapely, rich col., fine size and eond.;
6, Andrews, Goldie, nice col. and qual., hardly asarg" “f leaders ; n, Carter, huff Goldie, very stiapelvlovely feather and eond.: 7. Inman, Goldi \ neat ex-DjD.

.-
trine frilled in front. DK. GOLDF. 03) : 1

, I.'C ui>tou, grand ionque. nice shape, sound rielicol., well proportioned. At order; 2, Crone toDDiirgjonque, grand body, love v co). and qual little tochoose between them; 3, Lars',, very Mmpelv, grandMZj and qual., haruly us y( :h col. as leaders; 4Lawrance buff, grand skz> and shape, nicely mealed
lovely order; 5 F. and T. Bowler, buff, ’nice coland qual., good oiaze, nardly subs, of leaders- 6
Rees, very neat, wo heiv quite a baby, should makea really good one later; 7, Dr. Wilson, nico size
very shapely, loses in col. LINNET (7) • 1 Mc-Qui ton, real gem, wonfer Tor size and shape ’blaze
of col., grand exhibit; 2, Crone, best of shape and
qual., hardiy as rich in col. as leader; 3. Martin and

THE BRITISH BIRDS.
The British bird section, it is pleasing to record,

was a distinct advance on anything previously seen
at this Hall; and not only were the classes through-
out very well filled, but the quality was exceptionally
high, most of the best specimens of the season meet-
ing in competition. Possibly the hottest class amongst
the Hardbills was that devoted to the Greenfinches.
It is but the simple truth to say that any one out
of the seven birds which got "got in tho cards”
could win at moot shows. The Judges’ predilection
for natural-coloured birds led to some good “red-hot
’uns’’ (too over-hot, some said) taking a back seat.
There was nothing at all startling in the Goldfinch
class, hut ttie winning Bullfinch was the admiration
of all beholders. Other outstanding specimens were
Mr. Lloyd-James’s Yellow Bunting, Mr. Marley’s Corn
Bunting, and Mr. Cottingham’s hen Hawfinch, while
Mr. McQuiston’s two Linnets excelled their com-
petitors to an. extraordinary extent in depth and
solidity of colour and display of white in the wings.
The Small Insectivorous classes were, as usual, a

feature of great interest, more than one exhibit se-
curing for the second and even third time at this
show 1st prize in its daso. The Hon. Mrs-. Bourke’s
splendid Nightingale won 1st in 1909, and although
five years older be las again repeated his victory,
and looks none the worse for his years of captivity.-
Mr. Frostick’s Dartford Warbler, one of the smallest
British birds, has competed at this show for the
past three years, and has secured the highest
honours on each occasion, and yet another instance
we believe is Mr. Tout's Yellow Wagtail, which looks
a.; near perfection as ODe could wiwh. These in-
stances should set the faddists tliinking, when they
seek to condemn the keeping of birds in cages. A
Reed Warbler is not often seen on the show bench,
although comparatively numerous in suitable locali-
ties, but a beautiful specimen was here shown by
Mr. R. C. Tout. It is also not often one finds four
Black Bedstarte out of an entry of seven, or tho
pretty little Treecreepers having to go as far down
tho list as 5th and 6th, whilst only a few years back
they were considered pretty well cast-iron “certs.”
The class for Tits, Nuthatch, and Bearded Reed-
lings produced an entry of 13, of which 12 were, pre-
sent, consisting of four varieties of Tits, and two
Nuthatches. It would have added) to the interest if
the rare. Crested Tit and the Common Great Tit and
Blue Tit had been represented. We missed the usual
array of Choughs, Magpies, and Jays, only on©
Chough putting in an appearance. The Tied Albino,
etc., class, was not so well filled as usual, but some
of the specimens were very pretty, the yellow Yel-
low-hammer of Messrs. Martin and Archer well de-
serving its place at the head of tho class, and the
3rd prize Goldfinch is a very pretty little fellow.
The Lark and Pipit class was good in quality and

variety, five species being represented in a class of
8 exhibits, including the Rock Pipit, a rarer bird,
hut not so taking as tho Tree or Meadow Pipit. Mr.

this time, for
numbers

;

. . „ . - „ -- compete with
the Pipits may have had some influence in the entry.
The Novice Section struck us as a great improve-

ment in quality over last year. The Goldfinch, 1st,
and Bullfinch, ‘2nd, being quite good enough for the
open class, both being opecimens of great merit.
Wc were sorry to see a good Goldfinch entered in tile
class for A.O.S. Finch or Bunting, as it stood with
a “Wg. Cl.” ticket instead of probably gaining a
prize in the right- class. 'The Hawfinch also looked
good enough for the open class in any moderate com-
petition. The winning Linnet we liked very much,
also the Chaffinch 3rd prize, a very rieli coloured bird.
Mr. Hepw-ood’s Chough and Mrs. Askew’s Thrush are
»,M> "orthy of special notice, both being in AI
condition.
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<’[nan ’ Doth nice headed yellows, perhaps too
/ !
attf‘r seemingly a tiitto unwell. RAW-

I INCHES (14) were particularly line, indeed better
remember seeing bore yet: 1, Camm, a realwondu 111 contrasts of colouring, beautiful blue neck

anil rich nutty back, large shapely bib, perfectly
clean cut, and densely black, sound head col., plenty
or size polished, and .shown to perfection

; 2 tjykeo,
b s bird of the “barrel” type, hardly at ids best yet,

can
i

111
!' rather palo on forehead,, verysteady and stylish, and doubtless assisted to his

position by fheso latter qualities; 3, Gaunt, grand
.size and rare, bib, splendid back col., trifle faulty inwing earr.

: 4, Axe, lovely eol. throughout, smaller
bib; 5. Oliver, very fine, bold, close Lathered speci-mcn, trifle cloudy in eol., and not perfectly steadied
F‘.t

;

Mdl1 do Better; C, Marley; 7, Parlctt. GOLDF.
(-1): Both in numbers and quality theso restored
uio LX. H. A. traditions in a single leap after last
.year s comparative lapse: 1, Cottingham, a 'Donnie
Gi.ldie, blaze of exceptional purity and richest crim-
son col., which may postebly soon become too dark,
carried well past the eyes ami nicely down in front,
though nut over wide, and free from all suspicion of
guttering, beautifully tanned breast and solid chest
nut back, perfectly buttoned wings, and best of
condition, clear win; 2, Fairliurst, thoroughly typi-
cal chow Britisher, which with another ha’p’orth cf
siz- would be about the ideal, wonderfully brilliant
square-cut blaze, of the correct pattern, nicely
tanned and buttoned, but failing a little in tb s-'
points to the winner, fascinating quality cf featherami polish; 3, Stephens, boldest in size cf the' three,

J

1
,

to tMuhtT in body points, largo expansive
blaze ot good level col., could do with a little more
Style; 4, Bo.wler, equal to any in silkiness cf feather
and eol. exceptionally well button. d wings, lovely
bloom, rather small and not enough blaze- 5 Burr,
quite the correct type, perfect body feather good
large .square blaze, which is not quite up, trifle bare
round eyes; C, II. James, nicely coned body, gooik
wule face; 7, Maxwell, lovely type, grand square

I”' 1
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comparative poverty of feather.

LL.'bEK LED10BBS (25) presented a problem which
so impressed the Judge that he generously awarded
four extra 7ths: I, Miss Bousfield, chubby type,
quite medium size, and rather pale coi., prettily pen-
cilled, lovely qual. of feather, fine bloom, not much
bin, good w ide skull

; 2, Heal, more sjz© than tho
winner, anil richer col., fails to him in head how-
eicr, beautifully laced flank©, perfect trim; 3, Jef-
freys, still bolder and beautifully mkd., very fine
bio and polish

; 4, Rees, delightfully steadv, -great
all-round qual.; 5, Dr. Wilson, remarkable head and
breast col., very perfectly trained and shown; G

Messrs. Prior and Silver’s Classes.
Mr. C. Prior judged Greenfinches and alternate

classes. Mr. A. Silver the remainder.
GREENF. (23 of them) reached a very high

standard of merit, the winner, J. W. Ford, being a
buff of magnificent size and type, sound in col nnd
solid in feather, a fine bold-headed bird, in the pink
of eond.; 2, H. James, again a buff, shade smalPr
than leader, yet quite big, richer tone of col., lovely
silver grey wingo, in perfect trim

; 3, Francis big
bouncing nat. col. yell., golden wing flights ’

well

more -stylish than the average Mealy, plenty of siz©
without excess of fat, extra line bib ami lacing, eond.
and col. Al, wins; 2, 4, Heal, former well-known
lwite, still looking fit, excels in col., and the desir-
able display of white in wing flights, 4 charming
Mealy Redpoll, another old friend, any amount of
style, unfortunately had lost a few wing flights, and
lads to winner in sjibs.

; 3, 8. Jones jun., very neat
yell, aiskm, a la natural, nice bib and thigh tiek-
ing, on email side; 5, Duncan, good Twite, requires
steadying; (i, Francis, Mealy Redpoll, too fat; 7,
McQuiston, Twite, not looking fit when judged LIN-NETS (20): A very hot lot; 1, 2, McQuiston, both
combining tremendous size with sound, rich col in
an altogether exceptional degree, this, coupled with
grand wing flights and other markings makes them
bad to beat, the- second io the better marked, but
does not show so well, otherwise we liked him better*
3, 5 Francis, former very bold, upstanding, lovely
beaded Linnet, nicely mkd., and in fine order someway behind winners in soundness of coi., latter well-
known London winner, very thickly pencilled, failing
in eol.

; 4, Nicholas, beautifully modelled and sweetly
mkd., Al col., feathered like wax- 6, James; 7
*°jd

l
DDDLF., CK. (17): A capital class, and a

creditable demonstration of the high-water mark now-
reached in moulting and staging the national
feathered prototype: I, Dr. Wilson, an embodiment
of all that is good in the highest possible degree,
the word perfection scarcely docs him justice mar-
vellous purity and depth of breast col., grand’ back
exquisite feather, thoroughly British in character,
although quite big, masterly staging ; 2, Lloyd James,
typical, though smaller, rich even breast col., of a
les© fiery ton© than winner, capital back col. dens©
cap, beautifully polished, and well put down; 3,
Tapper, more size again, and excellent eol., staged
on nurd, -smooth perches, on which he was far from
comfort-able, a handicap this ; 4 Rutherford, vefv
near the borderline that divides’ British from Con-
tinental, equal col. to anything after winner, less
attractive in style; 5, McQuiston, nice one of rather
slim build; 6, Thomson; 7, Burr. BULLF. HEN
(9) : 1, Syke-s

; 2, Rees ; 3, McQuiston ; 4, Lloyd-
James, a quartette of charming damsels, as like’as
twin sisters, and sleek and tame as Robins

; 5,
Woods; 6, Gentleman; 7, Rrc-ece. CHAFFINCHES
(1C) were nice, but scarcely up to the best standard
the attractive contrasts of colouring which distin-
eaish the ideal specimen being generally lacking,
whilst a sort of chocolate self colour seeitted th©
rule: 1, Marley, fine, big, solid feathered bird ex-
cellent eond., good skull, niw head and neck col
for the season, good whites, not sufficient contrast
iii back and breast col., still a clear winner; 2, Fran-
cis, rather nearer th© ideal in colouring, but shade
finer in skull, and not so forward in blue head and
neck col., and general eond.; 3, 4, Sykes, the former
again, like winner, too self coloured, though in ex-
cellent feather, beaten by first in size and steadi-
ness, the latter best in. class when ready, but back-
ward^ yet; 5, Vale; C, Coe; 7, Gentleman BI1A3I-
BLIXG (24): 1, Marley, stylish jonque. very nice
mantle, and back spangling, moderate thigh lacing,
lias a weak hack claw, line trim, claimed at cat
price; 2, Mrs. Longdcn, riclucol. and go-cd back
spangle, spectacles rather epoil him, scores by eond.
and behaviour ; 3. I’arlett, ©t-ormer for size, col.,
qual., mantle, back spangle, and thigh lacing, must
somehow have failed to do himself justice before tho
judge; 4, 5. Sykes, old champions, not quite in their
old form; G, Coe; 7, Stephens. YELLOW BUNTING
(12) : 1, Lloyd-James, on© of tho usual champion-
class associat-d with his name, tremendous width of
skull, magnificent iiead anil eyo markings, grand
body, pur© rich natural col., 'perfectly staged; 2,
Jones, not so very far behind, real good head, albeit
lacking the subs, of winner, profusely pencilled,
nicely fed without being overdone; 3, McGilUvrav,
beautifully mkd. body and well defined head-mark-
ings, close up : 4, Coe, exceptional size and density
of body markings, worth another moult; 0, Miss
Bousfield; G, J. \V. Ford; 7, Marley; wrong class,
Firs. Sliipton. abnormally feathered specimen’
VARIOUS BUNTIN’ «S AND CROSSBILL (II): A
small but nicely assorted collection: J, Marley, clink-
ing Corn Bunting, tremendous size, grandly pen-
cilled. and in th© pink of- eond.; 2, Pearce, equally
meritorious, and much more rare Cirl Bunting, in
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good order; S, Frostick, remarkably goo<l HMKnow, staged in great style
; 4 , Madame Feist-Made-'

bouse-moult.ed Crossbill, now almostequally rare busy with chillies and monkev-nuts
; 6,Manay, Cirl and Corn Buntings. FINCH ANDBUNllNG HENS EXCEPT BULLF. (20): Quito a re-

presentative lot, and difficult to do justice to: l,Cottingham, Hawfinch, beautifully feathered, witha respectable and clean cut bib, and rich col.

a iwtlfiiA
1

‘,nae and bellows, the other extreme,
marked Siskin; 3, Gentlemen, as fine a henYellow hammer as we have ever seen; 4

, Heal, Corn
Bunting (the ©ex of these lias to bo taken more or
ess on faith, this one certainly looked a hen) verytame indeed and nicely feathered

; 5, Mis-s Smyth, a
dainty Chaffinch; C, Woodcock, pretty Roed Bunting;
7. Andrews, .smart Greenf. Several other worthy
aspirants had to b.e most ungallantly passed over
not enough tickets, notably another Hawfinch which
pressed winner hard, and at least on© probable hen
Corn Bunting.
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srs ’ and Silver’s Classes
11 tile insectivorous classes Mr. J. Robson took

the Thrush and alternate classes, Mr. A. Silver tho
remainder. THRUSHES, ETC. (1C): A most in-
teresting and comprehensive selection: 1, 2, 5 Mar-
ley, Blackbird Ring Ousel, and Missel Thrush ra-
Sp ctmly, a highly creditable team, tho Blackbird
doubtless oilo of the old champions, “

’nuff said
’’

the Ouzel, now very rarely ©taged, worth bis place
lor tins alone, the Missel Thrush an immense bird,
with an almost perfect distribution of mooning, all
or them in the best pos.-inlc eond. and perfectly
tame; 3, Lott, very lovely Song Thrush, much iui-
proved in ground col. eineo last year, beautiful
regular arrowing, and best of eond., piuck reward d
what competition for a Song Thrush; 4, Crawford!
magnificent Fieldfare, if a trotter lias ever ban
shown we have no recollection of it, deserved an
extra first; wild and intractable as they usually arc,
this one was as docile a© a Dove; 6, Lean and Son,
capital Blackbird; 7, Miss Thynne, Song Thrush.
The common, but beautiful, Starling quite crowded
out. NIGHTINGALE, BLACKCAP, ETC. (17): 1, 3,
Hon. Mrs. Bourke, two charming ’Gules, very little to
choose both as near perfection as possible, the
winner repeating his honour of 191*9, very rich col.,
lovely shape, very tame, not -a feather out of place, .

beautifully staged; 2, Maxwell, gem of a Blackcap,
silky and well polished plumage, tight as wax, good
cap and a grand olive tint, well worth its place;
4, Stone, another good Blackcap, in rare fettle

... - ery promis
ing youngster, also Greater Whitethroat, same
owner. WARBLERS, WRENS and CREEPERS
(9) A very hot class, but, the champion Dartford
Warbler rightly added another victory to his long
list of honours: 1, 4, Frostick, Dartford Warbler
very -rightly named “ Perfection,” all agreed he
won by “streets,” and the owner is to be con-
gratulated on its condition, it seems- to improve in
eol., with age, the blending tints of brown and til©
movement of the tail make it a very interesting
exhibit, 4th sweet little Jenny Wren, beautifully
staged and quite content in its cage; 3, Frost, bonnv
Gold Crest, well shown, perfect in feather,' lovefv
rich golden crest, very attractive

; 2, 7, Tout, former
a fine specimen of the somewhat rare Reed War-
bler, sleek in feather, very like a miniature Nightin-
gale in colouring, 7th a nice Gold Crest, tight in
feather; 6, Mays, gem of a Treecreeper, shown in
Air. M. s usual red-baize lined cage, beautifullv
marked -and silvery white -breast; 6, Frost, again a
good Creeper, in perfect feather. FLYCATCHER
ETC’. (7): 1, 2. Taylor, Black Redstart and Red-'
start respectively, both ideal, the former undoubt-
edly the best of the four of the same species in
the class, very dense col., fine size and shape. 2nd
as good a Redstart as possible, very rich reddisb
breast, clear wiiitc forehead, good frosting on throat,
well staged ; 3, Dewliurst, Wheatear, fine size, capi-
tal col., good eyemarks and very clear white marks
on forehead, in splendid order; 4, Frost, another
Black Redstart, smaller and not so deep in col. as
1st, tame and in -perfect condition, probably
younger; 5, Lean and ‘Son, Black Redstart, in fin©
fettle: C. Tout, Greater Wheatear. WAG*TAILS (G)-
1, 5. TouR topping Yellow, beautifully fed, splendid
body, capital eye-tnarks and not overdone with
the eol. feed, very nicely staged, wo believe last
year’s winner at this show-, 5t-h another nice Yellow
(catalogued as Grey), very good colour and tame,
not the subs, of 1st; 2, Mays, medium sized Grey,
very clear white throat and eye-marks, deep breast
col., very racy bird, took the perches well, beauti-
fully staged; 3. Hathaw-av, real good Grey, larger
than 2nd. but fails in col., very steady, first class
eond., well shown; 4, Mays. Yellow, not so large
as 1st, good eol., shows the black dots on breast as
often occurs in autumn plumage, nico wing bars,
and head markings ; 6, Dewliurst, Grey, verv big
specimen, in good feather. LARKS and PIPITS
(8): 1. 3, 5, 7, Lott, very nice team of Mr. I- ’a

special favourites, w-inner a rare chested Skylark,
beautiful upstanding bird, with a good bold chest.
nice warm col. and well mkd., 3rd a clinking Shore
Bark, clear head marks, rich plumage, perfectly tame,
5th Tree Pipit, we liked very much, full of bloom,
deop markings, nice size, 7tb another Skylark, not
the bold carriage of 1st; 2. Goodall, Meadow Pipit,
very nicely pencilled and rich tint of plumage,
shapely, fin© big bird, well staged; 4. Tout, Tar©
Rock Pipit ; G, Mrs. Askew, Shore Lark, bonny big
bird, not the col. of 3rd. TITS, ETC. (13): 1. Dr.
Lovell, grand pair of Beardod Reedlings. cock beau-
tifully mkd. on the bead and throat, fine big bird:--,

very well shown; 2, Frost, pretty -pair of Long-tailed
Tits, quite at home, tight as can be, perfect feather,
and very tame; 3. 7. M-iss Smyth, Marsh Tit and
Cole Tit. both good specimens; 4. Roelil. good col-
oured Nuthatch, veiry in-t-crovting exhibit which
seems to rarely get a “ look in ” nov-a-days. well
mkd. head, nice deep breast; 5. Mrs. Tbynnc. prettv
pair of Bearded Reedlings, tastefully shown; G. Kror-
t-ick, fine Long-tailed Tit. tight as wax. beautifully
mkd. A.O.S. INSECTIVOROUS (5): I. Marley, Great-
Grey Shrike, another old friend, looking better than
ever, very tame, perfect feather and eond.. clear
grey back and white underparts, wins easily; 2.
Frostick, nice Waxwing, good crest, -rieli body to!.,
good eond.; 3, Frost, beautifully mkd. Wryneck,
perfect lacing on throat and breast, colours on back
well defined, good size, very steady,- 4. McQuiston.
Cornish Chough, very glossy, nice coloured legs and
beak, but unfortunately the ends of lank cross
badly, and want, attention, very fit otherwise; ii,

Miss Bousfield, Waxwing, large bird, hut pale in
colour. PIED ALliiNO, ETC. (10): I. Martin and
Archer, well-known clear yellow Yellow Hunting,
very shapely and perfect in feather, shows the Bunt-
ing characteristics too plainly to be mistaken for
any other species; 2, Frostick, White Blackbird,
yellow beak, perfect in feather and carries a lovely
bloom ; 3. 7, Wade, former a very pretty Goldfinch
white body, yellow flights, and slight, trace of
rod blaze, very steady, taking exhibit, 7tl- a good
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luuuna i
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very pretty littio clmp, clear email*

Mtu oi»i. Ktorougfiout. i Uin UAiA would not etew
complete without Mr. L.'» oinn. Redpoll; 6, Mays,

WWto Hedge Sparrow, perfect, nicely steady, inter-

eftine exhibit; 8, Dawson, White Jackdaw, in per-

fect plumage. CONTINENTAL (3) This dare was
disappointing. Instead of the interesting speeies that

Bright have been expected, only three birds appeared,

•II Continental Oolddnches: 1, Beavington, very nice

Finch, in shining cond., distinct nioonings, good

blaze, clean whites and rich back col.; 2, Stone,

larger, oven better blare, extra good moonings, but

•ot quite the A1 condition oi winner; 3, Crabb,
another nice doUlic, smaller,

Mr. A. J. Marley’a Classes.
OEJSN NOVICE GODLF. or BULLF. (9) : 1, sp.,

Miss Mantel), topping Goldie, very rich tanning,

grand square blaze, perfect tint of col., well but-

toned and mooned, shows to perfection, well up
in col.; 2, Hobden, clinoking Bullie, very shapely,

well polished ebony cap, neb breast, good clear

hack and snow-white rump; S, Sadler, another good
' Goldie, good flights, not euch a bold one as 1st,

good buttons and moons; 4, Elliott, good rich col-

oured Goldie, capital tanning, perfect buttons and
moons; 6, Carter, Bullie, good col. and size. LIN-
NET, ETC. (10>: 1, sp., Hobden, Linnet, fine shape,
well pencilled, splendid head and throat markings,
well polished, good enough for open class; 2, Col-

lier, Sitkin, good size and col., dense cap, clear
wing bars, col. sound throughout, will improve; 3,

Pettit, bonny Lesser Redpoll, nice bib, typical shape,
very rich col., well mkd. on flanks, well shaped
bead; 4, Perks, another Linnet, shade paler, well
pencilled, very shapely, steady as a rock; 0, 7,

Sadler, F.M. Redpoll, good col. and cap, 7th Lin-
net, in fine condition; 6, Carter, Linnet, perfect plu-
mage, nice chested, but fails in pencillings. A.O.
FINCH or BUNTING (9): 1, sp., 3, Hepwood, top-
ping Hawfinch, good enough for open competition,
rich head and body col., perfect bib, well defined
grey collar, wins well, rare bold can-., 3rd fine Chaff,
very hot col., good white wing bars, rich back and
head, very shapely and in splendid fettle ; 2, Pet-
tit, steady Corn Bunting, plenty of pencilling, rare
size, well polished plumage; 4, 6, Miss Mantel),
Yellow Bunting, IheaVily marked on head, will
become clearer in yell., on the small side, «th

. fine Chaff. IN8ECTIV. (7): 1 , Hepwood, Chough,
good specimen, shines like satin, nice red legs and
beak; 2, tHmmonds, (bonny Thrush, beautifully
spotted, very shapely, hig bird and very tame, rich
eol. back and throat, a real good bird; 3. 4, Mrs.
Askew, Blackbird and Thrush, both in capital trim,
former well spotted, and good col. on back, Black-
bird, rather slim, plumage well polished, good bill
and eye cere.

Members’ Hybrids and Britishr
MEMBERS’ HYB. (4); I, Buckingham; 2, Lamb;

8, Crabb; 4, Wade. G0LDF. (6); 1. Wade; 2, Mar-
Icy; 3, 5, Francis; 4, Offord. BULLF. (3): 1 , Wade;
2, Francis; 3, Marley. jjLINNET (2): 1 , Francis; 2 ,

Morley. SISKIN, ETC. (7): 1, Crabb; 2, 3, Mar-
ley; 4, 6, 7, Francis; 6, Offord. A.O. 8. FINCH
or Bunting (9) : 1, 2, 3, Marley

; 4, 5, Francis ; 6,
Offord; 7, Dewhurst. INSECTIV., SMALL ('2): 1,
6, 7, Dewhurst; 2, Marley; 3, Mrs. Maher; t, Wade •

e, Mrs. Thynne. LARGE (2): 1, 2, Dewhurst.

THE FOREIGN SECTION.
Messrs. Seth=Smith and Astley’s

Classes.
The foreign section of this show cannot fail to

be a notable one, if only because the conditions due
to the national crisis through which we are passing
may have appeared to make its success problemati-
cal. An exhibition that can muster 2 Humming
Birds, a King Bird of Paradise, some 12 or more

• other species that were new to the show bench,
and a whole host of rarities cannot be anything but
notable, and must remain so for some considerable
period. It was most regrettable that bad weather
spoiled the gate on Saturday, so that the attend-
ance-of the public was considerably below the average.
The interval between the show and our going to
press does not permit of research, but the writer
believes the following species to be first appear-
ances on the show bench. Hahn’s Macaw, Miss A.
B. Smyth; Brown-fronted Conure, Mr. A. Silver;
Aztec Conure, Mr. J. Frostick

; Speckled Conure'
Mr. C. T. Maxwell; Crimson-ringed Whydab, Mr.
S. E. Simpson; Red-headed Bullfinch. Mr. A. Ezra-
Montezuma Quail, Mr. J. Frostick

; Garnet-throated
Carib, Mr. A. Ezra; Ricordi’s Humming Bird, Mr.
A. Ezra; Bullock's Hangnest, Mr. A. Silver; Wedge-
tailed Glossy Starling, Mr. A. Silver; White-eye-
browed Blue Flycatcher, Mr. A. Ezra; Tawny or
Tamaulipas Thrush, Mr. B. T. Stewart: Black-
gorgeted Thrushes {?), Dr. L. Lovell-Keays; Vio-
laceous Hangnest (?) Mr. A. Silver; Wagler’s Hang-
nest, Mr. A. Silver. Possibly there are others.
Space forbids introductory comment on the grand
array of Sunbirds, the fine entry of the Parrot
tribe, the largest, X think, for some years, the inter-
esting Hybrids, and other groups too numerous to
mention. The foreign section was certainly a
memorable one.
COCKATOOS AND MACAWS (8); 1, Miss A. B.

Smyth, Hahn's Macaw, very rare, will greatly im-
prove after another moult

; 2, 4, Mrs. Taylor, Bare-
eyed and L. Sulphur Crested Cockatoos; 3, Mason,
smart Lemon-crest Cockatoo; 6, Newmarsh, Mili-
tary Macaw, not tightly feathered; 6, 7, Dawson,
Lemon-crested Cockatoos, an interesting lot of birds

°:,y. fcalkx‘
(i amusingly at intervals. GREYAND AMAZON PARROTS (17): A goodly array of

Interesting and entertaining birds, many of them
excellent talkers and mimics, the rarest amongthem being the Double-fronted and Salvin’s

.
J - Sm-Vth, Green-checked Amazon,

nrJhnfe* excellent form; 9 . Frostick,
Double-fronted Amazon, in fine form; S, 4 Silver

SEE?* a»d Mealy Amazons, both really smart
- viu

3
!*

6 ’ a good Grey Parrot ; 6, MrsJohnston, Blue-fronted Amazon; 7, Ditcbfield
another good Blue-front; no less than 6 each of
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staged, of the latter only one caught the judge's
eft. LOVEBIRDS, ETC. <W>>: An iiitoreaUug chute,
uioet apeciea of the Lovebirds being *tagcd, and
some of the smaller Parrakeets, but tbe class con-
tained nothing new. 1, 0 ,

Mins A. B. Smyth, lovely
Peach-faced Lovebirds, rich col., and a nice pair of
Tui Parrakeets

; 2, Dr. Lovell-Kcays, charming pair
of Orange-flanked Parrakcefe, like silk, very tarnc

;

3, 7, Maxwell, Black-faced Lovebird, grand co)., and
Pcach-faced Lovebirds; 4, C, Silver, llluc-ninged and
Madagascar Lovebirds, both pairs, in perfect form.
A.O.H. PARROTS (14>. An Interesting array of
beautiful epocies, and, wo think, the rarest. Mrs.
Moorf’s Short-tailed Parrot has not been previously
staged. 1, Rev. G. U. Raynor, an excellent pair of
Mcyer'e Parrots, with the yellow areas well de-
veloped, tight and allky ; 2, Maxwell, Black-headed
Caique, a beautiful exhibit, in good form

; 3, Miss
A. B. Smyth, another good pair of Meyer’s Par-
rots, but still in tho immature plumage, and not
showing any yellow on tho ^head at present; 4,

Mrs. Frost, Senegal Parrot, rich col., very tame

;

5, Mrs. Moore, Short-tailed Parrot, quaint, wee bit
rougli

; 6, Frostick, Eclectus Parrot, in perfect plu-
mage, lovely col.

; 7, Miss Thynne, Red-vented Par-
rot, very smart. GREEN BUDGERIGARS (12): A
good lot of these interesting and beautiful birds,
not an exhibit, in really poor form, the general
merit being much as placed, with tho winners run
very close by the 2nd prize birds, but nevertheless
deserving their position. 1, Frostick; 2, Shipton;
3. Mrs. Longdon ; 4, Mrs. Bayley Ransom; 5, Tyson;
6, 7, Silver. RINGNECK, ETC. (16): An attrac-
tive array of many species, among which the
Brown-fronted Conures (Conurus ocularis), very
similar to tho Brown-throated, but lacking the blue
crown and orange abdominal patch common to that
species, the Aztec Conure (C. aztcc), and the
Speckled Conure (C. euops), all staged for the first

time, wo believe, yet the Malabar Parrakeet fully
deserved its position

; it as in these days an un-
common species, while its condition was marvellous,
tho colouring very rich, beautifully blended, and
not a feather out of place. 1, Dr. Lovell-Keays,
Malabar Parrakeet, a grand bird without blemish;
2, Miss Clare, Red-rump Parrakeet, one of the best,
but rather lucky in such company

; 3, Mrs. Frost,
Plum-bead Parrakeet, in fine form (2 and 3 evidently
6Corod on condition over the rarer species)

; 4, Max-
well, Speckled Conure, a rare species, still showing
a few pens

; 5, Silver, splendid Rosella, a good bird,
but the yellow margins to mantle-feathers not so rich
as some; 6, 7, Frostick, Aztec Conure, rare, but not
attractive, and wee bit rough, and a very tame
Ringneck Parrakeet, in perfect form, grand bloom.
LORIES, ETC. (7); Lories, Lorriktets, etc., mostly
appeal to all, because of their gorgeous coloration,
which is certainly very striking, and this class cer-
tainly contained a glare of tropical brilliancy. 1,

4, Maxwell, Crimson-fronted Lory, rare, in perfect
form, and an equally good pair of Red-coliared
Lorikeets, very rich col. ; 2, Mrs. Moore, charming
Red-capped Hanging Parrakeet, rich col., tight and
silky; 3, Smith, Yellow-backed Lories, a grand pair,
in perfect form

; 5, Mrs. Longden, Red-collared
Lory, grand col.; 6, Rochl, pair Red-Collared Lori-
keets, very tight, not good col.; 7, Frostick, Crim-
son Lory, smart and beautiful exhibit, in good form.
A.O.S. BROADTAILS (4): The paucity of entries
here is surprising, as many of tins group are kept,
but not very often in cages, and therein presum-
ably dies the reason. 1, Hon. Mrs. Morrison, pair
Mealy Rosellas, very - tame, good col.

; 2, Fros-
tick, King Parrakeet, rich col., good form

; 3, Mrs.
Frost, a good Barnard's Parrakeet; 4, Shipton,
Yellow-naped Parrakeet, wee bit rough. GRASS
PATtltAKEETS,, ETC. (2) ; A disappointing entry,
but both exhibits grand birds, and in finest con-
dition, though the leading birds were looking a
bit soft on the last day of the show. 1

, Miss
Clare, grand pair Queen Alexandra Parrakeets

; 2,
Mi&s A. B. Smyth, exquisite Bourke’s Parrakeet,
without a blemish. WEAVERS, Whydabs, ETC.
(11) : A most interesting class, containing speci-
mens of the rare Crimson-ringed and Jackson’s
Whydahs, the former, however, needs to pass
another moult before it will do itself justice, and
it had,; moreover, evidently knocked itself about a
little during transit, but in spite of these defects,
it was in good condition, and simply lacked depth
of colour, and seemed to be rather hardly treated.
The class contained a melanistic Orange Weaver,
entirely brownish black, with tho orange areas
only obscurely indicated by the bases of the
feathers. 1, Maxwell, Jackson's Whydah, easy
first, gTand tail, not a blemish; 2, Mrs. Longden,
Queen Whydah, one tail feather missing, otherwise
grand form, trifle lucky; 3, Frost, very fine pair
Scaley-crowned Weavers, gems, but lucky in such
company ; 4, Simpsqn, Crimson-ringed Whydah, very
rare, not yet reached full depth of col; 6, Dr.
Lovell-Keays, Brown-backed Weaver, a gem, but
rather wild

; 6, Goodall, Paradise Whydah, tail wee
bit rough; 7, Wxyie, Orange Weaver, but entirely
brownish-black (melanistic), good specimens of
Orange and Crimson-crowned Weavers also staged.
DOVES, QUAILS, ETC. (7): 1, 7, Frostick, Emerald
Spotted Doves and Button Quail, the former per-
fect and steady, but somewhat lucky

; 2, Stone,
Californian Quail, exquisite condition, also a bit
fortunate; 3, Madame Madewell, Masked Doves,
wee bit soft ; 4, Frostick, Montezuma Quail, very
striking, might have been first; 5, Harris, pair
Triangular Spotted Pigeons, perfect and steady, we
liked for second; 6, Wallington, Cape Doves. HUM-
MING BIRDS, ETC. (8): Every exhibit a gem of the
first water, and excepting for the Humming Birds,
most of the others might, if practicable, have been
placed equal. I would like to enlarge upon the
wondrous coloration to be found here, but if I did
the Editorial Censor would spoil all with his blue
pencil, so I bow to fate and pass on. Equal I (2),
Ezra, Garnet-throated Carib and Ricordi’s Hum-
ming Bird, wo have noted these gems elsewhere

;

2, 3, 6, Ezra, Greater Double-collared Southern
Malachite and Lesser Double-collared Sunbirds, each
perfect, and a gem, to describe them is impossible,
their plumage glitters like rubies, diamond^ and
sapphires, etc., ever changing with the play of
light; 4, 6, 7, Maxwell, Red Sunbird, a marvellous
specimen, cage moulted, and yet retaining full
natural colour, Lesser Red-collared and Southern
Malachite Sunbird* This_ class was, of course," the
centre of attraction, owing to the unique rarity
of the Humming Birds, but the Sunbirds are but
little below those marvels of the feathered world in
beauty, grace and interest, and Messrs. Ezra and
Maxwell are to be congratulated on such rare and
exquisite birds. SUGAR BIRDS, ETC. (8): Another
gorgeous array, running the former class very close
for beauty and interest. The Australian Zosterops
have not appeared on the show bench for many
years, even if they are not making their first ap-
pearance, all the others, however, are well-known
species. 1, Miss Clare, Australian Zosterops or
White-eyes, beautiful and unique, good first

; 2,

Hon. Mrs. Bourke, exquisite pair Turpin Sugar

Pilikrngton, Black-beaded Sugar bird, in perfect
trim, 4, hi. LuvcU-Kcys, Purple Sugar Bird; 0,

Silver, pair Yellow-winged Sugar Birds, in perfect
form, but cock in winter plumage. CERTAIN
NAMED TANAGKK8 (3); Very disappointing entry.
1, 2, Silver, cock Violet and pair Tri-colourcd Tana-
gem; 3, Miss Bousfield, Maroon Tanagcr. A.O.
TANAOKRH (5); Another disappointing clam as
to Dumber*, but Borne exquisite birds were staged,
Including two rarities, though not new to the
bench. 1, 2, Lady Pilkington, Blue-headed Tana-
gor, very rare, violet black abovi, golden -chestnut
beneath, with enamel-blue cap like silk, faultless,
and Black-cbecked Tanager, these two might well
have been placed equal firsts, tbe delicate and
ever-changing hues of tho latter are impossible to
describe; S, Miss Bousfield, exquisite Festive
Tanager, not one whit below above in condition or
beauty, but ngt quite so rare, a difficult species to
keep

; 4, Mafwell, Blue-beaded Tanager, young bird,
moult not complete; 6, Stone, Necklace Tanager,
bit soft. BULBULS, ETC. (11) The rarest bird, tho
Black-crested Yellow Bulbul, Is a handsome bird of
fine contour, black above, and greenish-goldcn-yel-
low beneath, it has an upstanding crest, also a fine
song, and makes an idea) cage bird. A welcome
re-appearance was a cock Blue Robin: 1, Lady Kath-
leen Pilkington, Black-crested Bulbul, rare, perfect,
good 1st; 2, Shepherd, Blue Robin, a well-known
favourite of the past, in fine form

; 3, Silver, I’ckin
Robin, very rich col., tame and silky ; 4, Frostick,
Dhyal Bird, in fine form, a picture; 6, Miss A. 11 .

Smyth, Shama, perfect cond.
; 6, Miss J. Smyth,

nice pair Pekin Robins; 7, Maxwell, another good
Pekin. CROWS, MYNAHS, ETC. (12) A class of
more than usual interest, containing at least two
species new to the bench, and the Purple-headed
Glossy Starling makes a welcome re-appearance: 1,
Silver, pair Purple-headed Glossy Starlings, perfect
in every way, better pair never staged; 2, Fros-
tick, Yucatan Jay, a rare and beautiful species,
which .made its debut at this show last year, a
beautiful arrangement in blue and black, with yel-
low bill, legs and feet; 3, Mrs. Thynne, Chinese
Starling; 4, Shepherd, Mynah, the well-known win-
ner; 5, Miss Hawkes, Black and Yellow Troupial;
6, Wade, good Purple-headed Glossy Starting 7 ,

Frost, pair Cambodian Starlings. Two very rare
birds, tbe writer thinks first appearances, failed to
obtain recognition, though in perfect order, viz.,
Bullock’s Hangnest, a striking arrangement of
guanea-gold, black and white, and a shapely bird
withal; the other the Wedge-tailed Glossy Star-
hng. The birds catalogued as Chinese, Chinese
Kosy, and Cambodian Starlings were all the same
species. HYBRIDS, ETC. (9) A welcome increase
here and all most interesting. The Red-headed Rib-
bon Finch hybrids were all bred from the same*oum} and while the underpay of one pair favoured
the Ribbon Finch, the others were almost as welland cleanly spotted as the Red-headed Finch - 'both
cocks had the red pectoral band and a partially
red-head. In size they ran the Red-heads very
close. in the other hybrids, in most cases theyabout equally favoured both parents. Miss Smyth’s
Bulbul hybrid being of perhaps the greatest inter-
rat. though the Greenfinch-Himalayan Siskin runs
it very eiose in this reepect: 1, 2, Miss, A. B.
Smyth, Red-vented-Red-eared Bulbul, favours the
latter species most, the former species being indi-
cated in the modified crest, and lightish mottled
underparts, 2nd Red-headed-Ribbon Finch hybrids,
underparts favour the Ribbon Finch; 8, 6 Shore
Baily, Greenf.-Himalayan Siskin, in size and form
a small Greenfinch, with the plumage of both par-
ents well indicated, and Spice Finch-Bib Finch, a
pretty hybrid about the size of a Bronze Mannikin
dark br<

?
wn above

< tawny-brown beneath, with a
white bib margined by a black border; 4 Silver
Red-headed- Ribbon Finch, underparts favour the
Red-headed Finch; 6, Wade, Magpie Mannikin-Benga-

.
e* white, with patches of grey-brown on back and

win|s, larger and with longer tail than Bengalese;
>’ Lon°d™> Silverbill-Bengalese, a handsome
hybrid in which the Silverbill parentage predomin-

entrv
®^;YCATCHERS, ETC. (7) Not a numerous

entry, but each a rare gem; with grace, elegance,
character and beauty as the chief characteristics,
and if only one is a first appearance, several of the
individual birds only made their debut last year: 1,

o’.
4

’ ,
5V A ' Ezra

> White-eyebrowed Blue and White
Flycatcher, a dainty sprite, clad in blue and pure
white, with a long name, it is a first appearance
and another of India’s gifts to aviculture

; Small
Minivet, another exquisite from the same far-off
land, clad in blue, white and pink, but on its native
heath it wears a garment of blue and flame-red-
Red-tailed Minla, a Tit clad in a contrasty garment
of brown, black and white, with red margins to
wing and tail feathers; and, last but not least, the
Rufous-bellied Niltava, a gorgeous arrangement of
guttering blue and golden rufous-chestnut, a grand
team and each faultless; 3, c, Lady Pilkington
Black-chinned Yuhinas, a fascinating small Babbler
from India’s sunny clime; and Loo Ohoo Robin acharming songster from the Islands which give him
his name; 7, Mason, Japanese Red-breast, well-
known prize winner looking as well as ever BIRDS
OF PARADISE (4) ; 1 , Ezra, King Bird of Para-
dise, suffice it to say that its regal garment was
faultless and its resplendent beauty beyond descrip-
tion; 2, Dr. Lovell-Keays, Black-gorgetcd Thrushes,
I think a first appearance, quaint, handsome and
full of character; 8, Stewart, Tamanlipas Tawny
Thrush, In fine form, rare but not beautiful.

Mr. R. J. Watts’s Classes.
The classes which fell to the lot of Mr. R. J,

Watts to judge mostly comprised freely imported
epocies, but in beauty of plumage most of tho well-
known foreign birds vie with the rarest, and that
a charming collection, of exquisitely feathered
foreigners is within tbe purchasing power of all
was here made evident. Condition all round was
of the very best, and practically every exhibit com-
pelled admiration. The winning pair of Combassous,
Mr. F. Howe, were perfection personified ; the deli-
cate beauty of the Gold-breasted, St. Helena,
Sydney, and other Waxbills exhibited was abso-
lutely fascinating; richness of colour in the plu-
mage was represented by the Violet-eared Wax-
bills, Parrot Finches, Fire Finches, and many others,
while the many perfect Gouldian Finches, the Rain-
bow Buntings, etc., bad a gorgoousness equal to
many of the fruit-eating and insectivorous birds
which lent so much attractiveness and fascination
to the section as to make the show a memorable
one indeed. The class for True Finches, etc., was
one of the most interesting in tho show, the
leaders Being a first introduction of their species.

Red-headed Bullfinches, to" the show bench. Tho
Sepoy Finch in tiffs class is an old friend, now
cage-moulted, and looking as well as ever, though
the richness of its wild colour has, of course, been
lessened with a moult in captivity. Dr. Lovell
Keay’s Columbian Siskins came in for a deal of
admiration, and the beautiful foreign Hawfinches,
tbe Black-tailed pair shown by Miss A. B. Smyth,

imagined.
YELL. BUDGERIGARS, F,TC. (9)- 1

beautiful pair Yellow Budgerigars, could win any'
Where, fine size, perfect feather, steady really jell
In col., shown

i well; 2, 4, 6. c. Silver, fiiilUc*-, pair'
of l awn and White Bengal. . leading, very lovely 4
Yellow Budgerigars, bit greenish in tone, and not 'so
steady as might be, 5 nice Brown and White Manni-
kins, c lovely pair of spotl. » White Java# Inn
just a little slack in neck feather, otherwise a
faultless couple; 3, Madame Madewell, beautifully
pure cock Java, presumably one of the well known
pair often shown; 7, Miss Smyth. MANNIKINS
ETC. (7): 1, Howe, beautiful j.air of White-headed
Mannikins, in perfect plumage, very steady am) well
shown; 2, Miss Boueflcld, magnificent pair Grev
Javas, typifying the expression “tight as a Java ”

Perfect all round; 3, 4, fi, Silver, good pair Magpie
Mannikins, (Inc size even for this large specie. r,ico
plumage and very steady, 4 beautiful Tricoloured
pair, 5 sweet little Bronze Mannikins; 6, Simpson
perfect Nutmeg Finches; 7, Wade, Magpie Mannikin
RIBBON FINCHES, ETC. (18j : 1

, 4, Ilowe, exquisite
pair of Combassous, cock shining with the metallic
lustre only seen when in perfect cond., hen a worthy
m*Jo of so beautiful a bird, equally clock in plumage,
4 finest possible pair of Ribbon (Cutthroat) Finches
that could be imagined, tight as wax, a wonderful
couple; 2, Buckingham, champion pair Silverbills,
perfection in all respects; 3, .Mrs. Thynne, nice
Zebra l-’inches, cock seemed a bit dull in demeanour
at times, perhaps a bit lucky to beat the 4th win-
ners; 5, 6, Silver, lovely Saffron Finches, bit wild,
will improve, and pair of Combassous; 7, Hathaway,
Zebra Finches, we liked better than the 3rd for their
fine cond., trifle, small. GOULDIAN FINCHES, ETC.
(11): 1, 2, Miss Bousfield, cock Red-head d and pair
Black-headed, the finest examples of tlieeo gorge-
ously coloured Australians possible to imagine, beau-
tiful as the winner was, we preferred the magnificent
pair of Black-heads for premier position, “perfec-
tion” describee both exhibits; 3, IIow, nice Red-
heads, cock somewhat dull in crimson of face, lien
a beauty all over; 4, 7, Frostick, two lovely pairs of
Black-heads, 4 might have replaced 3 for fine cond.,
cock especially fine; 5, Muscott

; 6, Mrs. Longden.
FIRE-TAILED FINCHES, ETC. (8): 1, Row, fine
pair Fire-tailed, a bit shy, lovely plumage, markings
well displayed; 2, 6, Dr. Lovell-Keays, beautiful
Parrot Finches, sprightly, tight in plumage, deep
crimson faces, nice pair, and a smallish Rainbow
Bunting; 3, 5, Maxwell, leader, very good Rainbow
Bunting, rather a drop from comparatively recent
times, when the first shown specimen aroused such
admiration, few would have criticieed if it had been
placed 2nd here; 5, Parrot Finches, shade rough; 4,

Miss Bousfield, extra large Pin-tailed Nonpareil, in-

tense colourings, but not so nice in plumage as 7,
Mrs. Longden, a very perfect cage-moulted one.
A.O.S. GRASSFINCHES, ETC. (13): 1, Miss Bouo-
field, pair of Masked Grassflnches, delicious in their
perfection of plumage, steady and well shown

; 2,

Goodchild, good pair Diamond Finches, net quite so
brilliantly spotted as some; 3, 7, Frostick, Long-
taiied Grass-finches, in magnificent feather, cock a
bit nervous, which probably lost them 2nd prize, 7,

nicest pair of Chestnut-breasted that could be
imagined, finest possible cond.; 4, Frost, good Dia-
mond Finches, not quite the size of those above
them, perfect cond. ; 5, Row, Bichence Finches,
should do better when they show themselves to
more advantage, very shy; 6, Silver, pair Red-
headed Finches, would not show. AFRICAN FIRE
FINCHES, ETC. .(22) : 1, Buckingham, sweet pair
Golden-breasted Waxbills, superlative cond., lovely
col., and beautiful markings; 2, 7, Brumbridge,
lovely African Fire Finches, a perfect pair, and ex-

cellent pair Cordon Bleus; 3, Howe, nice Cordon
Bleus, hen much the better bird, quite dwarfs the
cock by comparison

; 4, Silver, Lavender Finches,

cock rather rough in plumage, hen very beautiful ;

6, Goodchild, nice Green Avadavat, rather small for

the species, good plumage, nicely barred ; 6, Max-
well, very good African Fire Finches. COMMON
AVADAVATS, ETC. (12): 1, 5, Howe, both St.

Helena Waxbills, leader cock, 5 a hen, equal in per-

fection of plumage, beautifully shown ; 2, Miss
Bousfield, quite a perfect pair of Grey Waxbills,
silky plumage, sweet little couple ; 3, Dr. Lovell-

Keays, lovely Orange-checks, pretty as paint; 4,

Mrs. Thynne, pair St. Helenas, lovely plumage, dis-

tinctly mkd., shade smaller than 1st winner, but
equally perfect in all else; 6, 7, Silver, nice Greys
and Orange-cheeks respectively. A.O.S. WAXBILLS
(10) : 1, Miss Bousfield, Violet-eared, satiny plumage,

lovely coloration, extra fine size; 2, Mrs. Thjmne,
delicious pair Sydneys, quite faultless, we liked as

well as the winner for top place, best possible pair

imaginable; 3, Howe, Melba, lovely face and breast

col., very distinct body markings, perfect cond. ; 4,

Mrs. Longden, Violet-eared, not so bright in col. as

1st, but lovely cond., looks to be a cage-moulted

one’, which would account for the loss of brilliancy of

the plumage; 5, Frost, good pair of Blue-breasted,

hen a bit soft, cock a lovely bird ; 6, Silver. Bar-

breasted Fire Finches, a great rarity, not seen on

the bench for many years, cond. kept them from top

of the class; 7, Dr. Lovell-Keays, Violet-eared.

CARDINALS (6): 1, Frost, very fine pair Virginians,

nice plumage, cock very brilliant in coloration ; 2, 3,

5, Silver, Pope in lovely plumage, but exceedingly

wild, champion of its kind when steadied, 3 very

good Green, shows better than the Pope; 5, Silver,

nice Virginian, deeper in crimson than the 1st, very

good bird indeed; 6, Roehl, nice Grey, very interest-

ing to have four species of Cardinals together.

A.O.S. FINCHES (8) : The most interesting class of

all among the aeed-eaters ; 1, sp, diploma best in 13

seed-eating classes, Ezra, Red-headed Bullfinches, a

first appearance on the show bench. In general

body col. both sexes greatly resemble our own_hen

Bullfinch, but neither has any black cap, both biros

have a black mask extending back over the eyes,

and are slightly reddish on the crown, the cock

showing most of this colour; 2, Hathaway, very fine

cage-moulted Sepoy Finch, lovely cond. but here we

thought it lucky to beat 3, Dr. Lovell-Keays beau-

tiful pair of Columbian Siskins, these sweet little

things came in for a lot of richly deserved admira-

tion! 4, Miss Smyth, perfect pair Black-tailed Haw-

finches, tip-top condition, steady, and beautifully

shown ; 5, Silver, Japanese Hawfinch tight m feather

as a Waxwing, steady as a rock, a lovelj exhibit ,
6

Larking, Himalayan Goldfinch, another rant)
,
m

perfect condition; 7, Mrs. Chope, Alario Finch. N

one envied the judge his task of sorting out this lot.

SFFL FOR (3)- 1 Reed, Red-headed Gouldian ; 2.

3 Max™ Greater Amethyst Sun-bird and Violet

Tanager. MEMBERS’ SEED-EATING FOR. (6): ,

lnf-monai CUD o. oii-vcm, * ---
, . ,

Hangnest ; 3, 7, Dewhurst, Metallic Starling, and

our old friends the pair of Coleys ;
must now be at

least seven years old; 4. 6, Shepherd.

Several reports of members’ 6haws are unavoid-

ably Held over owing to pressure on space due to

reports of open shows, but they will appear in Cu*

course.— Editor,
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TannulilU Uall, a suitable one for the purpose, com-
fortable in every respect. Birds were neatly stayed

on three tier shelving and were ail seen to the
best advantage. Entries were about the sauio as
last year, and somo grand specimens were show'n.

Many old fanciers travelled a considerable distance

to meet old friends at this popular exhibition. This
progressive body of funders caters for the novices

who have a good list of specials entirely for their

own competition. Bee. Neil O'Donnell had all

arrangements well In hand. Unfortunately ho lias

not been well for somo time, hut wns able to turn
out luter in tho day. Mr. I,amble, sec. of the New
Year fixture, rendered valuable assistance during his

absence, aided by a capable band of office-bearers

:

Pres., Mr. A. Livlngstono; vieo-pres , Mr. l'homaa
Hamilton; committee, Messrs. A. -M. llaird, J. Ken-
nedy I'owall, 1), Kennedy, Neil Paterson, A. Baird,
A. Kennedy, and John Hart, who all worked well for

success. Mr. Allardice (VVlshaw) won cup and gold
medal for best young bird, Mr. J. D. Brown (East
Kilbride) gold medal opposite sex. First novice
up., Wilson; 2nd, Frew; !!rd, Jackson. Tho judges
were Messrs. J. Main (Coatbridge), It. Price (Barr-
head), A. McLaehlnn (Govun), and A. Baird (Paisley),
and their nwnrds were well received.
OE. YKI.I,. CK.: 1, Gray, good slzo and thickness

through, lino reach and length of wing, grand action

;

2, Muir, only falls al/.o and depth, full of fire,

gets head well down and pulls hard all the time;
8, Muir, better slzo and thickness, scarcely so good
action; 1, Strathern, hard up, fine reach, gets tail

well under, trifle short in body
; 8, Caldwell ! 6,

Lyon; 7, D. Brown. YELL. PIED CK.: 1, J. Brown,
grand shoulders and reach, quick at action, gets
head well down, fine style; 2, Gray, fine subs, njid
top end, nice style and action

; 8, Swanson, fine
shoulders, well filled in back, good style, nice circle

;

4
, Hendry, fine snaky head and neck, good reach

and length of side; 5, J. Kennedy, junr.
;

C, sp.,

Philips; 7, Wilson. FOUL CK. ; 1. 2, sp„ Allar-
dicc, best young bird, not big but a guid one,
fine snaky head and neck, rare thickness through,
grand style and action, nice circle, gets head well
down and tall well under; 2, J. Brown, fine top
end, rare shoulders and length of wing, good style
and action; 3, Gray, fine snaky head and neck,
nice reach and thickness, takes perches well and
pulls hard; 4, D. Brown, rare size and thickness
throughout, fine style, free mover ; 5, sp., Stewart

;

6, Jackson: 7, sp., Thomson. GREEN CK.: 1, Muir,
bull', rare top end and drive, grand shoulders, well
filled in, fine length of size, very stylish, grand
mover; 2, Muirliead, yell., good size and thickness
l'or a yell., gets hard up, grand reach, tail well
under, very stylish ; 3, Campbell, yell., loses size
only, guts head well down, takes rars pose quickly;
4, Craig, another fine one, grand) top end and drive,
gets tail well under, very stylish

; 5, Caldwell ; C,

Hunter, 7, Burnside. CLEAN BUFF CK. : 1, McLure,
great size and subs., fino round shoulders, rare
drive, grand stylo .and action, travels well

; 2, sp.,
J. Brown, lovely drive, fine shoulders, nice snaky
head and neck, rare pos., gets head well down, just
behind in subs.; 3, sp., Allardice, good drive and
length of wing, nice size and subs., fine sweep of
tail

; 4, sp.. Gray, fine thickness, good drive and
action, nervy and stylish

; 5, Ferguson
; C, Fulton

; 7,
Cassidy. BUFF PIED CK.: I, McLure, good size
and thickness through, fine length of side, grand
reach and gets well down, quick at pos., and pulls
hard all tho time, fine one; 2, Caldwell, close up,
rare reach, head well down, fine shoulders, well
filled in, very stylish, travels well; 3, Livingstone,
good action and style, fine circle; 4, Thomson, fine
shoulders and length of side, dour mover; 5, sp.,
Wilson: 6, ,T. Brown; 7, Burgess. CLEAN YELL.
HEN : 1, Allardice, fine snaky head and neck, good
thickness for a yell., .Veil filled in shoulders, good
reach, grand style and action; 2, Stewart, quick at
pose, good thickness and length of side, gets head
veil down, stylish; 3, sp., Frew, fine shoulders and
size, nice free stylo and. action: 4, J. Brown, good
length of wing, fine sweep of tall, travels well

;

£, Mair; 6, Livingstone; 7, sp., McLure. Y’ELl!
PIED HEN: 1, Watson, quick at action, well on
leg. .pulls hard, fine size and thickness, snaky head
find neck, fine style, wealth of feather; 2, J. Brown,
rare pose and action, head well down, fine sweep of
tail, good size, shade less thickness through chest;
J, Frew, grand hen, rare style and action, takes
perches well, nice size and thickness; 4, Livin»-
ctone. close up, rare top end, good thickness, fine
•length of side, moves well; 5, Fulton

; 6, Vernall.
FOUL HEN: 1, McClure, fine size and thickness
. hrough chest, nice length of wing, grand drive,
style and action; 2, Jackson, nice snaky head and
neck, good subs, across chest, plenty of nerve and
style: 3, Muir, rare top end, gets head well down,
good saze and thickness, fine traveller

; 4 , Vcrnell
fine length of side, good reach, style and action 1

6. Main; 6, Smith; 7, Henry. GREEN HEN- f
Allardice, yell., rare pose, right away, head weli
uovvn, well packed shoulders, fine length of side-

f
Gray, buff, grand size and thickness through, nice

head and neck, decided drive, grand circle; 3 sp
J. Brown bulf, grand top end, fine reach, scarcely
f^hc thickness of 2nd, fine style and action

; 4 ,..ackson, bull, fine one for stylo and action could
.110 with more thickness; 5 , Gray; 6, Thomson’ 7
Main. CLEAN BUFF IIEN: 1 , Ferguson, a guid
one, real Scotch, capital slzo and thickness through
nice- length of side and drive, gets head well down’
L
1 "® .®f ta '>> rooyes well; 2, sp.. Strathern,’
fine depth through chest, well filled in at shoulders
good reach, head well down, fine style and action.’
close up; 3, J. Brown, free style and action, good

length of eidc, behind in thickness; 4, sp., Ken-
nedy, neat pose and style; 5, sp., Wilson; «, Fulton;
7, Main. PIED HEN: 1, sp, 2, Brown, neat head
and neck, rare drive, fine size und thickness through,
good length of fide, plenty of- nerve and style,
grand pair, very little between them, good size and
action; .3, Campbell, -good size and thickness across
chest, line reach, gets well dov/n, nice circle; 4

,

Strathern, closo upon 3rd, fine aize and subs.,
good drive and style; 5, Muir; fl, sp., Jackson; 7,
]<rew. SELL CK.: l, Burnside ; 2, McKinven;
o, «p., Fulton; 4, Burgess; 5, sp, Malcolm; 0, Wat-«m; 7, sp. Muirhcad. HKNN: 1

, Smith; 2, Living-
stone; 3, McDowell; 4, Moore; 6, Paterson; (1 .Henry. 1 *

PROVINCIAL ROLLER
C.S .

A 8ucce>a at Manchester.
7th annual exhibition at headquarters, the OldBoars Head, Corporation Street, Manchester, Nov.

ft appears to one who visits the different con-
tests, that Roller societies vie one with another who
can provide the most suitable room for the purpose.
1 he showroom is heated from both c-nds, and lighted
by electricity. Mr. Pcrcival, tho sec., makes a good
working foreman, and superintended two hard-worked
stewards in Messrs. A. Leach and U. Clarke.' In pre-
vious years tho shows have been held in the Coal
Exchange, Belle Vue, Bury, and at headquarters, hut
the latter place was always the most popular with

visitors; and for their comfort this year thothe

Invaluable for the safe despatch of live birds by
rail, etc. They are printed in red on paper gummed
•t back, and of most convenient size, 55ins by 4insLIVE B S R b S
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WITH
GREAT
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will die

Printed &. sold by “CAGE BIRDS.''

I Date.. Per..

Rates, 24, 3d.; 50, 6d.; 100 for 10d.; or printed up
with fancier’s name and address at foot, 100, 2/-

250, 2/6 ; 500, 3/6, carriage free on all above prices!
Address. The Manager, “ Cage Birds,’’ 154, Fleet
Street. London.

centre row of staging bad been abandoned. The
Roller Fancy in general hue proved itself staunch,
for notwithstanding the increased calls upon their
purses, they rallied well to Manchester's support. I
am requested to convey a word of thanks to all con-
cerned. Birds that arrived late on Friday morning
were allowed to fcc-d and rest before they went to
the judges’ rooms. Four judges were engaged, and
judging went ahead well while daylight lasted,’ with
the exception of the novice class, where entries wctb
very large. All birds were on the judges’ tables dur-
ing the daylight, and it was only the tail end of
tjie classes that were finished oil in electric light,.
The very low number of birds marked “no song’’ was
remarkable. Shy singers were allowed two hours.
Faulty Bell Gluekes" seemed to be on the’ increase

;

they could be heard, too. That some birds had been
giving trouble was evident, for the very low number
of their points told that they had not done their
duty, either to themselves, the judges, or their
owners. In Classes 1 and 2, prize money and specials
were given for the first six birds, and special© for
the next three. In Classes 3 and 5 prize money and
specials for the first four; while Class 4 had prize
money and specials for the first four birefs, and
specials for the next two. Specials took the form
of silver cups, medals, .Canaries, portraits, and cash.
Portraits seem to be exclusive as specials with tho
Provincial, but they are a work of art. Entries
were received from London, South and North Staffs,
Llanelly, Wrexham, Gocetry, the counties of Lanes.,
Lines., and Yorks, being well represented. Scotland
was represented by Mr. Stewart, of Ayr. A good
number of visitors attended during , Saturday, and
amongst them were fanciers from Leeds, Wakefield,
Liverpool, Southport, Wrexham, Wigan, Bolton, etc.,
etc. Mr. Unsworth wins tho Provincial trophy for
the current year. In the report, which follows, the
abbreviations are; II. R. hollow roll, H.B. hollow bell,
Sell., schockel, W.G. water glucke, B.R. bell roll,

B.T. bell tour, W.R. water roll, D.B.W.T. deep bub-
bling water tour, G.E. gcneril effect.

CHAMP. YOUNG BIRDS (44) (judge, Mr. Massey):
1, cup, Ward-leworth, H.R. 4, Bass 2, H.B. 3, Sell. 3,

W.G. 4, Flutes 2, B.R. 3, B.T. J, G.E. 4, total 26; 2,

sp, J. T. Johnson, H.R. 4, Bass 3, H.B. 3, Sch. 3,
Glucke 2, W.G. 3, Flutes 1, W.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 3,

total 24; 3, sp, Shepley, H.R. 4, Bass 3, H.B. 3, Sch.
2, Glucke 2.' W.G. 2, Flutes 1, W.R. 2, B.R. 2, G.E. 3,

1 off Aufzug, total 23; 4, sp, Wardleworth, H.R. 3,

H.B. 3, Sch. 3, W.G. 4, Flutes 2, B.R. 2, BT. 1, G.E.
4, total 22; 5, sp, T. G. Thompson, H.R. 3, Bass 3,

H.B. 3, Sch. 3, Glucke 3, W.G. 2, Flutes 1
,
G.E. 4,

total 22; 0, sp, Pericles. H.R. 4, Bass 4, H.B. 2, Sch.

3, W.G. 3, Flutes 2, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. S, 1 off
Aufzug, total 22; vhe, sp, Whittlcstone, H.R. 4, bass
3, H.B. 3, Sch. 3, W.G. 2, Flutes 2, G.E. 4, total 21;
he, sp, J, T. Johnson, H.R. 4, Bass 2, H.B. 3, Sch.
3, Glucke 2, W.G. 2, Flutes 1. B.T. 1, G.E. 3, total

21; c, sp, Wardleworth, H.R. 4, Bass 2, H.B. 2, Sch.
3, Glucke 2, Flutes 2, B.R. 2, G.E. 4,- total 21. NOV.
(77) (Judge, Mr. Wareing): I, cup, Stewart, H.R. C,

Bass 4, H.B. 2, Glucke 2, W.G. 2, Flutes 2, W.R. 1
,

B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E, 5, total 28; ex. 1, sp, Powell,
H. R. 5, Bass 4, H.B. 3, Sch. 2, W.G. 3. Flutes 2, W.R.
I, B.T. 2, G.E. 5, total 27/ 2, sp, Evans, H.R. 5,

Bass 4, H.B. 2, Sch. 3, Glucke 3, W.G. 2, Flutes 2,

B.R. -2, G.E. 5, 1 off sharp Bell, total 27 ;
ex 2 sp,

Bew, H.R. 5, Bass 3, H.B. 2, Sch. 3, W.G. 2, Flutes
2, W.R. 1, B.R. 1, B.T. 2, G.E. 5, total 26; 3, sp,
Unsworth. H.R.-5, Bass 3, H.B. 3, Sch. 2, Glucke 2]

W.G. 2, Flutes 3, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total £G; ex. 3, sp,
Powell, H.R. 5, Bass 3. H.B. 2, Sch. 3, Glucke 2,

W.G. 2, B.R. 2, B.T. 1, G.E. 5, total 25; 4, sp, Powell,
H.R. 4, Bass 3, H.B. 2, Sell. 3, Glucke 2 W.G. 2,

Flutes 2, W.R. 1, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 4, total 25;
ex. 4, sp, Wantliug, n.R. 5, Bass 3, H.B. 2, Sch. 2,

W.G. 2, Flutes 3, D.B.W.T. 1, W.R. 1, B.T. 2, G.E.
4, total 25; 5, ep, Whiteley, H.R. 4, Bass 2, H.B. 2,

Sch. 3, Glucke .2, W.G. 2. Flutes 3, B.R. 1, B.T. 1,

G. E. 5, total 25; C, sp. Hunger; vhc, Hunger, Flit-

croft Wilson. Wantling, ltothwell, Powell (2), White-
ley, Hcatherley; lie, Smith, J'liwait-cs, Fletcher, At-
kinson, Powell (2), Mather, Scott, Mawhood, Port-
lock; c, Mawhood; 2, Gradwell. OPEN (J4) (Judge,
Mr. Tomlinson) : 1, cup, Shepley, H.R. 5, Bass 4, H.B.
2. Sch. 4. Glucke 2, W.G. 2, Flutes 2, D.B.W.T. 2,

B.R. 2, B.T. 1, G.E. 5, total 31; 2, sp, Ilanbury, H.R.
6, Bass 4, Sch. 2, Glucke 4, W.G. 4, Flute© 2, B.R. 2,

B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 30; 3, sp, Ives, H.R. 4, Bass 2,

H. B. 4, Sch. 4, W.G. 2, Flutes 4, D.B.W.T. 2, W.R. 1,

B.R. 2, G.E. 3, 1 off Nasal Tour, total 27 ; 4, sp, Ware-
ing, H.R. 5, Bass 3, H.B. 3, Sch. 3, W.G. 2, Flutes 3,

B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 3, total 26. AMATEUR (40)
(Judge, Mr. Kikshaw) : 1, cup, Hcatherley, H.R. 5,

Bass 5, H.B. 3, W.G. 3, Flutes 2, W.R. 2, B.R. 2,

B.T. 2, G.E. 5, 1 off sharp Flutes, total 28; 2, sp,
Shepley, R.H. 4, Bass 4, H.B. 2, Sch. 1, W.G. 4,

Flutes 2, W.R. 2, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 5. total £6; 3,

sp. Matthew, H.R. 4. Bass 5. H.B. 2. W.G. 3, Flute©
2. W.R. 2, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 5. total 25; 4, sp. Reel,
H.R. 4, Bass 3, H.B. 3, W.G. 2, Flute© 2, W.R. 2,

B.R. 2, B.T. 1, G.E. 5, total 24; vhc, sp, Smethurst,
H.R. 4, Bass 4, H.B. 2, Sell. 2, W.G. 3, Flutes 2, B.R.
2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, 1 off sharp Flutes, total 24; he, sp,
Thwaites, H.R. 5, Bass 3, 1I.B. 3, Sch. 2, Flutes 2,

B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 23; he, Mrs. Heaton; c,

Matthew, Gradwell. LIMIT, .12 (24) (Judge, Mr.
Tomlinson): 1, sp, McGrvern, H.I!. 3, Bass 4, H.B. 2,

Sch. 4, Flute© 4, W.R. 2, B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total
27; 2, sp, Boyd, H.R. 5, Ila3s 4. H.B. 2. Sch. 4, W.G.
3, Flutes 2, D.B.W.T. 2, B.T. 1, G.E. 3, total 26; 3,

sp, H.R. 5, Bass 3. H.B. S, Sell. 3, Flutes 3,

W.R. 3, R R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 3, 1 off sharp Flutes,
total 26; 4, sp, Hoyle, H.R. 4, Bass 2, H.B. 3, Sch.
4, W.G. 3, Flutes 2, D.B.W.T. 2, W.R. 2, G.E. 3,

total 25.

Questions and
Answers,
doubts and »2ffxciui*txos
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(I)—All questions must be clearly written in inlc
(or typewritten) on one side of paper , and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

) Phe proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
Vipers and enclosed with the query.

(D Queries intended for different specialists must
,

U
f •

written on the same sheet of paper.
(D Queries must j^ot include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions re advertisements.

f °J
anV other matter lor publication.

(5)
— lhe. department to which the queries refer must

f Pf stated on the left-hand corner of the query.
( 0)— If an answer in ,the same week’s issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first past at latest.

(0 If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds

,

or a shilling jn ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in cither case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems.)

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “ Referee’s ” Poor
Children’s Fund (London).

(
(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

Cago Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards $ft not admissible.

CAMAH’Sf QUERIES
Answered liv CLAUDE ST. JOHN

FEEDING ROLLER-YORKSHIRE (R. W. J.).—

I

talcs it the bird ,iii a crossbred Roller-Yorks. You
should 1 feed and treat it just the aime as you
would a Norwich or any ordinary variety. Give
as staple a mixture of three parts Canary to one
part summer rape. In addition, give ee-p-a ately
every second1 day either a pinch ol a mixture of
equal parts hemp, -niger, teazle, millet and broken
groats, or half a tea-spoonful of egg food, or the
equivalent -in bread, and milk. Of course, you will
ring the changes on these items, giving ill.st one
and then another, not more than one on the same
day. Give a -morsel of .green salad daily in sum-
mer, ami three times a week in the colder months
as long as you dan procure it free from frost and
wet, and in a sound, healthy condition, and when
greenstuff is not fit to use substitute a little sweet
fruit—banana or apple for preference. Allow it to
bathe os freely as it likes in bright worm weather,
hut during tire winter two or three -times a week-
will suffice. The jet being on the opposite tide of
the room to the bird, there will be no risk what-
ever from the gas, particularly if it -is burnt eco-
nomically. But you should see that the bird is

free from direct cold draughts, and do not hang
it high up near the~ ceiling. For fuller detads of
general management, you should .get o copy of the
Nutshell Booklet No. 5, on -"The Canary, ’’ which
our manager would send you for 2id., post f. ec.
NORWICH CONTINUALLY MOULTING (R. W.).

—You ere probably keeping the bird under un-
suitable conditions, where it is exposed to cold
draughts or extremes of temperature. It may be
loo near a fire, which goes cut at night '-ond
leaves the situation very cold in th-e early moTning
hour©, afte r being correspondingly warm by day,

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's “Canary Manual ” (1/2);
liattye’s “Yorkshire Canaries" (1/11); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries'' (1/1); Weston's "Stock Boole" (7d.)

;

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Sever” (7d.); Norman's
“Aviaries, Bird rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Itarnsdcn'e
“Colour-feeding

"

(31 d.) ; “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2.1 d. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. 6 “Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection cf
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 10 “The Holler," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quOteu
are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet direct,
London, K.C.

or it may be near or over a burning light in the
evenings. Any or all of these exciting, causes
must be removed before you can hope to remedy
the effect. Keep t lie -bird, in a fairly equable tem-
perature, not necessarily very warm, nor yet quite
on the cold side, and .see that it -is free from direct
cold draughts. Give a staple diet of a mixture
of three-parts canary seed to one part summer
nape. In addition; give separately every second
day half a Jteaspoonful of a mixture of equal part©
hemp, niger, millet, teazle, and- broken groats, nn-I
on the alternate days a similar quantity of crushed
sponge cake with four drops of sherry und two
of cod 1 liver oil emulsion well mixed in it, and
sprinkled with maw seed. Dissolve half a drachm
of ammoniated citrate of iron- and quinine in tun

ounce of sherry, add a teaspoonful of glycerine,
and give twenty drops of this mixture in tire

drinking water two days in. every three for a
week, end then every second day until the feathers
cease dropping. Continue this treatment generally
until the moulting is quite stopped. The bird. Is

not likely to sing until the moulting is stopped,
but should resume its full song soon after that
time.
EARLY PREPARATIONS (B. If.).—It would have

been very helpful if you had said whether the old
huff cock was from an even-marked strain, and also
whether the pair of old birds -are related at all,

as it would eijable me to give a more definite reply.
As you mention no markings, I take it that the five
young yellows are -all clears. If you wish to fry
exclusively for even marks, you might as well dis-

card the young buff cock with mark on head, and
run six pairs instead of seven, but if you decide to
mate him, get a tail or wing-marked hen from an
even-marked strain to pair him with, and let the
vying marks, if a wing-marked is selected, be very
light, ray, three or four feathers in each wing. As
regards your definite questions. (1) Yes, put the
old pair together again on the chance of a marked
bird bring produced, in which case pair it hack tho
following season to the parent of the opposite sex.
(2) If the breeder from whom you got flic old pair
runs a stock of any size, particularly if he has a
•train of even-marked birds, it would be an advau-

,

tage rather than otherrose to get tho birds for
mating with your young ones from that source, but
you should for stock that is not closely related
to the old pair. Or,' you may get threo of the five
birds you require from him, and two eye and wing
birds that come of an even-marked strain from
elsewhere. The latter course would enable you to

|f>
on longer without introducing fresh blood. (3)You should get hens of an even-marked strain, and

as closely approaching marked specimens as you can
failing actually cv-en or uneven marked birds.

At th-e same time you must see that they match
your birds as well as possible in colour, type, and
other essential features. Besides the hen suggested
above lor the buff cock, have at least three marked
or ticked birds, wing and eye marks preferred, and
two clears from even marked' parents. Avoid
splashes of colour on head or breast.
A YORKSHIRE DUET (\I. S.).— (l) Place the hen

in a fairly warm position for a time, but do not
overdo the thing, and give half a teaspoonful of
crushed sponge cake, with four drops of sherry and
two of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed in it, every
second day for a week or so, and on the alternate
days give in the water five drops each of oxymel of
squills, ipecacuanha wine .and sweet spirit of nitre.
You should be careful to avoid as far as possible
a very great drop in the temperature during the
night. Thl3 may be the oausc of the bird’s trouble.
(2) It is useless speculating about the cause of
this bird’s sudden death. Most probably it was tlio
result of an apoplectic ©eizure, but nothing short
of a post mortem could reveal it with any degree
ol certainty,
TO EXTERMINATE GREY LICE (Dmiree,

U.8.A.).—If the bird© are «t all badly infested, tile
quickest and surest method of clearing out the lice
is to hand-wash the birds twice wiuh an interval
of a week between, and in the first two waters
used in the process mix a little Crcolin—a lea-
spoonful to a pint of water. Whilst the birds
are drying, also clean the cages, and thoroughly
wash them, and all perches and appliances, in a
warm solution of Creolin, of the st.ength named.
For a week or two from the time of the first
wa riling give o hath every third.day with a ten-
spoonful of sulphuretted- potash dissolved- in each
pint cf the bathing water. If you are not skilful
at -hand-washing, and cannot get it done for you,
give the potash hath alone every second day until
all trace of the insects ho© quite' disappeared, hut
in following this method you must net emit, tho
cleaning and washing of the sages and appliances
twice a week either with the Orpolin or the potash
solution: either may be employed.
BORDERS SHELLING SEED ‘(T. H.).—The birds

ore suffering from digestive derangement, and the
following treatment should soon set matters right.
Give a staple diet of three-parts canary to one
part summer rape. In addition, give separately
every second day a piece of bread and milk the
eize of' a small walnut, sprinkled with soft sugar,
to each bird, and if it is obtainable in good condition
a small ©pray of watercress, and- on the alternate
days give half a tearpeomul of n mixture of equal
parts hemp

,
niger, teazle and millet, and a mo.sel

of banana. In the drinking water" give six drops
of syrup of rhubarb and os much sulphate of soda,
as will cover a sixpence every eccond day for a
week, and afterwards substitute four drops each
of tincture of .gentian, tincture of ealumba, and
dilute sulphuric acid every second day for a fort-

night or so.

SWELLING ON LEG (Miss E. YTcung).—At an
earlier stage than this it might have been useful
to paint the swelling with tincture of iodine, but
it is too late now, as it would only increase tho
irritation and make the bird pick it more. It
is undoubtedly a serious abscess, and only two
courses are now open to you, either of "which
should only be carried out/ by a qualified veterinary
surgeon or a kindly disposed medical man. First,

injections of iodine, to cause absorption; secondly,
free incision, with after treatment to induce heal-
ing from the bottom of the abscess. It may help
the bird if you keep the bowels rather free for a
time by adding a crystal of sulphate of soda the
size of a small pea. and ten drops of lemon juice

to the drinking water three or four times a week,
but do not make the droppings watery loose.

BALD HEAD AND NECK (H. G.).—To be suc-

cessful, treatment should coincide with a normal
moult of the bird. But you may try the effect of

the following treatment for a month or so. Feed,
as advised in the first part of reply to “Miss
Nicholson,” November 7, hut instead of tho eod
liver oil and sherry in t-ire sponge cake, slightly

dust it with flour of sulphur and sprinkle v.itn

maw seed. On the days when yqu do not give tho
soft food, add to the water.20 drops of whisky,

ten ^f lemon- juice, and as much chlorate of
potash as will cover a threepenny-piece. Continue
to ©lightly moisten the bare skin with sulphur
Ointment- twice a week for a month, but do not use

it liberally enough to soil the plumage.

BRXTXS33E BIEBS,
R03X53S AKD HYBRIDS.

Answered by II NORMAN.
FEEDING YELL. BUNTING (Noviee).-The staple

food for the Yellow Bunting is sound canary seed

;

of this they never appear to tire, but at the same
time it is as well to supply them with something
else. Offer -a little rape, cracked hemp, small oats,

maw, and any good wild seed mixture you can
obtain. They should also have a little insect life

occasionally. Soak a lew good; ants’ eggs in new
warm milk, drain off in a cloth, and offer in a suit-

able vessel; these make a nice change in diet. When
you get them to eat the ants’ eggs you can mix
just a little good insectile food with these. All

these things should be given a little at a time, so

as to vary the bird’s diet. Y’ou arc quite right in

separating the fighters, they can perhaps be put
together later on. Let them -see each other if it

can be managed.
FEEDING A TWITE (Springburn).—Your birds

should do well on the footl you are giving tlicrn.

although I would advise you to ©lightly increase
the quantity cf teazle. Twites are very liable to

put on flesh, ami should not be fed heavily with fat-

forming seeds. To give ©all© occasionally is good,
hut 1 would not give the iron, they do not need it

unles-s they are low in condition or are recovering
from some illnose-. You make no mention of green

,

food or wild seeds; you should supply these, only
sea that tho. green food. Is not touched witli frost.

It you have no wild- seeds stored you' can obtain
some in packet form from any good corn merchant.
Arc you supplying plenty of good sharp sand or
grit? This is necessary.
LINNET IN MOULT (A. Phillips).- No doubt Iho

fright had something to do villi your Linnet drop-
ping into n soft moult. Y'ou do not say how you
arc feeding him. lmt I would advise t lie following :

—
For stock mixture give canary 3 parts, teazle 2
parte, rape, charlock, Linseed, 1 part each. Make
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up another mixture of equal part* gold of pleasure,

nicer, and maw
;

give a spoonful of this twice u

wvcli’ ami a spoonful of good wild) seed mixture

on other day*. Three Unica a week crack a little

good hemp for 1dm. This should help to bring 1dm

along, ana get him oneo more Into condition, when

tho dropping of feathers will cense. An occasional

do o of Chemical Food In his drinking water will

not- do any harm just now; put a small teaspoon I'ul

In two tuhhsapoonfuls of water that has been pre-

viously boiled. Keep 1dm In an even temperature

free from draughts, and let him bathe on bright

days; he should do this 111 the early part of the day.

PLAN OF AVIARY <15. F. Tirgrey).-1 have ex-

amines) your plan and would advise ono or two
alterations, or I fear your aviary will not bo a

success. In theory, small holes for birds to enter

a building look quite right, but wc (1ml that although

can find their way out of a building through
those openings, they seldom re-enter, and they cer-

tainly would not do so in yoiir case, because the
Interior would lie much too dark for them, birds

always fly to the light, and to get them to fly in

any particular direction we must see that they have
it. I would therefore ad viso you to cut a largo

opening about 3ft. long by 2ft. deep in place of tho
holes shown in your plan of partition. Tho board
to lit into this opening could bo made to work on

I hinges, so that you could close it when required

_

You 6houldi also have a good large window in the
building, and it should bo placed above the sliding

panel shown In thodrawiqg; 3ft. long by 1ft. deep
would be about right. The ventilation holes, if re-

quired, should be at the top of the building, not at
tho bottom, and they should bo covered yvith per-
forated sine. Respecting tho outside portion, I

would advise you to cover in part of it or it will

get terribly wet in damp weather. (2) Do not over-
crowd; a dozen pairs should do very well. With
those alterations you would have an excellent aviary.
Our book on "Aviaries, Etc.,'4 would be useful to
you.
BULLFINCH GAPING (W. G. S.).—Give your bird

an occasional dose of glauber salts, as much as will
cover a sixpence in two tablespoonfuls of water, and
vary the diet, A Bullfinch should be fed as follows:
—Make a seed mixture of canary two parts, teazle
and rape ono part each, linseed half part. Give
a spoonful of wild seed mixture twice a week, and
a little sunflower seed daily. A small quantity cf
hemp and maw seedi can bo given as tit-bibs. If
she will eat soft food, give a cube of bread soaked
In hot milk, with just a dusting of sugar on it; let
her have this twice a week ontil better. Supply her
with privet berries, .piece of apple, or other fruit
besides green food when obtainable. Put her in a
cage large enough for her to fly and stretch lier
wings. Give the bath on suitable days. With this
treatment your bird should soon recover. It is just
possible you have been giving her too much hemp
-wd. consequently she is far too fat.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Uoulton's great work

, "Cage-Bird
lybnds (//«;; Norman's “ British Bird Manual"
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(1/2); Clarke's ” Septic or Bird
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(31d.); or the "Nut.
shell bookid, (21d. each): No. 1 "Goldfinch,"
No. 2 Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, “ Song

% ond lllacklrinl," No. 11 “ Bullfinch No. 13
Chaffinch A’o. 15 "Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin
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s Waled are post free from “Cage
154. fleet Street. London. E.C.

quassia mixed with it. After tho wash tho bird
should be placed lu a thoroughly clean cage, one
that has been recently ecrtibbed and dried. Just
smear the bare places with carbolisctl vaseline, this
will assist the feathers to grow. Do not feed
on stimulating eccds. Give a little sunflower dally
but no hemp, ami tho Finch mixture only occas-
ionally, say twice a week. Let his staple food bo
equal parts canary and teazle and half-part summer
rape. Offer a spray of privet berries daily, and a
little grcenfood qr apple freo from frost. Let lilm

bathe on suitable occasions, but not after mid-day.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

FOREIGN DOVES (Depressed).— (1) If your birds
aro the small Diamond Doves (Ueope)ia cuncata)
they are worth 25s. to 30s., but tho name you use
is new to me. (2) Once they settle down to breed-
ing these little Doves aro eery proliilc, and you
cannot do better than leave them to themselves,
and hope for better luck next season. 1 have not
found ibis species at all- partial to boxes to nest
in; with mo they have always preferred to con-
struct a fragile nest of short twigs and straws in

branches, or a living tree or bush. As regard
dietary, I have always found mine to live mainly
on canary and millet seed, and if these two are in

sufficient bulk in your mixture, then nothing more
is required. 1 should, however, supply a little flint
grit, as sold for tile purpose. Keep a piece of
rock salt in 1 lie aviary. (3) Providing you do not
live in tho far north, and your shelter has a rain-
proof roof, and draughtproof walls, the Doves, if

as above, should comfortably pass tho winter in the
aviary.
HOW CAM I START? (J. J. P. K.).—Your best

plan will be to begin by covering the floor with
linoleum or sheet zinc, to prevent sand, etc., from
going between' "the boards. Then erect a lobby of
light framing and wire netting inside the room, the
room door to open into this lobby; about three feet
square will be large enough for the lobby. Light
wood frames covered with wire netting will be re-
quired to fix over the window, fireplace, skylight,
and ventilators, if any. Then some dead fir trees
or twiggy branches should be securely fixed in
large pots or boxes and stood round the room, the

CX.UB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
UXE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

Inserted free. It should reach us not later than

Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club

Notice Postcards may be bad free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's ”Foreign Birds for Beginners”

(I/li); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockaticls" (C d.);
Arthur's ” Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7<ij;
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3;; “Seeds,
Foods and Vr'ild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “ Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding" (31d.); or the
"Nutshell" booklets (2 \,d. each); A'o. (I "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 " Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10

“Avadavats,” .Yo. 17 "The Greg Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars,'' No. 19 "The Pekin llobin," No. 20
“ira.it) ills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154. Fleet Street, London, H.C.
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IN?HES breeding in captivity

(Thomas).-Sorry your birds did not manage torear the young xmee, as you appear to have keptthem well supplied with wild food; you deserved
better suceess. You have quite room for a couple

„
pa ' rs

- J'«ar try them with soaked
seeds aud a little egg and biscuit as .supplied to
canaries. I have known them reared on this food.
i am not so sure about your birds returning ifyou had allowed them out, a pair of Greenfinches
I had

.
°
5 -

c
? d ‘d so

- and reared the young, but
t'en I did not care much if they did or not,winch appears to make a difference in these matters.
(-) I think 3-011 would do well to try and mato up
your Pairs of Goldies before turning them out. (3)

i ni?. no-*' k? to put mors tiian one pair of
Bullfinches in the same aviary, the hens are inclined
to he quarrelsome. (4) Yes, English and Foreign
Goldies may bo mated together providing there isno great disparity in the size of them. I would
ad viso you to stick to English Bullies. ( 5 ) You
would find Greenfinches, Linnets and Redpolls as
sintable as any for breeding purposes.
BJLLFINCH CARE CF FEATHERS (Buller)

—

(mi are evidently not feeding your bird quite cor-
< et v and I would advise you to send for our Nut-
bell Booklet on tho Bullfinch, which can be sent to

P?*t tree for 24d. You had better discontinue
he millet and hemp seed, and procure a packet of
riid seed mixture, and give a spoonful of it three
lines a week. Let the bird have a little sunflower
eed every day. Your great mistake has been in not
coping him supplied with green foed and berries
le should have some daily, not a lot, but just a
pray of watercress, cbickweed, shepherd's purse,
tc.; see that it is free from frost; also give a daily
'Unch of privet berries, or a piece of apple rr other
ruit. Before commencing this change of diet give
n aperient of Glauber Saits, as much as will cover
sixpence dissolved in two tablespoonsful of water
nd the bare' place with a little fresh lard.

’

TREATING A GOLDFINCH (Distressed).—The
1 !Stake you made was in treating your birds ashough they hujl been caged for a long time, whereas

"iluot possible they were only freshly caught.
' lien you bay again, keep in separate cages and
lace in a quiej. corner of the birdroom

;
supply them

itli a little cracked hemp, teazle, niger, maw, lin-
erd, and canary, also cracked sunflower. If you
;‘n

. ,

ge
.

t s°mo S°od wild seed mixture, supply- a little
i it m the bottom of tho cage. Soak some rape
nu teazle, not a lot, just a taste to keep them
oing until they arc well on to dry foed. You
hould also give a spray of green food. After you
a«e had them a couple or three days, give as much
ulphate of soda as will cover a sixpence, in two
).despoonsful of water. Give tide for one day only
ud repeat in a week. With this treatment you
hould manage to keep your birds-that is, cf course
(rovidmg they are healthy when they arrive
BULLFINCH BARE OF FEATHERS (C. T. Jarvis).

-I think you must have misunderstood my previous
nswer. It was not red mito that I feared but
he grey lice that live on the bird. These aro
rost difficult pest* to get rid cf, but with a single
ird. if he 1ms them you should bo able to manage

eoap and water and
had some essence of

’t by careful washing
insing in water- that' has

centre of the room being left open lor flight exercise.
Round the wails, iu the branches, nest-boxes, rush
nests, and cocoa-nut husks must be fixed—a numer-
ous supply of these saves much bickering during
the nesting season. For a bath some kind of
shallow dish will be required. A whoio-plate
shallow porcelain photo developing dish, standing
in the centre of a large tray, is the best arrange-
ment, as by this means the room floor is kept dry,
and on the tray round bath there can he pots
of growing grass, canary seed, etc. What I have
suggested would be much better than the largo
cage, and not be costly if you do tiie work your-
self, and be better for the birds and enable you
to enjoy them to a very different degree than if
caged. There must be several feed dishes to pre-
vent quarrelling. Into such a room you could
turn pairs of 'Zebra Finches, Cutthroats,' and Ava-
davats, Bronze, Magpie, Black-headed and White-
headed Mannikins, Gold-breast, Orange-cheek and
Grey Waxbills, Bib, Spite, Diamond, and Finches,
LVverbills, Bengalese, and Java Sparrows, Grey
usd Green Singing Finches—all fairly cheap, hardy
and easily kept birds, which would make a really
nice display; all the above are bardhilis. If tho
above is out of your reach, then simply put up as
larg'd a flight as you can inside the room, from floor
to cciiiri*, proceeding on similar lines to above,
and select birds from above list according to size of

•flight.

FOODS (Monroe, U.S.A.).—The sample seeds are
of fair average quality. The Jap. Robin should get
soft food, ripe fruit, live insects (mealworms, gen-
tles, spiders, etc.), and about a teaspoonful of
white millet seed twice a week. . Re wire, 15 and
20 guage respectively would meet the cate. I am
assuming that by Jap. Robin you mean Liothrix
luteus. The gravel you refer to will meet the case
quite well. I should not give the pounded shell;
either stick to gravel or get proper flint grit from
some bird stores. Re soft food, any good make
of dog or puppy biscuit makes a good base, but
it must bo crushed or. ground to the size of small
millet seed. Get from some bird stores lib. each
dried Ants’ eggs and dried flies, crush 21bs. of <Um
or puppy biscuit, and mix the whole together* this
will keep indefinitely stored in a dust-proof tin’ and
kept in a dry cupboard. For use, take the re-
quired portion, and make it crumbly moist with
boiling water, then add a little crumbled sponge-
cake and grated cheese, well stir together and supply
to the birds.
GREEN AMAZON (E. J. Col.).—Moot pleased (o

hear so good a report. 1 think, however, that the
irregular moulting is an aftermath of the previous
trouble, and will pass in due course. Ke<-p a
watoh on the birds' bowels, and keep them moving
freely, also give twice weekly half a teaspoonful of
byrup ot Hypophosphites in the drinking water
and regularly dust its boiled maize lightly with

° f keeping up this treatment for
quite a httle time. In the case of any recur-
rence of a fit, repeat the former treatment at once.ARE THEY GOOD FOR A SHAMA? (A. Jr. B.).—
Gentles, that is, well cleaned ones, those which are
white, and do not show tho internal organs blackare good for -Sbamas, and all insect-eating birds
that will take them. They should be kept in sand
or bran—I prefer the latter—in a tin or glass iar
over which a covering should be placed; thin muslin
will do, it the Cover is metal, one or two fine holes
nnist be punched in it. They must be kept in a
cold place to prevent them turning' into pup®
quickly;

,however, the bird will eat the pup®
almost as readily ns the grub. A small teaspoonful
twine daily should suffice.
AILING GREY (Emily Owen).—Y'cu must send

ine full details as to how you havj been feedin"
and treating this bird, before 1 can attempt to
give you a reply. The fee for a reply per post is
sixpence, see rules. In the meanwhile, dissolve
2 drops of laudanum in two tablespoonfihls of chilled

Ashton, Denton and Hyde Amalg.—Dec. 8
, 8t.

George's School, Church Street, llyuc, 8 . Delegate
meeting. -T. Allsop.

Atterclilfe C.B.S.— Dec. 10, Ilorse and Jockey
Hotel, 7.30. Annual meeting. Election of officers,
rules, etc. Prize-money for show.— U. Johnson.
Bolton C.B.S.— Dec. 9, Joiners’ Arms, 6. Entries

for Amalgamated show.—J. Gerrard.
Barry F. and F.S.—Dec. 8 , headquarters, 8 . Nomi-

nations of officers and committee lor 1915. Pleased
to say wo were able to hand the sum of £o 12 s. to
tho St. John's Ambulance from out members’ show.
— H. P. Thomas.
Bedford and Beds. United C.B.S.—Dec. 10, 9fi,

Coventry Road, 8 . Appointment of auditors, date
of annual meeting, etc.—A. Simons.
Birmingham South O.S.—Dec. 9, Marlboro’ notel,

8.30. Final arrangements for members’ Xmas show.
Very urgent.—J. Sheppard.*
Bolton Roller C.S.—Dec. 8 , Joiners’ Arms, 8 .

Final arrangements for open contest.—J. Kilshaw.
Brandon Coiliey C.B.S.—Dee. 5, Social Club, 7.

Show business; members please attend so that we
can put ourselves in working order.—G. Reed.
Brighton and Hove C.B.A.—Dec. 9, headquarters,

Cheapside. Table show, 18 classes, judging at 8 . 14
specials as per schedules; judges, Messrs. C. Pear-
son, A, Goble.—W. H. Gibb.

British Roller C.C.—Dec. 8 , The Royal Mail, Noble
Street, St. Martinje-Grand, 8.—J. \V. Norris.
City of Bradford O.S.—Dec. 5, Flying Dutchman,

8 . General business. Balance-sheet for open show.—YV. Hclliwell.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. To settle up open show busi-
ness; will members bring ticket-money and oblige.
—Smith and Lees.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S.-Dee. 5, YVaverley Rooms,

6.30.—A. Robertson.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S Dec. 9, Alex-

andra Hotel, Penge, 8 . Prize-money and report of
annual show.—II. Legg.
Daylingtcn C.B.S.—Dec. 9, George Hotel, 7.30.

Prize-money to pay, and other bus.—H. Todd.
Denton C.B.S.—Dee. 7, Brotherhood Rooms, S.

Important bus.; subs, due.—W. ltedfern.
Darval C.B.S.—Dec. 15, Town Hall, 7.30. Table

show Brit.: ’Goldf., Bullf., Linnet, Grcenf., Lesser
Redpoll, and S'iskin.—J. Fairful.
Ealing and Hanwell F.S—Dec. 5, St. John’s

.Memorial llall, Leeland Iload, West Ealing. Annual
day show. All fanciers welcome. Open at 1 .—

R

Bamber.
Escleshill C.B.A.—Dee. 5, Fountain Inn, 8 . Im-

portant. Something for you, so please come.—S.
Wilccck.
Eastleigh C.B.S.—Dec. 14, headquarters, 8 . Re-

ports of show, presentation of shield and medals,
and other bus—J. Alderslade.
Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Dec. 7, Regent

nail, Abbeymount, 8 . New members enrolled, and
election of office-bearers.—R. S. Spence.
Farnworth C.B.S.—Dec. 9 , Church House, Church

Road, 7.30. Selecting auditors, and other business.
Members please bring sicket-moncy, etc.— \V. Daw-
son.

Fefling-on-Tyns F. and F.S,—Dec. 5, Blue Bell

Llanelly C.B 8.—Dec. I, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.
Important matters for members, and ached ulc of
coming show. D. John.
London and Counties A. C.B.

Charterhouse Street, 8 . Mr.
lecture, “

'flic Breeding of
Plainbcad.—\V. Gilbert.
London C.B.A.—Dec. 8 .

business.—F. Knight.
Lancashire and Lizard F A.

-Dec. 5. Victoria Hotel,
K. Pretty will give u
the Modern Norwich

El Vino,” 8 . General

half-yearly show.—W.

Headquarters, 8 . Final

5, Butchers’ Arms,
Mr.

Hotel, 0.33. Business
Stockton.
Gatsshaad C.B.S.-Dee. 9 ,

show business.— \Y. Curry.
Great Horton O.S.— Dec.

Also members’ show; birds staged 3; judg
VVilcock.—J. Holroyd.
Hackney, Stoke Newington F.A Dec. 8

,
Amethyst

Club, 110, Church Street, 8 to IS. Prizq-money for
annual show will be paid out.—R. \V. Ford, jun.
Huddersfield O.S.—Dec. 7, Headquarters, S.

Kindly bring entries) fer open show.— A. Lawford.
Hud C.B.S.—Dec. 7, Oddfellows' Hall, 7.39. Final

arrangements for Dec. show.—W. Funiandiz.
ilksetan C.B.S.-Dee. 5, Commercial Inn, Aws-

worth Road, 7. Important.—G. Siddown.
Islington F.A.—Deo. 7, headquarters, S.30. General

business.—\V. T. Amery.
Keighley C.B.S.-Dee. 8 , Hare and Hounds Hotel,

7.30. Report of show and stewards for Boxing Day
-C. W. Town.
Leeds Roller C.C.—Dec. 5, Lockhart's, 7.30. Will

members who promised to bring birds do so? Mr.
Walton promises to give his version of value of
song* points at a judging competition.—H. Best.
Littleborough C.B.S.—Dec. 9, headquarters, 8 .

Final arrangements members’ show. Entry night.
Subs. due.—J. R. Windle.

_ ..
Bee. C, Volunteer Inn,

George Street, Oldham, C. Club show bum . 1

It n k in

.

Leeds C.B.S,—Members’ meeting postponed until
Dec. 12; tabic show of liens will b» held. Cla m
Yorks., Nor., A.O.V. Can., Brit. The last show for
Hftttcrsley cruets. Nomination of officer* for tho
ensuing year, etc.— E. Norton.

Liverpool B.B.A.—Dee. 10, Oldham Hall, 7.45.
Pair show, etc. Judges, J. Abbott, F. Handley, and
It. Bratherton.—J. Lloyd.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.8.—Dec. 7,

Deansgate, 8 . January show business, l’lcnse ex-
cuse error of date in last week’s issue. -F. Wilkin-
son.

Metropolitan C B.A.—Dec. 10, Kclvedon Hall, Wal-
ham Green, 8 . Report of annual show, arrange-
ments for 1915, and other important bus.—H. F.
Bowring.
Middlesbrough and Tees-Side C.B.S.- Nov. 7,

Crown Hotel, 7.30. Federation business, important.—J. Swinsco. (Probably Dec. 5 is meant.— Editor.;
Nottingham and Notts O.S.—Dec. 8 , Mechanics’

Institute, 8.30. Balance-sheet of amalgamated mem-
bers’ show. All outstanding subs, should be paid
to enable yearly balance to be made.—J. G. Rovce.
Oldham and Dis. C.B.A. -Dee. 8

,
Textile Dining

Rooms, 8 . Lecture on the Yorkshire Canary, b.v Mr.
J. Schofield, Failsworth. Fanciers and friends in-
vited.—.!. Cope.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Dec. 9, Alhambra Club

Rooms, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Lecture on British
by Mr. Fairhurst.—A. YV. Newton.
Pudsey Stanningley C.B.S.-Dee. 7. Fleece Hotel, 8 .

Election of stewards for Boxing-day. Gift class,
etc.—H. Raistrick.

Partick C.B.C.—Dec. 4, Forresters’ Halls. Mem-
bers are requested to return unsold tickets and
moneys 'collected

; specials, etc., for annual show.

—

F. G. Park. (Time not stated.—Ed.)
Rochdale Affiliated Societies.—Dec. 12, R.O.O.,

Clarke's Place, Baillcott, Rochdale, 7. Details for
show, election of sec.; balance-sheet; please attend
early.—YV. Adams.

Sheffield O.S.—Dec. 8 , Rose and Crown Hotel, 8 .

Election of officers 1915. Entries close for members’
show same date.—E. C. Job.
Spen Valley C.B.S.-Dee. 7, Commercial Hotel, 8.

Arrangements for Boxing-day show, and other bus.—
S. B. Grayshon.

St. James-thc-Less, Bethnal Green Dec. 7, Men’*
Club, St. James Road, 8 . Distribution of cash and
special prizes. Members, please settle for tickets
to ensure early balance-sheet.—T. G. Bransford.
Southampton C.B.S.—Dec. 7, YY’aterloo Temper-

ance Hotel, London Road, 8.30. Paying of prize-
money. Washing exhibition by Mr. G. Gamble.
Non-members welcome. —YV. L. Page.
South London Col. and F.A.—Dec. 10. headquar-

ters, 7.45. General meeting and nomination of offi-

cers for 1915.— G. Burton.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.—Dec. 10, Wharf Hotel, 8.

Annual -show business; important.—G. Mitchell.
Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A—Dec. 7, Red Lion Hotel, 8 .

Washing exhibition by Mr. P. Barker and Mr. J.
Pitchford

; Boxing-day show arrangements.—J.
Pitchford.
Sunderland C.B.A.—Dec. 5, headquarters, 7.30.

Further classification (L. and L.F.A.) ; tickets given
out

; show business.—J. Peacock.
Tong C.B.S—Dec. 8 , Hand and Shuttle Inn, 7.45.

Open show balance-sheet.— YV. Walker.
Upper Rhondda C.B.S.—Doc. 9. Cardiff Arms

Hotel, 8 .' Yearly subs, and entry fees F.F. shows.
—II. Watts.

Waikley C.B.S.—Dec. 10, Westmorland Street Mis-
sion Hall, 8 . Annual meeting

;
election of officers,

payment of prize-money. Table show young birds.
Please bring ticket-money.—C. Tomlinson. (Kindly
forward address.— Ed.)

Wallsond, Mid-Tyne C.B.A.—Dec. 9, Station Hoter,
7. Balance-sheet read and other important busi-
ness.

—

G. Creenwell.
Wimbledon C.B.S.—Dec. 7, 6 , The Broadway. 8 .

Schedule of members’ show. Judging competition
Yorkshires; final judge, Mr. P. Rorke. Members
kindly bring birds; silver medal for best bird.—G.
Griffiths.

V/indhiil C.B.S—Dec. 5, Blue Bell Hotel, 8 - Nomi-
nation cf officers for 1915. Open show arrange-
ments. Tea and concert. Balance-sheet for mem-
bers’ show. Subs, now due.—Taylor and Ellis.

West Cornforth Linnet S.S.—Dec. 5, 6.15. Pis
supper and singing contests.—YVm. Fairless.
'Wibsey C.B.S.—Dec. 5, Horse and Groom Inn, 7,

—W. Chapman.

water, and let this form the drinking water for one
day; repeat the dose on three successive days. Six
weeks is a tong time to let the trouble run on,
before asking advice.
ROSEATE COCKATOO (A. YV. C., Brighton).—

I

am afraid, unless you can give me mere data. I

cannot help you much, as there is really nothing
for me to go upon. Is there any swelling or the
sign of internal or external inflammation about the
feet or toes? In the meantime, bathe the feet in

hot water (not hot enough for discomfort), dry with
a soft cloth, and then paint the parts he bites at
with Friar's Balsam. Also put one teaspoonful
of Dinneford's Magnesia in the drinking water every
other day till the bowels have been fully relieved.
When writing on other matters, state how you have
been feeding, and generally treating it.

GREEN AMAZON (F. Lamb).—Y'ou must give me
the full history of the trouble before I can help
you, as you have noS written till the cass is really
acute, and at the same time inform me how you
have been feeding aikl treating it generally. In
such an emergency I should certainly give a httle
milk sop, stirring in three or four drops of brandy.
Also let it have free access to the seed. Boiled
maize would also be good for it at this time. Boil
the maize till soft, but the corn should remain
whole; .drain away all water, and supply to the
bird. This only keeps fresh one day, so must be
prepared fresh daily. A little honey and borax
should be put an the mouth from tie end of a
stick once or twice daily, but the stick must be
well cleansed before being put in the mixture again.
However, I consider that if you have a vet. near it

would bo better to take the bird to him for
examination.
HEATING BIRD-ROOM /Old Reader, A.J.).-I do

not care to advise an oil-stove, though such are
used, and I have used them myself without mis-
hap, but then I attend to it myself, and everything
lies in the way it is looked after; however, n you

bility. Clarke's Syphon is as good as any, and if

you have gas laid on, then Clarke's Syphon gas
stove is an admirable one. Consult your local

builder's ironmonger, tell him you want a reliable
automatic ventilator that will let out the vitiated
atmosphere at regular intervals, and then fix if high
up in your bird-room. Y’ou will, of course, admit .i

little air at intervals dtiring the day Yen must,

use your judgment as to how best to do this, but a
flap almost on -ground level generally answers best,

and it can be protected with a board, acting as a
baffle- to prevent it blowing directly in. If you
send me a stamped addressed envelope and a sketch
of your room. I will send you a diagram.

Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

W. H. Hamlyn.— It Is unusual for the donor of a
special prize to compete for It.

Mr.

POST JYEOj&TSXyXS.
G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., l, College Road, nar-

row, Middlesex, will. examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. eacli bird; for reply-

direct. 2s. Cd. : analysis, 21s. Subjects for post!
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept! from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the cffioc of this paper will be thrown away, and if

fc fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

H.A.S.—Bird was loo fat. The liver was in a
condition of fatty degeneration. There was no
actual existing disease beyond this.

C. Harrison.—Pulmonary tuberculosis. It is sur-

, . ... prising the bird lived so long; there was very Little

have an oil stove*, it must on your own responsi- sound lung tissue remaining.
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CANARIES. . . .

^ Variegated Yellow Hen and Clear Buff Cock, fine chubby specimens which did well on the show-bench, each winning

first prize in its class at the last great Scottish National Show. The property of Mr, W. H. Turner, of Hightown, Manchester.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED,—6d. for the first-

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word overeigh
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are uot responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bom-Mes of either buyers or sellers

in all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent aa tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing olfioe, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays ilrst post in each
week, and should be sent to ttie advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be Kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
Iheir condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly healthy.

APPLIANCES
AVIARY for sale, fixture to wall in room, own

price, Bargain, after seven: 2, Hunsdon-rd., New
Cross. (1934)

OUTDOOR aviaries, birds houses for British and
Foreign birds, Canaries", designs : L. Latham, King-
Ston-by-Sea, Sussex.
STRONG Sparrow net, perfect condition, with poles

complete, cost 20/-, sell 7/6; bargain: Scott, Bilsby

Hall, Alford, Lines. (1922)

NOTICE.— Single breeding cages, ISin., 2/-; double,

S6in., 3/6;' all movable fronts: McKeand, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas.
NOTICE.— Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
6how cages, 13 each, 'six for 6/6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

USE Roller water bubble flutes when song re-

quired, marvellous results; P.O. 1/2.per set: Her-

bage, 9, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (1930)

CAGE-MAKERS’ parcels, SO straight cage wires,

36in. long, 12 planed pine bars, 36in., drilled Jin.,

6 perches lot 1/6: Harry &haw, 7, Poplar-terrace,

Zoar-st., Wolverhampton. (1925)

NOTICE.—The best and cheapest clean and brass

wire aviaries in the market
;
send for illustrated

price list; established 30 years: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas,
FANCIERS, notc.-dSend for photo and particulars

of my large close-wired Palace aviary, 4ft. x 4ft.

high, all complete, 45/-, car. paid: Martin, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. “1932)

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges. Sin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft.; 8in.

3/10, 9in. 4/6, lOin. 5/-, per 50i't.; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38,

2 /- per sheet: Orford, 105, Cornwell-rd., Patricroft.

LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, fitted

with loose bottoms, two seed drawers, holes, etc.,

also Leeds pattern contest cages, 1/- each, 5/- half

dozen : Hardcastle, 51, Durham-st.. West Hartlepool.
BARGAIN —100 straight wires, 30in. long,, twelve
planed pine bars, 36in., drilled' 9-16, 30ft. perching,

1/6 the lot; spring tnaps, trap cages, nets, call

cages, show cages to order : Osborne, Dudley-rd.,

Wolverhampton. (1935)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These axe

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz. ; Scotch Fancy show
cages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,

2/6; carrying eases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6,

4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-

tion; state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

FOR SHOW CAGES

or all varieties, also travelling cases you should Bee

ry free illustrated catalogue; satisfaction guaran-

eed: Pass, Hucknali, Notts.

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS.

ill made bv practical workmen, with best unrust-

ible tinned wire. 12 by 12 or 10, 3d., 2/6 dozen ; 14

iy 12, 3jd., SI- doz. ; 16 by 12, 4d„ 3/4 doz. ;
18 by

2, 41d„ 3/9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d„ 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

,r 14 , 6d., 51- dozen; any odd 6izc, 3d. per foot

;

or punched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,

Inings, net traps, clap-nets, and cages of every

lescription, and utensils, send for printed list,

ost free: J. Ashmore. 19, London st., Smethwick,

ilnuinekam. Late of Heath-st. (1829)

For everything of the Beet and Cheapest in
Aviaries, Cages, Fittings, Foods, Medicines,
sen<l for my free Multum m-Parvo Catalogue.

~

Aviaries and Cages made to customers’ own
designs. Estimates free. XXX Birdlime,
strongest and best on earth. Hold any bird
from Linnet to Hawk. Tins, 2(1., 4d., 6d. 9d.,

1 /-, 1/3 post free.—W. RUDD, Specialist,

Norwich.

FOR JOINER MADE CAGES CHEAP.

Also planed boards, cage-sets, ahow cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and *11 appliances; illus-

trated catalogue free; trade supplied; Pass, Huck-
nall, Notts.

EXTRA LARGE
flight cages : I have some best Cyprus pine boards
up to 231 in*, whlo, and can make cages any nizo up
to that width without joining bourds together; quo-

tations free: Pass, Hucknali, Notts.

WALSH'S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
is always alike, good and reliable. Does not run

in the sun. I’ucked in lever lid tins. Jib. 7tl., Jib.

1/-, lib. 1/9; sample, 3d., all post free: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)

NOTE THI8
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire

fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, In opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums; catalogue, one penny
stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,
Hook-st., Liverpool.

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges. Bin. 3/8, 9in.

4/-, lOin. 4/8 50ft.; see last week's Cage Birds for

other prices; stamp for list of cages, cage sets and
all appliances: Stanton, 33,' Boothfield, Winton,
Patricroft. ‘ (1922)

Breeding and Stock Cages
Grand single breeders, 3/-; also double breeders,

5/6 each; Roller singing box cages, 2/-, with shut-

ters S/- complete; seed grinding mills, 1/6 each;

egg and bread mills, 2/6 each ; illustrated catalogue

free: Sandiforcl, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89,

,Sclater-et., Shoreditch, London.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world;

have thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop

a postcard
;

three tons sold every year ; jib.

tin sample, 7(1., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free

;

single trap cages, lOd.
;
double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6; established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird
Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

;
also at London.

WALSH’S CLUB CAGES
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, and Crest Club
show cages, all 2/- each, three for 5/6; Border, Bel-

gian, Bowcrest, Lancashire and Lizard Club show
cages, all 2/6 each, three for 7/- ;

special show cages
for selling classes, etc., 1/9, three for 4/6; British
Bird show cages, flat or bow-fronted, 2/3, 2/6, 3/-,

3/6 each ;
show cages, any pattern made to order

;

state what you want to exhibit, we will do the rest.

Improved fiat barred wire fronts, any size or shape
made to order ;

kindly state wants. Punch bars, any
mesh, 48in., 1/- dozen; tinned wire, in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., ’7 lbs. 2/-; enamel tin seed-boxes,
2/3, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6 dozen

;
nickel silver bird sprayeT,

with rubber pipit, 2/-, post free
; egg and bread

mills, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; hemp seed mills, 1/6 each.
Enamel for show cages 1/3 tin, post free. Zincs
drinkers for show cages, 1/- dozen; with covers, 1/6
dozen. Illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1900)

SHOW CAGES
N.P. Club show cage, Scotch N.P.C. club show cage,
etc. You canuot win without you have, a proper
show cage, so send to one who knowa what is

required, having shown and visited more shows
then any other cage maker im the Fancy. We have
won 3,000 prizes with all varieties this last twenty
years, including the N.P.C. Challenge Cup two
years in succession. At Crystal Palace Show no
less than six Ists were secured in eight champion
Norwich classes with bird's, in our show cages.
Real N.P.C. Club pattern show cage, guaranteed
perfect, enamelled! with hedge spanow egg tint,

2/- each, three 5/6, eix 10/-, twelve 19/-. The
proper Yorkshire club cage 2/-, three 5/-, six 9/-,

twelve 17/-. Crest and Orest-bred) show cages 2/-,

three 5/6, Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy 2/-,

three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club patte.n
show cage, beautifully got up in shamrock green

;

show cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Greenfinches, Bramblefinehes, Twites, Mules, in all

different shades and eize3 to suit each species, 2/-

eech, three 5/6, six 10/-. Grand show cages, for

Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

price 4/- each; beauties. Note: Every cage made
by practical workmen, not chucked together. Cases,

Cases.—To carry two Norwich, Yorkshire, British,

or Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3, four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Thousands testimonials.

Send for catalogue. Established 50 years.—Sandi-

ford, Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London.

NEST PANS
Non-splash baths, egg drawers, aviary fountains,
largest manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;
special illustrated trade price list free: Henry
Tams, Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton,
Staffs.

PARR jj£i

Tam’s Improved Punch-bar Cage Fronts, 12 by 12,
6d. each, 4/6 dozen: 15 by 12, 6d. each, 5/6 dezen

;

18 by 12, 8d. each, 7/- dozen; 24 by 12, lOd. each, 9/-
dozen. Fanciers should try my special Square
Wire Bath, enamelled, so will not rust, fitted with
latest Non-Splash Earthenware Bath; these baths
are very useful for young birds; 41n. square, 8d.

:

4£in. square, lOd.
; Sin. square, 1/-; din. square, 1/3.

TAM'S LATEST PROBABLE PUMP SPRAYER.
works a treat. Probat Pump, 1/9;
Nickel Sprayer, 9d. Probat Pump
Nickel Sprayer complete, post paid,
2/6. Bird Sprayer, Pipe and Ball
2 1-, peat paid.
Show Cages, best finish, Norwich

and Yorkshires, 2/- each, 6 for 10/-.

British, 2/6, 2/9. See price list for
sizes. Zinc Drinkers, II- dog.,

covered tops 1/8 doz. Seed Boxee,
2/- doz. Cage Wire, 71bs. 2/-. Punched Bars, 1/-.

doz. See price I but for Breeding Cages, Roller Box
and Shutter Cages, all cage fittings. Trade supplied,
—ENOCH TAMS, Churoh St., Longton, Staffs. (1826)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

Hi KOZYJMRRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

|
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MEALWORMS, English giant, 6d. hundred; 330,

1/7: Vemum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fullum. (H’lo)

POST free, 500 hardheads, 1/-; larger quantities

same rate: Clarke, 6, Lower Orchard-st., York. vl024)

FINE large English mealworms, 4 - thousand:

Trower, Bird Food1 Specialist, 442, Culcdonian-rd,,

N.
MEALWORMS, large English, 6d. 100, 225 for 1/1,

post paid, by return,; Jones, Cranbourno-st., Brigh-

ton. (1883)

THE best bird sand on the market, 3/6 cwt., graded

4/6; ants’ eggs, 2,-3 ib., 71be. 14,6: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. „ ,

MEALWORMS wanted, large or small quantities tor

prompt cash: Carter, 44, Essex-st., Kemp Town,

Brighton. (1897)
zi lanuwrj. - . ..

FOIL sale splendid bird colouring as used tor Nor-

wich birds, price 3J- a lb.; apply: Shedding-

lilEALWORMS, large English, 6d. 100 ,
500 2/-,

1,000 3/6, by return: H. Cleaver, 6, Northcote-st.,

Leamington Spa. (1928)

MEALWORMS, 6d. 100, 500 2/-, 1,000 3,6; -guar-

anteed all English-: Dawson, late Schmidt, 93,

Lower Sloane-st., London.
_

(1924)

PRIVET berries, unequalled for Bullies, etc., large

boxes, 1/- free, last for the season: John Wilson,

High-st., Freuchie, Fifeshire. (1933)

MEALWORMS, 6d. 100, 500 2/-, 1,000 3/6; real fat

ones, post paid ;
maggots for birds, large 6d., 1/-

tins, post paid
;
ants’ eggs, dried flies, 1/9 lb. ;

yolk

of egg, 2/6 lb.; cuttlefish, lOd. lb.; Lark and Thrush
food, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-; Tam's tit-bit for Linnets,

4Jd. J-lb., 1 lb. 1/4, post raid; illustrated catalogue

free: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs.

(1918)

FINE white gentles, sweet and clean, invaluable for

softbilled birds, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb., post free; choice

ants’ eggs, 2/6 lb.; best dried flies, 2/6 lb, ;
silk-

worm pupae, 1/6 lb. ; carrot meal, 1/- lb. ;
crisscl,

4d. lb. ; special ground biscuit, 4d. Ib. ;
insectivorous

food, 1/6 lb.; egg bread, 1/6 lb.; Lark and Thrush
Food, 6d. lb.; cuttlefish bone, 1/- lb.; freshly gath-

ered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon; new
teazel seed. 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon; condition seed,

6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-; “ Pecko ” for British seed-eaters,

2/- lb.; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
Food Specialist, Blackburn. (1931)

“ M C.W." CAGE BIRD SAND8
Rare quality, cwt. 3

'6, half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

GAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust
or dirt, sharp' and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-

;

on rail Grimsby; cash with order; Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1186)

Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
BOUND volume of ‘‘Our Canaries’’ (new), cost

23/-, accept 10/6; full of colour plates and illus-

trations : Hawkeis, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone.
(1933)

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird
hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual," a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpennywortb.
If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at
once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post
free direct from Cage Biiids, 154, Fleet-st., London,

Write To-Day
TO

W. A. RUDD 6 CO.
For Sampled of Fine Quality

SPANISH CANARY SEED.
at 4/6 Peek, 17/8 Bushel.

DON’T FORGET
We still have some Extra Giant Seed at 5/- Peck,

19/6 Bushel, magnificent quality.

GET A SUPPLY IN FOR CHRISTMAS.
RUDD'S SPECIAL

GOLDFINCH AND LINNET MIXTURE.
Blended with Thistle, Dandelion, Cornflower, etc.

4d. lb., 71bs. 2/3, post paid 2/9,

No increase in price.

Also Our Celebrated
LARK, THRUSH, AND BLACKBIRD FOOD.
A real Insectivorous Food, and described by
every user as being the finest Softbill Food ever

put on the market.
4d. lb., 71bs. 2/3, post paid 2/9.

Summer Rape, 3/6 and 4/6 Peck. Fine Large
Linseed Hemp, Niger, etc.

Don’t put off until the railways are congested
with traffic, but order now.

Only Address— .

180
, Bishopsgate, London, £. C

(1936)

MEDICINES.
|

KELSO'S broncholia, positively cures asthma,
bronchitis, colds, wheezing, lioarsenees, loss of voice,
etc., in cage birds; never fails; bottles 7d. and 1/1
post free : Kelso and Co., 49, Western Hill, Durham.

(1913)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These ar»
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them."
"Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list o£
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, ana
costs only 2jd. post free.—From ’’Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet~“t,, London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES,
the most safe and reliable medicines for cage birds
ever offered ; 20 years’ reputation ; Magnet Moulting
Mixture ensures a quick aud perfect moult; Magnet
Tonic Drops for soft moult, going light, and general
weakness ; Magnet Asthma Cure for colds and all

affections of the throat and lungs; Magnet Inflam-

mation Cure, all one price, 7d. per bottle, 4 bottles
21- post free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

(1871)

Use our Notepaper

WAWTcD A TRIAL
Ditchfleld’s medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon; they are used by most leading
fanciers, aud are supplied to the London Zoo

; we
guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Litchfield's Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d„ 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditehlield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., 1/1
and 2/- bottles; Ditchfleld’s Famous Revivo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds' after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

special offer: we will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or
two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/8; the 1/1
bottles are treble the 7d. size; all medicines post

free per return ;
also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush and
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines : Frank Ditchfield, Bird

Specialist, Oldham. "" (1837)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
CLEAN house-moulted cock Goldie, 4/-: Knott,

Hawkshead, Hatfield, Herts. (1932)

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 3/-:

Lloyd Aviaries, Gorscinon, Swansea. (1879)

SUPERIOR Bullfinches, Linnets, Goldfinches; none

fresh caught; liist free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

SELECTED cock Goldfinches, with rich (scarlet

blazes, 2/6; three, 7/-: John Lavelle, Ballina, Mayo.
(1017)

SALE, cock Bullfinches, 2/- each, hems 9d. : Apply,

Thomas Hird, c/o Mr. F. Hutchinson, Harmby, Ly-

burn, S.O. . , ,
U824)

COCK Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-; hens, 1/-; Irish cock

Linnets, 1/-
;
three 2/6: Charles M'Cann, 15, North-

st., Lurgan. (1931)

LARGE housd-moulted cock Goldfinch, can win in

good company, with show cage, 12/6: Devoy, G-eorge-

st., Stranraer. (1933)

THREE real good cock Bullfinches, 4/- lot, one
that can win, 2/-: W. Woods, Pioneer Cottage. Sin-

nington, Yorks. (1926)

SELECTED cock Goldfinch ee, 1/6 and 1/9; ecck

Bullfinches, 1/3 and' 1/6: H. Tommy, 13, Station-

rd., Wem, Salop. (1935)

EXHIBITORS—A champion cock Yellow-hammer,

colour fed, 16/-; cash or deposit: l’irrio Park Place,

Linwood by Paisley. (1932)

GIANT Scotch Linnet, 2/-, 3 for 6/-; giant Scotch
Redpolls, 1/-, 3 for 2/-; bird list free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (1931)

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 5 /•

cwt., 2/9 half-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4.

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (1929)
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I SPRATT’S
I CAGE-BIRD FOODS
•—AND REMEDIES. -T

Mixed Seed i, in Id. packets and upwards,
also I/- tins.

Cinary Seed Mixture (with Eff and Fruit),

in 2d. packets and upwards.
Cad l.iver Oil Cate-Bird Food, a splendid

Winter Feed (a substllut' for c.'g and
bread crumbs), in 3d. and 6d. tins

; also

3i lb. hags, 1/3, 7 lb. baas, 2/6.

Parrot and Macaw Seed Mixture, in 2d.

packets and upwards: also I/- tins, 6d.

and 3d. bags.
“ Canindyuo" for Asthma and Wheez

ing. per bottle 3d., 6d., 1/- and 2/6.

Red Mite Killer, per bottle 6d.. l/-and 2/6.

“Quinella" (Registered), for Inflatnma
tion of Stomach, per box 3d., 6d. and l/-.

Chemical Food. I n 6d.. 1/- and 21- bottlos.

Poet Paid on Orders for Medicines
value 1 1- upwards.

Samples of Foods and Pamphlet on
Cage-Birds, post free 3d. stamps.

'SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED,
24 '25 Fenchurch St., London, E.C.

BULLFINCHES, magnificent specimens, cocks 2/6,
hens 1/- each; no bird lime used: Alfred Salt, Sta-
tlon-rd., Mickleover, Derby. (1933)
GRAND dark house-moulted Linnet, S/6 ;

extra
good field-moulted birds, 1 /- and 1/6: D. Coombes,
Stockton-st., West Hartlepool. (1926)
COCKS, Rood Bunting, Linnet; hens. Curl Bunt-

ing, Goldfinch, Goldfinch Mule, 4/6 lot; approval:
K. Older, 63, Days-rd., Bristol. (1926)
EXHIBITORS.—My winning L.C.B.A. Mules for

sale, also good British
; stamp reply : Inman, 43 ,

Derb.v-rd., Thornbury, Bradford. _ (1933;
COCK Mule Goldfinch, cock Goldfinch, cock Lin-
net, cock Mealy Redpoll, all H.M.: Walker, 6 ,

Lambcrt-tcrrnce, Aberdare, Wales. (1929)
NOTICE.—The cream of Forfarshire Linnets, hot
coloured specimens, large, bold birds, 6/-, 6 /-, 7/6
each; approval: Jamieson, Arbroath.

(1933 )FOUR, extra large Welsh cock Goldfinches, full
song, well marked, accept 2/6 each, removing: Mrs.
Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth.

(1929 )WINNING British for sale, Vellowhammer, Linnet,
Greenfinch, and Bearded Tit; stamp reply: Wm
Topping, is, .St. David-st., Dumfries. (1927 )

BULLFINCHES, Bullfinches, giant hens 1/6
smaller 9d., three 2/-; list of British free: F. Stowe!
Oarnwcll, Chipping JNorton, Oxfordshire.

(1023 )

I’XinBITORS.-Some nice Goldfinches, 2/6 3 / 6
-

jUilflnches, 2/6; hens, 1/-; also few winners cheap-
^SOters,, Aviaries, Grimsbury, Banbury. (19291EXTRA large cocks, Goldfinahes, 2/6 and 31- each

-

Bend anywnere on approval
; satisfaction guaranteed

•’

Knkbw°n.e’ Hqrsemarkct, Northampton.
(19*7 )

,

to
.

fcod
' ,

to train and get the Linnet fierce
for contest singing, etc.

; our book, C/d. post free :

rvu
a
Ti»r®,"n.,?

a ‘gh
’
powerhouses, Huddersfield. (1922)

1'.XH I i3 110KS , grand lot moulted specimens for
muling and exhibition, see special list, free on appli-
C
d Specialist, Blackburn. (iy 1 .

,BARGA^S,—House-moulted birds, Bramblefineh,
7/6, Hawfinch hen, 10/6; Greenfinch Muler, 21-

:

23
v St' Alban's Avenue, Halifax. (1926)SPLENDID wdute legged cock’ Goldfinch, good

blaze, make show bird, 7/6; another, 5/-; blacklegged cock, 2/6: Combeu, Outfitter, Portland
«Pecial singing mixture, drives Linnets andFinches mad on song, 1 /-, large package, carriagepmd: Cooper, Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Jlanches-

GA TCH your own!—Largo double-compartmeiit
trap cage and trained Goldfinch, coll bird lot 1 / 9

-

worth double: Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverliamp-
W)D • / Je3

- x

c0c
,

k Bullfinch, ®/-; Muling cock Goldfinch,

rrhJ w C
?5

Canary, 7/-; all in song; approval:

Card?ff
S ^ a en ' 10 » Salop-st., Gaerphijiy, near

.XH1BITIOH cock Bullfinch, 2nd strong champion
lass (Norwich All England 1913, show condition,,

Norwich
nearesfc offer; aPProv3 l : Cogman, Caister,

JLAAVE a
l*

rBe stock of cock Bullfinches a Yittlerough m fiather, 1/3, others 1 / 9 , show birds 2/6

LeteesteV
8yd MothersoIe

» & Humberstone-rd.,

itehA
E ^?LTED

fi
L,nrIe*' in fu» song,

(1

puitcatcher, Muler, or fierce singer, bargain, 3'6 -

full

H>n Staff!
Pr0Val : En°cU Tams

’ Church-st.; Long-

O-REARED cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Larks,

Eastbourne!*^
M ‘SS RoSey ’ Rosemar* Ho“e,

NOTICE grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, ana
Linnets, for show or song; prices low, easy pay-

rz'tt.nZl
a
,

nJCd: approval

:

McKeand, Seabright,

. BARGAIN—Grand, Welsh Goldfinch cock ^fuu
song, and Yorkshire hen, 1913, clear yellow (Taylor
straw); worth 17/6; for .7/-; approval: Pritchard,
Baker, Amlwch.

(1935)

,

handsome Cinnamon coloured cock
1UCb

'i -?.
50 a

J
learIy all white cock Linnet,grand condition: what offers: Chris. Hatton 31Jlichmond-st., Brighton.

(I93P)

finch’ Orel
c°°*’ B rLmlfleflnc^hf ' Bufi-

fe; ^tot’s(,(?ey
three: W ' AUen

'

cKlSrP illness. Cage-moulted cocks

icr RedAe
d
i «

h
’ 0raell

?
Bc

1

h . Reed Bunting, Les-
“«*•

\ anted dealers to take regular supplies- WestLamprelT-st., Old Ford, ffiSw.
PP West

-

HAL, cheyi: Hope, Fort William
y c,“

:IwWi CaCd
/6

’lf«

X

S

Thomas-st
nUI^r

ice

S

t

t€^timc'hials 7 Oli ver

EXHIBITORS-^od ’seWted ^ 6 „ 0929)

exhibition Linnet, 7/6- Fm' 2^'cnnfinch, 5/G ; Greenfinch c/ •
Gold-

p:^&r^r^Tra (irtopper, 10 /.- II r.innot e,’ Goldie,
6/-; two hen Bullies S'- ^ two A'

BuIlie
’,
bea ' jt .v,

Roberts. Saracens' Ho’tel.VSdruTft
8

'’ ^

EX UII1ITORS.— I have a few giant cock Twite*
and Linnet*, Norwich type, well laced and pencilled,
selected from thousands, own netting, 1/0 each,
three 4/-: West, Luinpreli-*t., Old Ford, Bow. (1930/
b riULlNOHII IKK for the best Britishers, Linnets,

i
,
0 eu.; tpeclals, 2/6 ;

Redpolls, Mealy, )/; Lesser,
Oil ; Bullfinches, cocks, 2 /-; hens, 1/6; satisfaction
guiiranteod: Dewar, Kildcnu Cottage, Drlp-rd., btir-
u
.
nK- (1932)
LINNET, 4th iBreehln, lurge class, 10/-; Green-

llndi, 1 st Avonbrldge, 4 th Musselburgh, 7th Bath-
gate (class of 33), 1913 I'M., 10/-; niagnitleent hen,
ovely quality, 7/6; Palmer, 53, Prederlck-st., Edin-
burgh.
TWO BCleeted Ooldle cocks, rich scarlet blaze
grand buttons, caged August, good size and con-
dition, 3/0 each; monster Orem!! noli cocks, lor
muling, l/- each: H. Welsh, Conurtall Buildings,
Stamford, Lines.

(1927)GRAND exhibition Goldfinch, winner of {wo first
two seconds, fourth, and sixth lust season, 15/-:
also KM. Bullfinch hen, 2 /-, and yellow Norwich&VUothZ:

S1,t'ucer Ruil<iin«3 -

WHY let your Goldfinches die? S<-nd Cd. for my
f
°°J'

which keeps them alive. We .also supply aildomestic pets, jwultry, aviaries, etc., oil easy pay-
L

1

atub
I
eth

,

Aviaries, 35, Gladstone-st
, Mr.George s-rd., London, S.K. (1922)WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen; Bramb'e-

I. itches, 3/- '.ozen
; GTceminehes, 1 /- dozen; Yellow-

hammers, 8 /- dozen; lien Linnets, 1 /- dozen; twelve
.mixeil tivia’-y birds, 1 /.; exchange: Gotobcd Ftmi.
Ine Pitt, I»leham,- Cum bs. (1935)
LINN E IS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets,

j
l Jave some grand young early birds, well on

seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting;
postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, lled-st., Nottingham.

( 1837 )UNNE'IS, Lancashire dark brown red-breasted
cocks, 8 d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- dozen, two
7/6 ; this is where the singers come from ; satisfac-
tion guaranteed; (not a bird "shop;: Gardner, Gar-
6tang-rd., W'esham, Lancashire. (I960 )EXHIBITORS.—Missel 'Thrush, 20 /-; Blackbird
15/-; Song Thrush, 8 /-; Bramblefineh, 12/6; Linnet,
la/-; Lesser and Mealy ’Polls, 8 /- and lu/-; Twite,
15/-; Chaffinch, 10/-; Yellow Bunting, 12/6; Corn
Bunting, 20/.-: Mariey, Leyton. (1932)NORTH Country Linnets, special picked cocks, on
seed 9nd water, 1 /- each, 3 for 2 / 0 ;

10 days' ap-
proval allowed for cash or deposit with Editor of
this paper; noted for honest dealing: Ashton,
Catcher, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1926)ON full song, contest singing'cock brown Linnet,
as supplied to Blackburn and Leeds fanciers, at
J/\

cach ’ - l/». 3 2/«; these are contest birds,
trained under my noted Kettle winners : \V. Gardner
South \ iew, St. Stephens-rd., Preston 11919 )HUNDREDS Red-bt-easted Linnets, 4/- doz., fifty
singing, l/- each; picked for muling or show, 11-

fnfni'n

c

th
ri
e

i f«
r V 6

' 5ages - i/0 ’ 5 1' dozen; wanted,
Bullies, Goldfinches, hen Canaries; state price: W.Darby, 41a, Spon-lane, West Bromwich. (1930)LINNETS, Linnets, linnets. Red-breasted, war-
ranted cock Linnets, best in England, 4 /- dozen:
six, _/ 3 ; three, 1/3; cock Greenfinches, 1 /- dozen;
lien Linnets, 9d. dozen; hundreds testimonials:
t
,
l
!

ar
r

i

,

e
.

t-ubley, Gedney, Hoibeaeh, Lincolnshire.VERY good singing Linnet, sing day or gaslight,

h?r°n
co!° ur > make muler, good all round

b rd, Only 2/6
; also a lew with good loud voices,

n
'V

:1/«; smsmg cages, 6d„ 9d., and 1 /-: Fred
Allen, Linnet Champion: 156, Porter Street, Hull.

JAMES CLARK the old original LinnetSProud Linnets, 5/-, 10 /-, lj/-, new polished cage-red-breasted cock Linnet, warranted singing 21 -

bird M.d cage, 600 in stock. I have a few nice

town, L«ds
Al’Ply ’ LinCt>ln Fie,d Terrace

>

ATTENTION! Welsh Goldfinches, real toppefsdeep square cut blazes, grand size, pick of severalcatches; cocks, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 10/-; henT od
7 6 dozen; magnificent cock Bullfinches! 2 /-; hens’

Llandrindoif WeUs.
Seed ' MUSC°U

’ W ° UDt R1“;
na^^fteir^oek^l^nn^^n tie"tenth

'

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3
'6 do"- cock Green’

stock
S ’ d°Z

"

“i
’-1

,
kinds ot' BrmVh always “n

mond-st.
dei ChHs ' 31.W

LOVEltS oI Chafiinchp.s should read whatFulljames says about them. “.Nutshell No 13 ” V^d*post free, tells you all you need know concerning
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Jlrd3 ' From: Gage
fJe fik^on another’ page)
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EXHIBITORS!—Grand team of BritisJi all housemoulted; Goldfinch, colour-fed, Biamblefiuch ton-IMpo
P’

large *** marked’ Corn
Jarse, extra good colour, withup-to-date sliow cages

; all can win
; prices on

application : Potter, Coddard-av., Hull! (19341LARGE, very rich coloured cock Bramblefineh
finely marked, 10/-; another, almost as good 7 /6

-

giand large cock Chaffinch, 5 /-; another 2 / 6 -

HoTio 1

C
°i

C
/

k
c
Re'®d

r
Bunting

’ 3 /-i nicely laced cock
Redpoll, 1/6; all house-moulted, and perfect- lai-ee

ssskxjssr^
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i
S "re TerT sbnrmioe Mrdj/ b/t
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ee

?i *
great CdTC - “ Greenfinch ” Nut-bo°klet gives full directions as to the treat-ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased tosend you a copy post free upon receipt of 2 jd.

London ^ lsher> Cage BIROS, 154, Fteet-st.,

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” lu4, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents. list published frequently.)

i-’.VF
3? Siskin

- Redpoll and Twite.” This handy
little booklet contains much valuable information
as to the management of Siskins, etc., and if you
possess or intend to purchase any of these birds
you should have a copy by you for reference. The
price is only 2 Sd., post free.—Write, The Publisher,
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
LOOK, the best trap cages ever made for catch-
ing; single 8d., double 1/3, treble 2 /-; Linnet nets,
6x4, complete, 2/-; 9 x 5, 3/- ; new netting guar-
anteed

; Yelkrwliammers, Chaffinches, Redpolls,
Bramblefinches, Twites, Reed Buntings, Blue Tita,
Great Tits, Robins, picked out, I/-, 3 for 2 /-: G,
Ashton, Catcher. 6 , Mafekfng-st., Gateshead. (1926)

J/AiNDINAVIAN Bullfinches, best and largest

_ n : cocks, 3/-, 3/6; hens, 2/-, 3/- each; extra
giant cock Goldfinches, splendid colour winners,
3/- 3/6, and one stormer, 4/-; exhibition Linnet, a
real gem, 2/6; Redpoll, cannot be beat, 2/-; mon-
ster yellow Greenfinch cock. 2 /-; Chaffinch, like
paint, 2 / 6 ; all can win; approval; cash or deposit:
Fred Alien, British Bird Champion, Forter-st.
Aviaries, Hull, (1933)

LINNKTB, warranted cocks, 6/- doz.; picked bird*,
3/6 do*.; dozen mixed aviary bird*, including cock
Goldfinch, Bullllueh, 2/6; allow specimens, Linnets,
Twitoa, Greenfinches, 1/6 each, three 4/-: Bundle,
21, Brldgcst., Homerton. (1908)
WARRANTED cock*; Lumets, 2/0 dozen; selected,

3/6 dozen; Yellow Buntings, 3/3 dozen; Braiflble-
flnehes, 3/- dozen; Greenfinches, !/• dozen; cocks,
selected for show, Goldfinch, 3/6; largo Corn Hunt-
ings, 2/0: Chaffinch, Greenfinch, Bramblefineh, Lin-
net, Redpoll, Twite, Reed Bunting, 1/- each; 20
mixed sccd catere, 12 brighter mixed, 1/- ;

well on
food; exchange Mules; J. Fonn, Bird Specialist and
Judgo, Wostcliff Villas, Islcham, Lambs. (1899)
OVERSTOCKED.—Hino Goldfinch, 4th Manchester,

1st, sp., Tenby, 1st and op. Bangor, 2nd Abertil-
lery, and others, 85/-; Bullfinch hen, 4th Horticul-
tural Hall, and other prizes, 10/-; Redpoll, 7tb
Horticultural JIall, 15/-

;
iBramibloflncJi, 1st, sp.,

Tenby, very steady, 10/-; several fine F.M. Welsh
Goldies, Linnets, Yellow-hammers, and Greenfinches,
from 2/- upwards; any on approval with pleasure:
W. F. Lloyd James, Pantsaison, Cardigan, 8.
Wales. (1926)
LINNETS! Llnnetel! Linnets!!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which /mist be
overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.
No. 2, price 23 d. post free from “Cage Birds,” 164 ,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

LINNETS LARKS.
Goldfinches; cock Linnet, hen Canary, 3/-; cock
Goldfinches, lien Canary, 4/6; sure rnulers: Brain,
288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1930)

GUARANTEED COCK GOLDFINCHES
Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6; Larks, Linnets, 8d., 1/-,
4/6 dozen; Chaffinches, Yellowhammera, 1/-; Green-
finches, Redpolls, 4d., 2/6 dozen; Mules, Canaries,
5/6, 7/6; young Canaries 2/-, 18/- dozen: Irwin's
Aviaries, Lurgan. (1934)

GENUINE CLEARANCE
Must sell, owner serving

;
every bird guaranteed as

advertised. Cock Chaffinch, a stormer for size
and colour, splendid markings, can win, 10/-; good
cock Bearded Tit, perfect beard and markings, fit

for immediate exhibition, 15/-; cock Hawfinch,
colour fed, good bib, ancl wing bar, sound colour,
10/-; 2 cock Siskins, Mulers, 5/- each; 2 cock Lesser
Redpolls, sure winners, 4/-; several genuine Hybrid
pairs, from 7/6; Yorkshires, colour-fed, 10/- .pair;
also cages of every description and aviaries for sale,
cheap: E. A. Morris, Bird Judge, 56, Park Road,
Ilford. (1934)

LARKS, Lark*, Lark*! Grand cork Lark- 2/3 dr,/can supply weekly : G. Rowe, Went it ’( hall ICainbs. »
(]!

1 WO hanM rtan*<l Thrmhon, Kingin'.' finrd \>(viuui /
t.

Handiford, 89, 8claU*r st ktiore •

ditch, London.
LARKS. Perkins' Aviary, Chatteris, has grand

stork cock Lark*, 2/0 dozen; grand cock Linnet and
cage, 1/9 each. /jo,-:
SPLENDID hand-reared cork Lark, zing* daylight
or gaslight, cage, 8/6. Hope, 270, Great Bridge at..West Bromwich.
WHITE-HEADED P.obln, white fl.ekz on br.clran moulted, tame, oilers: Boycott, Bpa Farm!
Shclfangcr, Ding.

’ 1

LOUDEST cock Bkylark ever heard, been cagr ti izmonths, l/*j ah'O a liond reared yount; cock 9d
approval : George Holt, Dunstable '(Win]GOOD Rerlwlng, well-known winner, pink eondi-
tion; will, axr.hango poor! Mule llibrid; what o||. r

-

—Johnson, Poplar Gardens, Aylsham rd., Norwieh.

CAGEMOULTED Redstart, 10/-; hand-reaped
Wheat-ear, 7/C; these bird* are steady, in perfect
plumage and fit to exhibit anywhere; must di«i>ose •

offers entertained in F.M. HardbilU: J. Sparks b
rrinces-st., Mansfield. (1928;
SKYLARKS, Skylarks healthy specimen*, in oong
for showo and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them, and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells
you. 2Jrl. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liet frequently
published).
SOFTS ILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, if given by H. J. Fulljames in "Nutshell No.
25," which also deals with hand rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2jd. post free
from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
(2d. from agents; see liet on another page).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds," 154 Fleet at., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).

Miscellaneous.

STILL THE CHEAPEST
Catch your own. Large double-compartment trap
cage, bird lime, call FYnch, only 1/3, 3 for 3/3;
Twite, Linnet, Chaffinch, Grenfinoh, or Lark in
cage, only 1/2, three 3/3; mixod British cocks, 4/-
doz.; Goldies, Siskins, 2/6 each; Hartz cocks, sing-
ing nicely, 5/6, hens 2/-; Norwich cocks, full song,
6/-, hens-3/-; all on hard seed, carefully packed;
trade supplied

; state wants ; exchange entertained

:

Bannister, Catcher, 24, Pendle-st., Burnley. (1933)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Read the following testimonials received, amongst

many similar: “9, Market-st., Hemsworth. Dear
Sir,—I got 2 firsts., 3 seconds, 1 third ; not so bad,
as competition was very keen.—H. Middleton, to W.
Johnson.” These were with Yorkshires and Nor-
wich supplied by me direct. “2, Victoria-st., Ask-
worth. Dear Sir,—The Linnet I got of you has
won me 4 firsts, the Goldfinch second, the Red-
poll second, very satisfactory.—W. Brown, to W.
Johnson.’! See my previous advertisement for
prices, or write stating wants

; satisfaction guaran-
teed : W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George-st
Leeds.

(1993)

Decoys For Birdcatchers
Splendid invention, no brace-bird required, stuffed
safety decoy, moves on flirt-stick on balanced spring;
Linnets 2/6, Goldfinches 3/-; bird and fittings com-
plete: Hipperson, Waveney Wharf, Beecles. (1913)

L.C.B.A. WINNERS
See report, also of Sale show, champion competition
under specialist judges. Xheee 4 first prize winners
are bird® from tho stock of W. H. Raven, Esq.
which I purchased complete with all his cages’,
aviaries, etc. ; I can offer some really first-class ex-
hibition specimens in all varieties, cheap to clear,
2 real good jonque Goldfinches, rich square blazes,
best of wings and tannings, 25/- each; Bramble-
finches, 1st Sale, 30/-; six others, fit to win any-
where, 20/- each ; also some tip-top Twites, lovely
colour and markings, steady, 5/- and 10/- each;
Greenfinches, some e.yeopeners, 5/- and 10/-; 2 Lesser
Redpolls, gems of the first water, 7/6 each; bear
in mind these birds were collected by the above
well-known exhibitor regardless of cost; such a
chance seldom occurs

; all on 24 hours’ approval,
cash, or deposit with Editor : W. Cottingham, 9,
Peveril-st., Nottingham. ’Phone, 5752

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS
All are well on seed; guaranteed English

cock Goldfinohee, 1/6, 2/- .each; three 4/-, six 7/-;
extra picked for muling, 2/6, 3/- each; three 5/-,
six 8/6; cock Bullfincbee, 2/-; hens, 1/-; Lanca-
shire cock Linnets 8d., 10d., 1/- each; throe 1/6,
six 2/3, twelve 4/-; cock Larks 6d., 8d., lOd.

;

cagedi off, singing. If-, 1/6, andl 2/-; throe 1/4,
six 2/6, twelve 4/-; picked1

, Sd. and- 1/-, six 1/6,
twelve 2/6; cook Chaffinches 9d., 1 /- and 1/6 each;
Greenfinches, Cd. each, three 1/3; cages for any of
above from Cd., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-. Seed
grinding mills, 1/6; send for catalogue of every-
thing; established 50 years: Sandaford, Bird Spe-

cialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclater-

st., Shoreditch, London.

|
Softbills.

SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/- each: Wil liam
Wright, 54, Shellfie!d-rd., Marshside, Southport.

(1928)
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, cocks, warranted in song,

3/6 each; hens, 8/- dozen: Rowley, Elston, Credi-
ton-

'
*

C1930)
DEYONS.HIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-
each: William Maries, junr., 19, Dean-st-., Crediton,
Devon.

(193o)
LARKS, Larks! Large upstanding cock Lark®, not

to be beaten size and qualify, 2/6 dozen: dealers
and fanciers supplied : E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.... .(1929)

COCK Goldfinch Mule, 10/-; Cheveral Goldfinch 6 /-;
three good f.m. Linnets, 2/6 each; one h.m.,’s/ 6 -

cock Bullfinches, 2/- each: Corley, 2, Sydney-rd.’
Watford-

(1931/
BRITISH Birds, all varieties, fon sale; house and

field moulted; many first-class birds: James
MacCallum, Ben Nevis-terr., Fort William, Inver-
ness-shire,

(1929)NORTH Country cock Linnets, 6 d., or 3 for 1/3;
cock Larks, 6 d., or 3 for 1/3; cock Goldfinches, 2/6
each; hen Goldfinches, 1 /- each: P.odger Hall, 5 '

City-rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1929)
TWITES, guaranteed strong, healthv, Redrump

cock Twites, 2/6 doz.; selected, 3/-, hens 1 /- doz
West, 30, Lamprell-st., Old Ford, Bow. (19331WARRANTED cock Bramblefinches, 2/-; Green-
finches, 1/-; Larks, 1/6 dozen; mixed seed birds.
If- dozen : E. Eenn, Hives Drove, Isleham, Cambs.
_ (1935)
LITTLE Owl, 5/-; Kestrel Hawks, 2/6 each, 4 for 8/-;
Bearded Reedlings, 7/6 pair; cock Canaries, full song,
6 /6 , hens 2/- each, 18/- doz.; price lists: De Von and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
HARRY THOMPSON, 6 , Barkers Yard, St. Anns

Street, Notts : Cock Waxwing, 7/6; cock Wheatear
3/-; cock Redstart, 3/-; cock Goldfinch, 3/-; show
cages, with birds, 1/- extra; giving up; joining Army.

(1928)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, 3 for 1/3, if- dozen

;

warranted cock Larks, biggest and best, 3 for ]/-, 2/6
dozen ; only healthy, clean birds, well on seed and
food, sent out ; no waiting : J. Whiteley, Boston-rd..
Hoibeaeh. '

(1924)
LARKS and Linnets; cock Larks 2/6 dozen, cock

Linnets, 4/-; hen ditto 1 /-, three dozen 2/6 ; note,
three prize winners at the late Palace won bv that
well-known fancier, Mr. Lott, supplied by H.
Dawson, West-st., Chatteris. (1912)
CHOUGH, 1914, perfect, 1st diploma L.C.B.A., £4;
Hawfinch, 2nd Northampton, 20/-; dark 1914 Green-
finch Mule, 1st Wolverhampton, 12/6; Chaffinch, 3rd
L.C.B.A., 90/-; cocks; see reports; only times
shown ; approval : Hcpwood, Albrington, Wolver-
hampton. (1023)
EXHIBITORS requiring British birds, selected by a

specialist, should write and state wants; two grand
cock /Bullfinches, fit to win in keenest competition,
young cock Hawfinch, Corn and Yellow Buntings,
Bramblefinches, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets,
Siskins; stamp, particulars: Herbert J. Chick. Brit-
ish Bird Specialist, 39a, Radford-rd., Nottingham.
COCK Blackbird's and Song Thrushes, 1 / each ;

selected songsters, 1/6 each; Blue Tits, Ox-eve
Tits, Robins, Corn Buntings, Reed- Buntings, Yellow-
hammers, Twites, Tree Sparrows, Hedge Sparrows,
Bramblefinches, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Redpolls,
1/- pair; selected codes, 1/- each; 24 mixed aviary
birds, 1 / 6 ; better mixed, 1 /- dozen; exchange:
Fen®, and Son, Bowers-lone, Isleham, Cambs. (19S5)

MACE, SHEFFIELD
Warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6, and 31-

each; hens, l/-‘; warranted cock Linnets, 8d., 10d.,

1 /- each, 5/- doz.; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6; hens,
1 /-, 1/6; cock Larks, 8d. each, 4/6 doz.

;
cock Bramble-

finches, 1/-; cock Greenfinches, Cd. each; Green Bud-
gerigars, 51- pair; Yellows, 6/- pair; Yorkshire cock
Canaries, 7/6 each

;
hens, 2/6, 3/-.

John Mace, Bird Specialist, Exchange-st., Sheffield.

GRAND CHANCE
1914 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three 4/6, six 8 '-;

large, selected, in full colour, for showing or muling,

2/6, 3/-, three 5/6, six 10/-; hens, 1/-, three 2/6;
cock Bullfinch, 1/6, 2/-, three 4/-, six 7/6; show
cock Bullfinch, 3/-; Jicns, 1/-, 1/3, three 2/9; cock
Linnets, Sd., three 1/6, sTx 2/6, 4/-. and selected for
showing, 1/6; large cock Lark, Cd., three 1/3, six

2/-, 3/- doz.; 'best bird-lime, Jib. 7d., Jib. 1 /-,

1/8 lb., postage free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist,

11, Fylde-st’., Preston, Lancashire. Est. 1895. (1934)

SHOW BRITISH
We are patronised, and 'hare been for forty rears,
by every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor,
so our reputation stands second to none. Editor
of this journal has seen scores of original testi-
monials for birds we have supplied, which have
bred hundreds of winning Mules. So if you intend
buying British birds, buy from us, who have hun-
dreds each week to pick from. Cock Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks, 3/-, 4/-,

5/-, 6/- each; approval; allow cages, 2/-, (hree 5/6;
established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist,
Preston; also 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

I



CAGE BIRDS December 12
, 1914.

CANARIES.

Border Fancy.
BREEDER'S CARD.

BURTON BROS., 126, Lec-rd,, Lee Green, S.E.

Breeders of high class Borders, all varieties. Prices

moderate ; state wants.

BOHDEll cocks, clear and buffs, (i/6, 7/6; hens, .1/6,

cokl room kept: It. Trewhitt, t*Kt, Belvolr-st., Hull.

UORDKIIB, Christmas presents; nice young cocks,

6/6; with hens, «/ ;
chance in a lifetime: Craig,

High at., Brechin. (1926)

FOURTEEN cocks, 10 hens, Borders, hen Senegal
Dove; what oiler lot or separate?: Bell, 21, Beau-
foy-rd., Tottenham. (1925)

CLASS Borders, yellows, bulls, greens, cocks 6/-,

hens a/fl upwards; stamp reply: Bliair, 1‘oetman,
Kippen, Stirlingshire. (1927)

CltABU AND FINLAYSON, grand: birds for dis-

posal, cocks from 7/6, hens from 6/-; approval: 120,

Montrose-st., Brechin. (1918)

TYPICAL Borders, show or stock, .cleans, marks;
state wants; approval; cheap to clear: James Auld,
Now-rd., Bannockburn. (1925)

CLASS lot of young Border cocks, clears, marked,
and Cinnamons, from 5/- each: Cramond, 29, Over-
newton Square, Glasgow. (1932)

BORDERS; a few good ones for disposal, for show
or etoek ; reasonable: approval, deposit: Weir,
Hamilton place, Penicuik. (1899)
WANTED, very small Border cock; exchange cock
Bullfinch and Yorkshire hen; must be small:
Alvvay, 8, l’ontcanna-pl., Cardiff. (1936)

FEW smart Border Fancies, good shape and qual-
ity, for sale, reasonable, on approval: Hobson, 28,

Camden Grove, I’cckham, London. (1918)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or
song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

YELLOW cock and buff hen, clears and buff hen
(Cinn. eye mark), also Border show cage and case,

£1 lot: i'ousar, 40, Fullarton-st., Irvine. (1933)

D. B. IRONS has some grand birds for sale, show
or stock, clears and marks, cocks 6/-, hens 4/-;
approval willingly: Park Place, Brechin. (1932)

BORDERS, prize strain, 3 clear yellow, 1 clear, 1

variegated buff, hens, 3/6 each; 2 buff cocks, 6/-
each ;

approval: J. Muir, 4, Admiralty-st., Leith,
iN.B. (1923)

SMITH AND SON, 63, Greenhow-terr., Newcastle-
on Tyne, have choice selection of young Borders for
sale, cocks 5/-, hens 2/6; others according to quality;
approval (1916)
CHAMPION Borders, pair Greens, 10/6; Cinnamons,
10/6; clear buff cock, marked yellow hen, 10/6,
worth double: Burton Bros., 126, Lec-rd., Lee
Green, S.E. (1925)
ROBERT LAMBIE, The Aviaries, Whitburn, Lin-

lithgowshire, has many of his well-known Borders
for sole; chea-p ; approval; see report of Whitburn
Great Open Show. (1935)

BORDERS for sale; few show birds; also some
good stock birds, bred from winners; reasonable;
see Whitburn report : John Rodger, 29, Thornville-

terr., Loelnend-rd., Leith. (1934)

G. H. PRATT can supply Borders, show or stock,
real winning strain, see report L.O.B.A. ;

hens from
S /

-, cocks from 7/6; clears or marked; state
wants; approval; Strand Dairy, Exmouth. (1909)

WAR prices! Cinnamon Borders, bred from winners
at Scottish National, Carlisle, Avonbridge, Glasgow,
L.P.O., at 7/6 and 10/- pair; better blood un-
obtainable : Ramsden, 11, Josephine-aven., Brixton,
London.
CHAMPION (Borders, winnersl of 3 enps, 3

B.F.C.C. medals, 1914. at Leith, Edinburgh, Nor-
wich, and Mule Breeders’ Society, Edinburgh and
District; all my winners at above shows for sale:
Wm. Dods, 79, Rcstaleig-rd.. Edinburgh. (1927)

CLEARING out: Two yellow cocks, four yellow,
tour buff hens, Bennett’s, Patterson’s strains, 1913-

14 bred, 25/- lot, given away; travelling case, three
show cages, new, 6/-; six English and Welsh Club
show cages, 8/- or 35/- the lot; bargain: Ellwood,
Main-st., Hcnsingham, Whitehaven. (1931)
" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully now to manage these "wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2)d. poet free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleel-st., London, E.C., or from any cl our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

® ^
®

^ Never mind these low prices
;
judge by the a

quality by having on approval
; several Scotch y

A. and English exhibitors’ stocks taken, includ- ig)

,, ing many show birds; cocks, 5/-, 6/6, 8/6, .

OS’ 10/6, hens, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-; cages, 3d. N.B.— V"
A Included in this large stock are both Cinna- <§3

X mons and Greens.— Rudd, Specialist, Norwich. .

Belgians.

BELGIANS, several good birds for sale, cheap, ap-
proval : Horrill, 17, King Edward-st., Barnstaple.
BELGIAN and Yorkshire cross; yellow cocks and

hens, buff cocks and hens: Welch, 93, Fox-rd.,

Sheffield. (1905)

BUFF cock Belgian, bargain, 18/6 ;
Belgian and

Yorkshire crossed hens, 5/-: Comben, Outfitter,

Portland. (1934)

TWENTY grand Belgians for disposal cheap, in

one lot, or will divide; approval; George. Baker,
Riehmond-st., Barnstaple. (1934)

GRAND Belgians for disposal; same strain as my
championship winners last two Palace shows;
cheap; approval: G. 8. Baker, George’s-rd., Barn-
staple. (1909)

Cinnamons.
E. GODLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn has

for sale cinnamons and Norwich Plainheads, single
or pairs ; stamp, approval. (1823)VERY large 1914 yellow variegated Cinnamon-bred
cock, in full song; price 10/-; approval; deposit:
Carrington, Bridge-st., Bakeweil. (1929)
J. E. HARTUP, Breeder and exhibitor high-class

Cinnamons, some goqd birds for sale; also Norwich
Plainheads: 131, Higher Antley-st., Accrington.
YOUNG yellow Cinnamon cock, splendid colour, 3rd

at Plymouth, bred from same parents ae my cup
winner; .approval; stamp: Brown, 35, Mutlcy Plain,
Plymouth. (1922)

CHAMPION Cinnamons, bred from my winners at
Liverpool, Manchester, Bradford, Scotch National,
etc.; cheap; approval: Rev. Nuine, Harrington,
Cumberland. (1914)

CHAMPION Cinnamons. A few grand bull and
yellows, unflighted (1914), some winners, cheap;
apprival: Hamilton, 4, Holburn Gardens, Kilmar-
nock-rd., Newiands, Glasgow. (1926)

CINNAMON Norwich oocks, 6/-, 7/6 each; Plain-
head Norwich oocks, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-; hens, 2/-, 2/6;
yellows, 8/6; Crest cock, 6/; hens, 2/6; Broad-
hpnt. Decorator, Lowfleld, Sheffield.

CHAMPION cup hied Norwich self huff cinnamon
hen, such nize, grand, head, chest nrid wings, same
blood as Mrs. Deacon’s champion yellow hen, price

15/-; worth SO/-: George Cubley, Lutton Gowts,
Long Sutton. .

ALU. BENTLEY’S Cinnamons have been a Palace
winning strain for many years; latest wins, Liver-
pool, Manchester ,and L.C.B.A.; have few stock
and show birds for sale, also Norwich ; stamp
reply : 17, St. Cecilia-st., Great Harwood. (1912)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

j

FOR sale, Crests and Crest-breds, good birds,
cheap; approval: John Wright, 28, Stcwart-rd., Fal-
kirk. (H24)
CRESTS, cheap; few pairs, 40/- per pair; Crest bred
hens 25/- each; approval; Joseph Guy, Crosland-
terace, fielsby. (1924)
CLEARING out; Crests, Crestbreds; Goulden’s

strain; approval; stamp; Crosby, Edenball, Lang-
watliby, Carlisle. (1914)

niGH CLASS Crests, three pairs, good birds, very
cheap to clear; approval ; Onion, Sir Rowland Hill

inn, Nottingham'. (1924)

CRESTS and Crestbreds, cocks and hens, from 5/-

eaeh; approval; inspection invited: Gillespie, 19,

Allergate, Durham. (1930)

CRESTS, Crest-breds, several for sale, good birds;
cocks from 10/6; hens from 7/6; or exchange; Fort-
num, Delrow, Watford. (1926)

TWO Crestbred cocks, £1 each; Orest hen, Crest-
bred eoek, 25/- pair; seen any time: Melville, 8,

Ballingry Lane, Lochgelly. (1926)
WILLIAM PAUL.—1 have for sale four pairs of
good stock Crests, 50/-, 60/-; inspection invited:
Co-Operative Buildings, Uphall. (1936)
CRESTS, Crestbreds, 30 pairs or single for sale;

several lit for show; prices reasonable; Mais, 63,
Northumberland-st., Nottingham. (18%)
LARGE 1914 Crestbred variegated Canaries, abso-

lutely healthy, 12/6 each; Joye-Barnett strain: Rev.
G. Mullens, Chedzoy., Bridgwater. (1923)
WINNERS and .bred from winners, Crests and

Crestbreds, from 15/6; approval: C. Roberts, Stan-
nahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1935)

WANTED, large yellow variegated Crest-bred hen,
unflighted

;
exchange good pair typical Yorkshires

or two good Yorks, .hens: Bridgwater, Warwick.
(1931)

A FEW Crest and Crestbreds for sale, cheap, from
10/-; will exchange a Crestbred hen for Crestbred
cock, or sell £3 ; James Herschell, 17, Lyon-st., Dun-
dee. (1923)
IF you are really requiring good cheap

Crests or Crest-breds, state requirements, or let

me 6end you detailed list; Rudd, Specialist, Nor-
wich.
CREST cock, 1.5/-; Crestbred cock, 15/-

;
Crest

hen, 12/6; all 1914; also Crest hen, 1913, 12/6; ap-
proval: J. W. Coutts, 122, Brinkburn-st., Newcastie-
on-Tyne. (19%)
T. J. KING, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offers several
show Crests, Crestbreds, yellows and buffs, over
moult; also grand stock birds, reasonable prices;
approval. (1881)
HAVING had a successful breeding season, can
spare a few good Crests arid Crestbrede, 10/-, 15/-,

20/-, 30/-; approval : Gilbert, Hope Cottage, Hill-st.,
Coventry.
1914 BUFF green Crestbred cocks and hens, from
two Crests, 10/- each; exchange one for good
yellow Norwich hen

; approval : Maddocks, Cowley
Manor Gardens, Cheltenham. (1927)
HAVING to reduce my stock of Crests and Crest-

breds, I offer some good birds from 7/6 : my own
breeding, cold-room; approval; deposit: Tetin, 124,
Chestnut-aven., Forest Gate, Essex. (1928)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, cocks or hen3, yellow or buff,

massive birds, 35 years’ breeder, judge of many
shows

; several winners ; reasonable
; approval : T.

Biilington, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1909)
CRESTS and Crestbreds, best blood in the world,
a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-
sonable prices; say price prepared to give; stamp:
Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, Somerset. (1853)
WANTED, good variegated Crest or Crestbred nen,

1914 ;
exchange five Plainhead cocks, full week's

approval; yours first; inspection invited, sell from
6/6 : Brown, 2, Bothwell-st., Cambuslang. " (1926)

LIGHTLY variegated Crest hen, 1913 (1st Hadding-
ton), £2; clear body, dark cap Crest-bred cock, 1913,
25/-; clear buff Crest-bred hen, 1914, 25/-; good birds;
approval, deposit : Duns, Castle-st., Duns. (1931)
WILLIAM TATMAN, Midland Road, Wellingbor-
ough, has for sale some grand Crests and Crest-
breds, cocks and hens, or would exchange; wanted,
few pairs cinnamons, must be good.
LARGE variegated cock; Grizzle crested and clear
Crestbred cock ; few Crested and good (Norwich
hens; all 1914; cheap; inspection evenings of week-
end: Worrell, Ravenewood, St. James’s-rd., Sutton.

(1928)

ONE of the best dark Crested cocks shown, £4

;

also gr.and unflight^jd dark Crested hen, clear body,
paired to fine young C.B. cock, with grand turn
back, £3 the pair, worth double; approval: Judge
Silk, Whitstable. (1934)

ALraSD J.

Grand Crested buff variegated cock, sire cage birds
champion of champions, a winner, £6 6/-; clear

buff Crest-bred cock, 1913, large bird, good head,
feather, 63/-; buff variegated Crestbred cock, 1912,

a winner, good turnover, large bird, 50/-; buff
Crestbred cock, 1914, 50/-; buff ticked Crestbred
cock, 1914, 63/-, winner 2nd Coventry; very large
buff Crested cock, 1914, 84/-

;
Green Crested hen,

1913, 63/-; yellow Crested cock, 1914, 84/-; green
Crestbred hen, 1914, turns over well, 63/-; varie-
gated yellow Crestbred hgn, 1914, 35/-; buff dark
capped Crestbred hen. 1914, 63/-; yellow Crestbred’
hen, 1913, 84/-; several good pairs for breeding
winners, from six to fifty guineas; see my winnings
at Coventry L.C.B.A., E.P.O.S., and Birmingham
this season. (1926)
St. Ives, Chester rd., Erdington, near Birmingham.

TniC undermentioned birds must be sold owing to
war: Large dark Crested cock, Hi 6; ditto Crestbred,
10/6 ; ditto Crestbred, 7/6 ;

heavy feathered dark
Created hen, 9 6; dark green ditto, 16,6; grey
Croat, dear body ditto, 7/6; approval willingly, de-
posit: 12, Perry Ilill, Southville, Bristol. (1932)
WALTER RADLEY AND SON can spare the fol-
lowing well-bred birds: Two stout bodied young
green Crestbred cocks, good headpieces, 16/- each

;

two young variegated and one green dark Crested
hens, 12/6 each; one grey Crest hen, 15/-: live
grand, useful young green and variegated Crestbred
hens, 15/- to 25/- each; see reports L.C.B.A., first
special and diploma for best Crest in show; all
above arc guaranteed our own breeding, and same
strain as our winners; approval: Address, Para-
dise Square, Skelinanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1927)

Lizards.
EXCHANGE, nice grizzle Crested buff hen, for

1914 gold Lizard hen, clear cap : Smithson, Basing-
hall Square, Leeds. (1934)
THREE Silvers, one Gold, cocks, one Silver hen, all

1914 bred; stamp reply: Holt, late Osborne-st., 11,
Sharrock’fl, Newbold, Rochdale. (1923)
CHAMPION Lizards, Gold and Silver, cocks and
hens, bred Rukin’s direct; from 10/- upwards;
Langford, 48, Birchwood-st., Lynn. (1930 )

|
Lancashires.

j

TWO buff Plainhead cocks, 15/-; yellow Plainhead
hen, 15/-; buff coppy hen, 12/6; yellow Plainhead
hen, 10/-; buff Plainhead hen, 10/-; buff coppy cock,
12/6; stamp reply: Adams, Bedford-st., Rochdale.

(1933)

Greens,
f

YORKSHIRE Greens, a few good birds for stock,
or show purposes, reasonable approval; McDermott
9, Maple Grove, Liverpool. (1932)NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs,, same mix-
ing as my Manchester winning hen; approval:
Jenkins, 82, C'hurch-st., Widnes.

(1855)

xt
1” ?•, HARDING has a few of his celebrated
Norwich Greens for sale; winner outright G.C.A.
cup : 29a, Market-st., Wellingboro’. (1908)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich greens, few birds for dis-

posal
; aJso several' variegated

; reasonable
;

ap-
proval : Walker, 197, Great Homer*st., Liverpool.
STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-

ners, holders of th-e G.C.A. cup; inspection in-
vited; prices reasonable: Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-
rd., Liverpool.
GRAND young Belgians for sale, cocks, hens, same

strain my winners. Palace, also Barnstaple, Scottish
Derby this season, cheap; approval: A. Baker, 35,
Richmond-st., Barnstaple.

(1934 )LOVELY pair of large Norwich greens for dis-
posal, 1913 bred, grand stock birds, sell or ex-change for gramophone and records: Easier 17
Baddow-rd., Chelmsford, Essex. (1927)

|
Norwich.

BREEDERS' CARDS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able

;
approval

; inspection cordially invited
; in-

quiries solicited; stamp; 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no
better blood; grand type and quality.—Reid's
Buildings, Newtongrange.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
champion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.

;
good

birds at reasonable prices; approval; stamp: 6,
Banner-st., St. Lukes, London, E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local
shows, from 20/-; unflighted birds from 7/6;
matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

NORWICH for sale, cocks from 7/6; P. Philpott,
9, Wolesley-gardens, Chiswick:

( 1930 )

HARRY H1TCHEN can spare a few good Norwich
cheap: 17, Cedar-st., Burnley. (1931)
YOUNG Norwich cocks, 5/6, 6/-; hens, 2/6, pairs
7/6: A. C. Hatch, 182, Beer-st., Norwich.
NORWICH cocks, buffs and yellows, 7/6 and 8/6,
cold-room kept : R. Trewhitt, 103, Belvoir-st., Hull.

(1929)
W. SHERRINGTON has a few high-class Norwich

for sale, prices from 10/-: 87, Eldon-st., Preston.
(1925)

URGENT, must sell, grand cocks, 8/6 hens, 3/6 and
4/6; approval: S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd., Brockley.

(1928)
NORWICH Canaries, cocks 6/6, 8/6; hens, 3/-, 3/6;

letters only : C. S., 13, Bateman-st., Cambridge.
(1930)

A. W. NAISMITH can spare a few well-bred yellow
and buff cocks : 3. Ormonde-avenue, Muirend, Glas-
gow. (1924)
PRIZE-BRED Norwich for sale, single or pairs,
cheap, from 10/6 pair; W. Twells, 68, Porter-rd.,
Derby. (1929)
F. S. BUCKLEY, SO, Adderley-st.. Coventry, has a
few grand Norwich cocks and hens for disposal,
cheap . (1924)
BE in the fighting line; a few good quality Norwich

cocks, 10/-: 22, Heath-st., Cheetham Hill, Man-
chester. (1933)
LARGE colour-fed Norwich, the right type

;
pairs

15/-, odd cocks 10/-, hens 7/6: Harry Garnett, Long
Buckby. (1926)
NORWICH cocks from 6/-; hens from 2/-, mostly

col. fed : Binks, 18 G, Peabody-dwcllings, Farringdon-
rd„ E.C. (1932)
TYPICAL, prize strain birds, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- per
pair; approval; deposit: Varley, 63, lngram-rd.,
Sheffield. (1928)
GRAND cocks, only 8/6, hens 3/6 and 4/6; 1913,

real bargains
;

approval : S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd.,
Brockley.
TWO Norwich hens, proved mulers, 3/- each; cock
Norwich: exchange two hen6: 34, Christchurch-rd.,
Southend. (1934)
GOOD Norwich cocks, 6/-, hens 3/- each; seen

any time : Offord, 24, Little We!beck-st., Cavendish-
square, W. (1987)

WM. R. FINNIE, matched pairs and singles, grand
type and quality, for sale; approval: 96, Restalrig-
rd.. Edinburgh. (1930)
ABOUT 20 well-bred Norwich to clear, cheap

(buffs), cocks from .6/6, hens from 3/6; colour-fed,
or offers for lot: Bielby, Tailor, Hoibeacb, Lines.

(1935)

Still another big lot bought
right out—that is, the entire
stock o( an exhibitor, which
includes

ACTUAL

with a strong lot of monster clear Buff and Yellow
Cocks. State requirements with stamp. No absurd
prices. Others from an immense stock as follows:—
Cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/-, 1/-, 4/-|
pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up. Cages 3cJ.

Vy . HUDD, Specialist, NORWICH.
GREEN Norwich cock, 1914, singing well, good

size, 7/- cash, or C.B. deposit : Wilson, 68, Allen-
st., Maidstone. (1923)
FROM Palace show birds, Norwich cocks, 7/6, hens

3/-, seen by appointment: Fabris, 15, Hyde Park
Mansions, N.W. (1899)
NORWICH cocks, on_ full song, 7/-; bens 3/-; in-

spection invited evenings after six : Cousins, 63,
Tredegar rd., Bow. (1924)
TWENTY prize-bred Norwich for sale, mostly B.L.

rung, also six large breeding cages : J. Spoor, 15,
Wood-st., Dunslon. (1925)
NORWICH Rollers, 1914 hens, 1/C; a few at 2'/-;

warranted healthy packing, 3d.: Newton, 10, llar-
court-terr., Salisbury. (1930)
T. IRONS, breeder champion Norwich winner at

the L.C.B.A.; good birds for sale cheap: Aviaries,
Ivy-rd., Northampton. (1913)
FEW pairs Norwich Plainheads, 12/6 pair upwards;

single cocks, 8/6, hens 4/6 upwards: Gilbert, 50,
Browning-st., Leicester. (1876)
FIVE Norwich cocks, full song, colour-fed, 8/6
each; 5 hens, c.f., 4/- each; approval: Nelson, ,38,

James-st., Helensburgh. (1926)
PRIZE bred Norwich, price reasonable, inspection

invited any evening or Sunday mornings; Wills. 10,
Dale-rd., Kentish Town. (1924)
F. WEAVER, Paget-st., Wolverhampton, has about

30 Norwich fflr disposal; some winners; cocks from
7/6; hens 5/-; bargains . (1929)
SHOW Norwich lor sale, cocks and hens, yellow
and buff

;
approval, stamp : F. Paling, West Park;

Maxwelitofwn, Dumfries. (1934)
NORWICH cocks, in full song, from 4/9, hens from

1/9; satisfaction guaranteed; Syd. Mothersole, 20,

Hurnberstone-rd., Leiester. (1914)
(NORWICH large yellow and buff cocks, from
8/6, hens from 4/6: Langridge, 17, Watson-st.,
Newington Green, London. (1935)
GOOD Norwich for sale (or exchange for anything

useful), colour-fed, 10/- to 20/- a pair; on approval:
Morris, 57, High-st., Tooting. (1933)
CANARIES, cocks, 5/-, sex guaranteed; four aviary
cages, £1; see exchange column: Halford, 10, Lis-
more-circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. (1928)
NORWICH cocks and hens, yellows and buffs, same
as my winners; stamp; approval; Thomas Hutton,
Ivy Lea, Larbert, Stirlingshire. (1926)
FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale; cocks from 6/-;

hens, 4/-; approval; deposit; genuine: R. Mannion,
5, Wheiat-st., Tadiham, Lancs. (1929)
STRONG healthy Norwich hens, 1914 bred, 2/6, 3/-,

4/-; cocks on full song, 0/6; approval: Gater, 6,
Jones-square, Troedyrhiw, Glam. (1930)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for snow or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1791)
WILLIAM PHIPPS has about 50 typical Norwich
for disposal; cold room; inspection invited; ap-
proval : 16, Mill Platt, Isleworth. (1904)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich matched pair% from 15/- to

30/- ; a few good buff cocks and hens from 16/- to
20/- : Devoy, George-st., Stranraer. (1933)
WANTED, one or two buff hens, must be cobby,

large good head and neck; approval; yours first;

see exchange : Stafford, Stockport. (1924)
GOOD stock birds from winners, large, healthy,

fine type and quality, especially ben§; moderate
price: Barrows, Wardington, Banbury. (1909)
ROLLER-Norwich, strong healthy birds, cold
aviary bred; cocks, 5/6, 7/6; hens, 3/6, 4/6: Hen-
drick. 58, High-st., Whitchurch, Salop. (1893)
UNFLIGHTED Norwich: targe birds; buffs, yellows,
variegated; cocks 7/6, hens 5/- upwards; stamp:
Blair, Postman, Kippen, Stirlingshire. (1927)
COCKS 5/,- hens 2'/6, all colours, full song; ap-
proval; deposit; large cloars, 6 1

- each: Royston,
Trentlocks, Westbridgford, Nottingham. (1927)
THREE unflighted buff cocks, 8/6 each; buff hen,

6/6; yellow hen, 6/-; approval: Cutbbertson. 11,
Townhead-st., Stonehouse, Lanarkshire. (1925)
JAMES CRAIGS, assistant-secretary Newcastle, 1st
Cameron Highlanders ; entire stock, some grant!
birds: Reed, 218, Ladykirk-rd., Newcastle. (1932)

GIVING up, selling wonderfully cheap; magnificent!
cocks from 10/-: grand hens, 5/-; approval any-
where : Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (1930)
WELL-BRED Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-

ity, also single birds, reasonable, on approval : Rob-
son, 28. Camden Grove, Peekharn, London. (1918)
EXTRA large buff Norwich hen, splendid type and
quality, 15/-; approval: cash or deposit: Wr

. H.
Williams, Post Office. Llangoed, Anglesey. (1925)

J. C. WILMOT. 17, Saiidhurst-rd., Bedford, winner
of over 500 prizes, has a few choice Norwich to
spare, cocks and hens

;
please state wants.

H. TOMSETT, S.N.P.C., disposing grand quality
non-flights and others; reasonable prices; best blood;
win consistently: 34. Endwell-rd., Brockley. (1969)

FOR sale, buff Norwich cock, 6/6; variegated
yellow cock, 6/6; buff hen. 3/-: approval: cash or
deposit : Peck, Ashman Hall Gardens. Beccles. (1926)
HUMPHRIES’ champion Norwich: Can spare yel-

low and buff cocks, also buff hens," show or stock

;

approval, stamp: The Lodge, Acomb-rd., York. (1893)
HENS, two Yorkshire, two Norwich, two feeders,

buffs, 2/- each; cocks, three Norwich, buffs, 5/6 each,
cold-room: Mason, 4, Stanley-st., Carnfortb. (1915)

CHAMPION large Norwich, winners, and bred
from winners, from 10/6 each ; approval : C.
Roberts Stannabey, Newton Drive, Blackiiool.

(1935)

SIX firsts, three seconds, third, Cockermouth, Clea-
tor Moor; Norwich, Borders. Mules, British; total
clearance; cash, stamps: Hodgson, Southcnd„ Wig-
ton. (1924)
BRAYBROOK, winning strain, 2 good year-old,

yellow cocks, 15/- each; few extra buff hens. 6/-

each; approval: 9, Stanley-st., Brierfleld, nr. Bum-
ley. <1908)

GRAND 1013 lightly marked buff lien, very short,

extra deep chest, superb feather, perfect wings,

bargain, 12/6: George Baxter, Higlificld, Fochabers,
N.B. (1918)

DEEP-FED 1913 yellow cock, good skull and neck,
grand stock bird, 16/-; stout, typical, unflighted

buff cock, 11/-; unflighted variegated yellow hen,

9,-: approval; Flatt, 6, Bramford Lane, Ipswich.
(1925)

.
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A Prize Winner’s Testimony (Unsolicited)

Mr, H, HEALD, Claypal Lane, Leeds
t

writes, Dec. 7, 1914:

—

“ Seeing your splendid advertisement in this week’s ‘Cage Birds,’ I think it my duty to write you to
show what the book has done for me. I got one when it first came out. If you look at the list

of awards in this issue, you will see that I have been successful in gaining First and Special in
Mr. Curtis’s class, and Second and Special at the L.C.B.A. The great thing is that I bred the Bird that
won First and Special, and I put it down to the fact that I gained my knowledge from your fine
Book. I think , every novice should have it. It is money well spent.”

A Great Christmas Opportunity
The secret of Success in Canary Breeding, as in everything else, is KNOWLEDGE. It is easy enough to win IF YOU KNOW HOW Mr Heald’s letter

LTtTcuLK/t lthe secret of successful Breeding is a thing that can be learned, and that the WAVERLEY book, “CANARIES, HYBRIDS ANDBRITISH BIRDS, In Cage and Aviary (complete in one compact volume) is the book that can teach you as it has taught him.

THERE IS MOREY BN GAGE BIRDS,
if you 'study

3

Canaries
0 de:ight ’ and the Satisfaction of foUowinS a most fascinating hobby, to be got out of Cage Bird Breeding

The Waverley Book on Canaries is THE STANDARD BOOK ON THIS SUBJECT ; it is written by experts, by men who have mastered the secretsm successful breeding by years of patient study and experiment, and who here teach YOU, in simple direct style, HOW TO BREED BIRDS THAT WILL
uvoDirro

roliab ‘e
.

c°loured plate
f

are universally acknowledged to be invaluable in showing the student what to breed to. The unique section onHYBRIDS presents information that has never before been tabulated. With this knowledge at hand any intelligent breeder may confidently set
to produce one ot the crosses that have not so far been achieved. This bock teaches all about what has been done, how it was done and wnever yet been accomplished. ’

himself

what lias

,.,..?
ANARSES, HYBRIDS AND BRITISH BIRDS is up-to-date in every department. It gives the latest authoritative information on Shows, Ex-

hibiting, Standard Points, Detects Marks, Judging, etc., etc., of every known breed. This is the only book that will show you how to win. It has no sillytalky—talky about the delight of Bird-keeping
; it IS crammed full cf solid information.

y

fulnell^thTs^oSd b°ook1ofyou?s
U
e

r

if

WOrd “ t0 ^ W° aSk Y°U t0 aCC6pt °Ur gKmd Christmas 0ffer of FREE Approval and judge as to the use-

Buyers Praise It Enthusiastically.
Mr. McLinden, Dublin :

—

“ It commends itself to the past master in
bird keeping, and is invaluable to the amateur,
for it is written in such simple language. The
chapters on Rearing and Pairing are very
explicit, and the coloured plates are, to my mind,
simply superb.”

Mrs. Bertram, Christchurch, Hants
“ I have found it of the greatest use, while

the illustrations are of value to the novice
and the expert alike. The sections dealing
with Hybrids is especially commendable, and
should prove of service to fanciers.”

Mr. Tett, Hillside, Brisport :

—

“ I made up my mind to retain it as soon as
I examined it. It is full of useful hints most
usoful to bird-keepers.”

Mr. W. G. Evans, Seaforth, Liverpool

“ In my opinion there is not a finer book on
Birds on the market. I have shown it to some
of the leading fanciers in Liverpool, and they
all speak very highly of it. No novice should
be without it ; in fact, all canary breeders
would do well to secure a copy.”

Mr. E. C. Penlington, Lloyd Park, Walthamstow :

“ One of the finest books I have ever seen ;

one that would be most useful to any fancier
whether an old hand or a beginner. I think
the Plates are worthy of the highest praise.”

Mr. Bryant, Acton, London
“ Best work on this subject I have ever

seen.”

Mr. Ralph Harrison, Whitley Bay
“ The book to make breeding a success

—

complete in every department.”

Mr. H. Hancock, Burslem :

—

“ I think the book a great help and well worth
the money.”

Mr. Lenyon, Clydach, Rhondda Valley
“ I have no hesitation in recommending it

to young breeders as essential. Without doubt
the most complete work of this kind.”

YOU

CAN

WIN

NEXT

YEAR

If Will Cost You Nothing
Our Grand Christmas FREE Approval Offer enables you to have this Book and the wonderful Anatomical

Sectional Model of a Canary, which we present to Buyers, in your home for a full week during the holiday season, to

read and examine and use it, to study the fine Coloured Plates of every known breed, and the many hundreds of text

illustrations of Cages, Houses, Breeding Nests, Appliances, &c. To turn up the matters that interest you in the helpful

Index, and to send the Book and the Anatomical Model back to us at our expense on the eighth day if you decide it

will not be useful to YOU.

FREE

APPROVAL
FORM

'

Send this off to-day. Get
the Book before

the Christmas Holiday
g

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LTD.,
7, 8 & 9, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs.—Please forward to me “Canaries and British Birds” for Seven Days’ Free Approval.
If, after examination, I decide to keep the work, I will remit to you, on the eighth day after its receipt by me.
Is., and commencing 30 days later, eight further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain the work, I
will return it on the eighth day after I receive it. Also send, without extra cost, one DISSECTIONAL
ANATOMICAL MODEL, giving full named and numbered parts, with accompanying letterpress.

For cash within seven days the price is 23s, 6d.

Name

C.B.Y. 1914.

Occupation_

Address Date
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NORWICH, 8 green buff cock 9
,

2 clears, 2 varie-
gated, 6/0 each, worth double; approval, deposit:
A. 0. Smith, 42, Carlton st., Old Traiford, Man-
chester. (1924)
BARGAINS; large bull cock, 6/6 ;

nice feathered
yellow cock, 5/0 ; smart buff hen, 4/6; all unflighted
and well bred: Jeffery JeffcTis, 6 ,

Cambridge rd.,

Southall. (193-1)

VARIEGATED yellow cock, fed, 8 / 6 ;
bull varie-

gated cock, nonfed, 8/-; two bull hens, 6 /-. each;
off grand stock and clean moulted: Walker, Abcr-
lour, Banffshire, (1935)

HIGH CLASS Norwich, cocks or hens, very large,

good heads, grand type, 85 years’ breeder, judge of

many shows; approval: T. llillington, 55, Colwick-
rd., Nottingham. (1909)

CHAMPION Norwich, show or stock birds, clears
or variegated; stato wants and price prepared to

pay; approval; stamp reply: l’epper, 5, Greek-st.,

Huwthorne-aven., Hull. (1908)

GREAT sacrifice; typical, thick set, unflighted buff

Norwich hen, taken three honours, 10/-; also yellow,
grand specimen, 7/6; compulsory sale: Hawkes, Pre-
toria rd., Leytonatono.
BIG headed yellow Norwich cock, good quality,

splendid colour, third prizo winner at Plymouth in
keen competition ; approval ; stamp : Brown, 35,
Mutlcy Plain, Plymouth. (1922)

FIFTEEN good Norwich, some same nest winners
1st, special, two 2nds, two 4ths (Members’); priced
low; approval; deposit Editor: Draeup, 163, llalf-

moon-lane, Herne Hill, London. (1928)
NORWICH Plainheiad Canaries; these birds are
bred and kept outdoors; cocks from 7/6, hens from
4/6; money returned in full if not satisfied: W.
springett, 64, Wilson-st., Battersea, S-.W. (1929)
GEORGE SAUNDERS can spare few good birds,

same strain as my winners at Glasgow, Musselburgh,
and other places; prices from 7/-; approval; stamp
particulars: 68 , West Smeaton-st., Kirkcaldy. (1932)
NORWICH, cheap pair 1913 bull' cock and un-

sighted yellow hen, £ 1 ; other unflighted yellow
hens from 7/6; 1913 variegated yellow Yorkshire
hen, 3 / G : S. iN. Taylor, 49, 01dbury-rd., Smethwick.
THE late Mr. (1. Ferrill’s noted Norwich, includ-
ing many Cornish winners, all for sale'; cages, fit-

tings, etc.; apply in person: Mrs. Ferrill, Fords-
row, Redruth. By letter: Kemp, Trefusis, Redruth.
WAR on prices for speedy sale: ‘2i5 bull' cocks and

hens, 7/6 to 15/-; strain that wins anywhere,
L.C.B.A., L. and P.O.S., Dulwich, Peekham: Cole,
S.N.P.C., 51, Melbourne grove, East Dulwich, Lon-
don. (1931)
EXTRA stout bull hen, sister to the Novice win-

ning hen Horticultural Hall, bred and sold by me;
see report last week; 7/0; several others closely
related; reasonable: Watson, Hall Croft, Shep-
shed. (1924)
A. MOORMAN oan spare good pair Norwich, 1st
Newport last week, pair class, £ 2

;
vhc pair, 30/-;

yellow cock, 1st selling, 12 /-; buff, vhc, 10 /-; same
blood as my medal winner

;
approval : Carisbrooke,

.Wight. (1929)
NOTED Norwich, large 1913 buff cock, unflighted

ticked yellow hen, 25/- pair; massive unflighted
buff cock, 1913 yellow hen, 25/- pair; cocks worth
more ; approval : Smith, 6 ,

Lincoln-st., Gateshead-
on-Tyne. (1925)
J. WOOLHOUSE can spare some typical yellow and

buff hens, 5/-, 7/6, 10/6 each; also few yellow and
buff cocks, 10/6 each; these lare good and cheap

;

approval; deposit: 111, Oakland-rd., Hillsborough,
Sheffield.

’
' «— (1929)

CLEAR buff cock, large stock bird, 15/-; var. yell,

hen to match, 10/- or 22/6 the pair; extra large var.
buff cock, 15/-; clear yell, hen, 10/-; or 22/6 the pair;
approval, deposit: Whent, Postmaster, Cambridge
Town, Essex. (1932)
G. DOWELL, 4, Beer-st., Yeovil, has about 50

typical Norwich for sale, fed and non-fed, cold-room
;

buffs, cocks, 7/6, 10/-; hens, 2/6, 3/6; yellows,
cocks, 10/-. 12/6; hens, 4/-, 5/-; pairs from 10/-;
approval, deposit. (1929)
VARDY’S strain, clear yellow cock, 20/-; clear buff

cock, 15/6; can win; toppers; others from 8 /-; buff
hens from 4/6; one variegated buff, topper, 6/-;
six hens for 20/-; worth treble: G. Nelson, 18,
Chester-st., Rugby. (1927)
SEVERAL stock unflighted and flighted Norwich

for sale; prices moderate; yellows and buffo; see
winnings North-West Glasgow and Springburn last
Saturday; approval, deposit: Andrew Crawford, 14.

Wilton-drive, Glasgow. (1932)
MUST sell, very good pair of Norwich, 15/-; also

a few good cocks, from 5/- upwards, or would ex-
change for good yellow Cinnamon cock ; on ap-
proval, deposit: John Ellis, 9, Alma-st., Mythoimes,
Haworth, Keighley, Yorkshire. (1925)
niGH-CLASS birds, two unflighted yellow cocks,

12/6 each; green cock, 8 / 6 ; yellow' cinnamon cock,
14/-; Greenfinch cock Mule, vhc big class, 10/-; two
cock Goldfinches, 5/- each; approval: Smedley, 83,
Royston-aven., Bentley-rd., Doncaster. (1926)
MB. ECKERSLEY can spare a few more birds
from his famous strain

; fine, large, variegated,
yellow cock, 30/- only

; ticked yellow hen, winner,
40/-; bargain; some grand stock birds, very cheap:
61, Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (1912)
THIRTY 1914 Norwich cocks and hens, yellows and

buffs, all non-fed, cokl-room bred, in perfect health

;

out of nine entries (four classes) at the City and
County Show had three lsts, four 2nde, two 3rds

:

Mrs. Jas. Banks, 51, Balhousie-st., Perth, Scotland.
NORWICH yellow marked cock, winner 1st Ast-
wood Bank 1914, 2nd Headless Cross and 3rd Wol-
verhampton 1913, 25/-; cards with birds; unflighted
yellow and buff cocks from 7/6; also a few good
nens : S. Parker, Feckenham-rd., Astwood Bank,
Redditeh. (1925)
E. BAKER offers high-class Norwich; monster buff
cock, grand bird (winner), plenty of substance, very
short, 22/6 ; splendid yellow cock, large headed,
broad shouldered bird, 17/6; yellow hen, very typical,
10/6 ;

buff ditto, 10/- ; approval, deposit : 22, Water-
loo-rd., Ipswich. (1031)
RECENT wins: Shipley, Tong, City of Bradford,
iVadford National, also silver cup for best Norwich
Ip show, lfebden Bridge ;- typical buff cocks, 7/6. 10/-

;

smart buff hens, 5/-, 7/6; bred from my winners;
approval: James M. Thomas, 12, Birchfteld Villas.
Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. (1924)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich Plainheads, the strain that
keeps winning ; clear yellow cock, winner, £5 ;

clear
buff hen, winner, £5; clear yellow cock, fit to win,
£4; clear huff hen, fitlo win, £3: young clear buff
cock, 20/-; money returned if not approved of: A. G.
Cameron, 77, Rexhnrgh-et., Kelso, ‘Scotland. (1932)
PRIZE winners, large yellow hen. 7/6; large buff

cock, 10 / 6 ;
large yellow cock, 12/6 : large buff hen,

8 / 6 : few cheaper 1913 bred, splendid feeders; large
tight unflighted buff cock, 7/6, 8/0, 10/6; hens, 4/6
to 10 6 ; all colour-fed; all bred from my winners;
inspection invited: W. Dix, 67, Hall-rd., Norwich.

(1927)
^OTTER'S, champion Norwich, can spare mon-

itor variegated buff cock, grand stock bird, 25/-;
another, 20 /-; lightly marked yellow cock, 20 /-;
clear buff cock, 20 /-; lightly marked buff. 20 /-;

II unflighted ; also few yellow and buff hens, some
can win (mall allows; approval; 65, Goddard
Avenue’. Hull. (1934)

Tho
BULL - DOG
STRAIN.

20/-. 50/-. 40/-, 50/-
per jiair.

CHAMPION NORWICH,

Etc.

Tho above strain needs no bounce. All I need do
Is to refer you to reports of leading shown. My
birds are still winning consistently. For years they
have been in the front rank, winning numerous
champion trophies of the Specialist Clubs. There Is
no better blood in the Fancy. I am now offering a
few pairs bred from these noted winners at above
prices. Single birds, cocks or hens, at proportionate
prices. Every bird is worth double. I have alno a
number of good birds from other well-known strains
as follows: Smart Thick-set Cocks, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-
each. Good Col/by Hens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/- each.
Matched breeding pairs, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/- per
pair.

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES.
Grand lengthy Yorkshire Cocks, in perfect feather

and condition, and on full song, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-
each. Erect racy Hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6. Matched
Pairs, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. EXHIBITION YORK-
SHIRES bred from my own winners, and ready for
immediate benching, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-

cach upwards. I have also a choice selection of
Crests, Borders, Mules, British, Rollers, etc., etc. I
invito all fanciers to come and make their own se-

lection. To those unable to come I am prepared to
send one or more birds to any address in the United.
Kingdom, on 10 days’ approval, at my sole risk. 1

guarantee absolute satisfaction to everyone, or cash
returned in full. Send a P.C. for my Free Illustrated
Catalogue. Travelling Cages, 3d. extra in all cases.
Easy payments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

GREEN-MARKED buff Norwich cock, a winner,
massive head and neck, marvellous size, a real stock
bird, one you read about and seldom have the
chance to buy; price 20/-; 3 grand buff hens, same
breed, 6 /- each; all real good stuff and bar-
gains; approval: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (1934)

REV. C. B. JOLIFFE : Kindly note—Last season
I exhibited sixteen birds and never once cardiess,

several times first; this season, at three shows, I

have gained one 1st, four 2nds, one 3rd and special

lor most points. Have for sale two buff, -one

yellow, unflighted cocks, one yellow cock, 1912, guar-
anteed good father; and one pair of unflighted; all

excellent birds; lot to clear at very low price; ap-
proval, deposit; stamped reply: 19, Pontcanna-st.,
Cardiff. (1931)
HAVE the finest stock of champion Norwich in

the Fancy ; bounce quite unnecessary, my birds have
won at all leading shows, and have supplied more
winners in champion Norwich than any fancier;
high-class pairs from 15/- upwards

;
grand hens and

cocks from 10/-; inspection invited to the finest stud
of Norwich only in England

;
state requirements

and the price you can go to, and leave the rest to
me

;
birds on approval

;
satisfaction guaranteed

;

the greatest Norwich specialist: Judge Silk, Whit-
stable. (1934)
NORWICH : If you want a flash advertisement don’t
read this; but if you require a useful bird or two
at a reasonable price here they are : Large clear
buff, good in e'very particular, 20 /-; variegated-buff
unflighted, extra good quality, 1st and sp. nest
feather show Birmingham, 25/-; another 2nd prize,
20/-; two really good unflighted buff hens, 15/- each;
two smaller, 7/6 each; two small yellow hens, 5/-
eaeh

;
most suitable for beginners ; approval : Bas-

toek, Viola House, Springfield-rd., Moseley, Birming-
ham. (1923)
GIANT marked buff cock, massive head, neck,
chest, win 'anywhere, only 20 /,-; monster clear
yellow, also variegated yellow hens, two toppers,
win anywhere, grand heads, chests, size 15/- each;
marked buff hen, gem, 7/6; monster big headed,
clear buff hen, Certain to breed winners, only
10 ' 0 ; slashing clear buff cock, large head, deep
chest, winner club show, only 21 /-; chamjjiion
massive, big headed clear yellow cock, can win
Palace, price 50/-; variegated large vellow cock,
onTy 12/6. worth SO/-; above 1914 bred, can win,
and are bred from some of the best Plainheads
alive to-day: George Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long
Sutton.

T. JOHNSON, SOUTHPORT
Massive headed yellow cock, rare quality and

chape, 20 /-; unflighted yellow, beauty, rare wide
head, neck, quality, will win, 25/-; approval: 111,
Heysham-rd. (19°6)

C. W. SILK,
Glen Rosa, Emsworth,
Exhibitor and Breeder of Champion winning Norwich.
8eo show reports. Winner of Diploma, Challenge
Cups, and Specials too numerous to mentoin. I can
spare some grand birds, both for Show or Stock.
Kindly state requirements. All birda sent on ap-
proval willingly. (1699)

Messrs.Goughs Loach
Olivcdale Avlaties, 32, Humber Rd., Wolverhampton,
always in the cards (see wins at Bristol, Oxford,
Northampton, Coventry, West Bromwich, etc.).
Large Yellow Cock, 1912 bred, stock bird, 15/-

;
large

Buff Cock, 1913 bred, stock or show, £1 ; fine Buff
Cock, 1013 bred, show, £1 ; extra good Buff Cock,
1913 bred, show, £1 IQ/, (took 2nrl Crystal Palace
1914) ; two young Marked Buffs, good heads and
necks, £1 5/-; one young Marked Yellow, good head
and neck, £1 10 /-; six young Clear and Mkd. Yellow
Hens, 8/- to £1 10/-; seven Clear and Mkd. Buff
liens, 7/- to £1. Satisfaction guaranteed; approval
willingly. Inspection invited. Train faro paid one
way within 20 miles’ radius.

Rollers & Singing Canaries
j

/BREEDER'S CARD,
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.Il.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Rollers;
finest strain birds for sale, moderate prices: Fair-

light, Richmond Park rd., Bournemouth. (1893)

HOPXI5MS’ GHAfVWON HORW!CH
A few of the best for disposal

; inspection invited

:

126, Bury New-rd., Bolton. (192S)

M9DLAND CHAMPION STRAIN
See reports_ Nottingham, Leicester, Coventry,

Halifax, Birmingham
; winner of young bird cup

five years in succession; buff cock, 1st Nottingham,
50/-; ditto 1912, 3rd Leicester, 45/-; large marked
buff, 40/-; unflighted yellow and buff hens from
15/-, also cocks: Mr. E. H. Hulse, 23, Hartington-
rd., Leicester.

( 1925 )

STOP! THINK !

The best are cheapest. My birds won over 70
prizes last year in champion classes; cocks, grand
size, type, quality, 10/- to 70/-; hens, gems all
over, 10 /-. 15/-, 26/-; approval; (see Cinnamons):
Rev. Sums, Harrington, Cumberland.

109 PURE-BRED NORWICH
Direct from last few years’ Crystal Palace strains,
have proofs; yellows or buff cocks, 6 /-, 7 /-, 8 /-,
10/-, 12/-, to 20/-; hens, same, 4/-, 5/-, 0/-, 7/-,
8 /-, 10 /-; show cages, 2/-1 / breeder 30 years:
Sandi'ford, Canary Breeders, Preston, and 89,
Sclater-st., London.

CITY CUP
and Dulwich winners, my own breeding. Ten pairs
at 15/- to effect quick clearance, about half the
value of single bird; seen any time.—F. J. Martin,
64, Battersea Park-road, 8.W. (1905)

1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,
Aviaries, Gorseinon. (1802)
TWO clear healthy 1914 buff hens, 2/6 each : Thomp-

son, 82, Sirdar-rd., Notting Hill. (1924)

ABOUT a dozen smart young Roller hens, 1/6 each;
cocks, singing, 4/- each : W. Moses, Yearsley Bridge,
York. (1930)

PURE Rollers, none hotter at 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, hens
2/-; stamp reply: J. Bennett, 28, Enville-et., Stour-
bridge. (1878)

GLUCKE Rollers, 6 cocks, 7/6 each; 14 1913 hens,
4/6 each: J. C. Banks, 49, St. Huberts-rd., Great
HarwoocT. (1933)

GLUCKE Rollers, B.R.C. rung
;

cocks from 10/6

;

hens, 5/- each: Brown, 220, Tat Bank-rd., Oldhury,
Birmingham. (1924)

BRITISH Roller cocks, 7/6, warranted; hens, 2/-:
J. Park, Breeder of High-class Rollers, 69, Essex-
st., Preston. (1904)

SEIFERT Rollers, full song, cold-room bred, sing
anywhere, 6/6, 7/6, hens, 1/9; approval: Hitch, Staf-

ford-st., Walsall. (1895)

PURE Randall’s strain ; a few good stock birds,

B3, also winners, for sale; approval: Hayward,
Mefksham, Wilts. (1908)

VERY small rough-coated Terrier bitch ;
exchange

for good Roller hens
;

particulars : Anstee, 117,

Queen’s-rd., New Tredegar. (1926)
GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, Randall's

B.R.C.C., 12/6, 15/-; liens, 4/-, 5/-; approval, deposit:
Allen, Albert-st., Wedn-esbury. (1933)
SEIFERT Rollers (Rhoel’s strain), cold-room bred,

full song. 7/6, 10/6; Schoolmaster trained; approval:
Smith, Hairdresser, Bedlington._ (1932)
SEIFERT Rollers,, selected 1914 cocks, bred and

trained by winning Schoolmasters, 6/6 and 8/6:
Jackson, 37, Canal-st., Congleton. (1927)
LEIPZIG Rollers. Cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens 3/-,

4/-, 10 days’ approval; my risk: Colclough, Erie
House, Stone-rd., Longton, Staffs. (1905)
OFFERS in Rollers for pullets, English Blue Leg-
horns, R.I. P.eds, and crosses: E. Whitehead, 10,

Tythebarn-cottages, Darwen, Lancs. (1921)
DEEP Glucke Rollers; cocks, 10/6, 12/6 ;

winning
strain

;
bargains ; hens, 3/6 ;

approval : Parker, 16,

Friston-st., Ladywood, Birmingham. (1933)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day , and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
WALTON'S champion Glucke, water Glucke Rol-

lers; cocks 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; approval, deposit: Wal-
ton, 6, Cross Green Crescent, Leeds. (1875)

GRAND. 1914 Andreasberg Roller cock Canaoy, cold-

room bred, commenced singing splendidly, accept
4/-: Davenport, Hay Mills, Birmingham. (1934)
FOUR high-class Glucke cocks, B3 rung, 17/6 each;

12 youngsters from same, 10/6 upwards; inspection
or deposit: Waddieor, 5, HoIIy-st., Rochdale. (1929)
CHAMPION 1914 Roller cocks, in full song, from

10/6; hens, same strain, from 5/-; first come first

served: Tom Horsfield, Outfitter, Farnworth, S.O.

(1914)

YOUNG British-bred Roller cock, in full song ;

guarantee and new drawing-room cage, 6/6 lot : W.
Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London, §.E.
TWELVE nice Seifert Roller hens at 2/3 each, two

for 4/-; two cocks, in full beautiful song, 7/6, 8/6:
Wright, Ironmonger, Manson Cross, Monmouth.
BEAUTIFUL Leipzig Roller cocks, in full eong,

10/-. hens 3/-; outdoor aviary bred, Gore's strain:
Snelgrove, Ashtree-rd., Bitterne Park, Southamp-
ton. (1934)

DEEP Glucke Rollers (Mr. Neugebauer strain)

;

cocks from 15/- to 50/-; hens, same strain, 5/- and 7/6

each: M. Jacquemin, 453, Dudley-rd., Wolverhamp-
ton. (1925)
NOTICE.—Rollers, 'londerful songsters, beautiful
beyond description, 5/6 each, including ornamental
glass panel’jd cage: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dart-
ford. (1933)
T. TWIGG’S champion strain of deep Glucke Rol-

lers, bred from Randall’s selected strain ; cocks from
15/-, hens 5/- and 7/6; exchange: 6, Stafford-st., Bil-
ston. (1924)
HIGHCLAS-S Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung;

cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6 ;
liens, 4/- ; seven days’ ap-

proval : T. Hilson, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-mider-
Lyne. (1929)
CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall’s, B.R.C.C. rung,
thoroughly trained, cocks from 10/6; approval will-
ingly : Davy, Snelston-gardens, Ashbourne, Derby-
shire. (1928)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain; (liens, 2/6, 3/6;
cold room; cash or approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. '

c<-]3)
BRITISH Rollers, Randall’s Glucke strain, 1914

rung, 10/-, 15/-, 20/- each ; better blood impossible to
get ; approval : Leigh, 57, Bold-st., Altrincham,
Cheshire. (1929)
A FEW liigh-class 1914 deep toned Glucke cocks,

Randall-Percival's, for contest or Schoolmasters, price
£1 each; approval, deposit: Carrington, Bridge-st.,
Bakewcll. (1929)

Rollers! Rollers!! Rollers!!!
Grand collection, from most of noted strains in

England, in many cases purchased direct from such
well-known names. Cocks (not so-called cocks),
6 /6 , 7/6, 10/6, 15/- 20/-; hens, 1/9, 2/-, 2/6
upwards. Pairs, matched for breeding 7/6, 8/6
10 / 6 , to 25/-; cages 3d.; approval with pleasure,
l'orty-mne more, just purchased from Mr. Higgins;

aLso scveral direct from Mr. Arthur
Chillcott.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH

ROLLER cocks, 6/6, 7/-, in full song; box cages,

,
rs

i
sand tray, etc., 2/9, without shutters

2/-; illustrated catalogue free: Enoch Tams, Church-
st., Longton. (1934)GLUCKE strain Rollers, Randall’s, Lyon’s, highly
trained cocks, 7/6 to 15/-; hens, 3/-; pairs selected:
approval : E/arnshaw, Breeder, Trainer, 7, Rook-st
Nelson, Lancs. (I860)
PURE St. Andreasburg hens, 1913 and 1914, cold
room bred, strong, healthy birds, in grand con-
dition, none better; 2/6 each : G. Griffin, School
House, Redditeh. (1922)
ifULLEltS, with beautiful deep, hollow rolls, learnt
under my wonderful strain, 8/6 each; schoolmasters,
16/6, 12 7 G each; hens, 2/-, 3/-; cash or deposit:
Fred Allen, B.H.C., 156, J’orter-st., Hull. (1933)
HIGH-CLASS Siefert Roller cocks, in full song,
day or gaslight, 10/-, 12/6 and 15/- each; hens, 3/6
and 5/-; 7 days’ approval; cash or deposit: Whiteley,
Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, near Bradford. (1935)
ACTIVE service.—Must sej! 1914 cold-bred Rollers,

cocks, full song, from 7/6 lo 10/6; hens, 2/6; Crest-
brods, 8/6 to 15/-; hens, 4/6; all healthy: A Tom-
linson, Bootmaker, Tranquil Passage, BJackheath,
S.E.

(1927)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung, Randall’s

Glucke and Water-Glucke strain direct; cocks from
20/-; hens 6/-; same strain as my cup winners: ap-
proval, exchange: Rhodes, 46, James-st., Bilston,
Staffs.

(1930)FIRST and cup, he, c, Rossendale
; ex. 4th, vhc

Provincial
;
three extra good deep Glucke and Water-

Glucke Rollers, same as above, B.R.C.C. rung, 15/6

Bacup
’ bargain: WantBng, 32, Co-operation-st.,’

BRITISH-BRED Rollers, young cocks, B4 rung-
father winner at five singing contests, only times
shown, 7/6, 10/0; few hens, same strain, 5/6 couple:
Hargreaves, Sunbeam House, Midway-aven . Brid-
hngton.

(1929)BRITISH Rollers, bred from Glucke and * Water
(.lucks prize-winners; young cocks from 7/6; hens
from 3/6 ; two schoolmasters, 15/6 each; approval;
member of B.R.C.C.: Gooding, 38, St. Luke’s-rd.,
Westbourne Park, London.
GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, pure Randall-
bred from my winners of five medals; cocks 12'6
15/,-, 20/- each

; every bird free from flat
; Glucko

hens, 5/-; exchange entertained: Harison, Fruiterer
Beadmore, Wolverhampton. (1920)
J • H WILLOWS, Draper, Wednesbury, winner of

7 cups, including M.R.C.C. challenge cup scores
of medals and specials, has for tale few of his
champion strain Rollers, cocks 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, up-
wards; hens 7/6, 10/- each; approval willingly. (J9C8)
TWENTY years a breeder and trainer of high-class
Rollers offers grand 1914 cooks on full rolling song,
0/6, 7/6; -extra dqgp toned cocks, 10/6, 12/6; hens,
same strain, 2/- each; birds sent at once on part
payment; balance in seven days: Day, 77, Porter-st.,
Hull. (1939)
BEAUTIFUL healthy 1.914 cold bred Rollers, F.

SeLs and Son strain, show, singing or stock, cocks,
full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens from 2/6- also
Crestbrods ; exchange entertained for London roach
rod: H. E. Smith, 62, Tranquil Vale, Blaekheath,
London, S.E. (1927)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Seifert and Glucke

strains, perfectly trained cocks, in full Tolling song.
10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 21/- each

;
hens, 2/6, 3/6, 5/v. each

;

metal Roller singing cages, 2/6; ea£inets for same,
2/6; Roller box cages, 3/9 and 5/-; special mixed
Roller seed, 5d. lb., 71bs. 2/6; catalogues free:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blatkburn. (1915)DEEP Glucke birds, winners of three cups, ten
medals; in 1913 Midland show won first, ex-finst
second, third, winner of the M.R.C.C. challenge cup’
first and third in $eam

; 1914, seond at the Inter-
national show' and second in team class ; birds for
sale from the above tat 20/-, 30/-, 40/- each; hens,
5/-, 7/- each: also pure Roller birds for sale: A. W.’
Cadman, 17, Manlove-st., Wolverhampton. (1925)
RANDALL'S cup strain, winner cx. 3rd and 2nd

special Rossendale, B4.14, 30/-; B4.20 and B4.10
scored 20 and 18 points each Roller contest Man-
chester, 22/6, 20/-; sire of these, B2.C65, and two
water Glucke hens, 22/6 only

;
winner of 4th and

special Bacup, highly commended London Inter-
national, B3.3403, 25/- ; all customers- so far have,
bought the first Roller cocks I have sent them

;

approval, deposit: Atherton, M.B.R.C.C., 30,
Christian-rd., Preston.
GENUINE contest Rollers; don’t waste your money
on crossbred rubbish when you can get real Glucke
hens for 3/6 and 4/- each; also a few cocks 1 had
reserved for breeding, but having bought some fresh
blood have decided to dispose of a few of them

:

prices from 15/- to 35/-
;

all rung and guaranteed
bred from Cadman's winning strain and from actual
winners

; latest wins, fourth and special, commended,
open class at Bacup ; enquiries invited ; exchange
entertained : Mayo, Oak-st-, Wolverhampton

14 DAYS’ TR IAL OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years and have received thousands of testi-
monials. These wonderful songsters, only 15/- each,
on 14 days’ trial at our risk: special terms, send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and wo will send one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Hens same strain, 3/6 and 4/6 each; Yorkshire,
Norwich and other Canaries on the same terms;
lists free: Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (1878)

NO ROLLERS
imported from Germans or their agentf'; all Bel-
gian bred, 5/-, 6/-, 8/6, and 16/6 each; best hens,
2/- each, I84- doz. ; ditto ordinary, 1/6 each, 13/-

dozen ; testimonials by every post. “Please send
one of the best Belgian trained Rollers, for which
find enclosed 10/6. 1 have had several birds from
you, and I have always been highly pleased with
which I have received. Thanking you in antici-
pation, I am, yours, M.‘ Pringle, Broxbam, West
Lothian.” Indigo Buntings, 10/- each

; Shamahs,
46/- each; Masked Doves, 5/- pair; Crested Mlnaiis,
51 - each; Bearded. Tits, 7/6 pair; Napoleon
Weavers, 2/6 pair; Zebra Finches, 7/6 pair; Yellow
Budgerigars, 6/6 pair; Green ditto. 5/- pair; all

birds sent on approval at my risk; deposit Editor;
C. A. Lucr, 87, Sclater-st., Bethnal Grecn-rd., Ion.
don. (1936)
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Belgian Pure-Bred Rollers
Quite ax good aa ever Germane were. 6/(1, 7/8,

Hi o. 1U/6; approval; beautiful cagea, 2/-; Imported
direct to London shop, ut Sandlford'*, 89, Seiatcr-
at., Shoreditch, London ; also at Preston. Let. M
years.

British Bred Rollers
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained
under Randall's and one of best organs, pile©
7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 18/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaran-
teed and on approval, hens 2/0, 3/0; best tot Rollers
in England

;
proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand

drawer, etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; estab-
lished 50 years

; thousands of testimonials
;
for proof

write Editor, who bus aoen the originals ; send for
catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston ; also at SO, Selater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Scotch Fancies,
j

A FEW Scotch Fancy cocks for sale; good stock
birds: William Muirhead, Mnin-st., Bannockburn.
A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale, good stock birds,
cheap to clear: L. Jackson, Southfield, Kirkmuirhill.

(1910)
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, young birds, all colours,
cocks, hens, good birds; James Little, 25, Glcn-st.,
Paisley. (1898)
SCOTCH Fancies, cocks and hens, good stock birds,
young, cheap to clear; approval; Hugh Howie, 29,
Oswald rd., Kirkcaldy. (1911)
SCOTCH Fancy, bred from winners, bult and yel-

low hens, yellow pied and bull cocks: ltenwick, 126,
Ingleby Drive, Glasgow. (1915)
ALL my well-known stock for sale, including Hi

-young birds, cages, rack, etc. : Mcllwain, School,
Mount Florida, Glasgow. (1834)
FOR sale, several flrst-class Scotch Fancies, able to

win, both sexes; reasonable: Win. Wilson, 21(1, Alii-
eon-st., Govanhill, Glasgow. (1868)
A FEW Scotch Fames for sale, cocks and hems,

yellows and butt's, cheap to clear, young; approval:
Chas. McLean, 57, Nevv-rd., Ayr. (1929)
SCOTCH Fancies yellow and buff cocks, yellow and
buff hens; all colours cheap to clear; good birds:
(Bowden, 6, Cochrane-place, Leith.
SCOTCH Fancies for sale

; the whole stock, old and
young ; show and breeding cages, carrying boxes

:

Hugli Moore, 21, Kelburn-st., Barrhead." (1927)
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, 1913 and 1914 bred, good

birds, all colours and stylish, cheap to clear; ap-
proval : John Hainey, 236, Annbank-by-Ayr. (1929)
SCOTCH Fancy, stylish, first cross yellow cock,
one year bred, guaranteed a breeder, £1; also buff
pied hen, a few pairs of common, 4/- per pair:
William Craig, Walkerburn, Peeblesshire. (1935)

Yorkshires-
|

BREEDERS’ CARDS,
MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud
birds, pairs 15/-. 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/-; the
finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 years;
many championships Crystal Palace, including
championship for best in show, Palace, 1914 ; ap-
proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, tlie Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South -View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

E. E. PYMAN, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class
Yorkshires, prices to suit all; approval, deposit:
West House, West Hartlepool. (1935)

THREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing, lot
6/6': Lloyd, 24, Cecil-rd., Gorseinon, Swansea. (1879)
YORKSHIRES, cocks from 7/-; hens from 3/-- one

clear buff cock, 12/6: Dickens, 22, Elnor-st., Langley
Mill,Notts.

( 1930)
YES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arbore'tum-rd.,
Worcester.
SALE, five beautiful Yorkshires, two cocks and

three hens, one pair Norwich : Morris, 19, York-st.,
Bolton, Lane. (1929)
YORKSHIRES for sale, cocks 10/-, hens 4/-; see
show reports Clapham, etc.: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-
rd., Holloway. (1884)
STILL a few winning cocks left, colour fed, 7/6,
10/6, 15/-; Odgen’s-Kearn's strains: Humphries, Ash
Cottage, Bacup. (1922)
WIGGLESWORTH has all his Yorkshires for sale;

pairs from 10/- upwards: 22, Cheviot View, Gosforth,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

(1931 )HIGH class Yorkshires; 2 grand buff cocks, 12/6
each, bargain; also yellows: Chambers, Heath-rd.,
Ditton, nr. Widnes. (1924)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale, cheap, guaranteed

bred from my winners; approval: L. Yates, 135
Maybury-rd., Woking.

(1916 )HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale cheap, cocks or
hens, own breeding from my winners; approval:
Barfe, Pateley Bridge. (1S9C)
WIN'NMNG strain, typical for show or stock

: prices
according to quality; songsters, 6/6 to 7/6: Fewster
Middlestown, Wakefield. (1925)
YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, cocks 5/6, hens 3/-, pairs

7/6; overstocked, no dealers: Williams, 862, Peni-
etonerd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1848)COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe
68, Briinswick-rd., Liverpool.
ABSOLUTELY highest class Yorkshires obtainable,

11/6 pair; exchange anything useful to 15/-: Cur-
tis, Summevleigh, Warminster.

(1931 )HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, cocks or hens, 7/6 up-
wards, related to cup and gold medal winners : Prit-
chard, 67, Powells-st., Abertillery. (1930)SEVERAL smart pairs of shin, stylish Yorkshires,
rare quality, reasonable; on approval: Robsen, 28Cam don Grove, PeckJiam, London. (1918)
NOTICE. Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or son"
prices low, easy payments taken

; approval : Mc-Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. ( 1791 )

YORKSHIRES; cocks from 5/6, hens 2/-,; pair
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CRAGHEAD WORKMEN’S CLUB.
Special meeting. Workman’s Club, with a good

turnout of fanciers. Decided to have mi open Linnet
elaos at show to bo held Dec. 19. Mr. Itlseborough,
Sunderland, Judge. Wo are looking forward to aeo
soino good Linnets ktaged. Prizes, 8s.. 4s., 2s., la.
Dnt. tec, Is.—Alf. Dawson, See.

NEWTONGRANGE C.B.S.
Meeting (place am! date not stated—Ed.). Sec.

iutirnn tod that he had not yet received the order
irom Culahar, and his action in getting enveiopcB
locally was endorsed by the committee. See. aloo
reported that lie had made special arrangements
with the statiomnaster, ami stuted that the Lothian
Coal to. had agreed to put up the staging on tile
usual condition. Agreed to allow exhibitors the
privilege of getting their birds dispatched so as to
reach home the night of the show. Decided to re-
tain Oil. for model curd6. Stewards were selected:
Norwich, J. Smith and Alex. KctChen

; Bord., J.
Steel and J. Thomson; Brit., S. Smith and W. Thom-
son. Unanimously carried to divide the profit* from
the show equally between the lied Cross and the Bel
gian Relief Funds. Specials, numbering about 80
over the 49 classes, were drawn, all guaranteed by
the society, and a nice lot they are, both in coin and
in kind. Many a bird out of the money can win
extra good specials, and it now lies with exhibitors
to make the show spell success.—A. M. Gardiner,
Pres.

HIGHGATE & HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Annual prize distribution and social held Spencer

Hall, on Nov. 30, Mr. Geo. Gardner, in the chair,
supported by Messrs. It. T. Dann, vice-chair, J. P.
Ayers, and G. L. Weston. Mr. C. W. Law once
again kindly provided the musical entertainment,
which was under the able management of Mr. Sam
Claremont (Gloucester Street, Clerkenwell), whose
party of entertainers caused much merriment and
laughter. Mr. Claremonts humorous songs, and
those of Messrs. Alf. Houghton and Jack Perry
came in for special commendation, whiL&fc Miss Elsie
Edward at the piano, and Mr. J. Edward (tenor),
added much to the enjoyment of all present. Al-
though a very wet evening, the hall was crowded
with members and friends. Mr. Gardner distributed
the prizes, including 4 silver cups, 6 medals, and
other specials, also ca©h prizes amounting to £14
las. Mr. Ayers was thanked for his splendid gift of
two silver cups,* and in reply very promptly and
generously said that he hoped to provide another.
The chief item of the evening, however, was the pre-
sentation by Mr. Gardner, after a few very appro-
priate remarks, of a handsome marble clock from the
members, to Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Law, as a token
of high esteem and appreciation for their ever ready
and willing services to the society. We all hope we
shall continue to have their presence and support
for many years to coine. Mr. Law replied on behalf
of liimedf and Mrs. Law, and said the handsome gift
would be cherished by them as much as anything
they possessed, knowing, as they did, the kindly
feeling which prompted the members in making the
presentation. Mr. G. E. Weston proposed a collec-
tive vote of thanks to the hon. sec., Mr. J. Hyde
to the artistes, and to Mr. Gardner, for so ably pre-
siding He said that in Mr. Hyde we had an in-
estimable asset, a secretary who did his work quietly
cheerfully, and well, without cither grumbling or
boasting—an expression of opinion which elicited
loud approval. He also ©poke of the great enjoy-
ment the artistes had given, and fittingly eulogised
the long and many services Mr. G. Gardner had
rendered the Society and the Fancy at large. This
vote was carried enthusiastically, and all joined in
singing: “They are jolly goad fellows.”

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Doncaster C.B.S. (Yorks).-Black Bull Hotel, Mar-

ket Place, Dec. 19. Judge, H. W. Battye. 28
classes: Yorks. 11, Cinn. 4, Nor. 11, Sell, 2. Prizes
10s. 5e., 2s. 6d. ; fee Is. 6d. Ent. close Dec. 14, to
G. Hunt, 19, The Crescent, Balby Road, Doncaster.

Elgin C.B.A. (Scot.).—Corn Market, Dec. 25.
Judges: J. Winter, F. A. Watt. 42 classes: Nor 16
Crests 2, Bord. 3, Nov. 2, Sell. 3, Mules 2, Brit. 10
(1 Sell.), For. 2, Gift 1, Juvenile 1. Prizes, 8e.„ 5s.,
2s. 6d. ; fee Is. 6d. Ent. close Dec. 18, to A. W
Douglas, Bishopmill, Elgin.
Border City (Carlisle) O.S.—Assembly Rooms, Old

King's Head, Fisher Street, Jan. 1. (Judge, not
stated.—Ed.) 27 Classes; Bord. 8, Nor. 6, Yorks. 4,
Mule 1, Brit. 6, For. 2. Prizes, 6s., 3s., Is. 6d. ; fee
Is. Ent. cl. Dec. 29, to J. C. Be,t, 23, Botchergate,
Carlisle.

Gateshead (Durham). — Uochester-st., Sunday
Schools. Dec. 19. Judges G. Dobinsou, G. Dobson,
T. B. Tomlinson, J. Johnson, J. Bertram. 53 classes-
Nor. 8 (2 Nov.), Crests 8 (2 Nov.), Yorks. 7 (2 Noy )
Scots Fancy 2, Bord. 8 (1 Nov.), A.O.V. 1, Sell. 3,’

Mules 3, Brit. 9, For. 4. Prizes (over 9 entries), 10/-
5/-, 2/6; half prize-money 9 or less. Fee 1/6. Ent.
close Dec. 15 to W. Curry, 6, Roxburgh Place, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

Singing Contests,
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge Street,

Dec. 5. Three minutes’ time singing. 1 and 2 shared
by S. Morley and J. Wainwright; 3, S. Morley —

S

Morley, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest Woolman Inn, Dec. 5. 22 entered

for three minutes’ time sing. 1, Pugh, 75; 2 Beard
50; 3, Jones, 45. Open sing, Dec. 6. 30 entered l’
Jones, 99; 2, Morley, 88; 3, Nelson, 57.—S. Pugh, Sec.’

LEIGH.
Contest, Globe Inn L.C., Dec. 4, for time and qual-

ity. 22 entered. 2 prizes for time and 2 for quality.
Time: 1, Statham, 91; 2, Hilton, 81. Quality; 1, W
Jones; 2, Cowbourn. Timers, J. Statham ' and J
Whittle. Judges, J. W. Jones and T. Statham.—R.
Disley, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds L. and C.F.A. open contest for quality Lin-

net singing, Albion Hotel, Saville Green York Road
Dec. 5. 14 birds sung. 1 , T. Johnson; 2, C. Ward

;

3, Richardson. Judges, Sissons and Lacy. Dec. 6,
19 sung. 1 , T. Johnson; 2, Stead; 3, iS. Johnson.
Judges, Hardeastle, Sissons, Naylor. Roller contest
same date. 10 birds sang. 1, Hardcaetle

; 2, Cond-
litt’c

;
3, Hardeastle. Judges', Richardson, Lacy, Nay-

lor. Open contest for Roller Canaries every Sunday
at 7.30.—W. Naylor. Hon. . Sec.
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> 0. Carlisle Place, Mnnningliam. Brad-

Hiit01 Canaries and Cage Birds.M. NORMAN, lne Eyrie, Salisbury Road, Cms'nalton,
surrey All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specia.jst
Hybrids and British Birds.
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’ Nprtligate Street, Gloucester,
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’ British and Foreign Cage Birds.
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’ flle Avia 'i9S. lirnsworth, Hants. Judge
Cage Birds. Life experience.JAMEp STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, l’elton Foil,

u 2?;D£U,tam ' A V
- SpL, Nor. and Cr.H
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’ 9 rcbard Place, Longton, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds,
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e«&?Ye >'ears’ Breeder and Exhibitor.
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’

,,
.L..’ 22, Ilone.v Street, Bodmin. Judge of

an varieties
; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

m XARDV > Tlie Aviaries, Hucknail Huthwaite,
JNotts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
" m 1

.
,™*ads

,',
Bife experience. Terms moderate.

“• w |LC0CK, The Fountain Inn, Eeclesliill, nr.

„ i°
rd

:.
Jllllge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington ltd., Frizington, Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,
Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

SMOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID
i-inch 2/-, B-inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

B
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.
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“Guaranteed” Shows appearing in ourDates Fixed Column, which are charged at Js.

per inch and pro rata.SHOW ADVERTISEMLNTS across two or morecolumns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to•Guaranteed” Shows, for which the charge is
6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction wiil be made for a Series of not les*
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Showihould apply for guarantee form to our ManagerCAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.'
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> Hens; 10, Unflig.;V Any

Variety Canary; 12, Mule or Hybrid
; 13, Brit.

Goldfinch; 14, Bullfinch; 15, Greenfinch; 16, Any
Other Finch; 17, Redpoll Twite, or Siskin; ISLmnet; 19, British Softbiils; 20, Foreign, Small, in-
eluding Java; 21, Larger than Java; 22 Sell., Any
Variety C.B., 10.9.; 23, Any Variety C.B., 20o.

Sec., T. Monday. “Glenvi lle,” Canterbury RdABERD EE N
Amalgamated Cage Bird Society Annual Open Show
of Canaries, Hybrids, British, and Foreign Cage
Birds, will be held in the Ballroom, Music Ilall, on
December 18 and 19. Judges, James Srneaton,
Musselburgh, and William Bishop, Stirling. Entries
close December 14th. Surplus funds to be handed
to the Red Cross Society.— William Allison, Sec., 3,
Burnett Place

, Aberdeen. (1917)

DONT FORGET

DONCASTER
December 19th. Judge, H. W. Battye. 26 Classes
for Yorkshires and Norwich, 2 Selling. Entries close
Dec. 14. Send your entries on at once to avoid the
crush.—G. Hunt, 19, The Crescent, Balby Road Don-
caster.

PONTYPRIDD
F. and F. Society (Affiliated to South Wales and
Monmouthshire Fed.), January 6th, 1915. Special
comfortable room for Cage Birds alone. Judge C.
A. House, Esq. Entries close Dec. 30, 1914.° ' All
profits to go to Red Cross Fund. Schedules: A. A.
Gordon McLucas, 48, Rosser Street, Maesycoed,
Pontypridd.

ARDWICK AND
MANCHESTER

Dis. C.B.A. 1st Open Show, Friday and Saturday,
January 8 and 9, 1915, in St. Thomas’s School, Ard-
wiek. Judges, H. W. Battye, C. Houlton. Prize
Money, 10/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; entry fee 1/6. Schedules
from: J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston Street, Beswick,
Manchester.

GATESHEAD and Oist. C.B.S.
loth Annual Open Show, Saturday, December 19th, Rochester Street Schools.

°Pe? Classes. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. 1/6 entrance fee.
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Entries close Dec. 15, to: W. Curry, Sec., 6, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
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60 ' 24 - Schedulea ready. Apply for copy to: J. R. Meikle, Sec.,22

,
Brougham St., Edinburgh. All profit goes to Prince of Wales’ National Relief Fund.

WISHAW
Clydesdale C.B.S. Annual Open Show, on January 1,
1915, in Watson’s Hall, Young Street, Wishaw. 43
Open Classes. Entries taken till morning of show.
Schedules from: Jas. Watson, 16, Young Street,
Wishaw. »

HP TT (Confined to Cornwall), in
*- the jxarket jjan i Boxing

Day, Dec. 26. Cage Birds 17 Classes. Judge E.
White, Esq. Entries close Dec. 19. Schedules from
the joint Hon. Secs., C. S. Dunstan, Redaunick Villa;
Geo. Pascoe, St. Dominie Mews.

WIGAN.
Old Wigan Linnet Club will have a time singing

contest on Dec. 26, at Bay Horse Hotel, Wheliey,
Wigan, when the proprietor (Mr. Sam Fishwick)
will give 10s. to be sung for. Entrance fee Is. each
bird.—A. Leyiand. Sec.—(Advt.)

LEEDS LINNET AND C.G.
Quality Linnet singing contest, Plasterers’ Arms,

Skinner Lane, Dec. 6. 19 birds competed. 1, Barn-
field: 2, Pratt; 3, Wigfield. Judges, C. Cooper and P.
Madden. Canary match same evening, drew a select
company, some of tlie Leeds R.C. members bringing
their birds. A very pleasant evening was spent dis-
cussing the different names they give to their notes,
and the names we give them. 1, riavforth; 2, 3.
Lipinan. Judges, C. Cooper and Alt." Skinner.—F.
Turner, Sec.

CUETTI and Dis - C.B.S. Here weOnC I I Lwo I Un are again, Shettleston to
the front. 7th Annual Show on December 12fh, in
Hill Street Hall. Doors open from 2 to 6 p.m.; ad-
mission 3d.—A. Berry, 36, Baigair Terrace, Shettles-
ton.

AQEDTII I E0V and Bells (Mon.) F.F,
MBs.ll I ILLEni and H.S. 7th Annual Open
Show of P., Pigs, Cage Birds, and R., Wed., Dec.
16, 1914.. Judge, Geo. Gardner, London. Entries ex-
tended to Sunday, first post.— Ed. Churchill, 29, Til-
lery St., Abertillery, Mon. (1922)

C.B.A. 5th Annual Show,
_ _ _ December 25. 42 Classes.

Judges, Messrs. J. Winter, Edinburgh, F. A. Watt,
Banff. Entries close Dec. 18.—Sec., A. W. Douglas,
Bishopmill, Elgin.

and Loans Show, in aid

of Red Cross Funds, will be

held on Friday, January 1, 1915. Cage Bird Judge,
Mr. A. McMeeking. Schedules from j. Hunter, 4,
Jamieson Terrace, Troon.

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
Open to the County and 20-mile air line, December
29. Cage Birds, Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits. Sche-
dules: S. C. Pearce, 3, Temple End, High Wycombe,
Bucks.

ACDDUV and Dis. Scotch Fancy” Assoc. Open Show, Saturday
January 2, 1915, Union Halls, West Nile Street,
Glasgow. 20 Classes. Judges, Menzie. Nisbet,
O’Donnell, Livingstone, Black, Fulton. Schedules;
McLauchlan, 2, Alexandria Terrace, Covan.

ELGIN
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The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

tut table contributions, whether articles ,
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1Twitterings

.

We hear that the Watford C.B.S. will hold
•ja open show on Jan. 13-14 next.

I liked very much your study of the Crested
Canary accompanying the Xmas Number,
writes Mr. T. Billington (Nottingham).
in the Green Budgerigar class at the recent

Horticultural Hall show, Mrs. Hay won 3rd,
not Mrs. Longden, as reported.

Mr. S. C, Pearce, hon. sec. High Wycombe
F.S., writes that all profits accruing from the
show of Dec. 29 will go to the local War
Fund.
We are pleased to hear that Mr. W. Adams

the sec. of Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S.,
has made a good recovery from Bis recent
illness.

Members please note the patronage of the
Y.C.C. has been granted to Doncaster
€.B.A., Dec. 19, a fixture I hope they will

liberally support, writes Mr. Greaves, sec.

Special No. 21 in the Hamilton “War
Fund ’’ Show schedule, writes Mr. W. S. Wil-
son, hon. sec., should read 5s. for most points
in Classes 1 to 4, and 36 to 39, and not as
printed.

Owing to the military occupying the Drill
Hall, writes Mr. W. Davie, sec. Dunfermline
and W. of Fife O.S., the society hae had no
alternative but to cancel its show fixed for
Jan. 1 and' 2.

We have engaged as judgee for our 1915
show, write Messrs. Metcalfe and Green,
secs. Liverpool O.S. : Messrs. Mundell and
Cowgill, Yorks. ; W. Vardy, Nor. ; J. Dixon,
Bord.

; C. Houlton, Brit.

Please ask exhibitors to note, writes Mr.
Hunt, sec. Doncaster C.B.S., that we are look-
ing forward to a good show, and that we
•hall close the show at 6.30 in order that all

birds may be sent off in good time.
I omitted to state in the Whitehaven show

schedule, which was advertised in last

week’s Cage Birds, that the entrance fee

is Is. 6d., writes Mr. Jas. Stewart, hon. sec.

Entries will be accepted up to Dec. 16.

Mr. W. Espie writes that he w<yi 3rd in the
Uneven Border class at the Horticultural
Hall, not Pratt as in report and catalogue,

and Mr. Faux writes that “1st Mrs. Stopher”
in catalogue and report of the unflighted
yellow novice should be 1st Faux.

I am pleased to see members of the" Path-
head (Kirkcaldy) C.B.S. giving Fifeshire

exhibitors a chance of turning out their win-
ners for 1914, writes Mr. J. Ross. Schedules
can be had from Mr. J. Thomson, sec. (2,

Junction Road, Kirkcaldy).

I was pleased to see published in Cage
Birds our subscription to your Hospital
Canary Scheme, and hope that it will induce
other members of clubs to support your
efforts on behalf of our wounded soldiers,

writes Mr. S. Morley, sec. Castleford Linnet
Club.
Will readers please note that the Border

Fancy Canary advertisement of Mr. W. Rudd
(Norwich) was by error inserted under the
heading of Crests in last week’s issue. Mr.
Rudd writes that he has received a large

number of applications for Crested hens at 2s.

and 5s. (these, of course, should have been
Border hens).

ill IDEAL PRESENT

:

“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.
Let us send you one for 5s. complete
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(any issue).
Postage paid by us.

These coupons must be posted to us in the same en-

velope with remittance and name and address of
6ender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON
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Mr. J. Nelson, sec., Newtongrange C.B.S.,

85, Dean Park, Newtongrange, writes that he
has sent out 1,000 schedules for the show,
Dec. 19. Anyone overlooked please apply. All
specials are guaranteed by tho society, and the
profits of the show will be divided between
the Red Cross and Belgian Relief Funds.

In tho report of the Foreign Hybrid class,

at tho Horticultural Show, the words “latter”
and “former” in the description of Miss
Smyth’s Hybrid Bulbul should be transposed,
as this Hybrid favours the Redi-vented
species, its male parent

; the Red-eared is

only slightly indicated in the Hybrid’s
plumage and contour.

Exhibitors coming to see the “ Palace of tho
North ” show should note that the Rochester
Street Schools are five minutes’ walk from
Gateshead Railway Station, or High Level
Bridge, writes Mr. W. Curry, the sec., or if

they take the Bensham or Saltwell tramear,
and ask tho conductor to put them off at
Burt Terrace or Alexandra Road, it is the first

street on the left (fare Id.). Fanciers wishing
to exhibit and too late for a schedule should
look over the review in this week’s Cage
Birds and send their entries on, when I will

classify.

Our Songsters in Canada.
It may be within the memory of many

readers, writes Mr. W. A. Lott, the well-

known British bird enthusiast, that a huge
quantity of our British songsters, namely
Blackbirds, Thrushes, Larks, Linnets, Goldies,
Bullies, Redpolls, Siskins, etc., was trans-

ported from the homeland to far away Van-
couver Island, B.C., some eighteen months
ago. What reminds me of the event is that
I have had a note from a relative (not a
fancier) in which he says :

‘
‘ Tell Mr. Lott

that there have been several Blackbirds at
‘ Cedar Cottage,’ which is just outside the
city of Vancouver.”

OBITlTiLKir.

I am very sorry to inform you, writes Mr.
S. Morley, sec., Castleford Linnet Club, that
we have lost one of opr old members last

week in Joseph Kirk, who has been ill for

some months.

It is with much regret, writes Mr. W. S.

Wilson, that I intimate the sad bereave-
ment Mr. Geo. Marlin, Hamilton, has sus-

tained in the passing away of his dear wife.

Mrs. Marlin was affected by heart trouble,

and during the early part of last week
indications were visible that her case was
getting more serious. She passed away peace-

fully early on Thursday, Dec. 3. On behalf

of the very many fanciers who personally

know Mr. Marlin, we extend onr sympathy
to him in his bereavement.

Another Record Show
We hear that the show of Swansea F.S.

has closed with a record entry.

Extra Judge at Aberdeen.
Aberdeen show finds it necessary to appoint

another Norwich judge, namely Mr. James
Ritchie (Brechin) writes Mr. Allison, the sec.

Photographing the Pheasant.
Mr. 0. G. Pike states that it has frequently

taken him an hour’s manoeuvring to get with-
in “touching” distance of a Pheasant sit-

ting on her nest. A precipitate movement
would cause her at once to leave her eggs,

but the great thing for the photographer to

do was to stand quite still himself each time
she showed the slightest sign of moving. In
that way it was possible to get up to the
most timid bird during the nesting season.

Cuckoo’s Curious Choice.
In July of this year a Cuckoo chose to

deposit her egg in the nest of a House Spar-

row in the middle of the town of Shrewsbury.
The nest was under the eaves of the premises
of Mr. Salter, chemist, and was discovered
by some painters who were renovating the
front. The egg was duly hatched by the

Sparrows, and the foster-parents in carrying

out their onerous task of filling the capacious
maw of the intruder, had to pass within a
few feet of the painters working on the lad-

ders.

Two Avicultural Feats.
A notable triumph in bird-keeping was

when a German naturalist induced a pair of
hand-reared Nightjars to lay, sit, and rear

their young on the hearthrug in his sitting-

room. Another striking case was given some
time ago in the “ Zoologist,” where Mies R.
Twyman succeeded in rearing a young Swift.

The bird was found by her, an unfledged nest-

ling which had fallen from a crevice in a wall
above. Sbe carefully tended it and fed it

on wasp-grub and gentles ; its voracity being
so great that it would consume, it i3 said,

thirty every two hours, an astonishing feat

for so. email a bird. Tho Swift is described
as having moulted successfully, and as spend-
ing its time on the edge of its basket, taking
exercise by flapping its wings ; it is said rarely
to fly.

SHOW SATES FIXES.
To eccure Insertion ia thia column, * guarantee

that the show will be advertised in “C.B.” to tho
extent of at least 251- inuot be sent to our manager.
Pleaue note that we ouly insert those that guar-
antee, eo our list ia a bona-fide one.

England.
Dec. 11-12.—Warrington C.B.S^(G. M. Nelson, 4G6,

Knutsford ltd.)
Dec. 19.- Doncaster C.B.S.— (Canaries only). Bee

Jan. 9, 1915.
Jan. S-0.—Ardwick and Manchester C.B.S.—(J.

Spencer, 193, Palmerston St., Berwick, Man-
chester.)

Jan. 9.— Doncaster C.B.S.- (G. Hunt, 19. The Cres-
cent, Balhy Rd.) Mules, Brit, and For. Birds.

Oct. 22-23.— Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,
Brunswick ltd.)

Scotland.
Dec. 19.— Newtongrange.—(W. Bryson, 42, Fifth St.)
Dec. 31-Jan. 1.— Scottish National (Edinburgh).— (J.

It. Mcikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jan. 1.—Wishaw Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Jan. 6.— Pontypridd F. & F.S.— (A. A. G. M’Lucas,

48, Rosser St.. Maesycoed, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12.- Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. John, 9, I'ottory

I'iace.) J.P.„ H.N.

Welbknown Judge’s Sad Loss.
I am sorry to inform you ajid fanciers that

Mr. Geo. Marlin (Hamilton) the well-known
judge, was unable to be present to judge our
show, through the sad loss of his wife, who
died very suddenly. The heartfelt sympathy
of all fanciers will go out to him. We
appointed Mr. R. Bald (Bathgate) in his place,
who gave general satisfaction.—R. Gamble,
sec. Whitburn Show.

Longevity of Captive Birds.
There are cases on record of many species of

small birds living for long period's in captivity.
I know of two instances of Linnets living in
cages for seventeen and eighteen years res-

pectively. One was over a year old when pur-
chased, and when I last heard, which was
seventeen years after purchase, the bird was
in good heatlh anjj vigour. It was then over
eighteen years old. Many small foreign birds
live for several years in this country when
properly caged and fed. Dr. A. G. Butler
purchased two male Scarlet Tanagers in 1897,
which I was surprised' to see living and ap-
parently in perfect health last month, having
been in his possession over seventeen years.
He also had a Red-billed Weaver in his avi-

aries for nineteen years, a Common Hangnest
fourteen years, Zebra Finch ten years, Goul-
dian Finch nine years, and a number of other
species lived for long periods.—F. W. Fro-
hawk, in “ The Field.”

Canary=breeding in War Time.
Only those who have devoted themselves to

the hobby favoured by our readers know the
delight of getting quite away—temporarily, at
least—from war, with its anxieties and con-
stant distresses, to an interest that never palls,

but that grows more and more enthralling the
more we study it. It is possible that Canary
breeding—entirely for its own sake, and with-
out reference to its financial side, which is

well worth attention—would attract many
more devotees if its charms were everywhere
known. We commend to our readers, and
especially to new readers, a

.
grand book that

will enable them to achieve success in Canary
breeding with the minimum of cost and
trouble if they will faithfully follow its

explicit instructions. The Waverley Book
Company’s publication “ Canaries, Hybrids,
and British Birds ” actually teaches the fan-

cier how to breed birds that win. So con-

fident are its enterprising compilers that they
make a unique Christmas offer to our readers,

namely, to send this excellent book on ap-

proval for a week’s free use, and to take it

back without the reader spending a penny if

he decides it will not be useful to him. This
speaks for itself as to the good value offered.

We recommend all who wish to study success-

ful scientific Canary breeding to send the free

approval form (it will be found in our adver-

tising columns) and to give the Waverley
Publication a week’s fair (and free) trial

during the approaching holidays. They
should send in good time, as the Christmas
congestion may cause some delay later on.

SPLENDID RESULTS FOR A
TRIVIAL OUTLAY.

“ I sold 28 pecks cf wild seed from a sixpenny

advertisement in CAGE BIRDS three weeks
ago.”—W. HEPWOOD (Albrighton).

“ Please thank the 87 readers who answered

my advt. re Norwich. I cannot reply to all.

I supplied all who enclosed Postal Orders.”

—

Wm. HAINSWORTH (Preston).
“ Kindly thsnk ail those that replied to my

advert, re Finches for Cock Canary, as they are

too numerous to answer individual ly. I have
made the exchange.”—E. COCKRAM (Tatwoi-th).

Neets of Birds, Poultry, etc., should he regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especlal'y
when hens arc sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy tho Red
SJj'e. Kills ali insects. Harmless to everything else.

JIIST THE THIHG FOR

MU PRESENTS.
No Better Books for Fancier

Friends.
The authors, all well-known experts, have given the
methods to be employed in reaching success in that
particular branch cf the cage-bird hobby dealt with.
There is ail the experience of years oi careful study
at the disposal of our readers.

AVIARIES, BIRD ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth
gilt!—By H. Norinan. Contains ten lovely full-
page photographic plates. A 'practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-
ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,
and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1*.—By H. W Batty#
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also bow to treat
In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1,-By C. A. House. Tell*
tlie fancier all that lie needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and ex-
hibitor of file Norwich Pluinhead. The' chapters
on “ Forming a Stud,* 1 and “ How to Produce the
Ideal *' are worth tho cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE*
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-
tors are such well-known breeders a« Messrs. R.
Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.
Beswick, G. Lander, T. H. Kinch, T. Smith etc.
This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches
by 6 is brimful of the most practical information
on the highly interesting ,ubject of Hybrid Breed-
ing. Price 1/-., post free 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex
these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-
mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable
for all cage birds, their food values, uses,
etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the
wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.
House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or
Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-
haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND C0CKATEELS, 6d—By C. P.
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable
and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed), breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1*.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound)
By II. Norman; or may be had in two parts Part
1: “ Hardbills,” and Part 2: “ Softbi'ls.” Either
Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in-
formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.-By G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable "Breeding Room Register” a
well-known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-
breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed bis
birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis-
ters of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, &/4.-By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life
of all our familiar British birds; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct, method of
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet-
all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys’
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift hook.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (a-seo-
date editors, <J. F,. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist.
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Kadi
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,
sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, neat-building, rearing and moulting 'the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.
COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 31cl— B.v J. W. Ramsdcn. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the
birds to get tho richest possible colour.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.— Fanciers requiring bust-
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

•hould write us for a quotation. We are now In

a position to supply these at specially low rate*
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s

name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 6/-, COO 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, " Cage Birds,"
161, Fleet Street, London, E.C.rtlCE birds." 164. Fleet Street. London. E.C.
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the "^,7 mark^i improvement on lust year.

In tact one could not point out a bad bird in the

lections. Norwich were few but of very Rood type.

British and Mules come out better than last year,

tho Goldfinches, Linnets, and Bullfinches being «dl

worth 'veinT The officers and committee worked

Wether and everything was carried out in first-rate

stole anil in good time. The vice-presidents, Messrs.

Hliohwllcc and Keating, and the chalrmnn, Mr. Oil*

fen were constant In attendance, and reudy to see

to 'all wants, and the hardworking sec., Mr. Latti-

uiore. did his part of the work to tho satisfaction

of all These were backed up by a very strong com-

mittee Mcesrs. Kelly, Muleahy, Kennedy, burton-

,l,aw
' Keogh, Power, Williams, Farrell, Magee,

O'Toole, Mr. Dowling (ex-chairman), and Mr. V lutty

(trvns.). Hvland got local sp. for best yellow hen;

Keofili sp. best bird in show, with a splendid tkd.

buff cock, which also won two diplomas; Mrs.

(Tkeelfe, best lien; Fleming, sp. tkd 1

. jell. ck.,

Sholedice won four specials in non fed classes, Mor-

eau one, Reilly one, Stedman one. In novices, sp.

for best bird was won by McKeon with a very nice

mkd ck.; sp. best yell. ek. and hen, Byrne; sp beet

of. butt ek. and lien, Burtensliaw ;
best tkd. hen,

Hartford : and diploma in Mule classes, Alexan-

dor with his Liniiet-Biillie ; best British, also

diploma. Muleahy, with his renowned Chough. Mr.

R. Hallida.v, Shipley, judged, and his awards were

received with satisfaction.

YORKS. CINN. OR CINN. MKD. CK. (6): 1, Mor-

gan verv stylish, nice size, well shaped head, good

neck; 2. Keogh, another very nice one. very eloee

on winner; 3, Holly, good flights and tail, well up

on legs; vhe. Lynch; ho, Keating. HEN (12): 1,

\hc Mrs. O'Keeffe, well shaped, good shoulders,

wings, and feathery 2, Ryan, very stylish, well up on

legs, nice tail; he, Farrell; c, Hyland. CL. YELL.

CK. (12): 1, Woods, nice size, tine col., good wing

carr and size, stood like a soldier; 2, Keogh, nice

head and neck, good length, fine long flights
; 3, Mor-

gan. good qua!., even col., nice size; vhc, Mrs.

O'Keeffe; he. Holly; c, Farrell. HEX (12): 1, Hy-

land. HEN (12): 1, Hyland, good type, very stylish,

neat carr., nice tail and flights ; 2, Fleming, very

stylish, well trained, compact in feather; 3, Gillen,

a close run on leaders, fine long flights, piped tail,

good col., well staged; vhc, Keating; lie, Power; c,

Bollv. CL. BUFF CK. (10) : 1, c, Keating, very rich

col.
' good lege, long flights, nice tail, good shoulders,

stood erect; 2, Mills, good length and style, nice

feather, good flights; 3, Keogli, fine back, we 1

shaped shoulders, well filled neck, and nice tail,

etood like a pole; vhc, Hyland; he, Gillen. HEN
(12) ; 1 Keogh, very neat, nice' wing carr., good head

and shoulders, even col., good tail ; 2, Fleming, very

stylish, good shape and size; 3, Hyland, good feather,

long flights, piped tail, even col.; vhc, Holly; he,

Keating; c, Power. TKD. OR VAR. YELL. CK. (15):

1 Fleming, everyone admired this bird for size and

fineness of feather, great length, very long flights,

nice tail, rich col. and good head; 2, Woods, not so

large as winner, nice qual., fine feather and wings,

good head ; 3, Keating, fine type, neat carr., good

head and shoulders, nice tail; vhc, Gillen; he, Kelly;

c, Morgan. HEN (7): 1, Fleming, fine type and

feather, nice carr., good wings and tail; 2, Mills, nice

shape, long flights, good hark and length; 3, Keogh,

very close on winners, good length, nice back, neat

head, good wings and tail ; vhc, Mrs. O’Keeffe ; he,

Gillen; c, McEntegart. BUFF CK. (10); 1, Keogh,

a clinker, well shaped, feather like wax, good size,

splendid pos.; 2, 3, Mills, .even col., good carr., and

fine length, nice head and neck, not so tight in

feather, 3 a nice bird, well shaped, stands up well,

good legs and col,; vhc, Mrs. O’Keeffe; he. Woods;
c, Ryan. HEN (7): 1, c, Mrs. O'Keeffe, very stylish,

rice size, good back, wings, and tail; 2, Farrell, very

nice, full of qual., good feather and tail; 3, ’Keat-

ing, good feather, head, neck, and legs, nice pos.,

and full of qual.; vhc, Holly; he, Power. NAT.
COL. CL. YELL. CK. (5) ; 1, 2, he, Sholedice, nice

team, well staged, good feather, stood well
; 3, Law-

less nice head, shoulders, good wing carr., and

length; vhc, Gillen. HEN (0) : 1, Morgan, deep in

col. for a non-fed, good size, nice shape, long wings

and tail very compact; 2, Hyland, rare type, excel-

lent qual., good length ; 3, vhc, he, c, Sholedice, very

stylish, good pos., nice feather, beaten in size. CL.

HUFF CK. (7); 1, Reilly, great length, fine legs,

good flights, nice feather, tail like pipe shank ; 2,

Fanning, close run on winner, not so large, very tight

in feather, nice pos.; 3, Lawless, real Yorkie, very

well staged, good qual., fine feather, wings, and
tail; vhc, Hyland; he, c, Sholedice. HEN (7): 1,

he, c, Sholedice, a real lady, wins easily, long flight,

nice tall good back, feather like wax ; 2, Gillen, nice

size and style, good flights, nice tail and well up on

legs, won in col. -fed class in Belfast ; 3, Hyland, nice

bird, good feather, wings, and tail, good pos., fine

feather; vhc. Lawless. TKD. CK. (4): 1, Stedman,

a gem, could win easily in open class; 2, 3, vhc,

Sholedice, 2 nice one, good wings, stands well up,

bit coarse in feather, 3 good legs, nice pos., fine

feather, nice tail, rather small. HEN (4): 1, 3, vhc.

Sholedice, 1 very stylish, teaming with qual., (food

pos.. nice flights and good wings, 3 nice feather,

good qual., good winge and tail, a bit wild; 2, Fan-
ning, a real Yorkshire, good long flights, nice feather,

good subs., fine pos. NOR. CL. YELL. CK. (7): 1.

he, Byrne, good length, stands erect, good legs and
wings, ’ piped tail, wins easily ; 2, Burtensliaw, fine

eize, good feather, nice back, wings, and tail ; 3.

Clery, good pos., and nerve, long flights, nice head

;

vhc, Cappold
;

c, Stedman. HEN (8); 1, Byrne, a
gem,- nice feather, good even col., well up on legs;

2, Burtensliaw, as good as winner, good long flights,

nice feather; 3, McKeon, good head, hack, and
shoulders, nice feather, good col. ; vhc, Hartford ; he,
Stunt

; e, Whitty, BUFF (11) : 1, 3, Burtenshaw,
m - grand subs., rich col., good winge, well staged, 3

not quite so good, though very neat; 2, McKeon, a
clinker, and well worth its place, good featheix nice
head and neck, well filled in back; vhc. Duff; he,
Stunt; c, Reilly. CL. BUFF HEN (11): 1, Burten-
shaw, very sweet, stands erect on fine legs, good tail

ancf nice subs. ; 2, Beegan, with fine long wings, good
tail, nice feather; 3, Hartford, well eliaped, good
size and' qual very stylish; vhc. Duff; he, Reilly;
e, Whitty. TKD. OR VAR. CK. (15): 1, McKeon,
rare length and size, good feather, nice pos., stands
like a soldier; 2, Beegan, long bird, not so fine in
feather, well up on legs, good tail, nice shoulders

;

8, McKeon, good col., flights and tail perfection,
beaten in head and neck ; vhe, McKeon

; lie, Hart-
ford ; c, Whitty. HEN (8): 1, Hartford, fine head,
lovely feather, good wings and tail

; 2, Byrne, clink-
ing bird, but wee bit on the large size, njee feather,
wings, and tail, good back; 3, Whitty, nice head and
fleck, long flights, fine feather, very tight; vhc, Mc-
Kcon; he, Duff; c, Cappola. YORKS., SELL., 30s.,
CK. (7): 1, Burtenshaw; 2, Ryan; 3, Dalton; vhc,

O'Keeffe; lie. Hyland; c, Rowan. HEN (4): 1, Hy-
land; 2, Keating; 3, Mrs. O'Keeffe; vhc, Ryan. 20s.

(15); 1 Hyland; 2, Lawless; 3, Biirtemdiuw
;

vhc,

Keating; lie. Holly; e, Dowling. HEN (6): 1, Dow
ling; 2, McKeon; 3, Lattlmore; vhc, Lamlie; lie,

Mrs. O'Keeffe. A.V. CK., 15». (18): 1, Dalton; 2,

II j lurid ; 3 Morgan; vhc, McKeon; he, Holly; c,

Beegan. HEN (10); 1, Hartford ; 2, Dowling; 3, Dal

ton; vhc, Farrell; he, Burteiisjiaw ; e, Beegan.

CRESTS (t): 1, Osborne, good size and sulxc, lovely

crest, and plenty of feather, tine qual. C.B. (1); 1,

Osborne, very large, well balanced on perch, good

broad head, line brows, good feather and cond.

NOR. CK. (10): 1, 2, McCagherty, grand size, line

targe head lovely qual. of leather, and in abundance,

good col.; 3, Carleton, good type, fine qual., nice

cond., well staged; vhc, Rowan; lie, Sullivan; c,

Trunk. HEN (fi) : 1, 2, McCagherty, very typical,

good winge, nice col., 2 good size and shape, nice

Head and wings; 3. vhe, he, Foster, nice one, crossed

wings a bit, good size; c, Kelly. LIGU'I CAN.
MULE (2) : 1, 2, Kennedy, 1 grand bird, getting old

for exhibition, but in nice cond., lovely plumage, 2

another old warrior, one that lias heretofore won
over 50 firsts. GOLDF. MULE DK. (5): 1, he, runk,

shows both parents well, good feather, moo pos.,

smart; 2, Waters, ran winner close, grand size, very

steady; 3, Byrne, well worth its place, nice col., not

so large; vhc, Beegan. LINNET, DK. (3) ; 1,

Alexander, showed both parents well, nice feather,

fin- condition ; 2, Kennedy, hard to judge between

the two; 3 Lamb, nice bird, but rather email, and

not so steady. A.O. MULE OR HYB. (2): 1, 2,

Alexander, 1 Goldf.-Bullf., did not show the parents

as we would like to sec, too much of Goldfinch about

head, nice glossy col., tine cond., 2 Linnct-Bullie,

showing hotli parents to perfection, might have won

but was wild, wants a training. GOLDF.: 1, 3, vhc,

Muleahy, 1 fine blaze, nut-brown breast, well but-

toned, good moons, 3 not so bright in col., good

square blaze, well shown ; 2, O Byrne, small, goed

brown breast, well mkd. F.M. (3): 1, Muleahy, -is

steady ae if H.M., good blaze and markings; 2. 3,

O'Byrne two very nice birds, steady, fine blaze, and

moons. LINNET (8): 1, 2, c, Muleahy, good size

aikl cond., well pencilled, nut-brown, very good

markings, 2 nice brown, good pencilling and size,

leader excels in steadiness, both well shown
;

3,

Waters well pencilled, very steady, good col., not

quite so large; vhc, Kennedy; he, Magee. F.M.

(3) 1 ° 3 Muleahy, champion, for a field-moulted,

good size well pencilled, every promise of a good

one. 2, 3, not so steady ae winner, nor so large yet

will be. heard of next year. SKYLARK (2): J,

Muleahy very large and steady, stood erect, ana

showed all its qualities, very well mkd., fine breast

and good hack, in great cond. and plumage, 2 not so

steady while judged, a good bird, well up on legs,

fine col. BULLF. CK. (3): 1, Magee, magnificent

plumage and col., good size, nice cap and bib, wina

easily for col., 2 and 3 Mulcaliay, nice style and size,

good wings show : s whites well, 3 nice bird, large

nice cap and bib, not so rich in col as winners.

HEN (5): 1, 2, he, Muleahy, a beauty, nice cond.

and feather, large, stood well, good bars, cap, and

bib 2 a toes up between this and winner-3, Wain,

good cond. and plumage, good cap and bib, a hit

small; vhc, Magee. SISKIN, ETC. (7): L Carleton,

Siskin good col., nicely mkd., good plumage,

Water's, Twite, good col., nicely mkd., large, good

coikF. : 3, Muleahy, fine feather, good subs nice

col.: vhc. Muleahy; he, Carleton; e, Ward. BLACK-

BIRD OR THRUSH (.3): 1. 3
,
Muleahy Blackbird,

good size, well coloured beak, jet black feather like

velvet. 3 Thrush, splendid markings, fine breast, v/eii
* - - - 1\| l.i • .1 _ ^ /-v lonro O AVI T1 P r

.

shown’; 2, Magee, Blackbird, not so large as winner,

but in very good cond. A.O. SEEDEATING (a) : 1.

Alexander. Chaffinch, fine plumage, very t>cht tn

feather; 2, vhc, he. R. Muleahy ; 3, Water:

Bunting, very steady, good markings
,
nw

tight tn

aters, Reed
cond.

AT 1

SOFTBILL 13)7 ’E °3
,
Muicaliy, l’ Chough well

known in Ireland, fine eol on legs and beak jet

black feather, very compact, ; 2 Waters,

very handsome, steady, good feather, fine cond.

POPLAR C.B.S.
Show Nov. 7, headquarters, Allliallows School-

room, East India Dock Road. Entries were a

trifle below last year (which was the record of the

society). Mr. Robson judged.

CHAMP NOR • 1, 2, 3, vhc, Leech; he, Perry; c.

Hunt Bros. UNFLiG. YELL.: 1, 2, Leech. BUFF:

1, Perry: 2, 3, Leech; vhc. Hunt Bros.; he, lerry.

YELL HF;N • 1, Leech; 2, 3, Hunt Bros. BUFF .

1 Hunt Bros.; 2. Leech; 3, Perry; vhc, Hunt

Bros. YORKS. (12). 1 2, 3 Plumb; vhc . Wyall:

he Hunt Bros.; c, Cook. UNFLIG. YELL., f,
,

-

cups, 2 sps„ Cook; 2, Wyatt; 3, hm Plumb; vhc,

Wvatt • c Hunt Bros. BUFF: J, Hunt Bros.; 2,
y
pffimb;’ vhc Wyatt. YELL. HEN: 1. Wyatt;

2 Cook; 3, he. Hunt Bros. : vhc I’lumb. BUFF.

I 3 Hunt Bros.; 2, Wyatt; vhc Plumb. NO\

NOR 1. 3, Mrs. Stopher: 2. Marhoff; vhc. Stage ,

he Walker. HEN: 1, Mrs. Stopher. 2.
Stags: 3,

Francis COL. FED.: 1, Taylor; 2. Bloomfled, 8,

Braithwaite. UNFLIG YELL.: 1. Pvcock ; 2,

Francis; 3, Marhoff; vhc, Lang. BUFF. L cup,

Braithwaite: 2. Bloomfield; 3, Marhoff; vhc. P) cock.

TKD OR VAR. YELL.: 1, 3, Mrs. Stopher; 2.

Pvcock Vhc, Lang. BUFF: 1, Stags:. 2, Marhoff.

VFI L HEN' 1. Bloomfield ; 2. ,3, Francis. BIFF.
1 store » Francis NAT. C?)L. : 1, Mrs. Stopher;

2 Taylor •"'w.c. Felling. YORKS : 1. 2, Aulman.

TKD. OR VAR.: 1. B. Bell; 2 Aulman ;
vlic. Mar;

hfN- 1 Marhoff; 2, Aulman. XOX-FLU..

1. Snow. UNFLIG.: 1, 2. sp., cup. Marlioff : 3, Snow;

vhc. Aulman: he. c. Snow BUFF. l. sp.. vhc,

Aulman : 2. Marhoff ; 3, he, Snow : c Lang. 1 KD-

OR VAR ' 1, 3. Aulman: 2, vhc. Bell, he. c. Lang.

HFNS 1 2. Marhoff; 3, vhc. Aulman. HYB.. }’

Walker. MULE (II): 1. vhc, cup Peeling:
^

Walker: he, c, Snow. GOLDF. AND

3, Walker: 2, he. Pine; vhc. Snow; c.Joyce: 3

BULLF.: 1

Braithwaite. GREENF. : 1. Woodcock; 2. Walker.

UNNET - 1. Woodcock: 2, Priseman: 3, Pine, vhc

Joyce. REDPOLL, ETC. : 1, 3. Walker- 2, Snow

;

finch or bttnt-
vhc c, Woodcock ; lie, Pino. • , , -r Appu •

Woodcock.—F. H. Marhoff, Hon. Assist.. Sec.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
Memhe®

R
show

T
Dec"5°i.. C.uhroom High Street,

when (10 birds were staged,^ and .Mr. S
tL

\'iaL
Hanson ; 4.

vyie
,

, 7 , . , Hunter; 3, Lmgard ; 3, F.
Lmgard. HUFF (/)- L ’ „ *ki, act-let,on.Lingard. - -

.

Self; 4, Hanson; vhc, E. sen, he, c.

TKD YELL (6): 12 , 3. 4. vhc, he, Hartley. 1

7m? self - 2 E Self; 3
’
4 '

Shackleton;

Hartley.^ GREEN
’ MKD,. CK. (8) : 1, Hunter ;

Shackleton.
BUFF
vhe,

2, 3,

Hartley ;
he. Lister and

f Self ; 2’ E. Self ; 3, Peace ; 4, Hartley. CL. OR

TKD. BUFF HEN (3): 1, 2, Midglcy ; 3, Hanson. -I.

Holroyd, Sec,

CARDIFF.
The fifty milo radius show at Glamorgan Build-

ings, November 2S, attracted a grand entry in

Canaries, notwithatanding tho fact, that there had

to ho 12 entries lu a elate before full prize-money

was paid. This again goes to show that societies

were too hasty in rushing to cancel shows instead

of sticking to the "Business as usual" motto. Nor.

and Yorks, were indeed a show in themselves, and

competition was very keen, many really good birds

having to he content with cards only, and in some

classes not having even that consolation. British

did not come up as well as usual, due no doubt

to the L.C.B.A. Show clashing, most of the Welsh

fanciers being represented at tho London Show.

Wales some few years ago was a veritable hotbed

for British, hut there has been for some time past

a failing off in these classes, which is very regret-

affle. The Sec. and Show Manager, Mr. E. Thomas,

had everything well in hand, and was ably as-

sisted by a willing band of stewards who did

everything possible for the welfare of the exhibits.

All exhibits were sent by rail in time to arrive

home on Saturday night. Mr. J. Robson judged.

NOR. YELL. CK. (11): 1, sp., best Nor., Maggs,

vur., rare size and shape, lovely head and neck,

close fitting wings and tail, teeming with col. and

qual.; 2, James and Wells, another good var., tine

size and shape, grand col. and cond., hardly so

good in head ; 3, 4, Mortimer, cl., neat shape and

style, sweet head, nice full neck, grand feather and

cond., 4 .
good cl., close up; vhe, James and Wells;

he, Thomas; c, Maggs. BUFF (12): 1, Tedstone,

var., hold, large, and shapely, grand head and neck,

good frpnt and wing car., lovely feather; 2, Maggs,

tkd. head, nice shape and style, good size, hardly

as good car.; 3, Sloeombe, cl., nice size and shape,

good head, very cobby, grand col. and cond. ; 4,

Thomas, neat cl., beaten in cond.; vbc, Williams;

he, Lewis
;

e, Weeks. HEN (8) : 1, Tedstone, cl.

jell., grand size and shape, good round head, well

braced wings, neat tail, lovely col. and qual. ; 2,

Allsopp, good cl. close up in size, correct type,

full of qual.: 3, Gardner, slashing cl. huff, fine hold

head and neck, good front, nice order; 4, Sloeombe,

cl. huff, nice shape, lovely qual. and cond., hardly

size of leaders; vhc, Thomas; he, Weeks; c, James
and Wells. UNFLIG. HEN (10): 1, Addison, var.

yell., grand cobby shape, nice size, lovely sound

col. and cond.; 2, James and Wells, var., neat

shape, good head and neek, correct wings and tail,

in first-class order; 3, Allsopp, cl., hardly size of

leaders, lovely qq,al. and shape, put down in grand

order; 4, Lewis, good cl., lacks car. of leaders;

vhc. Gardner; he, Thomas; e, James and YVells.

Y'ELL. CK. (10) : 1, 4, James and Wells, good

ones, leader heavily var., fine bold size and shape,

grand head and neck, lovely col. and qual., 4,

var., correct type, hardly subs, of leader; 2, Weeks,
cl. yell., grand size and shape, fine hold head and
chest, grand level col., perfect feather, many
thought might have won, and nobody grumble; 3,

Thomas, cl., not quite size of leaders, but for

style and. shape hard to beat; vhc, Sampson; he,

James and Wells; e, Maggs. BUFF (9); 1, Ted-

stone, good bold and shapely cl., fine head and

neck, correct wings and tail, perfect feather and
cond. : 2, Allsopp, cl., not quite subs., still a good

one, nice level col., grand qual. and cond.; 3,

Thomas, var., correct type, good size, neat head

and neck, lovely col. and cond.; 4, Gardner, hardly

as good type, grand col. and qual.; vhc, Addison;

he, Lewis; c, James and Wells. :NOV. YELL. CK.

(7) : 1, Mrs. Anderson, lovely cl., good size and
shape, nice qual. and col.

; 2, Townsend, heavily

var., fine bold head and neck, nice type, trifle slack

in feather: 3, Rogers, head tkd., correct type, nice

size, grand eol. and qual. ; 4, Jenkins, good, cl.,

sound col. and cond.; vhc, l’hillips; he, Jolliffe;

c, Eseptt and Jappes, BUFF (0) : 1, Eseott and
JamesT tkd., grand size, neat head and neck, good
wings, nice style; 2, Jolliffe, el., grand shape and
size, nice col. and qual.

; 3, Townsend, heavily var.,

fine bold shape, good head and neck, nice car.
; 4,

Selby and Morton, var., good size, hardly ae

shapely as leaders; vhc, Roger; he, Vaughan. HEN
(5): 1,” Jenkins, good el. huff, well packed wings

and tail, compact shape, grand col. and qual.
; 2,

Powell, cl. yell., fine shape and size, teeming with
col. and qual.; 3, Coker, cl. yell., close up, full

of col. and qual. ; 4, Selby and Morton, cl. buff,

good col. and qual., hardly -a; shapely as leaders;

vhc. Williams. UNFLIG. ‘HEN (12): 1. vhc, Rev.
Jolliffe, tkd. buff, grand size and shape, neat com-
pact wings and tail, nice shape, col. and qual.; 2,

Phillips, cl. buff, close up, grand type and qual.,

hardly as good in head points as leader; 3, Wil-

liams, cb, yell, good shape, size eol. and qual., well

put down; 4, Phillips, nice type and qual., trifle

heavy behind; he, A. Phillips; c, Townsend. CK.
(14): 1, Mrs. Anderson, cl. yell., grand size and
shape, best of wings and tail, nice col. and cond.

;

2, c, Rev. Jolliffe, grizzle mkd. buff, stormer for

size., shape and qual. ; 3, Powell, el. yell., correct

type, grand eol. and qual., hardly size of leaders;

4, he. W. J. Phillips, heavily var. yell., nice shape,

neat head and neck, good wings and tail, grand col.

and qual.; vhc, Townsend. YORKS. YELL. CK.
(13): 1, Thompson, el., fine length, grand style, well

packed wings, stands iwell on leg; 2, 4, Smith, cl.,

rare length and style, good straight back, well

packed wings, nice leg, 4, good cl., correct type,

hardly as good feather; 3, Weeks, el.; nicely

moulded, fine length, well up on leg, grand feather

and cond. ;
vhe, Pritchard ; he, Bevan ; c. Bale.

BUFF (11) : 1, Thompson, cl., lovely shape, stands
well on legs, good level col., nice eol. and qual.

;

2, he, Dugmore, var., nice length, very nervy, grand
wings and tail, teeming with qual.; 3, Weeks, var.,

nicely moulded, well braced wings, grand feather

and cond.
; 4, Ashman, cl., fine shape and style, nice

feather; vhc, James and Wells; c, Pritchard. HEN
(13): 1. Ashman, grand cl., yell., fine length and
style, beautiful col. and qual.

; 2, 4, Smith, cl.

buff, grand type and qua!., nice leg, very nervy,

4, cl. yell., grand size and col., hardly as good
wing car. as leaders; 3, Thompson, cl. buff, grand
type and qual., nice pos., neat wings and tail; vhe,

Bale: he, Bevan; c, Weeks. UNFLIG. HEN (16):

1, Thompson., tkd. yell., grand shape and style,

stands well on leg, correct wings and tail, lovely

col. and qual.; 2, Newell, cl. buff, fine length, good
head and neck, well packed wings and tail, in per-

fect order; 3, Charles, cl. yell., well on leg, grand
col. and qual.; 4, Smith, another good cl., well on
leg, neat wings and tail, grand col. and qual.

;

vhc, Dugmore; he, Bale; c, James and Wells. YELL.
CK. (9): 1, 3, Thompson, a brace of gems, leader cl.,

grand type and qual., full pf nerve, nice pos. and
col., 3, tkd., correct type, neatly moulded, not a

feather out of place; 2, Bale, cl., good one all

over, nice length, grand pos. and col.
; 4, Dugmore,

cl., close up, grand type, col. and qual., stands

well; vhc, Newell; he, James and Wells; c, Charles.

BUFF CK. (15); 1, c, Dugmore, good cl., nicely

drawn out, well up on leg, nice pos., grand col. and

:
qual.; 2, Ashman, cl., lino length and jios., wq|l

braced wings, nice pipe tail, in A1 order; 3, Hale,
very smart and shapely cl., line length, good col.

and qual.; 4, Wooton, tkd., lovely feather, nice
length, good nerve aud pos.; vbc. Weeks; e,

Chartc* NOV. YELL. CK. (13): J, Deere, tkd.,

grand length, sweet shape and style, full of qual.;

2, Merrett, cl., grand type and qual., good Ungth,
well up on leg, very stylish; 8, Dalliinore, good
cl., nico length, eol., qual, and pos.; 4, Dobbs,
cl., very stylish, well on leg, good wings, neat tail,

vhc, Barrow; he, Lewis; e, l'arfltt. BUFF (12)

1, Griffiths, lovely cl., grand length, neat wings and
tail, well up on leg, put down in fine order; 2,

Phillips, another good el., stands well on leg, lovely
col. and qual.

j 3, Watkins, almost E.M., grand
length and style, neatly braced wings and tail,

fine col. and qual.; 4, Raymond, cl., well on kg,
very nervy, nice col. and qua!.; vbc, Deere; lie,

Lewis. HEN (9): f, Clee, cl. huff, flue head, good
full neek, grand wings and tail, well up on leg ; 2 ,

Deere, var. buff, lovely qual., grand style and,
cond.; 3, Merritt, cl. yell., grand ear., well braced
wings, good col., qual. and cond.; 4, Phillips, good
cl., correct type, nicely braced wings, good col.

well shown; vhc, James; he, Lewis; e. Raymond.
UNFLIG. HEN (5); 1, vhc, Raymond, eye and wing
mkd. buff, nice length and style, well tapered; 2.

Arthur, wing inkd. yell., grand col. and qual., good
leg, neat wings and tail

; 3, Dallimore, var. huff

very shapely, well drawn, in nice feather; 4, Bar-
row, good cl. yell., hardly length of leaders. YELL
OR BUFF CK. (20): 1, he, Raymond, var. yell-

grand length and style, neat head and neck, well

filled back, stands well; 2, Phillips, tkd. huff, stands

well on leg, neatly packed wings, grand col. and
qual.; 3, Dobbs, another good one, sweet shape and
style, grand col. and qual.; 4, Terrett, cl. yell-

grand length, well up on leg, neat wings and tail,

put down in good order; vhc, James; e, Deere.

BORD. YELL. CK. (10); 1, 3, Jeremiah, var. jell-

lovely type and qual- feaitheirod liko boxwdod,

latter cl. yell- correct type, beautifully moulded;

2, vhc, Wiseman, sound yell, green, grand shape,

lovely grass green eol- in A1 cond.; 4, Smith, var

yell- close up, beautifully moulded, feathered like

wax; he, c, Brailli. BUFF (11): J, 3, Jeremiah,

both cl. buff, wee gems, lovely silky feather, grand

type and qual- perfect wings and tail; 2, Wiseman,
buff green, good col. and qual- hardly as shapely as

winner; 4; Pearce, good cl- nicely moulded, very

stylish, nice col. and qual.; vhc, Pearce; he, Tay-

lor; c, Evans. HEN (11): 1, vhc, Brailli, tkd.

yell- lovely shape, neat wing car., good head and
neck, staged in first-class order; 2, Wiseman, wing
mkd. buff, correct type, very stylish, grand qual.,

close up ; 3, c, Pearce, cl. buff, another of the right

stamp, grand feather and qual.
;

4 ,
Taylor, cl-

very stylish, nice type, hardly as good feather as

leaders; he, Smith. CL. OR LIGHTLY MKD.
HYB. (5): 1, Edwards, Goldie-Bully, medium size

beautiful col. and qual., put down in fine style; 2.

3, Ball, Canary-Bullie, good size, fails in col. and
cond., 3, var. yell. Greenie-Can., in nice order; 4,

Rowlands; vhc, Davies. DK. CAN. MULE (7); l, 1

Davies nice yell. Goldie, nice size, good col. and
qual. ; 2, 4, Brailli, both Greenie-Can.. good size,

nice sound col.; 3, Jones, yell. Goldie-Can., hardly

size of leader; vhe, Brailli; lie, Whinstone; c.

Gillard. VAR. (2) : 1, Davies, Goldie-Can. good

size and shape, nice eol. and cond.; 2, Brailli, yell.

Siskin-Can., good size and col. GOLDF. (5); 1.

4, Coakham, nice size, good clean cut blaze, well

tanned chest, good wing bars and buttons; 2,

Edwards, lovely Finch, nice clean cut blaze, of

rich col., good tans, bars, and buttons, many
thought might have won; 3, Eseott and Jamee, nice

size, beaten in col. by leaders; vhc, Davies Bros.

BULLF. OR GREENF. (6) : 1, Ford, Greenf- good
size, grand shape, nice sound col. and wing bars,

lovely qual. and cond.; 2, e, Whinstone, another
good coloured Greenie, in first-class order; 3, Caddy,
Bullf., good shape, nice broad cap, fails in breast

col.; 4, J. H. Ford; vhc, Dalton; he, Davies.

LINNET (6); 1, Dalton, good nutty brow-n col., nice

qual., but had lost flights in one wing, and should
have given way fo 2, Davies, nice col., well pen-

cilled and very shapely, his only fault, a trifle

restless at times; .3, Ford, nice F.M.. well laced
down flanks, grand col. and wonderfully steady,
should make a good one; 4, Manning; vhc, Whin-
stone; he, Mortimer. SISKIN, ETC. (.3): ]. Whin-
stone, Siskin, well defined markings, nice size and
shape, good col. and qual.; 2, Ford, Lesser ’Poll,

good bib, well laced flanks, nice col. and qual.; 3,

Dalton, Sis., nice size, very shapely, hardly col.

of leader. A.O.V. (4) : 1, Coakham, Hawfinch, well

defined bib, neat wing bars, good col. and con<L ; 2.

Dalton, sw-eet and shapely Chaffinch, good col. and
qua-1. ; 3, Ford, Hawfinch, nice col. ami qual-
ihardly .size of leade,?; 4, Whjinstono, Chaffinch,
grand col. and qual., hardly size of second. HEN
(I): 1, Vaughan, neat yellow Bunting. S0FTB1LL
(1): 1, J. H. Ford, good Blackbird. FOR. (2): 1,

2. Brailli, both Goldies, in nice col. and condition.
SELL.. 50s. (6): 1, Bale; 2, 4, Raymond; .3, Wooton;
vhc, Barrow; absent, Thomas. 30s. (10): 1, c,

Bale: 2. Jolliffe; 3, Thomas; 4, Townsend; vhc.
Weeks: he. Charles. los^, (8): 1, Furze: 2, Bevan;
3, Coker; 4, e. Bale; vhc, Baker; he, Rogers.

BRADFORD WEST C.B.A.
Show, Oct. 21. Shoulder of Mutton, Messrs. Odgen

Bros, judged. There was a fair entry of 87 birds.
CHAMP. YORKS- CL. OR TKD. YELL: 1, Clegg: 2,

Whitwam ; 3, A. Bennett: 4. G. A. Bennett; vhc,
Snead; he, Whitley; c, W.allbank. BUFF: 1, Rat-
cliffe; 2, Snead; 3 Wallbank: 4, A. Bennett. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. HEN: 1. Ratcliffe; 2. Clegg: 3,

Kirk; 4, Wallbank: vhc, Midgle.v. BUFF: 1, Whit-
wam; 2, Ratcliffe; 3, Clegg; 4. Whitley; vhc,
Midgley; c, A. Bennett.. MKD. CK. : 1. Clegg; 2,

Whitwam; 3u Whitley; 4, G. A. Bennett. FEN :

1, 2. G. A. Bemiet; 3, Whitley; 4, Kirk; vhc,

Midglev. FOUL OK.: 1, Whitley: 2, Kirk. NOV.
CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, vhc. McF.wen; 2, Rhodes:
3, Aekroyd; 4, Smith; he, Brook: c, Terry. BUFF:
1. Brook; 2, c, Rhodes: 3, Butterfield: 4. he,

Neesom ; vhe, Ramsbottom. CL. OR TKD. Y’ELL.
HEN : 1, Oats: 2, Brook; 3. Terry: 4. Neesom: vbc,

Rhodes: he, Ramsbottom; c. Smith. BUFF: 1,

Butterfield; 2 Aekroyd; 3, McEwen : 4. Terry: vhc,

Smith; fie', Neesom; c, Rhodes. MKD. CK. : 1,

Smith ; 2’, Butterfield : 3, Rhodes : 4. Terry : vhe,

McEwen. HEN: 1, vhc. Terry; 2. Butterfield: 3,

Ramsbottom; 4. McEwen: he Smith. FOUL HEN:
1, 2, Rhodes. Spl. for best yell, won by E. Clegg;
best buff by Ratcliffe.—F. P. Terry. Sec.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,

Swimming, &c- &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet, &C- to all Teaders.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a copy to»day, or send or Free Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand, E.C., mentioning "C.B.”



CAGE BIRDS December 12
, 1914,

GOu

EASTLEIGH.
First annual show, Boy Scouts' Rooms, Nov. 2S-2C.

Birds were sent all the way from North of tinglaiui,
and competition wu» very keen. (Quality was really
Al. Air. Alderslado makes a very ahlu secretary,
and Al r . Clarke, his assistant, worked like* a Trojan.
Sir. (’. II. Silk, I'imswortli, Judged.

N()li. CR. (IS): 1
,
Morrison, grand yell., fine head

anil chest, not looking over well in corn!., wants
tubbing

; Fellows, buff, ntagecl to perfection, good
body, not ijuite tin- head properties of winner; IS,

lie, Welch, bull', rare qual. and col.; res, Puge* vhc
Allies. TKD., FTC. (try : I, sp, Rest Nor.. Hydes’
•c(>., Welch, line yell., Rest of heads, wonderful col.
and subs.; 2, Frllowia, very taking; 3, Morrison, ono
«rf the best of type and qual., Rut out of comb; res,
Miles; vhe. Potter; hr, Page. (JR. OR HEAVILY
\ VI!.: 1, Foyle, splendid Nor. properties, wins; 2 ,

Morrison, very line var. yell., hit down when we
saw it; :i, Welch, rare type, smaller than winners;
rco. Washer; vhe, Miles; he, Pag,'. HUN (8): Grand
lot: I, 2, Morrison, good Rull's, not much to choose -

Retwceii them; ll, Welch, nice type and qual.; res,
vhc, Mill's; he, Foyle. YORKS., CL. (Rl): I, vhc,
Gamble, leader, llucly drawn, put down in the pink;
2, White, buff, feathered like a Java, lovely Yorks,
properties; 8, Yates, yell., very qiHi k to "respond,
gets Into pus. well; res, e, Adam©; lie, .Matthews.
'I RIF (III: Here (lie sensation of the show : l, *p
best \ oi ks., Gamble, one of the best drawn birds
we have seen, straight as a rush, well up to stan-
dard length, not a leather out of place, tail beauti-
* ‘illy toldeil. gem of the first water, soon found a
new home; 2, vhe, Matthews, nicely mkd. yell., only
fault crosses Ills wings a wee bit; 3, White, rare
good ©lie; vhe, Gamble; lie, Maidment. OR. OR

. ARIEL (a): l, Yates, good yell., should have been
in previous class, only the word “variegated" lets
any bird with two colours compete, the class, how-
ever, would not seem to be intended for a lightly
mkd. bird; 2, lie, Fellows, nice shaped Green; 3,
White, close up; c, Clarke. II FN (8): I, Maidment',
very neat yell., beautifully drawn; 2, 3, Gamble, 2
close up, 3 another nice lien; vhe, Yates; res
.Matthews*; he, White. CRESTS (1): l Adams,
lovely Grey Crest, well radiated, and good size.
FORD, OR ROFI.FR: i, Thornbaek, very neat, well
shown Hord. : 2, vhe. Page, former nic-e cinn.
,;| kd. BorcF; 3, Woolgar; he, Alexander. LIGHT
MULES: 1, 2, Harnell, nic-e 1 broken birds, one very
nearly even mark. DARK (FI): 1, Lomer, fine
Cre-enf., very lustrous col., good size; 2, res,

- Ciarke, nice Siskin Mules, good size, feather’, and’
cone!.; S, Alclerolaile, prettv Goldf.-Can., not over
large, but very bright in col.; vhc, White; lie, Lacey,
r allows. GUI l)F. (S) ; Very nice lot indeed: 1, sp,
1 ' *' Brit,, Burr, one of the best, col. beautifully cle-
hued, whites and tanning good, a first-class exhibi-
tion Finch, soon sold; 2, Foyle, very good Finch; 3,
Fellows, real Britisher; res Alderslade; vhc,
\\ usher • he. White; e, Clarke. BU1.LF. (•>): Nice
level lot: 1, vhe, Potter, excellent Pol., lovely cap,
put clpvvn to perl action

; 2, 3, Burr, not much to
c hoose, l had it a bit in size, 3 another smart Finclt

;

res Alderslade. LINNET: 1, Burr, ..standing right
out for pencilling and col., wants some beating, line
size, lovely shape: 2, Clarke; 3, Alderslade, both well
shown. GREEN F. (8): 1

, Burr, lovely Finch, fine in
col. and size, wonderfully steady; 2, Lomer; 3, Vale
both good Greenies, blit beaten here; res, Clarke;
he Lees; c, Alderslade. CHAFFINCH: I, sp, Cook,
well defined markings, very steady

; 2, Alderslade,
lesec in size, but a good Finch: 3, Woolgar. REDPOLL’
1. it.: 1, Hames, Redpoll, shown in the pink of
conch ; 2, Alderslade, Twite, very pretty, very fit

•

3, Woolgar, good Siskin; res, Fellows; 'vhc Lees;
he Potter; c. Daniels. A.O. HARDBILL: 1, Burr,
clinking Yellow Bunting; 2, Lomer, Cirl

; 3, Vale,
Reed limiting, both in rare show form; res’ Y'ale;
vhe, Alderslade. FOR.: 1 , Lacey, in fine trim, col.
fnost beautifully blended; 2, vhc, Alderslade, pairW hite-headed Mannikins, well shown; 3, vhc Thorn-
baek, pair Cutthroats and Java®. SELL. ( 11 ) : 1 ,

Page; 2, loyle; 3, .Mules; res, Gamble; vile, Clarke,
Fellows.

H.'GHGATE, HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Annual member©' show, Nov. 20 and 21. Thanks to

the indefatigable efforts of Mr. .(. Hyde, the popular
anil efficient lion, see., and the excellent response of
ttie members to liis appeal, the entry was very little
below that of past shows, and quality in some sec-
tions was decidedly superior. Norwich contained
some remarkably fine birds, type and quality being
pre-eminent) whilst some of them were fed to per-
fection. It was to the Yorkshire section that the
Touche challenge cup for the best unflightedi bird
fell. Air. A. Knight winning with a full-blooded,
grand positioned bird, which was generally admired.
Mr. Knight is to be congratulated upon securing this
trophy in the, novice section. The same gentleman
also won Mr. Weston's cup for the most points
scored by vhe, he, and c birds at Tabs, Young Birds,
and Annual shows, 1914. Mr. Kent won sp. for best
Canary bred by exhibitor in the champion section ;

Mr. .1. Hyde, in amateurs; and Air. Millsom in
novices. Mrs. Ward won sp. best bird shown by a
Indy. Messrs. P. Johnson, \V. Shorter, and W. Large
tied with 15 points each for Mr. Trower’s special.
Amongst the other special winners were: Mesors. A.
Lovegrove (n), W. J. Kent, J. Hyde, W. Knight (2),
H. Bailey, >S. T. New combe, R. T. l)ann, E. T. Bush,
Wills (3), Millsom, A. Knight (ID), Bync (2). Cowie
(2). Walmsle.v, Shearer, Wilbers, Large, Mound,
Alton, M. Jones, Fkke. Air. J. .Robson judged, and
had a sharp morning's work. During the day Mr. C.
W. Law, the respected late sec., was present to
render assistance, thus maintaining his interest in
the society. The staging was well arranged, and the
attendance, especially on the Saturday evening, was
excellent. Tim general verdict was “a goed show,
quality excellent, numbers quite the average, and
management first-rate.”

CHAMP. NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. : 1, 2,

Lovegrove; 3, be. Dirr.n; vhc, Cowie; c, Wakefield.
BCFF: 1, 2, 3. Lovegrove; vhc. Sparks; he. Bell.

YAR1FG.: 1. vhc, Lovegrove; 2, 3. B.vne : lie, Bell: e,

Spark. HEN: F Dann ; 2. Bync; 3, Wakefield; vhe,
lu-, e, Lovegrove. I NFLIG. : 1, Byne ; 2. Wakefield;
3. vhe, he, Lovegrove: e. Bell. YORKS., CL. OR
TKD. YELL. CK. : 1, Kent; 2, Bush; 3, Jones: vhc,
Shakespeare. BIFF : 1. Kent; 2, Bush. VARIED.:
I, Kent; 2, Jones. HEN; 1, Bush: 2, Jones; 3, Kent.
BORD.: 1. Shakespeare; 2, Dann. A.O.V.: 1. 2,

Bhakeepeare. AM AT., NOR. Cl.. OR TKD. YELL.
( K.: 1, Hyde

; 2, Wills: 3, vhe, Walmsley. BUFF:
1, 3. Wills; 2. Large: vhe, lie, Walmsley. VARIEG.

:

1. Large; 2
, 3, Walmsley. HEN: 1, 2, Wills; 3, vhc,

Walmsley. VNFL1G.: 1, 2, 3, Wills; vhc, c. Large;
lie Walmslev. YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.:
1 . W, Knight. BI FF: 1, W. Knight. HEN: 1, W.
K night. I XFI.IG. : 1. W. Knight. NOV. NOR. CL.
oil TKD. YELL. CK.: 1, A. Knight; 2. Millsom.
BIFF: 1, lfailey; 2 . Milleom; 3, A. Knight; vhc,
I>ev. YAP.1FG.: 1. 3, vhc, c, A. Knight; 2, Bailey.

H F \ : I, Mrs. Wood: 2, 3. Dev; vhc. A. Knight; bo.

Bail.'. 1 NFLIG.: 1, Alillsom'; 2, lie, c, Withers-, 3,

Mr-. 'Wood: vhe. Bailey. CREST: 1. J. Al. Kent.
YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1. Jolmston; 2,

Withers ; 3. Overton; vhc, Carrington and Petty.

BIFF. 1. New combe; 2, Jolmston; 3, Shearer; vhc,

knilht; lie, Carrington and Petty; c, Millsom.
y.ARIEO. : 1

, 2, A. Knight; 3, Millsom; vhc, lie,
Johnston; c, Bryant. HEN: 1, NeweomW; 2 3

,

Jolinst.oa; vlie, A. Knight; he, e, Shearer. UN-
FI. K,.: 1, A. Knigfit; 2, vhc. Withers; 8, lie, Ncw-
eomhe

; c, Johneton. A.O.V. CAN.; 1 Fiske; 2, it,

•Millsom. AIUI.E ANI) HY1L; 1, Dann; 2,3, e, Day;
vhc:, Street; he, Carrington and Petty. ’NAT’. COL.
CAN.: i, Guiriliiill. PURCHASED: 1, Gamhull; 2,
Bryant. (lOLl)F. : 1

. Byne; 2, Shearer; 3, Millsom;
vlie, Bush; lie, Shorter; c, Fiske. BULLF. : 1, 3,
Alton and Join's; 2, Street; vhc. Shorter; lie, Bailey.
GREENF.: I, Street; 2, vhc, Alton and Jones; 3, J.
M. Kent

;
lie, Alound

; c, Day. LINNET: 1, 2,
Shorter; 3, Carrington ami Petty; vhc, he, Alound;
e, A. Knight. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, Alton Al. Jones; 2,
A. Knight; 3, vlq . Alound. CHAFF. AND BRAMBLE:
1, Street; 2, Kent. HEN: 1, lie, Mound; 2, Street;
3 A. Knight; vhc, Alton Al. Jones. BLACKBIRD,
ETC.: 1, A. Knight. 1NSECTIV.: 1, Alton M.
JoiK’ic*. FOR,: 1 , W. Shorter. SELL., las.: 1, Bryant.
30-.: 1, 2, Hyde; 3 Cowie; vhe, A. Knight. GIFT:
1. W. Knight; 2, A. Knight.

ASHiNGTON, HIRST C.B.S.
Annual Show Nov. 7, Harmonic Hull, a nice place

for a show, plenty of size, nice light, and com-
fortable in every way. Entries totalled nearly 200,
quality throughout being very good, especially in
Norwich, Yorks, and Borders. Bpl. for best young
bird was won by Mr. J. Anderson, with a very
smart unfliglited yell. Yorks. cock, slim and
stylish, and always in position. The same bird
also won Saudi ford’s medal for hottest fed bird,
and deserved lice honour, its colour being magni-
ficent. Mr. J. Graham, Ncwbiggin, was the runner-
up for spl. for lie/t bird, with a lovely clear yellow
Border of grand shape and col. Mr. J. Miles, the
gonial chairman, despite the urgency of business
matters, found time to attend the show and do
has share towards making it a success. He was
grandly supported by a fine body of fanciers, Vice-
Clvairman (Mr, T. Thompson), Treas. (Jlr.-J. Miles),
and a grand Committee composed of Messrs. F.
Baker, J. Graham, G. Hull, C. Tapson, J. Enible-
ton and J. Anderson. Mr. Joe Lock, who is a
reservist, and has been called up to the Colours,
obtained leave of absence to visit the show and
have a look at some of his favourite Borders,
which bad been very nicely staged by Airs. Lock.
Good luck to him. In Mr. VV. Hall the Society
have a very energetic See., courteous and obliging
to all, and he got through his work splendidly.
Air. W. Reid (Sunderland) judged.
NOR. Y15LL., 1914 (S) : l, 2, Armstrong; 3, he,

Thompson; vhe, llaneox; c, Richardson. BUFF
(7): 1

,
Rowell; 2, he, Armstrong; 3. vhc, Thomp-

son; e, Richjirdson. IIEN (10): 1, he, Thompson;
2, e, Armstrong; 3, Richardson; vlie, Baker. BORD..
YELL. CK., 1914 (.7) : 1, e, Graham; 2, Anderson; 3,
vhe, Lock; he, Rowell. BUFF (9): 1, Anderson; 2,
Hall; 3, vhc, Graham; lie, c. Lock. HEN (7): 1, 3,
Graham; 2, vhe, Look; lie, c, Anderson. YORK.,
YELL. CK.. 1914 (8): 1 , 2, 2 spls., Anderson; 3,
vhc, Charlton; he, c, Baker. BUFF (0): 1, 3,
Anderson; 2, vhe, Hall; lie, Charlton; e, Bancox.
HEN (0) : 1. Charlton; 2, 3. Anderson; vhe, Emblc-
ton

;
lie, Hal!: c, llaneox. CINN. CK., YELL, (a):

1, Baker; 2, 3, Rowell; vhc, Thompson,: he, King.
BUFF (5): 1 , 3, Thompson; 2, vhe, Rowell; he,
Hall. HEN: 1, 3, Rowell; 2, Hall; 3, vhe, Thomp-
son; 3, Hal!. A.O.V. (7): 1, vhe. Graham; 2. he,
Rowell; 3, Thompson; c, Lock. NOR., PAIR (7; : 1

,

3, Armstrong; 2, Baker; vlie, Thompson; he, Rich-
ardson; c, Reaveley. BORD., PAIR (8): 1, 3

,

Graham
; 2, vhc, Lock : he, Hall : e, Anderson.

A.O.V., PAIR (4): 1, 3, Rowell; 2, Thompson ; vhc,
Hall. MULE OR HYB., 1914 (4) ; 1, 2, Thompson;
3, vhe, Dear. NOV.. NOR. CK. : 1, 2, Whillis; 3,
Tapson ; vhc, Morton : lie, Embleton ; e, Fletcher.
HEN (4): 1 , Tapson; 2, 3, Whillis; vhe, Fletcher.
BORD. CK. (8): 1, c, Whillis; 2, 3, W. Graham;
vhe, he, Lawson. HEN (8): 1, vhc, W. Graham; 2;
Lawson; 3, lie, Whillis; c, Embleton. MULE. ETC.
(3): 1, Chambers; 2, vlie, Embleton: 3, Whillis;
he, Lawson. PAIRS (5): 1, he, Lawson; 2, Whillis;
3, Tapson: vhc. Chambers. A . V. CAN. never pre-
viouslv -shown (2): 1, Fletcher; 2, Chambers.
LINNET (7): 1. Edwards; 2, 3. King; vhc. Flail; lie,

Reaveley; c, Edwards. A.O. BRIT. (10): 1, l.awson:
2, Hall; 3, Embleton; vhc, Anderson; he, Alorton:
c, llaneox. GIFT (12): 1, Baker; 2, Thompson; 3,
Rowell; vhc, Whillis; he, Anderson; c. Hall.

GOVEMTRY (Godiva) C.B.S.
Special Members' Show, Oct. 24. in place cf the

Open Show cancelled on account of the War. Plough
Hotel, Queen Victoria Road; upwards cf 150 birds’
were shown, a record for anv members’ show in
Coventry. Councillor Poole, President, kindly gave
four pairs of Coventry made braces as specials;
these were won by Alessrs. Wright, Royeroft, Row-
ley, and Cox. Air. Fincher won Ramoden’s and
Air. Rowley's specials for the best bird fed on Rams-
d-'ii's peppers, and Air. A. Wright Air. Blackshaw’s
special for most l«t prizes. Air. A. J. Davies, Cov-
entry, judged, and his awards gave every satisfac-
tion.

CLYDEBANK.
Annual show held Lesser Town Hall, Clydebank,

Nov. 28 . The ball is a very suitable one, free from
draughts and well lighted from both sides of the
rool. Air. G. MeGown, President, and Air. W.
Kane, Bee., are worthy of the appreciation and trust
reposed in them, and they are ably backed by
Messrs. Morton and Sheridan as Viee-Prca., Air.
C liambers, Treas., and an experienced and capable
committee in Messrs. Laing, Tawse, Robb, McBride
Easton, Hutchison, and McArdle. Air. A. McLean
and Air. Matthew Craig judged, and got through
their duties in a smart and businesslike fashion.
Kntrioi were in excess of last year, and the show
was well patronised in the afternoon. Mr J
Tawse won spl. most points.
CRESTS (4): l, Blyth, large wing rnkd. D.C., good

leather and com!,, nicely staged; 2, 4, McNair, nice
Cinn. Crests, el. body, could do with more subs.;
J, Roberts, fine grizzle crest, good oize and subs.,
nice spread top, just trifle open in centre, could
be improved. NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (4)

•

1. spl. best young ford, McNeill, nice subs., fine
even col. and splendid qual., short .and neat, in
the pink

; 2, French, hot, even col. and nice qual.,
finely balanced through, neat and shapely, only a
trim: behind in subs.,; 3, 4, Campbell. BCFF ( 4 );
1, Tawse, fine size and qual., het col. and richly
mealed, neat and ohapely, line carr. and steady

; 2,
French, nice typo and qual., carries wings loosely
behind in col. and subs.; 3, Campbell, stylish arid
neat; 4 McNeill. YELL. VAR. (3): 1, McNeill
J

1 ”'2
.

broken gr., capital cond., fine type arid qual.; 2," right, even mark, fine subs, and type, nicely bat.,
•8, Campbell, nice size and good col., fails in type
ami steadiness. HEN (4): 1, spl, 2, spl French, 1
finely coupled and neat, nice carr. and style, 2 capital
leather, larger, but not so clean cut away, good
front and top end; 3, Tawse, head tkd., not so large,
but neat all over, just wants- more head; 4 , Dochertv.BUFF VAR. CK. (4): 1 , 2 spls, Tawse, capital
leather, grand size and qual., fine chape, well filled-
in, in the pink

; 2, French, trifle smaller in build,
line col. and qual., typical; 3. Campbell, plenty size
and col., rather rough; 4, Docherty. HEN (5): 1,
McNair, short and neatly buiit, shapely; 2, French!
head and wing mkd., nice type and qua!., runs well
up; "

Yl
; 3, AIcKav; 4, Chamber: BORD Cl o r> TKD -t-

a
,

L>un Piebald lien of grand quality a

•Anile r.r,„ ...... i i .... '

,
tioht ao-vax. Hid Norwich section was a feature

nice
AIcArdle, leader fine qual., head tkd., neat and
shapely, better drawn and presses hard for top
petition, 3rd similar build, but rather strong in
head points; 4, Tawse. BUFF (3): 1, Clunie, nice
wing mark, line feather, good col., fine qual., neatly
braced wings and close tail

; 2, 3, AIcArdle. BUFF
VAR. (3): 1 , 3, Brown, leader nice feather, of good
qua!., Stylish and neat, 3rd good cond., nice build;
2, Blyth, lovely qual. and shape, even eyes and
green tail, very neat, our choice. GI!. OR CINN.
(1) I. 2, spl, Laing, capital col. yell.-gr., nice
feather, neat pencilling, stylish and steady, 2nd also
yell.-gr., perfect order, similar, but more cloudy in
ground ; 8, Brown, ohapely, buff green, good feather
and carr.; 4, Clunie. YORKS. CK. (5): 1, spl, Kane,
shapely el. yell., fine plumage, well drawn and neatlymn n rl • 9 cnl •} a m.-.XT..:.. • ,

cond., only colour counts against it; 3, Morton 41
cond. and hard up for size ami col., little behind
the best. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (8): 1

, AIcKeown,
capital Gold!., moe size, grand col., rich blaze, deep
and square-cut, pure col. and marks, .steady; 2.Robb, line Bullf., grand size and col., broad, deep,
and well defined, jet black cap and nice salmon
lront, nice wing bars; 3, AIcArdle, good Goldie, but

t T»T»rn™
e
H
e 111 l,lllzc ;1,id purity of col.

; 4, Clunie.DlNNLl (8): l, spl, Laing, nice H. Al., fine pencil-
ling, steady, fine ground col.; 2, Robb, capital F'.-M.,
tnffe bolder ill size and appearance, finely pencilled;
3, Morton, nice one for col. and pencilling, steady;
4, Hutchison. SISKIN, Ac. (fi) : l, spl, 4 , McArdle,
leader capital Redpoll, rich ground col. and mark-
ings, nicely pencilled, fine cap and bib; 2, 3 , Hutchi-
son, Skikin and Redpoll, 2nd nice. size and fine col,
steady

, 3rd nice size and feather, but lacks the
rich ground col. of leader. GREENF’. (6): 1, Tawse
fine col. and size, steady, in grand feather, wins
well; 2, Hutchison, nice col. and cond., fails to
Vi?, . ,V,ir'

lze
:
3 > Mortori - similar to 2nd; 4, AIcArdle.BRAMBLi: OR CHAFFINCH (1): 1

, Robb, fine
f b^mbeh. SMALL (1): 1, Laing, nice Yellowhammer.
LAI.GL: I, 2 sps, cup best Brit, or Mule, Robb, good
l brush, perfect feather, very oteady. BULLF. HEN
(3): 1 , AIcArdle, rich shade of col., expansive, neat
fitting cap, clean cut bars, .steady and trim; 2
Alorton, not so steady as might be; 3, Hutclii-
??">

r

ver -v steady, must have run hard up for 2nd.HEN, EXCEPT BULLF. (3): 1, Robb; 2, 3, AIcArdle
two iornu-r nice Greenies, 3rd good Chaffinch. FOR.-
I, AIcKeown, Dice Siberian Goldie, in the pink, good
markings and steady. GIFT; 1 , Tawse; I, AIcCown;
J, French; 4, Morton.

COUNTON AND CURRIE
PARISHES Q.S.

3rd annual show, tillage Hall, Juniper Green,
Nov. i. Entries totalled 230, and showed a vast
improvement in quality from previous years. Tlra-
fancier© in this locality are paying a great deal of
attention to the staging of their exhibits. At pre-
vious shows some good Girds were out of the tickets
owing to not being ,w($!l staged, but they are gaining
experience, and a vast improvement is the- result,
bup «or best Scotch Fancy was won by Jas. 1\
Rodgers with a buff piebald hen of grand quality and

Napier,

- section was a feature of
the sliow, some real stormers being forward. Tha
pride of place and Fowler cup were won by Mr. T.
11. Preston with a slashing yell, hen

; cup for best
British or Alule was won by the Vice-President, Air.
T. Alichie, with a very nice Bnllie cock put down in
grand cond. A new feature is a cup presented by
Air. Gibson for the best bird rthown bv a novice, anil
thi: nice piece of plate was captured by Air. H.
Dickson with a very nice Goldie. As in previous
years, a splendid lot of specials were got together,
totalling 07, and a line array they made spread out
on a table at the top of the hall." At the close, ATr.
and Mrs. AlcPherson kindly presented them to the
successful competitors. Great regret Mas expressed
throughout at the inability through illness of our
worthy pre-idenf to attend, and the wish cf al

NOR. CL., ETC., YELL. : 1. c, (Rowley ; 2, Shirley;
3, Wright : vhc, Royeroft ; he, Saunders. BUFF

:

1. ©p. 2. Wright; 3, Buckley: vhc. c, Fincher; lie,

Saunders. HEN: 1, c, Wright; 2, Buckley ; 3, Roy-
creft; vhc, Fincher; lie, Cox. CL., ETC., YELL.,
1914: 1, 2, -sp, vhc, lie, Fincher; 2, Shirley; 3, Cox;
c, Rowley. BUFF: 1, sp, Wright; 2, 3, Shirley; vlie,
Cox; he. Buckley; c, Arundell. HEN. 1914: 1, Buck-
Uy; 2, 3, Wright; vhe, c, Royeroft; lie, Fincher.
NAT. COL.: 1. Wright; 2, F.owiey ; 3. Atkins; vhc,
Arundell. NOR. CIN., SELF. OR FOUL: 1, Wright

;

2, Royeroft; 3, vhc. Rowley. BRED, 1914: 1. Wright:
2, vhc, Rowley; 3, Royeroft. NOR., U., SELF OR
FOUL: 1 , Wright; 2, Royeroft; 3, Shirley. BRED,
1914: 1. sp, Royeroft; 2, vhc. Rowley: 3, Wright;
lie, Shirley : c, Buckley. YORKS., CL., ETC.: 1,

Symonds : 2, Adkins; 3, .IRcwley ; vlie, Wright.
HENS: 1

,
Wright; 2. Symonds; 3, Rowley; vhc,

Saunders. ltilEI) 1914: 1
, Wright; 2, Rowley.

YORKS., CINN. OR GR.: 1. sp, 3, vhc, Rowley; 2,
Saunders; he, Adkins. A.O.V. CAN.: 1, 2, 3,' vhc,
Rowley

;
lie. Adkins. HYB.: 1, Rowley; 2, Adkins.

PAIRS: 1. Wright; 2, Royeroft; 3, Cox; vhc, Buck-
ley: he, Saunders. SELL.: 1, vhc, Cox; 2. Shirley

:

3. Royeroft: lie, Arundell. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1
,

Buckley: 2, Adkins; 3, Arundell
; vhe, Rowley.’

SOFTB1I.L: 1 . Green. 2, Rowley; 3, Adkins.-—F. A.
Green, lion. Assent. Sec.

„ , „ ,
- . — — nice feather

3, 4, Kane, leader cl. buff, nice subs, and shape
good feather, our choice for 1st. NON-FED (1): l!
Tawse. NOV. (2); l, Docherty, nice feather; 2,McKay, nice buff-gr., well shown. A.O.V. (3): 1 ,

Chambers, neat, sweet, and chapelv yell.-gr., fine
type and carr., clean cut and stylish, in the ’pink:
2, Hutchison; 3, McNair. LIGHT OR VAR. MULES
(5): 1, 2, Alorton, var. Goldies, perfect feather,
grand col. and nice marks, shows cross nicely, leader
best in col.: 3, 4, Hutchison. DARK (5): 1, spl,
Morton, nice eize Jonque Gold!., perfect feather’
fine col. and marks, steady; 2, Laing, fine Linnet’
good rich ground col. and pencilling, should make
up well; 3, Hutchison, good Siskin; 4

, AIcArdle
Grcenf. OLD BIRDS -CRESTS (4): 1

, Roberts,
head, neck and wing mark, fine top piece, nicely
groomed, neat droop and centre, in fine trim ;

=> spl
Blyth var. D.C., fine top piece, excels leader in
iiontai, well-filled centre, must have pressed: 3
Gordon; 4, McNair. C.-B. (3): 1, sp!, 2, Blyth!
leader gr., plenty, ©ubs. and feather, nice lash and
back skull, 2nd light var., capital feather, presses
hard; 3, Roberts, nice green. NOR. CL. OR TKD.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir —Glad to
say our members are simply delighted ’with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E
Ball." Send for samples and prices.—The Manager
Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street Lon:
don, E.C. 1

YELL. CK. (4): 1
, spl, French, monster cl., plenty

col. and qua!., just a trifle long behind for our
taste; 2, Hutchison, nice size and good c-ol.: 3,
AIcKeown: 4, AIcGcwn. BUFF (5): 1

,
McNair,

pknty size and subs., fine qual. feather, nice top
end ; 2, French, fine .size, good qual. and type, neat,
tlo£.,e feather

; .5, Tawse, capital qual. feather, nice
sdiape, clean cut away, presses hard ; 4, Chambers,
good grizzle top, neat carr. and feather, beaten in
subs. Y E1.L. YAP,, (o): ], AIcNeiil, nice hot even
col., fine type and qual., shapely and neat, Al
bloom; 2, McArdle, nice qual. and tvpe, not just
so broad across front; 3, Tawse, 'nice 4-point,
pros yes hard; 4, Docherty. BUFF (8): 1, spl, best
bud, McNeill, capital quality, wings and eyes mkd
plenty subs, and type, neat and shapely through
out, fine carr., staged to perfection; 2, French,
typical, good qual., not so neat in carr. of wings or
perfect in feather ; 3, Campbell, plenty size, nice
qua!., beaten here in type and carr. ; 4, Tawse nice
qual. YELL. HEN (7): 1, spl, Tawse, capital clear,
lict even col., perfect leather, shapely, typical, well
braced, staged without fault; 2, spl, Docherty, not
fio hot in col., good feather, nice carr.; 3, Ferguson,
nice qual., inclined to crouch when handled- 4

'
‘

Chambers. BUFF (10): 1, Tawse, grand one, fine
type, Al qua!., neat .and trim, carr. of the best,
right good* ore; 2, French, grand qual. and tvpe,
not so massive ; 3, Docherty, more massive, good
qua!., fails in carr. of wings; 4 , Campbell. BORD
CL. OR TKD. YELL. («) : 1, spl, Roberts, sweetly
made, jaunty and neat, fine carr., stylish, neat lop-
end and clean cut; 2, Blyth, typical, silky feather,
nice c-arr., rurnj well up on leader; 3, Tawse; i
Gordon. BUI I (2): 1

,
Tawse, nice all-round; 2,

Hutchison, good feather. VAR. BUFF ( 1 )- 1 Fer-
guson, nice cap mark. GR. OR CINN. (4): 1, Laing
emu. mark yell., nice type and can-., we thought in
w.c. ; 2, 3 , 4, Clunie, 2nd and 3rd typical greens,
best of order, tight -and perfect in' feather, 4tli
another cinn. mark, good one, which we thought
should have gone into the. variegated. YORKS CK
(2): Beth Kane. HEN (2): 1. Kane, cl. yell.,’ per-
fort feather, neat, well drawn and steady, rare pose
right shape; 2, AIcNair, good cinn. mark. NO.v
1'ED (5): 1., French, even wing mark Norwich,
plenty size and fine sub., grand type and qual., good

-.,4 ’.
Ferguson, similar build, runs hard up for

•
v - (1) : 1, Chambers, nice yell. gr.HIGH I All LES (7): 1„ spl, 4

, AfcGown, excelling in
col and markings, good side ami staged in spotless
older; 2, spl, Kane, good one, hard up for size ami

absence.
SCOTCH FANCY YELL. CK. (2): 1, \V. Rodgers;

2, Campbell. BUFF (7): 1, 4, \V. Rodgers; 2, 3, J.
Regers ; 5, Campbell; «, 7, Preston. YELL. HEN (3):
1, Campbell ; 2, W. Rodgers; 3, Preston. BUFF (12):
1. 2, .3, 7, .1. Rodgers; 4, Campbell: 5, C, 8, Preston.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (39): 1, Elder; 2. fi, Crabb;
3, 4, 7, llrydon ; 5, Napien; S, Whiteon. BUFF (31):
1. 2. Alichie: 3. J. Rodgers; 4, Campbell: 5, 8,
Napier; fi, Crabb. A.O.C. YELL. CK. (7): 1. 2. 3,
Alichie; 4, Napier; 5, Smith; fi, AIcCrum: 7. Daily.
BUFF (11): 1, 4, Napier; 2, Alichie; 3, 5, Eider; fi,

Crabli : 7, Whitson; 8, AIcCrum. CL. Oil TKD.
YELL. HEN (19): 1 . 5, Alichie ; 2, 4, Elder-; 3, Napier;
fi, 7, Daily; 8, Crabb. BUFF (25): 1. 2, 5, Alichie;
3, 4, fi, Napier; 7, Davidson; 8, Whitson. A.O.C.
YELL. HEN (8): 1. Alichie; 2, Scott; 3. Robertson;
-1, fi, Napier; 7, Campbell

;
S, Whitson. BUFF (9): 1,

3, 4. 5, Napier; 2, Dickson ; fi, Campbell : 7, Alichie
;

S,

llrydon. NOR. YELL. CK. (13); 1. 3, Smith; 2,

Daily; 4, Napier; 5, 8, Thompson; fi. Daily; 7, Scott.
BUFF (10): 1, 5, Smith; 2, Campbell; 3, 4, Eider;
fi. Napier; 7, Robertoon

;
S, Preston. .YELL. HEN

(13): 1, 2, 3, 5, rreston ; 4. Campbell; (1, Smith; 7,

Robertson; 8, Elder. BUFF (14): 1, 4, Eider: 2. fi.

Smith; 2. Preston; C, 8. Robertson; 7, Napier.
AIULE OR HYB. (12): 1. 3, 4, Preston: 2. 8, Camp-
bell; 5, C, 7. Regbie. BRIT. (22): 1, Alichie; 2,

Dickson : 3, Robertson : 4, 8, Davidson ; 5, Downic ; 0,

Elder; 7, Alorrison.— Jas. Napier, Sec.

GT. HORTON (Good Bnterat) O.S
Show, Nov. 7. Grange Schools, Dirkhill. Judge,

Mr. 11. Hallidav. 74 birds Mere staged.
CL. (lit TKD. YELL. YORKS. (7): 1, 4, A Firth;

2, G. H. Warburton; 3, T. Oldfield; vhc, A. Holden:
he. H. Schofield: e, A. Redder. CL. OR TKD. BUFF.
YORKS. (8)': 1. 2. Warburton; 3, vlie. Ackrovd ; 4,

Bartle; lie, Oldfield; c. Wheelwright. EVEN, ETC.,
YELL.: 1, Warburton. BUFF (3): 1, Holden: 2, 3,

Warburton. YELL. YORKS. HEN (9): 1. vhc, Firth;
2, Bartle; 3, Ackroyd ; 4, ho. Holden; c, Wheelwright.
BUFF (S) : 1, 4. Ackroyd; 2. Warburton: 3, Bartle;
vhc. Holden; he. Wheelwright; c, Pedder. UN-
FLIG. CK. (8); 1, 3. lie. Firth; 2. Pedder; 4. c.

Wheelwright; vhc, Whittaker. HEN (9): 1. vhe,
Ackroyd; 2, Pedder; 3. Whittaker; 4. Oldfield: lie.

Wheelwright: 0 , Schofield. NOR. CK. (10): 1,

Jowctt : 2. Pedder : 3, 4, vhe, he, Kaberv ; c. Plow-
right. HEN (10): 1, lie. Plowright; 2, 3, vhc,
Kabery; e. Pedder. A.O.V.; 1, Jowett.

AIosl points: A. Firth £fi, G. H. Warburton 23, 0.
Ackroyd 24, .T. W. Kabery 20, A. Pedder 111, D.

Bartle 15. Total points for the year to count for
cup*, the highest six are: A. Firth 53. G. H. War-
burton 52. D. Bartle 40, G. Ackroyd 4fi, A. Pedder 3-’,

.1. W. Kabery 26.-A. Firth, Sft.

ALL JUBGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this hook lias over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to, and a double check for judges, whlla
there is always a slip free -to be sent to the printer*
Df the catalogue.

Prices:— 1 Copy, 6cl. post free.

G Copies 2,6 post free.

12 Copies 4 6 post free.

A samplo page on application to "CAGE BIRDS,"
154. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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A handsome and

interesting British

species, quite Parrot-

like in its actions and

capacity for chewing

things up. Mainly

a winter visitor to our

shores.

OUR DRAWING IS

OF THE FINE BIRD

WHICH TOOK 5th

PRIZE AT THE
HORTICULTURAL
HALL SHOW FOR
MADAME FEIST-

MADEWELL.

SOME FEATHERED EXQUISITES AT

THE HORTICULTURAL HALL SHOW.

By

PAGE, F.Z.S„

(Continued from
page 285.)

J
Peter’s Spotted Firefinch.

T
HIS beautiful Finch

(
Lagonosticta nivei-

yuttata) is a rare appearance on the show
bench, and the specimen exhibited by

Mr. Frost would have been much higher but

x- for a damaged wing, otherwise it was in good
condition and perfect plumage. It certainly
is one of the most beautiful of the many

- beautiful Finches' Africa gives to the bird-
lover. In form it more closely resembles the

- Melba Finch than the typical Firefinches, and
it very probably has closer affinity to the
former than the latter. Mr. Goodchild’s
characteristic drawing clearly indicates the

. plumage pattern, and a few word's will suffice

to clothe it with the splendour of the living
. bird. The forehead, top of the head, wings

and back are warm olive-brown; lobes, sides
of face, sides of neck, chin, throat, upper
breast and tail glowing crimson

; remainder
of underparts dark brown and black, regu-
larly spotted with pure white spots

;
the beak

is silvern-black, and the legs and feet greyish.
The female is mostly brown, spotted with
white on the underparts

; she has a red tail

and a patch of the same colour on her breast.
Over a long period of years it has appeared

- on the show bench only on three or four
' occasions, and very probably these appear-

ances cover but two specimens. Aviculturists
have longed to possess it in pairs, that they
might attempt to reproduce* it in their
aviaries, and the competition will be keen

, indeed for the first pair Fate places within
our reach.

But for the blemish above referred to, viz.,

a wing that has been broken, and though
perfectly healed, does not lie in quite the

. correct position, handicapping it for exhibi-
- ton, though not for the aviary, it would most

probably have secured premier honours. It
is a species that would adorn any collection.

Bourke’s Parrakcet.
While the beautiful Parrakeets of Australia

are almost legion, there are few, if any, that
rival or surpass Bourke’s

(Neophema bourlcei)
for exquisite and chaste colouration, and to
beauty of plumage must be added graceful
contour and small size.

The plumage pattern can be clearly seen
on our plate—as regards colour much space
would be required to give it in detail, and I

-«x
can only state that it is a charming arrange-
ment of delicate greys, delicate pinks, delicate
blues, brown, black, and white

;
the whole so

chastely thrown together that the harmony
is perfect.

It is a species that does well in captivity,
and once established can be comfortably
wintered out of doors in any aviary that has
a draught-proof and dry shelter attached to
it. It has shown itself fairly ready to
reproduce its kind in captivity, but, like the

• Budgerigar, seems to be most productive
where several pairs are housed together. It

- is an amiable species, but, of course, this
must be qualified by the remark that,' even i

among species of gentle repute pugnacious
individuals, occur. But for the fact that
Parrakeets, destroy plant life so rapidly, I
should not hesitate to include it in a large
aviary among Finches, etc., providing there
was ample space for all.

It makes a gentle and fairly quiet cage-
bird, but as far as my experience goes has
not so much character and vivacity as some
other genera (Brotogerys for instance) under
such conditions. As an aviary bird it is

ideal, while as an exhibition bird it is sure
to catch the eye of the judge if in passable
condition. The bird from which our illustra-

tion is taken was staged by Miss A. B.
Smyth in perfect condition, and very steady.
It was second to a beautiful pair of Queen
Alexandra Parrakeets staged by Miss Clare.
The menu of Bourke’s is very simple:—

Canary, white millet, and millet sprays form
the staple dietary. Green-food and any kind
of fruit the birds will take should also be
regularly supplied. To these should be added
the essentials for every bird—grit, cuttlebone,
and fresh water for drinking and bathing.

The Biaclucheekcd Tanager.
This species (Calliste cayana), also known

as the Lesser Rufous-headed, is certainly one
of the most beautiful of a marvellously beau-
tiful group, and merits a full description.
Top of head shining rufous-ochreous

;
general

body colouring, golden-ochreons
;

facial

patch round eyes and over ear-coverts, black

;

back and rump, greenish
;
wings and tail,

black, broadly margined' on outer webs with
brilliant bluish-green

; throat with bluish re-

fulgence; breast and upper abdomen glossed
with greyish-lilacine, varying in intensity
according to light ; beak, blackish ; legs and
feet, greyish-brown. The female differs from
the male in being altogether plainer in colour,
but is nevertheless a very pretty bird.

General body colour, greyish-ochreous,
washed on the crown with rufous, and on the
breast with bluish

;
the facial patch is smaller

and less distinct than that of the male
;
wings

and’ tail blackish with broad olive-green
margins.
The genus Calliste contains many species

that are certainly half-hardy, but I should
have no hesitation in leaving an established
Black-cheek out of doors all the winter. I
possessed a male of this species in 1907,
which was successfully wintered in a rather
damp outdoor bird-room, where the tempera-
ture was often as low as 28 deg. Fahr., yet
during the dullest and coldest period of that
winter’s days it was never dull, but always
cheery, bright and vivacious, which is more
than could be said for its owner. Early in
the following summer it went to Mr. 0.
Millsum, eventually, I believe, passing into
Mons. Pauvvels’ collection. It makes an
ideal cage bird, but it is still Tare and diffi-

cult to procure in this country, though appa-
rently quite common in British and French

Concluded at foot of column 3.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Continued from page 265,)

T
O be fully explicit I will illustrate it

bo: Judgo A. judges two birds that
make a tie, neither of them are penal-

ised for any faults', he gives to one bird
five points for general effect. In his
opinion the beauty of the whole song, and
maybe individual tours, are worthy of
these five points. To bird No. 2 he gives
four points for general effect; Judge A.
says the bird with five points -for general
effect is the winner.
Judge B. gives one bird four for general

effect and another three for general effect,
yet in the event of a tie, should the bird
with the three points for general effect
have sung a larger number of the lower
tours Judge B. says that this bird with
the smaller number for general effect is

the winner. I myself favour Judgo A’s.
principles. Reader, it is for you to be
stirring in these matters* rather than be
apathetic, trusting that a reverse under
such differences of opinions will not come
your way.

Required from the Fancier.
I believe I have now written quite suf-

ficient about the birds’ requirements, and
would like to touch on a few points that
are required from the fancier. In our
zeal for our hobby, we are liable to over-
look the fact that we should be just not
only to ourselves, but to our families. If
we accumulate stock to the detriment of
the family purse, we are not just to those
dependent upon us. If we allow our stock
to grow to over-large proportions, the
feeding, watering, and other requirements
will be an arduous task, instead of being
a labour of love.

Old fanciers keep the amount of their
stock down to reasonable proportion. But
what of tli© new fancier? He may find
that the large stock accumulated in his
zeal is becoming a burden, and in such
case he should follow the method of the
old fancier, rather than give up the hobby
under the mistaken impression that it is

too hard a labour, and takes up too much
time.

Should he be desirous of joining a
society, it is his duty to understand what
will be required from him as a club mem-
ber. After he is elected and his club sub-
scription is paid,, he is, for better or
worse, a shareholder in his society and its

Tips for Novice
Canary Fanciers.

By J. TAYLOR (Aldwych, W.C.).

One of the “Ten Minute Lectures’’
recently given before the City and

Surburban A.C.b.

3 LWAYS have plenty of fresh air in your
room, but avoid draughts.

Always have clean water in the drinkers,
and freely use the bath.
In Winter think over what you intend to

do in the Spring. Never wait till that
season of the year comes round.
Get your breeding cages ready and fixed

up by the end of January, with all the
accessories complete and in working order.
Have movable cage fronts and perches.

Also have sand-trays, so that you can go in

SOME FEATHERED EXOUISITES AT THE HORTI-
CULTURAL HALL SHOW.—Concluded.

Guiana. It requires a roomy cage, as it is

a restless, active, vivacious, and’ I must also

add a truculent species. It thrives well on a
good insectile mixture, ripe fruit ad lib., and
a few live insects.

The specimen staged by Lady Kathleen
Pilkington was in tip-top form—the purity
and richness of the hues of its tight and silky

garment could not be surpassed, not even by
the bird in its native haunts. The excellence
of Lady Pilkington’s bird’ was, with that of

other exhibits staged in its near vicinity, an
ample demonstration that a bird can enjoy a

long, happy, and contented life though caged,

and its general condition and fitness not be
one whit below that of wild 1 nature itself.

The species abovo noted are merely a tithe

of the “Feathered Exquisites” staged, but
are representative of the many Orders of

birds on view.

affairs. In the event of a deficit in the
finances, ho is equally responsible with
every other member for his proportion of
that deficit. On the other hand, in the
event of a society being disbanded, ho
is eligible to receive an equal proportion,
with every other member, of the balance
of cash that stands in the name of the
society.

It is his duty to attend the clul/s meet-
ings, especially if he reside within an easy
access of tho society’s club room, and not
to leave the business of the dub to be car-
ried on by tho few, for it is disheartening
to the secretary, and those who attend each,
meeting, to find a. poor attendance of
their fellow members. Even should theTO
be no special business to be transacted,
he is shirking his duty by non-attendance.
It is the bounden duty of all, when jxis-

sibly convenient, to attend the meetings.
The Use of a Bird Crj?an.

Our duties are not completed by attend-
ance at the club’s meeting; we should pro-
mote and enter into discussions for the edi-
fication and welfare of our fellow members,
for all are not familiar with the various
and sometimes intricate subjects connected
with our hobby. One may be well versed
in the breeding, another in the train : ng,
another may only have a rudimental k now-
ledge of the proper feeding, or say the
renovating of the cages, and an exchange
of ideas is beneficial to all, makes the
meetings attractive and instructive, and is

an incentive to the.recruiti ng of new mem-
bers. Remember always that the expert
staff and the columns of Cage Birds are
ever at your service, gratis.

I have frequently been asked whether it

is necessary to have an organ to assist in
the training of the young birds, and many
debates have taken place on the usefulness
or otherwise of the organ, while the point
of their often being offered for sale has
not been neglected. It is obvious that
all are not for sale for the same reason

;

in one the tone may not be to the owner’s
liking, sounding hard, or forced, and not
sufficiently mellow, or, it may be pitched
too high on some of the tours. Again,
organs vary in the length of time of “run-
ning down,” and more attention is neces-
sary for one organ than fer another.

( To be continued.)

the evening and clean out without disturbing
the hen on her nest when sitting.

Use Sanitary Distemper for the inside of
cages. It is so easy to use, and is also a
disinfectant and kills red-mite.
Look out for your stock birds as soon as the

moulting season is over (about October) and
not later than December, so that the birds

get to know their new owner—especially the
hens.

Feed your birds that you intend to breed
with about the month of February with egg-

food, and also some mixed seeds. At this

time of year the weather is mere trying, and
they want warmer food. Don’t give a lot of

green food
;
soaked rape and sweet ajiple are

best.

The beginning or middle of March I con-

sider soon enough to pair your birds, unless

they are in a very forward condition. Those
that are backward then should be given a
leaf of dandelion daily and a liberal supply
of egg-food till ready to nest.

Do it Vourself.
Try and look after your birds’ welfare

yourself ; don’t trust to anyone else if you
cam help it.

I advise a beginner not to take the eggs

away as laid
; let the hen alone for at least

the. first round, and see how she goes on.

When she has laid her clutch of eggs re-

move the cock bird altogether, as he may
do more harm than good.

When the young are 16 to 20 days’ old

then min him with hen and young, and watch
how he treats them. if inclined to be

nasty and pull feathers from the young put

the wire slide between, so that he can feed

young through this. Run the hen with him,

of course, now and again, say for 15 to 30

minutes in the morning and evening. If he
proves a good feeder let him stop with the

young, who will get on all the better for his

help.

When the young are taken from their

parents (can feed themselves) I always give

a liberal supply of soaked seed, also soma
crashed dry seed and rolled oats.

'
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Correspondence.
Special Prizes from Australia.

Sir,— I have received for the 1,. and P.O.S.
£3 3s., from the Victorian Canary Society
and Mr. Frank While, to be used as special
prize rporioy at L. and P.O.S. shows. I am
uskod to acknowledge receipt of same in your
columns, which 1 now do, with many thanks.

J. W. Ramsden.

Hamilton (War Fund) Show.
ism,—Are the fanciers doing their duty

here? Entries are disappointing in the
extreme, and I am compelled to extend
entries up to morning of show, Dec. 12, to
exhibitors outside the borough. .Lanarkshire
is full of fanciers, and Hamilton is in its
centre, and there is no reason why a largo
entry should not come. There is no “ prize-
money,’’ no doubt, but we have the Border
Fancy three medals—one for best clear or
ticked, even or uneven marked

;
one for best

green or cinnamon, und one for the novice—
also a whole lot of valuable specials. I again
appeal to fanciers to help.

Walter S. Wilson, Hon. Sec.

The Rambling Brambiing.
Sir,—Allow me to put right one item in

your very excellent report of the show held
at the Horticultural Hall. In it you “ express
surprise that an experienced British bird
exhibitor should use a show cage with a
water hole capacious enough to permit a hen
Bramblefinch to walk through it.” I wrote
to Mr. Tyson asking for an explanation, and
ho writes me as follows:—“1 was standing
by the case at the time and directly the cage
was lifted out the door sprung open, and the
bird was gone. Whether the fastening had
become unloosed through taking the cage out
or whether it had not been securely fixed, I
cannot say.” In conclusion I must heartily
thank Mr. Pretty for all his trouble, and for
thing the means of restoring her back to me.

. W. F. Lloyd-James.

Leicester Sets a Splendid
Example.

£20 Given to Charities.

Sie, I have the pleasure to inform you
that on behalf of the Leicester Hand-in-
Hand C.B.S. I have handed to the National
Relief Fund £4 2s. 6d. and to the Belgian
Relief Fund 30s., being the proceeds of our
late open show. Through the columns of
Cage Birds I beg to thank all those who
supported us in this good work. With the
aid of our sister society, the Leicester
C.B.S., we have during the past twenty
months given £20 to various charities. We
consider this good business, and hope that
societies in other towns will follow our
example. A. Freestone, Sec.

Is Face Value Better Than
Pedigree ?

“How Pedigree May Tell!”

Sir,—Under the above quoted heading you
printed last week a paragraph relating to
live Yorkshires, every one a winner, bred
from one pair of birds, presented by Mr.
Crisp to the daughter of a friend, and you
ask the question : “ Who said face value
was better than pedigree? ’’ The paragraph
recalls the interesting controversy of a few
years back between two writers over the
jioms-de-plume “ Sunny Jim ” and “ Little
Jim.” I remember at the time we fanciers
were left in doubt as to the ultimate result
of the conflict, and I believe the contestants
decided to call it a draw

; but we were so
eaten to the bone with curiosity as to the
identity of the warriors that they were
persuaded to reveal themselves, and—if my
memory isn’t playing me a scurvy trick—
they turned out to be Mr. Orisp (the donor
of the pair of Birds) and Mr. Frank Cole.
When I read your par., I thought what a
wonderful coincidence, albeit a disastrous
coincidence to Mr. Crisp’s line of argument;
for it bears out Mr. Cole’s arguments and
contentions far more than a sheaf of letters
could ever do. Trusting again to memory,
I think Mr. Crisp’s arguments in the con-
troversy were in favour of the face value
theory, and anyone who recalls those argu-
ments and has read of his success on the
show bench must have thought him right

—

which he was, for no Yorkshire breeder’s
career lias been so surprisingly successful-
vet be himself supplies an unanswerable
argument in support of Mr. Cole’s theory of
pedigree. One can’t help but think that
when Mr. Cole read the par it would be
soothing to his pride; for weren’t the birds
which bred the five winners of little—com-
paratively speaking—value facially? But
what a pedigree they had! Is it

;
ossible

that both Mr. Crisp and Mr. Cole were right,
and that the contest really and actually
ended in a draw? Sub Rosa.

When Is a Novice Not a Novice ?
Sir,—Would you explain to me, through

your valuable paper, Cage Birds, what “ a
novice” means? If a novice has won a 1st

prize in open competition in the Norwich
section, would that bar him showing as a
novice in any of the other Canary sections,

or only in that particular section?
Also if a novice has won one 1st in Mules,
open competition, would that make him a
champion in all soctions and bar him show-
ing as a novice in any Canary section?

A Novice.
[We believe the generally accepted rule

adopted by societies is (1) if a novice wins a
1st prize in open competition with any variety
of Canary, he becomes a champon, and must
thenceforward show as such in all Canary
classes

; (2) a win with Mules or Hybrids
does not make a novice a champion in the
Canary section, but only in the section in

which his win was scored
;

this applies

similarly to the other sections (British and
Foreign birds). We should bo glad to hear
from societies whose ruling differs from the
above.

—

Editor, “ C.B.”j

Robin Sings to Soldiers at the
Front

and Perches on Gun for TiLbits.
SlE,-—Being a reader of your valuable paper

Cage Birds, and also a lover and keeper of

birds, I am sending you this, hoping it will

be of interest. About ten yards from the
muzzle of my gun there is a small tree in

which a Robin has made his home. Although
the gun has been fired daily for weeks, and
gives a very loud report, our Robin Lakes not
the least bit of notice, but still gives us his

little song. He has now got so tame that he
takes up a position on the “ traversing lever

”

(when we are not firing, of course) and waits
for the usual crumbs and tit bits. This has
been going on for weeks, but the noise has
no effect on our little friend. My gunners
take a lot of interest in him, and you may be
sure that he doesn’t go short of anything. We
have given him the name of “ Robbo.” I am
afraid that I cannot conform to your rules

about writing on one side of paper only, as

writing paper is rather scarce, so please
excuse me this time. I must not send you my
address either, but would you please acknow-
ledge this letter to my wife, who will let me
know. C. H. Tromlow.

Sergeant, Royal Field Artillery,

British Expeditionary Force.

Sad Ending to Career of Noted
Redpoil-Buiifinch Hybrid.

- Sir,

—

I am sorry to report the sad loss of

my well-known winning Redpoll-Bullie
Hybrid, through being delayed during transit

to Sale show, held Nov. 27 and 28. I

entered a team and dispatched them from
here (Accrington) on 7.15 p.m. train for Sale,

via Manchester, and they did not arrive till

the day following at 6 p.m. Needless to say
they were too late for judging, it having
taken the railway people 23 hours to deliver

birds which had only about 25 miles of a

journey. On the return journey they left

Sale Station on Saturday 8.19 train, and I

did not receive them until Sunday evening
at 6.30. they having been travelling again

about 22 hours to reach their destination.

The Hybrid did not look so grand after doing
this double journey of mishap. However, I

left nothing to chance as regards giving him
special care, and he seemed to improve won-
derfully till about Friday, and then a change
for the worse came, and he died on Sunday
last, just a week after getting back. He was
only quite a young bird, having had two full

moults, and he had again come out a grand
colour and was in splendid show form. He
has been out only twice this season (with

exception of Sale) and he stood 1st at Liver-

pool and 2nd at Manchester. Last show
season he had a grand record, winning eight

1st prizes and specials and a 2nd, 3rd and
4th prize at the leading shows, also Cage
Birds Diploma and special at Liverpool show
and a championship diploma at the Bradford
National, truly a good beginning on the show
bench, a career which by misfortune is now
cut short. I must live 'in hopes of getting

another as good.

I have noticed from time to time the rail-

way transit of birds has been brought before

the Fancy through Cage Birds and 1 have
not the least doubt it will have to be dealt

with by a strong body of fanciers who can
wrench better conditions of travelling from
the railway companies. I will just quote an
instance of a railway servant’s statement
concerning birds. A short time ago I wgs
waiting with a friend for some birds coming
on rail, and a railway servant remarked :

‘‘You want to start keeping Newfoundland
dogs, and then when you send them to shows
they can see them, and they will not get

lost.” H. Walsh.

WHO FIRST BRED AND EXHIBITED THE
YORKSHIRE CANARY?

Sir, Who bred the first Yorkshire Canary?
I see my name was suggested as being that
most fortunate individual. This is the first
intimation that has reached me, either pub-
licly or privately, of iny name being associated
with either the breeding of or the naming of
the first Yorkshire Canary. Who bred the first
1 orkshire Canary, o r even when, are questions
that are shrouded in obscurity, and will
probably remain so in the days that are to
come. Were it at all necessary, abundant
proof could be adduced in confirmation of this
view by myself, and very probably others of
a like age or experience.

Mr. J. Holroyd' evidently takes the same
view as myself as to the obscurity attending
who bred the first Yorkshire Canary. He gives
his version anent the less obscure question

—

I who exhibited the first Canary, accompanied
with the prefix Yorkshire as a distinguishing

|

marking, or making, of a new variety. Here
again 1 am led to the conclusion that, though
sincere in his belief that what he has written
is in conformity with actual facts, Mr. Hol-
royd is somewnat lacking in those essential
facts which, when minutely examined, will,
or can prove that his version is the correct
one. Let me give an instance. Mr. Holroyd
infers that the late Mr. William Heap was the
first exhibitor at a Crystal Palace show who
exhibited a Canary bearing the name “ York-
shire Canary,” and further says that it would
be about the year 1870. ’ Now had Mr. H.

consulted a Palace catalogue he would have
found that a number of Canaries were
exhibited in the any other variety class in
1863 that were catalogued as “ Yorkshire
Canaries ”

; and for ten successive years York-
shire Canaries continued to be exhibited as
such in the any other variety class. During
this period Mr. Heap’s name appeared as an
exhibitor in 1865, 1867 and 1868. It will thus
be seen that Yorkshire Canaries were
exhibited in two successive years prior to the
advent of Mr. Heap’s Yorkshires at the
Palace. It vvas in 1873 when a separate class
was given for Yorkshire Variety Canaries,
since which time they have not ceased to be
represented there in varied quantities.
Knowing Mr. Holroyd as 1 have known him

for a great number of years, I feel sure that
he is innocent of giving anything but what
in his belief is true and accurate. I feel that
he will be ready to forgive me for the cor-
rection of his statement, as I know well
enough that the opinion and belief is gener-
ally held, at least in Bradford and the
surrounding districts, that Mr. Heap
exhibited the first Canary at the Palace show
as a Yorkshire variety bird. I will go further
and say that Mr. Heap himself honestly
believed that such was the case; and in all

probability I myself would have been one who
would have shared in that belief had not
extracts from the early Palace catalogues
convinced me differently. > Jonas Knight.

Abandonment of the Crystal
Palace 1915 Show.

Sir,—I regret to have to announce that
owing to the war difficulties have arisen
which make it practically impossible to com-
plete the necessary arrangements for this, the
56th National Cage Bird Show. The com-
mittee of the L. andi P.O.S. have decided
that under these circumstances they have no
alternative but to cancel the show. There is

every reason to, believe that the show will be
held in February 1916 at the Crystal Palace
as usual. J. W. Ramsden.

Novices and the Recent
Sheffield District Show.

Sir,—I desire to ask the officials of the
Sheffield O.S., through the columns of Cage
Birds, whether it was their intention, at their
late District Show, for the novice first prize
wins to be counted as though the wins had
been taken in their respective society’s club
shows? Take, for instance,, a novice who
shows and wins two firsts at the S.O.S.
District Show, and then wins one or two firsts

in his own members’ show; would' that mem-
ber be considered as out of the novice sec-
tion next year ? I am speaking of members’
shows only. I have been told suGh wins are
not counted. Exhibitor.

Lizards Abroad and at Home.
Sir,—I am pleased to say I have received

a letter from Mr. Dowler, of Johannesberg,
South Africa, saying that the trio of Lizards
I sent him arrived in good condition, and
that he is highly delighted with same. This
is the second consignment to this gentle-
man. I sent them away in early October,
and they arrived at their destination Oct. 24.
I have also sold my 3rd prize Liverpool
broken cap Gold to Miss Alice V. Hatch,
Redhill, but in a letter from her she tells

let myself go, and in the face of events I am
only sorry I did not report the matter to the
6tation-master. I expect this was the reason
they arrived in such, a condition. Then I
am told that the railway company, acting
under Government orders, does not accept
any risk—yet they still charge the 50 per
cent, extra for small biros

!

John Rukin.

The A.O.V. Bunting Class at
the Scottish National Show.
Sir,—As a regular visitor to Scotland’s

great annual event in the cage-bird ' world, it

has always struck me as being very unfair
that birds of the Bunting species, not in-
cluded in the National B.B. and M.C. list,

should be allowed to compete in this class.

The birds I refer to are the Meadow, Black-
headed and Ortolan Buntings. At such shows
as the L.C.B.A. and the Crystal Palace only
the Corn, Girl, Snow, Reed and Lapland
Buntings are "eligible, and rightly so, in view
of the fact that the others are not recognised
as British birds by the national specialist
club. I hope to see the Scottish National
fall into line with the two other great shows
above-mentioned, as by so doing they will
encourage the exhibiting of the recognised
British species in greater numbers. I do not
know who is to judge this class at the
coming show, but I hope on New Year’s Day
to see only the N.B.B. and M.C. named
species in the cards. B B.

[Possibly our correspondent has overlooked
the fact that the official list of the Scottish.
British Bird and Mule Club (under whose
patronage the show in question is held) in-

cludes the names of the Meadow and Black-
headed Buntings as being eligible to' compete
as British—maybe, though we cannot say for
certain (we are writing from memory), that
of the Ortolan*as well.

—

Editor.

me he arrived two tail feathers short, and' a
Yorkshire cock I sent her at the same time
arrived in a very poor condition; and this in
spite of being in- show cages and case, as
when sending to shows. I shall have some-
thing to say to the railway officials here, as
on Wednesday night last I kept on the
station to see these birds put into the van.
The porter had some distance to travel, and
I only managed to spot him just as ho was
putting the case in the luggage van

; he had
the case upside down ! You may imagine I
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SUNDERLAND C.B.A,
Meeting Dec. 6, Mr. Farrer presided over a good

attendance. Decided to add another hen class to
the Lizard section, three classes of which arc being
guaranteed by five fanciers. The secretary of the
N. L. Club informed the meeting that he had five
casli specials to give to Lizard classes for open com-
petition. We have also been- granted the patronage
of the L. and L.F.A. The meeting finished up with
several small matters relating to open show. Ad-
mission tickets were distributed to members for sale,
any member not present can have same on applica-
tion.—John Peacock, Hon. Sec,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE C.B.S.
General meeting, Dec. 3, Mr. A. Holden chair.

Letter read from Mr. J. Craig (ass. sec.), 1st
Cameron Highlanders, from 1st General Hospital,
Aberdeen. He was rendered hors de combat on Nov.
U at Ypres, whilst knocking the Prussian Guards
out. He hopes to see ©onto of his Newcastle chums
shortly. Will members and other fanciers plca.se note
f have still some of Mr. Craig’s birds for disposal
at my address at 218, Ladykirk Road. Sec advert,
this week’s CAGE Rums. Nomination for officials for
1915 must be ©cut in by next meeting in January.

—

J. W. Heed, Sec.

EDINBURGH WESTERN O S.
Meeting, Itiego Street Hall, Dec. 3. Mr. Italian! ine

chair, in place of Mr. Andrews. The auditor, Mr.
Bowman, reported the books in good order. Balance-
sheet was read, and showed a good record of tho
year's working with a substantial balance. It was
proposed to break up the Cinnamon and Green class

for- Borders, and to open up a class for Greens in

tho Norwich section; this will bo brougtit up again
at next meeting. Agreed to try and run a table
show on one of the dub nights on tho same lines as

the annual ©bow. Sec. was instructed to write the
B.F.C.C. patronage for next year’s show. Mr. llogg,

Broughton lload, was admitted a member. C. Grant,
Sec.
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BIRMINGHAM’S BEST ENTRY
Annual Open Show of the City of Birmingham

C.n.S., Dec. 2 ami 3. at the Crown Hotel, lu a splen-

did room, well lighted and free from draughts,

The entry was a line one, tho best the society has
had, and totalled CIO, quality throughout was of the
very highest standard, many crack exhibitors send-

ing in grand teams, and each eectioti contained birds

of tho very highest merit. Tho men in chnrgc aro

all old fanciers, and tho society Is very' smartly
officered, the president, Mr. J. A. Eckersley, being

one of tho right sort, an enthusiastic fancier and
good supporter. The genial chairman, Mr. A. Broad-
hurst, works very hard, being ever ready to givo

any information possible, while the vice-president,

Mr. J. H. do Maillct, deserves special praise nud
thanks for tho way he worked at the show, and
all night previous, those gentlemen were backed up
by a grand committee in Messrs. W. C. Wells, II. T.

Collier, J. H. Allen, J. Clay, T. Jones, Burke,
Childs, Derry, Dipple, Feesy, Jeffreys, Crowther.
Tho secretarial reins aro still in tho hands of that
good old fancier, Mr. J. H. Jones, who thoroughly
understands the weight of his post, and carries out
his duties in a businesslike manner, while his kindly
and courteous manner makes him very popular.
Norwich were a great show on their own, and

were well abovo the average, which speaks well
for having -tho patronago of O.N.P.C. The old yel-

lows, 21, were not only the biggest lot ever seen
together, but the finest; in fact, tho cream of the
fancy was hero, and many noted winners were
cordless. Novices, as usual, came up in great
force and staged some real beauties, and in some
instances would have held their own in the. Cham
pion section; many exhibitors claimed it the best
lot of Norwich ever seen together. Yorkshires, too,
were a great attraction and many admirers of the
gentleman Canary were in attendance. The merit
throughout was fine. In the novices some very
nice onca were staged. In Crests, the £5 limit
kept away the tip-toppers. Cinnamons were not
much, and Borders were down in numbers, but in
Hybrids and British there were again all tho noted
cracks, Messrs. Martin and Archer’s Linnet-Mule,
••Perfection,” and Greenfinch-Chaffinch Hybrid, both
being staged in lovely order, as also were Mr. Par-
lctt’s noted light Can.-Bullie and Greenf. -Mule, the
latter we heard has won 81 first prizes, a wonderful
performance. Goldfinches w'ere a fine lot of 21, and
Foreigners were a nice collection. The show was
well patronised. Mr. J. Robson judged Norwich,
Hyb., Brit., and For., and Mr. J. H. Hoc the re-
mainder.
NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (21), wonderful

class, 8 sets of winners easily : 1, 2, Williams, beau-
ties, grand size, lovely shape, short and thick-set,
good broad heads and full necks, splendid col. and
qua!., well cut away, leader looks like last year's
unflig. winner; 3, he, Vardy, grand shape, nice subs.,
good chest, and back, neat wings and tail, hardly
so tight in feather; 4, Laidlow, nice size, good col.

and quah, neat head and back ; vhc, Stubbs Bros.

;

c, Hathaway. BUFF (13) : 1, Hathaway, tremend-
ous size, rare head, neck, and chest, good col.,

beautifully moulded, splendid cond.; 2, Hirst, fine
head, col., and cond., grand feather, nicely carried,
but ever reaching his cage top

; 3, Keech and Son,
beauty for shape, short and cobby, rare size, nice
head and neck, full chest. ; 4, he, Dipple, grand size
and shape, rare head and chest.

; vhc, Thomas ; c,
Garfield. MKD. OR VAR. (19), grand class, many
well-known winners cardless: 1, Keech and Son,
nice size, very fine shape, good col. and cond., tight
as wax

; 2, Eliott, yell., grand size, lovely head and
neck, full chest, lovely col. and cond.; 3, Stubbs
Bros., saddle mkd. yell., fine size, lovely head and
neck, beautifully rounded; 4, Vardy, head and wing
marked, line size, grand head and back, good col.
and cond.; vhc, Willoughby; he, Baker; c, Laidlow.
YELL. HEN (14): 1, 4, Vardy, leader, neck mkd.,
grand size and shape, eweet head, nice back and
chest, lovely cond. and col., feather like wax, neat
wings and tail ; 4, nice size and shape, neat head,
lovely feather; 2, Philpot, grand size, nice shape,
compact, good col. and qual.; 3, Gough and Loach,
lovely size, col., and qual., good head and back

;

vhc, he, Crawshaw; c, Eliott. BUFF (10): 1, Dipple,
splendid size, col. and cond., fine head and neck and
hack, well carried wings and tail

; 2, Eekcrsley, good
sizo and shape, neat head and eheot, clean cut,
loses only in col. to leader; 3, c, Vardy, bold front,
fine head and back, well across perch, very smart

;

4
,
Thomas, nice size, col., and cond.

; vhc, Gough and
Loach; he, Collier. UNFLIG. YELL. (19), very fine
class: 1, Laidlow, head and wing mkd., nice size
and shape, neat round head and chest, good col.
and cond. ; 2, he, Crawshaw, fine size, rare eubs.,
good shape, nice head and neck, short, well carried
wings and tail, good col. and qual., our choice ; 3,
Eckersley, nice size, col., and cond., lovely qual., short
wings and tail; 4, Stubbs Bros., still another
beauty, down to the minute; vhc. Fielding; c,
Dipple. BUFF (25): 1, Hulse, grand size, col., and
cond., lovely head and neck, beautiful feather, could
do With a little more chest; 2, Stubbs Bros., fine
size, grand head and neck, lovely col. and cond.,
short cobby body, neat compact feather, must have
pressed hard ; 3, Snead, shade bigger in build, well
across perch, nice head col. and cond.

; 4, Hathaway,
good head, neck, and chest, nice feather; vhc, Judd:
he, Bastock

; c, Crawshaw. UNTLIG. HEN (20): 1,

Foxen, eye and wing tkd., grand head and neck, full
chest, good col. and cond.; 2, 3. Stubbs Bros., wing
mkd., shade larger than 1st, fine head and neck,
lovely cond.; 3, wing tkd., nice size and shape; 4,
Twine, hardly size of leaders, yet a sweet one

; vhc,
Evans and Ball; he, Eckersley; c, Crawshaw.
NOV. NOR. YELL. CK. (11): 1, Bradley, fine size,
col., and cond., good head and neck; 2, Dr. Askey
Wood, eye and wing mkd., grand size, col., and
cond., shade longer; 3, Shirley, good head and
neck, fine shape, neatly carried wings

; 4, Evans and
Ball, mkd., nice size, col., and cond.

; vhc, he, Bel!

;

c, Westwood. BUFF (17): 1, Smith, good size, col.,
and cond., lovely shape, fine head and back; 2,
Evans and Bali, lovely shape, fine size, neat head
and back, lovely feather; 3, Shirley, great head and
neck, full chest, bit loose at sides; 4, Dudley, eye
mkd., smaller than leaders, lovely feather; vhc, Dr.
Askey Wood; he, Dunn; c, Lewis. HEN (21): 1,
Lewis and Coulson, mkd. yell., fine size and shape,
full head and neck, grand feather; 2, Hampton, mkd.
jell., smasher for size, full front, good 'head and
back, nice col. and cond.; 3, Bert Lewis, cl buff,
nice size, col., and feather, neatly moulded

; 4, Mrs.
Bridgwater, shade smaller, very neat, fine col. • vhej

he. Dr. Askey Wood; c, Shirley.' UNFLIg!
(36): 1, Goosey, cl. buff, fine size, col., and cond.
splendid head and neck, fine shape and cond • 2
Shirley, wing mkd., yell., grand, hot col., splendid
carr., good head and sub.; 3, Bradley, cl buff nice
«ze and shape, good head and back; 4, Hampton,

cl. yell., very neat, lovely feather and abapci vhc,
Derry; he, Evans and Ball; c, Shirley. YORKS.,
YELL. CK. (10); I, Dyson, gram) one all over, nice
length, well up on leg, neat head, good col., well
braced wings and tail; 2, l)r. Craig, grand length,
lovely pos., sweet head, nicely rounded, good col.

and qual. ; 3, Ogden Bros., another big one, all

tlioro for stylo and pos., well braced wlnge and tail;

4, Dykes, rare length, lovely shape and qual., grand
col. and cond.; vhc, Lane; lie, Gibbons and Wtakes;
c, Snead. BUFF (13): 1, Dyson, long raking bird,
grand head, back, and shoulders, nicely drawn, good
sound col. and qual. ; 2, Clay, bead tkd., hardly the
length of leader, beautifully moulded, good head
and back ; 3, Dykes, nice length, good pos., dose in
feather, rare legs, lovely length of flights; 4, Hurst,
smart, stylieli, and shapely, shade stouter in build

;

vhc, Ogden Bros.; he, North; c, Snead. MKD.,
ETC. (11): 1, Dykes, ‘‘Dreadnought, ” real gem, well-
known, in tip-top cond., needs no comment; 2, c,

Wells and Clempson, well known green back, grand
length and pos., nice style, looking a bit out of
sorts to-day; 8, Darlington Bros., head and wing
mkd. buff, neat head, good neck and shoulders, nice
feather; 4, North, cilin., head and wing mkd. yell.,
grand length, feathered like glass, sound col., full
of nerve, might have gone up one; vhc, Bayliss; he,
Lane. YELL. HEN (8): 1, Dr. Craig, grand length,
nice round head, full neck, good back, wings, and
tail, well carried, level col., stands correct on a good
pair of legs; 2, Burke, shade stouter in build, nice
length, excels in col., good head and neck; 3, Clay,
long and stylish, beautiful feather, nice style and
cond. ; 4, Dykes, rare length and style, nice qual.
and cond.; vhc, Harding; he, Ogden Bros.; c, Wells
and Clempeon. BUFF (11): 1, Dykes, cl., grand
pos., fine style, well up on a lino pair of legs, per-
fect wing carr., lovely feather and cond-, wins well.

;

2, Dr. Craig, long, raking hen, grand feather, rare
style, lovely in jvings and tail ; 3, Darlington Bros.,
eye and wing inkd., hardly the length of leaders,
neat head, well filled neck, nice feather; 4, Ogden
Bros., good length and pos., shade stouter in build;
vhc, Cowley; he, Dyson; c, Clay. YELL. UNFLIG.
(13) : 1, Dykes, el., wonderful length, rich level col.,

grand head, neck, and shoulders, nicely drawn,
rare qual.; 2, Cowley, good length, lovely qual.,
grand head and neck, very slim and stylish, neat
wing carr., pressed hard; 3, Ogden Bros,, fine length,
beautifully drawn, nice pos., lovely feather, as tight
as a bottle; 4, Gibbons and Weelfes, wing tkd., fine
length, col., and cond., a wee bit open on breast;
vhc, Hirst; he, Burke; c, Clay. BUFF (15): 1,
Wells and Clempson, cl., nice, shapely head, good
length, nicely carried wings and tail, rather pale in
col. ; 2, Williamp, grand length and style, nice
tapered body, fine head, wings, and tail; 3, Dykes,
wealth of col., well tapered body, slim, plenty of
length, good on leg, grand carr. ; 4, Parker, smart,
shapely, capital legs, neat wings and tail; vhc,
Ogden Bros.; he, Clay; c, Cowley. HEN (18): 1,

Dykes, splendid length, 'feather smooth as a bottle,
correct pos., neat head, wings and tail, fine col.
and cond., an easy win.

; 2, Wells and Clempson,
back tkd. buff, rather on the small side, neat head
and feather, good on leg ; 3, Cowley, lovely qual.,
grand head and neck, neat wings anil tail, A1 poo.,
very stylish; 4, Gibbons and Weekes, cl. yell., splen-
did length, nice pos., Beat head, wings, and tail,

dirty or might have gone higher ; vhc, Ogden Bros.

;

he, Dyson; c, Lane. NOV., YELL. CK. (11): 1,

Taylor, cl., fine length and style, lovely pos., good
on leg, lovely col. and cond., boxy feather; 2, Austin,
eye and wing mkd., nice level col. throughout, good
length, long flights and piped tail, good head, full of
qual., very typical; 3, Allen, nice type, full of qual.,
grand wings and tail, fail® in head only to leaders;
4, Hinton, fine length, col., and cond., fine length
of flights; vhc, Baylies-; he, Chattaway; c, Kew.
BUFF (11): 1, Sayles, cl. buff, grand length, good
head* wings, and tail, lovely boxy feather, as tight
as wax; 2, Parker Bros., head and wing mkd.,
good cot., very stylish, good head and length, lovely
back, nicely benched; 3, Chalker, eye tkd., nice
length, fine col. and cond., neat head, neck, and
wings; 4, Allen, shade on the stout side, neat head
and neck; vhc, Sayles; he, Hinton; c, Wright.
HEN (19) : 1, Austin, chin. mkd. buff, fine length and
style, teeming with qual., grand wing carr., beauti*
fully cut away; 2, Chalker, cl. yell., fine col. and
feather, grand length, neat liqad and back ; 3,
he, Brown, head tkd. buff, lovely pos., and length,
nice round head and well filled neck ; 4, Mrs. Bridg-
water, cl. yell., good length, col., and cond. ; vhc,
Taylor; c, Clarke. UNFLIG. (19): 1, Brown, varieg.
yell., fine big bouncing bird, grand iiead and back,
up on a good pair of legs, nice poo. ; 2, Sayles, cl.

buff, grand length, nice boxy feather, lovely col. and
cond. ; 3, C. Brown, cl. yell., fine length, nice hot
col., good head and extra length of flights

; 4, Mrs.
Bridgwater, cl. buff, nice head and neck,' lovely back

;

vhc, he, Chalker; c, J. T. Brown. CRESTS, £5
LIMIT (7): 1, 2, Smith, leader head and w'ing mkd.,
lovely feather, nicely radiated crest of good size
arid droop, 2 nice vein and centre, cheap

; 3, Mar-
shall, nice head and good length of crest feather;
4, Holmes, good body, nice feather and crest; vhc,
E_dwards ; he, Peters; c, Jeffreys. C.B., £5 LIMIT
(7): 1, Peters, varieg., good body, noble head, wide
entrance and well lashed; 2, c, Smith, stout body,
good head and entrance, fine lashing

; 3, Edwards,
varieg., big body, plenty of feather, fails a little
at entrance; 4, Holmes, good body, trifle thin in
bead feather; vhc, Jeffreys; he, Hesketh. CINN.
YELL. (5): 1 , 3, Baker, winner rare hot col., nice
head and burnishing, nico feather; 3, nice size, col.,
and cond.; 2, vhc, Riding, grand body, nice Iiead,
good front, pale in col.; 4, Southon. BUFF (2): 1,

Raycroft, fine size and shape, good head and neck
; 2,

Baker, shade longer, lovely col. and cond. BOR®.
YELL. (G) : 1, Madagan, nice size, good head and neck,
sweet shape, well braced wings, good carr. and
style; 2, Elston, cl., nicely modelled, good size,
neat head,, well j/acked flight)?, clean cut, fine
cond. ; 3, Beard, eye and wing mkd., beauty for type,
well balanced on good legs, A1 wing carr. ; 4, he,
Philpot, cl., excellent type, and style, good Iiead,
neat wings; vhc, I’ariett. BUFF (5): 1, Garbutt,
eye and wing mkd., nice col., well moulded, splen-
did wings, capitally braced; 2, Madagan, cl., sweet
shape, nice style, neat head, lovely feather and
cond.. must have pressed

; 3, Elston, einn. wing mkd.,
fine type, good head, back, and well cairied wings;
4, Philpot, cl., nice shape, well balanced, Al cond.;
he, Beard. A.O.V. (3); 1, Mjarch, Scotch Fancy, nice
bit of circle, very nervy, neat feather; 2, Hathaway,
nice size and shape, neat head and chest, well across
perch

; No. 2, Gilbert, wr. cl., Cinn. Crest. NOV.
A.O.V. (3): 1, Glrle, lovely shaped Nor., grand size,
nice feather and ,cond. : 2, Southon, cinn., good size
and shape, fine col. and cond.; No. 2, Garbutt, wr.
cl., gr. Nor. SELL., 25s. (25): 1, Bell; 2. Ford;

3, Marshall; 4 ,
Tayror; vhc, he, Dr. Askey Wood;

c, Goufh and Loach. 12s. Ud. (34): 1, Collier; 2,
Holmes

; 3, Ford; 4
,
Lee

;
vhc, Hathaway; he, 1’ar-

lett; c, Dunn. LIGHT CAN. HYB. (9): 1, 2, vhc,
Martin .and Archer, well-known Linnet Mule "Per-
fection” and (Irecnf. Mule "Nonpareil,” In lovely
order, need no further comment; 3, Gilbert, wing
mkd. Goldie, lovely col. and cond., hard lines to meet
leaders; 4, he, Lawrence, lovely shaped mule, but
not looking.vcry grand; c, Bowler. DK. (13); 1, 2,
Parlctt, leading, well-known Groclif. Mule

; 2, grand
Goldf., wonderful size and extra large face, both
down in lovely order; 3, Martin and Archer, large
Linnet, grand col. and marking, tiptop form; 4,
Gough, Goldf., nice exhibit, but not tho col. or so
large a face us 2nd; vhc, Lawrence; he, Oldham; e,
Tonks. A.O. HV11. (9): 1, Hfarlett, White Rose, well-
known Can. Bullf., in splendid trim, still teases his
critics; 2, Martin and Archer, lovely Greenf.-Chaf-
finch, nice size, shape, col., and cond., shows its
parentago well; 3, 4, Gilbert, 3 lovely Greenie-Bullie,
exceptionally flue size, col., and markings; vhc,
Brade; he, Mullins; c, Haytor. GOLDF. (21), prob-
ably the finest class ever seen in tho Midland*: 1,
Haytor, blaze of pure rich col., fine tanned breast
and solid chestnut back, eplendid buttons and fea-
ther; 2, Almond, good size, very large, clear blaze,
extending well heck past the eye, neatly tanned and
buttoned, just fails in polish to leader; 3, Fairhurst,
another good one, large and expansive rich blaze,
finely buttoned and b'arred, in fine order, must have
pressed; 4, Potter and Bembow, good face, nice
silky feather, good buttons ; vhc, Bowler

; he, Tonks

;

c, Dfivies. BULLF. (7): 1, Osborne, F.M., marvel-
lous eize, nice breast co!., grand back and feather;
2, Potter and Bembow, good cap and breast col.,
lino qual. and cond., hardly the size of leader; 3,
Tonks, lovely carr., nice cond., good cap and back,
fine breast; 4, Amos, nice size, neat cap and back;
vhc, Burrows; he, Haigh; c, Coilcr. LINNET (7):
1, 3, Oldham, leader, fine size, rich sound col., nicely
pencilled; 3, bold, neat head, fine col., nicely mkd.;
2, 4, Brade, leader good size, sound col., in lovely

order} vhc, Parlctt; he, Tonka; c, Ilaleh. REh.
POLL, ETC, (15): I, Fairhurst, bonny Siskin topper
for col. and markings, richly pencilled, fine lap and
wings, little beauty, steady, perfect feather

; 2
Oldham, Twite, fine #»ize, rich ground col fine in n-
cilllng, nice shape, steady; a, Martin and Archer
Siskin, well up in size, very st/fidy, profuse In prn-
cilling, nice col.; 4, Bond and Son Twits- well up
on leader for col. and pencilling, perfect’ feather-
vhc, Falldlng ; he, Haytor; c, Raby. A.O. BRIT.
(12): 1, Carnm, Hawfinch, we heard the L.C.IJ.A*
winner, smasher for size, grand col. and bib, faults
less cond., easy win; 2, Gaunt, Yellow Bunting ex-
cellent size, col and cond., lovely V and marking-
ono of the best; 3, Parlctt, Bramble one of the
finest in the country, lovely col. and size, grand
thigh marks; 4

, Haytor, grand Corn Bunting In
lovely trim, hard line* to meet above; vhc, Falldlng -

he, c, Lawrence. NOV. BRIT. (1C): ], Ilepwood
splendid Hawfinch, fine size, grand col. ami cond

’

very steady; 2, Austin, Bullf., nice one all over)
grand size and col.. Jet black cap and nice bars; a,
Robinson, Greenf., good jonqae, not a monster, capl-
tal cond., nice coi. ; 4, Robinson, Yellow-hammer,
nice one, fine size, distinct head lines

; vhc, c,
Evans and Ball; he, Longdon. SOFTBILL, SMALL
(10): 1, Saywell, Waxwing, grand size, lovely col.
throughout, lovely wing markings, good win

; 2,
Hingley, Whinchat, gem of the first water, excel-
lent breast col. and markings

; 3, Burrowe, Redstart,
in superb cond., like paint, a perfect beauty

; 4 ^

Robinson, Wryneck, grand size, col., and cond.; vhc,

-

Williams; he, c, Harrison. LARGE (1): ], Williams’,
the famous Chough, in 6uperb cond., grand hill
and legs. FOR., SMALL (11) : 1 , vhc, Fordred, Vir-
ginian Nightingale, lovely trim; 2, lie, Saywc-ll,
Necklace Tanager,. well-known winner, lovely col.
and cond., must have pressed hard; 3, c, Almond,
Rainbow Bunting, in fine trim, grand col. and size

;

4, Fordred, Wliydah, very nice exhibit, but cooki
have been better in a larger cage for its tail.
LARGE (1) : 1, Smith, Ceram Lories, fine pair, in
lovely order, fine scarlet col., splendid cond.

NORTHERN YORKS. C.C.
The value of enthusiasm and efficient organisation

was amply demonstrated at Newcastle on Dec. 5,
- when the Northern Yorkshire C.C. herd its first
annual show. Not so many years ago fanciers
from the county of m-any acres could come North
and practically carry everything before them, but
now they would do very well to hold their own.
This is entirely due to the N.Y.C C., which organisa-
tion, since its inception some years ago has done
everything in its power to further the interests of
the Yorkshire Canary, guided by such sterling
fanciers as the President, Mr. T. C. Crawhall, and
Mr. R. Tin-dale, together with- other keen- enthu-
siasts. The 6how was euc-h- a success that it is

likely to become an annual affair. <The 1-arce room
above th-e King Edward Hotel was just the right
place for the purpose—nice size, good light, and
entirely 'free from draughts, and the thanks of the
club are due to the genial landlord, Mr. J. Bell,
who generously placed’ the room at the disposal
of the members entirely free of cost, and also did
everything in -hiis power for the comfort of visitors.

The courteous and obliging secretary, Mr. R. Tin-
dale, had- everything well :n hand, qpd also under-
took the duties of show manager; the whole of Ills

arrangements went off without the slightest hatch.
Good work was also done by the chairman, Mr. C.
Catteli, and the vice-chairman, Mr. L. Dix ; while
Mr. J. Stewart, from Whitehaven, Mr. L. Laidtaw,
of Norwich fame, andi Mr. Natt-rass, from Bishop
Auckland-, got through their work as stewards in

fine style. Entries came up well, totalling about
180, and quality throughout was superb, the majo-
rity of the birds being true to type and teeming
with quality. Challenge cup for best unflighted was
won by Mr. C-rawhall with a magnificent yellow
cock, its first time out, it doubtless has a great
future before it. Ram-sden-’s cup for 2nd best
umfli-ghtedi went to Mr. J. Stewart's buff cock,
another gem of the first water, which should also do
well. The novice classes contained some grand
bird*, but were rather disappointing in numbers.
The show was well patronised-, and we understand
will undoubtedly be p financial success. Mr. F.
Armstrong (Halifax) judged.
YORKS CL. ETC. YELL. (6): 1, 3, sp, Pyman,

leader grand length, lovely -pos., neat shoulders
and waist, lovely qual., neat wing carr.

;
3rd slim-

mer, grand length, straight as a rush, red- hot col.,

scarcely so well ro-unded on -back, yet one we
liked ; 2, 4, Crawhall, grand -length, well up on fine

legs, neat head and- shoulders, nice co!. and qual.

;

vhc, he, Catteli. BUFF -(12) : 1, Dei-g-hton, fine

len-gth, grandly rounded, straight up, neat narrow
shoulders, finely drawn, good- col. and qual., well

braced wings -and tail
; 2, 3, sp, Pyman, gems,

leader extra length, very slim and finely tapeied,
neat head, good* col. and qual., j’ust a wee bit off

in win-g carr.; 3rd’ nice one for length and pos.,

straight up on fine legs, neat head, not quite the
col. of leader: 4, c, Crawhall: vhc, Coulson-; he,

Tin-dale. TKD. OR MKD. YELL. (5): 1, Pyman,
head tkd., red hot col., long, slim, finely drawn,
gTand shoulders and- waist, lovely pos., well braced
wing's and tail; 2, sp. 3, 4. vhc, Crawhall, wing tkd.
lending, not qui(e the col. of winner, fine length
and pos., Beat -head and shoulders, well drawn,
nice qual. ; 3, var., bit shorter in body, yet a

good one, grandly rounded, nice pos., good qual.

BUFF (7) : 1, sp, 2, he, Crawhall, fine team, cap
mkd. leading, nice length, well np on good legs,

neat shoulders -and- waist, lovely col. and qual.,

tightly -braced wings and tail ; 2nd var., fine length,
straight as a rush, well rounded shoulders, neat
wing carr.; 3, Tindiale, grand length, hardly so
erect, grand- shoulders and waist, neat head, well
braced wings, nice col. and qua!.; vhc, Pyman; c,

Coulson. HEN YELL. (8) : 1, ®p, vhc, Stewart,
leader gem all over, grand length, straight as a
rush, very slim, finely drawn, grand col. and qual.,

neat narrow shoulders, grandly bTaced wings and
tail

; 2, Tin-dale, fine length, well up on grand
legs, neat head and- shoulders, nice col., but not the
hot tone of winner, neat wing carr. ; 3, Coulson,
hit shorter, red hot col., nice pos., well rounded,
good wings and- tail ; 4, c, Crawhall ; he, Pyman.
BUFF (8) : 1, 4, sp, Crawhall, leader a topper, nice
length, straight as a gun barrel, -beautifully

rounded, neat narrow shoulders, finely tapered,
tightly braced wings and toil ; 2, Stewart, good
length and- pos., neat head and shoulders, nice

col. and qual., good wing carr., not so tight in

feather; 3, -he, Pyman, paler col., well up on leg,

nice length, neat narrow shoulders, nice wing
carr. ; 4, Crawhall ;

vhc, Coulson ;
c, Stewart.

YELL. 1914 (24), grand class: 1, challenge cup
best unflig., 4, c, sfS, Crawhall, leader a gem all

over, grand length, straight- as a rush and just

showing the least bit of breed, beautifully rounded,

feathered like wax, neat head, grandly drawn at

waist, perfect wings, nice col. and lovely qua!.; 2.
Tindiale, hotter col., not eo rich in qual., fine length,
straight u-p on fine legs, grand shoulders and worst,
tightly braced wings ar.d tail, we think the
L.C.B.A. second: 3, Kennerson, hardly the length
of leaders, -beautifully rounded body, neat narrow
shoulders, finely drawn, red hot col., n-ice feather,
well braced wings and tail; vhc, Stewart; he,
Pyman. BUFF (23), another hot lot; 1, Ramsden's
Cup, 2nd best unflig., vhc, sp, Stewart, leader gem
all over, grand length, perfect pos., beautifully
rounded, neat head, grandly drawn at waist-, tight
as a bottle, grand- col. and qual., beautifully
braced win-gs and tail ; 2, c, Coulson, grand one, not
quite the length of winner, grand- pos., beautifully
drawn, neat head and shoulders, nice col. and
qual., lovely wings and- tail ; 3, Pyman, gem for
length and pos., very erect, nice col. and qual.,

neat head, finely tapered, hardly so neat in wing
carr. ; 4, Crawhall ; he, Deighton. HEN (24) : 1,

sp, he, Tindale. yell., topper all over, lovely length
an-d pos., straight as a rush, beautifully rounded,
neat head, grand shoulders and waist, finely drawn,
grand col. and qual., perfect wings and tail; 2, c,

Pyman, gem of a bull, fine length, lovely pos..

neat head, grandly rounded 1 body nice col. and
qual., tight as a drum, beautifully carried wings
and t-ail

; 3, Crawball, win-g tkd. yell., not quite

the length of body, but beautifully neat and finely

drawn, mice col. and- qual., lovely feather, well

braced wings an-d tail ; 4, Johnson ; vhc, Stewart.
NOV. YELL. (7): 1, .L.SP, Willis, leader good one,
fin-e length, well up on nice legs, neat narrow
shoulders, n-ice head-, well drawn, nice col. andi

qual., good wings and tai 1

: 2, 3, Baxter, two nice

ones, leader fine length, well up on leg, neat head,
shoulders and waist, well drawn, neat wing carr.,

equal to wanner in all but col.; 3rd nice length,

straight up, nice col. and qua!., neat wings, hardly
eo well drawn at waist; vhc, Gregory; he. Hediey.

BUFF : 1, sp, Gregory, good one, nice length, good
pos., neat narrow shoulders, well rounded, nice col.

and qual., well braced wings and tail; 2, Robinson,

better col. than winner, nice length, good pos.,

neat head and- shoulders, well drawn, not so tightly

braced in wings; 3, W-ith-erley, head- and wing
tkd-., mice length an-d pos., well drawn, neat wing
carr., bit pale in col.; 4, -Smith-; vhc, Topping.

YELL. HEN (1): 1, ep, iRobimson, good one, fine

length, wel' up on -leg, grand shoulders, nice col.

and win-g carr. BUFF (2) : 1, ep, Robinson, neat

all over, nice length and pos., neat head and
shoulders, good col. and- qual., well braced wings

and tail; 2, W-iUis, hardly the length, well rounded,

nice shoulders and- waist, neat wing oarr. YELL.
1914 (9): 1, Willis, cinn. mkd., mice one, good

length, -fine poo., well rounded shoulders, nice col.

and- qual., well braced wings and tail; 2, 3 ,. vhc,

sp, Nattrass, varieg. leading, bit shorter than

winner, straight as a rush,, grandly rounded, nice

col. and qual., beautifully braced wings and tail;

3, cl., grand length, very erect., not so wdl rounded

on sides, grand ool. |an'd qual., well carried wings

and -tail ; 4, Gregory ;
be, W-itiherley ; c, Hediey.

BUFF (7): 1, sp, Baxter, cl., nice one, good length,

straight up, neat marrow shoulders well drawn,

nice col. and qual., tightly braced wings and tail;

2, Nattrass, cl. -better col., 'but hardly so well

rounded, n-ice length, well up on leg, good q'- 1 al-

and feather; 3, Hed-ley, varieg.. grand length and

pos., neat head and shoulders, nice col.: 4. Smith;

vh-c, Smith; he, Topping; c, Frost. HEN (8) : 1,

2, sp, W-ithe-rley, varieg. yell, leading, grand- length,

slim and finely drawn, nice pos., neat head and

shoulders, good bed., well braced wings and tail

;

2nd cl. buff, mice length, slim and- well tapered,

nicely rounded-, mice col. and- feather, good wings

and tail; 3, 4, Robinson, el. buff, nice length, well

up on leg, nice col., neatly carried- wings and- tail;,

vhc, Nattrass: -he. Hediey. SELL., 20s. (4): 1,,

Crawhall: 2, Wigglesworth ; 3, Tin-dale; 4. absent.

12s. 6d-. (1): 1. Crawhall. STOCK (4): 1, Tweedie;
,

2, Robin-son; 3, Hediey ; 4, Wigglesworth.

“PIGEONS”
Tb* only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

kk
The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard for Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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Abersychan ProvesAnotherWelshSuccess
Third open show, Co-operative Hall, Dec. 3. The

aliotv proved auouuur great success, nearly 100 more
tarda ouiug auged than at laat year s show, and
the promoiera were yiguly deUghtod at their efforts

uieeuug With spoil good response lrom fauciera.

norwiea were a very level lot, some really good
birds heading the different Classen. Yorks were
,woll represented, Mgears. Ogden Bros, sending some
ol their noted ei'aeas, as aiso did Messrs. Thomp-
son and tl. C. isuntu. Novice elassea tilled well;

indeed, it is remarkable how well tneso elasaes are

supported in Wales, many ot the exhibits would
have caused some alteration of the awards in the

champion ciuaboa, and many of those lower down
in the awards were separated by condition only

lrom the leaders. British formed a very luce col

icutiou, the winning Goldfinches and Bululnches

wcie indeed real gems, and should do a lot more
winning lor their owners. everything passed off

without a hitch, thanks to tno excellent manage-
ment of Mr. T. Couch, who was ably assisted by

a hardworking committee, Messrs. T. Tarry, T. Ash-

man, U. Waiters, it. Cleaves, W. Partitt, and U.
Walters. The secretary, Mr. Fred hweetiug, is a

very energetic and hardworking official, ol whom
the society have good reason to be proud. Mr. U.

W. Battye judged.
CL. OK Th.li. HULL. CK. (7): 1, 2, Mortimer, both

cl., former good bold shape, nice col. und qual.,

inclined to cross wings, 2, hardly subs., nice type

and qual., tnlle frilled on breast; 3, Tedstone, el.,

grand col. and qual., very shapely, in first-cluas

order; 4, Couch, el., nice shape and car., hardly

sise ol leaders; vlie, Bloc; be, Touch; c, Amphlett;
Wo. 3, Broome, real good one, must have been down
when judged. BUFf- (#) ; 1, Ureaves and Richards,

cl., real good one, nice cobby shape, good subs, and
col., well mealed ; 3, Thomas, el., very shapely, well

packed wings, nice leather, close up; 3, Amphlett,

good size, rather too leathery; 4, Mrs. Weeks, very

cobby, well packed wings, trifle on the small side;

vhc, he, Jones; c, Couch. VAK. YELL. (3): 1,

Broome, eye and wing mkd., grand col. and qual.,

well filled back, good wings and tail, close feather;

2, Couch, lightly var., medium size, nice cobby
t-nape, good leather and cond. ; 3, James and Wells,

var., grand col. and qual., nice shape, shown in

tile pink. BULK (5): 1, Tedstone, good head and
neck, nice size, very shapely, well packed wings,

A1 order, wins; 2, Selby and Morton, eye and wing
mkd., hardly size of leader, very cobby, rich col.

and qual., line cond. ; 3, Amphlett, good qual. and
type, trlfie on small side ; 4, Couch ; vhe, Jones.

YkLL. HEN (7): 1, Nicholas, cl., non-fed, wonderful
size for a hen, good col. and qual., trifle long in

flights and tail; 2, he, Tedstone, cl., grand col.

and qual., very shapely, hardly subs, of leader,

still, a bonny exhibit
; 3, Slee, cl., very shapely,

nice col. and quaiTT medium size, put down in first-

class order; 4, Broome; vhc, Harry; c, Couch.
BUFF (7): 1, Jones, grizzle, bead mkd., nicely
moulded body, well across perch, neat wings and
tail. In good order; 2, Brooine, cl., sweet shape and
style, hardly subs, of leader, grand cond.; 3, James
and Wells, cl., nicely moulded, good head and
neck, neat wings and tail; vhc, Harry; he, Slee;
c, Tedstone. UNFLIG. YELL. (6-): 1, Thomas, cl.

very fine qual. feather, grand col., nicely moulded,
well packed wings, neat tail, put down in perfect
order; 2, 4, Mrs. Week, clears, in perfect feather
and grand col., leader a trifle more shapely than
4th, otherwise hard to choose between; 3, James
and Wells, var., blaze of col., good cobby shape,
nice style and feather) vhc, Selby and Morton; he,
Co.uch. HUFF (8) : 1, Jones, grizzle mkd., real
good one, correct type, good subs., nice col., A1
qual.

; 2, Mortimer, cl., very shapely, neat wings
and tail, nice size, well Shown; 3, Touch, var., nioe
col., qual. and size, hardly as shapely as leaders;
4, Tedstone, var., correct type, grand col. and
qual.; vhc, no name; he, Brooine; c, Thomas. HEN
(6) : 1, Addison, eye .and wing mkd. buff, nice size
for a hen, good col. and qual., very shapely, 2,
Broome, eye and wing mkd. yell., lovely col. and
qual., nicely moulded, neat wings and tail; 3,
James and Wells, var. yell., grand col. and qua!-,
well rounded head, good body

; 4, Couch
; vhc,

Davies. NOV. CK. (13): 1, Williams, buff, very
typical, nice cobby shape, good feather and meal-
ing; 2, 3, Thomas and Durham, wing mkd. buff,
lovely level col. and qual., hardly the subs., but a
real good shaped one; 3, cl. yell., nice size and
shape, good col. and qual.; 4, Jones and Smith,
buff, good size and shape, nice feather; vhc. Game-
eon; he, Powell; c, JolUffe. HEN (13): 1, Jones
and Smith, cl. buff, nice stout build, close feather,
well cut away, lovely qual. and cond.; 2, he, Selby
and Morton, mkd. yell., grand col., very shapely
neat head and neck, staged well; 3, Jenkins, cl!
buff, bonny shape, nice col. and qual., trifle on small

i

Fhelps, cl., yell., nice col. and qual., could
do with a bit more subs.; vhc, Thomas and Dur-ham; c Sweeting. UNFLIG. (10): 1, Jones and
Smith, pi. yell., nicely moulded, grand feather and
cond should make a good one; 2, Jolliffe, cl. yell,
another of the right stamp, very shapely, grand col’and qual put down in the pink; 3, Thelps, var.’
yell., lovely col. and qual., hardly as nicely mouldedM leaders, still, a bird worth looking after; 4\Viiaams, cl. yell., nice col., neat head and neck;
v nc, \ aughan

: he, bweetfng
; c, Powell. YORKS

SK ", (S): 1(
,
0gde? iBros -- cl.,' Wonderfui

length,
_
nicely proportioned, grand leg, nice pos.,

blaze of col.; 2, Meeks, cl., lengthy, full oRnervegood pos., slightly frilled, some thought might havegiven way to 3, Thompson, cl. yell, grand size
P
?
S '

‘?
nd £tyIe> good sho»lders andback, neat head. lovely col. and qual; 4, Ashmanshapely, nice length, well on leg ; vhc he Smith ^

c. Owen. BUFF (7) : l, Ogden Bros.*' cl*’ Sty’good size nice length of leg, well balanced- 2'
James and Mills, cl., nicely drawn, good pos very«;™d qua . and col.; 3. Thompson,^ go£dlength of wing, nice pos.. well filler! heeU

a gel", grand col and qual., capital type, 'nicelyrounded, grand length, fine pos.; 2, Weeks var
buff, nice size and length, well moulded through-
out, good leg; 3, Owen, yell., nice col. and qual.,
hardly as clearly cut as leader, still, a real good
one: 4, Cooper YELL. HEN «) : 1, vhc, Smith,
ci., Beautiful shape and pos., neat wings and tail
feathered like wax, grand pos.; 2, Owen, well lip

Kg, correct wings and tail, nice leg, a little
behind in qual. feajher; 3, c, Ashman, cheek mkd.,

trifle shorter, good leg, nice col., poo. and qual.

.

4, be, Hillman, cl., hardly length leaden, well up
on leg, good1 nerve. BUFF (3): 1, Ogden Bros.,

tkd., charmer, nicely moulded, good bead, back
and wings, lovely quaL and cond., grand poe.

; 2,

Hillman, cl., stand® welL nice col. and qual.,

hardly length leader; S, Weeks, cl., good leg, nioe

pos., col. and qual. ; 4, Harry
;

vhc, A iiliman ;
he,

vi// ditto*. UNFLIG. YELL. (U): I, Thomson, cl.,

marvellous col., wonderful length, good head, back
and wing*, nice poe. and qual.; 2, Ogden Bros., cl.,

real good one, similar type, but hardly col. of leader

;

3, Wooten, cl., nice length, beautifully moulded,
well braced wings and tail, good pos., col. and
qual.; 1, Owen, cl., typical, nea/t head, well filled

hack, nios length aqd pos.
;

vhc, Hillman
;

he,

Cooper; c, Griffiths. BUFF (9): 1, Ogden B ros
.

,

cl., grand size and length, good head, well filled

hack, neat wings and tail, nice pos. and leg ; 2,

Wooton, grand size and type, hardly as well cut
as leader, nioe length and pos.; 3, James and Wells,
clv hardly length, nice pos. and type, good col.

and qual.; 4, Ashman, tkd., good col. and
qual., neat head, good wings and tail, nice
pos.; vhc, Hillman; toe, Weeks; c. Bevan. HEN
(9) : 1, Ogden Bros., cl. yell., grand length, wing
nicely braced, good pos., nice style, col. and qual.

;

2, Bevan, buff, nice Back and wings, grand length,

good pos., tip-top order; 3, Thompson, grizzle mkd.
yell., capital length, nice feather, col. and cond.,

well up on leg, good pos.
; 4, Smith, tkd. yell., nice

col. and qual., well moulded, stands like a major;
vhc, c, Ashman; he, Cooper. NOV. OK. (20): J,

Lewis, cl. yell., good col. and qual., fine length

and pos., nice leg and wings, slightly frilled in

front; 2, Griffiths, cl. buff, neat head and neck, nice

col., pos. and qual., very nervy; 3, Smith, w-ing-

mkd. yell., neat wings and tail, nice eol. and pos.;

4, Tarfltt, eye and wing mkd. yelk, fine col. and
qual., hardly length leaders, nice pos., good leg;

vhc, Watkins; he, Llewellyn; c, Arthur. HEN
(13): 1, Lewis, cl. buff, neat, nicely clothed, good
head and neck, well balanced wings and tail, good
length and pos.; 2, Glee, cl. yell., fine col. and
qual., nicely drawn, good wings and tail, well on
leg; 3, James, cl. buff, nice type and qual., good
pos., very nervy; 4, Parfitt, cl. yell., good level

col., nice type and qual.; vhc, Warr; he, Parry;
e, Arthur. UNFLIG. (17): 1, Walter, grizzle mkd.
buff, nicely drawn, good leg, wings and tail, neat
head and neck; 2, Morris, cap and wing mkd. yell.,

fine level col., good straight back, neat head and
neck, well filled back, nice pos. ; 3, (Phillips, griz-

zle mkd. buff, well up on leg, nice pos. and col.,

lovely qual. and cond.; 4, Parfitt, var. yell., grand
col. and qual., nice pos., hardly length of leaders;
vhc, Clift; he, Latham; c, Morgan. 'SELL. 30s.

5): 1, Jones; 2, "Wooton; 3, Addison; 4, Walter;
Vhc, Morgan. 20s. <5) : 1, Betty; 2, Wooton; 3,
Jones; 4, Groom; vhc, Clift. 10s. (6): 1, Betty;
2, Wooton; 3, Sam Jones junr.; 4, Esmond; vhc,
Glee; he, Groom. HYB. &) : 1, 2, Edwards, medium
size Goldie-Bullies, grand col. and qual., leader
slightly the larger, MULE (9): 1, 2, Ball, Can.-
Bullf., medium size, nice shape, lovely qual. and
cond., 2nd Greenf.-Can., very shapely, lovely qual.
and cond. ; 3, Rees, Dark Goldf., lovely qual. and
col., very shapely; 4, S. Jones, junr,, dark Goldf.,
nice level col., hardly size of 3rd; vhc, Jones;
he, Walters; c, Clark. GOLDF. (13): 1, vhc, Lewis,
grand size and shape, lovely square cut blaze,
nice tans and buttons, in tip-top order-; 2, c,
Edwards, another really good one, meat blaze, grand
bars and buttons, nice tans

; 3, Sam Jones, junr.,
nice good cut blaze, grand size and shape, lovely
col. and qual.

; 4, Eees, neat Finch, trifle smaller
than leader, good square blaze, nioe bars, buttons
and tans; Vhc, Coakham; c, Edwards. BULLF.
(8) : 1, 2, S. Jones, junr., gems, hard to separate,
grand breast col., good cap and bars, best of
shape and qual. ; 3, Rees, hen, lovely shape, grand
type and qual., good cap and bars; 4, vhe, Richards,
hardly col. of leaders, grand cobby shape, neat
col., and qual.; vhc, Coakham; c. Groom. LIN-NET (9) : 1, Nicholas, well-known

; 2, Dalton, very
shapely, good_ col. and qual., well laced, in nice
cond.

; 3, Price, shade smaller, grand coL and
QuaT., well pencilled

; 4, Rees, mice size lovely
qual. and cond.; vhc, Jeffreys; he, Davies; c,
Lloyd James A.O. HAltlXBILL (8): 1, Sam Jones,
junr., Yellpw Bunting, lovely eol. and qual., good
size and shape, nice V. markings; 2, Dalton, Chaf-
finch, grand col. and qual., neat shape, medium
size; 3, Jeffreys, Meadow Bunting, grand exhibit
lovely plumage and cond. ; 4, Jones, Siskin, nice evemarking, good cap and bars, feathered to perfec-
tion; vhc, E-vans

; he, c, Vaughan. BORD. YELL.
(4): 1, Jones, ck, lovely type and qual., nicely
moulded, feathered like wax; 2, Brailli, grizzlemkd correct type, well balanced wings

8
very

shapely; 3, Harvel, cl., nice shape and col., ’hardly
as good qual. as leaders; 4, Hod-dinot. BUFF (6):
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ely moulded, good wings and
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Show

>. Memorial Hall, West Ealing.There was quite a nice collection of Norwich andYorks quality also being good. The show was car-

NO? \^V\
out

.
a hltc ‘1 - Mr. G. Gardner judged.NOR. YELL. 1, Sp, best bird, 3, vhc, Thur-sbygood col., silky feather, nicely built, tkd, stands

well across; 3, not quite the subs.; 2, he ChiDt)
varieg., neat ohape, rich bone, rattling col.

; res’Huxley. BUFF: l, Thursby, nice head and frontgood qual., trifle strong at root of tail ; 2, res, Cape’bonny shaped varieg., good head, -perhaps a trifle
slack, but grand for breeding; 3, vhc, c, Chipp, soft
feathered, mco col.; he, Huxley. YORKS YELL •

1, he, Potter very smart, well on the- leg, grand
leather and col., typical, run close for sp • 2 3 Bux-
ley smart upstanding birds, the 2nd making a good

for flrst Place; res, Crockett.; vhc, Boffin.BUFF: 1, 2, Potter, full of qual., very typical; 2nd
probably a hen, and as such, just a wee bit strong
at waist, yet nice

; 3, vhc, he, Boffin, smart and
stylish

; res, Crockett.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for elilpprng, etc of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close. London TOVAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.

Universal Carriers. Established 1879.

WHITBURN.
9th annual show, Dec. 5, Town Hall, quite a suit-

able place for the purpose, comfortable in every
respect. Birds were neatly staged, and were all
eoen to the beet advantage. Entries in Norwich,
British and Mules wore similar to former years.
Border*, which provided 13 classes, made a great
show, 140 exhibits came up in this section, some
grand specimens being amongst them. In the
Border Green and Cinnamon sections Councillor
Lambic accounted lor five lsts and annexed the Uro
cup for most points with six nominated birds,
quite a creditable performance. The executive ot
the society are b'cs&od with a wealthy patronage,
and there was also a fair gate, so it is to be
expected the exhibition will again turn out the
success it deeervre. Mr. Smillie, Rickarton, judged
Border Fancies

; R. Bald, Bathgate, Norwich, Mules
and Brit., in place of Mr. Marlin, Hamilton, who,
owing to a family bereavement, could not fill his
engagement.
CREST (4) : 1, Sneddon, large varieg., nicely got

up, well groomed crest; 2, Laing, similar to win-
ner, lovely cond.; 3, 4, R. Lambie, cl. and gr. C.B.
(4) : 1, Sneddon, grand body, nice skull, beautifully
browed, in lovely feather; 2, M’Kigen, similar build,
not so silky in feather; 3, R. Lambie; 4, Laing.
NOR. CK. (4): 1, sp., iScobbie, massive build, nice
bold head, close feather, in the pink; 2, Fleming,
good shape, well cut away, toardly the size of
leader; 3, Main, nice exhibit, in good feather, our
choice for 2nd; 4, Dunlop. HEN (2): 1, Scobbie,
neat all through, good wings, nice close feather,
A1 cond.; 2, Dunlop, very shapely. UNFLIG. CK.
(5) : 1, 2, Reden and Ashcroft, size and shape all
there, lovely feather, could do with a little more
chest; 3, sp., Stobbie, much the same build, nicely
placed; 4, Cosgrove; 5, Dunlop. HEN (3): 1, Scob-
bie, nice shape, fine texture of feather, good head,
spanking cond.

; 2, Herd, lovely exhibit, should turn
out a good one; 3, Gowans. NON-FED CK. (12):
1, Cosgrove, typical Nor., neat head and vflngs,
wins

; 2, Fleming, hardly the shape of winner, good
cond.

; 3, Gowans, all there for shape and style,
a little roug-h in feather; 4, Herd, lacks subs., yet
should improve with time

; 5, Scobbie
;

C, Peden and
Ashcroft. HEN (7) : 1, Peden and Ashcroft, nice
size, good qual. of feather and cond.

; 2, Scobbie,
much the same build, close np

; 3, Gowans, good
size, tout not quite so nice qual.; 4, 5, Cosgrove;
6, R. Lambie. NOR. -SELL. (8) : 1, 3. 4, 5, .Peden
and Ashcroft; 2, Fleming; 6, Rodgers Bros. BORD.
YELL. CL. OR TKD. CK. (13): 1, Rodgers, grand
col., lovely feather, nice style, very neat head,
good wings and tail; 2, G. Bennet, neat body,
sweet style, nice balanced wings, in perfect order;
3, Purvis, somewhat smaller, but a beauty for
type and cond.; 4, sp., Lambie, nice type and
style, close up; 5, H. Bennet; 6, Hay. BUFF
(14): 1, B.F.C.C. medal, Hamilton, rich col., well
balanced and moulded, full of qual.

; 2, Watson,
fine type, good back, nice wings and tail, beaten in
col.

; 3, Purvis, scarcely so shapely as winners,
nice qual. of feather; 4, G. Bennet, grand -head
and back, nice qual. of feather, close up; 5. Rod-
gers; 6, Kroezen. YELL. HEN (11): 1, H. Bennet,
charming type, nicely moulded throughout, A1 qual.,
nice win; 2, Rodgers, scarcely the col. of winners,
but nicely drawn, in the pink

; 3, Purvis, slim
-racy body, nicely balanced wings, wee bit rough

;

4, Gentleman, smart, stylish and shapely, in good
order; 5, Patterson; 6, W-atson. BUFF (9): 1,
H. .Bennet, beauty, put down hi the pink, tight as
wax

; 2, Purvis, nice type and qual., free jaunty
movement, nicely placed; 3, R. Lambie, grand head
and wings, rare shape and style; 4, Hamilton; -5,

Watson; 6, Kroezen. YELL. GR. OK. (13): 1, sp..
A. and W. Thomson, lovely type and style, neat
head, grand back and wings, wins

; 2, 4, R. Lambie,
2nd very jaunty and free in style, rich col., capital
cond. ; 3, Forrest, nice size, tight in feather, nicely
laced; 5, 6, Johnston. BUFF GR. HEN (11): 1,
4, R. Lambie, sweet little Border, good sound col.!
full of qual., 4th stouter in body, good col., very
stylish

;_
2, A. and W. Thomson, regular little pic-

ture, nicely laced, neater in mould, we fancied
much

; 3, W. Lambie, very fine buff, nice head
grand wing carr. ; 5, Reid; C, Johnston. GR. HEN
(21) : 1, 4, 5, R. Lambie, leader in grand fettle, put
down in nice fashion, nice even col., good type,
4th not so nicely finished, still a good one; 2,
Lumsden, hardly the type of winners, but all there
for qual. of feather and col. ; 3, Johnston, very
nice one. nicely moulded throughout, A1 qual.; 6,
W. Lambie. CINN. CK. (12): 1, R. Lambie, nice
qual., neat Read and shoulders, grand col.

; 2,
Whitelaw, nice body, stands well o-n perch

; 3 ! h’
Bennet, well tapered, grand feather and cond.’- 5!
W. Lambie: 6, Johnston. HEN (12): 1, 4, R. Lam-
bie, shapely exhibit, needs no comment, 4t-h not so
steady; 2, Murray, shapely, nicely balanced
wings, nice eol. and cond.; 3, Johnston, sweet
little model, a little rough in feather, nicely
placed : -5. H. Bennet; 6, No Name. CINN. OR
GR. FOUL (5) : 1, R. Lambie, grand col., in first-
class cond. ; 2, Reid, not so shapely, good feather
and cond.; 3, 4, No Name; 5, Itubie. A.O.V. C'K.
(7) : 1, Hamilton, grand style, sweet head, nice
wings, perfect cond.; 2, -B.F.C.C. novice medal,
Weir, neat head and shoulders, full of style; 3,
R. Lambie, grand qual. of feather, lovely cond

•’

4, Ferguson; 5, Duncan; C, Schooler. HEN (4)’:

I, Schooler, sweet little model, neat head and
shoulders, in nice order, wins; 2, sp., 3, R. Lambie,
all there for qual. and concL, 3rd a little heavier
in body; 4, M’ColI. -SELL.: 1, Hamilton; 2, H.
Bennet; 3, Rodgers; 4, R. Lambie; 5, G. Bennet;
G, Sloan. GOLDF. (7): 1, Wight, rich crimson
blaze, nioe tannings, beautifully buttoned, in the
pink, clear win; 2, 3, 5, Niven, a good team, not
much to choose, put down in lovely order; 4, Peden
and Ashcroft; 6, Peel. BULLF. CK. (5): 1, Peden
and Ashcroft, typical Britisher, rich breast col.,
dense cap, nice one,) 2, M’Kigen, grand Fin?:h,
nicely put down, not so rich in eol.; 3, Caldcr,
good cond., loses in type to the others; 4. Morri-
son; 5, Niven. HEN (10): 1, Gentleman, beautiful
damsel, in lovely cond., nice cap and bib, easy win;
2, Wight, good size, nice tone of col., loses in cond.
to winners

; 3, Strachen, nice shape, bit rough in
feather; 4, Robson; 5, Reid; 0, Na-ismith. LINNET
(7): 1, Wason, grand size, rich col., nice wing
flights^ beautiful markings, wins; 2, Morrison,
lovely head, nice markings, fails in tone of col. to
winner; 3, Strachen, nicely pencilled, in fine fettle,
might have gone, up here; 4, Parker: 5. Lambie: G,
Robson. LINNET, F.M. (7) : 1, Campbell, fine shape,
well pencilled, nice head and throat markings, well
put down ; 2, C, R. Lambie, nice size, good cond.,
close up; 3. Reid, very rich col., nice feather, not
so dense in markings; 4, Watson; 5, Glass.
GREENF. (13): 1, Nicol, good size, bold bead
lovely feather, very rich col., wins; 2, Gentleman
grand Finch, equal in size, not so tight- in feather;
3. 5, Campbell, big bouncing follow, lovely cond.,
close up: 4. Brownlee and Cook: G, M’Kcchnie.GREEN F., F’.M. (12): 1, 2, A. iM’Lean. two grand
I* inches, in perfect trim, nice wings, beautiful heads,
exceptional col., well placed; 3, YV. Lambie, hardly

the size of winner*, still a good one ; 4, Glass • i
Morrison; C, Lambie. GIIEENF. HEN (4):’ 1,
Campbell, grand size, very smooth in feather; 2,
Livingstone, darker col., very steady, nice round
head; 3, Bharp, big one, shade rough; 4, Glao*.
LESSER REDPOLL (5): 1, Nicol, grand shape, great
col., nicely pencilled, tip-top cond.; 2, Wason,
another hot one, close on -heels of winners

; 3, Boag,
lovely feather, smaller; t, Peel; 6, Lambie. LEA-
SER ’POLL, F.M. (7): 1, 3, 4, W. Lambie, nic*
trio, beautifully marked, grand col. and shape,
all in the pink

; 2, Johnston, sweet head, nicely
mkd., good order; 6, Findlay. MEALY OR TWITE
(4;: 1, Johnston, Mealy, old warrior, looking well,
easy win; 2, Wight, Twite, nicely mkd., rather
slim got up, nice order; 3, C’alder, Mealy, loses in
size and col. to winners; 4, Weir. SISKIN (7):
1, 5, G, Calder, leader in grand fettle, grand cap,
nicely laced, beautiful feather; 2, Brownlee and
Cook, not so shapely; 3, Morrison; 4, Peden and
Ashcroft. BUNTING: 1, Calder, Yellowhamme>r,
grand head, nicely coloured, wins; 2, 3, Strachen,
two nice ’Hammers, spanking cond. HEN (11): 1,

5, Strachen, “ West Lothian Queen,” nicely span-
gled Thrush, put down in the pink

; 2, Anderson,
Hawfinch, nice cond.; 3, Wason, lovely order; 4,
Brownlee and Cook. GREENF., SELL.: 1, Strachen;
2, Parker; 3, No Name. SELL., A.O.V. (7): 1,
Strachen; 2, 5, M’lntosh and Sons; 3, Campbell; 4,
Boag; G, M’Lean. HYB. (2): 1, Campbell, Goldf.-
Uullf., a real nice one, needs no comment; 2, «p.,
Boag. DARK MULE (9): 1, Herron and M’Nairn,
Goldf., nice shape, sound rich col., well propor-
tioned, wins; 2, M’Lean, Goldie, another good one,
fails in col. to winner, very steady; 3, -Scobbie,
Goldie, slimmer in build, nice col., good feather • 4
Calder

; 5, Clark
; C, Peden and AsJicroft.SOUTH LONDON COL. AND F.A.

40th annual sliow, Grand Hall, Old Kent Road
Baths, November 19. Entries totalled 21G, slightly
down on last year, but quality throughout was in
advance of previous years, the exhibits in several
classes being hard to separate. Cup for best young
bird went to Mr. J. S. Fairman’s mkd. Yorks, a bird
of exceptional merit, which also took the cup for
best 1914 Yorks. Cup for beat Bord., Messrs. Bur-
ton Bros., for the second year in succession. The
Lee Novice trophy for best bird bred by a novice
also went to a Border, Sergt. J. H. Joplin being the
winner. The birds were staged down the central
aisle with plenty of light, and great credit must
be given the stewards, Misers. G. F. Crawford,
W. G. Martin, and J. Fuller, for the way in which
they looked after the exhibits. In spite of tho
wretched weather a large number of visitors visited
the show in the evening. Mr. J. Robson judged.
NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (2): 1, Hodder; 2,

Tomsett. BUFF (4): 1, spl, 3, Hodder; 2, Thomas;
4, Crawford. MKD. CK. (3): 1, 2, Hodder; 3, Tom-
sett. HENS (4): 1, spl, 2, Crawford; 1, Tomsett,
4, Harrie (these awards, two lsts, are as in cat.
received.—Ed ). UNFLIG. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.
(4): 1, 2 epls, Hodder; 2, 4, Crawford; 3, Thomas.
BUFF (3): 1, Hodder; 2, Crawford; 3, Tomsett.
MKD. (4): 1, Harris; 2, Thomas; 3, Tomsett; 4,
Crawford. HENS (10): 1. vhc, he, c, Crawford; 2,
Burton Bros. ; 3, Thomas 4, Hodder. YORKS, CL.
OR TKD. CK. (4): 1, 2, Clarke; 3, Fairmin; 4,
Bacon. BUFF (2): 1, Clarke; 2, Faarman.
MKD. CK. (2): 1, Clarke; 2, Fairman. HENS
(4) : 1, 3, 4. Clarke ; 2, Fairman. UNFLIG. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. CK. (3) : 1, 3 spls, Fairman

; 2, 3,
Clarke. BUFF (3): 1, 2 spls, 2, Clarke; 3, Bacon.
MKD. CK. (2): 1, Clarke; 2, Fairman. HENS (5):
1, 3, vhc, Clarke; 2, Fairman; 4, Bacon.
BORD. CL. OR TKD. CK. (4): MKD. (2):
HENS (2): UNFLIG., CL. OR TKD. YELL.
CK. (4) : all Burton Brothers. MKD. CK.
(4) : 1, 2, 3, Burton B-ros. ; 4, Crawford. HEN (4)

:

I, 2, 3, Burton Bros.
; 4, epl, Crawford. GR. OR

CINN. (4): 1 spl, Bacon; 2, 3, Burton Bros.; 4,
Crawford. UNFLIG. GR. OR CINN. (5) : 1 2, Bacon

;

3, 4, vhc, Burton Bros. CREST OR C.-B. (amalg.)

:

All Horton. NON-FED (1) : Burton Bros. A.O.V.
(1) : Bacon. NOV. NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.
(3): All Fuller. BUFF (1): Fuller. MKD. (2):
1, Fuller; 2, Pratt. HENS (4): 1, 3, 4, Fuller: 2,
Dimond. UNFLIG. CL. OR TKD. BUFF CK.
(1) : Pratt. MKD. (4): 1, spl, 4, sp., Fuller; 2, 3,
Dimond. HENS (2): 1, 2, Fuller. YORKS CL. OR.
TKD. YELL. CK. (4): 1, Pratt; 2, 3, Fuller; 4,
Cant. BUFF (3) : 1, Pratt

; 2, Fuller ; 3, Cant. MKD
(2) : 1, Pratt; 2, Hallam. HENS (4): 1, 2, 4. Fuller;
3. Cant. UNFLIG. CL. OR TKD. YELL (4): 1,
Pratt; 2, Cant; 3, 4, Fuller. BUFF (4): I, 3, Hr.l-
lam; 2, Pratt; 4, Fuller. MKD. (4): 1, spl, 3, Cant;
2, Pratt; 4, Fuller. BORD. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (6):
1, 2, Sutton; 3, vhc, G. Martin; 4, he, Williams.
BUFF (4) : 1, Preece ; 2, Kay ; 3, G. Martin

; 4, W.
MaTtin. MKD. (3): 1, Kay; 2, G. Martin; 3, Sergt.
Joplin. HENS (10): 1, 3, Preece; 2, vhc, G. Martin;
4, c, Kay; he, Sutton. UNFLIG. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. (4): 1, 2, Sergt. Joplin; 3, G-. Martin;
4, Kay. BUFF (7): 1, 2 spls, 2, Sergt. Joplin; 3, 4,
Kay; vhc, spl, W. Martin; he, G. Martin; c, Wil-
liams. MKD. (6): 1, he, Kay; 2, -Sergt. Joplin; 3, G.
Martin ; 4, Williams ; vhc, Preece. HENS (9) : 1,

spl, 2, G. Martin; 3,* Preece; 4, vhc, W. Martin; he,
Sergt. Joplin; c, Williams. GR. OR CINN. BORD.
(5) : 1 Kay; 2, 4, Preece; 3, Williams: vhc, W.
Martin. NON-FED. (1): 1, Jackson. MULE OR
HYB. (4): 1, epl, 2, Brownlie; 3, Fairman

; 4, Sergt.
Joplin. GOLDF. (2): 1, sp, Bacon; 2, Brownlie.
LINNET (2): 1 Renacre; 2, Williams. GREENF.,
ETC. (2): 1, Groom. SOFTBILL (3): 1.2, Williams.
HEN (2): i, Preece; 2, Fairman. SELL., 20s. (5):
1, Tomsett; 2, Fairman; 3, Harris-; 4, Crawford;
vhc, Dimond. 12s. Od. (3): All Burton Bros.

Live Bird Labels
invaluable for the safe despatch of live birds by
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CANARY QUERIES

rich aperture, and arranged eo that the perfora-
Uom are not In Juxtapoaltion. (2) 8ft. Wna. by
2ft. would bo sufficient for the window. It would
be a good plan to build this on a frame separ-
ately, and mako it to slide in grooves into posi-
tion, so that during tho summer months the wliolo
spaoe of tho window could bo added to tho ven-
tilation system. If made fast one-half of it
should bo made to open with struts for use in
summer. (») Answered in No. 2.

BRITISH KERBS,
MULES .A-IVD HYBRIDS.

Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.
SWELLING ON LEG (Miss E. Young).—Correction

:

In this reply la*t week the words " a serious

abscess ” should be ” a serous abscess.” Tho case
might have been serious enough, but serous, a very
d. lu cent thing, was meant and written.
CAVITY ON CHEEK (Mrs. li. Uunn).—The depres-

sion you mention is undoubtedly tho aural oritlce

—the “ ear-hole ”—which may be rendered more
than usually conspicuous by a thinness of the plum-
age; mid the bird's behaviour is due to a low state
of health. Give a morsel of bread and milk with
three drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with maw seed every second day for a
fortnight, and on the alternate slays add to tho
drinking water lour drops each of tincture of gen-
tian, tinct. of ealumba, and aromatic sulphuric
acid. Offer a bath in which you have mixed a few
drops of quassia essence twice a week, and touch
the ends of the perches with the strong essence
about as often for a few weeks.
A CRIPPLED YOUNGSTER (A. J„ Willesden

Green).—I'm afraid it is not possible to properly
appreciate a case of this kind at its true value
without seeing it, and frankly I incline to the opin-
ion that you are more likely to kill the bird with
kindness rather than the reverse. X’robably the
kindest thing would be to mercifully put the poor
thing out of its difficulties, as it is never likely
to be of any material use. Anyway, you may try
what tho following treatment will do for it. Give
a staple diet of plain canary seed only. Give
separately every third day a morsel of bread and
milk with three drops of cod liver oil emulsion on
it and sprinkled with maw seed. On the inter-
vening days .give first half a teaspoonful of a mix-

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners" (7d.) ; House's *' Canary Manual" (1/2);
Baltye's "Yorkshire Canuries ( 1 / 1$) ; House's “Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); IT es ton’s "Stock Book" (7d.);
Hr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” (Id.); Norman's
•'Ai’iones, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Ramsden’s
Colour feeding" (3$d.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the "Nutshell” booklets (2 >d. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds andHow to Cure Them," No. 8 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 '‘The Roller," No. 23“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street
London, E.C.

ture of equal parts hemp, niger, teazle, millel
and broken groats, and next a morsel of somi
green salad. One week add 20 drops of Chemica
Food to the drinking water every second day, ancm the next week give instead six drops of tine
ture of gentian and four drops of dilute sulphur,it
acid every second day, and repeat these two weeks
treatment in the same order for a month or si'
weeks. You may leave the fabric tn the floor oi
the cage, but put in the cage the usual numbei
of perches, placed firmly and conveniently for the
bird, and make them about half-inch wide with a
flat upper surface for the bird to try perching upon
Do not by any means attempt breaking the leg tc
reset it, that would he atrocious cruelty. It
is useless trying any kind of manipulative treat-ment now; it is too late for that
®L0
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NTAGE (J - A - W.).-The solution o:your little problem. is that the young from thehen with 50 per cent, green blood will contain 371

per cent, of green and Gfy of cinnamon blood
; and

H1®
.
you

.

I

}f
from the hen with 100 per cent, green

blood will contain 62J per cent, of green blood and
37$ per cent, of cinnamon.
CANNDT SING (Constant Reader).—Possibly the

bird is only baking a little longer rest than usual
as is not unusual with -birds that have passed the
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ABOUT AN AVIARY (R. F. Griffiths).—As vou
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rnches more to the height ofthe back if that is possible in order to give a
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ffj, quick
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y . According to your sketch vou
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aviary stands a few inchesAbout the ground, in which case it is an easy

,“att®r to arrange efficient ventilation. Foringress of fresh air place a ventilation grid in the
the but see that the slots or per-

t?n„ *2
ar

?
6maI1 enough to prevent vermin getting through. As exits for foul air, leave anAperture m each end near angle at the highestpart of the roof aliout six by eight inches, and fill

this in with stats about half-an-inch apart, and
JrL

a
,.
a r‘fbt angle. Or, if you should find tliis

fi-ny difficulty, it will answer the same purpose ityou nail over the apertures sheets of perforated
*mc, one sheet inside and another outside over

Answered by II. NORMAN.
BIRDS NOT MOULTING (Perplexed).—I am afraid

there is something lmrdly right in your management,
or your birds would liavo moulted before this. 11
you are quite certain the Canaries and Finch liuvo
not changed their plumage, the sooner you put them
through it the better. 1 would advise you to put
them all together into the largest flight cage you
have, and partly cover the front, gradually extend-
ing it each day until they arc pretty well covered
up. This will probably start a moult. Be careful ol
any change of temperature when they have com-
menced, and eec that they are not in a draught.
After they are through, it does not take long to get
them into condition. When the days lengthen and
the sun shines, birds come along quickly, and most
fanciers are then troubled with forward hens'. You
can push them along a hit by generous feeding if
you find it necessary. Do not rely upon getting
Siberian Finches this year; while the war lasts these
birds are not likely to he exported.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (H. Kay).—You cannot

do better than keep British Finches in your outside
aviary. They are easy to feed, and most of them
are quite nice songsters. You could commence with
a pair of each of the following: Goldfinch, Bullfinch,
Linnet, Siskin, Greenfinch, Redpoll, and, if you like
them, a pair of Yellow Buntings, also Canaries dur-
ing the summer months. (2) These would do equally
well inside without artificial heat, which is not at
all necessary. Many of our eo-called delicate birds
do quito well all the year round with only ordinary
shelter. (3) For your Palace aviary, try the follow-
ing cock birds: Canary, Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet,
and diskin. These are all nice plumaged birds, and
you would get a fair amount of song.
A QUESTION OF PAIRING (Miss E. Smith).—

A

Roller uen would be all right to pair with a Siskin,
but you would do better to get a smallish Norwich,
because although the Norwich might not be much
larger than the Roller, it would probably throw good
sized Mules, whereas the Roller hen, having come
from small stock would naturally produce young
after its own kind. If you have the Roller hen and
only wish to breed singing Mules, there is no objec-
tion to your ueing her.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houllon’s great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/0); Norman's “British. Bird Manual ”

(2/3); or Part 1
“Hardbills" (1/1), Part 2 “Soflbills”

(1/1); "Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” 1.2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke's “ Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.) ;

“Colour-feeding ’’

(3Jd.) ;
or the “Nut-

shell ” booklets (2Id. each): No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch , ” No. 13

“Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ How to

iloult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from " Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

THRUSH OUT OF CONDITION (J. B.).—I do not
think there is very much the matter with your
Thrush, a mild aperient occasionally and a little

change of diet will eoon put him right. Dissolve
as much sulphate of soda as will coven a sixpence
in two tahlespoonfuis of water, rand give for one day,
repeating again in 3 days. As regards feeding, it

is a mistake to keep a bird on the same food always,
you should vary it by occasionally giving him a feed
of good insectile mixture, made moist with scraped
raw carrot or boiled potato, also keep him fairly
well supplied with fruit. This is grand food for
them and not used half enough by keepers of soft-
hilled birds.

POSBIGH BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BREEDING BUDGERIGARS (Miss Myers).—
Leave them where- they are till the young begin to
show their heads through the hole in the husk, then
take the cage into one of your sitting-rooms and
place it in a cool part of the room

; but it must be
in some light and airy, yet not draughty, position.
It is too late now to remove the Lovebirds, as this
would disturb the Budgerigars too much. There is

always a greater risk of egg-binding at this season,
but your birds appear to have passed the ordeal
successfully. As regards diet, many pairs elect to
rear on seed alone

; keep a few oats in the cage,
and as soon as you hear young hissing, push a crust
of stale household bread between cage wires, hang
a slice of sweet apple in the cage, and supply a
small tin of biscuit, breken up to the size of maize

;

if any, or all, of these are eaten, keep up the supply
regularly. Budgerigars usually commence to incu-
bate with the first egg, and consequently the age of
tiie young varies, and they do net all cmerge" to-
gether. If you do not already possess it, the Nut-
shell "Budgerigars,” 2jd. post free, from our
Manager, would help you materially in the manage-
ment of these birds.
GREENHOUSE AVIARY (W. G. B.).—Providing

the atmosphere is not too moist, the birds you name
should do well enough under the conditions stated.
However, they will be better without a hot atmos-
phere, and you must secure thorough ventilation
without draught. A minimum of 40 degs. and a
maximum of 60 degs. F. would be ample, and during
really mild periods, when heat is going, keep it down
to 60 degs., by ample ventilation. It is no use
putting any kind of living plants into a Lovebird or
Parrakeet aviary ; such are cut to pieces at onee.
I do not like Virginian cork hark for such purposes

—

that is, for such birds as are likely to bite it to
pieces. Get natural bark of any of our native trees
for such a purpose. All nest receptacles for Parra-
keebs should have a concave bottom ; small barrels
are excellent for the purpose. Some of the Love-
birds use bark, leaves, and fine twigs for lining the
ncet-box; log, or barrel, and for such as Black-
checks, Madagascar?, and Blue-wing Lovebirds, you
must supply these things. It is very unsatisfactory

CLUB A. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted tree. It should reach us not Inter than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Uul>
Notice Postcuids uiuy pu had free on application to
our Manager, Secretaries should always use them.

Abertillery C.B.S. Dec. 12, Prince of Wales Hotel,
7.80. Important bus. re mourners’ show, etc.— li. li.

Mortimer.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Dec. 16, Station Cafe, L

Judging competition; members picasc hung
slips for own use.—C. Bailey.
Ardwlck, Manchester tl.h.A.— Dec. 15, St. Thoma .

Old Schoolroom, entrance, Chapel St., 8. Dp.,
show bus.—J. Spencer.
Barrington and Choppington C.B.S. — Dec. 1.

Social Oiub, 7. Payment of prize-money ; inemoci
must attend personally to receive same.— li. Seely.
Birkenhead C.F.A.— Dec. 15, Ablott’s Calc, 8. yu

ing dates and judges lor nlglit shows; question ho;.—G. Morton.
Birtlcy, Chester la^Street and Pelton rcll (Amah,

—Dec. 12, Station Hotel, Birtlcy, 6.3(1. Paying u.

priifcs money.—8. Lindsay.
Bolton Woods C.3.S.—Dec. 12, Victoria Hotel, l.

General hd siness ; subs, due.—H. Bryant.
Bradford National Show Dee. 16, Market Tavern,

8. Balance sheet of annual show; members having
tickets or cards please hand them in at tliis’ meet
ing. -S. Midgley.

Bradford Last O.S.—Dec 15, Park Chapel School:
Member*’ show birds staged 7.15; judge, Mr. l
Dykes ; entries, Monday n.ght, 9 till 10

;
hna j slios,

this year.—W. Cruise.
Bradford West C.B.A.— Dec. 12, Slicuider ol M'ut-

ton, 8. Nomination of officers.—F. P. Terry.
Brantley O.S.—Dec. 11, Headquarters, 8. Entries,

etc:, for members’ show, Dec. 12; birds staged 2.8u
Judge, Air.. A. Chew, Leeds.—F. Page.
Buckhaven C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Gardeners’ Hall, 0 30.

Final arrangements for Club show, Jan. 9.— G. Pater-
son.
Clydebank and C.B.C.—Dec. 17, 81, Kilbowie Road

7.45. Distribution of specials won at annual show.
Election of office-bearers and presentation of balance-
sheet.—Wm. Kane.

Cardiff C.B.S.—Dec. 17, Maskell’s Hotel, 8. To
receive report of the recent show, also other very
important business. Subs. due.— E. Thomas.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Dec. 14, Church In-

stitute, 60, Paddington St., 8.15. Judging competi-
tion in Orests and C.-B. Final judge, Mr. A.
Watcham. Presentation of cups and diplomas.—V.
Wynn.
City of Birmingham C.B.S.- Dec. 16, Crown Hotel,

8.30. Annual meeting; nomination of officers for

1916; pay. prize-money, and receive overdue subs.;
members are requested to attend and return tickets
unsold'.—J. H. Jones.
Coventry O.S.—Dec. 16, Sydenham, 8.30.— Import-

ant.—A. Green.
Doncaster C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Black Bull, 7. Final

arrangements for open show; very important.—G.
Hunt.
East Ardsley C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Black Swan, 3. Mem-

bers’ show birds staged 3; judge, Mr. S. Wilcock.—
H. Cockrem.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—Dec. 15, Cairn’s Memorial Hall,

Gorgie, 8. Financial meeting and annual report

;

election of office-bearers for 1915
;

all monies and
unsold) tickets for annual show to be brought to
meeting.—J. C. Charlton.
Edinburgh Nor. and M.B.S.—Dec. 17, 142, High

Street, 8. Financial report
; election of office-

bearers and other bus.— J. Stormont.
Falkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannockburn C.B.S.—

Dec. 12, 80, Graham’s Road, 7. General meeting

;

financial statement of annual show, etc.—R. Rennie.
G.E. Riy. F.A.—Dec. 15, Mechanics’ Institute,

Stratford, 8. Distribution of specials and prize-
money;' members kindly requested to settle up for.

tickets and any subs, still unpaid.—W. G. Rogers.
Great Horton Good Intent O.S.—Dec. 12, Grange

Schools, birds staged 2.30. Judge, Mr. F. Armstrong.
A. Firth.
Great Horton O.S.—Dee. 12, Butchers’ Arms, 8.

Special business.—J. Holroyd.
Halifax O.S Dee. 12, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.

Members' show, unflighted except British. Judge,
Mr. J. Chambers, Leeds. Entries taken before stag-
ing—H. Clegg.

T
Hackney, Sloke Newington F.A. Dee, 14 H.-ad-

quartoi », Ann thy I, Club, 110, Church St., gu*,,
Newington, 8.30. Annual show report; prize-money
won at annual rliov was paid Gut Dec. 8, It. W*
Ford, jnn.

Halifax C.B.S Doc. 15, Trafalgar Inn, King Cro*«
Halifax, 8. Annual members’ 1 -

ing date for name . for pie
1*. each.—A, Sutcliffe.

show business; clos
supper on lieu. 17, at 7.30.

High/jato and Kampstaad C B S free. 14, Spencer
Hall. Judging competition for members, 8. Final
judge, Mr. G. E. Weston. Silver medal given by
clio society to winner. Will members kindly settle
if/r all tickets .voUl, a.l>o sub#., to enable me to
close hooks for the year.- J. Hyde
Hornsey, Wood Green C.B.S.—Dec. W The Night-

ingale Hotel, High ltd., Wood Green. Annual show
3 to 9 p.m. Admission, 3d. Judge, R r II \’or^
man.—P. Brooks.
Laisterdyke B. F A. - Dec. 12, Railway Hotel 2 50

final members’ show
;

judge, Mr. F. Self. W fl!
Byrnes.
Leeds C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Lockhart’s Briggate, neitt

door to Hope Bros., 7.30. .Table show ol liens and
nomination of officers for 1915.- K. Norton.
London Fed. of C.B. Societies. Dec. 18, El Vino,

S, Piccadilly Place, W., 8. Delegates of affiliated
societies please attend.—J. 0. Birch.

Leio.eter Hand-in Hand. Dec. 15, White Swan, 8.
Unflighted liens and Linnet.—A. Freestone.
Leith O.S.—Dee. 12, Liberal Club, Hope St., 7.

Annual balance and report; election of office-bearer*.
-U. W. Brown.
Llanelly C.B.S.— Dec. 12, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.

Important show matters in schedule, which we hope
to finish at this meeting.—D. John.
Middlesex O.S.—Dec. 17, St. John’s Schools,

Southall, 8. Table show. Judge, Air. P. Korke.
M inbers bring exhibits, and enter at show. Prize
money won at annual show will be paid — J. Jefferie.
Middleton C.B.S.— Dec. 14, Old Boar’s Head, 8.

Special meeting re lectures, etc. ; members please
bring ticket money in and oblige.—J. Hultori.
North London C.B.A.—Dee. 16, Headquarter*, 8.

General debate.—P. Al. Jeffries.

North Manchester C.B.S.—Dec. 15, Balmoral Hotel,
Rochdale Road, 8. Election of officers for 1915;
please attend, as we art> closing our year.—A. Colley.
Parth and Rhondda Vaiicy C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Tram-

way Restaurant, 7. Show bus. and other matters
of importance.—J. S. Jones.
Rothsrham C.B.S.. -Dec. 12, Alail Coach Inn, 8.

Alembers come and receive prize-cards and money
won at annual members’ show.—Taylor and Bailey.

Sheffield O.S.—Dec. 12, Foresters’ Hall. Alembers’
sliow, open 2. Admission 3d.—E. C. Job.

Sac.iston P.P.R. and C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Airs. H.
Abbot’s Tea Rooms, Front St., 5.30. Drawing up
schedule, etc., for members’ show, Jan. 2; members
and intending members please attend.—Wm. Dcdd.

Sittingbourne C.B.S.—Dee. 14, Headquarters, 7.30.
General bus. for annual show.—T. Alonday.
Skeimantharpe C.B.S. -Dec. IS, Liberal Club. 8—

F. Hampshire.
Skiptcn C.B.S.—Dee. 15, Friendly Societies’ Hall,

7.39. Balance sheet for last show and to pay out
prize-money

;
please note alteration of meeting night

-E. Gill.

So. Shields—Dec. 12, Cyprus, 7. All donations
and ticket money must be in.—W. L. Smith.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S—Dec. 12, Wharf Hotel.

Annual show; birds staged 4. Judge, Mr. H, W.
Walsh, Halifax. Entries, Friday night.—G.
Mitchell.

Vaie of Leven C.B.C.—Dec. 15, Village School-
room, Alexandria, 8. Discussion on pairing.—A. H.
McLean.
West Bromwich C.B.S.—Dec. 15, Dartmouth Hotel,

8.39. Important that all attend. Re question of
retaining headquarters, and pay in ticket money.

—

W. G. Andrews.
Wigan and Dis. R.C—Dec. 12, Queen’s Head, 7.30.

Club bus.—P. Greenall.
Windhiil C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Blue Bell Hotel, 2.30.

Alembers’ show; judge, W. Richmond (Rodley).
Sandiford’s medal for hottest fed bird. Entries,
Dec. 18, 8 to 11. -Taylor ancl Ellis.

York C.B.S.—Dec. 14, All Saints’ School-room, 8.

Judging competition; members please bring a bird;
Dec. 16, Club Show, Air. A. Wake, Aliddlesbrough,
judge; entries close Dec. 13; no late entries plea&e.
—V. Zimmermann.

mixing Parrakeets and Finchlike birds, and in a
Parrakeet aviary you must be content with grass
and herbage; no other plant life has any chance of
existence
FOREIGN BIRDS (Miss E. Smith).—(la) If you

moan by your query can you keep Lovebirds with
Finches, etc., then such a course is inadvisable, as
when such are confined with Finches, tragedies are
almost certain to occur sooner or later. But I can-
not be really definite as you give me no idea of the
size of your aviary—a most important point. (1)
Yee, always providing the birds are not overcrowded.
(2) Black-cheeked, Red headed, Madagascar, and
Peach-faced Lovebirds have all been bred in cap-
tivity. If you read through the report of the
L.C.B.A. show in our last issue you will see that not
only were they shown, but they were among the
prize-winners. Chances in smaller and local shows
are largely governed by the wording of the schedule.

(3) All should stand a reasonable chance of success
providing you are in reach of shows providing elassi-

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult rage's “Foreign Birds for Beginners ’’

(1/1 j); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels

"

(6d.);
Arthur’s “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7d.)

;

“Aviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever ” (7d .) -“Colour-feeding ”

(3jd.); or the
"Ntitshell” booklets (2 \d. each); No. 6 “Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 16

“Avadavats,” No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18

“Budgerigars No. 19 “The Pekin Robin," No. 20
“
Waxbills.’’ All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

fleation for such species. Green-billed Toucan and
White-throated Thrush should certainly be probable
winners. (4) Again, it is a question of classification.

Foreign bird hybrid*, one parent of which must be
a foreign bird, had a class to themselves at L.C.B.A.,
and quite a number of such have been reared in

captivity.
AUSTRALIAN COCKATOO (White Powder).—This

is quite natural, and need cause you no anxiety.
Powder-bloom exists in the plumage of most healthy
specimens of many species of Parrots and Cockatoo*.
l>o not give the bird table scraps or any slops aud
messes, bit confine its diet to eecd mixture, fruit,

nuts, stale crusts, plain cake, and keep up a con-
tinual supply of grit and euttlebone in its cage. It

is also beneficial for such a bird to have a* decent
a log of wood in its cage as the size of it permits.
If you provide a piece of a branch, say 2in. in dia-

meter, and 12 to 18ins. long, the exercises of climb-
ing about it and cutting it to pieces will be all to

the bird's advantage. If your bird is in good feather
and otherwise healthy, you need not notice the
"white powder,” but if it is in anywise poor condi-

tion, either in health or plumage, describe such as

nearly as you can, and also state exactly how you
have been feeding and treating, and I will try to

help you further.

OErnsiiiLi..
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

W. T. Goord and “A Reader.”—See notice at foot

of column 4, page 293, in last week’s issue.

H. Kay (1) Even if tiie exhibitor lives where the
atmosphere i* very pure, he will be at a disadvantage
eventually, should he show much during the season,

unless he har.d-washes his birds. They get soiled,

inevitably, at the shows, and whilst travelling. Some
exhibitors in the country who show but little get on
all right solely with baths and sprays. (2) In the

Canary and Hybrid sections, pairs are permissible

only in pair classes. It is allowable to exhibit small

insectivorous British birds and all Foreign birds

(unless, of course, the schedule specifies to the con-

trary) in pairs—i.e., codk and hen. (3) The room
wotiid suit very hardy birds.

C. Pearson.—An answer has been sent to voot

secretary. We have no objection whatever; it is

a pleasure under normal circumstances.

POST MOFvTEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Aliddlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. 6d.
;

analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.
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The Extraordinary

Value i am now
ottering in Yorkshires

must be seen to be

believed.

Let mo prove this statement
by sending any ot th© follow-

ing:—Cocks, 5/-, 5/6, 6/0, 7/6,

8/6, 10/6; liens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6,

6/-; pairs, 6/0, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- upward. Cages,
3d.; approval.— W. RUuD,
The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

FINE Yorkshires, cocks, guaranteed full song, my
winning strain, 4/-; hens, 2/-; 7 days’ approval; cash

or deposit: Radley, 18, llank-st., Ossctt. (1085)

SELL 5 pair Yorkshires, 0/- a pair; own breed-

ing; casli or deposit; inspection invited : W. Spencer,

17, Wood End, liubden Bridge, Yorkshire'. (1927)

YORKSHIRES, grand unlllghted cocks, hred l'rom

1st Manchester, Glasgow, Leicester, 10/-, 20/-, 80/-;

approval: Hirst, Ramshottom-st., Accrington. (1006)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class.

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George'.- terrace, Newcastle-on Tyne. (1788)

WANTED, good long yellow ticked Yorks, eoek,

unfliglited; exchange two good typical Yorks, hone
and cash for good bird: Bridgwater, Warwick.

(1030)

FANCIERS, my birds are winning at every show;
I have still a good stock for sale; reasonable; write

stating wants: J. C. Beaumont, Hepworth, Hudders-
field. (1029)

THIS year's winners. Note “Cage Birds” reports.

Typical unflighted buif cocks from 7/6; buff hens
from 6/6; show or stock; Craven, Yelverton-terr.,

Plymouth. (1912)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, few splendid birds for

sale, solid price prepared to pay, and requirements;
no dealers: Mr. Williams, 862, Penlstone-rd,, Owlcr-

ton, Sheffield. (1918)

PEDIGREE must tell; few grand quality buffs,

corks 12/6, lions 10/6; from my unfailing winning
strain; satisfaction; approval: Smith, Portfieid,

Haverfordwest. (1928)

UGfilD Yorkshires for sale, buff cock 12/6, yelloi#

cock 10/0, 8 bull hens 2/(1 each; bargain, 26/- the

lot : Armstrong, 3, Ciayton House, Uomer-st., Mary-
lebone, London. (1926)

WINNING Yorkshires, long racy birds, cocks from
6/-. liens 8/-, and upwards; stock or show birds on
approval; caah or deposit: G. Hymas, 2, Bells Yard,
Mansfield, Notts. (1893)

PRIESTLEY’S high-class Yorkshires from my win-

ning otrain; cocks from 51-
;
hens from 3/-; cash or

deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaytliorne-rd., West
Bowling, Bradford. (18S0)

OVERSTOCK Yorkshires, cocks, guaranteed from

my winning strain, full song, 4/-
;
quality hens, 2/-

;

7 days’ approval; cash or deposit: Taylor, Temper-
ance House, Gssett. (1935)

CHAS. MORRISON, the Yorkshire Champion, has
about 50 pairs Yorkshires for sale, bred from his

winners, 8/6 pair, chance in lifetime; stamp reply:

jClifton-rd., Brighouse. (1911)

GIVING up; some grand pairs of cup winning
Yorkshires for sale, from 15/- to £1 a pair; also

cages; inspection invited: William Hulme, 3, Fair-

liurst-st., Leigh, Lancs. (1032)

GRAND lot of Yorkshires and Norwich, guaran-

teed bred from my winners, from 10/6 each ; no
rubbish offered; cash with order; approval: Olive,

Plumber, Sittmgbourne. (1911)

R. TIN DALE, breeder, exhibitor, high-class York-
shires ; a few grand, typical, lengthy birds to dis-

pose of cheap; approval, deposit: 6, Gill-st., Ben-
well, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1932)

C. G'ATTELL, breeder and exhibitor of high-class

Y'orkshires
;

whole stock for sale, including New-
castle winners; pairs from 12/6; approval: 81, Win-
grove-rd., Neweastle-on-Tyne. (1036)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, splendid length, type and
quality ; cocks from 5/- ; matched pairs, 8/- upwards

:

approval ;
satisfaction guaranteed : Greenwood,

(Colnc-rd., Crosshills, Keighley. 1 (1925)

TWO yellow, two buff unflighted hens, from my
winners, 7/6 each, 25/- the four; unfliglited yellow

or buff cocks, 12/6 each; can win: Hannaford, 65,

St. Quintin-av., North Kensington. (1913)

GIVEN away ; smart unfliglited yellow hen, 3/6

;

large buff hen, 4/-; unfliglited yellow cock, 5/6; large

marked yellow cock, 6/6; ali well bred: Jeffery
|

Jefferis, 5, Cambridge-rd., Southall. (1934)

WANTED, any quantity of Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, also cock Goldfinch Mules, for

prompt cash ; stamp envelope reply : Enoch Rower,
91 Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
H. CHARLESWORTH has all his stock of York-

shires for saie
;
can be seen any time : show cr stock

birds at reasonable low prices; satisfaction guaran-
teed or money returned: Neiley, Honley. (1929)

UNFLIGHTED Yorkshire cocks, yellow and buff,

best blood from this season’s winners, 8/6 each ; or

would exchange one for really good unllighted buff

ben, good strain: Ashton, Best.horpe, Newark. (1931)

HAVING bought the whole of Mr. Crisp's stock
of Yorkshires, I have several very long breedy
yellow cocks for sale ; also some good hens

;
ap-

proval : Knight, Beech Holt, Shelford, Cambs. (1911)

AM compelled to dispose of my winning stock at

songster prices ;
cocks from 6/6 to 10/- ; hens, 3/- to

B/- each : winner of cups East Ham 1911-12-13, Ilford
bowls 1912-13: Reynolds, 40, Meads-lane, Seven Kings,
Essex. (1932)

FIFTY high-class Yorkshires, bred from winners,
grand, healthy birds, many of them fit to win ; seen
any evening; cocks 7/6, hens 5/-; approval; deposit :

Radford, 128, Sandy-Iane, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Man-
chester. (1929)
PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred
from my winners, hens 5/- upwards, cocks 7/6 up-
wards ; cash or deposit ; approval with pleasure

:

Hosken Bros., 85, Main-st., Heamoor, nr. Penzance,
Cornwall. (1850)

TWO long, slim, snaky Yorkshire hen Canaries,
1903, Tellable feeders, yellow, with good double
breeding cage, cost €/-, perfect, with hoppers,
feeders, lot 7/6; bargain: James, 8a, Hermit-st„
Nottingham. (1931)WAR prices; buy from the breeders and save
middlemen’s profits: grand Yorkshire cocks, prize
bred, in full song, 4/9, 5/3, 5/9, 6/3 each; hens, 2/-,
2/6, 3/-, 3/6 each; try one of my specially matched
pairs for breeding winners at 8/6, and if you can
honestly say, they are not worth double I will give
them for nothing; approval: North, Breeder, 443,
Manchester rd., Bradford. (1934)
YORKSHIRE liens, typical, high quality, 1914

breeding, including winners, bred from winners;
twenty prizes won this season three shows; quick
sale, being overstocked, 7/6 to 15/- each

;
few cocks,

equal merit, from 15/-: Bonniwell, 63, Highlever-rd.,
North Kensington. {1927)

HAVING sold my worst to dealers I have several
long, stylish yellow and buff Yorkshire cocks left,

7/-, 8/6, 10/6; good hens, 8/6, 6/-; inspection in-

vited; approval: Whiting, Ravensliury, Morden-rd.,
Mitcham, Surrey. (1925)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, 1914, clear buff cock, grand
long, good shaped birds, 15/-; 1914 clear buff hen,
gem, 12/6; several others from iny winners; cheap;
approval : Ernest Radley, Paradise-sq., Bkclman-
thorpe, Huddersfield, Yorks. (1920)

GREEN MARKED buff Yorkshire cock, red hot
colour, winner of 10 lsts and can win yet, with a
lovely yellow lien to match, 1914 bred winner

;

price 60/- the pair to clear; giving up; approval:
North, Breeder, 443, Manchester rd., Bradford. (1034)

GRAND Buff Yorkshire cock, a real stock bird,

7in. long, feathered like pot, won at 1st Feather
Shows, with a lovely yellow hen to match, also

winner; war price to clear, 20/-; worth double;
approval : North, Breeder, 443, Munchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (1034)

YORKSHIRES, noted winning strain, few cocks,

fit for exhibition, 12/6 upwards; hong, 0/- upwards;
largo stock birds, can breed winners, ’rem 10/- to

40/-; matched pairs, 10/-, 15/- upwards; few cocks,
6/6 each; approval, deposit: John Radley, 269,

King-st., Skolmanthorpc, Huddersfield. (1936)

OODEM BROS.
WE havo now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-
, 80/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-

portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval;
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

JOE HARKOP’S
You cannot do better if in want of birds of high
Origin, good quality, length, type, and position. I

Recommend this strain as fit for any fancier.
Keep this in mind, and if requiring a Yorkshire
Send at once and I will satisfy your deciles.
Hens 10/- upwards; cocks, 20/- upwards; pairs pro-
portionate; 17, Waller-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (1910)

FURE-WD YOimHieiS
Direct from our noted strain; yellows or buffs;
cocks, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-, to 30/- each

; hens, same
strain, 4/-, 5/-, C/-, 7/6 to 16/- each ; show cages, 2/-

eacli : Sandiford's, Canary Breeder. Preston; and 89,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

9 FIRSTS, 6 SECONDS
four 3rds, etc. ; isilver cup best in .show, and
numerous specials. This is a record of my wins on
November 21st, at Bradford National, Halifax and
Glasgow. All in the keenest competition. If you
require a winner, kindly state wants. I guarantee
to pleasS you. I also have some grand pairs, same
strain exactly as above winners, at S/6, 10/6, 15/-,

20/-, 30/-, and a few extra good pairs at 40/-, 50/-,

60/- per pair. Inspection invited at any time, or
birds sent approval any distance. If you want to
breed your own winners, place your orders with
the old reliable breeder, who breeds his own win-
ners year after year, and can therefore give you
the very best value for you.- money : L. Dykes,
Reliable Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods,
Bradford. (1892)

T. G. CRAWHALL
winner two years in secession points trophy N.Y.C.C.
competition

;
this year, challenge cup for best bird

bred by exhibitor; see report; also winner at Palace,

Bradford National, L.C.B.A., Newcastle, this year;
single birds from 5/-, pairs 12/6 upwards; approval,
•deposit: 121, St. George’s-terrace, Jesmond, New-
castle-on-Tyne. (1923)

Various Canaries.

WANTED to purchase, all kinds of Canaries, cheap
for cash : Stephens, West Drayton. (1930)

CHARMING Christmas presents, 1914 hen Canaries,

3/6 each; fine, strong birds; travelling cage, Cd.

:

Shelton, Torquay.
SINGING Canaries; cocks, 4/6; hens, 1/9; shops

supplied; special terms: Cooper’s Emporium,
Princess-st., Manchester. (1932)

TWO Crystal Palace aviaries, 6/6, 12/6, good condi-

tion, cock Canaries, 6/6, singing: King, 12, Caris-

brooke-rd., Walthamstow. (19.30)

1914 NORWICH cocks, clear, yellows; also York-
shire cocks, in green, yellow, marked and buff

green marked, 5/- each: Pickles, Shawcroft Aviaries,

Wadsworth, Heiiden Bridge. (1896)

THREE good Norwich cocks, 6/- each, hens 2/6,

pairs 8/-; 2 Norwich cinnamon hens, 2/6 each; good
Grey-crest cock, 8/6; all typical young birds; Alfred

Peters, Panton Hall, Wnagby, Lines. . (1929)

MR. J. iSiCOTT, who is at the Front, has asked me
to sell his young birds for him, cocks from 10/-,

hens 5/- each, from same strain as last year’s win-

ners: Jos. Kiisliaw, 5, Orm-st., Bolton.

FOR sale, 4 unflighted varieg. and clearrimff cocks,

one rose bowl winner, one first and special at Glas-

gow West-end show, price from 10/- to 50/-: Tawse,
Police Station, Duntochc.r, Dumbartonshire. (1921)

FOR sale, Norwich, Roller and Yorkshire Canaries

(qocks or hens) ;
give good value in exchange for

Palace aviary
;
pairs small Foreign birds, show cage

and case: Walkden, S, Kirkhall-lane, Leigh, Lancs.
(1926)

HUMPHRIES’ strain; large unflighted variegated
buff cock, 20/-; clear yellow unflighted cock, 10/6;
1913 variegated yellow hen, 15/-; clear buff ditto,

15/-; exceptional value: Robinson, 73, Holgate-rd.,

York. (1922)

THE whole of my stock for sale; Norwich, Borders,

Crests, and Cinnamons, also show cages and travel-

ling cases; must clear, no fancy prices; state wants;
approval : R. Rowell, 70, West-row, Bebsido, North-
umberland. , (1932)

PARKIIEAD winners for sale; 2nd, buff cock, 15/-;
3rd, buff cock, 12/0; 4th, unflighted ticked buff cock,

12/6; 3rd, variegated buff hen, 10/-; 6th, unflighted
buff hen, 7/6; also typical buff cock, 10/-: Gihnour,
782, London-rd., Glasgow. (1929)

CANARIES, couldn't b© better; warranted for sing-

ing or breeding, working-man’s price; Yorkshire and
Norwich cock, 8/6 or 12/6 pair, not as advertised
from 12/6 and upwards, but ono price; inspection
invited: H., 168, Robertson-st., Clapham. (1931)

Yorkshires

& Norwich

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
COCK Norwich or Yorkshire Canary, healthy and

in song, with solid brass suspend hanging cage,
glass panelled and highly finished, 10/6; easy pay-
ments taken; Hope, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich.

{1900)

Extra good, emart, lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 6/6, 7 /-,

8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full
eong. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 15/- 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-room kept, colour-feel
1

and natural colour. Typical
racy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6 each, day and
gasiigtit songsters. Exhibition Y’orkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
wortli three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at onco on receiving first

payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, and
safe- arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms: Seven days’
approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, AireviMe Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford]

R. HECCIE
has a fine lot of cocks and hens for sale, including
winners. On 28th November and 5th December I won
20 firsts, 16 seconds and many other specials, includ-
ing cup and challenge rose bowl ; state wants and
price: 27, McLennan-st., Mount . Florida, Glasgow.

(1930)

100 SINGING NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
5/6, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 16/- ;

all guaranteed cocks ; hens, 3/-,

4/-, 6/-: Sandiiford, Bird Specialist, Preston; and 89,
Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, London.

THERE ME i O iGSTERS AND SONGSTERS
remember, and I say I possess the largest and best
collection of such in the world

; extra early hatched,
and caged off singly

; pure-bred Norwich, Y’orkshires,
Bordens,' Mules, C/6, 7/6. 8/6, 10/& ;

cages, 3d. ; ap-
proval: W. Rudd, Bird Specialist, Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WANTED, *iules, both sex: C'has. Palmer and
Sons, Bird Dept., 68, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.
GRAND Linnet Mules, cocks siqging, 6/-; hens 1/-;
seen any time : Iredale, 75, Clive-ter., Horton Grange-
rd., Bradford. (1936)
DARK Siskin Mule cock, colour fed, with show-

cage, 10/6, cash or deposit: Pirrie, Park Place, Lin-
wood, Paisley”. (1932)
FOR sale, tour Goldfinch Mules, £1 each; also two

10/- each; worth double: A. Hoodie, Black Horse
Inn, Creetown. (1850)
SIX Goidfinch-Canary Mules, 6/- ;

six warranted ecck
Canaries, 4/- each; take 27/- the dozen: Rowley,
Elston, Crediton. (1930)
SUPERIOR, cock Goldfinch Mule, 1913 bred

; big,
fine bird grand songster, price 8/0: Harrison, St.
Mark’s-st., Leeds. (1924)
SISKIN-CANARY Mule for sale on full song, or
exchange for hcuse-moulted Goldfinch: Jones, 17,
Arthur-st., Aberavon. (1930)
LIGHT Goldfinch Mules, one even marked wings,
other uneven, 30/-, 40/-, grand birds, win anywhere

:

Botting, Biilericay, Essex. * (1932)
HAND-REARED cock Goldfinches, bred Mules, price

6/6, 7JE, and 8/6 each: Sandiford'-s, 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London

;
also Preston, Lancs.

TWO yellow sib hens, pedigree strain, medium size,
Norwich type; exchange large. li.M. Siberian Goldie,
or sell : H., 24, Jenner-rd., Stoke Newington. (1928)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for
show or song, prices low ; easy payments taken

; ap-
proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1852)
FINE dark C.F. 1914 cock Goldfinch Mule, 6/6;
two splendid hen Bullies, 1/- each; net/ single
breeder, 2/9 : Hubbard, North Kilworth, Rugby.

(1928)
YELLOW cock Goldfinch Mule, coiowr-fed, 10/6;
yellow hen, bred Mules, 4/-; yellow cock, bred
double yellow, 5/6 : Dawson, Blyburgate, Beccles.

" (1924)
HY’BRIDS: Bred 1913, 1014, five Goldfinch-Green-
finches, four Goldfinch-Redpolls, rare chance for
exhibitors; also Goldfinch Mules: Williams, junr.,
18, Elgin-st.. Kirkcaldy. (1911)
TO connoisseurs, pair lovely Goldfinches, 10/6; two
beautiful Greenfinch cocks, 4/6 each; all warranted
hand-reared, for Hybrid or Mule breeding; par-
ticulars: J. Derrick, Eolwell, Frome. (1930)
LARGE muling cock Greenfinch and good yellow

hen Canary, 2/6 pair
; also a large muling cock Lin-

net and yellow lien Canary, 2/6 pair
; both bargains,

or exchange: Vernum, 298, LiUie-rd., Fulham. (1935)

COCK Greenfinch, hen iBullie, have bred, 7/6; hen
Bullie, laid eggs, 3/6 ; Chaffinch, cock, winner, show
cage and hen Greenfinch, 8/6; Sib. hens, bred light
Mules, 7/6: Groom, Longnor Hall, Shrewsbury.

v
-- (1931)

DARK yell. Siskin Mule, 1st L.C.B.A. show; light
yell. Goldie Mule, 5th, 18 weeks old, make a topper;
also a tip-top Goldie, will be fit for the Palace

;

enclose stamp for full particular/): Andrews, YVcs-
ton, Olney, Bucks. (1932)
EXHIBITORS.—The largest stock of Bullfinches

in Staffordshire
;

cocks,' 1/3, 1/6; hens, 9<h, 1/-;
Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6; one extra good all round
specimen, 5/-; approval before payment: G. Perrin3,

26, Lennox-rdc, Longtcn, Staffs. (1932)

LINNET, Goldfinch, Siskin, and Greenfinch Mutes,
cocks, in song, pure wild notes, 7/6, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-

eacli; hen Mules, 1/6; grand lot Sib. -bred Canaries
and muling birds, see special list free on applica-
tion: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1918)
EXHIBITORS! Cock Goldfinch Mule, rich clear
yellow, except wings, little marked on head, £1 3/-;
another cock, buff body, dark wings, 15/-; cash or
deposit Cagis Birds; approval; offers in cash and
exchange Canaries; Lyons, Corbaliy, Limerick. (1922)

GOLDFINCH-GREENFINCH (cock), 12/6; Gold-
finch-Linnet (cock), 10/-; Goldfinch-Twite, 5/-; Gold-
finch Mule, dark yellow, 10/6; ditto huff, 7/6; Green-
finch Mule, yellow, 10/-; fine buff ditto, 7/6; Siskin
mule, 7/6; all 1914; excellent colour and condition;
also some fine superior Norwich Canaries, cheap;
approval; deposit: Apply, D. E. Alexander, News-
paper Proprietor, Bangor, Down, (1922)

HYBRID breeding: A email stud of British, all
three times house-moulted, exhibition Goldfinch,* very
large, 16/-; large Greenfinch, 5/-; hen Greenfinch,
5/-; Mealy Redpoll, 5/-; all the above are breeders,
a rnosrt promising hen Chaffinch, laid this twice,
6/-; extra large yellow green Canary for dark
Mule breeding, 12/-; Sib. bred hen, bred variegated
Mules, 8/-; one of the largest variegated Linnet
Mules, winner of several prizes, 16/-; another good
dark, 10/- : Bastock. See Norwich. (1923)

WANTED
any quantity cock or hen Goldfinch Mules, best
prices given; send 00 : Sandiford, 89, Sclater-st.,
Shoreditch, London.

DO YOU WANT TO WIN ?
If so, I havo Light and Dark Mules and Hybrids

that have won and can win again easily
; also a lot of

singing Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, choice milling
hens, 2/6, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- ; cage, 3d. ; approval : Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

50 PURE-BRED SIB. HENS
guaranteed tofbreed Mules, 3/-, 4/-, E/-, and 7/6 each:
Sandiford’s, Canary Breeder, Preston; also 89, Sclater
St., Shoreditch, London.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
(

UUDOEUIGARS, 3/6; breeders, 4/- pair; cash offers
per 100 : F. Hill, Southwold. (1931)GREEN Budgerigars for sale, in perfect condition,
4/6 pair: H., 192, Worple-rd., Wimbledon. (1901)
RED Roseila, cock, outdoor, grand condition, 25/- -

approval, deposit: Dolphin, Bentley-laue, Walsall.
(1924)TWENTY pairs Budgerigars from out-door aviary,

big birds, yellows 8/-, greens 5/6 pair; Harding,
9, Gresham-st.,- Leicester.

( 1903)BUDGERIGARS, Green, outdoor aviary bred; adult
breeding pairs, 5/-: Tom Overton, New Brighton,
Cottingley, Bingley, Yorkshire. (1914)
RED and Grey Parrot and cage, in perfect health
and condition, finger tame, accept 12/6; approval;
deposit : 20, Lawrencc-st., York. (1925)
BEAUTIFUL red-collared Lorrikcet, winner, on
Canary seed, 00/-, or exchange Gouldians ; Muscott,
Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod 1 Wells. ' (1933)
PARROT, talk, whistle, dance, never swears, lov-
able pet, cause roars of laughter, 35/-, including
cage: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (1933!
BEAUTIFUL Green, Yellow, Red and Blue Amazon
Parrot, talks, with cage; Cocfaatiels, Budgerigars,
cheap : Mrs. Gilbert, Sbadoxhurst, Kent. (1927)
BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoors, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs «/-; yellows 8/-; List free:
Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1923)
REAL Alrican Grey King Parrot, thoroughly ai clb

matised, in perfect condition, good pidin talker, £9
10s.: Binch, 71, Aruudie-drive, Mansfield, Notts.

(1924)
MAGNIFICENT pair Black-headed Gouldians, fine
condition; first Chichester, second Brighton, 1913 ;

from cold room; 42/-; Longland, 66, East-st.,
Chichester. (1927)
STRONG young Budgerigars, bred and living in

wire net
:
aviary with unheated shed; hens 3/6, cocks

2/6, pairs 5/6; also two cock Ringuecks, same
aviary, 7/6 each: Miller, Broomhouse, Glasgow.

(1923)
ACCLIMATISED, Vinaceous Fire Finch cock, real
gem, 40s.; lovely cock Blue Grosbeak, 37/6; hen Gold-
breasts, 1/6 ; offers, or exchange other species, must
lie good specimens: F. Howe, 54, Thomas-st., Wei-
lingborough.

( 1934 )

COCK Indian Shama, house moulted, perfect, grand
songster, 40/-; cock Japanese Nightingale, house-
moulted, fit keenest competition. 10/-; African Grey
Parrot, extra plain talker, ^'imic .and whistler, with
large cage, £5 : E. WabfVs, 102, Front-st., West
Auckland. (1923)
THOSE who have bought or those who are auous
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “Nutshell No. 17,”
it only costs 2jd. poet free, but tile tips it gives are
priceless; from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., Lon-
don, K.O. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is pub-
lished frequently).

EXCEPTIONALLY tame Grey Parrot and largo
square cage, talks, whistles, climbs around outside
cage, comes on hand, clean and healthy, 30/-; ex-
change- gramophone and records, or 10/- cash and
silver watch and chain or gold albert: Crompton, 6,
Spruce-st., Rochdale. (1923)
COCK Shama, perfeJT, with show dage, can win in
the keenest competition, perfect songster, 70/-; true
pair Saffron Finches, 12/6; true pair White-bellied
Nonettes, 12/6; cock Ruddy Finch, 10/-.; cock Cock-
atiel, 10/-; hen Parrakeet,. 10/- ; Barbary Doves,
2/6 pair; approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (1931)
AUSTRALIAN Parrakeet?, imported1 direct King,

2nd- Horticultural Hall, further exportation pro-
hibited, £10; Barnard’s, £4; mealy Roseila, £3;
Pennant’s, full colour, £2; Red Rosellas, 25/- each;
Budgerigars, 1st and special Horticultural Hall,

30/- pair: others from 10/6 pair: eetected for ex-
liibition : illustrated magazine article describing my
birds, 2d. ; see last week's advt. for other stock

:

John Frostick, Naturalist and Importer, 50, Boun-
daries-rd., Balham. (1933)

W AX BILLS (Golden breasted, Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-

tette, which can he purchased at from 2/C to 7/8

a pair, there are few more charming foreigner*.

They can bo successfully kept, too, with littls

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in '‘Nutshell No. 20," 2Jd.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st., London,

E C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

FINGER-TAME PET
ShorLtailed Parrot, ^size-winner, diploma, etc.,

Horticultural Show, exceedingly tame; further par

titulars from: Moore, 11, Lupus-st., Pimlico, Lon-

don. (1934)

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,

45/-; easy payments accepted. (1828)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST EROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green rd., London. Kestrel nawk, 2/6,

4 for 10/-; Roller Canaries, 7/C; lien Canaries, 18/-

doz.; Triangular Spotted Tigcons. 20/- pair; adult

breeding Budgerigars, 6/- pair; Dormice, 2/6 pair;

Bearded Tits, 7/6 pair. See price lists. Telephone

5489 Wall. Telegraphic address. "OlseiUlx, London.'

Direct importers ol foreign birds. (1900)
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PARROTS. PARROTS.
cl every description on four weeks' trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-

ranty. We Introduced tills system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, wo re-

place It free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don't replace when they die.

All the best Parrots In the Kingdom have come from

theoe aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds of

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free book entitled “Parrot Prattle,"

with list of Tarrots for sale. Cheapest and best

In England. 8ent post free. Bankers' reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morceambe. Writs at onoe tor

book and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAM8E. (1742)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Arrivals from Calcutta:— Indian Singing Shamah,
Splendid bird, 85/6; Indian Flycatcher, 30/6; Pagoda
Mynah, 12,6; large Black Mynah, 30/6; Crested Jay
Tlirikjli, -5/6; White-breasted Jay Thrush, 25/6; tho

only arrival since the war started. Large Toucan,
40 6; Toucauette, 30/6; Troupial, 15/6; handsome
pair Rosalias, 40/6: pair Pennants, 70/6: one Ceram
Lory, 40/0; "Otto” Talking Yellow-fronted Amazon,
40,6 ;

acclimatised Grey Parrot, £5; Talking Slender-

billed Cockatoo, £3; Indian Rock Parrot, cock, full

colour, splendid coudition, prize winner, 20/6'; Cali-

fornian Quails, *16/6 pair; cock Red Gouldian, 25/6;

pair St. Helenas, 5/6; cock Cordon Bleu, 2/6; Grey
Javas, 4/-; Cutthroats, 3/6; pair Olive Finches, 20/6;

Yellow-backed Whydah, 25/6; Yellow-winged Sugar-
bird, 20/6; Orange Amazon, 25/6; Double-front
Amazon, 40/6; pair Bronze-winged Pigeons, 40/6;

Triangular Spotted, 30/6; Bleeding Heart Pigeons,
exceptionally fine, pair 60/0 : usual Waterfowl, Cranes
ami small animals. Telephone: G341 Avenue: John
Haanlyn, 221, St. George’s-st., London Docks, (1836)

] VARIOUS BIRDS.
GOLDFINCH Mule, 7/6; cock and hen Canaries,

6 -; h.m. Goldfinch, 3/6: Bcvan, Vietoria-rd., Cam-
bridge. (1928)

L. C. BANTTAM, Aviaries, East Lexham, Swaffkam,
Norfolk: Goldfinches, 3/6 pair; Redpolls, 1/-; Sis-

kins, 4/6; Canaries, 6/-; exchange lien Bullfinches.
TWO 1914 cock Yorkshires, 5/- each; hen, 2/-;
twice h.m. muling Redpoll, 3/-; seed-dressing
machines, 6/-; exchange for Goldfinch Mules : Charles
Lee, 79, iNorth-st., Stanground, Beterboro. (1928)
EDWARD DUDLEY, “ Hazeldene," Wrekin-rd.,
Wellington, Salop, has for disposal grand muling
Goldfinch, now in pink of condition, bargain at
15,-; also a few high-class Norwich for sale; ap-
Proval.

*(1928 )

HAWFINCH, cock, house-moulted, 35/-; Hawfinch,
cock, 20/-; Linnet, cock, winner, 8/-; Siskin Mule,
20,'-; Crest-bred cock, 10/-; show cage included; 24
hours’ approval; Philip Wilcock, 28, Ridsdale-st.,
Darlington. (M^O)

A. C. van H’KKELFN KUUPEEL
Export of Birds and Goldfishes, Haarlem, Holland.
Telephone: Haarlem 2316. Telegrams: Kuijper,
Naturalist, Haarlem. Offers: Red Cockatoos 5/5
each; Green Parrakeets, 3/9 each; Maromts, 1/8
each; fine singing male Canaries, 3/9 each; ditto,
female, lOd. each; Goldfishes, 5.7 c.m. long, £1 18/4
per 1,000; ditto, 7.12 c.m. long, £3 1/8 per 1,000;
Mites, per kilo, 6/8. "Piscidia” Food for fishes,
11 '8 per 100 boxes.

WANTED house-moulted British, exchange good
Yorkshires. Norwich, and Muling hens, or sell clieup
Stamp reply: Hannah, 373, Main st„ Bonhill, Dum-
bartonshire. 0911)
NOTICE, wanted, Goldfinch Mules, Linnet Mulee,

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches, from catchers:
Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North rd., London.
Letters only. (1905)
GOOD Borders, exchange gent. 'a overcoat, good
condition, chest 87 : also 18 parts, unbound, "Living
Knees Mankind”; birds first: Grunt, 78, St. Leonards,
pluce, Dunfermline.

( 1935 )WANTED, good British from catchers weekly,
state prices cash per return of post ; Bankers, Lon-
don, City and Midland, Bradford: North, -113, Man-
ehester-rd., Bradford. (1934)
WANTED, all kinds cage birds; cash or exchange;

Foreign Birds, Pullets, Bantams, Rabbits, .puppies;
state offers, wants : Simmonds, Aviaries, 64, Stean-
st., flaggerston, London. (1925)
WAiNTED, Border Canaries for cash or in exchange

for gold-plated double curb albort, cost 25/-, never
been worn, grand Christmas present; on approval:
Dann, 19,*Melvill-st., Lincoln. (1927)
WANTED, offers for nine pairs cinnamon Borders,

also pair Norwich, either single, pairs, or in one
lot; all bred ns my winnera ; mostly young birds;
room wanted: Bugiass, 63, Loch.end- id. West, Edm-
burgh. (1982)
NOTICE, will give 6/- pair for good Norwich or Yuik-

shire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,
Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Bullfinches, Gold-
finches, and Linnets; reasonable for cash: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
OFFERS for 20 Budgerigars, most hens, 40/- lot;

also 10 hen Canaries, 2/- each; Linnet Mule, 5/-;
good cock Linnets, 1/6 each; offers in poultry, other
Foreigners, Goldfinch cocks or Bullie hens, or any-
thing ; cash or deposit ; yours first ; honest dealings
guaranteed: Bisset’s Aviaries, Trinity House, Leven,
Fife. " (1924)

WILL exchange pair Borders, 2 .Linnet, 1 Goldfinch,
mules, hens, for 2 Sib. bred hens, or sell 10/- lot;
also 2 cock Goldfinch mules, 5/- each; Peter Ruther-
ford, 3, Wallace Green, Berwick-on Twced. (1929)

WANTED, 5,000
Norwich and Yorkshire cock Canaries, colour-fed,
must be in song, will give 4/6 each for good type
birds ; also will give 4/6 each for cock Goldfinch
Mules, in full song; stamped envelope, reply: Enoch
Power, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

Wanted, Hen Canaries
18/- per dozen for Yorkshire and Norwich, and )/-

each for Goldfinch Mules; hens also wanted, any
kind of Parrots or puppies; cash or deposit: W.
Rutherford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone, Essex.

(1907)

WANTED
Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Siskins, Bramblefinches, Yel-
lowharamers, Snow Buntings, Redpolls, Goldfinch
Mules, Jays, Hawfinches, also any kind of Parrots
bought for spot each; only, honest dealings done to
senders ; stamped envelope for reply, stating lowest
prices, also will take any quantity weekly ; banker’s
references if required, or Editor: Enoch Power,
La'rgcst and Greatest Importer of British Birds in

Great Britain, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

(SALE or EXCHANGE.

[ WANTED,
j

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds;
best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1807)
WANTED good sound target riSe

; approval, par-
ticulars, and lowest price: 9, Drummond-st., Jnver-

„ (1936)WANTED, Rose Cockatoo or Parrot, cheap for
cash: Mrs. Lewis Jones, 11a, Princess-st., Abervst-
wyth._

(1929)WANTED, Goldfinches and Bullfinches from
catcher; W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George-st.,
I^eds. (1S33)
LAYING pullets. Parrots, singing Canaries, etc.,
given in exchange for other Fancy : Barlow’s Aviaries,
Greenwich.

( 1935 )W ANTED, any quantity of British biTds; state
price : Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-:d
Birmingham.

(1933)WANTED for cash, Canaries or Mules, either sex ;

state lowest price: RobuLson, 33, Bessor-st., New
Dross, London. (1932)WANTED, good buff green or variegated cock, must
have good head: Mis. Jas. Banks, 61, Balhousie-et.
Perth, Scotland.

’

WANTED all kinds Canaries and other birds for
export: Emporium, 176b, High-st., Camden Tube
Station, London (1910)W ANTED good Crested hen Canary ; exchange
Crystal Palace shape aviary, or sell 17/6: Fortnmn.
Delrow, Watford. n 926)WANTED, 1914 yellow Norwich cock; exchange 6
prize-bred Yorkshire hens, SO/-; approval: Norman,
4 , Clayton-st., Easton, Bristol. (1929)

anything to value : toy crane, 1/6 •

dolls swing boat, 2/6; transport waggon, 3/-:’
IMmblely, Austin-st., 8tamford.

(1922)WANTED, dealers who can take large or small
quanrities of Linnete, all kinds of British: Chris.

Richmond-st., Brighton. (1932)

-w S
iv0

? young German hens or 3 hen Bull-
micbes for singing Canary or Mule: Steele, 23,

Holme, Manchester. (1930)WANTED, hen Mules and Canaries, cheap for cash,win give new boots or shoes in exchange : MrsC
^VYTi?n

Cliff0
J
d
c
S
*i’

Oxforcl 'rd -. Manchester. (1922)

®°°o-
Roller cock; exchange exhi-

ll°?
fc

S
!

skm
,.
Mule (rung)- or cell, 10/G

;

w I™ : Nlchoias
’ Margarebst., Fentrc. Rhondda,

linnif. r ’
.

a
*VpP'y of c°ck Goldfinches,

•ia" o ’ “11 kinds of Canaries and Mulesand Parrots : Taylor, Bird Stores, Bute-st., Trelier-

^ (1881)
Canary in song or.Goldfinch Mule; ex-change two Border bens, buff and yellow, Robson’s•tram: Pace, 111 , Haggerston-rd./ Dabton. Lon

WANTED, oilers for pair first-prize Yorkshires.
0

^!selling class, Bedford
;
three Canary-reared hen Gold

Hazard.
A ‘°fc: Dimm°Ck ’ M-rket square. Leigbton

( 1935

)

Mainly British.

FRED ALLEN will exchange good British for
Canaries, Mules, etc. : 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1933)
SIX champion call birds, pack bag, and store cage,

20/-; exchange anything: Bruce, 155, Scotland Green-
rd., Ponders End. (1930)
EXCHANGE h.m. ccck Corn Bunting, show bird, for
unflighted Norwich yellow hen : R. Baron, 46, Haugh-
ton-rd.. Hooley Hill. (1931)
EXCHANGE three rich coloured cock Bullies, three
large cock Linnets, for large 1914 Crestbred cock

:

H. Pinneli, Warminster. (1925)
TWO Redpolls, pulls seed and water, and cages, ex-
change cock Canary, anything: J. Needham, King-
st., Clown, Chesterfield. (1298)
WILL give large cock Goldfinch, fit to win, for

left-off overcoat; approval anywhere: Rathbone, 29,
Horsemarket, Northampton. (1927)
SALE or exchange, Greenfinch-Bullfinch Hybrid,

also Light and Dark Mules: Bridson, Ivy Cottage,
Castletown-rd., Douglas, Man. (1923)
DARK yellow C.F. cock SiskinJCanary Mule, ex-
change good cock Linnet or Goldfinch; approval:
Gregory, 51, Bright-st., Ilkeston. (1930)
WELSH cock Goldfinches, 3/- and 4/- each: wanted,
good cocks, Siskins, Bramblefinch, offers : Close, 32,
Duffryn-st., Mountain Ash, Giam. (1927)
WILL anyone exchange singing Roller cock fer

variegated Goldfinch Mule cock, 1914 prize-winner?
—Hunter, Kinnegar, Holywood, Down. (1933)
NORWICH cock. Bullfinch cock, 10/G; exchange

cycle tyre, 28 by 1}, anything useful; yours first:

Tolley, Highlands, Woldinghani, Surrey. (1933)

CRAND cock Bullfinch, sure winner, lovely pet,
excellent call bird; eixcliange for songster, any-
thing: James, Steens Bridge, Leominster. (1934)

JOHN DAY will exchange high-class British or
Scandinavian Bullfinches or Goldfinches for Canar-
ies, Mules, etc. : The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull.

(1930)
THREE cock Goldfinch Mules, Finch song, 7/-

each ; exchange one for good house-moulted Gold-
finch : Evans, 33, Upper High-st., Rhymney, Mon.
WANTED, young Bullie Hybrid cock; give in ex-
change high-class Norwich Canaries to the value
of £3 to £4 : Welsh, 42, Rcform-st., Stamford.
EXCHANGE large h.m-. ccck Bramble for long

unflighted yellow Yorkshire or Norwich hen ; mutual
approval : Sharp, 8, Upper Sturges-st., Bradford.
CLEARING, 3 cock Linnets, 2 cock Chaffinches,
good birds, on song, lot 6/6; exchange Border
Fancy, Softbill songster, or offers : 31, Wilcox-rd.,
S.W. (1935)
EXHIBITORS: Thrush 15/-, Mealy 15/6, Skylark,

5/-, pair Greens 45/- pair Norwich 45/6, Rosella 30/C;
exchange : Edward Williams, Mountvernon-rd., Liver-
pool. (1924)
WANTED, good exhibition British or big Norwich
hens for Muling, will exchange house-moulted
Siberian Goldfinch : Burke, 5, Ashworth-st., Hollen-
wood. (1924)
HAND-REARED cock Seng Thrush, singing, 4/-;
two double, two single breedinig cages, new, 20/-;
exchange common fowls. Canaries : Rendle, 21 ,

Bridige-st., Homerton. (1933)
EXCHANGE 1 exhibition house and field moulted

Redpolls, also Greypate and H.M. cock Siskin, for
2 yellow Norwich hens, 1914

;
yours first : W. J.

Harper, Glennan House, Fort William. (1930)
EXCHANGE six cock Linnets for four hen Gold-

finch Mules or four hen Canaries, or any other
kind of British exchanged for Canaries: J. Flower,
15, Pollard-row, Bethnal Greea-rd.. London. (1917)

Mainly Canaries.
WANTED, double breeder*, not less than 30x16; ex-
change Crestbred cock Canaries: McNaugbtou, Alne,
York*. *"

(1928)
EXCHANGE 3 hens and 1 cock Yorkshires for
Border show cages: Furness, 218, Chestnut-st., Hirst,
Northumberland. (1922)
CRESTS, matched pair (1913) 25/-, or exchange for
two unflighted Norwich hens: Weir, 0, Picrshill-
terr., Edinburgh. (1922)
GOLD-CAPl’ED Lizard cock, unflighted, 8/C; or ex-
change two good Goldies: Hyne, 160, Avcnue-rd.,
Itchen, Southampton. (1928)
FOUR pairs Yorkshires, 7/6 pair; or exchange

poultry or offers : Thos. Greenwood, 6, Cross Lanes,
Hebden Bridge, Yorks. (1920)
THREE Cinnamon Border hens, 3/0 each; exchange
yellow Cinnamon marked Border cock; mutual
approval : 126, Lec-rd., S.E. (1925)
EXCHANGE grand buff Yorkshire cock for good

cycle tyre, wired, 28 x 1$, fell 12/6; offers: Fairey,
Colenso-st., West Hartlepool. (1931)
EXCHANGE green-pied Scotch Fancy cock for

Glueke Roller cock, rolling song : Dent, 19, Loves
Beeohburn, Crook, Durham. (1925)
EXCHANGE Roller Canaries for cycle tyres, boots,
leather, or anything useful; offers; Jukes, 36,
Park-st., Bridgtown, Staffs. (1929)
.^CHANGE three hen Canaries and breeding cage

for 1914 coCk Canary or Goldfinch Mule: llarlock,
44. Green-avenue. West Ealing. (1923)
EXCHANGE four good hen Canaries for ihie-e
cock Goldfinches on hard reed

; Goldies first : T.
Lister, Station-rd'., Leven, Fife. (1933)
YELLOW variegated Norwich cock, brother to my

1st prize winner Wiisbech Open Show, 20/-; ex-
change pullets: Breeze, Littleport. (192'(i)

Y’ELLOW cock, splendid type and quality, 10/-, or
exchange unflighted yellow hen and 3/6 cash:
Whittle, 7, Junction-st., Barnsley. (1924)TWO pairs high-class Border fancy Canaries, breed-
ing cage ; exchange good Parrot and cage : Kirk-
patrick, 28, West Towcr-st., Carlisle. (1923)
SABLE Pomeranian toy bitch, excellent pedigree,

sell 25/-, or exchange Canaries; see Norwich: W.
Stafford,

^
47, Winifred-rd., Stockport. (1C24)

WANTED, large anflighted Cinnamon cock, good
head; exchange Norwich or Yorkshires, pairs 15/-;
approval : Hornsby, Long-row, Page Bank. (1923)
SELL or exchange grand cock buff 'Yorkshire,

Ogden's strain, for exhibition cock Hybrid, 20/-: V.
Lomer, Ashdene, Regents Park, Southampton. 11924)
EXCHANGE new double-breeder (48x16x12) and buff"
Yorkshire cock for good yellow Yorkshire cock, or
offers : E. S. Eastmens, Ford, Wivelescombe, Som.

(1930)
FOUR Norwich, four Yorkshires (cocks), exchange
good revolver, Ambcrol records; offers, yours first:
A. Pritchard, Woodham Mortimer. Maldon, Essex.

(1931)
EXCHANGE Goldfinch c.ock, yellow Crest-bred hen,

for big unflighted Yorkshire cock; bred Mules this
year

; or sell, 10/-: R. Barber, Draycott, Derby-
shme. (1930)
ONE pair of Norwich yeilows, cost 25/-, sell 14/-;

two pairs of Andreasburg Rollers, sell 13/6; ex-
change lot : Ralph Seaman, New Brighton, near
Mold. *

( 1924 )WANTED, good British Hardbills; exchange high-
class Yorkshires, from my winners at all leading
shows: North, Canary Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford.

( 1984 )WILL exchange three variegated Norwich cocks
for good cycle covers, 2Sxli beaded. Palmers pre-
ferred, or offers household, value 22/0 : Win. Outram,
Chesterfield-rd.. Dronfield. (1927)
NORM 1CH ; will exchange good' birds, colour-fed,
for anything useful; all letters answered: or will
sell 10/- to 17/6 a pair; sent on approval: Handle,
442, Garratt-lane, Wandsworth. (1933)
A FEW cup strain

.
Norwich, Crested, and young

Seifert Rollers, good songsters; what offers in old
gold, silver watches, or jewellery

; approval : Mav-
hew. Jeweller, Bury St. Edmunds. (1929)
PAIR Rollers, cock full soilg; exchange good typical
Norwich hens; two muling couples, Goldie and
Linnet, Linnet bred this year; sell 12/6, or offers:
Goodman, YYIla, Lampbey, Pem. (1925)
WILL exchange two good 1914 Crestbreds, cock
and lien, for twp good 1913 buff marked Norwich
hens; one cock Canary, for egg-mill and seed-mill:
Sykes, Ealand, Crowle, Doncaster. (1924)
WANTED, one pair Canaries, Norwich; will give

in exchange a Green Parrot and cage
; also want

pair Yorkshires, or Crests, or Rollers : Foote, Ctiapel-
st.. Yetminster, Sherborne., Dorset. 61924)
LOVELY Green Parrakeet, 15/-; pair Crests, 30/-;

Orest cock, 7/6, two grand pairs Yorkshires, 15/-
pair ; Borders, 7/6 ; exchange large Scotch Fancies
or Cinnamons: A. March, Evesham. (1934)
TWENTY-SIX Borders, cock 6/-, hens 2/6; yellows,
buffs and greens

; exchange foreign and colonial
stamps; send stamps registered I will make good
offer: Joplin, 7a, Wisteria, Lewisham. (1921)WANTED all varieties Canaries, also British and
Foreign birds and Mules; will give good exchange
In Norwich, Yorkshire, or Border show cages; Mc-
Keand. Cage Manufacturer. Castle Douglas.
NORWICH, Cinnamons and Border Fancies, winners
and stock birds each variety, cheap ; exchange
British, any kind, for show', or fresh caught : Cal-
vert, 4. Morson-terr., Oxhill, Stanley, Durham. (1925)

J-PLATE Frena camera, in case, holds 40 flat films,
30/-; miniature rifle, with sling, authoptic, bead,
and open sights, 50/-; exchange exhibition Mules,
Hybrids, or Norwich : Meek, Vicarage, Hunstanton

(1922)
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BfKK, free-wheel, good tyre*, 24 frame, Roller* or

U-l'Z'
L’UK '"iU r ' Row m ath place, M < rl.lev,

M)X Terrier pup*, 3 month*, dog ~r, bitch
'-

‘ Yarm
WlCh Canaric* : W - *'• Adam*,' ilicli-

8ALE or exchange a good rough-hair Fox Terrbrfor Linnet cage*: Jonah Ball, |i ltydal st j . ...i,

Lancashire. ’ 1
’ yjnJ,..’

EXCHANGE good pedigree race birch, for Ca-i-.rii
or anything useful; J Watcrfleld, 34, lialforrt-it

’

Smethwick.
( 192''!

EXCH ANGE cock Canary on full song for JIoiim".moulted cook Goldfinch or Siskin: Jon* 17 \rtlnjr-
fit., Ahcravon. #

fii!*v»»LARGE Norwich cock, 3 Roller hens, for 2 pair*
twill sheets or offer* ; Maw -on, Charlcs-st., 8 v. in-to n, Rotherham. ’

",

MANDOLINE and case, in good condition ceil \v‘-exchange anything useful: Crcater, Views terrace
’

Pickering, Yorks.
EDISON gem phonograph, 14 records, 22, f; orexchange good violin, no livestock Hills u i. t

Miidenliall, Suffolk. ’ 7EXCHANGE for Budgerigars, Canaries or British
pair men’s strong boots, new; offers: Baler i'
Watery-lane, Preston. (1930)EXCHANGE three prize-bred Tumblers for dozen
selected cock Linnets or Britishers: Wail "C Tim
Mead, Street, Somerset.

’

’(lflaa,EXCHANGE £7 7s. phonograph for live stock,
jewellery, talking Parrot, anything; or sell cheep-
Robb, Crossgates, Fife. (Vj‘s2)NIGHT Lark net, hand made, price 12/6 co*t 29 V;
in making; or exchange good British: North, 443
Manchester-rd., Bradford. (WM)EXCHANGE Saridow's developer, new condition,
cost 12/6, for cock Canary or offers, to l'ott- 59
Firthside-st., Fraserburgh. (1922)
EXCHANGE cock Canary for lady's shoes, 5’s, or

anytb.ng useful, household or personal ; Collins, More-
hard Bishop, North Devon. ’

( 1931 )NORWICH cocks 7/6, hens 3/-: Goldfinch Mule cock
8/-, full song; exchange anything useful: Cron
Navigation-rd., Chelmsford. <\nn\LADY’S gold watch, rolled gold chain; exchange
cock Canaries, cock Mules, singing: Tomson. ill
High-rd., Willcsden Green. ( 1934 )EDISON Standard phonograph and 4.5 records, 1 ,

1 house-moulted hen Chaffinch; offers exchange: s!
Allsopp, Carcroft, Doncaster. (I923)
EXCHANGE two pair good Yorkshire Canaries, cock

Siskins, hen Bullfinches, cock Goldfinches; approval:
Smith, 2, Duke-st., Arbroath. ( 1926)PERFECTION oil-heater, cost 17/6, good condition
exchange for a good Roller cock : Ix-onard Mann, 150,
Portdand-st., Walworth, London. (1932)
LCCKSTITCH treadle sewing-machine, good order,

sell 25/-, or exchange fresh-caught British, or offers:
George, 519, Harrow-rd., London. (1932)EXCHANGE cock Canaries to value for black Pom-
eranian puppy, or sell 5/-. 7/6, and 10/C: Read,
Newbury-st.. Gillingham, Dorset. (1931)EXCHANGE piano harp and paraffin oil stove lor
British or Foreign birds: Maekirdy, 83, Alexandcr-
st.. Alexandria. Dumbartonshire. (192.3)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cab»; Cavies; Clothing

; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

1
Mainly Foreign.

|

GREY Parrot, Rose-breasted, says “ Kiss Polly,

”

‘Hello! Polly,’’ "Scratch Polly,” “Polly, Polly,”
whistles, sings, shakes hands, perch on finger, 50/-,
very tame, or exchange for Green Amazon or
African Grey, red tail, must be talking, good
bird, healthy ; each bird approval 4 days : F.
Crowther, Post Office, Fryston, Castleford. (1926)

f
Miscellaneous.

EXCHANGE Daisy air-rifle for double breeding
cage: Staves, 79, Aldwark-rd., Parkgate, Rotherham.

(1928)

EXCHANGE Indian Green Parrot for Roller, in
song; yours first: Brown, 2, Flora-st-., Barry.

(1930)
ONE string fiddle, fine tone, for sale. 3/6; exchange
birds or cages. Live stock : 3, Mansfleld-st., Gates-
bead. (1927)

GRAND pedigree Wolf Sable toy Pom. dog. sell
or part exchange, grand coat, free from " vice

:

Ross, 16j, Gowan-st., Arbroath. (1924)
SPLENDID hand-reared, full plumage Magpie; ex-
-•hange cock Canary in song, or pair Budgerigars:
S. W right, Goldhill, Shaftesbury. (1925)
WHAT offers in Canaries, British, small Foreign
for j-plate Pilot hand camera, sell '12

-

-, nearly
new .- Marriott, North-st., March. (1930 )

EXCHANGE pair Norwich Canaries, 1914. for jacket
and vest, chest 38in., or anything: Howarth, 16,
Hall-st., Whitworth, nr. Rochdale.

( 1924 )SALE or exchange lady's silver watch, also pair
opera glasses for cage birds; yours first: Taylor,
12, Corporation-st., Merthyr Tydfil. U929)
200 CANDLE-power oil stove, suitable for a bird-
room or office, for double-sided records: Matson,
Cherry Tree-lane, North Walsliam. ( 1931 )EXCHANGE pure-bred White Leghorn cock, 1914 ,

for pair Yorkshire Canaries, or sell 16/6: Henry,
13. King Edward's-rd., Ponders End. (1928)
BRASS timepiece, double alarm, on stand, recently

cost 12/6; exchange good Roller: yours first: Johri-
stonc, Balcurvie, Windygates, Fife. (1923)
YORKSHIRE Terrier dog, good pedigree, 25/-; and

4 cock Bullfinches, 2/- each; exchange poultry, large
Canaries: Shirley, Sutton, Keighley. (1933)
EXCHANGE six ivorine-handled knives and pen-

knife for one cock or three hen Canaries or British

:

Marsden, 175, St. Philip’s-rd., Sheffield. (1934)
EXCHANGE pedigree Scotch terrier bitch, 8
months, for singing bird or suit length, sale 15/-:
R- Samson, 15, Well Green, Stirling. (1926)
SEVERAL good stacks breeding cages, sell very

cheap, exchange anything useful; enquiries invited:'
Onion, Sir Rowland Hill, Nottingham. /1924)
PAIR Roller Canaries, double breeder, muling cock
Greenfinch

; offers cash, anything for ’Xmas : Hall,
“ Touchwood," Stan!ey-rd., Cambridge. 0923)
WILL exchange White Wyandotte cockerel, value

12/6, for Roller cock, singing; yours first: Lister,
47, 'Southfleld-terr., Addingham, Ilkley. (1934)
WANTED, rose trees, exchange three compartment

breeder, two Yorkshire show cages, dozen loose
fronts: Parker, Oakes-rd., Huddersfield. (1931)
EXCHANGE three prize-bred tumbler pigeons for

one dozen selected cock Linnets or other Britishers

:

Wall, 26, The Mead, Street, Somerset.
NOTICE, exchange extra good red and grey Parrot,

for wavy coat retriever dog pup, 3 mouths old

:

Easier, 17, Baddow-rd., Chelmsford, Essex. (1927)
EXCHANGE 2 cock. 2 hen Canaries, and 3 double
breeding cages, for anything useful, or sell, 22/-:
Wm. Holding, 3, Windermere-rd., Cliorley. (1934 )FOR sale, Retriever dog pup, 5 months, c /-; 4
single, 1 double breeder, 6/-; exchange anything
useful : Mr. S. Woad, 12, Fiiey-st., Bradford. (1922)
EXCHANGE lady's, gent.’s umbrellas for Y’ork-'

shire, Norwich show cages; also for singing Can-
aries: Dobbs, 866, Roehda’.e-rd., Manchester. (1928)EXCHANGE high class pedigree working homers,
flown up to 500 miles, for godd Canaries, or sell from
7/6 each: Claridge, 1, Alston-rd.. High Barnet. .T924)FOUR aviary cages, good condition, sell £1; ex-
change Budgerigars, Bullfinches, or Siskins: Halford
10, Lismore Circus, Gospel Oak. (1905)
EXCHANGE brand new gent’s or lady’s boots,

also boy’s clothing, for male dog and puppies:
Manager Furniture Stores, Totton. (1»82)
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WILL exchange three largo, healthy Norwich hens

for two cock Goldfinch or Linnet mules ;
mutual ap-

uroval : 0. Brown, 44, Waterloo-rd., Norwich. (1894)

THREE dozen purs© nets for rabbits, •also two

oure-brod Fox terrier pups, dogs, exchange lor Can*

tries or sale :
Cassidy. Hat Catcher, Hatley. 1030)

*ON*E ' pair llockaticis,' aviary moulted, very tame,

15/.- will exhango for Canaries, toy dogs, puppies:

Byil.' Mothersole, 20, Humbcrstone-rd ,
Lelcenter.^^

i*P fiddle and how, S/0; harp, 0/-; skin rug, 8/0;

rvele tube, 4/-; razor hone, 2/0 ;
exchange Canaries

,’r "oilers ;
Andrew Clark, 82, King-st., Peterhead.

(1032)

ONE bull Norwich cock, 1 buff lien, 1 green Norwich

cock, I cock Goldllnch; exchange Crests or Hollers :

A Howland, Newtown, Dunbon, Biggleswade, Beils.

( 1UZ4;

GENTLEMAN'S new rainproof eoiat, medium size ;

exchange live stock or anything useful : William

Hyland, 203, Sandycoinbe-rd., Richmond, Surrey.
^

THRICE White Ferrets, 2'/0 each; large square in-

destructible Parrot's cage, 5'-; exchange cock Gold

tine tics, Canaries: II. Wild, Canning-**.. Harwich.

THREE-joint cork grip, fly or button rod, reel, 20

yards, silk line, also wallet, etc., l'or Yorkshire cock

und cage; Preston, 30, Randolph-st., Lcvonshulme.
(1923)

FXOHAXGE new violin, complete, cost 50/-, for

Borders, Norwich, Yorkshires; must bo healthy

;

yours iirst : Tunniclilfe, 52, Riley-st„ Willenhall.

ELECTRIC spark coil, suitable for motor-cycle, ex-

change Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Canaries, cages

;

Tilers -. Green, u>u, wuiu a-iane, •

EXCHANGE 0 crossbred pullets and cockerel, April

hatched, healthy, for Holler or Norwich Canaries:

Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, near Brad-

ford.
Uwo;

EXCHANGE 05 phonograph records, in perfect con-

dition, lor Holler or Norwich- Canaries, or sell 3a/-•:

Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, near Brad-

ford.
ylvoo)

EDISON home phonograph, largo brass horn and

stand and over 100 records, equal to new, £3 10/-;

or exchange birds to value: Mrs. Day, 77, lorter-st.,

Hull. „ .
(19ao)

NEW milk churn, small, exchange Canaries, any-

thing, value 10/- ;
also Collie bitch, good worker,

anything, value 15/-: Rutherford, Kiln-hill, Tweed-

mouth. .

(1®32)

EDISON standard phonograph, 36 records, in case,

in good order, cost £6, sell £2; exchange Canaries;

offers: Jackson, Kershaw-lane, Aud-ensbaw, Man-

chester. (1929)

EXCHANGE volume “ Great War, 10 6d. parts,

perfectly clean, for good singing Roller or good

British: Shrives, 6, Sydney-buildings, Tranmere,

Birkenhead. (J
921)

ACETYLENE generator, square (two way), Lord

Kitchener's Home-coming (unframed), 30 x 40; ex-

change cock Canaries: Chambers, 686, Garratt Lane,

Tooting, London. (1926)

EXCHANGE '3 fishing rods and large collection of

tackle, value 25/-, l'or 2 pairs of Yorkshires; mutual
approval ;

particulars or offers : Gillmann, Kingston-

jd., Luton, Beds. (1926)

FOR sale or exchange, good bred Bull bitch,

guaranteed breeder, splendid pedigree, for Canaries

or Foreign Birds; price £2; Seth Mortimer, Com-
mercia!-st„ Batley. (1925)

CONCERTINA (Wheatstone), 48 keys, as new, cost

£6 6/-, sell £3, or exchange common Canaries;

further particulars; Morgan, 40, Greyhound Road,

Kensal Green, London. (1932)

EXCHANGE lady's solid silver keyless watch,

almost new, cost 40/-, for buff Norwich cock and
green Border Fancy hen ; birds first : Nairn, 28,

WaUfield-cres., Aberdeen. (1928)

SPLENDID curly-coat-ed liver-coloured Retriever

bitch, good guard, quiet with children, 18 months,

10/6, bargain; exchange anything useful: Tebay,

105, Bolton-rd., Bradford. (1922)

GENTLEMAN’S black suit, only worn twice, coet

£2 18s,: what offer in Yorkshire or Roller Canaries;

fit man 5ft. loin. : Jones, Myrtle House, Tycoch,

Cwmbran, near Newport. (1929)

PAIR house-moulted Twites, quantity of Gillette’s

blades, once used, pair of military Tiding boots

(brown), new; exchange Yorkshires, anything: Mar-

tin. Hairdresser, Enfield Town. (1928)

FINE inlaid banjo, ivory keys, cost £5, 23/-; 2

foreign show cages and case, as new, 5/-, or part

exchange, miniature rifle, repeater, preferred

:

Longland, 66, Eaet-st., Chichester. (1927)

DOUBLE barrel, 12 bore, central fire, breech load-

ing gun, in good order, sell 25/-; or exchange York-

shire Canaries, value 30/-; approval both ways: Thos.

Wright, 62, Newton-st., Southport. (1931)

GLOBE typewriter, good as new, cost £2 10s., half-

price
;
Parrot cage, good as new, cheap ; Dalli fuel

stove, suit aviary, 10/- ;
exchange Canaries or British

birds: Neileon, Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (1927)

SYMPHONION, walnut case, seven disc records,

perfect order, 20/- ; new set billiard balls, 16/- ;
three

1914 cock Goldfinches, 7/6; exchange Amberol re-

cords: Foyle, 67, Kerbey-st., Poplar, E. (1933)

GRAND curly Retriever bitch, two years, retrieves

water, and pup, 17/6 ; exchange birds, live stock or
small 3-wheel tricycle, or offers : Henson, 71, Old
Mill-lane, Mansfield, Woodhouse, Notts. (1925)

SALE or exchange, six single breeders, loose fronts,

fit rack, £1; two hen Canaries, 3/6; exchange
Rollers, exhibition British, or anything useful: Wm.
Place. 22. Rhodes-st., Wilson-st., Castleford. (1928)

WANTED, offers in cock Canaries, Rollers pre-

ferred, for Pointer-Fox Terrier dog, broken to fer-

rets and gun, splendid ratter and rabbitter. 15/- ap-
proval, particulars: Joseph, Maylord-st., Hereford.

(1924)

WANTED, winning Norwich, Crest or Yorkshire,
exchange champion working black ticked English
Setter hitch, red-chested, good breeder

; or sell

£4 • Foster, 7, Ohurch-ter., Helmdngton-row, Crook.
(1928)

FOLDING bagatelle table, 80in. by 20, 9 holes, 7

balls, 30/-, or offer, exchange Canaries; cycle, new
inner tube, Raleigh, good condition, accept 6 cock
Canaries or 4 pairs: Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield.

(1928)

BEAUTIFUL O.E.S.G. Bantams, two pullets and
unrelated cockerel, first prize winners only time
shown. 1914 bred, 20/-: exchange good cage and
Canaries, or anything useful : Motley, Grocer, Pately
Bridge. (1927)

ELEVEN cages. "GxlSxlO, all complete, nest pans,
etc., 2 - each, new: guaranteed latest, 150 double-
sided records, £3 10/-; 10xl2in:. 15/-; useful ex-
change; vours first: R. Lawton, Fleming-st.,
Barnsley. ' (1925)

GRAND Black lop doe, 12 months. 255x6?, straight
and healthy, slightly damaged ear, 25/-, v.-orth

double: approval; deposit: exchange Canaries to

value: W. Beck, '22, Phillimore-rd., Saltley, Bir-

mingham. (1926)

FOR oxebange “ Canaries, Hybrids and British
”

i
. cost 25 '-. good as new, and right Hybrid

hooks for foreign birds or Parrot, talking: Clifford

Williams. No. 3, Camp View, Winterbourne Downs,

or. Bristol. C1930)

ONE dozen lOin. dine Zonophon© records, 9 /-, or

exchange good singing Roller; 18 6in. disc records,

exchange singing bird ;
also Lion Zither harp, ex-

change fowls or singing birds; Jones, 144, William-

«t., Swansea. (1930)

EXCHANGE new rabbit net, 80 yards, ready for

use, 7/6; muzzle loader, guaranteed perfect condi-

tion, 8/6; clever Lurcher, two years, 12/6; these

are great bargains; reasons for selling: Parr, Mid-
dle-st., Nottingham. (1929)

WILL give good value in boots, bhocs, clothing,

cutlery, or household goods of every description in

exchange for birds or other livestock; honourable
dealings only: Cooper’s Exchange 8tores , 163, Prln-

cess-st., Manchester. (1932)

WILL give bound volume "Our Canaries,” in good
condition, for short, thick-sot yellow Norwich, or
Yorkshire yellow with plenty of length, Norwich
preferred ;

approval
;

yours first : Roberts, Quay
House, Port Dinorwic. (1925)

EXCHANGE 2 Black-red, 2 Pile Modern Game
Bantams, also 1 lllack-rcd cockerel, 1 Pile cocjcerel,

all Modern Game Bantams, 1913 bred, sell lot 25/-,

or exchange to value, 30/-: Rees, Berry House,
Abcrconaid, Merthyr Tydvil. (1927)

ROLLER singing Candries, splendid quality ;
cocks,

6/6, 8/-; will exchange few for useful articles;

what offers for bound volume containing 340 pages

of interesting photographs, printed on art paper,

new; 5, Water Hcys-terr., Wigan. (1925)

ROUGH Airedale Greyhound bitch, retrieve land or

water, work with gun or ferrets, silent, 15/-; liver

Spaniel bitch, work thickest cover, 15/- ; liver pups
from above, 7/0 each; exchange Canaries, or offers:

Jackson, Postman, Downham, Norfolk. (1925)

II AN G-Ul’ Canary cage, 2/0; Norwich show cage,

1/6; waggon-top cage, 1/6; small Linnet cage, 6(1.;

Canary book, Cd. ; lot, 6/-, or exchange for British

or Foreign birds to value, Budgerigars (Green) pre-

ferred; stamp for reply: Harry Kay, Portland-rd.,

Blackpool. (1922)

I.YONOPHONE cylinder machine, 11 new records,

£3 15/- when new, in perfect, condition, lot 12/6, or

good Roller Canary, or pair Norwich ;
J-plate stand

camera, R.R. lens, 2 double dark slides, printing

frames, dishes, etc., cost £2 10/-, lot 10/-, or ex-

change: Griffiths, Cowie, S.O. (1932')

PERFECT specimen Yorkshire Terrier dog, 4? months,

toy champion pedigree, includes Little Sunlight,

Gold Star and Bit of Frost, all great winners,

splendid coat and colour, sell 50/-, or exchange

South African Grey Parrot ; Fletcher, 9, Learning

Road Villas, Westbourne Tark, London. (1926)

EXCHANGE 4 vols., bound in 2 parts, of Cassells
*' Popular Gardening ” (£1), lj doz. standard rose

trees to name (22/6), 6 Norwich show cages, for buff

Norwich hen or cock, must have size, good head and
neck, or offers in exhibition British, Canaries, or

anything useful; mutual approval: G. G-dwin,

Matson Cottage, Matson, near Gloucester. (1928)

SALE or exchange, new nickel silver challenge

bowls, also large prize silver cup (new), 25/- each;

gentlemen’s or ladies’ silk umbrellas, doubly 6ilver-

mounted, 12/6 each; also hall-marked double silver

watch chain, ladies' or gentlemen’s, 10/- each; will

accept small Pom. or exhibition oird-s in exchange;

no rubbish offered or wanted: Edgeley, Umbrella

Manufacturer, Grove Green-rd., Leytonstone. (1933)

TYPEWRITER, double keyboard, standard pat-

tern, cost £24, accept £2 2)’-; bound volume “Our
Canaries,” full of colour plates, cost 23/-. accept

10/0 ;
i-platc stand camera, dark slides, etc., cost

£4 10/-, accept 30/- (new); mitre cutting machine,

cost 21/-, accept 10/- (new); large gramophone,
large 'horn, quantity of records, two sound boxes,

plav both Pathe's, Sapphire, and ordinary makes,
cost £6 10/- only last month, accept 42/-; ex-

change entertained : Hawkes 26, Pretoria-rd., Lcy-

tonstone. (1S33)

Ferrets.

SPLENDID ferrets, good worker*, guaranteed, 4/C;

excellent ready to work, large, 4/-; medium, 3/C;

ten days’ approval; cash or deposit: Wannop,
Short-fft., Carlisle. ..

(IMfi)

ItKADWIN’S reliable Ferrets, warnanted clean,

healthy, good workers; Itatters 4/-, Rabbiters 4/6,

Liners 5/-, laot year’s 5/6 to 7/6 each: William

Readwin, Fakenham, Norfolk. (1922)

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and food©, good commission : Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
40,000 FISH fanciers 1 Send stamp for “ Aquarium
Management " ; fish exchanged for birds, birds for

fish: Fisheries, 16, Mountvernon-rd., Liverpool. (1914)

GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria, etc., list free; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria, Id. : L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Cterkenwell-
rd., London, E.C.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2id. 'post free,

from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom la published frequently).

GOLDFISH
2/- dozen, 6/- 100; medium, 3/- dozen, 12/- 100;

Spegal or King carp, 6d. each; carp, all

eizes, 1/6 doz., 5/- 100; minnow, 6d. doz., 2/6 100;

Gudgeon, 1/- doz. ; roach, 1/- doz. ; plants, snails,

globe®, etc. ; price lists : De Von and Co., 114,

Bethnal Green-rd., London. 'Phone 5489 Wall.

Cats 4
"]

MISS MARGARET CROSSLEY, Kimmeridge Rec-

tory Corfe Castle, Dorset, wishes to meet with

kind’ homes for her 3 Blue Persian cats, immedi-

ately; price 2gs. each; pretty pete; lovely small

queen ;
South preferred ;

pedigree.

Cycles.

CROSS frame Raleigh, £15 15/-, bought June, un-

used; offers; Maresca, Gedling Manor, Nottingham.
RALl-.IGU, 3-speed, Dunlops, new June, scarcely

used, £3 19/6, £0 6/-: F.ggleston, Gedling, Notts.
(1935)

NOTE : Tradesman’s cycle, 24in. front, square car-

rier, new, cost 10/6, guaranteed perfect running

order, rim brakes, enamelling plating as new, tyres

and tubes grand condition, accessories, only 27/6;

part exchange: Parr, Middle-st., Nottingham. (1929)

Household FurnUure*

Utensils, etc.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. slams tar

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE ol

BLAESGHARD’S PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Lathes’ AilmcntB, rtc. and Rpeedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate* all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ae.
Bold in boxes, by Boot?*, Taylor's, Timothy White's

Branches and all Chemists*, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE. LONDON

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/- ; Dormi
and waltzing mice, 2/6 pair: Misa Roaey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (1921)
MAGNIFICENT pair tame performing Fancy
mice, complete in cage, 1/- lot; wheel cages, 1/-:
Zoological Emporium, Erdington, Birmingham.
MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets yox
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled " Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2id. po*4
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

|natural history)
BIRD-STUFFING, illustrated, 1/-; animal, ditto

1/-; illustrated catalogue artificial eyes, naturalist':

requisites; stuffed birds, etc., free: Messrs. Davie*
Museum Works, Dartford. (1923

BIRD and animal stuffing done, latest improve
ments, pet or rare birds carefully done; most res

sonable chajges; preservative powder, 2/- lb.

Gent, Taxidermist, Beccles, (1926

KpnniP 1!
Dogs for Sale.

jTKtJiiJIitJa Uogs for Exchange.
|

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;

girl:. 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage

paid; Underwood, 3G," Y'ork-st.. Hulme. Manchester.

BLACK Field Spaniel, pedigree, fine coat, £2;
Walker, Aberlour, Banffshire. (1935)

RETRIEVER puppies, 3 well bred Black nigger

coated, 5/6 each: Robertson, 191, Links-st., Kirk-

caldy. (1932)

is

L

aUK Pom. dog puppy, 7 weeks, also bitch;

what offers?: Weedale, Siddorn-st., Winsford,

Cheshire. (1925)

FOR sale, good Old English Sheepdog, house
trained, guard, companion, 2 years old, 21/-: S., 669,

Holloway-rd., N. (1933)

TWO pedigree Pekinese puppies, from champions,
can be seen any time: Knight, 190, Elms-rd., Clap-

ham Common, London, (1933)

HANDSOME litter flat-coated Retriever puppies, six

weeks, strong, and healthy; dogs 8/6, bitches 4/6;
Stephens, West Drayton. (1930)

TWO splendid Airedale bitches, 18 months, 5

months, 10/6 each; or exchange rabbits or Canaries:
Littlchavers, Bishops Stortford. ’ (1927)

TWO strong -Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7s. 6d .each, bitch 6/6; make demon guards; Jack-
son, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (1935)

MANCHESTER Terrier, sale, cheap, or exchange;
also lovely Pom. puppies, suitable Christmas pre-

sents : Miss South, 78, Baker-at., London, W. (1934)

SNOW white puppies, champions, Lagaruiin, Kiltie,

Morven strains, dog £2 2s., bitch 30/-; quarter
value: Hamilton, Bowsey Hall, Henley-on-Thames.
LOVELY toy Pomeranians, six champions, in pedi-

gree; orange female, i\ months, sable mole, 3

months, 30/- each: Littleha vers, Bishops Stortford.
(1927)

NOTICE.—Gipsey luroher, knows the game, catch,

retrieves, nothing, escapes, 25/-, worth double for
working man: Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford.

(1933)

THREE handsome Staghound and Greyhound pup-
pies, make hare killers, strong and healthy, males
7/-, females 5/-: 53, Stockwell-st., Bulwell, Notts.

(1934)

FOR sale, Martini rifle, good rook and rabClt rifle,

only been used a few times, will sell for 25/-, cost

£2 cash: A. Morrison, Herston House, Swanage.
(1933)

BEAUTIFUL chocolate Pom. bitch and her litter

of puppdes, blacks 10s. each, bitch, 12/6 ;
good homes

only : 6, Edith-tarr., Stockwell-st., Bulwell, Not-
tingham. (1933)

LARGE handsome St. Bernard, Newfoundland pup-
pies, seven weeks, will make monster guards and
companions; dogs 12/6, bitches 7/6: Stephens, West
Drayton.
NOTICE

; almost any variety of dog, large or small,

can be had at reasonable prices, and easy payments
arranged; state wants: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas.
MASSIVE St. Bernard, male, orange and white,
huge limbs, 37in. at shoulders, 15 months, splendid
pedigree, over puj^>y troubles : 131, Mackenzie-rd..
(Beckenham. (1920)

GRAND 'Southboro Salex bred Wire-haired Fox
Terrier bitch, easy winner, 18 months, 50/-, worth
£10; approval; Ernest Radley, Paradise-sq., Skei-

manthorpe, Huddersfield. (1929)

GRAND Smooth Fox Terrier dog pup, will make
easy winner, 30/-; sire Wellesley Duke, dam winning
bitch by Ch. Defacer ; approval : Ernest Radley,
Paradise-sq., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (1920)

CHRISTMAS presents.—Beautiful litteY Pom. pup-
pies, slightly crossed, lovely coats, perfect tails,

blacks and browns, clean, healthy dogs, 6/6; bitches,

5/-; packed on rail free: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Not-
tingham. (1924)

G. DOWELL, Breeder of high-class Toy Pomer-
anians, has grand black bitch puppy, 5 months,
champion pedigree, 45/-; approval, deposit: 4, Beer-

st., Yeovil. Sire of same at stud, fee 12/6; weight
4jlbs., black. (1929)

EXCHANGE, grand stud, smooth fox terrier (regis-

tered), for household goods, etc., or sell £4. a gift

(earned £20 annually stud fees alone), good demand,
as his breeding combines bluest of blood: Adver-
tiser, 63, Strod-e-rd., Olevedon. (1926)

BEiDLl/NGTON fox terrier dog, 2 years old, hunt
the thickest cover, kill rats or rabbits, true to hole

when ferreting, clean in house, lovea children,

broke to poultry, following to heel, only 7/6: 2,

Digby-st-., Lenton, Nottingham. (1924)

-SALE, Pomeranians, two chocolates,, bitch and
good stud dog, £4 each; ono black bitch, £3,
mother of -above chocolate pup, 5 months, price

£2; ail Shamrock brod, fit for exhibition; approval
anywhere: Bacon, Lower Mcxboro’, Selston, Notts.

(1926)

SNOW pure white Pomeranian male, 15 months,
pedigree, erect ears, most profuse coat, like hall of

wool, excellent companion and house guard, strictly

clean and perfectly reliable with children, bargain,

17/6: Davenport, ila.v Mills, Birmingham. (1934)

EXCEEDINGLY -lovely small pure Pomeranian bitch,

16 months, rich sable, no white marking, teeming
in coat, pretty foxy face, tail flat on -back, healthy,

affcctionato, sits up, begs, etc., only 17/6, grand
Xmas present; approval: Parr, Middle-st., Notting-
ham. (1929)

" CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, disease®, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom arc published
on page 4, or 2Jd., post free, from: “ Cago Birds,”
164, Fleet st., Loudon. E.C.

Pigeons.
FOR sale three black chow Tumblers, two whit<

Kellers: Mudge, 47, Wilton Grove, Merton Park
Wimbledon. (1923

DOW, St. Nin-ian’s-rd., Prestwick, Ayrshire, breede
and exhibitor high-class pigeons, has some for sale

reasonable approval.

PBGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful informatio,

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Noe. 7 and t

which deal with these birds in a manner which wii

6et the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7

''The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, “The Fancy Pigeon,'

post free 2Jd. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Flee
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
READWIN’S Belgian Hares and Flemish Giants
the best strains for profitable results; year oi
does 6/6, bucks 6/-; selected pairs, 6 months, 7/6
youngsters, 3/- pair: William Readwin, Fakenham
Norfolk. (192-.

“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 3f

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully o
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding
Mating, Hearing. Exhibiting, Management, Disease!
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshei
agents, or 2?d., post free, from Cage Birds, 15-.

Fleet Street, E.C.

Sport.

SPORT: The sure shot catapult with quantity c

shot, 1/-; seven latest wire puzzlee, 9d.
;

gipsy nr

traps, catch any bird alive, 1/-, 1/3 each; bes

bird lime, 4d. tin; all post paid: Wicks Bros., Noi
wich. (1926

Various.
TWELVE pictures for sale, inspection invited a

any time : Maile, 21, Ashby-rd., -Loughborough. (192;

MY entire stock, 27 Yorkshires, 7 Norwich, 1

British for sale cheap: F. Cundy, 5, Priory Aveuu
Prittlewell. (1927

GRAVES' gramophone and records; exhibitio

soundbox, fitted; sell 50/-: Wells, 17, Freemantl*
st., Walworth. (192.

SPORTSMAN'S lot, lurcher dog, double barrelle

gun, two swords, night. Lark net and poles:. Mr
thew Hatton, 10, Boss's Garden, Brighton. (19*25

DOOM of the Kaiser, “Antichrist,” Monk’s startlin

300 year-old prophecy of Brother Johannes, post fre-

12 copies 1/-, 30 2/3, 100 6/6: Morgans, Ltd., 83, Cha.
cery-lane, London. (191;

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, propert

late violinist, labelled Stradivarius 1721, case an

bow, £12 12/- outfit, sacrifice 22/6; approval: Mr
1

Tyler, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. (198

GRAMOPHONE De Luxe, £25 model, dainty dra
ing-room cabinet, opera grande, standing 4ft. <

castors, beautifully iltlaid, new this year, with qua
tity celebrated records, £5 10/-; approval: 4, 0
ford-terr., Hyde Park, London.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new 101

double records, 8/4 dozen, 2 samples, 1/9; l,0i

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessorie.

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London. (184'

GIVEN away free, real diamond brooches or sea

pins to first 2,000 purchasers of our selection <

20 Christmas and New Year cards, some worth 6rl

with envelopes, for 2/6; if too late money r

turned: Harold, 258, Welford-rd., -Leicester. (192-

SOLDIERS SAILORS, AND REFUGEES.
in camp, hospitals, homes, on ships, etc.; why n

send them some games, puzzles, interesting book
comical jokes, conjuring illusions, useful novel tie

etc., to cheer them up and while away the lot

winter evenings Huge illustrated book free; al

good collections from 1/2 upward*: Fd. Young, M
terton, Somerset.

KEEP THE FLAG FLYING
during alterations to the map of Europe., Fun 1

all: roars of laughter at parties, wrridings, theatr

in camp, trains, to commemorate English victor!

etc. Sneezing Powder, very strong, a littie nm
everyone sneeze for hours, two bottles, 7d., lar

size ‘l l ;, Stinking Bombs, very strong, great jo!

three largo boxes, 7d.
;
Itching (Flea) Powder, gr,

fun, three boxes, 7d. ;
Explosive Cigarettes (Han

less), good for cadgers, packets 7d. and 1
’1 ;

MyH
Skeleton dances to music, etc., great eonjuring tri-

complcte, 7d. ; Merry Widow Handkerchief, late

joke, verv ehie, try it, linen, 7d., silk 1/1; Fu:

Voices ail alive, two for 7d.; huge book contain!

hundreds of funny Jokes, puzzles, conjuring ilh

ions etc., onlv 2d.: everything post free; good n
lections at 2/- and 3/-; Fd. Young, Mistcrt-on, So.

erset. (No connection with any other firm whatever

Printed for the Pronrietor. Sir. F Cari.. 164. Fir

Street, by J. G. IIamuond and Co., Lid., Fie<

Lane, London, E.C.
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SPECIAL DOUBLE NUMBER THIS WEEK: 9°
INTERESTING ARTICLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS; SURPLUS COLOURED PLATE

;
NUMEROUS SHOW REPORTS.

Telegrams—Aviculture, London. Subscription Kate :

Telephone—Hoiborn 5229. 'f.i? - Yol XXYI. No. 67 ij For week ending December 19th, 1914 .
Price 2d. ^ 0/

p<Kt
r

free

nui, ‘

^ Kegistered at the G.P.O. (/\\ Foreign-
01- per annum >

A NOTED TRIO OF

BRITISH FINCHES. . .

Lesser Redpoll : 1 st prize for Miss M. Bou-:~

field (Bournemouth).
7) Twite : 2nd prize for Mr. F. Heal Linnet : 1 st prize for Mr, P. McQuistoa

^ (Swansea). ^ (Ayr).

They were exhibited at the Horticultural Hall Show, and in addition have won many other honours for their owners.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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ADVERTISEMENT OHARGES,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or moro Advortlsemonts
coming from tho same advertiser, even it sent In

dillerent names, are reckoned together, and, alter
the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even If ac-

companied by others, will be charged at loss than
tho minimum price, viz., Sixpenco.

Headlines or FootlineS) 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must bo sent as tar as possible.
All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reserves tho right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fido name and address of tho advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of }d. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE « CAGE BIRDS

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bona-fidea of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should

iscud to this olllce Urn amount ol the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same time tie

slio dd communicate with the seller, stating what it

Is ho requires sent on approval. Wo acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also that of Lite vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

tho transaction has been completed. If a sale has

been 'effected, we baud the amount deposited to the

seller. If a sale lias not been ell'ected, we return the

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

bold tbe deposit.

3 .—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.

for each £1, or fraction of £1, and it must he sent

at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both

parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the said forty-

eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, tho trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.
6.—A SATISFACTORY l’URCHASE.-When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, botli parties must at

once return the deposit receipts us a guarantee of

Its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to 'pay over ttie deposit to the
seller.

6.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— It the good3 are

Bold before our deposit rote readies the teller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the

deposit to the sender after the expirration of three

day®.
7 .—FRESH TRANSACTION.—In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
i-esii transaction, provided another deposit fee be

paid.

8.—GOODS fN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey muet ho borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of rnu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the samo means as were used in sending

tho same.
9 .—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must he a matter for arrangement between

cho vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
in tlie absence of other arrangements the purchaser

Is i;..ble for the carriage of the goods, and if tho

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.
10 .—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal. by.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, birds houses for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex.
NOTICE.—Single breeding cages, 18in., 2/-; double,

S6in., 3/C; all movable fronts: McKeand, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas.
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, 1/3 each, six for 6/6: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
CAGE-MAKERS’ parcels, 100 straight cage wires,

36in. long, 12 planed pine bar®, 30in., drilled Jin., 12
perches, lot 1/6: Harry Shaw, 7, Poplar-terr.* Zoar-
st., Wolverhampton. (1942)
NOTICE.—The best and cheapest clean and brass
wire aviaries in the market; send for illustrated
price list; established 30 years: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castie-Douglas-.
CLUB show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

British, all 1/4 each, eix 7/6; aviaries, breeders,
flights, portable bird houses, fancy cages, etc., list

stamp : Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B.
.

(1942)
BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and
edges. Sin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft.; 8in.

3/10, 9in. 4/6, lOin. 5/-, per 50ft.; 3-ply wood, 65 x 38,

2/- per sheet: Orford, 105, Cornwell-rd., Patricroft.

LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, fitted

with loose bottoms, two seed drawers, holes, etc.,

also Leeds pattern contest cages, 1/- each, 5/- half
dozen: Hardcastle, 51, Durham-st., West Hartlepool.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the preventiion of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2}d.,
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,
best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,
three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.

; Scotch Fancy show
cages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,
2/6; carrying eases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6,
4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-
tion; state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (1840)

FOR SHOW CAGES
for all varieties, also travelling cases you should see
my free illustrated catalogue; satisfaction guaran-
teed: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

FOR JOINER MADE CAGES CHEAP.
Also planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling cases, and ail appliances; illus

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huek-
nall, Notts.

EXTRA LARGE
flight cages: I have some best Cyprus pine boards
up to 23iins. wide, and can make cages any eize up
to that width without joining boards together; quo-
tations free: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, cage sets, wire

fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vallance-rd., Bethnal
Green, London.

‘‘The Best I have ever Tried.”

For everything of the Best andm Cheapest in Aviaries, Cages, Fit-

tings, Foods, Medicines, send for

my Free Multum-m-Parvo Cata-

logue. Aviaries and, Cages made
to customers’ own designs. Esti-

mates free. Now read this:—“Cwmcarm, Dec. 14,

1914 —Please send another 1/- tin of Birdlime. It

is the best I ever tried—T. WorkinsoiL” XXX Bird-

lime, strongest and best on earth. Hold any bird

from Linnet to Hawk. Tins, 2d., 4d., 6d., 9d., 1/-,

1/3 post free.—W, RUDD, THE BIRD SPECIALIST,
NORWICH.

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinkers, in opal and crystal glass,

fish globes and aquariums ;
catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Son, Glass Works,

Hook-st., Liverpool.

BIRDLIME, TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world;

have thousands testimonials ;
for proof, drop

a postcard; three tons sold every year; *lb.

tin sample, 7d., Mb; 1/-, lib. 1/8, all post free;

single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6; established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist, Preston, Lancs. ;
also at London.

BOARDS, CAGES, GAGE SETS
Best hand planed boards, sandpapered both sides,

8in. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9 50ft.; second quality,

Sin. 3/8, 9in. 4/-, lOin. 4/8 50ft.; breeding cages,

fully fitted, from 4/6; cage sets, ISin. by. 16itl. by

lOin., 2/2; doubles, 36in. by lGirJT by lOin., 4/3;

three compartments, 54in. by 16in. by lOin., 6/6;

fin. oval perching, 1/3 50ft., 2/4 100ft. ; trade sup-

plied; stamp for list of all appliances: Stanton,

33, Boolhfield, Winton, Patricroft. (1904)

/m

BREEDING AND STOCK CAGE8
Grand 6ingle-breeders, sand drawers, complete, 3/3

each ;
double-breeders, just same, 6/- < ach ;

Roller

singing box cages, 2/-, with shutters, 3/-, complete;

seed grinding mills, 1/6 each
;
egg and bread mills,

2/6 encih; iliostrated catalogue free : Sandiford,

Bird Specialist, Preston; also 89, Selater-st., Shore-

ditch, London.

BIRD CATCHERS’ ^NETS
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;

l

-» they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding

up, for 9d. set; extra best

thread, best colour, best

everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. bv 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft., 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., Jib. 6d., -Jib.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps, Bird

Brades, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow

Rabbit Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and
book on trapping, snaring.

^
This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.

Folds up. No wood work
;
for small

or large birds. Tremendous sale

last season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See

large illustrated book
;
stamp for

_ postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1829)

NEST PANS
Non-splash baths, egg drawers, aviary fountains,

largest manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

special illustrated trade price list free: Henry

Tams, Pottery Manufacturer, Warren-st., Longton,

Staffs.

DON’T HESITATE
;

ORDER NOW
Spring trap nets, 1/8, 1/2, 9d. ;

trap cages, double,

3/-, 2/-, 1/6, single 1/9, 1/4, lOd. call cages 4d. each:

L. Hawes, 55, Ingate-rd., Be coles'. - (1946)

SHOW CAGES, CASES Etc
N.P. Club show cage, Scotch N.I’.C. club show cage,

eic. You cannot win without you have a proper
show cage, so send to one who knows what is re-

quired, having shown and visited more chows thap
any other cagemaker in the Fancy. We have won
3,060 prizes with all varieties this last twenty years,

including the N.P.C. Challenge Cup two years in

succession. At Crystal Palace Show no less than eix

lsts were secured in eight chempion Norwich classes

with birds in our show cages. Real N.P.C. Club pat-

tern show cage, guaranteed perfect, enamelled with
hedge sparrow egg tint, 2/- each, three 5/6, six 10/-

twelve 19/-. The proper Yorkshire club cage 2/-,

5/-, six 9/-, twelve 17/-. Crest and Crestbred £>how

cages 2/-, three 5/6, Border Fancy and Scotch Fancy
2/-, three 5/-. New style N.B.B. and Mule Club
pattern show cage, beautifully got up in shramrock
green ; show cages for Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Twites, Mules,
in all different shades and sizes to suit each species,

2/- each, three 5/6, 6ix 10/-. Grand show cages, for

Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, Redwings, etc.,

prize 4/- eacli ;
beauties. Note: Every cage made

by practical workmen, not chucked together. Cases,

Cases.—To carry two Norwich, Yorkshire, British,

or Crest or Mule show cages, 3/3 .four 5/6, six 7/6.

Anything made to order. Feather Beautifler, in use

by all leading exhibitors, including Crystal Palace
champions, 4d. box, tree, will wash 50 bird'? ; free

directions. Patent Syringes, worked with pipe and
ball syringe, 100 in 3 minutes, 1/9 complete, post

free. Thousands testimonials. Send for catalogue.

Established 50 years.—Sandiford, Bird Specialist,

Preston; also 89, Sclaty-st., Shoreditch. London.

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

Tie KOZYKARRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

foodsT]

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Freq

delivery London district by own vans.

Owing to the arrival of some cheap

purchases of New Spanish Canary
Seed,we are enabled to give Fanciers

A Large Reduction in Prices

of this Article.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL 80FTBILQ.
Th a wonder of the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jay9, Magpies, Starlings, etc. Sold by
4,ooo Corn and Bird Dealers.' 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7lbs,
1/9 post free. /

trqwers Improved cecto
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who liava
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., 7lbs. 7/6, post free.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBI8C0.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGO

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 69 per cent, egg and is tha only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 3d., 6d., and
1/-. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine, 1/9, 3lbs. 4/6, choice

2/*, 3lbs. 5/6 big choice 3/-, 3ibs. 8/6; Dried Flies,
2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae, 1/3 lb., 3!bs. 4/-;
Golden Bird Grit. 3/- cwt., 1/9 J-cwt., 1/- J.cwt.;
Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine flint, 3/6 cwt.; finer still.

4 1- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt. ; 14!bs., 1/6.
'

BIRD SEEDS,
Peck. Bushl. Cw.

Giant Spanish Canary ... 5/- 19/0 38/.
Large Spanish Canary ... . 4/6 17/6 34/-

Fine Spanish Canary .... • 4/3 16/6 32/-
Spanish Canary • 4/- 15/6 30/.

Turkish Canary . 3/9 15/- 29/-

Best Bold Hemp . 1/9 6/6 16/-

Fine Hemp . 1/9 6/6 15/-

Choice Summer Rape ... . 3/6 13/6 29/-

Fine Summer Rape . 3/3 12/6 25/-

Best White Millet .. 3/- 11/6 22/-

Indian Millet . 3/6 12 1- 22/-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries .. 2/6 9/6 19/S
Ditto Foreign F.. .. 3/- 11/6

Ditto Parrots .. 2/6 9/6 13/®

Wild Seed for Finches .. .. 2/- 7/6

Teazle . 2/6 9/6
Niga or Inga . 2/6 9/6

Sunflower. Black, White, Grey 3/9 14/6

Extra Large Linseed .... • 2/6 9/6

MEALWORMS, English, 2/6 1,000: Miss Roscy,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1950)

MEALWORMS, 2/- 1,000, «/- lb.: De Voh and Co.,

114, Bethnal Greeu-rd., London.
MEALWORMS lai;ge English, 6d. 100, 225 for 1/1,

post paid: Woolf, 5, Norfolk-terracc, Merton, S.W.
(1941)

THE best bird sand on the market, 3/6 cwt,, graded

4/6; ants' eggs, 2/3 lb., 71b®. 14/6: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (18S0)

LARGE English mealworms, 560 2/-, 1,000 for 3/6;

all post paid: Ediwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,

Bradford. (1951)

MEALWORMS wanted, large or small quantities for

prompt cash: Carter, 44, Essex-st., Kemp Town,

Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sesame 6d. lb.
:
Dandelion and

Thistle, 4d. oz.; Mustard Id. oz. ; Cuttlefish 6d., 9d.,

1 /- lb.; Millet Sprays, bundles 50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots II- extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Prise List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper's Guide, by Alien Silver and T. R.

Trower. How to keep and feed every bird. Given

tree with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists

,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road
London, N.

Telephone— 1320 North.

MEALWORMS, giants, 100 Cd., 500 2/-, 1,000 3/6;

post paid ; no waiting : Cottlngham, 9, Pereivai-st.,

Nottingham.
MEALWORMS, large, clean, English, 7/6 lb., ij-

i-lb., si- 1,000 . 300 1 1; by return, post paid; no wait-

ing:’ Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1948)

NEW teazel sec-d for British birds 7d. quart, 2/6

peck; privet berries, 100 large bunches 8d. ;
meal-

worm breeding boxes, drawers stocked with worms,

2/6; seed mil!®, 1/6; egg bread mills, 2/-; all post

paid : Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.

MEALWORMS, grand lot, 6d. 100 ,
500 2/-, 3/6 1,000,

101- lb, post paid; plenty in stock; ants’ eggs,

dried flies, 1/9 lb.: yolk of egg, 2/3 lb.; cuttlefish.

lOd. lb.; shepherd's purse, thistle, 4d. oz.
;
dande-

lion 3d.’ oz. ; turnip, lettuce, cress, IJd. oz.
;
Tams'

special tit-bit. 3d. Jib., lib. 1/-; Lark and Thrush

food, (id lb.; No 1 Spanish, Tibs. 2/4, 14ibs. 4/6, 34/-

cwt ;
Roller rape, lib. 4d., Whs. 1/9; inga, 3d. lb.,

Tibs. 1/7}; charlock, 3d, lh., 18/ cWt. ; illustrated

catalogue of Rollers' cages, fronts, birds’ baths,

post free: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Stoke -

on-Trent. (19»|)

MEALWORMS, large English mealworms, 200 1/-,

500 2/-, 1,000 3/6, 10/- lb., post frtc; live white

gentles, sweet and clean. 1.000 9d., 2/6 lb., post

fre-e- ants’ eggs and dried flics, 2/6 lb.; insectivor-

ous ’food, 1/6 lb. :
egg bread, 1/6 lb.

;
yolk of egg,

3/- lb.: Lark or Thrush food, Od. lh. ; silkworm

pup®, 1/6 lb.; carrot-meal, lOrl. lh. ; erissel, 4d. lb.;

special biscuit-meal, 4d. lb.: cuttlefish Bbnc. 1/- lb.:

freshly-gathered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9

gallon; new wild teazel. Od. quart, 1/9 gallon; con-

dition seed. Od. 11). ;
Pecko, 2/- lb.

;
illustrated cata-

logue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist. Blaekhurn.

“ M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6. half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzics Grit Works, Bearsde n, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt sharp and clean, 2/8 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail’ Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby, (11S0)
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Don’t forget
Your Birds
This Xmas.
Order To-Day some of

RUDD & CO.'S
GIANT SPANISH CANARY SEED,

ut 4/6 peck, 17/6 bushel.

or our EXTRA GIANT SPANISH, 5/- peck,

19/ G bushel.

Both are magnificent samples, double cleaned,

and are not to be excelled.

FINE SUMMER RAPE.
3/6 and 4/6 per peck.

VERY FINE LARGE HEMP,
2/- peck, 7/6 bushel.

GIANT LINSEED.
3/6 peek, 10/6 bushel.

RUDD'S CELEBRATED WILD SEEDS.
6d. lb., 7lbs. 3/3, post paid 3/9.

Don’t put off until next Thursday, but order

to-day and make sure ol delivery before the

Holidays.

Oulv Address—

W. A. RUDD S CO.
1 80, Bishopsgate, London, E.C

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of M PH
R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

NINE volumes complete “ The Horse.: Its Treat-

ment in Health and Disease,” by Professor Worjley
Axe, cost £3 12/-, accept £2 15/-, condition new;
approval: J. Balls, 1,011, Romford-rd., Manor Park.

E (19411

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, secondhand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: \V. and G. Foyle, 121, Chaiing Cross-rd.,

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobbv will find the little yellow book, “Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful 6ixpennvworth.

If you have not- yet obtained your copy, get it at

once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,

SOFT MOULT—NOT SINGING
Ditchfield's medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon; they are used by most leading
fanciers, and .are supplied to the London Zoo

;
we

guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Ditchfield’s Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditchfield's Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., -1/1

and 2 - bottles; Ditchfield's Famous P.evivo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic
for birds' after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2'- bottles;
special offer: we will send two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or

two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/6; the 1/1
bottles are treble the 7d. size: all medicines post
tree per return

;
also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush and
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines : Frank Ditchfield, Bird
Specialist, Oldham. (1837)

AnV’FDTIQT’DQ save money
V JLilV M. By reading the notice

on page 326 this woek.
Owing to tho Christmas Holidays, “CAGE BIRDS" will be on sale next week on Thursday, Deo. 24,

and must go to press one day earlier, eo all advcrtlsementi MUST reach ue on Monday, or FIRST POST
TUESDAY, Deo. 22, AT LATEST. BE IN TIME.

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

1

Hardbills.
’V ANTED, British Hardbills: Clias. Palmer and
Sons. (-G-6S, Selater-st., Shoreditch.
SUPERIOR .Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc

;

list- free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
SITERIOR Bullfinches, Linnets, Goldfinches; none

fresh caught ; list free : Rudd. Specialist. Norwich.
EXHIBITION cock Goldies, fit for keenest compe-
tition. 7'6; satisfaction: Elvln, East Dereham. (1947)
PAIR C'4rl Buntings, 2 hen Goldfinches, hen Gold-

finch Mule, 7/- lot: Iv. Older, 53, Davs-rd., Bristol.

(1915)
WANTED, cash offers for Goldfinches, 4 cocks and

1 hen, caged August, sure Millers: E. Osborne, Sv.av-
field. Grantham. (1941)
HAWFINCH cock, cage moulted, finger tame, fit

for immediate show, 25/- ; approval : Hailes, 10, Hart-
lnpd-rd.> Kilburn. (1940)

CATCHERS, self-acting spring nets, can be tilted
for hard or softbills, 1/3; larger size, 1/9: Dawoon,
Blyblirgatc, Bccclcs. (1942)

HAWFINCH, grand cock, good size, bib and mark-
ings, nice condition, 7/6; approval : Larking, 394,

Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (1941)

GOLDFINCHES dying? No fear. Send Gd. for

my food: Lambeth Aviaries, 35, Gladstone-lit., St.

George's-rd., London, ft.E. (1949)

WHAT offers nearly new Lark net, two call bird
Linnets, full song, sale or exchange: Chris Hatton,
31, Richmond-at., Brighton. (1944)
FOUR large Welsh cock Goldfinches, full song, well
marked, accept 2/6 cacti, removing: Mrs. Jones,
Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (1945)
SIX selected large cock Bullfinches, two hens, 11/-;

exchange, exhibition Norwich cock, fed. value 15/-

1

Chct-wood, Bison, El lo-sm ere, Salop. (1945)
VERY largo Siberian aviary-moulted Goldfinch for

muling, 10/- ; aviary-moulted Greenfinch and Bramble,
2/- each: Stone, Cumnor, Sydenham. (1943)

SHOW specimens, cock Goldie, Bufllie, Linnet, also
hen Bullie, 20/- lot; approval, cash: Roberts, Sara-
cen's Hotel, Ce-iTigydruidiion, Corwen. (1948)

EXHIBITION cock Bullfinch, grand colour, third
Alloa, only time shown, 5/-; also hen, lit to win,

3/C: Mitchell Station, Bridge of Allan. (1949)

ONE Siberian cock Goldfinch. H.M., 10/-; 3 cock
Linnets, H.M., 4/- each; 1 Siskin cock. H.M., 5/-:

T. Trotter, Woodside House, Dumbarton. (1946)

SALE, team of exhibition Goldfinches, also two
Lesser Redpolls and Twite, also two Linnets, on ap-
proval: J. Davies, 6, Prospect-place, Longton, Staffs.

LINNETS,, lovely, rose-redbreasted cock Linnets,

3/C -dozen, six 2/-; few well-pencilled cocks for show,
1/6 each: B. Coote, 1C, Windmill-st., Luton, Beds.
GUARANTEED cock Bullfinches, 1/6, liens 1/-; Lin-

nets, 1/-, three 2./C; Greenfinches, Y'ellowhammers,
Chaffinches, Cd.: Charles M'Cann, 15, Nortb-st.,
Lurgan. (1940)

WANTED, cash offers for big cock Goldfinch, three
times house-moulted, and hen Bullfinch, house-
moulted ; sure breeders : E. Osborne, Swayfield,

Grantham. (1941)

LARGE H.M. cock Bullfinch, splendid bird, 4/6;
large cock Goldfinch, 3/C; hen Bullfinch, hen Gold-
finch, 3/6 the two: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terrace,

Kenilworth. (1945)

CHRISTMAS presents, what nicer? Two house-
moulted' cock Goldfinches, white-legged, healthy
birds, in song, 4/6 each, 8/6 the two: 39, Ross-rd.,

Wallington. (1910)

!i \nd H.M. specimens, cocks, Yellowhammer,
Reed Bunting, hen Mealy Redpoll, laid this season,

10/6 lot-: Jas. Moir, School Wynd, Bervie, Kin-

cardineshire. (1949)

NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for ebow or song;, prices low, easy pay-

ments arranged; approval: McKeand, Seabright,

Castle-Douglas. (1781)

SUITABLE Christmas presents: Real pet cock
Bullfinch, finger tame, 4/-; cock Goldfinch Mule, a

real beauty, champion songster, 5 /-_; Laidlaw,

Painter, Langholm. (1941)

EXHIBITORS ; cock Goldfinch, 1st Newark, strong
class, will win in open competition, a gem for size

and quality, 25/-; approval: J. Lamb, Fish Fryer,

Kirk Gate, Newark. (1944)

EXHIBITION Goldfinch, white legged, 2nd first

time out, house-moulted, muler, 10/-; 1914 Goldfinch-

Canaries, full song, Goldfinch notes, 7/-: Jackson,

37, Canal-st., Congleton. U941)
BEAUTIFUL cock Bullies, 1/6 and 2 /-; hens, 6d.

;

2 -dozen Redpolls, as caught, 3/- lot; also Green-

finches and Chaffinches, cheap, cash or deposit

:

Arthur Benson, Dalbeattie. (1949)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 2'/- and 2/6, one fit win 5/-;

hens, 1/- each; Goldfinches, cocks 2/6 and 3/6, two
fit win 5/- each; hens 1/- each: Jones, Henford

Marsh, Warminster, Wilts. (1939)

HOUSE-MOULTED yellow Greenfinch cock, good

colour, 5/G
;

cock Twite, 4/-; Bullfinch hen, 5/6

;

one with toe missing, 3/6; accept 15/6 lot: Holliday,

76, Coplaw-st., Govanhill, Glasgow.
JAMES CLARK, the original Linnet king; proud

Linnets, 5/-, 10/-, 15/-; new polished cage, 1/ -

;

Linnet and cage, 2/-; on song; apply with order:

7, Lincoln Field-terr., Newtown, Leeds. (1943)

LINNETS, guaranteed strong, healthy cock brown
Linnetss, 2/6 doz.; picked, 3/-; well on seed; few

outstanding show specimens, 1/6 each, three 4/-:

West. SO'. "Lamprell-st., Old Ford, Bow. (1949)

HIGH-CLASS Borders for show or stock, related

to my winners at the leading shows ;
cocks, from

6/-, hens from 3/-; also matched pairs; approval

willingly : Weir, Hamilton Place, Penicuik. (1949)

THROUGH joining the Army must dispose of two
fine exhibition Goldfinches, ready for the bench,

proved millers, 10/6 each: Private A. L. Trickett, Roso-

leigh, Huntingdon-rd., Earlsdon, Coventry.

WELSH Goldie, sure Muler, 4/- ;
piping Bullfinch,

very tame, 3/-; l(fl3 Goldfinch Mule, full song, 7/6;

pair unftighted Yorkshires, 8/6; appTova.1 willingly;

real bargains: Mrs. Wade, 14, New-st., Oakham.
(1946)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 1/6, six 8/-, dozen 15/-;

selected 2/6; large hens, l/-; selected 1/6; all birds

well on seed before sent out; numerous testi-

monials: Oliver Barson, 10, Thomas-^t., Leicester.
(1942)

STIRLINGSHIRE for the best Britishers, Linnets,

1/6 ea. : specials, 2/6; Redpolls, Mealy, 1/-; Lesser,

Od. :
Bullfinches, cocks, 2/-; hens, 1/6; satisfaction

guaranteed: Dewar, Kildean Cottage, Drip-rd., Stir-

ling. (1932)

HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce

for contest singing, etc.; our book, 6|d., peft free;

a few fierce singing Linnets for sale, cheap; stamp
reply • Pownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Hudders-

field'.
‘

(1C42j
BARGAIN dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 3/-

dozen ;
approval ;

if not satisfied money returned

;

trade supplied. Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dim-
stable. (1051)

VERY’ handsome steady Siberian cock Bullfinch,

in show form, took four prizes last season, including

Palace, not shown this season, 10/-; with show
cage, 13/6: Mrs. Porter, 21, Alexandra Mansions,

Chelsea. (1939)

COCK Bullfinches, 1/9, selected 2/-. 2/6. hens 1/-,

selected 1/3, 1/C: cock Grey Linnets, selected 1/-:

cock Blackbird, 3/G: Yellow Greenies, 9d., 1/-; Red-
breasted Redpolls, Od.

;
for satisfaction: Elvin, East

Dereham. (1947)

LINNETS, Linnets. Linnets, rich red-breasted

c-ocks, 1/- each, three 2/0, six 4/-; selected to moult
for exhibit-ion, bold ln-ads. grand whites and pen-

cilling. 2/G each: II. Welsh, Cornstall Buildings,

1 Stamford. (1951)

WARRANTED cocks; Linnets, 3/- dozen; Yellow
hammer's, 3/- dozen; Brambles, 1/6 dozen; Green-
finches, !/• dozen; 36 aviary birds, 2/-; selected
dozen, !/; exchange: Gotobed Fen, The Pitt, Isle-

ham, Cambs. (1950)
TO exhibitors, noted lien Reedbunting, now at its

best, winner at most principal shows last season,
including CAflH Birds diploma at Gateshead for
best British haritbill, pTice £1 5s.; Whitney, 10,

Brook-st., Hales. (1950)
BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing hag; 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, 15ft. by
4Jlt. 5/-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7/6; old firm; satisfaction
guaranteed ; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crewkerne, Somerset.
TO exhibitors, grand Blackbird and show cage,

12/6; hen Hawfinch, 10/6; two grand Bramble
Finches, 15/-; and Goldfinch cock, a gem, 12/6; all

ready lor show, or £2 5/- the lot: Dunning, 19, Strat-
ford-st., Tunbridge Weils. (1940)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted cock Brown Linnets.
—I have some grand young early bints, well on
seed, for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting

;

postcard before bird; 2/6 dozen; selected, 31-

:

Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham. (1837;
ABNORMALLY feathered specimens, curiously al-

binistic Goldfinch, very fine Cheveral ditto, and
Lesser Redpoll, with silvered wings, sweetly pretty

;

all cocks, and perfectly healthy; particulars, stamp:
C. Prior, Hill Farm, Ropley, Hauts. (1940)

NORTH-COUNTRY Linnets, gems for size and colour,

special picked cocks 1/-, 3 for 2/6; seed and voter
to travel 48 hours; 10 days’ approval; cash or
deposit system; noted for honest dealing: Ashton,
Catcher, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1943)

OVERSTOCKED exhibition Greenfinch 15/-, Siskin

4/-, Brambl-efinch 7/6, Bullie -hen 6/-, Lesser Red-
poll 2/-, also a few others cheap; also all my
winners. See show reports. State wants; stamp
reply : Gentleman, Avonbridge, -Stirlingshire. (1951)

VERY good singing Linnet, sing day or gaslight,

good size and colour, make muler, good all round
bird, only 2/6 ;

also a few with good loud voices,

1/- and i/6; singing cages, 6d., 9d., and 1/-: Fred
Allen, Linnet Champion: 156, Porter Street, Hull.

(1933)

LOOK, Look, Look. Linnets, Linnets, Linnet-s. 1

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 doz.; cock Green-
finches 1/6 doz.

;
all kinds of British always in stock,

dealers supplied: Chris Hatton, 31, Richmond-st.,
Brighton. (1944)

ATTENTION ! Welsh Goldfinches, real toppers,

deep square cut blazes, grand size, pick of several

catches; cocks, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-; hens, 9d.,

7/6 dozen; magnificent cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens,

1/3, all well on seed: Muscott, Mount Pleasant',

Llandrindod Wells. • (1933)

LINNETS, Linnet-s, Linnets, red- breasted, war-
ranted Lincolnshire cock Linnets, well on seed,

best -in England, 4/- dozen, six 2/3, three 1/3; hen
Linnets, cock Greenfinches, if- do-zen, six 9d. ; hun-
dreds testimonials : Charlie Cubley, Gedney, Hol-
beach, Lincolnshire. (1950)
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
ail fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: "Cage
Birds,’’ 154, Fleet st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)
SPECIALLY picked for Hybrid breeding

;
yellow

cock Greenfinches, big hen Goldfinches, Welsh cock
Linnet and hen Goldfinch, 2/6 pair ; 21 big Welsh
Bullfinch hens, 1/6 each; 3 toppers 2/- each; 19

grand cocks 2/- each ; 4 special cocks. 3/- each : W.
Brown. Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (1948)

MY Borders win at all the leading shows, cham-
pionship Crystal Palace, 4 specials, runner up for

best bird in hall at Glasgow, medal Manchester

;

can supply pairs from HO/- to 40/-; properly
matched; singles from 5/- to 25/-; approval, stamp:
George Bennet, Bowmont Villa, Kelso. (1949)

EXHIBITORS, cock Bullie, rare size, gorgeous
colour, fine head and bars, win in strongest com-
pany, 5/6; ditto lien,' almost like a Russian, 6ound
colour, big domed head, 3/6 ; Lesser Redpoll cock,

a marvel, picked from hundreds, for outstanding
size, colour, bib, and thigh markings, 2/6 ;

approval

:

Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (1042)
“ THE Siskin, Redpoll and Twite.’’ This handy

little booklet contains much valuable information

as to the management of Siskins, etc., and if you
possess ,or intend to purchase any of these birds

you should have a copy by you for reference. The
price is only 2Jd., post free.—Write, The Publisher,

Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C.

LARGE stock red-breasted cock Linnets-, 4/- doz.;

fine stock Bramblefinches, picked cocks for showing,

I/- each, or 1/0 pair, beauties; Linnets, full song,

1/- each ;
picked fqr muling or well pencilled for

showing, 1/- each, or 3 for 2/6; tumblers or homing
pigeons, 21- pair ; Canaries, Bullfinches, Goldfinches,

wanted. Larks, singing well, 1/- each, with cage 1/6:

W. Darby, 41a, Spon-lane, West Bromwich. (1944)

LINNETS! Unnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.

No. 2, price 2)d. post free from “Cage Buds,” 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.

SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, best and largest

seen- cocks, 3/-, 3/6; hens, 2/-, 3/- each; extra

giant cock Goldfinches, splendid colour winners,

3/-, 3/6, and one stormer, 4/-; exhibition Linnet, a

real gem, 2/6; Redpoll, cannot he beat, 2/-: mon-

ster yellow Greenfinch cock. 2/-; Chaffinch, like

paint, 2/6; all can win; approval; cash or deposit:

Fred Alien, British Bird Champion, Porter-st.

Aviaries, Hull. (1933)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what 11 J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2'd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-rt., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

EXHIBITORS, your chance now. Winners for

safe; Goldfinches, Linnets, Redpolls, Greenies,

Meadow Bunting, Bullfinch, Chaffinches, f.m. Linnets,

Twite, Mealy F.M. Goldies. Light Goldfinch Canary
cock, 30--; all the above won at Swansea last

week (see report “C.B.”), including show cages,

Mackey's sliding fronts, new. and cases; stamp
particulars; on approval 2 days: J. F. Jeffreys.

17, Norfolk-st.. Swansea. (1947)

SPRATT’S
CAGE-BIRD FOODS

1“ AND REMEDIES. -T
daMixed Seed), in Id. packet > jnd <

also I /- tins.

Caaary SeeJ Mixture (with Erf and Fruit',

in 2d. packets and upwards.
Cod Liver Oil Caze-Bird Fox! < splendid

Winter Feed (a snl* t it ut • for e ,'U and
bread crumbs), in 3d. and 6J. tins also
3j lb. bags. 1/3. 7 lb. I a* 2/6.

Parrot and Macaw Seed Mixture, in 2d.

packets and upwards; also 1/. tin:,, 6d.
and 3d. bags.

“ Can:r2dyne” for Asthma and Wheez
ing, per bottle 3d., 6d.. 1/* and 2 6.

Red Mite Killer. per bottle 53., I/- -.ml 2/6.
“ Quinella ” (Registered', for Infla.nnia

tion of Stomach, per box 3d
,
6d. an I 1/-.

Chemical Food. In 6d., 1/- aid 2/- bottles

Past Paid c# Orders (or Mediciaet
va'ne II- upwards.

Sample s of Foodt and Pamphlet on
Cage-Birdt, poet free 3d. etampi.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED,'

GREENFINCHES are very charming bir<b>, out
they need great tare. “ The Greenfinch” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we ehall he pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2)d.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet -t.,

London, E.C.
WARRANTED selected cocksy Linnets, 3/6 doz.;

Bramblefinches, 2/- dozen; Greenfinches, 1/- dozen;
20 mixed seedeaters, 1/6; 12 brighter mixed, 1/-;

cocks selected for show, large Cornbunting, 2/6;
Goldfinch, 3/6; Yellowbunting, Reedbunting, Linnet,
Redpoll, Twite, Bramblefinch, Chaffinch, Greenfinch,
1/- each; for aviary, 1/- paid, well on food: .T. Fenn,
Bird Specialist and Judge, Westcliffe Villas, Isle-

ham, Cambs. (1950)
C. PRIOR has a smaller collection of field-moulted
seedeaters than usual for disposal this season, but it

has never been more choice. It comprises Goldfinches,
Linnets,* Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Chaffinches,
and Lesser Redpolls. He has also house-moulted speci-
mens of all above species and Siskins a* well, which
Are in the pink of show condition for immediate
exhibition ; stats wants, enclosing stamp : Hill Farm,
Ropley, Hants. (1940;
LOOK ! treble trap cages, best ever seen for catch-
ing, single 8d., double 1/3, treble 2/,-; self-

acting net traps, 2/6 each; Linnet nets
6x8 22-, 9x5 3/- ; bird braces, 4d. each ; flirt

pegs, 1/- each; Y’ellowhammers, Chaffinches, Green-
finches, Redpolls, Bramblefinches, Reed Buntings,
Corn Buntings, Robins, Hedge Sparrows, picked
out 1/-, 3 for 2/-; noted for honest dealing: Ashton,
5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1943)
SCANDINAVIAN Bullfinches, Goldfinches and

Siskins, the second consignment this year to Hull,
and both straight to my aviaries; beware of imita-
tions; Bullfinches, cocks or hens, 3/G, 4/6; special
picked birds, 5/6, 6/6 each; cock Goldfinches for

muling or showing, 4/6, 5/6, a few extra specials,

7/6, 10/6 each; yellow cock Siskins, real giants,

7 /6 each ; one extra large yellow, splendid shape,
extra well laced, cage-moulted, 10/6; only a fen'

of these; British cock Bullfinches, 2/- each; one
splendid exhibition specimen, can frin, only 5/6;
hens, 1/6; cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 3/- each, a few
picked for show, 4/6, 5/6; one monster steady cock
Chaffinch, extra rich in colour, a gem, 3/6; and a
grand light cock Goldfinch Mule, 10/6; splendid
linnet and Goldfinch Mules, on full Linnet or Gold-
finch song, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 each; Roller coek Canaries,
full song, 7/6, 8/6 and 10/6 each: J. Day, The
Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (1943)

EXHIBITORS.—C. Nicholls, 41, Clarendon-rd..
HIgher-Crumpsali, Manchester. offers tip-top

Goldie, extra size, wonderful blaze, body colour,

wing markings and- buttons, winner, trouble the
best-, 8/6: yellow Bunting, marvel for colour, mark-
ings, and size, a gem, 8/6; Redpoll, grand bird,

size, colour and bib, 5/-; Linnet, big, bold bird,

extra pencilled and size, 6/-; Greenfinch, “the best

ever caged,” tremendous size, shape, wing markings,

and rich yellow colour, make big winner, 10/-; Bull-

finch, big bird, dense cap, extra breast and body
colour, make big winner, 7/6; Siskin, splendid colour,

cap and wing markings’, a topper, 10/-; Twite, a
gem, perfect size, shape, colour and markings, 10/-.

steadv
;
Corn Bunting, large, perfect marked, make

winner, 7/6; the above are tip-top specimens, cor-

rect Norwich shape, and all can win in keenest

competition; description guaranteed; approval; cash

or deposit; have sold 9 winners in good company
this season. (1949)

LINNETS LARKS.
Goldfinches; cock Linnet, hen Canary. 3.1-

:

cock

Goldfinches, hen Canary, 4/6; sure rnulers: Brain.

288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (1930)

GUARANTEED COCK GOLDFINCHES
Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6; Larks, Linnets, Sd . 1/-,

4/6 dozen; Chaffinches, Yellowhammers, 1/-; Green-

finches. Redpolls, 4d., 2/6 dozen; Mules, Canaries,

5/6, 7/6; young Canaries 2/-, 16/- dozen: ln» m s

Aviaries, Lurgan.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Grand coloured cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2 -. 2.6 each;

hens, 1/-, 1/6; grand cock Goldfinches, 2/-. 2,6. 3'-,

4/- each; hens, 9d., 1/- each; singing cock Linnets,

Chaffinches, II- each; hens, 6d. ;
cocks. Yellow-

buntings, Reedbuntings, Skylarks, 1_
-, 10 each;

grand singing cock Canaries 6'6. 7/0, 10/- each;

grand pair Green Budgerigars, 5/6: pan fellows,

6/6; approval: A. J. Underwood, Corn Merchant,

24, Wellington-st-., Kettering. (1941)

STILL THE CHEAPEST.
Catch your own; large double-compartment trap-

cage tin lime, call Finch, 1/3, three 3/6; Linnet,

Twite Chaffinch. Bramble, or Greenfinch, in new
cage, only 1/3, three 3/6; Lark, in new cage, 1/6;

Goldies, Bullies, 2/6; Hartz cocks, 5/6; hens, 2/-;

Norwich cocks, 6/- ;
three hen Goldie Mules, 3/G

;

mixed British cocks, 5/- dozen; trade supplied; se-

lected bird's cheap; Siskins wanted: Bannister. 24.

Pendlc-st., Burnley. (1951)

Decoys For Birdcatchers
Splendid invention, no brace-bird required, stuffed

safety decoy, moves on flirt-stick on balanced spring;

Linnets 2/6. Goldfinches ol- : bird and fittings com-

plete: Hipperson, Waveney Wharf, Beetles. (1913)

I
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L.C.B.A. WINNERS
Bee report, also of Sale show, champion competition

under specialist judges. Three 4 first prize winners

are birds from the stock of W. U. Raven, E«q.,

which I purchased complete with all his cages,

aviaries, etc. ;
I can offer some really first-class ex-

hibition specimens in all varieliee, cheap to clear,

2 real good jonquo Goldfinches, rich square blazes,

beet of wings and tannings, 25/- each ;
liramhle-

fl riches, 1st Sale, 50/-; six others, lit to win any-

where, 20/- each ;
aleo some tip-top Twites, lovely

colour and markings, steady, 5/- and 10/- each

;

Greenfinches, some eyeopeners, 5/- and 10/- ; 2 Lesser

Redpolls, gems of the first water, 7/6 each; bear

In mind these birds were collected by the above

well-known exhibitor regardlees of cost ;
such a

chance seldom occurs ;
all on 24 hours’ approval,

cash, or deposit with Editor: W. Cottingham, 9,

Peverit-st., Nottingham, ’l’hone, 6762

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS

All are well on seed; guaranteed English

cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- -each; throe 4/-, six 7/-;

extra picked for muling, 2/6, 8/- «ach; thr^e 5/-,

fcix 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/*; liens, 1/-; Lunca-

Bhiro cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each; three 1/9,

six 2/6; cock Larks, 6d., 8d., 10d.; caged

off, (singing, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/- ;
three 1/4,

six 2/0 ;
cock Brambleflnches, 1/1 and 1/6

each; Chaffinches, 9d., 1/-, and 1/6 each;

Greenfinches, 6d. each, three 1/3; cages for nny of

above from 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-. Seed

grinding milks, 1/6; send for catalogue of every-

thing; established 60 years: Sandiford, Bird Spe-

cialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; nlao 89, Sclater-

st., Shoreditch, London.

|
Softbills.

|

WAGTAIL or Pipit show cage, new, and cover, 6/-,

bargain: J. Lane, 15, Aberdeen-terrace, Bradford.
(1910)

SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/- each: William
Wright. 54, ShellTleld-rd., Marshside, Southport.

(1944)

WILL exchange Missel Thrush, caged one month,
for Handbills: Curphey, 21, Castle-st., Douglas,

l.O.M. (1951)

LARKS, Larks, Larks. Grand cock Larks, 2/3 doz.

Can supply weekly: G. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris,

Cambs. (1948)

LARKS. Perkins' Aviary, Chatteris, has grand

stock cock Larks, 2/6 dozen; grand cock Linnet and
cage, 1/9 each. . (1927)

FIRST-CLASS Thrush or Blackbird slfbw cage and
case complete, 8/-, bargain: J. Lane, 15, Aberdeen-
terrace, Bradford. (1940)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2/-

each ; few in song, 3/6 each; hens, 8/- dozen: Row-
ley, Elston, Crediton. (1944)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, 1/- ;
also a handreared young cock, 9d.

;

approval : George Holt, Dunstable. (1943)

LARKS, Larks ; large upstanding cock Larks, not
to be beaten size and quality, 2/6 dozen ; dealers

and fanciers supplied: E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.
(1947;

WOODLARK cocks 2/6, hens 1/6; selected cocks,

nicely on song, 5/-; special Woodlark cages 5/-;

bird list free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.
(1951)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
Dn approval, cheap, send me your address

;
I will

send to you immediately ; no fresh caught rubbish
sent out; all birds genuine songsters: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable. (1945)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song.

Tor shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 2Jd. post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

6t., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
SKYLARK, first prize Crystal Palace, 1914; first

prize at H. Hall, perfect, in brass-mounted 6how
cage, 25/- ;

Nightingale, and show cage, good singer,

two years old, perfect feather, and hardy, 25/-; a

few more Starling and Thrush show cages cheap:
Lott, 97, Cheapside, London. (1940)

SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljamcs in “Nutahell No.

25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2jd. post free,

Jrom : "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

(2d. from agents; see list on another page).

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best

possible condition ;
together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in "Nutshell No. 4,” 2jd. post

free from "Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-st., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

THREE grand cock Larks, caged Aug. 3, cages and
accessories complete; also new joiner-made 6toek

Lark cage, never used, 48in. x 8in. x 8in., |-inch pine,

varnished, string top, 7-inch new seed hopper and
water trough, fit same, first 12/- the lot; illness

cause of selling: Farrand, 74, Cavendish-st., Darwen.
(1945)

ALSO cock Robin in the pink, with new cage and
iccessories, first 2/6 takes it: Farrand. (®f» above.)

(1945)

Miscellaneous.
|

BRITISH birds, twelve classes at Wishaw Open
Show on Jan. 1. See advt.
COCK Bullfinches, 2/- each, 3 5/-; hens, 1/-; Red-
polls. Chaffinches, 6d. each; Linnets, 8d. each:
Corley, 2, Sydney-rd., Watford. • (1945)

COCKS, Brambleflnches, 2/-; Greenfinches, 1/-;

barks, 1/C dozen; 20 mixed seedeaters, 1/6: E. Fenn,
Hives Drove, Isleham, Cambs. (1951)

PED dozen cock Bramblcfinches, 2/- ;
hens, 1/-

;

;ock Larks, 2/-; Greenfinches, 1/-; exchange: If.

Fenn, The Pitts, Isleham, Cambs. (1951)
GOLDFINCHES' 4/-, Bullfinches 3/-, Nightingale

30/-, Ribbon Finch 2/6; all cocks, H.M.: W. Watson,
Station Cottages, Ashley, Cheshire. (1947)
HAND-REARED cock Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/6;

heDs, 1/-; Linneta, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Larks,
1/- pair; list free: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne. (1941)
EXHIBITORS, few Linnets, Thrushes,

.
Twites,

Greenfinches, Chaffinches, 1/-, 1/6 each, grand ex-

aibition cock Jay, very tame, grand plumage, 8/-:

Rendle, 21, Bridgc-st., Homerton. (1950)

EXHIBITION Britishers for sale; all my winners,
including Chough 1st Liverpool; see report Dublin
last week's Cage Birds, and Kingstown this issue;

I have won C silver cups outright with these birds

:

ilulcahy, 78, Kirwan-st., Dublin. (1942)

RED BREASTED cock Linnets, 3 for 1/3, 4/- doz.

;

warranted cock Larks, biggest and best, 3 for 1/-,

2/6 doz. : Vellowhammers, Chaffinches cocks, 3 for

2/-! J. White-ley, Boston-rd., Holbeaeb. (1941)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets. Larks, Larks, Larks.
Warranted cock Linnets, 8/0 dozen, hen Linnets
1/0 dozen; warranted cock Larks. 3/6 dozen; hand-
some cock Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen, grand lot

;
cock

Canaries, 5/6 each, in full song
;
hen Canaries, 24/-

dozen
;
cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 each; John Boxall,

5, Lavender-st., Brighton. (1947)

BLUE-TITS, Oxeye-Tite, Robins, Bramblcfinclics,

Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Recdbuntings, Yellow-
hammers, Oornbnntings, Twites, Redpoll®, Tree-
Sparrows, Hedge-Sparrows, Linnets, 1/- pair; selected

cocks, ]/- eacli
; cock Blackbirds and Song Thrushes,

1/ each; selected songsters, 1/6; 12 mixed: aviary
birds, 1/-; exchange: Form and Son, Bowers-lane,
Isleham, Cambs. (1951)
NOTICE: GoUyinchee, Bullfinches, 2/-; red-breasted
Linnets; Chaffinches, Redpolls, Yellowhammers, Sky-
larks, Od. each, 3 for 1/3; Greenfinches, 3d.; Bramblc-
finches, Thrushes, Blackbirds, 1/-, 1/6, all above
hens, half-price; -birds for showing, muling, full

oong, 6d. extra; note: out catching every day, I

have a large quantity to select from ; approval, de-

posit: Gould, Birdcatcher, Holdfold-rd., Witton,
Birmingham. (1942)

EXHIBITORS, CONTEST SINGERS

I have the finest stock of British birds in the North
of England

; call and sec them for yourself
;
you

need not announce your visit, at home all day.
Giant Scotch Thorn Linnets, cocks, singing, 1/- each,
three for 2/6; one or two extra large birds, grand
markings, and can win, 2/- each

;
giant peartree

cock Goldfinches, 3/- ;
grand blazes, and can win

;

exhibition cock Bullfinches, 2/6 each
;

very large
hens, for muling, 1/6 each

;
giant cock Greenfinches,

6d., 9d., 1/- each; hens, 6d. each; grand Canary
hens, for muling, all colours, 2/6, 3/-, 4/- each; con-
test Linnet cages, 1/3 each; approval; cash or de-
posit Editor; Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (1950)

SHOW BRITISH
We are patronised, and have been for forty years,
by every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor,
so our reputation stands second to none. Editor
of this journal has seen scores of original testi-

monials for birds we thave supplied, which have
bred hundreds of winning Mules and scores of win-
ning British birds I have supplied. So if you intend
buying British birds, buy from us, who have hun-
dreds each week bo pick from. Cock Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks, 3/-, 4/-,

5/-, 6/- each; approval; show cages, 2/-, three 5/6;
established 50 years : Sandiford, Bird Specialist,
Preston ; also 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Ixmdon.

CANARIES?]

Border Fancy.
BREEDER'S CARD.

BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.E.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Prices
moderate; state wants.

BORDER Fancies nine classes at Wishaw Open
Show on Jan. 1. See advert.
BORDER cocks, clears and buffs, 6/6, 7/6; hens, 3/6,

cold-room kept: R. Trewhitt, 103, Belvoir-st., Hull.
SIX unflighted yellow hens, cheap to clear, marked,

clear; see Perth Show report; Borrie, Joiner, High-
st., Perth. (1942)
SIX Border hens, clears, marked, prize-bred, 1/6
each, 8J- lot; offers: Taylor, East Donington-st.,
Darvel, Ayrshire. (1945)
BORDERS, Christmas presents; nice young' cocks,

5/6 ; with hens, 81-

;

chance in a lifetime : Craig,
High-st., Brechin. (1926)
SOME grand birds for disposal, yellows and buffo;

state wants; best of blood; stamp reply: David
Murray, Haddington. (1936)
TYPICAL Borders, show or stock, clears, marks

;

state wants; approval; cheap to clear: James Auld,
New-rd., Bannockburn. (1925)
FEW smart Border Fancies, good shape and qual-

ity, for sale, reasonable, on approval: Robson, 28,
Camden Grove, Peckham, London. (1918)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low-, easy payments taken ; approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

D. B. IRONS has some grand birds for sale, show,
or stock, ( clears and marks; cocks from 6/-; hens
from 4/-; bargains; approval willingly: Park-place,
Brechin. ‘ (1956)
FOR sale, few good Borders, including recent win-

ners, well-known Cinnamon marked strain, or ex-
change to value for good young Scots Fancy hen;
approval: John Ellwood, Papca-stle, Coekermouth.

(1949)
HENRY BENNET, Border Fancy Aviaries, Kelso,

offers 1913 and this season’s winners from this well-
known strain, cocks, 7/6 to 25/-; hens, 5/- to 20/-;
select pairs, 10/- to 40/-; clears, fouls, uncveiie,
self cinnamons

;
approval. (1945)

ONE buff, 4-point cock, 1 yellow uneven cock, 4

pairs greens, cinnamon hens, also clears, marks,
1 clear buff Norwich cock, 1 ticked yellow Nor-
wich cock

;
all first class stock

; cheap, or offers in
exchange fo-r first-class yellow green or cinnamon
Norwich hen: Young, 177, Warton-terr., Heaton,
Neweastle-on-Tyne. (1952)
" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully 'now to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep thorn in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. poet free, ITom "Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet-st., London, E.C'., or from any cl our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

)
Belgians.

BELGIANS, several good birds for sale, cheap, ap-
proval : Horrill, 17, King Edward-st., Barnstaple.
TWENTY grand Belgians for disposal, cheap in
one lot, or will divide ; approval : George Baker,
Richmond-st., Barnstaple. (1942)
BELGIAN and Yorkshire cross yellow cocks and

hens, bull cocks and hens, for Dec. 19 and Dec.
26 : Welch, 93, Fox-rd., Sheffield. (1949)
GRAND young Belgians for sale, cocks, hens, same

strain my winners, Palace, also Barnstaple, Scottish
Derby this season, cheap; approval: A. Baker, 35,
Richmond-st., Barnstaple. (1934)

Use our Notepa^er

|
Cinnamons.

K. GODLKY, Knowles-stf,, Rishton, Blackburn, has
for sale cinnamons and Norwich I’lainheads, single
or pairs; stamp, approval.

( 1823 )YOUNG yellow Cinnamon cock, splendid colour, 3rd
at Plymouth, bred from same parents az* my cup
winner; approval; stamp: Brown, 35, Mutley Plain,
Plymouth. (192*2)
CHAMl’ION Cinnamons, bred from my winners at
Liverpool, Manchester, Bradford, Scotch National,
etc.; cheap; approval: Rev. Nurno, Harrington,
Cumberland.

( 1914 )CINNAMONS, N.F., 1913 birds; 3 Cinnamon hens.
2 yellows, 1 buff, 5/- each; 1 buff Cinnamon cock,
7/6; 1 yellow Norwich cock, 7/0; 1 huff marked
Yorkshire hen, 4/-; or 30/- the lot; approval, de-
posit: Fred Barrett, West Eri<l, Sedgefleld. (1940)

| Crests and Crestbreds.
|

CRESTS, five classes at Wishaw Open Show on
Jan. 1. See advt.
CRESTS and Crest-bieds for eale, good birds, cheap:
G. Ward, 62, Freegrovc-rd., Caledonian-rd., London.

(1940)
FOR sale, Crests and Crest breds, good birds,
cheap; approval: John Wright, 28, Stewart-rd., Fal-
kirk. (1124)
A FEW good stock Crest and Crestbrede for sale,

reasonable; inspection invited: Geo. Smart Carmyle,
Glasgow.
FOUR Crest cocks, 2 20/- each, 2 10/- each; 4 Crest

hens, 10/- each; approval; Bewick, 44, Milton-st.,
South Shields.

(1939)
EVINS BROTHERS can supply Crests and Crest-
breds from 10/-; only a few left; approval: 259,
High-st., Exeter. (1942)
LARGE young Crestbied variegated ben Canaries,
Joyce-Barnett strain, 12/S each: Rev. G. Mullens,
Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (1943)
SELLING out; fine quality Crests and Crestbreds,
cheap; few good Norwich: Worrell, " Ravenswood,”
St. James’-rd., Sutton.

(1946)CRESTS, Crest-breds, several for sale, good birds;
cocks from 10/6; hens from 7/6; or exchange: Fort-
num, Delrow, Watford. (1926)
CRESTS, Crestbreds, 30 pairs or single for sale;

several fit for show; prices reasonable: Mais, 63,
Northurriberland-st., Nottingham. (1896)
WINNERS and bred from winners. Crests and

Crestbreds, from 15/G; approval: C. Roberts, Stan-
nahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1935)
COCKS, green Crestbred, 8/6; green Crested, 8/6;

green Crested hen, 4/6; Norwich Cinnamon hen,
4/C: Pearce, 64, Coleman-rd., Camberwell, London.

(1949)
MASSIVE buff light Crested cock, do. Green cock

30/- each, worth double
; other stock, mostly hens,

eshdap
; approval: Williamson, 24, Neweastla-rd.,

Nottingham. (1947)
CRESTS and Crest-breds, several good pairs at
reasonable prices; few single birds cheap; unflighted
dark crest cock- 10/-: William Tatman, Midland-rd.,
Wellingborough.
HAVING to reduce my stock of Crests and Crest-
breds, L offer some good birds from 7/6 ; my own
breeding, cold-room

; approval
;

deposit : Tetin, 124 v
Chestnut-aven., Forest Gate, Essex. (1928)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, cocks or hens, yellow or buff,
massive birds, 35 years’ breeder, judge of many
shows ; several winners

; reasonable
; approval : T.

Billington, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1909)
CRESTS and Crestbreds, best blood in the world,
a few really good pairs and singles to spare at rea-
sonable prices; say price prepared to give; stamp:
Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, Somerset. (1853)
WANTED, good unflighted Crested hen, also Crest-
bred hen for cash, or exchange to value unflighted
colour-fed Norwich, or sell from 7/6 pair; all en-
quiries answered : Walton, 37, Aylestone-st., Leices-
ter. (1940)

|
Lizards.

THE Lizard Prince can spare grand Lizards cheap,
single or pairs

;
approval

;
inspection invited : John

Rukin, 44, Hall Carr-rd., Rawtenstall, Lanes. (1942)

j
Lancashires.

|

W. KAY, 12, Hollins-
lorn a winner, 1913, will

state wants
;
approval

YELLOW Lancashire
shire plain cock, 15/-

12/C; buff Lancashire
related to our winners
don. Provincial show
Oldham.

rd., Macclesfield; Palace dip
sell all liis Lancashires cheap

;

; your own price. (1945)
coppy cock, 15/-; buff Lanca-

;
buff Lancashire coppy cock,

coppy hen, 10/-
;

all healthy,

,
vide report Manchester, Lon-
stamp: Fitton, Garnett-st.,

(1944)

f Greens,
f

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, same mix-
ing as my Manchester winning hen; approval:
Jenkins, 82, Church-st.. Widrses. (1855)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich greens, few birds for dis-

posal; also several variegated; reasonable; ap-
proval: Walker, 197, Great Homer-st., Liverpool.
STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win-

ners, holders of the G.C.A. cup; inspection in-
vited : prices reasonable : Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick-
rd., Liverpool.
GREEN Canaries, how to manage them and keep
them in excellent condition. Full information on
this subject is contained in the Nutshell booklet,
“ Green Canaries,” price 2)d., post free. Write,
The Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.. London,
E.C.

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamps 113, Northfleld-rd., Walk-
Icy, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no
better blood; grand type and quality.—Reid’s
Buildings, Newtongrange.

J. HO0OER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of
champion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.

;
good

birds at reasonable prices
;

approval
; stamp : 6,

Banner-st., St. Lukes, London, E.C.
FRANK F. LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local
shows, from 20/-; unflighted birds from 7/6;

1 matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

1914 Norwich cocks, singing 3/- two 5/-; Lloyd.
Aviaries, Gorseinon, Swansea. (7941)
HARRY HITCHEN can spare a few good Norwich
cheap: 17, Cedar-st., Burnley. (1931)
PLAINUF.AD, Norwich, nine classes at Wishaw
Open Show on Jan. 1. See advt.
WANTED, Norwich Canaries: Chas. Palmer and

Sons, 66-68, oelater-st., Shoreditch.
LARGE huff unflighted Norwich cock, colour fed,

6/6: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terraee. Kenilworth. (1945)
NORWICH cocks, buffs and yellows, 7/6, 8/6, cold-
room kept: R. Trewhitt, 103, Belvoir-et., Hull. (1949)
PRIZE strain birds, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- per pair; ap-

proval, deposit: Varlpy, 63, lngram-rd., Sheffield.

(1947)
YOUNG Norwich variegated cocks 5/-, hens 2/-,

pairs 6/-: A. Bland, 9, Somersall-st., Mansfield.
(1941)

LOOK! will take first 4/6 for two good hens,
genuine to clear : S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd., Brockley.

- (1942)
MASiSIVE buff cock 10/C, 2nd only time- shown: see
Poplar report last week : Marhoff, 1, Stanfleid-rd.,
Bow. (1944)
FIFTY Norwich for sale, cocks from 5/6, bens

from 3/-: J. A. Jervis, 25, Well-st., Newcastle,
Staffs. (1943)
GOOD stock Norwich for sale, prices reasonable, in-

spection invited: Jardine, 40, Lochiel-st., Mile-end,
Glasgow. (1941)

YELLOW Norwich l'lainheads, fine songsters, prize

bred; cocks 6/-, some 5/-; hens 2/6: 27, Devonshire-
rd., S. Ealing. (1943)

-LARGE bull variegated cock, 15/-; clear yellow
cock, 20/-: A. Mason, 207, St. Andrew's-rd., Pollok-
shields, Glasgow. (1944)
TWO typical clear buff hens, 15/-, 10/-; large green

hen, 7/0: Strachan, 207, St. Andrew’s-rd., Pollok-

shieldo, Glasgow. (1544)

SOME well-bred Norwich for sale, related to my
cup winners; state requirements: Kerr, Richmond-
rd., New Barnet.
ALL my stock for sale, many winners, none re-

served, prices 10/- to £2, approval: Olle, 3, Linton-
creecent, Hastings. (1949)

NORWICH' Rollers, 1914 hens, 1/6; a few at 2'/-;

warranted healthy packing, 3d. : Newton, 10, Har-
court-terr., Salisbury. (1930)

BIG yellow ticked cock, 1913, natural colour.

Baker’s strain, good stock bird, 12/0, bargain : G.

Harris, Bin-stead, Ryde. (1950)

FEW pairs Norwich plaiuheads, 12/6 pair upwards;
single cocks, 8/6, hens 4/0 upwards: Gilbert, 50,

Browning-st., Leicester. (1876)

SHOW Norwich lor sale, cocks and bens, yellow
and buff

;
approval, stamp : F. Paling, West Park,

Maxwelltcrwn, Dumfries. (1934)

UNFLIGHTED Norwich, large birds, yellows, buffs,

variegated cocks, from 8/-; bens, 5/-: Galbraith,

162, Hospital-st., Glasgow. (1949)

(NORWICH large yellow and bull cocks, from
8/0, hens from 4/6u Langridge, 17, Watson-st.,
Newington Green, London. (1935)

WANTED, good big typical Norwich, with good
heads, healthy birds only, highest price given : Scott,

22; Hareourt-drive, Glasgow. (1951)

NORWICH Canaries, from their native city; also

other varieties; state wants; approval; catalogue
free : Wicks Bros., Norwich. (1946)

FINE yellow Norwich cocks, 2 clears, 2 ticked, 1
var., 6/6 each; approval; offers lot: Holmes, 7,

Lamcote Grove, Nottingham. (1945)

HANDSOME young rich yellow and variegated Nor-
wich cocks, splendid songsters, guaranteed, 3/6, two
6/-: Stephens, West Drayton. (1944)

SMALL typical cocks, 7/6 and 8/6; hens, 5/-; good
feeding strain ; inspection : H. Thurley, 153, North-
umberland Park, Tottenham. (1940)

NORWICH yellow cocks, 7/6; buff cocks, 0/-; yel-

low or yellow-marked hens, 4/- : Mark Bennett,
Broughton, Abtley, Leicester. (1944)

BUFF var. cock, C/-; clear yellow lien, 4 /-; buff

hen, 4/-; all well bred, cheap to clear: Bonnan,
37. Inuustry-st., Kirkintilloch. (194S)

FOUR Norwich show cages and ease, new, lor

1914 yellow Norwich cock^ approval: McLeod, 23,

Kitchener Terrace, Wallsend. (1919)

CANARIES, cocks, 5/-, sex guaranteed ;
four aviary

cages, £1; see exchange column: Halford, 10. Lis-

more-circus, Gospel Oak, N.W. (1928)

NORWICH cocks and hens, yellows and buffs, same
as my winners; stamp; approval: Thomas Hutton,
Ivy Lea, Larbert, Stirlingshire. (1226)
FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocks from 6/-,

hens 4/-; approval, deposit; genuine: it. Mannion,
5, Wheat-st., Padiham, Lancs. H9-18)
LARGE buff Norwich Canaries, Roberts’ strain,
cecks 7/C; pairs, 10/-; worth much more; approval:
Wheeler, Griffins-wood, Epping. (1946)

FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, eocke from 6/-,

liens 3/0. good colour; approval, deposit: Briggs,
East Villas, Askern, Doncaster. (1940)
CHAMJyflN Norwich cock yellow, goed stock bird,
good type (fed), 10/-; liens, 4/-, cash or deposit:
Geo. Isherwood, Leadniillo, Mold.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, for show or song,

price® low, easy payments taken; approval- .Mc-

Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1791)

J. LAMB, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class
Norwich, has several stock cocks for sale, reason-
able, approval: Kirk Gate, Newark. (1944)
WANTED, large cobby Norwich hens; exchange
Goldfinch or Linnet cock Mules, winning British

:

Harry Smith, Connah’s Quay, Chester. (1961)

ROLLER-Norwieh, strong healthy birds, eold
aviary bred; cocks, 5/6, 7/C; hens, 3/0, 4/6: Hen-
drick, 58. liigh-st., Whitchurch, Salop. (1893)

HARLANDS champion Norwich, have few grand
birds for disposal : state wants and price about to

give; approval: 63. Welbeck-st., Hull, (1805)

ONE clear, 1 variegated, cooks, (buff), 2 yellow
variegated hens. 1 buff, seen any time, Sunday in-

cluded1

: Turnbull, 90, Castle-st., Montrose. 0949)
WELL-BRED Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-

ity, also single birds, reasonable, on approval : Hob-
son, 28, Camden Grove, Beckham, London. (1918)

TWO Norwich -harm, 2/6 ciaoh ; pair Norwich
show cages, 1,6; another pair, with case, 2/-; all

in good condition : Beck, Ashgrove, Ripou. (1949)

H. TOMSETT, S.N.P.C., disposing grand quality
non-flights and others; reasonable prices; best blood;
win consistently: 34, E-ndwell-rd., Brockley. (1909)

LAST two pairs Norwich, Vardy’s strain, type,

and quality, bred from winners, 30/- pair; approval

:

A. Holmes, Fletcher-st.. Hcanor, Derbyshire. (HM4)
TO clear, 7 yellow cocks, 7 - each: buff cocks,

6/C; yellow and buff liens, 4/6 to 6/-; approval:
stamp: li. Cundiff, 12, Albion-st., Macclesfield. (1938)

TWO good buff Norwich cocks, 18 months old, 10/-

eacli, or exchange 3 good yellow green hens, nil-

flighted: Levatino, 12, Foerter-rd., Chiswick, London.
(191-0

CHAMPION large Norwich, winners, and bred
l'rom winners, from 16/6 each; approval: C.

Roberts Stannahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool.
(1035)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, outstanding quality; few
pairs of Borders: all off winners; wanted typical
Norwich: Andrew Dawson, 185, Dukcst.. Glasgow

(1950)
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Birds” says: “A GRAND BOOK.”
Confirmed by Mr* H. HEALD, Claypit Lane, Leeds, who wrote on Dec. 7, 1914, as follows

“Seeing your splendid advertisement in this week’s 'Cage Birds/ I think it my duty to write you to

show what the book has done for me. I got one when it first came out. IF you look at the list

of awards in this issue, you will see that I have been successful in gaining First and Special in

Mr. Curtis’s class, and Second and Special at the L.C.B.A. The great thing is that I bred the Bird that

won First and Special, and I put it down to the fact that I gained my knowledge from your fine

Book. I think every novice should have it. It is money well spent.”

A Great Christmas Opportunity
Tlio secret of Success in Canary Breeding, a3 in everything else, is KNOWLEDGE. It is easy enough to win IF YOU KNOW HOW. Mr. Heald’s letter

is conclusive proof that the secret of successful Breeding is a thing that can bo learned, and that the WAVERLEY book, “ CANARIES, HYBRIDS, AND
BRITISH BIRDS,” In Cage and Aviary (complete in one compact volume) is the book that can teach you as it has taught him.

THERE IS MONEY IN CAGE BIRDS.
Thore is plenty of money as well as scientific delight, and the satisfaction of following a most fascinating hobby, to be got out of Cage Bird Breeding

if you study Canaries and Hybrids scientifically.

The Waverley Book on Canaries is THE STANDARD BOOK ON THIS SUBJECT ;
it is written by experts, by men who have mastered the secrets

of successful breeding by years of patient study and experiment, and who here teach YOU, in simple direct style, HOW TO BREED BIRDS THAT WILL
WIN. Its reliable Coloured Plates are universally acknowledged to be invaluable in showing the student what to breed to. The unique section on

HYBRIDS presents information that has never before been tabulated. With this knowledge at hand any intelligent, breeder may confidently set himself

to produce one ot the “ crosses ” that have not so far been achieved. This bock teaches all about what has been done, how it wa3 done, and what has

never yet been accomplished. -»

CANARIES, HYBRIDS AND BRITISH BIRDS is up-to-date in every department. It gives the latest authoritative information on Shows, Ex-

hibiting, Standard Points, Defects, Ma^ks, Judging, etc., etc., of every known breed. This is the only book that will show you how to win. It has no silly

talky—talky about the delight of Bird-keeping ; it is crammed full of solid information.

We do not ask you to take our word as to its merits. We ask you to accept our grand Christmas Offer of FREE Approval and judge as to the use-

fulness of this sound book for yourself.

Enthusiastic Praise.
Mr. McLinden, Dublin

“ It commends itself to the past master in

bird keeping, and is invaluable to the amateur,

for it is written in such simple language. The
chapters on Rearing and Pairing are very

explicit, and the coloured plates are, to my mind,

simply superb.”

Mrs. Bertram, Christchurch, Hants
“ I have found it of the greatest use, while

the illustrations are of value to the novice

and the expert alike. The sections dealing

with Hybrids is especially commendable, and
should prove of service to fanciers.”

Mr. Tett, Hillside, Brisport:—
“ I made up my mind to retain it as soon as

I examined it.' It is full of useful hints most
useful to bird-keepers.”

Mr. W. G. Evans, Seaforth, Liverpool

“ In my opinion there is not a finer book on
Birds on the market. I have shown it to some
of the leading fanciers in Liverpool, and they

all speak very highly of it. No novice should

be without it ; in fact, all canary breeders

would do well to secure a copy.”

Mr. E. C. Penlington, Lloyd Park, Walthamstow :

“ One of the finest books I have ever seen ;

one that would be most useful to any fancier

whether an old hand or a beginner. I think

the Plates are worthy of the highest praise.”

Mr. Bryant, Acton, London
“ Best work on this subject I have ever

seen.”

Mr. Ralph Harrison, Whitley Bay
“ The book to make breeding a success

—

complete in every department.”

Mr. H. Hancock, Burslem :

—

“ I think the book a great help and well worth
the money.”

Mr. Lenyon, Ctydach, Rhondda Valley
“ I have no hesitation in recommending it

to young breeders as essential. Without doubt
the most complete work of this kind.”

BE IN TIME

Post

Free

Approval

Form

Before

DEC. 23rd.

FOR CHRISTMAS

It Will Cost You Nothing

Our Grand Christmas FREE Approval Offer enables you to have this Book and the wonderful

Anatomical Sectional Model of a Canary, which we present to Buyers, in your home for a full week during ’the

holiday season, to read and examine and use it, to study the fine Coloured Plates of every known breed, and

the many hundreds of text illustrations of Cages, Houses, Breeding Nests, Appliances, &c. To turn up the

matters that interest you in the helpful Index, and to send the Book and the Anatomical Model back to us at

our expense on the eighth day if you decide it will not be useful to YOU.

FREE

APPROVAL
FORM

Send this off to-day. Get

the Book before

the Christmas Holidays.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK
7, 8 & 9, Old

CO., LTD.,
Bailey, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs.—Please forward to me “Canaries and British Birds ” for Seven Days’ Free Approval.
If, after examination, I decide to keep the work, I will remit to you, on the eighth day after its receipt by me,

Is., and commencing 30 days later, eight further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain jthe work, I

will return it on the eighth day after I receive it. Also send; without extra cost, one DISSECTIONAL
ANATOMICAL MODEL, giving full named and numbered parts, with accompanying letterpress, to be returned

with the Volume if I decide NOT to purchase.

For cash within seven days the price is 23s. 6 d.

Name

Occupation-

C.B. 2 1914. Address Date
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OBSERVE
it

Largest and best
collection o f

Songsters in the
World, and do
not forget that
there are Bong-

aml songsters. Neither bo led astray by copy-

ists and low priced rubbish. Extra early hatched,

ami caged off singly; pure-bred Norwich, Yorkshire®,

borders, Kollcre, Mules, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; cages,

art.
;
approval,— W. RUDD, THE BIRD SPECIALIST,

NORWICH.

NORWICH I’lainheads, good stock birds, from
winners, puro typo and quality, special yellow
cocks, moderate price : Harrow.-*, Wurdington, Ban-
..,11 j

U'Jll)

WANTED two large yellow marked Norwich liens,'

must lie cobby with good heads and necks, give in

exchange 1913 yellow cock, winner: Bridgwater, War-
wick. - (19-14)

Bl'FF cock, 7/6; yellow hen, 5/-; 12/- pair;

vellow variegated cock, 7/C; buff hen, 8/6; 10/6

pair; satisfaction guaranteed: Hack, Worlinghnm,
U cedes. (1939)

IIKill CLASS Norwlth, cocks or hens, very large,

good heads, grand type, 85 years' breeder, judge of

many shows; approval: T. Blllington, 55, Colwick-

rcl., Nottingham. (1909)

1014- B RED high-class Norwich, colour-fed, clears,

ticked and variegated; cocks, 10/- to 25/-; hens,

6/- to 10/-; exchange entertained: Bleeek, 3, West-
bourne ten-., Hove. (19-11)

WELL bred Norwich, unlliglited, nice typo and
quality, colour-fid, cocks liens 3/6; approval;-

.ash or deposit: Bircumshaw, Brcach-rd., Marlpool,
Heanor, Derbyshire. (1044)

CHAMPION Norwich, show or stock birds, clears

nr variegated; stale wants and price prepared lo

pay; approval; or exchange: Pepper, 5, Creek-st.,

Hawthorne-aven.. Hull. (1908)

BID headed yellow Norwich cock, good quality,

splendid colour, third prize winner at Plymouth in

keen competition; approval; stamp: Brown, 35,

Motley Plain, Plymouth. (1922)

CINNAMON cocks, 5/-, 6/-, 7/0; Plainhead cocks, 4/-,

5/-, o/• each; lions, 1/0, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- encli ; Yorkshires,
i- ami) prices; feeding hens, 1/3: Broadbent, House
Painter, Lowfield, She illeld. (1950)

FIFTEEN good Norwich, some same nest winners
1st, special, two 2nd.-*, two 4ths (Members’): priced

low; Approval; deposit Editor: Draeup, 103, Ilalf-

uioon-lanc, Herne Hill,- London. (1928)

GRAND Norwich pairs or single birds, including

imflighted buff cock, first Bodlington ;
also Cinna-

mons, cheap; approval willingly: W. Smailes, Rad-
cliffe, Ackiington, Northumberland. (1949)

TWO buff Norwich cocks, toppers, 25/-, 15/- each,

from big winners, or exchange one var. buff, un-

flight-ed Norwich hen; approval; yours first:

Waller, Top Baulby Rank, Whitby. (1945)

mail.CLASS Norwich, short and cobby, largo

heads, bull' and yellow, pairs or single, hiostly

unflighted, from £1 to £3 each; approval, de-

posit: Macdonncll, 5, Glenalla-rd., Llanelly. (194/5)

NORWICH for sale, 4 unfiighted clear and varie-

gated cocks, one rose bowl winner, one first special

at Glasgow Westend show, from 10/- to 50)/-:

Tawse, Police Station, Duntocher, Dumbartonshire.
(1939)

MR. ECKERSLEY offers large capped yellow cock,

B0/-; very fine variegated yellow hen, show bird,

£3; grand large bull hen, winner, £3; few others
cheap : 51, Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

J. WOOLHOUSE can spare some typical yellow and
buff hens, 5/-, 7/6, 16,0 each; also few yellow and
buff cocks, 10/6 eaeli ; these /are good and cheap;
approval ; deposit : 111, Oakland-rd., Hillsborough,
Sheffield. ' (1929)

A FEW grand Norwich for sale, single or pairs,

yellows and buffs, some winners; also two Linnet-
ireenie Hybrids, and a grand Greenie Mule, fit to
win

;
approval, deposit : T. Anderson, Campbell-

»t., Darvel. " (1949)

SEVERAL stock unflighbed and flighted Norwich
tor sale; prices moderate; yellows and buffs; see

winnings North-West Glasgow and Springburn last

Saturday; approval, deposit: Andrew Crawford, 14,

Wijton-drive, Glasgow. (1932)

HAVING had a successful breeding season can spare
a few good birds; cocks, 7/6, 10/-, 15/-, 20/- each;
hens, 2/0 to 10. -; two natural colour even-marked
yellow hens, 5/- each; approval: Gilbert, Hope Cot-
tage, Hill-fit-., Coventry.
GRAND ticked buff Norwich cock, good head and

neck, marvellous size, winner, with clear yellow hen
to match, also winner, price 17/6 the pair to clear;
giving up Norwich; approval: North, Breeder, 443,

Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1950)

F. J. LACCOHEE, breeder and exhibitor of winning
Norwich, offers good stock birds at reasonable
prices ; novices and beginners wishing to start with
reliable stock should write stating wants and price:

92, St. George-st., Norwich. (1941)

EXHIBITION unfiighted colour fed buff Norwich
tock, magnificent specimen for size and show points,
accept 20/-, or will exchange for high-class 1913
Yorkshire cock, must be good stock bird : F. Jenson,
6. Olifton-terrace, Kenilworth. (1945)

E. HOLLIDAY can spare the following well-bred
birds: Clear bull cock, 25/-; unfiighted ticked yel-

low cock, 30/-; unfiighted clear buff cock, 17/6; clear

yellow hen, 20/- ; unfiighted clear buff hens, 15/-

eaeh: 76, Coplaw-st., Govanhill, Glasgow*. (1945)

GIVING up owing to ill-health. Grand stock Nor-
wich. Rev. Nume and J. C. Barnes’ strain; 21 good
Bound birds ; rack, 12 single breeders, 2 flights 4ft.,

2 ditto 3ft. 6in. ; all utensils ; will be sold cheap
;
seen

any time: Demain, 16, Brook-et., Clitheroe, Lancs.

A. SCOTT, Scott's Hotel, Lancaster, winner at

all principal shoe’s, offers splendid unfiighted yel-

lows, cocks, from 25/- to 80/- eaeh$ 2 buff cocks,

10/6 each; bargains; also some nice unfiighted and
one-year-old yellow hens, 20/- each, worth double.

LARGE 1913 bred clear buff cock, good type, 12/6;
1913 bred clear yellow cock, bred from yellow green
cock, grand colour, 12/6 ;

large unfiighted buff cock,
vhc Luton, 15/-; approval; same strain winners
Westminster, Oxford: Litchfield, 32, Tennyson-rd.,
Luton. ,1947)
THE last of my surplus stock

;
good old round

1914 clear buff cock, possessing and able to pro-
duce superb quality of feather, also has the surest
combination for success in splendid face and pedi-
gree \alue, nest brother to my Reading and Cardiff
2nd, for 30/-; approval; don’t miss him; write
now : E. Allsopp, 40, Beda-rd., Cardiff. (1939)
WOODHOUSE, Marshiallysb., <Ga angeimout-h, can

spare few well-bred Norwich, two buff cocks, both
winners, 25/-, 40/- each; three yellow cocks, 12/0,

15/6,- 25/-; grand buff and yelloxv hens, 10/6 to

£1: all geed heads, size and quality, going at half

their value; approval, deposit. (1949)

GIVING up.—High-class Norwich, bull dog strain

direct, cocks 7/6 upwards, hens 4/6 to 10/-;

matched breeding pairs, 8/6, -10 /-,' 15/-, 20/-;

several pairs, 1913, from 8/6; splendid feeders; ap-

proval : Grout. 64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (1947)

EIGHT lsts, five 2nds, three 3rds, 9 tps., includ-

ing challenge cup outright, Boscombe Show; my
strain wins anywhere, but having changed residence
must reduce stock; cocks 10/- upwards, hens 5/- up-
wards; state requirements; approval: Martin Cook,
Myrtle Villa, I’urbeck-rd., Bournemouth. (1946)'

BARGAINS.—Winners at Hheliteld C.B.S., buff
cock, 1st special, 12/6; ditto 2nd, 12/0; huff hen,
1st, 8/6; yellow cock, 2nd, 10/0; big yellow cock,

10/0; four good buff cocks, 10/6 each; few others,

cocks, 7/6; hens, from 5/-, mostly unfiighted; ap-
proval, deposit : L. Woolhouse, 70, lluntfcr-rd.,

Hillsborough, Sheffield. (1048)

JAMES M. THOMAS can spare monster clear buff

cock, rare .stock bird, 20/-; buff codes, trifle smaller,

7/6, 10/-, 12/0; also few buff liens, 6/-, 7/6; ap-

proval; sec reports, Shipley, Tong, City of Bradford,
Bradford National; latest win, two lsts, 3rd and
two 4ths Huddersfield last Saturday r 12, BirehOeld
Villas, Hcbden Bridge, Yorks. (.942)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/ij, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable
him to become Mieeeasful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“Forming a Stud," and "How to Produce the

Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book
many times over: "Cage Bird®,’’ 154, Fleet-street,

London
GIVING up Norwich; three pairs ’of prize-winners

for sale, variegated buff cock, first und sp. at

Amblcside last year in unfiighted class, -bis yellow

hen second at Barrow, third at Liverpool; Odder’s

strain, lust year’s bird, cost 50/-, the pair 50/-;

four-pointed buff cock, first at Barrow, third at

Dalton, his yellow hell
,

Barns’ strain, cost 40/-,

the pair 40/-; buff cock, Davis strain, of Miillorn,

Iris yellow unfiighted hen, 40/- the pair; unfiighted

yellow ticked cock, 1st and 2 sps. at Barrow three

weeks ago, 25/-; uiifllghtod bull cock, brother to

the above, second at Barrow, a treat, 15/-; the
above are all colour-fed 1913 and 1914, big, bounc-
ing birds, good heads and necks, feathered like

silk, and -red hot in colour, all fit for show bench

;

approval with pleasure, deposit: Woodward, 216,
Dukc-st., Barrow-in-Furness. (1940)

C. W. SILK

Glen Rosa, Emsxvorth. I have a fine lot of exhibi-
tion and stock Norwich for disposal, the finest win-
ning strain in. the Fancy. Watch show reports in

the South of England. Yellow or b;iff cocks from
15/- to 60/-; matched pairs, £1 to £5; also a few
yellow and buff liens, 10/- to 35/-. All birds sent on
approval with pleasure. (1951)

- WINNERS
for sale to make room for the coming season.
With 6 entries last show I took 2 first's, 2 specials
and 4 seconds, all bred by' me. I am ottering these
and some of the same blood that have won at
Crystal Palace, L.P.O.S., Nottingham, Norwich,
Burton, Lynn, etc. Clear yellow cock, £3; clear
buff 55/-; another, 30/-; ticked buff, 40/-; clear
yellow hen, 30/-; ticked yellow, 30/-; clear buff,
40/-; another, 15/-; variegated buff, 15/-; 2 matched
pairs, clear buff and marked yellow hen, 50/-;
variegated buff and clear yellow hen, 50/-; others,
cocks from 7/G, hens 5/-; state requirements; I can
satisfy you ; all letters answered : B. H. Goodman,
Long Sutton, Lines. (1939)

T. JOHNSON, SOUTHPORT
TWO massive buff cocks, 15/- each; big buff hen,
10/6, rare head; two unfiighted yellow hens, nice
cabby birds, 7/6 each

; unfiighted yellow cock, big
bird, 10/-; approval: 111, Heysham-rd. (1947)

HOPKINS’ CHAMPION NORWICH
A few of the best for disposal; inspection invited:
120, Bury New-rd., Bolton. (1928)

EASY PAYMENTS
Ail birds sent off same day, on first payment

received; send for new illustrated price list and
terms, post free; large stock of good cobby
Norwich for stock, show Or songsters; all on seven
days’ approval : J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., Friz-
.inghall, Bradford. (1939)

100 PUREBRED NORWICH
Direct from last few years’ Crystal Palace strains)
have proofs; yellows or buff cocks, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-,
10/-, 12/-, to 20/-; hens, same, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-,
8/-, 10/-; show cages, 2/-1) breeder 30 years:
Sandiford, Canary Breeders, Preston, and 89,
Sclater-st., London.

W, fif, TMSMESZ,
The Champion Norwich Breeder

of 18 Years Standing.
Winner of 3 Diplomas, Gold Medals, and over 1,500
Prizes won at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,
Manchester, etc., etc. I have bred and supplied birds
which have won at Manchester, Liverpool, Halifax,
etc., this year, and have still 200 left to select from,
related to my well-known winners. Prices reason-
able ; inspection invited ; approval willingly.—3a,
Percival Street, Hightown, Manchester.

Messrs.Gough§ Loach
Olivecia’e Aviaries, 32, Humber Rd., Wolverhampton,
always in the cards (see wins at Bristol, Oxford,
Northampton, Coventry West Bromwich, etc.).

Large Yellow Cock, 1912 bred, stock bird, 15/-; large
Butt

7

Cock, 1913 bred, stock or show, £1; fine Buff
Cock, 1013 bred, show, £1 ; extra good Buff Cock,
1913 bred, ehow, £1 10/- (took 2nd Crystal Palace
1914); two young Marked Buffs, good beads and-
necks, £1 5/-; one young Marked Y'ellow, good bead
and neck, £1 10/-; six young Clear and Mkd. Yellow
H’ens, 8/- to £1 10/-; seven Clear and Mkd. Buff
Hens, 7/- to £1. Satisfaction guaranteed; approval
willingly. Inspection invited. Train fare paid one
way within 20 miles’ radius.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.—A DVT. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS."

Rollers & Singing Canaries I

BREEDER 8 CARD.
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Soutbend on-fjea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1013.

MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Rollers;

finest strain birds for sale, moderate prices: Fair-

light, Richmond Park rd., Bournemouth. (1803)

1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Corseinon. (1892)

PAIR of Rollers, 1 Leipzig hen, tliij year’s, 5/-:

W. Anthony, 50, Boutport-ot., Barnstaple. (1944)

HIGH CLASS Gluckc Roller bens, cold-room bred,

2/6 and 3/-: J. Caris, 17, Roman rd., Preston. (1945)

PURE Rollers, none hotter at 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, hens

2/-- stamp reply: J. Bennett, 28, Enville-et., Stour-

bridge. (1878)

GLUCRE Rollers, 6 cocks, 7/6 cacti; 14 1913 hens,

4/6 each: J. C. Banks, 49, St. Huberts-rd., Great

HarwoOiT. (1933)

GLUCK E Rollers, B.R.C. rung; cocks from 10/6;

hens, 6/- eaeli: Brown, 220, Tat Bank-rd., Oldbury,

Birmingham. (1924)

BRITISH Roller cocks, 7/6, warranted; bens, 2/-:

J. Park, Breeder of High-class Rollers, 69, Essex-

st., Preston. (1904)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, and 7/9;

hens, 1/9 and 2/9; approval: Ross, Canary Breeder,

Forres N.B. (1942)

SEIFERT Rollers, in full song; cocks from 7/6,

hens 2/6; approval: Fred Parke*, 181, Green-lane,

Leamore, Bloxwich. (1941)

HIGH-CLASS Seifert and Gluckc Rollers, sing any-

where, 6/6, 8/6, 10/6; liens 2/-, 2/6; approval: Hitch,

Stalford-st., Walsall. U945)
ROLLER, cock, in full song (guaranteed), and new

drawing-room cage, 6/6 lot- W, Perkins-, 207, East-

st., Walworth, Jjondon, S.E. (1948)

WATER Glucke Rollers, cocks, from 8/-, hens

from 3/C; deep birds; approval: Watkins, 22,

Eden-st., Astley Bridgfi, Bolton. (1947)

GRAND iRoHer-Norwich songsters, 3 pairs, clear

yellow cocks 7/0, clear buff liens 2/6: A. Holmes,
Fletclier-st., Heanor, Derbyshire. (1944)

HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, guaranteed^ in full song,

7/6 each; Seifert hens, 2/- each: Bates, York Cot-

tage, Friars-aven., Bangor, N.W. (1941)

LEIPZIG Rollers. Cocks 7/6, 8/0, 10/6; hens 3/-,

4/-, 10 days’ approval; my risk: Colclough, Erie

House, Stone-rd., Longton, Staffs. (1905)

DEEP Glucke Rollers; cocks, 10/6, 12/6; hens, 3/6;

winning strain; bargains; approval: Parker, 16,

Friston-st., Ladywood, Birmingham. (1951)*

GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C., Ran-

dall’s; cocks, 12/6, 15/-; hens, 4/-y 5/-; approval, de-

posit : Alien, Albert-st., Wednesbury. (1950)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

WALTON’S champion Giucke, water Glucke Rol-

lers; cocks 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; approval, deposit: Wal-

ton, 6, Cross Green Crescent, Leeds. (1875)

ROLLER cock Canaries, splendid singers; 5/6, 6/6;

contest singers, 8/-; satisfaction guaranteed; hens

all sold : o, Water Beys-terr, Wigan. (1943)

HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, cold-room bred, 7/6

each, to clear: satisfaction guaranteed: J. Bretton,

4 Wellington-st., Radcliffe, Manchester. (1942)

CHAMPION 1914 Roller cocks, in full song, from

10/6; hens, same otratn, from 5/-; first come first

served: -Tom Horsfield, Outfitter, Farnworth, S.O.
(1914)

GLUCKE and Seifert Rollers in full song, cold-room

bred, cocks, from 10/6; hens 3/6 and 5/- each; ap-

proval: Newton, 69, Btafford-st., Wolverhampton.
(1943)

HIGH-CLASS Seifert Roller cocks, full song, 8/6

each hens 3/-; approval, cash, or deposit: White-

lev, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, Nr. Bradford.
(1952)

DEEP Glucke Rollers (Mr. Neugebauer strain)

;

cocks from 15/- to 60/-; hens, same strain! 5/- and 7/6

each: M. Jaequemin, 453, Dudley-rd., Wolverhamp-
ton.

*
.

(192o)

CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randalls, B.R.C.C. rung,

thoroughly trained; cocks from 10/6; approval will-

ingly : Davy, Snelston-gardens, Ashbourne, Derby-

shire. (1942)

HIGH-CLASS Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung;

cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6; bens, 4/-; seven days’ ap-

proval: T. Hiison, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-under-

Lyne. (1929)

HIGII-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6, Walton and Randall strain ; (hens, 2/6, 3/6;

cold room ;
cash or approval : Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,

Crewe. (’‘•IS)

BRITISH Rollers, Randall’s Glucke strain, 1914

rung 10/-, 15/-, 20/- each ;
better blood impossible to

set;’ approval: Leigh, 67, Bold-st., Altrincham,

Cheshire. (1929)

GLUCKE strain Rollers, Randall’s, Lyon’s, highly

trained cocks, 7/6 to 15/-; hens. 3/-; pairs selected;

approval : Earnshaw, Breeder, Trainer, 7, Rook-st.,

Nelson, Lancs. .
(1860)

DEEP Glucke Roller^, two schoolmasters for sale,

1913 birds, 10/6 each, sing anywhere ;
Randall's

strain, cash or deposit; approval: Lay, SO, Byron-

st., Northampton. - (1942)

DEEP Glucke and water Glucke Rollers, Randall’s

and Willow’s notgd strain, all rung B4 ; prices

moderate; exchange anything useful: J. A. Thomp-
son, 83, Regent-st., Birohiills, Walsall. (1917)

MR. .T. SOOTT, who is -at the Front, has asked me
to sell liis young birds for him, cocks from 10/-,

hens 51- each, from same strain as last year's win-
ners: .Tos. Kiisliaw, 5, Orm-st., Bolton..
HI.GH-CLASS Rollers, cold-room bred, cocks in full

song, from 10/6; pairs from 12/6: liens from 3/6; in-

spection invited: Whitaker Crosoiey, 4, Wensleydale-
terrace, Bradford -rd., Batley, Yorkshire. (1940)

ROLLERS, with beautiful deep, hollow rolls, learnt

under my wonderful strain, 8/6 each; schoolmasters,
10/6, 12/6 each; hens, 2/-, 3/-; oash or deposit:

Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1933)

BRITISH bred Rollers, young cocks, B4 rung,
father winner at five ringing contests, only times
shown, 7/6, 10/6; few hens, same strain, 5/6
couple: Hargreaves, Sunbeam House, Midway
Avenue, Bridlington. (1949)

HIGH CLASS Glucke Rollers, cold-room bred, 1914,

B.R.C.C. rung, Cadaian's and Willow's strain : cocks
10/6 and 12/6, bens, same strain, S/6 and 6/-; ap-

proval; cash or deposit: R. Roberts,' Poplar House,
Madeira Hill, Wrexham. (1945)

PURE Seifert Glucke and Water-Glueke Rollers, cold

room bred; cocks, 10/6, 12/6 and 15/- each; hens,

3/6, 4/6 each; same strain as my Crystal Palace win-
ner; approval, deposit: N. Clouting, 27, Somero-rd'.,

Brixton-hill, London, S.W. (1940)

BRITISH Rollers, bred from Glucke and Water
Glucke prize-winners; young cocks from 7/6; hens
from 3/6; two schoolmasters, 15/6 each; approval;
member of B.R.C.C.: Gooding, 38, St. Luke's-rd.,

Westbourno Park, London.

Rollers! Rollers!! Rollers!!!
Best value in England to-day. Grand collection,
from most of nbted strains in England, in many
cases purchased direct from such well-known names
Cocks (not so-called cocks), 6/6, 7/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-;
bens, 1/9, 2/-, 2/6 upwards. Pairs, matched for
breeding, 7/6, 8/6, 10/0 to 25/- ; cages 3d. ; approval
with pleasure.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, pure Randall-
bred from my winners of live medals; cocks 12/6,
15/-, 20/- each; every bird free from flat; Glucke
liens, 5/-; exchange entertained: Harison, Fruiterer
Bcadmore, Wolverhampton. (U920)
J. 11. WILLOWS, Draper, Wednesbury, winner of

7 cups, including M.R.C.C. challenge cup scores
of medals and specials, has for sale few of his
champion strain Rollers, cocks 20/., 30/-, 40/-, up-
wards; hens 7/6, 10/- each; upprova) willingly. (1908)
CHRISTMAS presents; Seifert Roller cocks, in full

song, 6/6 each
; lew B.R.C.C. rung, splendid toned

birds, only 7/0 to 10/6 each; beautiful finished box
cages for above, 1/0 and 2/-; with shutters, 2/6,
complete; travelling cages, 3d. each: Geo. Osborne,
Dudley-rd.

, Wolverhampton. ( 1951 )

ENGLISH bred Rollers,, pure Seifert and Glucke
strain, perfectly trained/ cock in full rolling song,
12/6, 15/-, 21/- each, hens 2/6, 3/6, and 5/- each;
Roller singing cages 1/9 and 2/6; cabinets for
singling cages 2/6; Roller box cages with folding
doors 3/9 and •6/-; illustrated catalogue free:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1951)
MR. F. A. LESTER has for disposal the whole of
Mr. Fisher's surplus etock, consisting of ten cocks
and thirteen bens; this fine strain has been built
up from the best imported cocks and the best
cocks and hens from Mr. Randall’s strain for many
years, and has a strong Roller tendency running
through it; it should prove of inestimable value
to the intelligent breeder; prices 15/- to 50/- cocks,
7/6 hens; approval: 753, Lea Bridge-rd., Waltham-
stow. (1935)
GENUINE British bred pure Seifert Roller

cocks, 1914 birds, perfectly trained, full rolling
song, day and gaslight, 8/6, 10/6 each; genuine
trained Glucke and water Glucke Rollers, 1914
birds, B.R.C.C. rung, perfectly trained, wonderful
lcngtii and variety of song, Crystal Palace winning
strain, 12/6, 15/ - each; hens, same strains, 1914
birds, B.R.C.C. rung, 4/6 each; above birds are
real quality, not common choppers; Roller __Lox
cages, with doors, beautifully enamelled, 3/6 each?
without doors, 2/6 each; special metal Roller sing-

ing cages, 2/3 each; cabinets for same, 2,3 each;
cage and cabinet complete, 4/3: Tom Hurst, Birdi

Specialist, Fenny-st., Blackburn. (1949)

BRITISH BRED ROLLERS
Having purchased fine whole. stock of Mr. Wirth,

of Liverpool, including his winners, etc. I am offer-

ing cocks, in full song, at 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, and 25/-

eacb'; hens, 5/- each; all B.R.C.C. rung; also

cabinets and training cages, to be cleared cheap

;

1 /- Buhl’s training organ, in -perfect condition; first

p.O. 30/- secures it; originally cost £3 16/-; 1

Queck’s organ, same price: R. Kremner, 104, Tib-

st., Manchester.

BELGIAN PURE-BRED ROLLERS
Quite as good as ever Germans were. 6/6, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6 ;
approval. Hens, 1/6, two 2/9. The above song-

sters are marvels fqjr the money; will sing day and
night. Have scores of testimonials. Try one. All

on approval. Money returned if not approved.
Established 58 years. Beautiful box cages, sand
drawers, etc, 2/-. Above imported direct to London
shop, 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, Jiao at

290, North-rd., Preston.

14 DAYS’ TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years and have received thousands cf testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters, only 15f- each,
on 14 days’ trial at our risk ; special terms, s.end

10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will send one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Hens same strain, 3/6 and 4/C each ;

Yorkshire,
Norwich and other Canaries cn the same terms;
lists free: Bairstows, Ormskirk rd., Preston. (1878)

British BrecS fillers
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained

under Randall’s and one of best organs, price

7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 12/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaran-
teed and on approval, hens 2/6, 3/6; best lot Rollers

in England; proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand
drawer, etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; estab-

lished 50 years; thousands of testimonials; for proof

write Editor, who lias seen the originals; send for

catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,
Preston ; also at 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Scotch Fancies.
|

A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale, good stock birds,

cheap to clear: L. Jackson, Southlicld, Kirkmuirhill.
(1916)

SCOTCH Fancies for saie, young birds, all colours,

cocks, hens, good birds: James Little, 25, Glen-st..

Paisley. (1898)

SCOTCH Fancier, cocks and hens, good stock birds,

young, cheap- to clear; approval: Hugh Hc#ie, 29.

bswald-rd., Kirkcaldy. (1911)

FOR sale, several first-class Scotch Fancies, able to

win, both sexes; reasonable: Win. Wilson, 246, Alli-

ron-st., Govanhill, Glasgow. (1868)

SCOTCH Fancies yellow und buff cocks, yellow and

bufi liens: all colours cheap to clear; good birds

:

Bowden, 6, Cochrunc-place, Leith.

SCOTCH Fancies for sale ; the xvhole stock, old and

young; show and breeding cages, carrying boxes;

Hugh Moore, 21, Kelburn-st., Barrhead. (1927)

~Yorllshires-
1

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud

birds, pairs 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 00/-; the

finest strain in existence; unbeatable lor 30 years;

many championships Crystal Palaee, including

championship for bc.st in show, Palace, 1011 ; ap-

proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:

Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C'.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 46, South View -terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.
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j. DIMMOCK, Glucko and Watorgliicko Hollers,

same strain as my oup winner, from 12/-, liens

r, /.; H.H.C.C, rung:. 49, Provldeuce-ft., Cnulley

llenlll.
, , ,

JONAS KNIGHT. 85 years’ successive breeder or

high-class Yorkshires In all varieties ;
suitable for

show or stock
;

prices comparatively reasonable.

Price list free from: 21, Copy-st., Allqrton, Brad-

ford, Yorkshire.

E. E. PY MAN, Breeder and Exhibitor of lilgh-class

Yorkshires, prices to suit nil ; approval, deposit :

West House, West Hartlejiool. (1985)

YORKSHIRES, five classes at YYlshnw Open Show
on Jan. 1. Sec advt.
WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries: Clias. Palmer and

Sons, fitHifi, Sclatcr-st.. Shoreditch
YORKSHIRE Canaries oil full song, 7/0 each:

Banner, 27, High-st., Bromley, Kent. (1940)

YORKSHIRE, 40 cocks, singing, from 5/0; liens, 2/-:

0, Eldon-rd., near Palace, Walthamstow. (1040)

PUREE 1914 Yorkshires, two cocks singing, lot

0/0: Lloyd, 21, Cccil rd., Gorscinon, Swansea. (1879)

YORKSHIRE, 7 hens, 8 cocks, must sell; oilers:

Robert Coverdale, Bromptou, Northallerton, (1(M7)

FOR sale, Yorkshire Canaries, cocks, 6/-, 5/0, 0/-;

hens, 2/0, 8/- each: W. Render, Hatfield, Doncaster.
(1948)

THIRTY liens to clear, 2/0 each, good value, to

be seen any time: 71, Kelvln-nl., Highbury Barn.
(1940)

WM. CLIFT can spare few Yorkshires, cocks from
7/0, hens 5/-; best of blood: 4, Coldstreum-ter., Car-
diff. (19-43)'

SIX pairs good Yorkshires to clear; sell lot £2
or nearest offer; bargain: Snell, Rea Barn, Brixharn,
Devon. (1914)
BUFF cock 10/0, 2nd only time shown ; see Poplar

report last week; approval: Marhoff, 1, Stanfield-

rd., Bow. (1941)
Y’ES, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires lor sale : P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
GRAND Yorkshire cocks, 10 hens; what offers for

lot, cash or deposit: Fred Blackburn, Brompton,
Northallerton. (1949)

TWO grand Yorkshire hens, clear buff ticked yel-

low, 1913, 5/C each, long birds: Seeney, 24, Padi-
ham-rd., Burnley. (1949)

CHAMPION Yorkshires; I have a few smart pairs
for disposal, some winners, best strains: Glanville,

300, Kensal-rd., W. (1951)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1914 birds, a few pairs of
good birds, unrelated 7/6 and 10/- pair: G. Clark-
son, Northallerton. (1952)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale cheap, cocks or

hens, own breeding from my winners; approval:
Barfe, Pateley Bridge. (1S9G)

FIVE Y’orkshire hens, two cocks, stock birds, bred
winners, £2 lot, or sell separate : Wadsworth, 83,

High-st., Lees, Oldham. (1944)
PAIR each prize-bred Yorkshires and Borders, Re-
pair;' cinnamon-marked coc,k, 12/-: Brooked, 15,

Frome-terr., Dorchester. • (1945)

XMAS presents: Yorkshire Canaries, singing cocks
from 5/-, hens 3/-; cages, 1/-; utensils; giving up:
290, Kensington, Liverpool. (1941)

YORKSHIRES, cocks or hens, cheap to clear, cold
Tootn ; also cages and utensils : Hunt, 26, Graham-rd.,
Cholinondeley-rU., Pendleton. (1949)

YORKSHIRES, colour-fed, cocks 5/6, hens 3/-, pairs

7/6 ; overstocked, no dealers : Williams, 862, Peni-
stone-id., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1S48)

COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day

;
prices to suit all : Metcalfe,

t>8, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
SALE, ten grand Yorkshires ; nine single breeders,
complete in rack, cheap to clear: Appleton, 27,

Albion-terrace, Hebden Bridge. (1940)
MUST clear entire stock, prize-bred Yorkshires,
cocks from 7/6, hens from 3/-: Goodwin, 136,

YVarham-et., Kennington, S.E. (1940)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale; cocks from 10/-;

hens from 5/- ;
inspection invited any evening : F.

King, 49, Inworth-*st., Battersea. (1950)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Me-
Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

SEVERAL smart pairs of slim, stylish Yorkshires,
rare quality, reasonable; on approval: Robson, 28,

Camden Grove, Pcckham, London. (1918)

FOR sale, lengthy yellow and buff Yorkshire cocks,

8/6 each ; liens 5/- each (1914) : Cobley, 69, High-
land, Chorlton-c-Hardy, Manchester. (1942)
THIS year winners, typical unftighted buff cocks,
from 7/6 to 100/-; lovely feather, show or stock:
Craven, Yclverton-tcrrace, Plymouth. (1940)
CORRECTLY matched pairs, 12/6; several winners

open novice, 15/- each, half value: Johnston, 123,

Fermo Park Road, Stroud Green, N. '(1945)

SPENCER’S Yorkshires, 5 pairs, 7/- pair, own
breeding, cash or deposit; inspection invited: 17,

Wood End, Hebden Bridge, Y’orkshire. (1948)
Y’ORKSHIRE hens for sale, 5 clear buff, 4/- each;

3 buff (Jinn, mkd., 4/- each; Buff ticked, 4/-; clear
yellow, 4/-: Simpson, Ironmonger, Otley. (1947)
REDUCING stock ; no reasonable! offer refused.

Pairs, bred from winners, 10/-; cold room: Hall,
134, Branksome-rd., Water Lane, Brixton. (1947)
YORKSHIRES, grand unfliglited cocks, bred from

1st Manchester, Glasgow, Leicester, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-;
approval : nirst, Ramsbottom-st., Accrington. (1906)
YORKSHIRE unflighted buff cock, 1st and sp. full

class at Dumfries, 30/-; few good unllighted Y’orks.,
from 7/6, B.L. rung: Macready, Jeweller, Stranraer.
T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class
Yorkshires, somo good birds for sale

; approval, de-
posit: St. George's-terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1788)
THIRTY high-class Y’orkshire, single or pairs, must

sell; state wants, seen any night; also few British:
W. D. Hall, 124, Sancroft-st., Kennington, London.

( 1915 )

EXTRA, good slim, andAquality Yorkshire yellow
hen, 15/-, another 7/6; good buff coek 15/-, another
7/6; approval: Lane, 15, Aberdeen-terrace, Bradford.

(1940)
WELL matched pains, grand type and feather,
from 12/6 to 30/- pair: odd cocks and hens from
8/6 and 3/6 : Larking, 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W.

(1941)
MONSTROUS buff Y’orks., stock cock, lovely

yellow hen, 17/6 pair; exhibition buff cock, 15/-;
exchange British: F. Marsay, Lingdale, Boosbeck.

(1949)
LONG, glim, upstanding yellow Yorks, cock, win-

ner, first-class bird, £3 10/-; another un flighted, £4;
approval : Lane, 15, Aberdeen-terrace, Bradford.

(1940)
TYi O yellow Yorkshire cocks, 1913-1914, and three

huff hens, all good, long birds. 30/-; or exchange,
no rubbish : Lingard, 29, Marlboro'-st., Burnley!

, (1945)
YORKSHIRES, cocks, from 7/-; hens from 3/6;

•exchange offers entertained : Robinson, 35, Boss-
borough Gardens, Yauxhall Bridge-rd., London.

( 1918 )

THIRTY good hens, related to my winners,
.each, 10/- for 4; showcase. 3 cages,' 7/6; .-u-oth-. r I

with 2, 5/-: J. C. Beaumont, Hcpworth, H ; •

Odd. (1913) j

AHUrDTICITDC SAVE MONEY
/\Lf V HfIV 1 lOElIXlJ By reading the notice

mu, I i

- — on page 326 this week.
Owing fo the Christmas Holidays, "CAGE BIRDS" will be on sale next week on Thursday, Deo. 24,
and must go to press one day earlier, so all advertijemente MUST reach us on Monday, or FIR8T POST

TUESDAY, DOC. 22, AT LATE8T. BE IN TIME.

XMAS

HOLIDAYS.

Invitation to all

Fanciers.
I beg to offer an invitation to all fanciers to payme a visit during the Christmas or New Yeaj holi-

u&ys.
j

shall be at home all the time, and it will

,

a pleasure to show anyone round my rooms,
whether desiring to purchase or not.

I have a magnificent collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Borders, Crests and Orcstbreds, Scotch Fan-
cies, British-bred Rollers, Mules, etc., all for sale
at reasonable prices, and I defy anyone to give
better value. The following are a few prices :

—

Champion Norwich, the Bulldog strain, guaranteed
direct from my noted winners. Single birds, Cocks
?n
r

,

U
£I\

S ’ 10/ '» 12/6
»

15 /*. 2°/“ «ach. Matched Pairs,
20/-, 25/., 30/-, 40/-, 50/- per pair upwards.

I have akso a number of good birds from other
well-known strains as follows :~Smart thisk-set
Cocks, in full song, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- each. Coca
Cobby Hens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6 each. Matched breed-
ing Pairs, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/- per pair. Grand
lengthy Yorkstiire Cocks, in perfect condition, and
on full song, 0/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- each. Erect racy
Hens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6. Matched breeding Pairs,
8/6, 10/-, 12/6. 15/-, 20/- per pair. Exhibition York-
shires, bred from mv own winners, and ready for
benching, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- upwards.

British Rollers, in full rolling song, will please
anyone, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each. Hens, same
pure strain, 3/-, 3/6, 4/-, 5/-. Matched Pairs, 10/6,
12/6, 15/-, 20/-. If you require any variety of bird
come and make your own selection. To those unable
to come I am prepared to send one or more birds
to any address in the United Kingdom, on 10 days’
approval, at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute
satisfaction to everyone, or caslf returned in full.

Send a P.C for my Free Illustrated Catalogue.
Travelling ICages 3d. extra in all cases. Easy pay-
ments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

1914-BRED high-class Yorkshires, colour-fcd, mostly
clears; cocks, 10/- to 15/-; hens, 5/- to 10/-; ex-
change entertained; Bleeck, 3, Wcstbourne-terr.,
Hove. - (1941)

OVERSTOCK Yorkshire cocks, guaranteed, 6/-
eaeh, full song quality hens, 2/-; 7 days’ appro-
val; cash or deposit: Taylor, Temperance House,
Ossett. - (1952)

FINE Y’orkshire Canaries, guaranteed cocks, full

song, 4/- each, hens 2/-; 7 days’ approval; cash,

or deposit
;

satisfaction given : Radley, 18, Banlc-

st., Oscett. - (1952)

Y’ORKSHIRES, colour-fed, few splendid birds for

sale, send price prepared to pay, and requirements;
no dealers : Mr. Williams, 862, Penistone-rd., Owler-

ton, Sheffield. (1918)

YORKSHIRE: Canaries, splendid yellow cock, win-

ner, 25/-; Tin. cinnamon-marked and clear yellow

stock liens, 15/-, 20/-: Tansey, 57, Reid-st., Spring-

burn, Glasgow. (1941)

YOUNG vigorous colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires
in full song; cocks, 7/6 and 10/6; hens, 3/6; must
sell, want Toom : The Breeder, 222, Ribblesdale-rd.,

Streatliam, S.W. (1943)

WINNING Yorkshires, long racy birds, cocks from
6/-, hens 3/-,. and upwards

;
stock or show birds on

approval; cash or deposit: G. Hymas, 2, Bells Yard,
Mansfield, Notts. (1893)

YORKSHIRES, bred from my Reading and L.C.B.A.
(open) winners; pairs, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-; approval;
cash or deposit: Thomas, Langley Common Farm,
Barkham, Reading. (1947)

CHAS. MORRISON, the Yorkshire Champion, baa
about 50 pairs Yorkshires for sale, bred from his

winners, 8/0 pair; chance in lifetime; stamp reply:

Olifton-rd., Brighouse. (1911)

GRAND lot . of Yorkshires and Norwich, guaran-
teed bred from my winners, from 10/6 each ; no
rubbish offered; cash with erder; approval: Olive,

Plumber, Sitt’ngbourne. (1911)

R. TINDALE, breeder, exhibitor, high-class York-
shires

;
a few grand, typical, lengthy birds to dis-

pose of cheap ;
approval, deposit : 6, Gill-st., Ben-

well, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1932)

C. CATTELL, breeder and exhibitor of high-class

Yorkshires; whole stock for sale, including New-
castle winners

;
pairs from 12/6 ; approval : 81, Win-

grove-rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1936)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, splendid length, ty{5c and
quality

;
cocks from 5/-; matched pairs, 8/- upwards;

approval ;
satisfaction guaranteed : Greenwood,

Co!ne-rd., Crosshills, Keighley. (1925)

YORKSHIRES, unllighted clear cocks. 6/6 upwards;
yellow and buff hens, 3/6 upwards; few' 1913 stock
cocks, 8/6; related to my cup winners: Jeffrey Pass,
Quick Close, Melbourne, Derby. (1945)

THREE open Selling classes, December 26th; 21
cash prizes (£3 15/-), turkey, and bottle whisky;
entrance fee, 1/0; close Dec. 23rd: Particulars from
Hodgson 981, Wakefieid-rd., Bradford. (1942)
H. CHARLESWORTH has all bis stock of York-

shires for sale; can be seen any time; show or stock
birds at reasonable low prices; satisfaction guaran-
teed or money returned : Neiley, Honley. (1929)
PRIZE Yorkshires for sale, cheap ;

few grand
show and etock birds,, 1914, cold-room bred, in full

song; inspection invited; approval: Jones, 15, Mel-
lor-grove, Cornbrookc-st., Old Trafford, Manchester.
THREE pairs of real typical Yorkshires, 12/6 per

pair, same strain as my winners L.C.B.A., Tong,
Bradford City, etc. ; others equally cheap ;

state
wants: Hodgson, 580, Rooley-lane, Bradford, Yorks.

FIFTY’ high-class Yorkshires, bred from winners,
grand, healthy birds, many of them fit to win; seen
any evening ; cocks 7/6, hens 5/-; approval; deposit:
Radford, 128, Sandy-lane, Cborlton-cum-Hardy, Man-
chc ter. (1929)

EXCEPTIONALLY good buff Y’orks. cock. 1914, 7/6;

ditto, lightly marked, 7/6, 8/6; clear yellow, 7/6;
j

dear buff, 1933, 8/6; grand type, feather, and eon
[

dition • ai.iiroval : 15, Dudley-st., Brooks Bar. Alan- 1

Chester. ‘ (1942)

PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred
from my winners, liens 5/- upwards, cocks 7/6 up-
wards; cash or deposit; approval with pleasure:
DciW'ti llros., 85, Maln-et., Jleamoor, nr. Pen/
Cornwall. (1850)
m.iu n celebrated Yorkshires, splendid k„„ .,,

type and quality, several 7in. long; cocks, 5/6, 7/6,
10/6, 12/6 upwards hens, 4/6, 6/6 10/0; approval,
carriage paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. (1948)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, same strain as winners;

cooks, 7/6, 12/6, 15/- upwards; hens, 5/- upwards;
large stock birds, from 16/- to 40/- each

;
approval,

deposit: John Radley, 259, Kiiig-st., Skelmanthorpe,
nr. Huddersfield. (1950)
CLEARANCE.—Exhibition birds, grand yellow cock,

12 /6 ; also unflighted yellow cock, 10/6; buff cocks,
from 8/6; hens from 3/6; would exchange for large
yellow Norwich cock; yours first: 53, Arcadian
Gardens, Wood Green. (1946)
MR. A. PICKERING, 01, Mushroom-lane, Shef-

field, winner of the Walkley and Dis. and Sheffield
and Dis. novice challenge cups, can spare about 12
high-class Yorkshires, both sex, from 15/- a pair;
approval with pleasure, deposit. ( 4944 )YORKSHIRE hens, typical, high quality, 1914
breeding, including winners, bred from winners

;

twenty prizes won this season three shows; quick
sale, being overstocked, 7/6 to 15/- each; few cocks,
equal merit, from 15/-: Bonniwell, 63. Highlever-rd.,
North Kensington. ’

' (1927)
UPSTANDING unflighted yellow. Y’orkshire cock,
Winner 3rd prize Abersyehan, 30/- ; see report last
week's "Cage Birds." Good buff stock birds, over
Tin., rare backs and wings, 12/6; smart yellow hen,
grand position and fine feather, 15/-; approval:
YVotton, Kinfig Hill, nr. Bridgend. (1944)
REDUCING stock. A- quantity of high-class York-

shires for sale; cocks and hens, mainly clears, tick,
from 10/0 upwards; fit for chow and stock; winners
of two cups, 1 novice and 1 champion

; all in good
condition

; also outdoor sectional aviary, in good
condition, with 2 windows and span roof, 7ft. Gin. by
6ft. by 8ft., lined with 8-ply sheets and latlied-over
joints outside, cost £7 17s. fid.

; accept £5 10s.

;

can be .seen any time: .Jca. Lanckham, Rose Cot-
tages, Clay-lane, Clay Cross, Chesterfield. (1945)
OWING to pressure of business am compelled to

sell my entire stock of high-class Yorkshires
;
cocks

from 7/-; hens, 3/-; matched pairs, from 10/6;
Yorkshire sold by me last month won 1st, 2nd, 5th,
eh at. the L.C.B.A. in open competition; state
wants inspection invited : Bennett, 17, Hartley-
rd., Leytonstone. (3948)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/H, by H W. Battye

(Past President of the Y’orkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its. sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleetest., London, E.C.

Y'ELLOW cock, 7 inch, perfect, with buff hen,
81. hen alone worth the money; foul green yellow
cock, 7in., the right sort to put colour ip your
birds, with buff hen, 15/6; several others equally
good, cheap; three chubby* Norwich hens, two
variegated, one clear yellow, 5/- each: call and
s-ce them any time : Hadley, 1, Bolton Gardens,
Kensal Rise, London. (1947)
Y’ORKSHIP.E Canaries, greafl clearance offer;

Harris’s special silver cup strain, grand exhibition
cocks, yellow or buff, to win in keen competition,
only 20/-, worth £5 ;

yellow or buff hens, real win-
ners, 15/-, worth £3;' grand stock birdis, pairs, pro-
perly matched, 10/G, 15/-, 20/- and 30/- per pair;
single birds from 5/- upwards; two’ long breeding
cages, one with 3 compartments and one with 5

with movable slides, and all necessary fittings for
same, cheap : Elsie Orland, West Haddon, Rugby.

(1917)

Do You Want^
Best Value ?

w

OGDEN BROS.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
{lairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-

portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

GENUINE BARGAINS
Genuine prize-bred Y’orkshire cocks, in full song, at

the ridiculous low prices, 4/9, 5/3, 5/9, 6/3 each ;-

grand racy hens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6 each ;
specially

matched pairs, for breeding winners, at 8/6, 10/6

upwards. Buy from the breeder and save middle-
men’s profits. All genuine English, not German rub-
bish ;

approval: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (1050)

BANG AT THE TOP
and still pegging away. 'My Yorkshires have won
over 50 first prizes this season, and a large num-
ber of specials, including cup for best in show at
Bradford National. My winnings for years cannot
bo approached by any others. If you want to be
in the winners another season, try one of my
matched pairs at 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/-,

80/- per pair; sure to give satisfaction; also some
really good pairs at 8/6, 16/6, 12/6, 15/- per pair;
odd cocks or hens in proportion. Come and see
them for yourself, or I will send any on approval
at my risk for seven days

;
either cash or deposit ;

a choice selection of show birds for disposal, in-

cluding several recent winners, reasonable; state
wants : L. Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, Shann-st.,
Bolton Woods, Bradford. (1947)

JOE HARROP’S
Y’ou cannot do better if in want of birds of high
Origin, good quality, length, type, and position. I

Recommend this strain as fit for any fancier.
Keep this in mind, and if requiring a Y'orkshire
Send at once and I will satisfy your dcfii-es.

Hens 10 - upwards: cocks, 2(1/- upwards; pairs pro-
portionate: 17, Waller-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (1910)

EASY PAYMENTS
Large stock of high-class Yorkshires, including

stock birds and songsters; all birds sent off same
day on receiving fir-t payment; send for new illus-

trated price list and terms, post free; all on seven
days’ approval ;

obi and only address: J. Taylor,

30, Aircville-id., Frizingha.il, Bradford, (1939)

Of course you do! Then here is it, and
only give me the opportunity to snul o
any of the following, L will prove It.

PLAIN-HEADED NORWGH
as follows :-Cocke, 5/6, 6/6, 7/0, 8/6, 10/6

j
her. 2 6,

31; 4/-; pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; show bird., 12 6 t<
£4 4/-.

The Extraordinary Value l

am am now oflering in York*
sbire8 must be eeen to be believed. Cocks 6 /• 5 6,

6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10(6; hens, 21; 2/6, 3/6, 6/-; pair, 6 6,

7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 16/., 20/-.

BORDER FANGIE8 V,‘:

N.B.—Included in this large stock are both Cinna
rnons and Green.-. Lizards, Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10 6.

Hens, 3/6, 4/-. 6/*. Travelling Cage* in all ca.-.es 3d.
extra. For all others, send for detailed Illustrated
Current Price List.

YORKSHIRES

W. RUDD The Bird
> Specialist, NORWICH

30/ FOR 15/- DURING THE WAR,
In order to reduce my large stock of Yorkshires I

offer grand yellow and buff stock cocky, over Tin.

long, with lovely yellow and buff heno, feathered
like silk, properly matched to the above cock; at
half price to effect a quick sale ; usual price, 30/ ;

war price, 15/-; and remember 1 send them on six

days’ approval on receipt of cash, or deposit from
Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd .

Bradford. (1950)

THE RIGHT STUFF
Champion Yorkshires, grand lengthy Y’ork.diire

cocks in perfect feather and condition and on full

song, 7/-, 8/C, 10/- each; erect racy hens, 3/-. 4 ,

5/-, 6/-, 7/6; matched pairs, 12/-, 15/-, 20/-; exhibition
Yorkshires, ready for benching, 12/0, 15/-, 20/-, 25 ,

30/-; I have also Norwich, bred from my winners at
all specialist shows, at same price as above

;
I have

also a nice collection of British for song or show ;

Linnets, 2/- each; Goldfinches, 3/6, 4/6, 5/-; X^arkr- ,

*

1/-; Chaffinches, 2/-; Greenfinches, can win, 2 - each:
see my last week’s advertisement for testimonials;
W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, Gc-orge-st., Leeds.

(1943)

MIDLAND CHAMPION STRAIN
I have about 40 really grand birds, some fit to win

:

pairs 10/- to 20.-; single birds proportionate; no
fancy prices; approval willingly; offers far lot:

Wells (late Wells & Clempson), Helmside, Erding-
ton, Birmingham. (1944)

PURE-3RE0 YORKSHIRES
Direct from our noted strain: yellows or buffs;
cocks, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 10/-, 12/-, to 30/- each ; hens, same
strain, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6 to 10/- each; show cages, 2/-

each : Sandiford’s, Canary Breeder, Preston; and 89,

Sclater-st-., Shoreditch, London.

|
Various Canaries.

|

FOUR clean, healthy Canaries, 0/6 lot ;
hundred

mealworms, 6d.:’ Vernum, 29S,. Lillie-rd., Fulham.
(1951)

THREE cock Canaries, healthy and in full song,

5/- each, or offers : Meadows, 29, Fuller’s-st., Ket-
tering. (1941)

1914-BRED grand songsters, colour-fed, 5/- to 7/6;
hens, 2/-; exchange entertained; Bleeck, 3, West-
bourne-terr., Hove. (1941)

YORKSHIRE cocks for sale, yellow ticked, 6/-;

buff Cinn. mkd., 5/6; big green mkd., 6/-: Simp-
ton, Ironmonger. Otley. (1947)

SIX unflighted buff cocks, C.F., 6/- each; on ap-

proval: F. Aulsebrook, 10, Brookfield-pl., Derwent-
st., Meadows, Nottingham. (19.39)

TWO large Norwich cocks, 15/-; Norwich ben,

5/-; Seifert cock, 7/-; first 25 /•» secures: Claridge.

6, Brixham-rd., Canning Town. (1947)

MASSIVE C.F. Norwich cock, 7/6; another, 0 -;

magnificent brass cage, singing 'Canary, 8 0 •

Hainsworth, 11, Nevett-st., Preston. (1939;

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich; cocks from
5/6; hens from 3/-; exchanges entertained: Ernest
Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (190iu

A FEW winning Borders, Greens, Cinnamons, and
Clears, for sale, cheap to clear. See show reports

:

Gentleman, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire. (19-31 >

FOR sale Norwich, Y'orkshire, and Roller Canaries,

good condition, either sex ; no reasonable offer re-

fused : Baker, 157, Great Titchfield-st., London, W.
(1944)

1934 NORWICH cocks, tflear, yellows; also Y'ork-

shire cock3, in green, yellow, marked and buff

green marked, 5/- each : Pickles, Shawcroft Aviaries.

Wadsworth, Hebden Bridge. (1S96)

PARKHEAD winners for sale; 2nd, buff cock, 15/-;

3rd, buff cock, 12/6; 4th, unflighted ticked buff cock,

12/6; 3rd, variegated buff hen, 10/-; 6tb, unflighted

buff hen, 7/6; also typical buff cock, 10/-: Gilmoui.

782, London-rd., Glasgow. (1929

>

NORWICH, Bullfinch type no fancy prices; I have

for sale the following high-class birds, large buff

cock,, ticked on neck, 1st and special at Birmingham,
July, 30/-; clear buff cock, 2nds to the above, 25,-;

yellow cock, 4ths, certain to breed winners, 20 -

:

all the above are unflighted; 2 yellow cocks, 1913,

grand stock birds, commended Coventry, 15. - each

;

2 yellows, cocks, unflighted, bred from my winners,

but email, suitable for beginners, 7/6 each
;
see re-

port "Cage Birds,” July 25; money returned if not

approved: J. Westwood, Hairdresser, V itton, Birm-

ingham. o:‘40)

100 SINGING NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
5/6, 6/-, 7/6, S/6, lfl/- : all guaranteed cocks; hens. S-,

4/-, 5/-: Sandiford. Bird Specialist, Preston; and 89,

Scl’ater-st., Shoreditch, London.

exceptional offer
COCK Norwich or Y'orkshire Canary, healthy and

in song, with solid brass suspend hanging cage,

glass panelled and highly finished, 10/C ; easy pay-

ments taken: Hope, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich.
(1990

i

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received. wa

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by tha

advertiser. ADVT. MANAGER, “CAGE BIRDS."
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|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

|

MULES ami Hybrids, two classes at Wishaw Open
Dhow on Jan. 1. 8ee advt.

TWO dark Goldfinch Canary mules, cocks, aviary

bred: 0. I1'. Clarkson, Northallerton. (105*2)

PINK-EYED lien Canaries, sure light mulers, 3/6,

4/6, 6/0 each: 154, Havclock-st., Leicester. (1908)

COCK Siskin Mule, in good condition ami song, 0/0

:

T. Qrccn, 22, St. Michuel-st., West llrornwieh. (1949)

LARGE young Gireenlo Mules, 1st, Sind prize

winner, 20/-: Thomas Sharp, Ashfleld, Uphall. (1937)

WHAT oilers for two Goldllm h-ltedpoll Hybrids,

bred 1914, cold room : Spurr, 15 Abbot-st., Lincoln.

ALL my Mulea for sale, light and dark, nono

colour-fed, all winners: McVittle, 20, John-st., Lang-

holm. (1049)

TWO light Goldfinch Mules, winners, fit to win,

12/0, 10/- each ;
approval: McNairn, 7, Carlingwark-

st., Castle-Douglas. (1949)

TWELVE dark and light Goldfinch and Canary

Mulea, 7/0 to 30/-; whole or separate: Batson,

Walkwood-rd., Rcdddtch.

GRAND two-year old cock Linnet Mule, pure Lin-

net notes, 0/-, exchange cock Goldfinches: Gairiford,

Caldor Bridge, Cumberland. (1942)

DARK Goldie Mule, rich colour, 2nd in class of 18

at Dumfries, 20/-; also H.M. Goldie, good one, 12/0:

Maeready, Jeweller, Stranraer. I
1
,
94

,

0 )

SMART light variegated Linnet-Canary cook Mule,

winner many prizes, 25/-, or exchange anything:

Olle, 3, Linton-crescent, Hastings. (1049)

MONSTER dark Canary Greenfinch Mule, cock

1913 bird; vlic, Clapham, 15/-; muling liens, cheap

;

Hall, 134, llranksoine-rd., Brixton. (1947)

SALE, splendid birds, four Linnet Mules, three

Goldfinch Mules, two variegated, one clear (cocks)

:

Kelly Cottage, Kilbcggan, Ireland.

Sill, bred hen Canaries, the right sort for breed-

ing light Mules, 3/-, 4/-. 5/- each; cocks 7/0, 10/-

each: Heathcote’s Aviaries, Leicester. (MOo)

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for

show or song, prices low ;
easy payments taken , ap-

proval* McKeand Soabright, Castle-Douglas. (18u2)

BEAUTIFULLY marked dark Goldfinch Mule,

splendid songster, take 10/6; also 2 clear and 4

marked hen Canaries, 2/- each, 10/- lot: Osborn,

Bt. Helens, Wight. 0947)

WANTED, singing Mules, g-ood price paid or will

exchange for Canaries, British birds, cages or appli-

ances ; stamped envelope for reply ; C. Palmer and

Sons, 352, Upper-st., Islington, London.
THROUGH joining the Army must dispose of two

fine exhibition Goldfinches, ready for the bench,

proved mulers, 10/G each*. Private A. L. Trickett, Rose-

leigh, Huntingdon-rd., Earlsdon, Coventry.

EXHIBITION Siberian Goldfinch Mute, breeder,

show condition, 15/-; li.m. Greenfinch, Mule breeder,

large hen Bullfinch, 4/-; cash or deposit: Coul-

thard, Station-hill, Wigton, Cumberland. (1942)

GOLDFINCH Linnet, Siskin, and Greenfinch. Can-

ary mules, cocks in full son-g, pure wild notes,

7/6, 10/-, 12/0, 15/- each, hen 1/6 each, grand lot

of Sib. bred Canaries and special .muling birds.

See special list free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. (1951)

HIGHEST-GRADE muling liens, clear yellows, grand

substance, colour and quality, paired to good

Finches they simply must breed exhibition Mules,

10/- and 12/6 each; one extremely large, 20/-. Strain

equal to any in the Fancy: G. E. Weston, Specialist,

42, Lewisham-rd., London, N.W.
TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money.—these will be

very useful: The Advertisement Manager, “Cage
Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

50 PURE-BRED SIB. HENS
guaranteed to breed Mules, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, and 7/6 each

:

Bandiford’s, Canary Breeder, Preston ; also 89, Sclater

St., Shoreditch, London.

[DOVES,

FOREIGN, one class at Wishaw Open Show on
Jan. 1. See advt.
GREEN Budgerigars for sale, in perfect condition,

4/6 pair: H., 192, Worple-rd., Wimbledon. (1901)

OUTDOOR aviary bred Budgergiars, Green 4/-, Yel-

low 6/- pair or offers for 50 : Wyse, Retford. (1944)

BUDCEIUGAKS, 2 pairs, prize-bred, and grand cock

Bullfinch, 10/- lot; bargain: Gay, Moor-st., Quinton,

Birmingham.
AVIARY-BRED Californian Quails, 2nd Horticul-

tural, 25/- pair; Necklace Tanager, acclimatised, £1:

Stone, Cumnor, Sydenham. (1943)

LARGE Crystal Palace aviary, pair Budgerigars,

pair Orange-cheeks, healthy, 10/- the lot: llowarth,

35 IJutton-st., Blackburn. (1939)

BUDGERIGARS, Green, outdoor aviary bred; adult

breeding pairs, 5/-: Tom Overton, New Brighton,

Cottingley, Bingley, Yorkshire. (1914)

PARROT and Parrakeet, wit,h cages, hardy

Foreign birds and some songsters; cheap: 10,

Windsor-rd., Westcliff, Essex. (1939)

MAGPIE Mannikin, 3/3; Masked Weaver, *2/-;

CUban Finch, 6/-; Ribbon Finch, 1/0; offers for lot:

-Yernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (1981)

BUDGERIGARS, finest possible, outdoors,.5/- pair;

selected1 breeding pair, 6/-; yellows*, 8/-; list free:

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1*941)

REAL African Grey King Parrot, thoroughly arete

matised, in perfect condition, good plain talker, £9

10s.; Binch, 71, Arundle-drive, Mauodeld, Notts.

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, selected

pairs, 5/6; splendid condition; useful exchange

entertained: Withers, 44, Crawshay-rd., N. Brixton,

London, S.W. (1930)

WANTED, Parrots, good price paid; stamped en-

velope for reply; also any foreigners, or will ex-

change for, as above: C. Palmer and Sons, 352,

i mver-st., Islington, London.
GOOD pair White-throated Grosbeaks, 6/-; fine

hen Diamond Finch, has laid in aviary, 10/-;

wanted good Golden-breasted Waxbill cock: A.

Martin. 72, Ford-st., Kettering. (1946)

BEAUTIFUL Parrot and cage, lovely plumage, just

commencing to talk and perform, make grand Xmas
present, best health and condition, only 18/6: 2,

Dlgbv-st., Lenton, Nottingham.
OWN breeding in outdoor aviary, Yellow Budgeri-

gars, breeding pairs, 8/0; greens, 6/-; pair adult

Cockatids, 25/-; also 10 youngsters from above,

bens 8/6, cocks 6/-: Tritton-Dickson, Upton Park,

Chester! (1942)

PARROTS. PARROTS.
of every description on four weeks’ trial at our
risk before settlement, with signed talking war-
ranty. We Introduced this system of selling

Parrots. If Parrot should die during trial, we re-

place it free of charge. Other dealers offer

similar terms, but don’t replace when they die.

All the best Parrots In the Kingdom have come trom
these aviaries. For full proofs and hundreds ot

testimonials, with full names and addresses of

delighted customers, also Press Opinions, send for

our large free booh entitled "Parrot Prattle,"

with list of Parrots for sale. Cheapest and best

in England. Sent post free. Bankers' reference:

Bank of Liverpool, Morecambc. Write at once tor

booh and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE. 0742)

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon, two years, talk, laugh,

very tame, 35/-: B. Jones, 1, Falkirk-st., Kiugsland-

rd., London. (1950)

GENUINE Talking Amazon Parrot, 4 years old,

handsome bird, plain speaker, very tame, 59/-

;

another, year old, acclimatised, commenced talk-

ing, 30/-; cages included; decided bargains: Swann,

85, Berwick-st., Liverpool. (1943)

PARROT, guaranteed African Grcv, best whistler,

mimic ever caged, talker, faultless condition, good
cage, £3 lowest, part exchange, Canaries, cock

Mules, British, half cash, or offers: Allison, Hair-

dresser, Blytb, Northumberland. (1941)

FIRETAILS, 1st and spl. Horticultural Hall, £6;
Chestnut-breasted Finches, 32/0; Diamonds, 37/6;

Rufous-tails, 30/- ; Yellow-rumps, 40/- ;
Masked, im-

perfect toes, 17/6; all per pair and acclimatised*.

Row, Chapel House, Long Melford, Suffolk. (1941)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, hut they need care. The "Nutshell” booklet,

“Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a oopy by you and we shall be pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2}d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

TALKING Green Amazon Parrot, perfect health

and plumage, one of the finest and plainest talkers,

speaks plainly as* ’any grey, fully 200 words and
sentences, splendid mimia, whistles tunes, rings

Oh, dear,” “Boy Blue,” etc., £3 3s.; approval be-

fore payment; E. Stanton, Eagle Chambers, Liver-

pool. (1944)

EXTRAORDINARY talking Grey Parrot : Cross,

Liverpool. Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-

ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-

doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot

Cages: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-

porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

stiff the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “Nutshell No. 14,” from

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2sd. From agents (see. list frequently nublisheff)

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modeist half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell

No 19.” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,

F Z S. Get it at once. 2Jd. post free from “Cage
BiTds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London. E.C. 2d from our

agents (list published frequently).
-

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette. which can he purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2sd.

post free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C, Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently- published).

TALKING BLUE

Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,

45/-; easy payments accepted. (1828)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE STREET, WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. Russian Rose

Finches, 10/-; some little rough, 5/-; Kestrel Hawks,

2/6, three for 6/-; Roller Canaries, 7/6; hen Canaric-s,

18/- dozen ;
Triangular Spotted Pigeons, 20/- pair

;

adult breeding Budgerigars, 5/- pair; Dormice, 2/6

pair; Bearded Tits, 7/6 pair. See price lists._ Tele-

phone 5489 Wall. Telegraphic address, “ Oiseaux,

London.” Direct importers of foreign birds. (1906)

'various birds.
WILL buy any quantity hen Canaries, 1/- each

;

hen Goldfinch 'Mules, 1/- each: Helyar, 65, Patmos-
rd„ North Brixton, S.W. (1952)

NORWICH cock Canary, 1913, 10/-; Song Thrush,

4/-; dark chocolate Pom. dog, 18 months, 30/-;

offers: 20 Calverley-grcve, Holloway. (T946)

L. C. BANHAM, Aviaries, East Lexham, Swaffham,
Norfolk; Goldfinches, 3/6 pair; Redpolls, 1/-; Sis-

kins, 4/6; Canaries, 6/-; exchange hen Bullfinches.

OWING to illness am forced to part with my
stock, cages, seeds, goldfish, etc. ;

old established

bird dealer ; write particulars : The Aviary, 62,

Raikes-rd., Blackpool.
NICE large Budgerigars, 3/C pair; breeding hen
Canaries, 2/- ; all bred and kept in garden aviaries

;

exchange: John Flavell, Woodgate Post Office,

Quinton. Birmingham. (1942)

TWO splendid cock Linnet Mules, 10/- each; pair

breeding Budgerigars, 6/-; 2 cock Goldfinches, 2/6
each; selected cock Linnets, 1/- each; Pipwell
Aviaries, Moulton, Lincolnshire. (1944)

MASSIVE buff Norwich hen, 6/-; huff cock, 10/-;

house-moulted Hawfinch, 8/6; house-moulted Brajcp-

lilefinch, 4/6; four Norwich show cages and case,

7/-, lot 35/-: R. Middleton, 92, Easterhill-et., Toll-

cross, Glasgow. (1948)
NOTICE; compulsory clearance to bybrid breeders,
others ; Bramblefinch cock, beauty, can win, 7/6

;

Greenfinch cock, topper, sure winner in keen com-
petition, 10/-; another, not so large, Tiice bird, 3/6;
Linnet cock, 3/-; two Greenfinches, 3/6; 1 Bullfinch,

2/6; hens, above, all house-moulted, used hybridiz-

ing ; heavily marked cinnamon Norwich hen, un-
flighted, good, Cook’s blood, 8/6; several others
also; 6tamp particulars; first postal orders, buyers;
approval: Bell, 47, Mawscn-st., Ardwick Green, Man-
chester. (1949)

The NUTSHELL’ Series
OF POPULAR PRAC TICAL HANDBOOKS ON

Canaries, British & Foreign Birds

EVERYTHING YOU REQUIRE TO
KNOW ABOUT AEach, given subject in a nutshell.

Now Ready—2d. Each:
1—Tho Goldfinch.
2—The Linnet.
3—The Lark.
4—The Song Thrush and Blackbird.
5

—

The Canary.
6—Ailing Cage Birds, and how to cure them.
7—The Homing Pigeon.
8—Fancy Pigeons.
9—The Disinfection of Bird Rooms and Cages.
10—The Roller (or Sang) Canary.
1J—The Bullfinch.
12

—

How to Moult British Birds.
13—The Chaffinch.
14

—

The Gouldian Finely
15—The Greenfinch.
16—Avadavats.

17—

Grey Parrots.

18—

The Budgerigar.

19—

The Pekin Nightingale.
20

—

V> axbills.

21—

The Aquarium and its Management.

22—

Siskin, Redpoll, and Twite.

23—

The Border Fancy Canary.
24—Green Canaries.
25—Insectivorous British Birds, Part I.

26—

Insectivorous British Birds, Part II.

27—

Care of the Cat.

28—

Pet Cavies.

29—

Fancy and Pet Mice.
30

—

Profitable Pet Rabbits.

31—

Fishing in River, Lake and Pond.

32—

Care of the Dog.

On Sale at all Bird Dealers and Seed Merchants,
Or Post Free, 2£cf. Each from

Tho Publisher, “Cage Birds." 154, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

LOOK, all carriage paid, Bullfinches, two cocke, 2/-

four hens, 1/6 each; pairs, 3/-, not fresh caught
1914, cock Canary, singing day and gaslight, 6/6

wanted cocks, Linnet, Goldfinch: Rowsell, Horn-
cliffe Gardens, Berwick-on-Tweed. (1946)

|
WANTED.

|

WANTED, Mules, Canaries and British: Chas.
Palmer and* Sons, 66-6*8, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds;

best prices paid : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1867)

WANTED, large Norwich, in small or large lots

;

J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.
WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, and Canaries

weekly: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Brom-
wich. (1949)

WANTED, all kinds of live stock in exchange
for cutlery and plate: Smith Bros., 47, Pear-st.,

Sheffield. (1946)

WANTED three pairs Cockatiels: Proprietor, 270,

Great Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (1960)

WANTED extra large muling cock Greenfinch,

reasonable- approval: Sadler, 33, Preston-ave., Hale
End, Essex. (1952)

WANTED all kinds of Parrots and Parrakeets

;

send particulars and price to: Bairstow’s, Ormskirk-
rd., Preston. (1643)

WANTED for cash, Canaries or Mules, either sex;

6tate lowest price: Robinson, 33, Beeson-st., New
Cross, London. (1948)

WANTED all kinds Canaries and other birds for

export: Emporium, 176b, High-st., Camden Tube
Station, London (1910)

WANTED, Budgerigar, linnet, or any bird, ex-

change rare Turtle dove, fine bird; Moore, Shilling-

ford, Bampton, Devoh. (1942)

WANTED, Norwich and British show Cages and
cases; exchange Yorkshires, Norwich, sell 12/6 pair:

Goring, Rainford, Lancs. (1948)

WANTED, H.M. cock Goldfinch or Siskin ; exchange
Canaries, cocks from 5/-, hens 3/-: .Clarke, North-
s',,- Pinxton, Derbyshire. (1947)

CASH offers for two cock Canaries, cock Goldfinch

Mule and three hen Mules: C. Leventon, Wools-
thorpe, Belvoir, Grantham. (1944)

WANTED, quantity of 1914 Yorkshires and Nor-

wich cock Canaries, no rubbish; state price: Hoy-
ton, 47, Camberwell New-rdl. (1.<M3)

WANTED, pen winning Black Rosecombed Ban-
tams, give good exchange in high-class Norwich

:

M. McKean, Fullarton-st., Irvine. - (1948)

WANTED, dealers who chn take large or small
quantities of Linnets, all kinds of British: Chris

Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (1944)

MULES andl Hybrids wanted, also winning British,

exchange, Yorkshires, Borders, or blankets ; ap-

proval : Dawson, 185, Duke-st.. Glasgow. (1950)

WANTED, Budgerigars, B.'S.A. air-rifle: exchange
British, Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrids, winners

: f.
Child, Braemar, Downs-rd., Luton, Beds. (1946)

WANTED, good Norwich Plainhead hen, will ex-

change Light Goldfinch mule; approval both ways:
Curpbey, 21, Casfle-st., Douglas, I.O.M. (1951)

TWO smart, healthy, typical Yorkshire hens, ex-

change for loud songster, British preferred
;

ap-

proval ; J. Woollard, The Links, Shrewsbury. (1050)

WANTED, gobd rifle, miniature one preferred, will

give good value in double breeders and birds, sell

50/-: Wynne, Decorator, Boothstown, Manchester.
(1942)

WANTED sheet of No. 12 gauge zinc, exchange
Norwich or sell heno from 3/-, cock® from 7/6, up-

wards: Buck, 4, Beatrice-rd., Richmond, Surrey.
(1945)

WANTED dogs, birds, mice, Parrots, monkeys,
ferrets, purchase, or exchange for laying pullets,

Canaries Parrots: Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich.
(1950)

WANTED concertina (good Jefferies), exchange 3

pairs colour-fed Norwich, part cash (approval);
yours first: Hargreaves, 193, Cog Lane, Burnley.

(1945)

WANTED, offers in Canaries or good British for

i-plate hand camera, sell 15/-; also guitar; offers

to : B., 65, Heywood-st., Cheetham, Manchester.
(1945)

WANTED, pure pink-eyed Yorkshire Cinnamon
cock, or pair, young birds only and high-class

;

reasonable: Henry Schwarz, 61, Queen’s Park-terr.,
Brighton. (1939)
WANTED good big yellow unflighted Norwich cock,

in exchange for exhibition Bullfinch and show cage,
winner, and greenheart fly TOd, complete; approval
both ways: C. Gish, Longnor Hall, Longnor, Shrews-
bury. (1045)

NOTICE, wanted, Goldfinch Mules, Linnet Mulee,

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches, from catchers:

Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd., London.
Letters only. (1905)

WANTED, good Norwich hen, must be fit to win
in best of company; also unflighted buff cock;
none but the very best need be offered : 03, Welling-

ton-rd., Bridlington. (1939)

WANTED, and quantity large fed, also smaller

varieties cock. Canaries, full song
;

state lowest

;

give 1/- Goldfinch Mules; stamp: B. Soanes, 92,

Bevan-st., Lowestoft. (1944)

WANTED large Norwich stock cock, yellow-green,

variegated, good head, exchange two buff unflighted

hens, hand-reared exhibition cock Linnet, 15/- lot:

John Harvey, Measham, Atherstone. (1945)

WANTED, good British weekly from catchers, best

prices paid
;
bankers, London City and Midland ; or

exchange prize-bred Yorkshires or Norwich, from
my winners: Edwin North, Canary Breeder, 443,

Mianchester-rd., Bradford. (1950)

NOTICE, will give 6/- pair for good Norwich or Yoik-

sbire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,

Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mules, Bullfinches, Gold-

finches, and Linnets ;
reasonable for cash: McKeand,

Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
WANTED offers Canaries, Amazon Parrot, gramo-

phone and records, or anything useful; exchange;
magnificent new Palace aviary, close wired, glass

panels, complete, sell £3; photo sent: Martin, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1951)

WANTED 500 Mules, Goldfinch, Linnet, or Siskin,

for prompt cash, either 6ex, money same day am

birds arrive, and no waiting; thousands of testi-

monials for prompt payment; C. Merrington, Bird:

Specialist, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate, S.E.*
(1940)

WANTED
Any quantity Goldfinch Mules, cocks or hens, Hy-

brids, Yorkshire Canaries, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc.;

send on, best maTket prices given per return post;

established SO years*. Sandiiord, 89, Sclater-et.,

Shoreditch, London; also at Preston.

Wanted, Hen Canaries
18/- per dozen for Yorkshire and Korwich, and 1h
each for Goldfinch Mules ;

hen-9 also wanted, ajiy

kind of Parrots or puppies; cash or deposit:

Rutherford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone, Ess€
^

,

g07^

|SALE or EXCHANGE!
Mainly British,

j

FRED ALLEN will exchange good British for

Canaries, Mule®, etc.: 156, Porter-st„ Hull. (1933)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch, grand bird, good size,

for H.M. muling Linnet: M. Gilliland, How Mill, nr.

Carlisle. (1940)

EXCHANGE three good big hens, Bullfinches, for

big field-moulted Goldfinch, or offer: Castle, Weston-

rhyn, near Oswestry. .
(19*10)

WILL exchange two pairs pigmies, one. pair nuns,

cropper cock, for Goldfinches, Canaries or c®£^***

W. Murdoch, Girvan. * le492
EXCHANGE, 6 new Yorkshire show cages for 6

good cock Goldfinches or 8 Bullfinches: Mayes,

Ebenezer-st., Langley Mill. V
4®41 *

EXCHANGE, cock Bullfinch (second at annual) for

cock Goldfinch (proved muler) : Potter, 11, G rant-

ham -rd-„ Manor Park, Essex. (1946)

SPLENDID cock Goldfinch, fit for exhibition ; ex-

change good cock Siskin, sell 6/6: L. Bugby,

Thorpe-st., Raunds, Northants. (i
947

J
EXCHANGE, exhibition dark yellow Greenfinch

Mule, for largo yellow Norwich lien, or sell, 10/-:

Evan Hughes, Bontnewydd, Carnarvon. (1946)

TWO exhibition cock Thrushes, perfect plumage,

also high-class colour-fed Yorkshires and Borders;

offers; exchange: Stevens, Woodlands, Kenilworth.

BEAUTIFUL Song Thrush and cage, hand-Tearcd.

splendid plumage, 10/6; exchange Rollers or shutter

cages, or offers: 166, Bedwas-rd., Caerphilly, fUaim

CLEARING, two cock Linnets, 2 cock Chaffinches,

pood birds, on song, exchange Mute, Border Fancy,

or offers anything, sell 6/-: 31, Wilcox-rd., S*

W^^
EXCHANGE, exhibition young cock Thrush and

Blackbird, in full loud song, sell 4/- each with cage,

without cage 3/-: Mt. Riley, 766, Forcst-rd., Walt-



December 19, 1914. cage: birds

TWO house-moultod Linnets: 2 lioiwe-inoultcd

Twites 1 l-esser Redpoll, l Greenfinch, 1 Bailie tion :

sell or' exchange : James Hoenan. It, Smith Croft.

Arbroath. .

(HM9)

8A1.H or exchange, house-moulted cocks, Ureou-

flnehes, i Twites. 2 Redpolls, 1 Ohafilnch, 1. Bruin-

bleflnch. winners, and mulers, for good Norwich

hens, or offers: Burnett, Western Avenue, lira-

bamston, Falkirk. (1945)

SELL or exchange mulers, twice H.M. Greenfinch

cock, yellow hen Canary, single breeder: two hen

Chaffinches, one hen Bullfinch. A.M., single breeder;

wanted cock Bramble and show cage
;
yours first

:

Sparks ’ Westeott, Dorking. (1940)

AVIARY-MOULTED British cocks, Chaffinch, 2/41

;

Linnet. 2/-; Redpoll, I/O; Bullfinch, 4/-
:
pair of Can-

ary-reared Goldfinches, a il; Greenfinches, one 2;-,

one 3;-; good size hens, Linnet, aleo Goldfinch, had

fertile eggs with above Greenfinches, 36 each ;
will

exchange for Rollers: Leonard Mann, 150, Portland-

»t., Walworth, London. (1919)

ENTIRE sale of winning British birds, all in grand

show form : house-moulted Linnet, winner of five

firsts, ditto first Cleator Moor, £2 each: Twite,

winner 4 firsts and 2 seconds, 30/-; Greenfinch,

winner 4 firsts, ditto good bird, 30 - pair; 2 field-

moulted Linnets, winners, £1 the pair : case to

carry six, 6 ,-: or would exchange any for good

O.E.U. Bantam. Wheaten or Blues: Chas. Fisher,

Yeathouse-rd., Frizington. (19391

Mainly Canaries.
|

EXCHANGE pair good Border Fancy Canaries for

pair tyres, 28 x 1), wired: Hind, Loehtteld, Annan.
WANTED, oiler.-, ior 3 cocks and 0 hens, 1914 Y Che-

shire Canaries: Have, 3, Ivy-st., Crosland Moor,
Huddersfield. (19*12)

EXCHANGE two 7-inch buff Yorks, hens for two
yellow ditto, or one good one: Tolley, Upper Church-
st., Spennymoor. • (1948)

SIX Goldfinch-Canary Mules, 6.-; 0 warranted cock

Canaries 4/- each ; take £2 the dozen : ltowiey,

Elston, Crediton. (1944;

GENUINE light muling hen. 3/-; Norwich hens,

SI -
;
breeding cages. 1/3 ; Parrot, cage, 2/- : Russon,

Colville-st., Burnley. (1941)

WANTED pair field-moulted Hawfinches, good size

and colour; exchange pair of good Norwich: Welsh,
Reform-st., Stamford. (1950)

SALE, or exchange, ten Roller cocks, Cork-inhale
strain, 4/0 each; approval; nicely on song: Smith.
Birmingham-rd., Studley. (1951)

WANTED, Canaries; exchange splendid pedigree
Airedale hitches, 5 months and 18 months : Little-

havers, Bishops Stortford. (1S15)

EXCHANGE yellow cock Lancashire for large yel-

low cock Siskin or Sib. Goldfinch: Morgan, 4, Lester-
»t., Stretford, Manchester. (1945)
WANTED to exchange one cock Roller Canary

for two Norwich hens, yellow preferred : Richardson,
10, Fuller-st., Cleethorpes. (1944)
WANTED, pair Seifert Rollers; exchange large

1014 buff Norwich cock, good head, or sell, 20/-:
Porteous, Westend, Biggar. (1913)
EXCHANGE six Yorkshires, mostly cocks ; what

offers in Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and Linnets; Mains,
65, Shields Road, S.S. Glasgow. (1951)
EXCHANGE yellow cinnamon cock, 2 buff cinna-
mon hena, Borders, for Zebra Finches; offers, sell

15/-: Ayers, 28, York-st., Jarrow. (1949)
SALE or exchange, for Norwich Canaries, house-
moulted oock Hawfinches, mutual approval: Kis-
truek. 25, Albert-st„ Colchester. (1945)
YELLOW Norwioh cock, buff hens, exchange for

non-flighted Crested hen: approval; yours first:

Calam, 59, Baxtergate, Whitby. (1943)
TWO grand dark cocS Greenfirich-Norwich Mules
(singing), 4/6 each; exchange for Hartz Rollers:
Chapman, Longfield Terrace, Wakefield. (1940)
FOR sale, 2 1914 buff Yorkshire Canaries, 10/-,
or exchange good melodeon or accordion : John
Bell. 3. Pearson’s Terrace, Spennymoor. (1914)
EXCHANGE good Canaries for a good Dalmatian
or a good Toy dog, or Bantams

;
yours first ; ap-

proval : J. Henderson, 21, Couffen-sq., Blyth. (1049)
DARK C.K. Greenfinch-Canary Mule, 2nd Hanley;
exchange large Norwich unflighted yellow hen

:

Chadwick, 83, Hammersiey-st., Hanley, Staffs. (1949)
COCK Goldfinch Mule, Goldfinch song; buff York-

shire cock, full song, 6/6 each ; exchange cock Gold-
finches : Stubbs, 23b, Well-st., Winsford, Cheshire.
EXCHANGE, Yorkshire or Norwich cock, from
winners, for Norwich show cages, or anything use-
ful: Harradence, Borough Cemetery, Wisbech.
EXCHANGE, 0 pairs Norwich Rollers/ from 7/C

pair
;

3 Lit)net Mules, 1/- each ; offers for lot

wanted : Woodhouse, 21, Millgate, Newark, Notts.
EXCHANGE 1913 Borders, cock and two hens,

yellows and buff, for yellow Cinnamon Border cock :

J. Smith, 13, Lewthwaites Square, Port-rd., Car-
lisle. " (1946)

I WILL exchange 3 Yorkshire hens and one cock
for a Leipzig Roller, must be a good singer, or
sell 15/-: Thomas Simpson, 31, Oxford-st., Leigh,
Lancs. (1936)
FOUR yellow Yorkshire cocks, 1914, colour-fed, fit

to win, £4; exchange all four for unflighted Crested
or GTestbred hen : J. Billington, 55, Colwick-rd., Not-
tingham. (1941)
SIX Canary hens, 1914; 2 Border cocks; what offers
Siberian or British Goldfinches or other offers in

cash?: "Wilson, 29, Townhead, Irvine, Ayrshire,
Scotland. (1945)
PAIRS: Borders, Yorkshires, 20/6; Norwich, 25/-;
Greens, 16 '6 to 50.'-

;
Coekatiels, 15/6; songsters,

7/6, 15/-; pet Parrot, 30/-; exchange: Edward Wil-
liams, Mountvernon-rd., Liverpool. (1949)
WANTED all varieties Canaries, also British and

Foreign birds and Mules; will give good exchange
In Norwich, Yorkshire, or Border show cages: Mc-
Keand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
POUR African Owls and- one English Owl, three
winners, in good company, 30/- ; what offers Tn
Mules, Hybrids, or winning British: W. Emmerson,
34. Joiceyssqtiare, West Stanley, Co. Durham. (1942)
YORKSHIRES (Ambler’s strain), cocks from 8/6;
hens from 8/6; clears and cinnamon-marked, Gold-
finch and Linnet Mules, 5/6, or exchange exhibition
Goldfinches or anything useful: Firth, Home-st.,
Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire. ’

(1941)
FOR sale, pair Cactus Conures, outdoor aviary,

perfect condition, IS/-; two pairs Norwich Canaries.
7/- pair; two cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/- each; or
exchange lot for good Norwich Greens : Alex.
Storrar, Coaltown, Wemysa, Fifeshire. (1939)
SELL or exchange, higtPclass buff Yorkshire hen.
1913, value 12/6; pair Yorkshires, greens, 2nd prize
winners last Liverpool show, value 20/-; pair York-
shires, yellow cock, buff hen, value 15/-: would
exchange either good Norwich to value: Rushton,
Moss-st., Prescot. (1948)
EXCHANGE two good pairs of Yorkshires, one

large yellow Norwich cock, 4 Norwich hens, un-
flighted, fed, two Norwich show cages and case.
Goldfinch songster, sell lot 2 guineas, or exchange-
gent. ’« gold double albert, or Crests; offers: F-k,
tand, Hallett’s Oar. Hui*h, Yeovil. (1941)

Mainly Foreign. ~|

BUDGERIGARS, 3/0; breeders, 4/-; cash offers for
quantity ; exchange: F. llill, Southwold. (1942)
GItEV and Red Parrot and cage, exchange gent.’e

lever watch or clnn. Borders; approval: Win. Living-
stone, 188, Uolewcll, Whitburn, N.D. (1047)
FINE, (acclimatised Amazon Parrot and cage,

cost £’7 10/-; exchange quantity Canaries, cocks,
only, large fod preferred; other useful oilers con-
nklered, or sell Parrot cheap; particulars, stamp:
B. Soanes, 92, Bevan-st., Lowestoft. (1944)

|
Miscellaneous.

|

POMERANIAN dog, black, £1, bargain, or offers:

W. F. Swarbrick, Tideewell, Buxton. (1943)

FLY rod, witli accessories; exchange anything^ use-

ful: Thompson, 34, Nelson-st., Kirkcaldy. T1947)
EXCHANGE suit lengths, costume lengths, for

live stock: Gaunt, 1, Eric-ct., Whitecote, Bramley,

Leeds. (1939)

EXCHANGE pure-bred Croad Langslian cockerel for

Canaries, or sell 7/0: W. Stone, Highfleld, South-

ampton (1940)

AIR gun, no toy, sell, 12/6; exchange anything;
approval each way : l’rcd Roberts, 7, Rhodes-st.,

Castleford. (1938)

SALE or exchange a good rough-hair Fox Terrier

for Linnet cages: Jonah Ball, 11, Eydal-st., Leigh,

Lancashire. (1931)

WHAT offers in cage birds for Spaniel dog pup,
four months old: Watts, 51, Welliugton-st., Mer-
thyr Tydvil. (1946)

GRAND young Persian cat, exchange 5/- and pair

good Norwich; offers: Doyle, 4, Dartmouth Park-hill,

London, N.W. (1947)

FOX Terrier dog, 9 months, splendid guard, 15/-,

or useful exchange : J. Bails, 1011, Romford-rd.,
Manor Park, E. (1941)

CHAMPION pedigree wire Terrier bitch, 25/-; ex-

change Canaries or Parrot: Bowling, 20, Neate-st.,

Camberwell, S.E. (1940)

LARGE drawing-room aviary for sale, or exchange
anything useful; particulars: Costello, 26, Dalby-

st., Kentish Town. (1941)

BLACK English doe, winner two 2nd$, 7/6, or ex-

change for good cock Yorkshire Canary : Shread, 8,

Beaufort-ph, Bath. (1939)

EXCHANGE large dome Palace aviary, complete,

for Belgian hares, or sell 7/6, no rubbish: Allen,

London-rd., Bognor. (1947)

EXCHANGE Coronation Harp, cost 25/-, nearly

new, for pair of 1914 good Canariee: Gillman, Kings-
ton-rd., Luton, Beds.
BORDER cock, full song, 5/-; four feeding hens,

2/6 each; exchange poultry; offers: Rennie, 8,

High-st.
,
Preistonpans. (1939)

SMOOTH-COATED black retriever dog, trained

to gun
;
exchange for Canaries, or offers : Oakey,

11, Dean-st., Newport. (1944)

NICE Y’orkshire terrier dog, six months, good
pedigree; 2F/i; exchange icock Canaries: 17,

Church-st., Accrington. (1945)

LARGE oil stove, two lamps, aa new, 35/-; ex-

change for Glucke schoolmaster and hen : Perry,
Gresham-rd., Edgware. (1940)

SALE or exchange, high-class lop rabbits, for

Canaries, 1914 birds, well bred: E. Saxon. 27,

Oxford-rd., Smethwick. (1944)

WANTED, pair Golden Sebrights, Bantams; ex-

change yellow Norwich cock, Vardy’s, with show
cage': Cook, Pernbridge. (1948)

GEM air rifle, ’25/-, sell 15/-, splendid condition;
or exchauge pair good Norwich: Delaaalle, 122,

Dyson’s-rd., Edmonton. (1947)
EXCHANGE fine pedigree Airedale bitch (free

service given), for Norwich Canaries: Wr
. James, 75,

Long-side-lane, Bradford. (1942)

HALF-BRED Lurcher dog pup, three months, 8/6

;

exchange double breeding cagea: W. Backlog, Folly-

rd., Wymondham, Norfolk. (194C)

GENT’S tweed overcoat, with belt,- nearly new;
exchange cock Canaries, cock Mules: Tomson, 111,

Hioh-rd., W.jllesden Green. (1947)

EXCHANGE’ 12 double-sided Zonophone records for

cock Canaries or few dozen Linnets, cocks: Holmes,
19, Henrietta-st., Blackburn. (1951)

EXCHANGE 3 Y’orkshire show cages, for one good
house-moulted cock Goldfinch; yours first: Leightly,
Chevington Drift, Acklington. (1947)

ROYAL piano harp, sell £2; exchange gramophone
and records, mutual approval: J. Livingstone, 7,

Hunters-close, W’hitburn, N.B. (1947)
EXCHANGE, champiou whippet bitch, true to

rag, for pair large Norwich; yours first: Thomas
Saunders, 68, Georges-st., Ayr. (1947)
NEW chair bedstead, with cushions, cut-glasa cruet
(six bottles); offers cash, live stock: Hall, “Toueh-
woodj’ Stanley-rd., Cambridge. (1942)
VIOLIN, bow, case, tutor, folding stand, 30/- : man-
doline and case, 12/6 ; exchange Canaries, Budgeri-
gars : 65, Ewart-rd., Nottingham. (1952)
EXCHANGE book Canaries, British. Hybrids, for

singing Canaries or Mules, sell 15/-: Thomas, Hair-
dresser, BLaenclydach, Rhondda. (1950)

EXCHANGE, ten Blue Turbit pigeons, for six
Bullfinches; what offers in British or foreign birds:
Gibson Miner, Leslie, Fifeshire. (1945)
TWO cocks, three hens, three double cages, ono

flight, 25/-; phonograph, 30 records, 30/-: lloggard,
45, Kilburn-st., Linaere, Liverpool. (1945)
PRIZE-BRED fox terrier dog, six champions, in

pedigree, 30/-; exchange jewellery cr Canaries;
Wiindle, 10, Clayton-st., Barnoldswick. 0645)
GRAND pen Dutch marked cavies, winning blood,
12/6, or exchange good pair Yorkshires, or Nor-
wich: Harrison, St. Mark’s-st., Leeds. (1947)
NEARLY pure bred _Pom., lovely pet, good house
dog, 18 months, 2)5/-; exchange gramophone,
Canaries; anything: Palfrey, Dronfield. (1947)
QUARTER-PLATE camera, hand or stand,

accessories, £1 ; exchange four Roiler cocks, in
song: Windle, Clayton-st.. Barnoldswick. (1945)
LADY’S silver watch and chain, cost £2 2/-: new

razor, 12/6; offers. Norwich, Crests, British;
Stothard. 81. Beaconsfield-st., Darlington.
EXCHANGE 10 volumes of Cassell’s Encyclopaedia,
new, cost £3 10s„ for singing cock Canaries; yours
first: Elliott, 318a, Kennirigton-rd., London. (1938)
EXCHANGE 30 good books for Canaries, offers;

glazier's diamond in leather ease, value 15/-, for 3
good Norwich hens: King. 1, Ivy-avenue, Bath. (1940)
SINGER sewing machine, in thorough working
order; exchange for gramophone records; offers:
Rawlings, 5, Sherborne-st., Islington, London. (1940)
EXCHANGE pair Yorkshires for Budgerigars, also
dandelion seed, sell, exchange good Canary seed

:

Miss Mumford, 2, Ashland-terr., Ilkley, Y'orks. (1943)
LARGE silver-mounted calabash pipe (London
made), nearly new; 2 good stylo pens, exchange
birds; yours first-: Mills, 34, Sutton-rd., Wallasey.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 33S

MEMBERS’ SHOWS.
CONDENSED REPORTS.

LA ISTERDYKE BO WLINC AND TONG.—Nov. 7.
Mr. F. Self judged, and gave complete satisfaction.
The principal winner* were: CHAMP.: Byrnes, Casey,
Glcdhill, Padgett, Glcdhill, Atkinson and Firth,
Hodgson, sen., Hodgson, jun., Varlcy, Swaine, Baker
Bros., Bleazard, Riley Bros. NOVICE: Holt Bros.,
Sharp, Russell, Wood and Mirfield, Jowett and
Uobcrtshaw, Pownal, Aapeden Bros., Wardrnan.
Next show Jany. 2.

—

J. E. Hudson.
DUNFERMLINE C.B.S.—Nov. 7. Mr. J. M’Lay

judged Canariea, ami Mr. Pettigrew the remainder.
Winners of specials were: M'l-aren, cup and gold
medal for best 6 nominated birds, rose bowl' and sp.,

most points Canaries, sp. best Crest, sp. best C.B.;
Campbell, rose bowl and sp., most points Brit., and
sp. best Brit.; Kilpatrick, best young Bord. and
beat Mule or Hyh. ; Smith, best Nor.; Grcwar, best
Nor.; Pringle, best cl. Bord.; Burt and Baxter, best
A.O.V. Bord.; Adamson, 2rjd best Brit.; Kennoway,
3rd best Brit. From the ncVspaper cutting received
we gather that the principal winners were: CREST
AND C.B.: M'Laren, Howie, Burt and Baxter, Rae,
Kemp. NOR.: Smith, M’Leod, Strachan, Grewar,
Wildridge, Penman, Scobie, Watt. BORD.: Kenno-
way, Cumming, Campbell, Burt and Baxter, Kil-

patrick, Guthrie, l’ringle, Anderson, Warwick,
Guthrie, Morrison. YORKS.: Campbell. BRIT.:
Campbell, Kilpatrick. Morrison, Kennoway, Grewar,
Anderson, Watt, Muir, Warwick, Adamson, Guthrie,
Rankine. MULES: Campbell, Kennoway, M'Laren.
FOR. : Rankine, Watt.

’

FALKIRK O.S.—Annual show, Nov. 7, Oddfellows’
Hall. 230 bird* were staged, quality being quite up
to average. Mr. A. Patterson judged Scotch Fancies,
Mr. It. Price and Air. G. Smart the remainder. F.
Strathearn won Scotch Fancy cup, J. Sharp Norwich
cup, D. Buchan Bord. and Mule cup. We take the
following names of the principal winners from the
marked catalo-fie sent by Mr. W. Niven :

—

SCOTCH
FANCY : Strathearn, Young, Stirling, Maxwell,
Simpson, Strathearn, jun., Miller, Carlaw, Turnbull,
Reid, Hamilton. NOR.: Buchan, Reid, Hutton,
Prattis. CRESTS: Wright, Sharp, M’Dougall. C.B.:
oharp, Wright, M’Dougali.
HARTLEPOOLS—Nov. 7, 120 entries. Special

winners: Cup most points Yorks., E. E. Pyman

;

Brit., Wright; best Nor. and best bird, H. D. Pyman

;

best- Y'orks., Naylor; best Mule or Brit., Hall; most
points Nor., Ronald. Mr. A. Wake judged. From
newspaper cutting received we gather that other
principal winners were: NOR.: Robinson. Y’ORKS.;
Thornton. BRIT. : Stankley.
BOLTON ROLLER C.S.—Members’ contest, Nov.

14. Mr. Massey judged. CHAMP. YOUNG BIRDS:
1. Johnson; 2, Wareing; 3, Ridings; 4, Kilshaw.
NOV.; 1, Rothwell ; 2, Fliteroft; 3, Derbyshire; 4,

Eastham ; vhc, Hill; lie, Scott; c, Smith. CHAMP.
ANY AGE: 1, Wareing; 2, Meadowa; 3, Johnson; 4,

Derbyshire.
SOWERBY BRIDGE C.B.S.—Cock birds only, Nov.

14. Mr. R. E. Helliwell judged. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. YORKS. : 1, Stobart

; 2. 4, vhc, he, Mitchell

;

3, Walker; c, Sutcliffe and Highley. BUFF: 1, 2,

3, 4, Mitchell ; vhc, c, Sutcliffe and Highley ; he.

Walker. EVEN, ETC.: 1. Stobart; 2, 4, Mitchell;

3_, Walker; vhc, Sutcliffe and Highley. NOV. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Wild: 2, 4, vhc, Thorn-
ton; 3, Twycross; he, Hardy; c, Parker. BUFF: 1,

3 Hardv • 2 he. Thornton ; 4, vhc, Wild ; c, Parker.
EVEN, 'ETC.: 1, Hardy; 2, Wild; 3, Thornton; 4,

Twycross; vhc, Parker. CINN. OR GR. : 1, 2, 3, 4,

Thornton. NOR. BUFF: 1, 2, Thornton.—G. Mit-
chell, Sec.
BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.—Table show,

Nov. 11. 80 entries. Mr. W. Swaysland judged.
Secs, were Messrs. W. H. Gibb and G. B. Abaolon.
Special winners: Best Y’orks., Dandridge; 2, Gibb;
best Nor., Olle ; best Nov. Can., Absolon ; 2, Firth;
best A.O.V. and best 1914 A.O.V. ,

Mrs. H. T. Gibb;
best hen. Oakshott; Non-fed? Williams

;
best birds by

1914 member, Oakshott; best Brit., James; best
vhc. Brit., Miss Mantel!; best F.M. Brit., Morrish

;

best Gold!’., James; Linnet, James; Greenf., Morrish.
CL. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Dandridge; 2, 3, Wall.

BUFF: 1 sp, 2, Dandridge. A.O. YORKS.: 1, ep, 2,

Gibb ; 3, Wall. CL. YELL. NOR. : 1, sp, Olle. BUFF :

1, Olle; 2, Dean; 3, Miss Mantell
;
vhc, Rev. Miller.

A.O. NOR.: 1, Olle; 2, Gibb. NOV.: 1, sp, Absolon;

2, sp. Firth; 3, sp, Williams; vhc, c, Oakshott; he,

Morrish. CREST, C.B., OR LANCS.: 1, vhc, Ruyoun

;

2, Gibb; 3, Olle; lie, Dean; c, Wall. A.O.V.: 1, 2

sps, 3, Mrs. Gibb • 2, Gibb ; vhc, he. Brown
; c,

Loomea. HEN: 1, sp, Oakshott; 2, Goord; 3,

Ruyoun;; vhc, Williams; he, Firth; c, Wall.
GO'LDF. OR BULLF.: 1, sp, 2, James; 3, Brown;
vhc. Miss Mantell; he. Firth. LINNET: 1, 6p,

James; 2, Miss Mantell : 3, Miles. GREENF.: Y,

sp Morris* 2, James; 3, Gibb; vhc, Brown; he, Misa
Mantell. CHAFFINCH: 1, James; 2, Miss Mantell.

A.O. BRIT.: 1, 2, Gibb; 3, Dean; vhc, he, Burden.
F.M. A.V.: 1, sp Morris; 2, Miss Mantell; 3, Gibb;
vhc, Miles. MULE: 1, James; 2, Gibb; 3, he, Wil-

liams; vhc, Firth; c, Goord.
MANNINGHAM C.B.A.—Nov. 7, 75 entries. Mr. J.

W. Dewhirst judged, and gave every satisfaction.

CLASS 1: 1, Moore; 2, Luny
; 3, Neesom. CLASS 2:

1, sp, Neesom ; 2, Darwen and Cody ; 3. Moore.
CLASS 3: 1, Moon;'; 2, Ward; 3, Terry. CLASS 4:

1 3, Neesom; 2, Terry. CLASS 6: 1, H. Grange; 2,

A. Grange. CLASS 7: 1, Leather; 2, Terry; 3, F.

Grange. CLASS 8; 1, sp, best bird. Brown; 2,

Moore; 3, 4, Graham. CLASS 11: 1, Terry; 2, Hellas;

3, Neesom.—H. Grange, Sec.

BRAMLEY O.S.—Nov. 14. Mr. Chambers judged

the 69 birds staged, and gave every satisfaction.

CHAMP. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (4): 1, Thornton; 2,

Steel; 3, Mitchell; vhc, Bolton. BUFF (6): 1, 3,

Thornton* 2, Steel; vhc, c, Page; he, Mitchell.

Y’ELL. HEN (5): 1, Baldwiuson; 2, vhc, Page; 3,

Mitchell ; he, Bolton. BUFF (3) : 1, 2, 3, Page.
HKD. YELL. CK. (1): 1, Baldwinson. MKD. BUFF
HEN (1): 1, Baldwinson. UNFLIG. (C) : 1, Page; 2,

Baldwinson; 3, lie. Thornton; vhc, Mitchell; c,

Bolton. NOR. CL. OR TKD. BUFF (4): 1, vhe,

Steel; 2, 3, Willson. Y’ELL. HEN.(l): 1, Baldwin-
son. BUFF (4): 1, vhc, Steel: 2, 3, Baldwinson.
UNFLIG. (3): 1, 2, Steel; 3, Baldwinson. GOLDF.
OR BULLF. (5): 1, 2, 3, Jones; vhc, he, Willson.

LINNET (7): 1 2, c, Moore; 3, lie, Willson; vhe,

Jones. REDPOLL, ETC. (4): 1, 3, vhc, Jones; 2,

Willson. GREENF. (3): 1, Willson; 2, 3, Jones.

A.O. BRIT. : 1, vhc, c, Willson ; 2, 3. he, Jones.

MULE OR HYB. (6) : 1, 2, 3, Willson
;
vhc, he, Jones.

Most points: Messrs. Thornton and Page 20 pts.

each in Y'orks. : Steel 15. Baldwin,'on 7. Willson 5,

Nor.; Willson 28, Jones 25, Moore 12, Brit.

—

F. Page,
Hon. Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.—Nov. 9. 53 birds. Judge,
Mr. E. Ellis. Y’ORKS. YELL. CK. (10): 1, 3, Law-
ford and Son; 2, vhe, F. Sykes; he, c, H. A. Radley.

BUFF (11): 1, Morris; 2, Battle and Conpland
; 3,

vhc F. Svkes; lie, Lawford and Son; c, Cawtherav
and' Son. 'YELL. HEN (10): 1, Lawford and Son; 2.

3, c Cawtherav and Son; vhc, Buttle and Coupland;
he, F. Skyes. 'BUFF (9): 1, 2, F. Sykes; 3. White-
head ; vhc, H. A. Radley * he, Cawtheray and Son

;

c. Buttle and Coupland. CINN. MKD. (2)* 1 Cox-
2, Seed house. HEN (3) : ), Morris; 2 Buttle an<i
Coupland; 3, Wood. NO It. (8): I, 2, ’.Ja-kimii :i

Morrlo; vhc, he, c, Cawtheray and Son. Next
Dec. 19.—A. Lawford, Sec.
BURNLEY C.B.S.-Nov. 14, 70 entries Mr T

Dent judged. CHAMP. NOIL YELL. I 2 8 T
languid; vhc, Huggins; he, J. Lingard. Ill; IF (7

)’

1, 2, c, 1. Lingard; 3, J. Lingard; vhe, Aspin * he
Hayhurst. HEN: 1

,
.1 . Arpin. UNFLIG ( 16 /

’) •/

vhc, T. Lingard; 3, Wilkinson; lie llaviiinwt • c’ I

Lingard. HEN (13): 1, c, .1. Lingard; 2 , vhc V j'

Lingard; 3, Huggins. NOV. CK. (•»,-. I, Wilkinson
'

2, Wharton; 8
, Midgley; vhc, Spencer; he Shorrock’

c, Todd. HEN (5): 1, vhc, Midgley; 2, Shorrock;
Hargreaves; he, Moorhou
(7): 1, 2, vhc, c, Holden; 3, Hargreaves* J

6on. GIFT (7): 1 , Hayhurat; 2, Huggin

BRIT. HA I! Dill LI.
Wilkin

T.
Lingard; vhe, Wharton; he, J. Lingard; e Wilkin
son. Arbuthnot rose bowl best bird, breeder, chal-
lenge cup, and medal, T. Lingard.
BOLTON WOODS C.B.S. -Nov. II 78 bird-*. Mr

S. Wi Icock. judge. Sp. best bird. Aired; points for
cup and medals to date: Charnp., Goodwin (/,, Mason
80, D.vkes 55, Bloomfield 49; nov., Bryant 71 Ire*
well 00, Powell 43, Ellis 42, Aired At, Burge « 37.
CHAMP., YELL. CK. (8): l, c, Shepherd; 2, 4,
Goodwin; 3, Mason; vhe. Booeock

; lie, Bloomfield!
elFF (0): 1, 2, Goodwin; 3, vhc, Mason; 4 Shep-
herd; he, Bloornlkid. YELL. HEN (5): 1, Mason; 2.
3, Bloomfield; 4, Booeock; vhc, Shepherd. It*’ II*

(4); 1, 2, Mason; 3, Bloomfield; 4, Booeock. NOV
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (8); 1, e, Brvant : 2.
Burgess; 3, Ellis; 4, Puilau ; vhc. Aired; he', Powell.
BUFF (7): 1, Frctwell ; 2, Bryant; 3, 4. Pulian; vhe
Burgess- he, Ellis; e, Myers. MKD. YELL. CK (3,

•

1, op, Aired; 2, Ellis; 3, Frctwell. UNFLIG. (>:/; 1,

Burgess; 2, Fretwell
; 3, c, Myers; 4, Brvant; vhc

he, Powell. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (II/: 1,
Bryant; 2, 3, Powell; 4, Pulian; vhc, Fretwell; he,
Myers; c. Aired. BUFF (9): 1. Bryant; 2. Aired;
3, Ellis; 4, Fretwell; vhe, Powell; lie. Walker; e,
Pulian. MKD. (5): 1, Aired; 2, I’ullan; 3 Burgess;
4, Powell; vhc, Ellis. FOUL MKD. CK. (3): 1, H.
Shepherd; 2, Bryant; 3, Aired. HEN (1): Ellis. —H.
Bryant, Hon. Sec.
LEICESTER C.B.S

—

Nov. 18. Mr. Gibbins judged.
OPEN NOR. YELL. CK.: 1, 2, he, Day; 3, vhe, c.
Cia.ypole and Crane. HEN: 1. Clavpole and Crane;
2, Day. NOV. NOR. YELL. CK.fl, 2, Tvers; 3.
Brooks; vhc, Ashby. HEN, UNFLIG.: 1, 3, West; 2
vhc, Tyers; he, Ashby. LINNET: 1, West; 2.
Brooks; 3, Hester. MULE OR HYB.: 1, vhc, Hester;
2, lie, Brooks: 3, Hardbattle.- J. Hardbattic, Sec.
MIDDLESBROUGH AND TEES-SIDE C.B.S.-Nov.

21. 129 entries. Judges, Mr. Wright (Canaries),
Mr. Marwood (British and Mules). Special winners:
Most entries, Bibby; best bird and best Nor., Carr;
unftig. Nor., Watson; unflig. Y’orks., Taylor; most
points novice, Bibby. Principal winners, as per cata-
logue received: YORK8.: Taylor, Rand, Swinsco.
NOR.: Carr, Wake, Watson, Gibson, Turner, Rand.
MULES: Carr, Hanson. BRIT.: Wake, Carr. Tay-
lor, Hanson, Smnrthwaite. NOVICES: Firth, Dods-
worth, Bibby, Dean.
BURTON-ON TRENT C.B.S.-Nov. 21, about 80

birds. Challenge bowl won by Mr. T. Draper, 23
points; runner-up. Mr. Crouch, 412. Mr. Noakes
(Leicester) judged and gave general satisfaction.
CHALLENGE BOWL YELL.: 1, c, T. Draper; 2,
Ford; 3, Wood; 4, he, Elliott; vhc, Hathaway.
BUFF: 1, Hathaway: 2, 3, vhc, Crouch; 4, c, Elliott*
he, Draper. NOR. CL. Y’ELL. : 1, Bond; 2, Fcrd ; 3,
Crouch. BUFF : 1, 3, Hathaway

; 2, Ford ; vhe, Lee
;

he, Draper. TKD. OR VARIED. YELL.: 1, Elliott;
2, Hathaway; 3, England. BUFF: 1, 2, Hathaway;
3, Lee; vhc, he. Bond. HEAVY VAR. OR GR. : 1,
.3, Hathaway

; 2, Elliott. HEN, YELL. : 1, Bond ; 2.
Lee; 3, Hathaway; vhc, Lee; he, Stevens. BUFF:
1, Wood; 2, England; 3, Ford; vhc, Hathaway; he,
Stevens. UNFLIG. YELL. : 1, Ford; 2, Wood; 3, c,
Elliott; vhc, Hathaway; he, Draper. BUFF: 1,
Hathaway

; 2, 3, he, Crouch
; vhc. Elliott ; e. Draper.

UNFLIG. HEN: 1, Draper; 2, Elliott; 3, Wcod; vhc,
c, Emery; he, Hathaway. NAT. COL.: 1. Hathaway;
2, Emery. PAIRS: 1, Ford; 2. Draper; 3, Hathaway.
HARDBILL: 1, Ford; 2, Capewcll. MULE OR
HYB.: 1, Draper.— C. Draper.
LEEDS R.C.C.—Members’ show in place of annual

show, abandoned, Lockhart's, 55, Briggate. 54 en-
tries. Judged by Mr. Roebuck and Mr. Walton.
Mr. Ives again won the Leeds challenge cup.
CHAMP. YOUNG BIRDS (Judge, Mr. Roebuck): 1,
2. 3, Ives, 31, 29, 29 pts; vhc. Best, 28. NOV.
(Judge, Mr. Walton): 1, 5, Atkinson, 26, 20 ; 2,
Roberts, 22; 3, Heron, 21; 4, Thwaites, 21; vlic (2).
Hallain, 20 each; lie, Boyd ID, Wisnedge 19. OPEN
ANY AGE (Judge, Mr. Roebuck): 1, Bew, 32; 2,
Roberts, 30: 3, Ives, 28; 4, Kramer, 27.

TONG C.B.S.—Nor. 21, S3 birds were judged by
Mr. Stables. CHAMP. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (9): i,

2, Casey; 3, Hodgson, sen.; 4, Gledhill. BUFF (4):
1, 4, Atkinson and Firth; 2, Bedforth; 3, Uamsbot-
tom. MKD. CK. (8): 1, Atkinson and Firth; 2. 3.
Padgett; 4, Baker Bros. Ui.FLIG. (4): 1, Gledhill;
2, Padgett

; 3, Baker Bros.
; 4, Hodgson, sen. Y’ELL.

HEN (9): 1, Gledhili : 2, Hodgson, jun.; 3, Hodgson,
sen.; 4, Pacey. BUFF: 1, Atkinson and Firth; 2,

Hodgson, sen.; 3, Bedforth. MKD. HEN (5): 1, 3.

4, Padgett; 2, Nicholl. NOV. CL. OR TKD. BUFF
(5): 1, 2, 4, Jowett and Robertshaw

; 3, Russell.
MKD. CK. (8): 1, Holt Bros.; 2, 4, Jowett and
Robertshaw; 3, Aspden Bros. UNFLIG. (7): 1. 3.

Aspden Bros.; 2, Jowett and Robertshaw; 4, Holt
Bros. YELL. HEN (6) : 1, 3, Jowett and Robert-
shaw

: 2, Russell; 4, Holt Bros. BUFF (7):_i, 4,

Holt Bros. ; 2, Aspden Bros. ; 3, Jowett and Robert-
shaw. MKD. : 1, E. Wright.—W. YValker, Sec.
CITY OF BRADFORD O.S —Nov. 21, The Flying

Dutchman. Mr. J. YVilcock, jun., judged the 113

birds. OPEN YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.
(0): 1, 2, Elsegood; 3, 4, Helliwell; vhc. Horsfield :

lie, Ludbrook. BUFF (5) : 1, 2. Elsegood
; 3, Helli-

well
; 4, vhc, Horsfield. A.O.V. CK. (3.): 1, Else-

good; 2, Ludbrook; 3, Horsfield. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. HEN (4): 1, 2, 4, Helliwell; 3, Elsegood.

BUFF (8): 1, 4. he, c, Helliwell; 2, vhc, Horsfield;

3, .ludbrook. A.O.V. HEN (2): 1. Elsegood: 2. Hors-

field. NOV. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (9): 1, Semes

;

2 c. Bower; 3, he, Pall’raman ; 4, vhc, Simonett.
BUFF (6) : 1, 4, Bolton and Lunn

;
2, 3, Symes ;

vhc,

lie, Palframan. A.O.V. CK. (4): 1, 3, Bower; 2,

Woad ; 4, Copland. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (S)

:

1 vhc, lie Semes: 2, 3. Bolton and Lunn; 4. Woad;
c, Simonett.' BUFF (7): 1, 3, 4. Symes; 2, Woad;
vhc, Simonett; he, c, Bolton and Lunn. A.O.V. HEN
(7): 1, he, Woad; 2, Symes; 3, Bower: 4, Simonett;

vhe, Palframan; c, Copland. OPEN NOR. CL. OR
TKD. CK. (9): 1, Moremei/t ;

2. 3, he. Plowright : 4,

vhc. Airton : c. Roe. A.O.V. CK. (3) : 1. Plowright

;

2 Morement
; 3, lloe. UNFLIG HEN (4): 1, 2. 4,

Plowright; 3, Roe. A.V. HEN (8): 1, 2. vhc, Airton;

3, lie, Morement ; 4, Roe; c, Plowright. NOV. CE.

OR TKD. CK. (9): 1, c, Kaberry; 2, Jenkinson; 3.

Simonett; 4 Lythell : vhc, he. Betts. A.O. CK. (2):

1 2, Lvthell. UNFLIG. HEX (5): 1. Kaberry; 2.

Simonett: 3, Betts: 4. Lythell: vhe. Jenkinses. A.O.

HEN (4): 1, 2, Simonett; 3, Kaberry; 4, Jenkinson.

—W. Helliwell, Sec

CContinued on next page.)
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USHAW MOOR WORKMEN'S CLUB.—Dec. 5, 117
entries; Mr. .1. Stanger judged. NOR. CK.: 1, ep.,

best Nor., Briggs; ‘J, Russell and Teasdale. HEN:
1. 3, Briggs; 2, Rus.sell and Tea-dale. YELL. CK.,
HIM: 1, 2 Russell and Teasdale; 3, Briggs. BUFF:
1. Russell and Teasdale; 2, 3, Briggs. HEN: 1, 3,

Briggs; 2, Russell ami Teasdale. YORKS. CK.:
l. 2, Sanders; 3, Moralee. HEN: 1, Russell and
Teasdale; 2, Farrow; 3, Sanders. BORD. BUFF:
1, 2, 3, Hanson and Scorer. YELL.: 1, Han-
son and Scorer; 3, Foster. CREST: 1, Blake; 2,
Hanson and Scorer. C.B, : 1, 3, Hanson and Scorer;
3, Young. PAIRS: 1, llrlgga; 2, Hanson and
Scorer; 3, Russell. A.\.V.: 1, Foster; 2, Hanson
and Scorer. MULE: 1, Farrow; 2, Moraine; 3,
Briggs. LINNET: I, 2, Foster : 3, Blake. GREENF
1, Foster; 2, Russvjl and Teasdale; 3, F'arrow. RED-
POLL, ETC.: 1, 2, Vickers; 3, Moralee. A O. BRIT.:
1, Russell and Teasdale; 2, Footer

; 3 , Saunders.

GREAT HORTON O.S.-Nov. 14, Club-house, 63
birds. Mr. D. Sutcliffe judged. CL. YELL. YORKS.:
1, Crabtree

; 2, 3, vhe, be, c, Hartley
; 4, Fieldhouso.

BUFF: l, Hanson; 2, Hunter; 3, Shnekleton; 4, vhc.
Hartley. TKD. YELL.: 1. Hartley; 2, Fleldhouse.
BUFF: 1, Hartley; 2, 3, Shaekleton. OR. MKD.
< K. : l, Lister and Hudson; 2, 4, vhc, Mldglcy; 3,
Peace; lie, Hunter. HEN: 1, 2, Hunter; 3, vhc,
-VI id g ley

; 4, Lister and Hudson. UNFLIQ. YELL.
CK. ; 1, F. Self; 2 , Peace; 3, FI. Self. BUFF: 1,

F. §elf ; 2, Crabtree; 3, Lister and Hudson; 4,
Shaekleton ; vhe E. Self. UNFLIC. YELL. HEN.: 1,

3, Crabtree; 2, Hanson; 4, Peace; vhc, Fleldhouse

;

he, F. Self; e, E. Self. BUFF: 1, E. Self; 2, Field-
house; 3, Hartley; 4, F. Self; vhc, Peace. CL .OR
TKD. YELL. HEN: I, Hartley. BUFF; 1, 2 Midg-
ley

; 3, Lister and Hudson; 4, Hartley.— J Holroyd,
Sec.

BRADFORD EAST O.S.—4th members’ show, Nov.
17, Park Chapel Schools, 114 birds. Mr. L. C. Casey
judged. Most points champ.: Walker, Stables,
Farrar, and Laycock; Nov.; Taylor Bros., Walker,
Bousfleld, Taylor, and Hargreaves. Wilkinson Bros,
"and Taylor Bros, tied for 1 and 2 most entries. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. (4): 1, 3, Walker; 2, 4, Northrop.
BUFF (4): J, Laycock; 2, 4, Wilkinson Bros.; 3,
Stables. UNFLIG. YELL. (7): 1, 4, he, c, Farrar;
2, Northrop; 3, vhc, Walker. BUFF (6): 1, 3, vhc,
he, Farrar; 2, Walker; 4, Wilkinson Bros. EVEN
OR UNEVEN (4): 1

, 4, Wilkinson Bros.; 2, 3, North-
rop. YELL. HEN (11) : 1, 4, he, Laycock; 2, Stables;
3, Northrop; vhc he, Walker. BUFF (12): 1,
Walker; 2, ho. Stables; 3, Wilkinson Bras.; 4, vhc,
Laycock; o Northrop. EVEN OR UNEVEN HEN
<9): 1, Walker; 2, 3, c, Wilkinson Bros.; 4, vhc,
Laycock; be. Stables. NOV. YELL. (8): 1, Har-
greaves; 2, vhc, Taylor Bros.; 3, Walker; 4, Wroe;
lie, Spencer; c, Bousfleld. TKD. BUFF (7): 1, he,
Taylor Bros.; 2,' vhc, Myers; 3, c, Taylor; 4, Wheel-
wright. UNFLIG. YELL. (2): 1, Wroe; 2, Wheel-
wright. BUFF (7): 1, Walker; 2, 4, Taylor; 3,
Verity; vhc, c, Wheelwright; he, Taylor Bros. UN-
EVEN (9): 1, 3, Taylor Bras.; 2, 4, Bousfleld; vhc,
Walker; he, c. Verity. YELL. HEN (7): 1, 4, Tay-
lor Bros.

; 2, Walker; 3, Hargreaves; vhc, c, Wheel-
wright; lie, Wroe. BUFF (9): 1, vhc, Spencer; 2,
Walker; 3, Wheelwright; 4, Wroe - he, Bousfleld; c,
Tailor Bros. EVEN OR UNEVEN HEN (8): 1, 3,
Bousfleld; 2, lie, Taylor Bros.; 4, Hargreaves; vhc,
Walker

; c, Myers.—Wm. Cruise, Sec.
LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.—5th members’ show. Rail-

way Hotel, Nov. 14. Air. W. Wharton judged 75
birds. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (11): l, Symes ; 2, Pad-
gett ; 3. Gledbill ; 4, Orme. BUFF (11) : 1, F. Whar-
ton : 2, Orme; 3, Symes; -1, Gledhill. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. HEN (10): 1, 2, 3, Symes

; 4, Gledhill. BUFF
(9): 1, Varley; 2, Swaine; 3, Symes; 4, Orme. NOV.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (6): 1, 3, Sykes; 2, 4, Reeds
and Longley. BUFF (6): 1, 4, Reeds and Longley; 2,
3, Sykes. MKD. (0): 1, Pownall; 2, Sykes; 3, 4,
Reed® and Longley. CL. OR TKD. BUFF HEN (7)

;

1, 4, Sykes; 2, 3, Reeds and Longley. MKD. (8): 1,

4. Pownall; 2, 3. Reeds and Longley. Competition to
date : Champ. : Symes 88 points, Gledhill 69, Swaine
•17

, Chippendale 47, Orme 40; nov.: Sykes 83, Pownall
68, Reeds and Longley 64, and Symes and Sykes 105
points each for cup.—W. H. Symes.
YORK. C.B.S.—Headquarters, Nov. 20. 160 birds

were staged. Mr. Mundcll judged. NOR. YELL.
CK.: 1, Robinson; 2, 3, Wright. BUFF: 1, Hum-
phries; 2, Robinson; 3, Shorne.v. HEN: 1, Robinson;
2. Sborney; 3, Wright. CK. 1914: 1, 3, Humphries;
2, Robinson. YORKS. YELL. CK.: 1, 3, Moffatt; 2,
Simcson. BUFF CK. : 1, Aloffatt; 2, Camplain ; 3,
Simeson. HEX; 1, Moffatt; 2, Simeson; 3, Cam-
plain. CK. 1914: 1, ep, 3, Moffatt; 2, Simeson.
NOV. NOR. YELL. CK.: 1, 2, Barry Drew; 3. Robin-
son. BUFF; 1 , Cass; 2, 3, Barry Drew. HEN: 1,

2, Barry Drew; 3, Carolin. CK. lfli-4: 1, Barry Drew;
2, Jessop; 3, Carolin. YORKS. YELL. CK. ; 1,

Sayles; 2, Linfoot; 3, Shepherd. BUFF: 1, 2,
Sayles ; 3, Linfoot. HEX: 1, Marshall; 2, Linfoot;
3, Shepherd. CK. 1914: 1, 3, Sayles; 2, Linfoot.
FOR., LARGE; 1, Zimmermann ; 2, 3, Sissons.
SMALL: 1. 2, 3, Zimmermann. GOLD!’.: 1, King; 2,
Siseons; 3, Fowler. BULLF.: 1, Shorney; 2, King;
3, Marshall. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1. Jefferson; 2, Zim-
mermann

; 3, Fowler. 11RIT. HEX: 1, 3, Sissons; 2,
Jefferson.—V. G. F. Zimmermann.
ECCLESHILL C.B.

A

—Xov. 21, Fountain Inn, 63
birds. Air. AI. Broadiey judged. YELL. YORKS.
(>)' 1, Chippendale; 2, 4, Stebbings; 3. Pearson; vhc,
AVilcock. BUFF (7): 1, vhe, Wilcock; 2, Pearson;
be, Wilcock; 3, 4, Chippendale; c, Stebbings. UN-
FLIG. YELL. (3): 1, Wilcock; 2, Stebbings; 3, Lee.
YELL. HEN (7): 1, 4, Stebbings; 2. 3, Chippendale;
vhc, c. Lee; he, Pearson. MUFF (3): 1, Lee; 2,
Wilcock; 3, Pearson. NOV. YELL. (3): 1 2, Sparks;
3. Close. BUFF YORKS. (4) : 1, 3, Close

; 2, Fret-
well

; 4, Sparks. UNFLIG. YELL. (4); 1, 2, 4, Bous-
field

; 3, Fretwell. BUFF (2): 1, Frctwell
; 2, Bous-

field. YELL. HEX (6): 1, he, Bousfleld; 2, 3. Close;
4. Sparks; vhc, Fretwell. BUFF (5): 1, Close; 2,
Sparks; 3. vhc, Fretwell; 4, Bousfleld. YELL. NOR.
<5): 1. Wilcock; 2, Airton; 3, Pearson, 4* vhc Wil-
cock. BUFF (2): 1, Airton; 2, Wilcock. YELL.
HEX (2) : I, Airton ; 2, Pearson. BUFF (5) : 1,

Airton; 2, 4, Wilcock; 3, vhc, Pearson.—S. Wilcock,
Hon. Sec.
CAMBRIDGE COUNTY C.B. A.—Nov. 19, 80 en-

tries. Air. J. T. Palmer judged. YORKS. YELL.;
1. Bishop and Son; 2, 3, Langley. BUFF: 1, Bishop
and Son: 2, Hart; 3, Langley. HEN: 1, Bishop and
Soil; 2, Hart; 3. Langley. 1914: 1, Bishop and Son;
2. 3. Langley. NOR. YELL.: 1, Nichols; 2, Hart; 3,
Williams. BUFF: 1, Hart; 2, Bishop and Son; 3,
Manning. HEN: 1, Bishop and Son; 2, Nichols; 3,

Manning. 1914: 1, 2, Hart; 3, Manning. NON-
FED: 1, 2, Edwards. BORD., 1914: 1, 2, 3, Stiles.
A.O.V.: 1, 2, Hart; 3, Nichols. A1ULE OR HYB.

:

1, Hart; 2, 3, Taylor. 1914: 1, 2, 3. Williams.
GOLDF. : 1. Williams : 2, 3, Hinson. BULLF. ; 1,

Hart; 2. Edwards. LINNET: 1, Alanning; 2, Ridge-
well. GREENF. : 1. Hart; 2, Williams. SISKIN’,
ETC.; 1, Hart; 2, Williams; 3, Taylor. A.O. HARD-
BIEE : 1. 3, Taylor; 2, Williams. SOFTBILL: 1, Bain-
bridge; 2. Kidgewell. YORKS. NOV.; 1 2, 3, Ridge-
well. NOR.: 1. Hill; 2, Manning.

fThe Shows.
STOCKPORT AND HAZEL GROVE.

First Annual Members’ Show, Nov. 14, Co-opera-
tive Hall, Hazel Grove, 124 birds faeed the judge.
Tho committee wore rewarded with a decent gate,
and think of putting on a few open classed next
year. Some very good birds wero staged. J.
Potts’ yell. Yorks, hen, sp. best bird, was a gem
of a youngster, and should do well lor its owner;
it had a tight race with Mr. Bradley’s winning yell.
Nor., which look Ramsden's special for best fed
bird; J. C. Wright captured sp. best novice. Air.
F. W. Nelson judged uud gave entire satisfaction.—
W. Stafford.
The catalogue received gives tho following as

principal winners:—YORKS. : Potto, Hird, Beswick.
NOR.; Bradley, Garbutt, Beswick, M’Kail, Mars-
Iand, Stafford, Sykes. LIZ.; Bradley. A.O.V. : Gar-
butt. BRIT.; Hird. NOV., YORKS.: Taylor, Pear-
eon, Wright. NOR.: Pearson, Russell, Phythian,
Bowden, Johnson, Bennett. GR. OR CINN.:
Sykes, Russell. MULE : Taylor.

walkLey.
Annual show, Nov. 14. Over 170 birds were neatly

staged in St. Phillips’ Alission Room. Special best
bird Thorpe, cl. yell. Yorks, ck., of rare merit;
Samliford's, Sisson, grand young yell. Nor.; Hams-
den’s, Lawton’s var. yell. Nor.; silver medal pre-
sented by Mr. J. C. Barnes for most points nov.
Nor., Sisson; members’ Yorks, cup, Furniss and
Bingham; members’ Nor. cup, A. Lawton; members’
Brit, cup, L. Fallding; members’ Nov. Yorks, cup,
D. Pickering; members’ Nov. Nor. cup, E. Sisson.
Dr. T. C. Jones, lion, pres., officiated at the opening
ceremony. Mr. T. Ridai, tho chairman, was well
supported by vice-chair. Air. J. Woolhotise, and the
hon. sec., Air. J. Tomlinson. Messrs. E. Sisson and
Fallding played a prominent part in managing the
show, and acting as stewards ; both are worthy of
the highest of compliments. Mr. J. C. Barnes
judged, and his awards were well received,.
YELL. YORKS. (15): 1, sp, Thorpe; 2, vhc, c,

Ridai
; 3, Bingham and Furniss. BUFF (13) : 1, 2,

he, Bingham and Furniss; 3, Tomlinson; vhc, Jones;
c, Drabble. AIKD. (6): 1, 3, he, Bingham and
Furniss; 2, Ridai; vhc, Drabble; c, Jones. YELL.
HEN (10): 1, 3, Ridai; 2, Thorpe; vhc, c, Bingham
and Furniss; he, Jones. B(J.FF (11): 1, Drabble; 2,

vhe, Ridai; 3, vhc, Bingham and Furniss; c, Jones.
YELL. NOR. (5): 1, 2, vhc, Lawton; 3, he, Matthews.
BUFF (7): 1, 2, Matthews; 3, vhc, c, Lawton; he,
Woolhouse. MKD. (5): 1, sp, 2, vhe, Lawton; 3, he,
Matthews. YELL, HEN (8): 1, 2, Lawton; 3, Wool-
house ; vhc, Matthews. BUFF (5) : 1, 2, 3, Lawton

;

vhc, he, Matthews ; e, Woolhouse. NOV. YELL.
YORKS. (8): 1, Biggin; 2, Pickering; 3, vhc, Briggs;
c. Parson. BUFF (6): 1, 2, Pickering; 3, Smith;
vhc, Wingfield; c, Wilson. HEN (6): 1, c, Thomp-
son; 2, he, Pickering; 3, Smith. YELL. HEN, A.V.
(8): 1, Wingfield; 2, c, Pickering; 3, Smith; vhe,
Briggs; he, Wilson. BUFF (5): 1, 3, Pickering; 2,
Smith; vhc, Biggin. NOV. YELL. NOR. (7): 1, sp,

2. vhc, Sisson; 3, Sparkee; he, Blackwell. BUFF
(5): 1, 2, vhc, Sisson; 3, Sparkes; c, Blackwell.
MKD. (5) : 1, vhc, Everard

; 2, Sparkes
; 3, Sisson

;

lie, Blackwell. HEN (8): 1, vhc, Sparkes; 2, 3, he,
Everard; c, Sisson. YORKS. (7): 1, c, Bingham and
Furniss; 2, Ridai; 3, he, Pickering; vhc, Wingfield.
HEN (8): 1, he, Pickering; 2, Bingham and Furniss;
3, Butler; vhc, Thompson*; c, Ridai. BRIT. (7): 1,

2, 3, vhc, he, Fallding; c, Everard.

WALLSEND (Mid-Tyne) C.B.A.
Tenth annual show. Co-operative Hall, Nov. 7.

The hall is commodious, cosy, well lighted, and free
from draughts. Entries totalled 400—a record for
Wallsend. Members and quality were all that could
be desired. Norwich were grand classes, also Yorks,
and Bords. Liverpool, Manchester, and Bradford
winners were on view. Three cups were completed
for, and competition was never keener. Air. John-
oton won all three cups—most points with 141, three
nominated young birds with three Borders, Greens,
and best bird with a Gr. Border buff ck., one of tiie

best seen on a show bench. A neutral judge bad to
be called upon to decide between Mr. Morrison's
Norwich and Air. Johnston's Border for best bird
cup; also Mr. Alorrison and Air. Johnston three firsts

each for nominated bird cups, and Mr. Johnston re-

ceived the award. Airs. Colonal Kinkney presented
the cups in the afternoon. The management
throughout was as usual, Al, as one would expect
from such as Air. Hesiop (chairman), Air. Greenwell
(sec.), and the stewards, who are truly a very fine

band of officials, and full of enthusiasm.
NOR. CL. YELL. (13) : 1, 4, c, Alorrison ; 2, c, Mc-

Kay; 3, Scott
;
vhc, Hymers

; lie, AIcKay. BUFF (10)

:

1, Scott; 2, AIcKay; 3, Hymers; 4, vhc, Alorriscn; lie,

e. Baker. YELL. TKD. OR AIKD. (8): 1, AIcKay;
2, Watson; 3, Fleck; 4, vhe, c, Morrison; he,
Alathewson. BUFF (9): 1, Hymers; 2, Alathewson

;

3, McKay
; 4, Roy ; vhc, lie, c, Morrow. YELL. nEN

CL., ETC. (9): 1, 3, he, c, Alorrison; 2, Fleck; 4, vhc,
Hymers. BUFF (9) : 1, 2, Alorrison : 3, Alathewson

;

4, Coutts; vhc, Hymers; lie, AIcKie; c. AtoKay.
YELL. UNFUG. (12): 1, cj Alorrison; 2, AIcKay; 3,

AIcKie; 4, Alathewson ; vhc, Fleck; he, Watson.
BUFF (17); 1, Alorrison; 2, Scott; 3, Alathewson; 4.

c, Hymers ; vhc, AIcKay ; he, Couchman. HEN
YELL. UNFLIG. (11) : 1, Alorrison ; 2, Coucliman ; 3,

vhc, Alathewson; 4, Hymers; he. Fleck; c, AIcKay.
BUFF (9): 1, Alorrison; 2, Hymers; 3, Coucliman; 4,

Coutts; vhc, Scott; he, Watson; c, Watson. NAT.
COL. (8) : 1, Hymers ; 2, vhc, Greenwell

; 3, he,
Doughty; 4, Dodds.' CREST (3): 1, 2, Hutchinson;
3, Morrison. C.B. (5): 1. 2, Hutchinson; 3, 4, Morri-
son; vhc, AVilson. CREST, UNFLIG. (5) : 1, 2, Push-
ton ; 3, vhc, Hutchinson ; 4, Alorrison. C.B. (4) : 1,

2, Hutchinson; 3, 4, Wilson. NOR. CINN. (9): 1,

Hesiop; 2, Coutts; 3, Doughty; 4, c, Roy; vhc, Cais-

ley : he, Young. YELL. UNFLIG. (5): 1, Coutts; 2,

4, Roy; 3, vhc, Caisley. BUFF (7); 1, 2, 3, Hesiop;
4, res, Young; vhc, c, Roy; be, Caisley. CINN.
FOUL (2): 1, Roy; 2, Doughty. YORK. YELL.: (7):

1, 4, Brighton; 2, Wigglewroth; 3, R. Studhclme;
vhe, c, Deighton. BUFF (7): 1, 2. 3, Deighton; 4,

R. Studholme ;
vhc, e, Wiggiewroth ; he, W. Stud-

holme. HEN (8) : 1, Wigglewroth
; 2, 4, vhc, he,

Deighton; 3, W. Studholme; c, R. Studholme.
YELL. UNFLIG. (7): 1, 2, 3, Deighton; 4, R. Stud-
holme; vhc, c, Wigglewroth; he, W. Studholme.
BUFF (7): 1, 2, 3, 4, Deighton ; vhc, he, Wiggle-
wroth; c, W. Studholme. HEN (6): 1, Wiggle-
wroth; 2, 3, he, Deighton; 4, W. Studholme; vhc, R.
Studholme. BORD. YELL. (5): 1, W. Smith; 2, Mc-
Dougall; 3, Young; 4. Parker; vhc, Bevor. BUFF
(8): 1, Johnston; 2, W. Smith; 3, McDougall; 4, T.
Smith

;
vhc, Couchman ; lie. Young

; c, Bevor. HEN
YELL. (6): 1, Greenwell; 2, Johnston

; 3, Stephen-
son ; 4, W. Smith

;
vhc, Daizcil

;
he, McDougall.

BUFF (6): 1, Johnston ; 2, Smith; 3, McDougall; 4,

he, Dalzeil ;
vhc, Bevor. YELL. CL. OR TKD. UN-

FLIG. (9): 1. Blakey; 2, W. Smith ; 3, Bevor;- 4,

Young; vhc, lie,. McDougall ; c, Dalzeil. BUFF (8):

1, 2, Johnston; 3, T.. Smith; 4, Blakey; vhc, Y’oung;
he, Dalzeil j c, Couchman. HEN YELL. UNFLIG.

(4); 1, 2, Johnston; .3, T. Smith; 4, McDougall
BUFF (8); I, he, Johnston; 2, T. Smith; 3, Me-
Dougall

; 4, Greenwell; vhc, Blakey; c, W. Smith.
BORD. GR. YELL. (8): 1, 4, Greenwell ; 2, 3, John-
ston; vhe, Parker; he, Stephenson; c, Dodds. BUFF
(9) : 1, 2, 4, Johnston ; 3 vhc, e, Greenwell

; he,
Parker. GR. YELL. UNFLIG. (10) : 1, 4, Johnston;
2, Blakey; 3, c, Parker; vhc, he, Greenwell. BUfjF
(11): 1, Johnston, cup winner best bird in show; 2,
Johnston; 3, Blakey; 4, lie, e, Greenwell; vhe, W.
Smith. BORD. CINN. YELL. (9): 1, 2, Johnston; 3,
McDougall; 4 c, Stephenson; vhc, he, Parker.
BUFF (4): 1, Johnston; 2, McDougall; 3, Couchman;
4, Parker. LIZ. GOLD (4): 1, 2, 3, 4, Hesiop. LIZ.
SILVER (4): 1, 2

, 3, 4, Hesiop. A.O.V. (3); 1 , 3,
l(o.yj 2, Watson. A1ULE (4;: 1, Johnston; 2, Scott;
3. Hymers; 4, Couchman. AlULE UNFLIG. (4): 1,

Couchman; 2, Greenwell; 3, Scott; 4, Stephenson.
GOLDF. (7): 1, 3, Scott; 2, Parker; 4, Simpson; vhc,
lie Masterman; c, McDougall. GREENF. (4): 1,

Jolinson
; 2, Greenwell; 3, Scott; 4, Simpson.

BRAMBLE OR CHAFF. (7): 1, 3, Coucliman; 2,

Baker; 4, Bevor; vhc, Simpson; he, Young; c, Baker.
LINNET (12): 1, 3, lie, Simpson; 4, vhe, .Masterman;
2, Fleck ; e, Coucliman. SISKIN, ETC*. (7): 1, Coueli-
man

; 2, vhe, Couchman; 3, Scott; 4, c, Masterman;
he, Bevor. A.O. FINCH OR BUNTING: 1, Wilson.
SOFTB1LL: 1, Wilson. FOR.: 1, Hymers.

WALLASEY C.B.S.
Annual members’ show, November 7, Fairliaven

Institute, witli a fine entry of about 180 birds.

Many recent Liverpool and Alancliester winners once
again gave a good account of themselves. A fine lot

of special prizes were offered, including grand chal-

lenge shield valued ten guineas, bolder each year to
receive a gold medal. This made competition ex-

ceptionally keen. Mr. Benson, hon. sec. and treas.,

had everything in apple-pie order and got through
the duties admirably. Air. Hulton judged. Messrs.
Benson and Young's bull Yorkshire hen won sp.

best bird.

CL. YELL. YORKS: 1, Grcatrix ; 2, Stott; 3,

Alston. BUFF: 1, Alston; 2, Alorton
; 3, Hodgkins.

TKD. YELL. (7): 1, 3, Stott; 2, Benson and Young;
vhc, Greatrix; he, Hodgkins; c, Alston. BUFF: 1,

Metcalfe; 2, vhe, Stott; S, Greatrix; lie, Benson
and Young. YELL. HEN (8): 1, Benson and Y’oung;

2, he, Aletcalfe; 3, Alorton; vhc, Stott; c, Greatrix.

BUFF (8): 1, two spls, 3, vhc, Benson and Y’oung;

2, Hodgkins; he, Stott; c, Greatrix. UNFLIG.
YEL. (7): 1, Stott; 2, Simmons; 3, c, Greatrix; vhc,

he, Metcalfe. BUFF (9): 1, Benson and Young;
2, vhe, Greatrix; 3, Stott; he, Alorton; c, Hodgkins.
YELL. YORKS GR. : 1, 3, he, Aletcalfe; 2, vhc, Ben-
son and Young. BUFF; 1, he, Metcalfe; 2, 3, vhc,

Benson and Young. YELL. HEN: 1, sp, Aletcalfe;

2, 3, Beneon and Young. BUFF: 1, 2, vhc, • Metcalfe

;

3, he, c, Benson and Y’oung. UNFLIG. YELL.; 1,

2, Metcalfe ; 3, CoopeT ; vhc, Simmons ; he, Benson
and Young. BUFF; 1, Aletcalfe; 2, Cooper; 3, vhc,
Benson argi Young. NON-FED: 1, sp, Benson and
Young; 2, Stott; 3, he, Alston; vhc, Greatrix. NOR.:
1, 2, Benson and Young ; 3, he, c, Stott

;
vhc, Alor-

ton. UNFLIG.; 1, Stott; 2, 3, Cooper; vhe, Phil-

lips. NOV. YORKS YELL.: 1, Carron ; 2, Alartin

;

3, Huddart; vhc, Stott. BUFF: 1, Simmons; 2, vhc,

SJott; 3, Huddart; lie, Martin. HEN (14): a fine

lot of novices; 1, sp, c, Simmons; 2, Huddart; 3,

vhe, he, Carron. GREEN; 1, Huddart; 2, Stott; 3,

Simmons. HEN: 1, Simmons; 2, Huddart; 3, Stott.

PAIRS: 1, vhe, Carron; 2, Benson and Y’oung; 3,

Alston. HYB.: 1, sp. Barker; 2, 3, Phillips.

GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1, Phillips ; 2, Walton ; 3,

vhc, Barker. LINNET: 1, Stott; 2, Phillips; 3,

Walton; vhc, Barker. GREENF. (6): 1, 3, Walton;
2, vhe, c, Barker. BRA5IBLE, &c. (6) : I, e, Wal-
ton; 2, vhc, Barker; 3, Carron; he, Alston. SISKIN,
&c. : 1, Aletcalfe; 2, 3, vhc, he, Walton. BUNT- i

INGS (0): 1, 2, 3, he, c, Barker; vhc, Walton. GIFT:
]

1, Benson and Y’oung; 2, Cooper; 3, Stott; vhc,
j

Alston.

M0RTM LIVERPOOL C.B.S.
Second annual show, Nov. 7, 358 birds, and somo

beauties amongst them, faced the judges, Alessrs.

G. Benson (Yorks.), and J. Thornton (other varie-

ties). Mr. G. Skilling won sp. most points in

champ. Y'orks., and Air. A. T. Southwood sp. best

bird in nov. Y'orks. Alost points: Skilling, champ.
Y'orks., 74 pts; Broadbent, nov., 03; McCoy, Nor-
wich, 102; Borders, 12; Lloyd, Brit., 55.

CHAA1P. Y’ORKS. CL. or TKD. YELL. CK. (6):

1, c, Euyton; 2, be, Rothwell; 3, vhc. Skilling.

HEN (8) : 1, 3, vim, Huyton
; 2, he, Rothweil ; c,

Skilling. BUFF; 1, Rothwell; 2, 3, Skilling; vbc,

Holden; c, Huyton. HEN (7): 1, 2, Rothwell; 3,

vhc Huyton; lie. Skilling; e, Rawsthorne. UN-
EVEN, ETC., YELL. CK. (3): 1, Huvton; 2, Raws-
thornc

; 3, Skilling. HEN; 1, Rothwell. BUFF CK.
(6) : 1, 2, Skilling; 3, Rawsthorne ;

vhc, lie, Holden;
c. Huyton. HEN: 1, Rothwell.. GR., SELF OR FOUL,
YELL. CK. (4): 1, vhc. Skilling; 2, Rothwell; 3,

Frankham. HEN (4): 1, Cutts
; 2, Skilling; 3,

Frankham; vhc, Rothwell. BUFF OK. (6): 1, 2,

Skilling
; 3, Frankham

;
vhc, he, Rothwell

; e, Holden.
HEN (4): 1. 3, Sldlling; 2, Cutts; vhc, Rothwell.
1914 CL. or TKD. YELL. CK. (4): 1, vhc, Rothwell;
2, Huyton : 3, Holden. HEN (4) ; 1, Huyton

; 2,

Rothwell
; 3, vhc. Skilling. CL. or TKD. BUFF

CK. (5): 1, vhc, c, Rothwell; 2, 3, Skilling. HEN
(7) : 1, 8, Skilling

; 2, Rothwell; vhc. e, Huyton; be,
Holden. GR. SELF OR FOUL YELL. UK. (3): 1, Roth-
well; 2, Holden; 3, Rawsthorne. HEN: 1, Roth-
well. BUFF CK. (2): 1, Rothwell; 2, Frankham.
HEN: 1. Frankham. NOV. YORKS., CL. or TKD.
Y wLL. CK. (9): 1, Broadbent; 2, 3, Kewn; vhc, e,

Blaylock; he, Leadbetter. HEN (8): 1, South-
wood

; 2, Broadbent ; 3, Percival ; vhc, McLaughlin

;

he, c, Lowe. BUFF CK. (9): 1, vhc. c, Lowe; 2.

McLaughlin; 3, Southwood; lie, Broadbent. HEN
(11); 1, Lowe; g, Broadbent; 3, AIcCoy ; vhe,
McLaughlin; he, Kewn; c, Leadbetter. UNEVEN,
ETC., YELL. CK. (4); 1, sp., .Southwood; 2, Lowe;
3, Pye; vhc, McLaughlin. YELL. HEN: 1, Fox-
croft. BUFF (3): 1. Hammond : 2, McLaughlin ; 3,
Lowe. SELF OR FOUL YELL. CK. (4): 1, Simon; 2,

Nowlan; 3, McLaughlin; vhc, G. Grice. HEN (5);
1, 3, McCoy; 2, McLaughlin; vhc, Leadbetter; c. G.
Grice. BUFF OK. (2): 1, Kewn; 2, McLaughlin.
HEN (4): 1. Percival; 2, McLaughlin; 3; Leadbetter;
vhc. Lowe.' 1914, CL. or TKD. YELL. CK. (7):

1, 2, vhc, Southwood; 3, Broadbent; he, Lowe; c,

McLaughlin. HEN (4): 1, Percival; 2, Southwood;
3, McLaughlin; vbc. Blaylock. BUFF CK. (6): 1,

2, 3, Broadbent; vhe, Southwood; ho, Lowe; e,

McLaughlin. HEN (8): 1, 2, Broadbent; 3, South-
wood; vhc, Leadbetter; he, Foxeroft

; c, McLaugh-
lin. UNEVEN, ETC., YELL. CK. (4); 1, Percival;
2, Pye; 3, Southwood; vbc, McLaughlin. HEN (3):
1, Pye; 2, Broadbent; 3, McLaughlin. BUFF CK.
(3); 1, 2, Lowe; 3, McLaughlin. GR., S. or F. YELL.
CK. (5): 1, 3, McCoy: 2, G. Grice; vhc, McLaugh-
lin; he, J. Grice. HEN (8): 1. Lowe; 2, 3, Broad-
bent. BUFF CK. (6); 1 . Leadbetter

; 2, McLaugh-
lin; 3. J. Grice; vhc, Simon; he, Lowe; e, Pye.
HEN (2): 1. "McCoy; 2, Kewn. A.O.V. CK.: 1,

Foxeroft. NAT. OOL. CK. (4): 1, Southwood; 2.

3, Hammond; vhc, G. Grice. HEN (7): 1, Lowe; 2, 1

Southwood; 3, Cattle; vhc, Keeling; be, Foxeroft:
e, Sirnon. 1914 A.V. CK. (4): 1, 3, .1. Grice; 2, G.
Grice; vbc, Cattle. HEN (5) : 1, 3, vhc, Broadbent

;

2, Keeling; he, Cattle. NOR., CL. or TKD. YELL.
CK. (7): 1 , 2

, C, McCoy; 3, Wilkins; \ ho. Brathcr-

...e, joui’i- e w. ro): r, wiiKin-;
2, A vhc, he, McCoy. HEN (4): 1

,
vhc, McCov

;

2, Bratherton; 3, Huyton. GR. S. or F. YELL.
CK.; 1, Bratherton. YELL. UEN: 1

, Bratherton.
BUFF: 1, Bratherton. BEFF HEN: 1, Brather-
ton. lul 4, CL. or TKI). YELL. CK. (3): 1, Wil-
kins- 2, 3, Atherton. HEN; l, Wilkins; 2. McCoy.BUM CK.: 1

,
McCoy. HEN; 1

, 2 3 , -McCoy. UN-
EVEN, ETC., YELL. 'CK.: 1, 2, Atherton. BUFF
(7): 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, AIcCoy. BUFF HEX- 1 ,

McCoy. GR., 8. or F. BUFF CK. (3): 1 , 2, Ather-
ton; 3, McCoy. A.V. OK.: 1, 2, McCov. HEX -

1, 2, AIcCoy. iBORD., CL. or TKD. YELL CK •

1, Bratherton; 2, Nowlan; 3, McCoy. HEN- 1 ,
Bratherton. BUFF CK.: 1, McCoy; 2, Brother-
ton. HEX: 1, Bratherton. UNEVEN or VAR.
YELL. HEN: 1, Bratherton. BUFF CK. : 1, Brath-
erton; *2, AfcCoy. HEN: 1, Rawsthorne. GR.,
S. or F. YELL. OK.: 1

, Rawsthorne; 2, McCov.
BUFF; 1 , Kewn. BUFF HEX: 1

, McCoy. 1914,
s. or F. YELL. CK. : 1

, 2, 3, McCoy. BUFF: 1 , 2,

,

K<df?V, GOLDF . (4): J, 2, Rothwell; 3, vhe, Llovd.
pULLF. (4); 1 , vhc, Hilton; 2, Sirnon: 3, Llovd.
GREENF. (10): 1, Hilton; 2, McCoy; 3. Lloyd; vhc,
Rothwell; lie, c, T. W. Kelly. CHAFF. (G) -

1 . A,

o
{

n
t
iV'roJ’o

2
’ /]\

c
’
1Jo

-
vd

J vlK’> Williams; o, Hilton.BRAMBLE. (6): 1
, Rothwell; 2, Williams; 3, c,

Lloyd; vhc, Nowlan; he, Hilton. LINNET (8j • 1

S llt
S? : ,?’„

vhc
’ KothweH

; 3, Simon; he, Llovd; c,
T. YV. Kelly. REDPOLL, ETC. (6): 1, 2. llovd!
..’ Simon; vhc, Hilton; he, Williams; e, T. W Kelly

,
,V Hilton

;
2 ’ vhc ’ Lloyd; 3, Williams;

-he, T. AV. Kelly. HENS: 1, vhc, c, Lloyd; 2, Hil-
ton; 3 Rothwell. MULE® (6); l, he, McCov;

vhc ’ Williams. BRED 1914, A.V.
AIXiLLSi.l, lt 3, Rothweil.—E. S. Broadbent, hon.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE.
Eour Potteries Societies, Stoke, Longton, Hanleyand Lurslcm clubs, inter-club show, Albion Hotei

Manley, Nov. 7. The venture proved to be a most
•successful one, over 180 birds being staged; quality
rhrouglioiit yvas very good and competition keen.
Champion and Novices sections both filled well. Mr!
L- J- Bcckctt, Show Sec., deserves great praise for
the way in which the arrangements were carried
out. The committee responsible were Messrs
Romnson (chair), Pitchford, Bowers, Eagshaw,
Barker, Davis, Leese, Beckett, Lawton, James and
Hitlme. Air. YV. Bowyer judged Nor. and Nov.
Brit., Mr. T. Bate Y’orks. and Champ. Brit.
CLAAI1’. NOR. BUFF (3); 1 , Bowers : 2, Roberts; 3,

James. YELL. Hen (2) : 1, James; 2, Roberts. BUFF
(',) : 1 , 2, Roberts; 3, Pitchford; 4, Barker; vhc, James.
YELL. UNFLIG.: 1, Leese; 2, Bowers, BUFF- 1
spl., Bowers; 2, Roberts. UNFLIG. HEX : 1 , Bowers.
YOKKS., YELL. CK. (6): 1

, vhe, Pvgott : 2, he,
Lawton; 3. Pitchford; 4, Robinson. BUFF ( 5)- 1 , 4 ,

H’l, Lawton; 2, vhc, Pygott; 3, Rob:n-on. YELL.
HEN (3); 1, 2, Lawton; 3, Robimon. BUFF
1. 2, Lawton; 3, 4, Pygott; vhc, Robinson. YELL.
UNFLIG. (5): 1

, Robinson; 2, Pygott: 3
,
Lawton;

4. vhc, Chadwick. BUFF (5): 1
, 2, Pygott

; 3, 4,
vhc, Lawton. UNFLIG. HEN (5): 1. 4, vhc, I.aw-
ton: 2, Pygott; 3, Robinson. LIGHT .MULES: 1,
Leadbeatcr. DARK : 1 , 2, Chadwiek. GOLDF., BRIT.
(7): 1, 3, Davis; 2, c, Pitchford; 4, Barker; vbc,
Tam* : lie, Leadbeater. LINNET (9): 1. Pitchford;
2. Robinson; 3, 4, he. Tame; vhc, Davis. SISKIN,
ETC. (4): 1, 2, Davis; 3, Tams. A.O. HARDB1LL:
1, siil., 3, Pitchford; 2, Chadwick. SOFTBIlL 1 ,

Sp!., Dean; 2, Leadbeater. NOV. NOR. YELL. (9) : 1 ,

Dunn: 2, 4, Fox; 3, Kemp; vhc, Johnson; he, Fiikin.
BUFF (7): 1, Dunn ; 2 , 4, Colclough: 3, Giover;
vlic, Johnson: lie, Wilkinson. YELL. 11E.N (4): 1, sp,
Leese; 2, Johnson; 3, Wilkinson

; 4, Wild. BUFF
(7): 1 , Dunn; 2, 4, Colclough; 3, Bowdridge; vhe.
Fox; lie, Glover; e. Johnson. YELL., UNFLIG. (4):
1, Leese: 2, Bowdridge; 3, Fiikin; 4, Dunn. BUFF
(9): 1, Glover; 2, Fox; 3, Leese; 4, Gasman ; vhc.
Wild ; he, Wilkinson; c, Colclough. UNFLIG. HEN
(4): 1. Lce.se: 2, Wild; 3, Bowdridge; 4, Glover.
YORKS., YELL. (6): 1, 2, Beckett; 3. Alcoek ; 4.

Lockett; vhc, Richards: he, Brown, jui.-r. BUFF
(4i: 1, 3, Beckett; 2, Richards. Y’ELL. HEN (4):
1, 2, 4, Beckett; 3, spl., Alcoek. BUFF (2): 1,

Richards; 2 Beckett. UNFLIG. YELL. (6): l,

Lockett; 2, Beckett; 3, Richards: 4, vbc. Brown,
sen.: lie, Brown, junr. BUFF (8); 1, vhc, Richards;
2, be, Beckett; 3, Brown, senr. : 4, Lockett. HEN
(7): 1, he, c. Brown, junr.; 2, Richards: 3. Alcoek;
4, Beckett: vhc. Brown, seur. LIGHT .MULES: 1

.

Gusman. DARK: 1, Hartley; 2, Hickman. GOLDF.
(ii) ; 1, Hartley; 2. Locket;; 3. 4. he. Critcbow ;

vhe, Hickman. LINNET (7): 1, 3. Lockett; s, 4,

Bates; vhe, Critcbiow; he, Hartley; c. Kemp.
SISKIN, ETC.: 1. Hartley; 2. Bates. A.O. BRIT.:
1, Bowdridge; 2, Bates; 3, Hickman; 4, Lockett.

BLANTYRE 0.S.
Annual show, Xov. 7, Masonic Hall; 183 entries.

Norwich and Borders were a grand lot. The Pres.,

Air. Gibb, and the see.. Air. Perry, witli an oblig-

ing committee, had everything working satisfac-

torily. Air. Robert Lambic, Whitburn, and Mr.
John Sinclair, Paisley, judged, and their awards
gave every satisfaction. Mr. W. Wilton won cup
best Scotch Fancy; Air. J. Wilson, cup best Nor.;
Mr. A. Marshall, cup best Bord. ; Mr. 8. Hannah,
cup best .Mule, the two latter having wij.i for three

years the cups now become their own.
YOUNG SCOTCH FANCY: 1, 2. Wilson: 3. Han-

nah. HEN: 1, sp, Wil.on; 2, Gibb. OLD CK.: I,

Wilson: 2. Gibb. HEN: 1, AViteon; 2. Hannah: 3.

Gibb. SELL.: 1, 2, 3. Hannah. YOUNG YEI.L.

X0R-: L 2. Wilson. BUFF: 3, a, Wilson; 2. Berry;
3, 4, Wilson; 6, McMillan. HEN: 3. 4. J. Wilson;
2, 3 W. Wilson. BUFF: 1, 5, J. Wilson; 2, 3, 4. W.
Wilson. OLD CK. : 1, 2, J. AVilson; 8. Gray; 4,

W. Wilson; 5, Taylor; 0, Chalmers. HEN: 1. J.

AVilson; 2, 6, W. AVilson; 3. 4, Taylor; Berry.

SELL.: 3, 4. Chalmers; 2, Gibb; 3. J. AVilson; 5,

McMillan; 6, Berry. YOUNG YELL. BORD. CK. ;

1, 2, 3, 4, Marshall; 5, 6, AVhite. BUFF: 1, L
AVhite; 2. 5, Marshall; 3, Adair; 6, .McMillan.

YELL. HEX: 1, sp. Gray; 2, AA’hilo; 3. Berry; 4,

Marshall; 5, McLinden; 6, Taylor. HUFF: I. 2. 3,

5
,
Marshall

;
4, Adair; 6, Berry, OLD BORD. UK.:

1, 2. Marshall; 3, 5, McLinden; 4, 5. Adair. HEN:
1, 2, 6. Marshall; .3, 4, White; 5. Taylor. SKI, I,.:

1, 3, Marshall; 2, Berry; 4, 6, AVhite: 6, Hannah.
MULE: 1, 2, 3, Hannah; 4, Cairney. A.O. A’.

: 1, 3,

4, Berry; 2, Armstrong: 5, Hannah. GOLDF. : 1.

Hannah'; 2, McLiwlen : 3, J. AVilson ; 4, Uairnoy

;

5, Armstro:lg. GREENF.: 1. 3. Chalmers; 2, Berry;

4 . AVhite; 5, Cairney. REDPOLL: 1, Berry;
Chalmers; 3, 4, Cairney. HEN BRIT.: 1, sp, AA'.

Wilson. A. A'. BRIT.; i, J. Chalmers; 2, Cairney;

3 ,
AA’. Chalmers. LINNET: 1, 3, White; 2, Cairney

;

4! McLinden. GIFT: 1, AV. AVilson; 2 , White; 3,

Berry; 1, Hannah; 5, Marshall; 6, Gibb.

Shows Continued on Page 331.
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Club ^Reports.

LOCHGELLY CBS. *

Meeting, Bay Horso Hotel, Dec. 12. Mr. M.

Sniitli presided. See. tendered an account of t ho

Members’ Show licld Nov. 28. Over 200 bird* were

staged and prize money averaged almost 3s. fid.

per class. Agreed to hold a smoker in Bay Horso

Hotel, Dec. 28.—T. Muir, See.

FORTH AND RHONDDA VALl-EY-
Meeting held Dec. 12, headquarters, Mr. I,egg

chair. Decided to hold a Members’ Show, Dee. 31, at

headquarters: also to have a meeting, Dec. 19, when
we will go througli show business. 1 hope to seo

all members attend and briug contribution cards,

so that we can clear up before show. Now,
members, wake up and let us try and make our
society a success.

-

t-J. 8. Jones, Sec.

ALFRETON C.B.S.
Annual dinner, lted Lion Hotel, Dec. 12, wliqp

upwards of SO members mnd friends sat down to an
excellent repast provided by the host and hostess,

Mr. and Mrs. J. Smith, after which a very enjoyable
evening was spent in songs, recitations and gramo-
phone selections. The ball was kept rolling.till 11

p.m., when all were sorry to part. Decided to

hold a Members’ Show, Jan, 9. Birds to he staged

by 4. Judge,, Mr. B. Simpson.—G. Beardall, Sec.

NORTH LIVERPOOL C.B.S.
Meeting, December 2, Mr. Holden presiding before

a moderate attendance. Final arrangements were
made for annual old show, Boxing Day. Mr. J.

Davenport elected a member. Member.* not receiv-

ing schedule for the annual show please apply at

once. Mr. J. Rothwell's special (trinket set) for

most points 'Novice clears (Yorks.), has been
omitted from schedule. Novice members please

note.—E. 8. Broadbent, Hon. Sec.

BUCKHAVEN C.B.S.
Meeting, Gardeners’ Hall, Dec. 12. Mr. Foster

chair; members’ shew fixed for Jan. 9, Reehabito
Hall. 3C classes: Bord. 9, Nor.. 9, Yorks 7, Brit. 9.

Common Can. 1, Gift 1. Judge for Bord. and
Yorks., Mr. Pee!, Lochgelly; Nor. and Brit, not yet

settled. The B.F.C.C. medal has been granted, with
a number of valuable specials, including a. .splendid

framed colour plate kindly received from Cage Birds,

All can compete on payment of membership fee of

2s. Cd.—G. Paterson, Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Meeting Nov. 9, Mr. J. Hughes chair, before a

very good attendance of members. Members’ show,
final arrangements were dealt with, 14 grand spec-

ials presented, besides many from outside friends.

Mr. Bayliss appointed show manager, Messrs. Y’ard-

ley, Hiekling, Ruby, Swindon, Barron and Puglies
stewards

;
official catalogues will be printed, so mem-

bers are requested to have entries in by Dec. 20th

at latest, and all birds at room not later than
19.30; tickets are now on sale along with full list

of specials. Members should bring a frierid on
show day as members are tracing a good many more
fanciers in this district not in the society.—J. Shep-
pard.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
General meeting, Dec. 7. Mr. W. G. Fellows,

chair, in the absence of the chairman, from whom
sec. read a letter explaining that he would be
obliged to resign the chairmanship, owing to hia
being away from home. Sec. gave a report of

the recent show, announcing that a profit had been
made, Whii’jh everyone agreed was satisfactory.

Mr. Gamble washed a number of birds, and ex-

plained with his usual ability the best methods to

use for washing birds successfully. A number of

questions were asked at tjhe close, which Mr.
Gamble answered to everyone’s satisfaction. Vote
of thanks to Mr. Gamble was carried amid ap-

plause. Vote of thanks was accorded to all those
who took part in the Annual Show, and helped

to make it a success.—W. L. Page, Hon. Sec.

LANCS. AND LIZARD F.A.
Meeting, Volunteer Inn, George Street, Oldham,

Dec. 6, a good number attending. Decided to

have Club Show at Volunteer Inn, Oldham, Jan. 9

and 10; 7 classes Lane., 8 Champion and 4 Nov.
classes Lizards, and two classes for Lizards bred
prior to 1914. Mr. Bradley is generously giving

20/- as a special in Lizard classes, and Mr. N.
Stansfield 2/6 each best yellow Coppy, best yellow
Plainhead. best cl. Gold Lizard and best cl. Silver

Lizard. I shall be glad to receive any donations
to special fund and credit same to donor. Final
open show for our club patronage is Sunderland,
Jan. 13 and 16. they are giving 3 cock and 2 hen
Lizard classes. The Northern Club i© giving 5 spis.

for open competition, and there is also a 5/- spl.

for most points, so it behoves all Lizard fanciers
to give as good an entry as possible, and reward
6uch generous treatment as it deserves. Next
meeting, Newmarket Hotel, Shudehill, Manchester,
Jan. 2, when entries for show will be received.

—

J. Rukin, Hon. Sec.

ATTERCLIFFE.
Meeting Nov. 12, Mr. Havenhand chair. The com-

mittee’s minutes embracing the change of venue
for the annual show to the Wesleyan Reform
Schoolroom, Bodmin St., owing to the Vestry Hall
being unobtainable, were passed unanimously. A
vote of sympathy for Mr. Webster, who is suffer-

ing from scarlet fever, was unanimously passed.
Table show result: Nov., NOR., CL.: 1, 2, J. Hart-
ley; 3, Holling; 4, vhc, he, W. Jones. VARIEG.

:

l, 3, 4, vhe, he, W. Jones; 2, Holling. BRIT.: 1, 4,

he, T. Hammond; 2, 3, vhc, B. Duce. Mr. J. Perry
judged.—E. Johnson.

Annual meeting, Dec. 10. Mr. Havenhand presid-
ing. Election of officers resulted as- follows :

—

Pres., Mr. L. Havenhand
;
viee-pres., 'Messrs. F. W.

Hollingsworth and J. Ilibberson; treas., Mrs. Justice;
committee, Messrs. Webster, Rickinson, Thornhill,
Blunt, Merrills, Darlow, Perry, Hammoryi, and Hart-
ley; auditors, Messrs. Thornhill and Merrills; sec.,
E. Johnson. The president told the society that
it was in a far better financial position than last
year, and that the secretary, hoped to have the
balance-sheet ready for the January meeting, which
is set apart for a discussion of the rules. Will mem-
bers please let either sec. or Mr. Havenhand have
any outstanding subs, or ticket-money at once, so
as to facilitate the completion of the balance-sheet.
We made two new members, -and as we finished the
season with more financial members titan ever before
the outTook is very promising. I wish to thank all
members for the cordial and helpful support I have
received during the past year, and trust it will be
repeated in the coming year, when I shall have no
doubt as to the successful -future of the society—

E

Johnson. '

BURNHOPE C.B.S.
Meeting Colliery Inn, Nov, 28. Show for Feb. IS

was arranged, Mir., J. Kiss-borough, Sunderland,
will Judge. Classes: Nor., B; Yorks., 6; llord., (I;

A O.V., 1; Mule, 1; Brit., 8; For., 1. J. W. Hobson.

LONDON C.B.A,
Meeting, Dec. 8. Mr. Crisp chair. Statement of

accounts given by See. Messrs. Turpin and Mathews
elected members. Mr. F. Knight, Press Correspon-
dent, having informed the meeting that In- had been
appointed to- the Bristol district, Mr. Tyson pro-

posed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Knight for

the splendid work so ungrudgingly given; this was
carried unanirrrsusly. Bee. intimated that ho
would not he able to carry on the Secretarial work
.fTter annual general meeting. Vote of thunks to
the chair ended the meeting.—A. Wellington, Assist,

lion. See. (Please write on only one side of the
paper.—Editor.)

NORTHERN BORDER <& S.F.C.C.
Meeting and Table Show-, Pillar’s Cafe, Dec. 2,

Mr. J. Johnstone chair. Decided that while the
Sec. has tile loan of the block for front of the rules,

he get a few printed ready for next year. CLASSES
1, 2, 8, : 1 each, all Espie. NOV. CLASS (6): 1, 2,

Affleck; 3, vhc, Snaith; 4, Render. CLASS (7): 1,

vhc, Snaith ; 2, Aifleck; 3, c. Smith; 4, he, Wilson.
CLASS 8: 1, 4, c, Smith; 2, he, Snaith; 3, vhc,

Affleck. CLASS 9: 1, 8, 4, vhc, Render; 2, Affleck.

CLASS 10: 1, 2, Affleck; 3, Siraith. Vote of thanks
to the judges, Mr. W. Smith and Mr. T. Smith,
brought a pleasant meeting to an end. Proposed
next meeting to have a question night.—M. C.

Potts.

LEITH O.S.
Annual general meeting. Liberal Club, Hope-st.,

Dec, 12. President, Mr. James Lumsden, chair, and
a capital turnout of members. Balance-sheet and
report of late show was read, which showed this

Society to be in a flourishing condition. The Open
Show Fund has a nice little nest egg in the shape
ot' over £18 in the bank. ' Prizcmoney was paid out
to winners. The following were elected office-bearers

for 1915: Pres., Mr. J. Lumsden; Vice., Mr. J.

Allan; S4c. and Treas., Mr. G. W. Brown; Com-
mittee, Messrs. W. R. Finnis, E. Anderson, Simpson,
Bug! ass, and P. Galloway: Auditors, Messrs. J.

Messer and J. Walters. Next meeting Jan. 9,

when it is hoped all intending members will send
in their names.—G. W. Brown, Sec., 8, Elm-pl.,

Leith.

[LEEDS C.B.S.
Meeting, Dec. 12. Table show held in connec-

tion with meeting was very badly supported, only

14 birds being staged in the three classes. Mr.
C. E. Hall judged in his usual satisfactory way.
YORKS. HEN (3): 1, 2, 3, Norton. NOR. (8): 1, 2,

vhc, c, Wilson ; 3, 4, he, Baldwinson. BRIT. HEN
(3) : 1, 2, 3, Middleton. The winners of the cruets

presented by Mr. E. Hattersley for table shows
were: Yorks., E. Norton, 35 points; Nor., W. A.
Wilson, 45; Brit., E. Middleton. 60. Officers

nominated for 1915 w-ere : Chair, Mr. H. J. Men-
nard; Hon. Treas., Mr. E. Middleton. Assist. Hon.
Sec. and Hon. Sec. were left over until next meet-

ing, when -it is hoped that a better attendance

of members will be present. Mr. A. G. Rhodes,
retiring Assist. Sec., is at present stationed witii

the -8th Batt. West Yorkshire R-egt. at York.

Auditors, Messrs. W. Hornby and G. T. Jackson.

Committee to be elected by ballot. Details tor

prize distribution to be held in Feb. were gone

into, it being left in the hands of the Chairman
and Sec. to arrange about a room. Members subs,

now due.—E. Norton, Hon. Sec.

v WIMBLEDON C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, 6, The Broadway, Dec. 7,

Mr. W. H. Stoakley, chair, and about thirty pre-

sent, including a good proportion of ladies. Sche-

dule for Members’ Show, Queen’s Hall, Jan. 19, in

place of the annual open show, was considered.

Some forty-six classes were decided upon, and some
simple rules passed. Mr. J. Robson judge. For

the judging competition 28 Yorkshires were staged,

yell. 18, buffs 10, the awards of thd final judge, Mr.

R. Rorke, were: YELL.: 1, e, Bailey; 2, Owen and

Son; 3, vhc. Heath; he, Whiting. BUFFS: 1, 2,

Smith; 3, he, Whiting; vhc, Mrs. Griffiths; c, Mrs.

Farley. Winner in yellows received a silver medal

given by Mrs. Griffiths, and in buffs, a silver spoon,

given by the society. Sixteen members took part

in the competition, and the points w-ere; Clarke 18,

Mr©. Owen and Mr. Owen 12 each; Mrs. Griffiths,

Stevens, and Pegg 9 each; Smith 8; Owen 7; Snow

6; Heath and McPherson, 3 each; Harris 2; Birch,

Whiting, and Farley, nil. A vote of thanks was ac-

corded the final judge. At next meeting Jan. 4,

bird washing exhibition and judging competition for

Bord. and Brit—G. Griffiths, Hon. Sec.

CITY AND SUBURBAN A.C.B.
Meeting, Dec. 14, the Church Institute, Pad-

dington Street, Mr. W. A. Shepherd chair and 32

members present. Various correspondence was
dealt with. Messrs. G. Butterfield, E. J. Pegg

and C. J. Wood were elected members, and Messrs.

R J. Kent, W. E. Plank and Potter nominated for

membership. Medals and diplomas won at Annual

Show were presented. Three challenge cups were

won outright, Mr: W. A. Shepherd taking the

Crest bowl and Mr. F. J. Martin the two Norwich

cups The Wynn points rose bowl was won by Mr.

A. Wakefield. A judging competition in Crest and

CB took place, 6 Crests and 7 O.B. being staged.

Mr ’ A. Matcham acted as final judge and was

accorded a very hearty vote of thanks for Ins ser-

vies Great regret was expressed by members at

losing the services of one of their most active

members, Mr. F. Knight, who is leaving London

this week to -reside at Bristol. A collection for

Mr. Gardner's Aged Poor Fund resulted in 12s.

being subscribed. Meeting fixed for Dec. 98 was

cancelled; next meeting is Jan. 1). vote of

thanks to Chairman closed the meeting.—Fred

Thyme, Assist. Hon. Sec.

all Fudges and shows
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to data

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

it lias 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great Help to, and a double check for judges, while

there is always a slip free to be sent to the printers

©f the catalogue.
Prices:—1 Copy, Cd. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A sample page on application to “CAGE BiRDS,"
164 ,

Fleet Street. London, E.C.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
J. C. BARNES, 113, Northfleld Road, WnlUIey, Shcf-

field. .Judtfe of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms modcrute.

J. W. BRUCE, Cold 3 trcarn. Judge of ull varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.
Icrms moderate.

w. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

J
on Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GARDNER, Uavcrstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J- R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in
Norwich; terms moderate.

C. A. HOUSE, Briardcne, Idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, 68
,

Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.-—Judge of all
varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 0, Carlisle Place, Manningliam, Brad-

u Ju(*se of Canaries and Cage Birds.
H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Road, Caisnalton,
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Bird3 . Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; ail
varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. <4. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, 'The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59 , Grange Terrace, Pelton Fell,
Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TIC KELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.
Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hueknall Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, Eccleshill, nr.
Bradford, Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties.

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington I’d., Frizington, Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,
Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvcnor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

shows:
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CH A ftCES, which must he fully PREPA ID.

4-inch 2/-, j-inch 3,'-, 1 inch 6-
Exccpt to “Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs.

per Inch and pro rata
SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per Inch, column widtn, except to
“Guaranteed" Shows, lor which the etiarge is
6/- per Inch, column width.

A reduction will he made tor a Series o! not less
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a 8hovr
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

fiLA^fSOW and Dis. Scotch Pane}ULHdVjUW Assoc. Open Show. Saturday
January 2, 1915, Union Halls, West Nile Street,
Glasgow. 20 Claeses. Judges, Mcnzie, M.-bct!
O’Donnell, Livingstone, Black, Fulton. Schedule-. •

McLauchlan
, 2, Alexandria Terrace Govan.

W1SHAW
Clydesdale C.B.S. Annual Open Show, on January 1 ,

1910, in Watson’s Hall, Young Street, Wi-haw. 4 ;

Open Classes. Entries taken till morning ot show.
Schedules from: Jas. Watson, 16, Young Street,
Wishaw.

PONTYPRIDD
F. and F. Society (Affiliated to South Wales and
Monmouthshire Fed.), January 6th, 1915. Special
comfortable room for Cage Birds alone. Judge, C.
A. House? Esq. Entries close Dec. 30, 1914. All
profits to go to Red Cross Fund. Schedules: A. A.
Gordon McLucas, 48, Rosser Street, Maesycoed,
Pontypridd.

WATFORD
(HERTS.)

The only Show in tiie South. 6 Money Prizes. C6
Open Classes. Jan. 13-14, 1915. Judges, J. ltobson.
Esq., R. L. Criap, Esq., Allen Silver, Esq., R. J.

Watts, Esq. Schedules from: W. Rackley, 9, Holy-
*fell Road, Watford.

A Show that never Fails to Shine.

Dec. 31, Pf^PTTIQftl HIT IDlll! JaiU
«

i8i4. auUI Isan HA 1 II1RAL tsi5.

Thirteenth Great Ai.-nual Show of Canaries, Mules, Hybrid^, British and Foreign Birdjs, _within Gridlay

St. Hall, Edinburgh, under distinguished patronage, also 'Specialist Clubs, S.P.C., O.N.P.C., G.C.A.,

S.C.C.C., U.K.B.C.A., B.F.C.C., S.Y.C.C,, S.B,B„ M.C.N.B.B., M.C. & F.B.C. 123 Classes. Prize Money,
12/-, 8/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-, ’paid 2nd day of show', 9 a.m. to 3 .p.m. Entry fee 2/-, extra stock class 6d. 16 well-

known expert judges. Handsome Trophies and attractive Spls. Membership fee 2/6, entitling free^drni-
Lsion and Members’ Specials. Grand medium for disposal of surplus stock. Prices of admission to show:
Thurs., during judging (9 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.), 1/-, 2.30 till 8 p.m., 6d.; Friday, 9 a.m. till 4 p.m., 6d.

Catalogues (per post 7d.) Schedules ready on application to: J. R. Meikle, Sec., 22, Brougham Street,

Edinburgh, Entries positively close Dec. 24. All profit goes to Prince of Wales’ National Relief Fund.

WINDHILL
C.B.S. Open Show, Jan. 2, in Carnegie Library. 28

Classes-. Judge, H. J. Chittenden, Esq., Bradford..
Schedule© apply: J. A. Taylor, 36, Aireville Road,
Frizinghall, Bradford.

Bkl and Loans Show, in aid

1 of Red Cross Funds, will be

held on Friday, January 1, 1915. Cage Bird Judge,
Mr. A. McMeeking. Schedules from J. Hunter, 4,

Jamieson Terrace, Troon,

BOLTON
Roller Society will hold their Open Contest on Dec.

31 and Jan. 1. Classes for all, and three competent
judges. Schedules now ready. Apply: Jos. Kilshaw,

5 Orni Street, B olton. Secretary.

DRIFFIELD
Cage Bird Society Open Show on Jan. 8, 1915. Clas-

sification next week. No schedules.

TREDEGAR
C.B.S. Open Show of Cage Birds, Town Hall, Jan,

14, 1915. 42 Classes. Judge, J. W. Metcalfe, Liver-

pool. Schedules: W. B. Watkins, 63, High Street.

Crystal Palace Show off, so Look Oout for

ARDWICK AND
MANCHESTER

Dis. C.B.A. 1st Open Show, Friday and Saturday,

January 8 and 9, 1915, in St. Thomas’s School, Ard-

wiek. Judges, H. W. Battye, C. Houlton. Prize

Money, 10/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; entry fee 1/6, Schedules

from: J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston Street, Beswick,

Manchester.

Dn the Courts.

Essex Magistrates and the Cruel

Catching of Linnets.

William Wallis, 66, and Albert Hodson, 44, bird-

;chers, were summoned at Witham, Essex, for

jsing unnecessary suffering to Linnets at Great

tham, on November 18. Captain Buriingham,

l Worcester Regiment, stationed at Maldon, said

saw defendants in a field near Totham Church,

ey were catching birds in a net, and had other

•ds tied. Some of the birds caught were killed;

iers had blood- about them. Witness told the

Een-dants to stop the practice and go, as the sol-

:rs in his company were indignant at the cruelty

»y saw. The decoy birds were tied down to a

l in the ground. Witness produced a number of

a-d Linnets.
, .

,

Phe defendants stated that many of the Linnets

ught were killed to protect the seed industry,

d a few of the better ones were sold. The decoy

ds were kept all the season from August to

ir-ch. The Chairman: How do you account for

ese decoy birds being mere skeletons? Defend-

t Hobson : They have wasted away since they were

led.

Defendant Wallis alleged that the Captain sent

i men to wreck, his bird-catching appliances, and

cy did it. He showed torn -nets, and said all his

ptive birds were liberated.

Private W. H. Kew, Worcester Regiment, said he

w about six pairs of birds pegged to the ground.

• considered the birds were treated rruelly. Pri-

te Cottis' identified the two defendants who had

'ds tied down ;
lie said the birds appeared to

Defendant Wallis said he had been a bird-catcher

for thirty years, had been “inspected by the humane
people,” and had never had a charge of cruelty

against him' before. On the occasion in question

the soldiers smashed up his nets with spades and

let his birds loose from the cages, saying the cap-

tain had ordered them to “ wreck him.” The de-

fendants stated they had permission from Mr. Ward
to go. on his farm to catch birds.

The Chairman said the Bench were unanimous in

deciding to convict. Although the practice of

catching birds had been going on for a number of

years, and had become to some extent recognised,

there were ways of catching birds without practising

cruelty. Call-birds could be used to catch birds,

although it was perhaps slow, but wild birds could

not be allowed to be fastened down with braces and

allowed to flutter up and down until they Had ex-

hausted their legs and wings. That treatment of

wild birds was utterly cruel, and was disapproved

by the -Bench. The defendants would each be fined

10s. and 4s. costs. If they came up again the
Bench would not stop at a few shillings’ fine. The
Justices thanked the soldiers of the Worcester Regi-

ment who had brought the case forward.—“ Essex
County Chronicle.”

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight-Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet. &c., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Soid Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to.day, or send or Free Specimen to
“Health and Strength," 12, Burleigh Street,

Strand, E.C., mentioning ”C.B.’’
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JUST THE THING FOR

XHAS PRESENTS.
No Better Books for Fancier

Friends.

The authors, all well-known experts, have given the

methods to be employed in reaching success in that

particular branch ot the cage-bird hobby dealt with.

There is all the experience of years ol careful study

at the disposal ot our roaders.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt), liy II. Norman. Contains ten lovely lull-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management ol Aviaries and Bird rooms,

and the mailing ol Cages.
YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1 /I J— By H. W. Battye
(Past President ol the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very host Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire and Its sub varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding. Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

in both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1. By C. A. Iloiise. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor ol the Norwich Pluinhcad. The chapters
on “ Forming a Stud,” and 11 How to Produce the

Ideal ” are worth the eost ol the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tor.-* are such well-known breeders as Messrs. It.

Colton, W. II. Vale, C. Boulton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswiek, C. I-ander, T. II. Kind), T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains ‘21k pages, 7 inches

by 5 is brimful of the most practical information
on the highly interesting ubjeet ol' Hybrid Breed
lug. Price 1 /-., post fr.-o 1 / 2 .

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.-By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains' how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their varioQs ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
Full information on the seeds suitable
for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with tlie breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. IT. Norman ; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds- a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P.
Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most pi-Qfitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1^.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S., etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds." A highly instructive Manual. It con
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of biaek and white illustrations, indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman ; or may be hod in two parts. Part
1: “ nardbills,” and Part 2: “ SoftbDls.” Either
Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.
THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.-B.v G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable "Breeding Room Register” a
well-known fancier has said:—"It makes bird-
breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his
birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis-
ters of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life
of all our familiar British birds; their appear-
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 138 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.—Ey Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct, method' of
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet-
al! sorts of animals are dealt with— monkeys’
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and othei
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to l>ird§. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift book

gAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years, as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge: (arso”
ciate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A. House)
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured a.id sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of tlie beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,
sexing, and mating of the hirds, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, tlie bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all
the difficulties likely to confront the breeder

COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 3,d—By J. W. liamsden. Tells vou how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult tlie
birds to get the richest possible colour.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.

—

Fanciers requiring busl
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc
should write us for a quotation. We are now )n
a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's
name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid".

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds, ’V
154. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
SO,ooo readers weekly

Offices : 154 , Fleet Street, London, E.C.

felegrams—“ Aviculture, London .** Til* No. 522 9

Hoiborn.
The Editor is always glad lo receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles
,
sketches, or

photographs. Provided un addressed envelope

,

sufficiently stamped
, accompanies same, every

effort ivill be made to return tinaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one Side of paper only •

.Twitterings

.

A LARGE number of show reports having
accumulated which could not be printed

within the limits of the penny issues possi-

ble during this time of crisis, we have
decided, at the request of a large number
of readers, to publish them in a special

double number rather than hold them over
indefinitely. Even now, although we this

week deal with no fewer than 84 shows,
we have not been able to deal with the
reports of a few members’ fixtures.

There are a few specials not yet sent in
to me, writes Mr. Robert Lambie, sec. Whit-
burn C.B.S. Will fanciers kindly send them
in and allow me to have them sent to the
winners?

In your report of the Y.C. and C.B.S. of

Ireland (Dublin) show, nat. col. clear buff

bene reads 2, Gillen won in col. -fed class in

Belfast. This is not so, as I was first in this

class at Belfast and Mr. Gillen he.—A. E.
iWinkup (Belfast).

The City of Birmingham C.B.S. second open
Roller Canary singing contest is held at the
Crown Hotel, Hill Street, Birmingham, Sat-
urday, Dec. 19th;' open 3 p.rn. to 9 p.m.,
admission 3d. Patronage of B.R.C.C. and
P.R.C.C.—Advt.

I was delighted to see on your front page
last week my well-known winning yellow hen,
also my clear huff cock. The picture does
your artist great credit, as I think they are
both most life-like. I wish Cage Birds con-
tinued success.—H. W. Turner (Manchester).
The Boroer City (Carlisle) O.S. show on

New Year’s Day will be a good opportunity
for fanciers, writes Mr. J. C. Bell, the sec.,

as the train service locally is very good.
The novice should have a grand time, as the
champions will probably be at the big Scotch
shows. —
* Certainly, one of -our well-known bird-

specialists, Mr. W. Rudd, of Norwich, is

keeping business going in a surprising man-
ner, as the following list of exports will
show—all during this war period. Although
born too long ago to be accepted for the
front (he was, however, a Volunteer as long
back as the time the muzzle-loading rifle was
in use) he will be well represented there, as
three of his sons have already joined for
service abroad. Johannesburg (S. Africa),
goods; British Columbia, live birds; Queens-
town (S. Africa), goods; Wellington (New
Zealand) live birds

; Quetta (India) goods
(two) ; Buenos Aires, live birds

; Ontario
(Canada), live birds; New York (U.S.A.),
goods

; Calcutta (India).' goods
; Mexico, live

birds and goods
;
Genoa (Italy) live birds

;

Karachi (India), goods; Lagos
' (Nigeria) live

birds
; Kikuyu (British East Africa) live

birds ahd* goods; Blraiju (India) goods;
Springfield (Ohio, U.S.A.) live birds;
Shanghai, goods.

SPECIAL XMAS OFFER
To Senders of

SMALL PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

TWO INSERTIONS

FOR THE PRICE OF
ONE-A NO-A- HALF.

In order to save our advertisers trouble
during the Christmas Holidays, we will in-

sert advertisements in our next issue and
the one following (Dee. 26 and Jan. 2) for
the price of one insertion and a half.

This offer ie open to all small prepaid
advertisers, so that our readers who want
to make money for Christmas should take
advantage of it. Rates : 18 words fer 6d.,

? words id. after, prepaid. Enclose the fee

for the two insertions at the price of one
and a half; a leo write on your order, "Two
Weeks’ Special Offer.”

Offer closes Monday next, or first post Tues-

day, Dec. 22, at latest.

Address: The Advertisement Manager, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Mr. Geo. Bennett, Luton, writes that he
has removed from 168, High Town Road to

74, Boyle Street, Luton.
Windhfll C.B.S. open show on Jan. 2 has

the N.C.M.Y.C.C. patronage, writes Mr. J.

Taylor, the sec., and1 the green-marked
classes now read : Class 13, green-mkd. yel-

low cock
; Class 13a, buff do.

;
Class 14,

green-mkd. yellow hen; Class 14a, buff do.

Will exhibitors please note these alterations
when making entries ?

In connection with the members’ show of

the Tong C.B.S. at the Hand and Shuttle
Inn, on Dec. 26, three open price limit

classes for Yorks. Canaries will bo provided
with seven cash prizes in each class, writes

L. Hodgson, sec. (981, Wakefield Road_,

Dudley Hill). There will be a fat turkey for

most points in the three classes, and a bottle

of whisky for most points In the hen class.

The proceeds of the show will be given to

the Workpeople’s Hospital Fund—see advt.

under Yorkshires.

Prize-money Paid.
We hear that prize-money has been paid in

respect of the following shows. Anyone over-

looked should apply to the respective hon.

secs. : Hackney, Stoke Ne/wington F.A.
;
South-

ampton C.B.S., Whitburn, Abersychan, City

of Birmingham C.B.S.

The Irish Way.
We note that a certain Irish journal, after

announcing that Mr. M. Arnstein was the

judge of the foreign birds at the recent Cork
show, went on to say that the “ cage birds

were an attractive exhibit
;

foreign birds

were absent this year.”

SN EVERY COPY OF THIS ISSUE
there should be found

A COLOURED PLATE
from our surplus stock.

High Wycombe’s Cup.
I have duly received a cup for the cage

bird section to be competed for amongst
our members from a well-wisher at Ingestre,

Stafford, writes Mr. S. C. Pearce, hon. -sec.

High Wycombe and Dist. F.S. My com-

mittee are pleased to accept this on terms
mentioned, with many thanks. I have been
asked to acknowledge through Cage Birds,

as no address or name was sent with same.

©BITUiLRir.

Mr. W. BLENKINSOP (Ushaw Moor).

I regret to inform you, writes Mr. J. Stan-

ger, of the death of Mr. W. Blenkinsop
(Messrs. Hanson and Blenkinsop), who died

on Dec, 4th, at Ushaw Moor (Co. Durham).
Air. Blenkinsop, who was in his 69th year,

was a keen Crest Fancier, and until a com-
paratively short time ago a regular attender

and exhibitor at all the important North
Country Shows. In conjunction with his

partner h,e won the first gold medal com-

peted for by the members of the Northern

Crest Club, and with the same bird, a yel-

low Green Crest-bred, was successful at the

Crystal Palace Show. A controversy took

place in your columns at the time with ref-

erence to this bird, one well-known judge

maintaining it was a buff, a statement which

he adhered -to even after a few feathers

were plucked from the bird and forwarded for

his inspection ;
but the question was never in

doubt as far as its owner and North Country

breeders were concerned. Of a quiet, retir-

ing disposition, Mr. Blenkinsop was well-

known and highly respected amongst North

Country fanciers. He is survived by a widow

and grown-up family, to whom all will extend

sympathy.

Corrections in Show Reports.

At Abersychan, the report of the unflighted

buff Nor. class should read 2, Tedstone
; 4,

Mortimer, not 2 Mortimer, 4 Tedstone, as

printed in catalogue. At Birmingham Messrs.

Wells and Clempson won 2nd in yellow hen

Y'orks., not Burke; at the Northern Y.C.C.

show G. Tweedie won 3rd in buff mkd., not

Tindale ;
in unflighted hen Nor. at Birmingham

Mr. Foxen won 4th, not Twine, and Mr. Wil-

son he, not Eckersley.

CumnocR’s Continued Success.

The Cumnock and Dist. C.B.S. are proud

to announce, writes Mr. Alex. Wyper, the

secretary, that their show proved a success,

having a record entry of 271. While we
dropped £4 4s. on the year from outside

subscriptions, the balance this year only

showe-a’ a drop of £1 9s. 9d. from last year.

After allocating £1 to Lord Eglinton's

branch qf the War Fund', and £1 to the local

Red Cross Fund, we carry forward a balance

of practically £10 for 1915, which is grati-

fying under the circumstances.

A Personal Statement.

E
VER since the outbreak of war be-
tween this country and Germany I
have periodically experienced an-

noyance and been subjected to anonymous
insults from a few narrow-minded people
who cannot understand that a man may
have a name foreign in character and yet
he absolutely English by birth and blood.
This form of persecution has already
caused me visits by the Police Authorities
at iny private address and at my office^

and has given me the unpleasant sensa-
tion of seeing myself falsely described as
an “alien enemy” on a police dossier.

So far as any injury to my personal
feelings is concerned, or for that matter so
far as my pocket is affected, I can afford
to shrug my shoulders at that particular
form of misguided patriotism which is con-
tent to attack a man without evidence and
to condemn him as a foreigner and a spy
on bare suspicion. But the last instance
in the direction of attacking me on account
of my name is of so contemptible a char-
acter, and suggests to me so forcibly that
silence on my part may be a danger to
the cause for which I am working that I

have decided to make a public statement
concerning my nationality, which will have
the effect I hope of once and for all stop-

ping, or at any rate checking, these malici-

ous rumours circulated through misappre-
hension or deliberate malice.

In connection with the National Egg
Collection for the Wounded I have sent
out on behalf of the Committee some thou-
sands of circulars signed by myself as a
member of the Committee. One of these
circulars addressed to a member of the
Poultry Club, apparently residing at

Lewes, has been returned to the Secretary
of the National Egg Collection with my
name heavily underscored and the com-
ment at the bottom of the letter: “Why
not an Englishman?” The author of this

is so un-English himself by disposition that'

he deliberately omits to stamp his letter,

thereby causing the Collection to be un-
justifiably and meanly mulcted in the sum
of 2d. as a fine for his evidently wilful neg-

lect.

I have a shrewd suspicion as to the
identity of the author of this document,
and I issue to him the following challenge :

—I will forfeit the sum of £1,000 (one

thousand pounds) to any war charity he
likes to name if he can prove that there

has been anything but English blood in

my family on both sides for the last six

generations. Further, I suggest to him
that if lie is as much a patriot,as he evi-

dently thinks he is, he will, in the case of

being unable to traverse 'the truth of my
declaration That I am of English parentage
and descent, forfeit the sum of at least

£10 on behalf of the Collection he has so

pettishly taken advantage of.

I also think it necessary to give a warn-
ing to any other people who may imagine
that because a man has a name of foreign

origin he must necessarily be of foreign

extraction or foreign birth, that I will in-

stitute legal proceedings without notice

should they attempt to assail me further
on such grounds, and give me sufficient

evidence of their courage as to come out in

the open on such a charge.

Though born in Australia, T have lived

the greater part of my life in England. I

am proud to consider myself as truly

British as any of my assailants, and I am
glad to think it is not a general character-

istic of Englishmen to use underhand
methods or to attack on mere suspicion

by methods which prevent retaliation.

It affords me some satisfaction, too, to

reflect that even the King to whom I own
allegiance has a foreign name, and that

there is just as little ground for attacking

his loyalty to his country, as there is for

attacking mine. * F. CARL.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays this year tailing

on Friday and Saturday (Dec. 25 and 26), advertisers,

correspondents, and our readers generally should
note that any communications for insertion in our
next issue, dated December 26, should reach us on
Monday next, or NOT LATER THAN FIRST POST
TUESDAY (Dec. 22), as our Dec. 26 i6Sue must
go to press on the Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 23. Ally

communications arriving alter Monday will RUN
THE RISK OF HAVING TO BE HELD OVER.
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SUPPLEMENT TO CAGE BIRDS A
RUTHERGLEN C.B.A.

Animal Show, Rcchuhitr Halls, Nov. 7, Mr. Allan
Chalmers, Kirkintilloch, judged at tills, the eociety’s
most /successful show. Mr. Jus. Lappin still holds
tho secretarial reins, and as ueunl everything passed
off successfully. Mr. Joel makes a good vicc-pres.,
and he and his colleague, ably hacked up by tho
committee, got through the work in tine style, and
were rewarded with a good gate.
YOUNG BIRDS, t'L. OR TKI)., YELL. NOR. CK.:

1, 3, Hamilton, leader, line size and col., subs, and
qual., trifle rough in feather; 3, grlz capped, car-
ries flights too high, otherwise well up; 2, M. Mel-
ville, smaller, but short and cobby, neat make,
presses, well up; 4, \V. Melville. HEN: 1, M. Mel-
ville, not a monster, but short, neat, and cobby, nice
stamp; 2, Hamilton, rather more subs, and size, not
quite so close or boxy in feather, still quite the
equal of leader; 3, sp, Gilchrist, natural fed, perfect
feather and corn!., not quite so chubby; 4, Brown.
BITE CK.: 1, 2, Hamilton, leader, line size and
hot col., broad, deep front, nice top end, just such
to carry tail loosely ; 2, nice size and line qua!,
feather, behind in sub#., but better earr.

; 3, Brown,
good quill., but beaten in size and subs.; 4, M. Mel-
ville. HEN : 1, 2, 3, 4, Hamilton, leader, plenty
size and subs., grand qual., neat earr., trifle Tough
at thighs ; 2, nice one, not quite so short and cobby

;

3, 4, well up in size, col. and qual. VAR. CK. : 1, sp,
roschowl. best, 2, 3, 4, Hamilton, grand team, leader,
grand yell., good size and A1 qual., cobby and neat,
grand earr. and stylish make, staged to perfection

;

2. buff, rune tight up on winner; 3, 4, nice typical,
good qual. yell. HEN: 1, Brown, good yell.] nice
size, col., and qual., neatly braced and staged in
grand trim

; 2, M. Melville, well set buff, nice shape,
good type, short, neatly placed legs, finely carried
wings, and tail; 3, 4, YV. Melville, yell, and buff.
YOUNG BORD., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.: 1, sp,
rosebowl, 3, Joel, leader, beauty for shape and earr.,
neat and stylish, well balanced, might be shade
sweeter in head, staged to perfection

; 3, sp, grand
qual., fine boxy feather, very shapely and neat; 2,
Gilchrist, nice qual., neat head, good earr. ; 4, Brown-
lie. HEN : 1, 2, 3, 4, Joel, leader, jaunty style, grand
eol. and fine qual., might be shade sweeter in head
properties; 2, neat all over, sweet type, pressed
hard for top honours, our choice; 3, good one, well
staged. BUFF CK.: 1, 2, 3, Joel, leader, neat and
shapely, well filled and clean cut, well balanced

;

2, nice qual., fine barrel, clean and well drawn,
trifle nervous when handled; 3, nice one in shape
and qual, neat and typical, not quite finished yet.
HEN: 1, Gilchrist, neat, shapely, good qual, well
balanced; 2, 4, Joel, grand one for type and qual.,
neatly got up, jaunty earr. and style, staged in spot-
leso cond. ; 3, Brownlie, nice one for shape and type
stylish and neat. EVEN, ETC., YELL.: 1, 3, Joel,
leader, very neat and sweet, clean cut and jaunty
style, fine head and neck, perfect earr., staged in
perfect order; 3, nice one for qual., close and boxy
appearance, just trifle chubby ,* 2, 4, Armour, 2, nice
qual. and shape, fine wings and tail, fails a trifle at
throat. BUFF: 1, 3, Joel, leader, nicely built, well
drawn, fine even mkd. wings, neat earr., closely I

folded tail, steady and perfect in feather; 3 top I

qual. feather, shapely, steady, and handles well, not
1

far behind; 2, Armour, fine qual., grand waxy fea-
ther, neat earr. and build, presses hard on leader - 4
Hutchison. BUFF GR. OR CINN.: 1, 2, 3, Hutchi-
son. good all round team, capital cond. and perfect
feather. YELL.: l, 2, 3, Hutchison, nice lot, very
even in qual., nice type and perfect feather and
pencilling, staged A1 cond. CREST OR C.B.: 1, 2,
3, 4, Brown, leads with nice size, even wing, D.C.]
nice body feather, neat crest, finely radiated and
drooped, should improve; 2, C.B., good size and
body subs.

; 3, D.C., plenty body feather, nice back
crest and sides. MULE OR HYB.: 1, Finnigan,
good Linnet Mule, nice feather. OLD BIRDS,
CL. OR 1KD. Y ELL., NOR.: 1, Hamilton, grand
size, hot, rich, even col., fine head, well filled neck
grand front, not quite finished

; 2, W. Melville, equal
for size and #ubs., closer in feather, but not «o
well balanced at top end: 3. M. Melville, good size
and col. HEN : 1, YV. Melville, nice size and qual.,
hno style, neat earr., clean cut and well put to-
gether; 2, M. Melville, well up, but rather longer
behind; 3, Gilchrist. -BUF CK.: 1, 3, Hamilton,
leader A1 col., well mealed, grand size, and fine
qual., thick set, faultless cond. and wins well 3,
plenty size and subs., bit open in feather; 2, Al!
Melville nat. eol., top cond., well balanced at’ top
end, neat lronted, well braced

; 4, \V. Melville. HEN :

1, 4, Hamiton, leader, good qual., plenty subs., nice
cobby build, perfect earr., rather fat for our taste;
2, \Y. Melville, fine model, nice subs., rich qual.
feather, well mealed, etylish, and shapely, our choice •

vjo*
MeIvi,le > ni«© size and earr., good feather!

VAR., ETC. CK.: 1, Hamilton, yell, gr., short and
cobby in build, neat earr., clean cut, shapely; 2 M.
Melville, var. yell., hot in col., good shape; 3, W.
Melville, var. buff, nice cond.; 4, Bagen. HEN-
I, M. Melville, nice buff gr., good subs, and feather]
trifle gripped round neck, otherwise in good cond •

3, 4, Hamilton, leader, yell, var., good qual!
leather, nice subs, and typical; 3, similar for col.
and markings, fine bead, neck and front, sweetlv
braced. OLD BORD., CL. OR. TKD. YELL. CK.:
3, sp, Hutchison, topping order, neat, clean cut and
shapely, perfect earr., laid down creditably

; 2, sp
Bagen, nice one for size, coi. and earr.; 3, Joel, nice
one, quite the equal of 2nd, At cond. BUFF- 1
Joel, lovely order. HEN: 1, Bagen, nice qual., but
soft when we saw her. YELL., EVEN., ETC.: 1
Armour, right size, and shape, nice qual., trifle un-
steady when handled; 2, Joel, beauty for featherand cond., grand taper and neat wings and tail, runs
hard up on winner. BUFF: 1, Hutchison, fine qualneat shape and earr. ; 2, Joel, right up for type and
qual., well drawn ami neatly braced, better ‘in head

feather, finely pencilled
; 2, nice Siskin, in good order ;

J, good Poll; 4, Brown. GREENF.: 1, Crone, lino
nat. col., A1 size and qual., very steady, perfect in
feather; 2, Brown, nice col. fed, perfect feather,

J*®*.
*"<* Vl 'r.v steady, must have pressed hard.LESSER REDPOLL: 1, Finnigan, good size, perfect

feather, nice col. and rich pencilling, little beauty;
Crone, good ono for size, and steadiness, beaten

in pencilling; 3, Brown, well up for size and cond.,
fails in depth of ground eol. and pencilling. A.O.V.,SMALL: 1, sp, roschowl, best Brit., \V. Brown’
lovely Ortolan Bunting, perfect feather, steady and
rich in col., in the pink; 2, Finnigan, grand Bramble,
line size, nice cond., rich col. and spangling, steady
ami creditably staged ; 3, Brown, Bramble, similar
for kl/l> tltl/1 /IAII/I nn4 Miiii.. _! a I - • .

4

I

ther, nice size and col., steady, and well staged

,

3, 4, Brown, nice Greenic, rather soft and good
sized Bramble. LARGE BRIT. : ], 3, Brown, lead-
ing with lino Corn Bunting, plenty size and steady
rich col., neat spangling; 3, fine Hawfinch, rare col.,
not quite up to 2nd for size, but richer in col very
steady and perfect in feather

; 2, Crone, massive
Hawfinch, perfect feather, well known face; 4,
Shields. SELL., 10s.: ], M. Melville; 2, W. Melville;
3, Bagdon; 4, Brown. GIFT: 1, M. Melville; 2!
McNair; 3, Brown; 4, Joel.

QUEEN’S PARK (London) C.B.A.

for size and cond., not quite so rich in ground col -

'Crone. SMALL BRIT. HEN FOR MULING,
b IC. : 1, 2, Crone, Bramble and Siskin, perfect fea-

Mem tiers' tenth Annual Show, Nov
iall, Harrow Road. Entries were coo

Emmanuel
ries were good and quality

tin .top, particularly tile Norwich, some lovely
specimens being staged by Messrs Battison, Butter-
field, Withers, Smith, Burt, Wise, etc. In Cham-
pions Mr. Battison won spl. for best Norwich with
a grand yell, of wonderful substance, the unflighted
«?' being secured by Mr. V. N'. Smith with a yell,
of capital quality and eol. Ovcrfatness was a fault
with many of the exhibits, and more than one
had to stand down in consequence. Yorkshires were
a nice lot. Spl. for best unflighted was secured
by Mr. Sanders with a good yell, Mr. Glanville
winning for best York#. in Champions. The Hybrid
spl. fell to Messrs. Cyster and Hills’s veil. Goldie-
Canary, a fine bird of good col. Mr K. R Lowe
th®. S«c- bad everything in perfect order. The
exhibuion was well attended. Air. H Norman
judged.
NOR. YELL. CK : I, Battison; 2, 3, Withers;
h

:
Butterfield. BUFF: 1, 3, lie, Butted

field
; 2, Battison ; vhc. Withers. YELL HEN • 1 2

vhc, Butterfield; 3, Battison. BUFF: 1, 3. v’he’
Butterfield; 2, Withers; lie, Battison. UNFL1G •’

3 ’ Withers; 2, Butterfield; vhc, he, Battison!
NOV. YELL.: 1, Smith; 2, 3, vhc, he, Burt. BUFF:
h W. Smith; 2, he, Burt; vhc, Bonniwell andSon; c W; N. Smith. YELL. HEN: 1, Wise; 2,W. N. Smith; 3, W. Smith. BUFF : 1 Burt- 2
be, c, Bonniwell and Son; 3, vhc, Smith. UNFLIg“ :

1, W iN. Smith; 2, Burt; 3, vhc, YV. Smith - he c
Ratcliff. FURCHASED : 1, tv. Smith; 2,

’ Bonni-
well YORKS., YELL. CK. : 1. Glanville. BUFF:
nirvv

0
!!

1

tt’
2, Lloyd. YELL. HEN : 1, Lloyd.

OlanviHe. UNFUG. : 1, Lloyd;
2, Glanville. AAIAT., YELL. CK. : 1, Birch- 2 3Sanders BUFF : I, Birch; 2, Sanders. YELL.’HEN: 1, 2, Sanders; 3, vhc, Birch. BUFF: I

xr/->i-?
nd

f™-,V t
ONFLIG, ; l, 2, Sanders; 3,’

NOy., YELL. CK. : 1, 2, Bonniwell and

GLASGOW (West End).
5th annual show, Nov. 21, Co operative Hall, 8t.George s Cross A very suitable one for the purpose,

pl< nty of light, and lreo from draught. Birds were
neatly staged all round. British came up well, andsome outstanding exhibit# were among them
Borders were a nice typical lot. The entry totalled
about .50, and was considered very satisfactory,cup and specials were on view, and made an impos-
ing display. Gold medal best bird and Norwich cup
were won by J. Tawwe

; Border cup and B.F.C.C

w i,' ,

Llin" Mul° cup, G. G. Henderson. Sec.W. 1 roudfoot had) all arrangements in good order
and was ably assisted by the I'rcs., A. Hendry, Vice-
Pres. I . Allan and A. Symington, and the committee,
Messrs. McGown, Lunn, C. Campbell, J. Campbell,
Gillespie, Law, ami Ncwgreen. The judge# were
Mr. J. E Dewar (Edinburgh) Canaries, Air. I>. Mc-
ijuiston, Ay r, the remainder, and their awards pleawed

Birch
Birch
Son ; 2, he, Lowe; vhc, Perrett

; ’c, Ratcliff.. BUFF-
r„.H

0
c'

Ve:
vl’TT

BO
un^Te11 and 80,1 : 3. Perrett ; vhc,

Curtis. YELL. HEN: 1 , vhc, Bonniwell and Son:23 c Lowe; he Perrett. BUFF: 1 , he, Bonniwell
S

i?xil’T,.o
hornton : 3 ’ Hannan!; vhc, Rat-

ebife. UN I DIG. : ], 3, Bonniwell and Son; 2
iSmitn ; vhc, he, Lowe; c, Hannalord. BUFF - l heLowe; 2 Bonniwell and Son, vhc, Perrett; c,’Hannaford PURCHASED: 1. Cyster and Hill!MULES . 1, 2, 3, Cyster and Hill. BRIT • 1 9
Cyster and Hill

; 3 Clark. GOLDF. : 1, Ratcli’ffe'j

“r'RF^!F
CySt

f
r

i'
nd

,
Hlli;

?• hc
- I-owe; c, Clark.

CHA Tivcn ’
1
2,

1
3
;

C
’ Lowo

;

vhc, hc, Clark.CHAFF,INCII,: 1, 3, Lowe; 2, Clark. LINNET: I. 3Ix>we, 2, Clarke; vhc, hc, c, Cyster and Hill. SISKIN
We \ 2 Cyster and Bill: 3. vhc, he Clark; c,Lowe. A.O.V. : 1, Lowe. HUNS: 1, 2. Clark

BERWICK.
T>,!i

en'* L
rk F'Q annUdl sh°w > King’s Arms Assemblyi^Oet. 31. Entries were down from last year,no doubt owing to the war. The society gave the

War T?
gw andsales

_
proceeds to the Belgian andWar Relief Funds. Mr. \V. Hay won cup for best

y oung Canary or Mule bred by exhibitor with a grand

in Rr l o
tK'k;

{!
a

-
v took C,, P for most points

in But. and For.; G. Brown B.F.C.C. medal with a

sDin
k
of
g
th

Uft
!
'en

’ W
,

hi
i‘
h °nl -v ]oit *be cup on the

spin of the coin
; and J. A. Purvis the Alavor’s cash

sp. for most points. Messrs. Robert Lambie (Wliit-

every saDsfaHiom"
1"16 (1Jdinljur8h > -iud^d a » d «ave

and neck than leader, winning when we took
fiOs’s. BUFF GR., ETC.: I, Hutchison, shapely
?**£•

*
g°°d

,
carr - a,ld -sty's, nicely pencilled,' only

t0° strong in head properties, Y'ELE. GR.
.

,

'• Hutchison, nice feather and good earr
light grassy col., neat markings. CREST. OR C BE op. 4, Brown, leader, monster, C.B., great hod’vsubs plenty feather, grand lash and hack skull; 2W. Melville, even D.C., rare cond., evenly radiated'good droop, creditably staged; 3, AI. Alclville, broken
gr

;
C.B., in luce feather, nice one throughout oniv

fails to leader in subs. GOLDF.: 1, nice one lor
size, coi., and marks, hut unsteady; 2, Finnigan

Bum? ’
n
i

0t
nl?e

„
nsc

f,
in c

;

0 '- °r expansive in blaze!BULLr.
. 1, Brown, fine lor size and col., perfectboxy feather, and broad, expansive, neat fitting jetand PPffeft bars, staged to win

; 2, Crone

LINNeV i

S

FtnnieL
bea

-

en *? featller a"d condition!Sv t, 'gan
L,
n

.

1Ce slz<9 st
.
cad V. She feather.

Prom* won „n uiuwn ground; 2,Crone, well up for size and cond., perfect featherbeaten in depth of col. and markings; 3, Bagen coodMze, better col., but very wild. SISKIN ETC l
r-. 3, Crone, leader, Twite, steady and 'perfect in

sp Makins- CRESi (3) : 1. 2, 3, Craig#. BORD.
,

C
,

L
-
yj'LL. (16): 1, Smart; 2. Short; 3, Brown; 4

vhc, Walker; hc, J. Purvis; c, Briggs. HEN (KD • i
I, hc, Brown ; 2, Purvis ; 3, vhc, J. Purvis • 4 Smart :

c Short. BUFF CK. (19): ’l. he J ’Arvh V
Briggs; 3, vhc, c Smart; 4, YValker. HEN (20)’: l]
1EI-.C.C. medal, Brown ; 2, Smart-j 3. Short: 4, Irvine-

Ark-'n
1

Vai
P

"i

rV
cf i

h
V’

Suthern: c - "r
«lker. EVEN

J.
1
,
1),?- (*} 1, Schooler; 2, YValker; 3, W. Hay. UN-E\ EN YELL. (15): I, Brown; 2, Alorland ; 3, hc.Walker; 4, vhc, J. Purvis: c. Short. BUFF (14):

1, YValker; 2, Schooler; 3, Ale.ston ; 4, Brown: vhc
J. Purvis; hc, It. l'urvi#; e, Blac-khall. FOUL YELL
(10): 1, Brown; 2, lie, Smart: 3, YValker- 4. Aleston •

vhc Irvine ; c, Short. BUFF (10) : l, Briggs -
2’

Meston ; 3, YValker; 4, J. Purvis; vhe, Irvine; he’Wakenshaw ; c, Smart. GR. or CINN "

(3) - 1 o
Smart; 3, J. Purvis. AIULE or HYB. (4)- 1

3' J
Purvis

; 2, YValker; 4, A. Hay. GOLDF. or BULLr!
3, J- Purvis; 2, vhc, lie, Grev: c CraigsLINNET, ETC. (12): 1, YVakenshaw; 2, J. Purvis ;°3

lie, c, A. Hay; vhc, Suthern. A.O. SAIALL BRIT
!

7 >= 3, 1, c, A. Hay; 2, hc. Suthern; vhc. Mor-
land. TOR. (10): 1. Suthern; 2, 3 vhc he c
Grey ; 4. Alorland. NOV. BORD. YELL. (5)’: 1. 2 4’

Short; 3, McDonald
;
vhc. Blackball. BUFF (7)

:
l’

2. vhc. Short ; 3, hc, c. Blackball ; 4, AIcDonald OLD
BIRDS, PAIRS (7): 1, A. Hay; 2,

’4, ATakir#- She
Suthern: vlic, YVakenshaw. GIFT CK (10)'- 1
Briggs; 2, Brown: 3, vhc, Grey; 4, hc, Smart; 6. J.’
Purvis. HEN (23): 1, Schooler; 2, Briggs- 3' A
Hay: 4, Short; vhc, Brown: he, AIcDonald; c’ r'
Purvis. NOR. (0): 1, 3. Makins ; 2, 4, W Hav-BORD. (10): 1, hc, Smart; 2, vhc. J. Purvis; 3, 4W. Hay; c. Schooler.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them when sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM " CAGE BIROS," 154, FLEET
STREET. LONDON,

YOUNG BIRDS, C.B.: 1, 2, 3, 4, Hamilton, fine lot,

vvii ev and subs" lta<ler excels lashing. NOR.
L

,

k - : 1. H. Campbell, nice size, col., and oond.
lJUrl1

: 1, gold medal, and cup, Tawse, grand young
#ter, fine .size and suits., good head, neck, and col.,
fine y mealed

; 2, sp, Henderson, nice size, subs., and
qual behind eol.; 3, Tawse', fine type loses in size
and head properties; 4, sp, D. Campbell; 5, Hender-

HUI t VAR. CK. : 1, 2, Taw#e, 1 good stamp,
cobby shape, splendid qual, 2 scarcely so cobby,
otherwise equal; 3, sp, J. Campbell. YELL. HEN.:
itiTr-r'

W *Se
’ 'iea<^ mkd., fine head neck, and qual.

B-UI'l’ : 1 sp, Tawse, rare head, neck, and front, finesalmon tint, wins well; 2, Henderi&on, fine col. and
cond.; 3 D. Campbell, good qual. VAltlEG. : I,
D. Campbell, saddle mkd., fine size, subs, and qual.;
“• - 1 - Campbell, almost gr., fine qual. and cond. • 3,

/• ;

i

vv-
e

’
.

be,lin(i in and head. Git. OR
^ j*'• U 2, Hamilton, both cinn., good size col.,
and qual. NON FED: 1, Tawse, cl. butt, cobby

good ®ize head and neck, excellent qual.BORD. YELL. CK.: 1, 3, Symington, 1 lovely qual.,
well braced flights, good can-., 3 we Jiked, better
proportioned, excellent qual., line wing and tail earr.,P^ r *n col.; 2, 6, Lunn, fine qual. and cond.,
bemnd in head and neck; 4, Sellar; 5, J. Campbell;
7, Tawse. HEN: 3, 2, Symington, 1 tkd.. fine round
bead and body, good qual., 2 tkd. on neck, fine tvpe
and lovely qual.; 3, Lunn, typical. BUFF C'K.; 1,
B.T.C.C. medal and cup, 5, Lunn, g£m of a Bord., fine

. round head and body, best of wing and tail earr.,
qual. and cond.; 2, Sellar, excellent qual. and cond.,

i fine shape; 3, Mitchell, lovely qual. and col.; 4, J.
Campbell; 0, Booth. HEX: 1, 2, Lunn, 1 fine qual.,
neat shape, and wings, nice easy earr., 2 hardly so
neat wing earr., still fine shape and qual.; 3, Syming-
ton w-ing mkd., good type and qual., ohade thin at
neck; 4, sp, Campbell; 5, Tawse; C, Sellars; 7
Kobertson. YELL. VARIED.: 1, 2, Lunn, 1 wing
mkd., fine short boxy feather, lovely sheen, grand
col. and shape, 2 wing mkd., behind in qual. only;
3. Robertson, splendid col., qual., and cod<]., fails
head; 4, Sellars; 5, Campbell. BUFF: 1, Campbell,
head and wing mkd., fine round head and body, splen-
did qual., wing, and tail earr.

; 2, G, Symington, 2
equal qual. and wing earr., shade thin ‘at neck; 3,
Sellar, sweetly moulded, good qual., col., and cond. •

4, 7, Robertson
; 5, Mitchell. CINN. OR GR.: 1, sp,’

2 4 5, G, 7, Lunn, grand lot, 1 gr., 2 cinn., 4 cinn.,
all In spotless cond.

; 3, sp, Sellars, cinn., fine ground
col., shape, and qual.; 8, Robertson. NOV. CK.: 1,
Mitchell, cl. .yell, fine shape, lovely qual., rich even
col., neat wings; 2, Booth, cl. buff, nice round head
and body, good qual., well braced flight#. YORKS.,
5 classes, all awards to Cochrane, with a grand lot.
DK. AIULE: 1, 2, sp, cup,- Henderson, very fine Sis-
kin yell., good eol. and -size, fine bloom

; 2, sp, Mit-
chell, Linnet, huff, good size and shape, will im-
prove every way. OLD BIRDS, CREST: 1, 2, Hamil-
ton, both grizzled crest, el. body, winner excel# in
radiation, good size and subs., fine centre and droop.
C. 1E: I, sp, 2, 3, Hamilton, gr., and two varieg.. all
good size, nicely lashed, and line entrance. NOR.
CK. : 1. Hyde’s sp, J. Campbell, fine size and subs.,
rare head and neck, deep front, good qua]., col., and
cond.; 2, ep, Tawse, fine qual., nicely frosted, good
chest, col., and cond., fails head only

; 3 McGown,
yell., good size and col.; 4, 5, c, Campbell. VARIEG.

:

1, 2, Tawse, 1 yell., rare size, subs., and qual., cobby
#hape, 2 yell., fine head, size, and qual., shade long
in body and flights; 3, 5„ AIcGown, 3 buff, good size,
qual., and cond. ; 4, Henderson. CL. HEN : 1, Taw se,
medium size, fine head and neck, short, cobby body,
good qua!.; 2, Henderson, buff, tkd. neck, good head,
fine deep front, short flights and tail, Al qual., close
up; 3, J. Campbell, good qual. of feather, loses in
head and size; 4, C. Campbell. VAI1IEG.: 1, Ban-
nerman, huff, fine type and qual. GR. OR CINN.:
I, 2, 3, Hamilton,

, all cinn., good size., col., and
cond. NON-FED: I, Henderson, varieg., medium size,
fine head and neck, hold front; 2, Alitehell, close up,
equal head, neck, and front, trifle rough in feather;
3, 4, J. Campbell. 3 good stamp, fine qual.

; 5, AIc-
Gowin. BORD. YELL.: 1, sji., Lunn, tkd. head, fine
round one, excellent qual. of feather, fine sheen

; 2,
J. Campbell, sweetly made, lovely qua]., fine even
col., good earr. ; 3, Tawse, cl., rich col., qual., and
cond.; 4, Booth; 5, 6, Proudfoot. Y'ARIEG.: 1, 2,
Proudfoot, cinn. mkd. yells., rich qual., eol., and
cond., fine round heads and bodies. BUFF : 1, ,T.

Campbell, well proportioned, fine, short, boxy
feather, nice free earr. ; 2, Proudfoot, good stamp,
well braced wings, fine cond. GR. OR CINN.: 1, 2.

3, Lunn. 1 gr., neat head and body, good col. and
lacing, 2 gr., fine qual., col., and cond., easy earr.;
4, Sellar#. YORKS. CK.: 1. 2 sps, 2, 3, 4, 5, Coch-
rane, 1 cl. buff, rare length and pos., fine smooth
front, free from frill, well up on leg, 2 cl. yell., grand
qual. and pos., stands up well, 3 tkd. buff, fine shape
and qual., well shown. HEN : I, 2, 3, 4, 5, Cochrane,
all in lovely order. AIULE OR HYB.: 1, sp, AIcGown,
varieg. Goldie, fine size, shape, and qual., grand
bloom ; 2, Allan, Dark Linnet Mule, good size, rich
col., fine laced front; 3. Glass, shade smaller, good
eol., qua!., and cond. GOLDF.: 1, 2, Henderson, 1

rare plushlike face, rich col., good tannings and but-
tons, fine size and shape, 2 fine square cut face, not
so expansive, full bloom ; 3, Tawse, good size and
shape, behind in richness of blaze. BULLF. : 1, 3,

G, Gillespie, 1 F.A1., good size, chubby body, rich cot.,

fine cap and bars, 3 F.AI., lighter tone of col., neat
shape and wing bars; 2, Tawse, rare col. for H.Af.
bird, grand cap and bars, fine size, shape, and bloom,
very close up ; 4, Robb ; 5, Henderson

; 7, Symington

;

8, Allan; good clas#. LINNET: 1, Robb, fine size,

shape, and col., nicely laced, steady, and good
shower

; 2, 5, Henderson, 2 lighter tone of col., good
breast, fine flights, size, and shape ; 3, Glass, good
size, shape, and- cond.; 4, 6, Gillespie; 7, Glass; 8,

Allan, fine lot. SISKIN, ETC. : 1, 3, HendeTson, 1

very fine Twite, good size, col., and whites, well
laced breast, steady, and rare cond.: 3, Siskin, good
shape and cap; 2, Allan, good sized Mealy, fine head,
bib, and cond.; 4, Glass; 5, Booth; 6, Proudfoot; 7,

Henderson. GREENF.: 1, 2, Henderson, grand pair,

1 hold head and front, rare size, good flights, 2 better
qual., fine sheen and col., lighter build; 3, sp, Tawse,
good size, flights, and tail, shade darker tcsie of col.,

grand bloom, close up; 4, Allan; 5, Glass; C, Robb; 7,

Gillespie; 8. McGown. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE: 1,

fcp, 3, Henderson, Chaffinches, I ran- size and col

a J."’
und steady, good white* andcond., 3 flue aize and coi., trill*- rough; 2, Gla^y ri( »•

nice size and mantle; 4, Rohb.
*’ V 1

*’’2
!:

4 - Henderson, 1 Girl, grand
size, shape and markings, 2 Corn, good col -Izeand steady, 5 Know, pure in eol., good size and Voml

'

E yellow. ’HEN HAKDBILL: 1,2 4 5 HmW'
1 Bramble, line size and eol., 2 Green’le,’ good Khaim’
size, and flights; 3, Proudfoot, Buhlo, F M line

’

shape, and steady; /;, Rohb. A.O. LIUT • 1 Bender’

vni,
V<

r
r
A on #

S,
!

0r
.?

,'ark
.’

kra,,d niarki "f!9 and cond.
1 OR., LARGE,: 1, 2, sp, Proudfoot, King Parrot old
warrior, looking well; 2, Allan, Kingncek. in grand
plumage. SAIALL: J, 3, Henderson, 1 champion pair
of Diamond Sparrows, wonderful cond.; 2 5, Allan
2,

beautiful pair of Zebra Finches, very i-hurnmy •
4’

Glass, splendid col. and cond. GIFT (12) *. credit
to the society, birds were given by McGown .1.
Campbell, Hamilton, Cochrane, Tawse, Allan’ b!
Lunn, Sellars, G. Henderson, Booth, YV. Lund J
Henderson.

NEWSHAM.
,,
An"'lal sh°w ’ °,ct - 24, in the large clubroom above

the Willow I rce Inn, a capital place for the purpose
plenty of size, nice light, and freedom from draught’
the la classes provided brought fortli the nice totai
of nearly 180 birds, constituting for quality about
tho finest confined show we have yet seen. Norwich
were really splendid, the majority being beautifully
true to type and teeming with quality and colouc
I his section provided the cup winner for best bird
in show, Air. J. Armstrong winning the honour with
a grand huff cock. Y'orks. and Borders also rnado
a fine display, while the other sections also con-
tained some nice exhibits. The society is well
officered, Air. J. Thompsou being president, while
the chairman is tile well-known Norwich exhibitor
Mr. G. Dobinson. Other officials are Air. J. Ruther-
ford, vice-chair. Air. YV. Gibb, assist, sec., and a
grand committee composed of Messrs. R. Rowell J
Armstrong, T. Griltiths, R. Turnbull, J. Hudspitb’
J. Yallowley, J. Short, J. Elliott, A. Taylor, and T.
Dixon. The genial and courteous secretary, Mr. C.
Snowdon, understands his work from end to end,
and his arrangements were carried out without tho
slightest hitch. Special prize winners : Best Nor.
and best bird in show, Armstrong; best Yorks., Gibb •

Bord., Elliott; Crest or C.B., Rowell; Cinn., Richard-
son. The show was well patronised, and should bo
a financial success. Mr. YV. Reid (Sunderland) judged.
NOR. YELL., 1914 (12): 1, Armstrong, tkd. wing,

lovely shape, nice size, beautifully rounded chest,
hot col. and qual., lovely wings and tail; 2, Dobin-
son, cl., bit longer, yet a grand bird, good head and
neck, nice chest, good col. and qual., not quite so
hot in tone

; 3, Richardson, nice shape and size,
neat head and chest

;
vhc, he, Griffiths ; c, Hodgett.

BUFF (17): Grand class: 1, sp, Armstrong, head
tkd., medium size, magnificent shape, short and
thick set, well rounded chest, grand head and neck,
lovely wings and tail, teeming with qual. and eol.;
2 vhc, Griffiths, grand shape, not the subs, of
leader, neat head and neck, nice col. and qual., neat
wing and tail earr., well cleaned out; 3, Yallowley,
varieg., fine shape and earr.; lie, c, Dobinson. HEN
(21): A hot lot: 1, Griffiths, wing tkd. buff, medium
size, short, thick set, grand col., and teeming with
qual., neat head, grand chest and back, beautiful
wings and tail ; 2, Dobinson, grizzle head, lovely
6haped yell., rare deep chest, good head and neck;
3, Yallowley, cl., nice size, good 6bape, neat head
and neck, nice body, well carried wings and tail

;

vhc, Elliott; hc, Hodgettt; c, Richardson. CINN.,
1914 (6) : 1, vhc, Richardson, nice buff, medium size,
good shape, nice col. and qual., neat wing earr.; 2,

hc, Rowell, big yell., plenty of subs., nice head, gets
wing across; 3, Griffiths, yell., nice shape, good col.
and qual., level in tone, beaten in size; c, Arm-
strong. CREST OR C.B., 1914 (5): 1, 3, Rowell,
leader varieg. D.C., nice size, neat -shaped crest, of
nice formation, nice droop and density, 3 nearly gr.,

similar size and shape, but not so neat in crest; 2,
Marshall, varieg. C.B., nice -size, good shaped skull,
nice rise and entrance, plenty of good feather vhc,
hc, Hodgett. YORKS. YELL., 1914 (10): 1, Gibb,
fine length, grand pos., straight as a rush, hot col.,

grandly braced wings and tail; 2, hc, Richardson,
nice length, straight up, neat shoulders and waist,
well drawn, neat head, good wings and tail, loses
in col. ; 3, vhc, Taylor, nice length, stylish, well
up on leg, nice wings and tail; c, Wakenshaw.
BUFF (10) : 1, Richardson, very slim and stylish,

nice length, well rounded and finely drawn, good
col. and qual., neat head, grandly carried wings
and tail; 2, Taylor, fine style and pos., well up,
neatly drawn, nice shoulders and waist, good wings
and tail; 3, Wakenshaw, nice length, neat head
and neck, neat wing car.; vhc, Gibb: hc, Waken-
shaw’; c, Alarshall. BEN (12): 1, 3, Dixon, leader
cinn. mkd. yell., lovely style and pos., fine length,
slim, and finely drawn, neat head, good col. and
qual, 3rd tkd. buff, nice length, straight as a rush,
grand shoulders; 2, Gibb, buff, lovely style, medium
length, well up on good legs, lovely col. and qua!.,

neat head and neck, well rounded back ; vhc, c,

Wakenshaw; hc, Eillott. BORD. YELL, 1914 (17):

1, Elliott, smart and stylish, grand shape, sweet
head, lovely col. and qual., grandly cleaned out,
beautifully carried wings and tail; 2, 3, Foster,
leader grand shape, well rounded, good head, wings
and tail, lovely col., 3rd trifle longer, fine, shape,
nicely balanced, sweet head, nice col. and qual.,

fine earr. ; vhc, Yallowley ; hc, Hudspeth ; c. Short.
BUFF (16): 1, Hudspith, beauty all over, grand-
shape, sweet head and neck, lovely col. and qual.,

beautiful wings and tail; 2, Foster, four-pointed,
fine shape, neat head, well balanced, good col. and
qual., well cleaned out, lovely earr.; 3, vhc, Yallow-
ley, cl., nice one for shape, sweet head, good col.

and qual., neat wings and tail; hc, Short; c, Dobin-
son. HEN (22): 1, Foster, variegated yell., lovely

shape, grand head and neck, well rounded body,
beautifully cleaned under, nice col. and qual., well
braced wings and tail; 2, 3, Short, buff leading,

grand shape, well rounded, good head and neck,
fine col. and qual., well carried wings and tail,

3rd yell., nice shape, very stylish, neat head, good
back, nice carriage, just lacks the tight condition

of leader; vhe, Hudspith; hc, c, Yallowley. NOV.,
A.V. (4): 1, 2, Spratt, leader Yell. Gr. Bord.,

lovely shape, well rounded, sweet head, beautiful

col., level tone, grand wings and tail, 2nd Yell.

Gr. Bord., very similar, hut not quite so pure in

col; 3, vhc, Armstrong, Yell. Nor., medium size

and shape, nice col. and cual. A.O.V. (12) : 1,

Foster, Yell. Gr. Bord., lovely shape, magnificent)

col., teeming with qual., grand head and hack,

beautifully braced wings and tail; 2, 3, Spratt, Yell,

and Buff" Cinn. Bord., both sweet shape, grand
col., very level in tone, good wing earr., good con-

dition; vhc, hc, Short; c, Griffiths. BRIT. (5): 1,

Short, Goldf., medium size, nice shape, nice blaze

of good col. nice tans, good cond. ; 2, Hodgett,
Greenf., nice size and shape, short and thick, nice

col., good cond; 3, vhc, Yallowley, Chaff., medium
size, nice shape ;

hc, no name. LINNET (5) : 1, 3,

Yallowley, leader not a big one, but nice col. and
pencilling, wins on cond. ; 2, Elliott, nice size and
shape, good col. and pencilling, feathers missing

behind bead; The, Short; hc, no name.



B SUPPLEMENT TO CAGE BIRDS

BARNSLEY C.3.S.
Show Clarence Hotel, Nov. 7.

_
Entries did not

turn up a<» was expected, only ->0 birds being Mage<
,

tint qualitv was quite up to the standard. air. 1.

Clegg judged, and gave every satisfaction.

Cl ETC YELL. YORKS. Ck.: 1, Hmchliffe; 2,

Toulson : 3, Clovier. BUFF: 1.
.

vhc, Toulson; 2,

Bilkington; 3. Hinchliffe; 4, Govier HEN . 1,

Toulson: 3, 4, Hinchliffc: vhc, Pilkmgton ;
lie, Govier.

X WTLIG. YOKES.: 1. 3, Toulson;:., 4, HmchliHe

,

vhc. Govier: he, Filkington. NOR. ETC., NELL.

CK 1 3, Thorpe: 2, Hough; 4, Govier. Bill 1,

« Thorpe; 3, Hough. HEX : 1. 2. Thorpe; 3, Hough;

4
’ Govier. UNFLIG.: 1, Thorpe; 2. Hough: 3, i hber-

h>„. LINNET, ETC.: 1, ho.. Illingworth; 2 ,3.

Govier: 4. vlic, Toulson: c, 1’ilkington. A.O. HAlsl>-

1SII E: 1. Illingworth. GIFT: 1, loulson ; 2, ihorpe;

3, Hinchliffe; 4, Ibberson.

AMBLE C.B.S.
Seventh annual show, Nov. 7, Council Schools; Mr.

rj‘ tiixon judged and gave every satisfaction. Entries

word somewhat poor this year, and the attendance

was ehort owing to the distress in the district

caused by the war. Gold medal winners were: J.

Cockburn, best unflig. Nor.; J. Aston best Bord.;

and C. Badmin with a light varieg. Mule.

NOR. CK. CL. or TED. YELL.: 1, e, Smailes and

Soil* 2 Richardson ; 3, Lightly Bros.; vhc, Cockburn

;

he, llunic and Orackett. Bull: 1, Hume and Crackett

:

•j Cockburn ; 3. c, Lightly Bros.
;

viic, Smailes and

Son; he, Aston. YELL. HEN: 1, 2. Smailes and

toil - 3 Hume and Crackett; vhc, Richardson; he,

Aston ;’c, Cockburn. BUFF: 1, Hume and Crackett;

2 3 Smailes; vhc, Cockburn ; he, c. Lightly Brce..

VARIEG.: 1, Smailes and Son; 2, 3, Hume and

Crackett: vhc, he, Richardson ; c, Lightly Brea.

yell. CK. UNFLIG.: 1, Badmin; 2, Smailes and

Son; 3, Cockburn; vhc. Darling. BUFF: 1, sp.,

Cockburn; 2, 3, Smailes and Soil. ALL!.. HFN: 1,

he Smailes and Son: 2, vhc, Badmin; 3, Richardson;

. Cockburn. BUFF: 1, 3, Badmin; 2, vhc, Smailes

and Sen. VARIEG.: 1, Cockburn; 2, Smailes and

Son ; 3, Richardson. BORD. CK. A ELL. : 1. 2. Aeton
;

3 , he Lightly Bros. : vhc, Smailes and Son ; e, Doug-

las and Lee! BUFF: 1, sp., he, Aston; 2, Glass;

3. Darling: vlic, Smailes and Son; c, A -ton. A ELL.

HEN: 1 3, vlic, lie, Aston; 2, Gla-«. BUFF: 1, 3,

c Aston: 2. vlic. Glass; he, Darling. A.O. A.: L
Darling; 2, 3, Smailes and Son. MULE or HAIL:

1, sp.. Badmin
; 2, Cockburn ; 3, Smailes and Son : vhc,

Aston. LINNET: 1, 2, Aston; 3, Hume and Crackett.

BRIT.: 1 2, c, Aston; 3, Hume and Crackett; vlic,

Badmin; he, Glass. GIFT: 1, Richardson: 2 Aston;

3 , Cockburn ; vlic, Smailes and Sou ; lie, Badmin ; C,

Glass.—J. T. Crackett, Sec.

BRISTOL EAST G.B.A.
First annual show, Glaes House Hotel, Lawnmc©

Hill, Nov. 7 . There were over 100 entries, a retard

for a members’ show in Bristol. The officers were

Messrs. G. Eastman, pres.; K. Crocker, vice-pros.;

G. Hiscox', chair.; AV. Lockhart, vice-chair; G.

Church treas. : AV. ,1. Norman, sec.; and .1. Withers,

assist.-sec. -Mr. Withers was responsible for the

staging of tlie birds, and carried that duty out in an

attractive style. Mr. I. Haines, Totterdown, judged,

and lie spoke very favourably of the exhibits. L.

Kendall secured tiie silver cup best Yorks., runner-

up AV. J. Norman, who ran the winner very clc-ae.

c. Tilley silver cup beet British bird with tile well-

known Blackcap, in splendid condition ; also Mr. R.

Crocker's sp. for most entries of Bristol birds ; Mr.

3 . Freke took Mr. Crocker's sp. for most entries in

YELL. CK., ADULT: I, sp., Hiscox; 2, Kendall : 3,

Davis; 4. Withers; vlic, Norman. BUFF: 1, sp., His-

cox ; 2, Hodge; 3 Mrs. Garland; 4, Lockhart: vlic,

Norman- he, Davis; c, Clements. MKD. or VAIL

:

1 ,
Kendall; 2, Davis; 3, Freke. NAT. COL.: L His-

cox: 2, Norman; 3, Hale. HEN: 1, sp., vlic, Freke ,

2 Kendall ; 3. Davis ; 4, Hale
;
vlic, Norman. A OUN G

BIRDS, YELL. (14): 1, sp., vhc, Kendall: 2, c, Nor-

man ; 3, Mrs. Garland; 4, he, Hodge. BUFF (13).

1 ©p. 3, Norman; 2, ITeke; 4, Hiscocks; vhc, Davis;

he, Baber. Withers. MKD. or VAR. CK.: 1, sp„

Kendall: 2,. Norman; 3, 4, he, Freke; vhc Hodge.

YELL. HEX': 1, Mrs. Garland; 2, c, Davis; 3, vlic,

Freke; 4, Kendall; he, Lockhart. BUFF : 1, sp.,

vim, Freke; 2, Hale; 3. Hiscox; 4, Kendall: lie- Mrs.

Garland; c, Norman. SELL.: 1, Hale; 2, 3, he,

Freke - 4 Davis; vhc, Norman; c, G. Hiscox. NOV.

YORKS.: 1. Baber: 2, 3, Alexander; 4. vhc. Hale; lie,

c, Lockhart. GOLDF. or BULLF. : 1, 2, Winstone

;

3 . Withers: 4, Tilley. GREEN F„ ETC.: 1. Tilley.

SISKIN ETC.: 1, Mrs. Garland: 2, Tilley. A.O.

H ARDBILL : 1, Tilley; 2, 3, 4. Bull. SOFT BILL: 1,

Tilley. MULE or HYB.: 1, Tilley; 2, 4, vlic, he, Bull;

S Hale.—W. J. Norman, sec.

HUTHWAITE C.B.S.
Annual show Oct. 24, Shoulder of Mutton Hotel.

The eiiti-v was a record for the district, and type

and quality were all that could be desired. Mr.

Burton, -see., worked very hard towards making the

show a success, and was ably assisted by the chair-

man, Mr. AVood, and stewards, Messrs. Fox and

Shepherd. A word of praise is due to Mr. Platts

for the way lie decorated the room, also for pre-

senting specials. Mr. G. Marshall judged, and

cvervone seemed satisfied.

CHAMP, CL. OR TKD. YELL. NOIt. : 1. 2, sp..

Vardv ; 3 Keeling; vhc, Vaughan; he, Butler and

Barlow; c. Adnitt. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, sp., Vardy; vhc,

Keeling; he, e, Vaughan. VAR. OR DARK YELL.:

1 2, sp., Vardy. BUFF: 1, 2, vlic, .sp, Vardy: 3,

Butler and Barlow. A'ELL. HEN: 1, Adnitt
; 2,

Vardy; 3, vhc, sp., Shepherd: he. Keeling: c, Butler

and Barlow. BUFF: 1, Vardy; 2, 3, sp., Shepherd;

vhc, Adnitt. UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, 2, sp., Vardy.

BUFF: 1, Vardy; 2, vhc, he. sp., Shepherd; 3, Lutler

and Barlow: c, Keeling. A’ELL. YORKS.: 1, Vardy;

2 3, >sp., Potts; vhc, Beardall. BUFF: 1, Vardy; 2,

sp., Potts; vhc. c, Beardall; he, Pickering.

UNFLIG.: 1, Vardv : 2, Potts; 3, vhc, sp.. Pickering;

he. Daws. CREST: 1, 2, sp., Norwood : 3, Osborn.

U B - 1, 2, sp ,
Norwood; 3, Osborn. A.O. A .: 1, sp.,

Beardall; 2, Pickering. NAT. COL. NOR.: 1. Vardy ;

2 3 Lowe. HYB. OR MULE: 1, Adnitt; 2, 3, AV.

Keeling. BRIT. H ARDBILL: 1, 2. vhc, he, sp.,

Gabbitass; 3, Adnitt; c, Spate. SELL., £1: 1, A.

Keeling; 2, Osborn; 3, Vardy; vhc, AV. Keeling.

12s. fid.: 1, Adnitt; 2, AV. Keeling; 3, Potts; vhc,

Woolev ; he, A. Keeling
;

c, Butler and Barlow.

GIFT- 1, A'ardy; 2, Holland; 3. Butler and Barlow.

NOW, CL. OR' TKD. YELL. NOR : 1, 2 , he, sp.,

Holland; 3, vhc, Green. BUFF: 1, A. Keeling; 2,

vhc lie, Holland; 3, Taylor: c, Fowler. VAIi.

OR DARK YELL.: 1. 2, s-p., Holland; 3, Green.

BUFF: 1, Wood; 2, 3, vhc, sp.. Holland. YELL.
HEX- 1, lie. Green: 2, 3, vlic, Holland; c, White-

Bead. BUFF: 1
, 2, 3, sp., Holland. UNFLIG.

YELL.: 1, Taylor; 2, 3, Holland. BUFF: 1. Green;

2 3 sp., Holland; vlic, Wooley ; he, Taylor; c,

Leivers. YELL. YORKS.: 1, sp., Toplis. BUFF: 1,

so Cantrell: 2, Daws; 3, Toplis. HEN: 1. sp.,

Cantrell; 2, Toplis. UNFLIG.: 1, -sp., Toplis; 2,

Sawer CREST: 1, 2. op., Jno. Norwood: 3, he,

Leivers; vlic, Whitehead; c. Fox. Ml LE OR HYB.

:

j, sp.. Stone. A.V. BRIT. IIARDBILL: 1, sp„

Leivers.—Robin Ilooil,

COCKERMOUTH.
Ninth annual show held Nov. 28. The Drill Hall

is in every way well adapted for the purpose, having
excellent top light, and plenty of room, also being

comfortable and free from draughts. The commit-
tee worked well Tor the benefit of exhibits and ex-

hibitors alike, and are deserving of every success.

All profits are to he handed over to the Nursing
Home I- und. A\ e noticed the energetic chairman,

c. «t. Oglethorpe, in khaki, attending well to all

calls. Our fancier friends, Messrs. Deacon and Ell-

wood as stewards in our section, gave every satis-

faction. Tli lion, sec., Mr. John Jackson, had every-

thing well in hand, no detail apparently escaping

observation. As usual here, being at home, so to

epeak, Borders headed the list, and were represented

by the cream of the Cumberland birdrooms. The
judge was Mr. J. Nicholson (Alaryport), who gave

every satisfaction.
BORD. YELL. (13): 1, novice medal for Border

Club member, AVatson, nice type, high col., good

qual. nice mover; 2, Bennington, paler col., fine

leather, excellent earr., minus a toe nail ; 3 A\ ilson,

J. S., capital pos. and feather, free and jaunty

mover; I, AYalker, finer drawn, nice style; vlic,

Xichol; lie, Forsyth; c, Knight. BUFF (!>) : l, 3,

Wilson tkd. wing', leading, both excellent type, rare

qual., leader a model; 2 Ellwood. well made, finely

feathered, jaunty; 4, Reid, shade stout we thought,

nice qual.’; \hc, lie, .Moore and Son; Deacon. UN-

EVEN A’ELL. (12): 1, Border medal for members,

Nicholson, eyes and wing mkd., fine type, excels

qual well carried wings and tail, tine moyer, 2,

Pearson, J. H., again capital type; 3, Bennington,

clos up: 4, no name, nice pos.; vhc, AN ilson Bros.;

he Deacon; c, Bearsou, Jas. BUFF. (9): 1, AAilson,

head, eye, and one wing mark, beautiful qual., clean

made :i(l over, lovely mover; 2, Ellwocd, Head and

wing, sweetly drawn, beautiful carr.; 3, Pearson,

Jas. - 4 Pearson, J. H., both of line type, gooil qual. ;

vhc ’c, ’Moore and Son; lie, Johnstone. YELL. HEN
( 10 ) 1 Wilson cl., excellent feather, well made,

neat and dainty; 2, Ellwood, cinn. varieg., finely

made; 3, Meekly, uneven, nice carr., line qual.; 4,

he Deacon, neat, well carried; vhc, Nicholson;

Le’gget. BUFF (17): 1, Wilson, tkd. wing, beauty all

over capital carr. and lovely qual.; 2, Meekly, un-

even’ fine qual. and type; 3, Ellwood, uneven, rare

feather and -hape, ill line order, close up; 4, Moore,

tkd. wings beautiful qual., fine pos., neat r.U over;

vhc I’eai son, J. H.; lie, Hopper Bros.; c. Deacon.

EVEN MARK (5): 1, Bennington, huff, well balanced

eves anti ‘wings, excellent type; ‘2, Watson, jell.,

little behind in markj, good type; 3, Walker, nice

qual. and type, easy mover; 4, W augh, lme type,

fails eve marks; vhc, Johnstone. 10s. SELL. (€) : J,

Pearson; 2, 4, Ellwood; 3 ,
Deacon; 4, vhc, Hopper

Bros. ; he, Walker. YORKS. Y ELL. CK. ((>)

.

1, •>,

Stewart leader bright col., well drawn and racy,

latter nicely drawn, slim, and shapely; 2, lroncar,

stouter made, fine length, pale col.; 4, Bradley, but

little behind; vhc, Brown; he, Lyall. B!JH> (8). D

Bradley, well drawn, racy, beautiful col., correct

stand ; 2, 3, Coulson, good length, well drawn capi-

tal col. and feather; 4, Brown, very little behind

winners, fine pos. and qual.; vhc, he, Stewart, <,

Nicholl. BUFF HEN (7): 1, Coulson, fin© pos,, well

drawn, straight, good qual.; 2. 3, Stewart, well up,

neat head, excellent qual.; 4, Tweedie, grizzle, back,

not so slim, hut line pos.; vlic, Brown; he, 1 cl , c,

Bradley UNFLIG. (10): 1, Coulson, tkd. neck butt,

rare pos. and qual., wt 11 drawn, capital col., beauti-

ful shower; 2, 3, vlic, Stewart, yell, leading, hnciy

drawn, good length, w.ell on leg, clean cut latter

huff, rare qual., finely drawn; 4, Tweedie, tkd. yell.,

straight and rare shape; lie. AAells; c, Lyall. M)V.

(14)- 1 3 Palmer, l good in pos., excellent qual.,

neat head’, latter yell., pale col., good stamp; 2, 4,

Smith, buff and yell., nice pos., in capital order, good

qual.; vlic, lie, Barrie; e, Smith, John. A.().\ . IK .

:

1 Ellwocd buff Scotch Fancy, good style and action,

moves well- 2, Knight, yell. Nor., finely leathered,

good stamp, excellent col.; 8, Hodgson, similar to

2 not much betwixt them; 4, Bell, buff Nor., me®

type, good eol. and feather; vhc. Sumpton Bros.;

Millington ; 7. Reid and Co. HEN (0) : 1, Ellwocd,

foul green Scotch, nice mover; 2, Bradley, vaneg.

buff Nor., good stamp, well feathered; 3, Sumpton

Bro 5
; 4 Stephenson, quite nice yell, and varieg.

Nor.; vhc Forsyth; C, Millington. HYB.: 1 vhc,

Bertram and Baines, dark yell. Goldie, fine col. and

size, good flush, in capital order: 2, Sumpton Bros.,

Linnet, fine size and col.; 3, Wilson, Greeme, rare

size nice col.: 4, no name, Goldie-Greerue, fails in

Size’: he, Drabble. GOLDF. (7): 1. 2, Bertram and

Baines, both well defined in blaze, pure in col., line

wings and markings, little betwixt them; 3, A. ilson,

similar bird, col. well defined; 4, White, nice face,

col., and markings: vlic, Johnetone ;
he, Deacon: r.

Jenkinson. LINNET (8): 1, 2, 3, Usher leader nice

cone shape, good rich, col., nicely mkd., fine size,

and well shown, others a bit behind in col., but good

stamp birds; 4. Jenkinson, nice cond. good maixs;

vlic Robinson. SISKIN. ETC. (9) : 1, Hodgson, feio-

kin,’ line feather and cond., nice size, good cap, 2,

Fisher Twite, fair size, good markings anil col. ; -i,

Drabble good Siskin, just fails in col. to winner: 4,

Mackie, Redpoll, nice size and col., clean cut bib;

vhc, Legget; lie, Jenkinson; c, Ellwocd. G K E E XL..

ETC (11): 1 Bradley, Bramble, fine col. and i-pang-

li„n ,-ood size; 2, Fisher, Greenfinch, col. good, rare

subs’.; 3, Macpherson, Bramble, fine size, good spang-

ling; 4 Ellwood, Greenie, capital cond.; vhc, Ogle-

thorps;' he, AVilson: e, White. FOR. (3) : 1. David-

son. Blue-fronted Amazon, line size; beautitul co . .

2. AYilkinson, Alexandrian Parrakeet, faultless cond ,

;! Heany Bine-front, also nice. LIMli 20®. ill) . 1.

Coulson; 2, Hodgson; 3, Ellwood; 4, Bell; fi, Stepbsn-
1

son; fi. Bradley. DO.. 10s. (8): 1. Hodgson ;• 2 Ell-

wood ; 3, Bradley; 4, Stephenson; a, Palmer, 0, Bell,

7, Tweedie. ^KEIGHLEY C.B.S.
Show Hare and Hounds, Oct. 17 ; 102 birds faced

the judge, Air. F. Townsend (Halifax), whose

awards gave general satisfaction. CL. OK JKD.

YELL YORKS.: 1, Smith; 2, Middleton; 3, Tre-

venar; vlic, Middleton: he, Fawcett; c, Sawley.

BUFF: I, Scaife; 2, Leacli; 3, Smith; vlic, Tre-

venal-

; lie. Town; c, Fawcett. UNEVEN, l.lf : 1.

Fawcett : 2, lie, Middleton; 3, Mitchell; vhc. Smith;

c, Burnett. CL. OR TKI). YELL. HEN: 1 Fawcett;

2 Middleton • 3, Trevenar; vhc, Leach; he, Slater:

c, Scaife. BUFF: l, Smith; 2, Trevenar K 3,

Aseougli; vhc. Middleton :
he, c. Slater. UNEVEN.

ETC., HEN: 1, Scaife; 2, Mitchell; 3, Town; vhc,

Myers; he. Middleton: c, Smith. A.O.Y. YORKS.:
1 , 2 Middleton; .3. Trevenar; vlic, Leach; lie,

Scaife : c, Town. HEN : 1, Smith
;

2 Slater^: 3,

Crowther; vlic, Leach; lie, Miles; c. Scaife. NOV.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Smith: 2, Moore;

3, vlic, Harrison. BUFF: 1, Harrison; 2, Smith; 3,

Moore: vhc, lie, Harding. YELL. HEN: 1, 3, vhc,

Moore; 2, Harrison. BUFF: 4. Harrison; 2. Farrar;

3, Smith; vlic, Farrar; lie, c, Harding. A.O. A’. CK.:

1, Moore; 2, Farrar. HEN: 1, 3, Booth; 2, Harri-

son. Points counted: S. Smith 18, E. Middleton lfi,

It Scaife 14, AY. Fawcett 14, AY. Trevenar 13, J.

Middleton 13. Novice: A. Harrison 13, AV. Smith
12 R. Farrar 8, J. Harding (5, J. Moore C. Next

show for Distress Fund, Nov. 21.—C. \V, Town, Sec.

MUSSELBURGH.
Third annual show-

, Dec. 5. The entry was -rather

disappointing, especially in the British classes, des-

pite the grand classification ; and the committee
could not understand why exhibitors held hack.

VYhat was lacking in numbers, however, was made
up for. in quality. In the Norwich section some
grand birds were forward, and competition was
very keen, the judge, Mr. G. Morrison, Burnbank,
had a busy forenoon’s work. Border classes,

although riot- large, contained some real gems, and
the medal winning yellow cock was much admired.
These classes were judged by Mr. AV. B. Smart,
Loanhead, who made his first appearance as a judge,

and right well did- he get through bis task. Mr.
Ja-. Living-stone, Bathgate, judged Brit, and Alules,

and he found the winners all right. Mr. J. Sykes
won the Softhill cup, which now becomes his own
property, he having won it three times, and the
Musselburgh cup with his Chough. The hall in

which the show was held is a very suitable one,
being well lighted and free from draughts. Mr. A.

Hoyle, the popular see., worked well to make the
show a success, and was abjy assisted by a small
committee of well-known fanciers. The show was
fairly well patronised.

NOR. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (7): 1, Mitchell, grand
head and front, capital short flights, A1 col.; 2,

I liom-.cm, hade longer in body, nice texture of

feather, beaten col.; 3, M’Cuc, similar size and
tiape, good frontal; 4, Taylor; 5, Stormont. BUFF

si): 1, Nelson, wonderful head, nicely rounded front,

teeming with qual.; 2, M’Cuc, close up, Hue short
neck, .Vi

; 3, Skinner, grand, shape and subs., neat
flights and tail; 4, Watt; No. 5, AV.C. for being
a variegated (hard lines). YELL. KEN (5): 1,

Thomson, grand col., lovely type, rare front, wings,

and tail; 2, Nelson, best of wings, nice full head,
rich col.; 3, Gardiner, hue head, front and hack,
line cobby shape; 4, Harris; 5, Clark. BUFF (2):

1, Rennie, not a big one, but all there for type and
qual., capital cond.

; 2, -Skinner, very neat head,
line shape, capital tail. VAH IEG. UK. (8) : 1,

S-meaton, gem for shape and subs., charming eol.

and qual.
; 2, Murray, lovely shape, fine head pro-

perties, neat front; 3, Rennie, fine hold head and
neck, capital wings and tail; 4, Harris; 5, Skinner;
0. Gardiner. HEN (5): 1, Rennie, lovely texture
of feather, beautiful head and front, nice short-

neck
; 2, Harris, sweetly moulded, teeming with col.

and qual.; 3, Skinner, very neat head, good size
and subs., line qual.; 4, AVall. UNFLIG. CK.
(11) : 1. Sanders, geni of a yell., fine deep cltest,

col. and qual. of the best
; 2, Murray, right stamp,

splendid wing and tail carr., grandly staged; 3,
Mitchell, fine broad chest, excels head, neat all

through; 4, Harris; 5, Grant; 0, Stormont. HEN
(8): 1, Sineaton, flue short compact bird, mkd.
eves and wings, iinest of feather; 2, Gardiner, capi-

tal varieg. huff, splendid front, nice short wings
and tail; 3, Strachan, wing mkd., true to type, fine

head and neck, well placed; 4,* Thomson ; 5, Rennie;
fi, Taylor. NON-FED C'K. (6): 1, Smeaton, massive
head and neck, lovely texture of feather, well braced
wings; 2, Rennie, bonny front, sweet shape, capital
subs., A1 qual.

; 3, Dickson, grand cobby shape, clean
cut away, grand all over; 4. Nesbit; 5, Johnstone; 0,

Skinner. HEN (10): 1, Mitchell, charming buff cl.,

exquisite feather and qual., best ol wings and
tail; 2, Smeaton, grand round back and chest, good
wings and tail

; 3, Strachan, nice size and subs,,
grand qual. of feather; 4, Gardiner; 5, Skinner;
(i, Dickson. NOV. (14): 1, Grant, head, nock and
wing mkd. yell., teeming with qual., grand round
head and front; 2, Clark, mkd. right eye and wing,
best of type, well laid on wings, neat tail; 3,

Strachan, lovely el., gem for type and qual., capi-
tal flights; 4, Lind; 5, Henderson; 6. M’Ginty.
SELL. CK. (fi) : 1, Barrie; 2, Taylor; 3, Sanders; 4,

AVcir; 5, Henderson; C, Lees. HEN (3): 1, Strachan,
2. (Barrie; 8, Grant. BORD., CL. OR TKD. A'ELL.
CK. (10): 1. Patterson, junr., sweetly moulded, neat
round head, beautiful feather, handles well; 2,

Young, grand size and weight, capital front, well

laid on wings; 3, G. Bonnet, very smart and typi-

cal, nice jaunty carr., nt-at wing and tail carr.;

4, Patterson, senr.
; 5, Purvis; 6, H. Rennet. BUFF

(12) : 1. Patter-eon, junr., clinker, beautiful head and
neck, line col. ; 2, Brown, head foul, sweet size -and

shape, grand head, back and wings, nice taper
; 3,

Craig, nice stylish -bird, well rounded front, rare
qual. and co!.; 4, Palterson, senr.; 5, Y’oung; 0,

Espie. • A'ELL. 1IEN (9): 1, Patterson, charming
little lady, correct size and weight, very jaunty
carr.. staged to perfection; 2, 11. Rennet, finely

rounded body, sweet head, neck and front, lovely
taper; 3, Voy, a little beauty, nicely moulded,
staged in the pink

; 4, AVood; 5, Patterson, junr.; 6,

HaUiday. BUFF (9): l, Craig, real topper for

type and qual., grand col., nice close fitting wings,

good tail: 2, Patterson, junr., not far behind, best

of heads, fine body shape, well braced wings, fine

> pipe tail; 3, Rintoul, sweet shape, good head and
front, lovely taper; 4, Patterson: 3, Johnstone; C,

Espie. EVEN-MKD. (fi): 1. Rintoul. stormer for

col. and qual., well balanced markings, nicely staged;

2. Patterson, fine type and qual., nicely mkd.; 3, 4.

Johnston, nice yell., beaten in eye markings, civet

shape, fine jaunty carr.; 5, G. Rennet: ti, Arnot.
UNEVEN CK. (9): 1. Brown, well-known winner,

mkd. eyes, neck, and left wing, grand type, rare head,
lovely texture of feather; 2, Rintoul, eye and wings
mkd. huff, sweet shape, finely rounded head and
front, grand wings and tail; 3, -Sheldon, capital

eye and wing mkd. buff, fine, texture of feather,

line size and weight: 4, HaUiday: 5, AA’eir: 6, A’oung.

HEN (9) : 1, Crabb and Finlnys-on, gem for size and
shape, finely rounded head and front, well filled

back, neat pipe tail; 2, 5, Craig, excels in head,

finely moulded, teeming with col. and qual.; 3, Gil-

christ, little beauty, clinker for type and qual, neat

wing and tail carr.
;

4, Kitchen
; (1, Purvis. YELL.

Git. OR CINN. (7): 1, Thomson, lovely green, fine

dense col, capital pencilling
; 2, Patterson, senr.,

capital type, A1 col. and qual, fine pencilling; 3,

Douglas, capital cinn, nice qua!, of feather, very

typical; 4, Dickson; 5. Nesbit; fi, Baxter. BUFF
(5): l, Dalgleish, grand tone of col, neat pencilling;

2, Patterson, excels type- and col, nice lacing; 3,

Gentleman, nice col. and type, capital thigh mark-

ings; 4, Thomson; 5. Arnot. NOA'. BORD. (12): 1,

Manson, cl. yell, shade flat on head, nice body

shape, line wings and tail; 2, 3, Watson, capital

brace, nice yell, cock, fine head and front, 3rd huff,

nice type and qual, "good wing carr.; 4. Blrrel; 5,

Baxter; fi. Buglass. -HELL. C'K. (9) : 1, Douglas;
> G. Bonnet - 3. Fairgriew: 4, Kiutcnl ; 3, H. Bcn-

n’-t ;
fi. Kitchen. HEN (7): 1, Weir ; 2. Birrcl: 3,

Crabb and Finlayson; 4. Bennet; 5, Voy: fi, Little.

CL, ETC. MULE OR 11YB. (3): 3, Wallace, well-

known Greenf. -Bullf., ill capital order; 2, Patter-

soil, lovely Goldf.-Can, nice col. and cond, good

size 3 Sykes. Greenf.-Linnet cross, rather dull in

col. GOLDF. OR LINNET MULE (5): 1, Keimo-
way, capital size arid col, in line bloom; 2, AV.at-

son, clinker for size and col, put down in fine

order: 3. 6. Fraser, good size and shape, in A1

cond.; 4, Clark. A.O.Y. MULE (3): 1, Roy, great
one for col. and size, nice markings; 2, Dewar, fails

wings to leader, capital cond.; 3, Ball, nice varieg.

Goldf, good size. GOLDF. (8); 1, Sykes, rare face
and tans, grand ving bars and moons, wins; 2,

Chalmers, fuils blaze to winner, capital tanning, in
line bloom; 3, Palmer, well-known, beaten here to-
day, but still a grand Finch; 4, Forrester; 5, Lees;
fi, Gilchrist. BULLF. (fi) : 1, Fairgrieve; stormer
for size and breast col, tine dense black cap, might
have been better staged; 2. Tomlinson, fails col,
nice cap and wing bars; 3, Mackie, good all round,
nice cond.; 4. Watson : a, Palmer; 6, Forrester.
GREENF. (G) : 1, Nicolson, grand shape, size and
subs, real topper; 2, 4, Allan, close up, massive
subs, lovely wing flights; 3, Gentleman, fine yell,
noble head and front, in rare bloom; 5. M'Kigen;
6, Laidlaw. F.M. GREENF. (3): 1, Gentleman,
extra size and subs, capital col.; 2, Hoyle, ca pi-

ta 1 Finch, grand head and front
; 3, Bell, beaten

size, in nice order. LINNET (9): 1, 2, Allan, beau-
ties, leader excels in markings, 2nd dense tone of
eol, both in fine bloom ; 3, Hoyle, good one, shado
open in front: 4, Mackie; 5, Lees; fi, Palmer. SIS-
KIN <5) : 1, Nicolson, well-fed, stormer for size,
grand cap and wing bars, grandly laced at thighs;
2, Nelson, capital little Siskin, nice eol. and mark-
ings; 3, Irvine, nice cap, good wing bars; 4, AVhyte.
REDPOLL OR TWITE (11): 1, Nicolson, grand col-

oured Twite, in lovely bloom; 2, Ritchie, tine sized
Lesser, good col. and cond.; 3, All/n, lovely Twite,
beaten only in size; 4, Russell; -3, Fraser; C, Sayers.
BRAMBLE OR CHAFFINCH (5): 1, Sykes, old
champion leading, showing his age now, but wins
here; 2, Allan, Chaffinch, grand size and eol, fine
whites. 3, Galloway, capital Bramble, nice spangle;
4, Laidlaw. BUNTING (9): 1, 5, Russell, grand
Bunting, shown in rare order; 2, 4, AA’atson, lovely
Yellow-hammer, nice "markings and col.; 3, Bell, good
Hammer, capital V, fi, Sykes. A.O. BRIT, (fi): 1,

8. Taylor, Black Redstart loading, in lovely order,
3rd charming Redstart, in the pink ; 2, Sykes, well-
known Cornish Chough, looking his best; 4, 5, «,
Sykes. BRIT. HEN (6): 1, Sykes, good sized Bailie
hen, line cap and breast col. ; 2. Galloway, capital
lien Bramble: 3, Craig, well mkd. Yellowhammer

;

4. 5, Gentleman. FOR. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (a):
1. Roy, Goldf. leading, fine big square cut blaze,
good t.-ns, wing bars and moons; 2, Craig, Bullf,
grand breast col, expansive black cap: 3, Ritchie,
fails blaze to winner, nice tans and bars; 4, Fer-
guson; 5, M’Kigen. SMALL FOR. (5): i, 2, Arnott,
1st handsome Jackson's Wh.vdnh, in capital order.
2nd capital African Weaver, splendid co.nd.; 3.

Hoyle, beautiful Rufous-necked Weaver, in fine
bloom; 4. Winter. A.O. FOR. (2): 1, Arnott,
lovely Fruit Sucker, in beautiful condition: 2, Sykes,
Glossy Starling, still looking well. SELL. (3): 1,

ltiach; 2, Palmer; 3, Hoyle.

EALING, HARWELL F.S.
Show, Nov. 4. Mr. R. liarnber, the lion, sec, had

the arrangements nicely made. There was a good
entry, quality being excellent. Mr. G. Gardner
judged. The competition for tile epeeial was very
close between Mr. Potter's (niff Yolks, Mr. Bam-
ber's unfliglited Yorks, and Air. Chipp's Norwich,
the former securing the verdict.
YORKS. CK.: 1, sp. Potter, smart and upstanding,

rare back end, neat head and good mover; 2, 3.

Crockett, fell, and buff, very smart, but well be-

hind the winner; res, he, Bamber; vlic, c. Boffin.

HENS: 1, Crockett, grand pos, rarely tapered, clean
at rump; 2, Iffitter, Haile if bit in taper; 3, res, vhc.

Bamber. UNFLIG.: 1, res, Bamber, leader a bonny
Yorks, stands well, good qual.; 2, Campbell, yell,

upstanding and smart: 3, vhc, he, c. Boffin. NOR.:
1, 2, 3, Clupp, rattling team', well put down; res, viic,

he Cape.
BRAMLEY O.S.

-Show, Carnival Rooms', Oct. 17. Mr. S. AVilcock

judged and gave entire satisfaction.

CL, ETC, TKD. YELL. YORKS, (fi) : 1, Mitchell;

2. e. Steel; 3 V Thornton: vhc, Bolton; he, Page.

BUFF (i>): 1, Thornton ; 2, vhc, Page; 3, lie, Steel.

YELL. HEN (7): 1, c, Baldwinson ; 2, 3, Page; vhe,

Thornton: he, Mitchell. BUFF (1): 1, Mitchell.

MKD. BUFF CK. (1): 1, Bolton. UNFLIG. (fi) : 1,

Page ; 2, he. Thornton; 3, c, Baldw-iiison ;
vhc,

Mitchell. NOR. YELL. CK. (2): 1,2. Steel. BUFF
(D- 1 , Steel. YELL. HEN (1): 1, Steel. BUFF
(1): l, Jones. UNFLIG. (4): 1, 3, Baldwinson ;• 2,

vlic, Moore. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (fi) : 1, 3, lie,

Jones
; 2, Moore: vhc, e, AVillson. LINNET (fi) : 1,

vhe, Moore : 2, he, Willson ; 3, e, Jones. KED-
PULI, l-.T'C. (4): 1, 2, Jones; 3 vhc, Willson.

GREENF. (:)): 1, 3, AVillson; 2, Jones. A.O. II. B.

( 5): ], 2, vhe. Jones; 3, he. AVillson. .MI LES (2):

1 , 2, Jones.—F. Page, Hon. Sec.

PAISLEY (Amalgamated).
30th annual show, Nov. 7, Tannaliill Halls. Mr.

P, Price, Burgh Club, won 1st amalgamation prize;

2 Ferguson. Tannahiil Club; 3, Thomson, Burgh.

OLD CLUB: Judges, James Main, Coatbridge; J.

A. Stewart, jun. Cat-heart. YELL. CK.: 1, Little;

- 3 Moore. BUFF: 1, 2, Cassidj ; 3, Little; 4,

O'Donnell. HUFF PIED: 1, 4, Little; 2, Siddons; 3.

Moore. FOUL: 1. Moore; 2, Little. OF,: 1,

Moore. YELL. HEN: 1, 4, Little; 2. Mcoro; 3,

O'Donnell. BUFF; 1, O'Donnell; 2. MeKinyen ; 3,

Kennedy; 4, Cassidy. YEI.1, PIED: 1 Little; 2,

MOore; 3. Paterson. BUFF : 1, Siddons; 2, 3, Little,

4 Kennedy. FOUL: 1, Moore; 2, Kennedy ; 3.

Little; 4, O'Donnell. OR.: 1, Graham; 2, 8, Little;

4 Kennedy. Club epeeial - : Best bird in club, and

5 , 7, 12, 13, H. Moore; 2, 4, G, 9, 10, J. Little; J,

li, j. Cassidy; 8. H. Siddons. ,
BURGH CLUB. Judges, A. McLauchlan, Oovw

,

D. Holden, M u i r k irk. CL. YELL. C'K.: 1, Foce.

buff- 1 Price; 2, McArthur: 3, Smith. 4, Slater.

cl. via. HEN: 1. Slater. BUFF: 1. Thomson; 2,

Baird; 3, Slater; 4, Alex. Baird. YEl.L.
Hunter. BUFl- : 1,

A. M.
P1FD CK.: 1, Thomson; 9, Hunter. nut r . O
Slater. BUFF PIED HEN: 1 2, Pnce; 3 Hunter;

4. Alex. Baird. FOUL UK.: 1 ,
Smith ; 2 Slater.

Hi \ i 3 A. M. Baird; 2, 4, Slater. (»lv. CK.. 1,

Briggs ; 2, 'Hunter : 3. Menzies. HEN: 1 Thomson;

- Slater: 3, 4 Hunter. Club specials: Best bird in

oiui, 4, 12 R. Price : 2, 3. fi, AV. Thomson 4 5. A. M.

Baird; 7, A. Slater; 8, 9, J. Hunter; 10 A. McArthur,

“tanIahVlL CLUB. Judges A Altardice. Over-

town - \\ Robertson,- Troon. \ LLL. C K.
. J- -iV^l

I son: 2. Fleming: 3, Powell : 4 Fu ton. Bl IF ,

I Fulton: 2 Livingstone; 3. Fleming, 4, lowcll.

v pi l PIED CK.: 1. Kennedy, jun.; Ferguson.

i V nit n>- • .1 Fernie. BUFF: 1, 3. l'ultcn ; 2. Malcolm.

I
FOUL: 1, Fulton : 2, McDowall; 3, Powell: 4, l'lem-

intv l siatcr : *2, McDowall; **,
! niton , 4,

A Bison' A l-'i I 1 Ferguson; 2, Fulton: 3. Fleming

;

t McDowall.' BUFF: 1, FcwwonG 2,
.

*,c9o™ 1

n^ el/:' 4 .''il'ah oii'ii- ^ f V/| -rU, ; 2 1

l!

C
?°Funon; 8 4. Malcolm.

Club specials : I. cup 4. 10, A Ferguson: » o..6. 7

1* I r nl ton • 3. J. Kennedy; 11. 1. » iat*r , J,

l:,; a. M -Doxvall : 14, Galst.on; 15, A. Ln mg-tiine ,

10, II. Powell. Nov. sp-, Galston.
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How to Avoid Sweat-
j

Bad Feeding Hens
ing Hens.

First Prize Essay by H. J. Goodman.

W HEN I first commenced the breeding
of Canaries I was at the commence-
ment troubled by three of* my hens

“ sweating ” the young. In consequence I

lost several broods of what at first appeared

to be healthy youngsters. I asked a fancier

friend how to remedy this awful sacrifice of

possible Palace winners
( !) and he cheerfully

replied, “ There is no remedy/’
At the end of the season I gave two of these

“ perspirers ” to a friend to add to his stud.

I retained the third, as she was a very good

bird. I thought I would try her again the

next season and put the eggs, when laid,

under another hen.
When next season came round I duly paired

her, ar.d. she laid the usual four eggs. Not
having another hen available for incubating

purposes, I let her sit, and in due course four

chicks appeared. All went well with them
until the fourth day, when, on looking into

the nest, I observed that instead of presenting

a downy appearance they looked as if they

had just come out of a bath!
I had left the cock bird in with the hen up

to this time, but as I had thoughts of pair-

ing him with another hen I removed the old

gentleman on that day. The hen immediately
came off the nest and commenced calling to

him and fighting at the bars to get out of

the cage. As she would not return to her

young I met her half way by placing the cock

in a Yorkshire show cage and hanging him
on the bars of the breeder. She soon after-

wards returned to the young.
A Pleasing Discovery.

The next morning the chicks appeared to

be dryer, so I prepared ia fresh nest, and,

first warming it at the fire, placed the young-

sters in it and put the lot back ino the cage.

On examining them in the evening I was
pleased to see that they had recovered their

dry, downy appearance.

I "adopted this course of action in another

case where signs of sweating appeared, and
with the same good result. 1 do not say this

plan will work in every case, but in most
instances I think it will. On the removal of

the cock the hen has to shift for herself, and
perhaps makes a wiser selection of food. On
her visits to the seed and egg-food the chicks

get some welcome ventilation and the tem-

perature in the nest does net become too

great. Further, the cock bird being in such

dose proximity causes her to make a longer

absence, as, in response to his calls, she will

go to the bars to “talk matters over.’’

I do not think that the hen actually sweats

and transfers the moisture from herself to the

young. “.Sweating,” so called, is brought
about by the chicks suffering from diarrhoea,

caused by improper feeding. The excrement,
therefore, being liquid, cannot be dealt with
by the hen. The heat from her when sitting

causes moisture to rise, and the young, to-

gether with the breast-feathers of the hen,

present an appearance like “sweating.”
Summing Up the Situation.

To sum up the situation: Remove the cock
bird, ar.d the hen will carry out
her maternal duties in a natural man-
ner. Do not give green food until

the young • are a week old, and then be

sure that such green food is quite fresh and
free from wet. Put a pinch of maw seed or a

very small portion of crushed hemp with the

egg-food, so as to attract the hen to this por-

tion of the menu. If the youngsters are fed

by the hen with a large amount of seed in

their early days it upsets their digestion and
causes diarrhoea, which in turn causes “ sw’eat-

ing.”

This last season I have carried out the plan
outlined here and I have not lost one young-
ster by sweating. I had 52 hatched, and out
of these lost only three, and they died from
causes other than sweating.

Previously, sweating claimed a large per-

centage of my chicks, so I think that there
is something in my plan worth considering,

and trust that if my friends and good fanciers

of the City and Suburban Society will try

this system, they will have no cause for re-

gret.

“LIVE BIRD’’ LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

and their Cure.

Second Prize Essay by G. Thurley.

T
HE subject of my essay, I presume, has
troubled all bird fanciers in a greater
or less degree, and although I do not

profess to have discovered a remedy that will
euro all and every bad feeding hen, I must
say that during the past breeding season I

have lost only one nest of youngsters through
“ non feeding,” and this was with a hen that
laid another clutch of eggs when her young-
sters were 8 days old.

There is no doubt I shall bring down on
myself a storm of indignation and disapproval
when I sa.y that for non-feeding hens fanciers
have largely only themselves to blame/ If a
breeder has a bird approaching the exhibition
standard he keeps it for breeding purposes
regardless of practically everything else. Here
I maintain we make a huge mistake! Of what
use is it to hatch out nests of promising
youngsters and then see them through lack
of nourishment making their way rapidly to
the dustbin? What is more exasperating,
and at the same time depressing, than this
common experience in the breeding room ?

Good in Two Respects.
For the past three seasons I have been

working on the lines of trying to produce an
exhibition, and at the same time a, good
feeding strain. It is a very §Iow process, as
elimination must be very severe, but I am
satisfied I have made material progress in
this direction. To mention one example, I
may say that the unflighted buff cock that
won the diploma at our last show is from
the third generation of goed feeders, and if

I can find a suitable hen (combining the es-
sential qualities that I require) for him, I
hope next season, with the approval of Dame
fortune, to be another step nearer my goal.
But with all our care in the process of selec-

I n this Fancy Costume (made of CAGE BIRDS
coloured plates) Miss Eima Limsden, daughter of
the president of the Leith O.S., did good work at
the society's annual show, collecting £1 3s. id. for

the Prince of Wales’ Relief Fund.

tion we are bound to meet with cases of
“ throwing back,” and for these we must have i

special treatment. As soon as a hen is ob-
!

served to be slack in feeding, give her two
or three doses of Glauber Salts— a. crystal the

size of a split pea in the drinking water—
and if to this is also added six drops of syrup
of rhubarb, a stimulating effect is usually

produced.
After the plain diet given during incuba-

j

tion, the egg supplied during the first week
,

after hatching is very apt to affect the bird’s
j

liver, and it is to stir up this organ that the
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A few words -on the art of easily and profitably disposing ^

of good-class surplus stock.

By I

E. W. ALLSOPF
|

(Cardiff).

Cssai *> w ffisBssa a assixea a e saejaso a a

ANY beginners are worried over the

,
important matter of surplus stock,

. i and to such an extent that I have

known a few ultimately “ retire ”

—

to put it

nicely—from the Fancy, on account of it. We
all envy the fancier whose position in life

precludes him from worrying whether his

hobby is remunerative or otherwise. Against

the few fanciers of this description, there are

thousands of others who, like myself, entered

the Fancy with the main idea of whiling

away time in a charming and interesting

manner, and as a relief from the monotony
sometimes experienced in the daily task for

bread. So Jong as no financial loss was i

experienced, the result was viewed as

eminently satisfactory, although I do not

deny that a balance on the rosy side made
matters ever so much better.

If the recreative side -of the Fancy is always

maintained first and foremost, and mere profit

not allowed to dominate you as a breeder and
exhibitor, all very well

;
but if you are

progressing with the breed and not finishing

up* each year on the right side financially,

then I venture to say there is a screw loose

somewhere. In spite of a good deal of

pessimistic drivel knocking about concerning

the Fancy, and all who are in it going to the

dogs, 1 can assure you that I have never

known a more brisk enquiry for stock and

show birds, though both have steadily ad-

vanced in value. I am optimistic enough to

say that this is the experience of very many
breeders during the past few seasons, even

though some will not admit it to he so. Why
there should be any “ dog in the manger ”

feeling I never could understand, for, after

all no breeder, no matter how extensive his

operations, can be soft enough to hope that

he alone can fix up all passible buyers.

Now the novice of only one or two years’

standing, and with, some real good stock, is

in a bit of a fix' when it comes to endeavour-

ing to realise his surplus at market value.

m a BMgps-gi a i n rrxxvtzi s a 3g«>.-cs a g ggrisaBBB -

Apart from the local fanciers, lie is practi-
cally unheard of. ’These local men generally
secure, at very low prices, the pick of the
room, and for the remainder he has to find
other outlets far from satisfactory, from a
cash point of view, which the novice ulti-
mately realises, for sooner or later someone
who has been requiring a change of blood
shows him a pair secured in another direction
at about £3 the pair, which lie, even with
his inexperience, realises are no better (at
least in face value) than many pairs he has
bred and with difficulty disposed of at about
10s. per pair.

In the case of some few fanciers I have
met with, of two, three and four years’
experience, this trouble concerning the dis-

posal of their surplus birds is, I must candidly
say, in a very large, measure quite their own
fault. I appreciate the fact that it is all

very well to review one’s experience after a
number of years, and assume a wise attitude,
but even if I really did very little better in
my novice days than many are doing, that is

no reason why I should not give others my
views, in the hope of their doing much better.

His Only Grumble.
It is no good saying you don't recognise

the type of novice who is troubled with just

this one fly in his box of ointment—i.e., dis-

posal of surplus stock—for there is not a cage-

bird society of twenty members or more in

existence which does not number him amongst
them. Generally, he is what I call of the
lovable typo; as harmless as they make ’em.

Beyond his little grumble about the surplus

stock he has not a bad word to say about
anyone or anything. When the annual show
comes round he is elected as the one and only

suitable member to canvass for a few srerials

and advertisements, and as a little overweight

ho is persuaded to sit up each night cf the

show, in case a stray cat should look in and
want to sample some of the blue-blooded

winners i

salts an<T rhubarb are given. If we could
only realise how lethargic and lazy we our-
selves are when our livers are out of order,
we might perhaps be more in sympathy with
our feathered pets!
Green stuff, especially watercress, I have

found to he exceedingly useful to slack feeders.

Do not give much at a time, only about one
spray, but use at least twice a day if the hen
takes to it.

Another of my favourite tit bits is boiled
hemp. If some good sound hemp-seed is al-

lowed to simmer in a saucepan of boiling

water for about 45 minutes it will be found
that each kernel has a white “ shoot ” some
eighth of an inch long coming out of it. When
in this condition strain off the water and
allow seed to drain and cool. When cool and
fairly dry, give a tea-spoonful to each hen.

This, with me, rarely fails to have a good
effect ; but it should not be given too fre-

quently.
Germinated Seed Useful.

Another useful change, and one that was
t 'commended by a fancier of 25 years’ ex-

perience, is to mix some hemp, canary and
rape together and pour on some moderately
warm water. Allow to stand until seed is

thoroughly soaked
; then pour off the liquid,

cover up the vessel and place in a warm,
dark place. After a time, which will he al-

most entirely controlled by the temperature,
these seeds will germinate. If at this stage

the mixture is dried somewhat and then given

to the hens, they will usually eat it with
avidity and proceed to share it with their

progeny. This liking is, no doubt, due to the,

fact that, during the process of germination
much of the starchy matter in the seed is con-

verted into sugar, hence its attraction.

For another change I use varying amounts
of sugar with the biscuit and egg, as I find

that some birds have a sweeter “tooth” than

others. On this point I may say that in some
cases we give our egg food too dry. When
this is so an extra effort is required on the
part of the hen to regurgitate the food, and
this in itself is exhausting. Couple this extra
effort with poor tone in health and we have a
very common cause* of non-feeding.

Finally, I would say that I am a firm be-

liever in the process of eliminating the non-

feeder, even at the expense of sacrificing ex-

hibition points, and that the real remedy lies

here. But, even when this has apparently
been accomplished, by the laws of nature
there will bound to be cases of “ throwing
back,” and these can only be met by a care-

ful study of each bird’s peculiarities and likes

and dislikes and, further, by the principle of

giving “ little and often ” when feeding.

Now all that is the matter with our lovable

pal is that he is too shortsighted to inwardly
mark, learn and digest the good advice
screwed on the office door which he opens
regularly each morning—“Push!” For that

is all that is needed when it comes to dis-

!

posing of your surplus stock. Don’t confuse

I this little work with “cheek” or “telling

|

fairy tales,” or tarradiddles, as the young
ladies would say; but if I am in the position

to declare (as I am) that good buyers are

itching to spend good money for Plainheads,

and good breeders have just the stock to suit,

and the one cannot hear telj of t’other, then

something wants seeing to.

Let us get down to bedrock ! I detest,

talking about myself, but seeing that 1 don't,

handle anyone else’s banking account, and
don’t get their enquiries for stock, 1 must of

|

necessity push my own affairs forward a little

bit. Since January 1st last [This article, it

should be stated, was written some months
ago.—Editor, “ C.B.”] I have declined

enquiries for Plainhead stock to at least the

value of £30. Prices at £1 for single birds,

up to £5 or £6 per pair, have been indicated,

I and the enquirers in a number of instances

have concluded their letters by asking the

name of a reliable breeder who would he

likely to be in a position to supply them
should I not be able to do so.

What annoys me is not the fact, of having

to refuse good money, but the realisation that

there are sellers of good stock in abundance,

whom my enquirers have great difficulty in

locating. Whose fault is it? Why, that of

j

the lovable chap, who pushes the . door and

not himself

!

Open your Cage Birds as I do nearly every

Friday evening, and look with me through the

“Plainhead” advertisements. Here we are:
i “Mr. now offers his surplus stock, cheap

to clear : 24, Blind Alley, Shortsighted

I

Avenue, Timbuctbo.” I expect you will say

ys I do :
“ Dear me ! Who would have thought

it! Fancy spending sixpence to tell us that!”

On we go. Here’s another :
“ Mr. has

had a capital season, surplus birds number

j ,
cheap to clear

;
all approval. ’ This is

j

more interesting, is it not? Yes; and if you
I bear in mind, as I do. and hundreds of other

j

readers, that- the number of surplus birds has

weeks, you
not selling

. . . and

so on. (To be Continued.)

been the same for the past cig

will say, “ Well, if this breeder is

bis surplus any quicker than that
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MY BIRD PETS. An Intensely interest-

ing medley of happen-
ings in the bird-rooms

of a most enthusiastic

lady bird-lover.By Mrs. E. M. SARGEANT (Worcester).

1

•fc-'Vo-

I
THOUGHT it might interest your readers

to hear a little more about some of my
birds. I have lost my two old Cuckoos,

one a twelvemonth old, and one a little over

two years old. The latter was as much like

the' Cuckoo that I had for five years as could

foe throwing his “kisses to me and sitting

on my finger, vherP, foy the way, he died

just as quietly as did the old one. He was

not through the moult, but was somewhat

better in plumage, though not so plump as

the old one. He was often, admired.

I did not mean to have any more of these

birds; one misses them so when the inevit-

able happens ;
but a country lad brought me

two beautiful specimens last June, and some-

how I could not say no. I asked him what

nests he took them from, and he said one

iooked like a Hedge Sparrow’s nest, built in

a gooseberry tree, and that a Flycatcher was

feeding one, but he could never see what fed

the other bird. Certainly most of my
Cuckoos have been brought from Hedge

Sparrows’ nests, but one was from a Wag-
tail’s, if not two.

Eight Years Old and Still Laying.

My hen Skylark has been to nest four

times, paired to one of the two brought me
last year, and which she finished rearing.

She had two fertile eggs, but failed to rear

me young- She has had one lot of three

eggs, and three of two. The last lot were

clears, so I let her sit till she was tired. She

is now eight years old.

I have beep making some inquiries of the

young man who brought me the little Sky-

larks last year, and others who work in the

farm fields, and I find th?t five eggs is the

usual number for a Skylark, sometimes six ;

but often only three or four young out of

them.
Of course, I have fowm trying for one of

vour prizes wits Critsffinch and Canary, Gold-

finch Mule and Greenfinch Mule, etc. ;
plenty

of nests and plenty of eggs, but no young.

Then my cock Thrush, “Baby ” (eight

years old) has had a chance with my hen

Missel Thrush. But she ate up her eggs,

the same as she did last year
;
and also some

of the silly little hen Canaries who would

go into the same room to build! “Baby”

was that angry with her when she would
not sit on the nest she made with yards of

olace and tape and wadding, that I thought
he would kill her. She is so tame that

[

she will eat from my hand, and let me
stroke her ; he also will eat from my hand
or mouth, but will not be stroked.

1 have a good few young Canaries, but
the Bullfinches’ eggs have all been clear,

j

They paired with Ureenfinches. A hen Twite
that was brought me in the winter built and

I laid four eggs, and 'sat, but they were clear.

The prettiest little nest of all was built by
a Redpoll in the tree. Master Redpoll is

rather exacting, and scolds and fusses if she
only gets off to stretch her wings a moment.
You will remember I told you I had a

cock Blackbird, three years old, who had
sent a hen to nest. The hen died, and the

cock got away
;
in fact, a little girl pushed

the door open and let him out of the outside

shelter. He has been about with a hen
which used to come down the garden to

him when he was in captivity. I and my
neighbours have put them out food and
water. The hen built in the hedge at the
bottom of a garden three doors away and
had five young. These wTere taken. 1 was
soon told, also, that they were in a cage,
and the hen and cock both feeding them. It

was too bad to take them all.

Insulting the Enemy.
The cock Blackbird comes most days jab-

bering to his old enemy, that is, my other
Blackbird, who sings so beautifully in his

cage out of doors. He is, like the Skylark
and Thrush, eight years old. The little

Hedge Sparrow that escaped over four years
ago, and has always come to call when I

feed the chickens, either broke his leg
against the telegraph wires or was hurt by
a stone, as a neighbour found it and brought
it to me dead. We all knew it, and looked
for it day by day. I had had it twelve
months in a cage. It may have been a
year or two old then. So it would be seven
or eight years when it died. The “little

mother” (my hen Chaffinch) I have had for

eight years, and • I don’t know how old she
was when I had her, but she reared up a
Thrush that same year (that is how she got

TWO SWEET SONGSTERS:

THE NIGHTINGALE AND

BLACKCAP.

SOME REMARKS ON THEIR SELEC-
TION AND MANAGEMENT.

By H. J. HAWES.

1
HAYE kept a varied “nest” in my time:

Woodpeckei's, Nuthatches, Woodlarks,

Wheatears, Redstarts, and my great

favourites—Nightingales and Blackcaps. In

fact, I really think most soft and hard-bills

have found" a place in my bird-room from

time to time, and also a place in my heart.

Among the softbills I give place of honour

to the ’Gale. He has a fine stately appear-

ance, carrying himself on his dignity, as it

were. He will not cringe, but looks you

straight in the face with a pair of bold, black

eyes, set in a noble head.
’
I fed my ’Gale upon a mixture of crushed

biscuits, dried flies, silkworm cocoons, and

ants' eggs, with wasp grub occasionally, also

now and again putting an apple through my
grinding mill and mixing some amongst the

stock food. He had gentles and mealworms,

too. Of the latter he got most during the

winter months, when I could not take my tin

box out with me cycling, and cut snips of

hazel and other things to which greenflies and

other flies cling in abundance.
Mind His Tail.

The cage I use for stock is one measuring

24 inclies° by 13 inches by 11 inches. He
never reaches this cage though, until he has

been in my meating-off cage, and is absolutely

steady, for once his tail is broken the beauty

of our ’Gale is completely spoiled from a show
point of view.

It is beneficial to any bird to mix some

common brown (crystal) sugar with the drink-

ing water^once a week; also to give a few

drops of clarified linseed oil in the food of

softbills once a week. The latter is one of

the “ secrets ” given me by a very clever

aviculturist : my promise not to reveal them

ended with that cute fancier's regretted

death.. The oil is not only relaxing to the

bird
;

it helps to give that polish (or sheen)
which is always admired on the plumage. 1

would give it as my humble opinion that if

linseed oil was given with discrimination to

all birds, there would not be so many deaths
in our bird-rooms.

Leaving the ’Gale, I will go on to my next
love—the Blackcap. Many’s the beauty I

have had, and many's the Sunday I have
taken my pipe and gone to my birdroom in

my garden and absolutely lost myself, as it

were, among my Blackcaps, and my Black-
birds. I was often taken back to my boy-
hood days in the country. This is where
true enjoyment is derived, for if you are
country born the birds will take you miles

in imagination.

A Hardy Little Chap.
The Blackcap is a very hardy little chap.

Give the same stock food as you do your
’Gale, with a plentiful supply of ripe fruit,

such as bananas and grapes, also some house-
hold currants thoroughly soaked in sugar or
treacle water, not forgetting a good Turkish
fig broken open (a fine thing, by the way, for

any bird at any time) likewise the linseed oil,

as advised for the ’Gale. The stock cage

above mentioned is a nice roomy one for the
Blackcaps. In this I endeavour to fix as

perches, cuttings from an elderberry bush, as

the bird likes to dodge between the twigs as

a playful pastime.
In a show Blackcap I like to see the black

cap running well down the nape of the neck,

as in the typical show Bullfinch. The body
colour should be a clear greyish-drab, and the

bird should be sound in every feather. Con-
fidence between the bird and oneself is easily

established, and steadiness will add greatly

to one’s chances on the show bench, and with
careful handling a Blackcap can be trained

to stand at attention, as it were, while tuidcr-

•going the most critical inspection.

I use for the cage bottoms of my softbills

(in lieu of sand) the finely broken-up peat

litter now in general use. I hang a tin of

sand inside the cage frequently. Regular
spraying repays any softbill fancier, and gives

him a fair chance against advanced competi-

tors on the show bench, providing, of course",

that he has a bird somewhere within the
range of an ideal specimen. I would impress
upon the mind of the beginner with softbills

the great need of cleanliness^

This photo shows a few of the young Yorkshire Canaries I bred this year. I had very good luck; bred
57 young ones from 3 cocks and 7 hens, and up to now have not lost a single chick. I gave them
mixed seed and egg and biscuit, and as much groun cJsel as they would eat up to the time they were
on hard seed, then I gave a little bread and milk twice week ly for a few weeks.—James Jefferies

CSt. George's, Bristol).

her name). She struts about with a Brown
Linnet year after year, but never goes to

nest.

What is the Explanation ?
Whether any birds have consciences, or

reasoning powers, I really don’t know ;
but

this year I have noticed a very curious thing

again and again. Some of my .Canaries go
to nest in #a downstairs room, and some in

an upstairs room (very few in cages). I let

out one cock bird when his hen had got her

clutch of eggs, and he flew to the upstairs

room and soon commenc&d to drive to nest
another hen there. This he has repeated
during the season. He never went near
the downstairs hen while sitting, but as sure

as the fourteenth day was up, he was down
with food for her. If I had forgotten the
date, he had not. And I am quite sure they
have a code of honour amongst themselves

;

no one wlio saw them as I did could doubt
it. If another cock bird tried to interfere

with the hen which was going to nest, she
called out to the cock bird she was paired

to, and he came up from downstairs, or

down from upstairs, as the case might be,

and they both hunted out the offending bird,

however he might mix up with the others,

and punished him !

I think I must end by telling you I have
got an Owl ! Willie Paller, at the Nur-
series, caught, kept it a month or two, and
then begged me to have it ! I have it iri a

little aviary out of doors. “Master Jimmy”
has got very tame, and comes on my head or

shoulder. But sometimes in the night two
or three other Owls come into the garden.

I was called up the first time and told that

“Jimmy” had got loose. There in the tree

close to the aviary was another “Jimmy” 1

They don’t half make a noise! Poor
“Jimmy" is threatened with all sorts of dire

penalties
;

I can see now why he wasn’t
wanted at the Nurseries!

j

The Stock Birds to Breed By

S Winning Yorkshires. T. L. CASTREE

Hints on their selection from a well-known Welsh _ (Mountain A«h).

fancier and judge.

T O get to business, I will attempt to

describe what I consider a pair of

birds capable of producing youngsters

which with careful handling and proper stag-

ing should hold their own in present-day

competition. I would select as the cock

a bird ticked or lightly marked (not neces-

sarily evenly-marked), and a yellow, not

less than 7in. in length. If 7^ins. so much

the better providing he is of the right shape

and position, that is, what is usually termed

straight (level) from the crown of the head

to the tip of the tail.

The head should be somewhat small and

with a slightly flat appearance at the crown,

'the neck should be long, shoulders moderately

broad, but in nowise prominent, and back

well filled and level throughout. The wings

should be long and well braced, meeting at

the tips but not overlapping. The waist

should be long and slender and the body

tapering to the tail, which should be long

and compact in form. The legs should be

long and inclining to be straight, hut not so

straight as to give the bird a stilty appear-

ance. The thighs should be well shown, and

be well packed with close short feather—in

fact, the feather under the throat, down the

breast, between, and around the thighs, right

to the tail, should be as short and close as

nossible.

The Difficulty in Chief.

Considering the size of the proposed cock

bird, probably this latter point is where the

most difficulty would be experienced in its

selection. But in the selection of a lien, this

fault of loose, or too long, feather, which

so often crops up in the cock bird may fairly

easily be remedied.
Having obtained a cock bird rather over the

acknowledged standard length (with the object

of keeping up the size of the progeny) I

would now select a clear buff lien of medium
size, as brimful of quality of feather as possi-

ble. As a rule I find that providing you get

size, shape and contour from the cock bird,

quality, and that graceful appearance which
puts the finishing touch on an~exhibition York-
shire, are to be looked for in the progeny
as coming from the hen.
Tor length in the hen I would get as near

as possible to (but not under) 6^in., with head
proportionately small and as round as possi-

ble. The lien should have the appearance
of being chiselled out of marble—tight and
close in plumage. Her neck should be long,

straight, and thin (though well filled in and
free from any sign of being pinched),
shoulders narrow and well rounded, back in-

clined to be a little fiat, but level through-
out, wings long and exceptionally well braced,
without the least sign of overlapping. The
body should be thin, especially the hind
part, which should be well drawn out, and
balanced on a good pair of long legs. The
thighs should be long and conspicuous, with-

out the least sign of loose feather.

Special attention should be paid to the

• quality of feather in the hen; it should be
short, close, and of a silky appearance, with-

out the least trace of frill, or scantiness of

feather. The attitude of both cock and hen
should be upright and commanding, yet easy

and graceful.

Items to be Avoided.
A few points to be avoided are large beak,

flat head, overhanging eyebrows, square,

broad, or projecting shoulders, pinched neck,

hollow back, short sides, broad or short

waist, short thighs and body. Birds with

any tendency to stoop, or hug the perch,

should be avoided, as well as long, coarse,

or open feathered ones. But above all the

selection must be guided to a very great

extent by the owner’s knowledge of the pedi-

gree. of the stock from which the selected

birds have come. Like can only be expected

to produce like (or, rather, a ’nappy medium
between the two selected stock birds) pro-

portionately with the care bestowed on the

breeding of the strain from which the selected

stock birds have sprung.

From the pair of birds I have attempted

to describe and mate, yellow marked cock

and clear buff hen, I should expect to pro-

duce a fair percentage of clears, both yel-

lows and buffs, as well as a few ticked and

unevenly-marked birds, with, as an off-chance,

a. possible even-mark, and with a few birds

amongst them which would allow me to ex-

hibit "with a reasonable amount of success at

shows within a moderate.distance of my home.
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Two Popular Seed-
1

By

eaters: The Chaffinch I £• a. hsh

and the Greenfinch. I i
(Worlki**b

T
HE gay ChafEnclr is fairly common
throughout the British Isles. He is a.

resident, and may be seen almost any-

where in the hedgerows. It is'an easy matter

to recognise the bird, as the sharp call-note,

“ Pink-pink,” gives him away directly.

The cock Chaffinch is very brightly

plumaged, with a good variety of colours.

The hen has none of the bright colours of

her mate. In a wild state they feed upon
various wild seeds, with insects in the

spring and summer months. The “nuts”
(mast) of the beech tree are greatly relished

by them, and flocks will be found feeding

daily under the beech trees.

The nest is one of the most beautiful of

our British birds’ homes, and is usually

placed close up against the trunk of a tree.

The eggs number from four to six, and are

of a pale bluish-green cblour, streaked with

purplish-brown markings.
Young Chaffinches can be easily hand-

reared, but it is doubtful if it is worth the

trouble, as after the autumn moult is over

a good bird may be got off the catcher for

a trifling sum. Tlig cock Chaffinch has a

very pretty little song, but it is apt to

become monotonous in a cage indoors.

Chaffinches should be moulted outdoors,

but as the spring advances you must separate

them from others of their sex and species,

as they are very pugnacious in the breeding

season, and the cock especially will at once

attack another of his own kind.

A Long=Lived Bird.
The species is not a very difficult one to

cater for, and will live quite a long time in

a cage. The following is a good stock

mixture: Canary seed 2 parts, teazle 1 part,

rape 1 pai’t, linseed 1 part, hemp ^ part.

Give about a teaspoonful of cracked sun-
flower seeds three or four times a week, and
in addition to this a few mealworms, with a
little green food now and then. Provide a
bath daily, and, of course, clean water for

drinking purposes.
The cage should be about 16 to 18 inches

in length, 12 to 14 inches high, and 10 inches
from back to front. This will give your bird
a fair amount of exercise.

A Chaffinch for show purposes should be
large; a small bird would npt stand a

chance : and it should h,ave a good, promi-
nent, chest. The chief colours of a show
Chaffinch should be as follows: Blue cap,

rich and deep pink breast, white shoulder
and wing bars, chocolate coloured back, nice
green rump, and a tail with white edging to

the outside feathers. The bird should be in

a tight, sleek condition of plumage, and this

will give him a great chance on the show

bench. A Chaffinch should not be shown
unless perfectly steady; this is a most
important point.

The inside of a Chaffinch show cage should
be enamelled a dark holly-green (this colour,

in my opinion, shows the bird up splendidly)

and the outside should be black.

The Chaffinch has not, so far, made great
advance in the hobby of Hybrid breeding,

the only recognised crosses being those
between the Chaffinch and Bramblefinch and
the Greenfinch and Chaffinch. But in time
the Chaffinch will become, I think, as

popular a bird as any in the breeding of

British Hybrids.
The Greenfinch, or, as he is so often

called, the Green Linnet, is about the com-
monest of our British Finches. This species

roams the country in flocks of various sizes

during the autumn, feeding on the wild

seeds ;
very gregarious, they are very fond

of each other's company. They are

destructive in the autumn to the wheat, and
in the spring do a lot of damage to newly-

Sown seeds.

The Home and Its Site.

The nest of the Greenfinch is composed of

twigs, moss, dried grass, fine roots, and
sometimes hair and feathers. They are

prolific birds, and will sometimes rear three

or four broods a season. The site chosen is

generally the hedgerow, or a whitethorn

tree. The hen is a good sitter, and will not

stir unless compelled to do so.

The eggs, usually four or five in number,
are a pale greenish-white with a few reddish-

brown markings—similar, in fact, to those

of the Linnet.
Young Greenfinches can be easily hand-

reared. They should be taken when about

ten days’ old, and can be brought up
successfully on the following : Hard boiled

egg and biscuit crumbled together, adding a

little soaked rape seed and a little bread.

Mix well together, and feed every two hours.

Greenfinches will breed successfully in an
j

aviary, and they are often used for Hybrid
|

breeding. Quite a number of pretty Hybrids

have been produced with a Greenfinch

parent ;
Greenf. -Canary. Greenf. -Chaffinch,

Greenf. -Bullfinch. Greenf. -Redpoll, Greenf.

-

Goldfinch. Greenf.-Siskiu, etc.

In feeding, the following seeds will do

well for a stock mixture : 5 parts Canary. 1
j

|
nart German (summer) rape, 1 part English

j

rape, and a little teazle. As tit-bits, hemp,
sunflower, safflower, thistle, dandelion, plain-

\

tain, groundsel, duckweed, Hips and haws
and charlock ;

one or the other several times

a week.

The yellow, or jonque Greenie, is the one

to choose for exhibition purposes, and must
be large, of a vivid green colour all through,

showing plenty of yellow in wings and tail,

while the rump and under-body should be a

rich yellowish-green. The head should be

broad, neck thick, and the body shaped

after the Norwich Canary style. The buff

Greenies are much sought after by Mule and

Hybrid breeders, as they are generally the

largest. Some hen Greenies are also very

valuable for breeding purposes, as they will

hatch and rear their own broods, which is

a great advantage, one not found in most

British hens of other species.

A Non=Bcliever in Colour Food.
Some fanciers colour-feed their Green-

finches, but personally I do not care about

colour-feeding British birds for exhibition at

all ;
it very often is the means of spoiling

a good bird.

The Greenfinch has not much music, tut

in the spring has a pretty little song of his

own, and in a cage I consider his notes are

sweet.

When moulting a Greenfinch, see that lie

has plenty of fresh air, water for bathing,
and wild seeds. Give him linseed and sun-
flows,r seeds freely, as they are very be’p-
ful to put on the nice gloss which every
bird-lover likes to see.

Plain, but Useful.
The sexes are not difficult to distinguish,

as the hen lacks the bright green colour of
her mate. But liens are now almost as
valuable as cocks, chiefly for Mule or Hybrid
breeding, though at some of the larger
shows, where classes are provided for hens,
a good big tight-plurnaged hen Greenie
stands a great chance.
The show cage can be enamelled either

cream or a light greyish-blue, or a faint pink
tint, as all these colours show a Greenfinch
up nicely. In conclusion, let me say that if

any fancier is in doubt about which Finch
to start bird-keeping with, I can thoroughly
recommend the Greenie

;
for a beginner, of

all our British Finches none will afford him
I
more pleasure than the little common Green-

1 finch.

Correspondence.
The Standard Colour of
Norwich Show Cages.

Sir.— I shall feel obliged if any reader of

Cage Birds will inform me, through its

columns, which are the particular shades of

colours, and the exact proportions, that

should be mixed to obtain the standard tint

of colour used' for the inside of the Norwich
show cage ? N ovice.

A Suggested Economy for
Exhibitors.

Sir,—Regarding cutting the expenses

down at such a period as we are now passing

through, how would it be to suggest through

Cage Birds that exhibitors should use saw-

dust in show cage bottoms in preference to

sand, especially as the latter is going up in

price? It would certainly be as clean to. the

birds’ feet. Would be glad to hear of fur-

ther suggestions on this matter.
F. Stothard.

A Cage Bird Society Started at
Blaenavon.

Sir,—A meeting of cage bird fanciers was
held at Blaenavon on Dee. 10 to consider the
ac.vieability of forming a society. Mr. G.

Broome, late sec. of Abertillory C.B.S., was
in the chair. It was carried that we have a

society at Blaenavon, there being about 20

fanciers wishful to become members, though
|

all co.uld not attend this meeting. Officers

elected : Chairman, Mr. M. Butt
;

vice, Mr.
C. Broome

; treasurer, D. Morris : secretary,

G. T. -Jones, 13, Broad Street, Blaenavon.
All desiring to become members should
kindly attend the next meeting at 13, Broad
Street cm Dec. 19, at 8.30 sharp, and drop
a line to me. G. T. Jones (Sec.).

Pushing Along His Favourite
Canary.

Sir,—Surely no society could hope to
possess a more genial and kindly dis-

positioned gentleman and fancier than does
the Shettleston and Dist. C.B.S. in its

Honorary President, Baillie Wm. Robertson,
of Troon. He is all energy for assisting in

the revival of his favourite Scotch Fancy
Canary, and I believe and hope he will

succeed in his efforts. He has given big
prices for the right material, and has now

I promised (what pure sportsmanship and
! large heartedness) to give a few pairs of his

I stock amongst members of the above club

I for the sake of seeing his Fancy progress.

My earnest wish is, that he may be spared
to see the rich fruits of his efforts

abundantly harvested. R. H. L.

The Blackbird that Knew
Better.

Sir,—Mr. J. Goodall, of Watford, tells

me that a lady came into his shop and pur-
chased a healthy-looking hen Blackbird,
which she thought ought not to be cj^ged.

She took her cage and purchase home, and
placed the cage with open door in her
grounds so as to set free the unfortunate (?)
prisoner. Much to her consternation the

;

occupant refused to quit, and after being

I

“ hustled ” out, walked about and examined
the immediate neighbourhood, finally discon-

tinuing its digging operations to return to
the cage. This went on for several days, the
bird refusing to desert the food supply to
which it had become accustomeo.. Finally,
in disgust, its new owner brought Mrs.
Blackbird back to Johnny Goodall’s Em-
porium, in which she still remains !

Allen Silver.
Correspondence continued on next page.

WINNING YORKSHIRES AT THE GLASGOW C.B.A. SHOW.
CLEAR YELLOW COCK. CLEAR BUFF HEM.

1st tor Mr. A. Hirst (Accring- Cjf 1st for Mr. T. McCrcacfy
ton). ' (Stranraer).

VARIEGATED YELL HEM.
1st for Mr. P. Mason (Wind-

hill).

Are Scots Fancy Exhibitors Overstepping
the Mark ?

A Y/ell-known Fancier Alleges Widespread Faking and Speaks of
Exhibitors Banding Together to Bring the Culprits to Book.

Sir,—At Paisley Show a very important
incident took place, fraught with much
interest to Scots, Fancy exhibitors, viz., the
disqualification of some of the exhibits that
were faked, while a number of the birds that
were well forward, in the prize-list ought to
have kept them company. However, the
judges have now made a start in the right

direction, which I hope they continue in. It

will stand to their credit and be for the
benefit of our hobby. This faking has been
going on for a considerable time, and like a
canker which has not been checked, is in-

creasing in virulence because the Scots Fan-
ciers are far too easy-going to trouble them-
selves and make a stand against it. The
question I would like td ask is: Are those

who have the purity and welfare of the
Fancy at heart to be hoodwinked and tricked

by a few unscrupulous exhibitors whose moral
senses gre so dulled that they glory in their

handiwork? From the conversation of many
fanciers at. Paisley show, I will be very much
surprised if this faking is allowed to con-

tinue without its just reward, and I warn the

fakers here and now that a number of

prominent and well-known fanciers are

banded together to see to it that their day of

deceit is past. Most show schedules have
a rule to the effect that the judges will be

instructed to disqualify all birds that in their

opinion have been tampered with
;
am afraid

this rule has been a dead letter for a long

time. It lies with managers and committees
of societies to see that this rule is enforced,

and pointed out to judges before they begin

their duties on the morning cf the show. I

think the judges too apathetic. And who are
to blame? The exhibitors themselves who
stand idly by in groups and talk about it

;

and it all ends in “talk.”
Let fraud and wrong and baseness shiver,,

For still betwixt them and the sky
The Falcon truth hangs poised forever,

And marks them with a vengeful eye.

So Fakers, beware ! W. McClure.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{Continued from previous page.)

The Catcher Caught.
Sm,

—

Let mo warn catchers not to leave
,heir net and call birds, as I have nearly
ost a fine Goldfinch by a Hawk pouncing on
die call-cage. But 1 happened to be at the
•nd of the pull-line, and instead of the Hawk
,atoh ing the Goldie, f caught the Hawk,
which is a fine specimen. The weasel and
>foat are also enemies of the catcher. I have
been a reader of Cage Birds five years now.

G. Christian.

Is Face Value Better Than
Pedigree?

Sir,

—

I read with interest the remarks in
last week s Cage Birds about the Yorkshires
exhibited by Miss Q. Bowyer at the recent
Horticultural Hall show, and by a curious
coincidence I happened to be looking through
some back numbers of Fancy papers this
evening, and came across a short article by
Mr. It. I,. Crisp giving his views at that time
(March, 1905) on the .Yorkshire Canary. Ho
there says :

—
“

1 think that really good hens make the
royal road to success in Canary breeding. . .

Small to medium sized hem 1 like the best,
and the nearer perfection the better, but in
any case good in position with tight and
good quality of feather—the small ones to
pair with large cocks and the larger ones to
pair with cocks about the size of show
specimens.”
Comparing these remarks with (hose on Miss

Bowyer’s birds, may it not be due to the hen
os much as to the cock with the high pedigree
that this lady was able to breed such good
youngsters '!

H. C. Brooks.
What Birds Are These?

Sir,— 1 have seen in Mr. Norman’s “Gem
Portrait Gallery of British Birds ” a Reed
Bunting, and I have had many of the same.
\ou said last week you thought these were
the birds 1 wr.ote of. Well, sir, the birds are
a good deal different to the Reed Bunting in
Mr. Norman’s picture. They are not quite as
large as the common House Sparrow, but the
cock and hen represent the cock Sparrow in
build and colour, bar the head, which is of a
bright velvet bronze. I have two alive at the
time of writing. I got them the day after
I wrote the last letter, arid they are living
graud. 1 have let several fanciers in the
district see them, and not one of them knows
what they are. They have all seen the Reed
Bunting, but they cannot agree that these are
Buntings, and in my opinion they are foreign
birds. I will let any one see them who likes
to call at 125, Back High St., Gosforth,
Northumberland.

E. Brown.
[The Reed Bunting in Mr. Norman’s

Coloured Plate represents the cock bird when
in breeding (summer) plumage; in winter
plumage it looks very different. From the
above letter, however, we have no hesitation
in saying that our correspondent’s birds are
Tree Sparrows (Passer montanus). They are
much less common than the House Sparrow
(though by no means rare) and often puzzle
people to identify.

—

Editor.]

Bread and Milk in the Rearing
of Canaries.

Sir,—

A

s one who has kept birds (both
Canaries and British) from a boy, you may
imagine that I have had my ups and downs
When in my teens I started with Canaries,
only songster Canaries, of no particular breed.
The seed J gave them (the secret was given
me by a “knowing one”) to feed on was
black and white seed, i.e. canary and rape
(the latter winter rape). I can assure you
they did well on it. The hen built a nest in
a small wooden box, and hatched four out of
five eggs. The question was, how could I
raise the young? Would “black and white”
be sufficient? The problem was solved by a
lady who saw the birds, and suggested that
the best way to feed the babies, as she called
them, was on scalded milk and bread with a
little sugar added. I did so, and I am able
to say that the four were raised and became
strong, healthy birds. That simple idea left
a great impression on me, and I have often
followed the “ tip.” Many a nest have 1
raised by the bread and milk diet, which I
now make as follows Crumble a little stale
bread with some new milk and then boil
with a pinch of salt. Squeeze out with a
fork, or spoon, most of the moisture, and add
a little coarse sugar. Then sprinkle over the
lot a little maw seed. The birds will eat
this and will thrive well on it. But in the
hot weather thi^ food should be made night
and morning, so it is quite fresh. The vessels
should also be well washed out after each
meal. With this food, and the young tender
leaves of the dandelion^ young Oanaries can
be successfully raised, strong and healthy,
without the audition of egg. Great care, of
course, should be exercised to see that the
red mite is not in the nest. This pest is one
of the chief drawbacks to beginners. The

nest should be well sprinkled with insect
powder as soon as the hen sits, and again just
before she hatches

;
and when the young are

about ten days old remove them into a clean
nest. With this simple treatment good re-
sults .will follow.

Old Breeder.
A National Show to be Held in

Wales.
Sir,—I much appreciate your very kind

offer to help on the first Welsh National
show, and I assure you that all Welsh fan-
ciers look to good old Cage Birds to give
them a helping hand. The show will bo held
on the Palace show dates, Feb. 5, 6, and 8,
in the magnificent Banqueting Hall at the
Carlton Hotel, Cardiff. The hall is 125ft. by
35ft. by 45ft., and I question when a bird
show has ever been held in more beautiful
surroundings. The handsome oak carving on
the familiar walls, the. great coloured-glass
windows on three sides of the room, the
whole surmounted by a big glass dome, makes
it an ideal hall for a National show. Mr.
Will Sampson, the old “ war horse,” will
manage the show, and I think we shall be
abl'e to get the Lord Mayor at the opening
ceremony. As soon as we have fixed up the
schedule our secretary will forward you full

particulars, i would like to mention that the
Welsh National have no thought whatever of
appropriating the Palace Show dates at any
future shows, and have only decided upon
these dates for this show out of pure senti-
ment.

E. J. Banks.
[We feel sure that when the time comes

round fanciers will give their heartiest sup-
port to this plucky and desirable venture of
the Welshmen.—Editor.]

A Soldier Fancier at the Front-
Sir,—1 enclose a letter received from

Trooper Walters, of the 12th Lancers, who
is serving with the British Expeditionary-
Forces. Previous to rejoining the Colours,
Trooper Walters, who was a reservist, was
in business as a fanciers’ provider at 131,
High Street, Longton, Staffs, and in his
absence his wife is “keeping the flag flying,”
on behalf of herself and child, until his
return. The letter will no doubt be read
with interest by readers of Cage Birds.

J. PlTCHFORD.
Nov. 26th, 1914.

Dear Sir,—I now take the pleasure of
writing a few lines to you, hoping it will
find you and family enjoying very good
health, as I am quite well myself. I trust
everything is going on satisfactorily. I
have heard some very fine songsters in
Belgium, and I have found always the
same complaint at almost every home I
have gone into—the father absent, and the
poor pets ill fed and watered, and I have
attended to them in every case when I had
time. I found in one house over 100
Canaries. It appeared a German had lived
there and fled before we came. I heard
these birds singing. I was on patrol, and
so I had a chance to look after them. Well
I emptied all the seed I could see out, and
put plenty of water, and then I thought
how I would have liked them in my shop,
they were a nice lot, and it was a real
treat to hear them after being away from
home some time. I hope I can only help
some more of the pets of our Fancy before
I come home.

Trooper Walters.
When is a Novice Not a Novice ?
Sir,—

I

am very pleased to see this subject
brpught forward in your valuable paper Cage
Birds, because I feel that it is one which
needs an “airing,” for there must be many
fanciers whose experience is similar to. mine.
In February of last year, falling in love with
the Fancy, I wrote to a well-known breeder
of Crests and Crest-brea's for information,
etc., stating the length of my purse, and re-

ceived the candid advice that being a be-
ginner it would give more satisfaction to
commence with a more easily managed and
less expensive variety. Acting on that ad-
vice I started as a Border fancier, and with
a little care ana’ attention, blessed with good
fortune, I have in two seasons obtained the
required three firsts in members’ classes, and
now find myself a “ full-blown Border cham-
pion.” Now, I have a great regard for
Crests and Crest-breds, and should very
much like to make a venture with my first
love

; but what chance dq you think, sir, I
should stand, with no experience of the
variety, against the crack champion Crest
fanciers? I think that this is one of the
answers to the question so often asked' as to
why more fanciers do not take up the select
and difficult varieties. If the rules of the
various specialist clubs allowed fanciers to
pass through the novice stages in each
variety, many who, like myself, have ad-
vanced too quickly would no doubt try to
gain the experience which would enable them
to compete with the various leaders with
some slight chance of success.

NcriCE Cn.AjiriON.

December 19 , 1914 .

novice uxnibitors and the L
and P.O.S. and Clapham

Shows.
‘ ltt)~^ c>Ripetition at these shows was

limited and not open in the legal sense of
tn© word. It was announced in your columns
that wins at the L. and P.O.S. Show would
not affect' the status of a novice, and at future

i. and P.O.S. and Palace Shows wins by
novices at the above shows will be ignored.

, , _ J. W. Ramsden.
Special Prizes at Falkirk Good

Intent Show.
l

.
’ I crave a small space to air a

grievance which I heard discussed at theshow of the Falkirk Good Intent C.B.A. last
Saturday. There were twelve classes for
jorwich, and these had eleven specials

allocated to them, while the British birds
with ten classes had but two, and these for
lourth birds May' 1 ask those in authority
it this was doing justice to the British bird
exhibitor? especially as there was a cup for
most points with four nominated birds
specials to count.

The Scots Fancy Canary^tobe
Revived.

Sin,-Many people were inclined to think
the boots Fancy Canary was dead or, at
.least, dying, but new life has suddenly
sprung up amongst the fanciers of the cult.A glimpse at the advt. columns of Cage
Birds will suffice to show that this is not
mere talk, but reality. I may say, too (on
good authority) that a smarter piece of
business than the getting up of the Glasgow
and Dist. Scots. Fancy Association would be
difficult to imagine. Just imagine a society
formed, office bearers fixed, judges and hall
settled, and everything set in thorough
working order for a show on Saturday,
Jan. 2, in the space of little more than an
hour s time. Good biz., eh? No one will
doubt the truth of such a statement when
one considers those who are at the head of
the business: Mr. J. Brown (East Kil-
briae), President; Baillie W. Robertson,
Vice-President; Mr. A. McLauchlan (Govan)
Secretary. I understand the show is'guaran-
teed against loss, so that we may expect a
great revival of the Scots Fancy Canary.

R. H. Livingstone.
Early Yorkshire Canaries at

the Palace Show.
Sir,—In your reply to Mr. J. Holroyd’s

letter, which was published last week, I
omitted to refer to Mr. Moses . Holroyd’s
exhibits, as mentioned by his near kinsman
I was more than pleased- to be informed thatmy now old friend Moses was still with us,
and was apparently interested in Mr. Bird’s
reference to the early Palace exhibits, etc.
As mentioned in my previous letter, it was
not until 1873 that even a single class was
provided for the Yorkshires, as so named.
The two following shows (1874 and 1875) were
again given only one Yorkshire class, when
Mr. Luke Belk, of Dewsbury, whom Mr.
Moses Holroyd will well remember, took- all
the money prizes at both shows. The two
following years were noted for the birds of
Mr. J. H. Thackrey, who practically cleared
the decks with his several exhibits, taking
all the first prizes, excepting the one in 1877
gamed by Messrs. Wilkinson and Holroyd. In
1878 the principal prizes were won by Messrs.

Holroyd, Wilkinson, _Rawnsley and J. Clemi-
son. Other interesting particulars could ''be
given, which were collected by me some
years ago. However, this addition will per-
haps be sufficient for the purpose of answer-
inS ^r * Holroyd. In conclusion, I may
add that so far as I have' been able to gather,
the three brothers Holroyd (Isaac, William,
and Moses) appear to my mind, though per-
haps not first in the field of Yorkshire Palace
exhibitors, to have done most valuable spade-
work in bunding up the Yorkshires as we see
them to-day.

Jonas Knight.

The Yorkshire Canary Club’s
Patronage at Edinburgh.

Sir,—The Palace show being cancelled,
the patronage of the Y.C.C. has been
accepted by the Scottish National show,
where all specials will be in competition.
The classification is good, and prize-money
very liberal. I trust members will show
their appreciation by making a good entry.
And why not a visit to Edinburgh for a
change? There will be no Palace show for
you this time, so think it over, my friends.

Joiin Greaves.
Sec. Y.C.C.

Another Open Show for
Glasgow.

Sir,—Another open show will be held in
Glasgow on January 22 and 23, under the
auspices of the Scottish Plainhead Club, and
possibly the Yorkshire Canary Club of Scot-
land. Owing to the fact that the Plain-
head Club was unable to get confined classes
at the Scottish National show this year for
their young bird club show, the committee
of the S.P.C. venture to run this show. They
intend giving a very full classification for
Norwich, both old and young, and should
the Yorkshire club join them in running the
show, a very full classification for York-
shires will also be given. Since it has been
decided to abandon the Palace show for this
season, it is to be hoped that breeders of
the varieties to be catered for will generously
support the undertaking. Later on full

details of the scheme will be advertised in
the columns of this journal.

E. Barron, Sec. Scottish P.C.

The Value of Lady Secretaries
of Societies.

Splendid Work at Hastings.
Sir,—Re the Hastings and St. Leonard’*

C.B.S., I hope you will find room in your
valuable paper Cage Birds, to which I look
forward every Friday, to congratulate our
society on the able way our hon. secretary,

Miss Kirk-Bullock, and her mother carried
through our late annual ehow. Although
only a members’ show Mr. Robson, the
judge, told me personally that we had’ a

splendid show and better competition than
he had seen at a lot of open shows, and that
we ought to be proud of having such a secre-

tary. I told him that if any society was on
the down grade the niembers had better try
a lady secretary. But he said ours was one
in a hundred (I should, however, still advise
them to give it a trial). Through Miss Kirk-
Bullock’s efforts we are enabled to hand oser
to the Belgian Relief Fund £15, being the
profits of our show, besides 18s. 6d. collected
in boxes in the hall. Thos. Venkss.

A fine Siskin-Canary Hybrid which won third prUe in the’ Novice Section at the last Crystal Palao*
Show for Mr. W. Smith, of Chatham.
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THE SHOWS.
[Continued from page 324)

JLIN (S. County C.B.A.).

annual .how Town Hull. Kingstown Dec.

10 proceed*) in aid of tho National Relief

The ball la one of tho best for tho purpose

and both judges stated they never etood

one. The otllcers and committee, Messrs.

JOU. treas.), O'Reilly, O’Brien, Dwyer, Ward,

aters, Beegan, Carroll, Sholedice, and Clery

ident) aro a very hard-working lot, and

did his duty in a tirst-rato etylo. Mr.

the sec., worked very hard, and seemed

o bo where ho was wanted. On tho duy

tho show the committee were thrown

lair by Mr. Wilcock telegraphing that owing

he could not attend, and Mr. Smyth wired

etcalf, who, in spite of such ehort notice,

11 the call to the relief of all. The officers

jmittee desire to thank, through tho medium
paper, Cage Birds, Mr. Metcalf for this act,

will never he forgotten in Kingstown. En-

far exceeded those of last year. Yorks, were

to the front, O’Reilly winning sp. beat bird in

how with clear buff cock; this bird is the big-

winner in Yorkshires ever staged in Ireland,

ig captured about 20 firsts 6ince it was first

a in 1910. It also won Cage Birds special of

at Bangor, and Cage Birds diploma for best

in show at Kingstown last year. Non-colour-

were a grand lot, some very fine yellows being
' some of them could have won in the open,

_ly Sholedice's bull hen, 'which stood a long

for best bird in the show, and also Gillen’s

tow cock. Sholedice captured all specials in this

on. Novices were well up to the standard,

te capturing most points for specials. Crests

Norwich were good, but we would like to see

e of them. Mules and Hybrids were a nice lot.

iislf as usual came to the front. Confined
les were well filled, and some of the winners
be heard of next year in open sections. In the

_ nile section, the boys, aged 16 and under, showed
, keen anxiety for showing their British birds, and

. Ward, to whom all praise should be given, as

ir instructor, deserves great credit for the way
bids were staged. Mr. Metcalf, Liverpool, judged
laries, and Mr. Wilson, Cumberland, Brit, and
les; their awards were received with satisfac-

3:31

YORKS., CL. YELL. CK. (10) : 1, Gillen, good size

d length, fine feather, nice style, even col., well

on legs; 2, Morgan, not so large, nice feather,

-oil up on legs, crosses wings a little: 3, vhc,
Keogh, good size, very stylish, good feather; he,

eating; c, Lattimore. HEN (7): 1, 'Gillen, stylish,

up on lege, good feather and wing carr., good
., all qual. ; 2, Keating, very close up, good

ther, long body, nice wing carr. '
3, Fleming, good

ad and neck, nice length, fine flights; vhc, Neville;

, Hyland; c, Morgan. CL. BUFF CK. (8): 1, sp.

st bird, O’Reilly, fine back and shoulders, good
pos., splendid wing carr., good tail, very fine feather,
a gem; 2, he, Hyland, good size, fine feather, well
up on legs, deserves its place; 3, Mills, good size,

nice tail and feather, very good pos. ; vhc, Keogh
;

c, Buckley. HEN (9) : 1, Keogh, real baauty, good
head and neck, fine flights, 'stands well

; 2, c, Buck-
ley, nice size and shape, long wings, good head and
neck; fine cond. ; 3, Hyland, nice shaped body, wings
a bit crossed; vhc, Keating; he, Morgan. TKD.
YELL., CK. (9) : 1, 2, Keogh, good size, nice wing
carr., well up on legs, fine feather, nice size, good
wing carr., head, and neck ; 3, Holly, teeming with
qnal., very good size and shape, nice wing carr., only
a little open on breast ; vhc, Fleming

;
he, Morgan ;

c, Keating. HEN (5) : 1, Neville, mkd. eyes and
back, long flights, good feather, fine tail, good pos.,
wins easily; 2, Fleming, mkd. head and eyes, real
Yorkie, stands like a soldier, good feather and
wings

; 3, Keating, mkd. cheek and back, very stylish,

good feather; vhc, Keogh; he, Gillen. TKD. BUFF
• CK. (7): 1, Mills, tkd. on thigh, good size, very
tight in feather, could be better shown; 2, Keogh,

L very nice one, well shown, nice wing carr. and shape;

3,

Holly, real ,gem, good cond., long wings, well
carried, good feather, well up on legs

; vhc, Morgan
;

he, Hyland; c, Neville. HEN (8): 1, Hyland, heavily
varieg., nice style, tight in feather, good head, neck,
and wings* nice even col.; 2, O’Reilly, cheek mkd.,
good wings and tail, stands upright, good head and
neck; 3, Mills, good style, very straight, nice wing
car*., fine feather; vhc, Kelly; he, Keating; c, Buck-
ley. NAT. COL. YELL. CK. (5>: 1, Gillen, nice qual.
feather, good head, neck, wings, and tail ; 2, Law-
less, good feather, fine size, nice wing carr. ; 3, vhc,
Sholedice, good size, fine pos. HEN (6) : 1, Hyland,
"lice size and shape, good feather, nice style; 2,
fuckley, good head and tail, fine feather, crosses
wings a little; 3, vhc, he, c, Sholedice, very neat,
good feather, a bit too small. BUFF CK. (9) : 1, 2,
vhc, c, Sholedice, nice team, leader wins with pos.,

:
nice feather Sind style, well up on legs, not stilty

;

k 2nd, bit too large for show purposes, make a good
|-j stock bird, good feather, nice wings and tail ; 3,

Lawless, not so large as leader, nice compact feather,
good wings and tail, nice head and neck, very good
back; he, Reilly. HEN (8): 1, he, Sholedice, splen-
did Yorkie, shows its quality to perfection, feather
like wax, good wings and tail; 2, Hyland, nice
feather, good wings and tail, nice pos., well up on
legs; 3, Gillen, very neat and compact, good cond..

" VAR. CK. (6) : 1, 3, vhc, c, Sholedice, fine pos., very
stylish, good wings and tail, fine feather; 3rd, good
size, a bit short, well up on legs, fine pas., well

, shown
; 2, he, Beegan, good one, showed a. bit hinged

- tail, good size, nice head and neck. HEN (7) : 1,
Buckley, stood up like a pole, nice wings and tail

;

2, Williams, another nice one, runs close, very good
feather and wings; 3, vhc, Sholedice. NOV., YELL.
CK. (10) : 1, Byrne, good size and shape, stands
well, nice wings and tail

; 2, Burtenshaw, long body,
- well made, long wings and tail; 3, Beegan, even col.,

good flights, stands well, fine feather; vbc, Jack-
- son

; he, Duff
; c, Price. HEN (13) : 1, 2, Byrne, a

real good couple for a novice, wfns easily, leader
fine pos good wings, head, neck, and tail, very
line feather

; 2nd, not quite so large, very stylish,
shows well; 3, Hartford, stylish, long body and
nights, nice tail, little unsteady, goed legs; vhc,
Jackson; he, Jackson; c, Whitty. BUFF CK. (9):

Jackson, like wax, nice round back, good feather,mco wings, stands straight; 2, Byrne, good flights,
earned well, nice long tail, very com-
pact; 3, vhc, Burtenshaw, good bird, a
„ j * °P

en
.

on front
' good long flights,

,“*?? kead and neck ; he, c, McKeone.HEN (12): 1, Hartford, beautiful flights, nice head
and tail, good body, bit pale in cal.; 2, Burten-
»haw, good feather, very straight, good legs lores
in wing carr.; 3, Whitty, long flights, nice wing
caxr., good feather, very neat; vhc, Beegan- he

- Jackson; c. Stunt. TKD. CK. (10): 1, 3, McKeone,
leader fine size, nice shape, good feather, stands
like a shoulder, good flights; 3rd nice wing carr.,

k ;
good -head- and neck, l-ong tail, fine feather; 2,
Byrne, real good- one, good head, neck and shoulders’,

nice Shape, good, wing aarr., falla in size; vhc,

Htnrtfort! ; he, Jackson; c, Whitty. HEN (12): 1,

Hartfold, good back, head, neck and wings, stands

well up, shown to perfection; 2, Jackson, very

Stylish, stands up well, good wings, nice bead and
Deck good feather ; 3, c, Stunt, nice size, fine

feather, good head, neck and shoulders, nico wing
carr.; vhc, Whitly; he, Byrne. SELL., 30s. CK.
(3): 1, Greene; 2, Jackson; 3, Mulvany. HEN
(2): 1, Hyland; 2, Buckley. 20». OK. (12): 1,

Lattimore; 2, Neville; 3, Hyland; vhc, Burtenshaw;
he, Kelly; c, Greene. DEN (6): 1, Buckley ; 2, 3,

Dowling; vhc, Morgan; he, Lattimore; c, Mills.

12s,. Od. CK. (9): 1, Morgan; 2, Rowan; 3, Burten-

shaw; vhc, McKcon. CREST OR C.B. CK. (3);

1, Osborne, rare size and shape, lovely head and
neck, good close wings, nice col. ; vhc, c, Cunning-
hum. HEN (2): 1, Osborne, good' size and shape,

nice head ami neck, very chubby, grand col., good
wings; vhc, Cunningham. NOR. CK. (8): 1, Carle-

ton, grand size and' shape, good round head, lovely

col. and) qual., good wings; 2, 0’'Reilly, lovely type,

fine head, good wings, not quite the 6ubs. of

winner; 3, Holly, good size and shape, nieo qual.,

crossed wings a little; vhc, Osborne; he, Barton;
c, Price. HEN (5) : 1, Holly, good size and shape,
nice w.ings, fine col., nice type

; 2, Osborne, sound
col. and nice cond., good head anil neck; 3, Sulli-

van, very nice type, hot col., good wings; vhc,

Price; he, Moore. A.O.V. CK. (2): 1, Kelly, good
size arid shape, nice col., very steady, well shown

;

vhc, Hickey and Fox. HEN (2) : 1, Kelly, good
size, -fine wings, n-ioe set tail, good ba-ok ; vhc, Hickey
and Fox. MULE, LIGHT (2): 1, 2, Kennedy,
Goldf.-Can. both, 1st lovely col., showing both
parents well, nice cond.

;
2ml 1 bit soft, grand size

and col., nice head and neck. DARK (3): 1, be.

Trunks, nice blaze, good col., very steady, wins
well

;
vhc, Waters. LINNET-CAN. (3) r 1, Alexan-

der, good' size and col., splendid bars, shows parents
well ; Vhc, Kennedy ; he Waters. A.O. MULE (1)

:

1, Waters, Dark Greenf., nice size, good co!., fine

qual., well deserves its -place. HYB. (2) : 1, 2,

Alexander, Gold-f.-Bullf., splendid col., good blaze,

very steady, shows bit too. much of Goldfinch

;

2nd Lin-net-Bullf., showing both parents to per-

fection, ,not so steady as winner. GOLDF., H.M.
(6) : 1, O’Byrne, nice even bLaze, splendid wings,

good carr., handles well, -good moons -and buttons;

2, Kennedy, nice buttons on wings, good blaze,

rather rough to handle; 3, h-c, Mud-cahy, best

blaze., appears to have met with' an accident, would-

have won easily only for feathers missing out of

blaze, winner in Dublin ;
vhc. Miss Reeves ; c, Mit-

chell, F.M. (6) : 1, O’Byrne, splendid type, good
blaze, well tanned and buttoned, wins easily ; 2,

Waters, nice blaze, behind in tanning, good moons
and well buttoned; vhc, M-ulcahy; he. Ward-. SIS-

KIN, ETC. (10) : 1, Dawson, Twite, good' size and
col., nicely mkd., shows white on wings well; 2,

he, c, Carleton, Siskin, nice size, good- cap and bib

;

3, Mulcahy, Redpoll, nice size and type, nicely mkd.;
vhc. Waters. LINNET (9): 1, vhc, he, Mulcahy,
nice size -and col., mkd. to perfection, handles very

well; 2,. Waters, larger winner but fails in marking,
very steady ; 3, Kennedy, -good size and type, nice

pencilling, -but fails in brown ; c, Dawson. F.M.
(4) : 1, 3, vhc, Muleahay, good size and type, nice

col., well mkd.; 3rd shade larger, nicely mkd.. open
in front; he. Waters. SKYLARK (2): 1 2, Mul-
cahy, nice col. and markings, very steady, good
size, wins well ;

2nd- not so large or as well marked,
BLACKBIRD, ETC. (4) : 1, Falkiner, Thrush, nice

medium ool., well -mottled on breast, good size, very
steady; 3, he, M-ulcahy, Blackbird, nice size, very
steady; vhc, Pollard. BULLF. CK. (10): 1 3,

Mulcahy, nice size and type, -good col., nice cap
and wing bars, splendid cond. ; 3rd larger, nice col.,

good cap and wing baTs, rather rough i-n feather,

not so steady; 2, Lady Falrbairn, nice size, good cap
and wing -bars, fails in col. HEN (9) : 1, Mulcahy,
nice size, good type, good cap and wing bars, very
steady; 2, O’Reilly, nice size and col., splendid
qual., nice bars; 3, Ward, nice size and col., good
wing bars, rather rough in feather; vhc, Mooney;
he, Waters; c. Ward. A.O. BRIT. (11): 1, 2, he,

Mul-cah-y, 1st Gnton-f., medium size, good col.,

handles to -perfection; 2nd Chaffinch, good size and
ool., well mkd., very steady ; 3, vhc, Waters, Bram-
blef„ nice size, -good col., well epangled, very
steady ; c, Alexander. SOFTB1LL (2) : 1, diploma
best Brit., -M-ulcahy, Chough, very good col., deep set

black, -Like velvet, nice col., beak and legs, well

shown. FOR. LARGE (0) : 1, vhc, c, G. Mooney,
1st pair of iRose-creste-d Cockatoos, nice size and
col., good crimson breast. SMALL (3) : 1, be,

Lowe, Sha-mah, good col. and. -cond. ; vhc, Mooney.
YORKS CK. (CONFINED) (16) : 1, Reilly, real good
Yorki-e, well up on legs, nice head and' neck ; 2,

Dowd, good size and shape, well shown ; 3, Byrne,
nice head, neck and tail, good size, crosses wings;
vhc, Beegan; h-c, c, Clery. HEN (11): 1, 3, Reilly,

leader long slim body, good legs nice wing carr.

;

3rd nicer head and nec-k, -good feather, a bit wild

;

2, 'Gle-eson and Dwyer, good Gr., well' Shown in fine-

condition, good' bead, neck and wings: vhc, Beegan

;

h-c, Miss Wallis; c, Dowd'. NOR. CK. (5): 1, 2,

Gleeson and Dwyer, 1st very cobby, nice size, carries

Wing-S well, good feather ;
2nd 'beaten in size, but a

very nice bird; 3, Foster, larger than 2nd, nice size

and shape, -good wing carr. and cond.
;
vhc. Beegan

;

h-c, P-rice. HEN (6) : 1, c, Beegan. good subs., fine

con-d., wins -easily; 2, Glee-son and Dwyer, nice size,

good wing caiT., -good type; 3, vhc, Foster, good
size and shape, well #iown ; he.. Price. A.O.V. (7):

1, 3, c, Beegan, let C.B., igooi size and shape, fine

bold brow, abundance of feather, wins easily ; 3rd

not so large, small 'head, good broad shoulders and
fine wings; 2, Mi-ss Wallis, nice Belgian, stand?

well up, great 'length and subs.; vhc, he, c, Gfleeson

and Dwyer. GOLDF. (3) : 1, Byrne, nice size andi

type, good blaze, well 'buttoned, nice tanning: vhc,

Foster; h-c, Coghlan. LINNET (3): 1, h-c, Ward,
nice size and col., wed pencilled, nicely mkd., good

con-d.j vhc, Byrne. FINCH (JUVENILE) (17): 1,

Broderick, Chaffinch, nice size and col., well mkd.
on tfings, nice head', very -steady ; 2, 3, he, Graham
Brothers, 2nd Greenf. . nice size and col., good wing

bars, nice -cond'., well handled; 3rd Goldf., nice

blaze good col., well buttoned, good moons; vhc,

Beegan ; c. Byrne. LINNET (1-1) : 1, 3, Broderick,

1st n-ioe size and type, nicely mkd., good pencilling,

fine con'd., very steady: 3rd nice size, well mkd., a

litt-Ie open in front to dea-dcT; 2, Lynch, shade

smaller, nicely mkd., good cond 1

., not quite eo

steady; vhc, Penr-oe; he, Byrne; c, Do-n.nellan. SIS-

KIN, ETC. (8): 1, Kane, Redpoll, nice size and

type, good bib. nice col.; 2, Graham Bros., Siskin,

excellent size and col.
; 3, Lynch, bonny Redpoll.

PLEASURE
BEFORE
BUSINESS !

Secretaries, Advertisers and
all our correspondents should
note the important Holiday
Announcements on page 326.

N. MANCHESTER C.B.S.
Annual show, Nov. 14, Balmoral Hotel, Harpur-

hey, 173 birds.

AMAT. YORKS. YELL. CK. (3): 1, Clarke; 2, 3,

Firth. BUFF (2): 1, Clarke; 2, Deakin. BUFF
HEN (1) : 1, Clarke. 1914 YELL. OK. (3) : 1, 2,

Clarke; 3, Deakin. BUFF (5): 1, Clarke; 2, 3. 4,

Jones ;
vhc, Deakin. YELL. HEN (1) : 1, Deakin.

BUFF (1) : 1, Clarke. YELL. HEN (3) : 1, Jones

;

2, Clarke; 3, Firth. NOR YKLL-. CK. (3): 1,

2, Slater; 3, Hadfield. BUFF (8): 1, 2, 4, Slater;

3, vhc, Woods; he, c, Hadfield. YELL. HEN (5):

1, 3, Hadfield; 2, Woods; 4, vhc, -Slater. BUFF
(5>: 1, 3, Slater; 2, vhc, Woods; 4, Hadfield. 1914

YELL. CK. (2) : 1, Hadfield ; 2, Slater. BUFF (5)

:

1, vhc, Slater; 2, 3, 4, Hadfield." YELL. HEN (3):

1, 2, 3, Slater. BUFF (6): 1, 3, 4, vlic, Slater;
2’ Hadfield; he. Woods. BORD. YELL. CK. (7):

1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, c. Hartley ;
he, Colley. BUFF (5)

:

1, 2, 3, 4. vhc, Hartley. HEN (8): 1, 3, 4. vhc.

Hartley; 2, he, c, Colley. NOV. YORK-S. YELL CK.
(4): 1, Cooper; 2, Slowe; 3, -Edwards; 4, Allen.

BUFF (2): 1, Cooper; 2, Edwards. YELL. HEN
(2) : 1, Edwards; 2, Cooper. BUFF (5) : 1. 3, Cooper;

2, Allfen; 4, vhc, Slowe. 1914 YELL. CK. (5): 1. 3.

4 Cooper • 2, Howarth
;
vhc, Whittaker. BUFF (7)

:

l’ -he Whittaker; 2, Allen; 3, 4, he. Cooper; vhc,

Ed-wards. YELL. HEN (3): 1, Slowe; 2, 3, Cooper.

BUFF (3); 1, 3, Cooper; 2, Allen. NOR. YELL.
OK. (2): 1, Cain; 2, Colley. BUFF (8): 1, 2, vhc,

c Cain; 3, Jackson; 4, vhc, Coop. YELL. HEN (3):

1, Jackson; 2, Cain; 3, Coop. BUFF (5): 1, 2. vhc,

Cain - 3, Jackson; 4, Colley. 1914 YELL CK. (2): 1,

Henson; 2, Cain. BUFF (5): 1, Robinson; 2, 4,

Henson; 3, Jackson; vhc, Colley. BUFF HEN (5):

1 Robinson; 2, 3, Colley; 4, vhc, Cain. GOLDF.
AND BULLF. (3) : 1, 4, Robinson ; 2, Firth ; 3, Daley.

LINNET (5): 1. Robinson; 2, Daley; 3, Firth; 4, vhc,

Dutton. -GREEN*’., ETC. (7): 1, 2. Robinson; 3,

4, -he, Daley; vhc, c, Firth. SISKIN, ETC. (5): 1

Daley; 3, Robinson; 4, Firth; vhc, Dutton. YNG.
MULE (4): 1. 3, Daley; 2, Firt-h; 4, Robinson. SELL.

(7): 1, vhc, Dutton; 2, 3, 4, he, Hall; c, Jackson.

A.O.v! (3): 1, Daley; 2, Slater; 3, Hadfield. Spec-

ials : Greig cup most points with four highest birds

A. Cooper for the second year, Sandiford medal J.

Cain, best three birds by one exhibitor, A. Cooper;

runner-up to tire cup J. Robinson. Section medals:

Amat. Yorks. W. H. Jones, Nor. C. A. Slater, Bord.

D Hartley Nov. Yorks. T. J. Howarth, Nor. J. Cam,
Brit W. Daley. Mr. J. M. Metcalfe judged.—A.

Colley, hon. sec.

PAISLEY N.M.B. AND F.B.C.
Fourteenth annual show. Tannahill Hall, Nov. 14.

Entries showed a slight decrease over previous years,

but quality of the birds was above the average.

Mr. Robt. Lambie, Whitburn, judged, and gave

entire satisfaction.

YOUNG OREST CK. : 1, Gemmed ; 2. Maxwell; 3,

M’Lerie. HEN: 1, Maxwell; 2, M’Lerie. C.B.:

1, cup, Maxwell; 2, Pratt; 3, 4, M’Lerie. HEN: 1,

Gemmell • 2, 3, M’Lerie. OLD CREST: 1, Gem-

mell 2, 'Maxwell; 3, -Pratt. C.B. : 1, Gemmell; 2,

Maxwell; 3, M’Ler-ie. YOUNG NOIt. CK. YELL.:

i cup 2, Sinclair
; 3, Cunningham ; 4, Paterson

;

5. 6, Maxwell; 7, Pratt. HEIN: 1, 2, Sinclair.

BUFF- 1. ®ratt; 2, Maxwell; 3, Laidlaw ; 4, 5, Sin-

clair. HEN : 1, -Sinclair ; 2, Maxwell
; 3, Paterson.

YELL. VAR.: 1, 8, -Sinclair; 2, Paterson; 4, Pctts.

HBN : 1, 3, Potts; 2, Sinclair. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Potts.

HEN' 1, Sinclair; 2, 5, Paterson; 3, Pratt; 4, Laid-

law. YOUNG UNFED: 1, 3, Pratt; 2, Potts; 4,

M’Lerie. HEN: 1, -Paterson; 2, 4, Pratt; 3, Potts;

5 M’Lerie. OLD COL. FED : 1, 5, Paterson ; 2, Cun-

ningham; 3, Gemmed; 4, Laidlaw. UNFED: 1, Max-

well- 2, 3, Laidlaw. YOUNG YELL. BORD.: 1,

Briggs- 2, Potts; 3, 4, Cunningham. HEIN : 1, 3.

Cunningham; 2. Briggs; 4, Potts. BUFF: 1, eup,

Briggs; 2, 3, Cunningham; 4, Potts. HEN: 1. 2,

Potts; 3. Briggs; 4, 5, Cunningham. VAR. YELL.:

1, 2, Cunningham; 3, Gemmed; 4, Potts. HEN: 1,

Gemmell; 2, Cunningham; 3, Potts. BUFF: 1,

Cunningham; 2, Briggs. HEN: 1, Briggs; 2, Cun-

ningham. OLD BORD. : 1, 2, Cunningham. MULE
nva • 1 Onnninsrham: 2. Graham. T TXTXTTP'P

1, 4, Livingstone; 2, Graham; 3, Potts; 5, Cunning-

ham. GOLDF. - X, 3, Livingstone; 2, Cunningham;

4, Graham. FOR. GOLDF.: 1, 2, Livingstone; 3,

Graham. BULLF. CK.: 1, Cunningham; 2, Gra-

ham. HEN: 1, Cunningham; 2, Grahaip ; 3, Living-

stone. SISKIN, ETU.: 1, 4, Graham; 2, Livingstone;

3, Potts; 5, 6, Cunningham. LESSER REDPOLL:
I, Cunningham; 2, Potts; 3, -Pratt; 4, 6, Living-

stone; 5, Graham; 7, M’Lerie. GREENF.: 1, Gra-

ham; 2, Livingstone.; 3, Cunningham. iSMALL
BRIT. : 1, cup, Livingstone ; 2, M’Lerie ; 3, 4. Gra-

ham ; 5, Cunningham. GIFT: 1, Maxwell; 2, Potts;

3, Sinclair; 4, Laidlaw; 5, Pratt; 6, M’Lerie.
Office-bearers for 1914-15: Pres. J. Laidlaw, v-ice-

pres. T. McNair, treas. D. O’Hare, sec. J. Gemmed,
II, Pbidips-st., Paisley; committee T. Potts, It.

M’Lerie, W. Pratt, D. Cunningham, H. Graham, J.

Sinclair.—J. Gemmell, sec.

REDCAR C.B.S.
Members’ show of young stock and British birds,

Crown and Anchor, Oct. 31. Mr. A. Wake judged,
and his awards gave general satisfaction. Members
gave splendid support, and we had a total entry of

88, of which there were 52 in the six Yorks, classes,

amongst them being some real good birds. Norwich
classes filled badly, members having done badly v.itli

these this season. Mr. G. Barker won ep. most
points in champ, section, anil Mr. A. Harvey 2nd;

Mr. J. Clark sp. most points novice, and Mr. W.
Curnell 2nd. These specials were kindly given by Mr.

Skinner (Kirkleatham).
CHAMP. YORKS. YELL. (12) : 1, he. Barker ; 2.

Harvey; 3, 4, Marsey ; vhc, c, Bray. BUFF (11): i,

2 3, Barker
; 4, Bray ; vhc, F. Dixon ; he. Husband

;

c* Harvey. MKD. (8): 1, Harvey; 2, 4, Barker; 3,

Bray; vhc, F. Dixon; he, c, Husband. NOV.
YORKS. YELL. (4): 1, 3, 4, Eastgate; 2, Robinson.

BUFF (8): 1, 3, c, Curnell; 2. 4, Clark; vbe. East-

gate; lie, Robinson. MKD. (9): 1, 2, Elwick; 3, he,

c, Curnell; 4, Robinson; vhc, It. Dixon. NOR.
YELL. (3) : 1, 3, Husband

;
2, Harvey. BUFF (C)

:

1, 2. vbc, Husband; 3, Marsey; 4, he, Harvey. A.O.V.

(2):’ 1 Harvey; 2, Close. MULE OR HYB. (3): 1,

Harvey; 2, Mallory; 3, Bray. GOLDF. (2): 1, R.

Dixon; 2, Mallory. LINNET (6): 1, Clark; 2, Mal-

lory; 3, Green; 4, Bray; vhc, R. Dixon; he, Walton.

A.O. BRIT. (9): 1, Barker; 2, Mallory; 3, vhc, Clark;

4 c Green; he, Husband.—C. L. Mallory, Hon. See.

ALTRINCHAM (Open) C.B.S.
Members’ Annual Show, Nov. 21, Rigby Memorial

Schools. Proceeds were in aid of the Local Relief

Fund The sale of tickets and the attendance did

not realise expectations, otherwise the show was

fairly successful. Mr. A. Royle judged and gave

general satisfaction. „ „ ,.-, TT
CHAMP. NOR.. CL., ETC., YELL. CKJt : YELL.

CK. (2); GR. OR GINN., “ELF OR FOUL BUtX
HEIN (2); UNTL1G. YELL. (2); BORD., ET., V ELL.

CK. (2); HEN (2); UNFLIG. YELL (2) all Harri-

son. GR. OR OINN., SELF OR FOI L YELL. CK. .

1, 3. Vernon ; 2, 4, Harrison. YELL. GR. HEN :

1, Vernon: 2, Harrison. AMAT. N0,V’
YORKS., CL., ETC., YELL. OK. : 1, 2, Hadworth

;

3, Jackson; 4, Hawkins. BUFF: 1, 4, Bnvikins. ->

Hallwort-h; 3, Jackson; vhc, Davy. YELL. llEN
;

1, Jackson; 2, 3, Hadworth. UNcLIG. V I Ll

1 3 Davv; 2, 4, Hawkins; vhc, Hadworth. BC
I;

1-
:

l’ Hadworth ; 2, Jackson; 3, 4, Davy; vhc Hawkins.

GR. OR CINN. CK.: 1, Hallworth : 2, Bailey. NOR.,

YELL. CK.: 1, Illingworth; 2, Dnnkwater. H -N .

1, 3, 4, Illingworth; 2, vhc, Dnnkwater. BORD
YELL CK. : 1, 2, Wakefield. HLN : 1 W akefield.

GR. OR CINN., BUFF CK. : 1, Wakefield. HEN:
1, 2. Wakefield. GOLDF.: 1. Watson; 2. IL Bade) ,

3 C Bailev- 4, Leah. BULLF. : 1, Broaribent; 2.

Watson : a! Leab. GREENF. : 1 Broadbent ; 2.

Bailey. CHAFFINCH: 1, Broadbent. LINNET . 1,

C Bailey; 2, Leah; 3, Dnnkwater. REDPOLL, I,

Watson;' 2, Drinkwater. YELLOtVHAMMER: L
Watson. SOFTBILL: 1, 2 Watson. MULE OR
HYB • 1, 2, Broadbent, SELL.: 1, 2, Hallworth.

President’s sp!., Champion section : 1, 2. 4, he, c,

Harrison; 3. vhc. Vernon. AMAT. & NOV.: 1. be,

W Hadworth: 2, vhc. W. Wr atson; 3, W. Hawkins;

4. c, A. Broadbent. Mr. T. Harrison’s spl. : 1, W.
-fhuc TlflilPV TTfin. SfiC.



tTATCTEr BIRDS"
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, 191£
GLASGOW (West of Scotland)
Show, Nov. 28th, Clrand Rational nulls, Ciorbals.

While the. mmiber ot exhibits were not so good, type
und quality in all sections were good. Mr. A.
Craig liud a lleld-day with his bull Border cocks,
winning B.F.C.O. medal, Davidson medal lor best
unlliglited bird, amateur cup, and Border cup; Mr.
J. Watson won Crest cup; It. Colley, Ptaiuhcad
cup; II, Watson, British cup; M. (J. A. Henderson,
Mulo cup; It. Hoggi-e, Yorkshlro cup. Air. A. Chal-
mers Judged Nor. and Crests; Air. J. Smellie, Bord.;
Mr. A. Uirvan, Yorks.
YOUNG BIRDS. - CUKST CK. (5): 1, c, Watson,

heavily var., grand size, fine drooping creist, well
centred

; 2, 4, Barron, gr, and var., both good size,
but fail In • top-piece to winner; 3, 5, Scott. green,
grand body, bit short in frontal. HEN (5): 1, 2,
Watson, leader good gr., finely radiated crest, good
droop, ‘Jail cl, neat crest, well centred; 3, Scott,
el., neat crest, hat lacks size; 4, Barron- 6, e,
Smart. C. It. CK. (7): 1, Watson, gr„ good)" wide
entrance, just inclined to be flat on .skull, fine long
feather; 2, Smart, monster lor size and feather,
grand domed skidij not ,so wide in entrance; 3, Bar-
ron. heavily mku., good entrance, not so long in
lash; 4, c, Nimnio; 5, Scott. HEN (6); 1, Scott,
eh, good stout body andi grand skull, nicely lashed;
ii, 3. Watson, massive gr., good length ot feather,
well browed; 4, e, Nimmo; 5, Smart. NOR. CD. (lit
TK !».. CK. (45) : 1, Colley; 2, Barron; 4, Jardinc;
D, <!, Hutchison. BUFF (-3) : 1, 4, Colley; 2, C Bar-
ron; 3, Fulton; 15, Hutchison. YELL. HEN (4);
1, Colley; 2, Hutchison; 3, 4, Barron. BUFF (12):

J;
Colley; 3, Crawford; 4, Barron. VARIED.

YELC. C'K. (4): 1, 2, Barron; 3, Hutchison. BUFF
If.Vv *’

,

F
D
lton

: 2
- 3 < Barron

; 4, Hutchison. YELL.HEN (45) : 1, 3, Hutchison; 2, 4, Colley. BUFF (8):
1 Fulton; 2, Colley; 3, 4, Hutchison. AMAT. NOR.
(o): 1, 3, Irvine; 2, Bigg. DK. MULE (2): 1 2,
Henderson. BOltl). CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (5);

h\ ,
lg ; 2> C, Brownlie; 3, 4, Henderson. BUFF

t
’ ’ 2

?
4 - Brownlie; 5, Henderson.

Yl. I,L. Ill.N (4): 1, Craig; 2, 3, Henderson. BUFF
.V. LrL 3 * Bendmon; 2, Craig; 4, Brownlie.

nvrSfT/'
- ^BLE. (3): X, Brownlie; 2, 3, Henderson.

^B
I
Tvr.

(4
Aixir

2t^t’nderson: 3 - 0raig
: <*• Brownlie.

Civ. OR CINN. (5): 1, 2, White Iaw ; 3, 5, Smart; 4
Uanncrman. AA1AT. BORD. (3) ; 1, 2, Craig • 3
Bannerman. MEMB.—Y-0R.K3. CL. OR TKD.° ck!
Hi); 1, ispl 3, Heggie, cl., wonderful length, good
col. well Tilled neck, longest out this season, 3rd
cl. lovely qual., neat wings, good head and neck*

i!T-v4
rt
//\’.

C
’’ J

ar^ t3
rP
e and nual.; 4, vhc, McLellan.

l i t ( I' ) 1, Martin, smart, shapely and stylish,
good col. and qua!., 3rd similar stamp; 2, Heggie,
plenty of length and high col., not -so clean at
£Ss; 4, vhc MeLei Ian. YELL. HEN (-6): 1, vhc,

m
eg

tfst’ri

e
O

,0
o
vel

7r
f*abher and quah, a little weak

in head
, ,, s, McLellan, another nice one, only

BUFF "rs

i

qUa
i’

;

*
3r

xr?? stam P = 4 < hc > Martin.
lf

?*
J

\
IcLelIan, lovely exhibit, grand

leather ami qua!., clwin cut away and well drawn;
it’ ^

vvo Sran<l some even preferred
Vhc, he, Heggie. VAR. YELL. (4): I,Heggie, teaming with col. and qua!.; 2, 4, Atartinvery nice exhibit, only lacks subs.; 3, AleLellan’sweet, but inclined to drop tail. BUFF (4) • 1 2

imd^ual^^d"
eVe" hen> loveIy fcat

’

h«and qua!., 2nd einn. mkd. ck., a good one onlvlacks size; 3 4, McLellan, hen also, nieelv drawn

(7); 1, Martin, neat head, slim, well tapered body,
plenty of leg, real good one; 2, 4, Heggie, cl., tight
feather arid great col., not the pose of 1st; 3,
Alartln, same stamp as list; vhc, l'ark; he Gray
e, Cochrane. YORKS. HEN, UNFLIG. (9): 1, Park’
el., good length and col., nice wings and tail, stands

i
UP| on < 2 > 4

> Ueggio, cl. buff, lovely qual.
or feather, nicely drawn, only lacks col. of 1st- 3
lie, linnock, real good one, bit soiled; vhc, Arartin :

e, Gray. LIGHT MULE OR HYB. (3): 1, Heggie;
2; '* Jerome. DK. (4): 1, Crone; 2, Crawford; 3,
Brownlie; 4, Pierce. LINNET (1): Crone. SIS-
KIN, ETC. (2) : 1, Crone; 2, Pierce. GKEENF (l)
Crone. SMALL BRIT. (2): 1, Dickson; 2, Pierce'MIDDLESEX O.S.
Third annual show, Nov. 12, Co-op. Hall, Southall.

Mr. F. Easterling judged, and his awards were well'
received. C. Huxley won sp. best bird show, and
up. best Nor.; Taylor and Wright sp. 2nd best and
up. best Yorks.; R. Cambers best Brit., Green, best
Mule. Other winners of specials: Messrs. J. W.
Phipps, W. H. Phipps, White, Crockett, Burrows
and Page.
NOR. YELL.; 1, 2, W. Phipps. BUFF: 1, 3, J.

Phipps
; 2, Huxley; vhc, JcfTeris; he, W. Phipps.

JBLL. HEN: i, w. Phipps. BUFF: 1, Huxley;
2v 3, W. Phipps; vhc, JeKeris. UNFLIG.: 1, vhc,
he, c, J. Phipps; 2, 3, W. Phipps. YORKS. YELL.:
I, ly vhc, iaylor and Wright; 3, Payne; he, Huxley;
c,i Crockett. BUFF: 1, Crockett; 2, Huxley; »,
vhc, Taylor and- Wright. YELL. HEN : 1, Crockett;

PLYMOUTH (wcos)
A’s
ve?v

t

'Ieen
ntr ‘L

Ti
nU
^^

e
;
Wl 35°- and competition was

m
r

*[ ,

k
c. Viv 1,

10
,’

ird3 were admirably arranged
im,

1

,

0 Oddfellows Hail, Alorcby Street, the lightbeing good. Yorks, classes contained 70 birdsnovico exhibitors doing particularly well. Nor-
as

,

usual
-
w"e

,

lho feature of the show, 110

eiiii h v « ®
,

Cr*xt* were not numerous, butquality was A). Cinnamon*, although not a Ida
section, are slowly growing in numbere and quality

iomTv^T, " ,Ul ,,a 1 }( ‘a,w - Hybrids contained

,

v< 'y. fln« specimens and British were well
represented, the Goldfinch class being especially
noticeable. I he Crest cup was won by Air F
cim

l,e
„
Afiton c-up for best young bird; Nor.'

V*’,
,

J

-

J°rje . Bus bird being runner up forAston cup; Air. J. Woodley won Yorks, cup; Afr. .1.Gugli, a novice exhibitor, won the .Mule cup - Messrs I.Stephens arid Gavtd Brit, cup; and Cinn. ’cup AirGodins 1 he arrangements of the show were

coiid
and,

BDPD
ht
fn

aT
? q

T
f°
n
n
bnt *°r l>eiog down

wi4 Vn?i 1vstephcns and GaTCd - bord.U14 ( 1 ) . l, sp., Stephens anrl ftarasi a n \t . i

2, 8, Huxley
;

vlie, Jefl'eris
;
he, Taylor and VVright

;

c, Iaylor and. Wright. BUFF: 1, 2, .3, Taylor and
Wright; vhc, Huxley; he, c, Lewis. UNFLIG.: 1, 2,

ht; 3, Crockett; vhc, he, White
; c,’

t . : I, 3, Cambers; 2, vhc, c, Biir-
Jelferis. GOLDF
rows; he Payne. LINNET, ETC.: 1, 2, he,' Cam
hers; 3, iage; vlyc, c, Burrows. A.O.V. BRIT • 1
Timberiako; 2, Cajnbers; 3, vhc, he, Burrows; c’
Green. MULE or HYB.: l, 2, Green; 3, c, Timber-

vhc, Burrows; he, Taylor and Wright.—J.
Jefleris, hon. sec.

VALE OF LEVEN C.B.C.
„

annual show, Mov. 14, Dulrnonach Hall.Ron hill. Mr, w. B. Gillies, president, assisted by
a splendid committee, had everything carried out

nre«mw
a
+n

,

r
ai

i

n€r
,^

Mr ’ Wutkinson, Balioch,
ed

o
the

.

Ieadln2 prize-winners with their
trophies. Cup best iNor., Caulfield; cup and gold

u’tr?
1

f
b6st Po Sb or C 'B ’’ BBchie; rose-bowl best
C M

np
.
b
f ’ cup and «ol<i medal best Scotch

l'ancy AleAdam; medal best Yorks., AIcLeari;

hr>dl
0

f5f

eS
fi,

Mu <i H
.

yb '’ Roxburgh
; all confined to

,S
w breedmg. Judges were: Nor.,

and Sell., Mr. C. Barron, Glasgow;
Scotch fancies and Bord., Mr. Wm. Haddow, Hamitt0

\-n n ° v^Tr
r
;,I * -Pettigrew, Glasgow.NOR. YELL. CK. (7) : 1, 2, Davidson; 3, res, Malt-man; vhc, c Ritchie; he, AIcEwan. BUFF (12)- l

YFIl’ HFN mi
n;

,

2
’ VhC

lA
C

’ 1Y c'Lean
; hc ToddYELL. HEN (6): 1, cup, Caulfield; 2, vhc, McLean-

3, Hannah; he, Todd; c, MeEwan. BUFF (4)- i

OR
L
TKD vft

3
t
T

°i

d d ; vhc ’ Hannah - BORD., CL
.
YELL. : 1, cup, 2, Campbell; 3, c, Gillies-vhc, McLean; hc, Donaldson. BUFF (13)- l c’

?ELL
;

HEN °m
ld
1°nxV?’

bC
’ UiUieS; '’he! McLeam

amt: fMe
(

DL!;,
Mte "A

s
G
c

?.
,

?
pb^^4

i)e

1

;i

c

;

carried out by the committee under the guidance of

X“.!‘"
n - «'«/»-, Messm. T. Pop;: and C. Reed, the

f,
rman, Air. W. G. finch, being responsible for
ar^ngemerits of the staging, etc. Messrs,

lyio.vu Harmm*.y, Oliver and ]>UAeomb€ were eificient
Stewards. Judges were: Yorks. Air. C. Large, Nor.
(old birds), Cnatn, and Cinnamons; Mr. J. F Row©
Nor. (non flights), Mr. F. Snell Brit., and A 0 V
Can. Air. G. Pridham.
YORKS. YELL, (a.)

: R f,p., Luscombe, good style,
padv and leather

; 2, Snell, not quite »o slim
; 3,yhver; f. Kapspn; vhc, Craven. BUFF (45) : l ep.

>v oodley, true Yorks, style; 2, Craven, gocxl feather!
K inwn • .*? WinhAllf. . * fvi: .

'

\vero ably
|
(>rown coI _

sp., Stephens and Gaved. A 0 V • X
7’t *7; ,7‘P. 2- 3., Jfowe- MULE, LIGHT (5):

2 Midrimffi
lnS

’ leader well-known Sisk in-Goldie;

bird' mien? n
evc'n mkd - Cinnet-Ciniary, a fKautifulbird, might have won; vhc, Wills. VARIED 43)

-

!h
2
’„
C
l
> ''ms, well-known winners in tile West in

P
,‘
nk

.

: Middleton. DARK: 1, sp., 4, Poppl
“

tori, leader frequent winner, buff Goldie- 2 3 Col-hns; Vhc, Wills. LIGHT 1914 (3): f sp cup 2
?on

gh
’ tiw”

mkd. Goidies, well shown ;’
3, Rap’

fY-pH
11' 0 ' :

Y
'Vl a

- nice 6izo and col.; 2,

Y'7.1
f‘,ult-,e*s tond.; 3, Cheney

; 4, Itapson. DARK
»

for ('''P, flainbley, fine size and shape;
2, 1 oppiestone ; 3, Itapson; 4, Cheney. GOLDF(ii). L Stephens and Gaved, beautiful blaze andtann ngs, good size -

2, 4, Large, beaten for bloom and
^n,i My

w,n,
J

er
5 Collins, nice Finch, nice buttonsand blaze, vhc , Smale; hc. Wills; c, Cheney. BULLF.

-.a-iin

’

'Tr'vvrr
ey

’.
g°°d bird will be heard ot

h?ni.n 1 Cheney, lovelr nut-

BR
C
IT
W
nT

d

2

’ o
C
°vv

ga
f

n
: 4

- WaVon:*A.(>: MALLHIU [ (d). 1, 2, ^VVatson
; 3, Pierce. LARGE (3) :

S sl gsre -tSpS5®
heaviiy var., crest a bit rough at 2 4 w§

Thompson; 5, c, Nirnmo. HEN (s) \ s’cotf-’heavily var.. e-oorl
°cott,

fine size-

heavily var., good -size, nice crest'; '2, "iweedie’

afTer udg^
CTfc

Sm
D
iri f°

d ' 4eafy
- claimed^

crest- 0 Ii
S
C<k’ in*!' iJ,

S
1

body
’ good loopingm-est. C.-B. OK. (4): X, Watson heavily varW®-

tb!’r :

bdu" eing bird, good skutl and plenty of fea!
«
h
L,:L

Tw
f
edl

«,V
hfa

'

vl13' mkd., must have pressed;

Gillies; c, AIcDermid. BUFF (6)
•

’l vhc Cm
2, McEwan; 3, Donaldson; -hef 'c!’ GiRies A.av'r
1, 2, 3, -sp, hc, Gillies

; vhc, c, Campbell CREST 43) •

1, oup gold medal, Ritchie;’ 2, ToM;3,AL-a-L
(

ms:

FANCY M 2 ’ T0<
Y!

: 3 ’ Eitchie - SCOTCHCK. (5). X, cup, gold medal, 2, 3, AIcAdam •

vhc, McDougali; -he, Atclnnes. HEN (?) 1 2 Mo’Adam YORES. (9): 1, 2, McLean; 3, Hannah ’ vhcKinloch
; he, Maneiark; c, Cauifield. HEN (3)^ 1

OR HYB
Cm n

!

2> Han"ah ’\3 ’
iMan^- MULE

-lio

1
xrln

’
• \ £P. Roxburgh; 2, c, AfcGowan; 3,h°, Maltman; vhc, Gillies. NOR. YELL. CK (4)

•

BUFF 4fi)

an
i

:

n
r<

!

dd;
o’

Eitchie
i vhc, Davidsom

man h? 'T?,’„,?
avld,^n

:
2

> McInty re = vhc, Alalt-S h®> C, Gemmell. YELL. HEN (2); 1,
y°dd i ?>. Roxburgh. BUFF (7) : X, 2 Todd - 3
he, Ritchie; vhc, Ritchie; c, Davidson. CREST- l’

CB
V
ffl>:

C’^t*’ 2
V

3 - Abraham; 6, McDougali'C.B. (9). l, Ritchie; 2, Livaey; 3, vhc hc Ahr/ih^m-

05)
HORD- CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.

(6). 1, 3, Gillies; 2, Don-aid son
; vhc, Campbell; hc

ao ,"R T T XT’U1
. 1

^ ’

plenty of fea-

f.’ii"1",1’ Sj."
pIent3, of ai2e

> not so good* in too’

grand' » Ead- Zgrand skull, finely lashed; 2nd varie
shorter in feather; 3, 4, Nimmo, gobd ".Tiowin length of leather. NOR. Y'ELL^ CK (4) • j

f
alt0

,
n

: ,h „
B

.

,ack >*. 3,. Naismith
; _ 4, bunion. BbFF

good size,

Haig; c, Mclnnes. BUFF (10):’ lf**hc,'camnheli • 2

UfR
e
V ?!

G '1

!

1

f
s; v'ho’ o. Donaldson. YELL. HEN

(3). 1, Donaldson; 2, Campbell; 3, Gillies. BUFF
1 o V ’

o')
’

i

2 ’ Haig -‘ s
- Campbell.A.o.V. (9) . 1, Donaldson; 2, hc, c, Gillies- 3Campbell; vhc, McDermid. -SCOTCH FANCY ’ck’

U/,;. f> 2
- he, AIcAdam; 3, sp, AIcDougaU • vhc'G

|
|“| C

J, h
Th°m- HEN (5): 1, 2, he, AIcAdam; I,’Gillies vhc, Thom. YrORKS. (7): l, 2, vhc heKinloch

; 3 sp, Ritchie; c, Walker. HEN (3) • l2 caulfie'd
; 3 Walker A.O.V. : 1, Todd. MULE

““f; w): f. 2, McLean; 3, sp, -Hannah- vhcMcDonald
; be, Alclnne-s; c, AlcCoII SELT 44 ) - i’sp, Gillies
; 2, Maltman’; 3 Hanna’

® •
(5) ' %

In’ m
eg

?i
G0L

[
)F - <S)r 1. Gibson;

BULLF
0t

43

e
)

r
-

:

1

Vl
ln ..

C
.
un,

i
lnKham

; hc, Roxburgh!BiLU. (j; , i, sp, Cunningham; 2, Todd - 3 Han.nah^vhc, Begg; he, McIntyre. LINNET 44)- i

GRE^NF 46) -

T
f

r

Vr% McIntyre; vllc
- Hardie!

vhc Tro'ttlr-' hr Ve Ewan; 2 ’ McNab
: 3, Todd;vne, Hotter, he, McGowan; c, McCall. SI-SKIN

V M ’ McEwan; 2, J. AIcEwan; 3, Gib-sW-Vhc. T rot,kp r MPiT V dutydatt »

in roach to winner; 3, vhc, Oliver, somewhat un
lucky, might have been 2nd, well up Tin 'leg, grand
style; 4, NichoIIs; hc, Craven; c, Tre-dant. ’ BUFF
(4): 1, Luscombe, lovely feather, good style; 2
Oliver, well up on leg, nice- length; 3, -Snell; 4,
Craven. YELL. CL. OR TKD. 1914 (7): 1 sp„
Boundy, grand slim bird, -stands like a guardsman’;
-, NichoIIs, good bird, close up; 3, vhc, Oliver, well
up on leg, not so line as leaders; 4, Snell’; hc
Craven; c, Mellows. BUFF (5): 1, sp., res. for cupf
Brandy, excellent length, good back a.nd style; 2,
Craven, fails in length to winners, well ehown • 3
Luscombe

; 4, Oliver; vhc, Snell. YELL. MKD. OR
\ i- i

^ SP*» ari(l challcuge cup, Woodley very
stylish, good length; 2, Snell, hardly so long; 3
Reed; 4, Craven

; vhe, Mellows. BUFF (5)- 1,
Oliver, nice- -style, grand wing carr. ; 2, Reed, close

uPLMTg0?d Ien2th; 3, Craven; 4, Mellows. YELL.HEN (6): l
>
sp, Boundy, grand bloom, good wing

carr
;
2 Craven, must have preseed, excellent cond

3, Reed, good -style, well shown; 4, Woodley; vhc
Snell; hc, Oliver. BUFF (8): 1, vhc. Craven, grand
leather and style, shapely; 2, Oliver, well up on
leg nice wings; 3, Woodley, we liked much, will

fc

/
er later >' 4

> Boundy; hc, Mellows; c, Snell.NOV. 45) : 1, sp., Luscombe, a clinker; 2, Snell,
well shown, in the pink; 3, Pridham; 4, Alellows-
vhc, Smale. NOR. YELL. CL. (5): 1, sp., Spill’man good col. and shape; 2,. Howard, fails in
head lovely feather and type; 3, Pope; i, Garland;
vhc, 1-rench. BUFF (7): 1, Spillman, beautiful
bloom, massive subs.

; 2, 3, Pope, good type, rather

v?fr
r; % '

Sn}Me >‘ vhc, Garland; hc, Slap; c. Milch,
x wub. (7) : 1, sp., 2, Spillman, leader grand in

i.^
P
^

aad ^eakher, 2nd the well-known- seven-year-
old Jim ”

; 3, Brown, cap. mark, father on the
small side; 4, Pope, well-known even mkd., mighthave been 3rd; vhe. Garland; hc, Smale. BUFF (6) : l
sp., Spillman, cap mkd., good size and type, short
flights, nice feather

; 2, Pope, varieg., grand size, notso fine behind^; 3, Garland; 4, Aloffit; vhc, Milch;
he, French. YELL. HEN (7) : 1, Sleep, good shape,
rather pale in col., good subs.

; 2, vhc, Garland, neat,
tails m size; 3, vhc, Smale, good shape and feather;
4. Pope; c, Frenqh. BUFF (4): 1, sp„ Pawleycap mkd., grand feather, rather slight; 2 Spill-man, not at her best or might have won; 3, Gar-land; 4, Hambley. YELL. CL. 1914 (7): 1, Spiil-

m
a
?L,r

g
t?
0d Pe

„’,
grand h€ad and col., trifle loose

in feather; 2, Rowe, fails in size and col. to win-

j ,

'
T”-"! ,,

gral
f

d Bloom ; 2, Lugg, good feather,

- in-,\T
Sn y blrd

j
3

-
bai'«e I vhc, hc, Wills.GRJ.LNP (2): 1 Cheney, grand size and col.

; 2,Hills. SISKIN, E1G. (7): 1, 2, Cheney, well shown
Siskin and Redpoll; 3, Lugg;^, Large; vhc, Wills:
be, c, Smale. A.O. SEED-EATER: 1, sp„ Collins,
grand Hawhnch, faultless cond.: -2, Cheney, beauti-

ner; 3, Ough; 4, Howard; vhe, Deakin; hc-r Gar-lana; c. Pope BUFF (8): 1, sp . cup, 4, Pope, per-
fect type and feather, very stylish; 2, Ough, niceshape, short wings and tail; 3, Spillman, good subs.

VFri
eVrn bnI%aAh,?rj/ 7

hc
’ SmaIe; hc - Garland.TK

ii'
0l ‘ MAR. (13) : 1, sp., 2, Howard, leader

rather on the small side, might have given place to
the vyadebndge and Hoyle winner, grand varieg.

good col. and type; 3, Spillman, beautiful featherand type; 4, Pawley; vhc, Ough; he, Garland; cBrown. BUFF (13): 1, 3, Spillman, leader very
9 Mnltmir.'- q Yr.-ir'-, x-fz • r. large varieg.,

.
rather rough at thighs, we nreferred

IOLDF. 4.4)- ’i ’nn,“
a

k
vbc

’ Gillies
;

3rd a beautiful neck tkd., grand head and- shape,
°nly ln

,,

sl
?
e;

-

2 ’ 4
.

Bv, Pope, nice type and
feather, excellent wing carr.

; vhc, c, Ougli. YELLHEN (7): 1 sp., res. cup, 4, Howard, beautifui
varieg., grand shape and feather; 2, Brown, good
typo, nice wings, short tail; 3, Spillman; vhc, Brown-
lie, lope- c, -Garland. BUFF (6): 1, Pope, grand
type and subs.; 2, Garland, good type, wings and
tell, 3, -Spillman; 4, Garland; vhc, Aloffit; he,Howard. NAT. COL. (8): 1, sp., 2, Pope leader
well-known yell., frequent winner, 2nd green grand
size fnile fun-, - Q s a-ivi

Trotter. MEALY REDPOLL OR TWITE • f’

?„
an

;
ah
.M 2 ' Tro^r,: 3, sp McOoll

; vhc, Gibson ;

; welFnp, A1 pose, 3rd cl..of l and 9 • •>” o.VN/" OIU cl -> not the subs.» un
1st rich ®°K^n^^kd!!^and^l€ngth

2
’an(i

HEN (G): 12, Heggie, 1st Ilen'ty’ of ’ Itm
arK ' ' ELL -

pose, nic-c head, winf/a on/i
th, correct

• - —

j

~~*»ewed inwing mkd., lovely qual., not the

veil great lcA»o,
’ Hcggle

- lst heavy mkd.
i,.";’^at

. if,
ngfch

> .
b.‘t open at front 2nd almost

otherwise might

feathered m-T.’
Et mcc c|., plenty of length,

4d "ml ann/L'l t
<k n0t SO ,r<“" fdltd "p .19

Mar'tir lnw.|^ :

cl -’ laTgr
,

r and bettor col.; 3.

i t I.
1 ' pT

i"
d ,lead

’ nctk
- "ings and

** e“er v * : e. Pinno<k
; hc, Cobb. BUFF

j

he, Hardie; c, Walker! LESSER"Tib) i niharm ;

A.p: FINCH’ OR’B
r
UNTlNG

bC
«M

me
x

:

^Uhes""^'

SOFTBiLL tsyTiTodd: 2 Maltman; 3, sp, McColl
;

vhe, Trotter
4

-’

he, Hardie. FOR G-OLDF. (4): 1,’sp, McDonald!
2, Fmlayson

; 3, vhc, Trotter.—A. H. AIcLean, Sec.
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size, fails type;. 3, Aloffit, nice type, rather smaller-
b v

r“ eH vhc Aloffit; he. Garland; c, Smale!

rf\
V

' i
9)

'r}’ f
P '’ 4

-

vn7 leader good type- and
col., 2, Ougli, nice type, grand wing carrr; 3,Deakin, good teathar, nice head; hc. Sleep; c Dea-
kin. CREST CL. BODY (4): 1, sp, Ravage,

’ good
centre, and radiation*; 2, Hutchings; 3, Richards.

Vr MKtTYT s ’ KUUU s,laP e • “, Kicnaixls. CREST
L. BODY 1914 (3) : 1, ep., Bale, grand leafy crest,

Fails a bit in centre; 2, 3, Parsons. VARIEG
(10): I, -sp., cup and Aston cup, Bale, immense
crest, good shape, well shown

; 2, H utchings, excel-
lent shape; 3, hc, Ba\age, hardly tho size of win-
ner, good crest and feather; 4, Ryder: vhc Bale'-

?)'•
4
?
yd

j
r ' G.B. CL. ETC. 1914 (5): 1, sp., m». cup!

Richards, wonderful length on head good Iashin"-
•2, Ravage, those up, good rise ami feather; 3 Rvde*’
4, Parsons. HEAVILY VAR. (5): 1, Ryder, grand
head, leafy feather

; 2, Hannaford, nice head : 3
HMe, grand subs.; 4. Ryder; vhc, Hutchings. NOV
CKEbl (fi): l, sp., Hutchings, perfect shaped crest:

3, Ravage, close up, fails in shape of crest 3rd
nice leafy feather; 4, Parsons; vlic, Richards, ’c I!
(3) : 1, Ravage, one of the best- in the section out
°f C°nd -,; ", Richards, good skull; 3, Hutchings.
CINN.: 1, sp., vhc, Collins, grand coloured veil.:
2, Gariand, foul bufT, excellent shape and r-'iihs
3, l.rown, nice yell.; 4, Pope. YELL. SELF him

•

1, sp., cup, Collins, good yell. hen. good shape andhead
; 2, Pope, best col. in class, fails in r.uhs. • 3

Brow’ll
; hc, Garland. BUFF (4): i, sp., Pn’pc’

f-'.w’Jr
cc

i
b ’ good !| ca.l: 2, Brown; 4, Collins!

I-UUL: l, sp., 3, Brown, nice size and type; 2, -

|

Chaffinch; 3, Stephens and Gaved, Hawfinch; 4.
YVilla; vhc, Cheney; hc. Lugg. INSlfCTIV. : 1, sp.,

Stephens and Gaved, wins British cup, perfect
conditioned Chough; 3, Collins. HEN: 1, sp. Luggwe 1-known Hawfinch in grand fettle; 2, Chenev ;

3’,

T A .iUr-
4,

,
C

?,
1

,

li
,

r

!

s ; hc> baree; vhc. Wills. FOR.,LARGE: 1 Wills. SAlALL: 1, sp., 2, 3, Hutchings.ROSSEN DALE’S RECORD.
Iiossendalo Roller C.S. held their annual sin"in2

contest under tho British R.'C. patronage, Nov? 20
2

’’.,
bwan Motel, Bacup. The show room adjoins

the railway station, and is cosy and comfortable
for lords and visitora alike. Every member of the
statl was in bis place, and doing his duty, under tho
supervision of a hard-worked secretary. Entries
numbered 153, compared with the 98 of last year.
In champion young birds, there were 52, novice
young birds 48, open 17, and amateur 36. Air. Hee-
ling (Wakefield), Mr. Warring (Bury), and Mr. Tom-
ImsoTi (Newcastle, Staffs.) judged, and birds camfj
iro-m as far as London in the South, and Ardro-ssan,
in the North. Air. Shipley won the two-cage Kozv
carrier for most points. In the report which follow.*,
the abbreviations arc: H.R. hollow- roll, K. Knorre
H.B. hollow bell, Sch. acfiockel, W.G. water glucke!B -E

-
!>eU roll, B.T. bell tour, 'W.R. water roll,

D-B.W.r. deep bubbling water tour, G.E. general
effect.

CHAMP. YOUNG BIRDS (52) (Judge, Mr. Hes-
iing): R cup Shipley, H.R. 6, K. 3, Sch. 4, Glucke
2, W.G. 3, Flute 3, D.B.YV.T. 2, YV.R. 2, B.R. 2 B.T
2, G.E. 5, faults 1, total 33; 2, Hayward, H.R. 7
H.B. 3, Sch. 4, W.G. 3, Flute 3, ixB.YV.T. 2, W.R. 2,
B.R. 2, G.E 4, total 30; ex. 2, Neugebauer H.R. 5!
K. 3, Sch. 3, Glucke 3, W.G. 4, Flute 3, D.B.YV.T. 2,
B.R. 2, G.E. 5, total 30; 3, Willows, H.R. 5 K. 4,
H.B. 3, Sch. 3, W.G. 3, Flute 3, B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G E
4, total 29; ex. 3, Shipley, H.R. 6, K. 3, H.B. 3,
Sch. 3, Glucke 2. YV.G. 4, Flute 3, B.T. 2, G.E. 4,
faults 1, total 29; 4, Neugebauer, H.R. 4, K. 3 Sch.
2, Glucke 3, W.G. 3, Flute 2, D.B.YV.T. 1 W.R. 2,
B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 28; ex. 4, Buffin, H.R. G,
K. 3, H.B. 2, Glucko 3, YV.G. 3, Flute 2, W.R. 2, B.R.
2, B.T. 2, G.E. 3, total 28; vhc, Cadman 27, Raw-
eliffe 27, Hayward 27 ,

hc, Shipley 27, Cadman 27 ; c,
Neugebauer 25, Johnson 25, Buffin 25, Pericles 25.
NOV. (Judge, Air. Tomlinson) (48): 1, cup, W’antling,
H.R. 7, K. 4, H.R. 3, Glucke 4, Flutes- 3, B.T. 2,
G.E. 5, total 28; 2, Jackson, H.R. 3, K. 4, H.B. 2,
Sch. 3, W.G. 3, Flutes 2, D.B.W.T. 2, YV.R. 2, B.R.
2, G.E. 3. total 26; 3, Jop30n, H.R. 4, K. 4, H.B. 3,
Sch. 4, Glucke 3, B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 3, total 25;
ex. 3, Atherton, H.R. 6, K. 3, H.B. 2, Sch. 4, Flute
2, YV.R. X, B.R. 2, G.Ti. 4, total 24; 4, Tranter, H.li.
4. K. 4, H.B. 2, Sch. 2, Flutes 2, W.R. 3, B.R. 2,
B.T. 1, G.E. 3, total 23; ex. 4, Alayo, H.R. S.'K. 3,
H. R. 2, Sch. 4, Flutes 4, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 3,
total 23 ; vhc, ep, Atkin-son, 22, Tanter (2) 22 each

;

hc. Smith 2X, Wantling 21; c, Wantling.20, Gradwell
20, Hetherley 20, Smith 20. OPEN (ANY AGE)
(Judge, Air. Wareing) (17): 1, Periclee, H.R. 6, K. 4,
H.B. 3, Sch. 3, Glucke 3, W.G. 2, ITute 2, YV.R. 1,
B.T. 1, G.E. 4, total 29: 2, Pericles, H.R. 6. K. 5,
H. B. 2, Sch. 4, Glucke 2. W.G. 1, Flutes 2, D.B.W T
I, B.R. 1, G.E. 4, total 28; 3, Cadman. H.B. 4, K. 5,
H.B. 3, Sch. 2, YV.G. 3, Flute 2, D.B.W.T. 1, B.R. 2,
G.E. 5, total 27: 4, Jacquemin, H.R. 3, 1C. 4, Sell. 2,
Glucke 4, YV.G. 2, Flute 2, D.P..W.T. 2 YV.R. I B R
2, B.T. 1, G.E. 5, faults 2. total 26; vhc, Ives, 25;
hc, Johnson, 24; c. Harper 24, Mayo 24. AMAT.
(Judge, Air. Wareing): 1. Airs. Roberts, H.R. 6, K. 4,
H. B. 3, Sch. 3, Glucke 3, YV.G. 2, Flute 2, G.E. 5,
total 28; 2, Atkinson. H.R. 5. H.B. 3, Sch. 2, Glucke
3, YV.G. 2, Flutes 2, YV.R. 2, B.R. 1. B.T. 2. G.E.
5, total 27 ; 3, Jopson, H.R. 6, K. 2, H.B. 3, Sch. 4.
Flutes 3, B.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 26; 4, Buffin,
H.R. 5, K. 4, H.B. 3, Glucke 3, Flutes ‘if YV.R. 1,

B.R. 1, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 25; vhc. sp. Meadows 25,
Firth 25, Wantling 25 ; he, Shipley, Aleadows, Hcthcr-
lcy, Wantling, Best, 24 each; c, Jobson 24, YY’hist-
ance, Watson, Spencer, YVantling, 23 each.

HALIFAX O.S.
The awards in the Nov. Nor. section." which w-ere

omitted from our report, were CL., ETC. (19): 1,

Ingham; 2, Marsland ; 3, Evans; vhc, Wilford; hc,
Cundiff; c, Howarth. MEN (18): ], Ingham; 2,
Cundiff ; 3, Cooney; 4, Bowers: vhc, Spencer; hc,
Howarth; c. Lord. UNFLIG. (19): 1, 2, Hartup; 3,
Mitchell; 4, vhc, Spencer: lie, Garhutt; c. Garnett,
HEN (14): 1, Hartup: 2, Mitchell; 3, Evans; 4,
Craven; «Jio, Rhodes; hc, Garnett; c, Bottomlcy.
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December 19, 1914. CAGE BIRDS'

GLASGOW (Queen’s Park.)
Sixth annual 6how, Victoria Hull 1

,, Orossrtiill,

T),*,
1 5 a spLendid plaoo tor til© purpose, bobig

omk;!ou«, with plenty of light, und freo from

draughts. Tho entry was bji Increase fiom lus-t

x-our totalling 4*0 ,
and tho binds made on excellent

.lisnlav. which must have been very gi utifyiug to

iho DrOBixwdve iiiamigcnicnt. Open Nor. averaged

1U per class, unit a grand 4ot they were, severe 1

'prominent winners again scoring well. Open Yorks

were a lino and neleet lot, averaging 1- per CJiss.

Member*’ classes allowed a marked inerca.-e, und

uuahty ia being well maintained, particularly in

Norwich, several of them bolding their own aim

in t-lio open. while the British were a lice level lot,

and Yorkshires, having the patronage of the Scot-

lid) YCC., contained some very typical and good

duality" birds. Mr. ilt. Heggie won cup best bud

witii ids well-known cl. Gneontooli Mule, also rose

liowl for best Yorks or Bord. ; Mr. R. B. Cairns

rose, bowl for best Norwich or Crest; Mr. K. Jeffrey

medul best Bord. : and Mr. G. McGavin rose bowl

for beat Brit. All njrungeimnts were very ably

carried out by the painstaking and energetic see

Mr It lieggie, who was well supported by the

President, Mr. Holliday: vioepres., Mr Gentles;

committee, Messrs. Jeffrey, h niton. Hunter, A.

stivl W Steel, Gailbniubli, Robertson, Ilardie,

S Ediinan, Naismith, und Cairns, who ail did their

duty towards the success of the show. \ is't***

wero mmiierouiS, tho ball boing packed, and1 niark 1

catalogues were on sale by three o’clock—a very

nnart performance. Tlie judges wore Mr. Job

MeLay (Kirkintilloch), Nor. and Crests; Dr. J. G.

Svson (Glasgow), open Yorks; and Mr. Matthew

Craig (Glasgow), the remainder.

MEMB. NOR. OLD BIRDS—CL. YFXL. CK. (4) .

1 Hamilton, good size, head and neck, noh coi.

and eouil., triflo rougli in feather; 2, Bryson, nice

head and neck, good front col and
I

qual-.

in size; 3, Cairns; 4, Nawmitih. BUM (H • 1.

Nainulth. rare head, neck and front, cobby shape,

extra good qua!., and tine size; 2, Philp, close up,

good size and subs., fine heed and neck, nicely

mealed; 3, Holliday, ,goodi qua!., col. and cond.,

. fine head and cheeks, loses in size only; 4, sp,

Cairns; o, fcp, Young; 6, ep, Stewart. YELL.
Ti pv fg

-

)
• i Pulton, fine ih&ad, neck and front,

excellent qual., col. and cond.; 2, 5, Stewart, good

rniul., nice size, bit tacky to beat 3, Cairns, eye

.
mkd., rare size, head, neck and front) good h 111' 1

-,’

' col. and cond.; 4, Naismith ; C, Heggie. BUI F (10).

1 Oairnis, bowl winner, also 1st in open class,

Glasgow and Dist., winner great hen for type

qual! size and cond.; 2, Heggie, line one good

5 eizo and tubs., nice qual., col. and cond. ; 3,

Naismith, fine head, neck and qua!., behind m
subs.; 4. Hunter; 5, Jeffrey; 6, Stewart. \ ARIEG.

YELL. CK. (5): 1. Fulton, rare- size, qual. and co!.,

good head and checks; 2, Stewart, close up, grand

stamp, cobby body, rich col. and qual. ; 3, Hamil-

ton, Gr.. fine head and size, sound col. ; 4, Hegg e.

BUFF (4) : 1, Young, head mkd., fine size, qual. arid

col.; 2, Cairns, extra good qua!., fine head and

size, close i.p; 3, 4, Heggie. VA'R. YELL. -HEN

(6)- 1, 3, Hamilton, 1st saddle mkd,, grand size

and subs ,
.good head and col. ;

3rd good- size and

qual., trifle long in body and. flights: 2, Cairn*,

nice head and cheeks, flee col. and qual.; 4, I jmp>

5 Naismith; 6, Mason. BUFF (5): 1, Holiday,

rump mkd., excels in qual., good head, neck and

front, fine col. and cond.: 2, Galbraith, nne cobby

shape, rich qual. and 1 col,, sh ade weak m head

,

3, Naismith. rump mkd., fine qual. and cond. ; 4,

Strachan; -5, Stewart. NON-FF.D CK. 0): 1,

Gilmour, cl. yell., grand size, head and neck, short

cobby body meat flights; 2, Naiemitli, cl. buff,

extra good qual., fine size and subs., trifle long in

fliahts; 3, Cairns, yell., nice head, neck and front

fin-e qual.; 4, Young; 5, Holliday ; 6, Knox. HEN
(8) 1 Jeffrey, cl. yell1

., fine cobby eiiaped body,

good qual., coi. and ,oond„ shade weak in head

;

o gtevvart, war buff, we liked for 1st, better head,

rare stamp, short cobby body, good qual., col. and

cond.- 3, 4, Naismith, 3rd cl. buff, good head,

size, cubs and qu/il.; 5, Bryson; 'Gilmour. 1914

BIRDS', NON-FED HEN (1): Bryson.. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. CK. (13) : 1, 2, Cairns, 1st grand

stamp, fine head, neck and front, hot col., good

qual., 2nd about equal, trifle open in feather; 3,

Naismith, extra good qual. and col., fine size and

subs, beaten head; 4, Holliday; 5, 0, Hamilton

BUFF (IS) ; 1, 2, Cairns, let good head, neck arid,

qual., could do with more tubs., very nervous,

some thought iu-cky; 2nd tkd: head, better subs.,

good size, quad, and 1 cond.. ; 3, Hamilton, good head,

nook and front, finely mealed; 4, sp; 5, Holliday.

4t,h fine bird, rare head, neck and front, short

cobby body, good size and qual.. hard lines
; 6,

Fulton; strong class. YELL. HEN (7): 1, Young,

fine cobby shape, good head, neck and* front, fine

qual. and col., grand size; 2, Jeffrey, behind in

size only, good qual., ool. and cond., fine hold and

cheeks, deep front; 3, Naismith, good head and

neck, fine qual., shade long in body ; 4. Holliday

;

6, Hamilton; 6, Connelly. BUFF (11): 1, Stewart,

rare size and subs., fine head and 1 neck, good

qual., fine hen; 2, Cairns,. extra good qual., cobby

shape, nice col. and oond)., behind in size; 3,

Fulton, similar stamp, very fine qual., col. and

cond., close up; 4. Hunter; 5, Roes; 6, Hamilton.

VARIEG. YELL. CK. (7): 1, 3. 4, Hamilton, 1st

•great size, fine head and front, rich qual. and

col., 3rd behind size only; 2, Chirms, rich col.,

fine head and' cheeks, deep front; 5, Naismith; 6,

Fulton. BUFF (3) ; 1, Hamilton, well up in size,

good head, neck and subs., excellent qual., even

mkd 1.; 2, Fulton, splendid qual. and col., fine head,

neck" and subs. ; 3, Connelly, good bead and neck,

fine qual. and col., lacks subs. VARIED. YELL.
HEN (3) : 1, McLuskie, grizzled tail, good size and

subs., fine short bodiy. good qual ; 2, iNa.itmith ; 3,

Galbraith. BUFF (6): 1. Y'oung, good size, fine

feather and cond., shows well ; 2, Cairns, close up,

fine head andl neck, good' front, size and qual.

;

3,. Connelly, heavily var.,. good size, fins cobby
shaped body; 4, Fulton; 5, McLuskie; 6, Hunter,

v CREST OR C.B. (•5>: 1, sp. 2, 3, McKinnon. 1st
’ vnr. Crest, good centre and droop, 2nd C.B., nicely

lashed, 3rd green Crest, better size and subs.,

fails crest; 4, 5, Robertson. OREST OR C.B.

1914 (3): 1, 2, McKinnon, 1st C.B., goed entrance;

2nd Crest; 3, iRobertson, C.B. BORD., OLD
BIRDS, VARIEG., ETC. (3): 1, sp, Jeffrey, cinn.

mkd., fine round head and body, best of wing
carr.; 2, McAvoy, cinn., fine carr., col. and cond,;

3, McKinnon. 1914 CL. OR TKD. BUFF (1)

:

McAvoy. cl., neatly made, good carr., trifle coarse
in feather. VAR., ETC. (4). all McAvoy, fine

team, put down in good cond. YORKS. CL. or TKD.
YELL. CK. (61 : 1, Ross, fin© length, grand qua!.,

well braced wings, well up in leg, fine pos. ; 2, 4, 6,

Heggie. 2nd equal length, qual. and poo., trifle

rough in breast; 3. Robertson, fine qual. and pos.;

S, 'Robertson. BUFF (9) : 1, 2, 3, 4V sp, 5, Heggie.
1st good qunl. and length, fine po9. and style; 2nd
frilled on front, otherwise equal ; 3rd fine length

of hide ; 0. Ross. HEN (*) : 1, 2, 3. IS, 0, Heggie,

very good team staged In excellent cond. ; 1,

Steel. VARIEG. («) : All honours, lieggie, well

put down. 1914 CL. ETC. CK. (7): 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 0,

Heggie, grand lot; 1st roue bowl winner, also wins

In open class, lino typ icn 1 Yorks, clean cut, extra

good qual., best of wings and pipe tail, well up

Si leg, good pos.; 2nd faulty, wing*, otliei wise

good; 3rd bit rough in feather. HEN (9): I, 2, 6,

Heggie, 1st lino lengthy bird, nice (Style and pos.,

very good1 qual.; 2nd clean cut, good pos.; 3,

Holers, lino slim type, well braced win-go, lovely

quul«; 4, Rosa; 0, Steel. A.O.V. CAN. (2): 1, 2,

Posi botli einu., good size, col. and cond., winner

excels head. NOV. CAN. (5): 1, Hunter, cl.

buff Nor., good 1 head and qual., lino col. and

cond • 2, Rosa, cinn. Nor., rich col., well iaced

back
;
3 4, 5, Lee*, 3rd cl. buff Nor. ck., nice size

uml qual. NOV. 1914 (2): 1, Hunter, cl. buff Nor.,

medium size, good head, neck andi front, lovely

qual., lino bloom ; 2, Mason, cl. yd!., nice size uni

col. LIGHT MULE OR HYB. (3); 1, ep, 3,

Heggie, 1st cl. Gr-eenf. Mule, rare size and diape,

good head und subs, of body, lino cond., shows

cross distinctly, wins rose bowl best bird in hah;

3rd even mkd. Goldie Mule; 2, McGavin, Lumet-

Greenf. cross, good etize, sihtctipe, col. cindi cond.

DARK (2): 1, Connelly, Linnet, good size and

col.; 2, McGavin, Siskin, fine col. and cond. 1914

(o\ • j Hunter, varieg. Goldie Mule, fine rich face

,

good cond. ; 2, McKinnon. LIN N ET (8) : 1> M<j-

Gavin, good size and shape, nicely laced, fin© ©bl-

and cond., good- whites ; 2, Steel only behmd >n

size; 3, Smith. GOLDF. oil BULL I*
. (8): 1. Con-

nelly Goldf , F.M., rich col. blaze, well tanned,

good’ size, hit unsteady p 2, McClymont, Bn Ilf., rare

size cap and bars, -/ich col. and bloom fine taape

and cond., faces back of cage; 3, Steel, H.M.,
^

some

preferred, good square cut face, fine width hardly

dis good 1 size, dhape^jan.& j>ond^4, teei

MfiGa
ri-chs good* size, £liapc 4, Steel ;

o,

.._Gavin ; 0, 7, Bryson. SISKIN, ETC. (0-

McGavin, 1st Mealy, fine size, shape and col., neat

ib'ib ' 2nd S-iskin, grand cap, nice size and' shap ,

200 il col and cond.; 3, Connelly. Twite, good me,

feta well laced; 4, Smith; 5 7 Steel; 6, HoUiday.

CRFFNF (7)' 1, SP best Brit., 2, Mcuaviu,

1st yefi
"

rare size and substance of -body bold
1SI Jtu., IK

, onr| colour : second fine

3rd. darkerheadf "extra"good quai ity and colour; eecond fine

one, only fails in head; 3, 4, Steel;

3 , 6, Steel

;

1st BuUf .

,

M
gran

d
' sS'rfW cap and

hurs shows well
; 3, Bullf., TTetter col. and bloom,

beaten size and cap; 2, 5, McGavin; 2nd, very Uu

col Chaffie.^wd^bape, tal of afe

finches'

•

5
"lst

A
g

(

ood size, col. and cond., fine shaped

bib • 2 better' size and bib, poor col., we pre-

ferred ;’ 3, Knox, very good col. Bramble, nice size,

shape," and qual., full of feather; 4 sp o, « Com

nellv 7, Stee,’. FOR. GOLDF. or BULLh. (3). au

Goldies 1, sp Steel, rare size and shape, fine s<lu:iy©

cut face, in full bloom; 2, Knox good size and

blaze behind in col. ; 3, Ross. A.O.Y . (1) • R<?;fa nice

pair of Budgerigars. SELL. (IS): !•-
. &Gavin-’ 7"

Ross- 4 McClymout ; 5, Cairns; b, McGavin, /,

McLuskie. GIFT (12): 1, Jeffrey ; 2 i!. R
Hamilton; 5, Cairns; fi, &P, Ga braith. Uri^JN

NOR. CK. (16); 1, 3, Martin, 1st. buff var., Glasgow

and Kirkintilloch winner, grand bird, rare bead,

neck and front rich qual. and col., fine short body,

tagtrand tali; 3, sp, cl. buff grand sjze.wbby

shaped body, tine head and cheeks, deep

mealed, nice short flights and^ carries

^

fine otie

subs, for - .

fine shqrt coupled bird

sp,

HUDDER'SFIELD O.S.
Annual show, Assembly Rooms, 8t. PetcFs Strixt,

December 12. The rooms are very lofty and have
ail extra good light; while freedom from draught:,
makes them uu ideal place for u show. Entries 303,

compared very well with other Union shows, and
quality was quite up to the standard. Ogden Bros.’

Imff cock, L. Dykes’ yell. mkd. cock, If. If. Towers’
cinn. tkd. yell., and Mr. Crawsliaw’s yell. Nor., along
with several others, won specials for best exhibit in

each section. Mr. Malliuson’s col. specials were won
by birds which did not figure in the prize list. In

champions, F. J. Sykes took the sp. with one of

tho hottest col. Nor. seen for some time; novice

sp., j. If. Cox, cIiid. mkd. cock. The strongest classes

were as usual tho unflig. classes, the two champion
cluascs having 26 and the two novice classes 40. The
mainstay of the show was the novices, the classes

averaging 17 per class. The society at present is

without a president, Mr. R. Rhodes having re-

sponded to his country’*) call, and bis place was
taken by vice-pres., Mr. E. Crowthcr. The sec., Mr.

A. Lawl’ord, was ably assisted by Mr. B. H. Clegg,

and the way in which they got through their

duties is deserving of the highest praise. Show
stewards and gate men were Messrs. Wood, Colton,

Townend, Buttle, Hick, and Atkinson, while several

other members gave a helping baud Mr. J. Rob-

son judged. Prize-money was paid at the show
to all winners who attended, and the packing and
sending away of the exhibits were got through with-

out a hitch.

CHAMP., CL. YELL. YK8. (11): 1, Ogden Bros.,

grand length, nicely moulded, rich col., long, well

fitting wings, pipe tail, rare pos. ; 2, Mason, rare

qual. and col., stylish, neat wings and tail ; 3, Dyson,

plenty of length, long flights, silky feather, A1 pos.;

4, Stobart, nice style, full of nerve, rich col. ; vhe,

Towers; he. Hill; c, Robertshaw. BUFF (8): 1,

Ogden Bros., correct size, silky feather, nice round

head, full neck, wings and tail well placed, rich,-

level col., A1 pos., wins sp. ; 2, Thomas, rare length

and type, lovely qual., stands well ; 3, A. Radley,

plenty of length, nicely drawn, oound col.
; 4, Dyson,

very styish, rare ' vvjng carr., silky feather; he,

Stobart; c, Dykes. TKD. YELL. (7): 1, Clegg, grand

length, slim and typical, feathered like glass, neat

wings and tail, rich col., correct pos.; 2, Belliwell,

wing tkd., wonderful length, nic© shape and style,

built on strong lines; 3, Hill, wing tkd., grand

length, stylish, rich col.; 4, Hirst,’ grizzle head,

lovely qual., shows breed, neat wings and tail,

beaten in length; vhc, Dyson; he, Ogden Bros.; c,

Everett. BUFF (9); 1, Dykes, rare length and

style, boxy feather, sound col., nice head and neck,

grand wing carr., pipe tail, stands- correct; 2, Taylor,

wing tkd., beautiful qual., grand style; 3, Beaumont,

neck tkd. best of pos.. nice silky feather, beaten

only in length; 4, Wadsworth, wing tkd., rare type

and feather, lovely shape; vhc, Sutcliffe and Son;

lie, Bennett; c, Self. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HENS
(11) ; 1, Dykes, cl., wonderful length, rich, silky

feather, sound, level col., grand head, neat wings

and tail, nicely drawn, stands on best of legs, A1

pos. ; 2, Ogden Bros., el., rare shape and, style,

lovely feather, only beaten in length ; 3, Taylor, tkd.,
i c-m -or-* stands well up; 4,

aikd., ran: engtli and style, u-ut wing* find

4, vhe, c, .Morrlaon, var., bcautil ill qual
, V'Ty tl V |u|.

*

Al pos. ; lie. Bennett. YELL. in..; (10): i
. ogd< u

Bros., \tond erful length, tight ah wax, rich
grand bead, rare wing carr., jjpe tail, line •<

2, Morris, tk J , lovely fchape an< 1 Mty|e tjlky fe-j

beaten in le igth
; 3, 4, Toweni, excels in qua!

,

col , ^taiid^ well up: 4, even mkd., farA fii.it

qual., neat wings and tail, fail in pos. ; vhc. 1

he, Dennett c, Atkinson and lirth. IsCPF
J, sp, Ogden Bros., even mkd grand hrigth
silky feather wlngH and tail corn-rt, rich Itscl

2, 3, Morrk* on, var., grand f.liape and stile,

col., sliowo veil; 3, even mkd., beautiful qual.,
shape and very stylish; 4, Jiyl on, plenty of h i

grand wing carr., make go ad block bird ; vhc,
Thomas ;

he, Casey; c. Tower- NOR. CHAMP
.
n,

,

ETC., YEU CK. (8): 1, sp lie, Craw thaw,
splendidly built, grand hand, bold breast.
broad back, rich hot col., well across perch, 1*

cond.; 2, Cook, cl., beautiful ©hape, very «>bbv,

beaten in subs., rich col. ; 3, 4, Thomas, tkd . on

Sd bcV ti- head and ctaeW, deep front, well

* Shpit flights and carries them well

a ,
Barron, yell, varieg., rare size and

a yell., grand head and neck, deep fr°ra>

, coupled bird of rich col. and qua).; 4,

Kerr cl veil we'l up in size., rare qual. and

col.

,

' head anil sub. ;
Barron ; 6,

s ni-nr HEN 711): K Cairns, cl. bun Glasgow

winner "beauty al) over, hard to find a fault; 2. 3,

Martin • 2nd cl. yeU., rich qual., col. and cond.,

fine front flights and tail; 3rd, cl. buff, right stamp

excellent qual. and col., behind winner in size and

sub 4 Black, cl. yell., fine, cobby shaped body,

'splendid qua1
, shade weak in head; 5. Devoy , 6,

Kerr 7, Chalmers. UNFLIG. (17) grand class : 1,

Hutchison veil, var., rare head and neck, fine

size
°

rtah co 1
. and qual., grand flights and carries

them well- 2, 4, Chalmers'; 2nd, cl. buff, good size

and sub "fine head and neck, deep front, nicely

mealed, good col., nice {>hort flights aita tad
;
known

winner; 4th, cl. buff of exceptional merit,, 3, Bar-

ron, tkd. neck, hot col., fine quaE and deep front,
-

- nd • s. Martin; 6, Hamilton, 7, Bar-
Hutchison, cl., yell.nice round head

;

r*n- 8, Blair. HEN (12): 1, sp, _ .

' and cheeks, good size and subs., excel-

lent qual., nice even co1 .; 2, 3, Chalmers, cl. yel

close up, same stamp in every way: 3rd, cl. buff,

typical clean cut; 4, Barron, cl. yell., good stamp,

qull and col.; 5, Young, 6, Barron : 7, Martin;

8 Maxwell. OPEN YORKS., YELL. CK. (13). 1,

Dykes early dispatched, Before notes were taken,

* Findlay, fine length and pos., rare qual. and

col, crosses at times; 0, Ross. good, length and

col., well up in leg, nice pos., scarcely so good in

qual. ; 4, Macready, very slim, good pos. and qual..

bale in col. ;.o, McLellan ;
C, Park

; 7, Heggie. BUFF
13): 1. Gray, extra qual., well braced wings, of

good length, takes fine pos., grand, lengthy, slim

ivi'-- 2 Pinnock, grizzle head, loyely qual., equally

well braced, fine round body, nicely tapered, scarcely

length of winner; 3* 4, 5, 7, Heggie, 3, sp., rare

qual. and length, good pos. and style, not so good

in wings; 6. Cochrane. YELL. HEN (9): 1. Pa-

nock, rare leiftth, clean cut away, lovely qual. and

col. close fitting wings, of good length, fine pos.

and style; 2, 5, Heggie, equal length and qual.,

good wings* and pipe tail, well packed, fine col.,

pos. and style ; 3. sp.. Steel, fine one for type and

style, nice length of wing and close fitting, pale

in col.; 4, Cochrane, plenty of length, good col.

and qua!., crosses at times; 6, Park; 7, McLellan.

HUFF (13); 1, Gray.' splendid length, type and qual.,

best of wings and tail, nicely cut away, rare pos.;

2, Dykes; 3, 4, 7, Heggie, 3, extra qual. of feather,

good length and pos.
; 5, Macready ; 6, Cochrane.

VARIEG. CK. (10): 1. 3, 4. 5. Heggie, 1, wing and

neck mkd. veil., rare length, pos., and style, rich

col. and qual.. fine clean cut, good length of wins,

well braced. 3. eye and wing mkd. buff, scarcely

the length, but rare slim type, excellent qual. and
cond. ; 2, Cochrane, saddle and neck mkd. yell.,

fine type and nicely rounded, grand length of wing

and well carried, nice short feather, of gcod qual.

;

fi McLellan: 7. Park. HEN (8): 1. 4. 5. 6, Heggie,

1. yell., wet when we 6iiw it; 2, Robertson, yell.,

clean cut, well braced flights and pipe tail, good
pos., col., qual. and cond.; 3, Gibb, slim typical

huff, closely packed wings, of good length, excel-

lent qual. of feather and cond.
;

7, Sinclair. UN-
FLIGHTED YELL. CK. (12): 1. sp., 4. sp.. Heggie,

1. extra good qual., clean cut, wonderful length,

nice even col., good pos. and style, wins; 2, Dykes:

3. Cochrane, behind in length, fine short feather of

good qual.. rare pos. and style, best of wings: 5,

Martin; 6, Telfer; 7, Park. BUFF (13;; 1, Martin,

Concluded at foot of column 3.

racy and typical, full of nerve,

Casey, cl.* lovely feather, very stylish ;
vh,e. Hirst

;

he, Mason; c, Priestley. BUFF (12): 1, Whitwham,

cl grand length, feathered like glass, nice head,

full neck, wings and tail correctly carried, stands

well up on good legs; 2, Hill, cl., plenty of length,

nicely feathered, rare wing carr.; 3, A. Radley, cl.,

beautiful qual., nicely built; 4, Hirst, lovely feather,

very stylish; vhc, Clegg: hc„ Ogden Bros.; c, Dyson

UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (12): 1, Self, cl., wonderful

length silky feather, very long sided, rich col., well

fitting wings and tail, nicely drawn, Al pos.; 2,

Dykes, cl., feathered like glass, wings and tail well

placed, rich col.; 3, Hirst, cinn. mkd., level col.,

excels in qual., nice shape and style; 4, Lingard, c!.,

beautiful feather, rich col., neat wings and tail
;
vhc,

0“den Bros.; he, Sutcliffe and Son; c, Beaumont.

BUFF tl4) : 1, Ogden Bros., cl., grand length, nicely

moulded, fine, silky feather, sound, level col., stands

correct, rare wing carr., pipe tail; 2, Dyke©, wmg
tkd., wonderful length, rare oha-pe and style; 3, Ben-

nett, even mkd., beautiful qual., nice length and

style ; 4, Taylor, mkd. head and wing, loyely silky

feather, ’neat wings and tail; vhc, Morris ; lie, Bray;

c, Gledlnll. GR. MKD. YELL. (7); 1, Dykes noted

even mkd., wonderful length, rich col., grand head

and back, wings and tail correct, feather tight as

glass wins sp.; 2, Morrison, even mkd., beautilul

qual! very stylish, level col.; 3, Helhwel), var.,

rare ’shape and style, otands well up, beaten in

length; 4, Clegg, even mkd., fine silky feather, grand

shape ami style : vhc, Sutcliffe and Son ; he, Garnett

;

c Hall. BUFF (10) ; 1, Dykes', wonderful length,

feathered like a Java) grand head, back, wings, and

tail, stands on best of legs, sound col.; 2, Thomas,

even mkd., beautiful pcs., nice shape and style,

eTiows well; 3, Robertson, uneven mkd.. very long,

and strongly built, fine feather, rare -stock bird

;

4 Bennett, even mkd., grand length, very stylish,

feathered like glass 1

; vhc, Hall; he. Mason; c, Morri-

son. YELL. HEN (8): 1. Casey, mkd. eyes and

wing, correct size, feathered like glass, rich level

col., rare wing carr., pipe tail, correct pos.;

Morrison, even mkd., very stylioh, best of cond.: 3,

Priestley, var., fine silky feather, neat wings and

tail close up; 4, Sheard, even mkd., lovely qual.,

rare wing carr.. getting rather strong; vhe, Dykes,

he, Towers; c, Hall. BUFF (6) : 1. Darlington Bros.,

grand length, feather tight as wax, beautiful col.,

grand head and wing carr., Al pos., well benched;

2, Towers, rare shape and style, tightly feathered,

stands correct: 3, Sheard, even mkd., very stylish,

grand qual.; 4, Dykes, mkd. eyes and wings lovely

qual nice shape; vhc, A. Radley; he, Lingard.

CINN. MKD. YELL. (8) : 1, sp. vhc, he c, Towers,

noted wing tkd., wonderful length, fine silky feather,

rich col., grand head, -wings, and tail, Al poo.; _.

Thomas, mkd. head and wings, grand shape and

style, rare wing carr.; 3, Sutcliffe and Son, uneren

mkd., very stylish, tightly feathered; 4, Morrison

mkd. head and wings, lovely qual., rich col BUFF

(7): 1, sp, 3, Atkinson and Firth, wonderful length,

silky feather’, rich col. wings and tail, correct, -stands

on best of lego; 3, even mkd., rare length and style,

sound col., not as tight in feather ; 2, Towers, uneven

GLASGOW (Queen’s Park) concluded.

great length, well up on perch, plenty of leg. fine

short, tight, silky feather, rare pos. and style ; 2,

Aitkenhead, tkd. -head, lovely qual. and pos., fine

slim type, good wings and tail;- 3, Park, typical

and grand length, well braced wings, fine pos.,

style and cond., wc liked for 2nd; 4, Dykes; 5, Gray
,

6 Heggie ; 7, Ferguson. HEN (15) : 1, 6, Heggie,

1
* lovely qual. and bloom, grand length, slim

type, weil braced flights, fine pos., col. and cond.
; 2,

Martin, dean eut, good length and qual., nice pos. Dou;

and style, paler in col.; 3, Dykes; 4, Gray, fine Gilchrist,

qual and pos., good length; 5, Martin; 7, Aitkcn.1
' rta. j ton; c, Nelson*

head, very large and nicely built, rich col., rain
shape

; 4, mkd. on back, rare shape, well ba!an- « d.

short and cobby; vhc, c, Mallinson and Son. Bid F
(10): 1, vhc, Thomas, very large and nicely made

. all round, liot in col., grand head, bold breast,

stands well across perch; 2, Jackson, cl., rare flap-;

and nicely cut off, nice head and brea-t; 3, Hired,

cl., rich in col., grand head and (best; 4, he,

Greaves and Richard, correct shape and type; e.

Sykes. UNFLIG. CK. (11); 1, 2, 3, 4, Craw-haw,
the finest team put down for a long time, J, var.

buff, beautiful shape, rich col., grand head and
breast, well balanced; 2, cl. yell., grand head, stands
well across perch, not so good in breast as leader

;

3, cl. yell., nice ohape and type, good head and bold

breast, some preferred to 2nd; 4, cl. buff, rich co!.,

correct type, stands well on perch, well shown; vhc.

Hirst; he, Batt.ve; c, Morris. HENS (6): 1, Cook,

var. buff, hot col., beautiful shape, grand head,

nicely moulded breast, teeming with qual., steady

as a rock, well balanced; 2, Greaves and Richards,

cl. buff, correct type, nice qual., short of bloom ; 3,

Hirst, cl. yell., grand shaped head and breaet, stands

well; 4, Morris, cl. buff, nicely balanced on perch,

rich col., shows well; vhc, Crawshaw; lie, Ross.

NOV., CL., ETC., YELL. YKS. (13): 1, Mitchell,

cl., giand length, tightly feathered, level col., nice

shaped head, grand back and wings, stands oil best

of legs, well staged; 2, Wilman, wonderful length,

rare wing carr., stand© well; 3, Spencer and Maiden,

cl., silky feather, slim and typical, nice co! ; 4, J. *

Radley, cl., excels in qua!., stylish, will do better;

vhc, Clough; he, Sharpe; c, Booth. BUM (It): 1,

2, Sharpe, even mkd., grand length, feathered like

glass, grand head._full neck, wings and tail, well

braced, lovely col.; 2, var., lovely feather, nice

length, neat wings and tail, beaten in pos.; 3,

Stubb, var., tightly feathered, very stylish; 4.

Taylor, wing tkd., very stylish, nice pos.; vhc, Scaife;

lie, Fieher and Dyson; c, Dibb. YELL. HEN (15):

1, W. Sykes, cl., plenty of length, rich level col.,

fine silky feather, well fitting wings and tail, stands

correct on best of legs, fine cond. ; 2, Sharpe, cl.,

lovely type and qual., not as good col.; 3, Ratcliffe,

cl., grand length, nicely feathered, good stock ben

;

4, Quarmby, cl., very slim and stylish, shows breed,

stands well; vhc, Dibb; he, Crowther; c, Mitchell.

BUFF (20) : 1, F. Sykeo, cl., grand length, boxy

feather mealy col., grand head, full neck, wings,

and tail well placed, Al pos. ; 2, Fisher and Dyson,

tkd., beautiful qual. and type; 3, Crowther, uneven

mkd., rare length and style, fine silky feather: 4,

Clough, wing tkd., excels in qual., very stylish,

shows well
;
vhc, Cawtheray and Son ; he, Sharpe ; c.

Buttle and Coupland. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (15): 1,

sp, Mitchell, cl., wonderful length, very long sided,

sound col,, beautiful qua!., wings and tail well

braced, rare type, Al pos.; 2, Morley, cl., grand

ehape and style, lovely qual., beaten in length; 3,

Priestley, cl., very slim and stylish, rare qua!. ; 4,

Stubb, cl., rare length and style, very racy, stands

well ;
vbc, Cawtheray and Son; he, Busliby ; c. F.

Sykes BUFF (25): 1, c, Fisher and Dyson, wing

tkd., plenty of length, feathered like glass, nicely

drawn, rare wing carr., pipe tail, rich col., stands

correct.; 2, Shanks, ck, beautiful ohape and style,

silky feather, level col.; 3. Clough, mkd. on head,

rare length, lovely qual., stands well up, make grand

stock bird; 4. Lodge, cl., lovely qual., neat wings

and tail, fails in length; vhc, F. Radley; lie, Vilmati.

CINN. MKD. CK. (11): 1, Hoyle, uneven mkd. yell.,

wonderful length, rich silky feather, sound col ,

well placed wings and tail, Al pos., shown in best

eond ; 2, vhe. Harney, uneven mkd. yell., very slim

and stylish, lovely qual.; 3, Baker Bros., uneven

buff, rare shape and style, very typical; 4, c, Sharpe,

mkd veil., beautiful qual., sound col., very stylish;

he, Bushby. HENS (11): 1. Buttle and Coupland,

y-eH., even mkd., grand length and style, fine ^ilk\

feather, neat wing carr., pipe tail, correct pos. ; 2,

Bushby even mkd. yell., beautiful -shape, very

stylish, lovely qual.; 3, Sharpe, uneven mkd. yell.,

slim and typical, Al poo., well shown; 4. Stubb. var.

veil., rare length and style, fine silky feather; vhc,

Hoyle- he, c, Baker Bros. NOR. CK. (6): 1, 4. he,

Thomas, cl. buff, grand shape, nice head, bold breast,

rich col. rare qual.. chubby and well balanced, fine

cond ; 4, grand buff, correct type, only beaten in

cond.; 2, 3, Kabcrry, buff tkd., large and nicely

built stands well across; 3, yell., wonderful

head, sound, level col., rare type, noe as gooa

breast ;
vhc, Cawtheray and Son. HEN (5): 1, •>.

4 Thomas, fine team, cl. yell., grand shaped head,

bold and nicely moulded breast, exquisite col., teem*

ing with qual.; 3, yell., rare type, stands well un

perch, rich col., well shown; 4, buff, beautilul shape,

nicely built, sound col., rather out of cond. ; 2, vhc,

Kaberry, yell., rare shape and type, richly coi.,

close up. ^ ^ •*

PENiCUIK O.S.
First annual show, Drill Hall, Nov. 21. There was

quite a good turn out and quality was ot a higu

standard. Mr. James Weir makes an ideal Sec.

'ond had all in first-class order. Mr. \\ rn. McAdam,

Lasswa.de, judged and gave every satisfaction. Mr

A Gilchrist won spl. best Scotch Fancy ,
Mr. W eir

be-t Nor Mr. W. H. Nelson li.F.C.C. medal.

‘“SCOTCH FANCY, CL ETC. YELL. (8) : 1. 8. 4

vhc, Gilchrist; 2, he, Weir. NOR. YELL (a) J,

» i Nelson; 3, Weir; vhc, Monteith. BUM.;).;
l’ snl 3 Weir; 2, 4, vhtf, he, Nelson; c, Monteith.

BORD-, CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. Jll): 1.
.

4.

Douglas ;~2, Nelson; 3, Howitt: vhc. Ketehcn; he,

Weir; c, Monteith. HEN (6) ; 1, 2, 4, Weir ; 3,

Nelson; vhc, Douglas; he, Brown. BUFF CK. (9).,

1, he, AVcir; 2, 3, Gilehns„ ; 4, vhc, Nelson , c,
j

Brown. HEN (9): 1, Nelson; 2 vhc Gilchrist

c, Weir: 4, Monteith ;
he. Ketchen. YELL.. VAR.,

(91 1 medal, vhc, Nelson; 2, Weir; 3, Ketchen; 4,
j, ujcvia*,

nnirr- isi - 1 . 3.
Brown ;

Nelson

;

he,
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BARROW C.B.A.
Show Nov. 21, Dalton Road Schools, with over

200 entries. The show was opened by tlio Mayor,
Aid. A. Harrow. Mr. A. Well ings judged.
From thu newspaper cutting sent we take- the

names o( the principal winners : YORKS., Woodward,
Ilcndcrnon, Alisa Winder. Currie, Harrison. ftORI).,
Shackley, Cargo, Hale Biggin, Hudson, Saul, Willi-
aon. NOR., Neal, Wugstano, M’Farlane, Walsh,
Woodward. SCOTCH FANCY, Wiliison. M1JLE,
Wagstalfe, Neal. 11 KIT., Armstrong, Shackley,
Miss Winder.

LEICESTER ( Hand-in-Hand) C.B.S
Meeting Dec. 1. Mr. Gibbon# presided over a large

attendance. See. was instructed to hand over to
.National Relief Fund 14 2e. <id., and to the Belgian
Relief Fund XI 10s. Usual table 6how was held.
Mr. W. Stevens judged. Vote of thanks to judge
closed the meeting,
VAIUKG. YELL. HEN: t, vhc, llulse; 2, Herbert;

8
.
Freestone. BUFF: 1, 2, Moores; 3, vhc, Free-

stone; he, Huloe; c, Herbert. NOV. YELL. HEN:
1, Hulbert; 2, Jolley. BUFF: 1, Jolley; 2, Bent; 8 .

Brooks; vhc, Hulbert; lie, Moore; c, Holland.
BULLF. : 1, Brooks. A. Freestone, Sec.

WOOD GREEN F. AND F.S.
Annual allow, Nov. 21. Mr. Wm. Shakespeare

judged and gave every satisfaction. Mr. lirand
(Chairman), Mr. ToHreo (Show Sec.) and an oblige
ing lot of stewards were all in attendance.
CHAMP., NOR: 1, 2, 3

, Tichner. HEN: 1, 2 , 3 ,

Tichner. YORKS.: 1 . Jones. CREST: l, 2 , 3, Pettit;
vhc, Jones. C.H.; 1, 2, 3, Pettit. liORJ). : 1 , 2,
Jones. NOV., NOR. : 1

,
Peters. YORKS.. RUFF:

1, 2, Huggins; 3, Tolfreo; vhc, Peters. YELL.: 1 ,

vhc, Everett; 2 , Tolfree; 3, e, Huggins; lie, Pcter».
iVARIEG. : 1, Tolfree; 2, 3

, Huggins. UNFUG.: 1 ,

cup, 3, Huggins; 2, Tolfree; vlic, lie, c, Everett.
iHlSNS 1

. 1, 2, Huggins; 3, Tolfree; vhc, Everett; he,
Peters. MULES: 1, 2, Peters. BULLF.; 1

, Jones;
8 , Pettit. LINNET: 1

, i’ettit.

SPEN VALLEY C.B.S.
Show. Oct. 24, Commercial note!, Cleckheaton

; 66
birds were judged by Mr. C. Pickup, Great Horton,
wiiose awards were very well received. Mr. Pickup
favourably commented upon the improvement in type
and quality of the bird's at this show in compari-
son with tile exhibits upon ills last visit.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YOIUCS., CK. (12): 1

, 4, he,
Bimis; 2 , vhc, MeLoughlin; 3, Ellis; c, Hezelden.
BUFF (14): 1, lie, MeLoughlin; 2, Ellis; 3, c, Wood;
4, vhc, Hcdwen. UNEV.: 1, Fawcett. CINN. MKD
CK.: 1

,
Oxley; 2, Fawcett. CL. OR TKD. YELL.HEN (10): 1 , 3, Wood; 2, A. L. Ellis; 4, Oxley; vhc,

Bimis; lie, R. Ellis; e, Rothery. BUFF (9): 1 Mc-
Loughlm; 2, Binns

; 3, A. L. Ellis; 4, R. Ellis; vhc,
Ilodwcn

; he, Wood
; c, Fawcett. UENV. HEN (5)

•

1. Smith; 2, Sheard ; 3, Rothery; 4, Fawcett; vhc,
Wood. CINN. MKD. HEN (10): 1 , he, Binns; 2,
R. Ellis; 3, Hodwell ; 4

, Smith; vhc, McLoughtiu
; c.

Cooper. BRIT.: 1
, Smith; 2, Faw'cett.

GUISBORO’ PRIORY C.B.S.
1 bird show of season. Ware’s. Rooms, on Nov. 7.

T. Hill judged and gave every satisfaction.
YORKS. YELL.: 1

, Wesson; 2, Barker; 3
, c. Hus-

band; vhc, he. Cook. BUFF: 1, 3, Cook; 2, Wesson;
vhc, he. Barker; c, Husband. HENS: 1, 2, 3 , Barker;
vhc, Cook; he. Husband; c, Mays. UNFLIG : X 2
1. Wesson; 2, Cook; 3, vhc. Husband. BUFF: 1 , 2,
3, vhc. Barker; he Mays; c, Husband. NOR. Y’ELL.

:

1, Wesson; 2, Cook; 3, vhc. Husband. BUFF: 1, 2
Mays; 3, vhc. Cook; he, c. Husband. HENS; 1 , heMays; 2, vhc, Husband; 3, Cook. UNFLIG.: 1 sp.
vhc, Mays; 2, Cook; 3, he, c. Husband. A.O.V.; 1 ,Grayham; 2, 3, vhc, Starling; he, Wilson. MULE OR
Srl.V B 3

>,
Husband; 2, Mays; vhc, Wilson.LUX.: 1

, Cook; 2, Wesson; 3, Waralcer; vhc Hus-
band- NOV. YORKS. YELL.: 1

, 2, Wilson; 3, vhc,
Marsey. BUFF : X, vhc, Marsey

; 2, Wilson
; 3, Har-

rison. HENS: I, c,. Wilson; 2 , he, Marsey; 3
Waraker; vhc, Harrison. UNFLIG.: X, he, Wilson;

Marsey; 3, vhc, c, Harrison. NOR. BUFF: I
Marsey; 2 Waraker. HENS: X, 2, Marsey; 3 , vhc
Waraker. UNFLIG.: X, 2, Waraker; 3, Marsey; vhc
Wilson.

—

W. Waraker, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS C.B.S.
Show, Nov. 7, St. George's Schoolrooms. Entriescame up very well, 256 birds being staged, and qual-

ity was all that could be desired. Mr. J. Living-
stone won special for beet bird with his unflffihted
yellow Norwich, which should have a good future
Xhis was no mean achievement, as there were birdsm every section that have taken premier honours
at leading open shows. Mr. Sam Wilcock judged,

awards gave general satisfaction.
OPEN YORKS. CL., ETC., YELL. (9); X, Ramsden;

mri?r
H
M iV

3
,’

S
J
arS

o
h 4

-
vhc ’ Chew

1 be, Norton.BUFF (IX) : X, he, Sykes
; 2, 4, Hall

; 3, Marsh
; vhc,Norton; c, Ramsden. YELL. HEN (12) : I, Sykes;LCiw,’, 3’

,

Ha ‘‘ ; 4
> Jhc Marsh

; he, c. Baldwinson.

,

T1 h, 9)
\

Hall; 2
, Marsh; 3, Sykes; 4

, Norton;
vhc. Chew; he c Pyrah. YELL. UNFLIG. ( 10 ): X,
4, Marsh; 2, Hall; 3, Pyrah; vhc, Sykee; he, c

H°M
t0r

l'

HHFF (10): l, Norton; 2, Marsh; 3
,
vhc,

ftp
4
vp!'f

w
’,J

c ’ Chambers; c, Pyrah. NOR. CL.,
cAy, \kLL

;
((): X, Wilson

; 2, he, Livingstone; 3,R: * vhc, Wilford; c, Hattersley

? tL? ,V
™rd ’’,2 ’ ho

>,

wilson 5 3, Livingstone
;

(71 , k
I' 0r "'0°d; c. Chambers. YELL. HEN

vbV ii.iA
SOn

’ 3
;
Dr ‘ Cummings;. 4, Livingstone;

m:Fl'
B
/ 9

d
,

I

!

S0
? ’ J'f: Norwood; c, Hattersley.BUFF (12) : 1 , 3, Wilson; 2 , Wilford; 4. vhc, Batd-

FTI
S
r
D
V-m

’
•T°Hnson ; c, Livingstone. YELL. UN-

r >'!rnK„;
n :

t
1 ’ 2. Livingstone; 3, c, Johnson; 4 ,Chambers vhc, W ilson

; he, Norton. BUFF (10): 1

hlif
01!’ 2 - 3. Livingstone; 4, Johnson; vhc, Charmbers; he, Baldwinson; c, Norton. A.O.Y’ CAN (9 )

•

L 2 , Dr. Cummings; 3, Hattersley; 4 , vhc heHornby; c. Smithson. LINNET ( 11 ) s l 4 Haigh :

3 vhc. he, Owen. GOEDF. OR BULLF. ( 7 )- l" 2M’Ug'1 ; 3. 4. Owen. REDPOLL, ETC. (9): X 2, he’

? !
dd et

?
n: 3

(..
4

;
.

1

V, ' C - Haigh; c. Owc-n. GREENF!
(9). 1, 3, c, Middleton; 2 , 4, Haigh; vhc, Owen - lieNorwood. A.O. HARDBILL (10): 1

,
he. c, Haigh :

- 3. 4. vhc, Middleton. MULE OR HYB. ( 10 ) :1
s - vhc, lie, Middleton: 4. Owen!

tA’
KTC-- YELL.: 1 , 2, Featherstone;

Vi'r-r,!- /, ’ J-
S
,
nn "\s..: vhc - hc - Firth; c. Dobson.

5,“;* (
l
):

J;
vhc, Mrth; 2, 4. Simmw; 3, I-eatber-

vf?t’ mVRp
/;f ami Ee«rfi; c, Abbott.

vhV'w
f
t

M N i. 2> 3, Featherstone; 4, Sirnms;
:

,

' C
’

,

Abl
;
otfc.- BUFF (9): 1 . Dobson;

ir. K S-
4

,
v
ir
c
ri r'i‘“

J:cc(!
- I-ongley, and Reed; c,

I irth. Y I LL. I NFLIG. (14): 1 . 4
,
Firth; 2, Simms

3 vhc. heed, Longlcy, and Reed; he, Watkinson
; c,

DoliMiii 1(11-1- ( 12 ): 1 , 2, 3, vlie, Reed, Longley,
“ n ’J '- : 4> Dobson; lie, Featherstone

;
c, Simms.

Y ill NOR. (4 ): 1
, Appleyard ; 3. D'o Cummings;

4. Hcald. BUFF (3): 1
. Appleyard; 2, Heald

; 3
Dr. Cummings. YELL. HEN ( 1 ): 1 . *r. Cummings.BUI (2): 1 , Appleyard; 2. Hcald. YELL. UN-
FLIC. (2): 1 . Dr. Cummings; 2, Heald. BUFF (2):
1. Dr. Cummings; 2

, Ileakl.
Competition for the various trophies and specials

was Hgry keen and interesting, and we should have
a bumping entry at our dual show. Doc. 26. The

leaders are: Leeds cup 4 starred birds: W. A. Wil-
son 25 points, C. E. Hall 23, J. Sykes 22. Mr.
Somers' cup, 6 starred birds : C. E, Hall 32, W. A.
Wilson 32, J. Livingstone, H. 8imms, and J. B.
Feathorstone, 29 each. Leeds rung bird cup, 3
highest birds: J. Livingstone 36, W. A. Wilson 33,
1C. Norton 30. Mpmbers' specials, 6 highest birds
to count: It. Haigh 77, E. Middleton 71. Section
specials, 6 highest birds, Yorkshire Section : E. Marsh
58, C. E. Ilall 44, J. Sykes 32. Norwich Section: W.
A. Wilson <13, J. Livingstone 62, W. Tose 33. Iirit.:

It. Haigh 77, K. Middleton 71, J. Owen 59. Nov.:
Reed, Longlcy and Reed 63, J. B. Featherstone 48,

H. Siinms 44. A.O.V. Can.: W, Hornby 21, Dr.

Cummings 13. Mr. Wilkinson’s special, most points
Linnet classes: J. Owen 16, R. Haigh 11. Green-
finch: E. Middleton 13, It. Haigh 10. If any of the
above are not correct, please notify me.—E. Norton,
Hon. Sec.

ST. JAMESTHE-LESS F.A.
lltli annual show, St. James’ Buildings, Nov. 21.

The I1011 . sees. .Messrs. T. C. Bransford and F. E.
Adams, did excellent work in perfecting the arrange-
ments. Quality was very nice. Mr. Geo. Gardner
judged. Sp. winners cup and gold medal best
bird, silver medal best novice, Stotbard; 2nd best
novice and best by member joining 1914, Stubbs.
YORKS. (6): 1, Marholf; 2, medal, Stotbard; 3,

sp!., vhc, he, Stubbs; res, Hahn. UINFL1G. (9):

I, cup and gold medal, 2, 3, vhc, he, Marholf; res,

spl., Stubbs: c, Hahn. NOR. (5): 1, 2, res. Mar-
boll ; 3, Tipler.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
Ninth annual show, Wesleyan Reform Schoolroom,

Bodmin-st., Nov. 21. Although the entry was
rather lower than in previous years, quality was
good and competition for the cups very keen, two
members running the winner of the Yorks, cup to a
point. Cup winners: Yorks., W. Blunt; Nor., L.

Havenhand; Brit., F. Boarder; Nov. Yorks., W. I1'.

Dyett; Nov. Nor., I. Hartley. Spls. : Best Yorks.,
young, J. W. Merrill^ old, H. Thornhill; Nor.,

young, W. Grainger; old, L. Havenhand; Brit., F.

Breader; Nov. York., H. Flint; Nov. Nor., 1.

Hartley, Points spls., Yorks., young, W. J. Eason;
old, H. Thornhill; Nor., young, L. Havenhand; old,

L. Havenhand; Brit., B. Duce; Nov. Nor., I.

Hartley. Judges were Mosers. G. Browning, Rother-
ham, Canaries, and 1*. Walsh, Hillsboro, Brit., and
their awards were well receivea.—B. Johnson, See.

From the catalogue received we gather that the
principal winners were: YORKS., Blunt, Merrills,

Thornhill, Eason, l’almer, Dyett; NOR., Grainger,
Havenhand, iloilingworth, Flint, Green; MULES,
Hartley; BRIT., Duce, Hammond, Darlow, Holling,

Buckley, Bearder; NOY7
. YORKS., Flint, Dyett;

NOIL, Hartley, Holling, Flint, Green.—(Editor.)

WEST BROMWICH.
Inter-club show, Nov. 21. City of Birmingham,

Walsall, and Wolverhampton were invited to join at
Dartmouth Hotel. The entry did not come up to
expectations, but what was lacking in quantity was
easily made up with quality, every class containing
birds of merit, and some with Crystal Palace laurels

were there. The most noticeable failure was the
novice section, usually one of the strongest. The
show was excellently managed, and much praise ie

due to Mr. S. N. Taylor, chairman, and Messrs. W.
Hepwood, H. T. Collier, and J. A. Tonks. Judging
was over in good time, prize cards up as soon as
class was judged, and prize money paid out on
night of show. Mr. J. A. Tonks again took mem-
bers’ challenge cup, making his second win ; J.

Hearnshaw, most points with rung birds 1914 ;
Mr.

J. H. Roe, Birmingham, judged.—W. G. Andrews,
Hon. Sec. (The catalogue received gives principal

winners as follow: NOR.: Williams, Gough and
Loach, Broadhurst, Taylor, Willoughby, Collier, Gar-
field. YORKS.: Gibbons and Weeks, YViliiams, An-
drews. Burke, Wells and Clcmpson, Clay, Cowley.
MULES: Weaver, Tonks, Hepwood. BRIT.: Raby,
Tonks, Onions, Price. YViliiams, Camm, Taylor.

FOR.: Beardmore, Dr. Morris. NOV. NOR.: Shirley,

Hampton, Barnsley, Derry. NOV. YORKS.: Hall,

Hinton. Swindon, Chattaway, Amos, Allen.—Ed.)

NOTTINGHAM (Amalgamated).
Nov. 14, Mechanics’ Institute. Nearly two hun-

dred staged, competition being veTy keen in Nor.
and Brit.; judge, Mr. W. Vardy, who gave every
satisfaction.

NOR., CL., ETC., YELL.: 1, Boaler; 2, 3, Fox;
vhc, Bown. BUFF : 1, 3, Bown ; 2, Boaler ; vhc,
Fox. HEAVILY MKD.: 1, Fox; 2, vhc, Boaler;
3, he, Bown

;
c. Drink-water. YELL. HEN : 1,

Sharpe; 2, 3, Boaler; vhc, Fox; he, Binks. BUFF:
1, Sharpe; 2, Fox; 3, Bown; vhc, Barnes. UN-
FLIG. YELL.: 1, Boaler; 2, 3, Moult; vhc, Woife;
he, Barnes. BUFF: 1, Wolfe; 2, A. Binks; £,

Moult ; vhc, Drinkwater. HEN : 1, Boaler
; 2, Bown

,

3, Roberts; vhc, Gill. PAIRS: 1, Sharpe; 2, Bown;
3, Boaler; vhc. Streets. NOV. NOR., YELL. (Cane.).
BUFF: 1, 2, Birkett; 3, Binks; vhc, Sanderson.
UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, Langhara; 2, H. Binks; 3,

Sanderson. BUFF : 1, Langliam ; 2, 8, H. Binks

;

vhc. Streets. A.V. HEN: 1, Birkitt; 2, B, Streets;

3, vhc, H. Binks. YELL CREST: 1, 3, White: 2,

Holmes; vhc, Reynolds. BUFF: 1, Norwood; 2, Geo.
YVhite; 3, T. Hodkinson ; vhc, White. YELL. C.B.:
1, Holmes; 2, Cane; 3, Broom. BUFF: 1, William-
son; 2, Reynolds; 3, J. Bowers; 4, White. CREST
HEN: 1, Norwood; 2, Bowers; 3, vhc, Reynolds;
he, Wood. C.B.: 1, White; 2, Goode; 3, White;
vhc, Reynolds; he, Hodkinson. UNFLIG. CREST:
X, Norwood; 2, Hodkinson; 3, Goode; vhc, Mais.
A.O.V. CAN.: 1, 2, Beers; 3, Long; vhc, Eaton.
MULE OR HYB.: 1, 2, 3, Hayter; vhc, C. Wood;
he, Hodkinson. LINNET: 1, 3, Cottingham ; 2, J.
Wood; vhc, Wood. GOLDF. OR BULLF.: 1, 2,

3, -Bunn; vhc, Hayter; he, Sayweil; cj, Wood.
GREENF., ETC.: 1, 2, Cottingham; 3, Sayweil; vhc,
Hayter; he, Beers. SISKIN., ETC.: 1, 3, Hayter;
2, J. Wood; vhc, he, c, Cottingham. A.O. HARD.:
1, 3, Cottingham; 2, vhc, Hayter; he, J. Wood;
c, C. Wood. SOFTBILL: 1, 2, Sayweil; 3, Hann;
vhc, Wells; lie, Roae. FOR.: 1, 2, 3, Sayweil; vhc,
Wells; he, Hann; c, Rose. Specials: Most
points Nor., Boaler; 2, Bown. Crests, White;
2, Norwood. Brit., Hayter; 2, Cottingham. Nov.
Nor., Binks; 2, Birkitt.—J. G. Royce.

fill
Prize Cards, Cage Siips, Badges, Judges’ Books
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says

:

“Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members arc simply delighted with the
posters and prize eard3. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E
Bail." Send for samples and prices.—The Manager
Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street Lon-
don. E.C.

’

SWANSEA.
Annual show of the Swansea F.C., Dec. 10. En-

tries were a record, close on 400, and quality was
quito on a par with the quantity. Owing to lack
of room wc heard about 50 entries had to be re-
turned. Norwich, Borders, Mules, and British were
a grand lot, the Britishers reminding us of the
Welsh shows of a few years ago. The venue was the
market, part of which was partitioned off for the
purpose. The exhibits were nicely etaged and well
looked after by old and experienced fanciers. Viai-
tons were numerous, and everything seemed to in-
dicate that the Red Cross Society would reap a
benefit, as the society had generously decided ix>

I
give them the proceeds. Mr. E. Dendle makes a
most capable and efficient secretary, having every-
thing well in hand, and was most courteous to all.
Mr. J. H. Payne judged.
NOR. YELL. (13): 1

, 2, Stubbs Bros., neck tkd.,
capital shape, lovely col., full of quai., nice head
and back, good rump and tail, 2 saddle mkd silky
feather, beautiful col., nice shape, neat tail and
wings, not quite so deep through as 1st; 3, Jenkins,
el., nice shaped body, grand col., nico back; 4, sp,
tileo, nice shape and col., good back, not quite so
good In wing earr.

; vhc, Edwards; he, e, Sampson;
e, James. BUFF (11): 1, Tristem, head and wing
mkd., good size, ahape, col., and quai., nice wings
and tail, good front; 2, Thompson, varieg., nice
leather and col., cobby shape, nice wings and tail,
not quite the subs. ; 3

,
Sampson, mkd. head, good

shape and size, nice feather, beaten in col.; 4, Slue,
nice shape, tight feather, neat wings and tail ; vhc,
he, Richards; e, James. HEN (12): 1, Thompson,
yell., capital chape, short wings and tail, nice head
and neck, lovely col. and quai.; 2, Tristem, buff,
mkd. eyes and wings, good size and shape, nicely
leathered, good head, neck, and back; 3, Sampson,
buff, mkd. on shoulder, good shape and feather,
grand back, not quite so good in col.; 4, c, Siee,
yell., good shape and col., nice back and wings

;

vhc, 110 name; he, Nicholas. UNFLIG. (21): 1, sp
beet Nor., Stubbs Bros., cl. buff, gem for 6hape,
feather, and col., fuli of quai., short flights and tail,
nice clear head and full neck, full of style, a sound
Nor.; 2, D. Jenkins, yell., lovely quai. of feather,
nice col., good head and neck, well packed flights;

3, Stubbs Bros., good shaped cl. yell., grand eoi.

and leather, short wings and tail, neat head ; 4,
he, James and Wells, heavily varieg., gr,and chape,
rare head, neck, and back, nice feather; vhc,
Tristem; lie, Hamilton, Davies; e, Mabbett. YORKS.
YELL. (7): 1, 3, Yorkc, nice col. and quai., good
flights and tail, stands well, neat head and narrow
shoulders, 3 capital feather, nice pos., good back
and shoulders, hardly so long; 2, Williams, good
length and ©tand, long flights and tail, well on leg;
4, Weeks, nice length, good col. and pos., beaten
on breast; vhc, Hqruing; he, Thomas, Dr.; c, Bevan.
BUFF (5): 1, YVeeks, rukd. cheek, breast, and wing,
lovely feather, grand back and breast, nice stand and
etyle, well braced wings and pipe tail; 2, James and
Wells^ cl., slim built, good length and pos., long
flights and tail, close up; 3, YVootton, wing tkd.,
stands well, nice feather, flights, and tail, loses in
length

; 4, Thomas, Dr., el., close up ; vhc, YVatkins.
HEN (6); 1, Owen, buff, well drawn out, stands well
on a good pair of legs, me£ back, flights and tail

;

2, no name, yell., boxy feather, slim built, nice
flights and tail, and good pos.; 3, James and Wells,
buff, good length and pos., nice back and tail ; 4,
Bevan, nice quai. of feather, neat tail, a bit down

;

vhc, Yorke; he, Thomas, Dr. UNFLIG. (12): 1, 6p,
Harding, cl. yell., lovely col., good length, straight
as a pencil, well braced wings and piped tail, neat
head and narrow shoulders

; 2, Yorke, buff, good
length, stands well, nice feather, neat tail, well
packed flights ; 3, lie, Watton, buff, tkd. on head,
grand back, straight, stands well, beautiful quai.
of feather; 4, Howard, buff, nice col. and feather,
not the length

; vhc, Owen
;

c, Thomas, Dr. BOKD.
YELL. (9) : 1, vhc, Hocking, wing mkd., lovely
feather, shape, and carr., neat head, tail and wings,
good shoulders and back ; 2, Pratt, el., beautifully
leathered, sweet shape, neat winge and tail, full of
style; 3, Jenkins, (D., cinn. mkd., nice shape, beau-
tiful feather, nice back and tail

; 4, sp, Richards, cl.,

nice col. and feather, good shape; lie, Sampson; c,

Hughes Bros. BUFF (14): 1, sp, 3, Jenkins, D.,
neck and wing mkd., feathered to perfection, eweet
shape, wings, and tail welL braced, nice head,
shoulders, and back, put down in the pink, 3 lovely
coloured c!., nice shape and feather, neat wings and
tail; 2, Pratt, magnificent feather, 6weet

%
shape and

carr., neat bead, wings and. tail, anothe'r gem; 4,

c, Hocking, mkd. eyes and wings, grand feathej,
nice shape and style, good wings, back, and tali;
vhc, Madagan

;
he, Sampson. HEN, YELL. (12) : 1,

Sampson, cl., sweet shape, lovely close fitting

jacket, neat wings and tail, nice carr.; 2, Hocking,
cl., grandly feathered, nice shape and action, neat
Head, wings and tail; 3, Hoddinott, lovely col., good-
wings and tail, hardly so shapely

; 4, Pratt, lovely
feather, nice shape and style, good shoulders and
back; vhc, Jones, G. T.; he, Ford; c, Hocking. HEN
(13) : 1, -sp, Jenkins, D., cinn., head and wing mkd.,
lovely feather and col., sweet shape, wings and tail

well packed, nice carr., in the pink; 2, Hocking,
mkd. head, eyes, and wings, another charmer, grand,
in feather, and sweetly moulded, good tail, back,
and wings; 3, Madagan, grandly feathered cl., nice
shape, neat head, wings and tail, nice action

; 4,

Pratt, cl., similar, close up
;
vhc, Pearce; lie, Samp-

son
; c, Richards. GR. YELL. CK. (13): 1, YVise-

man, rich col., grand feather, shape, and pencilling,

wings well packed, and neat tail, good carr.
;

2,

.Allen, nico ehape close feather, nftely braced wings
and neat tail, not. quite so bright in col.

; 3, Middle-
ton. nice sflape and feather, good col., nice head,
shoulders and back, close up

; 4, Jenkins, D., nice
shape and col., hardly so tight in feather; vhc,
Evans ; he, Richards

;
c, Jenkins, P- BUFF (13) : 1,

Payne, grand shape, beautifully feathered and good
col., nice head and back, wings well braced, and neat
tail; 2, Allen, nicely moulded, capital col., and well
pencilled, tight feather, close on the leader; 3,

Bacon, nice shape and- feather, neat head, good back,’
hardly so bright in col.; 4, Mitchell, nice feather and
shape, good carr.; vhc, lie, Middleton; c, Allen.
CINN. (S) ; 1, Jenkins, yell., lovely feather, nice
shape, and col., neat head, tail and wings, free
action; 2, 4, Allen, buff, tight as boxwood, sound
eoi., nicely pencilled, tight wings and closely folded
tail

; 3, Bobbett and Wall, nicely feathered, shapely
buff, beaten in depth of eoi.; vhc, Mitchell. CINN.
OR GR. HEN (12): 1, Allen, yellow cinn., eweet
shape, sound col., nicely pencilled, tight jacket and
jaunty carr.; 2, Middleton, sound coloured yell, gr.,

shapely, rich col., neat head, wings, and tail; 3,

Bobbett and Wall, buff cinn., beautiful shape, tight
feather, nice col. and pencilling, neat tail, well
packed flights; 4, Allen, yell, gr., good shape and
feather, sound col., well pencilled, nice head and
neat tail; vhc, Lvuns; lie, .Jenkins, P. ; c. Jones, J.,

T. BOKD. SELL. (8): 1, Middleton; 2, 4 vhc, he,
Hocking; 3, Jenkins, H. ; c, Allen. LIGHT CAN.
MULE (G) : 1, Lamb, buff Goidf.. lightly mkd. on
eyes, tail, and rump, plenty of size, grand feather
and col., in the [link, a gem; 2, Bath, lovely
coloured Greenf.. nice shapo, feather, and cond.

;
3.

Hughes Bros., four-pointed butt Goldf.j nice feather,
size, and markings, not quite so rich in col. as
winner; 4, Mrs. Longden, buff Goidf., mkd. eyes,
nice shape and feather, not the size of those above
it; vhc, Evans; he, Jefferye. DARK (16): Grand
class: 1

, 2, vhc. Crone, Linnet, wonderful col. and
quai., rare size and shape beautifully polished, a
real gem, and put down in tbe pink, 2 jonque Goidf.,non full blaze, grand, body col., nice wing bars, well
up in size, shapely, in grand order; 3, Rees, J. T.,
Linnet, good eize, shape and feather, beaten in
col.

; 4
, Ford, Mealy Redpoll, rattling size, grandly

mkd., nice shape and feather; he, Jones, S., jun. ; c,
U>A, no name. A.O. HY’B. (3): 1, sp. Crone, well-
known Canary-Bullf., wonderful col., rare 6ize and
grand feather, a knockout

; 2, Lamb, very pretty
Goidf -Siskin, well mkd. and beautifully feathered;
3. Ball, nice feathered Canary-Bullf., good size and
•shape, loses in eoi. GOLDF. H.M. (21): 1, sp, Jones,
S., jun., rich coloured and well cut blaze, nice cheat
tanning, good back, bars, and buttons, in grand
feather; 2 Jefferys, nice blaze, square, and good
col., nice tanning and buttons, hardly the feather;
3, Lewis, square cut blaze, nice back, bars, and
buttons; 4, Richards, beautifully barred, nice buttons
and tanning; vhc. Prior; he, Rees; c, Bobbett and
VVall. GOLDF., F.M. (12): 1

,
Lloyd, Jamee, lovely

leather, nice bars and buttons, well tanned chest,
rich coloured blaze, very steady; 2, Jefferys, w-ell
cut expansive blaze, nicely tanned, capital bars and
buttons, not quite so steady, close run

; 3, Rees, nice
blaze, tanning and bars, a bit unsteady

; 4, Lewis,
nice blaze, bars, and buttons ; vbc, Edwards lie.
Bacon; c, Longden. BULLF. (13): 1, Lloyd-Ja’mes,
grand shape, size, and feather, good cap, well de-
fined wing bars, steady as a rock, well put down;
2, 3, 4, Jones, S., jun., grand trio, all good col.,
shapely, and in good feather; vhc, Jefferys; he,
Silver

; c, Davies and Richards. LINNET (17): 1,
Richards, well up in size, lovely col., beautifully
pencilled, good shape and grand feather; 2, Dalton,
beautifully pencilled, nice shape and feather, not
quite the col.; 3, Nicholas, good shape, beautifully
feathered, nice whites, close up; 4, Jones, S., jun.,
good size and shape, grandly pencilled, loses in col.;
vhc, he, Jefferys; c, Davies, Rees. F.M. (20): 1, sp,
Longden, Mrs., grand size and shape! full of work,
rare col. and cond., steady as a rock, a gem; 2, vhc,
Jefferys, lovely feather, nice ehape, well pencilled,
beaten in size

; 3, Dalton, lovely feathered and well
pencilled, Norwich shape, good size, nice whites; 4,

"

Nicholas, well pencilled, nice shape and feather;
lie. Jones, S., jun.; c, Lewis. SISKIN, ETC. (10):
1, 2, Heal, well-known Twite, looking grand, full of
work, lovely feather, and ground col., 2 Mealy Red-
poll, good shape, well inkd. flanks, nice bib, in
grand feather

; 3, Bullock, grandly feathered buff
Siskin, well laced cap, nice flank markings, nice
shape; 4, vhc, Jefferys, Mcalv Redpoll, well mkd.,
nice feather; he, Prior; c, Silver. LliSSEU RED-
POLL (14): Grand class: 1, lie, Jefferys, a regular
little swell, lovely col and markings, nice skull and
bib, beautifully burnished

; 2, Ford, another good
one, nice feather, markings, and col.

; 3. Heal, good
shape, and feather, well mkd. flank's, close up; 4,
Lloyd, Jamee, good shape and size, nice skull, well
mkd.; vhc, Nicholas; c, Lucas Bros. CHAFFINCH
OR BRAMBLE (8): 1, Whishaw, Miss, gem of a
Bramble, profuse spangling, grand col., feather, and
finish, lovely shape, wins well

; 2, 4, he, Jefferys,
Chaffinch, nice col. and feather, grand whites, 4
nicely spangled Bramble, loses in col. to the win-
ner ; 3, Dalton, nice feathered Chaffinch

; c, Heal.
GREENF. (10): 1, Longden, Mrs., rare sized and
shapely yell., grand skull, feather, and bars; 2,
Lloyd-James, lovely shaped buff, capital feather
and bars, shows mealing to perfection ; 3, Holborow,
fed yell., capital bars, beautifully feathered, not
the size of the winner, still a good one; 4, vhc,
Jefferys, good size, and shape, nice bars and
feather; he, Prior; c, Dalton. A.O. SMALL (8) : 1,

2, vhc, Jones, S., jun.. Yellow Bunting, grand size
and shape, lovely col., good v and cheek markings,
a grand one, 2 well mkd., and good coloured and
feathered Corn Bunting; 3, Jefferys, lovely Meadow
Bunting, grand feather and markings, nice exhibit ;

4, Clay, Hawfinch, nice col., well barred, capital
feather; lie, Dalton; c, Lloyd-James. HEN (7): 1.

Heal, grand Corn Bunting, well mkd., beautiful
feather; 2, Ford, Hawfinch, nice soft col., good bib
and bars, in grand feather; 3, Rees, Bullf., good
shape and col., nice cap and bars, in good form; 4,

Holborow, yell. Greenf., lovely feather, well up in
col., nice shape; vhc, Bullock; he, Davies and
Richards; c, Lloyd, James. SOFTBILL (4): 1, sp,

3, Crawford Bros., YVaxwing, grand feather and col.,

nice wing tippings, lovely cond. ; 3, Fieldfare, a gem.
grand col., size, feather, and markings; 2, Burrows,
lovely coloured and feathered Redstart, in grand
order; 4, Jones, S., jun., Cornish Chough, lustrous
col., good legs and bill. FOR., SMALL (8): 1, 2, 3,

4, vhc, he, Longden, Mrs., Queen Whydah, Violet-
eared Waxbiil, 3 Pin-tailed Nonpareil, 4 Black-
headed Gouldians, all in grand col. and feather,
beautifully shown; c, Price. SELL., -20s. (11): 1,

Jefferys; 2, vhc, Wotton; 3, Lewis; 4, Edwards;
vhc, Owen; he, Jones; c, Neuer. 12s. 6d. (9): 1,

Jenkins, D.
; 2, Price; 3, Powell; 4, Edwards; vhc,

Neuer; he, Wotton; c, Owen.

OLDHAM C.B.A.
Annual show, November 14,

-

St. Domingo Street
Schools, an excellent showroom. Some line exhibits
were on view, including recent all-England winners.
Mr. B. Barrae judged and seemed to give general
satisfaction.

From the prize list sent we gather that the
principal winners were: LIZ.: Hampshire, Fitton,
Hardy. LANCS.: Fitton, Hardy. CRESTS: Furniss.
NOR.: Dickenson, Sharpies, Furniss, Whyatt, Burke,
Dalzell. YORKS: Burke, Dickenson, Shelmerdine,
Sharpies, Walkden, Darlington, Addison, Massey,
Wadsworth, Wilkinson. A.O.V’. : Wilkinson, Cope.
Sharpies. MULES: Addison, Sharpies. BRIT. •

Burke, Wadsworth. Mr. Sharpies won medal most
poilnts (115); Hampshire, cup; .section specials:

Lanes., Hardy; Nor. and A.O.V., Sharpies; Yorks,
Burke.

uPIGEONS
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR & FEATHER”
The only Taper devoted to these eulijecta.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard ter Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford. Yorks.
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WARRINGTON.
UMi annual exhibition, Dee. 11 and 12. The

Cairo Street Schools, In which the show took

Diace, are well lighted and spacious. Entries num-

bered 470, and quality wan superb. Amongst the

novices were many quite capable of pressing closely

their upper ten bretbreu. Norwich were not numer-

ous, but great In quulity. Borders fascinated

extremely. The Mules were admirable, Mr. It.

D l’arlett'a well-known yell. Greenflnch-Can. took

its ,82nd llrst prize, looking as well as ever. Brit-

ish section were the best collection seen for many
a long day at this Lancashire carnival, both in

numbers and merit-. On view, but not for com-

petition, were two Wliito Thrushes, reared from

the nest by Mr. G. M. 'Nelson, the worthy sec.,

and those were much admired. Messrs. W. Wes-

ton, J. Kite, M. Clare, A. C. Binks, J. Kckcrsley

and 0. F. Rice made competent stewards, and

all deserve praise. Staging was neatly executed,

prize tickets up in quick time, show well patron-

ised, aud tbe management throughout all one could

desire. Judges were Messrs. J. C. Barnes (Shcifitdd)

Nor. and Yorks., 0. Large Bord., aild J. D. Leigh

Brit, and Mules.

Mr. J. C. Barnes’s Classes.
OPEN YORKS. YELL. CK. (10): 1, Dykes, beau-

tifully clothed cl., straight as a rush, nice length,

lovely head expression, grand back, wings, and

tail, clever legs; 2, he. Hirst, very lengthy cl.,

stands like a guardsman, neat and narrow, full

of style, a tight race; 3, c. Woodward, cl., plenty

of length, good pos., nice feather, neat wing carr.

;

4, Knowles, warmly fed cl., A1 pos., good in feather,

lengthy and leggy; vhc, Priestley. BUFF (13;: 1,

Dvkes, charming cl., wedge shaped, smooth as

marble, nice length and style, well on leg, staged

to the moment, gem
; 2, Smith Bros., cl., lengthy

and straight as a gun barrel, true character ; 3,

Blackburn and Mitchell, cl., ablaze, rich qua].,

good length and pos., bit open on front, still

one we liked; 4, Henderson and Crosby, c)., nicely

feathered, straight, neat back, wings and tail; vhc,

Stobart; he, Woodward; c, Hirst. YELL. HEN
(7) : 1, Smith Bros., delightfully gowned cl., lovely

symmetry, lengthy, rich col.; 2, Priestley, cl.,

sweet shape, superb feather and col., nice length,

good back, flights and tail, not far away ; 3,

Knowles, very promising unflig. cl., stands well, rare

quality and col., good legs, should make up well

;

4, Dykes, cl., feathered like wax, true type, level

col., stylish, beaten in length only ;
vhc, Lees

;

he, Helsby ; c, Everett. BUFF (14) Choice Class:

1, Dykes, beautiful salmon tinted cl., rare style,

best of backs, perfect wing carr.; 2, 'Priestley, cl.,

elim and upstanding, smooth as a Java, lengthy

and leggy, hardly the col., little removed from
winner ; 3, Stobart, red-hot cl., good length and
pos., nice back, flights and tail, not the swagger,

still very fine; 4, Henderson and Crosby, cl., well

feathered, good col., bit wild; vhc, Knowles; he,

Weedall; c, Thornton. UNFLIG. (8): 1, Dykes,
yell., mkd. wings and neck, for qifal., pos., length

and style all one need desire, a bird with a future ;

2, Everett, buff, mkd. wing and eye, shooty and
lengthy, A1 qual. and col., neat expression, capi-

tal body, wings and tail, clever legs, beauty, close

up; 3, Smith Bros., cl. yell., lengthy and narrow,

rare qual., heaps of col., beaten somewhat in char-

acter, still one we liked ; 4, Henderson and Crosby,

yell., mkd. head, good in feather, nice pos. and
length, non-fed, well on leg ;

vhc,. Sutton ;
he, F.

Wilkinson; c, Weedal. NOR. YELL. (7): 1, Thomas,
well-known cl., round as a ball, fine subs., rich

col. and qual., grand carr.; 2, Hirst, cl., great

subs., bold head and neck, good front, nice wing
carr., hardly the col., little longer in build; 3,

Lingard, cl., fine size and shape, nice col. and
feather, moves well ; 4, Thorpe, cl., good in col.

and feather, full head and neck, not quite so com-
pact; vhc,. Lee; he, Peters; c, Proctor. BUFF (8):

1, Cook, cl., marvellous character, monster, hot
silky, short and thick, grand carr., one of the
best we have seen this season, well-known win-

ner; 2, Thorpe, cl., cobby, rattling feather, well

up in size not quite so "ruddy”; 3, Fields, cl.,

delightful shape, feather and carr., nice subs., clean

cut away; 4, Hirst, grandly feathered, capital shape
and size, paled in col.; vhc, Thomas; he, Lingard;
c, Proctor. YELL. HEN (5): 1, Crook, cl., noted
winner, bordering on perfection and will want some
beating, easy win here; 2, Thomas, cl., rich level

col., silky texture, rare subs ; 3, Peters, very cobby
cl., rather pale ijfc. col., superb feather, nice size

and carr.; 4, Thorpe; vhc, Lees. BUFF (5): 1,

Cooper, red-hot cl., short and thick-set, lovely

qual., nice subs, and carr.; 2, Cook, cl., more subs.,

not the col., neat head, neck and chest,, wee bit

longer behind ; 3, Thomas, cl., best of shape, good
subs., jaunty carr., showing signs of wear ; 4, Lin-

gard, bouncing cl., good shape and qual., not tight

in feather; vhc. Field®. UNFLIG. (12): 1, Fields,

F. J., magnificent cl. yell., smooth as glass, cor-

rect shape, good size and carr., rare col. ; 2, Fields,

C., buff tkd. neck, tight as box, hne shape and
subs., full of col., most promising; 3, Cooper, cl.

yell., cobby, A1 col., nice size, moves well, beaten
a little in qual. ; 4, Lingard, cl. buff, fine size,

good in feather and col., neat head, neck and
front, longer in barrel, wings and tail: vhc, Field-

ing; he, Huggins; c, Cook. NOV. YORKS. YELL.
(7) -. 1, Hamlyn, mkd. wings and head, straight as
a pencil, rich col. and qual., fine length, clever
legs, good enough for open competition

; 2, Mit-
lett, racy cl., stands grandly, well _clothed, rare
col., well on leg. not far behind; 3, Walkden, mkd.
wings- and eye, longest in class, capital feather and
col., nice back, flights and tail; 4, Ilibbert, cl.,

full of true character, rattling feather and col.,

not of the biggest, but of the best
;
vhc, Sawer ;

he, Helsby; c, Carrau. BUFF (9): 1, 4, Harrison,
beauties, former mkd. wings and eyes, straight up,
smooth as box, rare length and col., clever legs,

shows for all he is worth
;
4th Cinn. mkd. wings and

eyes, grand qual. and col., capital pos. and length,
well filled back, neat wings and tail ; 2, Moore,
mkd. wing, true pos., lengthy and leggy, good back
and wing carr., beaten a little in qual.; 3, Haw-
kins, mkd. wing, rare pos., qual., col. and nerve,
good 3rd; vhc, Wright; he, Parker; c, llamlyn.
YF,LL. HEN (7): 1, Hamlyn, gem of a cl., feath-
ered to perfection, rich in col., well on leg, very
stylish

; 2, Moore, wonderfully lengthy cl., nice
pos., qual. and feather, little behind in style; 3,

vhc, Hibbert, shooty cl., tight as a Java, capital
feather and col. neat back and wing carr., not
the length: 4, Harper, cl., good col., length and
pos., nice wing carr.; he, Buhner; c, Mrs.' A. Bridg
water. BUFF (6) : 1, Balmer, mkd. wing, delight-
ful feather and col., straight as a rush, perfect
back and wing carr., neatly folded tail; 2, Moore,
well-fed cl., smooth as wax^ full of style, good
length and pos., well on leg, very close up: 3,

Sawyer, cl., all there for pos., leggy, might be a
little bit better in qual. and have more length,
4, Parker, nicely drawn cl.; vhc, Wright; he, Car
rau. UNFLIG. - YELL. (7): 1, Bulmer, neck tkd.,
not a feather wrong, lovely col., rattling pos. and
length, sweet back flight® and tail, easy win ; 2,

- Hibbert, mkd. wing and neck, lengthy, capital
pos

, nice tone of col., not the feather of 1st,
**<*!! far from a bad one; 3, Moore, cl., stands well

up, good length and col., nlco head and neck, fine

back and flights, little open on front; 4, Drew,
A1 feather, nice typo and length; vhc, Brown; he,

Harrison; c, Harper. BUFF (0): 1, Bulmer, gem
of a cl., stands like a guardsman, tight as wux,
shone like a mirror, rare length, nervy, a tlp-top-

pcr ; 2, Mlllett, red-hot cl., capital stand, well

feathered, good back, wings and tail, clever legs,

close up; 3, Green, cl., nlco pos., good col. aud
feather, lengthy and leggy, not quite so neat in

outline; 4. Hibbert, cl., wedge-shaped, A1 quaf,

and col.,, full of style, on the small tide; vhc,

Mrs. A. Bridgwater; ch, Harrison; c, Affleck.

YELL. NOR. (0) : 1, vhc. Oook and Son, mkd,
wings and head, ablaze with col., short and thick-

set, good in subs., jaunty carr.; 2, Garbutt, griz.

zlcd head, cobby, nice size, rich qual. feather,

clean cut away, beaten in col. ; 3, Lane, mkd. wing
and head, red-hot silky feather, neat head and
neck, good wing carr.; 4, Studdard, mkd. wings and
eyes, capital col. and qual., very shapely; he,

Rushton. BUFF (8); 1, Wilkinson, mkd. wings

ablaze with col., silky texture, grand shape and
subs., clean under; 2, Marsland, mkd. head, true

type, teeming with qual. and col., jaunty carr.,

not quite so large; 3, Studdard, cl., very shapely,

A1 qual., nice size -and carr.; 4, Walkden, mkd.
head, lovely feather and col., good head, neck and
chest; vhc, Cookson ; he, Nichols; c, Sykes. YELL.
HEN (8) : 1, Cundilf, massive cl., rattling feather

grand shape and carr., with a little more col.

good enough for open .'competition ; 2, Weston,
warmly fed cl., short and thick-set, nicely cut
away, loses in subs, only; 3, Buxton, red-hot cl.,

silky feather, good in body, wing® and tail ; 4, Chil-

ton, cl., cobby nice size, full of col. and qual.,

jaunty carr., promising 1914 bred ; vhc, Hartup ;
he,

Cookson; c, Barrett. BUFF (8): 1, Weston, var.,

plenty of size, full of col. and qual., very shapely,

clean cut away ; 2, Higham, cl., silky texture of

feather, short and thick-set, moves well, hardly

so rich in col.; 3, Hartup, var., capital feather and
col., well up in size; 4, Cookson, mkd, neck, good
in col. and qual. rare body, wings and tail; vhc,

Lane; he, Rushton; c, Nichols. UNFLIG. YELL.
(4) : 1, Marsland, bouncing var., red-hot, lovely

feather, good shape and carr., useful stock bird;

2, Mitchell, cl., shapely, excellent col. and qual.,

nice carr., smaller; 3, Rushton. BUFF’ (12): 1,

Buxton, gem of a cl., weK uj. in size, short and
thick-set, plenty of col., A1 feather, grand wing
carr. ; 2, 3, Hartup, both, mkd. head, shapely, ex-

quisite feather, rich tone of col., nice subs, and
carr., near on equal and close up to winner; 4,

Mitchell, cl. good qual., col. and size, moves nicely,

bit slack in feather, which tells against it; vhc,

Chilton; he, Marsland; c, Barrett. A.O.V. (8):

1, 2, Edwards, buff var. B.C., heaps of rich

feather, fine subs., crest of grand formation, dense,

drooping finely from a neat centre, 2nd buff var.

C.B., abundance of feather, massive in build, broad
and finely rising skull, thickly feathered, real gem,
pressed hard; 3, vhc, Proctor, buff cinn., well up
in size, rich tone of col., good shape and carr.;

4, Booth and Hampson, buff gr. Nor., plenty of

size, shapely, good feather, capital- col. ; he, Sykes;

c. Riding.

Mr. G. Large’s Classes.
BORD. YELL. (11): 1, Wilson, exquisite cl., mag-

nificent shape, delightful col. and qual., fine action,

staged to perfection ; 2, c. Nelson, smartly feath-

ered cl., neat expression, good neck and body, neat
wing carr., very close up ; 3, Madagan, cl., capi-

tal col. and feather, nice body and wings, smooth
a® wax, fails a little in head character; 4, Shack-
ley, mkd. breast, A1 qual., rich tone of col., nicely

moulded ; vhc, Pennington
;

he, Higgins. BUFF
(8) : 1, 3, Wilson, leader gem of a cl., perfect in

shape, smooth as wax, rattling col., moves delight-

fully, a topper, 3rd mkd. wing, for shape, style

and col. all one need desire, good qual., in the
pink; 2, Ma’dagan, richly clothed cl., grand shape
and action, Al col., pressed strenuously ; 4, Shack-
ley, mkd. neck, capital col. and feather, shapely,

beaten a little in movement; vhc, Barnett; he,

Deacon: c, Watson. Y’ELL. HEN (6): 1, Shackley,

cl., delightful symmetry, superb col. and qual.,

jaunty carr. ; 2, Nelson, cl., lovely feather and
col., grand shape, neat wings and tail, beaten
slightly in head expression, close up; 3, Wilson,
cl., feathered to perfection, nice tone of col., free

mover, not the shape of above, still pretty; 4,

Watson, cl., sweet head and neck, nice body and
wing carr. ; vhc, Andrews. BUFF (8) : 1, Nel-

son, delightfully feathered cl., rattling shape, rare

col., full of nerve, very fascinating, grandly shown;
2, Wilson, mkd. wing,, superb qual., very shapely,

lovely col., works well, ran close; 3, Nicholson, cl.,

bonny type, capital col., taking action, scarcely

the qual. ; 4, Stafford, cl., good shape and col., neat
wings and tail; vhc, Johnson; he, Watson; c,

Deacon. UNEVEN YELL. (»). 1, Pennington, cinn.

mkd. wings and eyes, slashing qual. and col.,

magnificent shape, moves delightfully; 2, 3, Nich-

olson, green mkd. wings and eye, grandly moulded,
exquisite feather and col., pressed hard, 3rd mkd.
wings and eye, capital shape and col., full of

action, not quite so rich in col.; 4, Watson, mkd.
wings and eyes, shapely, nice col., moves well ; vhc,

Nelson ;
he, McDougall ;

c, Long. BUFF (13) ; 1,

Wilson, mkd. wing and head, near on best in show,
bordering on perfection, a living picture ; 2, Gar-

butt, mkd. wings and eyes, lovely feather and
col., shapely, full of action, not so very far behind;

3, Pennington, mkd. wings and eyes, capital shape
and col., not quite so waxy, yet of great merit,

and put down well
; 4, Cavanagh, mkd. wings and

eye®, Al qual., rich col., good shape; vhc, Meckley

;

he, Pape; c, Eckersley. YELL. GR. (12): 1, 2,

Middleton, both wonderful col. and qual., lovely

head expressions, grand necks, good in body and
wing carr., winner slightly excels in finish, seifs;

3, Campbell, self, very shapely, capital shape and
style, hardly the rich tone of col. ; 4, Johnson,
self, good col., feather and type; vhc, Nicholson;

he, Higgins; c, Hampson and Booth. BUFF (8):

1, 2, Middleton, seifs, marvellous qual. and col.,

exquisite shape, perfect wing carr., 2nd sweetly

moulded, Al col. and feather, free in action, near
on equal; 3, Longmore, self, shapely, rattling col.,

neat head points, good body and wings, beaten a
shade in feather : 4, Montgomery, self, capital

qual. and col., nice head, neck and body, good
wing carr. ; vhc, Groenwell ; he, Campbell ; c, Cavan-
agh. HEN (11): 1, 2, Middleton, buff leading,

superb clothing, tight as a bottle, fascinating out-

line, rich col., jaunty carr., 2nd smartly made yell.,

teeming with qual. and col., expressive head char-

acter, full of life and energy, found many friends;

3, Longmore, yell., good in type, superior qual. and
col., neat wings and tail, beaten a little in fin-

ish
; 4, Montgomery, buff, all there for -shape and

col., bit harsh in feather, nice action, put down
well : vhc, Whitelaw : he, Johnson ; c, Campbell.
CINN. (7) : 1, Whitelaw, delightful feather and
col., best of shape, free and easy in movement, in

rattling trim; 2, Clare, rich col, and qual., capi-

Secretaries, Advertise rs and
ail our correspondents should
note the important Holiday
Announcements on page 326:

tal body and wing carr., not tbo best In bead
and neck, yet very nice; 3, vhc, Middleton, fine

shape aud qual., taking ertyle, fails a little in col.,

still good 3rd; 4, Hlgharu, Al qual. and col., tight
as a drum, neat head, neck and body; be, McDou-
gall; c, Nelson.

Mr. J. D. Leigh’s Classes.
LIGHT MULE («) : 1, Hubbard, buff Goldie-Can.,

mkd. wings, well up in size, good ebapo, nice qual.

;

2, Oldham, yell. Goldie-Can., bordering On four-

pointed, excellent col. and feather, rare subs.,

good all through, many thought might have wou

;

3, Booth aud Uampeon, buff Goldle-Can., mkd.
wings and eyes, nice subs, and feather, best pos-

sible trim, not quite so rich in col. as 1st
; 4, John-

son, built on smaller lines, capital tone of col.,

superior feather; vhc, Nicholson; he, Wilkinson.

DARK (15) : 1, 2, Parlett, noted yell. Greenie.-

Can., and yell. Goldie-Can., both ®o well-known that
comment is needless; 3, Cooper, yell. Lin. -Can.,

superb feather and col., shapely, nice size, well

polished, good one;' 4, c, Morgan, very fine buff

Greenie-Can., well up in size, Al col. and qual.,

benched for all it was worth, bonny; ex 4, Whit-
ney and Son, yell. Greenie-()[an., not size or

qual. of 1st, yet lovely col. and very taking ;
vhc,

Booth and Hampson; he, Taylor. HYB. (8): 1,

Parlett, the much-talked) of Can.-Bullie, "White
Rose,” in fine fettle, a wonderful specimen ; 2,

Brade, very smart Greenie-Bullie, not ,a giant but
exquisite feather and col., grand shape and cond.,

greatly admired; 3, Booth and Hampson, Chaff.-

Bramble., fair size, nice col. and qual., knocks
about a bit, will show later to better advantage;

4, vbc, Hubbard, Goldie-Bullie, good feather and
col., showing distinctly parentage

;
he, Johnson

;

c, Edwards. GOLDF. or BULLF. (17) Nice class

;

1, Cottingham, GoldL, rare size and shape, rich

col., large and well cut blaze of rattling col.,

neat bars and buttons, gem
; 2, Osborne, Bullf.,

well up in ®ize, very shapely, grandly polished

cap, superb breast col., in fine fettle; 3, Oldham,
Goldf^ good shape and subs., nice blaze, hardly so

bright as 1st, neat bars and well Buttoned ; 4,

Brade, Goldf., shapely, not the depth oj colour in

body, still worth its place; vhc, Faii-hurst; he,

Rothwell; c, Uaigh. LINNET (9): 1, Oldham, fine

size and shape, rattling col. and polish, splendidly

pencilled, shown in grand style; 2, Stafford, shapely,

good subs., Al col., not quite so profusely mkd. or

so distinct, yet very meritorious; 3, Brade, well

up in size, good shape and carr., nicely mkd., not

the ground col. ; 4, Cottingham, smaller in build,

good col., shape and markings, in capital form

;

vhc, Rothwell; he, Tams; c. Cooper. GREENF.
(13) : 1, Fairhurst, rare subs, and shape, lovely

col. and qual., in the pink of cond., Leicester

winner; 2, Nicholson, shapely, superb feather and
col., nice polish, well up in size, pressed hard; 3,

Bond and Son, good shape, excellent qual. and

col., nice carr., not the size ; 4, Tichard, similar,

'ittle separates them, not quite so rich in col.

;

rhe, Booth and Hampson; he, Middleton; c, Os-

jorne. BRAMBLE, or CHAFFINCH (13): 1, Par-

ett, Bramble, wonderful size, magnificent col. and
;bape, not a feather wrong, profusely and delight-

fully mkd.; 2, Rothwell, Chaffinch, good size,

smooth as wax, shapely and capital carr., Al col.

ihroughout; 3, Cottingham, Bramble, loses in col.

md markings to 1st, rare qual., nice shape and

ityle; 4, Whitney and Son, Chaffinch, full of qual.

ind col
,

shapely ;
vhc, Macpherson ;

he, Oldham

;

Hodgson. SISKIN, ETC. (14): 1, 2, Nichol-

son, exquisite Siskin and rattling Twite, former

jf slashing col. and qual., grand shape, lovely cap

ind markings, 2nd grand col. and feather, nice

size and shape, neatly pencilled, best possible

;ond. ; 3, c, Fallding, very fiffe Mealy Redpoll, rare

size and shape, Al col. and feather, grandly mkd.

;

I Oldham, Twite, slashing col. and feather, rare

shape and size, delightfully pencilled; vhc, Mid-

fleton; he, Hayter. LESSER REDPOLL (12): 1,

Clare, sweet shape, superb col. and quai., finely

mkd, shown in grand style; 2, 3, Oldham, 2nd

teeming with qual. and col., shapely, rare mark-

ings, must have pressed, 3rd good in col. and

qual., nice size and shape, just beaten in mark-

ings; 4, Metcalfe, capital qual. and col., nicely

mkd.,. shows well, not tbe subs.; vhc, Hope; he,

Cottingham ;
c, Barnett. A.O. HARDB1LL (8)

:

1, Parlett, Hawfinch, fine shape and size, rare

col. and qual., grand bib, faultless cond.; 2, John-

son, finely shaped Yellow Bunting, well up in

size rich qual., rattling V mark, can beat more

than beats it; 3, Hayter, good Corn Bunting, well

mkd., capital size, col. and qual. ; 4, Fallding, Haw-
finch even more subs, than 1st, grand shape and

cond-., beaten slightly in colour only; vhc Mac-

pberson. very (Rioice Hawfinch, quite capable of

landing many a first prize
;
he, Haigh ; c, Bond and

Son. SOFTBILL (5): 1, Bearder, Chough, good

size, capital lustre, beak and legs of rattling col.,

well known; 2, vhc, Wellings, nice Whitethroat,

staged neatly in the midst of foliage; 3, Darlow,

Waxwing, good in size, shape and qual., rare col.,

put down well
; 4, Hemmings, one of the nicest Song

Thrushes seen for a long time.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Show, November 7, Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse

Street, E.C. Exhibits numbered about 70 and were

tastefully arranged round the spacious room, which

was decorated by the hard-working sec., Mr. Gil-

bert. Norwich champions were good, some very

typical specimens being shown. Novices were weak,

but contained some very passable birds. Mrs.

Harrison captured sp. in the hen class. Yorks and

Champions were very good indeed, Mr Shakespeare

taking first in each class, but opinions were ex-

pressed that Mr. Gilbert's birds might have changed

places with them in some cases. Novices were

fairly good. British birds were weak In number,

but quality was very fair. There were several

ispeciale, the Association granting 20 half-crowns

;

others were added by Messrs. Bell, Gilbert, Cullers,

and Durham, and a case of otuffed birds by Mr. T.

Wright for the most points gained in the pair,

young bird, and autumn shows. Mr. Bell won the

latter; others were won by Messrs. H. Bell (2),

Shakespeare (2), Cutters (2), Harrison, Durham,
and Stubbs. Mr. T. Wright (Watford) judged and

gave general satisfaction.

NOR. CHAMP. YELL. CK. (4): 1, 2 spls, 2, 3,

vhc Bell. BUFF (5); 1, Shakespeare; 2, 3, vhc,

he Bell. HEN (6): 1, 2, vhc, he, c. Bell; 3,

Shakespeare. NOV. YELL. CK. : 1, sp. Cullers; 2,

Harrison BUFF: 1, Cullers; 2, Harrison. HEN:
1 sp Mrs. Harrison; 2, 3, Harrison. YORKS.
CHAMP. YELL. CK. (5): 1, sp, Shakespeare; 2, 3,

vhc he, Gilbert. BUFF (5): 1, Shakespeare; 2, 3,

vhc’, he, Gilbert. NOV. YELL. CK. (6): 1, sp, 3,

c, Durham; 2, vhc, sp, he, Stubbs. BUFF: 1,

Stubbs. HEN (3): 1, 2, Durham; 3, Stubbs. C.-B.

CHAMP.: 1, Shakespeare. NOV. CREST: 1, 2,

Cullers. C.-B.: 1, 2, Cullers. A.O.V. : 1, 3, Shake-

speare, Gold Liz. and Bord. ; 2, vhc. Pretty, Cinna-

mons HYB.: 1, Shakespeare, Goldie-Can. GOLDF.:

1, Pretty. LINNET, &c. (3): 1, 3, Cullers, Siskin

and Redpoll; 2, Harrison, Linnet. GREENF. (3):

1, Gilbert; 2, Harrison; 3, Pretty. HEN (2); 1, 2,

Prertv Siskin and Greenf.

CAMBORNE F.A.
Third annual show, Skating Rink, Nov. 9; ad

ideal place; plenty of light and free from draught.
Tlio gate was a record, over Jt20 being taken. In
Norwich section many noted winners put in their
appearance, the non (lighted o la being a stinger;
two sets of winners could havo been found. Yorks
were not numerous, but birds of good typo and
quality were put down. Crest and A.O.V. classes
were good, and the Mule and British classes ex-
cellent; in this section was found the best bir<U
in show—a grand clear Golf. Mule President's cup
for most points in all sections wau won by F.
Collins; gold medal for most points in Cage Birdr
section, 181 points, F. Collins; ex President's cup
for 6 birds bred by a member, H. Lee. The geri.

eec., Mr. Luke, is to be congratulated on getting
together such a fine and well-managed oliow. The
special prizes were presented by tin: ex President's-
daughter, Miss Dorothy Stephens, who kindly
promised another cup next year. Sectional sec.,
Mr. Uren, had everything in apple-pic order for Mm
judge, Mr. F. R. O. Mewton (St. Austell), whosa
awards gave every satisfaction.

CL. YELL. (7): 1, re®, vhc, Collins; 2, Lowry; 3,
Waters; he, Sherman. BUFF (9): 1, Collins; 2,
Kemp; 3, Menadue; res, Pauli; vhc, Rowe amt
Richards; he, c, James. TKD. (JO): 1, sp, 2, Sher-
man; 3, c, Coombe; res, Kemp; vhc, he, Collins.,

HEN (9): 1, Rowe and Richards; 2, Street; 3,
Walters; res, Collins; vhc, Lowry; he, Sherman;
c, Menadue. UNFLIG. (19): 1, sp, James; 2, Col-
lins; 3, Waters; re®, Rowe and Richards; vhc,
Coombe; he, Kemp; c, Lowry. YORKS YELL. (4):
1, sp, Rowe ; 2, Eddy ; res, Harris ; vhc, Moon. BUFF
(4): 1, Eddy; 3, vhc, Oatey; c. Moon. TKD. (6):
1, Harris; 2, res, vhc, c, Oatey; 3, he. Hocking.
HEN (5): 1, 3, Eddy; res, vhc, Oatey; c, ‘Moon.
UNFLIG. (8): 1, sp, Haris; 2, 3, c, Oatey; res,
Rowe; vhc, Hocking; he, Moon. CREST (0): 1, spr
res, Menadue; 2, 3, vhc, lie, Lee. C.-B. (8): 1, 2,
vhc, c, Lee; 3, he, Menadue. A.O.V. (0): 1, sp, 2,

3, res, he, c, Collins. NON-FED (9) : 1, vhc, he,
Collin®; 2, Lee; 3, Hocking; res, Strout; c. Moon.
LIGHT MULES (C): 1, sp, 2, 3, res, vhc, Collins.
DARK (0) : 1, 2, 3, res, vhc, he, Collins.- GOLDF.
(7) : 1, sp, res, vhc, he, c, Coombe; 2, Collins; 3,

Lee. LARGE BRIT. (5): J, Rowe & Richards; 2,

3, res, Collins. SMALL HARDBILL (8) : 1, 2, Rowa
and Richards; 3, vhc, he, Collins; Tes, Coombe; e,
Kemp. SMALL SOFTBILL (4): 1, sp, 2, 3, Collin®.

FOR. (4): 1, Collins; 3, Nelson; vhe, Cock. NOV.
(8) : 1, sp, c, Pauli; 2, Harris; 3. vhc, James; res.

Moon; he, Edwards. CUP CLASS (1): Lee.

SHETTLESTON C.B.S.
7th annual show, Dec. 12, Hill Street Hall, proved

the most successful venture in the society's his-
tory. Entries totalled about 350 and quality was
well up to the level of former years, while in
Yorks, and Brit, an unmistakable improvement was
to be seen, and the run lor the various cups
wa® keenly contested. Cup winners were : Best
old Canary Mr. W. Williams, yell. Nor. cock, a
bird of good size and subs., nice type, Al qual.,
staged to win; trophy best young bird Mr. J.
Houston, likewise a fine yell. Nor. in the pink;
best young Bord. Mr. Howieson, fine buff beD,
though some did not see eye to eye with the judge
here. The two remaining cups were both cap-
tured by Mr. E. Taylor, his magnificent Black
Redstart, one of the best of its kind at present
on the Show Bench, securing the cup for best in

the hall and cup for best British, a performance
secured more than once. The management is of
the very best, and is topped by the genial and
ever-green Baillio Wm. Robertson, Troon and Shet-
tleston, hon. pres. President Mr. S. F. Wood
Is just right and in the right place, while the vice-

pre®., Messrs. Hood and E. Taylor are of the proper
type. The secretarial reins are still in the hands
of Mr. A. Berry, who does his work in a thorough
and ungrudging manner

;
he is backed up by a com-

mittee of hard workers, and the whole combination
work)! like a cjock. Judges were Messrs. A. Chal-
mers, Kirkintilloch

; C. Martin, Glasgow
;

M.
Craig, Tolleros®, and little adverse criticism vva®

heard.
OLD CREST (3); C.B. (2); YOUNG CREST (3);

C.B. (2): All Hood. OLD YELL. NOR. CK. (7);

1, cup, Williams; 2, Divens; 3, L. Taylor; 4, Irvine.

HEN (5): 1, Divens; 2, Hawkie; 3, Curlie; 4, Irvine.

BUFF CK. (14): 1, 2, 4, Hawkie; 3, Davidjon. HEN
(9) : 1, Diven®; 2, Williams; 3, Davidson; 4, Hawkie.
VAR. (10): 1, Hawkie; 2, Walker; 3, Curley; 4,

Jackson. YOUNG YELL. NOR. CK. (0): 1, cup,
best young Canary, Houston; 2, 3, Williams; 4,

Berry. HEN (4) : 1, Hawkie ; 2, Houston ; 3,

Curley; 4, Carrick. BUFF CK. (G) : 1, Berry;
2, Jackson - 3, Forrest; 4, Carrick. HEN (5): 1, Wil-
liams; 2, Hawkie; 3, 4, Berry. VAR. (24); 1, Davie-
son ; 2, 4, Hawkie; 3, Irvine. SELL (7): 1, Hawkie;
2, Houston; 3, Williams; 4, Berry. OLD EORD.
YELL. CK. (6): 1, 3, Lunn

; 2, Henderson; 4, Cou-
gan. HEN (9): 1, 2, Lunn; 3, Yule; 4. Buchanan.
BUFF CK. (11): 1, 2, Henderson; 3, Yule; 4, Lunn.
HEN (10): 1, Lunn; 2, Cougan ; 3, M-ckliy ; 4,

Henderson. YOUNG YELL. CK. (7): J, Hender-
son; 2, 4, Lunn; 3, McKenzie. HEN (8): 1, Hen-
derson; 2, Howieson; 3, Mnckay; 4. Hood. BUFF'
CK. (12): 1, 2, Mackay; 3, Baird; 4, Henderson.
HEX’ (11): 1, cup, best young Bord., Howieson;
2, Lunn; 3, McKenzie; 4, Hood. SELL. (G) : 1, 2,

Lunn; 3, Howieson; 4, Jarvie. OLD YORKS.
YELL. CK. (6): 1, 3, 4, Wood; 2, Baird. HEN
(4): 1, Baird; 2, 3, 4, Wood. BUFF CK. (2): 1, 2,

Baird. HEN (4): 1, 2, 3, 4, Wood. OLD SCOTS F.

CK. (5): 1, Robertson; 2, 3, 4, Buchanan. HEN
(3): 1, 2, Buchanan; 3, Robertson. YOUNG CK.
(1): 1, Robertson. HEN (2): 1, Robertson; 2,

Buchanan. A.O.V. (1): 1, Hood. MULE or
HYB. (8): 1, 4, Henderson; 2, Forrest; 3, A. Taylor.

GOLDF. (7): 1, Cougan; 2, Forrest; 3, E. Taylor; 4,

Divens. BULLF. (6): 1„ 3, Taylor; 2, Forrest; 4,

Cougan. GREENF. (6): 1. Forrest; 2, 4, E. Tay-
lor; 3, Hood. LINNET (18): 1. Cougan: 2, E.

Taylor; 3, Hood; 4, Davidson. TWITE or MEALY
’POLL (7): 1, Cougan; 2, Howieson; 3, E. Taylor;

4, Forrest. LESSER (8): 1, E. Taylor; 2, A. Tay-
lor; 3, Forrest; 4, Berry. SISKIN (3): 1. Cougan;
2, A. Taylor; 3, Fulton. BUNTING, ETC. (2): 1,

2 cups-, 2, Taylor, leader his wonderful Black Red-
start. HARDBILL HEN (4): 1. Forrest; 2, Cou-
gan; 3, 4, E. Taylor. LARGE (1): 1, E. Taylor.

FOR. GOLDF. or BULLF. (2); 1, E. Taylor; 2,

Hendrie. AMAT. (1): 1, Davidson. GIFT (14): 1,

Robertson ; 2, Forrest ; 3, Lunn : 4. Davidson.
CHAF. or BRAMBLE. (11): 1, Forrest; 2, 3. E. Tay-
lor; 4, Lunn.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Oilces: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.O.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1879.



[CAGE BIRDS

BOWBURN C.B.S.
Annual show, Nov. 21 to 23, Wheatsheat Inn, Mr.

F. W. Swan judged.
MEMB., A.V.: 1, sp., Miller; 2, ep., TiplixiK

;

S, sp. .1. Ualubridgo ; 4, sp, Coats; vhc, Marr; he, M.
Baiubridge ; c, Toulson. YELL. NOR.: 1. Miller; 2,
Privet. RUFF: 1, Miller; 2, Priest. YOliKS.: 1,

Coal j ; 2, 3, Priest. A.O.V. : 1, Priest; 2, 3, Bain-
bridge; vhc, Hailes. 1914 BRED: 1, Baillbidge; 2,
Miller; 3, Hailes; vhc, Priest; lie, Freeman. MULE;
1, Marr; 2, Priest; 3, Miller; vhc, Jordan. BIN NET :

1, Hailes; 2, Fleethaiii
; 3, Huggins; vhc, Rcddom ;

lie Uoutledge. KELL. : 1, Miller; 2, Stewart; 3,
Priest. A.O.V. 1JRIT.: 1, Freeman; 2, Stewart;
3, Marr; vhc, It. Freeman.—A. IS. Priest, sec.

FARNWORTH C.B.S.
Annual show, Nov. 21, Bird i’tli' Hand Hotel. Mr.

J. Hopkins (Holton) judged. YELL. NOlt.: 1, Law-
ton; 2, Davies; 3, Mitchell; vhc, Margiimon

;
lie,

Hales. BUFF: i. Davies; 2, Murginson; 3, Dawson;
vhc, Mitchell; lie, Lawton; c, Partington. YELL.
HEN: 1, Mitchell; 2, Davies; 3, Marginson; vhc,
Lawton. HUFF: l, Lawton; 2, Mitchell; 3, he,
Davies; vhc, lie, Marginson. UNFLIG. YELL.; 1,

Lawton; 2, Davies; 3, Dawson. HUFF: 1, Daviee;
2. Marginson; 3, Lawton; vhc, Mitchell; lie, Daw-
son. ROLLER CL.: 1, Horsltcld. TKD. OR VAR.:
1,8, 3, Chappell; vhc, he, c, Uorsflold. GOLDF.: 1

,

2. 3, MiiUineux; vhc, lie, Hulmc. LINNET; 1, vhc,
Hulmo; 2, Pinington; 3, Partington; he, Mullineux.
HCLLF. : 1, Hulmc. NOV.: X, Partington. STOCK:
1, Spill} 1

; 2, Dawson ; 3, Marginson.—W. Dawson,

CHE3HUNT F. AND F.S.
Third annual show, Cheshmit Hall, Nov. 19, with a

nice entry and good quality birds. Mr. Shuriock,
see. pro. torn, (ill the absence of Mr. Goodwin, who
Is on active service), with Mr. Hoare and other®
of the committee, did their best to make it a suc-
cess. Mr. J. K. Woodford, Oxford, judged with
every satisfaction.
NOlt. YELL. CL., ETC. (4): I, 2, sp, 2nd best,

Medley; 3, res, Mrs. Ellett. HUFF (3): 1, sp best
in aiiow, Medley; 2, 3, Mrs. Ellett. NAT. COL.
YELL. (1): Mrs. Ellett. HUFF (2): 1, Mrs. Ellett;
2, sp, Rainer. YORKS. YELL. (1): 1, sp, Ellett.
BUFF (1): Ellett. NAT. COL. YELL. (1): 1, sp,
Lee. MULE LIGHT (1); Rainer. BULLF. (3): 1,
sp, Ellett; 2, Shuriock; 3, Iiainer. GOLDF. (4): 1,

sp, Medley- 2, Jay; 3, Ellett; res, Nicholls. LIN-
NET (2): 1, Medley; 2, Rainer. A.O.V. (5); 1, 3,
Ellett; 2. res, sp, Hoare.

BOURNEMOUTH C.B.S.
Twenty-third annual show Central Hall, Nov. 10

and 11. The entry was extremely good, the total
being 321. Norwich and Yorks', were very strong
classes, many of the best-known fanciers sending
grand teams. In Yorks. Mr. Fulford won the
Gjer's challenge cub for best bird with a grand
yellow hen, and Mr. Halliday the Parry-Crooke
eup for best young bird ; Mrs. Downing Fairer
the Powell cup for most points in Nor., and the
points cup; Miss Onslow the Matthews cup for
the third time in succession, which now becomes
her own property. Mr. L. Bousfield and Mr. G.
W. Jones, ttie show managers, had the work well
In hand, backed up by a splendid working com-
mittee : Miss Onslow, Miss Pen'rice, Mr. H'. Mat-
thews, W. Briant, H. Goodland, F. Fulford, F.
House, A. Tuck. Mr. J. Robson judged.
From catalogue sent we gather that the princi-

pal winners were : YORKS., Fulford, Lashbrook,
Holliday, White, Bousfield, Clarke, Gamble, Pool,
Oddy. NOR., Troke, Edwards, Winter, Bousfield,
Egerton. NOR., Lashbrook, Baker, Mrs. Farrer,
Page, Clarke, Reeves, Matthews. NOV., White,
Potter, Reeves, Basten. BRIT., Miss Bousfield.
MULES, Lamb. FOR.. Allen, Miss Bousfield, Craw-
skaw. MEMBERS’, Fulford, Holliday, Bousfield,
Maidmcnt, Troke, Edwards, Howard, Mrs. Farrer,
'Allen, Dr. Weeks, Briant, Miss Olfslow, Kearl,
Jones. Goodland, Miss Bousfield, Winter, Fulford.—
(Editor).

HAMILTON.
This show held Dee. 12 was specially got up in

aid of the Belgian and local war relief funds, and
took place in the Town Hall, Hamilton. It fully
demonstrated that the fanciers in Hamilton and Dis-
trict are not all “ money grabbers ”

; that over
four-hundred entries were received, whether prize-
money or not, fully justifies the above contention.
The general excellence of the exhibits was freely
remarked, the “Wee Gems’’ coming in for a double
portion of favour. The team of Cinnamons (twenty)
in this section shown by Mr. W. S. Wilson, proved
a great attraction, and he carried away first in
all the four classes. Some gems were left eardless,
notably an L.C.B.A. first bulf hen, and a yellow
hen cup winner at Hamilton last year. The novice
medal was won by a local young fancier, Mr. John
Paterson; medal best green or cinn., Mr. Harper, of
New Stevenston; the B.F.C.C. medal best clear or
marked, Mr. W. S. Wilson. Mr. Park judged Scotch
Fancies, Messrs. Davidson and Clark Brit., Mr.
Harper Nor., and Mr. T. Ritchie Borders. Mr.
Ritchie had a stiff iob in his section, as unfortu-
nately Mr. Clark, of Irvine, through a family be-
reavement., couldn’t fulfill his engagement as part-
ner to Mr. Ritchie. Satisfaction seemed, to pre-
vail all over. The secretarial duties were ably
carried through by Mr. Wilson and his family. The
committee desire to thank all fanciers for the sup-
port given.
The catalogue slips received give principal winners

as: SCOTCH FANCY, Higgins, Wilson, Kennedy.
NOR., Scobbie, Morrison, Liddell, Braidwood Wilkin-
son. Iiiseet, Naismith. Allan, Houston. CRESTS
AND C.B., Douglas. BORD., Wilson, Eaddow, Hous-
ton, Sandilands, Baxter, Orton, Paterson, Hamilton
Harper, Reid. NOV. BORD., Paterson, Glass.
MULES, Campbell, Brownlie and Cook, Whiteford,
Naismith, Kennedy, Scobbie, Clark, Rodden, Boag.
BRIT., Campbell, Jardino, Mrs. Allanson, Steel,
Boag, Teller, Reid, Crawford, Whiteford, Naismith,
Wilkinson, Neilson, Campbell, Brownlie and Cook,
Clark, Allan, Ximmo, Dick, Topping, Whyte. FOR.,
Steel, Boag, Campbell, Bigg.—(Editor).

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Windhill, Shipley, C.B.S.—Carnegie Library, Tan.

2. Judge, H. J. Chittenden. 28 cl.: Open Yorks.
16, Nov. Y'.U., limit £5 5s., Yorks. 8, Nor. 2, Sell. 2,
Prizes, 10$., 6s., 4s., 2s. Fee Is. Cd. Ent. close Dec.
29, to J. A. Taylor, 36, Aireville Rd.. Frizinghill,
Bradford.
Troon, Unionist Hall, Jan. 1. Judge, A. M’Meek-

Ing. 2G cl.: Scotch Fancy 2, Nor. 4, Bord. 4 Y’orks.
2, Brit. 8. Mule® 2, For. 2, Sell. 1, Gift 1.' Prizes,
11s., 6s., 3s.; fee 2s. Ent. close Dee. 23, to J.
Hunter, 4, Jamieson Terrace.
Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S Watson’s Hall, Young

Street, Jan. 1. Judges, G. Smart, G. Hislop, P.
iM’Quiston. 43 open classes: Bord. 9, Yorks. 5,
Nor. 9. Crests 5, Iirit. 12, Mules 2, For. 1. Prizes
10 6/-, 2/6. Fee 1/6. Ent. close morning of
show to J, Watson, 16, YouBg Street,

Questions and
Answers*

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BV SPECIALISTS

(V—AII questions must be clearly ufritten in inlc
(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2) The proper name and address in full of querist
must always he written on a separate sheet of

.
Va l)er* enclosed with the query.

wj—Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on the same sheet of paper.

(1) - Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instructions re advertisements.

. °f
anU other matter for publication .

(0) - l he department to which the queries refer must
.

8ta ^ cc^ 0,1 the left-hand corner of the query.
(u; If an answer in the same week’s issue is de-

sired queries must be posted to reach us by
Monday’s first *)ost at latest.

(1) If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order lor sixpence must accom-
pany anit query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems .)

(8)— All who desire letters of complaint vmtten to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “ Referee’s ” Poor
Children'8 Fund (iLondon).

(luer
!
e8 must be addressed to the Editor,

Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CAK'ilK/'Sr QUEEIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

GROWTH ON WING (Miss Dorothy Rose).—The
growth you describe is an abnormal feather, formed
by an, accretion of feather-forming material when
the quill was forming during the moult. The only
treatment necessary is to get someone to hold the
bird whilst you tie around the base of the growth,
close to the skin, a ligature of thread or silk. Tie
secure and firm, and nip off the ends of the thread
fairly close with a small pair of nail scissors to pre-
vent the bird pulling at them. Release the bird
when done, and you will find the substance drop off
naturally in the course of a week or two. . It
will not be necessary to do anything more.
NORWICH COCK WHEEZING (H. Daw).—See that

the bird is quite free from direct cold draughts,
or sudden and extreme fluctuations of temperature.
Give a morsel of bread and milk with twp drops of
cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with
soft sugar every second day for a fortnight, and on
the alternate days add 20 drops of whiskey, five
each of oxymei of squills and ipecacuanha wine, and
two of eucalyptus oil to the drinking water, and
shake it well together. If this does not set mat-
ters right in the time named write again and men-
tion this reply, when I will advise you further.
ROLLER NOT SINGING (A.T.G.).—You do not

say whether the bird has sang at all eince you
received it. If not, then you should have returned
it within the time allowed for approval, when you
might have got a more satisfactory article. And,
of course, a bird that is honestly guaranteed to be
a good singer need not necessarily be in song at
the time. This is a point which is apt to be over-
looked. Try keeping the bird in a comfortable
temperature, but do not overheat it. See that it

is free from direct cold draughts, and do not
allow it to hang in or very near a window, or
near or over .burning lights in the evening®. Give
a staple diet of two parts canary to one part

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates

,
three words a penny, -

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest,, George and Dragon, Bridge St.,

Dec. 12, time singing. 1, 2, S. Morley; 3, Ratcliff.

Dec. 13; S. Morley took all three prizes. Open con-
test Boxing Day, "first pair of birds in window at 1.

—S. Morley, Sec.—(Advt.)

KIPPAX.
Open sing, Dec. 5. 12 entered. 1, Liversidgs; 2,

3, Potter. Dec. 12, open sing at headquarters. Com-
mercial Hotel. 25 competed. 1, Cooper, 70; 2,

Liversidge, 57 ; 3, Perkin, 26. First members’ sing
Boxing Day.—A. Tomlin, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Dec. 12. Twenty-

one entered. Three minutes time singing : 1, Beard,
95; 2, 3, Jones, 81, 89. Open ,sing, Dee, 13, 23

entered; 1, Pugh, 134; 2, Joneis, 57; 3, Beard, 46.—
S. Pugh, Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing, Old Bird House, Skinners Arms,

Buslingthorpe, Dec. 5. Ward and BinDS share 1

and 2 ; 3, King. Dec. 13 ; 1, 3^ Binns ; 2, Hullen.
Judges, C. Clayton and Sellars.—E. Clayton.
Leeds Linnet and Canary Club quality singing

match. Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner-lane, Dec. 13; 24
birds faced the judges C. Cooper, T. Johnson and
A. Bryan. 1, J. Bamfield; 2, F. Turner; 3, H.
Wigfield. Roller Canary match same night; 12
birds competed. 1, A. Lorriman; 2, Lipinan; 3,

Howarth. Judges, T. Johnson and C. Cooper.
A special Linnet match will be held Christmas

Day ;- also same night a championship Roller
Canary match. Leeds Roller Clubs’ members have
promised to come. Special judges. Plasterers’ Arms,
Skinner-lane, Leeds.

—

F. Turner, Sec. (Advt.)
Leeds Linnet and C.F.A., Albion Hotel, Seville

Green, York-rd., open contest lor quality Linnet
singing, Dec. 12; 16 birds sang. 1, Richardson: 2,
Ward; 3, R. Johnson. Judges, Lacy, Haye®. Dec.
13, 19 sang. 1, 3, Rosendale; 2, S. Johnson.
Judges. Sissons, Naylor, Hardeastle. Roller contest
same date; 14 sang. 1, Hardeastle; 2, Stead; 3 ,

Condiiffe. Judges, Richardson, Naylor, Siesons.—W, Naylor. Hon. Sec.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especial’}
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red®
Mite. Kills all iasects. Harmieas to everything else.

summer rape. In addition give separately every
(second day for a fortnight half a tcaspoonful of
and two of cod fiver oil emulsion mixed in it and
crushed spongo cake with four drops of sherry
sprinkled with equal parts maw and gold of pleaa-
uro seed, and on the alternate days add to the
drinking water six drops of glycerine, ten of lemon
juice and us much chlorate of potash as will cover
a threepenny-piece.
DIFFICULTY IN EVACUATING (E. J. H.).— I arn

inclined to think that tile' bird is in ail overfed
condition, and that its trouble is mainly duo to
accumulations of fat. Try the following treat-
ment for a month, and if not then quite well write
again, referring to this reply, and I wiU udvioo
you further. Allow it a fair amount of space for
exercise, and keep the cage floor strewn with clean
gritty sand. Give a staple diet of plain canary
seed only, and supplement this only with a half-
teaspoonl'ui of soft food of some kind twico a
week, and give a spray of watcrcres® daily, if you
can get it quite free from frosted portions, others
wise substitute a morsel of sweet apple or banana.
In the drinking water add six drops of syrup of
rhubarb and as much Epsom salt® as wiil cover
a sixpence every second day for a week. In the
next week add to the water instead six drops of tinc-
ture of gentian and four of dilute sulphuric acid.
In the third and fourth weeks repeat the two first

in tlie same order.
QUESTIONS OF MATINCW A. L. T.).— (1) No, the

Goldfinch is not too old to mate up with the
Roller hen provided he is in goed health and active.
Given these essential? lie should breed quite suc-
cessfully. (2) A large heavily-built buff Lancashire
Flainhead, ticked or grizzled, for preference, with a
good broad iicad. and plenty of width at base of
beak, dense head feather, and overhanging eye-
brows, would be the best mate for your yellow
Coppy cock. A 1913 hen if in good sound health
would bo preferable to a younger one.
NO USE IN LEGS (G. H. F.).—Without much more

definite information as to the probable origin or
cause of the bird’s trouble I could not even hazard
a guess a® to what is wrong, much less advise a
curb. How old' is the bird? Was it unable to
perch when it left the best? Are the feet or
legs visibly deformed or imperfect in any way, and
is the bird otherwise in good health? Altogether
the best advice I can give you at present is to
avoid any attempts at manipulation of the legs, and,
if the bird ia worth it, show it to a veterinary
surgeon and get him to examine it properly and
advise you. The seed mixture you sent is not so
good as it might be. There is too much linseed and
Indian millet, and it wouid do with a little more
niger and white millet. The soft food should serve
well enough for general use out of the breeding
season.
BREATHES WITH DIFFICULTY (H. A. P.).—I’m

afraid the bird is in a much too advanced stage of

bronchitis to admit of any cure. The most you can
expect to do is to alleviate its sufferings and make
it as comfortable as circumstances will permit. See

that it is kept under healthful condition®, and as

free as possible from all .exciting causes of the
complaint. Keep it in a fairly equable temperature,

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners” (~d.) ; House's “ Canary Manual ”

(1/2);
Battye’s “Yorkshire Canuries ” (1 / 1 J) ; House’s “Nor-
wich Canaries’’ (1/1); XVeston’s “Stock Book" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” lid .) ; Norman’s
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (.2/3); Ramsden’s
“Colour-feeding” (3id.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 \d. each);
No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
Uow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Rotter,” No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from 'Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

not necessarily overheated, and do not hang it in

or near a window, near burning lights in the even-
ings, nor high up near the ceiling. In addition
to the usual seed diet give a morsel of bread and
milk with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it

and sprinkled with maw every second day, and
on alternate days add to tiro drinking water five

drops each of oxymei of squills, tincture of lobelia,

ipecacuanha wine and sweet spirt of nitre. Con-
tinue this for two or three weeks, then report pro-

gress, and I will advise you further if necessary.
DIET FOR OUTDOOR AVIARY YORKSHIRES

(G. R.).—As a staple diet give a qiixture of three
parts, by measure, of canary to one part summer
rape in unlimited quantities. In addition to this

give about a teaspoonlul per bird ol egg food, or

any substitute you may use in preference, twice
a week at ordinary times, and increase it to every
second day temporarily during any spells of excep-
tionally severe weather. Also make a mixture of

equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, and broken
groats, with just a sprinkling of maw, gold of

pleasure and linseed, and give a similar quantity
of this in the same manner as the soft food, but
on alternating days.
SAMPLE OF SEED (Cymro).—The sample consists

wholly of charlock, with just a few stray grains of

other weeds, docks, etc. It would be of use to add
to a mixture for occasional use, or for birds in an
\itdoor aviary, but is not suitable to take the place,

for instance, of rape seed in the staple diet of Can-
aries.

MAKES SQUEAKY NOISE (B. K.).—You have
done right in moving the bird to a more comfortable
temperature for the time being, but do not overheat
it, and do not hang it near or over burning lights
in the evenings, high up near the ceiling, nor too
near the fireplace, where the temperature is. apt to
fluctuate a good deal. Give in addition to.the staple
diet half a teaspoonful of the mixed seed twice a
week only, and every second day for a fortnight
give a morsel of bread and milk with two drops of
cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with soft
sugar. In the drinking water add six drops if syrup
of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate of soda the size

of a smali pea every second day for a week. After
this give instead 20 drops of whisky, five each of
oxymei of squills and ipecacuanha wine, and two of
eucalyptus oil well shaken in the water every second
day for a fortnight.
VOUNG YORKSHIRE BLIND (L. Watson).—

Sorry, but the bird is suffering from cataract, for
which tliero is absolutely no cure. It is not in-

fectious in the slightest degree, but is very often
strongly hereditary, so you should not, under any
circumstances, breed with the bird. If caged alone
it will live and thrive happily enough, and even sing
after a time if it is a cock.
AN IRRITABLE SUBJECT (Bertram).—Thor-

oughly examine the cage, probing any cracks or
open joints with a pin on to a. sheet ol white paper,
to see if any red mites are discoverable. If so, tale
the necessary steps to eradicate them. Keep tin-
bird under healthful conditions, and do not expose
it to extreme fluctuation's, cold direct draught-, or
fumes of burning lights in the evenings. Allow it
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to bathe as freely as it likes. In addition to its
staple diet give every third day for a month a piece
of bread and milk slightly dusted with flowers ol
sulphur and then sprinkled with soft sugar. On the
alternating days give f^rst a morsel of banana or
some other sweet fruit or green salad, and rext
half a tcaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
niger, millet, teazle, and broken groats. On the uay
following that on which you give the bread and
milk each time add to the drinking water ten drop®
of lemon-juice and as much cidorate of potash as
will cover a sixpence.
WORTH MANY DEAD ONES (Villager) —Thanks

for report. Glad to know that the advice given you
lias been so successful. If you suspend all regular
medicinal treatment now, continue to follow the
general advice as to management, and repeat tho
course of medicine® for one week in each month
for the next three months, you will succeed in
thoroughly eradicating all trace of the former trou-
ble, and the bird may do you good service again in
tho next breeding season.
A WHEEZY YORKSHIRE (A. E. Lloyd).-Keep

tho bird in a comfortable temperature, but do not
overheat it,, and see that it is not exposed to cold
direct draughts, and do not hang it near or over
burning lights in the evenings, or high up near the
ceiling. For the rest, treat it the same as advised
to “ B. K.” in this issue, except that in your case
.vou may omit the eucalyptus oil and give instead
five drop3 of sweet spirit of nitre, if bird is not
well in two or three week®, write again, and repeat
paticulars, when I will advise you further.
HOW TO FEED (W. II.).—An elaborate seed mix-

ture is not to be commended for a regular 6taple
diet for any caged birds. It not only precludes the
birds having any real change, bnjt they are very
apt to pick out just those seeds, not always the
most wholesome, which they like best, and waste
the rei?t. Plain canary seed only is quite the best
staple, with a pinch of. summer rape given separ-
ately every second day; otherwise a simple mixture
of three parts, by measure, of canary to one part
summer rape may be given, and the separate supply
of rape omitted. As extras, you may keep the mi v

turo you now use and give a small teaspoon! ...

twico a week, and a morsel of some green salad
three or four times’ a week as long as you can get
it quite free from frosted portions, and sound, and
at other times substitute a scrap of some sweet
fruit. Keep cage floor strewn with clean gritty
sand, and supply clean, pure water daily, and a bath
two or three times a week, and nettling else is really
necessary to keep the bird in good health.
FEAR OF CONTAGION (X. Y. Z.).—No, asthma is

not contagious, though the predisposition to it may
certainly be inherited, so, although you may set
your fears at rest on the first score, it is not ad-
visable to breed with birds so affected. The fact
of your two birds becoming affected probably mean®
nothing more than that both were exposed to the
same exciting causes. See that they do not hang in
way of direct draughts, nor near or over burning
lights in the evenings, high up near the ceiling, and
do not hang quite near a window. Keep in a fairly
equable place, not overheated nor yet chilly cold".
In addition to the staple seed diet give a morsel of
bread and milk with two drops of cod liver oil emul-
sion on it and sprinkled with soft sugar every
second day for a fortnight, and on the alternate
days add to the drinking water five drops each of
oxymei of squills, tincture of lobelia, ipecacuanha
wine, and sweet spirit of nitre. If there is not a
considerable improvement in a fortnight or so write
again and repeat particulars, and I wiil advise you
further. But remember that the elimination of the
exciting causes is quite the most essential point in
the treatment.
ABOUT AN AVIARY (A. W. K.).—Beyond the

question as to the number of birds yon could keep
in the proposed aviary, there is no other definite
question, and I cannot see what it is you wish to
know particularly. Also your sketch gives no indi-
cation whatever of the internal arrangement® of the
place that is to form the aviary, so that it is im-
possible to advise you about it." Altogether I think
you had better try again, and see if you cannot
convey some little idea of the position of doors and
windows, .and the wail space you will have avail-
able for cage®, etc., when I will do my best to help
you. As regards the number of birds the place will
accommodate, a® you say you intend keeping them
in cages, it should not be at all difficult to calculate
tho number of cages you can place on any available
wall, and after making allowance for flight or stock-
cages, and one or two spate breeding cages to pro-
vide for unforeseen contingencies, get aj tho exact
number of pairs you have accommodation for.
MAKES RATTLING SOUND (Norwich Canary).—

The probability is that the exciting causes of" the
condition have not been removed; hence the failure
of your own treatment. It is utterly useless dosing
birds with medicines for any complaint so long a®
the exciting causes of the trouble are allowed to
remain. Bear this in mind, and act accordingly.
Then you may hope for success from the treatment
advised to “ X. Y. Z." in this issue.
TO TIGHTEN PLUMAGE (Uncle Jim).-(l) Cive

the Yorkshire cock half a tea,spoonful of crushed
sponge cako with four drops of sherry and two of
cod liver oil emulsion well mixed in it and sprinkled
with maw seed every second day for a fortnight or
so. On the alternate days give a similar quantitv
of a mixture of equal parts hemp, teazle, millet anil
broken groats. In the drinking water add six drops
of tincture of gentian and four of aromatic sul-
phuric acid every second day tor a fortnight. Offer
a bath three times a week, and before doing so.
remove the drinking water that he may not try
bathing in that, and blow a few drop® of water over
him. Do not saturate the plumage; just a sprink-
ling to start him preening his feathers is sufficient
(2) You do not say what the Min. cage is required"
for. If for a singing bird kept separately, it would
do nicely, but if you mean it for a breeding cage -

it i® too small. A breeding cage should not be less
than IS inches long, and 20 inches is better.
A SEXTETTE (Hopeful).—

(

1) Pleaso note that
you should not write queries concerning Mules on
the same sheet of paper as Canary questions, a®
they havo to go to different persons. I reply on
this occasion to prevent delay. The best book's on
the subject are “ Cage Bird Hybrid®,” 7s Cd., and
“ Secrets of Hybrid Breeding,” Is. 2d., both from
our manager. (2) Really they are synonymous
terms, but custom now decrees that Mules' are those
crosses in which the Canary is one of the parents,
and all other crosses aro termed Hybrids. (3) Rol-
ler liens make very good muling birds, but it’ you
want a good class of Mule, or exhibition specimens.
Roller lieu® are too small and colourless. Norwich
or Yorkshire are much preferable for this purpose.
(4) Yes, it is quite possible to breed Mules from a
lien that has not previously been used for breeding.
(5) Any of the Finch, tribe that you fancy is suit-
able Goldfinch, Linnet, or Greenfinch are the most
commonly used, ft is not essential for them to be
house-moulted, but in the case of the Greenfinch it
is ml\ i. -able. (6) Assuming that you intend using
i a narj liens (he ordinary Canary breeding cages are
all that you require.
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QUESTIONS AND AN8WfcB8.~Continued.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by 11. NORMAN.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (H. Daw).— I am glad

to bear you did so well with your Greenfinch; he
.should bo a useful bird for breeding from either

with a Canary or another British bird. Your aviary

is not large enough to keep any number of birds In

with any Success, ns there, is nothing so detrimental

to them as overcrowding. if you had a cock

Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Siskin and Linnet that would

be quite sufficient, llave all eock birds, for if you
put in only a single hen you will bo sure to have
trouble. You should obtain your stock as soon
as possible now, and feed them for a week or so

on a fair allowance of soaked seeds such as teazle,

rape, and a little canary
;
at the same time supply

them witli ordinary mixed needs, a little, cracked
sunflower, and wild seeds which you can procure

in packet form from most good corn dealers.

EXHIBITING A WAXWING (B. Robinson).—

A

Waxwing is not so largo as a Song Thrush and
could not bo exhibited in a class provided for

Thrush and larger birds. If you have another
class for any speeiea small British, that will be the
one for him. At largo shows there are generally

classes for different spccica of Finches, then for

Warblers and Thrushes, and the Waxwings come
in witli the Any Other Species Insectivorous Birds.

The Waxwing makes a very nice exhibition bird

;

ho should be shown in a good cage and be in per-

fect feather, or he will not stand much chance
of coming out on top.
STORING RAIN WATER (British Bird).—I gather

from your letter that you are using rain water for

drinking purposes
;

if this is the case it should
be perfectly frcsli, and filtered for the purpose.

It contains a certain quantity of impurities, some
of which decompose in time. 1 would therefore
advise you to use boiled water for drinking pur-

poses, and rain water for bathing. If filtered and
bottled it can be kept for a couple of weeks, after

that period it would be better to boil it. The
difficulty is that birds will frequently drfnk a little

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID' QUERISTS
should consult lloulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7/6); Norman’s “British Bird Manual’’
(2/3); or Part 1 “Uardbills" (1/1), Part 2 "Softbills”

(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “ Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding

”

(1/2); Clarke’s “Septic or Bird

Fever” (7d.); “Colour-feeding ”
(3/d.) ;

or the “Nut-
shell ” booklets (21d. each); No. i “Goldfinch,”
No. 2, “ Linnet,” No. 3 “ Skylark,’’ No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 “ Bullfinch,” No. 13

“Chaffinch,” No. 15
“ Greenfinch ," No. 22 “Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

“Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

before bathing. It is a good plan to give them
fresh drinking water before giving the bath, as,

when this is done birds invariably have a drink at
once. Tuis is a proof that birds like, their drink
fresh, and most fanciers give it twice daily, par-
ticularly during the summer.
PAIRING FOR HYBRID BREEDING (P. H. C.).~

The best way to mate with your four birds is as

follows : Cock Goldfinch and hen Canary ; ooc-k

Canary and hen Bullfinch. This way you are al-

most certain of obtaining some Goldfinch-Canary
Mules, and it is just .possible you may be fortunate,
enough to get a Cahary-Bullie. It is rather un-
fortunate that your Canaries are of the Yorkshire
type, as these do not breed quite • such shapely
young ones as the Norwich, but as songsters they
are equally good. You had better pair them off

and let them fly together during the winter, but
you must be careful in introducing the Canary to
the Bullfinch ben. It will be safer to hang them
side by side for a week or so, so that the hen
BulTie gets quite used to iseeihg him. She may
then take to him when they are put together,
otherwise if she takes a dislike to him you will be
unable to do anything with them.
SEED SAMPLE (Dodd)»-The sample of seed sent

is not at all a bad one, and could be used for

any of the Finches, giving a spoonful two or three
times a week. You had better carefully watch the
effects of it as there is evidently a little seed
among it that is not properly ripened or gathered. I

have examined it carefully but cannot detect which it

is. the majority is quite good although the test
of smelling tells me it is not quite perfect. (2)

the Chough is not a very difficult bird to keep in

captivity. He should have a good big cage or

aviary to exercise in. His food should consist of

poultry meal with a spoonful of meat meal mixed
in it, and the whole soaked in hot water, vary this

with “ Melox ” treated in the same w'ay, occasionally

give a feed of insectile food as used for more deli-

cate birds. He should also have scraps from the
table and a little minced meat, either cooked or

raw, but not mnch of the latter, and what lie has
should be perfectly sweet. Insects should be offered,

such as snails, worms, caterpillars, beetles, etc.,

and ‘occasionally a little of the smaller shell fish.

These are part of the natural food which he would
gather along the sea shore.

LINNET IN MOULT (Billy).—If your Linnet had a
proper moult in the autumn and has now started

again he is evidently in a soft moult, due to your
keeping him in either a draughty position or where
there is a fire and gas going. I wish you had told

me how you are- feeding him, what you call your
ordinary Linnet seed may be anything. Make up
the following and give him as a staple food : Canary
3 parts, teazle 2 parjs, rape and linseed 1 part

each. Give a little cracked hemp twice a week, and
a spoonful of wild seed mixture 3 times a week.
This you should be able to purchase from some good
corn merchant, put up in packets by well known
firms. It should contain several kinds, including

gold of pleasure, dandelion, thistle, etc. He should

also have a daily spray of watercress, shepherd’s

purse or chickweed, but not in frosty weather. If

you are unable to procure these try him with a
small piece of sweet apple. Our booklet on the

Linnet would be useful to you. price 2/d. post free.

(2) The feathers round the thighs of your Bullfinch

are a fault that you cannot alter; they generally

show it most xyhen excited or disturbed. In some
cases after a honse-moult a bird will lose it,*or partly

so. Let him bathe himself if he will, and give

a large cage.
BIROS IN AVIARY (E. H. S.).—The trouble with

your birds is that the seed you are giving them
is not (suitable to all. I would advise you to catch
some of them up and treat them separately. Give
the Canary and Mule bread soaked in hot milk,

xri’h a little soft sugar sprinkled on it every other

day for a week, giving very little seed excepting

mdw. Follow tills up witli a small teaapoonffl! of

chemical food in tire drinking water, using boiled

Water. Feed on plain sound canary and a littlo

rape, ami mixed seeds twice a week, 'treat the Gold-

finch aw follows : Mix oanary and teazle 3 parts of

each, hemp 2 part*, linseed I part, summer rape

Ualf part; this will he tho stock mixture. Give
sunflower daily, say halt doz. sound seeds. Make
another mixture of nigor and maw ami give a small

teaspoonful twice a week; on other days as little good
wild Seed, which is specially put up for Finches.

Give tho chemical, food as advised for the canary.

The Siskin should bo fed on canary, rape and teazle,

and a little hemp and maw occasionally, and plenty

of green food, but bo sure it is free from frost.

For the Chaffinch mix oanary and teazle 4 parts,

summer nape and linseed 1 part each. Give sun-

flower seed daily, a littlo hemp occasionally, and
any insects you can procure, also a spray of chick-

weed, groundsel, shepherds purse, etc. You should

also give a littlo germinated seed to the Chaffinch

and Siskin. With this treatment your birds should

improve, but I would advise you to send for our

Nutshell booklets on the different Finches; they

contain much more information than I can give you

in these short answers.
PAIRING REDPOLL AND BULLFINCH (Robin).—

The fact of your being unsuccessful last year in

your breeding operation ia not an unusual occur-

rence. There is a good deal of the element called

luck in hybrid production, and you may next season

strike a happy vein. Now, the question is : Are you
sure that your Redpoll is large enough? You do
not say if ho is a Lesser or a Mealy; if the former,

ho must be exceptionally large to be able to suc-

cessfully fertilise eggs with a Siberian ben Bullic.

If you have any doubt about this, you had bettor

give he.r a fresh partner next season. Why not try

the Canary you mention? If you do, you should

run them together at once, taking the Redpoll away
altogether. I would remove him to another room,
let her be by herself for a week, and then hang the

Canary close to her. You could then run him in

and try
;
you may have a difficulty, as some hens

are very spiteful, and unless they take to their

partner give him a bad time. I do not think you
will be wise in waiting for Siberian Goldies.

FINCH QUESTIONS (Bunting).— I think the fol-

lowing mixture would suit your birds better than
the one you are using. Canary and teazle three

parts each, summer rape and linseed one part each,

with a little hemp and sunflower on alternate days.

The Finch mixture you mention should be given

separately about three times a week. Privet ber-

ries can be kept quite fresh for a long time. Collect

them with a good length of stalk, and put the ends
in the ground as though you were planting them,
pressing -the ground firmly round them. They should

be protected by having a piece of wire-netting

stretched rf>ver and round them, or you can keep

them indoors in water or damp sand, but not in a
dry atmosphere or they shrivel up. (2) A eock

Greenfinch would be the most likely partner to mate
with your hen Goldie, although the hybrid produced
from -the Linnet or Siskin would be more valuable

Whichever you decide upon I -would advise you to

get as early as possible, and let them fly together

during the winter months.
SHOW CAGE FOR REDWING (E. J. Soutliwocd).

—Your show cage for a Redwing need not Lie very

large, as the bird is not in it many days at any
time, and a cumbersome cage is always a difficulty

at a show, besides being somewhat troublesome to

get there. A good size would be 18 inches long, 14

inches high, and 10 inches from back to front. Have
a 31-inch front rail, as it prevents the floor covering

from being scattered. Place the perches about six

inches apart; this will make an easy jump and allow

plenty of room from the (rides, so that he will not
be likely to damage his plumage. There is more
diversity of opinion respecting tho best colour for

the backs of cages which are intended to show off

the Greenfinch and the Bunting than any other

birds. The Yellow Bunting contains so much yellow

in its plumage that I think its complementary
primary colour, which is blue, ehould predominate.
Therefore paint it this colour, inclining to a light

shade, and if your blue is too raw in tone, soften it

by mixing a ©mall quantity of red with it. Mix a
little on a piece of glass first before adding it to
the bulk. When you have given the cage one coat
try the bird in it before finishing

;
you may decide

that it requires a little alteration. When painting

out the interior of a cage never use a colour that is

startling, it attracts more attention than the bird,

whereas the bird should be first, and the colour

at the back simply put there to show it off to the
best advantage.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.
AILING AMAZON (R.P.).—Cease giving the milk-

sop. Soak one tcaspoonful of Dinneford’s magnesia
into the boiled maize every other day, so long as

the voidings are not watery-loose, when the latter

occurs only give the magnesia once a week. Put
half a teaspoonful of syrup of hypophosphates , in

the drinking water every other day for the next
month at least. Put a little honey and borax in

the bird’s mouth daily for a similar period. This
can easily be done from the end of a stick, but
the latter should be well cleansed, or ia fresh one
used for each occasion. As regards the dietary-
seed mixture, boiled maize and ripe fruit, which
with such extras as nuts, dry biscuit, crust of

stale household bread and plain cake, should main-
tain an amply varied menu. Outtlebone and grit

(not sand) must ba continuously supplied. Do not
give tea, coffee or milk sops, table' scraps, or any
kind of animal food whatever.
IN BAD PLUMAGE (T.).—In dealing with such

a case I should ignore, for the time being, wha'<

is usually considered the orthodox diet. Give

them a generous one, including gentles and meal
worms, aks<f milk-sop as well as the usual menu.
Prepare the sop so : put several pieces (about sizt

of walnuts) of sponge cake into a small dish, drop
on to each a little cod liver oil emulsion and then
pour over .the whole as much boiling milk as the
sponge cake will absorb. Y'ou can, of course, use

Nestle's milk and boiling water in lieu of the fresh
milk ;

in fact, the latter is preferable. With advan-
tage the moistened sponge cake may be lightly

dusted with flour of sulphur, but you must con-

sult the birds’ taste, and if they refuse the sop
iso treated you must supply it without the sulphur.

I should also give half a teaspoonful of syrup of

hypophosphates in the drinking water every other

day. The bowels shouid be kept moving quite

freely by an ocoasional laxative (I prefer Dinne-
ford's magnesia to any other) as required.

BENGALESE, ETC. (F. Giles).—The Bengalese
are not prolific breeders, many eggs ara spoiled by
both birds sitting at once and sitting very irregu-

larly, but are you sure you have a pair; have you
examined any of the eggs to ascertain if they are

fertile? Two hens will nest and lay and incubate
and repeat tbe operation ad infinitum. If you have
a true pair you will ultimately get some young,

but In any case you will get many more eggs

than young. (Jive them a little greenfood, lettuce

leaf now, groundarl, seeding giain, etc., In the

summer. A.» regards the Budgerigars, them breed
more freely in the aviary when several pairs arc

kept together, but they should certainly breed

with you In tho cage, though they may take
longer to settle, down to, reproducing tlu lr kind Iri

tho cage than they do in the aviary. Budgerigars
do not u«o any nesting material, m> their im-t-box

must have a concave bottom to prevent the eggs

rolling about on the bare wood and spoiling. A
small barrel or coco-nut husk is the best receptacle

for this species. Get our nutshell " Budgerigars,
'

2/d. post free, from our Manager; it will help you.

Queries must be sent through Caue Bums and not

to me direct. See rules.

BENGAL I’ARRAKEETS (R.L.).-As you have
“ Foreign' Birds lor Beginners,” if you raad what is

written about Parrakcets (pages 05 to 60) and .apply

this generally to your birds they will thrive and
do well. However, to be quite clear here is a good

seed mixture : One quart each canary, white millet

and oats ;
one pint each paddy riefc (often called

chicken rice), hemp and sunflower seeds, and hall

a pint of shelled monkey nuts—well mix the whole
and let your birds have a continuous supply. Grit,

cuttlebone and water must also be continually in

tho cage. Do not give t6a, coffee or milk sops,

table scraps, or any kind of animal food whatever.

Supply a little ripe fruit daily, any kind it will

take, and you can supply plain biscuit, dry crust

of household bread, piece plain cake and any kind

of nut it fancies, but do not give more than one

brazil nut per diem. In the summer it can have

garden weeds to pick over as greenfood. It will

tend to the bird’s welfare if you keep ,a good sized

piece of a natural branch fastened to one side

of the cage for it to cut up and amuse itself with.

Bengals are robust birds, and the temperature ol

any living room will suffice, any part of it, but

they must not be subjected to draught.

GREY PARROT (H. E. Fuller).—You might easily

make this bird’s diet a little more vdTied. Your

best course will be to send 2/d. to our Manager
for the “ Grey Parrot ” Nutshell, which will make
all clear to you. Feather pulling is more or less

a bad habit and very difficult to eradicate. Spray

the bird once a week with a tepid quassia solution,

but keep strictly out of cool winds and draught

till it is dry. Also paint the bare patch with

Spratt’s Perm acura two or three times weekly foa

a time, but do not use sufficient to grease the sur

rounding plumage. Give it one teaspoonful ol

Dinneford’s magnesia in the drinking water every

fourth day, and on the intervening days put half

a teaspoonful of syrup of hypophosphates in the

water. Do not give any tea, coffee or milk sops,

table scraps (dry potato will do no harm), or any

kind of animal food whatever. Keep it interested

and occupied as much as possible; also fasten a

good sized piece of a tree branch against one side

of its. cage for it to cut up and amuse itself with.

Report progress in about 2 months’ time.

DIAMOND-NECKED DOVES (Distressed).—I had

not previously come across this name. It is most
commonly sold as the Necklaced Dove, and its

scientific name is Turtur tigrinus. It ranges over

Burma, Malay Peninsula and Sunda Islands, and

is, a winter visitor as far south as Timor and the

Moluccas. There is a near species, the Spotted

Dove (T. suratensis) which is very similar and is

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s “Foreign Birds for Beginners”

(1/1|); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels” (0d.);

Arthur’s “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ”
(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s "Septic

or Bird Fever” (7d.) “Colour-feeding
”

(3/d.); or the
“Nutshell” booklets (2/d. each); No. 6 “Ailing Birds

and llow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 ” Gouldian Finches,”

No. 16 “ Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.

18 “Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20

“Waxbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

sometimes sold ,as the former by English dealers.

The value of the Necklace Dove is 12/6 to 15/-

per pair. They breed pretty freely in captivity

and are hardy, i.e., may be Wintered in an outdoor

aviary. As regards diet: canary and millet and

almost any kind of small corn, e.g., dari, wheat,

small maize, and also hemp. Flint-grit must be

provided, and it is good policy to keep a piece of

rock salt in the Dovery. A little crushed biscuit

and monkey (pea) nuts should also be provided.

AMAZON PARROT (X.Y.Z.).—Pleased to hear of

such a happy result, but it would be well to con-

tinue tbe treatment a little longer. For the more

recent trouble keep the bowels moving quite freely

by occasional doses (one teaspoonful in the drink-

ing water) of Dinneford’© magnesia, but you must

not keep up a state of chronic diarrhoea. Dissolve

three grains of bromide of potassium in a little

syrup stir this into two tablespoonfuls of water,

this to form the only drinking water for the day,

at any rate till it has all been consumed; supply

this on three successive days. If there is any

indication in the bird’s demeanour of an attack

coming on give a dose of the. bromide at once and

another on the following day. By watching and

tending the bird in this manner the attacks should

.soon cease, and if there are occasional relapses

keen a few powders of the bromide by you and

give as required-the trouble will ultimately cease.

Never permit the bowels to become at all con-

^EATHEr PULLING (M. D. Feather Picker.)—

I

ich fear the feather pulling has become a vice

bh your bird, and that cure is next to impossuile

iu must still keep on with the treatment advised,

it is quite evident the bird’s condition is any-

in<r but sound. As regards diet, a thorough

ance will be beneficial, send 2Jd. to our manager
• Nutshell, “The Grey Parrot,” and diet your bird

actlv as given therein—the other contents also will

[p you Get a bottle of Spratt’s “Pennacura,

d lightly anoint the bare parts therewith, but do

t use sufficient to run among and grease the

image. Bathe the foot with hot water, and

oroughlv cleanse it, then paint with Friar’s Bal-

me to check bleeding. Of course, when a bird s

item is upset, it is a work of time correcting

ings, and a changed diet, etc., will not give im-

:diate results. Y’ou may mitigate the evil of

(HAT PARRAKEET? ('Constant Reader) —Your

1 is the Yellow-naped Pan-akeet, which is .also

wn as the Yellow-collared, and in Australia,

Dug the colonists, as the ‘‘Twenty-eight,” its call

e-being so construed. At least hall the bulk of

seed mixture should consist of canary and white

let the other half to consist of the other

name. You must also supply fruit, and if it

es for it it can have pieces of biscuit or a stale

*t but it will be better without the sopped bread,

t and outtlebone must be regularly supplied, also

CLUB db SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society no cling
Inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcurds muy to: bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries . liquid always u»c them.

Accrington C.B.8. Dee. 23, Crown Hotel, 8. Final

arrangements lor no rubers’ tdiow and to take en-

tries for same.-- D. Harwood.
Bolton C.B.S. Dec. 23, Joiner ’ Arms, 8. Entiles

for members’ show. .1. Gerrard.
Bingley 0.8. Die. 19, A crnbly Rooms. McmlniV

show; birds staged 2.4D. Judge, Mr. II. Sutcliffe,

Shipley.—II. Shaw.
Bolton Woods C.B.S—Dec. 19, Victoria Hotel,

2.30. Member*/ chow; judge, Mr. J. Bailey. En-

tries Friday night, 8 to 10.- II. Bryant.
Bowling B.F.A.— Dec. 19, Napoleon Hotel, Wake-

field Road. Show; stage at 3. Judge, T. Bennett,
Lidgett Green. Last show of the year.- .1. Ni' lioil.

City of Bradford O.8.—Dee. 19, Flying Dutchman,
8. Final arrangements for Boxing Day show.— W.
Hclliwell.
Denton C.B.S. Dec. 22, Silver Spring, 8. Schedules

ready for amalgamated show.— \V. Rc-dfern.

Derby C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Normanton Hotel, 7.45.-

Paying prize-money. F. \V. Jordan.
Eccleshill C.B.A.—Dec. 19, Fountain Inn, 2250.

Last members’ ehoxv ol season; judge, Mr. II. J.

Chittenden, Bradford. Birds staged 2.30.—S. Wil-

cock.
Glasgow Queen’s Park C.B.S Dec. 23, Marie

Stuart Halls, 8. Presentation of cups and specials.
—R. Heggie.
Great Horton O.S.—Dec. 26, Butchers’ Arms, 3.

Also members’ show ;
last show for cups and 'fic-

tional specials. Judge, Mr. J. Thornton, Ailcrton.

Birds staged 3.—J. Holroyd.
Guisbrough Priory C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Ware’s Room 3

,

7. Arrangements for conveyance to the Federation
show, New Y’ear’s Day.—Wm. Waraker.
Hanley C.B.S Dec. 23, 28, Majer Street, Hanley,

8. Arrangements for New Year's members’ show.
Two new members to be made, and arrangemenC-s to

buy the cups.—C. E. Beckett.
Huddersfield O.S.—Dec. 21, headquarters, 8. Ar-

rangements for tea and prize distribution. Dec. 19,

annual members’ winter show; judge, Mr. M. Pec-!.

—A. Lawford.
Ilkeston C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Nag’s Head, South

Street, 7. Show bus.—G. Siddown.
Llanelly C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.

Show matters, and to receive all specials for

schedule. Sec. will not accept after this date.—D.
John.

Lochgelly C.B.S,—Dec. 26, Bay Horse Hotel, 7.

Members and past members cordially invited. Please
give names to R. Muir, See., Station Road, Loch-
gelly.

Manchester and N. Counties O.S.—Dec. 21, Deans-
gate Hotel, 8. Nominations of officers for 1915, and
January show business.—F. Wilkinson.
Opensbaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Dec. 23, Alhambra Club

Room, Higher Opensbaw, 8.30. Gen. bus. ;
amalga-

mation of classes. Entries annual show, Dec. 21.

—

A. W. Nexyton.
Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Dec. 23, Fleece Hotel,

8. Entries for show, 8 to 10.30. Show Dec. 26. Birds
staged 10 a.m. Judge, Mr. H. J. Chittenden. Show
open until 4, Friends invited.—H. Ilaistrick.

Porth and Rhondda Valley C. and C.B.S—Dec. 19,

headquarters, 7. Show bus. and matters cf import-
ance. Please bring .cont. cards so as to settle up
before -show.—J. S. Jones.

Sate C.B.S.—Dec. 22, Excelsior Club, Tatton Road,
8. Result of open show. Members please bring un-
sold tickets.—H. Whitney.

Shipley O.S.—Dec. 19, Victoria Hotel. Members’
show; judge, Mr. A. Cooper, Girlington, Bradford.
—E. Grange.
South Moor C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Mr. Oxley’s Hotel, 7.

Final show business and taking of entries. Subs,
due.—G. F. Bates,
Span Valley C.B.S.—Dec. 21, Commercial Hotel,

Cieckheaton, 8. Entries for Boxing Day show. Ar-
rangement of special prizes.—S. B. Grayshon.
Stratford and E. London F.S.—Dec. 23, 8. Final

business re annual, Jan. 7.—A. Wasey.
Sunderland C.B.A.—Dec. 19, headquarters, 7.30.

(1) Show officials, watchman, packer*, feeders, etc.

;

(2) bill and tickets given out; (3) other show busi-

ness. It is necessary that every member should
make a special effort to be present.—J. Peacock.
Upper Rhondda C.B.S.—Dec. 23, Cardiff Arms, 8.

Show business.—H. Watts
Windhiil C.B.S.—Dec. 19, Blue Beil Hotel, 2.30.

Members’ show
;

judge, W. Richmond, Rodley.
Sandiford’s medal for hottest bird. Entries Friday
night, 8 to 11. Sub-s. due.—Taylor and Ellis.

Wood Green F.F.A.—Dec. 22, Adult School, High
Road, 8.30.—T. Callegari.

water, and when convenient, give a little lettuce,

during the spring and summer months, flowering and
seeding grass, and other weeds will be appreciated.

Answered by THE EDITOR.
A. Smith.—We do not know of a book dealing with

the subject you mention.
C. M.—Make your “ remonstrance ” direct to the

secretary and committee of your society
;

it is not

of public interest. We shouid have thought vou

would have been only too pleased to support yon

r

officials in their effort to “ keep things alive ” on the

exhibition side of the Fancy.
p.ev. G. H. Raynor.—Accept our thanks for the

cutting sent.
H. W. Cook.—It was thought to be quite possible

that the fixture could be held at another venue.

POST SKEORTSIB/IS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and repoit upon dead
cage' birds for a fee of Is. €d. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. 6d.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

tlis office of this paper will be thrown away, and it

t fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

L. King.—Fatty disease of the liver was responsi-

ble for the bird’s' death, and the symptoms displayed

during life. The disease was too far advanced for

treatment to have been of any use. Next time, In

the early stage of the disease try acidulated water,

hydrochloric acid, five drops to two ounces of water
daily. This is a very useful remedy, and easily

administered.
A. Strickland.—The bird suffered from bronchitis

in a sub-acute form. In other respects it was quite

healthy, all its organs being otherwise quite sound,

and its general condition good. ^



CAGE BIRDS December 19 , 1914 .

EXCHANGE large tin breeding mealworms, thou-
sands, (or good pair of Rollers or offers ; birds

Bret: Scott, 10, Morden Grove, Lewisham, 8.E.
(1940)

WHAT offers in first-class Norwich or Yorkshire*
lor a splendid harp, (12 strings, cost 56/-, sell 25/-;

Approval : Bunch, 85, Copscwood-rd., Wattord.
FIVE pair Canaries, perfect condition, ill, worth
double; offers; trade stocks, gramophone, cycle,

anything ; China Stores, Kerry Bridge, Yorkshire.
(1944)

SIX pairs Norwich Canaries, pair Budgerigars, lot

£3 6s.; exchange gold albert, or gramophone and
records ; l’orter, 8, Devonshire-st., Worksop, Notts.

(1947)

EXCHANGE, 9 hole bagatelle tabic, 27/C; 2 dozen
cylinder records for Canaries, or anything useful;

Offers: Maasinghum, 213, llitchin-rd., Luton, Beds.
(1947)

[ROLLER Canaries and cages, boys’ steam engine,
railway, air gun, camera, silver watch, flute, ex-
change: Bentley, 35, Broughton ave., Blackpool.

(1950)
MR. MALPAS8 will give gent's new gold-cased
Hunter lever watch for cock and 2 hens, Yorkshires,
or cock and 2 liens Norwich: 1, Earrundm-rd,, Shef-
field. (19-12)

EXCHANGE good rough-coated Whippet bitch, 12
months, for British show cages, or good hen Can-
aries, or sell 15/-; W. Kenton, 0, Little Corn-st.,
Bath. (1940)
TWO pink-eyed Rib hens, cock H.M. Cokllinch,
throe-compartment breeding cage; exchange Rollers;
approval both ways: Worrell, Ghureh-st., Annfteld
Plain. (1947)
EDISON Standard phonograph, 3ft. brass horn, 44

records, sell 412; or exchange Canaries and breeding
cages: Hume, Stanley Villa, Vowler-rd., Laindon,
Essex. (1950)
DOUBLE-BARRELLED muzzleloading gun, shot-

bag, powder-flask, excellent condition.; what offers
ben Canaries or ferrets : Hopcroft, Twells-st., Not-
tingham. (1951)
NOTICE, birds of any description taken in ex-
change for cages or loose fronts, any size made;
state offers and wants: Leigh, 37, Everton-terrace,
Liverpool. (1948)
ROSE trees, latest varieties, in exchange for

boots, size 9, black leggings, suit length, razoi
or anything useful: Olpbin, 69, Willowbrook-rd.,
Leicester. (1938)
EXCHANGE pair of strong boots, size 10, ste^l

soles and heels, everlasting wear, nearly new, 7/6,
lor Yorkshire cock Canary: Geo. Isherwood, Lead-
niills, Mold. (1940)
X’AIR magneto telephone call bolls, perfect con-

dition, cost 40/-, sell 15/-; exchange 2 April Buff
Leghorn pullets and cockerel : Benn, Boroughgate,
Otley, Yorks. ' (1944)
EXCHANGE (5x4) Eastman Kodak camera for 2

pairs Norwich or sable l’om bitch; sell, 21/-; worth
double; approval, deposit : Ainsworth, 51, Collcge-
rd., Norwich. (1937)
EXCHANGE smooth-haired fox Terrier bitch, eight
months old, well marked, for two Roller shutter
cages, or cock Canary singing: Lay, 89, Byron,
Northampton. . (1942)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments

; Natural History

;

Photography ; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

EDISON Standard phonograph, horn, stand, carry-
ing case, with 48 records, £2 lot; exchange gramo-
phone records or Canaries: Percival, 46, Burgess-st.,
Great Grimsby. (1943)
WHAT offers, J Klito pocket camera, cost 50/-; 16
double Columbia Rena records, cost £2, or sell for
45/-; no cards: W. Bryan, 40, Trafalgar-rd., High-
town, Wrexham. (1943)
SPLENDID black and tan Airedale dog pup, 6
months, by Primrose Regent, 25/- ; or exchange a
good red and grey Parrot: A. Hall, 27, Derby-avenue,
Weaste, Manchester. (1940)
SELL or exchange mandoline and 8 lOin. double-
sided records, lot 17/-, or offers, violin preferred

;

yours first; approval both ways: Mrs. Hosier, 21, Box
Mill, Halstead, Essex. (1940)
SELL pair of pictures, 6/-

;
new. pair football

boots, size 7,, 8/6 ; new hollow-ground razor, 3/- ; ex-
change Canaries: Owen, Pottery House, Ferry
Bridge, Yorkshire. Offers. (1943)
WILL give pair large warm woollen blankets, not
rubbish, suitable house. Navy, Army, for 3 good
cock Canaries, full song, no hens; stamp: B.
Soanes, 92, Bevan-st., Lowestoft. (1944)
SALE or exchange, good dog, crossed between

Collie and Sheepdog, for 2 Norwich cocks, or sell,

10/-; birds, first; Apply, W. Chatfield, Pboenice
Cottages, Great Bookham, Surrey. (1938)
EXCHANGE rabbit net, 80 yards, as new, 8/6;

splendid muzzle loader, 8/6, perfect condition ; all

round clever Lurcher, 20 months, only 12/6; bar-
gains; Parr, Middle-st., Nottingham. (1946)
GLOBE typewriter, good as new, cost £2 10s., half-
price

;
Parrot cage, good as new, cheap ; Dalli fuel

stove, suit aviary, 10/-; exchange Canaries or British
birds : Neilaon, Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (1927)
PAIR of nearly new butcher’s or grocer’s ecale3,

complete, with weights. Government 1914 stamped,
eell £1 15/-, cost £3 10/-; exchange: Harry Smith,
17, Trindle-rd., Dudley, Worcestershire. (1943)

ENGLISH concertina, 48 keys, as new cost £6 6/-

sell £3, or part exchange common Canaries ; also 30-

key Anglo, good condition, sell 25/-; exchange British
or offers : West, 519, Harrow-rd'., London. (1941)
GOOD selection of 38 lOin. double, C single-sided
gramophone records, 26/-, or part exchange Canaries,
or offers considered; stamp for reply: Arthur
Downs, 4, Philiips-st., Hulme, Manchester. (1949)

BIRD-CATQHING outfit, comprising 1 store cage, 6
call cages, drinkers, pair hand-made nets, pull line,

poles, pegs, carrying bag complete, sell 15/-, or ex-
change gent's cycle; apply: H. Rowe, 93, St. John’s-
st., Peterboro’. (1940)
WILL exchange one pair of lady’s best boots or
one dress length, or suit length, for 2 cock Canaries
in song, or 5 hens, or 3 pairs of Bullfinches, or one
cock and 3 hen Bantams: Cummings, 4, Richmond-
terrace, Leeds. (1943)
BRAND new Accordion, steel reeds, cost £3 5/-, sell

£1; field-moulted Skylark, grand shop attraction,
5 6; approval, deposit; exchange baby linen. Can-
aries, anything useful: Harvey, No, 6, Trinity-st.,

West Bromwich. U945)
THREE class Roller cocks, 13/6; 2 pair class York-

shires. 18/-; 8 hens, 13/-; 2 muling Linnets, 6/-;
Yorkshire bitch, 25/-; exchange lot for Pekinese
bitch; offers separate; Mathers, 36,. Willfigld-rd.,

Preston, Lancashire. (1947)

ADVERTISERS

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S chaimpion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;
girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; all sizes; carriage
jiaid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent, ready to work; large 4/-, medium 3/6; 10

daya’ approval, cash or deposit: Wannop, Short-

ist., Carlisle. (1942)

Household - Furnltu
~e*

Utensils, etc.

LADIES

SAVE MONEY
By reading the notice
on page 326 thi» week.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, “CAGE BIRDS’’ will be on sale next week on Thursday, Deo. 24,

and must go to press one day earlier, so all advertisements MUST reach us on Monday, or FIRST POST
TUESDAY, DSC. 22, AT LATEST. BE IH TIME.

WYANDOTTES, March hatched, also 1913 pure

White; Orpingtons, 1913, pure White; Anconas, 1914,

laying; Houdans, 1914; exchange Toys, Yorkshire

Canaries or sell cheap; giving up: Scttley Cottage,

Brockejihurst, Hants. (1947)

12-BORE central fire, single breech-loading gun,

£1; also 10-bore muzzle loader (by Brooks), 12/-,

both good killers
;
exchange Canaries, Goldfinches,

or cage-moulted Linnets: Ward, 40, Greyhound-rd.,

Kensal Rise, Willesden. (1944)

TWO Norwich cocks, 12/-; Sandiford’s Goldfinch

Mule, Finch song, 6/-; pedigree maiden bull Ditch,

highest ]H,(ligree, £3; lady’s cycle, splendid condi-

tion, £1: SO records, mostly Zonophones, 18/- cash:

96, Manchestcr-rd., Swindon. (1848

WHIPPET dog, 241bs., very fast at rabbits, and
broken to ferrets, will find any eort of vermin, 30/-,

cheap at £6; also 3 dog pups by this dog, 7/6 each,

or exchange for Roller Canaries to value: A. Cole,

Revesley Colliery, Coventry. (1943)

A SILVER and tan Yorkshire dog, two years, good

coat, house-trained, used to children Ojlbe. weight,

15/-; or exchange 1914 Yorkshire or Norwich Canar-

ies, or anything; approval: Hounslow, 27, Wilson-st.

North Monkwearmouth, Co. Durham. (1946)

FOR sale or exchange to value, dog-cart, equal to

new, for business or pleasure, suit cob about 14

hands high, also set silver-mounted harness, not

soiled; what offers; can be seen at any time:

William Jones, 17, Arthur-st., Aberavon. (1939)

DULCIMER stand and case, good order, English

make, 20 /-j exchange birds, Yorkshire Sky Terrier

cross bitclr, clean in house, quiet with children,

good ratter, 10/-; exchange cock Canaries in song;

yours first: J. Grant, 33, St. Petcr-st., Peterhead.
(1943)

HEN Hawfinch, show ’condition, 4/-; small joiner-

made aviary, 6/-; complete set catching nets, 12

yards, cost 25/-, sell 15/-; 3 new Lancashire show
cages and case, 5/-; hanging cage, i/-; exchange
anything ;

offers : Kirby, Dixons Square, Lutter-

worth. (1944)

SPLENDID pair radium prismoid binoculars, good

definition, practically new, in leather case, with

shoulder strap and cord, accept 25/6; approval, de-

posit, or exchange heavy cockerels for killing,

British Birds, or offers; Hallett, Shrublands, Smithy-

bridge, Lancs. (I960)

“COMPLEAT Angler’s” outfit, built cane trout rod,

roach rod, pike rod, 3 reele, pannier, 5 zinc maggot
boxes, bait can, keep net, landing nebs, snap tackles,

gimp, silk, lines, etc. ;
exchange 2 pairs good York-

shires
;
approval : Dewar, 9, Cyclone-st., Ashton New-

rd., Manchester. (1941)

PIGEONS, must sell, overstocked; few long-face

Tumblers, reds and yellows, 5/- to 16/6 pair, winners

;

also grand pair black Magpies, 30/-, bargains; good
chance for beginners; offers; approval; wanted
Tumbler basket, cheap ; Rowe Brothers, 5, Union-
terrace, Penzance. (1951)

GENTLEMAN’S English lever, solid silver, correct

timekeeper, capped, jewelled, new condition, cost

4 guineas, sell 30/-; exchange Canaries, Goldfinches,

or Mules
;

also lady’s gold watch, very pretty,
good timekeeper, cost 2 guineas; sell 25/-; or ex-

change : Rose, 152, Wornington-rd., North Kensing-
ton. (1944)

CLEARANCE, cock, 2 hen Yorkshires, 15/6; muling
pairs, cocks first ; 4 pairs Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

51 -

;

pair Linnet, Bullfinch, 3/-; pair Greenfinch, Bull-

finch, 3/- ; pair Goldfinch, Canary, 6/- ; clapnets, 7yds.
4ins., used twice, 10/6; pair field glasses, case, 35/-;

champion Whippet, winner coursing, rug, etc., 30/-

;

exchange gramophone, anything; approval: Robinson,
77, Harboro’-rd., Ruehden. (1941)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell" Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,
which deal with these birds in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
"The Homing Pigeon"; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"
post freo 2£d. each from " Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin".
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia. Litter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/14. by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White’s
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kcnnpl Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

1
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower's bird seeds
und foods, good commission : Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd., London.

Aquarium.
GOLDFISH, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 per dozen ; cans, 3d. and

6d. : trade supplied : R. Kremner, 104, Tib-st., Man-
chester.
WANTED, large aquarium; exchange fine Yorkshire
cock, good stock bird ; local replies only : Tuthiil,

198, Farringdon Buildings, London. (1930)

40,000 FISH fanciers ! Send stamp for “ Aquarium
Management ”

;
fish exchanged for birds, birds for

fish: Fisheries, 16, Mountvernon-rd., Liverpool. (1949)
GOLDFISH, all sizes, . rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria; etc., list free; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria, Id. : L. Cura and Sone, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-
rd., London, E.C.

CatSk
CHAMPION Blue Persian queen, eight months,

orange eyes, winner, 10/-: White, Wennington,
Lancaster. (1947)

MISS MARGARET CROSSLEY, Kimmeridge Rec-

tory, Corfe Castle, Dorset, wishes to meet with

kind homes for her three blue Persian cats imme-
diately, two price 2 guineas each, another specially

lovely one, price 3 guineas; pedigree; South pre-

ferred. (1941)

JUST Out ! Nutshell No. 27, ‘‘The Care of the Cat.”

A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Disease's,

Varieties, cte.. etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2jd., post free, from CAGE BIRDS, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cavies.
PRIZE-BRED Cavies, Dutch marked and tri-colour,

9d., 1/- each; adults 2/6; matched pair: Heath-
cote’s Aviaries, Leicester. (1908)

Cycles.
GENT’S Cycle, B.S.A., three-speed gear, H.B. con-

trol, two brakes, rims plated, good t.vrce, only ridden
200 milss, £4: also 5x4 Bullard hand or stand
camera, tripod, slides, and background, and all ac-
cessories, £4; Nuttall. Watchmaker. Bacup.

HANDSOME well trained Dachshund bitch puppiee,
cheap to clear; or exchange: Christie, Mere, Wilts.
XMAS presents: Scottish Terrier, 10 weekti; dogs
£1 1/-, bitch 12/6: Street, 69, Park-rd., Crouch End,
N. (1947)
RETRIEVER puppies, 3 well bred Black uigger

coated, 5/6 each: Robertson, 191, Links-st., Kirk-
caldy. (1932)

LOOK 1 5/- buys a Yorkshire Terrier pup, slightly
crossed:, small, make nice little pet: 13, Padley-st.,
Bulwell. » (1946)

HIGH-CLASS fawn pug puppies, particulars on ap-
plication, price reasonable: W. F. Swarbrick, Tides-
well, Buxton. (1943)
LARGE handsome black Retriever pups, 7 weeks,

strong and healthy, dogs 8/6, hitches 4/6 : Stephens,
West Drayton. (1944)
LOVELY black and tan Airedale bitch poppy, five

months, pedigree, accept 35/-: Wadsworth, 88, High-
st., Lees, Oldham. (1944)
WEE BILLEE, eleven months, glossy coat, very
affectionate, lady’s pet, 2 guineas.—Jenkins, 14,

Argyle-rd., Ealing. (1938)
SMOOTH Fox Terrier dog, 12 months, broke fer-

rets, one of the best for work, 10/-; Child, Police,
Kirby Muxloe, Leicestershire. (1943)
FINE young Brindle Deerhound Greyhound bitch,
just commencing to hunt and kill, very fast, 17/6:
James, 8a, Hermit-st., Nottingham, (1942/
PRETTY little Whippet Terrier, house-trained,
catch rabbit on own run, sets true, 6/-: Richards,
53, Stockwell-st., Bulwell, Nottingham. (1951)
TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 each; bitch, 6/6; parents tackle anything: Jack-
son, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (1950)
BEDLINGTON Fox Terrier dog, 12 months, hunt the

thickest covers, good ratter and rabbiter, clean house
guard, 7/6, bitch 6/-: 13, Padley-st., Bulwell. (1946)
NOTICE; almost any variety of dog, large or small,
can be had at reasonable prices, and easy payments
arranged; state wants: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas.
FOUR fine pups, sire Staffordshire Bultarrier, 561bs.,

dam pure Airedale, 8 weeks, make demons, protect
person or property, 6/6 each: James, 8a, Hermit-st.,
Nottingham. (194i)
BLACK field Spaniel dog, by Sambo, 18 months,

fine specimen, 30/- ; or exchange for Pekingese bitch
pup : Herbert Swindells, Market-st., HolUngworth,
nr. Manchester. (1942)
SALE, lovely all-black Pomeranian dog, 5 months,
pedigree, also Seifert Roller cock and 3 hen-s, watch
taken part exchange, or offers- yours first: Dixon,
83, Wellfield-rd., Preston. (1943)

LOVELY litter Pom. puppies, slightly crossed,
handsome little pets or companions, beautiful coats
and tails, healthy, good condition, dogs 6/6, bitches
5/-: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham. (1941)

SPLENDID Airedale-Terrier dog puppy,, whelped
September, black and rich tan, correctly docked,
already splendid guard, champion pedigree, sacrifice

15/-: Dayenport, Hay Mills, Birmingham. (1951)

DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-

dresses, 7d.
;
chains, 1/- ;

worm powders, Od. ; mange
cure, 7d. tin; post free:. Young, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset.
MAGNIFICENT fine large upstanding pedigree snow
white Bull Terrier dog, two years, reliable guard,
not quarrelsome, splendid companion, no vice what-
ever, only 15/6, worth 50/-; exchange birds: Tarr,

Middle-st., Nottingham. (1946)

SPLENDID Whippet dog, 18 months, broken all

long nets, used night work, exceptionally fast and
clever courser, savage killer, wants some beating,
best of pals, no faults, genuine bargain, £1: Daven-
port, Hay Mills, Birmingham. . (1945)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; Dormice
and waltzcrs, 2/6 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. ~ (1941)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2£d. post

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

Pigeons.

Profitable Pet Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. SO.
just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully oa
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing includmg Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding.
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Disease*,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd

, post free, from Cage Biros, 154 ,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES^NO MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practice*

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these’ popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free 1/1J, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., T on<ion, E.C.

J

Sport.

SPORT: The sure shot catapult with quantity of
shot, 1/-; seven latest wire puzzles, 9d.

;
gipsy net

traps, catch any bird alive, 1/-, 1/3 each; best
bird lime, 4d. tin; all post paid: Wicks Bros. Nor-
wich. ’

ao20)

Various.

DOW, St. Ninians-rd., Prestwioh. Ayrshire; breeder
and exhibitor high-class Pigmies, has some for sale,

I reasonable ;
approval.

PEN Rosecomb Bantams, four hens and cock 12/#-
bargain: Towers, 15, Orchard-st., Hinckley. ( 1946 )MAGIC Lantern, good, 4in. condenser, 3- wick 10/-
iron case, bargain: J. Lane, 15, Aberdecn-ierr

’

Bradford. (1940)
GRAMOPHONE, eight double records, 16/- ; Edison
Gem phonograph, 20 records, 14/-; both good condi-
tion: 4, Iro»monger-st., Stamford. ( 1946 )
TOOTH-POWDER, once used always used, costs

(d. per month; 6d. stamps for recipe to J. Val-
vona, 203, Hendon Broadway, London, iN’.W. (1940)
HORNLESS Mignon gramophone, with six double-
sided records, in album, all brand new, and cost
25/-, accept 14/-: 53, Rutland-st., Hulme, Manchester.
EDISON Gem, 50 records, 30/-; Columbia grapho-
phone, 30 concert and standard records 35/- • no
reasonable offer refused: 143, Bath-rd., Bristol.
GENUINE performing Redpoll and cage, draws

motor-ear for seed, hoists water from well, complete
with fittings, 3/6: Naylor, 44, Arkwright-rd., Pres-
ton. (1942)
GRAMOPHONE Co.’s "Junior Monarch,” cost £6

10/-, with 10 double-sided records, accept £3 15/-, all
in perfect condition

; bargain : Taylor, 36, Allen-rd.,
Stoke Newington. (1949)
CHRISTMAS presents, five Norwich cocks, and
three hens, five Yorkshire cocks, three hens, 1914,
for sale, seen any time : Kendrick, Coachman, Monu-
ment Hill, Weybridge. (1941)
COLUMBIAN zonophone and Beltona gramophones,
latest patriotic records, “ Landing of British troops
in France 2 samples 3/4; carriage paid; lists free :

Henderson, 37, Grant-st., Wick. 1940)
VALUABLE violin, magnitiicent rich ringing nolo

tone, labelled Stradivarius Cremona 1721, lock-up
case, bow, sacrifice', bargain, 22/6; approval willingly:
Mrs. Tyler, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. (19467
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4; all post
free: Young, Netmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1941)
GRAMOPHONE De Luxe, £25 model, dainty draw-
ing-room cabinet, opera grande, standing 4ft. on
castors, beautifully inlaid, new this year, with quan-
tity celebrated records, £5 10/-; approval: 4, Ox-
ford-terr., Hvde Park, London.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new lOin.
double records, 8/4 dozen, 2 samples, 1/9; 1,000
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:
Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London. (1810)
MORRIS Dancers’ Salve, 7£, 1/1J; cures corns,

worts, seggs, bunions, or money returned. Morris
Dancers’ Toothelen; makes the blackest teeth pearly
white in one minute

:
guaranteed harmless to the

enamel, 7-)d., 1/1£: 138, Marlborough-st., Hightown-
Mancbester. (1942)
TWENTY-FIVE beautiful British Christmas cards
by return, including patriotic, ail Id. to 6d. ; silken
tasselied booklets (10s. worth), 8l-d. : 12 dainty
private booklets, name, address, envelopes (worth
3s. 6d.), Is.; postages free; 20 Christmas postcards,
6d. : amazing bargains ; C. B. Hughes, Publisher,
Harborne, Birmingham. (1939)

SOLDIERS SAILORS, AND REFUGEES.
in camp, hospitals, homes, on ships, etc. ; why not
send them some "games, puzzles, interesting books,
comical jokes, conjuring illusions, useful novelties,
etc., to cheer them up and while away the long
winter evenings Huge illustrated hook free; also
good collections from 1/2 upwards: Fd. Young, Mis-
terton, Somerset.

LATEST JOKES
Causes screams of laughter; have 60me fun t-liii

Christmas
;

Sneezing Powder (blown about sets
everybody sneezing), large box 6d.; Clinging Mice,
3d.

;
Magic Walnuts. Od. ;

Striking Novelty, 3d., lot

1/2; lists Id.: Ideal Company, Novelties I>opt„
Clevedon. (1942)

BUSINESS AS USUAL
during alterations to the map of Europe. Fun for
all; roars of laughter at parties, weddings, theatres,
in camp, trains, to commemorate English victories,

etc. Sneezing Powder, very strong, a little makes
everyone sneeze for hours, two bottles, 7d., large
size IT

;
Stinking Bombs, very strong, great joke,

three large boxes, 7d.; ItolLins: (Flea) Powder, great

fun, tlirce boxes, 7d. ; Explosive Cigarette* (Harm-
less), good for cadgers, packets 7d. and 1/1; Mystic
Skeleton, dances to music, etc., great conjuring trick,

complete. 7d. ;
Merry Widow Handkerchief, latest

joke, very chic, try it, linen, 7d., silk 1/1; Funny
Voices, ail alive, two for 7d.; huge book containing

hundreds of funny jokes, puzzles, conjuring illus-

ions, etc., only 2d.; everything post free; good col-

lections at 2/- and 3/-: Fd. Young, Misterton, Som-
erset. (No connection with any other firm whatever.)

Printed for the Proprietor. Air. F. Carl, 154, Fleet

Street, by J. G. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet

Lane, L,ondon, E.C,
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word ove* 1 eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words

6d.

F
or everything of the Best and Cheapest in

Aviaries, Cages, Fittings, Foods, Medicines,

.send for my Free Multum-in-Parvo Catalogue.

XXX Birdlime (strongest and best on earth.

Hold any bird. Tins, 2d., Ad., 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3

post free.—W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist,

Norwich.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We fire not responsible lor the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ot

the bona- tide* of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ol our

Dapotit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should he made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be Inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements dose Tuesdays first post in cadi

week, and should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Fleet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, bo Kept isolated from

established stocK tor a weeh or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the tact that they aro

thoroughly heafifiy.

OUTDOOR aviaries, birds houses for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, King-

ston-by-Sea, Sussex.
NOTICE —Single breeding cages, ISin., ‘2/-; double,

Stiin., 8/0;' all movable fronts: McKeand, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas.
NOTICE.—Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border

show cages, 1,3 each, six lor 0/0: McKean d, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)

FOR sale, ‘2 Norwich, case to hold 4 cages, 2

Norwich show cages, 1 Yorkshire case with 2 show

cases : Wood, 22, Grove-st., Nelson, Lancashire.
b

(1958)

FANCIERS, note.—Send for photo, and particulars

of my large close-wired Palace aviary, 4ft’. x 4ft.

high, all complete, 45/-, oar-r. paid: Martin, Cage

Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1932)

NOTICE.—The best and cheapest clean and brass

wire aviaries in the market
;
send for illustrated

price list; established SO years: McKeand, Cage

Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas.

BOARDS for cage making, planed both sides and

edges. Bin. 2/2, 9in. 2/6, lOin. 2/9, per 25ft.
;

Sin.

Si Vi, 9in. 4/6, lOin. 5/-, per 59ft.; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38,

‘2 - per sheet: Orford. 105, Cornwell-rd., Patricroft.

LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, fitted

•with loose bottoms, two seed drawers, holes, etc.,

also Leeds pattern contest cages, 1/- each, 5/- half

dozen: Hardcastle, 51, Durham-st., West Hartlepool.

CLCB .show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border,

British, all 1/4 each, six 7/6, dozen 14/-; enamelled
drinkers, 9d. dozen; portable bird-rooms, aviaries;

Palace aviaries, "breeders, fronts, Fancy cages, etc.;

wholesale, list, stamp: Ross, Cage Works, Forres,

N.B. (1961)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from CAGE Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. ' 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

EXHIBITORS, strictly Club pattern show cages,

best quality and finish, as supplied to all leading

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 10/-; special Border show cage
drinkers, very small, 1/- doz.

;
Scotch Fancy show

cages, 3/-; sliding front Finch show cages, beauties,

2/6; carrying cases for 2 cages, 3/6, 3 cages 4/6,

4 cages 6/-; aviaries and cages of every descrip-

tion; state requirements: Martin, Cago Manu-
facturer, Castle Douglas. (18/10)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world;

have thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop

a postcard; three tone sold, every year; 5 lb.

tin sample, 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, all poet Irce

;

single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/0; established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird

Specialist. Preston, Lancs.; also at London.

SELF ACTING SPRING TRAP NETS
Spring trap nets, 1/8, 1/2, 9d. ; trap cages, double

8/- 2/-, 1/6. single 1/9, 1/4, l()d.; call cages, 4d.

c.aeh : L. Hawes, 55, lngale rd., Beeeles.
(
1956)

SHOWCAGES CASES Etc

Bee last week's advertieeinent for prices, etc. Kstab.

51) years: Sandifofd. Bird Cage Makers, Preston;

also at London.

NEST PANS
Non-splash baths, egg drawers, aviary fountains,

largest manufacturer; bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

special illustrated trade price list free: Henry

Tams, Pottery Manufacturer, Warrcn-st., Longton,

Statrs’ ‘

BREEDING AND STOCK CAGES
Grand single-breeders, sand drawers, complete, 3/3

each; double- breeders, just same, (
>

/- < aeli ;
Roller

singing box cages, 2/-, witli shutters, 3/-, complete

;

s e-d grinding mills, I/O each ; egg and -bread mills,

'2/<> moll : illustrated catalogue free: &audited,
Rir-d S' r‘" ; Preston; also 89, Hclater-st., Shore-

ditch, London.

BIRD CATCHERS' NETS
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;

they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have

cpllapsible poles for folding

up, for 9d. set; extra best

thread, best colour, best

everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each

net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft. 7/-! 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft.. 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes ;
jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best Birdlime,

hold anything any weather, box 4d., Mb. 6d., ho.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps. Bird

Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow

Rabbit, Partridge, Piat, and all vermin traps and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.

Folds up. No wood work; for small

or large birds. Tremendous sale

Jast season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See

large illustrated book
;
stamp for

* postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net

and Trap Manufacturer, CrewKerne, Somerset. (1829)

FOODS.
|

SPRATTS
CAGE-BIRD FOODS

ir AND REMEDIES. “T
Mixed Seeds, in Id. packets and upwards,

also I/- tins.

Cxnary Seed Mixture (with Egg and Fruit),

in 2d. packets and upwards.
Cod liver Oil Cage-Bird Food, a splendid

Winter Feed (a substitute forces: and
bread crumbs), in 3d. and 6d. tins; also

34 lb. bags, 1/3, 7 lb, bags. 2/6.

Parrot and Macaw Seed Mixture. In 2d.

packets and upwards ;
also II- tins, 6d.

and 3d. bags.
" Caniradyne" for Asthma and Wheez-

ing. per bottle 3d., 6d., II- and 2/6.

Red Mite Killer, per bottle 6d., l/-and 2/6.

" Quinella’’ (Kegisteredl. for Inflamma-
tion of Stomach, per box 3d., 6d. and 1/-.

Chemical Food. In 6d.. II- and 21- bottles.

Post Paid on Orders for Medicines

value II- upwards.

Sample's of Foods and Pamphlet on
Cage-Birds, post free 3d. stamps.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 1

2425 Fenchurch St., London, E.C.
e^sPR>
I 24 '25
fcTew uvr.

“ M O.W." CAGE BIRD 8ANOS
Rare quality, cwt. 3 6, half-cwt., 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Mcnzies Grit Works. Beiirsdcn, Glasgow,

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt. 10/-;

on rail (irimsby; cash with order: Poult-v Grit

Co., Grimsby. (1186)

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale cf

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
|

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage

are Combined in

FOR SHOW CAGES
for all varieties, also travelling cases you should eee

my free illustrated catalogue; satisfaction guaran-

teed : Pass, Hucknali, Notts.

FOR JOINER MADE CAGES CHEAP.
A15o planed boards, cage-sets, show cages, for all

varieties, travelling ca'ses, and all appliances; illus

trated catalogue free; trade supplied: Pass, Huck-
nall, Notts.

EXTRA LARGE
flight cages: I have some best Cyprus pine boards

up to 23jins. wide, and can make cages any eize up

to that width without joining hoards together; quo-

tations free: Pass, Hucknali , Notts.

NOTE THIS
All kinds of timber, planed boards, eape sets, wire

fronts, wire: Cartwright, 83, Vailance-nL, Bethnal

Green. London.

GLASS GLASS
Feeders and Drinker?, in opal and crystal glass,

Osh globes and aquariums; . catalogue, one penny

stamp (trade only): Dean and Sou, Glass Works,

tlo'g* At., Liverpool.

THE best bird sand on the market, 3/6 cwt., graded

4/6; ants’ eggs, 2,3 lb., 7lba. 14,6: Torpy, Naturalist

Bradford. (ISfelD

MEALWORMS, giants, 100 6d., 500 2/-, 1,000 3/6

;

post paid; no waiting: Cottingham, 9, Peveril-st.,

Nottingham.
, ,

ME *LWORMS 130 «d., 300 1/-, 1.000 3/- by return,

post paid: O. Jackson, Brookland-ter., New York

Northumberland. (19a6)

MEALWORMS, 100 6d., SCO 2/-, 1,000 3/-; guar-

anteed English: Dawson, late Schmidt, 93, Lower

Sloan-e-st., London. „
U

xiMEALWORMS, large, clean, English,
;

6 lb,, 4/-

i-lb. 3/- 1,000
,
300 1,1; by return, post paid; no wait-

ing:'.Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (1948)

NEW teazel seed for British birds id. quart, 2/6

peck ;
privet berries, 100 large bunches Su. ;

meal-

worm breeding boxes, drawers stocked with worms,

2/6 ;
seed mills, 1.6; egg bread mills, 2/-; all post

paid: Young, Nctmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.

MEALWORMS, grand lot, 6d. 100, 5C0’ 2/-, 3/6

1 000 7/6 lb.; maggots,. 6-d., 1/- tins, post paid;

ants’ eggs, 1/9; dried flies, 1/9; yoke of egg, 2/3

lb. • illustrated catalogue of Roller cages, show

cages, breeding cages, all cage fittings, post tree:

Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Stoke-on-Trent.

MEALWORMS, large English mealworms, 250 1/-,

500 1/9; 1,000 3/-, 10/- lb.; live white gentles

sweet and clean, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb. ;
ants_

eggs, dried flies, and dedicated yolk ol

eggs, all 2/6 lb., 3 lbs. 7/-; silkworm pupa;,

egg bread and insectivorous food, 1/6 lb., 31bs.

4/-’ Lark or Thrush food, 6d. Ih. ;
carrot meal,

1 1- lb. - crisscl, 4d. lb.; special biscuit meal, 4d. lb.;

cuttlefish hone, 1/- lb.; new wild teazel seed, also

freshly gathered mixed wild seed, Cd. quart, 1 /9

gallon 3/- peck; condition seed, 6d. lb.; Pecko, 2/-

Ib. : dandelion seed, 4 ozs. 1/6, 4/- lb. ;
new illus-

trated catalogue, post free: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. C193U)

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. 'Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd..

London.
EVERYONE INTERESTED in the cage bird

hobby will find the little yellow book, “ Cage
Birds 1914 Annual,” a great help, and an
indispensable reference guide. All who have
seen it pronounce it a wonderful sixpenny-worth.

If you have not yet obtained your copy, get it at

once. Price 6d. from your newsagent, or 7d. post

free direct from Cage Birds, 154, Flect-st., London,

BARGAINS: 2 young Goldfinch cocks. Greenfinch
and Linnet cocks, first P.0, for 20/- gets the lot:
Dc-voy, Gcorge-st., Stranraer.
TWO large Goldfinch cocks (1913), coloured well,
good call birds, 4 0 each; 1914 eoek, good singer,
3/-: Overton, Henley, Church Strettou. 119591
NOT ICE

;
Forfarshire Linnets, the cream of 100

large, hot-coloured specimens, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6 each :
ap-

proval: Jamieson, 44, St. Mary-st., Arbroath. (1960)
HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce

lor contest singing, etc-., our book, 6Jd. post free:
Pownall and Haigll, LowcrUousee, Huddersfield.

(1957)
BULLFINCHES, coi-kn, 1/6; large hen*, 1/-; all

birds well on seed before sent out ; numerous tes-
timonials: Oliver Batson, 10, Thomas-st., Leicester.

(1959)

LINNETS, lovely Rose ttedbreasted cocks, 3,6
dozen; three 1/3; few well pencilled show speci-

mens, 1/6 each: 1). Coote, 16, Wlndmill-st., Luton,
Beds. (1950)
COCK Goldfinch and hen Canary, bred mules. li-

the pair, bred mules from; also two young yellow
ticked hens, 3/- each: J. Smart, 28, Millbrook-rd.,
Brixton. (1955)

LI.NET, house-moulted, suit mule breeder, fierce

singer, or catcher, '3/0; bargain; on full week's
approval : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Stoke-
on-Trent. (1957)

GRAND cage-moulted cock Linnet, singing, and
Norwich hen Canary, bred Mules with same last

season; bargain, 12/6: J. Baron, 23, Hipon-st., Pres-

ton, Lanes. (1958)

NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and
Linnets, for oliow or song; prices low, easy pay-
ments arranged; approval: McKeand, Bcabright,
Castle-Douglas. (1781)

OVERSTOCKED, 3 Linnets, 3 Greenfinches, Bull-

finch, Hawfinch, grand Chaffinch, all cocks, should
moult good birds; lot 15/- cheap: Coe, lx, Calder-
vale-rd., Clapham Park. (1935)

TWO extra special cock Goldfinches, caged three
months grand blazes and markings, lit to win in any
competition, 10/6 each, worth double : A. Johnson,

193, tit. Paui's-rd., Preston. (1959)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 2'/- and 2/6, one fit win 5,-;

liens, 1/- each: Goldfinches, cocks 2/6 and 3 6, two
fit win 5/- each; hens 1/- each: Jones, Ii enfold
Marsh, Warminster, Wilts. (1939)

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing bag; Oft, by 4ft. SJ-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5J-, 15ft. by,

lift. 5/-, 24ft. by 6ft. 7,6; old firm: satisfaction

guaranteed ;
list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,

Crew kerne, Somerset.
TOPPING Bullfinch, grand colour, 7/6; another,

4 yellow Greenfinch, splendid wing bars, 5/-J heu
Linnet, 3-; all house-moulted; also Norwich cocks,

10/-, hens 5-/-; good birds: Miller, Culmington
Manor. Craven Arms, Salop. (1956)

NORTH-COUNTRY Linnets, specials picked out of

catch, gems for size and colour, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6;

a few grand birds on song, 1/6; noted for honest

dealing; approval; cash or deposit system: G. Ash-

ton. Catcher, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1957)

TWO grand muling Goldies, will feed young, 15-

and 12-/6; 2 grand Greypates, 10/6 and 7/0; 2

Grcenies, one Fed. winner, 10/6, one field-moulted,

6/-; beauties; lovely Mealy Redpoll, little gem,

10 / - ;
good stuff ;

stamp, approval; Edwards, Tailor,

Leominster.
LOOK, look, look; Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South, war-

ranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 doz. ;
cock Green-

finches, 1/6 doz.; all kinds of British always in

stock; dealers supplied: Chris. Hatton, 31, Rich-

mfind-st., Brighton.
.

(1956)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, biiu

they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we t-hall be please, to

send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2,3.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,

London, E.C. , .

EXHIBITORS.—Rare Shore Lark, with cage, a.C

,

lovely colour-fed Robin, 4/0; fine Lesser White-

throat. 4/6; big Chaffinch, 4/6; fine Lesser Redpoll,

4 , 6 ; show cages included; hen Bramble, 2 6; lovely

Red-crested Cardinal. 6
,

6 : Song Thrush -and cage,

5 0 ; above all house-moulted, and decidedly cheap

;

overstocked : It. Robertson, 4, Hoscfield-rd.,

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

SOFT MOULT—NOT SINGING
Ditehfield's medicines are perfectly fafe, and can

be fully relied upon ;
they are used by most leading

fanciers, and are supplied to the London Zoo; we
guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Ditehfield's Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for soft moult, slow moult,
not singing, going light, -feather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

Ditehfield’s Special Lung Tonic, for bronchitis,

wheezing, and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
for chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., 1/1
and 2/- bottles; Ditehfield's Famous Revivo, for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds' .after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 2/- bottles;

special offer: we will send two 7(1. bottles of any
of the above medicines for 1/-, three for 1/6, or

two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for 2/6; the 1/1

bottles are treble the 7d. size: all mediciue.s post

free per return; also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Roller, Thrush and
Blackbird for health and song, given free to all

purchasers of our medicines : Frank Ditchfleld, Bird
Specialist, Oldham. (1837)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Aber-

deen.
(I960)

C 1’IUOR has a smaller collection of field-moulted

seedeaters than usual for disposal this season but it

hao never been more choice. It comprises Goldfinches,

Linnets Greenfinches. Bramblefinches, Chaffinches,

and Lessor Redpolls. He has also house-moulted speci-

mens of all above species and Siskins as well, which

in the pink of show condition for immediate

ibitionj state wants, enclosing stamp: Hill J'arnM
are
exhibition
Ropley, Hants.

GUARANTEED COCK GOLDFINCHES

Bullfinches, 1/6. 2/-, 2/6; Larks, Linnets, Sd . 1 ,

-,

4 6 dozen; Chaffinches, Ycllowhammers, 1.--; Green-

finches. Redpolls, 4(1.. 2.0 dozen- :
Mules, Oantrf.es,

5 0, 7/6; Young Canaries 2/-, 18/- dozen: Irwins

Aviaries, Lurgan.

Hardbills.
j

WANTED, British Hardbills: Chas. Palmer and
Sons, 66-63,’ Sclater-st., Shoreditch.

BARGAIN, 6 singing Linnets, 4/- lot; pair show
Brambles, 1/C; going away: Fenwick, 54, Alfred-st.,

South Notts. O&fip)

BULLFINCHES, 2 cocks, good colour, ehow birds,

been caged 6 weeks, 2j- each: W. Moses, Ycarsley

llridge, York. ' 0958)

CATCHERS, self-acting spring neto, can he baited

for Hard or Softbills, 1/3, largo size 1/9: Dawson,
Blybu rgate, Beeeles. (1959)

EXHIBITORS and fanciers, selected cock Bramble-

finches, Greenfinches, 1/-. 1/0, well on .<>ccd : R. Trew-

liill, 103, Belvoir-st., Hull.
,

(19oj)

FOUR handsome hen Goldfinches, S ;
6 nice mule

hens, 6/-: handsome pair Cirl Buntings, -5 /•: K.

Older. 53. Days-rd., Bristol. (UW

THE RIGHT STUFF
Champion Yorkshires, grand lengthy Y'orkshire cooks,

in perfect feather and condition, 7/-, 8/6, 10'- each;

er-ct racy liens, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6; matched pairs,

VII- J5A. 20/-; exhibition Yorkshires, 12/6, la.-, -9 -.

<>l
/.’• j' have also Norwich bred fr.om my winners at

all specialist shows at same price as above ;
I have

also a nice collection of British for eong or show;

Linnets 2/- each; Goldfinches, 3,0, 4 6, o /-; Larks,

1 • Greenfinches can win, 2/- each
; _

satisfaction

guaranteed: W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 5a, GeorgecM

Leeds. ’

KO’JS E IV1 OU LTEd T^ETS^ GOLDFI NGH ES

A few champion house-moulted cock Linnets, sonm

bred Mules, and some been used for catthmg Lin-

net* all ringing mad, S /-, 4/-, 5/- each, .iou.<

moulted cock Goldfinch, bred 10 Mules last season,

6 - others, house-moulted, singing hard, white le..,

5/- each; estab. 50 years: Sandiford, S9, Sclater-

M.’ Shoreditch, London; also at Preston.

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNFTS

Ml are well on ee-ed ;
guaranteed English

cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each; thr*e4 /•.ms <r

;

ext; a picked for milling, 2/6, 3/- each, tl i.c 5/-,

six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hens 1 - Lanca-

shire cock Linnct.-f, 8iL, 10d., 1/- each; three 1/9,

six 2/6 cock Larks’, 6d 8,1 10d.; caged

nil' «inging, 1/-, l/o. and 2/-; threw 1,4,

«ix' 2/0 - cock Bramblefinches, 1/1 find 1/0

each; Chaffinches, 9,1.. V-, and 1/0 each:

Greenfinches, Cd. each, three J -8; cages tor any of

above from Cd., 9d., 1/-. 1/5. 1/6, and • ‘

grinding m-ille, 1/C; send for catalogue of cve j-

thins- • established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird 8pe-

cialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, SchiUr.

st., Shoreditch, London,
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Decoys For Birdcatchers

Splendid invention, no lirues-lilrd required, stuffed
safety decoy, moves on (lil t stick on balanced spring;
Linnet- Ooldllnehes a/-; Bird and fittings com-
plete: Mipperson, Wuveney Wharf, Uceclcs. (llilli)

L.C.B. A WINNERS
Sec report, also of Solo show, champion competition
under specialist judges. Theme 4 llrsfc prize winners
are birds from the stock of W. II. Itaven, Keep,
which l purchased complete with all his cages,
aviaries, etc. ; I can offer some really first class ex-
hibition specimens in all varieties, cheap to clear,
2 real good jonquo Goldfinches, rich square blazes,
best of wings and tannings, 23/- each; Bramble-
finches, 1-t Sale, 80, ;

six others, lit to win any-
where, 80 each: al«o some tiptop Twites, lovely
colour and markings, steady, 5/- and 10/- each;
Greenfinches, some eye openers, 5 ami 10/-; 2 Lesser
Redpolls, gems of the llrst water, 7/8 each; bear
in mind these birds were collected by the above
well known exhibitor regardless of cost; such a
chauce seldom occur.-; all on 24 hours' approval,
cash, or deposit with Editor: \V. C'ottingUam, 0,

Peveril-st., Nottingham. 'Phene, 5752

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
A Merry Christmas to all. Gentlemen, if you want
a good bird, send to tile right man, and have
them on 7 days' approval, for cash or deposit with
Editor. Cock Linnets, singing day and gaslight,
1 -. I I, 2.-; quality songsters, and sure muiers,
7 C: Scandinavian bullfinches, tlio real gems, not
Imitations; cocks 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, hens 2/-, 3/-, 4/-;
English Bullies, cocks, 1/6, 2/-; and one stormer,
3/6; hens, 1 -, 1 6, 2 -; Corn Bunting, a gem, '2/0;

cock Bramhlefineh, beauty, 1/-; Redpoll, gem, 2/-;

cock Lark, singing nice, 1/6; cock Thrush, a good
one. 3,6: Greenfinch, the best out, 2.6; cock
Canaries, lull song, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6; best Linnet
whistler in England, 6d. each; best bird lime, 2d.

tin, large tins 1 -, will hold a Crow; Harry Allen's

Secret Book along with my own, 1/- post free;
have supplied thousands of winners lor show and
singing, so send at once; hundreds of testimonials:
Fred Allen, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (I960)

Softbillsi
[

“
1

l

, VPlCAb Border*. Alexander's cv.-n murked' iTtcm/
irwirks and clear#} cheap

j call or write : approval
llruninuiin. iifl, Lochrml st., Motherwell. (I06H)
UStl'jKXtf, yellow and »>utt cock; and hen*, cheap*

«©c Whlthurn and Newton«ran«c report*; tstainp,’
n ’ 13, ^or«e-.if|iiari», Edinburgh. ( l»r>7)

I II K K K yellow varicuated cocks, 0/- each- 2, yellow
varloKated henn. 1 yellow liens, 2 hnfT hens’, 2/- each •

lot 27/-; .lanies Wilson, 33, East Abbcy-sfc., Arbroath.
(812)

III G IT-CLASS Borders for show or -stock, related tomy winners at the leading shows; cocks, from 6/-,
liens from 3/-; also matched pairs; approval wil
lingLy: Weir, Hamilton Place, Penicuik. (lMii)
BORDERS, huff cock, 4th Manchester; yellow hen

3rd Swansea; 20 /- pair; buff cock, 2nd Abcrsychaii,’
J 4 -I marked buff cock, 3rd Manchester, 12/6;
quality A 1 ; see reports; stock pairs at reasonable
prices; inspection invited: Hoddinott, 8, lluuiphrev-
«t., Swansea.

( 1937 )CHAMPION’ Borders, three pairs 8/6, five pairs
10/0 11 variegated buff hens 3/-; seven clears 5/-;
ffv«v variegated yellows 3/0; five clears 5/, 7/6; six
bull cocks 6/6; lour yellow 7/6; others 10.'-, jj
20/-; l inn, and green cock 7/6, In-nq 3 /-: seen any
time; approval: Burton Bros., 124 Lee rd Lee
Green, S.E. ”(

1955 )"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully now to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing' the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select idea! pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send, at once
for a copy, 2 id. post free. from “Cage Birds,” 134,
l'leet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents (Lists published frequently.)
EXHIBITORS; tip-top cock Bullie. grand size, extra
good colour, cap and bars, 5/6; ditto hen, a marvel,
certain winner or hybrid breeder, 3/6 ; big, thick-set
cock Twite, excellent colour and markings, 3/6; cock
Linnet, Scotch giant, the real colour, exquisite pen-
cilling, 3/6; monster mountain cock Greenie, head
like a Hawfinch, rare colour, 3/6; large cock Bram-
blehnch, excellent colour and spangling, 3/6 ; cock
I^s^er Redpoh, a topper, excels in size, colour, bib,
and thigh lacing, 2/6; approval: Ross, Aviaries,
Torres, N.B. Canaries taken, ( 1 9f> 1

)

311

| Cinnamons.
|

THREE 1914 Jays 3/- each, exchange true pair
yellow Budgerigars: H. Phair, Alresford, Hants.

(1952)
SELECTED cock Thrushes, If- each: William
Wright, 34, Shelliiefd-rd., Marshside, -Southport.

(I960)
LARKS, Larks, Larks; grand cock Larks, 2/3 doz.,
can supply weekly: G. Rowe, Weet-st., Chatteris,
Lambs. (1957)
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

mouths, 1/- ; also young hand-reared cock, 9d. : ap-
proval: George Holt, Dunstable, Beds. (1959)
LARKS, Larks, large upstanding cock Larks, not

to be beaten, size, quality, 2/6 doz. ; dealers and
fanciers supplied: E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.

Miscellaneous,
j

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets, .Larks, Larks, Larks-
warranted cock Linnets, 3 6 dozen; hen Linnets 1/6
doz. ; warranted cock Larks, 3, 6 doz. ; handsome cock
Greenfinches, 1/6 dozen: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-
st., Brighton. (1956)
THREE Yorkshires, Bramblefinch, Greenfinch, Mule

cocks, colour fed; cock Greenfinch, hen Chaffinch,
cock Chaffinch, hen Greenfinch, been together two
years, both built and laid

;
3 cock, 2 hen Bullies,

45/- lot, or useful exchange; letters only; approval!
deposit : Waters, Glasthule, Co. Dublin. (I960)
MOULTED specimen winners for sale, now in per-

fect condition, and ready for immediate exhibition:
show cage with each bird; Indian 8-hama, 70/-;
Hawfinch, So, -

;
Chaffinch, 25;-; Ycllowhammer, 25 '-;

Mealy Redpoll. 20/-; Greenfinch Mule, 30/-: Siskin
Mute, 30.'-; Goldfinch-Greenfinch Hvbrid, 25/-; Lin-
net Greenfinch Hybrid, 25/-; Blackcap, 30/-; ap-
proval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (1956)

SHOW BRITISH
We are patronised-, and have been for forty years,
by every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor,
so our reputation stands second to none. Editor
of this journal has seen scores of original testi-
monials for birds we have supplied, wlii-c-h have
bred hundreds of winning Mules and scores of win-
ning British' birds I have supplied. So if you intend
buying British birds, buy fiom us, who have liun-
dred-s each week to pick from. Cock Goldfinches
Bullfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks, 3/-, 4/-,
5 -, O'- each; approval; chow cages, 2/-, three 5/6;
e.dablisITFd 50 years: Saudi f-ord-, Bird Specialist’
Preston : also 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

’

GODLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn has
i,lainheads

’ »£
CHAMPION Cinnamons, bred from my winners ";^

Liverpoo!. Manchester. Bradford, Scotch National

hSU Wl.
Ut in

,

pa
fc*

ch
?
aP- finft Cinnamons, good

x
y

*
aml Domera strain; stamp reply

74> VineSt ” ^ AjeU

f Crests and Crestbreds.
[

LARGE 1913 dark crest cock, winner, 15 - worth
Ceorge--st., Stranraer.

’ ' ’ W°rth

(Pward fe,tbreds f
or ®aIe

- g°od birds, cheap:

EVfN.s ’l!R(Vr ?^Ve i<1 ’’ Caledonian-rd., London,

bredl Lm wn t S
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;
llpPly Crests and Creet-

Higffist Exeter?
^ * f6W left

; approval
i rS
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’ several for sale, good birds'W °r -^nge:Fort.
FOUR Crests, 2 Crestbreds, hens. O’- to 10'- each-4 Crests, 3 Crestbreds, cocks. HI, - to 30 /- each-'Cte». Alfergate, Durham.

'

,
ant* bre(1 from winners. Crests andCrestbreds from 15,-6; approval: C. Roberts Stan-

ly- Newto-l1 Drive, Blackpool.
’

i

HICh;CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the bestUlf-priee t^se bard times; approval: J Biffing!%JL tolwlek -rd
' Nottingham.

URESIS and Crestbreds, -several good pairs atreasonable prices: few- single birds cheap unflighted

Wefiingborou^hV
WHliam ^tnian/Midlanird.'!
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'fo
a,l 'J Crestbreds. best Wood in the world,a few real > good pairs and singles to -spare at rea-

sonable prices; say price prepared to give; stamp-

FOUP- mia
JOn'?' Somerset? ’

(1853>lOl R 1914 variegated Cresfcbre-d cocks, 7/0 each •
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The sale of

CAPERN’S BIRD FOODS
During 1914 has been greater

than ever—because they are

Always the Distinctive Capern

Quality

CANARIES.
|

}
Border Fancy.

BREEDER'S CARD.
burton BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.EBreeders ot high-class Borders, all varieties. Pricesmoderate; state wants.

Lizards. '
-

Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6.
/ 6, 4/-, 5/-. Travelling Cages
Morwich.

LIZARD 4 OSS?:
3d—RUDD, Specialist,

London Fancy.
AV ELL-BRED stock pairs and extra liens' goin"

very cheap; overstocked: Filby, Ealing Common.
°

.SfXmifiightedyencw hens, cheap to dear, marked,char see Perth Show report: Borrie, Joiner Hi«h-
st., iertn.

( 194‘>)

FEW choice hens, winning strain, some greenscheap to clear, from 3/-: N. L. Croft, 38, Cemetery-
ru.,

(1059)ENTIRE stock of Border Fancies for sale, clearsgreens cocks and hens: Matthew Peel, Riddle-tcrr ,Coxlodge. Gosfortli.
( 19 -)‘

st

S
?te

IF
wfnf“?

disposal, yellows and buffs;vtate m ants , best ot blood; stamp reply: DavidMurray, Haddington. ^

LDCflv, three fine Border cocks, grand singers,
’V1 Mdi: stamp, reply; White, S5, Cor-

poratton-rd., Workington. (ms-i)GRAND Borders, 6 pairs. 7/0 pair:. 4 hens, 5/- lot-
2 Greenfinches, 1/6; 3 .Norwich cocks.' 15/- lot- A

i85 - Buke-st., Glasgow. (I960)

ftp
Bo,dcr Facies, good shape and qual-

it.'. loi sale, reasonable, on approval: Robson, 28ew1

?.‘it
n
-,r.

t’rove ’ Peckham, London.
( 1918 )NOncE.-Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

xrmr’
pi
icei

tpw,
,

easy payments taken; approval:
Castle Douglas. (1791)GREENS and Cinnamons reasonable (see reportsW arniigtmi and Gateshead) ; cokl-room bred

; dampD. W Intdaw, 9o, Elderpark st., Govan. (1958)

/ Greens.
[

STOCK and show birds, from my celebrated win
ners holders of the G.C.A. cup; inspe^tioi, im
rd?
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rtaSOIlilb!0; Metcalfe
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> Brunswick-

GREEN Canaries, how to manage them and keen
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(l 111 the Nutshell booklet
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nariP8
' pncc 2 3<1-, post free. AVriteTlie I ublisher. Cage Birds, 154 , Fleet-st., London,'

| Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialistWinner oi numerous silver cups, medals etc. •

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable!Grand specimens to spiyc- ; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited in-

le

Ulrl

Sheffieid
ed: St!Ullp : 113> Northfleld-rd., Walk-

ALEX. IV! GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale - nobetter blood
; grand type and qualitv.—Reid'sBuildings, Newtongrange.

J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner ofchampion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.; good
birds at reasonable prices; approval; stamp- C
Banner-st., St. Lukes, London, E.C.

P ' ’

FRANK F. LAWSON. 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win localshows, from 20,,-; nnflighted birds from 7/C-matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

’

1914 NORWICH cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5A: LloydAviaries, Gorsdnon, Glam.
’ 1

Sons ^-
E*’ -N®r

,

wich
.
Canaries: Chas. Palmer andsons, 66-68, bclater-st., Shoreditch.BE in time a few still left, prize-bred Norwich

TUIU IIY
3
!

1 : 22
’
I!cath ‘ st -- Cheetham Hill. (1959)JABCAIN, largo variegated buff Norwich cock, y'el-

»!.|!
Ipr 6: Jones, A aynol House, Harlech. (1956)

f sale, cocks, yellows, buffs, variegated, greens

-

sent on approval; Thorn, Kinnoul, Lenzie, Glasgow.’

NORWICH, unflighted yellow cock, 40/-; and^ buff
variegated cock, 25/-; Thorn, 69, Oxford Drive, Glas-
^0W

' (1950)FINE cock Canaries, 1914, singing hard, -also hens,
strong, healthy: Mrs. Morris, Moat, House, Brent-
wood, Essex.

(1955 )OVERSTOCKED, prize-bred buff hens, 3/- each, 4
for 10,6, warranted feeders; Snow, 7, Redvers-terr.,
Mort-lake, S.Wr

. (1958)NORWICH: 20 good big birds for sale cheap, 10
cocks, 10 hens, cash or deposit : J, Sumner, 179
Skeflington-rd., Preston. (1955)SHOW Norwich for sale, cocks and hens, yellow
and buft; approval, stamp: F. Paling, West Park
Ma-xwellto-wri, Dumfries.

(1934 )(NORWICH large yellow and buff cocks,, from
8 ,(1 . hens from 4/6: Langridge, 17, Watson-st.,
Newington Green, London.

(19
-35 )SMALL typical cocks, 7/C and 8/6; liens, 5/-; good

feeding strain: inspection
: H. Thurley, 153 North

umherland Pa»k, Tottenliam. ’ (1940)FEW colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocks from 4/6
hens 2/0; approval, deposit; genuine: R. Mannion,
o. AS hoatsst., Padiham, Lancs. (1959)NORWICH cocks and liens, yellows and buffs, same
as my winners; stamp; approval: Thomas Hutton,
Ivy Lea, Larbcrt, Stirlingshire. (!92<DCHAMPION large Norwich, winners, and bred from
winners, from 10/6 each; approval: C. Roberts, Stan-
nahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool.

( 1957 )TWENTY prize bred Norwich for sale, mostly B L.
rung, also six three-compartment breeding ca"es

:

J. Spoor, 15, Wood-st., Dunston.
(1954)NO i ICE. Grand lot Norwich, for show or soil"

prices low, easy payments taken
; approval : Me-

Kearid, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
( 1701 )BUFF variegated cock, 12/6: buff lien, 7/fi, winners-

un flighted yellow cock, 10/-
;

other birds cheaper!
Garden, 86, Lcslie-tej-race, Aberdeen. (EJfiO)SMART pair Norwich, splendid breeders, 7/6- York-

»,
ir6

..M
1
.

tto’ 7^6: box ca?es - cheap; Encyclopaedia,
±1: Ellis, 42, Eastover, Bridgwater.

( 195 -9 )SEVERAL good n*ize-bred Norwich, cocks 7/C liens
4/-, 30/- pair; cage-moulted Hawfinch, 7/6- approval:
1-ord, Hospital Lodge, Burton-on-Trent. '

( 1957 )PRIZE-BRED Norwich, price reasonable, inspection
invited any -evening or Sunday mornings: AVills, 10,
Dale-rd., Kentish Town, London, N.W.
HARLAND’S champion Norwich, have few grand
birds for disposal : state wants and price about to
give; approval: 63, AVelbeck-st., Hull. (1865)ONE clear, 1 variegated, cocks, (buff). 2 yellow
variegated hens. 1 buff, seen any time, Sunday in-
cluded : Turnbull, 50, Uastlc-st., Montrose. (1949 )WELL-BRED Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-
ity, also single birds, reasonable, on approval: Rob-
son. 28, Camden Grove, Peckhain, London. (1918)
F. S. BUCKLEY, 30, Adderley-st., Coventry, has a
few grand Norwich buff cocks, C.F.. 1914,' for dis-
Rswa u_cijoap.-«. andix Or-d

; inspection invited. (1950)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, 35 years breeder of the

best, large birds, grand type, good heads, half-price;
approval: J. Billington, 55, Colwivk-rd., Nottingham
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SPLENDIDLY bred, ’cotourded Norwich jffi
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Norv' ich Canaries. "mVtcli-d ^'for
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’ reports
1 bas taken over 50 prizes this

Platt, Isleworth™
’ B,?P,OV" I; ip^-tion : 16, Mi IF

TYPICAL Norwich; I have won three cups thisseason with stock of my own breeding; I can partwith two yellow cocks, two buff cocks, and hens to
dieap; Moffat ' 8S
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wo uatural colour even-marked
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aPPr0Va " Gilbcrt
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F. J. LACCOHEE, breeder and exhibitor of winningNorwich, offers good stock birds at reasonable
tirices; novices and beginners wishing to start with
p®llabl® *fcock should write stating wants and price -

92, bt. George-st., Norwich. (1941)LARGE yellow Norwich cock, 3rd members’ show
11 -

; large buff hen, 3rd. 7/6: two buff hen-s, slight-lv
smaller, 4/- each

;
good four-compartment- 6

Sfi « d€
,

posit: K- Twigg, 38, Lyons Colliery,’
Hetton-I<?-Hole, c. o Durham. (19C0)
A. SCOTT, Scott's Hotel, Lancaster, offers beautiful
eye and wing marked buff cock, won many prizes
*2

„
ono Year yellow cock, beautiful type and

9-
ua ''ty . 27/6; unflighted yellow hen, a gem for qual-

ity, 20 -
; unflighted buff cock, good size, feathered

like silk, 20/-. (1957)

100 PURE BBE® NORWICH
Direct from last few years’ Crystal Palace strains,
have proofs'; yellows or buff cocks,' 6 -. 7 /. 3
10/-, 12/-, to 20'-; hens, same, 4 -, 5 /-, c/-’, 7/-!
8 /-, 10 -

; show cages, 2 -.; breeder 30 voars:’
Sandil'ord, Canary Breeders, Preston, and 89*
Sclater-st., London,
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SPECIAL SONGSTERS.

Do Not Be

led astray by
copy tats and
low-priced rub-

bish. Extra
early hatched,
and caned Oft

singly; purebred Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders,

Hollers, Mules, 6/G, 7/6, 8 /C, 10/6; cages, 3d.; ap-

proval.—W. RUDD, Tha Bird Specialist, Norwich.

COOK AND SON.—A few Norwich lor .‘•ale, same
it rain as our winners Liverpool, Accrington, War-
rington; yellow and bnlf cocks, yellow and hull

hens; cocks from 10/-, hens from 7/(1, mostly un-

flighted: on approval, stamp for reply: llu. Lower-

gate, Clitheroe. (1954)

LET it be. said in a whisper: I hold some of the

largest clear bull anel yellow cocks in the “Fancy”;
come and see for yourself, if you like; but drop a

}>.C. that 1 may be at your service, or let me send

pitch on approval ; the professional exhibitor cannot

afford to sell this sort: Hudd, Specialist, Norwich.

NORWICH, Bullltnch type, SO largo yellow and
bull cocks, 1st, special, 2nd*. 4tlis at Birmingham,
commended Coventry, all unflighted, grand chance,

seldom met with, lor beginners requiring prize

strain at a reasonable price; eocke from 7/(1, hens

5 -
;
state requirements; satisfaction guaranteed: .1.

Westwood, Hairdresser, Witton-rd., Aston, Birming-

ham. (1959)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/11, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of tho Norwich Plninhcad. 'The chapters

"Forming a Stud," and “How
Ideal,” are worth the cost of

many times over: “Cage Bird*,”

London.

. 3ARGAINS
Excellent yellow stock cock, sire of many winners,

SO/-; unflighted huff cocks, clear, grand type, win-

ner 1st, 90/-: 8 nice marked, 15/- each; 2 clear

hull hens, 10/0 each; 2 ticked buffs, 8/0 each:

Dean, Holm(wood , MatlocJT. (195S)

to Produce the
the whole hook
154, Fleet-street,

W. N. TURNER,
The Champion Norwich Breeder

of 18 Years Standing.
Winner of 3 Diplomas, Gold Medals, and over 1,500

Prizes won at Crystal Palace, Scottish National,

Manchester, etc., etc. I have bred and supplied birds

which have won at Manchester, Liverpool, Halifax,

etc., this year, and have still 200 left to select from,

related to my well-known winners. Prices reason-

able; inspection invited; approval willingly.—3a,

Percival Street, Hightown, Manchester.

|

Rollers & Singing Canaries
|

pj, BREEDER S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue. Southend-on-Sea. Member B.K.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

1. DIMMOCK. Glucke and Waterglucke Rollers,

same strain as my cup winner, from 12 /-, hens

5 /-; B.R.C.C. rung: 49, Providenee-st., Cradley

Heath.

MR. .1. SCOTT, who is at the Front, has asked mo
to -ell his young birds for him, cocks from 10/-,

hens 5/- each, from same strain as last year's win-

ners: Jos. Kilshaw, 5, Orin-it., Bolton.

HIGH ( LAKH Rollers, cold-room bred, cocks in full

song, from 10/0, puirs from 12/(1, hens 3/(1; inspection

invited: Whitaker Crossley, Roller Breeder, 4, Wens-
lcydale-ter ,

Bradford-rd., Batley, Yorkshire. (1955)

DECLINING Fancy. Pure Randall's B.R.C.C. rung,

cold-room bred, Morrison's winning strain, 5 cocks,

11 hens; what offers to clear; exchange considered,

not birds : "Armadale,” Bamford-rd., Didsbury,

Manchester. / (icon)

GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, bred from
winners of over 40 prizes, B.R.C.C. rung 1014; cocks,

8 / 0 , 10/0, 12/6, 15/-, .Cl ; hens, 1913 4/0, 1914 5/0;

7 days’ approval : J. C. Banks, 49, St. Hubcrt's-rd.,

Great Harwood. (1960)

HIGH CLASS Glucke Rollers, cold-room bred, 1914,

B.R.C.C. rung, Cadman ’

8

and Willow’*) strain ; cocks

10/0 and 12 /(1 ,
liens, same strain, 8/5 and 5/-; ap-

proval; cash or deposit: It. Roberts, Poplar House,

Madeira Hill, Wrexham. (1945)

It AN DAJ-L'H cup strain. Ai r. Griffiths, Southsea,

purchaser of B4.20 and B4.14. winner of ex. 3rd, 4th,

special Jtossendale, writes: “Both Rollers give every

satisfaction.” B4.10. scored 18 points Manchester
contest, 30./-, including two Water-glucke liens,

brothers to these three, B4.3, B4.4, B4.5, 20/- each;

all cuMomoiw during the last five year* have bought
the first Roller cocks 1 have sent them ;

approval, de-

posit: Atherton, M. B.R.C.C., 80, Christian-rd., Pres-

ton. (1959)

LAST OFFER
H. G. Hill, winney of cups, diplomas, best glucke

and hollow-roll; latest wins: first, second champion

open class Birmingham, offers few good birds at

one-third value, to make room; cock, first Germany,

29 points, 25/-, cost £0 last season ;
another, first

prize, 25/- ;
young cocks, 15/-, £1 : good birds, not

wasters; few best hens, 5/-: "Ashleigli,” School-nb,

Moseley, Birmingham. (1959)

BRITISH BRED ROLLERS
Having purchased file whole stock of Mr. Wirth,

of Liverpool, including his winners, etc. I am offer-

ing cocks, in full song, at 12/0, 15/-, 20/-, and 25/-

cach; hens, 5/- each; all B.R.C.C. rung; also

cabinets and training cages, to be cleared cheap

;

1 /. Buhl's training organ, in perfect condition; first

p.O. 30/- secures it; originally cost £3 10/-; 1

Queek’s organ, same price: R. Kremner, 104, Tib-

st., Manchester.

14 DAYS’ TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that

we supplied the winners at the principal contests

for years and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters, only 15/- each,

on 14 days’ trial at our risk ; special terms, send

10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will send one of these noil-such Rollers on

14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any

other "strain advertised and be your own judge.

Hens same strain, 3/6 and 4/6 each; Yorkshire,

Norwich and other Canaries on the same terms;

lists free: Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd.. Preston. (1878)

1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseinon, Glam. (1961)

ROLLER cocks, in full song. 3/9, 4/9, 5/9. 7/9; hens,

1/9 and 2/9 ;
approval : Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres,

N.B. (1001)

PURE Rollers, none hotter at 7/0, 8 /6 , 10/6, hens

2 - • stamp reply: J. Bennett, 28, Enville-ist., Stour-

bridge. (1378)

GRAND voung cocks in fu71 song, 7/6 and upwards;
approval:" A. Bennett, Snelston Hall,. Ashbourne,
Derby's. (1900)

BRITISH Roller cocks, 7/6, warranted; hens, 2/-:

J. Park, Breeder of High-class Rollers, 09, Essex-

et., Preston. (1904)

HIGH-CLASS Seifert and Glucke Rollers, sing any-

where, 6 /6 , 8/6 ,
10 0; hens 2/-, 2/0; approval: Hitch,

Stafford-st., Walsall. (1945)

FIVE 1914 Seifert Rollers, cold-room bred, singing,

6/0 each; exchange pullets: Wyie, Oldbury-rd.,

Black Heath, Birmingham. (1958)

PURE Randall’s hollow roil cocks, 7/6, 10/-, 12/0;

hens. 4/-, R.R.C.C. 1914, cash or deposit syet.m:
Smith, 205, Boulevard, Hull. (1958)

ROLLER cock, rung 1912, 6 /-, 1913 hen, feeder,

2 ,
6

,
pair 8 /-; Randall’s; approval, deposit: Pear-

den, 123, Passmons, Rochdale. (1955)

LEIPZIG Rollers. Cocks 7/0, 8/0, 10/0; hens 3/-,

4/-, 10 days’ approval; my risk: Colclough, Erie

House, Stone-rd., Longton, Staffs. (1905)

A FEW prize-bred 1913 and 1914 Roller hens to

part with 4 6 each ; carriage paid : Stanton Cycle

Stores, Alcester, Member B.R.C.C. (1953)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, lor day and gas-light

singing, prices low, easy payments taken ;
approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

WALTON’S champion Glucke, water Glucke Rol-

lers; cocks 10/6, 12/0, 15/-; approval, deposit: Wal-
ton, 0, Cross Green Crescent, Leeds. (1875)

HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, eold-roem bred, 7/0

each, to clear; satisfaction guaranteed: J. Bretton,

4 Wellington-st., Radcliffe, Manchester. (1942)

HIGH-CLASS Water Glucke Roller*, B.R.C.C. rung;
cock*. 10/0, 12/0, 15/6; hens. 4/-; 7 days’ approval;
T. Hilson, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-under-Lyne.(1957)
GLUCKE ami Seifert Rollers in full song, cold-room
bred, cocks from 30.6; hens 3,6 and 5/- each; ap-

proval: Newton, 09, Stafford-st., Wolverhampton.
(1943)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, Randall's, Lyon’s;, cocks 7/6

upwards, hens 3.0; pairs selected; approval: Earn-
thaw, Breeder, Trainer, 7, ltook-st.. Nelson, Lancs.

(1955)

HIGH-CLASS Seifert Roller cocks, in full song,
8,0 each; hens, 8 /-; approval; cash or deposit: W.
Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thackley, near Brad-
ford.

"
(1956)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7/6, 8/0,
10 0, Walton and Randall strain; (hens, 2/0, 3/6;
cold room ;

cash or approval : Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,

Crewe. (’>•1.'!)

PURE Seifert Glucke and Water-Glucke Rollers, cold

room bred; cocks, 10/0. 12/6 and 15 - each; hens,

3/6, 4/6 each; same strain as my Crystal Palace win-

ner; approval, deposit: N. Clouting, 27, Somere-rd.,
Brixton-hill. London, S.W. (1940)

J. H. WILLOWS, Draper, Wcdncsbury, winner of

ys cups, including M.R.C.C. challenge enp, scores

Of medals and specials, has for tale few of his

champion strain Hollers, cocks 20/-, 30 -, 40 up-

wards; hens 7/0, 10/- each; approval willingly. (1908)

British Bred Roilers
Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained

under Randall’s and one of best organs, price

7/0. 8/6 , 10/-, 12/-, 15/-, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaran-

teed and on approval, hens 2/0, 3/6 ;
best lot Rollers

in England; proper Roller box cages, enamelled sand

drawer, etc., 2/-; with shutters, beauties, 3/-; estab-

lished 50 years ; thousands of testimonials ;
for proof

write Editor, who has seen the originals; send for

catalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,

Preston ; also at S9, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Lot me sendyou
one to hem’ F

Mountain Rollers, beet value in England to-day,

from most of noted strains in England, in many
cases purchased direct from such well-known names.

Cocks (not so-called cocks), 6/6, 7/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-;

hens 1/9, 2/-, 2/6 upwards. Pairs matched for breed-

ing 7/6 8/6, 10/6, to 25/-; cages, 3d.; approval with

pleasure : W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Scotch Fancies,
j

A FEW Scotch Fancies for sale, good stock birds,

cheap to clear: L. Jackson, Southfield, Kirkmuirhdl.

FOR sale, several first-class Scotch Fancies, able to

win, both sexes; reasonable: Win. Wilson, 246, Alli-

son-st., Govanhill, Glasgow. (1868)

SCOTCH Fancies, yellow and buff cocks, yellow and

buff hens; all colours cheap to clear; good birds:

Howden, 6 ,
Cochrane-place, Leith.

SCOTCH Fancies for sale; the whole -stock, old and

young; show and breeding cages, carrying boxes:

Hugh Moore, 21, Kelburn-st., Barrhead. (1927)

Yorkshires-
BREEDERS’ CARD3.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, the champion Yorkshire

breeders, offer some clinking exhibition and stud

birds, pairs 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/-; the

finest strain in existence; unbeatable for 30 years;

many championships Crystal Palace, including

championship for best in show. Palace, 1914; ap-

proval, cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:

Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresfcorough, Yorks.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Cliai-

lem-e Cup the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc°, etc. : 46, South View-tciT., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.
, ,

.

JONAS KNIGHT. 35 years successive breeder of

high-class Yorkshires in all varieties ;
suitable for

show or stock :
prices comparatively reasonable.

Price list free from: 21, Copy-st., Allerton, Brad-

ford, Yorkshire.
E. E. PYMAN, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class

Yorkshires, prices to suit all; approval, deposit:

West House, West Hartlepool. (1935)

1914 YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseinon, Glam. (lpfil)

GRAND Yorkshires, 10/- a pair; approval: J. B.

Benton, Market Deeping, Lines. (1954)

WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries: Chas. Palmer and
Sons, 66-68 . Sclater-st.. Shoreditch
\VM. CLIFT can spare few Yorkshires, cocks from

7/0, hens 5 best of blood: 4 Coldstream-ter..- Car-

diff. (1943)

SELL 2 cocks, 3 liens, Yorkshires, 25/-, or exchange
good British; would separate: Hornsby, 8 ,

Batli-et.,

Oxford. (1956)
YORKSHIRES, stock or show birds, few pairs cheap

on approval: Bisset, 83, Jlighnt., Fraserburgh, Aber-
deenshire. (1958)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 3 cocks, 3 hen-9 ,

sell cheap,
or exchange show cages or Norwich hens : Graham,
Ballybrack. (i960)

YEH, an excellent season, over 100 own-bred, colour-

fed Yorkshires for sale: P. Lane, 1, Arboretum-rd.,
Worcester.
XMAS offer, 5 pairs, 10/0 pair; 3 pairs, 15/- pair;

unflighted Yorkshire, worth double; approval : Daw-
con, 180, Dukcj-st., Glasgow. (1900)

SPENCER’S Yorkshires, 4 pair from my winners,

6/6 pair
;
cash or deposit ;

inspection invited : 17,

Wood End, Hebden Bridge. (1958)

COME and inspect this noted Strain of clears and
greens, home all day; prices to suit all: Metcalfe,

08, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale; cocks from 10/-;

hens from 5/-; inspection invited any evening: F.

King, 49, Inworth-,at., Battersea. (1950)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or song,

prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Me- 1

Keand, & xbriglit. Castle Douglas.
,

(1791)

BREEDING high-class Yorkshires, bred direct from
my noted winners; cocks 8 /-, hens 5/-; approval:
Newell, 62, Princcs-st., Abert’dlery. (1958)

SEVERAL smart pairs of slim, stylish Yorkshires,
rare quality, reasonable ;

on approval: Robson, 28,

Camden Grove, I’eckbam, London. (1918)

TYPE all right, quality all right, price all right;

only a few prize-bred Yorkshires left: Taylor. 109,

Lavender Sweep, Clapham Common. (1955)

C. HUXLEY has a few splendid Yorkshires for dis-

posal; inspection invited (see Richmond report):

Ivy Lodge, London-rd., Twickenham. (1959)

THREE pairs lengthy Yorkshire Canaries, 15/-,

17/- 20/- pair (genuine): Hellyer, Yorkshire Breeder,

57, North-st., l’ortsea, Portsmouth. (1955)

REDUCING stock; no reasonable offer refused;

pairs, bred from winners, 10/-, cold-room: Hall, 134,

Brankeome-rd., Water Lane, Brixton. (1956)

GRAND foul mkd. green buff Yorkshire stcck cock,

also pink-eved yellow hen, price 12/6: Harrison, 78,

Charlton-tcrr., nr. Ooosbeck, Yorkshire. (1960)

THIRTY Yorkshires for sale, cheap, clears and

cinnamons; inspection invited; must clear: Brown-
bill, 29, Mercer-st., llulme, Manchester. (1955)

FANCIERS, I have still a good stock of the best

winning strain, pairs from 7/0; write, stating wants:

J. C. Beaumont, Hepworth, Huddersfield. (1959)

OVERSTOCKED, fifty well-bred cocks, 8 / 6 , liens 3/6

upwards; several novice winners, 1914, cheap: John-

ston, 123, Fermc I’ark-rd., Stroud Green, N. (1959)

YORKSHIRES, grand unflighted cocks, bred from

1st Manchester, Glasgow, Leicester, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-;

approval: Hirst, Kamsbottom-st., Accrington. (1906)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George’s-terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1788)

SPENCER’S Yorkshires, 4 unflighted cocks, 5/-

each own breeding ;
cash or deposit; inspection

invited: 17, Wood End, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.

SELL splendid pair Yorkshires, yellow cock over

7in. long, and typical buff hen
;
OgdCn Bros.’ strain,

30/-, approval: Taylor, 59, ChapCl-st., Leigh, Lancs,

GRAND pair Yorkshires, clear buff cock marked

vellow hen, Ogden’s, 25/-, cheap; exchange for good

1914 Crested hen and cash: Edwards, Tailor, Leomin-

YOUNG vigorous colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires

in full song; cocks, 7/0 and 10/6; hens, 3/6; must

sell want room : The Breeder, 222, Ribblesdale-rd.,

Streatham, S.W. (1943)

PRIESTLEY'S high-claes Yorkshires from my win-

ning strain ;
cocks from 5/-, hens from 3/-

;
-cash or

deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaythorne-rd., West
Bowling, Bradford.

.

(1880)

GRAND lot of Yorkshires and Norwich, guaran-

teed bred frem my winnere, from 10/6 each; no

rubbish offered; cash with order; approval: Olive,

Plumber, Sitt’ngbourne.

R. TINDALE, breeder, exhibitor, high-class York-

shires ;
a few grand, typical, lengthy birds to dis-

pose of cheap; approval, deposit: 6 ,
Gill-st., Ben-

well, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1932)

TWO nice buff Yorks, cocks, 10/- each ; 2 smaller,

4/6; also 3 vellow 1 buff hens at 3,6, all inflighted

birds; also "4 feeders at 1/3 each: James Hamer.

194, Leigh-rd.,- Leigh, Lancs. U95")

EIGHTY high-class Yorkshires for sale, all bred

from my winners; cocks from 5/6, hens from 4/-;

all colour-fed and cold room bred: Beardall, Main-

rd„ Shirland, Alfreton, Derby. ’1957)

W. ASHTON will sell his bull cock, let and special

at Newark splendid reliable stock bird, 25/- ; also

two unflighted buff cocks, from same, 7/6 each; ap-

proval, deposit: Besthorpe, Newark. (19a7)

CHAMPION Yorkshire, splendid length, type and

quality, cocks from 5/-; matched pairs, 8 /- up-

wards; approval; satisfaction guaranteed: Green-

wood. Colne-rd.. Crossbills, Keighley. (19545)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale, cocks 0. - up-

wards hens 4 - upwards, same strain as our win-

ners at Sale, 'Warrington, etc.; approval, cash or

deposit: Smith Bros., 35, Hangingroyd-lane, Hebden

Bridge. (iJob)

PRIZE bred Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, bred

from my winners, hens 5/- upwards, cocks 7/6 up-

wards- cash or deposit; approval with pleasure:

Hosken Bros., 85, Main-st., Hcamoor, nr. Penzance,

Cornwall. (1850)

G. R. BARKER has some higli-class York.-lnres,

bred from winners, grand, lengthy birds, many of

them fit to win
;

inspection invited ;
approval ;

see

report Guisborough and Redcar last week: Dale-ter-

race. Lingdale, Boosbeek. CI0G0)

YORKSHIRE Canaries for sale through being called

up for active service, 6 cocks, 5 hens, 4 double, 6

single breeding cages, with utensils foi same; also

2 show cages, lot £4. can bo seen any time: George

White, 79, King-et., Cwm, nr. Newport, Mon. (19s6)

YORKSHIRES, must sell, room wanted for breed-

ing, six pairs, 7/6 pair; six pairs, 9/0 pair; eight

pairs, 120 pair, and two pairs at 15/6 pair; colour-

fed, ready for breeding, no dealers, correctly

matched, own breeding: Williams, 862, Penistone-

rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (19569

CHAMPION Yorkshires; haxing won cup two years

in succession, can. spare the following high-class

stock: 0 buff cocks, 8/- each; 2 buff liens, 0 /- and
10/-; also one yellow cotk, 10/-; 2 yellow hens, 7/0

each; large stock birds, unflighted: deposit:

Richards Yorkshire Specialist, Handbridge, Chester.
(1956)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, same strain winners: 1913

yellow ticked cock, 30/-; huff cock, 15/-; 1914 yellow-

cock, 20/-; uneven marked buff cock, 10 / 6 ;
varie-

gated buff cock, 20 /-; matched pairs, 12/0 upward*'

;

hens, 5/- upwards
;

large stock birds, 10/- to 40/-

:

approval, deposit: John Radley, 259, King-st., Skrl-

manthorpe, near Huddersfield. (1955)

XMAS
HOLIDAYS.

Invitation to all

Fanciers.
I beg to offer an 1 . vitation to all fanciers to pay

me a visit during the Christmas or New Year holi-
days. 1 shall be at home all tho time, and it will
ho a pleasure to show anyone round my rooms,
whether desiring to purchase or pot.

1 have a magnificent collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Borders, Crests and Crestbrcds, Scotch Fan-
cies, British-bred Rollers, Mules, etc., all for salo
at reasonable prices, and I defy anyone to give
better value. If you cannot pay me a visit; send a
PC. for my Free Illustrated Catalogue, and remem-
ber I am prepared to send birds to any address in
the Kingdom on 10 days’ approval at my solo risk.

Easy payments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), by H W. Battye
(Past President cf the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing witli the Yorkshire and
its eub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting ; also how to treat in both health and
disease: "Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
Wc have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks a speciality;

.see Y.U. show reports; no fabulous prices; 403,

Rooley-lane, Bradford.

CHAMPION MIDLAND STRAIN
I have about 40 really grand birds, some fit to

win; pair*, 10 /- tb 20 /-; single birds proportionate;
no fancy prices; approval willingly; offers for lot:

Wells (late Wells ‘and Clempeon), Hclmside, Erding-

ton, Birmingham. (1960)

WINNING YORKSHIRES
I supplied 2nd and 3rd novice birds at Northern
Yorkshire show, December 5th, also 1st, 4th, .com-

mended cock class, and 1st hen class novices Gates-

head, December 19th. I have several birds equal to

above cheap to clear, cocks or hens: Cattell, 81,

Wingrove-rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (1961)

OGDEN BROS.
WE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices ;
properly matched

pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-

portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years

•stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:

Dudley Hill, Bradford.

R. HEGGIE
has a fine lot of oecks and hens for sale, including

winners'. On 28th November and 5th December l

won 20 firsts, 16 second's and many other prizes, in-

cluding cup and challenge; rose bowl
;

state wants
and price: 27 McLennan-st., Mount Florida, Glas-

gow. ' (1930)

1st AND SPECIAL L. & P.O.S.

Lambeth Baths, in class of twenty-six, also sea

wins at Crystal Palace, Scottish National, Wood
Green, L.C.B.A.. Bristol and Hornsey. Long yellow

ccck, bred 1913. let Holborn Hall, grand stock birds,

25/-: two grand, typical buff cocks, unflighted, beau-

tifully feathered, 15 -
;

several smart, lengthy

yellow and huff cocks, 8 /
6 , 9/6 and 10,6; travelling

case, containing two Yorkshire show cages, 4.6;

satisfaction guaranteed
;
inspection, invited, home all

day; approval willingly: H. L. Huggins, 130, Myd-
dleton-rd., Bowes Park, London.

BANG AT THE TOP
and still pegging away. My Yorkshires have won
over 50 first prizes this season, and a large num-

ber of specials, including cup for best in show at

Bradford National. My winnings for years cannot

be approached by any others. If you want to bo

in the winners another season, try one of my
matched pairs at 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50;-, 00/-.

80/- per pair; sure to give satisfaction; also soma
really good pairs .at 8 / 6 , 10/6, 12,6, 15/- per pair;

odd cocks or liens in proportion. Come and sco

them for yourself, or 1 will send any on approval

at my risk for seven days; either cash or deposit;

a choice selection of show birds for disposal, in-

cluding several recent winners, reasonable ;
state

wants: L. Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, Shann-st-,

Bolton Woods, Bradford. (1917)

Use our Notepaper

matched to
at 8/6 ,

10 /6,

In
and

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart, lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/6, 7/-,

8 /-, 10 / 6 , 12/6 each, on full

song. Pairs
breed winners
12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair.

Clears, Green Marked,
Cinnamon Marked, and all

cold-roolu ' kept, colour-fed

and natural colour. Typical
racy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices

as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6 /-, 7/-, 8/6 ,

10/6 each, day and
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-

wich (cocks or hens), at 10/-, 12 / 6 , 15/-, 20 /- each,

worth three times tlieso prices offered .it Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at once on receiving first

payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, ami
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.

Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms : Seven day a”

approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.
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JOE HARROP’S

You cannot <Io hotter If lu want of birds of high
Oriliiii, good quality, length, type, «nd position. I
Recommend this utruin ns lit for any fancier.
Keep this in mind, and if repairing a Yorkshire
Semi at once and I will satisfy your defiles,
lions 10'- upwards

; cook.?, 20/- upwards; pairs pro*
porUonate: 17, Wullor-rd., Wulklcy, Sheffield. (luio)

PURE-BRED YORKSHIRES
Direct from our noted strain; yellows or buffs-
cocks, 6/- 7/-. HI; 10/-, 12/-, to 00/- each; liens, same
strain, <1/-. ft/-, ti/-, 7/0 to 10/- caeh : show cages, 2/-
each : faandlfoid's, Cunary Breeder, Preston- and SO,
feelater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Still at the Front
CONSTANCY IN BREEDING WINNERS

Messrs. Itmgham and Furness, who won the Sheffield
C“P 19u7

' 3900, 1913 and 1911, alsothe \\ alkley Cup 1913 and 1914, every bird our own
!S 1,1S- the following grand lot for disposal:

I
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n
cock

. *5/-; another charmer, 32/C;

eoeV« •\
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1

il hrace of beautiful buffcocks 30/- each, ami a few topping hens iron in - to
,

." I pairs in proportion; inspection invited - C

^n^!"Xme:

h/:

aSl1 ° r deiJ°" t: ^ Kightingalc-st.,

f Various Canaries.
[

YOUNG Canaries for sale, cheap; no dealers- GJ
Hiiv-

d
;-

119
'

-
•‘addk-'ston-rd., Tufnell Pk., N. (1959)UL-N Canaries, charming Xinae or New Year pro-

V*,.
0"8 3.9lt 3/c each; travellingtag© cd.: Shelton, lorquay. (19°*>)

HlGjl-t'I-ASS Yorkshires and Norwich
: cocks from> 6; hens from 3/-; exchanges entertained: Ifrnest

t heslnrc, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. ( J 900

)

-COCKS, 3 Norwich. 1 Crestbred, 1 Crest
(

7/6each
; bens, 3 Crests 5/C each, 5 Norwich 3/6 each •

0frcr lot: Sheppard, Stort-rd.)
Bishop 3 Stortford.

(1953)

109 SINGING NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
6/6, C /-, 7/6, 8/C, 10/- ; all guaranteed cocks

; hens, 31-
4/-, 5/- : Saudi ford, Bird Specialist, Preston; and so'
Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Loudon. ’

IMTOBBb, Do You Want
Best Value?

Then here is it, and if you will only give me the od-portumty to send on approval any of the following
i will prove it.

PLAIN-HEADED NORWICH »**&*
w -

“,‘ i '™- «•>

YflRKSHIRF^ Tile Extraordinary Value IauimunilltO am am now offering in Y
T
ork-

fj
r
v.m"

gft
b
®.

f.
een

v
to he believed Cocks, 5/-, 5/6,

8 9?’ in/s’ *L%
/6: h

?fe-
2/ -| 2/6. 3^, 5/-1 pairs) 7/6,

.,®6
10 6, 12 6 - 15/

:
ani1 20 "- These include many closeand some fully 8 inches long, invaluable for smallhena. Cages_ in all cases, 3d. For all others, in-
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r
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f
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-
Muling Urns, Goldfinchor Linnet Aliiles for singing or show, see Free Xlius-

Norwhih
LlSt'~W ‘ RUDD| The Bird Specialist,

fFOREIGN BIRDsT]
GKICKN Budgorigara for sale, in perfect condition.

pa u iin'r iVi
Worplc-rd., Wimbledon. (1901)

i *\ jiku I
, Blue iront Amazon, commencing to talk

’ I)ar^cu ara; ^Irs * Tiiom-ion, Cabbage Hall’
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«
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Green
. outdoor aviary bred

; adultreeding pairs, ft/-; Tom Overton, New Br glitonCottingley, Bingley, Yorkshire. (Vml
eu-h™f''v

air Cockatil ';l-S good breeders, sell or
' 8
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ow Budgerigars, Canaries, aviary,
l
pi»wwWSC ’ -7, Leicester-st., Leamington. (1955)I Alt KO I

, guaranteed African Grey, best whistler“ jr,
Ca8C

)

1
- tulkcr

’ t'Uiltk-ss condition good

Mules if
>art

i

CJtc,|,1,nKe . Canaries, cookMules, British, half cits', i, or offers; Allison, Halr-
Blyth, Northumberland. (1941)

, 2 ,J

, p
!l° » avo bought or those who arc abouttobuj a they Parrot, s j,ou ia KC t, "Nutshell No. 17

It only costs 2,d. post free, but the tips it gives are

rinn
C
F f-

;

foT'
1

;

“
Casc Birds," 154, Fleet-st., Lon-

hslied freem ntb7
m ** * * ,U* ° f 'Wll0m ia " Ub '

.
AVADAVATS ! Avadavats are very charming little

need /-are. The Nutshell ” booklet?Avadavats contains full information on themanagement o. the.se birds. You cannot do better’’“‘have a copy by you and wc shall be pleasedto forward same upon receipt of 2}d. Write The
Publisher, Gage Birds, 154, Flect-^t london

*

y r
EXTRAORDINARY talking Gref Cross)L verpeo! Young African Grey Parrot, red tail, 35/-;

Blue-fronted Amazon, finger-tame, acclimatised, say-ing a few words, 35/-; Younger bird, 25/-, all out-
doors: Cross, Liverpool. Brass-mounted Parrot
Lagro: Cross, Otterspool House, The Direct Im-
porter, Liverpool. Established a century.

6klc» cash only, too cheap for approval,
iH-liealtli. 1 Hybrid Rosclla grand bird, male
rtist 3--/-, price 2o/- or nearest offer; 3 red head
Cardinal 5/- each: 1 pair Roselias, acclimatised,
30/- the pair: 1 pair A\ liitc Java Sparrows, 8'-- 4
Cockatiels, two pairs, £2 1 lot ; 5 Zinc Tins with

.lids, 6/- each ; offers wanted, stamp for reply; all
acclimatised in outdoor aviaries: W. S. Slin^sbv
Marine Drive, Bridlington.

° *'

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked
Grey, and St. Helena). Than t ills interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased st from 2/G to 7/c
a pair, thero are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept, too, with 'little
difficulty if you will follow the bints given bv
Wesley T. Page. F.Z.S.. in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2id
post free from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st.. London)
F..C, Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d’
(list frequently published).

| MULES-HYBRIDS.
[
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> Pure Linnet ^one,

Kendal'.
; apprOVal; G - WclLs

- Sepulchre-lane,

COCK Linnet mule 7/C, four hen mules 1/- cae??-
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LINNET mule, in good condition, with cage com-piete and carriage paid; bargain, 5/C: Harry Kav
1 ortland-rd., Blackpool. ‘

Mule®
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t GoIdftnch and Canary

Wa^woodV? ^L:

itch
h°le °r separate: ^

LARGE young Greenie Mule, 1st and 2nd prize-winner, 20,-; also large Greenie, winner, 12 C-
.
Thomas Sharp, Ashfield, Uphall. (19^
,5?
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!
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n Canaries, the right sort for brccd-

‘"ir

6 S , • 4 ‘- 5
-
, ‘ e“oh; cocks 7/C, 10/-cach. Heathcotes Aviaries, Leicester. nonsiGOLDFINCH Mules, 1914, 8/C. 10/6, 12/0, very good
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c lniond Dark-ril., Bournemouth. (1957)NO! ICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules forshow or song, prices low; easy payments taken; ap-
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IaKband

- Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (185-')
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lien, 18/-, large ]\iule from above, full song 12/Cboth worth double: Jones, Vaynold House, Hatleeh!

WILL sell 5 Dark Goldfinch Mules, two yellows^
bull cocks; also 5-pomted Light Mule, from 6/C to
-0/ - each

; approval: Taylor, 59, Chapcl-st., Leigh
laiUlCb,

/-j a *- \

FOl it young Goldfinch cock Mules, 3f- each; 3 henMules, Cd. each ; cock Goldfinch, house moulted 31-

“i:)1
]";', V;-

are Either and mother of Mules

Notts.'
a U ’ Xhon,pson

-
6 ’ Barkers-yd., St. Anns-st.,

offer; Two Canary-Greenfinch cock Mulescock Siskin Mule, Siskin father, hen Hawfinch cockGreenfinc i, two pairs unflighted Norwich, these are
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d 1UfS° °lrdS: X- L" ar,er

. 2fewhall, Burton-on-

t ItAMI'ION 19J4 Goldie-Bullie, real topper ^ £4 -

also Bramble-Chaffinch Hybrid lien, beauty, 10/G • 2H
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,ICj and ,noncy saved! Upon rc-
Eta "'P. we will send you poet free one

Tah. 1 fo™ls
- abd one dozen addressedenvelopes. Io tuc regmar advertiser— and it is "ie
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50 PURE-BRSD SIB. HEHS
guaranteed, to breed Mules. 3/- 41- si. ar<l ?lr
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U“8a,cs - c°ok3 21/-, show speci-
,

“on \irgimans 35/- each
;

Tovi Parra-teth, 10/6 eacli
; Xanday Conures, 25/- each • SaffronFinches 5/- each; Orange Bishops, full colour 5 cGrenadier, fall colour, c/6

; Pope Card nal?’ 7/c
•’

docks"3 'c "u™rf
’ 5/' pair

,-- Finches 8/c’ VL r)COCks “/0 - °- Chapman, High-st, Birmingham

PMBOTS. PARROTS
of every description on four weeks’ trial at n ,i,nsk before sett^ment, with signed talking
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entitled "Parrot Prattle,”

in En»bmd
f° r

,
sale - Cheapest and best

Bard nf T i‘v„, ‘1 p
?
st frfc - Bankers’ reference:

Liverpool, Morecambc. Write at once forbook and price list to:—

PARROT AVIARIES,
MORECAMBE.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
Sfmvmffut

11

°r
f Show Secretaries Ih directed to thefollowing

. list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.
_ _ lerms for insertion on application.

V3,

i,

Nort
!
ia

?
ld Bond, Walk ley, Blief-

nrietlnni
dB 0t

!

a var,<’ties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

J,
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W

(:.,r,
UC

f-
Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

Terms® nmdc
S

rite
'n ‘d B ' itlsh Bird tpL' cialist -
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'i^°m
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- Washington Street, Oirllng-

lBr,l. T.
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d
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,

Ju<|K? ,,f «» varieties of Cage

CEO i*«D
r
iliiL

c
! experience. Terms moderate.

m {v
GflRDNER, 11, Haverstock Road, London,

G HORRs'
1 ^' ?,

f a!l .hi'uls of Cage Birds,

retired ft’

3j
V
^'leeu 3 Hoad, Northampton, having

liir#u in
hnsiness, can judge Canaries and cage

moderate
yc4rs brecdur an<1 exhibitor. Terms

J R. MOUGHTftN, 21, Hatfield Itoad, Gloucester;

Nm-linh •

(
/
a naries and Cage Birds; specialist in

r a u ’ terni8 moderate.

Can-,rin
USE,

,

I!r
:?

rder' e
’
Id 'e. Bradford. Judge of

1 w aril ot,,ur Cage Birds. .

^
ET

P
AI

;^
E

' Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-

v
B|vcrP°,01 - Judge of Cage Birds,

w n mm ce
,ks

' ?nd Norwich; terms moderate.
v.Iia' n 1 Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

aiist
ICS Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-

W
fo“,

UN
?.^

L
’ 9:'lr,isIe Place ’ Manningham, Brad-

H Mn„./j
,dg(

;,,

of Canaries and Cage Birds.H
8m?,

R
v
MA

^’,.
lnu Salisbury Ho?d, Canfhalton,

Hvlirbi. n, :;
a

.

nct
,

Ies cf Case Birds. Spccia.ist

'dstt
d British Birds.

vnwTrL^
RSO

vv!
CBimsiile. Judge of Cage Birds; all

Bordei
e

Fancy ' J?ld
expc,ience ’ Specialist

-

17
' Northgate Street. Gloucester,Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Cage Birds.

•

,

’ ILK
>. i.

he Aviaries, Emsvvortb, Hants. Judge
James CTj'inrn 1 Cage Birds. Life experience.JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton Foil,

HrMDv
Ui

'S-
a
.1;»

A - v -> Spl., Nor. and Cr.H
gm

R
J T

A^S
’ 9rcllard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Cadfe'® Canaries, British and Foreign Birds,

e -vears Breeder and Exhibitor.

“.n
CK

•
22, Ifoncy Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

u/ °w« b i)
a
wtlCm ’--vperience. Terms moderate.

wJr
A

i

Y
\ rl,e

.
Aviaries, Hucknall Huthwaite,
?JI varieties; specialist in Nor-

1 uli 1
Lifecxpericr.ee. Terms moderate.

J
'n,^!,

LC
?
CI

?’ 1 ,e
-
Fom| tain Inn. Ecclesbill, nr.

Jlld Se °f Cage Birds, all varieties
li ' Frizington ltd., Frizington, Cumber,

land. Judge-of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,
Mules. Lite experience; terms moderate,

r .

V0U 25, Crosvenor Itoad, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must be fully PREPA ID.

Linch 2/-, ^ -ineb 3/- f 1 iiicli 6

-

,

E*acP* *° "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in ourDates Fixed Column, which are charged at fa.
Per Inch and pro rataShow ADVERTISEMENTS across two or morecolumns 7/6 per inch, column width, except to"Guaranteed” Shows, lor which thi charge .»6/- per inch, column width.

*

A reduction will lie made for a Series o? not Ips.
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteemr” a Rhnw
,ll“f ,l|ll ly for fiuarantee form to our Maria-mrCAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON,'

GLASGOW .
and s,,jt(-li Fancy

„
ww Assoc. Open Show SaturrHi/January 2,1915, Union ifallg, West Nile fWtGlasgow. 20 Classes. Judges, Mc-nzie Nkh^r

) Domiell, Livingstone, Black, Fulton. Schedules’McLauchlan, 2, Alexandria Terrace^ Govan

WISHAW
Mis

dC
1n

aw °Pf;n on January 1,1915, in Watson s Hall, A oung Street, Wishaw 4 i

PONTYPRlbD
F. and E. Society (Affiliated to South Wales andMonmouthshire Fed.), January 6th, 1915, Specialcomfortable room for Cage Birds alone. Judge CA. House, Esq. Entries close Dec. 30, 1914. ’Ali
profits to go to Red Cross Fund. Schedules- A A

Pontyprid
,

d.

CLUCa5
’

<'8
-

R °SSEr Street, Maesycied)

LOOK AT
TH?S m^ D

T^V’ SCOTTISH NATIONALe not that closing date for entries is extend,;/* tn /.....-T “ ‘ '

LJ.ANELLYTuesday, Jan. 12. 1915 .FOR WAR FUNDS. D. JOHN, Sec., 9, PotteryPlace, Llanelly, 8. Wales. *

Jan. 1,
Exhibitors ffiease not that closing date for entries is extended to* last

1315
not having Schedule, send on. ar.d we will classify Do not dpt-,,-

* Saturday, 26th mst. Fanciers
Sec., 22, Brougham Street, Edinburgh.

J ' 1)0 not dela> >
aaPl>ort appreciated.-J. R, Meikle,

ARDWICK AND MANCHESTER
First Open Shov/, Friday and Saturday, Jan. 8 and 9 ids* „ ,

W. Battye C Houlton (others if entries warrant)! Prize Money 10 6^ 1.'
Sc

»,
00

’ A/dw.
ick - Judges, R.

of allow will be given to the Relief Fund. Scheduleseent out f omnn))'
e
?
try fee, 1/6, Profits

J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston Street, Beswick Manchester
f

’ "e overlook ed, apply at once to:
’

‘ (I960)

C742)

f various"birds.
xt
L

-. <
);
BANHAM, Aviaries, East Lexham Swaffliam

£°r/°' k
;

<-ipldftmhes, 3/6 pair; RedpolL, 1/ ; 8L-’

GRAND chance
8
’

4
6/’’ (

\

Xchan "e hen Bullfinches,

mk! t-,n P Li ™ house-moulted Chaffinches,

mk„ s- jsxrrawia/^i ae.aSiSSt/ iMl
gj;

3"fie &flows.

n COMPULSORY SALE
Cock Goldfinch, house-moulted cock Chaffinch. 3 cock

C^ary-reareci hen Chaffinch, cock Redpoll,ot 10;- twice house-moulted Goldfinch cock, mulerlovely tod , 7/6; 3 cocks. Goldfinch Mules. 5/- eacho hens, Border Fancy, 10/-; 5 hen Yorkshires, 10/ - -

- coek.s, \ orkslures, 5/- each; 3 cooks. Borders 5/1

Sesb.irv
fterS; iep°sit : Collins

’ 57
- Woodgrcen, Wed-iiLsoury.

(1957)

A. C. van NIKKELEN KUIJPER,
Naturalist. HAARLEM, HOLLAND.

Telegrams.: Kuijper, Naturaliet, Haarlem. Offers-Good singing Cock Canaries, £1 6/- half dozen £2

twl°do7en
W
17^°

Ze
(

n £3 1 ?:‘ ;

,

ditf° Hens, 10/- a dozen,
r?" ” Green Budgerigars, £3 15/- per 20
Palr; Goldfishes (length 5-7c.tn.), £2 1/8; ditto
0-lL.c.rn.) £3 5/- per 1,000; Mealworms. £1 2/- per
3 k.g. J lie above prices arc carriage paid. Delivery
after receipt of amount per postal order

J

fWANTED.j
\\ ANTED, 'Mules, Canaries and British : Clias

wsv-rr'i)
1 Sclater-st., Shoreditch.

'

.

"'
V

.

AN
)j-.

K1)
,

all kinds ol Canaries and British birds;
best prices paid: Barnes; Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

WANTED. British show cages and case; exchange
Canaries: Walker, 6, Lambert-terraco, Alierdare SMalcs -

(1957)’

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 350

DARVEL C.B.S.
Annual show, Lesser Town Hall, Nov. 14; judge,

Mr. J. Snnllie, Kilmarnock
; 100 entries, NOR. C'K.

:

1, 3, Anderson
; 2, Thomson. HEN : 1 3, Anderson ;

2, Hopkins. 1914: 1, 2, 3, Anderson. BORD.,
i LLL. : 1, Morton; 2, Beaton; 3, Nisbet. BUFF:
1, 3, Fairful; 2, W. and J. Taylor. 1914: 1, 3, Fair-
tul; 2, W. and J. Taylor. MULE OR HYB. 1
Anderson-; 2, Thomson; 3, Hopkins. 1914: l 3
Anderson; 2, Hopkins. GOLDF. : 1 , Fairfui • 2 w’
and J Taylor; 3, Beaton. BULLF. ; 1. Thomson)

Morton; 3, W. and J. Taylor. GREENF. : ], Hop
kl"g 2;

Thomson. LINNET: 1, Beaton; 2, Morton.
BTC.: 1, Hopkins; 2, Anderson; 3, Morton

REDl’OLL: 1, Robertson; 2, Hopkins; 3, Alston
"•°

T
- BBIT.: 1, Anderoon

; 2. Morton; 3, Alston.
BRIT. HEN, EXCEPT BULLF.: 1, 3, Anderson; 2,
Alston. BULLF. OR GOLDF., FOR.: 1. Anderson
2, Hopkins; 3, Thomson. FOB.: 1, 3, Anderson - v
Hopkins, BRIT. (JUNIORS): l, Robertson; 2, Com
nell; 3, Aiton.—J. Fairful, See.

RICHMOND iSunrey) C.B.S.
Show, De.c. 30, at 'St. John’s -Hall ff Richmond.

Entries came in very well, being 168, and the birds
were, neatly staged. Special most entries Mr.
Harris; best Yorks., Mr. Stevens; best- Mule’, Mr.
Snow; best Nor. ai?d best in show, Mr. G. Birch,
fho executive are not blessed with wealthy patron-
age, so the exhibitors gave the whole ot their entries
to the Society’s funds. Stewards, Messrs I'ar-
mjter, Snow, ’Phipps, Harris and I’erritt, Mr. J
Robson judged.
NOR. CL, or TKD. YELL. CK. (6): 1, 3 W.

Phipps; 2. Randall; 4, Huxley. BUFF (8): 1
Huxley

; % W. Phipps
; 3, 7, iSpringett

; 4, 5,
J. Phipps; 6, Randall. VAR. CK. (C) : 1, two sp« G.
Birch

; 2, Keary
; 3, E. Birch

; 4, 5, Eagle • ’

6
Springett. YELL. HEN (4): 1. Huxley; 2. G.^Birch :

3, Eagle. BUFF ,’5): 1, Huxley; 2. 4, W. Phipps’;
3 Eagle; 5, G. Birch. UNFLIO. YELL. (6): 1, W
Phipps

; 2, G. Birch; 3. J. Phipps; 4, Buck- 5
Keary; 6, Snow. BUFF (12): l, Randall; 2,

’ w!
Phipps; S, 6, Buck; 4, G. Birch; 5, 7, J. Phipps
YORKS. CL. or TKD. YELL. CK. (4) 1 Harris- 2
Lear; 3,- Stevens

; 4, Eagle. BUFF CK.'(6): ] ’sv’
Stevens; 2, 3, Harris; 4, Huxley; 5, E. Birch - 6
Keary. VAR. CK. (6): 1, Huxley; 2, Lear;’ 3’

Harris; 4, Eagle; 5, Randall. HEN YELL. (4): 1.
3 Huxley; 2, Harris. BUFF (6): 1. Huxley; 2, 3
Haras; 4, Keary; 5, Eagle. UNFLIO. (5): 1 9
Harris; 3, Lear; 4, 5, Stevens. A.O.V. (4)- 1 4Bear

> 'J- _Hjxley
; 3, Snow. BRIT. (10): 1, G, Birch;

Zs^i 5, “• 4 ‘ K
;.

Blrch; 6, Gibson. IIYB.
(3). 1, sp, 2, Snow: 3, G. Birch: 4, Koarv • 5 Par-
miter; 6, 7, Perritt, NON FED. A.V. (5): ’] E
Birch- 2, Lear: 3, 4, 5. Perritt, There were three
cups for competition for most points with three
nominated birds at young bird show and this eve-
ning show. As far as I can see the winners are
lx

Ha
.

rr
!
s ’ 34 Poults; 2. Lear, 33 points; 3, G. Birch,

29 points.—G. Birch, Hon. Sec.
(Continued on f>agc 34C)

TREDEGAR
pool. Schedules: W. B. Watkins, 63, High Street.

ABERDARE
,, aV’KK'i

rf,r,

ddEC
A
1

ii

oxt
!l
a c *ass

) 5®a, Linnets. Ccmfortahlo

AbernaiHRoad, ^Abe rdarm
C 1 “

'

3 11 ^fugees.-Pomeria,

DRIFFIELD
flnon Qhftm Ta«». «... _ C.B.S.Open Show, Temperance Hall, Driffield, jan 8* 1915

PriioMonel
1
!/"^/”) 2/-

Ud
en'trance v'^’

STm[
entries Half ’ prize mone -. Guaran e^

Le
^6Spee.al for 24 classes. Entries clow Jan 4 last post.Please enter from this

; no schedules.
Class 1, Yorks. Y’ell. Cock- 9. Tinff- q i-

6^ditto^Hen’ y

5

'

v’
f’

Y
v
rk -’ U,’'1ig ’ Any Co1 - Coc

'

k i

rilnnr r i ^ Bu<r; 13
’ ^orvich Unflig. AnyColour Cock; 14, Ditto Hen; 15, Norwich Novice

B uHfinch
0 '1

1

R

C
r

^

k
’

1
(
)
i

’ f
itt0 Hen; I7> Golcifinc-h and

,

neh
„’,

J.8
- Greenfinch; 19, Linnet; 20, Siskin. Red-

P°d
-.
°r J" ,te ; 21, A.O.V. Hardbill; 22, Softbill; 23

omshnTi 1
?
4
r
15s

;

Stllin8; 25
>
Gift Class in aidol Belgian Belief Fund.

W. Wallis, Hon. Sec., 4, River Head, Driffield.

WATFORD
JAN. 13 & 14, 1915.

The only Open Show in the South. The Finest Clas-
sification ever offered by a Provincial Society. 66
Open Classes. F.B.E.L. Patronage and Diplomas
Prizes. 10/-, 5/-. 31; 2/-, 1/6, 1/-. Judges: ,T. Robson)
i?q.,

R. L. Crisp, Esq., Allen Silver, Esq., R. J.
Watts, Esq. Schedules from W. Rackley, 9, Holywell
Road, Watford. V/e appeal to all fanciers to sut
port our enterprise.

DON’T FORGETa ir ies y-5 xj e. 5

DONCASTER
are running another open show of Mules, British
and Foreign, on Saturday, January 9, 1915. Jud<»c’
J. Maddison. Prize Money, 10/., 5/-, 2/6, for 1,G
entry. .5 Mulez, 12 Britioh. 2 Foreign. J-’cr Schedules
apply to: G. Hunt, 19, The Crescent Balh-- Road,
Doncaster.
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BOOKS FOR IMIS AND

HEW TEAR PRESEHTS.

No Better Gifts for Fancier

Friends.

The authors, all well-known experts, have given the

methods to be employed In reaching sucoess In that

particular branch of the cage-bird hobby dealt with.

There is all the experience of years of careful study

st the disposal of our readers.

AVIARIES, R 1 RD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt).—By li. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-

liage photographic plulcs. A practical guide which

deals thoroughly with the proper Building, fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,

and the making of Cages.
VORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1$.— Ily H. W. Battye

(Bast President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-

lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the

Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-

plete Instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-

ing, and successful Exhibiting, also bow to treat

In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1. By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters

op “ Forming a Stud," and “ How to Produce the

Ideal ’’ are worth the, cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well-knovu breeders as Messrs. R.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Boulton, C. J. Ward, J,

Beswick, ti. Lander, T. H. Kinch, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 5, is brimful of the most practical information

on the highly interesting .object, of Hybrid Breed

mg. Price 1/-., post fi'-i-e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.-By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with tlie breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. II. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.— By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Coeka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign, bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep,- feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1$.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird lix pert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman ; or may be had in two parts. Part
1; " Hardbills.” and Part 2: “ SoftbiUs.” Either
Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Un- to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston. Of
our invaluable " Breeding Room Register ” a
well known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-

breeding easy " No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis
ters of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE, 5/4. -By Frank
Finn. B.A., F.Z.S. A handbook to the wild life

of all our familiar British birds; their appear
ance and habits accurately described. With 12
beautiful coloured plates, and 118 photographic
illustrations. A charming gift book.

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM, 5/4.--Ey Frank
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the correct, method ol
housing, feeding, and managing every kind of pet;
all sorts of animals are dealt with—monkeys
dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also gold and other
fancy fish, while there is a large section devoted
to birds. Contains many coloured plates and
photographs. Another charming gift book.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth,
7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton. an authority -with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leadin"
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge: (asBo”
ciate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.
CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the ctioice,

sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-
dition, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.
COLOUR FEEDING OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS, 3$d—By J. W. Ramsden. Tells you how
to mix the colour-food, and how to moult the
birds to get the richest possible colour.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING—Fanciers requiring busl
ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's
name, address, and words of description as de-
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid. --

(END YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, " Cage Birds,”

151, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Cage Birds
and Bird World:

A Guarantee.! Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices; 154, Flee) Street, London, EC.

Itltgrami—** Aviculture* London** Tel. A'o. 5225

II olborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider
suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,
suf 1iciently stamped

,
accompanies same, every

sflort soill be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly

, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one Side of paper only •

iTwitterings .

Mr. H. H. Towers lias removed from Colne
Road, Glusburn, to 5, Ash Street, Crosshills,

near Keighley.
All prize-money has been paid at Sitting-

bourne show, writes Mr. T. Munday, the
lion. sec.

Mr. T. J. Williams, Swansea, writes point-

ing out a mistake in the catalogue of Swansea
show. In Yorks, hens the awards were 1,

Williams : 2, Owen.
I was pleased to see on the front page of

your Double Number my winning Twite. It

does your artist great credit. 1 wish Cage
Birds every success.—F. Heal (Swansea).

We hear that prize-money won at Warring-
ton show has been paid. Anyone who has
been accidentally overlooked should apply to

the sec., .Mr. G. M. Nelson, 466, Knutsford
Road.
Mr. J. C. Barnes (Sheffield) has, we hear,

been engaged as Judge for the Driffield Open
Show, Jan. 8. This being the first venture

of this society, w© hope exhibitors will not

overlook the date.

I was surprised to find the sketch of my
Yorkshire hen that won at Glasgow show. It

does the artist great credit, and I must thank
you for putting it in your Double Number.

—

Thos. Macready (Stranraer).

We have fixed out joint show with Bolton

C.B.S. at Leigh for Jan. 23, with Mr. J.

Beswick, of Stockport, as judge, when we
are hoping to have a good show, writes Mr.
R. Charleson, sec. Leigh C.B.S.

I have had a number of posLcards, writes

Mr. W. Rackley, Hon. Sec., Watford C.B.S.,

to know if our show is a radius show. The
show, Jan. 13-14, is open to United Kingdom,
and schedules will be posted immediately

before Christmas.
My compliments to- your artist for the

sketch of my Crossbill, “ Charlie,” at the

Horticultural Hall Show ;
he looks so natural

and life-like. It was a pleasant surprise to

find his portrait in Cage Birds.—Madame
Feist-Madewell (Dulwich).

Mr. J. C- Bell asks us to point out that

the forthcoming show of the Border City O.S.

is only for Cumberland and Westmorland,
and a forty-mile radius of Carlisle. Mr. Bell

has had applications from all over the coun-

try for schedules, and such applicants have

not been answered for above reason.

We want .help at Aberdare show on Jan. 7,

writes Mr. J. M. S. James, the sec. There

are 12 classes (open), including Class 57a for

Goldfineh, also 58a for Linnets. We are only

12 miles from Pontypridd, so fanciers can

work the two shows nicely. The judge is

well known to all, Mr. J. H. Jones, of Mer-

thyr. All profit goes to the Belgian Refugees

Fund.
The following specials were received too

late for allocation in the prize-list, writes

Mr. J. R. Meikle. sec? Scottish National

show Open, Mr. A. Gardiner, sp. for win-

ner of Aitken Cup (Norwich section)
;
Mem-

ber, Mr. A. Craig, sp. for best C bird in

classes 74 and 75 ;
Member, Mr. Bowie, 2s.

6d. for best first in classes 18 and 18a;

Open, Mr. I. Nelson, 2s. 6d. for best third

in classes 67 to 69; Member, Mr. W. Thom-
son, sp. for best first in classes 110 and 111.

The schedule for the Liverpool and Dis.

Amalgamated Show on Jan. 1 and 2, at

Bootle, contains 14 open classes for Green
Canaries (under G.C.A. patronage), 8 for

champions, and 6 for novices,- writes Mr.

A. E. Huyton. Any fancier wishing to

compete, or any member of the following

societies:—Liverpool B.B.A., Birkenhead

C.F.A., Garston B.B.A., Wallasey C.B.S.,

and Bootle C.B.S., not having received sche-

dule, should write to me at 2, Bvron Road,

Blundellsands, Liverpool. Everything points

to a successful show. *

Swansea’s Special Meeting.

With the object of bringing the members
of the Swansea and Dist. C.B.A. together,

and of inviting any fanciers who would like

to join us, a special meeting will be held at

the Market Tavern at 7.30 p.m. on Dec. 31,

writes Mr. John Hocking. A hearty invita-

tion is given to all fanciers in Swansea and

district.

The Early Bird.
A Thrush’s nest with two eggs has been

found in a hedge at East Hyde, Bedfordshire.—“Daily NIail ” (Dec. 21).

Aberdeen Address Wanted.
Mr. E. N. Smith (42, Other ltd., Redditch)

writes that he will be glad if the fancier

at Aberdeen with whom he some time ago

made aii exchange, will write him
;

Mr.

Smith has unfortunately lost his address.

Huntingdon Invaded.
Huntingdon was invaded, on the night of

Dec. 9, but by a no more serious enemy than

an immense crowd of starlings. They must

have lost their way in the fog, for soon after

dark they settled all over a wide area round

Trinity Church. There must have been

thousands of them, and they all tabled at

once, keeping up a continuous chatter till

daylight next morning.—“ Hunts. County

News.”
The Ruling Passion.

I received a letter from my brother, F. W.
Burton (Sec. of the Southern Border Fancy

Club) this week, and he still thinks of the

Fancy, even in the trenches. I know he is

always anxious for Cage Birds, which I send

him every week. He is with the Queen’s

Westminsters, and joined on the outbreak of

the«jvar. He says: “Please remember me to

all the fanciers you meet, and keep me well

informed as to shows, etc. I do not forget
1 business,’ even in the trenches. I have

already obtained orders for several birds, and

also one new club member.”
Wounded Soldiers Enjov Show.
At tire Dublin South Co. C.B.A. show the

committee gave an invitation to the wouiided

soldiers from Temple Hill, Blackrock, and,

writes our reporter, some thirty were able to

come the first day, accompanied by two

nurses (for one could plainly see the effects

of the German shells about the legs and the

feet). They were escorted’ round by Mr.

Smyth, the sec., and were delighted with

their visit. As some of them were fanciers

in England they took a deep interest in the

show, and especially the Yorkshires and

Britishers. One of them said he did not think

he would see such a fine lot of birds in

Ireland.

THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL
SHOW.

A Record Entry Wanted, and is Well
Deserved.

Scotland’s great show will be held this

year, notwithstanding the difficulties inci-

dental to war time. The old familiar venue,

the Corn Exchange, was taken over by the^

postal authorities, but an equally good hall

has been found by the energetic show man-
agement, and this year’s exhibition will be

held in the Grindley Street Hall, a very

central position. The perseverance of the

officials in the face of great difficulties de-

serves the appreciation of all exhibitors, and

should be rewarded by a record success even

for this great annual event.

Special arrangements have been made with

the railway companies, and exhibitors need

have no fear in sending their birds. As for

the care of the birds during the exhibition,

little heed be said
;
the birds in each section

will be' specially attended by experts. The
care of the insectivorous British birds will

be in the experienced hands of Mr. Hoyle,

a member of the committee, while-the best

guarantee of the well-being of the foreign

birds is that they will once again be under

the personal supervision of Miss Peddie Wad-
dell, whose kindness in this direction has been

so much appreciated for some years past by
the committee, and exhibitors alike.

125 classes are provided in the schedule,

a#,d the extraordinary number of 194 specials

will be in competition, among them being

many handsome shields, cups, and medals.

The show is under the patronage of practi-

cally every specialist club in the King-

dom, and the various challenge cups,

etc!, of these societies are numbered
among the specials. The appointment

if the awards will be in the hands of no

fewer than thirteen judges.

Norwich, judged by Messrs. A. Maxwell and W. N.

Turner, have 12 open classes, 2 novice, and 3 limit

:

Crests and C.U., judge, Mr. J. Brotherton, have 8

open, 1 novice, and 2 limit classes; Scots Fancy,

judges, Messrs. J. Hannay, A. Leslie, A. Livingston,

and J. Watson, 12 open, 2 novice, and 4 selling;

Borders, bulges, Messrs. J. Johnstone and J. Patter-

eon, 18 open, 2 novice, 3 limit; Belgians, 2 classes,

Yorkshires 10 classes (1 nov.). Lizards 1 class, and
A.O.V. 1, are in the hands of Mr. J. F. Dewar;
Mules, judge, Mr. P. M. M’Quiston. have 10 classes (8

open. 1 nov., 1 limit) ;
British, Messrs. Livingstone

and M’Quiston). 18 open, 2 novice, 1 sell; and For.,

judge, Mr. C. Sykes, have 7 classes.' 1 stock class,

1 gift, and 2 Hyde’s classes complete a grand sche-

dule. The prizes are 12s. , 8s., 5s., 3s., 2s.. for a fee

of 2s., and entries close this week (Saturday's post,

Dec. 26, at latest), to Mr. J. R. Meikle, 22, Broug-

ham Street, Edinburgh.

Neets of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial'?

when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red

Mite. Kills all ineects. Harmless to everything else.

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure inflp.rtbn in this column, a guarantee

that, the show will be advertised in “ C.B.” to the
extent of at least 25/- must he sent to 6nr managen
Please note that we only insert those that guar-
antee, so our list is a bona-fnle one.

England.
Jan. 8-9.—Ardwick and Manchester C.B.S.— (J-:

Spencer, 193, Palmerston St., Beswick, Man-’
Chester.)

Jan. 9—Doncaster C.B.S. -(O. Hunt, 19. The Cres-
cent, Baib.v ltd.) Mules, Brit, and l-'or. Birds.

Jan. 13 14.- Watford C.B.S.—(W. Rackley, 9, Holy-
well Rd.)

Oct. 12-13.- Plymouth W.C.O.S.-(T. rope. 98, Em-
bankment Rd.)

Oct. 22 23.— Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,
Brunswick Rd.)

Scotland.
Dec. 31-Jan. 1. Scottish National (Edinburgh).— (J.

'

R. Meikle, 22, Brougham St., Edinburgh.)
Jan. 1.- Wishaw Clydesdale C B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)
Jan. 22-23.—Glasgow, Scottish P.H.C.—(E. Barron,

119, Montrose St.)

Wales.
Jan. 6.— Pontypridd F. & F.S.-(A. A. G. M’Lucas,

48, Itooser St., Maesycoed, Pontypridd.)
Jan. 12. Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. John, 9, Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.

CANARIES FOR
THE HOSPITALS.

W E have pleasure in acknowledging sev-

eral further sums from readers for the
purpose of purchasing cages in which

to send singing Canaries to hospitals and con-

valescent homes-'housing wounded soldiers and
sailors, viz. : Miss B. Willey (Malvern) 4,6,

Mr. Geo. Crabb (London) 2/6, Mr. J. Forsyth
(Cowie) 3/6 and Air. B. Humphries (on be-

half of the Devonshire Park Orchestra, East-

bourne) 15/-.

We are particularly gratified to receive

the latter sum (made up by a sixpenny “whip
round”) as all the members of this

fine Orchestra are not, of course, fan-

ciers, and their action therefore, is all the

more complimentary to the scheme our

readers are helping us to carry through. They
recognise the value and cheering influence of

music, whether issuing from birdy throats or

conjured up by human skill.

We append a short selection from letters

that have reached us :
—

2nd Western General Hospital,
Manchester.

Sir;_\j r . F. Schofield has sent us such a

dear little Canary. He is quite happy, and

singing lustily. Thank you very much for

arranging it.

M. E. Sparshott.

1st Scottish General Hospital,
Aberdeen.

Sir,—I beg to thank you very sincerely for

the pretty Canary which arrived safely last

night. It has already given great pleasure, to

our patients, and I am sure it will continue

to do so. 1 also thank you for the canary

seed.
M. Sinclair (/Matron).

London Hospital,

Whitechapel, E,

Sir,—I have to acknowledge the safe

arrival of a Norwich Canary, which you have

kindly sent. 1 will have this placed in on©

of the wards where the wounded soldiers

are, and I am sure it will be a source of

delight to the men. Please accept my hearty

{hanks on their behalf.

E. W. Morris (Sec.).

Sir,—As my brother-in-law came to see

me on Saturday from the Military Hospital,

Kingston-on-Thames, I sent Back with him a

Canary and cage. My brother-in-law is in

the R.A.M.C., and was delighted to take it

back
;
he was telling us how fond our soldiers

were of animals.
A. J. Clarke.

East Dulwich.

Sir ,—

1

have great pleasure in sending yon

15s., collected from the members of the

Devonshire Park Orchestra, Eastbourne, in

aid of your very deserving Hospital Canary

Scheme. I have called at. the Military Hos-

pital here, and the colonel and the matron

would be delighted to receive a. Canary and

cage. I note that you are asking for more

cages, so I will leave it to your discretion

to use the money as you think best, taking

it for granted that you will forward a Can-

ary and cage to the “ Military Hospital,

Seaside, Eastbourne.
B. Humphries.

Member of the Clapham C.B.A. and

Crystal Palace and Peng© C.B.A.

Owing to the necessity lor going to pres* ono day

earlier thi6 week, all matter anti advertisement*

received after .Tuesday mid-day have had to be held

over until ou next issuo.- Editor.
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i THE VALUE OF “PUSH.”

,

*
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S A few words cn the art of easily and profitably disposing ^

of good-class surplus stock.

By

E. W. ALLSOPP

(Cardilf).

( Concluded from
pitHe 3-7 .)

A
NOTHER finishes up “from my Palace

winners.” And if you happen to possess

the Palace catalogues for the past few

years, you maybe litid that the advertiser did

win something at the Palace five or six years

ago. Of course, 1 don't say the advertise-

ment is not strictly true, but what intelligent

buyer is influenced by the fact that the

mothers of some of the surplus stock being

offered happened to be chased by a five-year-

old Palace winning cock?

The irony of it is that the first little six-

penny advt. referred to is as likely as any

other to prove trumps for the buyer. Tis

just the feeble, meek and mild attempt of

our lovable novice. His surplus birds are

birds bred from softie of the most reliable

stock, and represent- three or four years of

careful thought, time and work. Nice large

birds, too. in capital health and feather, some

of them really worth £2. £2 10s., or £3 per

pair, which prices my enquirers would gladly

give.

Only Yourself to Blame.
Of course, when you advertise in such a

way you have only yourself to blame. If you

expect on your return from work to bud a

long queue of buyers at your door, kept in

order by the local police and fire brigade, you

get disappointed. Even the j?ostman seems

to grin up his sleeve as he passes your door

;

or perhaps he does manage to pop in two
letters in the course of the following week.

One you find is an intimation that your

mother-in-law is arriving to spend a few

weeks with you ;
the other is from your

loving sister to sav that all her family are

down with tile measles. And, of course, as

neither helps to clear that surplus stock, you
nearly upset the “missus” as well by

omitting to mention how pleased you feel to-

learn that her mother is soon to be with you !

Now, some people will tell you that adver-

tising is more expensive than a little wife and

a large family. If they have found it so, then

they "did not know hoiV'to advertise. In some

matters I know I can look as innocent as

most people and say “ now’t,” but it doesn t

work when it comes to advertising, which is

chiefly, as far as our particular subject is

concerned, tc-lling people that you have some

stock for sale. If you think it worth while to

tell people you are a seller, is it not worth

.while mentioning something about what you

are selling? Do not expect interested parties

to sit down and write to ask you all about

your stock? If so, speaking for myself I can

say that after wading through and replying

to as much correspondence as 1 do in my
daily work, I don’t want any more of it when
I get home; and no doubt- there are many
more like myself.

When we get Interested.
Supposing the advertisement tells us that

the stock has been carefully bred for two,

three, or four years, contains many birds of

good size, type and colour, all healthy, and
oil approval with pleasure, we at once get

interested. A long list of successes on the

show-bench is not necessary to sell off surplus

birds. Buyers as a rule want carefully bred,

healthy, and large stock". If you have not

won even one first prize in open competition,

don’t worry. Advertise the facts. If you
have some real good surplus stock to sell,

then shout about it, and dqn’t mince matters.

Only a favoured few. with a long and
honourable career in the Fancy, can afford to

invest in a mere 6d. advt., and then proceed

to count up the pieces. Buyers should be

given some idea of what you are offering, and
a 6d. advertisement conveys one half of what
they wish to know, and maybe will not

trouble to jvrit-e and ask you about. There
is no need to be extravagant when advertis-

ing
;

a lot of irrelevant matter interests no
one (except, perhaps, the Editor). It is inter-

esting, well-written, forceful advertising that

pays.

But don't try to follow what I myself do
in this respect, for I am sure you will only

make a hash of it. My wife often says there

is no other mail in the world like me! And,
of course, if the observation is not made too

near pay-day, I quite believe her. Just strike

out for yourself in vour own natural way

;

paddle your own canoe. If people laugh

—

well let- them, for you will have cleared your
surplus in double quick time, and at good
prices, too. “ He laughs best who laughs

last-.”

Don’t let your good work stop at the ads.

When you receive enquirie's, attend to them
promptly ; answer all points specifically and
honestly, courteously, and without “swank.”
When the time has arrived to rhspat h any.

bin’s, do sb in a ui clean, so ••
'•Iff t;;> >.!

ling box, wrapped neatly and tied securely in
decent brown paper. Don’t forget to use one
of Cage Bums live bird labels, with fcfie

address boldly and legibly written; also,
don’t . include any rubbishy seed with the
birds, for if your birds are to inspire confi-

dence, poor miserable seed won’t help. A
good breeder not only keeps good stock, but
he has good cages, good seed, and gives every-
thing good attention. Don’t be foolish and
think other people won’t notice these little

details, for they do.

I am always a wee bit suspicious, how-
ever, of birds sent out newly-washed,
especially if stock birds pure and simple, for
well-managed stock need no hand-washing.
This, therefore, always sets me wondering if

the sender was ashamed to despatch them
straight from the cages. If the birds com-
mence wagging their tails and wheezing like
a lot of tin whistles out of tune, you can
bet ’tis a case of neglected stock.

Lastly, don’t forget to insure the birds foi

their full value when handing them to the
railway people. Some breeders treat £3 pairs
of stock birds as if the breeding of them was
as easy as winking

;
it does not inspire con-

fidence to treat the whole transaction as

though it were the despatching of a box of
bloaters.

There is no need for me to make your
mouths water (!) by telling you how well my
surplus stock pays me, but you shall never
say I have not endeavoured to help you to

participate in the annual profit-sharing

scheme. I have told you what is needed—at

least, what I find is needed—to make the
disposing of surplus stock a pleasant and

Yellow Cock, First Prize at the Horti-
cultural Hall Show for Mr. W. Jones, of

Birkenhead.

profitable undertaking. Lack of pushfulness
and initiative I attribute to many who
bemoan their sad position in not promptly and
profitably clearing their surplus stock. Don’t
wait for the millennium ; work for it.

The Master Singer of the Canary Tribe
By J. TOMLINSON.

How to keep the Roller Canary in health, to breed for pleasure and
profit, and train for exhibition.

(Concluded from f>age 307.)

ANOTHER reason may be that the pur-
chase of a more modern organ is con-

templated, one with a different variety of

tours, as great changes have taken place

in this respect of late; the Gluc-ke-like and
Koller-like tours have been added.
The majority of old Roller fanciers have

at some time or other possessed an organ,
and are of one mind in this respect, that
it is a valuable acquisition when the tutor
is in the moult and out of song. Whether
it has the usefulness of imparting any of

the tours into the repertoire of the young
birds is a matter of individual opinion. A
fancier residing on the other side of the
globe, who had imported two organs,
writes: “I have not found them necessary
in training my young birds.”
Undoubtedly an organ is useful also in

keeping the youngsters to their studies,

bat there are other methods, equally
effective and mold economic, that may be
employed for this purpose; for example,
the sound of running water from a tap, the
scraping of at knife on the edge of a plate,

the human imitation of the hollow Toll,

water roll, schockel, or flutes, or the call

note of another bird, or the rubbing to-

gether the sandpaper edges of two match-
boxes. These, and many other little de-
vices can be employed to induce the young-
sters to start singing.

The Living Tutor Preferred.
My own opinion is that the organ is not

intended to train other varieties of Can-
aries, and even where the Roller is con-
cerned its competency cannot be really

estimated in view of the great difference in

the imitatory powers of different birds. In
any case, where the youngsters can hear
the tours of the living tutor, little atten-
tion is given to anything produced
mechanically; this has proved to be so in

my own rooms.
To relate my own experiences with the

organs may be instructive. My first organ
was of the water-tank and air-cylinder

type, its deep-toned song passages were

:

Hollow roll, bass, schockel, and flutes. The
first year of using it I had in training
about thirty youngsters, some of which
were the production of birds mated with

view to fixing depth of tone. In addi-

tion to the- organ, I used their sire as a
tutor. The results were that while some
of the young cocks could equal the tutor
in depth and mellowness of tone, there was
only one that excelled in the deep bass and
watjer-glucke. This youngster retained
perfection in these two tours, so marked
that I was often asked where I had got
them from.
For two years I mated this cock to hens

bred from other deep-toned strains, yet
failed to product? this excellence in the bass
and water-glucke, although both sire and
organ were used. I then parted with the
organ, and resorted to inbreeding, pairing
the cock to his nest sister, and produced by
this close inbreeding only two young cocks,
which I trained under their sire and with-
out an organ. One brought bad flutes and
was sold at a very low figure as a stock
bird, the other sang deep schockel, flutes,

bass, and water-glucke, among other tours,
and its merits placed it amongst the win-
ners for a new owner at the first time of
askhig, although it had not been credited
with the water glucke.

The Automatic Organ.
This experience of an organ might have

proved sufficient had not a newer type of
organ, the automatic, been placed on the
market, and in common with all fanciers,

I was ready and willing to try anything
that might better tlie song of the birds.

If my memory serves me correctly, the
automatic organ I got played five tours,

hollow roll, in a straight key, also falling

and rising; schockel ditto, hollow bell,

bass, and flutes. In addition, I used a

tutor that sang the falling and rising hol-

low roll and the straight-toned schockel,

some of the pupils being the offspring of

that tutor. The combined efforts of tutor
and organ, extending over two training
seasons, failed to produce one youngster
that sang the schockel in a variformed
way, and this was the only tour on the
organ that was not inbred, or sang by the
bir^ls. After two years’ trials, I and the
organ parted company, I .being the loser

to the tune of nearly £3. I waved it and
all its kind a long an revoir.

' This type of organ is easier to manipu-
late than the water-tank and air cylinder
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TROUBLES OF
BIRD BREEDERS;
HOW TO OVERCOME THEM.

(Continued from fnifie 327).

Third Prize Essay by W. Salter.

T O be brief, I consider bird-breeding a
problem from beginning to end !

At the beginning of February, when feed-
ing up for breeding, I make up the following
mixture : 4 parts German rape, 1 part maw,
1 part golo of pleasure, 1 part teazle, and
equal hemp arid' niger to make up another
part. This I have found to be a good con-
ditioner. During the month of February I
give all cock birds I tea-spoonful of the mix-
ture twice a week

; hens, 1 teaspoonful and
half-teaspoonful of niger. The first two
weeks in March I give the cocks the mixture
three times a week

; hens as before. Third
week in March, 1 teaspoonful of egg-food in
addition, always using canary seed as a 6taple
food.

I give the bath two or three times a week
accoroing to the weather

; also a piece of
apple or watercress twice a week. During
the fourth week in March I pair the birds
up, giving the egg-food and the seed mix-
ture on alternate days. By this method I
have very few unfertile eggs in the first

Tound. The reason for giving the hens addi-
tional niger is to prevent egg-binding, myself
not having hao' a case since using it. Should,
however, you have a hen egg-bound, I have
found the following very effective ; Handle
bird carefully and give two or three drops of
olive oil direct into the beak, and put a little

oil round the vent with a camel-hair brush,
or a tail feather.

How the Hen Gets Lazy.

Non-feeding and sweating hens I attribute
in the majority of cases to leaving the cock
with the -hen during incubation. Ir.6teao' of
getting off at regular intervals for food, she
is fed by her mate and thus gets lazy. The
same thing, of course, occurs after the young
are hatched. I remove the cock bird after
the third egg is laid. Should, however, the
hen prove to be a bad feeder and sweat her
young, I try a change of oiet. Instead of
egg-food, give bread and milk or soaked rape,
also scatter hemp or rape seed on the 'cage
bottom, which usually entices her off the
nest, and it gives the young ones a chance of
getting air while she is gathering up the
E'sod

.

Feather-plucking is usually due to the hen
wishing to nest again too soon, .which occurs
through leaving the cock with her. I do not
return him until the young are just leaving
the nest; then by the time she commences to
build the young can be safely transferred to
the nursery cage.

When they leave their parents I give egg-
food for three cays, then egg-food and bread
and milk on alternate days, with a little

crushed hemp and canary seed. I always,
give water, as they are used to it when with,
their parents, and will also in most cases taka
to the bath whilst with them. Gradually
wean them off the egg-food, but continue
with the bread and milk, twice a week, as I

believe this wards off many stomach trou-
bles.

As regards colour-feeding when eggs are at
famine prices, I have proved this season that
birds will eat colour-food mixed with bread-
crumbs, with one teaspoonful of castor sugar
added to each teacupful.

type, yet if there is any choice between
them, the latter should take the prefer-
ence, for it has a wider range of tours and
rolls, and as previously intimated, enter-
prising makers are now including the-

Glucke-like and Koller-like tours. There
is need now for organ-makers to turn their
attention to the tone, for in all the organs
that I have heard, including those playing
the above two tours, there is a dissembl-

ance in their tone to that of the Roller
Canary. This is so marked in some organs
that unless one is acquainted with the suc-

cession of the tours, it is difficult to name
some of them. Because of this, a num-
bered and named list of the tours is usually

passed on with the sale of an organ, and
this may often be found in the fancier’s

room, fixed in close proximity to the organ.

I have found this to be so even with a

modern organ that had the latest range of

tours.

I have belated with an unbiassed mind
my own experience with the organ, and

I leave the subject by saying that too much,
importance should not be attached to the

fact that birds are said to have had the-

assistance of an organ in their tuition.
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BIG

Correspondence.
A Suggested Economy for

Exhibitors.
Sir,

—

Regarding my suggestion of last

week as to the rise of sawdust in show-cage
bottoms to curtail expenses, there is a prin-

ter’s error in the letter. It should read use
sawdust in preference to seed (not sand).

Stgthaud.

Fine Show Promoted by
Glasgow and District S.F.A.
hun,- As you are aware, the City of filus-

gow Show was not held this year, arid as

the i’aisley people cannot get a hall large,

enough, they also have cancelled' their
fixture. On the face of this, at the Paisley
und Dist. Scotch Fancy show, held Nov. 27,
a few of the fanciers had a discussion on the
advisability of having an open show at the
New Year time. As everyone was strongly
in favour of same, a meeting was held at close
of show and a society formed and named the
“ Glasgow and District Scotch Fancy Asso-
ciation.'' Its show is to be held o.n 2nd
January, 1915, in the Union Halls, 102, West
Nile Street, Glasgow. I enclose schedule,
and 1 think you will agreo it is the finest

ever sent out for n one day show of Scot6
Fancies.

# Jas. Stewart, Junr.
(Asst. Secretary).

Special Prizes at Falkirk Good
Intent Show.

Sir, -In reply to “Interested’s” letter in
your valuable paper, I would like to ask if

he is a member or not? If the former, it is

open for him to come to the general meeting
on Saturday, and I am sure he will get his
grievance answered

;
or if the latter, liis

interest ceases. I have taken the trouble to
look up the schedule, and 1 find that “ Inter-
ested ” is making a mistake as regards the
specials in the British section. I may also
let ‘'Interested ” know that, the Good Intent
lias always been run on fair and square lines,

and as a Club Show the British as well as
the Norwich members have equally the same
voice at the meetings. I think if the
individual who signs himself “Interested,”
and is a member, had oome forward a month
before the allow and advised the officials how
to get specials, the show I am sure would
have been a great success.

"Joseph Hunter (Vice-Pres.).’

Exhibitors Who Are “On the
Make.”

Sip.,—I observe in yo.ur issue of last week
that Mr. McClure attacked some of the ex-
hibitors who attempted to “fake” at the
Paisley show. I have for the past few years
attended many shows, both in Scotland and
England, and have been forcibly impressed
with the fact that a large proportion of our
exhibitors are simply “ on the make.” It is

true that among our largest exhibitors to-day
arc many who have a love of birds for the
birds’ sake, knit unfortunately there are fan-
ciers who have no. soul above the miserable
cash value of the prize. At the shows you
can spot the latter

; usually ignorant, grasp-
ing, “ looking for a bargain ” sort of persons
,who would exhibit Crows as readily if prizes
coiild be obtained. I suppose nothing can be
done, Mr. Editor, to weed out this type of
fancier. Would the abolition of cash, or prizes
of cash value, not have some effect? Suppose
that prizes of handsome printed cards, with
name of owner, etc., were given instead of
cash, it would have the effect of getting rid
of those undesirable cash grabbers. I should
like to have the opinion of your readers on
this subject. J. W.

An Appeal for the Scottish
National Show.

Sir,—We have sent out close on 1,800 prize-
lists. So many shows being off this season,
exhibitors’ names have been more difficult to
get, and consequently a large number of fan-
ciers may not have received a copy, but if

they will kindly make application it will be
forwarded per return of post

;
or send their

entries on, to save time, the committee will
classify them correctly. Special prizes are,
as usual, exceedingly numerous, and we make
no charge for prize-cards. Prize-money paid
at hall Jan. 1 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Judges
are popular experts; and the fanciers who
form our committee are a guarantee for the
utmost attention to all exhibits. The sales
department was a record last year, and we
advise exhibitors with surplus stock for dis-

posal not to miss this opportunity. Show
closes 4 p.m. New Y'ear’s Day, and all birds
(unless instructions are received to the con-
trary) will be dispatched so as to resell their
destinations that evening, if possible. This
will enable exhibitors to show at one or other
of the shows the following day. Y’.C.C.
members note: “Birds for Bradford and Dis.

leav# Edinburgh 6 p.m., arriving home 11.56

p.m. same evening.” The Grindlay Street
Hall is central, close to main ear routes, and
within few minutes of stations. Wo are not
running this show for the purpose of building
up our own finances

; all profits go to tho
Prince of Wales’ National Relief Fund. We
confidently appeal to you, fellow fanciers, to
rally round the Scottish National, and give
irs a record entry, so wo may be able to hand
over a goodly sum. (See adverts.)

J. R. Me ikle, Sec.

22, Brougham Street, Edinburgh.

Ireland’s Best Yorkshire
Canary.

Sir,—In tl o report of Dublin show, it

says Mr. O'Reilly’s buff cock is the best
ever staged in Ireland, and that he has not
been beaten since 1910, since his owner com-
menced showing him. I’ll take 1911, when
this bird was at his best. Mr. O’Reilly
showed a huff cock at every show in Ireland
that year, and all he got was 2nd, vhc, and
he with buff cocks. Messrs. Dunwoody,
Birse, and myself were the chief winners
that year. If proof is wanted, I’ll look up
other reports as well. “Balaclava” was
considered by every fancier of any note in

Ireland, the best Yorkshire staged in this
country,

Jas. Devins.

Crests at the Scottish National
Show.

Sir,—Crest fanciers, both North and
South, should note the most liberal classifi-

cation at the Scottish National show, seeing
this is about the last chance of such classifi-

cation this season (Palace being unfortunately
abandoned). I sincerely trust fanciers will
reward the Edinburgh Executive by sending
a bumper entry, as I am in a position to
know that, owing to force of circumstances,
it was the intention of the Association to
very considerably reduce the classification in
the Crest section, but after considerable
pressure and argument, they very generously
agreed not to do so

;
hence my appeal.

John Young.
Sec. Scottish Crested Canary C.C.

Who is Using Small Show
Cages ?

Sir,—I would like to hear through Cage
Birds from some of those who show birds,
such as Norwich and British, in such small
cages. I have been to three shows lately
and. noticed those birds, how they had to
turn all shapes when moving about. My
opinion is that they would show themselves
a lot better in the Yorkshire show cage,
which I think is a good cage to show a bird
off, as anyone looking at a bird in a York-
shire cage can see all over it at a glance. I
am very much interested in birds and their
comfort, so would like to know why they
use such small cages for showing. I think
some of them are only about 8 or 9 inches
by 4 inches.

Darlington. H. Robinson.
[The standard size Norwich show cage is

12 inches long by 11£ high and 4£ wide ; and
that for a British bird the size of a Bullfinch
is practically the same. These measurements
give even a larger floor space than is found
in the Yorkshire show cage. We doubt very
much whether it would add tortile “comfort”
of British birds to be shown in the Yorkshire
type of cage"; the all-open cage would only
intensify their greater natural nervousness,
and result in broken plumage and possibly
worse damage. We have even heard fanciers
argue that the Yorkshire Canary would be
all the better for a change in the style of
its cage

;
they held -that the open wires

exposed the birds unnecessarily to every cold
draught of air that might blow through the
hall, or penetrate the travelling cage. So
Mr. Robinson will see that there is the
proverbial “other side ’’-even to this ques-
tion.

—

Editor, “C.B.”]

Pendlebury and Swinton C.B.S.
Determined to Go Ahead.

Sir,—We have been much handicapped for
a place to hold a contest show in. Myself
and the sec. of Leigh Society went to in-

spect a room at the Workingmen’s Club at
Pendlebury

;
we both came to the conclu-

sion that it is one of the nicest rooms in the
district. It has been reconstructed; every-
thing is up-to-date. I was q>leased to- see
.some of the old Lark fanciers in the rooms
when I went. They want to revive the
Lark contests again. We have about 36
members’ names on the book, and money in
the bank, yet members will not come to
meetings. .Some do not like the public-
house, others do not like the tempenhioe
places, so I have come to the conclusion tliaL
this is the place for us—a club for working
men bird fanciers. I intend to join this
club, and others have promised to do so; and
if we get a good few members no doubt the
Committee will let us have a room now and

again for a show or contest. I propose we
have a big meeting on Jan. 2 at 2 o'clock in
the .afternoon. Perhaps Leigh, Wigan, Dar-
wen, Blackburn, etc., fanciers will bring a
Linnet or two, and we will give tho other
members a sample of a contest for time and
quality. We in this district do not under-
stand quality. I would like some fanciers to
give us the notes of a good quality bird, as.

I have been informed that a good quality
bird iu Yorkshire (where they have the best)
would not win down South. The sec. of the
club told me ho would do his best with tho
Committee to secure a room for us. If we
have to rent it, I wilt pay the rent lhyself,
on Saturday, Jan. 2. 1 think I have been
trying about ten years to get the fanciers of
this district together; almost every one you
speak to has a bird, but they wili not flock
together. Let us have a good meeting now
and see if we can’t do something. Contests,
shows, etc., will be notified in Gage Birds,
if arranged. Fanciers are invited from all

over Lancashire and Yorkshire. Will other
secretaries of Linnet clubs send to me bills of
shows and contests, etc.?

Alex Donnelly (Sec.).

295, Swinton. Hall Road, Pendlebury.

Club ^Reports.
LEYTON C.B.A.

Meeting, Grange Park Hall, Dec. 7. Mr. Bartlett
chair. Cups and prize# won at annual show were
distributed by pres., Mr. S. C. Rhodes, with a few
appropriate words to each recipient. The re-
mainder of tho evening was taken up by questions
and answers, which proved of great interest to all.

A vote of thanks to pres, and chair brought a very
pleasant evening to a close.—A. W, Parmer, Hon.
Asst. Sec.

BORDER FANCY CANARY CLUE*
Tho B.F.C.C. meeting will be held in a room at

the Scottish National Show on Jan. J, at 31 a.m.,
when the following proposition# will come before the
meeting: ( 1 ) That we adopt a standard show cage;
(2) that clear or tick classes be altered to clear or
foul, 2 marks to be allowed; (3) that classification
for club patronage be reconsidered

; (4) that class
number label 'be the only label allowed on show
cage; (j) that all societies with club patronage send
schedules to all members of B.F.C.C.

; (6) that knobs
on show*cages be considered.—W. B. Smart, Soc.

ROTHERHAM C.B.S.
Meeting, Dec. 12, Mr. Brotherton presiding.

Election of officers as follows : Mr. Brotherton,
Chair; Mr. Dransficld, Vice-chair;. Mr. B Wall
Treas. ; Committee, Messrs. Stafford, Webster)
Hunt, Bagnall, Allott. All prize money was paid
out for last Members’ Show. The year has been
very successful. Balance sheet was read, which
show* a nice balance to start next year. . Decided
to hold a Members' Show second Sat. in Jan., and
to hold another meeting first Sat. in New Year
when .all members are requested fo attend to get
their schedules for show. Messrs. J. E. Taylor and
Dransfield were elected Secs—Taylor and Dransficld,
Sees. _

SOUTH LONDON COL. AND F.A.
General meeting, Headquarters, Dec. 10, Mr. J.

W. Leech presiding over a good gathering. Decided
that owing to the early closing order, the annual
concert be abandoned, and the prize distribution
take place at annual general meeting, Jan. 14. Offi-
cers nominated for 1915:—Pres., J. Clark; chair, G.
Munday

; vice-chair, W. J. Jeffries; auditors, Messrs.
F. W. Burton and F. S. Matthe#; cage birds commit-
tee, H. J. Horton, S. Harris, A. Biss, J. Fuller, J.
S. Fairman, G. Martin, and M. Dimond ; asst, see.,
TJr. W. Whitman; see. and treas.. Geo. Burton. 126,
Lee Road, Lee Green, S. London. Members ideas©
remember that proposed alterations to -the rules
must be sent in to me by Jan. 1. I shall also be glad
to receive any outstanding ticket money, also subs.
—Geo. Burton, Hon. Sec.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
General meeting, Dec. 3, a good number present.

Mr. J. Fuller chair, owing to the indisposition of the
chairman, Mr. H. C. Humphries. Cups and special#
won at the annual show were distributed. Officers
nominated for 1915:—Chair, Mr. H. C. Humphries;,
vice, Air. .T. S. Fairman

; auditors, Messrs. J. Fuller’
and W. G. Martin; lion. trea*. Mr. G. Burton;
committee, Mrs. W. G. Martin, Miss E. Sims, Messrs.
W. A. Hail, W. H. Gardner, A. W. Culham, F.
Childers, T. Kay, and P. Cooper ; sees., Burton Bros.,
126, Leo Road, Lee Green, S.E. .Members please
note that any proposed alteration to the rules must
be sent to us by Jan. 1. Owing to the People’s Hall
being turned into recreation rooms for soldiers
stationed in the district, we have had to seek new
quarters, ami have as yet been unsuccessful in find-
ing a suitable place, therefore our meeting, Jan. 7,
will be held at 126, Lee Road, and as the programme
for the year will then be drawn up, we hope mem-
bers will turn up in force.—Burton Bros., non. Secs.

FOREIGN BIRD EXHIBITORS’
LEAGUE.

The winners of the chief special prizes at Club
Show (under auspices of Amalgamated Show), Nov.
20, 27 and 28, at the Horticultural Hall, are as fol-
low:—Best Gouldians Miss Bousliekl, best Cordon©
F. Howe, best Budgerigars* J. Frostick, rarest llyb.
Miss A. B. Smyth ( Kedvent-Red-eared Bulbul). Com-
peting for the specials for most points and 2nd
most point© over various classes fifteen members
won between them .17 IDs., which amounts were
paid out on Dec. lfttli. The following diplomas
were awarded for birds appearing for tho first time
on the show bench. There will be sent as soon
as signed, unless in the meanwhile proof is forth-
coming that .such birds have been ehown before:—
Halm’s Macaw Miss A. I!. Smyth, Short-tailed Par-
rot Mrs. B. J. Moore, Confirms ocularis A. Silver,
Aztec -Con are J. Frostick, Speckled Conure C. j.
Maxwell, Crimson-ringed Whydah 1!. lb Simpson,
Japanese Hawfinch (lb personata), as distinguished
from Black-tailed, often shown no Japanese, A.
•Silv<:r, Bod-headed Bullfinches A. Ezra, Montezuma
Harlequin Quails J. Frostick, Triangular Spotted
Doves ('. Harris Emerald- Doves (not Bln©-spotted)
W. .1

.

C. Fr-i-l, Button Quails Mb J. C. Frost, Gar-
net throate d C. riJ. II un.iner and Klcordi's Humming
Bird and Crent-collarid SunbirJ A. Ezra, Yellow-

romped Red Suubird C. T. Maxwell {although pre-
viously shown in 1013, this is U*t appearance at
laiague

^

ehow), Bullock’is Hangnest, WcdgeAtailed
Glossy Starling A. Silver; Chinese Cambodian Star-
lings Mrs. L. M. Tliynne and VV. J. C. Frost (pre-
viously shown 1913, but not at League Show), White-
eyebrowed Blue and White Flycatcher A. Ezra
Blaek-gorgctted Thrushes Dr. Lovell-Keays. Hybrids’.

Greenfinch Himalayan Siskin and Spice-Finch-Bib-
Fiuch W. Shore Baily, Magpie Mannikin-Bcngaleo L.
!\1. Wade, Red-vented Red cared Bulbul Miss A. B.
Smyth. At the last meeting the executive decided
to awurd Mr. E. Hathaway a diploma, recognising
the excellence of workmanship and design displayed
in the two cages made by him in which Mr. Ezra’s
Humming Birds were shown. l’atronago has been
given to Cardiff Show (Feb.), diploma for any new
bird shown, ditto best Seed-eater or pair, ditto best
Insectivorous or pair, shown by League Member. To
Watford who are giving nine or ten well divided
classes (Jan. 13) a similar set of diplomas. A«
both societies contain members of the League and
as their applications came in when it was con-
venient to call a meeting, they were considered
worthy of attention, if not financial help. As bal-
ance sheet will have to be made out early in Feb-
ruary all unpaid members would oblige by forward-
ing tiicir subscriptions.—Allen Silver, lion. sec.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
Meeting Dec. 19, headquarters. Decided to hold

Second Members’ Show at headquarters Dec. 30,with 15 classes. Prize money on the sliding ocalc,
and that Sec. write Mr. Castroe, Mountain Ash, re
judging. Two new mombexs elected. Decided to
nave diplomas tor the memlfer who gives most
entries, also diplomas tor various classes. Members
please attend meeting Dec. 2G, headquarters, at 7,
as entries close then.—J. S. Jones, Sec.

EASTLEIGH C.B.S.
Meeting Dec. 14, Mr. H. Johnson chair. Balance-

sheet was read, which showed a very nice balance
on. the right side. A vote of thanks was given to
sec., assist.-sec., and committee for the able way
in which the .annual show was conducted ; the com-
mittee also wish to thank alj ^chibitors who helped
them to make it -such a success. Mr. J. Alderslade
was congratulated on winning the challenge shield,
and Messrs. O. Thornback, H. J. Vale, and A.
Welch the silver medals. Chairman said he was verv
pleased to -state that we were able to allot 16s. for
the Prince of Wales Belief Fund, being 30 per cent,
ot our takings as promised, and hoped that we
should have many more successful years.—J. Alder,
sladc, bee.

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
Annual show Reindeer Hotel, Rye Lane, Rcckham,

,

°v ' *: Mr - J - Robson judged. Entries numbered
and some very fine specimen© were exhibited.

‘.News of the World’' challenge shield for best in
show, the young bird bowl, was won by Mr W
bpillrrian, of Devonport, with a grand yellow Nor.
Members’ challenge cup most points, Mr. C. Mabeywho now claims this trophy, having won it three
times. Champion Nor. and Yorks were very strong.
A special feature was tho reappearance^ of the
Border©, numbering 23. The novice section was not
so large as usual. Mules and British section was
Lnrly good. Winners of specials: Messrs. Spillman,
Mabey, Burton Bros., Gardner, Gilbert, Tavlor'
Cant. Hodder, and Pratt.—A. G. Cant-, Hon. Sec.
Trom the catalogue sent we gather that tho

principal winners were: NOR.: Hcdder Cole, Spill-
man, Martin. YORKS : fiasterling, Clarke, Mabey
Fairman. BORD.: Burton Bros. NOV. NOR •

Gardner, Whiffin, Hodson, Dracup. YORKS: Pratt,
Gilbert. C.-B.: Taylor. MULES: Mabey, Gardner,
Whiflin. BRIT. : Page, Cant, Cole, Keeks, Gilbert,
Mabey, Fairman.

EDINBURGH C.B.S.
Yearly Financial Meeting, Cairn’s Memorial Hall,

Gorgie-Td., Dec. 15, a large turnout of members
present. Sec. read balance-sheet, which showed a
balance to the good of £3 8s. 3d. Balance carried
forward to next year. Vote of thanks to all
retiring office bearer# was accorded members. Office
bearers elected for 1915: Pres., Mr. G. Staines-
l ice-Pres.

,
Mr. W. B. Adam; Sec. and Treas., Mr)

J. C. Charlton; Committee, Messrs. J. Stormont
G. Brown, W. Ferguson. T. Russel, J. Hardie a’
Morrison, A. Hunter, M. Muir; Auditors Messrs
John Rodger and And. Spittal. Mr. G. Stainca
was then called to the chair and thanked the
members for the honour they-had done him in elect-
ing him as President. A motion that we charge
an entry fee at Annual Show was defeated by 11
votes to six. Mr. May moved that.we keep all
members who are on activg service on the hooks as
lion. mem. during the time of the war, which was
heartily agreed to. Owing to present crisis it was
deemed advisable to postpone smoking concert until
some future date. It was left in Sec.’s hands to
make arrangements with regards the hall for annual
Show, Nov. 27, 1915. Local Secs, please note.—
John C, Charlton, Sec.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B S.
Meeting, headquarters, Crown Hotel, Dec. 16,

Mr. A Broadhurst chair. See. reported (hat all
prize money had been jHiid and no complaints made.
Decided to hold Members’ the first Saturday in Feb.
The following were nominated as officers for 1915
Pres., Mr. J. A. Eckersley

; Vice-Pres., Mr. F.
Dapple, in addition to those serving for 1914; Chair,
Mr. A. Broadhurst; Vice-chair, Mr. J. H. do
Maillet

; Treas., Messrs. J. H. Allen and H. T.
Collier; Committee, Messrs. Cowley, Southon.
Shirley, Austin and Worton : Sec., Mr. .1. H. Jones;
Assist. Sec.. Mr. A. C. Shirley; Auditors, Messrs.
.1. Clay and T. Cowley. Vote of thanks *was given
to retiring officers, also to Messrs. J. H. do
Maillett, J. Kersey, If. T. Collier .and A. ('. Shirlev
for their kindness in working all night to prepare
for the Open Show, also to Mr. Jones, our worthy
8cc. ,

and Mr. Wells, Show Manager. Three members
were proposed, Messrs. Ankers, Clarke and Austin.
We give a hearty invitation to fanciers in Bir-
mingham and district and surrounding town* who
do not- belong to any Society, and shall he pleased
to receive their names so that they can be pro
posed for the new year. Will members make a
special effort to be present next meeting, Jan. (-.

when the election of the above officers will take
place.—A. C. Shirley.
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GATESHEAD SHOW A GREAT SUCCESS.
In spite of grout difficulties, tlio JJtli annual

‘palace- of the North” show, l)ec. Ill, proved ill every
way u Inigo success. It was only after the most
careful consideration that (lie decision to hold an
open show this year was arrived at, but seeing that
there Intel been no open event on Tyneside this sea-
son, it was eventually decided to run a one-day open
show to allow fancier® to get their ehutnpions tried
out. Tlio Hurt Terrace Drill Hall, the scene of so
many great Tyneside shows, was not available, and
other halls suitable for a big show were also en-
gaged. The Rochester Street Sunday Schools, in

which the ehow was held, although hardly so com-
modious as the old hull, or so well lighted, proved
a splendid substitute, as it is very comfortable, and
provided with everything that would conduce to the
comfort of both exhibits and exhibitors. A splendid
schedule was issued, and a grand entry of 850 odd
birds rewarded the efforts of tlio committee.

Tile whole of the staging arrangements were in

the hands of the genial chairman, Mr. A I f . Holden,
who undertook the duties of show manager, and it

goes without saying that his duties were well and
thoroughly done. Tile secretarial w ork, in the hands
of Mr. \V. Curry, is carried out in a manner which
is simply “par excellence.” Everything was pre-

arranged to a nicety, and the whole oj his work
was carried out with the most methodical pre-

cision. Tile society is also favoured with a grand
committee, Messrs. C. 0. Pettersson (vice-eliair), F.

F. Hawkins, J. Mackenzie, ,1. Maddison, H. Wells-
bury, J. Davidson, J. \V. Lawson, H. Tindale, F. W.
Laidlow, J. Liddle, \V. Mather, Peirson, E. K.

Hooper, J. Moor, .1. McGuire, J. \Y. Reed, R. Smith,
and J. Rowan, all of them doing their best towards
making the show a success.
Crcbts made a truly wonderful display, one of the

finest ever seen in the North, which is saying a
great deal. The two young classes were hot pro-

positions for the judge, botli in numbers and qual-

ity, and wo congratulate Sir. Dobson on the care
and patience with which he selected his winners.
Tlio Ford Mating Challenge cup and gold medal lor

best old Crest was won by Mr. C. Dobson, who we
were sorry to hear was very ill. Mr. A. J. Smith
won N.C.C. challenge cup and gold medal for best
current year Crest, and the cup now becomes bio

own. N.C.C. challenge cup and gold medal best cur-

rent year C.ll. went to Mr. R. T. Bewick, with a very
promising young bird that should have a good
future. Norwich made a magnificent display, aver-

aging over 20 per class ill eight classes, while qual-

ity throughout was superb. Long-aided birds were
conspicuous by tlu-ir absence, and Mr. Dobinson saw
to it that only birds of correct type went into the
money. Yorks, were also* a grand lot, and, most of

the cracks being present, competition was of the
keenest possible description. Borders averaged
nearly 16 per class, and here again quality was
superb, many of the birds being so nearly equal in

merit that it was a difficult task to place one before
another. Green Border classes were splendid, both
for numbers and. quality, seme of the best birds in

the country competing. Mules and Hybrids were
well supported, all tile big exhibitors sending teams,
and we were glad to see the old “Perfection" look-

ing so well. A good deal of interest was taken In

Mr. Parlett’s now well-known Can.-Bullie, “ White
Rose, ’ which, although down in the tickets, came
in for a good deal of inspection. British were one of

tlio features of the show, all tile classes being well

filled, and the quality right up to the high reputa-
tion that Gateshead holds as a British b"d show.
Mr. J. Bertram made his debut as a judge, and
proved his ability in selecting the winners. Foreign
birds were not a large collection, but what was lack-

ing in number® was amply made up for by the qual-

ity of the exhibits, tile majority of the birds being

of rare feather and in the highest possible condition.

A grand attendance gratified the hearts of the
officials, the ehow during the afternoon and evening
being simply packed. Judges were: Mr. G. Dobin-
6on, Nor.; Mr. G. Dobson, Crests and C.B.; Mr, T.

B. Tomlinson, Yorks.; Mr. J. Johnson, Bord. and
Scotch; and Mr. J. Bertram, Mules, Brit, and For.

Mr. G. Dobinson’s Classes.
NOR. YELL. (15) : 1, Ulendinning, el., grand one

all over, lovely shape, short thick body, grand head
and neck, deep chest, lovely col. and qual.; 2,

Stephenson, tkd., a topper, very little to choose,

magnificent shape, beautifully rounded chest, lovely-

head and neck, grand col. and qual., clean cut be-

hind
; 3, vhc, Laidlow, not so bold in head, yet

grand for stiape, short and thick, lovely carr., rich

col. and qual.; res, Holden; he, Carr; e, McKay.
BUFF (IS;: 1, Russell and Teasdale, grand size,

lovely shape, true bulldog type, grand ehest and
hack, neat head, lovely col. and qual., short well

carried wings and tail
; 2, 3, Robson and March,

leader massive size, lovely shape, short and cobby,

grand head and neck, deep ehest, not the hot col.

of leader, nice- qua!., 3 mkd. eyes and w ing, not quite

the subs., hut good shape, nice col. and qual.. neat
head, nice wing carr. ;

re.s, Wcllsbury ; vhc, Matthew-
soo ;

he, McKay ; c, Briggs. HEN (26): 1, McGinn,
yell., gem all over, magnificent shape, lovely chest

and hack, neat head, full neck, grand col. and qual.,

be»t of wings and tail
; 2, he, c, Morrison, even

better col., but not so fine in qual., grand shape,
deep chest, well filled in, lovely wingo and tail ; 3,

Holden, again lacks col. of leader, fine size and
shape, good deep chest, nice head, lovely feather,

short, well carried w'ings and tail ;
res, Wellsbury

;

vhc, Peirson. YELL., 1014 (18): Grand class: 1, Law-
eon, wing tkd., lovely shape, red-het col., grand
qual., nice head and neck, good ehest and back, very
sound in col. and beautifully cleaned out; 2, Fielding,

shorter in body, deep, well rounded chest, grand
head aud neck, lovely wings and tail, clean cut
away, not the sound col. of leader, yet one we liked

;

3, Laidlow, wing and eye mkd., bit longer in barrel,

red-hot col., lovely qual., grand shape, gcod head
and neck, nice wings and tail, well cleaned under;
res Wellsburv : vhc, no name; lie, Russell and Teas-
dale

; c, Wright, BUFF (16); 1, Lawson, F. L,
medium size, magnificent col., lovely shape, good
head and neck, deep, well filled in chest, grandly
carried short wings and tail; 2, Holden, topper for

shape and size, lovely carr., neat head, full ehest,

grand back, lacks rich col of leader; 3, Laidlow,
grand size and shape, splendid qua!., neat head and
neck, hot e.ol., lovely feather, good wings and tail

;

res. Fielding; vhc, McGinn; lie. McKay; c, Lawson,
J. W. HEN (26): 1, vhc, F. F. Lawson, lightly mkd.
yell., grand one all over, magnificent shape, hot col,

teeming with qual, grand deep chest, nice head and

neck, magnificent wings and tail; 2, Watson, cl,
huff, good one, grand size and shape, hold head and
neck, grand col, nice feather and finish, deep chest,
well cleaned out ; 3, Fonatcr, lovely Size,
grand shape, hot col., neat head, line qual, well
carried wings and tall, beaten a iiitlc in finish; res,
Kcnneneon ; lie, McGein; c, Morrison. NOV. CK.
(29) ; 1, Priestly, Imff, magnificent shape, grand size,
lovely deep, well filled in ehest, nice head and neck,
tiold. front, grand col. and qual, lovely wings and
tail, well cleaned out; 2, Firth, yell, line size and
shape, rich col, lovely qual, neat head and neck, nice
ehest and hack, short, well carried wings and tail,

well cleaned out; 3, Richardson, yell, not quite the
subs, but grand shape, hot col, neat head and
neck, good full front, grand wing carr.; res. Glen-
dinning; vhc, Adams; he, c, Marshall. HEN (18):
1, 2, Bird, two beauties, leader wing mkd, lovely
shape, nice size, neat head, nice neck and chest,
good col. and qual, neat wing carr, well cleaned
under, 2 not the subs, yet a nice one for shape,
rich col. and qual, neat head, neck and client,
beautifully carried wings and tail, clean cut away;
3, Smith, fine shape, though not so deep in chest,
nice head and neck, good col. and qual, short, well
carried wings and tail; re®. Wake; vhc, Ender; he,
Baker; c, Duke. A.O.V. CAN. (4): 1, Reid, broken
cap, Gold Liz, grand size and shape, rich bold
spangling, sound level col.

; 2, Adams, foul tail,
green Nor, nice shape and size, grand col, good
head and neck, nice wings and tail; 3, Willison,
Belgian, medium size, nice top, nice reach, nervy

;

res, Forster.

flngij drawn, neat shoulders and waist, line wing-
and tail; 3, vhc, Cattell, shade heavier, lovely
length, straight up on fine legs, neat bead, good
»houl<lgrs and waist, grand col, nicely carried
wings and tail; res, Ogden Bros.; lie, Kcrmcrson

,

c, Crawehall. BUFF (8): 1, Crawsball, beautifully
rounded, slim and finely drawn, grand col. and qual,
lovely wings and tail; 2, Heighten, line length and
pos, well up, well tapered at waist, grand wings and
tail, not so rich in col; 3, Ogden Bros, scarcely
so finely drawn, grand length, very erect, neat head,
good col. and qual.; res. Dykes; vhc, Cattrell

;
he,

Pyrnan; c, Carlisle. NOV. CK. (08): Nice class.

1, Baxter, yell, grand one all over, rare length,
grand style and pos, neat narrow shoulders, finely
tapered at waist, neat head, grand col. and qual.

;

2, Boggon, huff, fine length, slim and stylish, neat
shoulders, well rounded, nice head, good col. and
qual, well braccd”wings and tail; 3, extra 3, Willis,
yell, leading, nice length, well up on grand iegs,
neat head, nice eol. and qual, lacks the grand
finish of leaders; res, Robinson. HEN (13): 1,
Lumsden, buff, pale in col, fine length, grand pos,
beautifully rounded body, neat, narrow shoulders,
nicely braced wings and tail; 2, Thornton, yell,
good length and pos, neatly rounded shoulders,
grandly drawn, neat head, nice col. and qual, well
braced wings and tail, wo liked; 3, res, Willis,
buff, bit shorter, 'well rounded body, neat head and
neck, good cob and qual, neatly carried wings
and tail; vhc, Robinson; he, no name; c, Whittle.
SELL. (25): 1, Cattell; 2, Holden

; 3, Smith; res,
Taylor

; vhc, Wellsbury
;

he, Barker.

1 , 2 ,

mule,
mag-

Mr G. Dobson’s Classes.
CREST CK. (13): 1, challenge cup, best old

crest, C. Dobson, varieg, massive crest, grand size
and shape, beautifully rounded, grand t’ontal,
radiates beautifully from a very neat centre, lovely
feather and finish

; 2, Smith, cl. body, D.C, not the
spread of leader, yet a grand one for shape, beauu-
ful droop and formation, grand centre, good frontal,
exquisite feather and finish; 3, J. Taylor, foul tail,
beautifully shaped crest, round as a button, grand
frontal, lovely droop, grand centre and finish

; res,
Dickenson Bros.; vhc, no name; he, Bewick; c, no
name. HEN (8) : 1, McLaren, wing mkd, good size
crest, lovely droop and formation, radiating from
a beautiful centre, grand frontal, carried well over
beak, beautifully furnished ; 2, McLay, nearly gr,
beautifully shaped crest, grand size, nice frontal,
heavily layered with grand veiny feather, but not
so well defined in centre; 3, Smith, varieg, bit
shorter in frontal crest, magnificent shape, lovely
droop and formation, neat centre, grandly finished-
res, Radley and Son; vhc, J. Taylor; he, Hugill
c, Dobson. C.B. CK. (10): 1, res, Smith, heavily
varieg. leading, grand one, massive skull, wonderful
entrance and width, grandly lashed, fine length of
exceptionally veiny feather; 2, Armstrong, heavily
vaneg, grand front, rare .entrance and width,
nice rise and lash, .scarcely so heavy in feather
behind poll, yet a grand one; 3, McLaren, fine skull,
plenty of size, any amount of good feather, well
lashed;^ vhc, T. Taylor; he, T. Bewick; c, Jeffries.HEN (7) : 1, McLay, fine width and entrance, well
lashed, great amount of good leafy feather; 2,
Smith, similar, good rise and entrance, well lashed

;

3, Armstrong, plenty of good feather, nice entrance
and width, well finished; res, c, T. Taylor; vhc
Bewick; he, McLaren. CREST, 1914 (19), a hot
lot: 1, Barker, wing mkd., massive spread, beautiful
shape, lovely droop and formation, radiating from a
beautiful centre, grand layers of nice veiny feathers
beautifully finished

; 2, Smith, grand size and shape!
beautifully radiated Horn a grand centre, lovely
droop and formation, well packed, scarcely so well
veined in crest leathers; 3, Dickenson Bros., wing
mkd., grand size, beautiful shape, fine frontal
carries a grand veiny crest, but is a. bit open in
centre compared to leaders; res, vhc, Yrmstrong
he J. Taylor; c, C. Dobson. C.B. (21), another hot
lot : 1, Radley and Son, lightly mkd., wonderful
skull, broad and massive, grand width and entrance
nice rise and lash, any amount of beautiful feather-
2, Bewick, heavily varieg., grand skull, rare size
and width, good entrance, splendid flow of feather
grandly lashed, well finished, not far, if any
rehind ; 3, Tate, varieg., not so broad in entrance'
nice rise grand turnover, well feathered behind
poll, good leather and finish; res, C. Dodson; vhc
Armstrong; he, Thos. Bewick; c. Smith NOV'CREST (11) : l, vhc, Bartram. foul tail, gr. beauti-

Mr. J. Johnston’s Classes.
SCOTCH FANCY7 CK. (4) ; 1, 3, res., Chapman,

fine team, leader fine size, grand drive and reach,
gets tail well under, good top and length of side,
3, el., nice size, nervy, not the pronounced drive
of leader, good shoulder and side; 2, Willison,
flaked, nice size, good reach, hardly so well down,
yet a nice one. HEN (4) ; 1, 2, res., Chapman,
cl. leading, quick into action, decided drive, grand
reach, gets tail well under, a nice hen, 2, yell., r.ot
so quick into action, or so good in drive, yet a good
hen, nice top, grand col. and qual.

; 3, Willison,
buff, nice subs., plenty of side, hardly the length of
drive, gets tail well under, good col. BORD. YELL.,
CL. OR TKD. (13): 1, Watson, mode! lor shape,
grandly rounded body, sweet head and neck, lovely
cot and qual., tight as a drum, beautifully braced
wings and tail, grandly cleaned out; 2, Purves, not
quite so beautifully rounded as leader, yet a gem
for shape, exquisite col. and qual., grand head and
neck, grandly drawn, sweet, jaunty car., magnificent
winga and tail; 3, res., Espie, trifle longer, fine
shape, well rounded, good head, neck and back,
lovely col., teeming with qual., well carried wings
and tail, clean cut; vhc. Large; he, Wiieon; c.
Peel. BUFF (15): 1, he, Espie, sweetly moulded,
grandly rounded back, lovely head and neck, rich
eol., finest texture of feather, beautifully balanced
wings and tail; 2, Nicholson, better col. even than
winner, perfect shaje, wed rounded bodi, nice head,
fine jaunty car., lovely qual., scarcely so perfect
in Wing car.; 3, Purves, fine shape, though scarcely
so well filled in on back, rich col., and teeming
with qual., neat head, beautifully braced wings and
tail, well cleaned under; res., vhc. Smith; e, Wat-
son. HEN (11) : 1, Purves, grand yell., gem for
.shape and style, lovely col. and qual., grand head
and neck, close fitting wings and tail, grandly
cleaned out; 2, res., Espie, tkd. yell, leading, topper
all over, magnificent shape, grandly rounded back,
lovely head, good col., but not quite so rich in
tone, otherwise quite equal ; 3. Wilson, magnificent
buff, a lady all over, lovely car., grand shape, ex-
quisite col., qual. and finish, tight as a drum, beau-
tiful wings and tail; vhc. Smith; he, Nicholson

;

c, Patterson. UNEVEN, ETC. (8): 1, 2, Nicholson,
beauties, leader, yell., exquisite shape, magnificent
eol., teeming with qual., grandly rounded, sweet
head and neck, perfectly fitting wings and tail

; 2,

Cinn., mkd. yell., hard to find a fault, lovely shape
and stylo, rich col., feather like boxwood, grand
head, absolutely perfect in wing car.; 3, Wilson,
yell., again grand shape, sweetly moulded, nice head,
neck and hack, lovely col., exquisite feather, nicely
cleaned under, just lacks the grand finish of leader;
vhc. Moat: he, Peel; C, "Espie. GREEN CK. (20):
1. Greenwell, yell., gem for shape, magnificent col.
and texture of feather, very sound and level in
tone, not too heavy in pencilling, sweet head, lovely
wings and tail

; 2, Middleton, gem of a buff, grand
shape, beautifully rounded, rich, sound col., car-
ried well through, grand head and neck, lovely
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jan, wing mkd., scarcely the veiny feather,
yet a grand crest, nice Miape, good front, neat
centre and finish; he, Syke®; c, Duke. C.B. (8): 1
Simpson mkd. head and wing, great subs., wonder-
tul skill, good width and entrance, any
amount of grand feather, nicely lashed

; 2
3, Tate, lightly mkd., grand size, good skull’ pro-
perties, scarcely so well packed ip front, 3 wing
tkd not so massive in skull, yet in nice one, good
leather and finish ; res, Sykes. SELL. (28): ]
Russell and Teasdale; 2, Lawson; 3, Barnes- res’
Wilson; vhc, Dickenson; he
ardson.

Mr. T. B. Tomlinson’s Classog.
YORKS., Y 11LL. (13): 1, c, Towers, grand length

lovely pos., neat head, grand shoulders and waist
finely drawn, beautifully braced wings and tail'
grand col. and qual.; 2, Dykes, even better col. th,aii
leader nice length, lovely pos., well up on tine legs,
neat narrow shoulders, beautifully drawn, not quite
so neat in wing carr. : 3, Crawhall, scarcely so long
in body, nice length, well up on good legs nice
col. and qual., neat head, well drawn, neatly
braced wings and tail ; res, vhc, Ogden Bros- • he
Wilson. BUFF (14): 1, Crawhall, rare length,’
straight a.s a rush, beautifully rounded shoulders
neat head and neck, .slim and finely drawn, grand
col. and qual., beautifully braced wings and tail -

2, Bradley, trifle heavier in build, well rounded
neat head, lovely col. land qual., grandly carried
wings and tail: 3, Dykes, scarcely so well rounded
on back, nice length, straight up on fine legs, slim
and well drawn, close fitting wing carr. : re.s, Ogden
Bros. ; vhc, Tindale ; he, Cattell : c, Mather. HEN
(18) : 1, res, Tindiaie, leader yell., fine length and
pos. straight as a gun barrel, neat head and neck,
lovely shoulders and waist, grandlv drawn, gcod
col. and qua!., nice wing carr.; 2,.Towers buff, grand
one, beautifully slim and finely drawn, neat narrow
shoulders, well tapered, neat head, good col. and
qua!., grandly bnaced wings and tail: 3, Carlisle,
yell., not .so well rounded on body, grand length,
lovely pos., neat head, tightly braced wings and
tail; vhc, Rand ; he, Cattell: c, Wilson. YLT.L.,
1914 (16) : l, 2, Tindale, leader grand one ail over,
rare length, grand pos., very stylish, slim and
beautifully drawn, hot col., gran-1 qual., lovely carr.,
finished to perfection, 2 s rich in col.

) a gra>. . one for 1 . i It light up,

cent Shape, lovely col. and qual., beautifully
burnished, feather like wax, sweet head, perfectly
carried wings and tail; 2. Peel, buff, perfect lady,
grandly moulded, rich col. and qual., s,weet head,
jaunty car., exquisite finish, grandly braced wings
and tail

; 3, Affleck, yell., scarcely the rich tone of

eol., yet a grand one. lovely shape and style, good
head and neck, grandly carried wings, well cleaned
out. close up: res., Whitelaw : vhc, Blaliey

; lie, Mid-
dleton: c, Greenwell. CINN. BORD. (14): 1, 2,

Wikenshnw ,.
'p Whitelaw, leader lovely shaped buff, magnificent col.,

' ’
Klcn ' sound and level all through, good head, grandly

rounded body, tightly braced wings and tail, 2.

yell., another topper, hard to find fault with, grand
tone of col., sound throughout, exquisite feather,

sweet head, grand wings and tail; 3. Sqiith, yell.,

scarcely the rich tone of col., yel a nice one. very
level throughout, nice shape, neat head, good car.,

clean cut ;
res., Hamilton

;
vhc, Patterson ;

he,

Houston ; c, Farrer.

NOV. BORD. (35), a grand class: 1 ex 3, vhc,
Srnifclj, uneven mkd. yell, leading, (grand one, lovely
Kbajnv grandly rounded, weet In ad and m ek, grand
col., clow; InlJiy feather, magnificent wing/? and
tail; %, ex re*, c, Kendcr, cl. buir, fine *>ha£c.
moulded to perfection, rich col. and qual., light an
a drum, nice head, well carried winga ; :i, A (fleck,
fthade slimmer build, fine bhape, lovely col., cxquifUtc
feather, nice head, grand action, lovely carr. and
finish

; he, Forster.

Mr. J. Bertram’s Classes.
CL. MULE, HYB. OR CAN. BULL!'.

Martin and’ A'rcJicr, well-known cl. Linnet
“Perfection” leading, grand size amt oliapc,
nificent col. and condition, 2 well-known Grccmc-
Uhatllc, in tlie pink of condition, lovely feather, a
brace of gems; 3, vhc, Maddison, cl. Goldie, nice
size and shape, lovely eol. and qual., grand wings,
shown in the pink; he, Parlcti; e, Dr. Wilton.
LIGHT MULE (7): 1, 3, vhc, Maddison, wing tkd
GoldL, lovely size and shape, magnificent col.,
exquisite feather, lovely bloom arid condition, 3
iigntly mkd., Greenf. not so stout as second in
body, hut a grand one for col., qual. and con-
dition; 2, Martin and Archer, lightly mkd. Greenf..
grand shape and size, lovely col., grand feather
and cond., in the pink; he, liardy. DARK (22;- i,
Parlett, well-known yell. Greenf., magnificent shape
and size, lovely col., level all through, most perfect
feather, grand cond.; 2, Maddison, yell. GoldL,
lovely size and shape, hold front, grand face and
wings, magnificent eol., rare bloom and polish; 3,
Martin and Archer, yell. Linnet, topper for size and
shape, magnificent col., lovely feather and cond.

;

res, Conkie and Louden; vhc. Husband; he, Holden

-

c, Carr. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (22): 1, McGregor,
Bullie, magnificent size and shape, lovely breast
col., very sound and level in tone, grand hack and
bane, dense col., black cap, which, however, runs
a bit too narrow behind

; 2, 3, Almond, both Goldies
leader gem all ov-jr, grand size .and shape, mag-
nificent square cut blaze, very dense and pure in
tone of col., grandly tanned, fine wings and buttons:,
lovely feather and cond., 3 another grand one, fine
size and shape, grand blaze, square and- clean cut,
but hardly so dense in col., lovely condition; res
Davidson; vhc, Nicholson and Son; he, Fletcher; c,
Oldham. GREENF. (22): 1, Cuss, topper all over,
lovely size and shape, short and cobby, grand
round head, magnificent co!., level all "through,
grand feather and cond. ; 2, Gentleman, correct
type, short bold front, rare size, big bold head,
nice col., but lacks the hot tone of leader, grand
cond.; 3, McVay, hardly so deep in cheat, yet nice
.shape and size, good col. and qual., perfect cond.

;

res, Nicholson and Son; vhc, Parlett ; he, Appie-
yard; e, Martin and Archer. CHAFFINCH ORBRAMBLE (17) : 1, Parlett, one of the bast
Brambles we have yet seen, wonderful .shape, mag-
nificent col. and feather, rich in tone all over,
grandly spangled, tight as wax, absolutely perfect
condition; 2, Nicholson and Son, Chaffinch, grand
one all over, lovely size and shape, grand cap,
lovely wings, exquisite col. and qual., deep and
level in tone, staged to perfection; 3, Miss Whithaw,
Bramble, nice size and shape, good col., nicely
spangled, grand cond.; res, Hooper; vhc, Conkie
and Louden; he, Jameson and Johnson; c, Wright.
LINNET, H.M. (12) : 1, Dr. Wilson, fine size and
shape, lovely col., grandly pencilled throughout,
clear and distinct, ami carried well down, nice
feather and cond.; 2, Barkess, nice size and shape,
grandly mkd., very profuse, nice col. hut not so
rich in tone; 3, res, Simpson, not quite so bold in
head, grand .shape, lovely col. and pencilling, very
clear and distinct, nice feather and cond."; vhc,
Jobling

; he, Wilson
; c, Oldham. F.M. (16) • 1

Maddison, gem all over, fine size, grand shape,’
beautifully pencilled, clear and distinct all over,
rich col., very level in tone, nice condition; 2,
Conkie and Louden, equal to leader in size, shape
and pencilling, shade lighter in under col., rare
feather and cond.; 3, vhc, Jobling, fine size and
shape, profusely pencilled, level col., hardly so rich
in tone; res, Simpson; he, Strafford; c. Bow-
bridge. SISKIN, ETC. (22): 1, res., Conkie and
Louden, magnificent Twite, nice .size and shape,
teeming with col. and qual., beautifully pencilled,
clear and distinct all over, nice head, grand feather
and cond. ; 2, Carr, Siskin, grand shape, rich col.
grand cap, nicely laced, perfect feather and cond r

3, Hooper, Lesser Redpoll, fine shape, rich dense
col., grandly pencilled, neat head, in the pink;
y."Pt.

’

^ :r - Dr. Wilson; c, no name. A.O
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HARD (8), we unfortunately missed this cla®s, but
the awards were: 1, Fallding; 2, Hooper; 3, David-
son; res., Parlett; vhc, Nicholson and Son; he
Robinson; c, MacDonald. HARDBILL NOV. (IS) -

1, Bowbridge, nice Goldf., fine size and shape, good
blaze, nice level col., well tanned, nice wings and
buttons, good cond.

; 2, vhc, Couison, Linnet, nice
shape and size, grandly pencilled, good level col
nice feather and cond. ; 3, Mrs. Wilcock, Hawfinch,
nice size, good head, nice col. and cond.; res, Mrs.’
Watson; he, Wiggins and Harrison; c. Tarn. SOFT-
BILL (9): 1, Scott, well-known Chough, lovely
feather and cond., grand col., in the pink; 2, vhc.
Nicholson and Sou, lovely Wiaxwing, fine ®ize and
shape, grand waxings, lovelv colour and feather,
perfect cond.; 3, Wocdhouse, Black Redstart, in
grand feather and cond., nice col.; res. Parlett; he
Roper; c, Barkess. FOR., LARGE (3): 1, Christie
land Son, Red-naped Lory, in perfect feather and
condition; 2, Jameison and Johnson, Ceram Lorv,
a nice one, but penny in hack as yet

; 3, J. Morris.
SMALL (6) : 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, Aimond, grand-
team, leaders Cordon Bleus, grand condition,
2 Firefinch, excellent feather and condition, 3.
La vender Pinch, in the pink ; res, Pettersson.
A.O.V. (9): 1, 3, res, he, Almond, gnand lot. leader
beautiful Rainbow Bunting, in glorious col. and
plumage; 2, Christie and Son, Red-headed Finch,
in nice col. and feather; 3, Aimond, Ruficauda
Finches, nice feather and cond.; vhc, Jameson and
Johnson; c, Kay. SOFTBILL (2): 1, Nicholson and
Son, Purple-wing Sugar Bird, a perfect dream of
beauty, glorious condition; 2, McWiiliam, Mynah,
in fine condition.

;

ST. QUENTIN PARK F. AND F.S.
Annual show, St. Mark's Hall, Nov. 26. Competi-

tion was very keen in some of the classes, and Mr.
A. J. Foy, the lion, sec., is to be congratulated on
getting together out-li a nice displav. Sp. best in
show was won by Mr. D. Eadie, with a rattling huff
Yorkshire, a grand upstanding bird of rare feather
and very good position. Yorks, came up well, aver-
aging nine per class, and Brit, contained 60me realiy
promising birds. Mr. Geo. Gardner judged.
YORKS. OL. (13): 1, sp, he, Eadie; 2, Dyett; 3,

Lallem; res, Starsmeare ; vhc, Mark®; c, Turner.
TKD., ETC. (5): 1, 3, re,s, Eadie; 2, vhc, Marks.
ROLLERS (6) : 1, 2, 3, vhc, lie, Pierotli. GOLDF.
(6): 1, 2, res. Turner; res. viic, Eadie; c, Starsmeare.
FINCHES (4): 1. 2, res, Lallem; Vive, Dyett. LIN-
NET (7): 1, Lallem; 2, Davis; 3, vhc, c, Starsmeare;
res, Turner; he, Cripps. MULES (4): 1. Keen; 2,

vhc, Dyett; res. Turner. A.O.S. BRIT. (5): 1, Cripps;

2, 3, Lallem; re®, Dyett; vhc, Clark. FOR. (4): 1. 2,
res, vhc, Lallem.



CAGE BIRDS December 26 ., 1914 .

WHITEHAVEN.
A nice little mIiow, organised ami carried through

under the ublo auperintendance of the energetic
Yorkshire Canary enthusiast, Mr. Jus. Stewart, who
acted ao lion, see., assisted liy Messrs. Brown,
Buchanan, Smith. Kothery, and Barrie, Dec. 19,
Labour Hull, quite a cosy and well adapted room.
The Canary auction, consisting of 9 open ami 3 nov.
classes, was confined to Yorkshire#, and though not
strong numerically, container! many lords of out-
istanding merit, both of the N.V.C.C. cup winner®,
and the runner up being present. Linnet clussCs,
confined to tin* eoSnty, included most of the win-
ners at previous local chows. Judge#: Canaries,
Mr. It. Tlndnle, Newcastle; Linnet#, J. It. Moore,.
White haven, appeared to give every (satisfaction.

i t. (Jit TKD. YELL. (7): 1, Henderson and Crosby,
line length and pos., nicely rounded, well bruceil,
good col. and qual. ; J, 4, Stewart, leader nat. col.,

beautifully made, slim and straight, well carried
wings and tail, line length and qual

; 3, Woodward,
capital pos,, well drawn and reach}’, not quite the
quul. of leaders; vhe. Brown

; he, Coulson
;

abs.,
I'.vman. BUFF (II): I, 4, Coulson, leader beautiful
feather, line shower, neat head and shoulders, cap.
carr., good length; 3, Welle, good pos. and col., slim
ami finely drawn; 3, Woodward, capital pos.

:
well

and linely made, neat in wings and tail, beaten in
head properties; vhe, he, Stewart; e, Tweedlo.
I'.N'KV. (5): ], 3, Stewart, tkd. wing buff leading,
beautiful quul., linely drawn, good stand, and well
braced, 3 tkd. wing yell., good type, fine qual., not
quite level ill col.; 2, Twecdie, grizzle cheek buff,
beautiful col. and qual., upstanding ami well braced;
I. Richardson ; vile, Craw ball. YELL. HUN (6): 1,2,
Stewart, leader el., capital length, straight ami
.-I iin! v built, line carr. of wings and tail, good col.
and line qual., 2 tkd. wing, nice pos., goed shape,
behind in col. and qual.; 3, Crawhall, nat. col.,

nice length and pos.; 4, Coulson, good col, and pos.;
vhe, Woodward; he, Brown. BUFF (0): 1, Craw-
liall, el., finely rounded, rare length and poe., grand
qual., beautiful carr. ; 2, 3, Stewart, shade stouter
than winner, good qual. and length, latter well set
up. neat body and well braced

; 4, Coulson; vlic,

llrown; abs., Pyman. UNFLIG. YELL. (5): 1,

Crawhall, well set up and finely drawn, nicely
rounded, pate col.; 2, Stewart, higher col., neat and
narrow shoulders, good pos. and feather; 3, Coulson,
hot. col., shapely, rather unsteady; 4, Henderson
and Crosby; vhe, Cattell. BUFF (9): 1, 3, Stewart,
leader beautiful qual., capital length and po»., finely

rounded, excels in cob, well braced and rare shower,
line pos. and cob, excellent qual.; 2, 4, Coulson,

tkd. cheek, another good one, line qual,., beautifully
made; vhe. Woodward; he, Tweedie; ‘

e, Pearson.
UN FLIC. HEN : 1, 4, Stewart, 1 cl. yell., slim and
finely made, rare carr. of wings and tail, latter var.
bull, fine qual., nice length, fails in front; 2, Pear-
son, yell., shade heavier in build, good length and
pos.- 3. Cattell, bulf, good pos., rather heavy in

build to winners, not so clean underneath; vhe,
Wells; he, Coulson; c, Crawhall. NOVICE YELL-.
CK. (12): 1, vhe, Palmer, finely drawn, neat all

over, pice carr., weli braced, good qual.; 2, he,
Buchanan, similar stamp to leader, good qual. and
col. ; 3, Smith, Maryport, not so finely drawn, good
pos.. little uneven in col.; 4, Barrie; c, Rothery.
BUFF (6): 1, 2, Buchanan, both nice pos. and qual.,
good wings, and well rounded, 2 loses in col.; 3,

Palmer, racy and well drawn, behind in wings; 4,

Barrie; vhe. Studholme ; he. Smith. HEN (8): 1,

Smith, Whitehaven, buff, finely drawn, neat and
slim, good qual. and shape; 2, 4. Buchanan, cheek
tkd. buff, fine qual., good pos.; 3, Studholme, yell.,

shorter, fine qual.; vhe. Smith; lie, Barrie; c, Palmer.
LINNET, H.M. (!» : 1, 4, Bell, leader fine col., real
brown, good size arid shape, faint tickings in chest,
steady gild in fine order

; 2, 3, Fisher, similar chape,
well pencilled throughout, both little darker than
winner

; vhe, c, Mrs. Jenkinson ; he, Seward. F.M.
(10): 1, Bell, rich body col., finely mkd., good size;

2, Fisher, shade longer, well mkd.; 3, 4, Corkill, both
good shape, col., and markings; vhe, Buchanan; lie,

Stewart : c, Corkill.

SITTINGBOURNE C.B.S.
Fourth annual show. Fanciers’ Hall, adjoining

George Hotel, Dee. 1(> and 17. The entry wa® a
good one considering the society only decided a
little over a fortnight previous to holding it to have
a show this year. The exhibits were nicely staged,
and the hall is a good one, well lighted, free from
draught, and admirably suited for a show. The
birds were well looked after by a body of old and
experienced fanciers, including Messrs. J. Roberts
(chairman), W. Broadbridge (vicc-ehair), C. Town
(show manager), and Messrs. Churchill, Stevens,
Rolls, and Edwards (stewards). Mr. T. Monday, the
see., worked like a Trojan, and everything went off

smoothly and well. Mr. Councillor J. Hadaway
opened the show. Pres. Mr. W. R. Elgar, J.P., was
unable to attend the opening. Winners of special

prizes: Mr. ,J. Roberts, society's £3 3s. challenge
cup, and l'ilmer challenge bowl; Mr. A. Copping,
Cornelius silver cup and Hyde’s sp. ; Dir. T. Mon-
day was runner-up for the Filmer bowl ; other win-
ners of specials ; Messrs Aylett, Grant, Stevens,
Jacob, Lockett, and Pilcher. Mr< Jeffery Jefferis

tSoutlnill) judged.
NOR, YELL. CK. (8): 1, sp, Pilcher, capital shape

and qual., good head and front, well staged
; 2,

Roberts, fails a trifle in head, not far behind; 3,

Easton, good col. and shape, loses in wing carr.; 4,

Rolingtoii ; vhe, Hopkin
;
he, Broadbridge ; c, Stevens.

BUFF (5) : 1, 2, spe, 2, Roberts, good size, shape,
and qual., short flights and tail, 2 not far behind,
not quite so good in wings ; 3, vhe, Broadbridge,
hardly the subs, of leaders, still a nice one; 4, Kcw.
TKl). OR VARIEG. (12): 1, 2, Rolington, yell, mkd.,
short wings and tail, nice head, 2 buff mkd., good
qual. and style; 3, Stevens, tkd. yell., not quite the
nubs, of leaders ; 4, Roberts

; vhe, Monday
;

he,

Broadbridge ; c, Horne. HEN (12) : 1, Monday, nice

shape and style, good feather and cond. ; 2, Burges,
another good one, not quite the size

; 3, Jarrett, nice

shape and size, fail’s wings; 4, Horne; vhe, Easton;
lie, Rolington; c, Roberts. UNFLIG. (13): 1, 4,

Pilcher, typical buff, good head, nice compact flights,

good col. and cond.; 2, 3, sp, Copping, not much to
choose, but had damaged a flight feather; 3, Mon-
day, not quite eo chubby, good cond.; vbc, Stevens;
Ik-; Burges; c, Broadbridge. YORKS. YELL. CK.
(3) ; 1, Lockett, good' shape, nice style and pos.,

wins : 2. Roberts, nice style, fails in length ; 3, Mon-
day, better length, but soft when judged. TKD. OR
VARIEG. (4): 1. Austen, tkd. buff, nice length ami
istyle, good back and wings; 2, Lockett, another buff,

little to choose., nice style; 3, sp, Stevens, tkd. yell.,

hardly the length of side; 4, Roberts. HEN (7): 1,

sp. 3, vhe, Lockett, charming yell., beautiful back
and v.ings, nice length of side, well put down. 3
buff, nice pos., hardly the length; 2, Austen, nice
buff, good style, not quite so finely drawn ; 4, he,
Roberts ; c. Monday. UNFLIG. (7); 1. 3, Austen,
yell., nice style and feather, well up on logs, straight
as a rush. 3, nice buff, good -tyle, trifle open in

front ; 2, Lockett, well drawn, good style and pos.,

hardly so well up on lego; 4. Monday; vhe. Roberts;
lie. Roberts; c. Stevens. A.O.V. (3): 1, 8. Jcnncr.
»uri g. Crest, good droop and formation, nice qual.

and cond., 3 another G'rcst, not quito the headpiece
of winner

;
2 Roberts, natty little fiord., nice shape

and style MULE OR U Y It. (5): 1, sp, Roberts,
varieg. Goldf. -Can., lovely feather uml cond.; 2,
.Stevens, Grecnf .-('an., good size and feather, well
shown; 3, Lucia, Bedpoll-Greenf., nice order, well
etuged

; 4, Burley; vhe, Garrett. GOLDF. OR
BULLF. (4): I, sp, Aylett, nice Bull!., good eap unrl
feather, well shown; 2, Jenner, Bullf., better col.,

but fails In polish to winner; 3, Rolls, Goldf.. good
feather, nice tanning and eonil.

; 4, Burley. GREEN F.

(2) : 1, Jacobs, nice size and feather, good cond.; 2,

Grant, better col., but smaller, and not so steady.
A.O. FINCH (4): I, sp, 2, 4, Grant, very nice Haw-
finch, good bib, well staged, 2 equally nice yellow
Bunting, good col. and feather; 3, Lucia, smart
Bramble, nice col., trifle unsteady. REDPOLL, ETC.
(4): 1, 2, Grant, nice ,Siskin, well laced eap, good
col., 2 good Lesser Redpoll, nice bib. well shown; 3,

4, Hopkin, Siskins, hardly the col. of winner. LIN-
NET (C) : 1, sp. Grant, a real nice one, good col.,
size, and pencilling; 2, Miss Curling, another good
one, hardly so nicely pencilled ; 3, vhe, Edwards, good
col., smaller; 4, he, Rolls. SOFTBILL (3): 1, Mon-
day, nice Jay, well shown, good feather and cond.;
2, Eduardo, Blackbird, nice sheen, will improve; 3,
Mrs. Smith, topping Song Thrush, lias a claw miss-
ing, hard lines this. FOR. (3): 1, sp, 2, Jacob, nice
Paradise Wliydah, in good fettle, and pair Weaver#,
nice feather and cond.

; 3, Miss Mundav, pair Wax-
bills, good order, well staged. SELLING, A.V., Uv».

(3) : 1, Roberts, yellow marked Norwich, nice type
and cond.; 2, Monday, buff Yorkshire, nice style; 3,
Hopkin, foul green Norwich, nice feather. SELL.
(0) : 1, Broadbridge; 2, Jenner; 3, Burges; 4, Monday.

SPRINGBURN, POSSIL PARK.
Fourth annual show, Reid Hull, Springburn, Dec. 5.

Entries in some of the young classes were down from
last year owing to bad breeding results, also to the
Y.C.C. patronage show on same date* Young Nor-
wich classes were extra good, varying from 10 to 19
per class ; the record entry for one member was 37.
The total entries, 390, showed an increase on last
year of 40. Mr. A. Chalmers judged Norwich and
Crests, Mr. D. Hamilton Borders and Yorks., Mr. R.
Watson Mules, Brit., and For. Cup for best young
bird bred by a member, Mr. Sloan’s medal young
Norwich rung 1914, also S.P.C. medal, were
won by J. M'Leod with yellow cock. Y’oung
Border cup was again won by J. Crawford
with yellow hen

;
rung young Yorkshire cup,

J. Pinnoek, with huff lien; Mule, Brit., and For. cup,
J. McCorrisken, with a Blackbird; novice cup, best
exhibit by a novice, A. Crawford, with 'varieg. buff
Nor. cock ; Mr. Webster’s medal, runner-up, D.
Morrison, with yell. Bord. ; Mr. McMillan’s gold
medal for best old bird, C. Tansey, Yorks, yell. hen.
YOUNG BIRDS: NOR. YELL. (10): 1, M’Leod; 2,

Braid- 3, A. Crawford; 4, Downie; 5, Hadley; 0,
Robertson. BUFF (18): 1, Clark; 2, M'Lecd

;

3,‘Had-
ley; 4, Braid; 5, Robertson; 6, Taylor. VAR. OR
GR. YELL. (7): 1, Di’Leod; 2, 5, A. Crawford; 3,
Smith; 4, Downie; 0, J. Crawford. BUFF (6): 1,

Swan; 2 , 3, Downie; 4, Fyfe; 5, Smith; 6, Fraser.
YELL. HEN (11): 1, J. Crawford; 2, 3, Braid; 4, 6,
A. Crawford; 5, Downie. BUFF (13): 1, 3, Braid;
2, 4, Taylor; 5, Hadley; 0, Downie. VAR. OR. GR.
HEN YELL. (9): 1, Clark; 2, M’Leod; 3, Braid; 4,
Taylor; 5, Downie-; 6, J. Crawford. BUFF (7): X,

Taylor; 2, 4, Downie; 3, 45, A. Crawford; 5, Clark.
NON-FED CK. (2): 1. Braid; 2, Sloan. HEN (3): 1,

Braid; 2, 3, Sloan. CREST CK. (2): 1, M’Millan ; 2,
Lindsay. HEN (1): M’Milian. BORD. Y’ELL. (8):
1, 4, J. Crawford; 2, 5, DIorrison.; 3, 6, Brown. BUFF
(4) : 1, 2, 3, J. Crawford; 4, Penman. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. HEN (6): 1, 2, 3, 6, J. Crawford; 4, 5, Ten-
man. BUFF (7): 1, 2, J. Crawford; 3, DIorrison; 4,

'Swan; 5, Braid; 6, Penman. VAR. Y’ELL. (7): 1, 4,

J. Crawfo'rd; 2, 3, DIorrison; 5, Swan; (j. Penman.
BUFF (9) : 1, 2, 3. 4, 6, DIorrison

; 5, Crawford.
SELF, GR. OR CINN. (2): 1, 2, Swan. YORKS.,
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (5): 1. 2, Pinnoek; 3 Hunter;
4, Priest. BUFF (1): Tansey. YELL. HEN (2): 1,
Pinnoek; 2, Priest. BUFF (5): 1, Pinnoek; 2, 4,_5,
Hunter; 3, Priest. VARIEG. (4): 1, 2, Pinnoek; 3,
Webster ; 4, Hunter. MULE LIGHT (2) : 1, 2, Web-
ster. DK. (5): 1, 3, Taylor; 2, 4. Webster; 5, Cor-
rrsken. OLD BIRDS: NOR. YELL. (10): 1, 4, A.
Crawford; 2, Taylor; 3, Fraser; 5, DI’Millan; 6, An-
derson. BUFF (9): 1, A. Crawford; 2, 5, Sloan; 3,

Braid; 4, Di’Leod; 6, Anderson. VAR. OR GR.
YELL. (4): 1, 2, Taylor; 3, Sloan; 4, Dl’Neish. BUFF
(3) : 1, A. Crawford

; 2, Smith
; 3, M’Neish. HEN

YELL. (9): 1, Sloan; 2, Smith; 3, Hadley; 4, A.
Crawford; 5, McNeish; 6, DI’DIillan. BUFF (8): X,

6, Smith
; 2, 5, Taylor

; 3, Braid
; 4, Sloan. VAR.

OR. Glt. HEN. Y’ELL. (9): 1, Clark; 2, Taylor; 3,

A. Crawford; 4, DUDIillan; 5, Braid; 6, Smith. BUFF
(7) ; 1, 2, Di’Leod ; 3, M’Millan ; 4, Fraser

; 3, Tay-
lor; 0, Smith. NON-FED (4): 1, Braid; 2, Di’Leod; 3,
Hadley: 4, Fyfe. HEN (6): 1, Robertson; 2, BTaid

;

3, DUDIillan
; 4, Hadley; 5, Smith; 6, Dunlop. CREST

CK. (4): 1, 2, DUDIillan
; 3, 4, Lindsay. C.B. (2): 1,

2, Lindsay. CREST HEN (2): 1, 2, Lindsay. C.B.
(4) : 1, 2, M’Millan; 3, 4, Lindsay. BORD. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. (4): 1, Hadley; 2, 4, DIorrison; 3, Sloan.
BUFF (3): 1, Sloan; 2, Swan; 8, Penman. HEN
YELL. (2): 1, J. Craw’ford; 2, Morrison. BUFF (4);
1. J. Crawford; 2, DIorrieon

; 3, Hadley; 4, Swan.
VAR. YELLe (5): 1, 2, Braid; 3, 4, Swan: 5, Dlorri-
kSon. BUFF (2): 1, DIorrison; 2, Sloan. SELF. GR.
OR CINN. (4): 1, Sloan; 2, Taylor; 3, 4, Swan.
YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (4): I, Pinnoek; 2,

Penman; 3, Priest; 4, Tansey. BUFF (4): 1, Pin-
nock; 2, Priest; 3, Penman; 4, Webster. CL. OR
TKD. HEN YELL. (4): 1, 2, Tansey; 3, Pinnoek; 4,

Webster. BUFF (2); 1, Pinnoek; 2, Penman. Y’AIt.

(4): 1. 3, Tansey; 2, Penman; 4, Hunter. DIULE
LIGHT (2): 1, 2, Sloan. DK. (6); 1, Webster; 2,

Fearns; 3, Fraser; 4, Brown; 5, Fyfe. GOLDF. (5/:
I, Fearns; 2, Webster; 3, Fyfe; 4, Dunlop; 5, Fraser.
BULLF. ((!: 1, 3, Fearns; 2, Anderson; 3. Swan; 4,

Brown. BULLF. HEN (3): 1, Fraser; 2, Hadley; 3,

Browui. LINNET (3): 1, Webster. SISKIN (6); 1,

Hadley: 2, Swan; 3. Sloan; 4, Fraser; 5, Webster;
6, Anderson. MEALY REDPOLL OR TWITE (5) : 1,

Webster; 2, Fearns; 3, Clark; 4, Brown; 5, J. Craw-
ford. LESSER (7): 1, Priest; 2, Webster; 3, Dun-
lop: 4, Fraser; 5, Fearne; G, Braid. GREENF.
FED. (7): 1, 2, Fraser: 3, 5, Fearns: 4, Dunlop; G,

J. Crawford. NON-FED (14): 1, Webster; 2, J.

Crawford: 3, Anderson; J, 0, Fearns; 5, Priest.

BUNTING (0); 1, Dunlop; 2, J. Crawford; 3, Fearns:
4, Webster; 5, Clark. CHAFFINCH OR BRADIBLE
(14): 1, 3, Crawford; 2, Clark; 4, Anderson; 5,

Dl’Neish; 6, Dunlop. HEN (5): 1, 2, Fearns: 3, Web-
ster; 4, Anderson. SOFTBILL (4): 1, cup. M’Corris-
ken ; 2, Webster; 3, Dunlop. FOR. GOLDF. OR
BULLF. (3): 1, Sloan; 2, Fraser. FOR.: X, 3, YVcb-
ster; 2. Taylor.

“ LIVE BIRD” LABELS^
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 10d.

Always use them when sending birds journey; by
. rail, to purchasers or to shows.

|
POST FREE FROM “ CAGE B1RCS," 154, FLEET

[ STREET, LONDON.

DONCASTER.
Fifth annual Doncaster show, Dec. 19, under tho

patronage of the Y.C.C. , O.N.P.C., and the C.M.Y.C.
The schedule provided solely for Yorks, and Nor-
wich. The entry was 204, unfortunately a big drop
from last year’# total, but what was lacking in num-
bers was made up in quality, the “ cream ” being
present, battling Tor the various trophies offered by
the Specialist Clubs. Yorks, were great, gtnis of the
vi ry first waters being put down, both in champions
and novices. Norwich were captivating. A glorious
unflighted yellow cock Is that owned by Mr. W.
Crawshaw, the best we have seen as yet this sea-
son. In Dir. VY. Blanchou the society possesses a
most excellent show manager, who knows how to do
it, and does it. Mr. G. Hunt, the worthy v<(’., is
the right man i;i the light place, and controls
capitally. Stewards who acted promptly and eff-

eiently were Messrs. Trueman, t ook, Evans, A.
Smith, J. Simpson, W. Besooby, Flint, Tonkinson,
and Lumhy. The large assembly room, attached to
the Black Bull Hotel, Market Place, is very comfort-
able and of nice, light and space; staging was very
neat. Every bird could be seen at a glance. The
open show of British and Mules is to be held on Jan.
9. The classification is grand, and British men
should see what they can do to support such enter-
prise . Cup for most points in Norwich was won by
J. Thomas; Nov. Nor., A. Howarth ; Yorks., Ogden
Bros.; Nov. Yorks., Fisher and Dyson. Dir. H. \V.

lutbye judged.
YELL. YoitKS. (7): 1, 4, Dykes, beauties, leader

well known, mkd. wings and eyes, looking better
than ever, a masterpiece, t cl., smooth as glass,

straight as a rush, best of bucko and wings carr.,

pipe tail, hardly so lengthy
; 2, Ogden Bros., very

finely drawn cl., capital feather and col. long sided,
clever legs; 3, Dyson, cl., lengthy, well up on leg,

good back, flights, and tail, capital col., not so
closely feathered

;
vhe, Lingurd

;
he, Jiroadley. BUFF

(9): 1, Dyson, cl., rich col., lengthy. and erect, finely

filled in back, neat wing carr., full of style f 2,

Dykes, cl., slxooty, A1 qual., neat expression, nice
neck, tapering body, good wing carr., beaten a little

in length and col.; 3, Thomas, cl., capitally fed, silky

in texture, straight, nice length, somewhat low on
leg, yet good 3rd; 4, he, Ogden Bros., cl., good
length and pos.; vhe, King; c, Beaumont. YELL.
HEN (5): 1, Ogden Bros., not a feather wrong, rare

pos., length and style; 2, 3, Casey, former mkd.
wings and eyes, stands gracefully, good length and
well on leg, not quite the qual. of winner, etill very
meritorious, 3 Very lengthy cl., upright, good col.

and feather, bit open at neck ; 4, Blanchon
;

vhe,

Lingard. BUFF (7): 1, c, Ogden Bros., grizzled

cheek, smooth as marble, straight as a pencil, lovely

pos. and length; 2, Dyson, saddle rnkd., capital

feather, grand pos. and style,, lengthy and show's

well, not far away ; 3, vhe, Hirst, cl., good qual.,

length and pos., thicker in waist, and little open on
front; 4, Veitcli; he, Broadley. UNFLIG. YELL.
(11): 1, Self, cl., full of eoi. and qual., grand shape
and length, beautifui back and wing carr., clever

legs, real gem
; 2, c, Bingham and Furness, cl.,

smooth as wax, slim, lengthy, and upstanding,

superb feathering, wee bit flat on head, yet one we
liked; 3, he, Ogden Bros., lengthy cl., straight up,

good in feather, hardly so nice in expression of

head; 4, Hirst, mkd. back and cheek, red hot,

straight and full of style, shade shorter; vlic, Lin-

gard. BUFF (9) : 1, Ogden Bros., thik tkd., superb

feather and col., slashing shape and length, grand

back, flights, and tail, most promising; 2, Dykes,

mkd. wings and head, excelling in qual., great length,

stands like a guardsman, very close up ; 3, Hirst,

cl., well clothed, nice outline, clever legs, not so

lengthy, still very pleasing; 4, Self, lengthy cl., good

feather nice back and wing carr., well on leg,

beaten a little in style; vhe, Bingham and Furness;

he Beaumont; c, Jebson. HEN (7): 1, 3, Dykes,

leader a magnificent cl. yell., neat, and narrow,

lengthy and stylish, smooth as marble, A1 col. and
finish, 3 buff, ‘mkd. head, waxy, goed pos. and

length, well filled back, nice carr. of flights and tail,

clever legs; 2, Ogden Bros., cl. buff, feathered to

perfection, .swliet "shape, capital length; 4, Towers;

vlic Veitch: lie, Jebson; c, Beaumont. NOV. YELL.
YORKS., £5 3®. (11) : 1, YVilman, red hot col., tight

as a Java, rare length and pos., well on leg, would

give a good account of it-self ip the “upper circles ;

2, Fisher and Dyson, cl., lovely feather and col.,

grandly draw'n, fine back and wing carr., good legs,

close up; 3, Ware, slim and very lengthy cl., A1
col. full ox stvle, not quite so compact in. feather

;

4 Cliff, cl., ablaze with col., rich feather, good

length, wild and would not show; vhe, Radley; he,

Ozelton; c, Sugden. BUFF (12): 1, Studd, wedge-

shaped cl., superior clothing, capital pos. and length,

nervy, and well put down ; 2, vhe, Ware, grizzled

neck', silky in feather, good length and pos., not

quite so well filled in at back, still neat; 3, Sugden,

mkd. wings and head, lengthy, nice pos., good head

and neck, capital wing carr.; 4, lie, Dibb, mkd. bead

and neck, rare qual., nice col. and length, stands

well; vhe, Ware; c, Fisher and Dyson. HEN (11):

1 3 Fisher and Dyson, buff mkd. root of tail and

neck, smooth as glass, straight and lengthy, good

legs, full of nerve, 3 cl. buff, true character, grandly

feathered, A1 col., not far behind; 2, vhe, Fisher, G.

H., cl. yell., lovely feather, not hot, but taking

length and outline; 4, Lodge, yell., wing mkd., tight

as a Java true pos., good col., smart; he, Dibb ; c,

Firth. UNFLIG. (15): Nice class: 1, YVilman, buff,

mkd. neck, lovely qual.-; best of pos., very lengthy

and leggy, stylish to a degree; 2, Ozelton, cl. yell.,

wonderful’ length, straight ao a rush, nice col., bit

harsh in feather, yet goor one; 3, Cliff, very smart

ri huff good in col., and character, not so lengthy;

4, Evans, cl. yell., rare length, silky in texture, good

pos., rather free m feather around thighs; vhe,

Fisli’er and Dyson; he, Totts
;

c, Leng. CINN. TKD.
Y’ELL. (7) : i, 3, 4, c, Towers, gem®, 1 mkd. wing,

lovely col. and feather, grand length and pos., well

on leg, 3 mkd. wing head and tail, red hot, superb

feather, nice pos., well on leg, shade shorter; 2,

Morrison, mkd. wings and eyes, A1 qual. and cob,

lengthy and leggy, well filled back, neat wings and

tail; vlic, Thomas; he, Atkinson and Firth. BUFF
(G) : 1, 3 DIorrison, mkd. wings and head, exquisite

col. and 'feather, capital pos. and length, leggy, and

•shows well, 3 mkd. wing and head, teeming with

qual. and cob, nicely drawn, full of style, shorter;

2, 4 Atkinson and Firth, mkd. wing and head,

rattling qual., rich cob, grand pos. and length,

stronger; vhe, Towers; he, Ogden Bros. \LLL.
HEN <7 j ; 1, Ogden Bros., mkd. wing and head,

smooth as wax, neat and narrow, straight up, nice

length and style, wins well; 2, Morrison, mkd. wings

and head, lengthy and leggy, well clothed, A1 cob.

full of style, very clooo up; 3. Towers, mkd. wings

and eyes, capita} feather and cob. good pos.,. nice

length, beaten in stvle; 4, Studd; vhe, Atkinson and
Firth. BUFF («) : 'l, lie, Morrison, mkd. wings and
back superior feather and cob. nice pos. and length,

well on leg, very choice ; 2, Thomas, mkd. wing and
head, A1 qual. and cob, good back and wing carr.,

very close up; 3, Ogden Bros., mkd. wings, good in

feather and cob, nice length, fair pos.; 4, Towere.
NOR. YELL. (9): 1, 4, Crawshaw. former massive in

build, grand shape, lovely cob and feather, jaunty

2
’ vit

' Thomas, 2 monster, slashing shapeand car. clean cut away, beaten in col. only, 3 mkd.neck, all type, fed, and feathered to perfection, best

ui,
W
|

ln
»rwr’;«,”

ot <iuite s0 lar«e ; lie, Wilson ; e,

,

*
(J);

i. 4. Hi rot, ch, abundance of subs.,
grand cob and frosting, lovely shape and carr.- ’

c,a'
W

1
ve

.

r>‘ »bapefy var., capital feather and
<ol., jaunty, in the pink, beaten in subs. • 8, Cook
*>, c’reut size, marvellous eol. and qual., well known
winner, not looking to well to-day; vhe he e
liornas. YELL. HEN (7); 1, vhe, Thomas, cl

’

majestic proportions, richly gowned, gaudy col
grand shape and carr.

; 2, Cook, mkd. wing aiid eye
rare feather, lovely head, neck, uml chest, clean cut
away, hardly so rieli in col.; 3, 4, Crawshaw cl.,
cobby, excellent cob, moves nicely, qot the sulis. or
qual.; vhe, Thomas; lie, Blanchon; c, Wilson. BUFF

1.8, Thomas, bouncing eh, best of shape, de-
lightful feather and cob, in grand form, well staged
8 shapely ch, tight as wax, A1 col. and carr.; 2,’

Cook, lightly var., ouperb qual. and cob, neat
frosted, sweet shape, and clean under, very close
up: 4, Thomas; vhe, Robinson; he, Crawshaw. UN-
ILIG. YELL. (9): 1, 2, vlic, Crawshaw, winner ch,
excelling all through, hard to find fault with, with
luck lias a great future, 2 ch, rattling shape and
eol., beautiful expression, clean Cut away, not quite
so rich in qual.

; 8, Waters, mkd. w ing and head,
lovely col. and feather, very ehupely, beaten in subs,
only ; 4, Hirst, mkd. v/ing and bead, cobby, ueTight-
i ill qual. and cob; he, Foxen

;
c, Darker and Twigg.

BUFF (12) : I, 4, Crawshaw, red hot col., marvellous
subs., rattling shape and carr. .splendidly feathered,
will want stopping, 4 warmly fed and richly clothed
ch, shqrt and thick set, not a feather misplaced; 2,
Thomas, grand cob ch, silky feather, hardly so good
in head anil neck, good body arid wing carr., not far
away

; 3, Hirst, grizzled tail, lovely shape and subs.,
nice feather, pale in cob, which tells against it; vhe,
Morrell; he. Waters; e, Foxon. HEN (12): 1, Cook,
buff, mkd. wing and head, delightful shape, teem-
ing with qual. and cob, well up in size, dainty carr. :

2, Thomas, buff, tkd. over beak, not quite #o thick
through, wonderful feather and cob, plenty of size;
3, 4, Foxon, cobby cl. yell., rich in cob, nicely
feathered, smart, 4 yell., mkd. wing and eye, A1 coi.
and qual., rare head, neck, and chest, neat wing
carr.; vlic, Wilson; he, Crawshaw; c, Twine. NOV.
YELL. (8): 1, Brown, mkd. cheek soft silky texture,
good col., bit down, we thought lucky to beat 2,

Bradley, mkd. wing, full of col. and qual., very
obapely, good earr., not so large, but better cond.

:

8, Day, ch, superior qual. and cob, nice shape, not
tlie ®ubs., yet one we liked; 4, Evans, YY"., massive
ch, rattling type, nice cob; vhe, Evans, G.

;
he.

Stafford; c. Deage. BUFF (13): 1, Howarth, ch,
rare subs., welt fed and smartly clothed, shapely,
nice carr., clean out; 2, Brown, cl., capital type, not
quite the size or cob, still not far behind: 3, Evan®.
G., grizzled root of tail, well up in size, shapely, not
so large: 4, Stothard, lightly varieg., warm col.,

short and thick set, right for qual., wee bit loose
behind; vhe, Evans, YV.

;
he, Bradley; c, Day. HEN

(17): Nice class: 1, vhe, Lewis and Coulson, yell,

mkd. eyes, full of cob and qua!., fine size and shape,
grand wing carr., beauty; 2, Howarth, var. buff,

rattling cob and qual., tight a3 wax, shapely, not
the size; 3, Cundiff, very large yell., good shape and
feather, not the cob. rather soiled; 4, Wall, buff,

tkd. root of tail, all there for shape, cob, and qual.,

jaunty carr., on the small side: lie, Faux; c, Kaberry.
UNFLIG. (14); 1, Kaberry, buff, grizzled neck, grand
type, well up in subs., richly fed, delightful feather,

gem, good enough for open classes; 2, Faux, richly

clothed and warmly fed cl. yell., cobby build, nice

carr., pressed hard ; 3, Bradley, red hot cl. buff,

.short and thick set, A1 quab. not over big, but very
nice ; 4, Flint, cl. yell., good head and neck, bold

front, nice wing carr.; vhe, Stothard; lxc, Watson
a.ud Hollingsworth; c, Evans.

WOOLSTON F. AND F.A.
Sixth annual show, Dec. 16 and 17, Victoria Halt,

with a very nice- collection, although several classes

were amalgamated. Norwich and Yorkshires were
very good, as also was the Goldfinch class. Mr. G.

T. YVebb judged.
NOR. CL. (9) : 1, YY’cleh, nice yell., good cob, not

over large; 2, C. YV. Silk, unflig. buff, very good
shape and cob ; 3. Silk, big yell., good head and neck,

real good bird, but a little rough in feather; vhe.

Silk. Foyle. TKD., ETC. (5) : 1, Welch, yell., good

qual. rather long sided ; 2, C. E. Silk, very neat
veil.; 3, C. YV. Silk, eye tkd. yell., good subs., some
thought might have been higher; vhe, Foyle, White.

HEN (6) : 1, C. YV. Silk, rattling, goed yell., capital

shape and cond.
: 2, YY’elch, very neat buff, worth its

place; 3. C. E. Silk, good quab yell., good cob; vlic,

YY’hite, Welch. YORKS. YELL. («): 1. Matthews,
very smart and slim, well shown; 2, Oakley, not so

slim as winner, we thought might have given way to

S C E. Silk, verv smart bird; vlic, Adams, Yates:

he, Yates. BUFF (8): 1, Adams, very nice buff,

stands well, wins; 2, Gamble, good feather, smart

and well -shown; vhe, Yates; he, Gamble, Snowden.

TKD ETC. (5): 1, Matthews, head tkd. yell., line

cond., good style and cob; 2, Bousfield. good bird,

perhaps not quite so long, but in grand form ; 3,

Yates fine big veil.; vlic, YVliite; he, Adams. HEN
(7): 1, Adams, grand yell., good shape and style: 2,

Bone field also a good yell., well up; 3, Egerton,

varieg. buff; vhe, Gamble; lie, Matthews, Oakley.

UNFLIG. (7): 1, Bousfield, large yell., rather stout;

o Egerton, close up, rare col.; 3, Yates, mkd. yell.,

"’ccwf col. and -cond. ;
vhe, he, Gamble. DIULE (8) : 1.

3 Hartnell, both Goldf.-Can., winner wins by size;

3' Lomer, also Goldf., smart bird; lie, Patterson.

SELL • 1 C. YV. Silk: 2, Foyle; vhe, Bousfield.

Medina; c. -YVelch. NOR. NOV.; 1, 3, Welch: 2,

Medina. YORKS.: 1, Etheridge; 2, o, Y\ inter.

GOLDF. (9): 1, C. E. Silk, grand face, wins bveizo

only - 0 C YY’. Silk, another smart Finch, fails a

little in size, both good' birds; 8. Marsh :x lie, Marsh,

Fovle - he. Silk, Foyle. A.O. HARD. (6): 1. Lomer,

2 Bousfield
;
3 ,

Y'alc; vlic, Y’ale. LINNET GREENK.
FTC (5): 1. M-elhuish, Linnet; 2, YYcleh. Green!.: •>.

Haines, Redpoll q he. Bousfield Vale. FOR (5) : 1

.

Bousfield, Green Cardinal; 2, Bousfield. Black headed

Goldians; 3, Lacey, Rcd-ereeted Cardinal.

BU?1M!LF;Y Q.S.
Third Annual Show, Star Ipn, Church Street.

CL. ETC., YELL. CK.: 1, Spencer; 2, vlic, he, T.

Lingard; 3, Catlow ;
c, T. Chadwick. BUFF: 1.

Spencer* 2 3, c, T. i.iagard ;
vlic, Moorhousc . Re,

Chadwick. ' YE IX. HEN: I. Chadwick; 2, T. Lin

curd; 3, Hines. BUFF: X, T. Lingard ; 2, Catlow:

j Spencer : vlic, Chadwick ; lie, c, DIoorhou-se.

UNFLIG. YELL. CL. : 1, T. l.ingard; 2, Hargreaves;

3, Spencer; vhe, Broxup; lie, Catlow. BUFF; 1,

2 T Lingard ; 3, Hargreaves ; vlic, YY’est ;
lie, 1’aUi-

son ; c. Spencer. GIFT: 1, Spencer; 2. l.ingard:

3, Broxup. UNFLIG. Y’ELL. HEN : I. I allow
, .2.

liines, BUFF: 1. Hargreaves; 2. 3, Catlow. BRIT.

H \I1 DRILL: 1. 2, 8. lie, e, Holden; Mie, JIargreave ..

A o.V. CAN. MULE OR HYIb: 3. 2. Holden;

3, Catlow: vhe, Moorhousc; cup and nndul best

bird T. lingard; runner-up, Spencer; best novice.

Spencer; 2, Har-greaves; 8, Chadwick: most pond -

nov.. Spencer; be - 1 in gift, Spencer; 2, l.ingard: most

points Brit., Holden; 2, Hargreaves.— T, Chadwick*
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MEMBERS’ SHOWS.
CONDENSED REPORTS.

HALIFAX C.B.S. Show of Inns, king Cross Band
Room. all entries. Sir. A. Jowett Judged. PHnelpnl
winners: OPEN YORKS. : i'rleittley, Huvlllc. .NOW:
Mltohell, Gelder, Child. NO It. : Cnfliev.
BOWLING B.F.A. Nov. 28, 66 birds. Mr. C. K.

Walker Judged. Principal winners: CHAMP.; Atkin-
son and lirtil, l’adfti'tt, Casey, Itohlnson. NOV.:
Hodgson, Sharp, Povnall, Wood and Mlrtleld, Ward
man.
DARLINGTON C.B.S.-N'ov. 28, George Hotel. 71

entries. Sir. T. Wright judged. 1’rineipnl winners:
YOHKS. : Iteynolds, Stephenson, Carter, Ktotthurd.
NOR.: Carter, Reynolds, Stephenson. A.O.V.: Todd,
Hearlleld. MILKS : Todd, Robinson. UK IT. : lietir-

lleld, Forster, Robinson, Todd.
BRADFORD WEST C.B.A.—Nov. 25, CC birds.

Judges, Messrs. F. Self and W. Dewhirst. Principal
winners: CHAMP. YORKS.: Clegg, 0. Hennctt, Rat-
eliile, Kirk, Wliltwaui, Midgley. NOV.: M’Jfwen,
Neeeoin, Rhodes, Aykroyd, Terry, Butterlleld, Oates.
Sp. best yell., Clegg; Hull, Midglev.
DEWSBURY C.B.S.—Nov. 28, Little Saddle Hotel.

104 entries. Judge, Mr. ,M. Peel. F. Clough won sp.
best nov. bird. Principal winners: Clegg, Clough,
PolTard, Hodgson, Taylor, Dutton, Rayner, Broadlnnt,
Shaw, Halstead, Lemon.
PUDSEY STANNINGLEY C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Fleece

Hotel. 72 birds; judge, Mr. S. Wilcock. Points win-
ners: Marsh 28, Aekroyd 22, Page 20, Raistrick 15,

Taylor 15, Forrest 13. These were alno the principal
class winners.
WIBSEY C.B.S.—Nov. 28, Horse and Groom, it) en-

tries; judge, .Mr. A. Jowett. Principal winners: Crow-
tiler, Chapman, Sutcliffe, Wilkinson Bros., Battye,
Farrer, Hanson, Mann.
BINGLEY O.S.—Nov. 28, Assembly Rooms; judge,

Mr. K. Halliday. Principal winners: Priestley, A.
Craven, Townley, Butterworth and Hardy, F. Craven,
Bailey.
KEIGHLEY C.B.S.— In aid of Local Distress Fund,

Nov. 21. 145 entries. Mr. T. Bennett judged. Prin-
cipal winners :—'YORKS. : J. Smith, Scaife, S. Smith,
J. Middleton, Burnett, E. Middleton, Naylor. Leach,
Trevenar, Slater. NOV. YORKS.: Booth, Harding,
Harrison, Moore, W. Smith. A.O.V. : Booth, Watson.
Points: S. Smith 10, ~3. Middleton 15, It. Scaife 15J
W. Fawcett 12, W. Leach 10, E. Middleton 10, A.
Williams 10, A. Naylor 7. Novice :""A. Harrison 14,

W. Smith 12, J. Harding II, J. Moore 11, G. Booth 0,—C. W. Town, Hon. See.
SOUTHEND AND S. COUNTIES C.B.S.—Nov. 18-19,

Blue Boar Hotel, Prittlewell. Over 150 entries. Mr.
Howe, Westeliff, judged. C. Hume won challenge
cup. Principal winners CHAMP. YOliKS.: Hume,
Patrick, Cundy, Nieholis. NOV. YORKS.: Askew,
Autumn, Deer. CHAMP. NOR.: Cundy. NOV. NOR.:
Askew, Doer, Bates, ‘Blows. NON-FED: Capp,
Collins. MULES: Collins, Bates. BRIT.: Hume,
Bates, Cundy. Special winners: Askew, Blows,
Cundy. Doer, Nieholis, Patrick, Hume.
WIGAN ROLLER C.C.—Nov. 21, Queen’s nead.

Mr. W. Massey judged. Principal winners YOUNG
BIRDS: 1, sp, Unsworth, 29 pto.

; 2, sp, Mather, 25;
3, sp, Greenali, 22. OLD BIRDS : 1, 2, 3, Smith, 27,

25. 21 pts.— P. Greenali, See.
ROTHERHAM.—Nov. 21, Mail Coach Iuu. Entry

was a record for the society, and quality was very
high. Mr. ,1. C. Barnes judged. Special winners:—
Cups, best unflig. Nor., Turner, 5th time, the cup
now becoming his own ; best Yorke., lirotherton

;

most points for season, Brotherton : Ramsden’s,
Stafford; other specials, Webster, Hunt, Allott.

Principal class winners: YORKS.: Brotherton, Wall.
NOR.: Wall, Webster, Taylor, Brotherton, Bagnall,
Hunt, Turner, Stafford. BRIT.: Jones, Allott.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates ,

three ic&rds a penny.

KIPPAX.
Open sing held Commercial Hotel, Dee. 19, when

24 birds entered for three good prizes. Result : 1st,

J. Liversklge; 2nd and 3rd, A. Cooper, numbers’
sing Boxing Day; first pair in window at 2.30.—A.
Tomlin, Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
The Castleford and Dist. Linnet Club held weekly

contest at George and Dragon, Bridge-street, Dec.
19. for time singing. Winners: S. Morley, 1; J.
Wainwright and J. Cooper share 2 and 3.—S. Mor-
lev, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Weekly Linnet contest held Woodman Inn, Horse-

fair, Dec. 19. Three minutes’ time singing; 24 birds
entered for three prizes, and cemr good singing was
done. 1st, Pugh, 125; 2nd, 3rd. Beard, 69, 59. Open
sing Dec. 20 : 20 birds entered for three prizes. 1st,
Beard, 65; 2nd, Piper, 45; 3rd, Pugh, 40.—S. Pugh,
Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Pontypridd (Glam.)—Lesser Town Hall, Jan. 6.

Judge, C. A. House. 20 cl. ; Nor., 4; Yorks, 4;
A.O.V., 2 (1 Nov.); Mules, 1; Bord., 1; Brit-., 6;
Sell., 1; For., 1. Prizes, 40/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee, 1/6.
Ent. cl. Dec. 30 to A. A. C. M’Lucas, 48, Rosscr-st.,
Maesycped, Pontypridd.

,

Aberdare (Glam). Market Hall, Jan. 7. Judge,
J. II. Jones. 12 cl.; Nor.. 1; Yorks., 1; A.O.V. , 1;
Nat. Col., 1; Brit., 3; non-winners, I; Foul Gr.,
1; Mule, 1; Sell., 1; Gift, 1. Prizes, 10/, 5/-, 2/6.
Fee. 1/6. Ent. to J. M. S. James, Pomeria,
Abernant-rd.

Driffield C. B.S —Temperance Hall, Jan. 8. Judge,
J. C. Barnes. 25 cl. Prizes, 8/- 4/- 2/-, Fee, 1/-.
For classification see advt. Ent. cl. Jan. 4 to W.
Wallis, 4, River Head, Driffield. • *

Glassow Scotch Fancy Association.—Union Hails,
W. Nile-st., Jan. 2. Judges, D. Black, G. Fulton,
A. Livingstone, N. O’Donnell, R. Menzie, A. Nishet.
20 cl. (3 sell.). Prizes, 12/-, 9/-. 6/-, 3/-. Fee, 2 *.

Ent. cl. Dec. 28 to A. M Lauchlan, 2, Alexandria-
terr., Govan.

r
Doncaster.—Jan. 9. in Black Bull Hotel. Classes:

Mules and Hyb. 5, Brit. 12, For. 2. Judge, Mr. J.
Maddison. Prizes. 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee. 1/6. Entries
close Jan. 4. to G. Hunt, Sec., 19, The Crescent,
Balbv-road, Doncaster.

‘UK IIP! HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chss. Houlton. Price 7s. fid.

‘•CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BV SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES SEE LAST WEEK'S ISSUE.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN,

SHELLINC SEED (A. E. A.).—Try the following
treatment for, say, a month, and if not quite
successful write again and say whether the bird
is kept in a warm room. Give plain Canary only
as staple diet. In addition give separately half
a teaspoonful of dry summer rape and a similar
quantity of crushed sponge cake with two drops of
cod liver oil emulsion and four of sherry well mixed
in it, and sprinkled with maw iseed every second
day, and on the alternate days give a small tea-
spoonful of scalded rape and a morsel of bread and
milk sprinkled with soft sugar. Give a smjli spray
ol' watercress daily, and a pinch of the mixed seed
twice a week. You may also stick a small cube of
hard common table salt in the wires for the bird
to peck at when it likes. In the drinking water
add 20 drops of Chemical Food every second day
for a week, and in the next week give instead 20
drops of whisky, isdx of tincture of gentian, and as
much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence every
second day. In the third and fourth weeks repeat
tlie <1osage of the first two week*s in the same order.
STILL MOPING (Mrs. Hamilton).—I’m afraid the

fact that tiie bird is still losing some feathers is
indicative of some adverse influences being at work.
Make yourself quite sure that it is rot exposed
to occasional cold draughts, sudden < xtremes of
temperature, or exhalations of burning lights in the
evenings. Keep in a fairly equable temperature,
which need not be very warm. Give a staple
of plain canary seed only. Give separately
every second day half a teaspoonful of ©raided
summer Tape and a morsel of banana, and
on the alternatedays give a similar quantity
of crushed sponge cake with four drops cf sherry
and two of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed in it,
and sprinkled with maw' seed, and a spray of some
green salad if you can get such in a fit condition to
use- If green food is not available, give as a sub-
stitute a pinch of the seed mixture previously ad-
vised on these days. If green food is given then
give a small teaspoonful of the mixed seed twice
a week only. In the drinking water add 20 drops

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's ” Cdnary Breeding lor Be-
ginners" ( Td.); House’s ‘‘Canary Manual ” (1/2);
Hat lye's “Yorkshire Canuries ” (1/lJ); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Weston's “Stock Hook ” (7d.);
Hi. Clarke s Septic or Bird Cover" (7d.) ; Norman's
‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Ramsden's
Colour-feeding” (3Jd.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell" booklets (2 Id. each):
No. 5 “The ret Canary," No. 6 ‘‘Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection cf
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 ”The Roller," No 23“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canuries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds” 154, Fleet Street
London, E.C.

ol u*gmicai Food every .second day for a week
and in the next week give instead 20 drops o:
whisky, ten of lemon juide, and six of glycerine
every second day. In tile third and fourth week;
repeat tiie doses of the two first weeks in the sami
order.
SEED SAMPLES (W. Kay).—The samples reachec

me in what appeared to be a very mixed up con
dition, though the packages were quite intact, s<
I take it they were sent off in that state. Bad
contains a variety of seeds, yet neither is a propei
or judicious mixture. No. 1 consists chiefly ol
canary, of fair size and moderate quality. There
is a small proportion of summer rape, but not suffi-
cient to estimate its quality; a slight sprinkling
cf teazle, and a distinct proportion of linseed)
much too large for any staple diet. No. 2 consist;
ot canary of very good quality, and qood size and
flavour. It contains summer rape and linseed, tc
which the remarks in No. 1 apply equally here. No.
3 consists chiefly of summer rape, well matured and
mild, and of good all-round quality. There is a
lair sprinkling of canary seed and lin.seed-too
much of the latter, and a few stray grains of a
variety of weeds. There is nothing at all in these
seeds that nidicates any danger to the health ot
til’© birds fed upon them, if used in proper pro-
portions. I would suggest that you eliminate the
linseed entirely; give only plain canary for staple
diet, and give all other seeds as extras, and separ-
ately, as you may frequently sec advised in thiscolumn, and if your losses continue, then get apcst-mortein,™ one of the bodies to ascertain the

ENLARGED STOMACHS (F. D.).-The bird’-
trouble is undoubtedly congestion of the liver, which
is probably the result of errors of feeding. Give
a staple diet of plain canary seed only, with a
fairly, liberal supply of green salad daily—water-
cress, lor example, but see that it is quite free
from 1 rested or decayed portions. Twice 'a week
give half a teaspoon! ul of scalded rape, and once
a week a pinch of a mixture of equal parts niger,
teazle and millet. Limit the diet strictly to this
for a month or so. During tiie first week add to
the drinking water six diops of syrup of rhubarb
and as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence
every second day. After this give instead a
crystal of. sulphate of soda the size of a small pea,
ditto of sulphate of iron half as big, and six
drops of dilute sulphuric acid dissolved in each
two tablespoonfuls of drinking water every second
day for a fortnight, then miss a week and give it
again for another fortnight.
OVER-EATING (A. J., Cricklewocd).—(1) If your

birds are so ravenous as to engorge themselves
habitually whilst flying together in a large cage,
I'm afraid there is nothing else you can do to
prevent it, but limiting the seed supply. There
is not much risk of them eating husks—that act
is more apparent . than real. Anyway, as it is
somewhat unusual to find such universal greed in
there circumstances, I suspect there must be
something else wrong somewhere. Try the fol-
lowing method for a w’eck or two, and sec if that
altera matters. Give an unlimited supply of plain
canary seed in the seed-box. Every second day
give separately half a teaspoonful of dry summer
rape per bird, not more, and a good sized spray
of watercress. On the alternate days give a

small supply of twert apple or humimi, allowing
a piece about the size of a large hazel nut to each
bird, and cut it into several portions ami place
in various parts of the cage to prevent quarrelling.
Add nix drops of dilute sulphuric acid to each
ounce or drinking water daily for three’ or four
days, hut afterwards discontinue tie- use of all
drugs in the water. Report result of this treat-
ment in the course of a month or so. (2) It is
not possible to tell what i wrong with the leg
without close examination. If a valuable bird,
you might get a veterinary surgeon to look at it

and advise you. It is just possible that it may
have been broken, and a "false joint” formed, iii

winch caso amputation Is probably tile only
remedy. But as it appears to be all right in

other respects, my advice i« to leave well alone.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
• Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BREEDING CAGES (Amateur).—A series running
into three or four issues was published in Cage
Birds earlier in the year from my pen, and you
would do well to send to the office for the parts
containing the article. I think the Nos. of the
issues are 651, 652, 653, 654, 655 and 656. Space w ill not
permit of lull details here. You must note that
foreign Finches do not breed as freely as Canaries.
The latter are domesticated species, while breeding
foreign Finches is al»out parallel with attempting to
breed British Finches under tiie name conditions.
Botli are wild species, and herein lies tiie reason
lor the difficulty. Those you are most likely To
have success with are: ZeliTa, Ribbon, and Bib
Finches, Silverbills, White Java, Sparrow©, Ben-
galese, Grey Singing Finches, and Budgerigars. With
these you should obtain ultimately some success.
Other probable breeders are : Biclieno’o Finches,
Diamond Sparrows, Long-tailed Greenfinches, Crim-
son Finches, Avadavats, Orange-cheeked Wax bills,

Alario Finches, and St. Helena Waxbills. I have
only named those with which success has been at-

tained in cages, in some cases success has been but
once attained, i think you had better choose your
birds from the firet group for a beginning, and your
prospects would be better if you could give cages
double the length, which would enable you to screen
nest receptacle at o'ne end in a bunch of heather, or

FOREIGN BIRO QUERISTS
should consult Page’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners”

(1/1(); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels” (G<f.)

;

Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7d.);
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarice's “Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) “Colour-feeding ” (3jd.); or the
“Nutshell” booklets (2 \d. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats," No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars," No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20
“Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

some other form of small twiggy branch. The above
are seedeaters, but soft food and also green food ad
lib must be supplied when they are feeding young.
If above is not sufficient, ask specific' questions on
your doubtful points.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by II NORMAN.
SHOW CAGE FOR BLACKCAP (Sam).—

A Blackcap of good size and feather is a very
useful bird to exhibit, and frequently gets
in the money. A cage fourteen inches long,
twelve high, and seven deep would be quite
suitable to exhibit him in. The food and
water vessels should be placed inside, on
swing doors in the front rail of the cage. A
good colour for the interior and front bars
would be a middle tone of green, rather in-

clined to brightness, a fresh laurel leaf is

as near the required tone as possible. Y"our

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/6); Norman's “British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part I “Hard bills" (1/1), Part 2 "Sof thills"
(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.)

;

“ Colour-feeding
’’

(34d.); or the “Nut-
shell ” booklets (24d. each ) ; No. i “ Goldfinch,”
No. 2, " Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch,” No. 13
“Chaffinch,” No. 15 ‘‘Greenfinch,” No. 22 "Siskin,
Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6
” Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

old bird will not commence to sing until he
is quite through the moult. (2) Give your
Mule a mild aperient such as a teaspoonful of
effervescing citrate of magnesia in three table-

spoonfuls of water
;
an occasional dose will be

sufficient. Bathe the foot in fairly warm
water and massage with the finger and
thumb, first dipping them in Elliman’s
embrocation, weakened by the addition of

half the quantity of salad oil. Keep the cage
floor and perches thoroughly clean and dry.

TREATMENT OF BLACKCAP (Blackcap).
-—As a staple food you will find a good brand
of insectile food much more satisfactory than
soaked biscuits. Although not particularly

tender, the Blackcap must be considered to be
one of our delicate warblers. A thoroughly
healthy specimen is always a pleasurable pet,

and I feel sure in the long run it would pay
you to treat him well. (2) In making any

Owing to the necessity of
going to pr>ess earlier this
week, many answers to ques-
tions cannot be published until
pur next issue.—Editor.

rj 0

CLUB &, SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of uuy forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. 11 should reach us not later tliar:
Tuesday morning’* post. Spctlully printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should

to
then..

0.

Altrincham Open C.B.S. Dec. 30, Station Cal.
Bee. s report on tin: progress of society; mnnbY/rrequested to altt'iid.—C. ISalley
Bradford West C.B.A.-Dcc. 26, Shoulder of MuL

ton. Member# ehow
; bird* jjtagid 10.30. Judin j

Hailey. Kntrie# njght, previous. L J’ Terr\
* ’

City of Bradford O.S.-Dee. 26, Flying Dotc'lunan.
ii. X'lnai member# *now. Judjp-, .Mr. M Hroadl< \—W. HelliweJl.
Darvel C.B.S—Jan. 12, 7.30. Table show of f an-

aries; judge, G. Alston. Buff Bord., Yell. Bord
Nor. cock, Nor. hen, A.O.V. Can. Boys’ da- \ v’
Can.—J. Fairful.

* ’ *

Dewsbury C.BS—Dec. 24, Little Saddle Hot I

7.30. Entries for Boxing Dav dhow; bird- staged )]'

Judge, Mr. 11. W. Battye, Huddersfield. L Barker"
East Ardsley and C.B.S.—Dec. 26, Black ’.Swan 1

Members' show, birds staged 1. Judge Mr. ’
I’"

Jowett.— Jf. Cockrern.
Falkirk Good Intent C.B.A.—Dec. 26, Shop, si

Graham’s Road, 7.30. General meeting. Paying ovi
Prize money and presenting cup to successful com-
petitor.—W. Clarkson.

Halifax O.S.—Dec. 26, Plummet Line Hotel, 2.30.
Annual members’ show. Judge, Mr. A. Jowett
Queensbury. Entries taken before staging. .lull -
ing competition 4 to 6. Special meeting 6.30. Re
social in Feb., a good turn-up requested.—H. Clegg

Hull C.B.S.—Dec. 28, Oddfellows’ Kali, 7.45. To
receive money for all tickets sold

; unsold tickets to
be handed in. Dec. show balance-sheet to go
through.—W. Furnaridiz.

heeds C.B.S.—Dec. 26, St. George's Schools, St.
George’s Street (near Infirmary). Members’ show •

birds staged 9.30, open 1.39. Judge, Mr. \V. A. Cow-
gill, Bradford.—G. Norton.
Linton and Woodhorn C.B.S Dec. 26, Hirst Arl-

ington Social Club, 7.30. Arrangements for show and
other important bus.—J. Anderson.
Midland Roller C.C.—No meeting this month

owing to the holidays. Members please note.—T. .1.

Smith.
Newcastle East End C.B.S.—Dec. 29, Foster’s Vie-

toria Cafe, Shields Road, 7.30. Auditors to bo
elected. Secretary’s report on show.—J. W. Coutt-.
Poplar C.B.S.— Dec. 31, All Hallows Schoolroom,

E. India Dock Road, Poplar, 8. Lecture on Softbilis,
and general bus.—F. H. Marhoff.

_
Porth and Rhondda C.B.S.—Dec. 26, Headquarters,

7, Show business.—J. S. Jones.
Provincial Roller C.C.—Jan. 1, Joiners’ Arms Hotel,

Bolton.—A. Percival.
Rochdale O.C.—Dec. 28, Club, Clarke’s Place, 8.—J. Butterworth.
Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B.S.—Dec. 26, Mrs. H.

Abbot’s Tea Rooms, Sacriston, 5.30. Taking subs,
and entries for members' show Jan. 2. Members and
intending members please attend.—W. Dodd.
Spen Valley C.B.S.—Dec. 26, Commercial Hotel.

Members’ show. Birds staged 10.30 a.m.; judge, Mr.
T. Ogden, Bradford. Specials galore S. B. Gray-
slion.

S. Shields.—Dec. 24, Cyprus, 7.—W. L. Smith.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A.—Dee. 29, Trin-

ity House, Shaw Heath, 8. Classification for’ table
show.—\V. Stafford.
Tong C.B.S.—Dee. 26, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Dud-

ley Hill. Last melnbers’ show of season. Birds
staged 1. Judge, Mr. T. Bentley, Cleckheatcn. Subs,
due.—W. Walker.
Wanstead F. and F.S Dec. 28, Cambridge Park

Hall, Wanstead, 8. Ann. gen. meeting and distribu-
tion of prize money and specials xvon at annual
show.—H. S. Lofthouse.
West Bromwich C.B.S.—Dec. 29, Dartmouth Hotel,

8.30. Election of officers.—W. G. Andrexvs.
Wibsey C.B.A.—Dec. 26, Horse and Groom, 30 a.m.

Last members’ show of year. Judge, Mr. H. W.
Walsh, Halifax.—W. Chapman.

Windhil! C.B.S.—Dee. 29. Blue Bell Hotel, 8. En-
tries taken for open show', 8 to 11. Subs. due.—Tay-
lor and Ellis.

mixture, tea biscuits would be preferable to
puppy biscuits, providing they were not too
sweet. “Osbornes” are about the best for

general use. Plenty of ripe fruit is good for

the Blackcap, but while you can procure ripe

pears and wild berries you should use these,

saving the bananas until later. I have never
found any barm come to the Blackcap from
the use of the latter fruit. I hang one in the
cage and peal back an inch or so daily. (3)

Gentles should be placed in bran or dry sand

to clean before they are given to the birds.

To prevent ‘them developing, keep as cool as

possible. (4) I have never heard of the

Nightingale and Blackcap breeding together;

my experience is that those ardent avicul-

turists who have tried to breed either species

in captivity have found it quite difficult

enough without attempting to cross them, but

still there is no reason why you should not

have a try, if^ou feel inclined. The feeding

is the great trouble, you would want to keep

as near to nature as possible.

GENERAL.
Answered by TIIE EDITOR.

R. Wilson.—Where is the method of Linnet catch-

ing that you describe put into practice?

B. Benton.—We do not think birds (unfortunately,
however, you do nob say what species they are)

would come to any harm through copper-coated steel

wire.

John Thorne.—We cannot answer your question
until you tell us what kind of birds you keep, and
how you are feeding them.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird ; for reply i

direct, 2s. 6d. : analysis, 21s. Subjects for post;
mortem examination must lie sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any)
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post ; it is cheaper)

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to;

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if.1

t fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender's.



CAGE BIRDS December 2G, 191-f.

CAN AIMES, wanted all varieties for cash; state

Inur.i ii. Ice; approval before payment; 355, London-

id.. Sheffield. 09M)
WANTED all kinds Canaries and other birds for

export: emporium, 170b, High-st., Camden 'I ubo

Station, London (11)10)

WANTKl), Minting Mules, 8/* each, lien 1/3; ako
from c itchcrs, lint.-h; llobbs, 111, Klng's-rd.,

•' • •-

den Town, London. U958)
WANTKl), hen Canaries or poultry ;

exchange ,o.

tin of the best carbide of calcium; Ivctlcy, 90, Way-
m aa -st., Sunderland. (1960)

WANTKl). Canaries; portrait lens, 22/0; cycle, less

tyres, 10;-; ( stamp camera, 7/(1: Hart, Kingsley-

i d
. lillei mere Port. * p.iaoi

W ANTKl) pair Norwich or II. M. Goldfinches; ex-

change concertina, or sell 20/- ;
yours llrst: Hirst,

3d.

•don,

\>
cock
Rood

lson-rd,, llklcy.

V WIKI) cock Nun. cock Nutmeg Finch, and pair

OraiiRe Waybills, good price for- tame birds: House,

Wood si.. Kidderminster, (1054

j

W VNTKl), dealers who can take large or small

(plant It b-s or Linnets, all kinds of British: Chris.

Hatton, ai, Itiehmond-st., Brighton. (1950)

WANTED for cash, single lireeehloading gun,

1.’ bora; approval, or double, -llo bor.e : Phillips,

Donningtou, Moreton in-Marsh, Olds, (997)

W A l(RANTED house moulted cock Linnet and clear

lien Canary, -Id pair; or exchange for cock Horde, r

:

Taylor, :n',' Prospect-terrace, Aberdeen. (1958)

WANTKl) free singing loud Skylark, nestling on

branch, fair price for good birds, no rubbish; de-

posit ;
Wnrdle, Little l>nkc-st., Stamfonl-st., Lon-

S.K. (19.11)

;TKI), Goldfinches ,
exchange 2 nvlnry-moultcd

Linnets and Norwich lien (bred Mules), and

eoeli Linnet Mule (1914): Hnrpham, Printer,

. pllsby, Lines. (1930)

WANTKl), large Jonque cock Siskin, also large

Siberian lien Bullfinch; exchange Goldfinch- Hull-

(Inch Hybrid cock, 1914, colour fed, or sell .13; ap-

proval; birds first; Potter, Handy Cross, Hideford.

WANTKl), exhibition Norwich Plalnhcad cock; ex-

change 59 parts of Picturesque Europe, by Cassell

and Co., illustrated with steel (date engravings, cost

1X5: Cook Dun; dill, Florenee-rd., Shanklin, I. of W.
NOTICE’, will give «/• pair for good Norwich or Yoilc-

shire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,

Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mule®, Bullfinches, Gold-

finches, and Linnets ;
reasonable for cash; McKeand,

Senbright, Castle-Douglas. .

WANT’KI) 590 Mules, Goldfinch, Linnet, or Siskin,

for prompt cash, either sex, money same day as

birds arrive, and no waiting; thousands of testi-

monials for prompt payment; C. Herrington, Bird

Specialist, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate, 8.E.

Wanted
Any quantity Goldfinch Mules, cocks or liens. Hy-

brids, Yorkshire Canaries, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc.;

send on, best market prices given per return post ;

established 50 years: iSandiford, SO, Sclateir-ist.,

Shoreditch, London; also at Preston.

Wanted, Hen Canaries
18/- per dozen for Yorkshire and Norwich, and )/-

eaeli for Goldfinch Mules; hena also wanted, any
kind of Parrots or puppies; cash or deposit: W.
Rutherford, Bird Importer, Leyton-stone, Essex.

(1907)

|SALE or EXCHANGE.
Mainly British.

' \RGE 1914 cock Greenfinch Mule, can win; ex-

change large, typical bull Norwich cock, on ap-
proval: Kceies, lihosymedre, Ruabon. (1959)

EXCHANGE cock Greenfinch, hen Redpoll; proved
breeders ; two coek Redpolls for hen Canaries or

cages : Robson, Exeter-st., West Hartlepool. (1960)

HAWFl'NIDH ooek, good, condition, list movuce

class, 1913 Birmingham, also other wins, members;
exchange for two typical Norwich hens : Derry,

DawILto-rd., lSournbrook, Birmingham. (1953)

Mainly Canaries.

SKYLARK, hand-reared cock, sell, 4 /
- ; contest cock

Linnet
,

linger tame, 2/6; exchange both for largo

muling H.M. coek Linnet or Goldllneh; otlier offers

Invited: Stakee, 2, Kydney-tcrruec, Lancaster. (1937)

LARGE exhibition fl.M. Biillio umt Greenfinch,

field moulted Goldie and Linnet, not rubbish, 20'-;

or exchange offers; wanted large yellow Crentbred
cock: Bhthc, Park-avenue, Mail-sffeid, Woodhotise;
Notts. ’ (1958)

Mainly Foreign.
COCKEREL, 3 hen cock breeding Hamburglis,
Wakefield direct, sell 50;-; exchange good l’arrot

and cage; anything useful: Bradley, Prospect, Alfrc-

ton. (1958)

’SELL exchange good liver and white spaniel bitch,

12 months, good guard, clean, healthy, sell .IT ;

gramophone and records; anything useful: Bradley,

Prospect, Alfrcton. (1958)

- x CHANGE, 3 Yorkshires, hens, for good British,

0 ! sell, 3/6 each; ii. M <

. er, 10, Bath-st., Oxford.

• X AMON marked Yorkshire hen, sell 7/6, or
offers in Norwicn; A, G. Goodman, Lamphey, near
Pembroke. (1958)

COCK CANARIES in full song, 7/6 each; or ex-

change for bassinette: A. B., 11a, Kenihvorth-rd.,
Kilburn, N.W. (1956)

SIX Goldfinch-Canary Mules, 6/-; 6 warranted cock
Canaries, 4;- each, take 27;- the dozen: Rowley-,

Elston, Crediton. (1944)

EXCHANGE massive buff Norwich coek, value 9/6,
for yellow Border or Roller cock.—Hainsworth, 11,

Nevett-ot., Preston. (1954)

SALE, or exchange, ten Roller cocks, Corkindale
strain, 4/6 each; approval; nicely on song: Smith.
Birmingham-rd., Studley. (1951)
EXCHANGE, variegated Crest and Yorkshire hens
for Norwich cock, sell 9/- : Jones, 1, St. Mary’s
p ace, Cheap-st., Newbury. (1459)

EXCHANGE unflighted clear yellow Norwich cock
for green or variegated buff Norwich cock: llab-
good, 8, Brunswick-st., Swindon. (1958)

EXCHANGE buff Yorkshire cock, good stock bird,

for long, slim, yellow hen; yours first; Russell, 4,

Malvern Buildings, Fairfield Park, Bath. (1955)

AVHAT offers in Canaries for a vest-pocket Bneign-
ette camera, -in perfect condition, worth £1: \Y. L.,

32, Nichol’s-sq., Hackney-rd.
,
London, N.E.

WHAT offers in large Norwich hen-s for Waverley
Book cf Canaries, Hybrids, and British Birds: Hard-
man, 39, Wilkinscn-sfc., Nelson, Lancashire. (1958)

EXCHANGE exhibition buff Y’orkshire cock, vhe
It.-ading for exhibition marked yellow cock; yours
first: Thomas, -Langley Common Farm, Barkham,
Reading. (1959)
PHONOGRAPH, 50 records, brass horn, Sandow’s

exerciser, angling tackle, Waltham watch, 85 Can-
aries; sell, exchange wild birds, aquarium fish: 16,

Mountvcrnon-rd., Liverpool. (1957)
WILL sell or exchange 6 pairs of high-class York-
shires, Ogden Bros.’ strain from 15/- to 30/- pair ;

or exchange for good quality Norwich; approval:
Taylor, 59, Chapel-st., Leigh. Lancs. (1957)

WANTED ail varieties Canaries, also British and
Foreign birds and Mules; will giv- good exchange
in Norwich, Yorkshire, or Border show cages: Ma-
le s-wi Cave Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
FORTY high cla-’s Norwich and Yorkshires, winners
and stock birds; sell cheap, or exchange new-
boots, clothing, drapery, dress material, di e records,
ir c.clc tyres; offers; Soper, 22, Vernon-rd., Sutton,
terrey. (1957)

Miscellaneous.

EXCHANGE a good bred Bull-Tenrii-f bitch, seven
month*, white with brindled eyes, flood head, for
Zebra Flncijes, or anything useful, sell 7/6; Archie
Jones. 31, Now-sit., J’ortobello, Stuff.'. (1954)
GLOBE typewriter, good as new, cost £2 19s., half-
price; Parrot cage, good as new, cheap; Dalli fuel
stove, suit aviary, 10/-; exchange Canaries or British
birds: Neil son, Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (1927)
EIGHT volumes complete " Railway Working,” un-

opened, cost, £3 10/-, sell L 2 15/ ; fifteen volumes
" Wonders of the Universe,” in new condition, sell

7/-
;
exchange, no live stock: J. Barrie, 2.3, Land-

st., Rothes, Morayshire. (1956)
THE old firm give exceptional value iri blankets,

sheets, quilts, marks, nits, overcoats, costumes,
hoots, tools, eleetra plate cutlery for Canaries,
cages, etc.; only genuine business, done; birds first

in all eases; stamp reply: Exchange Co,, 355, Lon-
don-rd., Sheffield. (1958)

See Rollers :
” Armadale,” Bamford-rd., Didsbury,

Manchester. (i960)

GEM air-gun; exchange large Norwich hens or

Yorkshire show cages: Graham, Ballybrack. (i960)

ONE string fiddle for sale, 3/6, fine tone; exchange

birds, cages, live stock: 3, Mansfield 't., Gateshead.

EXCHANGE, all kinds cutlery, for surplus live

stock: Stratford, 213, Howard-rd., Waikley, Sheffield.

EXCHANGE suit lengths, costume lengths, for

live stock: Gaunt, 1, Kric-.-t., VVIiitccote, Bramley,

Leeds. (1939)

I,,\t HANGK, bull-mastiff bitch, 5 months, for

Roller cock Canary: Gardner, Turners Lane, Brier-

lev Hill. U956)
TWO cock Greenfinch Mules, full song, sell «/•

each; exchange pair Coekatlels: Tom Hall, Hallcroft,

Shepshed. (1957)

WHAT offers Canaries or fresh Itritisli for that

grand book, “Our Canaries’?: Steele, 23, Lord-st.,

Hulme, Manchester.
HALE-BRED Lurcher pup, 3 months, 7/6; Jap.

fiddle, 3/6; exchange birds, cages: Dingley, 3, Man«-
fleld-st., Gateshead. (1957)

SALE or exchange Goldfinch Mule, 7/6; cock and
hen Canaries, 6/-: Goldfinch, 3/0; Bevan, 23, Vic-

toria-rd., Cambridge.
B KINDLE terrier dog puppy, sell 5/-; exchange
Canary or anything useful: J. B. Murfitt, High-

st., Cottenham, Cambs. (1958)

EXCHANGE' Black Minorca cockerel for coek Can-
ary or two hens (Norwich preferred): Conron,
Grange, Douglas, Cork. (1957)

EDISON'S phonograph, large brass born, 190 re-

cords, all complete; sell 35/- or offers: Haddl-esey,

24, Union-st., Harrogate. (1955)

EXCHANGE good violin, how and case, for small
camera; approval both ways: lyiacKenzie, 31, Town-
head, Kirkintilloch, N.B. (1960)

EXCHANGE Deer's skull and antlers (four points),

for good yellow Y'orkshire lien and cage: Kelburne
Hotel, Millport, Buteshire. (1956)

EXCHANGE overcoat, gent's, lady's silver watch,
cost £2, for breeding cages oi Crests : R. McCul-
loch, 20, Irish-st., Dumfries. (1958)

GOOD Norwich for saie (or exchange for anything
useful), colour-fed, 10/- to 20/- a pair; on approval:

Morris, 57, High-st., Tooting.
EXCHANGE brand new gent’s or lady’s boots,

also boy’s clothing, for niale dog and puppies: Man-
ager, Furniture Stores, Totton. ’ (1882)

BLACK cocker spaniel, 12 months ;
exchange good

pair Yorkshires or Norwich hens, or Y'orkshire

show cages: Graham. Ballybrack. (I960)

EXCHANGE •’Canaries, Hybrids, British Birds" un-

soiled, for picture farming tools, or sell, 10/-: Wil-

liams, Queen’s Head, Newcastle, Staffs. (1956)

EXCHANGE for Canaries, Budgerigars, Britisli or

foreign birds, men’s strong hand-made boots, new;
offers: Baker, 1. Watery Lane, Preston. (1958)

WHAT offers in Canaries for a vest-pocket Eueign-
ette camera, in perfect condition, worth £1: W. L.,

82, Nichol’s-sq., Hackney-rd., London, N.E.
WILL exchange green Norwich Crested cock or

house-moulted contest Linnet, for good Y'orkshire

coek; E. Erridge, 16, Hoad-rd., Eastbourne., (1957)

EDISON standard phonograph, four-guinea machine,
cash or exchange (Canaries), seen by appointment;
nearlv new: F. Holland, 67, Dalwood-st., Camberwell.

(1956)

EXCHANGE Dutch rabbits, 4 does, 1 buck, or lop,

for Norwich Canaries, or talking Parrot : Ernest
Tavlor, North-rd., Royston, nr, Barnsley, Yorks.

(1955)

GRAND Pomeranian bitch, will sell or exchange
for anything useful; for particulars apply: H. Jen-

kinson,' 10, Chapel-st., Thurnscoe, near Rotherham.
(1957)

EXCHANGE, 2 doz. rose trees for house-moulted
cock Goldfinch or 3 house-moulted coek Linnets

:

Apply, J. Barratt, 27, Trinity-rd., Southall, Middle-

sex. (1959)

WHAT offers in Roller Canaries for pedigree Schip-

perke bitch pup, wanted good singing cock or sell

cheap : J. YE, 24, Llancaio-st., Bargoed, via Car-

diff. (1954)

EXCHANGE. 65 -phonograph records, in perfect

condition, for Canaries or British to value, 32/6:
YVhiteley, Buckwood Cottage, Thaekley, near Brad-
ford. (1956)

EXCHANGE pair field-glasses, in case, value 13s.

6d., for house-moulted Goldfinch and hen Canary
mulers .(approval) : Masterman, 55, Errol S-trcet, Mid-
dlesbro. (19571

EXCHANGE. 3 Norwich 1914 hens for 2 coek Gold-

finches, also 3 May hatched cockerels, Bantams, for

sale, or exchange : Paul, 9, Gloucester Terrace,
Andover. (1957)

ANGLO-American Guitar. Zither, and L-plate Craven
Camera, both in good condition, for B.S.A. air-gun,

or Britisli birds; A. Shaw, No. 12, Hambledon-st.,
Padiham, Lancet. (1954)

AIREDALE dog, 14 months, find, kill, land or

water, quiet with children; exchange air-gun, rifle,

clap nets, anything useful, or sell 10 - : Worth, 47,

Prospect-place, Neath. (1955)

EXCHANGE gent's overcoat, as new, fit man 5ft.

Gin., chest spin., cost £3, for Canaries or British

to value 30/-: W. YVhiteley, Buckwood Cottage,
Thaekley, near Bradford. (19-56)

SILVER Geneva watch, perfect timekeeper, and
silver albert and medal. 30/-, or exchange gramo-
phone and records, birds, anything: Porter. 8.

Devon- hire-si .. Worksop, Notts. (1958)

NORWICH: will exchange good birds, colour fed,

for anything useful; allletters** answered: or will

sell 10/- to 17/6 a pair; sent on approval: Handle,
442, Garratt-lane, Wandsworth.
PEN Black Wyandotte Bantams, cock, 1 lien, 2

pullets, sell £1 : and 2 cock*, 3 hens, 1913 Black
Rosecomhs, Booth’s direct, sail 35/-; exchange good
Parrot and cage, anything useful: Bradley, Prospect,
Alfrcton. (1958)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is tlie rate charged for all advertisements
not, relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading arc available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice;
Musical Iiistrumcnts; Natural History;
Photography ;

Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stumps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted lor Trowel's bird «oda
and food*, good commission: Troiver, 442, Caledonian
rd„ London.

Aquarium.
GOLDFISH, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 pet dozen; cans, 3d. and

Od.; trade supplied: R. Kremner, 104, Tib-st., Man-
chester.
GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria, etc., list free; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria, Id.; L. Cura and Son*, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-
rd., London, E.C.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice

on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21," 2R1. post free,

from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-st., London, H.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

[businesses.]
OWING to illness am obliged to retire; old estab-

lished bird business for sale, including stcck of

cages, seeds, etc. ;
write particulars : The Aviary,

82, Raikes-rd., Blackpool.

REMARKABLE TESTIMONY
Mr. White, of Wennington, Lancaster, writes;—” Do
not repeat my Blue Persian Oueen advertisement

as I sold her out of ‘Cage Birds’ next day.”

Cavies.
PRIZE-BRED Cavies, Dutch marked and tri-colour,

9d., 1/- each; adults 2/C; matched pair: Heath-
cote’s Aviaries, Leicester. (1908)

Cycles.
GREAT bargain's; lady's and gent’s splendid

cycles, almost new, condition in every part, up-to-
date, all accessories, 27/0 each; inspection invited;
accept easy payments; Parr, Middle-st., Nottingham.

(1956)

GENT'S Cycle, B.S.A.. three-speed gear, H.B. con-
trol, two brakes, rims plated, good tyres, only ridden
200 miles, £4; also 5x4 Bullard hand or stand
camera, tripod, slides, and background, and all ac-

cessories, £4: Nuttall, Watchmaker, Bacup.

Dress.

UNDERWOODS champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;
girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-: all sizes; carriage
paid ; Underwood, 30, Y’ork-st., Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

SPLENDID ferrets, good workers guaranteed, 4/C;

excellent, ready to work, 4/-; medium, 3/6; ten
days’ approval, cash or deposit: YVannop, Short-st.,

Carlisle. (1958)

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Lucies' Ailments, Ac. end speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Coeliia, Hitter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1 li, by Hoots’, Taylor's, Timothy White's
Branches anil all Chemists, or post free, same piiec, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, OAISTON LANE, LONDON

Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

j

Kennel
HANDSOME well trained Dachshund bitch puppieo,
cheap to clear; or exchange: Christie, Mere, Wilts.
NOTICE; almost any variety of dog, large or small,
can Ik- had at reasonable prices, and easy payments
arranged; state wants: McKeand, Beabright, Castle
Douglas.
LARGE fawn Mastiff bitch, 9 months, good pedi-

gree, can down man, under control, sell £2: or ex-

change birds-: bargain: Mrs. Wagstaff, Victoria-
.st.. SeLston, Notts. (1960)

Y'ORKSHIRE Terrier pedigree brood bitch, 2, years,
splendid coat, 20/-; exchange, no dogs: Ward, 6!
Castle-et., Chester. (1958)
NIUE small wiro haired puppy, four months, good
parents, 7/6 or offers:’ 11. Burtotl, 6, Spcncer-st,,
Raiinds, Wellingborough. (1952)
NICE intelligent Irish terrier dog, 3 months, make
good companion and guard, 12/6: Miss Hoare,
Chymes, Broadwater, Worthing. 0956)
GOOD Collie dog for sale, 12/-, quiet witli children;

or exchange for anything useful: E. Underwood,
lioyton End, near Halstead, Essex. (1955)
SPLENDID toy Yorkshire terrier, 12 months, long

silky coat almost to ground, perfect pet, 17/6:
Daycnport. Hi, Hay Mills, Birmingham. (1953)
WANTED, red rough-haired Irish Terrier dog, 7 to

12 months clean in house, cheap for cash ; approval ;

deposit: Thomson, 73, Oakbank, Mid Caliler. (1960)
EXCEEDINGLY' game dog Airedale Terrier,

Scottish, 351b., 2 years, take his death at any-
thing and enjoy it, 10 /-; particulars: James, 8a,
Hcrmit-st., Nottingham. (1959)
LITTER lovely whipjict puppies, beautiful shape,
from winning parents, make champion rabbit
coursers; dogs, -5/6; bitches 4/0; worth double:
Fa it, Middle-st., Nottingham. (1956)
CflAMI’lON bred Airedales, various ages, prices
to suit all piirchasero, satisfaction or money re-

turned; at stud, Pagefleld Oorang, winning dog,
fee 15/-: Stone, Contractor, Tooting. 'Rhone,
Strcathani 1337. • (1955)
DO.G collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4; plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d. ; chains, 1/- ;

worm powders, 9d. ; mange
cure, 7d. tin; post free; Young, Netmakcr, Crew-
kerne, Somerset.

.

FOR sale, two black, one biscuit, one red hrindle,

one red male Pekingese, five and three months;
also male Japanese, one year, fit for show, and
etud, £5, highest pedigree; also young male donkey,
used to children, (saddle and bridle crate, £3 5/-:

Rogers, The Knoll, Bonin, Cambridge. (1954)

LOVELY Yorkshires, dog 12/0, bitch 10/-; beau-
tiful blue and tan coat, Pomeranian, orange, sable,
lovely coat, perfect tail, carriage dog, 12/6; bitch,

10/-; beautiful even marked fox terrier dog, 12/6;
also two puppies, 5/-, all healthy; further particyi-

lars: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham. (1959)

GRAND, large full pedigree Airedale terrier dog,
15 months, dark wire back, rich tan, head, legs and
quarters, tail docked, most determined guard, per-

son or property, breathing thoroughly, trained com-
panion

;
guaranteed free from all vice, accept 21/-:

Davenport, 16, Hay Mills, Birmingham. (1958)

“CARE of thz Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom arc published
on page 4, or 2'd., post free, from: " Cago Birds,"

164, Fleet-st-., London, E.C.

I Pigeons.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell" Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,

which deal witli these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

’•The Homing Pigeon"; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon."
post free 2Jd. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
“Profitable I’et Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected witli profitable rabbit keep-
ing. including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2/.d , post free, from C,\CB. Birds, 154,
Fleet Street. E.C.

Kats.
RATS, mice, 1/1 pair, carriage paid: Hutchinson,

48, Hammerton-st., I’udscy, Leeds. (1959)

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Filling fn
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-instructive
brochure. It- treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and. lmunta, and how to
catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any cf our Nutohell agents, or 2jd. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Flcct-st., London, E.C.

Various.
CHAMPION Silver Dorking pullets, laying, 6s., 7tn.

each; winners: White, Wennington, Lancaster.
GRAMOPHONE Co./s "Junior Monarch,” cost £5

10/-, with 10 double-sided records, accept £2 15/-, all

in perfect condition; bargain: Taylor, 36, Allen-rd.,

Stoke Newington. (1949)

VALUABLE violin, magnificent rich ringing solo

tone, labelled Stradivarius Cremona 1721, lock-up

case, bow, sacrifice, bargain, 22/6; approval willingly;

Mrs. Tyler, Uockingham-rd., Uxbridge. (19461

GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2 3: 500 ammunition, 1. I; ah post,

free: Young, Net-maker. Crewkerne, Somerset. (1941)

AVIARIES, cages, dogs, cats, poultry, also all

domestic pets supplied ior cash on easy payments;
sent on first payment: shilling weekly: Lambeth
Aviaries, 35, Gladstone st., St. George'.- rd„ London.

S.E. (1959)

Nt OR HI S Dancers’ Salve, 71. 1 it; cures corns,

worts, seggs, bunions, or money returned. Morris

Dancers' Tobthelon : mak the blackest teeth pearly

White in one minute; guarantee. 1 harmless to tins

enamel, 7Jd., l ij: 138, Marlborough-st., Itightowii-

Manchester. U<M&)

SOLDIERS SAILORS, AND REFUGEES,
in camp, hospitals, homes, on ships, etc. ; why pot

send them some games, puzzles, interesting bocks,

comical jokes, conjuring Illusions, us. ful novelties,

etc. to elu'or them up and while away the long

winter evenings Huge Illustrated Ixmk free: also

good colleetions from 1/2 upwards: I'd, Young, Mis-

terton, Somerset.

Printed for the Proprietor. Mi F Caiii.. 151: I’bet,

Street, '-y J. G. Uvvimond 4X1) Co., Lip.. Fleet

Lane, Londou, E.C.
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GOl_D-CRESTED WREN : A dainty little Softbill, the smallest
of our British Birds. First prize at the Hornsey and Wood Green
C.B.S. Show for Mr. W. Stephens, of Wood Green. <j

HAWFINCH, HEN: This massive, bold-looking species is the

largest British Seed-eating bird we have. First prize at the

Horticultural Hall Show for Mr. W. Cottingham, of Nottingham.
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F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first
eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
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SELF-ACTING SPRING TRAP NETS
Spring trap nets. 1/8 1/2, fid.

; trap cage.,, double
J,* l. . r /,

* ^ngle 1/9, 1/4, lOd. ; call cagea, 4d.a‘tfct*. L- Mawes, 65, Ingalo-rd., Becclcs. * (195C)
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NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and ^ciearwired aviaries and cages in the world- send forillustrated list; established 40 years: McKeand CageManufacturer, Castle-Douglas.
"cixeand, Cage

p p cages, soldered wire, square tons fitted
Bottoms, two seed drawers, holes etcalso Leeds pattern contest cages, l/- each 5/- half

'cage “Hi'S-
S/S.YAWS £l?SBliaw, ,, Poplar-terr., Zoar-st., Wolverhampton*
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CATCHERS’ NETS.
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winch are noted throughout
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be world as the best value;
' \ N> they work faster, easier, last

. longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding
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or 9d< extra best./ thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
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eS ’ ImProved TraPS, Sparrow,Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps and

book on trapping, snaring. This is
an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,
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also worked witli a line.
Will take one to a dozen at a time,
folds up. No wood work; for small
or large birds. Tremendous sale
last season. Price, large 3/6.
smaller 2/6 , carriage paid. See
large illustrated book

;
stamp for

M“ISf %S.r,“S!SR" ’TSdelivery London district by own van*.

Owing to the arrival of some cheap
purchases of New Spanish Canary
Seed,we are enabled to give Fanciers
A Large Reduction in Prices

of this Article.

Silver Medal A warded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.
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TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS,

A REVOLUTION

AND REMEDIES.
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bo'tje 3d., 6d.. 1/- and 2/6.
Ked Mite Killer, per bottle 6d„ l/-and 2/6.

,
(Registered), for Inflamma-don of s oniacli, per box 3d„ 6d. and l/T

Cbemic.l Food. In 6d., l/-and 2/- bottles.
Pott Paid 00 Order* for Medicine*

value X /- upwards.
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Food‘ “nd Pa "'pf<let onCage-Birds, post free 3d. stamps.

"SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED,
_24/25 Fonchurch St.. London. E.C.1
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Eggs
- fine. 1 / 9 .

3 lbs. 4/6, choico
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"boice 3/-, 3lbs. *S/6; Dried Flies?J *
. * Silkworm Pupae. 1/3 |h 3ih«i mGolden Bird Grit. 3 /- cwt.. 1/9 i.eJt

Plain Sand, 2/- cwt,; fine flint, 3/6 cwt’ • finer still’«/- cwt.; Cuttlefish, ground, 10/- cwt
; 14ibs? 1%

‘

BIRD seeds. '

Giant Spanish Canary
Large Spanish Canary 4/6
Fine Spanish Canary . 4/3
Spanish Canary ' 4/
Turkish Canary

'

3/9
Best Bold Hemp -t/g

Fine Hemp 4,9
Choice Summer Rape” 3/6
Fine Summer Rape 3/3
Best White Millet 3/.
Indian Millet ..." 3 ,g
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6

Ditto Foreign F....
3

'/-

Ditto Parrots ... 2/6
Wild Seed for Finches 2/-
Yeaz'e 2/6
Niga or Inga 2/6
Sunflower, Black, White, Grey 3/9
Extra Large Linseed 2/6
Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sesame 6d. lb. „„„
Thistle, 4d. oz.

; Mustard Id. oz.
; Cuttlefish 6d., sd.,

1 /- Ib.
; Millet Sprays, bundles 50

,
1 /6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, for one cwt. lots 1 /- extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Our Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. R.
Trower. Dow to keep and feed every bird. Given
free with order. A valuable little book.

TROWER & CO..
Wholesale Seed Merchants and *

Bird Food Specialists,
4-36, 438, 442, Caledonian Road

London, N.
Telephone— 1320 North.
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EXHIBITORS! For producing that brilliant polish
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and sucen so much desired by exhibitors use theMagnet Feather Gloss, }/- bottle bY post 1 /?-
Bird Specialist,’ Blackburn
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BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.

“ M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half-cwt., 2/8; carriage paid
50 miles: Menzics Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

SPANISH CANARY
Special Giant Spanish Canary, 14Ibs. 5/-, 36'- cwt •

large bold Spanish Canary, lilbs. 4/6, 33/- cwt.; con-
dition seed, Cd. lb., 71bs. 3/-: sample, 3d., post free:
Waleh, Birdfood Specialist, Blackburn.

MEALWORMS
:!' L00O, 7/6 Ib.

;
special price for quantifies; Cut-

tlefish, Cd. lb.; ants’ eggs, 2/- lb.; flies, 2 ib •

gentles, 2/6 quart; price fists: De Von and Co’
114, Bethnal Greeu-rd., London.

LCAGEf BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 cwt., 5 cwt 10/--
on rail Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit
Co., Grimsby. a]8C)

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

rtave you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of ~
_

R. Hyde & Co., Ltdu Camberwell

WANTED, British: Pearson, Greenwich. (1970)WAN I ED, British Hardbids: Chas. Palmer and:
Sons, 66-CS, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.
WHAT offers? six hen Bulliinchcs, fine birds

-

f. Webb, Victoria Hal), Rhayader. (1906)
BRITISH birds, from clean aviaries, list free: Miss

ltcsey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (196S)
NICE smart young cock Greenfinch Mule, 4,6::
Parkas, 43, Two Gates, Cradley Heath. (19G7

>

JJOTCII Linnets 1/- each; tine selected birds 2/0
each: Malcolm, 105, Pittenciieff-st., Dunfermline,
N.B. (iscO)
WILL give 20/- cash for 1 dozen Goldfinches, any

quantity taken: Holloway, 15, Ganna Park-rd., Plv-
moutii. 019601
IV ILL give 3/- dozen for Norwich type Linnets, any

quantity taken: Holloway, 15, Gamia Park-rd., Ply-
mouth . (1963)
GRAND Scotch cock Linnets 1/-, 1/6; cock Bullfinches

|

'!/-, hens 2/-; Hybrid pairs 4/-: Douglas, Bridge-st.,

!

Brechin. (1961)

|

CAGE-MOULTED Goldfinch, stout, in song, lit to
win and sure Muler, 10/- : Stapleton's, 17, Spa-
rd., Bermondsey. (1900)
A TOPPING 1913 cock Linnet Mule, pure I.inneu

notes, 7/6, a bargain: 11. Casey, 20, Sidney-ot..
Iffley-rd., Oxford. (1964)
LARGE F.M. piping cock Bullie, deep body colour,

good cap, yvell defined markings, 2/0: Hubbard, North
Kihvorth, Rugby. 61903)
SIX selected cock Goldfinches. 2 - each, or useful
exchange

; apiiroval : Charles Pearce, Crinnis, Par
Station, Cornwall. (1966)
PAIR II.M. Chaffinches, pair II.M. Bullfinches,
good birds, and single breeders, lot 0/-: Sparks,
Westeott. Dorking. (1964^
LINNETS, lovely Rcxse Redhrcastcd cocks, three

1/3, six 2/3; hens 1/- doz.: Bert Coote, 10, Wind-
mill-st., Luton, Beds. (P.109)

THREE Welsh cock Goldfinches, full song, sure
mulers, bargain, 2/6 each : Mrs. Jones, Harlech
House, Aberystwyth. (1964,
GUARANTEED cocks, Bullfinches. 16. 2-: Hem,

1/-; Irish Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6: Charles McCann.
13, North-st., Lurgan. (1969)
COCK Goldfinches, full colour, real gems, 2/6; yel-
low variegated Norwich cock, full song, 5/-: Me-
Naughton, Alne, Yorks. (19t(6)
BULl.FEVVHEiS, magnificent specimens, cocks 2/6,

liens 1/- ; no bird lime used : Allred Salt, Sunni
side, Micklcover, Derby. (1961)
EXHIBITION H.M. Twite, muler, 15/-; Mealy. 3rd
National, F.M., 15/-; hen Siskin 7/6: MavCulhim,
F’ort William, Inverness-shire. (1902)
GOLDFINCHES, fine birds, yvell on seed, 14/- per

dozen: cash or deposit: Stephen Isaacson, Church-
lane, Birr, King's Co., Ireland. (I960)
GRAND Scotch thorn Linnet, singing, only 1/6. with

polished singing cage 2/6. approval: Edwin North,
443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1961)
SPRING not traps, no wood, 1/3, 12, 9d. ;

trap
cages, double, 3/-, 2/-. 1/6; single, 1/9. 1 4. lOd. :

L. Hawes, 55, lngate-rd., Beccles. U 971 )
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PIPING cock Bullfinch, ernntll bird, with n4co

drawing room cage. VO the> lot: approval: Mwln
North, -4 IS, Manebeste r-rd., Bradford. >

H \\V FINCH IAS.—Mias Balaam, l ark Hill. Well-

Ingborough, must dlrposo of lovely pair of 1914

house-moulted. Hawfinches, price 15/-.

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/0; largo hens. !/•: all

Birds well on seed before sent out; numerous tes-

timonials: Oliver Uarson, 10, Thomus-st., U-Icester.

THREE largo selected cock IJnnata (singing), f»i

muling or show, 2/- each; exchange ('anar.w;

various kinds in stock: Vernuin, 298, Lillle-rd.,

Fulham. '

TWO H .Nr. Goldies, 2 H.M. Linnets, 2 F.M. Bullies,

« hen ditto. 1T'M. Goldie, all fit for keenest com-

petition, 42/- lot: Roberts, Saracen's Hotel, terrigy-

druldion. , .

J.INET, house-moulted, suit mule breeder, fierce

singer, or catcher, 3/0; bargain; on full weeks
approval: Enoch Tams, Church-st., 1-ongton, Stoke-

on-Trent. (]9o7)

' CATCH your own; large double-compartment trap

cage, call' bird, tin lime, lot 1/3 ;
Linnet. Lark, or

Greenfinch, in cage, only 1/0: Bannister, 24, linime-

nt., Burnley. (19G1)

NOTICE, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets, for show or song; prices low, easy pay

ments arranged; approval: McKcand, Scabriglit,

Castle-Douglas. O' 81 )

H WVl'TNCH cock, large bird, bib and markings

rood, 7/6; cocks., picked birds Bullfinch, Chaf-

finch, Greenfinch, the 3 4/6 : V. Allen, Holm-

wood Park, Holmwood, Surrey. (1903)

HOUSE-MOULTED cock Bullfinch, good size and
colour, 3/-; largo hen Bullfinch, 2 /-; two large cock

Goldfinches, perfect colour, 2/0 each; approval:

F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terr., Kenilworth. (1966)

WHY let your Goldfinches dieV Send 6d. for my
food. All domestic pete, also aviaries, etc., sup-

plied for cash or easy terms : Lambeth Aviaries, 33,

Gladstone-st., St. George’s-rd., London.
NOTICE, dealers and fanciers, large quantity of

Redbreasted cock Linnets for sale, 3/- dozen, well

on seed ; if not satisfied money returned ;
trade

supplied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (1909)

WARRANTED cocks; Linnets 3 0 doz., Yellow-
hammers 41- doz., Greenfinches 1 ’- doz.. Brambles 2/-

rioz., 30 aviary birds 2/-. selected dozen 1/-; ex-

change: Gotobed Ucnn, The Pitt, Islcham, Cambs.
(1961

)

WELSH Goldfinches, fine large birds, with deep,

square blaze; cocks, 2/0, 3/6, 5/-, 7/0, 10/-; hens,

fid.; rock Bullfinches, gems, 2/-, 3/-; hens, 1/3:
Musoott, Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells.

BIRD nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines, carry-

ing hag; 9ft. by 4 l't. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-, loft, by
41ft. 5 -, 24ft. by Oft. 7/0; old firm; satisfaction

g’uarani-eed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crewkerne, Somerset.
TOPPING Bullfinch, grand colour, 7/6; another,

4 yellow Greenfinch, splendid wing bars, 5/-; hen

Linnet, 3-; all house-moulted; also Norwich cocks,

10 hens 5/-; good birds: Miller., Culmington
Manor. Craven Arms, Salop. (1950)

LINNETS, Linnets; warranted cock Brown Linnets.

X have some grand young early birds, well on seed,

for show or song, plenty in stock, no waiting
;
post-

card before birds, 2/0 dozen, selected 3/-: Harry
Cope, 13, Red-st., Nottingham.
STIRLINGSHIRE Linnets, “ Scotland’s best.” New
Year special offer; splendid birds 1/6, 2 for 20,
specials 2/-; birds selected for exhibition, muling
or contest singing ; satisfaction guaranteed: Dewar,
Kilrlean Cottage, Drip-rd., Stirling. (1969)

NORTH-COUNTRY Linnets, specials picked out of

catch, gems for size and colour, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6;
a few grand birds on song, 1/6: noted for honest
dealing; approval; cash or deposit system: G. Ash-
ton. Catcher, 5, Mafeking-st., Gateshead. (1907)

ON full song, contest singing, cock Brown Linnets,

as suplied to Blackburn and Leeds contest fanciers

at 1 - each, 2 1/9, 3 2/6; these are contest) birds

trained under my noted Kettle winners : W.
Gardner, South View, St. Stephens-rd., Preston.

VERY good singing Linnet, sing anywhere day and
gaslight, 2/6, with new cage 11- extra ;

also a few
with good loud voices, 1/- and 1/6; Book of Secrets,

how to make birds sing with wings down, 6d. post
free: Fred Allen, Linnet Champion, 156, Porter-st..

Hull. (1970)

LOOK ! Look ! Look 1 Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest 6tock of Linnets in the South, war-
ranted cocks, 3/6 doz., well on eeed ; cock Green-
finches, 1/6 doz. ; all kinds of British always in stock

;

dealers supplied: Chris. Hatton, 31, Riclimond-st.,
Brighton. (1964)

TWO grand muling Goldies, will feed young. 15/-

and 12/6; 2 grand Grcypaies, 10/6 and 7/6; 2

Greenies, one Fed. winner, 10/6, one ficld-mouited,

6/-; beauties; lovely Mealy Redpoll, little gem,
10/-; good stuff; stamp, approval: Edwards, Tailor,

Leominster.
SIX H.M. hen Bullies, 1/6 each; nine H.M. hen
Goldfinches, 1/6 each; grand cock Bullfinches, 1/9

each; yellow or jonque cock Greenies, 1/- each:
buffs, 4d. ; big cock Welsh Linnets, 9d. : big Welsh
cock Goldfinches, 3/- each : W. Brown, Ightfield,

.Whitchurch, Salop. (1965)
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what. H. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2.Jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet- \, London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on anotlup page).
GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but

they need great / are. “The G rcen fineli ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these bit Is, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy post free upon Teceipt of 2Jd.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st..

London, E.C.
TO exhibitors, real giant yellow eocl; Siekins, well

laced, gems, 7/6; and one stormcr, winner, 10/6;

cock Bullfinch, gem, 3/C ; monster coek Greenfinch,

2 - ; gem Redpoll, 2/-; Norwich type cock Linnet,
beauty, 2/6; cock Bramblefiiich, gem, 1/6; cash or
deposit; approval willingly: Fred Allen, British Bird
Champion, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (1970)
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds ia found in “Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moult'ng and exhibiting, arc

all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents, list published frequently.)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; Bramblcfinches,
Bramblcfinchcs, Greenfinches; Red-breasted cock
Linnets, cock Bramblefinches, well on seed, best
in England. 4/- dozen, eix 2/3, three 1/3; hen
•Linnets, cock Greenfinches. 1 /- dozen; hundreds
testimonials (unsolicited) : Charlie Cubley, Gedney,
Hoibeach, Lincolnshire. (1964)

C. PRIOR has a smaller collection of field moulted
seedeaters than usual for disposal this season, but it

baa never been more choice. It comprises Goldfinches,
LinnetSj Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, Chaffinches,
and Lesser Redpolls. He has also house-moulted speci-

mens of all above species and Siskins as well, which'
are-' in the pink of show condition for immediate
exhibition; state wanta, enclosing- stamp : Hill Farm,
ll.oplcy,. Hants. (1940)

J. E. JEFFREYS, 17, Noifolk-st., Swansea, baa

the following left, have won and can win : Green
limb, Mealy Twite, Lesser Redpoll, 7/6 each; Gold-

finch, l.lnnet, Bullfinch, 20,- each; Chaffinch, 2nd
Swansea, 35/-; Greenfinch, 25/-; Bramblellnch, 20/-;

all tho above are house moulted and ready to show;
I'M. Goldies, 15/- each; Linnets, ID/- cuch; Lessor
Redpoll, 5 •; about 30 show cages and eases,

various sizes; stamp reply; two days’ approval.
(1967)

EXHIBITORS, CONTEST SINGERS
I have the finest stock of British birds In the North
of England; call and see them for yourself; you
need not announce J o 1

1

r visit, at home all day.

Giant Scotch Thorn Linnets, cocks, singing, 1/- each,
three for 2 0; one or two extra large birds, grand
markings, and can win, 2/- each; giant pcartrec
coek Goldfinches, 3/-; grand hlnzcs, and can win;
exhibition cock Bullfinches, 2/6 cash; very large

liens, for muling, 1/6 each; giant cock Greenfinches,
(id., 9d., 1- each; hens (id. each; grand Canary
bens, for muling, all colours, 2/6, 3/-, II- each ;

con-

test Linnet cages. 1/3 each; approval; cash or de-

posit Editor: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (1950)

Decoys For Birdcatchers
Splendid invention, no brace-bird required, stuffed

safety decoy, moves on flirt-stick on balanced spring;

Linnets 2/6, Goldfinches 3/-; bird and fittings com-
plete: Hipperson, Wavency Wharf, Beccles. (1913)

GRAND CHANCE
English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three 5/-; large

selected for showing, muling, singing, 2/6, 3/-,

three 6/-; hen, 1/-, three 2/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-,

three 4/6, six 7/6; hens, 1/3, 1/6, three 3/-, six

5/6; coek Lark, 6d., three 1/3, six 2/-, 3/- doz,;

birdlime, 7d. Jib., 1/- J-lb., 1/8 lb.; postage free:

Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 11, Fylde-st., Preston,

Lancashire. (1969)

HOUSE-MOULTED LINNETS, GOLDFINCHES
A few champion house-moulted coek Linnets, some
bred Mules, ami some been used for catching Lin-

nets. all singing mad. ‘J -, 4/-, 5/- each; house-

moulted cock Goldfinch, bred 10 Mules last season,

6/-; others house-moulted, singing hard, white legs,

4 -, 5/- each: ostab. 50 years: Sandiford, 89, Sclater-

st.. Shoreditch, London ; also at Preston.

|
Miscellaneous.

|

BULLFINCHES, 1/6 per pair; cocks 1/3 each;
hens, 9d. each; warranted cock Woodlarks, 1/0
each : Mr. W. I’lcacc, 6, Follcys, Credlton, Devon.

(1964)
RED-RREA8TED cock Linnets, 3. for 1/3, 4/- doz.;
warranted cock Larks,, biggest and best, 3 for 1/-,

3/- dozen, 3 dozen 8/0; buy direct from catcher;
J. Whitclcy, Boston rd., Hoibeach. (1965)

THREE nestling coek Thrushes, singing nicely, 8/-
each ; eight cock Lafse, full song, with cages, 2/-
cach; Linnets, Twites, Greenfinches, Chaffinches,
show specimens, 1/-, 1/6 each: Rendle, 21, Bridge-
st., Horaerton. (1971)

TO exhibitors.—Two grand Corn Buntings, good
colour, well marked, fit for keenest competition, J I-

each; exhibition Blackcap, 15/-; large selected Bull-

finches, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Y'ellow Buntings;
stamp particulars: Herbert J. Chick, British Bird
Specialist, 39a, Radford rd., Nottingham. (1965)

BLUETtTS, Oxeyetits, Robins, Redpolls, Linnets,
Tree Sparrows, Twites, YellowhammcTs, Iteed Bunt-
ings, Greenfinches, Bramblcfinches, Chaffinches, II-

pair; selected cocks, 1/- each; cock Bramblefinches,
2/- dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; mixed
aviary birds, 24 for 1/6; brighter mixed, II- dozen:
Fenn and Son, Bowers-lane, Islcham, Cambs. (1969)

SHOW BRITISH
We are patronised, and 'have been for forty years,

by every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor,

so our reputation stands second to none. Editor
of this journal has seen scores of original testi-

monials for birds we have supplied, which have
bred hundreds of winning Mules and scores of win-
ning British birds I have supplied. So if you intend
buying British birds, buy from us, who have hun-
dreds each week to pick from. Coek Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks, 3/-, 4/-,

5/-, C/- each; approval; show cages, 2/-, three 5/6;
established 50 years : Sandiford, Bird Specialist,

Preston; also 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

L.C.B.A. WINNERS
See report, aiso of Sale show, champion competition

under specialist judges. Tiicee 4 first prize winners

are birtL, from the stock of \V. H. Haven, Deep,

which I purchased complete with all his cages,

aviaries, etc. ; I can clt r some really iirst-class ex-

hibition Specimens in all varieties, cheap to clear,

2 real good jomjue Goldfinches, rich square blazes,

best of wings and tannings, 25/- each; Bramble-

finches, 1st Sale, 30 -
; six ethers, fit to win any-

where,’ 20 - each; a loo some tip-top Twites, lovely

colour and markings, steady, 5/- and 10/- each;

Greenfinches, some eye openers, 5.- and 10/-; 2 Lesser

Bcdpolls, gems of the first water, 7/0 each; bear

in mind these birds were collected by the above

well-known exhibitor regardless ol cost ;
such a

chance seldom occurs ;
all on 24 hours’ approval,

cash, or deposit with Editor: W. Cottingham, 0,

Pevcril-st., Nottingham. 'Phone, *5752

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS
AU are well on seed; guaranteed English cock

Goldfinches, 2;- each, three 5/6, hens 1/-: cock

Bullfinches, 2 - and 2/6, hens 1/6 and 2 -; real

Lancashire and large Scotch brown Linnets, 10d
;

,

1 /- each; caged off. singing, 1/6 and 2/-; cock

Twites, 1/- each; cock Siskins, very scarce, cant

buy for money, 7 6 each; cock Larks, 6d., 8s., 10s.;

caged off, singing, 1/-, 1/0, and 2/-; three 1/4,

six 2/6; cock Bramblefinches, 1/- and 1/6

each; Chaffinches, 1/-, and 1/6 each;

Greenfinches, Gd. each, three 1/3; cages for any of

above from 0d., 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-. Seed

grinding mills, 1 'C ;
send for catalogue of every-

thing ;
established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Spe-

cialist and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also 89, Sclatei-

st., Shoreditch, London.

BREEDER'S CARD.

BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.E.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Prices
moderate; state wants. -

Lancashires.
j

Softbills.

WANTED, cock Tree Pipit, cock Meadow Pipit:

Hedlcy Speed, Victoria Park, Bangor. (1966)

SELECTED coek Thrushes, II- each: William
Wright, 54, Sliellfield-rd., Marshside, Southport.

WOODLARKS, cocks 2/6, hens 1/6; selected cocks,

coming nicely on song, 4/6: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. (1968)

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, cocks, warranted in

song, 3/6 each, hens 8/- dozen: Rowley Elston, Park-

et., Crediton, Devon. (1966)

TRY rov book, “Secrets on Larks," tells you every-

things, the masterpiece, Cd. order: Imeson, Com-
mercial House, Ossett. (1970)

LARKS, Larks; grand cock Larks, 2/3 dozen;
Yellowhammers, 1/- pair; can supply weekly: G.

Rowe, West-st., Chatteris. (1904)

COCK Larks 2/- dozen: 1 dozen well mixed seed

birds, II-

;

grand cock Linnets, 1/- each: Williiyli

Fenn, Beck Row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (1970)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, 1/-; also liand-rcared young cock, 9d.

;

approval : George Holt, Dunstable, Beds. (1967)

I.ARKS, Lark.-: large upstanding cock Larks, not

to be beaten size, quality, 2/6 dozen; dealers and
fanciers supplied : E. Rowe, West-st., Chatteris.

(1964)

LARK and Robin advertised 2 weeks ago not
sold, first 12/- takes lot, or best cash offer; I

enter State Sanatorium second week January; must
sell - Farr.and, Cavendish-st., Darwen. (1964)

GOOD attraction, finger-tame singing cock Lark,

will make one of the best ever caged, only 2/-, with
how-front cage 3/6 lot ; approval willingly, cash or

deposit: Fred Allen. 156, i’orter-st., Hull. (19. 0)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, In song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 2Jd. post free from “Cage Birds." 154, Fleet-

st., Loudon, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have do trouble in

keeping your pets in the heat of health. This ad-

vice is offered in “Nutshell No. 26,” by n. J. Full-

Janies. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styles cf cages also receive fall attention

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you

how.’ Post free. Sid., from “Cage Birds.” 154, Fieet-

et., London. Ed. Look at our list of agents; call on

the nearest and get it for 2d.

FEW choice liens, winning -strain, some greens,
cheap to clear, from 3/-: N. L. Croft, 38, C'emetery-
rd., Crewe. (1959)
BORDERS, cocks 4/-, 5/-, hens 2/-, 2/6, matched

pairs 6/-; winners supplied by me: Douglas, Bridge-
st., Brechin. *

(1967)
ENTIRE stock of Border Fancies for sale, clears,

greens, cocks and hens: Matthew Peel, Riddle-terr.,
Coxlodge, Goefortb. (1957)
GRAND Borders, 6 pairs, 7/6 pair; 4 hens, 5/- lot;

2 Greenfinches, 1/6: 3 .Norwich cocks. 15/- lot: A.
Dawson, 185. Duke-st.. Glasgow. (1960)
FEW smart Border Fancies, good shape and qual-

ity, for sale, reasonable, on approval : Robson, 28,

Camden Grove, Peckham, London. (1918)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or
song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

WANTED typical matched pair green or cinnamon
Borders; exchange good Goldfinch Mule; approval,
yours first: Smith, 35a, WeUs-st., Inverness. (1963)

TYPICAL Borders, cold room bred, cheap to clear;
cocks 4/-, hens 2/- ; don’t miss this chance ; wrifle

now; approval willingly: Irons, Park-place, Brechin.
(1961)

HIGH-CLASS Borders for show or stock, related to
my winners at the leading shows; cocks, from 6/-,

hens from 3/-; also matched pairs; approval wil-

lingly : Weir, Hamilton Place, Penicuik. (1949)

BORDERS, buff cock, 4th Manchester; yellow hen,
3rd Swansea; 20/- pair; buff cock, 2nd Abersychan,

H/- ;
marked buff cock, 3rd Manchester, 12/6;

quality A1
;

.see reports; stock pairs at reasonable
prices ; inspection invited : Hoddinott, 8, Humphrey-
st., Swansea. (1957)

CHAMPION Borders, three pairs 8/6, five pairs

10/6 11 variegated buff liens 3/-; seven clears 5/-;

five variegated yellows 3/6; five clears 5/-, 7/6; six

buff cocks 6/0; four yellow 7/6; others 10/-, 15/-,

20/-; cinn. and green cock 7/6, heno 3/-; seen any
time; approval: Burton Bros., 126, Lee-rd., Lee
Green, S.E. (1955)

“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. post free, from “Cage Birds," 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

LANCASHIRE Coppy hen, winner 2nd, 15,6; wanted
long Lancashire or Yorkshire cock; oilers: Brooker,
16, Fromc-ter., Dorchester. (1909;

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

CREST and Crcstbred for sale, cheap to 1114 k' room:
Boulter, 82, Palmerston id., West Hampstead, Lon-
don.
LARGE 1914 Crcstbred variegated Canaries, Jo^ljk-
Barnctt strain, 12/6 each: Rev. G. Mullens, Ch Vi

,

Bridgwater. (1902;
YOUNG dark crested hcD, 35/-; or exchange for
young green created hen: Young, 76, Newbury rd.,

Bromley, Kent. (1969;

EVINS BROTHERS can supply Crests and Crest-
breds from 10/-; only a few left; approval: 259,
High st., Exeter. (1042)
A FEW Crcots and C'restbred, really good large

birds, ch't'ap; Tetter only: Walker, 6, Lambert t<-rr.,

Aberdare, S. Wales. (1965;

HIGH-CLASS Crests and Crestbreds, tingle bird
from £ 1

,
pairs from £2; one of tbe bet-t strains:

Judge Silk, Whitstablc. (1970)

BUFF Crest and Crcstbred hens, 6 - each; exchange
for Siberian or Scandinavian hen Bullfinch : Smith-
son, BasinghalUsquare, Leeds. (1961 )

FOUR Crests, 2 Crestbreds, hens, 6 /- to 10/- each;
4 Crests, 3 Crestbreds, cocks, 10/- to 30/- each :

Gillespie, 19, Allergate, Durham. (1959)

WINNERS and bred from winners, Crests and
Crestbreds, from 15/6; approval: C. Roberts, Stan-
nahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1957)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

half-price these hard times; approval: J. Billing-

ton, 55, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (1956)

NOTICE : Grand lot Crests and. Crest breds for show
or breeding, prices low ; easy payments taken ; ap-
proval : McKcand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
CRESTS and Crestbreds, several good pairs at
reasonable prices; few single birds cheap; unflighted
dark crest cock- 10/-: William Tatman, Midland-rd-^
Wellingborough.
WANTED, Buff C’restbred hen, must be large;

give in exchange clear buff cock, grizzle Crest and
a fine feathered yellow Crestbred ben: A. Bridg-
water, Warwick. (1966,1

T. J. King, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offers most of his

show Crests, Crestbreds, including yellows, buffs; be
has won 8 firsts at three shows this season, grand
stock birds from 20/- each; approval. (1961)

J. A. GRANT can spare a few Crest-bred cocks
and hens, all 1914 and B.L. rung, with long head
feather, right to end of beak ; will sell very reason-

able and send on approval anywhere; Thistle House,
Lossiemouth, N.B. (1968)

100 PER CENT, cheaper than elsewhere. Giant
Crested and Crcstbred, wonderful stock birds, and
several fit for keen competition, at unheard of
prices, for such quality

; no better blood obtain-
able ; state wants: Rudd. Specialist, Norwich.
1913 var. Crestbred cock, 15/-; 1914 almost clear

Crcstbred cock, 10/-; both large birds and singing;
clear Crcstbred hen, 1912, 12/6; and 1914 dark cap
and w'ing marked hen, 15/-; good birds; 2 pairs of
Border Fancies. 8 /- a pair, 1914 birds; approval;
cash or deposit : Wm. Forster, 18, Grange-terr.,
Pelton Fell. Durham. (I960)
CHAMPION Crests: Several real good massive
feathery Crested and Crestbred cocks and hens for
stock or exhibition, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 21/-, 30/- to
£5 each; all strong, healthy and vigorous; Barnett's
Palace winning strain ; all cold-roorn bred

;
give me

a trial and I will guarantee full catisfaction
; 6tate

wants fully; approval: Warminger, 28, Guernsey-rd.,
Norwich. (1909)

Lizards. ]

LIZARD cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 3/6, 4/-, 5/

travelling cages, 3d.: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

I Greens.
STOCK and 6how birds, from my celebrated win-
ners, holders of the G.C.A. cup; inspection in-

vited ; prices reasonable : Metcalfe, 6S, Brunswick-
’ rd., Liverpool.
GREEN Canaries, how to manage them and keep
them in excellent condition. Full information on
this subject is contained in the Nutshell booklet,
“ Green Canaries,” price 2Jd., post free. Write,
The Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

j
Cinnamons.

|

WANTED large, typical, clean, healthy Norwich
Cinnamons for prompt cash; approval: Cooper, 29,

Junetion-rd., Norwich. (1969)
UNFLIGHTED yellow cock, winner 3rd Ipswich,

sacrifice 15/-; exchange large buff hen: Baker.
Waterloo Road, Ipswich. - (1964)
BARGAINS in Cinnamons, a few winners for sale,

bred from my champions: approval, stamp: Brown,
35, Mutley Plain, Plymouth. (1966)

FOR sale, yellow cinnamon cock, winner of 2 firsts

only time out, 30/-

;

one second, 20/- ; these are good
birds: M. A. Ballard, 797, Rouiford-rd., Manor Park,
Essex. (1965)

SELLING out in pairs, cheap, fine Cinnamons, good
blood. Godly and Donrer’s strain ; stamp reply

:

Robert Armstrong, 74, Yine-st., Lyne Dock, near
South Shields. (1958)

J. E. HARTUP. Breeder and Exhibitor high class

Cinnamons ; some good birds for sale cheap
;
more

winners bred from this strain than any strain living,

also Norwich; approval: 131, Higher Antley-st., Ac-

crington. ‘ (1961)

1
Belgians.

(

Norwich.

BELGIAN and Yorkshire croso yellow cocks and

hens buff cocks and hens: Welch, 93, Fox-rd., Shef-

field. (1968)

GRAND Belgians for disposal, same strain as my
championship winners last two Palace shows, cheap,

approval: G. S. Baker, Georges-rd., Barnstaple.
(19oo;

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C, BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

xvell-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northficld-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no

better blood; grand type and quality.—Reid's

Buildings, Newtongrange.
J. HODDER, breeder of pure Norwich, winner of

champion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc. ;
good

birds at reasonable prices; approval; stamp: 6,

Banner-st., St. Lukes, London, E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, 14, Pugin-st., Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local

shows, from 20/-; unflighted birds from 7/6;

matched pairs from 20/- pair; approval; stamp.

NORWICH wanted: Pearson, Greenwich. (1970)

1914 NORWICH cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseinon, Glam. (1961)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries: Chas. Palmer and

Sons, 66-68, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.

NORWICH, unflighted yellow cock. 40/-; and buff

variegated cock, 25/-: Thorn, 69, Oxford Drive, Glas-

gow. .

NORWICH Canaries for sale, prices reasonable,

good stock birds: Galbraith, 162, Hospital-at:, Glas-

gow. ,
(1068 >

WANTED, first-class yellow hen, for cash or ex-

change grand buff cock: E. Baker, \\ aterloo-rd., Ips-

wicli. * (1904)

FOUR matched pairs, 15/- pair; four cocks, 10/-

cach, colour-fed: Halford, 10, Lismore-Circus, Gospel

Oak, N.W.
THREE Norwich cocks, singing, 4.6 each ;

three

Goldie Mule hens. 14 each: Bannister, ill, Hiilme-.

at., Burnley.
YELLOW cocks, 7 6: buff .cocks, or

;

el-

low marked hens, 4. : rtiTTiliett, Broughton.

Astley, Leicester. ... .
:0MSri



CAGE BIRDS
NORWICH, a lew good birds for disposal, cheap-

A. 0. Smith, 42, Carlton-st., Ayrejs-nL, Old Traf-
lord, Manchester.

(
i *i#i4 >

_ U A R 1) i: \ Ims butr variegated cock, 12/6; buff hen
winners (.see reports); others cheaper: 80, Leslie.

( loots)
I yellows, 7 buffs,
wanted ; Kew, 8,

(1066)
magnificent

terrace, A be I'd

TWELVE good Norwich hens,
mostly unllighted, 25/-; room
Queen st., Margate.
VO Li ( last chance; O.l-

1

. Norwich cock
cage, 3/-: Uainsworth,hirdt, 7/0, lull song; braois

Novelist., -Preston.
k’OUJL Norwich cocks, 5/- each

; l cock Linnet

„i ,

warranted all on song; u. Osborne,
ibid, Grantham, nmuiMr

,

1Ul:L J»*,0B V ''an spar© few clear buff

ti..', n ,‘
ch , cock;, large thlck-Hct birds: Chalmlng-

ton. Dorchester, Dorset.
(l'JO'')

Clear yellow hen, hot colour, lovely
iiuahjy leather, breeder, 12/0; approval: Litchfield,

dfrect
RrV

,
.
b,8h-elass Norwich, Bull dog straindirect, cocks i/o upwards, hens 4/- to 10/--matched breeding pairs, 8/0, 10/-, la '- 20/- • oevera)pairs from i/6; splendid feeders; approval; ,,atisguaranteed; Grout, 04, ilughendeti-rd,

xt • , . (19(H)

. ,

BjOod size, type, colour,

taction
Norwich.
HIGH-CLASS
and quality, this stock

mu
X
nnVt r?,

llcrs Pear6on, Greenwich.
1J14 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-, twoAviaries, Gorseirion. Glam

(1970)
Lloyd,

32, Tennyson-rd., Luton.
(10(17)SEVERAL Norwich cocks, good bred, good heads

Asllhl" v?n
B

’ R
r co

'l’
7 ' cucb: Watson, Dluckhou.se,Ashby \ ille, Doncaster. /.(lull

•m«Tim.r
N

°,
r

.

WiCh
i°

r
,

sul°' cock9 111111 »«•««. yellowand hull, approval, stamp; F. Ralini; West I* irk
M'axwellttfwn, Dumfriea. *” no-L(NORWICH large yellow and buff cocks, from8.0, hens from 4,0: Langridge, 17, Watson stNew ngloii Green. London. ’ 7i(WM

1 st \c wn(!id,
RH

(

ti(

i

k( l1, ,
'

,'"ow Norwich cock,

i.ni vV' f’
3
i'/'

;
!
litto l

' leul' buff, 2nd, 20/-
; cards

.
Moi'ns

, lander, Kyde.

\nd buff'
11, 11110 typionl cock» Aiid hens, yellows

V ns Mar
,n

t'

eS AaS0
,!

1Uble : D I’idiie, Carnegie
V' !

®’ Mary-st., Stonehaven. c 10o (i >kl-U colour-fed Norwich for sale, cocku from </«.
Mannion,

(1959)

app10 11 1 1 Thom as
'

ID i tton*
* vy

f««• Larbert, Stirlingshire.
, ,<»«{

IIAMI ION large Norwich, winners, and bred fromwinners from 10/6 each; approval : C. Roberts StanNewton Drive, Blackpool. Viwn
t.H? .

“ t' rani1 ,ot Norwich, for show or breedingprices low easy payments taken; upproval • Mc-Va
"A.S‘;?,

1

.

,rl « 1,t ' Castle-Douglas. 1791)

I'h ,su( Tmf
U
;i°

N
'

,
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’

f
Uigham-rd.. Mount

for clDimsaT ^ re .
’ \T feW wel| -brtd Norwich

,

ni.spo.sai .it reasonable prices r\nm
HARLAND'S champion Norwich, have few grind

he-
St£tC

,i

W
lnUc an“ Pfice about 'to

ifv-’ci>A
PP0 ... 6

,

3 ’ Welbeek-st., Hull. (18C5)i-\ I HA good tacked buff Norwich hen, winner ofmany prizes, good stock bird, 27/C; approval de
Dal/.ell, «c, Barker-st., Oldham. U<J7o)

large handsome rich yellow and

V
, ... . ,

CUChM 1 1 071

V vvim,ff’ I
11

’,,
,

a
.’ depp.it; genuine: Jt. Mai

I, v> iKM-ht., 1 addiam, Lancs.NORWICH cocks and liens, yellows and buffs

posit :

CANARIES,
van, gated young Norwdeh7oek«,

W L LI °Ill(F I) \m
rke,

i

BlU
.

0"’ Yiewsiey. (I960)

It
.

' Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-

toii >8 ( m,n
b

/-
<S ’ reasonable, on approval: Rob.

B
f-!i!ni>

Gro'e, Peckham, London. (1918)(.ODD stock birds, from winners, pure type andp,abty ’ tsp
,f

ially co
,
cks ' Price moderate

f
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Hn’-r/l-V ,L
iarr

xT
WS ' Wardington, Banbury

HlGH-CLASb Norwich, 35 years
'

breeder

small
(1970)

of the

me for veapV •

1 k
<

ha
1

1,0,11 c ‘,r*-‘fulfy hr< <1 by
‘ pd,rs or “ingle birds from l $/. to £5 ;he.! thy and on approval with pleasure; breederand exhibitor 40 years: F. Laceohee, 18 Earl-etWeetm luster, S.W. • /jWm

bul
!

rock good head, winner of two
Pin ™»,i

t
V.?. m ' rd

,

al*’ ‘!tth teotthh National
*. » 80uml

.
healthy bird, price 40/-: also several

Zn
l\T ,-

a,Kl wc'l , ,;r | (I .stock bird© for sale giving

nosit •
’
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n
b
y

/-
>r

/
prt'

,,(;nt)
; all on approval, de-

NOIIAVI h ’ 5n’, o
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!
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1
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’ INIinbiirgli. (1908)
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U
v
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n
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' 2 ol,1,r Puff cocks, 15/-

green's
"
U>f ?H

WJ ’’- 15/ ‘ oa, h = 2 foul

f7 c?
B
v„i !

''
,

‘
:

2 variegated yellowe, 15/-.jullow bull hens, 5/- to 10/- each; large birde2 heads, type colour, and quality; approval, de-’

.s“reir^%h"Lld
me: BoIlh°7^'-;

DairlvP'tft
marked buff cock, wonderful substance,

paiicil to clear yellow lien, a gem, 35/- the, pair-massive clear buff cock and champion variegatedyellow hen, 40/- the pair; two of the very Siest

tumdhim^f L

Ca
",

bl,y at a reasonable figure;

m-I i i— to
,

ook at 0,1 tl10 Porch, and tlio finestblood living; have these on approval arid judge for

stock* ° hi r 1

SeV
.
eral <)thor

.
excellent pairs and odd&tock birds at reasonable prices; note the address

Jn<igo Silk, Whitstable. (1970)
: Speclal o.P'or monster exhibition buff cock,rnie type and quality, sure winner, only 21/- hon-

estly worth £2; also choice exhibition yellow’ cockgrand Miapc, feathers like silk, winner, only 25/-!cheap at 50/-; also grand yellow hen, full of quality
certain winner, only 17/0, bargain at £2; also verychoice buff hen, real model for type and quality,
win anywhere, only 15/-, worth double; also fewreal good large stock and exiiibition yellow and
buff cocks, 7/0, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 21/- to 50/-

y
!^

ow a
,

nd bll,f bens, 4/-, 5/-, 7/0, 10/0, 12/0,
lo/- to 30/- each, rare size, type, colour, and quality
including many future winners; Palace winning strain
all strong and healthy, cold-room bred • satisfac-
tion guaranteed; approval: Cooper, 29, Junction-rd .Norwich.

(i960)

IlIREE (Inc Seifert Roller cocks- in full songbirds. 7/6 each : Phillips, PcuralH,^ Court-rd”
1 Wr7

l/9'anVy7
07’

ri
:" 7/8:

PlIRK Rollers, none hotter at 7/6, 8/6

hriige.
P rLply : J ’ h 0110011

- 28
. Envllie

(1901)

. 10/6, liens
Eiivil]e-«t., Stour-

tb wil
k
'ood 1<n4 p?*k'r cocks, one clear, one slqihtfy

monger, °Bacupf
’ bMb ^al :' Bolt fig

HIGH-CLASS Seifert and Glucke Rollers, sing anv-MS:^ ^ approval HReh

1Joulevard, Hull. fin-iglNG riCli.—-Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-lightmnging, prices low, easy payments taken
; approval •

Seahriglit, Castle Douglas. ^0791)
HIG11-CLASS Roller cocks, cold-room bred, 7/C

z w 11° c
J
ear I satisfaction guaranteed: J. Bretton,4

HH'Vl rf A°89
Sw i

lad
n

ffL
V Manchester. (l(M2)HIGH CLASS Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C rung •

coek-s, 10/6 12/6, 15/6; hens, 4/-; 7 days' approvaD

HIGH^ASq ?.°^ny
' la

,"e
> /' shton -under-Lync. (1957)HIGH CItASS Rollers, Randall’s, Lyon’s; cocko 7/6upwards, liens 3/6; pairs selected; approval : Earn-shaw. Breeder, Trainer, 7, Rook-st., Nelson, Lanes.

(1955)
stout

January 2, 1915
-

.

newyear
holidays.
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Fanciers.
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^
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daJS- I shall be
8
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. Scotch Fan-

better valuer uf ‘

p r _ 1 J

cies, British-bred RoiTp« m .

eaa
» *cox<™ Faiv

at reasonable pricS° am! ,7 °?’ eU‘” a11 for sal°
better value it

a"d
i

defy an>on» to give

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, cold-room bred cocksin song, trom 8/6, 10/6; pairs from 12/6' lien’s i t, •

Stapletons, Roller Breeder, 17, Spa-rd., Bermondsey".

annrolah l

b
Rfii-

6
f
U tyPe ’ K<K)<1 ll€a<is

- Half-price

;

vvir r
' '

'
j

!l| hngton, 55, Colwick-rd., NottinghamWILL give liou^e-inoulted cock Goldfinch muler"house-moulted hen Twite, for Buff Norwich hen’

W(inimi «?
a: S3> H *gb-st., Fraserburgh.

’

„
CODHOUSL, Marshall-st., Grangemouth, can

do.
epare_grand yellow and buff cocks 7J0 to 00/- ,,

'wA>JTFn
0
i
5
Jt

:

,

b
-®i

t
?
f bI 9°d; approval, deposit.WAN 1 ED, pair high-class Norwich, must have size,type and quality ; will give £6 for really goodb

\V Pi" r 'nil r°n
a
v

clark
. Hairdresser, Peterhead

8

vvi.LL BRliD Norwich for disposal, closely related

Harris "iTffu |

g°°d
l'',

Pe an
.

<

! f
ize

-
yory reasonable

:

Hairis, 1-, Hazlewood-lane, Palmers Green, London,

G'OOD unflighted yellow and buff cocke, 6/- 7/o^Kb'-each; yellow liens, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- each; buffs’ 31-

TrknJ'’
approval: J?0rd

> Hospital Lodge, Burtoh-on-Aft lib.

good natural colour yellow and buffNorwich cocks, guaranteed singing, 5/- each - nicelvmatched pairs, 7/-: W. Moses, Yeansley Bridge^

largc
X
7hliv°

ff

|V.

rS ln XorWkh St°ck hens
’ n»'st°be

l i-l l I,, v i
Se l0W ]9]

?
cock

- w‘nner, and

Warwick
h b “ Xorksb're cock: A. Bridgwater,

LARGE unflighted variegated buff enpf- aOAj^al^o
type,

Holgate-

7ribb winning 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 3 thirds Eastern
Counties Cage Bird Society show (see report) • few
7*!. °!;

sa ’e
i
yon ’ £1; another, 15/-; buff cock. 15/-:

*- Baker Waterioo-rd., Ipswich. (1964)A ILW good Norwich, winners and bred from

Border-’ 7 °''h’
butfs and Breens; also a few goodBorders, can be seen any time: A.

Balmorc-rd., Possilpark, Glasgow.
REAL good Norwich, a very good

7771, dea
,

r
-

ye '.l°w
, 10

- 6 : both splendid
quality, Humphries strain: Robinson, 73 H
rd.. York. ’ ’

BARGAINS
Excellent yellow stock cock, sire of many winners,
30/-; unflighted buff cocks, clear, grand type, win-
°*r Ht. 30/-; 3 nie© marked, 15/- each; 2 clear
bill. liens, 10/6 each; 2 ticked buffs, 8/6 each:
Dean, Holmewood, Matlock. (1958)

CHAMPION NORWICH PLAINHEADS
Can spare the following high-class show also

stock birds at quarter value to clear through warand other business; all 1914 bred, and from cham-pion eup winners, colour-fed and in perfect order,massive, big headed, clear yellow cock, such size,

«
y
?
e

’ Tallty
’ none better ever bred, regular gem,

J°/'( rnon
?
te

,

r ldeal cl?ar yellow hen, lovely
head, chest and feather, win anywhere £2 2/--
extra large, romping, clear buff cock, monster, winwherever shown, price 35/-; marked buff cock, large
head, stout chest, real clinker, no mistake about

?nly 3“' c' worth £5; large marked yellow cock,good type, quality, 15/6; clear yellow cock, real

viii7
r> M

‘f
u
!
y,„

or
!

ly 25 /' - several champion youngyellow and buff hens, clears, also marked onesenormous size, large bold heads, deep chests, lovely
quality, trom 6/6 to 40/- each; state wants fully

-

many testimonials from well-known fanciers recently
’

can be seen; none better ever ^ -*
—

’

prices; satisfaction guaranteed
Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton.

George Cubley,
(1969)

100 PURE BRED NORWICH
Iasfc

n
few >'ears ’ Crystal Palace strains,have prools; yellows or buff cocks, 6/-, 7/- 8/-

to 20/-; hens, same, 4/-, 5/-’ e/.’ 7/.’

s i-i-

®bow cages, 2/-:; breeder k) ytiarsi-’Sandrlord, Canary Breeders, Preston, and

10/-, 12/-,

8 /-, 10 /

Sclater-st., London. 89,

Smith, 24,

(1956)
pair, largeyellow coeK, buff hen. both go(,d heads 7nd’ nec'CD/-. «ilio unflighted yellow hens, 5/- each- all on\ppro

.

va,
l
Roberts. 43. Young-st.. Derby ’ (Ln

HIGH-CLASS unflighted
st.,

buffs.
Derby.
yellows

(1965)
show andstock birds; cocks 7,6, 8,6, 10/6, hens 4/6 to 10/-;big. healthy birds

; inspection invited
uepo<it : W. Dix,

” "tt ,, ,
> approval;

^i>!F\mmv i

HaTrd -» Norwich. (1967)SlLfcNDIDLY bred, colour-fed Norwich, joined
K„jj!ne .
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,
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’ clear during Christmasleaxe, cocks from //c, hens from 5/-: Lce.-Cpl
V

rnrk'
VSOn

’i ?
or(io

P; r<1 -. W.B., Nottingham. (1954)COCK and hen Norwich Canaries mafnhori

CHAMPION WINNING NORWICH
„
c

- ,
• Silk, Glen Rosa, Emsworth. See wins it

L c B
h
\

lead 1ng sbo «is, including Crystal Palace

Woolston ftp
ail

T
Reading, Bournemouth,

won at most’ J ^Ve
,

su
?.
pljed birds which havewon at most ot the leading shows this seasonprincipally in the North of England and Scotland'

»ATS? js?jyssrSapproval willingly.
(1969)

CHAMPION NORWICH

of blood
; three extra

single or pairs, best
good Norwich buff,cocks, win-ners in open, prices reasonable; stamp replv: Arch-

bedaml.
d Lascellcs

- Quarry-row, Segbill, Xorthum-

»{?7?" CV!
VSS

„
Xor

.
wich-Mr . Macdonnell, 5.

(

GIen-alla-rd., Llanelly, has only a few unfli"iited left •

these are exceptionally stout, short with extra

3?/ each
’’ yell°'VS ’ bUffS

’ C°Cks
’ hon^ p^s

ONLY a few good birds left to spare; bred
(

fromny iam°u. W"",„K strain: clear buff cock, perfect

cbea’-i f
u,lerb quahty, 25 - only: other birds equallycheap: I. Eckersley, 51, Krancis-rd., Ed-bastonBirmingham. ’ ° 7,SS?;

tv'm a|
jI
Vn

r P
l
n?PS,.

has ab°ut 40 splendid, neat
Hi, V

Norwich to dispose of; see Richmond, Mid-diesex, haling reports; has taken over 50 prizes- this
y
f
ar
+

' .
co

.
ld r00,n

> approval; inspection: 16, Mili-platt. isleworth. ’

J H°!-'D ?<>mf
of the largest clear buff and yellowcocks in the Fancy”; come and see for yourself

, - mi
&tnd

.
snob on approval. Professional

exhibitors cannot afford to sell this sort: Rudd
Specialist, Norwich. * ’

HAV INO had a successful breeding season can spare
a few good birds; cocks, 7/C. 10/-, 15/-, 20/- each:Ipic 2 6 to 10

:
two natural colour even-marked

• approval : Gilbert, Hope Cot-
tage, Lil'-st., Coventry.

quality, sure winner in keenest Competition on v

hon
>

lal 8° head and neek, deep cbest lovelycolour type and quality, sure winner onfv 35/
y

Ml W0F h d
°,
Ublo: also oxtra choice 'exhibftion

Hke silk,

massive exhibition Yellow and Buff hens, 7/6, IOC
nrteni T Vf" J

0 £4 each, including many winners; manyunsolicited testimonials received from the lead
y

and onmitv
rS

T ^ exhibi‘or
.

s
’ and size, typeand quality I deiy competition; state your require-

rat7icS-
a
al

1
in

1 ' guarantee to give you fullest
satisfaction

, all cold room bed; approval: LeonardWarminger, 28, Guernsey-rd., Norwich. (1969)

Rollers 6 Singing Canariesl
BREEDER'S card

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer cele-

8mitn
d w ater G

J
ucke Hollers (pure Randall’s), 351,South Avenue, Southeml-on- <‘jea. Member B R C C

H’ lf0r n,e ’

'pHH finest strain in E,igl?nd
vvinnei 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 19)3.

J. ClMMGCK, Glucke and Waterglucke Rollers
,,

. — •

rung : 49,

JIVP Glucke Roller coc^s, 10/- each,
(

h22
i

,r’ ,
ru "B:

,

aPProva| : R. Evans, No. 4,Burnett-st., Mernngton-lane, Spennymoor, Durham.

D?nk°of
19
hiaDh

d Si

n
g
i
ng cock Rol)ers

’ cold room^inpint oi health, sell 4/- each, 7/6 th** twn • Rnixirv

bam.
M°Unt Charles Arthur-st., Birming-

CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randalls, B.R.C.C. rijthoroughly trained, cocks from 10/6; approval win-

sbfre
Hayy> Snelston Gardens, Ashbourne, Derby-

lfp/
GH

v
CkASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7JG, 8*6^

10/6, Walton and Randall strain; hens, 2/6 3/6'

Crew™
0™’ CUSb °r apploval 1 Llo> d . HO, Gresty-rd.,’

YORKSHIRE-ROLLERS, splendid songster!
1®13

!cocks, 6/6 each, from best strains; ako fariegatedNorwich cock,
T
e/-; approval with pleasure : Smith4

BRmSH
S

BRFD
Dg

R
d
n
e

’ Preston
’ Lancs - 0995)BKiJIbll-BRLD Rollers, young cocks, B4 rung

lh!^n w'l'n/? ?ve singing contest©, only timessnown, 7/6, 10/6, lew hens, same strain, 5/6 couni© •

hng
r

ton
aVeS ’ Sunbeam House, Midway-aven., Brid-

HIG^CLASS British Rollers, cooks, bred from pn/!
7°/! ^ r

1

!
'Vator-gluckes, 12/0 to 50/-; a few at

//e, too high for show purposes; hens, 3/6 to n -

approval B.B.C.C. : Gooding, 38, St. Lukes-rd., West-bourne Park, London. ’

DEEP Glucke birds,' second, fourth, and fourthseventh e, Midland show, third, vhc, he, Bacup :

cock© 0/-, 30/-, 40/- each; bens, 5/-, 7/- each; alsopure Roller cocks for sale: A. W. Cadman, 17 Man
love-st., Wolverhampton. (1965)

rnn
U
™ ^ S

luoke a,,d Water-Glucke Rollers, cold

3?fi 4/6 f’h
C°CkS

’ 1
?
/d

’-
12 6 and 15/- each

; hens,
5/6, 4/6 each

, same strain as my Crystal Palace winner; approval, deposit: N. Clouting, 27, Somew rdBnxton-hill, London, S.W. (1940VDEEP Glucke and Water-glucke Rollers (Mr. Neuge-bauer s ©train), cocks from 15/- to 40/-; hens same
strain, 5/- and 7/6 each; also 1st prize winner 1913amateur ciass Wolverhampton, 30/-: M. Jacquemin!
4o3 Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1965)

r
H. MORRIS, 30, Dale-st., Wrexham, winner atLeeds, Manchester, Wakefield, Wolverhampton, andBirmingham, 1913 and 1914 contests, has for sale

cocks, lo/-, 20/-
; hens, 5/- each

; Glucke and W’ater-glucke strain; approval willingly. (1°65)THREE organ-trained 1914 Glucke, Roller co^ks/
8/- each; four 1914 and one 1913 Glucke Roller
hens, 2/6 and 3/6 each; 7 days’ approval; 5 double-compartment breeding cages, 2/6 each : Evans, May-
u/.’.u !

g
r
h
^
wood

’ Houston, Stoke-on-Trent. (1967)iUGH-CLASS Rollers, coJd-rcom bred, cocks in full

f
1
"0
^.

1
.

0
/
0 ’ pa

j,

rs fr°m 12/6, liens 3/6; inspection
invited . Whitaker Crossley, Roller Breeder, 4 Wens-

nSiv!v©Br,

a<I t0rd rd
’ BatIey

’ Yorkshire. (1955)DEI LINING Fancy. Pure Randall’s B.R.C.C. run”
eold-room bred, Morrison’s winning strain, 5 cocks,’
11 hens

; what offers to clear; exchange considered
not birds: "Annadale,” Bamford-rd., Didsbury’
Manchester.

(19-a0)GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, bred from™ne
,

r
a,?

f
?<y

or 43 priz?’ B R C-C- ra ng 1914; cocks,
8/6, 10/6, 12,6, lo/-, £1; hens, 1913 4/6, 1914 5,6;
7 days approval : J. C. Banks, 49, St. Hubert’s-rd
Ureat Harwood. (I960)

Glucke Rollers, cold-room bred, 1914,
d.r.g.C. rung

i
Cadaian’s and Willow’s strain; cocks

10/6 and 12/6, hens, same strain, 3/6 and 5/-; ap-
proval; cash or deposit: R. Roberts, Poplar House,
Madeira Hill, Wrexham. (1945)
rnGH-CLASS Rollers, English bred, cold-rooms,
pure Seiferts, St. Andreasberg and Glucke strains,
perfectly trained cocks, in full rolling soii'» v> 0
1;>/-. 21/- each; hens, 2/6, 3/6, and 5/-; metal Roller
eingmg cages, 2/6; cabinets for same, 2/0; Roller box
cages with doors, 3/9 and 5/-; special Roller seed
od. lb 7lbs. 2/6; catalogue free: Walsh, Bird
specialist, Blackburn.

(1968)SHHENDID chance for new beginner; high-class
British Rollers for sale; being engaged on large
Government order I have not the required time to
look after my birds; have decided to offer the
whole lor sale; pure Fisher and Randall strains
direct; cages, appliances, etc.; full particulars in

M.
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U5al,dS ° f testimonials ;'fi, proofEditor who lias seen the originals
: send forcatalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Jude-’Preston; also at 89, Sclater-st., Shcr diteh London
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Hartz Ih canaries.
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Ha rtlv birds.
°Ver^ soW io^

2 splendid Hens in one wicker cage for 2/6.
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Telegraph money and birds leave within ’one hour.

na!ied
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-HI orders must be accoui-pamed with cash. Telephone 6341 Avenue

same rtram^as my^ cup^ wmner, from 12/-, hens

Heath.
Providenee-st., Cradley

MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Rollers •

finest strain birds for sale, moderate prices: Fair’
light, Richmond Bark rd., Bournemouth. (1893]

advertisement early in the New Year: Andrew A
F ‘rtli. Higlrfiekl House, The Lanes, I>udsey. (innPURE Randalls, few more cocks for sale
8/6 others 10/c, 32/6: better than others adver-

VndVnt
20^ St

T.
e sp,endid Waterglucke hens, bredand

,

kept in cold room, and bred from my lasteasori wlor,or«, 4/6 each, 8/6 couple; every birdB.R.e.C. rung 1914; over twenty cocks sold this
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: FQOns of testimonials

;open for inspection
; seven days’ approval
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’ ^commended!nossen clale, 12 points. London International 17points, 25/-, worth 30/-; Water Glucke hens canbreed winners, j/- ; all wearing closed club 'ring;
I

221, St. George’s Street, London
Docks, East.

|
Scotch Fancies.

|

on
Scotch Fiwicies, hens, and feeders, cheap;

-9, 1 rospect-st., Coinelon, Falkirk. (190°.)SCOTCH Fancies for sale, young birds, all colours.

rTisiey
hCnS

’ 8°°d birdS: JUI11CS Littl0
» Glen-st.,

FOUR buff and yellow pied hens, 2 bi:ff cocks, c«how
cages and rack: Mcllwain, School Mount Florida,
Glasgow. (HH)4)
toil wsalc, several first-class Scotch Fancies, able to

win, both sexes; reasonable: Win. Wilson, 240, Alli-
fc<

?
n/'sV, U°vanhill, Glasgow. 0868)SCOTCH Fancies lor sale; t lie whole ^ttK’k, old and

young; show and breeding cages, carrying boxes •

Hugh Moore, 21, Kelburn-st., Barrhead. <1927)

|
Yorkshires-

|

approval; deposit: Atherton,
I'rpctnn(1893)

j 1‘i'e.ston.
36, Cbristian-rd.,

11064) i

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outfight Y.C.O. 20gulnea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinca Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

JONAS KNIGHT. 35 years’ successive breeder of
high-class Yorkshires in all varieties: suitable for
show or stock

;
prices comparatively rra.aonablr

Price list free from: 21, 0opy-st., Ailerton. Brad-
ford, Yorkshire.

E. E. PVMAN, Breeder and Exhibitor of liMl-elass
Yorkshires, prices to suit all; approval, deposit:
Most House, West Hartlepool, (1936)



January 2, 1915. CAGE BIRDS

Do You Want
Best Value?

Thru hero Is it, nn«l If you will only give me l lie op-

portunity to or ml on approval any of the following,
-1 will prove it.

PLAIN'HEADEO NORWICH
us follows: -Cock.-., 5/0, 6/6, 7/6.- 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6,

3/-, 4/-; pairs, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, to £5.

VflRIfCUIDCC r,l° Extraordinary Value I

lumvoninco am am now ottering in York-
shires must lie seen to be believed. Cocks, 5/-, 5/6,

7/6, 8/6, 10/6; liens, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-; pairs, 7/6,

8/6, 10/p, 12/6, 15/- and 20/*. These include many close
and some fully 8 inches long, invaluable for email
liens. Cages, yd.

For all other varieties and prices, sec my 1913 de-

tailed illustrated List.

EASIESTJOFJA8Y PAYMENTS
by joining my original Bird Club; distance no object.
Double Breeding Cages, fitted complete with every

requisite, 5/-, single do 2/6. -W. RUDD, The
Bird Specialist, Norwich. ,

YORKSHIRES Wanted: lYai-ou, (iivcnwich. (19711)

1914 YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, 8/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,
Aviaries, Clorseinon, Clam. (lffiU)

1913 COCK Yorkshire, full song, 9/-; exchange, any-
thing useful: Swain, 321, Upper-st., Islington. (I960)

YORKSHIRES, stock or show birds, few pairs cheap
on approval: Blssct, 83, High-st., Fraserburgh, Aber-
deenshire. (1958)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 3 cocks, 3 liens, sell cheap,
or exchange show cages or Norwich hens: Graham,
Baliybrack. (19C0)

PAIR Yorkslure Canaries and brecuTng cage, 10/6;
cock, lull song, nice hen, offers invited : 24, Padiham-
rd., Burnley. ' (1965)
FORTY pairs of good Y’orkshire Canaries, S /- a

pair; come and look; Stake, 72, Briggate, Brig-
house, Yorks. (106S)

GRAND variegated huff cock, beautiful type and
lovely feather, 12/0, deposit: McVicar, 21, Wood-st.,
Tunbridge Wells. . (1967)
SPENCER'S Yorkshires, 3 pairs from rriy winners,;

all nnflrghtcd birds; 10- pair; cash or deposit: 17,

.YVood End, Hebden Bridge. (1964)
COME and inspect this noted strain of clears and
greens, home all day

;
prices to suit ail : Metcalfe,

68, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool.

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale; cocks from 10/-;

hens from 5/- ;
inspection invited any evening : F.

King, 49. Inworth st„ Battersea. ' (1950)
NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or breed-

ing, prices low, easy payments taken ; approval : lle-

Keand, S. ibright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
BREEDING high-class Yorkshires, bred direct from
my noted winners; cocks 8/-, hens 5/-; approval:
Newell, 62, Frinces-st., AbertHlery. (1958)

SEVERAL smart pairs of slim, stylish Yorkshires,
rare quality, reasonable; on approval: ltobson, 28,
Camden Grove. Peckham, London. (191S)
TY'PE all right, quality all right, price all right;

only a few prize-bred Yorkshires left: Taylor, 109,

Lavender Sweep, Clapham Common. (1955)
C. HUXLEY' lias a few splendid Yorkshires for dis-
posal : inspection invited (see Richmond report):
Ivy Lodge, London-rd.. Twickenham. (1939)
CLEAR yellow Yorkshire cock, winner of 5 firsts,

£2 5/-, bargain; approval; stamp reply: Ramsden.
*19, Compton-cres., liarehills, Leeds. (1968)
YORK Sll 1 RE hens for sale, yellows and buffs, and

c-inn. mkd. buffs, all good birds, from 3/- to 5/-:
Arthur-Oxley, Ltunb-.lane, Li versodge, (1906)
FANCIERS, 1 have still a good stock of tile best
winning strain, pairs from 7/6; write, stating wants:
J. C. Beaumont. Hepworth, Huddersfield. (1959)
OVERSTOCKED, fifty well-bred cocks, 8/0, liens 3/6
upwards; several novice winners, 1914, cheap: John-
ston, 123, Forme Park-rd., Stroud Green, N. (1959)

Y’ORKSHIRE liens, yellows and buffs, 3/- to 6/0
each; aproval; mostly unflighted ; stamp particulars :

Howartli, 57, Calvert-rd., Attercliffe, Sheffield. (1965)

T. C. CRAWHALL. breeder, exhibitor, high-class
Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-
posit: St. George’s-terrace, Newcastle-on Tyne. (178S|
SELL .splendid pair Yorkshires, yellow cock over

Tin. long, and typical buff hen
;
Ogden Bros.’ strain,

30/-, approval: Taylor, 59, ChapeEst., Leigh, Lancs.
GRAND pair Yorkshires., clear buff cook marked

yellow lien, Ogden’s, 25/-, cheap
;
exchange for good

1914 Crested hen and cash: Edwards, Tailor, Leomin-
ster.

FINE Yorkshires, cocks, guaranteed full song, my
winning strain, 4 -; quality liens, 2/-; 7 days’ ap-
proval ; cash or deposit : Taylor, Temperance House,
Ossett. (1969)
TYVO yellow', 1 buff Yorkshire cocks, 3 buff hens,
show birds, £2, or exchange for anything useful, or
Norwich hens; approval: Lingard, 29, Marlboro’-st.,
Burnley. (1969)
HIGH-CLASS young colour-fed exhibition York-

shires, cocks in full song, 7/6, 10/-; hens, 3/6; must
sell, want room: The Breeder, 222, Ribblesdale-rd.,
Streatliam. (1965)
LARGE upstanding buff Yorkshire cock, over 7

inches long, winner, only 12/6, with lovely jvellow
hen to match, 7/6. 18/- the pair to clear, approval:
North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.. Bradford. (1961)

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart, lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/6, 7/-,

8/-, 10/6, 12/6 each, on full
song. Pairs matched to
breed winners at 8/6, 10/6,
12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair. In
Clears, Green Marked, and
Cinnamon Marked, ami all

told-room kept, colour-fed
and natural colour. Typical

racy liens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. " Also
good stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected York.-.lii re or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6 each, day and
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or liens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at once on receiving first
payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, anil
isafe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra. Terms: Seven days’

• approval.-

J. TAYLOR,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

WANTED, Y’orknhlro Canaria*: elms. Palmer and
Sons, 66-68, Sclater-Ht., Shoreditch
THOMSON'S high class Yorkshire*; 9 firsts, 5 thirds

this sea-on, lias several pairs of slim stylish York-
shires, cheap; seen after 7 evenings; 106, Malcfant-
st„ Cardiff. (1987)
HIGH -CLASS Yorkshires, cocks, guaranteed, lull

tong, my winning strain, 4, • each; racy hens, 2/-;
7 days’ approval; cash or deposit: Radley, in,

Bank-st., Ossett. (1970)
PRIESTLEY'S high claos Y’orK hire* from my win-
ning strain; corks from 5/-, hens from 3/-; eash or
deposit; inspection invited: 121, Guythornc rd., West
Bowling, Bradford. (1880)
F. GREGORY, high-class Yorkshires, overstocked,

for sale, about 8 puirs Including winners, reasonable,
on approval; iia-pcctlon invited; 67, Cross Mill,

Ecclestleld, Sheffield. (1904)
TWO nice buff Y'orks. cocks, 10/. cacti ; 2 smaller,

4/6; also 3 yellow, 1 bolt hens at 3 6, all 'infiigbted

birds; also 4 feeders at 13 each: James Hamer,
104, Leigh -rd., Leigh, Lancs. (1957)
EIGHTY high-class Yorkshires for tale, i.ll bred
from my winners; cocks from 5/6, liens from 4/-;
all colour-fed and cold room bred: Ueardall, Main-
rd„ Shirland, Aifrcton, Derby. (1957)

C. HUME has a fine lot of cocks and hens for sale,

including winners; 1 won Southend challenge cup
and salad howl 1914 season

;
state wants and price

:

61, Milton -at., Southend-on-Sea, Essex. (1967)

CHAMPION Y'orksbirc, splendid length, type and
quality, cocks from 5/-; matched pairs, s, - up-
wards; approval; satisfaction guaranteed: Green-
wood, Colne-rd., Crossbills, Keighley. (19.56)

11. CHARLESWORTH has all his stock of York-
shires for sale; can be seen any time ; show or stock
birds at reasonable low prices; satisfaction guaran-
teed or money returned: Neilty, Ifonley.

FOR sale.: 10 ’pairs of the best Yorkshire show
birds, ail 1913 and 1914 birds, from £1 to £3 per
pair

;
winners at Reading, Henley ami Birmingham

City open classes this year: P. ji . Clialker, Hurst,
Berks. (1963)

G. It. BARKER has some high-class Yorkshires,
bred from winners, grand, lengthy birds, many of

them fit to win; inspection invited; approval; see
report Guisborough and ltedcar last week; Dale-ter-

race, Lingdale, Boosbeek. (I960)

LAST of my surplus stock unfligfited cocks; clear
buff 15/-, marked buff 12/6, ticked yellow 15/-; ap-
proval, gram] type, feather and wing carriage, same
strain romped me out of the novice section: Grif-

fiths, 3, Glyn-t-errace, Tredegar. (1961)

HAVING sold my worst to dealers, I have several
long stylish yellow and buff Y'orkshire cocks left,

7/-, 8/6, 10/6; good hens 3/6, 5/-; matched pairs 10/-,

12/0, 15/-; inspection invited; approval: Whiting,
Ravensb iry, Morden-rd., Mitcham, Surrey. (1906)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, .same strain, winners;
cock 7/6 upwards, hena 5/- upwards, matched pairs

10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; large stock birds from 10 -

to 30/- each; approval, deposit: John Radley, 259,

King-st., Skelmaiithorpc, near Huddersfield. (1964)

GRAND upstanding yellow' Yorkshire cock, over 7

inches lon’g, as straight as a rush and good feather,
winner, only 20/-, with lovely unflighted buff lien,

feathered like silk, 7/6. the pair only 25/-, a chance
in a lifetime; approval; North, Breeder, 443, Man-
ehe.ster-rd., Bradford. (1961)
YORKSHIRES, must sell, room wanted for breed-

ing, six pairs, 7/6 pair; six pairs, 9/6 pair; eight
pairs, 12/6 pair, and two pairs at 15/6 pair; colour-

fed, ready for breeding, no dealers, correctly

matched, own breeding: Williams, 8C2, Penistone-
rd.. Owlerton, Sheffield. (1956)

GRAND pair unflighted, 40'-; such an exceptional
pair seldom offered as . breeders don’t part with
best stock: this is my last, and best pair, and the
result of years of careful breeding : if you want a
good stock pair you have it here; I guarantee the
cock to win cost in one season’s showing; approval;
deposit : Gibbon-, High-st., Stourbridge. (1965)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition, cinnamon marks a speciality

;

yee Y.U. show reports; no fabulous prices: 403,
Rooley-lane, Bradford.

CHAMPION MIDLAND STRAIN
I have about 40 really grand birds, some fit to

win; pairs, 10/- to 20/-; single birds proportionate;
no fancy prices: approval willingly; offers lor lot:

Wells (late Wells and Clempson), Helmside, Erding-
ton, Birmingham. (1960)

WINNING YORKSHIRES
I supplied 2nd and 3,M novice birds at Northern
Yorkshire show', December 5th, also 1st, 4th, com-
mended cock class, and 1st hen class novices Gates-
head, December 19th. I have several birds equal t*
above cheap to clear, cocks or hens: Catteil, 81,

Wingrove-rd., Neweastle-on-Tyne. (1961)

OGDEN BROS.
YVE have now ready a few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or liens pro-
portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years
stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:
Dudley Hill, Bradford.

GENUINE BARGAINS
Genuine prize-bre.d Yorkshire cocks, in full song, at
the ridiculous iow price's, 4/9, 5/3, 5/9, 6/3 each;
grand illy liens, 2/-, 2/6, 8/-, 3/6 each; specially
matched pairs, for breeding winners, at 8/6, 10.-6

upwards. Buy from the breeder and save middle-
men's profits. All genuine English, not German rub-
bish : approval: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. y'1950)

PURE BRED
Yorkshire Canaries bred from and related to my

winners at Bolton and Leigh Amalgamated Show,
held at Bolton, Dec. 12, which included four lsts,

five 2nds, two 3rds, one vhc special best Yorkshire,
also special best bird in show; cocks from 7/-, liens
from 4/-, pairs 10/6 upwards; approval; inspection
invited : Brooks, 320, Ainsworth-lane, Tonge Moor,
Bolton. (1964)

1st AND SPECIAL L. & P O S.

Lambeth Baths, in class of twenty-six, also see
wins at Crystal l’aface, Scottish National, Wood
Green, L.C.B.A., Bristol and Hornsey. Long yellow
cock, bred 1913. 1st Holborn Hall, grand stock birds,
25/-; two grand, typical buff cock-, unflighted. beau-
tifully feathered,

.
15/-; several smart, lengthy

yellow and buff cocks, 8,0. 9 0 and 10/6; travelling
case, containing two Yorkshire show cages,. 4,6;
satisfaction guaranteed; inspection invited, home all

day; approval willingly: H. L. Huggins, 130, Myd-
dlcton-rd., Bowes Park, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 361

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
Tim attention of Show Secretaries Is directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

j- C. BARNE8, 113, Northfield Road, Walkley, Blicf
field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

TH09. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life experi-
ence; terms moderate; If, Cumbcrland-rd,, Lidgct
Green, Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.
Terms moderate.

w. A. COWCILL, 115. YVardiington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GEO. GARDNER, 11
,

lluvcrstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all Kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries anil Cage Birds; specialist in
Norwich

; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

\V. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Manningimm, Brad
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Roc.d, Carsha'.ton,
Surrey. All varieties cl Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

<L PATTERSON, C'hirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. rl, PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British- and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, 'Tlie Aviaries, Kmsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANG^R, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton Fell,
Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longto.n, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.
Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hueknal! Huthwaito,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plainheads. LiTe experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, Ifccieshill, nr.
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Rd., Frizington, Cumber,
land. Judge of Jiules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,
Mules. Life experience

;
terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Term;
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which mtnl be fully PREPA I O.

i -inch 2/-, | -inch 3 '-, 1 inch 6 -

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing In our
"Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at Is,

per Inch and pro rata.
SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more

columns 1/0 per Inch, column width, except to
" Guaranteed" Shows, for which the charge it
6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will bo made for a Scries ot not leu
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeing" a Show
•bould upply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

PONTYPRIDD
F. and F. Society (Affiliated to Sputh Wales and
Monmouthshire l ed.), January 6th, 1915. Special
comfortable room for Cage Birds alone. Judge, f.
A. House, Esq. Entries close Dec. 30, 1914.

’

All
profits to go to Red Cross Fund. Schedules: A. A.
Gordon McLucas, 48, Rosser Street, Maesycoed,
Pont ypridd.

f

Glasgow and Western Counties
Annual Show of Canaries, Mules, British and Foreign
Birds, in Good Templars’ Hall, 122, Ingram Street,
Glasgow,

ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1915.

Judges; Geo. Arnott, Kirkcaldy, and Jas. Stracban,
Bathgate.

NUMEROUS CUPS AND SPECIALS.
Jas. McGowan, Sec., 45, Dorset Street, Clasgow.

tFANCIERS! DON'T FORGET

WATFORD
Jan. 13th & 14th, 1915.

The only Open Show' in the South. F.B.E.L. Patron-
age and diplomas. Fine classification. Open Novice
Classes. G Money Prizes, viz., 10/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-, 16,
1/-. Judges: J. Robson, Esq., R. L. Crisp, Esq.,

Allen Silver, Esq., R. J. Watts, Esq.
Also Foreign Bird Club Patronage; silver medal for

best, and bronze medal for 2nd best bird other than
winner of the silver, by member of F.B.C. Entries

to be marked “ F.B.C.”
Entries close Thursday, January 7, 1915.

Fanciers who have not received a Schedule should

applv to: Yl . Rackley, 9, Holywell Road, Watford.

Your Entries Wanted at DONCASTER Jan. 9th, 1915

19 Classes for Mules, British and Foreign. Only two entries to date. Entries extended to Wednes-

day, Jan, 6. Exhibitors please help. Schedules from G. Hunt, JI9, The Crescent, Balby Rd. Doncaster.

ARDWICK AND MANCHESTER
January Bth ansi Sth, tBfS.

Entries close Jan. 4. First Open Show will be held in St. Thomas Schools, Ardwick. Judges: H. W.
Battye, C. Hcuiton (others if entries warrant). Prize Money, 10/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; entry fee. 1/6. 13

Classes Open Amateur—6 for Yorkshires, 7 lor Norwich. Schedules from J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston

Street, Beswick, Manchester.

LLANELLY and D.C.B.S.
Patronage

:

E. and W.ll.F.C.C.,
S.B.F.C.C,
60 Classes.

Prizes: 10/-, 5/-, 2/6.

Great One-day International Show of Wales. Tenth Patronage: B.B. and M.C.

Annual Show of Cage Birds, Market Hall, Llanelly, Affiliated to South Wales
Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1915. Judges, J. Robson and H. and Mon. Fed.

Norman. Schedules, apply Hon. Secs., D. John and Cups and Numerous Spls.

H. Webster, 9. Pottery Place, Llanelly. All benefits Entries close Jan, 7, 1915.

go to Local War Funds.
, —————

—

Don’t Forget

Open Show of Cage Birds, Town Hall, January 14, 1915,

Watkins, 63, HighStreet.
Entries close Jan. 7, 1915. Schedules: W, B.

THE GREAT WELSH NATIONAL SHOW
(CARDIFF). FEBRUARY 6, 6 and 8, 1915.

130 Classes. 6 Cash Prizes in each Class. Silver Cups, and numerous Specials. Eight Specialist Judges.

Schedules ready Jan. 12.—Show Manager, V/. Sampson, 93, Llanishen St., Cardiff. .

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in th

nature of advertisements must be Paid for a
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Open contest siiTg Dec. 26, 32 birds were bung: 1,

Morley; 2, Cooper; 3, Wain w right.—S. Morley, sec.

WIGAN.
Open ti'me-einging contest, Bay Horse Hotel, Whel-

ley, Wigan, Dec. 26, 40 birds staged: 1, Donnelly,

88 see.; 2, Jones, 59; 3, Glover, 57; 4, Smith, 63.—A.

Leyland, sec.

KNOTTINGLEY.
White Swan Linnet Club will bold first open sing

(time) of the season at White Swan, Knottingley,

Saturday next, Dec. 26, entries 3d each, to close at

2.—R, Miller, sec. (Advt.)

LEEDS.
Leeds L. and C.C. quality Linnet singing, Plas-

terers' Arms, Skinner Lane, Dee. 20, 24 birds: 1. Play-

forth; 2, Bamfield; 3, Platts; judges, C. Cooper

and Alf. Lorriman. Dee. 25, 25 birds: 1. 3, Clnp-

pindale ; 2. Bamfield; 4, Turner; judges, Bros. Lor-

riman and C. Cooper. Dec. 26, 18 birds: 1, 2, Bam-
field: 3, Turner; judges, C. Lorriman and E. Wood.—
F. Turner, sec.

Leeds Linnet and C.F.A., Albion Hotel, Savoie

Green, Y'ork Road, open contest for quality Linnet

singing. Dee. 25; 22 sang: 1, Rosendale ; 2, Ward; 3,

S Johnson ; 4. Stead. Canary contest, same
date. 16 sang: 1. Hardcastic ; 2, Stead; 3, -shared

by T. Howartli. Hardcastic ; judges, Lacy. Naylor,

Sissons. Dec. 26, 16 sang: 1, Ward; 2, Richardson;

3 Stead: judges, Lacy and Naylor. Dec. 27, 19

sang: 1, 3, A. Richardson; 2, Ward; judges, Hayes,

Naylor. Ca'narv contest same date, 15 sang: 1.

Hardcastic; 2, Stead; 3, Smelt; judges, Richardson,

Naylor, Lacy.—YY. Naylor, lion, sec,

I a cy /TWJU and Dis. Scotch Fancy
EmT-A

O

V18 t»

w

Assoc. Open Show. Saturday
January 2, 1915, Union Hails, West Nile Street,

Glasgow. 20 Claeses. Judges, Menzie, Nisbet,

O'Donnell, Livingstone, Black, Fulton. Schedules:
McLauc'rrlan

, 2, Alexandria Terraco, Govan.mm HORTON
O.S. Show, Saturday, Jan. Sth.

Held in the Council Schools, Cross Lane. Trams
pass the door. Open 1.30 to 6.30 p.m. Classes: 15

Champ. Yorks., 8 Novice Y'orks., 2 Novice Norwich,
2 Selling (see review of schedule tins week). Judge,
Mr. A. Hirst. Entries close Tuesday, Jan. 5, to J.

Holroyd, Sec., 27, Kingswood Street, Great Horton,

Bradford. NOTE : 4 additional f inn. -mark Classes.

SUNDERLAND
JANUARY 15th and 16th,

Judges: T. C. Crawhall, J. Johnson, G. Wilson.
84 Classes. Entry fee 1/6. Prize Money, 10/-, 5/-,

3/-, 2/-, and Specials. Entries close Monday, Jan. 11.

Schedules from: John Peacock, 6, Whitburn Terrace,

Fulwell, Sunderland.

bran do n colli ery
Co. Durham, C.B.S. Open Show, Jan. 23, 1915. Prizes,

8/-, 4/-, 2/-. Entry 1/-. Close Jan. 18. Judges: T.

Dixon, F. Marwood. Schedules, appiy Geo. Reed,

35, Newcastle Street.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial’y

when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this juss

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
klito. Kills lit insects. Harmless to everything elso.
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1 the Maryport Bird Show regretfully hadto abandon the fixture which should" have
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, 9egg> sec. Halifax O.S. writeshat the date of the smoker and prize dis-tribution lias been altered from Jan. 7 to

engaged.
0'1 aCC°U,Jt °f the TOOm havi >'g been

The Sec of Pontypridd Society writeshat owing to entries coming in very slowly
‘h®y. are pending to first post MoSmoimng. the cage birds will be stagedapart from the other exhibits at the commodious long room of the Victoria Hotel.As the profits of this show are given to theB-ed Cross Fund, a bumping entry would bevery acceptable. Mr. C. A. House judges.
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Doncaster Show Schedule.
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over here, and is very interesting, whitesMr. R. Geo. Smart, chairman of the showcomiinttee of the Empire C.B.A., New YorkE
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Out of the Cold World.A weekly paper tells this story of a Robin
Ithe scene is a house where birds of all de-sciiptioiis are always fed and welcomed andencouraged to be tame. During the cold

Isnap which was all we had last year thatcould he dignified by the name of winter, a I

Kobin came every night for a, week and I
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y- ,*^ s soon as the door was opened inhe morning it Hew out, but until the weahei became more genial it returned regu-early every night. s

Good Out of JEvil.
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Feigning Death.
Becently, while out fishiii" on one ef

^jld us ‘'boy were young Seagulls We
abhftf 'lto

d°Se uP°n
,

them, so that we were

made J
ft 1,lt0 the boat, while the other

its SKlffn
S

!]|
Pe' T 10 caPtln&d bir<l lay onts side, to all appearance unable to move andn an apparently lifeless condition. We some-

h
f
vinS come into such closeluaitois with it., fearing it had received' somehurt by contact with the boat. OuT boatman, however, looked amused, said nothing,mt lowed out of the rushes into the clearand placed the Seagull in the water. Inmoment it had recovered from its trick offeigning death, gave a joyful cry of freedom,nd swam away, soon disappearing out of

sight. A. M. in “The Scotsman.”

It is with sincere regret, writes Mr. Jef-eiy Jeffens,^ that I have to inform you of

W
C
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63
? 0t

r 'iT
Tay]or> the wife of .Mr.W

’, TAy?
01'’ of tlle firm of Messrs. Taylorand Wright, of Southall. Mr. Taylor is

he
Wlt l

n
Ur Jlttl® childl'en, and I am surethe sympathy of. all fanciers will go out tohim in his sad loss.

The British Canary Breeder’s Opportunity.
This contribution reaches us from Mr. Frank W. Burton Hen <; tee,

Border Fancy C.C.. who is now at the Front with the British Expeditionary FokT

I
HAVE been on the point of writing
you upon the above topic many
times, but just at present I am

^v.w.i.x. n liiui miiiijf
J», IC 1)00 c

PETS, AND HOW TO KEEP THEM 5/4 r„ r.
Finn, B.A., F.Z.S. Gives the eor4ct'm4,,^an^housing, feeding, and managing every ^ ?*
all sorts of animals are “dealt , t l?' 11

dogs, cats, lizards, tortoises, also eold/na ^ 3
’

fancy fish, while there is a large section a
to birds. Contains many cofoured
photographs. Another charming gift hoot

and
CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS.—Complete ,!

7/6 carriage paid. Thhs great wnrt -
ln c,oth -

by Charles Honlton. an anthor'itv Zltten
reputation extending over 25 years as a i

1
a-

a

exhibitor and a leading expert and
€
/
adln S

ciate editors, , 1 . E. Weston .and C
J

A
8

Magnificently illustrated by that "rent hira"H. Norman. There are no less than .fV
tlSt

’

coloured and sixteen art plates jn this // /'!
plate is .a perfect study of an individual TT,u

a
-

<

a
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CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS
Dybrid

Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date’ vnidnCanary breeding, designed speciallv for the useof the beginner. Deals verv fnliv *.
1

;

lse

eexing and mating ofth^hirdsf f^ding'm^' con'dition. the cages .and their fittimre ti,„
ccn '

egg food, n e st-bu i Id in g, readn
g
"an

d
^mou 1 tin

»°
1 1

M '

young, colour-feeding, training for shnw ^/nM
1
nthr djirin'llifs likely to confront the breeder

d 3

•Hiss.ra*. vsssj*
to mix the colour-food, and how to monl't V?

w

possible coZr^ ^FANCIERS PRINTING.— Fanciers rAnmi-in
ness notepaper. postcards, trade envelope^ etc'should write 119 for a Quotation Wn ®
a position to supply these at specially
combined with first-class work ‘

Artistic^°l rates

with block of any desired bird an ° ZZ.name, address, and words of descrintinr. i
sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/C, carriage paid

de ’

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,"

751. Fleet Street. London, P C.

The Volunteer Wire Works, manufacturers
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and cage fronts, have removed fromtoni otieet to more commodious premises atCornhill Passage, Longton.
The Felton hell C-B..S. is expecting a goodshow on January 2nd, writes Mr. JohnRobinson, the sec. Members please note

there will be a special for everyone, sodon t forget to bring plenty of birds. Ithas been suggested having the birds leftover till Sunoay for show. Will members
please make up their nnnds and let me know
on Saturday morning. All birds to be staged
at 10 a.m. 8

Prize-money Paid.
V e hear that prize-money hae been paid in

lespeet of Doncaster and Cockermouth chows
Anyone who may have been overlooked should
apply at once to the respective secretaries.

I hat! so many applicants for Bullies adver

o^ii
m
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RDS that 8 C0U,!J not wife

to all. This speaks well Ur your papar as an

hSpfltoy"
8 medium‘”— J - W. HARPHAM

Please thank ail those who answered mya
nfl£eoR

emetl< Christmas number, under
Miscellaneous. I have received just over forty

replies and am unable to answer them all

K). ^ E ' RATTl0AN
(
Brocken -

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES^
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pDcrts).—Conservative Club, .Tan.
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"Ls . Robson, II. L. Crisp, a Silver Rj. Waits. * open cl.: Nor. 12 (4 Nov ) Yorks' i»

(4 Nov.), Bord. 4 Crcets 2, A.O.V. j VluIes 7 Bri/
9, l or. 0. Sell. 4. Brizes, I0,s., 5s.) 3s 2s j’s Cd

Holywell R0.J':"*'
C'0Se Ja"' 7> to W '
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1 S<dinols
' Cros ' Dune, Jan.

V e ii r <•
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.I st ;,
Open Yorks. 17 (4 Cinn.- ell.), Nov. (Limit .C .1 5s.) York

s

Nor -> r,,f'dose lam to J. Holro.id, 27, Kin'gswood 'slreetSunderland C.B.A—Mincr.s' Hall, Jan. 15 if,Judge.- I. t. Craw hall, J. Johnston, G. Wilson r,oopen classes: Nor. e Crest 4. Yorks. 8 Bord <> rCMt 1. Sell. 3, Mule* 2. Brit. 8. For M’ri/
HI 5/., 3 , 2/-: fee, !/«.’ Bivt. ’cl. Ja n to V i

Fvacock. C, Whithorn Tcrrai Fulwell, gn-

j j “« j'»v,ocjiu j. am, as
you know, very much occupied in a more

J

serious matter than bird-keeping. Reading
Mr. Ousman’s lecture in Cage Birds of
Dec. 5th has, however, brought the matter
to a head, and 1 should be glad if you could
find room for a few lines from me.

1 have man)’ a time wondered why Eng-
lish fanciers have not made some effort
to capture from Germany a portion of the
large export trade in Canaries which she
has so long held. It may be argued that
Germany has held her own by specialising
in trained songsters; but apart from the
many good and reliable strains of English-
bred Rollers, I contend that our own
varieties could, if given a fair trial, and
bred in sufficient quantities to meet the
demands of the exporters, more than hold
their own with the chief varieties of

j

Rollers.

Why Should It Not Payj?
I know that a good many fanciers will

|

say that it would never pay us to breed
!

and sel1 kirds at the price'paid for the
Gei mans, but if it pays German breeders,
why not ourselves? J am acquainted with
a good few fanciers who, because they are
still at the bottom of the exhibition ladder
have practically to give away their surplus
stock, and I am firmly convinced that if
some co-operative scheme could be put into
working order these fanciers would com-
mand a bettor price for their birds'.

It is a well-known fact that however
good a strain of birds one may possess
there must lie among the offspring a fair
percentage that are useless for exhibition,
and although Jhese may be quite valuable
ns breeding stock, vet a goodly portion
must lie disposed of as songsters.
Mr Ousman’s suggestion is undoubtedly

a. good one, but I think if the whole ques-
tion was to lie thoroughly discussed in
age Rirds, many valuable points would

bo raised, and the scheme probably nut
'non sound footing.

m 'rkft'lh
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,pP^ for tJic homemaiket, there should be no difficulty as

....f'/ ,

SUre om
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lar8e dealers would be
P; t notic enough to buy home-bred song-
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Procurable, in preference
to the German birds.
Regarding the export trade, we mightexperience some little difficulty in returnnto touch with the foreign markets I amsure, however, there must be some of ourng men with sufficient experience of theexporting of birds, who could take up thismatter- and advise us as to the probability

of securing the foreign markets, and as tothe steps necessary to take to do so.
ai

’\
af ' ai<1 1 cannot write more now,

although there is a great deal I should liketosay, but in asknig fanciers to take up
this matter I do not think I am requesting
too much. Some of ns fanciers are outhere daing our best to pi-event Germany
from devastating our dear old country asshe has done gallant little Belgium;
suiely it is not too much to ask those who
tor some reason or other cannot take
active part in the fight to see that
home affairs are not neglected

In conclusion, I should like to sav now
nine . I appreciate your kindly remarks romy brother and myself in vour issue of
Dec. 4th. also the reproduction of our
I /Ml ' II /s i«,l .. I. _ T 1 x „

an
our

how

, T, , ,

* r . VI our vol-°w Border hen. I look forward each week
to receiving good old “C.B.,” and I
certain that no paper in the trenches
more thoroughly perused.
A lt hough too late to wish you a merry

( hristmas, I wish you and all other liird-
Iovers a happy and prosperous New Year
I shall eagerly watch your columns
some further opinions on this subject
he glad to write you
permitting.

am
is

for
a ml

aga i n, ci rcu msta nces

CUfiU HVBfilDS'
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Clias. Honlton. Price 7*. cd.
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We have reproduced thi. article from “Our Dumb Friend. “ («

.

«

published in Boston. U.S.A ,
by an organuat.on similar to our own R^b P.C^. as

affording pleasing evidence of a “sweet reasonableness of spirit, which, ^fortunately,

seldom existent amongst the official, and supporter, of such .octet,:. ,n England.

A vacant lot, overgrown by weeds

1
0 some of us it seems a rather selfish

sentiment which places birds, and espec-

ially wild birds, behind cage bars for

the sake of such diversion as their accom-

plishments or ornamental appearance may

afford their owners or captors. A life with

the limitations of an enforced confinement

can never be all it was intended to bo
;
that

much is quite certain. But at the same

ime, it is possible that there are a few

things which may afford some compensation

for the loss of their freedom, and in some

degree reconcile these little feathered people

to the change in their manner of life.

Nature is supposed to do all things well,

and doubtless does, from her own stanopoint

—but her' arrangements of conditions of liic

for her children, in individual cases at least,

seem to us quite frequently to leave something

to be desired. A lingering and painful death

by cold or starvation is a not improbable

calamity in the lives of most wild birds when

the Jondit.ions of life to which they have been

accustomed fail them; and even under the

most favourable circumstances they have at

all times to be on guard against the dangers

which threaten them from their numerous

enemies. It is said by those who have ob-

served the conditions of bird life closely, that

a wild bird seldom dies as a result of old

age—other causes of death being so numer-

ous, that a natural death has seldom an

opportunity to take place.

Usually Short ; and not Always Merry.

But whether it is preferable to have a

long term of mere existence with most of the

natural joys of life lacking, 01* a short life

and a merry one, tvith everything as Nature

intended it to be, is another question, and

one which does' not come within the scope of

this article.
.

,

Most wild things will show which sice

of the question they favour by a speedy re-

turn to their natural haunts if an oppor-

tunity of doing so is afforded, but it is not

always so. The writer has known several

instances of wild birds who became so accus-

tomed to their surroundings and conditions

as cage-birds, as to refuse their liberty when

offered it.

It is not to be denied that bird lovers

are often greatly tempted to bring some of

these charming feathered folk into the closer

relations afforded by having them in the

home. There is always something interest-

ing in a bird’s ways and utterances, and

there is much to be learned of bird nature

and a bird’s natural habits, which would

not be possible otherwise than in a domesti-

cated state. .

The personality of a bird is ever charming

to the appreciative, even within the narrow

limits of a cage ;
and when the acquaintance

is made of a particularly intelligent little fea-

thered person, it is an experience not soon

to be forgotten.

j Sins No Bird=lover Would Commit.
But to come down to practical considera-

tions in the care of cage birds. It may be

said to begin with, that it is unpardonable

in anyone keeping a bird to neglect attend-

ing to the few and simple requirements of a

little creature whose well-being depends on

them. No one should take a bird out of

the care of a dealer or bird-fancier without

getting full directions on its diet and general

treatment, and following them closely. It

is not either wise or kind, moreover, to get

into the habit of offering a small bird any-

thing in the form of an eatable which may
be in sight. This is a weakness common to

the amateur bird-fancier, who seems to have

the idea of making amends by such means

for the loss of its liberty—even though it

is known that over-fed birds, like most other

creatures, are apt to come to a painful and

ignominious end, as the result of such indul-

gences.

But without being tempted to offer our

feathered guests such things as are not suited

to their .needs—a partiality for sweetmeats

may be mentioned as an instance of an

acquired and perverted taste among birds-

—

there are other things which will afford

variety in the songster's bill of fare, and still

not he harmful.

A bird of any species will never fail to

show an interest in a handful of green things,

such as leaves and sprigs of almost any

plant or vegetable ;
not only lettuce, and the

tender stalks of beets—which are best known
as greens acceptable to the birds—but berries

in their season, and also apples. There are

many of the weeds we regard as useless,

which contain in their leaves and seed-pods

rare dainties for the feathered folk.

,
overgrown by weeds in a

manner not at all approved of by its owner,

is possibly regarded by some of these little

bird people in much the same way that an

orchard or garden is looked on by a small

Chickweed, thistle heads,, the plantain

with its spike of seeds, a stray sunflower

all these are acceptable
;.
with other things—

game for instance—consisting of insects. and

the like to be found in the recesses of the

plant stalks and leaves, and which are

doubtless bagged by the feathered hunter

with as much enthusiasm as would be shown

by any other pot-hunter.

Cleanliness All-Important.

It ivould be impossible, within ordinary

space limits, to describe the needs of all the

different birds found in cages, and the treat-

merit" required by each, but it may be said

that the least which can be uone for any of

them, and a rule which holds good with all,

is to keep everything belonging to a bird’s

surroundings as clean and fresh as possible.

A bird always shrinks from uncleanly sur-

roundings, and it is contrary to its natural

habits in every case to stay in the atmos-

phere of such.

Clean, pebbly sand, a cage scrubbed -at

least twice a week with soap and hot water,

drinking water changed several times in the

day, and a bath if it seems looked for—

all these things are absolutely necessary to

the health and well-being of a cage bird.

Another hint to the possessor of a pet bird

-ilnh mnv not be out of place, is that a bird

Correspondence.

which may not be out of place, is that a bird

appreciates a change In its surroundings

almost if not quite as much as a human

being might be expected to under the same

circumstances. .

A Canary will make it very evident tlrat

it is pleased with the change afforded by

hanging its cage in a different window than

that” it° is accustomed to be in, just for the

sake, apparently, of the novelty afforued by

seeing things from another point of view

Special Prizes at Falkirk Good
Intent Show.

Sir,—

I

n reply to Mr. Hunter’s letter, I

may say that I am making no mistake in

regard to the specials in the British section

at tho above show. To prove who is right,

Mr. Editor, I am enclosing catalogue for

reference. I may add that if this way of

allocating specials is a sample of “ fair and

square” dealing, then any interest which I

have had in this show will certainly cease.

This will be my last letter on this subject.

I NTERBSTED.

Another Opportunity for Crest
Fanciers this Season.

Sir,—May I be permitted to remove the

impression that Crest fanciers will not have

another opportunity to exhibit this season

under such extended classification as is pro-

vided at the Scottish National Show. The

Welsh National Show, to be held at Cardiff

on the Palace dates, provides the same num-

ber of classes, with liberal prize-money and

specials, and exhibitors who intended ex-

hibiting at the Crystal Palace should

embrace this opportunity and show then-

appreciation of the plucky Welshmen.
W. Sampson.

Hon. Show Manager,
Welsh National Show.

The Novice Problem.

Our Opinion is Asked Upon Several
Ticklish Points.

Sir,—r should feel greatly obliged if you

would answer the following queries:—
(1) In what sense was either the Clapham

or the. L. and P.O.S. show not considered

an open show ?

(2) Has either one or both of these shows

been classed in previous years as open?

(3) What really constitutes an open show .

(4) If a novice wins three firsts at a

society’s show, of which he is a member,

and the said show is open for, say, a radius

of 12 miles, does fie become a champion!'

(5) If a novice wins a 1st in open novice

competition does he become a champion ;
oi

lias he to win three such firsts to become a

champion ?

1st in one Canary
does he thereafter

all varieties of < .'an*

(6) If a novice wins a
class in an open show,
become a champion in

arics?
J. A. II.

f(l) Both shows were restricted to exhibit

tors who could deliver and fetch their birds.

(2) Previously Clapham has Been an open

show. The Jj. and P.O.S. Autumn Show

has sometimes been open and sometimes con-

fined to members. (3) Broadly speaking, a

show at which no one is barred from com-

peting. If, however, any show is open to

more than exhibitors residing in the county

wherein the show is held, or the price limit

(if one be fixed) is over £5, it is considered

to be an Open Show (vide the novice rule

in the schedule of the Crystal Palace Show).

(4) No. He may, however, become a cham-

pion (or an amateur, if there is such a

section) at shows of his own society, and

this depends upon the rules governing the

said society. We might add that at all

shows it is the general rule that all members

of a family, or residents in the same house,

must show in the highest section in which

any of them may have to compete. (5) He

has to win three firsts. (6) \es. Editor,

“ C.B.”] . , ,

Is the Norwich Developing Into

a Nondescript ?
Sir,

—

What is the remark one hears when

visiting a show ?
“ Do yo.u call them (the

birds that are winning) Norwich Plainheads .

J. myself say No; they are a nondescript,

simply winning because they are big birds.

The judges find the big biros in the classes,

then select the most uniform bird—a very

easy matter. But is this procedure to con-

tinue? If so, the Norwich Plainbead is

doomed, and will lo.se its place as the most

popular variety. We don t want great, big,

browy, sulky-looking, crouchy, inactive biids,

lying on the perches and with no daylight

under them. What we do want is the acknow-

ledged type of the N.P.C. Compare this

with what you see winning. Let us ask for

birds to be “judged,” then we shall see a

great improvement in the popularity of the

variety.
Barker Clegg.

Correspondence continued on rvext page.
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!a day with the birds

I AT THE SCOTTISH ZOO. f (EDINBURGH).
|

pan nsw-w-sBi BBC

GIVEN a beautiful site within easy dist-

ance from town, and enthusiastic mem-

bers, the Scottish Zoo could haruly help

being a success. The policy of educating the

public resulted in funds being gradually

secured, and our Zoo became an actual fact

last year. Despite dismal croakings it paid

its way from 'the start and now that each

month sees improvements and new arrivals,

it has entered oil its second year with

prosperous days ahead. “ Plenty of freedom

mi-cist natural surroundings and no coddling,

has been the motto ;
and the ratio of, illness

shows how well it has succeeded. Needless

to say there are no “performing animal”

exhibitions here—Thank goodness ! The

average visitor, attracted no doubt by the

wild animals generally associated with the

word Zoo, is probably unaware of the birds

that are to be seen, or gives them scant at-

tention. This is a great mistake, as there are

many interesting, rare and beautiful biros m
the collection, and though many of them are

not cage birds a little description of them

may be of interest.

Aviaries Amidst the Roses.

The number of birds is between 250 and

300, comprising* about 70 species. The avi-

aries (which -are hidden away in a quiet

corner midst the beautiful Rose Garden) have

been skilfully thought out with due regard

to the natural habits of the birds, and their

captivity is of a very happy sort indeed. The

Peacocks and the Silver and Golden Phea-

sants strutting in and out among -the splen-

didly wooded grounds add a rich touch of

colour to the scene and at once catch, tho

eye of the visitor as he climbs the hill. Then

the gentlo cooing of the Doves (Ring, Stock

and Turtle) greets us. But we pause on cur

way to look at a very quiet little quartette

of Quails and Sand Grouse in a naturai-

lookiu 0- shaded nook with a sandy flooi . the

birds of prey (in a corner by themselves, of

course) include a splendid pair of Golden

Eagles, a huge Griffon Vulture, a Red-tailed

Buzzard, Tawny, Short-eared and Barn Owls,

and a smart little Jay. All are good speci-

mens, but not particular bright-looking, save

the Jay; but could a Jay be otherwise !

The Finch aviary (36 x 15 x 15 or thereby)

is a splendid sight, with roses growing at

the hack, ivy climbing up its side wall, tree

stump perches, a. big covered shelter with

nests, food, etc. It is indeed a paradise for

the “birds of all nations” that inhabit it.

Among the motley crew I noticed Pekin

Robins, Javas, Spice Birds, several Weavers,

Green and Grey Singing Finches, Canaries

of all kinds, Redpoll, Siskin, Linnet, W ag-

tail, Bramblefineh, etc. The Pekins easily

hold the place of honour for their beauty,

vivacity and cheerful song, and have many
admirers. All the birds were in good fettle.

The Budgerigar aviary (36 x 15 x 15, about)

is another delightful corner. With a wealth

of grasses in it, dozens of husk-nests, little

shrubs and plenty of ivy (it was a beautiful

study in colour contrasts to see them climb-

ing the ivy), they have a happy, noisy time

of it. Most of the birds (including Cocka-

tiels) were out of sight (though one heard

them all right, believe me) on my visit, do-

mestic cares occupying their minds more than

the advent of a mere visitor. Though not

on the official list, our cheeky friend the

Sparrow is always with us and eats all the

others leave (and a lot they don t leave, too)

They were even stealing the monkey’s boiled

rice—“ And very nice, too,” they chirped.

Waterfowl a Great Attraction.

The commoner Water Fowl are in great

numbers and endless variety : Geese, Gulls

and Ducks, with three nice ponds all to

themselves. Undoubtedly the foreign Watei-

t*owl ponds are the biggest attraction, as the

inmates have hitherto only been known to

most of us from stuffed specimens in our

museums, or from books. It is indeed a

splendid sight to see such unusual birds as

the gorgeous Flamingoes (always motionless

on one leg in the water), the quaint old

Stork, the aristocratic Demoiselle Cranes

elegantly walking about: the Crowned Crane

executing his amusing dance for your special

benefit ; "the Oyster- catcher and the Gannet

lazily watching you m case you have any fish;

also tho pre-historic-looking Pelicans. Ine

Latter are tho latest arrivals, and to seo them

gulping down fish after fish into their enor-

mous pouch is alone worth a visit.

Recent Polar Expedition pictures have

made us more familar witli “the solemn,

stately Penguin ” than we used to be, ana'

they are almost as interesting (and greedy)

as their neighbours the Pelicans. They lose

all their solemnity at feeding time, and their

appetite must be the despair of their keeper

as well as the envy of any dyspeptic visitor

who sees them ! There are two species, and

the'y have a small pond to themselves.

Other new birds from “ The Woolly South

are the Giant Kingfishers and Brush Turkeys,,

and in a big enclosure are the Rheas. I hey

are a special attraction just now as (spurred

on no doubt by the many ‘ little strangers

born in the Zoo lately) they made a nest

(it’s just a scratch in the eaTth) ana the cock

bird is busy sitting on the eggs. The hen,

having laid them, apparently thinks she has

dor.ev enough, or else “Wants the \ ote

As the eggs take about seven weeks to oaten

out it’s a policy of “ WTait and see right

enough for him.

Birds the Children Love Best.

The Parrot Aviary is perhaps the most

popular section and the children love it best,

next to the monkey house. The only trouble

is to keen the, birds from eating too many

dainties ! It is a large aviary (78 x 15 x 10),

roughly), with a big night house, plenty ot

barrel-nests, etc., and all the inmates seemed

lively and healthy. The species induce about

a dozen Rose Cockatoos and the same number

of Lemon-crested white ones—the latter be-

ino- verv confiding and anxious to get their

polls rubbed—a few nice little green P -a riots

and half-a-dozen gorgeously feathered M U

tary Macaws. There are several talking ones

among the lot, and one kept on

visitors with his distinct Come on,.,

he didn’t forget to
.

cry “ Good-bye after

you; ana', space being limited, 1

the example. By the bye, the Zoo officials

are always glad to recene gi
, feej

animals or reptiles, should any reader tee

so disposed.

Lodgers from the Palace.

Since writing the above the collection of

birds has been increased by over a hunched

“lodgers” sent from the Crystal Palace for

t£ period of the War,”, the spac^ they oc^-

•„j there be n°- required for the troops-

S birds are mostly of the Parrot tribe,

'hough a, quartette of little Wood Owls make

a oleasii r attraction.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{Continued from previous pane.)

The Novice Norwich Classes at
Doncaster Show.

Sib,— I was surprised to note a certain

win in tlio novice Norwich classes at Don-
caster show. I understood that the
exhibitors hud already won a first prize in

open competition at a certain show held in

the Midlands on Nov. 28 of this year. If

this is so, then 1 think soino explanation
should be given for the benefit of the other
novices at Doncaster. Further, did not the
same exhibitors also win another lirst in a
novice class (this time at a certain Midland
show) after their success at the open show
alluded to above? Wandering Russian.

Watford’s Deserving Venture.
Nut,— Now that the Watford C.B.S. has

decided to run an open show, it behoves every
exhibitor to do ii is utmost to make it a
success. Many well-known exhibitors arc
members of the society, so. we need have no
fear; tlio exhibits will be well eared for.

The foreign and British bird exhibitors are
doing their best to make it a success, and I

hope all Canary exhibitors will show their
appreciation of the very lino classification by
sending as many entries as possible. The
show is being run on the lines of Plymouth
and t he D.C. B.A., i.e., with money prizes for
all birds in the cards. It rests with exhibitors
it Ibis system shall become general, or other-
wise. Make it a success for Watford, as a
return for their pluck in running an open
shd\v. F. Easterling.

When is a Novice Not a Novice?
Sir, —This is only ono of the questions

which keep cropping up time after time, and
which I think it is time should be settled
either one way or another. For instance,
"by should a bird which has been shown
(and lias won) in open competition be
allowed, merely because it has changed
owners, to compete as a novice exhibit?
Also there is the question of the man who
is still a novice after 20 years’ experience.
Then there is the overlapping of different
societies, and the commandeering of each
other’s show dates. Then the judges some-
times give reason for a grumble. I am not
in any way disparaging the judges. I believe
we have got as competent and as honest a
set of judges as we could wish, and even
better than we deserve, considering the
liappy-go-lucky way in which we make the
selection. Rut the question is : Will these
muddling-through methods always answer?
.1 am afraid not. I think it about time we
revived the Cage Bird Union, or some other

body with the power and the ability to set
these and other points straight.

1 could go on for another column with
these points which require deciding. What
about tlio exhibitor who keeps a variety for
which novice classes are seldom provided?
How long has he to remain a novice? How-
ever, I will now “dry up,’’ or I shall have
someone telling mo that any fool can find
fault. Perhaps someone with more experi-
ence will take up the matter and let u#
have the benefit of that experience. 1 am
quite willing to take a hand in reviving the
Cage Bird Union, or in forming another
governing body, if your readers will signify
their desire for either. In the meantime I

desire to be known as Query.

Foreign Birds at the Welsh
National Show.

Sir,—I am desirous of drawing the atten-

tion of your readers to the fact that the
patronage of the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’

League lias been conferred on the Welsh
National Show, to be held at Cardiff on
Fob. 5, 6 and 8. Mr. Allen Silver, the hon.

see. of tho League, in your last issue re-

ported that it had been conferred on Car-

diff show. This may be misunderstood and
confused with the Cardiff Cage Bird

Society's show', but the Welsh National

show is distinct from the Cardiff Society’s

show, the latter society being only one of

the affiliated societies. W. Sampson.

The Value of “Push.”
Sir,—Having joined tho merry band of

bird-breeders again, I take an interest in all

bird matters, and I always prefer to discuss

birds and not persons. With the article con-

cerning the value of “push” in the selling

of surplus stock by Mr. Allsopp, I cannot

agree. Good birds require very little push
to soli ;

it is the wasters that want pushing.

To my way of thinking, there is far too much
“ push ” in advertisements already. You see

birds described as real champions, with every-

thing required, for from 20s. to 40s. each.

When you receive them they are quite the

reverse. I never knew a breeder who had
good birds but someone else knew of them,
too

;
and a short description of them when for

sale is sure to be responded to. To. make a

profit out of surplus wasters, one must be

able to put together a flash advertisement,

and havo a very clastic conscience, making
Tom-Tits into monsters, pinched heads into
“ Bull dogs,” and long-sided birds as “ round
as halls.” What 1 should like to see, how-
ever, instead of discussing persons, is a good
discussion upon the modern Norwich, and
how to produce it. Now, Mr. Allsopp, start it

and I will join in.

Moseley. , J. Bastock.

A LANCASHIRE ENTHUSIAST AND
HIS BIRDS.

Hin,

—

Duty called me to the neighbouring
town of Ormskirk several weeks ago, so as a
break in the monotonous routine of duty, I

contrived to combine it with a- little pleasure
and called on Mr. J. W. Johnson, the well-
known British Bird .and Hybrid exhibitor.
X found him possessed of a fairly large stock,
as well as a few Border and Norwich
Canaries. Contrary to many fanciers he had
had a good season with Iris Canaries, as he
happened to be in possession of a good lot

of feeders, both liens and cocks. One Norwich
cock seemed to have combined the duties of
father, mother, foster -parent and a sort of
relieving officer at one and the same time,
for when we saw him lie had about ten
young Canaries dependent on him, averaging
from 17 days to a month old; and he did
pump it into ’em!

If every fancier in the district were to
exhibit as much and as frequently as Mr.
Johnson, there would be less need for the
cry of short entries and classes cancelled.
Go to which show we will within a reason-
able distance from Ormskirk, there you will
see Mr. Johnson’s exhibits; and when we
remember that Ormskirk is one of the most
awkward places imaginable for railway
service, and that it is often Sunday evening
when his birds arrive home, even from a
show close to, Mr. Johnson’s enthusiasm
must be of that sort that “won’t wash off.”
Nor is he of the growling class (luckily very
scarce in the Fancy) when his birds don’t
win. Like Artemus Ward, he thinks that a
“grudging sperrit is worse nor tite boots ”

;

so when a bird beats him, he looks out for
one better.

Amongst his British we noticed a very
good Greeiiie, not his well-known last year’s
winner (about the largest Greenic we ever -

saw). Tho latter he had breeding with a
hen Canary, and it died just when its ser-
vices would have been most appreciated

—

perhaps from unrequited love! Another
noticeable bird was the well-known Yellow-
hammer, a bird which lias had unusual
success wherever exhibited, and as all
British improve with ago, so—long as they

keep in good health, Mr. Johnson will be
justified in expecting a fair share of the
spoils where his old ’Hammer is exhibited
in the future. We noticed a good Hawfinch,
also a very large and beautifully marked
Corn Bunting, which lias'ia fair number of
wins to its credit. His old winning Linnet
was in rare fettle. Several other Britishers

were noticed, too, which should uphold the
reputation of this room.
Amongst the Hybrids were two variegated

Greenie-Canaries, a jonque and a mealy.
Then there was the noted Canary-Bullie, a
bird which accounted for one of Cage Birds
coupon specials last year. A vety fine light
Goldie Mule, was conspicuous

;
and lastly we

noticed two young Goldie-Bullies, which
should develop into grand birds.

A few questions about methods elicited

the information that Mr. Johnson did not
believe in hard and fast rules as regards
feeding, but in altering cases to suit circum-
stances

;
on the whole he favoured a good

and varied diet. He likes plenty of baths,
especially at moulting time, as they give the
desired sheen; and believes in plenty of

handling, because it has the tending to
steady and to give confidence, without which
no British bird, however good, is of use for
exhibition. Mr. Johnson,- one can see, is as
enthusiastic over his hobby, and takes the
same pride in iiis pets, as an astronomer
does over the discovery of a fresh comet with
a tail as long as a wet Sunday. May his
lucky star never stop blinking.

”

T. Johnson.

Glub Reports.
TflRBRAX C.B.S.

Annual meeting, Institute Hull, Dee. 17, Mr. J.
K. Roberts chair. OlBeebeareiM and committeeurn- appointed for JIHo. Decided to hold two shows
iiuxt war .Inly 3 0 and Nov. ]',i. The report from
t " committee tor last year was quite ksatiMactory,—
Cohn Taylor, See.

HALIFAX O.S.
Special meeting, llie. 20. Decided to hold smoker

and prize distribution on January 17, in place of
. anuury 7, tin- room having hcen engaged on that
date,- lime, 7.SO prompt. The annual social this
3 ear will lake place on Feb. 111. and will fake tho
lorm oi a whist drive, social, ami dance; tickets, ltd.
each, at West Ward Liberal Club. H. Clegg, Don.

NORTHERN LIZARD CLUB.
At a special committee meeting at Mr. Proctor'sLoom, kindly lent for the occasion, tin- following

specials were allocated for the Sunderland show: -
• >s. most points, safety razor most entries, 2.-. Id.
ea.ii best bird, best vho, best he, best c, best un-
noticed bird, all in section. .Such a list should en-
sure a show of Lizards that lias never been keen in
tho North before. G. Davidson See.

SUNDERLAND C.B.A.
Meeting Dec. ID, .Mr. Farrer presiding; show offi-

cials appointed: Carriers, C. Waters, T. Davison W
Owens, T. Proctor, A. lirown. Steward**, .1. Rise-
borough, W. F. Swan, T. Gray, It. Proctor .1. M.
Walker. To assist the trims., T. Gray. Tho ap-
pointment of other officers left until next meeting.
Sac. announced another cash special for Lizard
Classes from the N.L.O. Mr. Lukin's appeal to
Lizard 'fanciers was noted.—J. Peacock, hon. sec.

WINCHBURGH G.B.C.
, ,

Annual general meeting, Dec. IS, .1. Robb chair.
J reas. Mr. Russell gave his financial report, and an-
nounced that lie was able to pay (Is. per class prize
money, which was unanimously agreed to. Office-
bearer.* for ensuing year:—Mr. J. Robb v.as re-
elected pres.; Mr. W. Murray, vice-pres.

; J. Russell,
treas.; A. Dishop, See. Unanimously agreed that
all specials in the shape of good* be balloted the
night before the rIiow. Ail moneys to go to tho
funds of the dub. N ote of thanks to the chairman
closed the meeting.—A. Bishop, See.

STOKE-ON-TREWT C.B.A.
Meeting, Dec. 20. Sec. reported that tho show-

room was not available for the members' show in-
tended for Boxing Day. Decided to postpone the
fixture until Jan. 2, at Red Lion hotel, Stoke. Mr.
C. J. Robinson judge; and a good entry is antici-
pute<l . J/ccided that special prizes for best birds
not awarded at Burslem show should be competed
for at this --bow, in addiflon to club specials. Mr.
Dalton is giving the usual six bottles of whisky, and
Mr. Bullock 2-a. (id. cash, to be awarded as last
year, for first to seventh most points.—J. Pitchford
See.

HALIFAX C.B.S.
Pie supper and social evening, Dec. 17, headquar-

ters, Trafalgar Inn, King Cross, Halifax. 30 mem-
bers and friends sat down to a splendid repast, very
well arranged and catered for by the iiost and
hostess, Mr. and Mrs_ Morton. The social evening
was well presided over by our chairman, Air. K.
Stobart. Messrs. Wright, Copley (bass) R. Mc-
Andrews (humorist), J. Hamer (tenor), and Albert
Brooks (baritone) entertained with songs and duets
in their usual efficient manner. ,Mr. J. E. Priestly
accompanied at the piano, and quite excelled him-
self. A hearty vote of thanks to the- artistes, the
host and hostess, the accompanist, and to all who
had helped to make such an enjoyable* evening was*
moved by Mr. A. Sutcliffe, seconded by Mr. J.
Felder. Mr. Copley replied on behalf of the artistes
and said it gave, him pleasure to be amongst the
cage bird fanciers

; he was very much struck with
the keen and friendly rivalry that existed between
the members, and with the line specimens that were
-shown by them. He was very much surprised at
what could be done by working-men fanciers in their
spare time, and was pleased to have the opportunity
to reply on behalf of the artistes, as they all appre-
ciated their thanks. Mr. Morton 'replied on behalf
of himself and the hostess, and was met with the
ringing “For he's, a jolly good fellow.” 11 o’clock
brought a pleasant evening to a close.—A. Sutcliffe,
Sec.
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> Yates, Steel, Brooks.

V.
: Claypole and Crane, Rrooks. BRIT.:

Hawthorne, Brooks, Jiardbattle, Ashby.— j. Hard-
battle, Kec.
ECCLESHILL C.B.A—Fountain Inn, Dec. 19. 59

entries. .Mr. H. J. Chittenden judged. Principal
winners: OPEN: .Stcbbings, Pearson, J. WilcockNOVICE : Sparks, Bouslieid, Close, Simonett. NOP. •

S Wilcock, Simonett, Airton. Points for season:
Champ. Yorks.: 1, Stebbfngs 76, 2, Pearson 58; 3 , J.
Wilcock 41. Nov.: J, Sparks 77; 2, Pousfleld 53; s,
Clo.e 49. Nor.: 1, Airton 48; 2, 8. Wilcock 35; 3,
Simonett 24. -S. Wilcock, flon. Sec.
TONG C.B.S.- Hand and Shuttle, Dec. 26. 71 en-

Iri <>. Mr. T. Bentley judged. Principal winners:
CHAMP.: Casey, Hodgson, inn., Hodgson, een., At-
kin. .on and Firth, Padgett, Gicdliill. NOV.: Russell,
Jowett and Kobertshaw, Aspdcn Bros., Wardrrian.
Points for year: Champ.: Gicdliill 113, Casey lot),

Padgett 101, Hodgson, sen., S3, Atkinson ami Firth 67,
Hodgson, jun., 50. Nov.: Jowett and Itohertehaw
llH, Russell !I4, Aspdcn Rros. 78, Wardman 75, Holt
Drok. on, Naylor 49. Mr. L. C. Casey wins trophy for
3rd time and outright.—W. Walker, Sec.
QUEENS3URY C.B.S.—Granby Hotel, Dec. 26. 54

birds. Judge, Mr. W. A. Cowgitl. Principal win-
ners: Ambler, Fowlc, Stafiafleld Sharpe, Hoyle,
Farrer, Williams, Itolfe, Sugden Dlagbrough. Most
points: 1, Hudson; 2, Fowlc; 3, Hoyle; 4, Blag-
brough. Novice most points, Fowle; most points un-
flig., Sugden; most at 5 shows, Ambler; least with
20 entries, Farrer.— VV. dagger, See.
EAST AHOSLEY C.B.S.—Black Swan, Dec. 20.

British only. Principal winners: Waind, Pyrah,
Burrell, Crosslev.—P. Jowett. for H. Cochrane, Sec.
BOLTON WOODS C.B.S.—V ictoria Hotel, Dec. 19.

65 birds. Mr. J. Bailey judged. Principal winners:
Dykes, Goodwin, Bloomfield. NOV.: Bryant, Old-
liove, Myere, Ellis, Aired, Powell. Sp. best bird,
Dykes; cup, Goodwin; final points; champ.: Good-
win 100, Mason 92, Dykes 77, Bloomfield 55; novice:
Bryant 93, Fretwell 72, Powell 50, Aired 54. H.
Bryant, Hon. See.
KEIGHLEY C.B.S.—nare and Hounds, Dee. 26.

Mr. R. Halliday judged. Principal winners: E. Mid-
dleton, J. Middleton, Smith, Town, Burnett, Slater,

Williams. Scaife, Fawcett, Leach. NOV.: Booth,
Moore, Farrar, Harrison. Spl. best open section,

Smith; best hen in show, Town; best vhc, Scaife;

best bird and best ek. noYlce section, Moore. Sea-

sons points specials: J Middleton 75, E. Middleton
62, Smith 49, Scaife 49, Slater 47. Nov.: Harrison 58,

-Moore 57, W. Smith 40, Harding 22, Farrar 21.—C.
\V. Town, Sec. .

iTfie Shows.
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MEMBERS’ SHOWS.
CONDENSED REPORTS;

HARROGATE C.B.S.—Nov. 23. 92 entries. Mr.
Mundell judge. Mr. W. H. Hamivn won sp. best
Canary. Principal winners :—YORKS. : Cottam, Gill
Handyn, Barnwell, Levy, Lealm.an, Veitch. MULES:
Dr. Wilson. BRJT. : Bousfield. Dec. 26. 59 cut. Mr. H.
Sutcliffe judged. Principal winners: Cottam. Gill
Hamlyn, Veitch, Brown, Head, Gill.-G. H. Barnwell
see.

MID-RHONDDA C.B.S.—3rd annual show. Mr.
Curtis won sp. best Yorks, and took 1, 2, 3; Bees, 4
NOR.: 1, James; 2, Williams; 3, vile, Morris ; 4, Bees!
BOUD. : 1, 2, 3, 4, Ellis and Hughes.
LEIGH C.B.S.—Last of 3 table shows, Headquar-

ters, Dee. 16. Mr. E. Glare judged. NOR.: 1 vhc
Dawson

; 2, 3, he, Ordish. YORKS.: All awards
Spihy. MULES: All awards Taylor. Points of 3
(diowu combined : Taylor 31, Spib'y 30, Ordish 20.—R.
Charlcson, See.
BOWLING F. AND F.A.—Last Thow of season,

Napoleon Hotel. Dee. 19. 68 birds. Mr. T. Bennett
judged. Principal winners: CHAMP.: Atkinson and
Firth, Bieazard, Padgett, Hodgson, Robinson. NOV.

:

Sharp. Wardman, Pownall, Wood and Mirfiekl. Sp.
winner.-*: Champ., Green Mkd., most points on year
and rcoe bowl 1913 and 1914, Padgett. Novice: Most
points, Pownall; 3rd, medal, spl. gr. mkd.. sp. yell.
<k.. Sharp; 2nd, medal, Wood and Mirfiekl.'— .1.

Nicholl, Sec.
SHIPLEY O.S—Dee. 19, Victoria Hotel. Mr. A.

Cooper judged. Season's specials: Cup outright, Long;
runners-up. Harrison, Hudson. Novices: 1

, Rhodes
Bros.; 2, Ex 1:011 .Bros. Principal winners

:

' Long,
Denton, Brothei-ton, Craven, Rhodes Bros., Hudson.
--E. Grange, See.
BINGLEY O.S. -Dec. 19. Mr. H. Sutcliffe judged.

Principal winners : Priestley, Butterworth and Hardy
Craven, Townley, Bailey. Result of 1914 competition:
1. Butterworth and Hardy; 2, Craven; 3, Dailey; 4,
Priestley; 5, Townley.—II. Shaw, See
GREAT HORTON GOOD INTENT. _]Vt. 12. Mr.

E. Arm-strong judged 69 birds. Principal winners:
YORKS.: Drown ami Ramsden, Wheelwright Hurtle
Aekroyd, Firth, Holden. NOR.: Kaberry. ’points:
Firth 26, Kaberry 24. Aekroyd 19, Hurtle 17, Holden
15. Wa rburton 15. 6 highe -t for cup : Firth 79. War-
burton 67, Dart le 66, Aekroy d 65, Kaberry 50, Redder
40. -A, Firth, See.

IVIACCLESFEELD C.B.S.
Annual .show, Assembly Rooms, Chc-stergate, Nov.

28. Entries were down, owing to many members hav-
ing joined the Army, but quality was very high. A
number of einging-Canaries were given by tho mem-
ber* to be sold for tile benefit of the l-erd Mayor's
Relief Fund, and these realised ft 6s. 3d. Mr. J. F.

Collis won champ, cup, and H. Steel the novice cup.
Mr. W. Booth judged to everyone's Satisfaction.

The marked catalogue sent by Mr. H. Hall iion.

see., gives the principal winners as follows: LANCS.:
Kay. NOR.: Collis, Lee, Barrett, Broadhurst, Moon,
Hail Bracegirdle. A.O.V.: Hail. BRIT.: Broad-
hurst, Kay. Collis. NOV. NOR.: Steel, Cundiff,

Sherratt. Moores. BRIT, ETC.: Moores, Steel,

Jackson.

NEWCASTLE (East End) C.B.S.
First annual members’ show, Assembly Rooms,

Byker Bridge End, Nov. 27 and 28; a great sic-

cess both financially and in the number and quality

of birds staged. Entries totalled nearly 500 in 60

classes. The features of the show were the Nor.,

Cinn. and Crests. Some fine specimens were also

shown in Borders. A grand list of specials for most
points were in competition. Winners: Most points

throughout show, Morrison ;
Nor., Morrison

;
Nor.

Nov., Marshall; Crests, Hutchinson:. Crests Nov.,
Simpson: Cinn.. Coutts; Yorks., Archbold and Las-

eelles ; Yorks. Nov. Stud-holme ; Border, Kspie
;

G'r.

and Cinn. Bord., Johnson; Bold. Nov.. Reed; Liz.,

Heslop ; Scots Fancy, Mrs. Little: Mules, Green-
well; Brit., Coltman. Mr. Battye, Huddersfield,

and Mr. Dewar, Edinburgh, judged.
The nevv.-paper cutting sent by the hon. sec., Mr.

•T. W. Coutts, gives other principal winners as fol-

lows:— NOR.: McKay, Archhold and Lascelles. Mc-
Ginn, M. Matt-hewson. NOV. NOR.: Wilson, Baker,
Ilyslop. CREST: Dobson, Martin, Armstrong, Rob-
son, Bewick. Eisehorough. NOV. CRESTS: Rushlon.
CINN.: Archbold and Lascelles, Winter. Armstrong,
Doughty. YORKS. : Riseborough. Wigglesworth,

Leek. NOV. YORKS.: Graham. Lock. BORD.:
Most, Smith, Peel, Greenwell, Young. GR. BORD.

:

Stephenson, Farrar, Render, Peel, Montgomery.
( INN. Farrar, Smith, Chirnside. NOV.: Moet.
SCOTCH FANCY: Cllirnside, Harrison. Roy. MULES:
Johnson. Scott, Reed. B1UT.: McGinn, Parker,

Hariiottle. Johnson. Young, Stephenson, Reed, New-
ton Hutchinson, Heslop.
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NEWTONGRANGE.
dis-nml annual show Lothian Hull. Newtongrangc,

£££* K; £=»
bv i hard-working committee of fanciers, Newton

grange should bAblo to hold a *how *«xmd to

nono in tliis part of the couutry. Sp. >*t Noi was

bv Mr. F. Hell, with a lino variegated, shown

in lovely bloom. Open B.F.C.C. medal, A. a < •

Thomson, with a gem o« a Green ;
Novice BXC C.

mi i,i ! i a Kitchen; best Mule 01 uni., u - llt bH *

Olaegow^wlth Us well known cl. Grcenf. Mule, put

down in rattling order. Judges were,
^ ;

j. Caldeiwood, Kilmarnock; Cord., Mr- R
| M»

inn I oanliead Blit, and Mules. Mr. .1. nlur;
,,

>

p^hleo and their awards were well received. The

surplus is to be. divided equally between the Belgian

^oM^TeD. YEI.L. CK. (5): 1. Murray

grand size 'and subs., lovely col. and b'oom, capita

wings ; 2, Scobbie, shade longer in barrel w^ll roun-

ded front line qual. of feather; 3, 4, o, uauiiner.

HITKF (S)’- 1 Nelson, stormer, fair size and shape,

?ne bold head ami front, rnre’qual. ;
2 ,

NeUon^not

eo chubby, but all there for qual. ot ftathor an

cond.; 3 ,
Noble, capital head, line short fl‘Khts and

tail YELL. HEN (4); 1, 3, Gardiner, grand head,

neck and front, line cobby shape, sound level toL,

3rd nice texture of feather, capital wing cair.

,

Nelson grand frontal, capital subs teeming with

mid well Placed. BUFF: 1, Moffat, rare size and

shape gem for col. and qual., put down in grand

bloom’; 2, Nelson, capital head and neck, well laid on

front, lovely texture of feather, takes sp. best - -

3, Murray, beautiful shape, grand, bead an neck,

ItTirJgV
Hl'N <51: l Gardiner, heavy var., correct type,

lovely size and shape, rich qual. of feathep , - -

mkd. on breast, well balanced, g?od head and chest,

capital wings and tail ; 3, Barrie, ey e. nic -

head mkd., rare head, neck and front fine cobby

shane. in rare bloom ; 4, Moffat , 5, Nelson. -

laced, 3 Just a shade light below, nice one for typo;

2 Groenwell, nicely rounded head and body, capital

col. and lacings; 4, Dalgleish; 0, Johnstone; o,

Dodds. HEN Iff): 1, 2. Johnstone, wonderful pair,

leader excels ool. and lacings, A 1 type, 2 Bll“U"

fainter on thigh markings; 3, Hamilton-, tails col. to

leaders capital lacings; 4. Lumsden ; 6 ,
Thomson ,

8

Lamble. GINN.; 1. 2, Wilson, rare col., best of

shape, lovely texture of feather, 2 very rich col.,

good typo and qual., capital bloom ; 3, Gentleman,

shade flat on head, capital col., wing, and tall cal r.

,

4, Hamilton ; 5, Lambic; 8
,
Patterson. CL., L it.-.,

MULE Oil IIYB. : 1, Heggie, well known light

Grcenf. Mule, in grand trim ;
2 McQuiston, grand sue.

and col. lovely bloom; 3. Wilson; 4 ,
Patterson.

DARK GOLD 1'. OR LINNET: 1, McQuiston, Linnet

Mule, hot fed one rare col. and tube., 2, ROMs,

clinking Goldf. Mule, nice, flush face, fine cond., 3,

Wilson, Linnet Mule, on the small side, capital col.

and cond.; 4, Hern and MeNairn; 5, Sc°bble. 6 ,

Patterson, jun. A.O.V. MULE (« : U .McQuiston,

clinking Greenf., rattling col. and size, wins 2 Bell,

varies. Goldf.. capital col. and cond., 3, Rolls. mc®

Mule, but rough in feather ;
4 Finnic

;
o, Hisiop, ,

Wilson. GOLDF. (11): 1, Sykes, extra big
.

blaze,

coed tans and buttons, nice wing bare, 2, Watson,

another nice Finch, fails tans to winner, grandly

mooned, lovely cond.; 3, McIntosh fine wwt
square blaze, fine wing bars; 4 Whyte, o, ChalmeTS,

6 ,
Finnic. BULLF. (11): 1, McQuiston, capital size

and shape, well defined cap, nice breast col. ,
2

,
tar

grieve good big one. very inch breast col., fails

bloom to winner; 3, Wilson, a real stormer, rare b g

dense, black cap, nice wing bars; 4, Bell ; ... Ua!g«ish

« Hovle GItEENF. (7): 1, Brownlie and Cook, line

big Finch, grand subs., but spoiled with colour feed

:

2, ^Gentleman, clinker for size and shape grand

frontal nietty fed ; 3. Sykes, real stormer, nat. col.,

fine hold head and front, mighthave gone up, 4

Allan; 5, Weir; C, Dempster. LINNET, H.M. (t>) . l

ABERDEEN.
Annual exhibition of the Aberdeen Amalgamated

C.B.8 ., Mimic Hall Buildings, Dec. 18 and 19, under

the distinguished patronage of the Lord Frovost,

Magistrates and Town Council of the City of An r-

deen, also the Cinnamon C.C. Chairman Mr. John

Hector works very hard to make things work

einootiily, and lie ia_, weUnbacked ^up by the ^Vlice-

Prcsidents, Mosers. Wm. Rae, M Ilae and J. Sanill-

son. Mr. Wm. AlUson acted as Sec. and Treas..

and Mr. John Bryson Asst. Sec., and a large stall

of experienced fauelem formed the cormmtUf . I nc

entry was a grand one. no leas than /A the best

the Society has had for many a year, while quality

throughout was of the very highest, manyJitter.
|

exhibitors sending up grand teams. Nowich were

the outstanding feature. Mr: Wm. Aiiison gained

the N.P.C. medal for best Canary in show, also

Challenge Cup best young bird; Mr. E. Taylor, sp.

best British, with a lovely Black Rcdstert; Mr. 1.

Hay tor had a very race team of British, as^also air.

f Palmer; they were outstanding exhibits and

greatly admired, Mr. Robertson showed .some lovely

Foreign birds Which were well worth seeing. Mr.

James Smcaton, Musselburgh, and Mr. J.

Brechin, judged Norwich; and Mr. Wm. Bishop,

Stirling, the remainder, and their awards were well

rf (jp ived. , . ,

YELL.' CK. (13): 1, Mitchell, grand size, lovely

shape, good broad head, short and thick set, best

of eol., wins; 2, McLean, not the subs, of 1st, good

eol

only

capital

shape, in fare bloom, .,

FLIG. YELL. C1C. (7): 1 Nelson mkd. neck i are

-:»p. nuai and col., good' head and neck, rsooie,

fails head* fine cobby shape, nice feather, capital

short flights; 3, Maxwell, raroheadand neek.fine

eize rich col. and qual.; 4, Moffat, o, Craig, o,

Skinner. BUFF (8 ): 1, 3, Gardiner, cl. leading, o r:fat

size and subs., grand mealing, well staged, 3 fine

stamp, good bold head and front, well earned win B s,

2 Adam, good size and subs., flue col. and qiMl-. Al

wing carr.; 4, Clark; 5, Noble; 0, Grant. HEN (13)

•

1 4f Adam, fine size, rich col. and qua!., grand ’

nicely carried; 2, 5. Nelson, gem for shape, feather

and uual fine head and front; 3, Noble, el. yell.,

full of qual., fine short flightŷ

L

ta
jlu'

m
%y

X^7
Moff.t°Spitil ^ape%ood h?aI a°d frontal ' nicely

?eat^ed?t Stcdkft
8
.hade weak on bead good

shape and feather, lovely col. and qual.
, 3, CraiB ,

nice yell., capital shape, nice wings and tail, good

feather • 4 Gardiner. HEN (3) : 1
,
Gaidinei, g-m

shape, feather, and qual., grand head and neck, good

wing earn 1 .2 ,
.Moffat, looks a nice one, bit when

taking notes; 3, Skinner, shade small,

feather and bloom. SELLING
nice qual.,

1 2. Barrie ; 3,

A.O.V.
Murray • 4 Skinner; 5, Gardiner; 0, Nelson. A.O.V.

(3)
- i 2 Smith wing mkd., D.C. leading, <^pital

v5 ' • oiuiGii t,
t.hp small iade.

formation, neat centre, 2 C.B. hen on the small side« ^k3I^Y e

CKfw-t 4
C
'^r^^ g"

^S '

Si^°Jnd subs! fine length of’ side, but »
thought a bit lucky to beat 2nd, Smart, grand P

rmi and drive fine thickness through chest 3,

Clark capital buff pied, film shoulders, rare drive

HFN m- Young, buff pied, fair size, capital style

“nation. YO&KS. CK.. (3)

:

a,1<1

“lood flight's'"and tail,' stands well up

;

S0O4 bead and

breast, grand swagger, 3 yell.,

« of feaVher,

round as a bottle in rare bloom, clinking col. , -,

Hamilton, capital type, neat head and neck well

laid on wings, beaten col. only, 3 ,
Youn„, r“ul ”' ->

shape, beautiful type and qual., grand head neck and

hick fine- pipe tail ; 4 Dalgleish : 5, Johnston ,
o,

Watson. YELL. HEN (11)
:.

1. Smart, well-known

well drawn, good

i 3 Heggie, leader excels
V ’ rv \

winner gem*for shape, neatest of heads, just a little

open infing carr. to-day; 2, 3, H. Bennett, lovely

brae- 2 fine size and weight, inclined to be open at

wings 3 our choice lor second place, good type, well

rounded head and front, nice wing carr ; 4, Kitchen

,

4 S; 6 Patterson. BUFF (15); 1, Potts. go:d

head and neck, lovely qual. of feather nice wings,

inclined to stand too erect; 2, G. Bennett close up,

well rounded head, front and back, exquisite feather,

in rare bloom; 3, Rintoul, fine ?lzf Watson^
level col. well braced wings, neat tail . 4, W atson

,

6 Craig
;’

6.
Patterson. EVEN MKD.: 1 Hamilton

grandly balanced markings, fin© type and qual. oi

feather- 2, Patterson, sen., perfect markings, fails

i shade’ in type, nice bloom ; 3, 4, Johnstone, beaten

eve marks, capital type and qual., well braced

and markings, 2

fail’s "in "markings ; 3
,
'vv’Meon ,

on the small side, nice

col. and markings; 4, Stoddart ; o, A
.
lla“ >

FM (4): 1, McQuiston, extra >iood col. and lacing

fine whites ; 2, Hoyle, capital Linnet well defined

markings, sound col., a little unsteady . F «,
nice size, col., and markings. REDPOLL F.J1. (10)

.

1, Johnstone, capital size and col., well bM;. ->

Wilson, good one, fine col. and cond., looks like a

houee-moulted one; 3, Findlay grand one all over

for col. ami markings, might have fone-up

,

Lambie; 5, Brownlie-Cook ; b, Sykes. SISKIN, ETC.

flOi : 1 2 McQuiston, beautiful Siskin leading, capi-

tal cap and wing bars, 2 Twite, all there lor col.

and marking®, well staged, in grand bloom
;
3 Caleb r,

fails size to winner, but still a capital Siskin ,
4,

Allan ; 5, Johnstone ; 6 ,
Brownlie and Cook

BRAMBLE, ETC. (3): 1, Sykes,. capital Bramble, nice

spanning and col.; 2. Allan, Chaffinch, stormer lor

eize and eol., grand whites; 3, McQmstpn, another

capital Finch, rich col. and markings. BUNTING
(4); 1, McQuiston* grand Corn leading, capital cond. ,

2. missing; 3, Watson, extra good Yellowhammer,

capital V, well staged; 4, Cald-er. SOFTBILL,

S\1 \LL (2): 1. Watson, charming Redstart, in lovely

cond.. wins, and -no mistake ; 2, Smith, yellow Wag-

tail bit soft when taking notes. LARGE: 1, bjkes,

Cornish Chough, in splendid cond., moely staged ;

Smith, capital Waxwing, in rare bloom , 3 Blackie,

good Missel, nice markings and cond. A.O. Bllif.

( 2 ) : 1 Svkos, fine, big Hasvfinch, grand bib and: col.

,

2 Stoddart, another nice Hawfinch, gcc<1

FOR. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (4): 1, Craig, grand Bulif.

leading, rich crimson breast, good cap and wing

bars- 2 Nelson, Bulif., not size of leader, nice

in breast col.; 3, McKigen, Goldf nice size, capital

col. and cond.: 4, Dunemore. oMALL FGK. U) • G
Barrio LARGE (2): 1, Sykes, glossy Starling, an

old face, looking well, shining like satiri ;
Gardiner,

fine Parrot, in nice order. SELL. BKU. (J). *.

Sykes; 2, Bell; 3, Watson; 4, Nelson; o, Lambie; b,

Blackie.

HASTINGS & ST. LEONARDS C B S.

lGth Annual Show, November 17, Holy Trinity-

Parish Hall. Although the show this year was con-

fined to members', entries numbered over 300, con-

siderably over the total of the laot open show.

The success was mainly due to the untiring efiorta

of the lion, see.. Miss Irene Kirk-Bullock, and tlio

magnificent results achieved must have afforded hei

considerable pleasure. The proceeds were devoted

to the benefit of the Belgian Refugees, and tne

show wao to have been opened by H.R.H. the

Duchess of Vendome, Princess of Belgium. H.R.H.

having however, been called to Paris upon Led

Cross duties, the Mayoress of Hastings kindly per-

formed the ceremony, and was supported by the

Mayor (Councillor E. A. Hocking), and a very m-

»flueritial company, including a number ot wounded

Belgian officers and soldiero. Special winners were

:

Yorks Champ. Cup (outright), F. Wraight, who also

had the runner-up, besides winning the Kirk-Bullock

trophy fo-r best York.) unflighted. Cup best novice

Nor., G. Cramp; r.ov. Yorks, A. Walker; Nor. cup,

W. Ellis (outright) ;
cup best Brit, or Hyb., H.

Howick; best For., Dr. Lovell-Keay s. Other specials

were won as follows: Beet Hyb. and best among cup

. and qual.; 3, Hendry, much the type of winner,

ly fails in col.; 4, Ritchie ; 5, Kerr ; «, lay lor

BUFF (9) : 1, Robb, good size, bit flat on head, and

showing too much lashing, bit a ^ck bird,

2 Hendrv rare head, neck and chest, good shape,

nice Sol.;’ 3, Yeats, best of type, teeming with

qual., grand col. ; 4, AlUson tip-top col-, aad qual.

,

/> Black - 0, Calderwood. VAR. YELL. CK. (7). 1.

Allison, tremendous size, rare he^ and neck nice y

rounded body, good wing carr., hot fed; -.Colder

wood, var., A1 col. vid cond., not qwte so large

3, Ross and Duncan, good size and ., not a bad

one; 4, 5, Wilson; «, Hamptoji. BUFF QO). 1,

Allison, eyes and wing mark, grand size,
^

shape, good chest and back, neat wqngs and tail

9 Collie, A1 shape, good head and neck
,

3, Ken

,

var. nice size, very fine shape, good cci and cond.

4 Kennedy : 5, Hampton : C, Sandi-on. A I LU- “EN

(i): 13 ,
Allison; 1st cl., two nice exhibits we

turned out; 2, Maxwell, cl., best of type, col. and

qual ? 4. Sandison ; 5. Reid; 0 .
Kennedy. BUFF

(10): 1, Dunn, good type, teeming with qua!.

,

Hampton, lovely head and n
„
eck ’

( ,

f
ffne

t

?i?e’
no,,,! col s-plenjid cond.; 3, Maxwell, line size,

chest best If qua!., 4, Taylor; 5, Wilson: 0

Scott v AH YELL. HEN (7): 1, Ironside, mkd.

head,' beauty fol shape short and cobby rare size,

nice head and neck, full chest; _2, 4
;

Hendry ,
-n

excels in shape, A1 quaL and cond. , 3, ^
good size and col.; a, Yeats.; 6

,
Reid. VAR BGli

HEN (8): 1, Calderwood ,^va r. ,
Imst^ of^ ty^e

^
short« body;’beautiful father; neat head

Sandison^’ 3rd?
I

flne eiz? and shape good head an

d

neck- 4. llos® and Duncan; C, CTubb. UNFLIG

YELL. CK. (14) a grand class: 1, Mitchell; 1st,

nicely balanced, hot fed. good head ami neck short

and cobby ; 2nd, var., sweet qua!., rare cond., wclL

fed - 3 APi son, not quite the. subs, ot winner : 4

Adams’; t Hector; 6? Redd; No 7, Grewar, a good

one, could have been in first three. Bin 03). 1,

Wili, var., rare size and qual., good type and col.

.

2 ,
Strachan. gr., well up in sizeu„ m best 'of qual. and

cond. ; 3, Henry, nice shape, grand head Jieck-

irichned ’ to* ' cross wings at times ; 4, Allison ;

ATixiveU ta?
C
’w^f™p

8
in

V

rize,
q
?plemM head and

neck good col.; 4, Moffat; 5, Hendry; 6 ,
Camp-

Kpii BUFF (9)' 1 Grewar, almost gr., grand type,

“suSfandcomi: ; 2, Davidson, tkd. on head,

sweet qual., best of col., nice wing carr : 3. Will,

cl., good head and subs., Aleml. ;
4 lUUMl o,

Yeats 6 .
Rose and Duncan. NAT. CGL. 1 lll,. k

’ iiK.nn frrnnd size and qual. !
2, Grewar, true

BUFF (5): 1,

;cod head and

wings ;
jrw^om’uNEVEN CK. (11)/ T Hamilton,

mkd! head, eve, and wings, gem for type nch col

and qual., in' fine, bloom; 2, Rintoul, good head and

neck, well rounded front and back, nice markings,

close- up; 3 Wilson, mkd. eyes and right wing, fine

qual feather, good taper; 4. Brown; 5, Patterson

:

C Lumsden. HEN ( 8 ): 1, Rintoul, mkd. right eye

and wings, gem for type- and qual.. fine texture of

feather; 2, Ketchen, nov. medal winner, nice type,

good head and front, neat wings and tail; 3, o,

Crabb and Finiayson, mkd. both eyes, head, and
LlttU'J fAUU LHGnjw'z.., ;

,
- . 1 .

wings sweet size, and shape, lovely taper; 4 , latt>r-

6
,

Stirling. YELL. GR. OK (10): 1. 2, Thom-

son, clinkers, rich, grassy green leader wins on £id-
,

lacings, both in grand bloofn ; 3 ,
Lumsden, gem io, ,

type col., and lacings, fine round head, cleee up ; 4.

Johnstone: 5, Hamilton; C, Dodds. BUFF (11). 1.

member residents: Pair Canaries, W. Cox; pair

British F. Cornford ;
children’s pet, Master- Green-

grass : Ramsdcn's medai, R. Cragg. winners:

W’raioht Vcne-ss (2), Morris and Son, Olio, Pennells,

Mrs. "Slack. Walker, Mrs. Greengrass, Mrs. Norman,

Mrs. Crofts. Cramp, ReU, Howick, Dr. Keays, Lady

Webster, Mis-s Johnson. Mr. J. Robson judged.

The principal class winners were: YORKS..

Wraight, Walker, Venose, Howick, Slack, Morris and

Son, Miss Dawson, Grecngi>ss. NOR.. Ellis, Boi

m -11 Olle Pennells. NOV. YORKS.: Walker, Mrs.

Slack Mrs. Greengrass. NOR.: Airs. Crcfte, French,

Mrs. ’Norman, Turner, Cramp. Tidy, Mrs. Crofts,

West, Wilson. BORD. : Miss Vale A.O.V.: Cragg,

Olle BRIT.: RELF, Cragg. Howick, Morris and Son,

Venese, Relf, Pennells, Miss Dawson. MULES:
Howick, Olle. FOR.: Dr. Lovell-Keays Lady Web-

*tcr Miss Sturton-Johnson. NOR. TEAM. Ellis,

Pennells, Olle. YORKS.: Vencss. A.O.V.: Miss

Sturt-on-Johnson. NOR. PAIRS: Ellis, Pennells,

Cram YORKS.: Wraight, Morris and Son. A.O.V..

Dr?' Lovell-Keays. LOCAL CAN. : Cox. Mis* Bafley,

Butcher. BRIT.: Cornford, Mitch-eil

(3): 1, Allison, grand size and qu;

Nor. type, rare feather ; 3, Todd.

Campbell, mkd. eyes, grand chest,
r , j

neck lovelv wing carr. and cond. ; 2, Gordon, cr

nice size, col. and cond ; 3, Sandison good type and

mill 4 Scott; 5, Balneaves. YELL, HEN W- G

C amn’bel’l a cl., neatly moulded, nice size, col. and

feather •

-2, Reid, almost gr., grand size and cond.

3 Mitchell grand head and neck, good subs an I

qual : 4 Todd. BUFF (2): 1, Stewart, var.. broad

and full neck, best of qual., nice type,

C not quite so bold in front, A1 qual. and col.

CRFFN CK (C)- 1, Ross and Duncab, lovely fype,
GREKL and cond.; 2. Grewar. buff, good shape.

s? ssssnfcw %“

S ; !: SSAA ?** 0
'rS, rf

in nice trim • 2, Allison, grand shape and col. , 3.

Rae well up in size, neat head and neck grand

Wines and tail- 4, Will; 5, Reid; C. Robertson.

rar’e head, and

HFN ’
(5): 1 2 Allison, nice- hens, short and cobby

grand col.: V’&andison, cl., grand shape, nice lev

e

pn and cond.- 4, Cl.ubb ; 5. Forsyth. BUFF (9)

1 5

4

Will ;
1st, best of typo, nice head

?

nd
DI?k';

;

lst
C
1Xd

C
'sizTbot' fed/best of qual.;’

Fox.

Miss 'Plummer. CHILDREN’S: C. Green-

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., ot

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universal Carriers. Established 1S79.

Miss
MULES
grass.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE O.S.

Hth annual show, P.S.A. Rooms, Nov .28.^ Rollers

were a fine collection, staged in a s€Pa !;‘''
e

JS. Pye won sp. best unflig. Yorks. Mr. H. W. Battye

judged'ak^
following principal winners from cata-

logue sent by Mr. J. Whitehead, see.:—NCR.:

Foxall, Kelsaii; Maryland, Phillips, Storey, White-

head, Baron. Green. YORKS.: Green, Etchells, Har-

lev Pvt- iThiteiiead. A.O.V.: Marsland, KeUall.

MULE : ’Flowers. BRIT.: Stubbs, Phillips, Baron,

j
Pye. Flowers. Roller awards cot sent.

the poultry
WORLD. .
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2, Wilson, not quite so hold In front, grand col. amf
find. ; 3, 8, Rae

;
3rd, good wzc, col. and qual.

;

4, Macdonald. HEN ,4): I, Wilson, nice hen, grand

subs, and eol.; 2. 4, Clubb ;
2nd, well up in size,

best of col., good wing-, and tail; 3. Dick, lovely

qual. and cond. CKB8T CK. (h): 1, Hector, lovely

leather, nicely radiated, creHt of good ,*aze amf
droop- 2, 3 Main; 2nd, nice head and good length

of crott feather; 4, GraiJ
; 5, Todd; *; Connon,

HEN (fl): 1, Main, nice length of feather, good

cond.; 2, o, Knight; 2nd, good droop an/1 rilco

centre ; 3, 4, Grant, Al (size and subs. ; 5, Hector.

C.ll. CK. (5;: 1, Hector, fine entrance, well lashed,

grand bod-v, plenty feather; 2, 5, Grant, 2nd excels

in head nicely lashed, good subs, and size; 3, 4.

Knight. IIEN f«): 1, 2, Grant, good one*, rare

length of feather, well lashed, plenty subs.; 3, 4,

Main, good stock hens; 5, Hector; «, Connon.

PAIR ,’4): 1, Sandison, well balanced pair, both of

good size and subs.; 2, Todd, useful; 3, Rose and

Duncan; 4, Macdonald. BORD. YELL. CK. f3): 1,

Craig, lovely type and qual., feathered like boxwood,

Al cond.; 2, Crabb and Finlayson, a wee gem, grand

type and q-jal., moves well; 3, McLean, nice shape,

lovely qual., Al wings and tail. HEN fl): 1, Craig,

a true Border. BUFF CK. (2): 1, Gentleman, nice

mover, excellent carr, and qual. ; 2, Craig, fine type,

beautiful qual. and cond. HEN ( 1 ): L Craig, a
model well made, and lovely qual. YELL \ AR.
,-3): i' Strachan, nice type, good qua)., Al mover;

2, Crabb and Finlayson, grand col., best of qual.,

I free and jaunty; 3, Craig. BUFF (3): 1, C’raig,

gem, nice carr. and fine, tyjie, grand wing and tail

carr ; 2, Gentleman; 3, Ritchie. YORKS. YELL.
I (11)- 1 C’lunas, bright eol., well drawn and racy,

I slim and shapely ; 2, 3, Heggie, two nice exhibits,

straight as a pencil, Al col., fine length and cond.;

4 Bissct, not >o slim, good col. and feather ; 5, 0,

I Wilkinson. BUFF (8): 1, Heggie, lovely texture

of feather, rare length, neat all through; 2 .
WiP

I kinson, bright col., well drawn, good length; 3, 6,

Cluna-s; 3rd, grand qual. and cond., well on legs,

I Al col.
; 4, Bisset ; 5, Stewart. CIN'N. YELL. CK.

(7): l. Dormer, a stormer, great size. lovely polish,

eol. of the best, a grand bird
;

2, 0, Bentley ;
2nd,

not so rich in col., good eizc and qual.; 3, Wagstatr,

fine dense col., nice qual. of feather; 4, 5, A i.son.

The remainder of this report had not reached

us at time of going to press.—Editor.

ISLINGTON F.A.
24th annual show, Nov. 28. Mr. 1. Lacc-ohee won

cup with a good all-round cl. yell. Nor., and sp. bc6k

in show with another yell. Nor. in faultless cond.

Nov. cup, Lagdon. W. T. Amery ably carried out

duties of sec., and Geo. Wainwright acted as show

manager. Mr. Bamber judged, and gave entire satis-

faction. _ ,

YORKS.: 1, re.s, Neighbour; 2, 3, Laceohee. UN-
FLIG.: 1, Neighbour; 2, 3, Laecoliee. NOR. CL.: 1,

2 3 res, Laceohee. TKI). OR VAR.: 1, 2, 3, res,

Laceohee; vhe, Lagdon. NAT. COL.: 1, 2. 3, res,

Laceohee. HEN : 1 sp, 2, 3, res, Laceohee. UM LIG.

:

1 cup 2, 3, Laceohee; vile, Lagdon. CKEM : 1, 3,

res, Payne; 2, he, Laceohee. A.O.V. rfAV: L
Lucoohe-e; 2, Lagdon; 3, res, Neighbour. BIul.. l,

3 Neighbour; 2, Laecobee*— G. Wainwright.
’ OPENSHAW, GORTGtO C-B.S.
Annual show, Clubrooms, Alhambra Theatre,

Higher Openshaw, Nov. 21. Competition all round

was very keen, and there was a record entry of

91 birds. „ .

AMAT., YORKS. CK. : 1, 2, Green; 3, 4, Gilbert.

YORKS. HEN; 1, 2, Green; 3, 4, Gilbert. NOR.
CK 12 4, Peters; 3, Chilton. HEN : 1, Chilton;.

2 4, Peters; 3, Green. UNFLIG.: 1, 2, 4
,
Chilton;

3, Peters. YORK., YELL. CK.: 1, Dewar; 2,

Painter; 3, Beddall ; 4, Richards. BUFF: 1. Dewar;.

•2, 4, Beddall; 3, Painter. HEN : 1, 3, Richards; 2,

Dewar; 4, Wilkinson. UNFLIG.: 1, Beddall; 2, 3,

Dewar; 4 Richards. NOR. CK. : 1, 2, 4, Cain; 3,

Giles. HEN: 1, 3, Cain; 2, 4, Richards. UNFLIG.:
1 Cain; 2, 4, Richards.; 3, Giles. BORD.; 1, S, 3, 4,

Newton. BRIT.: 1, 4, Newton; 2, 3, Green. MULE:
13 4, Giles; 2, Richards—A. W. Newton, Hon. Sec,

derby c.b.s.
56th annual show, Nov. 28, Normanton Hotel. Over

°00 birds were staged. The society possesses some
excellent officials, Mr. F. II. Ilainsfcrd president, and

several well-known leading Derby gentlemen vice-

presidents, including hie Worship the Mayor (Coun.

J Hill), Coun. J. Newton, Messrs. J. G. Fox, W.
Stevenson, R. Theaker, and others. Challenge cup for

the best young Nor. was a varieg. yell, bred by J.

Sharman. Challenge cup Yorks., J. Pass. The gold-

centre -medal best col.-fed, J. II atts, with a clear

yell Nor. which would hold its own in any show-.

Mules and Brit, made a very fair show, some good

specimens being staged in excellent condition. xMr.

W Vardy (Notts.) judged in a very efficient man-

ner, and Mr. F. W. Jordan was in charge ol the-

secretarial duties.
,

From the press cutting sent by the hon see we

gather that the principal winners were YOUNG

:

NOR. CL. OR TKD.: Watts, Parnell, Morrell, Shar-

man Tongue, Jordan. YORKS.: Pass, Wood,

Cock’eram, Cockeram, Barton, York. A.O.V.: U'kin®,

MULE: Parnell, Mockeridge. NOV.: Jordan Mocke-

ricke. OLD: NOlt.: Tongue, Pegg, Watts, Bamsey,

Roberta, Oliver, Twells, Sharman. A.O.V.: Tongue,

Wilmot. MULES: Scanner, Parnell. BRIT.: Jordan,

Barton, Watts, Oliver, Bamsey, Seamer. YORKS...

CRYSTAL PALACE & PENGE C.B.S.
First annual show, Alexandra Hotel, Penge Nov.

11 The room, kindly lent for the occasion by the

treasurer, Air. Hutton, is a capital place for a show,,

with plenty of light, and all conveniences, the stag-i

ing was neatly arranged, and everything in good,

order. The collection was a varied one and com-

prised some good examples. Mr. Fttirinan won sp.

best unflig. with his tkd yell. cock. Although the

Norwich were not particularly numerous they were a

choice lot. Mr. Hutton won sp, for best in section,

with a grand yellow of fine substance The secre-

tary Air Legge, was unable to attend through busi-

ne-se pressure, but Messrs. Hutton, Fryett Cory, and

Britton managed affairs admirably. There was a

capital attendance. Air. H. Norman judged

NOR. YELL.: 1. Hutton. BUFF : 1 ,
Hutton.

4 0V • 1 2, 4, Whiffen; 3, Halhead. HEN. 1, J,
Whiffen.

’ UNFLIG.: 1, 2, 3, Whiffen ; 4, vhc, he,

Legge ;
c, Halhead. YORKS, YELL. CK. : 1, Foxen ;

2, [-’airman ; 3, Hutton. BUFF: 1. F“.i ; 2, Hut-

ton. HEN: 1, 3. Foxen; 2, t airman. UNFLIG.. 1, A.

Poindestre; 3, Uffindell. BUFF: l,c

Last; 3 Fryett; vhc, Rogers; he, Powell HEN . 1, 4,

Poindestre ; 2, Last; 3, Fryett; vhc, Rogers, he,

Powell. UNFLIG. : 1, 3, Poindestre ; 2, he Powell j

4, Humphries ;
vhc, c, Fryett. BORD., YELL. CK.

.

1 ,
Rev Soames. BUFF: 1,

Rev._Soames. nov..

BORD.,
” ”

MULE

:

phries.
Cory

;

Hutton

;

REDPOLL,
„ee AO. HARDBILL: r, nc, c, w».j, •

rS; 4 Rev. Soames. SOFTBILL: 1, Stone. FOR.J

1
, 2, 3, 4 ,

Guiles-s. GIFT: 1, 2, Cory.
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CLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may he had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Abertillery C.B.S.-Jan. 2, The Prince of Wales’
Hotel, 6.30. Special meeting; very important.—H.
H. Mortimer.
Accrington C.B.S.—Jan. 7, Crown Hotel, 8. Date

for distribution of prizes and specials.—D. Harwood
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—Jan. 5, St.

Thomas Old Schoolroom, Entrance Chapel St., 8.
Final arrangements for show; nomination of officers
for 1915.— J. Spencer.
Ashton, Denton and Hyde Amal Jan. 2, P.S.A.

Rooms, Albion Street; 8. Entries for show • Jan 4
Amalgamation meeting.—J. Whitehead.
Barnet F. and F.S.—Jan. 8, Co operative Stores, 8.

Election of officers, etc. ; very important.— J. Cart-
wright.
Brandon Colliery C.B.S.-Jan. 2, Social Club, 7.

Open ehow and other important bus. Last meeting
until the show.—G. Heed.
Blaydon C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Co op. Library, 7.30. Mem-

bers' prize-money, etc.; fanciers invited.—G. Havver.
Bradford East O.S.—Jan. 5, Park Chapel Schools,

New Cross Street, 8. Discussion introduced by Mr.
H. Hill; final arrangements for annual social and
prize distribution.—W. Cruise.
Burnley O.S.—Jan. C, Star Inn, Church Street, 7.30.

Important business; suggested amalgamation of the
Fancy and general discussion on the subject.—T.
Chadwick.
Crewe O.S.—Jan. 5, Burton Hotel, 8. Continuation

of discussion at last meeting.—N. L. Croft.
Clitheroe C.B.S.—Jan. 4, Bennett's Tea Room, 8.

-“-J. Southworth.
City of Bradford O.S.—Jan. 2, Flying Dutchman 8.

Election of officers for 1010; subs, due.—W. He’lli-
well.

City of Birmingham C B.S.—Jan. 6, Crown Hotel,
Hill Street, 8.30. Election of officers.—J. H. Jones.
Codnor Park, Eastwood and Ilkeston C.B.S Jan.

2, Erewash Hotel. Langley Mill, 7. To settle up
show business; will all members bring in ticket-
money?—Siddown, Smith and Lees.
Clapham C.B A.- Jan. 5, 8. Annual general meet-

ing.—T. J. Hose.
Darlington C.B.S—Jan. 6, George Hotel, 7.30. Elec-

tion of officers and other bus.—H. Todd.
Doncaster C.B.S.—Jan. 2, Black Bull, 7. Final

arrangements for open show.—G. Hunt.
Eccleshill C.B. A. —Jan. 2, Fountain Inn, 8. Ar-

ranging prize distribution, etc.; result of competi-
tion 1914, and prizes for same, etc.—S. Wilcock.
Ct. Horton Good Intent O.S.—Jan. 2, Grange Con-

gregational Schools, All Saints Road. Members’
show, birds staged 2.30; judge, Mr. J. Hartley (Bing-
ley).—A. Firth.

Halifax C.B.S.—Jan. 7, Trafalgar Inn, King
Cross, Halifax, 8. Annual members' show; specials,
etc.—A. Sutcliffe.

Haltwhistle C.B.S.—Jan. 7, Mr. J. Nicholson’s, 8.

To consider holding annual open show.—W. Tallan-
tyre.
Houghton-le-Spring C.B.S.—Jan. 2, Queen’s Head

Inn, 7. Balance-sheet, prize-money paid, election
of officers for 1915, and other important bus.; in-
tending members invited.— It. H. Dixon.

Hull C.B.S.—Jan. 4. Oddfellows Hall. 7.45. Annual
meeting, balance-sheet, election of officers and other
important bus.—W. I’urnandiz.
Hyson Green C.B.S.—Jan. 5, Headquarters, 8. Bal-

ance-sheet, election of officers.—A. E. Moult.
Huddersfield O.S.—Jan. 4, Headquarters, 8.—A.

Lawford.
Idle C.B.S.—Jan. C. White Bear Inn, 8. Ceneral

meeting, election of officers business important.—C'.

E. Hylton.
Islington F.A.—Jan. 4. Headquarters, 8.30. General

"business.—W. T. Amery.
Laisterdyke, Bowling and Tong Combination.—Jan.

2, Hand and Shuttle Inn. Dudley Hill. Final
show; judge, Mr. H. Sutcliffe.—J. E. Hudson.

Larkhatl C.B. A.—Jan. 0, Y.M. Halls, 6. Table
show: F.M. Greenf., F.M. Linnet; judging competi-
tion.—A. Thomson.
Leeds C.B.S.—Jan. 2, Lockhart’s, Briggate, next

door to Hope Bros., 7.30. Election of officers, ar-

rangements for prize distribution.'—E. Norton.

Leeds Roller C.C—Jan. 9, Lockhart’s, Briggate, 8.

licit
^ £h°W

’ annual m°eting after show.— H.

Leicester C.B.S.—Jan. 6, Hare and Pheasant 8.30.
.Nor. fairs, open and novice; A.O.Y. Gan., open
and novice; Greenf., H.M.; Bramble or Chaffinch,H.M.—J. Hard battle.

Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.-Jan. 5, White
J L” cct|on of officers.—A. Freestone.

Leigh C.B.S.—Jan. 6, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Annual
general meeting, election of ofllccrs, and other very
important items.—R. Charleeon.
Liverpool Amal. C.B.S.-Jan. 1 and 2, St. Andrews

Parochial flail, Litherland. 9th annual show; judges
Messrs. Cowgill and Houlton.—A. E. Huyton.

Llanelly C.B.S.—Jan. 2, Greyhound Hotel, 7.C0.
Important show matters.— D. John.
London Federation of C.B.S.-Jan. 8, 8. Annual

general meeting ; a good muster of delegates re-
quested.—J„ C. Birch.
Long Eaton C.B.§.—Jan. 2, Sawley Road Council

Schools, 7 and 7.30. Annual general meeting and
election of officers for 1915.—Geo. Baines.
Laisterdyke B.F.A.—.Tan. 6, Railway Hotel, 8.

General meeting; election of officers, nomination of
judges for Union, 1915-16, balance sheet ready—W.
U. Symes.
Manchester and N. Counties O.S Jan. 4, Deans-

gate Hotel, 8. Specials, etc., for January show and
election of officers for 1915.—F. Wilkinson.
Manningham C.B. A.—Jan. 2, Headquarters, 8.

Election of officers for 1915, and passing of annual
report.—H. Grange.
Middlesbro and Teeside C.B.S. — Jan. 2, Crown

Hotel, 7. General meeting.—J. Swinsco.
Nelson, Colne C.B.S.—Jan. 5, 117, Every Street, 8.

Show report, election of officers, etc.—D. Watts.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.S.-Jan. 7, Shields Cafe,

Bigg Market, 7.30. Receive nominations for officials
1915; cash for tickets late show, Lord Mayor's Fund.—J. W. Reed.
New Cross C.B.S—Jan. 7, 126, Lee Road, Lee

Green, S.E., 8. Annual general meeting; important
bu.->.—Burton Bros.
Northern Border and S.F.C.C. — Jan. 6, Pillars

Cafe, 8. Question night.—M. C. Potts.
North Manchester C.B.S,—Jan. 5, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, S. Balance-sheet for 1914, and other
business; members and friends please attend.—A.
Colley.
Queensbury C.B.S.-Jan. 7, Granby Hotel, 7.S0.

Annual general : election of officers.—W. Juggcr.
Radcliffe C.B.S.—Jan. C, Waring* Dining Rooms, 8.

Minutes of last meeting and balance-sheet flor

show.—G. Lord.
Rotherham C.B.S.-Jan. 2, Mail Coach Inn. 8.

Schedules for show ; all friends cordially invited.—
Taylor and Dransfield.
Runcorn B.B.A.—Jan. 8, Headquarters, Old Cocoa

Rooms, 7.30. Llection of officers for 1915. — E.
Rone.

Sheffield C.B.S.—Jan. 8, Wentworth Cafe, 8. Pair-
ing competition; suggestions for 1915 syllabus; mem-
bers note meeting L on Friday, not Thursday.—A.
Hobson.
Sittingboume C.B.S.—Jan. 4, Headquarters, 8. Fix-

ing dates of monthly shows and finishing up of
annual show.—T. Monday.

S. E. London F. and F.A.—Jan. 4, 71, Albany Road,
Old Kent Road, 7.S0. Annual general meeting, bal-
ance-sheet for 1914, election of officers and judges
for 1915.—R. Jackson.
South Moor C.B.S.-Jan. 1, Mr. Oxley's Hotel, 6.

Balance-sheet and prize-money.—G. F. Bates.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.—Jan. 7, Wharf Hotel, 8.

—

G. Mitchell.
Spen Valley C.B.S.—Jail. 4. Commercial Hotel, 8.

Arrangement for annual meeting and prize distribu-
tion; results) of competitions, cte.—S. B. Grayshon.
Stratford and E. London F.S Jan. 7, G.E. Mech-

anics’ Institute, Stratford New Town. Annual show,
over 50 cups and specials, prize-money paid same
day; staged by 12.3u, open 4; judge, Mr. B. S.

Forse; entries Monday.— A. Wasey.
Sunderland C.B. A. — Jan. 2, Headquarters, 7.30.

Show business, specials, etc. ;
tickets

;
remainder of

show officials.—J. Peacock.
Wallasey C.B.S. — Jan. 7, Fairham Inst., Sea

View Road, 8. Annual general meeting and election

of officers; entries for pair show, Jan. 9.—G. Ben-
son.
Wolverhampton C.B.S.-Jan. 7, Duke of York,

Princess Street, 8.15. To complete arrangements for

our inter-club show, Jan. 23.—Wm. Harrison.

(questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND BIFFICULTISS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES SEE ISSUE OF DEC. 19.

CANAHY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

DIFFICULTY IN SWALLOWING (K.HE.).—The
apparent difficulty in swallowing which you mention
is rather unusual in Canaries, and I would strongly
advise you, in the event of either of these birds
dying, to send the body to our Mr. Yates for a post-
mortem in order to asoertain beyond doubt whether
there is any contagious element in it or not. I am,
however, rather inclined to think that it is an attack
of acute bronchitis. You would do well to bear
in mind what I am constantly reiterating here, that
it is quite useless giving a bird drugs and nostrums
to cure any ailment without first of all removing
the exciting causes of the condition ae far as
possible. Keep the affected birds in a fairly warm
place, not necessarily overheated, but quite free
from cold direct draughts, or overheated air, and
fairly equable in temperature'. Then try the follow-
ing : In addition to the staple seed diet give a mor-
sel of bread and milk with two drops of cod liver

oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with soft sugar
every second day for a fortnight or so, and on the
alternate days give a morsel of banana. In the
drinking water add five drops each of oxymel of
squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of tolu and
sweet spirit of nitre, every second day for a fort-
night. If not well in that time, write again, and
repeat particulars, referring to this replv.
BIRDS TAKING COLDS (Nor’-West).—In birds,

as in humans or any other class of animals, in-

dividuals vary in their powers to resist colds, or
disease in any form, and possibly the birds you
have found susceptible to colds are j not those in-

dividuals which have a low power of resistance. They
might possibly have been birds that had been bred
and reared in a warmer room than yours, and
thereby rendered abnormally sensitive to cold. In
any case you do not seem to have had a large
number of these specimens, and by refraining from
breeding with any that are very susceptible in this
way, you should very soon succeed in building up
a strain that have as perfect a resistance as can
reasonably be hoped for. To treat those that are
affected, keep them for a time in the cosiest part
of your room

;
give a morsel of bread and milk

with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with soft tiugar, and add to the drinking
water the same mixture as, you will see advised to
“K.H.E.” in this issue. Treat thus daily for a
week or so, which should suffice to set matters right
if commenced at once, as soon as a bird is seen to
be effected.
SEED SAMPLES (Brierley).—No. 1 specimen, in

tin box, is sold variously as “real German rape” and
as Cole seed. Its effect on birds is rather more
relaxing than good matured summer rape, but it

is otherwise a very good and w'holesome seed for

cage birds. The sample sent is a very good one
and might quite safely be used as a staple food

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7 c/.)

; House’s “Canary Manual’’ (1/2);
Ballye’s “ Yorkshire Canuries ”

( 1 /

1

J ) ;
House's “Nor-

wich Canaries’’ (1/1); Weston's “Stock Boole” (7c/.);

l)r. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever’’ (7c/.) ; Norman's
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3) ; Ramsden’s
“Colour feeding” (3 Id.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell ” booklets (2 \d. each):
No. 5 “The Vet Canary,” No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Roller,” No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,’’ No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street,
London, F. .C

.

for good Rollers in the proportion of one part (by
measure) to two parts canary. The rape mixed with
the canary is rather small, but otherwise a very
good sample of summer rape, though it will be ail

the better for a little more maturity. It is, how-
ever, in good condition for present use, and may
be employed in the same proportions as named
above. The canary is of very fair size, plump, and
of excellent all-round quality.
HEAVY BREATHING AND MOIST PLUMAGE

(G .W.T.).—The wheeziness and heavy breathing ip
not an uncommon thing in Canaries kept in
draughty or damp places, but I am afraid I can-
not understand the cause of the plumage always
appealing moist, if, as you say, the birds are kept
Sn a dry situation. There must be some external
cause for such dampness of the plumage. A bird
does not perspire—or “sweat”—you know. Does it

happen to be your habit to give the bath in the
evening’ If so, I should suspect this to be the
cause of the damp feathers, and you should either
give it early in the day, or not at all in this sort
of weather, and whilst the days are so short. If
this surmise is not correct, see that the birds are
kept in a fairly comfortable place and be sure that
it is really free from damp and is not exposed to
steam or other means of depositing moisture from
any. source. In addition to this treat the same as
advised to “K.H.E.” in this issue, for a fortnight,
and if not well in that time write again and repeat
particulars, and also say whether the moist plumage
is in any way connected with diarrhoea. Treat the
Norwich cock the same as the Border hen.
DIRTY NOSTRILS (R. D. W.).—I take it that

the soiled appearance about the nostrils is nothing
more than the accumulation of dust and dirt which
would be attracted by the short feathers in that
region when they were more or less moist. In
that case all that you need do now is to wash that
part with a little warm water in which you have
dissolved a pinch of borax. Get a small camel-hair
brush with a head about ad far round as an ordin-
ary lead pencil, and a piece of good soap. Wet the
brush and moisten the feathers around the nostrils,
then Work it on the soap until it is well filled with
lather, then brush well across the base of the beak,
from side to side, until the soiled appearance is

quite gone, then rinse it well in a saucer of warm
water only to remove all trace of the soap. Absorb
surplus moisture with a bit of old linen, and re-
turn bird to its cage. There will be no necessity*
to dry the bird before a fire. Y’ou need not worry
about a littie of the soapy water getting into the
beak during the process.

BRITISH BIRDS,
2YIUI.ES AND HYBRIDS.

Answered by H. NORMAN.
SIBERIAN BULLFINCH WHEEZING (Beat!)).—

Your present treatment appears to me to be quite
the correct one, but this should have been done
earlier, in fact when the first symptoms of the cold
appeared. Your outside building in probably a
trifle damp which would not improve matters. I
find from experience that all birds can stand a good
deal of cold, hut dampness soon tells upon the
most hardy, especially when kept in small cages.
You cannot do better than continue your present
treatment, but 1 would advise you to examine the
bird and note his condition. It is just possible
that he is far too fat, which would not improve
his breathing; if this is the case, give him a couple
of doses of sulphate of soda, missing two days be-
tween each dose. I think a little soaked seed
would be beneficial to him just now. Flease note
that queries to different departments should be
cent on separate slips of paper. See Mr. Rage’s
column for your Mynahf answer.
GREENFINCH BARE OF FEATHERS (Bacup).-

Either your Greenfinch is troubled with insects which
eat away the feathers, particularly round the neck,
or you are feeding him improperly. Unfortunately
you do not say how you are treating him, or I

might have been able to point out your error in

diet. First of all examine the bird carefully, blow-

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houlton's great work, “Cage-Bird
Hybrids’’ (7/C); Norman’s “British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Fart 1

"
llardbills” (1/1), Part 2

“
Softbills

”

(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke’s “Septic or Bird
Fever" (7d.);

“
Colour-feeding ” (3jd.) ; or the "Nut-

shell’’ booklets (21d. each); No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2,

’’ Linnet,’’ No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 “Bullfinch,” No. 13
“ Chaffinch,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin,
Redpoll, and Twite,’’ No. 25 “Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, K.C.

ing up the feathers underneath and note if there
are any signs of small black insects. If so you
must get rid of them by handwashing the bird and
placing him in a thoroughly clean cage, and hang-
ing it in a position quite removed from the old
one or they will get back tp him. If you are un-
able to wash him dust well with fresh insect powder,
and roll him for ten minutes in a strip of cloth,
repeating the operation every three days until he is
clear. If he has no insects you must make a
complete change in his diet, but before doing so
give as much glauber salts as will cover a six-
pence dissolved in two tablespoonsful of water. For
the present make up a mixture of equal parts of
canary, rape, and teazle, and feed him upon this
witii a little fresh green food or piece of sweet
apple. Just smear the bare places with a little
fresh lard. I would advise you to send to our
office for the Nutshell booklet on the Greenfinch,
this would give you full advice upon your future
treatment.
LINNET ILL (F. Facer).—By what you say in

your letter I should think you are keeping your
Linnet far too warm. Such a hardy bird should
be hung in quite a cool airy position with plenty
of light. You had better thoroughly scrub his
cage and examine him for insects as advised to
“ Bacup,” also treat him in the same way as re-
gards medicine. In addition to the seed you are
now giving him soak a spoonful of rape and teazle,
and give him a little daily in a separate vessel.
When you are unable to obtain green food for him
you can give a little sprouted seed

; put some
rape into a shallow pan and keep damp in a warm
place, it will 60on commence to sprout, when a
cube of it can be cut out and offered to the bird.
After he has had the medicine, wait three days,
and then give six drops of syrup of rhubarb
in two tableepoonsful of water; an occasional dose
of this should assist in keeping him in health.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

REARING RIBBON FINCHES (S.S.).— I do not
think you need trouble much about the other crowd
of birds. I have had many Ribbon Finches reared
on seed and greenfood alone, but, of course, being
out of doors in my case the parents would catch
many flies and other insects. Keep a small tin of
dried ants’ eggs in the aviary, and another of some
good make of insectile mixture (soft food). I do
not think the other species will levy much toll on
either of these foods unless they should also be
feeding young. I must, however, warn you that
Ribbon Finches are most , erratic in their breeding
results; some pairs will not feed at all. My birds
are all mixed, and seed, insectile mixture, ants’
eggs, greenfood, etc., are all supplied (the supplies
are continuous), and they have usually done well.
At the same time, I know many skilled aviculturists
who keep them in their mixed aviaries and seldom
have much luck with them. Scatter some of the
ants’ eggs about on aviary floor, the foraging for
them will be good for the parent birds.
WHITE COCKATOO (J.S.K.).-Give this bird ripe

fruit daily, such as apple, banana, etc. ; in fact, any
that it will take. Also give it a piece of slightly
moistened bread, biscuit, or anything similar it is

accustomed to, well dusting it with flour of sulphur;
supply this also daily. If the bird will permit you
to handle it, lightly anoint the bald area with clean
vaseline occasionally, but you must not use suffi-

cient to run among and grease the surrounding plum-
age. Once a week put one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s
magnesia in the drinking water, and on the other
days put half a teaspoonful of syrup of hypo-
phosphates in the drinking water, supplying clean
water once a week. Give it a few nuts daily, in-

cluding Brazil nuts, but one of the latter per diem
should be sufficient. However well the bird appears,
the lack of feather production is the result of weak-
ness, and you will have to build the bird up a little.

Keep it in a fairly warm room, out of draught, but
yet where it will get light and air.

INDIAN MYNAH (Beath).—There is no royal
road to teach it to talk. A method that succeeds
with one bird does not accomplish the same object
with another. Try the constant repetition of a word
or short sentence when the bird is reposeful; you’ll

soon be able to tell if it is listening. Then when-
ever you are feeding it talk to it quietly, yet dis-

tinctly, and also, if convenient, keep it in your liv-

ing room, where it will get plenty of company, and
can see and hear for itself apart from direct teach-
ing ; more often accrues from the latter than much
painstaking teaching, but this, of course, must not
be neglected. I have found ‘the word “Mynah” to

be one of the most easily acquired. There are very
few individuals which do not utter this word dis-

tinctly. As regards its chance on the bench, it often
scores in London, but it largely depends on the
classification. If there is only one class for softbills

and the entry is good, it frequently happens that a

more gorgeously apparelled bird scores, other things,

condition, etc., being equal.
PARROT (Jack).—The seed mixture alone is not

sufficient, but I am rather in a difficulty, as you do

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”
( 1 / 1 J ) ;

Arthur’s “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels’’ (Gd.);

Arthur's ” Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7</.) ;

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) “Colour-feeding ”

(3jd.) ; or the
"Nutshell” booklets (21 d. each); No. 0 “Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them,’’ No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats," No. 17

“
The. Grey Parrot," No.

IS “Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin," .No. 20

“Tra.rldHs." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

not toll me what the species is, and the featheTS en-
closed are not sufficiently distinctive to enable me
to pick it out. Generally speaking, the staple
dietary will be the- seed mixture, but ripe fruit, nuts,
cruets of bread, pieces of biscuit or plain cake
should also be given fairly regularly to vary the
dietary. Also grit (not sand), euttlebone, and water
are daily essentials. Vary the diet as above, and
put one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the
drinking water once a week. On the other days put
half a teaspoonful of syrup of hypophosphatee in the
water, appl.vTflg clear water once a week. Treat it

so for a month or more, and then report progress.
I opine the trouble is but temporary.

Use our Motepaper

GENERAL.
Answered by THE EDITOR.

H. Willerton.—(1) It is entirely within the power
of a judge to “ wrong class ” any bird for any
reason which seems to him sufficient; the com-
mitteo has no voice in the matter. (2) The
wording “ Self or Broken Cinnamon ” is rather pecu-
liar, and under it any bird with even the faintest
cinnamon mark on it could claim to compete. It

is “ broken,” is it not? If it were intended to con-
fine the class to heavily-variegated birds, this latter

descriptive term should have been used. As a fact,

quite a number of fanciers’ terms are capable of
having two. or more, meanings argued into them,
and committees cannot be too precise in the word-
ing of the classes.

Robert Stewart.—The bird you describe is the
Tree Sparrow (Passer montanus). You evidently
did not notice the letter concerning this species,

which appeared on page 330 of our issue for Dec. 19.

POST MORTBMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. each bird; for reply
direct, 2s. 6d.: analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must he sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will he thrown away, and if

t foe is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

” Crest Bred.”—Death occurred from muco-en-
tcritis.

Mr. W, Peel, Schofield.—Fatty degeneration of the
liver to a very advanced degree. In spite of thi3
its general condition was very pood.

11 Kiicolnian.”—Inflammation of the howels due to
poisonous or irritant material partaken of in the
food.
A deader of "Cage Birds,” Colwyn Bay.—Canary

died as the result of apoplexy of the lungs, that is

the rupture of a small blood vessel following con-
gestion of the lungs, and induced by circulatory
depression arising from cold.

Ocean Wave.—Beth birds succumbed to pneumonia,
a condition quite in keeping with the adverse wea-
ther conditions recently experienced.
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BANC AT THE TOP
and still pegging away. My Yorkshires have won

oven 50 first prizes this season, aiwl a large num-

ber of specials, including cup for b«»t in show at

Bradford National. My winnings for years cannot

bo approached by any others. If you want to bo

In the winners another season, try ono of my
matched pairs at 20 /•,, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 60/-, CO/-,

SO/- per pair; sure to give satisfaction; also some

really good pairs at 8/0, 10/0, 12/6, 15/- per pair;

odd cocks or hens in proportion. Como and see

them for yourself, or 1 will send any on approval

at my risk for seven days; either cash or deposit;

a choico selection of show birds for disposal, in-

cluding several recent winners, reasonable
;

state

wants; L. Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, Shann-st„

Bolton Woods, Bradford. (1947)

PURE-BRED YORKSHIRES
Direct from our noted strain; yellows or buffs;

cocks, «/-, 7/-, .8/-, 10/-, 12/-, to 30/- each; hens, same
strain, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/0 to 10/- each: show cages, 2/-

each: Sandiford’s, Canary Breeder, Preston; and 89,

Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

JOE HARROP’S
You cannot do better if in want of hirds of high

Origin, good quality, length, type, and position. I

Recommend this strain as fit for any fancier.

Keep this in mind, and if requiring a Yorkshire

Send at once and I will satisfy your depijes.

Hens 10/- upwards; cocks, 20/- upwards; pairs pro-

portionate: 17, Waller -rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (1910)

Still at the Front
CONSTANCY IN BREEDINC WINNERS

Messrs. Bingham and Furness, who won the Sheffield

C.B.S. Challenge Cup 1907, 1909, 1913 and 1914, also

the Walkley Cup 1913 and 1914, every bird our own
breeding, have the following grand lot for disposal

:

Clinking yellow cock, 35/-; another charmer, 32/0;
wing ticked yellow, 25/-; a brace of beautiful buff

cocks 30/- each, and a few topping hens from 10/- to

20/- eac.h ;
pairs in proportion : inspection invited ;

0

days' approval; cash or deposit: 31, Nightingale-st.,

Darnall, Sheffield.

DO THE FOLLOWING INTEREST YOU ?
Exhibition and singing Mules, light and dark, Gold-

flnch, Greenfinch, Linnet, also choice and reliable

muling, 2/0, 3/0, 6/-; cage 3d.: Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.

DARK Greenfinch Mule, second at Leyton, 15/-;

dark Goldfinch Mule, a winner, 15/-; alto some nico

dark Goldfinch Mules from 10/- ; these are bred from

parents that have won on the show bench: M. A.

Ballard, 797, Romford-rd., Manor PaTk, Essex. (1905)

TIME, trouble, and money saved! Upon re-

ceipt of Id. stamp, we will send you post free one

dozen advertisement forms, and one dozen addressed

envelopes. To the regular advertiser— and it is the

regular advertiser that makes money,—these will he

very useful : The Advertisement Manager, Cage
Birds.” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

LARGE light Goldfinch-Canary cock, marked inner

wings and head, 45/-; buff light Muling Canary, ring

2037, bred from mother of above Mule, with hen

Siskin, which bred, and reared Mules 1914, 23/-; also

light Muling yellow hen Canary, 25/-; .sister, buff,

22/-; buff cock Canary, same strain, 20/-; nothing

can be got more reliable than the above; English

Goldie, 8/-; Redpoll, 8/-; both breeders: John
Hector, 11, Polmuir-rd., Aberdeen. (1908)

50 PURE-BRED SIB. HENS
guaranteed to breed Mules, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, and 7/0 each

:

Sandiford’s, Canary Breeder, Preston ;
also 89, Sclatcr

St.,. Shoreditch, London.

FOREIGN BIRDS.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Orgen-rd., London ;

telephone 54411

Wall; telegraphic addyess, Oiseaux, London. Adult

breeding Budgerigars, 6/- pair; yellows, 8/-; Bybia,

full song, 18/-; Siberian Roscfineh, 10/-; some
rather rough plumage, 4/- each; tame talking Rock
Mynab, 25/-; White Javas, 8/- pair; Troupial, 15/-;

African Rock Bunting, 10/-; Bearded Reedlings,

7/0 pair; hen Zebra Finch, 4/-; Hawk, 2/0; hen
Canaries, 2/- each; 12/- dozen; price lists.

JOHN D. HAMLYN
A few choice Ruficauda Finches, 25/0 pair; 3 cock

red Siskins, 20/0 each; 1 hen Red Siskin, 20/0; 10

Jacarine Finches, very interesting, 20/0 pair ;
Indigo

Blues cock 15/0, hens 15/0; American Nonpareils,

cocks’ 20/0, hens 20/6; Virginian Nightingale, 25/0;

cock Red Gouldian, 20/0; Indian cock singing Shamah,
magnificent bird, 35/0; Indian Golden-fronted Fruit-

sucker, 30/0; hen Pennant 35/6; cock Rosella, 20,6;

CeTam Lory, 40/6; pair Cuban Finches, 20/6; Talking

Cockatoo, 30/6'; usual small birds; best selection in

Great Britain. Telephone 6341 Avenue: John Ham-
lyn, 221, St. Georges-st., London Docks, East.

VARIOUS BIRDS.

Various Canaries.

WANTED Canaries: Pearson, Greenwich. (1970)

CRESTS and Crestbreds, cocks from 8. 0, hens 5/-

;

songsters, cocks 7/-, hens 3/-: Irving, 01, Cecil-

avenue, Enfield. (1903)

TWO pairs Yorkshires, 14/-; 2 Roller cocks 10 -
;

14

hen.s. 172 each; offers: Mathers, 30, Wellfield-riL,

Preston, Lancashire. (1905)

REAL bargains, overstocked, 2 clear buffs, 2 ticked,

1 clear yellow, aU cocks, show specimens, standard

length, feathered like wax, 15.- each; deposit with

Editor: Olive Plumber, SiUingbourne. (1905)

so WES, champion, singing, breeding, exhibition

Canaries, Boiders, Yorkshires, Norwich. Rollers;

rucks only 7/0, 8/6, 10 '6, 12,0, 15/-, 20/-: best

obtainable: B. Soanes, 92, Bevan-st., Lowestoft.
(1970)

THREE Norwich buff cocks, 1 yellow, 7 6 each,

worth double; 5 Roller hens, 2/- each: Crest-bred

hen, 5/-; all unflighted; cold-room bred: best of

health and condition; approval; deposit: James,

Holly Villas, Granley-rd., Cheltenl-'-n. (1904)

SPECIAL SONGSTERS
By Pure-bred Norwich, Yorkshires. Borders, Rollers,

Mules, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; cages, 3d.; approval.—W.
RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.
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5/0, 6/-, 7/0, S/0, 10/- ; all guaranteed cceks

;
liens, 3/-,

4/-, 5/-: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston; and 89,

Sclater-st.. Shoreditch, London.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
MULES wanted: Pearson, Greenwich. (1970)

FOR sale, 7 hen Mules, will take 7/- let: Rowley
Elston, Crediton. (I960)

COOK Goldfinch-Bullfinch Hybrid, 1914, 30'-: Wil-

liams, Eye-lane, Luston, Leominster. (1960)

If.M. Cheveral Goldfinch, bred Mules, Sib hen 15'-,

cock Mules, Goldfinch song, 8/6: Walker, 0, Lambert-
terr., Aberdare, S. Wales. (1905)

LARGE young Grcenie Mule, 1st ami 2nd prize-

winner, 20/-; also large Greenie, winner, 12/0:

Thomas sharp, Ashflcld, Uphall. (T950)

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for

show or song, prices low; easy payments taken; ap-

proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1352)

WANTED, Goldie, Mule, pure song, exchange yellow

fed cock, Vardy’a, and show cage
;
exchange buff

cock; wanted, tyre ami tube: Cook, Pembridge.
(1901)

WILL sell 5 Dark Goldfinch Mules, two yellows, 3

buff cocks; also 5-pointed Light Mule, from 0/6 to

20/- each, approval: Taylor, 59, Chapel-st., I.eigh,

Lancs. (1957)

WANTED, cock Mules, on full song, in exchange
for high-class stock or exhibition Norwich Plain-

heads, mutual approval: Cooper, 29, Junction-rd.,

Norwich. (1909)

THREE cock Goldfinch Mules, 3/- each; five Nor-
wich cock Canaries, 3/- each ; two hens 1,9 each,

three, cock Goldfinches, 2/- each: Rendle, 21, Bridge-

st., Ilomerton. (1966)

TWO Greenfinch-Canary Mules, one 3rd and one h.

commended, 10/6; 2 Bullfinch cocks, 4-: also some
grand Flemish Giants, or exchange Rollers : Perrett,

A»tley-rd., Richmond, Surrey. (1967)

WINNERS, cock Greenfinch Mule, 2nd prize w inner,

10/-, or exchange two yellow Norwich hens; cock
Linnet-Redpoll hybrid, 3rd, 15/-, or exchange for

good British; yours first: H. Watson, Widcombe,
Bath. (1964)
WINNERS last season, Goldfinch, muler, one 1st,

three 2nds, one 3rd. 20/-; Bullfinch hen, laid eggs
in cage, three Ists, one 2nd, 10/-; cock Greenfinch
and hen Bullfinch, 4/-; approval, deposit : Porteous,
Westend, Biggar. (1901)
CHAMPION 1914 Goldie-Bullie, real topper, £4;
also Bramble-Chaffinch Hybrid ben, beauty, 10/0; 2

Greenie-Rcdpoll Hybrids, 15/. and 17/0; or exchange
Tor real good Crested hen, 1014, to value; no rubbish:
Edwards, Tailor, Leominster.
GRAND H.M. Linnet, full song, and large Norwich

hen, bred Mules last season, 10/-; quality H.M. Gold-
finch, full* song, topping muler, father 12 Mules
1914, 10/0; splendid Rib hen, 4/6 ; 1913 heavily cin-
namon marked Norwich hen, beauty. C/C : Morris, 24,
Meyriek-st., Pembroke Dock. (1900)

WANTED, Parrots and Foreign birds: Pearson,

Greenwich. (1970)

GREEN Budgerigar* for sale, in perfect condition,

4/6 pair: 11., 102, Worplc-rd., Wimbledon. (1901)

HANDSOME young Red and Grey Parrot (quits

tame), first 18/- gets him: Vernunf, 298, Lillic-rd.,

Fulham. (1970)

BUDGERIGARS, grand plumage, ready to nest,

4/0 pair, 2 pairs 8/-: Halls, Claremont, Carnard,

Sudbury, Suffolk. (1905)

BUDGERIGARS, Green, outdoor aviary bred; adult

breeding pairs, 5/-: Tom Overton, New Brighton,

Cottingley, Bingley, Yorkshire. (1914)

SALE, beautifil Bara-eyed Cockatoo, whistles,

dances, says few words; with cage, 30/-, or exchange
Canaries: 3 Danesgate, Lincoln. (1900)

RING Alexandra Parrot and cage, one of tho finest

specimens of its kind in England
;

bargain, 50/-

:

Stapletons 17, Spa-rd., Bermondsey. (1C0j)

HANDSOME pair Cockatiels, good breeders, sell or

exchange Yellow Budgerigars, Canaries, aviary,

cages: Rowsell, 27, Leioester-st., Leamington. (1955)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor, finest possible, 5 - pair

;

selected breeders, 6/-; yellows, 8,-: Madagascar
Weaver, cock, 5/-; Orange Weaver, full colour, 8,0;

Bengalese, 5/0 pair; list free: Miss Rosey, Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne. (1908)

PAIR Melba Finches, 50 '-; pair Peach-faced Love-

birds, £5; pair Tovi Parrakeets, 30 -
; Scarlet

Tana
Pile a

London
AF
grand
grand
perfect
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (If Os)

|

COCK Zebra Finch, beauty, 3/6: cock Fire Finch «,
j

gems. 7/0 each; Scaly-crowned Finches, true pair,

have hatched out young, 50/-; Tricolour Parrot Finch,

lieauty. 70/-; cock R.U. Gouldiui. 40, - : all in out-

door aviary : Galloway, “Fernvflle,” Fortis Green E.

Finchley. (1970)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming n;<e
birds, but they need care. The " Nutshell ” booklet.

"Avadavats.” contains full information on the

management of these bird-. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you and we shall he plea-eel

to forward same upon receipt of 21,d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must

follow the hints given in "Nutshell No. IS.” Iron:

“Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet st.. London. E.C
,
post free

for 2|d. From agents (see list frequently

FOR sale, cash only, tco cheap for approval,

ill-health. 1 Hybrid Rosella grand bird, male

cost 32/-, price 26/- or nearest offer; 3 red head

Cardinals 5/- eacli ; 1 pair Rosellas, acclimatised.

30 - the pair; 1 pair White Java Sparrows. 8/-; 4.

Coekatiels, two pairs, £2 1 lot
;

5 Zinc Tins with

lids. 6/- each; offers wanted, stamn for reply; all

acclimatised in outdoor aviaries: W. S. Slingsby,

Marine Drive, Bridlington.

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will he found in "Nutshell

No. 19,” the author of which io Wesley T. Page,

F Z.S. Get it at once. 2£d. post free from "Cage

Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London. E.C. 2d. from oui

agents /list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Gulden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,

Grev, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette. which can lie purchased at fioin 2/0 to 7/0

a pair, there are few more charming foreigner*.

Thev can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2(d.

post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st.. London,

E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

L. C. BANHAM, Aviaries, East I/exham, Swaffham,

Norfolk; Goldfinches, 3/0 pair; Redpolls, 1/-; Sis-

kins, 4/0; Canaries, 0/-; exchange hen Bullfinches.

PAIR Budgerigars, 7/-; pair Rollers, rung, 12/-;

pair Yorkshires, 12/-; exchange rabbits, fowls;

offers: Moore, 8, Sylvan Grove, London, S.E.
(1970)

TWO cock Goldfinch Mules, fine songsters, 7/0 each ;

four cock Canaries, in full song, 0/0 each ;
or ex-

change part for 1913 trained Roller cock, rung:

Yalden S. Nicolas Rectory, Guildford. (1904)

WILL
-

buy for cash any quantity of hen Canaries,

hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; cock or lien Gold-

finches, Siskins, or Bullfinches; write, stating prices;

Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd., North Brixton, S.W. (1970)

GIVING up, cock Bullfinch, feeds from hand, 5/-;

1914 cock Linnet, beauty. 5y- ;
both hand-reared; 2

young Norwich buff cock Canaries, 6,6 each; 4 liens,

Si- each ca-sli: A. Tanner, Pieton House, Clevedon.
' (190a)

FOR sale, 3 Yorkshire cocks, well-known winners,

Borders winners, 2 Norwich hens bred clear Mules,

Redpoll-Greenfinch hybrid, winner; or exchange

household goods; Jones, Isa Penygroes, SAL,

Garrcgwen. „ ,
'

GRAND chance, two house-moulted Chaffinches,

cocks, tame, lovely specimens, 4,0 each ;
three

marked buff Norwich hens, unflighted, 3/6 each;

approval; bargains: H. Vaughan, Kelvmside, Wain-

felin, Pontypool. Mon. (195i)

WANTED.
AU desiring tho host value in Canaries, Mules,
British Birds, to send for my 1915 Price List. Your
address on a poeteard will do.—RUDD, Specialist,

Norwich.

WANTED, free singing loud Skylark, nestling on
branch, fair price for good birds, no rubbish; de-
posit: Wardle, Little Duke-st., Stamford-st., I-on-

don, S.E. (1954)

WANTED, Goldfinches; exchange 2 aviary-moulted
cock Linnets and Norwich hen (bred Mules), and
good cock Linnet Mule (1914) : Harpham, Printer,

Spilsby, Lines. (1959)

WANTED for prompt cash, Canaries, Mules, Gold-

finches, cither sex, state price, if colour-fed: Trask,
Bird specialist, Cheekarn House, Broadway, Dept-

ford, London, S.E. (1903)

EXHIBITION unflghted buff Norwich cock and lien,

will exchange new frock coat and vest, guaranteed

never been worn, or sell £2: Hotchkis, 37, Barry-

terrace, Pontypridd. (1970)

NOTICE, will give 0 /• pair for good Norwich or Voik-

shire colour-fed preferred; also wanted, Borders,

Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mules, and British birds

cheap: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. i

WANTED, large Jonque cock Siskin, also hires

Siberian hen Bullfinch; exchange Goldfinch-BuII-

HELM AND A SHALL, 25, Tamwcrth-st., St. Helens,

have some good Norwich cheap, from 10/- upwards;

also three good Mules, 2 Siskin Canaries, brothers

to Maneheoter winner 1913, and a good yellow Green-

finch Mule, the 3 for £2.

and Co., illustrated with steel plate engravings, cost

£3: Cook. Dunedin, Florence-rd., Shanklin, I. of W.
WANTED, good British weekly from catchers, best

prices paid ;
bankers, London City and Midland

;
or

exchange prize-bred Yorkshires or Norwich, from

my winners: Edwin North, Canary Breeder, 443,

Manchester-rd., Bradford.
WANTED, several real good 1914 bred colour-led

Norwich Plainhead cocks and hens, must be of good

size, large in head, and short in tail and flights, only

good birds required for prompt cash; approval:

Cooper, 29, Junetion-rd., Norwich. 0f<?

)

WANTED 500 Mules, Goldfinch, Linnet, or siskin,

P. MERRINGTON, established over 30 years, bird

specialist and dealer in all kinds of English and

Foreign birds; wanted for prompt cash, any quan-

tity of Mule-s and Canaries, either sex; state price

when sending : 40, Besson-st., New Cross, London,

A. G. van NiK&ELEft

Naturalist. HAARLEM, HOLLAND.
Tel -"rains: Kuijpcr, Naturalist, Haarlem. Offers:

Good singing Cock Canaries, £1 6/- half dozen, -2

a dozen, two dozen £3 15/-; ditto Hens .10/- a diz n

two doz :i 17/-; Green Budgerigars, £3 Uh P‘-‘[ -®

pair; Goldfishes (length o-ie.m.), £2 1/8; ditto

(M2e.ni.). £3 5 /- per 1,000; Mealworms. £1 2/- per

3 k ,r i he above prices are carriage paid. Delixciy

after receipt cf amount per postal order.

WANTED.

WANTED
Any quantity Goldfinch Mules, cocks or hens. Hy-

brids, Yorkshire Canaries, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc.;

send on. best market prices given per return post;

established 50 years: Sandiford, 89, Sclater-st.,

Shoreditch, London ;
also at Preston.

CANARIES
Wanted, any quantity of cocks, on full song, includ-

ing Borders, Rollers, Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests,

also Mules wanted, genuine cocks on song, good

prices given, cash by return of post; no tedious

waiting: G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

18'- per dozen for Yorkshire and Norwich, and i/-

er.ch for Goldfinch Mules; hens also wanted, any

kind of Parrots or puppies; cash or deposit: W.
Rutherford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone, Essex.

(1907)

{SALE or EXCHANGE.

|
Mainly British.

WANTED anything alive: Pearson, Greenwich. (1970)

KINGFISHER, or pair : Settby cottage, Biocken-

h

\V ANTED for breeding, Norwich, Yorkshires and

Rollers: Mayo, 257, I-eavesden-rd., Watford (1907)

WANTED, Mules, Canaries and British . Ellas.

Pa'iner and Sons, 00-63, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.

WANTED all kinds of Canaries and British birds,

best prices’ paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr ljdhb

EXCHANGE pair buffs, Vardye, for lady s clothing

or boots, 6's, also 20 mole pelts lor cycle tyre: Cook

Pembridge.
, . .

WANTED, cock Gouldian Finch, m good condi-

tion;' state price: K. Garner, Station-rd„ Burnham

Market, Norfolk.
. ,

WANTED, large Parrot cage, give good exelia.i^c

in Yorkshires, or breeding cages, or cash : 4o, \\ ood-

bridge-rd., Ipswich.
,

WANTED, a pair of Canaries; exchange grand

singing cock Goldfinch, fit for exhibition: Briftett,

Butcher, Bridgwater. (uiu)

W ANTED, British show cages and case; exchange

three Yorks! show cages and case for one: Gibbon,

El igli-st., Stourbridge.
. , , , ,

WANTED, double barrel or single breech loading

j

or

gun, 12 bore, approval, deposit: Phillips, Donnington,

Moreton-in-Marsh, Glos. (i.)o<)

ANYONE wanting good Yorkshire cocks, song or

i.irHs or cock Mules, kindly write: Caretaker,

RARE FOREIGNERS FOR OUTDOOR
Aviaries; Virginian Scarlet Cardinals, in full song,

YU

6

each, or two for 32/6: Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st..

West Bromwich.

TALKING BLUE

Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,

hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,

square metal ca„e, four months’ trial, my risk,

45/-; easy payments accepted. ' (1901)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH

VIRGINIAN NIGHTINGALES
Finest show plumaged birds, on full song, 25/- each

;

hens, 38/6 each ; tame Tovi Parrakeets, 10/6 each

;

tamo talking Blue and Yellow Macaw, 85/-; Grena-

dier Weaver, full colour, 7/6; Saffron Finches, 5/-

each; Scarlet Madagascar Weaver, 4/6; Budgerigare,

adults, 5/6 pair; yellows, 0/6 pair; Rosella hen, out-

doors, 22/6; Black-headed Conure, 22/6; tamo Lemon-
crested Cockatoo, talking, 26/- ; G. Chapman, High-

st., Birmingham.

(1900)
also hen

took birds, or cock Mules, kindly

Club, Marazion, Cornwall.

WANTED, any quantity of British bud

Canaries; state price: Thomas Hughes, Bird Mer-

chant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham.
WANTED large house-moulted cock Goldfinch, ex-

change Norwich cock Canary ;
approval: Robinson

.

Bootmaker, Winsford, Cheshire. 1J --D

A FEW pairs of Parrakeets, suitable for outside

aviary; state varieties and price: U. G. Baker,

Brookfield House, Swinton, Yorks.
, _

WANTED, Canaries, Mules, British and Foreign

birds for re-sale; lowest price for cash: C. A.

Paine 34, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. U9W0

WANTED, all kinds of poultry feathers, Pheasants

tails, metals, rubber, hair, lamp, toys, platinum,

etc.: Atlas Co., -Umfreville-rd., Harringay. (190-))

WANTED, Canaries, British and foreign birds,

dogs, ferrets, mice, monkeys, Parrots; purchase or

exchange: Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwnch. (1979)

WANTED African Grey Parrot, must be a good

talker and’ whistler ;
full particulars : F. J. Han-

cock 20, Park-cres., North Shields, Northumberland.

WANTED cheap for cash, a good Parrot, must

be good talker, acclimatised, no swearing; approval :

i H. GreeD, 44, Stanley-st., Rothwell, near Kettering.

FRED ALLEN will exchange good British for Can-

aries, Mules, etc.: 156, Porter-st., Hull. (1970)

FOUR big good coloured cock Greenfinches, 1/- each,

or exchange hen Canaries : Verinim, 298, Lillie-rd.,

Fulham. (1970)

EXCHANGE Bullfinch, Linnet, Chaffinch, ail cocks,

for 1914 Sib.-bred hen, or sell 4,0: Collins, Morchard
Bishop, Devon. (1S64)

EXCHANGE Norwich hen. cock Linnet, for Goldfinch

M ule cock, or house, moulted Goldfinch: Manns. 33,

Motley-st., Battersea. (1907)

EXCHANGE house-moulted Siskin, muler, for large

yellow Norwich hen; approval; yours firsts Smith,

35a, Wells-st., Inverness. (1903)

WILL exchange five excellent cock Bullies, cock

Chaffinch, three cock Linnets, for 1914 Crestbred

cock: H.’Pinnell, Warminster. (1900)

WHAT offers, 2 two-year-old call birds. Linnets, full

soil", and nearly new Lark not, sale or exchange:

Chris. Hatton, 31, Riclimond-st., Brighton. (1904)

HOUSE-MOULTED cock brown Linnet, real free

sjn ,Ter indoors, 5/-; exchange Canary, Thrush, in-

cessant songsters: Woollard, The Links, Shrewsbury.

WILL give 1/9 each for Norwich hens, or exchange

Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Redpoll cocks, pair Yellow-

hammers for Norwich liens, or offers: J. Alderslade,

64, Desboro'-rd., Eastleigh.

SALE or exchange, two good novice Goldies, tor

colour-fed Norwich or Yorkshire Canaries, on ap-

proval both ways, yours first
;
ready for exhibition

:

Joseph Davies, 0, Prospect -place, Longton, stalls.

Mainly Canaries.

WILL give Norwich and cash, or all cash, for

decent pair of 1914 Crests: Gardiner, 10, Withipoll,

Ipswich. (1908)

EXCHANGE two Border and a Mule hen, for good

yellow Norwich hen; approval; Smith, 35a, Well-s-ot..,

Inverness. (1903)

EXCHANGE two well-bred Yorkshire cocks for good

Roller cock, or sell 7/6 each: B. Dabbs, Coleshill. nr.

Birmingham. (1970)

KING CHARLES black and tan maiden bitch; ex-

change large pair of 'Norwich, or sell 25/-: Morris,

Fancier, Ryde. (1971)

EXCHzYNGE pair of Crests, value 30/-, for four Nor-

wich cocks, colour-fed preferred : Acred, 124, Rupert-

st., Nottingham. (1964)

PAIR of 1914 Yorkshires, sell 30/-, or exclmnge

Roller singing box cages to value: Hilton, Queen s-

terrace, Littleborougb. (1907)

EXCHANGE 0 Yorkshires for small Linnet cag<\^

or' Bullfinches, Redpolls or Twites: Mains, 6o.

Shields-rd., S.S. Glasgow,
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EXCHANGE pair of good Yorkshires, value 15/6,

lor good yellow Norwich cock; approval: F. Brown,
15, Orchard rd., Darlington. (1965)

EXCHANGE 1914 hull Yorkshire cock and two yel-

low hens lor two 1914 yellow Norwich cocks : Bores-
lord, 27, York-st., Dock, Stulls. (1905)

THIRTEEN Canaries, one Linnet Mule, sell (JO/-,

or exchange English lever watch: William Adams,
Park-rd., (..ilia town, Kirkcaldy. (1905)

NORWICH cock, 8/0; exchange Linnet or Gold-

finch Mule, must he good songster; approval: Lea,

05, \\ atcrloo Square, Camhcrwcll. (1971)

EXCHANGE three large young lien Canaries, uri

marked, for light cock Goldfinch Mule, or offers;

apply : Straw, 27, Birkland-st., Mansfield. (19C4)

WILL give a splendid pair of lengthy Yorkshires
and gent’s solid silver albert for good contest Rol-

ler: 96, Wcllington-st., Chadderton, Oldham. 01967)

EXCHANGE pair clear yellow Norwich, champion
breeding pair, for Water-glucke Roller cock; ap-

proval both ways: Tom Morris, Bakehouse Yard .

Pwllheli. (1964)

WANTED, Rollers or Roller metal cages and cabi-

nets; exchange first elans liver spaniel hitch puppy,
7 weeks, ears on ground, fine specimen, sell 25/ :

Peters, Little HultOll. (1966)

WHAT offers in Canaries or British or foreign birds

lor single or double breeding cages, or Yorkshire,
Norwich, or Border show cages: McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Custle-Douglas. (575)

Wild, sell or exchange 6 pairs of high-class York-
shires, Ogden Bros.’ strain from 15/- to 30'- pair

;

or exchange for good quality Norwich; approval:
Taylor, 59, Cliapel-st., Leigh, Lancs. (1957)

FORTY high class Norwich and Yorkshires, winners
and stock birds ; sell cheap, or exchange new
bool-, clothing, drapery, dress material, disc records,

or cycle tyres; offers: Soper, 22, Vernon-rd., Sutton,
Surrey. (1957)

HANDSOME Airedale dog. black back, rich tan
head and quarters, fond of children, lady's com-
panion, sacrifice £3, good home, or exchange
Canaries, poodle dog. Yorkshire bitch: Lanham,
06, Walcot-st.. Bath. (1971)

WANTED, offers for one house moulted, one field

moulted Goldfinches, 2 Linnets, all can win : £2, or

exchange for two pairs of good Yorkshires, or sepa-
rate: no rubbish offered or wanted, yours first:

Osborne, 19, Broad-st., Kingswood, Bristol. (1966)

|
Mainly Foreign.

|

EXHIBITORS.—Red-collared Lorrikeet,
60 -

; excBange Gouldians, or offers

;

Muscott, Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod

winner,
approval

:

Wells.
(1971)

}
Miscellaneous.

See Rollers: "Ann-addle,” Bamford-rd., Didsbury,

Manchester. (1960)

GEM air-gun; exchange large Norwich hens or

Yorkshire show cages: Graham, Ballybrack. (1960)

EXCHANGE gem air-ritle and set of boxing gloves

for Norwich cock and cage: Hunt, Chatham Row,
Bath. (1966)

SALE or exchange high-class lop rabbits for Can-

aries, of good quality: E. Saxon, 27, Oxford-rd.,

Smethwick. (1964)

EXCHANGE good pair yellow breeding Budgerigars

for British, or sell 8/6: West Britannia-st., Ayles-

bury, Bucks. (1965)

CROSS whippet bitch ; exchange hen Norwich or

.Yorkshire Canary, sell cheap: Settby Cottage,

Brockenhurst.
FIVE aviary-bred Budgerigars, 2/- each, or would
exchange for poultry, no Bantams: Blay, 209, Bolton-

rd.. Heywood. (1904)

EXCHANGE pair tame hand-reared Kestrel Hawks
for Canaries, or sell 7/6: 346, Oidham-rd., Newton
Heath, Manchester. (1965)

WHAT offers Canaries or fresh British for tnat

grand book, “Our Canaries*’?: Steele, 23, Lord-st.,

Huhne. Manchester.
LAYING pullets, singing Canaries, Parrots, etc.,

given in exchange for other Fancy : Barlow’s

.vviartes, Greenwich. (1970)

PAIR well-bred Norwich yellow or buff, exchange
pair good army shirts, boots : H. Welch, Cornstall-

buildings, Stamford. (1965)
' EXCHANGE pair cycle tyres, 26, H. beaded edge,

one slightly damaged; offers Roller hen: Daizell,

90, Barker-st., Oldham. (1970)

oilART healthy Yorkshire Green hens, 3/6 each; ex-

change 2 for cock; harmonium, 15/-, offers: 21,

Sebert-rd., Forest Gate. (1970)

200 CYLINDER phonograph records, new condition,

4/6 doz.; offers anything; letters only: Chadwick,
Tool Dealer, Wrexham. (1968)

LARGE cock Greenfinch; exchange 2 lOin. double

records, or hen, Mule or Canary: Pereival, 46, Bur-

gess-st., Gheat Grimsby. (1965)

EXCHANGE 5 winning pigmies (Harrower’s strain)

for clear Norwich hens; yours first: Read, Riverside,

Newport, Isle oi Wight. (1963;

LADY’S gold watch, rolled gold chain; exchange
cock Canaries, cock Mules, singing: Tomeon, 111,

High-rd.. Willesden Green. (1970)

NOTICE.—We want poultry, Bantams, anything,

in exchange for cutlery and plate
;

write : Smith
Bros., 17. Pear-st., Sheffield.

WANTED, postcard or t-plate camera: exchange
C.F. Norwich cocks, winning strain, to value: Hains-
worth, 11, Nevett-st., Preston.
EXCHANGE brand new gent's or lady’s boots,

also boy's clothing, for male dog and puppies: Man-
ager. Furniture Stores. Totton. (1882)

BLACK cocker spaniel, 12 months
;
exchange good

pair Yorkshires or Norwich hens, or Yorkshire
show cages: Graham, Ballybrack. (1900)

WILL give pair black self tumblers for
.
good

Bramble or Woodlark, not fresh caught : Webb,
-jun.. 67, Alma-rd., Southampton. (1970)

Exchange boots, clothing, cycle tyres, etc., for

all kinds of live stock (genuine) : Jopson's Exchange
Stores, Newton Heath. Manchester. (1965)

GRAMOPHONE sound box, 4/6; Caledonian skates,

2/6; exchange for hen Canaries or fishing t-ackle-.

Middleton, 96, Northgate, Canterbury. (190.)

WARRANTED house-moulted cock Linnet and clear

hen Canary, 4 ’

6 pair, or exchange for cock Border:
Taylor, 33, Prospect-terrace, Aberdeen. • (1967)

WHAT oilers for 3 grand double breeding cages;
exchange anything, Yorkshire Terrier preferred

:

Hall, Bradley-square, Leadgate, Durham. (1965)

TWELVE 10-inch double-sided Zonophone and Win-
ner records in album, new condition, 7/6: or exchange
Canaries: Dean, 81. Mirabel-rd., Fulham. (1966)

EXCHANGE gent's good heavy overcoat, fit gent
5ft. 4in., for four good fowls, poultry, or pup/lies:

G. Eaves 42. Casterton-et.. Hackney, \.E. (1907)

EXCHANGE for Canaries, Budgerigars, British, or

foreign birds, men's strong, hand-made boots, alue

10/6; offers: Baker. 1. Wutery-lane, Preston. (1966)

NORWICH prize birds, exchange for good Barred
Rock cockerel, incubator, foster-mother, anything in
poultry line: Woodhousc. Marshall-st., Grangemouth.
NOTICE, birds of any description taken in exheange

for cages or loose fronts, any size made; state offers
and wants : Leigh, 37, Everton-terrace, Liverpool.
EXCHANGE Pekinese Bantams for Canaries or

foreign birds, Zebra Finches, etc.; offer;.: Mis« M.
Wilsiiin, Pork Butchers, High-et., Tollesbury, Essex.
WANTED for prompt cash, Canaries and Mules,

either sex. colour fed preferred; state lowest prices
when writing : Robinson, 33, Bessoii-«t., New Cross,
London. (1968)
EXCHANGE pure bred Fox Terrier hitch. 18 months

old, good house dog, for Canaries or British, or sell
15/ : Whitelcy, Buckwood Cottage, Thaekley, nr.
Bradford. (1969)
THOMPSON'S Combination Minute Camera, takes

11 styles post cards, buttons, etc., as new, sell £4
10 ; exchange to value £5: Haddlesey. 24, Union -at.,

Harrogate.
GRAMOPHONE, sixteen double records for Parrot;
pedigree young white Bull Terrier bitch for Ban-
tams, or rabbits, anything : Hickman, 199, Collinge-
st., Rochdale. (1968)
WILL give pair large warm woollen blankets, not

rubbish, suitable house, navy, army, for "3 good
cock Canaries, full song; no hens: B. Soanes, 92,
B«van-st., Lowestoft. (1970)
TWO good Norwich hens, trio Spangle Bantam

pullets, laying now, Gem safety razor, either for
cock Canary singing or Budgerigars : Frank, 18,

Goldhill, Shaftesbury. (1968)
GOLDFINCH Mules, Linnet Mules, exchange for
Linnets, double breeders. Linnet cages, Goldfinches,
or buff hens, sell 7/6 each : Holloway, 15, Ganria
Park-rd., I’everell, Plymouth. (1963)
GLOBE typewriter, good as new, cost £2 10s.. half-

price; Parrot cage, good as new, cheap; Dalli fuel
stove, suit aviary, 10/-; exchange Canaries or British
birds: Neilson, Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (1927)
ELEVEN pounds of good solder suitable for cage

fronts or any other purpeae, what offers cash, or
exchange birds or large yard dog: Jackson, 16. Vic-
toria Cottages, Southampton-st., Reading. (1966)
A.M. COCK Brown Linnet, and hen Canary, sure

mulcrs, 4/6; treadle fretwork machine, in good
working order, 7'-; exchange anything: George Pal-

mer, 10, Hindley-st., Ryecroft, Ashton-under-Lyne.
‘ (1907)

HELLO ! Tw'o serviceable four-compartment mahog-
any breeding cages, 7/6 each, 13/6 the two, or ex-
change each for pair of Budgerigars or both for
Cockatiels: Harry Kay, 21, Portland-rd., Blackpool.

(1963)
ANGORA doe and buck, beautiful long coats, w'hite

;

Black-red Game Bantams, a pair; pair of Pile Game
Bantams; pair of Hamburgh fowls, black; Black
Minorca cockerel; offers in Canaries, cocks or hens,
or Mules, cocks: George Smith, Fruiterer, Flackw-ell
Heath. Bucks. (1961)
EXCEPTIONAL OFFER: Large C.F. Norwich cock,
pair Yorkshires mated for breeding, hen winner.
Border hen from Palace winners, Muscott strain. Bul-
lies, Goldfinches; book, Birds of Great Britain, cost
£1; stuffed birds in cases, etc.; exchange anything;
stamp for reply : Goddard, 4, Brookland-rd., Llan-
drindod Wells, Wales. (1967)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats: Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household: Kennel: Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trowor’s bird seeds
end foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
fd.. London.

Aquarium.
|

GOLDFISH, 1/C. 2/-, 2/6 per dozen
; cans, 3d. and

Cd.; trade supplied: R. Kreinner, 104, Tib-st., Man-
chester.
GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria, etc., list free ; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria, Id.: L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-
rd., London, E.C.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21.” 2Jd. post free,
from "Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-st., London, 11.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

[
BUSINESSES?!

FOR sale, bird and dog shop, in high-class neigh-
bourhood, on prominent corner, Kensington; particu-
lars: Howes, 16, Green End-rd.. Chiswick. (1968)
OWING to illness am obliged to retire; old estab-
lished bird business for sale, including stock of
cages, seeds, etc. ; write particulars ; The Aviary,
82, Raikes-rd., Blackpool.

REMARKABLE TESTIMONY
Mr. White, of Wennington, Lancaster, writes:—“ Do
not repeat my Blue Persian Oueen advertisement
as I sold her out of ‘ Cage Birds ’ next day.”

Cavies.
CAVIES, exhibition specimens, all colours, from 6/-

doz. : Pearson’s Cavy Farm, Greenwich. (1970)
CAY Y-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs).’’ is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting. Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2$d., post free, from Cage Bikds, 154, Fleet

Cats.
MISS MARGARET CROSSLE\r , KirnmcTidge Rec-

tory, Corfe Castle, Dorset, has for immediate dis-
posal to the kindest homes, 2 blue Persian pedigree
cats, well trained house pets, 1 male and 1 female,
3 guineas each, South preferred.

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2Jd.. post free, from Cack Blaus, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
LADY’S cycle, coaster hub, good condition, 25/-:

Little, Brackcnhurst, Caterham. (1966)GREAT bargains; lady's and gent’s splendid
cycles, almost new, condition in every part, up-to-
date, all accessories, 27/6 each; inspection invited;
accept easy payments: Parr, Middle-st., Nottingham.

(1956)

(1970)

Ferrets.

FERRETS, grand workers, from 4/-: Pearson’s
Ferret Farm, Greenwich. (1970;
SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent, ready to work, large 4/-, medium 3/6; ten
days’ approval, cash or deposit: Wannop, Short-st.,
Carlisle. (1909)

|

Guinea Pigs.

GUINEA pigs, 12 hundred in stock, all colours,
adults 2'- each : half-grow n. 1 G each : voung ones, 1/-
eacli: Reynolds, Pack Horse Yard, Westgate, Brad-
ford.

Household uTe
u
n?i‘l%%.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

lliey are unrivalled fur all J, allies' Ailments, Sic. and apeedily
afford relief, anil never fail to alleviate all sufferin'*Thev supersede Pennyroyal. Pil Cocliia. Hitter Apple. Acbold m boxes lm by Hoots 1

, Taylor's, Timothy White's
. riu

aI1 Chemi8tfl
.
or post free, same price, from

LESLIE HARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAI ST-ON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.xvcmici Dogs lor Exchange.

EVERY variety dog or puppy bought or supplied

:

Pearson, Greenwich.
(1970)A I KIDDA bis dog, 15 months, fit for show bench, 30'-,

or exchange for Canaries: Mullen, Coed Ely, Llan-
trisant. ’

EXCHANGE black field spaniel dog, for Canaries
or sell, 80/-: H. Swindells, Market-st., Hollingworth!
near Manchester.
KING CHARLES spaniel ruby puppv, grand pedi-

gree, £3 3/-; nice present: Carey, 94, Newgate-st
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
WANTED to purchase all kinds pure bred dogs (not

hitches), also litters of puppies, cheap for cash:
Stephens, West Drayton. (1966)
THREE Yorkshire Terriers, 7 months, dog 21/-,
bitches 17/6; exchange birds: Hurst, Moss Side
House, Moss-lane, Accrington. (1966)NICE intelligent Irish terrier dog, 3 months, make
good companion and guard, 12/6: Miss Hoare,
Chymes, Broadwater, Worthing. (1056)
EXCHANGE good bred wire-hair Fox Terrier dog

for two large yellow Yorkshire hens, or offers:
Arthur Heeley, Huddersficld-rd., SkeImanthorpe.(1964)
LITTER very handsome (icdigree Airedale pups, 7
weeks, will make champion guards and companions,
dogs 12/6, bitches 6/6: Stephens, West Drayton. (1966)
THREE Fox Terrier pups. 10 weeks, 10'- lot; or ex-
change for gramophone and records, will give birds
also: Roberts, Saracen's Hotel, Cerrigvdruidion.

(1965)
TlA 0 Game buli-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 each; bitch, 5/6; parents tackle anything:
Jackson, Confectioner, Gfeen-st., Bethnal Green.

(1970)
PEKINESE Ching-Ching, lovely red C’h Chu, Esh

strain, good stud dog, 'sell £4; exchange stud Pom.
or anything useful; Matthes, Bracton-rd., R other-
bit he. (1970)
BLACK Pekingese dog, 11 months, champion pedi-

gree, 50.-; 4 big unfiighted Norwich cocks, 10/0; eell
or exchange; approval: Mayman, 103, High-st.,
Ilishton. '

(1960)
PURE BRED racing Whippet bitch, 8 months, extra
good shape (game), true to rag, good rabbit-killer,
fast and clever, only 12/0; 2, Digby-et., Lenton, Not-
tingham. (1908)
HANDSOME Fox Terriers, two, 12 months, house

trained, good ratters, dog 8/6, bitch 6/6 ; also
Whippet Terrier, 10 months, house trained, 6/6: 13,

Padley-st., Bulwell. (1965)
NOTICE, almost every breed of dog can be had at
reasonable prices, large or email, for show cr com-
panion, easy payments arranged : McKeand, Sea-
bright. C’astle-Dougl'as. (575)
WHIPPETS; bitch, 2 years. 15/-, and dog pup, 12
weeks, io/-; kill and carry: sell or exchange for
Goldfinches or anything useful : Hugh Gilmour,
Double Row, Kilwining.

EXCEEDINGLY game dog
(1962)

Airedale Terrier,
Scottish, 351b., 2 years, take his death at any-
thing and enjoy it, 10./-

Hermit-st., Nottingham.
particulars: Janies, 8a,

(1959)
LITTER lovely whippet puppies, beautiful -shape,
from winning parents, make champion rabbit
coursers; dogs, 56; hitches 4/6; worth double:
Parr, Middle-st., 'Nottingham. (1956)

CLEVER Lurcher bitch, hunt thickest cover, kill

hare or rabbit, retrieve to hand or curt or cycle,
follow to heel, greyhound type. 2 years, bargain,
10/6: 2, Digby-st., Lenton, Nottingham. (190S)

EXCHANGE wire-haired fox Terrier bitch, best
pedigree, 2 years, for good unfiighted Yorkshire cock,
any colour, or exceptional hardbill, British; yours
first: Tomlinson, 126, Pontefract-rd., Norman ton.

(1968)

FOR sale or exchange, a good yard dog. good wateli:
•I- J°nca

’ No. 17, Dudley-rd., Tipton, Staff. (I960)DOG collars, best bridle leather, brass studs, name
and address on, 1/4 ; plates only, names and ad-
dresses, 7d.

; chains, 1/-
; w'Orin powders, 9d. ; mange

cure, 7d. tin; post free; Young, Netmaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset.
FINE upstanding pure Greyhound dog, black, 20
months, 20$iu. to shoulder, clever single-handed
hare killer, carries, runs, quiet, 27/6, with his good
saddler-made ring lead and collar : Wilkeher, 8a, Her-
mit-st., Nottingham. (1970)M 1IIPPET for disposal, that grand show dog
Collyhurst Tip, colour black with white points,
weight 181b., date of birth 22nd July, 1912, winner
Royal Lancashire held at, 4 first prizes, price £5;
exchange lor good tallking Grey Parrot; approval:
Hopvvood, Collyhurst Kennels, Manchester. (

1 968)“CARE of the Dog,'! Nutshell No. 32, is now
'T/i'ly. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little* booklet of great- use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties," medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d from anv
ot our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
on page 4. or 2*d., post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
164. Eleet st . London. E.C.
.SELL three Porn, puppies, chocolate, and two blacks
marked with white, will make beauties 12 6 and
RMi, cheap to clear; or offers in Norwich or York-
shire; also a black hitch, with a splendid pedigree,
and a grand breeder and mother, sell for 30/-; a gift:
Pereival, No. 11, Victoria rd., Ellesmere Port. (19C6)

I Mice.
MICE and rats, all colours, from 4/- d’oz?n: Pear-

son’s Mouse Farm, Greenwich. (1970)
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage. If-; Waltzers,

2/6; Dormice, 3/6; Miss RoseY", Rosemary House,
Eastbourne.

( 19GS)MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have anv as pets you
should not be w ithout our excellent ‘

little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 21d. post
free.- Write, The Publisher, 154} Fleet-st., 'London,
E.C.

[natural history)
BIRDSTUFFIXG and Mounting. Illustrated, 1/-;
Animal ditto, 1/-; illustrated catalogue naturalists'
requisites free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Dart-
fortJ

- (1968) •

Pigeons.
PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
.

Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information
in two of our "Nutshell" Booklets. Nos. 7 and 8,
which deal vyith these birds in a manner which will
set tlie fancier on the high road to surecss. No. 7,
"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, “The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 21d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154 , I-Ieet-
Street. London, E.C.

Rabbits.
RABBITS, every variety supplied from 2/ pair:

Pearson s Rabbit Farm, Greenwich. (1970)
‘Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fullv on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2Id

, post free, from Cacii Birds, 154 ,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
Bv George Gardner. A complete and practica*

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies’,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
IS thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Pries
I /-, P°S L free 1/1$, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., T ondon. E.C.

Sport.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not mis-s this highiy-inqfcructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them ; the angler's outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2$d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

j

Various.
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds am-
munition, 1/3; two 2/8; 500 ammunition, l >4

:

all post
free: Young, Netmaker, Crevvkerne, Somerset. ( 1941 )VALUABLE violih, marvellous solo tone, labelled
St radiva riiis Cremona. 1721, good case, bow’, £12 out-
fit, sacrifice 22/6; approval before payment: Mrs.
Tyler, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. OS<H)
AVIARIES, cages, dogs, cats, poultry, also all
domestic pets supplied for cash on easy payments;
sent on first payment: shilling weekly. Lambeth
Aviaries, 35, Gludstone-st., St. George ’s-rd„ London.
S.E. (1959)
LARGE singing cock Goldfinch, clear buff, 1913 York-

shire hen. Mule breeder, G'6; Gem pattern air-gun,
good condition, 10/6, cost 15 6: 2 pairs dark trousers,
inside leg 30, good condition. 6 6; approval: Roper,
134, Cheater, Seven Kings, Essex. (1969)

DON’T WORRY
old chap; true. Canaries arc not-fetching big prices
this year owing to war, but we arc giving extra good
value in goods, macko, boots, suits, overcoats, cos-

tumes, blankets, sheets, quilts, curtains, carpets,

pianos, furniture, cycles, tools, cutlery, electroplate,

etc., for Canaries: everything for the home ex-

changed for healthy Canaries, cages, Rritieh, etc.

;

state wants, offers; established 1906: Exchange Co.,

355, London-! d., Sheffield. (1968)

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F Cam.. 154, Fleet
street, by J. G. Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet
Lane. London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

LJN DISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ol

the bona-tiiUi of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted it addressed.to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate ot £d. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should be sent to tlic advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

For Rules see Issue of 19th December.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, he Kept isolated from
established stocK lor a weeli or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heal, by.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses for British and
Foreign birds, Canaries: G. Latham, Kingston-by-Sea,
Sussex. ,

NOTICE -Single breeding cages, lsin., 2/-; double,
Win., 3/< i; all movable fronts: Mckeand, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle- Douglas.
N OTJCE.

—

Grand Yorkshire, Norwich and Border
show cages, l/;i each, six for 6/6: Mckeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (1791)
BUST creosote wood preservative, full strength, nut
brown, 40 gallons, cash included, 22,0; two gallon
cans, 2,-; samples 4d. : Young, Appliance Works,
Crewkerne. (833)

FOR sale 8ft. flight, 3/C; 2ft. double breeder, 2/-;
two single, 10, 1/S; one foreign show cage, 3/6; all

complete; good condition: Wood, 22, Grove-st., Nel-
son, Lancashire. (1981)

REAL bargain; 100 straight tinned wires, 30in.

long, 12 planed pine bars, 36in., drilled 9/16, 30ft.

perching, lot 1/6; went by return: Osborne, Dudfcy-
rd., Wolverhampton. (1984)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear
wired aviaries and dages in the world

;
send for

illustrated list; established 40 years: Mckeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
CHALLENGE double breeders, fitted loose fronts,

sliding partitions,, eandi trays, sky blue inside,

mahogany polished outside, (join. long, only 3/9 each :

Osborne. Dndley-rd., Wolverhampton. (1986)

BOARDS lor cage making, planed both sides and
edges. Sin. 2, o, 9in. 2/9, lOin. 3/- per 251t.; Sin. 4/4,

Kin. a/-, lOin. 5/6 per 50ft.; 3-ply wood, 55 x 38,

2*4 per sheet: Orford, 105, Cromwell-rd., Patrieroft.

LINNET cages, soldered wire, square tops, fitted

with loose bottoms, two seed drawers, holes, etc.,

also Leeds pattern contest cages, 1/- each, 5/- half

dozen: Hardeastle, 51. Durham-st.. West Hartlepool.
CAGE MAKERS' parcel, 100 Straight 17 gauge

clear wires 36in. long, 12 planed pine bars 3Gin.,

drilled /in.. 12 perches, lot 1/6, two 2/9: Harry
Shaw, 7, Poplar-terr., Zoar-st., Wolverhampton.

(1070)

SHOPKEEPERS: I can supply you with cage wire,

punched bars, cage nobs, bird sprays, seed boxes,
cage fronts, glass, pottery, tin cage fittings; whole-
sale price list free : Enoch Tams, C'hurch-st., Long-
ton, Stoke-on-Trent. (1983)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the preventiion of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to he found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2-jd.,

from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

FOR ANY SIZE BREEDING CAGES
Cage sets, cage racks, planed boards, wire fronts,

three-ply, ’

all appliances, anything and everything
required, good and cheap, see my free illustrated

catalogue: Paso, Hucknall, Notts.

PUNCHED BAR CAGE FRONTS
A'l made by practical workmen, with best unrust-

.nble tinned wire, 12 by 12 or 10, 3d.. 2/6 dozen; 14

by 12. 3/d., 3 - doz.: 16 by 12. 4d., 3 4 doz. ; 18 by

12, 41d.. 3,9 doz.; 20 by 12, 5d.. 4/2 doz.; 24 by 12

or 14. 6d„ 5 • dozen; any odd size, 3d. per loot;

for (lunched bars, tinned wire, baths, nestpans,
linings, net traps, clap-nets, ami cages of every
d* K-ription, and utensils, send for printed list,

post tree: J. Ashmore, 10, Lomlon-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham. Late of Heath-st. 11829)

NEST PANS
Non-splash baths, egg drawers, aviary fountains,

largest manufacturer: bird, pigeon, rabbit appliances;

Special illustrated trade price list free: Henry
Tams-, Pottery Manufacturer, Wurren-st., Longtee,

(Stalls*

REEDING CAGES
tloulflc fit ferri, coin |)U tf. 3/6; «1<>, with
S:uul Truj*, Sunitar) Kitting*, 5/- only.

Single*, 2/6. Kor all othtT Cag**s, I’it-

ting*», including bivst Neal Vans (regis-

tered) in. existence, m-c my IY<« “ Multum in

/
>arvo“ Catalogue. Single Trap Cage*, Cd.,

l>oul>li‘. Triple, and Nets, cheapest extant.

XaX Birdlime, 4d., 6U., 1/-. Illustrated

Catalogue free. RUDD, Specialist, Norwich.

CAGE~ FRONTS
all l,(\st flni-li, 12 by 12 or 14), 3/- doz., 14 by )2 ‘.i/0

do/.., 16 by 12 4 /*. 18 by 12 4/6, 24 by 12 (5/- dofli. ;

msciI boxes, 1/6, I !), 2y* dozen
;

bird bath* and
frames, 4li»., 5/6 dozen, 6in., 8/- dozen; white
earthenware nestpans, 10/- gross; wires 6/- gross;
brown lining* 6/- gross ; nest bags *>. - gross; egg
drawers, lit under sliding doors, 12/-, 14/- gross;
wholesale, price list of bo\ cages, breeding cages,
sprays, cage nobs, post free

;
old customer* who

have not received a new price list note that we
have removed to new premise*: Volunteer Wire
Works, Cornhill Passage. Longton, Stoke-on-Trent.

/
• (11)80)

READ VERY
carefully the following: (Jet ready for the breeding
season, order early aTnl have no delay ; nest pans
with thick rim, 2 /

- dozen, wires Oil. dozen; white
.swansdown linings, 1 /- dozen; Canary eggs, od.

dozen
;

rings, 6-d. dozen ; ne st hags, 9d. dozen ;
new

round partition egg drawer, 2/* dozen ;
moss 9d.

lb., brown cow-hair, t)d. lb.; white deer-hair, 1/9
lh.; Tain’s latest non splash bath, fitted white earth-
emvare bath, fits any doors, ,4-in. sd., 4 in . hid., 5in.

1 Oin. square 1,3 each; improved punched bar
wire fronts, 12 x 12 4,6, 15 x 12 5/6, and 18 x 12
7/- dozen, see price list for other sizes; seed mills,
removable plates, 1/6, 1/9, post paid; egg and
bread mills, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6 each; sprays, 2/-, 2/6; for
prices, sizes of box cages, Roller cages, breeding
cages, seed boxes, glass, pottery, tin ware, bird cage
fittings see my new illustrated catalogue, 120 illus-

trations 84 pages; export orders receive careful
attention: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Stoke-
on-Trent. (1983)

BOARDS, CAGES, CAGE SETS
Best Inincl planed boards, sandpapered both sides,

kin. 4/4, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9 50ft.; second quality.
Sin. 3/8, 9in. 4/-, lOin. 4/8 50ft.; breeding cages,
fully fitted, from 4/6; cage sets, 18in. by lGin. by
lOin, 2/2; doubles, 36in. by 16in. by loin. 4 3;
three compartments, 54in. by 16in. by lOin., 6/0;
Sin. oval perching, 1/3 50ft., 2/4 100ft. ; trade sup-
plied: stamp for list of all appliances: Stanton,
33, Boothfield, Winton, Patrieroft. (1974)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES
Not rubbish like treacle ; best in the world

;

have thousands testimonials; for proof, drop
a postcard; three tone sold every year; jib.
tin sample, 7d., jib. 1/., lib. 1/8, all post free;
single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/6; established 50 years: Saudi ford, Bird
Specialist. Preston . Lancs.

;

also at London.

WALSH’S WIRE FRONTS
Improved flat bar wire fronts, welil made, neatly
finished ; 12 by 12, 6d., "5/- dozen; 15 by 12, 7d., 6/-
dozeri ; IS by 12, 8d., 7/- dose®; 24 by 12, 1 /-,

10/- dozen: any particular size or shape made to
order; punched bars, any mesh, 48in. long, 1/-

dozen 8/-, from best tinned wire, but in straight
lengths, 4d. lb., 71bs. 2/-, 141bs., 3/6; engemakers’
wire cutters, 2/6; round or flat-nosed bending
pliers, 1/-; egg, bread 1 and seed mills, 1/6, 2/6,

3/6 each; enamelled tin seed boxes, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6
dozen; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh Bird Spe-

cialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (1985)

BREEDING AND STOCK CAGES
Grand single-breeders, sand drawers, complete, 3/3

each: double-breeders, just same, 6 tach; Roller
singing box cages, 2/-, with shutters, 3/-, complete;
seed grinding mills, 1/6 each: egg and bread mills,

2/6 eiaoh; illustrated catalogue free: Saudi ford,

Bird Specialist, Preston ; also 89, Sclater-st., Shore-
ditch, London.

BIRD CATCHERS’ NETS.
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the world as the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any others, have
collapsible poles for folding
up, for 9d. set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/- pair; 12ft.

by 4ft., 5/-; 15ft. by 4ft. , 6/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 7./-; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/-; 24ft. by 4ft.. 9/-; 36ft. by 6ft., 18/-.

40 sizes; jointed poles, 9d. extra. Best /Birdlime,
hold anything any weather, box 4d., jib. 6d., jib.

10d., lib. 1/6, post free. Spring Net Traps. Bird
Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and

book on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved Self-acting Net-trap,
can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at. a time.
Folds up. No wood work : for small
or large birds. Tremendous sale

last season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
large illustrated book

;
stamp for

postage. — YOUNG, Practical Net
and Trap Manufacturer, Crewkerne, Somerset. (1829)

Best Results and Cheapest Carriage
are Combined in

The KOZY KARRIER
W. BARON & CO., Ltd., Bacup, Lancs.

PARR NORTH R? WORKS BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES™ FANCIERS;

HEST PANS, DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS,'
’ FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST EGGS,

AQUARIUM 'ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERNS
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

FOODS?]
HAllDHLAD 2 - ll>.; plaiutain, 1/6 lb., carp,

paid: T. Kdm-, T.unilaU’, Carterton, Cl an lie kl. (1975)
JV1 FA MYOK MS. 100 Oil., 500 1 9, 1.000 3/, 8/- )l>.,

pGr?t paid-: Mi Dawson*, 93, Lower Sloane-sd,.,

London. (1975)

M FA MYOK MS, best FngliMi, with keeping direc-
tion 1

. 2/- 1,000, h; - lb.: .Miss Losev, Host- inary House,
Eastbourne. (1977)

M K A LWOI! MS. very large, 7/6 lb., 1,C60 3/4, :5O0

I 1, 150 7<l., post paid by return: .lories, (Jran hour ne-
st . Brighton. (1982)
DANDELION seed, dandelion seed, new and clean.

4 ounces 1 3/6 lb., post free: Walsh, iiirdlood
Specialist, Blackburn. (1908)

LABEL English bred .Mealworms, not foreign rub-
bish, 500 3/-, 1,000 3/6, post paid: Ldwin North, 443,

Manchcstor-rd., Bradford • (1961)

J A<! K.SON’S mealworms, large KrTglish, 150 6d
,

350 Is., 1000 2s. !Hl.
; post paid; All. .Jaek-o», Brook-

land-terr., New York, Northumberland. (1973)

6,0 lb. MEALWORMS, grand lot. large boxes, od.,

1/-, 2/-, all postpaid; ants’ eggs, dried flic-s, 2 - lb.;

maggots, Od.. 9d , I - tin*: Enoch Tams, Chureh-st.,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. (MH3)
MEALWORMS, giants, English, 100 Gd., 500 1 6,

1.00!) 2/6, 8 - lb.; mark you, all carriage paid; good
(lean worms, not rubbish or .short weight: Cotting-
ham, 9, Bcvcu-il-st., Nottingham.
'SPANISH Canary, Spanish -Canary! - Special giant
Spanish, 14H)s. 5/-, 36 - ewt.

; bold giant Spanitf'ti,

141-bs. 4/6. 33/- ewt.; condition «eed for Canaries,
6d. IF)., 71bis. 3/-; Walsh, Bird Food1 Specialist,

Black-burn. (1£85)

NEW teazel seed for British birds 7d. (juart, 2/6
peck; privet berries, 100 large buncheo Od.

;
meal-

worm breeding boxes, drawers stocked with worms,
2/6; seed milk. 1,6; egg bread mills, 2/-; all post
paid: Young, Xctmaker, Crewkerne, Somerset.
FRESHLY gathered wild seeds: new teazel, maple,

dock, and mixed) wild- weed, aid Gd. quart, 1,9 gallon,

3/- peck: dvamdelioh seed, 4<i. ounce, lib. 1 -, 3 - lb.

Peeko, the linost con-ditioner known for all teed-

eaters, 2/ lb.; illustrated catalogue fi<?e : Walsli,

Bird Food Specialist, Bktckburn. (1985)

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2 6,

7/6 lb. Live white gentles, sweet and clean, 1,000

9d., 2/6 lb. Ants’ egg*% 2/6 lb. Dred Hies, 2/6 lb.

Silkwonk pupci-e, 1/6 lb. Carrot riitas 1/- lh. Yolk
of egg. 3, - lb. Crissel, 4*d" lb. Biscuit m<i)L with

egg flake, 6-d. lh. Insectivorous food, 1 , 6 lb. Lark

and Thrush food, 6d. lb. Cuttlefish bone, 1,'- lb.

I I lustra ted catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Food Spe-

cialist, Blackburn. (1985)

“ M-G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS
Rare quality, ewt. 3/0, half-ewt., 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Mcnzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE BIRD GRIT
Flint and Oyster Shell, absolutely free from dust

or dirt, sharp and clean, 2/6 ewt., 5 ewt. 10/-;

on rail’ Grimsby; cash with order: Poultry Grit

Co., Grimsby. (11S6)

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

DO YOU KEEP
RARE SOFTBILLS,

Such as
Bulbuls, Shamas, fy
Nightingales, &c.

We have fur years made a Special Insectivorous
Focal for these birds, which is blended with
beef dripping and wild honey. It requires no
water or mixing, and is quite the Best English
Made Insectivorous Food on the Market. Our
customers tell tus tide, and we know by the in-

creased sales that it Ls right.

YOU. WILL SAY LIKEWISE IF YOU GIVE
IT TO YOUll BII1DS.

The price is 1/6 per lh., post paid 1/9.

71b. Tins 9/6, carriage paid.

IF YOU KEEP A LARK, THRUSH, BLACKBIRD
or any British Softbiil, FEED it on

RUDD'S CELEBRATED LARK FOOD.
4d. per lb.. 7lbs. 2/3, [tost paid 2/9. Aiwa)
frefh, sweet, and pure, if you paid double -t ft

price you would not get a better food.

EXTRA GIANT SPANISH CANARY SEED,
Biggest in England. 5/- peck, 19/6 bushel.

NO. 1 GIANT SPANISH.
4/6 peck, 17/6 bushel.

Write to-day for Samples and list, and note

ONLY ADDRESS

—

W. A. RUDD SCO.
180

,
Bishopsgate, London, E.C

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

[

Hardbills.

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. '876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd..

London.

MEDICINES.
|

MAGNET Feather Gloss produces that brilliant

polish and sheen so much desired by exhibitors;

bottles 1/3 post free; Wale’ll, Bird’ Food Specialist,

Blackburn. (1985)

MAGNET Tonic Drops, the perfect cure for birds

going light, eofi moult, and general weakness, 7(1.

bottle, post free: Walsh, Bird Food Specialist.

Blackburn. (19Sa)

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,"
•• Nutshell No. C,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pet® to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and

cost® only 2!d. post free.—from "Cage Birds," 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

WANTED A TRIAL
Ditchfield’s medicines are perfectly safe, and can

be fully relied upon ;
they the used by most leading

fanciers, and ate supplied to the London Zoo
;

w<

guarantee to return full money if our medicines fail

to do as we advertise. Ditehfield’s Tonic Drops
are a guaranteed cure for -soft moult, 'slow moult,

not singing, going light, leather plucking, and in-

flammation of the bowels,' 7(1., 1/1, and 2/- bottles;

Ditchfleld’s Special Lung Tonic, lor bronchitis,

wheezing and hoarseness, the most reliable medicine
lor chest and lung affections in cage birds, 7d., 1-1

and 2/- bottles; Ditchfteld’s Famous Kevivo. for

constitutional weakness and debility, the ideal tonic

for birds after moulting, 7d., 1/1 and 27- bottles;

special offer: we will scud two 7d. bottles of any
of the above medicines lor 1 / -, three for 1/6, or

two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three for' 2/0; the 1/1
bottles arc treble the 7(1,, size; all medicine® post
Ire© per return; also four valuable food recipes,

how to feed the Lark, Linnet, Holler, Thrush and
Blurkhiru for health and song, given free to all

purchasers oi our medicines: Frank Ditchfield. Bird

Specialist, Oldham, (1979)

WANTED, Nuthatches, cock Waxwing: Tesclio-
muker, Kingmore, Teignmouth. (1985)

CHOICEST Bullfinches, Goldfinches,- Linnets; list

free : Hudd, Specialist, Norwich.
RATTLING good cock Bullfinch, winner; approval,

5/-: W. Wood, Sinnirigton, Yorks. (1977)
WANTED, British Hardbills: Clias. Palmer and

Sons, 66-68, Sclater-st.. Shoreditch.
GRAND pair Bullfinches, 3. •

; odd hen, ]/-;- ap-
proval :-i. Goodchild, Clare, Snllolk. * (1984)
WANTED, Hawfinch, large, well marked, to moult
for show; approval: Rev. Soamtis, Bromlev, Kent.

(1973)
TWO line Imnd-reared cock Goldies, will make win-

ners, sacrifice #/-: Harry Taylor, Wcstburv, Leigh,
Wilts. (1980)

TWO Goldfinches, stout song, C.M. twice, 12 c two:
George Turner, 110, Chenies Mews, Tottenham Court-
rd„ W.C. (1981)

GIANT Scoteft Redpolls for muling or exhibition,
1/- each: three for 2/0: Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn-. (1985)

LINNETS, lovely rote red-breasted cocks, three 1,3,
six 2 3, hens ly- dozen: Bert Ccote, 16, Windmill-st.,
Luton, Beds. (1981)

COCK Bullfinches, 2/6 ;
hens, 1/-. 1/C, pair

;
well

on seed; delivery immediate: Elliott, 40, A-shby-rd.,

Loughborough. (1984)

W ILD needs for Linnets and Finches, 51- ewt., 2/9

half ewt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4, Southgate.
Sleaford, Lines. (1975)

GUARANTEED cock BuUfinches, I/O. 2,'-: liens, 1/-;

Irish Linnets, 1 . three 2/0: Charles M’Cann, 15,

North-st., Lurgan. (1970)

ABOUT 2U good Goldfinches for sale, house-moulted,
caught February 1914; wh»t otters: F. Chippington,
Nay land, Colchester. (1979)

FOUR selected cock Goldies, SI- each; four 0 x 3,

3 - each, caged last Oct., all singing : Rost-, Tynedale.
Carterton, Claufield. (1975)

LARGE 1914 hand-reared Magpie, grand bird, 0;-;

3 large hen Bullfinches, 1 cock, 1/0: Checksfteld,

Spencer-rd., Rushden. (1977),

LINNETS, cocks, large birds, four 2.'-; low specials,

)/,- each, six 5/-; Goldfinches, 2/0: Taylor's Aviaries,

Chapie-lane, Chatteris.
TEN good cock Goldies, all picked birds, f cock
Bullies, 5 good hen Bullies, what offers: Wren,
57, Norrey/s-aven., Oxford. (1974)

GRAND Scotch thorn Linnet, singing, only 1 0. with
polished singing cage 2/0. approval : Edwin North.
443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1901)

COCK Bullfinches, 2/- each, 3 5/-: hens. 1/-; Red-
polls, Chaffinches, 0d. each; Linnets, 8d. each:
Corley, 2, Sydney-nb, Watford. (1945)

THREE Goldfinch Mules, sex uncertain, believed ,

liens. 4 one alone worth amount asked: Geo.

Gibbons, 95. Reel-tcrr., Stafford. (1983)

EXHIBITION, 4 large Bullfinch hens, 4 large

yellow Greenfinch cocks, caged months, 1.6 each;

approval : Lardner, Osney, Oxford. (1974)

WANTED, otters cock Goldfinches. Bullfinches, tin1

collection WO foreign stamps; yours first: Amos. 2,

ltowne-st., Sutton-in- Ashfteld, Notts. (19S2)

PIPING cock Bullfinch, grand' bird, with nice

j
drawing room cage, 4 6 the lot; approval: Edwin
North, 443. Manchester-rd., Bradford.

SIN topping cock Bratnblefinches, tyf 6. 8.'

1/-; large cock Goldfinches, 3- , lulls 1

forth. Hairdresser, Oakham, Rutland.
HANDSOME pair (hrl Buntings, 6/ : handsome cock

Challineii, lien Goldfinch, and Goldfinch Mule. 3 -

lftt: K. Older, 53, Days-rd., Bristol. ( 1977)

DEVONSHIRE cock Bullfinches, 2/-; selected cock

Go Id fine lies, :(/-, 3 6; or exchange cock linnet

Mules: Collins', More-hard Bishop, Devon. (1987)

EXHIBITORS and fanciers: Selected cock Brain-

bletinehes, Greenfinches, 1 1/6 each; well on
seed: R. Trcwhitt, 103, Belvoir-st., Hull. (1979)

PAIR clap-nets, 9 yards, irons, pull line. Unco
Linnets, singing, Linnet Mule, with cages; bargain.

10.6 lot: G. Fenwick, 54, Alfrcd-st., Notts. (1982)

HO BULLFINCH hens, 10 cocks, been in aviary

throe months; liens, 1,6,. 2/*, 2 > : cocks, 2/-; cadi
with order: Field, 4. Lowei-st.. Kettering. (1979)

HAWFINCHES,' cocks, bill and marks, good, 7/6;

extra large one, 10 : Bullfinches, cocks, 2 - each:

w. Allen, Hoimw ood Park, Holmwood, Surrey. (1984)

HOW In feed, to train, and get the Linnet lleren

for contest singing, etc., our hook tijd., post free:

Rownail and Huigli, Lowerlionscs, HildderefHd.
(1976)

STICIAL singing mixture, drives Linnets and

Finches mad Hit song, 1- large package, earilngo

paid : Cooper, Seedsman, Priuoess-st., Miuichcstor

(1961)

,
liens

: Cut-
(I9S0)
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SPRATT’S
CAGE-BIRD FOODS

*1“ AND REMEDIES. “I*
Mi*«d Seeds, in Id. packets and upwards,

also I/- tins.

Canary Seed Mixture (with Ejj and Fruit),
in 2d. packets and upwards*
Cod 1•iver Oil Cftge-Bird Food, a splendid

Winter Feed (a substitute for egg and
bread crumbs), in 3d. and 6d. tins also
.1* lb. bass. 1/3. 7 lb. bass. 2/6.

Parrot and Macaw Seed Mixture, in 2d.

packets and upwards: also 1/- tins. 6d.
and 3d. baas.

"Caoaradyne" for Asthma and YVlieez
ina. per bottle 3d., 6d„ 1/- and 2/6.
Red Mite Killer, per bottle 6d., l/-and 2/6.
QuiocHo' (Registered!, for Inflamma-

tion of Stomach, per box 3d., 6d. and I/-.

Chemical Food. In 6d„ I/- and 2 /- bottles

Post Paid co Ordera for Medicine*
value II- upwards.

Samples of Foods and Pamphlet on
Cage-Birds, post free 3d. stamps.

r
" SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED "T!
24 25 Fenchurch St., London. E.C.

]

LINNETS picked from large catch, reasonable,
approval known fanciers; others. 1 . each; three
£ 6: Hendrie, 211, Mon-trose-st., Brechin, Forfarshire.

.(1985)
l'.X H1BIT0RS ; Chaffinch’, ideal specimen, good all

points, stormer, 3 (i; also grand Greenfinch and
Bramble, 3 - each: Sergeant Forster, Eockcrton. Dar-
lington. (1933)
LARGE house-moulted Chevcral cock Goldie, s i;

:

f-plcndid cock ditto, good blaze, fit for show, 7 6

;

1914 cock Goldie, 2,6; approval: Oomben, Outfitter,
Portland. (1987)
MIXED Finches for aviaries, properly netted,

cl. an, healthy, cocks and hens 2 -doz, half 1 3:
cheaper mixed, 20 1.6: Jackson, Birdcatcher, Bard-
ney, Lincoln. (lf)70)
NOTH K, grand lot Bullfinches, Goldfinches, and

Linnets, for ohow or song: prices low, easv pav.
rnonts arranged; approval: McKcantl, Sea’brigb't,
Castle-Douglas.

( 1781)
- BE A FTIFL'T, cock Linnets, singing, 1 with new'
cage 2/0: Larks, 1 - each; Bullfinch cocks, 2 0 hens
1/0: Greenfinches, can win. 21- each: V. Johnson. 55,
Gcorge-st., Leeds. (1983)
SELF-ACTING net traps, I'-, 1/3. 19; I am
giving call bird and cage free with first order
opened Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday : Dawscn.
Biyburgate. Beecfes. ‘ (19«0)
COCK Goldfinches, proved breeders, on song, per-
fect specimens, over moulting, from mv outdoor
aviary, o o each 2 lor 12/-: Mrs. L. Gray, The Ferns.
Yiewsley, .M iddresex. (1970)
d.M. cock siskin, smart cock Bullfinch, cock Lin-

net, two hen Mules, two hen Goldies, hen Bullie,
12 -: exchange exhibition Norwich cock, fed: Chet-
wood, Klson, Ellesmere. (197ft)

EXHIBITION British Linnets, Twites, Green-
finches, Chaffinches, 1 6 each, three 4 -; giant
exhibition cock Goklfincifies, 4,-, 5,- cadi : Randle,
21. Biidge-st., Homerton. (198.1)
CHEVERAL, pure white throat, Goldfinch, sure
mule breeder, 7 0; Siskin, bred mules, 0,-; Linnet,
suit mule breeder, 3 0; approval: Enoch Tams,
Chureh-st., Lougton, Stoke-on-Trent.

t HAVE two Goldfinches Tor sale at 2 U each, and
one at 4 very fine selected birds; also have others
for Sale; Goldfinches from 1 6 each: H. Malton. 99
Bel- ixL-a venue, YVoodston. 1‘cterboro. (1977)
BULLFINCHES, grand lot. cocks, 1 C, 2'-, 2 '6 : bens

1 10; also two breeding hens, 3/- each; also
two exhibition cocks. 3 - each; approval, stamp
reply : Gay. Moor-st.. Quinton. Birmingham. (1978)
HYB I7ID1SKRS : Mealy l’oll and Bullie lien, large

Bramb.e and Bullie hen, exhibition Greenic and
Bullie hen. Linnet an<l Bullie hen. -Sib. Canary hen *

what oilers: Stoddart, High-st., Haddington. ‘(1978)
LARGE selected exhibition and muling English

cock Goldfinches, can win at local show, 5/- 7/0 10/-
cacb; cash, approval: T. Sanders, 131, Upper Con-
duit-st„ Leicester (close to Midland Station) (’98°)
1 H A \ E tour house-moulted cock Goldfinches, guar-

anteed each : also two guaranteed cock Gold-
finch Mule*, full Goldfinch song, one 7 6 one 10 - •

Mr. HopcroTt, 40, St. Ann’s Well-rd., Nottingham!
(1980)GOOD singing cock Linnet, sing anywhere. 2,0,

with new cage 3 0 lot; ai-o a few with good loud
voices, 1 -, 1 «, 2 - each : approval, cash or de-
po-it : Fred Allen, Linnet Champion, 15C, Porter-st

. (1985)
BIlvl) nets, all complete, poles, pegs, lines carry-

b“S! 9ft. by 4ft. 3/-, 12ft. by 4ft. 5/-. 15ft. by
4. It. 5 -, 24ft. by oft-. 7 0; old firm: satisfaction
guaranteed; list Id.: Young, Net Manufacturer,
Crew kerne, Somerset.
EXHIBIT ION' Bramblefineh and show cage, 9/-
cheap

;
young Welsh Oreypate, moult winner 5/b -

two good yellow Greenfinches, moulted, 5/- 2/- • ex-
change large Norwich hens; approval, deposit: X
Bond, 2.). Banked., Bootle. (1972)'ON full song, contest singing, cock Brown Linnets
as applied to Blackburn and Leeds contest- fanciers

-V \ L'aoh ’

2

1.9, 3 2/6; these are contest) birds
ti ained under my noted Kettle winner,’: \VGardner, South View, St. Stephens-rd., Preston.
LOOK: Look! Look: Linnets! Linnets! Linnets'

l nave the finest stock of Linnets in tile South war-
ranted cocks, well on seed. 3.6- doz.: cock Green-
finches. l 6 doz., all kinds of, British alwavs in stock •

dealers sup, died : Chris. Hatton, 31, Ilichniond-st.!
-nrigntoTi.

(1977)HAY INC had a big catch of real liig Wefish Linnetscan offer lug well-laced cocks, 1, - each, dealers' kind
od. each: cock GoldfinchSs, 3/-; yellow Greenfinches,
7-

-

v<
;

llow fid.; H.M. hen Bullfinches 16-
.

,'u •'edpolls, fid.: YV. Brown, Ightfieid
V.iutalyrm-h, Salop. (1976
CP-ifEX FINCHES are very charming birds, but
, ‘ /,

lu*ed P reat care. “The Greenfinch Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-ment ol these birds, and we e-liall be pleased tosend you a copy post free upon receipt of 2!.d
YY rite Publisher, C’aui: Birds, 154, Fleet-st
London. E.C.

.
1'

^ y N Iy'I H Linnets, Linnets. Bramblefinches, Rram-
hlefmclics. Greenfinches, Red-breasted warrant 'd Liu-
colnah ire cook Linnets and cock Bramblefflirluw well
Oil seed, best m England, three 1 6. six 2 6, dozen
4 6, three dozen 12.9, five dozen, 20'-: lien Bramble
tim-ues, 1/6 doz.: hen brown Linnets, cock Green-
finches. six Ml., dozen 1 -, five dozen 4/-; thousand-'
t '-timoniaU

: Charlie Cui.ley, Gediu-y, Hothead!,
l.tneofu-lure.

. g ( 1<J7G }

YV AH It A NT KB cock Linnet a 4 /- dozen; Yellow-
hammers, I - dozen ; Bramble-.. :: - dozen

; Green-
finches, I . dozen; 36 aviary bird**, 2/-; selected
dozen. 1 -; exchange : Ootolwil Fclin, The Pill,
Isk'hxim, Gainlis. (1985)
NORTH country Linnets, specials picked out of

cnteli. I throe for 2 6. I have a few good cull
birds on song, 1,6 and 2 - cueli

;
cock Bullfinches,

gems lor colour, 2,(1 and 3/-, hens l 0; all netted
birds; seven days' approval for cusli or deposit:
Ashton, Catcher, 5, Malrking-st., Gateshead. (19801
TREBLE trap cages, not toys, Ml., 1/-, 2/- each;
Linnet nets, 9 x 4/,, all complete, 2/- each ^ new
netting guaranteed Linnet liraccs, 4d. cueli flirt
pegs, 2 -

; cock Chaffinches, Yctlowhnininers, Green-
Iinches, Twites, Bramblefinches, Larks, picked birds
l . Hires lor 2/6; noted for honest dealing: G.
Ashton, 5, Mafcking-st., Gateshead.

(1980J
BLUE fils, Ox-eye Tits, Robins, II ra in ble finches,

Grecn flnolies, Cho tli n oh es, Y ellow ham in its, Redpolls
T'rix- Sparrows, Twites, Linnets, Reed Bunt-in go. 1/’
pair; oidec ted- cooks, 1/- each ; cock Greenfinches,
I dozen; cock Itram bl clinches, 2 - dozen; 24 mixed
aviary birds, 1 6; brighter mixed, 1/- dozen: cock
Skylarks, 2 - dozen: Fenn and Sou, Bowers-June,
Islelium, Cambs. • (1984)
TWICE house-moulted exhibition cock Goldfinch,
winner and breeder of light Mules two seasons,
12/(>: light Mule of above, pure Finch song ]()/-
Sib -bred yellow hen, large bird, 4/ ; another house!
moulted Goldie, breed dark Mules, price 7/C; good

;!'f.

ben, to match, 4/- ; approval, cash or deposit
Editor; Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Mancheste-r-rd.
J{riUllor<l.

(J$)87)
I-, X HI B] I OR'S.—Tip-top cock Bullie, excels in size

comur. cap and bars, 5 .6 ; ditto -lien, 8/-; extra
large yellow cock Greenfinch-, t-eemi-ng with colour,
- ; gia-n-t Scotch M-oun-tain Linnet, exceptional s-ize,
grand colour, whites and lacing 3/8; cock Twite!
certain winner. 3 fi; big Lesser Red-poll, grand bib.
colour, and thigh Jaein-g. 2/C: approval; Canaries
oaken: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed- cock Goldfinches. Bullfinches, 2/6,
-i hens 1-; Si-ikius, 5/-, 7/6; Larks, Li nil etc. 8d.,
1

•; dozen 5,-; Greenfinches. Redpolls 4d„ dozen
2 6: Mules, Canaries, -5 (i. 7/6; young Canaries,
2/-, 2/6, dozen 18,'-: Irwin's Aviaries, Lfirg-a-n. (1980)

EXHIBITORS, CONTEST SINGERS
I have the finest stock of British birds in the North
ol England; call and see them lor yourself- you
need not announce your visit, at home all' day.
Giant- Scotch Thorn Linnets, cocks, singing, 1/- each
three for 2/6; one or two extra large birds, grand
markings, and can win, 2/- each

;
giant peartree

cock Goldfinches, 3 -
; grand blazes, and can win;

exhibition cock .Bullfnichos, 2/0 each • very large
liens, ior muling, 1/6 each; giant cock Greenfinches,

,

• each ; liens fid. each
; grand Canary

hens, for muling, all colours, 2 /fi, 3 -, 4/- each; con-
test Linnet cages. 1/3 each

; approval
; cash or de-

})Osi t- Editor ; Edwin North, 4,43, Mancliiester-rd.,
Bradford.

(1950)

|
Softbills.

|

Singing During Bombardment
I have tiie finest stock of Linnets in the North, I

-

each : extra good birds, caged two and three months,
and singing grand, 1/6, 2;-; house-moulted Girds,
full song, 3/8, 4/0; extra picked cock Greenies,
Chaffie-s, Larks, etc., 1/- each

; satisfaction guaran-
teed: D. .Coomhes, 63, Slockton-st., YVest Hartlepool.

(1977)

GRAND CHANCE
English cock Goldfinches, 2,'-. three 5/- ; special
selected for showing, muling, singing, 2 o’ 3,-, three
6/-: hens, )/-, three 2,6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-; three
4/6; six 8;-; hens, 1 8, 16, tluee 3/-, six 5/6;
cock Larks, Od., six 2 6, oaged oft, singing, 1 -;
birdlime. 7d. J-lh.. l - i-lb., i 8 lb., postage free

:’

Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 11, Fylderst., Preston,
Laneaslwre. (1981)

Decoys For Birdcatchers
Splendid invention, no hrace-bird required, stuffed
safety decoy, moves on flirt-stick on balanced spring;
Linnets 2/fi, Goldfinches 3/-; bird and fittings com-
plete: Hipperson, Waveney Wharf, Beecles. (1913)

HOUSE-MOULTED LINNETS, GOLDFINCHES
A few champion house-moulted cock Linnets, some
fired Mules, and some been used for catching Lin-
nets, all singing mad, S/-, 4/-, 5 - each; house-
moulted cock Goldfinch, bred 10 Mules last season,
6/-; others house-moulted, singing hard, white legs,
4 5/- each

; estab. 00 years: Sandiford, 89, Sclater-
st., Shoreditch, London

; also at Preston.

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS
Ail are well on seed: guaranteed English cock

Goldfinches, 2,- each, three 5/6, hens 1/-; cock
Bullfinches, 2 - and 2,6, hens 1/6 and 2/-; real
Lancashire- and large Scotch brown Linnets, 10d.,
1 - each; caged ofi. singing, 1/6 and 2/-; cock
Twites, 1 - each ; cock Siskins, very scarce, can't
buy for money, 7/6 each; cock Larks, 6d., 8s., I9s. •

raged off, singing, ],-. 16, and 2/-; three 1/4
six 2/6; cock Bramblefiiichcs, 1/- and 1/6
each: Chaffinches, 1/-, and 1/6 each .-

Greenfinches, (id. each, three 1/3; -cages for any of
above from od.. 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-. Seed
grinding mills, 1-6; send for catalogue of every-
thing; established 50 years: Sandiford, Bird Spe-
cialist- and Judge, Preston, Lancs.; also S9, Sciater-
st., Shored-itch, London.

TO BE G3VEIM AWAY
at the ridiculous low prices to clear, the room is
wanted: 10 storming Bramblefinches. good typical
specimens, full of colour and markings, 5 in -,

15/-, only want to be seen to convince you they
are honestly worth double: six extra large Gold-
finches, those with the good square blazes, best of
Wings and tannings, lit to win anywhere. Hi'-. 15/-,
20 -. six tip-top Linnets, real good birds,' colour
and pencilling is all that cun be desired, 10 -. 15 -;two lovely Twites, colour and markings of the' Best!
10/-: °ne good Yellow Greenfinch, 7/6; one- cock
Yellowhaimner. the best headed bird ever seen
dear and distainct Y'

; the above collection I pur-'
chased from one of the. leading exhibitors who lias
not the time to exhibit now; they are really good
-specimens and fit for immediate exhibition, "ami
should hold their own in good company, in fact,
several of the above have won for me this season!
Now, exhibitors, wake up if you require one of the
best bargains you have ever had

;
all on 24 hours*

approval: cash or deposit with Editor- YY' Cot-unghum, 9, Pevcrik-t,. Nottingham, ’Phone' 5752.

SELE4 TED cock Thrushes, 1/ facli Willi n..
YY right, 54, Slieiltield rd., Mar.-boldc, Southport.

y^'K -/<* Par doz.; clean, healthy Imd!/Wright, Bulliver, /a, Lytham-rd., Marshalde, South

1 110812 requiring a genuine singing cock SkVla/k

ton
U|
nn

0V
? m ,0U1 ’ tCn(1 lm; *°" r address : Mrs. But-ion, Dunstable. /tam..

ALYIDWT given! Selected cock Skylark in cageand ll-b special food, 2/-; two, 3/6; Bannister, 34,
nulrwe-fit . Hurnley. (J984i
1912 COCK Thrush, splendid songster, for cock

a
y

' ?
r cock f*°WHnch, steady: Lawn, Ris-ing bun-ter., Norwich. (19701

IjOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12months I also hand reared young cock, 9d. ; ap-provH ; George Holt, Dunstable. (1978)LARKS, Larks
; grand cock Larks, 2/6 dozen Yellowhammers, 1/- pair

; lien iannets, 1/6 dozen: G.

1

LLatteria, Cambs. (1980)LALKS. Larks, large upstanding cock Larks, not tobe beaten size, quality, 3.- dozen; dealers and fan-

%*l F\riim
W
«

W c
;
t 'Ht -' Chatteris. IJ97B)SILENDID fi uger-tame singing cock Lark, good

attraction, 1/6: with bow front cage, 3/- lot- ap-
proval: Fred Alien, 156, Porter-st.. Hull (I985i
WOODLARKS, cocks 2/6. hen-s 1/6: .-elected cocks

coming nicely on song, 4/6; specially made wood!
lark cages, 5/-; Walsh-, Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

, (1985)EXPECTING to be called must therefore dis-
pose ol cock Nightingale arid hen Blackcap; both
excellent condition; otters wanted immediately;
also cock Bullfinch: Wilbee, Claveralls, Marnbull.
Dorset.

(]972;SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in -song,
for shown and contest, singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3'' tells
you. 2Jd. post free from “Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liat frequently
published).
FOR sale, first-class exhibition cock Nightingale,
good colour, and splendid songster. 3 years old 'win-
ner of several prizes, first at Nottingham last open
show, and second at Coventry: price, including show
cage, £4: F. Bent, Confectioner, 8, Giasshouse-et.,
Nottingham. (1984)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directione
how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition ; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and ttie selection of show
hirda, will be found in "Nutshell No. 4,” 2id. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154 Fleet-ot., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
S0FTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tmty, is given by H. J. Fnlljames in “Nutshell No.
2a,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants' eges, 2/d. post free,
from: “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
(2d. froimigento ; see iiet on another page).

Miscellaneous.
BRITISH birds, from dean aviaries, list free: Mias
Kosey Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1977)DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks in
song 3/6 <*ich, lien#, 8/- doz.; 7 lien Mules, 7/- : Row-
ley Elston, Crediton. (1976)
SELECTED birds for exhibition mule and hybrid
breeding; ask for special list, post free on applica-
tion : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blaokburn. (1985)WHAT otters, 2 two-year-old call bird Linnets, full
song, and nearly new Lark net, sale or exchange

:

Ciirio. Hatton, 31. Kichmond-st., Brighton. (1977)
LARKS. Goldfinches; Peckiii-s, Aviarv, Chatteris,

has a few splendid cock Goldfinches, September-
October caught, 3s. each; hen Goldfinches, is. each;
cock Larks, 2s. 6d. per do-zen; warranted. (1974)
ALL seed-s dearer except this freshly cleaned
gathered mixed wild seed, lid. lb., 5/- i-ewt. ; win-
ners J.C.B.A. Oxford, Birmingham, Northampton,
lor sale: Hepwood, Albrighton, Wolverhampton.
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; Larks, Larks, Larks;
warranted cock Linnets, 4/- dozen: hen Linnets, 1/6
dozen

; warranted cock Larks, 3/6 dozen ; cock Green-
finches, 1/6 dozen

; hen Canaries, 30/- dozen
; good

birds: John Boxall, 5, Lavender st., Brighton. (1978)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, three for 13, 41-

doz. ; warranted cock Larks, 3 for 1/-, 3 - dozen 3
dozen 8/6; Blackies, Thrushes, cocks, 3 for 2/- • no
liens sent for cocks; birds warranted clean, healthy
and on food: J. YVhitely, Boston-rd., Holbeacii’
Lines.

(1975)
LARKS, Larks, Linnets, Linnets: Another great

victory, three prize winners supplied by the old
firm and yet there is more to follow: cock Larks a

/(j

dozen: cock Linnets, 5/-; cock Greenfinches and hen
Linnets. 1- three, dozen 2/6: H. Dawson, YVest-st.
Chatteris. (1976)TO exhibitors.—Two grand Corn Buntings, good
colour, wel! marked, fit for keenest competition 15
each: exhibition Blackcap, 15'-; large selected Bull-
finches, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Yellow Buntings:
stamp particulars : Herbert J. Chick, British Bird

I
specialist, 39a, Radford-rd., Nottingham. (1965)GRAND stock red-breasted cock Linnets, singing
till . iy- each, or three for 2/6; thirty Brambles
picked for show, cocks 11- each, or 3 for 2.6: Larks’
singing well, II- each, with cage 1/6; tumblers or
homers, 2/- pair, any colour; Brambles, 1 (i pair
cock Linnets, 4J- per doz.: W. Darby, 41a, Spon-lane’
YVest Bromwich, (1976)WARRANTED coc-k Bram-blefinehes, 2,'- dozen:
Greenfinches, 1/- d-ozen; l./n-n-ets, 4 6 dozen- 8<i
mixed seedeaters, 2/-; 12 brighter mixed. 1/-;
selected lor show, cocks, Bramblefineh, Greenfinch'
Chaffinch, Linnet, Redpoll, Lark, Yellow limitin''’
Reed Bunting, 1 - e-acli ; well on food: J. Fenn’,
Bird Specialist and Judge, Weeitcliff Vii-kis, Isleliam,
Crtrnhs. ^

„ (1985)
EXHIBITION, house-moulted, British cock Haw-

fiaeh, good size, colour, and markings, 12 '6
; cock

Chaffinch, a stormer for size and colour, l(> ; Lessor
Redpoll, a gem. 4 -

:
cock Bearded Tit. perfect

feather and condition, 12/6: hen Bullies, several
rested last season, 3. - each; also 2 ranges of hybrid
ayiarie« and breeding cages for disposal: Morris.
Bird Judge, 56, 1‘ark-rd., Ilford. (1984)
EXHIBITORS, t lie following are all good speci-
m«ns and can win :—JJ-i-ant cock Linnet, perfect,
2 6; Lesser Redpoll, gem, 2 6: monster cock Green-
finch, 2/6; giant cock Bramblefineh, 1/6; cock Bull-
finch, gem, 3 6; Corn Bunting. 3/6; giant hen Bull-
finch. 2 - : h.m. cock Greenfinch and- h.m. hen
Chaffinch, paired, 5/6 pair ; also h.m. Bramblefineh,
tat Hull, tat Grimsby, etc., 15 6 .- Hawfinch. 1st
Hull, a good one, but not yet in condition. 15 fi;

Waxwing, never been beaten, a gem, won about 17
tat prizes, 45.'-: h.m. Redpoll: 21 Ists. 10 6; h.m.
.('urn Bunting, tat Hull, etc., gem. 12 6: -approval
willingly : Fred Allen, British Bill'd Champion.
I’orter-at. Aviaries, Hull. yaS5)

CLEARINC OUTDOOR A V I ARIES
'Veeral line lien Bullies, |pi, 2/ eui li

,

< x-k Bull-
finales, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6

;
grand eock Goldfinches, 2/6. ::

,

“/* “a<Ti lien Goldllliehen, I cueli
. Linnet*. ( haf

finchcM, GnwnfiiK'hes, Redpoll ,<» i.
,

i
,

j/i,
;

lien ,, fid. each
; cock Yellow Buntings, I/-, |/6 e.i' li

’

lien.,, fid
. ; cock Reed Buntings, 1/-. I '6 ; c,s k Robin

2/-; pair Hkylarka, 1/6; four lien Goldfinch Mules,

•I,.’
al '° Kru "‘ l «hock Rollers, Crmls, and Nor-

wich Canuries for sale; pair Ribbon Fine-lies. ::

cock Cockatlels, 5/6 cat'll ; cock Green Ifiidgeiigars,

r ..
approval, deposit; pedigreed Fo* Terri.-r

bitcli, fix nion tics, 25/-: A. J. Underwood, Bird
Specialist, 24, YVellington-st., Kettering, f'1981)

NOTICE, £100 REWARD
to any judge or exhibitor, breeder, catcher, or dealerwho can prove that we send out hen.- for cocks, or
fresh-caught birds; notice, giant dark brown ro»c-
breasted cock Linnets, every bird warranted sure
miller,H and prize takers, and fit for singing contest,
only ]/-, 10, ami 2/ each, 3 ior 2/6, 12 for 7,6: hen**!
1 dozen; English cock Meadow I,arks, sure contest
singing, J /-, 1/6, and 2 - each, or three for 2/6, dozen
7 6; liens, l dozen; giant cock Bramblefinches, lit
to win in tiie keenest of competition, 1/-, 1 6. and
2 - each; monster cock Bullfinches, 2 6 and .';;o

each
; muling hen Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each; eock

Chaffinches, in grand plumage, 1.
,

1/6 each; Yellow-
hammers. fit to win, I/-. 16 each; cock Twites, 1 ,

1 6 each ; cock Girl Bunting, very rtearce, and sure
prize-taker, 7.6; giant English eock Goldfinches, fit to
win in the keenest of competition, 3)6, 4 6, 5,6 each

;

liens, I/- each; cock Reed Buntings, ’

1/6, 21- each;
cock Hawfinches, 6,6, 7.6 each; giant cock Green-
finches, 6d., 1/-, 1/fi 7a( li : Tree Sparroi's, 8d., 10d.,
1 - each; cock Siskins, 4 6, 5.6, 7,6 each; lien-, 2/6,
3/6 each; established a century; ca#h or deposit at
(.'von Bums : Powers and Russell, 10, Granby -place,
Bethnal Green, London. ’

(1975) «

SHOW BRITISH
We are patronised, and have been for forty years,
by every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor,
so our reputation stands second to none. Editor
of this journal has oeen scores of original testi-
monials for birds we have supplied, v, hicli have
bred hundreds of winning Mules and scores of win-
ning British birds I have supplied. So if you intend
buying British birds, buy from us. wiio have hun-
dreds each week to pick from. Cock Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Larks, 3 4 -,

5/-. 6,- each; approval; show cages, 2 -, three 5,6;
established SO years : Sandiford, Bird Specialist,
Preston ; also 89, Sclatcr-st., Slioreditph, London.

1
CANARIES?]

Border Fancy.
BREEDER’S CARD.

BURTON BROS., 126, Lee-rd., Lee Green, S.E.
Breeders of high-class Borders, all varieties. Prices
moderate; state wants.

THREE pair of good Borders, yellow cocks, buff
liens, 7J- pair, cheap, to clear: Bullantyrie, Baker,
Langholm. ‘

(1984)
SMART buff Border cook, winner, 15 -; see Orms--

kirk show report; exchange yellow: J. YV. Johnson,
YVigan-rd., Ormskirk. (1977)
CLEAR yellow pure Border, 1914 cock, in full «ong.
show condition. 6/-: approval: Pennal, Totteri Ige,
High YVycombe, Bucks. (1973)
TYPICAL Borders, cold-room bred, clears and
marks, cocks from 5 -

; liens from 2,6; approval:
Linton, Billhead, Biggar. (HI75)
BORDERS, unique type and quality, winning strain,
cheap: stamp reply; approval : Lee,' Breeder, Exhibi-
tor. 49, Nortb-terr.. Bedlington. (1985)
SOME real quality Borders for sale, all related to
my winners, prices moderate, to clear; approval: G.
H. Pratt, Strand Dairy, Exmouth. (1982)
FEW smart Border Fancies, good shape and qual-

ity, for sale, reasonable, on approval: Robson, 28.
Camden Grove, Peckham, London. (1918)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancy for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)
BORDERS, best and cheapest in Great Britain,
show and stock birds, including Cinnamons and
Greens; list free: Rudd, Specialist. Norwich.
PAIR Borders, 15/-, from medal winner; pair small

Norwich, 10/6; pair show homers, 10/-; wanted lew
wire fronts: Brooker, 15, Frome-terr., Dorchester.

( 1975)EXCHANGE yellow cinnamon cock, hen. and buff
green hen for yellow cinnamon eock and lien, for
change of blood: Pearce, 231, Cathedral-rd. Cardiff.

(1975)
TYPICAL Borders, cold room bred, cheap to clear;
cocks 4/-, hens 2/-; don’t miss this chance: writis
now; approval willingly: Irons, Park-place, Brechin.

(1961)
EXCEPTIONAL value in Cinnamons, Greens. Cleans,
Marks, same as my Scottish National winners;
show or stock; lairs or single: Dan Hamilton, 239.
Low-waters. Hamilton. (19S5)
HIGH-CLASS Borders for show or -stock, related to
my winners at tiie leading shows; cocks, from 6/-,

hen-s from 3/-; also matched pairs: approval wil-

lingly: YY’eir, Hamilton Place, Penicuik. (1949)
BUFF green cock, yellow green cock, 1914 bred. 7/0

each
; clear yellow, 1913, 8/0; these are worth double;

or exchange doub!e:sided gramophone records: ap-
proval: Saunders, Thursley Hall. Has’.cm ere. (lfihu)

FlY K pairs of good Borders for sale, 1 pair 17/6, 2
15/-, 2 12/6; same as my winners, picked from 80
birds; or would give good exchange for good gramo-
phone: G. Martin, 1, Hatchlands-rd., Eedliill, Surrey.
HAY E for disposal several pairs high-class Cinna-
mons, yellows and buffs, cocks and hens, also greens,
from 15/- pair; exchange for clear buff cock, ex-
hibition standard: approval: Farrer, 222, Jefferson-
•st., Noweastle-on-Tyne. (1983).
GREENS and Cinnamons for sale, reasonable: see

reports Liverpool, Forfar, Manchester, Avonbridge,
Glasgow, L.C.B.A., Sale. YVarringlon, Gateshead,
National, and other leading shows; stamp: D. YVIeiti-
law, 95, Klanpark-st., Cowan. (lftsiu
MY Borders have won at all tiie leading allows in
Engkrod and Scotland this season, including ehain-
pion-sh/c Crystal Palace, medal Glasgow, Manchester,
see report Edinburgh; can supply properly matched
pairs from 10/- to 40,-; state want#; approval;
stamp: George Bennet, Bowmont Y'illa. Kelso.
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iiow to manage 'those “wee gems’’ dur-
ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy., 2Jd. poet free. I'rom “Cage Birds." 154.
I-U'c Ss-t., I.-,ndon. E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
ugeuta. (Lists published frequently.)
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F Him HINSON lias the following grand Borders

for Hi -. |m oil, related to mv Winners Claplmm,

Ji.l’.o.s., la) toil, I..C.I1. A., Ill (lllill, which have bred

alter four years' careful i

'"""

specials, tlirer /(nils, 3rd, 411

pairs yellow c*oeks, bull hem
roekp, bull liens, bull cock

pair: two cinnamon coek<\

Ih iik, 5/* each; guaranteed
healthy ; inspection invit 'd

;

ings, Ciiii
. p st., Poplar.

•airing ( ltv< four

i, Mil, ccmnicnd d)
;
two

, two pair-. marked yell*.

.

yell. marl',ud hen, la -

10 0 c ai-h ;
two }': llow

unrelated pairs; <•lean,

tamp: oa, Bank I (mid-
( ID7 (5)

j
Cinnamons"]

TWO Cinnamon hen*. I’roin mimic not as my winner,

7yC each; s i show upon : Mi plmid, la, Rubin Hood-

ht., Gust U lord. (1082)

NICE yellow self I imiamon cock, Tate’s strain,

perfect health and song, price 10/- : Carrington,
Bridge* t., Bakewell. (11)80)

WANTED, large, typical, clean, healthy Norwich
Cinnamon-' for prompt cash; approval: Cooper, 129,

Junction rd., Norwich. (1984)

FOR sale, three pairs of 1911 Cinnamons, three

bulls, three- yellows, :M /• the lot: \V. Rowley, is C,

lot h*st., Spon-st., Coventry. ( 1080)

BARGAINS in Cinnamons, a few winners for sale,

hied from my champions; approval, stamp: Brown,
iif>, Mutley Plain, Plymoutti. UC66)
I.ARGE IDM yel’ow cock, Godley’s direct, Hi, -

:

large 1014 yellow eoek, of above, 12/0; approval:
Butler, Rho- ymedre, Ruabon. y 1083

)

CHAMPION Cinnamons, bred from iny winners at

Manchester, Liverpool, Bradford, Scottish National,
etc., prices reasonable; approval: Rev. Nurne, Har-
rington Cumberland.
,1. E. HAKTI P, Breeder and Exhibitor high class

Cinnamons ,
,-ome good birds for sale cheap

;
more

winners bred from this strain than any strain living,

also Norwich; approval: 131, Higher Antley >t., Ac-
crington. (19(51)

PROCTOR, 83, Oswald-st., Blackburn: Cinnamons
and Norwich, winners at following shows: Crystal

Palace, LiviTpcol, Manchester, Aberdeen, etc., will

sell all my stock including above winners; giving up
l' »m \ -

1 ;»m;> ,
appro x a I. < I9 V>

:

)

)
Belgians.

\

BELGIAN anil Yorkshire cross yellow cooks ami
liens bull cocks and liens: Welch, 93, Fox-rd., Slief-

fletd. (ia«8)

(.'HAND Belgians for disposal, same etrain as my
championship winners lust two Palace shows, cheap,

approval: 11. S. Baker, Georg'es-rd., Barnstaple.
(1965)

BELGIANS, bull' eccks and hens, also yellow cocks,

same strain as Scottish National winners, .'reason-

able; approval: F. Butts, 12, Lower Maudlin-st.,

Barnstaple. dol'd)

ALFRED J.

| London Fancy.
|

W ELL-KK/.D stock pairs and extra hens going

vtry cheap; overstocked: Filhy, Ealing Common.

Crests and Crestbreds.
|

ON E clear body grizzled Crested cock, two large

variegated C.B. neiu, *7? lot; approval; Bond, «/,

i xbridge-st., Burton. 11975)

J. MEMMOTT oilers a few good Crests and Crest-

breds from 15;- each; approval: 55, Mtensbrcak-
ril.. Ikeley. Sheffield. (1935)

VARIEGATED 1014 Crestbred cock, variegated 1914

Crestbred ben, Joyce- Barnett strain, 12/6 each: Rev.
G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (1981)

FOUR Crests, two Crestbred liens, 6/- to 10/- each;
3 Crests, 3 Crestbred cocks, 10/- to 30/- each;
Giile-pie, 19, Allergat?, Durham. (1974)

CHESTED cocks and hens, also Crest-bred hens,
grand show and stock birds; stamp; approval: Angus
ivlcDougall, Carronvale rd., Larbe.it. (1976)

CREST and Crest- breds, pairs from 12/- to 30/-;
several green hens from 6/-; approval; stamp; Mais,
63, Nortnumberland-st., Nottingham. (1976)

MRS. THOS. TAYLORS champion strain; a lew
good stock birds lor :>.tle; reavor.able ;

approval;
stamp reply : €6. Edward-st ,

Gate-head-. (1585)

GRAND pair of Crests, winners, £5: another good
pair, £3; Crested cock and Crestbred hen, 1914 bred,

30/-: Joseph Guy, Crosland-tcnrace,. Heleby. (1987)

NOTICE: Grand lot Cre.-ts.and, Crest-breds for show
or breeding, prices low; easy payments taken; ap-

proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
CLEAR buff crestbred cock, 15 -, 1913 fifth L.C.B.A.
Show, 26 in class; var. hull' eoek, dark crest and
wings, 10/6 1914;. approval: W. -Stevens, 9, Colvile-

st., Derby. (1970)

CRESTS and Crestbreffa for' sale
;

1 have the cream
of the Fancy, all first-class birds; price from 15/-;

stamp reply; J. Bedeck, 136, St. Ann's Well-rd.,

Nottingham. (1984)

CRESTS and Crestbreds, several good pairs at

reasonable prices; few single birds cheap; unflighted
dark crest cock- 10/-: William Tatman, Midland-rd.,
Wellingborough.
BREEDER has some Crests and Crest-breds to fell

from 15/- pair; also a few Yorkshire clear and cin-

namon marked; approval: Tetin, 124, Che.ytnut-av.,
Forest Gate, Essex* (1980)

BARGAINS: 12 good pair winning stock Crest and
Crest-breds, related to best strains in the west, cold-

room bred, 15/- to St),- pair; approval; Parsons, 17,

Toth'H-riL, Plymouth. (19.83)

HIGll-CLASS Crests, few good birds for sale, best
blood in England, 35 years Sreed-er of the best, judge
of many shows, reasonable; approval: T. Billington,

55. Colwiek-rd., Nottingham. (1976)

T. J. King, Ingogo, Cheltenham, offers most of his

show Crests, Crestbreds, including yellows, buffs; he
has won 8 firsts at three shows this season, grand
stock birds from 20/- each

;
approval. (1961)

MY father having retired from the Fancy through
ill health, 1 have taken all his stock of Crests and
Crestbreds: have some for sale; approval: Geo.
Dobson, 103, James-st., Blaydon-on-Tyne. - (1976)

BRED from my prize etrain, cold-room, young
Crested and Crested-bred cocks and hens, 10.'-, 15 '-,

20/-, 25/-, 30/-
;

splendid stock birds; approval wil-

lingly: Cubitt, 184, Thorpe-rd., Norwich. (1075)

CRESTS and Crest-breds, best blood in the world.
Have selected my breeders, a few of this splendid
strain to spare at 30.- upwards (he pair; also
. ingles j stamp: Rev. G. W. Joyce, Wellington, Som-
erset. (1979)

W. LIDGETT, breeder and- exhibitor, winner two
silver challenge cups, ma -ivc variegated Crest-bred
cock, 2 years, cost 30s.; accept 12s. 6d. ; bargain;
approval, cash : Lidgctt, Grocer, Newark. (1973)

CATS.

AT staid, Otto 1V„ Oliver tabby Persian, lovely

coat, green eyes: Miss I’hayre, 8, Chclsea-rd,, Batli.

(1973)

“ St. Ives,” Cli -U r rd.. Krdington, near Binning
bam, offer- the following from his celebrated yellow
strain: (1) l Tinted cock, 1912, good all-round bird,

sire of winners, 84/-; (2) C.lt. hen. 1913. .lest sisli r

to my L.C.B.A. lien winner, 84/-; (3) C.B. hen, 1314,

25/-; (4) green Crested ci.'A, 1914, will make a good
one. 105/-; (5) C.IL cock, 1913, same nest as, my
Gat shcad winner, 63/-

; (6) var, dark Cre+it rook,

1914. wonderful colour, 63/-; (7) green C.B. hen, 1914.

large bird, good turnover, 30/-; also tic wilder

mentioned hulls; (8) C.B. cock, 2nd Cheltenham, 1st

Birmingham, 100/-; (9) var. C.B. eoek, 1st Coventry,
2nd Birmingham, 50/-; (10) large clear buff C.B.
cock, 1913, 50/ ; (11) var. C.B. cock, 1914, Go/-

; (12)
var. C.IL cock, 1914, 00/-; (13) var. C.B. hen, 1914,

30/-
; (14) var. C.B. hen, 1913, bred from double

Crests, 03/-; (15) var. C.B. cock, 1914, 2nd Coventry
Host feather show, 63/-; (16) two large, rough
(Tested cocks, 1914, from my best blood, 42/- each.
All there birds arc in good condition, and only
offered at low prices to make room. (1982)

CREST and Crestbred; Geo. Williams, 50a, Lower
Tinion-st., Torquay, one of the oldest breeders in

the Fancy
;
have bred and shown some of the best

ever seen-on the show bench; price from 5/- to £10;
on approval. (1974)

J. A. GRANT cuu spare a few Crest-bred cocks
and liens, all 1914 and ILL. rung, with long head
feather, right to end of beak ; will sell very reason-
able and send on approval anywhere: Thistle House,
Lossiemouth, N.lt. (1968)
GREEN Crest-bred cock, 1st Wycombe, rare quality,

splendid feather, £1 1
-

;
green crested hen. 2nd

Wycombe, good bird, 12/6, 30/- pair; Buff Norwich
cock, winner, 15/0; Cinnamon hen, 4/-; var. buff ben,
5/-: Barrett, Sedrup, Hartwell, Aylesbury. (1983)

EVINS BROS., offers the following at bargain
prices: VaPiCgatcd Crest-Mod cock, 40/-; green
ditto, 30/-; var. ditto, 25/-; var. Crested cock, 20/-;
grey ditto, 80/-; wing marked ditto. 40/-; another
15/-; yellow crested cock, 20/-; clear Crest-bred
hen. 12/6; another, 7/6;. 259, lligh-st., Exeter. (1981)

CHAMPION Crests: Several real good massive
feathery Crested and Crestbred cocks and hens for

stock or exhibition, 10.6, 12/6, 15/-, 21/-, 30/- to
£5 each ; all strong, healthy and vigorous ; Barnett’s
Palace winning strain; all cold-room bred; give me
a trial and I will guarantee full catisfaction ; state
wants fully; approval: Warminger, 28, Guernsey-rd.,
Norwich. (1969)

CHALLENGE BOWL WINNER
outright at Bristol this year. Some good pairs from
36/- upwards: big massive Crested cocks, 40/-, 50/-,

60/-; approval, stamp; Colledge, Kilburn, Derby.
(1978)

&5EVER IN THE MEMORY
of any fancier has such Crests and Crested-breds
been offered for sale— i.e., such quality at reason-
able prices ; no other person has either such a
collection, for sale; show and stock birds, with
large bodies and crests over ends of beak ; and,
v.hat- is more, they include clear yellows and buffs,

both light and dark crests—not on paper, hut can
be seen. Send for list, or state wants (enclosing
stamp). Throw on one side foolish prejudice and
have on approval. I guarantee them to include
best blood obtainable and without the base false-
hoods advertised by a certain class of dealers; \V.
Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Lizards.
FRED HAMER, 78, Ronald-st.. Oldham champion

strain of Lizards, pairs for sale, spare hens, also

prize cocks. ' (1973)

Greens,
j

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshire Greene, pairs 12/6 up-
wards, hens 4s.: G. Rawsthorne, 20, Bush-grov,,,
Sea forth.

YELLOW green Yorkshire cock, buff hen, 20/- ;
yel-

low liens, K)/- each
;
Rowland’s strain ; exchange pair

for good buff cock : Teare. Drury-terrace, Douglas.
Man. (1981.)

Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval ;
inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp; 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

ALEX. M. GARDINER, a few Norwich for sale; no
better blood; grand type and quality.—Reid’s
Buildings, Newtongrange.

J. HODDER, breeder cf pure Norwich, winner of

champion diplomas, silver cups, medals, etc.; good
birds at reasonable prices; approval; stamp: 6,

Banner-st. , St. Lukes, London, E.C.
FRANK F. LAWSON. 14, 'Pugin-st,, Carlisle. Winner
leading shows. Champion Norwich, fit to win local

shows, from 20'-; unflighted birds from 7/6;

matched pairs from 20/- pair
;
approval

;
stamp.

JUDGE SILK, Whitstable, breeder ar.d exhibitor cf

champion Norwich, winner at all leading -hows;
inspection invited; show and *stcck birds at rea-

sonable prices; approval.

1914 NORWICH cocks, singing, 3/-, two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries, Gorseincn, Glam. (1961)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries; Chas. Palmer and
Sons. 66-6,8. “clatcr-st., Shoreditch.
NORWICH cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/-; Air.

Yores, «, l)cria-rd.. Parson’s Green. (1973)

TWO pairs Norwich, 10/6 pair ; .two buff cocks. 7/6
each; buu hen, 4 6: Clayton, Percy-st., Rochdale.

(1976)

NORWICH hen for sale; five clear yellows, 5/- each;
four buffs, 4/- each; Butler, 200, Foleshill rd., Coven-
try. 0979)
FOR sale, 2 pairs prize-bred Norwich, 15/- pair to

clear; bargain; approval: Webb, 22, Frederic-st.,

Luton. (1976)

TWO buff hens, 3/- each; or exchange both for

Roller cock; approval: S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd.,

Brock-ley, (1980)

FOUR matched pairs, 15/- pair; four cocks, 10/-

cacli, colour fed ; Halford, 10, Lismore-CItcUs, Gospel
)ak, N.W. (1963)
FEW good cocks and hens cheap; pairs from 10/6;

also Yorkshires, ditto: Knight, 46, Spencer-id.,
Kentish Town. (I960)

ONE cock Norwich and four hens, all healthy birds,

great bargain, 14/- : Tcggin, Windsor House, New-
bridge-on- Wye. (1980)

A FEW good Norwich, cheap for cash ;
good

strain; also stock birds: 22, llcalli-st., Cheatham
Hill. Manchester. (1985)

FOR sale, six Norwich Canaries, two cocks four

hens, £1 the lot: Miss E. Neville, Christchurch,

Wisbech, Cambs.
TWO cocks ami (ivc liens, all good, large birds,

mostly yellows 18/- lot, must clear: Ernest Barker,
Ilondgate, Helmsley. (1983)

BIG green Norwich lien, 1913, broad skull, 6/6; also

3 large double breeders, good condition, 10/6: G.

Harris llinstead Hyde. (1984)

V A ROY’S strain; two unfllghted buff cocks, 7/6,

8/6; few 1914 liens, accept 2/- each: Buxton, Lime
Grove-avenue, Matlock. (1982)

PRIZE bred Norwich cocks, colour fed, unflighted,
all colours, 10/6 each ; approval w illingly : Burton,
Ealing House, Walrall. (1974)

NORWICH for sale, overstocked, prize and prize-

bred cocks and hens, prices reasonable; Yeats, jun.,

I inthorpe, Fraserburgh. (1984)

LARGE typical Norwich, six yellows and buffs,

cocks, C.F., from winners; approval: Sleep, 10, Oak-
field-terrace, Plymouth. (1977)

GRAND young rich yellov and variegated 1914 Nor-
wich cocks, finest health and song, 3/- each, 2 5/6:

Stephens, West Drayton. (1980)
WANTED, unflighted yellow Norwich ceck, ex-

change 1913 Crestbred eoek, or sell £1; .approval:
Fox, Bolehill, W irksworth. ’ (1977)

NORWICH cocks from 6/6 to 10/- each; hens, 3/-

to 6/- each; cold-room bred: W. Gilbert, 2, Crom-
well-st.. Red Lane, Coventry. (1980)

CLEARANCE sale.—Six pair Norwich, 20 breeding
cages, and all utensils

;
part exchange poultry:

Crown Inn, AwswOrth, Notts 1

. (1981)

FEW colour-fed Norwich lor sale, cocks from 4/-,

hens 2/-; approval; deposit; genuine: R. Manuion
5, Wheat-si., Padiham, Lanes. (1974)

A. TKKVAI.LION, 16, Higliam-rd., Mount Pleasant-
rd., Tottenham, has few good Norwich for disposal
at reasonable prices; approval. (1979)

BRED from my winners, clear yellow and clear
buff, 1914 bred, 15/- each; approval: G. W. Saun-
ders, Thurley Hall, Haslernere. (1980)

NORWICH hens, large huff cinnamon, 5/-; cobby
yellow, 7/6; Crestbred even-marked, .4/6: Pearce, 64,

Coleman-rd., Camberwell, London. (1975)

NOTICE.— Grand lot Norwich, for show or. breeding,
prices low, easy payments taken; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1791)

LARGE 1913 yellow Norwich cock, Bowyer direct

;

exchange large, cubby buff eoek; approval; yours
first: Eceles, Rhosymedre, Ruabon. (1983)

CHAMPION large Norwich, winners, and' bred from
winners, from 10/6 each; approval: C. Roberts,

Stannahey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (1985)

NORWICH (cocks unflighted), yellow marked, 12/6;

two clear buffs, 10/6 each, winners; exchange: Bin-

dall, 62, Bruford-rd., Wolverhampton. (1978)

FEW good stock birds for disposal, pairs from
12/-, hens 4/6 upwards; sati ^g.tion guaranteed:
Parkinson, 85, liodder-st., Accrington. (1974)

LARGE Butt Norwich Canaries, Roberts’ strain,

cocks, 7/-; pairs, 10/-; worth much more; approval,
deposit: Wheeler, Griffin Wood, Epping.
NORWICH cocks, 6/6; hens, 2/6; Crystal .Palace
aviary, 6/6; exchange Yellow Budgerigars, aquarium:
King, 12, Carisbrooke-rd., Walthamstow. (1972)

GRAND Norwich, var., clears, cocks and hens,

some winners; bargain; approval: J. S. Keddie,

Beattie ’s-buildings, Walke. burn, Scotland. (1985)

A FEW high-class Norwich buff cocks, unflighted,

genuine stock birds,, 12,6 each; approval: Roberts,

41, Haywood-st., Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent. (1982)

BARGAIN; winning- strain Norwich; 1013 yellow

cock, 8,6; buff cock, 6/6; three buff hens, 3,- each:
Diinmock, Market-sq., Leighton Buzzard. (1985)

LAST 2 pair, buff cock, yellow hen, 30/-; yellow

cock, 2 buff hens. 30/ : Vardy’s type and quality: A.

Holmes, Flctcher-ot., Heanor, Derbyshire. (1978)

WELL-BRED Norwich pairs, rare shape and qual-

ity, also single birds, reasonable, on approval: Rob-

son, 28, Camden Grove, Peckham, London. (1918)

GOOD stock birds, from winners, pure type and
quality, especially cocks, price moderate; small

liens, 7/-: Barrows, Wardingten, Banbury. (1970)

WILL exchange large cage, with division, for cock

Canary, or two yellow hens; particulars Cn applica-

tion: Evans, 8, Charlwocd-st., Pimlico, London. (1981)

NORWICH cocks a/-, hens 2/6; large cocks 6/-

eaeh : full song; approval, deposit; particulars:
Royiston, Trentlocks, Westbridgford, Nottingham.

(1973)

TYPICAL clear and marked Norwich liens, yellows

and buffs, 5/*-, 7,6, 10 - each, seven days’ approval

;

cash or deposit: Brown, 44, Waterloo-rd., Norwich.
(1977)

WINNING Norwich, five yellow, seven buff liens,

4 - to 10/-; six huff and four yellow cocks. 6/6 to

15/-; approval: Bond, 87, Uxbridge-st., Burton.
(1975)

WELL-BRED Norwich for disposal, closely related
to my winners, good type and size, very reasonable:
Harris, 12 Hazlewood-lanc, Palmers Green, London,
N. • (1968)

UNF LIGHTED huff Norwich cock, very smart, 12,-;

tick huff hen, 1913 model, 15/-; rqlarted to my
Scottish National winners: Leach, Percy-st., Roch-
dale. (1977)

EXHIBITION Norwich, several good birds for sale,

from 7/6 to 20/- each; genuine' bargain; approval,
deposit: Apply, W. J. Baker, 44, Bowthorpe-nL,
Norwich. . (1982)'

PAIR Canaries, hen pure Norwich, Thomas’s direct
Bulldog strain, 14/-; exchange lady’s long coat or
children’s clothing; ofters:' Bradford, Hamp-st.,
Bridgwater. ( .980

)

FEW good. Norwich Bullfinch type, good heads,
best blood, 35 years breeder, judge of many shows,
rca enable; approval: T. Billington, 55, Colwick-rd.,
Nottingham. (1976)
SURPLUS stock, yellow lien, £1 ; clear buff lien, vhc
Wi haw last week, 15/-; 1 do., 10/-; large green huff
Inn, 5,'-; Strachall, 207, St. Andrews-rcL, Pollok-
shi Ills, Glasgow. (1077)
TWO well-bred Norwich cocks for sale, clear yellow
and marked yellow* colour, fed, 1914 bred, good type
and size, 8/- each; approval: Bolton, 4, Northst.,
Carshalton, Surrey. (1976)
MR. KCKEUftLEY offers large, ticked yellow cock,

20/- only; cl-ar buff, A1 type and quality, 25/-, bar-
gain; few others, icry cheap; 51, Francis-rcl.. Edg-
bastori, Birmingham. (1979)
T. IRONS has some good Norwich for sale, state

wants- and prices
;
on approval, with pleasure ; sec

recent L.C.B.A. and our Hand-in-Hand Xmas shows:
lvy-rd., Northampton. 1 1980)
CLEAN buff Plainliead cock. 1st Littleborough, 2nd

'"Gateshead, 4th Scottish -National, 17/6; buff coppy
cock, 12.6: Adams, Bedlordst., -Rochdale, Stamp
reply; deposit; approval. (1975)

NEW YEAR

HOLIDAYS.

Invitation to all

Fanciers.
I beg to offer an i vitation to all fanciers to pay

me a visit during tile Christmas or New Year holi-
days. I shall be at home all the time, and it will
be a pleasure to show anyone round my rooms,
whether desiring to purchase or not.

1 liave a magnificent collection of Norwich, York-
shires, Borders, Crests and Crestbreds, Scotch Fan-
cies, British-bred Rollers, Mules, etc., all for salo
at reasonable prices, and I defy anyone to give
better value. If you cannot pay me a vieit, send a
P.C. for my Free Illustrated Catalogue, and remem-
ber 1 urn prepared to send birds to any address in
the Kingdom on 10 days’ approval at my sole risk.
Easy payments arranged with genuine fanciers.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

NORWICH, large birds; cocks, 19/-; hens, 3/-;
Crested hen, 6/-; Crest-bred hen, 5/-; Border cock,
6/6; hen, 2/6: S. Ham, Treviscoe, St. Stephens,
Grampound Road', Cornwall. (1972)
COMPULSORY -ale; mn.-vive framed marked yellow
unflighteu Norwich cock, large round' head, deep
chest, rhort thi-ck-eet specimen; 10,6: llawkes,
20, I’retoria-rd., Leyton-stone. (1986)

EXCEPTIONAL offer, unflighted buff Norwich hen,
real model, with size, good head and ehest, winner
three honours, 2nd last week, accept 10/6: Hawker.
26, Pretcria-rd., I-evto-nstone. (19S6)
THOMAS HERBERT, 35, South-st., ,’i.dditeli, can
spare large buff eoek, 20/-; yellow cock, 15/-; vjn-
ne.-'S; ticked yellow eoek, 8/6; buff' hen, 6/6; yellow
lien. 7/6; yellow hen, 5/6; approval. (1982)
SPLENDID Norwich cceke, 6/-, 7/0, 10,/-; hens, 2/0,

3/0, 5/- each : 1914 cold-room, clean and healthy

;

cash, approval: T. Sanders, 131. Upper Conduit-si.,
Leicester (close to Midland Station). (1982)
GIVING up; wonderful bargains; splendid yellow

cock, extra good head, 15/-; another, 10,6; extra
big buff, 15/-; grand hens, 5 -; approval any-
where : Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (1974)
SALE, 10 Norwich and Norwich Roller cocks, 5/-

each ; 45/- lot
;
eight hens, 3/-, 20/. lot ; three Linnet

Mules, 2/6 lot; cock Linnet Mule, 7/6: useful ex-
change: Wood house, 21, Millgate, Newark. (1978)
GARLAND'S champion Norwich: Owing to the war
am not exhibiting this .season

; can spare yellow and
buff’ cocks, 19/-, 15/-, 20/- each, worth double; ap-
proval: Geo. Harland, 63, Welbeck-st., Hull. (1983)

BIIAYBROOK’S winning strain, two grand (inflight;

d

huffs, cue unflighted yellow one, year old. yellow
cocks, 12/0; also tw o massive buff hers, 8/- each ; ap-
proval: 9, Stanley-st., Brierlield, nr. Burnley. (16S0)

CHOICE Norwich, bred from winners, from 10,6
pair; also hurt cocks, clear and variegated, 8/0 to
21/-; nice Irens, good heads, short wings, 6,- to
15/-: Messrs. Butler and Barlow, Newton, near
Alfreton. (1985)
F. J. LACCOHEE'S special offer this week: Four

pairs young unrelated Norwich, 15/6 pair; not rub-
bish, but of nice size, type and quality, bred from
good prize-winning stock; approval- 92^ St. George-
st., Norwich. (1979)
LARGE buff cock, brother to 1st prize winner
Ipswich, 15 bargain ; also large, stout, deep yellow
cock, rare stock bird, related to my rose-howl win-
ner, 15/-; best bleed in Fancy: E. Baker, Waterloo-
rd., Ipswich. • (1982)
CHAMPION Norwich, have 32 grand Norwich,
mostly 1914 rung, marked, and clears, cheap for
quick sale, 12ft. long flight, in 4 sections, also 6
Border show cages, in 2 eases; clamp, reply: Pepper,

I 5, Green-st., Hull. (1977)

S
BARGAINS; grand huff hen. 1st and 4th only

|

times shown, 15/- ; var. ditto, lovely quality, 12/6

:

few nice cocks, 10/- to 30/- each ; approval with
pleasure: Garner, Breeder and Exhibitor, 32, Nort.li-

umberland-st., Norwich. (1978)

!

SEVERAL unflighted Norwich for sale, prices'
moderate; yellow cocks, yellow variegated cocks,
buff cocks and hens, winners, bred from winners;
no yellow hens; approval: Andrew Crawford, 14,-

Wilton Drive, Glasgow. (1984)

G. DOWELL, breeder of high-class Norwich, has few
for sale, 1913 fed, and 1914 noil-led, eold-room yel-

lows, cocks, S/6, 10/0, 12 0, hens, 4 -, 5 6 -;

buffs, cocks, 7/6, 9,0, hens, 3/S 4,-; approval, de-
posit : 4, Beer-st., Yei Ijl. (]980i)

GIVING up: Offers wanted for whole stock, par-
ticulars stamp, or sell separately; large huff hen,
winner, 35.-; also yeilow cook winner, £2; others
equally cheap ; approval : Collier, The Cedars, High-
fleld-rd.. Hall-green, Birmingham. (1981)
A. SCOTT, Scott’s Hotel, Lancaster. Largo

clear buff cock, splendid head and substance, 15/-;
unflighted yellow eoek. typical, good head, 25 -;

clear yellow hen, beautiful quality, 20,-; two vj<i-

flighted buff lien-. 7/6, HI 6 -a eh . (1983)

THIRTY liigli-ela.i'3 Norwich, Bulldog strain direct;
cocks, 7 6 upwards; hen’s, 4 - to 10/-; matched breed-
ing pairs, 8/6, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-; several pairs from 7/6;

splendid finders; approval; satisfaction guaranteed:
Grout, 64, Hughemien-rd., Norwich. (1979)

PRIZE BRED Norwich, buff cocks, 7 6 each; clear
buff ami variegated liens, 5 - each, co'.d-rcoin bred ;

also several good pairs, yellow ccek and buff hen,
20/- pair, all eolom*fed ;

approval, cash or deposit ;

Kergt. sharp, Police Station, Ilriiiklcw, Rugby. ( 1977)

LARGE unflighfed variegated buff e-vk, good head
and neck, lovely colour, 17/6; nice unflightnl clear

huff eoek, good head and colour, with nice typo
unflighted yellow hen, 15/6 pair; approval: same
strain winners: Westminster, 32, Tennyson-rd..
Luton. (1980)

\. MOORMAN offers -ome gc'cd birds, bred on
winners of numerous priz e, large mkd. .veil. c. (19791

2nd Newport, 35/- ; var. bull, 20 •
: 2 yellow unH.V/ 1"

hens, 10/- each; 2 uiiflig. bull cocks, 15 - each; np-
v“'~

proval, deposit: Moorman, Uarisbrooke, Isle of

Wight. - (1977)

T. JEDD can spare the following from his well-

known strain: one clear, eight ticked or lightly

nriegated huff, one ticked, yellow -stock cooks, from
15/-, 20/-, 30/- each : all unflighted and guaranteed
my own breeding; approval, stamp: 135, Loekhurst-
lanc, Coventry. (1982).

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, cl good size, typo, colour,

and quality, this stock lias been carefully bred by
me for years, pairs or single birds from 15/-T.to £5;
all healthy ami on. approval with pleasure

;
breeder

and exhibitor 40 years: F. Laeeohee, 18 giarlat.,

Westminster. S.W» ( 1964)
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OUA.VIi variegated unflighted yellow Norwich cock,
Brand head and neck, deep cluvd. good wings
and tail, champion stock birds. KU/-

;
ul.so miflighted

variegated huff cock, good all (round one, grand
.stock bird, 40'-: another good bulf cock, l.

r
> -

;

ca-sh. or deposit editor: Wren, 57, Norrev Va vrn..
Oxford.

( 11*7 »

)

NORWICH. Uullllneli type, 30 large yellow and
hull cocks, Is, special. 2nd*, 4th* at Birmingham,
commended Coventry, all unlllghfced, grand clmnee.
.seldom met with, lor beginner.- requiring prize
strain at a re;uonablu price; cocks from 7/(1, hens
f> ; state requirements; satisfaction guaranteed: .1.

W tvst wood,* Hairdresser, Wit ion rd. Aston. Binning
ham. (1059)
GIVING up Fancy, having 40 for sale, including

yar. yellow cock, one of the largest headed Norwich
living., winner of several firsts, price 50/-; lick buff
cock, good type and substance, cheap, 90/-; var.
> ellow hen, good head, nice type ami quality, useful
r*to<k ben, 30 ; tick yell, hen, one of the best, f.O

approval: G. Bentvll. North-st,, Lynn. (19S1)JAMES M. THOMAS can spare following 1013 bred
Norwich, closely related to his winners; all large
typical birds and dirt cheap. Lightly marked buff
cock, monster, 15/-; clear yellow ben, 15/-; two
marked yellow hens, 12,0 each; two clear buff liens,
15/- each; variegated bull hen. 10/-; some of these
can win at small shows. Have them on approval,
or better still, come and see them any time. Latent
wins: two 1st*, 3rd. and two 4ths Huddersfield,
1st and two 3rd* Wincfhill. See reports in “Cage
Birds’: Birehfleld Villas, Hebden Bridge, York-
shire (1987)
NOTICE: Special offer monster exhibition buff cock,

rare type and quality, sure winner, only 21 hon-
estly worth £2; also choice exhibition yellow cock,
grand shape, feather* like silk, winner, only 25 -,

cheap at 50 - ; also grand yellow lien, full of quality,
certain winner, only 17/0, bargain at £2; also very
choice buff hen, real model for type and quality,
win anywhere, only 15/-, worth double; also few
real good large stock and exhibition vellow and
buff cocks, 7 G. S 6, 10 G, 12/0, 15/ . 21/- to 50/-
each: yellow and buff liens, 4-, 5-, 7. G, 10/G, 12/0,
15 - to 30 - each, rare size, type, colour, and quality,
including many future winners

;
Palace winning stra n.

all strong and healthy, cold-room bred; satisfac-
tion guaranteed: approval: Cooper, 29. Junction-rd.,
Norwich. (19G9)

CHAMPION WINNING NORWICH
C. V\ . Hi Ik . Glen Itohu, Emsworth. See wins at

all the leading nhow.s, including Crystal Palace,
L.C.B.A., L. and IVO,S., heading, Bournemouth,
W oo Isto ii, etc. 1 have supplied birds which have
won at most of the leading shows this season,
principally in the North of England and Scotland,
which 1 can show by testimonials. I have a fine lot
tor disposal in show or Mock birds, also sonic good
kens in yellows or buffs. Kindly state requirements
and price you are prepared to pay; all birds on
approval willingly. (19G9)

CHAMPION NORWICH PLAINHEADS
1 have just purchased the stock of Mr. VV. Plow-

right, City of Bradford, cup v/inner this season,
comprising about "0 cocks and 40 liens, some of
these have won and are bred directly from his
cup strain, and i offer some exceptional yellow and
l.ulf cocks at 1587, 20s., 35s.. f»s. each, ami a very
choice fot of 1914 bred yellow and hull hens in clears,
ticks, and green marks, at «/., 7/0. 10/-, 12/0 each :

one clear bulf cock, winner massive bird, good head
and neck, 1913 bred, with grand yellow hen, un-
flighted, also winner, 40/ the pair: these are all
genuine bargains; havo them on approval and judge
for yourself; cash or deposit: Edwin North, Ifieeder,
443, Mnnchester-rd., Bradford. (1987)

Small Money.
Amongst the following are some vcr\ highly
trained hlrde, and all on approval which in
elude water Glucke, pure Seifert, British bred
Hollers, Randalls, etc.

; cocks (not so-called
cocks), 6/6, 7/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-

; hens, 1/9, 2/-,
2/6, 3/6, 5/-; pairs matched for breeding, 7/6,
8/6, 10/6, to 25/-; cages 3d. Read this:-
Siddish, Cumberland, Jan. 4, 1915.— Received
Holler. It is singing splendidly. It i« the
best I ever hud.—J. Short to W. RUDD, The
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

NO BETTER BLOOD
at singing prices, 7/(i, 8/0, 10/6; big line yellows or
buff.; approval: Colledge. Kilburn, Derby. (1973)

WINNING NORWICH
On.- of the finest studs of Norwich in South of
England for exile: Ellis, ."4, Wickham-avenue, Bex-
hill. (1970)

WICKS BROS., NORWICH
are supplying tip-top Norwich Plainheads

;
cocks,

D/C, 0/0, 7/0, 8/6, 10/8 ; hens, 2/0, 3/-, 4/-: pairs, 7,6,
8/0. 10,0, 12/0, up to to; state wants to us; cata-
logue free; travelling cages. 3d. each'extra. (1972)

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
Being considerably overstocked f am compelled to
<te!>0«! of the following Norwich: Beautiful yellow
ticked cock, 1st anJ special (best in show) Clcator
Moor. 1st Doncaster, etc., price £5: fine huff cock,
winner of three lsts, also 2nd at late Doncaster
Show, £3 10 • -

;
grand huff cock, winner • of three

Isjs last season, as unflighted, not shown this sea-
son, a grand exhibition and stock bird. £4 4 -

;

yellow cock, 4th Selby, only time thr vn, great bar-
gain at 30 -: massive yeilow ccck, ig winner, in-
cluding 3rd at late London show, gra.,d t'pe, cheap
at £4 10'-; smart butt cock, good feather and
shape.

- given away at 17 ,0; butt hen. one cf the
largest in the Fancy, a big winner, an acquisition
to any bird-room, the sort it is almost impossible

•to secure, £5: three buff cocks, splendid stock birds
real bargains at 10 - each; two buff hens, grant

1
>U

,
.inst the sort tor stock, 7 6 each ; two vel’ovv

hems, good useful stock birds. 7.0 each; two , on"-
Sters, 4 - each. 1 wilt he delighted to send any
bird on approval, and guarantee satisfaction; writeme stating requirements : F. E. Brown. 03 Welliim-
ton-rd„ Bridlington.

0

i
Rollers & Singing Canariesl

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Hollers (pure Randall's), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-flea. Member B.R.C.C.
BimUs for sale, THE tinest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show 1913.

J. DIMMOCK, Glucke anti Waterglucke Rollers,
.same strain as my cup winner, from 12/-, hens
5,-: B.R.C.C. rung: 49, Providence-fit., Cradley
Heath.

MISS THOMAS, Breeder and Trainer Seifert Rollers;
tinest strain birds for sale, moderate prices: Fair-
light, Richmond Park-rd., Bournemouth. (1893)

II Dili C LASS Rollers, cold room bred cocks, in full
song, from 10/6 ; pairs from 12/0 ; hens 3/0 ;

inspection
invit.d: Whitaker Crossley, Roller Breeder, 4, Wens
leydale-ter., Batley, Yorkshire. (1978)
J1AN HALL'S selected strain T. Twigg, winner of 5 I

cupo, numerous B.R.C.C. medals, champion diplomas,
birds ol the same strain 16/- upwards hens 5 -

; or
exchange: 0, Stalford-at., Bilston. (1977)
FIRST and special Bolton, 2 deep Olueke and” ater Glueke Roller cocks, same strains as above;

scored 21 points caeli Bolton; 110 faults; £1 each:
Jopson

, 181, Bury-rd., Rawtenstall. * (1979)
ROLLER cocks, full song, Randall’s Gluekq strain,

better blood impossible to get, 10/0, 12/0, and
20/- each; matched pairs for breeding from 12/0:
Leigh, 57, Bold-st., Altrincham, Cheshire. (1977)WANTED, on approval, a first -el arts fully trained
Seifert or other Roller in full song, with box cage,
bird not for exhibition

;
state price, description of

bird offered: Collins, Hazelwood-rd., Neath. (1975)
COMPULSORY sale British bred Rollers: few
young trained cocks, singing, 4/- eaeii, Glueke
schoolmaster, winner; Randal and Willows strain;
bargain, 12/0: Jackson, 37, Canal-st., Congleton. (1981)TWO young cocks, both very highly commended
Bacup, 22 poiiRs, 17/6 each; young healthy hens,
bred from prize winners, 7/- each ; three £1; all

two 5/-- Llovd i

nmSl approval: Suuter, 41, Roseme.ry-rd., Peckliam,
' S.E. (1985)

DEEP Glucke birds, second, fourth, and fourth,
seventh, e, Midland show, third, vile, he, Bacup;
cocks, 20 -, 30/-, 40 - each; liens, 5/-, 7/- each; also

1914 ROLLER cocks, singing, 3/-,

Aviaries, Gorseiilon, Glam." (1901)
BRITISH Roller cocks, i/6, warranted: hens, 2/-:

J. Park, 09, Essex-st., Preston. (1904)
SEIFERT and Glucke Rollers, 12 - the pair. Club

rung, 1914; K. Fletcher, 25, Cross-st., Prescot. jui

(1981) I

lovc-st., Wolverhampton.
PURE Rollers, none hotter at 7/C, S O, M/6, hens

2/-; stamp reply: J. llenuett, 38, Enville-rtti, Stour-
bridge. * (1878)
4JNE Queck’s training organ, 30'-, or exchange
cheap roller cocks: Ic. Kremner, 104, Tib-st., Man-
chester.
SMART young Roller bens 1/6 each; genuine cocks,

singing, 4/0 each; approval: W. Moses, Yearsley-
bridge, York. (1980)
PURE Rollers (Randall's) cold room bred, perfect

health, full song; cocks 7/0 : Close, 33, Chestertield-
rd.. Blackpool. (1981)
THREE tine Seifert cocks, in lull song, and 4 liens

1911, 24 - lot, or nearest offer: Pearson, No. 3 West- 1

tt>cks
> ID/-, 20/-; hens, 0, - each : Glueke and Water-

BRITISH BRED ROLLERS
Having piirehasWl flu- whole stock of Mr. Wirthor Liverpool,

< liis winner*. •:<•
| Jm

Ing coc-Ju, in full sonK . at 12 0, 15 20 - ami *'.'

each ; hciiB 5/. each; all H.H.C.r. nine u\u,
caui net* ami training ca ge>. to »„• Heun tf cheau

,!!!''
trfli,,

!
n * organ, u, perfect condition; first,

1 ’ A- secure), it; originally cost £3 10 -
. i gorgan, .10 ; R. Krcrnner, lot, Tib-st., Manchester.

Rollers Real Hartz Rollers
Cork Canariert, the fir,t lot offered this .season, andthe finest tiiat could Ik- purchased lor cash ,. v .. rv
bird in grand condition, and real schoolmaster- andcontest singers, only, 7/0, 8,0, 10/0 each, or 42 theclick of seven; liens, I 0, 2 each :: p,. t If . k
of It 14 ; Belgian Roller

, eoel. Cariariu,. trainedunder the schoolmaster, 5/0. 0 0. 7/0 vac-li ; Io n- J

1 0 each, 12/- dozen, cock Siskins, 5 0 u; 7 1, ,cj,

!

established a century; cash, or deposit < \ok Birds-
Powers and Russell, 10, Granby plae-, Uetlinai
Green, London.

(i9?5)

14 DAYS’ TRfAL—OUR RISK
Ibeston Contest Rollers, same champion strain
that tve supplied the winners at the principal
contests for year- and have received thousand- of
testimonials. Here are a few received this lastlew days. Mr. Daniel Jones, 12, Wind-st., \ber-
dare writes: "Received the Roller safe. I arn
highly satisfied with my bargain." Mr W Wil
son. 171, Bryan-st., Hanley, writes : "T am' urv
pleased with the bird. Plea e .end rne a Roller
hen Mr. A. K. Jeffries, Hartforth. Richmond.
’ ork*. breeder and exhibitor; “Enclose, 5 - in
settlement for the Roller cock, which has turnedout the best I have ever bad. You can relv onmy orders. Mr. John Tunstall, 21, Hotspur-st..
Baekworth, Northumberland, writes; "Roller tohand all right on Tuesday morning. He has beensinging day and night. These wonderful sori<>-
sters, oniy la . each, on 14 days’ trial at our risk;
special terms, send 10 - deposit to us and promise
balance in two weeks, and we will send one orthese nonsuch Rollers on 14 days’ trial at our
risk. Iry one against my other strain advertisedand be your own judge. Hens same strain 3 0

Yorkshire. Norwich anil otherCanaries on the same terms; lists free: Bairstows
Ormskirk-rd.. Preston.

•

(1931)

Pure Roller cocks for sale: A. W. Cadman, 17, Man-
ove-st., Wolverhampton. ’(1905) I

PURE Seifert Glueke and Water-Glueke Rollers, cold Foulds’ championship strain, also others trained

British Bred Rollers
room bred; cocks, 10/6, 12 0 and 15/- each; liens,
3/0, 4/0 each ; same strain as my Crystal Palace win-
ner: approval, deposit: N. Clouting, 27, Somere-rd.,
Brixton-hill, London, S.W. (1940)
DEEP Glueke and Water-glucke Rollers (Mr. Neuge-
bauer’s otrain), cooks from 15/- to 40/-; hens, same
strain, 5/- and 7,0 each: aiso 1st prize winner 1913,
amateur class, Wolverhampton, 30/-: M. Jacquemin,
453, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (19G5)
W. H. MORRIS, 30. Dale-st., Wrexham, winner at

Leeds, Manchester, Wakefield, Wolverhampton, and
Birmingham, 1913 and 1914 contests, has for sale

HANFORD’S NOTED CANARIES
Xoi v. ich or \ orkshir-60, -cock*, liens, or correctly
matched breeding pairs; state requirements; IGt
and approval terms free; value and eati^faction
giw: anteed : R. Hanford, Derby. (i98G)

MIDLAND CHAMPION STRAIN
See reports, Nottingham, Leicester, Coventry. Hali-
fax, Birmingham, winner of young bird cup 5 years
in succession, having more than 1 can accommodate
lor breeding purposes, can spare the following 3 un-
flighted yellow, one buff, cocks, 25/-: 3 do. liens
20 -; 3 1913 buff liens, 15,- each: E. Hutse, 23, Hart-’

st.. Quarry Bank. (1977)
GRAND lot Roller Norwich songsters, cocks 0 -,

hens 3/-, S/0 pair : approval : A. Holmes, Fletcher-st.,
Heanor, Derbyshire. (1978)
HIGH-CLASS Seifert and Glucke Rollers, sing any-
where, 6/0, S/6, 10,0: hens 2 -, 2,0; approval: Hitch,
Stafford-st., Walsall. (1915)
LH'TTKRWORTH’S pure Seifert Rollers, cold-room

bred; cocks, 8/6, hens 3/-; approval: 7, llighiic-.t-
rd.. Earby, near Colne. (1983)
GRAND pair Hollers, cock “Chillcott,” sell 20/-, or
exchange anything useful : Clipsham, Iielgrave-ter-
racc, Huskington, Sleaford. * (1975)
HIGH-CLASS Hollers, champion strain, full song,

cold-room bred, cocks, 7/0, 8/0, and 10/0; hens, 3/-:
Acton, Reindeer, Worcester. (1984)
PCHE Randall's hollow roll cocks, 7/0, 10/-, 12/0;

liens, 4 -, R.R.C'.C. 1914, cash or deposit system:
Smith. 205, Boulevard, Hull. • "(1958)
CASH offers invited for one 1911 Roller cock and

five 1914 hens; English cold-room bred: J. Waiglit,
05, Dupont-rd., ltaynes Park. (1973)
GRAND young cocks, "Seifert Rollers," in full
song, from 7/0 and upwards: approval: Bennett,
Snelston Hall, Ashbourne. Derby. (19S0)

lucke strain: approval willingly. (1905)
HIGH CLASS Glucke Rollers, cold-room bred, 1914,
B.R.C.C. rung, Cadaian’s and Willow’s strain ; cocks
10/6 and 12/6, hens, same strain, 3.6 and 5/-; ap-
proval

; cash or deposit : R. Roberts, Poplar House,
Madeira Hill., Wrexham. (1945)
HIGH-CLASS (1914 Glucke cocks, combining the best

strains in the Fancy, carefully bred and trained,
sound and healthy, in full song; prices 10/0, 12/0,
15/- andi 20s. each ; liens, same strain. 4/- each

:

Carrington, Bridge-st., Bakewell. (1980)
GLUCKE and water glueke Rollers, pure Randall’s,
bred from my winners of five medals; cocks, 12/0.
15/-, 20/-: liens, 7/C_ each ; five days’ approval;
deposit : satisfaction guaranteed or money returned:
Harrison, Fruiterer, Bradmore, Wolverhampton

(1985)
•T. HUMPHRIES, Mayfield. Woods Bank. Darlaston,

lias several of his great champion strain cf Rollers
for sale, fit for any open competition in England ;

cocks from 30/- upwards
; hens 10/- and 12/0 : winner

of numerous prizes; several of his customers are
still getting great wins; offers. (1980)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers Randall's Glueke and Crests,

.. ,, . . _ .. , Glueke strain direct, bred from my winners of cuosGRAND Roller singing Canaries, cocks 0,0, hens and medals; latest wins: third, fourth, vlic Birming-
- . registered Fox lerrier dog cheap, or exchange: ham; two cocks, 15 - each; others from 20 -

; liens
Davies, Pawnbroker, Great Bridge. (197-1)

GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, cocks 10/6,
12/0: hens 3/9; bargains; approval: Parker, 10,
Friston-st., Ludywood, Birmingham. (1981)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, for day and gas-light

same strain, reduced to 4/6; exchange, approval:
Rhodes, 40, Jaines-st., Bilston. Staffs. (1977)
PURE Randall’s premier water Glueke Rollers, B4
stock cocks, 12/0; contest singers, 15 -, 20/-. 30/-,
40/-. 4th and special Manchester, commended Blr-

ington-rd., Leicester. (1977)

THE SORT YOU WANT
Bred from my winners at ail leading shows; buff
cocks, beauties, unflighted, 12/6, 15,- 20- agi.
size type quality worth double; few ’hens ’

buffs’
10,-, 12/0,15/-, 20/- upwards; gems all' over :

approval: Rev. Nume, Harrington. Cumberland.

100 PURE BRED NORWICH
Direct from last few years’ Crystal Palace strains
have proofs; yellows or buff cocks, 6/- 7/- g .-V
10 -, 12;-, to 20/-; hens,* same, 4 -, 5 e/_’

7'.’

3 -. 10 -; show cages. 2,-; breeder 30 v<
band.ford, Canary Breeders, Preston
Sclater-st-., London.

years:
and 89,

CHAMPION NORWICH
Monster

mging, prices lov/, easy payments taken ; approval : mingham, £2; 4th Bolton for J. T. Smith 1913
Mckeaml, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

1 contest. £2; B3 and 114 hens, 5 - each; satisfae-
H1GH-CLASS Roller cocks, eold-roem bred, 7/0 tion guaranteed

; approval: cash or “C.B." de-
each, to clear: satisfaction guaranteed: J. Bretton, posit: Hoyle. Kitchen-terrace, Grimsarah, Preston.
4. Weilington-st., Radeliffe, Manchester. (1942) Memb(1942)
SEIFERT Rollers, natural and fluent songsters,

best British blood obtainable, 7/0 each: war prices;
approval : Smit'i, Hairdresser, Bedlington. (1985)

ember B.R.C.C. (19S0)

exhibition Yellow cock, large head andfuU nock, grand depth of chest, rare tvpe and
S?#““iA-*

U
f

r
i

e
.

Win,
!f

r *!*
,
keenest competition, onlv

sive' exhibition Buff ‘eot k, 'gram^tvp^^loiir'^ualftv “ft
Wa ' ton a

h
nd Randall strain : hen's,’ 2/0,’ 3 0

>Vliite;yd substance, rare head and neck,' feathered like
‘:ol<1 room

:
cash or approval: Lloyd, 110, Grestv-rd.

HARTZ Mountain Rollers: English bred cocks, in
song, 7/0; hens 2/-; cold room bred, strong, healthy
birds: John Thomas, 19, AlAbert-st., Canton. Cardiff.

(1982)
HIGH class Seifert Roller cocks, full song. 8/6,

10/-; hens 8'-. 4/6: approval; cash or deposit: W
Whiteley, Buckwood Cottage. Thacklev, nr. Brad-
ford

- 01983)
CHAMPION Rollers, pure Randall's, B.R.C.C. rung,
thoroughly trained, cocks from 10/0: approval wil-
lingly : Davy, Snelston Gardens Ashbourne, Derby-
shire. (1977)
FOR sale, 2 Seifert Roller cocks, winners of con-

tests, 12/0 each ; 3 Linnets, 3-year-old birds, winner
of contests, 10/- each, or nearest offer: 5, Wallace-st.,
Leeds. (1979)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke and Seifert cocks, 7 0, 8/0,

G^lk OTly 35 -; cheap at £3; also grand exhibitionYellow Iren, laige head and neck, deep chest, lovelvcolour type and quality, sure winner, cnlv 35
b°nestb worth double; also extra choice exhibition

re
r V

n0(,el for L'l'e and quality, featheredake si k, perfect gem, win anywhere, onlv 30/-, worth
n w

*eyeral • other monster exhibition Yellowand Buff cocks, -lo o, 12/0, 15 - 21 - to £0 each •

massive exhibition Yellow and Buff hens, 7/6. 10 o
I. "» r.* ^ each, including many winners

; many
unoolicited testimonials received from the lead-ing breeders and exhibitors, and for size, tvpeand quality I defy competition

; state vour requ'ire-ments fully and 1 will guarantee to give you fulle.M
room approval: Leonard

Varinmg-r, 28, Guernsey-rd., Norwich, (1909)

PRIZE-WINNERS, first Hort. Hall, 27 pts., 35/-;
first Birmingham, fourth Bolton, 28 points. 30,’-;

,
and one commended Inter. Show, 9 tours, 21 pts.,

TEN loud singing Roller cocks, 7/0 each; five
:

17/0, a good stock bird: also parents cf above,
Seifert hens, 2/- each; two B.R. rung; or will sacri-

j

Randall’s direct, cost £2 2/0, accept 40/-: cock,
fiee lot for 72/0; Reynolds, Grocer, Walberswiek.

j

fourth at Bury, credited with bell Glucke. 28 pts.;
(1972) hens from 5,-; approval, deposit: Hayward.

Melksham, Wil to. ' (losi

)

BRlTlSH-bred Rollers; pure Seiferts, Randall’s
glucke and w'ater glucke strains, perfectly trained
cocks, in full rolling song, 10/-, 12/0, 15/-, 21/-
each ; hens, 2/0, 3/6, 5/- each ; metal Roller singing
cages, 2/0; hardwood cabinet® for same, 2/6; Ro! let-

box cages, with doors, 3/9 and 5/- each; special
mixed Roller eeed, 5d. lb., 71bs. 2/6; illustrated
catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Specialist. Blackburn.

(1985)

BIRMINGHAM Roller Contest; B3.890 .secured 21
points, good Schoolmaster, 25/-, worth 30'-: B4.13
has grand Bass roll, scored five points for it last
week, Birmingham, 22/6; B3.897, won commended.
Rossendale, 22 points, London International 17
points, 25/-, worth 30/-: Water Glueke hens, can
breed dinners, 5/-; all wearing closed club ring:
approval; deposit: Atherton, 30, Christian-rd..
Preston. (1904)
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e of bert organs, price
• r> b/0.10/-, 1- . lo -, 20/-; 100 trained, all guaran-
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vn

a
y
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y
11 approval

- he,ls “’6. 3/0; best lot Rollers
111 England

; pro|>cr Roller box cages, enamelled sanddrawer, etc., 2 -; with shutters, beauties, 3/-: estab-

^H„
<i
^-;' ears:

,
th°"sani,s of testimonials; for proofwrite Editor, who lias seen the originals; send forcatalogue: Sandiford, Canary Breeder and Judge,

l reston
; also at 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

HARTZ CANARIES.
Explanatory Notice.

A wc l-known American dealer having purchased avery large number of the famous Hartz Mountain
Canaries for the New York market, has decided to
postpone his departure for a month on account of
private aflairo. He has therefore handed over tome some part of his consignment for quick Ve
1 hese birds are absolutely the pick of the entire
market. This explains why for the time beurn 1
advertise Canaries. During the past ten days 2,109
liens have been sold. I have now received come
cocks of two distinct classes, which will give un-
bounded satisfaction. I arn well aware it is cus-
tomary to advertise these songeters, under high-
sounding titles, and most flowery descriptions, but
a Roller is a Roller all the world over.

HARTZ HEN CANARIES.
in finest possible condition.

2 splendid Hens in one wicker cage for 2/6.
14 ” >> >. seven „ mi..

>>. •• » fifty ., „ ,, /5/-.
Only sold in above quantities, and prices mentioned
above. Notice: Only 400 for Sale.

HARTZ COCK CANAR9ES.
H Class, 1 Genuine Songster in wicker cage for 5/-.
H Class, 1 Stick 7 Songsters in 7 wicker cages for 31/6.
V Claso, 1 Stick 7 Songsters in 7 wicker cages for 42/-.
V Class, Extra fine Songsters, 7/6, 8/6, and 10/6 each.
These usually sold at £1 each. No ether prices.
Cash with order only. Birds can leave one hour
after receipt of cash. Telephone 0341 Avenue.

JOHN HAMLYN, 221, St. George’s
Street, London Docks, East.

Crewe.
( 1813)

GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, cocks B4 rung,
from 19/0; a few .that has scored 22 and 23 points

;

£1 each; hens 4/-; approval: Mather, 7, Belt-lane,
Kitt-green, Wigan. (1981)
ROLLER: Schoolmaster and Son, Gore’s strain,

both full song. 18/-: or exchange pure-bred pullets
White Leghorn's or Wyandotte* : Markwick 94, Lees-
rd., Grotton, Oldham. (19S2)
HIGH-CLASS dark British Roller cock, rung,

grand songster, sing anywhere, bargain £1 ; appro-
val willingly; see Exchange: Richardson, 218, Wid-
drington-rd., Coventry. 11980)
HIGH-CLASS 1914 Roller,s fr*|;n winners, pure

Randall’s B.R.C.C.. rung cocks, from 10 0, hens
4/-; approval; cash or deposit: F. G. Martin. 43.
Park-rd., Wellingborough. (1979)

CRYSTAL PALACEWINNERS
A few own youngsters, from first and third prize

1914 Palace winners for disposal, cocks and hens
;

also others of first-class strain: prices reasonable:
Hy. Neve, Heathfield. Suscex. M.B.R.C.C. (1972)

REAL ROLLERS
Highly trained under real schoolmasters, imported
direct from Belgium to London shop, good as anv
that ever came in England; fit for any Palace":
price 6/6, 7/6. 8/6, 10/-; hens 1/0; two 2/6; Roller
cages, 2/-, 2/6 each, beauties. Wholesalers, write
for terms; thousands testimonials; estab. 50 years;
the old firm: Sandiford, 89, Sclater-st., Shoreditch,
London; and 296, North-rd., Preston.

K. PERIGLES
BRITSSH BRED ROLLERS

of the popular Glueke and water Glueke 5?tra.ins
schoolmasters and contest singers, bred from 4
cocks, winners at the following shows in tue open
champion classes last season. 2nd Manchester, 2nd
Bolton. 1st Wakefield, 1st, 2nd Bury, also l>t open
champion team class, 1st International open cham-
pion team elasc>, scoring the record number of
124 points, the lour bird.' : also special for best
Glueke

;
same birds have proved as good this rea-

son, winning 1st Wolverhampton, 1st and 2nd
Bacup, and 1st Bolton, also numerous specials and
3rd and 4th, which are not worth while mention-
ing. I guarantee all the young birds I arn olier-
ing are bred from the above four winners

; no
other strain kept; prices 20/-, Mi-, and
upwards: if with hen of same strain. 10 - and
12, (i extra : K. Perigles, “Akropolis,” Palatine rd.,
Withington, Manchester.

Scotch Fancier,
j

FOR sale: 2 buff liens, ! Gre n lien, cheap to
clear: H. Siddons, 9, Sandholes. Paisley. (19,84)TWO yellow' pied cocks. 1 buff pied cock, or ex-
change one for clear vellow hen: Thorn, Kimoiil.
Lenzie. (1984)
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, young birds, all colour.-,

cocks, hens, good birds: James Little, 25, Clen-st.,
Paisley.

FOUR buff and yellow pied hens, 2 buff cocks, show
cages and rack: Mcllwain, School Mount Florida,
Glasgow. (190-1)

SCOTCH Fancies for sale, all colours, young, anil
cheap to clear; approval: Charles M. Lean, 57, Xew-
rd.. Ayr. ’

(1980)
F’OR sale: some well bred birds, cocks and liens,

at reasonable prices: Janies G. Millar, Wcvt D-inn-
ayne Farm, Govaa. (1984)
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If you want to

SELL BIRDS
of any variety,

OR APPLIANCES
or anything connected
with the Fancy

ADVERTISE IN

CAGE - BIRDS

ANNUAL
Send your advertise-
ment at once and be
surprised and delight-
ed at the continuous
stream of orders right
through the year 1915.

For obtaining Colonial
and Foreign Orders it is

Unequalled.

Book Your Advertising
Space in

CASE BIRDS ANNUAL
For 1915 at Once.

CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL is the only Year-Book of i

the Fancy. It is referred to every day of the year by its readers

who wish to purchase anything for their birds. It is an inex-
haustible SOUrce of lucrative orders for Cage and Appliance

Makers, Seed and Food Retailers, Medicine Vendors, Breeders of every

variety of Canary, Mule and Hybrid, and Keepers of British and
Foreign Birds.

Ton cannot afford to keep out at the 1915 Issue.

Its motto: SMALL OUTLAY, BIG RETURNS
Fill in Form Below.

Yorkshires

& Norwich
Extra good, smart, lengthy
Yorkshire cocks, at 5/6, 7/-,
8 /-, 10 / 6 , 12/6
song. Pairs
breed winners
12/6, 15/-, 20/-

C'lcars, Green
Cinnamon
cold-room

ach, on full

'matched to
at 8/0, 10/6,
per pair. In
Marked, and

Marked, and ail
Kept, colour-fed

Pleas j insert my advertisement as attached

in next Edition of
“
Cage Birds Annual,” to

occupy for which I enclose

P.O

Name

Address

To “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

TARIFF.
Full Page , 30 -

(Special) #
Full Page . 20/-

(Ordlnary)

Half Page . IO/-

Quarter Page 5/-

Breeders’ Cards,
2/6 & 5 -

ONE huff cock, 2 yellow hens, l hurt hen, lata .1.

1>. Maxwell .train : Duncan McGregor, 24, Boyd-st.,
Launceston, Falkirk. (11283)

HIGH 01,ASS Scotch Fancies for sale, all colours,

both sexes ;
'some good birds, approval : Thos.

Pringle, (12, Mill-st., Selkirk. (1980)
SCOTCH Fancies for sale; the whole stock, old and
young; show and breeding cages, carrying boxes:
Hugh Moore, 21, Kelhurn-st., Barrhead. (1927)

FOR sale, several first-class Scotch Fancies,

cheap (see Glasgow report) ; state wants; approval:
Stewart, 21, Ormonde-park. Muirend, Glasgow. (1981)

Yorkshires-
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire Specialists, unbeat-

able 30 years, championship, best in show. Palace,

1914 Some of the best living for disposal, won-

derful length and quality; approval: Langton

Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

8AILEY winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 10, South Vicw-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

JONAS KNIGHT. 35 years' successive breeder of

high-class Yorkshires in all varieties; suitable for

show- or stock; prices comparatively reasonable.

Price hst free from: 21, Copy-si).; Allerton, Brad-

ford, Yorkshire.

E. E. PYMAN, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class

Yorkshires, prices to suit all; approval, deposit:

West House, West Hartlepool. (1935)

YORKSHIRE Irens, 1914. 2., 3 each: Dimmoek, Mar-

ket -‘Q., Leighton -Buzzard. (1985)

1914 YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, 3/ , two 5/-: Lloyd,

Aviaries. Gorseinon, Glam. (1961)

WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries: Chas. Palmer and
8ons. 641-68, Sclater-st.. Shoreditch
TWO good Yorkshires, on full song, no rubbish, 6/0

each: Reeves, Lister-rd.. Wellingboro'. (1975)

FEW good yellow Yorks, hens for sale cheap:

Lane, 15 Aherdeeri-terr., Lidget Green, Bradford.
(1987)

GOOD bred Yorkshires, none colour-fed. cocks from

7 -. hens 3 - eacii: Deader, 105, Landelk-rd., East

Dulwich. (1973,

YORKSHIRE ami Belgian crossed 1914 hems, bar-

coin 5 each : approval, deposit: Comben, Outfitter,

Portland. * (198.

)

YORKSHIRE Canaries for sale, variegated and

clear (irks 5/6, 6/6; liens, 2,6: Render, Hatfield,

Doncaster. (1976)

FORTY pairs of good Yorkshire Canaries, 8 - a

pair : come and look: Stake, 72, Briggate, Brig-

house. Yorks. (1968)

HIGH class Yorkshire cocks, cold room bred, from
12,'C

; -een any time: Shrirripton, 47, Links rd.. Too-

ting junction. (1976)

GRAND Yorkshire hens 3/-. 4/-: cocks 6/-. 7/-, 10/-;

m . Yorkshire 1
' n ion reports : Crowther, Green-lane,

Shelf. Halifax. (1980)

GRAND hurt Yorkshire cork 10/6. huff hens 3/6 to

f>/- . vellow hen 3/6: J. Appleton. 27, Albion-terraee.

Hchilen Bridge. (1980)

FDR stock or exhibition, Yorkshire cocks. 5/6 to

30 : liens 4/- to 10/-: R. Seaife, Chip Hill. Oak-

worth. Keighley. (1980)

PRIZE bred, cold room kept. long, stylish matched
pairs from 10/-: must clear, room wanted: Hall,

Branksrtme-rd.. Brixton. (1979)
1 CHAMPION cinnamon marked strain, two grand
yellow marked hen- 7,6 inch; approval: Braybrook.

p. Stanley -st.. Brierfiehl, (1980)

YORKSHIRE cocks, seven inches long, on full, song,

bred from winners, 5/- each; approval: Dean, High-

gate, Glusburn, Keighley. (1981)

LOOK! Yorkshire pairs (1914), yellow jock, buff hen,

at 10/-
;

good value, stamped reply : P. Lane, 1.

Arboretum-rd., Worcester. (1977)

A FEW high class Yorkshires to spare, same strain

as Aberdeen winners; particulars: Hugh Clunds,

Lethen-rd., Auldearn, N.B. (1983)

SPENCER’S Yorkshires, 2 pair from my winners, all

unflighted birds, 10,- pair, cash or deposit: 17,

Wood End, Hebden Bridge. (1976)

YORKSHIRES, 1)114, five young cocks, on son<;, and
three liens, clears, 30/-, bargain: Kendrick, Coach-

man. Monument-hill, Weybridge. (1978)

WINNING strain, about 10 pairs, from 10/6 to 207-

pair: approval, satisfaction guaranteed: J. Y\ .

Fewster. Middlestown, Wakefield. (1975)

NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, for show or breed-

ing, prices low, easy payments taken ;
approval : Mc-

Keand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (1791)

SEVERAL smart pairs of slim, stylish Yorkshires,

rare' quality, reasonable; on approval : Robson, 28,

Camden Grove, Peckham, London. (1918)

YORKSHIRES, yellows or buffs, cocks or hens, also

high class British, state wants; approval: Fraser,

Rose Cottage, Auldearn, Nairnshire. (1983)

GRAND slim racy Yorkshire cocks or hens. 5/-,

7/6, 10/- each approval ;
bred from my cham-

pions: James Thomas, Bugle, Cornwall. (1978)

TWENTY uri flighted and flighted cocks and hens

cheap; pairs from 10/6; approval, deposit: Knight,

40, Spencer-rd., Kentish Town, London. (1971)

FANCIERS: I have still a good stock of the best

winning strain, pairs from 7/6: Write, stating wants,

J. C. Beaumont, Hepworth, nr. Huddersfield. (1981)

T. C. CRAWHALL, breeder, exhibitor, high-class

Yorkshires, some good birds for sale; approval, de-

posit: St. George's-terrace, Newcastle-on-Tync. (1788)

FEW first-class Yorkshires from 12/6 pair; several

typical yellow hens, cheap
;

seen by appointment

:

R-orke, 50, Ringmer-av.,, Munster-rd., Fulham. (1984)

GRAND upstanding yellow cock, first East Ham,
also variegated first ditto, 12/6 each: others from

6/6, liens -3/-: Thomas, 29, Stevenage-rd., East Ham.
(1982)

SIX Yorkshire hens, chiefly yellow', unflighted, for

sale cheap, or exchange for a good huff Yorkshire
cock: A. J. Clarke, 65, Copleston-rd., East Dulwich.

(1980)

FOR disposal, all the stock of G. Mellows’ York-
shires; in pairs, or singly; cheap; stamp for par-

ticulars: G. Mellows, 2, Bedford-st., Ford, Devon-
port. (1971)

SMART lengthy yellow Yorkshire ben, clamed
from L.C.B.A." for £2 10/- for cock; accept 12/C;

faultier* condition: Hawkes, 2G, Pretori-a-rd., Ley-

tor;- tone. (1986)

YORKSHIRES, bred direct from my noted winners,
good matched pairs’ 12/0, 15/-, £1: cocks 10/-, 15/-;

hens 4’-. 5/- 6/-;. approval: Newell, 62, Princess-st.,

Abtfrtillery. • (1975)

HIGH CLASS young colour-fed exhibition York-
shires, cocks in full song, 7.6, 10/-: lien.-, 3/6: must
sell, want room: The Breeder, 2/2, Rilrblesdale-rd.,

Streatham. (1965)
MOST consistent strain of York -hires in the Fancy,
to dear cheap, including winners, matched pairs,

from 10/0 each
;
approval: 84, Chiehele-rd., Crickle-

wood, N.W. (1980)

FOR sale, a few Yorkshires, best hided obtainable,
cock/ 5 -. lie-id 3/. upwards: a few pair- to clear at
6/-, cash or deposit: A. Rarnee, 14, Windsor-rd.,
Hebden Bridge. (1977)

JOHN BRADBURY has 15 pairs of well bred York-
shires, all unflighted, B.L. rung, 12/6 pair; or 10/-

cocks, 4/- hems; approval, deposit: 56, Sliaw-st.

.

Runcorn, Cheshire, (1978)

PARKER'S champion Yorkshires; pairs from 7/6 to
£5; 1st Bristol, 3rd Oxford, Reading, 4th Birming-
ham, etc.; approval; terms cash with order: 58,
Gloucester-rd., Bristol. (1972)
FINE Yorkshire cocks, prize-winning strain, lull
song, guaranteed, 5/-; quality liens, 7. days’ ap-
proval, cash or deposit; worth double: Taylor,
Temperance House, Ossett. (1987)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, cocks, guaranteed full

song, 5/-, henci 3/-
;
no fancy prices

; 7 days’ ap-
proval; cash or deposit; satisfaction guaranteed:
Radley, 18, Bank-st., Ossett. (1987)
BEING under colours, compelled to part with 10

fine typical young Yorkshires, 8/6 pair, or £3 the
lot: money with Editor: Chamberlain, F'inkle-lane,
Barton-on-Humber, Lincolnshire. (1972)
WANTED, good unflighted Y’eilow Norwich cock,

good head and colour, for stock, will give two good
unflighted buff cocks for stock: Roberts, 41, Hay-
wood-st., Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent. (1982)
TYPICAL Yorkshire Canaries, two vellow liens 10/-
each; two buff liens, 6/- each; huff and yellow cock,
12 0 each; exchange entertained; approval: Black-
burn, Dixon Close, Bamford, Rochdale. (1976)
LARGE upstanding buff Y’orkshire cock, over 7
inches long, winner, only 12 0, with lovely yellow
lien to match, 7/6, 18/- the pair to clear, approval:
North, Breeder. 443, Manchestcr-rd.. Bradford. (1901)
PRIESTLEY’S high-claes Yorkshires from my win-
ning strain; cocks from 5/-, liens from 3/-: cash or
deposit; inspection invited: 121, Gaythorne-rd., West
Bowling, Bradford. (1880)
F. GREGORY, high-class Yorkshires, overstocked,

for sale, about 8 pairs, including winners, reasonable,
on approval: inspection invited: 67, Cross Hill,
Eeclesfield. Sheffield. ’ (1904)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, splendid length, type and

quality, grand typical coeks from 5/-, matched pairs
8/- upwards; approval: satisfaction guaranteed:
Greenwood, Colne-rd., Crossbills. Keighley. (1979)
WINNING Yorkshires, long racy birds, all from

prize winners, cocks from 0 6, liens from 3/G and
upwards, show or stock birds, on approval, cash
or deposit: G. Hyma.s, 2, Bells-yd.. Mam-field. (1978)
W. D. HALL has some good Yorkshire hens for

sale, my own breeding, from 7,6: also some good
Stock cocks, my winners, state wants, seen any
night: 124, Sancroft-st Kennington Cross, London.
PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires for sale, cocks from 7/0
upwards

; also a few, matched pairs from 15/6; all
related to my cup winners

; inspection invited: Roser,
The School House, East Clandon, Guildford, Surrey.

(1978)
HAY E still a few grand quality birds for disposal
cocks from 7/6 : and a few buff hens from 5/-. win-
ning strain; see reports, Halifax, Doncaster, Wind-
hill. ’etc.; approval, deposit: J. Cliff, 78, Brook et.,
Selby. (1978)
TEN high-class Yorkshire liens for sale, unflighted,
from my winners, 4/- each: also 'few cocks, 10 -

each; most of them the standard length: room
wanted : Ramsey, Woodcote Lodge, Banstead-rd.,
Burley, Surrey. (19721
YORKSHIRES, unflighted yellow eoek, vlie, 15/-;

ticked yellow cock, vhc, 15/-; in strong competition:
very stylish: good chance for novices; no better
blood in the Fancy; approval: Jeffrey, 209, York-
rd.. Batter-sea, London. (1973)
EAST of my surplus stock mifligfited cocks: clear

buff 15/-, marked buff 12 0, ticked yellow 15/-; ap-
proval, grand type, feather and wing carriage, same
strain romped me out of the novice section: Grif-
fiths. 3. Glyn-terracc. Tredegar. (1961)
H1GH-CE.YSS Yorkshires, same strain, winners:

cocks. 7 6 upwards; hens. 5/- upwards; matched
pairs. 1(1/6, 15/-, 20 -, 30 -

: large stock birds.
120 to 30 -: approval, deposit-: John had ley. 259.
King-st., Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield. (1986)

and natural colour. Typical
racy liens at 3/-, 4 /-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6 each. ’Also
yood stock of large cobby Norwich at same prices
as Yorkshires. Specially selected Yorkshire or Nor-
wich songsters at 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6 each, day arid
gaslight songsters. Exhibition Yorkshires and Nor-
wich (cocks or liens), at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each,
worth three times these prices offered at. Easy
Payments: Birds sent off at once on receiving first
payment. Send for Illustrated Price List, and my
terms, post free. Export orders a speciality, and
safe arrival guaranteed to any part of the world.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra.* Terms: 81

approval.-
Seven days’

J. Taylor,
36, Aireville Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford.

DRFF cock (ticked), standard length, paired to
smart yellow hen, both 1914, will breed winners,
£1; several pairs first rate Yorkshires, 13- pair

;

also odd rocks from 7/0, liens from 5/7 ; approval,
deposit: Gamble, 9, Prison Quarters, Winchester.

1 (1978)
MAGNIFICENT long upstanding Yorkshire cock-,

7,0, 8 0. 10 o; hems feathered like wax, 5 6, 6 6,
1() (>: properly matched pairs, 12,0, 15 - upwards;
cold room kept; four day-' approval; 30 years
breeder and exhibitor : Frank Stevens, Great Ayton,
Yorkshire. (1977)

HIGH-CLASS pedigree Y’orkehires, bred from
winners of numerous prizes, long slim cocks or
hens, tteminM with quality, from 10/- each; a few
specially selected pairs at 20,- a pair: real bar-
gains; honestly worth double: L. Yates, 135, May-
bury-rd., YVoking. (1974)

GRAND upstanding yellow Y’orkshire cock, over 7

inches long, as straight as a rush and good feather,
winner, only 20/-, with lovely unflighted huff hen,
feathered like silk. 7/6. the pair only 25/-. a chance
jn a lifetime; approval: North, Breeder, 443, Yian-
ehoster-rd., Bradford. (1961) .

STRAIN that speaks for itself.— I hove for sale

about 20 pairs of good, Yorkshire Canaries 1 elated
to my winners; see reports Y.C.C. and. other chows;
matched pairs from 8s. upwards; also a few good,

exhibition or stock birds proportionately; approval:
Percy Hirst, Stat.ion-rd., Skelmanthorpe, near Hud-
dersfield. (1986)

YORKSHIRES, grand long upstanding clear

yellow cock, unflighted, colour fed, 10/6: splendid

buff hen to match, 5/- pair 15/-; also buff cock,

yellow hen, same price and quality; both, pairs 28 -

;

my own bleeding: no dealers: few other pairs 8,6,

10/6, 12/6 pair; correctly matched: Williams. 862.

Penistone-rd., Owlerton, Sheffield. (1974)

OWING to husband being away from home, 1 am
parting with best part of bis stock of Yorkshires,
big winners at leading shows, no reasonable price

will lie refused, cup winners arc included, .stock or

exhibition birds. 12/6. 20/- upwards: singers, 6/-;

also few Belgian, cheap: Mrs. Holliday; Rock holm.
Y’incent Av„ Shirley, Southampton. (1984)

BROADBENTS
upstanding pedigree yin. Y’orks. .cocks. 7 6; others,

colour-fed, full song, from 5/-, 6/-, 7/-; hens 2/6, 3/6;

all of the best strains, clears or marks: Norwich
same prices : Broadbent. Decorator, Lowfield, Shef-

field. (1983)

COMPULSORY SALE
Two unflighted yellow Yorkshire cocks 30'- each;
unflighted yving marked huff £2: wing tick butt, win-

ner of numerous first prizes, £3; unflighted huff hen,

a gem, 30/- ; these birds have won me 2 silver cups

and medals; also cocks from 10/-, hens from .*/-

;

not rubbish : Apply, Cawtlic-ray and Son. 2, Thomas-
st., Huddersfield.

_
(1978)

OGDEN BROS.
YVE have now ready a. few winners for the keen-

est competition, reasonable prices; properly matched
pairs from our noted winning strain at 10/6, 15/6,

21/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, 60/- per pair, cocks or hens pro-

portionate. Our winnings for the last 10 years

stand unequalled. All birds sent on approval:

Dudley Hill, Bradford.

GENUINE BARGAINS
Genuine prize-bred Yorkshire cocks, in full song, at

the ridiculous low prices, 4/9, 5 3. 5/9, 0 3 each;

grand racy hens. 2/-, 2/6, 3/-, .3/6 each; specially

matched pairs, for breeding winners, at 8 0; 1(1 «

upwards. Buyi from the breeder and save middle-

men's profits. All genuine English, not German rub-

bish ;
approval: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man.

chester-rd., Bradford. (1950)

BANG AT THE TOP
and still pegging away. My Yorkshires have won
over 50 first prizes this season, and a large limn-

her of specials, including cup for best, in show at.

Bradford National. My winnings for years cannot,

he approached by any others. If you want to lie

in the winners another season, try one oi my
matched pairs at 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40 50/-,

sq . per pair ; sure to give satislaction ; also some
really good pairs at S/6, 30.6. 12,6. 15 - per pair;

odd cocks or liens in proportion. Gome and see

Them for yourself, or I will 'end any on approval

at my risk for seven days; either cash or deposit:.*"

a choice selection of show birds for disposal, in,

chiding several recent winners, reasonable : .-tat*

wants: L. Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, Shann-st,,

Bolton Woods, Bradford. 11917)

GENUINE BARGAINS
1914 bred Yorkshires. Y’ellow hen. 1st Bourne,

mouth 2nd Oxford, only times out. 35 -. sister to

my cup winning hen for best Gird in show at

Bournemouth two seasons running; buff cock, bro-

ther to above, 3rd Bournemouth, Ml -
;

hull cock,

1st Bournemouth, in cards • at ltri.-to! cup rl.t-s,

only times out, 33/-; also several good rooks, from

Id - to 15/-; also hens, from 7 6 to 10,0; all bred

from my winning strain: approval, deposit: Kill ford,

C'ameron-i'd., Christchurch, Hants. (.11)7:4)
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These are not

imaginary Birds

Sold ilr«t and IlH'ii bought,

alter. They ran tio seen, and
there is quantity and quality,

with the beet value in the

world thrown in. (live mo
the opportunity to send on
approval.

PLAIN-HEADED NORWICH ZJ'ISX
as follows: Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 3/-, 4/-;

pairs, 8'6, 10/6, to £5.

VnDlfCUIDCQ llle Extraordinary Value 1

TUn IxOnl (1 Cu am am now offering in York-
shires must he seen to he believed. Cooks, 5/6,

7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6, 3/6, 5/-; pairs, 7/6,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- and 20/-. These include many close

and sonic fully 8 inches long, invaluable for small
lions. Cages, Sd.

Cor all other varieties and prices, see my 1913 de-

tailed illustrated I.ist.

EASIEST OF EASY PAYMENTS
by joining my original Bird Club; distance no object.
—W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

JOE T+ARROP'S
You cannot do better if in want of birds of high
Origin, good quality, length, type, and position. 1

Recommend this strain as I(t for any fancier.
Keen this in mind, and if requiring a Yorkshire
Send at once and I will satisfy your deciles.
Hens 10 - upwards; cocks, jn/- upwards; pairs pro-
portionate: 17, Wailer-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (11)10)

PURE-BRED YORKSHIRES
Direct from our noted strain: yellows or buffs;
cocks, 6/-. 7/-, S/-. 10/-. 12/-, to 30/- each : hens, same
strain, 4/-, a/-, ('»/-, 7/6 to 10/- each: show cases, 2/-

oach : Sandifords. 'Canary Breeder, Preston; and 89,
Sclntcr-st., Shoreditch, London.

(/II iNCIff of n lifetime; owing t«o iHTeavonmnt and
ilihealtli, it in giving lip the fancy; all m\ light mul-
inn Mini for sale; breedf-Y of two clear vcHowh, one
two-point yellow, (i\e four point buffs, and numerous
Hull t Mules; clearing, genuine Sibs., cocks and hens,
at 15/- each, or 25/- u pair, worth £*5 a pair; a few
flrat and second <To.sM*d, from 8/6 each to 20/* pair;
5 breeding Finches, 7/6 each: cage**, aviaries, uten-

etc. F. G. Bartlett, 32, Itoynl York -ere*., Clif-

ton, Bristol. (1977)

DOES THE FOLLOWING INTEREST YOU ?
exhibition and singing Mules, light and dark, Gold-
Itiich, Greenfinch, Linnet. also ehoiee and reliable
hens for light or dark Mul * breeding, 3/0, 5/- ;

cage,
3d. : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

50 PURE-BRED SIB. HENS
guaranteed to breed Mules. I!/-, 4/-, 5/-, and 7/6 each:
Sandiford's, Canary Breeder, 1’restou; also 89, Ki later
St., Shoreditch, London.

Various Canaries.
|

YOUNG cock Canaries, in full song, no chopping,
6 - each, liens 2.-: Phillips, Hairdresser, JDarlaston,
Staffs. (198:>'

CRUSTS and Crestbre'ds. cocks from 8 6, hens 5/-;

songsters, cocks 7.-, hens 3/-: Irving, 61, Cecil-
a venue. Kafiehl. (1963)
LARGB 1914 variegated cinnamon bred cock, in full

song, 7/6; large yellow Laneashire-Norwieh hen 3/-:

V*jQington, Bridge-st., Bake well. (1980;
FG*{ sale, cock Canaries, singing, 8/6, 10/3: liens,
som? variegated, 2/6; approval; cages 3d.; T. \Y.

Archer, 40, Horse Market, Barnard Castle. (1981)
URAL bargains, overstocked, 2 clear buffs, 2 ticked.

1 clear yellow, all cocks, show specimens, standard
length, feathered like wax, 13 - each; deposit with
Lditor: Olive Plumber. Sittingbourn?. (1965)
SMART yellow Norwich cock, unflighted, 20/-; yel-
low cock, 1913, 15/-; light Green ie Mule, winner,
40 three buff Norwich liens, 7/6 each; pair Black-
headed Mannikins, 4/6; cock Nonette, 5 6; all win-
ners; wanted Mg buff Norwich hen: j. \V. Johnson,
Wigan-rd., Ormskirk. (1978)

fFOREIGN BIRDS.

THE RIGHT STUFF
Champion Norwich and Yorkshires, bred from my
w inners at all specialist shows, cocks from 12/6; liens
from 4 -: stock pairs from 15.'-; also a few good
songsters, (ili, it each: W. Johnson, 55, George-st..
Leeds. (1983)

SPECIAL SONGSTERS
Buy pure-bred Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders, Rol-
lers. Mules, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; cages, 3d.; approval:
W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

100 SINGING NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
f>/6, 6/-, 7/6, 8/6. 10/-: all guaranteed cocks; hens, 3/-,

4/-. 5/-: Bandiford. Bird Specialist, Preston; and 89,
Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Loudon.

|
MULES-HYBRIDS.

|

GUAM) Linnet Mule. 2nd prize card sent. 101- cash,
or deposit; Turner and Roberts, Oxford-st., Ripley,
Derby s. (1978)
EXHIBITION eolour-fed dark Greenfinch Mule; vhc

Newport, strong class, 10.-; approval, deposit: .Moor-
man. Isle of Wight. (1977)
TOPPING cock Goldfinch Mule, win anywhere. 7/6;
Linnet Mule 3/C; both bargains: Harry Kay, Port-
Jand-rd.. Blackpool. (1978)
LARGE Laneashire-Norwieh cross clear buff hens,

5 -, 7 6, 10 - each; 7 days' approval; cash or de-
posit: Brown, 44, Waterloo-rd., Norwich. (1977)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules for
show or song, prices low ; easy payments taken; ap-
proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (1852)
DARK Goldfinch. Greenfinch. Linnet and Siskin

5fules, all large birds, of good colour; reasonable,
approval: William Reid, 61, Evan-st., Stonehaven.

(1981)
WANTED, cock Mules, on full song, in exchange

for high-class stock or exhibition Norwich Plain-
heads, mutual approval: Cooper, 29, Junction-rd.,
Norwich. (.1009)

EXHIBITORS and Mule breeders, a good chance
for stock or show birds, Yorkshires, Canaries) : sell
at half the price: Apply Jones, Crown, Clwfy Bent,
Cwm v GIo, S.O. ' (1979)
Ml LE breeders; Two aviary moulted cock Linnets,

2 lien Canaries, brptl. Mules (1914), 10/- pair; 1 cock
Linnet Mule, bred from above, 7/0: Wright, Simpson-
st., Spilshy, Lines. (1981)
LARGE Greenfinch, Siskin and Twites, guaranteed

breeders; Twite has won: a/- each; stock and shov.
Norwich for sale: John Reuwick, 82, Windsor st.,

Burnt),-ink, Lanarkshire. (1979)
VERY large. twice house-moulted cock Goldfinch,

sure miller, good condition. 8,-; or exciange dou-
ble-sided gramophone records; approval: Saunders.
Thursley Hall, Hasfemere. (1980)
H..M. Mt'l.ING Greenfinch. Redpoll and Twite,

guaranteed bred Mules, perfect feather and con-
dition. 4 - each, or exchange exhibition Goldfinch-
to moult out.—Hobden, 96, Grosvenor Avenue.
Wellington. U9S5iMULE and Hybrid breeders, can spare two magnifi-
cent lichl-monltcd yellow cock Greenfinches marvels
for colour, and grand wing bar--, only 2/C each; also
H.M. l-nff cook Greenic. fertilized eggs with hen Bull-
fuich,

: Blake, UveiTosc-rd.. Ross-on-Wye.- (1975)

WANTED, to purchase any kind of talking l’arrots
for cash : Stephens, West Drayton. (1980)
GREEN Budgcrigaas for pale, in perfect condition,

4 6 pair: H., 192. Wotple-rd., Wimbledon. (1901)
BUDGERIGARS, Green, outdoor aviary bred: adult

breeding pairs, 5/-: Tom Overton, New Brighton,
Cottiugiey. Bingley, Yorkshire. (1914)
NECKLACE Tanagcr, cage moulted, 1st, sp. only

time shown, SO/-
; also few British : Taylor, Os',

Eastmuir, Shettleston, Glasgow. (1982)
PAIR Nanday Comires, hardy, 30/-; several pairs

of Green and Yellow Budgerigars, 4,6 and 5,0: Col-
onel, Walton, Rouge eg out, Rytle. (TMi)
BUDGERIGARS, outdoor, finest possible, 5J- pair;

selected breeders, 0.-; yellows, 8,-; price list free:
.Miss Iio.se>, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (1977)
BUDGERIGARS, from exposed aviary, unrelated
adults, greens, 5/-: cocks, 2/0; yellows, 3/3: Clocka-
tiels, 12/6; hens, 7/6; approval: Criddeford, I.apford.
YELLOW winged Sugarbird cock, acclimatised, per-
fect gem, 12 months cold room, 32/-; exchange other
spedimens Foreign: Steed, North-st., Sudbury,
Suffolk. (1982)
FOR sale, three Sydney Wax-bills, pair lUclieno'.e

Fine-lies; wanted cocks, Indigo Bunting, Cuban and
Pileated Finche-v It. Colton, 9, Birkendale-rd..
Sheffield. (1982)
BLUE Sugar-Bird, to sell cheap: pair Swainson’s
Parrakeets; cocks; Rainbow Nonpareil, Indigo Bunt-
ings, Cuban Finch and Troupial: Clare, 194, Coombe-
lane, Wimbledon.
INDIAN Sham a, cage moultciV, perfect specimen,

can win in the keenest competition, grand, songster,
with show cage. 70 -; approval : Walsh, Bird Spe-
cialist. Blackburn. (1985)
BEAUTIFUL Parrot and cage, lovely plumage,

acclimatised, make sure talker, saying a few words,
whistles, performs; only 17,0: Samuel. 2. Digbv-st.,
Lenton, Nottingham. (1982)
WANTED, small Parrakeet box show cage, pre-

j -ferabiy with case, must-be in good condition; size
and price to: Airs. Bourke, 75, Gloucester-place,
Portman Square. London. (1972)
PARROT, grey and roil, acclimatised, hardy,

healthy, splendid condition, with large cage;
t
signed talking warranty. 4 months' trial, my risk.

!
34* -

; easy payments taken: 27U, Gt. Bridge-st.,
West Bromwich. (1986)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
brautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary bird*. Some very helpful in-
formation on this variety will be found in ‘‘Nutshell
No. 19," the author cl which io Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.3. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from "Cage
Birds.” 154, Fleet-st.. London. EC. 2d. from out
agents (list published frequently).
OLDEST ami largest breeder in England: Green
Budgerigars 5/C pair, hens 3/-; yellows 7/6, liens
4/-; White Javas 9/-.; Cutthroats 4/6: Nuns 3/6;
Green Singing Finches, cocks 4/- each; Orlington
Buntings, cocks 2/6; Yellow Buntings, 2/C; cock
Cockatiel, good breeder, 8/-; all outdoor aviaries;
breed at once: Sapsforil, Toddington, Middlesex

(1982)
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than tills interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/C

"

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wc»ley T. Page, F.Z.S.. in "Nutahell No. 20,” 2jd.
post free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London,
F.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).
WHAT we have left, all nearly sold; thanks to

all senders. 1 Tame Goldfinch, 10 -, 2 years in
aviary ; 4 Pintail Why-dabs, one only long tail ; 2
Red headed Cardinal*, lfi '-; 4 Coekatiels (2 pr.), 35,-
the lot; 4 Bishops, full colour, 3 - each: 2 Java
Sparrows, 2 - eacii; 111 Green Budgerigars, 2/6 each;
12 yellow ditto. 3 6 each, all breeding birds;. 2 Black-
head Nuns. 16 each; 3 Spice Birds, 1 0 each; 1'

English Goldfinch, 10 -
; 2 Lavender-bead Love Birds,

2 6: 1 green-head Love Bird, 1/S; cash only; no
approval; stamps for any reply; 5 rd. zinc tins,
24 x 18. O'- each: Slingsby, South Side, Bridlington.

OUTDOOR EXTENSIVE GARDEN AVIARIES
Acclimatised: Troupial, twice aviary moulted, win
any show, very tame, perfect. 30 -: Virginian Car-
dinals, very line, 25 - and 20 -; Coekatiels, reared
11 young. 15 -; Zebra Finches, 8 0, free breeders;
Budgerigars. Greens, 0 -: yellows, S -; finest and
freest breeders in England; we bred 1st Palace,
1914. 1st cup Yorks.. Greens, 1st and cup Yorks.,
yellows, etc.: Collingbourne and Co.. East Sheen.

TALKING BLUE
Fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy,
hardy, talks, chatters, mimics, sings, finger-tame,
square metal cage, four months’ trial, my risk,
431- : easy payments accepted. (19G1)

HOPE, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH

TALKING PARROTS
T)o von require a genuine talking Parrot, abso-
lutely the finest selection of genuine talking Par-
rots in England, including African Greys, Amazons,
Indian Greens, Macaws, etc.; send for our price
list and terms before purchasing a Parrot: actual
importer; cheapest in the country: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. (1986)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on p3ge 377

JUDGES OF CAGE BIROS
The attention of Show Secretaries U directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Term* for insertion on application.

d. C. BARNES, 113, Nortlideld Road, Walkley, Bbef-
fleld. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life experi-
ence; terms moderate: If, Cumberland-rd., Lidget
Green, Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.
Perms moderate.

W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GEO. GARDNER, il, Ilavcrstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, nntfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in
Norwich

; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Brisrdcne, Idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 08, Bruns-
wick Road. Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, anil Norwich; terms moderate.

W. R. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester.—Judge of all

varieties Cage Birds, Norwich Plainhead Speci-
alist.

W. MUNDELL, 0. Carlisle Place, Manning-ham, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Hoed, C<u shalton,
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J- PATTERSON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. el. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 5if, Grange Terrace, Felton Foil,
Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, I.ongton, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries. Britisii and Foreign Birds.
Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. anil Liz.
Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hueknail Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich I’lainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Eccleshili, nr.
Bradford, Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington Rd.. Frizington. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience
; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25. Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Tern::
moderate.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAIO.

j -inch 2/», i -inch 3 1 incli 6*
Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at is.

per Inch and pro rata
SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS across two or more

columns 7/6 per inch, column width, except lo
“ Guaranteed" Shows, for which Ihe charge ia
6/- per inch, column width.

A reduction will be made for a Series o! not lest
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeing" a Show
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CACE. BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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WATFORD
EVERYTHING IS ALL RIGHT AT

SHOW
JANUARY
13 and 14

Magnifnrcnt Clarification (70 open el a.->(*..) for Can
aries, Hybrids, British. and Foreign Birds, Special
Sections for N'ovireo. Generous prize-money, 10 - l>t,

5/- 2nd, 3/- :jrd, 2/- 4tli, 1/6 5th, 1/- 6tli. Competent
Judges: Messrs, ft. L, Cri.->p, J. Koboon, A. Silver,

and It. J. Watto. Splendid service of express and
fast trains. Management by practical, painstaking
fancier*. All profits to the Belgian Relief Fund.

WHAT MORE CAN EXHIBITORS WANT?
What WK want is entries. Will accept until Sun-

day’s post, Jan. 10. See Review of Schedule last

week; or describe bird* and we will classify them.
Entry fee 2/-.— W. Rackley, Sec

, 9, Holywell RcL,

Watford. Patronage of F.B.E.L. and I . PC.

SUNDERLAND
JANUARY 15th and 16th.

Judges; T. C. Crawhall, J. Johnson, G. Wilson.

84 Classes. Entry fee 1/6. Prize Money, 10,'-, 5 /-,

3/-, 2/-, and Specials. Entries close Monday, Jan. 11.

Schedules from: John Peacock, 6, Whitburn Terrace,

Fulwell, Sunderland.

Gfasgow and Western counties
Annual Show of Canaries. Mules, Britisii and foreign

Birds, in Good Templars’ Hall, 122, Ingram Street,

Glasgow.
ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1915.

Judges: Geo. Arnett. Kirkcaldy, and .la.-. Strachan,

Bathgate.

NUMEROUS CUPS AND SPECIALS.
Jas. McGowan, Sec., 45, Dorset Street, Glasgow.

LLANELLY and D.C.B.S.
Patronage: Great One-day International Show of Wales. Tenth

E. and W.B.F.C.C., Annual Show of Cage Birds, Market Hall. Llanelly,

S.B.F.C.C. Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1915. Judges, J. Robson and H.
60 Classes. Norman. Schedules, apply Hon. Secs., D. John and

Prizes: 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. H. Webster, 9. Pottery Place, Llanelly. All benefits
go to Local War Funds.

DON’T FORGET ENTRIES FOR

Patronage: B.B. and M.C.
Affiliated to South Wales

and Mon. Fed.
Cups and Numerous Spls.
Entries close Jan. 7, 1915.

Open Show. See Review of Schedule. Town Hall, January 14, 1915.

Monday.—W. B. Watkins. 63, High Street.

Entries extended to first post

THE GREAT WELSH NATIONAL SHOW
(CARDIFF): FEBRUARY 5, 6 and 3. 1915

130 Classes. 6 Cash Prizes in each Class. Silver Cups, and numerous Specials. Eight Specialist Judges.
Schedules ready Jan. 12.—Show Manager, VI. Sampson, 93, Llanishen St., Cardiff.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contest's in the

nature of advertisements must he f-aid for at
advertisement rates , three words a Penny .

PONTEFRACT.
Weekly Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Horsefair.

Jan. 2. 20 birds entered, three minutes’ time sing.

1, Wingham;.2, 3. Beard. Open sing, Jan. 3, 21 cn-
• tered. 1, Clayton

; 2, Wingham
;
H, Beard.—S. Pugh,

Sec.

KIPPAX.
Open sing held Dec. 26. 20 birds sang. 1, Potter;

2, Wallis; 3, Tomlin. Members’ sing, Jan. 2. 17

birds entered our first members’ aing lor 1915 season ;

the singing was only of moderate quality. 1, Colli-

*»on
; 2, Liversidge; 3, Plows, only 7 secs, parting 1

and 3.—A. Tomlin, Sec.

LEIGH.
Globe Inn Linnet Club. Time and quality contest

for club members, Jan. 1. Quality: ], Oowburn ; 2,

Jones; 3, Loan. Time: 1, Litbcrland ; 2, Disley : 3,

Howard. Timers, J. Whittle, J. Statham. Minutes,
Tatham. Judges, J. W. Topping, T. Statham. Re-
feree, J. W. Jones. Hoping to see all our old friends

at our open contest for time and quality, Jan. in, at

2.— It. Disley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and C.F.A., Albion Hotel. Seville

Green. York Rd. Weekly contest for quality Linnet
singing, Jan. 2. 15 birds -ang. 1, 2, shared by Ward
and S. Johnson; 3. Richardson. Judges, Jennings
and Hardeastle. Jan. 3, 19 sang. 1, 2, shared by

\

Rosendale and Richardson; 3, S. Johnson. Judges,
j

Hardeastle, Naylor, Parker Canary contest same
j

date. 12 birds sajig. J, Hardcaetle; 2, Condliffe; 3,

Stead. Judges, Lacy, Naylor, Richardson.—W. Nay-
lor, Hon. Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary Club’s first quality sing-

ing Linnet match of this year, at Plasterers’ Arms,
Skinner Lane, was well attended, and 27 birds com-
peted. Result: 1. 2. J. Chippindale : 3, Bamfiekl;

-J.

A. Bryan. Judges, N. Soloman J. Clark, H. Hayes.

.Members’ entries for championship match close Jan.

31.—F. Turner. Sec.

Quality singing. Old Bird House. Skinner's Arms.
Buslingthorpe : 1, 2. Shared by Kinns and Ward:
3. Hiilk-u. J lichees. Mowers. C'. CMyton and. Sellars.—

C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.

GLASGOW
JANUARY
22 and 23
Norwich &
Yorkshire

Open Show
Under the auspices of the Scottisli Plainhead Club
and the Scottish Yorkshire Club. Full Classification

for both varieties, 1/6 entry.— E. Barron, Secretary,

119, Montrose Street, Glasgow.

iTAlV bb N O OLLIER Y
Co. Durham, C.B.S. Open Show, Jan. 23, 1915. Priz.s.

8/-, 4/-, 2/-. Entry 1/-. Close Jan. 18. Judges: T.

Dixon, F. Marwood. Schedules, apply Geo. Reed,

35, Newcastle Street.

LilKKHALL, W.B.
Open Show. 2 Claeses for Norwich. Yorkshires, and
Borders. 13 Classes for Home and Foreign. Judge,

John M’Lay. Schedules: J. McEwan, 59, McNeil St.

RIPLEY jan°C
Full Classification will be advertised next week; no
Schedules issued —Henshaw, Ripley, Derby.

PENDLEBURY & SWINTON C.
Linnet contest,

_
Jan. 2, Working .Men’s

Pendleburv. All agreed that the mom is ju

place we wanted. We had a good turn-up of

fanciers, and a very crowded house. M e had
trieo for time and quality. Messrs. Bates and

judged for quality, and -I. Jackson and L. Hi

for time. J. Ldge. minutes man. Qualify

bourn; 2, Jones. Time: 1. Donnelly, 212:

39. Conditions: Half minute face to lace

minutes Ik?hind screen.—A. Donnelly. See.

BeS.
Club,

st the
L igh
39 en-
. I ones
ikma n

.
Col-

Dixon.
five

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, Ac., Ac. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet. Ac., to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Solti Everywhere.

Get n ccpy to-day, or send or Err • Specimen to

“Health and Strengib," Winds :r Ucus ,
Kings-

wav. London.
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AIDS TO SUCCESS. Cage Birds
and Bird World.

NEXT
WEEK DON'T MISS IT. J!fK

Our Books and a Common-
sense Application of the
Advice therein MUST bring
you Profit as well as
Pleasure.

All the experience of yean of careful study by

experts is at the disposal ol readers.

AVIAItlES, BIIID-nOOMS. AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

pill). By II. Norman. Contains ton lovely full-

pupc photographic plates. A practical guide which

deals thoroughly with the proper Building, 1' It-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,

and tlie making of Cages.
YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1J— By IT. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-

lutely tlie very Inst Handbook dealing with the

Yorkshire and its sub varieties. Contains com-

plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding. Moult-

ing, and successful exhibiting, also how to treat

in both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1. By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters

on “ Forming a Stud," anil “ How to Produce the

Ideal ” are wortli the cost of tlie whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREIaDINC RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. It.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Moulton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick. U. Lander, T. il. Kincli, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 5, is brimful of the most practical information

on tiie highly interesting object of Hybrid Breed
ing. Price 1/-., post five 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

tlie keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, tiie Amazon, etc. it explains how to sex

these birds, tile treatment oFnewly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information oil the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with tlie breeding, etc., of every member
of tlie Canary family, including the Roller (or

8inging) Canary. An illustration of eacli bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. n. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds a compendium c? knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure giving sides of foreign bird keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/11.—By w.
T. Page, F.Z.S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By IT Norman; or may be bad in two parts. Part
]; “ Handbills," and Part 2: " SoftbBls.” Either
Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up-to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.
THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston. Of
onr invaluable “Breeding Room Register” a
well-known fancier has said;—"It makes bird-
breeding ea-sy ” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to he without it. It simplifies the opera
tions in tlie bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even tlie veriest novice, to breed bis

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis
ters of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d By
Claude St, John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of tlie beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,
sexing, and mating >f the birds, feeding for con-
dition, tiie cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, liest-building, rearing and moulting the
young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likolv to confront the breeder.
CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS.—Complete bound in cloth,

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 23 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (aevso-

eiate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured a.td sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

FANCIERS' PRINTING.— Fanciers requiring bust,

ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc.,

should write us for a quotation. We are now In

a position to supply these at specially low rate!
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s

name, address, and words of description as de-

sired, 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”

151, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society says; "Dear Sir,—Glad to

eay our members are simply delighted with tho
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.

-Ball.’ Send for samples and prices.—The Manager,
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, E.C.

A Guarantee J Circulation amongst
so.ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154 , Fleet Streut, London, E.C.

/detrains—" Aviculture, London." Tel. No. 52x9

Holborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider
suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided un addressed envelope,
suft'ideally stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly

, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side 0/ paper only

^Twitterings.

Mr. J. 1 1 niton, sec. Middleton C.B.S., writes
that lie has removed to 35, North Street, Mid-
dleton, where all enquiries and correspon-
dence should now be addressed.
Mr. H. J. Chick (Nottingham) points out

that a printer’s error (which we regret) oc-

curred in his advertisement of last week, the
price of the Corn Buntings appearing as Is.

instead of 15s.

A letter we sent Mr. W. F. Lewis (Swan-
sea), to tlie address given by him, has been
returned marked “not known.” If he re-

quires it, he must communicate again with us.

My compliments to your artist for the sketch
of ijiy yellow-green Yorkshirexcock at the Hor-
ticultural Hall show. He looked so natural and
life like, and it was a pleasant surprise to

me to see him in Cage Birds.—W. Jones
(Birkenhead).
An old advertiser, of 12 years standing, Mr.

J. Jones (Brighton) informs us that he is

again about to offer his mealworms through
our advertising columns. That they are ex-
ceptionally fine mealworms, a sample to hand
proves, and they are, we understand, fed

solely on bran and barley-meal.
Mr. C. E. Hylton, bon. sec.. Idle C.B.S., 2,

Croft Top, .Idle, writes: “the society, the
youngest in the Bradford area, only wants
some more real Yorkshire fanciers as members
to make it second to none. Its trophies and
prize list ‘are unique. There is a ten-guinea
cup for champions and a five-guinea shield
for novices.”

OBITUARY.
It is with great sorrow, writes Mr. A. Hud-

son, hon. sec. Barrow in Furness C.B.S., I

have to acquaint you of the death of one of
our most willing exhibitors, Mr. Jos. Jones.
He was such a keen fancier that although of
late his health had been much against him,
-he was an exhibitor and attended at our show
as late as five weeks ago. Be was laid to
rest on New Year's Eve and leaves a widow
with two sons serving under the colours. We
all join in sending her our deepest sympathy
in their sorrow.

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. E.
Thomas, sec. Cardiff C.B.S.. that I write to
inform vou that Sergeant G. Slxeliam, 2nd
Welsh Regiment, has been killed in action.
He was a brother of Mr. Alf. Shellam, the
well-known Mule exhibitor. I am sure that
all fanciers will extend to Mr. Shellam and
family deepest sympathy in their hour of
sorrow.

Halifax O.S. Smoking Concert.
I made a mistake when I sent you the

.notice about our smoker and social, writes
Mr. H. Clegg, Sec., Halifax O.S., I said it

was on Jan. 17, I should have said Saturday,
the 16th.

Entries Extended at Tredegar.
We are compelled to extend closing date of

entries until first post Monday morning, as
up to date I have not received a single entry,
writes Mr.

_
W. B. Watkins, hon. sec.

Tredegar C.B.S., 63 High Street.

An Interesting Sparrow.
In one of the roads leading off Clapham

Common there is said to be an interesting
Sparrow. With the exception of its head,
the bird is completely white, and shows up
very clearly among half-a-dozen Sparrows in

their natural-coloured plumage.

Bute’s Great Success.
The Bute Fanciers’ Association’s recent

show was the most successful ever held by
that body, writes Mr. W. Connelly,

and as all profit was to go to the

Red Cross Society’s funds, it is very pleasing

to be able to announce that they have £15
to hand over—very satisfactory indeed.

A “ Hairy Plane.”
The other day I espied a Heron leisurely

flying over Clapham High Street, and a

little girl greeted the appearance of the

unusually feathered visitor with “ Look,
mother, there’s a hairyplane !” The bird’s

outstretched wings and long, drawn out legs

certainly in a way suggested the simile.

—

“ Angling News.”

A Highly

Interesting BIRTHDAY NUMBER
It will contain a wealth of articles from the pens of seme of the most brilliant
writers in the Cage Bird Fancy, be illustrated with many charming drawings
and photographs, and include

A BE \UTIFUL AND EDUCATIVE COLORED PLATE
a study of one of the most popular birds we have.

ORDER IT IT ONCE. V/kfim 2(. only.
ADVERTISF MENTS will close on Tuesday. January ,12th.: and
as a unique opportunity fop appealing to the largest possible
number of purchasers, our Birthday Number holds the fiel d.

REMEMBER that all communications must reach us, at latest, on TUESDAY NEXT
(preferably first post), and as the amount of “copy” to begot through will entail a heavy
strain upon all departments, including cur printers, we shall appreciate the early receipt
of advertisements and all other communications intended ior this gieat Birthday Issue.

We invite birdkeepers to write us on any points of
interest to fanciers; we shall be delighted to publish
their experiences of birds and bird-keeping1 in cur

next week’s Birthday Number.
“GAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

L and P.O.S. Festivities.
The London and Provincial O.S. annual

dinner will be held at the Holborn Restaurant
on Thursday, Jan. 21, tickets 4s. each., writes
Mr. C. W. Law, the hon. sec. (Brimley
House, Woodhouse Road, North Finchley).
Members and friends of other speieties are
warmly invited to be present with us. A
splendid musical programme is being
arranged.

Aberdeen Show Report.
Owing to the regrettable illness of our re-

presentative, Mr. P. Lyon, who is at present
laid up in the Military Hospital, we are un-
fortunately unable to complete the report of

Aberdeen show, a portion of which was pub-
lished last week. We would have given the
awards/ in the remaining classes, bu't the
secretary has not sent us a catalogue, although
applied for.

Scared the Birds.
A (Middlesbrough lady relates a remark-

able incident concerning the recent bombard-
ment of the Hai'tlepools. She noticed that
vast numbers of birds, uttering weird cries,

passed over the Tees, shortly after it com-
menced. Their fright confirmed her worst
fears that the terrific explosions, which
shook the windows of her house with extra-

ordinary violence, had a tragic meaning.

A Complete Victory.
In addition to winning the Diploma with

his cleat'-cap Silver Lizard at the Horticul-

tural show (see front page this week) Mr.
F. Hamer also won the award of merit for

the best Gold, thus ' being adjudged the

owner of the best bird of each colour, a feat

of which he is justifiably proud in view of

the importance of the show, and the fact

that all the best Lizards were competing.

Llanelly Wants a Record.
The show on Jan. 12 is probably the last

I shall run, writes Mr. D. John, the sec.

Llanelly C.B.S., therefore I should like to

have a record entry, and nothing will be left

uifdone on my part .which can help the

exhibits and the exhibitors. I will ' accept

entries up to next Sunday morning’s post

(Jan. 10) ;
see review of schedule in this

issue. Our hall is one of the best in the

kingdom, and will hold thousands staged in

single tiers, so that all can see the birds to

perfection. Send your entries, fanciers,

please; Mr. H. Norman and Mr. J. Robson,

judge.

Baldness in Birds.
This disfigurement may be duo either to

a dry and scro.fulous condition of the skin or

rise simply to plucking by a companion. The
latter cause occurs quite commonly amongst
Waxbills and other small foreign Finches

which have been huddled together in large

numbers during importation ami owing to

enforced idleness have learnt the pernicious

habit. If the plucked one is isolated and

allowed to bathe freely the feathers will

grow again in duo course. Should the trouble

be due to scurf, cool and purify the blood by
giving a dose of fluid magnesia every third

day for a fortnight (unless the bowels should

become unduly relaxed) ;
dose, one part mag-

nesia to one part water for drinking. Wash
the bald part daily with tepid water, dab dry

and anoint with a little pure lard, cocoannt

oil, or purified paraffin.—R. Mannering, in

“ The Bazar.r.”

SHOW BATES FIXED.
To secure insertion in this column, a guarantee

that tlie show will fie advertised in’ ” C.B.” to the
extent of at least 25/- meet be cent to our manager.
I’leaoe note that we only insert those that guar-
urnoo. (>o our lis-t is a bona-fide one.

England.
Jan. 8-9.—Ardwick and Manchester C.B.S.— (.1.

Spencer, 393, Palmerston St., Beswick, Man-
chester.)

Jan. 9.— Doncaster C.B.S.— (G. Hunt, 19. The Cres-
cent, Baihy Rd.) Mules, Brit, and For. Birds.

Jan. 13-14.

—

Watford C.B.S (W. Rackley, 9, Holy-
well Rd.)

Oct. 12-13.

—

Plymouth W.C.O.S.— (T. Pope, 98, Em-
bankment Rd.)

Oct. 22 23.— Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,
Brunswick Rd.)

Scotland.
Jan. 22-23.—Glasgow, Scottish P.H.C.—(E. Barren,

119, Montrose St.)

Wales.
Jan. 32.— Llanelly C.8.S.— (Li. John, 9. Pottery

Place.) J.R., H.N.
Feb. 5-6-8.—Cardiff (Welsh National Show).—(W.

Sampson, 93, Llanieben St.)

White Sparrow near WoKing.
Among the feathered friends who come to

share my breakfast I number a white
-Sparrow. This little hen—and I judge her
to be a hen from a certain roundness of con-
tour combined with a gentle unaggressive
manner—has, with the exception of two
small brown feathers in the upper wing
coverts and the same at extreme wing ter-

minals, no feather darker than a greyish
white, the upper parts, with exception

: named, being pure white, and the bird on

,
the wing and in sunshine appears as a bril-

liantly white one. The beak, legs, and claws

are yellowish white, and the eyes apparently

normal in colour. Knowing that all species,

including the human, are liable to. albinism,

it seems strange to think one can live sixty

years before seeing a white Sparrow.—
F. Baddeley (Woking) in the “ Sunday
Times.”

“ LIVE“ BIRD77~ LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

Always use them whan sending birds journeys by
rail, to purchasers or to shows.

POST FREE FROM ” CAGE BIROS,” 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

M IDEAL PRESENT:
“CAGE BIRDS” WATCH.

Let us send you one for 5s. complete

in box,post free in the United Kingdom

Or for 4/- and 3 coupons cut from “Case Birds”

,, 3/6 ,, 6 >« ii •>

,,
3/- „ 12 I, ii »

(any issue).
Postage paid by us.

These coupons must be posted to us in the same en-

velope with remittance and name and address of
sender.

“CAGE BIRDS”
WATCH COUPON

Jan. 9th, 1915.

"CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street, London EC.

An announcement which should have the careful

attention of all bird-keepers, bird-dealers, and
t- rders generally appears on page 368.

Use our Notepaper
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IPAN UNCOMMON BIRD
PET: THE ROOK.

By

A. H. MIDGE
i

(Wimbledon).

A
S a cage bird tho Rook is by no means
common. Properly speaking, it is

more suited for aviary life; or it

may be kept loose in a garden or yard
with one wing clipped. My experience

with these birds is limited, being confined

to two which I possessed, one of which
lived only a short time, and the other,-the

subject of this article, for nearly two
years. A specimen which is cream-
coloured, with pink eyes, may be .seen at

the Zoo in London. 1 also read about a

pure white one being hand-reared (this

summer. I think it was). 1 saw a letter in

“Country Life” giving the history of

this bird.

Gat Him when Young.
If caught when adult? the Rook is wild

and intractable, often refusing food and
pining away; is this possibly because these

birds pa* r for life? Both my birds were
caught when just ready to leave" the nest,

so that they were fully fledged. One,
which was caught in June, died in a

short, time, apparently more from fright

than anything else. The other was caught
in July. This bird had first to be forcibly

fed. but after a few days it began to

take food readily. It grew tame, and
when it could fly it escaped and was loose

for some hours, but as it was unable to

feed itself, it soon returned.
After this one wing was clipped, and the

bird was allowed to range the garden; for-

merly it had been left in a large, movable
netted^pen, with one end covered. Whan
the moult commenced it was caged in a

small aviary with a Jackdaw. This Rook
moulted out pied, which is an unusual
occurrence, the normal colour being glossy

black, with, in adults, a bare patch of
skin at the root of the beak. This patch
of skin, which is white and rough, is

absent in young birds, and not perfect
until the second, or sometimes the third,

moult.

The merits of the Rook as a pet are

many. My bird was “finger-tame” to

myself, but it was nervous if a stranger
approached its abode. At evening this

bird became restless and noisy’, though at

other times quiet. It was a great bather,,

enjoying a bath daily, even in the coldest

weather, and kept itself in perfect condi-

tion.

The one great disadvantage of the Rook
is that it does not learn to feed itself for

months. My specimen, at any rate,' took
three months of hand-feeding before it

showed any signs of picking up food; it

was also very noisy when young.
I fed it on, as a staple food, hound

meal, soaked in boiling water for about
ten minutes, then strained dry. Hard-
boiled egg, raw meat and dead Sparrows or

mice, were given (alternately) once or

twice a week, besides a few table scraps
on rare occasions and mealworms and
insects almost daily. -As a great treat I

sometimes gave Trower’s “ Cecto,” which
1 find a good food for most Softbills.

I found the Rook to be a delicate bird

if not attended to carefully, and very-

hard to keep in good condition during the
moult. The bird died this year during
that critical time, owing to the careless-

ness of the person who was attending to

my birds during my temporary absence.
As before stated, the bird was kept in a

small aviary. If kept in a cage the Rook
would need one similar to those which
Choughs or Magpies have; it would then
need cleaning out daily. In conclusion I

should like to say that this bird did not
seem very anxious to break through its

prison bars, as some good people would
have us believe all cage birds are willing

to do. It is only one instance out of many
which I have come across of captive birds

being perfectly content in “ durance
vile”

;
they doubtless are in nine cases out

of ten when properly cared for.

By

A. THOMAS

(Frimley).

THE SELECTION OF NORWICH
and YORKSHIRE BREEDING PAIRS.

I
T is no use, obviously, for a man to

try to breed an exhibition specimen
from a pair of common (-or worse)

Canaries; hut I do not think it necessary
for him to pay a large sum of money for
^suitable pair. My advice is to start
from the bottom. I think it best to send,
dr jgo, to a reliable breeder and tell him
just how much you are prepared to pay,
when he will no doubt fix you up with the
necessary pair or pairs. I do not recom-
mend the novice (that is, an absolute
beginner) to start with more than two or
three pairs.

The “ Proudest ” of them all.

The Yorkshire, there can be no doubt, is

the “ proudest” bird in the Canary tribe.
Try and frame in your mind what a good
Yorkshire is like. They are, of course,
often depicted in Cage Birds. The chief
points to be considered are length, shape,
feather and style. Most of our judges will
award the prize to a bird nearer 7 inches
than 6£ inches, although the latter is the
standard length (other points, of course,
being equal). It is wise to have for stock
purposes at least one cock bird that is

over the standard length.
The head should be round, with a small

beak, neck well filled in, but showing the
very slightest of curves. The body should
be long and slim, and evenly tapered off

ffbrn the shoulders, which should be nar-
row, to the tip of the tail.

The wings should be long, and closely
carried (not crossed at the ends), reach in o-
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to and resting on the base of the tail. The
tail should be long and neatly folded and
carried in a straight line with the back,
lhe legs should be lengthy and show plenty
of thigh, well covered with feathers and
free from any loose ones.
The plumage should be of a silky quality

and free from any roughness. Avoid those
birds that show a frill or have prominent
chests. Always breed yellow to buff, and
if quality of feather is carefully studied
there will not be much wrong with the
colour. I prefer to use yellow cock and
buff hen, but I have had just as good re-
sults the other way round. Generally
speaking we get size and colour from the
cock bird and type and quality from the
hen. Hence the reason why you should
keep 'good liens.

.When the show cage is handled the bird
should shoot up into position at once,
showing plenty of nerve, or “swagger. 7 ’

Colour, i.e., artificial colour, is not so
important in this variety as in some, but
if a bird has a good hot colour it certainly
gives it a better finish; much more atten-
tion has been given to this point the last
few years.

Whence the “ Swagger ” Comes.
J here should always be a certain amount

of Belgian blood in the stock, as it is from
this that the Vorkie gets his nerve, or
swagger

; but it is far better for the novice
to buy a bird with some Belgian blood in
it than to introduce the pure Belgian.

lhe chubby Norwich has always held a.

warm corner in my heart, and if I had to
lose mine I should feel very sore. 'In the
first place we want a bird with a wide,
full, nicely-rounded skull (a. narrow skull
is no use)

; neck short and' thic k
; chest

broad, deep, and nicely rounded (similar

Correspondence.
The Difference ’Twixt Mule

and Hybrid.
t

SlH, Will you kindly explain, through
j

( age Birds, the difference between a Mule !

and a Hybrid, that is, if there is any differ-
ence. Many thanks for the very valuable hints
obtained from your paper.

Coukhill.
[All crosses are Hybrids, properly speaking,

but by long usage the word “Mule” has
come to be recognised as indicating a cross
having a Canary as one of the parents, the
word “ Hybrid ” being applied to crosses
with no Canary blood in them. This division,
of course, is purely a fanciers’ one; a matter
of convenience.—Editor.]

Is the Norwich Plainhead
Developing into a Nondescript ?
Sir,—Always jealous of the reputation of !

the Morwich Plainhead as a popular variety,
I was a little surprised to see that Mr.
Barker Clegg had developed into a pessimist
regarding present-day winners and their type.
Discussion is at all times entertaining and
educational so long as the correspondence is

conducted by fanciers with a proper sense
of perspective, like Mr. Clegg possesses, but
his letter is a bit vague. He says: “ We
don’t want great, big, browy, sulky-looking,
crouchy, inactive birds, lying on the perches,
and with no daylight under them ” (certainly
we don’t!) .... and, “when one is bred
that conforms approximately to the N.P.
standard, the judges always find it.” Isn’t
it curious?
Has Mr. Clegg seen the champion un-

flighted yellow cock of the year? Only once
has he been missing from top place, and then
he was pegged back by a judge with the
reputation of being antagonistic to the
“great big, browy, etc., etc.”; and he is

so devoid of all the faults which Mr. Clegg
enumerates that one wonders what sort of a
bird that judge really does want, and it

makes one wish for a view of the bird that
beat it. If Mr. Clegg will be at Ardwick
show (I suppose he resides in the Manchester
district) no doubt he will see it, and in spite

of the increased cost of seed I’ll lay a hard-
earned guinea to a juicy gooseberry that his

eyes exude covetousness as he handles it. In
any case, perhaps ho will give us his im-
pression of the bird next week.

Personally, 1 think there lias been a great
improvement in the Norwich Plainhead of
late years. 1 hero have been phases when
certain points have been “gone for” at tho
expense of other necessary points, and in
defiance of the standard

;
but at no time

have we had judges who understood tho
variety better and who selected birds which
were nearest in conformity to the standard.
No doubt at the smaller shows birds so
adjectively described do creep more or less

into the prizes; but a judge can’t put good
birds up if they aren’t there. Good ones are
sadly too few. In a discussion on the points
of the variety, known birds ought to bo
referrethto so as to make the discussion less

vague. I don’t think the owners would
object so long as the criticism was honest
and nought set down in malice, and tho
deductions adduced the result of clear think-
ing; Sub Rosa.

The Novice Problem.

From British Into Canaries.

Sir,— I should like to see this answered in
your valuable paper, Cage Birds, regarding a
Novice. Suppose I bought my British birds
from a local catcher and he said to me he had
a real good Linnet or two, and I bought one
or two from him. After doing so I make it

known to a fancier or two, and invite them
to come and see" them. They take a fancy to
a certain Linnet and they try hard to get it

from me. But I am told it is a show bird,
and instead of selling I loan a cage and ex-
hibit it. It happens to win. Now is it right
I should be classed a champion in Canaries?
Anyone with only a few coppers may have
the luck to buy. a real good British bird. If
he afterwards chooses to start in Canaries,
however, can he compete with the other cham-
pions on a few coppers? Sandy.
[Our correspondent- is apparently labouring

under a misapprehension, as wins' in British
bird classes do not affect an exhibitor’s status
in the Canary section.—Editor.]

Correspondence continued on next page.

to the Bullfinch, or Robin type), back
broad and well filled in, rounding off nicely'

at th© sides; shoulders broad, but not
prominent.
The legs should be short and set well

back, fflr if they are too forward the bird
will look stilty; tail short and compact;
wings short, neatly carried and fitting

close to the body, the points meeting
evenly, but not crossing. The bird should
be brisk and sharp (not sluggish) in its

movements.
The plumage of a high-class Norwich

should be fine and silky in texture, no
coarseness about it, and very compact.
The highest quality birds are usually the
best coloured when colour-fed. There-
fore aim at breeding them. Every breeder
should keep a bright yellow-green cock-
bird in his room; it is the stepping-stone
to feather and colour.

In selecting Norwich to breed exhibition
stock, always choose good thick-set ones,
about 6j inches to fir, inches long, if a little

shorter so much the better. This matter
of shortness applies more to the hens than
to the cocks. Again, pair yellow to buff.

You will be wise if, after your first season,
you choose the breeding stock about
Christmas time, from the second and
third rounds, for the next year. If you
intend exhibiting you will have to colour
feed.

I am, let me tell you, a firm believer in

Cinnamon blood
;

it is undoubtedly the
source of that fin© feather w© all like to

sec. Avoid all flat-headed hi i ds, as they
usually come from crested stock and are
deficient in quality. Avoid all those com-
plications known as inbreeding, etc., for

they are dangerous to the novice, and
should not be attempted until experience
lias taught him something. Inbreeding
should only be done when it is desired to

fix some particular trait in a strain, in

order to get it reproduced with more cer-

tainty in the next generation, and these

related birds so> mated should be as strong

and lusty as possible.

THE EXHIBITION LINNET.

Its good points and its feeding
described.

T
HE exhibition Linnet that commends

itself to me is one of good size, bold
in body and bead, good in width of

skull, with large, well-set eyes, a nut-

brown back and shoulders, fining down to

a shade lighter on the body, the breast

and thigh markings well defined and run-
ning down in harmonious, gradual streaks.

The back, too, should be well marked, also

the head, so that one could fancy a grainer
had been putting some beautiful
“ reliefs ” on a nut-brown bird. The bird

should be completed with a fine show of

“whites” to each wing (i.e., the outer
flight feathers) and on each side of a nicely

drawn tail; and last, but not least, should
carry that beautiful lustre of feather that
one reads of in the description of the 1st

prize Linnets at some of our foremost
shows.

Ensuring Health and Condition.

Your show Linnet can be kept in good
health and condition on the following

mixture: Canary and teazle 2 parts each,

summer rape, linseed and charlock 1 part

each. A little' hem}* cracked sunflower

seed and maw seed should be given fre-

quently in addition; also some of the

refuse wild seeds'' from a threshing

machine will be most beneficial. As re-

gards conditioners for exhibition purposes

the wild seeds, the hemp and the sunflower

are good, and the former should always
contain a fair quantity of gold of pleasure,

dandelion and thistle seeds. Chickweed,
shepherd’s purse, plaintain, watercress,

hardheads, etc., are good “green meats.”
Put plenty of good sharp sand in, and
have a bath always hanging on the front

of, your stock cage, which should measure
somewhere near 18in. by llin. by 13in.

H. J. Hawes.

CAGE BIRDS 1915 ANNUAL
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Don't overlook the
Important Notice on page
368 this week.

Send your Advertise-
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from previous page.)

Special Prizes at Falkirk Good
Intent Show.

Sir, In HiiAwer to “Interested's” letter of

Jan. 2. The next time you write to the
(ness re specials at the Falkirk Good Intent
Show, seeing you had not the courage to
come to the general meeting, where you
would have got every civility and an explana-
tion of the delusion you are labouring under,

you might he a man and sign your name and
not put " Interested,” as I think the only
time you are interested is when you are get-

ting specials and prize money. 1 am almost
certain you are not a member of this club,

but an individual of some other body trying

to do as much burnt as you call to this as-

sociation. I see you say ill your answer to

.Mr. Hunter’s letter (which I hold is correct)

that your ‘‘interest will cease.” If this is

the way in which you put your own interest

before a society’s welfare, then every society

would be better rid of individuals of your

stamp. However, 1 have no doubt the editor

will see for himself wlm is right from the

catalogue you have sent.

Walter Clarkson, Sec.

Sunderland Show Appeals for
Your Support.

Silt. With reference to our open show at

Sunderland on. Jan. 15 and 16, 1 should like

to announce that a very large number of

schedules have been sent out, but owing to

the lack of open shows this season, the

names and addresses of exhibitors have been

difficult to obtain. In consequence, and
owing to removals, etc., a number of fan-

ciers may not get our schedule.* Under these

circumstances, will exhibitors kindly let me
have their names and addresses? To give

them time, I will accept entries which are

posted so as to reach me on Tuesday, Jan. 12.

lit the Lizard section, a cash special of

2s. 6d. is given for best bird without a card ;

this was received after schedules were

printed. In spite of the unsettled state of

things through the great war, we have in-

creased our classification, without interfering

with the entrance fee or prize-money in any

way. We hope that exhibitors will give us

their confidence as in the. past, and send us

a bumping entry, even exceeding the record

for Sunderland last year.

John Peacock, Hon. Sec.

6, Whitburn Terrace,

Ful well, Sunderland.

The Value of “Push.”

And a Few Words on the Modern
Norwich Plainhead.

Sir,'—M r. J. Bastock, I am afraid, does not

appreciate the fact that the “ push ” which

I particularly recommended only concerns the

disposal of reliable birds, a circumstance which
you. Mr. Editor, were careful to point out in

the heading to the article. That “push” of

a doubtful character sometimes appears in

advertisements in an endeavour to dispose of

still more doubtful birds, 1 do' not deny ;
but

I am content to leave the authors of such

to work out their own destruction. For Mr.
Bastock to say he never heard of a breeder who
had good birds for sale but that someone else

knew of them, is too sweeping a statement;
.it. does not take into consideration hundreds
of good breeders in remote localities, or those
of a shv disposition who are only unearthed
by accident I quite agree “ that a short

description of the birds when for sale is sure

to be responded to” : as a matter of fact this

is just the thing which, in mv article, I begged
such breeders and sellers to give.

In spite of the fact that failure to succeed
as a breeder and exhibitor may be attributed
in 90 per cent, of cases to certain factors be-
ing lacking in the individuals, and not the
birds, my critic declares “he should like to

see. instead of discussing persons, a good dis-

cussion upon the modern Norwich.’’ Well. I

don’t mind a little bit; but wbv will s'ome
folks always endeavour to swallow the bottle

instead of the medicine? For a start might I

ask : What must breeders regard as the
modern Norwich? The legacy from Plainhead
breeders of many years ago, but built upon
more generous lines

; the active, clean-moulded,
rich-coloured bird, with neatness everywhere,
or t he type which Mr. Barker Clegg refers to

as browv, sulky-looking, crouch v. inactive
birds, lying on their perches and with no day-
light under them? Both types are in evidence.
Which is to be the choice? And then, how
best niav we breed them? Really something
to discuss, this, that will last, I hope, much
longer than the present war.

E. W. Allsopp.

Sir,— I was very much interested in Mr.
Allsopp’s article on the above subject. When
J commenced reading the first part of the
article I thought “ here is a chance to earn
something.” but I must confess I was some-
what disappointed when I got to the second

pari. I breed Norwich Canaries as a spare

time hobby, and for the last two or three

years I have found difficulty in getting a

lair price for my surplus stock. I have sold

cock birds for 7s. that were honestly worth
15s. to 20s. each. I advertised in “C.B.”;
I also advertised in a local paper and got

one postcard. Being only a working man I

am bound to sell, even if 1 cannot get a fair

price. Can Mr. Allsopp tell me how to re-

move the difficulty for a novice to dispose

of bis surplus stock? H. Coker.

A Show by Affiliated Societies
at Rochdale.

Sir, The Committee lias decided to hold a

show confined to members of the affiliated

societies. It is to lie held at the spacious

rooms of the R.O.C., Bailen Street, Rochdale,

on Sat,, Jan. 23. We have secured the ser-

vices of Mr. C. A. House us judge, and hope

once again to have a good entry. I will be

posting schedules, etc., of the show to the

respective societies during the coining week,

as we meet on Sat, night to complete the clas-

sification, etc. Should be pleased to accept

any specials to be competed for at the show.
Wm. Adams, Sec.

19, Bedford Street, Rochdale.

Are Scotch Fancy Exhibitors
Overstepping the Mark ?

Most Prize winners Alleged to be
Faked.

Sir,— T was very pleased to see the re-

marks by our old friend Mr. W. M’Clure,

and lie rightly states this matter is really

troubling the Fancy. The cry to stamp out

faking is an old cry; it is 50 years now since

I heard it first, and I am sorry to. say- it is

more life now than ever before. The ques-

tion is : How can we stop it? In order to

arrive at a true answer, we must look the

matter fair in the face. 1 have arrived at

the conclusion that mo.st, if not all, of the
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prize-winners are now faked’; and the saddest

part of it is, that many who “scorn” the

idea of faking are nevertheless our greatest

sinners in this direction. What we want is

to examine the birds for faking, and not the

owners.
Another point is : Should all faked birds,

irrespective of the degree of taking exercised,

he shelved? My answer is, most decidedly,

“ Yes.” And so show committees must in-

struct the judges ere starting duty that they

hold them responsible to shelve, any faked

birds, irrespective of degree, and Should a

judge fail to do his duty through fear or

influence, it then is for the committee to re-

fuse such a. person as judge in future. Would
this stamp it out? It might, or it might not.

Influence and name have terrible weight even

in committees. But is it worth while now
trying it, for there are only quite a few open

shows left to Scotch Fancy exhibitors?

The latter fact, to my mind, calls for more,

immediate attention. What has happened !

I remember 30 to 50 years ago, prices then

were pot a fourth what they now are ;
shows

were in every town
;
the hobby was a hobby.

Alas ! no longer is the Scots Fancy hobby

what it used to be. Working-men have

dropped off one by one in hundreds, until

now only a few survive. Moneyed men have

cornered the market, raisedl prices, and caused

the hobby to give place to money-making, and

it is this which, to my mind, has broken the

backbone of the Scots Fancy hobby, and

brought the other evils in its train. Stamp

out the one and you stamp out the others.

The question is, then : How are we to sto-p

this horrible price-raising which now exists

in our midst? I would suggest that this body

of well-meaning fanciers of which Mr.

M’Clure speaks should consider the great

evils of price-raising and price-raisers, as also

faking and fakers.
"

I trust to see something

definite done on this subject.

Old Fancier.
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Club {Reports .

DARVEL C.B.S.
Meeting and table show ^ British, Mr. MtCaw

judged, Dec. 15. Club rules were revised. Next
table show .Ian. 1 2, 7.oO. Principal winners at table
show: Taylor, Beaton, Morton, Anderson, Hopkins,
Fairful.—J. Fairful. Sec.

BLAENAVON C.B.S.
Special meeting, Dec. 29, over 20 member** present,

and four new ones added. Decided to hold a mem-
bers’ table show, Jan. 7. A very interesting discus-
sion on Feeding ami Breeding took place, tin* views
of a very young member, age 15, being especially ap-
preciated. G. 'J'. Jones, Sec.

CINNAMON-MARKED Y.C.C.
Winner* in open competition for trophies: 1, H.

H. 'l ower*, 148 pts. ; 2, G. Morrison, lo7 pts.
; ii,

Atkinson and Firth, 92; 4, T. Thomas, tHi. Amateur:
I. J. 10. Hudson, 20. Will other amateurs please
forward their points as early as possible?

—

JU.

Garnett, Bee.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Annual meeting, Jan. 1. Mr. Dawson chair.

Balance sheet was read, and pri 7as money 7s. iki. per
class paid for <ld. entry fee. Everyone thought it

very good, especially for our first show. Member#
shotfhvnote that rule 10 is now void; it now reads:
“A novice is a person who lias not won members’
Ists or one 1st in open competition. A little *mg*
•song ended a very pleasant evening.- -G. F. Bates,
Sec.

LANCS. AND LIZARD F.A.
Mc-eting, New market Hotel, Hawk ester, Jan. 2.

We were- sorry to learn that since our la.A meeting
Mr. Cook, the genial landlord of the hotel, had euc-

ciinibe4 to a,n attack of peiiumoriia ami other com-
plaint-. Much regret was expressed l>y our member*
present. The question of cM> show was gone into,

,1 ml sec. had a valuable li»st of specials to put

before the meeting. Untried were accepted, and
there is every reason to believe that the show will

be a grand one both for numbers and quality. All

itlie reason’* winners will be on view, both in Bin-

ca-Mres and Lizards. Up to time of writing Lizard

entries total 72, Lancashire* 22. Mr. Noah Stans-

field (l)entfni) is the judge, and our members) oan

depend upon careful ami expert judging, though
.this is Mr. Stall-field'.- debut as a Lancashire end
Lizawl spec'*.! list judge. The show will be held at

tlie Volunteer Inn, George Street, Oldham, Jan. 9.

fanciers are cordially invited. Mr. E. Fuller gives

a special of 2s. (id. for best Lizard shown by a

novice (thi« is not mentioned in schedule). Much
appreciation was expressed at tile generous way
Sunderland show was providing for- the Lizard sec-

tion. Mr. Fuller, who lias been prevented coming

to meetings for some time now, put in an appear-

ance. and was very warmly received, especially when

he expressed his opinion regarding the Lancashire

Canary as shown at the present day.— John Rukin,

Hon, Sec.

iThe Shows.
WINDHILL. -

A Noted Winner Wrong=Classed.
27th Annual epen show of the W indhill Shipley

C.B/S., Jan. '2, Carnegie flail, an ideal place, well

lighted, and free from draughts. Entries totalled 260,

and quality was quite up to standard, many notable

exhibits being benched. The mainstay of the show

was tlie novices as usual. The strongest classes

were tire unflighted, no less than 25 were entered

in the two novice unflighted classes. A notable

feature of the show was the wrong classing of

Mr. L. Dykes' Buff Tkd., which should have been

shown in the cl. or invisible jkd. class; it has such

a slight tk. that most would he likely to miss it.

The society has a very strong working committee.

Show Manager. Mr. Matt. Broadley. had full charge,

and he and Mr. Taylor, tlie sec., were always

hard at it. The Sec. paid out prize-money in good

time. Show stewards were; Messrs. Mason, (Jar-

nett, Ellis, Atkinson, Sutcliffe, and Denton, and
gate men, Messrs. Hopwood, Harney, and Ellis.

Sales were looked after by Mr. K. Garnett, but cid

not conic quite up to expectations. Specials were

won by Messrs. Sutcliffe and Son, Ogden Bros..

Harney’ and Studd. Mr. Chittenden, judge, although

not enjoying the best of health, got through 1 is

work in good time, and seemed to give general -ai re-

faction.
CIIAMI'.. CL. OR IN VIS. TKD. YE'LL. YKS. (7):

1, Dykes, cl., grand k'Ugtli, leathered like wax,

nice round head, beautiful back and wing ear.,

pipe tail, rich level col., in best cond. ; 2, Ogden
Bros., cl., rare shape and style, lovely qual. ; 3,

Towers, cl., nice length, well placed wings and tail,

stands well up: 4, Robertshaw. c!., very stylish,

tightly feathered, will do better; vhc. Dykes; he,

Priestley; c, Lunn. TKD. (.11): 1, Beaumont, buff,

rare shape and style, not so big, feathered like glass,

rich, sound .col., .best of legs, A1 pos. ; 2, Bennett,

buff, beautifully moulded, richly coloured; ft, Hirst,

yell., slim and typical, plenty of length, rare qual.,

some preferred this; 4. vhc, Ogden tiros., yell.,

grand length, lovely qua!., neat wlngsr and tail, wills

sp, best 4th; he, Dyson; c, Broadley. UN'FLIG.

YELL. IS) : 1, Ogden Bros., cl., not as large as some,
but for leather and col. unbeatable, nice f-haped

head, wings and tail car. correct, A) pos., well

benched, gem ; 2, Dykes, cl., grand length, rich

silky feather, level col., neat wings and tail ; 3, sp.,

best 3rd, Sutcliffe and Soil, cl., very slim and
stylish, correct pos.: 4, Beaumont, cl., grand shape,

only beaten in length; vhc. c, Hirst; lie, Hull.

BUFF 111): 1, Fawcett, cl., plenty of length, lovely

feather, sound level col., grand head, shoulders,

rare wing car., pipe tail; 2, Ogden Bros., el., excels

in qual., rich col., wings and tail correct, close up ;

3 ,
Sutcliffe and Son, wing tkd., rare length, very

hot col., neat wing car.; 4, 'Thomas, cl., wonder-
ful length, nice shape and style; vhc. Bennett; be.

F. Self; c, Beaumont. I NIT.IG. HEN (It): 1. 2,

Dykes, cl. yell., wonderful length, rich silky

feather, level col., nice head, back and wings, pipe

tail, stands correct, best of leg.-.. 2, cl. huff, plenty
of length, rare qual.. wings and tail correct, rich

col., line corn!. ;
3,’ Ogden Bros., cl. buff, rare

length and style, well braced wings, stand.- well:

4 Bennett, tkd. yell., very stylish, rich col.: vhc,

F. Self; be. Hirst: e. Shear d. CL. OR TKD.
BUFF HEN (7): 1, Wbitwhani, cl, plenty of
length, beautiful shape and style, boxy feather,
nice bead amt shoulders, correct wing car., pipe
tail, lcvcf col.; 2. Hill, cl., nice length and type,

leathered like glass, rare" wing ear., close lip; X,

Ogden Bros., cl., beautiful qual. wings and tail,

well ear., only beaten in length; 4. F. Seif, cl.,

correct, |m>s., nicely feathered, neat wing- and tail;

vhc. Dykes; lie, Towers, c; Kobortshaw. LINN.

MKD. V ill.], i 'J ) : l, vhc, c, Towers, wi.ng tkd.,
wonderful length, rich, silky feather, beautiful tone
ot cot, nice heard, back and wing-, nicely drawn,
stands correct, a gem

; 2, Morrison, m’kd. head
ami wings, nice. length, slim and stylish; 3, Sut-
cliffe and Son, rare shape and style, lovely qual.,
wings and tail well placed, 'rich col

; 4, Thomas,
var., plenty oi length, very typical; he, Atkinson
and Firth. BUFF (7): 1 , Towers, mkd. on wings,
grand length, correct pos., excels in qual., rich
col., beautiful head and back, nicely drawn wings
and tail well braced, A1 cond.; 2, Morrison, var.,
wonderful length, rare shape and style; 3, vlie,
Atkinson and Firth, shows breed, rich col.; 4,
Bennett, var,, beautiful qual., very stylish only
beaten in length. YELL. HEN (7):' 1, Ogden
Bros., var.. plenty of length, leathered like glass,
neb cob, grand shape and style, wings and tail
nicely placed

; 2, Morrison, mkd. head and wings,
very slim and stylish, rich, silky feather; 3, c.
Towers, mkd. neck and wings, tine, silky feather,
grand cot.

; 4, Atkinson and Filth, even mkd.,
lovely qual., neat wings and tail, will do better;
vhc, lie, Bennett. BUFF (8); 1, Ogden Bros., mkd.
wings, rare length, beautiful silky feather, nice
round head, grand back and wings, pipe tail, rich
col.; 2, be, Morrison, var., beautiful qual., wound
col., wiig;- and tail, well car., well benched; 3,
I human, var., nice shape and style, ricat wings amt
tail

; 4, Whitwham, even mkd., wonderful length,
very typical, rare -took bird; vhc, Casev ; e.
Towers. UK MKD, YELL'. (8); ], Dykes, even
mkd., wonderful length, rich, sound coL, grand
bead, back, and wings, At jios., and benched iu
best con., unbeatable; 2, Towers, var., very slim
amt typical, hot col., neat wings and fail; 3

-

, Hall
var., plenty of length, rich col. and nice shape,
rather slack in 1'ront; 4. Sutcliffe and Son, even
mkd., nice shape and sty*, lovely qual.; vhc, Wliit-
wham

; lie, Garnett; c, Morrison. BUFF (8). l.
Dykes, var., wonderful length, stands like a guards-
man, leathered like glass, well fitting wings and
tail, rich col., A1 pos..’ one of the best; 2. Ifbnnett,
even rnkil., beautifully moulded off stout lines, lovelv
quab. correct pcs.; 3, Hall. mkd. on bead, plenty
of length, neat wings and tail, loses in cond. : 4,
Robertshaw, var., hot col., lovely qual., stylish;
vhc. Mason

;
lie, Garnett; c, Morrison. YELL HEN

(7): 1, Dykes, even mkd., beautiful qual., grand head
and back, nicely fitting wings and tail, rich, level
col., on best of legs, A1 pos., tine cond. : 2, Mor-
rison, even mkd., lovely' shape and style, only beaten
in rob

; 3, Towers, mkd. head and wings, very
stylish and full of nerve, sound col., neat wings and
tail; 4, Ca.-ey, mkd. eyes and one wing, grand shape
and type, lovely qual., rather pale; vhc, l'riestlev;
he, Sheard

; c. Hail, BUFF (7): J, RobertsJlaw,
even mkd., grand length, hot in col., fine silky
feather, correct pos;, wings and tail, well placed, fine
cond.; 2, 3, vhc. Dykes, even mkd., beautiful qua!.,
rare shape and style, not so long; 3, wonderful
length, built on stout lines, well fitting wing- and
tail; 4. Ogden Bros., plenty of length, hoxv leather,
rather pale in col.; lie. Towers; c, Garnett. NOV.,
CL. OK TKD. YELL. (11): 1, Mitchell, cl., wonderful
length, rich, sound col., feathered like glass, nice
shaped head, rare wing ear., pipe tail, A1 pos.; 2,
S.vmes, cl., grand shape and style, lovely qual.,
only beaten in length; 3, Wilman, el., plenty of
length, very long-sided, neat wings and tail, grand
stock bird; 4, Ackroyd, cl., very stylish, level col.;
x tic, Harney; he, Famish; e, Allatt. BUFF (13);
1, He.life, el., grand length and style, sound in cob,
boxy feather, nice head, full nock, well drawn out,
rare wing ear.

; 2, Famish, cl., close up, lovely
qual., A1 pos., neat wings and tail ; 3, Moore, wing
tkd.. nice size, fine, silky feather, stands well up:
4, Studd, cl., beautiful leather, grand wings and
tail; vhc, E. Belt': he. Bower; c, Allatt. UN FUG.
(19) : 1, y lilt, cl. buff, correct size, feathered 1-* e a
Java, nice head, well filled neck, back and wings,
beautiful pipe tail, stands well up; 2, 4, Wilman,
cl. yell., longer and shiner, very stylish, a real
Vorkie: 4, tkd. buff, plenty of length, feathered
like gla.-s. gcod stock idl'd; 3, J. Bower, el. yell.,
slim and typical, rich col., loses in length; 'vhc.
Trevenar: he, Ackroyd; e. Salt. HENS (10) : 1,

Salt. el. buff, grand length, lovely qual., lull of
nerve, nice round head, full neck, well braced
wings and tail, in fine cond.; 2, G. E. Bower, el.

yell., nice length, iiite. s-ilkv feather, grand shape
and style, level col.; 3, Harney, el. butt, wonderful
length, very stylish, rich col., stands well; 4, Aylatt,
cl. yell., rather -tout, but rare shape, neat wings
and tail, grand stock "hen: vhc, Sharpe: lie, VVilinan;
c. Syrnes. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (13): 1. Firth,
wing tkd., nice length, showing breed, lull of nerve,
rich col., well fitting wings and tail, A1 pos.. tine
cond.

; 2. Mitchell, el., rare shape and typo, l>eyu-
tifui qua!.: 3, Sharpe, cl., very stylish, feathered
like wax, rattier low on leg; 4. Ackroyd, nice length
ami style, neat fitting wings and tail, wants a wash;
vhc, he, Ratclifle; c. Close. BUFF (9): 1 , vhc,
Fisher and Dyson, tkd., grand length, fine Itoxy
feather, nice round head, well filled neck, wings a ltd

tail correct; 2, Town, cl., very long and slim, silky
leather; 3, tic, Atkinson, cl., plenty of length, well
braced wings and tail; 4. Sharpe, cl„ rather less,

excels in qual., very stylish; e. Bower. UK. OR
CINN. MKD. CK. (15): 1, Studd, Ur. mkd. var.
butt, grand length, fine silky leather, nice head, full

neck. lovely pos.. wings and tail, well placed, shown
well

; 2, Raker Bros., Cinu. mkd., rather stout, rich
col., lovely qual.. A1 pos.

; 3. Harney, yell. Gr. mkd.,
hot col., slim and stylish, rare wing ear. ; 4. Swift,
var. Gr. mkd., long and slim, nice shape: vhc.
Craven: he, c. Stigdei(. HENS (12)': l, ColiTn-
Bros., var. yell. Gr. mkd.. grand length, rich ievcl
col., correct pos., neat wings and tail, feathered
like glass, shown well; 2, Sharpe, einn. mkd. yell.,

very slim and typical, lovely qual.. loses in wing
ear.

; 3. Crowther, yell., Gr. mkd., nice slialie and
style, silky feather; 4, Broa-dlient, butt Gr. mkd.,
beautiful shape, neat wings and tail: vhc, e. Studd;
lie, Harney. NOR. (7) : 1. 2, Kaberry, el. veil.,

grand head, exquisite col., well across perch, fill®

cond.. 2, tkd. buff, plenty of subs., hot col., grand
head and breast, some preferred this; 3, lie, Thomas,
cl. bull, grand heart, and stands well: 4, Balt, cl.

yell., very hot col., correct type, rather less; \ lie. e.

Knife, HENS (8): 1, 3. Thomas, tkd. bub. correct
type, beautiful head, bold breast, stands well on
perch, very cobby, fine cond., 3, wing Ikd. huff, grand
head and brea.-t. rather short of h’oom : 2. vlie,

Kaberry. el. yell., grand shape, rich col., stands
correct; 4, lie, Salt; tkd. buff, nice bead am!
Iirrii -t , line tea t her . c, Itoili’

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Llanelly C.B.S.’ (Wales).- Market Hall. Jan. 12.

Judges. J. Hobson, H. Norman. 09 el.: Nor. 7 (l

\ o v

.

) , Yorks*. 7 (1 \ov.), Hurd . 9 (J* Nov.), A.O Y. i.

Sell. 5, Local 5. Mules 5, Krit. 19. For. 2. Prizes,

HJs., 5s., 2s. Gd.; lee. 1>. (Id. Lnt. eloso 14 post
.Sunday, to D. John. 9. Potter\ IMaeo.

Tredegar ( .Mon.L-^Town Hail, Jan. 14. Judge. J.

W. JUeLealfc1
. open classes : Cnvts 2. Nur. s (2

Nov.), Yorks. 10 (4 Nov.), liord. 2. Sell. 2, V.n V 1 .

Pairs 1, Grit. 7, Mules 2, For. V Prizes, 10 s., fis.,

•j e. M. ; fee* Is. iu\. Cut close \,{ po,*d Jan 11, to
NY. b. Watkins, 1*3, lirgft Street
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THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL SHOW.
PLUCKY FIGHT AGAINST ADVERSE,

CIRCUMSTANCES.
The Officials come through with flying colours : A splendid attend-
ance of bird-lovers : Grand displa

Crests : The sensational

T ill) Scottish National I'.ll.S. held another
highly successful show, Dec. hi and .Ian. 1.

Handicapped In having to secure a fresh show-
room (the Corn exchange having been let for
National Insurance and Labour exchange offices),

the committee eventually Ilecided upon the Grimlluy
Street Halls, as their venue for this year's show,
hut almost at the last moment were obliged to
change from the upper hall, which has a splendid
roof light, to the lower ii all, which, though it haw
plenty of door space, is not well lighted. Had it

not been for the fact that schedules had been issued
the show would probably have been cancelled, as the
upper hull was unexpectedly required fer military
quarters.' Jlemlrcrs faced the situation bravely, how-
ever, ami decided to “carry on as usual," and they
are to he heartily congratulated on a very success-
ful show. Entries were about, 400 down on last year,

but the classification was 22 classes less, therefore
the loss of entries i« not quite so serious as the
figures would seem to indicate, the total being 1,000,

or only an average qf 1 per class below last year's
record. The attendance on Friday seemed as large
as ever, but the hall being smaller gave a more
crowded appearance than used to be the ease in

the Corn Exchange. All preliminary arrangements
were carried out in the Usual masterly way, the
management being led by the president, .Mr. .las.

Winter, vice-pres. Mr. S. Kuglass, and .Mr. R. Craig
show manager. The committee. Messrs. A. Rodger,
\\ . If. Finnic, T. Todd, J. G. Ranter, W. 15. Smart,
(.!. W. Brown, 1’. .Murray, .1. Charlton, W. Allan, A.

Paterson, M. Petrie, A. Weston, P. AIcNiven, C.

Sykes, A. Bowie, A. Hovle, J. Gourlay, S. May, R.

Spence, \Y. Turnbull, W. Carson, I). Morris, L. .1.

Artighf, H. Norton, with J. R. Akikle as see., carried
out the various details in splendid order, Bailie, F. A.

Watt, of Banff, rendering valuable assistance. The
etagir.-g was again in the hands of the expert. J>.

Rimllayr ide, who did all in first-class styTe. Some
of the exhibits were considerably delayed on route,

Messrs. Martin and Archer’s birds and some others*

not being delivered until after judging had com-
menced, but the committee kept the classes back as

long as possible in order to give all late arrivals a
chance. There were few casualties during the show,
but .Mrs. Taylor's fine Redstart was unfortunately
found dead on arrival. Sales were not so numerous
*,-> in former years, and no sensational prices have,

to be recorded, but a fair number of birds changed
hands. The gate receipts amounted to about .£36.

Mr. Parlett's noted exhibit again -provided one of

the attractions of the show, and a sensation, also,

as the judge declined to accept it as being eligible

for the class in which it was entered, namely, A.V.
variegated Canary Slide. The Bullfinch Variety
class was for Darks only. Evidently, therefore, the
judge. Mr. AleQuiston, did not accept it as being a
Canary'-Bullfinch Hy brid. The bird again had many
admirers, and very' varied were the expressions
passed as to its parentage.

Entries from English exhibitors were below pre-

vious years, the uncertainty prevailing as to train
services, no doubt being the main reason, hut those
who did send were fairly successful. The Dewar
challenge shield for best bird in show again crossed

the Border, Messrs. Martin and Archer being, the
fortunate winners with their celebrated Light Lin-

net Mule, "Perfection.” The Ait-ken tup and the
Gibson cup also were won by English birds, Mr. W.
Crawshaw, of Accrington, securing both these
trophies- with his Norwich exhibits. The Patterson
cup was won by Mr. \V. Dodds, of Edinhro’, and
the foreign bird trophy by Mr. P. Arnot, of Alloa.

Judging was remitred more difficult than usual as

the light in some parts was very poor, and the birds

had to be carried to the end of the hall. Had the
committee been able to retain the upper hall, they
would have had a splendid light.

The judges were: Messrs. A. Maxwell and W. X.
Turner (Norwich), .1. Brotherton (Crests), A. Leslie

and A. Livingstone (Scotch Fancies), .J. F. .Dewar
y Belgians,-^ Yorkshires, and Lizards), .1. Johnstone
and J. Patterson (Border), P. M’Ouiston (Mules),
Livingstone and M' (Jutston (British), C. Sy kes (For.)

THE NORWICH CANARIES.
Judges, Messrs. A. Maxwell and

W. N. Turner.
Norwich Plainlieads. were a bit back in numbers,

there being 222 birds in 17 classes, but although
wanting in number, there were some very nice birds

on view. Air. Crawshaw won the Aitken cup with
his lovely unflig. yellow cock, the best Norwich we
have aeen for some time. Mr. Grewar won S.P.C.

medal for best cock, and Air. Chalmers S.P.C. medal
for best hen. Air. Thomas yvon Ramsden’s silver

cruet for best fed hen. The awards of the judges
seemed very favourably received.
CL. OR TICD. YELL. CK. (II): X, J. C. Murray,

grand size, tine shape, nice level col., fine, wings,
clean cut away, just a little browy : 2, 8, Thomas,
similar shape, fine head and ncek, nice yvide front,

rare qual., warmly fed : 3, Crawshaw, not so cobby
in shape, nice round head, fine qual. and eol. ; 4,

Kerr, trifle longer in body, hut nice qual. and eol.:

5, Hirst, nice head, tine eol.: vhc, Silk
;

lie, Stephen-
son. BUFF (10): 1, Hirst, fine head ami neck, grand
subs., fine deep, front., nice level col., richly mealed,
nice shape and carr.: 2, Cook, grand- -size, marvel- •

loos col. and. qual., line „rour,d head, deep front, !

moves nicely; :s, llussel and Teasdale. not so nice in

head, line body, wonderful type anil qual.. sound
eol.: 4, Colley, nice cobby shape, good eol. and qual..

j

nicely carried wings and tail; a, Greaves and
j

liichard, hardly the shape of leaders, sweet qual..

nice col.: vhc, Martin : he, Young: c, Keswick.
;

VAR. .CK. (16): 1. -sp, 4, Crawshaw, butt, mkd. eyes
ami wings, dark breast, nice round head and neck,
hold front-, all there for type and qual., put down
tp .vin. 4 lightly var.. fine size and shape, nicely fed,

In lovely order; 2, Allison, yell, var., nice round head
and neck, true Nor. type, fine hold front, clean cut
away behind, .in fine fettle; 3, jVIartin, dark var,

buff, not quits the subs, of leaders, nice type and
qual., line eol., richly mealed; 5, Kerr, lightly var.

veil., lino qual. and eol.: vhc, >-p. Hirst: he. Thomao;
c. Briggs.. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (10): 1. 2,

Crawshaw. leader, fine round head, full neck, fine

depth of front, nicely cut away, lovely col., 2 shade,
larger, similar type and qual., rich even col., nicely
carried wings, both in nice cond.; 3, Silk, fine,

Shapely bead and ncek, nice round front, hardly the
subs, of leaders, still a nice one; 4. Wake, griz. head,
nice bold front, rich even coir: 5, Allison, lovely
phy

n

c. grand size, line full front, nicely carried

y of birds, with a record entry of
Hybrid comes a cropper.
I

wings, presses leaders; vhc, t. j>, McGinn; he,

|
Thomas; e. Winter. DUKE (II): 1, F. Taylor, nice
head properties, line bully ty pe, rich even eol.,

lovely qual., put down in nice com!.; 2, Beswick, line,

shapely head, short and thick set body, short wings
and tail, nice exhibit; 3, he, Thomas, better eoi.

than leader, but not quite the subs., nice type and
qual.; 4, Wake, not so bold in front, but nice qual.,

line rich col.; a. Cook, fine size and shape, nice
front, well carried wings, close up; vhc, Cameron; e,

Moffat. VAR. HEN (6): 1, Ironside, lightly mkd.
yell., line round head, thick round body, line depth
of front, put down m grand coml..wins easily; 2,

Buglass, yell., similar marking, loses a bit in size

and shape to leader, nice col. and qual.; 3, Barries,

hull mkd. head, neck, one wing, tine round head, nice
col. and qual., nicely shown; 4, Leach, buff cinn.

mark, fine shapely head; 5, Cameron. • UNFLIG.
YELL. CK. (14): Best class in section: 1, cup, 2 sps,
Crawshaw, cl. jell., a grand one, excelling all

through, line round head, deep bold front, nicely
carried wings ami tail, gland eol. and qual., wins in

stroifg class; 2, Marshall, cl., similar in size and
type, not quite the subs, of leader, yet a good one all

through: 3, Hirst, yell, var., nice round head, tine
front, grand type and quad., rich eol.; 4, Lawson,
lightly var., good head and neck, line bold front,
plenty of subs., rich even col., presses leaders; 5,

Adamson, el., fine shape and subs., rich even col.;
vile. isp. .Mitchell; he, Grewer; c, sp, Crawshaw.
BUFF (18): 1, 4, Crawshaw, leader, cl., nice round
head, short, thick neck, fine bold front, grand eol. -

and mealing, 4 var., nice bouncing bird, fine front,
nice type and qual., rich even col., well staged, ill

fine order; 2, Lawson, similar type and qual, tine

front, rich carried-wings, well cut away behind, close
up; 3, Hirst, foul tail, wet when taking notes; o,

Marshall, cl., nice type and qual, rich eol., nicely
marked; vhc, !’ Aim-ray : he. Silk: c, Dickson. UN-
FLIG. YELL HEN (11): 1, S.l’.C. Aledal, Chalmers,
lovely col., fine, round head, fine depth of front,
short, thick body, -splenlid wings and tail, in fine

order; 2. Allison, nice cl., similar type, short and
cobby body, rare qual. and col., put down in fine
trim; 3, AIcGinn. cl., much the came type and qual.,
nice level col., not quite the same bloom

; 4, Colley,
cl., fine, round head, rich col.; 5, Lawson, var., fine
head and neck, short thick body , rich level eol., put
down in grand corn!., might have gone up; vhc,
Ewart; he. Hirst; e, Noble. BUFF (16): 1, Cook,
var., great size, fine head and neck, deep, broad
front, nicely cut away, rich col., splendid cond.,
wins; 2. J. C. Alurrray, heavy var., nicely rounded
head, line size and shape, true Nor., in tine order;
3. Lawson, cl., cobby shape, excellent eol. and qual.,
nicely carr. wings, well cut away ; 4, Grewar, almost
green, full head and neck, A1 eol. and qual., line

silky feather: 5, McLeod, cl,, nice round head, real
bully type, rich sound col.: vhc, Adam: he, Martin:
c. McGinn. NON-FED CK. (12): 1, S.P.C. medal.
Grewar. cl. yell., fine size and subs., neat round
head, line deptli of front., rich col., well put down;
2, Allison, foul wing yell., much the name in

shape and qual., not so bright in col., but all

there- for subs, and close tip; 3, Leach, cl. yell., not
the body of leaders, but nice type and qual., fine
eol.. 4. Grewar, el. yell., fine head- and rich, not
so thick set; 5. Hutton, fine qual. and col.; vhc, sp.
Gorris :_hc, Barnes; c. Roes' and Duncan. HEN (7):
1, Afarun, yell., foul cheek, line head and neck,
short, shapely body, soft silky texture, nicely cut
away, in grand cond.; 2, Jeffrey, tick wing, similar
size and shape, nicely carried wings and tail, not
quite the polish of winner; 3, Mitchell, yell, gr.,

nicely rounded head, short, deep front, fine Nor.
type, in good order; 4, McLeod, cl. yell., fine size
and subs., nice wide front, could be improved with
a wash ; 5, Stewart, buff var., fine round head, nice
col. and qual.; vhc,. Gorrie

;
he, Anderson. NOV.

CK. (20): 1, Foote, yell. var.. lovely rounded head,
deep, broad front, rich even col., fine size and shape,
put down in grand form; 2, c, Alathewson, el buff,

all there . for size- ami subs., neat wings and tail,

not quite the bloom of winner, useful stock bird;
3. Walks, heat bead and neck, finely moulded body,
rich even col.: 4, Dick, <*'. yell., sweet type and qual..
beautifully cut away, close up ; 5. Priestley, cl. buff,
fine size and shape; vhc, sp, Heald ; he, Pearson.
HEN (6) : 1, Foote, nicely staged cl. yell.,' neat
head and neck, short and thick set body, nicely
placed wings, fine level eoi.; 2, Alcikle, buff var.,
fine size and shape, nice hold front, fine qual..
nicely cut away; 3, Brown, el. yell., fine- size and
-shape, just loses in qual. to leaders; 4, McCartney,
cl. buff, fine head and neck, good- size; 5, Gowans,
buff green, fine type and qual., sound col., just wants
more .subs.; vhc, Ander&on. LIA1IT, 30s. (14): 1,

Smith; 2, Dickson: 3, AIcGinn; 4, J. Craig; 5, For-
rest: vhc, sp, McKay: he, Kean: c. Moffat. CK.
15s. (25): 1, Barrie: 2. .7. Craig: 3, Govan ; 4, John-
son: 5, Leishman : vhc; Sandison : he, Forrest,: c,

Godfrey Bros. HEN 15s. (17): 1, Buchan: 2, AlcLeod :

3, vhc. A. Craig; 4, Wake; 5, Barrie; he, Axe; c,

Johnson.

THE CRESTS «3 CRESTBREDS.
Judge. Mr J. Brotherton.

The Crest and Crestbred section proved to be a
record, a ml Scotch exhibitors well held their
own. Every class had its complement of noted
winners doing battle for the last time for
191-1 show season. Excellent teams were forward
from all the noted breeders, and the com-
ment was heard that it was one of the best
displays ever seen at the Scottish National, both
as regards the wonderful size of the Crests, and
the immense skulls of the Crestbreds, combined
with size and •substance*. The hen limit class had
an entry of 39, and not a had one among them.
Mr. Brotherton, tiie judge, had an arduous task
separating the various winners, but he got through
his work right well.

CI(EST COCK (10): 1. Smith, cl. body D.C., of
great size and beautiful formation, grandly radi-

ated, lovely droop : 2, Dobson, wing mkd. D.C.
, of immense size, rare width of frontal, grand
I spread and radiation: 3, Dobson, gr., beautifully
rounded crest, well defined in centre, great body

|

feather: 4, Burns, grand body, nice large crest of

I

lovely formation, close up: 5, McMillan, varieg.,
I neat and shapely crest, of nice leafy feather

; 9,
Me*Lay : 7, Taylor; 8, Dickinson Bros# HEN (12):

j

1. McLay, heavy varieg., distinct centre, grand
radiation, dense heavy feather,, lovely droop; 2,

i McLaren, wing mkd. D.C.. nice centre and droop,
rare frontal and sides, capital body feather; 3, Paul,
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varieg. D.C., grandly radiated, lovely droop, extra
good qual. of feather, capital frontal

; 4, Donaldhon.
varieg. D.C., heavy dense feather, extra good
frontal, nice eol. and qual. of feather; 5, Milk*,
neat and well rounded, grand body nub*. ; 9. M<
Naughton; 7, Young; 8, Mills. C.B. CK. (Hi): I,

Hamilton, «•!. body, grizzle head, wonderful size and
•flub*., great width of skull, grandly ladled; 2, 4,

Colledgc, 2nd mkd. eyes and back, grand dome*
shaped bead, splendidly lashed, lovely quaL of
feather; 4Mi, line broad -skull, rare frontal, heavy
body feather, grandly lashed; 3, Barker, gr., very
heavily bushed brows, great density of leatlu r, fine

body .subs. ; 5, 9, McLaren, lovely qual., grandly
shaped body, beautiful feather; 7, Dobson; 8, Dott.
HEN (14): 1, Smith, heavy varieg., grand shaped
skull, immen-se »ize of body, lovely silky feather,
rare qual.

; 2, McLay, nearly gr., wonderful shaped
body, carrying plenty of feather, fine broad skull,

must have pressed; 3, McMillan, varieg., grand
shaped skull, densely feathered and beautifully
ktohed, good shaped body; 4, McClernent, mkd. head,
eyes, and chest, shade longer in body, nicely
feathered, fine width of skull ; 5, McNaugliton, al-

most gr., lovely shape; <5, Cofledge; 7, McLaren;
8, O. It. Smith. CREST CK (1914) (18): 1, Taylor,
mkd. wings and chest, grand width of front, splen-

did crest of lovely formation, capital body ; 2, 3, 5,

Colledge, 2nd wing mkd. D.C., lovely spread, grand
radiiation, fine leafy feather; 3rd, mkd. left wing,
nicely shaped body, grand headpiece of beautiful
formation; 5th, wing mkd. D.C'., (Similar to 3rd,

beaten only in size, nicely radiated crest; 4, Whit-
tori, lovely centre and droop, beautiful col. and
qual., grandly radiated crest; (i, McClernent; 7,

Edwards; 8, Hamilton. HEN (15): 1, Taylor, a

stermer, rattling crest of lovely formation, beau-
tiful droop; 2, Barker, mkd. wing and vent, neatly
centred, beautifully radiated, nice droop and finish,

fijie body ; 3, Smith, nearly gr., beautifully centred
and drooped, heavy frontal and sides, grand qual.

of feather; 4, Hamilton, wing mkd. D.C., distinct

centre, heavy dense feather, lovely radiation
; 5,

McLaren, gr., splendid Jront and droop, grand
centre; 6, Lindsay; 7, Brown; 8, Chalmers. C.B.

CK. (1914) (I<») : i, Mills, grand cl., great size and
subs., great width of skull, nicely lashed

; 2, 4,

Smith, 2nd mkd. wings, grand entrance, grandly
lashed brows, great body feather; 4th, gr., fine

shaped skull, grand body of great subs.
; .3,

Edwards, heavy variejt, wonderful qual. of feather,

grand dome-shaped skull, well browed; 5, Hamilton,
mkd. head and wing, capital shape and style, fine

subs.; 9, McLaren; 7, G. B. Smith; 8, Dobson. HEN
(!>): 1, Hamilton, lovely varieg., grand head, lovely

body shape, dense body feather of rare qual. ; 2, 5,

McLay, mkd. eyes, neck and wings*, great width of

skull, beautifully lashed, grand shaped body, nicely

feathered; 5th, similar to 2nd, not so wide in skull,

fine frontal ; 3, "McIntosh, heavy varieg., handsome
dome shaped skull, plenty of lashing, capital body
feather; 4, Duns, lightly varieg., capital hotly subs.,

fine width of skull, grandly lashed; 6, .McNaugliton;
7, Dobson ; 8, McGovan. NOV. CREST OR C.B.

(14): 1, Williamson, mkd. vent. D.C., grand forma-
tion, fine leafy feather, grand exhibit; 2, 4, Jeffries,

wing mkd. D.C., beautifully radiated from neat
centre, finely shaped body; 4th, fine width of skull,

neatly browed, rare body subs, and size
; 3, Samuel,

mkd. both eyes affd head, grand qual. of feather,

fine head, nicely lashed ; 5, Bruce, nice .shape and
qual., good bod-v feather; (5, McIntosh: 7, Murray;
8, Govan. LIMIT CREST OR C.B., £2 10s. (18): 1,

Dewar; 2, Dobson; 3, Govan; 4, Lindsay; 5, Donald-
son; 9, Blyth : 7, Lawson; 8, Macmaster. £1 (39):

1, Young; 2, McClernent; 3, Edwards; 4, Henderson;
5, Dobson

; (3, 7, Mason
; 8, Mills.

THE YORKSHIRES AND A.O.V.
Judge, Mr. J. F. Dewar.

The Yorkshire classes were not so well filled as

we would like to have -seen them, but what was
lacking in numbers was made up lor in quality,

some grand yellow and buff' cocks being staged: the
team belonging to Messrs/ Ogden Bro-s. were gems
all over, and grandly staged. We would like to

ask where were all the breeders of this variety in

Scotland ; surely there must have been something
wrong when they had -such a poor entry. Air. .T. F.

Dewar, who placed the cards, did so to the satis-

faction of all present.

CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (14) r 1, sp.. Ogden Bros.,

eh. rare col., lovely rounded head, neat body, stands

well np on leg, grand qual. : 2, Hirst, grand size,

good head and front, beaten col., bit inclined to

ero-s-s wings; 3, Dyson, lovely head, wings, and
tail, rare qual. feather, well placed ; 4. Morrison,

grand type and qual., shade- thin on front, straight

as a lancer : 5, Sinead; 6, sp., -Sme-ad ; 7, Towers;

8, Dykes,. BUFF (10): 1, Ogden Bros., rare length

and subs., nicely rounded front and back, A1 wing
carr., neat tail; 2, Buchanan, fine length, gets well

up on leg, good head, wing and tail carr. : 3, Dyson,

good head, neck, and -shoulders, well fitted back,

nice col. and qual.
; 4, Hirst-, grand type and qual.,

well up on leg, rare pos.
; 5, Heggie; 6, Dinnoek

;

7, Dykes; 8, Crawhall. VARIEG. OR GRN. YELL.
CK. (9): 1. sp., Heggie, mkd. both eyes, neck and
wings, grand pos. on perch, teeming with col. and
qual.; 2, Alorrison, similar ‘mkgs.. capital head and
front-, nicely laid on wings, neat tail ; 3, Towers,
lovely cinn. mkd., -straight as a reed, grand col.

-and qual., neatly rounded head and body; 4, Dykes,
mkd. cheek, neck and wings, fine length of side,

inclined to cross tips; 5, Thomas; 6, Brown: 7,

Thomas; 8, Heggie, BUFF (5): 1, Towers, mkd.
left side of neck and both wings, grand round head,
fine neck and shoulders, well braced wings ; 2,

Thomas, mkd. eye$ and wings, rare qual. feather,

neat round head, grand body, capital qual; 3,

Heggie, mkd. right eye and both wings, gets well

up on leg, neat wings and tail; 4, Morrison, mkd.
both eye,s and right wing, fine head, wings and
tail; 5, Gray. A.V. YELL. HEN (11): 1, Darlington
Bros., mkd. eyes, wings and vent, stylish lady, good
head, front, and wing c.arr. ; 2, Ogden Bros., nice

cinn. mark., lovely rounded head and body, nice

shoulders, A1 wing carr.; 3, Walsh, gem of a. cl.,

grand col. and qual., neat waist, fine head, front

and wings; 4, Brown, long and stylish, neat head
and shoulders, good wings; 5, Buchanan, capital cl.,

good head, neck and shoulders, line col. : 6. 8,

Heggie; 7, Gray. BUFF (13): 1. Dykes, el., gem for

type and qual., stands well up on perch, wins and
no mistake; 2, Crawhall, charming eh, beauty for

type and qual., grand head and body; 3: Ogden
Bro-s., grand head and shoulders, lovely front and
hack, beautiful texture of feather; 4. Thomas, cl.,

well moulded body, capital wings and tail ; 5. Dyson,
foul on back, grand length and po-s., good wings
and tail; 6, 8, Heggie; 7, Darlington. YELL. UK..
1-014 (8): 1, sp.. Dykes, cl. yell., lovely waist, grand,
head and neck, gets- well up on leg; 2, Towers, cinn.

mkd. right wing, well braced wings, good pipe tail,

rare qua], of feather; 3. Cullen, nice type and qual.,

shade flat on' head, fine wing and tail carr.; 4,

Brown, neat head, neck and -shoulder, mkd. left

King, capital eol. and qual.; 5, Crawhall, lovely cl.,

grand -shape and qual.. neat pipe tail : 6, 7, Mor-
rison : .8, Heggie. BUFF (9): 1, Crawhall, cl., .grand

length and subs., full of qual., well uo on leg; 2,

Gray,
thrr :

6

116): I

foul <

Cam \

Og.l.

braori) wings and tail; :t, \y.,i-h. gem of a el.,
round head and front, neat wai t u r\ -tvli
Ogden Bros., grand length aim miIih

.

neat
and tail, gem for type an/I qual.

,

ffea/l, well up on leg, fine qual. of f/

7. McLean; 8, Heggie. HEN, hilt
Bros., cl. yell., rieli col. and qual.,
•tyliah; 2, Towers, varieg. hull, gnu for tv,,
Pos , teeming with qual., lovely wing and tail
3, 6, Binns, cl. huff, neat head and neek, grand
and back, line pipe tail; 4, no name, everdt
cinn. yell., feathered like wax, lovely po-

f 5, Hir 1. bail on i q-hi, -,

will .braced wings, neat pipe tail; 7, Park; s'
Heggie. NOV. (5): ), Harrison, lightly mkd. /•»<

and both wings, huff, fine hoxey feather go* . w,
up on leg, perfect wing and tail carr. llarn
son, cl. yell, ck., grand wing, and pipe tail. A l
Pos., neat head and waist; Higgle- cl wj|
fails bead to winners, hut all there' lor’ type' ami
qual., nicely braced wings; 4, Higgins, huff lie
rare length, full of qual., capital po- 5 Crai-
A.o. v. CAN. : 1, 2. 6, 7, AlcPhail, all White Cam
arics, in capital feather and condition; 3, Mills
grand buff cinn. Nor., superb qual. and roiid. 4
Adams, good size and subs., lovely qual. feat iii-r’
well put down; 5, McGinty, capital yell. cinn. nice
size and subs.; 8, Roes and Duncan.

mkd.
and

SCOTCH FANCIES AND
BELGIANS.

Scotch Fancy Judges, Messrs. A<
Livingstone and J. Watson (jointly).

Belgians, Mr. Dewar.
I he Scotch Fancier* were staged along the bottom

6ide of the nail, ami all exhibits seemed very com
lortable, as well they might he, as they w/re at-
tended to with every care and consideration I - v
Aleosrs. V . Allen, A. Paterson, Al. Petrie ami Co.,
a fine tribute to our national bird to have suit!
champion attendants. The exhibits here were of
a very high dae>s order throughout, some real chain-
piorus were amongst the winners. Novice classes
contained many line birds. Selling clas-es were
very heavy, and some good birds amongst the ticket*
brought good money at the salvo. One regrettable
feature was that the judges decided to disqualify a
few birds iu this section lor trimming, and rightly
so, as this sorely needed the attention of judges,
if others will only follow and keep at it, the variety
will be much strengthened. In our opinion some
others had been cleaned out in neck, and although
kept back in the prize list would have been better
on the top shelf.
Belgians were fairly well represented, hut some

of them seemed to show the Scotch Fancy cross.
•Some grand shouldered birds were on view, and came
in for a lot of attention from the Scoteii Fancy
breeders, who arc always keen on one to improve
stock. On the whole the judges did right well.

( E. V ELL. CK. (S) : 1, Black, good one, fine weight,
great size, subs., drive, -shoulder, and reach, handles
'veil ; 2, Carson, similar, fine length, good side, fails
a wee bit in shoulder; 3, Simpson, grand size,
shoulder, drive, and subs., shows signs of age now;
4, Curtis, fine shoulder, drive, and action; 5, sp,
Edgar; vhc, .he, Pringic

; c, Allan. YELL. PIEI) (7):
1, Allan, hard up, decided drive, prominent shoulder,
rare action and side; 2, sp, Edgar, a little smaller
but nice and free, good shoulder, fine side and wing;
3, Chapman, more size, must have pressed, hard up,
decided drive, prominent shoulder, well placed on
legs; 4, sp, Afenzies, fine position, very nervy

; 5,
Thornton; vhc, Service. TKD. (4): 1, sp, Rodger,
good one, splendid shoulder, length of side and yving,
great subs.-, reach and action; 2, Keith, a shade
lighter build, somewhat, lucky to beat: 3, AleLcn-
nan, grand size, fine shoulder, drive, and subs., going
strong when we handled him. GR. (4): 1, AIcNiven,
yell., grand one all over, great weight subs.,
shoulder, drive, and length of reach; 2, Chapman,
huff, shade more length, grand pos., takes a lino
pos., folloyv.s close; 3, Hender.son, shade smaller, fine
action, drive, and shoulder; 4, Simpson. CL. BUFF
(12) : 1, sp, best in .section, Carson, 'Veil deserved iho
honour, great size, prominent shoulder, held 'veil up,
great length of neck, nead always in the right posi-
tion, handles like a champion, and is one; 2,
AlvLennan, similar build,- same massive shoulder,
'veil tilled, great drive, length of side and subs., very,
ready to respond ; 3, sp, Crosbie, fine thickness,
shoulder, drive, and action ; 4, sp, Strathearn, fine

shoulder, side, and length of neck: 5, sp, Allan, just
a shade tilin, hut all there for shoulder position, and
drive; vhc, McNivenj he, Pringle; c, Uraig. BUFF
PIED (7): 1, McLennan, line size, good side, finely

filled shoulder, nicely turned, handles well; 2, sp,

Anderson, a shade shorter, nice shoulder, free action ;

3, Henderson, better in size, but slow to respond : 4,

Dewar
; 5, Allan, we liked for 2nd place, fine size,

good shoulder, grand back, good drive and very
reachy; vhc, Livingstone; he, Strathearn. CL. YELL.
HEN (5) : 1, sp, McLennan, grand size, prominent
shoulders, head held well down, fine length of side,

well placed legs, a good one; 2, sp, Archibald, fine

size, good side, shoulder, drive, and action ; 3, Ander-
son, shoyvs more cross, fine shoulder, drive, and side;

4, AIcNiven, fine size, inclined to carry her head too
high; 5, Dewar. YELL. PIED HEN (7): 1, Simpson,
nice depth pS chest, shoulder, drive, and action ; 2,

Rodger, shade smaller, fine mover, very nervy ; 3,

Black, more subs., shoulder and drive; 4, AIcNiven,
good size, inclined to be plainer on top ; 5, Afenzies,

fine subs, and shoulder; vhc, McLennan ; lie. Cook.
TKD. (8): 1, Carson, grand size, fine shoulders, well-

filled, good drive, nice subs., side, and circle ; 2, Cros-

bie, yell., dice size, good shoulder, drive, and action;

3, sp, Craig, buff, good weight, shoulder, drive, and
length of reach ; 4, sp, Chapman, yell., nice one,

line action, shoulder and drive, very ready to re-

spond; 5, sp, Simpson; vhc, Cook; he, Aiitcheli: e.

Steward. GREEN (3): 1, Allan, yell., grand size,

great shoulder, fine subs., handles well
; 2, Alenzies,

huff, smaller, fails shoulder and drive; 3. Smart, more
shoulder and drive, but thin. BUFF (0): 1, sp, Afc-

Lennan, rare size, fine shoulder, held well up, head in

right pos., fine size and subs. ; 2, Paterson, fine size

shoulder, fails a little in drive; 3, sp, Alenzies, small

but -very neat, rare action, always ready; 4, Strat-

hearn, more size, fine shoulder, drive, and subs. ; ./,

sp, Kean, good one in her day, shows signs of age;

vhc, AIcNiven. BUFF PIED (8) r 1. Allan, line

weight, nice, well filled shoulder, rare drive and
action; 2, Henderson, smaller, very stylish: 3,

Crosbie, sweet mover, always ready; 4, sp. Hender-

son, fine pos.
; 5, Strathearn : vhc, Paterson : he,

Pringle; e. Chapman. NOV. CK. (0) : 1, ep, Black,

nice size, fine shoulder, drive and action ; 2, 5. ep,

Weston, buff, fails shoulder, fine mover; 3. Rodger,

better shoulder, but unsteady ; 4, sp, Cockburn,
buff pied, line size, shoulder and drive: vhc, Camp-
bell; he, Strathearn; e, Brown. HEN (6): 1, 2,

Rodger; leader buff pied, takes fine pos., nice shoul-

der drive, and reach: 2, similar build, not much be-

tween them; 3, Cockburn, el. yell, fine size, fails

shoulder; 4, Strathearn, buff pied, nice shape, fine

shoulder, drive and action ; 5, Weston. SELL. \ ELL.

CK. (11): 1, 5. Paterson; 2, Grahame; 3, Edgar; 4„

(Continued on next page.J
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Millar; vhe, Spittal; lie, Fairnington; e, Robertson.
J115N (8) : 1, Hogg; 2, Rigby

;
a, I, Curtis; .

r
), Millar;

vhe, Robertson; he, c, Hutchison. BUFF UK. (2*2):

1, I'attcroon ; 2, Robertson; J, Fairnington ; 4, File;

£>, .M rbeii nan
;

vhe, Curtis; he, Rumsa.v; e, Hogg.
HEN (lo): 1. Ramsay ; 2, Kelli; tt, Buchan; 4, Hogg;
5, Filgar; vhe, Robertson; he, Douglas; c, Millar.
BEFCIANS, Judge, Mr. .1 F. Dewar: Old Birds (9 j:

1, «p, Gordon, grand bull I114U, large prominent
slioulder, head always in right position; 2, McNiven,
yellow, more subs., line shoulder ami drive; a, vhe,
BuLU), line shoulder, well held in position, handles
well; 4, f>, Stewart, longer in hide and shows more
crovN ; lie, .lardine; e, Kean. 1914 ((») : I, McNiven,
grand shoulder, drive, and subs., handles well ; 2,

Butts, similar build, line pos.
;

.'j, Buchan, claimed
catalogue price, line shoulder and drive; 4, Butts; 6,

Russell; vhe, Hutchison.

THE BORDER FANCIES.
Border# were in our opinion the econd be 1 (on

ture of the show. Although our love of the *‘wu*
gem" stands second to none, premier place muat
here be given to the crest section, clears were a
handsome lot, and the quality we thought the finest

yet seen at this great fixture. Mr. H. Rennet
turned out a gem of a bull hen, which won B.F.C.C.
medal and also best in section. If ever perfection

dwelt in every feature which got# to make up a

perfect Border, her mantle has fallen on this exqui-

site hen. Marks were also first class, and the
leaders in all classes were birds of distinct eye
marking**, with type and quul. combined, special men-
tion may be made of Mi. Kintoul, of Methil, Fife,

a young fancier, whose birds were turned out to
perfection, and proved a great credit to him. The
ticked class was also a good one, and contained
the erearn of the season’s breeding. Greens were
a treat to look at and handle. Colour, pencilling, and
type is gradually coming more into view in this

variety. Special mention might be made of Messrs.
A. and \V. Thomson’s young yellow green ecek,
which we have de eiibed as the best youngster seen

out. he won special best in taction. Another very

nice yellow hen won the Novict* B.F.C.C. medal for

Mr. Montgomery. Cinnamons turned out very
•strongly and some good ones were on view. Mr.
Wilson won the medal for greens and cinnamons with
41 gem of a yellow. Many birds in the variety are
•showing a tendency to length of wing, and breeders
have need to pay attention to the fault.

Mr. J. Patterson’s Classes]
CL. YELL. CK. (13): 1, 0. Bennet, grand col.,

extra well put down, splendid leather of beautiful
qual., rare type, jaunty carr.

; 2, Hislop, similar build,
line col., type, and symmetry, fails a little in flights;

8, Denholm, extra sweet head, jaunty carr., fine col.

and x-oiid., scarcely ready in head : 4, llods, fine col.

corn!, and qual, with a little more style he would
be a bard nut to crack; a, Auld, grand head and
front, nice col. and qual.; vhe, Smith; he, Birtian;
c, Yoy. HEN (‘22), good class: 1, runner up for clear
medal, G. Bennet, little beauty, in the pink, beautiful
head, line neck, grand hack, wing, and tail carr.,
rare col., qual. and com!.; 2, 5, H. Bennet, not much
between them, put down like wax, splendid type and
charming movement : 3, Smart, well known hen, often
described, but fails to-day in cond. ; 4, Craig, another
good one, beautiful sound head, finely balanced.
throughout, just a shade slow in movement; vhe,
sp, Brockin

; he, Aitehison : c, Voy. CL. BUFF CK.
(la): 1, Craig, real model throughout, put down in

splendid trim, grand deep col., level throughout,
splendid qual. of feather, true model;. 2, H. Bennet,

flood in every point, but just a wee flat on back

;

3, Hamilton, another good one, rare qual., fine wing
and side, handles well; 4, 3, G. Bennet, another nice
pair, turned out to perfection, just a shade un-
steady; vhe, Dods; lie, Halliday; c, Potts. HEN
(15): 4, sp, B.F.C.C. medal, sp. best in section, H.
Bennet, beauty all over, shining like silk, net a
feather out of place, nice movement, jaunty carr.,
as finely arrayed ao a duchess, and se.ms to know
it: 2, 4. G. Bennet, sweet one, put down by a
master hand, rich, pure col. throughout, and tine

qual. of feather, typical in every respect; 3, Craig,
grand eoi.. fine qual. and feather, very typical, grand
beak and wing, just a little soiled in neck; 4, an-
other gem, fine col., qual. and pos., tips a xvee bit at
times; 5. Hughes, grand head and front, fine wing,
fails a little in condition; vhe, H. Bennet: he, sp,
Kintoul; e, Potts. EVEN' MKD. (12): 1, Kintoul,
buff, grand type and qual. throughout, splendid mark-
ing, nice movement, style, and carr. ; 2, ideal eye
markings, nice wings, fine leather, fails head to win-
ner: 3. Baxter, yell., a wee cne, but fine col. and
qual.: 4. Hamilton, hull', shade strong in neck, but
line markings, col., and qual.; 5, Schooler, yell., fine

type, good wings: vhe, he, sp, Arnot; c. Hay: we,
Duncan, Spence, former mkd. between wings, latter
broken in eye. CNF,-, E.N YELL. CK. (13): 1, H.
Bennet, grand live point, ideal eyes and wing mark-
ings. line cel., qual., type, jaunty carr.: 2, 3, Nichol-
son, leader well known cinn. mark, looking well, but
met his match to-day; 3, mkd. eyes, wing and cheek,
good one, well put down; 4, Brown, mkd. eyes, wings,
and side oi head, fine type, col., and pos.; .3, Rintoul,
sweet col., fine shape throughout ; vhe, Hughes : lie,

sp, Craig: e, Bertram. HEN (11): 1, sp, runner up
Nov. medal, Aitehison, grand three-point, both eyes,
one wing, fine jaunty carr., good col., type, and
qual.; 2, Borland, three-point cinn., splendid cord.,
line feather throughout, grand head and neck,
handles well: 3, Denholm, live point, fine eyes, light
on wing, fine type, shade cp.-n in front: 4, Nicholson,
lightly mkd. on eyes, line wings, shade soft and
open in feather ; 5, c. Crabb and Finlayson, three -

point. fails cond. only, grand type; vhe, Calderwood

;

be. Duncan. UNEVEN BUFF CK. (13): 1. sp,

best mark. Kintoul, grand type, col., and qual., finely

braced wings, grand back and sweetly mcdell.d
throughout, nearly even, broken in front of eyes; 2,

Auld, grand type, col., and qua!., follows close, only
fails in markings; 3. U. Bennett, old warrior, feel-

ing- his years a bit now, but all there when warmed
up: 4, Craig, grand stamp, bead mkd. rye and wings,
goed col., fine type; 5, Schooler; vhe, sp, Calerwood:
he. Witidramf c, Pearson. HEN (14): 1, Spence,
three-point, fine eyes, nice pos., and jaunty head
carr.. fine head, hack, and well laid on wings: 2.

Skeldon, mkd. eyes, head and wings, fire texture
of feather, grandly made throughout ; 3, Craig, mkd.
eyes wings, and check., fails a little in head carr.,

but fine col. and qual.; 4, Aitehison. similar build,
fine type, heavier mkd.: 5. Kintoul. grand type and
symmetry, fails cond.: vhe, Micliie; he, Pearson: c,

Findlay. TKD. (24'y, champion class throughout,
many sets of winners could have been found: 1, H.
Bennet, grand buff, splendid head, grand free move-
ment of neck, well rounded back and front, jaunty
carr., rich, pure, and level in col., exquisite eond.

;

2, 3, G. Bennet. leader yell. 3rd huff, two beauties

and no mistake, yell, only taking preference in mixed
class, put down in the pink : 4, Craig, yell, fails a

wee bit in head, finely made otherwise, rich level

col., fine t xtlire* of feather: 5, Gillies, buff, grand
head, line weight, well braced wings and tail: vhe,

Ap Borland : he, Halliday: o, Denholm. SELL. ( K..

10s. (22), grard class and t om • cheap ones here, and

In the lien class. Many a strain has been formed

from a worse stock, nearly all the winners found
new owners, and we wish them every success : 1,

Denholm; 2, G. Brown; 3, G. Bennet; 4, Crabb and
Findlayson ; a, 41. Bennet; vile, Auld; be, Craig; c,

Kintoul. HEN (14): 1, 3, H. Bennett; 2, G. Brown;
4, Halliday; 5, Crabb and Findlayson; vhe, he, Li.

Bennet; c, .Spittal.

Mr J. Johnston’s Classes.
VFFF. Git. UK. (28): 1, sp, betft gr., Thomson, rare

t.vp \ splendid head, neck, hack, wing, and tui.l carr.,

i(Fai in markings, col., and thigh pencilling
; 2A vhe,

Middleton, grand col. and pencilling, jaunty carr.;
«'J, Forrest, nettcr modelled throughout, line head,
type, and position, fails a little in ground col.; 4,

Hamilton, another good one, finely modelled thiough-
out, good col. and markings; 0, Montgomery, nice
one, lulls in condition orny

;
he, Dods

; c, (Smith.
HEN (24): 1, .sp, Nov. B.F.C.C. medal, Montgomery,
grand hen, nne col., extra well arrayed pencilling
above and below, grand ground col., back, and wing:
2, Famine, good one, better in head, but lacks tne
tine finish of winner; If, A ft lock, a woe bit shorter
made, line head, good back, beat of col., type, and
markings; 4, Middleton, more length, fine pos. and
style, shade dry in fcatner; 5, Grecnwell, grand one,
only a shade light below; vhe, Parker; he, Little;
c, Brown. BUFF CK. (19): l, Middleton, grand
shape throughout, line weight, rare sound col.

pencilling, cond., and symmetry : 2, Blakey, shade
heavj in head, blit extra line eoL, pencilling, qual.,
and type; .‘5, sp, Bennet cup, Dods, nice col., mark-
ings well arrayed above and below, nice style a. d
pos.

; 4, Reid, • hade darker in hod} col. and touched
with bronze on wing, line pencilling, and thigh mark-
ings; 5, Affleck, grand shape, line model through-
out, good pencilling and sound col.; vhe, Middleton;
he, Montgomery; c, Hamilton. HEX' (20): 1, Mont-
gomery, line pos., good shape, ‘sound and level in
col., just a shade faulty on tiead ; 2, Baxter, a wee
bit larger, line pos., style, and symetry, good col.

penciling and qual.; 3, Hamilton, grand #tamp,
extra tine in back and thigh markings, good col.,

type, and qual.; 4, W’uitelaw, stylish, very free in

movement, good head, fine col. and markings; 5,

Montgomery, fine col., pencilling, and qual.
;

vhe,
Parker; he, Hocking: c, Smith. CINN. VEFF. CK.
(13): 1, B.F.C.C. medal, 5, Wilson, grand col., fine

qual. and pencilling, rare good head, well put down
;

2, Houston, a shade softer in feather, line style, col.,

and qual.; 3, VVhitelaw, fails a wee bit in col., but
fine type, markings, style, and taper; 4, Murray,
line type, good sound col. ; vhe, 4iugla>s

; lie, Baxter;
c, Arnot. HEX (13): 1, Murray, grand sound col.,

line markings and qual.; 2, 3, Wilson, again two
nice ones, little between them, former better col. and
a shade more style; 4, Bugiass, grand type, fine

pos., style, and type, a shade dark; o, Houston,
good head, tine back, and thigh marks; vhe. White-
law ; lie, Biackie; c, McColl.' BUFF CK. (14): 1,

vhe, Wilson, grand col., true Border all over, fine

weight, splendid col. and qual. of leather, one we
admired; 2, Hamilton, follows close on every point,
scarcely so much swagger, fine col. and qual; 3,

Crarnonrl, good one for col. and markings, style, and
qual., inclined to tip wings; 4, Lambie, better in

wing carr., tine col. and markings, scarcely so much
j

qual.; 5, Whitelaw, fine type and marking#, looks a
shade soiled; he, Gentleman; c, Bennet. HEX (8): 1,

Hamilton, little beauty, fine head, nice back, wing,
and tail carr., sound arid level in col., jaunty carr.;

2, 3, W'ilson, equally good in meft points, not so
nice in wing, but rar. good quality of feather; 4,

Bugiass, fine head, back, wing, and tail, fine col.

and markings, a shade dry m leather; 5, Whitelaw,
line col. and pencilling; vne, Forrest; he, Arnot; c.

Lambie. NOV. BORl). CK. (19;: 1, Banks, gTand
yell, uneven, turned out to perfection, fine col. p s.,

qual., type, and marking#; 2, Watson, butt, fine head,
nice coF, eond., and qual.; 3, 4, Hislop, butt, uneven,
fine frontal, good col. an^l qual., inclined to drop
tail; 4, yell., better pos., fine qual. and col.; 5,

Watson, butt, line col. and qual. feather, like a

hen; vhe, Fongmore; he. May; c, Aitehison. HEN
(20) : 1, Watson, grand head, tine weight, good col.

and cond., nicely braced wings; 2, Sloan, yell., must
have pressed, line col., pos., type, and qual.; 3,

Napier, uneven Cinn. mark., good col., extra fine

feather, col. and qual. ; 4, fongmore, green, fine col.

and markings, down in type; 5. Gillies, clear buff,

good head, fine movement; vhe, e, Hislop: he, May.
SELL., GR. or CINN (12): 1. H. Bennet; 2, Camp-
bell; 3, Reid: 4. Affleck; 5, lie, Bugiass; vhe, Law-
bon ard Son; e, Arnot.

THE MULES AND HYBRIDS.
Judge. Mr. P, McQuislon.

Mules and Hybrids were hardly up to the usual
numbers, hut many of the winners were very well-

known, and “ champion " birds of their kind.

CL. TKD., ETC. (9): 1, 2 spls, Dewar shield, 6,

Martin and Archer, well-known clear Linnet-Canary
Mule, "Perfection,” in grand col, ard good feather,;

2, e, Maddison, cl. Goldf-Can., very smart and neat,
well carried wings, nice feather; 3, Lawrence, cl.

Goldie, rather more size, hut hardly so tight feather,
good shape; 4. Heggie, cl. Greenf. Mule, capital col.,

good he.ad, wingo; 5, Lamb; 7, Oldham. VAR. CAN.
MULE (9): 1, 2, Martin and Archer, eyes, neck, and
wing mkd. Goldf.-Can. leading, a fine specimen, 2
neck mkd. buff Greenf.-Can., in grand order, bold
shape, grand head arid wings; 3, 4, Maddison, neat
yell, wing mkd. Goldie-Can., full of qual., good
shape, very neat, 4 neck mkd. huff Linnet Mule, of

nice size and good feather; 5, Lamb; 6, Mackie; 7, I

Connochi - ; wrong class, Parlett, ‘‘White Hose.”
GOLDF.-CAN. DK. (40): 1, spi. Crone, well-known
winner, one of the iinoet Mules staged, grand size

and shape, lovely bloom; 2. Gilchrist, another big

winner, still in grand cond. and rare feather; 3, Itoy,

plenty of size, good -shape, hardly so tight in

f ather: 4, Lamb, tighter leather, good size and
capital shape, nice col.: .">. Nivoll 6, Kollo; 7, Wil-
eon ; 8. Carson. LINNET-CAN., DIv. (TO): 1, Dun-
can. “Highland Leader," a grand one, great size

and shape, lovely col., extra grand feather, good
h ad and wings; 2, Crone, very close up, short thick-
set. shape, a big winner, very good col., and in grand
bloom; 3. Craig, not quite the si'/.: of leaders, hut
a good one. neat shape, and good col.; 4, Marlin,
capital col. and feather, finer drawn, neat head and
wings: 5, Wilson, stouter shape, good size, hardly so
rich ecl ; (i. K-nnaway; 7, A. Watt; 8. Martin and
Archer. GREENF.-CAN. (10): 1, Parlett. old cham-
pion. marvellous col. and feather, still keeping a

grand shape; 2, Roy, capital nize, nice head and
neck, good wings, rich col., and good qual.; 3. Whit-
ney and Son. rich yell.,' silky feather, not, quit: the
coi. of winners: 4, Finnic, very similar to 3, grand
qual. of feather, hardly so stout: 5, Dewar, very rich

col., grand shape: G. Adamson: 7, Lawrence: 8, ,,

Wilson. A.O. CAN. MULE, except Can.-Bullf. (9): 1,

Craig, butt Siskin-Can., capital siz well mkd., neat
wings, good head

;
2, Goodall. smart Redpoll-Can.,

rich col., fine feather, neat head : 3, Roy, Siskin-Can.,
trifi smaller. .but grand col., and well laced Hanks:
4. Crone, Siskin-Can., nice head, good wings: 5,

lleron good .sized Twite-Can... nice feather; G, Mar-
lin: 7.' Kollo; 8. (aider. DK. BULLF. HYB. (10): 1.

|

3, Crone, the champion Canary-Biiltie leading, last

vear's shield winner, marvellous col. and qual.,

grand head and hack, 3 good Redpoll-Bullf., neat I

shape, rich col., grand breast and feather; 2, 7, Wil-
son, Can.-Bullf., not quite the size or col. of winner,
but a grand lord; 4, Oldham, good Goldie- Bullie, ricii

blaze, good head and ruce wings; 5, Parlett, Can.-
Bullie, not quite the size of winners; G, Fyfe; 8,
Allan. A.O.V. HYB. (II): 1, spl, Martin arid Archer,
noted Greenf .-Chaff., in rare feather and cond.

; 2,
Wilson, another grand Greenf.-Chaffinch, equal in
siz- and shape, hardly so tight in feather; 8, Lamb,
neat Gold!’. Siskin, beautifully mkd., grand col., niee
head ami wings; 4, Whitney and Son, neat
tdiap d Goldfinch-Gi'tciiffneli, capital feather, good
size; 5, A. Wilson, bull' Gold!. -Siskin, good
shape and feather, well laced; G, Fvfe; 7, Cranna;
8, Campbell. NOV, MULE OR HYB.: 1, 8, Connelly,
eye tkd, bull Goldie-Can., very smart, good size,

shape, and qual.: 2, a, Sharp," bull Greenf.-Mule,
grand size, good feather, 5 Goldf.-Can., good size; 3.

G, Alexander, real good Goldf. -Bullf., good bold
blaze, nice shape, grand feather; 4, Leviek, eyes and
wings mkd. Goldf.-Can., smart shape, gland leather;
7, Roxburgh.

TuE BRITISH BIRDS.
Judges, Messrs. P. McQuiston and

J. Livingstone.
The British seetiou was down a bit on pact years,

only averaging 15 per class, but of course this was
only to he expected, owing to so many exhibitors
having rallied round the llag, and being unable to
give their birds the necessary attention. Duality
throughout was good, and here and there an out-
standing bird was noted, especially in the Bullfinch,
Twite, and I d Siskin classes. The winners here
stood by themselves lor merit, as did also the win-
ning Meadow Bunting. Colour effect was spoiled a

hit, through the hall being artificially lighted all

day, giving the Goldfinches and Greenies a faded
appearance. The judgeo, Messrs. McQuiston and
Livingstone, were happy in their selections, except
in a very few eases, which were inevitable in such a
task. Fanciers were out in strong force, and we
were pleased to meet many well-known judges and
exhibitors, a specially large company being up from
Neweastle-on-Tyne. The attention given the ex-
hibit was up to tile usual Scottish National
standard, the stewards being untiring in their labour
to make the birds comfortable and happy.
GOLDF. (23): 1, sp. Wallace, pink of cond., beau-

tiful depth of col. anil polish in a blaze, absolutely
perfect in out'ine underneath, -and extending well

hack over forehead to considerably h.hind the eye,

true British type, perfect size, just a wee shade
narrow in skull; 2, Guthrie and Son, tine upstanding,
nothing behind winner except in deptli of blaze, in

which he jm-t loses in comparison; 8, Oldham, shade
smaller, perfect tanning, smaller face and head than
leaders, perfect eond.: 4, C'onkle and Louden, our
choice for 3rd, grand chubby type, very full head
and neck, brilliant col. in face, perfect tannings,
steady to a degree,' looks just an over-year bird,

will make a champion: 5. Cranna; vhe. F. G. Hen-
derson; he, Almond; ,e, Sykes; unnoticed. No. 23,

very fins Goldfinch, hard lines. BULLF. (16) ; 1, Dr.

Wilson, easy win, just a wee bit too much leg, which
may he due to high cond., otherwise perfect large,

well cut. jet cap. broad carmine breaet, in full

springtime bloom; 2, McGregor. Gateshead winner,

in better company to-Uay, fails size and col. to

leader, grand sheen all over, splendid thighs, tight

as possible, true Britisher; 8. Fairgrieve, claimed,

similar to Slid, only losing in coi. in front and
density of cap, ohows distinct wing bar, very steady:
4, Woods, typical, shows light ring round bib, very

full skull; 5. G. G. Henderson, rather large for this

class; vhe, Taylor: lie, Campbell; c, Roden and Ash-
croft. LINNET, H.M. (15): 1, Dr. Wilson, grand
bird of hi- own type, proper Yorkie. could do with
more body and weight, very distinct breast mark-
ings, extended right across front, splendid soft col.

on front, and rich hack, carrying mass of work,
shows pure flights: 2, Allan, chubbier, good breadth
aero : front, very full head, bit dark in breast col.,

or might have beaten leader, stands like a soldier;

3. Oldham, similar type to 2, grand frent, choke full

of work, carried down to tail; 4. Mitchelson, grand
soft col. on front, well pencilled all over, chowing
pure whites on wings and tail, with a bit more size

would take sortie stopping; 5, Hilson; vhe, Messer

;

he, Simpson j_ c. Fairhurst. F.M. (1G) : 1, Neilson,
good win, iovely feather and cond.. steady as a rock,

very pro flaw pencilling, grand size and type; 2,

Sykes, fine wedge shaped body, steady, grand front,
full of work, very full head, well pencilled over
crown and back, grand wing carr., pure in flights:

3, vhe, Allan, after winner’s stamp, smaller head,
put down in faultless order, best front in class,
purest ground col., very evenly pencilled, good
chubby type, nice size; 4, Parlett, Gateshead winner
in new hands, fine bird, tome thought
house-moulted, but shows moons on breast when
blown, might have gone up a hit, right type, geed
size, splendid front, and an abundance of small pen-
cilling right across, ohould make a stormer next
year; 5, Conkie and Louden, another gem, very
large, full head, grand wings and tail, splendid
front, correct col.: lie. Dalton: c, Llovd-James.
BRAMBLE AND CHAFF. (.17) : Good class: 1, 5, G.

Sykes, leader gem of a Bramble, very rich col. on
breast, carried very far down, distinct heed and
mantis, back a mass of spangles, preface flank
markings, steady as a rock, a champion all over : 2,

Henderson, Chaffinch, monster for size, great whites
on wings, deep rich col. on front, tine blue poll and
deep bar; 8, Parlett. Bramble, lacks brilliant eh -st-

unt of winner, a good one, but meets a stormer to-
day, loses in mantle work ayd spangle; 4. Galloway,
Bramble, largest in class, will improve with age,
too unsteady to do himself justice; he, Conkie and
Louden; c, Allan. GREENF.. H.M. (19): 1. Nicolson,
bouncer for size, great broad skull and full chest,
grand wing bars, very soft pure col., wins in a good
class, shows for all lie is worth; 2, lie, Sykes, grand
col. and type, could do with more size and breadth
of bead, shows clear liars; 3, Fairhurst, nicely fid,

rare cobby broad-headed type, grand close leather,
nice style and cond.; 4, Law ranee, similar type, rare
broad wing liars, takes good pos.; a, Adamson; vhe,
Aitken; e. Campbell; No. 15, unnoticed, seem d
good enough for 1st, lint was rough when judged,
probably through bathing.' F.M. (16) : 1, vhe, Gentle-
man, large, excellent col. and shape, staged ill good
order ; 2, tic, McLean, beauty, great size, teeming
with col., very massive front, fine hold luad, splen-

did wings and tail, might have won, and no one
grumbled, should moult a. top sawyer; 3, Nicolson,
sam • stamp as- winner, goed siz-; 4, c, Sykes, hack
iri size, but all there for pure col., shown in heauti-'
fill cond. : 5. Weir. SISKIN. FED (11): 1, Nicolson.
stands by hims -If, fed to perfection, profuse front
and flunk marks, very pure eye and wing liars,

great siz cap perfection in size, a credit to his.

owner: 2. Carr. Gateshead winner, beaten to-day,
very clearly defined markings, beautiful col., fail-

cap to leader: 3. Martin and Archer, well shown, hit

clouded in markings, very good cap; 4,- ('aider, goo 1

size, splendid cap. grand chubby type, very bold
head and front: 5. Cranna; vhe. Fyfe; he, Mason;
c. Southern. NON-FED (7): 1. Nicolson, exception-
ally large and well rukd., enormous bib. very distinct,

grand broad cap, a beauty; 2, Brownlie and Cook, a

I bit Ix-hind winner for size, but a gem for eoi., most
|

perfect bib and cap; 8, Arnott, well up in size, flank
and frontal markings, J ue-t a shade grey ground on
flanks, staged in beaiitiiul cond.; 4, Craig; 7., Whyte;

I

vhe, Calder: he, McGregor and Boyd. MEALY
l REDPOLL OR 1 Y\ ITE (14 / : 1. Conkie and Louden,
gem, and no mistake, one of the best Twites seen for
a icng time, giant tor size, pencilhd to perfection,
oil grand ground col., very bold head, best of wing
carr.* and pos., shows himself to perfection; 2, Old-

l ham, Iwitc, beaten, Tint noL disgraced, not so rich
j

in eoi., lacks grand pencilling of leader, niee size;
8. 4, (leal, large Mealy leading, very clear front, jet
bib, heavily laced on thighs, 4 Twite, v.TV rich col.,
loses size to winners; 5. Hope; vhe, Duncan ; he,
"eir: c, Parlett. LESSER POLL (23): Strong

I
class: 1. Campbell, beauty for size and col., blaze
o! col. on front, great bib of dense black, grand

|

cobby type, romps home ; 2, Bald, m-.-e size, grand
i

<• ‘ D col., broad front and tine full head, wants more
work on flanks; 8, Wason, another beauty; very
thick set, grand bib, rare” bright col. ; 4, Hope,
similar, hut rather scarce of work on front of flank;
5. Conkie and Louden; vhe, Lloyd James

; lie. Laird
anil Matthew: c, Ballantine. YELLOW BUNTING
(10): 1. Dalton, large well mkd. head, very distinct
check and V mark, rich eoi., steady and well staged;
2, Gaunt, smaller body, clearer tliroat. but loros iri

head marks; 3, Menzics, nicer little pale on body,
loses in regularity of head mark.-; 4. Lloyd-Jairius,
larger, nice natural co!., variegation on crown spoils
5 mark: 5, vhe. Raith ; he, Steele; c. Watson.
A.O.\ . BUNTING (8): J, Dr. Wilson-, most exquioito
Meadow, perfect face marks, very pure and soft
tliroat and chest, grand size, in glorious bloom; 2,

Henderson, leader Hack headed . in lovely feather,
grand size, nice soft front and hood, rare and good
exhibit: 8, Parlett, very line C<yn, grand size, and
beautilnliy pencilled, steady, again in great order;
4, Russell, another .Meadow, not far behind winner,
but scarcely in such fine eond.: vhe, Sikes; he, Mc-
Pherson : c, Arnott. SMALL SOFTBJLL (8): 1, 4,
Taylor, well-known Black Redstart leading, still
keeping in good' order, quite at home. 4 beautiful
Crest. d Tit, in wonderful condition, very sprightly,
finely marked headpiece, well staged: 2, Lewis, grand
Blackcap, very dense cap and pure breast col., very
lucgc and steady, well placed; 3, Hingley, Whinchat,
very steady for this variety, nicely defined -hood ; 5,
Malison, Wheat,ear: vhe, Lewis; lie, Dali; e E
Taylor. LARGE (11): 1, Sykes, well-knr^u
Chougn. looking his best to-day , very h: illiant ‘beak
and leg.-: 2, Topping, we could not find; 3, Bull,
very good Hawfinch, perfect bib, rich check and
front, grand siz-; 4, Parlett, Nutcracker, bit rough
at thighs,’ Unsteady

,
gain- place oil rarity: 5. .Grcig.

Thrush; vile. Fabling. Hawfinch: he, Godfrey, Wax-
wing; C, Crone. HEX BULLF. (19): l, Bahi. smart
lady, grand chubby type, very rich freqt, jet cap,
well spread back

; 2, Cranna, equal winner, only faffs
size ol cap; 3, McPherson, grand hen, rare good
siz - and type, with better breact col., would have
won

: 4. Wight, another good one, shad: slack and
dry in feather, rare cap; 5, Adam: vhe, Greig: he,
Straolian ; c, Gentleman. A.V. HEN (20): 1. Heal,
lovely torn Bunting, very rich eoi., rare size, steady,
and in great eond.: 2. Millar, another Corn fails size
to leader, otherwise equal; S, Barkess. Bramble, a
beauty, very nice di-tinct hood, rich frontal, great
size, weJl placed: 4, Mason, gem cf a Linnet, could
win in a cock edaos, finely pencilled front, on a rich
ground, steady and well shown; .1. Henderson; vhe,
Welsh; he, Sykes: e, Taylor. Soft-bills took a. hack
seat here. ALBINO (10): I, Martin and Archer,
well-known clear Yellow-hammer, shown in faultless
condition. Icse; nothing by age, still the most per-
fect Albino on the bench, very popular win, greatly
admired; 2, Eraser, pied Chaffinch, taking exhibit,
nicely marked wings, pure white front; 3, Whishaw,
beautiful Cinnamon Redpoll, very soft col., well
worth hi- plat-: 1, Tay lor, Thrush, almost white,
grand size, a little rough; 5, Mitch -II, White Spar-
row. too wild to show himsc.lt. good exhibit: vhe,
Caider; he, Wishaw ; e. Watt. NOV. x_V. -SMALL
(10): 1. Ross, Corn Bunting, grand size.” good head,
well mkd: 2, Sharp, Grecnie, .bouncer for size and
col., rare wings and tail, stagey) .41: S] Francis.
Goldf., genuine Britisher, good square cut under
blaze, richly tanned and mooned : 4, e, Alexander,
Bullf., cock, thick -set, gqod breast col., jet cap,
pure liars, a right good ' Built: :* 5. Sadler; vhe.
Xtraehan ; he, Ritchie. A.O.V. -(4): 1, Yule, Haw-
finch. grand size and coin!., fine ruoset cheek, well
shaped bin. wins easily; 2, Stoddart, Hawfinch, fails
eoi. to winner, equal other points; 3, Robinson, we
missed; 4. l’orteous, Waxwing, good exhibit, usual
cond. and lilcom, showing fine tips.

THE FOREIGN BIRDS.
Judge, Mr. C. Sykes.

Foreign birds were a very choice selection, and
were again in charge of Miss Pcddi e Waddell, who
looked well after their wants.
GOLDF. (15): 1, Roy. rich, deep, clean cut face,

grand body col., excellent wings, neat buttons; 2,
Adams, very expansive blaze, but not quite the
depth of col. of lot, well tanned, nice wings; 3.

Allan, capital shape, grand col. and feather, hold
buttons, rich blaze: 4, J. Henderson, nice size and
shape, rich deep blaze, not quite so richly tanned,
good wings; 5, Carson, smaller, blit very neat and
good qual.; 0, .lack: 7. Guthrie and Soil; 8. Sadler.
BULLF. (G) : 1, Woods, very rich, deep c-ol.. grand
cap and wings, good hack; 2, Yule, equal in size and
shape, hardly so bright on breaet, geed wings; 3,
Adams, clean shape, well cut away hcdiiml porch,
n.-at wings, good cap, hardly so big as leaders; 4.

Carson, grand hen, very fine size and shape, lovely
cap and wings; 5. Welsh. PARRAKEETS, ETC. (61:
1. Miso Peddie Waddell, Red-collared Lorikeets, in

beautiful feather and cond.: 2, K. Ni-b.t. Cfimson-
wing Parrakeet, beautiful head and neck, rich
coloured breast, good wings; 3. Arnot, Black-faced
Lovebirds, in good order; 4, Kirkwood, Blue Moun-
tain Lorikeets, in excellent plumage; 5. Winter;
6. Mrs. Gerrard. SHORT-TAIL PARROTS, ETC.
(3): 1, .1 ameson and Johnson, Ceram Lory, grand
front and good wings, lovely feather and cond.: 2,

Mis- Peddie Waddell, neat Senegal Parrot, ill line

order; 3, Ditchfi-ld. well-known Green Anu.z. n, look-

ing a Hit soft to-day. COM BASSOUS, ETC. (7): 1,

3, 4, 6, Arnot. Cordon Bleus, Combassoti, Gold-
breasts, and Zebra Waxbill, all in the pink of cond.:
2. 7. .1. Winter, White Java Sparrows and ('erdon
lilens. in faultless order; 5, Barrie. A.O. SEED
EATING (10): 1, 4, 5. Arnot. Jaek.-en'.- Wuyilah,
Piiradise Why dab, and African Weaver, leader shown
in good order, nice tail, 4 also in perfect feather, the
Weaver not y et in full eoi. : 2, Almond, lc.yel' Rain-
bow Hunting, in faultless erder, and grand feather;
3 Younger, good piir Bluck-lieaded Goiihli-m
Finches, grand hreaots and wings: 6. 7, S. Mi-s
Peddie Waddell. A.O.S. (9): 1. 2, 4. 6, Arnot, pair

Sunhirils leading, the cock in grand feather and
cond.. 2 Yellow-winged Sugar-bird, won last \e-ir.

still in rare bloom, 4 good Golden-fronted Fruit-
sucker. capital size and feather. 5 a t liii’i s - Star-

ling; 3 7, S, Miss Peddie Waddell. Hill Mynah, Sti ver-

eared Mesia, and Necklace Tuliager; 6, Yule. GIFT
(7): I. Winter; 2. Barrie; 3, 6, Mantaeli; 4, Waleeck;
5, Elder; 7, Combe.
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WISHAW WIPES OUT ITS RECORD.
Wisliau C.B.H. bold Its animal allow on Jan. L in

the Watson's llall, a very suitable one, well lit and
free from draughts, and kept ut a line temperature.

The enterprising management, it is gratifying to

nq-ort, were rewarded with another record entry,

close Oil 000 birds facing the Judges, about 2U0

increase on last year. The quality too wus of

exceptional merit. The birds were neatly staged

on the three tier principle. There was a large

attendance. Owing to the crisis, tho committee
retrained from collecting specials this year, but

this proved in no way a drawback to the entry.

The management was all that could be desired,

every olio working hard and none, did better than
the genial secretary, Mr. J as". Watson, who had
all arrangements well in hand, and was ably assisted

by that popular fancier, Mr. Dan Mel’hee, and by

the excellent Pres.. Mr. W. Cringles, and Vice- Pres.,

Mr. It. Gemmell. Committed: Messrs. II. Richmond,
A. Allardiee, junr.. A. Itae, D. McAllister, .1. Nimmo,
W Watson, T. Dickson, .las. Wright and Jas.

Sheen; they were quite jubilant over the splendid

entry.

British birds were the mainstay, averaging ltij

per class. Goldfinches were particularly strong, mim-

Itering 30. Norwich also came up well, averaging

14 per class. In Borders, Mr. J. Campbell
(Alexandria) secured B.F.C.C. medal; the novice

medal was captill ed by Mr. J. Nairn. Yorks were

a line lot, and are improving every year, The gate

receipts must have been extra, as the hall was

packed from end to end. The judges were: Norwich
and Crests, Mr. G. Smart (Canny die) ; Brit, and For.,

Mr. P. McQuiston (Ayr), Mr. Gollan Hislop (Stirling)

tlie remainder, and their awards met with general

approval.
NOR., YELL., CK. (15): 1, Chalmers, tkd. head,

grand size, qua!., and hot col., good head and

cheeks, rare deep fiont, fine eond. ; 2, Gallaclier,

extra good qual.. fine size, col., and eor.d.; 3, Scobbie,

good size head and neck, rich col., trifle rough

today; 4, Harper, nice head and qual.; 5, Ken
;

Li,

Picken. BUFF (12): 1, Chalmers, tkd. neck, fine size

and subs., rare short cobby body, good qual., weil

mealed
; 2, Holliday, good size, very fine qual.,

scarcely the subs.; 3. Stewart, fine head and cheeks,

nice short flights and tail, good com? and style,

we liked ; 4. Harper, fine fronted bird, neat head,

nice flights; 5, Picken
; 0, Richmond. YELL., HEN

(7). 1, Chalmers, fine short bird, good size, rare

head and neck, shade corded in feather, still wins;

2. Pearson, extra good qual., short, nice col., neat

head and neck, well up in size, good second ; 3,

Picken, junr., varieg., rich col., line head, stylish;

4, Dempster, fine head, neck and front, behind in

size only; 5, Stewart; Li, Scobbie. BCFF (4): 1.

Gallacher, good size and sub., very fine qual., nice

short flights and tail; 2, Hamilton, nice head and
qual., could do with more size; 3, Wood, good head
and qual., lacks subs.; 4, McAllister. UNFL1G., CK.
(21): 1, Harper, Kirkintillock and Glasgow winner
in new hands, stands alone, grand bird, we pre-

dicted early in the season a bright future for it

;

2. Hutehi&on, Queen's Park winner, yell, varieg., rare

head and neck, good size, rich eol. and qual., grand
bird ; 3, Bisect, el., grand size, qual., and col., fine

head, neat flights, well placed in good company; 4,

Kerr, another tine el., of geed size and subs., rare

qual. and eol., could win at many shows; 5, Na.is-

mith, grand one; L>, Harper. HEN (20): 1,

Hutchison, cl. yell.. Queen's Park winner, grand
size and qual., fine head, rare deep front, neat
flights; 2, Scobbie, el. yell., grand hen, close up,

fine head and front, excellent qual., eol. and eond. ;

3, Hamilton, buff varieg., grand size and subs., neat,

good head; 4, 5, Bisset, 4th el. buff, grand stamp
and excellent qual., 5th equally as good, fine class.

NON-FED, CK. (14): 1, Wood, el. buff, very fine

qual., good size and shape
; 2, <>, Naisroith, 2nd buff,

mkd. head, fine showy bird, good front ami qual.,

still, we liked his (Sth bird; 3, Showier and Son, el.

yell., fine head, size and subs.; 4, Cosgrove, buff

varieg., fine stamp, excellent qual.
; 5, Kerr, tkd.

buff, some preferred tor higher honours, fine head,
size and type. HEN (If): 1, Houston, yell, varieg.,

fine size and subs., excellent qual., eol. and eond.;

2, Burt, yell, mkd. wing, fine bold fronted bird,

good qual.: 3, Taylor, el. buff, grand size and subs.,

short cobby body, we liked this; 4, Kerr, yell.,, very

fine qual., trifle weak in head ; 5, Renwick ; 0,

Cringles. BORD., YELL., CK. (12): 1, Wilson, extra
good qual.. fine col., well rounded head and body,
well braced flights; 2, Patterson, correct weight, best
of wings, lovely qual., col. and) eond.; 3, sp., Nairn,
tkd. neck, shade smaller, but sweetly made, very
fine qual., wins B.F.C.C. novice medal; 4, Johnstone,
fine qual. and earr.. shade thicker; 5, Campbell; (1,

Sardilands. BUFF (11): 1. Wilson, fine weighty
qual. and carr., best of wings, lovely eond.; 2,

Harper, grand grizzle mkd., excellent qual., sweet
shape; 3, Jas. Paterson, tkd. on head, lovely qual..

neatly made; 4, Frozen
; 5, Allardiee; 6, John

Pater-on. YELL., HEN (7): 1, Patterson, rare qual.,

excellent- eond., fine round head and body, best of

wings, free and easy earr.; 2, , Campbell, sweetly
made, lovely qual., well put down; 3, Linton, well

moulded, very fine qual., inclines to cross wings at
times ; 4, 5, Kennedy, same fault, otherwise good ; t>,

Kilson. BUFF (21): 1, sp., medal best Border, Camp-
bell, gem for shape and qual, rare bloom, splendid
wing earr., nice free action, grand eond., wins all

the way; 2, Patterson, fine head, excellent qual. and
eond., just a shade fuller in body; 3, Taylor, sweetly-

made, best of wings, nice eond.; 4, Nairn, very fine

qua!.; 5, Boag; 0, Allcrdice, sen. Y'ELL., VARIEG.
(11): 1, Murray, head and eye mkd., very rich eol.

and qual., right weight, well braced flights, fine

action; 2, Wilson, einn.-mkd., excellent qual. and
wing earr., neat, very graceful, scarcely so rich

col. ; 3, Haddow, varieg., trifle rough in feather,
still good; 4, Harper, eyas and wing mkd., very fine

qual. ; 5, Kennedy; (1, Patterson. BUFF (13): 1,

Wilson, eyes and right wing mkd., splendid qual.,

fine head and body, grand wing carr.; 2, Patterson,
almost even mkd., trifle rough in feather to-day, rare
wings, fine head and body; 3, Haddow, even-mkd,
extra good qual., scarcely so well braced; 4, Ken-
nedy,- eyes and wing mkd., splendid corn!,; 5, Krczen;
fi, Linton. GREEN OR CINN. (17): 1, Harper, green,
rare sound eol. and type, well laced back, fine wing
carr. and eond.; 2. <i, Wilson. 2nd cinn., very pure in

col., well. packed flights and tail, fine earr., shade
stout in body; 3, Reid, green, fine wing earr. and
eond., grand eol. and qual. -.4, Johnstone, cinn. of
good eol. and qual., inclines to crouch ; 5, Haddow.
NOVICE, BORDER (14): 1, Hamilton, eye and wing
mkd. yell., fine shape, good qual. and col.; 2,
Johnstone, cl. -yell., lovely qual. and eol., neatly
made, free carr.; 3, MePhe-e-, eye and wing mkd.
buff, excellent qual., col. and eond., right shape,
might be- better in wing earr.; 4. Moore, el. buff,
very fine qual. and bloom: • 5, Tavlor; fi Lindsay,
good class. YORKS., YELL., CK. (10): 1,1- gnson.
wing mkd., very rich qual. and col., fine si tvp-

we.ll up oil leg, grand length and pos.
; 2, <1, Heggie,

behind In length only, fine ty|»c and pos., good eol.

and qual.; 3, Tel for, nice length, goq 1 pos., style

and eond., lino wings, well braced; 4, Gray, equally

ad good us any, many preferred for higher honours;

5, Findlay. RUFF (7): 1, 0, Ferguson, 1st wing mkd.,
Hire length and pos., fine close fitting- feather, well

up on leg, A l eond.; 2, Findlay, slim type, stands
well on good legs, lino qual., free from frill

; 3,

Bray, grand qual. and) eond., line po-s., scarcely the
length of those in front; 4, Park; <i, Reggie. YELL.,
HEN (0) : 1, Findlay, grand length, fine pos., good
qual. and col.; 2, 5, Reggie, 2nd right wing mkd.,
nice length and eol., good qual.; 3, Park, wing and
nock mkd., grand qual., fine length of wing, good
pos., liked ; 4, Gray; 5, Cdhii. BUFF. (3): 1, 2,

Reggie, both nice length, good qual. and pos., free

from frill, good wings; 3, Teller, lifted early, before
notes were taken; 4, 5, Findlay; <>, Ferguson. CREST,
CK. (2): 1, Watson, grand size and subs., well

radiated crest, neat centre; 2, McIntyre, scarcely so

masisive, very neat crest, well groomed. HEN (5):
1, Sneddon and Watt, varieg., grand siz,e and subs.,
neat centre, good qual.; 2, 3, Watson, 2nd green#
crest, well over beak, good centre and well groomed,
just behind' in body, 3rd heavy varieg., good qual.;
4, Cringles; 5, Nimmo. C.B., CK (4): 1, 2, Watson,
1st varieg., fine size anil subs., grand wide entrance,
well la.sh.-d, good qual, 2nd) almost green, good lash-
ing, not so wide in entrance: 3, Cringles, green, very
well lashed; 4. Brown. HEN (5): 1, 3, Nimmo, 1st
varieg., good size and subs., fine entrance, well
lashed, 3rd almost el., plenty of feather, of good
qual; 2, Watson, good lashing, fine size and e-uhs. : 4.

Sneddon and Watt; 5, McIntyre. BRITISH GOLDF.
(30) : 1, Marlin, grand all-round, fine, square cut face,
rieli hue, good tanning, buttons and flights, nice
shape and style, still, some preferred; 2, MeNellies
and Topping, more size, grand square cut face, in

full bloom, rare width, richly tanned body, fine eond.;
3, Reid, F.M., rare rieli blaze, square cut, good
width, fine size and shape, trifle unsteady; 4, Niven,
another fine Finch, very rieli face, clean cut, rare
shape, could win at many shows ; 5, Raine ; 6, Law-
son and Son, strongest class in show. BULLF. (15):
1, Craig, fine size and shape, extra good col. and
qual., rare cap, steady, fine eor.d.; 2, Thomson, shade
larger, bold head, very fine eol. and qual., scarcely
so neat; 3, Metcalfe, fine one, grand tap and bars,
better shape than 2nd, shade paler in col., worth
its place

; 4, McClymont, fine size, shape, cap and
bars, very good col., steady; 5, Nieol; 6, M’Ardle.
FINCH, HEX (23): otrong class and well mixed: ),

Anderson, grand Hawfinch., fine col. for a hen, rare
qual. and sheen, good bold head, clean cut bib, nice
size; 2, Smith, Bullie, rare shape and size, fine’eol.
bloom, cap and bars; 3, Gribben, Linnet, fine size,
shape and col., full of breast work, goed whites;
4, Metcalfe, very rich col. Bramble, fine sheen,
steady; 5, Campbell, Greenie, great size, best we
have seen for sometime; (i, Blackley. LINNET (22),
grand class: 1, Nieol, great size, tine shape, col. and
eond.. prominent flights, might be better on breast;
2, Smart and Main, lighter build and darker tone
of col., but grand breast, full of work, rare bloom
and eond. ; 3, Livingstone, same shape and col. as
leader, more breast work, beaten size only; 4, La.ing,
fire big bird, gocii eol. and eond.

; 5, Wilkinson ; t>,

Lawson and Son. F.M. (21): 1, Dr. McFarlane,
grand) size, rare thick Nor. type, bold head, well
laced front, steady; 2, Gribben, rare breast, well
closed inj grand col., size and shape, good whites;
3, Jessie Watson, another fine one, equally well
laced, rich eol., steady, fine eond., shade darker; 4,
Kennedy, as good as any, bold front, well laced
fine- size; 5, Trotter; 0, Steele. GRKENF. (18): f.
Gentleman, well-known winner, great size and subs.,
bold head, rare col. and bloom, looking a trifle soft;’
2, Nieol, extra good col., qual. and bloom rare
flights, size and eond, C.F. yell.; 3, Linton, old
face, getting aged, N.F. bufl, rare size and sheen,
grand head and eond. ; 4, 5, Nimmo, fine pair, 4th
better qual. and col., both well put down; (i, Taylor.
LESiS-LR REDPOLL (10): 1, Smart and Main fine
size, cobby shape, good head and bib, rich sound
eol., -smart; 2, Craig, better laced, not so good head,
rare bloom, well placed; 3, Smith, big and cobby,
no bib, goc-d head anil eond.; 4, Allan, fine size,
f-haj e and col., trifle rough; 5, William-son; li.

Marlin. F.M. (Hi): 1, Lambie, rare size and shape
grand col., nicely laced, steady; 2, Marlin close up
wonderfully weil laced, good eol. head and bib rare’
bloom, behind size only ; 3, Wason, good size head
and bib, grand bloom; 4, Craig, marvellous col.,
good bib and lacing; 5, Smart and Main; (i. Thom-
son. MEALY RKDP. OR TWITE (13): 1 . Nieol, fine
big Twite, very hot col., good whites and eond.; 2
Smart and Main, Twit?, cobby shape, sound col.,
nicely laced breast, gocii eond. : 3, Johnstone, Mealy,
good size and shape, fine front; grand head, well’
placed ; 4, McArdie, Twite, fine col. and corn!., well
laced, good whites, lacks size only

; 5
, Trotter

;
(',,

Ja-dine. SJSK. (17), grand class: 1
, Raine, non-fed

yell., rare col. and eond., grand cap, sweet shape,
fine size, nicely laced flanks, no bib, we liked much
2, Selkirk, buff, extra good qual. and eond., rare
size, dense cap, well laced flanks ; 3, Johnstone veil
rare eol. and sheen, fine cap; 4, Boag, buff’, ‘rare
shape, col. and eond., grand cap and lacing, ais pood
as 2nd; 5, Smith, smart, could win at many -shows-
6. Gentleman. C-IIAFF. OR BRAMBLEF.

' (17) : 1 .

Lid del, Brambl-ef., very rich col. and) bloom, not the
largest, but grand mantle and eond.; 2, Selkirk,
more size anil subs.., fine mantle, behind, col. only;
3, Thomson, grand

1

col. Chaff., rare size and shape’
good white-s, well placed

; 4. Heron and McNairn!
Brarnblef., good size and col., well spangled

;
5

,

Campbell
; 0, McPherson. A.O.V. BRIT. (14): 1 ,

Crawford, 'Waxwing, rare size anil col., fine crest
and hib, good corn!.; 2. McCIoy, Hawfinch, not big,
but ra-re qual., col. and eond., grand head and hib:
3, Smith, - Redstart, very fine breast col., nice size-
anil eond. and well staged, worth its place; 4
Anderson, Chough, fine beak and legs, rare sheen :

5, Sorhie, Y’cllow Wagtail, hard lines to meet such
good company; fi, McPherson. MULES (If))- 1

GLASGOW SCOTCH
FANCY ASSOCIATION.
The initial venture of this society, Jan. 2, was an

undoubted success. 'The National II alls, tin: scene
of so many great allows, not being available, ,i

capital substitute was found in tin- Union Hulls,
West Nile Street; it is well lighted and provided
with everything that would conduce to the comfort
of both exhibits and exhibitors. We haw never MS I)

a better collection of Scotch fancies at any show,
and the entry of close on 250 birds was considered
very good. The fancy at large rallied round tin:

plucky promoters right well, and our Glasgow friends
were in raptures of the glorious and exceedingly
meritorious exhibits that were placed undi r their
cure. Tlie management was admirable. Mr. J. D.
Brown, East Kilbride, the much-respected president,
his understudy, Mr. W. Robertson, and a very able
committee, worked with a will, all giving of their
best, while laudable efforts were put forth by Messrs.
W. Gray, A. Ferguson, A. M. Baird, and J. A.
Stewart, who stewarded during judging, and tile ener-
getic and courteous sec., Mr. A. MeLaiiclilan, whose
tact and pereeverance place him amongst the most
valued ol officials. Sp. best Nov. was won by Mr.
Seywriglit's cl. buff' ck. ;

best bird in Hall, and best
young hen, Mr. W. Gray s yell, green hen, truly
a beauty; best young cock, Mr. A. Allardice's buff
foul cock. The judges, Messrs. D. Black, Govan

;

G. Fulton, Partick
;

A. Livingstone, Paisley; It.

Menzie, Edinburgh
;

K. O’Donnell, Paisley ; J.

.Smith, Ilowmore, got through their work in good
time, and their awards gave entire, satisfaction.
CL. YELL. CK. (13): 1, sp, Da-lgliesh, well-known

j

winner, grand size, fine reach and droop, lovely
|

shoulder and style, a beauty, wins; 2, sp, Strat-
hearn, not quite the, size ot winner, all there for
style; 3, sp. Gray, great size and subs., fine length
of side

; 4, sp, Hope, nice top and length of ride
;

5, sp, J. Muir; vhe, sp, Morrison; he, sp, I). Call!
well; c, McClure; ‘J. Simpson; grand elass. Y ELL.
PIED (14): 1, 2, Brown, two grand birds, 1st fine

size and reach, well set on legs, good length of
side, steady worker, 2nd young bird, grand subs,
and top end, very stylish, must have pressed; 3,

Hendry, grand length of side,' nice bead and neck,
good action; 4, W. Thomson, nice top end and
reach; 5, vhe, J. Morrison; he, Vernall; e, sp,

Gray; 9, sp, Swanson. YELL. FOUL ill): 1, 4, Orr,
nice reach and top end. good action fine length of
side, 4th another good- one, fair size and reach;
2, Palmer, good him, granu uioop, well into epar,
nice head and neck, close up ; 3. H. it. Ca'dwell,
fine size and style, well set down ; 5, Thomson

;
vhe.

Gray; he. Strathearn
; c, Burnside ; 9, D. Caldwell.

YELL. GR. (5): 1. Burnside, nice nervy bird, pro-
minent toji end, good size and subs.

; 2, Phillips,

nice reach and length of side ; 3, Beckett, good
length of side, stylish; 4, Sjrnpson

; 5, Jackson.
CL. BUFF (20) great class, some well known winners
cardless here: 1, sp, 3, sp, 4, sp, Morrison. 1st

great size and subsx nice reach and droop, well

filled in back, grandly7 .-et on legs, wins, 3rd scarcely
size of winner, beautiful pose, nice action and top
end, presses hard ; 2, McClure, another big one, good
subs, and top end, determined droop, well into
perch; 5, sp, Allardiee: vhe, sp,- Seywnght: he, sp.

Gray; c, sp. Brown; 9, sj>. Ferguson. BUFF PIED
(10): 1, sp, McClure, grand length of. side, well set-

down on legs, grand • size and thickness through,
splendid model; 2, Miller, great action, well into
pin, good length of side, nice subs. ; 3. Morrison,
close up, nice head and neck, good subs.: 4, Cald-
well, hard up. nieg length of side; 5, Muir; vhe,
Thomson

;
he, sp, Stewart, inn. ; c. Wilson; 9,

Henderson. BUFF FOUL (10): 1, Allardiee, good
size, grand action, nice top end, determined drive

;

2, tp, McClure, grand length of side and subs.,

good reach and body
; 3, A. Clark, nice size, pro-

minent shoulder and droop, nice action
; 4, Strat-

hearn, splendid action and eond., nice head and
neck; 5, A. M . Baird: vhe, Stewart;, he, II. It.

Caldwell: c, Stewart, Jun.; 9, no name. BUFF
(JR. (11): ). Morrison, grand length of side, deter,
mined di'cop, good top end, free style; 2, Main, big

one, lovely set, fair thickness, fine head and neck;
3, Mcir, fine snaky head and neck, nice top end,

hard up; 4, \V. Lees, good bird, nice length cf ride;

5, Ferguson; vhe, Fleming; he, Caldwell; c, Craig;

9, Robertson. CL. YELL. HEN (14): 1. 4, Stewart,

great size and subs., prominent shoulder, nice head
and neck, fine- length of -ride ; 4, good size, fine

thickness, determined droop: 2, sp, Brown, fails a

little in size, very ready in action, sweet head and
neck, nicely set down; 3, Muir, another good one,

nice length of side, grand size, good top end ; 5, sp,

Allardiee; vhe, c, Morrison; he, sp, Burnside; 9,

Robertson. YELL. P1EI) (11): 1. Brown, good size,

prominent top end, nice thickness, erect, determined

drive, snaky head and neck
; 2, Watson, well set on

lego, nice ‘size, and thickness, grand action, not

subs, of 1st; 3, Stewart, well into pin, nice length

of side, fine head and neck, nice style; 4, Simpson,

nice top end and action, gets head well down ; 5, D.

Caldwell - vhe, sp, Baird; he, Hendry; c, 9, sp, Morri-

son. YELL. FOUL (11): 1, Renwick, grand size, nice

top end and length of side, well up, determined

drive . nice head and neck; 2, Muir, not subs, of

first, but close up, fine reach and style; 3, sp, Strat-

liarn, nice size and thickness, fine head and neck,

stylish; 4, sp, Allardiee, very neat, beautiful style;

a Burnside ;
vhe, McClure; he, G. Simpson; c, sp.

Gray; 9, Young. Y’ELL. GR. (7): 1, sp, Gray, best

bird in hall, lovely little lady, beautiful pco„ (me,

snaky head and neck, very' steady, not the largest,

hut all there for style and qual., wins; 2, 1 niton,

fine size good length of side, prominent top end
;

o,

Thomson, hard up, good shoulder and subs. : 4,

Fleming, nice style and qual.; a, Clark; vhe, Mc-

Lauclilau ;
lie, Hendy. CL. BUFF (13) : 1. brown,

beautiful pos., grand size, fine, .well filled in bad,

wine; 2, Morrison, nice reach and top end, hne

, 3, Gray
droop, it

ml, good
at
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and
well
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WISHAW, Concluded.

Heron, almost cl., Goldf., fine size and condi, well

put down, lacks’ col.; 2, 4. Smart and) Main, very

fine dark buff Goldf., grand face,* lovely bloom and

eond., last year's winner, looking well ;
Boag ;

<>,

Black. HYBRID, A.V. (5): 1, 2, Heron, 1st Goldf.-

Built'., grand rich face, fine liars, rare bloom, shows

c ross well; 2, Linnet-Bullf., fine size anil shape, good

cap and bars, rich breast; 3, Williamson, Gold!.-

Bullf. fine size and shape, -scarcely so rich face;

4, Andors-on, Redpoll-Greenie, good size and shape,

shows cross well ; 5, Campbell, great size and face,

rare rich col., very pine in whites, fine tanning, ,

P Campbell, equal -size and face, -scarcely so rich in

col ;
3 MeKeown. very; fine bird, only one of tlie

acrobats; 4. Metcalf; 5, Arnott, jun.; C; Heron and

MeNairn. MEMBERS, BORD., CK. (8):.l, sp., 2,

Mc-Phee; 3, Hutchison. HEN (3). 1, 2, McPhee; 3,

Hutchison.. NOR., CK. (3): 1, sp., Sheen; 2, sp.,

Gemmell ; 3, Cringles. HEN (4): 1, Gemmell; 2, 4,

Watson; 3, Sheen. CREST (3): 1, sp., 2, Watson;

3, Cringles. C.B. (3): 1, 2, Watson; 3, Cringle*.

BRIT.. GOLDF., ETC. (4): 1, sp., Cringlc-s; 2, War-

soil; 3. line; 4, Richmond. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, 3, 4,

length of side, takes grand m-at
little in idze, grand top end, rare
it; 4, *ii, Stratlnarn, splendid top -

sp, Muir; vlie, ,p, l-ergii-,011 ; he, Simp on
0, WiUuin. BUFF PIED ill) I, 3, . p,
top end, determined drive, ejei-t, go.
eond.; 3, must have pre ed loud, get,
down, nice pos. and top end; t wart, grand
and subs., well set down on legs, fin length el

well placed; 4, Jackson, smart lien, good h-ngti
side; !j

t
Jan. Jackson; (I, McClure; he, M- wait iuii. ;

c, sp, Muir; 9, sp, Millar. Ill I I FOUL UQ: I,

sp, Stewart, great size and ill, -., lovely pos,, gits
head well down, fine style, beautifully - lag d 2,

F. Strathearn, nice reach and top - ml, grand length
of aide, (Inc action; 3, McClure, good - i /.

,
rare thick-

nes«, takes nice seat; 4, Henderson, mat head, rare
droop and action; 5, Jackson; vhe, Morrison; ho,
sp, Vernall; e, Robertson; 9, l.ile, BUFF Git. (k): 1,

Menzie, prominent top end, lovely bead and n.rii,
great action; 2, sp, Brown, grand length of idc, rare
style and eond., grandly s t down; 3. Gray, rna ivo

frame, great length of side, well set down on log,

must have pressed; 4, A. Menzie, nice head and neck ;

5, L. Jackson; vhe, Watson; he, Swau.-on. PURS-
(12); 1, Morrison, yell. ck. and buff b ri, ideal pair,

full of qual.; 2, sp. Brown, Y .C.K.II.
,
grand pair,

must have pressed hard, perfect eond.; 3, Dalglish,

grand birds, rare ize
; 4, Muir; 5, Millar: vhe, p,

McClure ; be, sp, Jackson; e, Phillips. SELL, ((h)
(23): 1, Allan; 2, C. Ralston; 3, Harney

; 4, Burnside.

HEN (12):!, Hainei ; 2, Smith ; 3, Rak-ton ; 4, Stcwait,

TROON
Annual show, Jan. 1 (postponed from August) with

an entrv very similar to last year nearly 200 .

Classes did not, fill, up to expectation, owing to so

inapv shows clashing, but quality was all there. In

mules and British Mr. P. MeQuUtcri swept the

decks and secured the silver plate for most points.

Sp. best bird was won by Mr. Hamilton's pied yell.

Scotch Fancy cock. Mr. John Hunter makes a good
anil obliging sec., and had everything in apple-pie

order; lie was ably assisted by the President anil

committee, who all worked for the comfort of

exhibits and exhibitors. Mr. Alex. McMecking, Ayr,

judged.
SCOTCH, CK. (fi): 1, &p., Hamilton, pied yell,

grand length, rare neck and reach, gets well under;

2, he, Ferguson, buff, fine quick action, showing lino

should-;-, hard to separate; 3, vhe, he, Ilohi-rtson,

cl. buff, plenty of nerve, good drive, fine quality.

HEN (4): 1, 2, 3, Robertson, el. buff, grand subs,
rare curve, plenty length of drive, very nervy, 2nd
similar, 3rd good cl. yell, fails reach, slow in

action; 4, Hamilton. NOR, YELL, CK. (fi): 1,

Devoy, grand size and type, good head and neck,
neat wings, .splendid carr, hot fed; 2, McKean,
nice size and shape, rare chubby type, shade warmer
col, beaten head; 3, Raiside and Savage, lovely

qual, good head, grandly braced wings ; 4. Ferguson

;

vhe, Stevenson, soft when taking notes; lie, Murray.
Hen (7). ], 2. Devoy, leader el, cobby, full cheek,
grand l eak and- tail, though shade narrow on head

:

2nd eye mkd, nice qual, typical; 3, Alexander,
varieg, very nice head and wings; 4, Stevenson;
vhe, e, Ferguson; he, Anderson. BUFF. CK. (It): 1,

Murray, heavy varieg, great size and subs, rare
chubby type, splendid wings and tail, Ivilmarncck and
Ayr winner, improving; 2, 3, Devoy, leader excels in

type and meal, beaten size by winner, 3 d. extra
chubby, falling in head; 4, Aitken; vhe, Hamilton;
he, Raiside and Savage; c, Alexander. HEN (9):

1, 2, Devoy, beauties, short and thick, leader wins
on head properties, grand head and neck, nice short
wings and tail, 2nd shade warmer -col, fails head;
3, Alexander, presses hard, almost rqual on all

points; 4, H. Ferguson; vhe, e, James Ferguson; he,

Aitken. BORD, CK. (5): 1, Dempster, rare rich

col, nice jaunty carr, good weight, very typical;

2, Mossie, shade smaller, put down in A1 conil.; 3.

Kroezen, not far behind, very free earr, just wee
shade thin in neck, good eol.; 4, Smitlie; vhe,
H. Ferguson. HEN (S) : I, Smiliie, wino here, very
taking little lady, great col. and eond, model for
size and type, grand cair. ; 2, Kroezen, shade s homer
build, sweet head; 3, McKean, different type, more
chubby, in rare fettle; 4, Ciark

;
vhe, J. Ferguson: he,

Findlay; c, Dempster. A.O.V, CK. (4): 1. Smillie,

grand varieg, rare type, great cob; 2. McKean,
varieg. pressing hard, very free carr, neat head and
neck, grand wing carr.; 3, Mossie, wing mkd, might
have won, perfect size and type, very jaunty carr.;

4, Ferguson. HEN (4): 1, 2, Sinillie. a gcod pair,

winning easily, in great corn! ; 3, Clark, more chubby,;
build, very neat head, good wing and tail carr. ; 4,

Ferguson. YORKS, CK. (5): 1, Reid, very lengthy
yell, sweetly drawn, grand pos.; 2. 3, Maeready,
leader very typical buff, grand length, takes rare
position, very leggy, 3rd fails pos. only : 4, Lovie.
HEN (5): I, Reed-, buff, very ‘neat head, fine length,
of leg

; 2, 3, Maeready, buffs, gold pair, leader
excelling in length, both take gcod - position

;

4, Lovie; vhe, Lindsay. GOLDFINCH (C): 1,

Roxburgh; 2, Hamilton; 3, Stobbs Bros.
BULLF. (5): 1, McQuiston, grand size and type,
right chubby bc-dy, rich breast, very large cap
extending well down back of head, large clear
wing bars; 2, Davidson, smaller, very neat shape,
loses in col.; 3, Wright, pressing hard, only loses
in eond. and staging; 4, Findlay; vhe, Robertson
and Morgan. LINNET (6): 1, sp, 2, McQuieton, top
notchers, put down as only P. McQ. can, 2nd better
and clearer pencilling, might have changed places;

3, Davidson, nice size and eond.. bit more open on
front than leaders, shows fine clear flights ; 4,

Wright; vhe, Maeready; he, Anderson. GRKENF.
(fi) : 1, McQuiston. hot fed, nice type, could do with
more size, might have given way to 2, McGavin,
grand thick-set bird, very full head, good bright
flights and tail; 3, Adams, very nice type; 4, Cowan;
vhe, Robertson and Morgan

;
he, Fleming. DARK

MULE (9): I, McQuiston, well-known Goldie, great
size and col., very large under blaze, nice bright

bars; 2, Davidson, Greenf., nice size and eond.; 3.

Wright, Linnet, good col., hit wild; 4, Ri berteon and
Morgan ;

vile, no name. LIGHT (7) : V McQuiston,
well-known Greenie, often described : 2, Cowan,
Go'.die-Bullie, nice -ize and eond., well placed; 3,

Stobbs Bros., var. Goldie, in good order; 4, Cowan,
vhe. Heron- lie, Anderson; c, Maeready. SISKIN,
REDPOLL OR TWITE (11): 1, c, McQuiston, Siskire„

nicely fed, rare jet bib, well pencilled flanks, grains

cap ; 2, Davidson, Lesser Poll, fine rich breast col.,

finely
’ mkd. on chest, nice bib and crown ; 3,.

McGavin, grand Mealy, monster for size, very clean

front well worth hie place; 4, Wright, Siskin; vbc.

Grade; he, Devoy. A.O.V. (5): 1. W.vpcr, Waxwing-,

nice size and eond., nice wings and tail, very steady,

but some preferred 2, McQuiston, well-known Haw-
finch, looking very fit, great size and col., very;

distinct and well cut bib ; 3. Anderson, Song Thrush,
too unsteady to do himself justice, nice arrow n ks.,

on front; 4. Cowan; vhe, McGavin.

Neets of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especial 'y

when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
MHe Kills all inisects. HaruEoas to everything else.
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CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDIO ST. JOHN.

CANARIES C01NG BUND (T. A. L.). -There is

Uu mirations disease likely to a fleet tile eyes ill the

way you say without some other very pronounced
symptoms, and I am inclined to think that the

trouble is due to meclmnicn! injury of some kind,

or to some virions element at work. Your best

plan would be to show the affected birds to a

veterinary surgeon, who could make a personal

examination and advise you much better than it is

possible to do without seeing them. You might
try the effect of the following treatment, and if

not successful write again in a month or so and
1 will advise you further. (Jet a iew camomile
llowers from a chemist, blare eight or tell in a

teacup, till with boiling water, and cover and allow

to into,-a for ull hour or so besides the lire. Then
strain and add dll drops of tincture of opium to the ,

infusion ami bathe tnr -affected eyes with a little

every morning and evening as soon an you notice

them to be affected ; continue the bathing daily

until they have returned to a normal condition. Use

a little fresh fluid and a fresh pledget of wool or

linen for each eye that is to he treated, and burn

at oner that which has been once used.

PROTRACTED MOULTING (If H.). See that the

bird is not exposed to cold direct draughts, as this

re in all probability tile exciting cause of the con-

tinual moulting over so long a period. In addition

to the staple diet of canary and rape, give

‘ CANARY QUERISTS
n/uuilcl consult St. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners " (Id.); House's “(Unary Manual’’ (1/2);
Baltye’s “Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/11)1 House's “Nor-
wich Canaries'’ (1/1); IVcsioa’s “Slock Booh" (Id.);

l)r. Clarke's“SepUc or Bird Fever’’ (7d.); Norman's
“ Aciurics

,
Binl-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); Batnsdcn’i

“Colour feeding’’ (3(</.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds’' (1 2); or the “Nutshell’’ booklets (2Jd, each y.

No. 5 "The Del Canary,” No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
How lo Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Holler,” No. 23

“The Border Fancy.’ No. 24 “Breen Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoteu
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 104, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

separately every second day for a fortnight half

a tcaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four
drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion
well mixed in it and sprinkled with maw seed. On
the alternating days give a similar quantity of a
mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle,

and broken groats, and a morsel ol banana. Stop
the mixed packet seed and all other foods for the
present. Also dissolve half a drachm of am-
moniated citrate of iron and quinine in an ounce
of sherry ; add a teaspoonful of glycerine, ar.d give

2o drops of this mixture in the drinking water two
days in every three until the feathers cease dropping.

The bird is not likely to resume song until the
moulting lias ceased, but should do so soon aft

wards.
CHANGING THE v?:tt (W.K.).--Yes, a staple

diet_ con :: ting very largely, or sometimes wholly,

of rape seed, it* given to high-class singing Hollers

with the object of keeping the song low and sweet,

which it probably does by making the subject some-
what low in some other respects. Y on cannot, how-
ever. hope to change the voice of your Norwich, or

even alter it to any material extent, by giving a

diet of rape seed, even if you did so exclusively.

The physical conformation of the vocal organs

renders it impossible, as the Norwich differs

materially in this respect from the Roller; it lias

neither been bred nor trained exclusively for sing-

ing powers, whereas this is the sole object of the

Roller's existence. Even in the Roller, though the

quality ot' the voice can be improved by judicious

feeding, it would not be possible to make any such

radical change as you have in mind by any system
of feeding, either by ttie use of rape or anything

else.

SWELLINGS ON EYE (F. T. C.).—Treat as fol-

lows for a month, and if not well in that time

write again, and say what progress has been made,
and repeat particulars. Continue your present

staple diet and give a morsel of green food when
available and lit to use, or sweet fruit, especially

banana, as a substitute at other times, three times

a week, but discontinue all other tit-hits and extras.

Instead of the latter give a piece of bread the

size of a hazel nut. soaked in cold milk, drained,

and sprinkled with flowers of sulphur every third

day. in the drinking water dissolve as much
Epsom .-alts as will cover a sixpence and add ten

drops of lemon juice every second day for a week.

In the second week give instead 20 drops of

Chemical Food. In the third and fourth weeks re-

peat the dosage of the two first weeks in the same
order. Carefully touch the swellings three times,

with an interval of two days between eaeli time,

with the tip of a small feather dipped in tincture

of iodine, and if this does not cause them to show

some diminution in a fortnight or so. prick the

“heads” with a clean needle and gently press out

the contents; and anoint the places with boracic

ointment for a few days afterwards.

A WHFEZY NORWICH (Geo. West). -Resides the

wiieezi: .- s. the bird i. in what re generally termed

a “soft condition.” which was the cause ot the .-mall

leather- coming out whgjj you caught the bird. The
treatment- you mention should have removed t lie

wheezines. if you abo took the necessary stepe to

see that the exciting causes were removed. If not,

give ill addition to the usual seed diet a piece of
f

bread and milk the size of a large hazel nut. with

two drops of ced liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with -oft sugar, daily for a week, and

add to the drinking water each day five drops eaeli

of oxymel of squills, tincture of lobelia, ipecacuanha

wine and sweet spirit cf nitre. Afterwards give 20 I

drops of Chemical Food in the water two days in
j

eve tv three for a fortnight.

LIGHTING ARRANGEMENT (M. T., Oldham).—

I

read your query to refer to an oil lamp used for

lighting purposes only, as apart from heating. If

t'lii* i.- the comet interpretation, you iked have ra

ouaiim. -it oil about the lamp proving injurious to

your birds, provided only that they are not, hung
very lnxir to it, or much -higher up towards t fie

ceiling than the position of the 1-amp. Even the
latter would !>c of no great moment if the light is

only required now and again, and is not in constant
u.-c for a long time at u stretch. As you have no
gas, l expect electric lighting ii» also out of the

question, otherwise that would Ik* the best form of

lighting. Ilut if not available then* is no reason

w hy you should not go on with the oil lamp. Keep
it trimmed clean, and do not allow ,it to smoke,
ami it- ca.-unl use will have no detrimental effect

whatever on the bird’s -health.

CREY LICE (A. E. A.) Yes, they are grey lice

that are on your birds. The only leawon that they

do not leave the birds so readily now is that they

are Ic-h active at this season than during the hot

bummer months, and also your birds appear to be

only slightly troubled with them, and it is only

wlii-n very numerous that you find them get on
your hands when catching a bird. I should think

it would be quite sufficient if you gave the birds

a Rath in which you ihiv.l mixed « few drops of

os-cnee of quassia twice each week for a time, if,

however, you prefer washing the bird-9, and cannot

easily get Creolin, J-eycV t'yllin will answer the

same pm pose. 1 e it in the two first waters used

in wa-hiing in tin- proportion of it, tea-spoonful to «

quart of water. No. it is not correct to say that

these two articles are one and the same tiling.

Hut it would tie correct to say that they were- two

preparations of the same substance, viz., carbolic

acid, and will serve much the same purpose.

B.R.C.C. ROLLERS (C. Morgan).—These birds

require no different treatment from any other class

of Roller. For ordinary -singers give a staple diet

of two parts canary to one part summer rape, and

for a higher class of singer a staple of equal parte

canary and rape. Otherwise treat, just the same as

you will frequently see advised in this column, as,

for instance, to " ititep (2)
” in last issue. Ol- you

might get a copy of tin; Nutshell booklet on the

Roller, "No 10,” 2;d. poat free, from our Manager,

or twopence from your local newsagent, wherein you

will find full details for the treatment of Rollers

generally. With regard to keeping the Hartz cock

in a separate room apart from the others this

entirely depends upon the quality of its song. If

it is an untrained bird, or has an objectionable

song in any wav, it would lie essential to keep it out

of earshot of the better class of birds) if you wish

the latter to retain their song in a pure form for

any length of time. If the Hartz remains in the

same room yvitli a faulty song the better class of

singers will be practically certain to become cor-

rupted in song -sooner or later, and generally it is

not very long in coming about.

BRITISH BIRDS,
1VIUX.ES and hybrids.

Answered by II. NORMAN.
THRUSH NOT FEEDING (Bad Appetite).—I have

carefully read your two letters, but cannot quite

understand what you think is wrong with your

bird. You say “his food does not give him satis-

faction.’’ Do you m -an that he is in poor con-

dition. or that he does not, in your opinion, eat

sufficient? Kindly remember that Thrushes are
not big feeders. if your bird is well and lively, 1

do not think there can be much the matter with
litm ;

anyway, if you are not satisfied with his

feeding. I would advise you to try a good brand

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult lloultou’s great work, “ Cage-Bird.

Hybrids” (7/C); Norman’s "British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Part 1 “Ilardbiils” (1/1), Part 2 “Softbills”

(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ t'2/3);

“Seeds, Foods, and lYild Plants” (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding ”
(1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird

Fever’’ (7d.) ;
“Colour-feeding

’’
(3td.); or the “Nut-

shell” booklets (21d. each); No. i “Goldfinch,'’

No. 2, “ Linnet,” No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 “Bullfinch,” No. 13

“Chaffinch,” No. 15 “Greenfinch,’’ No. 22
“ Siskin

,

Bedpoll, and Twite," No. 23
“ Small Insectivorous

Birds,” No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted arc post free from “Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

CLUB A SOCIETY NOTICES
DNE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It should reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always u.c them.

Abertillery C.B.S, .Ian. 9, Prince of Wales Hotel,

6. Election of officers, etc.— H. M. Mortimer.
Aberyschan C.B.S.—Ian. 9, Queen’s Hotel. Special

business, balance-sheet, election of officers. The
committee wish all desirous to join to kindly attend,
or applyio sec. Entrance fee, 1*. fid.—Fred. Sweet-
ing, lion. Sec., 22, Caradoc Street, 1‘cntwyn.
Alfreton C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Red Lion Hotel. Mem-

bers’ sliow; birds staged 4; judge; Mr. B. Simpson.
— (i. Beat-dull.

Altrincham Open C.B.S. Jan. 13, Station Cafe, 3.

Election of officers, and second show Inis.—C. Bailey.

Attercliffe C.B.S Jan. 14, Horse anil Jockey Hotel,
7.31). Discussion of rules, etc. E. Johnson.
Aahton-under.Lyne O.S.—Jan. 12, P.S.A. Rooms,

Albion Street, 8. Annual business meeting; report
and balance-sheet; election ol officers, etc. J. White-
head.

Barnsley C.B S.—Jan. 9, Clarence Hotel, 7.30.

BiUbnce-shcet.—E. Tout.son.
Beamish C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Bird Inn, High Hold, 6.30.

Final arrangements for e-how
;
schedule and other

business. Subs. due.—J. H. Elliot.

Bedford and Beds. United C.B.S.—Jan. 21, Roi.se

Street Schoolroom. 7.30. Annual meeting and bird-

washing competition. A. Simons.
Birmingham South O.S. Jan. 13, Marlboro' Hotel, .

82)0. Report of members’ show; elect new officers

for 191-5; also present specials and cups.—J. Shep.
paril.

Button Roller C S.—Jan. 12, Joiners' Arms, 8.

Members bring money and un-old tickets; election
!

of officers.—J. Kil-shaw.
Bolton Woods C.B.S.—Jan. 9. Victoria Hotel, 8.

j

General meeting and balance-sheet; election of offi-

cers for 19 15'.- H. Bryant.
Bowling B F.A.—Jan. 9, Napoleon Hotel, 7.30.

General meeting, election ol officers, balance-sheet,
and date for prize distribution. -J. N’icholl.

Bradford East O.S.—Jan. 12, Park Chapel Schools,
7.30. Annual social and prize distribution; refresh-
ments provided. Fanciers cordially invited.—W.
Cruise.
Bradford West C.B. A.—Jan. 9, Shoulder of Mutton,

8. Election of officers; nominations and alterations
of rfiles.— F. P. Terry.

British Roller C.C.—Jan. 12, The Royal Mail, Noble
Street, St. Martins-le-Graml, 7.30. International
show arrangements.—.). W. Norris.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Jan. 15, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Business important; members
and friends invited.—Smith and Lees.’

Crystal Palace and Pehge C.B.S.—Jan. 13, Alex-
andra Hotel, Penge, 8. Annual general meeting;
election of officers.— H. Regg.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Jan. 11. Church In-
stitute, 00, Paddington Street, Marylebonc, 8.15
p.m. Annual general meeting.—V. Wynn.

Derwent Valley C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Co-operative Hall,
Rower Westwood, 7. Balance sheet; election of
officers for 1915; revision of rules, etc.—Jameson
and Johnson.
East Ham C.B.S.—.Tan. 14, Town Hall, 8. Annual

general meeting ; balance sheet
; selection of officers,

etc.—F. Onslow.
East Ardsley C.B.S.—Jan. 9. Black Swan, 7.39.

To elect officers l’o-r the coming season, and other
bus.—H. Cockrem.
Farnworth C.B.S.—Jan. 13, Church House, Church

Road, 7.30. Election of officers 19X5, balance-sheet
1914, etc.—W. Dawson.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Jan. 13. Headquarters, 8. Mem

bers please attend.—W. Curry.
Guisbrough Priory C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Ware’s Room. 7.

Classification for pair show and other important
bus.—Wm. Waraker.
Halifax O.S—Jan. 9, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Annual general meeting; election of officers for
1915; balance sheet for 1914, and other business.—

H

Clegg.
Halifax C.B.S.—Jan. 16. King Cross Band-room,

King Cross. Annual members’ show
; birds staged

2. Judge, Mr. T. Ogden, Bradford. Entries Friday
evening, s to 11, at Trafalgar Inn.—A. Sutcliffe.

Hartlepools C.B.S.—Jan. 13, St. George’s, 8.
General meeting and arrangements for pair show.—Pyman and Thornton.

Keighley C.B.S.—Jan. 12, ilarc and Hounds Hotel,
7.30. Report and balance-sheet; election 6f officers
for ensuing year, and new members.- C. W. Town.

Leith O.S. —Jati. 9, Liberal Club, Hope Street, 7.—(J. W. Brown.
Linton and Woodhorn C.B.S.—Jan. 9, Hirst Social

Club, 7.30. Arrangements for show Jan. 16.- J.
Anderson.
Littleborough C.B.S.—Jan. 13. headquarters, 8.

Annual meeting; election of officers, balance-sheet
lor back-end show, and for the vear. Members and
intending members please attend.' J. R. Windle.

Llanelly C.B.S. Jan. 16, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.
Final meeting before show to receive members’ en-
tries and finish members' time-table of attendance.—D. John.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Jan. 16, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse Street, K.C., 8. Annual general
meeting, balance-sheet, programme for 1915, and
electing new officer.* for year.—W. Gilbert.

Macclesfield C.B.S.—Jan. 14, Day brook Street
Schools, 7,45. Annual general meeting.— H, Hall.
Manningham C.B. A.—Jan. 9, headquarters, 2.

I Members' show; judge, Ms^ H. Sutcliffe. Entries
I

Friday night.— If. Grange.
Nottingham and Notts O.S. -Jan. 12, Mechanics’

Institute, 8.30. Balance-sheet, election of officers for
I
1915.—J. G. Boyce.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Jan. 13, . Alhambra Club

Rooms, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Election of officers.
—A. W. Newton.
Oldham C.B S. Jan. 12, Textile Dining Rooms,

8. General meeting; election of officers, etc.— J.
Cope.

Pelton Fell (Amat.).—Jan. 9, Colliery Inn, Pelton
Fell, 6. Prizes and specials. J. Robinson.
Perth City and County O.A.—Jan. 11. Laid'law’s

Rooms, la-on urd Street, 8. Pairs show.—J. R. Smith.
Rochdale O.C.—Jan. 11, Clarke’s Place, 8. Yearly

meeting.—J. Butterworth.
Southampton C.B.S.—Monday, Jan. 11, Waterloo

Temperance Hotel, S.’JJ. Annual general meeting;
pass balance-sheet, elect officers for 1915.—W. I,,

Page.
South London Col. and F.A.—Jan. 14, headquarters,

7.45. Annual general meeting; election of officers for
1915.—Geo. Burton.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.—Jan. 9. Wharf Hotel. Show

for hens only: birds staged 7. Judge, Mr. T. Pilling,
Halifax.—G. Mitchell.

Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B.S Jan. 9, Mrs. H. Ab-
bot’s Tea-rooms, Front St., 5.30, Final settlements
for members’ show. Jan. 2.—Win. Dodd.

St. Quintin’s Park, Kensington and Dis. F. and
F.S.—Jan. 14, at the new Headquarters, W. London
Street Traders' Institute. Tavistock, Mews, l’orto-

liello Road, W., 8. Annual general meeting; election
of officers and new members

;
all fanciers welcome.

—

A. J. Fox.
Sunderland C.B. A.—Jan. 12. headquarters, 7.19).

fl) Allotting of specials; (2) final arrangements for
open show.—J. Peacock.
Tong C.B.S.—Jan. 12, Hand and Shuttle Inn. 7.30.

Annual meeting; election of officers, etc.—W.
Walker.
Vale of Leven C.B.C.—Jan. 12, Village -Schoolroom,

Alexandria, 8. Annual meeting and paying prize
monies.*—A. H. McLean.
WaMsend, Mid-Tyne.—Jan. 13. Station Hotel, 7.

Balance-sheet and election of officers. Please, mem-
bers, start this year in good style.—G. Green well.
Wandsworth F.S.—Jan. 14. at “ Button’s Hall.”

Spread Eagle Yard, 8. Programme for 1915.—VV.
Liglitfoot.

Walton, Everton C.B.S.—Jan. 13, Emmanuel Mis-
sion Hall, Kilshaw Street, 8.30. Annual general
meeting; election of officers; Jan. old show.— Robin-
son and Burns.

Wigan C.B.S.—Jan. 9. Legs of Man Hotel, 8. Please
attend; very important.—Erl. Bail.
Wigan Roller Club.—Jan. 9, Queen’s Head, New-

town. Wigan. 7.30. Election of officers, etc. Old
members and intending members cordially invited.—
T. Greenall.
W indhiil C.B.S— .Tan. 16, Blue Bell Hotel, 8. An-

nual general meeting. Election of officer.* for 1915

;

balance-sheets for open and members’ shows; tea
and concert arrangements

;
yearly balance-sheet and

V*ion bus.—Taylor and Ellis.

Wood Creen F.F.A.—Jan. 12, Adult School, High
Road, 8. Annual meeting; election of officers, rules.
—T. C'allegari.

York C.B.S—Jan. 11, All Saints’ Schoolroom, 8.

Annual meeting; election of officers and distribution
of prizes.— V. G. F. Zimmerman.

of insectiie mixture, as used for Nightingales and
small Warblers, mix a little grated carrot or boiled
potato with it making it just crumbly moist, not
sloppy or too dry. You could vary this witli No.
2 recipe in the British Bird Book. He should do
well on these two. I do not like your mixture;
it would be just the food to upset his digestive
organs, and probably cause fits.

FEEDING A LINNET (XH. Bolton).—Wild seed mix-
ture for your Linnet can be bought in packets, and
if it i,* a good brand, it will contain quite a
quantity of genuine wild seeds, but if you are
unable to get it, and would like to mix your own,
the following would be suitable, 2 ozs. each of gold
of pleasure, niger, plantain, sesame, thistle, and ioz.

of eaeli of mustard, dandelion, maw, cornflower,
lettuce. Give him a teaspoonful of this every other
day

;
a little cracked hemp about twice a week

will soon bring him into song. You could continue
this feeding during the winter, but in tile summer
the mixture should only be given about twice a
week, because if he does not require such generous
treatment, and you are then able to gather
bunches of wild weeds that are just ripening their
seeds. These are much better for him than the
dry stored seeds.

SITE FOR AN AVIARY (First Pair).—Of the
two sites given, I like the No. 1 better than
the other. it is not necessary for a bird room to
have the sun shining in it ail day, especially during
the breeding season, when the heat in an exposed
room is almost unbearable. If you can get a
couple oi hours early in the morning, it starts the
birds well for the day. and then with a little more
later on they should do well. If you use corru-
gated iron for the roof, you soon id have rough
hoards underneath, and Oven then it would he as
well to cover them with cheap felt. The rea-on
is 'that tlie iron is liable to “sweat," and then
you have beads of moisture hanging to it. which
makes the whole ot the room damp. If you send
me -i rough sketch of your proposed building, giv-
ing measurements and other particulars, l shall be
pleased to advise you further.
GOLDFINCH RESTLESS (B.B.).—Tlie Goldfinch is

naturally a restless bird, and when first caged is

constantly clinging to the bars of the cage and
rattling them with his beak, eo yours is no excep-
tion. 1 would advise yon to keep him in a box cage
until lie lia- steadied down, and whenever lie flies

on to tlie front wires, gently remove him by plac

ing tlie finger near him. Then when lie is quieter he
can be placed in the open cage, with part of it

covered up. This covering can lie removed gradually.
It is simply a ease of time and patience overcoming
bis natural restlessness. Do all you can by hand-
ling the cage to get him tame and confiding.
FEEDING A REDPOLL (McCarthy, Morrogh).

—

You will have no difficulty in feeding your Redpoll,
as they are easily catered for. Make a mixture of
three parts canary seed, two parts teazle, and one
part rape. Let this he his staple food. Then pro-
cure a packet of good wild seed mixture and give
him a spoonful twice a week. In addition to this he
should have a spray of greenfood every other day
during tlie summer, and occasionally during
the winter, but not when there is any frost
on it. 'J'lie most suitable wild plants are dandelion,
chick weed, shepherd’s puree, and seeding grass. ix*t

him bathe frequently, but only during the morning,
so that lie is quite dry before roosting time. Keep
in a cool airy room, removed from fire or gas, and
away from draughts.
GREYPATES FOR MULING (Beginner).'—Your

CJreypate and young Linnet would he quite fit for
breeding in the spring, in fact you could not wish
for anything better; all you have to do is to keep
them fit and introduce them to their partners during
the winter, either by keeping them together, or
letting them have a fly in the same cage occasion-
ally, Do not force the Finches', but let them
come along naturally, then about the end of April
you can give them a breeding cage and nesting
materials : they may not pair for some time after-.

ward<y for Finches do not as a rule nest quite so
early as Canaries.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AILING PARROT (A.J.l.K.).—Thunks for your
letter, which we much appreciate. Pleased to hear
of to happy a re-ult.

CUTTING ITS WING (Bluebell). The Orange-
flanked 1‘arrakeet becomes so tame* that u.-ually
wing-cutting in not necessary. 11 is impossible tx>

do 1 1 1 i - without some little disfigurement, blit tlrs
is least evident when qnly the webs of fcatli r> are
cut <iway . leaving the shaft inl-act. Of eour.-e, the
process must be repeated at each moult. If you
have tliesc birds in a cage and merely v isit to give

them liberty about the room, it ehould not take
long to make them finger tame, as then they will

come to the hand at any time for a little fruit, or

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “ Foreign Birds for Beginners'*
(l/li); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels*' (*»</.)

;

Arthur’s “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit
f *

(7 </.);
“Aviaries, Birdrooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ”

(1/2); Or. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever

”

(7d.)
“Colour-feeding

**
(3&d.); or the

"Nutshell” booklets (2 \d. each): No. G “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them ,” No. 0 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 " Gouldian Finches.’*

j

No. 10 “Avadavats,** No. 17
“ The Grey Parrot," No.

18 “Budgerigars,'* No. 10 “The Pekin Hat in,** No. 20
“ Wa.vbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds “

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

to the Ae<ed dish held in the hand, and, of course, %

with such climbers as the PsitUiei, windows must not
be left open without protection, whether the wing*
be cut or not.

GENERAL.
Answered by THE ED1TOK.

Nomo.—Special prize-cards are not sent out by
all shows;, some use only the small gummed slips

affixed to the cage fronts. We have no informa-
tion as to whether the Horticultural Hall Show
issued, or intends issuing, special design cards. Wo
note you say that “ prize-money is negligible, hut
cards a source of pride to the exhibitor" ; that <1

the proper sporting way of looking at it.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Rond, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report, upon dead
j
cage bird- for a fee of le. fid. eaeli bird; for reply

direct, 2s. fid.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
! mortem examination must, be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the f.-e, this and any

I

accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter post; if is cllPHp'T
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will bo thrown away, and if

t fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.
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VIRGINIANS
FiiK-st Virginian NiglitliiKaU' «, in full 2a/-

< ii( )i
;

liens, ,‘w/i» ; Zeinoi Filli'lir*. Sji 1 |>air ;
Null roil

Fim lirs, mate*. 5/-; Popi* CuidinuK, 7/tt
;
Mu skuil

Weavers, 5/- pair; Given Siiigiug Fin* lies. 7/4'. pair;

Wuxhills and Orange-clicks, 4/«'» pair; Ton I Couurcs*

10/0 caeli : (ioldoii rrownoil Coinin', l2/€ ; Nnmly
Conn re, Jl/- : G. Chapman, High st., Birmingliam

. ( MW)

C. X LUER
Cork Rollers, 0/-, 8/*, ami 10,'- each ; heiiei, 2/-

caeh. 18/- dozen; common ditto, 1,0 each, 12/-

do/.eii, ,

NOTICE
The.-e birds are not imported from Gcrimuis or
tluir agent'*, *o cannot he sent out in Herman
travelling cages. Virginian Nightingales, is - eai li

;

cock Nonpareil Buntings, 20 • each; Black*headed
Mannikins. 2 <» pair; Wliydah-s, 2,0 pair; Com-
lia — oiu*. 2 (i pair; Grey Java Sparrows, 2 0 pair;

S! iamahs, 30 each; Giv-eu Budgerigars. 5/- |>uir;

Bay Cow Bird**, 4 0 each; Crested Mynahs, 7/0

«ach; Indigo Bnntiugs, 10 • each; all hints vent on
uppro\ al «t my risk; tieposit Editor; weekly whole-

sale lists eent to dealers free ; C. A. Luer, b~,

Ssdater-st.. Shoreditch, London.

|
DOVES.

THREE pair of White Java Doves, 2,0 a pair: Col-

onel Walton, Rougeiuont, JEyde. tlOb'2.

VARIOUS BIRDS.
SI .V Hrst-cross pullets, also 2 pure-bred Houdan

liens, all eoin nieiK eel to lav; otters first : (1. S.

Dm toil, Orcluird-rd., Soutbsea. (1084)

TWO cock Goldfinch Mules, one hell, 10 - lot;

parents of same. 10,-; aid) five "Roller hens,
7_

0

lot: Bond, S7, Uxbridge-st., Burton, U975)
BRITISH and Foreign birds for sale"; young _ Bud-

gerigars 4'- pair, also *2 fine lien green Budgerigars,
4 each: Baines, (i. Toronto-st., Lincoln. (1979)

YELLOW mifiighted Norwich cocks, 12,'-; h.m.
Goldfinch, 0,-; Greenfinch, 2 -; sell or exchange for

large good buff hen ; Bmediev
, 83, Eoyston-aveuue,

Beutley-rd., Doncaster. (1978;

FRENCH Ruffle, 2.5 0: champion pairs Yorksbiro
Greens, 50. 0; Norwich Clears, 45.0: Borders, 2o;S;

Parisian songsters, 10/0, 15/0; three Cockaticis, 23/0;

exchange: Edward Williams, Mount Yernon-rd.. Liv-

erpool. (1977)

OOCKATIEt, young hen,. 6 -; .Budgerigars, 4 - pair,

three- pairs 11 -; Goldfinch Mules, 0.0; exchange
for White Javas, good h.m. cock Goldfinch, Bram-
blefinch, big Norwich liens; Cann, 18, Bruiiswick-t ..

Leigh, Lancs. 0975)
PAIR Magpies, 10/-; house-moultedi cock. Goldfincb,

5/-.; two liousee-moultcti cock Bullfincli, 4)-; targe

green-crested Norwich, 3J« : five grand Yorkshire
hens, 12/0: ten mixed hen Canaries, 15/-: Hay ter.

Naturalist, Southampton. (18&4)

WINNERS for sale: Cocks, Yellow Dark Goldfinch
Mule, 1st and special, 15,-; Yellow Greenfinch,

Linnet; 5 -; Lesser Redpoll, 4-, cards sent: house-
moulted cock Yellow Bunting. 2 -; lien Budgerigar,
’ -: approval, cash or depo.-it Editor: G. Lees, Ivan-

hoe House, 'T hompson-st., Langley Mill, Derbyshire.
(1970.)

A, G. van NIKKELEN KUIJPER,
Naturalist, HAARLEM, HOLLAND.

Telegrams: Kuijper, Naturalist, Haarlem. Offers:

Good singing Cock Canaries, £1 6/- half dozen, £2
a dogen, two dozen £3 15/- j ditto Hells, 10/- a dozen,
two dozen 17/-; Green Budgerigars, £3 15/- per 20

pair: Goldfishes (length 5-7e.m.), £2 1/8; ditto
(7-12c.ni.), £3 5/- per 1,000; Mealworms. £1 2/- per

3 k.g. The above prices are carriage paid. Delivery
after receipt of amount per postal order.

[
WANTED?]

KINGFISHER, or pair: Settby Cottage, Biocken-
liurst'.

WANTED, Mules, Canaries and British: Chas.
Palmer and Sons, 06-68, Scluter-st., Shoreditcli,

WANTED any quantity cock Goldfinches, witl give

21/- per dozen : R. Krcmner, 104, Tib-st... Manchester.

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds;

best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydfil.

(1807)

WANTED Canaries and British birds for cash, state

lowest price to: Wright, 14, Rosedalc-st., Partick.
(1983)

WANTED young Norwich or Yorkshires, give 5/-

per pair: L>. Greenwood, 10, Staudish-st., Burnley,
Lancs. (1978)

WANTED, British birds or Canaries, for set nets,

30ft. CiTo. complete: Hurtles, 25, Brightoil-st.. Sea-

combe. (1979)

W ANTED. Canaries, dogs. Parrots, monkeys, mice,
etc.; purchase or exchange: Barlow's Aviaries,

Greenwich. (1980)

LINNETS, Bullfinches, and Goldfinches, etc.,

weekly ; reference given : Wood*, Southgate Aviaries,

Gloucester. (1984)
NOTICE.—Wanted, all kinds of Canaries for spot.

Apply at once to: Hollinshead, Cheshire Aviaries,
lloward-st-., Stockport. (19852

X OP.W i('H cock; exchange Linnet Mule, Linnet
notes, 'and two cock Bullfinches; Jones, Vine Cot-
tage. Bagillt, Flintshire. 0974)
ANYONE wanting good Yorkshire cocks, song or

stock birds, or cock Mules, kindly write: Caretaker,
Club. Marazion, Cornwall. *

(1966)
WANTED, good Roller cock; exchange good buff

wing marked Yorkshire, 1914; mutual approval: A.
Thorpe, Vivian-st., Derby. (1977)
WANTED, good talking Grey Parrot: exchange

fine oil-painting (genuine), value 7 gns. : H. Smith,
67, Goldstonc-villas, Hove. (1979)
WANTED, four hen Canaries; exchange single

wireless headphone and double-pole receiver: Mor.
Starck. 59, Cocke-st., Barking. (1981)
WANTED Yorkshires and German Rollers, all kinds

of British birds; state lowest price; prompt cash:
Manager, Bird Stores, Ossett. (1987)
A FEW pairs of Parrakeets, suitable for outside

aviary ; state -varieties and price : H. G. Baker,
Brookfield House, Swinton, Yorks.
WAX'rtiD Canaries, in exchange for prize-bred,

long-distance racing homers : George Russell, Hollies
Cottage, cheddlcton, Staffordshire. (1977)
WANTED, Canaries, Mules, British and Foreign

birds for re-sale; lowest price for cash: C. A.
Paine, 34, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (1966)

WANTED.
All desirjng tho bc*t valuo in (Junariea, Mules,
British Birds, to stud for my 1015 Price List. Post-

card will do. RUDD, Specialist, Norwich.

\v wtkd. i

*

m cash] Gaaari Mules, and Gold
liiu-fits, either sex : Mrn iimtou, Bird Specialist 10,

Bea. oust.. New Crof.M Gate, London. < )

WANTED breeders’ Miplus stork, nizry Norwieli.

Laura* hi re•*, or lengthy Yorkshires; also Parrot;

cash exchange; 17, Pembroke Road, Walthamstow.
(1DS0)

WANTED large crest bred cock, with broad skull

and heavy leather, exchange high-class Crest
(King’s); mutual approval: Hush, KeyiLbhum House,
Key nsham. (1083)

WANTED for cash. Canaries and Mules, either

sex, colour* fed preferred; state lowest prices for

prompt payment; Robinson, 33, Besson-st., New
Cross, London. (1D82)

WANTED Crests or Crest-bred, cock and hen Nor-

wich, yellow or green yellow, must he good size:

stite price; deposit with CAGE Birds: Apply, Jlanley.

Dublin-st., Longford. (Ii0«4)

WANTED, offers in Yorks, for (Reg) Airedale bitch,

winner 6 prizes, only times shown : or sell .14 ; no
rubbish offered or w anted, yours, lire t : Dawes, 44,

Howard -rd., Mansfield. (1982)

WANTED, offers Canaries, cock Mules, house-
monlt <1. British birds; exchange new wool blanket 4

,

30.- pair, or suit length tweed, 25 , approval: Heron,

7, Carlingwark-st., Castle Douglas. (1977)

CANARIES and breeding cage#, good condition, or

new, wanted; state lowest prices; will deposit

'or cash in three days, to any amount: Ex-

change Co., 335, London -rd., Sheffield. (1983)

NOTICE, will give (if- pair for good Norwich or T Wilt-

shire colour-fed preferred : also wanted. Borders,

Crests, Scotch Fancy, Mules, and British birds

cheap: Melveand, Seabright, Castle-Dougla^.

>VANTE!) fancy mice, rats, pigeons, poultry, dogs,

cats, high-class Norwich Canaries, and other live

stock, for cash; state quantity and prices: Wilson,

Scotland's Largest Naturalist,' Argyle-st., Glasgow'.

(1984)

WANTED, unflighted buff Yorkshire cock or hen
to breed winners, for wire-haired Terrier by Rustic

Rattler, 2 years, grand proved bitch, ruu*t be on

approval : Tomlinson, 120, Pontefract-rd., Norman-
ton, Yorks. (1978)

WANTED, good British weekly from catchers, best

prices paid; bankers, London City and Midland: o»r

exchange prize-bred Yorkshires or Norwich, from
my winners: Edwin North, Canary Breeder. 443,

Manchester-rd., Bradford. (1950)

WANTED, several real good 1914 bred colour-fed

Norwich PI a inhead cocks and hens, must be of good
size, large iu head, and short in tail and flights, only

good birds required for prompt cash; approval:

Cooper, 29, Junctiou-rd., Norwich. (1969)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Goldfinch Mule*?, cocks or hens, Hybrids, Yorkshires,

Norwich, Linnets, Goldfinches, Hawfinches, Bull-

finches, etc., good prices, cash, or deposit Cage.

BIRDS: Powers and Russell, Granby-place, Bethnal

Green, London, E. (19/5)

CANARIES
Winitid any quantity cocks, includinpr Borders,

Rollers, Norwich, York.- hire, natural colour, also
colour-l'eds, good prices, ea.sll by return of post :

G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. (1986)

WANTED
Any quantity Goldfinch Mules, cocks or hens. Hy-
brids, Yorkshire Canaries, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc.;
send on. best market, prices given per return post;
established 50 years: iSandi.t'ord. 89, Sclatcr-st.,
Shoreditch, London

;
also at Preston.

WANTED, 1,000
colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, must
be large, typical birds, and of good- type: al.-o sur-
plus stock, good pried given, for good birds,
also cock Goldfinch JWules, in song, for spot cash;
references Editor,, or London, City Midland Bank,
Bethnal Green Road branch; only honest dealings
done, for ready cash: Enoch Power, Bird im-
porters, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.

WANTED, BRITISH
any quantity of Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Siskins, Redpolls, Larks, Yellow hammers, Twites,
Snow Bunting, Bramblefinches, Hawfinches, also re-

liable catchers, to supply weekly for spot cash

;

w rite stating terms and wants to : Enoch Power,
Bird Importer, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London,

Wanted, Hen Canaries
18/- per dozen for Yorkshire and Norwich, and j/-

eacli for Goldfinch Mules: liens also wanted, any
kind of Parrots or Goldfinches, Bullfinches; best
prices given, cash or deposit: \V. Rutherford. Bird
importer, Leytonstone, Essex. (1907)

SALE or EXCHANGE.
Mainly British,

j

EXCHANGE good: British for Canaries: Fred Allen,

The Bird Specialist. Hull. (1985)

SALE or exchange three Greenfinches, two cocks,
one hen Canary reared: E. Butcher, Eastover, Bridg-

water. (1983)

EXCHANGE 2 English moulted cock Goldfinches l'pr

pair of lengthy Yorkshires or Norwich: Clayton, 3,

Camden Park-rd., Camden Town. (1975)

EXCHANGE, Bramblennch, winner for Lancashire
aud Norwich, cross hens or Siberian cock Goldfinch:
Richards, 1«, Waldeek-rd., Hartford. (1981)

ALL hand-reared, and talking - Magpie, 7/6; Jay
7.6; Starling 5/-; lot 17 0 ; or exchange: Cooper's
Emporium, Princess-st., Manchester. (1932)

EXCHANGE, H.M. cock Greenfinch. H.M. cock
Linnet, millers, 1'or cock Mule, or two Norwich hens;
yours first: Potts 59, Firthside-st., Fraserburgh.

(1979)

EXCHANGE two fine cock Bullies for large house-
moulted cock Ureenie; Ureenie first; mutual ap-
proval: Price, Lower Loughton,, Nortliop, Flint-

shire. (1984)

SEVERAL large cage-moulted cock Goldfinches,
3/fi each : also genuine cock Cheveril, 7 0; other
exhibition British ebpap: exchange exhibition Gold-
finch. disc records; offers : Gooderham, Cla, High-
st., Stamford. (1979)

I NHIBITION Welsh Goldie, large Linnet, proved
mufi i s, mil song, exchange largt Crcot-brcd cork

;

also pair large Norwieli tin a goial watch, or dirt
Junes, Y'aynol Hon -a*, Harlech. (1976)
EXCHANGE four eoek limit 1- for four lien Gold-

finch Mules or 111 ret: hen Canaries, or any other
kind of British exchanged for Mules or Canarie-
J. I- lower, l.t, Pollard Row, Bethnal Green-rd.,
London, 0986)
TIP-TOP 1912 cock Goldfinch Mule, good colour,
splendid songster, only time shown highly com-
mended, 10/6, bargain; approval a pleasure; ctek
Bullfinch, used to catching with trap cage, g,, lot;

large cock brown Linnet, used to catching with trap
cage, 2.- lot, bargain: Goodman, 30, Abbev-rd.,
Bourne, Lines. ( 1977)

Mainly Canaries. I

WILL exchange 5 Canaries for anything useful; no
live stock: Tozer, Rose Cottage, Totnes. (1981)

ROLLER hen, 3,0; buff Yorkshire, 6,/-; exchange
for long green Yorkshire lien: T. McLaren, Fintoim,
Tyrone. (1986;

WANTED, good typical .white Canary hen. healthy,
1914: IE Sulnian, 18, Southwood-iaiic, Highgate
London, N. l]!Hg)

EXCHANGE, two yellow Yorkshire hens, for one
good Norwich hen: Garnett, 13, Waunlywd, Nanty-
nioel, Liam. (1974)

FOR sale, 0 good Roller hens, or exchange for
young Seifert Roller cock: Staples, 229, Menage-
rd., Grimsby. (1973)

PAIR Yorkshire's, Crest-bred cock, Green Crest hen,
20/-; not fancy singers wanted: Dodd, 25, Devon.-hire-
st., Sunderland. (1983)
EXCHANGE, crest and two bufi Norwich cocks, for
good large yell. Norwich hens: Waraker, Auckland-
»t., Guisbrough. (1982)
TWO Roller cocks, 7/6 each: exchange gent.'s tan
boots, 8,-; anything useful; offers: 3, Weldon-st.,
Hunslet, Leeds. (1983)

WILL exchange 3 large healthy Norwieli liens for
two cock Mules: mutual approval: Brown, 44, Water-
loo-nl.. Norwich. (1977)
WANTED two H.M. lien Bullfinches, in exchange

for two hen Canaries: Collins, 36, Somerect-rd.,
Knowle, Bristol. (1977)
EXCHANGE Norwich cocks and liens, or common

hens lor poultry, or sell cheap: Dyer, Castlc-st.,

Thornbury, Glos. (197S)

EXCHANGE, several Canaries for anything useful
for homey or sell: "X,”- 8, Sheredan-rd., Iligham's
Park, London, E. U'983)
EXCHANGE good colour-fed Yorkshire-, for ditto

Lizards. Golds., or Silvers, no rubbish: Garside, 39,

High-st., Glossop. (19S6)

EXCHANGE, singing cock Canary for Linnet Mule,
Linnet song, sell 6/-: Willis, 13, Lower Bailey-sf^,
Wattstown, Glam. (1982)
GRAND pair Norwich, exchange non-fiiglited Crested
hen; approval with pleasure; yours first: Calam, 59,

Baxtergate, Whitby. (1986)
EXCHANGE one Norwich lien (1914), two cock
mealies, for two Roller liens; genuine: Ernest Per-
kins, New Brinsley, Notts. (1083)
EXCHANGE good green Norwich hen: what offers

in good eock Goldfinches
;
jours first: J. Willian -son.

Mount Pleasant, Biddings. (1077)
EXCHANGE a good big yellow Norwich cock for a
cinnamon Border cock; approval: Martin, 25, llig*.-

craigend. Kilsyth. Glasgow. (1976)
EXCHANGE pair Canaries for cock Goldfinch or

Si-kin, H.M., offers Bullies entertained: Clarke,
North-st., Pinxtoa, Derbyshire. (1976)

EXCHANGE, 2 liens. Crest and Crestbred, 1914

birds, for yellow Norwich cock (good); approval.
Colburn, Sandleford. Newbury. 11974,

EXCHANGE good Norwich for winning cock Gold-
finch up to £2 : Messrs'. Butler and Barlow. Newton,
near Alfreton. (See Norwich.) (198.5)

NORWICH (unfiighted) yellow marked cede, S/6:

exchange good Norwich hens, cock Siskins; offers :

Bemlall, 02. Bruford-rd.. Wolverhampton. (1978)

FOVR good breeding hen Canaries; exchange for

Goldfinches and Linnets for catching, or sell 12 -:

W. Carpenter, 43, Milton-rd., W«ahistone. (1982)

BUFF Yorkshire mifiighted cock, can win, exchange
watch, boots, anything useful, sell 25/-: Ormondroyd.
17, A be nicer: terr., Lidget Green, Bradford. (1983)

EXCHANGE pair high-class Seifert Roller**, cock
in full song, for yellow Norwich hens: W. Whiteley,

Buckwood Cottage, Thaekley, near Bradford. (1983)

PRIZE-BRED Norwich, H odder varieg. strain*),

splendid pairs, 12/6; cocks from 7/6; exchange
trousers to measure: 31, Eastover, Bridgwater. (1983)

EXCHANGE good Yorkshires for Norwich, Borders,
gramophone and records, or anything useful for

home: Powell, 6, Chcpstow-rd., ‘Cw niparc, Treorcliy.

0977)
BOOK on Canaries, British and H.vbrids, cost 25/-,

new condition ; sell 15/- ;
exchange Canaries or

British : Jas. Cliris-tiu, 33, High-st., Burntisland.
(1978)

CRESTED hen. heavy crest, cost £3, from War-
minger, Norwich; exchange large Crested cock;
yours first: Jeffrey, 209, York-rd., Battersea, Lon-
don. (1973)

WHAT offers in Seifert Rollers, for 4 pairs of York-
shires (Thomas strain) and 2 Yorkshire German
liens: J. Schofield, 317, Rodffdale-rd., Shaw, near
Oldham. (1979)

YORKSHIRES, high-class, cocks 10/6 to 20/- each,
hens 3/6 to 10 each; exchange Norwich or Rollers:

Beck, School House, Rookery-rd., Handsworth, Birm-
ingham. ' (1977)

EXCHANGE, Crests, cock Canary, for five hens, or

sell, 15/-; wanted. 3 cock Goldfinches, Mules; state

price: Curley, 7, Wcodchester-st., Harrow-rd., Pad-
dington. ' (1973)

COCK Bullfinch, fit for exhibition, 5/6: eock Green-
finch and hen Bullfinch, large birds, lot 10/0; ex-
change Norwich; offers: 40, Thorpe-st., Raunds,
Northants. (1985)

WILL exchange prize-bred hurt' unflighted York-
shire eoek for yellow mifiighted green Norwich hen;
approval both ways A. J. Smith, Whit-moor-lane,
Belper, Derby. (1OS0)

WILL exchange high-class British Roller cock, rung,
champion songster, for 1914 Norwich hens, or sell

,01: approval- both ways: Richardson, 21S, Widdring-
ton-rd.. Coventry. (1980)

EXCHANGE, clear buff crested cock, 12/6, for two
liens, one clear crested, and one clear crest-bred

:

big: Mot'S, 45, Commercial-fit., Senghenydd, near
Caerphilly, South Wales. (1979)

EXCHANGE, pair ' exhibition Borders, for exhibi-

tion buff cinnamon Border cock, or exhibition yellow

Yorks, hen: sell 15/-; approval: Wall, 26. The
Meads, Street, Somerset. (1979)

WHAT offers in Canaries or British or foreign birds

for single or double-breeding cages, or Yorkshire,

Norwich, or Border silow cages; McKeand, Cage
Manufacturer, Castle- Douglas. (575)

FOR sale, three pairs of large typical stock Cinna-

mon Norwich, or exchange one pair for two large

yellow Lancashire Plainheail hems; deposit: Thomp-
son, Lynefield, WoOdhorn. Ashington. 1 1983)

HILL exchange a iiumovc foul green I'r-'lbriff
• oik. 1914. plenty of feather, for a good Cn-e'eil Inn,
1914: must have good front; approval both wav
W. Row hi. 4> (', :2,Ui E, Spun C. f'ov. ntrv I'.iMi}

19W eve and wing mark'd yellow York Inn ...k,
|
bred from winner-., standard length, 17/ . variegated

j

v • I low 1914 Yorkshire eiek, 6/: both inging, ex-
I
change Yorkshire or Norwieli yellow Inn Roper,
131, Cbester-rd., Seven Kings, Es-ex. IIV‘4)
1(11! ale, one pair of Yorkshire and one pmr of

Norwieli, both pairs mat'lied (or breeding, ouGloor
bred, cock in full song: approval, 1.7/ . or ex.linngo
for 5 good cock Coblfiin In- Goldfinclie- tlr-t : J.
Harrison, Over lane. Helper, Derby > hire. Ron;
EXCHANGE, or sell, cock and 2 lien-,":: 1 -

: eock
and 2 ben-. 25,-; cock and 2 lien-, 17 i York-liirei,
all prize bred, for pair Did cla-- Yorkshire must
he first' prize winner- in fiigh-cla-, -now- approval
caeli way; yours first: A. New, Victoria Avenue,
Kvirsluifu. HU74)

Mainly Foreign.
1

GREEN Parrot, 12 months old, chan and liealtiiy;
sale or exchange

, no cards Tyson, Bcantliwaite,
Kirkhydn-Fiirness. "

' I979y
EX( if YNGE, 2 hen yellow Budgerigars lor .3 eock

ditto, nitisi be outdoor bred: Jackson, -6, station-
rd.. YYood Green, London, N, (I97:iy
TREE pair Madagascar Love Bird-, good condition,
exchange breding cages or young Norwich inn: |Vgg’
Brad mo re- terrace, Briar-st., Nottingham. 1979y
GREEN Budgerigars, 6/- pair

; Y ellow, k -
,

ex-
change lor good healthy nanny goat; see Aquarium
advertisement : Zoo, llandswortli, Birmingham.

(1976)

EXCHANGE zither-harp lor cock Canary: Daniels,
80, YVhitehart-iane, Baines, S.YV. (Is73y
FOR sale, 5 double breeding cages, complete, 2/6

each: Jackson, 12, Middle-st., Colne, Lancs. (1984)
EXCHANGE, 7 Pigeons lor 2 cock Bullfinches

:

Seaguc, Church Cemetery, Llanelly, farm. (1931)
EXCHANGE, 62 Amberol records for anything, use-

t ill. to value 20 -: Finch, Glccalid, Peinbrey. < J : • 7 3 >

EXCHANGE 65 cylinder records for Yorkshire hen
and Bullfinch hen: Finch, Glocaliil, Pembrey. 097.3)
YVHAT ofl'ers in cage birds for spaniel dog pup, 5
months old: YVatts, 51, YVillington-.st., Merthyr.
EXCHANGE, suit lengths, costume lengths, for

live stock: Gaunt, 1, Erie-st., YVhitecote, Bramley,
Leeds. (1974 y

• 12 GOOD 1913, 1914 - Norwich hens; exchange 10-in.
records; or offers: Richards, 11, St. Clare-ter., Pen-
zance. 0977)
EXCHANGE set clap nets, 18ft. x 4ft.. for British

birds or Canaries: Hurtles, 25, Brighton-st., Sea-
combe. 0979)
BLACK Porn, dog, 17/0; also 0 lien Canaries, 2/6

each, or exchange anything: Durn, 10, Fag-lane,
Didsbmy.

( 1984)
COCK Blackbird and cage, exchange Bantams or
Pigeons: A. YY'chb, 59, St. Mark's-rd., Maiiwell,
Middlesex. 0979)
EXCHANGE, pair of good Linnets, h.-m., for good
Belgian hare, buck; appro.: Holland, Tovvccster,
Northants. 09.81)
EXCHANGE lady’s or gent's umbrellas for Roller
Canaries, on song

;
offers : Dobbs, 800, Rochdale-rd.,

Manchester. ’

0975)
’ SELL or exchange, Daisy air-gun, 12 .0. for Canaries
or anything useiui: Massdngnam, 21s, Hitcliin-rrL,
Luton. Beds. 0981)
CROSS whippet hitch

;
exchange hen Norwich or

Yorkshire Canary, sell cheap: Settby Cottage,
Brocken hurst.
P.-.'.R clapnets, 12ft. by 4ft., with pegs anil pole*

;

exchange anything: Bradshaw, 27, North-st., Rusli-
den, Northants. (197S)

EXCHANGE pedigree maiden Irish bitch, for first-

class Roller cock, or scli 30.-; no rubbish: Rowell,
Mcortown, Leeds. 0975)
EXCHANGE, two 1914 Norwich cocks for men’s
strong boots, eights, not moled ; sell 10. -

: 57, Fair-
lield-st., Leicester. (1982)
YVHAV offers in cage birds for good black ami'

tan dog, two years old, good house dog: Knight,,
Fruiterer, Merthyr. opsyy
YO.KD dog, 12 «; exchange Canaries, quarter-plato

camera, 40/-, gun, fowls, offers: 1, Fir Bank, Cvvm-
felinfach, Ynysddu, * (1975)
SELL or exchange quantity best tinman's solder,

also large leg vice, suit blacksmith, etc.: Napier, S4,
lsulwer-rd., Edmonton. (197S)
200 CYLINDER phonograph records, new condition,

4/6 doz.; offers anything; letters only: Chadwick,
Tool Dealer, YY'rcxham. "

(1966)
EXCHANGE good Lurcher dog, kill anything, demon
on chain, lor birds or anything useful: Ball, 43,

Miltomrd., YVcaldstone. (1982)
MOD77L steam railway, complete with station,

signals, etc.; exchange Crests or model beam engine:
Osborne, John-st., Sligo. (198!)

EXCHANGE, 36 cylinder records for 2 singuig
cock Canaries, Yorkshire, or Norwich: Tucker, 27,

Horse-st., Dowlais, S.YV. (1973)

BULL Dalmatian bitch, excellent guard. 10 -: or
wliat offers in exchange: Geo. Rose, 85, Forest-rd.,
tlugglescote, Leicestershire. (1975)

EXCHANGE 6 ivorine handled knives and pen-
knife. for 1 cock or three lien Canaries: Marsden,
175, St. Philips-rd., Sheffield. (1980)
EXCHANGE, a pair of Yorkshire Canaries for a

boy’s suit or topcoat or boy’s boots; yours first: T.
Brown, 21, Foxhouses, YVhithaven. (1981)

FOUR pairs Yorkshires, 8 - pair; or exchange
Orpington pullets; yours first: Thomas Greenwood,
Cross Lanes, Hebdc-n Bridge, Yorks. (1977)

EXCHANGE oil stove, "Reform," new brass lamp,
value £1, l'or Canaries or other birds: Standard
Aviaries, Newton Heath. Manchester.
THREE pairs racing Homers, winning strains; t x-

ohange Roller cock: eeii 10/6; Roller first: T.

Bedleston, Primrose-terr., Shrewsbury. (1981)

YY INNING E.F. Homers, winning O.E. Spangle Ban-
tams, from 5 - each; or exchange for c^ige-birds;

approval: Thomas, Viaduct, Redruth. (1981)
LAYING pullets, singing Canaries, Parrots, etc.:

given in exchange for other Fancy; live ,-tock

bought : Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwich. (19S6y

CHAMPION toy Fox Terrier bitch pup, 15 weeks,
22/6; bargain: exchange considered; aproval: Nichol-
son, 165, Horninglovv-st., Burton-on-Xrent. (19S1)

TWO pedigree smooth Fox Terriers, bitches, sell

15/- each, or exchange ferrets, Canaries, pigeons to
value: Ernest Barker, Bondgate, Helmsley. (1983)
COLLAPSIBLE all-iron pigeon or bird shooting

trap, equal new, cost 20A. price 7 0; or .isclul ex-

change: Pennal, Totteridgc. High YVycombe, Bucks.
TWELVE 10 inch double-sided Zonophone ami

other records, new condition; exchange Canaries:
Hariierton. Camden Hili-rd.. Norwood, London.
YVHAT OFFERS in birds (any kind), for good bred

black Schipperke bitch, also pure Buff Orpington
cockerel, 1913; Clovers, Mcndip View, Radstcck.
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EXCHANGE two Sil>. good liens, sure millers, Iasi

jriir's, (or good Norwich cock, a young one: George
stoker. Hast Kenton Farm, long Kenton, Newcastle.

I'.xt'll ANGE tame pet performing monkey, drills

like a soldier, (or Canaries, Parrot ;
or sell 85/-:

Htundard Aviaries, Newton Heath, Manchester.

W1I.L exchange good Irish terrier dog lor good
ringing Hollers or tloaliln n Mule-

;
no lubbi-h: or

sen In.-: W Williams, it, I’urk Hill, Tredegar.

,xi n ANGE, |ia.r new" outer rover . : s by l.J, wired,

cost 12 •: another pair good eomlil'.on (Dunlop s),

sell (i 0; bargains: I’arr, Vl.dd.c-sl., NpfctHligll.ini.

BANTAMS, White Wyandotte eoekerel, 7/:»: trio

Partridge P, kins, 10/ii;' Kiaek Wyandott, eoekerel,

7/0: pnliets, !>/ ;
exchange: W hit. eo, ligtt, Northallei

ton. (Y.WO
LI V Hit and hlaek Springer, lour months, sell . o

;

or exellalige unythlng sinot Inleh, make a worker:
ttroinh ad, Parm Collage, Stoekshridge, near Shet
Held. U9<*>)

LOYELA even marked Cox Terrier hitch, 17/ ;

also got.il wire haired Idieli, 17/ ;
exehange Canarie.-,

poultiy ,
anything useful: Smith. Lower (ireeii,

Tipton. (11)87)

WANTED oil i in eoek Canaries, lor handsome
lady's silver watch, value 17/-; approval both ways;
make good pre- 'iit: Woods, .71, Whurl'dale-rd., I on
Jon, N. (Kiel)

Wanted, good euneertina, melodeon, youth's cycle

!

give silver VvalLie.in watch or pair Lyon's Rollers;

approval, what oilers: Konkin-on, 101, Leeds-rd.,

Net m. (1.1,'J)

IUH CH-HAIRED Air- dale Terrier hiteh, II months,
healthy, well grown, 25 •; exehange Roller Canaries;

approval: Ponce ( onstahle Mathers, Mytholrnroyd.

York*. 0071*)

EXCHANGE 1.1 box cages, set clapnet'. 18ft. x -lft.,

(,ix living homers, lor Siskin* or (i, Idnmmo. cccks,

or (inn. Holders: Alex. Rea, 27, St.. Mary-st., Ar-

broath. (1984)

TACKING Jay, s . h n Hawfinch 2/C. Mandoline

1 v , flute, '-’/; pair .Mannikins a li, gent's cyele oil,-;

cxelung lor Canaries or .Mules; a,*, i’anivvorth-rd.,

Croydon. (19,8)

L' la) lv ! -i I’a.*.- of high -elas v Yorkshires lor sale,

<U exehange anything useful, drapery preferred, ap-

proval: Smith, ,, Stanley -rd., Ingrow, Keighley.

Yorkshire. 0»™)
wild, exchange prize-bred Yorkshires for grauio-

I
hone an I record', must he good; no rubbish:

Poser, The School House, Last Claiulon, Cuild-

lord. Surrey. (1978)

LEA TURK lantern, fitted limelight. 20/ -. photo,

cooii condition, near otter; also mandoline. 10/-;

zither banjo, 25.'-, photo: Pardoe, 10, Mortimer-

rd., Cardiff. (1971)

HI HP Pin LI) safety razor, 2 blades, new. will ex-

ehange for good hull Crest bred ben or yellow crest

lien: appro., vours first: Vaasle, 79. Dundas-st.,

(ita-govv, S.S. (1978)

( !Ci\ Goldfinch. cock Greenfinch. Canary reaped,

two It ii Canari.M. bird net, 12ft. x 4ft.: exchange

Rollers ;w hat otters; yours first: A. Hawkins, burner

Hill, Cannock. ' (197a)

WHAT otters, cock Canaries only, fot white satin

quilt, coloured quilt, pair white hemmed bed

sheets, all full bed size, quite new: 70, Derg-st.,

Seed ley, Salford. (1973)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements I

not relating to birdkeeping. The following
|

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;,
Cat-. Chivies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Music;, I lustrum -nts ; Natural History;
Photography ;

Pigeons ;
Pigs ; Poultry ; Rab-

bits; Sport ; stamps; and various.

EXCHANGE pair cf 1 Tin. chaff knives, new. for

good Roller eoek and hen, also combination set of

saws for good ecek Canary ; offers; Woollen 94,

Napic -st., Sheffield. (1983.1-

C LARK 8 patent syphon gas stove (easily con-

verted for oil), cost *3. requires slight repair, sell

17 or otters, Norwich or Crest: Smith, 13, Bed-

ford-plaee, Aberdeen. (1977)

Kx -AN HE, girl’s boots, size 13, also gent's, size

10: also 2 quiits, one white, one red and white,

lor ferrets, or Yorkshire terrier or Pom.: \V. Seaton.

28. C'uba-st., Belfast. (1974)

TWO Ancona pullets, March hatched, on point of

lay ing, and cockerel ;
will exehange for Canaries, or

sell for 17 -; no rubbish wanted: Jones. 4, Mount-
st.. Poiitlottyn, Clam. (1982)

YORKSHIRE Terrier, silver grey, from pedigree

parents, lady's pet;, excellent watch, 2 years : eacr'fflee

, exchange good gramophone and records: King-

sett. 29. DaVe-st., Walsall. (1980)

NOTICE. I ivds of "any description taken in exchange
for single or double Breeding cages or loose fronts,

any size made; state offers and wants: Leigh, 37,

Everton-terrace, Liverpool. (1993)

It; coot) Yorkshire cocks, 7 C each: nine hens. 3 -

<( . a. 1911 hat -lied: exchange phon^ aph emit

records, pullets, east: oners for lot: Hallett, 2.

\\ bippingiiam-st.. Brighton. (1977)

EXCHAN ,K. 7 adult Budgerigars, for pair Nor-

wich. pair Yorkshire Canaries, also squirrel, for

pair ot Goldfinches or Bullfinches: William Aird,

Oannonholm, Auchenheath. (1974)

EXCHANGE. 10 volume- cf Cassc-lEs Encyclopaedia,
new, cost £3 10/-, for African Grey cr talking

Amazon, or Roller cock- singing: yours first: Elliott,

318a. Kennington-rd., London. '1978)

WHAT odors for pair of net- 14ft. \ 4ft.. spikes

and pots complete, good as new, cne dr:* cage and
ease, two show cages and ease; cage fronts eneap :

E. Butcher. Ea.-tover, Bridgwater. (1993)

WILE exchange Columbia Gramophone, cost

£* Ei -. 10 Co'umV.an records, cost £2. for pedigree
racing Homers and loft: or household goods: W.
Krvaii. 40, Trafalgar-rd.. Wrexham. (J979)

WANTED l:t~g’ bird < ag -. length about 4ft.,

b id' . and h irlit 2ft.; a, prevail will give two
car.

.
about Lins, by in and cue smaller, good

ccndir >n : Wat-on. Crete, Lsngforgau. (198.7)

EXCHANGE, splendid gent.'s cycle (Ru.'lge W bit-
worth) almosl new condition, Brampton's saddle,
tyres, tub--, new rim brake', accessories: sell o

;

givit bai gain : Parr. Middlc-st.. Nottingham. (198g)
CH XMFiOM pedigree Airedale )itih. Sp !undid
specimen, sell in, or exchange for good Canaries,
cutlery. g in.aphcue, anything: Wilkin on,
Brvnhv irv !." Rliyswg-rd.. Aberearn. Mon. <197'

EXCHANGE Hir e large exhibition eoek Gold inch.
Canary Mute, for one pair of cycle ccr r - and tubes,
j by It, b.arded rim.-; approval both way.-: E.
Guy, R '.'Crvoir-rd.

, Church Hitt, Hidnesford.
(1972)

FINCH ANGE. pair Pe/re ranian puppies, black, three
nor. Mi

.
.!lb... for good yellow Norwich eoek: few

cood York-, on sale, or exchange: also 15-in. Parrot
.age: Watkins, 9s, Ynysrncr-rd., Trelierbert, Gl-am.

(1977)

LOVELY litter Fox terrier puppies, evenly marked,
dogs jn •. hitches 7/h ; or exchange Canaries, llrit-

1

-

h or foreign birds; no rubbish offered, none
wanted AiihvII, 4. Davis-st., Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent.
EXCHANGE, two pairs Norwich, three liens, five

double breeding cages complete, for anything suit-
able for boy; motor-cur preferred, or wtiat oilers;
ally tiling value 311. . Oil.: Howard, High st., Malden.
W I l.l, give value in e lothing, boots, slices, blankets,

'licet
,

lion, -lin'd goods, etc., ill exellalige lor lords,
or live stock of any description: Manager, Exchange
Stores, li:;, Princess-st., Mane beater. (Established
188(1. (19.82)

EXCEPTIONAL oiler, for one week only, one pair
of bluiiKcts, given in cxcba*gc for one eoek or
lour hen Canaries, sent carriage paid to: Bankrupt
Stock Co., 31(i, Oldiiain-rd., Newton Heath, Man-
chester.

,
(197ti)

GRAND black Lop doe, 12 months, 26i by ffj,

straight and healthy, slightly damaged ear, 27 -,

worth double; approval; deposit ; exchange Canarie.
or British: W Keek; 22, Philliniorc-rd., Saltiey,
Birmingham. (1979)
WHAT offers for wire hatred bitch and dog pups,

4 months, ped. containing 14 champions, Notts,
blood. t2 and 87/

,
exchange for Yorks.

; yours first,

ped. and particulars on application: Dawes, -14,

Howard-rd., Mansfield. (l'-Sg)

EXCHANGE field Spaniel dog. black, black and
white ticket legs. v_e]| bred, good watch, clean in
lion e, age IS months, unbroken; lor Canaries. Nor-
wich or Borders; goo 1 birds: Alexander Gilliis,

1, Nevv-'t., Prestonpan U97li)

A.vfR-UA. 1-plate, witli stand, frames, dishc . in
exchange. for eoek or lien Borders; yours first,

bill' mi - Ambe-rol phonograph, 2 reproducers. Oil

records ror .-ale. (.2 El -: It. Lo.vcll, 14. Ellington-
st.. Liverpool rd.. London, X. (1972)
BRAND new miniature rille, cost 50 double-

sighted pistol grip, shoots shot, bullet cartridges,
noi ele. s. kill B'J yards, sacrifice 31),'-: exchange
left-off clothing, Canaries, anything useful Harvey,
(i. Trinity's t.. Wist Brcmivicti. 0970.)

\ ETEKAN Crimean sword 10/-, French bayonet
-word 10/-, pair gold-rimmed eye-glasses 5

'-, letter
pocket -case 5, 2 cigar cases I -, cigarette ease 3,0;
all n.-w; exehange Roller hens and Crest bred : Col-
lins, " Brookside." Woodgreen. Wednesbury. (1983)
i-l ECU El! dog. two years, hunt, kill, retrieve

to trap or eyc.c, night or day. carry miles, good
courser, set! Cl

;
exchange good pair Norwich, no

rubbish offered, or wanted: approval both ways,
yours fir -t : Phillips, Church House, Lamphey,
CembroKeshire. (,l')S7)

C KA VtOI’UON E, as new, cost £4 10,.. 2t records,
fibril, complete lot cost .CO 7,0, sell

.
£8: also 12-

bore single breech-loading gun, new condition, price
2- t -. or will exellalige either for Canaries, Gold
finches, house-moulted Linnets; offers: Ward, -K)

Greyhound-rd., Kensal Rise, Wilicsden. (1979)
WILL exchange one pair of ladies’ new bcots,

glace kid. paten! capped on latest style, or one
dress-length or suit-length, any colour, or one pair
flannelette bed blankets lor two eoek Canaries in
song, or five liens, or three pairs of Bullfinches:
Cummings, 4, Richmond-ter., Leeds. (1970)
EXCHANGE, 2 pairs breeches, as new. for 2 Nor-
wich hens, variegated yellow, unflighted: or sell 7,0
a pair: wortli double; also black morning coat and
waist, chest 40iu., as new; will take Norwich cock,
as above, or .sell 15/-: wortTr 27,-: G. Wahl, 4,
Kensington Palace Gardens. London. W. (11)78)
'OCR good 1914 colour-fed Norwich cocks, two

yel.ow, two tiufis, ring-rieeked Parrakcet, winner
Linnet Mule, Greenfinch Mule cocks, best of con-
dition; sell reasonable, or exchange lor large exhibi-
tion yellow Goldie-Canary Mule; or anything useful-
on approval each way : Stephens Gaved, Polgootii
St. Austell.

(1978),SELL or exchange for Roiler cocks, Yorkshire eoek.
crimson tick, Dv 1. e strain, 17 -

: Yorkshire ecek
buff, Odgen's strain, '10.'-: Yorkshire cock. Buff, Ben’
nett s strain, 8 ''British" Aviarv moult d, perfect
specimens, tight a.- wax: Chaffinch ccck. 4 : Bull-
finch eoek, 4 - ; Greenfineh eoek. large, .7, - : Redpoll
eoek. 2 -

; hen Goldfinch, 3/6 :
lien Linnet) 3/6; bird-

room oil heater, cost 17/6, 7/6; Our Canaries cost
22,'-, unociled, 12/6: Leonard Maun, 170, Portland-st..
Walworth, London. (19:4)

DON'T WORRY
old chap: true. Canaries are not fetching big prices
tliis y ear owing to war, but we are giving extra good
value in goods, macks), boots, suits, overcoats, cos-
tumes, blankets, sjieets, quilts, curtains, carpets,
pianos, furniture, cycles, tools, cutlery, electroplate,
etc., for Canaries: everything for the home ex-
changed for healthy Canaries, cages, British, etc.:
state wants, offers: established 1900: Exchange Co..
35a, I.ondon-rd., Sheffield. (196S)

BOOTS BOOTS BOOTS
Prices gone up, never mind: we offer gent.'s hoi

calf or ladies’ glace kid, worth 17/- per pair, for 3
cock Canaries: note, everything for home given in

exchange for Canaries or cages: Exchange Co., 355,
London-nL, Sheffield.

' viogsv

Cats.
)

ONK lovely Blue Persian female cat. 20/*; one
«r y male, 10/6; one amok) male, 15/-; excellent
pedigree; all very a ft ect ion ate; or exchange K.
Butcher, Bahtover, Bridgwater. (]9»H3)

MIHIS MAftGAKKT CKOSSL1CY, Kimmeridge Hec-
tor). Corfe Cattle, Dorset, ha.s for immediate dis-
po> a 1 to the kindest home*, blue Persian pedigree
cats, well trained bottle pets, 1 male and 1 female,
.‘i guineas each, Houtli preferred.

f Cycles.

M XCEPl'ION A \j clearance, real highest grade 1914
cydi s, shop soiled, ladies', gentlemen's, boys’
models; jiiho accessories; lists: Vcntnor st.,
Manchester.
iki-zAJ bargains; lady’s and gent’s splendid

cycles, almost new, condition in every part, updo-
datc. all accessories, 27, n each ; insjK'ction invited;
accept easy payments: Parr, Midule-st., Nottingham.

fiADt’S bicycle, free wheel. 2 :irn brakes, good
tyres, lamp, bell, accessories, perfect condition; sell
k ••

;
or exchange for exhibition Yorkshire, flrst-c!u.*s

bird, recent winner only; bird first : Thomas, bang-
ley Farm, Burkharn. Wokingham. (1979;
10 make room for 1*315 models we are offering

the whole of our stock of new 1914 models at greatly
reduced prices, consisting of Swift, Singer, Sunbeam,
( entaur, Lea Francis, and Spurkbrook cycles: T.
Baker and Sons, Friar-st.. Heading.
XOTR'l*:, Smart's new address is: Smart’s Limited.

^ V Snow Hill, Birminghafn. (1082)
NOIIC-L, Smart's new address is: Smarfcks Limited,

( \ eh- \v ork v. Snow Hill, Birmingham. (1062)
NO F f ( K, Smart’s can and do supply at wholesale

price* : it you have not a catalogue, send for one,
post_ free.

‘

* (1982)
H»15 FINDS Smart's the largest cycle dealers in the

world at th ir new address. Note Smart’s new ad-
dn > now: Smart’s Limited, Cycle Works, Snow HiH.
Birmingham. ‘

(1982)
191") FINDS Smart's ready to do husineso: buy from

the catalogue you have; if you have lost your cata-
logue send for one now post free: Smart's Limited,
Cycle Works, Snow Hill, Birmingham. (1982)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoe.', newly soled and heeled, ladies 2 9: genfci 3 6;

i

tfi/ls 2 6: boys 2 9; youths 3/-; all sizes: carriage
j

paid: Underwood, 36. York-st., Hulme, .Manchester
(1970)

SITUATIONS,
j

Ferrets.

SPLENDID ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/G:

excellent, ready to work, large, 4/-: medium. 3/0

;

ten day-' approval; cash or deposit: Wannop, Sliort-

st., Carlisle. (1984)

Guinea Pigs.

GUINEA pigs. 12 hundred in stock, all colours,
adults 2 - each : half-grown. 1 6 each: young ones, I'-

eacli : Reynolds. Pack Horse Yard. Westgate, Brad-
ford. -

Household Furniture,
Utensils, etc.

Shouid WRITE T0-BAT
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
'ii.ey are unrivalled for all J,»«iirK Ailments. Ac-, nnd speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all Bufferin’'.
They snpersede Pennyroyal. Pil Cochin. Hitler Apple, Ac

bold m boxes. IT by Iloot^'. Tax lor’s. Timothy White's
Ji ranches amt all Chemists, or post free, same p -ice from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists.. 34, DAI STON LANE. LONDON

Kennel Dogs lor Sale.ZVCTIIIlA^l Oogs Jor Exchanee

COUNTRY ageetiS wanted for Trowcr’s lard (wed?
\

4rd food^, good conimiAsio:i : Trowcr, 442, CaUdouian
•*«! kn-dni;
W.VNTlvD. nice intelligent lad. tall and strong, to

attend to l:ui\’s aviary of cage birds and do house-
work: Apply, Mrs. M., Parkfte’d, Fcuthwick, Sussex.

Aquarium.
GOLDFISH. 1 6, 2/-, 2.0 per dozen: cans, 3d. and

6d.: trade supplied: R. Krcmncr, 104, Tib-st., Man-
chester.
VI ET At.- ERA MED aquarium. 19 :< 12 x )2. 27'-:

I

another, 14 x 8 x S, 12 0; new, but soiled; exchange
for nanny goat or cell: Zoo, Har.cisworth, Birming-
ham. (1976)
GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare fish, plants, snails,

aquaria, etc., list free; catalogue of aquaria and
vivaria. Id.: E. Cura and Souo. \ ine-st., Clerkcnwell-
rd., London, E.C.

BUSINESSES.]
OWING jo illness am obliged to retire; old estab-

lish d bi:d business for -ale, including stock of
tag.-, suds, etc.: write particulars: The Aviary,
82. Raikes-rd., Blackpool.

C ivies.

CAVIES for .-ale from 1 • a pair to 2 0. good
bred stock, room wanted; or exchange: Gould and
Sou's Cage Works, Little .South-si... Coventry. (1980/

RED rough-coated Irish Terrier, male. 15 mouths,
docked, good -house (teg: Jems. IVntwvii, TreorcJiy,
Glam. (1985)
L,i> ELY Yorkshire puppies, t wo" months old, dogo

15/-, bitches 10 -: Mrs. Harrison, New Inn, Lang-
ley Mill. Notts.
GRAND sable and white Collie dog, champion pedi-

gree; sell it),.-: exchange bird to vaiue: 1 . KcehucK,
Baris. Holmnrtli. (1981)
I’URE-b’e.l Daclisluiiidi bitch, five months, sp’.end d
guard and ;wt, 15 ; or exchange: otters hi ids : Holt,
ironmonger, Bacup. (If 86)
H A D.-ijvi 4. 8t Kernard liitcli. 2 gns.. or exeliange

for Yorkshire Canaries to value: 554, High-rd.. Tot-
tenham, London, N. (1972)
TWO game Kuil-Aireoile dog puppies, seven weeks,

7 6 each ;
hitcti. 7, 6: make etemon guards: Ba row,

Tohaeeonist, Greenwich. (1986)
BLACK Pomeranian dog. Is month.- old, price .Cl. or

exellalige singing Canuri •: George Tunnicliffe, Bank
Honor , Sil.-deii. via Keighley. (1983)
JET-BLACK Pom ranian. male. 10 montli-. make
grand stud dog, <:>/• : exchange Canarie.-: Ire:" 55.

ate. loo-square, t ainherwell. (1974)
BLACK and fan smooth-coated terrier, Airedale

size, good guard, in - ; or exchange Canaries: Bot-
> right. Hairdresser. Hudleigh, Suffolk. ilt’S2i

Bl 7,1. bitch breeder and mother, four years, due
season, sell (:: : or exchange racing byke. Canaries:
Kendall. Foldings Scholes. Cteekheaton. 11973)
FOX terrier pup. even marked, Idack and tan

hc:.d, white body, sell 7 6; exchange hen Canaries
or British : Kendle. 21, Bridge-st., Ilomcrton. (1992)
PEDIGREE black Toy Poms, 2 month', from 12 6

;

exchange poultry . Canaries: otter.-. parlienTo”:
Carncw. 40. Thornlv;igh-rd.. Horiield. Bristol. 11‘KU
JET-BLACK Pomeranian, male. 17 months, prof i:-'

coat, splendid plume, affectionate with children,
sacrifice tl : Davenport. Hay Mills, Birininghiini.
NUT-BROWN Toy Pomeranian dog, 13 months, also
black Toy bred, to -. both champion pedigrees: ex-
ehange anything: Redhead. Bootle. Cumberland.
IRISH bull terrier dog. red. 15 months, kill any-

thing. catch rabbits, ujed to I'errels, good pal.”
guard. 10,'-; exchange anything: Gakman, Bull
Hotel. Ely. Ll'Jsl)

FOR sale or exchange, a pedigree Bull bitch pup.
over distemper

; sell 36 -, or exchange for birds, or
anything useful : \\ . E lues, 64, Barlborough-st*., New
Cross. S.E. (1981)
NOTICE, almost every breed of dog can be had at
reasonable prices, large or omall. for show or com-
panion, easy payments arranged: McKeand Sea-
bright, Castle-Dougias. ’

(375)
LITTER lovely whippet puppies, beautiful shape,
from winning parents, make champion rabbit
coursers; dogs, 5 6; bitches 4 0; worth double:
Parr. Middle-fit.. Nottingham. (-1950)
SMDOTH-COATED Retriever dog. 3J years, also

Spaniel dog. Iff months, both special with gun, also
wild fowl, sell £3 two. or separate; or nearest
offers : Bond. Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (1975)
BEAUTIFUL slightly crossed Pome:aiiLiii dog. 12
months, lovely oo.it, sits up walks on hind legs,
several othir tricks, sharp bouse gu.aid; 7 0: ex-
change: Richards -Bt-aflord-av., Bulwell. (1987)

GRAND large Retriever Cog 18 months'. 1110*, de-
termined guard, person or property : loml of w ater,

rettieves and would rave, life, excellent follower;
no vice; accept i'l : Davenport, Hay Miffs, Bi.ming-
liam. (1985)
DOG collars, best bridle leather, liras- studs, name

and address on. I f: plates only, names and ad-
dresses. 7d.; chains. 1 : worm powders, ad.; mange
line, 7d. tin: po-t free: Young, Netinaker, Crew-
kerne, Somerset.
AIREB.VLE dog, time years,, perfect guard, pedi-

gree, J5 -
;

also Airedale bitch puppy, nine months,
good pedigree, 17 -; or exchange British or Yeilow
Norwich liens: yours first, to: G. Broad. Portland-
st.. Hanley. Staffs. U9S0)
FINE upstanding pure Greyhound

_
dbg. black, 20

months, 20iln. to shoulder, clever single-handed
ban- killer, carries, runs, quiet, 27 0, with his good
saddler-made rug. lead, and collar: Wi kshcr, 8a.
Hermit st.. Nottingham. (1970)
PRETTY little pure Pomeranian female. 17 months.

7lbs., beautiful stand-eft coat, perfect car and tail

carriage, no white, clean home trained, ]M-rfect

little picture, good pedigree, 20/-: Wilkshav., 8a.
llermit st., Nottingham. (1980)
LITTER of three fine healthy, robust, well-grown
puppies, eight week.:, sire pure Airedale - (•'« ibs.),

dam pure Labrador (63 lb-.), make splendid guards
and sportsman's dogs, 7 6, bitch 0 exchange
Canaries: Wilkshaw, 8a, Hcrmit-st., Nottingham.

(1980)
CHOICE of either, as I only require one. Strong
Airedale dog. 8 months, Idaek back, rich tan quar-
ters; also good Brindle” Bull Terrier .dog. 18 months;
both found, healthy, free from vice, good guard',
companions; 12 6; exehange, approval: John Watson.
Poplar. Belston. Notts. (198t»i

BLACK Mastiff Retriever hitch, 5 months, resem-
bles .Mastiff Retriever size now, will make monster;
:il o black wavy Retriever. 1 months, retrieves ten-
derly: also good black Greyhound Retriever bitch,
resembles Greyhound, make 26 in., ard a d/ad gam-
pedigree Fox Terrier bitch, kiil anything, pedigree
contains 10 champions. 10 - each: approval deposit;
exchange good songsters, anything useful: AV right.
Gamekeeper. Setston. Notts. (1980)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice; and. cage, 1/-: Alisa

Rosey. Rosemary House Eastbourne. (1977)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you, have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet'
recently published, entitled “Pet Mice." which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2)d. post
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

Pigeons.
L
FOR sale, 24 working tiomef'. flown 170 upwards;

offers, part inon-y. Canaries : Stewart. Roman-pice,
Palace. Bothwell, Scotland. f 1 903

,

EIGHT working homers, flown Swindon and Bourne-
mouth, all rung. 4 - each; or exchange for Par-
rot and cage, or anything useful: Thompson. 16.
Robert Stanley -st., Bolton. 11976’

|

Rabbits
.

j

si- A i'll AE yoking bucks, cheap, does from 1 to
s 0: 7 to 13 weeks old. Hid. to 1 4 each: (-. V
Harrison. HafIVnden. High Holden. Kent (197;>

Sport.

SPORT: tile Sure Shot Catapult, with quantity of
shot. 1/-: net traps, catch any birds alive. I - and
.13: beet bird-lime. 4d. tin; all post free: Wicks
Bros.. Norwich. (1972)
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, powerful

for rabbits, rats, pigeons, cte., with 59 rounds am-
munition, 1.3 :

two 2 3 : 500 ammunition. 14. all post
free: Young, Netinaker. Crewkerue, Somerset. (1941)

Various,
FOR sale, pair of Silver Rhea-ant', no re i.onali!

offer refused: Lewis, CorstorpiiiiK-. ffyde. (19S2)
TWO Edison Standard phonographs, sale ."ff - each ;

or exchange live stock: J. Bargcnt, fot). Lake-rd..
Portsmouth. (19751
FOR sale, two pairs adult 'Golden Pheasants at

15 • a pair: Arthur Hirst.' Station-rd., SLc'.tnuii-

tliorpe, near Huddersfield (1986:

TWO splendid fawn ,aT. I
- white Indian Runner

drakes, March hatched, 4 • each . two grand working
ferrets. 4 - cacti: Palmer. 34. Abbcy-'rd., Bourne.
Lines. (1977)
UIGHT-HANI) carriage lamp. 2 pair clipper,, fancy

kneepads. several pieces of harness. 12 the lot
;

good cushion cycle, 10 Butler. Quarter, Staple-
hurst, Kent. ( Ills!

'

GENUINE performing Redpoll and cage, draws
motor-cir for seed, hoists water from well; complete
with til tings. -I -.: or exchange: Navlor. 44, Ark
w right-road. Preston. (1981)

ST. VITUS' DANCE PERMANENTLY CURED
Own remedy, member of Lv'ds 1.. and C.C.. inex-

pensive. anil a boon to sufferers: send particulars:

Arthur Kendall, Plasterer-' Ami', * Ski ncr lane.

Leeds. (1976) 1

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F Caiu„ laf. Elect ^

Street, br J. G. HaintoND txo Co., Lro., Fleet

Lane. London, EC,


